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The demand for trained Electricians is immense. Fine positions

are everywhere. Experts must be MADE—to fill them. This
situation offers you the best chance you'll ever get to forge ahead
QUICKLY in this greatest of all professions.

Earn $2500 to $8000 a Year!
QUALIFY for a splendid career through my course. It is sim-
plified to the point of perfection. You'll enjoy it. I and my assistant

engineers have worked to make it the most exact, simple, compre-
hensive and interesting course in America. To show you how
PRACTICAL it is—and PROVE you can learn Electricity with
SPEED and EASE, I will send you proof lessons—FREE OF
CHARGE.
Let a Practical Engineer Personally Train You at Home

YOU CAN DO THIS
L. L. COOKE

The well-known consulting
and advisory engineer, for-
merly member of Engineer-
ing Staffs of American
Bridge Co., Pressed Steel
Car Co., and Millikan Bros.,
great international engineers,
in New York, London and
So. Africa.

I will give you the practical

training you need — AT
HOME. I will PERSON-
ALLY train you in a
WORKING knowledge of
Electricity in your SPARE
TIME. And I am so sure

you will make a splendid

success in the study of this

fascinating profession —
that I will give you a
GUARANTEE BOND to

refund the full tuition cost

to you, if you are not en-
tirely satisfied when you
receive your DIPLOMA
and Electrician's Certifi-

cate.

Proof Lessons—FREE!—Free Electrical Outfit!

MAIL THIS COUPON

Act quick and secure a big reduction in cost of tuition. If I hear from you at once I will send you the Proof
Lessons FREE, and I will also give you a big outfit of Standard size electrical tools, materials, etc., abso-

lutely FREE. Many other valuable benefits too numer-
ous to mention. Send Coupon NOW—for full details.

Don't fail—only a practical engineer can teach you the

things you MUST know to succeed big—and as Chief
Engineer of the Chicago Engineering Works, I am in a
position to help you immensely. Send coupon or write

today sure

!

CHIEF ENGINEER COOKE
Works,

Dept. 25,
CHIEF ENGINEER, Chicago Engineenn

441 Cass St., Chicago, Illinois.

Without obligation on my part kindly send at once, fully prepaid, particulars

of your complete Practical Home Study Course in Electricity.

Name

Addr

Chicago Engineering Works
DEPT. 25

44-1 Cass Street Chicago, III.
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No. EX2002

<<r-pVHB BOY'S ELECTRIC TOYS" contains enough mate-

1 rial TO MAKE AND COMPLETE OVER TWENTY-
-1- FIVE DIFFERENT ELECTRICAL APPARATUS with-

out any other tools, except a screw-driver furtjished with the outfit. The box
contains the following complete instruments and apparatus which are already
assembled :

Student's chromic plunge battery, compass-galvanometer, solenoid, telephone

receiver, electric lamp. Enough various parts, wire, etc., arc furnished to

make the following apparatus:
Electromagnet, electric cannon, magnetic pictures, dancing spiral, electric

hammer, galvanometer, voltmeter, hook for telephone receiver, condenser,

sensitive microphone, short distance wireless telephone, test storage battery,

shocking coil, complete telegraph set, electric riveting machine, electric buz-

zer, dancing fishes, singing telephone, mysterious dancing man, electric jump-
ing jack, magnetic geometric figures, rheostat, erratic pendulum, electric but-

terfly, thermo electric motor, visual telegraph, etc., etc

This does not by any means exhaust the list, but a great many more ap-

paratus can be built actually and effectually.

With the instruction book which we furnish, one hundred experiments that

can be made with this outfit are listed, nearly all of these being illustrated

with superb illustrations. No other materials, goods or supplies are neces-

sary to perform any of the one hundred experiments or to make any of the

25 apparatus. Everything can be constructed and accomplished by means of

this outfit, two hands, and a screw-driver.
The outfit contains 114 separate pieces of material and 24 pieces of finished

articles ready to use at once.
Among the finished material the following parts are included: Chromic salts

for battery, lamp socket, bottle of mercury, core wire (two different lengths),

a bottle of iron filings, three spools of wire, carbons, a quantity of machine
screws, flexible cord, two wood bases, glass plate, paraffine paper, binding
posts, screw-driver, etc., etc. The instruction book is so clear that anyone can
make the apparatus without trouble, and besides a section of the instruction

book is taken up with the fundamentals of electricity to acquaint the layman
with all important facts in electricity in a simple manner.
We guarantee satisfaction.

The size over all of the outfit is 14 x 9 x 2%. Shipping weight, 8 lbs, CC nn
. No. EX2002 "The Boy's Electric Toys." outfit as described <|>J.UU

L IMMEDIATE SHIPMENTS

231 Fulton St.

NEW YORKELECTRO IMPORTING CO.,

Student's Chromic Plunge Battery

This is :i n ideal bat
mental work where a

not required. This b;

lamp fur several hour
run a small toy motor

cry for electrical experi-
jery powerful current is

Uery will hunt a 2 volt

on one charge; it will
surprisingly well ; it will

lectroplaung work; it is ideal lor

testing work; it gives a fairly steady current,

and as the zinc electrode can be pulled clear of

the electrolyte, no materials are used when bat-
tery stands Idle.

Best Amalgam Zinc only is used, as well as

a highly porous carbon to ensure a steadier
current. We furnish enough chromic salts for

arges. Full directions for operation and care of battery are included.
battery tests 2 volts and (i amperes when set up fresh. Not over 2

res should be drawn from battery continuously. By using six or eight

ese batteries, a great many experiments can be performed. No solution
run out of this battery if upset by accident. This makes it an ideal

portable battery. Size over all is 5"x2". Shipping weight, 1 lb.

No. 999. Student's Chromic Plunge Battery
IMMEDIATE SHIPMENTS $0.50

The "Electro" Radiotone
HIGH FREQUENCY SILENT TEST

BUZZER
This instrument gives a wonderful high

pitched MUSICAL NOTE in the receivers,

impossible to obtain with the ordinary
test buzzer. The RADIOTONE is built

along entirely new lines; it is NOT an
ordinary buzzer, reconstructed in some
manner. The RADIOTONE has a single
fine steel reed vibrating at a remarkably
high speed, adjusted to its most, efficient

frequency at the factory. Hard silver con-
tacts are used to make the instrument last
practically forever.

Yes. the RADIOTONE is SILENT. In fact, it is so silent that you must
place your ear on top of it to hear its beautiful musical note.
You will be astounded at the wonderfully clear. 500 cycle note, sounding

sharply in your receivers. To learn the codes, there Is absolutely nothing
like It. With the radiotone. a key and one dry cell and ANY telephone, a
fine learner's set is had. Two or more such sets in series will afford no
end of pleasure for intercommunication work. Shipping Weight I Ib.^

Radiotone as described each S| Mil
IMMEDIATE SHIPMENTS

The "Electro" Telegraph

is not a toy. but a practical,
honestly built telegraph outfit,

which not only sounds but works
like the big commercial instru-
ments. By studying the code
for 30 days you can become a
first-class telegraph operator.
Such operators are in big de-
mand now. Outfit consists of
TWO complete telegraph instru-
ments each measuring ?,y2 x 2%
x 2V±. All metal parts are high-
ly nickel plated, including key
lever. Note hard rubber knob.
Telegraph Code Chart, telegraph
ilanks and connecting wire comes with set, hut no batteries. Outfit works
on 2 dry cells (one cell for each instrument). The "Electro" is the ONLY
Outfit, that works both ways, each station can call: no switches, no extras.
Nothing to get out of order. Guaranteed to please you or money
back. Price Complete as illustrated (TWO INSTRUMENTS)..

Shipping Weight, 2 lbs.

IMMEDIATE SHIPMENTS
$1.25

The "Electro" Codophone (Patents Pending)

What this ftl SO
r e m arkable ^^iF I«UV
instrument Is

~~

and does.

The "Elec-
tro" Codo-
phone is

positively the
only instru-
ment m a d e
.that will
imitate a 500
cycle note
exactly as
heard in a
V7ireiess re-
ceiver. T h e
loud-talking receiver equipped n
the sound all over the room, eve
THAT'S NOT ALL. By less

from the lowest, softest quality
sound can be had in a few seconds.
FOR INTERCOMMUNICATION,

ment. two Codophones when connec
can be used for intercommunication belween two houses
One outfit alone replaces the old-fashioned learner's

sisting of key and sounder.
The "Electro" Codophone is a handsome, well made instrument, fool

proof, and built for hard work. Contacts are of hard silver y8 inch in
diameter, that will outlast the instrument.
There is also a neat code chari and full directions enabling any intelli-

gent young man or girl to learn the codes within 30 days, practising one-
half hour a day.

Sizes: 6% x 3 x 2%". Shipping weight. 2 lb;
The "Electro" Codophone as described, complete.

th a horn, talks so loud that you can hear
if there is a lot of other noise,

ling or tightening the receiver cap, a tone
up to the loudest and highest screaming

Csing
ted wi

dry cell for each instru-
1 return ground,

ne-half mile apart,
telegraph set, con-

$1.50
* "The Livest Catalog in America"

Our Ijig, new electrical cyclopedia No. lit is waiting for you. Positively
the most, complete Wireless and electrical catalog in print today. 228 Big
Pages, COO illustrations, 500 instruments and apparatus, etc. Big "Treatise
on Wireless Telegraphy." 20 FREIE .unpens for our ISO-page FREE Wire-
less Course ill 20 lessons. FREE Cyclopedia No. 10 measures 7x5% .

Weight V> lb. Beautiful stiff covers.

ELECTRO IMPORTING COMPANY
231 Fulton St., New York City

I i nclose herewith 6 cents in stamps or coin for

which please send me your latest Cyclopedia Cata-

log No. 10 as described.

NAME

ADDRESS

S1THTE 15. E. 5-18

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing t'<> advertisers.
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AVIATION MECHANICS
Needed for New Positions

Thousands of splendid new positions now opening up everywhere in

this amazing new field. New Airplane factories being built—automobile
and other plants in all parts of the country being converted to turn out vast

fleets of Airplanes for our armies in Europe. And only a few hundred ex-

pert Airplane Mechanics available, although thousands are needed. And
this is only the beginning. Already airplane mail routes are being planned
for after the war and thousands upon thousands of flying machines will be

wanted for express and passenger carrying service.

Not in a hundred years has any field of endeavor held out such
wonderful chances to young men as are offered to you today in

the Aviation Industry. Resolve now to change your poorly paid

job for a big paying position with a brilliant future. Send the cou-
pon today for Special limited offer in Practical Aeronautics and
the Science of Aviation and prepare yourself in a few short months
to double or treble your present salary.

We Teach You By Mail
IN YOUR SPARE TIME AT HOME

What Our Students Say:
Mr. Stanfield Fries

Fort Bliss, Tex.
My estimation of the

new course is excellent;
it could positively not be
any better.

Mr. Z. Purdy
Shreveport, La.

It is hard to believe

that lessons on such a
subject could be gotten up
in such an interesting
manner.

Mr. Lloyd Royer
Haigler, Neb.

I can hardly thank you
enough for the way you
have personally taken up
my enrollment.

Mr. Mayne Eble
Manistee, Mich.

I believe I learn more
from my lessons than an
aviator who takes his first

lesson with an airman in

an aeroplane.

Earn $50 to $300

per week as
Aeronautical Instructor

$60 to $150 per week
Aeronautical Engineer

$100 to $300 per week
Aeronautical Contractor

Enormous profits

Aeroplane Repairman
$60 to $75 per week

Aeroplane Mechanician

$40 to $60 per week
Aeroplane Inspector

$50 to $75 per week
Aeroplane Salesman

$5000 per year and up
Aeroplane Assembler

$40 to $65 per week
Aeroplane Builder

$75 to $200 per week

Our new. scientific Course has the endorsement of airplane manu-
facturers, aeronautical experts, aviators and leading aero clubs.

Every Lesson, Lecture, Blue-Print and Bulletin is self-explanatory. *

You can't fail to learn. No book study. No schooling required. M
Lessons are written in non-technical, easy-to-understand language. »

You'll not have the slightest difficulty in mastering them. The /
Course is absolutely authoritative and right down to the minute y Without any obligations

in every respect. Covers the entire field of Practical Aeronau- ' on my part, you may send

tics and Science of Aviation in a thorough practical manner. Under our expert direction, you i me full particulars of your

get just the kind of practical training you must have in order to succeed in this wonderful £ >•; >
r sen ,il U

>

p

American School
of Aviation

431 S. Dearborn Street

Dept. 7445

Chicago, Illinois

industry

Special Offer NOW! SEND THIS
COUPON TODAY

tics and your Special
LIMITED Offer.

Tt ;<= nnr duty to help in every possible way to supply the urgent need for graduates of this great

school We have facilities for teaching a few more students, and to secure them quickly we are

makine a remarkable Special Offer which will be withdrawn without notice. Write today—or send

the coupon—for full particulars. Don't risk delay. Do it now.

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF AVIATION
431 S. Dearborn Street Dept. 7445 CHICAGO, ILL. J

Name.

Address.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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WINNING THE WAR
HIS war, more so than any other, is a
machine war. A stereotyped phrase, but,
nevertheless, a very true one. When we
speak of a machine war, we usually have
in mind artillery of all calibres, from
machine guns upwards to 42 cm. guns,
and larger.

We believe that we will not be contradicted when we
state that vast bodies of infantry can not move forward
nowadays without the support of protecting artillery

from its rear. Logically, the conclusion follows that if

we can annihilate the enemy's artillery, he must fall

back. Even trench systems without artillery support
from the rear can not be held for any length of time
by the enemy. If our artillery is intact, but if the
enemy is deprived of his, even tho his infantry should
outnumber ours ten to one, he would have to retreat
just the same. These, of course, are very obvious facts.

The British now engaged in the Western war theater
realized this truth very early and set about to rectify
it. The result was their present Tanks. These machines
fulfill several purposes

;
they are used to batter down

the barbed wire entanglements protecting front line

trenches
;
secondly, they raise havoc among the enemy's

men by flank fire once across his lines, but most im-
portant of all the Tanks are supposed to annihilate the
enemy's artillery either by putting the artillerists out
of action by gun fire from the Tank or by climbing
right over the enemy's guns, thus putting them hors de
combat. For the first two purposes the Tanks are
ideal ; for the latter they have signally failed. The
reason is very simple. The Tank is an extremely slow-
moving vehicle in the open field—five to eight miles an
hour at the most is its speed. Even if camouflaged, a
Tank makes a shining mark for the enemy gunners, who
find little trouble in getting the range of the slowly crawl-
ing tractor. One or two shells soon puts the most am-
bitious Tank out of business.

Ever since the Tank made its first appearance we
have pointed out in many of our articles that on account
of its ridiculously slow speed the machine as now built
could never be a factor in modern warfare.

In other words, the large and speedy machine obvi-

ously is the thing in this war. In former articles we
have shown that it is perfectly feasible to run monster
machines over land at speeds from twenty miles upward.
We have shown how our obsolete battleships could be
readily equipt with huge channel-iron wheels to ride

over land; we have also shown how 45-foot big-wheeled
steel monsters, steered by gyroscopic means, could be
used to run over the enemy's artillery, grinding it into

the ground. And such monster machines would be
practically immune to enemy shell fire on account of
their high speed. The construction of these machines
being largely open iron-channel work, even a direct

shell hit would not do much damage, beyond ripping

out a few steel pieces.

Strange to say, monsters of this kind would claim
little toll of life; if you see such a juggernaut of death
heading your way, you simply sidestep it ! Such ma-
chines are not designed to kill

;
they are used solely

to destroy the enemy's guns, or putting them out of
action.

Now the point we wish to make is that men alone
will not win the war for us. The big machine is the
thing. One such monster replaces several thousand
men. The nation that can build the largest buildings

on earth, that has the greatest mechanical resources of
the Allies, can easily build these comparatively simple
machines. They are feasible from an engineering stand-

point. Most important of all, such machines can be
readily sent to France knocked down. Five hundred
of them could be sent to France with the same amount
of tonnage it takes to send over 25,000 of our boys.
Five hundred big monsters might decide the war for

us quickly
; 25,000 men are a mere trifle in this war

—

they do not begin to make an impression.

A few weeks ago, if we had proposed a gun that

could shoot 74 miles we would have been laughed at

scornfully. It would have been one of our "pipe

dreams." The trouble with us Americans is that we
don't "dream" enough, while the Germans outdream us.

And if we do not get the big machines over to

France soon, the Germans will surely beat us to it. Let
us wake up.

H. Gernsback.
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LEARN BY DOING'
The Only Way to Learn Electricity

The only way you can become an expert is by doing

the very work under competent instructors, which you

will be called upon to do later on. In other words, learn

by doing. That is the method of the New York Electrical

School.

Five minutes of actual practice properly directed is

worth more to a man than years and years of book study.

Indeed, Actual Practice is the only training of value, and
graduates of New York Electrical School have proved
themselves to be the only men that are fully qualified

to satisfy EVERY demand of the Electrical Profession.

At this "Learn by Doing" School a man acquires the

art of Electrical Drafting ; the best business method and

experience in Electrical Contracting, together with the

skill to install, operate and maintain all systems for pro-

ducing, transmitting and using electricity. A school for

Old and Young. Individual instruction.

No previous knowledge of electricity, mechanics or

mathematics is necessary to take this electrical course.

You can begin the course now and by steady application

prepare yourself in a short time. You will be taught by
practical electrical experts with actual apparatus, under
actual conditions. 5,000 of our students are today suc-

cessful Electrical Practitioners. Come in and read their

enthusiastic letters. Let us explain this course to you in

person. Tf you can't call, send now for 64-page book

—

it's FREE to you. SCHOOL OPEN ALL SUMMER.

New York Electrical School

29 W. 17th St., New York, N. Y.

Please send FREE and without obligation to

me your 64-page book.

Name
tlCCTRO fltCMNICAL

£N&/NE£KIN&
NEW YORK EL6 zs w:\?w si

new york;n:y.

Address

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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Electricity and Camera Give 3,000,000 Shells Third Degree

HAVE you ever stopt to think
just how the experts of the

ordnance department of our own
as well as foreign governments
manage to check up the huge

quantities of cannon shells shipt to the
front? Possibly not, when the accompany-
ing photos will give some idea of the ex-
tremely fine electrical precision apparatus
employed for the purpose, as well as the

method used for safely firing faulty shells.

The photo at left illustrates the delicate

electric chronograph, a highly sensitive and

electrically operated camera, the whole lot

of 25,000 shells was immediately returned
to the manufacturer.
The electric chronographs or split-second

clocks used in timing the velocity of the

shells when fired, are connected up to a

net-work of electric wires placed at cer-

tain predetermined intervals along the prov-
ing range. Briefly explained the operation
of the velocity test is as follows: As the

bullet or shell leaves the muzzle of the gun
it strikes one net-work of electric wires,

severing one of the wires, which causes one

for exploding shells that have failed to go
off when fired. The shells are recovered
by "shell scouts" on the range and are
fired off electrically by the officer in charge.
Photography played an important part

in testing the 3,000,000 Russian shells at

the Lakehurst proving grounds. It is said
to be the first time that the electric camera
was ever used in this country to determine
the velocity of projectiles.

Right photo shows five of these re-

markable instantaneous photos of shells in

flight. These views show shells photo-

accurate electrical instrument used for re-

cording the speed of shells in flight. This
instrument showed the ordnance inspec-

tors of the Russian Government that they
were sending shrapnel shells thru the air

at the rate of 1,950 feet per second

!

These photos are all taken of a Russian
test on American-made ammunition con-
ducted at Lakehurst, N. J., where over
3,000,000 shells were tested. Each shell

could not, of course, be tested so the in-

spectors satisfied themselves with checking
up sixty shells from every 25,000 pro-

duced. If one shell when fired failed to
register properly on the photo taken by the

of the electrically controlled split-second

chronographs to be immediately actuated.

The shell speeds on for say a thousand
yards or so, depending upon the test and
size of shell, when it strikes another net-

work, severs a wire, opens the circuit of

a second split-second chronograph and the

deed is done. It is evident that by check-
ing up the difference in time between the

two (or more) chronographs and knowing
the distance the shell traveled between both
clock actuations, that the velocity of the

shell in feet per second is at once deter-

mined.
The steel pit at center, shown here, is

graphed in flight at different ranges in

versts Russian measurement (one verst

is 3,500 feet). Note the tiny dot lights at

the bottom, right, left and center of each
picture, also the cross-lines in the center

photo, which are sometimes used to check
the grouping of the shells while in flight as

well as the area covered by bursting
shrapnel. Shells to pass inspection have to

show on the plate within the space marked
by the right and left lights. The electrically

controlled camera proved more trustworthy
than the stop-watch. These twenty shells

past the test. Similar instruments are in

use by the U. S. Government experts.

5
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Locating and Destroying "Subs" with Electro-Magnets

THERE'S one thing certain about this

war anyway, and that is that there

will be no falling off in the business
of the patent office. Not if the

Yankee inventors can help it, at any
rate. For one thing they will be able to

keep the patent examiners busy on anti-

submarine devices for several years to come,
apparently. We thought that the magnet
schemes for combating the U-boat menace
were about exhausted—we said "thought,"

but here's a new one. And it employs elec-

tro-magnets—oodles of them if necessary.

The inventor of this newest magnetic "Sub"

thru the danger zone, so that a large area
may be covered in a predetermined time. A
substantial base is secured rigidly upon the
aft deck of the vessel as shown in the illus-

tration herewith. This base preferably ex-
tends beyond the line of the hull, as it is

upon this base that most of the working
parts of the device are mounted.
Pivoted at the rear end of the base is a

rearwardly projecting, vertically swinging
boom which is by preferance extensible and
retractable, set screws or clamps being pro-
vided for holding it in adjusted position.
The rear end of the boom is forked as

at any suitable point on the ship, a genera-
tor being provided for charging the battery
to the required extent. The generator may
either be driven from the internal mechan-
ism of the ship, or from an individual
motor or engine.
The two cables attached to the electro-

magnet are wound upon a drum suitably
mounted upon the deck base, the anchored
ends of the duplex electric feed cable, being
past thru the hollow shaft of the drum and
secured to a pair of contact rings which are
insulated from the shaft, that is the two
wires which comprise the feed cable, are

SW/NG/NG BOOM '

'

FLOAT

^ DUPLEX ELECTR/C CABLE
CONTACT W/MES
BRUSHES H TO MAGNET STEEL CABLEJKl

DUPLEXELECTRIC CABLEON
REVOL VABLE DRUMPLACED
ONDECK

As a General Rule the "Magnet" Schemes Proposed for Combating Submarines Are Worthless. This One Possesses at Least Some Sem-
blance to a Practical Idea. An Inventor Recently Patented the "Magnetic Bomb" Scheme Illustrated. The Vessel Using the Device Trawls
the Powerful Electro-Magnet Astern; When Its Cable Pulls Taut the Crew Knows They Have Landed a Submerged "Sub." Extra Electric
or Magnetic Depth Bombs Are Lowered Into the Water, the Ship Moves Away a Suitable Distance, and the Rest Can Be Imagined.

destroyer is Mr. John A. Gault of Lan-
caster, Wisconsin, and the modus operandi
of his arrangement is as follows

:

The invention has for its object to pro-
vide efficient means whereby submarines
may be located and destroyed, the invention

consisting briefly of an electro-magnet,

towed by means of a cable, beneath and in

rear of a vessel, for locating submerged
objects such as submarine vessels and
mines, and means for lowering a bomb to

destroy the submerged object when it is

once entrapt by the magnet. The ship using
this apparatus is preferably of the screw-
driven type and driven as fast as practicable

shown, and a suitably shaped float is

mounted pivotally in this fork, the float

having formed there thru a guideway thru
which a suitable steel cable and an electric

wire cable pass slidably and at intervals

are secured together by suitable clips, these

clips being preferably disposed at prede-
termined points so that they may be pro-

vided with indicating members whereby the

depth at which the magnet is located, may
be readily determined, the magnet being car-

ried by the lower end of the steel cable and
supplied with electric current from the

duplex electric cable. This current is sup-
plied to the cable from a storage battery

secured to the brush rings. Suitable brushes
contact with the rings, and current con-
ducting wires lead from these brushes to
the battery. It will thus be obvious that no
matter how much the cables are wound or
unwound, the current supply of the magnet
will always be constant.

Any preferred means could be employed
for raising and lowering the boom, but for
illustrative purposes there is shown a spe-
cial cable secured at its outer end to the
free end of said boom, and wound at its

other end on a winding drum mounted on
the base.

(Continued on page 66)
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Yankee Code Not So "Bloedsinnig"

WITH the American Expeditionary
Army, France.

—
"I'll be in Oregon

at 3. At 4 o'clock I'll be fixing up
that ration question with Hinden-
burg in London. And if you want

me after that I'll be over in Tallahassee.

Just ask for the Kaiser."

Not a quotation from the ravings of a

mad man—nor "balmy in the 'ead," as our
British friends are wont to call the chap
who is a bit "loco" in his "attic."

The foregoing conversation is just one
end of a typical 'phone talk on the front

where everything is "code."

The young divisional supply officer was
about to leave on a round of the fighting

This "code" is a safeguard against enemy
"listening-in" sets. By means of induction
—stringing wires parallel to our trenches,

tho 50 yards away in "No Man's Land"

—

the wily Germans often pick up the Yankee
talk over the wires. It therefore becomes
plain that if a Boche listening post picked
up that message the observer scanned his

maps of the sector in vain for "London"
and "Tallahassee." And "Hindenburg"

—

there's only one Hindenburg and he isn't

visiting London these days to consult on
rationing problems. Every loyal Boche
knows that. The "bloedsinnige" (idiotic)

Yankees must be mad.
It is an interesting fact that where tele-

distance circuits when they happened to be
parallel one' another for any appreciable
distance. Inductive effects were manifested
between the telephone cables leading from
New York City to Saratoga, N. Y., and
Providence, R. I., due to the proximity
of these two circuits in New York City.

The insert detail here shown gives the
simple arrangement necessary for listening

in by induction to conversations in a cer-

tain telephone line. The listening post
of the enemy may moreover be equipt with
powerful amplifiers to intensify whatever
messages are intercepted. Ordinarily it

is only necessary to connect up a telephone
receiver to the single "paralleling" wire.

Every Now and Then the Press War Reports Contain the Statement That the Enemy Has Been Caught "Listening In" to Telephone Con-
versations, or Also That Enemy Telephone Lines Have Been "Listened In" On. Here's the Way It Can Be Done—Purely By Electrostatic

Induction, Without Any Metallic Connections Between the Two Circuits. It is a Well Known Phenomenon to all Telephone Men.

points on the front. He was giving one
of his subordinates instructions over the
phone on how to reach him in case of need
during the remainder of the afternoon.
"Oregon" is an artillery post a few kilo-

meters from headquarters—not the Western
State where the apples come from. Hinden-
burg is a battalion commander whose right

name may be Smith, and London is a dug-
out in the support line "up front." After
that he was going to a brigade headquar-
ters. On the 'phone he answers to the

name of "The Kaiser."
It's simple if you have the key, but a

crazy confusion of far flung places and ir-

reconcilable names if you don't know what
they're talking about.

graph and telephone circuits or multiple

telephone circuits only lie near each other
for any appreciable distance then such cir-

cuits are subject to electro-static inductive

effects, which produces what is technically

called "cross-talk." Telephone circuits are

transposed to obviate this difficulty in prac-

tise.

In one instance it was found (see Sewall's

"Wireless Telegraphy") that where a wire
was run along parallel to a telephone cir-

cuit for 300 feet and at a distance of 30
feet on the average, the "talk" could be
heard in a telephone receiver connected in

the separate "listening circuit." In the early

days of telegraphy great trouble was often
experienced by "cross-talk" between long

This is usually a simple matter, as the
trenches frequently run nearly parallel for
considerable distances. The listening wire
should, of course, be insulated and part of
it might be camouflaged or hidden in the
dirt of "No Man's Land," so as to reduce
the distance between the two circuits, and
thus increasing the inductive effect. In
some instances the telephone lines have
been but a few feet apart.
An early American radio-worker, one

Amos E. Dolbear, invented and patented
an inductive telephone and telegraph sys-
tem and actually made it "talk" one-half
mile. His patent was issued in 1886, but
owing to the limitations of such a system

(Continued on page 66)
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New Spy and Scientific Movies

THERE seems to be no dearth of in-
teresting photoplays, especially among
those that depend on science to at-
tract theater patrons. One film-play
in particular is very much in the

limelight at present, being the expose of
numerous plots against the United States
even before we were drawn into this great
world conflict.

Written by that celebrated authority, Wm.
J. Flynn, late retired chief of the U. S.
Secret Service, the drama under the title of

"The Eagle's Eye" leads one thru a series

of episodes which show the despicable

methods and plots originated to wreak ven-
geance and hamper as much as possible

the work of beating the "Hun"

!

Two of the photos show a specially built

wireless-controlled torpedo which the Im-
perial German Government made in this

country for the destruction of the flagship

of the Atlantic Fleet as it was leaving New
York Harbor after the review of 1915.

Also there may be seen a compact' land
radio set tuned with the apparatus on the
torpedo, so that perfect control may be had.

By GEORGE HOLMES

Another photo shows an exciting scene
in the sixth episode of "A Daughter of
Uncle Sam." Jessie Emerson (Miss Jane
Vance) has just been captured by a band
of German spies and taken to their head-
quarters in an abandoned cave on the New
England coast, where they propose to force
her to reveal the secret of a marvelous war
invention perfected by a lieutenant in the
United States Army. Jessie pretends to
faint and while her guard rushes for aid
she makes her way to the wireless instru-

ment in the cave and sends out a call for
help. The ruse is detected and she is over-
powered, but not before the operator who
has taken her place at the Government sta-

tion has picked up the brief message. The
unfinished call for help is turned over to
the army authorities, and soldiers are or-
dered to scour the community in search of
the possible hiding place of the gang.
The last photo is a laboratory scene from

"The Light Within," a recent Petrova
photo-play feature. Mme. Petrova, the
famous Polish star, plays the part of
I aurel. a doctor's daughter, who, in order

to get money to complete her father's
scientific researches, marries a wealthy man
she doesn't love. A son is born to the
couple only to become a barrier between
them. The husband leaves for a long sea
trip, is reported lost, but turns up at home
just in time to see Laurel promise herself
to Richard Leslie, a young doctor she had
loved before her marriage. The death of
their son embitters Durand, the husband,
and he plans a revenge as fiendish as it is

novel.

He pretends a deep interest in the young
doctor and thru various pretexts throws
the pair together on every conceivable oc-
casion. Laurel finally discovers a serum
for the cure of the deadly anthrax germ
thru the medium of the mascarine turtle.

She possesses but one small specimen of
the turtle, the only other one being the

property of the city Zoo. Supremely con-
fident of the serum, she decides to demon-
strate the efficacy of her cure for anthrax
by inoculating herself with the deadly
poison. Young Leslie begs her to use him

{Continued on page 66.)

War Plots, Science, Mystery—All Are Dished Up in Profusion in the Newest "Movie" Dramas. Fig. 1—A German Spy Radio Station In the
Mountains, from "A Daughter of Uncle Sam." 2—The Chemical Laboratory in Olga Petrova's "The Light Within." Figs. 3 and 4—A New

Radio-Controlled Torpedo Built by German Spies in America, from "The Eagle's Eye."
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Electricity and Metal Coated Seeds Boost Crops

ELECTRICITY at high potentials has
been used heretofore in an effort
to stimulate the germination and
growth of plant life, particularly
those of a food-bearing nature.

Several English experimental farms have
been trying out such schemes with more or
less success, but apparently the method used
whereby several hundred thousand volts
of high frequency current is caused to
"leak off" an elevated wire net-work to the
plants themselves, left considerable room
for improvement.
This improvement seems to have been

made by a Chicago, 111., genius, Mr. Robert
D. McCreery, who has provided a truly

r

. EUCTROpE

I Currents Pass Thru
g^pleta^artlcje^n^arth

novel scheme whereby the high potential,

high frequency currents do not have to tra-

verse several million ohms of "air resist-

ance" before reaching the plants, but are
enabled to pass thru the earth directly to

the roots of the growing plants or to the

seeds undergoing the process of germina-
tion. An increase of 30 per cent and more
was attained in the crop production as

proved by actual "growing" tests.

"Electricity," declares Mr. McCreery,
"unquestionably stimulates seed germina-
tion and subsequent plant growth. Electri-

city in the soil causes larger crops and
healthier plant life. With the end in view
of stimulating food crops in England at a
time when the submarine menace was the
gravest, the Government devised the plan
of stringing wires across the fields and
causing them constantly to disseminate an
electric current.

"Undoubtedly more electricity is lost in

the air than is brought into contact with
roots of the growing crops. The new sys-
tem aims to eliminate this waste. By em-
ploying it the electricity is diffused directly
into the ground, where it is brought into
contact with the metallic element covering
the seeds. High frequency electricity al-

ways seeks out the points of lowest re-
sistance. These are my metal coated seeds.
"Electrodes are set at the opposite ends

of the field or garden plot and electrically

charged. They serve to spray electricity

thru the ground devoted to the growing of
the crop to be so treated. In order that the
juice may reach its proper objective the

seeds or shoots are surrounded with a

metallic element. With ordinary seeds this

can be done in large quantities and in a

very few minutes. Indeed, the process is

so simple that a farmer's lad operating it

can coat enough seed corn in ten minutes
for planting twenty acres of corn.

"The control of the electricity is brought
about by metallically coating the seed with
a finely divided non-deteriorating metal be-
fore planting, thus creating lines of low re-

sistance, since high frequency waves are

automatically drawn to anything metallic.

(See detail drawings in illustration here-
with.)

"After the germination of the seed

—

which is both hastened and assured by the

electrical treatment—this metallic element
continues to inhere in the roots of the plant

and absorb more current, thus establishing

a continuity of the system."

The idea of metallically coating the seed
does not debar its use for such garden pro-
ducts as are grown from sprouts or from
portions of the parent plant, as is the case
with potatoes, celery, etc. McCreery de-
clares that the electrical treatment will be
wonderfully effective in growing garden
truck.

"Where the ejectric system is used," he
explains, "it is necessary that the individual
plants have the metallic element previously
alluded to. But this need not be a part of
the seed itself. In fact, for certain plants
it is just as well that the ground immediate-
ly around them be impregnated with the
metallic property. (See illustrations.)

"In the growing of asparagus or celery
it is only necessary that the hills contain
some of the mineral. In any event, the
metallic coating does not exclude the ab-
sorption of moisture or in any way inter-

fere with normal growth processes save in

the direction of hastening and strengthen-
ing them."
Only a bed of minerals beneath the garden

would defeat the projected action of the
electric current, says McCreery. A bed of
iron ore lying within a few feet of the
surface would undoubtedly deflect the elec-

tricity. This contingency, however, is a
negligible one, save in a few regions where
the soil is strongly impregnated with min-
erals.

The efficiency of the treatment, it seems,
is better known in relation to its results

than in the actual details of its workings.
(Continued on page 66)

Copyright by E. P. Co.
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The Electro-Magnet in the Operating Room
By S. GERNSBACK

IN a modern war hospital, the electro-

magnet is playing a big role nowadays.
It is practically impossible to thoroly

clean wounds of shrapnel splinters without
the use of this practical apparatus, as in

tion of the needle, the surgeons at the be-

ginning of the operation could not find the

object and finally called for an electro-mag-

net.

After applying the current, the magnet

The Electro- Magnet Has Proven Its Ef-
ficacy in Many Surgeons' Cases. In This
Instance It Found and Removed a Pho-
noqraph Needle in a Boy's Knee.

v.-

many cases these particles are included by
the dozens in the human body and it would
be a great loss of time to the surgeon as

well as pain to the patient, if each fragment
had to be located and extracted separately.

When the wounded soldier is brought to a

base hospital, all the big iron fragments
are easily located, and are removed by hand
and forceps. After this first operation a

thoro research for small splinters is made,
with the aid of a strong electro-magnet.
But that the electro-magnet should be in

every hospital, ready to be used at any
moment, is shown by the accompanying il-

lustrations.

Some time ago a young boy was brought
to a hospital in New York City on account
of a swelling of the knee and excruciating
pains in the same.
An X-ray examination showed that the

patient had a phonograph needle imbedded
deeply in his knee.
The needle must have worked itself into

the patient's knee, a boy three years of age,

while creeping on the floor. It was decided
to remove the needle by an operation.
Altho there was a front and side view

X-ray taken, to ascertain the exact loca-

was brought in the incision

made by the surgeons in the

patient's knee and the phono-
graph needle was extracted at

once and clung to the pole

piece of the magnet.

DENTISTS TEST NERVES
NOW BY ELECTRICITY.
It frequently happens that

the nerve of a tooth dies, even
when the tooth is apparently
sound, without giving any ex-
ternal indication. This almost
universally results in an ab-

cess in the bone structure at

the end of the root of the
tooth, which abscess may not
give any local pain or external
indication of its presence and
may exist unknown for years.

During this time the pus con-
tinuously formed in the abscess

is absorbed into the system and
may cause various ailments,

such as rheumatism, heart dis-

ease, kidney disease, etc., all

really due to the pus carried

by this dead tooth nerve but often attribut-
able to other causes. The dentist may
have examined the tooth many times dur-
ing this period and found nothing wrong,
because of the absence of any external
signs.

It is the object of the invention here
illustrated to provide an electric nerve-test-
ing instrument, by which the dentist may
determine absolutely whether or not the
nerve of a tooth is vital. It was invented
and patented by Mr. Arthur R. Darling, of
Indianapolis, Ind. The instrument is pro-
vided with a probe of conducting material
of suitable form to engage the tooth, and
this probe has associated with it an induc-
tion coil with a variable-reluctance mag-
netic circuit, interconnecting the primary
and secondary coils. When the dentist
presses on the center rod as shown, the
induction coil core is pushed in and the
reluctance reduced, thereby increasing the
voltage of the secondary winding of the
induction coil. The secondary of this in-
duction coil has one terminal connected to
the probe and the other provided with any
suitable connection whereby the secondary
circuit thru the tooth may be completed, as
thru the dentist's hand, which is placed in

contact with the patient's face or neck.
Preferably the make and break device for
this induction coil is separate from the in-
strument, to avoid vibration in the instru-
ment.

In testing the teeth the dentist grasps
the instrument in the manner shown, push-
ing down slowly on the center core plunger
which raises the secondary voltage, and
hence the strength of current applied to the
tooth and nerve. If the nerve is dead, the
dentist can push the central core rod entirely
into the spool and the patient will feel
nothing in the tooth being tested. If the
nerve is vital, the patient feels the current
in the tooth before the rod has been pushed
in very far. A whole set of teeth may be
tested in a few minutes.

COST OF ELECTRIC PIG IRON.
Based on experiments at Trolhattan, 4

tons of pig iron should be produced per
kilowatt-year in a plant using only one fur-
nace, measuring the energy at the furnace,
says The Electrician. Figured on the
amount of energy purchased, the output
should be about 3.32 tons per kilowatt-year.
Better results may be expected from a
plant of two, or three or four furnaces.
With a plant of four furnaces, it is assumed
that an efficiency of 92 per cent can be at-

tained, and with two or three furnaces be-
tween 83 and 92 per cent respectively.

A New Electric "Nerve Tester" for Dentists Recently
Patented. The Current Thru the Nerve Can Be In-
creased as Desired. Dead Nerves Give no Response.
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ENGLISH USE MICROPHONE TO
FIND U-BOATS.

Two of the methods by which the British

are effectively fighting the German sub-

marine are by the use of new microphone
detectors and explosive bombs of enormous
power, according to a writer in the Tid-

ningen, an authority on technical informa-
tion.

English experts have so improved the

use of the microphone on anti-submarine
vessels, says the writer, that they are able

to steer accurately and automatically down
on the submarine, while formerly they were
unable to locate a vessel beneath the sur-

face. The microphones are placed below
the water close to the keel of the vessel,

and answer the same purpose as the micro-
phone of a telephone. By listening to the

beat of the submarine's propeller they can
determine the exact location of the enemy
and attack him before he has the slightest

idea of what is happening.
The detection instruments used with the

microphones are very complex. One of

them shows the distance of the submarine
on a graduated scale, the indicator respond-
ing electrically to the sound from the sub-

marine's propellers. The variations of dis-

tance are shown with marvelous accuracy.
Another device shows whether the enemy is

on the port or starboard side. The' electro-

magnetic needle moves to the side on which
the sound is loudest and the ship is guided
accordingly.
When the proper spot is reached bombs

are dropt in the same manner as from
airplanes. Their under-water force is so

great that they can destroy a submarine ISO

feet from the point of explosion.

Zip! Goes the Motor and Plaster Cast is Off

ELECTRICITY AS A TRENCH
DIGGER.

It is reported that the French are making
extensive use of electricity at the front in

the operation of all kinds of excavating
machines. Working in ordinary earth, four

men with two wheelbarrows and a machine
driven by an electric motor can shift from
twenty-five to thirty-five tons a day. In

a month a shelter with sleeping accommoda-
tion for 500 men can be dug by a single

company.

The doctors and nurses are right on the

job in the present stirring times, when it

comes to having electrical de-
vices and refinements. If you
think the soldiers and sailors

have a mortgage on the "juice"

operated inventions with which
to push the "Hun" back across
the border—well, guess again.

Ever see the "Doc" cut a

plaster-of-Paris cast loose from
a wounded patient? Yes, it

was an awkward job at best.

But now the electric cast cut-

ter severs the encasement in

one clip. It is provided with
a special saw over a plate

which slips under the cast as
shown.
The Medical Corps is doing

everything in human power to

comfort our injured boys at

the front thru the instrumen-
tality of new surgical instru-

ments.
When it is required to repair

a part of a broken skull the

new motor-driven drilling de-
vice here illustrated will bore
a hole with accurate precision,

so it will not affect the tissues

in the head. Such operations
are often necessary at the front
line and base hospitals, as, for
instance, when a soldier has
received a heavy blow on the
head. This often results in a
clot of blood forming which
presses on the brain, depriving
the victim of a part of his

faculties at least. In such
cases the surgeons must tre-

phine the skull; i. e., cut out a
triangular piece of the skull in order to
remove the blood clot. Afterwards a silver
plate is placed over the opening.

laying a regular network of interconnected

lines, so that in the event of several being

Ever See a
Electric Dri

A New Electric Appliance for Our Army Surg
Rapid Plaster Cast Cutter. A Motor- Driven

the Trick.

TELEPHONE CONNECTIONS ON
THE EASTERN FRONT.

An interesting development
in methods of electrical com-
munication between head-
quarters and the men in the
trenches—namely, the use of
wireless to a degree unex-
pected previous to the war is

commented upon in the
French journal L'Industries
Electrique. It was formerly
assumed that wireless meth-
ods of communication would
be unsuitable in such circum-
stances, owing to the ease
with which messages can be
intercepted by the enemy.
The tendency has therefore
been to rely mainly on tele-

phone connection, notwith-
standing the ease with which
this connection may be rup-
tured by bombardment. The
destructive effect of modern
artillery has made the ordi-
nary method of laying wires
along the surface of the
ground or attaching them to
trees of limited utility. Even
buried wires are apt to be
destroyed at an inconvenient
moment by explosive shells,

and therefore the depth at

which such wires are buried
has become continuously
greater and the methods of
protection more elaborate.
The Germans have sought

to get over this difficulty by

Patient's Head "Trephined"? Here's a New
II for Repairing All Kinds of Skull Fractures
and Similar Head Troubles.

damaged there is still a path for the current.

Even this precaution, however, may fail in

a modern bombardment, and the Germans
now appear to be relying to a much greater

extent on wireless communication. The
article in question quotes particulars which
are said to apply to the latest German prac-

tise, according to which it would appear that

the antenna are mounted 4 meters above
the surface, are about 100 meters long and
emit waves of 300 to 600 meters. On the

Eastern front about 110 wireless detach-

ments are said to be employed.

eons Is This
Blade Does

HIGH FREQUENCY CURRENTS
HELP BRAIN TROUBLE.

The case of a model young woman who
suffered from a mental aberration is de-

scribed by Dr. S. St. John Wright in the

American Journal of Electrotherapeutics.

Some months ago she underwent a mental
change, becoming morose, listless, apathetic

and strange. On October 4th she declared
life not worth living and would kill herself.

She struck her devoted mother on the face,

and acted riotously. During a lull in the

excitement, they came to me, says the doc-
tor. A severe proctatitis was found and
treated by glass vacuum electrodes and the

high frequency current and resorcin swab.
Another slight riot occurred in the after-

noon of the same day but none since. After
five treatments her muddy countenance rap-

idly cleared. She is now herself : active,

cheerful and delighted, and delighting her
mother and step-father. She has resumed
her music, correspondence, and domestic
activities. All evidence of tenderness and
pain had vanished after the second treat-

ment. This case well illustrates the fact

that mental aberrations may be due to local

focal causes, and that its removal or correc-

tion at an early date restores mental
equilibrium, and cheats the asylum.
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No. 1. Television and the Telephot
By H. GERNSBACK

THERE are certain inventions which,
altho not as yet existent, we may
take for granted will be invented
some day without any doubt what-
soever. While the layman may not

believe in the science of prediction, still

there are quite a few things in physics that

can be prophesied ahead of time quite

safely. There are many inventions which
have been predicted in the past and which
are quite certain to be realized in the not
too distant future. That they have not
already appeared is by no means the fault

of science, speaking generally, but simply
because certain minor phases in the vari-

ous endeavors have not as yet advanced
sufficiently to make such inventions pos-
sible. A point in case:

Jules Verne, almost fifty years ago, pre-
dicted the submarine down to the last bolt.

His prediction, of course, was laughed at

and called impossible. At that time it was
impossible, for the simple reason that the

technique had not advanced sufficiently to

make such a boat possible. Furthermore,
Jules Verne had quite a clear conception
how the ultimate submarine would be con-
structed, and he so described it in his

marvelous book, "20,000 Leagues Under the

Sea." Of course, in those days the internal

combustion engine had as yet not been in-

vented, which was one of the chief draw-
backs and which is the reason that at that

time the submarine was not feasible.

Neither had the storage battery been in-

vented, and Jule Verne's idea of propelling

a sub-sea boat by means of
primary batteries alone,
while feasible on paper, was
not practical.

Another case in point is

that of the planet Neptune,
which had never been
dreamt of until Le Verrier,
the famous French mathe-
matician, in 1846, by mathe-
matical deductions, not only
predicted that there must
be another planet beyond
Uranus, but he also pre-
dicted— on paper— just

where in the heavens the
planet might be found. His
prediction proved correct,

and the planet Neptune was
indeed found almost exactly
in the region where Le Ver-
rier had deducted that it

must gravitate. This was
one of the most astounding
scientific predictions ever
made, but this instance, of
course, was founded upon
the exact science of mathe-
matics.

Another case in point is

that we know to-day that

our list of elements is not
quite complete. There are
several gaps as yet of cer-
tain elements which have
never been seen by man.
Not only do we know that
there must exist such ele-

ments, but we also know
the physical properties of
them, should they be dis-
covered some day, which no doubt they will.

When we therefore make the assertion that
certain inventions are coming, we make it

on a safe, scientific ground, because such
discoveries surely will be made without
doubt.

The subject of the present article "Tele-
vision, or Seeing at a Distance," is one of
these inventions. Numerous inventors
have busied themselves trying to invent an
apparatus or machine whereby it would be
possible for one person to see another while
talking on the telephone, but so far noth-
ing practical has resulted. The future in-

strument on which the name "Telephot"
(from the Greek tele-is.r, photos-light) has
been settled, is supposedly an apparatus
attachable to our present telephone system,
so that when we speak to our distant friend,

we may see his likeness not only as an
immovable picture, but we will see his

image exactly as we see our own image
when looking into a mirror. In other
words, the apparatus must faithfully fol-

low every movement of our distant friend
whether he is only five blocks away or
one thousand miles. That such an inven-
tion is urgently required is needless to say.

Everybody would wish to have such an in-

strument, and it is safe to say that such
a device would revolutionize our present
mode of living, just as much as the tele-

phone revolutionized our former standard
of living.

Most inventors who had been working in

the past on this problem, failed to bear
in mind a very important consideration.

If the Telephot is ever to be a success,

it must of course be possible to attach it

to the present-day telephone lines. That
means that the instrument must of neces-
sity work in conjunction with the telephone

What the Future Telephot Will Look Like in Order to be Practical. Light
R Throws Light on Speaker's Face and is Reflected Into Lens L. Instead
of a Mouthpiece, the Holes H of the Sensitive Transmitter Inside of Frame
F Pick Up the Speech. The Picture of the Distant Person Appears on

Screen S.

without necessitating any more wires than
there are used now. As everyone knows,
the subscriber's telephone is connected with
two wires to the central station. Each
telephone instrument therefore requires

two wires, or otherwise one metallic wire.

and the ground for a return "wire," which
is the same thing as two wires. Over these
two wires to-day, we do not only speak,
but "Central" also rings your bell. In the
case of a "pay-station" telephone, quite a
few more functions are accomplished over
these two same wires. It is also possible
to-day to telegraph and telephone simul-
taneously over two wires neither one or
the other being affected. Why then should
it not be possible to also send translated
light impulses over these two wires at the
same time that the voice impulses are trans-
lated over them?

In most of the schemes offered by in-

ventors heretofore, a plurality of wires
was necessary ; in some cases several thou-
sand pairs of wires. No matter how well
such an instrument might work, this alone
would doom it to certain failure. Another
point is that the future Telephot must not
be a cumbersome machine requiring motors
and all kinds of other cumbersome ma-
chinery, difficult to operate by the layman.
The future instrument must work the

same as the telephone. In other words, all

the subscriber has to do is to lift the re-
ceiver off the hook, and he will immediate-
ly see his friend just as if he were talking
to him in the same room. All these re-

quirements may seem hard on the inventor,
but they are absolutely necessary as a sim-
ple reflection will show.
The writer also ventures to say that no

Telephot will ever amount to anything that
necessitates the use of selenium. As is

well known in nearly all past
suggested television
schemes, the selenium cell in

one form or another was
used. The underlying idea
of these schemes is that
light rays of the object
striking the selenium cell

varies the resistance of the
same, and these various im-
pulses are then sent over
the line to be translated into

a picture by various means
and manners at the receiv-

ing end. The trouble with
the selenium cell is that it

is not sensitive enough, and
on account of its inertia

does not work fast enough.
Also in most of the pro-
posed television schemes, a
multitude of selenium cells

is required, which again
means a plurality of wires,
thereby dooming the scheme
at once. There must be
something else besides se-

lenium that can translate

light impulses into electric

impulses. Indeed, such a
scheme is already existent,

nature having worked it out
millions of years ago. And
while it is not electrical, it

illustrates what we are driv-

ing at.

The animal eye is the
most marvelous television

apparatus ever invented.
Moreover, it is non-elec-
trical. If we look at

an object, the latter is thrown into our
eye, which is nothing but a marvelously
efficient camera, but instead of a photo-
graphic plate, the impulses are thrown up
on the Retina which records the object,

not only in black and white as does the
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photographic plate, but the picture is rec-

orded in its natural colors on the retina.

From here numerous fine nerve strings

interlocked in the retina connect with the

optical nerve, which nerve in turn con-

nects with the occipital lobes of the brain,

translating the various light impulses,

{stimuli) with their component colors into

a "picture," which is then "seen" in our
mind. We say "seen" advisedly, because

of course the picture is not actually seen

in the mind, but the impulses which the

vibrations so faithfully that it is possible

to recognize a friend's voice readily over
the telephone as is done every day ; this

is quite an amazing fact, if one stops to

think of it. For in order to recognize a

friend's voice, it is not only necessary to

transmit the various sounds, but also all

the overtones as well as the timber of the

voice. Fifty years ago it would have been
considered scientifically impossible if the

proposition had been advanced that all

this could be accomplisht by means of a

will be necessary to provide a lamp R at

the top of the Telephot, which lamp throws
its rays on the speaker's face; from here

the light rays are thrown onto the lens,

thence to be transmitted to the distant sta-

tion. It naturally goes without saying that

the ideal Telephot should transmit the

picture in its natural colors, altho this

may perhaps be asking a little too much
of our inventors at first. Nevertheless,

we think it will be accomplisht in time; the

human eye does it, don't forget this.

The Dussaud Telephot Uses Two Perforated Discs B Revolving Synchronously. The Holes are Arranged Helically; thus Every Point of
the Picture is Covered During One Revolution of the Disc. Selenium Cell C Transmits Impulses to Receiver T, which Vibrates Plate E. The
Latter Only Passes Parallel Rays of Light. With this Machine It Is—Theoretically—Possible to Transmit Objects In Motion, Electrically.

retina has picked up are translated into

another form, which we experience in turn

as the sensation of seeing.*

As has been shown experimentally, the

picture is retained on the retina for about
one-tenth of a second. This is called the

persistence of the image. It is this pheno-
menon which is made use of in moving
pictures, each successive picture staying

on the screen for a tenth of a second be-

fore the next one is flashed on. The fact

that the pictures follow each other so rap-

idly, gives tha impression on the retina

that the objects are moving on the screen,

which of course they do not.

Now, as we have shown that pictures

can actually be transmitted at a distancef

without the means of selenium cells, it is

up to our inventors to devise something
to do away with these cells entirely. It is

safe to say that when the successful Tele-

phot finally appears, it will be found to

be a very simple apparatus, probably not

much more complicated than the present-

day telephone receiver.

When one considers how many different

functions the diafram in a telephone re-

ceiver performs, it seems that it should

be a simple matter to translate light im-
pulses into electrical impulses. Just stop

and consider that a single telephone dia-

fram can pick up several hundred pure
notes as well as several thousand distinct

kinds of noises, which in turn are trans-

lated into electrical impulses. These im-
pulses are then sent over the line only to

be re-translated faithfully into the same
notes and noises at the other end of the

line, using nothing but a single diafram
on another telephone receiver. Before the

telephone was invented, it was thought that

for each note, a diafram or vibrating reed
was necessary. Strange to relate however,
a single diafram records the human voice

* Light entering the eye, influences the light-

sensitive "rods and cones" of the retina, in some
manner as yet not understood. The changes are
supposed to be photochemical in their nature.

t The picture is actually transmitted at a dis-

tance. If the optical nerve is cut—the "wire"
connecting the picture with the brain—we cannot
"see" the picture, i. e., we will be blind.

single circular disc of iron 2^ inches in

diameter and 1/64 of an inch thick. Never-
theless, the telephone to-day bears witness
that it is eminently possible.

So the question logically arises that if

all this can be done, why cannot light im-
pulses be translated into electrical impulses
at one end, and be re-translated at the other
into light impulses?

Bearing these various things in mind,
we have tried to picture the Telephot as

we imagine it will appear when finally in-

vented. Our front cover as well as the
illustration herewith shows the writer's

idea. The future Telephot will be an in-

strument attachable to our present tele-

phone. The face of the distant speaker
will probably be recorded on some sort of
a fluorescent screen or plates, as we have
here depicted. In order to show the picture

to advantage, the frame F must be more
or less deep, otherwise the sun or other
light at the receiving end would interfere

with the "received" picture. In other words,
the picture would set back an inch or more
as shown in our illustration.

The holes H belong to a highly sensitive

transmitter (microphone), as it will be im-
practical for reasons which will be apparent
to use the present day mouthpiece. All that

the person at the other end need do is

simply to talk in a medium low-pitched

voice. The sound vibrations will be picked

up by the sensitive transmitter, and will be
heard sufficiently clear in the telephone re-

ceiver at the other station. In turn, the

speaker's picture will be transmitted to his

friend by means of the lens L, mounted in

front of the Telephot. This lens is nothing
but a photographic camera arrangement,
and in the back of this "camera" P, the

face or picture will be thrown just as a
picture is formed on our eye's retina.

Here the optical impulses are translated

into electrical impulses which are now sent

over the line along with the voice impulses.

In order that the distant person may see

the speaker's face, it is of course neces-

sary that the latter's face be illuminated.

For it goes without saying that if the

speaker was in the dark, his friend could

not possibly see him on the other side be-

cause no light impulses would be thrown
on the "sending" lens. For this reason it

Quite a good many Telephots have been
imagined and described as well as patented
in the past. None of these, however, have
ever appeared—most of them only exist-
ing on paper. One of the first of these
was invented by the Frenchman, d'Ardres,
in 1877. There was another one invented
by Sawyer in 1880, Next we have the Bid-
well machine of 1881 ; the one of Weiller
in 1889; as well as those of Szcepanich
and that of Dussaud of 1898. None of
these, however, were of practical value.

We may also mention the comparatively
modern Telephots of Rothschild of 1907;
Belin apparatus of 1907; Kruh of 1910;
Hoglund of 1912; A. C. and L. S. Ander-
son of 1912; Stifle of 1915; the Rosing ap-
paratus of 1915, and the Sinding-Larsen
instrument of 1916. The more important
ones among this host of Telephots will be
described in this article.

One of the earliest Telephots imagined
by the Frenchman, Dussaud in 1898, is illus-

trated herewith.

This ingenious apparatus at the sending
end has a camera A, at the rear of which
is a metal disc B perforated with certain

holes. The disc is driven by clockwork
contained in the case E. The ingenious part

of this arrangement is that the disc B is

perforated in a curious manner, the holes

being disposed in the form of a helix or
involute spiral. In other words, when the
disc rotates the perforations cut off suc-

cessive points of the picture formed in the

camera A. Thus at each fraction of a sec-

ond, a ray of light is allowed to fall on
the selenium cell C, and when the disc has
made one full rotation, every point of the

picture will have been uncovered, as will

be clear by a little reflection. It is apparent
that the selenium cell C will receive var-

ious impulses due to the fact that more or

less light reaches the cell. These impulses

in turn are past thru a battery and a small

transformer (induction coil) D, which is

grounded at one end; the other wire goes

to the receiving station. At the latter

point, we receive more or less intense elec-

trical impulses, and these impulses operate

a very sensitive telephone receiver T, on
which is hung an opaque plate E, having
very fine transparent lines engraved on its

face.

(Continued on page 51)
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Electrically Heated Beds for the Wounded
ONCE it was thought that a patient

was receiving the finest kind of
treatment if he was surrounded by
hot-water bottles, i. e., providing
he required that kind of treat-

ment. Now the English hospital experts
have devised an electrically heated mat-
tress for treating such cases as pneu-
monia and shell shock. The hot water bot-
tle provides an uneven heat at best—and
for the proper treatment of such cases as
these, the heating effect must be uniform
and should be capable of fine regulation.

A successful solution has now been
reached by Mr. H. J. Gauvain at the Treloar
Cripples' Hospital, Alton, England, where
two wards are now supplied with electric

The wires are connected with a switchboard
on the wall at the head of a bed which
contains a variable resistance, so that the
current can be graduated to any required
extent. It is so arranged that when the
current is full on the temperature of the bed
is raised 25° to 30° F. above that which
would obtain apart from the heating, and
this has been found in practise to meet the

needs of the small cripples, many of whom
are fastened on splints which do not allow
of the close contact of the bedclothes. A
fuse prevents the passage of any current
exceeding this amount.

Several of the usual difficulties have thus
been met : the temperature of the mattress
can not rise to any dangerous degree, the

and infirmaries would save much time and
relieve the nursing staff of a tiresome
routine. Electrically heated beds have al-

ready been found of advantage in the treat-

ment of shell shock at field-hospitals, and
for military purposes it will be seen that
the current required may be instantly sup-
plied from a portable dynamo driven by a
motor-lorry or car, as shown in the accom-
panying illustration.

GERMANS BUILDING ALUMINUM
TRANSFORMERS.

Scarcity of copper has led to the con-
struction of transformers with aluminum
windings, says a German writer, and he
contends that it is possible even in normal

NEW ELECTRICALLY
HEATED MATTRESS

Copyngni by JB. P. Co.

A Recent English Invention for Treating Various Ailments, Such as Shell Shock, Pneumonia, Etc., Consists of an Electrically Heated Mat-
tress Which Can Be Regulated as Desired. Where No Electric Currentls Available It Can Be Produced by Hooking Up a Dynamo to a Motor

Lorry. The Mattress Is Water-Proof and Can Thus Be Sterilized in the Usual Way.

mattresses which have proved both safe and
convenient in practise even when a child
is the occupant of the bed.
The mattress does not differ in appear-

ance from any other except that a flexible
wire enters it at the head end thru a
terminal which is flush with the surface,
and therefore not exposed to injury. The
resistance wire is insulated by glass beads
in flexible metallic tubing incorporated in

the substance of the mattress. The mattress
is differentially heated and the heating ele-
ment is so disposed that the maximum
warmth is generated at the foot-end, less in
the middle, and none at all at the head end.
This distribution of heat is maintained in

whatever position the mattress is turned,
either from head to foot or side to side.

tubing is so flexible that the mattress can
be shaken or rolled up, and the resistance

wire is water-proof in the spiral metallic

tubing, so that no short-circuiting results,

even if the mattress is wetted. The mat-
tress may be sterilized in the ordinary way.
The system is equally applicable whether
the bed be in or out of doors. The saving
of time at the Cripples' Hospital amounts
to an aggregate of three hours a day in each
ward where the electric mattress has re-

placed the filling or hot-water bottles, while
inasmuch as the current required for maxi-
mum heating is only half an ampere at

110 volts, the total expenditure of energy
for 200 or more beds would be by no means
prohibitive. It is believed that the general
adoption of a similar appliance in hospitals

times to build air-cooled transformers
cheaper and lighter if aluminum be em-
ployed instead of copper. The ratio of the

prices of insulated aluminum and copper
wire is taken as 1.4:1.0. In the most eco-

nomical design of transformer with copper
windings it is necessary to leave consider-

able spaces betwen the coils in order to

obtain adequate cooling. When aluminum
windings are used this space can be con-

veniently reduced without prejudice to the

temperature rise. Owing to the relatively

greater proportion of the cross-section of

the coils which is occupied by metal, the dif-

ference between internal and external tem-
peratures is less with aluminum windings
than with copper. The difficulty of making
joints in the winding is rather serious.
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A New Phonographic "Loud Talker" for Public Places
By H. WINFIELD SECOR

POSSIBLY many readers have seen,

or rather heard, loud-talking tele-

phones in operation as the latter's

sphere of usefulness is being ex-
tended daily. They are being used

very successfully for announcing trains in

railroad terminals and have been used for
several years now in announcing plays from
the fronts of theaters in the larger cities,

such as New York, and they have also
found considerable adoption in railroad
train despatching, as well as in a number
of other fields.

The writer, while recently riding on a
subway train, thought of the idea of com-

of cylinder type phonograph records

mounted somewhat after the manner shown
in the drawing, so that each respective

record could be put into operation in re-

sponse to each push button as becomes
evident.

It will probably make the matter clearer

to follow thru one stage of operation on
such a loud-talker, provided with automatic
speaking attachment in the form of a
phonograph. Let us consider that this

device was to be used on such trains as

those operated thru the well-known Hudson
River tunnels connecting New York City
with New Jersey. The trains running be-

reason, and that is that these trains arc-

gradually being supplied with women
guards, and it was noticed by continual
every-day traveling on them, and especially

when the trains were crowded, that many
of the women guards spoke in such a low
voice that their announcements of the next
station could not be heard beyond a few
feet. With this arrangement, which is not
only practical, but extremely feasible, the
lady guard would simply push the properly
labeled button on her key-board, the key-
boards to be placed on the frame of the
car door at which the guards are stationed,
when the following operations would auto-

ttay orT Trains'

For Department Stores i

Copyright by E. P. Co.

Why not Make a Real Practical and Useful Application of the Phonograph by Combining it with the "Loud-Talking" Telephone as Illus-
trated in the Accompanying Views? It Would Save Much Confusion and Misunderstanding in All Public Places, Such as In Subways,

Theaters and Stores.

bining these successful and practical loud-
talking telephones with a phonograph at-

tachment, which arrangement would seem
to fill a great many requirements in public
places, such as in subway and elevated
trains, on steamships, in department stores,

for store window sales, in theaters, et

cetera.

A diagramatic layout, embodying the
principal features of the phonographic
loud-talker as here proposed and as it might
be applied specifically for the purposes
enumerated below, is shown herewith.
Briefly considered, the phonograph attach-
ment would consist of the proper number

tween the Hudson Terminal or Cortlandt
Street, New York, make but four stops,

and these are shown in the diagram, being
respectively Cortlandt Street, Pennsylvania
Railroad (Exchange Place), Erie Railroad
and Hoboken. Each phonograph record
would be made up with the proper number
of repetition sentences for each respective

. stop, as, for instance, the Cortlandt Street
record might contain the record, "NEXT
STOP CORTLANDT STREET— NEW
YORK—ALL OUT," and this might be
repeated several times with a brief interval

between each sentence.

This idea was conceived for one particular

matically take place : A small pilot light

alongside of the push button deprest would
light, showing that the apparatus was func-

tioning properly ; a magnetic switch would
close and remain closed, as the diagram
shows, by virtue of a spring actuated trip ;

this switch would close two distinct cir-

cuits, one thru the proper magnetic clutch

on the common motor drive shaft, thus

putting into operation the "Cortlandt
Street" record and its corresponding repro-

ducer and attached microphone, while the

second circuit, closed by the automatic mag-
netic switch, would pass thru the micro-

(Contlnucd on page 51)
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MY parens allwais say that nice

peepel dont talc about themselvs
and I gess their rite. But today
Im 6 years old, so I kno you
will excoos me for onct. i kno

of coarse thet littel girls shoud be seen an
not herd, but then i am such a lusti littel

thing and so big for my age that i cant
help being herd all over the United States

an mutch mutch ferther then that, i am
now herd every mons all over the sivilized

woarld from New seeland to Norwai, from
india to shili, from Transvahl to Tchina
and from Kanada to Djapahn. they all

kno my vois and wellkom me evry mons.
Thats pretti good for a six year old isnt it

now? ! ? Besids i cant help being loud at
Times for my parens put me in sech a
loud new dres evry mons thet i think thei

sekretly doant mind it a bid if i am herd
so much and thet so meny peepel talk

about me every mons, an if it wasnt for my
modesti I would tell you thet all the best
girls and even old respektabel ladis all over
the countri talk about me evry mons. For
instans the literari Diges, the New York
Woarld, the New York Tribuhn, the New
York sun, the bostn transkribt, the phila-

delfie inkwirer, the Chicago Tribuhn, the

New York American, the Sinsinatti En-

kwirer, the Clevelant Plane deeler, the
saint-luis Post despatch, an lotsanlots of
other nice littel girls all over the countri
print nise storis about me evry singel mons.
an do you know that i am the Biggest elec-

tricl young girl in the entier woarld now?
Bigger then eny other 3 electricl girls

kombined! i go now to over one-Hundred-

sou-sand peepel every mons ! 100,000 good
an stantch frends ! And no make belief

frends either, no sirri, my frends pai for
me to kom to ther Houses—evry one of
them, honest. An moni toalks dosnt it

now? Do you wondr thet i am prout an a
bid stuk up?

Of coarse i wasnt allwais so big. Wen i

was first borned I wend onli to 3000 peepls'

Houses evry mons but then my parens got
a new addishun to the fambly one day and
his naim was advertisn Manger. An he
lookt at me an took me in his hands and
put up his nos and sneerd. An then he sais,

sais he, feeling my puis, why the poor thing
has no sirculashun, how can i ged ads for
it? ! Thet maid me feel awfull sik but
my parens padded me on the hed and sed,

thats eesy we will fiks thet soon.

So thei went an put nise brite dresses on
me each mons, en then thei got the best
peepel in the countri to fill me up with nise
storis and artikls and rite-ups and then thei

hiret the best artisds in town to paint an
draw fine pikturs for me evry mons. An
soon peepel was watchn for me all egsited
evry mons to kom to their Houses. An
wen i doant get their on time thei sent
awfull kiks to my parens an sai I just got
to kome or theil make it hot for em, thei

like me thet mutch ! An if thet isnt apre-
shiashun i honesly doant now what is, isnt

it now?
An beleif me it keeps me bisi, evry mons

1 go to over 16,000 nouses thru the mails
an 87,000 peepel tak me hoame from noos
stands all over the countri, in Kanada in

england an even in far away war torned
Parees. An my noos stand Dyers kik aw-
fulli too if i doant get there on time. An
thei ball out the poor noos stands men as
if it was their foalt when I run into train

blokads and haf to wait weeks somtimes
before the cars move on on akount of the
war. I wisht to goodnes this war was
over with, so I can get to my frends in

time. I jest hate to be late an my parens
the poor deers do their best to chais me
out on time, even ahed of time but it doant
help eny. An its getten woarser all the
time. An it aint the woarst part that my
frends kik. My parens kik much woarser.
Their never satisfid with me. Thei allwais
kik an fuss about me. I am never good
enuf for em an thei allwais find more
foalt.

My old man sais thet if it werent for the
war I would be mutch biger an fatter then
i am now. He sits up nites, sundais an
holidais an skemes how to make me better
looken an how to kram moar stuff into me.
Sometims i think i bursd im so full of
good stuff, but he doant think so. no sirri.

las mons he spent over 400 dallers on me
for artisds woark aloan, jest for the pik-

tshers en then he had 3 kat fids when he
sawr the bils. But he swaload hard an
said, well i gess itl pai in the end. jest

you wate till the war is over an i'll show
em how to dress you up. youll be so fat

and plum thet itl take your frends a week
to lissen to all youll hav to tell em.

Well i gess the old man nows best but
i wisht he wouldnt find so mutch foalt with
me. we cant all be perfekd, can we ! ? !

An lissen heres a good joak on him jest

to show you thet he isnt perfekd ether, i

hoap when se sees this he wont find so
mutch foalt with me eny more.

Well in my februry dress on page 675
he went an printed a piktsher of a buldoag
sigar liter, an then he went an rote a lot

of doape an ses reel airi like, sip, gos the

butten and pressdo your sigar is lited. jest

WOWWORIH BLDG. E E MAGAZINES EIFFEL TOWER

With This Issue the ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER Is Six Years Old. For Some
Months Past the Circulation of the Magazine Has Been Over 100,000 Copies Monthly,
Which Is MORE Than the COMBINED Circulation of the Next THREE Largest Elec-
trical Periodicals. Not Bad for a Six-Year-Old I How High Would 100,000 Copies of theEXPERIMENTER Stack Up if all Were Placed on Top of Each Other? The Above
Picture Tells the Story. Each Copy Is </s Inch Thick and 100,000 x '/8" Equals 1,041 Feet!
Laid End to End the Magazines Would Reach 19 Miles, a Distance from New York to

Paterson, N. J.
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U. S. Patrol Escapes Hun's Electrified Wires
like thet. An what do you think, the poor
old fish never saw thet liter at all. The
manufakterers jest sent him the piktsher an
he wroate his own doape, thinking how
smart he was an jest gessing all about it.

An pretti soon 100 and hundreds smoak-
ing peepel began to rite him about thet

dandy bulldoag sigar liter and wanted to

now who made it so thei could bui one for
their dens and their smoaking rooms an
for their klub. jest look at the piktsher,

isnt it a kiute littel sigar liter, o yes.

So dad went an sent all thoas 100 an
hundreds of leters to thet Chicagoa Bull-
doag sigar liter manufakterer bekaus he
thot that maibe thei would give him a big
ad for me. Yes like shuger thei did.

An what do you think thei went an rote
dad? Thei thenkt him for all thoase nise

leters but wanted to now if dad was batti

in his skilite and what he ment by colling

their poor dear good old bulldoag a sigar
liter when poor fido was a ladis kurling iren
heater, an not a sigar liter at all?!? My
wasnt dad soar when he found out the bull

hed maid of thet bulldoag?! the aire

arount him was bloo for ours an ours an
he triet to blame it on everi one in the
plais. Poor old dad how could he hav
gessed thet fido is hallo insides of him an
thet their is a heating ellement inside the
insides to heat mas or sis kurling iren in? ?

!

But you cant beat dad. for you now what he
went and did. youd never gess. well hes
got the nerv to rite thoase Bulldoag peepel
that with a littel change thei could kon-
verd the kurling iren heater into a sigar
liter eni way an sell em to all thoase peepel
an thet thei should be thenkful to him for
having gave them sech a good idee all for
nothing? ! ! Can you bead it ! ? ? !

But i reeli shouldnt mak fun of dad for
he gave me a lot of brant new hats for my
6t birthdai. He calls em headings an he
spent a buntch of moni on em and I like

em. Doant you think their reel peechi ! ? !

i do. The one he cals Orakel i think is the
nisest an he said over 1000 years ago their

We Were Never so Humiliated In All Our
Lives. Here We Went and Told You in Our
February Issue that this most Honorable Dog
was an Electric Cigar Lighter—but Alas and
Alack it Ain't! But what is It? We are
Ashamed to Tell You In Black Face Type.
It's Too Glaring, so Please Read the Accom-

panying Story,
livd a ladi in a desert in a O-asis an her
naim was miss Orakel an she told all the

peeple what thei didn't now about an she

was awfulli wise. An therefor now when
my friends wan to now something or other

i will tell them all about it thru my orakel

thats pretty good for a six year old isnt it

now ! ? ? !

Now thet Ive tole you all the latesd gos-
sib i want to ask you a favor, a favor for

me and one thet will help you lotsanlots 2.

Dad sais thet my frends doant read my
ads enaf, and thet thei dont rite often enaf
to my advertisrs. An he sais thet if thei

only would and keep it up he could add 32

texd pages to me within 6 mo:is. Gosh i'd

never beleif it but the advertisn mangr
sais its so,' so it must be so after all.

You see dad spents all his moni on my
texd dresses and blows in moare on them
then he gets bak outo my ad pages, so at

the end of the mons he ows hisself moni.
An yesterdai the printr bios in with a new
kontrakt an wants 20 persent moare to get

me out evry mons. good nite, i thot dad
would ether drop thru the floar into the
seller or sale thru the seiling but he jest

{Continued on page 50)

An American patrol, having past the first

line of German entanglements and ap-
proached the second line on a recent raid,

was suddenly cut off by a current of elec-

tricity sent along the wire line.

Instead of attempting an immediate re-

turn to their trenches, which would have

meant certain death from electrocution or
machine gun fire, the Americans clung close

to the earth, and, later, when the electricity

was cut off, returned in safety to their

positions.

It was a thrilling experience for the
patrol. The men set out from the American
position in the hope of encountering the

enemy at a point in the German trenches.

They had succeeded in getting thru the first

line and had crawled on until the second
line was reached. When they were just

about to start under the second line there

was a bluish glow and, turning around,
they saw long, livid sparks playing thru the

barbed wire of the first line. The enemy
had turned on a powerful electric current.

The patrollers quickly flattened out on the

ground, thinking they had been discovered
and expecting to hear momentarily machine
gun bullets singing overhead. Nothing of

the kind happened, however. Apparently
the Germans merely turned on the current

by chance, hoping that if any Americans
were within the entanglements they would

be killed on the wire or while trying to get

out. The patrol returned safely to the
American lines when the electricity was
turned off. Usually a high tension alter-

nating current is used to charge barbed
wire entanglements ; a potential of several

thousand volts is necessary.

An electric forge which requires but one
man in its operation has been invented in

England for use in munitions factories.

Heretofore a forge has always required
one man to hammer the iron and another to

hold it on the anvil. Under the new system
electricity does the hammering and the op-
erator merely holds the iron and regulates
the electric hammer.

A NEW DISCOVERY.

According to the New York Sunday World "Comic Section," Whenever You Want to Blow
Up a House, Throw a Monkey Wrench Into a Dynamo! Simple, Isn't It? Hawkshaw, How-

ever, Fails to Enlighten Us Just How the Dynamo Blows Up the House. Too Bad.

An American Night Patrol in France Recently Had a Narrow Escape From Electro-
cution, When the Teutons Turned on Several Thousand Volts of Electricity thru

Their Barbed Wire Entanglements in "No Man's Land."
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"Sub"-Detector, Thriller In New
War Play

DID you ever hiss the villain!! "Ask
dad" he knows ! In the palmy days
of the drama "pop" used to line up

in the gallery and watch the villian steal

the heroine, only to be foiled by the noble

by German spies who are in the guise of

Belgian refugees. Then begins a series of
dramatic incidents, thrills, heart-throbs and
all thrown in, which lead to the capture and
end of the plotters with U. S. Destroyers

It is interesting to note what novel ap-
plications and innovations have been
adapted to stage and screen during the past
few years.

The accompanying photo is a scene from
the play wherein Major Fielding and
Colonel Sharrow are testing the practicabil-

ity of the submarine detector. An electric

cable has been laid to the water-front and
a sensitive microphone placed in the water.
The machine is supposed to show the pres-
ence of a submarine and also its position
from the microphone. The machine on its

test indicates that a submarine is present
which causes them great surprise. Later
this proves true and the submarine 'is

blown up.

The cast is noteworthy, and should be
commended on the spirit shown thruout
the play. So if by any chance "Seven Days
Leave" should play your town or near your
town—even if you have to walk twenty
miles—by all means don't fail to see it !

!

—George Holmes.

RUSSIAN INVENTS ELECTRIC MA-
CHINE TO BEHEAD 500 AT ONCE.
Shades of King Henry the VIII, what are

we coming to. Modern science has come to

the aid of the Bolsheviki, in case they decide
to imitate the French revolution and intro-

duce the guillotine, in the person of a Rus-
sian engineer named Blubin. He has sub-
mitted a new type of that instrument to the
council of people's commissaries, and which
is said to work by electricity; it will behead
500 victims with one stroke ! Next !

!

Electricity, Microphones, Spark Coils, True Military Atmosphere—All Abound in "Seven
Days Leave," the Latest New York Dramatic Success. The Electric "Submarine Detector"
Is Here Shown in Full Activity—Every Time a Submarine Is Located Its Exact Position Is

Indicated by the Calibrated Magnetic Needle.

hero who always dropt in at the right

moment ! Then too, we had the wily ad-
venturess who always tried to lure our
hero away from his woozy-woozy. Do
you remember those days ! I'll guarantee
not many of you do.

In these more advanced times it's the

"movie" villain who holds our attention, and
he usually wears a wrist watch ! ! Even then
he can't hear you when you try and give

him the razz ! ! Such being the sad and
distressing circumstances, energetic pro-
ducers have awakened to the crying need
and presented the American public with a

regular old-time drama, imported from
England where it has played for more than

a year.

Set to American ideas with none of the

thrills left out, with a real American hero
and heroine, villains, spies, adventuresses,

henchmen and all the rest of the "fire-

works" handed to you under the title of
Seven Days Leave and you have a real,

live, heart-throbbing, patriotic war play,

that is bound to wake up that slumbering
spark and send you looking for the nearest
recruiting station.

The story surrounds itself with the ex-
pected arrival of Major Fielding at Colonel
Sharrow's house, Hampton Sandy, England.
He has with him a special device which he
has been working on, that will detect the

presence of submarines. Incidently he is

in love with Lady Mary Heather, a neigh-
bor of the Sharrows.

He arrives with a model of his wonderful
machine and also the working plans of the
same. While there, the plans are stolen

in action and the final sinking of the sub-

marine—with the lovers united again.

AVIATORS USE ELECTRICALLY
HEATED CLOTHES.

The accompanying photo shows two mem-
bers of the British Royal Flying Corps
donning their electrically heated gloves and
foot insoles, preparatory to starting on a
cold night trip over the German lines. The
current for heating the gloves being ob-
tained from the storage battery or dynamo
of the 'plane. In the aviation service of
some of the allied forces electric heating
for all the clothing has already been quite
extensively adopted. The aviator will thus
be enabled to attain higher altitudes with-
out inconvenience from the extreme cold
of the upper air currents.

Two Members of the British Royal Flying
Electrically Heated Gloves and Foot Insoles,

Germa

Photo © by Underwood and I oderwood

Corps Are Here Seen In the Act of Donning
Preparatory to Making a Night Trip Over the

n Lines.
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Research and Its Importance to Human Progress
By Dr. Willis R. Whitney
Research Engineer, General Electric Company

THE object of this paper is to empha-
size the importance of material
research and to lay stress on its

necessity to any people who are ever
to become a leading nation or a

world power. I have called it material
research because I wanted to exclude im-
material research. I class under this head
pure thought as distinct from thought
mixed with matter. It is worth while
making this distinction because it is not
always recognized. It is very natural for

us to feel we can think new things into

being. Chemistry has advanced only in

proportion to the handling of chemical
substances by someone. When the study
of our science was largely mental specula-
tion, and the products and reagents largely
immaterial, like fire and phlogiston, we ad-
vanced but slowly. Ages of immaterial re-

search for the philosopher's stone led only
to disappointment. Successful results in

modern times came from following Nature,

Scientific research, or research in the

natural sciences and in the industries, might
be defined as the pioneer work of the de-
veloped country. In this light it is easy
to see that our turn has come. Not long
ago our pioneer work was of another kind.

It was opening up the undeveloped land.

It was actively and well done. But the
work must change, because our require-

ments have altered.

Two of the
Research
Laboratories
Maintained
by the Gen-
eral Electric
Com p a n y ,

and Dr. Wil-
lis R. Whit-
ney, Research
Engineer of
theCompany,
Who Here
Tells Us the
I m p o rtance
of Research
to Human

Progress.

more, or a rate below three a century.
There has been so much industrial advance
made within the past twenty to thirty years
that fourteen new metals have been brought
into commercial use within this period.
This is almost as many in our quarter cen-
tury as in the total preceding age of the
world. Conditions are similar in all the
applied sciences. The accumulated knowl-
edge in any field is already very consider-
able, and to get into the firing line of useful
work one must go up past the baggage
train of knowledge and experience.

I want you to realize that in America
we are going ahead in the future at a rate
dependent entirely upon our preparation.
Laboratories are a relatively modern thing.
In most of the sciences they are a develop-
ment within the lives of men now living.

I want you to see that we must be fore-
most in systematic, organized research or
we shall be distanced by other countries
which already well recognize the value of

learning by asking and experimenting, rea-

soning just enough from one stage of ac-

quired knowledge to ask the next question
of materials.

Man seems to be the supreme, mentally
elastic organism. He develops by trying
novelties and by taking new paths. No one
knows to what extent he may develop, but
everyone knows that thru acquisition of
knowledge, or, let me say, production of it,

he may transcend any physical limits. This
will not come about by continuous repeti-

tion of what we have already learned.

Monkeys and parrots do as much. It will

come thru the continual and active appreci-

ation of new knowledge.
In the advance of civilization it is new

knowledge which paves the way, and the
pavement is eternal. While the physical

structures of man are decaying, the facts

he has learned are ever doing new service.

Antitoxic devices will be increasing when
locomotives are forgotten. Magnetic in-

duction will work after the pyramids have
blown away. We ought to see that every-
thing distinguishing our lives from those
of Indians has come from studying some-
thing new.

I do not want you to look at research
as an old, established utility. I want you
to see it as I do : a powerful factor proved
by the advance of the industrial welfare
of the foremost countries, and a world-
experiment of less than a century's trial,

but something still unappreciated in Amer-
ica. It is true that the earliest man and
many of the lower animals accomplished
ends by research, but I refer now to re-

search in the natural sciences and to the
research which in our day is necessary to

our desired activities. These sciences are
already very highly developed, and ad-
vanced education is demanded by them.
For example, if I wish to cure physical ills,

I cannot expect to do it by reciting ancient
incantations, nor by using roots and herbs,

as was once customary. I must first fa-

miliarize myself with an accumulation of
previous experience. I must study anatomy,
physiology, chemistry, bacteriology, etc.

This is a relatively recent world-condition.

Copper, iron and five other metals were
known and used at the time of Christ. In
the first 1,800 or 1,900 years of our era
there were added to the list of metals in

technical use (pure or alloyed) about eight

nezv knowledge.
When so much of our material welfare,

the condition and extent of our manufac-
tures, the quality of our agricultural ef-
forts, and the health of our people, depend
upon the rate of our acquirement of new
knowledge, there ought to be much greater
effort made along the lines of research than
is at present the case. We call knowledge
power, but we need to see that new knowl-
edge is the second power of power.

I am in favor of anything which helps
train the American student in the path of
sanguine research. It can be done by re-

search men themselves, but probably not by
others. It is not the knowledge which the
student preparing for research needs, so

much as the spirit of the investigator. His
thoughts should not be fettered by laws,

but helped by them to fly. This can be
done best by those who are optimistic al-

most to the extinction of reason.

All service is based on knowledge, and
knowledge is an ever augmenting thing
which almost anyone may increase. If

the stock is eternally useful, as it is, how
great must be the value of the indestructi-

(Continued on page 48.)
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Modern American Electric Furnaces
By Frank C. Perkins

THE accompanying illustration shows
the design and construction of a

powerful industrial electric furnace
developed at Chicago. The photo-
graph shows a 5 ton, 3 phase electric

furnace with two electrodes mounted in

Into the Yawning Mouth of This Gigantic Electric Steel Fur-
nace May Be Loaded Five Tons of Steel Scrap—the Electric
Current Is Turned On, Powerful Electric Arcs Sizzle, and
Presto!—Out Pours a Stream of the Finest Grade Steel Ever

Produced by Man.

a tilting roof which may be opened and
closed for operation.

In the electric furnace the quality of

steel produced is such that it cannot be
excelled by any other process, and ordi-

narily cannot be equalled. The electric

furnace is virtually a crucible, with the

heat of electric arcs on the inside—thus
making it possible to melt and refine steel

without the objectionable features of the

blast. It leaves the metal freer from
oxygen, nitrogen and other gases or slag

inclusions.

As to the cost of the produce it is com-
petitive with, or lower than, open hearth,

converter, or crucible processes. This is

in general due to the fact that steel foun-
dries using electric furnaces make up their

entire charge from old scrap, which in any
market is enough lower than the combined
scrap and pig used for the charge in other
processes to offset the quarter of a cent
per pound which electricity averages for
conversion.
As the material is put directly into the

furnace and its constituents are not oxi-
dized unless oxidizing materials are put
in for that purpose, the process is simple
and the steel maker has the simple problem
of having fewer elements to deal with and
it is equally advantageous for steel or iron,

and will prove as profitable for the small
foundry as for the big steel plant. The
rapidity of the process as compared with
the open hearth practises, saves molding
floor space and effects numerous economic

in the form of labor and other expense.
It is maintained that electric steel has

greater density and is free from the blow-
holes that entail so much machining loss

when discovered too late, while its ten-

sile strength is 10,000 lbs. per square inch

greater than open hearth
steel.

Electric steel has an
elastic limit from 5 per

cent to 15 per cent greater,

and its working yield-point

is 20 per cent to 50 per
cent greater. This is large-

ly due to the freedom of

electric steel from oxygen,
nitrogen, and slag impuri-
t i e s which flame-heating
processes leave in their

produce because of the

limitations of all fuel-

melting processes, and
which the electric furnace
refines out of electric steel.

The fusing material in

the electric furnace is at a
higher temperature than
the crucible, the heat is ap-
plied inside the crucible

while in fuel-melting fur-

naces the heat is applied

outside the crucible. Chem-
ical composition of con-
secutive heats can be held
more closely to a standard
than with any other proc-
ess. This is the most no-
ticeable when handling
easily oxidizable metals,
like vanadium, chromium,
silicon and manganese.
Alloy addi-

tions may be
n ade in the

furnace itself

rather than in

the ladle, which increases the

factors of thoro assimilation,

diffusion and homogeneity.
When the five ton, three

phase furnace has its roof
tilted back it is in the charge
position. This furnace is equipt

with two top electrodes and one
bottom connection to the bath.

After the charge has been
dropt into the furnace, the roof
if pulled forward by a motor
and sealed with a dry fire clay

gasket. The spout is closed and
the furnace is practically sealed,

resulting in the most rapid de-
oxidation of the steel. The
electrodes are motor operated
and an automatic regulator
controls the motor operated
electrodes.

TO THE U. S. SIGNAL CORPS.
You could get along wthout the infan-tree,

If such a thing should really have to be;
You could let up on "typewritin',"

Quit most other styles o' fightin',

And keep a battle goin' 'cross the sea;
But I'll make an affidavy at my dear old

mother's knee
There wouldn't be no battles in the trenches

'crost the sea

;

Oh, there wouldn't be no chanst for them
to carry on the war,

Without the kind assistance o' the U. S.

Signal Corps.
Charley Gordon, with a ukelele, sang this

at Camp Upton recently. . . . The
point may be adduced in vers libre; the
signal corps is, after all, the nerve system
of modern warfare. Take from the artil-

leryman the news of what his shells and
shrapnel are accomplishing out beyond in

the unseen and his big guns are as good as
silenced. Take from the infantryman
means of quickly receiving and passing
along orders—and he's a cooked goose.

ELECTRICITY TO DO ALL
CHORES EVENTUALLY.

Thomas A. Edison has said : "The time
is not far distant when practically all of the
work now done by woman in her home-
keeping, so painstakingly and laboriously,
will be done better, more simply, without
labor, by machine."
A noted scientist recently said : "When-

ever you see a man, woman or child doing
any form of manual labor, remember, that
labor can either be reduced or entirely
eliminated by the use of electricity; and
that in nearly every case the comfort of the
operator can be increased."

HOW NATIONALITY
WAS CHANGED.

A fellow crazy with the heat
propounded this. Two Ameri-
cans fell out of an airship

;

what nationality were they
when they came down? We let

the poor nut rave, and present-
ly he gave us the answer. One
came down a Russian, he said;

the other landed on the tele-

graph wires and came down a
Pole.

American Type 5 Ton Single

Phase Single Electrode Electric

furn ace with roof open

Sectional View of Five Ton Electric Arc Furnace With
Motor-Operated Roof Tilted Back Ready for Charging.

Even the Electrodes are Motor-Fed.
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TO assur£ protection against rust a

sherardizing process is now standard
practise for many electrical and me-

chanical products where rust prevention is

a vital necessity.

Marked improvements in methods of

sherardizing have taken place since this

practise was first adopted and have resulted

in a uniform product with highly efficient

protection to the devices so treated.

The process of sherardizing consists of

baking the parts to be treated, with zinc

dust of the correct chemical analysis, at

a predetermined constant temperature, for

a period of time depending upon the thick-

ness of the protective coating desired. The
zinc is deposited both into and onto the

surface to be protected and by entering

the pores of the metal becomes a part of

the device itself. There is, therefore, no
tendency to crack or scale off even when
subjected to distortion or changes of tem-
perature.

A feature of sherardizing is that when
applied to threaded surfaces these are pro-

tected as thoroly as the other parts and
yet can be turned into place with absolute

freedom. Neither does it weaken malle-

able iron castings, since the temperature
employed during the treating process is

comparatively low.

As a result of the adoption of these meth-
ods one of the largest electric companies
has developed its own electric ovens for

the process and its own testing plant, where
pieces of the finished product are subjected
to a test of 168 hours in a spray of salt

water projected thru an atomizer by an air

jet. This is a condition far more severe
than would be encountered in service. Ex-
perience proves that the ability to stand this

test for a week forecasts indefinite re-

sistance to atmospheric conditons.

The inordinate strength, the durability

and the uniformity of the Electrically sher-
ardized coating on steels is not generally
understood. To explain these facts a

microphotograph is shown in the smaller
cut.

A piece of polished steel was electrically

sherardized, cleaved to show the connec-
tion between coating and steel then magni-
fied and photographed. Note the even thick-
ness of this coating, particularly at the
corner. Electric sherardizing made this

possible.

The black line between the coating and

the s±eel is the juncture of the two sub-

stances. Small as it is shown, this junc-
ture has. been magnified 150 times. The
final weatherproof coating, if desired, can

The war has demonstrated two things : first,

that warfare cannot be carried on without
the necessary raw materials—that is, chem-
ical, physical and metallurgical supplies

:

Where the New Electrically Sherardized Articles Are Treated. This Coating Is Applicable to
Threaded Objects As Well As Plain Ones, and Does Not Change the Character of the Mate-

rial Treated. Due to the Low Temperature Used.

be given a polish equal to nickel plating.

The sherardizing equipment consists of

an electrically heated revolving oven
mounted on trunnions which are supported
in pillow blocks. The oven is rotated by
an electric motor geared to the driving
shaft. Metallic resistance elements are

placed on each side of the oven and cur-
rent is applied to them thru collector rings.

The best formulae for sherardizing can be
carried out properly only in an electric oven
where temperature, motion and atmospheric
conditions can be perfectly regulated.

—

Photos G. E. Co.

Microphotograph of Electrically Sherardized
Steel, Which Is Rust Resisting. The Black
Line Indicates the Minute Joint Thickness
Between the Metal and Coating— It Having

Been Magnified 150 Times.

SCIENCE IN MODERN WARFARE.
The Great War has been called a "grand

physical phenomenon" and a "battle of the
sciences." To the layman this does not
mean very much, but it is nevertheless a
fact. It could just as well be called a
"chemist's war" or an "engineer's war" or
a "surgeon's war," so much have the vari-

ous sciences contributed toward carrying on
the war, says L. L. Edgar, in Edison Life.
Most of us do not think of the part science
has played in this great struggle. All we
see and read of is the terrible fighting and
wastage of human lives. It is very interest-
ing to go into the subject deeper and see
what has made possible all this fighting, and
just where science and its application has
to do with modern trench warfare.
Every known science has played an im-

portant role, including chemistry, physics,

hygiene, mathematics, engineering, geogra-
phy, geology, metallurgy, geodesy, bacteri-

ology, meteorology, astronomy, and many
more of the physical and natural sciences.

and secondly, it cannot do without the or-

ganization of the different scientific ele-

ments in connection with the military estab-

lishments.

Today one cannot tell whether the next
officer he meets was a soldier before the

war or a professor of science in some col-

lege. Productive brains receive more care
and protection now than any other part of
the population.

Let us take some of the more important
sciences and see what connection they have
in waging war. The astronomer has be-
come an important factor in preparing ar-
tillery tables and maps and in perfecting
instruments. The statistician is very valu-
able in planning an offensive, as is also the
meteorologist. When trenches are dug, the
geologist is consulted, as he can tell the

best places for shelter, and the probability

of striking underground waters. The leader
of the war in France, in the person of the

minister of war, is a mathematician, and his

personal staff are of the same profession.

The science of acoustics, about which, up
to the beginning of the war, very little was
known, has blossomed out into that of the

greatest importance. The French have in

use several systems of determining by
acoustics the position of enemy batteries.

It is possible by these systems to tell to

within a few yards the position of a gun
fifteen miles away, to determine its caliber,

to tell the difference between the discharge,
the flight thru the air, and the bursting.

The spot from which a shell was fired has
been found before the shell landed and ex-
ploded. A battery of French thirteen-inch
cannon, mounted on a railway truck, fired

four shots at an invisible target over fifteen

( Continued on page 50

)
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Electricity Makes the Hens Lay, by Heck!
Can electricity make hens lay more eggs?

Yes, say the experts. While in New Lon-
don. Conn., recently Professor Kirkpatrick

and R. E. Jones, of the Connecticut Agri-

"Yes, sah," one said, ''an' a friend of mine
who knows all about it says dis heah man
Edison has done gone and invented a mag-
netised bullet dat can't miss a German, kase

They Do Say That by Turning on the Elec
Morning, That Chickens Lay Much Better.

Successfully Experime

cultural college, visited the poultry farm
of Morton F. Plant, where electricity is

being used successfully in increasing egg
production. The success of this plan is

owing to the fact that the hens eat more
feed and a better balanced ration. Mr.
Hoover's secretary please copy !

In describing the working of the experi-

ment, Mr. R. E. Jones said there are 6.000

liens on the farm. 1,200 of which are in the

experiment. These are divided into groups
of 400 birds each. In the first the birds

have electric lights and are fed from auto-

matic hoppers, while the lights are on. The
second group do not have lights, but are

fed from hoppers, while the third are with-
out lights and- fed by hand. The lights are

controlled automatically by special electric

clocks which it is only necessary to wind
twice a week. The automatic hoppers used
in the first pen are used only during the

lighted hours. At 4:45 a. m. a two-candle-
power light is turned on over the roosts, and
at 5 o'clock three forty-candle-power lights

are lighted in each house. These remain
nil until daylight and are turned on again at

dusk until 9 p. m., when they are replaced

by the small lights until 9:15 o'clock.

The greatest increase in production is

round in the case of the old hens, it is

claimed.

trie Lights a While at Night and Also in the
In One Instance 1.200 Chickens Have Been

nted with in This Way.

ef dere's one in a hundred yards de bullet

is drawn right smack against his steel hel-
met. Yes, sah, an' he's done invented an-
other one with a return attachment. When-
ever dat bullet don't hit nothin' it comes
right straight back to de American lines."

"Dat's what I call invent-
in'," exclaimed the other.

"But, say, how about dem
comin' back bullets? What
do dey do to keep 'em
from hittin' ouah men?"
"Well, mah frien' didn't

tell me about it. but ef Mr.
Edison made 'em you can
bet youah life he's got 'em
trained. You don't 'spose
he'd let 'em kill any Amer-
icans, do you? No, sah.

He's got 'em fixt so's dey
jes' ease back down aroun' BUTTONS
de gunner's feet an' say

:

'Dey's all dead in dat
trench, boss. Send me to

a live place where Ps got
a chanct to do somethin'."—New York Herald.

MARCONI COMING OVER.
It is reported that William Marconi will

replace Count Macchi di Cellere, Italian

Ambassador at Washington. Count Cellere,

it is understood, is returning to Rome and
will likely be sent to Petrograd, where Italy-

is now represented by a charge d'affaires.

Senator Marconi, according to these re-

ports, will go to the United States as

Italian high commissioner with the rank
of Ambassador.

ELECTRIC "BONES" FOR THE
MINSTREL.

Remember the last ministrel show you
saw, when the "end men" rattled their

"bones" so delightfully? Sure you do!
Well the end men of the next minstrel
performance you witness may spring a novel
surprise on you, for a New York inventor,
Mr. Samuel Sussman, has patented a new-
kind of electric, fire-spitting "bones," which
giVe promise of being a real novelty in

the hands of a good minstrel.

The purpose of this invention is to pro-
duce a dramatic lighting effect in addition to

the rhythmic sounds produced by the per-
former with the bones and synchronous
with the movement of the same.

In the accompanying drawings are illus-

trated the general arrangement of the in-

vention. Two electric wires connect with
two elongated parts made of bone or ebony
or some such hard substance. Thru the-

center of these, are holes drilled part of
the way thru for the insertion of wires.
At or near to one end of each of the bones
and at one side of each, are attached metal
spark electrodes. To each of these metal
parts is attached one end of a wire.

A suitable portable box is provided in

which are resistance coils and a connecting
wire, which wire may be used for connec-
tion with the electrical supply. There is

also provided a bent frame or collar, com-
posed of metal, which may be covered with
rubber or other insulator, to be worn under
the coat of the performer and at each end
of this collar wires are attached connecting
the same with the bones. This collar is

also connected by wire with the transformer
or resistance coils of the metal case .

In operation the bones are placed, in the
usual manner between the fingers, and, the

current of the electricity having been ap-
plied, the movement of the operator in shak-
ing the bones connects the metal parts,

producing, by their contact flashing electric

sparks. Needless to say the effect is best

produced on a darkened stage.

ELECTRIC WIRES

is

EDISON-TRAINED BULLETS.
Two negroes were walking along the

avenue discussing the wonderful inventions
brought about by the war.

O r v i 1 1 e Wright
credited with having in-

vented a new type of air-
plane stabilizer. This stab-
ilizer, operated electrically,

uses a pendulum which
swings in water.

MEWL

BOX CONTAINING
TRANSFORMERAND
RESISTANCE COIL S

Here's the Minstrel Up-to-Date. He uses Electric "Bones"
Which Emit Flashes of Fire at Every Click.
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Fixation of Nitrogen by Electricity

By Theodore Bodde, Research Engineer, General Electric Company

ONE often hears nowadays the ex-

pression "fixation of nitrogen."

All governments have been busy
lately on this nitrogen problem,
and it is evident that it tmist be

one of great importance, especially just now
in relation to the world war.

Several Foreign Countries, Including Ger-
many, Employ the Birkeland - Eyde Electric
Arc System for the Fixation of Nitrogen

from the Air.

It seems appropriate therefore to explain

to the public the reasons for and the mean-
ing of the expression "fixation of nitrogen."

First, just what is nitrogen? Nitrogen is a

gas present in large quantities in the at-

mosphere in which we live. In tact, four-

fifths of the air which we breathe consists

of the gas nitrogen, and only one-fifth part

of it is the precious gas oxygen for which
our lungs crave, and without which no life

would be possible. This nitrogen of the

air can also become precious and useful if

we make out of it the powerful explosives

used not only for breaking up rocks and
mountains, but also for fighting the enemy
in war time. Then, too, the innumerable
plants in our fields and gardens could not

live without nitrogen in their food. Our
fertilizers are therefore made principally

from that element.

Tho nitrogen is so abundant around
us, when in the air it is like a bird in the

bush. We can not catch it, for it is ex-

tremely difficult to combine it with other

elements into useful material. In fact, it is

so recalcitrant to any chemical combination,

that only very high temperatures or special

f
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The Shonherr Electric Process of Fixation
of Nitrogen Employs an Arc Twenty Feet

Long.

chemical conditions are able to overcome its

independence and "fix" it to other elements.

Once, however, that this nitrogen has been
"lixt" or combined with another element
it can be made easily into a liquid or solid

substance, in which shape it can then be

handled and transported and done with
whatever we please. This is what we call

"the fixation of nitrogen."

That June " E.E." m
B As we mentioned in the April is- gB sue we are always pleased to hear g
H from our readers. The best eon- B
g structive letters making praetieal gS suggestions for improving the "E. E." §§
g will be publisht in the "EDITOR'S H
g MAIL BAG." Write in now and B
g then, readers, and tell us what your g
B ideas are regarding the articles pub- =
g lisht in "your" journal—for your's it §g
U surely is. We don't publish it to suit H
OURSELVES—but to please YOU! g

g Therefore let us hear from YOU g
g once in a while. If you don't like an g
B article, say so. On the other hand. B
S you do YOURSELF and the Pub- §j= Ushers an injustice by not telling g
g them which particular articles you g
g find interesting and instructive. Oh! B
B yes! we almost forgot—here's the gB "advance 'dope" on that "June" num- g
g "A 100- Mile Electro - Magnetic m
g Gun that Can Annihilate Cities." gj

U "The Electrical Testing of Coal," 3= by the U. S. Government. g
B "A New Electric Recording Com- g= pass—It Solves Many Navigation Bj

Problems." by Prof. Eugene Staege- gB man. g= "New Talking Motion Pictures." B
B /'.V George Holmes. gg "The Dynatron — A Remarkable g= Xczv Vacuum Tube for Radio-Tcleg- g
|§ raphy." g
B "Television and the Telephot"— B
= Part II—by H. Gernsback.

g "How to Build an Electrically

j Played Piano"—Part II—by Charles
' Horton. B
g "Wave-Meters— Their Uses and B
g Construction"—Part III—by Morton gg /

/

'. Sterns. Radio Engineer. B
= "Experimental Mechanics" — Part B
B I J'— />_v Samuel Cohen.
B "Experimental Electric Furnaces." g= "Experimental Physics"— Lesson g
m 13

—

by John J. Furia. 'A. B., M. A. jjB "Burnt-out Lamp Contest."

HI "The How and Why of Radio Ap- §j
g paratus"—Lesson 9—by H. Winfield g

This nitrogen which was at first so in-

dependent has now become perfectly sub-

dued and ready to combine with any cells

of organic substances into powerful ex-
plosives like dynamite or into useful fertil-

izers.

One of the elements with which it can
be forced to combine from its original in-

dependent state and only under the coercion
of an intense heat is the other element con-
tained in the air, "oxven." Tims as ;;ir

is a mixture of nitrogen and oxygen, we
have only to subject it to an intense beat

and the chemical combination of these ele-

ments takes place. The result is a gas
which we call "nitric oxid." We can say
that the intense beat causes the nitrogen
to burn up into the oxygen and that the
product of tliis burning process is the gas

Water:

The Electric Arc Used in the Fixation of
Atmospheric Nitrogen by the Birkeland-
Eyde Process Is Formed Between Water-

Cooled Electrodes.

named "nitric oxid." This gas can be
burnt still further, forming then a higher
oxid of nitrogen and if then past thru water,

it forms the well-known liquid "nitric acid,"

from which most of the other derivations
of nitrogen are created.

This burning of nitrogen requires a tem-
perature of about 3,(XX) degrees Centigrade,
and the electric arc has been found almost
the only practical means for obtaining this

high temperature. 1 f air is made to pass
thru an electric arc. the nitrogen combines
with the oxygen and forms nitric oxid gas;
but while cooling off, this nitric oxid gas
dissociates again into its elements nitrogen
and oxygen, and nothing is gained in the

end. The reason for this is that this nitric

oxid gas, tho stable at very high tempera-
tures, becomes very unstable at the medium
temperatures thru w hich it has to pass while
cooling off. At the temperature of about
2,000 degrees Centigrade it dissociates read-
ily into its elements. At a lower tempera-
ture than 1,5(10 degrees Centigrade it be-

comes, however, stable again.

Therefore if one wants to preserve the
formed nitric oxid gas. it is of great ad-
vantage and in fact absolutely necessary to
cool it off very rapidly so that it remains
during as short a time as possible in the un-
stable state. Once that it is cooled off.

(Continued on page 56)

This Shows a Section of the Pauling Nitro-
gen Fixation Arc Chamber. The Arc Rises
Between the Horns, Due to an Air Blast,
Breaks, and Starts All Over Again in Rapid

Succession.
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NEW AUTO HEAD-LIGHT.
In this new auto lamp here illustrated, the

manufacturers have designed an exception-
ally powerful projector of compact dimen-
sions, that is capable of projecting not only
a projected main beam but also a non-glare
general diffused illumination.

being slightly beyond the focal point of the

main reflector. It also acts as a source of

illumination in conjunction with the spheri-

cal reflector. The result is a highly efficient

projected beam augmented by non-glare
diffused illumination.

The inventors have also found that the

critical angle reflection for

metal reflectors takes place at

52^2 degrees. That is when-
ever a reflector is made to em-
brace a light source beyond 105

degrees the resultant increase
of light flux is a positive detri-

ment to visibility at a distance.

A Clever Auto Headlight Which Throws a Powerful Con-
centrated Center Beam of Light 500 Feet; the Outer

Rays Are Non-Glaring.

As we analyze lamp devices, say its in-

ventors, we find that as it appears to the

eye there are two sources of glare, one
the filament itself and the other the reflector

surface. The inventors argue that coloring
the light does not enhance the visibility with
reduced glare when applied to a unit source.

Neither do they believe in the possibility of
prismatical deflection nor that a parabola
can have an optically correct relation to a

multitude of small prest lenses with a con-
glomeration of axial alignments and
focuses. Therefore the possibilities in glare

reduction and still possessing light pro-

jection are to minimize the glare due to

direct visibility of the light source and to

form a main reflector of least aberation and
well concealed from the direct visibility.

In this new lamp an attempt has been
made to carry out this idea with precision.

The light source itself is embraced to the
angle of 105 degrees with a spherical curve
corrected for aberation and beyond the

aperture of the main reflector we have an
annulus or spherical curve whose geometri-
cal focus is at an offset as shown in the
illustration and therefore the light coming
from the filament onto this annulus is not
returned on itself but at a distance coin-
ciding with that angle that the frontal

screen intercepts. This frontal screen is

translucent and light coming from the fila-

ment will partly illuminate the same and
light coming from the annulus impinges on

Arrangement of Translucent Frontal Screen
and Parabolic Reflector to Realize a Strong
Central Beam of Light, with Diffused Outer

Rays.

the outer surface of the screen ; the screen

then becomes highly illuminous and is then

a source of diffused illumination as well as

WHEN "UNCLE SAM"
TAPS THE WIN-
DOW—YOU
LOOK!

This window attraction de-

vice is operated by an electric

motor and it can be attached
to any electric socket, therefore
there is no necessity of disturb-
ing your window display when
starting or stopping the figure.

Its life-like motion of rapping
on the window, turning the
head and pointing the finger

toward the goods displayed, makes it one
of the most attractive advertising novelties
vet devised.

Rap! Rap! Rap! Goes Uncle Sam's Electric
Fist Against the Show Window, and Next
Thing You Know You are Buying a New Hat
or Suit—or Perhaps a Bottle of Near-Beer.

"Uncle Sam's" clothing may be removed
and either a "Santa Claus," "Policeman,"
or other suit substituted. The heads are
interchangeable. It is thus possible to have
three distinct characters making an entirely

new attraction with each change. The
figure stands 27 inches high.

ROME AND WASHINGTON EX-
CHANGE WIRELESS "TALK."

Direct radio communication between an
Italian Government station and the Arling-
ton station of the United States Navy has
been established and is being used daily for
communications passing between the two
governments and between their diplomatic
representatives and foreign offices.

The daily statements of the Italian War
Office will be received by radio from Rome
and issued here for publication in the
United States.

NEW ELECTRIC SHAVELIGHT
FOR SOLDIERS.

It throws a flood of light—not in the

eyes, not into the mirror or around the

room, but on the face, right where you
need it.

For the Boys in the Trenches or in Camp,
There Is This New Electric Shavelight. It

Carries Its Own Battery and the Lamp
May Be Used Separately When Desired.

The soldier's days are busy. He must
shave, usually at night. And it's not to be
expected that his quarters—often an old

barn, farm house, etc.—will be equipt with
"all the modern conveniences." He will,

therefore, find this new military style elec-

tric light shaving outfit very serviceable.

The outfit consists of a high-grade safety

razor, with six crucible steel blades ; the
electric light attachment that attaches to

razor handle; stropper; battery that will

supply light for one-hundred shaves ;
high

quality aluminum trench mirror—all com-
plete in a compact khaki case. The light

attachment can be used on fountain pen
or pencil for writing where light is dim or

wanting—also for reading.

An electric apparatus has been devised
for giving warning of impending air raids.

It is claimed to be especially applicable to

factories and public buildings. An electric

resonator is placed on the roof, and on the

sound of a given pitch being produced, the

resonator causes a bell to ring in the build-

ing until it is stopt. It is said that large

areas can be simultaneously and instan-

taneously warned.

A TOY CIRCUIT-BREAKER.
The accompanying illustration shows a

toy circuit-breaker for protecting all types

of toy transformers against injury from
short-circuits. It opens the circuit automa-
tically, and can be closed by push-button
only when the cause of trouble is removed.
It is low in cost and will be found of in-

terest and service to the junior engineers

The Youngsters Who Operate Minia-
ture Electric Trains and Motors Will
Like This Little "Circuit- Breaker."

and electricians who operate miniature elec-

tric railroads, motors and other various
small electrical devices requiring some form
of protective apparatus.
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The Phenomena of Electrical Conduction in Gases
Part II. How Fast Ions Travel

By ROGERS D. RUSK, M. A.

IONS may sometimes travel at almost

infinitely high speeds. The velocity of

these little electrically charged parti-

cles depend largely upon existing con-

ditions, but may sometimes be as high

as the velocity of light itself. This indi-

cates that there is enormous energy back

Graphic Curve Showing How the Current of
Electricity in a Gas Reaches a Maximum or
"Saturation Value" at a Certain Potential.

of these particles, and if we experiment a

little we may find this energy doing strange
things.

For instance Franck and Hertz, two
modern physicists, have recently discovered
that when a gas is ionized, light may be
produced when the ions become charged,
Franck and Hertz worked mostly with
mercury vapor, and when they raised the

potential thru the vapor to 4.9 volts per
centimeter, between the electrodes, they
found the vapor gave off a certain amount
of ultra-violet light. When they increased
the potential to 12 volts they discovered that

just at that point a great deal more light

was given off. The first voltage evidently
marks the point at which ionization begins
and ions receive a single charge. The sec-

ond voltage evidently is the potential re-

quired to give the ions multiple charges,
and in each case charging an ion causes the
emission of light. This is quite in keeping
with the electro-magnetic theory of light,

and the modern belief in the electric theory
of matter, for when the electric charge
jumps to the ion the electro-magnetic dis-

turbance in the ether is started. This kind
of light may be called cold light, as an in-

crease in the potential from 4.8 volts to 4.9

volts makes little change in the tempera-
ture of the vapor, for at the former point
no light is given off, while at the latter it is.

If some substance other than mercury
could be found, giving a greater emission
of light, the whole lighting industry might
be revolutionized and instead of using in-

candescent lamps, which waste the most of
their energy in the form of heat, we might
have lamps operating on low potentials and
giving off little or no heat at all. The near-
est approach to such a light today is the
Moore vacuum tube light which works
however at a very high potential.

The great variety of speeds which an ion
may have depends a great deal on the fact

that we may have the following four gen-
eral classes of bodies in an ionized gas.

(1) single electrons.

(2) charged molecules.

(3) charged clusters of molecules.

(4) neutral or uncharged molecules.
The latter may become charged at any

time by ionization thru the agency of heat,
X-rays, radium, ultra-violet light, or col-

lision with each other. The existence of
such ions may be proved by demonstrating
the conductivity of the gas, and they may
be removed from the gas by straining the

gas thru a glass tube fitted with a plug of
glass wool, or by bubbling it thru water.
It will then be found to be unionised and
nonconducting.

Straining the ions out makes it seem as
if the ions must all be larger than the gas
molecules which get thru, but this is not
necessarily the case as it is most likely their

electric charges which make them stick to

the glass wool or remain in the water.
It may be well to notice, before going

any farther, a very great difference between
conduction of electricity in gases and con-
duction in solids or liquids. The amount of
current which may pass thru a conducting
liquid or metal varies with the resistance

E
as per Ohm's law, C = — . However this

R

This Curve Shows How the Current in a Gas
Behaves When the Potential Is Further In-

creased Past the "Saturation Point."

is only partially true with respect to gases.

The higher the voltage, the more the cur-

rent falls below the value it should have by
Ohm's law, until such a point is reached
that an increase in the potential does not

Canal or Cathode or
pos. rays ~ Cathode neg. rays \

JL + Anode-—

x

Pos. + Neg. roys

Fig- *

An Interesting Vacuum Tube Which Sepa-
rates the Positive and Negative Ions in a
Gas When Connected to a Source of Electric

Current as Shown.

increase the current at all. At this point

the current is called the saturation current.

because all of the ions are being carried

out of the field, as fast as they are formed.
Hence this is a maximum value for the

current. Its meaning can best be under-
stood from the curve, Fig. 1, represent-

ing the variation of the current with an
increase in potential. The current as will

be seen rises rapidly at first, but soon begins
to slow down and at last reaches a steady
value at A where the slope has become zero.

The current then in a gas depends upon the

total number of ions being formed in the

gas. However, a very interesting phenom-

ena is noticed if the potential is raised a

great deal higher still than its value for

saturation. At a certain point the curve
will begin to rise again showing that con-

trary to expectations the current, after hav-
ing seemingly reached a maximum, is now
increasing again. The complete curve will

now appear as in Fig. 2, where the second
increase is found to occur from B-X on.

This is due to the fact that when the po-
tential is raised to a much higher value,

the existing ions are swept across the field

so fast that they encounter neutral mole-
cules in their flight, and ionize them by
collision, thus producing fresh ions, and
thereby increasing the number of carriers

for the current.

In measuring the velocity of the different

kinds of ions the first necessary step is to

separate the negatives from the positives.

As the first measurements were made on
ions in vacuum tubes, this can be easily

accomplisht by such a tube as shown in Fig.

3. The rays between the cathode C and
anode A, are a mixture of both positive

and negative ions traveling in opposite di-

rections. However, if each electrode is per-
forated with a small hole near the center it

will be found that some of the positive ions

formed at the anode will travel thru the
perforation in the cathode into the space be-

yond it; while the same thing is true of

the negative ions formed at the cathode,
some of them will be projected thru the

opening in the anode into the space beyond.
So far, it has been found that the positives

travel with a comparatively slow speed
while the negatives may even travel as fast

as 186,000 miles per second.
There is a certain class of modern scien-

tists who believe this velocity is the highest
possible velocity that anything may ever
have. Those who believe this are the up-
holders of the theory of Relativity. They
hold that such realities as time and space
cannot exist independently of each other,

but are connected by a very close relation-

ship (hence the name Relativity) . They say
by this relation everything else in the uni-

verse is conditioned, and that no velocity

can exceed the velocity of light, which is

the swiftest form of energy known travel-

ing in the lightest medium, the ether. As
this theory has met with a great deal of
criticism it is probable that the question will

remain open for some time as to whether a

higher velocity is possible or not. How-
ever, it is interesting to note that the veloc-

ities of the ions do approach this value
seemingly as a limit. Also this may tend
to show that the fastest ions after all are
nothing more material than light itself,

altho we call them unit charges of elec-

tricity.

(Continued on page 57)

Thomson's Famous Vacuum Tube for Meas-
uring Velocities of Ions in a Gas.
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Capt. E. H. Armstrong "Over There"
ALL American radio men are ac-

quainted with Edwin H. Arm-
strong, the young genius who

^ devised and patented the now
well-known "Armstrong Circuit"

for Audions, by which it became possible

to make a single bulb regenerate or develop

Captain Edwin H. Armstrong. U. S. Signal
Corps, With the American Overseas Forces
in France. He is the Inventor of the Now
Weil-Known and Widely Adopted "Armstrong

Circuits" for Audion Receivers.

radio-frequency oscillations, so that un-

damped, as well as damped, waves could

be received and amplified.

We are pleased to reproduce a photo-
graph of Mr. Edwin H. Armstrong, the

well-known American wireless expert, who
was awarded the medal of the Institute of

Radio Engineers for his discoveries in the

radio art. Such an award constitutes in

itself a recognition of genuine service in

the cause of radio science. Mr. Armstrong
was born in the Lhiited States on Decem-
ber 18. 1890, and after passing, with credit,

thru the usual school curriculum graduated
at Columbia University, from which he ob-
tained his degree in 1913. Since that date

he has concentrated his efforts on the ad-

vancement of radio-telegraphic science,

working in conjunction with Professor Pu-
pin, the President of the Institute of Radio
Engineers, in his important research work
at the Columbia University laboratories.

Mr. Armstrong is himself one of the Di-
rectors of the Institute of Radio Engineers,
besides occupying the post of President of
the Radio Club of America.

Like so man)- other of his fellow citi-

zens, he has answered the call of his coun-
try to aid her in the role she has under-
taken in the present struggle, and recently

received his appointment as Captain in the

U. S. Signal Corps. This young scientist

of twenty-eight has already won high dis-

tinction by his work in wireless telegraph}'.

Perhaps the invention most widely con-

nected with his name is that of the 'Arm-
strong Circuits," which have done so much
to improve the sensitiveness to reception

of wireless apparatus through the instru-

mentality of the three-electrode valve. Mr.
Armstrong has thrown much energy and
zeal into the work of the Institute and has

made many valuable contributions both to

its discussions and its Journal.
Captain Armstrong is now in France with

the American Expeditionary Forces. His
skill in the radio art will prove of supreme
value to the American army.

ment and squad of Radio operators

—

three to six of whom are supplied to each
war vessel.

RADIO SAILORS GET INTO TRIM
FOR SEA DUTY.

The accompanying photo is an unusual
interior view of the new Austin Hall oper-

ating rooms at the Harvard Radio School.

Time and especially war will change all

things. This room was formerly in more
peaceful times, a part of the Law Library
study at Harvard. Here the radio opera-
tors which are to man Uncle Sam's rapidly-

growing battle fleet are taught the science

of wireless by experts, many of whom were
well-known radio workers in civilian life

prior to the declaration of war against the

Central Powers. Now one hears the con-

stant buz-buz of the radio-telegraphic dots

and dashes all day long. The men are not

kept at code practice all day long—but as

fast as one class finishes its period, another
takes its place. Thousands of future naval
Radio operators are being taught how to

handle wireless apparatus and how to send
and receive the mysterious dot and dash
messages at this school. Today a battle-

ship, or any vessel of the line, would be
practically "blind'' without its Radio equip-

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS
OFFERS WAR COURSES.

A war course in Radiotelegraphy is be-
ing offered by the electrical engineering
department of the University of Illinois to
junior and senior students of this depart-
ment as an elective. An oath of secrecy
and appearance before a notary public by
those entering the course, vowing that they
will in no way divulge any facts learned
in the course to any persons other than
Government officials, is required. Ap-
paratus for receiving messages (the re-

ceiving sets alone being furnished), with
confidential information and instructions
for their use has been loaned the University
by the LTnited States Signal Corps, Prof.
Ellery B. Paine, head of the department
of electrical engineering, is the instructor
in the course.

The department of geology is also offer-

ing an interesting course, dealing with the
iron and coal factors in the warring nations
of Europe, lines of communication and
other topics concerning the geography and
geology of the 'war theater. The Univer-
sity has pledged itself to instruct 5,000 sol-

diers, either engineers or regular soldiers,

for skilled war service in the departments
of mechanical and electrical engineering,
including laboratory and shop practice.

Announcement has also been made that
the ground school of the work in military
aeronautics will be doubled in size, pro-
viding accommodations for 1,200 students.

Speaking about the capacity of con-
densers, are you aware of the fact that the
entire capacity of the earth is only .707

microfarads ?

'Code" Class of Uncle Sam's Naval Fighters at Austin Hall, Harvard Radio School, Where
Thousands of Students Are Being Trained.
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RADIO TAUGHT IN NEW YORK
TRADE SCHOOL.

There is a great demand for radio men
in the Signal Corps and to meet this need
classes have been formed in many parts

of the country. One of the most interesting

in New York City is that held at the Stuy-

vesant Evening Trade School. Only men
who will be called in the second draft and
who have been examined and placed in

Class 1 A are eligible.

As these men are still earning their bread
and butter, they can only do this work in

the evening. Despite of this fact the re-

sults are exremely good. The men arc

heartily in earnest and eager to gain the

required proficiency of sending and recciv-

nig 20 words per minute. This is the stand-

ard speed set by the Signal Corps. Thru
the patriotic devotion of the instructors it

has been found possible to have these even-
ing classes free.

The equipment used in teaching the radio

classes is of the best and very latest type.

The head-bands are of the new single bar
type widely used in the government sets

and weigh less than any other style so far

designed. The tone buzzer used is a new
design giving the true 500 cycle spark pitch,

so that the students are trained under as

near working conditions as possible. This
is more important than it might seem at

first, for if the student is accustomed to

hearing the signals on a low pitch tone he
is very liable to be confused when he first

hears a "real" wireless signal coming in

on a high pitch note.

In an interview with Mr. T. H. Knox,
principal of the school, as well as Jacob
Weiss, Head Instructor, we were informed
that the instruction is entirely free, all

apparatus being furnished. All the drafted
'Class 1-A men are eligible, and all those

that are subject to call. The school can
still accommodate a few more men.
We see no reason why wireless amateurs

should feel discouraged on account of the

closing of their radio stations. To us, we
see a' chance for the amateur to fix up his

set to perfection, study up his theory, and
when the war ends be ready to do efficient

work.

Wireless communication was first estab-

lished between Tapan and the United States,

July 27, 1915.

NEWS OF BUENOS AIRES-
NEW YORK RADIO.

By Leon Girerd.

IMV1 pleased to inform the readers of

the Electrical Experimenter of

the progress of wireless telegraphy

in this country.

In the first place, we have the ar-

rival of the American engineer, Mr.

Charles Edbridge, who comes to direct

the work of installing an ultra-power-

ful radio-telegraph station for direct

communication between Buenos Aires
and North America, the concession
having been granted to a North Ameri-
can company a year ago. This plant

will be installed in San Isidro (near

Buenos Aires), and the plans have
already been approved by the govern-
ment. Recently, however, some modi-
fications have been suggested. The
original plan called for the antenna to

lie sustained by three towers 300 meters
high (about 1,000 feet), but in the

modification two have been supprest.

The transmission system will be such
as is used in nearly all of the large

stations—Poulsen 500 kw., length of

wave 24,000 meters. Altho there is

no station in the city, it will have direct

communication with the offices which
will be established in the central boro.

The price of this station is calculated

to be $750,000 (American currency).
ft is also worth mentioning the at-

tempts that have been made to com-
municate with Nauen (45 km., from
Berlin). The interested parties se-

cured a three months' authorization to

erect a station which they placed on
"La Florida" farm in the Plomer sta-

tion. The characteristics of this sta-

tion were as follows : the most modern
type of receiving apparatus was used,

including a Lieben valve; the copper
wire antenna was sustained by 16 posts,

32 meters (105 feet) in height, and a wave
length of 3,000 meters; the ground consti-

tuted a network of iron wires, 800 meters
(about 2,600. ft.) long, interred in the form
of a fan at a depth of 1 meter ; the antennae
has the same reach toward the east as that

of Nauen; taking into account the distance

between Nauen and Buenos Aires, which is

in a direct line, 13,000 kilometers, there are

various difficulties.

Notwithstanding these difficulties, the

WOMAN OPERATOR IN THE U. S.

COAST GUARD.
Yes, the women are bound to get t<> the

front in this war. Mere we have Mrs.

M rs.

Md..
ator

Photo © by Press Illustrating Service

A Busy Radio Class at the Stuyvesant Evening Trade School, New York City, Where
Draft Registrants in Class A1 Are Eligible for Free Instruction.

Myrtle Hazard, Hailing from Baltimore,
a Hale and Hearty Radio and Morse Oper-
Now in Uncle Sam's Coast Guard Service.

Myrtle Hazard, who is from Baltimore and
the only woman electrician in the United
States Coast Guard. She is one of the few
women radio operators in the government
service. She learned the job in four
months' study at a class in the Baltimore
Y. M. C. A. and past the difficult govern-
ment examination easily. She is both a

Radio and a Morse operator.

—

Photo
Harris and Ewing.

constructors have been able to get into

direct contact with Nauen, but owing to the

great atmospheric discharges (static), have
not been able to decipher the messages;
these discharges are due partly to the form
of the antennae, which, because of their

length and height, cut thru various atmos-
pheric strata, producing violent discharges

which disturb the reception.

Nauen has a power in the antennae of

200 kw. and a wave length of 12,600 meters.

(Before rupture with the United States, it

was supposed to be 300 kw. ).

At the end of the three months, the con-

structors asked the government for an ex-

tension of time of one month, stating that

they had not been able to communicate
owing to the fact that they did not know
the exact time when Nauen transmitted

with entire power. We note that this is not

true. After several days delay, the Secre-
tary of the Navy appointed an engineer to

investigate and determine as to the prob-
ability of their having received messages
from Nauen. The report was unfavorable,
and he ordered the dismantling of the

station.

It is probable that they were able to re-

ceive perfectly, since in 1914 the "Cape Tra-
falgar" could communicate with Nauen
from S. de Bahia, Brazil. At that time the

(Continued on page 53)
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External Grid Vacuum Valve Construction
A Unique and Simple Means of Making Experimental Amplifiers

By R. U. CLARK, 3rd

SINCE the introduction of the first

real practical hot filament detector
into the radio field, it has been the

one great ambition of every wireless

amateur to construct experimental
vacuum valve detectors for personal use.

Sad to relate but very few workers in the

in with the line of work being undertaken
at the time of enlightenment, the incident
will be forgotten or prove of little use.

The author-—and probably many others—
had often thought of using the "High-low"
type of electric light bulb for constructing
valve detectors, but had always given the

A Home - made Experi-
mental "Audion" at Last!
It Is Easily Made With-
out Any Glass - Blowing
or Other Refined Tech-
nique on the Part of the
Amateur and Is Con-
"tructed from a Standard
Two Filament "High-
Low" Auto Head Lamp
One Filament Is Used as
the "Plate," an External
"Grid" Being Employed.

past have had the means necessary to per-
form much research work in this branch
of the art, owing chiefly to the expensive
apparatus required for the actual construc-
tion of the bulbs.

It is regrettable that the above should be
the case—especially in view of the fact

that the particular instrument under con-
sideration may still be considered in the
embryonic state, and quite capable of being
vastly improved.
The present high cost of all good de-

tectors of the valve-amplifier type pre-
cludes the possibility of their being used,
in furtherance of new ideas, except by those
with money to spare, and in most cases
places them beyond the reach of many
earnest workers.
After a considerable expenditure of time

and money, the writer has evolved a very
simple and inexpensive method of making
experimental vacuum valve detectors, of the
external grid type, which will be explained
at length in this article. It is the hope
of the author that the idea involved, which
has been thoroly proven, will be of great
interest to a large class of readers. Cer-
tainly no one field offers more opportunities
of interest to experimenters than the one
in mind.

Considerable incentive and encourage-
ment may perhaps be found by others in

the fact that, altho the direct outcome of no
little work, the actual discovery of the

double filament bulb, that plays the all-

important part in making our experimental
detectors, was the result of chance. During
a few minutes' respite, spent in looking
thru a motor magazine, the writer became
aware that the solution of the problem of
making valves was staring him in the face
in the guise of an auto head-light bulb
with tzvo filaments.

It often happens that such discoveries
are the result of chance, but the fact re-

mains that unless the particular finding fits

idea up as impractical. It remained for
the urge of real necessity to demand that

every possible means be given a thoro
trial.'

As may have been already surmised, the
real workable valves which are illustrated

in the views accompanying this exposition,

are not only of the external grid type, but
also have two filaments, and thus giving
double life to the instrument. It will be
at once apparent that, since the bulbs con-
tain two separate filaments and circuits

within them, that one is to be heated by
the low voltage battery, and the other
is intended to constitute the plate, and
when used as such its two wire leads will

be short-circuited. When one filament has
burned out in use it will be reconnected to

form the plate, while the other filament,

formerly acting as a plate, will furnish the

heat necessary to throw out the stream of
desirable electrons, on which the whole ac-

tion of the device depends.
In the first illustration there is shown a

view of the "High-low" auto head-light bulb
which does the trick. This lamp should be
purchased in accordance with the following
specifications, and if not obtainable at any
of the big auto supply houses in the read-
er's home town, they can be had from the
makers or others as listed elsewhere in

this issue.* The bulb which the author,
after many tests, has found best suited

to the peculiar requirements of the valve
detector is rated as follows:

Maker's
Number Volts CP.
T 14 6-8 4 &12, also 12 & 18 CP. semi-

tubular in shape,

with double-contact bayonet base. Usual
retail price 80c, with 35% off on lots of 5,

making the price 55c each.

Unless these lamps are specially ordered
*Send stamped self-addrest envelope to the

editor and names of concerns supplying these lamps
will be sent gratis.

from the makers, and specified in this case
"without bases," it will be necessary to

carefully remove the brass ferrules and
sealing compound, which together form the
lamp base, after first cutting the connecting
wires away at the contacts to which they
are soldered. This work is best done with
a small file and a pair of nail scissors, or
pincers, and much caution should be ob-
served to prevent accidental breakage.

It will be taken for granted that the
experimenter intends to prepare more than
one bulb for the initial try-out. Altho
there may be a slight difference noticeable
in the behavior of different lamps of the
same make, the variation will be found in

most cases to be very slight. The first bulb
tried out, however, might be defective

;

hence the advisability of using more than
one lamp in testing out the idea involved.
A word at this point in regard to the

operation of the valves under consideration
may save much trouble later, on in the
game. A good deal has been said against
the hot filament detector which is mani-
festly undeserved. It has been repeatedly
stated that, unless exhausted of air to a
very exact degree, devices of this nature
will prove worthless as detectors. Quite
naturally, this is true to a certain extent,
but it is often possible to obtain almost
equally good results from valves which may
vary in this particular, provided the ope-
rator is willing to work to find the opti-
mum point of filament luminescence and
high voltage adjustment, as required for
the utmost sensitiveness under varying con-
ditions of vacuum within the bulb at hand.
Another point worth mentioning is that

of the strange and oftentimes erratic action
of this class of detectors after they have
seen considerable use, which calls for the
same solution as above stated. The fact
is that probably no one thoroly understands
these bulbs as yet.

Before fitting up the lamps as detectors,
the wires which lead to the inside should
be tested for a possible short-circuit which
must, of course, be avoided, except as ex-
plained elseVhere. In order to gain a clear
conception of the new bulb circuits, which
are to be obtained by rearranging the fila-

ment leads, the reader is asked to refer to
the diagrams in Fig. 2. In this drawing the
view A represents the original connections
as made by the manufacturers. At the point
1 in this view the wires should be discon-
nected. At B and C, same figure, the cor-

Diagram Showing How Two Filaments in the
"High-Low" Auto Head Lamp Bulb are Con-
nected to Give Two Different Forms of

"Plate" Element.

rect wiring plan for using the upper and
lower filaments respectively, at incan-

descence, is shown.
{Continued on page 58)
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INDEXING RADIO CALL BOOK.
Very little explanation is required. The

illustration shows a method of ''tab" index-
ing the "Oflicial List of Radio Stations of

the United States" (or any other similar

A high duty Leyden Jar.—This shows
how I made a transmitting condenser

(or Leyden Jar) by clamping a jacket

of sheet tin around the outside of a

gallon bottle. The bottle is filled with

salt water and a brass chain let down in it.

The capacity is variable thru using a greater

or lesser amount of water. Very good for

a make-shift, as it took only about an
hour to rig up four of them. Some light-

gage tin, some 1^-inch stove bolts and
some yi-'mch by ^4-inch pieces of wood,
spring binding posts and chain and bottles

constitute the necessary material, and they

are easily obtainable.

Contributed by W. ROSS McKNIGHT.

This Professional Looking Leyden Jar
Condenser, Suitable for Radio Transmit-
ters, Is Made From a Good Grade Glass
Jar Filled With Salt Water, and Having
for Its Outer Electrode a Piece of Tin
or Copper Firmly Clamped Around It.

book of reference) to make consultation
quick and easy. These index "tabs" can
be brought in any first class stationery
store for 10c a box.

MINERALS FROM BROADWAY,
NEW YORK.

"What you can't get in New York, you
cannot get the world over," is one of the

proverbs of New York. While many curi-

ous things are found along Broadway, it

will probably come as a surprise to many,
that Broadway is one of the most curious
mineral centers in the world. Very few
people realize that on Manhattan Island
over 118 varieties of minerals have been
found—not only minerals, but real gems.
For instance, on Broadway and 157th

Street, there have been found aquamarines
weighing l*/2 karats. From this locality

also come brown tourmaline, golden beryl

and rock crystal, which can be cut into gem
stones. Of particular interest to the elec-

trical man is the fact that on Broadway
and 176th Street there are found, besides
beautiful green tourmaline gems, magnet-
ite and iron ore, chalcopyrite, malachite and
pyrrhotite, also a source of nickel in a
crystal form, which is considered quite
rare in any locality.

Many other rare minerals in addition to

the few listed are zincite, used in the manu-
facture of the perikon detector ; also the
lead mineral roeblingite. Other minerals of
interest found along Broadway are agate,

amazon-stone, amber, amethyst, chrysoberyl,
hre opal, garnet, peristerite, prehnite, rock
crystal, rose quartz, smoky quartz, precious

serpentine, tourmaline and willemite.

The commercial minerals include
silver, lead, zinc, copper, iron, feldspar,

molybdenite—which is used in the
molybdenite detector—grafite, asbes-
tos, mica and beryl. The radio-active
minerals autunite, torbernite and urani-
nite are also noted. Also a very good
grade of iron pyrite called commonly
"fool's gold" has been found in fair

quantities in the upper parts of Broad-
way. Iron pyrite, as is well known, is

an excellent mineral for detecting
radio signals.

FREAK OF RADIO.
A peculiar phenomena which has

never been explained well is that which
takes place at several points along the

Atlantic Coast. There are times when
a vessel is in radio communication
with another and the signals gradually
die out and then increase to their

normal sound. A similar effect has
been noted by amateurs, who, when
sending in one direction can cover
much greater distances.

Zeppelins can attain a height of 18,-

000 feet, or about 3j4 miles. They
easily remain in radio communication
with their home stations.

To Index Your Radio Call Book or Catalog, Go
to Your Stationer and Ask for a Box of "Thumb

Index Tabs," Here's the Result.

MICROPHONE "HOWLER" FOR
CODE PRACTISE."

Herewith a photo and wiring dia-

gram of three handy pieces of "BUG"
laboratory apparatus showing what can
be done with odds and ends of a wire-
less experimenter's assortment of in-

struments which are now idle. It

consists of a telegraph key made

on the prinicple of a VTBROPLEX, and
it works, too, having tried it out on long
telegraph lines of the A. T. & T. and Cen-
tral Union Telegraph Co. A handy box
for holding flash light batteries, so that

connection may be made from each pair

of cells, spring clips can be seen at the end
of the box, for each pair of batteries, both
ends have these spring clip connectors.

This Genius Has Built His Own "Hy-Tone"
Microphone Howler for Practising the Code.
By Varying the Distance Between the
Microphone and Receiver the Note Produced

Can be Changed as Desired.

The box now has a capacity for 24 cells

but only 12 have been placed in it. This
gives me a range of voltage from 3 to 30
at the present time.

Best of all is the contents of the small
box, a telephone transmitter, telephone re-

ceiver placed rigidly in an extension tele-

phone bell box, and made into a "howler"
in imitation of the Sayville, L. I., station

wireless tone. It gives a remarkably clear,

shrill tone of a frequency of 500 to 800
cycles, depending on the distance the re-

ceiver is mounted from the transmitter,

the transmitter being solidly mounted in

grooves cut in the edge of the box and the

receiver mounted on a screw, similar to

the method used in adjusting the magnets
of a telegraph relay.

Several "wireless bugs" have listened to

the tone of this "howler" and pronounced
it an excellent reproduction of the Sayville

tone. A home-made induction coil made on
one bobbin of a buzzer, and wound with a
resistance ratio of 1 ohm to 50 ohms, is

connected in series with the battery and
transmitter-receiver and the receiver con-
nections are taken from the secondary
winding of the coil as shown in diagram.
When telephone receivers are being used,

the box is packed with cotton and a lid

put on it so the sound of the "howler" will

only be heard in the 'phones.

The ratio of the resistance of the wind-
ings of this induction coil is not according
to Hoyle. I found that I only had that

much wire to put on it, but a pair of re-

ceivers on the secondary winding gives the

proper amount of tone to the receivers to

make it sound as if its name-sake were

To frame

I. Coil

To corfon buffon

-Jllllllli
Key

Simple Form of Circuit Used With the
"Microphone Howler." The Inherent In-
stability of All Microphones Gives Rise to a
Musical Note of 500 Cycle Pitch, Due to the
Reaction Between the Microphone and

Receiver.

really coming in. The "bug" key can be
made from odds and ends which most every
amateur has in his work shop and it surely

beats sending with the old stvle key.

Contributed by CECIL A. RICH.
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The How and Why of Radio Apparatus
By H. WINFIELD SECOR, Assoc. I. R. E.

NO. 8—DETECTORS.
From time to time we will describe one

particular instrument used in either the
radio transmitting or receiving set, explain-
ing just how it works, and why. We have
received so many requests from new read-
ers asking for such explanations that we
have decided to publish this matter in serial

form. In the course of several issues all

of the principal transmitting and receiving
apparatus will have been covered. The
subject for the eighth paper is DE-
TECTORS.

vacuum valve or Audion detector proves
feasible. For trench and field work the
mineral detector is pre-eminently ' the type
to use ; it is at once rugged, simple in

operation, always reliable, easily repaired,

and last but not least, it requires no battery.

An Audion detector is, on the other hand,
liable to breakage, disarrangement of the

electrodes, requires frequent adjustment,
and must always have a fresh battery to

light the filament, besides a 40 to 60 volt
dry-cell battery for the wing circuit.

The minerals most in use as rectifiers of

Miners/ Det
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The Principal Types of Radio Detectors Are Here Illustrated and Described. The Detector Is

One of the Most Important Apparatus Used in Receiving and Translating Wireless Messages
and Should Be Very Carefully Studied.

In all modern radio receptors, especially

in those sets used by the army and navy,
the detector is one of the most important
parts of the whole equipment. It has been
developed and refined until at the present
time it is quite a respectable instrument
so far as its efficiency is concerned. The
detectors now in use classify broadly into

three groups, viz: mineral rectifiers (with-
out battery) ; mineral rectifiers (with bat-
tery), and vacuum valves. Each class of
wave interceptor and translator seems to

fulfill certain requirements best. Where
the vacuum valve would prove too sensitive

and delicate, as in mule pack sets, etc., the
mineral type detector proves best. Where
the radio set is subject to fair treatment the

the high frequency oscillation groups are
the following : Steel point-carborundum,
gold or steel point-silicon, gold or steel

point-iron pyrites, metal or grafite point-

galena, zincite-chalcopyrite, silicon-arsenic,

silicon-antimony, and "cerusite." There are

a host of others, of course, but these are

the principal ones being used on army and
navy sets to-day. Some of the minerals
are best known under their trade names

—

as "Perikon," "Pyron," "Radiocite," etc.

As aforementioned, radio investigators

have devised many different forms of de-

tectors, most of which rectify the high fre-

quency antenna currents, i. e., change them
from alternating to direct or uni-directional

impulses by some kind of valve action, thus

rendering them capable of operating the

telephones at an audible frequency. This
rectification process is shown graphically in

Fig. 1 at A, B and C. Curve A shows sev-

eral damped wave trains such as received

on a radio antenna ; curve B delineates these

wave trains rectified by the detector so that

the current is allowed to pass only in one
direction, while the graph C denotes the

form of current pulse passing thru the

telephones, where the rectified current is

smoothed out by the inductance of the tele-

phone receiver windings. Thus it is seen

that what the operator hears in his head
'phones is not the high frequency aerial

oscillations, but a rectified pulsatory current

having a (group) frequency corresponding-

to the frequency of the current charging the

condensers at the transmitting station. If

it employs a 500 cycle alternator, then the

operator at the receiving station hears a
500-cycle note in his head 'phones, etc.

As to the hook-ups used with the mineral

detector, let us glance at Fig. 1. This shows
how a non-battery mineral, such as galena,

iron pyrites or silicon, is connected up in a

simple tuned circuit comprising aerial, tun-

ing coil T C, and ground. A high resistance

pair of 'phones is invariably used in such
systems, connected either across the de-

tector or the fixt condenser as the dotted

lines indicate. Fig. 2 illustrates how the

battery-using mineral is commonly hooked
up with a potentiometer having several

thousand ohms. A better form of circuit

and now used in the Signal Corps outfits

is shown at Fig. 3-A. Here the current

passes around thru the secondary of the

loose coupler. Three volts (2 dry cells) i?

usually the potential applied across the ter-

minals of the potentiometer. The potenti-

ometer slider (or switch) is adjusted until

the maximum strength of signal is heard
in the 'phones. Also the direction of the

current thru the mineral is important and
it is well to provide a pole-changing switch

in the battery circuit so that the current

can be reversed thru the detector. The
mineral is usually connected to the nega-
tive battery line.

The Perikon Detector was developed by
Dr. G. W. Pickard. This detector consists

of two crystals—copper pyrites (Cu Fe Ss)

and zincite (zinc oxid ZnO), held in firm

contact against each other in the manner
shown. The copper pyrite crystal is mounted
in a cup mounted on a spring-actuated rod
provided with a suitable knob, by which it

can be swung in any direction. Zincite

crystals are mounted in a large cup con-
taining several pockets, the mounting of
both of the minerals being effected with a

low fusing solder, Wood's metal or Hugo-
nium alloy. The action of the Perikon
detector is supposed to be based on the

rectifying principle previously described;

that is, it will pass current in one direction

but not in the other, and thus the incoming-

radio frequency oscillating (alternating)

currents in the aerial are rectified and
caused to give a sound in the high resist-

ance 'phones connected to the detector.

This detector is invariably used with a bat-

tery of about two cells and the potential

applied regulated by a potentiometer. When
using a battery the polarity of the current

must be such that the positive wire is con-
nected to the copper pyrite crystal.

Diagram Fig. 3 shows the simplified con-
nections for a "Radioson" (sealed-point)

electrolytic detector, the 'phones serving as

(Continued on page 64)
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Design for a Panel Transmitting Set

Did you ever consider that compactness
and efficiency in wireless means success?
Many amateur wireless operators place their

transmitting apparatus a good distance apart
so that each instrument may show off to

its best advantage, and by doing so they
little consider the unnecessary length of
the connecting leads, which offer great re-

sistance and very often a lack of resonance
in the circuit, thus producing unsatisfactory
results.

For the benefit of those who are looking
for success I shall endeavor to describe a

Rotary Gap, panel type, transmitting set,

which is not only very efficient but offers

a good appearance. A set of this type
makes possible very short connecting leads,

which are absolutely necessary in an effi-

cient short wave radio transmitter.

The arrangement of the apparatus should
be clearly seen by the accompanying draw-
ings. Compartment A contains the trans-
former embedded in sealing compound, B
is the adjustable condenser, consisting of
twelve 8x10 inch glass plates, coated with
tinfoil 6x8 inches; these are connected in

sections of two plates each and controlled
by switches C, mounted on the panel. Com-
partment 1) contains a rotary gap of the

Jena/ B/acA f/ire

W \- «"—I
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Ground ftg.2

By James R. Hopkins

ring type; the ring and rotary arm should
be made of Bakelite. E is a protective
device to carry off kick-backs and may be
of the carbon rod or of the condenser type,

as the builder prefers.

Side and Rear Views of Panel Type Trans-
mitter, Showing Arrangement of Oscillation

Transformer, Rotary Spark Gap, Etc.

How the Front of Panel Type Radio
Transmitter Looks. Rotary Gap at
Top; Condenser Switches at Center;

Kick-back Preventer at Bottom.

The oscillation transformer F is of the
pancake type. A resistance coil G is placed
in series with the rotary gap motor to vary
its speed, and the light H may be connected
in series with the transformer for short dis-

tance work.
I am not able to give any fixt dimensions,

as transformers, motors, etc., vary consid-
erably in size; with the Yi K.W. set I am
using, the cabinet is 12 inches long, 6 inches
wide, and 18 inches high, built of Y2 inch
birch, with the exception of the panel, which
is of black fiber J

'\ inch thick, this being

firmly screwed to the case to prevent warp-
ing.

The hook-up is given in Fig. 1 and the
general scheme of arrangement is shown in

the side and back views in Fig. 2, while the
front view (photo) shows the panel on
which all control switches are neatly
mounted.

If the general idea of construction is car-
ried out, I am sure the builder will be
greatly pleased with the results. I used
this set with great success for over a year
prior to the war.

A UNIVERSAL SOLDER.
A very novel scheme for making a solder

that beats the ordinary solder is as follows

:

Mix with a good brand of soldering paste
as much granulated bar or wire solder that
possibly can be mixed (which is done for
the sake of economy) and a solder of excel-
lent qualities will be made. It is useful to

the electrician in that wires "up in the ceil-

ing" can be soldered by applying this mix-
ture, and it is then only necessary to apply
the heat of a match. Many other ways for
its use will suggest themselves to the every-
day practical man. In fact, it will save
lots of solder from being wasted by drop-
ping to the floor, as is the case when ap-
plied by the old method.
Contributed by E. DUSKIS.

Imepro/ec/or

Complete Wiring Diagram for Panel Radio
Transmitter. Note Pilot Lamp in Primary
Circuit. Gap Motor Has Speed Controlling

Rheostat.

TO STOP LIGHTS FLICKERING.
Many radio amateurs who are annoyed,

and are annoying others, by drawing too

much current from their supply line, might
be interested in a way to remedy this. The
diagram illustrates this without much de-

scription ; a few words will not be amiss
however.

! !

To frans.
i 6,66
r 3- 120 traff

cordon /amp

J CMo/tis

Balancing Radio or High Frequency Trans-
former, With Lamps to Prevent Flickering of

Lights on Regular Lighting Circuits.

This idea is not recommended for powers
exceeding one half kilowatt as the cost of
operation is higher. The writer uses this

with entire satisfaction on a transformer
of 360 waits input; to balance this current

consumption, a lamp bank consisting of
three 120 watt carbon lamps is used. In

the case where a transformer of higher or
lower rating is used, the lamp-bank or any
other resistance must be made exactly ac-

cording. It is important to use nothing but
silver contacts on back end of key lever,

of the same size as those used on trans-

former circuit; it is well also to have as

little vertical play as possible.

Contributed by L. H. REINER.

DETECTING 'PHONES WOUND
WITH GERMAN SILVER WIRE.
The use of high resistance 'phones for

use in wireless telegraphy has led many un-
scrupulous manufacturers to wind their

'phones with German-silver wire, getting
the necessary resistance without the effi-

ciency of the copper wire wound 'phones.
This cannot be detected by measuring the

resistance and since in many cases a few
layers of copper wire are wound on over the

German-silver, it is rather difficult to detect

these inferior instruments.
However, we can take advantage of the

fact that the coefficient of resistance of

copper is much greater than that of Ger-
man-silver. It is only necessary to connect
a galvanometer in series with the 'phones
and a few cells of dry battery. On closing

the circuit note carefully the reading; allow
the current to flow for several minutes and
if the galvanometer needle gradually drops
back you may be sure the windings are of
copper wire; but if the needle stays at the
same point or nearly so for several minutes,
the windings are of German-silver.

Contributed by T. W. BENTAMIK.

A CORD TIP TERMINAL.

ffq.l

f/ff.3

fry. 2
°/oceforcord

It's Always a Mean Job to Properly Connect
Cord Tips to Apparatus. Here's a Good Way

of Doing It.

Take a piece of springy metal, one
inch long and 1/4 of an inch wide. Put a
small nail in the middle and bend the strip

of metal as shown, and bore a hole in each
end to fit a screw. It will be the saving of
much time and patience.

Contributed by L. SIMMONDS.
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Theory of Tuning, Wave Lengths and Harmonics
By Prof. F. E. AUSTIN

Instructor of Electrical Engineering, Thayer School of Civil Engineering, Dartmouth College

SO-CALLED resonance is of very
great importance in the operation
of wireless apparatus, and every op-
erator should have a good working
knowledge of the theory of reso-

nance and of its practical application. Even
the experimenter will work to much greater

employed in the given equation it may be
noted first that the numerator E denotes
the applied alternating-pressure, having a
frequency denoted by / (/ means the num-
ber of complete cycles per second). R de-
notes the resistance of the coil, exprest in

ohms, C the capacity of the condenser in

CONDFNSER
Fig. 1.—The Fundamental Theory of Wireless May be Better Understood by Study-
ing This Elementary Alternating Current Circuit, Comprising an Inductive Re-

sistance and Capacity Connected in Series.

advantage, with a knowledge of the funda-
mental law and its careful application, in

making and operating tuning coils and
similar devices.

When a coil, consisting of a number of
turns of insulated wire is connected in

series with a condenser, and an alternating

pressure applied to the terminals of the

arrangement, as indicated diagramatically
in figure 1, the alternating current in the

arrangement indicated by an ammeter con-
nected as shown may be exprest by

:

E
I =

farads, while L denotes the so-called co-
efficient of inductance of the coil, exprest
in henrys. L depends upon the square of
the number of turns of wire of which the

amount of energy. The symbol t denotes
the value of 3. 1416.

It is instructive to note that if the con-
denser be removed from the circuit and a

direct-pressure be applied to the terminals
of the coil, the direct current may be ex-

E
prest by I = — ; that is, according to Ohm's

R
law.

Now, by looking at the first equation it

is evident that the last equation may be
obtained from the first when the numerical

1

value of 2irf L is made equal to .

2irfC
When such numerical relationship obtains

in any case, then resonance is said to exist.

The value of tt is, of course, a constant
at all times and the value of / is definitely

fixt for any given circuit. It is, therefore,

apparent that with a given fixt value for

1

2"7Tf Lj a similar numerical value for

277"/

C

may be found by varying the value of C.

The value of C for any condenser depends
upon the number of sheets of dielectric

used in making the condenser, upon the

kind of materia] the dielectric consists of,

upon the size of the dielectric sheets, and
upon a numerical constant which is depend-
ent upon the kind of units employed in ex-
pressing size or area, and thickness.

I\ •

I
2irf L —

27T/C

If a direct current pressure, having the

same numerical value as the alternating
pressure be applied to the same arrange-
ment, the ammeter will show no indication

at all ; the condenser, having a very high
resistance, really prevents any direct cur-
rent from passing. Of course, a direct

current does exist while the condenser is

being charged, but this is so small the or-

dinary ammeter will seldom indicate this

minute momentary current. With an ap-
plied alternating pressure, however, the
result is very different ; since the con-
denser is very rapidly charged and dis-

charged, the ammeter indicates the pres-

ence of the current continuously.
Considering now the different symbols

INDUCTIVE RESISTANCE

K

CON DENSER
Fig. 2.—This Alternating Current Circuit Should Be Carefully Studied by All Radio
Students, as It Contains Similar Elements to Radio Circuits, i. e., a Variable In-

ductive Resistance and a Capacity or Condenser.

coil

the

* This article especially prepared for the "Elec-
trical Experimenter."

rig 6

Diagram Representing the Generation of the "Sine Curve"—the Form
of the Average Alternating Current Wave.

is composed ; that is, of two coils of

same general shape, the one having
twice as many turns as the other will

have four times the inductance.

Also a coil having an iron core will

have very much greater inductance than
the same or a
similar coil with-

out the core.

When, as in wire-
less work, it is

desired to employ
very high fre-

quencies, coils,
having no iron

cores are used,

since they may be
magnetized and
demagnetized
very quickly and
without absorb-
ing an excessive

The capacity of ordinary condensers made
up of sheets of dielectric and metal plates,

may be exprest by

:

C = .000,000,000.224

An
k farads.

In the equation A denotes the area of each
dielectric sheet in square inches, n the
number of sheets used, k the so-called
specific inductive capacity of the dielectric,

and t the thickness of each dielectric sheet
in thousandths of an inch; that is, in mils.

The coefficient of inductance of a coil

having an iron core may be approximately
exprest by

:

Air n
2 A

b X 10"

henrys.
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in which 7r has its usual value, n denotes

the number of turns of wire wound on the

coil, A denotes the area of the hole thru

the center of the coil, exprest in square

centimeters, and b denotes the length of

the coil (not of the wire), exprest in centi-

meters.
Returning to the consideration of the

initial equation, and restating the condition

for resonance as when 277/ L = it is

27T/C
evident that the equation may be changed to

;

1

'

2irf C = .

27T/

L

The reason for the latter arrangement of

the equation is because it is much easier

to construct a coil to produce a variable

inductance than it is to construct a con-
denser to give a variable capacity.

Considering the last equation, it is evi-

dent that if 277/ C has any given numerical
value, with a definite value of frequency

(value of /) then some value may be

given L, so that the numerical value of

1

shall be equal to the numerical value
27T/L
of 2tt/ C.

l/OWf?_

ffg. 3

lomf cond

Fig 5

} fndi/cfive res

\ y r=-. *

omfcond.

Fig 4

Diagrams Showing Effect of Resonance on
E. M. F.'s in Different Parts of A. C. Cir-
cuit; Also Simple Radio Circuits Used for

Comparative Study.

the ammeter indication decreases, and if depends upon the numerical value in volts

the contact be moved toward the right of the applied pressure, and upon the re-

from this position, the ammeter indication sistance in ohms of the coil or part of the

Every True Alternating Current, of Any Shape Whatever, Is Made Up of a Certain Number
of Simple Sine Curves Added Together. The Heavy Line Represents the "Resultant" Wave
Form, Produced by the Addition of the Three Sine Waves Indicated in Light Lines. These

Component Curves are Called the "Harmonics."

also decreases.

To make the matter clearer and more
concrete, it will be well to assign definite

and practical numerical values to the var-

ious symbols in the last equation. Let us

suppose the frequency / of the applied al-

ternating pressure is 60 cycles per second
;

then 277/ is equal to very nearly 377,

Suppose further that the capacity C of the

1

fixt condenser is 10 microfarads or
100,000

(.00001 farad). One million microfarads
are equal to one farad. According to this

assumption 277/ C becomes equal to 377 X
1 1

. Next suppose that = .00377.

100,000 277/ C
1

Then, since 277/ — 377, L =
377 X .00377

= 0.703 henry.
If, therefore, a condenser having a capac-

1

itv of - - farad is connected in series

100,000

with a coil having an inductance of 0.703

henry, then resonance obtains in the cir-

cuit for a frequency of 60 cycles, and the

current in the circuit is a maximum. The
numerical value of the maximum current

coil that is connected in the circuit.

Suppose the pressure is 110 volts and the

ohmic resistance of the wire on the coil

is 10 ohms, then under the conditions of

resonance mentioned, the current will be

110 + 10 == 11 amperes.
A very striking and important phenome-

non should be noted at this point, namely,
the numerical value of the drop in pres-

sure between the terminals of the coil and
also between the terminals of the con-

denser. The drop in pressure between the

terminals of a condenser when resonance

/
1

obtains in a circuit is exprest by I •

\ 277f C
which in the case under discussion is equal

1

to- 11 X = -915 volts (approxi-

.00377

mately). The pressure drop between the

terminals of the coil may be stated by

;

I \R2 + (277/ L)
2 which is numerically

equal to 11 \lfj7+
very nearly. This

(377)
2 = 2915 volts;

condition of affairs

seems a bit uncanny. It does not look ex-

actly logical that the pressure between the
:

(Continued on page 59)

If a condenser having a definite fixt

vah"? of capacity C be connected, as shown
in figure 2, in series with a coil so arranged
as to allow a different number of turns of

winding to be introduced into the circuit

as desired, then the physical apparatus will

fulfill all of the variable conditions possible,

with a fixt frequency /.

Looking at the proposition from a slight-

ly different standpoint, suppose the con-
denser in figure 2, has an unchangeable
value of capacity and suppose the contact

point P is so arranged as to include in the

circuit more and more turns of the coil

as the contact moves toward the right.

With any definite value of the frequency
of the applied pressure, some position of

the contact P will be found such that the

indication of the ammeter will be a maxi-
mum. If the contact be moved toward the Graphic Illustration of "Resultant" A. C. Curve Made Up of Three Simple Sine Curves, or the
left from the position giving a maximum, 1st, 3rd, and 5th "Harmonics."

>
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Building an Electric Piano Player
By CHARLES HORTON, Consulting Engineer

CONTRARY to the general opinion

among amateur mechanics the au-

tomatic piano, aside from the in-

strument proper, is a comparatively
simple thing. There have been

developed commercially two general types

tracker bar and magnets take the place of

the bellows while a motor drive is provided

to turn the record roll.

At first glance the construction of an

electric action would appear to be some-

what beyond the ability of the Amateur,

Fig. 1. Front View of Standard Piano Fitted with Electric Player, Including Music
Roll Translator. Standard Player Piano Rolls Are Used. Current 110 Volts or Battery.

oi player actions, the electric and the pneu-
matic. The operation of the latter is as

follows:—There is provided a pair of bel-

lows arranged to be worked by the feet of

the player which supply the air to run the

motor for moving the record and for strik-

ing the notes. These bellows do not, as

would naturally be supposed, compress air

to operate the mechanism but rarefy it; in

other words, the device operates by suc-

tion. The use of suction instead of com-
pression is had because of the advantage
that since with suction the air is drawn in

thru the holes in the record, there is a

strong pressure on the record causing it

to adhere closely to the tracker bar and
thus preventing the striking of accidental

notes. Thus it is seen that the foot bellows

draws air from the reservoir provided,

and this suction causes the driving mech-
anism to turn the record feeding roll.

Whenever a hole in the record comes over

the tracker bar, air is permitted to pass in

thru the corresponding tube and this air

relieves the suction in one of the key-strik-

ing bellows, allowing it to spring open and
strike the proper note.

So much for the pneumatic type of ac-

tion. The electrical mechanism is similar

to the action of the pneumatic except that

contacts take the place of the holes in the

but a detailed examination of the apparatus

herein described will show that there is

nothing at all difficult in the work ; but

owing to the large number of similar parts

the work requires a good supply of patience

and persistence. However, the result is

well worth the effort, particularly when it

is understood that the costs of a commer-
cial attachment runs into the hundreds of

dollars.

The arrangement here described is simi-

lar to the commercial electric mechanism
but is very much simplified. The record

is driven by a small hand-crank (or may
be driven by a small electric motor) by
means of which, also, the tempo is con-

trolled while the ordinary pedals of the

piano are used in the regular manner. The
loudness may, if desired, be controlled by
a simple rheostat and when one has had
some practise in the manipulation of the

apparatus, one can get very nearly perfect

expression from this simple instrument.

The apparatus takes the form of an ob-
long cabinet which is adjusted just above
the keys of the piano and is held in posi-

tion by its own weight. The record read-

ing mechanism (translator) is mounted 'on

top of the same as is clearly shown in Fig. 1.

There is provided one magnet for each key
of the piano and one corresponding con-
tact on the tracker bar.

The apparatus plays the standard paper
music rolls which range in price from ten

cents to several dollars and permits the

reproduction of all the standard music at

a very low cost.

The construction of the simplified ap-
paratus will now be explained in detail.

Referring to Fig. 2 in connection with the

following description the arrangement of

Top View of Group of Twelve Electro- Magnets for Playing Keys of One Octave on Piano.
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parts may be made clear. This view is a

transverse section of the box containing

the striker magnets. A represents one of

the white piano keys, B one of the black

keys and C the supporting board for the

magnets. All the striking magnets are

mounted on this board which is screwed

to the two side strips 4, in order to prevent

it bending under the weight. A detach-

able top S is screwed to these two side

pieces, which arrangement allows easy in-

spection of the striking mechanism. Ref-

erence to Fig. 3, in connection with Fig. 2,

will serve to make clear the arrangement

of the magnets, etc. This illustration is a

view looking down on the top of the striker

box, and delineates part of the top board

broken out to show the arrangement of

the magnets. There are, of course, seven

white keys and five black ones to each

octave of the piano
;
consequently twelve

magnets have to be provided for each oc-

tave. One magnet is mounted above the

center of each key and in order to find

room for so many magnets they have to

be arranged in the manner shown, i. c,

in four rows.
Each magnet consists as shown of a brass

or aluminum tube, detail 6 (this tube must
not be iron) on each end of which is forced

an iron washer 7. Brass is best for the

tube 6, so that the iron washers may be

soldered on. The end near the lower

washer 7 extends downward, thus form-

ing a projection which enters a hole in the

supporting board C. The bobbin formed by

the tube and the two washers is wound full

of number 18 double cotton covered mag-
net wire, thus forming a solenoid for ac-

tuating the keys. The magnets are secured

to the supporting board 3 by means of sev-

veral
lA" iron stove bolts 9, which also, to-

gether with the iron washers, complete the

magnetic circuits. Within the tube 6 is ar-

ranged to slide freely the iron core 10. and

screwed into the bottom end of this iron

core is a long brass screw with a round

head which is covered with chamois to form
a hammer as illustrated in Fig. 2. When
the circuit containing any one of the mag-
nets is completed, current flows around

the bobbin 6-7, and causes the iron core

10 to quickly move downward, thus strik-

ing the corresponding piano key. As will

be seen by examination of the detail draw-

ings, the entire bank of magnets is divided

Side View of Electro-Magnets With Padded

into seven groups, each group consisting of

seven white-key strikers and five black-key

strikers. This arrangement is advisable in

order to make the assembling easy and also

permits the correct placing of the strikers

above the keys without extremely accurate

layout work.
In Fig. 4 is shown a front view of the

record carrying mechanism, usually called

the translator. This is to be mounted on

top of the striker box and contains a free

moving stud D, and a free crank-shaft E,

between which the record roll is caught

;

Front View of "Translator" Which Controls Circuits of All Key Magnets, the Contacts
Being Opened and Closed Thru the Perforations of the Standard Music Roll.

Plungers for Striking Black and White Piano
Keys.

a tracker bar F having on it one contact
for each magnet ; a comb G having one
finger for each contact; and a receiving
roller H for receiving the paper roll as it

unwinds. The record roll is placed be-
tween D and E by pulling D to the left

against the spring and placing the right-

hand end of the roll against the screw-
driver-like crank E. The comb G is then
removed from under the heads of its re-

taining screws by slipping it upwards and
the end of the record led over the tracker
bar F and fastened to the receiving roller

H, by slipping the ring in the end of the

record over the little hook /. The comb is

then replaced with its fingers bearing on the

paper record and the receiving roller ro-

tated slowly by turning the crank K. Now
when the holes in the paper record come-

under the fingers a contact will be made
and the proper magnets will receive cur-

rent and strike the proper keys. When
the record is finished the comb is removed
and the record re-rolled by means of the

crank E (or by motor, if one is used for

playing the piano). The tracker bar and
the comb are mounted on an independent

board, the construction of which is shown
clearly in Detail No. 26. This board is

arranged to slide sidewise in the main
translator box for this purpose. The paper

has a tendency to work over one way or

the other on the tracker bar and thus tend

to get the holes out of alignment with the

comb fingers, causing imperfect reproduc-

tion, in which case it is necessary either to

shift the record or the tracker bar. In

this mechanism we shift the tracker board

24. This motion is usually very little and

is tended to with the left hand on the knob

M. Reference to Fig. 5, at the right, will

make clear how turning the knob one way
will slide the tracker bar and comb to one

side, and turning in the other direction to

the other side.

(To be concluded

)
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Experimental Mechanics
By SAMUEL COHEN

BEFORE the novice can begin to

handle the lathe it is essential for

him to become familiar with some
of the odds and ends of the parts

of the machine. To begin with

there are several cutting tools which he
should understand very thoroly, as each one

Showing How the "Center Gage" Is Used
in Testing a Lathe Center While Being
Turned or Checking Up for Trueness After

Considerable Wear.

of them is for a definite purpose. The
amateur must also know how to sharpen
these tools, in order that they may give

the best results. All of these problems
will be taken up in order.

The first thing that experimental- ma-
chinists should see to is that the lathe cen-
ters are running true. These are made of
tool steel ; the one in the revolving spindle

is usually soft, because it turns with the
work which is to be machined. The one
at the tail stock is hardened. This is done
because the article to be machined revolves
on this center and causes constant wear. A
good plan is to test occasionally the true-
ness of these centers. In Fig. 1, a center
is shown being tested for angular slope

by means of a center gage. It is very im-
portant that the end slopes to a 60-degree
angle. In order to machine any round
stock article between centers of a lathe,

it is necessary to determine at first the
centers on both sides of the article, then
to drill and countersink each end so that
it may revolve on the centers with ease.

There are several ways of centering a

round piece, and two of the simplest and
best methods will be considered. The first

one is to employ a combination square, as
shown in Fig. 2, and carefully scratching
across the face of the work with either a
pencil or scriber two diameters at right
angles. The point of intersection of these
two diameters will be the center of the
cylinder. A center punch is set on the
point of intersection and driven into the
metal until a good indentation is made.
This method will be found to be very
useful and helpful, as it is the simplest and
quickest. The only additional tool required
is the combination square, and one can be
bought for a nominal sum.
The second method of centering is to

use the lathe itself. Fig. 3 shows how this

is done. The article in question, A, is

firmly secured in the live chuck of the
headstock and a drill chuck C, with a
proper arbor, is secured to the spindle of
the tail stock D. A special centering drill

B is secured in the drill chuck. By setting
the main chuck holding the article and
carefully bringing the centering drill to

the face of the article, then gradually forc-
ing the drill into the metal surface, it will

automatically find the center and drill the
hole and at the same time countersink
it. Care should be taken to see that the
drill does not advance too rapidly info the
metal, as it might catch and break the

LESSON III.

drill. Sufficient oil should be poured on
the drill when in operation. Another point

to remember is to see that the article in

question does not turn very fast.

These centering drills are very handy,
and the amateur should not be without one,

as they will be required very frequently.

There are several sizes on the market and
they can be bought in any reliable store

carrying machinery supplies.

Accidents will happen now and then and
a center drill may break, part of the broken
drill remaining in the shaft. This broken
part should be immediately removed. Some-
times the experimenter may be able to

work the broken part out with a chisel,

but occasionally it sticks so hard it cannot

be removed. When this occurs the broken
part of the drill left in the shaft must be
annealed ; the only way to anneal it is to

anneal the end of the shaft. To do this

heat the end slowly and evenly over a fire

to a dark red, and then place it in lime or

ashes and let it remain until it is entirely

cooled off. It is then ready to be worked
and the broken part can easily be removed.

It is very important to note that every
hole be properly countersunk if it is to be
used between centers. The beginner will
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Fig 2

Using the Center Line Attachment of a
"Combination Square" for Scribing Center
Lines on End of Shaft or Rod, in Order to
Find the Exact Center Before Boring Lathe

Center Hole.

find it very advantageous to begin with the
right method of countersinking and thus
avoid breaking down or quickly wearing
away his dead center point. A very poor
and improper way of countersinking is

shown in Fig. 4. The center bears the point
on the article without any bearing surface
support, and as soon as the article turns
and a load applied to the surface of the
article by the cutting tool, the point would
not be strong enough and thus breaks or
burns off. This, of
course, results in a
loss of time in re-
sharpening or re-

grinding the center.
The proper method
of countersinking a
hole for lathe work
is delineated by Fig.
5. In this case it

will be noticed that
the countersunk
portion bears firmly
on the slope surface
of the center and
not on the point.
This method of

countersinking is ac-
complished by first

drilling a small hole
in the part where
the centering is de-
sired and t^ien coun-
tersinking it with -a~

countersink having
a 60-degree cutting
edge. In other

words, the countersunk portion should have
the identical slope as the slope of the
center of the lathe, which is also 60 de-
grees. It is well to remember that when-
ever you desire to turn a piece of work by
means of the centers, see to it that its

internal centers are clean, as otherwise the
work will not run true or may damage the
lathe centers.

If the amateur does not use a universal
chuck on the live spindle for holding the
work, a tool called the lathe dog will be
found useful in connection with the face
plate. The first photograph of the second
installment shows how it is used, while
Fig. 6 shows a common form of the lathe
dog. The work is secured inside of the
ring of the dog and firmly tightened in the
same by means of the lock screw. The
centers of the machined article are placed
on the lathe centers while the bent portion
of the dog is placed into any of the slots

of the face plate. This will cause the work
to turn when the live spindle is rotated by
applying the driving power. There are sev-
eral sizes of dogs on the market, and it is

advised that at least four sizes should be on
hand. The 1-, \ l/2 -, 2y2 - and 3^4-inch type
will be found most satisfactory for the
work which the novice will encounter at

the beginning. The lathe dog cannot be
used at all times, especially when a short
piece of metal is desired to be machined.
In this case a chuck is very helpful, and the
amateur should not be without one. A
4-inch 4-jaw universal chuck with two sets

of jaws will be found very useful.
The accuracy of the work will depend

upon how accurate the chuck turns, and
for this reason it is strongly advised that
the beginner should not attempt to set the
chuck on the live spindle himself, as a great
deal of skill is required to do such a job.
It is recommended to have a good machin-
ist place the chuck on, if the chuck has not
been directly purchased from the lathe
manufacturers, who usually do this kind
of work for the purchaser. The amateur
has only to bring the original face plate

with the chuck and its face plate to a ma-
chinist and have him fit it on. He has to
properly thread the chuck face plate with
the right thread, which he gages from the
original face plate.

In using a lathe for cutting purposes,
special tools are used for each particular

Fig. 3

Showing Detail and
Stock Chuck to Bore

Manner of Using "Centering Drill" in Tail-
Center Support Hole in Stock to be Machined.
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cutting operation, and it is advised right

here that the young machinist should be-

come very familiar with the use of every

lathe tool. There are twelve lathe tools

which have been selected for the amateur
as the most practical for every-day use,

each one of which will be shown in the fol-

lowing succeeding drawings. The names of

each will also be given. The arrows indi-

cate the direction of the feed of the tool.

The first of these tools is shown in

Fig. 7, which is the left-hand side tool,

and it is used whenever the left side of a

shoulder is machined, and for nothing else.

To cut down or machine a right-hand shoul-

der, a right-hand side tool is employed, as

shown in Fig. 8. At times it will be found
that the same job can be done with another
tool called a right-hand bent tool, illus-

trated in Fig. 9. To turn down or reduce

the diameter of a shaft, a right- or left-

hand diamond point tool is used, as shown
in Figs. 10 and 11. These two tools will

be found very useful, but if they are not

used right they will damage the work. It

is necessary that the point be kept perpen-
dicular to the cutting surface as much as

possible. To smooth out the surface of a

piece of work in the lathe use the round
nose tool, indicated in Fig. 12. At times

it is necessary to cut off a piece at a cer-

tain place or to make a slot; in this case
the eutting-off tool is used, and this is

shown in Fig. 13.

There are three tools for cutting threads
on a lathe ; the first threading tool is shown
in Fig. 14, and this is used whenever the

surface is straight. If, however, a thread is

to be cut on a shoulder, the bent threading
tool is employed, as in Fig .15. This is

used because it permits the cutting of the

thread to the end of the shoulder. To cut

an inside thread we employ an inside

threading tool, as in Fig. 16.

Whenever a large stock of material is

to be cut at one time the roughing tool

will be found very useful, and this is shown
in Fig. 17. Before starting to use this

tool, it is necessary to see that it is ad-
justed on the tool post to take a pretty-

heavy cut, or else it will miss the cut on
the metal and spoil its edge. To cut an in-

side hole, or to increase the diameter of a

hole, use a boring tool, as this is the only
use for this tool, and this is shown in

Fig. 18. The work in this case is always
held in a chuck.

The position of the cutting edge of the
tool is of extreme importance and should
be carefully noted by the beginner if he
desires to machine his work without spoil-

ing it. The proper position of the cutting
edge of the tool should be just slightly

above the center line of the working cen-
ters. About 5 degrees above is found to

give best results for practically all work.
The position of the tool will also depend
upon its clearance and rake and upon the
material to be cut. However, a little prac-
tise on the part of the amateur will soon
enable him to learn the proper height for
different kinds of work. Great care should
be exercised to see that the cutting edge
of the tool does not extend too far from
the tool post, especially on a heavy cut, be-
cause the nearer the tool post is to the

Correct center support

Fig. 5 it

Incorrect center support

Fig. 4

zvork the more firmly the tool post zvill be

held without undue chattering.

When machining or turning down a piece

of cast iron it will be found that if a

heavy cut is not made at the beginning
that the surface scale of the cast iron,

which is mostly sand, will ruin the cutting

edge of the tool. It is advisable for this

reason to take a heavy cut at the beginning,

so as to remove the surface scale.

The effective cutting on a metal will

largely depend upon the degree of sharp-

ness of the cutting edge and upon the man-
ner it is ground. The tool should have
plenty of clearance, a good rake and a

clean cutting edge. The tool should be

ground on either an emery or carborun-
dum wheel which is running quite fast.

The tool should be kept cool during grind-
ing, and this can be done by immersing the

tool into cold water every few seconds
during the grinding process. After the

tool has been ground on the wheel it is

then well to dress up the cutting edge by
hand with a small oil or fine carborundum
stone. This will improve the wearing quali-

ties of the cutting edge.

It is advised that the novice should be-

come a thoro master of the above facts,

as they are the fundamentals to the suc-

cessful operation of the lathe. If these

points are overlooked there is very little

hopes of turning out a real good piece of
work on the machine.

(To be continued.)

this source of supply was soon found un-
available, owing to the prejudice against
prison products.

Diagram Showing How the Lathe Tool
Should be Set with Respect to the Work

Being Machined.

CLOCK NEWS.
By Thomas Reed.

The recent labor-flurry at the plant of a

well-known clock company in Chelsea,

Mass., recalls the interesting story that its

This Diagram Shows Clearly the Correct and
Incorrect Method of Countersinking Stock to

be Supported on a Lathe "Center."

The Lathe "Dog" Is a Handy and, at Times,
Indispensible Appliance for Turning Shafts,

Spindles, Etc.

establishment in that city was due to the

unusual accessibility of raw material.

In former days Chelsea was one of those

placid social units, like Philadelphia, which
refuse to be drawn into the hurry of mod-
ern life. The unthinking applied to it the

derisive phrase "dead as Chelsea" ; but the

horologists of the period recognized that a

population with so much time on its hands
was in a position to furnish an abundant
supply of that valuable commodity for the

use of busier communities, needing only

clocks to render it fit for consumption.
Much time also was, and is, done at the

neighboring State Prison in Charlestown

—

one Pomeroy alone being credited with an
output of more than 40 years of it; but

This Cut Illustrates All the Principal Lathe
Tools Which the Amateur Machinist Will
Need, in Order to Perform Most Any Kind

of Work.

At all events, the local offering proved so

copious that the company always had time

to burn : and the great Chelsea conflagra-

tion of 1907 was at first attributed to its

disposing of its surplus stock of minutes

and seconds in that way. Such was not the

company's practise, however, as a constant

market existed for any over-stock with the

tin-alarm-clock makers, whose flivvers con-

sume a heavy excess in running fast to

offset the periods when they do not run

at all.

While a strike in a clock-works is, of

course, a natural occurrence, it is seldom
that the striking is done by the hands, at

least in the plant referred to. The present

one resulted from an effort to Hooverize
the week by reducing it to a length of 48

hours. Whatever the outcome of the pour-

parlers, however, it is understood that the

company's timepieces will continue to fur-

nish the old measure of 168 hours between
bath and bath.

ELECTROLYTIC TREATMENT OF
LEAD POISONING.

Dr. L. G. Witherspoon. in Southwestern
Medicine, gives his recent experience at a

large industrial plant in the electrolytic

treatment of lead poisoning. The method
used is that of Dr. H. L. Jones of St. Bar-

tholomew's Hospital, London, as perfected

by Sir Thomas Oliver on the suggestion of

T. M. Clague of that city.

Instead of immersing the patient in an

electric bath, the outside bipolar system is

resorted to. The patient sits on an insu-

lated chair with the feet in a basin holding

salt water, 15 grains to the pint, the hands
in a similar basin, the positive wire going

to the foot basin and the negative to the

hand basin. A current of 16 volts passes

for from 20 to 40 minutes daily or every
second or third day, depending on the se-

verity of the case. Ordinary cases require

at least 25 days. For prophylaxis one

weekly treatment usually suffices. Severe

cases with wrist drop or cerebral symptoms
may demand treatment for 60 days or even

longer.

The latest style of electric railroad cross-

ing signal imitates the waving of a lantern

by hand exactly. The advantage of this lies

in the fact that a moving light will attract

more attention than a stationary signal.
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" Shooting " Electrical Troubles on Automobiles

A a rule the motorist just begins to
realize that the electrical equipment
of his car is subject to failure when
it refuses to ignite or crank the
engine for the first time. Then

the garageman is given a hurry call and,

Mm

To detect poor contact'at starting si

Currtnt rfeliierrd by gen. aI its terms

Fig 10

tn detect Qrd on <,gstem

The Apparatus Required to Test the Electrical Circuits of Your
Automobile are Few and Need Cost But a Few Dollars. Where
Hundreds are Invested It Will Amply Repay You to Make These
Tests Periodically or at Least Know How to Make Them When

Something Goes Wrong.

more often than not, a call-down, when the

bill arrives a little later.

Despite its seeming complicity the electri-

cal apparatus will respond to a little care and
can be kept in the pink of condition if the

little faults that develop are taken care of

before they become large enough to cause
any great trouble. For instance, it is not
noticeable when one side of the battery be-

comes grounded, and the car may run in this

condition for months, but, Ah ! BUT—when
the other side goes to ground it often means
a new storage battery and perhaps an over-
hauling of the generator.
The instruments required to test the elec-

trical equipment on the car from time to

time is not costly, while it constitutes the

best form of insurance one can buy. A
voltmeter with a range of 0-10 volts, or 0-

15 if a twelve volt system is used, and an
ammeter reading 0-30 amperes, are required.

Reliable small meters can be purchased for

$5.00 to $8.00 each.

Test cords are required for the above
meters. For the voltmeter cords, use sin-

gle lamp cord, two 6 ft. lengths being cut.

Fit one end of each cord with a lug to make
connections to the meter, the other end
having a prod made from a 6-inch length of

Yz inch round iron rod. A suggestion for

making the prods is given in Fig. 1. The
cords for the ammeter are but two feet long
and are made of double lamp cord, fitting

one pair of terminals with lugs as in the

previous case and the other ends with heavy
spring test clips. Those with flat jaws are
the best for the purpose.
A hydrometer is necessary, a dollar bill

buys a good one—the writer has seen them
on sale for a quarter, but purchase one
fitted with a syringe—it's much cleaner and
easier to handle.

Altho not absolutely necessary a simple
device for testing out circuits will be found

By THOMAS W. BENJAMIN

handy. The simplest form comprising a

75-ohm watch-case telephone receiver fitted

to a head-band and a small two-cell flash-

light battery taped to the other side of the

headband, (Fig. 1). One post of the bat-

tery being connected to one terminal of the
telephone, a set of 4-

foot cords, fitted with
small prods, are con-
nected to the remaining
terminals on 'phone
and battery. This com-
pletes the apparatus re-

quired. The various
instruments are illus-

trated in Fig. 1.

We can now test any
electrical equipment
and locate the tiny

faults that may some-
time tie the car up on
the road. And should
trouble develop we can
easily locate it. The
prudent auto driver or

owner will always test

the electrical equipment
before starting on long
tours, and even before
making fairly long ones.
Motor Fails" to Crank
Engine—Cranks Slow or

Lights Are Dim.
Turn the engine over

by hand to see that the
bearings are not stuck.

Take gravity reading
on all the storage cells ;

this is a good indica-

tion of their condition
if they have not been tampered w ith by some
inexperienced person. The readings of the

Fig.il totynts

Testinggen ormotororm forpro
1

Fig 14

To detectpoorqrd on single ir/re system

Current delivered tn hattery

Fig II

rn detec* tear or stiqrtcircuits

Q

Fig IS

Testing gen ormotorarm fqrooe/t;

orstiorts Fig 15

By the Aid of These Simple Diagrams Many
Serious Electrical Faults on Your Car May

Be Found and Remedied.

cells should not vary more than twenty
points and should be over 1.200. If below
this the battery is discharged and should be
charged at once. If the cells vary greatly

in the reading locate the trouble. It may
be due to a short-circuited cell, broken
separator or high sediment.

If the gravity is over 1.200 in all cells the

battery should crank the engine and the

trouble is elsewhere.
Take a voltmeter reading on the battery

as shown in Fig. 2, the battery should read
6.5 volts or a little higher, with a 3 cell

battery; a 6 cell battery should be twice
this. Should the voltage be below this fig-

ure and the gravity 1.200 it indicates that

too much acid has been put into the cell.

With the voltmeter still across the bat-

tery, switch on the lights as in Fig. 3. There
should be a very small voltage drop, if it

is excessive it indicates a short-circuit on
the wires that is draining the battery. Test
each circuit independently to locate the cir-

cuit on which the short exists. By tracing

the wiring the trouble can be removed.
Now have someone close the starter

switch, if no trouble is located on the light

circuits as in Fig. 4. The voltage may drop
as low as 5.2 volts with a three cell battery
and no trouble will be found. Should the

voltage drop below this figure, the cells are
low and need charging. When using the

starter for testing, the switch should be kept
closed only long enough to take the readings
for the drain on the battery is excessive.

A test should now be made of each in-

dividual cell as in Fig. 5. Closing the

starter switch after connection is made to

each cell in turn. Should one cell or cells

be lower than the other or others, it indi-

cates discharge due to short-circuit, lost

active material or defective separators.

Should a cell give a reverse current this

may be due to the above causes or low elec-

trolyte. A charge should be given the bat-

ten' from some outside source or by running
the engine if the generator is in operative
condition.

Should the cells test O. K., attach the

voltmeter leads to the cables from the bat-

tery as shown in Fig. 6. If a drop of vol-

tage is noticed over that from the battery

terminals, it indicates corroded or broker,

connections. Remove the cable from the

battery and scrape off the corrosion, after

cleaning thoroly, rub the parts well with
vaseline and reassemble, making sure that

the connections are tight. Another test

with the voltmeter should show no drop.

These tests practically eliminate the

trouble from the battery and attention

should be turned to the other parts of the

system.
The voltmeter should be connected across

the terminals of the motor as in Fig. 7 and
the starter switch closed for an instant. If

there is a decided drop in voltage at the

motor terminals over that at the batten-

terminals, with the starter on, the trouble

lies in the wiring or the starter switch.

A test of the starter switch can be made
as in Fig. 8, by shunting the voltmeter across

it and closing the switch. A reading on the

meter indicates a defective switch, usually
(Continued on page 69)

? ofce/k on open circuit

Fig 2

Determining drop with moforlood

Ming drop across unnectiottstoboit.

fia.6

iioltage mi/ft light bad

FigS

As Will Be Seen All of the Test Connections
Necessary for Locating Trouble in Your Bat-
tery or Dynamo Are Extremely Simple.
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A Tight Squeeze for Uncle George
By THOMAS REED

most outrageous feature of all, the one
mentioned witli heavily bated breath, was
the tights. Would you believe it? Women
—or beings in female form—actually came
on the stage wearing nothing but—sort

of stockings, you know, on their— their

—

well, what they wear stockings on !

It was only after "The Black Crook"
had departed (it had quite a long run be-
fore all the sinners were accommodated)
that my spiritual health was regarded as
beyond danger.
But alas! (you get me?) it happened to

conscience allowed me to reap the benefit

of his misfortune. Several inventions oc-

curred to me, so close together that they
almost overlapt. I mentioned them to

Uncle George, but the Amazons were
marching, and he seemed preoccupied. Evi-
dently the show as it stood was good
enough for him.

The chief of these inventions was in-

spired by a beautiful blue light, studded
with stars, which invaded the stage at cer-

tain intense moments. Something told -me
it was produced by a glass plate shoved in

"
. . . . My Magic Lantern Being Lighted, I Scattered a Few Drops of the Various

Colored Oils on the Water in My Tank, Blew Gently Across the Surface Thru a Straw, and
Was Delighted to See the Colored Discs Stretch Out, Mingle in Bands Like a Roman Sash
or Form Gorgeous Designs Varying from Moment to Moment. But When Father Found It

Out ! x ? x . . .
."

I
CAME near going on the stage once.

Not to act, you understand—not as

bad as that—but simply to show stage-
managers a few tilings about their

business. In the fresh springtime of
my career, I never hesitated to butt, with
a few pertinent suggestions, into any an-
cient art or science I ran across ; and hav-
ing, at the time of this tale, just made the

acquaintance of the drama, as a means of

livelihood, which had been plugging along
quite a spell on scanty resources, I deigned
to give even that lowly calling a little

attention.

The occasion was my Uncle George's
taking me to the theater for the first time.

In those days, people approved of the
theater as heartily as they do of opium-
dens now,—that is to say, scarcely at all

or less; but "Unk" had a theory that it

was beneficial to make the Devil's ac-
quaintance young, so he insisted ( as much
as he had to) on my going along.
We had to watch our step carefully, be-

cause a previous expedition of ours under
his theory (I think it was a horse-race)
had caused unmistakable demur in the fam-
ily. It made father almost impetuous. He
said that while a pesky bachelor (Uncle
George was such) might poison his own
soul in any lothesome way he saw fit, it

meant a hell-sentence for him to lure inno-
cent Youth into the clutches of the Evil
•One ; and he went on to describe, for
"Unk's" special benefit, the warmth of
that particular hell reserved for middle-
aged reprobates convicted of luring. This
was before the invention of thermit and
oxy-acetylene, and the only fuel that The-
ology possest, to get up steam for the sin-

ners with, was "fire and brimstone." With
the modern inflammables, father's imagina-
tion of hell would have made him such an
extra hazard around the house as to viti-

ate our fire-insurance policy ; but he did
pretty well with even the old-fashioned
chemicals. He did so well, anyhow, that
Uncle George, when he called to take me
to the matinee, thought it prudent to em-
ploy camouflage, and carried conspicuously
two smelt-poles and a can of bait, which
he left in a vacant lot after they had cre-

ated the desired atmosphere of innocence.
The "theater" that agitated the old folks

so, meant plays like "Uncle Tom's Cabin,"
and "Ten Nights in a Bar-Room," that
dript, like a shirt in the wringer, with mor-
ality and sadness. As even these dismal
sketches were supposed irresistibly to skid
the virtuous from the strait and narrow
path, a stupefied horror overspread the
community when, along in the eighties,

came the first "show" that actually aimed
to be merry. "Good-night!" said the com-
munity; "so there was something worse,
after all!"

This new show was "The Black Crook."
Today, we should call it "Spectacle" and
"Extravaganza," and let it go at that ; but
to the elders, it was a moral catastrophe,
without any special classification. They ob-
jected to it practically in toto, as the fel-

low says. They objected to the "story of
the play," or plot, because it was a down-
right lie—not even "founded on fact,"

which at least you could say for Eliza's

trip on the ice. And what did you think
of the witches, and fairies, and men drest
up like animals? Didn't that give you
false impressions of life? I should say
so. Then, look at the dancers, and card-
trick players, and actors that made believe
intoxicated—all the forms of iniquity you
ever heard of, and then some! But the

be that very show which Uncle George
took me to see.

It surely was a busy afternoon for Little

Nephew, with his Inventive Mind. The
celebrated ladies in stockings were all that

fancy painted—and more, for they'd done
some painting on their own account. These,
being the work of so competent an in-

ventor as the Devil, were clearly beyond
my powers of improvement, but the mechan-
ical devices promptly met with my usual
constructive criticism. Our being seated in

the front row helped some. Uncle George
said he had to sit there, on account of be-

ing very near-sighted. Not having heard
of his infirmity before, I felt sorry for

him, and told him so ; after which, my

front of the calcium light; the display being
heralded by the magnified image of the

chipt edge of the plate, followed by a flock

of elephant-tracks, due to prints of the

operator's fingers, stained by honest toil.

At the first sight of this spectacle the in-

vention referred to burst upon me with

that sort of Faradic shock familiar to in-

ventors, particularly young ones. By the

time it came again my apparatus was com-
pleted (mentally) to the last detail. By
the third view I was storming the theatrical

profession with it, and making lucrative

contracts right and left ; and the royalties

were just about to pour in, when—the show
was over, and Uncle George was suggest-

(Continued on paqe 67"1
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This department will award the following monthly prizes: First Prize, $3.00; Second Prize, $2.00; Third Prize, $1.00.
The purpose of this department is to stimulate experimenters towards accomplishing new things with old apparatus or old materia)

and for the most useful, practical and original idea submitted to the Editors of this department, a monthly series of prizes will be awarded
For the best idea submitted a prize of $3.00 is awarded ; for the second best idea a $2.00 prize, and for the third best prize of $1.00. The article
need not be very elaborate, and rough sketches are sufficient. We will make the mechanical drawings. Use only one side of sheet Make
sketches on separate sheets.

FIRST PRIZE, $3.00 SECOND PRIZE, $2.00 THIRD PRIZE, $1.00

MAKING BATTERY 'PHONE SERVE
AS "EXTENSION."

The subscriber who may desire one or
more "extensions" must needs have the
extra equipment installed by the 'phone

A Clever Scheme for Transferring an Incom-
ing Telephone Call to an Intercommunicating
Battery 'Phone, Without the Expense of In-

stalling the Usual Extension Instruments.

company and must rent the added appara-
tus by the year or month, as the case may
be. It is a comparatively easy matter, in

a plant where private inter-communicating
battery telephones are already installed or

are about to be, to make the local 'phones

serve as the "extensions."

For this purpose we need a very sensitive

transmitter and this is recessed into a table

or the top of the local telephone switch-

board so that the mouthpiece stands flush

with the table surface. A loud speaking
receiver, properly connected with the sen-

sitive transmitter, is mounted on a standard
firmly attached to the top of the table, at

such a height that the mouthpiece of the

regulation desk 'phone set, when brought
close up to it, is concentric with the dia-

fram of the receiver. The arrangement
is shown by the accompanying illustration.

The regulation switch-board plug jack is

used to connect the sensitive transmitter

and receiver with the various extensions

thru the medium of the switch-board. A
block of wood, with a semicircular indent

takes the base of the telephone set and
insures that it stands always squarely in

front of the lour speaking receiver.

Ordinarily, when not in use, the telephone
transmitter rests on its hook in the ortho-

dox manner. In establishing connections,

between the regular 'phone and any one
of the extensions, the operators plugs into

the proper extension on the intercommuni-
cating system, places the desk set squarely

in front of the loud speaking receiver, and
inverts the telephone receiver over the

sensitive transmitter as shown, when com-
munication is established with remarkable
clearness. It is advantageous, but not es-

sential, to have a regulation switch-board
operator's headset and breast transmitter
in circuit with the loud speaking apparatus
so that the operator can listen in and cor-

rect errors.

Contributed bv E. F. HALLOCK.

AN INEXPENSIVE BICYCLE
LIGHT.

Use an old pocket flashlight, size 1 x 2^4
x 2>y2 inches which may have neither bat-

tery nor bulb. First cut the lower part of
the case off, as here shown, leaving

a smooth edge. Then from a piece of

wood cut a block B so that it will just slip

into the open end of the flashlight case.

Next secure a clamp from an old bicycle

bell shown at C. Bore a J4" hole from F
to C and put a small machine screw thru
and countersink the nut in the other end
of the block at F. Then take two ordinary
battery screws and put thru the block at

D D. E, a round head brass screw is put
in the end of the block and connected to

AMATEUR ELECTRICIANS!
ATTENTION!!

Did you read the prize contest
article entitled "Utilizing Burnt-out
Lamp Bulbs," which appeared in

the April number of this journal?
If not, procure a copy to-day. Here
is your chance to make some
money. Prizes are offered for the
best ideas

—"Wbat to do with
burnt-out lamp bulbs," and prizes

will be awarded as follows: First

prize, $3.00; second prize, $2.00
and third prize, one year's subscrip-
tion to the ELECTRICAL EXPERI-
MENTER. Get busy, boys, and
watch for the June issue.

bolt D' by a copper wire, while bolt D is

connected to the clamp and bolt C. Slip the

case over the block and tack on both sides

or glue it to the block. Remove the cap

A Nifty Electric Bicycle Head-light is Easily
Constructed From an Old Pocket Flashlight

in the Manner Illustrated.

holding the lens and you will see that when
push button is drawn back, the metal strip

touches the screw E and connects it with

SUBSTITUTE FOR PIPE WRENCH.
I herewith show a drawing of a sub-

stitute pipe wrench which I have found
very useful, and which I believe will be of

Ever Want to Grip a Round Rod or Pipe
Without a Wrench Handy? Use This Stunt

—It Works!

use to others. The drawing is self-explana-
tory. A file and a pair of pincers serve
the trick.

Contributed by ROBERT D. FOWLER.

EFFICIENCY OF PRODUCTION OF
X-RAYS.

The energy given out in the form of
X-rays by a Coolidge tube has been de-
termined by means of a bolometer, the
values lying between 20 joules and 125
joules per ampere-second for potentials be-
tween 28 kv. and 54 kv. The energy sup-
plied to the X-ray tube has been measured
by its heating effect. The ratio between
the X-ray energy and the energy supplied
to the tube, or the efficiency of production
of the X-rays which has been found for
these potentials, varies between 0.58 and
1.87 X 10

-3
. The X-ray energy is found to

be nearly proportional to the cube of the
potential across the tube. A comparison
of these results with those obtained by
others on the total ionization produced
by X-rays indicates that only a fraction of
the energy of the X-rays is transformed
into the energy of the ions produced on
total absorption in air.

the metal
,
case of the flashlight, also that

the end of the bulb will touch the end
of the bolt and thus make the circuit thru
the bulb from the two binding posts D and
D 1

. Next buy a 2.5 volt flashlight bulb
which can be obtained from any electrical

store. The lamp case may then be given a

coat of black enamel. The two dry cells

(they do not have to be new as it will burn
on partly used ones) required may be
fastened to the stem between the front
fork and the handle bar of the bicycle with
a strap wrapt around them and the stem and
allowed to rest on the bar running down to

the crank. They should be connected to

the lamp on the handle bar with flexible

wires so that it will not break when turn-
ing corners.

Contributed by DONALD WILSON.
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FDITEn RY S GEPN^RACK
Under this heading we publish every month

useful Information in Mechanics, Electricity
and Chemistry. We shall be pleased, of
course, to have our readers send us any
recipes, formulas, wrinkles, new ideas, etc.,

useful to the experimenter, which will be
duly paid for, upon publication, if acceptable.

TO RENDER WATER SURFACE
PHOSPHORESCENT.

1. Wet a lump of loaf sugar with
phosphorized ether, and throw into a basin

of water; the surface of the water will be-

come luminous, and glow beautifully in

the dark. By gently blowing upon it.

phosphorescent undulations will be formed,
which will illuminate the air above the

fluid for a considerable space. In winter
the water must be blood warm.

2. To melt a coin in a nut schell.—Mix
three parts of dried niter, one of sulfur,

and one of fine dry sawdust and press into

a walnut shell, also inclose within the shell

a piece of silver or copper, then fill the
shell with more powder and set fire to it.

The metal will soon be melted while the
shell will be merely blackened.

3. The alchemists' dyes.—Dissolve indi-

go in diluted sulfuric acid, and add to it

an equal quantity of solution of carbonate
of potash. If a piece of white cloth be
dipt in the mixture, it will be changed to

blue
;
yellow cloth in the same mixture will

be changed to green ; red to purple ; and
blue litmus paper to red.

4. Two solids make a liquid.—Rub to-

gether in a mortar equal quantities of
crystals of Glaubers salts and nitrat of
ammonia, and the two will slowly become
a -liquid.

Contributed by EUGENE McGOWAN.

A HOME-MADE PUSH-BUTTON.
Below is a description and illustration

of a home-made push-button.

Fig. J

Connections

Nailor screw toMdbuttononwo/I

Fig-

2

Here's a Nifty Brass Push Button Made
from the Shell of a Discarded Lamp Socket.

The top part of an old electric lamp
socket is used for the case, as shown in

Fig. 1, and the assembled button is shown
in Figs. 2 and 3, which explain themselves.

Contributed by ROBERT WILLIG.

Now add teaspoon ful of azurite. Heat
gently to dissolve the substances. Dip the

article that is to be plated into the solution

and leave for about one-half minute, and
dry on a cloth.

Test to Determine the Freshness of an
Egg. Put 2 teaspoons of common table salt

into a pint of water. A fresh egg placed
in this solution will barely float. The
greater tendency of an egg to float on the

surface the older it is. This is due to the

fact that as an egg decomposes it becomes
lighter.

Contributed by S. WATSON MUGHR.

A SELF-LEVELING MEASURING
SPOON.

A set of measuring spoons with a

self-leveling attachment is a recently pat-

MACHINE OIL.
I submit herewith a good formula for

light machine oil. I have never found this

oil to gum. Mix 2 oz. sweet or olive oil

with \ l/2 oz. kerosene or coal oil. Then
add 12 drops oil of citronella.

Contributed by ROBT. S. ROYER.

A SIMPLE TROUBLE LAMP.
I describe below the plan of a very simple

trouble lamp, which I have constructed.

Jo battery

A Wooden File Handle, a Battery Lamp, and
Some Wire—You Then Have a Handy
Trouble Lamp. A Push Button Can Be

Added if Desired.

As you will see by looking at the sketch,

the bulb is connected to a round-head screw,

which makes contact with the wire which
runs into a hole in the handle. The socket

for the bulb is made by winding wire

around its base, and tacking each end to

the handle. The push contact is made from
a short piece of thin brass.—Contributed

by ALTON H. GOUD.

COPPER PLATING.
To copper plate a small steel object pro-

ceed in this way: Put y? teaspoonful of
sodium bisulfate in 1/5 glass of water.

SYMPATHETIC INKS.
(1) Rub Out Ink.— I have named this ink

"Rub Out" Ink because it can be rubbed
out more easily than it is written with on

paper. Take common starch and dissolve

it in water and then add some iodine.

Shake well before using and write as with

regular ink. When dry, it has a purple

color and can be erased by simply passing

a clean cloth lightly over the paper and
leaves no trace on the paper.

(2) A dilute solution of sulfuric acid

when heat is supplied, produces fine black

characters. Use H,S0 4 (1) part to HeO
(20) parts.

(3) Combine (1) and (2) and you have
the "disappearing reappearing" ink. Use

EXPERIMENTERS!!!
1 Don't forget to write up that little

1 "wrinkle." It may win a prize. What we
I desire are good practical formulas— some-
\ thing you personally have tried out. Maybe
1 it's a new lacquer, a good insulating varnish,
I a way to bake impregnated electrical coils,

I etc., etc. If you desire the manuscript re-

| turned don't forget to enclose sufficient
§ postage.

A New Measuring Spoon Which Saves Much
Time and Many Poor Mixtures. It Always
Levels Off the Spoon Even and Is Graduated

as Indicated.

ented invention which reduces to simplest
form exact measurements while using the

fewest possible utensils.

The set consists of three spoons from
one-fourth to a teaspoon, all riveted to a

cleverly contrived bar so that the unused
spoons form a handle, while the thumb
easily pushes the bar across the spoonful
of material, thus securing without using
another article—usually a knife—the level

spoonful now specified in culinary recipes

and other formula?.

Contributed by MISS H. L. PLACE.

in this way. First write on paper with the

mixture of (1) and (2). Then rub out.

The writing is not to be seen any more but

you can immediately cause it to appear by
slightly heating the paper.

(4) If you have not any sulfuric acid at

hand to make (2) with, use lemon juice or

acetic acid, or citric acid or any harmless
acid.

(5) A dilute solution of chlorid of copper
used for writing is invisible until the paper

is heated, when the letters are seen of a

beautiful yellow, disappearing with the heat

which develops them.
(6) Weak solutions of nitrat of silver

and gold chlorid when exposed to the sun
become dark brown and purple respectively.

( 7) Potassium ferrocyanid, one part, is

dissolved in distilled water, twenty - five

parts. When dry lay over the writing a

blotter moistened with a dilute solution

of ferric chlorid (tincture of iron will an-

swer).

(8) Solutions of cobalt chlorid or the

nitro-chlorid yield tracings which become
green or blue when hefated and disappear

again as the paper cools.

(9) Boil some gall-nuts in aqua-fortis

and to the infusion add some gum arabic

and a little sulfuric acid. However plain

the ink may be at first, it will entirely dis-

appear from the paper in a few days.

Contributed by DAVID GOODMAN.
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Experimental Chemistry

Nitrogen Monoxid.

THIS gas, which is also known by the

names nitrous oxid and laughing gas,

was discovered by Priestley in 1772.

Preparation :—The usual method of pre-

paring this gas is by heating ammonium

Set-up of Apparatus Used in Preparation of
Nitrogen Monoxid from Ammonium Nitrat.

nitrat and collecting the dissociated gas over
water. This relation is shown by the fol-

lowing equation :

_
NHjNO,, = _N,0 + 2H 2

Properties :— 1. This is a colorless gas,

producing a faint peculiar odor, and sweet
taste.

2. It produces anesthesia.

3. It is a supporter of combustion. It

supports the combustion of many substances
as actively as does oxygen.

4. When mixed with hydrogen it is ex-
plosive when ignited.

Na2 + H2 = N3 + H 2

5. It has been liquefied under ordinary
atmospheric pressure, requiring —88 deg.
It may be liquefied at deg. by a pressure
of 30 atmospheres.
As a liquid it is colorless and very mobile.

1 toiling under ordinary pressure at —89.8

deg.

Uses:—This gas (Nitrous oxid) is ex-
tensively used by dentists in extracting
teeth, where a short anesthetic effect is de-
sired. It is obvious that for this purpose
the gas must be perfectly pure. The great-
est safeguard to obtain the pure gas is to
employ pure ammonium nitrat, the chief
impurity of which is ammonium chlorid.

Ammonium chlorid if present would oc-
casion the presence of chlorin in the gas.

For the preparation of the gas for anesthet-
ic purposes, it is past thru three wash-
bottles, one of which contains ferrous sul-

fate solution which removes the other sec-

Fig.llS

Apparatus Used for the Preparation of Nitro
gen Dioxid from Nitric Acid and Copper.

By ALBERT W. WILSDON
Twenty-Fourth Lesson

ondary oxides of nitrogen formed thru
secondary decomposition ; one of sodium
hydroxid solution to remove the chlorin

;

and lastly one of pure water.
When mixt with air or oxygen the gas

produces a condition of partial insensibilty

in which the patient becomes hysterical,

laughing immoderately, hence the name
"laughing gas."

Tabic of Oxides of Nitrogen.
Names and symbols :

—

Nitrous Oxid (N2O) also called Nitrogen
Monoxid.

Nitric Oxid (N2O2) or (NO) also called

Nitrogen Dioxid.
Nitrous Anhydrid (N2O3) also called

Nitrogen Trioxid.
Nitrogen Peroxid (N.04 ) or (N0 2 ) also

called Nitrogen Tetroxid.
Nitric Anhydrid (N2O5) also called Nitro-

gen Pentoxid.
EXPERIMENT NO. 123. Preparation

of Nitrogen Monoxid from Ammonium
Nitrat (N'HjNOs)-
Put 10 grams of ammonium nitrat into a

plain thin glass Erlenmeyer or Florence
flask of 250 cc. capacity. As a precaution
of not breaking the glass, put in not over
5 cc. of water. Have a one-hole stopper
( rubber) carrying a right-angle delivery

tube leading just thru a two-hole stopper in

an empty 8 ounce bottle, from which an-
other tube leads to a trough with inverted
bottles filled with water. See Fig. 114. Set
the apparatus on an asbestos pad over a
tripod, or on the ring of the ring-stand, and
apply at first gentle heat, which may after-

wards be increased, but the action should
not be permitted to become too vigorous.
If necessary, take away the lamp, tempo-
rarily. As usual, the first portions of the
gas to pass over the delivery tube should
be rejected. If there is any evidence of
back suction of the water from the trough
to the bottle, disconnect the stopper in the
latter for a minute.
After collecting about four jars of the

gas, take away the lamp and at once either

loosen the stopper in the bottle or take the
delivery tube out of the trough. When you
disconnect the apparatus thrust a lighted
splint into the gas in the flask. Note the
phenomenon. When the flask is cool enough
to permit being handled, pour in water thru
a funnel and dissolve the residue. Test
the gas that has been obtained. (See fol-

lowing experiments.) If a liquid is in the
intervening bottle, test it with litmus. This
gas is commonly called nitrous oxid; by
dentists simply gas.

EXPERIMENT NO. 124. Properties and
tests.

Note whether the gas in the various bot-
tles is clear or mixt with some visible im-
purity. If it is impure, note any variabilty

in that collected under greater or stronger
heat. Try and determine whether such im-
purity is of a solid or gaseous nature. With
a glass plate (as described in the Lesson
on experiments with Oxygen) take one of
the jars from the shelf or tray, try the odor
of the gas, and then test it with a glowing
splint several times, and keep the product,
that is the gas which is obtained after the

introduction of the splint, covered to pre-
vent escape.
What gas does it resemble in its com-

bustion test? In that case what do you
suppose the product to be? Formulate a
test for the product which you surmise, and
apply this test to determine whether your

conclusion is correct. If you were wrong
try and find out just what the product is.

Try the action of burning surful in an-
other receiver of nitrogen monoxid, using
a carbon cup in the customary manner.

/

U Lead nitrat crystals

W~~ " in tube

j

W?— fig 116

How to Demonstrate the Presence of Oxygen
In Lead Nitrat. Lead Nitrat Crystals are

Heated in a Test Tube

Note the color of the flame, vigor of com-
bustion as compared to that in air, and
test the product of combustion (Odor and
Potassium Bichromat Solution). Try the
action of burning phosphorous in the gas,
noting color, vigor and product. Write the
equation if possible, and test the product
of combustion. Compare this gas with
oxygen as regards any single property.

EXPERIMENT NO. 125.

Nitrogen Monoxid and Oxygen.
Nitric Oxid Test.

As nitrogen monoxid, (or nitrous oxid
(N2O),) acts very much like oxygen, espe-
cially in regard to combustion, it becomes
necessary to distinguish the two gases. Tire
following experiment gives a simple
method

:

Prepare two botles of nitrogen dioxid
(NO) (preferably in separate trays or
troughs), by the action of Nitric acid on
copper. Prepare also an oxygen generator
(See Lesson on Oxygen) using potassium
chlorat and manganese dioxid, and let the
oxygen bubble up into one of these re-
ceivers filled with the nitrogen dioxid.
Continue the operation as long as necessary
to determine the nature of the result-

Notice any phenomena which are occa-
sioned.

Then generate nitrogen monoxid (N2O)
(Continued on page 54)

The Contents of the Graduate 2 are Poured
Up Into the Graduate NO, thus Producing
N0 2 from NO and = Dissolved in Water.
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Electrical Laboratory" Contest
In the March issue we publisht an interesting story with a number of excellent photos, describing one Amateur

Electrician's experimental laboratory. Now "Bugs"—we want to publish similar articles each month. Here's our propo-
sition : Why not write up your "Electrical Lab." in not more than 500 words. Dress it up with several good, clear

photographs. If we think it good enough we will publish the article in display style and pay you well for it. The remuneration
for such articles will range from $5.00 to $10.00. And "Bugs"—don't forget to make your article interesting. Talking about
Radio Amateur activities, we wish to mention the "Prospect Radio Club" of Brooklyn, N. Y., whose picture is reproduced
herewith. Here's the right idea, "Bugs." A course in Radio was started last October, with the object of training the mem-
bers to take the First Commercial license examination. Lectures, which are part of the course, are illustrated by projections
and experiments. A practise class has also been started in conjunction with the course, to get up a speed of at least twenty
words per minute. The officers for the term are as follows: President, L. Jacquet ; Vice-President. Mr. C. Hild; Secretary,
Mr. W. Benson

;
Treasurer, Mr. D. Langan. The Club would like to hear from other Brooklyn clubs, and welcomes visitors

to their meetings. Address all communications to the Secretary, Mr. W. Benson, No. 4 Fuller Place, Brooklyn, X. Y. Get
ready to help your Uncle Sam ! ! ! Send all laboratory photos to Editor "With the Amateur's Prize Contest."

:
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Magnetic Sander for Autos
(1,257,265; issued to Eldridge V.

McCulloch.)
An electro-magnetic sanding de-

vice for use on automobiles and simi-
lar vehicles. A simple switch
mounted on the dash within easv

denser, an induction coil, and a

source of variable primary current
as produced by a telegraphone, etc.

reach of the driver, connects with
a storage battery and two solenoid
actuated sand box valves as shown.
One solenoid and valve is placed on
each side of the car, the sand box
being placed under the rear seat.

Also there are provided two nozzles
which swing downward toward the
road-bed whenever the magnets are
operated and sand released thru the
valves. A coiled contractile spring
normally pulls the sand valves shut
and the nozzles to a neutral position.

Combined Rotary Gap and Motor
(1,250,385; issued to C. H. Teall.)
Combined form of rotary spark

gap as used in radio-telegraphy, to-

gether with driving motor in-built

into frame of gap as illustrated.

The rotary gap member is arranged
to form the rotor of a motor, the
stator of which is located within
and concentric with the rotary gap
member and thus the latter may be
driven at any suitable speed by the

motor embodied within the device.
The motor is adapted to be operated
on battery or other current. The
poles of the rotor are wound with
coils of wire, as well as those of
the stator, the direction of the cur-
rent thru the respective windings
being periodically changed by means
of a commutator.

Talking Condenser
(1,257,075; issued to P. W. Fuller.)
An improved form of voice repro-

duction apparatus operating on the
principle of a condenser. The talk-
ing unit proper is composed of a
number of sheets of tin-foil inter-
posed between a number of oiled
silk or similar dielectric material,
connecting the alternate foil sheets to
opposite sides of the exciting circuit.

The inventor proposes a talking con-
denser made up of 100 sheets of
very thin pure tin-foil interposed

ind- Coil

Magnetic Aerial
(1,255,646; issued to P. J. Ruddy.)
This invention relates to a mag-

netic aerial instrument which is

supposed to transmit wireless tele-

phone speech, etc. It involves the
use of an aerial composed of steel

wires, spaced apart by electric con-
ductors, each steel wire being di-

vided into a plurality of magnets,
with poles alternating. The aerial
cables are composed of alternate
steel and copper conductors 5 and
6. The aerial terminals are con-
S l/2 by 8% inches. A 250 volt cur-
rent is connected up with the con-

nected to a system of copper and
zinc plates, also to a net-work of
magnets buried in the ground. The
magnets in the earth are supposed
to accumulate electro-magnetic waves
and the electro-magnetic waves in
the air are taken up and amplified
by the arrangement of alternate
magnets of the aerial cables.

Radio Signaling Apparatus
(1,252,520; issued to Roy A. Wea-

gant.

)

A novel vacuum bulb radio re-
ceptor adapted for receiving of
damped and undamped oscillations.
The secondary system comprises a
condenser, loading coil and the coup-
ler secondary inductance. The os-
cillation valve includes the usual
plate, metallic envelope and filament.
A special feature of this circuit is

the plate circuit resistance, "r2,"
and the shunt condenser, "c3." The
inventor claims to be able, by this
arrangement, to adjust the potential
of the plate battery to a higher

urn

A novel patent on an illuminated tionary electrode being disposed
spectacle frame to be worn by a concentrically to the shaft of the
person doing special work and in- rotary member, thus preventing vari-
tended to enable the person to see ation in the length of the spark

gap during rotation.

the work clearly, without eye-strain.

Also both hands of the wearer are
left free. A hollow socket and a

passage thru the center of the lamps
is provided, a dark sleeve inside the

passage of the lamp enabling the
user to see the object clear. The
eyes are said to be further pro-
tected from over-straining by limit-

ing the view thru the openings.
Provision is made for using colored
lamps or color screens when desired.

The strength of the lamps may
also be varied according to the weak-
ness of the eyes.

Minneral Detector Stand
(1,257,526; issued to G. W. Pick-

ard.)
An improvement in constant-pres-

sure solid rectifiers, in which the
adjustment of pressure of the con-
tact point on the mineral is effected
by a balanced bar, similar to a scale.

Among other superior features
claimed for this form of crystal de

tector stand are: Increased rectify-

ing efficiency of practically all solid

rectifying minerals, greater ease of

adjustment and of accurate duplica-

tion of pressure adjustment. Galena
is cited as one of the minerals won-
derfully improved by the apparatus,
reaching an efficiency unattainable
heretofore in spring contact detector
stands, on account of its low degree
of stability and its great difficulty of

adjustment. The number of opera-

tive contact points on the galena
or other mineral is greatly increased
with this constant-pressure contact.

lightly , so as to be free to vibrate
between an equal number of smooth
paraffined paper, each sheet being

Spark Gap
(1,256,405; issued to Harlan S.

Webster.)
An improved form of spark gap

intended for radio or X-ray require-

ments. It is made in the form of a

rotary blower as shown, thus creat-

ing a powerful cooling effect. An-
other object is to provide in such
an apparatus means whereby the

sparks produced will be of uniform

value than is possible without its

use. Excellent amplification is thus
said to be attained, owing to the
critical adjustment of the valve
obtained. The valve can be caused
to oscillate at the desired frequency
by properly adjusting the condensers
in the circuits, filament temperature
and plate battery potential.

length. The stationary electrodes
Illuminated Spectacles are alined with and in proximity to

(1,255,265; issued to L. Zachara.) the revoluble electrode, each sta-

COPIES OF ANY OF THE ABOVE PATENTS SUPPLIED AT 10c
EACH.

Talking Picture Control
(1,254,436; issued to H. W Rogers.)
A new method of producing talk-

ing motion pictures, especially the
synchronizing of the voice apparatus
with the picture projector. The de-
vice is applicable to the film maga-
zines of the motion picture projec-
tors now in use. The film in the
present instance is past around a
rotating drum which is provided
with a plurality of sliding pins. As
the drum revolves with the film, the
pins are projected thru openings in

the film, and thus brought into con-
tact with a switch closing device.
This switch, in co-action with the
perforations in the film, is thus
caused to synchronously control one
or more sound reproducers, such as
phonographs. The drum pins are
projected radially outward by grav-
ity, aided by a magnet.

Wireless Telephone
(1,256,554; issued to Walton Harri-

son.)
A unique wireless telephone

scheme, whereby the usual compli-
cated apparatus is dispensed with.
Instead of using an arc or other
recognized form of radio-frequency
oscillation generator, Mr. Harrison

makes use of a special microphonic
member, connected up as shown.
Ordinarily no auxiliary condenser
and inductance are necessary in the

operation of the system, the inherent
capacity and inductance of the
antenna-earth system serving the

purpose. The hook-up delineated is

suitable, the inventor states, for

both transmitting and receiving

speech or music. Suitable choke
coils are provided. Very low volt-

ages are available in this system.
Oscillations are set up due to the
inherent instability of a low-resis-

tance microphone specified. The
microphone also acts as detector.
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Under this heading are publisht electrical or mechanical ideas which
our clever inventors, for reasons best known to themselves, have as yet
not patented. We furthermore call attention to our celebrated Phoney
Patent Offizz for the relief of all suffering daffy inventors in this country
as well as for the entire universe.
We are revolutionizing the Patent business and OFFER YOU THREE

DOLLARS ($3.00) FOR THE BEST PATENT. If you take your Phoney
Patent to Washington, they charge you $20.00 for the initial fee and then

Phoney Patents
you haven't a smell of the Patent yet. After they have allowed the Pat-
ent, you must pay another $20.00 as a final fee. That's $40.00! WE
PAY YOU $3.00 and grant you a Phoney Patent in the bargain, so you
save $43.00!! When sending in your Phoney Patent application,
be sure that it is as daffy as a lovesick bat. The darner, the better.
Simple sketches and a short description will help our staff of Phoney
Patent examiners to issue a Phoney Patent on your invention in a
jiffy.

PHONEY PATENT OFFIZZ
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The "Oracle" is for the sole benefit of all electrical experimenters. Questions will be answered here
for the benefit of all, but only matter of sufficient interest will be publisht. Rules under which questions
will be answered:

1. Only three questions can be submitted to be answered.
2. Only one side of sheet to be written on ; matter must be typewritten or else written in ink, no pen-

SSSsESfci I i-.A
' f miiiiiMi ciled matter considered.

3. Sketches, diagrams, etc., must be on separate sheets. Questions addrest to this department cannot be
answered by mail free of charge.

4. If a quick answer is desired by mail, a nominal charge of 25 cents is made for each question. If the questions entail considerable re-

search work or intricate calculations a special rate will be charged. Correspondents will be informed as to the fee before such questions are
answered. '

2-INCH SPARK COIL DATA.
(918) Geo. A. Detrick, Vinton, Iowa, in-

quires :

Q. 1. How to wind a two-inch spark coil.

A. 1. To build a two-inch spark coil, use

an iron core made of soft iron wire about

Connections for Parts of Spark Coil. A
Small Condenser is Shunted Across the Vi-
brator to Absorb the Spark and Improve the

Efficiency.

7 inches long and % of an inch in diameter,

upon which wrap two layers of Empire
cloth. Now wind on two layers of No. 16

B. & S. double cotton covered magnet wire

which is approximately 190 turns. Over
this primary, wrap 6 layers of Empire cloth,

and wind on the secondary in two sections,

with No. 36 enameled magnet wire, V/2 lbs.,

of which will take care of the sections very

well.

The primary condenser should consist of

about 1,400 square inches of tin-foil, inter-

leaved with paraffined paper. The connec-
tion should be as per diagram.

CONDENSER TROUBLE.
(919) J. C. Muirhead, Nova Scotia,

Can., asks several condenser questions.

A. 1. We would advise that in building a

glass plate condenser, where the lugs were
omitted, i. e., the tin-foil was merely cut

to the desired area, the best way to connect

the lugs to the condenser so that the con-

denser when completed can be immersed in

oil, would lie to simply cut some extra

strips of tin-foil and lay one strip on each

piece of tin-foil already cut. These should

be of sufficient length to protrude from each

end ;
proceed to make connections with

the protruding foil tabs.

Concerning your glass plate condenser,

which has been built in three sections;

when one section is connected to trans-

former, the spark obtained is O. K., but

when three are connected to the trans-

former the plates are apparently punctured.

The reason for this can only be that in

one or more of the condensers there is

defective insulation. Therefore, the best

remedy is to connect the three condensers
one at a time, and see if proper results are

obtained.

MICROPHONE "PACKS."
(920^ Win. J. Murdoch, Clinton, Ind.,

says :

Q, 1. I have a microphone which fails

to release a relay connected to it as soon as

voice waves cease. How can I remedy this?

A. 1. We believe the trouble you are
having with your transmitter is due to the
coherence of the carbon grains, which are

enclosed in the transmitter chamber. The
only method by which you can perform the

functions of which you speak in your ques-
tion is by employing a positive contact
transmitter. Such a type has been devised

ODD PHOTOS WANTED AT
$1.00 EACH ! ! !

Now is the time to make your
Kodak pay for itself in a real practi-

cal way. We are after interesting

photographs of out-of-the-ordinary
electrical, radio and scientific sub-
jects and arc willing to pay $1.00 cash
fur every one we can use. Please
bear in mind that for half-tone re-

production in a magazine, a photo-
graph should be particularly sharp
and clear. Of course, if a subject
happens to interest us particularly

well,we can have the photo retouched.
For the general run of subjects, how-
ever, it does not pay to go to such
expense. Therefore, please take pains
to properly focus and expose your
pictures. It often happens that a

really mediocre subject well photo-
graphed wins approval over an ex-
cellent subject poorly photographed.
And don't send us plate or film "nega-
tives" ; send unmounted or mounted
"prints," preferable a light and a dark
one.

As to what to photograph: Well,
that's hard for us to say. We leave

that up to you, and every reader now
has the opportunity to become a re-

porter of the latest things in the realm
of Electricity, Radio and Science.
But, please remember—it's the "odd,
novel or practical stunts' 'that we arc
interested in. Every photo submitted
should be accompanied by a brief de-
scription of 100 to 150 zvords. Give
the "facts"—don't worry about the

style. We'll attend to that. Enclose
sta>nps if photos are to be returned
and place a piece of cardboard in the

envelope with them to prevent muti-
lation. Look around your town and
see what you can find that's interest-

ing.

Address photos to—Editor "Odd
Photos," Electrical Experimenter,
233 Pulton Street, New York City.

and perfected by Mr. Christian Berger,
which device has been thoroly described in

the October, 1915, issue of the Electrical
Experimenter in an article entitled "Elec-
tric Toys."

THERMO-COUPLES.
(921) M. Lompi, Albany, N. Y., asks :

Q. 1. What are the thermo-couples that

will answer the Peltier effect ?

A. 1. All thermo-couples will exhibit

the Peltier effect, which is made evident in

the following manner : In any thermo-
couple where the junctions are of different

temperatures, currents of electricity will

flow in the circuit, which involve the ex-

penditure of energy as heat, according to

Joule's law, and there will be an increase

or a decrease of the current in the circuit

depending upon the direction of the flow
of the current in the main. Heat developed

due to the Peltier effect varies directly as

the current produced, which differs from
the heat developed in any other electrical

circuit, in that the heat developed varies as

the square of the current.

Q. 2. How are thermo-couples made?
A. 2. Thermo-couples are easily made

by simply heating dissimilar metals at their

junctions. The thermo-electromotive-force
increases with the increase of the tempera-
ture, within certain limits.

Q. 3. What book treats on their action?

A. 3. We recommend the "Elementary
Lessons in Electricity and Magnetism," by
Sylvanus P. Thompson, supplied at $1.50

net.
—

STEP-DOWN TRANSFORMER.
(922) J. W. Fickler, Mason City, Iowa.

Q. 1. Hook-up and kilowatt-hours con-

sumed by a certain step-down transformer.

A. 1. When you are obtaining an output

of 25 volts and 25 amperes, the transformer
will be drawing about 6J/> amperes, and
when you are drawing 25 volts and about

50 amperes the transformer will be con-

suming about 13 amperes. When the trans-

former is giving an output of 25 amperes
it consumes about 72/100 of a kilowatt-

hour, and when it gives an output of about

IT
ft

7/di' 60~ a c Current

Step down f-ronsf

The Light and Heavy Lines Show the Rela-
tive Voltage Proportions in a Step-down
Transformer. As the Voltage Reduces at the
Secondary, the Current Increases, So That

the Watts Remain Almost the Same.

50 amperes it takes about 1.44 kilowatt-hours.
We give herewith a diagram of correct

connections of such a transformer :

(Continued on page 48)
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I Will Teach You Electricity

Practically—Thoroughly—Quickly

IF you are ambitious to get ahead quickly and surely,- write to me. I want
to tell you how you can become a proficient electrician by home study in

your spare time. For twenty-five years I have been an Electrical Engineer
and the experience I have gained in all kinds of electrical work I have put into

this course which I offer you on easy terms.

The government has taken thousands of electricians for war service and
needs more. And those who have gone have left places which must be filled.

Here is opportunity for you. Why not take hold of it? Get the training which
will equip you to enter the electrical field at the very time when the prospects

are brightest. All you need is the will-power to use your spare time under my
direction. At least write and get all the facts about the Wicks Course in

Electricity. See how simple and easy to learn it is. No needless theories. No
difficult mathematics. A course for practical use.

Personal Instruction By Mail
I have already helped hundreds to get out of small-paying, no-future jobs. C. A.

Walker says: "Wicks training more than doubled my pay.'' E. Vogel says: "Am suc-

cessfully installing electrical systems." O. Clausing says: "Offered a fine position." J.

Obeslo says: "Have a chance to run city electric plant." I gave them their training by
mail, just as I can give it to you. While you are drawing your present salary 1 can prepare
you for a good electrical job or for a business of your own. Say to yourself now—"I will

do it"—and then send the coupon below.

What You Can Earn
You know what good electricians make. If you arc not sure that this Is a paying business, look into it. Find

out what salaries electric light and railway superintendents, telephone engineers, dynamo and motor expert; and
other electrical men draw. See how busy every electrical contractor and supply dealer is. Arc you doing a* well a-

these men? If not, why don't you get started? Look ahead. Take advantage of circumstances which have created
this big present demand for electricians.

When I say that you can make a good income from electricity, I say just what you know yourself. I don't
promise that you are going to step into jSSooo a year—and any school which leads you to think that every man
who trains in electricity can earn such an income as that is going
beyond the limit of reason.. Some electricians do make that much
and more but they are above the average—So don't accept big
promises. Get the facts.

What I promise is to give you a thorough, practical education in

basic principles and in the methods followed by the best electricians.

I will give you my personal instruction, step by step, until you
graduate, and afterward if necessary. I know from what my gradu-
ates report that, unless you are making over #25 a week with good
prospects for a raise, you can study electricity to big advantage.
There is all the opportunity in this field that any ambitious man
can ask for. If schools which promise #Sooo salaries can really help
you to earn that much— surely this training ought to put you in

line for even more.

Pay as You Learn. There is no big amount to pay at any time.
Only a small payment down and a little each month pays for the
course. I'll be with you at every step.

A. W. WICKS, Bach. Sc. E.E.

formerly with the General Electric
Company ; former General Man-
ager of company manufacturing
Tenney Electric Motors ; also for-
merly with Fairbanks, Morse &
Co.; now Consulting Engineer,
President and Director of the
Wicks Electrical Institute.

FREE
Personal Analysis

Before you enroll, I ask you to fill

out a Personal Analysis Sheet which
enables me to tell just how well
qualified you are to take up Elec-
tricity. Upon receipt of this I will

advise you frankly whether to enroll

or not. This enables you to know-
just what you may expect to gain
from this course. No charge for this

service, and no obligation upon you.

Send Coupon for Opportunity Book
and Special Personal Analysis

If you are now in an occupation that promises only the ordinary or a doubtful
outlook—if you are now an electrician ambitious to make quicker advancement,
to better income—send without fail for this important book and Personal
Analysis Report. Find out about this course. See what it offers. Let Prof.
Wicks explain his method of teaching. Learn how you can put yourself years
ahead by his personal instruction sent right to your home. the Book, the
Personal Analysis and all this information sent free. Also information on the
easy monthly terms which puts this course easily within your reach. Don't
imi this off. Xo obligation or promise on your part. Send the coupon now.

ALBERT WOOD WICKS, B. Sc. E. E.
Pres. and Director WICKS ELECTRICAL INSTITUTE

81 W. Randolph St., Dept. 309, Chicago

jJiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiisisitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

1 Send this COUPON
= A. W. WICKS, Bach. Sc. E. E.
ZZ Pres. and Diiector
— Wicks Electrical Institute
= 81 West Randolph Street, Dept. 309, Chicago, 111.

3 Without any obligation on me whatever, please send
me the Opportunity Book with instructions in Electricity;

ZZ also the Special Personal Analysis.

Na

Street and No.

City

} on benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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Mesco Telegraph

Practice Set

For Learning Telegraph Codes

The Practice Set comprises a regular tele-

graph key, without circuit breaker, a special
high pitch buzzer, one cell Red Seal Dry
Battery, and four feet of green silk covered
flexible cord.
The key and buzzer are mounted on a

highly finished wood base, and three nickel
plated binding posts are so connected that
the set may be used for five different purposes.
List No. Price
342 Telegraph Practice Set, with Bat-

tery and Cord $2.70

Weighs 4 lbs. packed.
Price does not Include postage.

MI^QPn Combination Practice Set for learning the Morse

ITlEii3\sVr and Continental Visual and Audible Codes

This outfit is the only reliable instrument which will
enable students to become proficient operators in the
U. S. Naval Service, because it is equipped with a
buzzer and miniature lamp enabling the user to
master both the visual and audible signals quickly.
List No. 52—Practice Set with Red Seal Bat-

tery and Cord $3.60

Weighs 4 lbs, packed. Price does not Include postage.

Send for the New Edition of

Our Catalog W28
It Is pocket size, contains 248 pages, with over 1,000
Illustrations, and describes In plain, clear language
all about Bells, Push Buttons, Batteries, Telephone
and Telegraph Material, Electric Toys, Burglar and
Fire Alarm Contrivances, Electric Call Bells. Electric
Alarm Clocks, Medical Batteries, Motor Boat Horns,
Electrically Heated Apparatus, Battery Connectors,
Switches, Battery Gauges, Wireless Telegraph In-
struments, Ignition Supplies, etc.

Send for the Catalog Now
Manhattan Electrical

Supply Co., Inc.
NEW YORK : CHICAGO: ST. LOUIS:
17 Fark Place 114 S. Wells St. 1106 Pine St.

San Francisco Office: 604 Mission St.

Learn Shorthand
in Five Hours

You will be amazed at the ease and quickness
with which you learn the wonderful K. 1. short-
hand. In a few hours you'll know the whole
system and can then gain speed in taking down
dictation, conversation, speeches, orders, etc.,
as fast as a person talks. A free lesson will be
mailed by King Institute, EB-300, Station F,
New York, N. Y. Just write for this and see
what you get. Astonish everybody with your
ability and earn more money.

Feldman's "Geyser"
Electric Water Heater

Instantaneous Hot Water

FELDMAN MFG. CO.
1514 Times Bldg. New York City

THE ORACLE.
{Continued from page 46.)

SUBSTITUTE FOR PLATINUM.
(923) R. B. B, New Jersey, asks:

Q. 1. Several questions relative to a

substitute for platinum, particularly a com-
position known as "Densite."

A. 1. Relative to "Densite" as a sub-
stitute for platinum, we would advise that
if it stands up to the tests mentioned by
you it is certainly a good substitute for
platinum.

We would further say that platinum is

universally used wherever the best contact
is desired, and that consumed for the pur-
pose amounts to a very large quantity
yearly. There are, however, other materials
on the market that are substitutes for good
contacts, such as silver, tungsten, steel, etc.

Therefore, a proposition wherein an ex-
cellent substitute for platinum is had at 10
per cent of the prevailing cost of platinum
is really a very good one, .we should say.

HEATING COIL OPERATED ON
BATTERY.

(924) M. O. Dellinger, Wolcott, Ind,
asks :

Q. 1. Can I produce one thousand de-
grees of heat in the hollow core of a small
coil operating on a six-volt storage battery?
How much wire, what size and kind shall

I wind it with ?

A. 1. It would be impractical to pro-
duce a temperature of the intensity you
state from a six-volt storage battery for
any considerable length of time.
However, a coil can be made out of con-

stantin wire, No. 24 gage, and if about
fifteen feet of this wire is used, wound
into coil form, it can then be employed for
producing a high temperature of about the
intensity you desire.

ELECTRO-MAGNET QUERY.
(925) Jos. Macowick, Ravenna, Nebras-

ka, writes the "Question Box" :

Q. 1. Would a soft iron plate 4 x 4 x %
inches, secured on one end of an open-core
electro-magnet increase its pull?

A. 1. A soft iron plate, measuring 4x4
x % inches, if secured on one end of an
open-core type electro-magnet, will increase
the attractive power at the opposite end of
the electro-agnet considerably. This is

due to the fact that you have reduced in
this way the reluctance of the external
magnetic circuit of the electro-magnet, or
in other words, you have provided an iron

iron p/ate
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Increasing the Pull of an Open-Core Type
Electro- Magnet by Placing an Iron Plate at
One End of It, Thus Reducing the Magnetic

Reluctance.

path for part of the flux, which otherwise
would have to complete its circuit thru the
air from one end of the core to the other
(see cut herewith). The air return circuit

presents a very high reluctance to the
magnetic lines of force. The most efficient

type is the closed core solenoid or electro-
magnet, in which an iron yoke return circuit
is provided.

RESEARCH AND ITS IMPORTANCE
TO HUMAN PROGRESS.
(Continued from page 19.)

ble increments which anyone may produce.
I do not think due reverence is given to new
knowledge. I want to illustrate.

Sometimes, somewhere, centuries ago, the
slag of a fireside appeared transparent

;

someone tried to learn more about it, and
so, ultimately, glass was made. Research is

still under way on that very material, and
countless numbers of men have slowly
added to the knowledge. Glass has kept the
cold from the house. It has let in the
light. It has renewed our eyes as they have
worn out. Thru telescope and microscope
it has shown us the greatest and the small-
est things of the universe. It has bottled
our drinks and held our lights. Every year
still adds new service, just in proportion as
experiments add new knowledge. Today
we hear of a new glass permeable to ultra-
violet light, glass opaque to X-rays, and
glass for cooking utensils. Not one of
these little increments will ever be lost,

but will continue in use, so how highly
should we value them ? Why did we delay
so long in coming thus far, and how far
or fast may we still go?
Research presents a way, and the only

certain one, of insuring peace, of preparing
successfully for defense, and of being suc-
cessful in war. It is the lasting, undevi-
ating factor which always dominated. This
may sound bold and entirely inconsistent
in itself. It is all true. Can we learn to
see it? From the military expert to the
anthropologist, thinking men recognize that
for over 100,000 years war has been almost
continuous on the earth. The inventors of
chipt flint successfully fought those inferi-

ors who had not experimented with flint.

There were then no better arms. These
also got their game even when it was
scarce and other mean;, failed, and so they
continued to survive. This little and early
example of survival was repeated a great
many times before our present complex
world conditions were reached, and will as
surely continue to be tepeated. The funda-
mentals were always the same. A 42 cm.
gun is only a better flint. Trinitrotoluol is

only a more modern sling. Arms and am-
munition have changed, but just so have
also changed the myriads of other im-
portant accessories to survival. This is the
important point. Good guns go with good
clothes, and niter is good for fertilizers

and for guncotton. The signs that we are
improving in our civilization will also indi-

cate that we are growing in our powers of
national defense, but this should come
rather as a consequence than as an object.

The world has always been improving, and
the real growth and development has come
to those nations which have been responsible
for the original research work and not for
the mere storage or conservation of the
knowledge.
As a means of illustrating how one thread

of work starts another, I will briefly re-

view part of a single fairly connected line

of work in our laboratory. In 1901 the
meter department wanted electrically con-
ducting rods of a million ohms resistance.

These were to be one-quarter inch diameter
by one inch length.

We learned how and what to mix to get
a fair porcelain, and we found that small
quantities of carborundum or of grafite

would give us the desired resistance once in
a hundred trials. The rods could be made,
but the variation of their resistance when
taken from the porcelain kiln, and when
they were made as nearly alike as we could
make them, was often so many thousand
fold that something new had to be done to
make a practical success.

( To be concluded.)

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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Amateurs! Experimenters!! Opportunity Extra-Ordinaire!
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Size of machine 19b x 94 x 84. Net weight 18 lbs.

These 3 tapes show how machine works

STATEMENT BY MR. H. GERNSBACK, PRES'T:
"/ have carefully read all the statements contained in this advertisement. Every word is true; nothing has been exaggerated. I believe

this to be the greatest bargain,—the greatest value—that has ever been offered by my comoany to amateurs and exoerimenters , in its 14
years of existence." ELECTRO IMPORTING CO., (Signed) H. Gernsback, President.

HISTORY
The tape recording and perforating machine here illustrated and

described is regularly manufactured by one of the largest electrical

companies in the U. S. Some time ago a western telegraph company
ordered a goodly quantity of these machines for their regular require-
ments. As we understand it, they paid over $70.00 apiece for these
recording machines. The machines were duly shipped West by Express,
but the telegraph company having financial troubles could not pay the
heavy express charges. Thereupon the machines were returned to

New York with added charges, and were finally sold at auction by
the express company to recover the transportation charges, as is cus-
tomary. We bought the entire lot of machines.

DESCRIPTION
This is a standard commercial, large size, perforating, telegraph

recorder. It is exactly the same machine as used by the Western
Union and Commercial Telegraph Companies in their main offices.

This machine requires a double contact (back stop) telegraph key and
a few batteries. Pressing the key operates in turn the two sets of
powerful electro-magnets, which on their part operate the two ratchet
wheels. These then operate two plungers which punch the holes in

the tape (see illustration of tape). By sending Morse code, the holes
are punched in a certain manner. Then by feeding the tape back thru
the machine and by arranging two brass contact fingers, the tape will
spell out dots and dashes by means of a buzzer.

This machine has a truly wonderful spring motor. It is absolutely
silent and has a centrifugal regulator speed-adjuster and stop arrange-
ment. At the highest speed the motor runs 18 minutes, at the slowest
speed 65 minutes continuously. Over all dimensions of machine are
19% x 9% x 8%. Diameter of holes punched 1/16". The width of
paper tape is %". Aluminum reel 6%" dia. The magnets measure
1V2 " dia. and are 1%" high. The net weight of the machine is 18 lbs.
Our ills, shows machine with cover removed to show motor. The
small insert shows the beautiful tandem electro-magnet arrangement,
the ratchet wheels and perforating equipment. All wood work is solid
mahogany.

USES
What you can do with this beautiful machine :

1ST—USE AS A PERFORATING MACHINE as already described.
By means of a block of wood and a few bits of brass (or you can
mount them on the base of the machine) you have a regular Morse
sender and receiver. You can then ask a good operator to send you a

THE ELECTRO IMPORTING CO.

long message and you can listen to the dots and dashes as often as you
wish. The tape record thus prepared will last a very long time.

2ND—AS A REGULAR MORSE REGISTER. With instructions which
we supply and by using only two magnets (instead of 4) and by mak-
ing a few slight changes, which any experimenter can do, the machine
will write regulation dots and dashes cn the tape. A pencil lead is

used to do this. You can then hitch an omnigraph to the recorder,
and you are now enabled to read the messages by sight. Or you can
send the message yourself with an ordinary key, etc., etc.

3RD—AS A SPECIAL REGISTER. By utilizing all four magnets a
special type of dot and dash can be sent (as used in cable telegraphy).
See sample of writing on the tape just leaving machine, above. This
record can be read just as easy as regulation dot and dash (the dot
is represented by the it sign). To send such signals a slight change
is necessitated which can be made by any experimenter handy with
tools.

4TH—AS A TELEGRAPH ONE. Every experimenter has long wished
for a real telegraphone, whereby the voice is recorded on a thin steel

wire, and then reproduced over a cheap style 75 ohm pony telephone
receiver. By means of this machine a very efficient telegraphone can
be built by any experimenter handy with tools. No expensive extras
are needed; a few bits of brass and steel will do the trick.

We furnish Blue Prints and full Directions to make all the
above apparatus using the recorder. We also furnish 3 paper
reel tapes, standard size.

Space does not permit listing all of the many good points of the recorder.
Suffice it that the machine is the most expensive commercial type, with every-
thing of the very best.
A similar machine is listed at $100.00 in the catalog of the Western Electric

Co. We bought these machines cheap thru auction, hence the ridiculously low
price. AND EVERY MACHINE IS BRAND NEW, has never been used, and is

in perfect working order—or money back.
We have not a very large quantity of these machines on hand and as we know

that there exists a big demand for this recorder, we are almost certain that
we will not rtm tills "ad" again. This is your one chance,—grab it while the
machines last—you will never see such a bargain as long as you live—we are
quite certain of it.

The size of the machine being 19^6 x 9% x SY2.
the net weight 18 lbs. (shipping weight 30 lbs.)

make it necessary to snip it by express or freight.
We guarantee immediate shipment within 24 hours
after receipt ef remittance. Order at once—today—so you won't regret. If you live far away you
can make telegraphic reservation. In tliis case we
will hold one or more machines awaiting your
remittance.

Price as described

complete

$15.00

See also our full page ad on page 1.

231 FULTON ST., N. Y. C.

"Everything for the Experimenter'

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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LEARNELECTRICS"
\. rj-j nn' Enables learners to grasp L
KNArr all the fundamental rules Jj\n§\rm

of eIectricity .

*

J Complete Electrical and Experimental Laboratory
*

K

a remarkable collection of instruments, i
"i. apparatus, materials and a variety of various parts T
T" with which numerous electrical apparatus may be con- ^
5" structed as well as a thousand different experiments, "1*

With tills set you can build an electric motor, a -)c

3^- bell, solenoid, galvanometer, lifting magnets, float-

i ing magnets, and you can perform thousands of ex- j(
periments, including suctional magnets, floating C

T magnets, etc. Outfit also includes box of filings. Jmagnet wire, horse shoe and straight magnet.
* INSTRUCTION BOOK written by H. P. Gorman. -K

4

scores of experiments profusely
covering the entire subject. i

box with fittings for ^

A.I.E.E
illustrated

Outfit comes in handsomt
every part. All the experiments can be performed
with a screw driver (which is included with the set)

>T and your hands. $3.25 at all leading dealers.
if- If your dealer cannot supply you. order from us
yL and send lor free catalog of electrical motors and -i1 specialties from 10c upwards. _^
I KNAPP ELECTRIC & NOVELTY CO. *
* 523 West 51st St., N. Y. City *

WIRELESS SALE
We have a very large stuck of the follow-

ing items and in order to reduce this stock

to existing normal requirements offer the

wireless instruments below mentioned at the

following remarkable prices. We reserve
the right to withdraw this offer and refund
remittance when our stock is adequately re-

duced, (iet your station ready now and get

quick service. Thousands will swamp us
with orders when the war is over.

Regular Special
Price Price

No. 63X01 Sayville Rotary
Gap $12.00 $7.75

No. A37X88 Type "B" Sayville
Rotary Gap

12.00

7.75
2 Point Anchor Gap 60 .38
Navy Type Receiving
Transformer

17.50

13.50
No. 1091 Arlington
Transformer 7.50 5.75

No. 1092 Arlington
Transformer 6.50 4.95

No. 7721 Rec. Trans 5.75 3.75

Any of the combined Trans-
mitting and Receiving Sets on
pages 90 to 95 of catalog 11
(also listed in earlier editions
of catalog) Special discount
20%.

No. A504 Detector 95 .75
No. A60X12 Detector 55 .35
No. A676 Crystal Detector
Stand 1.00 .70

No. A7712 Crystal Detector
Stand 1.75 1.25

No. 40X01 Standard Detector ... 1.25 .85
No. 71X18 Rec. Trans 5.25 3.00
No. A7728 Loading Coil 2.25 1.50
No. 61X08A Mascot Tuning
Coil

2.00

1.50
No. 61X10 Tuning Coil 3.35 2.75
No. A520 Jr. Loose Coupler.... 3.75 2.55
No. A500 Jr. Detector 75 .50
Parts for No. A7721 Loose
Coupler 4.00 2.50

Parts for No. 71X18 Loose
Coupler 3.25 2.50

Send 8c in stamps or coin for big 300 page Electrical

and Wireless Catalog. Not sent otherwise.

WILLIAM B. DUCK COMPANY
230-232 Superior Street

TOLEDO, OHIO

U. S. NEEDS MEN FOR SEARCH-
LIGHT REGIMENT.

An excellent opportunity is being offered
to young men possessing a knowledge of
electricity and mechanics, as well as experi-
enced electricians, gas-engine operators and
machinists, to serve the Government ef-

fectively in its fight for democracy.

The War Department is organizing a
regiment of searchlight companies for spe-
cial service abroad. These units will be
highly specialized and used for battle il-

lumination and anti-aircraft protection.

The companies will be armed and equipt as
regular military units and will form part
of the regular army organization. They
will be called upon for extremely active

work in the war zone, and pains are being
taken in the selection of the personnel of
the companies.

WHO CAN QUALIFY?

Men of proper experience who already
have been drafted into service may in spe-
cial cases be transferred.

The plan is to obtain bright, young, intelli-

gent and ambitious men between the ages
of eighteen and twenty-one, who possess
a fundamental knowledge of electricity and
mechanics, as well as trained and experienced
electricians, gas-engine operatdrs and ma-
chinists. The enlisted personnel will em-
brace men experienced in one or more of
the following occupations : Electrician, gas-
engine operator, machinist, motor-truck
driver, blacksmith, horseshoer, mechanic
and general all-around utility men.

Men must first enlist as privates and will

be paid thirty dollars per month, together
with food, clothing, medical attention, etc.

Non-commissioned grades will be available
at rate of pay from thirty-six to ninety-six
dollars per month, and future promotion is

open to those of ability.

Specialized service of this character offers

unusual opportunities for those capable.
The character of the work will be highly
interesting and varied. The man who has
the necessary training and ability cannot
serve his country better than by joining
such an organization.

The foregoing summarizes the general
activities of this new regiment. Informa-
tion may be obtained by writing direct to

the Commanding Officer, 56th U. S. Engin-
eers, Washington Barracks, D. C. The
applicant must give the following informa-
tion : (1) Name; (2) address; (3) age;
(4) married or single; (5) nationality;

(6) will you enlist for the period of the
war; (7) brief statement of education; (8)
present occupation; (9) experience; (10)
name and address of present or former
employer.

SCIENCE IN MODERN WARFARE.
{Continued from page 21.)

miles away. By means of "sound rang-
ing" and photographs taken the day before
from an airplane, the cannon were sighted
correctly and the four shots demolished
an enemy battery. Photographs taken after
the fourth shot proved it was destroyed.

This is only one example of what goes
on every day at the front. Just think for
a minute what such a feat means. First,

an exact knowledge of the region must
be known by means of maps. The prepara-
tion of these maps is a stupendous task
in itself, involving triangulation from vari-

ous points and photographs from airplanes
and balloons. Next, the characteristics of
the enemies' cannon must be obtained and
their exact positions in relation to their

own battery. After each shot the huge
cannon must be put back into position.

This is done by finely adjusted optical in-

struments. Then certain corrections must
be made, due to differences in the weight
of the shells, the weight, age and quality
of the charge of powder, and the age, tem-
perature, and state of erosion of the guns.
The atmospheric conditions, such as direc-
tion, and force of the wind at different
heights, the temperature, pressure and hu-
midity of the air all produce disturbances,
which must be taken into account and cor-
rected. All this entails an exact knowledge
of many of the sciences. In addition to

these the shell must explode at the proper
instant and must have a proper "fragmenta-
tion." All this means exact application of
science.

Acoustics are also used in mining ope-
rations, in locating airplanes at night, and
in submarine detection.

Photography has also been carried to a
very advanced stage. Nearly all successful
offensives are dependent on correct maps
and ranges, and the taking and correct in-

terpretation of aerial photographs has be-
come a military necessity. The French
Army have many schools where the train-

ing of observers is carried on, teaching" the
art of taking photos and making maps from
them.

Electricity, of course, has had many ap-
plications in warfare, the most important of
which is wireless. Tens of thousands of
portable outfits have been made to supply
the armies. The success of wireless has
been due to the prevention of interference
and sorting out of the messages from among
the great mass of signals, for during a bat-

tle it is a common occurrence for more
than fifteen hundred separate stations to

send messages simultaneously.
In chemistry the application has been in

asphyxiating gases and tear - producing
gases and, of course, in the making of gun-
powder. In France alone there are over
twenty-five different laboratories engaged
in research work on nitrogen fixation.
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Electrical Experimenter.

Be Your Own Photographer

by Using Atlas Jr.

Ready for instant use, one bottle mak-
ing one gallon of solution, which will

last for several months. Good for

plates, film and paper.

50 cents the 3 ounce bottle, postpaid.

Write for our price list.

CARROWAY CO., Chemicals,

86 Dey St., N. Y. C.
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TELEVISION AND THE
TELEPHOT.

( Continued from page 13)

The disposition of tills black plate and

the telephone receiver is shown in a sepa-

rate detail sketch, T being the receiver, D
the diafram, E the plate. At A, we have a

source of light, as for instance an electric

lamp, which emits parallel rays of light

which are somewhat modified by the trans-

parent plate in front of E. The disposition

of the light rays is such that ordinarily

the plate E cuts off all the light from A,
but as soon as the telephone diafram vi-

brates the plate E, more or less light is

made to pass thru the latter, which light

in turn is stopt by the revolving plate G

;

the latter has the same helical perforations

as the disc B at the sending station. Theo-
retically therefore, the picture in motion
should be formed in the camera at the re-

ceiving end, and this picture should cor-

respond with the one sent out from the

sender. This picture would then be thrown
on the screen of the receiving station as

shown. It goes without saying that the

two revolving discs must work in synchro-
ny. It is also necessary that the discs be

revolved once in one-tenth of a second,
which is just the average time of the per-

sistence of the luminous images on the

retina of the human eye, and which is sup-

posed to build up the transmitter picture,

and in turn is observed on the screen.

The lens F at the receiving end is used
merely to enlarge the picture.

( To be concluded.

)

A NEW PHONOGRAPHIC "LOUD
TALKER" FOR PUBLIC

PLACES.
(Continued from page 15)

phone attached to the "Cortlandt Street"
reproducer, thence thru the lamp ballast,

which is usual with the 110-volt loud-speak-
ing telephone equipment now used exten-
sively, and so on around thru the one or
more multiple circuits of the loud-talking
reproducers, which are fitted with horns
as illustrated.

We can easily picture just how this ar-

rangement would w ork out. Let us imagine
for a moment that we are passing thru
the under-river tube toward New York,
after having left the Pennsylvania Railroad
Station in Jersey City. It would be op-
tional, of course, as to whether the guard
pushed the "Cortlandt Street" loud-talker
push button, and announced the next stop as

"CORTLANDT STREET—NEW YORK
—ALL OUT" directly after leaving the
Pennsylvania Railroad Station stop, or
whether she would depress this push but-
ton shortly before arriving at the "Cort-
landt Street" stop. This, of course, would
be a matter for the traffic engineers of the
railroad system adopting the device to work
out to their own satisfaction.

The action of the apparatus is very sim-
ple, and it will be noted by referring to

the diagram herewith that when the phono-
graph reproducer has reached the end of
its record that it would be automatically
tript up and returned to its original position
in the same manner as the penny-in-the-
slot automatic phonographs we are accus-
tomed to in public amusement places.

Also, when the microphone and reproducer
unit have been returned to the starting
position, the same mechanism would cause
a traveling switch contact to close a mag-
netic cut-off circuit, which would trip the
magnetic switch when its moving core and
attached contacts would at once return to
their original position by gravity.

SOc a Week

Read These Subjects
Elements of Electricity

—

Electrical Measurements
—Underwriters' Require-
ments—Theory. Calcula-
tion, Design and Con-
struction of Generators
and Motors — Dynamo-
El e c t r i c Machinery

—

Lighting Machinery—Power Transmission

—

Electric Railways—Power
Stations — Switchboards
and Switching — Stnrage
Batteries—Applied Elec-
tro-chemistry — Electric
Elevators—Electric Weld-
ing and Heating — Wire
and Wireless Telegraphy.
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—
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Build and Fly
Your Own

TrainingPlane
Train yourself in Aviation.

Be an Amateur Aviator with an
Aeroplane of your own. Learn
how Aeroplanes are built; learn
the principles of construction,
operation and control. With
IDEAL Accurate Scale Draw-
ings, and Building and Flying
Instructions, you can build a

perfect Model Aeroplane, 3 ft.

size, that will rise from the
ground by its own power and
fly like a big one. Send now
for the Plans for the one you
want to build.
Drawings and Instructions for

25c
Each (8
for$! 75)

Send for Ovr Aeroplane Catalog
Tells about Model Aeroplanes, Racing Aeroplanes,

Flying Toys, and pans and supplies to build them
with. 48 pages. Send 5 cents for it today.

IDEAL AEROPLANE & SUPPLY COMPANY
76-82 West Broadway New York City

Curtis
Bleriot Monoplane
Nieuport Monoplane
Taube Monoplane
Curtiss Hydroplane
Curtiss Flying Boat
Wright Biplane
Cecil Peoli Racer

WAR CONDITIONS DEMAND
ELECTRICAL?men with training. Baring

trained over 2000 younf
men. The Bliss Electrical

School, with its well-equipped shops and laboratories. Is
peculiarly qualified to give a condensed course in ElectricalC tki 1 BkJ C17DI tkt with Mathematics,
ILlHVllNlLttfINUl Steam and Gas

Engines, Mechani-
cal Drawing. Shop Work, and Theoret-
ical and Practical Electricity. Students
construct dynamos, install wiring and
test electrical machinery. Course, with
diploma, complete

IN ONE YEAR
For practical young men with limited

time. 26th year opens Sept. 25th. Catalogue on request.

260 TAKOMA AVENUE WASHINGTON. 0. C.

WIRELESS or MORSE
Complete afternoon and

evening courses
Improved teaching facilities recently installed.

Radio under general supervision of E. E.
Bucher, Instructing Engineer Marconi Co.

,

Employment bureau—dormitories — individual
instruction.

Send for folder G on land wire—R for radio.

Y. M. C. A. TELEGRAPH SCHOOL
Marcy Av., near B'way, Brooklyn, N. Y.

LEARN DRAFTSMANSHIP
Send for free Test lesson and valuable information
t pnn on Draftsmanship. Learn how you
JjrLjSijIJnl can master it at home at leisure time.

__ Easy terms. Unusual opportunities

pk mm now due to make Draftsmen earn $25
* to $100 a week. Write today.

CHICAGO TECHNICAL COLLEGE
545 Chicago "Tech" Bldg. Chicago

SMALL ENGINES
Perfected Gasoline Engines—H. 1 and

' h.p.—for Farm and Shop use. Price
$19. 50 and up. Also

WASHING MACHINES
We ship on trial. Send for Booklet and Special Offer

Siererkropp Engine Co., 1401 19th Street

Racine, Wis. Starter for Ford Car,

BIG PAY
Menand
Women

Earn #ioo to $200 a month. Tremendous demand ior

draftsmen. Pleasant work. We furnish drawing outfit
FREE; train you at home in spare time and help you
secure position when qualified. Write today for full

[particulars Special off"- to men subject to draft.

COLUMBIA SCHOOL OF DRAFTING
428 ''VfcLachlen Building Washington, D. C.

Regarding the arrangement of the loud-
talking reproducers, these could very well
be placed along the ceiling of the car or
they could be placed on the side of the car,

spaced alternately on both sides, so as to

give the best distribution of the sound
waves. So far as the equipment itself is

concerned, the phonograph attachment and
its auxiliary mechanisms, including the elec-

tric driving motor of small size, magnetic
switches, etc., could all be placed in a small
cabinet which would readily fit under one
of the seats. A two-wire cable only is

required to connect the phonograph mech-
anism with the loud-talking reproducers.
To some it might seem that all of the
individual records might be combined into

"stops," so that we may not have to be
tortured many more years with frog-
throated announcements of our subway and
"L" train guards, which generally sound
like a cross between a French artillery

barrage and an advance of one of General
Byng's tank squadrons.

The phonographic loud-talker would find

a wide application in theaters and other

public places, and in theaters it would for

one thing seem very advisable for the pur-

pose of giving "fire exit" warnings before
the start of a show, and also for making the
announcements of future plays between
acts, etc. The loud-speaking telephone it-

self has been successfully used in push-

Loud speaking
Reproducer

Individual reproducer loud fairer

shaft for each record M/crophone

Reproducer
refurn/ng shaft

170 V D C

Pilot 1ampy^-Name plate Phonograph mechanism -

Cabinet conloinlng mag. sir,motoretc~

Pilot lamp

s2 wire 1/0 y. main supp/y

Details of Suggested Phonographic "Loud-Talking" Telephone Fitted with Individual Voice
Records for Each Stop—in this Instance for the Four Stops Made by Hudson Tube Trains
in Running from New York City to Hoboken, N. J. The Loud-Talking Telephone is Now a

Commercial Success and Needs but to be Applied to Our Daily Wants.

one phonograph cylinder, thus utilizing but

one reproducer and microphone, but it

seems to the writer that it would be a

much simpler and more economical arrange-
ment to use the individual records for each
call, excepting where there might be a very
large number of stops or individual an-

nouncements to be made. This is so for

one reason, and that is in the event that a

record should crack or be broken ; then it

would be a very simple and economical
matter to replace one of the short phono-
graph records.
The accompanying illustrations show

several practical applications of the phono-
graphic loud-talker. The first illustration

shows the outfit in use in subway or ele-

vated trains for announcing the station

ing show-window sales, especially where
demonstrators are employed in the show-
window, in which case they have hereto-

fore spoken into the microphone of the

loud-talker system. The reproducer and its

attached horn are placed outside the show-
window and thus bystanders can hear just

what the demonstrator is saying. With
the addition of the phonograph, as here
outlined, this field could be greatly ex-
tended.
The new form of this- apparatus would

also be very appropriate for use on steam-
boats, particularly those making trips along
inland water-ways, as, for instance, on the

Hudson River, Delaware River, Mississippi,

etc. The writer has traveled on a num-
ber of the eastern river boats and remem-

Yoti benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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bers distinctly that a great many of the

passengers have been at a loss to know
just what landing the boat was approach-
ing, especially where there are strangers

who are not familiar with the country
thru which they are traveling. With the

new phonographic loud-talker, the officers

of the boat could simply throw a switch or

push a button in the captain's cabin, and
the loud-talking reproducers distributed

thruout the various decks of the steam-
boat would do the rest. Not only this, but
in the event of "fire" and other trouble,

the loud-talkers could be switched over by
means of a simple switch arrangement, so

that one of the officers could announce the

danger and tell the passengers where to

find the life preservers, etc., etc.

The phonographic loud-talker, or also

the loud-talker without the phonograph,
would appear to have a wide field of use-
fulness in the extensive trench and dug-out
ramifications existing on the European
battlefields. We can imagine how useful

these would be if installed in underground
dug-outs for instance, so that, in the event
of a gas attack, the officers, or in fact any
one discovering that a gas attack had been
made, could at once give the alarm thru
the loud-talking telephones, when the occu-
pants of the dug-outs could immediately put
on their gas masks. This application may
not seem so desirable at first thought by the

layman, but it will probably be recollected

by the reader that the current press ac-

counts of the recent gas attacks by the

Germans have distinctly indicated that it

often happens that the gas attacks are made
and that soldiers do not know it for some
time, probably when it is too late, for the

simple reason that some of these gases
do not have any odor and they thus defy
detection by smell. With proper gas-detect-

ing apparatus and with the equipment here
outlined, it should prove another step in

advance toward saving the lives of many of
our soldiers.

The phonographic loud-speaking tele-

phone should find wide favor in the large

department stores and other similar build-

ings having various departments which have
to be announced by the elevator attaches.

Instead of having, as is now the case,

particularly, to rely on a lady elevator at-

tache calling out the various departments
at each floor, imagine how much simpler
and more satisfactory would be the an-
nouncement as made by the phonograph
thru the loud-talking attachment, which
could be installed very easily in the ele-

vator cab. Possibly, in the not distant

future, we may hear the stentorian tones
of the phonograph announcing: "THIRD
FLOOR— 'WHITE' SALE TODAY—
MUSLINS, POWDERED SUGAR, HO-
SIERY, CAMPHOR BALLS, UNDER-
WEAR—WHITE-WASH," et cetera, in

clear and easily understandable tones.

NEWS OF BUENOS AIRES-NEW
YORK RADIO.

(Continued from page 27.)

said station had a power of 65 kw., and a
wave-length of 2,500 meters.
At the last moment I have been informed,

that the Government has authorized the
transference of the concession granted in

September, 1915, to the Federal Holding
Co., of New York, for the construction of
a high-power station to communicate direct-

ly from Buenos Aires to New York, to the
Pan American Wireless Telegraph and
Telephone Co., which has been formed by
the combination of the Federal Holding
Co., and Marconi's Wireless Telegraph
Company of America and the Federal Tele-
graph Co., of San Francisco. The work on
this station will begin this May.

Make this car your office— j
there is $900.00 to $1800.00 a year in it (or you

Examinations everywhere soon

Rapid advancement to higher Government Positions. "No
layoffs" because of STRIKES. FINANCIAL FLURRIES or

the WHIMS OF SOME PETTY BOSS. THE POSITION
IS TOURS FOR LIFE.
Country residents and city residents stand the same
chance for immediate appointment. Coinmon-senae
education sufficient. Political Influence NOT RE-
QUIRED.
1ir .1, oc Write immediately for sched-
We Will prepare a u ie showing the places and
f inrlid-iles. FRFFI d" 1*8 of &11 coming Gov'twnaiaaies rntt

- examinations. Don'tdelay,
Every day you lose means the loss of Just
so much coaching before the rapidly ap
proaching examinations.

COUPON

FRANKLIN INSTITUTE
Dept. O102, Rochester, N. Y.

FRANKLIN INSTITUTE (The pathway to plenty).

Dept. O 102, Rochester, N.Y.
This coupon, filled out as directed, entitles the sender to

(1) free specimen Questions, (2) a free copy of our copy-
righted book, "Government Positions and How to Get

Them," (3) a list of positions now open, and (4) to con-
sideration for Free Coaching for the examination here checked.

.Railway
.Customs Positions. ($800 to $1500)
Stenographer ($1 100 to $1800)
Clerk In the Departments
at Washington . . . ($1 100 to $1800)

Mall Clerk. . ($900 to $1800)
Postofflce Clerk. ($800 to $1200)

Postofflce Carrier. ($800 to $1200)
Rural Mail Carrier. ($600 to $1 100)

Name Address
Use this before you lose It. Write plainly.

"I Got the Job!"

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Box 5381 ,

SCRANTON, PA.
Explain, without obligating me, how I can qualify for
the position, or in the subject, before which I mark X.

"I'm to be Manager of my Department starting Monday. The
boss said he had been watching all the men. When he found I had
been studying at home with the International Correspondence
Schools he knew I had the right stuff in me—that I was bound to

make good. Now we can move over to that house on Oakland Ave-
nue and you can have a maid and take things easy. I tell you, Nell,

taking that course with the I. C. S. was the best thing I ever did."

Spare-time study with the I. C. S. is winning promotions for

thousands of men and bringing happiness to thousands of homes all

over the world. In offices, shops, stores, mines, mills and on rail-

roads, I. C. S. trained men are stepping up to big jobs, over the heads
of older men, past those whose only qualification is long service.

There is a job ahead of you that

some man is going to be picked
for. The boss can't take chances.

When he selects the one to hold
it he is going to choose a trained

man with sound, practical
knowledge of the work. Get
busy right now and put yourself

in line for that promotion. You
can do it in spare time in your
own home through the Interna-

tional Correspondence Schools,

just as nearly two million men
have done in the last twenty-five

years, just as more than 100,000
men are doing today.

The first step these men took
was to mark and mail this cou-

pon. Make your start the same
way—and make it right now.
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ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
Electrician

M Electric Wiring
Electric Lighting

Q Electric Car Running
Heavy ElectricTraction

M Electrical Draftsman
Electric machine Designer
Telegraph Expert
Practical Telephony
MECHANICAL ENGINEER
Mechanical Draftsman
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Machine Shop Practice
Gas Engineer
CIVIL ENGINEER
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STATIONARY ENGINEER
ARCHITECT
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Architectural Draft
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CHEMICAL ENGINEER
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L ADVERTISING MAN
C Window Trimmer
Show Card Writer
Outdoor Sign Painter
RAILROADER
ILLUSTRATOR
DESIGNER
BOOKKEEPER
Stenographer and Typist
Cert. Pub. Accountant
Traffic Management
Commercial Law
GOOD ENGLISH

Q Common School Subjects
CIVIL SERVICE
Railway Mail Clerk
Tonlile Overseer or Supt.
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PonltryRaislnglgraph diski

Automobiles ! Erenoh

Present
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Street
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Violet Rays
Wonderful HEALTH and BEAUTY GIVER

For
Home
Use

Wonderful
Beautifier

Brings the glow
of healthful
beauty to the
complexion, re-

moves blem-
ishes, pimples,
warts, etc.

| Tread
( SuacSSfu/fy

| Rheumatism
| Neuritis

| Lumbago
I Chest Pains

| Catarrh

I Headache

| Ear Diseases

1 Hardening of Arteries

I Wrinkles

| Skin Diseases

| Falling Hair

1 Etc. Etc.

1 Treatment Chart
1 furnished showing
| use for over 100
1 ailments.

Electricity from your light socket transformed into the

greatest health-giving agency known to Science—VIOLET
RAY—powerfully effective, yet soothing and gentle in

action. Benefits of tremendous voltage of electricity ab-
sorbed by the human body without the slightest shock,
muscular contraction or pain of any kind; pleasant and
perfectly safe.

RenuLife Violet Ray
High Frequency Generator

Used and endorsed by physicians and beauty specialists;

saturates the body with soothing, invigorating, curative
violet rays, producing New Life, Power ana Beauty

;

purines the blood stream and brings the circulation to

parts treated, renews and builds up.

Every home should have this mar relieves the symptoms while
velous invention; benefits every steadily removing the cause;
person in sickness or health; bringing back normal conditions,
smallest infant, aged or feeble.
It is not a cure all—but treats
successfully a wide range
ailments because it is

systematic in effect—

LOWEST PRICE
This is the lowest priced, most
effective instrument of its kind
in the world, guaranteed. Price
so low that no family can afford
to be without it.

At Home Get Book "Health" FREE
You can receive Send for our booklet "Health"

the benefits in the privacy of telling in detail the wonderful
your own home heretofore only story of the Violet Ray—

procurable through ^^^^
RENULIFE ELECTRIC CO.,

534

Marquette

Bldg.

Detroit,

Mich.

WANTED
Men and wo-
rn e ti repre-
sentatives to
d e m onstrate
to do <• t ors
and Individ-
uals. Barn
$50.00 a week
up. We give
full Instruc-
tions. Get
our proposi-
tion.

ftablUltt aid Radioactive Substances FOR EXPERIMENTERS
Carnotite (Radium Mineral) The American Pitchblende found in Colorado,
from which Radium is extracted.
A generous piece, enough to conduct experiments, such as affecting photographic
plates thru opaque material (similar to X-Ray pictures), first made by Sir W.
Crookes and Mme. Curie, is furnished in neat wooden box. (LflrtlOtttt
Sensitive, prepared Photographic film (X-Ray work film) to be used for above
experiments furnished for $0.10 each extra.

3i\cltHUm— Radioactive Salts, containing one microgram pure Radium. Very powerful. Brilliant
white luminescence in the darkl
10 Milligram of this most carefully prepared Radioactive Salts, sealed in glass tube (protected by
a metal container)^ with which every Radium experiment can be conducted, are furnished.

Price of one tube of Radium Salts as described, sent prepaid $1.00
The contents of this tube can be mixed with special sulphides to form real Radium paint.

Small bottle of Special Sulphide with liquid adhesive, prepaid $0.50
Send for one of these preparations today. Stamps or coin accepted.

SIDNEY SPECIALTY CO. 233 S. FULTON ST. NEW YORK CITY

EXPERIMENTAL CHEMISTRY.
(Continued from page 42)

by heating ammonium nitrat, and when the
gas is escaping and free from air (a con-
dition essential to success), pass it up into
the other bottle of nitrogen dioxid. It will

be noticed that there is no action, barring
a slight red fume due to a very little oxygen,
with the nitrogen monoxid, whereas oxy-
gen combines with nitrogen dioxid to form
nitrogen tetroxid, which is at once dis-
solved in the water. Carefully study this

distinction.

Nitrogen Dioxid.
Preparation

:

1. Nitrogen dioxid is commonly prepared
by the action of nitric acid on copper, tho
many other metals act similarly. The acid
should be diluted.

3Cu + 8HN03 = 3Cu(N03 ) 2 + 4H2 + N3Oa

2. By the action of a ferrous salt upon
nitric acid or a nitrat in the presence of
sulfuric or hydrochloric acid.

6FeSO. + 2KN03 + 5H 2SOi =
3Fea(SO,), + 2KHSOi + 4H aO + N20,

6FeCl3 + 2KN03 + 8HC1 =
6FeCls + 2KC1 + 4H2 + NaO,

The proportions for the above reaction
are 30 grams of potassium nitrat, 240 grams
of ferrous sulfate, and 250 cc. of a mixture
of one volume concentrated sulfuric acid
and three volumes of water. A colorless
gas escapes, which, however, forms brown
vapors as it comes in contact with the air;

but as soon as all the air has been driven
from the apparatus it passes off colorless
and may be then collected over water.

3. By adding sulfuric acid slowly to a
mixture of a saturated solution of sodium
nitrat and copper turnings.

8NaN03 + 4H2S04 + 3Cu =
4Na2S04 + 3Cu(N03 ) 2 + 4H2 + N2 2

Properties: (Physical) Nitrogen dioxid
is a colorless gas.

It dissolves readily in solutions of fer-
rous salts, forming a black-colored solution,

from which it is expelled upon heating. It

is upon the formation of this coloration
that the test for nitric acid or nitrates is

based.
(Chemical) Nitrogen dioxid only sus-

tains the combustion of such substances
whose heat liberated is sufficiently high to

to cause it to break down into nitrogen and
oxygen. Carbon bisulfid (a highly inflam-
mable liquid) and phosphorus burn brilli-

antly in the gas, the former forming carbon
dioxid and sulfur dioxid.
EXPERIMENT NO. 126. Nitrogen

Dioxid from Copper and Nitric Acid.
Have a 250 cc, Erlenmyer flask of thick

glass and corrugated side neck, and a one-
hole rubber stopper carrying a thistle tube;
or, use a wide-mouth bottle, with a rubber
stopper having two holes, one for the de-
livery tube, (if the flask with side-neck is

used, the delivery tube is connected to this

sideneck). Put into the generator 10
grams of copper scraps, and add 20 cc. of
water, or enough to cover it. Prepare the
tray or trough with inverted receivers (8
ounce bottles) filled with water as described
in the lesson on Oxygen. After adjustment
pour in 20 cc. of nitric acid. A little of the
gas should first be rejected, as it is largely

mixed with air. If presently the action is

not vigorous, add more acid. Notice and
observe carefully all phenomena.
After collecting four receivers of the gas

to be tested in the following experiment,
fill the generator with water, rinse the re-

maining copper several times, and then put
it back into a receptacle.

EXPERIMENT NO. 127. Tests and
Properties. The Oxygen Test.

Lift one of the receivers from the
trough and hold it upright, noting color,

odor, diffusibility. Do you recall having
seen the product before?
EXPERIMENT NO. 128.

COMBUSTION TEST.
Remove one of the receivers with a glass

plate, keeping it covered except as tested.
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Thrust into it a burning splint, and notice

results. Try it several times to make sure.

Try another jar of the gas with burning
phosphorous, using a piece the size of a

split pea, first having it burning vigorously

or the experiment will not succeed. Re-
member to burn all the phosphorous at the

end. On taking out the combustion cup
keep the jar covered in order to examine
the fumes.

If the phosphorous burned, observe the

color of the flame and the product. How
many sorts of fumes can you distinguish?

From these tests do you conclude the Ni-
trogen is a supporter or a non-supporter of

combustion? Do you conclude it is com-
bustible or non-combustible? Is it an oxi-

dizer or a reducer? How would you dis-

tinguish the gas from all other gases?
Leave one bottle of the gas standing on

the shelf (if the trough is used), then pre-

pare an oxygen generator (the test tube

with potassium chlorat and manganese di-

oxid will suffice. (See lesson on Oxygen)
and pass some of the oxygen up into the

bottle filled with nitrogen dioxid. Note the

result and continue the process for some
time.

Try and explain why you do not obtain

the familiar red fumes. What property of

the gas is shown by this experiment?
Finally take out the bottle with the wa-

ter and set it upright; then test it with
litmus. What does this test show? Is it

likely or not that the oxid has combined
with the water? If so, try and determine
by employing equations what has formed.

NITROGEN TRIOXID.
PREPARATION :—
This gas, known only at low temperature,

is formed thru the union of nitrogen di-

oxid (4 vols.) With oxygen (1 vol.) at

—18 deg. 4 NO+ 2=2N 2 3 . When a SO
per cent nitric acid is heated with starch,

orange-red fumes are evolved which con-
sist of a mixture of nitrogen trioxid and
tetroxid. On passing these vapors into a
vessel surrounded by a freezing mixture,
they form a green liquid. Pure trioxid at
—10 deg. is an indigo-blue liquid. Above
—12 deg. the liquid begins to decompose

:

2N 2 3=N 204+N 2 2 . With a small quan-
tity of water nitrogen trioxid forms nitrous
acid; N 2 3+H20=:2HN0 2 : With a large
quantity of water decomposition takes place
and nitric acid results : 3N 203-|-H 20=
2HN03 +2N 2 2 .

Nitrogen trioxid and nitrogen peroxid are
red-brown gases, indistinguishable from
each other except by volumetric analysis,

their chemical characters being nearly iden-
tical. THEY ARE VERY SUFFOCAT-
ING, INTENSELY POISONOUS AND
STRONG AGENTS.
NITROGEN TETROXID OR PEROXID.
PREPARATION :—
Nitrogen tetroxid is prepared by:
1. Thru the union of nitrogen dioxid

and oxygen. N 2 2+0.=N204.

2. Heating lead nitrat : 2Pb (N0 3 ) 2=
2PbO+0 24r2N 2 4 .

The gas may be liquefied by passing into

a U-tube cooled by ice and salt.

PROPERTIES:—
Nitrogen Tetroxid is a dark gas which

is readily cooled to a light yellow fluid.

With a little cold water, nitrogen tetroxid
forms nitrogen dioxid and nitric acid, with
an excess, as also aqueous solutions of alka-
lies, nitric, and nitrous acid or their salts

are produced.
NOj—0-NO+HOH=N0 2OH+NO.OH

3N0 2+HOH=2N0 2N0 2OH+NO
EXPERIMENT NO. 129.

NITROGEN TETROXID FROM
NITRATES.

Put into a small test tube four or five

crystals or grains of lead nitrat. Hold the
tube in the left hand with a tube holder and
point it toward the right, keeping the lower

part of the tube in the hot part of the Bun-
sen burner, and, having a glowing splint in

the right hand, thrust it into the tube near
the bottom as soon as vigorous action be-

gins. This test is merely to show that

oxygen is also liberated, together with the

oxid. Repeat the operation several times.

Notice the sound when the crystals are

heated. Note the color of the fumes and
their odor.

Not all nitrates break up by the applica

tion of heat; for instance, sodium or potas

sium nitrat will not, and ammonium nitrai

gives a different result, as you have already

found.

EXPERIMENT NO. 130.

FROM NITRIC ACID.
Most metals heated with nitric acid give

N0 2 , either as a secondary product by the

union of oxygen of the air with the dioxid
or directly. Test the action of the acid on
tin-foil in small pieces, heating it if neces-

sary.

3Sn+4HNO a+H 20=3H 2Sn03+4NO
What kind of a substance is left? It is

called Metastannic Acid.
EXPERIMENT NO. 131.

Put about a gram of fine charcoal in a test

tube, heat it till it glows, then let fall two
or three drops of strong nitric acid from
another tube. Note any phenomena. Heated
starch or other carbonaceous substance acts

in a similar manner. When nitric acid or a
nitrat breaks up the usual immediate re-

duction product is NO, but in case any
oxygen is present either from the air or
from the product itself, the affinity of the

two is so great that combination at once oc-

curs. Occasionally the secondary action of
reduction does not give NO or N0 2 , but
free nitrogen or even ammonia. (NH 3 ).

EXPERIMENT NO. 132.

NITROGEN TETROXID, COM-
POSITION.

From Nitrogen Dioxid and Oxygen.
Invert a 50 cc. cylinder graduate filled

with water in a trough and clamp it in posi-

tion so as to collect 40 cc. of gas in it.

With a nitrogen dioxid generator (using
Cu and HN0 3 ) collect in the graduate 40
cc. of the dioxid, taking care to expel all

air from the generator before allowing any
gas to collect, and noting exactly the volume
of NO.
Arrange in another trough a second grad-

uate which may, if desired, be smaller than
the first, inverted and clamped so as to col-

lect 20 cc. of gas. Prepare an oxygen gen-
erator (employing potassium chlorat and
manganese dioxid), and when all the air

has been expelled and oxygen is liberated

freely, collect 20 cc. of oxygen in the last

graduate, that is, half as much as of NO.
Set aside both generators.

Now transfer the graduate containing the
dioxid to the other trough and clamp it in

position. This is done by sliding the mouth
of the graduate into an evaporating dish
half filled with water. No air must be ad-
mitted. The reason for the transfer is that

when NO is generated about 10 per cent
will dissolve in the water in the trough, and
it absorbs much oxygen as the latter is

poured upward.
Next unclamp the oxygen graduate and

carefully pour the contents in successive
portions up into the graduate containing
NO. An inverted funnel may be used if

necessary.

If the experiment is made with sufficient

accuracy, the graduate should be completely
filled with water at the end. If it was not
in your case, can you see any reason?
Record your results as follows :

—

Volume of NO collected (v) cc
Volume of O introduced (

v/0 cc
Ratio of volume of NO to (v :% v)
Symbol of Nitrogen tetroxid

{To be continued.)

STRONGFORT
The Perfect Man

By all means.
Why handicap your
effort? You are not half
what you want to be

—

not half what you really
ought to be. No matter
who you are, what you
are— what your condi-
tion is, or how capable
you are, you can be su-
perior to what you are.

I can make you
wonder at the
change in yourself. It Is

not what you were at
one time, it is what you
are today that counts

—

what you will be is up
to you. No matter what
your position or condi-
tion may be, you can,
through Strongfortism,
practically rebuild your-
self from toe to top

—

make your brain more
active, "your will power
stronger, your memory
better; you can increase
your capacity and dou-
ble your vitality.

No need for you
to be listless, dull
and logy ; no reason for
you to feel languid, in-
dolent and always out of
sorts. Sometimes errors
are committed in youth

that reflect upon success. There are pupils of
Strongfortism everywhere building themselves
up in every way, and some who were physical
wrecks, are now men in every sense of the
word. You can be free from your ailments,
from disorders that make you unfit. Under
Strongfortism, you will grow in physical, men-
tal and moral force ; you stimulate ambitious
desires that urge to success ; no matter what
ailment you now have, your system will be re-

vitalized and your disorder cease. If you have
indulged in excesses or pernicious habits, that
have left you weakened and debilitated,

STRONGFORTISM
Will Vitalize You

Disease in any part of your body is

due to lack of vital resistance. Strongfortism
will give you vital resistance, dissipate any dis-
order or ailment you have and restore your
falling powers. You are not normal now; Strongfort-
ism will make you normal, splendidly so No false
stimulation from drugs, tonics, medicines of any sort—your whole body will be rebuilt, your blood made
rich, your nerves nourished, your physical and men-
tal ability improved and your efficiency Increased
doubly and trebly. You will be strong, virile and
actively aggressive, and a more dominant factor In
your circle. You will overcome your passive submis-
sion and be alive to the possibilities that surround vou.
Send 6 cents in stamps to cover mailing ex-

penses and receive my book "PROMOTION
AND CONSERVATION OF HEALTH,
STRENGTH AND MENTAL ENERGY." Check
off your principal ailment or disorder on the
coupon. Send it in and receive the book free
with valuable information.

LIONEL STRONGFORT
Physical and Health Specialist

490 Park Building, Newark, N. J.

Personal Consultation by Appointment mil

-"--CUT OUT AND MAIL THIS COUPON.. -
Mr. Lionel Strongfort, Newark N. J.

Sir: You may forward your book, "Promotion and
Conservation of Health, Strength and Mental Energy."
/ enclose 6 cents in stamps tor mailing expenses. 1
marked X before the subject on which I would like a
practical talk.
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. .Catarrh

. . Asthma
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. . Headache

. . Thinness

. . Rupture
. Muscular
Development
. .Neuritis
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. Deformity

. Insomnia

. Impotency

.ShortWInd

.Flat Feet

.Constipation

.Biliousness

.Torpid Liver

.Indigestion

. Nervousness
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. . Poor Memory
. . Rheumatism
. .Vital Losses
. . Heartweakness
. .Poor Circulation
. .Skin Disorders
. . Despondency
. . Round Shoulders
. . Lung Troubles
. .Increased Height
. .Youthful-Errors
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Automatic Repeating Rifle

in t]|

Only

25c
Postpd

Fires

20 Shots

One Loading

This is a regular si

automatic revol ve
Shoots B. B. shots ob
tainable anywhere,
same as other rifles and
guns. Repeats 20 times

with one loading. Hand-
somely finished in gun
metal. No caps or load necessary, as it works
with a spring and shoots with rapidity and ac-
curacy. Simply load with 20 B. B. shot, then
press the trigger. Nothing to explode — abso-
lutely harmless and safe. Remember, it is not
a mere toy, but the same size and shape as a
REGULAR AUTOMATIC. Sent complete with a round of
shot for ONLY 25c postpaid

JOHNSON SMITH 8 CO.. Oeol 927. 54 W. Lafce St, ChlciBC
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essential ft-utun n of Efficiency and Praclli
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,„>

just as effective

NEW BOOK ON

ROPE SPLICING
Useful Knots, Hitches. Splices, etc.

How Different Knots Are Made and WhatThey Are Used For

INDISPENSABLE TO EVERY MECHANIC AND RIGGER

PRICE A most practical handbook giv-

ing complete and simple direc-

tion for making all the most
useful knots, hitches, rig-
ging, splicps, etc. Over'
100 illustrations. All
about wire rope
attach ments, lash-

ing, blocks, tackles,
etc. a" Heraldic Knots

lustrated. Of great value to
mechanics, riggers, campers,
tmen. Price 20 cents postpaid.

JOHNSON SMITH & CO., Oept. 927, 54 W. Lake Si., Chicago
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LUMINOUS PAINT
Make Your Watches, Clocks, Etc.,
Visible by Night I^^l "S^.%^
tically unobtainable except at an e\nrl'it:irit price, we have at last

succeeded in producing this remarkable LUMINOUS FAINT, which, applied to
the surface of any article, am Its rays ot white light, rendering it perfectly visible
In the dark. THE DARKER THE NIGHT, THE MORE BRILLIANT IT SHINES. Quite
simple to use. Anyone — you can do it A little applied to the dial of your
watch or clock will enable you to tell the time by nicht. You can coat the pueb
buttons or switch plates of your electric lights, match boxes, and innumerable
other articles : make your own I.iiminnnq Oiinfixr-a. Luminous Rosaries, etc.
Bottle containing sufficient to
sizes 50c and $1 postpaid. John

GROUND ALMONDS \
Amazingly Prolific—Easily Grown From Seed

Tin- On-iiii-l Almond Iiiih ,1 fli.vur that is MOST
fc.X< l- LL1.NT. n.^ernhlin« the rod nmnt . The
meat is sqow white, covcrt-d with at-hell or skin
of thrown color. It growy clcujt- to the pnrfme
nnd anything from <2W tn 300 Almonds may be

single Thei

Shoo Fly Plant Weather Plant
:'S WEATHER PROPHET

arkableVl
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MUSICAL KAZOO

slf. Prodi
not blow Into it, bu^ sing, speak langh n r
make any desired imitation. Used with
astonishing results at society meetings,
home, club or church entertainments,
dances, serenades, picnics, outings, ex-
cursions. Just the thing for choruses and
hows, bicycle and marching clubs,' etc.
Excellent for vocal or instrumental ac-
companiments, either with or without
other musical instruments, price 15cp. pd.

10HNS0N SMITH & CO. D-pl

MAGIC FLUTE

:hurch hymn—in fact, _.

Tiusic can be played upon trie tiumana-
Lone without practice, as it is almost a
self-playing instrument. When played
with a piano accompaniment, or any
>ther musical instrument, the effect is
L-harming. Full printed instructions for
v strJ. with tach instrument.

927. 54 W. Lake Si., CHICAGO

MAGNETIC
RECTIFIER

Patented
April 18 1916

F-F BATTERY BOOSTER
Full Wave A. C. Rectifier

BE YOUR OWN SERVICE STATION
For Public or Private Use

Tht Booster can be carried to the battery wherever It la

located and is ready to wort when the attachment plus Is

conn«oted to a lighting or power circuit. It offere tho most
efficient and satisfactory means for charging all type* »f ftor-

Age batteries where only alternating current is available.

We furnish complete portable Charging Eheostat with am-
meter and current regulator for service on D. C. circuits.

$24 Complete, and up
F. O. B. Cleveland

THE FRANCE MANUFACTURING CO. Cleveland, Ohio

Ask your dealer #r write ftr Bulletin No. 12

May, 191&

RADIUM IN JAPAN.
A careful investigation of Japan's min-

eral and hot springs proves her to be the
richest country in the world in radium-
bearing waters.

The U. S. Government, ever on the alert
for any aid to efficiency, is giving the elec-
tric potato peeler a thoro test. This
should make things a little easier for our
"Sammies" and give them more time for
"Bagging Bodies."

FIXATION OF NITROGEN BY
ELECTRICITY.

(Continued from page 23)

there is no longer danger of its dissocia-
tion, it has then reached so to say a safe
harbor. In order to do this rapid cooling
it is necessary that the air be past very
rapidly thru and out of the high temperature
of the electric arc, or better still that the
electric arc be past very rapidly thru the air.

This latter principle is carried out in the
famous Birkeland-Eyde process which is

used at present on a large scale in Norway,
Germany and other European countries.
The Birkeland-Eyde system is illustrated

in figure 1.

Two large electro-magnets A and B are
placed on both sides of a powerful electric

arc C. When these electro-magnets are
energized we have practically the same dis-

position as in the well-known magnetic
blow-outs, that is to say, that the arc C
will be moved or blown away by the mag-
netic field which crosses it at right angles.
As this arc is being blown out entirely, there
should be provided some means by which
it can be re-establisht every time that it is

blown out. In the Birkeland-Eyde process
this is done by using an electric pressure
of 5,500 volts across the electrodes. This
high pressure jumps a spark across the dis-

tance D every time that the current ceases.
This spark immediately starts a new arc,

and in this way a rapid succession or train
of electric arcs is obtained. In reality the
electrodes between which the arcs take
place are hollow and water cooled and they
are shaped as represented in figure 2.

As alternating currents are used in this

system, the arcs are blown alternately in

the direction E, and then again in the di-

rection F. The result is a series of huge
electric flames of semi-circular shape as
represented by the dotted lines, growing
rapidly from the center and moving at a
tremendous speed away from the center.
The air thru which these arcs are being
drawn becomes very rich in nitric oxid,
and it is continuously drawn away. After
it is cooled off it is mixed with more air

so that the nitric oxid gas which it contains
oxidizes still higher and then it is past
thru water with which it combines to nit-

ric acid. It is claimed that about two per
cent of the air which has been treated in

this way is gained in the shape of nitric

oxid gas. As this efficiency considered in

itself is rather low, the electric power used
in this process must be cheap in order to

make it pay. It is for this reason that the
plants for this electric fixation of nitrogen
out of the air are almost invariably lo-

cated in the mountains where cheap water
power can be directly converted into the
required electric power. The plants using
this system claim to produce 600 kilograms
of nitric acid per kilowatt per year. A
remarkable feature of this electric system
is that it requires nothing in the way of
materials but water and air.

The Shonherr process of fixation of
nitrogen by means of electricity is illus-

trated in figure 3.

A long electric arc of twenty feet is

maintained between an electrode A and the
inside wall of a long iron tube B. By
means of a water-jacket C, the upper part
of the iron tube is kept cool, so that the
electric arc, which has a natural tendency to
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•climb up against the inside wall of the

tube, can not extend farther than the line

M—N. Air is forced thru this iron tube

from the bottom upwards. This air passes

then thru the electric arc and thus nitric

oxid is formed. When this air reaches the

Jine M—N where the cooled part of the

iron tube begins, it is suddenly cooled off

and consequently secured against dissocia-

tion. The obtained nitric acid gas is then

first oxidized to a higher degree by inter-

mingling with more air and finally treated

with water so that nitric acid is obtained.

In this Shonherr process an electric pres-

sure of 5,000 volts maintains the long elec-

tric arc. Alternating currents are used
here also.

By means of side openings, the air which
is blown thru the tube is given a gyratory

motion, which results in the electric arc

'being maintained exactly along the center-

line of the tube.

The Pauling process is illustrated in fig-

ure 4.

Here an alternating current of 4,000 volts

pressure maintains an electric arc between
two curved horns surrounded by fire-brick

as represented in figure 4. This arc, when
establisht, is driven upwards by a blast of

air and is disrupted by the diverging horns.

Then a new arc sparks over at A, and so

on. The effect is to create an arc flame

about thirty inches high and to have this

flame in intimate contact with the rapidly

moving air used to blast the arc flame. Here
also the obtained nitric oxid gas is first

oxidized to a higher oxid and then past

thru water so that nitric acid is formed.
The Pauling and the Shonherr processes

compete favorably with the more famous
Birkeland-Eyde process. All three proc-

«sses are used on a large scale in many
European countries, but have hardly found
their way as yet in America.

THE PHENOMENA OF ELECTRI-
CAL CONDUCTION IN GASES.

(Continued from page 25)

As ions can neither be seen or separated

dn order to measure their individual veloc-

ities, there is no way in which we can time
them directly as we can, let us say a race

'horse or a cannon ball. The method of

Weichert, however, is both a direct and a

very ingenious one. He constructed a tube
in which the cathode rays were made to

vibrate back and forth across a screen
which had a small aperture in it, and be-

hind which another screen was located. The
swinging of the rays was controlled by an
•oscillating field of high frequency, the
period of which could be calculated. The
arrangement was so timed that the rays
past the first screen at the end of their

swing to one side, and reached the other
screen in the middle of their swing back
again, so that the time taken for the rays
to pass from one screen to the other was
just equal to a quarter period of the oscil-

lating field. The number of oscillations of
the field was determined by small conden-
sers whose capacity were known ; hence it

only remained to calculate the time for a
quarter vibration, and reduce the distance
for that time to centimeters per second.
This method, however, was quite difficult

and inaccurate, and the honor of making
the classic determination of the velocity

•of such ions must be awarded to J. J.

Thomson. Altho an indirect method, it is

very simple and for this reason also quite
accurate. His method was to pass the cur-
rent thru the tube shown in Fig. 4, allowing
the ions from the cathode C to pass thru a
small perforation in the anode A, to a
luminous screen at the opposite end of the
tube. At the point EE and MM, however,
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two electrodes EE, and the poles of an
electromagnet MM, were situated at right

angles to each other so that the rays could
be deflected in opposite directions by either

a magnetic or electric field. The procedure
was then to first deflect the rays by an elec-

tric field of known strength to any point B-

on the luminous screen ; then to increase
the magnetic field in the opposite direction
until the rays were just brought back to-

their original position again.

By knowing the strengths of both the
magnetic and electric fields it is easy to
calculate the velocity of the rays, for it is

a well-known fact that the force of an
electric field on an ion does not depend on
the velocity of the ion, while the force of
a magnetic field on an ion does depend on
the velocity of the ion, or in other words
upon the number of lines of force it cuts
per second. These facts may be exprest by
simple formulas well known to students of
physics, as follows :

•

Magnetic force
Electric force =

= H e v and
V e where

H and V are the strengths of the electric

and magnetic fields respectively, "e" is the
charge on the ion and "v" is the velocity of
the ion. In the experiment the rays were
brought back to zero so that it is evident
both fields are equal, therefore

:

H
V

V e,

or v = — whereby the velocity is deter-
H

mined from V and H which are known, or
can be measured.

From such determinations it has been
found that the positive ions in a tube like

the one shown may travel as slow as 600
miles per second, and from their speed they
are identified as helium atoms. Others
traveling at approximately 2,000 miles per
second appear to be hydrogen atoms, which
are the smallest positive ions so far known.
The negative ions travel in such a tube at
about 100,000 miles per second or even as
high as the velocity of light, and are without
doubt free electrons. Under other condi-
tions much slower moving ions are found
than any mentioned and they probably
correspond to the groups or clusters noted
earlier. Much work is now being done to

determine the nature of >ions under differ-

ent conditions, and this bears directly on
the problem of the nature of Electricity
itself.

EXTERNAL GRID VACUUM VALVE:
DETECTOR CONSTRUCTION.

{Continued from page 28)

A glimpse of a semi-finished detector is

presented in Fig. 3, in which the outside
grid has been lowered to give a clear view
of the interior of the bulb. In this picture
the base wires are shown separated, but
not connected to the necessary leads which
are shown elsewhere.

Some idea of the finished appearance of
our detector can be gained from a survey
of Fig. 4. The grid on these valves is

made of perforated aluminum or nickeled
brass. The holes can be punched by hand
or the material bought in the finished state.

It may be that some who glance at this

article will form the opinion that the de-
tectors illustrated will not give good results

on account of the small area and positions
of the internal parts. This, however, has
not proved the case, as the author's experi-
ments with the bulb actually pictured here
have proved them quite sensitive under the
right conditions.

The matter of current regulation with
this valve is a rather important one. In
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order to operate the valve efficiently the

filament must burn brightly and should be

fed at about 20% above the specified volt-

age, the exact amount varying with chang-

ing conditions. An accurate low voltage

rheostat is essential for the proper handling

of any hot filament rectifier, and espe-

cially so in the case of our instrument.

The regulation of the high voltage bat-

tery, however, presents the greatest varia-

tion from common practise, and therefore

affords much opportunity for research

work.
A 'phone circuit battery of about 60 volts

is generally considered quite sufficient for

the majority of present-day valve detec-

tors, but in the case of the bulbs under
consideration it is best to command a high

potential of up to 70 volts, altho very good
results can be obtained with as little as

50 volts. The current from the cells which
form this battery must be controlled by a

potentiometer of very high resistance or,

better still, several pairs of high resistance

'phones can be substituted therefor. The
author has found during his tests that a

potential of about 75 volts, subjected to the

retarding effect encountered by using the

skin of the hand or fingers as a rheostat,

gave unusually good results.

The idea of using part of one's body as a

current regulator is, of course, impractical,

but the resultant effect is so striking that

it leads the author to believe that a new
instrument may be developed to take the

place of the present potentiometer, which
is known to be a very wasteful instrument.

An adjustable bank of receivers of differ-

ent resistance but similar pitch, connected
with a common sound chamber or horn,

should entirely eliminate the need of a

potentiometer. There is also a chance of

employing a variable condenser in this

connection to approximate the capacity ef-

fect obtained in using the body as a re-

sistance.

During the war it will naturally be im-
possible to test out any form of wireless

instruments, except in the laboratory, where
some type of non-radiating circuits must
be utilized, and even there a buzzer prac-
tise set would constitute the limit of send-
ing power available now. No aerial or
ground connections are permitted under the

recent Radio Act.
For the real electrical experimenter and

research worker there still remains a wide
field in which to work with any type of
valve-amplifier that is not too highly valued
to experiment with. Two of the many
possible uses to which electronic relays can
be put outside the radio field are considered
separately in the following paragraphs.
Hot filament valves are slowly coming

into use as rectifiers of electric current in

commercial stations, but are still consid-
ered in the chrysalis, or unfinished state.

The great draw-back in using bulbs for this

purpose lies in the excessive waste of fila-

ment which takes place, making the rectifier

very short lived. It would be folly to use
an expensive instrument for experiments
along this line, but one of our lamps, which
cost only about 60c to replace, may be
used without one's being considered extrav-
agant. By using the filaments interchange-
ably at intervals of a few hours each it

may be possible, under the right conditions,
to greatly increase the active life of these
bulbs when used as model rectifiers.

The most wonderful property of the
vacuum valve, and the one which holds
the most in store for the inventor, is

doubtless its ability to act as an amplifier.

For increasing, indirectly, electrical energy
and mechanical motion the electronic valve
presents a very desirable medium. Many
systems of automatic sound control are
being developed with the aid of the ampli-
fier valve. There is no limit to the possi-

bilities of experimentation in this direction.

Loud-speakng megaphones, phonographs,

telephones, horns, ad infinitum, all await

development. Submarine destroying de-

vices, aerial torpedoes, locating apparatus

of all kinds, can be invented which will

prove to be the undoing of things out of

sight, but not out of the hearing of the

delicate ear of the microphone, augmented
and sensitized by the addition of an ampli-

fier bulb.

It is the author's hope that the foregoing

ideas may prove of real interest to a very

large class of readers.

Important Notice to Subscribers

Due to the congestion existing at the

present time in all railroad movements,
also on account of the fact that many train

clerks have gone to war, there is a con-
gestion of mails all over the United States.

It may happen that your magazine will be
slow in reaching you, and this delay may
be from a few days up to several weeks.

Kindly bear this in mind before sending

in a complaint, as the magazine will surely

reach you in due time. Only after not

having received a certain copy for a
period of three weeks should a complaint
be sent in.

You will confer a favor upon the pub-
lishers not to write until this time has
elapsed, thereby saving them a vast

amount of clerical labor.

THEORY OF TUNING, WAVE
LENGTHS AND HARMONICS.

{Continued from page 33)
terminals of the parts of a circuit can be

more than that which is applied to the

whole circuit.

The relation of the different pressures

may perhaps best be represented by such a

diagram as shown in figure 3, in which
the two pressures of 2,915 volts are shown
at such an angle with each other as to

form a resultant pressure equal to 110 volts.

The two large pressures are very greatly

out of phase with each other, so that their

geometric resultant on this composite
mutual effect is really only 110 volts.

The next step in the development of our
discussion should be to consider what will

happen in the circuit, and the numerical
effect on the equations given, if the fre-
quency of the applied pressure is doubled

;

that is, f is to become 120 cycles. In this

case 2iTf — 754, very nearly. Supposing the
condenser is the same as used when the

frequency was 60 cycles ; the value of
1

2ttfC = 754 X = -00754 and L =
100,000

1 —— = 0.17 henry.
.00754 X 754

It is thus evident that with a given con-
denser having an unchanging capacity, if

the frequency is doubled, the value of the
inductance must be decreased four times
in order to produce a condition of complete
resonance in the series circuit.

The current in the circuit under the new
condition of doubled frequency will be the

same as with the original frequency of 60
cycles, provided the ohmic resistance has
not been changed, and likewise the pres-
sures between the terminals of the con-
denser and of the coil will be 2,915 volts

as before. In order to decrease the in-

ductance four times, the number of turns
in the coil, or included in the circuit by
the contact P will need to be only one-half
as many as were originally included. If

the number of turns were decreased three-
fold the inductance would be reduced nine-
fold.

(Continued on page 62)
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AMERICA NEEDS

Submarines, torpedoes, flying machines, machine guns, immense
howitzers, the British "tanks, ' and an untold number of other
products of American brains, are dominant factors in the Great
War. We are just starting, our—YOUR—ingenuity mu»t lead to Victory.
Uncle Sam—the whole civilized World—is seeking ideas that will aid in the
fight. Can't you help with even ONE of thousands of simple things that will

win recognition—perhaps fortune for you?

The need is for inventions of peace, too. Never before was there such a
demand for new ideas of all kinds—never before have so many manufacturers,
and other patent buyers, written me for good things protected by OWEN
PATENTS. There is, to-day, a market for thousands of ideas—including
YOURS. Write for my free booklet and see—read for yourself the hundreds
of requests recently received.

You incur no obligation by writing me. My advice costs nothing and I
make no charge for an opinion as to patentability of your idea. If my
opinion is favorable I will back it up by a Guarantee Contract which protects
you fully. If y°u want to seH your invention, I will help you, and will
advertise it, free of charge, in ' INVENTION AND MANUFACTURING.

"

^^^le jeq^e^t _wHl bring to you at once, my four free books:—"SUC
£ C PATENTS," a 72 page guide telling how to proceed, gives refer-

ences, etc.; "STEPPING STONES?' tells the truth about prizes for inven-
tions, gives hundreds of hints of inventions wanted, etc.; "PATENT
BUYERS" publishes over 400 requests of manufacturers and others who
want OWEN PATENTS, together with ideas they want; "PATENT PRO-
MOTION," tells you how to sell, why some inventors fail, discusses the
value of your idea, etc.

Write for these books to-day. I will send you a signed agreement that
will protect you before you disclose your invention.

RICHARD •B • OTO-Paleni L
164 Ouien Bldo-Vashmcfon-D-C 22764 WooluiorthBldQ^eniYork- ^^yj

R IDEAS
—is there an invention tucked away in your brain?

IF so, now is the time to produce it. Manu-
facturers everywhere are demanding new

articles to keep up big production. Their

wants must be supplied.

This is your opportunity!
Many manufacturers have
written us saying just what

^ they are looking for; we
will send you this

List of Inventions Wanted,
Free for the Asking

: Hundreds of other manu-
facturers have written us

for anything new and useful—kitchen uten-
sils, household articles, automobile special-
ties, labor-saving devices for the office, plant
or farm—anything from big machinery to small
novelties—anything to save time, make work
easier, or do its work better. Thousands of

new plants have been built and others have

been enlarged. Many are making articles
for which there is only temporary sale. All
want something which they can build to sell

as a steady, permanent business. Wise
manufacturers are laying their plans NOW.
This is why they are scouring the country
for NEW INVENTIONS. IF YOU HAVE
AN INVENTION send us a sketch or model
and description and we will give you a
FREE OPINION CONCERNING ITS
PATENTABILITY. We help our clients
sell their patents. Patents applied for
through us are advertised for sale free of
charge in the Manufacturers' Record. If

you have no idea at present, write us for
our list of articles called for by manufac-
turers.
We will also send you our book "WHAT
TO INVENT," giving information which
everyone should have.

Both the list of inventions wanted and the book are free

CHANDLEE & CHANDLEE, 415 7th St., Washington, D. C.
Patent Attorneys

A Handy Helper for the Shop and Workbench
This "Red Devil" mechanic's plier is recommended for all kinds of

practical and experi-

mental work.

50 Forged from tool steel,

spring tempered. Tested
cutting edges, "scien-

tific" handles.

From dealers, or if not, from us. Send $1.30 for a sample 7-in. tool, style No. 50. Write for Tool
Literature.

SMITH & HEMENWAY CO., Inc., 107 Coit St., Irvington, N. J.

PKTIEtif
Edited by

In this Department we publish such matter as
those who are in doubt as to certain Patent
Advice" cannot be answered by mail free of

benefit of all readers. If the idea is thought to

divulge details, in order to protect the inventor
Should advice be desired by mail a nominal

Sketches and descriptions must be clear and ex
ten on.

RADIO TELEPHONY.
(217) B. Taylor, Jr., has an idea to

transmit the voice by radio-telephony thru

the means of a phonograph. He intends to

use a spark system, the spark gap being
connected to the needle of the phonograph
record in a certain manner. Several other
details are also disclosed. Will this device

work, and is it practical?

A. A device of this sort will not work,
as it has been found that for wireless tele-

phony it is absolutely necessary that you
have what is called undamped wave con-
trol. Any ordinary spark systems for wire-

less telephony do not work. We advise our
correspondent to look up one of the stand-

ard works on wireless telephony for full

information on this phase of the art.

TOY RAILWAY BLOCK SYSTEM.
(218) Albert Porch, Chicago, 111., has

sent in drawings and description of an elec-

tric block system for a miniature railroad.

When connected with either an electrical or
mechanical railroad, the block system will

operate, no matter how many trains are

running on the same track, and no matter
whether the tracks are double or third-rail.

A. This is a promising idea, and looks

quite clever, and we have no doubt that it

will work as outlined by our correspondent.
On an idea of this kind we would advise to

have a patent search made, which does not

cost much. The search can be made by any
of the patent attorneys advertising in the

columns of the Electrical Experimenter.

ELECTRIC TRANSPARENCY.
(219) Edward Caffery, Jr., of Houston,

Texas, submits an idea by means of which
an electric sign can be placed in a hat, the

sign to flash certain words or lettering, the

idea being to use such a sign for advertis-

ing at night. Is this a new idea, and can is

be patented.
A. This idea is at least fifteen years old.

Some ten years back, the Editor of this

column manufactured transparent electric

bosom shirts of white celluloid for a local

advertising company, as well as transparent

signs placed in silk hats. A popular whis-
key company was spending at that time a

considerable amount of money, and they

wanted walking signs of that sort, and the

company was gladly accommodated. The
men who walked around with these signs

carried small electric storage batteries in

their hip pocket, from which the current

for the lamps was supplied.

OIL ATTACHMENT.
(220) Fred Van Dyke, Detroit, Mich.,

wishes to know if a device whereby a cer-

tain oiling device is attached to stock and
dies is new, and whether it can be patented.

The idea is that every stock and die needs
a good deal of oil, which at the present
time is supplied by hand, by means of an
oil can. Our correspondent does away with
this feature, using an automatic oiling ar-

rangement incorporated in the tool itself.

Our advice is asked.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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H. GERNSBACK.

is of interest to inventors and particularly to

Phases. Regular inquiries addrest to "Patent
charge. Such inquiries are publisht here for the
be of importance, we make it a rule not to

as far as it is possible to do so.

charge of $1.00 is made for each question,

plicit. Only one side of sheet should be writ-

A. This is a very clever idea, and quite

novel as far as we can see. We have never
seen the like of it, and would advise our
correspondent to get in touch with a patent
attorney.

ENVELOPE.
(221) Leo M. La Fave, Black River,

N. Y., has submitted to us a simple combi-
nation envelope and letter, the idea being
to fold the letter in such a way as to make
an envelope out of it. This letter has, of
course, a special flap, so that the combina-
tion can be sealed. Our correspondent
wishes to know if this device is new and
patentable.

A. This is not a new device by any
means. Quite a good many envelopes of
this kind are on the market now, and we
know of a number of concerns who are
using such envelopes at the present time.

GUN KICK-ABSORBER.
222) Erwin L. Gehrke, Cleveland, O.,

submits a device to be attached to a gun
whereby the back-kick of the gun is ab-
sorbed. It is a well-known fact that a
soldier firing a gun for a long stretch of
time is apt to develop soreness in the shoul-
der by virtue of the powerful kicking back
of the gun. By means of certain spring
arrangements, our correspondent intends to

do away with this feature.
A. This is by no means a new idea, kick

absorbers of this kind exist at the present
time, and have existed as far back as one
hundred years. Somehow or other the idea
does not seem to be very popular with the
various governments, particularly nowa-
days, as a good deal of progress has been
made in gun building, and the modern
rifle does not give the heavy kick that such
guns used to give, as, for instance, the
old style musket.
Our correspondent, furthermore, writes

as follows : "An idea has come to me con-
cerning a method to heat the water in a
boiler. This would be chiefly used in the
recently invented 'Doble Car.' " He goes
on and describes a system whereby a gen-
erator of the correct power is geared to
the steam engine, storage battery to be
charged by the generator while the car is

running, and to be automatically discon-
nected when charged. The purpose of the
storage battery would be to take the place
of the generator while the car is at a stand-
still, in order to keep the correct amount
of steam up continually. The heating of
the boiler in this case will, of course, be
electrical, and our correspondent describes
his method minutely.

A. This is a very good idea, but we are
not quite certain that it is of any practical
value without having it tried out. In a
way, the idea is quite new, and there should
not be much trouble in patenting it, but
we would advise caution, and at least pre-
liminary try-out.

Your Ideas May Bring Wealth If Patented.
Always a Demand for Valuable Inventions.
Now is the time to patent a meritorious invention. We are
constantly receiving letters from manufacturers and investors
who are interested in new devices and specialties that are pro-

Mr. e. Hume Taibert tected by patents secured through us, and can be turned into
money through proper handling. The shortage of labor has increased a demand
for inventions in all lines of manufacture1 and agriculture, and

Uncle Sam Wants New Inventions to Help Win the War
You should write us today for a free copy of our 104-page book "How to Obtain
a Patent and What to Invent," and should at the same time send us a sketch, model
of photograph with written description of your invention for our

FREE OPINION AND ADVICE
If we report favorably op your invention, we will send you our Certificate and Evidence
of Conception of your invention which may prove of value and assistance to you. Our
Credit System will enable you to file your application and proceed without delay.
Patents secured by us are advertised, at our expense, in Popular Mechanics Magazine.
To protect yourself you should write for our free book and submit your invention

to us today.

TALBERT & TALBERT, Patent Lawyers
to Taibert & Parker)

Washington, D.C.

(Successors to Taibert & Parker)

4287 Taibert
Building

.tT°

Patents
procured by a former Examining
Official of the U. S. Patent Office,
Norman T. Whitaker, Attorney-at-Law
«nd Mechanical Engineer, 480 Whitaker
Bldg., Washington, D. C. Inquiries invited.

Patents,Make Your Ideas Pay
Hundreds of inventions are
sold yearly. We help market yours
without cost. Send sketch for free opinion.
Book and suggestions sent on request.
Prompt service. Best results.

A. M. BUCK & COMPANY
205 2nd National Bank Bldg., WASHINGTON, D. C.

TENT5 WANTED
TRADE-MARKSanc! COPYRIGHT^

hardest Biieni Firm
* ihe Worldin J

special:
OFFEFS

before sending your invention to any attorney or

manufacturer or disclosing your invention, write

for our free blank form PROOF OF CONCEPTION
in order to project your invention ami secure your

rights. This should be signed and witnessed and re-

turned to us. together with a model or sketch and de-

scription of your invention, and \>c vv.ll give a KKEE
OPINION as to Ihe patentability ot the invention. If we

report the invention patentable we will furnish a Certificate

of Patentability.

This Certificate of Patentability, toqpther with our blank form
Proof of Concenti' n will prot ct the inventor arcl serve as proof

of the Invention until the case can be filed In the U. S. Paient V; ctor J
ifflce.

Evans.
\

v.
OBTAINING ASSISTANCE FOR INVENTORS-Our certificate is of great as-

sistance to inventors who require financial aid to obtain patents

OUR FIVE BOOKS MAILED FREE V
(See Coupon Below) _ »

*

to any address. Send for these books—the finest publications ever issued for free distribution.

HOW TO OBTAIN A PATENT WHAT TO INVENT
Our illustrated eighty-page Guide Book

"

of reference for

ical movements,

Book Contains a valuable list of inventions wanted and
inventors and contains 100 niechan- suggestions concerning profitable fields of inventions;

illustrated and described. Tells how also information regarding prizes ottered for Inven-

to invent for profit. tions amounting to ONE [MILLION DOLLARS
LIST OF PATENT BUYERS

Contains requests from manufacturers, mail order houses ana promoters for

patents secured bv us and suggestions as to New Ideas they wish to purchase.

We place our clients In touch with capital free of charge. We have recently

received over 300 requests from manufacturers.

MILLIONS IN TRADE-MARKS
Shows the value of Trade-Marks and information regard-

ing unfair competition
We advertise Our Clients' Inventions Free in a list of Sunday news-

papers, in manufacturers' journals and in World's Progress. Sample
Copv Free. Wo save you time and money in securing patents. After

the patent is granted we assist you to sell your patent.

WANTED NEW IDEAS
FREE COUPON!

i VICTOR J. EVANS
I PATENT ATTORNEYS
| New York Offices: Plttsburq Office*:

| 1001 to 1007 Woolworth Bldg. 514 Empire Bldg.

B
Main Offices: 779 Ninth Street, N.W., Washington, D. C.

Name
,

Asfd-raB
_

& c o,
Philadelphia OfllcM!
1429 Chestnut St.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisi
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$50,000,000
ForOne LittleIdea
The little tin cap with the wrinMed edge
that you jerk off of beer bottles and other bot-
tles, that simple little thing has made some-
thing like fifty millions of dollars as a pat-

ent! And the little hook-and-eye that but-

tons up the ladies' dresses, that tiny inven-
tion has also earned several millions on
royalties. Thus one could go on mentioning
any number of articles that we all handle
in our daily life that have made fortunes
for the men and women who saw the worth
of their ideas and took patents out on them.
There's no quicker, surer, or more legiti-

mate way of attaining wealth than through
an invention. Yet how few of us take ad-
vantage of the oppor-
tunities that we all

have for producing
some profitable in-

vention?

What Shall I Invent?
There are two ways of pro-
ducing an invention. One
way by making some Im-
provement on some article

or process already In use,
the other by conceiving a
new, useful device or proc-
ess or article of manufac-
ture. As to what particular
thing to Invent, that Is en-
tirely up to you. But do not
deem it necessary to think
of something stupendous or
to go into fields beyond
your everyday life. Right
in your own work, your
own home, office or shop
there are countless oppor-
tunities for invention If

you will but reach out for
them. Of course, It is well
to have some knowledge of
inventions and patents to
guide you. and for this rea-
son it would be well to have
at band such a book as
"Patent Knowledge for In-
ventors," which can be
obtained free by writing
George P. Kimrael, the
well-known Patent Attorney of Washington, D. C,
(88-E Oriental Building, Washington, D. C.)

W Send for Free Booklet
It will be well worth your while to send for Mr. Kim-
mel's free booklet. It will teach you much about
patent practice and procedure and will show you how
important it Is to select the right patent attorney to
get your patent and to aid you in selling or promot-
ing it. Experienced inventors as well as the Inex-
perienced should read Mr. Klmmel's "Patent Knowl-
edge for Inventors." It is different from the usual
stuff sent out by patent concerns. The booklet will
be sent free and postpaid on request. Address post-
card or letter to

GEORGE P. KIMMEL

" Tremendous Trifles
"

Glass Lemon
Squeezer made
$50,000 for the
Inventor.

Roller Skate has
paid $1,000,000 In

royalties.

The Suspender Gar-
ter patent was
sold for $50,000.

Wooden Shoe Pegs
earned $500,000 in

royalties.
Automatic Ink Well

has netted $200,-
000.

Mrs. Potts' Sad Iron
netted over $500,-
000 in royalties.

Ball and Socket
Glove Fastener
has passed the
million mark.

Return Ball (toy), a
rubber ball on a
rubber string,
yielded $500,000
per year in royal-
ties for a number
of years.

These are only a few
of the long list of
profitable small In-

ventions. What is

your idea worth?

PATENTS
Said me jour Ideas. Manufacturers want patents I
procure. Prompt, confidential, personal aervlce by
successful patent attorney with highest references.
Honest advice and "The Truth About Patents" Free.

f R Ifn I V 7400 Woodward Bld(.U. IXe IVCa^ I , Waihinafn, D. C

PATENTS
THAT PROTECT AND PAY

Books and Advice Free
If you want to sell your patent, take it out through my
office. HIGHEST REFERENCES. BEST RESULTS.
WATSON E. COLEMAN, Patent Lawyei
624 F. Street, N. W. Washington, D. C.

EVERY INVENTOR
should have this book. "PATENTS AND
PATENT POSSIBIXITTES." It is chock
full of ideas and practical advice, telling
what to Invent and where to sell. Write
for your copy today. IT IS FREE.

I have requests for patents upon sound
Inventions of all kinds. Can you help sup-
ply the demand f
My service Is Individual, prompt and efficient

(14 rears experience). Every expedient Is em-
ployed to secure patents at least possible cost.

H.S. HILL, 804 McLachlen Bldg, Washington, D.C.

ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER

AUTOMATIC SPARK ADVANCE
FOR MAGNETOS.

(223) John M. O'Brien, West Winfield,
N. Y., submits an idea of an automatic
spark advance for magnetos, and wishes to

have our advice.

A. This idea looks quite good to us, and
seems to have several features that no
doubt would be of interest to some of the
automobile builders. We think a patent
may be obtained on this idea, but would
advise a search made by a reputable patent
attorney before finally applying for patent.

This correspondent also submits a tank
gage remote from the dash of the car.

It is an electrical contrivance, and the
amount of gasoline in the tank is indicated
on an electrical meter.
A. This is a very good scheme, and quite

novel we are sure. We think a patent can
be obtained upon it. It is one of these
little ideas that appeal greatly to the aver-
age motorist.

Another idea in the form of a ball bear-
ing is also suggested by our correspondent.
He desires to know if it is of any value.

A. There is nothing new contained in

this idea as far as we can see. It simply
seems to be a variation of some of the ball

bearings now on the market.

LIGHTING OUTFIT.
(224) Willard St. John, Hawley, Minn.,

submits an idea of a lighting outfit which
is to take the place of the unit lighting

schemes using gasoline engines for motive
power, especially where there is a wind-
mill already in operation. A detailed de-
scription of the entire scheme is given and
our advice is asked.

A. To our mind the device is too im-
practical and expensive, and we do not
think it would replace the outfits an the
market now. Also, inasmuch as no new
principle is involved, there would, of
course, be no chance for patent protection.

COMBINATION AUTOMATIC
HEATER.

(225) Robert Bostwick, Jr., Seattle,

Wash., has hit upon an idea to combine a
heating coil with a fan, all automatically
operated. The automatic part is that a cer-
tain electric controller is contained in the
device, so that when the temperature rises

above a certain degree, the fan will start

running, thereby cooling the atmosphere.
Conversely, if the temperature drops to a
certain level the heating coil is connected
into the circuit, which in turn throws hot
air into the room, thereby heating it.

A. A capital idea
;
very good and very

simple. We are quite sure that our cor-
respondent will find little trouble in secur-
ing a patent, which we are also certain
should prove valuable. He should get in

touch with a patent attorney at once.

AUTO GAS TANK.
(226) L. B. Wilcox, Flint, Mich., sub-

mits an idea for an automobile gas tank
which is supposed to keep a reserve sup-
ply of gasoline. The arrangement is such
that the tank automatically acts as a re-
minder to the driver. In other words, he
would not be caught without gasoline far
from a supply depot.
A. The idea is good, but it is not of

practical value, and we cannot see wherein
an ordinary indicating tank gage would not
be cheaper and simpler.

An electrically operated machine has been
invented for picking the feathers off a
chicken, which can pluck all the feathers off

within five minutes,

Carbon and electrolytic solutions when
heated have their resistance lowered, while
metals have their resistance increased when
they are heated.
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THEORY OF TUNING, WAVE
LENGTHS AND HARMONICS.

(Continued from page 59)

If the frequency of the applied pressure

were increased three-fold—that is, to 180

cycles per second—the necessary inductance

to be employed with the given condenser to

produce resonance would be

1

L - -:: .078 henry

;

1131 X .01131

or one-ninth the amount required originally.

If the applied pressure E and the resist-

ance R of the coil is the same as originally,

the current in the circuit will be 11 am-
peres as before. It is now a simple process

to comprehend the application of the fore-

going to a wireless receiving circuit, with

low resistance telephone receivers connected
as indicated in figure 4, or with high resist-

ance receivers connected between the ter-

minals of the condensers as indicated in

Fig. 5.

The applied pressure E may be produced
by wireless waves acting on the aerial.

This pressure E may, of course, be of any
value depending upon the energy available

at the receiving device due to the distant

sending apparatus. There may be three

differen: wave frequencies from these dif-

ferent sending stations operating thru space

at the same time, one having twice the

frequency and a third having three times
the frequency of the first. By slowly mov-
ing the contact P along the turns of the

so-called tuning coil the value of the in-

ductance L is so varied as to produce reso-

nance and a maximum current in the tele-

phone receivers for one of the frequencies.

The pressures due to the other two fre-

quencies may produce a certain small cur-

rent in the receiving circuit, and weak
sounds in the receiver. By moving the con-
tact from the position giving a maximum
for one frequency, to another position, a
certain position is found such that reso-

nance and a maximum current is produced
for another frequency. The maximum cur-

rent for this frequency produces a much
louder note in the telephone receivers than
the currents due to the other two frequen-
cies, which are now said to be "tuned out."

The higher the frequency of the wireless

waves producing the pressure and resulting

current in the receiving circuit, the higher
the pitch of the note in the receivers.

It may be well to call to mind the relation

of frequency and wave length. The higher
the frequency the shorter the wave length,

as indicated by the equation V = f \ in

which V denotes the velocity of propaga-
tion or speed of a wave, f denotes its fre-

quency in cycles per second, and X (Greek
letter lambda) denotes the wave length.

The velocity V of propagation is the same
for all wave lengths. That is, V is a con-
stant; so if f is decreased, then a must be
correspondingly increased.

The importance of the numerical value of
the resistance R of the circuit needs con-
sideration. Consulting the original equation

1

it mav be seen that when 2TTfL, = that

27rfC
E E

the current is exprest by I = = —
;

VR! R
which shows that at perfect resonance with
a given value of applied pressure E, the
smaller the numerical value of the resist-

ance of the coil or of the complete circuit,

the greater will be the current in the coil

or circuit, or in a telephone receiver when
connected as in figure 4.

In such an arrangement it is evident that
the smaller the resistance of the receivers
the greater will be the current in them.
However, the sensitiveness of a telephone
receiver depends very largely upon the

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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ampere-turns. When arranged as in figure

5, the receiver would naturally have a much
greater resistance than when arranged as in

figure 4, since when connected across the

condenser they are subjected to very high
pressures. The greater resistance does not
imply, however, that they should be wound
with wire having a high resistance. In fact,

such should not be the case, since a large

value of ampere-turns is desirable. If cop-

per wire is used in winding the electro-

magnets of the 'phones, a given resistance

will of course mean many more turns and
therefore more ampere-turns, than if wire
having a higher specific resistance is em-
ployed.

Coils wound with insulated wire so ar-

ranged with a variable contact device as to

have their inductance varied at will thru-

out a considerable range, are called tuning
coils when used in connection with wireless

receiving apparatus, and it is interesting to

note that as the contact P shown in figure 2

is moved so as to reduce the number of
turns, that is to decrease the inductance, at

the same time the resistance of the circuit

has also been decreased. That is, the de-
crease in inductance and of resistance must
occur simultaneously in such a device. Re-
ducing the number of turns reduces the
actual length of wire in circuit.

The tuning might be effected by drawing
an iron core in and out of a coil, which
would give a very wide variation, but which
would be sluggish in action, and of course
would not vary the ohmic resistance con-
nected in circuit. Another method of vary-
ing the inductance might be effected by
constructing the coil of two portions, ar-
ranged to move with reference to each
other. In such a case the variation is said

to be effected by mutual induction, and the
ohmic risistance of such apparatus is con-
stant.

Harmonics.—A very interesting and in-

structive use of the tuning coil is in tuning
the receiving circuit to respond loudly to
the various harmonics of any single funda-
mental wave that is being sent out from a
sending station. This may perhaps be best
explained by considering the shape and
composition of alternating-current waves or
curves, and it is advisable to define just
what is meant by an "alternating-current
curve or wave." A true alternating pres-
sure, current, or magnetic field is one which
has exactly the same wave shape during
each successive second, and one that is pro-
duced in accordance with a definite law

:

The very simplest alternating curve is the
so-called sine curve, shown in figure 6.

Such a curve is constructed by first draw-
ing a circle, as shown at the left, and laying
off on a horizontal straight line, the length
of the circumference of the given circle.

The length is shown as O X in the figure.

Op is therefore one-half a circumference,
Og one-fourth of a circumference. The
sine curve may be constructed by first erect-
ing at point g a vertical line equal in length
to the radius of the circle, then at point n
a vertical line equal to the line A1

B, which
is called the sine of the angle A1 O A. In
short, all the verticals erected on the hori-
zontal base line represent the sines of cor-
responding angles about the center of the
given circle. The dotted horizontal lines

in figure 6 will give an idea as to the con-
struction of the sine curve.

Now every true alternating wave of any
shape whatever is made up of a certain
number of these simple sine curves added
together. The so-designated resultant curve
in figure 7 is a true alternating curve, which
is made up of three simple sine curves all

starting at the zero point O, and all increas-
ing in the vertical or positive direction. It

may be noted that one of the component
sine curves has the same frequency or wave
length as the resultant curve. This sine

curve may be called the first harmonic. An-
other component sine curve has three times
the frequency, hence one-third the wave
length of the resultant curve. This sine

curve is called the third harmonic^ The
other component sine curve has five times
the frequency and one-fifth the wave length
of the resultant curve. The resultant curve
is constructed by adding together algebrai-
cally the vertical heights of all three of
the component sine curves at each point
chosen. The small circles on the resultant
curve indicate the points that were chosen
in order to construct the particular curve.

By algebraical addition is meant that at

any given point on the horizontal all verti-

cal distances of the component sine curves
extending below the horizontal must be sub-
tracted from the vertical or the sum of the
verticals extending above the horizontal at

the same point. At points where all the
component curves pass thru the horizontal
datum line, there of course the resultant
curve also passes thru the horizontal.

It is evident that a great variety of re-

sultant curves could be constructed from
three simple sine curves by simply varying
the heights or amplitudes of these curves

;

or of only one of them. Every alternating
wave of pressure if applied to any circuit

will produce in the circuit an alternating
curve of current that is also made up of
component sine curves. It may, for exam-
ple, be supposed that figure 7 denotes an
alternating pressure E imprest on a circuit

as shown in figure 5. By properly adjust-
ing the movable contact P, resonance may
be produced in the circuit with reference
to the third harmonic component of the
applied pressure, causing a maximum cur-
rent in the receiving circuit having a fre-

quency just three times that of the funda-
mental or resultant pressure and current.
The predominating tone in the receiver has
a pitch or frequency three times that of the
fundamental or resultant curve. By still

further adjustment of the variable induc-
tance, the fifth harmonic may be made pre-
dominant. If an imprest pressure is made
up of, say, fifteen harmonics and the tuning
coil has sufficient range in adjustment, the
fifteenth harmonic might be made the pre-
dominant one. As the frequency goes up
the wave length inversely becomes lower.
Thus the third harmonic has a frequency
three times the fundamental, and a cor-
responding wave length of one-third that
of the fundamental, etc.

Another interesting fact in connection
with the matter of "tuning" may be alluded
to here, that has a very important relation

to music and musical instruments. Nearly
every person can distinguish the musical
tones given out by a violin from those
given out by a cornet or a piano. That is,

a tone having a definite pitch or frequency
given out by a violin has a very different
quality from the same tone or note (same
frequency) given out by a piano or by a
cornet. When all these instruments are
tuned to, say, middle C, they each produce
a note having the same frequency or the
same pitch, but the shape of the sound
waves sent out by each instrument is very
different.

This may be illustrated diagramatically
by figure 7 and figure 8. The resultant curve
in figure 8 is made up of the sum of three
sine waves as indicated, but has a very
different shape from the resultant curve
in figure 7.

The two resultant curves might have
exactly the same wave length (distance
from O to X), that is the same frequency,
yet they will never be mistaken for one
another. Two wireless waves having ex-
actly the same frequency may readily be
distinguished by an expert operator simply
because of the characteristic of quality.

It may be valuable to have devices that will

tune not only for pitch but also for quality.
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THE HOW AND WHY OF RADIO
APPARATUS.

(Continued from page 30)

a potentiometer resistance. The sealed-
point containing the fine Wollaston wire is

made positive. No adjustment is necessary
with this detector. Two dry cells are used,
a switch being provided as shown. The
electrolytic detector is extremely sensitive
and can be made up in a few minutes in
emergency. It does not "jar out."
The Bare-Point Electrolytic Detector has

been the subject of much discussion among
radio men as to who really was the basic
inventor of it. But most writers of the
day give credit, jointly, to Dr. Michael I.

Pupin (1899), Professor Reginald A. Fes-
senden (1903) and W. Schloemilch (1903).
The action of this detector is based upon

the fact that if an extremely fine platinum
wire, measuring a few ten-thousandths of
an inch in diameter is allowed to partially
immerse its extremity in an acid solution
(such as one composed of five parts water
and one part nitric acid) that an incoming
Hertzian wave current will tend to arrest
the strong polarization (the production of
fine gas bubbles) set up about the fine plati-

num wire, which is usually made the anode
in the battery circuit. Further, the electro-
lytic detector has been found by Professor
G. W. Pierce to act as a rectifier and that
the inherent action is also based on polariza-
tion capacity at the electrodes as first de-
scribed by Pupin in 1899. Dr. L. W. Austin
and others have found that the fine plati-

num wire may be positive or negative for
feeble oscillations with equal results. The
acid solution is contained in a glass or car-
bon or zinc cup, and this acts as the cathode-
in the battery circuit. This detector pos-
sesses the function of acting as its own>
battery when a carbon or zinc cup is used,,

as this forms a miniature cell—carbon (or
zinc) acid, platinum. This inherent battery
action was intensified considerably by using
a special amalgam in the acid solution in a..

detector of this class developed by H.
Gernsback several years ago. The self-

excited electrolytic detector has never been
found (Pierce) to be as satisfactory as the
externally excited one for feeble signals..

The
_
operation of the sealed-point type

("Radioson") is the same as in the*bare-
point electrolytic type of detector and a
battery of two dry cells is used with it,

together with a pair of high resistance tele-

phone receivers and having the battery-

potential preferably regulated by means of
a high resistance potentiometer.
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The advantage of this type of electro-

lytic detector is that the acid is sealed in,

consequently does not spill or evaporate.

The tikker is used a great deal in trans-

lating undamped signals. . It was devised by

Poulsen and employs a small vibrator or

rotary contact interrupter as shown at Fig.

4. No detector of the ordinary kind is used.

The condenser connected across the 'phones

should have about .02 m. f. capacity. It

can be of the paper and tinfoil type.

The Fleming Valve Detector of Hertzian

oscillations (Fig. 5) is based upon the

principle that if we have a hot or incan-

descent electrode, and also a cold electrode,

both mounted within an evacuated glass

chamber, a rectifying action will be cre-

ated, i. e., that negative electrical charges,

such as those from a battery of 30 to 40

volts or even less, can pass from the hot

filament to the cold electrode, but not vice

versa. In the Fleming Valve the cold elec-

trode takes the form of a metal cylinder

surrounding the incandescent filament. This
arrangement acts as an electrical valve for

oscillating or alternating currents of any
frequency. The space between the cold

cylinder and the hot filament is therefore

said to possess unilateral conductivity. The
Fleming Valve possesses a fairly high sensi-

tivity; it is used with a pair of high resist-

ance head 'phones, a suitable battery and
auxiliary regulating apparatus. The wire-

less receiving phenomenon occurring will

be evident from the foregoing and is, in a

sense, of a rectifying nature similar to that

possest by the mineral detectors.

Since the Fleming valve detector has a

very high resistance, the condenser C should
be very small, the inductance L relatively

large, and the telephone receivers wound
to a very high resistance, say 4,000 to 5,000

ohms, recommends Dr. W. H. Eccles. A
peculiar fact about this detector is that its

action is interfered with if the glass of the

bulb becomes statically charged ; hence the

bulb is surrounded by a copper gauze screen
which is earthed by connecting it to the

battery supplying the lamp filament.

The Audion Detector (Fig. 6) employs
three distinct electrodes as shown, viz., a

filament—a grid—and a wing or plate. The
grid, composed of a wire member as indi-

cated, is placed between the filament and
wing. The oscillations when they pass
thru the Audion detector are subjected to

a similar action to that occurring in the

Fleming Valve ; that is. they are rectified,

but in so doing they are claimed to also

effect a relay action with respect to a high
voltage battery of 40 to 50 volts potential,

ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER

connected to a pair of high resistance tele-

phone receivers in the wing circuit. Thus,

with the Audion it is seen that, owing to

the suggested relay action inherent in its

operation, it is quite possible and practical

to have such an action occurring of con-

siderable magnitude; that is, the ratio be-

tween the amount of energy passing into

the Audion from the antenna circuit, and
the amount of energy controlled by th2

relay or trigger action in the high voltage

'phone circuit may be quite large.

There was, for a number of years, a

great controversy on between the de For-

est and the Marconi experts as to the

validity of the Audion patents. This matter

was discust in the November. 1916, and also

in the December, 1916, issues of this jour-

nal, and those interested had best read both

of these excellent articles as well as a very

exhaustive article explaining the electronic

action of the Audion which appeared in

the August, 1916, issue of The Electrical
Experimenter.

The Marconi magnetic detector is a bat-

tery-less type much used on shipboard. It

is illustrated at Fig. 7. The detector illus-

trated is the well-known Rutherford-
Marconi Magnetic Detector. This instru-

ment operates on a very unique principle,

viz., that of the reduction in any hysteresis

effect occurring in an iron core, when this

core is subjected to the effect of a Hertzian
wave current passing thru the receiving cir-

cuit, according to the researches of C.

Maurain. The complete detector is so ar-

ranged that a band of fine insulated iron

wires constantly revolve about two rotary

drums, driven by a spring or electric motor,
and a pronounced hysteresis or magnetic
frictional effect is produced in that section

of the traveling iron wire band directly

under the poles of a set of steel magnets
mounted as shown. At this point there is

also placed a small transformer containing
a primary and secondary coil. Thru the

primary coil is past the aerial current in-

duced by the incoming electro-magnetic
wave while to the secondary coil is con-
nected a pair of low resistance telephone
receivers.

It is evident, from the foregoing explana-
tion, that at every incoming signal there

will be a sound heard in the 'phones as

the Hertzian wave currents flowing around
the primary coil cause partial cessations or
reductions in the hysteresis effect produced
in the moving iron wire band.

One of the most important circuits used
with the Audion valve is that using one
valve for producing an oscillating condi-
tion. This is shown in diagram Fig. 8.
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The circuit as here shown has been suc-
cessfully used for several years by experi-
menters and others without the tickler

coils, these being a new wrinkle, which tend
to stabilize the oscillating conditions, once
they are set up by tuning the various in-

ductances and capacities. The condenser
capacities are given. It is suitable for in-

tercepting damped as well as undamped
signals. The inductances are of the follow-
ing dimensions :—primary of loose coupler
is 10 by 5 inches, wound with No. 22 S. S.

wire ; the secondary is 10 by 4J4 inches,

wound with No. 28 S. S. wire ; the second-
ary loading coil SL measures 22 by 3^4
inches with one layer of No. 30 S. S. wire,
while the wing inductance WI is the same
size with a winding of one layer of No. 30
S. S. magnet wire.
Beat reception with Audion amplifier con-

nections has been accomplisht with great
success by Prof. A. Hoyt Taylor in the
radio laboratory at the University of North
Dakota. In his circuit, which has proved
sensitive enough to pick up the German
stations 4,300 miles away ; and shown dia-

gramatically at Fig. 9, use is made of two
Audions, Nos. 1 and 2, both of which are
chosen so as to be capable of generating
oscillations. The 1 to 1 auto-transformer
M (9,000 ohms) may be made from a
spark coil secondary or a couple of them,
thru which a soft iron wire core is past,

and the whole sealed up in a tight cabinet
filled with molten paraffin wax or sealing
compound. This inductance M, allows cur-
rent from the 35-volt battery to pass but
stops high frequency or pulsatory current.
The stopping condensers SC, should be

small, the second one being of about 0.5

billifarad (one billifarad = 1 millimicro-
farad or 10-* farad). The variable capacity
C should not be above 4 billifarads, thus
permitting L to be large. For very long
waves an aerial with a length of 800 ft.,

was used; its average height was 75 ft., and
its capacity 0.013 m. f. The circuit LC is

slightly mistuned from the signals and the
Audion filament heated somewhat above
normal, when working this circuit. The
beat note is thus greatly amplified when it

reaches the high resistance telephone T.
Prof. Taylor has done excellent work with
this arrangement, hearing the German sta-
tions at Nauen (10,000 meters wave length).
Eilvese (7,800 meters w. 1.) and both the
arc and the spark signals sent out from
the station at Honolulu. T. H.

(To be continued)

LOCATING AND DESTROYING
"SUBS" WITH MAGNETS.

(Continued from page 6)

In operation, a fleet of ships are supposed
to travel abreast towing their respective
electro-magnets, and the moment any one
of these magnets come in the immediate
vicinity of a submerged metallic object, it

will be attracted to such an object. The
magnet cables are then payed out to pre-
vent any possibility of pulling the magnet
from the object and in the meantime the
ship may be brought to a standstill. In
some instances the force of the powerful
electro-magnet may be great enough to
permit raising mines, by simply winding up
the cables controlling the magnet and boom.
In most cases, however, a bomb, which may
itself be fitted with a self-contained magnet,
and exciting means such as a battery,

would be lowered to destroy the entrapt
body. The inventor mentions that before
exploding the bomb that tne vessel should
move off a safe distance to prevent injury
to her hull, due to the terrific concussive
waves transmitted by the explosion thru
the water for a distance of several hundred
feet at least, in most instances.

If the bomb lowered into the water for
the purpose of destroying the enemy sub-
marine or mine, is provided with a self-

contained electro-magnet and battery as
outlined above, then it is a simple matter
for the vessel liberating it to steam away
a considerable distance before the time fuse
on the bomb detonates it.

NEW SPY AND SCIENTIFIC
MOVIES.

(Continued from page 8)

as the subject as a proof of his love and
faith. Overhearing her acceptance of Les-
lie's proposal, the now half-crazed Durand
believes the time has come when he can
execute his scheme of vengeance.

Before a large crowd of scientists and
famous surgeons, Dr. Leslie is inoculated.
Durand, stealing the key to the cabinet in

which the precious serum is kept, destroys
it, but in so doing inoculates himself by
contact with a test tube containing the poi-

son germs. The time arrives for Laurel to

administer the serum and she discovers the
theft from the cabinet. After trying fran-
tically to get in communication with the
Zoo, she dispatches her chauffeur with in-

structions to bring back the only other
specimen of mascarine turtle in existence
at all costs. Confronting Durand, she ac-

cuses him of the theft and he confesses.

After an agonizing delay, the chauffeur re-

turns with the turtle and Laurel is able to

save Leslie from a terrible death.
Meanwhile, her husband arouses from a

drunken stupor into which he has fallen

and finds himself locked in a small room
of the laboratory. By the time he is able

to attract the attention of Laurel he has
become seriously ill. Leslie insists that the

girl give Durand the two remaining injec-

tions of the serum and Laurel is confronted
with the choice of risking the life of the
man she loves or saving his would-be mur-
derer. Due to the fine vitality of the young
physician, he fights a splendid battle with
death and recovers, while Durand, whose
health has been sapt by indiscretions of all

kinds, dies. After the scathing fires of fate

to which she has been subjected, Laurel
finally emerges happy in the love of young
Leslie and together they plan a life de-

voted to the serving of humanity and the

true affection which they now realize they
have always borne for each other.

YANKEE CODE NOT SO
"BLOEDSINNIG."

(Continued from page 7)

it never materialized into anything big.

It is really wonderful tho, to think that he
could transmit speech a distance of one-
half mile by simple induction. He used
elevated wires connected at their upper
ends to large condensers and at their lower
ends to the earth. Thomas A. Edison also

experimented with the electrostatic induc-

tive system of wireless between a moving
train and a "paralleling circuit" strung
along the track on poles. The roof of the

car was metal covered and the telephone
apparatus was connected to it as well as

to earth thru the car wheels. Success was
attained with this system but it never be-
came a commercial proposition.

ELECTRICITY AND METAL
COATED SEEDS BOOST CROPS.

(Continued from page 9)

High frequency electricity produces a defi-

nite vibratory impulse that is doubtless the
cardinal factor in increasing plant growth.
The idea that the electricity primarily heats
the ground is not a correct one. The heat-
ing may be incidental to other results, and

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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in wet, cool weather may serve to counter-

act inclement weather conditions. This,

however, is rather incidental to the major
process.

"That it enriches the plant life and stimu-

lates the quality of the crop," says the in-

ventor, "I have proved to my own critical

satisfaction. The sugar beets grown by the

electrical method were so much more suc-

culent and sugar laden than the other

variety that, altho only six feet separated

two fields, the electrically grown plants were
the choice of even that sugar-loving beetle,

the 'astor bug.' When the superior quality

of the plants makes even pests discriminate,

the method has furnished at least its first

credentials."

"Do you think the electric idea might be

adapted to the extermination of insect

pests ?"

"Certain insects are susceptible to the

electric vibration even in its present form,"

he replied. "The electric influence has been
known to force worms out of the ground.
I have little doubt that the ramifications of

the idea will see electricity used not only

to foster plant growth but to protect the

crops from insect enemies."
It is unqualifiedly affirmed by those in-

terested in the tests that the electrical treat-

ment of the seeds, roots and soil increases

production so markedly that the beneficent

effect of the treatment cannot be gainsaid.

Adjoining fields of corn and sugar beets,

planted at the same time as those specially

treated with the electrode current diffusers,

showed growth and production only one-
half or three-fifths as great.

The result of tests in electrifying corn
and sugar beets on eleven acres of Illinois

land, as announced by R. D. McCreery,
follow

:

Electrified Corn

Came up three to four days sooner than
ordinary corn.

Increased the germination 31% to 39%.
Increased the rapidity of growth 30% to

50%.
Increased the volume of stalks 33% to

40%.
Increased the corn production 30% to

40%.
Increased the money value of crops per

acre $25 to $35.

Electrified Sugar Beets

Increased the production in weight
volume 15%.

Increased the sugar content 14%.
Increased the money value of crop per

acre over $50.
The cost was less than 50c per acre for

current and metallically coating the seed.

Net cost of apparatus installed was less

than $200.

A TIGHT SQUEEZE FOR UNCLE
GEORGE.

(Continued from page 39)

ing that we leave the Temple of Thespis
by the back door on Mason Street, it being
handier to the car—also less handy to the
public eye.

My invention consisted of allying to the
projection business what highbrows call a
"sister art" ; and my acquaintance with this
sister, a modest violet now to be dragged
into the garish light that beats upon the
stage, came about in the following way:
The Riverside Press, in Cambridge, my

native "burg," was a favorite prowling-
ground for us kids. If you were good, and
didn't bother any, you could stand and
watch one of the big presses squeeze a
sheet of paper, haul it out covered with
book-pages, and spank it down on top of a
pile of previously printed ones, with an
almost human emphasis that reminded you

of the "There, thank goodness 1" air of a

woman ironing the last piece in the wash.
Sometimes the printer would give you a

sheet that had got spoiled by going in

crooked, and you could read the middle
eight pages of a detective story for nothing
—though of course a detective story with
both the crime and the detection extracted
is very low in percentage of thrill.

Besides the printing, there were a hun-
dred other processes to see, and each was
so interesting that you never got very far

in a single visit to the Press. Before you
knew it, the whistle would blow, the ma-
chinery would slow down and stop, and the

workman would thank you for your kind
attention and depart to see if he could find

a clean place on the roller-towel.

One day, as I was exploring this palace of
marvels, I came upon a workman over in

a corner by himself, without a single power-
machine, and with only a tank and a lot of

bottles. He was marbling paper, and the

barbaric richness of his product was enough
to make you dream you dwelt in marble
halls, as the song goes.

On the surface of his tank of water he
sprinkled drops of brilliant-colored oils

—

red, green, yellow, brown, the vividest tints

in the tintery. Each drop, as it struck the
water, floated and spread out in a perfect
circle. Then, as he combed or swirled the
surface with the simplest tools, the colored
circles drew out, zigzagged, spiralled, scal-

loped, and finally came to rest in the intri-

cate design of variegated marble. On this,

a sheet of paper was gently let down, the

oils adhered in an instant, and the design,

as intangible as a bubble, was fixt forever.

That was the invention which popt into

my head at the theater—to project on the
stage these magnificent colored designs,
shifting every instant like the figures in a
kaleidoscope.
The drawing speaks for itself—the in-

vention's middle name was Simplicity. The
tank, for blending the colors, was to be of
glass. The beam from a stereopticon, con-
densed by lenses, was to cast upward an
image of the colored film, which a mirror
would then reflect into a horizontal direc-

tion to flood the stage. The stirring of the
colors was to be done by a stream of air

thru a blowpipe, to keep the cause of the
changes invisible.

Fortune was mine—again. If the theat-
rical world would stand for that crude blue-
and-star effect, unworthy of the inventive
powers of a semi-intelligent janitor, what
sort of transports would it throw at sight
of my dizzying spectacle? Answer: once
seen, it would be universally demanded.
With the monopoly of the business in my
grasp, I felt that I must be firm with
Kiralfy, the Spectacle King of those days.
He would probably try to get, for almost
nothing, my invention which was destined
to lift his shows absolutely out of the com-
monplace.
The experiment had to be tried out, of

course, if only for gloating purposes, and
fortunately I had a small magic-lantern as
so much toward the equipment. I made a
tank from a window-pane surrounded by a
wall of putty; and the lone workman at
the Press, out of regard for Science (also,

to some extent, for his own peace of mind)
contributed an assortment of his liveliest

pigments.
My lantern being lighted, and everything

ready for the test, I scattered a few drops
of the various oils on the water in my
tank, blew gently across the surface thru
a straw, and was delighted to see the
colored discs stretch out, mingle in bands
like a Roman sash, or form gorgeous de-
signs varied from moment to moment, all

projected in a magnified form on the white-
washed cellar wall.

So far, I had got by without exciting the
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family's suspicion of my dealings with the
Powers of Darkness, as the magic-lantern
was a familiar household object, and I was
always messing around with something or
other. I was about ready to run away to

New York and confer my invention on the
waiting public when the enterprise was
wrecked—yes, sir, absolutely wrecked—sim-
ply by extending the experiment to a wholly
unnecessary realism.

At that time, my particular pal and part-
ner in undertakings of magnitude was
"Gimp'' Skillings, who lived next door.
The Skillingses were easy-going people,

and Gimp was little hampered by restric-

tions; in fact, he lived the wild, free life

of a man of the world, so far as it could
be done on an income exprest in marbles
and rusty nails, rather than money.
"Gimp," of course, knew all about the

theater ; and while his approval of my in-

vention was enough to guarantee it in the
winning class, he strongly advised adding to

our equipment a model stage. It seemed
superfluous to me, but "Gimp" was keen for

it, claiming that Mr. Kiralfy always re-

quired a working model before signing a
contract ; in fact, it was the invariable cus-
tom in theatrical circles.

That settled it, so we went to work and
built a miniature stage out of a soap-box,
painted with a proscenium arch and foot-
lights, and hung with a series of cheese-
cloth curtains to reproduce the sensational
finale of "The Black Crook." A small doll

of my sister's consented to assume the role

of the Fairy Queen—standing, with white
robe, wings and star-tipt wand, behind the
innermost curtain, to be revealed at the

critical moment, rescue the lovers, and swat
the "Crook" into his flaming pit.

The full-dress rehearsal came off at 4
o'clock one Saturday afternoon. It was a
winter day, and cloudy at that, so it was
practically pitch-dark in the cellar, which
of course was just what we wanted.
Gimp worked the stage properties while

I handled the light. As I started the colors
going, he raised the cheesecloth curtains

one by one, declaiming the impressive
climax of our favorite playlet—full of
thee's and thou's, with here and there a
forsooth or two to give it tone.

As the last curtain went up, exposing the

doll in her fairy-queen rig, "Gimp" turned
on the full force of eloquence in the thrill-

ing speech : "Fear not, weak mortals, I

will protect thee henceforth. And THOU,
Black Crook, down, down with thee to

the nethermost depths, and the torments of
the damned." Whereupon "Gimp" opened
the furnace door and threw in a lump of
coal to represent the "Crook."
Now "damned" was a word very much

out of favor in those times. Its use was
considered such extremely bad form that

when father met with it in reading the

Bible aloud he mumbled it apologetically,

as tho its presence even there had been due
to a slip on someone's part. So, when
"Gimp" damned the "Crook" I glanced
around involuntarily, as you will at a noise

in a haunted house, even if you don't believe

in ghosts.

One glance, and my blood froze solid.

Out of that part of the dense darkness
which I knew was the cellar doorway a
face stood forth—only a face, no body at-

tached—illuminated by the red glare from
the furnace. The face was father's

!

It looked as tho our melodrama had got
too good a start, and was about to unfold
a new act on its own hook. "Gimp" and
1 shrank three sizes, and waited breath-
lessly. "Breathless" is often used to de-
scribe suspense, but it's generally an over-
statement. Not in this case.

Father opened up his performance with
a "sight act." Advancing on our theatrical

equipment, he seized "Gimp's" stage in one
hand and my pet apparatus in the other,

and stuffed them into the furnace, where
the "ex-Crook," with the rest of the coal,

was glowing balefully. Then he cleared his
throat for the "speaking part."

With a crime of such unusual juiciness
to handle, it was up to father to make a
record. He did.

He pounded like Elijah on the Prophets
of Baal, but not on me—on "Gimp" ; and
even on "Gimp" he lit only in passing, to
denounce his supposed offence of enticing
me to sin. Thru "Gimp" he was seizing the
opportunity for his first good healthy crack
at the "Skillings" family. It was bewildering
to hear the vial of his wrath go bouncing
down the field like a hot liner thru the
smarting hands of second base and short-
stop.

It was a three-bagger for the "Skil-
lingses," believe me. All the disapproval
which he and mother had been nursing
against their next-door neighbors since they
first moved on to the street, ten years be-
fore, tried to get off father's chest in a
single package—the whole tale of their
domestic shortcomings, from their soiled

attic windows to their undisciplined, play-
mate-contaminating child. Father was not
usually a rapid speaker, but this time you
could almost hear the brakes squeak as his

high-powered sentences fought each other
for a place in the line.

For my part, I knew this wasn't letting

me out. Enticement was no excuse in our
family, and I was scheduled later to "get
mine" with all the then modern embellish-
ments ; but there was almost cheerfulness
in the thought that Uncle George was
escaping the taint of a cruel, if merited,
suspicion. "Gimp," as the scapegoat, was
being somewhat roughly handled, to be
sure, but "Gimp's" injuries could be settled

for. If I could only keep him quiet ! The
outraged "Gimp," at every chance, was sput-

tering forth such preludes as "It wasn't
"

"Say, look here " and, most perilous of
all, "It was his Unc' " At every
sputter I pinched him forcefully in the
darkness—also in the leg—hissing, "Cheese
it!" "Let it go!" "I'll make it all right

with you !" and other soothing sounds, till

finally I got him under control.

The climax of father's speech came in a

detailed list of the "Skillingses' " failings.

He tried to use words of one syllable, so

"Gimp" could take it home with him, but
he had to give that up ; it was no job for

verbal flivvers. As it progrest, one learned
that the family's denuded and broken-
fenced yard excited not pity, but contempt

;

that their cornet-playing boarder was a

nuisance which called for the attention of
the Grand Jury ; while as to their persistent

and pestiferous practise of purloining their

neighbors' property under the subterfuge of
borrowing, it was enough

It was enough. Just then his foot stubbed
on a gloom-hidden object which clanked
softly at him, like a watchful friend in a

threatened predicament whispering, "Sst,

Bill !" It was the "Skillingses' " lawn-
mower, borrowed late in the season and
forgotten. Father's discourse came to a

sudden end. He wasn't taken aback, you
understand; he only happened to be seized

with a coughing spell he was subject to in

moments of excitement. He fled upstairs

for relief. Uncle George was saved, and
"Gimp" applied himself to estimating his

damages.

That was as near as I got to the stage,

for my great invention remained in abey-
ance, owing to unfavorable business condi-

tions. "The Black Crook" and its suc-

cessors, "Superba," "Babes in the Wood,"
and many other aids to moral indigestion,

ran their course and died, their proprietors

never suspecting that they'd actually mist
the one "real opportunity" of their lives.
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"SHOOTING" ELECTRICAL TROU-
BLES ON AUTOMOBILES.

(Continued from page 38)

caused by the burning of the contacts when
the switch is allowed to open slowly and arc.

Dismantle the switch and sandpaper all

parts clean and replace. Should the switch
test O. K. the trouble will then be found in

the wiring, it being either a short-circuit or
a broken wire.

In case the test in Fig. 7 shows no de-
cided drop at the motor terminals over that

at the battery, with the starter on, the

trouble lies in the motor. This may be due
to a number of causes as follows

:

Motor brushes may be short, stuck in the

holder, of a poor grade or improperly fitted

to the commutator. Weak brush springs,

dirty commutator or rough commutator.
High mica, low segments, loose pig-tail

connection to the brushes, loose or poorly
soldered connections, open field or

#
armature.

Open circuits in the armature and low
segments will be indicated by the burning
of a few segments of the commutator.
Most of the above troubles will be detected

by an examination of the parts mentioned
and corrected, always using fine sandpaper
for cleaning the commutator or brushes. To
fit the brushes to the commutator wrap a

piece of smooth, fine sand paper around the
commutator and with the brushes pressing
on it, turn the armature by hand till they are
ground to the same' curvature as the com-
mutator.

A grounded armature can be detected by
using the 'phone test as shown in Fig. 14.

A click in the 'phones indicating a ground.
The work of removing the ground should

be left to an experienced man unless you are
well acquainted with armature work. The
usual practise is to disconnect the leads
from the commutator at diametrically oppo-
site points and then test each half of the

winding. The winding is split again and
tested till the grounded coil is isolated. The
coil is then raised from the core and the
ground found by examination of the wind-
ing. Steps can then be taken to insulate or
replace the coil.

A shorted or open coil can be found by
testing the armature as shown in Fig. 15.

A small buzzer is connected to a few cells

of dry battery and leads brought out from
both sides of the interrupter. These leads
are taken to a set of contacts fastened to a

leather strap that passes around the com-
mutator. A receiver fitted with two pointed
prods is used for making the test.

When the buzzer is operated and the

prods placed an adjacent segments, a certain

note will be heard in the receiver. The en-
tire commutator should be tested by shift-

ing the prods from segment to segment and
noting if every two segments gives the same
signal strength in the 'phones. A loud note
between any two segments indicates that the

coil between them is open, while no note or
a very weak note shows a short-circuited
coil.

Should the open be in the winding itself it

can be repaired temporarily by bridging the
two segments with a short length of wire or
a drop of solder. A shorted coil will cause
the coil to heat and eventually burn out ; it

should be opened if possible, shorting the
segments to which it is attached, as pre-

viously mentioned.
A discharged battery may be due to the

generator not furnishing enough current to
properly charge the cells. A method to test

for this trouble is to connect the ammeter
in the circuit, as shown in Fig. 10. The
meter will indicate the output of the
machine at the terminals. The meter should
then be shifted to the position shown in Fig.

11, and will then indicate the current
actually delivered to the batteries. The read-
ings should be the same in both cases
unless current is used for ignition, when an

allowance should be made. Should the
difference be unreasonably large the trouble
lies with the wiring or the automatic cut-

out switch.

Where the vibrating type of regulator is

used the contacts often become burned and
blackened, causing the field circuit to in-

crease in resistance or become opened.
When cleaning or dressing regulator con-
tacts be careful not to change the tension of
the spring on which the contacts are
mounted.

Should the machine fail to give the proper
output the trouble may be due to any of the
defects mentioned in connection with the
motor. Open fields or armatures are sel-

dom found in the machine itself, open fields

being due mostly to faulty contacts on regu-
lating appliances. The tests for a genera-
tor armature may be made in the same
manner as those for trouble in the motor
armature. Some cars are fitted with the
motor and generator in one unit, but the
method of testing is not varied on this ac-
count.

The method for testing a single wire
system for a poor ground connection is

shown in Fig. 9. Should the meter indicate

a drop the ground connection is poor. The
parts should be well cleaned and covered
with white lead, then tightened up again.
A ground on a two-wire system can be

detected as shown in Fig. 12, by using the
'phone tester. A click in the receiver indi-

cates a ground and the various circuits

should be switched off until the circuit giv-
ing the trouble is found, and by tracing it

out the trouble located exactly and removed.
A leak can also be detected by using the

ammeter as shown in Fig. 13, with all

switches open. An indication on the meter
shows a short circuit or ground on the leads
to the switches, which can also be found
by tracing the wires.

This covers the field of automobile test-

ing in a general way, and any trouble not
mentioned can be readily located after be-
coming familiar with the instruments. The
proper care of the various parts of the
equipment will go a long way toward the
prevention of trouble.

Care of Motors and Generators

Cleanliness is the first essential in elec-
trical apparatus ; therefore the motor and
generator should be kept clean and free
from dirt. Do not put any lubricant on the
commutator. This only accumulates dust
and in low-voltage machines reduces the
output appreciably. Keep the brushes and
commutators clean and see that they make
good contact at all times. See that the
brush arms move freely, and that there is

sufficient spring tension to hold the brushes
firmly against the commutator, even when
undergoing vibration from the engine. The
generator must be kept in good condition to
properly charge the battery.

Care of Storage Battery

Add nothing but pure water to the bat-
teries and do so often enough to keep the
solution above the plates. Distilled water
is preferable for the purpose, but rain water
may be used if it has not been in contact
with metal for any length of time.
Keep battery charged, taking hydrometer

readings to check its condition at least once
a week. Do not use the cranking system to
excess. When the starter is used often it

will become necessary to give the battery a
charge from some outside source from time
to time.

Note the ammeter readings on the dash
to check the charging of the battery. Any
falling off in the output should be corrected
at once.
Continuous operation of the battery in an

over-discharged condition may damage the
battery beyond repair, necessitating replace-
ment of plates or of the entire battery. The
only way to avoid this is to keep the bat-
tery fully charged at all times.
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ambition? Here's the chance you've been looking for
—the opportunity your ambition has sought! Mail
coupon today and see the success that may be yours
as a Doctor of Chiropractic. Don't delay.

— AMERICAN UNIVERSITY —

|

Manierre Bldg, Dept. 222 Chicago, 111

Without cost or obligation, send me by mail, post
paid, vour new illustrated 72-page book, and your I

Free Charts Offer.

Street and No.

L
City.

Don't Wear a Truss
[ROOKS' APPLIANCE,
' the modern scientific in-

vention, the wonderful
new discovery that re-

lieves rupture will be sent
on trial. No obnoxious
springs or pads. Has auto-
matic Air Cushions.
Binds and draws the
broken parts together as
you would a broken limb.
No salves. No lies. Dur-
able, cheap.

Sent on trial to prove It.

Protected by U. S. patents.

Catalogue and measure blanks
niailed free. Send name and
address today.

C. E. BROOKS, 203A State Street, Marshall, Mich.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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%ad litis Remarkable Offer!

This masterpiece contains 160 pages, 400 illustrations.
Size of book 5"x9". Printed on extra thin paper, so book
can be slipped in pocket. Handsome stiff cloth cover.

FREE with a year's subscription.

The most comprehensive Wireless Course ever printed.

Contains 160 pages, 350 illustrations. Size of book
6'/2" x 9". Very fine flexible linen cover. '

FREE with a year's subscription.

5-18

Gentle

This is a very limited offer. It may be withdrawn at any time, due to the
tremendous cost of paper, which IS JUST DOUBLE WHAT IT WAS ONE
YEAR AGO. We only have about 2000 each of these fine books on hand;
after they are gone we cannot reprint the books until conditions become
normal again. THIS MAY BE TWO YEARS OR MORE. Now is

your chance.

The publishers of this journal have earned an enviable reputation of giving
more than 1 00 cents' worth for each dollar spent with them. Profit

bv this liberal opportunity NOW; it may never be made again.

HERE'S THE OFFER
Subscribe to THE ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER for one year,

at the regular subscription price of $1.50 per year (Canada,
foreign and N. Y C. $2.00) and we will send ycu FREE,

V^^^^^. POSTPAID, either one of the above books. If you sub-
scribe for two years, BOTH BOOKS WILL BE GIVEN

FREE, POSTPAID.

sr
Please e n t < r

niv subscription

to' THE ELEC-
TRICAL EXPERI-
MENTER for ilif \
term of year

for which I enclose laert-

wita $

You will also send me at once

FREE prepaid your book..

\

If you are a subscriber at present, take advantage
of this wonderful opportunity anyway. If you

do, we will extend your present subscrip-
tion for one year.

This Offer Limited. Act Now.

It. EXPERIMENTER PUB. CO.
223 FULTON STREET

Vt^l NEW YORK CITY

12 copies of THE ELECTRICAL EXPERI-
MENTER make a book 9" x 12" and 4" thick.
This book will weigh 7 lbs. It is the greatest
Electrical and Wireless reference djl e/\
work in the world. And all for «pl»«w

i'ou benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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Opportunity Exchange
VOU will probably find more opportunities and real bargains in these columns than anywhere else in the country. Most good things in

life are hard to find and worth going after—these little ads illustrate that point; you alone will be the real loser if you don't take the
time to scan through these columns.

Advertisements in this section six cents a word for each insertion. Count 7 words per line.
Name and address must be included at the above rate. Cash should accompany all classified advertisements unless placed by an accredited

advertising agency.
Ten per cent, discount for 6 issues, 20 per cent discount for 12 issues from above rate. Objectionable or misleading advertisements not

accepted.
Advertisements for the June issue should reach us not later than April 22.

OVER 100,000 PEOPLE READ THIS JOURNAL
EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING CO., INC., 233 Fulton Street, New York, N. Y.

AERONAUTICS

AERIAL AGE, America's leading illustrated

weekly, presents the latest developments in aero-
nautics throughout the world. Up to the minute
technical information concerning aero-engines, aero-

planes, accessories and patents. Complete model
news and instruction. Trial subscription six

months, twenty-six issues, one dollar. Sample copy
10c. Aerial Age, 2*0 Madison Ave., New York
City, N. Y.

AGENTS WANTED

I'LL GIVE YOU $20 CASH for a few hours'
work introducing my new FAMOUS PATRIOTIC
PICTURES. Send 10c for regular 25c sample
and start at once. $5.50 cash if you sell only 30.

Particulars free. F. Clement Moore, Pub., New
Egypt, N. J.

AUCTIONS

AUCTIONEERS make from $10 to $50 a day.

Free catalog. Missouri Auction School, Kansas
City.

BOOKS

TO GET BETTER PICTURES: Read the
Amateur Photographer's Weekly; illustrated; week-
ly prize competitions; print criticisms; many unique
features; $1.50 per year; three months' trial sub-

scription 25c; Abel Publishing Company, 401
Caxton Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio.

A BINDER for- THE ELECTRICAL EXPERI-
MENTER will preserve your copies for all time.

Price, 50c. Postage on 3 lbs. is extra. Send for

one today. Experimenter Publishing Co., 233 Ful-

ton St., New York City.

FIRE SALE OF SLIGHTLY DAMAGED
BOOKS. Due to fire in our stock rooms, a great

many of our books were water stained, but not
otherwise damaged. Rather than dispose of them
to dealers we prefer to give our readers the bene-

fit. Look at this list! Our celebrated Wireless
Course, 160 pages, 400 illustrations; Experimental
Electricity Course, 160 pages, 350 illustrations;

How to Make Wireless Sending Instruments. These
three books for $1.00 prepaid. Regular selling

price of these three books is $2.50. We guarantee
you will be satisfied. Experimenter Publishing Co.,

Inc., 233 Fulton St., New York City.

OLD E E. BACK NUMBERS. We have some
valuable old E.E. back numbers on hand as per

list below:
1915.

Jan. . .

March .

April .

.

June .

.

July ...

August
Sept. . .

Oct. . . .

Nov. .

.

Dec. ...

.price each $.35
Oct price each $.35
Nov. ... " " "

Dec
1917.

Jan " " $.35
Feb " " "

March .. " " "

April ... " *' .20

May ... " " "

June ...
'

July .... " " "

Aug. ... " " "

1916. Sept. ...
"

Jan " " $.35 Oct
Feb " " " Nov. ...

March .. " " " Dec. ... " " "

May .... " " " 1918.

June ... " " '* Jan " " $.20
August ..

" " " Feb. ... " " .15

Sept. ... " " " Mar. ... " " "

April ... " " "

We can fill orders at once upon receipt of your
remittance, and if you have not these numbers al-

ready now is your chance to get them, as Jhey
probably will be snapped up very quickly. Ex-
perimenter Publishing Co., 233 Fulton St., New
York City.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

SPECIAL OFFER—Luminous Paint, 15c; Sil-

ver-plating Powder, 15c; Liquid Courtplaster, 15c;
'

Soap Bubble Liquid, 15c; Straw Hat Bleach, 15c;
Collapsible Tube Tooth Paste, 15c; Resilvering
Mirror Liquid, 15c; Polish for Tan Shoes, 15c;
Dressing for Tan Shoes, 15c; Paint to Make Oil
Cloth, 15c. Full Directions how to make and use.

Full set of 10 only 50c. Remarkable bargain.

Stamps accepted. Sidney Specialty Co., 233 S.

Fulton St., New York City.

CHEMICALS

PREPAID 80 DIFFERENT CHEMICALS,
$4.00—Mercury, Sodium, Iodine, Magnesium, Alu-
minum, Uranyl-Chloride, Silver Nitrate, Mercuric-
Oxide, Zinc Dust, Iodoform, Manganese Dioxide,
Calcium Sulphide, Hydrochloric, Oxalic and Acetic
Acids together with 65 others. All are contained
in glass bottles. Generous quantities of each. We
do this to advertise the purest chemicals manu-
factured. Full list sent free upon request. Sent
prepaid to any address in the world, 54 complete.
C. O. D. terms accepted. The Swimmer Chemical
Co., 1849 Park Place, Brooklyn, N. Y.

EXPERIMENTAL CHEMISTS!! Perform
chemical experiments with apparatus described in

"Experimental Chemistry." I sell any piece of
apparatus you need. Each and every piece guaran-
teed. GLASS STOPPERED REAGENT BOT-
TLES with name and symbol blown in. One
quarter pint. Special price $3.50 per dozen, 40c
each. Send for list. John F. O'Brien, 149 Valley
Road, Montclair, N. J.

1 Do These "Ads" Pay? |
I Brooklyn, N. Y. 1904 Park Place W
= The Experimenter Publishing Co.,

jjj 233 Fulton St., W
g| New York City. g
= Gentlemen: HI
= In reference to our advertisements in -

H the "Electrical Experimenter" regarding f|f
=g our chemical laboratories : we are pleased =
= to inform you that we have met with very == excellent results. |g
|§ We have advertised in a great number |g
== of magazines and we find the Electrical
- Experimenter to be the most reliable of g|
== all, and we chiefly owe our success to

lis this publication.

- We therefore^ recommend this magazine §
HI as an advertising medium to those who
- desire to increase their business, we beg =
H to remain g= Yours respectfully, H
= The Swimmer Chemical Co. =
W J. C. Swimmer. §§

EXPERIMENTERS! Are you interested in
novel chemical experiments? Send 25c for large
collection. Merel Sager, 44 Apple St., Tiffin, Ohio.

LABEL YOUR CHEMICALS — 150 different
gummed chemical labels printed with names and
molecular formulas. 16c postpaid. May list of
Chemicals, Laboratory Apparatus, and Technical
books, 5c. H. Klaus, Eureka, 111.

HELP WANTED

U. S. GOVERNMENT WANTS HELP—Men,
women, 18 or over, $100 month. Quick advance-
ment. Thousands war positions open. Easy work.
Write immediately for free list positions. Frank-
lin Institute, Dept. 027, Rochester, N. Y.

MEN WANTED to make Toy Soldiers, Army,
Navy and other toys. Home-workers on small
scale. Manufacturers on large scale. Greatest
chance for industrious people for independent busi-

ness. Enormous demand and future in American
Made Toys. War stopped all importation. An-
other industry taken from Germans. Export for
1917 about $3,000,000.00. Toy industry growing
rapidly. Some people started small, own factories
now. We buy these goods till Christmas, for three
years, paying fixed prices. Experience or tools not
necessary. Hundred and more made complete per
hour. Casting form outfit $2.75 up. Booklet and
information free. Toy Soldier Manufacturing Co.,
32 Union Square, New York.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES AND APPLIANCES

QUALITY ELECTRIC FIXTURES that will
modernize your home—at lowest prices. Send
stamp for Illustrated Catalog. SPECIAL PRICES
ON IRONS, TOASTERS, etc., for May. Write
for Circulars. Baer Electric Co., Van Wert, Ohio.

100 Induction Motor Winding Diagrams; 1, 2,
3 phase; Star Delta, 2 to 12 poles inclusive. Post
paid, $5. E. Glass, 2819 East 8th St., Kansas
City, Mo.

AVOID BATTERY EXPENSE—A telephone
generator will operate your induction coil and in-
crease the spark length from 10 to 100%. Wiring
diagram and complete instructions sent postpaid
for $1. Harry Huffman, Toledo, 111.

EXPERIMENTERS! Here is your only chance
to obtain super-sensitive microphones for operat-
ing devices such as lamps, motors, telegraph
inkers, etc., by sound waves from a distance.
These marvelous super-sensitive microphones will
be sold at the extremely low price of $3. J.
Camps, 30 Pine St., New York, N. Y.

AMATEURS, ATTENTION!!!
We have on hand a small quantity of slightly

damaged pure Bakelite bases. Bases are new,
except slightly imperfect at one side, edgewise.

Size 5 l/2 x.7 Hx'/i inch thick. Each 50c.
Size 4J4x454x}4 inch thick. Each 30c.
Send sufficient amount for postage. Electro

Importing Co., 231 Fulton St., N. Y. C.

MOTORCYCLES

MOTORCYCLES FROM $25 UP—New and
second-hand. Easy terms, large list to choose from,
all makes. Send 4c stamps for Bulletin "A."
Peerless Motorcycle Co., Watertown, Mass.

PATENT ATTORNEYS

INVENTIONS WANTED! Manufacturers
constantly writing us for patents. List of inven-
tions actually requested and book "How to Ob-
tain a Patent" sent free. Send rough sketch for
free report regarding patentability. Special as-
sistance given our clients in selling patents. Write
for details of interest to every inventor. Chandlee
& Chandlee, Patent Attorneys, Est. 21 vears. 551
7th St., Washington, D. C.

YOUR IDEA WANTED. PATENT YOUR
INVENTION. I'll help you market it. Send for
4 free books, list of patent buyers, hundreds of
ideas wanted, etc. Advice free. Patent adver-
tised free. Richard B. Owen, Patent Lawyer, 130
Owen Bldg., Washington, D. C, or 2278-T Wool-
worth Bldg., New York.

PATENTS ON EASY PAYMENTS. S^iid
model or sketch for Free Search and Certified
Registration of Your Invention for Your Protec-
tion. Free Book Tells What to Invent and How
to Obtain a Patent on Easy Payments. C. C.
Hines & Co., 593 Loan & Trust Bldg., Washington,

PATENTS—Without advance attorney's fees.
Not due until patent allowed. Send sketch for free
report. Books free. Frank Fuller, Washington,
D. C.

MILLIONS SPENT ANNUALLY FOR IDEAS!
Hundreds now wanted! Patent yours and profit!
Write today for free books—tell how to protect
yourself, how to invent, ideas wanted, how we
help you sell, etc. 212 Patent Dept., American
Industries, Inc., Washington, D. C.

INVENTORS, you need my free book, "Patents
and Successful Promotion." Tells how your ideas
can be turned into money. Honest advice free.
Real personal service. Highest references. Lloyd
W. Patch, 26 Le Droit Bldg., Washington, D. C.

PHONOGRAPHS

BUILD YOUR OWN PHONOGRAPHS and
manufacture them for profit. Drawing, Instruc-
tions, Parts, Price List, Blue Print, etc., complete,
sent free upon request. Write today. Associated
Phonograph Co., Dept. E-l, Cincinnati.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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MISCELLANEOUS

STAMPS—61 all different, free. Postage 3c.

Mention paper. Quaker Stamp Co., Toledo, Ohio.

HOW to become a successful inventor—Free
Particulars. Engineers, 2548 Armitage, Chicago.

FOR SALE—Newly invented telegraphic code,
Registered U. S. Patent Office, none equal to

simplicity, speed and accuracy. Comprised of only
four lessons. Clayton Van DenBerg, 809 Fulton
Street, Grand Haven, Michigan.

HARD RUBBER JARS for automobile storage
batteries, per dozen assorted, $6.50. Vent plugs
per dozen, 30c. Have tools and supplies to ex-
change. Want two-inch coil or larger, and Tesla
Coil. Gus Margreiter, 120 E. Harrison, Kirks-
ville, Mo.

SPRING CALIPERS—Inside, Outside Dividers.
4-inch size. Set of three, $1. Money-back guar-
antee. Every mechanic needs this set for ac-

curately working. LARKIN COMPANY, 1988
Bedford Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

INVENTORS! ATTENTION!—I have valuable
information how you can protect your inventions
for two years before patenting it without expense
or risk, full instructions, 25c. H. B. Lambert, 55
Willow Ave., North Pelham, N. Y.

SPECIAL—Join the Buyer's and Seller's Ex-
change! 25c will put your name and list of ar-

ticles you wish to sell on our files. Thousands
already on file. Results certain. Cheaper than
advertising. Your name sent to every inquirer
until articles are sold. Buyers, send stamp and
description of article wanted and receive list of
names free. Join now. The Buyer's and Seller's
Exch ange. P. O. Box 931, Indianapolis, Ind.

WE HAVE FOR SALE the following Revolving
Armature Type Westinghouse Generator, which is

in good condition, having seen less than six
months' service. 200 K.W. 2,200 volts, 3 phase,
60 cycles, 600 R.P.M., 53 amperes per terminal,
complete with slide base, pulley, exciter, and
switchboard complete with ammeter, voltmeter and
controlling devices. Exciter is 3 K.W. 1,320
R.P.M.; serial number of generator is 579046.
Price $2,000.00 Kindly advise at once if inter-

ested. Immediate delivery of the outfit can be
made. Bimel Spoke & Auto Wheel Co., Portland,
Indiana.

WE HAVE a limited number of beautiful art
pictures on hand of Nikola Tesla, and Dr. Lee
De Forest. These make a handsome decoration
for any laboratory or workshop and should be
prominently displayed. Price for both, prepaid,
10c. Experimenter pub. Co., 233 Fulton St., New
York City.

MOTION PICTURE FILM—Best stories and
comics, $5 per 1,000 feet, also lc a foot. Harrison,
1283 Lakeland Ave., Lakewood, Ohio.

PRINTING

YOUR name on fifty "Styloprint cards," 35c.
Card case FREE. Imprimatur Press, Waltham,
Mass.

TELEGRAPHY

TELEGRAPHY—Both MORSE AND WIRE-
LESS: STATION AGENCY, taught quickly.
TREMENDOUS DEMAND—greater than supply.
PERMANENT POSITIONS SECURED — BIG
SALARIES. IDEAL WORKING CONDITIONS.
GREAT OPPORTUNITIES FOR ADVANCE-
MENT. WOMEN OPERATORS also needed. All
expenses low—can earn living while attending.
Oldest and largest school—established 44 years.
Endorsed by Railway, Western Union and Marconi
officials. Now offering special three months' Radio
course for young men subject to draft, enabling
them to enter Signal Corps—"PREFERRED
SERVICE." Large illustrated catalogue free. Cor-
respondence courses also. Write today. ENROLL
IMMEDIATELY. DODGE'S INSTITUTE, Lone
St., Valparaiso, Indiana.

«5F

Scientific Exchange Columns
UNDOUBTEDLY you have at the present time some things for which you have no further use.^ for which you have immediate use?_ There is no surer and quicker way to do this than by advertising your articles in these columns.

Do you wish to exchange them for something
Jvertising your articles in these columns. The

Very people, the Only people, who could possibly have a use for your things read this journal. More than 75,000 interested people will see your
ad. It is furthermore the cheapest advertising medium for you in the country. Dealers advertising accepted in Opportunity Exchange columns
only.

The rates are: Five cents per word (name and address to be counted), minimum space 3 lines. Count about 7 words to the line. Remittance
must accompany all orders. No advertisement for less than 50c accepted.

We reserve to ourselves the right to refuse any advertisement which we consider misleading or objectionable. Advertisements for the June
issue should reach us not later than April 22.

The Classified Columns of the "Electrical Experimenter" Bring Positive Results
Subscribers experiencing trouble in dealing with any advertiser should notify the publisher very promptly.

OVER 100,0f!0 PEOPLE REAO THIS JOTTRN\L

A
AEROPLANE—Curtis pusher type $300. or

complete with motor $1,200. For photo and de-

scription write H. A. Margreiter, Kirksville, Mo.

WISH TO COMMUNICATE with party having
a patented small article, likely' good seller, one
easily manufactured; or party having similar article

or device and wants to patent or sell. Not answer-
ing cranks. H. Jones, 1633 Anapuni St., Honolulu,
T. H., U. S. A.

SELL—Lionel Train (No. 6) with coaches, $14.

Machine for showing postcards, $6. Foot-power
lathe with chuck and scroll-saw, etc., $6. Arti-

cles in A-l condition and almost new. O. Dickson,
8607 Poplar St., New Orleans, La.

GOOD BOOK on Electric Meters. Sampson
Wet Batteries, Loading Coil, Radioson, Galena
Detectors, Speedometer, back numbers Experi-
menter, Hydrometer. Sell or trade. Menier, 443
East 85th St., New York City.

SELL—Large wireless receiving set, boy's books,
magazines, Ive's electric train, toy motors. Write.
Ernest Smalley, Martinsville, N. J.

SHORTHAND—Like March EE, page 787.

Completed course. Sell $1. Smith, 71 Sheridan,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

WANTED—Printing press and type. State size,

condition and price in first letter. Have phono-
graph parts, low voltage transformers, etc. Robt.

J. H edstrom, Racine, Wis.

FOR SALE—Seneca Plate Camera, 4 by 5, and
full equipment. Good as new. First money order
for $15 takes it. Particulars free. Rannells &
Rannells, Points, W. Va.

BARGAIN—Will sell Smith Motor Wheel,
which has been run only 500 miles, for $30 cash.

Theron Baumann, Kimball, S. D.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE—One latest im-

proved 8 H. P. Traction Gasoline Engine Vacuum
Cleaner, complete with tools and 120 ft. steel re-

inforced vacuum hose; hose box mounted on two-
wheeled cart; cost $365, sell for $180, or what
have you to trade? Write for particulars. Change
dust in*o money, $2 per hour. One 4x5 Double
Rectilinear Lens equipped with Bausch & Lomb
shutter, almost new; $10 takes it. One Heinze LT4
Magneto with Coil No. 13C, in very good condi-

tion, costs $55; will trade for y2 H. P. 110-115 V.
60-cycle A. C. Electric Motor. Must be in good
condition. One 7 M M Sporting Mauser Rifle in

good condition, $8. One Acme Magneto Generator

J S with flat belt governor pulley, $7. One 110-

115 V. D. C. shunt wound 1/6 H. P. General Elec-

tric Co.'s motor, can be used as generator, revolu-

tions 2300, in fine condition; $15 will take it.

A. F. MallieTt, Box 1082, Jamestown, N. Dak.

FOR SALE—22 Remington Special Rifle, $10.

Set 4 Zobo Horns, $5. Silver French Cornet,
$15. 6 vol. Home Library Law, $6. 22 Single
Shot Winchester, $3.50. Attlesey, Anacortes,
Wash.
BARGAIN—2 cylinder 3 H. P. air cooled gaso-

line-kerosene engine. Light weight. New bear-
ings. Ernest Jordan, Eureka Springs, Ark.

§llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

| "WANT TO SWAP"? |
m Do you realize that these "Scientific Ex- m
M change Columns" are the World's most re- g|
1§ nowned "Swap" market? "THE ELEC- s
=" TRICAL EXPERIMENTER" prints 100,000 m= copies of this issue; that means that at least =
M 180,000 readers see this page and probably m
^ a great many more. Our readers who adver- ^
1| tise here seldom advertise the same thing g{
M twice—usually within five days after the M
m issue is out the advertised article has been g
M sold, or swapped. The many testimonials jj|

M which we print here from time to time are m
g ample proof of the almost miraculous pull- m
|j ing power of these columns. fl

H Look around in your attic or workshop ||m and you will find dozens of long forgotten j|M articles, useless to you now, but very use- j|B ful to someone else. At a ridiculously low =
B cost you can either sell or swap such articles. =

And remember this fact: The U. S. Postal g= Laws protect you. No one can "do" or cheat ^
1§ you. Of 3,495 "ads" published in these col- m
H umns during the past five years, only twelve J
(§ complaints were reported to us, and each m
jj and every one was adjusted to the full sat- m

isfaction of the complainant. m
S It matters not if you have old books or g
U magazines, a kodak, electrical or chemical S
B apparatus, scientific instruments, bicycles, e
g typewriters, moving picture machines, air JB rifles, watches, structural toys, etc., etc. All j|g these and countless others can be speedily |J
g disposed of here. Try it and be convinced. g
IllllllllUllllllllillilW

Montezuma, Iowa.

Experimenter Publishing Co.,

233 Fulton St.,

New York, N. Y.

Dear Sir:

I am taking this opportunity
_

to write
you concerning the results obtained from
my ad which was placed in the Exchange
Columns of the ELECTRICAL EXPERI-
MENTER some few weeks ago. I was
very much surprised at the number of
answers which I received; some one hun-
dred in all. These came from all parts of
the country, including Canada and Hono-
lulu, T. H. I will surely recommend it to

all who wish to sell apparatus of any sort.

Yours very truly,

RAY J. FARMER.

EXCHANGE for Wireless Apparatus or sell

for cash, $60 worth Lionel Toy Trains. Wm.
Schafer, 6255 Frankstown Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa.

FOR SALE—Magneto, Camera, 10 books,
_
to

exchange for electrical goods. Write, John Diet-
rich, Bowdon, N. Dak.

FOR SALE—Motor Boat Receiving Set de-
scribed in April issue of this journal. A bargain.
F. MacMurphy, Wheaton, Minn.

FOR SALE—First $15 takes No. 3 Emerson
typewriter. Slightly used. C. E. Mosier, Juniata,
Nebr.

FOR SALE—Excelsior Motorcycle, $50. Baby
Pope, $30. Might consider trade. Send stamp for
photos. Lawrence Johnston, Fairfield, 111.

WANTED—Good telescope. State size. Albert
Larson, River Falls, Wis.

FOR SALE—Electro Vario Selective Coupler
(cabinet), new, $5. Wm. Liddle, Hackensack,
N. J.

BARGAINS—Cabinet Receiving Set, Audion,
Loading Coils, Variables, Switches, Railroad Re-
lay, Key, Sounder, etc. Write for list and prices.

Harold Spencer, East Concord, N. Y.

FOR SALE—6 H. P. 4 cylinder 4 cycle gasoline
engine with magneto and carburetor, $27.50. D.
Frank, 706 N. Meridian St., Indianapolis, Ind.

TRADE—Set Hawkins Guides, tools, wireless
instruments, value $19, for good running condi-

tion motorcycle engine. Edwin Widmer, 2910 N.
Lawrence St., Philadelphia, Pa.

LIONEL TRAIN OUTFIT—A fine large outfit

in A-l condition. Complete with all accessories

as switches, crossings, semaphores, bumpers, 2

gondola cars and 95 feet of track. Standard gauge.
Further information on request. Vernon Chaberd,
362 Custer Ave., Youngstown, Ohio.

FOR SALE—Edison Projecting Kinetoscope Ex-
hibition Model. Write Louis Hein, 2506 E. Ward
St., Seattle, Wash.
WILL SELL or swap for anything electrical,

new $15 snaredrum with stand, and 20 boys'

books. Earl Brown, 514 Virginia Ave., Martins-
burg, W. Va.

FOR SALE—$18 Analytical Balance and Case.

$10; $10 Volt-Ammeter, Graduated 25 volts

amperes, $5 ; $8 Transformer for small voltages

2-20, $5; $30 Portable Weston Triple Range Volt
Ammeter and Case, graduated from 10 amperes
and volts to 30 volts and 300 amperes, $20
6-volt Knapp Dynamo-motor, $3. A. R. MacPher
son, 1107 South K St., Tacoma, Wash.

WANTED—Copy of book "Michael Faraday,
His Life and Work" by Sylvanus Thompson. Also
an ohmeter of the Roller-Smith type or a Wheat-
stone bridge; must be in first-class condition, and
include galvanometer. H. W. Secor, c/o Electri-
cal Experimenter, 233 Fulton St., New York City.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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Just what you need to know to succeed in ELECTRICITY
EVERY electrician, every engineer, every mechanic should know

about these wonderfully helpful instructive books, which give in

plain words a complete working knowledge of electrical engi-

neering in all its phases.

You run into some new electrical problem almost every day. The
information you need to help you in your every day work is in

HAWKINS
ELECTRICAL GUIDES
These books place electricity at your finger ends. They cover every imaginable

subject, principle, theory, problem, trouble, and way of doing things electrically.
Every subject is indexed so that you can turn right to it. They are a study course
and a reference guide in one, written in plain every day language—no wasted words—only what you need to know—chock full of up-to-the-minute electrical knowledge.
The guides are a complete course in electrical engineering. They will help you in
every detail of the day's electrical work. You can't ask an electrical question that
Hawkins Guides can't answer.

Pocket-Size Flexible Covers
The books are small enough to slip into your coat

pocket—handsomely bound in flexible black covers.
You can carry each volume with you until you have

mastered its contents. 3.500 pages of actual information
and 4.700 illustrations. Once you see these books and
put them into actual use you will never again want to be
without them. Try it at our expense.

SEND NO MONEY
It will cost you nothing to receive these books—to look

them over—ask them all the questions you can think of—use them in your work—study them—pick up some in-
formation that will increase your earning ability. We
will ship you the entire set of 10 volumes entirely FREE
This is a sign of our confidence in the guides. Pure

gold does not object to being tested. Keep them for
seven days and if you do not decide that vou can't get
along without them, return them to us and owe us
nothing.

When you decide to keep them you only have to pay
$1.00 down and remit the balance of $9.00 on the easy
payment of $1.00 a month till paid for.
Use this coupon to get the books. It will pay you

many times over.

THEO. AUDEL & CO.
72 Fifth Ave. New York, N. Y.

What Electrical Men Say
Helped Him Make Good

"It is only right for me to recom-
mend highly the Hawkins Guides, for

they have b?en of the greatest assist-

ance to me in placing me in my pres-
ent position as Superintendent of Con-
struction Department of one of Ohio's
largest Electrical Companies. I would
like to see every man have a set of
Hawkins Guides."

Geo. Knecht. Columbus. Ohio.

In the Naval Electrical Dept.

"The Hawkins Guides are great help
to me in the Naval Electrical Depart-
ment, which they cover very thorough-
ly." C. J. Cornell,
D. S. Receiving Ship. Brooklyn. N. T.

Superintendent
"I am now superintendent of the

Dunnville Hydro - Electric Systems,
and Hawkins Guides were a great help
to me in holding down a responsible
position."
W. E. Swartz, Dunnville, Ontario.

Wireless Operators
"I have worked wireless for ten

years—but I wish I had these books
years ago, as they have saved me a
great deal of trouble." H. Marshall.

Steamer M & B No. 2.

Walkerville, Ont.

READ THIS PARTIAL LIST OF CONTENTS
| Contains 348 pages, 388 illustrations. Electrical

l "v. * signs and symbols—static and current electricity
-primary cells—conductors and Insulators—resistance and
conductivity—magnetism—induction coils—dynamo principles
—classes of dynamos—armatures—windings—commutation

—

brushes, etc.

No 9 Contains 348 pages, 304 illustrations. MotorI1U * principles—armature reaction—motor starting—
calculations—brake horsepower—selection and installation of
dynamo and motors—galvanometers—standard cells—current
measurement — resistance measurement — voltmeters — watt-
meters—watt hour meters—operation of dynamos—operation
of motors, etc.

No. 3 Contains 300 Pages, 423 illustrations. Distribution
systems—wires and wire calculations—inside, out-

side and underground wiring—sign flashers—lightning pro-
tection—rectifiers—storage battery systems, etc.

No. 4 Contains 2"0 Pages. 379 illustrations. Alternating^ current principles—alternating current diagrams—tlie power factor—alternator principles—alternator con-
struction—windings, etc.

No "5 Contains 320 pages, 614 illustrations. A. C. Motors—synchronous andinduction motor principles—A. C.
commutator motors—induction motors, transformers : losses,
construction, connections, tests—converters—rectifiers, etc.

No 6 Contains 298 pages. 472 illustrations. Alternating
* " current systems—switching devices—circuit break-

ers—relays—lightning protector apparatus—regulating devices—synchronous condensers—indicating devices—meters—power
factor indicators—wave form measurement—switch boards, etc.

No 7 Contains 316 pages. 379 illustrations. Alternating
i current, wiring power stations—turbines: manage-

ment, selection, location, erection, testing, running, care and
repair—telephones, etc.

No 8 Contains 332 pages. 436 illustrations. Telegraph
"

, ,— simultaneous teleeraphv and telephony—
wireless—electric bells—electric lighting—photometrv. etc

No 9 Contains 322 pages. 627 illustrations. Elec- A
„ (ric railways—electric locomotires—car light-mg—trolley car operation—miscellaneous applications— ^motion pictures—gas engine ignition—automobile self-

starters and lighting systems, electric vehicles etc W
No 1

Contains 513 pages. 599 illustrations. AAv Elevators—cranes—pumps—air com- ^7
THEO.

AUDEL & CO.

pumps—air com-
pressors—electric heating — electric welding-
soldering and brazing— industrial electro-
lysis—electro plating—electro- therapeutic—X-rays, etc

Also a complete 12fi-page ready
reference index of the complete
library. This index has been
planned to render easily ac-
cessible all the vast infor-
mation contained in the ^
in electrical guides.

72 Fifth Avenue
New York. N. Y.

There are over 13,
500 cross refer
ences. You find
what you want
to know in- »
stantly. ^}

Please submit me for
examination Hawkins

Electrical Guides (price
$1 each). Ship at once, pre-

paid, the 10 numbers. If sat-
isfactory I agree to send you $1

within seven days and to further
mail you $1 each month until paid.

Signature

Occupation

Business Address

5END NO MONEY- USE THE COUPON
Reference E E. Ma.,



This Marvelous

CAMERA
On FREE TRIAL!
Only 10,000 of these marvelous, instantaneous picture-

taking and making cameras to be sent out absolutely on
approval without a penny in advance just to prove that
it is the most wonderful invention—the camera sensation
of the age. So you must send for it quick! Just think
of it—the new Mandel-ette

Takes and Makes Finished Pictures

INSTANTLY

!

You press the button, drop card in developer and in
one minute take out a perfect, finished post card photo
23^x3J^ inches in size. Camera, itself, is about 43^x5x7
inches. Loads in daylight 16 to 50 post cards at one time.

No Films—No Plates—No Dark Room
Not a bit cf the muss and bother of the ordinary kodak or camera. It is instantaneous

photography! Universal focus lens produces sharp pictures at all distances. Pictures
develop and print automatically. Can't overdevelop. Results positively amazing.

Better Pictures—Less Bother
I received your Mandel-ette Outfit yester-

day and after trying it out today. I must in-

deed express my astonishment at the work
that can be done with it. The first three pic-

tures that 1 had taken were better than most
of the snap shots that I took with a film

camera, and there is much less bother and
work in>making the pictures. I have shown
it to a number of people today and I am sure
that you will be able to sell at least 75 or 100
here if you would have some way of demon-
strating the goods. I am going to show my
outfit to everyone that I meet and you can
rest assured that I wiil do my best in boost-
ing vour wonder camera.

1. M. BROWN, Poplar Bluff , Mo.

Wouldn't Sell It At Any Price
I received my Mandel-ette and am much

pleased with it. I took some pictures and
even though it was a cloudy day, they came
out just grand. I wouldn't sell the camera
at any price.

SUSIE KINSEL, Gloucester, N.J.

Surprised At Fine Pictures
I am making some fine pictures with no

trouble at all. All who see my Mandel-ette
Camera say that it is fine and they are sur-
prised when I make a perfect picture in one
minute.
WALTER G. HERMAN, Newburg, Ore.

We Trust You
No difference who you are, where you live

or what your age, we will send you the complete
Mandel-ette outfit absolutely on approval and
give you ten days to test it. If not satisfactory
return it. But when you see w hat elegant pic-

tures it takes—so quick, so easy, with no trou-
ble at all—if you wish to keep it you simply
send us $1 per month until our special price of
only $5.50 is paid.

Easy Payments-
No Reference
No red tape of any kind. Monthly pay-

ments so small you'll not notice them. Simply
fill out and send coupon today. Send no money.
No references required. Lots offun and big profits.

Chicr^7FTr™ype"o7p™y?^. No Experience Required
Desk 223 Ferrotype Bldg., Chicago, 111. \ ™"i instructions and everything complete

_ * with outfit so you can begin taking
Send me at oncfieompiete model Mandel-ette pictures the moment it arrives. We

outfit including- supply of post cards and instruc- ^ r
. , u-u

tions. 1 agree to examine and test it thoroughly > guarantee
_
that even a Child Can

and if satisfied pay you $1 a month_ until your spe- ^Operate it. Mail Coupon now. No
Vict fir nlcial price of $5.50 is paid, otherwise I will return it at

the end of 10 days.

Street and No.,

Town ..State.,

risk or obligation to keep camera.

Chicago Ferrotype

t Company,
^ Desk 223 Ferrotype Bldg.,

~ \ Chicago, Illinois

X*

Friend Sends Order
My Mandel-ette arrived early Saturday

morning O. K. Thirty minutes after it ar-
rived I took my first picture and it was a
great success. Any person after mastering
your simple instructions should get good
results with your Mandel-ette. I don't see
how I ever got along without one.
After I had unpacked mine, my friend,

Theo. Murdoch, New Petersburg, Ohio,
came along and he was so enthused over
it he sent for one the same morning. Sev-
eral more of my friends are thinking of
sending- for Cameras in the near future.
HERMAN R. STOEBEL, Greenfield, Ohio.

No Chance For Mistake
Your special outfit reached me by express

this morning.
_ It sure is all you claim it to

be and there is no danger of my sending it
back, as the first picture I took was of my
wife and two children and it is the best I
have ever seen.
That was the first time in my life that

I have ever tried to take a picture, in fact,
it is the first time that I have ever used a
camera of any kind and by following your
instructions in the circular there is no
chance to make a mistake.

TOMMY WEST, Louisville, Ky.
$18.00 In Two Days

I wish to say that I am well pleased with
your camera. I am using my Mandel-ette this
week at the Bedford County Fair. I have
made about §18 so far with my Mandel-ette
and today is only Tuesday.
IKE THURMAJSI, Jr., Shelbyville.Tenn.

Make It Pay In 2 or 3 Hours
I received your camera O. K. and' am well

pleased with it. I have already made some
dandy pictures and I am sure I can make it

pay for itself intwoorlhreehours. Enclosed
find orders for more cards.

J. B. HONEYCUTT, Beelog, N. C.

Camera Success—Want Agency
As I have bought one of your Mandel-ette

Cameras and found it to be very successful
in taking pictures, I wish to make applica-
tion to become your agent. I have several
young men here who are anxious to buy
one and I will send you their orders as soon
as 1 hear from ynu.

GEO. REUTIC, Ft. Collins, Colo.

More Than Paid For Itself
I am very pleased with the Mandel-ette

Camera. 1 have made some very good pic-
tures with it and it has already more than,
paid for itself.

CHAS. E. MEARS, Jasonville, Ind.

THE CAREY PRINTING CO. Inc.
New York
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This is the Electrical Age, and this wonderful new profession is calling you. The
demand for expert Electricians is greater every year and the salaries higher. Elec-

tricity is truly the greatest motive power in the world, to-day, and now is the time to

enter this profession.

YOU CAN DO THIS
M5, ', > \

m\

AFTER HOME STUDY

$3622 TO $10022 A WEEK

Na

Address

You can earn $36 to $100 a week and more as an Expert Electrician. If you have a

common school education I can train you in a few months at home. Big lighting and
power companies, municipalities, and manufacturers are always seeking trained men to

handle their Electrical problems.

I Guarantee Satisfaction
Every student receives our Sealed Guarantee Bond, which guarantees to return every penny of his

money if he is not entirely satisfied. No other school has made this wonderful offer, but I know the

success I have brought to hundreds of my students, and I know what I can do for any ambitious young
man who will give me a little* of his spare time each day.

FREE ELECTRICAL OUTFIT
For the next 30 days I am giving each student an Outfit of

Electrical Testing Instruments, Tools, Electrical materials, and
Motor absolutely Free. My instruction is by practical methods and
this outfit is used in working out the lessons. Practical training

with the theory makes perfect. I am Chief Engineer of the Chicago
Engineering Works, and I can give you the training that will land

the big jobs and hold them.

If you are in real earnest I want to send you my new Book

—

"How to Become an Electrical Expert." It's free. No matter
how many other schools you write to I want you to have my book
—It's different because it's practical—Write today.

CHIEF ENGINEER COOKE
CHICAGO ENGINEERING WORKS
Dept. 26 :: 441 CASS STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.

MAIL THIS COUPON
Dept.2P,

CHIEF ENGINEER, Chicago Engineering Works,
441 Cass St., Chicago, Illinois.

Without obligation on my part kindly send at once, fully prepaid,
particulars of your complete Practical Home Study Course in Elec-
tricity.

Town State

You benefit by mentioning "The Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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No. EX2002
«rpHE BOY'S ELECTRIC TOYS" contains enough mate-

I rial TO MAKE AND COMPLETE OVER TWENTY-
FIVE DIFFERENT ELECTRICAL APPARATUS with-

out any other tools, except a screw-driver furnished with the outfit. The box
contains the following complete instruments and apparatus which are already
assembled

:

Student's chromic plunge battery, compass-galvanometer, solenoid, telephone
receiver, electric lamp. Enough various parts, wire, etc., are furnished to
make the following apparatus :

Electromagnet, electric cannon, magnetic pictures, dancing spiral, electric

hammer, galvanometer, voltmeter, hook for telephone receiver, condenser,
sensitive microphone, short distance wireless telephone, test storage battery,

shocking coil, complete telegraph set, electric riveting machine, electric buz-
zer, dancing fishes, singing telephone, mysterious dancing man, electric jump-
ing jack, magnetic geometric figures, rheostat, erratic pendulum, electric but-
terfly, thermo electric motor, visual telegraph, etc., etc.

This does not by any means exhaust the list, but a great many more ap-
paratus can be built actually and effectually.

With the instruction book which we furnish, one hundred experiments that
can be made with this outfit are listed, nearly all of these being illustrated

with superb illustrations. No other materials, goods or supplies are neces-
sary to perform any of the one hundred experiments or to make any of the
25 apparatus. Everything can be constructed and accomplished by means of
this outfit, two hands, and a screw-driver.
The outfit contains 1 14 separate pieces of material and 24 pieces of finished

articles ready to use at once.
Among the finished material the following parts are included: Chromic salts

for battery, lamp socket, bottle of mercury, core wire (two different lengths),
a bottle of iron filings, three spools of wire, carbons, a quantity of machine
screws, flexible cord, two wood bases, glass plate, parafflne paper, binding
posts, screw-driver, etc., etc. The instruction book is so clear that anyone can
make the apparatus without trouble, and besides a section of the instruction
book is taken up with the fundamentals of electricity to acquaint the layman
with all important facts in electricity in a simple manner.
We guarantee satisfaction.
The size over all of the outfit is 14 x 9 x 2%. Shipping weight, 8 lbs. <JX nfj

No. EX2002 "The Boy's Electric Toys." outfit as described •fO.W
IMMEDIATE SHIPMENTS

231 Fulton St.

NEW YORKELECTRO IMPORTING CO.,

Student's Chromic Plunge Battery

This is an ideal battery for eleelrical experi-

mental work wlii-re a. very powerful current is

not required. This battery will liisht a 2 volt

lamp for several hours on one charge; it will

run a small loy motor surprisingly well: it will

do small electroplating work; it is ideal for

testing work; it gives a fairly steady current,

and as the zinc electrode can be pulled clear of

the electrolyte, no materials are used when bat-

tery stands Idle.

Best Amalgam Zinc only is used, as well as

a highly porous carbon to ensure a steadier
current. We furnish enough chromic salts for

4 charges. Full directions for operation and care of battery are included1

.

Each battery tests 2 volts and amperes when set up fresh. Not over 2
amperes should be drawn from battery continuously, liy using six or eight
of these batteries, a great many experiments can be performed. No solution
can run out of this battery if upset by accident. This makes it an ideal
portable battery. Size over all is 5"x2". Shipping weight, 1 lb.

No. 930. student's Chromic Plunge Battery
IMMEDIATE SHIPMENTS $0.50

The "Electro" Radiotone
HIGH FREQUENCY SILENT TEST

BUZZER
This instrument gives a wonderful high

pitched MUSICAL NOTE in the receivers,

impossible to obtain with the ordinary
test buzzer. Tbe RADIOTONE is built
along entirely new lines; it is NOT an
ordinary buzzer, reconstructed in some
manner. Tbe RADIOTONE has a single
fine s'eel reed vibrating at a remarkably
high speed, adjusted to its most efficient

frequency at tbe factory. Hard silver con-
tacts arc used to make the instrument last
practically forever.

Yes. the RADIOTONE is SILENT. In fact, it is so silent that you must
place your ear on top of it to bear its beautiful musical note.
You will be astounded at the wonderfully clear. 500 cycle note, sounding

sharply in your receivers. To learn the codes, thore Is absolutely nothing
like ft. With the radiotone. a key and one dry cell and ANY telephone, a
fine learner's set is had. Two or more such se's in scries will afford no
end of pleasuro for intercommunication work. Sh.pping Weight I lb..*,

Radiotone as described cadi Si Q(l
IMMEDIATE SHIPMENTS «p»«/V

The "Electro" Telegraph

is not a toy. but a practical,
honestly built telegraph outfit,

which not only sounds but works
like the big commercial instru-
ments. By studying the code
for 30 days you can become a
first-class telegraph operator.
Such operators are in big de-
mand now. Outfit consists of
TWO complete telegraph instru-
ments each measuring o 1^ x 2%
x 2V\. All metal parts are high-
ly nickel plated, including key
lever. Note hard rubber knot).
Telegraph Code Chart, telegraph
blanks and connecting wire comes with set, but no batteries. Outfit works
on 2 dry cells (one cell for each instrument). The "Electro" is the ONLY
Outfit that works both ways, each station can call; no switches, no extras.
Nothing to get out of order. Guaranteed to please you or money
back. Price Complete as illustratsd (TWO INSTRUMENTS)..

Shipping Weight. 2 lbs.

IMMEDIATE SHIPMENTS
$1.25

The "Electro" Codophone (Patents Pending)

What this Ski ^%f\
remarkable ^S^MlP WliWU
instrument Is —
and does.

The •'Elec-
tro" C o d o-
phone is
positively tbe
only instru-
ment in a d e l

that will
imitate a 500
cycle note'
exactly as
heard in a
Wireless re-
ceiver. The
loud-talking receiver equipped with a horn, talks so loud that you can hear
the sound all over the room, even if there is a lot of other noise.
THAT'S NOT ALL. By lessening or tightening the receiver cap. a tone

from the lowest, softest duality, up to the loudest and highest screaming
sound can lie had in a few seconds.
FOR INTERCOMMUNICATION. Using two dry cells for each instru-

ment, two Codophones when connected with one wire and return ground,
can be used for intercommunication between two houses one-half mile apart.
One outfit alone replaces the old-fashioned learner's telegraph set, con-

sisting of key and sounder.
The "Electro" Codophone is a handsome, well made instrument, fool

proof, and built for hard work. Contacts are of hard silver \ s inch in
diameter, that will outlast the instrument.
There is also a neat code chart and full directions enabling any intelli-

gent young man or girl to learn the codes within 30 days, practising
half hour a day.

Sizes: 6% x S x 2%". Shipping weight. 2 lbs.
The 'Electro" Codophone as described, complete... $1.50

"The Llvest Catalog In America"
Our big, new electrical cyclopedia No. 10 is waiting for you. Positively

the most complete Wireless and electrical catalog in print todav. 228 Big
Pages, (lilt) illustrations, son instruments and apparatus, etc. Big "Treatise
on Wireless Telegraphy." 20 FREIE coupons for our 100-page FREE Wire-
less Course in 20 lessons. FREE Cyclopedia No. 10 measures 7x5V.
Weight Vz lb. Beautiful stiff covers.

iiniimi iiiiniiiiBiiiniiiiii

ELECTRO IMPORTING COMPANY
231 Fulton St., New York City

I enclose herewith G cents in stamps or coin for
Which please send me your latest Cyclopedia Cata-
log No. 10 as described.

NAME . .

.

ADDRESS

STATE . . .

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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AVIATION MECHANICS
Needed for New Positions

Thousands of splendid new positions now opening up everywhere in

this amazing new field. New Airplane factories being built—automobile
and other plants in all parts of the country being converted to turn out vast

fleets of Airplanes for our armies in Europe. And only a few hundred ex-

pert Airplane Mechanics available, although thousands are needed. And
this is only the beginning. Already airplane mail routes are being planned
for after the war and thousands upon thousands of flying machines will be

wanted for express and passenger carrying service.

Not in a hundred years has any field of endeavor held out such
wonderful chances to young men as are offered to you today in

the Aviation Industry. Resolve now to change your poorly paid

job for a big paying position with a brilliant future. Send the cou-

pon today for Special limited offer in Practical Aeronautics and
the Science of Aviation and prepare yourself in a few short months
to double or treble your present salary.

What Our Students Say:
Mr. Stanfield Fries

Fort Bliss, Tex.
My estimation of the

new course is excellent;

it could positively not be
any better.

Mr. Z. Purdy
Shreveport, La.

It is hard to believe

that lessons on such a

subject could be gotten up
in such an interesting
manner.

Mr. Lloyd Royer
Haigler, Neb.

I can hardly thank you
enough for the way you
have personally taken up
my enrollment.

Mr. Mayne Eble
Manistee, Mich.

I believe I learn more
from my lessons than an
aviator who takes his first

lesson with an airman in

an aeroplane.

We Teach You By Mail
IN YOUR SPARE TIME AT HOME

Earn $50 to $300

per week as
Aeronautical Instructor

$60 to $150 per week
Aeronautical Engineer

$100 to $300 per week
Aeronautical Contractor

Enormous profits

Aeroplane Repairman
$60 to $75 per week

Aeroplane Mechanician
$40 to $60 per week

Aeroplane Inspector

$50 to $75 per week
Aeroplane Salesman

$5000 per year and up
Aeroplane Assembler

$40 to $65 per week
Aeroplane Builder

$75 to $200 per week

Our new, scientific Course has the endorsement of airplane manu-
facturers, aeronautical experts, aviators and leading aero clubs.

Every Lesson, Lecture, Blue-Print and Bulletin is self-explanatory. *

You can't fail to learn. No book study. No schooling required, f
Lessons are written in non-technical, easy-to-understand language. »

You'll not have the slightest difficulty in mastering them. The J
Course is absolutely authoritative and right down to the minute f Without any obligations

in every respect. Covers the entire field of Practical Aeronau- * on my part, you may send

tics and Science of Aviation in a thorough practical manner. Under our expert direction, you i me full particulars of your

get just the kind of practical training you must have in order to succeed in this wonderful ^
industry.

SEND THIS
Special Offer NOW! coupon today J

Tt is our duty to help in every possible way to supply the urgent need for graduates of this great W y
«4,nol We have facilities for teaching a few more students, and to secure them quickly we are g ^ arnn

.

maWnB a remarkable Special Offer which will be withdrawn without notice. Write today—or send W
the coupon—for full particulars. Don't risk delay. Do it now. *

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF AVIATION / a^s...
431 S. Dearborn Street Dept. 7446 CHICAGO, ILL.^/

American School
of Aviation

431 S. Dearborn Street

Dept. 7446

Chicago, Illinois

course in Practical Aeronau-
tics and your Special
LIMITED Offer.

3*o» benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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AGNETIC STORMS AND WINK
NE of the most puzzling scientific phe-
nomena is the so-called local magnetic
storm. Much has been written about thib

subject and many theories have been ad-
vanced, none very plausible.

Of late Professor Francis E. Nipher,
of the Academy of Science of St. Louis—

the distinguisht scientist who demonstrated experimen-
tally gravitational repulsion—has shed new light upon the

subject Professor Nipher who, as is well known, is

not a theorist, always supplies experimental evidence
when announcing new scientific discoveries. Such being
the case, and bearing in mind that the professor is an
exceedingly exact and painstaking worker, it will come
as somewhat of a shock, that an ordinary wind is one of

the direct causes of local magnetic storms. At first

blush this sounds most preposterous, for who ever
imagined that the motion of the air could possibly in-

fluence a magnet? Nevertheless it is a fact supported by
a wealth of experimental evidence.
Professor Nipher began by reasoning that the mag-

netic force of a bar magnet might be diminished by
draining negative electrons from it. He actually ac-
complished this by means of a static machine. Then it

was found that while observing a carefully screened
magnetic needle during a wind storm in which sudden
and violent wind-gusts occurred, the oscillations of the
needle were affected in a marked way at the beginning
of the wind-gust. The oscillations of the needle were
suddenly and greatly changed.
Careful and exhaustive experiments were subsequent-

ly carried out at Professor Nipher's summer home at

Hessel, Michigan, in a tent 50 feet from Lake Huron.
The magnetic needle was a piece of knitting needle 7 cm.
long suspended upon an unspun silk fiber 40 cm. long.

The enclosing case was a large glass bottle, entirely air-

proof, so that no atmospheric disturbances could pos-
sibly reach the magnetic needle. Attached to the latter

was a small mirror by means of which the motion of
the needle was observed in the usual manner with a
telescope and scale. A number of elaborate precautions
(by means of control magnets) were taken to make the
needle as independent as feasible from the earth's mag-
netic field, as well as preventing mechanical shocks

from reaching the suspended and magnetized needle.

It was then found—and a mass of proofs exist to

substantiate the facts —'that on days when the wind
blows in gusts at intervals of 1 or 2 minutes, the

needle is more unsteady in its motion^ than on quiet

days. How the needle predicts a gust of wind is best

seen in the following occurrence

:

At 1:10 P. M. on July 14, the needle began to vibrate

to and fro, continuing in its motion for 9 minutes. Then
a sudden and violent gust of wind came in from the

lake to the south, overturning a sail-boat lying 200 feet

away from the observation station. About 8 minutes

later the wind had practically ceased, and the oscilla-

tions of the needle had ceased as well. Many similar

observations were made during the summer, all with

the same results.

Professor Nipher's explanation of this strange phe-

nomenon is that a wind disturbance, such as a tornado,

among the atmospheric ions, which accumulate along
the magnetic lines of force, at or near the earth's mag-
netic poles, is responsible for some of our widespread
magnetic storms. Of course a small wind disturbance

could hardly produce more than a small local magnetic
disturbance, but it certainly does exist.

But the wind alcne is not the sole cause of local

magnetic storms. The rain as well as cloud shadows
produce the same effects. Thus when small clouds are

scattered over the sky and a local fall of rain occurs

at the observation station, the sunlight passing thru

the air thru which the rain-drops fall, a very marked
magnetic storm results.

Furthermore, while the sun was hidden by clouds, the

needle usually remained undisturbed. But as soon as

the sun came out the needle at once began to oscillate

markedly.
In an article of this kind it is impossible to present

the full evidence of Professor Nipher's experiments,
but it is quite apparent that local variations of the
earth's magnetic field are determined wholly by local

weather conditions.

Discoveries such as these tend to show how very
incomplete our knowledge is as yet of magnetism and
how much there remains for us to learn.

H. Gernsback.
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'LEARN BY DOING'
The Only Way to Learn Electricity

The only way you can become an expert is by doing

the very work under competent instructors, which you

will be called upon to do later on. In other words, learn

by doing. That is the method of the New York Electrical

School.

Five minutes of actual practice properly directed is

worth more to a man than years and years of book study.

Indeed, Actual Practice is the only training of value, and
graduates of New York Electrical School have proved
themselves to be the only men that are fully qualified

to satisfy EVERY demand of the Electrical Profession.

At this "Learn by Doing" School a man acquires the

art of Electrical Drafting; the best business method and

experience in Electrical Contracting, together with the

skill to install, operate and maintain all systems for pro-
ducing, transmitting and using electricity. A school for
Old and Young. Individual instruction.

No previous knowledge of electricity, mechanics or
mathematics is necessary to take this electrical course.

You can begin the course now and by steady application

prepare yourself in a short time. You will be taught by
practical electrical experts with actual apparatus, under
actual conditions. 5,000 of our students are today suc-

cessful Electrical Practitioners. Come in and read their

enthusiastic letters. Let us explain this course to you in

person. If you can't call, send now for 64-page book

—

it's FREE to you. SCHOOL OPEN ALL SUMMER.

New York Electrical School

29 W. 17th St., New York, N. Y.

Please send FREE and without obligation to

me your 64-page book.
j

Address

m \\£l{CTI?O n£CH/)N/C/}L

I H EN&/NE&KIN&

armature: winpingj/j CfTKl

NEW YORK 29 W. 17™ ST
NEW YORK; NTY.
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An Electric Aeroplane Shooting Gallery

ALL aboard for' the electric aeroplane
shooting gallery—three shots for a
dime ! Right this way, Gents.
Wing a "Boche" plane in flight

!

This may be the speech that greets

you in the large amusement parks this

summer. We predict it will make a sure-

quired of the marksman to hit the moving
target for the reason that the platform on
which he stands will be constantly pitching

and rolling, and moreover, the captive plane

can be made to roll just like a real one,

in two directions, i. e., up and down from
side to side, and back and forth from front

of the regular army aviator, as there the
gunner has the use of a rapid-fire machine
gun which fairly sprinkles the air with bul-
lets for a considerable area, and even then
the enemy flyers do get away without be-
ing hit.

In order to accomplish the desired re-

Shooting Down "Boche" Aeroplanes From a .Moving 'Plane, With All the Accompanying Sensations, Is the Latest Amusement Device Perfected
by an American Genius. The Movement of the Shooter's 'Plane as Weil as That of the Propellers and Targets Is Accomplished by Electric

Motors. It Promises to Make a Wonderful Hit With the Public This Summer.

fire hit with the amusement-seeking public,
men, women and children. This recently
patented contrivance is intended to give
one all the sensations of actually shooting
at a moving target, in this case a miniature
aeroplane, from an aeroplane in flight. As
the inventor, Mr. Frederic W. Thompson,
points out, considerable skill will be re-

to tail. The whole arrangement is very
cleverly designed so as to require the mini-
mum of power to actuate it, and small
electric motors do all the work of putting
the flying machine thru her paces. It's

quite a trick to hit a bull's eye from a
moving plane, especially with a single bul-
let, which is quite different than the case

suit, use is made of a shooter's stand in
the form of an aeroplane, a distant target,
and mechanical means holding the shooter's
stand suspended in mid-air and imparting
a rocking motion thereto. Use is also made
of means for detachably suspending the
target and carrying it along in an endless

(Continued on page 132)
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Moving Pictures That Really Talk

NOT so very long ago the world was
startled with a new wonder, the
cinematograph or motion picture

as it is now known. Its rise has
been phenomenal until now the

"movie" business is one of the first in the

By GEORGE HOLMES

he happeened to be holding his hand over
the front lens in such a position as to cause
a narrow slot to be formed between his

fingers. By closing and opening this slot

he struck upon the idea of the principle

for a shutter which excludes the light while

land and the aggregate capital runs into the

millions. In its present form it has done
much to relieve humanity of its cares and
worries, and for a nominal sum one may
take his family to a theatre and pass a

pleasant evening.
Nevertheless, inventors saw that there

were more possibilities in the "films" than

just a plain black and white picture; there

were those who thought that in time the

movie would eventually rival the spoken
stage, and to this end countless men have
been applying their time,- money, everything

to secure films that would be clear, sharp

in Nature's own colors and last of all—with

speech in perfect synchronism!
Color-photography has lately been real-

ized by a prominent inventor, and now
comes Mr. Eugene Lauste, a French in-

ventor, who evidently can lay claim to hav-
ing perfected a successful method of tak-

ing and reproducing "talking movies" that

are well nigh perfect, both as to tone and
synchronism.
Coming as this does from one who since

childhood has dreamt of this great ideal,

and made a persistent study of this great

art, one may expect much. Mr. Lauste was
born in Paris in 1857. At the tender age
of ten when only a mere boy he conceived
the idea of "motion pictures." Taking a

strip of paper from the "Wheel of Life" or

Zeotrope, he soaked it in oil to make it

transparent and then pulled it thru a magic
lantern in a series of jerks. Of course, this

was very crude and at first no conceivable

idea could be drawn from this procedure
till one day, while adjusting the machine

The "Talking Motion Picture" is

One of Those Elusive Things
That Seem Thoroly Practical,
But Up to Now We have
Had to Do Without Them.
Thanks to This New Scheme of
Mr. Lauste's, Former Associate
of Thomas A. Edison, We May
Soon Have the Pleasure of
"Hearing" As Well As "Seeing"

the Actors.

another picture is drawn into place. So ob-
sesst was he with the idea that from then
on it might be said that he has made it his

life work.
It might not be amiss to give a brief his-

tory of Mr. Lauste's work in that it will

add weight to his claim of having invented
a real "talking movie." From 1886 to 1892
he was associated with Mr. Thomas A.
Edison, first at New York and later at the
Menlo Park and Orange, N. J., laboratories.

While there in the year 1887, the Edison
Kinetoscope first saw the light of day. It

was not a projector nor did it have any
form of escapement. The film ran continu-
ously behind a peep hole and the pictures
on it were viewed directly by means of a

tures of the regular size. From. Edison he
went to the Westinghouse Company, and
from there to the Eidoloscope Company.
Next he was associated with the Biograph
Company, where he worked the giant

cameras of the early pioneer days. In 1897

he went to England to show the Biograph
Films.
During his wide and varied career Mr.

Lauste has met and become acquainted with
many noted persons, among them being Mr.
M. J. Marey, a Frenchman, who might have
received the honor for the invention of the

cinematograph, had he foreseen the possi-

bilities of his "Photographic Gun" which he
built in 1876. It was not primarily intended
as a motion picture camera and therefore
he cannot lay claim to the title of father

of the Cinematograph, which might other-
wise have been his.

In operation the "gun" was much the

same as an ordinary gun, except that in-

stead of shooting bullets when pulling the
trigger, a number of instantaneous photo-
graphs are recorded at very short intervals.

The Marey gun has been resurrected during
the present war and is used extensively for

taking military photos from aeroplanes.

Mr. Lauste's talking picture system is

somewhat apart from the method which
was tried several years ago and which no
doubt many people recollect, in that in his

system no phonograph and phonographic
methods are employed either in taking the

picture or in the reproduction. In this new
method a selenium cell and telephone sys-

tem are used to reproduce the sound direct-

ly from the photographic film. The film

passes continuously in front of the selenium
cell and no stylus or contact of any kind
is necessary. The sound waves are repro-
duced with utmost clarity and fidelity and
since these sound lines are directly on the
same film as the photo images, a perfect
synchronism is the result.

In the making of the "talking movie" it

is not necessary for the players to talk

into a horn as in the phonographic movies,
for a number of sensitive microphones are
distributed about the scene out of range
of the camera or else suitably screened as
in a flower vase, etc., to record the sounds,
and the players not being reminded con-
stantly by large horns or otherwise are
better able to do full justice to their parts.

The sound waves are transferred from
the microphones thru wires and a storage
battery to a highly sensitive string galva-
nometer or oscillograph. The string or
sensitive wire is suspended in the field of
powerful electro-magnets and a very slight

variation of the electrical impulses trans-

Specimen Record of Voice (Top) and Motion Picture (Bottom) Photographed Simultaneously.
The Voice Record is Made By a Strong Arc Light and Galvanometer. Reproduction of

Speech is Caused By Light Acting On a Special Selenium Cell.

small magnifying eye-piece with a lamp
arranged to shine between them. The film

was of the present-day gage and with pic-

mitted from the microphones is sufficient

to set the wire in motion. A beam of light

(Continued on page 136)
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At Last! A 20,000 Shot per Minute Electric

Machine Gun
HAVE you ever thrown the hammer at

athletic events ? I f so, then you have a

correct idea of what centrifugal force

is, the force, so physics teaches us, which
bursts flywheels as well as speeding the

athlete's weight, all due to the fact that a

revolving body always tends to lengthen its

radius of rotation. That is, it tends to fly

outward on an ever-expanding circle.

A Boston inventor, Mr. Levi W. Lom-
bard, has brought forth a new death-dealing

marvel which may prove of inestimable

value to the Allies. It is nothing less than

an "electric machine gun" which can hurl

forth a perfect rain of bullets at the rate

of 20,000 shots per minute or more.
It is therefore practically noiseless,

smokeless, barrel-less and fool-proof. It

has no barrel, which, is decidedly a good
feature in this war, rendering it far less

conspicuous than other guns provided with
barrels.

Tests are said to have proved the gun's

high efficiency. The new weapon has no bar-

rel, operating on the principle of a sling.

FRENCH WAR CAPTIVES TURN
HUMORISTS.

The accompanying illustration shows one
of the humoristic silhouettes made by
French soldier artists interned in Switzer-
land. It shows the Kaiser in one telephone
booth and a figure representing God in the

opposite booth. Evidently the Generalis-
simo of the "Potsdam gang" is carrying
on a long distance telephone conversation
with his much vaunted co-ally, "Gott,"
while the "Boche" guard stands at attention.

If the allied army keeps up its good work
of annihilating the Hun troops the private
telephone line between "Me und Gott" may
become much overheated ; in fact, so much
so that the "fuse" may blow out, leaving
the Kaiser and his Potsdam miners in utter

darkness so far as spiritual light is con-
cerned. In fact, we have a strong impres-
sion that the "fuse" blew out when that

76-mile shell hit a church in Paris, killing

about a hundred innocent women at wor-
ship, and we'll aver, too, that it wasn't the
Kaiser's talk that overloaded the line and
blew the "fuse."

The latter operates under a disc which re-

volves at tremendous speed. The ammuni-
tion is fed thru a funnel-like attachment

The veins center upon an opening about

two inches wide and the bullets are thrown
with terrific velocity. Electricity, gasoline

This New Electric Machine
Gun Beats Them All, Accord-
ing to Tests Recently Made
With It. No Powder Whatever
Is Used. An Electric Motor,
Which Can Be Controlled
From Any Distance, Whirls a
Centrifugal Impeller Disc,
Which Spits Bullets at the
Rate of 20,000 to 33,000 Shots
Per Minute. Note the 9-16ths
Inch Steel Plate Punctured.

ENCLOSING
CASING*.

FLEXIBLE

FEEDTUBE

*5 DEGREE ANGLE STREAM OF
:

. BULLETS. 20,000 SHOTS
V PER MINUTE

\ PLANE OF REVOLVING DISC.
;

. • CHANGEABLE BY MEANS
••OF CRANK. DISC SPEED
\\\ 10.000 REVOLUTIONS'

PER MINUTE.

from a tube which leads into two veins be-

neath the disc as the drawing herewith
shows, and so rapidly does the gun consume
bullets that the services of an operator are
necessary every moment in order to keep
the ammunition hopper loaded with steel

missiles.

<Q Photo International Film Service

or steam engine is the source of energy.
The weapon can be placed in first line
trenches and operated hundreds of feet in
the rear, simply by the connection of an
ammunition feeding appliance, the steam
pipes or electric wires and a simple attach-
ment for the changing of the machine's
range. The inventor states that in a recent
test the gun demonstrated its force and ac-
curacy by firing hundreds of bullets into
sheets of steel plates, three-quarters of an
inch thick, placed hundreds of feet away.
Many of the bullets went thru the plates.
As high as 33,000 shots per minute can be
fired with this gun, its inventor claims.
Referring to the illustrations herewith,

the Lombard electric machine gun has a
two-groved disc as shown, revolved by a
motor at 10,000 revolutions per minute or
higher. This causes two bullets to be re-
leased thru the 5° slot in the casing at
every revolution or 20,000 shots per minute.
Tests have shown that bullets leave the gun
at a velocity of 2,000 feet per second. The
steel plate here shown is 9/16 inch* thick
and was penetrated by bullets fired from
this gun. The bullets come out in a sprav
5
a
wide, which can be aimed as desired.

Photo from French notorial Service

You Guest It! The Kaiser Is "Telephoning" His Co-Ally—"Gott," of "Me und Gott"
Fame. This Grotesque Silhouette Was Made by French Soldier Artists Interned in

Switzerland.

The University of California is teaching
farmers to use electricity. In the near
future the indications are that the efficiency
of electricity on the farm will be generally
recognized and adapted.

BACK NUMBERS!—Many readers desire to obtain back numbers of this Journal. We have a limited quantity of these back issues on
hand and can supply them at the following rates:—Back numbers of The Electrical Experimenter not over three months old, 15 cents
each; over three months old, 20 cents each, over one year old, 35 cents each.
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A 100 Mile Electro-Magnetic Gun
GREAT GUNS! ! ! That's what

everyone is talking about these
days, when the Teutons have suc-
ceeded in hurling nine-inch ex-
plosive shells into the heart of

Paris from a monster cannon located at

a distance of seventy-six miles away, safe

intervals of about twenty minutes and did
considerable damage to buildings, but
caused relatively few casualties. At first

it was thought that possibly enemy "bomb-
ing planes" were being utilized, flying at

very high altitudes of say 25,000 to 30,000
feet, which, when properly camouflaged,

actually bombard Paris from within their

lines. The longest range attained hitherto
with the standard 16 and 18 inch naval
and coast defense guns has been in the
vicinity of 25 miles. Ordnance experts
have shown, however, that were it possible

to build a successful 16-inch gun carriage
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REGION OF

,
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CALM AND
CONSTANT
TEMPERATURE
(STRATOSPHERE

10 MILE
REGION OF

,

WINDS.CL0UD5
AND CHANGING
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(TROPOSPHERE

V AIR PRESSURE
I -AT J8M1LES
ALT-ITOTE
REACHED BY
76' MILE euN-

! fraction of
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AIR PRESSURE
AT 2 HiLES
ALTITUDE SE-
DUCED TO om
PER SQ. INCH

/AIR PRESSURE
AT^EA LEVE1'
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This Illustration Shows Vividly the Great Altitude Attained By a 76 Mile Shell, Viz., 18 miles. The Shell Encounters But a Small Fraction
of the Air Resistance in the Rarefied Upper Strata That Short Range Shells Do in the Lower, Denser Air Strata.

within the German lines. The bombard-
ment of Paris was started with two of

these super-cannon, which were presently

spotted by Allied aircraft observers as be-

ing situated in the Forest of St. Gobain,
west of Laon. The first shells landed at

would defy detection from the ground.
When the Allied air scouts located the

gigantic guns, however, it became evident

that the wily Germans had conceived and
executed another psychological grand-stand
play in the form of a cannon that could

that would support and absorb the recoil of
such a standard gun at 43yi degrees ele-

vation, then we could hurl its shells a dis-

tance of 50 to 60 miles! To fire the 76 mile
gun bombarding Paris costs about $5,000
for each shot, it is calculated.

The Illustration Herewith Shows a Mighty 90-Foot Electro- Magnetic Gun, Capable of Hurling a Torrent of 19-Inch Shells, Each Containing
a Charge of High Explosives. It Would Be Noiseless and Smokeless, Besides Being Mobile Enough to Permit Its Transportation From Place
to Place At Short Notice. There Would Be No Wear and Tear On This Gun As Is the Case Now With the Cannon Using Explosive

Charges to Expel the Projectile From the Barrel. First Described in This Journal For November, 1915.

All Illustrations Copyrighted by E. P. Co.
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A report from Geneva, Switzerland, con-
tains the statement that Lieut. Gen. von
Koline, a German authority on ordnance
and inspector of artillery, gives in a maga-
zine of which he is editor additional de-

tails in regard to the long-distance German
guns with which Paris is being bombarded.
He says they are 20 meters feet)

long. The empty shell weighs 150 kilo-

grame (330 pounds). The projectile at-

tains a height of 30 kilometers (18.6 miles)
and descends from the sky like a meteor
on its target. Refer to the accompanying
illustration showing the trajectory, of the

projectile and how it passes thru the highly
rarefied air encountered at such altitudes,

the air pressure at this height varying
from a fraction of an ounce to several
ounces per square inch, this greatly reduc-
ing the air resistance offered the projectile

in its flight thru the air, which posseses a

very much greater density at low levels,

the air pressure at sea level being 14.7 lb.

per square inch. Even ordinary, long-range
heavy ordnance fire as used today has to

waste a great part of the energy given to

the projectile in overcoming air resistance,
the average shell traveling at say 2 miles
highest altitude, for example. Now, at 2
miles the air pressure is still quite high,
being 9.8 lbs. per square inch.*

Gen. von Rohne further says it requires
about three minutes for the shell to reach
its destination. The greatest difficulty in

the way of increasing the range was over-
come by sending the projectile high enough
to reach the rarefied air.

The whole secret of such long range
cannon fire lies in the elimination or
suppression of atmospheric resistance, and
hence it will pay us to study this subject
of rarefied air in the upper atmospheric-
strata. The illustration showing the tra-
jectory of the 76 mile shell also gives a
clear idea of the make-up of the atmos-
phere surrounding the earth. The thickness
of this atmospheric envelope has been vari-
ously estimated at from 30 to 50 miles.
Modern researches have indicated that the

*See paper by Prof. A. E. Kennelly, Proceed-
ings of the Institute of Radio Engineers, Vol. 1,
Part 3, Page 42.

Also "Principles of Electric Wave Telegraphy
and Telephony," by Dr. J. A. Fleming, Page 843,
Third Edition.

Kent's "Mechanical Engineer's Pocket-Book,"
Page 607, 1916 Edition.

A. L. Rotch—"The Conquest of the Air," New
York, 1909.
W. J. Humphreys—"On the Physics of the At-

mosphere," Journal, Franklin Institute, Phila.,
Pa., March, 1913.

I his Map Illustrates Graphically What Damage a EO-Mile Electro- Magnetic Gun, Such As
Here Described, Could Wreak From a Given Point of Action Such As "Staten Island"

—

the Center of Fire Here Chosen.

earth's atmosphere may be broadly divided
into two portions,—a lower portion or
troposphere as illustrated, in which the

chemical percentage composition remains
tolerably uniform, since the mechanical
mixture of its gases is maintained by winds
and convection currents ; but the pressure
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The Basic Idea On Which the Electro- Magnetic Gun Operates Can Be Readily Gleaned From This Sec-
tional View of Such a Monster. Magnet Coils Suck the Shell Forward At Ever Increasing Velocity.

and temperature, however, fall as we rise

upwards ; and a second or higher region,

the stratosphere beginning at a height of

about 10 miles, when temperature ceases to

fall and becomes nearly constant for an

unknown further height. The lower region

or troposphere is the locus of clouds and
water vapor. Above the 10

mile line, in the stratosphere,

the atmosphere is in a state

of perpetual calm, the gases

composing it actually sorting

themselves out in order
of density. The highest upper
regions are composed entire-

ly of the lighter gases such
as hydrogen and helium.

Above 45 miles the air be-

comes so rarefied it has no
appreciable weight. Hence
the struggle of heavy ord-
nance designers to build a

gun that could be fired at the

angle giving the maximum
range or 43J/2 degrees, and
thus project the shell rapidly

into the highly rarefied

strata of the upper atmos-
phere.
There have been a number

of designs for powerful elec-

tro-magnetic guns brought
forth by various inventors in

the past 15 years. One of

these electro - magnetic
cannon, here pictured, was de-
scribed in detail in our No-
vember, 1915, issue. It

{Continued on page 132)
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How to Avoid Electric Shocks
By H. WINFIELD SECOR

PEOPLE often receive an electric

shock when they least expect it and
sometimes the shock may be of suf-
ficient magnitude to prove fatal. It

is safe to assume that in many in-

stances, the real cause of a person receiving
a fatal or dangerous shock is due to either

ignorance of electrical matters or to dis-

regarding the generally known rules cover-
ing electrical apparatus and appurtenances.
In the following the principal causes of
receiving dangerous electric shocks which
may lead to fatal results are discust for
the benefit of lay readers.

One of the first things to learn about
your electric lighting installation, provid-
ing you use electric lights in your home or
office, is that you should never touch an
electric light socket or switch and any
grounded metal piping («. e., connected to
earth), such as a water spigot or steam
radiator, etc. This is so for the reason
that if the electric light socket or switch
happens to become defective in its insula-
tion, thus permitting the current to charge
the outer metal shell or plate, then when
a person touches this "live" shell or plate,

a circuit is completed thru their body to
whatever grounded metal object they may
touch such as water pipe attachment or
steam and gas pipe, etc.

To the uninitiated in electrical matters,
it is often a puzzle as to how such an
electric circuit is formed, but the answer is

simple for the reason that practically all

electric light and power systems are ground-
ed or connected to earth at various points
along the feed lines for lightning protec-
tion, and also to help safeguard users of
energy from transformer secondary or
low-voltage circuits from receiving a dan-
gerous high voltage shock, should the trans-
former insulation break down.
Figure 2 shows how a person may be

severely shocked or indeed killed by touch-
ing a grounded electric lighting socket or
a piece of badly mutilated electric cord
while standing in a bathtub filled with
water. As becomes evident a person so
situated has provided a first-class connec-
tion thru the lower limbs due to the water
in which the individual stands, and this
water of course is connected to earth thru
the waste pipe connecting the tub to sewer
line, and also thru the water pipe supply
to the tub which is mechanically connected
thereto. An actual case of this nature
occurred in Toronto, Canada, about two
years ago, when a young man nineteen
years of age stood in a bathtub, and so
far as is known, he must have touched a
frazzled electric cord connecting a portable
lamp in the bathroom, with the result that
he was instantly killed, due to the fact that
he had unconsciously provided such an ex-
cellent and highly conducting path thru
his body. Experts were immediately called
in from the electric light bureau, and a
test revealed the fact that the victim was
killed by coming in contact with an ordi-
nary lighting socket wire carrying 118 volts,
25 cycle A. C. ; all of which goes to prove
that firstly, it is possible for a person to
be killed by a 100 to 118 volt shock, and
secondly, that we should not tolerate any
badly abrazed cord in our apartments or
offices as they may spell death to us.

In this connection, it is well to point out
another good maxim—when you stand on
a damp or wet floor of a bathroom or in
a bathtub, don't touch' any electric switch,
wire or fixture. If you must touch an elec-

tric switch lamp or wire in such a damp
location, take precaution to stand on a piece
of thoroly dry wood or on several thick-

nesses of dry paper or cloth.

In some cases one may unconsciously
receive an electric shock by standing on a
hot-air heating register commonly found in

suburban residences and touching an elec-

tric light socket, desk, fan or wall switch
under these conditions. An electric cur-
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rent may pass thru your body from either

of these electrical devices as already ex-
plained due to the socket or switch be-

coming defective in its insulation and charg-
ing the outer metal shell or plate of the

same. Or in the case of the ordinary desk
or wall fan, one is liable to get a shock
under such conditions, even tho the fan
motor is in perfect condition and not

grounded in itself, owing to the fact that

one may touch the blade of the speed regu-

lator switch, which is usually "alive." As
long as you stand on a dry floor you can
touch this live rheostat blade on a fan
without feeling any shock, but if you hap-
pen to touch a grounded pipe system, such
as a radiator or water pipe with your other

hand when you touch the live fan switch
blade, you will receive a shock more or

less severe. See Fig. 3. It might be
said that some people, especially electri-

cians, who are used to receiving shocks at

110 volts potential such as electric fans and
lights ordinarily operate on, do not mind
such a current, but on the other hand, peo-
ple who have never experienced the effect

of such a shock are so surprised that they
might collapse and in some instances ac-

tually succumb to a 110 volt shock as in

the case of the bathtub victim above cited.

.
As a general thing women are much more

sensitive to such an electric shock than
men, while animals are very susceptible to

such shocks, it having been on record that

a horse has often succumbed to a shock
of 100 to 200 volts.

If you happen to have a short-circuit

start a fire in the panel switchboard in

your home, office or factory, be careful

how you attempt to extinguish it with a
fire extinguisher or pail of water. There
are certain fire extinguishers on the market
which are particularly efficacious in quickly
and effectively extinguishing such electric

short-circuit conflagrations, and they are of
course widely adopted in all power plants

and engine rooms as well as in factories.

However, some of the fire extinguishers
project a stream of acid and water on the
fire, and if the operator happens to stand
on a heating register or is in contact thru
his feet or hands with any grounded pip-

ing or other metallic system, he is liable to

receive a shock, the electric current passing
along the stream of liquid projected by the
extinguisher and thence thru his body to

earth. See Fig. 4:

In illustration No. 5, we wish to point
out a few facts concerning fallen "live"

wires. The first thing to do whether you
are electrically educated or not, as past ex-
perience has often proven, is not to touch
a fallen wire, no matter whether you be-
lieve it to be only a telephone wire or
some other apparently harmless wire car-
rying a low potential. Persons have been
killed in a number of instances by not ex-
ercising the proper discretion when brought
face to face with this situation. It is not
always the case that a fallen live wire
will indicate its dangerous condition by
making a sputtering noise, but in some
cases it will do this, as the writer recently
had occasion to note when he nearly stept

on a fallen wire carrying 2,500 volts, al-

ternating current, in which case the wire
alighting on a wet ground caused a series

Of small sparks to jump thru the insula-

tion which was damp owing to a heavy
rainfall the previous night, and the wire
sizzled similarly to a large boa-constrictor.
As aforementioned, it is not always that

a live wire carrying such a dangerous po-
tential as 2,500 volts (1,800 volts is the
maximum voltage usually employed in elec-
trocuting criminals at State penitentiaries)
will manifest its presence, and its death
dealing charge, and many innocent persons
have met their death thru touching such
a wire, which under certain dry conditions,

(Continued on page 137)
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How to Avoid Electric Shocks

83

\florit touehrw&ter
j^Mspigot and electric

::^^socket atsame time

//ever touch electric
wires or fittings when
In bath tub

Copyright by E. P. Co.

(See opposite page for full description.)
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Electromagnetic Brakes for Aeroplanes

IT
is a well-known fact that when the

aeroplane was first brought out by the

Wright Brothers of Dayton, Ohio, one
of the greatest troubles they experi-

enced was in making a safe landing.

At first wooden skidding arrangements
were used, while afterwards heavy rubber

pneumatic tires came into vogue to take

up the shock when the aeroplane alighted.

When an aeroplane lands on a plain or a

large grass plot and it comes to rest, the

danger is, of course, over. As aerial sci-

ence is progressing, however, and as aero-

planes are forced to alight sometimes on
very narrow platforms, the landing becomes
more and more dangerous due to the

smaller and smaller landing area which eco-

nomic conditions make necessary.

It is safe to predict that during the next
twenty years our entire mode of life will

have been revolutionized. Aeroplanes within

ten years from now, particularly during the

period of reconstruction after the present

war, will become as plentiful as automo-
biles. The landing problem, therefore, be-

comes more and more important, and it

goes without saying that when aeroplanes
alight in a crowded city, they will not have
large grass plots on which to land. Natur-
ally the roofs of our tall buildings imme-
diately suggest themselves. Nor is this a

new idea. There exists today in Philadel-

phia a hotel, the "Bellevue Stratford,"

which has a landing platform on its roof.

But this platform has never been utilized

landing on a small plot for the reason
that when an aeroplane comes out of the

sky it cannot stop instantly. Its momentum
usually carries it forward as much as 100

yards. Were the aeroplane to stop abrupt-
ly, it would naturally turn either a somer-
sault or otherwise the machine would be-

come wrecked. The same thing only on a

smaller scale happens to an express train

going at sixty miles an hour when the

emergency brakes are set abruptly without
the brakes gradually taking up the mo-
mentum of the train.

Recently it has been proposed to stop the

momentum of aeroplanes by having them
land on a wide strip of belting revolving
in opposite direction to the oncoming flyer.

While this idea is feasible it has never
been used in practise, and it becomes obvi-

ous that it could not be used except from
one direction. For instance, if the aero-
plane came on at right angles to the mov-
ing belt, it would most likely be overturned.
For that reason this device may be con-
sidered as impractical. Of course, when
the weather is clear and the wind velocity

is not great, an expert aviator will not have
much trouble in alighting on a comparative-
ly narrow run-way as has been proved
right along by seaplanes making successful
landings on battleships. At present our
Navy has quite a few battleships equipt
with narrow run-ways as explained above,
but these are useless in a heavy sea, or
when a gale is blowing. The reason is

plane into the ocean. Quite a number of

accidents have happened in the past due to

these causes, and no doubt will happen in

the future until some remedy is found.
Mr. H. Gernsback who has given this

problem consideration seems to have found
an astonishingly simple solution whereby it

now becomes possible for an aeroplane to

make a landing, on a very small area, no
matter what its speed. The present inven-

tion on which patents are pending, is de-

scribed herewith. Mr. Gernsback has also

offered his invention to the Navy Depart-
ment in connection with hydro-aeroplanes
alighting on battleships at sea.

Our front cover illustration shows the

idea clearly. This shows a future landing
station "somewhere in the city of New
York" on which a transatlantic aeroplane
is just settling; the landing platform in this

case is contructed of very heavy glass. Into
this glass, which by the way is transparent,

are sunk a number of large and powerful
electromagnets such as are commonly used
for lifting purposes. The idea of the trans-

parent glass is that powerful searchlights

can be placed underneath it and the entire

glass expanse therefore will stand out
sharply from its surroundings. Thus, an
aeroplane from a considerable height will

see the landing platform readily by night.

The electromagnets in this case would
be quite large, say fifty or sixty inches

across, each being capable of attracting

about 200,000 pounds. These electromag-

Copyright by E. P. Co.
This Illustration Shows a Hydroaeroplane Landing on a Narrow Platform on Board of a Battleship. Huge Electro- Magnets A Are Sunk
Into the Platform. Each of These Magnets Can Lift a Weight of 100.TOO Lbs. When the Iron Pontoons of the Aeroplane Come Within a Few
Feet of the Magnets a Powerful Braking Action Ensues, the Machine Quickly Coming to Rest. Once at Rest No Amount of Rolling of the

Ship Nor Winds or Storm Will Be Able to Pitch the Aeroplane Into the Ocean.

as yet, for the good reason that it has been
too dangerous, the landing area being too
small.

Up to this time there has not existed a
device whereby it was possible to make a

that even if the aeroplane should make a

successful landing, it would almost surely

be tost into the sea by the combined pitch-

ing and rolling motion of the vessel, as well

as by the wind trying to blow the aero-

nets are by no means futuristic ideas as the

accompanying photographs show. Large
electromagnets are being built right now
that can lift anywhere from eight to ten

tons at contact.
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In further explanation of Mr. Gerns-
back's idea, it will be noted that the aero-

plane has two iron-armored, pontoon-like
projections instead of the usual wheels, or
instead of the usual boats as are use^ on
hydro-aeroplanes. It now becomes appar-
ent that as the aeroplane comes within a
few feet of these energized electromag-
nets, there will ensue a powerful electro-

magnetic attraction betwen the electro-

to get the engines running at full speed.

All this the electromagnetic brakes will pre-

vent. Once the aeroplane has settled, the

electromagnets will hold it as securely as if

it had been riveted to the platform. Then
after the landing has been made, the aero-

plane can be readily secured to the platform
by guys or ropes, so that the winds or
storm will not carry it away; this being
only a matter of a few minutes, the power

two electromagnets, an enormous tractive

effect anywhere from two hundred to four
hundred thousand pounds can be readily

obtained. Our illustration shows how the

invention works out in practise. As soon as

the operator who is in control of the elec-

tromagnets sees the oncoming aeroplane,

he has it in his power to gradually switch,

on current into the electromagnets. Thus
for instance, the two foremost electromag-

Huge Electro- Magnets of the Type Here Shown Are Proposed In This Article to Arrest the Motion of Aeroplanes. The Illustration at the

Left Pictures a 52" Traction Magnet Capable of Lifting a Maximum Weight of 45,000 Lbs. The Casting Shown Weighs 4,800 Lbs. Illus-

tration to the Right Shows a 62" Traction Magnet Lifting a Cast Iron Column Weighing 16,000 Lbs. This Magnet Can Lift a Maximum
Dead Weight of 70,000 Lbs.

magnets and the iron pontoons of the aero-

plane. The tendency will be to pull the

aeroplane down into contact with the elec-

tromagnets, but inasmuch as the flying ma-
chine still has considerable momentum, it

will not stop at once, but will glide over
a number of electromagnets until it finally

comes within a few inches of the last row
of electromagnets when the maximum trac-

tive effect will be had. The aeroplane
will then be pulled down entirely so that
pontoons come into actual contact with the
huge electromagnets, completely arresting
the flight of the airship.

Now it must be understood, and it should
be realized that these electromagnets have
no effect whatsoever upon the iron pon-
toons until the latter come within two or
three feet of the electromagnets. Elsewhere
in this issue we show how close a metallic
mass must come to an electromagnet before
any appreciable attractive effect is had.
From this it will be gathered that this in-

vention does not purport to pull the aero-
plane "out of the sky" as some ' people
might think. It does not do anything of
the sort. The idea simply is to arrest the
motion of the aeroplane while in the act of
landing and then hold the machine secure-
ly. If these electromagnets were, not used,
then it undoubtedly would often happen
that the aeroplane could not stop quickly
enough, and in this case it might slide over
the edge of the landing platform down into
the streets. Also while making a landing
in a gale, such a huge machine which neces-
sarily must have a large wing area becomes
a toy of the elements ; even if it had com-
pletely stopt, the wind might carry it away
before the commander would have time

can then be turned off from the electro-

magnets and no current is then used.

Another important point worth remem-
bering is, that as the iron aeroplane pon-
toons fly a couple of feet above the electro-

magnets, the tractive effect while not abrupt
is sufficient to retard the motion of the

aeroplane gradually, and the electromagnets
in this respect will act exactly as the re-

versing of a ship's propellers in the water.

In other words, the momentum of the aero-

plane will be absorbed gradually and not
suddenly. Furthermore the pontoons may
be equipt with small wheels, just extending
a little distance from the lower surface if

this is desired. Or, otherwise, the glass

landing platform may be greased by means
of some form of lubricant. If either of
the two precautions were not taken, there

would almost certainly ensue a terrific

"grinding" action when the pontoons finally

settled on the platform, and when the aero-
plane was still in motion. However, these

are small technical details, left to our en-

gineers ; there are at present a number of
simple means to effect a smooth final land-

ing without the grinding element contained
in it due to excessive friction.

One of our illustrations shows the inven-
tion as adapted to hydro-aeroplanes making
a landing on battleships and the like. As
mentioned before, such landings at present
are very dangerous, and often disastrous.

The electromagnetic brakes will do away
with all this, and once a landing has been
effected, it will be almost impossible for the

aeroplane to leave the narrow landing stage
no matter how much the ship pitches, or
what the wind velocity is. If the iron pon-
toons of the hydro-aeroplanes only engacre

nets can be energized but half or one-

quarter if required, so as not to jerk the

aeroplane or stop it too soon. In other

words a gradual braking action can be

had at the will of the electrician in charge.

If the rolling of the boat and the wind is

very strong, he will use more power, or else

he can "flash" the electromagnets. By this

is meant to overload the electromagnets

50 to 100 per cent. Thus, an electromagnet
usually capable of attracting a weight of

100,000 lbs. can be energized by using

double the quantity of the current to give a

tractive effect of over 200,000 pounds.
Naturally this would be only for half a

minute or so, as otherwise there would be
danger of burning out the windings. How-
ever, inasmuch as the aeroplane makes a

landing in less than ten seconds the "flash-

ing" of the electromagnets is of no conse-
quence. As soon as the aeroplane has come
to rest, the blue-jackets will be ready to

lash it fast, and then the current can be
switched off.

THE GERMAN WATCH TRICK.
A pet trick that the German soldiers

employ is to leave a watch hanging on the

wall of their abandoned trenches. Said
watch connects by electric wires with a

high explosive bomb, which explodes when
the watch is removed from the wall.

LADIES! GET A MAGNET!
A magnet will attract a hook and eye

which is liable to rust, while it rejects the

non-liable ones. So a magnet is a handy
tool for the sewing basket.
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FLAPPING ELECTRIC FAN
RESEMBLES "PUNKAH."

If you have ever visited India or other
parts of the Orient, then you will at once
recall the "punkah"—the slow-moving,

breathed by the occupants of the apart-

ment, are not directly affected by the agita-

tion set up by the punkah. Who ever
thought the punkah covered such a multi-

tude of scientific laws and out-laws

!

Something New At Last in Electric Fans-
Oriental Breeze Producer Or "Punkah" As

Healthful Circulation of Air Possible. I

feather bedecked fan, wielded by a husky
native at a cost of a few cents a day.
Two English inventors, who evidently had
sweet memories of a trip to the Orient,
have taken out a U. S. patent on just such
a "flapping fan," only it is operated con-
tinuously, when desired, by the ever obedi-
ent genie—electricity.

The employment of rotary fans, say the
inventors, whether of the oscillating or
other type, as a means of agitating the air

for the purpose of ventilation, gives rise

to discomfort owing to the fact that the
action of the fan produces a continuous
draft, usually in one direction only, while,
if a rotary fan of the so-called blower type
be employed, the resulting introduction of
air from outside is or may be objectionable
for the reason that such air may have a
temperature either too high or too low rela-
tively to that of the air within the ventilated
space and may in addition be laden with
impurities or micro-organisms which it is

difficult to get rid of.

It has, however, been demonstrated by
experiment (as recently stated in medical
journals) that, contrary to the common sup-
position, continual renewal of the air within
a closed space is not essential to the health
or even the comfort of the occupants, altho,

for the sake of both health and comfort, it is

imperative that the air within the space
should be kept in motion. It is, moreover,
true that a punkah, as commonly used in hot
climates, serves for agitating the air with-
out either creating a continuous draft in

one direction or introducing air from out-
side. But not only are the prime and run-
ning costs of a punkah excessive relatively

to the benefits obtained from its use, but
the fact of a punkah being of necessity
permanently installed overhead or near the
ceiling has the effect of seriously diminish-
ing its efficiency, for the reason that move-
ment is imparted chiefly to the upper strata
of the air while the lower strata, which are

the "Flapper" Fan. It Brings to Mind the
It is Called. It is Said to Produce the Most
ts Design is Ideal for Battery Operation.

Hence and howsoever we have with us
the gently flapping electric punkah here il-

lustrated, as perfected by Messrs. Telfer
and Boyd, of London. The fan actuating
mechanism is very simple: in the case of
the motor-driven type a cam shaft causes

a sliding shaft to work back and forth in-

side the flexible goose-neck stem shown,
thus causing the fan
blade to rise and
fall alternately. For
battery (or 110 volt)

systems they have
perfected an ex-

tremely efficient

electro- magnetic
mechanism, which is

attached to the slid-

ing shaft aforemen-
tioned. This design
would appear to

solve the battery fan
problem at last.

bell kindly signals the news so that you can
then presumably right-about face and nab
you man—perhaps.

The electric alarm actuating device is

made separate from the pocketbook or
wallet and it is provided with a switch on
the exterior, so that the owner can open the
electric alarm circuit when he wishes to re-

move the wallet or other papers himself,

without starting a riot.

As will be seen, the inventor has gone
to considerable pains to make doubly sure
that the pickpocket, no matter how well

educated he may be in this crafty art, shall

not be successful even if he tries to cut

away part of the special pocket in which
the wallet is placed. To this end he pro-
vided a double wall on the protective pocket
holding the wallet or pocketbook, this wall

containing two oppositely charged metallic

plates, or other suitable arrangement of

wires or conductors, separated by a layer

of insulation and so connected with the
battery and bell that should the thief try to

pierce the wall of this pocket with any
instrument or tool, he will short-circuit the

two metallic plates and thus cause the bell

to ring.

When the pocketbook or wallet is placed

in the protective casings, which is firmly

secured in the trouser or coat-pocket by
means of a clip provided for the purpose,

it is caused to open the alarm circuit by
the force of gravity, or in other words by
its own weight. The control switch is sup-

posed to be opened while the wallet is be-

ing placed in the container, and it slides

all the way down in the same, thus causing
the alarm contacts to be held normally
open by a spring arrangement ; then the

switch is closed. Should the thief now
attempt to remove the wallet, the spring

actuated contacts will come together and
ring the bell. The inventor suggests two
schemes, in one of which the bell as well

as the battery is placed within the wallet

protector case itself, while in the second
type the alarm bell and battery are placed

in a separate container resembling a watch,

and which may be worn in the vest pocket.

In this case, the alarm case is connected
with the wallet protector switch by means
of a fine flexible two-wire conductor.

ELECTRIC
POCKETBOOK
ALARM FOILS
PICKPOCKET.
A bright electrical

genius of New York
City, one John P.

Williams, has re-

cently taken out a
patent on a remark-
able electric attach-
m e n t for pocket-
books and such, and
intended to be car-
ried on the person,
so that when the
ever-present pick-
pocket attempts to
remove the pocket-
book or wallet from
your hindermost
pocket, an electric

Pickpockets Had Better Beware, for Their Intended Victim May
Have His Wallet Protected By This Newly Patented Electric
Alarm. When the Purse Or Wallet is Touched the Bell Rings.
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The Making of an Electrical Man
By FRANK EFFINGER

WHILE America is still preparing

to win the war, in other quarters

preparations are being followed to

provide for after the war require-

ments. Sad as it is, and as much
as we hope 'twill not be so, war's conflicts

will mow down our numbers of brave, sac-

rificing soldiers and sailors. The law of

war itself says that not as many that went
shall return. And a great percentage of the

ranks now in France, and preparing to go,

are taken from America's industries, not a

small number from the field of electrical

activity. So, not only is the electrical field

greatly vacant now due to the absence of

electrical men enlisted in the war services

of our government, but it will be more
greatly vacant when war's results are

counted, and the need for men to fill the

industrial places of our soldier and sailor

boys will swell the demand.
Moreover, the reconstruction and read-

justing periods to follow in war's wake are
going to increase the employment of elec-

trical workers beyond even the natural im-
mense requirements. Electricity is yet to

do its biggest services to the world after

the war. Tho unlimited are its boundaries
now, electricity and men who know its

functionary phases and operations will have
even wider scope and opportunity for years
after peace is declared.

To that end, a new school of engineer-
ing located at Milwaukee, Wis., is de-
veloping young men to respond to the de-

mand for electrically trained men, develop-
ing young men to take the place of those

who are not coming back, developing young
men to fill the bigger duties our country
will thrust upon us after the war is over.

Large quarters in two of Milwaukee's big

buildings constitute this school's area, a
total of 30,000 square feet. Its capacity is

1,500 students.

All branches of electricity are taught and

all the space of the school is equipt for

class and lecture room instruction, labora-
tory and work-shops fully equipt with mo t

ods and equipment, as more of an electric

industrial institution, rather than just a

school of the orthodox type.

No—These Pole Tops Did Not Grow Thru the Floor. They Are Simply the Electric Poles
and Cross-Arms on Which Students Are Given Practical Training at a Western Engineer-

ing School.

modern materials and appliances. This
school has been considered in its idea, meth-

A View of the Dynamo and Motor Labora
Text-Books Are Tried Out

tory Where All the Tests Prescribed in the
Practically by the Students.

Only the essential theory is taught in

text-books and lectures. More stress is

placed on the practical instruction, however.
The need is for useful men ; men who not
alone know, but can do. The ability to do
things and knowing how things should be
done, what to do, etc., is of more vital im-
portance to both the student and the actual
field of electricity, than merely a mind of
theory, however brilliant, whatever the
Alma Mater.
Complete chemical laboratories are con-

tained in the school, where students pre-
pare actual experiments to practical results,

followed by full reports made out to the
instructor. Also there is an electrical lab-
oratory, where, for example a complete
telephone exchange is provided—switch-
boards, all the intricate parts and even a
wired transmission pole, built and practised
on by the students. Here is learned by
direct contact and operation the technical
details of telephony, installation, connecting
and all, attended by each student in his

practical studies. This complete system is

the only feature of its kind in any school.
Then there are generators, motors, dyna-
mos, connected and disconnected by stu-

dents, built, disassembled and rebuilt, and
operated as in an electrical plant.

A power plant is provided, fully equipt
for students to actually work at and learn
by practise and really seeing, as well as
reading its laws and solving its problems in

class rooms.
Whoever learned armature winding out

of books? Here armature winding is

taught by a unique, original method, where-
by students learn the requirements of arma-
ture winding in every detail by actually
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building armatures complete, from the bare
iron core to the final form.
A model house is erected in the school,

where students in their course of study

practises, but has discovered the essential

requirements of the electrician and engi-

neer ;
consequently he is prepared first-hand

to teach and conduct his classes to the

THE JOHN FRITZ MEDAL
PRESENTATION.

The presentation of the John Fritz Medal
to J. Waldo Smith took place in the En-
gineering Societies Building, New York,

April 17.

At this meeting the John Fritz Medal
Board of Award presented the John Fritz

Medal to J. Waldo Smith for "achievement

as engineer in providing the city of New
York with a supply of water."

Col. John J. Carty, past president A. I.

E. E., presided. The medal was presented

by Ambrose Swasey, past president of the

American Society of Mechanical Engineers.

Other speakers were Nelson P. Lewis, vice-

president A. S. C. E., Hon. A. T. Clear-

water and J. Waldo Smith.

The Telephone Switch-Board Is One of the Most Intricate Electrical Devices Known.
Very Few Schools Have This Equipment With Which to Teach Telephony. First-Hand

Experience Makes the Student Self-Reliant at All Times.

completely wire a home. They thereby learn
that important phase of electrical practise
and become thoroly proficient in the art as
well as the science.

Thus, in every department of electricity

and all its phases, the theory taught is

closely supplemented with thoro practise
under actual working conditions ; the same
occupation students will be called upon to
follow or supervise when they number
themselves among the electricians and elec-
trical engineers of the world. The prac-
tical training is given not alone to develop
the students to do, but by actual contact
and the experience gained, to learn the
cause and effect of each detail, every step,
and a thoro knowledge of an entire given
electrical subject or problem. A man thus
educated does not hesitate in answering a
query or when put to the test, but responds
instantly and emphatically, for he knows
the why and the wherefore.

Another feature of practical benefit at

this school is the part-time employment of
students.

Arrangements are held with leading local
industrial and business concerns, who em-
ploy students part time. In this way stu-
dents gain actual business and technical ex-
perience, in contact with the world, which
aids in their development at school. Fur-
thermore, the students receive pay for the
time employed, which adds to their bank
accounts or to their school fund, manv
students thus helping to defray their ex-
penses. This in no way interferes with
the students' studies.

This engineering school has an unusual
faculty, selected from a standpoint different
than customary at most schools. Each and
every number of the faculty comes from
the industrial life of his vocation. Every
teacher has occupied high industrial posi-
tions prior to joining the faculty and thus
has determined by experience, not only the
results of certain electrical and industrial

best advantages, consistent with the major
needs of the world.

Also, the members of the faculty, being
practical men of experience, bear in mind
the character development of the students,

and this feature, with the fatherly com-
panionship between teachers and student,

keeps the students well ordered at school,

(Continued on page 136)

U. S. HAS GREATEST RADIO IN
WORLD.

At the outbreak of war, the United States

Navy took over the entire radio service

of the country. On account of duplica-

tion twenty-eight commercial stations were
closed. All those in existence were brought
together in a comprehensive system, and
other stations erected. The new stations at

Pearl Harbor, Hawaii, and Cavite, Philip-

pine Islands, the most powerful stations in

existence, have been completed, as well as

the high-power station at San Diego, Cal.

The Atlantic Coast stations are in direct

communication with Pearl Harbor, and,

with this one relay, a message can be flashed

from Sayville, Long Island, to the Philip-

pines. By New Year's direct communica-
tion had been establisht with Rome. The
United States radio system stretches from
Alaska in the north to the Panama Canal
Zone in the south. In addition to this ser-

vice, the Navy furnishes radio-operators for

the rapidly increasing number of ships. To
meet these needs thousands of wireless

operators have been enlisted and trained.

At present there are 5,000 at the two prin-

cipal schools alone, those at Harvard and
Mare Island, Cal.

Students Learning to Wind A.C. and D.C. M
the Work. This Is Done in Conj

otor Fields and Armatures by Actually Doing
unction With the Study of Theory.
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Powerful Electro-Magnets
Can Lift

ELECTRO-MAGNETS, poor things,

have been frequently adjudged guil-

ty of many short-comings, as well

as many, far too many, prodigal

but unseeming possibilities since

the start of the present world war. All of

the misunderstandings and wild dreams of

countless patriotic inventors thruout the

land seem to be traceable to a lack of

definite data as to just what a large electro-

'powerful' electro-mac:net here, or there,

and so and so happens . . ."ad lib. ad
infinitum.

It is the aim of this article, accompanied
by the illustrations herewith, to instil in

the minds of these well-meaning inventors
just what such powerful electro-magnets
can and cannot do. The data and fig-

ures presented are authentic, having been
kindly supplied by one of the largest man-

What They

magnet and the steel plate is about 50 tons

when in contact. More will be said of

this figure anon.

Let us look at the illustration. The
largest standard magnet weighs about 8,000

lbs., contains over a ton of copper and
requires 15.8 kilowatts of D. C. energy,

or 72 amperes at 220 volts, D. C. This

magnet would not have sufficient capacity

to attract a 2-inch cube of steel thru a verti-
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Inventors the World Over Have From Time to Time Conceived Brilliant "Magnet Schemes" By Which They Hoped to Abolish
Even World Wars. They Didn't Overlook One Bet, Except That the Most Powerful Electro- Magnets Built Only Attract Their Load

Thru a Distance of a Few Feet. This Chart is a Liberal Education In "Magneto-ology" and is Based On Facts.

magnet of modern design can lift—and
what is most important of all—just how
far the magnet can attract its load. Prob-
ably you remember the sad tale reported
in the daily press a few years ago to the
effect that a European genius had designed
a gigantic electro-magnet which he could
place in shoal waters and attract battle-

ships from their channels thru a distance
of several miles, and he thus hoped to

pull them ashore where they could be cap-
tured or else shelled to bits by shore bat-
teries ! That's only a sample however of
some of the wonderful and fearful "mag-
netic schemes" submitted monthly, weekly
and daily to our Naval Consulting Board.
Thousands of such ideas, employing "pow-
erful electro-magnets" have been thought
out over night by these enthusiastic invent-
ors. Most of their descriptions start off

with : "All you have to do is to place a

ufacturers of lifting magnets in the United
States. Similar data has been furnished
the Navy Department to enable them to

judge quickly as to the merits and de-
merits of the thousands of "magnetic" in-

ventions sent to them. With this data at

hand you will now be enabled to judge
for yourself in most cases as to whether
or not a certain scheme will work, and
thus save a great deal of your own time
and energy as well as that of the Govern-
ment's experts.

For the purpose of this article, there
has been selected the largest lifting mag-
net built. This gigantic magnet weighs
8.000 lbs., has a diameter of 62 inches or
about 5 feet, and will exert a maximum
pull of about 100,000 lbs., when placed in

'

contact with a substantial steel plate, hav-
ing a thickness of 6 inches. That is, the
attraction existing between the electro-

cal distance greater than 18 to 20 inches.
See Fig. A. Its effect on a larger object
would, of course, be somewhat greater. On
a steel range boiler (see Fig. B) the mag-
net might lift the dead weight of the steel
thru a distance as great as two feet, not
much further. This, of course, assumes
that the boiler were stationary with respect
to the masnet. If it were moving, as
shown in Fig. C, the distance thru which
the magnet would attract it would be con-
siderably less. An ordinary range boiler
has been selected for comparison here with
a torpedo, as most persons have a clearer
conception of the former body. From this
it is evident that it is practically impossible
to arrange booms on a ship, each of the
booms being provided with one of these
electro-magnets so as to attract enemy tor-
pedoes out of their course, when traveling

(Continued on page 139)
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A NEW ELECTRIC VACUUM
WASHER.

The new electric washing machine here
illustrated is said to be a great improve-
ment in the older types. This is a "phan-

A New Electrically Driven Washing
Machine that Operates on the Vacuum
Principle. There Are no Pegs or Drums
to Catch and Tear the Clothes—Even the
Finest Fabrics Can Be Washed in It.

It Has a Motor-Operated Wringer.

torn" view of the new Oscillator Vacuum
Washer. Note how the dasher, which is

divided into four vacirhm compartments,
covers the entire surface of all the clothes

in the machine. In operation the dasher
oscillates or works up and down with a

rocking motion in such a manner that, as

one end of the dasher is brought down
against the clothes, it forces the water thru

them by air pressure, while at the same
time the other end of the dasher is raised,

drawing the water up thru the clothes by
suction. Thus the water is forced thru all

the clothes twice—once by pressure and
once by suction—at every stroke of the

dasher, with the result that, literally, many
hundreds of gallons of hot suds are forced

thru every garment in the course of a

minute's time.

It is conceded, by those who know, that

the vacuum system is the most practical,

therefore the machine which most com-
pletely utilizes the vacuum principle must
be the most efficient type.

In the machine shown this principle has

been worked out to the greatest possible

degree. With this washer it is not neces-

sary to stop the machine and adjust the

clothes. It is impossible for even the small-

est piece to become lodged in any part of

the tub in such a manner that the dasher

does not cover it.

It produces the same satisfactory results

whether the tub is filled to its maximum
capacity or contains only a few small pieces.

The vacuum dasher automatically adjusts

itself to the amount of clothes in the ma-
chine without attention on the part of the

operator.
The new vacuum washer is claimed to

wash perfectly the heaviest and most soiled

pieces, as well as delicate fabrics and laces,

without the slightest wear on material and

without danger of tearing. Discs will wear

and pegs will tear, regardless of statements

to the contrary. Anyone knows that catch-

ing a lot of wet clothing on wooden pins

or pegs, slushing and jerking them thru

the water, first one way and then another,

must cause wear and often results in torn

clothes. The present machine does not

handle the clothes, but forces the hot water

and suds thru them, washing them abso-

lutely clean without wearing or tearing.

Another important feature is the entire

absence of valves, springs or other inacces-

sible parts in the dasher, to hold grease,

dirt or acid from the soap. Such accumu-
lations cause corrosion and rust, injuring

the clothes. It is unnecessary to raise one
side of this machine to drain it. Simply
open the drain cock, to which a hose can

be attached if desired, and let the water
run out. Every part may then be wiped
dry with a cloth.

No mechanism whatever is placed on the

cover, hence the machine is easy to open
and handle. It is operated by a highly effi-

cient electric motor, which conects with any
lamp socket or floor plug.

AN ELECTRIC 3-SPEED MIXER
FOR THE KITCHEN.

One of the most effective labor saving

machines on the market for the modern
kitchen is the new motor-driven three-

speed mixer here shown. This machine is

electrically operated and the operation is

so simple that a child can work it. It takes

a minimum amount of electricity to run
these machines, it is claimed, the large

heavy-duty model requiring but a one horse-
power motor. The starting, stopping and
changing of speeds is controlled solely by
one handle in front of the machine. It is

also possible to stop the mixer without stop-

ping the motor. The bowls of the mixer

Electric Kitchen Machine, With Attachments
for Performing Many Operations, Such as
Mixing Soups and Mayonnaise, Mashing
Potatoes and Fruits, Coffee Grinding, Vege-
table Slicing, Meat Chopping, Silver Polish-
ing and Dough Mixing. Motor Driven Thru
a Sliding Gear Transmission, Giving Three
Speeds. A Labor-Saving Machine for Hotels,

Restaurants and Institutions.

are rapidly interchangeable, by means of a

simple snap spring and can be changed with

one hand.
The cut shown is that of the heavy-duty

model. This size mixer is for use where
heavy and continuous service is required,

such as large hotels, restaurants, clubs, in-

stitutions, etc. It will mix bread, cake and
pastry doughs, beat eggs, whip cream, strain

soup, mash vegetables, and crumb bread;

and with the extra attachments will grind

meat, sharpen tools, buff silver, grind coffee,

and many other varied duties.

It has been found by actual test that

batches mixed in these machines are greatly

improved in quality, and an increase in

quantity is also evident. The thoroness of

the mixing makes this possible. Because of

the raising and lowering of the bowl, the

beater can be worked up and down in the

batch, thus insuring that every part of the

batch has been well mixed. These ma-
chines are also great labor savers, as one
machine will do the work of from two to

three men.
They have rapidly gained recognition in

all fields, and are now being used by the

pharmical, drug, paint and polish manufac-
turers, as well as by preserving and canning

houses, where they are used profitably.

NEW TELEPHONE RECEIVER CAP
IMPROVES EFFICIENCY.

Here is a new way of boosting the tele-

phone receiver's efficiency via the ear cap,

according to the sponsors of the specially

designed cap shown.
A scientifically true seat for the mem-

brane "1," prevents the minutest rattling

thereof. An inverted trumpet bell, tone

concentrating chamber "2," insures of

whole, undistorted and most efficient guid-

ance of the sound waves and prevents their

deflection and distortion the makers claim.

A radially fluted exterior trumpet bell

"3," constitutes a comfortable surface for

the ear and permits the impact of each ear-

shocking wave to be diverted thru the flutes,

which also prevent the sounds from muf-
fling and permits the earpiece to be held

in a flat manner firmly to the ear, so as to

exclude exterior noises.

Thru the flutes "4," air is freely inhaled

and exhaled with each to and fro vibration

of the receiver membrane into the outer ear

canal, in similar manner, as by the expan-
sion and contraction of the lungs, air is

inhaled and exhaled thru the nose.

Something New in Telephone Receiver Caps— It Is Provided With a Series of Flutes
in the Surface of the Cap as Shown, Which Are Said to Improve Its Efficiency Owing

to the Better Circulation of Air.
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A "BULLET" FLASHLIGHT
NOVELTY.

The latest in flashlights resembles a bul-

let. It measures 6 by inches. It is made
of heavy brass, well finished. Besides being

a timely novelty, it is a real serviceable

article, being equipt with a high grade dry

This is Not a Real Bullet, But It Looks Just
Like One. Inside Its Brass Shell There Are
Concealed a Powerful Flashlight Battery and

Lamp.

battery and Mazda lamp. It gives a strong,

white, steady light of service to civilian and
soldier or sailor alike.

MEASURING FOOT-CANDLES
EASILY.

In the accompanying illustration a new
foot-candle meter, devised by Dr. Clayton
H. Sharp, is shown which makes it pos-
sible to measure illumination intensities in

artificial lighting installations. The device

is made in a convenient portable size and
can be operated by anyone after becoming
accustomed to reading the scale.

The instrument consists of a small lamp
operated by dry batteries with a special

volt-meter and rheostat so arranged that

the lamp can be burned always at the same
voltage. The lamp is placed in a small

wedge-shaped box the top of which is made
of translucent paper. This top is about
8 in. long and on it are made a number
of small grease spots or dots in a row
with a scale of foot-candles underneath.
The lamp is inside the box at one end.

In operating this device, if there is more
light outside the box, the grease spot is

darker than the paper around it. The dis-

tance of the grease spot nearest the lamp
is so chosen that when the lamp is burned
at the correct voltage, this grease spot gets
the light or illumination inside the box
equal to that from 25 candles one foot away,
or 25 ft. candles. The next spot gets less

and so on down to the last spot. To use
the device the lamp is set at the correct
voltage, which is done by turning the rheo-
stat handle until the voltmeter points at the
right mark. Then the observer looks at

the top of the box and picks out the point
where the grease spots change from bright
spots to dark spots and the marks on the
scale tell just how much light or illumina-
tion, measured in foot candles, is being re-

ceived on the outside of the box.

NEW 800 WATT ELECTRIC PLANT.
Electrical contractors are now in the

Farm Lighting Plant business seriously and
are finding it necessary to supply their cus-

tomers with outfits of a better class than
the cheap plants sold during the earlier days
of the business.

The private lighting plant shown in the

illustration has been placed on the market
by a Milwaukee concern. It is of the belted

type and consists of a generator and switch-

board made up in one unit and a storage

battery. The various elements of the plant

are of well-known standard makes. The
best grade instruments and rheostat are

used on the switchboard, which also includes

a new type of magnetic cut-out which is of
an improved design. Glass enclosed fuses

are furnished. These plants are made in

three standard sizes provided with sixty,

ninety, and one hundred and twenty ampere-
hour batteries, respectively. The generator
has a capacity of 800 Watts.

A New High-Class Private Electric
Lighting Plant. It Connects With Any
Engine and Develops Over 1 H. P.

Storage Battery Equipt.

THIS ELECTRIC IRON HAS
BUTTON CONTROL.

Women waste time, electricity (which is

money), ruin clothing and ironing board

Well! Well! The Maid Can Answer the
Door-bell at Last Without Burning Up a
$20.00 Lace What-you-may-call-tt, for When
She Releases This Electric Iron the Button

Cuts Off the Current.

covers, and in many instances start disas-

trous fires with the old type electric iron.

Many times an ironer will be called away
for a long time and forget to turn off the

switch. The iron is often ruined and cur-

rent wasted before she returns. This hap-
pens often when people are called away in

a hurry. When the new electric iron here
shown is used and there is a hurry call,

the ironer will unconsciously slam the iron

on the stand and hasten away. The push
button is automatically released, the current
stops, money is saved, perhaps property, and
even lives.

The button works exceedingly easy.

There is no strain on thumb muscles. The
ironer hardly realizes she is holding it in.

The catch on the iron stand is put on and
off in a jiffy.

The average ironing requires varying
heat. Handkerchiefs, sheer waists, laces

and all light material need less heat than
heavy pieces. When ironing light pieces the
current may be released for several minutes
by simply removing thumb. When more is

required, simply replace thumb over button.
Many dollars are thus saved in a year's

time. Danger of scorching valuable linen

is reduced or entirely eliminated. The
stand catch may be adjusted to keep the
iron hot or not as desired.

One of the most important features of
this tester is the fact that it tests the Ford
coil under alternating current, this coil

being wound for and operating in actual
service under alternating current.
The new Tester, in one form, is designed

for use with alternating current lighting
circuit, while another type is identical in

every respect, with the exception that it is

designed for use where alternating current
is not available and receives its energy
from a six-volt storage battery or four dry
cells.

The Tester is assembled in a highly
polished mahogany case. All metal parts

are heavily nickeled.

The Testing of Auto Spark Coils is Greatly
Facilitated by This New Device.

THE GERMAN WATCH
TRICK.

A pet trick that the Ger-
man soldiers employ is to

leave a watch hanging on
the wall of their abandoned
trenches. Said watch con-
nects by electric wires with
a high explosive bomb,
which explodes when the

watch is removed from the

wall.

An Extremely Simple Foot-Candle Meter Recently
Brought Out.

NEW AUTO SPARK
COIL TESTER.

Here is a brand new de-
vice, developed to facilitate

the testing and adjusting of
the Ford spark coil unit and
for testing automobile
lamps of any candle-power
or voltage, electric horns,
spark plugs, for finding
short-circuits, grounds, etc.,

recently put on the mar-
ket.
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Burnt-Out Lamp Contest

WE have conducted a good many
contests in the Electrical Ex-
perimenter in the past, but we
are quite certain that our Burn-
out Lamp Contest has broken

every record by far. There seems to be

a tremendous interest in the idea of utiliz-

ing burnt-out lamps, and up to the time
of preparing this article, over nine hundred
letters have been received, and are still

coming in strong. The oddity of the con-
test is, that no matter how curious the idea,

each has been duplicated, triplicated, and
some of the ideas having been repeated as

many as 208 times ! Here is the record

:

208 Radio Detectors.

80 Florence Flasks, Miscellaneous glass-

ware, Retorts, Etc.

28 Geissler Tubes. ,

21 Magnifying Glasses.

IS Tesla Tubes.
13 Water Rheostats.
12 Emergency Fuses.
11 Batteries.

9 Rain Alarms.
Of this list the electrolytic detectors

which rank first have been deemed im-
practical for actual work, and therefore
have not been discust generally. You
cannot make a good electrolytic detector
from a standard burnt-out 110 volt lamp
for the simple reason that the platinum or
substitute plantinum wires are too thick
and at best will only give very poor signals

from a powerful station located but a few
miles away. For long distance work, such
a detector is entirely out of question.
Some of the chemical glass ware is being

described in this article. The Geissler tube
idea is not new, it having been described
a great many times not alone in the Elec-
trical Experimenter, but in other technical
magazines. Remember, we wanted original
ideas. The same pertains to Tesla tubes,

as well as batteries. The magnifying glass

idea while new, can hardly be called prac-
tical for the simple reason that no one
would wish to fill a big bulb with water
and use it around the desk for magnifying
purposes.
As we mentioned before, all the ideas

that came in have been duplicated. The
ones which we mention in this article are
those received first at our office, or bore
post office marks showing that such an
article had been mailed first. This we
merely did in justice to the various con-
tributors, as among the duplicated articles

all apparently were equally well prepared.
Of course the curious and humorous ele-

ment was not missing from this contest.

Here are a few choice ones; all of these
may be termed impractical. There have
been suggested the following : wine bot-
tles from 100 watt bulbs, chemical funnels,
cigar lighters, water heaters, clothes sprink-
lers, and last but not least, all honors go
to M. Musselman, of Velva, N. D., who
proposed to fill the bulb with liquid green
soap in order to use it for shampoo pur-
puses !

!

There were furthermore the following:
chemical filter (using an inverted bulb with
filter paper), targets for rifle practise, fill-

ing burn-out bulbs with colored liquids for
window attractions. There were quite a
good many X-ray tubes, but we have not
seen one of these that would actually work.
There were a good many variations on elec-

trolysis apparatus, as was suggested in the

original article by Mr. H. Gernsback. There
were also several Helmholtz resonators,

which did not seem practical to us. There
were a number of flower vases, fern dishes,

candle holders, cigar and match holders.

There were two variable candensers which
were varied by raising and lowering
liquids in the condenser suggested by Mr.
Gernsback. A particular clever one was
suggested by Mr. Monte Cohen of New
York City. .This, however, lacked the ele-

ments of practicability. There were several

"Chinese bombs," also detector covers by
cutting off a half of the bulb to keep the

dust from detectors. There were all kinds
of insulating handles for static machines,
and for high voltage apparatus. There
were several floats for drip-pan alarms and
the like, as well as many flower pots.

Mr. Allan C. Rockwood of Iowa City,

Iowa, takes the cake by suggesting to mag-
netically release burnt-out bulbs filled with
evil smelling liquids in order to have them
crash on the domes of "Ham" actors. The
idea is to place a push button in front of
every man and women in the audience, who
if mispleased, simply press a button which
would release the bulb onto the unfortu-
nate thespian member of the stage male-
factors !

There was also a clever miniature vol-

cano as well as a water fountain. Two Illi-

nois inventors suggested—not such a bad
idea,—making megaphones from burnt-out
lamp bulbs to be used in connection with
telephone receivers. In other words, mak-
ing horns from the bulbs. There were of
course half a dozen inkwells ; there were
several galvanometers, and even an acety-

lene generating machine ; this utilizes the

lamp bulb by dripping water on the carbide.

There were a number of experimental stor-

age batteries, and we must not forget a

clever fire extinguisher suggested bv Mr.
H. E. Maher of Brooklyn, N. Y. He fills

the bulb with the following solution :

Chloride of Calcium, 20 parts; salt, 5 parts;
water, 85 parts. The bulb is thrown in the

center of the fire which is extinguished by
the chemicals. Several would-be inventors
showed us how to weigh air by weighing a

lamp bulb before and after cutting off the
tip, the difference in weight of course rep-
resents the actual weight of air. While a

good idea, we thought that few experiment-
ers had a sufficiently sensitive scale to de-

tect the slight difference in weight, which
of course does exist. There were many
suggestions as to batteries which simply
consist of utilizing half or three-quarter
bulbs in which are placed the usual zinc

and carbon elements.
The first prize goes to Elton Baker, 1316

N. 40th St., Omaha, Neb. This is on how
to make a static machine by means of a
burnt-out lamp bulb. Mr. Baker's article

is reproduced in full herewith.

PRIZE WINNER ($3.00)

A BURNT-OUT LAMP BULB STATIC
MACHINE.

By Elton Baker

The drawings, Fig. 1, show various views
of a static machine which I have designed
for the "Burnt-Out Lamp Bulb Contest."
Altho the illustrations show a small 25
watt lamp bulb, much better results can be
secured by the use of larger bulbs, as this

machine operates on the principle of fric-

tion alone. The charges should be collected

in a Leyden jar to produce a reasonably
good-sized spark. The jar described by Mr.
H. Gernsback in his article on "Burnt-Out
Lamp Bulbs" in the April issue will do.

The "rubber" is a wood block of the

shape indicated, made concave on one side

to fit the curve of the bulb, covered first

with a piece of felt or equally soft material

and then with a strip of thin leather. To
obtain best results the part in contact with
the bulb should be covered with a coating of
amalgam of zinc which may be scraped
from the back of an old mirror. The col-

lector is made of a similar wood block from
which brass tacks protrude so that they are
all equidistant from the bulb. The silk

flap is attached to the rubber nearly cover-
ing the upper half of the bulb. It is for

the purpose of holding the charge on the

bulb until it reaches the collector.

Care should be taken that the driving belt

turns the bulb towards the collector anti

also that the tacks on the collector and
the leather on the rubber are in metallic

connection with their respective brass balls.

The second prize winner ($2.00) is C. M.
Cardeaz, 13th and Locust Sts., Philadelphia,

Pa. This is on an automatic electric fire

detector made from two old bulbs.

Its working principle is as follows : The
hot air, see Fig. 2, rising to the ceiling,

causes the air inside the bulb to expand,
thereby forcing the salt or acidulated water
out of the hole in the bottom and into

the cup below, closing the circuit between
the two battery wires. These may be con-
nected to a red lamp or bell, as the owner
may wish. The filament of the lamp has
nothing to do with the operation of the

device, and should be entirely broken by
shaking the bulb well while full of solution.

The third prize winner (one year's sub-

scription to the E. E.) is H. J. Huber, 24
Garfield St., Lancaster, N. Y., Fig. 3. This
is on a home-made alcohol lamp. Our illus-

tration shows clearly how it is made. All

you need is a burnt-out lamp bulb, a lamp
receptacle and a piece of metal or glass

tubing thru which to feed the wick. The
illustration shows the details. This is really

a good little alcohol lamp, and will hold
sufficient liquid to keep it going for quite

a while. If the standard lamp bulb is too
large, a small 8 C. P. one can be used.

Figure 4 shows a photographic dark
room lamp, and was suggested by Mr.
Lester Arnold, 381 Eastlawn Ave., Detroit,

Mich. As the illustration shows, the lamp
bulb is filled with a dark red solution which
may be a concentrated solution of potassium
bichromat. A hole is made at the top of
the bulb in which is inserted a test tube, and
in this a small battery bulb is olaced, the lat-

ter being connected to a battery as shown.
This is quite a practical idea and should
come into favor with experimenters devel-
oping their own films.

Figure 5 shows a rheostat and pole tester

suggested by Mr. Eugene Ruckman, 2209 E.

Main St., Ottumwa, Iowa. Nothing further
than the illustration is required to make
this idea fully understandable. When used
as a rheostat, slightly acidulated water, or
otherwise water to which a few grains of
salt has been added, is used. Thus, any
required resistance can be readily had.
When used as a pole tester, the solution

(Continued on page 127)

aMONG the hundreds of new devices and appliances publisht monthly in the Electrical Experimenter, there are several, as a
£\ rule, which interest you. Full information on these subjects, as well as the name of the manufacturer, will be gladly fur-
nisht to you, free of charge, by addressing our Technical Information Bureau.
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The Phenomena of Electrical Conduction in Gases
PART III —HOW IONS ARE PRODUCED

EVERY time a molecule of any gas
gains or loses an electron so as

to become electrically charged it

becomes an ion or carrier of elec-

tricity. A molecule which loses an
electron constitutes a positive ion, and the

r/g.i

Arrangement of X-ray Tube and Ionization
Chamber for the Study of Electrical Conduc-

tion in Gases.

electron itself may be the negative ion

unless it in turn attaches itself to a neutral

molecule. When that occurs the neutral

molecule becomes negatively charged and
it is the negative ion. Hence the smallest

negative ion known is a free electron, and
the smallest positive ion known is a hydro-
gen atom which has' lost an electron, the

hydrogen atom being the lightest atom
which exists.

Electrons may be displaced from mole-
cules by the action of X-rays, ultra-violet

light, heat, electric sparks, arcs, flames,

emanations from radioactive substances,

and by the collision of rapidly moving ions

with molecules. Any of these ionizing

agents may thus change a nonconducting
gas to a conductor and the effect may be
proved by placing a charged electroscope in

a gas which is under the influence of any
one of them, and noticing how quickly it

will lose its charge. Different agencies may,
however, produce different types of ioni-

zation, and a stud}' o1 these different

phenomena leads to a fuller understanding
of electricity and matter, and especially

the causes of ionization.

X-RAYS.

The X-Rays are one of the best ionizing
agents known. In experimenting with ions
produced by it, an ionization chamber is

generally used which may be of the form
shown in Fig. 1 ; A is the ionization chamber
with an aluminum window W, thru which
the radiation may pass and E E are elec-
trodes by which the conductivity of the
air or gas may be measured. Trie experi-
ments of Prof. Millikan. of Chicago, and
others have shown that for the most nart
the ions seem to be singly charged, which
means that when one of these short ether
waves strikes a molecule of gas, an elec-
tron is displaced. If two or more electrons
were displaced at one time the molecule
would at once become doubly or multiply
charged.
The most noticeable feature of such

By ROGERS D. RUSK, M. A.

ionization is that the electron which is dis-

placed seems to be knocked out with some
considerable force, which is evident from
the high rate of speed at which it then

travels. This is quite different from other

types of ionization to be mentioned later.

ULTRA-VIOLET LIGHT.

The fact that ultra-violet light may cause

a charged body to lose its charge has been
known for a long time, as, for instance, the

case of a piece of zinc, which if not charged
at all acquires a positive charge under the

influence of ultra-violet light. Other metals

are even more sensitive, such as sodium,
potassium and rubidium which latter is

even sensitive to ordinary light. This
property of light to charge or discharge

a body or cause a gas to become a con-
ductor is called the photo-electric effect,

and the action of ultra-violet light seems
exactly the same as X-rays, for the ions

become singly charged, and the electrons

are displaced with considerable force.

The explanation of the ionization of gases

by short ether waves seems to be that

Just How an Electron, a Beta Particle for
Instance, Can Pass Completely Thru a Mole-
cule, is Demonstrated by the Drawing Above.
There is Considerable Space Between the

Molecular Particles.

when a wave of the proper length strikes

a molecule, the vibrating electron absorbs
the energy of the wave,, so that its own

Dr. J. A. Fleming Explored the Electric Arc
With an Auxiliary Pole E, and Found That
While the Arc Was Burning He Could Get
a Current Between E and C, But Not Be-

tween A and E, Keeping E Cold.

motion is thereby increased until it is

violently shot off from the molecule. Some-
times light is absorbed without producing
ionization and in that case the energy of
the wave increases the kinetic energy of
the molecule without causing the expul-
sion of an electron. The question as to
whether or not a given wave will displace
an electron most likely depends on the
relative frequencies of the wave and the
vibrating electron, and their phase relation-

ship when they meet. A certain amount of
harmonic relationship would allow absorp-
tion to take place where the lack of it no

doubt would cause expulsion. Just what
relation this may be is a subject for inves-

tigation.

RADIUM EMANATION.

As is well known, the emanations from
radioactive substances consist of three gen-
eral classes, alpha (a) rays or positive par-
ticles, beta (/3) rays or negative particles

and gamma (y) rays which are very short
ether waves. If a gas be ionized by means
of "beta rays it has been found that single

electrons are displaced with very little

violence, more as if they were simply set

free rather than expelled violently by col-

lision. The same is true of ionization by
alpha particles, while the gamma rays act

in the opposite way to the other short ether
waves.
The beta particle, which is in reality an

electron, is so small that it may often pass
completely thru a molecule without pro-
ducing ionization, and it frequently does
this when traveling at a high velocity. The
alpha particle, which is identified as a posi-

tively charged helium atom, may do the
same, but on account of its much greater
size produces ionization more frequently
than the beta particle. Both kinds of rays
produce more ions when traveling slow
than fast because they then have less

chance of passing thru a molecule without
collision, and it is thought that the alpha
particle may remove several electrons at

one time thus producing multiple charges,
but that point is debatable.
The way in which an electron or other

small rapidly moving particle may pass
completely thru a molecule can be better
understood by considering Fig. 2, and re-

membering that the electron takes up less

than one hundred thousandth

VlOO.OOO /
of the volume of any atom and the nucleus
or center is probably smaller still. So
that as one scientist has said the atom
seems to be mostly "betweenness." By the
figure it is easily seen that if the separate
parts of an atom are actually this small,

and if the electrons (E) are rotating at

high speed about the nucleus (N), the

probability is very high that another small
particle traveling in the direction of the
arrow (I) will pass completely thru with-
out collision. The experiment may be
tried of swinging a ball on a string and
throwing marbles thru the circle described
by the ball, and it will be found that

rarely indeed will the ball be hit or even
the string.

{Continucd on page 139)

Design of Vacuum Tube Used by Franck and
Hertz in Their Researches on the Conduction

of Electricity Thru Gases.
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Television and the Telephot Coming Inventions

No. 1.

A S we mentioned in the preceding in-

f\ stallment of this article, all the

/ % telephot schemes which have ap-
**" -™- peared so far are more or less

theoretical. Many of them have
not even reached an experimental stage.

It seems that while most ideas look more
or less practical on paper, it is quite im-
possible to tell if any of them would ac-
tually work in practise. At any rate the
various proposed schemes here illustrated
form interesting reading for the serious-
minded experimenter, who is working on
this more or less intricate problem. Several
of the schemes outlined show a reasonable
way towards accomplishing the goal.

Figure 1 shows the telephot of Mr. Sid-
ney Rothschild, of New York, on which
patents have been issued. Briefly summar-
ized, this invention consists in causing a
light controlled composite background to
vary the intensity of electrical currents
flowing over a wire, and causing these cur-
rents to control the intensity of light at
the receiving station, this light being caused
by an appropriate mechanism to produce
a moving luminous spot of varying intensi-
ty in such a manner as to reproduce a fac-
simile image disposed adjacent to the afore-
said background at the transmitting sta-
tion. The outstanding features are indi-
cated in the illustrations, and the more
technical details have not been discust.
These can be readily looked up in the pat-
ent specifications by anyone sufficiently in-
terested.

At the sending station we have a sub-
ject A, whose picture is transmitted thru
lens 1, the rays of which fall on the sele-
nium cell 4, after passing thru a belt 3,
which is rotated at a high speed. This belt
has a number of longitudinal slots disposed
crosswise, the belt travelling in the direc-
tion indicated by the arrow. A revolving
cylinder 9 is provided with a series of slots,
each being adapted to register with one
of the sections 8 of a further selenium
cell. In this manner Mr. Rothschild ex-
pects to cut up the various points of the
picture and transmit the impulses over the
line as shown. At the receiving end, we
find a revolving wheel 6 and another rapid-
ly revolving belt 5 which also has longi-
tudinal slots as shown in detailed draw-
ing C. By means of a light source shown
at 11, which may be an incandescent lamp,
the light rays pass thru the revolving wheel
6 and slotted belt 5. The light rays in

By H. GERNSBACK
(Conclusion)

in all other telephots, this one of necessity

requires a synchronous movement as it is

important that the sender and the receiver

work synchronously. This is one of the

difficult points of the telephot. and as yet

has not been realized in practise.

A clever telephot which was patented by
Messrs. A. C. & L. S. Andersen is shown
in Fig. 2. The sending apparatus corn-

ribbon 3 is displaced from above down-
wardly by means of an electric motor ; it

thus forms the end of the dark chamber:
the luminous rays traversing the perfora-
tions of the ribbon fall upon the lens 6'

They are received by the selenium cell 8.

Only one point comes at each instant

within the field of the image as the illus-

tration shows. When the ribbon has been

Sender

Fig. 1. This Is the Rothschild Telephot Scheme Which Cuts Up the Light Inpulses by
Means of a Slotted Revolving Belt 3 at the Sender. Passing Rapidly Before the Selenium
Dell 4 the Impulses Are Sent Over the Line and Influence a Source of Light 11 at the Receiver,

Where a Similar Revolving Belt Scheme Reconstructs a Picture as Shown at B

prises a dark chamber shown in dotted

lines, in which is placed a lens 6' which
receives the rays issuing from the dark
chamber. These rays after being refracted

meet a small selenium cell 8, placed behind
the prism 6". Screen 1 represents an ob-

ject (in reality farther removed from the

dark chamber than the drawing indicates).

The light rays coming from the screen 1

after refraction in the lens 6 which is in

front of the dark chamber form upon the

endless ribbon 3, a real image reversed and
reduced by the screen 1, This ribbon is

flat continuous and opaque except at cer-

tain perforated points, arranged according
to a diagonal line as shown in the detail

sketch 5. The distance separating the hu!c.-

Flg. 2 Shows the A. C. & L. S. Andersen Telephot, Where Use Is Also Made of

Revolving Belt 3, Having Perforations 5. This Belt at the Sender Rapidly Passes in

Front of the Camera Influencing a Selenium Cell 9. At the Receiver a Sensitive Electro-

Magnetic Arrangement, 10 and 11, Acting as a Shutter Cuts Off the Light Impulses;
Thus Theoretically Reconstructing the Picture.

this- case being cut up exactly in the same
manner as those of the transmitter. These
light rays fall thru lens 2 and thence ni-e

projected on to the screen B. Thus the

picture is supposed to be reproduced. As

5 depend upon the size of the image in the

dark chamber. The holes are spaced apart

in such a manner that only one point can

be located at each instant within the field

of the image in the dark chamber. The

displaced the whole of its length, each o:

the points of' perforation has crost tnr

part of the image which is presented tc

view ;
thus, the entire picture is transmitted

point by point.

At the receiving end we find the sender

practically reversed. Here we have another

moving ribbon 4 with perforated holes 5

In the dark chamber 13 we have a source

of illumination which may be a kerosene
lamp, or an electric lamp or any other

kind of a lamp 12. This lamp throws its-

rays thru lens 7. Here we have also the

electro-magnet 10 which is connected with

the selenium cell, and a battery at the seno-

ing station. By means of an ingenious shut-

ter arrangement 11, the light rays coming
from the lamp 12 are more or less in-

fluenced, due to the fact that the electro-

magnet is more or less energized by the

selenium cell 8 of the sender. In other

words when at the sending station, the

selenium cell was energized at its maxi-
mum, in this case the electro-magnet 10 a:

the receiving end would be energized a:

its maximum also, and therefore the

shutter would let pass the maximum
amount of light. All providing of course

that the ribbon 4 was working synchron-
ously with the ribbon 3 at the sender. As
the ribbon 4 revolves very rapidly and
synchronously with the ribbon at the

sender, the picture is thus reproduced point

by point and is recomposed upon the screen

shown at B. Messrs. Anderson have also

incorporated into this invention an ides

showing how the picture can be transmu-
ted in its actual colors. This is a very in-

genious arrangement, but is outside of the

scope of this article.

The next telephot, Fig. 3, was imagined
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by Gustav E. Hoglund, of Chicago, 111.

This invention also has been patented, and
relates to that class of devices for cutting

up and dividing light rays emanating from
an image and causing them to act upon a
selenium cell capable of changing its elec-

trical resistance under light rays of dif-

ferent degrees of intensity. These vibra-

tions are sent over a line and act upon a
luminous center at the other end thereof,

which may be in the form of a speaking
arc and cause a fluctuation in the bril-

liancy of said arc which will cause light

rays to emanate therefrom, said rays being
of varying intensity according to the

handles 9 which extend from the shutters

and by turning these handles, the shutters

can be revolved until they are brought
into proper relation with one another, the

operator determining when such position

has been reached by observing the com-
pleteness of the image reproduced by the

receiving instrument. Once the shutters

are in proper relation with one another,

the motors are then supposed to operate
them synchronously. By studying the illus-

tration, it will be noted that the lamps 6

are varied into their proper luminosity due
to the selenium cells 5 receiving more or

less light.

Receiver
iiii

Sender

Fig. 3, the Hoglund Telephot Makes Use of Two Revolving Shutters, 7 and 8, Revolving
in Opposite Directions. Selenium Cell 5 is Influenced by the Light Rays and the Picture at
the Receiving Station Is Reconstructed by Means of the Light Variations of Lamp 6.

strength of the current. These rays will

follow each other in the same order, and
will be of comparatively the same intensity

as the light rays emanating from the ob-
ject. Hence, when the rays from the

lamp are projected onto the retina of the

eye in rapid succession, they will cause an

image to be built up before the eye, which
will be composed of the varying light rays

of the same strength and in the same or-

der as those emanating from the original

image.
The device shown in Fig. 3 has a re-

ceiver and a sender ; each of the instru-

ments comprises a selenium cell 5, posi-

tioned in front of which is the enlarging
lens 4 and the reducing lens 3. Between
these lenses is a double revolving shutter

composed of discs 7 and 8. These are

also shown in a detail sketch. Disc 7 has

a series of square perforations 10, while
disc 8 has a series of slots 11. It will be
seen that as these discs revolve in opposite
directions, each point of the picture is cut

up successively and allowed to pass thru
the optical lens system. Each of the re-

ceiving instruments also comprises a lamp
1 and enlarging lenses 2, 2. Between these
lenses a ground glass plate is placed,

upon which the final picture appears. Both
receiving and sending instruments are con-
nected by electrical lines as shown. The
oppositely revolving discs are ordinarily
actuated by means of the synchronous
motor 10.

An interesting part of this invention is

that these revolving shutters can be cor-
rected if they do not run synchronously
by means of handle 9. It becomes appar-
ent that the two shutters must be brought
into proper relation to one another ; it can
be easily determined when such a relation
is found by observing the image coming
from the receiving instrument. If the shut-
ters are not in proper relation, the image
will be nothing more than a blur, and be-
fore it can be distinctly seen, the shutters
will have to be in appropriate relation to
bring the openings into the desired posi-
tion. The inventor therefore provides

While this scheme looks very feasible on
paper, we are afraid that the lamps 6 will

not respond instantaneously to the current
variations in the selenium cells 5, and at

best the picture would seem to us to be
formed rather blurred.
The next telephot which has also been

patented in several countries is shown in

Fig. 4. The inventor of this telephot is

Boris Rosing of Petrograd, Russia. In
order to eliminate the synchronous motor

This will be apparent further on. The
optical system at the transmitting station

comprises two polyhedral rotary mirrors,
1 and 2, the axis of rotation of which are
at right angles to each other. They
are driven at such speeds that the angular
velocity of one of the mirrors is several
times greater than the other ; and an ob-
jective or lens 5, the focal plane of which
coincides with the plane of the screen 6
and the photo-electric receiver 7. The ob-
jective 5 is arranged in such a manner that
rays emitted from any point of the field

of vision arrive in the photo-electric re-

ceiver only after successive reflections by
the two mirrors. When the mirrors 1 and
2 are rotated, the end 8 of the optical axis
thus deflected traverses the field of the
picture in a zig-zag path, so that from
every portion thereof light is transmitted
in a certain determinate order thru the
opening of the screen 6 upon the photo-
electric receiver 7. Permanent electric

magnets carried by the mirrors 1 and 2
and stationary bobbins 3 together form
small generators producing in the corres-
ponding bobbins pulsating currents, the
periodicity of which per revolution of the
mirror corresponds to the number of re-

flecting surfaces thereof. The currents
which are produced in the conductors 9,

10, 11, 12 and transmitted thru the receiv-
ing station are proportional to the com-
ponents in the directions of the axes of
a corresponding system of coordinates of
angular movements which the optical axis
8 executes in the field of view.
At the receiving side we find two oscil-

lographs provided with mirrors 13 and 14.

The axes of both are arranged to corres-

pond to the axes of rotation of the mir-
ros 1 and 2. Lens 16 directs the rays pro-
ceeding from the luminous signaling point
15 on to the small mirror 13. There will

therefore be imparted to the deflected op-
tical axis 17 at the receiving station, the
same movements in space which the de-
flected optical axis 8 at the sending station

executes at the transmitting station. It

goes without saying that the moving parts

of the oscillographs naturally have much

-c-

mm
Receiver

"77-

Fig. 4 Shows the Rosing Telephot. Use Is Ma
rors, 1 and 2, Throwing a Light Ray on Seleni

Reconstruct the Pi

arrangements which have been the failure
of almost all telephot schemes, Mr. Rosing
does away entirely with them, substituting
therefore a system comprising two oscil-
lographs with movable reflecting surfaces.

de of Two Sets of Poly-Hedral Revolving Mlr-
um Cell 7. At the Receiver Two Oscillographs
cture Shown at B.

less inertia than do the revolving sets.

A different idea in Mr. Rosing's inven-
tion is shown in insert C, Fig. 4. Here
instead of using oscillographs, the inventor

{Continued on page 124)
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The Dynatron—a New Vacuum Tube
THE dynatron belongs to the kenotron

family of high vacuum, hot cathode

devices which the research engineers

of the General Electric Company
have developed, and was described

in a paper read before The Institute of

Radio Engineers by Dr. Albert W. Hull.

Two members of this family
;
the kenotron

rectifier and the pliotron, have already been

described in this journal. The fundamental
characteristic of kenotrons is that their op-

eration does not depend in any way upon
the presence of gas.

In construction, the dynatron resembles

the kenotron rectifier and the pliotron. In

principle and operation, however, the three

are fundamentally different. Each utilizes

a single important principle of vacuum con-

duction. The kenotron rectifier utilizes the

uni-directional property of the current be-

tween a hot and cold electrode in vacuum.
The pliotron utilizes the space charge prop-

erty of this current, which allows the cur-

rent to be controlled by the electrostatic

effect of a grid. The dynatron utilizes the

secondary emission of electrons by a plate

upon which the primary electrons fall. It

is, as its name indicates, a generator of
electric power, and feeds energy into any
circuit to which it is connected. It is like

a series generator, in that its voltage is

proportional to the current thru it, but it

is entirely free from hysteresis and lag

that are inherent in generators and in all

devices which depend upon gaseous ioniza-

tion.

The dynatron consists essentially of an

evacuated tube containing a filament, a per-

forated anode and a third electrode called

the plate. The essential construction is

shown in Fig. 1. The plate must be situ-

Flg. 2. Vacuum Tube Oscillator for Generating or Amplifying Radio
Currents—The "Dynatron."

ated near the

anode, in such a

position that

some of the elec-

trons, set in mo-
tion by the anode
voltage, will fall

upon it. A bat-

tery is provided
for maintaining
the filament at

incandescence
and for main-
taining the anode
at a constant
positive potential

of 100 volts or
more, with re-

spect to the fila-

ment. This volt-

age is not varied
during operation,

and the anode
plays no part in

the operation of

the tube, except
to set in motion
a stream of pri-

mary electrons,

and to carry
away the second-
ary electrons
from the plate

that is to supply
the power.
The illustration, Fig. 2, shows the con-

struction of one of the practical types of

dynatron that have been developed. The
plate, as will be observed, has been bent
into the form of a cylinder, in order to

utilize more fully the electron emission

from the fila-

ment, and the

anode has been
provided with a

large number of

holes, instead of

one. This is ac-

complisht by us-

ing a perforated
cylinder, a spiral

of stout wire, or

a network of fine

tungsten wire.
The filament is a

spiral of tungs-
ten wire. The
filament may be
further provided
with a heavy in-

sulated wire
along its axis or
surrounded by an
insulated spiral
grid, making a
"four member"
tube, which is

called a pliody-

natron. The
characteristics of
the pliodynatron
are discust later

on.

Electrons from
the filament F

Fig. 3. The Latest Vacuum Tube Radio Generator and Amplifier—The
"Pliodynatron."

(Figure 1) are set in motion by the electric

field between F and the anode A. Some
of them pass thru the holes in the anode
and fall upon the plate P. If P is at a low
potential with respect to the filament, these
electrons will enter the plate and form a
current of negative electricity in the ex-
ternal circuit. If the potential of P is

raised, the velocity with which the electrons

strike it will increase, and when this ve-

locity becomes great enough, they will, by
their impact, cause the emission of second-
ary electrons from the plate. These sec-

ondary electrons will be attracted to the

more positive anode A. The net current
of electrons, received by the plate, is the

difference between the number of primary
electrons that strike and enter it and the

number of secondary electrons which leave
it. The number of primary electrons de-
pends on the temperature of the filament
and is practically independent of the volt-

age of the plate. The number of secondary
electrons, however, increases rapidly with
the voltage difference between plate and
filament, and may become very much larger

than the number of primary electrons

;

that is, each primary electron may produce
several secondary electrons, as many as
twenty in some cases.

If the dynatron be left open-circuited, as

in Figure 1, it is unstable.

The same instability occurs if the cir-

cuit of Figure 1, instead of being left open,

is closed thru too high a resistance, so that

the rate at which the plate receives elec-

trons is greater than the rate at which
these electrons can flow away thru the re-

sistance.

(Continued on page 122)
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Major-General George 0. Squier
"AJOR-GENERAL GEORGE OWEN
SQUIER, well known to all electri-

cal and radio men for his important
achievements in telephony and telegraphy,

s at the head of the U. S. Signal Corps,
me of the most important branches of our
army. General Squier has a large number
of problems to contend with in his capacity,

'hoto (fj by Harris & Jawing

Major-General George Owen Squier, Chief Signal Officer,
U. S. Army. He Is a Brilliant Scientific Investigator as

Well as a Thoro Military Director.

ror besides his multitudinous duties in

building up an efficient Signal Corps arm
of the Service, equal numerically to our
entire army before declaration of war, he
has had charge of the aviation work of the

Government.
,

Major-General Squier was born in Dry-
den, Mich., March 21, 1865, in the old home-
stead which he still owns, and which was
settled by his grandfather in 1835. In 1883
he was chosen for West Point, and in 1887
graduated seventh in a class of 65. Ap-
pointed second lieutenant in the third Ar-
tillery at Fort McHenry, Baltimore, on
June 12. 1887, he put in all his spare time
studying physics at Johns Hopkins Uni-
versity under such leaders as Rowland,
Remsen and Newcomb. There he laid the

basis of his scientific knowledge, being made
a fellow of the University during the years
1902, 1903, and 1904, and receiving his Ph.D.
degree in 1903.

He announced before the American In-

stitute of Electrical Engineers, in 1897, a

new method of rapid telegraphy, based on
the use of the alternating current with the
polarizing photo-chronograph. Three years
later he announced to the same Society the
adaptation of these principles to cable teleg-

raph)', using the sine wave 'e. m. f. s' as

worked out in experiments begun the year
before with Dr. A. C. Crehore.

In the meantime his military career
claimed him, especially during the rush of
the Spanish War. In 1900 he took the cable
steamer Burnside from New York thru
Suez to the Philippines, where he laid the
inter-island cable still in use. During this

time he rose thru various ranks till he was
commissioned Major March 2, 1903.

In 1907, as Chief of Staff to General
Allen, of the Signal Corps, he was entrusted
with drawing up the first specifications for

a military airplane ever issued by any gov-
ernment. On September 12, of the next
year, when in charge of the first tests at

Fort Myer, he made the first

ascent as a passenger in an
airplane ever made. That De-
cember he showed his faith

in aviation by a public address
stating that airplanes are fast

obliterating present national

frontiers in conducting military
operations.

General Squier was sent, in

1912, to England as military at-

tache to the American embassy
where he built up many of the

friendships and secured much
of the information, especially

in the first two years of the
war, that have since proved so
useful. He also represented
the United States at the Inter-
national Radio Conference in

London that year. It was there,

too, in June, 1915, before the
Physical Society that he made
the announcement of his cable
transmission invention, which
later led to its adoption. It is

estimated that this doubled the
capacity of the cables.

It was in May, 1916, with the

war two years old and the vital

importance of aviation fully

demonstrated, that he was re-

called to America by President
Wilson to reorganize the Air
Service. On the 14th of the

following Febru-
ary he was ap-

pointed Chief
Signal Officer in

charge of both

aviation and the

Signal Corps, with the rank

of Brigadier General, which

was increased to Major Gen-

eral on October 6, 1917.

During the brief eight

months since he has been in

charge, the Air Service has

jumped from a strength of

2.000 to an authorized strength

of 153,000; its appropriations

have increased from about

a million dollars in five years

to $700,000,000 granted in one,

and a billion asked in the

next ; its planes and aviators

have increased from a hand-
ful to thousands. The Signal

Corps itself has had to meet
the needs of an army eight

times that of a year ago.

General Squier is a Fellow

of the Physical Society of

London ; a member of the

Royal Institution of Great

Britain ; the American Mathe-
matical Society; the Frank-

lin Institute ; the American
Association for the Advance-
ment of Science; the Ameri-
can Physical Society : the

American Philosophical So-
ciety ; the American Institute

of Electrical Engineers ; the

Institute of Radio Engineers,
and other scientific and pro-
fessional bodies. He was
awarded the Tohn Scott

Legacy Medal in 1896 by the city of Phila-

delphia for the polarizing photo-chrono-
graph, and in 1912 the Elliott Cresson
gold medal, the highest honor of the

Franklin Institute, for his work in multi-

plex telegraphy on "wired wireless," by
which half a dozen wireless messages run
outside of, but are guided by a single wire.

He has also issued inventions in the use
of trees as antennae in wireless telegraphy

;

the electro-chemical effects of magnetiza-
tion, and the absorption of electro-magnetic
waves bv living vegetable organisms.

Electricity plays a tremendous part in

the preparations being made for the recep-
tion of American troops in France. From
the refrigeration of food to the fighting

of first line trenches, electricity is employed
at almost every step.

SOCIETY GIRLS WILL INSTRUCT
DRAFTED MEN IN RADIO.

The Women's Radio Corps of America
is training at New York headquarters a

corps of young ladies, most of whom are
prominent in New York social circles. The
members of the corps will later instruct

classes of drafted men in buzzer and radio
signaling. The photo shows Sergt. Geor-
giana B. Davids (left) and Sergt. Elise

Owen, who are in charge of the students.

This idea seems a capital one to our
minds—instead of attempting to place
women radio operators in hazardous war
positions, why not train them to teach?
Here's a big field, surely, one that is bound
to expand as more and more of the flying

cadets are marshalled in the training cen-
ters. And thousands, and even tens of
thousands of these future flyers will have
to be taught radio operating in the next year
or so. In this way the women will find a
most satisfying way of knowing and feeling

that they are actually doing "their bit" for
Uncle Sam.

Photo

Not
© by Central News Photo Service

Content With a Motor Corps, to Help Uncle Sam
Along in His War Work, New York Women Now Have a
Highly Efficient "Women's Radio Corps of America,"
Trained to Instruct National Army Men In Wireless Sig-

naling. Here Are the Women in Charge: Sergt. Georg-
iana B. Davids (Left), and Sergt. Elise Owen.
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A "Fountain Pen" Radio Receiving Set
While not an entirely new innovation the

average pocket wireless set has had the in-

variable drawbacks of all new devices, as

well as lack of practical use. But now a

new application has presented itself in that

with so many "Spies" at large, it has be-

come a necessity to detect many of these

enemy aliens, who undoubtedly are using

secret wireless apparatus to communicate
information to Germany, or between them-

selves.

To Dr. Lee deForest must be given the

credit for developing a receiver which is

only slightly larger than an ordinary foun-

tain pen. With it, a secret service man has

but to walk in the vicinity where a "spy-

radio station" is suspected, with the chance

that he may locate the informer at his in-

strument.
With this "fountain pen" Radio receiver

it has been possible to hear stations eight

to ten miles away, with little difficulty and
only a small aerial. In the sectional view
shown herewith may be seen how it is

hooked up. This sensitive receiver depends
entirely upon the Audion for its efficiency,

and it is only this extremely sensitive de-

tector -that has made possible a truly prac-

tical receiver of this small type.

It has been found that by using what is

known as a "soft" Audion a fair degree of

sensitiveness is achieved with a battery of

only.four volts, whereas a standard Audion
requires a potential many times that

amount.
The tuning of the set is accomplisht by

means of a small coil, wound with No. 40

magnet wire. Taps are taken off from the

coil and led to a number of points over

which slides a contact mounted on the mov-
able cap at the end of the receiver. By
moving the cap one way or another the

wave-length is altered to conform with the

in-coming wave. The tuning coil answers
satisfactorily for short wave-lengths, and
the Audion is connected directly to it, hav-

ing an untuned secondary. The battery is

placed, in the middle of the receiver and at

the end is placed the telephone receiver

consisting of a special magnet, bobbin, dia-

fram and earpiece. The antenna and ground
connections are instantly made by a spe-

cial double contact plug.

To operate the instrument the person
using it has a metal plate attached to the

heel of one shoe, to which is attached the

ground wire leading to the set, the wire
being past thru the trouser leg so as not to

be seen. The wire to the antenna is run

down thru the coat sleeve and into a hol-

low cane which may contain a spiral aerial

or a similar arrangement.

any position not likely to cause attraction.

The earpiece is placed against the ear and

a speed sufficient to give a clear musical
note of about 600 cycles. The frequency as

well as the strength of the signals can be
easily varied. As a result of this arrange-
ment the student gets practise in receiving

This Special Yet Simple Form of High Frequency Generator is Used At a Leading Radio
School to Supply the Proper Tone of 'Phone Current.

the other end adjusted till the signals are

heard loudest.

The transformer is about the most effi-

cient piece of electrical apparatus, it having
an efficiency of about 98%.

"Fountain Pen" Radio Receiving Set in Use.

SPECIAL RADIO SIGNAL GENERA-
TOR FOR TEACHING STUDENTS.

By Geo. F. Paul

A specially built and cleverly contrived
generator designed to give an exact repro-

duction of radio signals has been perfected
and put into use at the Dunwoody Indus-

Fountain Pen Radio Receptor

Batteries
Audion Filament sw Tuning coil

Diafram

Tel rec
magnet

To aerial^

To ground^

Plug Connector

Nave length i Slider in) Slider contact
''

Aud/on

scale on movablecop strip

barrel

Section Thru "Fountain Pen" Radio Receiving Set, Showing Disposition of Audion, Batteries,
Telephone Receiver, Tuning Coil, Condenser, Etc.

Standing against an iron fixture which
connects with the ground the operator
places the metal electrode on the heel in
contact with the same. The cane containing
the antenna is held over the shoulder or in

trial Institute, in Minneapolis. This high
frequency generator is used instead of a
buzzer for producing the practise signals in

the 'phones. The generator has 98 poles,

the rotor, which is the field, is revolved at

an exact imitation of the modern radio

signals such as are sent out by undamped
wave generators and quenched spark sets.

The head 'phones are connected directly to

the stator coils of the generator thru the

transmitting keys. The generator is driven
by a one-sixth horse-power electric motor.
Dunwoody Institute has leaped into prom-

inence as a training center for turning out
skilled operatives in electrical lines for both
army and navy service. For the naval radio

service, men are sent to Dunwoody from
the Great Lakes Naval Training Station,

north of Chicago, and after six or eight

weeks intensive training they are sent on to

Harvard University where they receive final

instructions before being assigned to active

duty.

The operating room at Dunwoody Insti-

tute is fitted up with tables and head 'phones
to accommodate one hundred students at a

time. Two other large rooms are fitted

with tables, blackboards, etc., for related

work. The related work consists of in-

struction, demonstrations and lectures in

theory of motors, batteries and dynamos

;

also the theory, installation, construction,

operation and repair of radio apparatus.

Each student is required to keep a "log"
book and in this he writes all that he learns

in class in addition to answering twenty
questions on the week's work. These log

books are turned into the instructor at the

end of the week and graded ; this grade is

entered on the student's record card. An
operating examination is also given each
week and the student's operating ability in

words per minute is recorded. By this sys-

tem of records and examinations it is easy
to note the student's progress thru the

course. If he fails to improve in operating
each week, he is clast as a drone and his

grade is low accordingly. If a student fails

to reach a receiving speed of 15 words per
minute after six weeks of training, he is

assigned to the drone class, and special at-

tention is given to him for a period of two
weeks. If at the end of that time he shows
no signs of ever becoming a radio operator,
he is sent back to the Great Lakes station

to swab decks instead of manning a wire-
less key.

The fact that the study of wireless is very
fascinating and mysterious seems to stimu-
late the student's enthusiasm and after he
learns the code he is all the more anxious to

become an efficient operator. The students
are continually being reminded of the im-
portance of capable operators in the present
war, and this, of course, incites them all

the more to become efficient operators.

Explorers can tell in what latitude they
are by the determination of the pull of
gravity by means of a "katers" pendulum.
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NEW RADIO KEY HAS BALL
BEARING CONTACTS.

An interesting and highly efficient radio
key recently perfected by a New York radio
engineer, Mr. L. G. Pacent, is illustrated

in the accompanying photo. It is built in

a precisional manner thruout, having extra

very small, being only about sixty-five feet

long and about thirty-five feet high, six

wire, inverted "L" type.

Our first week past with only one obstruc-
tion to communication—this being in Sey-
mour Narrows, a point at which the channel
is but a thousand feet wide, between steep

The Latest Heavy Duty Radio Transmitting Key Here Shown Is Fitted With a "Ball-
Bearing" Lower Contact. It Is Thus a Simple Matter to Quickly Align the Two Large

Silver Contacts. A Clamping Ring Locks the Contact Firmly.

long, deep-seated pivot bearings for the

key lever proper, which ensure long service

and accurate functioning of the complete
instrument. The key is mounted on a

Bakelite base, giving entire freedom from
dampness leakage, et cetera,.

The contacts are extra large and made of

silver. All radio men know how difficult

it is to properly align key contacts, espe-

cially when badly burned, even after they

have been carefully filed clean and flat

again. Ingenuity on the part of the de-

signer of the present key has solved this

problem in an admirable manner. He
mounts the upper contact on the key lever

in the usual way; the lower contact is

mounted on a ball and socket joint. With
this means provided it is the work of but
a moment to loosen the lock nut clamping
the ball-supported bottom contact and to

align it accurately with the top contact.

The key has been approved by the Navy
Department.

RADIO OPERATING IN ALASKA.
By Howard S. Pyle,

Electrician-Radio, U. S. N.

IT may be of interest to the readers of
the Electrical Experimenter to know
what we of the Pacific Coast have to

combat in the way of mountain ranges and
other natural causes which contribute in

making a commercial operator's life in

Alaska, one of constant speculation as to

whether his business is going to get thru or
will be hung up somewhere because a sta-

tion can't "get thru."

I recently completed a trip on the S. S.

Rush of Everett, Wash., from Everett to

Herendeen Bay, Alaska, in the Bering Sea,

by way of what is known as the inside pas-

sage, that is; hugging the coast of British

Columbia all the way north, between the
main land and numerous islands.

My outfit was one of the new Kilbourne
and Clark two kilowatt, 500 cycle mercury-
arc quenched transmitters and at that time
was probably the most efficient type of
marine equipment in use on this coast. The
receiver was of the ordinary, inductively

tuned type with silicon-arsenic detector,

but as my crystals were of a very poor
quality, I had no opportunity to hang up any
receiving records. My antenna also was

mountains that tower way above the vessel

on either side. Here I was practically in a

"dead hole," not hearing a signal during the

time of passing thru except from the S. S.

Zapora, WPQ, who was just ahead of us

—

in plain sight. After leaving the Canadian
coast and entering Alaskan waters we were
coming very close to Ketchikan, Alaska,
(KPB) but owing to intervening mountain
ranges could hear his signals only about
fifty miles on either side, altho there is a

very efficient and powerful installation

there. A vessel as close as we were has
difficulty in working with him, but at a

distance he is easily readable clearing busi-

ness with Astoria, Oregon, every day. We
progrest up the Alaskan coast and when at-

tempting to work Sitka, (NPB) found it

almost impossible, except when we were al-

most opposite him, being on the east side of

the island. This was due to mountainous
country intervening between.

After leaving Hoonah, Alaska, we struck

straight across for Cordova and Kodiak
and had no trouble working either of them
all the way across. When we entered the

water between Kodiak Island and the main-
land, I lost Kodiak's signals (NPS) alto-

gether, until exactly opposite him when I

handled a little business direct, losing him
again shortly afterward. I then tried to

get in touch with Dutch Harbor (NPR),
but could hear nothing of him until within

one hundred miles, when he came in strong.

I kept in touch with him for about two
hundred miles of travel in the Bering Sea
and then lost him and picked up St. Paul
Island, (NPQ). I kept in communication
with him all the way to Port Moller, where
we anchored a few day on account of the

ice. When we finally proceeded into Heren-
deen Bav we immediately lost everyone.

Could hear NPR, NPQ, S. S. Winber,
WND, at Chignik and S. S. Norwood,
WSG, at King Cove very good at Port
Moller, but five miles into the bay every-

thing faded out entirely. We lay in the bay
for two weeks, during which time I was
compelled to relay everything thru KWR at

Port Moller, even tho the S. S. Winber was
only fifty miles due south and with Audion
equipment could not hear me. I could hear

nothing of her either, in spite of her using

high power or full two kilowatts.

Do our Radio brothers of the east coa<=t

have these troubles?

CODE BUZZER TRICKS.
By E. Duskis

OF late there have come out on the mar-
ket some wireless practise buzzers
which are very good in every way for

learning and practising the code. The gen-
eral form of these buzzers consists of an
arrangement as shown in the diagram, Fig.

1. This is also the standard hook-up given
with these buzzers.
Of course the above arrangement is satis-

factory, but there may be too loud a note
produced in the telephone receivers ; in

fact, so loud as to do harm to one's ear-
drums. With the end in view of reducing
the intensity of the signals in the telephone
receivers, to signals of equal intensity as
usually received in a wireless station, the
following methods are proposed. They
work well, as they have all been tried out.

The first method of connecting the buzzer
in the manner shown in Fig. 1-A has the
advantage of reducing the intensity of the
signals just to the strength of the wireless
signals.

The second method gives equally good re-

sults to the preceding method, but uses a
small fixt condenser in series with the 'phones
connected as shown. This condenser can
be the standard condenser that is usually
shunted across the 'phones in wireless cir-

cuits. The advantage of this method is

that, while the key is open, no current flows
in any part of the circuit, but while it has
this advantage it must be seen (when com-
paring it with method No. 1) that it neces-
sitates the use of a condenser, which costs
more than a switch.

When using the hook-up given in method
number one, it is imperative that the con-
nections be made as per diagram given in

Fig. 1-A, for if the connections are made
as shown here in this diagram, No. 3.

there will be a click, followed by the high
pitch note, in the telephone receivers. It

is to be noted in connection with diagram
No. 3, however, that, while it possesses the
disadvantage of giving a click and then
the high pitch, it is an advantage, because
under these conditions it provides a fine

means for learning the Morse code, and

fig i

Internal Circuits of Code Practise Buzzer,
Also External 'Phone and Battery Circuits

as Regularly Used.

Cone

hg 2

Special External Connections for Code Buz-
zer So That Both Radio and Morse Signals

Can Be Learned.

still sending in continental, (radio), i. e.,

to say it opens a new field in the practise

game, whereby a Morse and continental

student can converse together.
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About Learning the Code
By ALAN C. ROCKWOOD

TN the January issue of the Electrical
I Experimenter, Thomas Reed proposed

a new scheme of mnemonics for learn-

ing the Continental Code (page 615). Sev-
eral years ago I attempted to learn the

code by a similar system, but I never suc-

ceeded until I tried another plan. There-
fore I shall tell my experiences with plan

and the reasons it was unsuccessful as an
aid to memory.

In learning to receive by ear the ulti-

mate object is to be able to write down
the letter as soon as the sound is heard.
If this proficiency is attained the reception
of a letter consists of three steps

:

1. The operator hears the signal.

2. The operator thinks of the letter rep-

resented by association of ideas.

3. The operator writes down the letter.

In practise this becomes so natural that

there are only two steps : the operator
writes down the letter without consciously
thinking.

In contrast with this process there is the
method by which most people try to learn
the code, by calling off the dots and dashes
for each letter. In this method there are
four steps

:

1. The operator hears the signal,

(say .— ).

2. The operator thinks of the sound as

heard in the terms of dots and dashes,
("dot-dash").

3. The operator associates the combina-
tion of dots and dashes with the letter (in

this case "a").
4. He writes down the letter.

The second step takes the longest time
of all because the operator has to change
the sound to a visual picture of the dots
and dashes. In the third step he must
change from the visual picture of the dots
and dashes to the picture of the letter. As
this takes times and must be dropt as soon
as the operator is proficient, it would be
much better to learn the code in some
manner in which it would not be neces-
sary to waste the time in making the tran-
sition from one process of connecting the

sound with the letter to another,

view, therefore, the most perfect

In my
system

of .mnemonics would be one whereby each

the object in telegraph schools in begin-

ning the code practise with the letters, re-

peated over and over. Each student will

associate the sound he hears with a par-

ticular letter. If everyone was able to

have the letters sent to him individually

until he could receive them without effort

no other aid would be necessary. This
is not the case, however, and evervone likes

Voice From the Port—"Well, Weill If It 'Aint Me Or Friend 'Georgie'
Startin' a Beauty Parlor. M—M—M—M—." All of Which Applies If

You're a Regular "Radio Op" Used to Wearing the "Cans" for 8 to 10
Hours a Day. Corns On Your Ears and a Bald Strip Over Your Dome
Are the Usual Things, If We Can Believe Mr. Burney Who Drew This

Cartoon, and Who, By the Way, is a Radio Operator Himself

The Oscillator.

"Now What in Thunder is De—Da—De—Da?" Ponders
This Radio Student. He Learned It So Nicely, Too,
But My, How Different It Sounds When He Hears
the Dot and Dash Code Signals in the 'Phones, for
the First Time. The Article Herewith By Mr. Rock-
wood Explains What This Ambitious Sailor is Trying

to Master.

student learned each letter by the exact

sound it made in the receivers.

Upon examining the proposed plan it is

seen that it does not conform to this

standard, but is open to the same objection

as the process of memorizing the letters

by dots and dashes. It merely substitutes

for the second and third steps of the sec-

ond plan, as outlined in the preceding par-

agraph, the linking of the sound with a

"Fonetic Catchword" and the linking of

this with the desired letter. This is simpler

because the catchword is aural, the

same as the signal received, but it

does not remove the entire difficulty.

The extra step is there which must
be learned and unlearned. It is de-
sirable to have a system in which it

will be necessary to unlearn as little

as possible. Another objection which
I discovered when I tried to learn

the alphabet by this method is that

it is hard to keep the catchwords
separate and linked with the letters

they belonged with. For instance,

the catchword for J was jt-ru-sa-
lem and for L was Lo-fr^w-gu-la.

Both of these were of the same
number of syllables and I found,
when receiving, that I would often
think of them as Je-rw-sa-lem and
ho-ben-gu-la. Therefore, at those
times I would get . as L
and .— . . as J. I believe that Mr.
Reed's plan would be open to the
«me difficulty of confusion of
characters and that some other
method should be considered.

In considering the plan to be
devised it is necessary to consider
what we are -striving for. The per-
fect plan would be the one that

makes the easiest transition from
one stage to another or in which
there is no such transition. Under
this each student, from the first,

would know each letter by the
sounds in the receiver. This is

to practise over the code between lessons

to make sure of himself. As it is not pos-

sible to imitate the radio signals exactly

it becomes necessary either to repeat the

words dot and dash for each letter, to

use catchwords, or to approximate the

sounds of the letters. This last scheme is

the best because by its use the change from
the carrying thru of each of the three steps

in detail to the immediate perception of

the letter is gradual. This fulfills the re-

quirements because nothing need be for-

gotten. The only question is how to ap-

proximate the sound best.

Mr. Reed says that for "Y" the re-

ceiver says "siss-a-siss-siss." This is an
approach to it, but this cannot be used at

the rate of even 20 letters per minute.

Try it ! The plan that was used success-

fully in the Iowa City High School Radio
Club last year was as follows

:

a. For a dash use the syllable dah (a

as in arm).
b. For an initial dot use tuh (u as in up).

c. For a dot not initial use duh (u as

in up).
By remembering that a dash is equal

to three dots in length, that the space be-

tween parts of letter is equal to one dot,

and that the space between letters is equal

to three dots the cadence is gained. Thus
A is tuh-d a h, B is dah-duh-duh-duh, C
is d a h-duh-d a h-duh, and so on.

I know personally of over a dozen people

who have learned the code as I have sug-

gested and have only heard of one who
learned by catchwords—and he learned it

only for visual signaling. If you have had
any experience with either method or know
of any better system write it in to the

Editor and he will pay you for it if

publisht.

Don't miss the article on "Harmonics

—

Part II"—by Prof. F. E. Austin, in the
next issue of the "Electrical Experimen-
ter." It explains the analysis of irregular

shaped alternating curves.
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The Design and Use of the Wave-Meter

FOR most of the data and description
of the Kolster Decremeter the author
acknowledges indebtedness to the
Bureau of Standards Bulletin No. 235
on the same subject. Due to the com-

plex theory in back of the design of the

The Shape of the Ordinary Variable Con-
denser Moving Plate |s Such That tor Equal
Angular Displacements From the Position of
Minimum to That of Maximum Capacity, an
Approximately Straight Line Variation of

Capacity Is Obtained.

condenser the reader must pardon some
higher mathematics necessary in order to
properly explain the design of the con-
densers.

The shape of the moving plate of the
ordinary variable condenser in common use
is such that for equal angular displacements
of these surfaces from the position of mini-
mum capacity to that of maximum capacity,
an approximately straight line variation of
capacity is obtained as in Fig. 1. It is evi-
dent from the figure that for any given dis-

AC
placement AX the percentage change of

C
capacity will not be equal all over the scale.

In order that the instrument may be direct
reading as to decrements the capacity varia-
tion in per cent must be constant over the
entire range from maximum to minimum.

AC
i.e., must be a constant.

C
By a mathematical solution which the in-

terested reader can find in the original paper
the author points out that the capacity of
the variable condenser must vary in ac-

In the Kolster Decremeter the Variable Con-
denser Capacity Varies in Accordance With
the Law of Geometrical Progression as Here

Shown.

PART III

By MORTON W. STERNS
{Continued from the April issue)

cordance with the law of geometrical pro-
gression, and it is easy to formulate the
equation between the value of capacity and
the position of the moving plates. Since the
curve of capacity must obey the law of
geometric progression, we have in Fig. 2 :

at x = let Co = aK° = a

x = 1 G = aK1

x = 2 G = aK2

x = 3 G = aK3

x = n n G = aK"
in general C = aKx

(9)

A simpler deduction is as follows : in ac-
cordance with differential calculus, the fol-

lowing fundamental requirement of the con-
denser may be written

:

dc
ndx (10)

•' log C = nx + h
C = Enx + h = AEnx

Since this is equivalent to equation (9)
we may say for a rotary variable condenser
where © is the displacement angle in de-
grees.

C =AE™8 (11)

We know, neglecting edge effects, that
the capacity of a condenser is directly
proportional to the active area of the mov-
able plates or

A = bEraB

where

A = active area of moving plates
b&m= constants deduced later

9 = angular displacement
E = base of napierian logarithms—2.71828

By analogy with equation (10)

dA— = mdO

(12) or dA = bmE">0de

Eq.(13)A = f
7r bmEmed© = bmE7rm

-

= b(Eirm -l)

Referring to Fig. 3.

(14) dA = ^(p
2— r')d©

p being distance from center O to envel-
oping curve of the plate, or radius vector,
and r being radius of small circular space
(inactive), occupied by the separating
washers between plates.

From (12) and (14) :

and

i/
2
pi—y

2r
°~ = |,mEm <»

(15) P= \2bmE^ + r
2

where b and m are constants which deter-
mine the maximum and minimum value of
capacity.

Since equations (10) and (11) are identi-
cal we may write

K> = Em9

or x log K = m©
x log K

m = (16)
©

where K is the ratio of maximum to mini-
mum capacity.

In the first article it was shown that 6
to 1 is a good ratio of maximum to mini-
mum capacity, so substituting in (16), as-

suming x = 1 when © = 180 :

Method Used in Determining the Shape of the
Moving Plates in the Variable Condenser of

the Kolster Decremeter.

logK

180

X-
180

log 6 .77815

180 180

= .0043

C
log K

AE ©, for finding capacity
180

which we assumed to be .003 mf.

If we assume some value of area in

square inches for a movable plate and sub-

A
stitute in (13) we can find b = —

m (E 7r'"—1)

Assume a value of r the radius of the
washer and calculate p for various angles ©
to give the shape of the curve which will be
a logarithmic spiral. This of course is done
by using equation (15).
Now knowing the capacity wanted and

the area of the plates and thickness of
spacing washers we determine definitely the
number of moving plates and since it is

more convenient to make the stationary
plates semi-circular it is merely a mechani-
cal trick to assemble our condenser.

In the actual Kolster decremeter the
capacity of the variable condenser is slightly

(Continued on page 140)

Schematic Diagram of Kolster Decremeter
Circuits. It Is Shown Here Inductively Con-

nected to the Antenna Circuit.
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TO PREVENT BURNING OUT
AUDION FILAMENTS.

Audion bulbs are being burned out daily

just because some inexperienced or even ex-
perienced operator raises the current up to

what he visibly thinks is a safe point and
then (ziff) out goes said bulb and also your
pocketbook gives a long squeal.

Ever Turn On the Audion Filament Current
Too Strong and Incapacitate Said Audion for
Further Action? Here's How to Let Yourself
Know When the Filament Current Reaches

the Danger Point.

In the accompanying drawing I show how
this can be eliminated, merely by using some
means of warning. Build a small relay as
shown, then adjust the spring so as it will
only close the bell circuit when the danger
point is about to be reached. Of course
Audion circuits provided with ammeters
are quite safe in this respect, but even with
this precaution I have seen bulbs burned
out.

I think the alarm shown in the diagram
will save many a bulb; when the danger
point is about to be reached, it closes the
circuit and rings the bell, thus warning the
operator who is adjusting the filament
battery.

Contributed by E. T. J.

A DETECTOR HINT.
I have a detector which has two cups

placed opposite each other and made ad-
justable by turning a knob. I use galena,
with a light phosphor bronze wire contact.
I found that by attaching a battery and
rheostat in series with the cups, that the
signals were greatly increased in intensity
and the range of my set was greater by
far ; I picked up stations impossible to hear
without the battery attached. Too much
current will fuse the crystal. The best
voltage will be determined by experiment.

Contributed by P. B. KINGSLEY.

An Effective Way of Connecting Battery
Current to a Detector Crystal So as to In-

tensify the Signal Strength.

FILING GLASS.
A file is generally employed only on met-

als, and glass is about the last substance
that one would expect to be capable of being
filed. Glass can be shaped with a file, in

cases where the usual blowpipe methods are
not applicable, if the file is kept wet with

turpentine. A still better lubricant is made
by steeping camphor in turpentine and using

the resulting solution. A simple alternative

method, not quite so satisfactory as the

above, is to immerse the glass in water
while the filing proceeds. A piece of sheet

glass can be cut with a pair of scissors

under water.
Contributed By H. J. GRAY.

HIGH TENSION BINDING POSTS.
Old blown out cartridge fuses can be

used very economically in a high tension

binding post for step up transformers, spark

coils, etc., requiring a binding post that will

not "leak." Take one of the old fuses

(about 60 ampere) and cut it in two with
a hack saw. A hole is drilled thru the metal

Mefa/cap fiberorgfass

No Use Talking—"High Tension" Currents
Will Leak Thru Wood. This Glass or Fiber
Tube Scheme Will Help to Hold Them In

Their Place.

cap large enough to take a bolt that will

hold a binding post from an old battery or

any good binding post. The bolt is long

enough to reach thru the fuse and fasten on
the top of the instrument. The connection i >

made on the nut under the top of the cover.

Contributed by LOUIS LOOTENS.

A SIMPLE BALL-JOINT DE-
TECTOR.

Here is a detector stand for the amateur
who wishes one for quick adjustment and
one that holds its adjustment when once
set. The ball and rod mav be taken from

A Brass or Steel Ball (Annealed), a Knob, a
Cup, a Cat-Whisker Wire, and You Have the
Ingredients Necessary to Make This Clever

Detector.

an old spark gap. A brass spring with a

hole in it large enough to allow the rod
to turn and swing freely, should be fas-

tened over the ball to hold it in any desired

position. A knob is fastened on the upper
end of the rod. Any kind of detector cup
can be used, the one here used is a rotary
sliding cup from an E. I. Co. detector.

Contributed bv
CLARENCE SOUSLEY.

IMPROVED TICKLER COIL
HOOK-UP.

I give herewith a diagram showing an
improvement on the Audion circuit. By
connecting a variable condenser across the
tickler coil more selective tuning can lie

had. After using one so connected for any
length of time it is indispensable.

A variable condenser shunted across the

tickler coil gives more selective adjust-

ment. Bulb was made to oscillate when it

was found almost impossible to do so on
certain wavelengths, especially short waves,
by means of variable condenser across

tickler coil.—Contributed by E. T. J.

TicAfer

J-

Simple Form of "Tickler Circuit" for Audion
Which Gives Highly Selective Tuning, as

Practical Experience Demonstrates.

HOW TO SOLDER ALUMINUM
WIRE.

Contrary to the ordinary opinion alum-
inum wire may be soldered. This joint is

electrically, but not mechanically perfect.

To prevent breaking, wire about No. 18-20

(bare copper) must be wound around it.

First, clean the ends of the wire with sand-
paper for about 2 inches, then dip the ends
in muriatic acid for a few seconds. As soon
as the acid begins to act remove the wire
and wipe off the surplus acid. Now, dip

the ends into a concentrated solution of cop-
per sulfate for a few seconds, remove and
clean with a rag. Repeat this till the cop-
per becomes fairly thick, leaving it in longer
each time. Now place the ends of the wire
together and wind the joint with bare cop-
per wire (about No. 18-20) spacing the

turns about ^j-inch. You can now place on
a non-corrosive soldering paste and solder
in the usual manner, with iron or torch,

torch preferred. This joint may be used for

electrolytic rectifiers, aerial wires, etc.

Contributed by E. L. COOKE.

SIMPLIFYING THE TUNING
OPERATION.

The sketch herewith shows a new wrin-
kle for correcting loss of time in makin;
changes of wave length as far as tne

Switch pointer

handle \

Condenser fand/e
mo/es free on
strife/)po/nfarm

Putley for cond

Switch poinfsofsec

o°Po

Here's a Good Method of Simplifying the
Tuning of a Radio Condenser and Inductance.
The Shaft Is Belted or Geared to the Induct.
The Condenser Shaft Is Belted or Geared to

the Inductance Switch Handle.

secondary is concerned. It is easily seen
that both condenser and inductance can be
changed without the use of both hands,
thereby leaving the other hand free to be
used in changing primary adjustments, etc.

Contributed by E. T. J.
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Building an Electric Piano Player
By CHARLES HORTON, Consulting^Engineer

(CONCLUDED)

SINCE there must be eighty-eight

contacts, a simple method had to be
developed for forming them. They
are, in this model, formed of cotton-

covered magnet wires of, say, No. 12

B. & S. gage, each one being fastened
under a screw in

the back of the

board L, then led

forward over the

tracker bar and
back again where
it is connected to

its magnet wire.

This is clearly
shown in Fig. 6
and Fig. 5. The
contact wires are
inserted one by
one over the track-

er bar and finally

all clamped tight

by means of the
strips 23 and 24.

When this is fin-

ished several coats
of thin white shel-

lac are applied to
them, and when
the shellac is set

hard a file is used
to bare the copper
wires at the high-
est point on the
tracker bar. This
is the same method
used formerly in

making adjustable
tuning coils and is

very satisfactory
for this purpose.
Careful examination of the drawing will be
essential to a proper understanding of the
arrangement, which is really very much
simpler than it looks at first sight.

A wiring diagram is given in Fig. 7.

This shows the connections for one contact

and one magnet, and, of course, all are

similar. The parts are given the same let-

ters and numbers as in the other views.

At the point N the return wires from all

Rear View of Translator Cabinet for Electric Piano Player.
Solenoid Circuit.

Translator Contact Board f Mahogany

Detail of the Translator Contact Board
Which Is Made of Well-Seasoned Mahogany.

the magnets are joined and a heavy wire
leads from this point to the battery O and
thru the rheostat P (which may be used
to control the loudness of the music and
may be of any suitable type) and thence
to the comb G on the translator box. A
six-volt storage battery is best for exciting
the apparatus, as considerable current is

used.

Referring now to the details, detail 6
is the magnet bobbin; this is, as before
stated, best made of brass or fiber and
must not be of iron. The length is best
determined by making up one striker

unit (a single magnet) and trying it out
on your piano because the longer this sole-

noid is, the stronger the magnet and the

harder the blow. The author found var-
ious lengths from 1" for soft playing, to
3" for loud work, desirable. This depends
to a large extent on the stiffness of the
piano used. No. 18 double cotton-covered
copper magnet wire should be used. Detail
10 is of the striking core and should be
best made of black iron altho mild steel

will do if iron cannot be had ; detail 13 is

the striker return spring and must also be
determined by trial on one magnet. It

should be strong enough to cause a quick

return of the striker. Detail 3 is one of

the seven boards forming the bottom of

the striker box and has twelve holes for

the twelve bobbins for one octave and

other holes for the retaining bolts. These
retaining bolts are one-quarter inch stove

bolts and should

be of iron or mild

steel, as it will be

seen on examina-
tion that they not
only hold the mag-
nets in place, but

also complete the

magnet circuits of

the magnets, thus

making them
stronger in action.

Detail 11 and 12

are iron or mild
steel pieces used in

place of washers
for retaining the

third and fourth

row of magnets
; 8,

5, 16, 17 and 18

need no further ex-
planation ; 14 and
15 are tubes of
brass slipt on be-
tween the striker

cores and the heads
of the bolts form-
ing the striking

knobs to properly
space them ; 25
shows the supports
for the translator

comb. Detail 22 is

the comb bar. The
comb is shown as

detail 27 and would best be made in sev-
eral sections and screwed to the bar 22 by
means of No. 6x32 machine screws. De-
tail 23 is the contact wire holding bars at
the back of the tracker bar ; 24 is the con-
tact-wire-securing pieces shown on the
top and the bottom of the tracker bar ; 20
are pieces screwed inside the translator

Each Wire Corresponds to One

Translator Contact Comb

Mote-l £ Phosphor Bronze

The Teeth of This Metal Comb Make Con-
tact With the Tracker Bar Contacts Thru

the Perforations in the Music Roll.

box to guide the slide L (shown best in

Fig. 6).
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fe SB Brass tubing

Striker Ends

All parts should be carefully made as

the results will make it well worth while.

All electrical connections should be sold-

ered.
Mahogany is

specified but, of

course, cheaper
woods may be used

if desired and
stained. The best

finish is shellac ap-

plied in many coats,

rubbing down with
sandpaper between
coats and finishing

up with pumice
stone and oil or

water. The final

coat should be

piano varnish.

If care and per-
sistence is used in

the making of the

electric piano
player here de-
scribed, a vast field

of pleasure will be
opened to the

builder which he
probably never
dreamt of till he
has one of these
machines in opera-
tion.

The best way to

determine the
spacing for the
tracker contacts
and the teeth of
the comb is to buy
a cheap record roll

and lay them out
according to this.

The author could

at the foot of the third column should be

used only for calculating the inductance of

air core coils ; not coils having an iron core.

The formula given is a general one applica-

the special counters previously used. It has

also been found that the method can be

used with a fork having a frequency of

100, thus reading to 0.01 second. Several

Make -68springs
to suit

spring brass

Drill 12 to sail 6.

©
1

*
i drill

Uoke 7. A 'iron

]©
t drill

Make 7 £iron

V

Striker

V
fronti. bock

SI" A

Translator Ends

if

This Drawing Contains the Dimensions of All the Principal Parts Necessary In Building the Electric Piano Player.

give the exact dimensions but as they run
into thousandths of an inch this would only

be confusing. It is a simple matter, how-
ever, if a record is used for this purpose
and there is then no chance of making a

mistake in the layout.

The scales shown in the various views
may be cut out and used to measure any
parts not dimensioned in each respective

figure.

CORRECTION IN PROF. AUSTIN'S
ARTICLE.

In the article "Theory of Tuning, Wave
Lengths and Harmonics," by Prof. F. E.
Austin, which appeared in the May issue,

page 32, note that the inductance formula

ble to inductances having a relatively great
length compared to their diameter. It ap-
plies to medium length coils but not for
accurate results. The formula given in the
article referred to, as well as all other
inductance formulae for air core coils ap-
plies to such coils when they happen to be
provided with iron cores, it being
necessary only to multiply the in-

ductance found by such "formulae
by the value of the permeability
of the iron at the flux density
used, this factor being usually rep-
resented by the symbol "/*."

[Those interested in the calcula-
tion of the inductance of coils for
radio or alternating current work,
should read the series of three
articles on this subject which ap-
peared in the March, April and
September, 1917, issues of the
"Electrical Experimenter," sup-
plied at 20 cents each or SO cents
for the set of three issues.]

meter-testing laboratories have installed

duplicates of the Bureau of Standards ap-

paratus. The electrically operated tuning

fork is usually arranged with a small mag-
net coil between the prongs and whose cir-

cuit is suitably interrupted by a • contact

carried on the vibrating fork.

Elemental Circuit of Electric Piano Player,
Thru One Solenoid for Striking One Key,
With Common Battery and Rheostat for

Regulating the Loudness of the Music.

ELECTRICALLY OPER-
ATED TUNING FORK
FOR TIME MEAS-

UREMENTS.
This device, which has been in

use in meter testing for about five

years, reads directly to 0.05 sec-

ond. An electrically operated tun-
ing fork having a period of 0.05

second closes a contact which con-
trols an electromagnetic counting
device. By using a key in this circuit

the arrangement acts as a stop watch.
Special care has to be used to drive
the fork at a uniform rate. This has
now been accomplisht by operating
it directly from a chronometer clock
circuit. With slight modification it

has been found feasible to use com-
mercial "cycle counters" in place of

Side View of Translator Cabinet Showing Tracker
Bar With Its Contacts, Perforated Paper Roll and

Player Crank.
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Experimental Mechanics
By SAMUEL COHEN

LESSON IV.

ONE of the most important uses of

the lathe in a shop is its accurate

means of generating a screw or

the cutting of a thread on a cir-

cular form. The thread can be

cut on an outside or inside surface, both of

This Shows the Shape and Formation of the
U. S. Standard Machine Sc?ew Thread. Note

the Flat Edge and Bottom.

which processes will be explained in detail.

We have several standards for various

screw threads. However, in this country
the general practice is to use what we call

the U. S. Standard thread.

The thread of Fig. 1 shows the U. S.

Standard screw thread. The pitch P is the

distance of the centers between two teeth,

and is numerically equal to the reciprocal

of the number of threads per inch, thus

:

1

P = Pitch =
No. threads per inch.

The depth of each tooth D is numerically
equal to D = Depth = P X .64952.

The flat or the width of the upper portion
P

of the tooth is equal to F = Flat = —

.

8
We also employ what we call a sharp "V"

standard screw thread and this is shown in

Fig. 2 ; this is also U. S. sctandard. This
form of thread is generally used in small
pitch threads where a large number of teeth

is necessary in a given length.

The relation of pitch and depth of a

sharp "V" standard screw thread is as

follows

:

1

Pitch = P — ——
No. threads per inch.

Depth = D = P X .86603.

The simplest way of cutting an accurate

thread in a lathe is by means of employing

our automatic feed on the slide rest which
guides our cutting tool. In the first lesson
the writer has described the feed screw
which causes the carriage to move along
the bed of the lathe when said feed screw
is connected to the live spindle.

Like everything else, screw cutting to
the beginner seems a very perplexing prob-
lem, as for instance, how to manipulate
the various gears on the feed necessary to

make a thread of certain pitch, etc. It

is therefore the purpose of this lesson to

show the amateur machinist- in a simple
way how to go about the work.
The first thing that we have to do is

to traverse the tool along the work revolv-
ing between the lathe centers, at such ratio

to the speed of the revolution as shall

produce a screw of the desired fineness or
coarseness, which is called the pitch, and
usually exprest as so many threads to the
inch, in length of screw.

It will now be obvious that if equal
sized gears be used to connect the spindle
of the headstock and the lead or feed
screw which traverses the carriage and with

Fig. 4. Simple Gear Set- Up On Head of
Lathe For Screw Cutting, Showing Spindle
Pinion, "Intermediate" Gear On Stud, and

Lead Screw Gear.

Fig. 3. Photo of Simple Gear Set-Up For
Screw Cutting On Lathe.

it the cutting tool along the lathe bed, then

the speed of the revolution of the spindle

will be the same as that of the lead screw,

and the screw produced will be precisely

a counterpart in pitch to that on the feed

screw. This may often be required. Every
set of change gears is supplied with one
pair having an equal number of teeth,

usually forty or sixty teeth, and to vary
this ratio of speed the other twenty gears
are required.

Therefore, our object is to see how to

change these various gears so as to trav-

erse the thread-cutting tool in such a rela-

tive speed to the speed of the live spindle,

as shall cut our screw of the desired pitch.

A modern screw cutting lathe is usually

provided with a fixt pinion on the tail of

the spindle as shown in the lathe drawing
of the second lesson, or as indicated in

Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. This fixt pinion is

connected to the lead screw gear by any
other convenient size gear, which is fixt on
a movable arm ; this is called the inter-

mediate gear. This method of gearing is

called simple gearing, and is used to cut a

right-hand thread. In order to cut a left-

hand thread, it is necessary to cause the
carriage to travel in the opposite direction
to that for a right-hand thread and in

order to accomplish this we introduce a
fourth gear to the present simple gearing

U. S. Standard Sharp "V" Screw Thread.
This Form is Most Generally Cut On the

Lathe.

arrangement. Fig. 5 clearly shows how
the addition of the fourth gear accomp-
lishes the result. An adjustable arm or
swing frame (also called a quadrant plate)

is provided for holding these intermediate
gears for the purpose of connecting the

spindle pinion and lead screw gear. This
swing frame or quadrant plate, as it is

sometimes called, swivels at the end of
the screw and is provided with one or two
slots, having a stud and sleeve long
enough to admit of two wheels side by
side, and adjustable along this slot. With
this means, and the swivelling motion of
the quadrant plate, it will be found that

any gearing may be arranged to connect the
spindle with the screw. The sleeve revolv-
ing on the sliding stud of the swing frame
is called the stud and the driven wheel on
it is called the stud wheel; should there be
occasion to use a second wheel on this

sleeve, it will be called the pinion. Thus
we have : Spindle, Stud, Pinion, Screw, or
as they are frequently called—Driver
Driven Driver Driven.

In Fig. 4 is shown a simple change of
gears for cutting a right-hand thread, while
Fig. 5 delineates two stud gears employed
for making a left-hand screw. These draw-
ings show clearly how the gears are at-

tached to the swing frame.
We have now to consider the changing

(Continued on page 120)

id '!

5crew

Fig. 5. Arrangement of "Reverse" Gearing
For Cutting Left- Hand Threads On the

Latne.
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RADIO PROBLEM.
A peculiar phenomenon which has never

been explained well is that which takes

place at several points along the Atlantic

Coast. There are times when a vessel is in

radio communication with another and the

signals gradually die out and then increase

to their normal sound. A similar effect has

been noted by amateurs who, when sending
in one direction, can cover much greater

distances.

Curious Arabian Timepiece

HOW I CAUGHT A COPPER THIEF.
At the State Institution, where I am em-

ployed as electrician, we once had a motor-
driven pump which was located in a field

about one-fourth mile from the Institu-

tion. The line carrying the current to this

pump was double O solid copper wire.

Other arrangements having been made for

the water supply, this pump was discon-
tinued. A few days later we discovered
that we had been visited by "Copper
Thieves" who, evidently, knew something
about "Juice," about 300 feet of wire hav-
ing been stolen and the ends carefully left

clear of "grounds" and "short-circuits."

I then devised an electric "Thief
Catcher," a sketch of which I give here.

This device was located in the boiler room
and a duplex telephone wire carefully

"Camouflaged" about one of -the 00 wires,

and connected at the extremity of the line,

across the line, of course.
This alarm consists of a bell, 2 or 3 dry

cells, a magnet coil from an old 110 volt,

D. C. rheostat, and three 16 C. P. bulbs
with sockets.

I have tried to make this sketch self

explanatory. Lamps L2 are placed in

series with the magnet, acting as a resist-

ance. As long as current is flowing thru
the line the magnet will hold spring A.
When the circuit is broken the magnet re-

leases spring A, which then makes contact

with B, completing circuit thru batteries

and bell, causing the bell to ring. If one
of the lamps L2, should burn out, the cir-

cuit thru the magnet would be broken,
thus causing a "false alarm." For this

reason lamp LI is placed in multiple. If bell

should ring and lamp LI continue to burn,

we would know it to be a "false alarm,"
but if bell should ring and lamp LI cease

burning, we would know that the circuit

had been broken. The necessary switches
were placed on the board to cut it out of
service during the day.
The thieves paid us another visit, the

alarm worked, and while they were not
captured, they were given a run for their

life, their haste being so great that they
left part of their tools behind. And that

was their last visit.

Contributed by
E. E. CONYER.

Clever Lamp and Bell Circuit Alarm Suc-
cessfully Used to Catch "Copper Thieves,"
Who Cut the Line and Attempted to Depart

Hence With a Goodly Length of It.

By THOMAS REED
STUDENTS of the history of clock-mak-

ing will, we are sure, be interested in

the accompanying" reproduction of an
early alarm-clock, common in Arabia and
other countries under Mohammedan influ-

firecracker (F) with its fuse (G) wound
about the upper end of the final match.
When this is ignited the more or less rapid
combustion of F interrupts, momentarily,
the period of silence measured off by C

This Truly Ingenious and Highly Novel "Cigarette" Alarm Clock Was Used By the Arabian*
Many Centuries Ago—So Thomas Reed Tells Us, and He Surely Ought to Know, for He
Was There. What's That?—Yes, We Believe In Reincarnation—Sometimes. You See, It's
This Way. First You Light the First Cigarette; It Burns Slowly, Ignites Match Which
Lights Second Cigarette. Etc., Etc. The Last Match Ignites a Giant Fire-Cracker. Bang!

No Wonder the "Sheik" Awoke.

Perpetual motion, i.e., in the sense of
creating energy is impossible, for by the law
of conservation of energy, energy cannot be
destroyed nor created.

ence during the reigns of the immediate
successors of the Prophet.
This mechanism, wonderfully effective in

its simplicity, was in very extensive use.

Many examples are found in our museums,
ranging from the humble clay utensil of

the camel-driver to the costly knick-knack
of the sheik, with its base of jasper or

chrysolite and its carved sockets of silver,

or even gold.

The daili buj (to give it its Arabic
name), consisted essentially of a series of

alternate sockets, A, A, and upright, sharp-
pointed pins, B, B. To set the device for

operation at a desired hour, a cigarette (C)
was inserted in each socket and a match
(D) impaled on each pin, as shown.
The action is evident. C, having smoul-

dered, at a known rate, down to its base,

ignites D, which in turn carries the fire

to the upper end of the following C. This
process continues according to the num-
ber of the sockets and pins with which the

particular buj is provided. The common
buja of the poor seldom contained more
than three sockets, the corresponding
amount of sleep being the utmost they
could hope to snatch from their exacting
toil ; but the ornate ones of the rich, who
could afford to sleep as their wishes dic-

tated, far exceeded this figure, often occur-
ring in the sacred numbers 7 and 11, or
multiples of these.

It remains to describe the sounding-de-
vice by which the sleeper is aroused. The
last socket of the series (marked E in the

figure) contains, instead of a cigarette, a

C, and by the rule of contrasts almost in-

variably causes in the sleeper a tendency to

resume consciousness.
The importation from China of fire-

crackers for use in buja was a well-recog-
nized branch of trade in those times. In-

deed, so important were these articles con-
sidered that we find, in the celebrated Code
of Sasi Baba, severe penalties against the
sale of adulterated "crackers," or those
kept too long in storage.

As to the matches, these were derived
in great part from—from—well, er—will

you pardon me for a moment ? I have a
call on the other 'phone. . . .

(Sequel to the above. Time

—

O tempora o
mores. Place—Editor's sanctum, Fulton St., N.
Y. Personae dramatis—H. Gernsback, H. W. Se-
cor, Editorturers.)
H. G. Listen, H. W. S., what do you think

Tom Reed is trying to do? Kid us, or kid the
readers, or both ?

H. W. S. (after long and painful deliberation).
Damifino!
H. G. Vote we put his blamed M.S. in a fire-

cracker and return it to him. It's not electrical,

anyway.
H. IV. S. Vote is seconded and carried.

(Exit M.S. in fire-cracker.)
(2nd Sequel to above.) Ha, Ha, Messrs. Edi-

tors, Tom Reed fooled you. Didn't know that he
has a cousin working at your printer's did you?
Well he sent the M.S. to me, I set it up, inserted
it on this page, and there you are! I'm quitting
my job anyway next Saturday, so I should worry II—The Printer's De-AL

You, the Reader: Think you New York fellows
are smart, don't you? Well, you can't kid me.
I saw thru the whole blamed scheme at once.
Your time is wasted, gentlemen, you are :>nly fool-
ing yourselves.

Chorus: H. G.: H. IV. S.; Tom Reed; Printer's
Devil' Now, what does HE mean????
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How to Make a Water JetVacuum Pump
Bv PROF. HERBERT EDMOND METCALF

AN efficient vacuum pump is a welcome
addition to any laboratory, therefore

one which can easily be made by any-

one for a few cents and with a little

patience ought to be in every amateur's
collection of apparatus. With it many in-

Making a Water Jet Vacuum Pump. A—Water Inlet. Rubber
Tubing Attached to Jet Which Fits Inside Larger Tube and
Is Sealed in with Sealing Wax; B—Air Inlet. Connection for
Suction. Made Out of Heavy Pressure Tubing; C—Mercury
Manometer of the U-Tube Form. Works by the Expansion
of Small Amount of Air in the Closed End. Must Be Cor-
rected With a Mercury Column; D—Water Outlet. This Must
Be Pinched to Start Pump Functioning. If No Rubber Tube
Used Then Outlet Must Be Bent Into an S-Shape; The Whole
Can Be Conveniently Mounted on a Board and Screwed to

the Wall.

teresting electrical and chemical experi-

ments may be performed, which would be

impossible otherwise.
The pump to be described is made out of

glass. The equipment necessary to make it

consists of an alcohol or gas flame, and
a small blow-pipe. The material comprises
two pieces of glass tubing, one of which will

fit loosely inside of the other.

Begin by selecting a piece of the larger

tubing about a foot long. In the flame
draw out a constriction about one and a

half inches from one end. Make the diam-
eter of the hole thru the constriction about
two or three millimeters. Put a cork in

one end of the tube and direct a thin nar-

row flame with the blow-pipe upon a spot

just above the constriction. As soon as

this small spot gets white hot and bends
in under the force of the flame, blow into

the open end of the tube, thereby blowing
a hole or a bubble thru the side of the tube.

Melt down the edges of the hole, and
then heat one end of another small length

of glass tubing the size of the first. When
both are white hot stick them firmly to-

gether. They are not yet fused. Do not
let the joint cool, but put a cork in the end

of the tube, leaving only one opening to

blow into. Direct the pointed blow-pipe

flame on a portion of the joint until it

bends in under the force of the flame.

Then very gently blow thru the open tube

until the bent-in portion is back into place.

Do this removed from the

flame. Go all around the

joint in this manner final-

ly flaming the entire joint.

When finished the joint

should be covered with

soot in the flame, and laid

on an asbestos pad to cool.

If put on metal it will

crack while cooling. If

these directions are fol-

lowed there will be no
trouble in fusing.

The jet is now made by
drawing out the smaller

tube in the flame until the

hole in the end is about
one millimeter smaller

than the hole in the con-
striction in the larger tube.

This is done by drawing
out a constriction and then
cutting it in the middle with
a file. The jet is then
sealed in the larger tube
with sealing wax, running
the end of the jet nearly,

but not quite, down to the
constriction. The pump is

now ready to try. Con-
nect the jet to the water
supply with heavy walled
rubber tubing, slip a piece
of tubing on the exhaust
pipe, and one on the "T"
for the suction.

If used without rubber
tubing on the exhaust then
the exhaust should be bent
in order that back pres-
sure may start the vacuum.
If rubber tubing is used
then it may be pinched to
start the pump. Once
started, it will continue.
The pump may be con-

nected by a "T" to a mer-
cury manometer. This
may be a "U-tube" worked
by the expansion of a

small bubble of air in the closed end, or
by_ a glass tube 35 inches long, one end
being put in a vessel of mercury, and the
other connected to the pump. The rubber
tubing on the vacuum side should be heavy
walled pressure tubing in order to prevent
the collapse caused by atmospheric pressure.
All connections should be made air-tight
with vaseline and then wired, as the slight-
est leakage will spoil the vacuum.
The uses of the pump are many and var-

ious. It may be used to start siphons
where it is not wise to suck with the lips.

It will lift water at least 20 feet or more
It will suck water thru the pump as
well as air and can be used to suck liquids
out of inaccessable corners of vessels. It

may be connected to glass tubing having
platinum wires sealed in, and a study made
of the behavior of electricity under varying
degrees of vacuum. Or, by using a small
bottle connected to the pump with a rub-
ber stopper perforated by a glass tube,
water may be boiled. Also by filling this

bottle half full of sulfuric ether a minia-
ture ice machine may be made. Under
a bell jar with the air exhausted, water
may be boiled and frozen at the same time.

These are only a few of the interesting ex-

periments which will instantly suggest
themselves to the experimenter.

'

One word of caution. ALWAYS re-

lease the vacuum before shutting off or

turning down the water. Otherwise the

air will "blow back" by the contraction of

the rarefied air in the container.

Such a machine as described, carefully

made, will cost only a few cents, will

raise mercury 29 inches at a barometer
reading of 30 inches at sea level, and have
a capacity for suction of from 2 to 3 liters

of water per minute.

ANOTHER SILENT ELECTRIC
ALARM CLOCK!!

This device is a silent electric alarm
clock. Its great advantage lies in the fact

that it accomplishes its purpose of waking
its owner without having a corresponding
effect on everyone within a hundred yards
or so radius, as is the case with the com-
mon "garden variety" of alarm clock, thus
saving much annoyance (profanity, possi-

bly) on the part of those unduly disturbed.

Briefly stated, the device consists of a

75 ohm "Pony" telephone receiver, and a

means to rapidly interrupt its circuit with
a current source at a definite predetermined
hour. An Irigersoll watch with minute and
second hands removed is used for the time
switch, a copper wire resting on the dial

at the hour figure desired. When the hour
hand revolves it touches the copper wire
contact at the hour set, thus making a con-
nection between the wire and the watch
case, and completing a buzzer circuit. The
'phone is connected across the grounded
binding post and the interrupter of the buz-
zer. The watch, buzzer and a battery
switch may be mounted inside a cigar box,
and the two sets of binding posts on the
side. The current source may be a dry cell,

or better a four or six volt storage battery,

possest by most experimenters. The buz-
zer should be packed in cotton to deaden
the noise.

In operation, the watch is removed,
wound and set, and then replaced. The
copper wire is then made to rest on the
proper place ; for instance if it were desired
to set the alarm for seven o'clock, the wire
would be placed on the figure seven. The
receiver may be placed under the pillow

or at the head of the bed. You know the
kind of discipline the Kaiser's boys are
brought up to—they wear special crimpers
on their faces at night to train their

mustaches up, like Papa Wilhelm's. So
perhaps, if your discipline is rigid, you
won't object to wearing a head-band while
you sleep, which will hold George's "silent

alarm" right against your ear. Selah.
Contributed by GEORGE F. GEIS.

Qqor Oof.

R/otcfi tilthminute

andsecondhands
removed

rel rec
ro battery

Do You Wish for a Silent Alarm Clock?
Here's How One Can Be Made—Just Take
an Ingersoll, Clip Off the Minute Hand, Ar-
range an Adjustable Contact Over the Dial,
and Connect Up This Innocent- Looking Com-
bination to a Buzzer and Telephone Receiver.

You'll Wake Up—Oh! Yes!
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My Experimental Electrical Laboratory
By FRANK HUSKINSON

BEING very much interested in electri-

city, and living in a town with several

other young men who were also in-

terested in the why's and where'fors of any
thing electrical, I got busy and organized
an electrical class, for the purpose of learn-

ing the rudiments of electricity.

The enclosed pictures show the apparatus,

etc., that I used in my experiments. There
is a complete wireless outfit, consisting of

one sending station and one receiving sta-

tion. There are furthermore all the parts

of a standard type

local battery mag-
neto telephone, also

different types of

receivers and trans-

mitters, a complete

acid-lead type stor-

age battery and a

complete set of re-

newal plates, a com-
plete Edison nickle-

iron-alkaline storage

battery and a com-
plete set of renewal
parts, a series-
wound motor, a

shunt-wound motor,
a compound wound
motor, a reversing
switch, a galvanom-
e t e r

,
compasses,

magnets, a large
solenoid, electro-
magnets, a volt-

meter, an ammeter,
telegraph - sounder,
relay and key, con-
densers, miniature
lamps, sockets and
receptacles, bells
and buzzers, push
buttons, switches,
induction coils, re-

sistances, magnetos,
ringers, hydrom-
eters, lightning arresters, samples of all

kinds of wires and small electrical fittings,

etc., etc.

The principles of magnetism were illus-

trated by the aid of magnets, iron filings,

nails, compasses, electro-magnets, dry cells

and solenoids. The action and principles

of electric motors were well explained with
the use of the three small motors.
Primary and storage batteries were taken

;: art and rebuilt. Lighting systems were
illustrated by the use of the miniature
lamps and dry cells, also with the aid of a

bell-ringing transformer. The principles of
alternating current generators were demon-
strated by the use of a large telephone
magneto-generator.
1 he two induction coils were used to il-

lustrate the operation of transformers by
wiring them in series with a 32 c.p. lamp.
On the primary side it gave a potential of
2 volts between either outside line and the

neutral wire, while the voltage across the
two outside lines was 4; it represented a
miniature Edison three-wire system of dis-

tribution.

The various experiments that we made
with this set of electrical apparatus is too
long to explain; enough is said when I can
tell you that today there are six young men
"doing their bit" OVER THERE, by the
time you read this, who acquired their first

knowledge of electricity with this experi-
mental outfit. Three of these young fellows
are in the Navy, and three are in the Army,
and all of them are working for Uncle
Sam in the electrical trades.

SPECIAL $5.00 LABORATORY PRIZE

Zl)e #lD 25un£en burner
By R. M. Cobb

HOW dear to my heart is the old ap-
paratus,

The chemistry stuff that I'm using
no more

!

The beakers, the pincers, the test tubes and
holders,

And all the old stuff that my damage
bore

;

An Exceptionally Fine
Students Who Learned

Electrical Laboratory, Owned by Mr. Frank
Practical Electricity with This Well Selected
Serving Uncle Sam as Electrical Experts.

The pneumatic trough and the jars that

stood by it.

The flasks, and the stoppers with two
holes or four;

The Kipp generator, the hoods that were
nigh it,

And e'en the old burner that stuck in the

drawer.
The old Bunsen burner, the leaky old burner,
The rust-covered burner that stuck in the

drawer.

The rust-covered burner I hailed as a

treasure,

For often at noon when returned to the

lab,

I found it the source of an exquisite pleas-

ure,

The sweetest and best that a student can
nab.

How ardent I sneezed when it started

a-burning,
And quick to the top of the ceiling

'twould go
;

Then soon, my deep chuckles to mock ter-

ror turning,

And smelling like thunder, it gave off

C O.
The old Bunsen Burner, the leaky old burner,
The rust-covered burner, it gave off C O.

The first time I used it, it burned me
quite badly,

The second, it blew up and gave us a

fright.

The pupils around me were murmuring
sadly.

CHEMICAL HINTS FOR THE
EXPERIMENTER.

Never grind phosphorus and potassium
chlorat in a mortar or an explosion will

result. Sulfur and potassium chlorat also

are liable to produce an explosion when
ground. It is safest never to grind two
substances together unless advised to do
so by an expert.

Don't open a bottle of ether near a naked
flame. Ether vaporizes very rapidly and
the vapor when mixed with air is explo-

sive. The vapor is

heavier than air and
will roll along the
floor to a flame even
if it be on the op-
posite side of the
room.
When experiment-

ing with hydrogen
always be sure the
bottle contains no
air mixed with it.

Collect a test-tube
of the untested gas
and ignite. If it

burns quietly it is

safe to use. If it

explodes it is very
dangerous to use.

Never add water
to acids, but add the
acid slowly to the
water, stirring at

the same time.

When you are
thru using any ap-
paratus clean it

thoroly and return
to its place. It may
take quite a while to
clean anything that
has been standing,
whereas it would
take but a few sec-
onds to clean if it

is done immediately
after the particular experiment.
Altho test tubes may be heated in an open

flame, flasks, retorts beakers, etc., should
be protected by wire gauze, asbestos pad,
sand or water baths.

Contributed by CLAUDE CRAVEN.

" 'Fore Cobbie gets thru with that burner,
'Good night !' "

It broke all my test tubes and melted the
holder,

'Twas always too hot (when it wasn't
too cool).

I wondered at times if I'd live to be older.
When using that burner, the worst in the

school.

The old Bunsen burner, the leaky old burner.
The rust-covered burner, the worst in the

school.

How sweet from the dim mussy drawer to
receive it.

As, stuck right across, it stayed in with
great ease

!

Noelectricfurnacecouldtemptme to leave it,

Tho 'twould heat a thing up to a million
degrees.

And now, far removed from the loved place
for messing,

The tears of regret from my eyes gently
pour,

As fancy reverts in a manner distressing,
To the old Bunsen burner that stuck in

the drawer.
The old Bunsen burner, the leaky old burner,
The rust-covered burner that "stuck in the

drawer.

Huskinson. Several
Apparatus Are Now
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A Novel Map and Sketch Transmitter
By GERALD FENSTERMA.KER

HERE is a novel means of trans-
mitting over radio, telegraph or
telephone systems, maps, drawings,

etc. The idea is to have two of these
plotting instruments exactly alike, one in-

strument at each end of the line of com-
munication. The sender, making his sketch
and placing it on the board, would retrace

the sketch with the steel needle on the

movable slider, by placing the needle at a

starting point of the drawing and noting
what the figures read on the beam scale

and circular arc scale, and then placing the

needle to the next intersecting line or angle

and again noting figures, and so on. Thus
by transmitting the co-ordinate figures to

the other end of the line of communica-
tion, the recipient can move the pointers

TREMENDOUS FORCE EXERTED
BY SHORT-CIRCUIT.

"Some indication of the enormous force

exerted when a short-circuit takes place

close to a station was given recently when
cable trouble occurred on the lines of a

large Western company," writes George W.
Leffean in the Electrical Review. "In

searching for the damage done a slight

bulge was observed on the joint sleeve,

where the cable joined a submarine cable.

The joint was opened and it appeared that

the conductors had been crowded forward
into the joint 2 in. (5.1 cm.).

on his instrument to correspond to the
figures received. The arm is then prest
downward, making an impression of the
needle on the paper and thus by drawing
from point to point, as received, an exact
reproduction of the drawing or sketch can
be made. In order to get irregular lines

or circles it requires the impressions to be
made more closely together.
Carbon paper could be placed beneath

the receiving copy, thus duplicating the
drawing. Duplicate maps can be placed in

the instruments and the exact location of
a line of trenches, batteries or points of

I

importance could be communicated over
any distance. Any combination of figures

or letters can be used on the scales. It

has been recommended by military experts.

"On testing the damaged submarine cable
from the street end it was found that the
conductors showed all three legs short-
circuited and grounded, while a test from
the station end showed the three conduc-
tors short-circuited but free from ground,
indicating that the cable had burned apart.

Resistance tests indicated that the failure

had taken place three-quarters of the way
between the station and the street end.

The cable was dug up at this point, the
break discovered and the cable found to be
damaged for a distance of about 4 ft.

(1.2 m.), with no damage to adjacent cables.

Photograph of New and Highly Efficient Map
and Sketch Transmitting Instrument. By
Means of Its Two Graduated Scales It Per-
mits of Very Rapid Location of the Map

Co-ordinates.

At the point of failure the lead sheath and
steel jacket were badly ruptured, while cm
the station end the copper conductors with
their paper insulation had been forced out

of the lead jacket for a distance of 2 ft.

(0.6 m.). The mighty force which caused
the rupture was great enough to push the

cable in its jacket of steel forward, causing

the bulging in the sleeve referred to before.

The distance between the failure and the

sleeve was 150 ft. (45.7 m.)."

A SIMPLE HELIOGRAPH.
The heliograph is handy for "Boy Scout"

camping parties and the like, enabling them
to use the sun's rays to keep in touch with

one another over considerable distances.

This set works on the same principle as

the more expensive ones built for the

Army. An ordinary strap key is utilized

in this design, a small hole being drilled

in the center of the lever and tapt to take

a stirrup clamp from a head band. Secure
a small pocket mirror, and make a small

depression in each side of the rim to permit

the mirror being balanced between set

screws Y-Y. The mirror must also have
an unsilvered spot C, about Ms-inch in diam-
eter made at the center. This spot retains

its position thru all movements in any place.

The operation is as follows :—the rays

of the sun are brought on to the distant

station by turning the mirror A until the

operator, looking thru the unsilvered center

A Simply Made "Heliograph" Similar to That
Used By Army Signal Corps. It Will Prove
Very Effective for "Boy v Scout" Signaling

Work.

of mirror sights the distant receiving sta-

tion. The heliograph is now "set" and
signals are made by pressing and releasing
the key B, the same as with regular tele-

graph instruments.

I = Steel needle

K . K

EE

Working Drawing of Newly Perfected Map and Sketch Transmitter Which Can Be Used
Equally Well on Telegraph, Telephone or Radio Systems of Army or Navy Communication.
It Has Been Highly Recommended by Military Experts and Should Be Adopted by All "Boy

Scout" and Similar Military Organizations.
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How to Build a Spark Coil Ozonator
By FREDERICK VON LICHTENOW

IT is a well-known fact that the electric

discharge across an air-gap liberates

"ozone" freely, and further, that the pro-
duction of this ozone may be many times
increased by allowing the discharge to pass

Pocking board

Cam/gated

Contifioped
'

f/gj Cordboord

Details of Cardboard or Wooden Box Used
in Constructing Spark-Coil Ozonator, as Well
as Sparking Electrodes and Inhalation Cone.

between metal sheets, preferably tinfoil.

Making use of these facts, the simple

"ozonator"—attachment here shown consti-

tutes a practical piece of auxiliary apparatus
for any spark coil of 1-inch rating or more.
Two oblong sheets of corrugated packing

board of equal dimensions; two sheets of

heavy tinfoil cut to approximately the same
size, but slightly longer ; two pieces of

medium gage copper wire, a wooden or

cardboard box (without cover), and a cone-

shaped tube of some material, other than
metal, form the essential parts for its con-
struction (Fig. 1).

An application of paste or shellac secures
the tinfoil to the packing board, which
merely serves as a support for the foil.

The foil extensions—due to its being
longer—are pasted around over the exposed
corrugations at either end of the packing
board, ending with the back edge of the lat-

ter. The whole is then fastened to the wire
by running the same thru the foil into

one of the centermost corrugations, at the

same time furnishing the necessary electrical

contact between wire and foil (Fig. 2).
The distance between the foil sheets and

their respective size are governed entirely

by the rated spark length of the coil em-
ployed, with a proportionate amount of gen-
erated ozone as a consequence. They should,
at any rate, be placed in a position parallel

to one another (in the same plane) and at

such a distance where a silent discharge (in

mam
.'Sec terms-

t"? .'" / '.- -Spark Coif

Fig.Z

This Shows How Ozone Is Best Produced by
Employing Relatively Large Sparking Sur-
faces, Between Which a Heavy Brush Dis-

charge Is Caused to Take Place.

reality there is a heavy "brush-discharge,"
consisting of a stream of violet-colored

spark-threads passing between the foil

sheets, which can be easily ascertained in a

dimly-lighted room) manifests itself, allow-

ing only an occasional spark to pass. (This
distance is somewhere in the neighborhood of

one-half of that of the spark discharge
between needle points.)

The cone is secured to the box by being
pushed thru the opening on top of the

latter from the inside until it fits tight. Some
friction tape is finally run over the seams
of the box as well as around the joint of the

latter, with the cone and the whole placed
over the generating apparatus (Fig. 3).
The box should be only slightly wider

than the top of the spark coil, just wide
enough to allow air to pass thru, and
there should be ample room inside of it to

clear the foil sheets all around by several

inches.

An important point is that the packing
board be perfectly straight and the tin-

foil applied smoothly, in order to insure

uniform distribution of the electrical stress

between the foil surfaces. Otherwise, the

In This Form of Home-Made Ozonator the
Concentration Cabinet Is Designed to Enclose
the Spark Coil. Air Vents Are Provided at

the Base of the Enclosure.

discharge will localize upon certain spots,

resulting in a decreased ozone output.
The "ozonator" is used for air purify-

ing, inhaling or experimental purposes in

general.
If an "Electro-Bulldog" coil is available

then a taller box will be required and the
same slipt over the spark coil as well.

Semi-circular . cuts on two sides for the
passage of air and two small holes on one
side of the box for the insertion of the
primary wires are to be provided (Fig. 4).
The author has a zinc spark gap mounted

across the coil secondaries, which is of a
great advantage, in that it permits of a far
finer adjustment of the sheet electrodes than
could be possibly had by using the regulation
stvle of binding post terminals.

Good results are obtained with both types
of arrangements as outlined in the fore-
going.

Ozont outlet

5parA co/t

Fig 3

Another Form of Ozone-Concentration Cabi-
net Made to Fit on Top of the Spark Coll.
Air Intake Vents Are Provided In the Bottom

of the Enclosure.

A TELL-TALE FUSE BLOWOUT.
It is sometimes convenient to be able to

tell at a glance into a fuse cabinet which
fuse has just blown out, even if one is not
familiar with all the circuits in the plant. A
New England inventor has recently pat-
ented a fuse which visibly indicates its con-
dition when it needs replacing.
The sketch shows the construction of his

invention. A shunt wire, of high resist-
ance, passes thru the fuse and is con-
nected to the end caps. This shunt carries
very little current until the true fuse wire is

blown. An indicating spring strip outside
the shell is held down by a filament con-
nected to a small mass of some material
easily melted by heat. A wire gauze cage
incloses the melted material to prevent it

being blown thru the hole in the shell,
and is placed close to the shunt wire.
When the fuse blows a rush of heavy cur-

rent passes thru the shunt, bringing the
wire to a high temperature, thus melting the
holding material and releasing the indicat-
ing spring strip.

Contributed by JOHN F. MAHONEY.

fiiqh resistance

( shunt rtire
rating Spring Strip

Something Every Electrical Maintenance
Man Will Appreciate—a "Tell-Tale" Fuse
Blowout. When the Fuse Blows the Indi-

cator Spring Is Released As Noted.
'
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This department will award the following- monthly prizes: First Prize, $3.00; Second Prize, $2.00; Third Prize, $1.00.
The purpose of this department is to stimulate experimenters towards accomplishing new things with old apparatus or old materialand for the most useful, practical and original idea submitted to the Editors of this department, a monthly series of prizes will be awardedFor the best idea submitted a prize of $3.00 is awarded; for the second best idea a $2.00 prize, and for the third best prize of $1.00 The articleneed not be very elaborate, and rough sketches are sufficient. "We will make the mechanical drawings. Use only one side of sheet Make

sketches on separate sheets. '
"uiJ"!

FIRST PRIZE, $3.00 SECOND PRIZE, $2.00 THIRD PRIZE, $1.00

HOME-MADE "OMNIGRAPH" OF
WIDE RANGE.

Often indeed does the amateur wish for

an Omnigraph, but almost as often does he
do without one because of the expense. So
I submit herewith an easily made and in-

expensive omnigraph which I find does the
work.
The instrument consists primarily of a

tin can, covered with heavy paper, in which
are cut holes corresponding to the dots and
dashes of the code. This breaks the cur-
rent since one wire of the circuit is con-
nected to a series of springs making contact
thru these holes and the other the tin can.

A switch is connected to these springs in

series with a sounder or buzzer, thus trans-

lating any one of the messages.

With This Home-Made "Omnigraph" You
Have Available a Wide Variety of Radio Sig-
nals Which Can Be Changed Instantly by

Moving a Switch.

This instrument may be run in various

ways, the best of which is by an electric

motor. However, it may be operated by a

spring motor or even by hand, the number
and size of the pulleys depending upon the

speed of the driving motor. If an electric

motor is used, a rheostat may be inserted

to vary the speed. If it is so desired, the

cylinders may be made interchangeable, thus
giving the instrument a wider range of use
altho it is surprising how much can be
placed on a single one.

Contributed by P. G. EDWARDS.

INSULATED STOOL FOR "TESLA
STUNTS."

A stool like this is a necessity for the

"Ham" who is experimenting with high-

frequency or frictional electricity. All that

is needed is a good strong board about one
and one-half feet by two feet, four strong
bottles of the same size (I used soda pop
bottles), and two wooden cleats.

Four holes are bored in the large board,
one at each corner. They should be just

VARIABLE CONDENSER CON-
TROL FOR PANEL SETS.

As most radio receiving sets are now
made in the panel type, and most variable

An Ingenious Method of Connecting a Hori-
zontal Condenser Knob With the Condenser
Shaft Proper. A Piece of Rubber Tubing

Does the Trick.

condensers work best when mounted up-
right, I suggest these methods of mounting
them.
The knob is removed from the condenser

and mounted on the panel. It connects with
the condenser shaft by means of a piece
of soft rubber tubing inserted as a flexible

shaft. Also it is thoroly practicable to use
a fairly stiff spiral spring as a flexible shaft.

Contributed bv
WALTER PETERSON.

large enough for the neck of the bottle to

pass thru, so that the board rests on the
shoulders of the bottles. The cleats are
nailed on to the bottom of the board across
the grain to strengthen the board and keep
it from warping. The finished stool can be
beveled and stained whatever color the
"Ham" wishes.

- Cleats

j
\%Boftle

Efficient Static and High Frequency Insulat-
ing Stool.

The advantages of this stool are that it

can be made easily and at little cost from
almost anything, that it will stand a high
voltage, and that it can be easily taken

apart; all that has to be done is to draw
the bottles out of the holes.

Contributed by CHAS. F. FILSTEAD.

A NOVEL "DARK ROOM" LAMP.
I present herewith a drawing of a novel

"dark room" lamp, which I have been using
for some time. The light is adjusted by
turning the knob. Any small jar with a
screw top will serve the purpose. The cen-
ter part of the metal cover is cut away and
a wood or fiber block fitted to it. The re-
ceptacle is dipt in melted wax after the
lamp is in place. Do not use too much
salt or else the liquid may get too hot. I

use about one teaspoonful in a jar 3 inches
in diameter, 4 inches high. The solution is

composed of red ink and water. I use this
lamp with films and find it safe.
Contributed by A. H. MATTHEWS.

A Somewhat Different Electric Dark-Room
Lamp for the Photographer. It Is Used on a
110 Volt Circuit in Series With a 110 Volt, 16
CP. or 20 Watt Lamp. The Battery Lamp

Should Be Thoroly Water- Proofed.

TESTS FOR WATER.
Hard or Soft Water Test.—Dissolve a

small bit of soap in alcohol, let a few drops
fall in a glass of water ; if the water turns
milky it is hard, if not it is soft.

Alkali Test.—Immerse litmus paper dipt

in vinegar in the water, if the paper turns
to its original color, the water contains no
alkali or earthy matter.

Test for Carbonic Acid.—Take equal parts
of water and lime water, on mixing if a

precipitat is seen, the water contains car-

bonic acid.

Test for Iron.—Boil a few nut-galls in

water, then add some to the water to be
tested; if the water turns grey, iron is

present.

Test for Lime.—Put two drops of oxalic

acid in a glass of water, then blow on it;

if it turns milky, lime is present.

Test for Acid.—If blue litmus paper is

turned red by the water, it contains an
acid.

Contributed by G. W. BONAVIA.



A HOME-MADE HYGROMETER.
The Hygrometer, as we know, is an instru-

ment for measuring the quantity of mois-

ture in the atmosphere. It depends on the

property possest by some substances, of

readily absorbing moisture from the air,

and being thereby changed in dimensions or

in weight. Of this kind is the Hygrometer
of Saussure, in which a hair, that will ex-

pand and contract in length accordingly,

as the air is more or less moist, was made
to move an indicator. Similar instruments

were also devised by Deluc and J. F. Daniell.

The writer recently constructed a simple

Hygrometer, with which he could fortell

the approach of a rain sixteen to twenty-

four hours in advance. A description of the

instrument follows : Referring to sketch :

S. S' and S" form a wooden support. (The
experimenter can construct this to suit him-
self, some preferring to make a more fancy

one than others,) W, is a small, stiff wire,

about 3" long and attached to a thin piece

of wood which has been planed down to 3"

by l/2 " by 1/16". A cat-gut string is then
procured—C. (Such as the "A" string on a

violin.) This string is fastened securely at

the top of the support, by boring a small

hole, inserting the string and then plugging
the hole with a small wooden plug. X' The
free end of the wire, before described, is

then bent into a small loop about J4" in

diameter and is shown at L.

Next we thread the string thru the loop
and give it one-half turn around the wire.

It is then lead thru the indicator "R" by
boring a small hole of slightly larger diame-
ter than the cat-gut. The hole should be
bored as near as possible to where the wire
is secured to the indicator. The cat-gut
string should now be pulled taut and
plugged in the bottom of the support at "X."
A small nail P is then driven into the

support S to act as a stopping point. Its

duty is to allow the indicator to swing about
in one direction only. "Fair" and "Rain"
may now be painted on the indicator and
our mechanical weather-man is completed.
The builder may desire to construct a

more elaborate support which he can do by
making a small wooden house and decorat-
ing it with pieces of bark to give a novel
log-cabin effect. However, the front must

5,
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A Home-Made "Hygrometer" Constructed
From a Piece of Suspended Wood, Shaved
Down Thin, Thru Which Runs a Piece of

Cat-Gut.

lie constructed open to allow the indicator

to swing around. The instrument is then

placed in some open but sheltered place and

is ready for use.

The action is as follows : When the cat-

gut is taut it exerts a twisting motion on

the wire and tends to twist the end of the

indicator marked "Rain" against the stop-

ping point "P." When there is a great deal

of moisture in the atmosphere the cat-gut

string will become slack and allow the end

marked "Rain" to swing half way around.

In this way we can all become modern
weather prophets.

Contributed by WALTER E. CUSTIS.

CASTING BARS OF SOLDER.
In the drawing herewith (a) is a gong

from an electric bell with a dent (c) bent

in one side of it with a pair of pincers; (b)

is a rivet past thru the hole in the gong,

while (e) is an iron rod riveted to (a) at

(d). A pea shooter makes an admirable

substitute for the iron rod. Here (f) is a

wooden handle, (g) a block of hard wood
in which grooves (hh) are made. The
solder is poured from the ladle into these

Simple Outfit for Casting Your Own Bars
of Solder. A Handy Ladle Is Made From

a Bell Gong Fitted With a Handle.

grooves. Sandpaper the grooves well and
the solder can be easily removed.

Contributed by ALBERT RUFF.

FINE INK AND MAGIC PAPER.
Fine Ink.—This experiment is most effec-

tive in a dark room. Dissolve tea-
spoonful of potassium nitrat in a little

water (about \y2 teaspoonfuls) . Now use
this liquid as an ink, writing on unglazed
paper any design, making broad and heavy
strokes and be sure to connect all lines.

When the paper is thoroly dry, apply a
light to the end of the writing—putting
out any flame that arises. If all directions
have been carefully followed a glowing
spark will travel the length of the design.
The effect is most mysterious and best re-
sults are obtained by using soft paper and
writing all lines broad and heavy.
Magic Paper.—If some people don't be-

lieve you can write black lines with plain
water show them this experiment

:

On a sheet of writing paper rub this mix-
ture—equal parts of tannic acid (powder)
and tannic ammonium sulfate thoroly
mixed. After the mixture has been rubbed
into the paper blow off all remaining par-
ticles. The paper is now ready. Write
with a clean pen, dip in water and black
lines will appear.

Contributed by M. SANGENT.

THE "REAL" WINE AND WATER
TRICK.

By Albert H. Beiler.

Many of you have heard of or seen the

so-called "wine and water trick" wherein

Arrangement of Four Glasses as Used In
Producing "Wine and Water Trick" as De-

scribed by Mr. Beiler.

a liquid, presumably water, is poured from
a bottle into different glasses, which are
apparently empty, and produces wine (don't
drink it, for the love of Mike!) in some
glasses and water in others. Various chem-
icals are used to produce this effect. One
way is to have a crystal of potassium per-

manganate, K Mn Ot, in one glass, a solu-

tion of oxalic acid in another, and two
glasses empty. Warm water when poured
from a bottle into three of them will pro-
duce no result, but in the K Mn O4 glass

a red color results. When all three glasses

are mixed together the oxallic acid de-
colorizes the K Mn O t . Still another
method utilizes potassium-sulpho-cyanide
and an iron salt, and a third method,
phenolphthalein.
The writer has tried all of these with

varying success. And then one day we
talked to one of these wonderful presti-

digitators (oh, yes; it's in the dictionary)
and got the only and original formula for

the real wine and water trick. You have
only to try it to know it's the REAL one.

First secure four glasses. Put a very
small drop of Fe CI3 (iron chlorid) in each
of two of them, and fill another half full

of H2C2O4 (oxalic acid). The other one
remains empty. The glasses with the chem-
icals should be farthest from the Audience.
Fill a flask with a solution of OHC H 4CO 2H
(salicylic acid). The table shows how to

perform the separate operations of the

trick in their proper order. That is, first

pour some liquid from the flask into glass

No. 3. Result—colorless. Then into No. 1.

Result—red due to the formation of iron

salicylate. Then into No. 2, colorless.

Then into No. 4, red.

Two and four combined give colorless.

One and three give red. All together give

colorless. See table herewith :

3 + OHCcH 4C0 2H Colorless
1 + 0HGH 4C0 2H Red
2 + OHC«H4C0 2H Colorless

4 + 0HC„H 4C0 2H Red
2 + 4 Colorless

1+3 Red
1+2 + 3 + 4 Colorless
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Experimental Chemistry
By ALBERT W. WILSDON

Twenty-Fifth Lesson

OXIDES OF CARBON—CARBON
DIOXID.

VAN HELMONT, an alchemist of

the seventeenth century, noticed that

the gas obtained from burning wood,
fermentation, or the action of an
acid on limestone, possest different

properties than ordinary air, in that it was
capable of extinguishing fire. He desig-

nated "wild gas" as an appropriate name for

Cool

3 —
Oxygenation JjJTJjJ
thru draft ( ©

A

Fig. IZO

Showing the Formation of CO and CO,
,

In a

Coal Stove, Otherwise Known as Coal uas.

The Damper in the Chimney Pipe Must Be
Left Partly Open, Especially at Night, or Else

the Gas May Leak Out and Asphyxiate Those
Slumbering,

it. Van Helmont possest an idea that vege-

tation was dependent for growth upon

water alone. He set out to prove to his

own satisfaction that this was the case, and

after carefully weighing a small willow

tree of 5 pounds and planting it in a pot

containing exactly 200 pounds of dried

earth, he watered it with rain and distilled

water, and in five years he removed the

tree and again weighed it, finding that its

weight had increased to 169 pounds and 3

ounces, and that the earth had only depreci-

ated 2 ounces in weight. His ignorance of

carbon dioxid and- its functions in the air,

at this time, made him believe that the tree

actually fed on water alone.

Black obtained it from the carbonates of

sodium and potassium, in which he said it

was "fixt," and called it "fixt air." La-

voisier recognized the chemical nature of

the gas and proved its composition to be

carbon and oxygen. Dalton showed that

the molecule consisted of one atom of car-

bon, united with two atoms of oxygen, thus

illustrating its volume composition. Fara-

day was the first to liquify it.

Names:—Carbon dioxid; carbonic acid;

carbonic acid gas ; carbonic anhydrid.

Occurrence:—Carbon dioxid occurs free

and uncombined in the atmosphere, of

which it forms from .03% to .06%, the

average being about 4 parts in 10,000 of air.

It is found in all terrestrial waters, some
springs being heavily charged, and is given

off in large quantities from the earth in

many volcanic regions. It collects in caves,

mines and wells, and is quite often termed
"choke-damp." Combined with various

bases as carbonates it is still more abund-
antly distributed. The principal one of

these compounds is calcium carbonate,

which, as marble, limestone, and chalk, is

one of the most abundant of minerals.

Preparation :— 1. When heated, carbon-

ates and bicarbonates yield the gas accord-
ing to the following equations

:

CaCOs = CaO + C0 2

2NaHC03 = Na2C03 + H 2 + C0 2

2. When small quantities are desired it

may be rapidly and conveniently prepared
from a carbonate and an acid. In general,
most acids will act on any carbonate and
liberate carbon dioxid. Calcium Carbonate
(Marble, CaCOs) and hydrochloric acid is

most suitable for preparation in the labora-
tory.

CaCO, + 2HC1 = CaCl2 + H 2C03

H 2C03 = H 2 + C03

Carbonic acid is probably the first prod-
uct, but, being very unstable, at once breaks
up, as shown by the equations. A high
temperature will cause decomposition of
carbonates into carbon dioxid and the oxid
of the metal. Heat will decompose oxalates
also, liberating carbon dioxid and carbon
monoxid and leaving the metallic oxid,
thus

:

CaC2 4 = CaO + C02 + CO

3. When a current of air is past over
red-hot carbon the product is carbon di-
oxid, provided the air has been kept in

excess. This and the method by heating a
carbonate are used for furnishing the gas
in the manufacture of carbonates on a
large scale.

Carbon dioxid is formed whenever car-
bon in any form or its compounds with
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The Circulation of the Blood. It Circulates
From the Capillary System of Lungs, Thru
the Left Auricle, Left Ventricle, Arterial
System, Body Capillaries, Venous System,
Right Auricle, and Right Ventricle. Arrows
Indicate Direction of Movement of Oxygen,

Water and Carbon Dioxid.

hydrogen burn with plenty of oxygen. It

is formed by all animals, for example, as

a product of respiration; in the decay of
plants and animals, and in almost every
kind of fermentation.

Properties— (Physical) : It is a color-

less, odorless gas, with a weak acid taste.

It is quite soluble in water. One volume
of water dissolves 1 volume of the gas at

ordinary atmospheric pressure. With every
increase of one atmosphere in pressure, the

solubility of the gas is increased 1 volume.
It is more soluble in alcohol than in water.

It diffuses slowly and thus accumulates
in old wells, etc.

It liquefies at deg., under 35 atmo-
spheres to a colorless, mobile liquid. When
liquid carbon dioxid is suddenly released
from pressure, a part instantly volatilizes,

absorbing so much heat as to produce an
intense degree of cold, thereby causing a

portion of the liquid to solidify to snow-like
flakes. It solidifies at about —80 deg. by
its own evaporation.

It is quite beneficial as a beverage, which
is known as "soda-water" which is a solu-

tion containing about 5 volumes of the gas
in water.

(Chemical) : It is a non-supporter of

combustion and is non-combustible, though
sodium, potassium and magnesium burn in

it. This property may be illustrated by
lowering a lighted splint or taper into a
vessel containing it, or, since it is heavier

than air, by pouring it down an inclined

board upon which is placed a number of
lighted candles.

Four per cent of carbon dioxid in the air

prevents combustion ; thus it is a far su-

perior fire extinguisher compared to nitro-

gen.

It is not respirable, because it shuts out
the oxygen necessary for respiration.

Its action on hydroxides is to form car-

bonates. It is a very stable compound which
is decomposed only at a temperature of 1,300

degrees, or by the continued action of the

electric arc, yielding carbon monoxid and
oxygen.

In the dry state it is neutral. In aqueous
solutions it is capable of coloring blue lit-

mus a faint red, which disappears on dry-
ing. It does not neutralize alkalies.

Physiological Action of Carbon Dioxid.
This is a very interesting chemical action

which is continually taking place in the

human system. (Refer to Fig. 118.)

We breathe in oxygen (the chief con-
stituent of the atmosphere), which is re-

duced from about 21% to 16% by volume.
The exhalations also contain nitrogen, ar-
gon and- surplus oxygen. About a quarter
of the oxygen has been consumed in heat-
ing the body and oxidizing its products,
which are mainly compounds of carbon,
nitrogen, hydrogen and oxygen. The union
of carbon, hydrogen, etc., with oxygen takes
place in all the tissues and in all parts of
the body, even on the surface. Oxygen is

taken into the lungs and passes from there
thru the thin membrane into the blood, by
reason of the attraction it has for the
hemoglobin or the red corpuscles. With
these corpuscles it forms a compound oxy-
hemoglobin, and thus circulates to all parts
of the system.
The rational molecular formula of the

hemoglobin is not known. Peyer suggested
the empirical formula: C«oo Hseo Ni» Oir» S :,

Fe. Jaquet has suggested a different
formula : Ctm Hima 2is S 3 Fe. It is very

(Continued on page 128)
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Our Amateur Laboratory Contest is open to all readers, whether subscribers or not. The photos are judged for best arrangement and efficiency

of the apparatus. To increase the interest of this department we make it a rule not to publish photos of apparatus unaccompanied by that of the owner.
Dark photos prefered to light toned ones. We pay $3.00 prize each month for the best photo. Address the Editor, "With the Amateurs Dept.

''Electrical Laboratory" Contest
In this issue we publish an interesting story with an excellent photo, describing one Amateur Electrician's experimental

laboratory. Now "Bugs"—we want to publish a similar article each month. Here's our proposition : Why not write up
your "Electrical Lab.," in not more than 500 words. Dress it up with several good, clear photographs. If we think it good
enough we will publish the article in display style and pay you well for it. The remuneration for such articles will range
from $5.00 to $10.00. And "Bugs"—don't forget to make your article interesting. Don't write

—
"I have a voltmeter, an

ammeter, a switchboard," etc., ad infinitum. For the love of Pete put some punch in it ! Tell us what you do with your
instruments and apparatus. You don't mean to tell us that every Experimenter does exactly the same thing. "We" know
different—but from the general run of such articles which we have received in the past, one would naturally think every
"Lab." exactly alike. Remember—send a photo of YOURSELF along. Typewritten articles preferred.

A GROUP OF REPRESENTATIVE AMERICAN AMATEUR LABORATORIES.
Electrical Laboratories of, 1—Charles Stewart, Cadiz, Ohio, (Prize Winner); 2—Seefred Brothers, Los Angeles, Calif.; 3—Joe Haskell,
Jr., Cliftondale, Mass.; Radio Laboratories of, 4—Paul Williams, Shorewood, Wise; 5—H. F. Innis, Jr., Bellflower, III.; 6—Thomas J. Donohoe,
Columbus, Ohio; 7—Maynard Bodley, St. Paul, Minn.; 8—George W. J. Miller, Manitou, Colo.; 9— Ralph V. Korhnak, Braddock, Pa.; 10—H.

Bamborough, Highland Park, III.
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Electric Hair-Brush.

(No. 1,258,375; issued to V. V.
Stewart.)

An electrical hair-brush having for

volts. Circulation of the electrolyte
thru the battery is provided for by
virtue of a small motor-driven pump.

r
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feci heating coils

I

one of its objects the provision of

a device especially adapted for

straightening and drying hair. It

is provided with an electrically

heated plate to which are attached
a plurality of metallic teeth, that

are heated by the plates, whereby
the hair of a person may be readily

dried and straightened. This metal
plate is enclosed within the hollow
casing as shown, a suitable electrical

heating coil being placed in posi-

tion over the plate.

Electric Fountain.

(No. 1,255,711; issued to Newton
Crane.)

An electrically operated and il-

luminated fountain suitable for in-

terior decorations. It contains suf-

ficient water to operate for long
periods without hose connections,
the water from the jets falling back

into a basin and reservoir, from
where it is pumped up thru the
jets again. An electric motor ro-

tates the pump concealed in the
base of the fountain. The triple

water jet ring also rotates and elec-

tric lights in water-tight globes
throw their rays upward thru the re-

volving jets, while changing color
discs cause the jets to take on beau-
tiful hues.

Primary Battery.

(No. 1,258,266: issued to Edward
Sokal.)

The battery employs as an elec-

trolyte a single fluid, such as a solu-

tion of ferric chlorid. The elec-

trodes are composed of carbon and
zinc, respectively. This solution acts
not only as a solvent on the zinc,

High capacity Oaltcra

Purifying loi Pumpa Motor

but also as a depolarizer,
porus diafram or cup is used
battery has a high

No
The

E.M.F. or 1.5

Variable Radio Condenser.

(No. 1,258,423; issued to F. Lowen-
stein.)

A very clever variable condenser
for use in radio or other circuits,
having its rotary plates cut off at
such different angles as to produce
a logarithmic capacity variation char-
acteristic. In the ordinary rotary
variable condenser equal angular
movements of the movable plates
within the range of the instrument,
produce unequal percentage varia-
tions in capacity. For certain radio
requirements it is desirable to have

Induct
51V

a logarithmic characteristic c o n -

denser, but heretofore it has been a
complicated matter to design and
build them owing to the peculiar
form of moving plate required; in
the present type this result is simply
achieved, equal angular movements
of the rotary plates producing equal
percentage changes in capacity.

Talking Motion Pictures.

(No. 1,254,684; issued to Elmer
Lewis.)

This patent aims to provide means
for synchronously producing or
causing to be produced supplemental
musical sounds in conjunction with
motion pictures. The inventor pre-
fers to provide a means such that
the several musical and sound pro-
ducing instruments shall be auto-
matically operated by the motion

picture itself. To do this he photo-
graphs on the film itself a series of
lines or marks, as noted in the
drawing, which run parallel to the
length of the film. Each line may
represent a certain note or operat-
ing pedal. The light from the
"movie" projector passes thru these
transparent "sound marks" and is

intercepted at the screen, falling upon
a series of exposed, separate, seleni-

um cells. An individual cell is pro-
vided for each "sound mark" on the
film, and each ray of light is directed
by a system of slots and guides to
exactly register with its correspond-
ing cell.

lated playing device for stringed in-

struments, such as violins, banjos,
mandolins, zithers, etc. The device
consists of a rotatable cylindrical
sounder mounted on the free end

Clect flexible

Malar shaft

Revolving o'/sc ivovnd

lY/th horse hair

of a flexible shaft connected with
a small electric motor at one end.

By means of the handle sleeve pro-

vided, the rapidly rotating disc

(which for playing the violin is cov-

ered with horse hair) can be brought
successively into contact with the
musical strings to be vibrated.

Duplex Wireless System.

(No. 1,256,889; issued to Lloyd
Espenschied.)

This idea covers a scheme for
simultaneously transmitting and re-

ceiving radio signals on a common
aerial. Successful duplex radio-
communication is provided for by
utilizing carrier waves of different
frequency for transmission and re-

ception, also by neutralizing the in-

ductive action of the transmitting
system proper on the receiving sys-
tem by means of balancing cir-

cuits as indicated, this circuit or
circuits being linked inductively
with both the transmitting and re-

Oetichr
-

ceiving circuits. The function of

the balancing circuit is to neutralize,

with respect to the receiving circuit,

the effect of the transmission cur-
rent flowing in the radiating aerial
circuit.

Radio Receiving Circuit.

(No. 1,257,672; issued to Elmer E.
Butcher.)

A scheme whereby the inventor
claims to greatly increase the sensi-
tiveness of the detector used in
radio-telegraphy or telephony, so as
to amplify minute impulses of weak
received signals. He attains this

object by providing a detector cir-

cuit, such as one employing a three

Motor Player for Stringed
Instruments.

(No. 1,258,463; issued to W. A.
Richter.)

A motor-operated hand manipu-

COPIES OF ANY OF THE ABOVE PATENTS SUPPLIED AT 10c
EACH.

Y
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Vacuum pet

electrode valve detector, in which
the highest possible potential ob-
tainable from a given amount of
energy received is imprest upon the
detector. To accomplish this end
the secondary circuit contains prac-
tically nothing but inductance.

Receiver of Radio Oscillations.

(No. 1,257,657; issued to Roy A.
Weagant.)

Method of detecting radio oscil-
lations or signals, and by a peculiar
and novel circuit means, to boost-
the efficiency of such detecting
means where it is tuned to the
group frequency of the received sig-
nals. The usual detector circuit is

provided in general; two variable
inductances with suitable capacities

are connected up in shunt with the
detector. The ratio between the
auxiliary inductances and that of
the loose coupler secondary may be
such that they each have about
1,000 times the secondary value.

Dry Cell Renewal Device.

(No. 1,257,969; issued to E. H.
Becker.)

This patent relates to a novel
means for revivifying dry cells after
the same has stood idle for a period

of time or has been in use and has
become weakened. As shown in the
sketch, two or more soluble metal
(zinc) capsules are embedded in the
cell when manufactured, these cap-
sules containing either water or an
electrolyte. The capsules are made
of a material which is positive to the
negative element, and of varying
thickness so that the action of the
battery will automatically liberate
the contents at any predetermined
time, depending upon the results de-
sired. These capsules are elec-

trically connected to the zinc shell

of the dry cell by copper wires.
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Under this heading are publisht electrical or mechanical ideas which
our clever inventors, for reasons best known to themselves, have as yet
not patented. We furthermore call attention to our celebrated Phoney
Patent Offizz for the relief of all suffering daffy inventors in this country
as well as for the entire universe.
We are revolutionizing the Patent business and OFFER YOU THREE

DOLLARS ($3.00) FOR THE BEST PATENT. If you take your Phoney
Patent to Washington, they charge you $20.00 for the initial fee and then

Phoney Patents
you haven't a smell of a Patent yet. After they have allowed the Pat-
ent, you must pay another $20.00 as a final fee. That's $40.00! WE
PAY YOU $3.00 and grant you a Phoney Patent in the bargain, so you
save $43.00!! When sending in your Phoney Patent application,
be sure that it is as daffy as a lovesick bat. The daffier, the better.
Simple sketches and short descriptions will help our staff of Phoney
Patent Examiners to issue a Phoney Patent on your invention in a
jiffy.

Prize Winner. THE "DACHSHUND 500 MILE SHELL." Here's a New and Wonderfully Powerful Long Range 500 Mile Shell Which the
Allies Can Use In Their Present Howitzers and Siege Guns and Beat "Fritz" at His Own Game. The Big Guns Ordinarily Fire Shells 20 to 25
Miles. By Installing a Dog Tread-Power In Each of These Shells, and Placing a Pair of Interned Dachshunds in Each Shell Before
Firing, With a Piece of "Kultur" Sausage in Position as Shown, the Range Can Be Increased to at Least 500 Miles! The Dog-Power Is Trans-
mitted by Bevel Gears to the Propeller on the Front of the Shell. I Offer This Timely and Heretofore Unthought of Invention to General
Foch and His Engineers to Retaliate Against the "Hun," for I Believe "Fritz" Really Finds His Mark at Paris by Utilizing "Paris-Bred,"
French Poodles in Those 76 Mile Range Shells. As History Proves, a Dog Will Find His Home, Even Tho He Has to Travel Hundreds of
Miles. Then He Will Wag His Tail and I Suggest That the "Time Fuse" Be, Therefore, Attached to it. Inventor, Edgar T. Rigg, Jr.,

Baltimore, Md.

»;;;s/;s;s;;s;;;;;;;;;;;;7ZZZZZZZZZZ2ZZZZZZ2L

Electric "SCHOOL-ROOM COAL-SAVER." Being a True Friend of Dr. Garfield and the Fuel Administration, I Herewith Dedicate to Them
and the American Coal-Famine Sufferers a Brilliant Idea Which Struck Me Last New Year's Night, When I Had Speeded Up My Mental Facul-

ties by Imbibing 18!/, Milkshakes, 13 Walnut Sundaes, and 4}| Banana Splits. Here It Is: Install in Every School-Room Thruout the Land My
Comprest Air-Electric Generating System as Illustrated. As Students Arise to Recite and Sit Down, Especially on a Tack, They Will Work
the Seat Bellows; This Compresses Air Thru the Pipe System to the Air Tank; Comprest Air Runs Engine Belted to Dynamo and Storage

Battery. Electric Heat and Light Is Thus Obtained Absolutely Free and in Great Abundance. Think of It! 15,000,000 School Children Ris-

Pneumatic- Electric Generators! "Doc" Garfield Should Give Me a "Croix de Bituma"—What? Inventor, John Plun-
kett, Newton Highlands, Mass.

Ing and Falling on My Pr
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The "Oracle" is for the sole benefit of all electrical experimenters. Questions will be answered here for
the benefit of all, but only matter of sufficient interest will be publisht. Rules under which questions will be
answered:

1. Only three questions can be submitted to be answered.
2. Only one side of sheet to be written on ; matter must be typewritten or else written in ink, no penciled

matter considered.
3. Sketches, diagrams, etc., must be on separate sheets. Questions addrest to this department cannot be

answered by mail free of charge.
4. If a quick answer is desired by mail, a nominal charge of 25 cents is made for each question. If the questions entail considerable re-

search work or intricate calculations a special rate will be charged. Correspondents will be informed as to the fee before such questions are
answered.

RELATIVE FORCE OF MAGNETIC
ATTRACTION AND REPULSION.
(926) J. C. Kane, Detroit, Mich., writes:

Q. 1. With the apparatus shown in the

diagram I find that the magnetic attraction

between 2 "unlike" poles is much greater

'> Arm strings

on pivot

Arrangement of Two Pairs of Electro-Mag-
nets for Testing Relative "Attraction" and

"Repulsion."

than the repulsion between 2 "like" poles.

Why is this ?

A. 1. Referring to your diagram of the

arrangement of four electro-magnets each
having the same number of lines of force

per pole and having these electro-magnets
in pairs, one pair having a north (+ ) and
(—) south pole, and the other pair having
two north (+ ) or south poles (— ) and
pivoted as shown, the force exerted by the

magnets (+ and — ) appears to be greater
because of the law of inverse squares.
This law says that the force exerted be-

tween any two bodies varies inversely as

the square of the distance between these
bodies.

Furthermore, when the current is turned
on, producing unlike poles, attraction at

once begins to take place. However as the

attraction is taking place the distance be-
tween each pole is becoming less and less

;

hence the force becoming greater and
greater. When the poles are magnetized
(-(- and -f-) or (— and — ) the converse
action takes place. The distance between
the poles becomes greater and greater,

causing the force to become less and less.

Thus it is seen that while the two original

forces (that is, the forces exerted when
the distance was the same) are the same,
one increases and the other decreases ac-

cording to the natural law.
The force of attraction is always equal to

the force of repulsion, but in the case cited

by you we must make note of the following
facts: If the forces were of repulsion, they
would cause the pivot-arrangement to be
deflected thru a certain angular distance.
Now if we increased this angular distance
by a very small amount and changed the
polarity of the magnets, the pivoted bar
would not be attracted, but if we placed the

bar at the same angular distance that it was
repelled thru, and the changed polarity

remained the same, the bar would at once
be attracted. In your case, you began with
the pivoted bar at a certain distance away
from the poles.

WIRELESS TEXT-BOOKS.
(927) Chas. H. Hook, Mt. Washington,

Pittsburgh, Pa., asks :

Q. 1. What good wireless text-book
can you recommend which give the design
details for high power radio stations?

A. 1. We would suggest that you ob-

3
ODD PHOTOS WANTED AT

$1.00 EACH! ! !

( Now is the time to make your
Kodak pay for itself in a real practi-

m cal way. We are after interesting

U photographs of out-of-the-ordinary

( electrical, radio and scientific sub-
m jects and are willing to pay $1.00 cash

jj for every one we can use. Please

B bear in mind that for half-tone Te-

rn production in a magazine, a photo-

( graph should be particularly sharp
( and clear. Of course, if a subject

( happens to interest us particularly

well, we can have the photo retouched.

jj For the general run of subjects, how-
jj ever, it does not pay to go to such

J expense. Therefore ,
please take pains

m to properly focus and expose your
j pictures. It often happens that a

| really mediocre subject well photo-
graphed wins approval over an ex-
ccllent subject poorly photographed.

H And don't send us plate or film "nega-
tives"; send unmounted or mounted

E "prints," preferably a light and a dark

jj one.

B As to what to photograph: Well,

B that's hard for us to say. We leave

jj that up to you, and every reader now
( has the opportunity to become a re-

jj porter of the latest things in the realm

jj of Electricity, Radio and Science.

§j But, please remember—it's the "odd,

B novel or practical stunts" that we are

J interested in. Every photo submitted

jj should be accompanied by a brief de-

| scription of 100 to 150 words. Give
( the "facts"—don't worry about the

J style. We'll attend to that. Enclose

( stamps if photos are to be returned

( and place a piece of cardboard in the

B envelope with them to prevent muti-

% lation. Look around your town and
( see what you can find that's interest-

m Address photos to—Editor "Odd
. Photos," Electrical Experimenter,
m 233 Fulton Street, New York City.

tain a copy of Professor Johann Zenneck's
book entitled "Wireless Telegraphy" which
our "Book Department" can supply at $4.15

prepaid. This book is one of the best that

has appeared, and contains many practical

chapters on the design of high power radio

equipment. Also you will find Dr. J. A.
Fleming's classic work entitled "The Prin-
ciples of Electric Wave Telegraphy and
Telephony" very valuable. This book is

worth $10.00 net, and is available thru our
"Book Department" also.

IS ORDINARY WATER A
CONDUCTOR?

(928) Thomas H. Hill, Washington, D.

C, wishes to know :

Q. 1. Is ordinary water a conductor of

electricity? I don't mean chemically pure
water but just ordinary drinking water as

found in city systems.

A. 1. Relative to the question as to

whether or not water will conduct electri-

city, it is generally found that chemically

pure water will not conduct electricity ex-

cepting when very high voltages are applied

to it. This matter as we see it, boils down
to the fact of its conductivity or non-con-
ductivity as related to the presence of cer-

tain foreign chemical ingredients in the

water. As you state you wish to know
whether ordinary water as used for every-

day drinking, cooking and other general

use will conduct an electric current, we
would say that it will. It may not do it

very perfectly, but as an example of this

condition, we might mention the following

fact : When firemen have to fight a city

fire where the stream of water is liable to

come in contact with a live wire of even

moderate voltage, a call is generally sent to

the power 'station to have the current shut

off, as it has often happened that the fire-

men under these conditions have been

knocked out by the shock received from the

current passing along the stream of water

to the brass nozzle on the hose, and thence

thru their body or bodies to earth.

Prim-

zsoo v line

Foth ofhigh
tension current

t/irci fire sirem

Diagram Show.ng How a Fireman Can Re-
ceive An Electric Shock Thru a Stream of

Water From a Fire Hose.
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STATIC MACHINE VOLTAGES.
(929) C. H. Denniston, Pulteney, N. Y.,

asks

:

Q. 1. Several questions regarding the

voltages of static machine sparks and the

danger of shocks from these sparks.

A. 1. For every 1-inch spark 20,000

volts is usually figured, and as most small

static machines give 3-inch sparks, natur-
ally the voltage is 60,000.

This potential of 60,000 volts for a 3-inch

static machine spark is to be considered as

the root-mcan-sqitare value, and not the

maximum voltage. The maximum potential

of static machines is generally computed at

approximately 50,000 volts per 1-inch spark;
this gives 150,000 volts maximum value for

your machine. Moreover it is the maximum
or peak value which you feel as a shock
or that kills a person when the amperage
and wave form of the potential are of a cer-

tain proportion. The amplitude factor of
the potential determines what the R. M. S.

and the corresponding maximum or peak
value shall be. For example, in the case of
the static machine just cited, the amplitude
factor can be taken as 2.5 and therefore if

the 3-inch spark is taken as having a R.

M. S. voltage of 60,000 volts, then 2.5 times
this potential gives 150,000 volts. A similar

value for maximum potentials of induction
coil sparks is often used.

It has been stated that 1-20 ampere past
thru the human heart is sufficient to cause
death. To pass this current thru the heart
you must of course have sufficient voltage

—

this depends upon the health of the individ-

ual and the condition of the blood and
nerves. A potential of 1,800 volts is used
generally for electrocuting criminals.

The average electrical man will tell you,
that the reason why you don't mind the
shock from a spark coil or static machine
is because of the lack of current—or amper-
age. This is so only partly—and it has
been proven that at least for these cases,

it is not the usual explanation—no amper-
age—that fails to spell fatal results, but
sharpness of wave form and the instantane-

ous potential effect. When the victim of

the electric chair "gets his"—he receives a

slowly undulating wave of say 1,800 volts

R.M.S. potential. The current sinks in—
generally it burns the heart. But when a
person gets an induction coil or static ma-
chine discharge thru his body, even a heavy
one, it is invariably the case that he only
receives the current for a very small frac-

tion of time—the nerves and muscles are
not affected. This theory is concurred in

by several high authorities in the electrical

engineering field. A more full explanation
is given in an article entitled '"The Meas-
urement of High Potentials" by H. W.
Secor, in the August, 1913, issue of
Modem Electrics.

WAVE METER TO MEASURE 12,000
METER WAVES.

(930) H. Holmberg, Bottineau, N. D., asks :

Q. 1. For data on an inductance coil to

be used with .001 m.f. variable condenser
to measure waves 12,000 meters in length.

A. 1. An inductance for use in connection
with a wave meter so that wave lengths up
to 12,000 meters can be measured, when a
variable capacity up to .001 m.f. is shunted
across the inductance, will require approxi-
mately 500 feet of litzendraht wire con-
sisting of 10 stands of No. 38 B&S gage.
The above result was derived in the fol-

lowing manner. Referring to the articles

on Inductance and Capacity by Messrs.
Secor and Cohen in the March, April and
September issues of the Electrical Ex-
perimenter, we find that the inductance re-
quired is equal to 40,540,000 cms.
From the above you can see that it is

very easy to calculate the inductance re-

When Marriage Is a Crime

!

THE man who deliberately marries a good,
pure, wholesome woman, knowing in his heart
of hearts, that he is not 100% perfect, that he

has abused Nature and is otherwise unfit to be the
father of those innocent souls he is about to bring
into the world, is unworthy the name of Man—un-
worthy to be a Citizen of this great Nation—un-

worthy of happiness or financial success—He
actually commits the worst crime known to Civiliza-

tion, because he abuses the love and confidence of
the woman he pretends to love and who confides in

him and places her future in his hands—because it

is the progeny of just such beasts that are filling

our hospitals, our jails and our asylums—don't do it,

my brother. Don't do it—come to me, confide in

me and I will make you worthy of the best woman
in the world—worthy of the deepest respect of your
fellow man. I will build you up so that you can look
the whole world in the face and say "I am a Man

—

100% man."

To Err Is Human and To
Correct These Errors Is Manly
The man who admits he has physical defects has
taken his first step toward manhood and honesty,
but he must not stop there; he must see to it that
he gets good competent advice and attention, and to
do this he must go to the one who can prove by his
own physical condition, that he is able to really give
him that health, strength and physique he desires

—

go to a man who practices what he preaches— I am
that man: I built myself up first, I experimented with my own
body, until I made myself what I am to-day, what those com-
petent to judge say I am, "The living illustration of the perfection
of the human form, according to the highest standard." I don't
care a rap what has caused your present unfitness, whether you
have been brought to your rundown physically unfit condition by
your own indiscretions, your own folly, or whether it has been
caused by circumstances over which you have no control. I will
rebuild you. i will make a man of you, not a 50% man, but a
Man—a 100% man. I accomplish all this in Nature's own way.
No drugging, no medicines, no fads of any kind. Simple scientific

instructions added to the proper method of living, and what's
more I care not who your physician has been, for I guarantee
you that I will accomplish all I undertake and I won't undertake
what I cannot accomplish. .

The Strongfort Course of Instructions
will in no way interfere with your occupation or plans. You may
follow your daily calling no matter what that calling may be

;

even if you attend school or college my instructions will not inter-
fere with your studies in any way whatsoever. And what Is

more, you can follow to the letter, the Strongfort System in the
privacy of your own home, without the knowledge of any one in
it and without the aid of a Gymnasium.

Now Be Honest With Yourself
Get in line with the men worth while. Make work and living a pleasure, not a bore. Confidentially,

mark your physical trouble on the coupon below and believe me I will tell you frankly just what
you should do, just what I can do, so that you can honestly face the world as a man, so that when
you see your little ones playing around your fireside, you can proudly feel that you did everything

you possibly could, to bring them into the world physically perfect. Don't ever forget all the world
loves manly men ; women look up to and truly love them—men admire them.

Did you ever see a thin emaciated fellow—one who shakes hands with you as though his wrist were
broken. Did you ever see such a man amount to anything? Now get busy—do not delay one single

day.

Remember by writing to me you in no way obli-

gate yourself to accept my instructions, while on the

other hand I will give you solid fearless advice that

will be many times worth the few minutes it took
you to write me.

Without another moment's hesitation cross the
free consultation coupon herewith opposite what you
consider to be your main ailments, and mail with
your name and address written plainly thereon.
You will hear from me at once and you will hear
something well worth while.

LIONEL STRONGFORT
The world's strongest and most perfect
athlete, whose unaccepted challenge
of competition to the greatest living

"strong men" still stands.

FREE CONSULTATION COUPON

Mr. Lionel Strongfort. Newark. N. J.—Please
I send me your book "PROMOTION AND CONSER-
I VATION OF HEALTH, STRENGTH AND MEN-
| TAL ENERGY." for postage of which I enclose 6
I cents In stamps. I have marked (X) before the
' subject in which I am interested. (514)

Get This Book—It's Free !

If you will send me six cents in stamps to cover
j

mailing expenses I will forward free my book "Pro-
motion and Conservation of Health, Strength and
Mental Energy." You should not be without It. It

'

contains many truthful facts and helpful hints.

LIONEL STRONGFORT i

Physical and Health Specialist

514 Park Bldg., Newark, N. J.
Personal consultation by appointment only.

Cold* . .Torpid Liver
Catarrh . .Indigestion
Asthma . . Nervousness
Obesity . . Poor Memory
Headache . . Rheumatism
Thinness . . Im potency
Rupture . . Vital Losses
Lumbago . . Youthful Errors
Neuritis . Gastritis
Neuralgia . . Heartweakness
Flat Chest . . Poor Circulation
Deformity . Skin . Disorders

(describe) . . Despondency
Insomnia . . Round Shoulders
Short Wind . . Lung Troubles
Flat Feet . Increased Height
Stomach . Stoop Shoulders

Disorders . Muscular Development
Constipation . .Great Strength
Bllliousness

Street

I City State

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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Mesco Telegraph

Practice Set

For Learning Telegraph Codes

The Practice Set comprises a regular tele-

graph key, without circuit breaker, a special
high pitch buzzer, one cell Red Seal Dry
Battery, and four feet of green silk covered
flexible cord.
The key and buzzer are mounted on a

highly finished wood base, and three nickel
plated binding posts are so connected that
the set may be used for five different purposes.
List No. Price
342 Telegraph Practice Set, with Bat-

tery and Cord $2.70

Weighs 4 lbs. paokod.
Prloe doe» not Include pottage.

UFO CC\ Combination Practice Sel for learning the Morse

UnICOvv and Continental Visual and Audible Codes

This outfit is the only reliable Instrument which will

enable students to become proficient operators In the
U. S. Naval Service, because it is equipped with a
buzzer and miniature lamp enabling the user to
master both the visual and audible signals quickly.
List No. 52—Practice Set with Red Seal Bat-
tery and Cord $3.60

Weighs 4 lbs. packed. Price does not include postage.

Send for the New Edition of

Our Catalog W28
It Is pocket size, contains 248 pages, with over 1.0*0
IHustratlons, and describes In plain, clear language
•II about Bells, Push Buttons, Batteries, Telephone
and Telegraph Material, Electric Toys, Burglar and
Fire Alarm Contrivances, Electric Call Bells, Electrlo
Alarm Clocks, Medical Batteries, Motor Boat Horns,
Electrically Heated Apparatus, Battery Connectors,
•witches, Battery Gauges, Wireless Telegraph In-
struments, Ignition Supplies, etc.

Send for the Catalog Now

Manhattan Electrical
Supply Co.. Inc.

NEW YORK: CHICAGO: ST. LOUIS:
IT Park Place 114 S. Wells St. 1106 Pine St.

San Francisco Office: 604 Mission St.

Learn Shorthand
in Five Hours

You will be amazed at the ease and quickness
with which you learn the wonderful K. I. short-
hand. In a few hours you'll know the whole
system and can then gain speed in taking down
dictation, conversation, speeches, orders, etc.,
as fast as a person talks. A free lesson will be
nailed by King Institute, EB-309, Station F,
Now York, N. Y. Just write for this and see
waat you get. Astonish everybody with your
ability and earn more money.

Feldman's "Geyser"
Electric Water Heater

Inttantaneous Hot Water

FELDM AN
1514 Times Bldg.

MFG. CO.
New York City

quired without much difficulty. As to which
way would be better in winding, we advise
using staggered winding, a description of
the 'method of which has been given in past
issues of the Electrical Experimenter.

RADIUM AND WIRELESS.
(931) Louis Morten Faulkner, Washing-

ton, Conn., inquires :

Q. 1. Has any reasearch ever been con-
ducted on the effect of radio-activity as
related to the propagation of wireless
waves ?

A. 1. We have consulted several au-
thorities on the subject, and find that in

1912 Professor Dieckmman of Germany
conducted some tests to ascertain whether
any radio-active elements were deposited
upon antenna by incoming radio waves. In
this connection he used the electroscope.

It was shown that a slight deposit is notice-

able upon the antenna, altho . it might be
said that the air itself contains radio-active
elements.

Further, there is no record of an electro-

scope ever being used for the actual recep-
tion of radio waves, and believe there is a

very good field open in this direction for

research work.

EXPERIMENTAL MECHANICS.
(Continued from page 106)

of the wheels on these three centers, to

give the requisite ratio of speed between
spindle and screw.

In order to cut a thread below 12 pitch,

a single set of three gears is used, namely
one driver on the spindle ; one driven, on
the screw, and one intermediate gear on
the stud. It is worth remembering that a

mere idler or intermediate wheel does not
effect the ratio between spindle and screw
speed ; it is merely used to convey motion.
The size of the change of gears, that is the

number of teeth, must bear the same ratio

as does the screw to be cut to the lead

screw of the lathe ; hence we will adopt
the following rule

:

Take the pitch of the lead screw as the
numerator of a fraction and the pitch of
the screw as denominator, multiply both
by 5 or 10, and the products will be the

wheels required—the numerator being the

spindle gear or driver, and the denominator
the screw gear or driven. In order to fully

appreciate this simple rule, let us take an
example. Suppose we desire to cut eight
threads per inch with the lead screw hav-
ing five threads per inch. The thing we
want to know is, what size gears will be
required to obtain this thread? Applying
the rule we get

:

lead screw 5 25 spindle or driver
= — x S =

screw to be cut 8 40 screw or driven
The gears required.

To cut a thread of screw pitch higher
than 12 per inch may require for con-
venience of gearing or bringing the sizes

within the compass of the wheels usually
supplied, that a double train (four gears)
be employed ; this scheme is called com-
pounding and this method is shown in

Fig. 6.

In order to compound the gears, proceed
with our first rule, setting forth the ratio
of screw to be cut to lead screw in a
simple fraction form, then assume any
two other equal wheels, for second driver
and driven. Also set forth in fraction form,
and divide one driver and one driven by
any convenient divisor to bring the figures
within the compass of your gears. Thus
applying the above rule to a particular ex-
ample, of cutting a screw of 25 threads
per inch, with a lead screw having four
threads per inch, we have

:

4 40 100— x 10 = Assume
25 250 100

divide one driver and one driven by five,

40 20
and we get — ; ; the four wheels re-

50 100
quired. Another problem ; wanted to cut
nineteen threads per inch with a lead screw

Set Up of Four Gears Known As "Com-
pounding," For Cutting Fine Thread On the

Lathe.

of four threads per inch. Here we have

:

100 40 50
4x10 = 40, assume r- 2 = — ;

.

100 95 100
A little study on the part of the experi-

menter on the above will make him a
master in handling the above simple rules

and allow him to figure out any combina-
tion of gears both simple and compound,
for cutting a thread of any desired pitch.

When adjusting the stud, take care that
the gears do not go too deeply in mesh, or
they will bind against each other. The stud
should be so adjusted that the gears all

run easily and smoothly. It makes no dif-

ference what gear is used on the stud, as
it does not enter in any way into the calcu-
lation for the pitch of the thread to be cut.

If a left-hand thread is to be cut it may be
necessary to use two studs as shown in

Fig. 5.

All modern lathes are furnished with a
key called an index plate which gives the
relation of gears for cutting any desired
thread. A typical index plate is shown in

Fig. 7. You will note that the size of de-
sired thread is given in the first row, while
in the second the size of the spindle gear
and the last the screw gear. To find the
size of gear necessary to cut a particular
thread, look for the figure corresponding to
the desired thread, then opposite you will

find given the size of

the spindle and lead

screw gears. Any
size gear is placed on
the change gear
bracket which will

properly connect the

spindle and lead screw
gear.

In this lesson we
have considered the

subject of setting the
various gears neces-
sary to cut a particu-

lar thread, while in

the next lesson we
shall further consider
the subject of thread
cutting by taking up
"How to cut the
thread on the work."

THD. SPINDLE SCREW
4 64 32
5 64 40
6 — 64 48
7 64 56
8 32 32
9 64 72
10 32 40
11. 32 44
1 1 j— 32 46
12 32 48
13 32 52
14 32 56
16 32 64
18 32 72
20 32 80
22 16 44
24 16 48
26 (6 52
28 16 56
30 16 60
32 -- 1 6 64
3C 16 72
40 16 80

Typical Lathe In-
dex Plate Giving
Gear Ratios For
Screw Cutting.

(To be continued.)

Stray electric currents from a railroad

are supposed to cause trees on one side of
a Brussels (Belgium) street to bud again

and sometimes blossom after they have
shed their leaves in the fall.

You benefit by mentioning the 'Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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right in your own home you should very
quickly prepare yourself for a good elec-

trical position or for a business of your
own. I have already helped hundreds to
getoutof small-paying, no-future jobs. C.
A. Walker says: "Offered a fine position."
J. Obeslo says: "Have a chance to run city
electric plant." E. Vogel writes: Success-
fully installing electrical systems."

and am willing to boost you to a better job
and bigger pay just as I have helped and
am helping others. Just a little determination
on your part, backed up with earnest effort.
That's all you need. I'll then see to it person-
ally that you get just the kind of practical in-
struction that an electrician must have in order
to succeed. The cost is small— the terms are
easy.

||
LIGHTING^

Here Is the Opportunity
The war has called many electricians to the front. The vacancies thus created must be

filled. A vast number of new electrical industries of various kinds are springing up on every
hand. They also are calling for trained workers. These conditions make your opportunity.
Grasp it—NOW. You know that electricians do make BIG money. The yearly salaries of those
who operate lighting plants, direct electrical construction, design and install dynamos, motors

and electric systems, run into the thousands of dollars. Don't think
that these big jobs are beyond your reach. Backed with my personal

instruction you may climb steadily upwards—there will be prac-
tically no limit to your opportunities.

Unlimited Consulting Service—FREE

A. W. WICKS, Electrical Engineer,
President and Director

WICKS ELECTRICAL INSTITUTE
81 W. Randolph St., Dept 313 Chicago

Without any obligation on me, please send me your
Free Book explaining the opportunities in Electricity;
also particulars about your Course and Free Electrical
Outfit offer.

Name

Street No

City State

You can call on me for advice at any time and I wi]
gladly furnish it— free. I will work with you for your
success not only while you're my student, but as long
as you are in the electrical business. I will help you
in landing a job. If at any time you want to go into
the electrical business on your own hook I will show
you how to go about it— give you pointers on how to
pick out a good location, the equipment you will need,
how to train men under you, how to figure on contract
work and solicit business personally and by mail. In
short. I will stand bv vou to WIN.

WRITE!
This is your chance for a successful future

Don't pass it up. Act. Take the first step toward
real success now. Mail the coupon or a post
card for my free book— it tells all. Also get full

particulars about my remarkable Free Elec-
trical Outfit offer. No obligation on you. Act

today.

A. W. WICKS, Electrical Engineer
President and Director

Wicks Electrical Institute
81 W. Randolph St., Dept. 313 Chicago

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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1
Wanted SalesmervioSell

ELECTRICAL AND OTHER LINES

There is a demand for salesmen right now that never

was exceeded in the history of business. With your

knowledge of electricity we can quickly train you_ for a

big paying position as a salesman of electrical specialties.

Sales forces are depleted everywhere owing to the draft

d enlistments. Business firms are calling for Sales-

en. They must have salesmen to keep business going,

ot only in the electrical field but in all classes of busi-

ss salesmen are badly needed.

Be a Star Salesman
Learn at Home in Your Spare Time

We have trained thousands successfully for big

paying positions. No previous experience required.

Our new course in "The Art and Science of Selling"

gives you the most complete instruction in salesman-

ship ever published. Let us train you to become a

star salesman—help you earn from $2,500 to $10,000

a year. Let us prove to you that this is just what
we have done for others. Let us show you how easy

it is for you to earn big money as a salesman.

Salesmen Now Selling

Speed up your progress toward the

£10,000 class—our wonderful nine

volumes completely covering every

angle of wholesale, staple and spe-

cialty line selling will give you abso-

lute command of every factor of suc-

cessful selling. Take advantage of

our Employment Service to secure

better paying positions—more con-
genial lines. Salary increases ranging
from 50 to 500 percent have been
gained by experienced salesmen
through our training and service

—

write us and learn what we can do
for you

.

rnrr 80-Page Book

Bend us the coupon below and we will

promptly mail you our valuable book
on the Art and Science of Selling.
Learn all the facts—how you can
master salesmanship—how you can
make big money. Read what hundreds
of our Members say. We will also
send you a special list showing many
lines of business with openings for
salesmen. Address nearest office.

Earns $375 a Month
"For ten years I worked

for a railroad. Was draw-
ing $75 a month when I

left. You secured me my
position. I have earned
$375 in a month. Success
would have been impos-
sible without your help."—E. C. Klsler. 2121 An-
drews St.. Eockford, 111.

Experienced Salesman
Testifies

"For several years I had
been working as a sales-
man. Was unable to make
headway. Your selling
plans and methods
showed me how to "ap-
proach" and "close. " Am
in the $5,000 a year class.
Ail firms should have
their salesmen learn and
apply your methods."-
C. Q. Knight, 638 W. 124th
St., New York. N. Y.

Dept. 42-G

National Salesmens Training Asso.
Chicago San Francisco New York

National Salesmens Training Association, Dept. 42-G

Chicago San Francisco New York

With no obligation on my part, please send me facts about your new course in Sales-

manship, also a list showing lines of business with openings for salesmen.

Address

MAGNETIC
RECTIFIER

Patented
April it. 1916

F-F BATTERY BOOSTER
Full Wave A. C. Rectifier

BE YOUR OWN SERVICE STATION"
For Public or Private t/se

The Booster can be carried to the battery wherever It is

located and is ready to work when the attachment plug Is

connected to a lighting or power circuit. It offers the most
efficient and satisfactory means for charging all types of stor-

age batteries where only alternating current is available.

We furnish complete portable Charging Rheostat with am-
meter and current regulator for service on D. C. circuits.

$24 Complete, and up
F. O. B. Cleveland

THE FRANQE MANUFACTURING CO., Cleveland. Ohi*

Ask your dealer »r write t*r Bulletin No. 12

THE DYNATRON—A NEW
VACUUM TUBE.

(Continued from page 97)

If the circuit contains inductance and
capacity, as well as resistance, a similar
action takes place. The plate charges up
thru the vacuum, at a rate depending on
the capacity and negative resistance, and
discharge thru the circuit at a rate depend-
ing on the inductance and positive resist-

ance. If the inductance is too high, the
plate will receive electrons more rapidly
than they can flow away thru the inductance
and will charge up to some point beyond
the point at which the rate of charge and
discharge are instantaneously equal. The
inertia of the inductance will then carry
it backward, and if the resistance is not too
great it will act so as to oscillate continu-
ously. Whether the circuit will oscillate

continuously, or come to rest, depends on
the relations between inductance, positive

and negative resistance and capacity.

An ordinary dynatron short-circuited by
a few turns of heavy wire will give a fre-
quency of about 20,000,000 cycles per sec-
ond, and it is possible to go continuously
from this to a frequency of less than 1

cycle per second by simply changing the
inductance and capacity values.

A profound change in characteristics is

produced by placing the cylindrical type
of dynatron shown in Fig. 2 in a magnetic
field parallel to the axis of the cylinder.

The electrons from the filament, which in

the absence of the magnetic field move in

nearly straight lines to the anode and pass
freely thru its holes, are constrained by
the field to move in spirals, and strike the

anode more or less tangentially, so that a

much larger proportion are stopt by it. The
result is to diminish greatly the number of
electrons reaching the plate. Superimposed
upon this effect is a restraining effect of
the field upon the secondary electrons which
try to leave the plate, resulting in a change
from negative resistance to positive re-

sistance characteristic. It is thus possible,

by varying the magnetic field, to control
the behavior of the dynatron. This method
of control is especially applicable to the
radiophone.

The Pliodynatron.

An electrostatic field may be used instead

of a magnetic field to control the number
of electrons reaching the plate. It has been
shown that the effect of changing the num-
ber of electrons leaving the filament by
varying its temperature, is to change the

negative resistance without affecting the
other characteristics of the current voltage
relation. If the temperature of the fila-

ment could be easily and rapidly changed,
this would be an effective means of con-
trolling the dynatron. The same result may
be accomplisht, however, by the electro-

static action of a grid close to the filament;

that is, by the application of the pliotron

principle. The dynatron which thus uti-

lizes the pliotron principle is called a plio-

dynatron (see Fig. 3.) Its construction is

the same as that of the simple dynatron
with the addition of a "control member,"
which may be a grid surrounding the fila-

ment, or a metal rod inside the (spiral)

filament.

The negative resistance of the pliody-

natron makes it a powerful amplifier. An
increase of grid potential, by increasing the

current thru the load in the plate circuit

and hence the voltage drop over the load,

lowers the voltage of the plate. In the

pliotron this lowering of plate voltage tends
to decrease the plate current, and thus
opposes the effect of the grid. In the plio-

dynatron, however, a decrease in plate volt-
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age means an increase in current, which

may be very large if positive and negative

resistance are nearly equal. For example,

the maximum aperiodic voltage amplifica-

tion thus far obtained with a pliotron is

about 15-fold, while with a pliodynatron

a value of 1,000-fold has been obtained.

It has been shown that the dynatron will

L
oscillate when Rr < — ., where R and r

C
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Fig. 1. Diagram of the "-Dynatron" Vacuum
Tube Which Possesses the Characteristic of

"Negative Resistance."

are the positive and negative resistance,

respectively, of the circuit, the induc-

tance and C the capacity. The fre-

quency of oscillation is approximately
1

and may be given any value

2 7T V~L~C
from 1 to 10,000,000 by changing inductance

and capacity alone It has also been shown
that, for low frequencies the oscillations

are very nearly pure sine waves, provided

L
— is not too great compared with Rr.

C
Theory indicates that this should be true

for all frequencies, and a search for har-

monics at radio frequencies has verified the

expectation.
The dynatron, therefore, satisfied all the

requirements of a radio generator, and has

the advantage that its operation is invariable

and free from lag, and that the frequency
may be given any value by changing a sin-

gle inductance or capacity. Its oscillations

may be controlled either by opening and
closing the main circuit, or by changing
any one of the four factors L, C, R, and r

in accordance with the condition of oscil-

lation given above. Its efficiency is low,

probably less than 50 per cent under best

conditions. This is not, however, a serious

limitation, except as regards the cost of

power, since the tubes are capable of run-
ning very hot without deterioration. The
maximum output at radio frequency of the

tubes thus far constructed is about 100

P/iodynatron as Radio Telephone

rig. 4

Fig. 4. Circuit Used With the "Pliody-
natron"- • For- fiadiophony, Utilizing Micro-
phonic Modulation of the Oscillations Pro-

duced By the Bulb.

watts, but no effort has been made to de-
velop a high power tube. It is generally
necessary to transform the radio energy by
means of a coupled circuit.

WIRELESS or MORSE
Complete afternoon and evening courses.

Improved teaching facilities recently installed.

Also Short Courses in

RADIO ENGINEERING PROBLEMS
Including mathematics for apprenticed engineers.

Employment bureau—dormitories—individual instruction.

Send for folder G on land wire—R for radio.

Y. M. C. A. TELEGRAPH SCHOOL Mar
B̂ . yCN

r *'way'^

Ellis Harmonious Reproducer
"Humanizes " any Talking Machine

You can't realize what a marvelous improvement this wonderful new re-

producer makes.
It prevents that "clash" and resurrects the living voice whether of soprano,

contralto, tenor, baritone or bass. All is natural like LIFE—even the
resonance of the violin, including the down touch of the bow. The tone of

the flute is marvelously perfect.
Band records are reproduced with all the tone values of instruments, every overtone and

undertone brought out harmoniously—without nerve wrecking stridency.
The recordings of the great symphonies are revivified with all the original sublimity ; re-

animated in just the right volume for home enjoyment.

This Testimonial Speaks for Thousands of Satisfied Users
Buffalo. N. Y., April 15th, 1918

Mr. J. H. Ellis, 410 Jefferson St., Milwaukee. Wis.
My Dear Sir: Your wonderful invention should be more widely known. Your claims for it are too modest.

All who have phonographs should bear your "Melodious" Reproducer, for that is its best advertisement.
Very sincerely yours.

874 Sycamore St, FRANK STEIGER.

P. S.—I shall at all times place the merits
of your wonderful invention before the many
friends and visitors, for I know that all who
hear It will want one. The public ought to
know more about them. Each Melodious Re-
producer 1b a big advertisement in Itself.

Fits Any Machine
The Ellis Melodious Reproducer plays per-

fectly all disc record selections, even the subtle
tones of the instrumental accompaniments.
No matter what make of (disc) machine you

have—no matter how little or bow much it cost—you can use the Ellis Melodious Reproducer on
it and enjoy real musical pleasure.

Steel or fibre needles, in fact any needle that
Is generally used will work perfectly with the
Ellis Melodious Reproducer. The weight is less
than four ounces, so that records wear in-
definitely if care is used
Every reproducer is fully guaranteed for 5

years. Write for circular No. 9.

J. H. ELLIS
Post Office Box No. 882

Milwaukee, Wis.

High Frequency Bargains
In taking our inventory we found over 200 Violet-Ray machines

of all makes. We selected 100 of the best machines, which we thor-
oughly overhauled in our factory making them better than new. Many
of these machines cost over $40.00.

We have placed all these instruments in two groups and are dis-

posing of them for the ridiculously low price of $9.75 and $12.50.

How to secure one of these

machines
Send only 50 cents to pay express charges

and we shall send you one of these instruments
by express for your examination. This amount
will be deducted from total cost of machine.
You need not accept if not satisfactory.

Send at once for we shall send the best ma-
chines out first and the quicker you send in

your order, the better machine you will get.

We shall also send our- beautiful booklet
"Violetta" describing the many uses for the
high-frequency current. Write us before pur-
chasing any kind of Violet-Ray Machine.

BLEADON-DUN CO., ™ »•«*«•"«» «•
2A CHICAGO
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Boys! There's No End of Fun
to Be Had With

CHEMCRAFT
THE BOY'S CHEMISTRY OUTFIT

You can work dozens of wonderful experiments
in chemistry and Chemical Magic. You can
mystify and entertain your friends by the

hour, and all the time you are gaining a knowl-
edge of chemistry that will be of greatest value
to you all your life.

.lust think of being able to make wonderful
changes such as you have seen magicians per-

form—and you can manufacture useful things

too—inks that you can write with—soap

—

fireworks—and lots of others.

CHEMCRAFT IS MADE IN THREE SIZES
No. I sells for $1.25

Wert of the Mississippi and Canada, $1.50

No. 2 sells for $2.50
West of Uie Mississippi and Canada, $3.06

No. 3 sells for $5.00
West of the Mississippi and Canada, $6.00

Write for further information and name of dealer

who sells Chemcraft.

THE PORTER CHEMICAL CO.
"opt- B

- Hagerstown, Md.

The Electrical Worker
Needs This Tool For

Cutting Condenser Plates

Zip ! And you cut out a

condenser plate from plain

glass with this genuine

"Red Devil" Glass Cutter.

Has manifold uses besides

—handy in repairing win-

dows and picture frames,

making table tops, lamp-
shades, etc.

TRADE MARK.

Glass Cutters
Cut more glass with less pressure

and breakage than any other cut-

ters. Used by all skilled glaziers.

To be obtained from hardware dealers, or

if not, send 15c lor sample, style 024.

Glass cutter booklet free

Smith & Hemenway Co., Inc.

107 Coit Street Irvington, N. J.

M annate ui8- powerful, permanent: lift
dgneib, about 3 lbs. Educational, use-

ful. Sent parcel post 50c each.

GENERATORS
We also have a number of high grade Holtzer
Cabot Hand Generators which we will dispose
of at bargain prices. Give -up to 110 volts, A. C.

You can make direct and run by pulley if de-
sired. Fine, well-made machines, built for

service. Special price $3.00 each. Order to-

day! Write for anything you want; we can
supply you. WATSON ELECTRIC CO..
126 S. Michigan Ave.. Chicago.

The simplest method of controlling the

oscillations of the dynatron is to vary the

negative resistance, by means of a grid
around the filament, as in the pliodynatron.
It has been shown that the negative re-

sistance of the pliodynatron is inversely
proportional to grid potential. Hence, if

the ratio of inductance to capacity and re-

sistance be initially just large enough to

produce oscillation (which is also the con-
dition for producing pure sine waves), a

slight decrease in grid potential will stop
the oscillations.

This is exactly what is required for the

radiophone, and it is easy to make plio-

dynatrons which have this characteristic.

The connections are shown in Fig. 4.

The oscillating circuit has the pliodynatron
connected up as shown, and is coupled in-

ductively to the antenna. A microphone M,
coupled thru the transformer T to the grid
circuit of the pliodynatron, serves to con-
trol the amplitude of the oscillations. A
battery of a few volts, between grid and
filament, keeps the grid always negative
with respect to the filament.

It is found that, with a proper ratio of
inductance to capacity, the amplitude of
the radio waves is very nearly proportional
to the grid potential, and hence to the in-

stantaneous displacement in the vocal
(speech) wave. This was proved for con-
stant grid potential by means of a hot wire
ammeter in the antenna circuit, and for

alternating grid potentials by impressing a

sine wave on the transformer T, and ob-
serving the form of the rectified radio

waves in a coupled circuit containing a
kenotron rectifier and oscillograph.

Under these circumstances, it was found
that speech transmitted to the microphone
M, and received at a station a few miles

distant suffered very little more distortion

than in the ordinary wire telephone. With
a small tube giving about 10 watts, it was
possible to talk wirelessly 16 miles (26 km.)
with good intensity and articulation. No
attempt has been made to telephone greater
distances, or to develop high power plio-

dynatrons. The maximum output of a

single tube which it has been possible to

control thus far is about 60 watts.

It has been found that a pliodynatron
in series with a suitable resistance is cap-

able of producing an aperiodic voltage am-
plification of 1,000-fold. To maintain this

amplification requires constant batteries and
continuous attention. A value of 100-fold

is, however, very easy to maintain. By
connecting two pliodynatrons in series a

total amplification of 10,000-fold has been
obtained. With this amplification it should

be possible to receive radiograms on an
aperiodic antenna.

[Ed note: Those interested in this article^ in

detail would do best to refer to the Proceedings
of The Institute of Radio Engineers, Vol. 6, No.
1, copy of which can be procured thru our Book
Department.!,

Television and the Telephot
{Continued from page 96)

makes use of a cathode tube, the wires 9 practically by means of a single light ray.
and 10 from the revolving mirror sender This idea was patented by Mr. Alf Sinding-
1 being connected to wires 9 and 10 which Larsen of Christiania, Norway. The idea
in turn go to an electro-magnet G. Wires is to have two mirrors vibrating at a dif-

Sender Receiver

^6

Fig. 5 Depicts the Sinding- Larsen Telephot. Two Mirrors Vibrating at Different Fre-
quencies Cut Up the Light Rays. These Light Rays Are Past Thru a Metallic Tube
Having Strong Reflecting Inner Surfaces. At the Receiver, the Light Rays Arer Past

Thru a Similar System as the Sender and the Picture is Thus Reconstructed.

11 and 12 from revolving-mirror sender 2

go to 11 and 12 which are also connected

to another electro-magnet H placed at right

angles to electro-magnet G. A pencil of

cathode rays is thrown upon the screen

in back of the tube, and this ray is influ-

enced by the electro-magnets H and G syn-

chronously to the revolving mirrors 1 and
2 of the sender. Consequently a picture

should be traced out on the screen of the

cathode tube point by point, and it is con-

ceivable that a perfect picture could be

readily obtained by this means. A con-

denser K is also arranged in the cathode

tube to steady the cathode rays, and for

certain other purposes which it is not nec-

essary to delve into in this article. This
is a particularly clever invention, but we
do not have any information on hand show-
ing if it has ever been tried in practise.

It certainly looks more promising than any
of the others, particularly as it requires

only four wires.

We must also mention a certain other

type of telephot which strictly speaking is

not a telephot at all in the ordinary sense

of the word because it does not transmit

pictures by electricity, but optically. It

shows how a picture can be transmitted

ferent frequency of vibrations, which mir-
rors cut up the light ray into its com-
ponents. For transmitting the pictures

directly, the inventor makes use of a nar-
row tube with strongly reflecting inner
surfaces which tube is arranged with its

rear opening behind the light orifice in the

transmitter. The optical system forming
the image is arranged in such a manner
that the rays form the individual image
points across one another at a very acute
angle. By this the inventor is enabled to

cause the light taken up in the mouth of
the tube to be transmitted thru the tube
without being materially weakened in its

passage to the other end of the tube and
the image surface of the receiver.

The synchronous movement of the mir-
rors is effected by coupling them in series

the electro-magnets serving to keep the
mirrors moving. Reference is made to
Fig. 5, where the sender and the receiver
are connected with the aforementioned re-

flection tube 5; 1 is an object lens of
the receiving station camera in which are
placed two mirrors 2 and 3. The mirror 2
oscillating very fast on an axis perpendicu-
lar to the plane of the drawing, while the
mirror 3 oscillates more slowly on an axis
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lying on the same plane and is perpen-

dicular to the axis of oscillation of mirror

2. By these means, the elements of the

image formed by the lens 1 are in suc-

cession following a continuous zig-zag line

transferred to the focus of a lens 4 placed

in the opening of the reflection tube 5, said

lens parallelizing the rays which meet the

image point. At the receiver two similar

mirrors 6 and 7 oscillating synchronously

with the mirrors 1 and 3 respectively, throw

the train of rays emerging from the re-

flection tube to the eye of an observer

as indicated. The synchronous vibration

of the respective pairs of mirrors is ac-

complished by ingenious means outside the

scope of this article. It becomes apparent

from this invention that by substituting

for the lens 4 some electrical means such

as a combination of selenium cell with a

revolving shutter, pictures may thus be
transmitted electrically without using re-

flection tubes such as are shown in 5.

In fact, a system of this sort was tried

some years ago by the Russian inventor

Szcepanich.
I Any reader interested in the aforegoing
patents, by sending a self-addrest envelop
to the author can ascertain the numbers
of the patents which have been discust

in this article. Most of these patents are

very ingenious, and contain a good deal
: of information on television which has
not so far appeared in print outside of the

patent office records.

RESEARCH AND ITS IMPOR-
TANCE TO HUMAN PROGRESS.

By Dr. W. R. Whitney
(Concluded from May Issue)

make a practical success.

ASMALL electric furnace was then de-
vised for baking the rods and this was
so arranged that the rate of rise of

temperature, the maximum temperature
reached and the duration of heat at any
temperature, was under control and was
also recorded. The desired result was ob-
tained and this work was thus finished. It

gave us a certain stock of knowledge and
assurance.
At that time a very similar problem was

bothering one of the engineering depart-
ments. Lightning arrester rods, part of the
apparatus for protecting power lines from
lightning, were needed. Their dimensions
were %x6 inches and they needed to have
a definite, but, in this case, low resistance,

and could apparently not be baked in a
porcelain kiln. The necessary variations in

such a kiln are so great that, in practise,
many thousand rods were repeatedly fired

and afterward tested to yield a few hun-
dred of satisfactory product. It was evi-

dent that regulation and control of tem-
perature was necessary. This was found
to be impracticable in case any considerable
number -were to be fired at one time, as
the heated mass was so great that the rods
near the walls of the retort received a very
different heat treatment from those near
the middle and were consequently electric-

ally different. This difficulty led to experi-
ments along the line of a heated pipe, thru
which the rods could be automatically past.
Some time was spent trying to make a prac-
tical furnace out of a length of ordinary
iron pipe, which was so arranged as to
carry enough electric current to be heated
to the proper baking temperature. Troubles
here with oxidation of the iron finally led
to substitution of carbon pipes. This re-
sulted in a carbon tube furnace, which is

merely a collection of six-foot carbon
pipes, embedded in coke powder to prevent
combustion, and held at the ends in water-
cooled copper clamps, which introduce the
electric current. By control of this cur-
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SEND NO MONEY
USE THESE ELECTRICAL BOOKS SEVEN DAYS

AT OUR EXPENSE
By merely filling in and mailing the coupon below you can get this complete set of the

Cyclopedia of Applied Electricity on trial. Pay only small shipping charges when they

arrive. Use these books for seven full days before you make up your mind whether or

not you want them. If you keep them, you may pay the special advertising price in easy

instalments of $2.00 a month. If you don't want them, you may send them back at our

expense and you won't be out a penny.

A MASSIVE ELECTRICAL LIBRARY— NOT HANDBOOKS
These seven splendid volumes contain all the knowledge you need in order to earn big money
in the electrical field. They are not thin handbooks, but thick, encyclopedia-size volumes,

handsomely bound in half morocco leather, gold stamped. Each one measures 7 by 10

inches, and is 2 inches thick.

This big size permits the use of large and comprehensive illustrations, plates, diagrams,

etc. Over 3,000 cuts are contained in the Cyclopedia's 3,500 pages.

The completeness of the Cyclopedia will be a revelation to you.

Everything electrical is explained in plain, simple English

—

every technical point is made clear. Each volume is carefully

cross-indexed for instant reference.

SOc a Week For this sum—an insignificant

one — this wealth of electrical

information is yours. But you don't have to send us a penny
until you have used the books for seven days. Then, if you
decide to keep them, send only $2.00 a month—50c a week—
until the special advertising price of $19.80 has been paid.

The regular price of these pay-raising books is $35.00.

Consulting Service Free
A year's Consulting Membership in the American Technical
Society—regular price $12.00—will be included with all or-

ders for a limited time. The advice of an entire corps of

electrical experts is yours to help you in your progress

—

for a whole year FREE!
t

Send No Money—Just the Coupon
See these books for yourself before you buy. Remem-
ber, you don't risk a penny or assume a single ob-
ligation. The books will be sent to any one within
the boundaries of the United States or Canada,
and they may be returned at our expense if they
fail to please. But you must act now ! This
generous offer cannot be continued indefinitely.

Send the coupon now. t

Read These Subjects
Elements of Electricity

—

Electrical Measurements
—Underwriters' Reauire-
menta—Theory. Calcula-
tion, Design and Con-
struction of Generators
and Motors — Dynamo-
Blectrlc Machinery

—

Lighting Machinery—Power Transmission

—

Electric Hallways—Power
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Batteries—Applied Elec-
tr»-Chemi»try — Electric
Elevators—Eleotric Weld-
ing and Heating — Wire
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WE ship you a new Oliver Typewriter
direct from the factory for five days
free trial. Keep it or return it. You

are your own salesman. If you keep it, pay
us at the rate of $3 per month. We offer

here the identical $100 Oliver for $49. So you
save $51. All by our new sales plan. This
is the same Oliverused by many of the big-

gest concerns. Brand
new — not second hand
nor rebuilt. Write today for

full particulars. Don't wait.

The OliverTypewriterCo.

676 Oliver Typewriter Bldg.

Chicago, 111. (763)

Convert Your Bicycle Into a Motor-Cycle

We sell you the motor complete
or furnish you with the finished
parts from which you can build
the motor yourself with few tools.

We send you the printed instruc-
tions with blue prints of the drawings for $.25 or
full particulars for 3-cent stamp.

STEFFEY MFG. CO., 5025 Brown St., Phila., Pa.

UNITED STATES CIVIL-SERVICE EXAMINATIONS

STENOGRAPHERS AND
TYPEWRITERS WANTED

MEN AND WOMEN
The United States Government Is in urgent need

of thousands of typewriter operators and stenogra-
phers and typewriters. All who pass examinations
for the departments and offices at Washington, D.
C, are assured of certification for appointment. It

is the manifest duty of citizens with this special
knowledge to use it at this time where it will be of
most value to the Government. Women especially
are urged to undertake this office work. Those who
have not the required training are encouraged to
undergo instruction at once.
Examinations for the Departmental Service, for

both men and women, are held every Tuesday, in
450 of the principal cities of the United States, and
applications may be filed with the Commission at
Washington, D. C, at any time.
The entrance salary ranges from $1,000 to $1,200

a year. Advancement of capable employees to
higher salaries is reasonably rapid.

Applicants must have reached their eighteenth
birthday on the date of the examination.
For full information in regard to the scope and

character of the examination and for application
blanks address the U. S. Civil Service Commission,
Washington, D. C, or the Secretary of the U. S.

Civil Service Board of Examiners at Boston, Mass.;
New York, N. Y. ; Philadelphia, Pa. ; Atlanta, Ga.

;

Cincinnati, Ohio ; Chicago, 111. ; St. Paul, Minn.

;

St. Louis, Mo. ; New Orleans, La. ; Seattle, Wash.

;

San Francisco, Cal. ; Honolulu, Hawaii : or San
Juan, Porto Rico. JOHN A. MclLHENNY,

President, U. S. Civil Service Commission,
Washington, D. C.

30 DAYS FREE TRIAL
and freight prmpmld on a new
1918 "RANGER" bicycle. Write
at one* for our big catalog and

Jf*v special offers. Take your choice
" ) from 44 styles, colors and sizes in the

famous "RANGER* 9
line.

Marvelous Improvements, Extra-
ordinary values in our 1918 price offers.
You cannot afford to buy without
getting our latest propositions
and Factory-to-Rlder prices.
Boys, be a "Rider Agent" and
malfe biff money taking orders for
bicycles and supplies. Get our

liberal terms on a sample to intro-
duce the new "RANGER".
TIRES, equipment, sundries and

everything in the bicycle line at
halj usual prices. Write Today.Ransor

electno
Lighted
Motorbike

[nCYCLE COMPANY
CHI) Dept. T -107, Chicago

MECHANICALLY RIGHT—A REAL LATHE
A Regular lathe, not a toy

Swing 4 Inches. 11 inches between cen-
ters. 17 inchea total length. Net weight
9 lbs. Snipping weight 13 lbs.
The bed of this lathe is machined.
Workmanship is first class throughout.
Lathe comes equipped with wood turn-
ing chuck. Lathe can be fitted with 3

inch face plate and drill chuck as special equipment. Order
one today. Price $4.80 cash with order.

SYPHER MFG. CO., DEPT. C, TOLEDO. OHIO

rent the temperature could be kept constant
at any point desired. When this was com-
bined with a constant rate of mechanical
feed of the air-dried rods of porcelain
mixture a good product was obtained. For
seven years this furnace has turned out all

the arrester rods, the number produced the
last year being over 100,000 units.

The electric furnace, consisting of the
carbon tube packed in coke, was a good
tool for other work, and among other
things we heated the carbon filaments for
incandescent lamps in it. We were actu-

ated by a theory that the high temperature
thus obtainable would benefit the filament

by removal of ash-ingredients, which we
knew the ordinary firing methods left there.

While these were removed, the results did
not prove the correctness of the theory,

but rather the usefulness of trying experi-
ments. It was found by experiment that

the grafite coat on the ordinary lamp fila-

ment was so completely changed as to per-

mit of a hundred per cent increase in the

lamp life, or of a 20 per cent increase

in the efficiency of the lamp for the same
life. This is the metallized, or Gem lamp.

Naturally, this work started a great deal

of other work along the lines of incan-

descent lamp improvement. At no time has
such work been stopt, but, in addition to it,

the new lines of metallic filament lamps
were taken up. In fact, a very large pro-
portion of our entire work has been done
along the line of .metallic tungsten incan-
descent lamps. In this way we have been
able to keep in the van of this line of manu-
facture.

The carbon tube furnace has been elabo-

rated for other purposes, so as to cover the

action under high pressures and in vacuo.
Particularly in the latter case a great deal

of experimental work has been carried

out, contributing to such as that connected
with rare metals. In such a furnace, ma-
terials which would react with gases have
been studied to advantage. Our experi-
ence with the metallized grafite led to

production of a special carbon for con-
tact surfaces in railway signal devices,

where ordinary carbon was inferior, and
suggested the possibility of our contribut-
ing to improvements in carbon motor and
generator brushes. On the basis of our
previous experience and by using the usual
factory methods, we became acquainted
with the difficulties in producing carbon and
grafite motor brushes with the reliability

and regularity demanded by the motor art.

Furnace firing was a prime difficulty. Here
again we resorted to special electrically

heated muffles, where the temperatures,
even below redness, could be carefully con-
trolled and automatically recorded. This
care, aided by much experimentation along
the line of composition, of proportionality

between several kinds of carbon in the

brush, etc., put us into a position to make
really superior brushes.

This carbon work naturally led to other
applications of the identical processes or
materials. Circuit breakers, for example,
are now equipt with a specially hard car- .

bon contact, made somewhat as motor
brushes are made.

FOR years we in the laboratory
worked in every conceivable way to

remove the last traces of gas from
incandescent lamps. We carefully de-
termined the effect of the last mole-

cule of every gas which could possibly

enter a lamp and some which could not.

As a result, Dr. Langmuir discovered the
hitherto unsuspected fact that a better

tungsten lamp can be made by filling the

bulb with nitrogen or argon. There had
been a long time when we felt we knew
with certainty that the vacuum was neces-.

sary. But there were relevant things we

did not know even then. New knowledge
changed the looks of things. During the

vacuum work I certainly lacked faith in

the beneficent effect of gases. Nature was
ready with the new facts when we made
suitable inquiry.

I remember also that after we had tried

to increase the resistance of our early tung-
sten filaments by introduction of rare

oxids and other material which we hoped
would remain in the filament when hot,

and had seen them distil out at the tem-
perature of operation, someone suggested
adding traces of such oxides for the pur-
pose of increasing the life of the filament.

It seemed a futile experiment, but the

traces served the new purpose, while
greater quantities had failed.

Why should we force new knowledge to

come by such difficult and circuitous routes?

Can we not train ourselves to be more ready
for it, more open-minded for its reception

and more stinted in our satisfaction with
present knowledge?

We seem to live in a rapidly changing
environment so far as Nature's laws are

concerned. Of a truth, we ourselves and
our conception of things, are the variables,

and when we have once realized this much,
there comes the possibility of directing our

hope and expectations, our visions and ex-

periments along what we may call a prag-

matic path. This means more care and
respect for the contents of the future.

Every chemist, even in his freshman days,

handles the identical substances with which
all material advances will be made. Be-
cause he cannot always handle them in the

ways of the advanced industry, he is led

to imagine that research is closed to him.

Yet so much useful pioneer work in all

fields has been done with simple material

equipment coupled with good mental equip-

ment, that it almost seems as tho this

was the rule. The telegraph and telephone

started with a few little pieces of wire

wound by hand with paper insulation. The
basic work on heredity was carried out by

an Austrian monk with a few garden
peas. The steam engine came from the

kitchen fire, and wireless from the tricks of

a little spark gap. There was, however, the

same general kind of mind behind each one
of these discoveries — the mind of the

inquisitive thinker.

When Professor Hertz was making ob-

servations which were based on the effect

of one spark gap on another at a distance,

and concluded that he was dealing with

electric waves in space, he was not trying

to improve the telegraph or telephone. He
was like an inquisitive child, making what
to him were interesting experiments. He
was well trained to observe, but otherwise

he was like a youth guided solely by the

interest in the new things he was finding.

When he had added to our knowledge the

few simple facts which he observed, the

results of trying things, he had laid the

foundation for a Marconi. His ability was
no accident, his service no unsought nor

unsupported thing. He had been trained by
Helmholtz, and all his life he was employed
in German universities to do pure research

work and to encourage others to do it

likewise. This is the important point.

The reason why we should take most
interest in this type of research is that it

most develops the people who support it.

The American manufacturers are probably

wise enough to measure the value of di-

rect attack on their specific problems, and
they will more and more effectually employ
men to solve them as men appear who are

competent. In this way much that is new
will be discovered, but not enough, nor of

the right kind. The discoveries in separate

industries are usually those of further re-

finement, or improvement. The natural ex-

Ynu benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" iilien .ivritinn to advertisers.
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tensions of present known paths, the more
or less obvious additions or economies,

these are the studies of the industries. By
industrial research as usually successfully

carried on, few new fields of human en-

deavor are likely to be opened up.

Therefore, one in America must do all

one possibly can to encourage that kind of

seeking after the new possibilities in nature

which may be called the fundamentals, the

truths of matter. Some call this "pure

scientific research." No matter what its

name, it is the learning by trial about the

things the Creator has put into our hands.

Gradually and continually we must learn

the new and ever-broadening uses. I say

this merely because this has been the path

by which civilization has thus far traveled

most successfully.

It is harder to produce high voltage low

wattage lamps as compared to lamps of

equal wattage for use on low voltage cir-

cuits, which is due to the fact that thinner

wires, which are used on the high voltage

circuits are harder to make.

BURNT-OUT LAMP CONTEST.
(Continued from page 92)

should be somewhat stronger. The negative

pole is the one upon which the small gas

bubbles appear, the other is the positive

pole.

Figure 6 shows a match holder or match

safe submitted by a gentleman residing at

911 Hancock St., Brooklyn, N. Y., who how-

ever, must remain nameless until next

month, being that he forgot to sign his

name to the letter. The illustration clearly

shows how this match holder is made. This

is some more work for our ladies, and

should prove rather an attractive idea. The
main thing to remember, however, is that

the sharp upper edge should be gone over

with a Bunsen burner or other hot flame to

take off the cutting edge. Otherwise "Pa-

Paw" is likely to throw it into the ash bar-

rel the first time he cuts his fingers.

Figure 7 shows an electric distiller or still

suggested by Mr. Robert Lindsay, 563

Brighton St., El Centro, Cal. The illustra-

tion in this instance also furnishes nearly all

details. A cork is inserted into the top part

of the burnt-out bulb and a glass tube is in-

serted in the cork. If the 110-volt current is

turned on, the water will become hot and
steam will soon be generated. Distilled

water is formed in the other vessel as

shown. Other liquids besides water can be

used.

Caution : No moonshining now, boys !

Figure 8 shows the idea of Solly Weit-
zer, 119 Lewis Ave., Westmount, Quebec,
Canada. It is an emergency fuse made
from the remains of a burnt-out lamp bulb.

It should prove quite attractive for our
many bugs. It seems such a simple idea

that it is surprising no one ever thought of

it before, until this Lamp Contest came
along. Then it went over the top with a

big whoop, almost a dozen contributors

duplicating this idea!

Two good ideas were submitted by Mr.
Carl Knutson, 8028 Coles Ave., Chicago,
111., and are shown in Figure 9. The first is

a rain alarm, the idea being to fill part of
the bulb with diluted sulfuric acid which
must come below the level of the two

ts1 ^ftamonth-socanYOO^ iu'v Men andWomen
Big Demand forDraftsmen
You can quickly qualify for a good position.

Study at home in spare time. We furnish drawing
outfit FREE and help you secure position when qualified. Our
graduates filling many fine positions as Draftsmen and Chief

Draftsmen. Tremendous demand for trained draftsmen at big

salaries with advancement assured. Government and industrial

concerns need thousands. Pleasant work; permanent positions.

Write today for free book, "DRAFTING, the Profession that Pays
and Promotes." Special offer to men subject to military service.

COLUMBIA SCHOOL OF DRAFTING
469 McLachlen Bldg. Washington, D. C.

"Don't telT

you never had a chance!
"Four years ago you and I worked at the same bench. We were

both discontented. Remember the noon we saw the International

Correspondence Schools' advertisement ? That woke me up. I

realized that to get ahead I needed special training, and I decided to

let the I. C. S. help me. When I marked the coupon I asked you
to sign with me. You said, 'Aw, forget it !

'

"I made the most of my opportu

since. You had the same chance

No, Jim, you can't expect more
money until you've trained

yourself to handle bigger
work."

There are lots of "Jims" in the

world— in stores, factories, offices,

everywhere. Are you one of them ?

Wake up ! Every time you see an

I. C. S. coupon your chance is staring

you in the face. Don't turn it down.

Right now over one hundred thou-

sand men are preparing themselves

for bigger jobs and better pay through

I. C. S. courses.

Yotl can join them and get in line

for promotion. Mark and mail this

coupon, and find out how.

nity and have been climbing ever

I had, but you turned it down.
TEAH OUT HERE *

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Box 6384 SCRANTON, PA.
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Q Gas Engineer
CIVIL ENGINEER
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ARCHITECT
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Answer Your Country's Call
1 The Government Is Calling

for experienced wireless operators and telegraphers. Prepare to serve
where needed the most—learn at home to be a proficient operator.« Telegraph f^L

For Learning

Wireless

and

Land Line Codes.

Outfit consists of a telegraph key, buzzer and three binding
posts, mounted on a finished base, 7 in. x 4J4 in.

The key has silver contact points and "click" for learning to

send messages in the Morse American Code. The buzzer repro-
duces the sound signals used in wireless.

The key may be used alone or with the buzzer, and two Outfits
placed at some distance apart can be operated for
sending and receiving practice. <fc .00
Price, complete with wiring diagram and code
chart

$2
Knapp Combination Wireless Outfit

For Learning

Sight and
Sound Signals,

Wireless and
Land Lines.

This Outfit is similar to the Knapp Buzzer and Key Outfit No. 405, with the
addition of a Lamp, Lamp Socket and Control Switch.

Two dry cells connected to the binding posts will produce the necessary bright
flash from the lamp, which is operated by the key for sight signalling; the Buzzer,
operated by the Key, gives the wireless sound signals ; while the Key, without
buzzer or battery, may be used for American Morse Code practice.

Two Outfits may be operated at

a considerable distance apart. ^\^^.50
Price, complete with wiring
diagram and code chart ....

$2
At All Leading Dealers

// your Dealer Cannot Supply you. Order Direct.

Write for free catalog of celebrated Knapp Motors and
electrical specialties from ioc up.

Knapp Electric& Novelty Co.

523 West 51st St. New York City

Knapp "Learnelectrics"
Complete Electrical and
Experimental Laboratory.
A choice collection of instruments,

materials and interchangeable parts.
together with
a very valu-
able

Instruction
Book,

by H. P.
Gorman.
A. I.E. E., pro-
fusely illus-
trated and
covering en-
tire subject,

S3. 25

DRAFTED MEN NEED THIS
for entering the SIGNAL or AVIATION BRANCH
of the army when being called to the Cantonment.

SPECIAL WAR RATES
Send stamp for catalog giving facts. Resident
classes open the entire year.
NATIONAL RADIO SCHOOL, 14th & U Sli., N. W.. Wa.hington. D. C.

^\ Navy Needs 1000 Operators Now

TYPEWRITER SENSATION
d*Q00 A Month Buys I Q—if-U

a Visible Writing ^ Ollllin
Perfect machine* only of standard size with keyboard of standard universal arrangement

—

* has Backspacer—Tabulator—two color ribbon—Ball Bearing construction—every operating
convenience. Five Days' Free Trial. Fully guaranteed. Catalog and special prioe sent free.

H. A. SMITH, 738-231 North Wells Street, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

protruding lead wires. It will be seen that

as soon as it starts raining, the electrolyte

will rise in the vessel which will establish

a good connection between two wires which
in turn will cause the rain alarm to ring.

The next idea shows an electrolytic inter-

rupter. It is made by utilizing a bulb as

shown, inverted and having the two lead

wires ground off smooth with the glass.

The two wires of the receptacle are joined
together and form the positive pole of the

interrupter ; the negative pole goes to the

lead strip screwed to the paraffined wooden
cover, and bent around as shown. The ves-
sel is filled with 5 parts of water and one
part of sulfuric acid. This makes a fair

electrolytic interrupter which, however, will

not last very long, as the active wires soon
give out, or the glass cracks due to the heat.

For short experimenting it will prove sat-

isfactory, however. It works on 110 volts

in series with any spark coil. No resistance

is required.

Figure 10 shows a deflagrating globe
which was suggested by Mr. Thos. W. Ben-
son, 1365 E. Carey St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Such globes are used extensively in chemi-
cal experiments as frequently described in

Experimental Chemistry in this magazine.

Figure 11 shows how to make a Florence
style flask as well as an Erlenmyer flask.

These were suggested by Mr. Paul De
Paolis, 20 William St., Geneva, N. Y. Nat-
urally, these flasks require large bulbs and
the 100 watt or larger variety of nitrogen
or Tungsten lamps lend themselves admir-
ably for this purpose. The illustrations

clearly show how the flasks are made. Ideas
along this line are quite profitable, being
that the glass of such bulbs is usually a
good grade, and the resulting flasks are not
of a bad kind at all.

Figure 12 shows a chemical retort made
from a 100 watt nitrogen lamp, and this

idea is along the same lines as that shown
in Fig. 11. Quite a good retort can be made
from a bulb of this kind, and we are quite

certain it will prove satisfactory to the

chemical experimenter. This idea is sug-

gested by Edwin J. Farmer, 621 S. Freedom,
Alliance, Ohio.

(This finishes our Contest for this month,
and we hope to have some new suggestions

for July.)
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EXPERIMENTAL CHEMISTRY
(Continued from page 114)

evident from this that the molecule is of

enormous size and exceedingly complex.

The oxyhemoglobin parts with its oxygen
wherever it finds compounds of carbon,

hydrogen, etc., ready to be oxidized, form-

ing with them carbon dioxid and water.

The products are carried back thru the veins

to the lungs, whence they are exhaled. The
system is in this way purified and the waste

is supplied by the digestion and assimila-

tion of food. The oxidation of food prod-

ucts, after assimilation, keeps up the heat

of the body as really as the combustion of

carbon or sulfur liberates heat. The aver-

age temperature in man is 37 deg. C. (98.6

deg. F.). Any excess of heat produces

perspiration or is changed into other forms

of energy. The maintenance of tempera-

ture at nearly a fixt degree is necessary to

health and life, but in disease the tempera-

ture of the body deviates to some extent

from the normal. In Asiatic cholera it is

sometimes as low as 25-26 deg. C (77-79

deg. F.), while in pneumonia it may rise

to over 41 deg. C. (106-107 deg. F.). Con-

siderably higher temperature than these

have been noted; but if this condition is

continued the blood corpuscles are. killed

and the person dies.
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Deoxidation in Plants.

Since carbon dioxid is so constantly

poured into the atmosphere, why is there

not more carbon dioxid and less free oxy-
gen in the air to-day than a thousand years
ago? The answer may be found in the

growth of vegetation. In the leaf of every
plant are thousands of little "chemical
laboratories." A single tree often has acres
of foliage surface exposed to sunlight and
air; carbon dioxid, diffused in small quan-
tities in the air, passes into the leaf, mainly
from the under-side thru the stomata, or
little mouths. (See vertical section of leaf,

Fig. 119.) Within the leaf, probably in the

green chlorophyll grains, it is decomposed
by the radiant energy of the sun. The re-

action supposed to take place is

:

6C0 2 + 5H 2 = C„ H 10O 5 + 120

Oxygen is given back to the air; starch

(Co Hw On) is retained in the leaf and is

transformed into sugar and cellulose, the
latter of which constitutes the fiber of the

wood and which has practically the same
symbol as starch or sugar, namely, Ce H™
O5, or a multiple of it. Carbon dioxid con-
tributes to the growth of plants. Oxygen,
to that of animals, and the constituents of
the atmosphere, vary but little from one
age to another. The compensation of na-
ture is here well shown. Plants feed upon
what animals discard, transforming it into

material for the sustenance of the latter,

while animals prepare food for plants.

Practically all the carbon in plants comes
from the carbon dioxid in the atmosphere.
Animals obtain their supply of carbon from
plants. The utility of the small percentage
of carbon dioxid in the air is thus seen.

Uses.

Carbonic acid gas is used for making
soda-water, and as a basis of mineral waters
and effervescing drinks of all sorts. It is

also used in bread making (causing the
dough to rise by its formation), and is

employed very extensively in alkali manu-
facture, for example, in sodium carbonate.
In chemical fire engines sulfuric acid is in
one tank and is let into another tank con-
taining sodium carbonate solution, thus rap-
idly liberating carbon dioxid, which is

forced on to the fire in its early stages.
Carbon dioxid is also used for refrigera-
tion.

Carbon Monoxid.
History

Lassone first discovered this gas about
1776. Priestly obtained it and named it

"Phlogisticatcd water," about 20 years after
Lassone. Lavoisier supposed it to be hy-
drogen. Cruikshank, in 1880, proved it an
oxid of carbon.
Names : Carbon monoxid ; carbon pro-

toxid ; carbonic oxid.

Occurrence.
Probably the gas carbon monoxid does

not occur naturally anywhere, except as a
product of combustion of coal with an in-

complete supply of air, and in furnaces
under like conditions. It may be easily
recognized in the combustion of anthracite
coal by its peculiar blue flame. Almost
identical with this formation of it, is the
one obtained by passing carbon dioxid over
red-hot charcoal .

COa + C = 2CO.

Preparation.

One way of preparing this gas is to act
upon oxalic acid (H 2 C2 00 with sulfuric
acid and heat. It will be seen that oxalic
acid, which is a solid, consists of H, C, and
and O in the exact proportion to form
water H 20, carbon dioxid C0 2 , and carbon
monoxid ( O. Heat alone will break up
the acid into these constituents, but sul-
furic acid aids in the operation and also
absorbs the water, leaving the two gases,

carbon dioxid and carbon monoxid, com-
pletely intermingled. Remembering the
affinity which carbon dioxid has tor soluble

hydroxides, we can separate it by passing
the mixture into a solution of sodium hy-
droxid, or of potassium, or of calcium
hydroxid.

C0 2 + CO + 2NaOH = Naa C0 3 + H 2 + CO

The carbon monoxid, being insoluble in

water, can be collected like hydrogen.
The gas can also be prepared by the

action of sulfuric acid on formic acid or
potassium ferrocyanid (KiFe (CN ) 8 ) , or

by heating certain oxides, as zinc oxid
or carbon dioxid, with charcoal.

H 2COa = H2 + CO
K,Fe (CN),, + 5H2SO, + 6H 2 =

2K 2S04 + FeSO« + 3 (NH 4 ),S0 4 + 6CO.
ZnO + C — Zn + CO.

The economical method and the one that

will yield the gas rapidly, is that involving
the heating of finely powdered potassium
ferrocyanid with eight or ten times its

weight of strong sulfuric acid, which re-

action takes place according to the second
equation above.
As soon as the reaction commences the

heat must be removed and the vessel cooled,

if necessary, in order to prevent too rapid
evolution of the gas. The water required
in the above reaction is derived from the

water of crystallization of the potassium
ferrocyanid and from the small quantity
in the commercial sulfuric acid.

Properties

(Physical) : It is a colorless gas.

It is very slightly soluble in water.
It is very poisonous, one per cent having

produced death.
It liquefies at 140 deg., 36 atmospheres,

and boils at —190 deg. It solidifies at

—199 deg.
(Chemical) : It unites with chlorin to

form carbonyl chlorid (COCl 2 ).

It combines with the hemoglobin of the
blood to form carbon monoxid hemoglobin,
a stronger compound than oxyhemoglobin

;

hence oxygen does not displace it and it

rapidly poisons. Its poisonous effects are
almost instantaneous, judging from deaths
resulting from inhaling water gas.

It is a non-supporter of ordinary com-
bustion, but red-hot carbon robs carbon
dioxid of half its oxygen to form carbon
monoxid in the presence of no free oxygen.

Uses.

Carbon monoxid is a diluent in water
gas and a reducing agent in ore reductions,

particularly iron. As a constituent of il-

luminating gas, it is sometimes used to
asphyxiate dogs and other animals.
The formation of CO and CO2 in a coal

stove

:

The fact that C02 is formed with abund-
ance of oxygen, and CO with a limited
amount, is well shown in a coal fire. (See
Fig. 120.) Air carrying plenty of oxygen
enters thru the draft, and carbon dioxid
is first formed at B.

C + 20 = CO a

But as this rises to the middle of the hot
coal, where oxygen is wanting, it gives
half its oxygen to the carbon and becomes
reduced to carbon monoxid.

C0 3 + C = 2CO

Here, carbon acts as a reducer, CO2 acts
as the oxidizer, CO as reduction product.
Reaching the surface D, however, where
there is plenty of oxygen, the CO becomes
C0 2 ,

burning with a blue flame.

CO + O = co 2

The danger of having the back draft A
closed when the stove door is open arises

from the unburned CO being forced into

the room, to be breathed by the occupants.

WANTED— Railway Mail Clerks

$75 lo $150 Month

Common Educa-
tion Sufficient

Sure pay.

Franklin Institute
Dept. P 102

Rochester, N. If".

Sirs : Send me. without
Lifp ink charge. (1) sample Railway Mail

J
rS> Clerk Examination questions; (2)

Pull unnec- schedule showing places of all com-
essary. . 'n& examinations; (3) list of other

/ government jobs now open, and (4) free
/ book describing them.

Big Money in Electricity
The electrical industries offer wonderful

opportunities to boys with a liking for Elec-

tricity. The salaries paid to trained men are

large, promotion comet rapidly and, best of

all, the work, is fascinating.

The discovery and development of new
tines (such as wireless telegraphy and tele-

phony), from time to time, promise attractive

and paying fields to those who wish to

specialize. The ivill to do and Special Train-

ing will bring success to you.

The International Correspondence Schools
can help you to become an expert in electrical

work, no matter what branch you like best.

Thousands of young men have already won
success through I C. S help. You can do
as well as anybody, if you try. Everything is

made so clear that you can learn in your
spare time, regardless of where you live or

what your work. No books to buy.

There's big money in Electricity. Get
after it by marking and mailing the Coupon
today. Finding out costs you nothing.

1 INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Box 5383. SCRANTON, PA.

Explain, without obligating ,

the position, or In tne sublet

ELECTRICAL ENGINE! H
M Electrician

p Electric Wiring
~J Electric Lighting
aElec.ric Car Running

Heavy Electric Traction

B Electrical Draftsman
Electric) Machine Ile.lgoer

Telegraph Expert
Practical Telephony
MECHANICAL EMIM iB
Mechanical Draftsman

P Machine Shop Practice
~~\ Gas Engineer
CIVIL ENGINEER

™ SurveyingandMapplng
MINE EOREM'N OR ENt.'R
MetallnrglBt or Proipeotor
STATIONARY ENGINEER
ARCHITECT
Arehluetnral Draftsman
I'Ll MBING AND HI i I 11"
Sheet Met»l Worker

e, how I can qualify for
before which I mark X.

D CHEMICAL ENGINEER
SALESMANSHIP
ADVERTISING MAN
Windo *v Trimmer
Show Card Writer

u Onrdoo' Sign Painter
3 RAILROADER
2 ILLUSTRATOR
H DESIGNER
BOOKKEEPER
Stenographer ami Typist
Cert. Pub. Accountant
Railway Accountant

B Commercial Law
GOOD ENGLISH
Common School Subjects
CIVIL SERVICE
Railway Mail Clerk
Textile Overseer or Snpt.
AGRICULTURE SpanUs
Navigator Q Germsi
Poultry Raising Kron-B
Automobiles lt«ll»r

Present
(

Occupation —
Street
and No
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Submarines, torpedoes, flying machines, machine guns, immense
howitzers, the British "tanks," and an untold number of other
products of American brains, are dominant factors in the Great
War. We are just starting, our—YOUR—ingenuity must lead to Victory.
Uncle Sam—the whole civilized World— is seeking ideas that will aid in the
fight. Can't you help with even ONE of thousands of simple things that will
win recognition—perhaps fortune for you?

The need is for inventions of peace, too. Never before was there such a
demand for new ideas of all kinds—never before have so many manufac-
turers, and other patent buyers, written me for good things protected by
OWEN PATENTS. There is, to-day, a market for thousands of ideas-
including YOUR'S. Write for my free booklet and see—read for yourself
the hundreds of requests recently received.

You incur no obligation by writing me. My advice costs nothing and I

make no charge for an opinion as to patentability of your idea. If my
opinion is favorable I will back it up by a Guarantee Contract which protects
you fully. If you want to sell your invention, I will help you, and will
advertise it, free of charge, in "INVENTION AND MANUFACTURING."
A simple request will bring to you at once, my four free books:—"SUC-

CESSFUL PATENTS," a 72 page guide telling how to proceed, gives refer-
ences, etc.; "STEPPING STONES" tells the truth about prizes for
inventions, gives hundreds of hints of inventions wanted, etc.; "PATENT
BUYERS" publishes over 400 requests of manufacturers and others who
want OWEN PATENTS, together with ideas they want; "PATENT PRO-
MOTION," tells you how to sell, why some inventors fail, discusses the
value of your idea, etc.

Write for these books to-day. I will send you a signed agreement that
will protect you before you disclose your invention.

RICHARD •B OWEN Pateiii Lamyer IF
16" Omen Bldo-VashinOtonD-C- 2Z76.» Woolmorth-BldQ5jem-York-

"The Book
the Inventor

KEEPS"
Worth more than
all other patent
books combined.
FREE.

Write

LACEY &.LACEY
131 Springer Bldg.
Washington. D. U
ttttotUhol idM

CanYou
think of a simple, practical

idea that will fill one of the many

'

requests we have on file for new
inventions? It may mean a fortune'

for you. Thousands of things are need-

ed right now. Your brains can help.

Send today for our great new book

—

"Inventions and Trade-Marks
Their Protection and Exploitation"

and learn more about mak
ing money from

ideas than

you ever

knew before. It tells

many things that are

wanted, too.

A postal will do

—

It is free

We Help Our
Clients

without charge to

get the dollars out
of their ideas—hav-
ing facilities none
others possess. Advice free

get the book at once.

AMERICAN INDUSTRIES, Inc.
215 Patent Dept. WASHINGTON, D. C.

Read
Invention and
Manufacturing

The best thing
printed for the man
who likes to "dab-
ble" with mechan-
ics, electricity,
chemistry, aero-
nautics. 10c a copy
from your news
dealer. Send us 25c
for 3 numbers.
Better still, a $1
bill for a year's
subscription — 12
issues.

Don't delay

—

PATENTS
THAT PROTECT AND PAV

Books and Advice Free
If you want to sell your patent, take It out through my
office. HIGHEST REFERENCES. BEST RESULTS.

WATSON E. COLEMAN, Patent Lawyer
624 F. Street, N. W. Washington, D. C.

EVERY INVENTOR
should have this book. "PATENTS AND
PATENT POSSIBILITIES." It is chock
full of ideas and practical advice, telling

what to invent and where to sell. Write
for your copy today. IT IS FREE.

I have requests for patents upon sound
inventions of all kinds. Can you help sup-
ply the demand?
My service In individual, prompt end effliteDt

114 rears experience). Every expedient Is em-
ployed to secure patents at least possible cost

H.S. HILL 804 McLachlen Bids, Washington, D.C.

FREE
BOOK- BULLETINS & ADVICE
REGISTERED, ATTORNEYS

LANCASTERw&ALLWINE

255 OURAY BLD'G, WASHINGTON, D. C.

Don't Lose Your Rights
We publish form? called "Evidence of Con-

ception" by which you can establish your rights

before sending the invention to anyone. It is your
best protection. We issue up-to-date bulletins of

improvements wanted; aid inventors to promote
their rights; render reliable opinions free of charge
and secure valuable patents and trade-marks on
reasonable terms. Personal service assured by our
Service Guarantee Contract. References:
2nd National Bank, Washington, The John P
Roth Packing Co., Cincinnati.

SIMPLY MAIL COUPON
LANCASTER & ALLWINE, 255 Ouray Rldg., WmbinEton, D.C.
Send me free book "Inventions—Patenting and

Promoting," Bulletins of Improvements Wanted
and blank form "Evidence of Conception." r

Name .

.

Address .

Edited by

In this Department we publish such matter as
is of interest to inventors and particularly to
those who are in doubt as to certain Patent
Phases. Regular inquiries addrest to "Patent
Advice" cannot be answered by mail free of
charge. Such inquiries are publisht here for the
benefit of all readers. If the idea is thought to
be of importance, we make it a rule not to
divulge details, in order to protect the inventor
as far as it is possible to do so.

Should advice be desired by mail a nominal
charge of $1.00 is made for each question.
Sketches and descriptions must be clear and
explicit. Only one side of sheet should be
written on.

TOY ENGINE.
(227) Howard Anderson, Torrington,

Conn., submits drawings of a toy armored
engine. The engine has also a certain
number of imitation machine guns set on
pivots, so that they can be turned in the
slots of the engine tower. Our advice is

asked if the combination is patentable and
of value.

A. We see nothing new contained in

this idea, nor do we think that a patent
can be obtained upon it, altho intrinsically

the idea seems to be good. It is one of
those things that, while good, cannot be
patented, because they are simply designs.
Of course a design patent could be ob-
tained upon a combination of this kind, but
we doubt if it would be of value.

AUTOMATIC LIGHTING SYSTEM.
(228) John R. Pell, Jr., Parkersburg,

W. Va., sends us an idea of an automatic
light scheme, the purpose pf the arrange-
ment being that when one lamp breaks or
burns out the circuit is broken ; this re-

leases the armature of an electro-magnet
which closes a contact, and in turn lights

another light. Our advice is asked.
A. This is a very ancient idea, and has

been used as far back as 1870, when the
first automatic arc lamps were invented by
Jablochkoff of Paris. It is also used at

present on certain automobiles to give
warning when the rear light should break
or burn out. Years ago, the Editor had
a system of this kind on the market work-
ing on the same principle which he termed
the "Tell-Tale Tail Lamp." This was on
the market in 1906.

INSULATOR.
(229) H. H., Glace Bay., Nova Scotia,

Can., has submitted drawings of a certain
insulator, whereby the wire can be attached
to the insulator without any additional
means. Our advice is asked.

A. This seems to be a very good idea,

except that if the insulator is made in porce-
lain there would be trouble with the two
screw parts, as porcelain does not lend

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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WHICH

GERNSBACK.

itself very well for threading purposes.
There is apt to be too much variation of
the thread in firing, and the thread for this

reason must be very coarse. If the insu-
lator can be made in a composition, such
as Electrose, etc., the idea would work out
to much better advantage. We think a
patent can be obtained on the idea.

FUSE.
(230) Alvin Messall, Colorado Springs,

Col., submits drawings and designs whereby
a fuse is incorporated right into the lamp
•socket, which idea he thinks would make it

possible for anyone to see just exactly
where the fuse had blown.
A. This is not a practical idea to our

mind, as it would necessitate too many
fuses which are not at all necessary. We
do not think that anyone would wish to
adopt a plan of this kind.

WAR AEROPLANE.
(231) J. A. Aniba, U. S. S. Gallup, sub-

mits an idea of a war aeroplane using a
new form of propulsion. The idea is to
use a boiler, and instead of water he pro-
poses alcohol. This is one of the main
features of the scheme.
A. We are afraid that such an aero-

plane, while it might leave the ground,
would be far too heavy, and the idea of
using alcohol instead of water we think
would be looked upon with disfavor by the
average aviator, at least at the present time.
We do not believe that such a boiler has
been far enough advanced to be used on an
aeroplane.

AUTOMATIC TELEGRAPH TRANS-
MITTER.

(232) Marius Zaayer, Boston, Mass.,
has noted a description of an automatic
telepraph transmitter in the Electrical Ex-
perimenter of October, 1916, page 404. He
fails to see how we come to the conclusion
that such a time-saving device, in order to
be patentable and marketable, should cost
only five to ten dollars. This is in criticism
of our Patent Advice in a recent issue of
the Experimenter.
A. Our advice given at that time was

merely from a manufacturing standpoint,
and we still insist that if the instrument
should be a success from an amateur stand-
point, it must sell cheap. Of course, the
advice which we gave was meant for an
amateur instrument, not for a commercial
instrument, such as was described in our
October, 1916, issue.

_
Our correspondent also desires all pos-

sible information about automatic keyboard
transmitters of this kind.

A. We respectfully refer him to a patent

Your Ideas May Bring Wealth 'If Patented.
Always a Demand for Valuable Inventions.
Now is the time to patent a meritorious invention. We are
constantly receiving letters from manufacturers and investors
who are interested in new devices and specialties that are pro-

Mr. e. umeT.»ert tecteci by patents secured through us, and can be turned into

money through proper handling. The shortage of labor has increased a demand
for inventions in all lines of manufacture and agriculture, and

Uncle Sam Wants New Inventions to Help Win the War
You should write us today for a free copy of our 104-page book "How to Obtain
a Patent and What to I nvent," and should at the same time send us a sketch, model
of photograph with written description of your invention for our This Book

FREE OPINION AND ADVICE is FREE
If we report favorably on your invention, we will send you our Certificate and Evidence
of Conception of your invention which may prove of value and assistance to you. Our
Credit System will enable you to file your application and proceed without delay.
Patents secured by us are advertised, at our expense, in Popular Mechanics Magazine.
To protect yourself you should write for our free book and submit your invention

to us today.

TALBERT & TALBERT, Patent Lawyers
(Successors to Talbert & Parker)

42Krt
Washington, D.C. safe

PATENTSIS
New efficiency in patent service! Report
on your Invention In two days or less. No ,

longer than 10 days to prepare your case
|

for filing. Get the benefit of my new per-
Bonal-service plan. Send sketch of model

'

for prompt search and report. My new 90-page Patent
book FREE! It's "different." Send a postal today.
George P. Klmmel. 88-F Oriental Bldg.. Washington, DC

HI
rvice ! Report

or No dfiulHRi
•are your case MjP^M
1 my new per- m| ^&kt"

Patents,Make Your Ideas Pay
Hundreds of inventions are
sold yearly. We help market yours
without cost. Send sketch for free opinion.
Book and suggestions sent on request.
Prompt service. Best results.

A. M. BUCK & COMPANY
205 2nd National Bank Bldg., WASHINGTON, D. C

TENTS WANTED
^TRADEMARKSanJ COPYRIGHT^

I/ar^esi Riieni Firm
in ihe World J

SPECIAL
OFFER

Before sending ynur invention to any attorney or
manufacturer nr disclosing your invention, write

for our free blank form PROOF OP CONCEPTION
n order to protect your invention and secure your

rights. This should be signed and witnessed and re-
turned to us, together with a model or sketch and de-

scription of your invention, and we will give a FREE
OPINION as to the patent ability of the invention. If we

report the invention patentable we will furnish a Certificate
of Patentability.

This Certificate of Patentability, together with our blank form
Proof of Conception will protect the inventor and serve as proof
of the Invention until the case can be filed in the U. S. Patent v; c tor j Evans

OBTAINING ASSISTANCE FOR INVENTORS-Our certificate is of great as-

sistance to inventors who require financial aid to obtain patents

OUR FIVE BOOKS MAILED FREE
(See Coupon Below)

to any address. Send for these books—the finest publications ever issued for free distribution.

HOW TO OBTAIN A PATENT WHAT TO INVENT
Our illustrated eighty-pa^e Guide Book is a Book
of reference for inventors and contains 100 mechan-
ical movements, illustrated and described. Tells how

to invent for profit.

Contains a valuable list of inventions wanted and
suggestions concerning profitable fields of inventions;
also information regarding prizes offered for Inven-
tions amounting to ONE PVIILLION DOLLARS

LIST OF PATENT BUYERS
Contains requests from manufacturers, mail order houses and promoters for

patents secured by us and suggestions as to New Ideas they wish to purchase.
We place our clients in touch with capital free of charge. We have recently
received over 300 requests from manufacturers.

MILLIONS IN TRADE-MARKS
Shows the value of Trad a-Marks and information regard-

ing unfair competition
We advertise Our Cllenti' Inventions Free in a list of Sunday news-
papers, in manufacturers' journals and in World's Progress. Sample
Copy Free. We save you time and money in securing patents. After

the patent is granted we assist you to sell your patent.

WANTED NEW IDEAS
FREE COUPON!

• VICTOR J. EVANS
I PATENT ATTORNEYS

& C O.
New York Offices:

1001 to 1007 Woolworth Bldg.
Pittsburg Offices:
514 Empire Bldg.

Philadelphia Offlott>
1429 Chestnut St.

Main Offices: 779 Ninth Street, N.W., Washington, D. C«

Name Addremt
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WIRELESS SALE
On April 6th of last year, when war was

declared, we had made preparations to

give our patrons wonderful service and
had acquired an enormous stock of our
most popular wireless instruments below
mentioned. We desire to reduce this

stock to the extent of $5,000, still retain-
ing a big reserve when the wireless sta-

tions reopen. To accomplish this, we have
just slaughtered the prices. Remember
that during the past year wireless keys
and everything electrical has increased
tremendously and it is an absolute cer-
tainty that wireless instruments manu-
factured when the war is over will sell at
greatly increased prices. The demand
will be so terrific that thousands will have
to wait months for their instruments.
Many are now getting their stations
ready. This is your opportunity. When
this stock is adequately reduced no fur-
ther orders will be accepted and remit-
tance will be returned.

Regular Special
Price Price

No. 63X01 Sayville Rotary Gap. .$12.00 $7.75
No. A37X88 Type "B" Sayville
Rotary Gap 12.00 7.75

2 Point Anchor Gap 60 .38
Navy Type Receiving
Transformer 17.50 13.50

No. 1091 Arlington
Transformer 7.50 5.75

No. 1092 Arlington
Transformer 6.50 4.95

No. 7721 Rec. Trans 5.75 3.75
Any of the combined Trans-
mitting and Receiving Sets on
pages 90 to 95 of catalog 11
(Also listed in earlier editions
of catalog) Special discount
20%.

No. A504 Detector 95 .75
No. A60X12 Detector 55 .35
No. A676 Crystal Detector
Stand 1.00 .70

No. A7712 Crystal Detector
Stand 1.75 1.25

No. 40X01 Standard Detector . . 1.25 .85
No. 71X18 Rec. Trans 5.25 3.00
No. A7728 Loading Coll 2.25 1.50
No. 61X08A Mascot Tuning

Coil 2.00 1.50
No. 61X10 Tuning Coil 3.35 2.75
No. A520 Jr. Loose Coupler .... 3.75 2.55
No. A500 Jr. Detector 75 .50
Parts for No. A7721 Loose
Coupler 4.00 2.50

Parts for No. 71X18 Loose
Coupler 3.25 2.50

Send 8c in stamps or coinjor big_300 page Electrical
and Wiralass Catalog. "'Not sent otherwise.

WILLIAM B. DUCK COMPANY
23^-232 Superior Street

TOLEDO, OHIO

attorney for search in the Patent Office for
patents of this class. A search of this kind
can be made for a few dollars by any
reputable patent attorney.

GAS GUN.
(233) H. W. Seeley, Bridgeport, Conn.,

claims that he has experimented for some
time with what he terms a "Gas Gun." The
cannon is supposed to be built of brass or
steel and is to be fired with gas. Certain
other information is given as to how to
operate the gun, as well as other various
details. He also claims that with such a
gun he has hurled objects with considerable
force for fairly long distances, but he ad-
mits that of necessity he used a very small
gun. Our advice is asked.

A. In view of the fact that late advices
from Germany thru Swiss sources mention
that the famous 74-mile gun which the
Germans used in shelling Paris are sup-
posed to be using gas, our correspondent's
idea seems feasible. How practical such
a device is, is not known to us. Until the
German came along no one ever spoke of
gas guns, but there is a good chance that

there might be something in an idea of this

kind. We would advise our correspondent
to proceed cautiously, and have a thoro
patent search made before applying for
patent.

AUDION.
(234) E. F. Johnson, Waseca, Minn.,

thinks he can use an A. C. current step-

down transformer in connection with an
Audion. He shows several schemes to be
used in connection with the idea.

A. We think it is impossible to use
A. C. current in connection with such a
sensitive device as an Audion, as we are
almost certain that a loud hum will result

in the telephone receivers, and we doubt
if the same can be overcome entirely to

make the operation of the instrument suit-

able. Furthermore, no matter what arrange-
ment is used in connection with the trans-
former, the constantly changing potential of
the line is certain to interfere with the
operation of the Audion. Everytime some-
body down the line turns on a number of
lights there is a disturbance along the en-
tire circuit, which will certainly manifest
itself in the Audion.

AN ELECTRIC AEROPLANE
SHOOTING GALLERY.
(Continued from page 77)

pathway, the target being preferably in the

form of a miniature aeroplane as here illus-

trated.

In the front portion of the gallery there
is arranged a shooter's stand and in the

rear are traveling targets adapted to be
shot at by the shooters or gunmen stand-
ing on the stand. The shooter's stand is

preferably in the form of an aeroplane
suspended in mid-air and adapted to rock
from side to side. The lower wing of the
stand forms a floor for the shooters to

stand on and a set of steps lead to the end
portions of this floor so that the shooters
can board the "aeroplane" readily.

Various mechanical means may be em-
ployed for suspending the shooter's stand
and for imparting a - rocking thereto, for
instance, as shown in the drawings, the
floor on which the marksmen stand is hung
at its ends on upwardly extending rods,
connected at their upper ends with the
cranks attached to crank shafts journaled
in suitable bearings arranged on brackets and
attached to an overhead beam extending
along the ceiling of the gallery. The crank
shafts are provided with bevel gear wheels
meshing with a second set of bevel gear
wheels secured on a shaft driven by an
electric motor. When the motor is run-

ning then a rotary motion is transmitted
by the gearing described to the shaft and
cranks, whereby a rotary motion is given
the links and imparting a sidewise rocking
motion to the shooter's stand, as will be
readily understood by reference to the illus-

tration.

The rear of the suspended stand is pro-
vided with propellers driven by a sprocket
wheel and sprocket chain mechanism from
an electric motor mounted on the floor, and
the propellers are preferably inclosed in

a wire netting protector. When the motor
is running a rotary motion is thus given to

the propellers, whereby an air current is

induced in a lengthwise direction, produc-
ing a very realistic aeroplane effect to the
shooters standing on the floor as well as

to the onlookers in front of the shooting
gallery.

Each of the miniature aeroplane targets

is provided on top with an eye detachably
engaging the return bent end of a holder,

in the form of a rod provided with a
flanged wheel, traveling in an endless slot

formed in the target background extend-
ing across the gallery in the rear of the

targets. The rear end of each holder is

attached to an endless traveling sprocket
chain passing around a series of sprocket
wheels located in such a position as to

guide the sprocket chain along the slot as

is readily understood. A suitable electric

driving motor is connected with one of
the sprocket chain shafts to impart a trav-
eling motion to the chain and targets.

As the marksmen hit the aeroplane tar-

gets they can thus be easily replaced by
an attendant located at one side of the
target rack, as they are only hooked on
any of the slowly moving shafts.

To give a truly realistic effect to the
whole affair the inventor mentions that a
moving cloud panorama can be flashed on
the target board, so that the resemblance
to the "real thing" will be greatly height-
ened thereby. Also it is not necessary to

have the shooting gallery in the open; it

can be very effectively placed in an en-
closure so that a moving earth panorama
can be projected on the floor between the
plane and the target.

A 100-MILE ELECTRO-MAGNETIC
GUN.

{Continued from page 81)

has a possible range of 90 to 100 miles
when properly designed and elevated to a
maximum range angle of 45 degrees. The
principle of the electro-magnetic gun is

best understood by reference to the line

drawing here shown. Prof. Kristian Birke-
land, inventor of the gigantic solenoid
gun mentioned, his patent being dated
March 15, 1914, tried out a simple experi-
ment to prove that his design was feasible

and practical. This experiment was made
with a single magnetic solenoid or coil

weighing about 24 lbs., and having the
dimensions given in sketch. Here is what
he found : With a current of 230 amperes
sent thru the solenoid, the iron rod was
sucked in and propelled with a magnetic
pull of 170 lbs. The heat generated in the
coil at the end of one second was not so
great but that the solenoid would have
safely withstood ten times as heavy a cur-
rent for one-tenth second, in which event
the force acting upon the rod would be
about 1700 lbs. per square inch. If instead
of an iron rod a body made up of coils

thru which a current is past is made use of,

the magnetic suction of the solenoid may
be vastly increased, points out Prof. Birke-
land.

As an introductory explanation reference
may be made in this connection to one of

(Continued on page 134)

Build a Model of this Curtis; Mili-
tary Trartor u ted in the U. S. Army

Model War Aeroplane!
It'seasyl With "IDEAL" Accurate Scale Drawings and
Instructions you can build a 3-foot Model Aeroplane that looks
like a real one and that will rise from the ground by its own
power and fly 60 to 100 feet. It's great patriotic sport, and you
can learn a lot about Aeroplanes and how they fly. Send for
the Drawings and Instructions for the one you want to build

Curtiss Military Tractor

Bleriol Monoplane

Nieuport Monoplane

Taube Monoplane

25c
EACH

(8 for $1.76)

"IDEAL" Aeroplane Construction Outfits,
containing all parts and material needed to
build these Aeroplanes, are sold by Leading
Toy. Sporting Goods and Department Stores,at
$4.00 to $7.00. Ask your dealer for "IDEAL"
Aeroplane Construction Outfits. Send for
free List of Stores which sell theBe Outfits.

Send 5c For This Catalogue
Tells about Model Aeroplanes and what you

ith. 48 pages of useful
ents for it right away

IDEAL AEROPLANE & SUPPLY CO.
76-82 West Broadway, New York

Wright Biplane

Curtiss Hydroplane

Curtiss Flying Boat

Cecil Peofi Racer

Yo u benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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Amateurs! Experimenters!! Opportunity Extra-Ordinaire!

Size of machine l9</2 x 9J/2 x 8J/2 . Net weight 18 lbs.

TAPE RECORDER AND PERFORATING MACHINE
This is a standard commercial, large size, perforating,

telegraph recorder. It is exactly the same machine as
used by the Western Union and Commercial Telegraph
Companies in their main offices. This machine requires
a double contact (back stop) telegraph key and a few
batteries. Pressing the key operates in turn the two sets
of powerful electro-magnets, which on their part operate
the two ratchet wheels. These then operate two plungers
which punch the holes in the tape. By sending Morse
code, the holes are punched in a certain manner. Then
by feeding the tape back thru the machine and by arrang-
ing two brass contact Angers, the tape will spell out dots
and dashes by means of a buzzer.
This machine has a truly wonderful spring motor. It Is absolutely

silent and has a centrifugal regulator speed-adjuster and stop arrange-
ment. At the highest speed the motor runs 13 minutes, at the slowest
speed 65 minutes continuously. Over all dimensions of machine are
19y2 x 9V2 x 8y2 . Diameter of holes punched 1/10". The width of
paper tape is Aluminum reel 6%" dia. The magnets measure
IV2" dia. and are 1%" high. The net weight of the machine is 18 lbs.

Our ills, shows machine with cover removed to show motor. The

small insert shows the beautiful tandem electro-magnet arrangement,
the ratchet wheels and perforating equipment. All wood work is solid
mahogany. USES
What you can do with this beautiful machine

:

1ST—USE IT AS A PERFORATING MACHINE
2ND—AS A REGULAR MORSE REGISTER
3RD—AS A SPECIAL REGISTER
4TH—AS A TELEGRAPHONE

We furnish Blue Prints and full Directions to make all the
above apparatus using the recorder. We also furnish 3 paper
reel tapes, standard size.

A similar machine is listed at $100.00 in the catalog of tne Western
Electric Co. We bought these machines cheap thru auction, hence the
ridiculously low price. AND EVERY MACHINE IS BRAND NEW, has
never been used, and is in perfect working order—or money back.
IT COST ITS ORIGINAL OWNERS $70.00.
We have not a very large quantity of these machines on hand. This

is your one chance—you will never see such a bargain as long as you
live—we are quite certain of it.

The size of the machine being 191^ x 9% x 8%. the
net weiuht 18 lbs. (shipping weight 30 lbs.), make it
necessary to ship it by express or freight. We guaran-
tee immediate shipment within 24 hours after receipt
of remittance. Order at once—today—so you won't re-
giet. If you live far away you can make telegraphic
reservation. In this case we will hold one or more
machines awaiting your remittance.
Send for free circular describing this machine fully.

Price as described

complete

$15.00

I

s

I

I

i

« ELECTRO" LOUD-TALKER
We present herewith two little instruments for which we have had a long and

persistent demand.
This outfit has been gotten up solely for the Experimenter and for this reason

we are selling it "Knocked Down." In other words, the instruments come all
ready for you to assemble, all the parts, screws, nuts, washers, etc, being
furnished. Complete directions how to assemble accompany each set. With
a pair of pliers and a screw-
driver, the outfit can be
readily put together in less

than twenty minutes.

The most important point
is that the telephone re-
ceiver spool comes already
wound complete, and the
Experimenter will, there-
fore, not need to wind his
own spool.

The outfit when assembled
comprises a highly sensitive
CARBON BALL MICRO-
PHONE with carbon dia-
phragm of exactly the same
type as is used with our
$15.00 Detectlphone. (See
our Cat. No. 19.)

The "Back Plate" which
holds the carbon balls has
five cup shaped polished
depressions, each accom-
modating about twelve to
fifteen of the special carbon
balls furnished in a bottle.

The receiver is our No.
1024 style with the differ-
ence that no magnet li

used in the same for the
reason that the function ef

CEK205

this instrument is electro magnetic, the same as all loud-talking phones.

The spool is wound with special enamel wire for five ohms, standard with our
Detectiphone.

This instrument works best on two dry cells, and particular attention is
called to the fact that in order to work, the loud-talker requires a fairly heavy
current and for that reason thick wires must be used for connecting the trans-
mitter with the loud-talker. If this is not done, the voice will be weakened
considerably. If no heavy wire is at hand, more batteries must be used to
compensate.

With this instrument no switch is required; if one is through talking all that
is necessary is to lay the transmitter face up, which automatically cuts out
the current.

USES: This instrument can be used to transmit phonograph music from one
room to another; used as a Detectiphone; as a Radio Amplifier; as a telephone
extension (by placing the regular telephone receiver against the sensitive trans-
mitter with the loud-talker. If this is not done, the voice will be weakened
at a distance: for salesmen to talk "through" window (Loud-Talker outside in
street, microphone transmitter for salesman, talking into same) ; for restau-
rants for talking to the chef, and a hundred other uses. Many young experi-
menters are developing a lucrative business selling this appliance to various
merchants at a good profit.

Outside of the two instrument parts, one three foot cord is furnished with
sensitive microphone as shown. Blueprint, instructions, etc., are furnished.

No. AEK204
complete

No. CEK205 "Electro
that It is already assembled and tested at factory. Set complete

'Electro" Loud-Talker Outfit Parts "Knocked Down,'
.$1.50

$3 50
Shipping weight 2 lbs.

Immediate Shipments

THE ELECTRO IMPORTING CO.
See also our full page ad on page 73.

231 FULTON ST., N. Y. C.

"Everything for the Experimenter"

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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SKND PI( TIRES

ELECTRICITY -

This latest sensation In elec-

trical advancement—marvel of
today, necessity of tomorrow,
affords wonderful entertain-
ment. Affords instruction in
the coming science. You can
send pictures of your friends
by electricity over telegraph
wires or by wireless. Picture
in this advertsement was sent
and received by this system.
Electrical experts and scien-

tists have declared the Leish-
man Electrical Picture Trans-
mission System is the marvel
of the age. See article December issue.

Write today for descriptive folder

L. J. LE1SHMAN COMPANY Dept.T, Ogden Utah

Hie first Electrical Roj)T

WITH this new Electrical Wonder you get the

pleasant effect of a massage and a shave at

the same time. This razor is on the market
and we are shipping all points in the United States

and South America.
This device can be used without electricity like the

ordinary safety razors, but is supposed to be used

with alternating current. The blade moves 7200 times

per minute and actually cuts the hair without pulling.

Price $ 1 0.00.

Vibrating Electric Razor Co., Omaha, Neb.

TYPEWRITERS
ALL MAKES. SAVE $25 TO $50

on rebuilt by the well-known "Young Process "

Sold for low cash—installment or rented
Rental applies on purchase price. Writ* ful

full details and guarantee. Free trial

Young Typewriter Co., Dept. 652, Chicago

A 100-MILE ELECTRO-MAGNETIC
GUN.

{Continued from page 132)

the small line drawings herewith, showing
a simple three coil electro-magnetic gun,
and undoubtedly the reader will then be
able to grasp, with the aid of the following
explanatory remarks, about how the vari-
ous inventors of the electro-magnetic guns
intend hurling their projectiles at the
enemy with astonishing rapidity and ac-
curacy.

For the sake of simplicity, we may con-
sider that but three electro-magnetic coils

are in use as at 1, 2 and 3 along the gun
barrel. It may be said that invariably
such a gun barrel should have an inner
lining of brass or bronze, so that the pro-
jectile which is usually made of a magnetic
material (such as iron or steel), will not
bind within the barrel. The barrel proper
can be made of iron properly divided, but
an all-brass barrel is common. Now con-
sider that the three magnet coils, 1, 2 and 3,

are connected up to a switch as shown.
If, then, an iron projectile is placed in the
position A, and the current caused to flow
thru the coil 1, the electro-magnetic field of
force set up within the gun barrel will

tend to pull the projectile forward in the
direction of the arrow. It should be men-
tioned before going further that the iron
barrel (if used) of the cannon or gun is

divided up into several distinct sections

so as to localize and intensify the magnetic
pull on the projectile at each new impulse.

When the projectile has reached the
position of coil 1 the control switch is

moved so as to cut out coil 1 and to con-
nect coil 2 into circuit. If this is done
quickly the projectile will have been sucked
forward on a line with coil 2. The opera-
tion is again repeated and the switch is

moved so that coil 3 will be put into the
circuit and coils 1 and 2 opened. Thus
the projectile will again be pulled forward
to section 3, and at the instant it reaches
the center of the final coil the current is

cut off and the momentum acquired by the

projectile is relied upon to carry it on and
out of the muzzle of the gun at B.

In one of the illustrations there is shown
a probable development of a large electro-

magnetic field gun mounted on a massive
iron frame-work fitted with large cater-

pillar wheels, as observed, so that it is

mobile enough to be quickly hauled from
one place to another on the battlefield or
for siege purposes. When used for port-

able requirements it will invariably be
necessary, if such guns are ever adopted, to

provide a complete portable electric, gen-
erating plant as is shown in the picture.

This would comprise a powerful gasoline

engine direct connected to a suitable elec-

tric dynamo.
Some idea of the probable size of such

guns may be obtained when it is stated that

one of the best designs ever worked out
on this principle, and due to Prof. Birke-
land, has a barrel 90 feet in length. The
projectiles used in this gun would be about
9 feet long and have a diameter of 19

inches. Also to gain the maximum mag-
netic pull by this arrangement it is recom-
mended that the projectile be wound with
coils of wire so as to be electro-magnet-
ically reactive in conjunction with the
regular magnetic disc coils placed along the

barrel of the gun as perceived. It is esti-

mated that the shells would have to leave

the gun barrel with a velocity of 4,000 ft.

per second. In order to facilitate the pas-
sage of the projectile thru the barrel of the
gun with the least friction we strongly
suggest that suitable lubrication be pro-
vided by means of grease or oil cups placed
along the barrel at intervals ; these may be
observed in our illustration.

It must be remembered that these guns
would not heat to any appreciable extent
and not at all compared to the heat pro-
duced in the modern high powered guns
using explosive charges of powder. Due
to this and other obvious reasons such a
gun as this can fire a great number of
larger caliber shells per minute, possibly

LEARN THE CODE
WITH THE OMNIGRAPH
The Omnlgraph Automatic Transmitter will teach you the Continental and the Morse Codes, at home, in half the usual
time and at the least possible expense.

The Omnigraph, connected with Buzzer or Sounder, will send you unlimited Wireless or Morse Code messages, by
the hour and at any speed you desire. Invaluable also for practice with the Morse Light, allowing you to quickly
master the Blinker system as used in the U. S. Navy.

We offer the Omnigraph as a positive success and with the strong-
est of endorsements. It has been adopted by the U. S. Government,
Department of Commerce, and is used to test all operators applying
for Radio licenses. Other Departments of the Government use it

for instruction purposes and a large number of the leading Universities, Colleges,
Technical and Telegraph Schools throughout the U. S. are satisfied purchasers of
the Omnigraph. Thousands of individuals have quickly learned with it.

If you expect to enter the Government service, a knowledge of Telegraphy before

enlistment will be of invaluable benefit to you, and may mean quick promotion.

Major J. Andrew White, Chief Signal Officer, American Guard, Acting President,
National Wireless Association, Editor, The Wireless Age, says : "The prominent train

ing schools for the past 12 years have found the OMNIGRAPH the one real helper
that turns out finished men. The TJ. S. Government finds the OMNIGRAPH so
practical, it places a large number of new machines in use every year."

THE MARCONI INSTITUTE says : "Automatic transmitters for code instruction have been successful, the particular advantage being the uni-

formity of sending which the student imitates and adopts in his own transmitting. Among the prominent Automatic transmitters are the Wheatstone
and the OMNIGRAPH." The OMNIGRAPH sells at a popular price and is within the reach of all.

If you are a beginner, it will make you an operator in the shortest possible time.

If you are already an operator, the OMNIGRAPH will make you a better one.

Send for free catalog describing 3 different models—$8.00 to $20.00—or order direct through your Electrical Dealer. We sell the Omnigraph under
the strongest of guarantees—you must be satisfied or your money back.

THE OMNIGRAPH MFG. CO., 37-39 Cortlandt St., New York
How did you learn to talk? By listening. JUST LISTEN,—THE OMNIGRAPH WILL DO THE TEACHING

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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fifty to seventy-five shells in one minute.

It will be seen from the foregoing that

such a discharge of 19-inch two-ton shells,

each of which contains a 1,000 lb. high ex-

plosive powder charge, would serve to

quickly rout the enemy, no matter how
well he might be entrenched or ensconced

behind fortified embankments. A rain of

such monster shells would batter down al-

most any fortification whether natural or

built by man.

A method is suggested in the illustration

of this electro-magnetic gun whereby a

constant supply of shells for rapid firing

can be always maintained before the open

breach of the gun. The shells might be

hoisted by means of a gasoline engine and
run on the platform at the left and then

allowed to slide by gravity down the in-

clined chute. As fast as one of the shells

is sucked into the breach of the gun barrel

it is followed by another one right after

it successively. It is easily possible to

have means of firing the shells as far

apart, in respect to time, as is deemed ad-

visable, of course. The electric current

supplied thru the coils along the gun bar-

rel can be controlled thru a suitable switch

by the man aiming the gun and who may
be located alongside of the breach of the

monster as indicated in our illustration.

The second large electromagnetic gun il-

lustrated in the line drawing is a design sug-

gested by Mr. Paul T. Kenny, a New York
electrical engineer. This basic design prin-

ciple is similar to Prof. Birkeland's, name-
ly, to apply a very large electric current

to the magnet coils surrounding the gun
barrel for a fraction of a second, or in

other words to create an enormous mag-
netic suction to act on the projectile before
the magnet coils have had time to heat up,

time being one of the factors governing the

heating effect in any case. The shorter

the time the current is on, the less the

amount of heat produced. Thus does it

become possible to overload the coils on
the magnetic gun 10 to 12 times their nor-
mal current carrying capacity, and as

pointed out before to thus realize a cor-
responding increase in the strength of

magnetic field produced.

Mr. Kenny says that he offered it to the

United States Government in 1908, and
proposed to throw a shell ninety miles,

from New York to Philadelphia, to prove
what it could do, but his offer was refused,

on the ground of "no appropriation." Sub-
sequently Mr. Kenny went to Berlin, where
he was associated with Ambassador Gerard,
and in 1913 he submitted his invention to

the German military authorities. The lat-

ter acknowledged its practicability and
asked him to supervise the construction of

one of the war terrors at the Krupp works
in Essen. Pressing business interfered and
Mr. Kenny, leaving the secret of his terri-

ble weapon behind, returned to the United
States. He is confident that the Teutons
may be preparing or have already used an
electro-magnetic cannon of giant size built

on the design he suggested at that time.

Mr. Kenny gives the following descrip-

tion of his invention

:

"The gun itself is a huge telescope shaped
funnel of steel from 200 to 300 feet in

length, open at both ends and supported
by struts of steel in bridgework construc-

tion so that the broader end, which is the

muzzle of the gun, is elevated and movable.
This funnel is nowhere near the weight
of a sixteen-inch gun, for there is no
strain on any part of it during 'firing' ex-
cept that of its own weight.

"This gun is wrapt from the breech to the

muzzle with coils of wire, thru which elec-

tric current from a dynamo may pass. The
coils at the breech are of very fine wire
capable of producing an electro-magnetic

force of five horse power. The next set

of coils are of heavier wire to carry heavier
current, and so by progression the strength
of the coils increases until at the muzzle the

fifteenth coil would possess a throwing
force of 83,920 horsepower!

"The shell, which is constructed so that

the action of the magnetic force upon it

will cause it to revolve without the necessity

or rifling the bore of the gun, is introduced
into the breech. The operation of the cur-

rent in the first coil throws it forward, and
the shell itself closes connection by a trip-

per or trigger set in the bore. It passes
under the influence of the next coil, with
the momentum already gained—and so on
until the last and greatest thrust forward
comes from the coil possessing 83,920 horse-
power. With terrific muzzle velocity the
shell then soars on its high trajectory to-

ward the object to be destroyed."

The map illustration shows the frightful

range of one of these 90 to 100 miles elec-

tro-magnetic cannon. It could, if located
on Staten Island, in New York harbor,
bombard Atlantic City, Philadelphia, Cam-
den, Poughkeepsie, New Haven, and hun-
dreds of interlying cities, such as Trenton,
New Brunswick, Elizabeth, etc. The day
of the 100 mile electro-magnetic gun may
not only be near, but actually present. The
Teutons keep their secrets well.

22 Remarkable

Charts Colors FREE
PoBitively and absolutely free to you! Not

one cent to pay for them now or later. To show
how quickly and easily you can now become a Doctor
of Chiropractic— the advanc-d Science of Drugless
Healing by Spinal Adjustment—and to induce quick
action on your part. But you must act quick. We
are not certain just how long we Bhall continue this

free offer. So don't wait. Act!

Be a Chiropractor
Make Spinal Adjustments for Relief of

Headache Neuritis Constipation Pleurisy
Indigestion Catarrh Dyspepsia Jaundice
Neuralgia Lumbago Asthma Rheum-
Epilepsy Fever Paralysis at ism
Convince yourself by an actual and practical demon-

stration, just what a marvelous curative force may
be placed at your command. See what splendid op-
portunities are open to Doctors of Chiropractic.

$3500 to $5000 aYear
Many Doctors of Chiropractic earn $5,000 year and

more; some upwards of $10,000. Dr. M. D. Moore of
Ky., reports an income of $9,000 a year. Dr. L. H.
Koche, New Jersey $5,500; Dr. Hanna of Florida, over
$). ijuO yearly. Whatothers are doing, you should be
able to do. A Diploma in Chiropractic gives you the
same opportunity— is evidence that you are master of
a profession of dignity, prestige and influence. No
special training or experience ne jed. If you are
ambitious you should send today for the facts.

Get the Free Charts
$15 set of eight anatomical charts, each chart 30>^x

22 inches, lithographed in many colors; also $16.50 set
of nerve and pain area charts. Shows over 100 dia-
grammed illustration 3 of different organs and parts of
the anatomy. 22 Charts free for a limited time.

No obligation, son Send free
coupon or S

a postal today and get the true story of ^ * FREE
Chiropractic. Intensely interesting. ^rm iDnu
WritenowforthefreeCharts. Don't l-UUrun
delay. Use coupon or a postcard. .~ American

American University

University Manierre Bldg.

Mannierre Bldg. S Dept. '33 Ch.cago^ Without cost or obligation tome
Dept. ZJi * send me free your new illustrated

Chicago ^ 72-page book and free charts offer.

in. y^ Name

t^^City State

Mail Coup*

Wm:-
THE N. Y. ELECTRICAL SCHOOL is the pioneer and

premier school of the "Learn by Doing" method.

When you have completed this Course you shall be fully

qualified to handle ALL branches of Electrical industry.

The equipment of this School is unequalled and up-to-

the-minute. No preparation needed to become a "learn-

er" in this school. You can start to learn on any day
of any week throughout the whole year. Send for cata-

logue. OPEN ALL SUMMER
NEW YORK ELECTRICAL SCHOOL
29 West 17th St.

- New York City

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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NEW LIFE',
Health-Strengtk-Beauty

You can have bodily vigor,

success-attaining energy

—

attractive healthful beauty ! All

vours at p'raclicdly no cost—the great benefits of

the famous VIOLET RAY TREATMENTS here-

tofore only procurable at big expense from Physi-

cians and Beauty Specialists. TREAT YOUR-
SELF at home with

Renulife Violet Ray
HIGH FREQUENCY GENERATOR

transforms electrici

effective, purifying
agency known to sci

TREATS
Successfully
Rheumatism
Neuritis
Lum bago
Chest Pains

Catarrh
He idache
Eir Diseases

Hardening of Ar-
teries

Wrinkles
Skin

Fall,
Etc., Et

ty into the most powerful,
Health ;.nd Beauty giving

ence. yet gentle, soothing, per-
fectly safe—no shock nor
pain. Eradicates disease
from blood, flesh, bone
and nerves; tones and re-

stores. While relieving
pains and aches and the
manifest results of disor-

ders, it removes the deep
seated cause. Saturates
the system with invigora-
ting, life-laden violet rays
bringing back normal
functioning.

Lowest Priced Most Fffective

VIOLET RAY INSTRUMENT
FOR HOME USE

Every person would be wonderfully benefited

by a few minutes' daily use. Its astonishing low
price places it within the reach of all. Write at

once for full information regarding uses, benefits,

price, etc.

GFT FRFF ROOK telling the whole maruci riven. Duurv
veloIls storyof theV i .

let Ray. Its wonderful successes— its many uses
—specified by physicians for rheumatism, neuritis,

headache, catarrh, wrinkles, blemishes, falling

hair and 100 other bodily ailments
and beauty defects, chronic and
acute. Get this valuable book by
return mail.

/ RENULIFE ELECTRIC CO.
F35 Marquette Bldg. Detroit

Wanted: Ri-pr

THE MAKING OF AN ELECTRICAL
MAN.

(Continued from page 88)

in uplifting environment and makes the

right kind of men out of them, instead of

the usual sort of school graduate.
All branches of electricity are taught and

every grade is provided. What-
ever a young man's knowledge,
ability or previous education,
there is the proper starting place

for him at this school. There
are no specific requirements
other than the ambition to suc-

ceed ; and each student is ad-
vanced as his ability warrants.
The courses taught are :

—

Complete Electrician Course, D.
C. and A. C, 1 year ; Commer-
cial Engineering, 2 to 2y2 years;
Electrical Engineering, in 3 years
(probably the only electrical en-
gineering 3-year course given,
others requiring 4 years). In
addition there are the following
special Six-Month Courses :

—

Electric Trouble and Lineman

;

Electric Meterman ; Electric

Wireman ; Electric Motor Re-
pairman

;
Telephone Trouble

and Repairman ; Draftsman.
The school is empowered,

under the Laws of the State of
Wisconsin, to give Bachelor of

Science and Electrical Engineer
Degrees to graduates, which sub-
stantiates its standing as an edu-
cational institution and insures
its recognized strength in the
field of electrical industry.

(Photos by Milwaukee School
of Engineering.)

MOVING PICTURES THAT
REALLY TALK.

(Continued from page 78)

from a powerful arc lamp is projected thru
the galvanometer and in a greatly magni-
fied form throws the shadow of the moving
wire on the steadily moving film behind a

T ra i n i n g
Which T
and Perf

"Electrical Worker's Friend'

An electrical book of 66 motor drawings with
complete instructions for rewinding and recon-
necting.

PRICE. ONLY $3.50

Write for full particulars

J. SMITH & SON
1845 Ley Street, N. S. Pittsburgh, Pa.

SAVE 25% to 60%
on slightly used

GRAFLEX- KODAKS
Cameras and Lensei of every description
Equal to new. Save money. Write how fOT

Free Bargain Book and Catalog
listing hundreds of money - Baving bargains in
slightly used and new cameras and supplies. All

) goods sold on 10 days' Free Trial. Money back
if not satisfied. You take no chances dealing
with us. We have been in the photographic busi-
ness over 16 years. Write Now

CENTRAL CAMERA CO.. Dept. 176, 124 S». Wabash Ate., Chicat

COMBINE VACATION PLEASURES
WITH COMPLETE WIRELESS TRAINING

At Highmount, Catskill Mts., N. Y.
A complete 9 week summer course in wireless especially designed
to prepare for all branches of TJ. S. Government service. Prepares
for U. S. Government License.

Expert instruction. Radio theory, practice and code work.
For further information address

WEINGART SUMMER SCHOOL l4l Catn
R
eô ^a

"n.w York

&abtUttl and Radioactive Substances FOR EXPERIMENTERS
(Radium Mineral) The American Pitchblende found in Colorado,

from which Radium is extracted.
A generous piece, enough to conduct experiments, such as affecting photographic
plates thru opaque material (similar to X-Ray pictures), first made by Sir W.
Crookes and Mme. Curie, is furnished in neat wooden box.

Price of one specimen of Carnotite as described above, sent prepaid $0.25
Sensitive, prepared Photographic film (X-Ray work Film) to be used for above
experiments furnished for $0.10 each extra.

3&abtUttt — Radioactive Salts, containing one microgram pure Radium. Very powerful! Brilliant

white luminescence in the dark!
10 Milligram of this most carefully prepared Radioactive Salts, sealed in glass tube (protected by
a metal container), with which every Radium experiment can be conducted, are furnished.

Price of one tube of Radium Salts as described, sent prepaid $1.00

The contents of this tube can be mixed with special sulphides to form real Radium paint.
Small bottle of Special Sulphide with liquid adhesive, prepaid $0.50

Send for one of these preparations today. Stamps or coin accepted.

SIDNEY SPECIALTY CO. 233 S. FULTON ST. NEW YORK CITY

Future Electricians in a Miniature House in

hey Drill Beams, Put Up Cleats, Run Conduit,
orm All the Other Tricks of the Trade Which

the Practical Man Must Learn.

narrow horizontal slot.

The film passes thru the camera at the rate

of 20 images per second, while its movement
thru the sound recorder is continuous, for

the reason that it is not feasible to repro-

duce images and sound records side by side.

The string galvanometer has received

much thought and attention as to its design

as it really is the heart of the invention.

In the earlier form the inventor used a

single wire which made a record similar to

the small piece of film shown herewith. In

his more recent form use is made of two
wires. When current passes thru them they

operate in opposite directions, so that a

double row of sound waves are recorded
with the points of the peaks facing each
other.

In projecting the film with the sound
waves on the same it has been found that

these various dark and light portions of
the sound lines will influence a selenium
cell, which in turn will operate a suitable

form of acoustic receiver or reproducer.
The film in showing, passes thru the pro-
jector proper at a slight increase of speed
(the regulation film runs at 16 images per
second, while Mr. Lauste's film runs at 20)
and then thru the sound reproducer.

A powerful, sharply focust beam of light

is projected thru the sound-bearing section

of the film and so on a selenium cell. In
the present apparatus a remarkably sensi-

tive cell of circular form with a range of
resistance from 1,000 to 100,000 ohms is

employed

A sensitive relay is used in circuit with

the selenium cell, which in turn operates a

speaking horn of special design which the

inventor cannot disclose at present. The
horn is totally different and a radical de-

parture from any telephonic reproducer

now used, in that it operates on a valve

principle similar to the human throat, there-

by eliminating the metallic sounds usual

with telephone apparatus. The sounds are

amplified with a specially designed com-
prest air apparatus, making it possible to

hear clearly in the large auditorium or

theater.
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HOW TO AVOID ELECTRIC
SHOCKS.

(Continued from page 82)

may lie on a sidewalk or street in a very

harmless looking manner.
If a person has been caught by a live

wire and conditions demand that you try

to relieve them, the first thing to do is

to endeavor to remove the wire from the

bod}', if it is coiled about the victim, by

means of a dry stick of wood several feet

in length, or, cases have been recorded

that such a rescue was made by means of

a dry coat or other cloth, if several thick-

nesses of the cloth are used, when a per-

son may in an emergency grasp such a

live wire, if it is not carrying too high a

voltage, say not over 3,000 volts, and pull

it from the victim's body. If possible, a

person attempting such a maneuver sliould

in every case endeavor to insulate himself

from the ground by all means, such as by

standing on a piece of dry wood, or on

a coat, or several thicknesses of heavy dry

paper. Rubber gloves, such as linemen

use or even heavy leather gloves will often

serve to release the wire from the victim,

and rubber boots are also effective in such

a contingency. Another word of caution

is that when a person is in touch with

such a high potential wire, their body is

at a similar potential, and therefore, the

would-be rescuer should not touch the

victim's body or clothing without taking

the aforementioned precautions.

Persons have been fatally shocked when
using a telephone after a storm as our

artist has portrayed in Fig. 6. Such a

shock may be received due to several rea-

sons among which are the following: A
severe electric (thunder) storm may cause

a strong lightning surge to be set up in

the telephone circuit, and the current due
to this surge may give rise to a dangerous
potential being manifested at a subscriber's

telephone apparatus momentarily, or just

at the moment when a person might remove
the receiver from the hook and attempt to

use the instrument. Another cause for

receiving fatal shocks of this nature, and
which are on record, is due to the fact that

in suburban districts particularly, it is the

case now and then that the heavy wind of

a storm may blow down a high potential

feed wire, so that it crosses a telephone
wire, in which event a telephone circuit

would be charged with a dangerously high
voltage current as becomes evident, and a

person using a telephone instrument might
innocently become the victim of such cir-

cumstances.
The women folks are gradually becom-

ing more attached to the excellent facili-

ties afforded by the use of electric toilet

appliances, etc., and in Fig. 7 we have illus-

trated a condition which might occur, in

which a lady would receive a shock thru
her body by placing her feet on a radiator
or heating register, when an electric curl-

ing iron is used. Ordinarily of course,

these electrical appliances are thoroly in-

sulated when manufactured and rarely
break down. It is the exception and not
the rule we wish to point out, that elec-

trical appliances break down so that the

outer covering or metal shell of the appa-
ratus becomes what electricians term
grounded, i. e., when the insulation breaks
down between the electrical heating or
other circuit inside the apparatus, and al-

lows the current to leak across the metal
enclosing shell.

The apparatus in this condition is liable

to give users thereof a surprising shock if

they happen to permit their body for a

moment to get in contact with any grounded
pirincr.

Boys will be boys, but we cannot too

strongly caution the young dare-devils

among the rising generation not to throw
a wire over trolley lines ! The writer can

remember when he had this same big idea

when he was a boy ten years of age;

it is invariably the case for a youth of this

age to want to do unusual things. "Always
something spectacular" is their unvarying

motto it seems, and many a boy has met
his doom thru just such tactics as this, viz.,

by throwing a wire or even a wet string

over a trolley line, and tho he does not

stand on the trolley track (thru which the

current on trolley systems is returned to

the power house and which completes the

circuit from a trolley wire in any case),

but on the ground alongside the track, he

is quite likely to receive such a severe

shock that it may prove fatal. Trolley sys-

tems usually employ a current of 550 to

600 volts potential, and a shock from this

current or even a part of it may prove
fatal. Horses have frequently succumbed
to a shock of this kind due to a falling

trolley wire, or by their coming in contact

with a fallen trolley conductor. ( See Fig. 8.

)

Illustration Fig. 9 shows how the "live"

third rail is applied in numerous electrified

railroad systems, and which is also found
on many city electric traction systems such
as in the subways and on elevated roads.

There are a few pertinent facts concern-
ing third rails which everybody should
study next to the Bible, and these are the

following

:

Remember first that a current of 6oo volts

potential and in some cases a higher po-
tential is always present between the third

rail and either one of the regular car rails

lying adjacent to it, and therefore never
step on a third rail under any condition

!

If you do, you will quite possibly receive

a full 600-volt shock thru your lower ex-
tremities, the current passing from the third

rail up thru one leg, thru the lower ab-
dominal organs, with a chance of reaching
the victim's heart and killing him, and out
thru the other leg to the car rail. You do
not have to stand on a third rail and a car
rail to receive a very unpleasant or dan
gerous shock, for if you happen to touch
the third rail with one foot, with the other
foot on the ground or a wet wooden tie,

you are liable to receive a thoroly sufficient

leak or shunt current in this way also.

In this connection, we might mention a
little dialog which occurred a few years
ago between two men who were standing
on an elevated railroad plaform in New
York City, and which is moreover scien-
tifically correct, but a "stunt" which we
do not recommend anyone to try, for it is

always fraught with danger. One of the
men bet the other that he could walk on
the third rail without receiving any shock.
His friend took up the bet, and true to his
promise the first bettor proceeded to win
the bet as follows: He jumped from the
station platform down to the roadbed

—

from the roadbed he jumped on the third
rail, and took a few steps along it—then
he jumped off the third rail with both feet
simultaneously back on to the roadbed, and
thence climbed up to the platform and
collected his bet. He never received any
shock of course, whatsoever, owing to the
fact that when he stood on the third rail,

he did so with two feet and not with one
foot on the ground or in touch with any
other oppositely charged electrode or body.
This also explains how a bird can alight
on high tension wires, which people fre-
quently are amazed at. The answer is

simple, as in the above case. This is so
for the reason that to receive a shock you
must be in contact with both the positive
and negative sides of a circuit, or in other
words, you have got to complete a circuit
charged at a certain potential to the op-
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posite side of that circuit charged at an
opposite potential.

In Fig. 10 there is shown a very com-
mon way in which persons working in fac-

tories and particularly in foundries and
similar shops provided with earth floors

receive shocks, as under these conditions
they will frequently and carelessly touch
the "live" blade of a switch in starting up
a motor, or they may allow their fingers

to get in contact with "live" metal parts
on motor starting boxes, speed controllers,

etc. Under this condition they receive a
shock which sometimes proves fatal, the
current passing from the live metal part of
the starting box, which they happen to
touch, down thru the body to the earth
on which they are standing, and thence
back to the opposite side of the circutt

thru the usual ground connections of such
systems. The rule to follow here is—to
always stand on a piece of dry board, a
wooden box or several thicknesses of dry
paper ; further they should always be care-
ful not to touch any "live" parts of the
switch or starting box.

Electricians and others often receive dis-

agreeable shocks while repairing dynamos
and other machinery as well as electric

light sockets when they sometimes have to
stand on an earth floor as in foundries and
in other locations, when the danger of re-

ceiving such a shock may be readily elim-
inated by standing on a piece of dry board
or several thicknesses of dry paper.

The writer recollects a very peculiar case
when an electrician attempted to repair a
live electric light socket in a fish market

—

but this is no fish story, and can be vouched
for. The electrician had to climb up on
something in order to reach the socket, and
grabbed hold of several small convenient
boxes which he placed one on top of the
other, and these he placed in turn on a
large marble slab which was used in the
fish market for cleaning fish. Well here's
what happened in a few words, and a more
surprised electrician you never saw. The
boxes looked thoroly dry, and they were
dry to all appearances, but when he
mounted the third box and touched one
side of the socket connection he got a
severe jolt, which of course at once told
him that he was receiving a shock thru his
body to earth, but how? The answer was
soon evident on a little reflection. The
marble slab, owing to frequent usage, was
thoroly impregnated with salt brine as
were also the boxes. The problem was
solved by going outside on the street and
purchasing a couple of newspapers for
two cents. Going back to the job on hand,
the electrician folded the papers several
times and placed them on top of the up-
permost box. No more shocks were re-
ceived after thus solving the problem.

It has often happened that firemen have
been severely shocked or killed while fight-

ing fires, when a stream of water hap-
pened to come in contact with high tension
electric light wires. The illustration here-
with, Fig. 12, shows how a fireman, or in

fact any person using a hose such as a
garden hose for instance, may protect
themselves against such a contingency by
not touching the brass nozzle of the hose.
They should be careful to keep hold of
the rubber hose which must not be wet and
which will act as an insulator, but if they
grasp the brass nozzle, and in case the
stream of water touches the electric light
wires on the house, etc., a current is liable

to pass along the stream of water, and if

it touches the nozzle it may pass thru his
body to earth. It frequently happens that
high potential feed wires pass in close
proximity to houses, carrying as high as
2,500 to 5,000 volts, and thus it is possible
for a person fighting a conflagration under
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such conditions to receive a very severe

and indeed fatal shock.

Therefore, in endeavoring to avoid elec-

tric shocks—always think first, then act.

Don't take chances with electric wires, fit-

tings or apparatus. If you walk along a

road and see a wire down, which you be-

lieve to be "alive" and dangerous to other

people, report the matter to the police, or

better still notify the electric power com-

pany of the trouble and its approximate

location. They will shut off the power in

most cases at once, and send a repair staff

to the spot.

POWERFUL ELECTRO - MAGNETS
—WHAT THEY CAN LIFT.

(Continued from page 89)

at 40 to 60 miles per hour, and to niftily

haul them out of the water before they can

hit the vessel's hull and damage it. The
torpedo in the first place is backed by a

200 H. P. comprest air engine and, travel-

ing at express-train speed, its momentum
can readily be imagined. Such a powerful

magnet as here described would not deflect

a modern automobile torpedo to any prac-

tical degree, by any known application of

the magnetism produced by it, is the firm

opinion of the Naval experts.

With these large magnets the attractive

force on a steel plate is not as great as the

layman would expect, on account of the

small cross section in the plate available for

the magnetic flux. Many schemes are pre-

sented to us for recovering sunken vessels

by means of such large magnets acting on

the plates. The large magnet here de-

scribed acting on a plate 5 to 6 inches thick

in contact with the magnet, would have an

attractive force of about 100,000 lbs. On a

Yx' deck-plate, however, this lift would
probably not exceed 10,000 lbs. See Figs.

D and E. The effect of decreasing the

thickness of the piece to be lifted is thus

clearly illustrated. Thin plates cannot carry

sufficient magnetic flux to render the mag-
net efficient. The heavy plate can carry

more of the total flux produced by the mag-
net, hence the combination acts more effi-

ciently. In the case of the thin plate, a

large proportion of the flux is wasted by
leakage thru the air, hence, the lesser lifting

power.
With a 1-inch steel plate, covering about

the same area* as that of the magnet, the

lift would only be somewhere between one
and two feet. The same "lift distance"

would apply to the 60- to 100-lb. steel billet,

illustrated at Fig. F.
[Editor's Note:—As pointed out else-

where in this issue, particularly in the arti-

cle on "Magnetic Guns," it is possible to

grea tly increase the strength of electro-

magnets momentarily by overloading them
for a few moments. Prof. Birkeland, in-

ventor of the most efficient magnetic gun
design yet devised, thus manages to set up
an ultra-powerful magnetic field for the

fraction of a second by greatly increasing

the current past thru the magnetic coils. In

most practical applications of the electro-

magnet, however, this "flashing" of the

magnet current is of little or no utility. A
steady, even pull is most ahvays desired and
provided for.]

THE PHENOMENA OF ELECTRI-
CAL CONDUCTION IN GASES.

(Continued from page 94)

INCANDESCENT SOLIDS.

When metallic wires are heated to incan-

descence ions are produced. At low tem-
peratures positive ions are usually given

off and at higher temperatures negatives

are also emitted. J. J. Thomson explains

the production of ions by incandescence

by saying that there must be free electrons

in the metal which, when their kinetic

energy is increased by the heating of the

wire, finally break away from the wire as

free negative ions. The production of the

positive ions is more difficult to explain, as

many experiments seem to show that they

are not uniform in size, sometimes being

much larger than molecules. Evidently the

heat and electrical energy together causes

a disintegration in the wire itself which
sets these particles free. C. T. R. Wilson
devised a very clever experiment to show
the existence of these particles about an
incandescent filament. First he surrounds
the filament with moist air which he then

allows to expand. At this point a visible

cloud appears around the filament showing
that in the neighborhood of the filament

there are particles of matter thrown off

by it, about which the moisture condenses
to form the small visible drops of the

cloud.

The salt of most any metal will produce
ionization if thrown in a flame. Many
phosfates, nitrates, and chlorides give off

positive ions when heated. On the other

hand, many other compounds give off nega-
tive ions freely, such as the oxides of
barium, strontium, calcium, etc. A carbon
filament as distinguished from most metal-
lic filaments also gives off electrons when
heated. It is this principle upon which
the Edison effect depends, in which a cur-
rent can be made to go from a separate
electrode to an incandescent carbon fila-

ment, but not in the opposite direction.

Something similar to this effect is also
found in electric arcs.

ELECTRIC ARCS.

Dr. J. A. Fleming, who made a study of

the Edison effect in carbon filaments, also

made a special investigation of electric

arcs, in which there are very great num-
bers of positive and negative ions. He
found the positive pole to be worn out in

a crater shape due to electrons emitted by
the cathode striking it and dislodging large

positive particles. He further found that

to get a current to flow between the anode
A and cathode C, Fig. 3, it was not neces-

sary that both poles be incandescent and
giving off ions. Fleming explored the arc

with an auxiliary pole E, and he found
that while the arc was burning he could

get a current between E and C but not

between A and E, keeping E cold. In

other words, he could get a current between
two carbons when one was giving off nega-
tives, but not when one was giving off posi-

tives. This he interpreted to show that

comparatively few positives are given off

and that the negatives carry most of the
current. Such ions as these in electric

arcs are very interesting on account of the
number present and the fact that they are
of various types. It seems that the nega-
tives are usually electrons, and the positives

are frequently clusters or groups.

COLLISION.

Early scientists decided that if the pres-

sure of a gas never decreases, the col-

lisions of the molecules must be perfectly

elastic, and this seems to be true at ordinary

velocities. However, if two particles are

moving fast enough collision will cause

them to produce ionization, and the amount
of energy which such a particle must pos-

sess represents what is called the ionizing

energy. Furthermore, a modern scientist.

Hertz, has proved that if a moving ion just
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has this much energy, its collision will be in-

elastic and it will become inert. That is to

say, if an ion has that much energy or less

it will not be reflected upon collision. If it

has more than that amount of energy, re-

flection will take place, and it will have some
energy left over. Up to the time of this

discovery molecules were always thought

to be perfectly elastic, and if at times they

are not, this information should add quite

a little to our knowledge of the constitu-

tion of matter.

Franck and Hertz proved the matter in

this way. They took a tube such as in

Fig. 4, containing a platinum filament AA,
from which ions are given off. A battery

B is arranged so as to force the ions with

a certain velocity toward a screen CD.
If the battery does not give them sufficient

velocity to produce other ions by collision

before reaching the screen, then they will be

projected back on the plate E, behind the

screen which will become charged, and
produce a deflection on the galvanometer
G. If, however, the battery pressure is

increased until the ions have enough energy
to produce other ions by collision just be-

fore reaching the screen, the ions will

become inert on collision. That is they

will become inelastic, will stop suddenly
and not reach E, hence the galvanometer
will, just at this point, be undeflected.

Every such fact as this about matter,

cither in the form of ions, atoms, or mole-
cules gives us just that much more of a

glimpse of the real nature of matter and
that much more knowledge concerning its

fundamental constitution.

THE DESIGN AND USE OF THE
WAVE-METER.

(Continued from page 102)

smaller than necessary and this is shunted
by a small adjustable fixt air condenser
which allows the ratio of maximum to

minimum capacity to be so adjusted as to fit

the scales which are standard for all instru-

ments.

Since it has been shown that the capacity
of the instrument varies in accordance
with the law of geometric progression, the

Cr— C
— in the formula,term
C

Cr—

C

(17) S.+S^TT-
Cr—

C

C M,3—

I

2

when P = J-2lr
S

will remain constant for any given angular
displacement of the rotary plates thruout
the range of motion from 0° to 180°.

By means of a mathematical treatment
which the interested reader can find in the
original paper the author shows that vari-
ous decrements are equivalent to various
angular displacements of the condenser.

A simple way to show this is to examine
equation (11), which demonstrates that the
capacity is dependent on the angular dis-

placement of the plates, and since C is pro-
portional to 6, substituting in (17) we can
see 8 is proportional to 0.

The author then works out in several
cases the angular displacements propor-
tional to decrements of .05 to .3, and finds
that the angular displacements vary from
one to eiuht degrees. In order to make the
scale of decrements easier to read, the scale
is geared to the condenser shaft in a 6-to-l
ratio, thereby opening the divisions on the
scale in the ratio of 6 to 1. The scale has
a zero point in the centre and goes to .3 on
both sides.

Measurement of Logarithmic Decrement

The condenser is set at the position of

complete resonance as shown by the maxi-
mum deflection on the sensitive hot-wire in-

strument, whose readings are proportional

to I
2

. The capacity is now decreased until

the meter reads one-half of the former
value, and the decrement scale, which can
be independently rotated, is set at zero and
clamped so as to rotate with the condenser.

The condenser i's now turned so as to in-

crease the capacity so that the meter read-

ing at present yilr
2
will increase to I r

2 and
again decrease to ^Ir2

. The scale reading
now opposite the index mark is the value
of 5!-j-(S 2 ,

S
1 being the decrement of the cir-

cuit under test, and S2 being the known dec-

rement of the instrument.

By referring to the second article of this

series, we see from the resonance curve that

the rate of change of capacity at the points

corresponding to J^I r
2
are greater than at

the point corresponding to I r
2

; therefore,

any decrement formula eliminating the ne-

cessity of locating the point corresponding
to Ir

2
is to be preferred, since the points cor-

responding to HIr 2
are more sharply de-

fined.

Important Notice to Subscribers

Due to the congestion existing at the
present time in all railroad movements,
also on account of the fact that many train

clerks have gone to war, there is a con-
gestion of mails all over the United States.

It may happen that your magazine will be
slow in reaching you, and this delay may
be from a few days up to several weeks.

Kindly bear this in mind before sending
in a complaint, as the magazine will surely
reach you in due time. Only after not
having received a certain copy for a
period of three weeks should a complaint
be sent in.

You will confer a favor upon the
publishers not to write until this time has
elapsed, thereby saving them a vast
amount of clerical labor.

The method of measuring the decrement
just explained makes use of this very
property and involves the formula

:

C2—

G

Sjrf8S = 7T

G+G
which has been explained in a previous pa-
per, G corresponding to capacity above res-

onance, giving current /4I r
2

, and G, being
capacity below resonance, corresponding to
ii/j 2

Fig. 4 shows a schematic diagram of the
circuit of the Kolster decremeter. I is a
single-turn coil which may be connected in

the antenna circuit under test, and since the
inductance of this coil is small as compared
to the total inductance, the tuning adjust-
ment will not be changed in the majority of
cases.

The coil L is the inductance of the meter,
either one of the three coils furnished to
cover the various wave-length ranges of
from 300 to 2500 meters may be used. Coil
L is so arranged that the mutual inductance
between it and coil I can be easily varied.
In order that the measuring circuit has no
reaction on the circuit under test, and also
that the hot-wire instrument H isi not dam-
aged by excessive current, the coupling be-
tween I and L must be kept very small.
C« is the variable condenser, independent

of which the wave-length scale is attached,
and to which the decrement scale is geared.
In parallel with G> is a small condenser, Cf,
which remains fixt after proper adjust-
ments, i. e., after the pointer reads wave-
length correctly.

H represents a hot-wire watt-meter, or

) 011 benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when -writing to advertisers.
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current-squared meter, while K is a short-

circuiting device which prevents current

from the buzzer battery E from damaging

the meter whenever the circuit is excited by

the buzzer B.

By means of the switch S either the buz-

zer B and battery E, or else the crystal de-

tector and telephones T can be connected

to the instrument for calibration purposes.

Since the capacity of the condenser in

this instrument varies according to a defi-

nitely known law, it is possible to attach to

the condenser a predetermined scale indi-

cating wave lengths directly. The gradua-

tions are determined by calculation in the

following manner:

Knowing C = ae"' 9 (Eq. 11)

Wave length X is proportional to \ C

X "
mg

E 2
- E"

m
-where n = —

2

Let \ be any wave length within the

range of the meter and Xa any other X de-

sired,

X, En ?2

then — = = E"^2-^)
X, E"? 1

and log — = n(#2—#i)

1 Xa 2 K
or 02—0i = — log— = — log—

n \ m \

Therefore

:

2 X 2

01= 6, + — log—
m \

Supposing \ is any wave length, say 600

meters. Let #i be 0°, for convenience, then

:

2 X 2

e3
= ±— log—

m ' 600

Showing 2 can be calculated for any wave
length X.J.

In the actual instrument the scale can be

moved about the shaft of the condenser, but

can be clamped in any position. On the

shaft of the condenser is a pointer which
moves over the scale.

The condenser is set at 180° and the

pointer is set at the mark corresponding to

the coil in use; then, as the condenser is

rotated, the pointer shows directly the wave
length on the scale.

The calibration of this instrument is a

very interesting procedure, and from a

manufacturing viewpoint ideal. The dec-

rement and wave-length scales are pre-

viously engraved as a standard for all in-

struments. The fixt condenser in shunt to

the variable condenser is adjusted so as to

make the decrement scale read correctly,

then the marks 1,—2, and 3, are stamped on
the wave-length scale in the position the

pointer is in, when the condenser is at 180°.

These points are determined experimentally,

and the pointer reads the wave-lengths cor-

rectly over the respective ranges of the vari-

ous coils.

When the instrument is used as a re-

ceiver with detector and telephones, or as a

transmitter using the buzzer, the wave-
length scale does not strictly apply for the

wave-length range below the 90° position of
the condenser. In these cases it is neces-

ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER

sary to refer to calibration curves for the

small correction.

An interesting point to remember in using

a wave-meter, detector and telephones on
undamped waves, is to start the buzzer and
receive the harmonics of the arc, etc., by the

heterodyne effect produced by the buzzer

and exciting circuit.

We see from the above discussion what
an exceedingly simple and ingenious device

the Ko'lster decremeter is, and great credit

is due to Mr. F. A. Kolster for his unique

development of the theory of this instru-

ment. By his pioneer work along this line

he has made the tuning of ship transmitters

by government inspectors a very simple and

rapid process and eliminated to a large ex-

tent the long periods of interference due to

the key being deprest for lengthy periods

while taking a tedious series of readings.

While the object of this series of articles

was primarily to develop the theory of the

decremeter and wave-meter in the simplest

possible terms and with the most elementary

mathematics, the author considers the Kol-
ster decremeter such an important piece of

modern radio engineering research that the

student is amply repaid for the time spent

in going over the theory of this instrument.

I have tried to handle this complex sub-

ject in as simple a mathematical way as pos-

sible and have only brought in higher math-
ematics in places where it was absolutely

needed.
The concluding article of this series will

be, I am sure, the most interesting to the

average reader, and will give a complete set

of instructions for making all tests that can

be made in a laboratory with a decremeter

or wave-meter.
(To be Concluded.)
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Opportunity Ad-lets
\/0U will probably find more opportunities and real bargains in these columns than anywhere else in the country. Most good things in
* life are hard to find and worth going after—these little ads illustrate that point; you alone will be the real loser if you don't take the
time to scan through these columns.

Advertisements in this section six cents a word for each insertion. No advertisement for less than 60c accepted.
Name and address must be included at the above rate. Cash should accompany all classified advertisements unless placed by an accredited

advertising agency.
Ten per cent, discount for 6 issues, 20 per cent discount for 12 issues from above rate. Objectionable or misleading advertisements not

accepted.
Advertisments for the July issue should reach us not later than May 22.

THE ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER HAS 100,000 GUARANTEED NET PAID CIRCULATION, A. B.C. AUDIT
EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING CO., INC., 233 Fulton Street, New York, N. Y.

AERONAUTICS

AERIAL AGE, America's leading illustrated

weekly, presents the latest developments in aero-

nautics throughout the world. Up to the minute
technical information concerning aero-engines, aero-

planes, accessories and patents. Complete model,

news and instruction. Trial subscription six

months, twenty-six issues, one dollar. Sample copy

10c. Aerial Age, 280 Madison Ave., New York
City, N. Y.

AGENTS WANTED

LADY REPRESENTATIVES to sell Electric

Irons, Toasters, Fans, etc., on LIBERAL COM-
MISSION basis. LIVE SELLERS. Advertising
matter free. Write for particulars. Baer Electric

Co., Van Wert, Ohio.

AUCTIONS

AUCTIONEERS make from $10 to $50 a day.

Free catalog. Missouri Auction School, Kansas
City.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

SPECIAL OFFER—Luminous Paint, 15c; Sil-

ver-Plating Powder, 15c; Liquid Courtplaster, 15c;
Soap Bubble Liquid, 15c; Straw Hat Bleach, 15c;
Collapsible Tube Tooth Paste, 15c; Resilvering
Mirror Liquid, 15c; Polish for Tan Shoes, 15c;
Dressing for Tan Shoes, 15c; Paint to Make Oil
Cloth, 15c. Full Directions how to make and use.
Full set of 10 only 50c. Remarkable bargain.
Stamps accepted. Sidney Specialty Co., 233 S.
Fulton St., New York City.

HELP WANTED

BOYS—We want you to distribute our seeds,

good pay to the right kind of boys or girls. Write
at once. Palm Villa Greenhouses, Pierson, Fla.

MOTORCYCLES

MOTORCYCLES FROM $25 UP—New and
second-hand. Easy terms, large list to choose from,
all makes. Send 4c stamps for Bulletin "A."
Peerless Motorcycle Co., Watertown, Mass.

jy
BIG BARGAIN IN TENNIS RACKETS—

We have a small supply of Tennis Rackets, made
by one of the largest firms in the country, on hand
which we will close out at the following prices:
No. 2375—Extra best Tennis Racket, $5 grade, air
dried ash, popular long oval form, concave walnut
wedge, superior quality of gut; each, $2.75.
No. 2377—First grade Tennis Racket, second
growth ash, walnut and maple throat, very good
grade of gut; handle of cedar with leather cap; a
$3.25 grade; each $1.85.
No. 2376—Medium grade Tennis Racket made of
the same stock as No. 2377 except the gut. A per-
fect $2.25 grade. Ideal for beginners. Each $1.35.
Shipping weight of each size two pounds. Send
for one today. Our stock is limited and policy is:
"First Come, First Served." Don't forget to in-
clude money for postage, or we ship express collect.
The Electro Importing Co., 233 Fulton St., New
York City.

WE HAVE a limited number of beautiful art
pictures on hand of Nikola Tesla and Dr. Lee
De Forest. These make a handsome decoration
for any laboratory or workshop and should be
prominently displayed. Price for both, prepaid,
10c. Experimenter Pub. Co., 233 Fulton St., New
York City.

BOOKS

TO GET BETTER' PICTURES: Read the

Amateur Photographer's Weekly; illustrated; week-
ly prize competitions; print criticisms; many unique
features; $1.50 per year; three months' trial sub-

scription 25c. ; Abel Publishing Company, 401

Caxton Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio.

A BINDER for THE ELECTRICAL EXPERI-
MENTER will preserve your copies for all time.

Price, 50c. Postage on 3 lbs. is extra. Send for

one today. Experimenter Publishing Co., 233 Ful-

ton St., New York City.

FIRE SALE OF SLIGHTLY DAMAGED
BOOKS. Due to fire in our stock rooms, a great

many of our books were water stained, but not

otherwise damaged. Rather than dispose of them
to dealers we prefer to give our readers the bene-

fit. Look at this list! Our celebrated Wireless
Course, 160 pages, 400 illustrations; Experimental
Electricity Course, 160 pages, 350 illustrations';

How to Make Wireless Sending Instruments. These
three books for $1.00 prepaid. Regular selling

price of these three books is $2.50. We guarantee
you will be satisfied. Experimenter Publishing Co.,

Inc., 233 Fulton St., New York City.

OLD E.E. BACK NUMBER'S. We have some

valuable old E.E. back numbers on hand as per

list below:

1915.

Jan price each $.35

March . .

"

April ..." " "

June ..." "

July *;
;;

August .. " "

Sept. ..."
Oct " "

"

Nov. ..." "

Dec "

1916.
((

Jan $-35

Feb " "
u u

March . .

"

May • •
"

(1 u
June ...

"

August . .

Sept. ..." "

We can fill orders at once upon receipt of your
remittance, and if you have not these numbers al-

ready now is your chance to get them, as they
probably will be snapped up very quickly. Ex-
perimenter Publishing Co., 233 Fulton St., New
York Citv.

Oct. ..

Nov. .

Dec. . .

1917.
Jan. .

.

Feb. . .

March
April .

May .

June .

July ..

Aug. .

Sept. .

Oct. ..

Nov. .

Dec. .

1918.
Jan. . .

Feb. .

Mar. .

April .

May .

price each $.35

" " $.35

" .20

.20

.15

H Do These Ads Pay ? g
- Here is one live enterprising firm who -

= found the results from the classified
- columns of the "Experimenter" so re-

| markably good that they have enlarged -

' their copy and are taking display space.

; Montclair, N. J. - -
= 149 Valley Rd. =
= April 22, 1918. g
U Advertising Dept., B
H Experimenter Publishing Co., ||
|I New York City. -

I ; Gentlemen: =
== Enclosed please And copy for the June, :

'

H 1918, Issue of your Journal. ^Kindly _= display this "ad" in space of 1 inch by =g
S 1 column. n
g The results already obtained are very =
= satisfactory, and we trust that

^
those in _

g the future will warrant our taking larger =
H space. =
-— Thanking you for past favors, we are

"

g Very truly,
;

B John F. O'Brien. |

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

MISCELLANEOUS

GENUINE DIAMOND GLASS CUTTER,
ONE DOLLAR. Leo Hirsh, Elkhart, Indiana.

EXPERIMENTAL GOODS—Send stamp for
list. Laskaris, Union City, Pa.

HOW to become a successful inventor—Free
Particulars. Engineers, 2548 Armitage, Chicago.

SPRING CALIPER'S—Inside, Outside Dividers,
4-inch size. Set of three, $1. Money-back guar-
antee. Every mechanic needs this set for ac-

curately working. LARKIN COMPANY, 1988
Bedford Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

SEVENTEEN SALES-LETTERS—Constructed
by 17 Experts for 17 Business houses in 17 differ-

ent lines, " pulled" Big Business. Adapt them to

yours. Cost, $5. Will sell all 17 for $1. Victor-
King Co., 36 Bromfield St., Boston, Mass.

AMATEURS, ATTENTION! !!

We have on hand a small quantity of slightly

damaged pure Bakelite bases. Bases are new,
except slightly imperfect at one side, edgewise.

Size 5^x7Mx'4 inch thick. Each 50c.
Size 4i£x454x;4 inch thick. Each 30c.

Send sufficient amount for postage. Electro
Importing Co., 231 Fulton St., N. Y. C.

PATENT ATTORNEYS

INVENTIONS WANTED! Manufacturers
constantly writing us for patents. List of inven-
tions actually requested and book "How to Ob-
tain a Patent" sent free. Send rough sketch for
free report regarding patentability. Special as-
sistance given our clients in selling patents. Write
for details of interest to every inventor. Chandlee
& Chandlee, Patent Attorneys, Est. 21 years. 551
7th St., Washington, D. C.

YOUR IDEA WANTED. PATENT YOUR
INVENTION. I'll help you market it. Send for
4 free books, list of patent buyers, hundreds of
ideas wanted, etc. Advice free. Patent adver-
tised free. Richard B. Owen, Patent Lawyer, 130
Owen Bldg., Washington, D. C, or 2278-T Wool-
worth Bldg., New York.

PATENTS ON EASY PAYMENTS. Send
model or sketch for Free Search and Certified
Registration of Your Invention for Your Protec-
tion. Free Book Tells What to Invent and How
to Obtain a Patent on Easy Payments. C. C.
Hines & Co., 593 Loan & Trust Bldg., Washington,

PATENTS—Without advance attorney's fees.
Not due until patent allowed. Send sketch foi free
report. Books free. Frank Fuller, Washington,
D. C.

MILLIONS SPENT ANNUALLY FOR IDEAS!
Hundreds now wanted! Patent yours and profit!
Write today for free books—tell how to protect
yourself, how to invent, ideas wanted, how we
help you sell, etc. 212 Patent Dept., American
Industries, Inc., Washington, D. C.

PROMINENT New York business men desirous
financing meritorious inventions protected by me.
Send me your ideas. Honest advice and "Truth
About Patents" free. J. Reaney Kelly, 740-D
Woodward Bldg., Washington, D. C.

PHONOGRAPHS

BUILD YOUR OWN PHONOGRAPHS and
manufacture them for profit. Drawing instruc-
tions, Parts, Price List, Blue Print, etc., complete,
sent free upon request. Write today. Associated
Phonograph Co., Dept. E-l, Cincinnati.

PRINTING

YOUR name on fifty "Styloprint cards," 35c.
Card case FREE. Imprimatur Press, Waltham,
Mass.

TWO HUNDRED AND FIFTY either letter-
heads ("bond), Envelopes, statements, bill heads,
Cards, Tags or Labels, $1. Neat work guaranteed
or money returned. Address, Box 55, Milton, Pa.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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STAMPS

STAMPS—61 all different, free. Postage 3c.

Mention paper. Quaker Stamp Co., Toledo, Ohio.

FREE 25 different U. S,

Enclose 3c. 100 different

Seidenberg, Beecher, 111.

with 60% approvals.

U. S. only 20c. C.

TELEGRAPHY
TELEGRAPHY—Both MORSE AND WIRE-

LESS: STATION AGENCY, taught quickly.

TREMENDOUS DEMAND—greater than supply.

PERMANENT POSITIONS SECURED—BIG
SALARIES. IDEAL WORKING CONDITIONS.
GREAT OPPORTUNITIES FOR ADVANCE-
MENT. WOMEN OPERATORS also needed. All

expenses low—can earn living while attending.

Oldest and largest school—established 44 years.

Endorsed by Railway, Western Union and Marconi
officials. Now offering special three months' Radio
course for young men subject to draft, enabling
them to enter Signal Corps—"PREFERRED
SERVICE." Large illustrated catalogue free. Cor-
respondence courses also. Write today. ENROLL
IMMEDIATELY. DODGE'S INSTITUTE, Lone
St., Valparaiso, Indiana.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES AND APPLIANCES

5-INCH SPOTLIGHT FOR YOUR AUTO,
$3.50. Complete with Lamp. Switch and Cord.
POWERFUL LIGHT OVER 400 FEET. Can be
used on Bicycles. Send stamp for particulars.

Baer Electric Company, Van Wert, Ohio.

EXPERIMENTERS: Two blueprint charts, 20"
x 15", one giving useful equivalents for electric

heating problems and one containing the copper
wire table. These charts framed and hung in your
laboratory make a valuable as well as instructive
addition. Used by electrical engineers and elec-

tricians. Price, 75c cash. Acme Blueprint Co.,

200 Langley St., N.S. Pittsburg, Pa.

SUBMARINE SIGNALING and Distant Opera-
tion of Underwater Devices by Sound Waves. Ex-
perimenters, Inventors, here is your only chance
to get high grade accessories for Subsea Radio
work. A new field for striking possibilities for
inventions: Actuating Submarine Mines by Sound
Waves; Subsea Radio, etc. Astonishingly low
prices. Submarine Sound Detector, $3.75 up. Per-
sonal expert advice of renowned Signaling Engin-
eer. Write. James Campo, 32 Nassau St., New
York City.

SELL—Electrical apparatus.
Mt. Vernon, Philadelphia, Pa.

Christner, 1007

INSTRUCTIONS: How to make a Bell Ringing
or Toy Transformer. Send 10c coin. Lloyd Stultz,

Middletown, Maryland.

FOR SALE—50 Code Learners. Used by wire-

less class. 10c each. Martin Flavian, Munhall, Pa.

FOR SALE—Big Bargain—Ferranti Wattmeters.
10 and 25 Amp. 220 Volt, only $2.50 each. Ander-
son, 618 Mulvey Ave., Winnipeg, Canada.

' LOOK—$2.50 Step Down Transformers for 75c.

Postage extra. Goodman Laboratory, 418 W.
Court, Flint, Mich.

FIRST $9 gets my new Rotary Spark Gap 110
volt alternating current motor. Have ten one inch
spark coils $1.75 each. Three two inch coils $2.25
each. High Frequency Audion Coil, $2.50. Walter
Hester, Easley, S. C.

WILL SWAP $8 Oudin Transformers complete,
for cameras, rifles, etc. Eisgran, 1520 St. Marks
Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

7\
Scientific Exchange Columns

TTNDOUBTEDLY you have at the present time some things for which you have no further use. Do you wish to exchange them for something
„ for which you have immediate use? There is no surer and quicker way to do this than by advertising your articles in these columns The
Very people, the Only people, who could possibly have a use for your tl ings read this journal.

'

ad. It is furthermore the cheapest advertising medium for you in the country.
'

only.

More than 100,000 interested people will see your
Dealers advertising accepted in Opportunity Exchange columns

The rates are: Five cents per word (name and address to be counted). Remittance must accompany all orders. No advertisement for less then
50c accepted.

We reserve to ourselves the right to refuse any advertisement which we consider misleading or objectionable. Advertisements for the Tulv
issue should reach us not later than May 22.

The Classified Columns of the "Electrical Experimenter" Bring Positive Results

OVER 100,000 NET PAID CIRCULATION GUARANTEED, A. B. C. AUDIT

WANTED—2 amp. 5 volt Dynamo, Shunt.
Write, Fred Wagner, 1004 Starr Ave., Burlington,
Iowa.

FOR SALE—Single cylinder Curtis motorcycle
engine without muffler or spark coil, $11. 16 shot
.22 Winchester rifle, $9. WANTED—Volumes 1

and 2 of the Electrical Experimenter magazine;
either bound or loose copies. Edward Penick, 1516
Weber St., Houston, Texas.

FOR SALE—y2 K.W. Transformer 250-500 volts.

Will trade for motor wheel or sell. Earl Boyer,
106 Monroe, Fremont, Ohio.

AUDIONS WANTED—Several Audion Am-
plifier Tubes, state number and cash price. Karl
Kraft, 401 E. 87th St., New York City.

FOR SALE—Fully equipped Chemical Labora-
tory, $10. Includes over 125 different chemicals.
Write for list. Peter A. Stover, Marengo, Iowa.

SELL—SS Dynamo, Navy Coupler, Variable,
etc. $10 Meccano, $5. Want Trombone case.
Enclose stamp. Glenn Kruwell, Holstein, Iowa.

FOR SALE AND EXCHANGE—One set, Ly-
dekker's Natural Histories, 6 vol., cloth in orig-
inal case; one Winchester 38-55 rifle; one 43 Mau-
ser; one double hammerless 12 gauge; one 455 En-
field Revolver; one International Correspondence
Schools' Interior Wiring Course, complete. Ex-
change for International Auto course. Edgar
Anticknap, Pilot, Butte, Sask., Canada.

TRADE—Smith Premier No. 10 for Corona
typewriter, first class condition but too large for
the ARMY. Lieut. Ira C. Kinney, 339th In-
fantry, Camp Custer, Mich.

EXCHANGE—Chemicals for good bicycle lamp
and Kodak. Robert Pearsall, Chestnut Hill, Phil-
adelphia, Pa.

EXCHANGE—Wireless and Experimental goods
for two cylinder motorcycle engine, or what have
you. Paul Studdard, Leavenworth, Kansas. R. 4.

FOR SALE—Fine 1 H.P. Horizontal Steam
Engine, $20; Boiler, $5; 2'/2 H.P. Gas Engine, $18;
Water Motor, $3; 4-40 Storage Battery, $3.50.
Write for list of other apparatus. Anthony R.
Spartana 1110 Thomsen St., Baltimore, Md.

FOR SALE—Pierce 4 cylinder motorcycle, or
will sell parts; engine perfect. Want outboard
marine engine. Send for list. Glenn Hall, Cen-
tral Square, N. Y.

BARGAINS—Large Tesla Coil 26" spark, $12.
Two Goodell-Pratt "Champion" lathes, $6 each.
Lionel $10 electric train, $5.50. Two 1/30 H.P.
110 Volt A. C. motors, large Westinghouse 1/6
H.P. 110 Volt D. C. motor, 6 volt % H.P. Dyna-
mo-motor, large Minute Camera and outfit, cop-
per wire all sizes. Other bargains. Best offer
takes them. Brent Daniel, Amarillo, Texas.

| "WANT TO SWAP"? [
H Do you realize that these "Scientific Ex- m
K change Columns" are the World's most re- =
H nowned "Swap" market? "THE ELEC- m
m TRICAL EXPERIMENTER" prints 100,000

§1 copies of this issue; that means that at least g|
m 180,000 readers see this page and probably ^B a great many more. Our readers who adver- -

| tise here seldom advertise the same thing =
H twice—usually within five days after the ^
jj issue is out the advertised article has been |
1| sold, or swapped. The many testimonials ^
g§ which we print here from time to time are ^
g| ample proof of the almost miraculous pull- =
m ing power of these columns. ||

m Look around in your attic or workshop
- and you will find dozens of long forgotten M

IP articles, useless to you now, but very use- §|

K ful to someone else. At a ridiculously low M
|i cost you can either sell or swap such articles. W
B And remember this fact: The U. S. Postal K
^ Laws protect you. No one can "do" or cheat J
^ you. Of 3,495 "ads" published in these col- M
m umns during the past five years, only twelve J
M complaints were reported to us, and each =
W and every one was adjusted to the full sat- IP
m isfaction of the complainant. _

B It matters not if you have old books or g
m magazines, a kodak, electrical or chemical m
P apparatus, scientific instruments, bicycles,

M typewriters, moving picture machines, air m
J rifles, watches, structural toys, etc., etc. All K
^ these and countless others can be speedily M= disposed of here. Try it and be convinced. m

Montezuma, Iowa.

Experimenter Publishing Co.,

233 Fulton St., .

New York, N. Y.

Dear Sir:

I am taking this opportunity to write
you concerning the results obtained from
my ad which was placed in the Exchange
Columns of the ELECTRICAL EXPERI-
MENTER some few weeks ago. I was
very much surprised at the number of
answers which I received; some one hun-
dred in all. These came from all parts of
the country, including Canada and Hono-
lulu, T. H. I will surely recommend it to
all who wish to sell apparatus of any sort.

Yours very truly,

RAY J. FARMER.

FOR SALE—Small post drill rachet feed, $10.
Drill chuck, hand power, $15. Good condition.
Peter Beaudry, 12 Cutts St., Biddeford, Me.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE: Complete send-
ing and receiving wireless outfits; damped and
undamped waves; sale cheap or exchange for good
gun. M. Guyton, Cotton Plant, Miss.

7500 Coupler, $6. 1" coil, $3. Loader, $1.75.
Condensers. Roland Place, Fall River, Mass.

SACRIFICE—Brand new 3,200 meter Receiving
Cabinet, $24. 15,000 meter loading coil, $6. Cat-
whisker detector, $2. Skates, size 11 54, $5 0-150
direct reading volt meter $10. Premo No. 1

camera, $1.50. Wireless Phones, $2. Articles sold
separately. $45 will take all. B. J. Rimm, 46
Congress Ave., Waterbury, Conn.

HAVE YOU—Omnigraph, Brandes Transformer
or Navy phones, tubular bulbs, binoculars? Will
pay cash or write for radio and sporting goods to
exchange. L. Mason, Forsyth, Montana.

WILL EXCHANGE—Static, machine and 22 re-

peating rifle for pair amplifying phones. C. V.
Harney, Kinsley, Kansas.

FOR SALE—Motor Bob Cyclecar at $55. A
bargain. Jacob Rau, Bathgate, N. D.

NOTICE—Have Cyclopedia of Applied Elec-
tricity, 7 volumes, cost $19.80; Cyclopedia of
Drawing, 4 volumes, cost $12. All new. Also
wireless apparatus. Will sell or trade for Smith
motor wheel, rowboat motor or what have you?
F. H. Ransford, Dalton, Mass.

FOR SALE—Compound microscope, old style,

two eye-pieces, two objectives, $15. Address,
Ticket Agent, N. Y., N. H. & H. RR., Hartford,
Conn.

BRAND NEW DeForest Double Grid, Plate,
and Filament Audion Bulb, $5. Cost $10.50. R.
Cuthbert, 119 Penn. Ave., Washington, D. C.

SACRIFICE—First check for $50 takes screw
cutting bench lathe. Centers 2", swings 12" over
bed, 7" over carriage, compound rest, back geared.
Apron so that automatic cross feed may be easily

fitted. Three step cone, 2" flat belt. Includes 6"

chuck and 8" face plate. An ideal experimenter's
lathe. Write, V. Davenport, Silverton, Colo. Box F.

WANTED—Copy of book "Michael Faraday,
His Life and Work" by Sylvanus Thompson. Also
an ohmeter of the Roller-Smith type or a Wheat-
stone bridge; must be in first-class condition, and
include galvanometer. H. W. Secor, c/o Electri-
cal Experimenter, 233 Fulton St., New York City.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.



Flexible

Covers

Handy

Pocket-

Size

Yolumes

Just what you need to know to succeed in ELECTRICITY
EVERY electrician, every engineer, every mechanic should know

about these wonderfully helpful instructive books, which give in

plain words a complete working knowledge of electrical engi-

neering in all its phases.

You run into some new electrical problem almost every day. The
information you need to help you in your every day work is in

HAWKINS
ELECTRICAL GUIDES
These books place electricity at your finger ends. They cover every imaginable

subject, principle, theory, problem, trouble, and way of doing things electrically.
Every subject is indexed so that you can turn right to it. They are a study course
and a reference guide in one, written in plain every day language—no wasted words—only what you need to know—chock full of up-to-the-minute electrical knowledge.
The guides are a complete course in electrical engineering. They will help you in
every detail of the day's electrical work. You can't ask an electrical question that
Hawkins Guides can't answer.

Pocket-Size Flexible Covers

What Electrical Men Say

Helped Him Make Good
"It Is only right for me to recom-

mend highly the Hawkins Guides, for

they have b-ien of the greatest assist-

ance to me in placing me in my pres-
ent position as Superintendent of Con-
struction Department of one of Ohio's
largest Electrical Companies. I would
like to see every man have a set of
Hawkins Guides."

Geo. Knecht, Columbus, Ohio.

In the Naval Electrical Dept.

"The Hawkins Guides are great help
to me in the Naval Electrical Depart-
ment, which they cover very thorough-
ly." C. J. Cornell.
D. 8. Receiving Ship, Brooklyn, N. T.

Superintendent
"I am now superintendent of the

Dunnville Hydro - Electric Systems,
and Hawkins Guides were a great help
to me in holding down a responsible
position."
W. E. Swartz, Dunnville, Ontario.

Wireless Operators
"I have worked wireless for ten

years—but I wish I had these books
years ago, as they have saved me a
great deal of trouble." H. Marshall.

Steamer M & B No. 2.

Walkervtlle. Or ;.

The books are small enough to slip into your coat
pocket—handsomely bound in flexible black covers.
You can carry each volume with you until you have

mastered its contents. 3.500 pages of actual information
and 4,700 illustrations. Once you see these books and
put them into actual use you will never again want to be
without them. Try it at our expense.

SEND NO MONEY
It will cost you nothing to receive these books—to look

them over—ask them all the questions you can think of—use them in your work—study them—pick up some in-
formation that will increase your earning ability. We
will ship you the entire set of 10 volumes entirely FREE.
This is a sign of our confidence in the guides. Pure

gold does not object to being, tested. Keep them for
seven days and if you do not decide that you can't get
along without them, return them to us and owe us
nothing.

When you decide to keep them you only have to pay
$1.00 down and remit the balance of $9.00 on the easy
payment of $1.00 a month till paid for.
Use this coupon to get the books. It will pay you

many times over.

THEO. AUDEL & CO.
72 Fifth Ave. New York, N. Y.

SEND NO MONEY- USE THE COURON

READ THIS PARTIAL LIST OF CONTENTSM_ 1 Contains 348 pages, 388 illustrations. Electrical
* signs and symbols—static and current electricity

—primary cells—conductors and insulators—resistance and
conductivity—magnetism—induction coils—dynamo principles
—classes of dynamos—armatures—windings—commutation

—

brushes, etc.

No O Contains 348 pages, 394 illustrations. Motor1U * principles—armature reaction—motor starting

—

calculations—brake horsepower—selection and installation of
dynamo and motors—galvanometers—standard cells—current
measurement — resistance measurement — voltmeters — watt-
meters—watt hour meters—operation of dynamos—operation
of motors, etc.

No. 3 Cor,tains 300 pages, 423 illustrations. Distribution
systems—wires and wire calculations—inside, out-

side and underground wiring—sign flashers—lightning pro-
tection—rectifiers—storage battery systems, etc.

No. 4 Contains 270 pages. 379 illustrations. Alternating
current principles—alternating current diagrams—the power factor—alternator principles—alternator con-

struction—windings, etc.

No "5 Contains 320 pages. 614 illustrations. A. O. Motors
** —synchronous andinduction motor principles—A. C.

commutator motors—induction motors, transformers: losses,
construction, connections, tests—converters—rectifiers, etc.

No 6 Contains 298 pages. 472 illustrations. Alternatingv current systems—switching devices—circuit break-
ers—relays—lightning protector apparatus—regulating devices—synchronous condensers—indicating devices—meters—power
factor indicators—wave form measurement—switch boards, etc.

No 7 Contains 316 pages, 379 illustrations. Alternating
1 * current, wiring power stations—turbines : manage-
ment, selection, location, erection, testing, running, care and
repair—telephones, etc.

No. 8 Contains 332 pages. 436 illustrations. Telegraph
, ,

— simultaneous telegraphy and telephonv — ^7
wireless—electric bills—electric lighting—photometry, etc,

No S Contains 322 pages. 627 illustrations. Elec- M
' ~ trie railways—electric locomotives—car light-

ing—trolley car operation—miscellaneous applications— »
motion pictures—gas engine ignition—automobile self-
starters and lighting svstems. electric vehicles etc

No 10 Contains 513 pages, 599 illustrations. ^ivi Elevators—cranes—pumps—air com-
pressors—electric heating — electric welding- • Turn
soldering and brazing—industrial electro- (11 . pl . „„'
lysis—electro plating—electro-therapeutic AUDEL & CO.
—X-rays, etc. a 72 Fifth Avenue
Also a complete 126-page ready New York N Y
reference index of the complete
library. This index has been Please submit me for
planned to render easily ac- ^± examination Hawkins
cessible all the vast infor- Electrical Guides (price
mation contained in the A J\ e

f^'-, n
S'\'P

h
at °nc?;,

pr?-m ~i i~' i *j paid, the 10 numbers. If sat-
10 electrical guides. ^ isfactorv I agree to send you $1
1 here are over 13,- a within seven days and to. further
500 cross refer- mail you %\ each month until paid,

ences. You find A^
what you want signature
to know in- »
stantly. ..

Occupation

Business Addres3

^^^^ Residence

Reference i£. fcl. .Ju.ie



Young

Man!

Here's

Ladder To

Success!
HIS school's improved methods of teaching—text-

books, lectures, laboratory and work shop experiments
and practice—will instruct you to Develop Yourself,

as well as give you the thorough theoretical knowledge
and Practical Ability that insure sure success. You will be

prepared for a definite, high salaried Usefulness in the elec-

trical business or technical world when you graduate; and
through our arrangements with leading electrical, industrial concerns we
will place you in the position you desire. Take advantage of the ad'

School of Engineering of Milwaukee
Electricity Only Taught.

This is not a school teaching many ;ind various sub-
jects. Electricity Only in all its branches is taught.
Consequently, instruction here is more thorough

;

and you can learn more in a shorter time at less
expense by enrolling with this school.

Courses Covered.
Courses here include Complete Practical Electrical
Course, D. C. and A. C—1 year; Commercial Engi-
neering—2 to 2% years; Electrical Engineering—

3

years ; also special 6 month courses in—Electric
Trouble and Linemen ; Electric Meterman ; Electric
Wireman ; Electric Motor Repairman ; Telephone
Trouble and Repairman ; Complete Draftsman Course.

Recognized Degree Given.
Bachelor of Science degree given to graduates in
Electrical Engineering, under the Laws of the State

of Wisconsin, in 3 years. This further emphasizes
this school's strength and standing.

Entrance Requirements.

Whatever your age, your past education or present
ability there is the proper starting place for you
here. The chief requirement is ambition to succeed.
We will place you where you belong—in your
chosen course—and advance you as rapidly as your
work and willingness permit, consistent with thor-
ough instruction and development.

School of Experience.

In addition to the practical training given here we
have arrangements with a large number of Mil-
waukee concerns whereby our students can be em-
ployed part, time and study at school part time, re-
ceiving salary for hours employed at regular salary
scale. Thus many students obtain actual business

and technical experience by direct contact with the
business world while at school here, adding greatly
to their development. Also, the salary earned goes
toward providing students with additional funds
while at school and the outside activity interferes

in no way with their studies, but increases their
progress.

Ideal Student Environment.
Milwaukee is one of the world's leading electrical indus-
trial cities. This is valuable study surroundings for the
student. Also Milwaukee is one of the best ordered and
regulated cities in the country, insuring students correct
social and living conditions. Milwaukee's situation and
recreation facilities make this city one of the best school
cities in the United States. And the student body here is

ideal companionship—industrious, ambitious, manly young
men of highest character. While the school's faculty and
student system afford the same care and attention the stu-
dent receives at his own fireside. All the environments for
School of Engineering of Milwaukee students are for health,
happiness, wholesome development and future sure success.
The best school for you in every way.

CLIP THIS COUPON—AND MAIL NOW
45-373 Broadway, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING OF MILWAUKEE,
Without obligating me in any way, please send me complete

particulars regarding your institution and the following courses:

(Check Courses Interested In)

Complete Practical Electrical Course— I Year
... .Commercial Engineering—2 to 2</2 Years
....Electrical Engineering—3 Years

Special Short Courses:

.... Electric Trouble and Linemen

.... Electric Metermen

.. Electric Motor Repairmen

.... Electric Wiremen

. Telephone Trouble and Repairmen

.... Draftsman

Next Term Starts July 2nd
MAKE that day your starting day. Prepare now to enroll July 2nd. Join

the great student body of industry, ambition and certain success here. Do
not wait until later. Start July 2nd—or before ; and be that far ahead

in your great climb up the ladder of your sure Success. Clip the coupon at the
left now—mail it at once—and get full particulars of this great school and all

the great advantages and success possibilities in store for you here.

SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING OF MILWAUKEE
Foremost Electrical School of America

Name ESTABLISHED 1905

Address
General Offices and Engineering Depts.,
45-373 Broadway—Corner Michigan St.

Laboratories and Electrical Depts.,
161-171 Michigan St., Corner Jackson.

THE CAREY PRINTING CO. INC.
New York
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BE
A

CERTIFICATED
ELECTRICIAN

SPECIAL Drafted Students send me

—

at once—the at-

nFCTD tached coupon for full particulars of my great spare
_ \Jr V Hit\ time Home Study Course in practical Electricity, and
N when you receive your "Diploma and Electrician's

Certificate" I will give you also a valuable Electrical Draft-

W ing Scholarship—absolutely FREE.

My students enjoy exclusive advantages (see below).
The above offer, made to enable you to demand extra big money

from the start—simply emphasizes the fact that my students receive

superabundant value for little money. Get in touch with me; why
be a "wage slave" when success is calling? Men no smarter than you
can become, if "practically" trained, are earning

4622 to $10022 a Week
fter some real money. Qualify for one of the thousands of

id positions open. All you need to start is a little snappy, practical

on from a competent engineer. Come to me

—

NOIV. I'll give you
nal care to ensure rapid and efficient progress. I'll teach you in your

pare time at home. My course is intensely practical. It is highly condensed,

simplified, up-to-date and complete. I am so sure you will make a splendid

success in this study, that I will Guarantee Under Bond to return to you every

cent paid for tuition, if you are not entirely satisfied when you receive your Di-

ploma and Electrician's Certificate granted you as a graduate of my school.

FREE—Lessons and Outfit—FREE
Send me the Free Outfit Coupon at once. Do it now. For a limited

period I am making a slashing cut in the cost of tuition, and giving each new student

a grand outfit of Electrical Tools, Material and Instruments—in addition

—

Abso-

lutely Free. I will also send you—free and fully prepaid—Proof Lessons to con-

vince you that you can easily be trained at home to enter this great profession,

bv means of my new, revised and original system nf mail instruction.

Use this "Free Outfit" Coupon

CHIEF ENG. COOKE, Dept. 27

441 Cass St., CHICAGO, ILL.

Sir: Send at once—fully prepaid and entirely free—complete

particulars of your great offer for this month.

Xame

Address

ACT PROMPTLY
Get the full benefit of this great offer. Send the
Coupon or a postal for free information without delay. Do
it now—before my free offers and guarantee are withdrawn.

CHIEF ENGINEER COOKE

Chicago Engineering Works
DEPT. 27

441 Cass Street CHICAGO, ILL.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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SINPllNED
Stenography

"Talk as fast as i

like, 1 am taking it d<>

in K. I. Shorthand.'

READ THESE AMAZING— absolutely logical— FACTS
ABOUT K. I. SHORTHAND. This is a simplified system of

stenography easily learned in a few hours, after which speed in

writing comes with ordinary usage.
The old systems of shorthand are all right but are unnecessary for most of the practical purposes

of life. By comparison you might solve a problem, using logarithms, that could be done more quickly and
easily by simple arithmetic. In certain countries, a knowledge of engineering gained by intensive study for

two or three terms is necessary to entitle a person to operate a motor boat, yet here in America, even a

girl or boy is able to run such a boat after a few hours of study and practice. Similarly with stenog-

raphy—the simplified K. I. Shorthand enables a person, young or old, to sweep aside old-school

restrictions and do practical stenography in an amazingly short time.

No need of a teacher to stand over you. K. I. Shorthand comes in books—com
plete—easy to learn in spare moments wherever you are.

The system of K.. I. Shorthand is the original and can be obtained soleK

from King Institute at the exceptionally low cost of FIVE DOLLARS.
Nothing further to pay and special instruction given without charge, by
correspondence, if needed after you have obtained the Course of

Instruction. No such privilege given with any other
low cost method.

Test for yourself, the simplicity of K. I.

Shorthand and the ease with which you learn

THE photo here
shown is of Naval
Radio Operator

E. D. Scrlbner who "»

acqulrerl the prin-
ciples of K. I. Short-
hand in a few hours
and soon became able
to use it in his naval
service work. There
are many writers of
K. I. Shorthand in
Army and Navy.
"As a teacher. In-

structing in K. I.

Shorthand. I And it

a splendid system
having the great ad-
vantage of being so
easily acquired." M.
G. McClenian.
"My school pupils

are learning your
method quickly ami
they not only write
rapidly but even I can read their notes

easily." Miss H. E. Nuble.
"I cannot say too much in praise of

your system. It is the simplest, easiest

and most practical quick home study
course that it has been my pleasure to

examine." Elmer Duffy.
"I did not study your system; I ab-

sorbed It. A great pleasure, a time saver,

a blessing." Dr. Paul E. Winger. (This
came to us written in K. I. Shorthand.)

"Valuable for our detectives; they learn
so quickly and use K. I. Shorthand ad-
vantageously." From a Chief Detective.

"I learned it in 2 evenings, now gaining
speed by practice. Useful In the store."
George Toles.
"Your system is like a motorboat com-

pared to a sail-boat." D. E. Alvanio.
"Have acquired speed averaging 110

words per minute in 5 weeks." Minnie
H. Evans.

Note: Voluntary testimonials are con-
stantly coming to King Institute. A plen-
itude, with full addresses, will be mailed
with our FREE BROCHURE on request.

by trying the short lesson below. The whol
course is equally fascinating. It is a com
mon remark for patrons to say they
do not need to study—they
absorb this wonderfully su-

perior easy-to-learn
K. I. Shorthand.

WHY
SO EASY

TO LEARN

1*
Try

L

Representative

You can set down words in K. I. Short-

hand as fast as they are spoken, or as rapidly as your

mind logically acts when you are thinking out an essay,

speech, directions, etc.

You can read your own- notes—transcribe everything—word for

word, accurately, weeks, months or years

afterward. Your assistant can quickly

learn to read and typewrite your notes.

One reason why K. I. Shorthand is

so easily learned—and never forgotten

—is that you are not (like the extensive,

expensive systems) compelled to do light

or heavy shading; or write in special posi-

tions above, on or below lines.

All superfluous technicalities elim-

inated; they are as unnecessary for

all ordinary purposes as is the

knowledge of trigo

nometry or ancient

Greek lan

guage.

These K. I. Shortcuts

Association
This word takes 34 pen movement; in or-
dinary writing—only 2 in K. I. Shorthand.
See how many times you can write it while
your friend writes in the usual way.

Notwithstanding
Takes 54 movements in longhand; only 3
in K. I. Shorthand. The whole method is

surprisingly easy to learn.

Takes 41 movements in longhand; only 2
in K. I. Shorthand. Learners, all ages, are
delighted with their quickly attainedsi

TRY THIS LESSON

Here is a >asXVT This is /

lere is at
1
Here s

n Spelled a s

pronounced

ng or tng

cat (kat)

TO WRITE "ACTING" IN THE ORDINARY W AY IN-
QUIRES 21 PEN MOVEMENTS—ONLY 4 IN THE PER-
FECTED AND SIMPLIFIED K. [. SHORTHAND.

See how easily you have learned to use four signs
in K. I. SHORTHAND. Quickly, like a pastime, you can
learn the whole set of 30 and then attain speed so you
may write in a quarter to a tenth of the time needed for

writing in the ordinary way. Thus you may write as
rapidly as the words are spoken. ->

To
Readers of

Electrical Experimenter

How
To Order

Send $5.00 in full payment.
Or, if more convenient—to save

time—mail $1.00 now and you mav
pay $4.00 when the

Add
Efficiency

Many young men in
the Government service are

now using K. I. Shorthand. At
one U. S. Naval Submarine Base, a

yeoman acquired a speed over 100 words
per minute within a month,

nderful efficiency aid in K. I. Shorthand

King Institute
Dept. EC-300

8 So. Wabash Ave. 154 East 32nd St.

CHICAGO NEW YORK

You know about electrical in-

ventions that have simplified hitherto
laborious mechanical processes. On the
same theory—and proved by practice

—

K. I. SHORTHAND is manifesting its

remarkable time-saving merit both in
the learning of it and in the facility
with which the notes are transcribed.

No matter what your occupation is,

yuu should use K. I. Shorthand with
advantage. Even President Wilson
finds the personal use of shorthand
advantageous—as do many other
men who are doing big things in the world nowadays

Act upon \our judgment NOW. Either enroll to
learn K. I. Shorthand or send for our FREE
BROCHURE EC-300, which demonstrates more
fully why our method is incomparable. It
is the original and genuine; the onlv
sysiem of simplified stenography per-
fected, with which the person who
enrolls by mail is entitled to a
correspondence course of ad-

ditional instruction without extra charge. The total cost is five
dollars for K. I. Shorthand System—no more—and we guaran-
tee satisfaction or will refund your money!

Instruction
comes to you.

Bear in mind, we claim that
the K. I. Shorthand System is
relatively worth fifty dollars and
we are teaching this registered,
fully copyrighted, guaranteed
method for only one-tenth its
value which you can learn in
less than a tenth of the time of
most other stenography systems

Make money-order or check
payable to King Institute. Or
send cash. Mail your order to
either of our offices. Be sure to
mention the Electrical Experi-
menter.
Use the Coupon below or
write a letter—as you pre-
fer—but don't delay in
taking advantage of this
opportunity. The best
$5.00 investment vou
ever could make.

At the Lecture

King Institute,

154 East 32nd St..

New York, N. Y.

8 So. Wabash Ave..
Chicago, III.

Prepare for Government work

Send me the complete
K. I. Shorthand System in

accordance with your offer.

[ ] / enclose $5 in full payment.
I ] / enclose $i and will pay the

balance, $4, when the K. I. Short-
hand System comes to me.

Name

.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
Address

.

.EC-300

Yon benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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EXPERIMENTERS! ATTENTION!!
"ELECTRO" LOUD-TALKER

We present herewith two little instruments for which
we have had a long and persistent demand.

This outfit has been gotten up solely for the Experi-
menter and for this reason we are selling it "Knocked
Down." In other words, the instruments come all ready
for you to assemble, all the parts, screws, nuts, washers,
etc., being furnished. Complete directions how to assemble
accompany each set. With a pair of

pliers and a screw-driver, the outfit

can be readily put together in less

than twenty minutes.

The most important point is that

the telephone receiver spool comes
already wound complete, and the

Experimenter will, therefore, not
need to wind his own spool.

The outfit when assembled com-
prises a highly sensitive CARBON
GRAIN MICROPHONE with carbon
diaphragm of exactly the same type

as is used with our $15.00 Detecti-

phone. (See our Cat. No. 19.)

The receiver
sistance double
difference that

in the same for

function cf this

tro-magnetic, th

talking phones

is a special low re-

pole type with the

no magnet is used
the reason that the
instrument is elec-

e same as all loud-

The spool is wound with special

enamel wire for five ohms, standard with our Detectiphone.
This instrument works best on four dry cells, and par-

ticular attention is called to the fact that in order to work,
the loud-talker requires a fairly heavy current and for that
reason thick wires must be used for connecting the trans-
mitter with the loud-talker. If this is not done, the voice
will be weakened considerably. If no heavy wire is at

hand, more batteries must be used
to compensate.
USES: This instrument can be used to

transmit phonograph music from one room to
another

; used as a Detectiphone ; as a Radio
Amplifier; as a telephone extension (by plac-
ing the regular telephone receiver against the
sensitive transmitter with the loud-talker)

;

for salesmen to talk "through" window
(Loud-Talker outside in street, microphone
transmitter for salesmen, talking into same)

;

for restaurants for talking to the chef, and a
hundred other uses. Many young experi-
menters are developing a lucrative business
selling this appliance to various merchants
at a good profit.

Outside of the two instrument parts, one
three-foot cord is furnished with sensitive
microphone as shown ; instructions, etc., are
furnished.

No. AEK204 "Electro" Loud-
Talker Outfit Parts "Knocked"
Down," complete

No. CEK205 "Electro" Loud-
Talker Outfit, same as above
except that it is already as-«n _* _
sembled and tested at factory. 2> < kl I
Set complete %J»*J\J

Shipping weight 2 lbs.

Immediate Shipments

H.50

S. O. S.!! A REAL ELECTRIC
Learner's Telegraph Outfit for 25c Prepaid

I NICKEL BINDING P0ST5—

In the 15 years of its ex-

istence our company has

never offered such a bar-

gain as the present one.

Just think of it, a real

electric learner's telegraph
outfit with which to learn

the code or to telegraph to

your friend six blocks
away, for 25 cts.!! Impos-
sible—you say. Quite so.

We do sell them at cost,

but we do it solely to get you acquainted with us and
place our wonderful catalog in your hands. And if

this telegraph pleases, you will order other things

from us. This telegraph has a red-lacquered wooden
base, strong electromagnet, nickel binding posts,

generous telegraph knob and nickel clicker. Tele-

graph measures 3V2 x iy2 x iy2 " over all. Full direc-

tions for learning the code, and a fine CODE CHART
go with the telegraph, all packed in neat box. Tele-

graph works easily on a single dry cell. Two instru-

ments may be ordered for 50 cts. if wanted, to

25c
telegraph between two rooms or two houses. wm be fi n ed W jt h in 12 hours

If the telegraph does not
come up to expectation
will cheerfully refund
money. Boys order 6 to 25
of these instruments. Sell

like hot cakes to friends
for 30 to 40 cts. each. So
small can be slipped into
pocket. LEARN THE
CODE DURING SPARE
TIME. TELEGRAPH OP-
ERATORS ARE SCARCE.

UNCLE SAM NEEDS THOUSANDS.
Important. As this telegraph is sold at cost, we

reserve the right to decline your order (by refund-
ing the money) unless you order one of our free
Cyclopedia Catalogs at the same time. Should you
already have our Cat. No. 19, it is necessary to cut
out the coupon, writing across it: I have Cat. No. 19.

This is done for the guidance of our catalog checking
department. Of course, if you have Cat. No. 19, you
need NOT send for it again.
We are prepared to fill orders for 10,000 of these tele-

graphs this month. They are in stock NOW. Your order

25c

ELECTRO IMPORTING COMPANY
231 Fulton St.. New York City

I enclose herewith 6 cents for postage in stamps or coin
for which please send me your latest Cyclopedia Catalog I
No. Ill as described.—

I

ADDRESS |

STATE ,
'

E. E. 7-18B ^

THE LIVEST CATALOG IN AMERICA"
Our big. new electrical cyclopedia No. 19 is waiting for you. Positively the most com-
plete Wireless and electrical catalog in print today. 200 Big Pages, 600 illustrations, 500
instruments and apparatus, etc. Big "Treatise on Wireless Telegraphy." 20 FREE cou-
pons for our 160-page FREE Wireless Course in 20 lessons. FREE Cyclopedia No. 19
measures 7x5V4". Weight % lb. Beautiful stiff covers.

"THE LIVEST CATALOG IN AMERICA"
Now before you turn this page write your name and address on coupon at right, cut or
tear out, enclose 6 cts. stamps to cover mail charges, and the Cyclopedia is yours by
return mail.

THE ELECTRO IMPORTING CO., 231 Fulton Street, New York City
"Everything for the Experimenter"
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E read a good deal lately about the futility

of science in general, and the cry is long
and loud that our much vaunted science
instead of civilizing humanity and pre-
venting wars, actually brings about wars
and prolongs them. Parlor critics and the
lay press, particularly, when things don't

go right, are wont to ask cynically what science ever
did to prevent wars, or if that were impossible, what it

accomplisht towards shortening wars. Science is cred-
ited with accomplishing nothing but murderous machines
and devices and of calling into being destructive forces
without .end. Science, in short, is held up to us as a
modern Frankenstein Monster, which, escaping from
our laboratories, now runs rampant and wreaks ven-
geance not alone upon those that brought it into being,

1 but upon our entire civilization as well.
As to science creating wars, we might state that

there have been wars ever since animal life appeared
upon this planet. War is a natural phenomenon, the
same as, let us say, a volcanic eruption. Neither is it

confined to man alone. It is the eternal war for su-
premacy, whether it be the fight to death between two
roosters, or the war between two great animal nations,
such as for instance we witness in ants, where hundreds
of thousands are fighting an equally large horde for
supremacy, killing and maiming thousands and bring-
ing back vast numbers as prisoners, henceforth to be-
come slaves.

If we would only accustom our minds to the great
and outstanding fact that there will be wars, small and
large, as long as the earth endures, we would think of
war in a totally different manner.
Therefore if we cannot altogether prevent war, with

the aid of science we can certainly very largely prevent
its former horrors and perhaps shorten' it. Any student
of history knows that great wars become less and less
frequent as the centuries roll cm. while statistics go to
show that,' considered as a whole, there have been far
fewer wars during the past century, which marks the
real beginning of science. As to the murderous war

inventions created by science, such inventions only seem
so murderous to the un-informed. Statistics show that

far from killing more people, the reverse is the case.

The number of men actually killed in action, as hit by
cannon, rifle, poison gas and what not, is less than 5%
of the total casualties. Even now, more men die from
natural causes or from bodily diseases than from man-
made scientific f rightfulness. There were more people

killed in the United States last year by automobile and
railroad accidents, casualties in factories, etc., than

ivere killed on the entire Western front! A careful

study of statistics will bear out this statement.

In the former great wars as high as 70% of the ef-

fective fighting forces were lost by the ravages of dis-

ease, such as cholera, typhus, etc. Napoleon's great

army after the return from Russia had dwindled down
to less than 25% of its former strength, mainly thru

disease. These were the former great horrors of war,
now entirely conquered by science. Modern surgery,

anesthetics and medical science as a whole are daily

reducing the death toll among the unfortunate fighters

struck down by the hand of man. Where formerly
over 80% of the casualties were fatal, thanks to science

this percentage has been reduced to less than 20. In

other words out of one hundred maimed soldiers less

than twenty now die of their wounds. While the entire

balance may not be again fit for actual fighting, this

vast percentage of disabled humanity is returned more
or 1 ss intact to its peaceful pursuits. While it is not
our intention to call war a benefit to humanity, the fact

can not be denied that it has given medical science a

wonderful opportunity to make new and important dis-

coveries, to greatly reduce suffering, as well as treating
diseases more intelligently hereafter.
Medical science alone has vast opportunities during

the war, because it has more human material to work
UDon than in peace times. The fallen fighters will there-
fore not have died in vain. Each one of them will

prevent thousands of others from dying during the
peace that is to come.

H. Gernsback.
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LEARN BY DOING
The Only Way to Learn Electricity

The only way you can become an expert is

by doing the very work under competent in-

structors, which you will be called upon to do
later on. In other words, learn by doing. That
is the method of the New York Electrical

School.

Five minutes of actual practice properly
directed is worth more to a man than years
and years of book study. Indeed, Actual Prac-
tice is the only training of value, and gradu-
ates of New York Electrical School have
proved themselves to be the only men that are
fully qualified to satisfy EVERY demand of
the Electrical Profession.

At this "Learn by Doing" School a man
acquires the art of Electrical Drafting; the
best business method and experience in Elec-

trical Contracting, together with the skill to

install, operate and maintain all systems for

producing, transmitting and using electricity.

A school for Old and Young. Individual in-

struction.

No previous knowledge of electricity, me-
chanics or mathematics is necessary to take

this electrical course. You can begin the

course now and by steady application prepare
yourself in a short time. You will be taught
by practical electrical experts with actual ap-

paratus, under actual conditions. 5,000 of our
students are today successful electricians.

Come in and read their enthusiastic letters.

Let us explain this course to you in person. If

you can't call, send now for 64-page book

—

it's FREE to you.

SCHOOL OPEN ALL SUMMER.

NEW YORK ELECTRICAL SCHOOL,
29 W. 17th St., New York, N. Y.

Please send FREE and without obligation to me your 64-

page book.

Name

Street

City

YORK El* 29 W. !7™ ST
NEW YORK, N. Y.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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Liberty Bell Heard O'er the World Via Radio
By THOMAS REED

EVER notice how Tyranny always
runs true to form? Take the aver-
age baby. Having reduced his home
to subjection — buffaloed, bullied
and seduced it to a finish—he picks

the moon as the next subject for "annexa-

tion and indemnity": which process the

moon resists, in its unwarned, moonlike
way. Action and reaction being equal, the

moon probably suffers' somehow for its

temerity ; but the principal effect is observed
on the foiled baby, in the well-known every-

day domestic phenomenon of "tantrums."
When this happens, good nursery-psy-

chology recommends diversion of the in-

fant conqueror's mind by dangling before
him any handy object, exclaiming, as en-
gagingly as possible, "See the pretty doggy!"

A Wonderful and Timely Idea—Why Not Ring
the Old Liberty Bell Again on this July 4th, so
that All the World can Hear It? Its Liberty-
Inspiring Peals to Be Picked up By Sensitive
Microphones, Transmitted by Wire to Arlington
and Then Radioed O'er the Seas to All Nations.

Copyright by E. P. Co.
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or whatever Common Par-

lance names the selection.

You find the same psy-

chology applied to the

spasms of the undeveloped
"Hun," peevish over the

disarrangement in his

Paris time-table, and the

unaccountable hitch in his

Picardy "negotiations."

The "doggy" in his case

—the Nauen wireless-sta-

tion—inspires this raptur-

ous crooning:
"From the formidable

towers of this establish-

ment, the activities of

which surpass all the

fables of antiquity,

waves are incessantly

sent forth which ac-

quaint the listening na-

tions with everything
that in our judgment
they ought to know. ^^^^^
This wondrous invisible

ally, moreover, has con-

stantly kept us acquainted with events

which the enemy would gladly have
withheld from us."*

Gosh ! The Fables of Antiquity certainly

have nothing on this blithe screed ! Picture

an innocent Nation cocking its ear to catch,

amid a world of deception, the only clear,

snappy, reliable TRUTH, "made in Ger-

many" expressly for its enlightenment ; and
in the excitement being pilfered of .a shy

heart-throb—such as a Declaration of War

!

They say the Germans are always efficient,

and this patent "diverter" of theirs proves

it. It's a fine diverter. It would divert

anybody.
Hist, while the histing is good! I have

an idea.

You remember, a few years ago, how
Mr. Carty, the Telephone Wizard, with his

"Audions" and multifarious do-funnies,

talked by wireless around half the world?
Well, what's the matter with rigging 'em

up again, and sending out a boom from the

"Cuxhavcner Zeitung, quoted in Boston Trans-

cript.

Hats off to Thomas Reed ! Here is the germ of a wonderful idea—and
a typical American idea, too. Not so long ago Mr. Carty of the American
Telegraph and Telephone Company succeeded in making the human voice

heard by Radio half way around the earth. The voice of the operator, sta-

tioned at Washington, was heard in Paris, France, and as far as Honolulu.
Mr. Reed suggests to transmit the metallic voice of old Liberty Bell by

Radio thru the ether over this war-wrecked earth of ours, symbolizing the

voice of Liberty in the most unique fashion possible. Yes, the German station

at Nauen would hear the voice of Liberty Bell, too—Liberty ringing its way
thru the ether, in advance of the American Army. The plan is simple and
practically costless, as all the apparatus are on hand. What better date could
be selected for the momentous event than July 4th, 1918. Let us hope that it

will come off.

Readers, Wireless enthusiasts! When you see this in print write or
telegraph to the Secretary of the Navy, the Hon. Josephus Daniels, Wash-
ington, D. C, asking him to send the voice of old Liberty Bell ringing
over the battle-fields in France, on to Berlin, on July 4th. If 100,000 of

you urge Washington, the great event will come off—a monument to the
solidarity and enterprise of American Amateurs. Show this article to your
local paper and urge it to reprint it at once, sending a clipping to us.

Now all together Amateurs ! Show the nations that you are still on the

map

!

Liberty Bell, in Independence Hall?
And for a starter, what's the matter with

mending our Bell, so we can boom it, good
and proper? It's curious that while the

"whole push," from song-writers up (or"

down) to financiers, are calling for the

Liberty Bell to "ring again," they seem to

mean the ringing figuratively, because it's

cracked. But say, what does a crack amount
to in any metal object, in these days of arc

and acetylene welding? Science has moved
on since we set the Bell away on a velvet

cushion, and entered it up as "incurable."

Broken cylinders and flywheels are being
welded every day—huge things, beside
which the Liberty Bell would look like a
toy ;

mended, not merely to ring, but to re-

sist high steam-pressure and enormous cen-
trifugal force, and actually stronger after-

ward than before, since the original flaw

has been eliminated.

Sure, it's the simplest thing in the world
to fix our Bell, unless we prefer it broken
and out of commission. But why should we
—our Liberty isn't in that plight ! Up to

a certain point, the Bell

followed our history pretty

closely. We founded our
Freedom in 1776, and the

Bell rang it for us. But
there was a flaw in the

casting of our Independ-
ence, which we couldn't

see. Slavery, which
worked and widened till it

broke the Nation apart;

while the Bell, too, devel-

oped an "interior strain,"

and cracked from it. We
welded the Nation's frac-

ture together, better than
new, in the heat of the
Civil War— but right

there, the Bell stopt ac-

companying history. Any
reason why it shouldn't
catch up again, now that
we're setting our Liberty
to the biggest task of all?

^^^^^^^^^ I sure wish that old Bell
was fixt, and Mr. Carty's
rinktums were working

again ! I'd like to have America designate a
certain appropriate moment, when all radio
traffic should stop, and for one whole min-
ute the ether, everywhere around the world,
should hum with "Liberty Vibrations"
alone.

Anyhow, for the "Hun," up there in the
"formidable tower of his establishment," it

would be a reminder of what Pioneer Peo-
ples do to the Pests of the earth. He's had
examples, in "Pats" and "Anzacs"—I name
'em with respect. What with Indians and
bears, rattlesnakes, bad-men, gipsy-moths
and Trusts (to mention only a few of our
Nearest and Dearest) we're so accustomed
to swatting "varmints," that even a Central
Power or two come all in the day's work.
With an "Ah there, neighbor !" for the new
arrival, we shoulder our eradicating-tools,
and, whistling and busy, get after him.

Well, perhaps my scheme is only a pipe-
dream! But "you know me, Al"—while my
hopes are small of entertaining an angel
unawares, I never 'could turn away a needy
pipe-dream from the door

!

ELECTRIC LIGHTNING RE-
CORDER HELPS OUR

FLYERS
One of the most important

things that military aviators wish
to know about the air before ven-

turing on long trips of several

hundred miles, is the whereabouts
of thunder storms. At all well

appointed training camps, various
meteorological data are recorded,

such as changes in the barometer,
wind velocity, etc.

The highly sensitive electrical

recorder here illustrated makes a

mark from a pen on' a slowly re-

volving paper chart, secured to a

clockwork driven drum, for every
lightning flash occurring in the

vicinity. In fact, so sensitive is

this instrument that electric storms
more than 200 miles away have
been accurately recorded on it. It

operates in a similar manner to

wireless receiving sets of early

type, which operated with a co-

herer or metal filings tube which
responded to the electric waves.
The filings coherer is so sensi-

tive that it will respond to all

such unusual atmospheric dis-

turbances, and thus lends itself

well to such purposes as this. The
filings are minute grains of nickel
and silver or steel silver, a ratio of
90 per cent nickel or steel to 10
per cent silver is commonly used.

Photo © by Underwood & Underwood

Electric Thunder Storm Recorder Which Indicates Lightning
200 Miles Away.

A CENTURY OF LIGHT.
1815 to 1855, sperm oil and

candles, average home used 25
candle hours per night, or 9,000
per annum—cost $22.

1855 to 1865, kerosene intro-

duced with 50% more light, same
cost of $22.

1865 to 1875, kerosene and gas
—average household used 20,000
to 38,000 candle hours—cost $23
to $34.

1875 to 1885, kerosene reduced
to 22c a gallon, gas to $2 per 1,000
cu. ft.

; average family used 76,-

000 c. p. hours per year—cost $30.

1885 to 1905, kerosene disap-

pearing—electricity and Welsbach
gas mantle coming in, 200,000 c. p.

hours average family used per year
—cost $20.

1905 to 1915, average gas c. p.

hours, 200,000. Average electric

c. p. hours, 123,000 (due to saving
thru switches)—cost $15.

Maximum light now of average
families, 360 candles, or about 18
times that of a century ago.

With increase of 1700 per cent
in amount of night lighting, reduc-
tion in cost of year's lighting is

about 70%. Exprest another way,
the cost of lighting per unit candle
hour is less than 3% of what it

was in the first half of the period.
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Science and Radio in New Film Dramas
THERE seems to be no dearth of

the "scientific movie" from present
indications, with the vast number of
serials and individual photoplays that

are appearing all over the country.
With the public mind literally fed up on
the work of the German spies thru the daily

papers, it is only natural to suppose that

den Hand" has been mortally wounded and
his followers carry him away unconscious.
They try to revive him, but without suc-

cess and then "Verda," his right hand man,
orders the henchmen to try the electric re-

suscitating apparatus on him. By its means
he is brought back to life. The machine is

essentially a large static machine and is very
realistic in the

semi - darkness
with its large
spark dis-

charges in full

operation. The
basis for the in-

troduction of
the machine has
been conceived
by the author,

Arthur B.
Reeve, writer of
the Craig Ken-
nedy stories.

man of being a spy. Events prove that lie is

right, as DeCourcy reveals himself to

Frank's father as a German spy who has
been masquerading for ten years as a
Frenchman. On account of operations made
thru the bank, he not only compels the

banker to keep silent, but insists that he be
received into the Eisel home.
Here he learns of Frank's amateur wire-

less outfit and demands that the father get

the boy out of the way so that he may use
it. This the father does, but Frank returns
unexpectedly and intercepts a message re-

garding the burning of some oil wells, and
he saves the wells at the risk of his life.

When Frank is hovering between life and
death, Dave Smith, now the accepted suitor

of Ruth, notices a change in the boy's con-
dition and instantly spring to the boy' side,

revealing a secret service badge that he is

wearing. Thus Frank knows that his father

is no longer under suspicion, and the banker
is also overwhelmed with joy, realizing that

Smith knows he is a true Ameri-
can, and he turns to Frank saying,

"Frank, my son, you are a man."
The photograph shows young

Frank Eisel operating his radio
set while in close proximity may
be seen his young lady love, Miss
Dolly Hope.

The chief inventions used in

the present war as distinguished

The "Wireless Room" Featured In the
"Eagle's Eye" Film Play, in Which the
U. S. Secret Service Upset a Dastardly
Teuton Spy Plot, Just in the Nick of

Time, of Course.

the screen should reap a rich harvest
with film dramas showing these inner

and secret workings of the Imperial
German Government's espionage sys-

tem in a graphic form.
First and prominent amongst these

is the "Eagle's Eye," showing the length

to which the German Government has
resorted to hamper the work going on
in this country. It is shown how a

German agent's laboratory was raided

by the U. S. Secret Service and the

compositions discovered there tested,

with the result that numerous bottles were
found to contain disease germs of various
kinds to be used in causing an epidemic of

sickness among the longshoremen of New
York, in order to paralize the shipping of

supplies to the Allies.

The upper left photograph shows the

wireless room of the Criminology Club of

New York City. This club is a composite
organization representing the Secret Service
used thruout "The Eagle's Eye" to picture

the activities of the body headed by Chief
Flynn, the author of the picture. The pic-

ture shows a call being received, summon-
ing the members to the Jersey stock yards
at the time the plot to burn several thousand
head of cattle and horses by the Imperial

German Government, was discovered.

The remarkable "Life Restorer" pictured

here (center) plays an important part in

one of the closing episodes of Pathe's new
Serial "The Hidden Hand." After many
thrilling and exciting incidents in which
an heiress and a Secret Service man, who
is trying to prove the girl's identity and
finally "falls" in love with her, figure prom-
inently, we arrive at the scene wh^re the

villain of the thriller known as "The Hid-

A Huge Electro-Static
Machine is Used to
Bring Back to Life an
Apparently Dead "VII-
lian" in "The Hidden
Hand," a Recent Photo

Play Serial.

Last but not least we
come to the General
Film Company's new
patriotic spy movie,
"I'm a Man," in which
Radio telegraphy plays
aprominentpart. (Low-
er photo.)
Frank Eisel, the son

of German-born Ameri-
can parents, is a mem-
ber of the High School
Cadets. Frank's father
is a banker who is de-
sirous of having his

daughter, Ruth, marry
a Frenchman named
DeCourcy, a director
of the bank and very
wealthy. Ruth has an-
other admirer, David
Smith, a young book-
keeper in the bank

Scene from New Film Drama "I'm a Man," In Which a WirelessAmateur Holds the Center of Interest Thru Many Exciting German
Spy Maneuvers.

but their growing
attachment is frowned on by the father who
favors DeCourcy. One day Frank notices
a poster reading "Beware of Spies" and
turning, sees DeCourcy talking with a
stranger, and he at once suspects the French-

from the Napoleonic wars : Steamship, sub-
marine, air craft, high-power guns, smoke-
less powder, breech-loading gun, rapid-fire
gun, revolver, automatic pistol, telephone,
wireless telegraphy, automobile, poisonous
gas.
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Electric or Steam Railroads—Which ?
By H. WINFIELD SECOR, Assoc. A. I. E. E.

YOU stand enthralled in a beautiful

gorge among the Rockies, admiring
the supreme grandeur of nature,

when—with a roar like distant thun-
der—a long, snake-like train of steel

cars, headed by a smokeless demon that

fairly bristles with power, dashes by you
at a mile-a-minute speed.

more or less interested in the comparative
costs of operation for such electrification,

and always, always the question comes up
—Will it pay? The answer has been pretty

well settled by the facts and figures pre-
sented in the past year or two by our
ablest engineers and particularly by the

report of the railroad operating the long-

Notable among large steam railroad elec-
trifications are the following: 1896, Balti-
more & Ohio Tunnel ; 1906, New York
Central Terminal; 1906, West Jersey &
Seashore; 1909, Great Northern; 1910,'De-
troit River Tunnel

; 1910, Pennsylvania
Terminal at New York; 1911, Southern
Pacific; 1913, Butte, Anaconda & Pacific;

-Power Eleclric Railroad System . Gross

Efficiency 56 per cent fromWater Turbine to

LocomotiveWheels. Efficiency increa&ed in
Cold father, not decreased as with Steam
Locomotives. NoCoai to haul. FarlessLabor.
NoWater for Boilers required. About 16 times
iheEfficiency of Steam Locomotive System

.

.considering cost of haulirtfe Coal.

Engine =266 Tons , Gross ^,1 (maximum Efficiency=89% Electrical
Input io Mechanical Output. HP. = 4.000 rated

.

Copyright, 1MJL&, by P. Co

The Above Illustration Shows in a Marked Manner the Various Losses Occurring in a Modern Hydro- Electric
Railway System, and in Comparison With the Illustration On the Opposite Page, It Is Evident to Everyone that this Is
the System of Not Only the Future, But the Very Near Future, Particularly When the Experts of the United States
Fuel Administration Come to Figure Up the Millions of Dollars Actually Thrown Away Annually in Hauling Coal Back

and Forth Over the Railroads.

It's the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul
R. R. "Olympian," the finest transconti-
nental train in the west, speeding: on her
way to the Pacific coast. She's driven by
"juice"—3,000 volts of it, and thousands of
'amperes, all transmitted over a thin cop-
per wire from mighty water-falls, high up
in the mountains. There the electrical en-
gineers have placed their electric generating
stations, where gigantic turbines spin the
dynamos all day long, reclaiming the power
in the water—at present over 150,000 horse-
power is developed by these hydro-electric
plants, the most efficient of all methods in

the production of electrical energy.
Now that the whole country has been

aroused as to the countless possibilities of
electrifying the railroads, and other ar-

teries of commerce and industry, by the
recent reports from engineers connected
with the national government, everyone is

est electrified mileage in the world, the
Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul system,
which now haul all their passenger and
freight traffic over the Rockies from Har-
lowton, Montana, to Avery, Idaho, a con-
tinuous run of 440 miles. This railroad
is now arranging to "electrify" to the Pa-
cific coast, so successful has the present
installation proved. This is what Mr. C. A.
Goodnow, assistant to the President of the

C. M. & St. Paul R. R., in charge of the
electrification, recently said : "Our electri-

fication has been tested by the worst winter
in the memory of modern railroaders.

There were times when every steam loco-
motive in the Rocky Mountain district was
frozen, but the electric locomotive went
right along. Electrification has in every
way exceeded our expectations, not only as
respects tonnage handled and mileage made,
but also the regularity of operation."

1916, Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul; 1917,

Victorian Railways, Australia ; besides a
host of others now joining the ranks of
believers in railroad electrification.

We may profitably study for the moment
this wonderful engineering feat so suc-
cessfully carried out on one of the greatest

railroads of the West.
The tracks of the mountain district of

the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Rail-

way, in surmounting the obstacles imposed
by the Rocky Mountain and coastwise
ranges, represent the solution of one of
the most difficult problems ever mastered
by railway engineers. Out of this section

of rugged mountain railway, including
many long grades and short radius curves,

four steam engine divisions were selected

for electrification, aggregating 440 miles in

length. Steam engines were first abandoned
on the Three Forks-Deer Lodge division,
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115 miles long, and crossing the main Con-
tinental Divide, thus giving the electrical

equipment its initial tryout under the se-

verest service conditions of the entire sys-

tem. The first electric locomotives were
placed in regular service on Decemher 9,

1915, and during the month of April, 1916,

service was extended to Harlowton, making
a total of 220 miles of electrically ope-
rated road. By the first of November,
1916, steam engines were superseded over
the entire distance of 440 miles, from Har-
lowton, Montana, to Avery, Idaho.
This project is the most extensive steam

railway electrification in the world, the
length of haul being nearly six times as
great as any trunk line now operating with
electric locomotives. The length of track
between Harlowton, Montana, and Avery,
Idaho,, is approximately equal to that from
New York to Buffalo or from Boston to
Washington.

In crossing the three mountain ranges
included in the electric zone, there are
several grades of one per cent or more,
the most difficult of which is the 21-mile
two per cent grade between Piedmont and
Donald, and the longest the 49-mile one
per cent grade on the west slope of the
Belt Mountains.
The curvature is necessarily heavy, the

maximum being 10 degrees. There are also
numerous tunnels in the electric zone, 36
in all, of which the longest is the St. Paul
Pass tunnel, over a mile and a half in

length, thru the ridge of the Bitter Root
Mountains.
The passenger service consists of two

all-steel finely equipt transcontinental trains

in each ,
direction, the "Olympian" and

"Columbian," and a local passenger train

in each direction daily between Deer Lodge
and Harlowton.

Freight traffic thru the electric zone com-
prises from four to six trains daily in each
direction. Westbound, the tonnage is made
up of manufactured products and merchan-
dise for Pacific Coast points and foreign

shipment. Eastbound tonnage includes grain,

lumber, products of the mines and some
live stock.

Electrification promises a very marked
reduction in running time, not to mention
the freedom from cinders and smoke always
incident to the use of steam locomotives.
It has been found, for example, that on the

21-mile two per cent grade from Piedmont
to Donald, the electric locomotive can re-

duce the running time of passenger trains

from 65 minutes to approximately 40 min-
utes. On the run from Deer Lodge to

Butte, which, under the steam locomotive
schedule, required an hour and 20 minutes
(80 minutes), a saving of approximately
30 minutes can be made.

In the freight service, it has been found
that on the first division where the steam
locomotives have required 10 to 12 hours
to make 115 miles, electric locomotives can
meet a schedule of from seven to eight

hours for the same distance. The heavy
grades and frequent curves at certain

points offer serious obstacles to steam loco-

motive operation even in the summer time,

but with winter temperatures as low as
40° F. and heavy snowfalls in the Bitter

Root Mountains, serious delays have oc-

curred, owing to engine lailures or to

inability to make steam. The capabilities

of the electric locomotives are in no way
impaired by cold weather or by inability

to obtain fuel or water in case of snow
blockades. During a series of record-

breaking temperatures in December, 1915,

the powerful Mallet engines were frozen

up at different points on the system and the

new electric equipment was rapidly prest

into service to replace them. On several

occasions electric locomotives hauled in dis-

abled steam engines and trains which would
otherwise have tied up the line.

In cold weather, such as we experience

right thru the winter in the East, not to

mention 40° to 60"-F. in the West, the

steam locomotives suffer severely in loss

of all-around efficiency. The severe cold

makes it harder to keep the boiler parts

heated up, and much of the heat from the

coal is used up simply to raise the water
to the steaming point, owing to its ex-
tremely low temperature. The steam loco-

motive is about the most inefficient prime
mover we know of for practical pur-
poses. It practically never realizes above 7

to 8 % over-all efficiency— i. e., in trans-

forming the energy in the coal to tractive

force at the driving wheels and draw-bar.
The remaining 92 to 93% is wasted in

friction and heat losses.

Recent tests in the locomotive laboratory
of one of the largest American railroads

have shown that under road conditions the

best steam engine realizes nearer 7% than
(Continued on page 207)

(Maximum Efficiency = 7 %[rom Coal burned to DrivinfrWheeis) H,P.=3.900 Rated
Copyright, 1918, by E. P. Co.

Possibly You Never Stopt to Think of the Great Coal-Handling and Operating Losses Sustained Annually by the Steam-
Operated Railroads All Over the United States. These Railroads, as the Above Data and Illustration Show Vividly,
Consume In One Year 24 Per Cent of All the Coal Mined, Just to Run Their Trains! It Has Been Estimated by a
Great Engineer That "Electrification" of These Railroads Would Save 66 Per Cent or 100.000,000 Tons of Coal Annually.
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How Uncle Sam Tests Goal by Electricity

HOW much heat do we get from
different grades of coal? This is

the very real and important prob-
lem that confronts our manufac-
turers in operating their plants.

The subject of determining the heat unit

By SAMUEL COHEN

carbon varies with the nature of their chem-
ical combination. Direct methods for de-
termining calorific values are therefore
more reliable. The instrument devised for
this purpose is called a calorimeter.
The calorimeter consists of three essen-

creases with temperature rise, and since

there is a definite relation between tem-
perature and resistance, it is therefore
possible to determine the temperature cor-

responding to the resistance. So by meas-
uring the resistance of the wire in the coal

The Above Illustrates One of
Uncle Sam's Coal Testing Ex-
perts Operating an Electric Re-
sistance Bridge Connected With

the Bomb Calorimeter.

value of coal and its ash matter
is a very important factor to be

considered. Briefly, the analysis

of coal is as follows

:

First, in burning coal, five

main points must be considered

:

The amount of moisture, vola-

tile combustible matter, percent-

age of ash, sulfur, and calorific

value. The latter is the one in

which we are mostly interested

in the present instance, since

electricity plays a very important
role in its determination, while
the first four items are deter-

mined by purely chemical methods.
The coal sample in question goes thru

a regular analysis before it is clast and the

results of the approximate analysis gives

only a general idea of the heating value,

by indicating the class in which the fuel

belongs. Anthracite coals are characterized
by a small percentage of volatile combustible
matter (usually less than 10 per cent), while
bituminous coal contains a large amount of
this constituent (usually 30 to 40 per cent),

while in cannel coal this is the main con-
stituent. The proportion of this constituent
is dependent on the amount of hydrogen
present, as this element forms volatile com-
pounds with the carbon. When hydrogen
burns, it evolves a much larger amount of
heat than is produced by the combustion of
the same amount of carbon. Coals contain-
ing a large proportion of volatile combus-
tible matter have usually, therefore, high
calorific values, and water which absorbs
heat when it is converted into steam. It

is evident that the calorific value of a fuel

can be calculated from the percentage of
carbon and hydrogen present. This method
is subject to an error, arising from the fact

that the heat combustion of hydrogen and

Photo © International Film Service

These Men, Experts at the U. S. Bureau of Mines, Do Nothing But
Play With Coal. The Calorimeters Above Are Used to Gage the Heat

Value of Coal in B. T. U.

tial parts, namely:—A combustion chamber,
a tank of water with a delicate thermometer
for indicating the amount of heat absorbed,

and an insulating device to prevent the

external heat from reaching the water and
the thermometer, and also to prevent the

heat generated in the combustion chamber
from escaping the apparatus.

A certain quantity of the sample coal is

placed in a small container. This quantity

is usually one gram. With this coal a cer-

tain amount of oxidizing agent is added,

and this may be sodium peroxid. In the

same container a fuse wire is placed and
properly connected to an electric power
source so as to ignite the coal mixture at

a desired time. The upper right hand pho-
tograph shows clearly the sample of coal

in the calorimeter capsule. Note the fuse

wire on top.

The temperature of the coal when in a

burning state is directly determined by
means of a special electric thermometer
which is inserted in the coal chamber. This
thermometer consists of a fine high-resist-

ance wire, whose resistance is determined
at the beginning of the test and at the

period of combustion. The resistance in-

This Photo Shows Sample of Coal
in Metallic Capsule, With Ignltino

Fuse and Bomb Calorimeter. Note
Small Amount of Coal Used In

Test.

chamber at the period of com-
bustion, we derive from it a

mathematical relation of the

temperature, and from that the

calorific value. The photograph

at the upper left hand corner

shows a special accurate slide-

wire bridge for measuring the

resistance. The bridge wire is

supported on the drum of the

apparatus. The lower photo-

graph shows four of these calori-

meters. The wires are used to

connect the igniting fuse wire

with the current supply, while

some of them run to the electric thermom-
eters.

This work is of extreme importance in-

sofar as it tells the purchaser the maximum
amount of heat he can possibly obtain from
a certain grade of coal.

ELECTRIC SAW MILLS.
Electrically operated saw mills of the

portable type are said to be rapidly gaining

in favor among lumber men. In localities

where water power is abundant and has

already been partially converted into cheap

electric power the portable sawmill is es-

pecially popular. According to the presi-

dent of a firm which is manufacturing elec-

tric portable sawmills, the demand is fast

increasing in the South and West of the

United States at the present time.

TELEPHONE CABLES IMPROVE
WITH AGE.

It is found that the insulation resistance

of telephone cables increases with 'the age
of the cable, when it lays in the ground,, be-

cause the moisture it possesses appears to

be dried out.
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Monster Italian Searchlight
Recently we had the pleasure of seeing

some very interesting official Italian war
films, certain views of which are repro-
duced here as of especial interest to elec-

breaking all around him as he merrily (?)
turns the crank, are observed.
Not a small part is played in this drama

by electricity. To assist the heavy artillery

in its night attack great searchlights
are used to spot positions, note move-
ments of the enemy, and to see if a
counter-attack is being contemplated.
Some idea may be gained of the size

of these Italian army searchlights
from the accompanying views; in the
original film a soldier is seen to enter
the searchlight thru the trap-door in

the base of the light in order to ad-
just the huge carbons which are
used ; one of the present photos show-
ing the operator holding the massive
carbon rod, which measures 3 inches
thick by 3 feet in length. Later he
steps down and may be seen start-

Monster Electric Searchlight Used Ir

Fighting Night Battles on the Italian
Front. Its Size Can be Judged by
Comparison with the Figure of the

Operator.

trical people. Most every one has read
of the wonderful work done by the Ital-

ian army this past winter in the moun-
tains in the campaign against the Aus-
trian army; of the almost insurmountable
difficulties that have been met and over-
come, and it is only thru the medium of the
moving picture that one is able to grasp
the significance of this vast work.
We see the Italians transporting guns

over the mountains by means of long steel

cables and aerial cars or bombarding the
enemy during the night under the glare of
a hundred powerful electric searchlights.
In the morning following, the infantry
takes up the charge to gain and consoli-
date the ground which has been cleared
by the heavy shell fire, and it is during
these scenes that the dangers the camera
man is exposed to, with the hail of bullets

ing the machine wherein he looks like
the proverbial peanut on the watermelon.
The full significance of photography in

the World War can only be realized in a
small way from this brief resume of course,
and only when we have returned to peace-
ful pursuits again and witness all that has
been preserved thru the medium of the
photographic film and plate will we fully
appreciate the invaluable records that we
can pass on to posterity.

The American Army now in France is

being equipt with all the latest electrical ap-
pliances. Searchlights mounted on telescop-
ing towers are being supplied to our forces
as fast as conditions at home will permit.

July, 1918

NEW DENTAL AND X-RAY
MOVIES.

DR. E. L. CRUSIUS of New York city

has announced that in co-operation
with one of the leading film companies

he had perfected a system for taking X-ray
moving pictures which is expected to be of
great service in treating injuries to the

joints.
.

Among the pictures taken thus far are
illustrations of the movements of the knee,
ankle, and elbow. Dr. Crusius says that the
photographs show not only the bones but
the muscles, and that by moving a joint that

has been injured and photographing the ac-
tion of muscles and movements of bones it

will be possible to find out just what parts

have been injured and the treatment re-

quired.

A physician desiring to have the heart of
his patient tested sends him to a radiologist
to have an X-ray taken. The picture can
show the size, position, and appearance of
the organ, but it can not show the rising
and falling of the heart beat. Again, the
radiologist, during the examination, can
take note of the manner of the beat, but he
can not pass his observation on in its actual
form. The same is true of X-rays of the
lungs, stomach, intestines and other organs

;

than can not be shown functioning. An X-
ray photo of the living stomach is shown
herewith.
Thru the use of the new machine radiolo-

The Dentists of To-day do Not Depend on
Merely Looking at the Teeth—They Take
Radiographs of Them, Which Often Show
Defects That Effect the Patient's Whole

Constitution.

gists will be enabled to take pictures show-
ing the actual continuous movement of the
part of the body under observation. As
soon as the invention is completed Dr.
Crusius expects to offer it to the Govern-
ment, which might use it for examining
soldiers before entering the service and for
examining wounded soldiers so as to ascer-
tain the full extent and degree of their in-
juries.

Another phase of the motion picture X-
ray is the part it may play in the educa-

tional world. Thru it a motion picture can
be taken, for instance, of the path followed
by a swallow of water or a mouthful of
solid matter. It will present to view to the
student and ordinary practitioner what up
to the present time has been visible only to
the eyes of the Roentgen-ray specialist.

By the old method of dental treatment,
when only outward signs could be read, the
dentist would treat the diseased tooth and
unwittingly leave the abscess on the sound
tooth to continue its destructive work until
the tooth loosened or decayed.
Malformations of this kind, and espe-

cially abscesses on sound teeth, cause neu-
ralgia, rheumatism, headache, intestinal in-

digestion, enfeebled eyesight and general
lassitude.

The necessary interest on the part of the
physician today in the pathologic conditions
of the oral cavity in teeth demands some
study on the part of the medical fraternity.
It is a great error to treat patients for all

the ills on the calendar and ignore the
teeth, a very prevalent source of constitu-
tional disease, writes one authority. Of
the two X-ray photos here reproduced,
showing the teeth, one shows an alveolar
abscess involving the root of tooth, while

the other presents a complete root filling

and the amputation of the same tooth.

Many teeth now sacrificed may be success-
fully treated and give life-long service.

X-Ray Photo of the Living Stomach. A
Bismuth Meal Is Given the Patient Before

Taking Such Radiographs.
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Will The Germans Bombard NewYork P

OF late we have been reading quite a

good deal in the daily press about
the possibility of an aerial attack

on American cities by the Germans.
Many anxious inquiries have come

to the writer's desk from readers of this

periodical, asking if there was any chance
or probability of an aerial raid at this time.

Many people seem to think that raids are
impending this year, while equally as many
are skeptical about it. It is the purpose of this

article to point out certain relevant facts

relating to the above, and we will try here
to show the technical aspect of the idea.

By H. GERNSBACk
fended towns while at the same time killing

women and children. Now, without wish-
ing for one second to defend the German
practise of throwing bombs from the skies

upon helpless people, there certainly is a

good military reason behind it all. It is a

very expensive as well as risky undertaking
to send aeroplanes over our Allies' lands,

and you may rest assured that it is not for

the sole purpose to demoralize the inhabi-

tants or to practise frightfulness. The Ger-
mans are too practical a people, and as a
rule do not waste time, effort and costly

ammunition just for frightfulness alone if

cannot be used against the Germans either
at the front or to bomb German cities.

Therefore, it is good business from the
German viewpoint to send a few machines
over London or Paris at irregular inter-

vals, thus locking up a large quantity of
English or French aeroplanes that might
be used to vastly better advantage against
the Huns. This is the main reason, and
probably the only reason why these raids
occur and from a military viewpoint must
occur. The Germans have no choice about
it, for if they did not do it, the Allied aero-
planes would overwhelm them at the front.

HE/)VYOUTEH
STEEL DIAFR/)rt

ELECTRIC CABLE
V. TO SHORE—*

X '

This Illustration Shows a Novel Suggestion How to Indirectly Protect New York City from Possible German Air Raiders. Mr. Gernsback's
Idea Is to Throw a Cordon of Submerged Microphone Buoys Far Off from the Coast as Shown. The Nearest of These Buoys Would Be
About Thirty Miles Distant from New York Harbor, and the Buoys Might Be in Two or Three or Four Rows. As Indicated, Each Buoy
Is Connected with the Navy Yard by Means of a Cable. If a German Submarine Carrying Aeroplanes Should Come Within Range of
These Buoys, Its Sound Would Be Detected Immediately, and the Navy Yard Could Then Dispatch the Destroyers to Frustrate the

Attempted Aeroplane Raid. The Submarine Buoy Is entirely Practical, Having Been Tried in France Some Years Ago.

Let us first set our minds straight about
the military reasons for bombarding cities,

whether these be American, French or En-
glish. Every time the Germans bombard
London or Paris, immediately the cry goes
up about the German "baby killers" and the

frightfulness in general. Bitter remarks
are not wanting in the press, as well as by
private individuals, and the German prac-
tise is decried quite properly in most vio-

lent as well as abusive language. The
thought seems to be uppermost in the mind
of every lay individual that there is no mil-
itary reason for bombing open and unde-

it does not bring a military advantage.
What the lay critics seem to leave out
from their reflections entirely is this : If

the English or the French were positive

that the Germans would not or could not
bombard their cities, they would not have
to keep hundreds or thousands of aero-
planes inland for defensive purposes, and
these aeroplanes could then be used to the
greatest advantage at the front.

In other words, by sending, say a dozen,
bombing machines over London, Germany
effectively ties up several hundred English
aeroplanes inland, which then obviously

Naturally this would constitute a great

aerial supremacy by the Allies, which the
Germans are striving hard to avoid. If we
were in the same position, we would be
forced to do exactly the same thing, but of
course not as ruthlessly as is practised by
the Boche aviators. It is safe to say, there-

fore, that with less than one-tenth per cent

of the total German aeroplanes, this small
percentage locks up as high as twenty-five

per cent of the available Allied aeroplanes
away from the front.

This brings us to our own shores. At
the present time America is making a su-
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preme effort to ship thousands of aero-

planes to Europe. The ocean lies between
us, and we are in a way comparatively safe

from aerial attack now.
The German military command, however,

cannot view the situation but with great

alarm, and in self-protection it will be nec-

essary for them to lock up a vast amount
of American aeroplanes on our own shores,

if the trick can be done. In other words,
the Germans will try desperately to prevent

us from shipping all of our aeroplanes to

Europe, and they will stop at nothing to

gain their end. Blowing up factories and
munition plants in America by their agents
will not help them much, and they will not

be able to torpedo but a very small percent-

age of ships carrying over these aeroplanes.

What simpler remedy then is there for their

problem than to bombard occasionally, say,

New York, Boston or Philadelphia, thereby
practically forcing us to keep at home a

vast fleet of aeroplanes. This is the mili-

tary aspect of it and for this reason it would
be suicide in allowing ourselves to live in

a fool's paradise. We should always re-

member that we are facing a formidable
enemy who stops at nothing to gain his end,
and who has the resources and the brains

to often accomplish the impossible. Wit-
ness the 76-mile gun which was so prepos-
terous a few months ago. Witness the

"Flying tank,"—an armored battle-plane,

—

which has just made its appearance over
the Allied lines to our great discomfiture.

To the writer's mind, who does not desire

to be an alarmist, there is but little doubt
that some of our American coast cities are
in for an aerial raid. But how can it be
accomplished?

Zeppelins may safely be left out of con-
sideration. These huge aerial sausages
have already been eliminated by the British

as well as the French, and they do not ven-
ture very often over our Allies' lands of
late. They are too vulnerable, offer too big

a target, and are easily shot down by anti-

aircraft guns, as well as by attacking aero-
planes. There seems then little possibility

of a Zeppelin making its way over the At-
lantic at the present time of writing. Even
in peace times it is questionable if a Zep-
pelin could cross the ocean at the present
development of the craft. The tremendous
weight of the fuel alone is against such an
undertaking, let alone carrying bombs,
adverse atmospheric conditions, etc. This
leaves the aeroplane.

While is seems quite possible, and as a
matter of fact very probable, that the At-
lantic will be crost by an aeroplane very
shortly, we do not think that the Germans
lying so far inland will try to make a flight

across the entire breadth of the Atlantic
ocean at this time. The great weight of the
necessary fuel would be against such an
exploit, and would seriously handicap the
carrying of the necessary bombs as well.

But we have of late been reading that the
Germans have built super-submarines from
five to ten thousand tons, and we under-
stand that some of these have actually been
launched. We know that submarines can
readily cross the ocean, as has been proven
by the Deutschland as well as by our own
submarines, which have frequently crost

not only the Atlantic Ocean, but the Pacific

as well. If the Germans have a 10,000-ton
submarine, it will be a very simple matter
to stow away in the hold of such a sub-
mersible anywhere from three to five

"knocked-down" aeroplanes, and which can
be readily assembled within a few hours'
time on a temporary platform on top of
the submarine.

This problem offers no technical difficul-

ties whatsoever. As a matter of fact, it

has been declared as eminently feasible by
many authorities. A submarine as large as
ten thousand tons has quite a breadth, and
is of course of great length. A light steel

or wood platform can be readily put in

place within a few hours' time, and then the

crew will find but little difficulty in assem-
bling the aeroplane and launching it from
this platform. Our front cover shows the

idea better than words, and we are leaving

the details to the reader's imagination. We
again wish to point out that it will be a

comparatively simple matter for the Ger-
mans to do this. If the attempt is made
the Huns will probably send over a num-
ber of submarines, several of them being
used to carry areoplanes only, the others to

act as a sort of guard to ward of hos-
tile vessels, etc. The attack will most likely

be made at sunset when the air is usually

calm, and when the submarines will stand

pill!
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the least chance of being detected. It

should be remembered that a submarine lies

very low and is practically unseen by an-
other boat at a distance of five miles. As
far as New York is concerned, or for that
matter any of our coast cities, none of them
are as well protected geographically as
Paris or London, and there would be prac-
tically no warning of an impending raid.

Suppose that the German submarine carry-
ing the aeroplanes was lying fifteen or
twenty-five miles away from New York.
Then it would only take the bombing aero-
plane from ten to fifteen minutes to reach
the city, and the chances of discovery
would be very small for the submarine.
In all probability a city, as for instance
New York, would prove easy prey for the
raiders. And what a target New York
offers

!

' When Blucher was standing on the Lon-
don Tower looking over the vast city he
exclaimed: "What plunder!" A German
aviator flying over New York would ex-
claim: '"What an opportunity for ruthless-

ness!" There are hundreds of targets here

that would prove almost impossible to miss
for the attacking aeroplanes ; New York
even at night lends itself extraordinarily
well towards such an exploit. If you have
ever stood on a tall building and looked
over New York on a dark night, you will

have found that it is never absolutely dark,

the two rivers always providing a certain

illumination, and the attacking aviator

would find it difficult to miss his objects.

There are, first of all, the hundreds of
docks, the bridges across the East River,
the railroad stations and numerous other
points so large that a skilled aviator sim-
ply could not fail to hit his objectives when
flying low. And we have no aerial defenses
at the present time worth speaking about.

We have heard about anti-aircraft guns
being emplaced, but we have seen none so

far. We have not a large defending aero-
plane fleet as yet, and unless we organize
one soon, we will be practically helpless

against an aerial invasion. One remedy
lies of course in having defending aero-
planes stationed about Long Island, who
could give battle to the invaders as soon
as they are sighted. This we consider of
paramount importance, and we will in time
no doubt have such a defense. It cer-

tainly is urgently needed.

It goes without saying that after the
enemy aviator has accomplished his das-
tardly mission of bombing New York, it

would be rather a difficult matter for him
to get back to his submarine ; nor is this at

all necessary. If an aviator were chosen
who could speak English well and who had
been in America before, by means of his

map, he could readily land his machine
during the evening in a lonely spot on Long
Island or somewhere up State where there
exist large stretches of uninhabited land
and where there are no houses or farms for
miles. If he brought his machine down,
which could be readily accomplished by
volplaning down, he could make a practi-

cally noiseless descent. Then, if he wore
civilian clothes, it would be a ridiculously
simple matter for him to lose himself in

one of the nearby cities. Of course this

would necessitate abandoning his aeroplane,
which, however, in an undertaking of this

sort is a small matter. The Germans know
very well that in a mission of this sort they
must expect material losses as well as losses

of life.

That some people do not consider an
aerial bombardment of New York impos-
sible, is best proven by the fact that any
insurance man will tell you that millions
of insurance has been taken out in New
York recently against aerial bombardment.
Nearly all of the large downtown buildings
are carrying bombardment insurance at

present.

The writer desires to advance an idea
here, which, while it may not be an all-

cure, might certainly prove to be an impor-
tant factor if a raid is ever planned upon
our cities.

His idea is to throw a cordon of sensi-

tive submerged microphone buoys about
the port of New York, our illustration

showing the idea graphically. Anchored
buoys, one or two miles apart, each con-
taining a sensitive transmitter, are disposed
in a half-circle off the shores of Long
Island over a radius of say fifty or more
miles ; each buoy to be connected by cable

to a central station which might be the
Brooklyn Navy Yard. Three to five hun-
dred of such buoys would effectively help
us to listen in for submarines at the cen-

(Continued on page 192)
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The Story of A Pound of Goal
Explaining the enormous losses occurring when a pound of coal is burned under a boiler, the steam

generated used to run a steam engine, and this in turn caused to drive a
dynamo supplying electricity for lighting

DID you ever stop to consider how
much of the energy present in a
pound of coal is actually converted
into electrical energy, even in the
best power plants of to-day? In a

few words it is this—that out of every
pound of coal burned in a steam boiler in

an electric power station we only succeed

ods, beyond the shadow of a doubt. Several
well-known inventors have ventured to de-
sign a different type of apparatus for devel-
oping electrical energy direct from coal, but
so far no commercially successful method
has been perfected. Even Edison has tried

his hand at perfecting such a machine, but
so far we have not advanced beyond the

perature of 1 pound of pure water 1 degree
Fahrenheit, at or near its maximum density,

39.1 degrees Fahrenheit. One B. T. U. is

also equivalent to '778 foot pounds of en-

ergy; or 1 B. T. U. per hour = .000293

kilowatt-hour, also 1000 B. T. U. per hour
= .293 K.W. hour). Having this quantity

in mind the per cent loss in each apparatus

Since the Days of Watt and His Steam
Engine, Down Thru All These Years,
Engineers Have Constantly Striven to
Improve the Process for Converting
the Latent Energy in Coal Into Useful
Work. With All the Thousand and
One Improvements Made, However,
We Still Lose—Actually Throw Away—90 Per Cent of the Energy In Pro-
ducing Electricity. We Only Obtain
One-half of One Per Cent of the Ener-
gy in Coal in the Light from an Incan-

descent Lamp.
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in converting about one-half of one per cent
of the total energy in that pound of coal
into radiant light ! The average person be-
lieves that in this so-called "electrical age"
we have reached well-nigh perfection, but
the above figure illustrates vividly that the
electrical and steam engineers have many
problems yet in front of them before any-
thing like real efficiency is attained in con-
verting the energy in coal to electric light,

or for that matter into electrical energy with
which to feed the lamps and other appa-
ratus. For the largest and most highly de-
veloped steam-electric plants of to-day do
not realize an over-all efficiency of much
above ten per cent.

This figure of ten per cent represents the
ratio between the coal burned in the boilers
and the current delivered by the dynamos
to the bus-bars, and shows that what most
persons believe to be a wonderful and highly
efficient electric power generating station
is really throwing away about 90 per cent
of the energy in the coal it buys. A modern
water-power electric generating station may
show a gross efficiency of as high as 56
per cent ; therefore there is something rad-
ically wrong with our coal-burning meth-

well-known boiler and fire-box stage in our
commercial utilization of the energy in coal.

Therefore it is of interest to study this

important subject a little and to find out
where this enormous loss takes place. The
accompanying illustrations show in a graphic
manner just where these losses occur in

each part of the system of a modern steam-
electric plant. The various losses and effi-

ciencies are taken from a report made in

the transactions of the American Institute of
Electrical Engineers by a well-known elec-

trical engineer, Mr. H. G. Stott, and repre-
sent the efficiency of a large steam-electric
plant. Some of the large present-day plants
of this type obtain a slightly higher over-all
efficiency than the one here cited. For in-

stance, the Interboro Rapid Transit Com-
pany's plant in New York City showing a
gross efficiency between coal burned and
electricity developed, of about 12 per cent.

Let us now resume the discussion of the
present steam-electric plant here illustrated.

In looking at the illustration from right to
left, keep in mind the energy in a pound of
coal at the start, viz., 14,150 B. T. U. (Brit-
ish thermal units. One B. T. U. is the
amount of heat required to raise the tem-
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is readily judged as we progress from right

to left or reference to the following table

prepared by Mr. Stott gives these percent-

ages directly.

Thus we see where the energy in the

pound of coal goes to before it finally

reaches the switch-board bus-bars. In other

words, starting with 100 per cent of energy
in the coal when placed in the fire-box, we
eventually throw away nearly 90 per cent of

this energy, or to be exact 89.7 per cent, and
deliver to the electrical system only 10.3

per cent of the power we started with, when
we lighted the fire in the boiler.

If we operate electric motors from this

electrical energy we fare quite well, as the

motor has an efficiency of from 80 to 90
per cent or more, depending upon the size.

That is, the motor converts say 90 per cent

of the electrical energy put into it into

mechanical power at the pulley. But in

converting the electrical energy into radiant
light we find that the most efficient of all

incandescent filament lamps—the tungsten
lamp—only realizes about 5 per cent effi-

ciency, and requires about 1 watt per candle-

(Continued on page 198)
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CUTTING 260 LAYERS OF CLOTH
AT ONCE.

The garment cutting department of the

Atlantic division of the Red Cross has its

own little trials. Its particular job is to

supply with garments cut out and assem-
bled all the Red Cross chapters in New
Jersey, New York and Connecticut as fast

as those chapters send in calls for mate-
rials. And that is no easy task.

The amount of work required to keep
up with the demand is enormous. Recently,

in one week, more than 65,000 yards of
material were cut into 1,600 dozen gar-

ments. To accomplish this the Red Cross
has turned itself into a factory, and highly
trained workers manipulating the most
efficient kinds of machines make that out-
put possible.

Between the work-room partitions are
tables ninety feet long, over which on trol-

leys suspended from the ceiling run various
electric machines. One of them is for
spreading the material, one for making
stencils as long as the table and another for

actual cutting.

This last has to be guided with tireless

care. It is fitted with a revolving knife
razor so sharp that it will cut thru 260
layers of heavy material as easily as thru
one. A single slip, therefore, on the work-
er's part, an instant's, inattention, would be
a costly thing.

The stenciling machines, which have little

wheels with red hot points for burning
holes in paper, are time savers. In order
that there shall be the least possible waste
of material the patterns have to be fitted

into each other with the intricacy of a

clever picture puzzle. To do this down the

length of a ninety foot table takes an expert
worker over four hours, where once a sten-

cil has been cut an untrained person can
mark the same amount of material in fifteen

minutes.
'

The department, which has been in opera-
tion only a short time, has until lately con-

fined itself to cutting hospital garments.
Recently for the first time it undertook
refugee garments as well. After devoting

its energies exclusively to these for six

ELECTRIC STREET INDICATOR
FOR TROLLEYS.

Possibly there is no other invention in the

realm of electro-mechanics that has received

Ever Listen In Wonder to the Jargon Handed Out by Some of Our Trolley Conductors and
Go About Six Blocks Past Your Street? This New Electric Street Indicator Promises to

Solve All These Troubles.

The Cutting Division of the Red Cross Does Its Work by Electrical
Machinery. After the Pattern of the Garment Is Stencilled Many
Thicknesses of Cloth Are Cut at Once with Motor- Driven Cutters

of the Type Here Shown.

days, it had on hand a sufficient stock of

garments of nineteen varieties and forty-

seven sizes to meet any orders which the

chapters may send in.

MECHANICAL EQUIVALENT OF
LIGHT.

A mathematic-
cal equation has
been obtained by the

U. S. Bureau of
Standards for the
visibility curve of
the average eye.

This equation was
combined with
Planck's equation of
spectral radiation
of a black body.
Using the radiation
constants of a black
body and its bright-
ness at various tem-
peratures, it was
possible to obtain
the luminous equiv-
alent of radiation or
the so-called mech-
anical equivalent of
light.

Independent
checks of this con-
stant were obtained
by measure-
ments upon an in-

candescent lamp of
known candle-
power, using a spe-
cial physical photo-
meter. The data
obtained by various
methods indicate
that the mechanical
equivalent of light

is of the order of 1

lumen = 0.0016 watt
of luminous flux of
maximum visibility,

or 1 watt = 49
candles.

These data are of
much use to-day.

so much attention from inventors in the

past ten years as that involving some form
of street and station indicator adapted for
use on trolley or interurban railway cars.

Altho hundreds of such schemes, including
everything from wonderful talking machine
arrangements up to constantly changing
signs, seem to have been thought of by the
conscientious inventors striving to solve the

problem, but very few of these automatic
street announcer schemes have been tried

out and few, if any, have found favor with
the trolley and railway concerns at all, so

it seems.

However, the accompanying patented ar-

rangement recently perfected by Mr. John
O. Lough seems to have considerable merit.
The invention comprises a suitable enclosure
cabinet, inside of which there is supported a
revolvable drum on the perifery of which
there are suspended pivotally a large number
of signs, each of which is labeled progres-
sively with the street numbers for a given
car route. Just after passing each street an
auxiliary electric circuit is closed which op-
erates an electro-magnet placed within the
announcer cabinet, this magnet actuating
a set of pawls arranged in the manner shown
in the drawing herewith. At each impulse
of the electro-magnet and pawl system, the

drum carrying the various street signs is

moved around a short distance, just suffi-

cient to bring the next street sign in position
before the opening in the cabinet. An elec-

tric bell can be arranged to signal each
change of the announcer so that passengers
will pay proper attention to the device, altho

once it is installed a short time, patrons will

soon become accustomed to it. We believe

Mr. Lough deserves a vote of thanks from
a long suffering public, as all that we can
hope to learn concerning the name of the
next street announced at present is a
conglomeration of vowels and consonants
that sounds like—BLLWXY ! ?X.

"Violet rays," i.e., the discharge which
takes place in a vacuum when the bulb in

question is connected to a high frequency
coil, can be deflected by means of an electro-

magnet.
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An Electric "Movie" for Show-Windows
A new type of moving picture machine

for office, convention and show window has
been brought out by a New York concern.
This machine displays pictures which can be
readily seen in broad daylight, as well as by
night. Its operation is entirely automatic
in all its functions. After the reel is pro-
jected it is automatically rewound and then
displayed again, so that after the machine

and in the opposite direction for rewind-
ing.

A 250-watt Mazda stereopticon lamp, with

All parts of the machine are made from
an aluminum composition, so that it weighs
but thirty-five pounds. There is a dust-

proof and soundproof cover provided which
acts as a carrier for the machine, as well as

a cover.

The moving picture projector is placed

about a foot from the miniature theater so

that the light enters an aperture in the base;

At Last—a Real Practical Show-Window "Movie" Machine. It Can be Set in Any Show- Window and Works Entirely Automatically. It Is
Operated by an Electric Motor. It Uses Non-inflammable Films Up to 500 Feet in Length. The Lamp Used Is a 250 Watt Incandescent

Type. It Rewinds the Film Automatically. Center Photo Shows "Movie" as it Appears to the Sidewalk Audience.

is arranged and started it will continuously
operate for an indefinite period without any
further attention.

The outfit consists of two separate parts,

the moving picture machine and miniature
theater in which the pictures are displayed.

The moving picture machine is operated by
a standard type universal motor, which will

operate on either direct or alternating cur-
rent. Two horizontal discs carry the film

which passes in one direction for projection

concentrated filament, furnishes the light,

which is automatically extinguished when
the machine stops and during the process of
rewinding.
The machine is equipt with two auto-

matic safety switches, which are provided
for in case the film breaks, in which event
the machine stops and the light goes out, if

this occurs while projecting; in case it

happens while rewinding, the machine sim-
ply stops, the light being out.

here it strikes a mirror set at an angle of
45 degrees, and is reflected upwards onto a
screen, set on what would be termed a
stage. Another 45-degree mirror reflects an
image of the screen, making the picture ap-
pear to the audience to come from a screen
on the rear wall of the theater.

Standard non-inflammable films in lengths
of 50 to 500 feet can be exhibited. The out-
fit draws 2^ amperes and is approved by
the National Board of Fire Underwriters.

THOSE "ODD" ELECTRICAL
, PHOTOS.

The accompanying photo shows a really

novel electrical effect—the kind we are

after and stand ready to pay $1.00 cash

No, Oswald, This Is Not a Banana Spider's
Web, Nor Sister's Knitting Wool Being Dis-
entangled—It's Just a "Good" Photo of an
18-Inch Spark "Ladder." We Want More

Such Photos!!!

each for. Say, readers, we really wonder
if you have ever read the notice publisht

on the title page of the "Question Box"
in every issue for the past six months.
This notice to all readers, whether regular
subscribers or not, says that $1.00 will be
paid for any photo we can use—but they
should be "odd ones," like that below.
Now, readers, and there are several hun-

dred thousand of you, for the love of
Horse-thief Pete, get out that kodak or
plate camera. Dust her off and go shoot-
ing for that "odd photo." We know it's

there, but as we can't travel all over the

United States and thru foreign climes to

ferret out these interesting subjects, we put
it up to you to get these photographs for us.

The present photo is a beautiful one and
it shows the "ladder sparks" produced by
the amateur photographer— Mr. Kenneth
Strickfaden's — eighteen-inch spark coil in

full activity. Mr. Strickfaden took this

fine photo, the original being of ordi-

nary pocket kodak size, or 3% by SV\ inches.

WASHINGTON STATE COLLEGE
TO HAVE SIGNAL CLASSES.

Washington State College, Pullman,
Wash., will heed the call of the government
for 15,000 trained men for the signal corps
and will attempt to provide between 50 and
100 men qualified for this service in as short
a space of time as is possible. Classes in

signal corps work will be started immedi-
ately. Training will be given in the inter-

national wireless code, a speed of 20 words
a minute in sending or receiving being re-

quired before the completion of the course.
The code to be taught is used thruout the
signal corps service in wireless, wigwag and
buzzer signaling.

The United States Government buys
about 2,000,000 incandescent globes yearly.

LIGHTING THE AUTO RADIATOR
FLAG.

An electric lamp for illuminating a radia-

tor flag, which may also be used as a porta-

ble inspection lamp, has been developed by
a New York concern. The outfit includes

a silk flag, a silver-plated parabolic reflector

and a rubber-finished rolled steel bracket.

It can be operated at small cost from the

automobile lighting and starting battery.

Where no storage battery is available, dry
cells can be used.

To be Up-to-date You Must Have an Il-

luminated, Waving Flag on Your Auto. It

Takes Current From the Car Battery or
Dry Cells.

GREAT WASTE OF HYDRO-
ELECTRIC ENERGY.

Enough hydro-electric energy is running
to waste to equal the daily labor of 1,800,-

000,000 men or thirty times our adult popu-
lation, according to Secretary of interior

Franklin K. Lane.
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Milestones in the Life of Thomas
A. Edison

THOMAS A. EDISON, leader in

American scientific thought, has ac-

complish! so many wonders in his

lifetime that to enumerate them
would seem to require a lengthy ar-

ticle, but the following tabloid outline of the

scientific milestones in his wonderful career

give a succinct and comprehensive survey of

his activities. This paper was presented
before a meeting of the San Francisco
Development League by Frank D. Fagan.

1847.

Born February 11th, at Milan, Ohio.
1857.

Started chemical laboratory in cellar of

his home.
1859.

Became newsboy and "candy butcher" on
trains of Grand Trunk Railway, running
between Port Huron and Detroit.

1862.

Printed and publisht a newspaper, The
Weekly Herald, on the train. The first

newspaper ever printed on a moving train.

1862.

Saved from death young son of J. U.
Mackenzie, station agent of Mount Clemens,
Mich. In gratitude, the father taught Edi-
son telegraphy.

1863.

Spent nearly five arduous years as a tele-

graph operator in various cities of the Cen-
tral Western States, always studying and
experimenting to improve the apparatus.

1868.

Entered office of Western Union in Bos-
ton as operator.

1868.

Made his first patent invention, electrical

vote recorder. The application for patent
was signed October 11, 1868.

NEW MONUMENT MARKS PLACE
WHERE TELEPHONE WAS

CONCEIVED.
Dr. Alexander Graham Bell, inventor of

the telephone, tells us that Brantford,
Ontario, Canada, is right in claiming the
invention of the telephone. The invention,
according to Dr. Bell, was conceived in

Brantford in 1874, forty-four years ago,
and born in Boston in 1875. Dr. Bell was
present at the unveiling ceremony as well
as leading telephone men from the United
States and Canada. The great achievement
of the telephone invention by Prof. Bell
has thus been commemorated by the erec-
tion of a magnificent granite and bronze
memorial, which is located in one of the
city's parks.

1869.

Landed in New York City from Boston
boat, poor and in debt. Shortly afterward,
while looking for work, was in operating
room of Gold & Stock Telegraph Company
when apparatus
broke down. No
one but Edison
could fix it, and
he was given
job as superin-
tendent at $300
a month.

1870.

Received his

first money for
inventions, the

stock ticker,
$40,000. Opened
manufac-
turing shop in

Newark, where
he made stock
tickers, etc.

1871.

Assisted
Sholes, the in-

ventor of the

typewriter, t o
make the first

successful
working model.
1872 to 1876.

Worked o n
and completed
many i n v e n-

tions, including
motograph, au-
t o m a t i c tele-

graph systems,
duplex, quadru-
plex, sextuplex
svstems.

1876 to 1877.

Invented the carbon telephone transmit-

ter, which made telephony a commercial art,

and which was combined in 1914 with his

later invention, the phonograph, to form
the telescribe.

1877.

Invented the phonograph. Patent was is-

sued by United' States Patent Office within

two months after application, without a sin-

gle reference.
1879.

Invented incandescent electric lamp. The
invention was perfected October 21, 1879,

on which day the first lamp embodying the

principles of the modern incandescent lamp
was put in circuit and maintained its incan-

descence for over 40 hours.

1879.

Invented radical improvements in con-
struction of dynamo-electric machines,
making them suitable for generators for

Photo © by Central News Photo Service

A Recent Photo of Ameri
Edison, Who Is Working

ca's Foremost Electrical Scientist, Thomas A.
for the Government on New Inventions of
Great Importance.

and multiplex telegraph

i-iiuio Telephone News
It Was at Brantford, Ontario, That the Telephone Was Conceived by Alexander Graham

Bell. This Beautiful Monument Now Commemorates the Achievement.

systems of distribution of current for light,

heat and power.
1881.

Established first commercial incandescent
lamp factory at Harrison, N. J.

1880 to 1882.
Invented and installed life-sized electric

railway for freight and passengers at Menlo
Park, N. J. 1882.

September 4, commenced operation of
first commercial central station in New
York City for distribution of electric cur-
rent for light, power and heat.

1891.

Invented the motion picture camera. By
the invention of this mechanism, with the
continuous tape-like film originated by Edi-
son, it became possible to take and repro-
duce motion pictures as we have them at
this day.

1900 to 1910.
This period covers the work resulting in

the invention of the Edison Alkaline Stor-
age Battery, and its commercial introduc-
tion. 1914.

Edison, being the largest individual user
in the United States of carbolic acid (for
making phonograph records), found him-
self in danger of being compelled to close
his factory by reason of the embargo placed
on exportation by England and Germany,
the sources of supply, carbolic acid being
used in making explosives. Edison devised
a plan for making carbolic acid synthetic-
ally, set gangs of men working 24 hours a
day to build a plant, and on the 18th day
was making the acid. Within four weeks
plant could turn out a ton a day.

1914.
On the night of December 9th, Edison's

{Continued on page 194)
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Peeling Tomatoes by Electricity

and Reclaiming Waste
In the operation of canning tomatoes and

other vegetables it has hitherto been prac-
tically impossible to remove the skins with-
out first heating or partially cooking. How-
ever, a down-East genius, one William H.

conductor and is thoroly connected to earth.
The number of alternations of the usual

commercial circuit are 60 per second and

The Tomato Promises to Be One of the Leading Factors In Food Conservation. This Electric
Peeler Removes Their Skins Quickly and Government Experts Have Found a Use for All

Skins and Pulplngs.

Chapman, of Portland, Maine, has found
that if the skin of the tomato is punctured
by electric sparks sufficiently near together,
the effect will be to form small holes in

the skin which loosen it from the pulp, so
that it may be readily peeled or stript off.

He has obtained a U. S. patent on the
scheme. The heat from the spark ap-
parently has the effect, besides puncturing
holes in the skin, to expand the air inside

of the skin where the spark passes thru
and so detach the skin from the pulp.

A comb conductor charged with a high
voltage alternating electricity is located
adjacent to the tomato and the apparatus
is so formed and manipulated that all por-
tions of the skin are presented to the dis-

charging points.

In the apparatus illustrated for carrying
out the process in a simple manner, the
tomato is stuck on a forked support or
spindle, journaled in the base of the device
and slowly rotated by a suitable pulley and
belt connected with an electric motor.

As here shown, the comb is connected
with an alternating current line with a com-
mercial current of 110 volts connected with
the primary of a transformer. Thru the
transformer, the voltage is raised to about
12,000 volts, capable of producing a spark of
nearly one-half inch in length. The connec-
tion from the conductor to the transformer
is made thru the carriage by means of a
wire. A handle is provided for sliding the
carriage back and forth to the tomato being
operated upon. The holder on which the
tomato is held is formed of metal or other

the sparks will be emitted from each of the
points substantially at this rate. The to-

mato may thus be rotated with consider-
able speed and the skin will be thoroly
perforated with holes. In applying this

process to a canning factory, much more
elaborate and rapid acting mechanism would

July, 1918

be used, but that illustrated is perfectly
capable of carrying out the process.
While this process is primarily designed

to be used for tomatoes, it is capable of
being used with any fruits or vegetables
with thin, non-conducting skins, as plums,
apples, peaches, corn, etc. The body of the
tomato is not affected by the current used.
But most important of all, a recent bulle-

tin of the U. S. Department of Agriculture
brings the fact that vast quantities of to-
mato refuse accumulating each year at
tomato-pulping factories can be reduced to
two products—viz., iixt oil and meal—both
of which may be made commercially useful.
The oil from the seeds is suitable for use
as an edible oil or as a soap oil, and by
proper treatment can be made useful as a
drying oil for paint and varnish. The meal
has valuable qualities as stock feed. The
department urges the establishment of re-

ducing plants and the adoption of a co-
operative plan of manufacture in the re-

gions where tomatoes are extensively used
to make catsups and soups, the seeds and
skins being at present discarded as useless.

The utilization of tomato wastes seems
to have made much more progress in Italy

than elsewhere.

A TROPICAL LINE PARTY.
Seeing in the December issue a photo of

a telegraph line party in the far North, I

thought that a photo of a line party in the
tropics might be of sufficient interest to

send to you.
The boys shown in the picture are re-

cruited from their native villages in the
Territory of Papua, and sign to work for
the Government for three years at the rate

of 10 shillings per month and found
($2.50), and are placed under the charge
of a white lineman who instructs them in

the various arts of "slinging lines" ; from
there they pass to fitting instruments, lo-

cating faults, etc.

After the three years are up they are
sent back to their homes for a spell and,
should they desire they sign again for three
years, this time as operators, their wages
being raised to 15 shillings a month and
found.
The telephone exchange is a magneto

service of a hundred lines, with several
long-distance lines to plantations, the long-
est being 34 miles from Port Moresby.
The boys (Meros) are taught English

at the Mission school during their second
term ; otherwise to ask for, say call 26,
would sound something like this

—"Rua-
Huey—Toura Toi.—JOHN J. BOILEAU.

A Tropical Telephone Wiring Party, Composed of Native Boys, Who Work Three Years for
Their Government At the Rate of $2.50 Per Month I
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Make Way for the Lady Engineers

IT'S just a bit difficult to say who the

first lady engineer was. The number of

women—other than typists, stenogra-
pher and clerks—employed in the engi-

neering department of one of the largest

electrical manufacturing companies has
been gradually increasing in the past four
years. Most of these young women who
have entered the realm of real, applied
engineering were college graduates to whom
school teaching was evidently not the one
and only resort. All of them were at first

assigned to one group. Requests for trans-

lating, reference work and computations
were made on this group. Later, when the

telephone transmission branch started talk-

ing in terms of impedance instead of resist-

ance, and doing other queer things, the

demand for computresses in that particular

branch became so great that several girls

were definitely assigned to transmission
work as calculators. From this beginning
it was easy enough to present the girls to

the various measuring devices.

Girls were tried at the calling end of
telephone transmission tests, but the voice
strain was found to be too great, so now
their activities in this particular field are
limited to listening—-listening to nursery
rhymes and the like for hours upon hours

!

In addition to computing and making
electrical measurements and transmission
tests, girls are also employed on drafting
and on follow-up work on jobs placed in

the Model Shop.

The other laboratories of this electric

company were quick to realize the value
of women for certain kinds of work, so

they, too, began to cast around for suit-

able representatives of the female of the

species. In the Physical Laboratory the
experimental work on telephone switch-
board lamps and on filaments in general
required deft fingers as well as agile brains.

Here, then, was an opportunity not only
for girls with some technical training, but

also for those with skill in light manufac- demand in the Physical Laboratory as any-
turing processes. Thus we see the entrance where else—so the demand for mathema-
of girls into the realm of the breakdown ticians went up a few notches more.

Who Said the Women do Not Take Up Such Studies as Electrical Engineering? They're
All Wrong, for Here Is Evidence to Show That Women Are Holding Their Own In a

Large Research Laboratory.

test, the life test, the humidity test, and
dozens of other important and exacting
tests.

Of course, calculators are as much in

Recently there has been a great demand
for special condensers and fuses which, for

various reasons, must be manufactured
under laboratory conditions. This work
does not of necessity call for operatives
with more than average education, but it

does mean the presence in the laboratory
of a fairly large number of women. If

any of them show special aptitude or in-

clination, it is a fairly easy problem to

acquaint them with the workings of the

simpler measuring devices and to instruct

them in the making of various mechanical
tests on apparatus. It has been found that

women have a distinct aptitude for mathe-
matical and engineering processes. They
operate Wheatstone bridges, planimeters
and slide rules with speed and precision.

—

Photos Western Electric Co.

ELECTRIC ORANGES.
Prof. J. A. Fleming, in a lecture at the

Royal Institution, London, England, to a

juvenile audience, said that not many boys
and girls knew that when they cut an orange
with a steel knife and a silver fork a cur-

rent of electricity past thru their hands.
The acid in the orange acted on the steel,

and the orange acted as a voltaic cell.

Here Again We Have the Women Technicians In the Chemical Laboratory of One of the
Largest Electrical Concerns. As the War Goes on We May Expect to See More and

More Women In Engineering Lines.

X-RAY DETECTS TUBERCULOSIS.
Electricity is playing an ever increasing

part in the examination of troops for medi-
cal defects. The X-ray has been employed
recently in dete. mining whether certain

New York troops have tuberculosis. Of the
first 600 men examined by this means
twenty-two were found to be so infected
as to disqualify them for military service.
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An American Ace
*N unprecedented triumph! And right-

A\ fully may it be said so, for with a

smack of the old melodrama, Biff!

Bang! of shot and shell this truly patriotic

war play has arrived into its own.

with a crash and a bang buildings tumble
down and with all the debris and plaster fly-

ing around, it might well be best to bring
your own "dugout" and gas helmet with
you.

It's Hard to Tell the Imitation Soldier from the Real One These Days, Especially When the
Signal Corps Members of "An American Ace," a Recent Stage Success, Start Acting.

The play is centered about a number of
thrilling scenic effects of which probably
the most realistic is that where our boys go
"over the top."

The story of the play is somewhat slow in

action in the first part and this could stand
a little speeding up. It is not until the
second act that it really struck its stride
and after that the action was fast and ex-
citing.

James L. Crane was a thru and thru
"pacifist" in the first part until, the wavering
spark of patriotism answered the call and
from then on he was out to get the "Hun."
Somewhere on the battleline the Germans

abandon a Belgian village, leaving behind
them desolation, destruction and two spies

"He" and "She" to communicate informa-
tion that will enable them (the Germans) to
"gas" the Americans without warning.
The Americans arrive and take the village

but are rather suspicious of the two spies

and when the man is seen telephoning in-
formation to the enemy by a little "Belgian
Miss," the heroine, the female spy gives an
alarm so as to ward off suspicion from her-
self and incidently enable her to carry on
the nefarious work. The hero, who is now
an "American Ace," naturally falls in love
with the "little Miss" and a quaint courtship
is interwoven amidst all the cannons' roar.

The villainess eventually meets her Water-
loo and the final scene shows the lovers
united in each others' arms atop a church
tower, while down below the Americans are
driving back the "Boches" with fixt bayo-
nets.

Chief amongst the thrillers is an exciting
battle in the clouds when the "American
Ace" goes up and downs three German
planes. So realistically is this scene ar-
ranged that the spectators imagine them-
selves up in another plane looking on at
the duels taking place. Another tense
moment comes when the German planes
bomb the town with aerial torpedoes, when

It is quite interesting to note the faithful
military atmosphere that is truthfully kept,
especially when the American boys take the
town. Entering in a dignified and business-
like manner they proceed to lay out plans,
while the "Signal Corps" troops establish
their lines of communication, switchboards,
etc. A close-up view herewith shows the
general staff and the chief officer issuing
orders for the strengthening of various
portions of the lines.

The true fire-works commence when the
boys go "over the top ;" then Cain lets loose
and by the amount of
deafening reports it

sounds like the Great
Spring Drive transplant-
ed to the United States.

To your "dugouts," boys,
when this big thrill
comes off ! ! Nevertheless
the audience took it in

great shape and it was
greeted with a storm of
applause.

All of the members of
the cast did well and
special mention might be
made of the excellent

hero role as played by
Mr. Crane, the equally
admirable heroine, Miss
Marion Coakley, who
with her sweetness and
charm is a "comer"

;

Miss Sue Mac Nanamy
was a charming villain-

ess.—George Holmes.

THE NEW YORK MEETING OF
THE A. I. E. E.

The April meeting of the American In-
stitute of Electrical Engineers was held on
the evening of April twelfth and was at-

tended by a large number of the engineer-
ing fraternity, amongst whom were several

prominent persons, including many mem-
bers in uniform who are doing their all

for the U. S. A.
Two important papers were presented

:

"A physical Conception of the Operation of
the Single-Phase Induction Motor," by B.

G. Lamme, and "No-Load Conditions of
Single-Phase Induction Motors and Phase
Converters," by R. E. Hellmund.
Mr. Lamme read his own paper, which

covered a new method of studying the ac-
tions of a single-phase induction motor, a
method which he had found to be very
convenient from an educational standpoint.

Starting with the assumption that a sin-

gle-phase alternating magnetic field may be
considered as being made up of two con-
stant fields, each of half the peak value of
the single-phase field and rotating at uni-

form speed in opposite directions, then if

the single-phase flux distribution is of sine

shape and varies sinusoidally in value, it

may be replaced, or represented, by two
sine-shaped fields of constant value rotat-

ing in opposite directions.

The full load conditions are next con-
sidered. A comparison is made between a
two-motor unit, consisting of two similar

poly-phase motors coupled together and
connected for opposite rotation, and the

straight single-phase induction motor. Sev-
eral diagrams were shown, as well as some
interesting curve charts. The paper con-
tained a considerable amount of test data,

which served to illustrate the principles and
actions described in the paper.

Mr. Hellmund was unable to attend, much
to the regret of those present, and his paper
was read by Mr. A. M. Dudley. The paper
showed methods and derived formulas for
the determination of the fields, the stator

and rotor magnetizing currents, and the
tertiary voltages for phase-converters and
single-phase induction motors at no-load.
The treatment of the subject is uniformly
based on fundamental laws. A number of
different considerations are used for the
various cases illustrated to assist in the
solution of the problems

;
however, all are

based on simple facts.

An electric magnet
weighing only seven
pounds that will lift fif-

teen times its own weight
has recently been in-

vented. It is intended for
use in machine shops.

'Don't Be Impatient, BUI, You're Going to Feel It."
—Ireland In the Columbus Dlfipatch_
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A New Electric Recording Compass
By EUGENE STAEGEMANN , Assoc. A. I. E. E.,— Prof, of Mathematics

and Mechanics, Vocational High School, New Britain, Conn.

descriptive purTHE new electric-recording compass
device, here illustrated, is one which
nautical experts have proclaimed to

be a great advancement in maritime
appliances. This electric Recording

Compass was invented by Dr. C. L. Jaeger
of Mahwah, N. J.

to supply vessels with a device which would
record a permanent record of the entire

route covered, to the fact that the Nautilus,

Jules Verne's master creation in "Twenty
Thousand Leagues Under the Sea," had
every conceivable type of apparatus and
appliance aboard except a recording cotn-

model suitable only for
poses was completed.
A trial cruise was made from New York

to Jamaica Island on board the S. S.

Amelia, during which the instrument faith-

fully executed all the claims of its inventor.
Captain Jamison in command of the ves-

Three Views of the Jaeger Electric Recording Compass, a Number of Which Are Being Built for the Navy Department.. At Left—The
Recording Compass With Dial Removed; At Center—Compass Complete With Spark Recorder and Chart; Right—Electrical Instruments

Used With Recording Compass.

Dr. Jaeger began his first series of experi-

ments on his recording compass about 1885,

in the days when the electrical experts of

the world were classified in two ways

—

those who knew Ohm's Law and those who
didn't. He jokingly attributes his endeavor

pass. To remedy this serious defect he
began the first experiments.

It is perhaps unnecessary to say that he
encountered great opposition, but finally,

after five years of ceaseless toil, in an
attic, and great sacrifices a crude working

sel was particularly gratified by the results.

Charged with this encouragement, Dr.
Jaeger endeavored to market the invention,
but met with violent opposition, not on the
part of the ship owners who appeared

(Continued on page 202)

Paper
chart

An Actual Compass Record of a Cruise Up Long Island Sound
Taken On Board Dr. Jaeger's Yacht. Each Angular Division Rep-

resents a Time Period of One Hour.

Showing Top of Compass Box, With Paper Record Chart In Place,
Also Spiral Electrode From Which Spark Jumrts in Making Record.

The Recording is Thus Done Without Friction.
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Radium Emanation in the Treatment of Disease

By GEORGE HOLMES, Assoc. A.I.E.E.

RAPID strides have been made dur-
ing the last five years in the ad-
vancement of practically all

branches of science. Especially is

this true of Radium, in its various
forms, and its application to relieve human-
ity of much of its suffering.

vanadium contents of the ore to the com-
pany.
A considerable personnel was instituted

at the radium plant and a number of large

buildings erected and put in operation. The
average capacity of the plant at present is

about 3]4 tons of ore per day, and a con-

Fig. 1. (Below) Photograph
Taken In New York Hospital,
Showing the Elaborate All-Glass
"Radium Emanation" Generat-
ing Apparatus Illustrated in

Fig. 3.

Fig. 5. (Above) Shows the Highly
Sensitive Electrical Apparatus
and Instruments Used In Meas-
uring the Quantity of Radio-
Actlve Substance In an Appli-

cator.

Early in 1912, from informa-
tion that reached the U. S. Bu-
reau of Mines, it became evi-

dent that large quantities of

valuable Radium bearing ore
from Colorado was being ex-
ported to foreign countries for

purposes of manufacture, and
undoubtedly a part of the man-
ufactured product was being
reshipt to this country.

In view of the fact that the

largest known supplies of Ra-
dium bearing ore in the world
was centered in the States of Colorado and
Utah and on public lands of the U S., the
Bureau of Mines decided to investigate the

prospect and to ascertain whether these
valuable tracts could not be acquired by the

U. S. and the Radium extracted under Gov-
ernment supervision, to be supplied at cost

to the hospitals of the Army, Navy and
Public Health Service.

At that time no appropriation for such
work was available. However, the Bureau
learned that Dr. Howard A. Kelly of Balti-

more, Md., and Dr. James Douglas, of
New York City, were deeply interested in

the production of Radium for use in two
hospitals with which they were closely as-
sociated. The suggestion was made that
they form a Radium Institute, to work up
the ore and keep the Radium for the use
of our own people. The mines were in-

spected and after extensive preliminary sur-
veys, the National Radium Institute was
founded. The agreements being that the
Institute was to receive the Radium from
the owners of the mines on a 15 per cent
royalty basis, with the stipulation that the
Institute would return the uranium and

siderable amount of the element has been
extracted up to the present time. Beyond

any doubt, the amount of Radium in nature
is exceedingly small. Therefore this fact,

in itself, is an important factor bearing on
its value today. Altho quicker and better
processes are used for its extraction now
than, say, four or five years ago its market
value will not decrease to any extent.

To total amount of Radium element at
present in the world extracted from the
ore is said to be 61 grams of which amount
16 grams is held by various doctors and
institutions in the United States. Dr. How-
ard Kelly of Baltimore has about 6 grams,
the Memorial Hospital of New York has
3^4 grams, and the other 6% grams are dis-

tributed in the U. S. The remaining 45
grams are in various other countries.

It has been estimated that if all the Radio-
active ores were mined they would not
produce more than a total of 400 grams
of refined Radium element; therefore the

high cost of Radium—at present $120,000 a
gram, or $120.00 a milli-gram.

Radium is a chemical element, belonging
to the group of metals, but unlike most
other elements, it is not extraordinarily
stable. It transforms itself at a measurable
rate into another substance called Radium
emanation. The rate of transformation, is

so slow, however, that about 1700 years
would be required for half a given quantity
of Radium to disappear.
The emanation is a chemically inert gas,

and it, too, transforms itself into a third

substance called Radium A, but this is not
all. Radium A transforms itself into Radi-
um B, and Radium B into Radium C, this

forming a series or chain of substances all

related to each other.

None of the above substances is a gas
except the emanation Radium A ; B and C
deposit themselves on anything and every-
thing that comes in contact with them, in-

cluding the walls of the vessel that con-
tain the emanation.
Radium may be used in the treatment of

disease either in the form of Radium salts

or Radium emanation, the therapeutic ef-

fects being identical.

This Radium emanation may be collected

in glass tubes or metal containers, and used
with appropriate screens, as Radium salts

themselves, or dissolved in distilled water
or in a weak saline (salt) solution, and
administered by drinking or injection.

Emanation applicators are often of the
greatest value in treatment of malignant

Fig. 2. Showing the Relative Size of Silver Tube Containing "Radium
Emanation" Used in Various Treatments of Cancerous Growths.
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growths, as in them it is possible to con-
centrate the activity per unit area to a very
high degree. For example, the 100 mg.,
tubes of Radium sulfate generally used,

measure 4 cm. in length and 0.2 cm., in

diameter. It is quite easy to make an
emanation tube of equal activity measur-
ing only 0.5 cm., in length by 0.05 cm., in

diameter.
Such a tube can be enclosed in an iridium

pointed platinum needle with walls of 0.3

mm., in thickness, thus forming a very small
but extremely powerful apparatus for the

treatment of nodules in tongue, palate,

breast or other organs.
Radium emanation falls to half-strength

in 3.85 days, losing 16 per cent of its initial

activity during the first twenty-four hours.
The duration of an exposure rarely exceeds
twenty-four hours, and if it be decided to

give a treatment for that time with a radium
emanation applicator of say 100 mg.,
strength, the apparatus leaves the laboratory
with an initial activity of 109 mg. 110 mg.
At the end of 24 hours its activity will have
fallen to 92 to 93 mg., so that its mean
activity thruout that period will have been
approximately that of 100 mg.
The general principle of the operation

of the apparatus necessary to fill the small
capillary tubes with the Radium emanation
is as follows:

Fig. 3 represents the arrangement of the
glass tubes and reservoirs. The bulb A
contains the Radium salt dissolved in water.
Radium in solution continually decomposes
the water into hydrogen and oxygen, and
at the same time transforms itself into the
emanation, which is set free. The total

volume of the hydrogen and oxygen
amounts to more than two hundred thous-
and times that of the emanation at the same
pressure and temperature. In addition to

the oxygen and hydrogen and emanation,
a small quantity of helium appears, and also

traces of other gases. On account of its

radio-active transformation, the exact pro-
portion between the quantity of emanation
and the gases with which it is mixed, de-
pends upon the length of time the gases
are allowed to accumulate.
The mixture of gases collects in A and

the tube B, and also if the passage is open,
in the reservoir C. Allowing the gases to

collect in C, apparently increases the effi-

ciency. The tube B is considerably longer
than 76 cm., so that air may be admitted
into C, if desired, without its finding its

way up into the Radium solution. The trap
at B protects against mercury spurting up
into the Radium solution, should some of
the glass apparatus break. An ordinary
water aspirator with suitable stop-cocks
controls the flow of mercury between the
reservoirs C and D. On admitting the air

into D, the mercury rises in C, pushing the
mixture of gases thru the mercury trap E,
into the tubes F. The mercury in the trap
E holds back all but a very small quantity
of the water vapor. The tubes F contain
a copper wire, slightly oxidized, phosphor-
pentoxid and potassium hydroxid. Altho

Simplified View of Electrical Method Used In
Determining Accurately the Quantity of the
Radlo-Active Substance in an Applicator. It
Is Used In Conjunction with a Sensitive Elec-

trometer.

represented in the figure in a vertical posi-
tion, the copper wire really lies horizontal.
It is wound on a quartz rod supported by
quartz feet, so that the wire does not

touch the inner surface of the tube at any
point. When heated red hot by an electric

current of 5-10 amperes it rapidly combines
the oxygen and hydrogen, the phosphor-
pentoxid absorbing the water vapor formed.
A small amount of copper oxid on the wire
is required, because the mixture of gases
contains (at least at first) a quantity of
hydrogen that exceeds by a few per cent the
proportion required by the chemical formula
for water. The potassium hydroxid is used
for the purpose of absorbing any carbon
dioxid that may be present, or be formed
by the hot copper wire oxidizing hydro-
carbon gases.
After the purification of the emanation

the mercury in the reservoir J is drawn
into H, the air being removed from H by
the water aspirator, and the emanation and
helium pass into J. The gases are then
pushed up by the mercury thru the stop-
cock I, and into the desired capillary tube
or container, which is sealed off. The
volume of the helium being very small, for
the vast majority of purposes it is unneces-
sary to remove it. The length of the tube
connecting F with J is made great enough
so that air may be admitted into J without
forcing the mercury up into F.
The stop-cock I, has a mercury seal and

contains no stop-cock grease. It will be
noticed that the emanation passes thru no
stop-cock except the one at I, and even this

is unnecessary, and has been added for con-

LET ELECTRICITY WIND YOUR
PHONOGRAPH.

A new electric motor winder adopted
for attachment to any style phonograph

Elaborate Glass Apparatus Used In Order to
Fill the Small Capillary Treatment Tubes
with the "Radium Emanation". The Bulb
"A" Contains the Radium Salt Dissolved In
Water, from Which the Gaseous Emanation

Is Set Free.

venience of manipulation only. Stop-cock
grease is not used because of the fact that
like many organic substances, it is decom-
posed by the rays from the emanation and
gives off gases.

The system of tubes and bulbs, K, L, M,
is for the purpose of removing the air from
the other tubes and reservoirs by means of
a pump attached at M. This is done at the
beginning, and after that no air enters the
reservoirs except occasionally when it be-
comes necessary to renew the oxidized wire
or the phosphor-pentoxid, etc.

In Fig. 1 may be seen the elaborate ap-
paratus constructed after the plan explained
above. The frame-work is of angle iron
and the whole is set in a base of concrete
so as to make it impervious to all shocks
which might damage the delicate apparatus.

{Continued on page 200)

Winds any Phono-

graph by Electricity.

Attached in place

of Winding Handle.

so as to still retain the spring motor drive,
which has so far proven the most satis-

factory, has been invented by Joseph W.
Jones who originated the Jones Speedom-
eter of world fame, the disc record which
is the foundation of talking machine suc-
cess, the taximeter, etc., etc. The new
motor winder uses no current, except when
actually winding up the spring.

In case of failure of lighting current or
that no current is available, the winder
may be instantly detached and the old-style
crank used.

In case the user moves to a district where
current is not suitable to his motor winder,
this may be exchanged by the dealer in that
locality.

This useful device is said to operate one
month for one cent's worth of electricity.

It is easily and quickly attached in place
of winding crank, being applied or detached
with the use of only a screw-driver in less

than a minute by anyone. The winder will

automatically wind your talking machine
and stop when it is sufficiently wound. By
pressing down the push button on top of
the motor it will wind at any time, and
the makers recommend doing this before
playing each record. The push button can-
not be prest down until the motor has been
attached to both the phonograph and elec-
tric current.

VISIBILITY OF RADIATION OF
THE AVERAGE EYE.

It is important to know how the eye re-
sponds to lights of different colors but of
the same energy value. Only during the
past year the investigation of the relative
sensibility of the average eye to light of
different colors was completed. The visi-
bility of radiation of 130 subjects was de-
termined, and various applications were
made of these data to problems in radi-
ometry.
A solution of salts was prepared which

has a transmission curve coinciding very
closely with the visibility curve of the
average eye. Using a cell containing this
solution, interposed between a thermopile
and a source of light, further tests were
made of this combination as a physical
photometer. Using these visibility data,
computation shows that the eye is so sensi-
tive that the minimum perceptible light is

probably less than one billionth erg.
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Popular Astronomy
DARK STARS

By ISAJBEL M. LEWIS
Of the U. S. Naval Observatory
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WHAT a vacation is to our tired bodies, Stellar Space should be to our minds. In the entire realm of Science

there is nothing more elevating, nothing more ennobling than -the study of Astronomy. Infinite space

holds forth so many wonders and enlarges our mental horizon so enormously that modern man or woman
must consider his or her education incomplete without at least a rudimentary knowledge of the wondrous world
spread out in space all around us.

Astronomy is considered by many a dry, uninteresting science, good only for "highbrows." The opposite is

the case. It is neither dry nor difficult of understanding, and once the mind becomes interested in its study,

an entirely new and beautiful world is opened to it.

There is nothing more refreshing, nothing more satisfying to our minds than cutting loose for a few hours
from our humdrum existence and delving into the boundless ether, where time and space are one, where a million

years leave hardly an impression, and where a billion miles are so microscopically small that they are entirely

lost in the gulf of infinite space ....
The writer, an ardent student of astronomy, has always wished to present to our readers popular and non-

technical articles on the wonders of the Universe. No connection, however, could be made with competent
writers who could present the difficult subject in a manner acceptable to Experimenter readers.

It affords us considerable satisfaction, therefore, that we are able to present herewith the first of a series of
astronomical articles from the pen of Mrs. Isabel M. Lewis. Mrs. Lewis, who is connected with the U. S. Naval
Observatory, has written a great many excellent astronomical articles for the New York "Sun," and other news-
papers, which have created widespread attention and very favorable comment. Mrs. Lewis, who is a very exact
as well as a highly learned writer, has the rare faculty of interpreting difficult and dry subjects in a popular
manner, which makes us feel certain that our many readers will welcome her articles enthusiastically.

The Electrical Experimenter has furthermore secured exclusive magazine rights for all of Mrs. Lewis'
articles for the term of one year. Her articles will not appear in any other scientific magazine. The article in

the August issue,—an intensely interesting subject—will treat on "Gaseous Nebulae."

H. Gernsback.
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THE existence of dark stars and dark
nebulous tracts of matter in the
heavens is now considered to be an
established fact. The range of the
actual as well as the apparent bright-

ness of the stars has been found to be tre-

mendous. The brilliant CanoPus at an im-
measurable distance from the earth is con-
servatively estimated to have fully ten thou-
sand times the light-giving power of the sun,
while an excessively faint star of a deep red
tinge comparatively close to the solar system
possesses but a five-ten thou-
sandth part of the light of our
luminary. The giant star Cano-
pus has at least twenty millioiJ

times the brightness of the little

red dwarf star. There is no rea-
son to believe, moreover, that

this extremely faint star marks
the lower limit of stellar bright-
ness. A gradual decrease in the
light-giving power of this star

would place it before many ages
in the ranks of extinct suns, cold,

dark bodies pursuing their un-
seen way thru the universe in

numbers that we have at present
no means of estimating. The
evolution oi the stars has been
traced thru all stages from nebu-
lae to near-extinction and it is

Logical to assume th*it the process
of evolution is not completed
until the star has ceased to shine.

Since the energy of a star is

finite, it is assumed that the star

will exist for a finite interval of
time, however great this interval

may appear as measured by the
standards of man.
Whether or not actual collis-

ions and close approaches of
suns may start the evolutionary
process anew is at present a mat-
ter of conjecture. The sudden
flaring-up of temporary stars or
Novae, as they are called, is be-
lieved by some to be a visible

sign of the rebirth of stars thru
collisions or encounters of dark

bodies or their passage thru wisps of dark
nebulous tracts of matter such as are known
to exist in our stellar universe. The true
nature of the Novae has not yet been defi-

nitely determined, however. So far there

are difficulties in the way of all theories
advanced to explain these rare phenomena
of the heavens, tho their connection in

some way with matter previously emitting
no light seems a certainty, especially since

they occur without exception in the Milky
Way, a portion of the heavens where dark

The Trifld Nebula In Sagittarius Photographed With the

Reflector of the Lick Observatory, Showing How Dark
Material Is Frequently Found In Connection with Bright

absorbing matter of a nebulous nature is

intermingled with dense star clouds. The
extent of these dark nebulous tracts must
be enormous since it is known that their

distance is very great and they spread over
a space in the heavens that would normally
be occupied by many stars. Light, travel-

ing at the rate of 186,000 miles a second,
would take many years to traverse from
one end to the other of these dark nebulae
that emit no light appreciable to the eye.

In some instances dark regions merge into

luminous wisps in which one or
more stars are frequently en-
wrapt. The density of these
dark nebulae is extremely low
and their total mass very small
in comparison to the great vol-

ume of space that they fill.

Dark nebulae are presumably
nebulae that for some reason
never condensed into stellar

form, but lost their light and
heat while still in nebular con-
dition. In many instances they
may be the remains of the ma-
terial swept up by the stars. The
forms of some dark nebulae
strikingly resemble those of
a number of nebulae shining by
their own light. These nebulae
doubtless never possest the condi-
tions essential to a successful en-
try upon the process of stellar

development and drifted on to
extinction in their original form.

There are also indications that
many stars do not run the full

course of evolution from youth
to ripe old age, but become de-
void of light and heat giving
power even before the middle-
aged period of star life is at-

tained. Such stars are evidently
lacking in characteristics essen-
tial to the successful develop-
ment and prolonged mainte-
nance of a photosphere, as the
outer illuminating surface of
the star is called. A study of

Crossley
Gaseous
Nebulae.
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double and multiple

star systems reveals

these facts. It has

been found that on
the average one star

in every three be-

longs to a star sys-

tem of two or more
stars revolving around
a common center of

gravity. Now evi-

dently all stars be-

longing to the same
system and physically

connected came into

being at the same time
and should be approx-
imately equal in light-

giving power pro-

vided they do not dif-

fer greatly in mass.
As a matter of fact,

while one member of

a double star system
is at the height of
its development and
shines with intense

brilliancy, the other is as often as not prac-

tically devoid of light, tho in volume, and
occasionally in mass, it may surpass its

brilliant companion. So feebly luminous

are the fainter members of some of these

systems that their light is not appreciable

to us at all and we only know of their

presence by the disturbance they produce

in the motion of the brighter companion.

Tho some of these stars shine feebly,

others appear to be dark in the strict-

est sense. For some reason they proved

to be imperfect radiators and become
spent before their time. On the other

hand, there are some physically connected

systems of stars of which all the members
are far advanced in evolution. They appear

to have nearly run their allotted course and
are nearing extinction. Many such con-

nected systems of stars may be traveling

thru the heavens, totally devoid of light, for

all we know to the contrary.

There is great diversity in double and
multiple star systems and their study forms
a most fascinating branch of astronomy
and one most fruitful of results. The
orbits of the physically connected stars

may be inclined at various angles with each
other and with the earth and may vary in

shape from almost perfect circles to highly

eccentric ellipses. The stars themselves are
sometimes spherical and sometimes greatly

elongated or egg-shaped under the influence

of tidal forces acting between the two
bodies. They may revolve almost in con-
tact, appearing as one star telescopically,

or they may be so widely separated that

they appear as beautiful little double stars,

often of contrasting colors such as red and
green or blue and yellow. In some in-

Photographed at the Yerkes Observatory by Prof. E. E. Barnard, Who Pointed Out the
Striking Resemblance Between the Dark Region in Cepheus (on the Right) and the Bright
Gaseous Nebula in Cygnus (on the Left). The Dark Object Is Doubtless an Extinct Nebula.

stances a closely revolving pair performing
a revolution in a few days around their

center of gravity is encircled by a distant

companion revolving around the close pair

in a period of several hundred years.

A most powerful instrument of research
in the study of double stars is the spectro-

Flg. 1. Light Curve of the Double Star
System—Algol. The Cycle of Light Varia-
tion Is Completed In 2.87 days. The Bright-
ness of the System Is Constant for Most of
the time at 2.1 Magnitude, but Suddenly
Drops In 4.5 Hours to 3.2 Magnitude, Which
Represents a Loss of 64 Per Cent of the
Total Light of the System. It remains at
Minimum Brightness Less than .5 Hour and
Quickly Regains Maximum Brightness in a
Period of 3.5 Hours. The Secondary Mini-
mum at As Occurs When the Bright Star

Eclipses the Faint Star.

Fig. 3. Diagrams Showing Relative Positions
of the Two Stars of the Algol System In
Their Orbits. C Is the Center of Gravity
of the System. The Inner Circle Is the
Orbit of the Bright Star, A, and the Outer
Circle the Orbit of the Dark Star "a."
Orbital Motions Are Counter-Clockwise in
the Direction of the Arrows. The Two Stars
Always Move So as to Keep in a Straight

Line With C.

scope and stars too close to be detected by
other means are referred to as spectro-
scopic binaries. The great majority of
double stars belong to this class.

The spectroscope consists essentially of a
glass prism for separating white light into

a band of color of rainbow hue known as
the spectrum. Best results are obtained
when the light from the star is let in thru
a slit placed usually in the focus of the
telescope. The ray of composite light com-
ing from the star after passing thru the
prism is broken up into rays of various
wave lengths, arranged along the visible

spectrum from the red thru the yellow,
green, blue and indigo in order to the
violet, the longest wave lengths being in

the red and the shortest in the violet end
of the spectrum. Below the red come the
infra-red rays and beyond the violet the
ultra-violet rays, both invisible to the eye.

The spectrum is viewed by the observer
at the eye-end of the telescope or is photo-
graphed by placing a photographic plate in

the same position. The photographed spec-

tra of the stars are
spoken of as spectro-
grams. The applica-

tion of spectroscopy to

the study of binary
systems rests upon the
simple principle that

motion of the source
of light, or star, in

the line of sight, to-

wards or away from
the observer, causes
a displacement of all

the lines of the spec-
trum and the amount
of i the displacement
is a measure of the
velocity of the motion.
If the star is moving
toward the observer
the lines are displayed
toward the violet

end of the spectrum
because the frequency
of the wave vibra-
tions is increased, the
waves shortened in

length, and therefore the lines all shifted in

the direction of the shortest wave lengths.
On the other hand, if the star is moving
away from the observer the frequency of
the vibrations is lessened and the lines are
shifted toward the direction of greater
wave length, the red end of the spectrum.

If a double star consists of two bright

components there will be two spectra visible

and two sets of lines, the spectra of the

two stars over-lapping and of course the

brighter spectrum belonging to the brighter

star. The more massive star will describe

the smaller orbit and its lines will show the

smaller displacement. Usually the spec-

trum of the faint companion is too dim to

be seen, but the periodic swaying of the

lines of the bright star show that it is de-

scribing an orbit under the influence of an
unseen companion. It has been found that

in some instances the dark companion has

ten times the volume of the bright star

but only one-tenth the total light. In other

systems the stars are of equal size but un-
equal brightness. In the majority of in-

stances the dark companions are more
bulky but possess less density than the

bright stars. If they are smaller than the

brighter primaries the difference is always
slight. The distance between the stars is,

as a rule, not great, usually a few million

miles, or several times the radius of one
of the stars. As a result these spectro-

scopic binaries are usually eclipsing

binaries as well. That is, as seen from the
earth one star periodically passes before

{Continued on page 198)

mm

Fig. 2. Diagram Showing Displacement of
Lines in the Spectra of Algol, Corresponding
to the Positions Ai, A a , As and A4 In Fig. 3.
In Positions A, and A, There Are No Dis-
placements of the Lines Since the Star la
Moving Across the Line of Sight. In Aa the
Star Is Receding From the Earth In tha Line
of Sight and Displacement Is Toward the
Red End of the Spectrum. In A4 the Star
Is Approaching the Earth In the Line of
Sight and Displacement Is Toward the Violet

End of the Spectrum.
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NEW ELECTRIC HOME MOTOR
FOR WOMEN.

People everywhere are rapidly awaken-
ing to the fact that electrical labor-saving

With this New Electric Motor for the Kitchen
Much Time and Labor Can Be Saved. It

Even Makes Butter.

devices for the home are fast becoming a

necessity. This year when labor of all

kinds is at a premium, and the general

wave of "efficiency" is sweeping the coun-
try, the demand for electrical home devices

is going to be greater than ever.

The electric motor here illustrated is

easily convertible and with different at-

tachments can be made to churn butter,

whip cream, eggs, etc., polish silver, and
sharpen knives. It also has a vibrator at-

tachment for massage, with a variety of

applicators. It can be made into an elec-

tric faji by attaching guard, blades, etc.

The outfit here shown is a churn and
mixer motor. This outfit includes the
motor with handle, cords, plug, and rheo-
stat, supports for jar with nickel-plated top,

which will fit any Mason screw-top jar;

also butter churn and cream whipper. With
this outfit comes complete instructions for

making butter. Its cost is extremely low.

HATCHING "CHICKS" BY ELEC-
TRICITY.

The day of the old, smelly oil-heated

chick incubator is rapidly disappearing.
Enter the modern electrically heated and
controlled incubator of the type here illus-

trated. And not only do these electric in-

cuDators serve the wants of the farmer
and chicken fancier, but the army depart-

ment finds many diversified uses for them.
Among other applications, the army medi-
cal corps is employing them for develop-
ing cultures ; the army camps are using
them for hatching chicks ; and they have
hatched almost every kind of egg, from
that of the silk worm, the smallest, down to

the large ostrich egg, besides those of the
pigeon, alligator, turkey, duck, swan, emu
and the Queen bee.

The egg chambers are made of Cali-

fornia redwood thruout. Double walled,
lined with deadening felt and jute board.
They are packed with animal wool, the
very best insulating material, and the
doors are fitted with double glass with
dead air space.

The electric heaters consist of coils of
special alloy resistance wire, wound on in-

sulating cores and supported strongly above
the eggs in egg chamber. The wire is dis-

tributed on the cores properly to give even
distribution of heat in the egg chamber.

Regulation is effected by a special regu-
lator operating a simple make and break
switch equipt with non-fusible points which
is adjusted by a single screw for higher or
lower temperatures. No extra magnets,
or relays are needed to break the small
amount of current used in these electric in-

cubators.
Tested thermometers are furnished and

an adjustable holder is supplied which holds
the thermometer in proper position to be
read without opening the door of machine.
Thermometer can be raised to remove egg
tray for turning.
The egg trays are of galvanized steel

with reinforced frame and galvanized steel

cloth corrugated bottoms. Corrugation hold
eggs in convenient position for turning.
Can be scalded after hatch is finished. The
nursery drawers are removable without
opening doors of machine. The hatched
chicks can be removed without disturbing
eggs on trays.

A small 2 candle-power lamp is installed
in the egg chamber which lights up when
the regulator turns the heat into the heat-
ing coils, and goes out when the heat is

turned off. A very convenient means of
telling hovr the machine is operating. This
lamp also enables the operator to read the
thermometer no matter how dark the room
may be.

These electric incubators are very ac-
curate in their temperature regulation and
the average current consumption is very
low, considering the superior results ob-
tained, as the following figures show

:

Capacity
504 eggs
252 eggs-
126 eggs-
63 eggs 13

In extra well built incubator
figures will be somewhat lower.

Energy Consumed
52 Kilowatt Hours per Hatch.
26 Kilowatt Hours per Hatch.
21 Kilowatt Hours per Hatch.

Kilowatt Hours per Hatch.

houses these

New Electric Incubator With a Capacity of
126 Eggs. It Requires 21 Kilowatt-Hours

Per Hatch.

ELECTRIC DRILL HAS PISTOL
GRIP AND SWITCH.

The new portable electric drill here illus-

trated has a pistol grip and trigger switch,
and has been designed with special atten-
tion to the prevention of breakage of drills

when operating the switch.
The control is that of the automatic

pistol, one finger operating the trigger
switch without the slightest effect on the
steadiness of the aim or the support of the
tool. There is no releasing of the grip to
turn a switch, press a button, push or pull

a handle, at the moment the drill breaks
thru, allowing the weight to sag on the
drill bit. When the drill goes thru the
work, you instinctively tighten your grip,
retaining control and stopping the drill

without breaking the bit.

The casing of the drill is made of alumi-
num, to reduce the weight. It has a spe-
cially designed series, compensated inter-

TEACHING "HER" ELECTRICITY.
By F. C. Davis

"Jack," said his best

girl, one night when
they were alone in the

parlor, "you are so
wonderful and you
know so much about
electricity. Won't you
tell me all about it?"

"Sure thing. What
do you want to
know?"

"Well, what is insulation?"

"Insulation? Now let me see; how will

I illustrate? Oh, yes. Please put on a

glove, ... so. I take your hand in mine,

... so, it is now insulated."

"I see. And what is a connector?"

"A connector ? Take off your glove, . . .

our hands touch; they connect. See?"
"Why, it's ridicu-

lously simple! What
is an ampere?"

"That's a little
harder to illustrate.

It is the power of the

electricity. The power
—I take your hand

—

it is the power that
And here is the'Shori Circuit! makeS me do it. YOU

see?"
"Perfectly. But what is a volt?"
"A volt? It is the pressure of the elec-

tricity?"

He squeezed her hand tighter.

"That's voltage, electrically speaking."
"Why, everything is so easy—and nice.

But what is induction?"
"Hum ! That's a poser. Well, I take

your hand. The power and the pressure
make my heart beat faster; it induces it to
speed up."
"How remarkably simple."
"Anything else?"
"Yes. What is resistance?"
"Well—well. If I were a—a—er—to at-

tempt to—er kiss you, now, I would meet
with resistance, wouldn't I?"

"Well, er—er—er—I don't believe I quite
understand. Can't you illustrate that?"
So he illustrated it; but there was no

resistance.

"How wonderful," she fluted between
sighs. "Now Jack, dear, what is a short-
circuit?"

There was a loud step, and the door burst
open and in rushed her father

!

"I'll show you what a short-circuit is,"

he roared as he made for the sofa on which
Jack had sat, but luckily sat no more, he
having dived thru the window pane with
a bang and a rush.
"Some short-circuit," mused Pa, looking

over the damage.

poled type motor, which will operate on
either alternating or direct current. The
motor is kept cool by automatic forced
draft ventilation.

The drill spindles are offset to make it

This Electric Drill Has Pistol Grip and
Trigger Switch.

easier to drill in close corners. These new
drills are available in five sizes ; the smallest
size weighing but ty% pounds, and capable
of drilling holes up to 3-16" in diameter.
There is also a ft", , W and %" size,

the latter weighing only 24 pounds.
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Experimental Physics
By JOHN J. FURIA, A. B., M. A., (Columbia University)

Penny

Sow leaf b
Fig 70

Interesting Experiments With Electrified Pith Ball. The Electroscope and Distribution of Charges.

Lesson 13—Static Electricity

Experiment 74.

IF
a fountain pen is rubbed on the sleeve

of the coat and then brought near
some bits of paper (or, better, pith

balls), these objects will be found to

jump towards the pen. The same ef-

fect can also be produced by rubbing a va-
riety of other substances, such as glass and
silk ; sealing wax and flannel ; hard rubber
(ebonite) and cat's fur; etc. (This experi-

mer was first tried in 600 B. C. by Thales
of reece, who used amber and silk and the

process is called electrification after the

Greek word electron, meaning amber).
Altho so long a time has elapsed since elec-

trification was discovered, even at this late

date we do not know much about the nature
of electricity, but we do know very well the

laws governing its action.

Experiment 75—Suspend a pith ball by a

silk thread as in Fig. 69-a. (The stand can
be easily made by bending a piece of glass

tubing after heating it in a Bunsen flame
and attaching it to a wood base by seal-

ing wax). Bring the fountain pen (which
has been rubbed on the sleeve) near the

pith ball. The pith ball will first be attracted

by the pen and then immediately on touch-
ing will be repelled. Evidently the state of
the pith ball is changed upon coming in

contact with the electrified fountain pen.

Rub a glass rod with silk and bring the

rod near the pith ball. If we assume the
same laws of force as we did in the case
of magnetism we find that the behavior of
the pith ball is easily accounted for. Re-
ferring to Fig. 69, the pith ball in (a) is

neutral, i.e., it contains equal amounts of
positive and negative charges. As the elec-

trified pen is brought near (let us call its

charge negative) by induction the part near
the pen become positive and since unlike
charges attract, the pith ball is attracted. On
coming in contact, however, the strong nega-
tive charge on the pen causes the pith ball

to become negatively charged (Fig. 69-b.)

Then since like charges repel, the pith ball

is repelled (Fig. 69-c.) Now on bringing
the glass rod near, we find that the pith ball

is attracted. Therefore since there is at-

traction and the pith ball is negative the
glass rod must be charged positive, i.e., glass
when charged has the opposite charge to
the fountain pen when charged. Immedi-
ately on contact (Fig. 69-d) the strong posi-

tive charge of the glass rod causes the pith
ball to be positively charged and repulsion
takes place, (Fig. 69-e). It is obvious that
just as in the case of magnetism, repulsion
is a better test for electrification than attrac-
tion, since even a neutral object will be at-

tracted by induction, but only a charged
object can be repelled.

Experiment 76—The electroscope (an in-

strument for measuring forces of electrifi-

cation) is very simple and depends for its

operation on the principle of repulsion be-
tween like electrical charges. Thru a rub-
ber stopper (D) insert a piece of heavy
copper wire (C) bent in shape of Fig. 70.

Solder a penny (A) to this wire. Cut a
small strip of gold lead (such as is used by
sign painters) about x 2 l/2 " and place it

over the hook of (C). Insert all this in a
flask or bottle. This is now a good electro-
scope and in diagrams is represented as in

(Fig. 70-b). If now a negatively charged rod
(fountain pen) is brought up to the electro-
scope (Fig. 70-b) the positive of the neutral
electroscope is attracted to the penny, leav-
ing an equal amount of negative charge at
the gold leaf. Since both sections of the
gold leaf have the same charge they will
repel each other and move apart ; the greater
the charge, the greater the force, and hence
the further apart they will be forced. How-
ever, as soon as the rod is taken away, the
positive from the penny will mix with the
negative of the gold and the electroscope
will become neutral or discharged.
Experiment 77—We have two methods

of charging the electroscope permanently;
by contact and by induction. If we bring a
charged rod up to the electroscope and
touch the penny with the rod, the gold leaves
stay apart permanently and the electroscope
is charged. As the negative rod approaches,
the positive charge of the electroscope goes
to the penny and the negative charge is

left at the gold leaves. On contact the
positive of the penny goes to the rod and
tends to neutralize it, so that on removing
the rod only negative electricity is left in
the electroscope, i.e., by contact the electro-
scope is charged with the same charge as the
rod used. Charging by induction is a more
complicated process, but is important in that
the charging rod does not neutralize, i.e.,

does not lose its charge. Bring rod up to
electroscope as in Fig. 70-b, then without
touching the rod to the penny, place the
finger on penny (Fig. 70-c). The leaves

will be found to collapse, the reason being

that the negative of the gold leaves has

past thru your body by way of the fingers
;

the positive staying at the penny because it

is held by the negative of the charging rod.

Being careful to still hold the rod near the

penny take away your finger. Next remove
the rod and the electroscope will be charged
by induction, since the positive will distrib-

ute itself over the instrument as in Fig. 70-d.

Note that no charge has been lost by the

charging rod. If one is not careful to re-

move the finger before the rod is removed,
the charge left in the electroscope now not
being held by the rod also passes thru your
body and the electroscope is not charged.
By induction it should be noticed that on
the electroscope we get a charge opposite to

the rod. (If in the above experiments a
glass rod is used, a similar but not as

marked an effect will result, except that all

signs will be reversed, i.e., for positive we
will have negative and vice versa.) If we
touch a piece of metal to the penny of the
electroscope and then touch the metal with a
charged rod, we find that the metal allows
the charge to pass from the rod to the
leaves and we call the metal a conductor.
On repeating this experiment, substituting
glass, wood, sealing wax or hard rubber for
the metal, we find that these substances do
not allow the charge to pass. These mate-
rials are called insulators or non-conductors.
Bring the flannel (with which you have
rubbed the sealing wax or fountain pen
or else the silk with which you have rubbed
the glass rod) up to the electroscope. Now
test the charge for sign. It is found to
have the sign opposite to that of the rod.
Furthermore the amount of divergence of
the gold leaves shows us that positive and
negative electricities always appear simul-
taneously and in equal amounts, i.e., if we
rub glass with silk the glass is charged
positively and the silk negatively to the same
extent.

Experiment 78—Let an insulated metal
plate be connected to the electroscope by a
conductor Fig. 71-a. Let another similar in-
sulated metal plate be connected to earth
(grounded)

; charge plate A and note the
deflection of the electroscope leaves. Push
B toward A and observe that as it gets
nearer and nearer the leaves fall gradually,
so that we may now add more charge to A

(Continued on page 194)
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Experiments With the Leyden Jar.
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Distribution of Charges On Electrophorus.
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Colonel Garty Receives Edison Medal
DR. JOHN J. CARTY, Colonel in

the United States Army Signal

Corps and Chief Engineer of the

American Telephone and Tele-
graph Company, has been awarded

the Edison Medal in recognition of his ser-

vices in developing the science and art of
telephone engineering.

The medal was presented
on Friday evening, May 17,

at the annual meeting of the
American Institute of Elec-
trical Engineers in the Engi-
neering Societies Building in

West 39th Street, New York.
Colonel Carty is the eighth
American scientist to be hon-
ored in this way, the others
being Elihu Thompson, Frank
J. Sprague, George Westing-
house, William Stanley,
Charles F. Brush, Alexander
Graham Bell, and Nikola
Tesla.

The Edison gold medal
was founded in 1904 by the
Edison Medal Association,
an organization composed of
old associates and friends of
Thomas A. Edison. It is

awarded annually by a com-
mittee of 24 members of the
American Institute of Elec-
trical Engineers, and was first

awarded in 1909, the recipient
being Elihu Thompson. It
was designed by James Earle
Frazer, and bears on its ob-
verse a portrait of Thomas
A. Edison, and on its reverse
an allegorical con-
ception of "The
Genius of Elec-
tricity Crowned
by Fame."
After Dr. E. W.

Rice, Jr., President
of the Institute,

presented the
medal, Colonel
Carty in his
speech of accept-
ance, gave credit
for the American
Telephone achieve-
ments to the engi-
neers who have
been associated
with him in the
Bell System and
paid a tribute to
Major General
George O. Squier,
Chief Signal Offi-
cer of the United
States Army, for
his work in plan-
ning before the

scientist and the wonderful things he has
done and has been planning. Many years

ago, when German 'Kultur' was interpreted

by many to mean German culture, it was
suggested to me that we should send to

Germany to get some of the Herr doctors

to teach us the high science. I always

Colonel John J. Carty, U. S. Army Signal Corps, and Chief Engineer of
and Telegraph Co., Who Was Recently Awarded the "Ed

United States entered the war, for the rapid
mobilization of telephone wires and tele-
phone men for Signal Corps work. Re-
ferring to the Bell System engineers, Col-
t>nel Carty said

:

"We hear a great deal about the German

opposed that, believing that the Yankee
mind, the Yankee boy, when his attention

was turned to scientific problems, would
surely outdistance a German. I concluded
that our work could be trusted to these

young Yankee minds and that they should

be trained in our work, and that thru them
we would undertake to outdistance any-
thing that has been done in Germany. That
policy has worked out successfully. The
young men who have collaborated with me
all these years are graduates of over one
hundred universities, all here in America.

When at the opening of the
war there was a searching of
hearts and a census and a
taking account of stock, to
find out who was loyal and
who was to be suspected, I

know you will all be pleased
to hear that among all of
these scientists, and all of
these engineers, all working
in the Bell System, all ver
the United States, we v re
not able to find one single
Hun. They were all true
Americans to the core."
More than any other man,

Colonel Carty is responsible
for the development of tele-
phone engineering as it is

known to-day, and it is pe-
culiarly fitting that he should
receive this new honor at a
time when he is working day
and night to promote the best
military use of mediums of
communication which have
been developed largely thru
his efforts in time of peace
for the advancement of the
nation's social, commercial,
and industrial activities.

Colonel Carty is well known
as the engineer of the great

transcontinental
telephone line, the
longest in the
world, and as the
engineer who
made possible
wireless telephon-
ing over distances
up to 5,000 miles.
He entered the

telephone business
when it was in its

infancy, and it

would be difficult

to find a phase of
its development
which does not
bear some imprint
of his genius. The
technical achieve-
ments of Colonel
Carty are so nu-
merous as to pre-
vent full recount-
i n g . He first

pointed out the
correct theory of
induction between

telephone circuits. That was in 1887. In
1888 he developed the bridging bell and
pointed out the importance of the bridging
principle of telephone construction in ob-
taining efficient operation of telephone sys-

tems and in constructing balanced metallic

the American Telephone
ison Medal."
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circuits. In 1889 he invented the principle

of the best and most generally used com-
mon battery system, by which a number of

telephone instruments may be simultane-

ously operated from a single central battery.

During this period he also devised im-

portant improvements pertaining to switch-

board circuits having to do with the "busy

test" feature and the connecting in of oper-

ators' instruments.

In 1912 the telephone engineering force

built up and directed by Colonel Carty had

so far overcome the difficulties in the way
of underground telephony as to make pos-

sible all-underground talking between New
York and Washington, and by 1913 they

had extended the range of underground
telephony to connect Washington and
Boston.

The year 1914 witnessed the fruition of

the efforts of these engineers to bring trans-

continental telephony into existence, and in

1915 Colonel Carty was able to present to

the world important developments in wire-

less telephony, which made possible the

hurling of words thru space across the

American continent from Washington to

Mare Island, California, from Washington
to Hawaii, 4,900 miles distant, and from
Washington to Paris, bringing Europe and
America into speaking distance of each

other for the first time.

Then came the threat of war with Ger-

many, and in 1916 Colonel Carty co-oper-

ated with the Signal Corps of the Army and
with the various departments of the Navy
in making arrangements which would in-

sure the readiness of the Bell Telephone
System for military service in case this

country did become involved in the great

conflict. In 1917 these plans were put into

active use with a marvelous degree of

success.

Dr. Pupin said that
—

"Carty's life is filled

with romance. He never went to college.

At the age of 18, when other boys entered

college, he entered the service of the Amer-
ican Bell Telephone Co. and at the age of

28 became Chief Engineer of the great

New York Telephone Co. He started with-

RADIO IN THE BULGARIAN ARMY.
The Bulgarian troops have equipt their

signal corps divisions with the best radio
apparatus available, as the accompanying
photo shows. This particular radio outfit
is a portable transmitting and receiving set,

WOMAN RADIO EXPERT
TEACHES DRAFT MEN.

One of the most useful war enterprises

yet entered by women is that chosen by
Miss Elise Owen, a New York girl, who,
an expert radio operator herself, has, with

Miss Elise Owen, a New York Girl Who Is "Doing Her
Wireless Telegraphy.

Photo © by Central News Photo Service

Bit" by Teaching Draft Men

the various apparatus being divided up so

as to pack in separate cabinets suitable for
transport over mountainous or other rugged
country when necessary.
The transmitter is operated on batteries,

the operator in the center of the picture

Pluto © by International Film Seance

Portable Radio Set Used by the Bulgarian Army.
Mountain Passes.

It Can Be Carried on Mules Over

out getting honors, titles, and now he is

a doctor I do not know how many times,

and on the top of these titles, Colonel of

(Continued on page 196)

being shown in the act of manipulating the

key. At the extreme right the receiving set

may be seen, with the second operator wear-
ing the head 'phones.

the support of the Board of Education and
the sanction of the Signal Corps, opened a
class in radio operating for men in Class
1A of the draft. The class was started
late in April and it already has an enroll-
ment of 70 and plans are under way to in-

crease its accommodations and activities.

The accompanying photo shows Miss Owen
and her Radio Class.

We have consistently advocated the teach-
ing of radio as a patriotic as well as re-

munerative profession for women. The
number of radio students is rapidly in-

creasing at this time. Uncle Sam is send-
ing out every week from 50 to 100 wireless
operators from the big Harvard University
school which was transferred to the gov-
ernment a year ago as a radio finishing
school. It is the only institution of the
kind in the country, and its classes have in

the aggregate 5,000 ambitious youths.
This being a finishing school only those

who are able to copy 10 words a minute in

the continental code, which is much slower
than the Morse, or regular telegraph code,
are admitted for the 16 weeks course. To
be sent out for service at sea they must be
able to receive 22 words a minute, the mini-
mum grading. There are many experts
among the teaching force whose speed runs
up to 32 words a minute, but beyond that a
radio message would be hard to get. From
three to six operators are assigned to each
ship.

The transmitter involves the use of an
open-core transformer resembling a large
spark coil, the interrupter being of special

design. A quenched spark gap is used. The
set is fitted with ammeter and voltmeter to

indicate the primary current and voltage
supplied the transmitter. A quickly col-

lapsible antenna is carried with the outfit,

which can be erected in a few minutes'
time.
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Small Portable Radio Set for Field Work
SINCE our entrance into the world con-

flict, American radio engineers have
given considerable attention to the de-

velopment and improvement of radio ap-

paratus adaptable for various uses in the

Extremely Light Weight, Portable Wireless Transmitting Set, Intended
for Military or Other Purposes. It Operates on Batteries and Utilizes
a Special Spark Coll and Quenched Gap. A Hot Wire Radiation Meter
Is Provided as well as Volt and Ammeter for the Primary Circuit.

military service. The essential points to

be considered in the making of such radio

apparatus suitable for this kind of work
are at once, simplicity, efficiency, and
rugged construction.

All of the above necessary features have
been incorporated in a new radio set de-
signed by a New York radio engineer, Mr.
A. B. Cole. The apparatus which he has
evolved and which has proven very suc-

cessful is operated from a battery and for
this reason his transmitter is adaptable to

various important military maneuvers
where other, more cumbersome, apparatus
would not adapt itself. The transmitter is

shown at Fig. 1. The high tension e.m.f.

used for charging the condenser is derived
from a specially built spark coil which is

enclosed in the case. A new design of in-

dependent vibrator is utilized for interrupt-
ing the storage battery current necessary
to operate the coil. This interrupter is seen
in the lower left hand of the panel. An
ammeter and volt-meter are interposed in

the primary of the induction coil and are
used for the purpose of indicating the cur-
rent and voltage input into the low tension
primary circuit. These meters are sta-

tioned at the lower right end of the panel.
A key is connected in the primary circuit

and is also mounted on the panel.

The high tension and oscillatory circuit

apparatus consists of a high tension con-
denser placed within the case ; this con-
denser being charged by the secondary of
the spark coil. The condenser is allowed to
discharge thru a specially built quenched
spark gap and thru the primary of a com-
pactly built oscillation transformer. The
gap is enclosed within the cabinet, and a
large insulated knob is connected to the
movable electrode, which is seen to the
right of the independent vibrator. A very

small adjustment is necessary to bring the

gap to proper operation, as will be evident

from the small swing of the pointer. The
inductance of the primary oscillation trans-

former is variable, and it is controlled by a
multiple point

switch which is

located at the

upper left-hand
corner of the
panel, while the
multiple point

switch to the
right of the pri-

mary switch is

used to control

the inductance
of the oscilla-

tion transform-
er secondary. A
thermo - couple
high frequency
ammeter is in-

terposed in the
ground lead of
the open oscil-

latory circuit,

and this meter
is located in the

upper right
hand corner of
the panel. The
two binding
posts placed in

the center of
the panel are
used to connect
the ground and
antenna. The
telephone
switch in the
foreground is

used to connect or disconnect the transmit-
ting circuit from the antenna, and is also

used to connect or disconnect the receiving
set, if such is to be used in connection with
this transmitting outfit. A plug for connect-
ing a receiving set, so that it

may utilize the same transmit-
ting antenna, is placed in front
of the quenched gap control
handle. The plug to the left of
this receiving plug is used to

connect the source of power
necessary to operate the spark
coil, which is generally a six-

volt storage battery.

The complete transmitting
panel is mounted in a well in-

sulated and ruggedly construct-
ed case and is supplied with a

leather carrying belt, the com-
plete equipment being extreme-
ly light in weight.

The receiving set accompany-
ing the above transmitting out-

fit is shown opposite. Altho it

is not essential to use this par-
ticular receiving set, it was
found, however, that most
favorable results were obtain-

able from this particular type
of portable receiving apparatus.
This set is of the tightly

coupled, capacity control type.

It comprises a fixt inductance
wound on a special tube and
mounted within the case. Two
condensers of the variable, air

dielectric type are used entirely

for tuning purposes, and these
are seen on the upper part of
the panel. A crystal detector
rectifies the incoming, radio
frequency oscillations. This

detector is in the lower right hand corner
of the panel. A test buzzer is also a part
of the equipment, this being used to adjust
the detector crystal to maximum sensitivity.

The buzzer push button is located in front
of the crystal detector stand, while the
buzzer is placed at the central left hand
portion of the panel. The plug in front of
the buzzer is used to connect the telephone
receivers, while the plug at the upper cen-
ter of the panel serves to connect the an-
tenna and ground wires to the receiving
set. A partition is provided at the right
hand part of the case to accommodate the
telephone receivers when the set is not in

use. The case of this receiving set is sub-
stantially made so as to stand heavy wear
and rough use.

TEST WIRELESS CONTROL.
Announcement that satisfactory tests

have been made of a military airplane con-
trolled wholly by wireless was made at
San Diego, Calif., recently by Flight In-
structor N. B. Robbins of the Rockwell
field signal corps aviation school. The
tests, he said, were made a short time ago,
the controls being 12 miles apart.

The new machine, it is announced, car-
ries neither pilot nor observer. It is equipt
at present to carry only heavy freight or
explosive bombs. The pilot guiding the
machine may be in another airplane, in a
dirigible or anywhere on the ground. Rob-
bins says that an aviator driving the con-
trol in the machine ahead of him may re-
main fully 15 miles behind. He also says
that the machine may be built for one-
fourth the cost of a standard military ma-
chine. An electrical device for releasing a
cargo of bombs is attached to the airplane.

Flight Instructor Robbins is the designer
of one of the fastest airplanes ever built
in this country, of a very fast motor and
of a stabilizer used by the Royal British
Flying Corps.

New Light Weight Radio Receiving Set, Well Adapted to
All Military Requirements.
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A HOLDER FOR A TUBULAR
AUDION.

Those who have tubular Audions know
what it is to have to connect the four wires

up and then take them loose again after

the receiving is over to put the bulb away
in a safe place, so that it will not get

broken or tampered with.

With this in mind I constructed a holder

which has no wires to connect and at the

same time makes good connections, and is

not apt to fall out of place and break.

The construction of the holder can be

seen from the drawings. The rings, Bl.

B2, B3 and B4 are made of nickel plated

brass pipe which can be obtained from
any plumber or hardware store. The rings

are made about 3/16 or inch wide, and
\y$ inch in diameter. As can be seen the

rings are held on the tube by sealing wax.
The best way to do this is to make a

wooden mold as shown in figures 3 and 4.

It will be necessary to get the wax good and
hot in order to make it run in the mold.
A hot knife blade will help a great deal in

pressing the wax into place and smoothing
it up afterward.

It is important to put the rings B2 and
B3 on first, but connect the filament wires
D and F before this. Then the other two
rings may be put in place. A short piece

of rubber tubing should be put over the
wire at K and Kl, where the filament wires
go under the outside rings.

It will be seen from the drawing that the

rings B and B2 are farther apart than B3
and B4. This arrangement makes it im-
possible to get the bulb connected up back-
wards as it will only fit one way. The clips

are made as shown in figures 1 and 2. No
dimensions are given as the builder will

make them to suit himself anyway. In

cutting out the strips for the clips, which
are made of spring brass, do not forget
the lugs A, figures 1 and 2. The purpose
of these is to hold the bulb from falling or
sliding downward. The wires should be
soldered to the rings before the wax is put
in as soldering would melt the wax. The
extra filament wire G, can be left short
and can be soldered on to lead F, when
necessary. It can be seen that this method
has many advantages over the regular way,
as it is a very good idea to remove the bulb
and lock it up when leaving the station, so
that it can not be tampered with or broken.

A RESEARCH TYPE OF
DETECTOR.

Herewith I present drawings and speci-

fications of a detector comprising two dis-

Hressure

indicator

FRENCH BUILD RADIO TO AID
AMERICA.

The French navy has just entered the

international contest for the honor of build-

ing and possessing the

most powerful wireless

station in the world.
In support of its

claims that its newly
constructed station ex-
ceeds all others now in

operation, the French
navy has just demon-
strated its ability to

send messages as far

as Australia. The sta-

tions there, which reg-

istered the messages
from the new French
naval station, were not
powerful enough to

acknowledge by wire-
less their receipt, but
had the courtesy to

reply by ordinary cable

that the French wire-
less communications
had been received.
The new French na-

val wireless station is

in reality an acknowl-
edgment of gratitude
of the French navy to

the United States for This Form of "Research" Radio Detector Will Prove Extremely
;fc .„.„..„ -„ f „ a a Valuable in Conducting Qualitative Tests on Various Crystals, as the
us entrance into tne Relative Pressure Applied on Each Crystal Is Indicated on the Scale,
war.
The moment America made

Plate J
conn

Grid

conn-.

Filament

Fxtra filament

The Audion Detector, Especially of the Tubular Form, Is Always a Difficult
Instrument to Mount and Connect. The Present Design of Holder Solves the

Problem Satisfactorily.

its formal
declaration of war against the enemies of
France, the French navy decided to erect

immediately a powerful wireless station

that would put France into constant and
sure touch with America. It was planned
also as a very effective safeguard against
the submarines for the stream of troop
ships and munition convoys which it was
realized would soon be headed for France.
A site was accordingly chosen on the

French coast, where it was most likely that

one of the American naval bases would be
establisht, and from where it would be
able to pick up with the greatest degree
of certainty distress messages from any
American boat that might encounter a
submarine.

The metallic pylons of the French station

are over 600 feet high. Perfected electrical

equipment
makes it pos-
sible to send
out waves that

will be re-
ceived at any
distance at
which they can
be picked up
in the form of
musical
sounds instead
of the ordi-

nary crack-
crack of the
wireless. As a
result of these
musical into-

nations the
receiver is al-

ways able to

pick out the
waves of the
French wire-
1 e s s plant
from all the
other storm or
wireless
waves with
which the air

may be filled.

Waves can
be sent out
with a length
of from 3,000
to 13,000 yards

Sealing wax

Fig . 4

tinct merits. First—that it can be de-

termined what pressure each mineral re-

quires, pressure being recorded on the up-
right scale. Second—That the detector cup
is made movable by means of gear-wheel
attachments, and a graduated scale on the

front of cabinet shows which mineral is

under point of detector ; other minerals
may be brought under the point by turn-

ing the handle which revolves cup. It will

be an easy matter to compile a set of
pressure readings for each mineral con-
tained in the cup, and from this a fair

idea as to just what pressure each mineral
requires, will be had.

As will be noted, no measurements are
given ; first, because the detector parts may
be of different construction and material;
secondly, because different size cogs may
be used, as a whole any material on hand
may be used if the original idea is carried

out.

Contributed by E. T. J.

(approximately 2,700 to 11,890 meters) and
which, as has already been demonstrated,
carry as far as Australia.
The electrical apparatus furnishing the

current for these waves is capable of pro-
ducing 600 horsepower.

DR. FERDINAND BRAUN DIES.

Dr Ferdinand Braun, who shared the
Nobel Peace Prize with Marconi in 1909,

died April 20th in Kings County Hospital,
in Brooklyn, in the sixty-eighth year of his

age. He had been living with his son,

Conrad, having come to the United States

in 1915 as a witness in the litigation be-

tween the Marconi Company and the Ger-
man company which then operated the
wireless plants at Sayville, L. I., and Tuck-
erton, N. J. He had made a study of wire-
less since 1898, and it was claimed by his

adherents that his discoveries had made the
Marconi system possible.

His system of wireless transmission was
used in Germany. He was born in Fulda,
Germany, June 6, 1850, and graduated from
the University of Berlin in 1872, with a
work on the vibration of chords. He was
for some years a professor of physics in

Strassburg and Karlsruhe, and for ten years
in the Tiibingen University.
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The How and Why of Radio Apparatus
By H. WINFIELD SECOR, Assoc. I. R. E.

NO. 9—TELEPHONE RECEIVERS.
From time to time we will describe one

particular instrument used in either the
radio transmitting or receiving set, explain-
ing just how it works, and why. We have
received so many requests from new readers
asking for such explanations that we have
decided to publish this matter in serial form.
In the course of several issues all of the
principal transmitting and receiving appa-
ratus will have been covered. The subject
for the ninth paper is TELEPHONE RE-
CEIVERS.

THE telephone receiver as applied to
radio-telegraphy and telephony is

one of the most sensitive electrical
detecting instruments ever devised.
However, this does not mean that

the radio receiver, as it is usually termed in
wireless parlance, is the most efficient de-
tector of weak electric currents. Quite the
contrary, for it has been ascertained that
such a receiver has an over-all efficiency of
only five per cent!* It was found by H.
Abraham that less than one one-thousandth
of the energy in the received current is

transformed and transmitted to the air in
the form of sound waves. Siemens con-
ducted investigations which proved that the
force of the air vibrations operating on a
transmitter or microphone is ten thousand
times greater than that of the vibrations
reproduced by the receiver. Thus we see
that the radio and electrical investigators
of to-day have an excellent opportunity to
devise and perfect a translating device of
this nature that will show a higher efficiency
than five per cent. Doubtless this ratio
between input and output will eventually
be raised to 50 or 75 per cent by some new
principle of engineering design.

With all the losses in the telephone or
radio receiver, however, it is interesting to
note the infinitesimally small amount of
energy required to give good clear signals
or sounds; in fact, its sensitivity is almost
incredible. Preece's investigations indi-
cated that sound could be heard from a re-
ceiver when actuated by a current as small
as .000,000,000,000,6 ampere. Tests by Ken-
nelly indicated a minimum current of .000,-
000,044 ampere. For good radio communi-
cation the received current should be equal
to 40 micro-amperes, thru 25 ohms total an-
tenna circuit resistance; this is equivalent
to 40 x 10—8

watt = 4/40 erg per second.
For audible signals the received antenna
current should be about 10 microamperes
thru 25 ohms total aerial circuit resistance

;

this is equal to 2.5 x 10—' watts or 1/40
erg per second.

Referring to Fig. 1, A-B, there is shown
a sectional view of a typical watch-case
radio receiver. In general this receiver fol-
lows the same design as that of the stand-
ard telephone receiver, with the difference
that in this case the permanent steel mag-
nets are concentrated in a small ring so as
to occupy less space. Two or more har-
dened steel magnet rings are used in the
watch-case 'phone to which there are me-
chanically secured two soft steel pole-pieces,
on either of which a magnet coil is wound
as indicated. The metal (or molded insula-
tion) shell of the receiver carries a threaded
cap with an opening at its center, thru which
the sound waves produced by the vibrations

• G. W. Pickard, Western Electrician, 58: 899,May 6, 1911.

of the soft iron diafram pass to the ear

chamber.
Practically all radio receivers follow this

design, altho there are several types that

have been tried which deviate somewhat
from the principle here involved.

The receiver here shown is similar to the

standard watch-case telephone receiver,

with the exception that the magnet coils

are wound to have a total or joint resist-

ance of but 75 ohms for ordinary telephone

work, whereas for translating radio signals,

and owing to the very minute current avail-

able to act on the receiver, the two coils

are usually wound to have a joint resist-

ance of from 1000 ohms to 3000 ohms or

more. The standard receiver for radio

work has 1000 ohms resistance, or two thou-

sands ohms for a set of two receivers con-

nected in series. The magnet coils should,

of course, always be wound with a pure in-

sulated copper wire, and the size of wire
used depends upon the resistance desired,

varying from No. 36 B. & S. gage for a
• 75 ohm 'phone to No. 42 or smaller for a

1000 ohm or higher resistance 'phone.

The permanent steel magnet in the re-

ceiver sets up or maintains a constant mag-
netic force acting on the iron diafram, this

action being more apparent from Fig. 1-B

;

thus when the receiver cap is screwed down
properly, the diafram will be held rigidly

at a slight distance from the pole-pieces,

and will be pulled slightly toward them
under normal conditions. The flux from
the permanent magnet passes up one pole-

piece across the air gap to diafram, thru
the diafram to the second air gap, thru the

second pole-piece and thence completes the

magnetic circuit. If the cap is not screwed
down sufficiently tight, or if the magnets
are not properly adjusted, the permanent
magnet flux may be sufficient to pull down
the diafram against the pole-pieces in which
event the receiver has to be overhauled, or
the trouble may be overcome by tightening

up the cap, or also in some cases it becomes
necessary to place one or more paper rings

under the diafram where it rests on the

shell.

The action of the telephone or radio re-

ceiver is the same in every case. The vibra-
tion of the diafram so as to set up acoustic

waves in the air is caused by sending a cur-
rent of constantly changing strength around
the coils wound on the soft iron pole-pieces.

These currents in the case of the telephone
are controlled by a microphone in a well-

known manner, and each current fluctua-

tion along the circuit follows accurately the
fluctuations of the voice. These current
fluctuations, which often occur at a rate

of several hundred cycles per second, pass
thru the magnet coils in the receiver and
cause constant changes in the magnetic flux

acting on the diafram : the flux from the
electro-magnet coils either strengthening or
weakening the flux from the permanent
magnet which acts normally on the dia-

fram, keeping it under constant stress.

Where great sensitivity is desired, it is

claimed that a permanent magnet thus used
to "stress" the diafram causes it to respond
more quickly and easily to weak currents.
It is becoming standard practise in the tele-

phone field to make more and more use of
plain unpolarized receivers, which have
been found to reproduce speech in a per-
fectly satisfactory manner.
Probably the most important part of the

receiver is the diafram. This is usually
made of a high grade soft annealed iron
which is then coated with Japan to prevent

rusting, and in the best types of radio re-

ceiver the diafram is Sherardized to pre-

vent rusting. Gold plated diaframs have
also been used. The diafram of the re-

ceiver fulfills the all-important function of
transforming the vibrations created in the
magnetic field into corresponding vibrations

of the air which constitute sound. The
diafram operates first as a part of the mag-
netic system, incidently as part of the elec-

tric system, and finally as a mechanical
vibrating system. In each of these rela-

tions, faithful reproduction of the original

sound or signal requires that the motion
of the diafram shall correspond in respect

to direction and relative amount, with that

of the electromotive-force applied to the

terminals of the electric circuit, this in turn
being assumed to correspond faithfully to

the vibrations of the original sound.*

For radio receiver circuits where the cur-
rent is usually of the order of a few mil-

lionths of an ampere, and the voltage but
a few millionths of a volt, it has been found
that several parts of the receiver need re-

designing and will bear a number of changes
in proportion that would not augur well for
the same receiver if it were to be utilized

on a standard telephone circuit, where
plenty of current and voltage are avail-

able. Experience in radio receiver design
has shown that the diafram should be
slightly less than two inches in diameter
and clamped firmly all around the edge,
the diafram itself being between four and
eight mils thick. The natural pitch or
vibration period of the diafram will be
higher as the diameter and the thickness
decrease, and vice versa.t In most cases

the pole-pieces should be so near to the
diafram as almost to pull it against them,
and for this reason the magnet pole-pieces
should be adjustable, as it will be found
in practise that temperature has consider-
able to do with the best operation of the
receiver, the diafram expanding and con-
tracting considerably under changes of
temperature, which may easily range from
several degrees below zero in northern
climates up to one hundred and fifteen de-
grees Fahrenheit in the Tropics.

The technical consideration of the action
taking place in a radio or telephone re-

ceiver is best understood perhaps by analyz-
ing the changes occurring in the magnetic
circuit, which is of course the all-important
factor involved in the transformation of
electric currents into sound waves. The
pull on the diafram is approximately pro-
portional to d>', where d> is the magnetic
flux passing from pole to pole thru the
metal of the diafram. A current in the

windings makes the pull (dj> -f- d <f>)'. The
increased pull due to the current is propor-
tional to 2 <j) d <J), neglecting a relatively

small quantity. Therefore, the greater the

permanent flux, the greater the efficiency

of a good instrument. The flux is in-

creased by strengthening the magnets or by
using thicker diaframs, also by reducing
the air gaps between the diafram and pole-
pieces, but magnetic saturation of the dia-

fram sets the limit to useful increase of
strength of magnet, as readily becomes
evident. If, with a certain thickness of
diafram we unnecessarily increase the
strength of the magnet in the receiver, the
superfluous magnetic flux which cannot be

{Continued on page 210)

* Shepardson, "Telephone Apparatus," 1917.

t W. H. Eccles, "Wireless Telegraphy and Te-
lephony," 1916.
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Making a Six-Foot Piano Lamp
THE piano lamp here described may,

of course, be constructed to suit the
fancy of the individual as to finish and

design. The finish desired will alter the
kind of wood to be obtained. For a ma-

What Is More Graceful and Pleasing Than a
Reading or Piano Lamp of This Style? Full
Details for Turning the Wooden Column,
Wiring the Lamps, Connection Cord, Etc.,

Are Given Herein.

hogany finish either birch or whitewood
may be used as substitute for genuine ma-
hogany. I used whitewood and the result
was entirely satisfactory, both as to the
finish it took and the ease with which it

was worked. In the following explanation
I will describe the lamp as I built it, but as
aforesaid the design may be altered without
difficulty.

WOODWORK DETAILS.
Material—Two pieces 2"x4"x5'x6". One

piece 12" square by 3" thick.

Plane one 4" side of each 2"x4". Running
lengthwise thru the center of each of the
planed sides cut a groove Yz" wide and J4"
deep. These grooves extend to within two
inches of each end (Fig. 1). (Grooves may
best be made with a dado saw.)
Now glue the pieces together, planed sides

next to each other. You now have a piece
4"x4"x5'6" with a hole Y2 " square extending
thru the center to within two inches of
each end. (When gluing be careful that
no glue laps over into the center hole.)
When the glue is thoroly dry the piece is

ready for turning. The two inches of solid
wood at each end affords a grip for the head
and tail pieces of the lathe. Fig. 2 shows
the piece ready for turning and the dotted
lines show it as it will be when it is turned
up. (Observe dimensions carefully.)
After it is turned and smoothed with fine

sandpaper, remove from the lathe and cut
off at A and B (Fig. 2). It will then re-

semble the dotted lines in Fig. 2 and the

hole will extend completely thru the post
Now cut off one-half inch from AF
(Fig. 2).

For the base take the 12"xl2" piece and
cut out a circular piece with as large a di-

ameter as possible. Screw this onto a

face-plate and insert in a lathe for turning.

Fig. 3 shows the pattern. A hole 1J4" in di-

ameter is bored thru the center of the piece.

Another hole (A-Fig. 3) Yt" in diameter is

bored from the edge of the base to the in-

side hole and parallel to the bottom.

We will now leave the woodwork and
turn our attention to the electrical details.

ELECTRICAL DETAILS.

Material— 1 brass piece A-Fig. 4; 1 brass
nipple to fit threads in the bottom of the
brass piece (B-Fig. 4) ; 1 brass flange to fit

the nipple (C-Fig. 4); 1 attachment plug;
2 brass pull-chain sockets (D & D Fig. 4) ;

11 feet of silk covered two-wire lamp cord.

The brass piece (A Fig. 4) is made es-

pecially for the purpose. I found it at a

liardware store that deals largely in lamps.
It consists of a heavy brass tube tapt at the
lower end and fitted at the upper with a
piece as shown in the figure, from which
two nipples extend to screw the sockets
onto. This upper part is hollow to provide
a place to make connections. Up thru the
center of the cup thus formed and extend-
ing some distance above the top, is a rod
threaded at the upper end and fitted with a
nut. The cup is also provided with a cap
with a hole in the center to pass the upright
rod.

I took the above piece to an electrical sup-

ply house and had the nipple and flange

fitted to the bottom.
The plug is either a crew plug or one that

has two prongs which fit into slots in the

socket.

Clever Method of Making the Turned Lamp
Column from Two Pieces of Thin Stock

Glued Together.

Arrangement of Lamp Sockets, Wiring Dia-
gram and Detail of Turned Wooden Base

With Hole for Connecting Cord.

The chains on the sockets will probably
be too long. To remedy this screw both
sockets onto the nipples on the post and set
the post on top of the wooden post. You
will then see how much too long the chains
are and how many beads it will be necessary
to take off. Now remove the sockets and
dis-assemble each. Take the inside part
and you will observe that the chain runs
thru a short tube and over a small drum.
At the end of the drum the end bead of the
chain fits into a slot. Remove the chain
from the slot and take off as many beads as
you wish. When this is done put what is

now the end link of the chain into the slot

and reassemble the socket.
The cord may be obtained in brown, red,

or green. A color should be chosen that
will look well with the shade you select.

ASSEMBLING.
Pass one end of the twin conductor lamp

cord thru hole A in foot (Fig. 3), and up
thru the large one. Then pass it up thru
the hole in the vertical column. Now cut off
about six inches of the end of the cord, re-
move the outside silk covering and the cot-
ton covering of each wire leaving two six-
inch rubber covered wires. Take one of the
sockets apart and screw the top part onto
one of the nipples on piece A (Fig. 4) and
lock it with the set screw provided. Re-
move the rubber from each end of each of
the six inch wires. Pass an end of each
wire thru the nipple and top of the socket.

(Continued on page 210)
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An Electric Oracle
By THOMAS W. BENJAMIN

THE power is not given to all persons,
or for that matter to any person, to look
into the future and see what is in store

for them. Still quite a lot of amusement
may be obtained from the electrical instru-

Window »

Switch

Microphone

Fig.l

Mystery is the Keynote of All Successful
Puzzles and Games. It Is Also the Leading
Card in the Deck of Surprise Answers Given
by this Electric "Oracle." Ask It a Question
and the "Answer" Appears Before You.

ment described herewith that purports to
tell of events to come. Those who are
particularly superstitious will treat the de-
vice with awe till it springs a joke on
them.

It consists essentially of a box contain-
ing a small battery motor and a sensitive
relay, the latter being controlled by a
microphone mounted on the front. When
a question is spoken into the microphone
it will cause the relay to close for a cer-
tain length of time and start the motor.
The latter has fastened on its shaft a
disk of cardboard or thin metal that has
a series of answers written on one side.
An opening in the front of the box allows
these answers to be viewed. Naturally
after the disk stops revolving, the an-
swer directly under the opening is the
reply to the question asked the device.

>S6 V

)
•\

1°
\ e

h
Details of Armature

re/ay

Fig. 4 EE

The Sensitive Yet Simple Design of Motor
Control Relay Used In the Electric "Oracle."

The fact that they are ridiculous at times
makes the apparatus all the more inter-
esting.

The construction is simple and the de-
tails can be seen in the attached illus-

trations. At Fig. 1 is shown a side view
of the device. At A is a small battery

motor mounted on a shelf. The cardboard
or tin disk is shown at B, and is mounted
on the motor shaft by means of a wood
disk C, which may be cut from a small

spool.

The window H allows the answers on
the disk to be viewed. The window may
be of any convenient size and covered
with glass if desired. After determin-
ing the width of the window, the face

of the disk should be divided up in a

number of parts of the same width.

Inside these divisions the "answers" are

written or printed by means of a pen. The
edge of the disk is nicked between each
answer and a light spring attached to the

front of the box bears against the edge
of the disk and dropping into the notches
will stop the disk with a reply directly

under the window.
The microphone on the front may be a

regular telephone transmitter. The relay

can be easily made by following the de-

tails shown in Fig. 4. The magnet can
be taken from a high-resistance polar-

ized ringer, the armature is a strip of
brass bent into a loop at one end and
placed over the support G, bent as shown.
An iron piece is riveted on opposite the

magnet. The contact F is supported by a

brass standard and makes contact with the
brass strip when the magnet attracts it.

The complete wiring diagram is illus-

trated at Fig. 5. The switch S, serves to

open the two circuits when the apparatus
is not in use. Two binding posts are pro-
vided to which two handles are connected.
These posts are shunted across the "break"
of the relay and in addition to adding to

the mystery of the device, will at times
give the person holding them a slight

shock, due to the reactance of the motor.
They likewise reduce sparking at the con-
tacts.

To use the oracle, close switch S and
grasp the handles. Holding the mouth
about two inches from the mouth piece of
the transmitter, speak clearly and distinctly

into the transmitter. The disk will start

to spin and stopping, will give the answer
to the question asked. The replies may
consist of any words, for mstance, "Cer-
tainly," "Yes," "No," "How Foolish," "Of
Course Not," "Without a Doubt," "Act
Sensible," etc.

A RELIABLE WEATHER GLASS
A test tube about 10 inches long and 34

inch in diameter is fastened to a base or
hung up by a wire. In this test tube are
put 2 drams of camphor, % dram of potas-
sium nitrat, H dram of ammonium chlorid,

2 ounces of pure alcohol, 2 ounces of water.
If the ingredients do not mix easily, tube
should be put in warm water or shaken
thoroly. After a cork is put in the tube, it

is ready for work.

Following is the weather, which the
changes in the liquid denote

:

Clear liquid—Bright weather.

Crystals at bottom—Thick air, frost in

winter.

Dim liquid—Rain.

Dim liquid with small stars—Thunder-
storms.

Large flakes—Heavy air, overcast sky

;

snow in winter.

Threads in upper part—Wi dy weather.

Small dots—Damp weather, fog.

Rising flakes which remain high—Wind
in upper air.

Small stars in winter on bright, clear,

sunny days—Snow in a day or two.
Contributed by

GEORGE EDWIN SPITZMILLER.

Front View and Interior View With Cover
Removed, Showing the Simple Motor and
Control Relay of the Electric "Oracle."

INVESTIGATION OF INDUCTANCE
COILS.

Extensive research on the inductance and
resistance of standard coils at different fre-

quencies has been carried out at the Bureau
of Standards. A careful study has been
made of the factors which cause the in-

ductance of a coil to decrease and the re-

sistance to increase with increasing fre-

quency of current. The most important of
. these are (1) electrostatic capacity between
the windings, (2) energy loss in the insulat-

ing material caused by dielectric hysteresis,

(3) skin effect in the conductors, and (4)
eddy currents in neighboring masses of
metal. The effect of all of these can be
reduced by proper design.

A large number of coils have been con-
structed and measurements made to de-
termine the change of resistance and in-

ductance with frequency. Methods have
been devised for determining the effect of
each of the factors enumerated above on
these coils. The experimental determination
of the skin effect has been found most diffi-

cult. In order to check the experimental
values on skin effect theoretical formulas
are needed. At present the only satis-

Fig S

Electric Circuits of the "Oracle," Including
a Shocking Circuit Provided With Metal
Handles, So That the Mysticism Produced
May Be Still Further Deepened In the Minds

of the Uninitiated.

factory formulas are those which apply
to a straight wire. By means of a new
method other formulas are being developed.
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A Reversing Switch for Small Motors

NO doubt many of the readers of this

magazine are owners and operators
of small low-voltage motors. Some

of these motors have already been provided
with reversing switches by the manufac-

turer, but the majority are not so well off.

I present, herewith, details for the construc-
tion of such a switch.

This switch is of convenient size ; it is

simple in construction and operation ; it

may be mounted on a switchboard or it

may be used wherever the motor is located.

. The wooden pieces of this instrument are
all of ^-inch oak or any such hard wood.
They should be well planed and sanded if

you wish a neat-appearing instrument.
The base or back is four inches square.

All the edges have a Hi-inch chamfer. A
larger one will not look well. Holes may
be drilled near the edge so that the instru-

ment may be fastened to the switchboard
if so desired.

The top of the box that fits on the base
is 2^2 inches by \% inches. It has a groove,
cut lengthwise thru the middle, Y\ inch

wide, % inch deep, continuing the whole
length of the top. On the base side of the

groove are four holes to receive binding
posts. The bottom is exactly the same as

the top, except in that it has no holes for
binding posts.

The sides are 3 inches by 1^4 inches
;
they

are without grooves. For reasons that will

be explained later, they are fastened to the

other parts by screws, not nails.

The front piece is 3 inches square. In

the center is a hole large enough for the

shaft to turn in easily. The location of the

points "forward," "off" and "reverse" may
be found in the drawings.
The inner base is 2J4 inches by 2% inches.

It must be made thin enough to fit in the

grooves in the top and bottom. Like the

front piece, it has a hole of the same size

in the center. Located on a circle V/2 inches

in diameter are four holes to receive switch
points. These holes are placed so as to

form a square whose sides are parallel to

the sides of the box.
The movable part is of fiber % inch thick.

On the side facing the inner base are fas-

tened two circular pieces of sheet brass or

By ALLEN Q. SJOHOLM

copper as indicated. The lengthwise center
of these strips must lie on a circle, iy2
inches in diameter (see drawing). They
must be in the form of an arc of a circle

\Yi inches in diameter. They should be at

least % inch wide. Their ends must be at

any rate inch apart and not more than

Yk inch apart (see drawing).
The shaft or shank can be made from a

nail ; about an eight-penny. It is first cut

to the required length. The shaft passes
thru the hole in the center of the inner

base ; thru the movable part, and thru the

front piece. To make it work more easily,

a washer is placed between the head of the

nail and the inner base. A washer placed

between the pointer and the front piece

would work to good advantage. The shaft

is securely fastened to the movable piece,

the pointer, and the knob. However, it

must turn freely in the hole in the inner

base and the front piece. The knob on the

end of the shaft should be a typewriter

knob, preferably. This type of knob can be

fastened to the shaft more securely than

any other kind. Also it can be removed
more easily.

It will not be hard for the constructor

to assemble this instrument, but he must
observe at least two things : First, he must
see that the brass strips are in good contact

with the switch points, and, second, that the

indicator and movable piece agree. The
reason for fastening the sides by screws is

this : If something should go wrong in-

side the box, only the sides need to be

removed in order to get at it.

The various positions of the movable
piece according to the indicator are found

in the drawings. All connections can be

made more easily from the drawings, so I

will omit them here.

The constructor can stain or paint his

instrument any color that he may desire.

If he does not, it should at least receive a

coat of shellac.

It is a very good plan for the constructor

to paste or cut the numbers of the binding

posts on the top. These numbers will be

found in the drawings. To save time and

trouble, a diagram of the connections from
the switch to the motor should be fastened

to some convenient place on the instru-

ment. This diagram will also be found in

the drawings.
This design of switch lends itself to

many other problems besides that of re-

versing motors. It can be used effectively

in three-way lamp control systems in con-

junction with the usual type of three-way

switches. It serves as a four-way switch.

Wiring Diagrams and Successive Positions of Movable Blades of Motor Reversing Switch.
This Switch Can Also be Utilized as a "Four-Way" Switch in Composite, Three-Way Light

Control Systems.

Front and Side View of Small Motor Reversing Switch Here Described. It Has But Very
Little Movement and This Feature Alone Will Commend It to Every Experimenter. It is

Also Small In Size and Lends Itself Well to Many Different Purposes.
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Needless to say, if the directions are care-

fully followed, the constructor can expect

a good reversing switch as the result of his

labor, troubles, etc. And he will find plenty

of both if he isn't careful. So "Safety

First."

DEPOSITING SILVER ON GLASS.
The experiment which I am about to de-

scribe has three uses : It shows a test for

cream of tartar; to prepare Leyden jars for

copper plating; it illustrates the principle of

silvering mirrors.

Begin with a test tube or a thin glass ves-

sel that is scrupulously clean. In this pro-

ceed to make a fairly concentrated solution

of silver nitrat (AgNOs), which is procur-

able at any drug store. To this add a little

ammonium hydroxid (NELOH) and some
cream of tartar (baking powder). Now
warm until a deposit of silver forms on the

walls of the vessel.

Nothing ever found in baking powder ex-

cept cream of tartar will cause silver to

precipitate from a solution of silver nitrat

A HOME-MADE READING LAMP.
When drawing or reading, a good light

is often necessary nearby. A reading lamp
may be easily made from some old gas

piping and odd parts, which tho not quite

ornamental enough to adorn your library,

will serve very well when you are "burning
the midnight juice" in your den, trying to

solve "trig" problems.
The base of the lamp is made of a

rather heavy paper weight which has a few
ornamental beads turned on it for appear-
ance. On the top of this an old switch base
is fastened with two machine screws, which

CAT SHOCKER.
Many a night when you were just about

going into the land of dreams you were
prevented from further enjoyment by musi-
cal echos in your back yard academy. I

have devised a way to stop "Tom" from
making his nightly debut on your back yard
fence, and it will now be up to him to hire
another hall.

Most amateurs are not using their coils

at present and
are at a loss to

know what to do
with them. I will

tell you. Cut up
several pieces of
tin 2"x3", 12 or
14 will do, and
nail them along
the top of your
fence, separating
them about 8 or
10 inches. Now
run two well in-

sulated wires
along the side of
the fence. These
should be con-
nected to the sec-

ondary terminals
of the spark coil.

Connect them as
described in dia-

gram and you
won't be bothered
with any more
feline opera con-
certs. When

thread into holes in the paper weight tapt

for that purpose. The weight should be at

least 4" in diameter.

Front and Side View of Handy Reversing Switch for Small Motors, Lamp
Circuits, and Dozens of Other Problems Besetting Every Electrical

"Bug."

and ammonium hydroxid, so by means of

this experiment one might test baking pow-
der for the presence of cream of tartar.

Then a silver deposit formed in this man-
ner could be used as a basis for plating

copper on a jar to make a condenser. A
mirror can be made by warming a small
piece of glass and flowing over it a solution

of the constituents previously mentioned.
Contributed by

SHERMAN S. GARRETT.

"Tom" gets his two front feet on one strip

and his back feet on the other, press your
key and "Tom" will see stars.

Contributed by FRANCIS ZIESSE.

A Home-Made Electric Reading Lamp Con-
structed from Some Pipe, a Wooden Base and

a Lamp Socket.

A piece of %" gas pipe 8^" long is then

fastened to the switch base by two gas pipe

nuts on either side of the switch base. The
illustration shows the top nut as well as the

bottom nut which fits into the hollow of the

switch base. An elbow is screwed into the

top of the pipe carrying another 2" piece

of pipe.

This short piece has at its other end the

sort of elbow usually used on gas lines at

the burner. A standard candelabra socket
is screwed into this elbow. The wiring is

carried down into the base where it con-
nects with flexible cord and connecting plug
and is let out of the base by a hole
diametrically thru the paper weight. An 8
c.p., 110-volt, frosted, candelabra bulb will

be found very satisfactory, not hurting the
eyes and giving a good illumination. The
whole lamp may be painted with black
paint, such as Japalac, which adds consider-
ably to its appearance.

Contributed by
ALBERT H. BEILER.

Years ago many an experimenter would
try to make a sail boat move by a fair

"wind" produced by a huge bellows mounted
on the stern of the boat. It was found im-
possible because the reaction on the bellows
was equal to the action on the sail.

It pays to study mathematics, for with its

aid one is enabled to solve some of the most
mystifying things that occur in science.

AUTHORS!!!
All matter intended for publica-

tion—not only by us, but by any
other magazine or newspaper as

well—should be written on one side

of the paper only and in ink. If it

isn't, somebody else must copy part

of it off on another sheet before it

is given to the printer. Do You Own a Spark Coil? If So, Then "Cat Concerts" on the Back-Yard Fence at Midnight
Are Soon Brought to a Grand Finale. Hook Up the Coil With Some Tin Plates Scattered

Along the Fence. The Spark Coll Will Do the Rest.
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An Electric Hour-Striking Mechanism
By THOMAS REED

*N earnest "Bug," who had evidently

r\ just completed an electric clock ac-

cording to specifications, wrote me
asking how to make a striking-mechanism
to go with it.

Well, Clock Fiends, Did You Ever Attempt to Make an Elec-
tric Hour-Striking Mechanism to Attach on That Hall Clock?
At Any Rate, Mr. Reed Assures Us, It's No Cinch to Solve the
Problem RIGHT, But the Scheme Suggested Here Is Said to
Do That Little Job, and Do It O.K. Here's Wishing You Luck.

I had to reply sadly that I didn't know.
I said I'd devoted, first and last, a large

part of a misspent life to that very problem,
and hadn't solved it yet, nor heard of any-
one who had. It's a thing that looks as
simple as fixing the back gate, till you
come to tackle it, when you find some gob-
lin of mechanical perversity lurking at ev-
ery turn, with a kibosh in his hand, ready
to put it on you.

Lots of people have thought they had a

successful electric striker, but their rink-
tums weren't reliable. A few years ago,
an inventor was so sure of his, that he
approached our firm for $50,000 capital to

put it on the market. It was my job to

interview him.
He set his clock up on my desk, and

started it going. It was nicely made, with
a beautiful mahogany case, and he eyed it

with the same glance a mother gives her
newborn baby boy. He took half an our

to describe its perfections, and by that time

it was three o'clock.

"Now," said he, "it's going to strike." It

did; Ye Gods, it did. It struck the three,

and then went on to get all its striking

done up for the day. The
inventor, his face a beauti-

ful pink, thumped on the

case to remind the mech-
anism of its duty, but

nothing doing. At the

twenty-seventh stroke, his

endurance gave way, and he
stopt it by poking a finger

in the works.
It was a dirty trick for

baby to play, just when
papa's $50,000 depended on
his speaking his piece right.

Sometimes clocks are almost
human.
'Well now, to return to

that "Bug," his letter
seemed to bring a sort of
inspiration with it; and
after telling him dolefully

to save the problem, with
perpetual motion, to think

over at night as a cure for

insomnia, an answer to it

happened along just as casu-

ally and naturally as a fel-

low dropping in to cut off

your gas meter for arrears.

So as the "Bug" (whose
name was Walter Fran-
seen) furnished the inspira-

tion, he is hereby declared
joint inventor of the appa-
ratus, which is shown in

Fig. 1.

To begin with, while this

mechanism could be incor-

porated with the time-
works, it's better to drop it

down below, and connect it

with the hour-hand arbor
by chain and chain-wheels,

or even pulleys and a rub-
ber band, as there is almost
no power to be transmitted.

In that way, you can have
the pleasure of seeing it go;
and if it cuts up any shines,

as the baby boy did, you can
get at it handily with a half

brick or a hammer.
As the picture is drawn,

the clock is just ready to

strike one. The cam A, at-

tached to the minute-hand
arbor of the clock, and moving in the direc-

tion indicated, is about to let drop the flat

spring D, which rests on the cam at D 1
.

When the spring does drop, the point on
it where the D is marked strikes on the

contact point C and completes the entire

electrical circuit. Follow it around. It first

enters the little forked trigger CC. The
bent top of this trigger forms a contact
with the flat spring KK at the point //.

On goes the circuit, thru the battery BB,
support AA, spring LL, across to contact Q
at point R, thru the magnet L, and so back
to C, where we began.
Now, what happens? The magnet L, of

course, is energized and pulls toward itself

the armature K, attached to the lever /,

pivoted at /, which carries the heavy ham-
mer EE by its stem HH. Righto! But
also attached to the lever / is the stud N,
carrying the pawl M. As this pawl is

pushed to the right, it pushes along the

circular rack S, till just as the hammer
strikes the gong, it has pushed it to the
extent of exactly one tooth; and the click

O is holding that gain of one tooth, and
will hold it till we get ready to make it

let go.

Now, having struck our one o'clock on
the gong, we want to stop things. Up above,
in the clock-works, of course the contact
D, C, is still closed ; it won't be separated
for 10 or 15 minutes yet, as the cam A goes
around with the minute-hand. But look at

our excellent nubbin S2

, protruding like a
sore thumb from the end of the rack 5".

The nubbin has now reached the spring LL,
pushed against it, and separated the con-
tacts Q and R. The magnet L is "killed,"

the armature-lever / is drawn back to the
stop V by the spring F, and our mechanism
goes to sleep till it's time to make prepara-
tions for striking "two."
Next, we introduce the volute-shaped

piece W, well known in the clock-making
art as a "snail." This snail is constantly mov-
ing in the direction of the arrow, at the
same rate as the hour-hand of the clock
above. Attached to the same arbor, and
moving similarly, is the wheel X, with
twelve projecting pins, X1

, X2

, etc.

Fifteen or twenty minutes after we have
so brilliantly struck "one," the pin X1

strikes
the end of the forked lever T, pivoted at
U ; and X', continuing further, raises T.
The top fork of T, which is naturally raised
also, carries the two pins T1 and T , which
bear on both the click O and the pawl M.
We left Mr. Click holding up the rack

S, and resolved to continue holding it or
know the reason why. Well, the reason is

here. On a little further raising of T, the
click is lifted out of the tooth, and the
rack 5" falls till the pin S1

hits somewhere
on the edge of the snail. The snail, how-
ever, has been moving to the right, and
the pin falls at the point IV, where the
diameter has lessened by just the amount
of one rack-tooth. Two teeth in all, then,
are ready for our next hour-strike.
A few minutes more, and the pin X1

drops the lever T, and the latter "passes
the buck" by dropping the click and pawl
into the rack, ready for operation. It must
be remembered that when the rack i" fell,

it released the spring LL, and closed the
contact Q, R; but long before this, the con-
tact D, C, back in the clock was opened,
so we don't start yet. But we are all set
again, and the instant DC is closed, the

How the Volute-Shaped Disc, or "Snail" as
Clockmakers Call It, Is Laid Out With the

Aid of a Drawing Compass.

striking-operation is repeated
;

only now
the rack S has two teeth to go before the

(Continued on page 210)
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Electrical Laboratory Contest
(Special Prize $5.00)

Experimental Laboratory of John E. Woodrow

THE accompanying photographs illus-

trate one of the most interesting, real

dyed-in-the-wool Experimental Lab-
oratories that we have ever had the

pleasure of publishing. Mr. Wood-
row has recently joined the U. S. Navy like

many other illustrious young men thruout
the country, who feel that they can do the
utmost good for their government by offer-

ing their skill and talents to Uncle Sam.
This youthful electrical and radio genius
hails as his home town, Peoria, Illinois. Mr.
Woodrow's laboratory, as the reader will

quickly perceive, is not conspicuous by its

size or other luxurious appointments so
often associated in the minds of embryo
engineers with such workshops, but what

volt-meters, batteries both wet and dry
type, motor generators, rheostats of various
sizes, galvanometers, X-ray tubes and other
special vacuum tubes, small weighing bal-

ances, and among several hundred other
things, the inevitable supply of father's

cigar boxes suitably decorated with highly
colored lithographs of the Queen of Sheba,
or some other equally famous or possibly
infamous celebrity, situated in the social

scale as remote as possible from the scien-
tific and idealistic "high-brows" of budding

AN INEXPENSIVE AND THORO
WAY OF LEARNING RADIO

CODES.
By F. V. CAMPBELL.

The following method of learning wire-
less codes, without the use of teacher, other
than ordinary phonograph, is as follows

:

In case of an Edison or other cylinder rec-
ord phonograph, the student can either have
a record made by a friend who is com-
petent, or get someone to make it for him,
and on reproducing the same, it will give
almost an exact tone of a regular com-
mercial wireless station, provided the rec-
ord has been properly made.
A disc record would necessarily have to

he really has accumulated in his labora-
tory is a very complete assortment of
tools and various rinktums, including mis-
cellaneous parts of electrical apparatus
so dear to the heart of every "Bug." One
of the photographs shows the work bench
which is provided with a small lathe
driven by an electric motor, the bench also
being provided with large and small hand
vises, and so forth. The tool equipment
includes screw drivers and files of all

sizes, hack saws, wrenches, hammers,
chisels, pliers, brushes, stocks and dies,
wire, boxes containing a generous assort-
ment of beloved "junk," machine and
wood screws, nuts, washers, etc.

Among the other "high lights" in Mr.
Woodrow's excellently equipt laboratory,
we find an electric fan, storage batteries,
a complete wireless receiving set and vari-
ous parts of both large and small radio
sets, primaries and secondaries for a large
Tesla coil, electro-magnets and solenoids,
small motors, parts of a Cooper-Hewitt
mercury arc rectifier, as well as parts of a
motion picture projector.
One part of the laboratory is devoted to

"Experimental Chemistry" and contains a
large assortment of the various chemicals
needed by the experimenter in this branch
of science, and as may be seen, the owner
of this laboratory keeps his chemicals in
well-stoppered bottles and tight-fitting tin
cans.

In connection with the chemical and elec-
tro-chemical experiments as well as in re-
searches in the field of fluoroscopy, there
is provided a' considerable assortment of
electrical apparatus, including various meas-
uring instruments, such as ammeters and

Here's a Regular Experimental Laboratory
and It Was All Built Up By an Amateur

—

Mr. John E. Woodrow, of Peoria, III. Note
the Complete Assortment of Tools, Chemicals

and Electrical Apparatus.

Edisons and Teslas, which fact for some
reason we have never been able to fathom.
Why doesn't some enterprising cigar manu-
facturer awake to the fact that there are
several hundred thousand live, wide awake
electrical and radio "Bugs" in the United
States alone, who could boost the sale of
any cigar no matter how close its relation
might be to the well-known "piece of rope,"
so long as little Johnny or Thomas can
influence his Dad to buy that particular
smoke, for the very good reason that he
wanted one more cigar box to complete his
nest of drawers, each of them decorated
with the likeness of some great electrical
or scientific personage. Just think of it

"Bugs," what a glorious universe this would
be, if the powers that reign in the tobacco
world, would only take up this suggestion
and make it possible for us to obtain a
more or less complete collection of the
invaluable cigar boxes decorated with the
"physog's" of Messrs. Tesla, Edison, Stein-
metz and Thompson.

be made at the factory, as no means are
supplied whereby a person can make their
own records on the discs. A phonograph
is set up, with a blank record on, directed
properly, and the code is then made, first,

by the maker pronouncing the letter, then
making it in wireless code characters,
using, instead of a regular sending set, the
second "C" above middle "C" on the
organ, which gives approximately the same
tone as a standard commercial wireless
sending station. Then by word groups or
letters, first pronouncing the word, then
making it in the code.
The method has been tried out by the

writer in learning the Continental code, and
has given the most complete satisfaction.
The use of the organ in making the record
gives a sustained tone pitch, which is es-
sential to wireless receiving, and sounds
almost exactly like a commercial station
sending. If properly made on a wax cylin-
der, it will continue to give clear readable
signals long after the student has mastered
the alphabet from it. A great many per-
sons would like to learn the code who have
practically no one to send to them, without
which they are at a great disadvantage, but
who do possess a phonograph, and at very
small expense could either make a record,
or secure one from someone who is equipt
to make them.

Don't miss the article on "Harmonics

—

Part II"—by Prof. F. E. Austin, in the
August issue of the "Electrical Experi-
menter." It explains the analysis of

irregular shaped alternating curves.
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This department will award the following monthly prizes: First Prize, $3.00; Second Prize, $2.00; Third Prize, $1.00,

article need not be very elaborate, and rough sketches are sufficient.
Make sketches on separate sheets.

We will make the mechanical drawings. The
use only one side of sheet.

FIRST PRIZE, $3.00

A NOVEL ALCOHOL LAMP.
Procure six or eight inches of platinum

wire, about the hundredth part of an inch

\-J§\ rine plat.

Ill fwirs sPiral

Spirit lamp

An Interesting Alcohol Lamp That Burns
from a Platinum Wire Spiral Or Piece of

Iron Gauze.

in thickness ; coil it round a small cylinder

ten or twelve times, then drop it on the

flame of a spirit lamp, so that part may
touch the wick and part remain above it.

Light the lamp, and when it has burned a

minute or two put it out; the wire will

then be ignited, and continue so long as

any spirit remains in the lamp.
Lamps manufactured on this principle are

sold by some of the chemists in New York
and London.
A liquid produced from two solids : Mix

equal portions of sulfate of soda and acetate

of lead, both in fine powder; let them be

well rubbed together in a mortar, when the

two solids will operate upon each other, and
a fluid will be produced.
A solid produced from two liquids: If

a saturated solution of muriate of lime be

mixed with a solution of carbonate of

potash (both transparent liquids) the result

is the formation of an opaque and almost
solid mass. If a little nitric acid be added
to the product, the solid mass will be

changed to a transparent fluid.

Contributed by ELLIOT RABE.

GLASS INSTRUMENT FEET.
It frequently happens that the amateur

electrician wants good insulating feet for

main y
. iraim

Instrument Feet from Glass Stoppers.

THIRD PRIZE, $1.00

CONSTRUCTION OF NOVEL MAG-
NETIC RECTIFIER.

The drawing submitted herewith shows
the construction of a magnetic rectifier that

uses the whole cycle of the A. C. current all

the time, which results in a current almost
as steady as from a storage battery. The
rectifier is made as follows : The coils are
both wound in the same direction. Wire
required, 1,000 feet, No. 30 S. S. C. wound
on each core. The cores measure 2 inches

long by Y% inches diameter and are prefer
ably made of soft iron wires.

Two bar magnets are pivoted in the

center and placed as close as possible to the

cores without touching them. One side of

A. C. line is grounded on one core, the

other side of line to the other core. The
D. C. is taken from each pivot that holds

permanent magnets. The permanent mag-
nets should have like poles facing each

Winding Contact
Core /points

<3i

Permanent ^Ground
Bar.mognet on core

-Winding

Here's a Simple Form of A. C. Rectifier
That Will Appeal to Amateur Electricians.

other. The size of wire given is for 110
volt A. C. circuits. I have used this scheme
and found it very satisfactory.

Contributed by EMIL CAPPELLE.

an instrument. The drawing shows an in-

sulator made from an old glass bottle stop-
per glued in the base. This makes a very
good insulator, being cheap and at the

same time serves the purpose.
Contributed by E. T. JONES.

SECOND PRIZE, $2.00

OLD "SHOE NAILS" MAKE GOOD
CORES.

• Of ' course a "bug" can use old "shoe
nails." I have used them myself as the
"makings" of a laminated iron core for a

The More We Divide Up An Iron Core Or
Laminate" It, the Quicker It Demagnetizes.
Behold the "Shoe Nail" Magnet Core.

small induction coil, together with some
brads. This sketch shows how the wax was
used to hold them in. The nails may be
annealed by heating to a dull red and then
allowed to cool slowly before placing in the
tube.

Contributed by HARRY W. DRYDEN, Jr.

A MOTOR-DRIVEN SCREW
DRIVER SAVES TIME.

A handy and practical screw driver,
operated by a motor, will more than pay
for itself in a short time. An electric motor
is fastened at the left side of a base of
wood. A small wooden structure at the
right side is built of posts and a small hole
is drilled at the top, to admit and allow the
free movement of the steel shaft with the
chuck. An arrangement by which the motor
rotates the steel shaft (with chuck) is

clearly shown. This device consists of two
miter gears on one end of motor shaft and
the other on the chuck shaft. A chuck is

threaded on the upright shaft, and with a
set of bits, drills, taps, etc., very good and
quick work can be done with this appara-
tus.

Contributed by
GEORGE M. CROOTE.

Drive Your Machine and Wood Screws By
Motor.
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Fulminates—Their Preparation and Properties
By DUNCAN J. THOMSON

MUCH has been written about the

guns used in the present Euro-
pean War and it is not out of
place to dig down to the root of

the whole thing and find out what
is the real source of the explosion in the

fu/mihafe of
mercury trd/ri)

Sun
•-•>' T' / rv/re

Glass plate

J Gun- Powder sea/fered
^r* Mot wire

Aw., k tfrT'TZ / M^curc/
/ >V fo/mmafeond

U^X^mmmm^j^km ctrlarat

H Gun-Powder /gn/fed
EE

Fulminate of Mercury Alone Will Not Ignite
Gunpowder. When Mixed With Potassium
Chlorat, However, It Readily Ignites the Gun-
powder, Due to the Retardation of the Flash

and the Heat Formed.

gun chamber. Most guns are set off by
means of a priming cap and the substance
used inside the priming cap is the subject of

this article.

Mercury Fulminate is the active substance
in the priming cap. This substance is pre-

pared by the action of alcohol on a solution

of mercury dissolved in an excess of nitric

acid ; and as this action is of a violent char-
acter, some care is necessary in order to

avoid an explosion. On a small scale, the
fulminate may be obtained without any risk

by STRICTLY ATTENDING TO THE
FOLLOWING DIRECTIONS:
Weigh out, in a watch-glass, 25 grains of

mercury, transfer it to a half-pint beaker,
add half an ounce (measured) of ordinary
concentrated nitric acid (sp. gr. 1.42), and
apply a gentle heat. As soon as the last

particle of mercury is dissolved, place the
beaker upon the table, away from any flame,

and pour into it, pretty quickly, at arm's

tf%rZ4fr
min paper

r
^ryjiyrJi/ver fulminate

Quartz fragments

A silver fulminate Throw- down
Cracher

Fig. 3 ee

How to Make a "Throw-Down" Fire-cracker
from a Few Quartz Fragments and a Piece
of Silver Fulminate, All Wrapt in a Piece of

Thin Paper.

length, 5 measured drachms of alcohol (sp.

gr. 0.87). Very brisk action will ensue,
and the solution will become turbid from
the separation of crystals of the fulminate,
at the same time evolving very dense white
clouds, which have an agreeable odor, due
to the presence of nitrous ether, aldehyde,
and other products of the action of nitric

acid upon alcohol. The heavy character of
these clouds is caused by the presence of
mercury, tho in what form has not been
ascertained ; much nitrous oxid and hydro-
cyanic acid are evolved at the same time.

When the action has subsided, the beaker
may be filled with water, the fulminate al-

lowed to settle, and the acid liquid poured
off. The fulminate is then collected on a
filter, washed with water as long as the

washings taste acid, and dried by exposure
to air.

On a large industrial scale, the prepara-
tion of mercuric fulminate is carried out
in the open air, under sheds. At Montreuil,
300 grammes of mercury are dissolved in

3 kilogrammes of colorless nitric acid of

sp. gr. 1.4, in the cold. The solution is

transferred to a retort, and 2 litres of strong
alcohol are added. In the summer no heat
is applied, and the vapors are condensed
in a receiver and added to a fresh charge.
When the action has ceased the contents of
the retort are poured into a shallow pan,

and when cold, the fulminate is collected

in a conical earthen vessel partially plugged
at the narrow end. It is washed with rain-

water and drained until it contains 20% of

water, being stored in that state.

Mercuric fulminate is represented by the

formula HgGNaOa, being derived from the

hypothetical fulminic acid H2GN2O2 by the

substitution of Hg" for Ha. Its production
by the action of nitric acid upon mercury
and alcohol may be explained by the fol-

lowing reactions

:

(1) Mercury, dissolved in nitric acid,

yields mercuric nitrat and nitrous acid.

(2) Nitrous acid, acting upon alcohol

(ethyle hydrat), gives nitrous ether (ethyle

nitrit) and water.

(3) Ethyle nitrit, acted on by another
molecule of nitrous acid, gives fulminic
acid and water.

(4) Mercuric nitrat (formed in the first

reactions) may be supposed to act upon the

fulminic acid, producing mercuric fulminate
and nitric acid.

Properties of mercuric fulminate.—This
substance is deposited in the above process
in fine needle-like crystals, which often have
a gray color from the accidental presence
of a little metallic mercury. It may be
purified by boiling it with water, in which
it is sparingly soluble, and allowing the

fulminate to crystallize from the filtered

solution. Very moderate friction or per-

cussion will cause it to detonate violently,

so that it must be kept in a corked bottle

lest it should be exploded between the neck
and the stopper. It is usually preserved
in the wet state, with about one-fifth its

weight of water. Its explosion is attended

with a bright flash, and with gray fumes

of metallic mercury. The violence of the

explosion must be attributed to the sudden
evolution of a large volume of gas and
vapor from a small volume of solid, for

the fulminate, being exceedingly heavy (sp.

gr. 4.4), occupies a very small space when
compared with the gaseous products of its

decomposition, especially when the latter

If a Thin Layer of Mercury Fulminate On
a Sheet of Glass is Ignited, Metallic Mer-
cury Will Be Deposited, Thus Forming a

Mirror.

are expanded by the heat. One gramme of
fulminate evolves 403.5 units of heat, giv-

ing an estimated maximum pressure of

48,000 atmospheres. The evolution of heat
during the explosion, apparently in contra-
diction to the rule that heat is absorbed
in decomposition, must be ascribed to the

circumstance that the heat evolved by the

oxidation of the carbon exceeds that ab-
sorbed in the decomposition of the fulmi-
nate. A temperature of 195 degrees Centi-

grade explodes fulminate of mercury, and
the same result is brought about by touch-
ing it with a glass rod dipt in concentrated
sulfuric or nitric acid. The electric spark,

of course, explodes it.

Cap composition.—The explosion of mer-
curic fulminate is so violent and rapid that

it is necessary to moderate it for percus-

sion caps. For this purpose it is mixed
with potassium nitrat or chlorat, the oxi-

dizing property of these salts possibly caus-

ing them to be preferred to any merely in-

(Continued on page 197)

'earing mercury
fulminategives
slight explosion

J

Copper foii
I

Fia4 Heating silver fulminate 'results

in violent explosion

If Some Fulminate of Mercury is Heated On
a Piece of Copper Foil a Slight Explosion
Occurs; With Silver Fulminate a Violent Ex-

plosion Results.
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Experimental Chemistry
By ALBERT W. WILSDON

Twenty-Sixth Lesson

CARBON DIOXID.
Experiment No. 133.

Preparation from Calcium Carbonate and
Hydrochloric Acid.

HAVE (1) a splint; (2) 10 cc. of

limewater in a test tube; (3) 10

cc. of blue litmus solution in an-
other tube ; (4) 10 cc. of barium
hydroxid in a third tube. These

should be ready to apply the several tests

while the experiment is under way.
Either an Erlenmeyer flask of about 250

cc. or a wide-mouth bottle may be employed
for the generator (see Fig. 121). Arrange
the thistle and de-

of the precipitat? Assuming the substance

formed" to be HzCa(CO)2, try and write

the equation. Now boil the newly formed
solution in the tube and note again the

result. Is it what you would expect? What
do you conclude has caused this new effect?

Is the substance the same you had at first?

Apply to the barium hydroxid solution

the same tests as to the calcium hydroxid
and explain it, with your equations.

Experiment No. 134.

For the following experiments it is ad-

visable to have a Florence flask fitted with

a two-hole rubber stopper, carrying a thistle

and delivery tube (see Fig. 122), and not

livery tubes in the

two-hole rubber
stopper as shown,
carrying the deliv-

ery tube at right

angles into the re-

ceiving bottle. Put
into the generator
20 or 25 grams of
marble chips
(CaCOa) and cov-
er with water,
which serves to di-

lute the acid, which
is next poured in

thru the thistle
tube, a little at a

time, but enough
to insure good ac-

tion. First collect

some of the gas by
downward dis-
placement in a
wide-mouthed bot-
tle that may be
left open. When
action is well un-
der way, light the
splint, and thrust

it into the receiv-

ing bottle. Repeat
this several times,

and determine
whether or not
it is combustible
or non-combustible ; or a supporter or non
supporter of combustion.
The equation taking place in the genera

tor is

:

Below — Different Ar-
rangement of Calcium
Carbonate and Hydro-
chloric Acid Apparatus
for Producing Carbon Di-
oxld, the Gas Passing
into a Test Solution in a
Test Tube as Shown.

Below—Apparatus Used In

the Preparation of Car-
bon Monoxid from the Ac-
tion of Sulfuric Acid on

Oxalic Acid Crystals.

Above — Set-up of
Apparatus Used in

Experiment No. 133,
for the Generation
of Carbon Dloxld
from Marble Chips
and Hydrochloric

Acid.

(1
J

(2)

CaCO, + 2HC1 = CaCl2 + H 2C03

H2CO, = H 2 + CO,

Now place the delivery tube in the blue

litmus solution and permit the gas to bubble
thru it. What action do you notice? Fur-
ther try its solubility by passing some into

plain water and then testing the water with
litmus paper. From these tests, does it

suggest that the gas combines with the

water or not? The gas may also be tested

by trying to collect some over water and
noting the rapidity with which it goes thru
the water.
Allow the gas to bubble thru the pre-

pared limewater (calcium hydroxid) and
note the familiar effect. Permit the bub-
bling to continue. The precipitat should
gradually dissolve. What could cause this

paradoxical result? After the lime in this

water solution is all combined and precipi-

tated, what would become of the surplus

carbon dioxid? Knowing that most acids

act on carbonates and dissolve them, if the

product of that action is a soluble sub-
stance, can ' you explain the disappearance

to use over 10 grams of the carbonat, which
is then covered with water and the acid

poured in in small successive amounts, the

delivery tube going over into the solution

to be used as a test. Employ the limewater,
the barium hydroxid, litmus, and combus-
tion tests. In this manner try the action

of nitric acid and on calcium carbonat

;

also try sulfuric acid, separately on calcium
carbonat. Make full notes of each, includ-

ing tests and equations.

Next take some sodium carbonat in each
of three tubes and act on it with the three

acids (each in a different tube) hydro-
chloric, nitric and sulfuric, making full

notes as before.

Use potassium carbonat with the same
acids in like manner.
What general conclusion can you draw

concerning the method of preparing carbon

dioxid? Concerning the action of acids

generally on carbonates? This generaliza-

tion is of wide application. There are two
notable exceptions to it, i. e., hydrocyanic

acid and hydrogen sulfid. Carbonates in

respect to the action of acids come the

nearest to hydrates or bases of any com-
mon salts.

Experiment No. 135.
_

Production of Carbon Dioxid by
Combustion.

Fill a deflagrating spoon with powdered
charcoal, heat the charcoal to redness, and

let it burn in a covered bottle. Test the

gas with limewater.
Hold a dry clean bottle over a small gas

flame for a few seconds. What product

do you notice? Apply the limewater test.

What is the second product? Repeat with

a candle flame; with burning wood; with

the flame of kerosene ; of alcohol. The last

two flames can be conveniently obtained by
dipping a bunch of asbestos into the cor-

responding liquid, placing it on the base of

your stand and igniting it.

Draw your conclusions regarding the ex-

istence of carbon in combustibles and the

products of their combustion.

Experiment No. 136.

Changes Produced in Air by Respiration.

Place some clean limewater in a beaker

and blow gently thru it by means of a glass

tube. What is the result? Invert three

wide-mouth bottles

full of water in

your pneumatic
trough or tray, and
collect air in the

first bottle from
the beginning^ of
an expiration.
Withdraw the bot-

tle from the water
by means of a
glass plate, slip the

plate aside for an
instant and lower
into the bottle a
lighted candle.
Does it burn as

long as it would in

the same volume
of pure air? Why?

In the second
bottle, collect air

from the end of an
expiration, using
the last portions
of air from the
lungs. Test this

with a candle.
What is the result? The result is due
partly to the small amount of oxygen,
and partly to the large amount of carbon
dioxid.

Fill the lungs with air, and hold the
breath as long as you can without discom-
fort Collect the first of the expiration
and test it with a lighted candle. Does
the result furnish any evidence of the dif-

fusion of carbon dioxid upward, or of
oxygen downward, in the lungs?
The body burns up about 220 grams of

carbon in 24 hours, almost all of which is

cast out thru the lungs as carbon dioxid.

Experiment No. 137.

HARD WATERS.
From Calcium Hydroxid and Carbon Dioxid,

Tested by Soap.
Make a soap solution by dissolving shav-

(Continued on page 192)
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Our Amateur Laboratory Contest is open to all readers, whether subscribers or not. The photos are judged for best arrangement and efficiency

of the apparatus. To increase the interest of this department we make it a rule not to publish photos of apparatus unaccompanied by that of ™ie owner.
Dark photos preferred to light toned ones. We pay $3.00 prize each month for the best photo. Address the Editor, "With the Amateurs Dept.

"Electrical Laboratory" Contest
In this issue we publish an interesting story with excellent photos, describing one Amateur Electrician's experimental

laboratory. Now "Bugs"—we want to publish a similar article each month. Here's our proposition : Why not write up
your "Electrical Lab.," in not more than 500 words. Dress it up with several good, clear photographs. If we think it good
enough we will publish the article in display style and pay you well for it. The remuneration for such articles will range
from $5.00 to $10.00. And "Bugs"—don't forget to make your article interesting. Don't write

—
"I have a voltmeter, an

ammeter, a switchboard," etc., ad infinitum. For the love of Pete put some punch in it! Tell us what you do with your
instruments and apparatus. You don't mean to tell us that every Experimenter does exactly the same thing. "We" know
different—but from the general run of such articles which we have received in the past, one would naturally think every
"Lab." exactly alike. Remember—send a photo of YOURSELF along. Typewritten articles preferred.

A GROUP OF REPRESENTATIVE AMERICAN AMATEUR LABORATORIES.
Electrical Laboratories of, 1—Walter F. Franklin, Brooklyn, N. Y. (Prize Winner); 2—John D. Lawlor, New Bedford, Mass.; 3—Harry
Koch, Detroit, Mich.; 4—Harold P. Arnold, West Hanover, Mass.; Radio Laboratories of, 5—Carroll Pfleegor, Milton, Pa.; 6—A. W.

Kovatch, Cleveland, Ohio; 8—Arnold S. Rufsvold, Marinette, Wis.; 9—Robert R. Novdstrom, Brooklyn, N. Y.



Animated Shadowgraphs
(1,263,355; issued to Pierre Ar-

tigue.)
An improved method of producing

animated shadowgraphs which in-

volves the use of a powerful electric
lamp suitably positioned after the
manner illustrated. The screen on
which the shadowgraphs are pro-
duced has, preferably, painted or
otherwise produced thereon a suit-

able background of trees, buildings
or other inanimate bodies. As the
moving bodies are in silhouette they
conceal the underlying portions of
the background, so that these por-
tions will not show thru the solid
black of the silhouette as it is pro
jected on the screen.

Adjustable Telephone Bell
(1,260,549; issued to William Kline.)

This patent covers a clever ar-

rangement whereby it becomes pos-
sible for anyone to readily adjust
the strength of the sound given off

by the bells. The patent also de-
scribes a novel spiral spring gong,
a pair of which can be made adjust-
able in a similar manner to that de-
scribed for ordinary bell gongs. For
the gongs here illustrated, there is

provided a pair of sound dampers,
or modulators, consisting of small
thin pieces of fiber, felt, celluloid,
or other suitable material, which
are securely fixt in a specific manner
to the outer edge of the bells.

Electric Vibrator
(1,259,396; issued to Albert E.

Hartwell.)
This A. C. type vibrator is

extremely simple and consists of an
insulated coil with a laminated iron
armature core passing thru it, and
having an arm pivoted so as to be

it the massage implement. A spiral
spring is secured within the case to
act against the pivoted lever arm,
so that when the coil is deenergized,
this spring will force the arm back-
ward and withdraw the opposite end
of the bar from the core.

which the blade is made to flap i.p

and down or sidewise as desired,
by an ingenious arrangement of an
electric motor supported within the

Non-Twisting Weight for Tele-
phone Cords

(1,259,597; issued to John A.
Breen.)

This patent deals with the prob-
lem of providing a satisfactory and
at the same time cheap form of non-
twisting weight for attachment to
the flexible cord used on all desk
'phone sets, so as to take up the
slack in the cord, and at the same
time prevent the cord from twisting;
a fault v,hich these cords are un-

happily subject to. The present de-
sign provides a non-twisting balance
weight which may be attached to or

detached from a 'phone cord in-

stantly, without in any way mutilat-
ing the cord, and also, without hav-
ing to disconnect the telephone in-

strument from the cord. The inven-
tor claims that his device solves
the problem correctly, by virtue of
the fact that the weight is fixt to the
cord upon a different center than
that of the cord.

Electric Camera for Reading
Meters

(1,260,356; issued to William F.
Folmer.)

This electrically operated film

camera is especially intended for
use by gas and electric meter read-
ers, for the purpose of instantan-
eously photographing the exact read-
ing of the meter dials. The inven-

sheil-like housing illustrated here-
with. A novel driving means is

very cleverly worked out, the elec-
tric motor being provided with a
worm gear, whereby a pair of oppo-
sitely disposed arms fastened to the
worm wheel rotate continuously and
oscillate the fan blade up and down.

Combined Electric Heater and
Boiler

(1,258,642; issued to Napoleon Berg-
eron.)

As near as the reviewer can
glean from the information given
in the patent, the inventor sets out
to solve the eternal riddle of "per-
petual motion." There is provided
to start with, an electric boiler, the
steam from which causes a steam-
engine to operate; this engine in
turn is belted to a dynamo. The
current from the dynamo can be

switched on to an electric motor
connected with a pump for supply-
ing fresh cold water to the boiler,
this water being pre-heated by means
of the exhaust steam coming from the
steam engines shown. Thus the elec-
tric circuits and steam generating
apparatus work hand in hand appar-
ently, without any energy from an
outside source of electric power be-
ing supplied to the electric boiler
circuits, except from a small dynamo
at "starting.

High Tension Rectifier
(1,259,160; issued to William Walk-
er Strong and Arthur Fleming Nes-

bit )
In this rectifier the rotating

commutator element is driven by a
synchronous motor, and the current
rectifier segments and brushes are
mounted in a gas-tight chamber, so
that the chamber may be filled with
comprest air or suitable gases under
the proper pressure. In order to
maintain a suitable gas pressure

vibrated by the alternate energizing
and deenergizing of the circuit, and
finally said arm having attached to

tor in this case aims to provide a
special interlocking arrangement be-
tween the film exposing means or
shutter and the meter. Illumination
lamps are placed in the front of the
camera. During the operati in of
the device, certain checks are placed
upon the user, so that he will be
prevented from wasting film, also
from making more than one ex-
posure upon a single picture area
of the film, and from operating the
shutter in the belief that he is mak-
ing a photographic record when, in

fact, the proper film surface is not
in position to receive exposure.

Flapping Fan
(1,261,753; issued to August Ander-

son.)
This patent covers a unique form

of oscillating electric fan or one in

COPIES OF ANY OF THE ABOVE PATENTS SUPPLIED AT ioc EACH.

within the commutator chamber,
there is provided a small pump.

Radio Time Signaling
(1,260,303; issued to Edouard Bel-

in.)
This patent deals with a scheme

for bringing apparatus situated at
one station in synchronism with
that of a main station by either
telegraphy or radio, in which case
it is necessary to have the apparatus
remain absolutely in step at all

times, also that it should run at
the same speed and should pass
thru the same initial point simultan-
eously. All of these factors the in-

ventor here aims to accomplish. The
present invention provides an ar-
rangement for bringing the elements
of one or more sub-stations having
similar periodic movements into syn-

chronism with that of the main sta-

tion, and comprises apparatus at

each station for correcting each of
said elements after intervals of pre-
determined extent.

Sustained Oscillation Generator
(1,257,971; issued to Joseph Bethe-

nod.)
The single cathode tube here used

has a suitable vacuum and carries a
cup-shaped electrode at the bottom
of the tube, adapted to emit cathode

Dynamo

rays by the use of substances favor-
able to cathodic emissions, such as
alkaline-earthy oxides, lime; etc., or
ultra-violet light. The invention
provides suitable oscillating circuits,
also an accelerating circuit excited
by a dynamo. The plates 4 and 41

act as the coatings of a condenser,
and are connected with a transformer
as indicated. In action the cathode
beam is oscillated between the
anodes, 5 and 5 1

. By means of the
condenser 8, the sustained oscilla-
tions produced by this device can
be usefully employed.
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Phoney Patents
Under this heading are publisht electrical or mechanical ideas which

our clever inventors, for reasons best known to themselves, have as yet
not patented. We furthermore call attention to our celebrated Phoney
Patent Offizz for the relief of all suffering daffy inventors in this country
as well as for the entire universe.
We are revolutionizing the Patent business and OFFER YOU THREE

DOLLARS ($3.00) FOR THE BEST PATENT. If you take your Phoney
Patent Go Washington, they charge you $20.00 for the initial fee and then

you haven't a smell of a Patent yet. After they have allowed the Pat-
ent, you must pay another $20.00 as a final faa. That's $40,001 WE
PAY YOU $3.00 and grant you a Phoney Patent in the bargain, so you
save $43,001! When sending in your Phoney Patent application,
be sure that it is as daffy as a lovesick bat. The daffier, the better.
Simple sketches and short descriptions will help our staff of Phoney
Patent Examiners to issue a Phoney Patent on your invention in a
jiffy.

Prize Winner. ELECTRIC HOOVERIZER. At Last Mr. Hoover May Put His Mind at Rest, for with the Application of This Marvelous
Automatic Electric "Hooverlzer" to All Hotels and Restaurants, not to Mention Leven-steen Million Private Families Thruout the Land, the
Worries of Saving Grub Will Be Over for All of Us. How does it work?—Simplest Thing In the World, My Boy. You See, It Works Thusly:

—

When the Diner, Properly Equipt with the "Hooverizing" Machine, eats a Certain Prearranged Quantity of War Bread, Bran Muffins and
Molasses Cake, the Increase In His Girth Causes Electric Contacts B,to Close, Thus Passing Current (Not Currant) from Battery C, Into
Alarm Bell D and Motor A. The Motor Winds Up a Cable as Shown, Which Causes the Expansible Arm to Yank the Plate E, Away from the
Diner, When the Walter Appears and Scrapes the Remains into His "Hooverizing" Pail.. Inventor, George I. Jones, Emporia, Kansas.

BfLLOWsS 'Rocker

|L^CTRO MyTX'M0J f
t -.- 1 Hereby Declare the Following Not to Be the Correct Explanation of My World-Startling Conception for theProduction of "Perpetual Motion":—First We Need a Nice Tame Mutt-Genus Mexlcano Sans Hair—His Royal Nibs Being Pleasantly

Situated on tire Northeast Corner of a Lamb's-Wool Cushion, All as Illustrated. Now We Start the Motor Driving the Revolving RubberHands; Senior de Puppo Is Much Pleased, Wags His Tall and Operates the Two Air Bellows, Thus Compressing Air into Tank. Comprest
Air from Tank Drives Pneumatic Motor Connected to Dynamo; Result, "Free Electricity" as Long as the Mutt Lives. Inventor, Harry

W. Haenigsen, Jr., Pompton Lakes, N. J.
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The "Oracle" Is for the sole benefit of all electrical experimenters. Questions will be answered here for
the benefit of all, but only matter of sufficient interest will be publisht. Rules under which questions will
be answered:

1. Only three questions can be submitted to be answered.
2. Only one side of sheet to be written on; matter must be typewritten or else written in ink, no

pencil matter considered.
3. Sketches, diagrams, etc., must be on separate sheets. Questions addrest to this department cannot

be answered by mail free of charge.
4. If a quick answer is desired by mail, a nominal charge of 25 cents is made for each question. If the questions entail considerable

research work or intricate calculations a special rate will be charged. Correspondents will be informed as to the fee before such questions
are answered.

OPERATING MOTORS IN SERIES.

(932) Robt. Kremer, Bronx, N. Y.,
writes

:

Q. 1. Will it harm a small 110-volt D. C.
motor to connect in series with a large 110-

volt D. C. motor?

jtort/ng box
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shunt
no v oc motor

ED HI

Small 1/ovo.c.*
drill motor •

Special Hook-Up for Two 110 Volt D. C.
Motors Connected In Series

A. 1. Relative to the matter of connecting
a small 110-volt D. C. motor in series with
a large 110-volt D. C. motor we can
assure you that the larger machine in such a

case will have no untoward or dangerous
effect whatever with respect to the smaller

machine. The large motor, rated in this

case at 2 H. P., will not act as a "reservoir"

of electrical energy with respect to the

small motor, and it will make practically no
difference in the operation of the little ma-
chine except that so long as it is left in se-

ries with the small motor, it will cause the
speed of the latter to be below normal,
owing to the fact that the electrical resis-

tance of the 2 H. P. will cause a drop in

the E. M. F., or voltage, reaching the small
motor.
As you will see, this is in agreement with

four statement that under these conditions
the small electric drill motor does not reach
normal speed even with the large motor
starting-box arm placed in the last position

or notch for the reason above stated,—t. e.,

due to the drop of potential caused by the
resistance of the large motor. This drop in

potential is given by the formula: Drop in

E. M. F. equals resistance times current
flowing thru it.

HAMMOND'S RADIO CONTROL
SYSTEM.

(933) W. W. G., Canton, Ohio, asks:

Q. 1. Has John Hays Hammond, Jr.,

succeeded in developing his radio controlled
torpedoes so that they are interference
proof?

A, 1. As to the success attained by Mr.
John Hays Hammond, Jr., in his radio con-
trol experiments, we do not know definite-

ly as to the exact measure of success he

has found in this direction, but from all

reports which we have come in contact

with in the past few years, it seems that

he has a fairly good selective radio control

system worked out.

We do not see, however, why you would
not do well to follow up this line of work,
as there seems to be very good room for

improvement in many ways. From our ex-

perience in radio matters, we should say
that it will undoubtedly take some very
excellent and thoro research work indeed
to make an absolutely "interference" proof
radio control scheme for cfterating tor-

ODD PHOTOS WANTED AT
$1.00 EACH 1 1 !

Now is the time to make y@ur
Kodak pay for itself in a real practi-

cal way. We are after interesting

photographs of out-of-the-ordinary
electrical, radio and scientific sub-
jects and are willing to pay $1.00 cash

for every one we can use. Please
bear in mind that for half-tone re-

production in a magazine, a photo-
graph should be particularly sharp
and clear. Of course, if a subject

happens to interest us particularly

well, we can have the photo retouched.
For the general run of subjects, how-
ever, it does not pay to go to such
expense. Therefore, please take pains
to properly focus and expose your
pictures. It often happens that a
really mediocre subject well photo-
graphed wins approval over an ex-
cellent subject poorly photographed.
And don't send us plate or film "nega-
tives"; send unmounted or mounted
"prints," preferably a light and a dark
one.

As to what to photograph: Well,
thafs hard for us to say. We leave

that up to you, and every reader now
has the opportunity to become a re-

porter of the latest things in the realm
of Electricity, Radio and Science.
But, please remember—it's the "odd,
novel or practical stunts" that we are
interested in. Every photo submitted
should be accompanied by a brief de-
scription of 100 to 150 words. Give
the "facts"—don't worry about the
style. We'll attend to that. Enclose
stamps if photos are to be returned
and place a piece of cardboard in the
envelope with them to prevent muti-
lation. Look around your town and
see wliat you can find that's interest-

ing.

Address photos to—Editor "Odd
Photos," Electrical Experimenter,
233 Fulton Street, New York City.

pedos and the like. There is plenty of op-
portunity for improvement in this branch
of the art regardless of the work done by
Mr. Hammond's staff of experts.

BAROMETER QUERY.
(934) Electrical Experimenter, Bridg-

ton, Mo., writes the Oracle:

—

Q. 1. If a barometer tube is tilted at an
angle, will this change the reading?
A. 1. Your particular case is that of a

water barometer, and as in any barometer
the vertical height is the important factor.

We should say that the angle at which the

pipe is tilted will have no bearing on the

situation except for that of the vertical

height. In other words, the length of the

line from the level of the water in the tube
is constant, no matter at what angle the

bulb is tilted.

Take note of the fact that water carmot
be raised to any greater height than 32 to

33 feet by atmospheric pressure.

WEAK MAGNETO.
(935) P. Wolfe, Alaska, asks several

queries relative to a weak ignition magneto.
A. 1. One of the main reasons for the

magneto giving a weak spark is that the

steel magnets are usually improperly placed.

They should be placed with their N and S
poles as shown in the accompanying dia-

gram. Furthermore, the more the number
of turns of wire on the armature, the
greater the E. M. F., and the thicker the

wire, the greater the current. Therefore it

is very important to get as many turns on
as possible to get the best results for a
constant amount of current.

The way by which a battery current tends
to demagnetize the steel magnets of the
magneto is that the current of the battery

Proper placing ofpermanent
magnets for Magneto

mm

How the Magnet Poles of Compound Mag-
neto Fields Should Be Lined Up.

will set up a magnetic field which tends to

weaken the field of the steel magnet. An-
other way by which the steel magnets may

{Continued on page 193)
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Mesco Telegraph

Practice Set

For Learning Telegraph Codes

The Practice Set comprises a regular tele-

graph key, without circuit breaker, a special
high pitch buzzer, one cell Red Seal Dry
Battery, and four feet of green silk covereu
flexible cord.

The key and buzzer are mounted on a
highly finished wood base, and three nickel
plated binding posts are so connected that
the set may be used for five different purposes.
List No. Price
842 Telegraph Practice Set, with Bat-

tery and Cord $2.70

Wriths 4 lbs. Backed.
Prte* does not Inelude nottage.

IVIKSdO '' <,m 'l 'na '' " '>,acl '£e Sel for learning Ihe Motse

rrd Continental Visual and Audible Codes

TUb outfit If the only reliable Instrument which will
(•able students to become proficient operators In the
W. B . Naval Service, because It is equipped with aar and miniature lamp enabling the user to
BaaUr both the visual and audible signals quickly.
List Ne. 52—Practice Set with Red Seal Bat-
tery and Cord $3.It

WtJths 4 lbs. packed. Price does not Include postage.

Send for the New Edition of

Our Catalog W28
It Is pocket size, contains 248 pages, with over 1,000
Illustrations, and describes In plain, clear language
all about Bells, Push Burtons, Batteries, Telephone
and Telegraph Material, Electric Toys, Burglar and
Fire Alarm Contrivances, Electric Call Bells, Electric
Alarm Clocks, Medical Batteries, Motor Boat Horns,
Electrically Heated Apparatus. Battery Connectors,
twitches. Battery Gauges, Wireless Telegraph In-
struments, Ignition Supplies, etc.

Send for the Catalog Now
Manhattan Electrical

Supply Co.. Inc.
IW YORK: CHICAGO: ST. LOUIS:

tt Park Flaw 114 S. WaUs St. 1106 Pin* St.

8aa Francises Office: S04 Mission St.

OH, YOU SKINNY

!

Why stay thin as a rail? Tou don't
have to I And you don't have to go
through life with a chest that the
tailor gives you; with arms of childish
strength ; with legs you can hardly
stand on. And what about that stom-
ach that flinches every time you try a
square meal? Are you a pill -feeder?
Do you expect Health and Strength

In tabloid form—through pills, potions
and other exploited piffle'

You can't do it: It can't be done.
The only way to be well is to build

up your body—all of it through na-
ture's methods—not by pampering the
stomach. It is not fate that is making
you a failure; it's that poor emaciated
body of yours; your half sickness
shows plain in your face and the
world loves healthy people. So be
HEALTHY — STRONG — VITAL.
That's LIVING. Don't think too long;
send 6 cents in stamps to cover mail-
ing expenses of my book, "Promotion
and Conservation of Health, Strength and
Mental Energy, " written by the strongest

uetor in the world.

LIONEL STRONGFORT
Physleal and Health Specialist

S4I PARK BLDG. NEWARK, N. J.

EXPERIMENTAL CHEMISTRY.
(Continued from page 186)

ings of soap, not over a gram in 100 cc.

of soft water, heating the latter to facili-

tate solution. The solution must be rea-

sonably clear ; if it is not, use more water.

Now prepare some bicarbonat of cal-

cium solution by passing carbon dioxid from
a generator into 20 cc. of calcium hydroxid
solution till the prccipitat at first formed is

dissolved. This solution must be clear, and
if necessary to make it so, should be fil-

tered. This solution is hard water.

Take 10 cc. of this solution and add the
same volume of soap solution, both of
which should be clear before mixing. Shake
them well together and note the effect. Is

a lather formed? Is there a precipitat?

Take 10 cc. of distilled or other soft
water and add an equal volume of the soap
solution. Is a lather formed in this case
or a precipitat?

Boil the other 10 cc. of bicarbonat of
calcium solution till the calcium carbonat
is precipitated ; then filter, and to the clear
filtrat add an equal volume of soap solu-
tion. Shake the mixture well and note
whether a lather or an insoluble substance
is formed. Has the water been softened?
What is one method of softening this sort
of hard water?

Make a solution of magnesium sulfate
in water, 2 grams of the salt to 20 cc. of
water. Add soap solution, volume for
volume, shake together, and as before, note
result. With the remaining 10 cc. see
whether boiling has the same effect on the
sulfate that it did on the bicarbonat.

Experiment No. 138.

CARBON MONOXID.
Preparation from Oxalic Acid and Sulfuric

Acid.

CAUTION!!! REMEMBER THAT CARBON
MONOXID GAS IS A DEADLY POISON, AND
GREAT CARE SHOULD BE EXERCISED IN
ITS PREPARATION, AND IN EXPERIMENTS
MADE WITH IT. ONE PER CENT OF IT IN
AIR WHEN INHALED HAVING PROVED
FATAL, IT SHOULD NOT BE MADE EXCEPT
AT A "HOOD" OR WITH GOOD VENTILA-
TION.

Put into a plain, thin Erlenmeyer flask

of about 250 cc. capacity, 10 grams of ox-
alic acid crystals and pour thru the thistle

tube 20 cc. of concentrated sulfuric acid.

The delivery tube from the two-hole rub-

ber stopper leads into an intervening bottle,

which contains a strong solution of sodium
hydroxid, or potassium hydroxid, about
half filling the bottle, the delivery tube

reaching nearly to the bottom (see Fig.

123). From this bottle runs a delivery tube

to the tray or pneumatic trough, the carbon
monoxid being collected over water like

oxygen. Set the flask on a triangle with
asbestos and apply gentle heat. Collect

three or four receivers of the gas, having
one large bottle to collect any surplus, thus
avoiding contamination of the air after the

heat is withdrawn. When once started the

chemical action will take care of itself

and the heat can be withdrawn. In any
event the action should not be too vigorous.

Water poured thru the thistle tube will

cool and hinder the action.

The oxalic acid breaks up into carbon
dioxid, carbon monoxid and water. It will

be noticed that oxalic acid (H^GO*). which
is a solid, consists of H, C, and in the

exact proportion to form the carbon dioxid,

carbon monoxid, and water. Heat alone
will break up the acid into these constit-

uents, but sulfuric acid aids in the opera-
tion and also absorbs the water, leaving

the two gases carbon dioxid and carbon
monoxid completely intermingled. Thus the

function of the sulfuric acid in this experi-
ment is only to absorb the water, for which
it has great affinity. Remembering the af-

finity which carbon dioxid has for soluble
hydroxides, the use of the sodium hy-
droxid in this experiment is to absorb the
carbon dioxid, thus permitting the carbon
monoxid, which is insoluble in water, to

be collected in a similar manner to hydro-
gen. The equation of the complete re-

action is

:

H 2C2 4 = COa + CO + H 2

C02 + CO + 2NaOH = Na2C03 + H 2 + CO

Test the gas collected, after taking out
the bottles one at a time, by using a lighted

splint, removing the cover glass at the

time. Test with limewater the product of
combustion, some of which is left in the
receiver.

What color did the flame have? Is the

gas a supporter? Is it a combustible?

On detaching the apparatus burn the gas
in the generator and all bottles, carefully

avoiding inhaling any.

(To be continued.)

WILL THE GERMANS BOMBARD
NEW YORK?

(Continued from page 157)

tral switchboard as shown in our illustra-

tion. The idea of course is to listen in

for the whirr of submarine propellers. The
Navy Department has a pretty good idea

what ships are leaving New York at any
time, and in what position these ships

should be at any given time. If every out-
going and incoming ship were to take a

certain prescribed route, then the work of
the listening-in operator would be vastly

simplified.

The Navy Department also knows the ex-
act whereabouts of its own submarines, and
the propeller sounds of our own ships as well
as the sounds of our own submarines, can
therefore be eliminated. Then if the operator
hears a certain propeller or motor sound
which is not located along the regular pre-
scribed routes, he will immediately be in-

formed that the enemy is about and de-
stroyers can be despatched post-haste
towards the direction of the buoy from
whence the suspicious sounds came.

By means of a subaqueous defense of
this kind, it would become an easy matter
for the Navy Department to practically

make it impossible for the German sub-
marines to break thru the defense un-
noticed. In that case it would of course
be impossible for the German submarines
to assemble their aeroplanes and the at-

tempted raid would be frustrated before
it got well under way. A defense of this

kind would not be so very costly, and it

is certainly practical. Microphone buoys of
this kind are usually located from thirty-

five feet to fifty feet below the surface, as

then the wave motion on top of the ocean
will not interfere with the microphones, as

at this depth no sound from above reaches
them.

On the other hand, these buoys being
only small affairs, and being submerged
so deeply are quite unseen and unnoticed
by the enemy who does not know their

whereabouts, this being known only to the
Navy Department.

The writer is confident that a device of
this kind would help us towards the elimi-

nation of the aerial menace, which only
fools deny exists.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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THE ORACLE
(Continued from page 190)

be demagnetized is that of mechanical

shock, and this should be avoided as much
as possible.

BOOK ON DESIGN OF ELECTRO-
MAGNETS.

(936) J. Morton, Wilmington, Del., asks :

Q. 1. What good book can you recom-
mend on the design of electro-magnets?

A. 1. We can furnish a very good book
on the design of electro-magnets and sole-

noids at $2.15 prepaid, entitled "Solenoids

and Electro-Magnetic Windings," by Un-
derbill.

MEANING OF D. S. C. AND S. S. C.

(937) Harold Wengatz, Box 165, Rose,

N. Y., inquires

:

Q. 1. What is the exact meaning of

magnet wire designations, such as D. S. C.

and S. S.C.?
A. 1. With reference to the terms

'D. S. C." and "S. S. C." would say that

D.S.C. stands for double silk covered mag-
net wire, while S.S.C. stands for single

silk covered magnet wire. In the trade the

term "C" is usually dropt now-a-days, the

wire being termed simply "D.S." wire, etc.

SOLENOID DATA.
(938) N. W. Petefish, La Cygne, Kansas,

wishes data on building: a small solenoid.

Soft iron frame
jf'thick "wide

6lbyi4d.cc.,.-
n'ire

8/vsstube .,-
£diam

'

Plunger soff/ron
i'c//am

wires to coil

Typical Design of Solenoid Or Suction Type
of Electro- Magnet.

A. 1. We give details herewith neces-
sary for the construction of an electro-
magnet capable of lifting 8 lbs., thru a dis-
tance of 4".

Wind about 6 lbs. of No. 14 D. C. C. wire
on the spool shown in the accompanying
diagram, and then enclose this winding with
very soft iron, of the dimensions shown. It

is to be noted that the plunger will always
be in its socket about 1" deep, the reason
for this being that a larger pull is given
at the start, than were the plunger to be
merely at the end of the coil.

LAMP BANK AND ELECTROLYTIC
INTERRUPTER.

(939) Clifton A. Sibley, Salem, Mass,
asks

:

Q. 1. Can I not use a lamp bank instead
of an electrolytic interrupter on a 110-volt
circuit with a spark coil?
A. 1. Your assumption in using a bank

of lamps in place of an electrolytic inter-
rupter is entirely wrong. The function of
the interrupter is to interrupt the current
many hundred times per second, and it ac-
complishes this by having a bubble of gas
form at one of the electrodes which con-
stantly breaks, and as you can see when
this happens a circuit is made.
The reason why lamps are put in a circuit

is solely to control the amount of current
flowing thru the circuit.

ELECTRICITY

Be guided by a

Practical Man
Be guided in your study of

as practical
experts
know it
Learn electricity

as you would in

actual PRACTICE— in accordance
with the methods
employed by the
highest paid electri-

cal experts In
America. The New
McGraw-Hill Libra-
ry of Practical
Electricity contains
the actual working
facts which you
need in order to
succeed in the elec-

trical field. Terrell
Croft, formerly
with the Westing-
house Company,
makes the conquest

easy for you. Read the course at home or slip a volume
in your pocket for use on the job.

Not a correspondence course
This is NOT A CORRESPONDENCE COURSE—but a home-study

course, complete in itself and thoroughly up to date. The set of 8
flexibly bound, pocket size volumes contains a complete electrical

education which would cost several hundred dollars procured from
any other source. You pay only $16 for the set complete—IN SMALL
MONTHLY PAYMENTS. The coupon below entitles you to a free 10-
day examination. Send it in at once.

Recently completed, The New McGraw-Hill

Library of Practical Electricity
by Terrell Croft, formerly with Westinghouse

Easy Payments, $2 per month—Complete course 8 vols, only $16

After examining the books under our 10-day free
examination offer you will readily understand why
students and electrical workers are so enthusiastic
about the "Croft Library."
No amount of description can possibly outline to you

the great importance of these new books in the electrical
field today. You must see this flexibly bound Library
and run through its 3000 pages and clear drawn illus-

trations before you can understand
it means to the student
practical worker. The

olumes cover Practical
Mathematics, Practical

Electricity, 2 Vols.;
Electrical Machinery,
Central Stations,
Wiring for Light and
Power, Wiring of
Finished Buildings
and Practical Elec-
tric Illumination.

Examine this new
Library and find out
for yourself why
they improve work-
ing methods and
form a sure, short-

cut to BIGGER PAY.

17 r» pay for the course as you go along. $2 per mont
tasy Payments t^8 morVths will give you a set of books which

represents an achievement without parallel In technical literature.

The terms are so easy that you can now easily afford a training

which will prepare you in a short time to take a more respon-

sible, better paid position.

hat
nd

professional standing. Terrell
Croft, author of 7 of these vol-

umes, climbed from the ranks
to Electrical Engineer with the
Westinghouse Company. He
gained bis knowledge with his
sleeves rolled up and has met
your problems In advance. He
tells in plain, understandable
language how to proceed by the
best and most practical methods.

The coupon below if

your convenience
obligates you In \\J

no way ; on the other hand, it may easily mean per- ^ \
manent success for you In the well paid field of 4.

practical electricity. ^\

electricity by an experienced Just Send the Coupon S
^.^., B
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239 W. 39th St.,
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WIRELESS SALE
On April 6th of last year, when war was

declared, we had made preparations to

give our patrons wonderful service and
had acquired an enormous stock of our
most popular wireless instruments below
mentioned. We desire to reduce this

stock to the extent of $5,000, still retain-

ing a big reserve when the wireless sta-

tions reopen. To accomplish this, we have
just slaughtered the prices. Remember
that during the past year wireless keys
and everything electrical has increased
tremendously and it is an absolute cer-

tainty that wireless instruments manu-
factured when the war is over will sell at

greatly increased prices. The demand
will be so terrific that thousands will have
to wait months for their instruments.
Many are now getting their stations
ready. This is your opportunity. When
this stock is adequately reduced no fur-

ther orders will be accepted and remit-
tance will be returned.

Regular Specl.il

No. 63X01 Sayvllle Rotary Gap.. $12.00 $7.75
No. A37X88 Type "B" Sayvllle
Rotary Gap 12.00 7.75

2 Point Anchor Gap 60 .38
Navy Type Receiving
Transformer 17.50 13.50

No. 1091 Arlington
Transformer 7.50 5.75

No. 1092 Arlington
Transformer 6.50 4.95

No. 7721 Rec. Trans 5.75 3.75

Any of the combined Trans-
mitting and Receiving Sets on
pages 90 to 95 of catalog 11
(Also listed In earlier editions
of catalog) Special discount
20%.

No. A504 Detector 95 .75
No. A60X12 Detector 55 .35
No. A676 Crystal Detector
Stand 1.00 .70

No. A7712 Crystal Detector
Stand 1.75 1.25

No. 40X01 Standard Detector . . 1.25 .85
No. 71X18 Rec. Trans 5.25 3.00
No. A7728 Loading Coll 2.25 1.50
No. 61X08A Mascot Tuning
Coll 2.00 1.50

No. 61X10 Tuning Coll 3.35 2.75
No. A520 Jr. Loose Coupler 3.75 2.55
No. A500 Jr. Detector 75 .50
Parts for No. A7721 Loose
Coupler 4.00 2.50

Parts for No. 71X18 Loose
Coupler 3.25 2.50

Send 8c in stamps or coin for big 300 page Electrical

and Wireless Catalog. Not sent otherwise.

WILLIAM B. DUCK COMPANY
230-232 Superior Street

TOLEDO, OHIO

EXPERIMENTAL PHYSICS.
(Continued from page 171)

to bring the leaves to their original diver-

gence, i.e., we have greater capacity to store

up electricity now. These two plates (one
being grounded) separated by an insulator
(air) form what is known as a condenser.
Figure 71-b shows a popular form of

condenser, the Leyden jar. Instead of two
plates with air between them as insulators,

we have here two sheets of tin foil, one
inside and the other outside a jar, the glass

of which forms the intervening insulator.

Inside tin foil coating a conductor leads to

metal knob. If after charging the Leyden
jar we connect the outer and inner coats
by a discharger (a conductor with an in-

sulated handle) a powerful spark will jump
as in Fig. 71-c.

Experiment 79—Place a pie tin (D) on a
sheet of glass (E) to insulate it, (Fig.

72-a). Pour enough molten sealing wax
(C) to fill the pie tin at least J4-inch deep
and allow it to harden. Next place another
but smaller pie tin (B) on the sealing wax,
being careful not to allow it to touch pie

tin (D). Attach a piece of hard rubber or
sealing wax (A) to pie tin (B). This
simple apparatus makes up the electroph-
orus, the simplest static electrical machine.
Its operation is as follows : Raise pie tin

(B) by insulated handle (A). Rub sealing
wa*x (C) with flannel or better with cat's

fur. Now replace (B) ; since the sealing
wax has been charged it draws the opposite
charge of the neutral (B) near it and re-
pels the same charge from it as in Fig.
72-b. Now touch (B) with the finger. This
allows the negative to pass thru your
body while the positive is held by the charge
on (C). Remove finger and now raise (B).
It is obvious from Fig. 72-b that (B) is now
positively charged, and if we bring it near
a conductor or the cat's nose a spark will

jump from (B).

The Wimshurst machine is a contrivance
which goes thru the same operations as we
have done with the electrophorus, except
that it stores the electricity in Leyden jars,

which form a part of the machine. When
the charge is large a powerful spark is

gotten. Performing the operations rapidly
we are able to secure sparks in rapid suc-
cession. The writer regrets that lack of
space prevents giving a detailed explanation,
but should any reader be interested he is

referred to any standard High School Phys-
ics book. (Should any or all of these ex-
periments fail to give the correct results,

do not be discouraged but try again. At-
mospheric conditions have a great deal to

do with the results and even with the best of
apparatus on damp days the experiments
frequently fail.)

(To be continued.)

MILESTONES IN THE LIFE OF
THOMAS A. EDISON.
(Continued from page 161)

great plant at West Orange, N. J., was the
scene of a great conflagration. Early next
morning gangs of men were at work clear-
in up the wreck. Hundreds more were
added during the day and work was con-
tinued 24 hours a day. Within 36 hours
after the fire Edison had given full orders
fior the complete rehabilitation of the plant.

1915.

Early in the year 1915 Edison found that
he was in danger of being unable to obtain
a continuous supply of benzol, from which
he made his synthetic carbolic acid. He de-
cided to erect his own benzol plants. He
experimented and perfected it in his labora-
tory at Orange, N. J., and arranged with
two coke oven plants to put in his benzol
plants. The first was installed at the Cam-
bria Steel Company's plant at Johnstown,

Pa., which was installed and put into op-
eration in 45 days. Four other plants have
since been installed.

The same year Edison conceived the idea
of helping the textile and rubber industries

of America by making myrbane, aniline oil

and aniline salt, which had previously been
imported from Germany. With much effort

and hard work, he installed a plant in 45
days, commencing deliveries in June, 1915.

He is now manufacturing 4,000 pounds a
day.

1917

—

Since the United States entered the war,
Mr. Edison has been constantly co-operat-
ing with the United States Government in

various experiments, making them at

Orange, N. J., and elsewhere.

U. S. WANTS RADIO INSPECTORS.
The United States Civil Service Com-

mission announces an open competitive ex-
amination for radio inspector, for men
only. Vacancies in the positions of radio
inspector and assistant radio inspector, at

entrance salaries ranging from $1,200 to

$1,600 a year, depending upon the qualifica-

tions of the appointee, in the offices of the
radio inspectors of the Bureau of Naviga-
tion, Department of Commerce, in Wash-
ington, D. C, and thruout the United States,

will be filled from this examination.
Competitors will not be required to report

for examination at any place, but will be
rated on the following subjects, which will

have the relative weights indicated: 1.

Physical ability, 10; 2. Education, training,

and experience, 90; total, 100.

Under the second subject competitors
will be rated upon the sworn statements in

their applications and upon corroborative
evidence adduced by the Commission.

Applicants must have had the training and ex-
perience specified in one of the following groups:

(a) The completion of at least 7 units of high-
school work (usual two years), and in addition
not less than two years' experience in special
radio work on such as the manufacture, installa-
tion, or adjustment of commercial or govern-
mental wireless apparatus.

(t>) The education called for under (a) and
one year as a paid wireless operator, and one
year in special radio work, such as the manu-
facture, installation, or adjustment of commercial
or governmental wireless apparatus.

(c) At least a senior student in a college or
university of recognized standing, having pursued
for three years a scientific course of study including
radio and kindred sciences, such senior students
being admitted to the examination subject to their
furnishing proof of actual graduation within three
months from the date of making oath to the appli-
cation.

Applicants must have reached their twentieth
birthday on the date of making oath to the applica-
tion.

Applicants must submit with their applications
their photographs, taken within two years, with
their names written thereon. Tintypes or proofs
will not be accepted.

Applicants will be admitted to their examination
regardless of their residence and domicile; but
only those who have been actually domiciled in
the State or Territory in which they reside for
at least one year previous to the date of making
oath to the application, and who have the county
officer's certificate in the application form exe-
cuted, may become eligible for permanent appoint-
ment to the apportioned service in Washington,
District of Columbia.

On account of the urgent needs of the
service, applications will be received until

further notice. Papers will be rated
promptly and certification made as the
needs of the service require.

This examination is open to all male citizens
of the United States who meet the requirements.

Applicants should at once apply for Form 1312,
stating the title of the examination desired, to the
Civil Service Commission, Washington, D. C.

;

the Secretary of the United States Civil Service
Foard, Customhouse, Boston, Mass., New York,
N. Y., New Orleans, La., Honolulu, Hawaii;
Post Office, Philadelphia, Pa., Atlanta, Ga., Cin-
cinnati, Ohio, Chicago, 111., St. Paul, Minn., Se-
attle, Wash., San Francisco, Cal. ; Old Custom-
house, St. Louis, Mo.; Administration Building,
Balboa Heights, Canal Zone; or to the Chairman
of the Porto Rican Civil Service Commission, San
Juan, P. R.

Applications should be properly executed, exclud-
ing the medical certificate, and filed with the Civil
Service Commission, Washington, D. C, with-
out delay.

VlORA Y
Portable

Therapeutic

LAMP
For Home and
Professional Use

Unequalled for the treatment of skin dis-

eases, rheumatic and muscular ailments.
Takes the place of the hot water bag and gives
more penetrating and satisfactory results.
Highly recommended by the Medical Profes-

sion.

Reflector specially designed to diffuse the
rays thereby covering a large area without a
focused heat.

TWO SIZES

7 inch, $5—8 inch, $6
For sale at all leading surgical supply stores

and dealers. Be sure to specify the VIORAY.
Manufactured by

VIORAY MFG. CO.

915 Whitlock Ave. Bronx, N. Y.

Portable High-Frequency and X-Ray Apparatus.
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EXPERIMENTERS
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1 !

No. EX2002

HE BOY'S ELECTRIC TOYS" contains enough mate-
rial TO MAKE AND COMPLETE OVER TWENTY-
FIVE DIFFERENT ELECTRICAL APPARATUS with-

out any other tools, except a screw-driver furnished with the outfit. The box
contains the following complete instruments and apparatus which are already
assembled

:

Student's chromic plunge battery, compass-galvanometer, solenoid, telephone
receiver, electric lamp. Enough various parts, wire, etc., are furnished to
make the following apparatus :

Electromagnet, electric cannon, magnetic pictures, dancing spiral, electric

hammer, galvanometer, voltmeter, hook for telephone receiver, condenser,
sensitive microphone, short distance wireless telephone, test storage battery,

shocking coil, complete telegraph set, electric riveting machine, electric buz-
zer, dancing fishes, singing telephone, mysterious dancing man, electric jump-
ing jack, magnetic geometric figures, rheostat, erratic pendulum, electric but-
terfly, thermo electric motor, visual telegraph, etc., etc.

This does not by any means exhaust the list, but a great many more ap-
paratus can be built actually and effectually.

With the instruction book which we furnish, one hundred experiments that
can be made with this outfit are listed, nearly all of these being illustrated

with superb illustrations. No other materials, goods or supplies are neces-
sary to perform any of the one hundred experiments or to make any of the
25 apparatus. Everything can be constructed and accomplished by means of
this outfit, two hands, and a screw-driver.

The outfit contains 1 14, separate pieces of material and 24 pieces of finished

articles ready to use at once.
Among the finished material the following parts are included : Chromic salts

for battery, lamp socket, bottle of mercury, core wire (two different lengths),
a bottle of iron filings, three spools of wire, carbons, a quantity of machine
screws, flexible cord, two wood bases, glass plate, paraffine paper, binding
posts, screw-driver, etc., etc. The instruction book is so clear that anyone can
make the apparatus without trouble, and besides a section of the instruction

book is taken up with the fundamentals of electricity to acquaint the layman
with all important facts in electricity in a simple manner.
We guarantee satisfaction.

The size over all of the outfit is 14 x 9 x 2%. Shipping weight, 8 lbs.CC fin

No. EX2002 "The Boy's Electric Toys." outfit as described <p<J.UU

IMMEDIATE SHIPMENTS

231 Fulton St.

NEW YORKELECTRO IMPORTING CO.,

Student's Chromic Plunge Battery

This is an ideal battery for electrical experi-

mental work where a very powerful current is

not required. This battery will light a 2 volt

lamp for several hours on one charge; it will

rim a small toy motor surprisingly well : it will

do small electroplating work; it is ideal for

testing work; it gives a fairly steady current,

and as the zinc electrode can be pulled clear of

the electrolyte, no materials are used when bat-
tery stands Idle.

Best Amalgam Zinc only is used, as well as
a highly porous carbon to ensure a steadier
•current. We furnish enough chromic salts for

4 charges. Fuli directions for operation and care of battery are i

Each battery tests 2 volts and (i amperes when set up fresh. No
amperes should bo drawn from battery continuously, By using six

of these batteries, a great many experiments can be performed. No
can run out of this battery if upset by accident. This makes it

portable battery. Size over all is 5"x2". Shipping weight, 1 lb.
No. 999. student's Chromic Plunge Battery

IMMEDIATE SHIPMENTS

or eight
solution
in ideal

$0.50

The "Electro" Radiotone
HIGH FREQUENCY SILENT TEST

BUZZER
Thia instrument gives a wonderful high

pitched MUSICAL NOTE in the receivers,
impossible to obtain with the ordinary
test buzzer. The RADIOTONE is built
along entirely new lines; it is NOT an
ordinary buzzer, reconstructed in some
manner. The RADIOTONE has a single
flue steel reed vibrating at a remarkably
high speed, adjusted to its most efficient
frequency at the factory. Hard silver con-
tacts are used to make the instrument last
practically forever.

Yes, the RADIOTONE is SILENT. In fact, it is so silent that you must
place your ear on top of it to hear its beautiful musical note.
You will be astounded at the wonderfully clear. 500 cyele note, sounding

sharply in your receivers. To learn the codes, there is absolutely nothing
like It. With the radiotone, a key and one dry cell and ANY telephone, a
fine learner's set is had. Two or more such sets in series will afford no
end of pleasure for intercommunication work. Shipping Weight I lb. A

Radiotone ag described each X Qft
IMMEDIATE SHIPMENTS

The "Electro" Telegraph

is not a toy, but a practical,
honestly built telegraph outfit,

which not only sounds but works
like the big commercial instru-
ments. By studying the code
for 30 days you can become a
first-class telegraph operator.
Such operators are in big de-
mand now. Outfit consists of
TWO complete telegraph instru-
ments each measuring 3% x 2Vz
x 2 1

/4. All metal parts are high-
ly nickel plated, including key
lever. Note hard rubber knob.
Telegraph Code Chart, telegraph
blanks and connecting wire comes with set, but no batteries. Outfit works
on 2 dry cells (one cell for each instrument). The "Electro" is the ONLY
Outfit that works both ways, each station can call; no switches, no extras.
Nothing to get out of order. Guaranteed to please you or money
back. Price Complete as illustrated (TWO INSTRUMENTS).

Shipping Weight, 2 lbs.
IMMEDIATE SHIPMENTS

$1.25

The "Electro" Codophone {Patents Pending)

remarkable ^Sfab**? W 1 «UV
Instrument Is

7"~-

and does.

The "Elec-
tro" Codo-
phone is
positively the
only instru-
ment madej
that will)
imitate a 500
cycle n o t e I

exactl y as
heard ir

Wireless
ceiver. The
loud-talking receiver equipped with a horn, talks so loud that you can hear
the sound all over the room, even if there is a lot of other noise.
THAT'S NOT ALL. By lessening or tightening the receiver cap, a tone

from the lowest, softest, quality, tip to the loudest and highest screaming
sound can be had in a few seconds.
FOR INTERCOMMUNICATION. Using two dry cells for each instru-

ment, two Codophones when connected with one wire and return ground,
can he used for intercommunication between two houses one-half milo apart.
One outfit alone replaces the old-fashioned learner's telegraph set, con-

sisting of key and sounder.
The "Electro" Codophone is a handsome, well made instrument, fool

proof, and built for hard work. Contacts are of hard silver % inch in
diameter, that will outlast the instrument.
There is also a neat code chart and full directions enabling any Intelli-

gent young man or girl to learn the codes within 30 days, practising one-
half hour a day.

Sizes: 6% x 3 x 2%". Shipping weight. 2 lbs.
The 'Electro" Codophone as described, complete...

iiai LlCllllfe UUD-

$1.50
"The Livest Catalog In America"

Our big, new electrical cyclopedia No. 1!) is waiting for you. Positively
the most, complete Wireless and electrical catalog in print today. 22S Big
l'ages, film illuslrations, 500 instruments and apparatus, etc. Big "Treatise
on Wireless Telegraphy." 20 FRKfK coupons for our KiO-page K REE Wire-
less Course in 20 lessons. Fit EE Cyclopedia No. 10 measures 7x5!i".
Weight V2 lb. Beautiful stiff covers.

ELECTRO IMPORTING COMPANY
231 Fulton St., New York City

T enclose herewith (i cents in stamps or coin for
which please send me your latest Cyclopedia Cata-
log No. 10 as described.

NAME ...

ADDRESS

STATE . .

.
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The ability to use any one of five differ-

ent length carriages on one typewriter is

only one of several exclusive features of the

Fox Typewriter.

This particular feature enables an operator with one
machine to do varied types of work,—correspondence,
billing, the making of reports, any out of the ordinary

work. The carriages can be changed in a moment,
the operator doing it without the slightest trouble.

Another remarkable feature of the FOX.—its ex-

tremely effortless operation,—is a revelation to

new users.

Fox Typewriters are used in larger numbers
by Railroad telegraphers than any other type-
writing machine. In no other class of work
do typewriters receive harder use, and the
ability of the Fox to stand up year in and
year out under such trying conditions

has put it in first place with these dis

criminating users.

The Fox dealer in your locality will

be glad to place a machine on trial in

your office. Should it happen that
there is no dealer in your immediate vicinity, write us direct and we will make it

easy for you to test out the Fox in your own office.

x. Typewriter Company
pids, Michigan

THERE'S MONEYINIT"

J&^ILEARN TELEGRAPHYir^0
~-_~MORSE AND WIRELESS-^ V^Z^t

TEACH YOURSELF
in half the usual time, at trifling cost, with the
wonderful Automatic Transmitter. Tug OMNIGRAPH.
Sends unlimited Morse or Continental messages, at
any speed, just as an expert operator wouiii.

Adopted by U. S. Gov't. 4 stylet. Catalogue free.

OMNIGRAPH MFG. CO.
39L Cortlandt St. New York

COLONEL CARTY RECEIVES
EDISON MEDAL.

(Continued from page 173)

the U. S. Army. If General Pershing has
his way, Carty will be a General before
many a day. General Pershing understands
that Carty is made of stuff of which great
generals are made."

John Joseph Carty was born at Cam-
bridge, Mass., on April 14, 1861. Nature
endowed him with a clear, keen mind, a
liking for mechanical experimentation and
an infinite capacity for work. He was
graduated from the Cambridge Latin School
and intended to enter Harvard University,

but was prevented by a serious trouble with
his eyes, which made it impossible for
him to prepare for the college entrance
examinations.

He became interested in the telephone,
then a new scientific device unappreciated
by the majority of persons, and in 1879
started work in the Bell System with the
Telephone Dispatch Company of Boston.
In 1887 he took charge of the Western
Electric Eastern Cable Department, and
later of the Western Electric Eastern
Switchboard Department. In 1889 he be-
came Chief Engineer of the New York
Telephone Company, then the Metropolitan
Telephone and Telegraph Company, and
while in this position, twice directed the
technical work in connection with the re-

construction of this company's plant, once
when the system was changed from ground
circuit to metallic circuit, and the second
time when it was changed from local bat-

tery to common battery.

Colonel Carty's honors are almost as
numerous as his contributions to the sci-

ence of telephony. He received the degree
of Doctor of Engineering, from Stevens
Institute of Technology, in 1915 ; Doctor
of Science from the University of Chicago
and from Bowdoin College in 1916; Doctor
of Laws from McGill University in 1917.

In 1903 he received the Edward Longstreth
Medal from the Franklin Institute of
Pennsylvania, and in 1916 the Franklin In-

stitute bestowed upon him its highest honor,
the Franklin Medal, "in recognition of his

distinguisht service to mankind rendered
in the field of Science."

For his service in connection with the
establishment and development of the tele-

phone system in Japan, Colonel Carty twice
received the formal thanks of the Japanese
Imperial Government, was decorated by the
Emperor of Japan in 1909 with the Impe-
rial Order of the Rising Sun, and in 1912
with the Imperial Order of the Sacred
Treasure of the Meiji.

Colonel Carty is a past president of the

American Institute of Electrical Engineers,
of which he has been a member since 1890,

and a fellow since 1913. He is Chairman
of the Executive Committee of the Na-
tional Research Council, a trustee of the
Carnegie Institution of Washington, a past
president and life member of the New York
Electrical Society, a fellow of the Ameri-
can Academy of Arts and Sciences, a fel-

low of the New York Academy of Sciences,

and an honorary fellow of the American
Electro-Therapeutic Association. He is a
member of the Society for the Promotion
of Engineering Education, the National
Society for the Promotion of Industrial

Education, the American Physical Society,

the Franklin Institute of Philadelphia, the

American Association for the Advancement
of Science, the Society of Arts of the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, the

Telephone Pioneers of America, the Asso-
ciation of Railways and Telegraph Super-
intendents, the American Geographic So-
ciety, and various telephone societies.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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FULMINATES.
(Continued from page 185)

active substances, since it would tend to

increase the temperature of the flash by
burning the carbonic oxid into carbon di-

oxid, and would insure the ignition of the

cartridge. For military caps, in this coun-
try, potassium chlorat is always mixed with
the fulminate, and powdered glass is some-
times added to increase the sensibility of

the mixture to explosion by percussion.

Antimony sulfid is sometimes substituted

for powdered glass, apparently for the pur-
pose of lengthening the flash by taking
advantage of the powerful oxidizing action

of potassium chlorat upon that compound.
Since the composition is very liable to ex-
plode under friction, it is made in small

quantities at a time, and without contact

with any hard substance. After a little of

the composition has been introduced into

the cap, it is made to adhere and water-
proofed by a drop of solution of shellac

in wine.

If a thin train of mercuric fulminate be
laid upon a plate, and covered, except a

little at one end, with gunpowder, it will

be found on touching the fulminate with
a hot wire, that its explosion scatters the

gunpowder, but does not inflame it. On
repeating the experiment with a mixture of
10 grains of fulminate and 15 grains of
potassium chlorate (mixed upon paper with
a card), the explosion will be found to in-

flame the gunpowder. (See Fig. 1.)

By sprinkling a thin layer of the fulmi-
nate upon a glass plate, and firing it with
a hot wire, the separated mercury may be
made to coat the glass, so as to give it all

the appearance of a looking-glass. (See
Fig. 2.)

Altho the effect produced by the explo-
sion of mercuric fulminate is very violent
in its immediate neighborhood, it is slightly

felt at a distance, and the sudden expansion
of the gas will burst fire-arms, because it

does not allow time for overcoming the
inertia of the ball, tho, if the barrel escape
destruction, the projectile effect of the ful-

minate is found inferior to that of powder.
It has been proved by experiment that the
mean pressure exerted by the explosion of
mercuric fulminate is very much lower than
that produced by gun-cotton, and only
three-fourths of that produced by nitro-
glycerin. Its great pressure is due to its

instantaneous decomposition into CO, N,
and Hg vapor within a space not sensibly
greater than the volume of the fulminate
itself, which volume being very small, on
account of the high density of the ful-

minate, the escaping gases exert an enor-
mous pressure at the moment of explosion.

This detonating property of mercuric
fulminate renders it exceedingly useful for
effecting the detonation of gun-cotton and
nitroglycerin. Berthellot finds that even
such stable gases as acetylene, cyanogen and
nitrid oxid are decomposed into their ele-

ments by the detonation of mercuric ful-
minate. Mercuric fulminate is generally
contaminated with mercuric oxalat. which
is one of the secondary products formed
during its preparation.

Fulminate of silver.

—

Silver fulminate is

prepared by a process very similar to that
for fulminate of mercury; but since its

explosive properties are far more violent,
it is not advisable to prepare so large a
quantity. 10 grains of silver are dissolved
at a gentle heat, in 70 minims of ordinary
concentrated nitric acid (sp. gr. 1.42) and
50 minims of water. As soon as the silver
is dissolved, the lamp is removed, and 200
minims of alcohol (sp. gr. 0.87) are added.
If the action does not commence after a
short time, a very gentle heat may be ap-
plied until effervescence begins, when the
fulminate of silver will be deposited in
minute needles and may be further treated

Learn Aviation Mechanics
M

*TST*
Train yourself for the Aviation Service by availing yourself of *r

fcev *Q
the Preparatory Ground Course in Aviation Mechanics, afford-

ing preparation prior to entering Government Ground School, Victory!"
covering aero-dynamics, aero-engines,
rigging and Lewis gunnery. Previous ex-

perience unnecessary.

Complete Course, including aero-

engine course, taken in six weeks
(three hours daily) or three
weeks (six hours daily) ....

Special aero-engine course (three weeks) $35

Write for our Illustrated Booklet "H"—"A Message
to You on Aviation"

WE ARE THE PIONEER AVIATION SCHOOL

$60
Telephone Bryant 9078

110-114 West 42d STREET, NEW YORK

"Look at Him Today!"
"Six years ago he started in here just as you are doing. Now

he's General Manager and makes more in a day than he used to make
in a week. I'll tell you how he did it. The first week he was here
he began to train for the job ahead by studying in spare time with
the International Correspondence Schools. Inside of six months
he got his first promotion. But he kept right on with the I. C. S.

I tell you a man like that is bound to get ahead. Some day he'll be
President of the Company. You've got the same chance he had,
young man, and if I were you I'd follow his example. Take up
some I. C. S. Course and do it right away. Use your spare time.
Study. What you are six years from now is entirely up to you."

This is the story of thousands of successful men. They did
their work well, and in spare time, with I. C. S. help, trained them-
selves for advancement. That's the thing for you to do. Whatever
your chosen work may be, there

is an I. C. S. Course that will pre-

pare you right at home for a

better position with bigger pay.

More than 100,000 men are

getting ready for promotion right

now in the I. C. S.^way. Let us
tell you what we are doing for

them and what we can do for you.

The way to find out is easy.

Just mark and mail this coupon.
It won't cost you a cent or obli-

gate you in the least, but it may
be the first step toward a bigger,

happier future. Don't lose a

minute. Mark this coupon and
get it into the mail right now.

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPON D E N C E SCHOOLS
Box 5386, SCRANTON, PA.

Explain, without obligating me, how I can qualify for
the position, or In the subject, before which I mark X.

CHEMICAL ENGINEER
SALESMANSHIP
ADVERTISING MAN

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
Electrician
Electric Wiring
Electric Lighting
Electric Car Running
Heavy ElectricTraction
Electrical Draftsman
Electric Machine Designer
Telegraph Expert

B Practical Telephony
MECHANICAL ENGINEER
Mechanical Draftsman
Ship Draftsman

[~ Machine Shop Practice
Gas Engineer
CIVIL ENGINEER
Surveying and Mapping
MINE KOREM'N (lit ENG'R
STATIONARY ENGINEER
ARCHITECT
Architectural Draftsman
PLUMBING AN1> HEATING
Sheet Metal Worker

Window Trimmer
Show Card Writer
Outdoor Sign Painter
RAILROADER
ILLUSTRATOR
DESIGNER
BOOKKEEPER
Stenographer anil Typist

Q Cert. Pub. Accountant
Traffic Management
Commercial Law
GOOD ENGLISH
Common Scfaool Subjects
CIVIL SERVICE
Railway Mail Clerk
Textile Overseer or Sunt.
AGRICULTURE
Navigator Spanish
PooltryRalslng KJ French
4utomublles ! Italian

Present
Occupation.

Street
and No

City_
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You can have bodily vigor,
success-attaining energy

—

attractive healthful beauty! All

yours at practically no cost—the great benefits of

the famous VIOLET RAY TREATMENTS here-

tofore only procurable at big expense from Physi-
cians and Beauty Specialists. TREAT YOUR-
SELF at home with

Renulife Violet Ray
HIGH FREQUENCY GENERATOR

transforms electricity into the most powerful,
effective, purifying Health and Beauty giving
agency known to science, yet gentle, soothing, per-

fectly safe—no shock nor
pain. Eradicates disease
from blood, flesh, bone
and nerves; tones and re-

stores. While relieving
pains and aches and the
manifest results of disor-
ders, it removes the deep
seated cause. Saturates
the system with invigora-
ting, life-laden violet rays
bringing back normal
functioning.

TREATS
Successfully
Rheumatism
Neuritis
Lumbago
Chest Pains

Catarrh
Headache
Ear Diseases

Hardening of Ar-
teries

Wrin kles
Skin Diseases
Falling Hair

Etc., Etc.

Lowest Priced Most Effective

VIOLET RAY INSTRUMENT
FOR HOME USE

Every person would be wonderfully benefited
by a few minutes' daily use. Its astonishing low
price places it within the reach of all. Write at

once for full information regarding uses, benefits,

price, etc.

GET FREE BOOK te ' ling V
he

v
ar"

velous story ot the Vio-
let Ray. Its wonderful successes—its many uses—specified by physicians for rheumatism, neuritis,

headache, catarrh, wrinkles, blemishes, falling

hair and 100 other bodily ailments
and beauty defects, chronic and
acute. Get this valuable book by
return mail.

RENULIFE ELECTRIC CO.
536 Marquette Bldg. I Detroit

WAR CONDITIONS DEMAND
g— | PATDIAAI men with training.
ft" I rl. I fCIV-»**L. Having trained -Overfc ™ - ^ 2000 younK men, The
Bliss Electrloal School, with its well-equipped shops and
laboratories, is peculiarly qualified to give a condensed
course in Electrical

ENGINEERING
Steam and Gas Engines, Mechanical Draw-
ing, Shop Work, and Theoretical and Prac-
tical Electricity. Students construct dyna-
mos, Install wiring and test electrical ma-
chinery. Course, with diploma, complete

IN ONE YEAR
For practical young men with limited time. 26th year opens
Sept. 25th. Catalogue on request.

260 TAKOMA AVENUE, WASHINGTON, D. 0.

Old Kentucky,Home Grown.Natural LeafTobacco

IN HANDS
Cool. Sweet, Juloy. Mellow and Mild—THE IDEAL

TOBACCO
The Kind All Real Tobacco liters Like

Orlle Nimmo, Camp Lee, Medical Department, Peters-
burg, Vs.. says: "Please ship me five pounds of Old Horns
Spun. I had rather have your Tobacco than all the manu-
factured tobacco In the world."

If you will try my OLD KENTUCKY HOME SPUN yea
will be pleased and will write a testimonial equal to tbe
above. Kentucky has the best.

Specially selected from my own crop—One Pound 60
cents: Five or more Pounds, 50 cents par pound. Small
•ample, 26 cents.

RUBLE McNEILL, Boat, Kentucky

as in the case of fulminate of mercury. 3) may be made by rolling up a particle of

(Note:—If the nitric acid and alcohol are silver fulminate in a piece of thin paper,

not of the exact strength here prescribed, with some fragments obtained by crushing
it may be somewhat difficult to start the a common quartz pebble,

action unless two or three drops of red The explosion of silver fulminate may be
nitric acid [containing nitrous acid] are compared with that of the mercury salt, by
added. Standard silver [containing copper] heating small equal quantities upon thin
may be used for preparing the fulminate.) copper or platinum foil, when the fulminate
Silver fulminate is also prepared when f mercury will explode with a slight puff,
nitrous anhydrid is past into an alcoholic and wiH not injure the foil, but that of
solution of silver nitrat. When dry, the s jiver will give a loud crack and rend a hole
fulminate must be handled with the greatest

;n the metal (See Fig 4)
caution, since it is exploded far more easily

If a tide of si iver
"

fulminate be placed
than the mercury salt; it should be kept in

a lass late an(J touched with a lass
small quantities, wrapt up separately in rod d; t m oil of vitriol h win detonate
paper, and placed in a cardboard box. and leaye a d it of silyer the lass
Nothing harder than paper should be em- ., . , . . .. , , •

ployed in manipulating it. The violence of When sllve
F

fulminate is dissolved in

its explosion renders it useless for percus- war
,

m ammonia, the solution deposits, on

sion caps, but it is employed in detonating cooling, crystals of a double fulminate of

crackers. Silver fulminate is sparingly silver and ammonium which is even more

soluble in cold water, but dissolves in 36 vio ently explosive and is dangerous while

parts of boiling water. stll
\
molst A similar compound is formed

T . . . . r,.,, with mercuric fulminate.
If a minute particle of the fulminate be . , . ... ,' ,

placed upon a piece of quartz, and gently £
Sl
iY

er fulminate 1S also formed when

prest with the angle of another piece, it
fr«hly precipitated silver oxide is covered

will explode with a flash and smart report. with a strong solution of ammonia and
. , . . , allowed to stand for some hours, when itA throw-down detonating cracker (Fig. beComes black, and acquires dangerously— explosive properties.

THE STORY OF A POUND OF .
Fulminating platinum —This is. obtained

by dissolving platinic oxid in diluted sul-
COAL. furic acid, and mixing the solution with an

(Continued from baae 158)
excess of ammonia, when a black precipi-

' " 9 ) tat of fulminating platinum is obtained,

power. Thus of the electrical energy put which detonates violently at about 400
into the lamps we only receive five per cent degrees F.

in the form of radiant light,—the other 95 Fulminating gold.—This is obtained as a

per cent is lost. Lost, all because we of buff precipitat when ammonia is added to

to-day do not know enough to more em- a solution of auric chlorid ; its composition

ciently convert electric current into radiant is not well establisht. It explodes violently

light. At the present energy consumption when gently heated.

of 1 watt per C. P. for a tungsten lamp and Fulminate of copper.—This is obtained

figuring on the perfect tranformation of the by digesting copper (in the form of powder
energy in one pound of coal, viz., 14,150 or filings) with fulminate of mercury or

B. T. U. we would get (14.15 x .293 kilo- silver and a little water. It forms soluble

watt-hour = 4.14 K.W. hr.) 4,145 candle- green crystals which explode with a green

power, as represented by the large lamp at flame. There are many other fulminates

the right of the illustration. As a matter of and they are all explosive,

fact we only manage to get 1.45 x .293 K.W. -

Analysis of Average Losses in Conversion of One Pound of Coal Into Electricity.
No. Part of Plant. B. T. U. Per cent. B. T. U. Per cent.
1. B. T. U. per lb. coal supplied 14,150 100.00
2. Loss in ashes 340 2.4
3. Loss to stack 3,212 22.7
4. Loss in boiler radiation and leakage 1,131 8.0
5. Returned by feed-water heater 441 3.1
6. Returned by economizer 960 6.8
7. Loss in pipe radiation * 28 0.2
8. Delivered to circulator 223 1.6
9. Delivered to feed-pump 203 1.4

10. Loss in leakage and high pressure drips 152 1.1
11. Delivered to small auxiliaries 51 0.4
12. Heating 31 0.2
13. Loss in engine friction Ill 0.8
14. Electrical losses 36 0.3
15. Engine radiation losses 28 0.2
16. Rejected to condenser 8,524 60.1
17. To house auxiliaries 29 0.2

15,551 109.9 14,099 99.6 total loss
14,099 99.6

Delivered to bus-bar 1,452 10.3 gross efficiency

hr. or .424 kilowatt-hour, owing to the
nearly 90 per cent loss in the steam-electric

generating system. This results in 424 can-
dle-power, as represented by the small
tungsten lamp at the left of the illustration,

based on 1 watt per candle-power.
The over-all efficiency of the entire sys-

tem, from coal burned to radiant light is

thus seen to be 10.3 per cent multiplied by 5

per cent or .51 of 1 per cent; or a little over
one-half of 1 per cent! Think of it! All
we get out of the coal, no matter how much
we burn, is a paltry one-half of one per
cent. One immediate remedy for this

wasteful system of utilizing coal as a source
of energy is the mouth-of-mine plant.

These electric generating stations, placed
at the mines, eliminate all carting and
hauling of coal and permit the high tension
electric current produced to be transmitted
hundreds of miles at very high efficiency.

POPULAR ASTRONOMY.
(Continued from page 169)

the other and shuts off a portion of its

light. For this reason the light of these

stars is variable and passes thru periods

of maximum and minimum brightness in a
few days, sometimes in a few hours. They
are what are called short period variable

stars and, conversely, practically all short

period variable stars have been found to

be close double star systems. The most
illustrious eclipsing binary star is the star

Beta Persei or Algol. As it is a typical

member of this class of stars, we will out-
line briefly what the nature of the light

curve of the bright star and the shifting

of the lines in its spectrum tell us of the
system.
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Fig. 1 shows the form of the light curve

of Algol. In an unvarying period of 2d 20"

48m 55a the light of this star goes thru a

cycle of change. During most of this time

its light is nearly constant, but suddenly
within Ay2 hours it rapidly declines until it

has lost 64% of its original brightness. It

remains at this minimum brightness (Ai in

Fig. 1) for about twenty minutes ana then

rapidly rises to its original value in 3*-4

hours. For a long time it was impossible

to detect the secondary minimum (A8 in

Fig. 1), but finally by attaching a selenium
cell to the telescope, which device is par-

ticularly susceptible to light changes, the

position of the secondary minimum midway
between the principle minima was located.

An examination of Fig. 3 will explain the

nature of the light changes of Algol.

Ai, A 2 , As and At are positions of the

bright star in its orbit and ai, s.2, as and a<

corresponding positions of the dark star.

The two stars are always in line with C,
the center of gravity of the system. When
the faint star is in the position ai it shuts
off 64% of the light of Ai by partially

eclipsing it (the two orbits are not in the

same plane). When at a 3 the faint star is

itself eclipsed by A in the position As .

The extremely small amount of the de-
crease in light from the systems when the
stars are in this position (see Fig. 1, As )

shows how feeble is the light of a. The
amount of light shut off when a is eclipsed

is inappreciable to the eye directly and is

only recorded by the sensitive selenium cell.

It was formerly believed that the star was
totally dark. In the positions A2 , a 2 and
At, a< the light from the system is a maxi-
mum, as it comes freely from both stars.

Fig. 2 shows the shift of four dark lines

in the spectrum of Algol (the dark absorp-
tion lines of hydrogen). The star a is too
faint to give a visible spectrum and but
one set of lines is seen. The normal spec-
trum of A is at the top (Fig. 2) and corre-
sponds to the position Ai. The position of
the lines in A\ is also normal. In these
two positions the radial velocity—that is,

velocity in the line of sight—towards or
away from the earth is zero. The motion
of a star in its orbit is at right angles to
the path at any one point, so at Ai A. the
bright star is moving across the line of
sight or direction to the earth which is as-
sumed to be toward the bottom of the page.
At A* (see Fig. 3 and Fig. 2) the star is

moving at greatest speed toward the earth
and the lines in the spectrum have their
greatest displacement toward the violet end
of the spectrum. At A2 the star is reced-
ing at greatest speed from the earth and
the displacement is greatest toward the red.
The amount of these displacements meas-
ures the velocity of Algol in its orbit, after
the radial velocity of the system as a whole
thru space is allowed for. The total period
of the shift in the lines and the period of
light variations are the same, showing con-
clusively that Fig. 3 represents the true
conditions that exist in this system.

From' the duration and amount of the
variation of light and the spectroscopic
evidence the following facts are known re-
specting this system: The two stars are
nearly equal in size, the dark companion
being slightly larger. The distance between
the centers of the stars is about 4.8 times
the radius of the bright star. The surface
brightness of the faint star is only .05 of
the surface brightness of the principal star
and its density is slightly less. The density
of Algol, the light star, is only .18 of the
density of our own sun and its diameter is
a little OVER ONE MILLION MILES.
Its velocity in its orbit determined by the
displacement of the lines is 28 miles per
second and the orbital velocity of its com-
panion must be about 60 miles per second.

SEND NO MONEY
USE THESE ELECTRICAL BOOKS SEVEN DAYSJ|

AT OUR EXPENSE
By merely filling in and mailing the coupon below you can get this complete set of the

Cyclopedia of Applied Electricity on trial. Pay only small shipping charges when they

arrive. Use these books for seven full days before you make up your mind whether or

not you want them. If you keep them, you may pay the special advertising price in easy

instalments of $2.00 a month. If you don't want them, you may send them back at our
expense and you won't be out a penny.

A MASSIVE ELECTRICAL LIBRARY—NOT HANDBOOKS
These seven splendid volumes contain all the knowledge you need in order to earn big money
in the electrical field. They are not thin handbooks, but thick, encyclopedia-size volumes,

handsomely bound in half morocco leather, gold stamped. Each one measures 7 by 10

inches, and is 2 inches thick.

This big size permits the use of large and comprehensive illustrations, plates, diagrams,
etc. Over 3,000 cuts are contained in the Cyclopedia's 3,500 pages.

The completeness of the Cyclopedia will be a revelation to you.

Everything electrical is explained in plain, simple English

—

every technical point is made clear. Each volume is carefully

cross-indexed for instant reference.

50c a Week For this sum— an insignificant

one— this wealth of electrical

information is yours. But you don't have to send us a penny
until you have used the books for seven days. Then, if you
decide to keep them, send only $2.00 a month

—

50c a week.
until the special advertising price of $19.80 has been paid.
The regular price of these pay-raising books is $35.00.

Consulting Service Free
A year's Consulting Membership in the American Technical
Society—regular price $12.00—will be included with all or-
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—

for a whole year FREE !
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—
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—Underwriters' Require-
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and Motors — Dynarno-
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American Technical Society
Dept. E-744B, Chicago, U.S.A.
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HUMANIZE
YOUR

TALKING
MACHINE

PERHAPS you, like thousands of others, would like to overcome that harsh,

metallic grating sound that destroys more than half the value and enjoyment
of any record. Just the minute you put on the

ELLIS MELODIOUS REPRODUCER
you will realize that you have been missing the real music. You will take renewed delight in playing

over your favorite records with a keen pleasure never known before.

The Ellis Melodious Reproducer is the one thing that has been needed to perfect the phonograph

—

a sound box that will perfectly reproduce the living voice of the artist and bring out all the subtlte

tones of instrumental music.

Best of all, this Reproducer obliterates all that harsh "twang". It softens the "clash" and puts

harmony into every word and note.

It re-creates the "living voice" or the perfect instrumental tones of the artist who made the record.

Hearing is believing.

FITS ALL STANDARD MACHINES
The Ellis Melodious Reproducer plays perfectly all disc record selections and is adapted for all

makes of disc phonographs.
Steel, fibre or any type of needles will work perfectly. As the weight is less than four ounces,

records wear indefinitely.

Every reproducer is fully guaranteed for 5 years. Write for circular No. 9.

J. H. ELLIS, Post Office Box No. 882, Milwaukee, Wis.

High Frequency Bargains
In taking our inventory we found over 200 Violet-Ray machines

of all makes. We selected 100 of the best machines, which we thor-

oughly overhauled in our factory making them better than new. Many
of these machines cost over $40.00.

We have placed all these instruments in two groups and are dis-

posing of them for the ridiculously low price of $9.75 and $12.50.

How to secure one of these

machines

BLEADON-DUN CO.,

Send only 50 cents to pay express charges
and we shall send you one of these instruments
by express for your examination. This amount
will be deducted from total cost of machine.
You need not accept if not satisfactory.

Send at once for we shall send the best ma-
chines out first and the quicker you send in

your order, the better machine you will get.

We shall also send our beautiful booklet
"Violetta" describing the many uses for the

high-frequency current. Write us before pur-
chasing any kind of Violet-Ray Machine.

11-17 S. DESPLAINES ST.

Dept. 2A CHICAGO

TYPEWRITER SENSATION
d*Q00 A Month Buys I C„:i.U

I.,.!*?*} a Visible Writing L*. Vx. Omilll
Perfect machines only of standard size with keyboard of standard universal arrangement

—

" has Backspacer—Tabulator—two color ribbon—Ball Bearing construction—every operating
convenience. Five Days' Free Trial. Fully guaranteed. Catalog and special price sent free.

H. A. SMITH, 738-231 North Wells Street, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

RADIUM EMANATION IN THE
TREATMENT OF DISEASE.

(Continued from page 167)

The importance of estimating phenomena
quantitatively, and of making exact dosages
is of great importance in the application of
the radio-active substances in the treatment
of cancer.

Fig. 4 represents the apparatus (diagram-
matically) used for accurately measuring the
quantity of the radio-active substance in the
applicator or tissue. AA is a sheet of lead
SO cm. in diameter and 1.5 cm. thick. It

rests on the top of a circular brass box. BB,
the same diameter as AA and about 3 cm.,
deep. A horizontal brass disk, CC, lies in

the center of this box and is insulated
from it by hard rubber supports, DE. The
box B is charged by joining it to one pole
of a battery having an electromotive-force
of 100 volts or so, and in order to prevent
the current from passing from the box B
to the disc C, thru or along the surface of
the supports DE, the supports are supplied
with metal discs and rods joined to earth
as represented. Thus any current starting

from the box B, along the surface of D,
would meet this conductor and pass off to
earth without reaching CC.

In order to measure the quantity of a
radio-active substance in an applicator, the
applicator is placed on top of the lead disc

AA. The penetrating rays pass thru the disc

into the box and ionize the air. When the
air is ionized, the current passes across from
the box B to the disc C. The greater the
amount of the active substance on top of
the lead AA, the greater will be the amount
of radiation passing thru the air in the box,
and the greater will be the current flowing
from the box to C.

In order to measure the current flowing
from the box to C, one of the supports E, is

perforated, and a wire F, passes thru it

and is connected to an instrument for meas-
uring currents of electricity; usually a vari-

able electrical condenser and a quadrant
electrometer. The author has had access to

a description of the above apparatus as
designed by Prof. Duane.

Fig. 5 shows the apparatus used in mak-
ing these measurements. The instruments
are all of the highest sensitivity and are
located in an isolated room some distance
from the room where the apparatus for
making the capillary tubes is set up.

Fig. 2 shows comparatively the size of the
silver tubes used in various treatments of

cancerous growths. The tube has a small
threaded cap so that the glass capillary tube
containing the emanation gas may be placed

therein—other tubes are used of silver or
platinum with a hole directly thru them. In
this case both ends are sealed with a drop
of wax after the emanation tube has been
inserted. Screens employed for various

rays are of aluminum, silver, lead and plati-

num.
The alpha ray is particularly weak. The

particles lose their velocity, and therefore

their activity, in a few centimeters of air,

and will be completely absorbed by a very
thin screen of aluminum (about 0.01 mm.).
As the layer of varnish in most applicators

is more dense than this amount of alumi-

num, it follows that the alpha rays are com-
pletely stopt by it, but -the coats of varnish
gradually become permeable, due partly to

minute cracks, which spread thruout the

layers, and partly to the absorption of
emanation by the varnish, so that in course
of time an applicator emits alpha rays. The
varnished applicators are only used when
the Radium salts are applied direct.

The beta rays, far more penetrating than

the alpha rays, consist of negatively charged
bodies projected with velocities of the same
order as the velocity of light. Their velocities

vary considerably, and are distinguished

by the terms "soft beta" and "hard beta."
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The first Electrical Rojor

WITH this new Electrical Wonder you get tb>

pleasant effect of a massage and a shave -

the same time. This razor is on the markei
and we are shipping all points in the United State,

and South America.
This device can be used without electricity like thr

ordinary safety razors, but is supposed to be used
with alternating current. The blade moves 7200 timei
per minute and actually cuts the hair without pullini
Price $ 1 0.00.

Vibrating Electric Razor Co., Omaha, Neb.

GET ON THE
VAUDEVILLE

I tell you how 1 Fascinating profession for
either Bex. Big salaries. Experience un-
necessary. Splendid engagements always
waiting. Opportunity for travel. Thea-
trical agents and authorities endorse my
methods. Thirty years' experience as
manager and performer. Illustrated

book "All About Vaudeville" sent FREE,
Frederic I*a I>elle, Sta. 246 Jackson, auebT

ENDUC-
TANCH
WIND-
ING

W. SIEGERT
1250 W. 97th PI.

WOOD
PAT-
TERNS

CHICAGO, ILL.
Manufacturer of

Radio and Electrical Apparatus
Electrical Experimental Work

Write for Estimates—I'll save you monay.

EXPERIMENTAL CHEMISTS ! !

ANNOUNCEMENT
The undersigned wish to announce that they h»T«

taken over the entire chemical supply business and
interests of JOHN F. O'BRIEN,

149 Valley Road, Montclair, New Jersey,
and assure Mr. O'Brien's past customers of prompt
and efficient service.
We can suply any piece of chemical apparatus you

need. Send stamps for List B. WE THANK YOU.
Experimental Chemical and Research Laboratories,

183 West 10th Street. New York.

BATTERY CHARGING
Biff profits. HB owners are clearing {30
to $60 a month. Some two and three
times these amounts. At least $4.50
profit every capacity run. $15 Puts This
Money- Maker In Your Garage.
Balance in 9 monthly payments
of $20 each. Write for full par-
ticulars, or Bend $15 with this
ad for trial order under money-
back guarantee. Absolutely no risk.
Do it today.
Hobart Brothers Co., Box 7E, Troy, Ohio

THE MIDGET SLIDE RULE
will add, subtract, multiply, di-
vide; solve problems involving even
and uneven roots and powers. Also
gives the logarithms of numbers
and the Sines and Cosines, Tan-
gents and Cotangents of all angles.
Its operation is very simple ; quick-
ly solves any mathematical prob-
lem. Durably made of metal. Adapt-
ed for shop and office use. Fits
the Pocket. 3% Inches diameter.
Price with Instructions $1.00
Your money back if you are not satisfied.

Gilson Slide Rule Co., Miles, Mich.

ClOOD nanc* generators,^ v^x-/ cive-awav Driees.
closing out

give-away prices. Crank can be re-
placed by pulley if desired. Your chance to get

110 VOLT GENERATORS
These are not toys but well-made machines,
built for service. Order quick, /v M ..i
While they last (Jnjy 1

Watson Electric Co.,
Dept.(<17, Gas Bldg. Chicago

A considerable variety of screens is used
according to the nature of the radiation re-

quired. The gamma rays are extremely
penetrating and are somewhat analogous
to the very penetrating Roentgen rays. In

all instances the effects, and penetration de-
pends on all three factors ;—the amount of

Radium used, the Alteration and the dis-

tance at which the applicator is set from the

tumor and the depth of the tumor, or other
growth.
Secondary Rays. The use of thick screens

of heavy metal is accompanied by the pro-
duction of secondary rays, capable of caus-
ing considerable surface irritation. They
may be absorbed by the use of many layers

of black paper or thick rubber tubing.

Duration of Applications (Exposures).
.Very short exposures of 1 to 10 minutes
are given for treatment of superficial skin

troubles. The applicator is applied without
any screen beyond that afforded by a thin

rubber sheeting. Short exposures of 15

minutes to one hour are frequently resorted

to when treating warts, ulcers, etc. The
screening of these exposures rarely exceeds
0.02 mm., of aluminum. Moderately long
exposures of 1 to 12 hours, are adopted
when it is desired to obtain the destructive
action of the rays, used in cases of rodent
ulcer, rapidly growing epithelioms lupus
vulgaris, etc. Exposures of 3 hours dura-
tion and upwards are usually spaced over a
period of two or three days, and no screen-
ing or a screening of 0.1 mm., lead is em-
ployed. .

Prolonged exposures of twenty to one
hundred hours are used in the treatment of
deep-seated malignant growths ; lead screens
are always employed, usually of 2 mm.
thickness. Exposures are given in periods
of six to twelve hours with an interval of at

least twelve hours between successive ex-
posures.
The Reaction. All tissues when treated

with Radium respond in some manner, but
the nature and extent of this response
varies greatly, depending upon the particu-
lar apparatus, screening and dosage em-
ployed, the nature of the tissue treated and
the conditions of the tissues treated.

Factors in treatment to be considered are
age, sex, temperament and susceptibility to
actinic rays. The reaction usually appears
between the seventh and fifteenth days, and
four degrees may be clearly distinguished

;

simple erythema, Erythema followed by
desquamation, Vesication with superficial

ulceration and deep ulceration, sometimes
accompanied by the production of an eschar.

All kinds of opinions may be drawn from
the reports of cancer experts and various
statements appearing from time to time in

newspapers, but preference should be ex-
tended to those who have had most ex-
erience in handling and applying Radium.
One thing is certain and that is that

a larger amount of recoveries and cures
have been noticed with larger quantity ap-
plications of Radium, arid at present the

majority of hospitals have only very small
amounts of the element. By this I do not
mean that Radium in smaller quantities is

not capable of doing a great amount of

good but until we acquire experience and
make a larger, broader and more universal
practise of it's use, thereby acquiring more
and more experience, we cannot hope to

receive all the benefits that undoubtedly lie

apparently just behind a thin veil of mys-
tery. Therefore, at present, the greatest

good is accomplisht in general it seems,
where the quantity of Radium applied is

thoroly powerful enough to affect the

growth or ailment being treated.

One of the easiest things to make is a

pinhole camera. It consists of nothing else

than a box with a pinhole in the front and
a ground glass screen on the side opposite,

i.e., the back.

RADIO OPERATORS NEEDED
Government Service—Merchant Marine

Special course for men subject to DRAFT

Complete concentrated course under
experienced teachers.

Special Class for Women.
SETTING UP MACHINE GUNS

Theory & Practice taught by experts.
Complete Equipment Low Rates.
Individual Instructions. Dormitories.

START TODAY
Write for Illustrated Booklet

Y. M. C. A. RADIO SCHOOL
145 E. 86th Street, New York, N. Y.

"BUT RADIO SCHOOL IN NEW YOBK

Big Money in Electricity
The electrical industries offer wonderful

opportunities to boys with a liking for Elec-

tricity. The salaries paid to trained men are

large, promotion comes rapidly and, best of

all, the work is fascinating.

The discovery and development of new
lines (such as wireless telegraphy and tele-

phony), from time to time, promise attractive

and paying fields to those who wish to

specialize. The will to do and Special Train-

ing will bring success to you.

The International Correspondence Schools
can help you to become an expert in electrical

work, no matter what branch you like best

Thousands of young men have already won
success through I. C, S, help. You can do
as well as anybody, ifyou try. Everything is

made so clear that you can learn in your
spare time, regardless of where you live or

what your work. No books to buy.

There's big money in Electricity. Get
after it by marking and mailing the Coupon
todav. Finding ou* ra.ttr v"u nothing

mm" TEAR OUT HERE

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
BOX 5387

, SCRANTON, PA.
Explain, without obligating me, how I can qualify for tha
position, or in the subject, before which I mark X.

ELEOTRIOAL ENGINEER
™ Electrician

Electric Wiring
Electric Lighting
Electric Gar Running
Heavy ElectricTraction
Electrical Draftsman
Electric. Machine Designer
Telegraph Expert
Practical Telephony
MECHANICAL ENGINEER

j. Mechanical Draftsman
L Ship Draftsman" Machine Shop Practice

Gas Engineer
CIVIL ENGINEER
Surveying and Mapping
MINE EOREIH'N OR ENG'R
STATIONARY ENGINEER
ARCHITECT
Architectural Draftsman
PLUMBING AND HEATING
Sheet Metal Worker

CHEMICAL ENGINEER
SALESMANSHIP
ADVERTISING MAN
Window Trimmer
Show Card Writer
Outdoor Sign Painter
RAILR OADER
ILLUSTRATOR
DESIGNER
BOOKKEEPER
Stenographer and Typist
Cert. Pub. Accountant
Traffic Management
Commercial Law

Z GOOD ENGLISH
Common School Subjects
CIVIL SERVICE
Railway Mail Clerk
Textile Overseer or Snpt.
AGRICULTURE
Navigator
PoultryRais!
Automobiles IQ 1

or IT] Spanish
alslng In Krench
les ! Italian

Name
Present
Occupation.

Street
and No

€fcy

Yon beneiit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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Answer Your Country*s Call
^ The Government Is Calling

for experienced wireless operators and telegraphers. Prepare to serve
where needed the most—learn at home to be a proficient operator.

IS Telegraph 2sg;
For Learning

Wireless

and
Land Line Codes.

Outfit consists of a telegraph key, buzzer and three binding
posts, mounted on a finished base, 7 in. x 4^4 m -

The key has silver contact points and "click" for learning to

send messages in the Morse American Code. The buzzer repro-
duces the sound signals used in wireless.

The key may be used alone or with the buzzer, and two Outfits
placed at some distance apart can be operated for
sending and receiving practice. ^rt^fc.OO
Price, complete with wiring diagram and code
chart

$2
Knapp Combination Wireless Outfit

For Learning

Sight and
Sound Signals,

Wireless and
Land Lines.

This Outfit is similar to the Knapp Buzzer and Key Outfit No. 405, with the
addition of a Lamp, Lamp Socket and Control Switch.

Two dry cells connected to the binding posts will produce the necessary bright
lash from the lamp, which is operated by the key for sight signalling; the Buzzer,
operated by the Key, gives the wireless sound signals; while the Key, without
buzzer or battery, may be used for American Morse Code practice.

Two Outfits may be operated at

a considerable distance apart.

Price, complete with wiring
diagram and code chart ....

$2
At All Leading Dealers

// your Dealer Cannot Supply you, Order Direct.

Write for free catalog of celebrated Knapp Motors and
electrical specialties from ioc up.

Knapp Electric& Novelty Co.
523 West 51st St New York City

Knapp "Learnelectrics"
Complete Electrical and
Experimental Laboratory.

A. choice collection of Instruments,
materi&li and interchangeable parts,

together with
a very valu-
able

Instruction
Book,

by H. P.
Gorman,
A. I.B.E., pro-
fusely Illus-
trated and
covering en-
tire subleot,

$3.25

Learn Watchwork, Jewelrywork and
PnffravinO ^ ^ne trade commanding a good sal--"5««»»"5» ary, and your services are always In

Address HOROLOGICAL Department.demand,
Bradley Institute Peoria, 111., for our latest catalog

INSYDE TYRES InnerArmor
for Auto Tires. Double mileare. prevent blow-
outs and punctures. Easily applied in any tire.
Thousands sold. Details free. Amenta wanted.
A mer. Accessories Co. , Dept.53,Cincinnatl

MAGNETIC
RECTIFIER

Patented
April 18 1016

F-F BATTERY BOOSTER
Full Wave A. C. Rectifier

BE YOUR OWN SERVICE STATION
For Public or Private Use

This little machine Is selling like hot cakes and makes
every purchaser smile at his own business sagacity, and
wonder why he hadn't bought one before.

You simply attach It to the lamp socket and at a few cents'

cost for current your battery la full of "pep." Buy now.
We furnish complete portable Charging Rheostat with am-

meter and current regulator for service on D. C. circuits.

$24 Complete, and up
F. O. B. Cleveland

THE FRANCE MANUFACTURING CO., Cleveland, Ohio

Ask your dealer or write for Bulletin No. 13

A NEW ELECTRIC RECORDING
COMPASS.

{Continued from page 165)

to realize the benefits which they could ob-

tain from its installation aboard their ves-

sels, but on the part of the officers of the

ships. Their arguments against the inven-

tions were not direct; they merely rested

on the statement that they did not desire

what they termed a "mechanical spy" on
board.
A record made by the instrument during

this period, while on a cruise up Long
Island Sound, is given herewith.

The recording compass, as its name im-
plies, is a device which will make a continu-

ous record on a sheet of paper of whatever
courses the ship may have taken during a

cruise of any duration.

By the addition of other quite simple at-

tachments, the speed of the vessel during
any interval is shown as well as the number
of revolutions of the engines and also what-
ever signals affecting the movement of the

ship which may have been given. All this

data is plotted automatically on a chart

against time.

In the event of any controversy arising

as regards the movements of the ship these

records would serve to establish the justice

or injustice of unkindly criticism. They
would be invaluable for purposes of de-

termining the relation of the speed to the

revolutions since they show precisely what
progress the vessel made at all points. In
cases when "dead reckoning" must be re-

sorted to, a record of the behavior of the

ship since she left harbor would eliminate

all risk from error and place this process

upon a scientific basis. In legal actions

based on the movements of ships, as in colli-

sion during fogs, etc. ; the records would
serve to show whether due caution had been
exercised and hence would fix the re-

sponsibility. The operating office would
have on hand a precise record showing
whether their orders as regards the man-
euvering of their ships had been executed

;

whether the pilots were properly perform-
ing their duty, etc. The value of the instru-

ment for exploration purposes is readily

apparent.
The invention consists of a spark coil

capable of producing a disruptive discharge
thru one inch and of the usual ship bin-

nacle excepting that the needle is attached

to a very light aluminum spiral, see photo
herewith ; below the compass controlled

aluminum spiral a paper chart is fastened
to a circular frame. This frame is slowly
revolved by means of a step by step electri-

cal mechanism which is visible in the illus-

tration. The gearing being actuated period-
ically by an electric master clock, a slow
circular motion is imparted to the chart

equivalent to 5 degrees (one small angular
division) per hour. The chart frame has a
radial conductor to which one secondary
terminal of the spark coil is attached, the

other terminal is connected to the aluminum
spiral thru the center support. A stream
of sparks passing from the radial conductor
to the aluminum spiral will perforate the
paper record which is interposed between
them. The aluminum spiral is held in a
constant direction by the directional force

exerted by the needle, while the chart

changes its angular position with respect to

the needle as the ship changes its course.

This change in angular position produces a

change of the point of intersection of the

radial conductor and spiral. Perforating
the paper by an electric spark, which will

jump thru it at this intersection point, re-

sults in a record of the behavior of the

ship as regards direction.

The spiral is arbitrarily selected so that

at the north end of the compass it is three

inches from the center, at the west point

the radius vector is two and one-half inches,

at south two inches and at east one and

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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one-half inches. The spiral recedes uni-

formly from the center at all points, hence
it is the Spiral of Archimedes. From the

equation of the curve r = a©, derived from
the principles of analytic geometry, a very
accurate construction of the spiral is pos-

sible.

The chart is provided with three circles

spaced one-quarter of an inch apart in

which are recorded the speed of the vessel,

the number of revolutions of the engines

and whatever signals which may have been
given. These records are made in the same
manner, that is by electrical perforation.
Connection to a standard taffrail log, which
may be so arranged that an electrical cir-

cuit is completed every knot or multiple

thereof, affords the means of recording the

speed. The number of perforations in the

hour division gives a measure of the speed
in knots per hour. In the same way the

number of revolutions of the engines per
hour is recorded. A standard revolution

counter may be so connected that every ten,

hundred, thousand or ten thousand revolu-

tions are recorded on the chart. Connec-
tion can also be made to the signaling de-
vices and these recorded on the same chart.

Herewith is a drawing of the spiral, the

radial conductor which extends under the
compass needle from the fleur de lis to the

center and the record chart, all located in

the same relative positions which they oc-

cupy in the machine. It is apparent that the

distance which the spiral cuts from the

fleur de lis or north end of the the compass
box varies as the angle, and in as much as

it is this distance which is indicated by
means of the electric discharge upon the

paper, a continuous record of the past be-
havior of the compass is obtained. An actual,

record of a cruise up Long Island Sound
on board Dr. Jaeger's private yacht, the

Reco, is here reproduced. The chart reveals

the fact that the yacht put out of port point-

ing S.E. and held this course for about an
hour ; in approximately fifteen minutes the

course was changed to E. by S. and held

for forty-six hours ; at this point the course
was changed to N.E. by N., the change re-

quiring one hour and a quarter, following
this in six hours time the course N.E., was
pursued for the remainder of the trip of

twelve and one-half hours duration.

The yacht was a sailing vessel on which
no engines were running, neither is there a

log record hence the only information we
can obtain from the chart is that it re-

quired forty-six hours to go out, six and
one-half hours to partially reverse its direc-

tion and eighteen and one-half hours to put
into port. The helmsmanship was good,
since there are no abrupt changes in the

trace of the course and furthermore one
could gather that the sea was running fairly

quiet, since the yacht being of small ton-
nage and draft would, in rough water, be
forced into different courses, frequently re-

sulting in an irregular record.

The view of the cabinet and apparatus
shows the sundry special relays, controlling

devices, switch gear and compensating me-
chanisms which are necessary for the proper
operation of the recording compass. From
its comprehensiveness the reader may obtain

some slight idea of the vast amount of labor

which was entailed in its construction.

Upon first thought it may seem as tho
the magnetic needle would be affected by
the electric spark which is in such close

proximity. Microscopic examination of the

needle while under such influence shows
no effect whatever. This is explained be-

cause of the fact that the magnitude of the

current is very minute or about two milli-

amperes, and also because the spark is an
alternating current of high frequency; con-
sequently the resultant magnetic field would
be practically zero.

(Continued on page 206)

A CHEMIST
of the Future

Every boy who plays with Chemcraft now is

gaining knowledge that will be of greatest
value to him when he grows up, and there
Isn't anything more interesting than working
Chemcraft experiments.

Think of being able to make soap and Inks,
of testing your water supply and foods, and
there are dozens of wonderful magic changes
that will completely mystify your friends.

Chemcraft is recommended by leading chem-
ists, government officials and professors in
leading schools and colleges. It is scientifically
correct.

Chemcraft No. I sells for $1.25

West of the Mississippi and Canada, $1.50

Chemcraft No. 2 lells for $2.50

West of the Mississippi and Canada. $3.00

Chemcraft No. 3 sells for $5.00

West of the Mississippi and Canada. $6.00

If your dealer hasn't Chemcraft write for full infor-
mation and the name of the nearest store that selis it.

THE PORTER CHEMICAL CO.
Dept. b, Hagerstown, Md.

Learn Electricit

Thousands of

skilled Electricians
are needed. The demand is

becoming more urgent every
day. The Government is employing

every one they can get which Is caus-
ing a great scarcity throughout the coun-
try and big salaries are being paid every-
where. Right now is your big opportunity.
Make up your mind now to prepare for

one of these big jobs and then get here as
quick as you can for your training.

EARN $100 TO $300 A MONTH
In the Electrical business. Come here where you will be trained in these great

$93,000 shops. Experts show you everything and you learn right on the actual ap-
paratus. You work on everything from the simple hell to the mighty motors, gen-
erators, electric locomotives, dynamos, switchboards, power plants, everything to

make you a master electrician. We have thousands of successful graduates. Just as

soon as you have finished we assist you to a good position. We now have more posi-

tions than we can fill. Think of it I

DRAFTED MEN—READ THIS
It will only be a short time until you are called into service. This is a war of skill,

brains, and machinery. Uncle Sam must win this war and must have tens of thou-
sands of men skilled in modern trades and professions such as Electricity, Drafting,
Plumbing, and Sanitation. Such men will be Quickly recognized and given an oppor-
tunity to rise. It is not too late for you if you act at once.
In most cases those of our students in the draft, who have been called before com-
pleting their course, have been given an extension of time by their board sufficient
to finish their course, owing to the great need of trained men in
these lines in the Government

in the GreatShops of

COYNE
FINISH IN
3 MONTHS

Trade and Engineering Schools
Dept. 159Y, 39-51 E. Illinois St., Chicago, 111.

These courses are thorough, short and
practical. All instruction given on the

actual eauipment. No books or useli

theory. Each man trained individually and
stays as long as he likes. Start any time—day
or evening. Tim
Our graduates are in great demand. We are con-
tinually receiving letters, telegrams, and tele-

phone calls from contractors, manufacturing
firms, etc., seeking our graduates to
sible positions. We have now more positions

we can fill and the demand is steadily growing. Every comfort is given i

while here. They live in comfortable homes in the most beautiful section
-on the lake

LEARN DRAFTING
Skilled Draftsmen are always in demand. Our courses are thorough—short—practi
cal, preparing a man fully to hold a position of responsibility. We
positions than we can fill. We also have thorough,
practical courses in Plumbing and Heating and
Motion Picture Operating.

EARN YOUR WAY
Many students earn a large part ef their
living expenses by doing a little work
In their spare time. Our employ-
ment dept. furnishes these positions A
without charge. w

Name . .

.

Address.

^ COYNE TRADE AND~ ENGINEERING SCHOOLS
4> Dept. I59Y, 39-51 E. Illinois St.

Chicago, III.

Please send at once your big Free
Book—I am interested in

Electricity [] Drafting [] Plumbing

[] Motion Picture Operating
(Check trade interested in)

MAIL COUPON
You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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BOOK
&FOF*M
EVEPnV
INVENTOR
SHOULD
U5E

^Wetr Inventions^£*nd
History will repeat itself in the present War. The greatest victories will

be won, not through overpowering numbers, but through the surprises
wrought by invention. Life and property will be saved for the Nations by
inventions. The Government is ready to experiment with and carefully
consider any inventions which will aid in winning and ending the War.
The Special War Bulletin just off the press will give you a good idea of
what is needed. We will send it to you free of charge. Located in Wash-
ington, we are in close touch with the proper Government Officials wli^
should be approached with inventions for use in War time, and we wiK
advise you fully how the disclosure should be sent.

Our cooperation with an inventor is, First, to help him establish his
rights before sending a sketch, drawing or model to any attorney; Scconcf,
to give a frank opinion whether it will pay to patent bis idea, based upon
our extensive knowledge of the patent laws, manufacturers' wants and
facilities: Third, to obtain for him on reasonable terms, a patent that abso-
lutely protects: and, Fourth, advise and assist him in making the invention
a source of profit by outright sale, territorial grants, obtaining royalty, or
the independent manufacture of the invention.
All matters are held strictly confidential, and personal services are as-

sured by our Service Guarantee Contract. References: 2nd National Ba ik,

Washington, D. C. ; John P. Roth Packing Co.. Cincinnati. Ohio; Home
Savings Bank, Washington, D. C. ; Duskil Mop Co.. Paducah, Ken. "

Before disclosing the invention to anyone, sign, witness and
deposit in our fireproof safe, the form "Evidence of Conception"
and establish your rights. A completed sample form in our
book shows you clearly how to protect your invention. All
are free. Just ask for them on a post card or simply mail
coupon below.

AHwine

255

Ouray i5!d?.,

Washington

D. t.

COUPON
LANCASTER & ALLWINE,
255 Ouray Bldg., Washington. D. C.
Send me free book, "Inventions-Patenting and Promot-

ing," Special War Bulletin, and blank form "Evidence of
Conception."

Name

WAR SAVINGS STAMPS
DELIVERED TO YOUR HOME
Tear Out—Fill In—Hand Letter-Carrier—or Mail to Post Office

TO THE LOCAL POSTMASTER:- Kindly have letter-carrier deliver

to me on .for which 1 will pay on delivery:
(DaieJ

$5. U. S. WAR-SAVINGS STAMPS at $ each
(Suite number wanieu; (See prices below)

23c. V. S. THRIFT STAMPS at 25c. each.
(State naoiDur (YaoLouJ

W. S. S. COST DURiNG 1918

April $4.15 I July $4 18 I Oct. $4.21
May 4.16 Aug. 4.19 Nov. 4.22
June 4.17 I Sept. 4.20 I Dec. 4 23

W. S. S. WORTH $5.00 JANUARY I. 1923

Invent Something
^ & ^ YOUR IDEAS MAY BRING WEALTH IF PATENTED
^TlKi Now is the time to patent a meritorious invention. We are con-

^IhI stantly receiving letters from manufacturers and investors in-

HhHhR terested in new inventions protected by patents secured through us
talbert and which can be turned into money through proper handling.

Labor shortage has increased the demand for inventions in all lines.

Uncle Sam Wants New Inventions to Help Win the War.

Write us today for free * rn pi » t rp ri and our Evidence of Con-
copy of our 104 page r Z\ I t ]l I J ception and Disclosure

e. h.

/.
Certificate which may

prove of value and assistance to you.
Our Credit System will enable you to

file your application and proceed
without delay. Patents secured by us
are advertised at our expense in Popu-
lar Mechanics Magazine. To protect
yourself write for our free book and
submit your invention to us today.

TALBERT & TALBERT, 4287 Talbert Building, Wash., D. C.
Patent Lawyers—Successors to Talbert & Parker

book, "How to Obtain a
Patent and What to Invent." At the
same time send us a sketch, model or
photograph with written description
of your invention for our Free Opin-
ion and Evidence of Conception Cer-
tificate. If your invention is proper
subject matter for a patent we will
send you our Certificate to that effect

Edited by

In this Department we publish such matter as
is of interest to inventors and particularly to
those who are in doubt as to certain Patent
Phases. Regular inquiries addrest to "Patent
Advice" cannot be answered by mail free of
charge. Such inquiries are publisht here for the
benefit of all readers. If the idea is thought to
be of importance, we make it a rule not to
divulge details, in order to protect the inventor
as far as it is possible to do so.

Should advice be desired by mail a nominal
charge of $1.00 is made for each question.
Sketches and descriptions must be clear and
explicit. Only one side of sheet should be
written on.

With this issue we are inaugurating a new fea-
ture in our Patent Advice Department. It has
been found in the past that this Department was
rather dry and uninteresting to our readers. The
reason for this is that in order to protect our cor-
respondents, we did not, as a rule, divulge the
idea and for this reason our answers as well as
the entire correspondence were rather vague. It

will be seen that in this issue, we are ilisclosing

the device freely for the following reasons:
For one thing we are mailing the answer to our

correspondents, as it is printed here, from two to

three weeks before we go to press. If our cor-
respondent thinks well enough of this answer, he
has- it in his power to get in touch with a patent
attorney at once, if he wishes to protect his idea.

At any rate, an outsider could not patent the idea
which has been disclosed thru the columns of the
Electrical Experimenter, because the original
inventor would no doubt

_ file an opposition. Or,
if a patent was actually issued the original claim-
ant could institute proceedings against the

_
in-

fringer. For that reason the disclosure of the idea
will not in any way prove detrimental, but on the
other hand it will be a protection to the original
inventor who can always point to the printed record
as publisht in this periodical.

Electro Plating.

(236) Robert McGill, Chicago, 111., wants our
opinion as to the patentability of a combination of

a transformer, the primary of which is connected
to an A. C. main, the secondary of which is con-
nected to a rotary rectifying switch operated by
a synchronous motor, run by current from the
main supplying the primary of the transformer.
This is connected to an electro plating outfit. Our
correspondent wishes to know if this idea is

patentable and practicable.

Synchronous tfofor

Electro pfat/ng fan*

A. There is nothing very new about an idea of
this kind, and it is certainly not patentable.
Furthermore, we very much doubt if good plat-

ing will result from a combination of this kind,
for the reason that a system of this kind will

not deliver pure direct current necessary for good
plating work.

Pocket Wireless.
(237) Robert N. Rose, Queens, N. Y., submits

an idea to put a complete wireless outfit, phones
excepted, into an ordinary watch case, using the
stem by which the watch is usually wound to vary
the loading coil. Our advice is asked.

A. This is a very clever idea, but not patentable
as far as we can tell. There are no new features
involved, similar ideas having been described in
the Electrical Experimenter before.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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H. GERNSBACK

Auto Warning Device.
(238) Elmer Wahl, Carnegie, Pa., has an idea

that he can make a compass arrangement to close

certain contacts, so that, when an automobile
passes ten feet away from it, these contacts, thru
an electric current, will operate a horn located

around the curve, the idea being to avoid collis-

sions.
A. This will not work at all, one reason being

that if you will buy a compass you will find that

its needle does not stand still all day long, but
varies thru several degrees. Local magnetic
storms, as described in our editorial in the

June issue, will cause a needle to fluctuate more or

less; hence the alarm would not be reliable.

Furthermore, an automobile rushing by ten to

fifteen feet away from it, would not influence a

magnetic needle sufficiently.

Aeroplane Bomber.
(239) Lawrence Arnott, London, Ontario, Can.,

submits an aerial offensive device consisting of a

wire cable having attached to its lower end a

bomb. This contrivance is trailed behind the
attacking aeroplane, and the bomb is exploded
by means of an electrical contact as soon as it

comes close to the enemy aeroplane. Our advice
ia asked.

A. This is a very
clever idea, and we
believe it is patent-
able, altho we are
not sure at all that
it is practicable.
Aviators as a rule
do not like contriv-
ances that have
wires trailing be-
hind on account of
the entangling fea-
tures, etc., but it

seems to us that
sooner or later they
will come to use a
device of this kind,
particularly at the
present time when
the Germans have
developed their "fly-

ing tanks'' which
are almost invulner-
able against ordi-
nary machine gun

fire. Of course, the attacking aeroplane would
have to do some very tall maneuvering to get
the bomb close to the enemy aeroplane, but the
thing certainly is not impossible. We would ad-
vise our correspondent to take out a patent on
this device, altho as stated before we do not know
how practical it may prove.

Hydrometer.
(240) N. Kenneth Mehaffie, Altoona, Pa., would

like very much to know if the following scheme is

practical. In place of making the usual form of
hydrometer for general purposes, he suggests one
in the form of a strip or rod of a non-absorbent
material being unaffected by acids, and weighted
properly at the bottom and graduated up the face
or side. Our correspondent thinks that this would
be a far cheaper form of hydrometer, and would
be practically indestructible. While" he thinks that
it would not take the place of the very sensitive
laboratory instrument, it might do for general
purposes.

A. This is a very old idea. As a matter of
fact, the very first hydrometers were constructed
upon this plan. If you will look up any physics
book, you will find hydrometers made of wood
or the like, weighted with shot at the bottom.
There is no advantage in a device of this kind,
for hydrometers are selling as cheap as 25 cents
a piece.

Piston Ring.
(241) John M. O'Brien encloses a sketch and

description of a two-piece anti-leak piston ring.

% T AMERICA NEEDS i

Submarines, torpedoes, flying machines, machine guns, immense
howitzers, the British "tanks," and an untold number of other
products of American brains, are dominant factors in the Great
War. We are just starting, our—YOUR—ingenuity must lead to Victory.
Uncle Sam—the whole civilized World— is seeking ideas that will aid in the
fight. Can't you help with even ONE of thousands of simple things that will
win recognition—perhaps fortune for you?

The need is for inventions of peace, too. Never before was there such a
demand for new ideas of all kinds—never before have so many manufac-
turers, and other patent buyers, written me for good things protected by
OWEN PATENTS. There is, to-day, a market for thousands of ideas-
including YOURS. Write for my free booklet and see—read for yourself
the hundreds of requests recently received.

You incur no obligation by writing me. My advice costs nothing and I

make no charge for an opinion as to patentability of your idea. If my
opinion is favorable I will back it up by a Guarantee Contract which protects
you fully. If you want to sell your invention, I will help you, and will
advertise it, free of charge, in "INVENTION AND MANUFACTURING."
A simple request will bring to you at once, my four free books:—"SUC-

CESSFUL PATENTS," a 72 page guide telling how to proceed, gives refer-
ences, etc.; "STEPPING STONES" tells the truth about prizes for
inventions, gives hundreds of hints of inventions wanted, etc.; "PATENT
BUYERS" publishes over 400 requests of manufacturers and others who
want OWEN PATENTS, together with ideas they want; "PATENT PRO-
MOTION," tells you how to sell, why some inventors fail, discusses the
value of your idea, etc.

Write for these books to-day. I will send you a signed agreement that
will protect you before you disclose your invention.

RICHARD B OWEN PaW
164 Omen BldoVashiTKjtonD C- ,m , WooluiorthBIdQ^Neni York-

ADVERTISING PAYS
It pays the advertiser and it pays the man who
reads and answers ads. FOR ADVERTISING RATES
in the Electrical Experimenter (100,000 circulation)
address Advertising Dept., 233 Fulton St., New York.

NO ATTORNEY \™\^£
Send sketch for free report. Books free. Frank Fuller,
Washington, D. C.

TENT5 WANTED
^TRADEMARKSand COPYRIGHT^

Largest latent Firm
in ihe World J)

i

SPECIAL
OFFER

Before sending your invention to any attorney or

manufacturer or disclosing your invention, write

for our free blank form PROOF OF CONCEPTION
in order to protect your invention and secure your

rights. This should be signed and witnessed and re-

turned to us, together with a model or sketch and de-
scription of your invention, and we will give a FKEE

OPINION as to the patentability of the invention. If we
report the invention patentable we will furnish a Certificate

of Patentability.

This Certificate of Patentability, together with our blank form
Proof of Conception will protect the inventor and serve as proof
of the Invention until the case can be filed In the U. S. Patent Victor T Evans
fcffice.

J '

OBTAINING ASSISTANCE'FOR INVENTORS—Our certificate is of great as-

sistance to inventors who require financial aid to obtain patents

OUR FIVE BOOKS MAILED FREE
(See Coupon Below)

to any address. Send for these books—the finest publications ever issued for free distribution.

HOW TO OBTAIN A PATENT WHAT TO INVENT
Our illustrated eighty-page Guide Book is a Book Contains a valuable list of Invention* wanted and
of reference for inventors and contains 100 mechan- suggestions concerning profitable Melds of inventions;

leal movements, illustrated and described. Tells how also information regarding prizes offered for Inven-— to invent for profit. tions amounting to ONE MILLION DOLLARS.
LIST OF PATENT BUYERS

Contains requests from manufacturers, mail order houses ana promoters for

patents secured by us and suggestions as to New Ideas they wish to purchase.
We place our clients in touch with capital free of charge. We have recently
received over 300 requests from manufacturers.

MILLIONS IN TRADE-MARKS
Shows the value of Trade-Marks and information regard-

ing unfair competition
We advertise Our Clients' Inventions Free in a list of Sunday news-
papers, in manufacturers' journals and in World's Progress. Sample
Copy Tree. We save you time and money in securing patents. After

the patent is granted we assist you to sell your patent.

WANTED NEW IDEAS
FREE COUPON!VICTOR J. EVANS
PATENT ATTORNEYS

& c o
I New York Offices:

'001 to 1007 Woolworth Bldg.
Pittsburg Offices:
514 Empire Bldg.

Philadelphia OfTtcM
1429 Chestnut St.

Main Offices: 779 Ninth Street, N.W., Washington, D. Cc

Name AddreM*

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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PATENT
KNOWLEDGE

/or
INVENTORS

•f:\v.y,.

New and Free
Free, my new 90-page booklet, "Patent
Knowledge for Inventors." A volume of

real Information on patents. Different
from the usual "Circus Stuff." Contains startling

Information usually not told. Write for this free
book today. It will open your
eyes. Write quick for this free
book while this edition lasts.

Mail a postcard or letter or the
coupon. Do it now, before you
forget.

Inventors

If other patent
firms have failed
to get you a pat-
ent on your In-
vention, let me
try. I secured a
patent on an In-
vention now worth
a million dollars
on which Inven-
tion one of the
oldest patent
firms had failed
In two attempts
to sooure patent

Make Your Fortune
Inventions are making fortunes every
day. There may be a fortune in your
idea if it is bandied rightly. Send
me sketch or model and I will give
you a report as to patentability li 1
days. Anyway write for my new frs«
book. Send a postal today.

GEORGE P. KIMMEL. Patent Attorney
88G Oriental Bldo., Washington. D. C.

Can You
think of a simple, practical'

idea that will fill one of the maiy
requests we have on file for mew

inventions? It may mean a fortune

for you. Thousands of things are need-

ed right now. Your brains can help.

Send today for our great new book

—

"Inventions and Trade-Marks
Their Protection and Exploitation"

and learn more about mak-

ing money from

ideas than

you ever

knew before. It tells

many things that are

wanted, too.

A postal will do

—

It is free

We Help Our
Clients

without charge to

get the dollars out ^|
of their ideas—hav-
ing facilities nome
others possess. Advice free

get the book at once

AMERICAN INDUSTRIES, Inc.

215 Patent Dept. WASHINGTON, 'D. C.

Read
Invention and
Manufacturing

The best thing
printed for the man
who likes to "dab-
ble" with mechan-
ics, electricity,
chemistry, aero-
nautics. 10c a copy
from your news
dealer. Send as 25o
for 3 numbers.
Better still, a $1
bill for a year's
subscription — 12
issues.

Don't delay

—

"The Book
the Inventor

KEEPS"
Worth more than
til other patent
books combined.
FREE.

Write

LACEY & LACEY
131 Springer Bldg.
Washlnitoa. D. O.
Establish** UN

Our correspondent believes that such a ring would
combine the advantages of both eccentric and con-
centric rings without their disadvantages, and at

the same time possess the much desired leak-proof
feature. Our advice is asked as to the patent-
ability and practicability of this device.

A. The sketch which we reproduce herewith
shows the idea clearly. The groove feature seems
to be a particularly happy one, and to our mind
it is a new idea which seems to us patentable.

fi

1
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6

£ ^
^

Sect/on A-B Section co

On account of the wedge shape the ring will cer-

tainly prove non-leakable. We would, however,
suggest trying out the idea in practise beforehand.

Flashlight Battery.
(242) T. Robertson, Hendrum, Minn., wishes to

know if any patents have been granted on flash-

lights having storage batteries incorporated in same.
Also if they are of the wet or dry type.

A. There is nothing new about this, flashlight

batteries having been sold for years in Germany
as well as in France and in England by certain
makers, which have small storage batteries instead
of the usual dry cell device. Cells of this kind
are usually of the dry storage battery type, and as
a rule contain either powdered glass, glass wool
or electrolyte of the gelatinous kind to make the
liquid immovable.

Screwdriver.
(243) Andrew M. Boehmer, Cleveland, Ohio,

submits description and illustration of a non-
turning screwdriver, the handle being made of

die castings. An arrangement is provided so as
to lock the screw driver by means of a large nut.

A. This is a very good idea and very clever,

but we are afraid the screwdriver will be too
expensive to manufacture, but of course there is

always a good demand for the better class screw-
drivers of this kind. We think a patent may be
obtained upon the device.

A NEW ELECTRIC RECORDING
COMPASS.

{Continued from page 203)
Another seemingly fatal disadvantage one

may think of at the outstart is that the

spark used on the compass would send out
electric waves which will interfere with the

ship's wireless receiving set. That this is

not the case has been demonstrated and
from theoretical considerations it is ap-
parent that an undamped electric oscilla-

tion of such short wave length, and being
practically surrounded by grounded metallic

parts will have no effect on the wireless
equipment.
Today, after years of ceaseless toil and

disappointments, the electric recording com-
pass bids fair to become an indispensable
accessory of every ship. With the ever in-

creasing installation of recording instru-

ments of all kinds, instantly on the alert to

detect any shortcomings on the part of the
machinery or crew, the recording compass
has been looked upon as a necessary part of
the equipment. Of what value is it to

know, for instance that the boiler pressure
has been kept at a constant value, that the
steam engines have been functionating at

the maximum efficiency, etc., when it is not
known that the course has been properly
maintained and that the passengers and
cargo have not received that delicate care
so requisite for their safety? All pilots are
required to pass stringent and exacting ex-
aminations and have most excellent qualifi-

cations, but in spite of this we always lack
the irrevocable proof that he has steadfast-
ly done his duty. The recording compass
puts the seal of excellency upon his work
if it is good—the stamp of reproach be it

bad.
Aside from its other valuable features it

is a marvelous stride in the advance of
human progress as a safeguard to life and
property.

Patents,Make Your Ideas Pay
Hundreds of Inventions are
sold yearly. We help market your*
without cost. Send sketch for free ajdalan.
Book and suggestions sent on nqiect.
Prompt service. Best results.

A. M. BUCK & COMPANY
20S 2nd National Bank Bldg.. WASHINGTON, B. C

PATENTS
THAT PROTECT AND PAY ,'

Books and Advice ' Free
It you want to sell your patent, take it out through my
office. HIGHEST REFERENCES. BEST RESULTS.

WATSON E. COLEMAN, Patent Lawyer
6X4 F. Street, N. W. Washington, D. C.

EVERY INVENTOR
should have this book, "PATENTS AND
PATENT POSSIBILITIES." It If chock
full of Ideas and practical advice, tailing
what to Invent and where to sell. Write
for your copy today. IT IS FREE.

I have requests for patents upon sound
inventions of all kinds. Can you help sup-
ply the demand ?
My service Ib Individual, prompt and efficient

(14 years experience). Every expedient Is em-
ployed to secure patents at least possible coat.

H.S. HILL, 804 MeLachien Bldg., Washington, B.C.

Get up-to-date in House Wir-
ing ! Save Time, Money,
Labor and Material, by usinft
our 98 Genuine Blue Print
Drawings, containing all the

n house wiring—every diagram
d by first class electric'

Electricians
latest diagrams and connections
and connection up -to-the-minut*
wiring Bells. Burglar Alarms. Lights, Annunciators, Firealarms
and Electric Gas Lighting. These drawings are bound in the form or

a flexible book (9x12) for convenience in using on the job. Send for

them, and if they don't make you more efficient as a wireman and save
fou many times their cost as a contractor, return them and money
will be refunded—you can't afford to be without them. One DoLLAB
postpaid. Send for circulars on other eeta of drawings.

patent specialty company
468 Sanchez Street San Francisco, CsJ.

Convert Your Bicycle Into a Motor-Cycle

We sell you the motor complete
or furnish you with the finished
parts from which you can build
the motor yourself with few tools.
We send you the printed instruc-

tions with blue prints of the drawings for $.25 or
full particulars for 3-cent stamp.

STEFFEY MFG. CO., 5025 Brown St, Phlla., P*.

ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER
SCIENCE & INVENTION

FOR VOLUME 1, 2, 3, 4, 5

This index contains 24 pages and shows
every article of interest that has been
published since the inception of the mag-
azine up to and including April, 1918.

This index is absolutely indispensible

to everybody interested in any kind of

electrical research interested in any kind
of electrical research work. Everything
of importance in the advancement of
electrical science, during the last five

years can be readily found by means of
this index. Then if you should not have
the back numbers containing certain in-

formation, these can be secured from us
at the following schedule.

Copies not over three months old

—

15c each; more than three months—20c
each ; one year old—25c each. Special

prices on request for copies older than
one year.

Price of index—
J_ 5c»

EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING CO.
Book Dept. 231 Fulton St., N. Y.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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ELECTRIC OR STEAM RAIL-
ROADS—WHICH?

(Continued from page 153)

8% efficiency. Now consider that during
cold weather this same machine often
loses 40% of its efficiency, due to the heat
utilized in raising the temperature of the

feed water. In Summer at 85° F. then 127

heat units are required per lb. of water to

raise steam.
Thus it is seen that in — 20° F. cold

winter weather, 232 — 127, or 105 more heat
units, are required per lb. of water to

raise steam ; or 105 -H 232 = 45% loss in

cold weather. When the mercury falls to
— 40°F. and more, the steam locomotives
use so much heat from their coal to heat
the water from the low temperature that
they often freeze up, as pointed out in the
official reports of the C. M. & St. Paul
Railway and other systems.
Some very vital and illuminating statis-

tics are cited in respect to the efficiency,

or rather inefficiency of operation of steam
railroads, in the address of President E. W.
Rice, Jr., before the American Institute of
Electrical Engineers mid-winter convention.
Among other things, Mr. Rice said

:

"Where electricity has been substituted for
steam on railroads, fully 50% increase in

available capacity of existing tracks and
other facilities has been demonstrated. . . .

Electric locomotives have permitted a
speeding up of train schedules by some 25%
under average conditions. In cold weather
the electric locomotive actually has its haul-
ing capacity increased at a time when the
steam locomotive is using up all its energy
by heat radiation from its boiler (in cold
weather) and engine into the atmosphere,
with the result that practically no useful
power is available to move trie train, the
electric locomotive is operating under its

most efficient conditions and may even work
at a greater load than in warm weather.
But this is by no means all. The railroads
of the country consumed 150,000,000 tons
of coal in the year 1917. Electrification of
the railroads would save at least two-
thirds, or 66 2/3%, of this coal; or electric

locomotives substituted for steam types
would save over 100,000,000 tons of coal in

one year. This is an amount three times
as large as the total coal exported from
the United States during 1917."

Furthermore, careful tabulation by Gov-
ernment experts shows that the railroads
of the United States used in 1915 twenty-
four per cent, or about one-fourth of the
total coal output to run their trains. Think
of it ! And again—electric haulage, as dem-
onstrated by actual results obtained on the
St. Paul, the Pennsylvania, and the Nor-
folk & Western, could have saved two-
thirds of this or 100,000,000 tons of coal,
equal to five times the total amount used
by all the electric central stations of the
country.
Public announcement was recently made

by Sir Adam Beck, at London, Ontario,
that the Canadian Pacific Railway, Canada's
premier transcontinental system, and one
of the world's greatest, is moving toward
electrification. Sir Adam, as chairman of
the Hydro-Electric Power Commission of
Ontario, told the Board of Trade he was
in a position to announce that the Canadian
Pacific Railway had asked the Commission
for figures on the cost of electrifying the
Ontario lines, for estimate on the cost of
electrical operation, and for an indication
of the possibilities of securing a supply of
power from the publicly owned hydro-
electric system. He further stated that the
Canadian Pacific Railway has been in touch
for some time with the electrical operation
of Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Rail-
way. The coal famine in Canada and steam

inefficiency in the rigorous winters, it is re-

ported, has directed the attention of the

Canadian Pacific Railway to electric trac-

tion.

On one of the Southern coal roads, with

long hauls to reach the consumer, nearly

25 per cent, of the coal output is used on
the locomotives which haul the coal to

market and return the "empties."
Did you ever stop to think that practi-

cally all of this 150,000,000 tons of coal con-

sumed by the railroads has to be hauled
from the coal mines to various section ter-

minals along the line, sometimes a thousand
miles or more. And again, that a consider-

able part of the coal is hauled back again

in the locopiotive tender. Mr. Rice, Jr.,

in his paper cited above, stated in this con-

nection : "It is estimated that fully 16 per

cent of the total ton-mileage movement be-

hind the engine draw-bar is made up of

company coal and coal cars, including in

this connection the steam engine tender and
its contents. There is available in the United
States 25,000,000 H.P. of water power; if

this were developed and could be used in

driving our railroads, each horse-power so

used would save at least 6 pounds of coal

per horse-power hour now burned under
the boilers of our steam locomotives.

Water is consumed in enormous quanti-

ties by all steam locomotives, of course

—

millions of gallons of it annually. The
illustration herewith serves to show how
this great bulk of water has to be pumped
and piped or purchased, as in cities, and
distributed all along the line at intervals

of 20 to 30 miles. Based on the fact that

the 65,000 steam locomotives in the coun-
try operated about half the time, or, let

us say, half the year, then they would con-
sume something like 9 J/> billion tons of

water, or over 2 trillion gallons every year.

The two illustrations herewith show the

latest high-power electric and steam loco-

motives respectively, together with their

horse-power ratings and losses along the

systems on which they operate. The en-

gines are about equal in size and strength
and give a clear idea of their relative effi-

ciency. As already mentioned, the steam
engine realizes about 7% gross efficiency,

whereas the electric locomotive shown, de-
veloping 4,000 H.P., shows a gross effi-

ciency of 89%. This means but little in a
way

;
rather, it is the over-all efficiency of

the entire electrified railroad system that
really tells the tale. Here are the facts.

Efficiency of Electrified Railroad.

With hydro-electric power (ordinarily

without regenerative braking), gross effi-

ciency from water power to locomotive
= 56%. In the case of the C. M. &
St. Paul R. R., the engines deliver power
back to the system when coasting down
mountains to the amount of 15%. Hence
the gross or over-all efficiency here equals
71%.

With mouth-of-mine centralized electric

generating, stations, gross efficiency from
coal burned to electricity delivered to loco-
motives = 10 to 12 per cent. This elimi-

nates company coal and water haulage, re-
ducing the labor required incidentally.

With "natural gas" engine plants, gross
efficiency from gas used to electrical energy
delivered to locomotives = 24 to 30%.

With "gas producer" plants operating on
coal at mouth of mine, the gross effi-

ciency from coal burned to the electrical

energy delivered to the locomotives = 24
to 28%.

Present Steam Railroad Efficiency.

With coal-burning locomotives, gross effi-

All You Need to Know

About Electricity

» ND the necessary ability for your
sure success as an Electrical Engi-

neer, a Commercial Engineer, or Expert
in the various Electrical Trades—that

is what you can obtain at this school, in

the shortest time, at the least cost. We
will actually train you by practical

methods and modern apparatus in our
great laboratories to be an electrical

master, and help you develop yourself
into an efficient, high salaried electrical

executive in a short time. We are a
working part of the electrical world.
We know its requirements, the kind of

men needed, what they must know,
what they must be able to do. And we
educate young men accordingly, with
the result that our graduates have the
ability that wins success, and the elec-

trical industries look to us for efficient

Student Part Time Employment
Here you can "Earn while you Learn"
if you like. By special arrangement
with large concerns we furnish stu-

dents employment half a day, thus
giving them actual business, industrial
or technical experience while at school,

and the money they earn, they use to
help pay their school expenses. The
other half day they spend in class and
lecture periods, laboratory and ma-
chine testing rooms, etc. Their educa-
tional advantages are doubled here,
and the opportunity to earn money is

given as well.

Positions for Graduates
This school is recognized by the electrical world
as a powerful institution for furnishing elec-
trical men with the kind of ability so greatly
needed, and our graduates are eagerly employed
at high salaries as soon as they finish. You will
not only obtain a superior, thorough, practical,
electrical education here, but a high-salaried
position when you graduate.

Your Success Assured
Enroll with SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING OF
MIIAVALKEE now—new term just commencing.
Join the fine class of ambitious fellows here

—

your success is assured if you do. Choose this

School—Foremost Electrical School in America
—providing every opportunity other schools offer,

and many great advantages no other school af-

fords. Get full details.

CLIP THIS COUPON—MAIL RIGHT AWAY

SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING OF MILWAUKEE
50-373 Broadway, Milwaukee, Wis.

Without obligating me In any way. please send me
illustrated catalog and complete particulars regarding
your institution and the following course:

(Check Course Interested In)
..Electrical Engineering—3 years.
. Commercial Engineering—2 to 2'/2 years.
. .Complete Electrician— D. C &. A. C— I year.

Special Short Courses:
..Electric Trouble and Lineman.
..Electric Meterman.
. . Electrlo Motor Repairman.
. . Electric Wlreman.
. . Electric Trouble and Repairman.
. . Draftsman.

Name

Age Education

Address
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Let Me Train YOU In

AV I AT I O N
I want you to take up Aviation. Positions at

good pay are going begging, because there are
not enough trained men to fill them. LET ME
TRAIN YOU for some of these big positions
that pay big wages. I know the game, for I

have been flying for years. My advice to you
is to decide right now Lo take a

Home Course in Aviation ,—> — — •-= — — — — —
in your spare time. Send today for our » Fill Out This Coupon and Mail Toda

FREE BOOK a
„
ndJjl1

!,
Wr

:!?.L
<>U/ Capt. George F. Campbell, Chief Instructor

Two Airplane Concerns agree to

take every one of our students

who have mastered our course

for the big paying positions of

Mechanics, Inspectors, Assemblers,

Engineers, etc.

Why don't YOU qualify?

Captain George Frederick
Campbell, Formerly Third
Ace of the Royal Flying
Corps. Chief Instructor of
National Aero Institute.

personal letter

along with it. I will tell you some
INSIDE facts about this great indus- M ,

try. You'll want to get right in. / Dear Sir: Please send me without obligation, copy
Address as follows: f w -i _

hcience Qt Aviation,^ also particulars of

Capt. Geo. F. Campbell. Chief f
Instructor. NATIONAL AERO Name..
INSTITUTE. Dept. 7447. S
Morton Building, Chicago, *
Illinois. r Address

- National A*>ro Institute, Dept. 7447
f Morton Buildine, Chicago, III.

D
of "The Scienc

Mail Course in the Principles of Aviation,

Carnotttc

&abtttm and Radioactive Substances FOR EXPERIMENTERS
Carnottte (Radium Mineral) The American Pitchblende found in Colorado,
from which Radium is extracted.
A generoui piece, enough to conduct experiments, such as affecting photographic
plates thru opaque material (similar to X-Ray pictures), first made by Sir W.
Crookes and Mme. Curie, is furnished in neat wooden box.

Price of one specimen of Caraotite as described above, sent prepaid $0.25
Sensitive, prepared Photographic film (X-Ray work Film) to be used for above
experiments furnished for $0.10 each extra.

1618blU tit— Radioactive Salts, containing one microgram pure Radium. Very powerful! Brilliant

white luminescence in the dark!
10 Milligram of this most carefully prepared Radioactive Salts, sealed in glass tube (protected by
a metal container), with which every Radium experiment can be conducted, are furnished.

Price of one tube of Radium Salts as described, sent prepaid $1.00

The contents of this tube can be mixed with special sulphides to form real Radium paint.
Small bottle of Special Sulphide with liquid adhesive, prepaid $0.50

Send for one of these preparations today. Stamps or coin accepted.

SIDNEY SPECIALTY CO. 233 S. FULTON ST. NEW YORK CITY

DRAFT MEN
LearnWireless Tfelegrapfjy

40,000 wireless operators urgently needed for Army, Navy and
Aviation Service. Excellent opportunities to win promotion to

commissioned and non-commissioned grades with advanced pay. A
chance to serve your country in a "preferred" position. Work
trains you for position as Commercial Operator after the war
with pay up to $200.00 a month.

Complete Course by Mail in 10 WEEKS
Don't wait until called to camp—start studying at once in

spare time at home. No previous training or knowledge of

electricity needed ; a few weeks home-study of our course will

qualify you. Complete practice apparatus sent with first

lessons. We help you enter any branch of Radio service you select.

Write at once for full particulars. Don't delay—a postal will do.

National Radio Institute, Dept. 48, Washington, D. C.[

Wf)t Ireafeers

on the

ocean front

Atlantic City's Newest Fire-Proof Hotel

offers unusual attractions during Autumn and Winter
Seasons. Luxurious lobbies, spacious verandas, restful sun
parlors and superb music. A palatial residence for those
seeking rest and recreation.

American and European Plans

Illustrated literature and terms mailed
Garage with accommodations for chauffeurs.
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ciency from coal burned to power delivered
to driving wheels = 7 to 8%. This value
is reduced to about 3^2, actually, owing to

the hauling and re-handling of the coal,

water, extra labor, coal cars, tied up etc.,

etc.

TABLE OF LOSSES IN HYDRO-ELECTRIC
RAILROAD SYSTEM.

Efficiency. H. P.
Assumed 1000 H.P. at water-fall. Delivered.
Water turbine 82% 82f>

A. C. Generator 96% 787
Step-up Transformers 97% 764
A. C. Transmission Line 95% 726
Step-down Transformers 97% 704
Sub-station Converter 94% 662
D. C. Feeder Circuit 95% 629
Electric Locomotive 89% 559

Hence gross efficiency or per cent of water
power transformed into electrical energy, trans-
mitted over high tension line; converted into di-

rect current, and finally changed into mechanical
energy at driving wheels of electric locomo-

559
tive = = .559 or 55.9%. Total losses = 100—

1000

55.9 = 44.1% of power in water-fall. This 19 for
fairly large systems developing 20,000 to 50,000
H. P. at least. Small hydro-electric systems show
an over-all efficiency of about 50 per cent.

In the case of the C. M. and St. Paul Railway,
however, the net gross efficiency of the hydro-
electric system is boosted by the locomotives gen-
erating current while running down mountain
grades, thus returning 15% of the energy used
by regenerative braking.
The gross efficiency for that electrification is

thus:—100% + 15% regained by regeneration =
115%, ind 115% minus 44.1 loss = 70.9% effi-

ciency, or over ten times the efficiency shown by
the best steam locomotives under practical road
conditions.

Consider the steam locomotive here il-

lustrated. The engine itself weighs 271

tons, or about the same as the electric

locomotive complete, and as it is the weight
on the drivers that governs the tractive or

hauling power, it should be capable of pull-

ing the same load as its electric brother, but

it cannot, for the reason that it must also

haul along its "dinner" in the form of a

102-ton tender, carrying 12,000 gallons of

water and 16 tons of fuel. This is mostly
excess baggage—if the 102-ton tender were
eliminated, as electrification now does, the

same engine could haul from 5 to 6 cars

more in its train.

The electrifying of a large railroad sys-

tem is, however, a vast and extremely ex-
pensive proposition, and altho the scheme
of electrifying such a stretch of track as

between New York and Chicago, a dis-

tance of some 800 miles, has been pro-

jected by some engineers in the past few
years the railroads have, in general, been
content to try out these schemes on a more
conservative and economical basis.

The application of electric traction to

several of the great terminal systems of

such railroads as the Pennsylvania and New
York Central lines has served to prove
beyond a doubt that, when properly util-

ized, electricity is at once the most readily

controlled, efficient, and satisfactory source
of power extant.

The steam engine has served us well for
over half a century now, but, like other
great inventions of mankind, it has about
reached its utmost, both in point of ope-
rating efficiency, speed limit, and general
service, and will in the not far distant

future give preference to a newer and more
efficient means of transportaion.

The many advantages of electricity for
transportation purposes will become fully

utilized in a highly efficient and practical

manner, when the water-fall is harnest
to the railroad train thru the medium of
an electrical generating and distributing

system, which has already been applied in

Europe, and other countries, to lines of
very considerable length. When a modern
hydro-electric power system is employed
to supply the electric current, a gross effi-

ciency of 50 to 70 per cent is realized.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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So much for the operating efficiency of
the railroad employing electric traction

;

now we will take a look at the speed aspect
of the problem, about which there has been
evidenced much doubt of late among rail-

road engineers and in the publications de-
voted to their interests, the principal argu-
ment being, that, "as the electrical en-

were carried out by a body of engineers in

Germany, between the cities of Berlin and
Zossen, over a stretch of especially pre-

pared track. The electric potential at the

trolley wire was 40,000 volts, 3-phase alter-

nating current, with step-down transform-
ers on the cars. The front of the cars were
equipt with pointed wind shields, and the

Net over- all
Efficiency of
System = 55.3%
Losses = 44./%losses = 44./%

Eff.- 37% Trans. Line

/ Eff'35 %
m-57%

Stepup
tnansf

Step down
tronsf.

Converter in

Sub. station
Eff. - 34-%

Efficiency cmrt
OF ffyp/V- tLFCfR/C

Railroad System

A. C. Generator
Eff. 96%

E/ectr/c

Water Turbine toorrxrfm
f'Eff- 82% Eff-- 39%

The Above Chart Shows the Over-All Efficiency of a Hydro- Electric Railroad System
With the Various Losses Occurring At Various Points Along the System Exprest As a
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the Power Station. It Will Be Seen That Such a Hydro-Electric System Has a Greatest
Efficiency of About Five Times That Obtained By the Steam- Electric Systems Burning Coal

Under Boilers.

gineer promised such wonderful speeds a

few years ago, when electric locomotives

were first introduced, why does he not show
us a little proof of the pudding?" This
question is partly answered by the fact

that no orders have been given up to this

time for an electric locomotive capable of

making better speeds than those at present

maintained by steam locomotives; also, if

they were built the existing rolling stock

and roadbed could not withstand the ter-

rific strain imposed by higher speeds than
100 to 110 miles an hour, this being the

present limit.

Another question often hurled at the elec-

trical engineer is, "Why don't the electric

locomotive show a greater speed than it

does on trial trips, etc.?" The reason why
it does not seem to be capable of outstrip-

ping its. steam rival lies in the fact that it

was not designed for that purpose; on the

contrary, it was designed and built to con-
form "to certain rigid specifications as sup-
plied by the purchasers, and to date they
have succeeded in fulfilling all the condi-
tions so imposed. As an example, the new
electric locomotives supplied to the Penn-
sylvania R. R. for hauling its trains through
the North River tunnels into its New York
City terminal had to be capable of starting
and accelerating a 550-ton train on a two
per cent tunnel grade, and also of hauling
a full train at 60 miles per hour. The
electric "Mogul" lived up to the demands
made of it, and that was all that was re-

quired. If the contract had read 120 miles
an hour, then the engine being built for
such speeds, would have fulfilled the con-
tract, as it is capable of being designed to

perform any of the "stunts" made by its

steam friend to-day.
Years ago, in 1903 to be exact, a number

of vastly important tests and researches

maximum speed attained was 130 miles an
hour, which became possible without any
unreasonable demands of power.
To attain any speeds of this magnitude

or higher with a steam locomotive, the

power necessitated would require that the
locomotive have such elephantine propor-
tions that it would consume a large per-
centage of the power developed in propel-
ling itself, due to the reason that the power
demanded at such high speeds increases at

a higher ratio than the square of the speed.
In speaking of the results obtained from

the Berlin-Zossen tests, Dr. Louis Bell, one
of the foremost electrical engineers of the

day, said : "They show clearly that it is

entirely feasible to run electric trains at

speeds greatly exceeding those now usual,

and this without demanding any unreason-
able amount of power."
As thousands of horse-power in the

form of electrical energy is now transmit-
ted 250 miles and more, it is perfectly feasi-

ble to electrify such a line as from New
York to Chicago, with but three or four
power stations distributed along the line.

The most important desiderata in such a
large project as this is the tremendous
initial outlay required, and the way in which
this will most likely be accomplisht will be
to electrify different sections of the line,

one after the other, allowing the expense
to be spread over a number of years, at the
end of which time the entire electrification

will be complete.
Finally,—it is not impossible,—we of this

generation may see the 150-mile an hour
train, perhaps a mono-rail train, when we
can lunch in New York, have dinner in

Chicago, and possibly breakfast in 'Frisco.

This is the age ot endless wonders, and
the only question the engineer asks is,

"What next?"

What'sWrongWithYou?
PEP! NERVE! VIGOR!-GONE?
D
Stren
glass
to ge

u dare to ask yourself why your Heal[h and
gth are Failing? Look at yourself in the

, ask what's wrong? Why are you not able

t the most out of life in the joy of living

and earning capacity?
Do you realize the danger
you are in by neglecting
yourself? Is it constipation,
nervousness, indigestion, in-

somnia, weak heart, rheu-
matism, rupture, physical
weakness, poor memory,
lung trouble, catarrh, short
wind, poor circulation, round
shoulders, skin disorders 1

Are you flat chested or
round shouldered ? Too thin
or too stout? Do you want
to increase your height, or
muscular development, or
just your general health?

Are You Afraid of the Truth?

Why not come to me as a
friend and confidant and tell

me what is preventing your
getting the most out of life ?

I will write you a friendly,

personal, helpful talk that
will lift you out of despair
and suffering. I will send it

in a plain, sealed envelope.
If you are a victim of any
secret habits which are ruin-
ing your ambitions, endan-
gering your future, even
threatening your life, LET

ME HELP YOU. Your secret is safe with me. DELAY
MEANS DANGER. You can't mend the body with
OILS. PHYSICS AND PIFFLE I You must know Na-
ture's way. This is the Strongfort way. I will show
you. Send for my wonderful book. "Protection and
Conservation of Health, Strength and Mental Energy."
enclosing tic in stamps to pay mailing expenses. It will
help you to shape your destiny. Be the master, not
the slave. Write today.

LIONEL STRONGFORT
Physical and Health Specialist

558 Park Building Newark, N. J.
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Build a Model of this Curtiss Mili-
tary Tractor used in the U. S. Army

Build A
Model War Aeroplane!
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Instructions you
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i
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,_
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Wright Biplane
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Curtiss Flying Boat

Cecil PeoK Racer

"IDEAL" Aeroplane Construction Outfits,
containing all parts and material needed to
build these Aeroplanes, are sold by Leading
Toy, Sporting Goods and Department Stores, at
$4.00 to $7.00. Ask your dealer for "IDEAL"
Aeroplane Construction Outfits. Send for
Free List of Stores which sell these Outfits.

Send 5c For This Catalogue
Tells about Model Aeroplanes and what you
need to build them with. 48 pages of useful
Information—send 6 cents for it right away.

IDEAL AEROPLANE & SUPPLY CO.
76-82 West Broadway, New York
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. Railway Mail Clerk
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Clerk at Washington
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Address
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WIRELESS
The Government and Merchant
Marine need thousands of

trained operators. Our special

SUMMER COURSE
of Intensive instruction Starting

July 1st, prepares men quickly

for the Naval Reserve, Avia-

tion, Signal Corps and Merchant
Marine.

Day and Evening classes.

Send for latest Prospectus.

The Eastern Radio Institute is en-
dorsed by the U. S. Government

<fe Marconi Co.

Eastern Radio Institute
899B Boylston St. Boston, Mass.

Drop-Forged of Tool Steel
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edges ;
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inch. Tool Booklet free.
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Electric Water Heater

Instantaneous Hot Water
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THE HOW AND WHY OF RADIO
APPARATUS.

(Continued from page 176)
crowded thru the diafram will simply be

wasted in magnetic leakage as shown at X
in Fig. 1-B. With diaframs of given diam-
eter, a thicker one carries more lines, is

stirrer and can, therefore, be brough t

AN ELECTRIC HOUR-STRIKING
MECHANISM.

(Continued from page 182)
nubbin strikes LL and ends the game. The
process continues for the succeeding hours,

till at 12 o'clock the rack S falls thru
its widest arc, the pin S1

striking the snail

at its lowest point IV*.

The layout of the snail is shown in Fig 2.

The distance from W1
to IV* is just equal

to twelve teeth on the rack, so make your
rack first. Use for the rack a section of

any old big clock gear wheel, filing the

teeth over into the new shape required

;

then make your snail to correspond. In
Fig. 1 the teeth are supposed to be 1/16 in.

apart.

A word in regard to the forked trigger

CC. The object of this is to give the mag-
net the longest pulling-time, and yet break
the circuit at the end of the stroke. The
contact holds on until the hammer-stem
strikes the point CC, when the curved top
and the spring KK are separated at //; and
they remain apart until the returning stem
strikes CC1

, when they are wedged together
for another pull of the magnet. Of course
the pivot DD must be muffled slightly, so

that CC will stay where it's put, and not
swing freely.

This rinktum may look complicated at

first sight, but if you'll analyze it you'll

find it's very simple and not hard to make.
It's more work to describe it than to make
it. So go to it, "Bugs," with my blessing.

MAKING A SIX-FOOT PIANO
LAMP.

(Continued from page 178)
Connect the ends of the wires to the proper
places on the inside of the socket and as-

semble it.

Remove the silk and cotton from about
one foot of the cord that extends above the
top of the post, leaving the rubber only.

Now screw the nipple into the bottom of the
brass stand and screw the flange onto the

nipple. Pass the rubber covered wires up
thru the stand and into the recess at the

top. Bare the ends of these wires. Bare a

short space on the wires that lead from the
socket where the wires that come up from
the stand meet them. Connect these wires
and tape the joints. Take the other socket
apart, fasten the top part to the other nipple

and tighten the set screw. Pass the cross

wires thru the nipple and top of the socket

;

connect them to the inside as before and as-

semble the socket. (Fig. 5 is a diagram of

the electrical connections).
Screw the flange to the top of the post

and draw the wire tight from the bottom.
Glue the bottom of the post into the hole

in the base and draw the wire tight from the
outside.

The lamp is now ready for finishing. You
may do this yourself if you think you are
proficient in the art, but the best way is to

take it to a man who is in the business ; the
result will pay.

We are now ready for the shade. These
are made in a great variety of shapes and
colors. You may buy the shade complete or

simply buy the frame and have it covered.
Either way is satisfactory.

Near the top of the shade is a ring which
fits over the rod extending from the top of
the stand and sets on top of the recess. The
brass nut then screws down to hold it.

[The author's name for this article has
been lost and if he will communicate with
the Editor, credit will be given him in the
August issue.]
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nearer to the pole-pieces, but a limit to

thickness is soon imposed by the increase

of stiffness and inertia, and also by the

decrease in the natural period of vibration,

which should also be in the neighborhood
of the periodicity of the current sent thru
the receiver. The factor d d>, due to the

current, is improved for a given current
by increase of the number of turns of wire
linked with the magnetic circuit; but when
the applied E. M. F. is supposed given, the
resistance of the windings has to be con-
sidered, which implies that the spools
should be of small section and as nearly
circular as possible. The spools are usually
placed at the extreme ends of the soft iron
pole-pieces, from which it follows that the
pole-pieces must be reduced in section as
far as possible without unduly increasing
the reluctance of the magnetic circuit. As
the diafram of the actual receiver is a
stretched elastic body but tends to vibrate
most easily and perfectly at a frequency,
dependent upon its construction and elastic

properties, which is known as its natural
frequency, hence it is found that if the in-

put current to the receiver is kept constant
in amplitude, but if its frequency is varied,
then the greatest response or motion of the
diafram occurs when the imprest frequency
is identical to the natural frequency of the
diafram.
A factor which has been given consider-

able attention of late in the study of both
radio and telephone receivers is that known
as the motional impedance. Those inter-

ested in this subject will do well to consult
an excellent paper giving a complete study
of the telephone receiver diafram by Messrs.
Kennelly and Affel, Proc. Amer. Acad. Arts
& Sci., Nov., 1915. Motional impedance as
applied to the telephone receiver concerns
the current induced in the receiver wind-
ings by the movement of the diafram. In
other words, whenever the diafram of the
receiver moves or vibrates, it changes the
reluctance of the magnetic circuit, and in

consequence changes the flux thru the wind-
ings, thus causing an E. M. F. to be induced
in them. If this were not so, the regular
telephone receiver of the type here shown
would not transmit speech without a bat-
tery connected in circuit with it. When the
receiver has current past thru it and the
diafram vibrates in consequence, the in-

duced E. M. F. flows in an opposite direc-
tion to the current entering the windings
and is a counter E. M. F. Thus, in the case
of any telephone or radio receiver the total

impedance of the windings is composed of
two impedances, the first being that of the
receiver winding, and the second, that of
the reaction of the moving diafram.J

In any event the total pull on the diafram
of a telephone receiver is made up of three
terms—one representing the pull due to the
permanent magnetism alone, one represent-
ing the pull due to the current alone, and a
product term representing the pull due to
the super-position of two magnetic fields,

viz., those due to the current and to the
permanent magnet

TYPES OF RECEIVERS
Several of the more distinct types of

wireless receivers will now be discust. Sev-
eral unique features of construction are
shown in Fig. 2. At A there is shown one
style of permanent magnet used consider-
ably in bipolar watch-case type receivers,

and as will be observed, the pole-pieces are
secured to either side of the circular steel

magnet rings. It may also be said at this

point that the two magnet coils are invari-

ably connected in series and arranged to
produce alternate North and South poles
as indicated in the figure. At B there is

shown a common arrangement of the watch-
case 'phone and its steel magnet rings. An-
other form of watch-case receiver magnet

t Mills, "Radio Communication," 1917.
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"
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is shown at C. This arrangement may
comprise a permanent steel magnet, X,
with an electro-magnet, Y, secured at the

center. The diafram is then acted upon
in this case at the center, and also at both
sides. Some single-pole receivers utilize a

permanent magnet punching similar to that

illustrated at D. In this case the magnetic
flux from the single-pole near the diafram
has to return thru the air, thus encounter-

ing considerable reluctance (magnetic re-

sistance) of course, and these receivers are

therefore not as efficient as the double-pole
type, as the magnetic reluctance of air is

several hundred times greater than it is for

iron or steel. At E, Fig. 2, a typical pole-

piece from a bipolar watch-case receiver is

illustrated, where 1 and 2 are the fiber end-
cheeks which are slipt over the pole-piece

preparatory to winding the coil on it. The
face of the pole-piece which is next to the

diafram is swaged over as shown to hold
the coil check in place. It is common prac-

tice to provide several narrow slots as

shown in the drawing, these slots extend-
ing from the face of the pole-piece to the

bottom of the coil section. Several of the

best makes of wireless 'phones have these

slotted pole-pieces, which tend to reduce
the losses due to Eddy currents, which are
produced in the face of the pole of any re-

ceiver whenever the diafram moves and
represent a loss in efficiency, develop heat,

etc. All of the best grades of wireless
'phones are provided with some form of
protective spark-gap or other device as

shown at Fig. 2-F to prevent heavy static

or other surges from burning out the wind-
ings in the receiver. A very small con-
denser is sometimes connected across the

binding-post terminals of the receiver or
else a high resistance. If a spark-gap is

used for the apparatus, it should be of the
micrometer type provided with threaded
electrode screws so that it can be adjusted
very closely, the gap not being over .01

inch in length.

Fig. 3 illustrates a vibrating reed radio
receiver patented by S. G. Brown in En-
gland. This receiver is of the watch-case
type having a shell, A, and an ear-piece or
cap, B. The vibrating member comprises
a steel reed, E, and a light, conical, alumi-
num diafram, F, attached at its center thru
the reed, E, and at a point a short dis-

tance from the center of the core axis.

The conical diafram has its perifery close

up against the casing. The central por-
tion of the reed is cut away so as to make
it more flexible, and also in this way it

becomes possible to provide a tuned vibrat-
ing member, or a set of these members
adapted to currents of various periodic-
ities.

A unique type of mono-telephone is illus-

trated in Fig. 4. This receiver has a vibrat-

ing member arranged to be tuned to any
definite frequency within its range. With
such a 'phone it becomes possible, by sim-
ply turning a thumb-screw on the exterior
of the shell, to adjust its armature to have
a natural period of vibration corresponding
to the frequency of the current applied to

the windings. In the mono-telephone shown
at Fig. 4, a light ferrotype diafram is se-

cured between a tight wire and a fixt axle.

The pitch or period of vibration is adjusted
by the thumb-screw and worm which con-
trol the tension of the wire. The electro-

magnets and so forth are of the same type
as used in all watch-case telephone re-

ceivers. Where the ordinary spark signals
are to be interpreted or picked up, it has
not been found particularly efficacious to
use mono-telephone receivers, for the rea-
son that the ordinary spark is very rich in
overtones, and when a receiver is tuned to
the spark rate, the energy of the funda-
mental is collected by the diafram, and
that of the overtones thrown away.
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Due to the congestion existing at the present
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war, there is a congestion of mails all over the
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not to write until this time has elapsed, thereby
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The condenser or electro-static receiver,

as it is more commonly known, is based
upon the fact that a condenser can repro-

duce speech when connected into a suitable

circuit. The electro-static or condenser re-

ceiver was first successfully applied by Prof.
Dolbear. Elisha Gray, in 1875, found it

possible to produce sounds using the dry
fingers, and he also at that time described
a form of musical telegraph receiver based
upon electro-static attraction.

Fig. 5 illustrates an improved form of
electro-static telephone receiver. This re-

ceiver is provided with a sound-conducting
tube and ear-piece, and at its base carries

a sound-reflecting plate, as the drawing
shows. In this particular design India
rubber was found best for the condenser
leaves, owing to its high insulating proper-
ties and low dielectric losses. An alumi-
num shell is provided as shown, which has
an opening at the top and over which the
alternating rubber and metal foil leaves are
stretched. These rubber and foil leaves are
firmly secured around the perifery to pre-
vent any irregular vibration. Each rubber
leaf is about .4 m.m. thick. The sound-
reflecting plate at the base of the receiver
serves to reflect any sounds emanating from
the inner surface of the condenser. The
plates for the condenser are composed of
aluminum leaf about .001 m.m. thick, these
aluminum leaves being secured to the rub-
ber leaves by a special process. When this

form of receiver was tried with two hun-
dred and forty volts, it was found that the
volume was equal to that of an electro-
magnetic loud-speaking receiver and the
volume increased substantially with three
hundred and four hundred volts, respec-
tively. One of these condenser telephone
receivers made and tested by Messrs. Ort
& Rieger had a capacity of .088 m.f.

Several investigators have endeavored to

produce a more efficient and perfect type
of telephone receiver involving the heating
and cooling of a fine electrical conductor.
This principle is utilized in the thermal tele-

phone shown at Fig. 6. This is probably
the simplest form of telephone receiver ever
designed, and of recent years has been
quite successfully developed in Europe,
notably by Mr. DeLange. The receiver
consists merely of a small tube provided
with an opening, the tube being small
enough to fit in the outer ear. The active
member comprises a short loop of stript

Wollaston wire secured to two heavy lead
wires in the manner indicated. In prac-
tice the tube containing the fine Wollaston
wire is inserted in the aural passage : any
sudden heating of this fine wire by a small
current creates an air pulse or sound wave
vibration which in turn affects the ear
drum. It has been found advantageous in

some cases to have a small current passing
permanently thru the loop.

The electro-dynamic receiver is illustrated

in Fig. 7. This is also known as a dyna-
mometer telephone and was designed by
Prof. G. W. Pierce for use with his type
of wave-meter. This receiver is not as
sensitive as the regular type, but for cer-
tain purposes it possesses many advantages,
one of them being that it can be connected
directly in series with the condenser and
exploring inductance of a wave-meter (pro-
vided it is calibrated in connection with
the wave-meter, thus allowing for the in-

ductance of the winding in the receiver)
as in the Pierce wave-meter, in which
case it will indicate the resonance point
by giving a maximum strength of signal,
the same as when a detector and a
pair of 'phones are used. The construc-
tion of the dynamometer telephone is very
simple, comprising as it does, a hard rubber
or other insulating bobbin on which the
magnet coil is wound, having a resistance
of from seventy-five to one hundred and
fifty ohms, and in front of this there is

placed a light copper or silver diafram.

No iron is used in the receiver, and its

action is based upon the fact that attrac-

tion is set up between the current in the

coil and the induced current in the silver

or copper diafram. As Shepardson points

out, even the diafram may be omitted, the

minute movements of a loosely wound coil

of wire being sufficient to reproduce speech
or signals.

The Baldwin amplifying receiver is one
of the latest developments in wireless re-

ceiving instruments and possesses a re-

markable sensitivity. Its sponsors state

that this receiver will amplify the incom-
ing signals as high as nine times. A num-
ber of tests were made at the Radio Labor-
atory of the College of the City of New
York with very gratifying results, this par-

ticular receiver having showed very superior

results. As shown in the illustration, it

comprises a permanent steel magnet which
is provided with soft iron pole-pieces of the

shape indicated, and between which there

is placed the electro-magnetic winding of

high resistance, also a light, balanced, soft

iron armature pivoted at the center. One
end of this armature is connected by a

brass wire or link to a mica or isinglass

diafram of standard size. The receiver

shell is of normal size, altho to those not
familiar with this particular instrument
such might not seem the case off-hand.

Whenever a fluctuating current passes thru

the telephone winding, the soft iron arma-
ture is caused to vibrate, and these vibra-

tions are transferred to the diafram by
the link already mentioned. As becomes
evident, this receiver is unlike all other
electro-magnetic receivers, in that the

armature is under no magnetic strain until

an incoming current passes thru the wind-
ing. This is so, owing to the fact that the

flux from the permanent magnet divides

equally between both sides of the U-shaped,
soft iron poles and continues thru the mag-
nets. Owing to this division of the mag-
netic flux, there is therefore no constant
strain on the armature, as is the case in

the common telephone receiver, as we
learned in the fore-part of this article. The
superior sensitivity of this receiver is due
to several reasons, among which are the

following: the magnetic circuit has a very
low reluctance, and also the armature of

the magnet is under no artificial strain until

the current passes thru the winding, thus
yielding a greater deflection of the diafram,
and again the armature is acted upon at

both ends, and since the flux is produced
differentially, the deflection for a given
magnetizing current is correspondingly in-

creased.
Fig. 9 shows a type of radio receiver de-

veloped several years ago, in which the

pole-pieces are made adjustable by virtue

of a small thumb-screw protruding thru
the back of the shell. As aforementioned,
this type of 'phone permits the operator to

correct the length of the air gap whenever
the strength of the signal requires it, or
also when temperature changes may cause
the diafram to sag and touch the pole-

pieces. For strong signals, the operator
can thus increase the length of the air gap,
and for weak signals he can advance the

pole-pieces until they almost touch the dia-

fram.
Another excellent type of adjustable air

gap radio receiver is shown at Fig. 10. This
is the "Leach" adjustable diafram receiver,

the diafram being rigidly locked in the ad-
justable cap, so that whenever the cap is

turned on the shell, the diafram will be
caused to recede from or advance toward
the magnetic pole-pieces. The diafram is

locked in the cap by means of a threaded
ring. This 'phone has a graduated scale

secured on the shell as shown, and an in-

dicator is mounted or engraved on the edge
of the movable cap. Thus when an opera-
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tor has once found a certain point on the

scale which gives good results, he can re-

set the cap and diafram to that particular

point whenever desired.

A novel form of monotone receiver is

illustrated in section at Fig. 11, this par-
ticular type having been used with great suc-

cess in submarine telegraphy and telephony.
It was devised by a New York electrical

engineer, Mr. Christian Berger, inventor of
the submarine telegraph system now used
on ocean-going vessels and submarines.
This receiver is similar in design to other
electro-magnetic types, and is provided with
a permanent steel magnet. The novel fea-

ture of this receiver which puts it in the

monotone class lies in the design of the

special diafram. This diafram is compara-
tively heavy, even as thick as one-quarter
of an inch in some cases, and as the reader
will observe, it is not supported in the
ordinary manner between the shell and cap
of the receiver, but is mounted on its cen-
tral axis upon a rigid stud secured to a

brass block between the magnet poles.

When a current of the proper periodicity

or frequency is past thru the windings of
this receiver, and providing the proper dia-

fram, tuned to this exact frequency is

utilized, then the fullest response possi-
ble with this form of instrument will be
had; the tuned, tempered steel diafram of
the bell type, vibrating at its own natural
period with a maximum amplitude. Many
unique modifications of this principle have
been devised by Mr. Berger, and with this

form of diafram the purest note imaginable
is obtained.

At Fig. 12-A, there is illustrated the
"Fessenden" heterodyne receiver which
will translate and reproduce signals from
an undamped wave radio station by the
well-known principle of beats. Thus if an
incoming signal has a frequency of fifty

thousand cycles per second and this cur-
rent is past thru a light magnet coil secured
lo the diafram of the receiver, while an
auxiliary radio frequency current, having
a periodicity of either forty-nine thousand
or fifty-one thousand cycles per second, is

past thru a stationary magnet coil mounted
on an iron wire core as shown in the illus-

tration, then the difference between these
two frequencies, or, one thousand cycles
per second will be the beat frequency or
the note heard in the 'phone.

A form of telephone receiver which
seems to have considerable promise, and
which has been used in Europe, is the
Ader receiver, illustrated at Fig. 12-B.
This receiver is of the watch-case type and
similar to a number of other receivers, be-
ing provided with a circular ring-shaped
steel magnet on the poles of which are
placed the two magnet coils. An iron dia-

fram is used, and in front of this diafram
there is placed an iron ring known as the
super-exciter. The iron ring in front of the
diafram tends to strengthen the action of
the armature as it acts to render the field

of the magnetic force more intense. Sev-
eral telephone authorities have stated that
they believe that the intensive effect of
this type of receiver could be still further
increased if the entire mouthpiece were
made of soft iron. An interesting watch-
case receiver used in Europe is the Golou-
bitsky type. This resembles the Ader re-

ceiver, but does not have the iron ring in

front of the diafram, and is fitted with a
second steel ring set at right-angles to the
first one, and having two magnet coils

placed on its poles. Thus, there are four
electro-magnets acting on the diafram, all

of the coils being joined in series. This
form of receiver gives better results than
those with two coils, but the extra weight
does not compensate for the slight gain in

efficiency obtained, it is claimed.
(To be continued)
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How I Improved My Memory
In One Evening
The Amazing Experience of Victor Jones

"Of course I place you ! Mr. Ad-
dison Sims of Seattle.

"If I remember correctly—and I

do remember correctly—Mr. Bur-
roughs, the lumberman, introduced
me to you at the luncheon of the
Seattle Rotary Club three years ago
in May. This is a pleasure indeed!
I haven't laid eyes on you since that
day. How is the grain business?
And how did that amalgamation work
out?"

The assurance of this speaker—in

the crowded corridor of the Hotel
McAlpin—compelled me to turn and
look at him, though I must say it is

not my usual habit to "listen in"
even in a hotel lobby.

"He is David M. Roth, the most
famous memory expert in the United
States," said my friend Kennedy, an-
swering my question before I could

get it out. "He will show you a lot

more wonderful things than that,

before the evening is over."

And he did.

As we went into the banquet room the

toastmaster was introducing a long line of

the guests to Mr. Roth. I got in line and
when it came my turn. Mr. Roth asked,

"What are your initials, Mr. Jones, and
your business connection and telephone
number?" Why he asked this, I learned
later, when he picked out from the crowd
the 60 men he had met two hours before

and called each by name without a mis-

take. What is more, he named each man's
business and telephone number, for good
measure.

I won't tell you all the other amazing
things this man did except to tell how
he called back, without a minute's hesita-

tion, long lists of numbers, bank clear-

ings, prices, lot numbers, parcel post rates
and anything else the guests gave him in

rapid order.

************

When I met Mr. Roth again—which you
may be sure I did the first chance I got

—

he rather bowled me over by saying, in
his quiet, modest way :

"There is nothing miraculous about my
remembering anything I want to remem-
ber, whether it be names, faces, figures,

facts or something I have read in a mag-
azine.

"You can do this just as easily as I do.

Anyone with an average mind can learn
quickly to Ho exactly the same thing*
which seen so miraculous when I do
them.

"My own memory," continued Mr. Roth,
"was originally very faulty. Yes it was

—

a really poor memory. On meeting a
man I would lose his name in thirty sec-

onds, while now there are probably 10,000
men and women in the United States, many

of whom I have met but once, whose names
I can call instantly on meeting them."

"That is all right for you, Mr. Roth,"
I interrupted, "you have given years to

it. But how about me?"

"Mr. Jones," he replied, "I can teach
you the secret of a good memory in one
evening. This is not a guess, because I

have done it with thousands of pupils. In
the first of seven simple lessons which I

have prepared for home study, I show you
the basic principle of my whole system and
you will find it—not hard work as you
might fear—but just like playing a fasci-

nating game. I will prove it to you."

He didn't have to prove it. His Course
did : I got it the very next day from his

publishers, the Independent Corporation.

When I tackled the first lesson. I sup-
pose I was the most surprised man in forty-

eight states to find that I had learned—in
about one hour—how to remember a list of

one hundred words so that I could call them
off forward and back without a single mis-
take.

That first lesson stuck. And so did

the other six.

Read this letter from C. Louis Allen, who
at 32 years is president of a million dollar

corporation, the Pyrene Manufacturing
Company of New York, makers of the fa-

mous fire extinguisher :

"Now that the Roth Memory Course is

finished, I want to tell you how much I

have enjoyed the study of this most fas-

cinating subject. Usually these courses in-

volve a great deal of drudgery, but this has
been nothing but pure pleasure all the way
through. I have derived much benefit from
taking the course of instructions and feel

that I shall continue to strengthen my mem-
ory. That is the best part of it. I shall

be glad of an opportunity to recommend
your work to my friends."

Mr. Allen didn't put it a bit too strong.

The Roth Course is priceless ! I can
absolutely count on my memory now. I

can call the name of most any man I have
met before—and I am getting better all

the time. I can remember any figures I

wish to remember. Telephone numbers
come to mind instantly, once I have filed

them by Mr. Roth's easy method. Street
addresses are just as easy.

The old fear of forgetting (you know
what that is) has vanished. I used to be
"scared stiff" on my feet—because I wasn't
svre. I couldn't remember what I wanted
to say.

Now I am sure of myself, and confident,

and "easy as an old shoe" when I get on
my feet at the club, or at a banquet, or in

a business meeting, or in any social gath-
ering.

Perhaps the most enjoyable part of it all

is that I have become a good conversation-
alist—and I used to be as silent as a
sphinx when I got into a crowd of people
who knew things.

Now I can call up like a flash of light-

ning most any fact I want right at the in-

stant I need it most. I used to think a
"hair trigger" memory belonged only to the
prodigy and genius. Now I see that every
man of us has that kind of a memory if he
only knows how to make it work right.

I tell you it is a wonderful thing, after
groping around in the dark for so many
years to be able to switch the big search-
light on your mind and see instantly
everything you want to remember.

This Roth Course will do wonders in
your office.

Since we took it up you never hear any-
one in our office say "I guess" or "I
think it was about so much" or "I forget
that right now" or "I can't remember" or
"I must look up his name." Now they are
right there with the answer—like a shot.

Have you ever heard of "Multigraph"
Smith? Real name H. Q. Smith, Division
Manager of the Multigraph Sales Company,
Ltd., in Montreal. Here is just a bit from
a letter of his that I saw last week :

"Here is the whole thing in a nutshell

:

Mr. Roth has a most remarkable Memory
Course. It is simple, and easy as falling

off a log. Yet with one hour a day of prac-
tice, anyone—I don't care who he is—can
improve his Memory 100% in a week and
1,000% in six months."

My advice to you is don't wait another
minute. Send to Independent Corporation
for Mr. Roth's amazing course and see what
a wonderful memory you have got. Your
dividends in increased earning power will
be enormous. TT

Victor Jones

Send No Money
So confident is the Independent Corpore-

tion, the publishers of the Roth Memory
Course, that once you have an opportunity
to see in your own home how easy it is to
double, yes, triple your memory power in a
few short hours, that they are willing to
send the course on free examination.

Don't send any money. Merely mail the
coupon or write a letter and the complete
course will be sent, all charges prepaid, at
once. If you are not entirely satisfied send
it back any time within five days after you
receive it and you will owe nothing.

On the other hand, if you are as pleased
as are the thousands of other men and
women who have used the course send only
$5 in full payment. You take no risk and
you have everything to gain, so mail the
coupon now before this remarkable offer is

withdrawn.

FREE EXAMINATION COUPON

Iniepm&eM Corporation
Division of Business Education, 119 West 40th St., New York

Publishers of The Independent (.and Harper's Weekly)

Please send me the Roth Memory Course of
seven lessons. I will either remail the course

to you within five days after its receipt or send
you $5.

Name .

A ddrc-s
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planes, accessories and patents. Complete model,
news and instruction. Trial subscription six
months, twenty-six issues, one dollar. Sample copy
10c. Aerial Age, 280 Madison Ave., New York
City, N. Y.

AGENTS WANTED
POWERENE IS EQUAL TO GASOLINE at

Sc a gallon. Salesmen and agents wanted. Ex-
clusive territory granted. Powerene is guaran-
teed to be harmless, to remove and prevent carbon,
doubling the life of all gasoline motors, saving
repairs, adding snap, speed and power. An
amount equal <to 20 gallons of gasoline will be
sent to any address in the U. §., charges pre-
paid, for $1. W. Porter Barnes, Santa Rosa,
Cal., Dept. 8-0. ____
PRIZE CONTEST—Selling Liscien apparatus,

chemicals, minerals, during vacation. Particu-
lars for stamp. Appel, Mathews Ave., Knox-
ville, Pittsburgh, Pa.

YOU can make good durable paints and var-
nish 15c gallon. Emmelmann Bros. Mfg. Co.,
Dept. C, Indianapolis, Ind.

INSYDE TYRES, inner armor for automobile
tires, double mileage and prevent punctures and
blowouts. Quickly applied. Cost little. De-
mand tremendous. Profits unlimited. Details
free. American Automobile Accessories Co.,
Dept. 54, Cincinnati, O.

AUCTIONS

AUCTIONEERS make from $10 to $15 a day.
Free catalog. Missouri Auction School, Kansas
City.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

HOW to become a successful inventor. Free
particulars, Engineers, 2548 Armitage, Chicago.

FREE—3 months to get acquainted; devoted to
news and opportunity. The Western Miner, 2595
W. 37th Ave., Denver, Colorado.

$30 A WEEK—Easy money home evenings.
Free booklet explains. Send stamp. Alec Scott,
Cohoes, N. Y.

WORK DURING VACATION—Sell chemicals,
minerals, apparatus. Generous commissions. Big
opportunities. Appel, Mathews Ave., Knoxville,
Pittsburgh, Pa.

"QUICK-ACTION ADVERTISING—How it is

Building Business for the Progressive Advertisers
of America";

. A little story of RESULTS, told
by the advertisers themselves—not the publisher.
You will be interested in reading this little book-
let which we have prepared for prospective adver-
tisers, a copy of which will be gladly mailed to you
upon request. It tells you how to talk business
with 1,000,000 intelligent, interested and responsive
Americans every month—men who know what
they want and who have the money to buy it.

Write for particulars and rates today. Douglas
Wakefi'eld Coutlee, 225 West 39th St., New York.

MR. BUSINESS-MAN—Your advertisement
here will be read by over 100,000 live prospects.
The "Opportunity Ad-lets" of the Electrical Ex-
perimenter bring quick and positive results. For
proof of what they have done for others address
Classified Department, 233 Fulton St., New York.

SPECIAL OFFER—Luminous Paint, 15c; Sil-

ver-Plating Powder, 15c; Liquid Courtplaster, 15c;
Soap Bubble Liquid, 15c; Straw Hat Bleach, 15c;
Collapsible Tube Tooth Paste, 15c; Resilvering
Mirror Liquid, 15c; Polish for Tan Shoes, 15c;
Dressing for Tan Shoes, 15c; Paint to Make Oil
Cloth, 15c. Full Directions how to make and use.
Full set of 10 only 50c. Remarkable bargain.
Stamps accepted. Sidney Specialty Co., 233 S.
Fulton St., New York City.

SALE—Cameras. All makes, all sizes: new and
second hand. Jacob Feigenbaum, 125 Ridge St.,

New York City.

CHEMICALS

MARVELLOUS Ninety chemical outfit, $5.
Smaller Sets. Particulars Free. Appel, Mathews
Ave., Knoxville, Pittsburgh, Pa.

INVISIBLE INK! Large bottle, 50c postpaid.
Joseph Morris, Jr., 1654 State St., New Or-
leans, La.

CHEMICAL EXPERIMENTERS—"Unknowns"
furnished for analyzing. New system. Send
stamp for particulars. Halligan, 226 East 22d
St., New York.

EXPERIMENTERS! Send 25c for new list of

chemical experiments—BLUEPRINTED—circular

of other new things in chemistry. Royal Pub-
lishing Co., Box 1054, St. John, N. B., Canada.

PREPAID 80 DIFFERENT CHEMICALS $4—
Mercury, Sodium, Iodine, Magnesium, Aluminum,
Uranyl-Chloride, Silver Nitrate, Mercuric-Oxide,
Zinc Dust, Iodoform, Manganese Dioxide, Cal-
cium Sulphide, Hydrochloric, Oxalic and Acetic
Acids, together with 65 others. All are contained
in glass bottles. Generous quantities of each.
We do this to advertise the purest chemicals manu-
factured. Full list sent free upon request. Sent
prepaid to any address in the world, $4 complete.
C. O. D. terms accepted. The Swimmer Chemical
Co., 1849 Park Place, Brooklyn, N. Y.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES AND APPLIANCES

"HOTPOINT" ELECTRIC IRONS, DOMES-
TIC SIZE, $4.50 each PREPAID. Price is SPE-
CIAL FOR THIS MONTH ONLY. THE BEST
ELECTRIC IRON with THE ABSOLUTE GUAR-
ANTEE. Order Now. Illustrated Folder mailed
upon request. Baer Electric Company, Van
Wert. Ohio. _
CHEAP—Send for list of Electrical, Wireless

and Sporting Goods A. W. Womack, Box 1476,
Richmond, Va.

BARGAIN OFFER—5,000 M-inch Excellent
Spark Coils, complete, 90c plus postage. 10,000
34-inch Spark Coils without vibrators, 45c and
postage. A. Dubs, 1534 Pitkin Ave., Brooklyn,
N. Y. C.

22 BLUEPRINTS of private telephone and an-
nunciator circuits, 7" x 4y2 ", 35c prepaid. Lewis
Scriven, 2316 Bedford Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

EXPERIMENTERS—Two blueprint charts, 20
inch by 15 inch, one giving useful equivalents for
electric heating problems and one containing the
copper wire table. These charts framed and hung
in your laboratory make a valuable as well as
instructive addition. Used by electrical engineers
and electricians. Price, 75c cash. Acme Blue-
print Co., 200 Langley St., N. S. Pittsburgh, Pa.

AMATEURS, ATTENTION!!!
We have on hand a small quantity of slightly

damaged pure Bakelite bases. Bases are new,
except slightly imperfect at one side, edgewise.

Size 554x754x74 inch thick. Each 50c.
Size 434x434x74 inch thick. Each 30c.

Send sufficient amount for postage. Electro
Importing Co., 231 Fulton St., N. Y. C.

ENGINES, MOTORS & DYNAMOS

SMALL MOTORS AND GENERATORS

—

%.
H. P. A. C. Motors, $17.50; M H. P., $35. BAT-
TERY CHARGING SETS: 100 new machines,
$30 each and up. CHARGING, LIGHTING AND
MOVING PICTURE ARC GENERATORS, $10
and up. A. C. Motors, 1 and 3 phase,, for imme-
diate delivery. All material Guaranteed Less than
half price. Write for new bulletin. Johnston,
West End, Pittsburgh, Pa.

40 WESTINGHOUSE MOTORS, 1-30 horse-
power, 110 volt, 60 cycle, brand new, perfect con-
dition; $8 each singly, $7 each for lot; cash.
Worth $15. Subject to prior sale. Universal
Utilities Mfg. Co., 518 S. Clinton St., Chicago.

NEW and secondhand small gasoline steam
engines, boilers. Bargain Bulletin 132 free.

Dynamic Mfg. Co., First Nat'l Bank Bldg., Chi-
cago.

COLLIE, St. Bernard, Newfoundland, and Fox
terrier puppies. The intelligent kind. Prices
very reasonable. Large descriptive Catalog on
Dogs and Poultry free. Write for yours today.
Edwin A. Souder, Telford, Pa.

BOOKS

TO GET BETTER PICTURES: Read the
Amateur Photographer's Weekly; illustrated; week-
ly prize competitions; print criticisms; many unique
features; $1.50 per year; three months' trial sub-
scription 25c. Abel Publishing Company, 401
Caxton Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio.

The Repairing and Recharging of Storage Bat-
teries and How to Make a Rectifier. This book
for 20c coin. H. Deckelman, 7118 Nashville Ave.,
St. Louis, Mo.
READ "A Man's Secret," 25c. Paul Duff, 2713

Mozart, Chicago.

A BINDER for THE ELECTRICAL EXPERI-
MENTER will preserve your copies for all time.
Price, 50c. Postage on 3 lbs. is extra. Send for
one today. Experimenter Publishing Co., 233 Ful-
ton St., New York City.

FIRE SALE OF" SLIGHTLY DAMAGED
BOOKS. Due to fire in our stock rooms, a great
many of our books were water stained, but not
otherwise damaged. Rather than dispose of them
to dealers we prefer to give our readers the bene-
fit. Look at this list! Our celebrated Wireless
Course, 160 pages, 400 illustrations; Experimental
Electricity Course, 160 pages, 350 illustrations;
How to Make Wireless Sending Instruments. These
three books for $1.00 prepaid. Regular selling
price of these three books is $2.50. We guarantee
you will be satisfied. Experimenter Publishing Co.,
Inc., 233 Fulton St., New York City.

OLD E.E. BACK NUMBERS. We have some
valuable old E.E. back numbers on hand as per
list below:

.price each $.35

.20

1915. 1917.
Jan price each $.35 Tan. . .

March " " " Feb. . .

April ..." " " March
June . " " " April .

July . . . . " " " May . .

August " " " June .

Sept. ..." " " July . .

Oct " " " Aug. .

Nov. ..." " " Sept. .

Dec " " " Oct. . .

1916. Nov. .

Jan " " $.35 Dec. . .

Feb " " " 1918.
March . . " " " Jan " " $.20
May " " " Feb. . .

June ..." " " March
August .. " " " April ... " " .15

Sept. ..." " " May
Oct. ... June
Nov. ..." "

Dec "

We can fill orders at once upon receipt of your
remittance, and if you have not these numbers al-

ready now is your chance to get them, as they
probably will be snapped up very quickly. Ex-
perimenter Publishing Co., 233 Fulton St., New
York City.

MOTION PICTURES

MOVING PICTURE FILMS—Most Any Sub-
ject—$3 per Reel._ Davis Film Service, Wilkes-
Barre, Pennsylvania.

MOTORCYCLES

MOTORCVCLES FROM $25 UP—New and
second-hand. Easy terms, large list to choose from,
all makes. Send 4c stamps for B'ulletin "A."
Peerless Motorcycle Co., Watertown, Mass.

MOTORCYCLE Bargains. Used and Rebuilt
Indians, Excelsiors and Harleys. Prices very low.
Everyone absolutely guaranteed. Shipped on ap-
proval. Send for free list. Clymers Motorcycle
Garage, Largest Motorcycle Garage in West.
Greeley, Colo.

WELDING

WELDING Plants, $25.00 to $300.00. Designed
for all purposes. Small cash payment, balance
three to six months. Every mechanic or shop
should have one. B. B. Bermo, Omaha, L1

. S. A.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers
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SALESMEN WANTED

Salesmen and District Organizers with Ford Cars
to sell Simplex Ford Starter, the only mechanical
starter with a reputation for making good. Thou-
sands in use. Fits any Ford car. SELLS for
$12.50. Write for agency. Box 253, Simplex Mfg.
Co., Anderson, Ind.

PATENT ATTORNEYS
YOUR IDEA WANTED. PATENT YOUR

INVENTION. I'll help you market it. Send for
4 free books, list of patent buyers, hundreds of
ideas wanted, etc. Advice free. Patent adver-
tised free. Richard B. Owen, Patent Lawyer, 130
Owen Bldg., Washington, D. C, or 2278-T Wool-
worth Bldg., New York.

PATENTS ON EASY PAYMENTS. Send
model or sketch for Free Search and Certified
Registration of Your Invention for Your Protec-
tion. Free Book Tells What to Invent and How
to Obtain a Patent on Easy Payments. C. C.
Hines & Co., 593 Loan & Trust Bldg., Washington,
D. C.

MILLIONS SPENT ANNUALLY FOR IDEAS!
Hundreds now wanted! Patent yours and profit!

Write today for free books—tell how to protect
yourself, how to invent, ideas wanted, how we
help you sell, etc. 212 Patent Dept., American
Industries, Inc., Washington, D. C.

PROMINENT New York business men desirous
financing meritorious inventions protected by me.
Send me your ideas. Honest advice and "Truth
About Patents" free. J. Reaney Kelly, 912-D
Woodward Bldg., Washington, D. C.

INVENTORS—Get your own patents. Save
attorney's fee; we prepare complete applications
at a low rate, furnish full instructions free and
give entire satisfaction. For information and refer-
ences address Carl Larson Co., Park Row Building,
New York City.

PHONOGRAPHS
BUILD YOUR OWN PHONOGRAPHS and

manufacture them for profit. Drawing instruc-
tions, Parts, Price List, Blue Print, etc., complete,
sent free upon request. Write today. Associated
Phonograph Co., Dept. E-l, Cincinnati.

BUILD Your Phonograph. "Perfection" high
quality spring and electric Motors, Tone Arms,
Reproducers. Wonderful results, big saving.
Handsome new catalog free. Indiana Phonograph
Supply, Indianapolis, Ind.

STAMPS AND COINS

STAMPS—61 all different, free. Postage 3c.

Mention paper. Quaker Stamp Co., Toledo, Ohio.

CANCELLED STAMPS Bought. As High as
$10 per 1,000 PAID. COINS Dated Before 1895.
Book, Illustrated, 10c. Als Scott, Cohoes, N. Y.

500 Finely Mixed United States or Foreign
Stamps, 12c. Philatelic Star, Madison, New York.

200 ALL different, really fine Postage Stamps,
23c- Dayton, East Foxboro, Mass.

SONG POEMS WANTED

WRITE THE WORDS FOR A SONG. We
write music and guarantee publisher's acceptance.
Submit poems on war, love or any subject. Chester
Music Co., 538 S. Dearborn St., Suite 265, Chicago.

TELEGRAPHY

TELEGRAPHY—B'oth MORSE AND WIRE-
LESS: STATION AGENCY, taught quickly.
TREMENDOUS DEMAND—greater than supply.
PERMANENT POSITIONS SECURED—BIG
SALARIES. IDEAL WORKING CONDITIONS.
GREAT OPPORTUNITIES FOR ADVANCE-
MENT. WOMEN OPERATORS also needed. All
expenses low—can earn living while attending.
Oldest and largest school—established 44 years.
Endorsed by Railway, Western Union and Marconi
officials. Now offering special three months' Radio
course for young men subject to draft, enabling
them to enter Signal Corps—"PREFERRED
SERVICE." Large illustrated catalogue free. Cor-
respondence courses also. Write today. ENROLL
IMMEDIATELY. DODGE'S INSTITUTE, Lone
St., Valparaiso, Indiana.

TRICKS, PUZZLES AND GAMES

1000 Stage Tricks with 500 illustrations. Cata-
log 10c. Small Catalog FREE. Hornmann Magic
Co., Sta. 6, 670 Eighth Ave., New York.

TRICKS AND NOVELTIES; samples and cat-
alogue, 10 cents. Lees Company, Box 167, Water-
town, Connecticut.

DECK CARDS. Easy secret system, reading
backs, $1.00. Stovers', Enola, Pa.

WATCHES

EXPERT WATCH REPAIRING. Reduced
Prices. References. Leo Hirsh, Elkhart, Ind.

PRINTING

YOUR name on fifty "Styloprint cards," 35c.
Card case FREE. Imprimatur Press, Waltham,
Mass.

FOR ADVERTISERS

"QUICK-ACTION ADVERTISING—How it is
Building Business for the Progressive Advertisers
of America": A little story of RESULTS, told
by the advertisers themselves—not the publisher.
You will be interested in reading this little booklet
which we have prepared for prospective advertisers,
a copy of which will be gladly mailed to you upon
request. It tells you how to talk business with
1,000,000 intelligent, interested and responsive
Americans every month—men who know what they
want and who have the money to buy it. Write
for particulars and rates—today. Douglas Wake-
field Coutlee,.225 West 39th St., New York.

INSTRUCTION

DETECTIVES make big money! Travel and
see the country. We instruct you at a nominal
cost. Write for free booklet. American School of
Criminology, Dept. A, Detroit, Mich.

MISCELLANEOUS
TOBACCO or Snuff Habit cured or no pay. $1

if cured. Remedy sent on trial. Superba Co.,
SA, Baltimore, Md.
PYORRHEA—H. E. Kelty, D. D. S., M. D.,

pyorrhea specialist for 15 years, has developed a
successful home treatment for pyorrhea. Purify-
ing, healing, preventative. Full month's treatment
and booklet $1. Circular free. Dr. H. E. Kelty,
22 Prospect Place, Brooklyn, N. Y.

BROTHER—Tobacco is foolish, injurious, ex-
pensive habit. Quit easily with Nature's pleasant
antidote. I'll gladly send necessary particulars.
Wallace Stokes, Mohawk, Florida.

WE HAVE a limited number of beautiful art

pictures on hand of Nikola Tesla and Dr. Lee
De Forest. These make a handsome decoration
for any laboratory or workshop and should be
prominently displayed. Price for both, prepaid,
10c. Experimenter Pub. Co., 233 Fulton St., New
York City.

"OPPORTUNITY AD-LETS" bring quick re-
sults. Over 100,000 circulation, net. Other firms
are making money—so can you. For proof ad-
dress Classified Department, Electrical Experi-
menter, 233 Fulton St., New York City.

fl!
Cots

Y

Scientific Exchange Columns
OU undoubtedly have something you'd like to buy, sell or exchange. In your attic, or workshop, or some far corner of your closet, you un-

doubtedly have dozens of long-forgotten articles useless to you now, but very useful to someone else. Live readers with something to

"swap" or sell have found that the surest and quickest way to make the desired trade is thru an ad in these columns.

And remember that the U. S. Postal Laws protect you. No one can "do" or cheat you. Of 3,495 "ads" published in these columns dur-

ing the past five years, only twelve complaints were reported to us, and each one was adjusted to the full satisfaction of the complainant. Deal-

ers' advertising accepted in Opportunity Ad-let columns only.

The rates are: Five cents per wora (name and address to be counted). Remittance must accompany all orders. No advertisement tor less than

50c accepted. We reserve the right to refuse any advertisement which we consider misleading or objectionable. Advertisements for the August

issue should reach us not later than June 22. •

OVER 100,000 NET PAID CIRCULATION GUARANTEED, A. B. C. AUDIT

IE

WIRELESS controlled 5 ft. Submarine for sale

at cost of material. Stamp for particulars. H. B.

Turner, c/o Royal Palace, Atlantic City, N. J.

FOR SALE—Complete chemical laboratory for

$8. Write to Emil Feldmann, Manning, Iowa.

EXCHANGE—Boy's Library: Book of Knowl-
edge, new, 20 vols; Scientific American Boy, new,
4 vols; Rover Boys, Motor Rangers and 20 others,

for wireless or other offer. Walter G. Voss, 61

Park Row, New York. __
FOR SALE—Jewelers' Polishing Lathe, $5; Elec-

tric sireno horn, $5; Set of seven volumes, Cyclo-

pedia of Applied Electricity, $12; one 110 volt, D.C.
% H.P. Motor, $12. Herbert R. Maxfield, New
Hartford, Conn. __
WANTED—Motorcycle engine complete ready

to run. Harold King, Haverstraw, N. Y.

FOR SALE—110 volt D.C. 100 watt generator;

110 volt V% H.P. Hustler type motor; y2 H.P.
gasoline engine; 125 volt Rheostat. B. Hajnacki,
1428 W. Superior St., Chicago, 111.

SALE OR EXCHANGE—Phonograph, with 70

records, slightly used. A. M. Niemi, Van Etten,

N. Y.

FOR SALE— (Separately) Induction motor,
mounted to run small D.C. dynamo or static

machine; rectifier; transformer; tools and bench.

Anything goes. Write or visit Godfrey Bloch, 790
Riverside. New York.

ONE Van Houten & Broeck Co. X-Ray Coil,

Portable, weighs about seventy-five pounds, $25.

Will exchange; what have you. Dr. Vigle, 412

Hamilton Bk. Bldg., Chattanooga, Tenn.

WANTED—Tesla or Oudin resonator, con-

denser, spark gap, and Vi or 1 K. W. transformer.

Complete outfit for Lecture work. Dr. A. A.
Clinkenbeard, 6 Main St., Champaign, 111.

BARGAIN—Five-dial Omnigraph, $5. Also $4
box camera, $2. Walter Parker, 247 Bedford St.,

Cumberland, Md.
"TOR SALE—3 K.W. Step-up Transformer; Pri-

mary 110 volts, Secondary 20.000. Write for

information. M. J. Nederostek, 29 Front St.,

Coplay, Pa.

m

329 Elm St., Penn Yan, N. Y. g
Gentlemen: g

I wish to tell you of the
_
successful re- g

suits I obtained from my ad in the "E. E." g
They have been "pouring" in at the rate ^
of several each day. g|
To date, I have received sixty-three in- g

quiries and have disposed of most of articles =
advertised. =3

Inquiries have come from as far South as g
Florida, West from Colorado and several =g
from Canada.

_ g
Thanking you for your promptness in g

inserting my ad, I remain, =|
Your truly, g

Lester Chisholm. g

BARGAINS—Knapp Type "S" Dynamo-motor,
never used, $4.50. Gernsback Interrupter, minus
rod, $1.50. A few large, burnt-out incandescent
street bulbs, 10c each. J. Rosenberger, Doyles-
town, Pa.

WILL EXCHANGE good 1-20 H.P. 110 volt,

D.C. motor for A.C. motor of same power, or
small 2-cycle gasoline engine. Vernon Clements,
Elmwood, Nebr.

EXCHANGE—Cyclemotor, wireless apparatus,
kodak, rifle, telescope, Oliver Typewriter, for stamp
collections, or will sell. Franklin Atlee, 2039
Pine, Philadelphia.

FOR SALE—Complete Wireless Set, including
aerial, $15. Also 6-volt Dynamo, $3.75; Rex
Motor, 65c; Sounder, $1.25; Key, 65c; Telephone
Generator, transmitters, bells, wire, etc. Further
information on request. Wm. Harmeling, Zeeland,
Mich.

FOR SALE—One Number 2 Jr. Model Omni-
graph, brand new. Write for particulars. Wayne
Kirkpatrick, 1805 N. 10th St., Boise, Idaho.

WANTED—Microscope, swap Kingston Spark-
ing Magneto. Henry Archer, Monroe, Louisiana.

FOR SALE—Erector 4, Meccano 5, Ives Elec-
tric Trains, etc. Send for list. Russell Thompson,
Hanover Press, 22 Thames St., New York City.

FOR SALE—8x10 Studio Outfit, cost $250, sell

for $125. Excelsior Motorcycle, $50. 15-jewel
Elgin Watch to trade for small Kodak. Send
stamp. Lawrence Johnston, Fairfield, 111.

WANTED—Foot-Power Lathe with chuck and
tools. J. M. Gordon, Mosquero, N. Mex.
MOTORCYCLE WANTED—Will exchange

printing press and complete outfit, wireless receiv-
ing station and other articles for a suitable ma-
chme. G. N. Garrison, East Orange, N. J.

SELL OR EXCHANGE for storage battery and
dynamo, motorcycle engine and tank, good condi-
tion. Or what have you? John Burke, 17 Eli St.,

Valley Falls, R. I.

FOR SALE— 110 v. magneto generator, $2.75.
Automobile Presto tank, $10; gasoline light $10;
electric carriage lamp, $2; ball bearing steam tur-

bine, $10. Emerson Kagy, Van Buren, Ohio.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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Flexible

Covers

Handy

Pocket-

Size

Volumes

10

Volumes

3500

Pages

4700

Pictures

Volume

Just what you need to know to succeed in ELECTRICITY
EVERY electrician, every engineer, every mechanic should know

about these wonderfully helpful instructive books, which give in

plain words a complete working knowledge of electrical engi-

neering in all its phases.

You run into some new electrical problem almost every day. The
information you need to help you in your every day work is in

HAW KINS
ELECTRICAL GUIDES
These books place electricity at your finger ends. They cover every imaginable

subject, principle, theory, problem, trouble, and way of doing things electrically.
Every subject is indexed so that you can turn right to it. They are a study course
and a reference guide in one, written in plain every day language—no wasted words—only what you need to know—chock full of up-to-the-minute electrical knowledge.
The guides are a complete course in electrical engineering. They will help you in
every detail of the day's electrical work. You can't ask an electrical question that
Hawkins Guides can't answer.

Pocket-Size Flexible Covers

What Electrical Men Say
Helped Him Make Good

"It Is only right for me to recom-
mend highly the Hawkins Guides, for

they have b-ien of the greatest assist-

ance to me in placing me in my pres-

ent position as Superintendent of Con-
struction Department of one of Ohio's
largest Electrical Companies. I would
like to see every man have a set of
Hawkins Guides."

Geo. Knecht, Columbus, Ohio.

In the Naval Electrical Dept.

"The Hawkins Guides are great help
to me in the Naval Electrical Depart-
ment, which they cover very thorough-
ly." C. J. Cornell,
D. S. Receiving Ship, Brooklyn, N. T.

Superintendent
"I am now auperlntendent of the

Dunnvllle Hydro - Electric Systems,
and Hawkins Guides were a great help
to me In holding down a responsible
position."
W. E. Swartz, Dunnvllle, Ontario.

Wireless Operators
"I have worked wireless for ten

years—but I wish I had these books
years ago, as they have saved me a
great deal of trouble." H. Marshall.

Steamer M & B No. 2,

Walkerville, Out.

The books are small enough to slip into your coat
pocket—handsomely bound in flexible black covers.
You can carry each volume with you until you have

mastered its contents. 3,500 pages of actual information
and 4,700 illustrations. Once you see these books and
put them into actual use you will never again want to be
without them. Try it at our expense.

SEND NO MONEY
It will cost you nothing to receive these books—to look

them over—ask them all the questions you can think of—use them in your work—study them—pick up some in-
formation that will increase your earning ability. We
will ship you the entire set of 10 volumes entirely FREE.
This is a sign of our confidence in the guides. Pure

gold does not object to being tested. Keep them for
seven 7S and if you do not decide that you can't get
along without them, return them to us and owe us
nothing.
When you decide to keep them you only have to pay

fl.00 down and remit the balance of $9.00 on the easy
payment of $1.00 a month till paid for.

Use this coupon to get the books. It will pay you
many times over.

THEO. AUDEL & CO.
72 Fifth Ave. New York, N. Y.

Month

READ THIS PARTIAL LIST OF CONTENTSMrt 1 Contains 348 pages, 388 illustrations. Electrical
A signs and symbols—static and current electricity

—primary cells—conductors and Insulators—resistance and
conductivity—magnetism—induction coils—dynamo principles
—classes of dynamos—armatures—windings—commutation

—

brushes, etc.

M O Contains 348 rages, 394 illustrations. Motor1W * principles—armature reaction—motor starting

—

calculations—brake horsepower—selection and installation of
dynamo and motors—galvanometers—standard cells—current
measurement — resistance measurement — voltmeters -— watt-
meters—watt hour meters—operation of dynamos—operation
of motors, etc.

No. 3 Contains 300 pages, 423 illustrations. Distribution
systems—wires and wire calculations—inside, out-

side and underground wiring—sign flashers—lightning pro-
tection—rectifiers—storage battery systems, etc.

No. 4 Contains 2"° rages. 379 illustrations. Alternating
current principles—alternating- current diagrams—the power factor—alternator principles—alternator con-

struction—windings, etc.

No *? Contains 320 pages. 614 illustrations. A. C. Motors
** —synchronous andinduction motor principles—A. C.

commutator motors—induction motors, transformers; losses,
construction, connections, tests—converters—rectifiers, etc.

No. R Contains 298 pages, 472 illustrations. Alternating
current systems—switching devices—circuit break-

ers—relays—lightning protector apparatus—regulating devices—synchronous condensers—indicating devices—meters—power
factor indicators—wave form measurement—switch boards, etc.

No 7 Contains 316 pages. 379 illustrations. Alternating
* current, wiring power stations—turbines; manage-

ment, selection, location, erection, testing, running, care and
repair—telephones, etc.

No. ft Contains 332 pages. 436 illustrations. Telegraph
, ,

— simultaneous telegraphy and telephony —
wireless—electric bells—electric litrhting—photometry, etc.

No Contains 322 pages. 627 illustrations. Elec- A
, ,

trie railways—electric locomotives—car light- 49ing—trolley car operation—miscellaneous applications— ^motion pictures—gas engine ignition—automobile self- AM*
starters and lighting systems, electric vehicles, etc.

No 10 Contains 513 pages, 509 illustrations/
1 Elevators—cranes—pumps—air com-
pressors—electric heating — electric weMing-
Rolderine and brazing—industrial electro-
lysis—e.ectro plating—electro- therapeutic—X-rays, etc. >

4*
4*

THEO.
AUDEL & CO.

72 Fifth Avenue
New York, N. Y.Also a complete 12fi-page ready <^>

reference index of the complete
library. This index has been Please submit me for
planned to render easilv ac- al examination Hawkins
cessible all the vast infor- AW Electrical Guides (pries
mation contained in the *\ e

?£
h)

i n
onc

?i PTin i „..)j a9 paid, the 10 numbers. If sat-
10 electrical guides. ^ ,,factory t a(?ree t0 8end you fl
Ihere are over Id,- a< within seven days and to further
500 cross refer- AW mail you $1 each month until paid,

ences. You find A
what you want signature
to know
stantly.

in.

Occupation

Business Address

5LND NO MONEY- U5E THE COUPON
i E. E. July

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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Charts OFFER

Anatomical and Physiological Charts (with Bound
Manual Key) Handsomely Lithographed la
Lifelike Colors.

We want ambitious men and women to have these remarkable
Charts which are a visual demonstration of Chiropractic, the new
science of Drugless Healing. . This offer is now made to show the
opportunities now open to Chiropractors. We also explain how we
five a practical training by mail in this dignified, paying profession,
f your desire is to enter an uncrowded field— if you want to achieve

financial independence and social standing, at least investigate.
Vour request on the coupon below is all that is necessary.

Drugless Healing
The 72-page book and other literature we send on

l'equest shows the immense possibilities for Chiroprac-
tors of both sexes. The public is awakening to the fact
that drugging to cure disease is in many instances, a
fallacy. They are ready to welcome the practitioner

who relieves and heals without nause-
ous dosing. The Charts show how the
science of Chiropractic is applied.
They reveal facts about the human
body, instructive to the layman. You
should obtain them without fail.

$3000 to$5000
a Year

Many Doctors of Chiropractic
earn $5,000 a year and more; some
upwards of $10, 000. Dr. M. D. Moore
of Ky., reports an income of $9,000 a
year. Dr. L. H. Roche, New Jersey,
$5,500; Dr. Hanna of Florida, over
$5,000 yearly. What others are doing
you should be able to do. A diploma
gives you the same opportunity—is

evidence that you are master of a
profession of dignity, prestige and
influence.

Our Lessons
Teach You

how to make Spinal Adjust-
ments for speedy relief of

Headache
Indigestion
Lumbago
Epilepsy
Pleurisy
Constipation
Rheumatism
Asthma

Neuralgia
Neuritis
Catarrh
Fevers
Jaundice
Dyspepsia
Paralysis
Etc., Etc.

Be a Chiropractor Learn
At Home

Free Charts
By the American University system of instruction, you can become a Doctor of Chiropractic by

studying in spare time at home or in class at the University. You do not require special talent or /
advanced education. A common school education and the ambition to succeed are all that is f
necessary. You will be trained under the direction of Chiropractic specialists who will teach S
you thoroughly the principles and practice of the profession. You will graduate with the * AMERICAN UNIVERSITY
degree of Doctor of Chiropractic. Manierre Bidg., Dept 252 Chicago

This Coupon Will bring full informa- y Gentlemen: Without cost or obligation, send
1 . rL;_ " „, : „„j me by mail, your new illustrated, 72-page

tion about this new, interesting and + book and your Free charts Offer,
profitable calling which any intel- *r

ligent man or woman can readily master by our method—also information on
how you can get these 22 instructive Charts. Send coupon for this free offer. Name

Mail the Coupon

AMERICAN UNIVERSITY
Manierre Bldg., Dept. 252 Chicago, H'*nois * City...

Address

The CAREY PRINTING CO.
New York
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BE
A

CERTIFICATED
ELECTRICIAN
YOUNG MEN The country needs more trained, graduate

I IQTFIM e ^ectI"ic i ans - Thousands have gone into the Govern-
l-aliD * I-iiN ment service and there is such an unusual demand

for competent electrical men that I am making a wonder-
ful offer at this time. HERE IS YOUR OPPORTU-

NITY! I want to send you my splendid offer now.

Don't hesitate because of age or experience. Young men, boys and old men
must now fill the gaps and beep business going. DO YOUR PART. Pre-

pare yourself for a real position, by my Home Study Course in Practical Electricity. I am
Chief Engineer of the Chicago Engineering Works. I have trained thousands of men and
can help you better than anybody else. We also have large, splendidly-equipped shops where
you can come at any time for special instruction without charge. No other correspondence
school can give you this.

SPECIAL OFFER: Right now I am giving a big, valuable surprise that I cannot
explain here, to every student who answers this ad. Write today

!

*4622 to 10022 a Week
Go after some real money. Qualify for one of the thousands of
splendid positions open. All you need to start is a few months snappy, prac-

tical instruction from a competent engineer. Come to me

—

NOW. I'll give you
my personal care to ensure rapid and efficient progress. My course is intensely

practical. It is highly condensed, simplified, up-to-date and complete. I am
so sure you will make a splendid success in this study, that I will Guarantee

Under Bond to return to you every cent paid for tuition, if you are not entirely

satisfied when you receive your Electrician's Certificate granted you as a gradu-

ate of my school.

FREE—Lessons and Outfit—FREE
Send me the Free Outfit Coupon at once. Do it now! For a limited

period I am making a slashing cut in the cost of tuition, and giving each new student

a grand outfit of Electrical Tools, Material and Instruments—in addition

—

Abso-
lutely Free. I will also send you—free and fully prepaid—Proof Lessons to show

you how easily you can be trained at home to enter this great profession, by
means of my new, revised and original system of mail instruction.

ACT PROMPTLYUse this "Free Outfit" Coupon

CHIEF ENG. COOKE, Dept. 28

441 Cass St., CHICAGO, ILL.

Sir : Send at once—fully prepaid and entirely free—complete

particulars of your great offer for this month.

Name

Address

Get the full benefit of this great offer. Send the

Coupon or a postal for free information without delay. Do
it now—before my free offers and guarantee are withdrawn.

CHIEF ENGINEER COOKE

Chicago Engineering Works
DEPT. 28

441 Cass Street CHICAGO, ILL.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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BOTH

RADIO AND MORSE
Your Government is calling for experienced

wireless operators and telegraphers. Many
schools have been opened where special instruc-

tion is given qualifying young men to ac-

cept such positions in the army and navy
with advanced rank and increased pay.

You CanLearnatHome
in Your Spare Time

UJI 'I.MJU :;.^
Combination

Wireless-

Telegraphy

OUTFIT

will soon make you an accomplished operator. Teaches Light and Sound Signals, both Radio and Morse. Outfit con-
sists of exceptionally fine Telegraph Key, Buzzer, 3 Binding Posts, Lamp, Lamp Socket and Control Switch—all mounted on
a highly finished base. Two outfits can be operated at considerable distance apart for sending and receiving practice.

PRICE OF COMPLETE OUTFIT $9 CA
WITH WIRING DIAGRAM, CHART AND FULL INSTRUCTIONS ™*f%J\M

Shipped to You Anywhere, All Charges Prepaid This Same Outfit Without Lamp $2.00

Or your dealer can secure it for you. Order to-day. Descriptive circular and catalog of celebrated Knapp Motors and
Electrical Specialties from 10c up mailed free on request.

KNAPP ELECTRIC & NOVELTY CO., 523 W. 51st St., New York City

mi

Feldman "Geyser" Electric Water Heater

INSTANTLY
The Hot Bath Is Ready

Continuous Flow of Water
as Desired. Always Ready

You only pay for electricity as used. All water
that passes through the heater is thoroughly ster-

ilized. The Feldman "Geyser" is perfectly in-

sulated and is absolutely safe, no danger of short

circuiting or electric shock.

Cold to Hot Water by Merely
Turning Handle

Both the water and the current act together and
both controlled by the movement of the faucet
handle. To secure hot water turn handle to the

left, for cold water turn to the right, at the center

both the water and current are shut off.

The Supreme Court has decided that we control the ab-
solute right to the manufacturing of Feldman "Geyser"
Electric Water Heater. Others take warning, as we will

prosecute any infringing on same. Write us today to

send you full information.

Our new, special HO volt electric water heater will also soon be
ready and on the market. Will be ideal for use where connection
to ordinary socket on regular lighting system is desired. Requires

no extra wiring. WATCH FOR IT.

Feldman Mfg. Co., Inc., 1500 Times Building, New York

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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EXPERIMENTERS! ATTENTION!!
"ELECTRO" LOUD-TALKER

We present herewith two little instruments for which
we have had a long and persistent demand.
This outfit has been gotten up solely for the Experi-

menter and for this reason we are selling it 'Knocked
Down." In other words, the instruments come all ready
for you to assemble, all the parts, screws, nuts, washers,
etc., being furnished. Complete directions how to assemble
accompany each set. With a pair of

pliers and a screw-driver, the outfit

can be readily put together in less

than twenty minutes.

The most important point is that

the telephone receiver spool comes
already wound complete, and the
Experimenter will, therefore, not
need to wind his own spool.

The outfit when assembled com-
prises a highly sensitive CARBON
GRAIN MICROPHONE with carbon
diaphragm of exactly the same type
as is used with our $15.00 Detecti-

phone. (See our Cat. No. 19.)

The receiver
sistance double
difference that
in the same for

function cf this

tro-magnetic, th

talking phones.

is a special low re-

pole type with the

no magnet is used
the reason that the
instrument is elec-

e same as all loud-

The spool is wound with special

enamel wire for five ohms, standard with our Detectiphone.
This instrument works best on four dry cells, and par-

ticular attention is called to the fact that in order to work,
the loud-talker requires a fairly heavy current and for that
reason thick wires must be used for connecting the trans-
mitter with the loud-talker. If this is not done, the voice
will be weakened considerably. If no heavy wire is at

hand, more batteries must be used
to compensate.

USES: This instrument can be used to
transmit phonograph music from one room to
another; used as a Detectiphone; as a Radio
Amplifier

; as a telephone extension (by plac-
ing the regular telephone receiver against the
sensitive transmitter with the loud-talker)

;

for salesmen to talk "through" window
(Loud-Talker outside in street, microphone
transmitter for salesmen, talking into same) ;

for restaurants for talking to the chef, and a
hundred other uses. Many young experi-
menters are developing a lucrative business
selling this appliance to various merchants
at a good profit.

Outside of the two instrument parts, one
three-foot cord is furnished with sensitive
microphone as shown ; instructions, etc., are
furnished.

No. AEK204 "Electro" Loud-

Q

Talker Outfit Parts "Knocked
Down," complete

No. CEK205 "Electro" Loud-
Talker Outfit, same as above
except that it is already as-

*1.50

sembled and tested at factory. $ < CT f|
Set complete *J»%J\J

Shipping weight 2 lbs.

Immediate Shipments

S. O. S.!! A REAL ELECTRIC
Learner's Telegraph Outfit for 25c Prepaid

25c

In the 15 years of its ex-

istence our company has

never offered such a bar-

gain as the present one.

Just think of it, a real

electric learner's telegraph
outfit with which to learn

the code or to telegraph to

your friend six blocks
away, for 25 cts.!! Impos-
sible—you say. Quite so.

We do sell them at cost,

but we do it solely to get you acquainted with us and
place our wonderful catalog in your hands. And if

this telegraph pleases, you will order other things

from us. This telegraph has a red-lacquered wooden
base, strong electromagnet, nickel binding posts,

generous telegraph knob and nickel clicker. Tele-

graph measures 3% x 1% x iy2 " over all. Full direc-

tions for learning the code, and a fine CODE CHART
go with the telegraph, all packed in neat box. Tele-

graph works easily on a single dry cell. Two instru-

ments may be ordered for 50 cts. if wanted, to

telegraph between two rooms or two houses.

If the telegraph does not
come up to expectation
will cheerfully refund
money. Boys order 6 to 25
of these instruments. Sell

like hot cakes to friends
for 30 to 40 cts. each. So
small can be slipped into
pocket. LEARN THE
CODE DURING SPARE
TIME. TELEGRAPH OP-
ERATORS ARE SCARCE.

UNCLE SAM NEEDS THOUSANDS.
Important. As this telegraph is sold at cost, we

reserve the right to decline your order (by refund-
ing the money) unless you order one of our free
Cyclopedia Catalogs at the same time. Should you
already have our Cat. No. 19, it is necessary to cut
out the coupon, writing across it: I have Cat. No. 19.

This is done for the guidance of our catalog checking
department. Of course, if you have Cat. No. 19, you
need NOT send for it again.
We are prepared to fill orders for 10,000 of these tele-

graphs this month. They are in stock NOW. Your order
will be filled within 12 hours.

25c

ELECTRO IMPORTING COMPANY
231 Fulton St., New York City

I enclose herewith 6 cents for postage in stamps or coin
for which please send me your latest Cyclopedia Catalog I

No. 19 as described.

NAME |

ADDRESS _

STATE I

E. E. 8-1SB
:

"THE LIVEST CATALOG IN AMERICA"
Our big. new electrical cyclopedia No. 19 is waiting for you. Positively the most com-
plete Wireless and electrical catalog in print today. 200 Big Pages, 600 illustrations, 500
instruments and apparatus, etc. Big "Treatise on Wireless Telegraphy." 20 FREE cou-
pons for our 160-page FREE Wireless Course in 20 lessons. FREE Cyclopedia No. 19
measures 7x514". Weight % lb. Beautiful stiff covers.

"THE LIVEST CATALOG IN AMERICA"
Now before you turn this page write your name and address on coupon at left, cut or
tear out. enclose 6 cts. stamps to cover mail charges, and the Cyclopedia is yours by
return mail.

THE ELECTRO IMPORTING CO., 231 Fulton Street, New York City
"Everything for the Experimenter"

You benefit by mentioning the ' Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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WAR BM¥EMTE©M
OMER'S Iliad tells us how the Greeks, tho
beleaguering Troy for over ten years, were
unable to take the city, nor could they
force the Trojans to surrender. Finally,

so the legend goes, the Greeks constructed
a huge wooden horse, which in its interior

concealed many Greek warriors. This
horse was rolled triumphantly into Troy by the Trojans,
but during the night the Greek men escaped from the
horse and threw open the portals of the city. The Greek
hosts having returned now swarmed into the city and
sacked Troy. This was over two thousand years ago.
Legends such as these, it seems, were just as popular
then as they are now ; at any rate the longing in the
human breast for the spectacular during wartime seems
hard to eradicate.

It is only natural that war weary people should be fond
of giving their imagination free reign and of hoping that,, ....

by some miracle a wonderful invention will suddenly
appear which will end the war with one stroke.

Unfortunately, history, with hardly any exceptions,
teaches us that but few wars were won by means of
any one war invention. Wars in recent times from
Napoleon down to this day were not won by means
of any particular invention. Napoleon did not surrender
on account of a war weapon that was known only to
his conquerors. Nor were the American Civil War,
the Franco-Prussian War, or the Russo-Japanese War
won or lost by a new war machine.

If this is true of all other great wars, how much
truer is it of the present cataclysm. Unheard and un-
dreamt of inventions, that would have staggered human-
ity twenty years ago, have been thrown into this inferno,
and to what good? The bombing aeroplane, the sub-
marine, wireless, trinitrotoluol, poison gas, the war
tank, liquid fire, the 75 mile gun, are all first class war
inventions, every one of which would have spelled vic-
tory to Napoleon, had he possest the secret. And
wonderful as every one of these inventions is, none of
them alone have been able to bring about a decision.

Xor are they likely to do so. The Germans thought

the submarine would bring a decision, their experts

staking almost their last card upon it. It has proven
a ghastly failure, otherwise how could a million Amer-
ican soldiers have landed in France, with hardly a loss

worth speaking about? They tried Chlorin gas in a

surprise action on the Canadians, putting several thou-
sands of them out of the fighting, but as a whole it

had no effect upon the war.
Suppose we send ten thousand bombing aeroplanes

over Germany. They alone will not win the war. Ten
thousand or fifty thousand tanks alone will not win the

war. A thousand land battleships or a thousand other
fearful land cruisers alone will not win the war. Raining
death and destruction upon the civil population as a
rule has only one result : It inrlames the people to

greater deeds, to greater sacrifices, to greater hate, to

jji greater determination to win the war. France, England
and Italy are shining examples of this.

No, any one invention is not likely to win the war.
Some day, perhaps, some one will invent an Atomic Ray
which is capable of pulverizing whole regiments at a
stroke. Nothing of this sort is impossible. But it is not
very probable. Rather it is the wholehearted devotion
of the non-combatants to a great and just cause that will

win the war. The nation that can throw into the scales
the greatest amount of war implements, the heaviest
weight of metal, the greatest amount of fighters, coupled
with a prodigious use of ALL of the best war inventions
will win in the end—PROVIDING THAT EVERY
MAN AND WOMAN BEHIND THE LINES CON-
STANTLY THINKS AND DREAMS OF WAR AND
VICTORY AND IS PREPARED TO PUT EVERY
LAST OUNCE OF STRENGTH AS WELL AS ALL
WORLDLY BELONGINGS INTO THE RIGH-
TEOUS CAUSE WITHOUT STINT OR RE-
STRAINT.
THE GREATEST WAR INVENTION IS THE

FIERY UNDYING WILL TO WIN.
H. Gernsback.
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to order of EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING CO., INC. If you change your address
notify us promptly, in order that copies are not miscarried or lost. A green wrapper In-
dicates expiration. No copies sent after expiration.
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tions are paid for on publication. A special rate is paid for novel experiments; good
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New York Post Office under Act of Congress of March 3. 1879. Title registered U. S.
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' LEARN BY DOING
The Only Way to Learn Electricity

The only way you can become an expert is

by doing the very work under competent in-

structors, which you will be called upon to do
later on. In other words, learn by doing. That
is the method of the New York Electrical

School.

Five minutes of actual practice properly
directed is worth more to a man than years

and years of book study. Indeed, Actual Prac-
tice is the only training of value, and gradu-
ates of New York Electrical School have
proved themselves to be the only men that are
fully qualified to satisfy EVERY demand of

the Electrical Profession.

At this "Learn by Doing" School a man
acquires the art of Electrical Drafting; the
best business method and experience in Elec-

trical Contracting, together with the skill to

install, operate and maintain all systems for

producing, transmitting and using electricity.

A school for Old and Young. Individual in-

struction.

No previous knowledge of electricity, me-
chanics or mathematics is necessary to take

this electrical course. You can begin the

course now and by steady application prepare
yourself in a short time. You will be taught
by practical electrical experts with actual ap-
paratus, under actual conditions. 5,000 of our
students are today successful electricians.

Come in and read their enthusiastic letters.

Let us explain this course to you in person. If

you can't call, send now for 64-page book

—

it's FREE to you.

SCHOOL OPEN ALL SUMMER.

I j. *,t< -

NEW YORK ELECTRICAL SCHOOL,
29 W. 17th St., New York, N. Y.

Please send FREE and without obligation to me your 64-

page book.

Name

Street

City .

NEW YORK 29 W. I71BST
NEW YORK, N. Y.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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A Gigantic Exposition and Amusement Park
in the Making

The New York International Exposition Which Is to Mark the 300th Anniversary of the Settlement of The Bronx

By GEORGE HOLMES

OURS is indeed an age of wondrous
achievement. Altho we are in the

midst of the world's greatest war,
it is not to be said that we are
the least bit doubtful or discon-

certed with regard to the ultimate finish.

With the gigantic Merchant Marine now
in the making it will eclipse all others and
our flag will flutter in the breeze of every
seaport in the world.
But to obtain all this foreign trade we

must needs have some way of inducing the

industrial expositions ever seen east of the
Mississippi.

It is to be a permanent enterprise on the

general style of Shepherd's Bush and Earl's

Court in London. It is destined to be a
clearing house of industrial ideas, efforts

Pipe Like to I

Copyright, 1918. by X. P. Co.

Night Scene at the New New York International Exposition, Where Science, the Arts and Industry Will Hold Your Attention Every Year
from May to November. The Beautifully Illuminated Swimming Pool Here Shown Is the Largest In the World. It Has a Glass Bottom
Thru Which Varl-colored Lights Glow While the Sixty-five Foot Water-falls Is a Dazzling, Shimmering Mound of Ever-changing Colors.
Electric Pumps Constantly Change the Water in the Pool so as to Keep It Fresh and Pure, the Sea Water Being Past Thru Chlorld

Purifying Tanks and Then Liberated over the "Falls," Which Aerate and Revitalize It.

Therefore, while we are doing all we can
to destroy autocracy and promote world-
wide democracy and freedom our "after-

the-war" army is already busy preparing for
the great industrial struggle that is to come.

buyers to see our goods and products in

such a way that they will be imprest. With
this ultimate point in view there is today
being erected and soon to be thrown open
to the general public, one of the largest

and inventions and real accomplishments.
A central market place where the manu-

facturers of America can show to the
buyers of foreign lands the triumph of
American industrial genius.

221
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It is to be a vast educational institution

for the instruction of the people along sci-

entific, hygienic and artistic lines.

And, withal, a huge recreation center and
playground where 250,000 persons can be

accommodated each day.

The Exposition will be held each year

from May 30 to November 1. The ex-

on to 500 carpenters, electricians, painters,

plasterers, laborers, supervisors and other

officials engaged in making New York's
new Exposition a real, live-wire affair.

The grounds cover a total of 28y2 acres

fronting on the Bronx River at 177th Street,

a tract of land belonging to William Wal-
dorf Astor. To start with the site re-

Daylight View of "Bronx Exposition"—Gigan
at Left of Photo, and 65 Foot Elect

hibits this year will number about 250, rep-

resenting eight countries and will be housed
in twenty-five magnificent buildings. There
will also be Government exhibits from five

departments and it is planned to add more
each succeeding year.

This vast enterprise is backed and under
the guidance of some of the most promi-
nent men of the commercial world in the

United States. They believe that the

struggle for commercial supremacy will

naturally center in New York, hence this

location for the Exposition.

The plans for the New York Interna-

tional Exposition are the most stupendous
yet conceived from beginning to end. Of
the twenty-five buildings some will be de-

voted to the display of scientific, artistic

and industrial triumphs of the world, others

to entertainments of the better class.

The exhibit buildings will be known as

the Palace of American Achievements,
Palace of Pan-American Exhibits, Palace
of Fine Arts, Palace of Manufactures and
Liberal Arts, Palace of Varied Industries,

Horticultural and Agricultural Hall, Ma-
chinery Hall and Automobile Salon. In

each of these will be displayed exhibits in

keeping with the name of the building.

That these displays will be most inter-

esting is evidenced by the fact that already
the United States Government has an-
nounced its intention of participating with
an exhibit by the Bureau of Mines of the

Department of the Interior, and by ex-
hibits from the Army and Navy Depart-
ments.
There also will be a department devoted

to food conservation, dehydration and
scientific cookery, which will be under the

direction of Mrs. A. Louise Andrea, one of
the best known cooking experts of the

United States, who conducted a similar

department at the San Francisco Exposi-
tion in 1915.

The entire Exposition, however, is not
of the serious nature to be found in the
Exhibit buildings. The management knows
that the people must be entertained as well

as instructed, and to this end there are be-

ing erected a number of entertainment fea-

tures that bid fair to rival anything ever
attempted before, either at an Exposition
or Amusement Park.
With the opening date but a short dis-

tance away the grounds represent a veri-

table bee-hive of activity, there being close

tic Sea Water Swimming Pool Can Be Seen
rified Water-Falls at Extreme Left.

sembled a large swamp
;
by gradual cutting

and filling some semblance of order was
finally secured, but not until many feet of
solid rock had been blasted away to make
room for the numerous gas, water, sewer
and electric pipes and conduits. For the
water supply to the various buildings and
fire hydrants, over a mile and a half of
main pipes have been laid down, not to
mention eleven miles of small water pipes
that branch out from the main supply pipe
somewhat like the branches of a giant tree.

There will also be a very large number of
electrical conduits and as our friend, the
publicity manager, said with a mournful
note
—

"three hundred thousand dollars have
been buried in these grounds where the
public will never see them."

Biggest and best of all will be the amuse-
ment features that will be the delight of
the kiddies and make the grown-ups feel
like little tots again. First will be the
greatest inland pool ever made with real
salt water ' from the Atlantic Ocean ! It

will be three hundred by three hundred
and fifty feet and will have a sand beach
three hundred feet long by fifty feet wide,
wherein one may acquire a beautiful coat

constant motion by special gears and huge
electric motors, producing rolling foaming
breakers that bid fair to rival any that

his majesty, Father Neptune, ever splashed

Coney's bathers with. The pool proper will

contain something like 2,500,000 gallons of

water and gradually slopes down from the

level to a four-foot depth, at which point

will be placed the "life lines" ;
beyond this

point the drop is fairly rapid until a ten-

foot depth is reached, where there will be
the usual dare-devil platforms, chutes and
other swimmers' paraphernalia.

Beneath this deep section on the floor of

the pool there is set a series of spaces

covered by a heavy glass frame, underneath
which will be various colored electric light

combinations. These lamps are controlled

from shore and when lit up at night pre-

sent a very beautiful spectacle, not to men-
tion the series of flood and searchlights

which will play on the scene.

Perhaps the greatest spectacle of all will

be the gigantic illuminated waterfall at the

deep end of the pool. At this end there

will be a very pretty back-ground of moun-
tains, hills, Alpine houses, mountain
streams, etc., and over these will trickle the

water and spray, while in the center of
this imposing array will be the sheer drop,

like a plate of glass from the top of the

mountain to the water sixty-five feet be-
low of a dazzling waterfall, which, while a
wonderful novelty in itself, will also im-
prove the purity of the water in the pool.

Then there will be a very pretty grotto in

back of this waterfall, where one may ob-
serve the seething foam below and the
great array of lights.

Besides having the waterfall to purify
the water, provision is made so that it can
be kept going continuously, thereby adding
new and clean water all the time and drain-
ing away the old water in proportion.
Water is pumped about a mile to the
grounds from a point where there is an
11-foot tide, this being right near Long
Island Sound. The intake pipe is five feet

below low tide
;
by having it so arranged it

is possible to avoid sucking in all the drift

scum and other foreign matter which ac-
cumulates on the surface. In addition to
this there are placed over the opening
several metal screens of a very fine mesh.
Passing thru the pipe line the water will

be pumped by the aid of large electric

pumps into a large reservoir capable of con-
taining several hundred thousand gallons of
water. This reservoir is "V" shaped and
situated at the back of the pool and the
waterfall. Here the water is allowed to

Before the "Bronx Exposition" Swimming Pool Was Filled With Millions of Gallons of
Sea Water. 1— Bath House; 2—Motor Driven "Wave Producers"; 3—Framework for 65

Foot Artificial Water- Falls and Rocks.

of tan or make sand houses or some equally
non - called - for feat which nevertheless
serves to amuse. In addition to the beach
there will be a gigantic wave motion ma-
chine operating mechanically by means of
big plungers. These plungers are kept in

settle and then it is again pumped thru
six large lime chlorid filters and then thru
the pipe line to the top of the "falls,"

where it is sent hurtling over the top into
the foment below. All in all the pumping

(Continued on page 267)
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Electric Whirling Disk to Start and
Stop Aeroplanes

NOW that we have instituted a daily

aerial mail service between New
York and Washington and also

between New York and Phila-

dephia as well as Boston, the mat-

ter of making sure that the mail-planes start

off on their journey on time is a critical

problem and moreover, the Post Office au-

thorities at New York have bethought them-

selves that it is really going around the bush
to send the aerial mail sacks via train to a

flying ground, located fifteen miles from the

Post Office in the center of the city. It has

be picked up by machines starting to Wash-
ington or Boston. He further stated that

representatives from several aeroplane con-

cerns had measured the roof of the New
York Post Office and reported that in their

estimation it was entirely feasible and prac-

ticable for the mail-planes to start and
alight on the roof thereof. They proposed
to build an aeroplane accelerating and de-

celerating machine for starting and stop-

ping the aeroplanes in such a space, at a

cost of something like $50,000.

The proposed scheme is illustrated here-

might be employed ; the first working on the

principle that the rotating disk be driven in

an opposite direction to that of the aero-

plane, which will in this case tend to quick-

ly decelerate and come to a stop. The sec-

ond arrangement would be to use large

electro-magnets as shown herewith, and in

this case the revolving disk could be driven

in the same direction as that followed by

the alighting 'plane, and by applying the cur-

rent to the magnets gradually, and thus in-

creasing their strength, the speed of the

alighting 'plane and its attached iron arma-

Copyright, 1918, by E. P. Co.

The Aerial Mail Has Arrived at Last. Every Day the Mail-planes Soar Thru the Air from New York to Washington, and Vice Versa, as
Well as Between Boston and New York. At New York, Owing to the Many High Buildings, the 'Planes Cannot Leave the City Post-Office
at Present. It Has Been Proposed to Erect a Gigantic Merry-go-round Accelerator Device, Such as Here Pictured, for the Purpose of Speeding

Up the 'Planes at Starting and to Decelerate Them as They Land from the sky.

recently been suggested in the daily press by
various writers that some scheme should be
available whereby the mail-planes can fly

directly over the city and alight on the

Post Office building itself, and in this way
save several hours daily in delivering the
aerial post, as well as gaining a consider-
able amount of time in starting on their

j ourney.
It was stated by Superintendent of Mails,

E. M. Norris, in regard to these sugges-
tions, that it was entirely feasible for aero-
plane mail to be dropt on the roof of the

New York Post Office, and provided the
high buildings of the metropolis would per-

mit the aeroplanes to fly sufficiently low, that

the mail could be easily dropt as sug-
gested, on the roof of the Post Office under
most conditions, but that it could not

with, and as can be seen, it possesses many
novel points. It resembles in general a

carousel or merry-go-round, by which means
the aeroplanes are supposed to be spun
around in starting until their propellers have
attained sufficient speed and then be sudden-
ly released, when they will be thrown off

the disk tangentially by centrifugal force

by means of a quick-acting release clutch or
better still, by the utilization of powerful
electro-magnets arranged around the elec-

tric motor-driven disk as proposed by Mr.
H. Gernsback in the June issue of the
Electrical Experimenter.
This remarkable apparatus is also sup-

posed to prove efficacious in decelerating or
gradually stopping aeroplanes as they alight

from the air.

In this case there are two schemes which

ture would be reduced by co-action with
the electro-magnets in such a way as to
simulate mechanical friction of gradually
increasing magnitude.

It thus becomes evident that those in

charge of the plant, and stationed in an
observation tower on the roof, may readily
exert perfect control over the accelerator,
both as regards the speed of the electric

driving motor, the direction in which the
disk is rotated, the strength of the electro-
magnets, the moment of breaking their
circuit, etc. A storage platform for extra
or disabled 'planes is arranged at one side of
the accelerating machine, and this can be
supplied with electro-magnets for holding
the 'planes securely as shown in the illus-

tration. It is possible that the device may
be soon tried out.
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Electric Sirens Warn Paris of Air Raids
A MERICANS are not just yet accus-
/\ tomed to aerial raid warnings, but
/ \ those who live in cities near the

Atlantic Coast are shortly to be in-

itiated in all the arts and graces
of "crawling into a rat hole," when the

giant alarm sirens sound. In Paris and
London the people are thoroly trained
in the procedure to run lor cover when an
aerial raid alarm sounds. Suitable under-
ground caves and caverns are provided and
properly labeled, so that the inhabitants
can quickly find cover. In Paris there
are now several underground theatres, as

well as a host of subterranean restau-
rants and cafes. Even blase "little old
New York" has awakened to the imminent
danger of being attacked by U-boat hydro-
planes at night, and the military and police
authorities have had a number of power-
ful electric sirens installed, as well as nu-
merous anti-aircraft guns.
The gigantic electric siren shown in Fig.

1, is placed on the tower of Notre Dame in

Paris and is one of the 26 fixt sirens

that are being installed all over Paris to

warn the people of air raids or the ap-
proach of the shells from the long range
76-mile German gun. The sound from each
of these sirens will carry a distance of 1,500

meters, or for nearly one mile. One of
these sirens will be placed on each of the

other prominent Paris monuments. The
operating motor is observed near the elec-

trician's hand. It requires quite a power-
ful electric motor to whirl the siren

blades of these extra large warning signals.

The illustration, Fig. 2, shows another
installation of an "air raid" warning siren

on a Parisian house-top. Note the three

electric feed wires running over to the

motor, which is located in the base of the

siren. This particular siren is installed on
the top of a chimney, as are many others in

Paris, but this would hardly prove pleasant

for the machinery, in America, as the

Yankees make use of all their chimneys
more or less regularly. In Paris, however,
the chimney-top is a safe location for any
such device, for smoke and heat will not

bother it here. The French do not use
stoves the way we do ; they are acclimated
to the chilling air which often blows over
this part of Europe and it greatly amuses
a Frenchman to see a Yankee shivering
like a leaf, and calling loudly for "heat."

The chimney is a long beloved mark of
distinction and artistic display on Parisian
houses and some are quite' large affairs. At
last the war has found a practical use for
them, for the chimneys, projecting up above
the roofs as they do, provide the necessary
elevations on which to mount the siren

alarm equipment. The acoustic sound

waves set up in the air by the siren must
have a clear way thru the air in all direc-

tions to carry any appreciable distance;
they must not be impeded by any ob-
struction or else they will be greatly weak-
ened, or even dissipated in a very short dis-

tance.

These powerful sirens are practically all

electrically operated and controlled and
involve many unique features. Some of
them operate on a blast of comprest air,

which is caused to blow a large whistle

or vibratory diafram whenever a magnet-
ically controlled valve is opened. Others
are designed upon the principle of the true

siren as found in the physics laboratory,

and based upon the fact that if we rapidly

rotate a perforated disc in front of a
stream of air, such as from a nozzle, then
a shrill, whistling sound will be produced
and the higher the speed of the disc the

higher the pitch of the sound. The blast

of air to be thus chopt up by a perforated
disc or drum need not be supplied from a
source of comprest air but may be that

due to the high velocity of a revolving
perforated drum, as is the case with the

siren illustrated in Figs. 1 and 4. In this

design of sound producer there are two
similar drums or rings, each perforated
with an equal number of periferal open-
ings as shown. The outer drum is station-

ary, while the inner drum is rapidly re-

volved by an electric or other motor. The
inner revolving drum is designed to give

a fan effect and sucks in the air, in this

way creating a strong air blast thru the

openings in the two drums as they are
rapidly opened and closed. The faster the

drum rotates, the higher the pitch of the

note produced. Some of the large sirens

require a motor of several horse-power, the

revolving siren blade measuring 10 to 15

feet in diameter.

The powerful Bleriot (French) electric

siren of the vertical motor-operated type

illustrated at Fig. 3, is interesting. Here

Photo © by Underwood A Underwood

Fig. 4. First Electric Siren Installed in New York City In the Theater District for
Warning Against Aerial Attacks. Many of These Will Be Used Thruout the City.

Fig. 1. This Gigantic Electric Siren, Installed on the Tower of Notre Dame, is but One of
the Twenty-six Fixt "Aerial Alarm" Sirens Installed All Over Paris to Warn the People.
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the base 1 contains the electric motor which
drives a vertical spindle or shaft, to which
are attached the necessary fan and siren ele-

ments within the casings 5 and 6. The air

is drawn in thru opening 10. The siren

sound waves emerge from openings 6, at

the top. An electric "commande" or con-

troller is fitted at the top of this siren, in

the cap 7. To this magnetic controller

there is connected a circuit linked up with

a source of power and a Morse key 9. It

is thus possible to actually telegraph with
this siren, its shrill-piercing note having
been heard at a distance of 2,500 meters or

about l]/2 miles when the actuating motor
and siren drums revolved at 5,000 revolu-

tions per minute.
The internal arrangement of this electric

telegraph siren is very ingenious. To shut

off the sound rapidly, as in telegraphing,

the inventor provides a third or intermedi-

ate perforated drum having openings equal

in number and size to the usual fixt and
revolving members. This intermediate

drum can be moved back and forth around
its axis by means of the electro-magnetic

controller 7, so as to more or less line up
its openings with those in the fixt and ro-

tary drums; the nearer the openings in the

three drums align, the greater the volume
of sound liberated from the apparatus. The
driving motor 1 revolves at constant speed.

Where the signals are to be broken up at

relatively long periods, say every five min-
utes, then it is only necessary to utilize a

plain type of motor-driven siren, when by
opening and closing the motor switch the

desired intermittent signals will be given.

Figs. 4 and 5 show an American type of Du-
plex siren, driven by a two-horse electric

motor. At one of the southern flying fields

in Texas, there is in use a powerful electric

siren that gives out the "fog" and other
warnings to aviators, which can be heard
five miles away.

ACCOUNTING FOR THOSE 100,000
READERS.

By Thomas Reed

IT was a big surprise, eh, Bugs, to learn
that our Magazine had grown to 100,000
circulation? What do you think of our

Little Maggie hot-footing it down the road

Photo © by Underwood & Underwood

Fig. 5. Another View of the New York Electric
Siren Shown in Fig. 4. It Is Fitted With a Two
Horsepower Motor and Can Be Heard for Two Miles.

Fig. 3. A French Electric Siren of the
Bleriot Vertical Type. It Is Operated By a
Motor in the Base and Is Provided With a
Magnetic Controller at the Top, which Per-
mits of Rapidly Opening and Closing Its
Raucous Throat, So That Telegraphic Sig-
nals Can Be Transmitted When Desired.

in a cloud of dust, in the wake of the
Saturday Evening Post? I'll say that's

going some

!

We've got to account for it in some way,
same as any other weird phenomenon-
make up our minds what it was punched
Maggie's accelerator so. And my guess is

that it's our Editor's propensity for "start-
ing something."

I'll bet that fellow starts things
in his sleep. He isn't satisfied with
digging up for us the newest ap-
paratus and processes, and re-

searches and theories, but he must
have our laboratory-pictures, and
"dope" how to make things with
nothing to make 'em of, and
burned-out lamp competitions—all

sorts of stimulants to keep us
awake and thinking. If one of his

suggestions seems to go dead, no
matter, he leaves it and starts some-
thing else.

But do they ever go dead? I

don't believe so. Now and then
one of 'em may appear to bury
itself in the soil of Bugdom, like

the "dud" shells they talk about,
and be lost ; but somewhere or other
I'll warrant there's an obscure but
diligent Bug sitting on the lost idea,
prying away at its nose-cap with a
screw-driver, bent on making some-
thing out of it, and in a fair way
to succeed if he lasts long enough.

Different minds are open to dif-
ferent ideas, you see. For instance,
mine's absolutely closed to this utili-

zation of burned-out lamps. I might
as well be a wooden man, for all

the chance I stand in the contest.
I rack my weary bean, and nothing
comes out but an opaque Fool Idea,
that stands in the door and blocks
the passage for anything sensible.
What do you suppose it is?—a nest-

ture me, I realize it. A china nest-egg's

demoralizing enough, but at least it's full

of air, and the hen is encouraged to put

something inside her product. But an ac-

tual vacuum—no; if she ever got wise that

people paid money for that sort of contents

—good night!

But, because I'm floored is no sign that

some other Bug won't come across with a

wonderful use for defunct Mazdas—some-
thing that will lift the mortgage from the

home, maybe, or provide Big Sister with a

beau. Give him time.

Meanwhile, let's give due credit to our
hard-working Ed. Give it to him now,
while it's worth something—not wait till

he's so obvious that the Sunday supple-

ments are writing him up. If you wait till

then before you say "Him? Oh, yes, I

useter know him," you're liable to get back
a sarcastic "Yes, you did ! You knew all

the celebrities, didn't you, from Steve
Brodie to the Ahkond of Swat!" Wouldn't
that be tough, when you really did know
him after all?

I'll say right now that I'm looking for

some Bug to develop an idea from "E. E."
into one of the big inventions of the world.
It might surprise the Ed., tho it wouldn't
me, if some day one of those conscientious
insects should stroll into 233 Fulton Street

with a bag full of bills, and remark, "Doc,
the wife says your paper was what started

my invention, and here's a million dollars

she held out of the last pay-envelope for
you, with our compliments !"*

Success to "E. E." and the next 100,000
soon

!

*Thanks, awfully, Tom! I compromise with the
"insect" on 50% i.e., $490,000, (the $10,000 deduc-
tion represents a cash discount of 2%) if he or it

shows up at once!! And if the "insect" insists that
I take the other 50%—well, I'll not be harsh. I'll

get out a fine supplement for the next issue, pre-
senting each reader with a $5.00 W. S. S.ll For
you see, it's the readers who by their support make
possible the "E. E."!

—

"Ed."

"GARABED" A FAILURE, SAY
GOVERNMENT EXPERTS.

"Garabed," which was to revolutionize the

world by the production of an unlimited
free energy, is a failure. This was the re-

port of the board of five scientists ap-
pointed by congressional resolution, made
public by the Interior department July 1.

The report says the principles of the in-

vention of Garabed T. K. Giragossian are
unsound.

egg! It's dead wrong—don't lec-

Fig. 2. Paris Has Many of These Electric
Sirens Installed on Chimney Tops and Other
Elevated Points to Warn of Aerial Attacks.
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How Three New York Subways Meet
and Pass One Another

THOSE of us who do not use the
great subway systems of the larger
cities such as New York are often
prone to forget entirely some of the

really wonderful engineering work
carried out in the bowels of Mother Earth.
The subway construction engineers of New
York City, and including Brooklyn in this

consideration, have solved in recent years
some of the most difficult subway construc-
tion problems imaginable. This is so for
a number of reasons, among which are the

present subway plans of this first city of
America, calling for a great number of in-

tersections and cross-overs on the different

lines, many of which take place under

meet at the corner of Broadway and 42nd
Street, better known as "Times Square,"
and it is at this point, extending over an
area from 42nd Street to 46th Street along
7th Avenue and also Broadway, that the

new Brooklyn Rapid Transit subway has
been constructed, so as to run under the
present subway, which proceeds along 42nd
Street, and all this work was done without
interfering with normal traffic. The entire

re-arrangement of the "Times Square" sub-
way station and the interconnecting pas-
sageways joining the new B. R. T. subway
(running along Broadway) with the old
subway, which is to be operated simply as

a "shuttle" between "Times Square" and the

the bird's-eye view clearly indicates, it pro-
ceeds to dip under the old subway line at
42nd Street, but has no track connection
with any other subway. The new B. R. T.
Broadway line then extends northward to

the south end of Central Park, or 59th
Street, and from this point it runs directly
east across the East River to Long Island
City.

The new 7th Avenue subway on Manhat-
tan Island will extend from the Battery
uptown on 7th Avenue and will branch into
the existing subway system just above 42nd
Street and Broadway as the illustration de-
lineates. Express service will be main-
tained on this route thru the new station at
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New York City Has Undoubtedly Solved Some of the Most Complex Subway Problems In the World. Here's a Typical Case:—At the
Corner of 42nd Street and Broadway Three Subways, All Heavy Arteries of Traffic, Meet and Pass on Their Way. The Old Subway
Transports its Passengers by "Shuttle" train from "Grand Central" to "Times Square". Here They Can Descend to the New B. r. t.
Subway, Which Dives Under the Present Interboro Tracks as Shown, or They Can Take a "Seventh Avenue" Express Uptown or Down-

town. Counting the Trolley Service, Three Track Levels Are in Use at This Veritable "Hub" of New York's Traffic.

ground. Moreover, some of these under-
ground tubes must be built under existing
subways, without in any way interfering
with the normal daily traffic. New York
City has one of the most extensive subway
systems in the world, comprising as it does
more than two hundred miles of under-
ground railway. Some of these subway
routes which honeycomb the soil of the

great metropolis have necessitated the bor-
ing of tubes under the East river, at enor-
mous cost, and under difficulties which
would seem to require almost superhuman
endeavor.
The present illustration shows in a vivid

manner one of the greatest subway en-
gineering feats ever performed. Three
great arteries of underground traffic now

"Grand Central" terminal, will be made
more apparent by inspecting the street plan

of these subway changes given herewith.
The previous or existing subway system

runs in the lower part of New York along
Fourth Avenue to the "Grand Central"
terminal which is the terminus of the New
York Central Railway, the N. Y., N. H.,

and Hartford R. R., and other systems,
from which point it proceeds westward
along 42nd Street, to the "Times Square"
station situated at Broadway and 42nd
Street, and from this point it runs along
Broadway uptown to 96th Street, etc.

The new B. R. T. subway crosses under the

East River from Brooklyn and enters New
York City proper near the Battery, from
which point it runs up Broadway, and as

"Times Square," and on uptown over the
old subway tracks.

If you should happen to be downtown
near the Brooklyn Bridge, and wisht to use
the old subway system, you would take an
express to "Grand Central" terminal ; from
that point you would take the "shuttle"
train across 42nd Street to the "Times
Square" station from which point you have
the choice of several directions. You can
go uptown either on the old subway system
via a 7th Avenue express, or you could by
the same means proceed downtown. If you
so desired, you might pass thru the under-
ground passageway downstairs to the B. R.
T. subway, running below you via Broad-
way, and by passing thru a turn-stile and

(Continued on page 284)
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Searchlights-The Night Eyes of the Army
By FRANK C. PERKINS

THE accompanying photograph shows a

recent design of American portable auto
searchlight for military field use as

demonstrated at the Marine Barracks,

League Island Navy Yard, Phila-

delphia, Pa. It was also tested

out before the Engineering De-
partment at the Washington Bar-
racks, and the Maryland State

Mili'ia made very interesting ex-
peri .ients with it in their

maneuvers. It is stated that

after the first test was made at

League Island, a very thoro re-

port was made by the officer in

charge, which showed that on a

dark night with sleet falling,

each lamp gave good illumina-

tion at distances up to 1,500

yards. The military officials have
taken particular interest in this

auto searchlight because of the

conditions in the European war
and during the operations of the

American Marine Corps at Vera
Cruz and Culebra showed the

need and the varied uses for
such an equipment.

It is pointed out that the fea-

tures to be incorporated in any
such portable light must include

reliability, ruggedness, ease of

carriage and construction of

such nature that all of the set may be

quickly assembled and placed in operation.

The electrical apparatus of the equipment
is mounted on a special body on an autocar
chassis. The body is designed so as to fur-

nish protection for the power plant, and to

support the four reels of flexible cable, and
the spring mounted tracks on which the two
searchlight hand trucks rest. These springs

are quite essential in eliminating road
shocks from the delicate mechanism of the

lamps.
It is of interest to note that the power

plant consists of a gasoline motor with 4^4"
x 4}4" cylinders, coupled direct to a 7-

kilowatt direct-current generator. This
generator is designed to run at 1200 revo-
lutions per minute, at which speed it gives
125 volts and delivers 56 amperes. The
motor is equipt with a fly-ball governor,
regulating the speed within very close limits.

The motor driving this generator is sup-
plied with its own gasoline tank, and also

an independent radiator kept cool by a high-
speed fan.

It may be stated that the two hand trucks
which carry the searchlights and reels of
flexible wire are constructed entirely of
steel and aluminum, and have each two
wire wheels equipt with 28" x 3" pneumatic
tires. These trucks are light in weight and
rigid in construction, and so designed that
they have large road clearance beneath
the light to enable them to be operated in

very rough country.

For supplying the necessary current each
light carries 1350 feet of cable, divided into
two lengths of 675 feet each, so that each
lamp can be operated independently of the
other at a distance of one-quarter mile
from the generating plant. By means of
specially designed attachment plugs and reel

arrangement, the light can be operated at
any distance within the limits of the cable
from the power plant without unreeling all

of the wire to get at the inner end. The
inner ends are arranged to pass thru the
heads of the drums, so that the attachment
may be readily made. Each searchlight
measures 14 inches in diameter and has an
arc of five thousand candle-power, and

is effective up to a mile on a good clear

night.

It is declared that in order to get the

maximum value of the lamp, the observer

U. S. Army electric searchlight, fitted with

a collapsible steel mast of considerable
height. These searchlights are intended
for special work and can be removed from

*,bove:—Battery of Powerful Electric Searchlights to Be
Used by Uncle Sam's Boys in Fighting Back the German

Hordes.

At Left:—Close-up View of One of the U. S. Army Search-
lights Mounted on a "Climbing Mast." It Can Be Rapidly

Elevated to a Considerable Height.

stands at some distance to one side, and
by means of a field telephone the officers

control the operation of the light as found
necessary. Some of these field searchlights
are fitted with remote control attachments
so that the beam can be focust on the
target or object by simply pressing a series
of buttons a quarter of a mile away.
The Italian army held a mountain pass, at

the base of which ran a turbulent stream.
The Austrians were in force on the oppo-
site cliff. This is what the sons of Gari-
baldi did : they prepared a powerful battery
of electric searchlights near the top of the
mountain, well camouflaged. At night they
flashed a perfect blast of blinding white
light down on the Austrian lines, while in

the cover of abrupt darkness below their

searchlight beams, the brave Italian en-
gineers worked like demons and swung
rope bridges across the stream, which was
of considerable width.
One of the photos herewith shows a new

the truck when desired. They are fitted

with reels of flexible cables as will be seen,

these reels maintaining continuous contact
with the feed wires from the dynamo at all

times, by means of a brush and ring ar-

rangement.
Electric searchlights are invaluable as a

protection against enemy air raids upon
towns or cities. Since many coast cities are
now in darkness at this time, these pictures
are of added interest.

One of the photos shows a climbing mast
fully elevated. This elevating attachment
is used in case the lights are hidden behind
trees, walls or bushes for the purpose of
concealing them from the enemy observers.
This photo was made at the Mobile Anti-
Aircraft Section of the Engineering Corps,
Washington Barracks, Washington, D. C.
The third photo illustrates a battery of

searchlights in operation at night locating
aeroplanes that are sent up for the purpose
of detecting enemy aircraft.

For Rapid Maneuvering of Troops at Night the U. S. Forces Will Have Available a Large
Supply of These Auto-truck Searchlights.
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Aerial Mono-Flyer of the Future
By H. WINFIELD SECOR

THE high-speed electric train of the

future will undoubtedly be radically

different in design from the railroad

cars of the present day. For many
locations, especially in mountainous

regions the electrically operated mono-rail
car, illustrated on our front cover as well
as on this page, will prove of particular

value. To begin with this aerial mono-
flyer is enabled to run along at speeds of
200 miles per hour or faster on a single

rail or cable, thanks to the wonderful stabil-

izing qualities of the gyroscope, a small
sized one being easily capable of maintain-
ing a 100-foot car in an upright position on
a mono-rail or cable. Among other inter-

esting technical features of this thoroly
practical passenger carrier are the aero-
plane propeller drive, unique method of
supplying electric current to the car motors,
safety 'attachments to prevent the car from
dropping

indicates that the gyroscope is failing, due
to lack of current, etc., he immediately
pushes the emergency button which re-

leases a set of magnetic locks; these locks
set the inner compartment free and as the
whole car of the mono-flyer slowly turns
over about the cable, as already explained,
the passengers are kept on an "even keel"
as it were.
The method of propelling the car, either

along cableways over mountain passes as

Loud-speaking
radio receiver \

Radio anfenna

Propeller
motors'

should the
gyroscope
fail, and a

number of
other interest-

ing depar-
tures, based
on sound
engineer-
ing principles

which our
technical ex-
perts are quite
familiar with,
but which
have not as
yet found
practical ap-
plication.

The mono-
rail flyer is

not as imprac-
tical as would
at first ap-
pear for such
a single - rail

car carrying a
P a s s e n -

ger had been
operated by Brennan, the English en-
gineer, several years ago. His car,
fitted with a small stabilizing gyro-
scope, travelled along upright on a single
rail very successfully. If you wish to dem-
onstrate this remarkable power of the gyro-
scope go to the nearest toy-shop and pur-
chase a 25 cent gyro. You will find that if

you stretch a piece of string horizontally
or at an angle that the upright gyro, spin-
ning at high speed, of course, will travel
along the string upright. Another impor-
tant fact is that as the gyro's speed de-
creases it cants over gradually more and
more, which action you can readily demon-
strate for yourself

; moreover, this shows
that if the mono-flyer's gyroscope should fail

at any time then the car would cant over
easily, not rapidly, owing to the great mo-
mentum of the gyro wheel. Thus it is

the decelerating gyro and car slowly reach
a neutral or hanging position, which it will
safely assume when provided with guard
rings and cable wheels as our illustrations
show. An ingenious arrangement of the
inner passenger compartment of the mono-
flyer has been worked out for such emer-
gency conditions, and this involves the free
suspension of this compartment on roller
bearings as indicated in the end-wise sec-
tional view of the car. The inner cab is not
free to rotate on its axis normally, but as
soon as the gage in front of the motorman

Radio anfenna

Rollers

Windows

' flectro magnet/c
brakes

'Sp't 2 contact trotteg

Movable passenger comportment

Jteet toop andwheel

Magnetic ...

locks
"

Spec/at + and - steel coble with

insulation between the strands Movable inner^
passenger compartment

Comooand+ond- steel
cable

Seml-sectional Side View and Center of the "Aerial Mono-flyer of the Future," Which Can Run Along a
Single Steel Cable Stretching Across Deep Ravines and Canyons. It Is Propelled by Powerful Air Pro-
pellers Driven by Electric Motors. The Motors, Lights and Signals Are Furnished with Current thru

a Special Duplex Cable and a Double-contact Trolley Wheel.

here shown, or over regular mono-rail land
systems, is by high speed air propellers.

This idea may not seem feasible at first

but the practicability of the scheme is at-

tested by the gigantic Caproni triplanes, as
well as large English bombing planes, some
of which have as many as four propellers
and a carrying capacity of fifteen to twenty
passengers. The mono-flyer propellers are
driven by electric motors controlled by the
motorman at the front of the car.

The next proposition is how to supply
the car with current. There are three meth-
ods by which the car can be electrically

operated. The first is to employ a gasoline-
electric power plant; in this unit a petrol
motor drives a dynamo and the current de-
livered by it is supplied to the propeller and
gyroscope motors thru regulating rheostats
in the usual manner. The second scheme
is the one illustrated herewith in which
the positive and negative currents are
carried by a special duplex cable, so wound
as to provide alternate -J- and — contact
surfaces continuously along its surface. A
specially contrived -f- and — contact trolley
wheel rolls on this double polarity cable,

gathering the positive and negative electric

currents respectively. Owing to the pecu-
liar construction of this contact wheel, with
its spiral shoes and the spiral arrangement
of the opposite conductors in the cable, the
circuit is completed effectively. Either

direct or alternating current can be utilized.

A third way of supplying electric current
to the mono-flyer is by the one-wire, high
tension, high frequency system of Tesla.

In his works on high frequency currents Dr.
Tesla shows and describes a one-wire motor
which he built and demonstrated success-

fully. This method of distributing electric

energy is ideally applicable to the present
railway. The steel cable upon which the

car travels could be charged by a ugh
frequency,

.Signal lights unipolar cur-
rent and the
motors oper-
ated on the
Tesla one-
wire method.
Also, to in-

t e n s i f y the

corona trans-

mission a light

feeder cable
could be run
along just
above the car,

the two cables
being oppo-
sitely charged
with a high
tension, high
frequency
current. The
corona leak-

a g e between
such highly
charged con-
ductors is
enormous, and
not easily ap-
preciated b y
anyone who
has never seen
such a dis-

charge. This
corona is like

a silent effluve

and will fill

the air space
between two
opposite-

ly charged conductors separated 6 to 8 feet
apart, when charged by such potentials as
150,000 volts.' A number of the long dis-

tance transmission lines of today utilize

voltages of this order, and the reader may
gasp when he thinks of what might hap-
pen if our mono-flyer was rolling along
peacefully between two cables charged at

200,000 volts and a short-circuit should
occur. Well he might hold his breath if

the current were of 60 cycles frequency,
for then there would be some fireworks.
Sixty cycle current kills. But this same
200,000 volt alternating current if oscillat-

ing at half-a-million cycles per second
would be harmless. Besides, the passengers
in the steel car would be protected from
any shock as the currents, in the event of
a short-circuit, would pass thru the steel

frame.

Two views of a Sperry ship-stabilizing

gyroscope of the electric motor-driven type
are illustrated herewith as of interest to

readers of this article. The sectional view
shows the driving motor mounted inside

the casing of the 24-inch diameter gyro
rotor. The motor is an A. C. squirrel

cage induction motor. ' The gyro is fitted

with a motor-operated vacuum pump which
keeps the gyro chamber exhausted of air,

in this way eliminating considerable losses

due to the windage of the massive high

Gyroscope
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Sectional View Thru Modern Electric Gyroscopic Stabilizer for Use
on Ship-board. "A" Is the Heavy Steel Rotor Wheel Driven by the
Electric Motor "C". The Gyro Usually Weighs Less Than One Per-

cent of the Vessel's Gross Weight.

Appearance of Electric Stabilizing Gyroscope of the Sperry Type,
Intended for Installation on a Fast Submarine Chaser. A Is the
Small Electric Motor Driving 24-inch Diameter Rotor at 4,000 R.P.M.

It Prevents the Ship Rolling On Heavy Seas.

speed wheel. The precession of such gyro-
scopes is taken care of automatically by a
special motor gear as shown in the sectional

view. Here A is the heavy steel rotor
wheel, revolved on a vertical shaft B, by
means of the squirrel cage induction motor
C. A heavy roller bearing D, carries the
thrust load while the radial bearings E
transmit the gyroscopic loads thru the case
F to the gudgeon G, secured to the ship's or
car's structure. Great gyros of this type
and measuring 20 to 25 feet have been suc-
cessfully installed on large battle-ships to
prevent their rolling in a heavy sea, and
thus provide a steady platform from which
the big guns could be accurately fired. The
wonderful stabilizing power possest by even
the smallest gyroscope can be gleaned from
the fact that in computing the size of gyro
for stabilizing a certain ship, the engineers
figure on the complete gyro equipment to
weigh about one per cent of the ship's total

displacement. Thus for a 500-ton craft
the gyro equipment would weigh but 5 tons
while for a 10,000-ton battle-ship it would
be only 80 tons or eight-tenths of one per
cent.

The idea as here exprest is susceptible of
many improvements to be sure. For one
thing it is. not conceivable that we have
found the most efficient form of air pro-
pulsion mechanism at all. Possibly the
air propelled craft of the future will have
propellers shaped like huge augers and
worm their way thru the air—who knows?

WILLIAM J. HAMMER NOW A
MAJOR IN U. S. NATIONAL

ARMY.
It is with extreme pleasure that we can

announce that Mr. William J. Hammer,
Consulting Electrical Engineer of New
York City, and who has contributed nu-
merous interesting electrical articles to the
Electrical Experimenter in the past sev-
eral years, has been appointed as a major
in the U. S. National Army, and is at pres-
ent located at Washington, D. C. The U. S.

Government is to be congratulated upon
obtaining the services of so distinguished
and accomplished a scholar as a co-worker
to aid in solving the many diversified prob-
lems now besetting it. Mr. Hammer, who
was for a number of years an early asso-
ciate of Thomas A. Edison in the develop-
ment and application of the electric light,

has traveled extensively in Europe, and is

therefore thoroly conversant with electrical

inventions and developments both in Great
Britain and on the Continent. Major
Hammer may be addrest in care of the
Inventions Section, War Plans Division,
General Staff, War College, Washington,
D. C. He received his appointment on
June 4th, 1918.

THE VALUE OF A KILOWATT AND
HOW TO SAVE IT.

By John J. Dempsey
Vice-President Brooklyn Rapid Transit

Lines.

WHAT is a kilowatt?
In terms of economy—of power

saving—which is in a double sense

a burning issue to every industry and the

nation at large today, a kilowatt repre-
sents the consumption of three pounds of
coal.

In the much-discust matter of heat, for
instance : The operation of trains with-
out heat requires four kilowatts per car
mile. With three points of heat on, it

requires between five and one-half and six
kilowatts per car mile. Thus the heating of
a car requires 30 per cent of the power re-

quired to operate it.

Obviously, "then, it is the duty of every
conductor to keep in mind the amount of
energy wasted in the opening and closing
of doors. With due care in this regard
alone, a proper temperature could be main-
tained in the cars on from one-third to

one-half less power.
During the cold weather conductors on

surface cars should keep the rear doors

closed as much as possible and, during
non-rush hours, ask passengers to use the
rear entrance entirely, thus keeping the
front doors closed and contributing to the
comfort of passengers. When conductors
find it necessary to confer with motormen
they should be careful not to stand with
head and shoulders thrust out thru the
open front door, but should rather step
onto the front platfrom and close the
door behind them.
Motormen, for their part, should remem-

ber that every time a brake is applied a
certain amount of energy is taken out of
the train, and that to restore it a further
consumption of power is necessary. When
a motorman, running thru a congested dis-

trict, or where cars are blocked, keeps
"nosing up" by throwing his power on and
off to the jerky accompaniment of the
brake, he might as well be shovelling coal

out of the Company's bins, or money out
of the Company's pockets into a ditch.

The Company could really better afford to

pay such a man to stay at home and not
work at all.

Proper and economical operation requires
a motorman to use his brake as seldom as
possible consistently with safety and to
coast as long and as frequently as pos-
sible consistently with his schedule.
So far as the public is concerned, it is

perhaps not unnatural for persons who have
no sense of the amount of coal necessary
to operate a system like the Brooklyn
Rapid Transit to think, because we have
what seems a great quantity of coal in our
bins that that is sufficient to operate almost
indefinitely and furnish ample heat as well.
But that is only because they view the situ-

ation from the standpoint of their own
coal consumption. If they stopt to think
that it takes one and a half tons of coal
to run one five-car train from Union Square
to Coney Island and back and that two
such round trips consume more coal than
the average family uses in a year, they
would, if fair-minded, be disposed to with-
hold judgment.
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Reclaiming the U-Boats' Toll by

Novel Salvage Operations

THE toll of sunken ships occasioned
by the advent of unrestricted U-
boat warfare and "spurlos versenkt"
promises to be a large one by the

end of the war, in spite of all of the

anti-submarine devices and protective

means that have been promulgated and
put into active practise. As we approach
the close of four years of the World War
with twenty nations locked in a titanic

Struggle to see whether Democracy or
Autocracy shall prove to be the "survival
of the fittest," the toll of the German U-
boats and mines has mounted up into the

hundreds of thousands of tons of ship-

ping. Certain it is, from the present as-

pects of the one thousand and one prob-
lems of reconstruction which will come to

our hands in the great aftermath of the

World War that we shall be confronted
with the unmistakable and undoubted need
of a greatly increased tonnage of ships to

carry much needed supplies to the various
countries now being devastated. There-
fore, as we cannot build ships sufficiently

fast to catch up with the gigantic shipping
requirements which are sure to face us the
day after peace is declared, we will have
but one other ultimatum—that is, to devise
some means of accurately locating and rais-
ing the hundreds of ships, both larpe and
small, which have been sunk by the enemy
submarines.
There has been a veritable flood of

patents issued in the past few years on
many apparently feasible as well as many
impractical schemes for raising sunken
ships. In the present instance we shall
examine the claims of three recent paten-
tees who aim to provide apparatus for
locating and raising the victims of the
greatest submarine warfare ever con-
ducted.
The first patent concerns a powerful

telescopic electric searchlight for locating
and inspecting sunken vessels. The details
of this scheme are indicated in illustration
"A," and were evolved by the fertile brain
of Mr. William Zach Pulliam. This in-
vention relates to submarine telescopes to
aid in salvaging sunken vessels and the
like, and as the patentee states in his speci-
fications, the primary object of his inven-
tion is to "provide a new and improved
construction of telescope as well as a novel
manner of mounting it upon the wrecking
barge. Another object of the invention is

to provide a telescope of the character
illustrated and having an- improved form of
the objective fitted with a ring of power-
ful, incandescent electric lamps in such a
manner that a more efficient use of the tele-
scope may be obtained."
As is evident from the illustration, the

collapsible telescope may be swung either
up or down in a vertical plane, or from
right to left in a horizontal plane, by virtue
of its ball-mounted pedestal. The device
is quite a large affair as may be imagined,
and the operator sits in a seat placed on a
carriage secured to the base of the tele-
scope ; in this way he may keep his gaze
centered thru the telescope and objective
lens, the latter having an opening at the
center to permit the operator seeing thru it.

Electric feed wires pass down thru the in-
terior of the telescope to supply current for
the powerful electric lamps placed in front
of the parabolic reflector which is mounted
just back of the objective lens.

In order to operate this large exploring
searchlight, the operator is equipt with a

loud-speaking telephone running to the en-
gineer's post on the barge carrying the

apparatus, and in this way he does not have
to turn or move his position while inspect-

ing a wreck, or when issuing orders to the
engineer for raising or lowering the tele-

scope cables. Current for the electric

lamps is derived from a small dynamo
driven by the steam engine of the hoisting
derrick on the barge, or it can be supplied
by storage batteries.

The telescopic searchlight just described
is for the purpose of inspecting salvaging
operations, or for locating sunken ships,

et cetera, while the illustrations at Figs.

"B" and "C" show two novel schemes de-
vised for the actual work of salvaging a
submerged wreck.
The salvaging apparatus illustrated in

Fig. "B" was invented by Mr. John D.
Hilliard, of Glens Falls, New York. This
idea involves one of the most ingenious
applications of electro-magnetism that we
have encountered for some time. We
have described from time to time in the
Electrical Experimenter the famous
"wireless pup" and the "sound-controlled
dog," but the present electro-magnetic ani-

mal devised by Mr. Hilliard can only be
known by one name— "sand-hog," — for
sand-hog it certainly is. The series of
operations to be carried out in Mr. Hillard's
ship salvage scheme is somewhat as fol-

lows :

He first provides an electro-magnetic,
self-propelled double-wheeled pilot or
"sand-hog," as we may call it. The de-
tailed view of this most ingenious mechan-
ism is shown at the right of Fig. "B." In
brief, this almost human electro-magnetic
pilot comprises a small double-wheeled
truck or carriage attached to one end of a

flexible hose or tube, thru which elec-

tric control wires, etc., may be carried. It

is also possible to project a comprest air

or high pressure water blast thru this flexi-

ble tube and out thru a nozzle fitted on the

front of the sand-hog. The wheels of this

curious looking self-propelled pilot are
caused to revolve by means of a hydro-
static (water pressure) or electric motor,
controlled from above. Powerful electro-
magnetic coils encircle the steel axled
wheels, magnetizing them powerfully. Thus
we see that a very curious and novel con-
dition is provided, viz.,—that as the electric

motor tends to rotate the wheels, either

backward or forward as may be desired,

these same steel wheels are strongly mag-
netized owing to the effect of the magnet
coils just described, and the sang-hog will

therefore, if lowered into the water near
the side of a submerged iron hull, tend to

crawl along the surface of the hull with-
out slipping.

Armed with this semi-intelligent mechan-
ism, the salvage engineers proceed to lower
the magnetic pilot and its attached cable
from the working barge in such a direction
that the sand-hog will take hold of the
steel side of the ship and start working its

way down toward the keel. As the illus-

trations at Fig. "B" clearly indicate, the
sand-hog manages to cling to the steel sur-
face of the ship's hull, and by .means of the
comprest air or water jet blast, a path is

cleared for it continuously thru the mud
or sand in which the hull may lie. It is

evident that as the magnetic pilot pro-
gresses it will blow a channel or trench for
itself clear around and under the bottom
of the hull, until it is once more in a ver-

tical position on the opposite side of the
hull.

When the sand-hog has reached the posi-

tion just mentioned, that is a vertical posi-

tion on the opposite side of the hull, with
the water jet nozzle pointing upward to-

ward the surface, as indicated by means of
a special electrical position-indicator at-

tached to the pilot, then the time has ar-
rived when a buoyant float attached to a
light line can be shot thru the hose pipe
by comprest air. The float emerges from
the nozzle of the sand-hog and, due to its

buoyancy it shoots to the surface of the
water and is made fast to a second barge.
The sand-hog now has its propelling mo-
tor started up, but in a reverse direction,

so that it backs up along the path it has
previously pursued in crawling around the
hull. It is then hauled into the starting
position for a second trip under the hull,

the line attached to the float having been
secured at both ends. The successive
operations are now easily understood so
far as the sand-hog is concerned, and it is

past around the hull as many times as is

required in order to place the proper num-
ber of cables or chains around the ship.

Cables or chains of increasing strength and
size may be progressively pulled around
under the hull, starting with the thin float

line, which is attached at first to a light

cable and then a heavier one, et cetera.

Mr. Hilliard also provides a novel scheme
embodying the use of buoyant caissons or
tanks for raising the wreck. His method
of getting these caissons into position about
the hull is very ingenious and may be easily
understood by reference to drawing, Fig.

"B." The first operation is to float the
caissons into the proper position on the
surface of the water. The cables from
the opposite sides of the submerged hull

are secured to other caissons, so that when
the respective cables are pulled upward by
the derricks and engines on the salvage
barges, they will act oppositely so to speak,
with the result that the caissons above one
side of the hull will be pulled downward
into position, while those above the oppo-
site side of the wreck will be pulled down
into their respective positions. In order to
cause the caissons to sink easily their valves
are opened so that water can be admitted;
when they have been pulled down into
position about the submerged hull, the
water is blown out by comprest air thru
a hose connecting them with powerful air

compressors on the barges at the surface.
When all of the caissons or tanks have
been blown out, and provided they have
been selected properly as to size and num-
ber, their total buoyancy will be sufficient

to raise the submerged wreck. It is best,

however, to have their total buoyancy a
trifle less than that just required to raise
the wreck and to supply the small extra
lifting power required from the barge der-
ricks in order to have better control of the
entire operation ; otherwise the hull will rise

too quickly. After the hull has been raised
it can have any holes in its plates repaired
by divers and the water pumped out. The
salvaged ship can then be towed to the
nearest dry-dock and repaired.
The scheme for raising sunken vessels

illustrated at Fig. "C," is due to Mr.
Charles B. Dawson, of Seattle, Washington.
Mr. Dawson's ideas are in some ways quite
elaborate, but he has them well worked out,
and while in some cases it may be rather

{Continued on page 280)
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The Magnetic Storm

Wi
«TTTHY" Sparks had stopt reading

the New York Evening World:
He contemplated his old meer-
schaum pipe meditatively while
with his long and lanky index

finger, stained by many acids, he carefully

rubbed a long, thin and quivering nose.

This was always a sign of deep, concen-
trated thought of the nose's owner. It also,

as a rule, induced the birth of a great idea.

Again, and very slowly he re-read the ar-

ticle, which millions that same day had read

By H. GERNSBACK

disturbances affected all telegraph and
telephone lines extending between Chi-
cago and the eastern cities. On tele-

graph wires of the Postal Telegraph
Co. without regular battery being ap-
plied at terminal offices, grounded lines

showed a potential of 425 volts posi-

tive, varying to 225 volts negative ; the
disturbance continuing between 12:15
A. M. and 9:15 A. M.
At Newark, N. J., in the Broad

Street office a Western Union opera-

fore you had uttered five words. His clear

blue eyes, lying deep in their sockets,

sparkled with life and intelligence and what
Sparks did not know about electricity was
mighty little indeed. I believe there is no
electrical book in existence that Sparks
had not devoured ravenously in his spare
hours, while having lunch or else while in

bed, in the small hours of the morning.
His thirst for electrical knowledge was un-
bounded, and he soaked up every bit of in-

formation like a sponge. Yes, and he re-

. . . The President of the Glorious French Republic Shouts Dramatically: "Messieurs . . . le Jour de Gloire est Arrivfi . . . VIVE-LA-
FRANCE!!"—and Throws in the Huge Switch With Its Long Ebonite Handle. . . .

casually, without a quiver, let alone, a nose
quiver. The newspaper item was simple
enough

:

NEW YORK, Aug. 10, 1917.—An
electromagnetic storm of great violence

swept over the eastern section of the
United States last night. Due to a bril-

liant Aurora Borealis,—the Northern
Lights,— telegraph and long distance
telephone, as well as cable communica-
tions were interrupted for hours. No
telegraphic traffic was possible between
New York and points West. It was
impossible to work any of the transat-
lantic cables between 12:15 A. M. and
9:15 A. M., every one of them having .

"gone dead." The Aurora Borealis

tor was severely shocked, trying to

operate the key, while long sparks
played about his instruments.
Sparks rose excitedly and began pacing

the cement floor of the vast Tesla labora-

tory, totally oblivious to the fact that he
was sucking a cold pipe. The more he
paced about, the more excited he became.
Finally he flung himself into a chair and
began feverishly to make sketches on big

white sheets of drawing paper.

"Why" Sparks had been just an ordinary
"Bug," an experimenter, when he entered
Tesla's great research laboratory at the

beginning of the great war in 1914. Tesla
liked the keen, red-haired tousled boy, who
always seemed to divine your thoughts be-

tained it, too. In short, the young prodigy
was a living electrical cyclopedia and highly

valued by his associates. No wonder Tesla

in three short years had made him superin-

tendent of the laboratory.

Of course, Sparks' first name was not

really "Why." But someone had dubbed
him with this sobriquet because of his

eternal "But why is this,"

—

"Why, why
should we not do it this way"

—

"Why do
you try to do that?" In short his first

word always seemed to be "Why"—it had to

be, in his unending quest for knowledge.
And his "Why" was always very emphatic,

explosive-like, imperative, from which
there was no escape.

Ah, yes, his first name. To tell the honest

Copyright, 1918, by H. Gernsback. All rights reserved.
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truth I don't know it. Last year in the
spring when I went up to the laboratory, I

thought I would find out. So when I finally

located the young wonder, behind a bus
bar, where he was drawing fat, blue sparks
by means of a screwdriver, I told him that
I intended to write something about him
and his wonderful electrical knowledge.
Would he be -good enough to give me his
real first name ?

He was watching a big fuse critically,

and in ah absent-minded manner exploded

:

"Why"? That finished my mission. So
for all I know his real name is "Why"
Sparks.
But we left Sparks with his drawings, in

the laboratory. That was on a certain
evening last fall. To be exact it was about
10 o'clock. At 10:05 Tesla accompanied
by two high Army officials strolled into the
laboratory where Sparks was still feverishly
engaged with sketches lying all about him.
Tesla who was working out a certain ap-

paratus for the Government had dropt in
late to show Major General McQuire the
result of six weeks' labors. The apparatus
had been completed that day and the Gen-
eral, a military electrical expert, had come
over specially from Washington to see the
"thing" work.
But before Tesla had a chance to throw

in the switch of the large rotary converter,
Sparks had leaped up, and was waving ex-
citedly-a large drawing in Tesla's face. He
gushed forth a torrent of sentences, and
for fully five minutes Tesla and the two
Army officials were listening spell-bound to
the young inventor. For a minute or two
the three men were speechless, looking awe-
struck at Sparks, who having delivered
himself of his latest outburst, now became
normal again and lit up his still cold pipe.

It was Tesla who first found his voice.
"Wonderful, wonderful. Absolutely won-
der-ful, Sparks. In a month you will be
the most talked of man on this planet. And
his idea is sound." This to the General.
"Absolutely without a flaw. And so sim-
ple. Why, oh why! did I not think of it

before ?
(

Come, let me shake the hand of
America's youngest and greatest genius!"
Which he did.

There then followed an excited thirty-
minute conversation with the two army
men and an endless long distance talk with
the War Department at Washington. Then
there was a rush trip to Washington by
Tesla and Sparks, conferences at the War
Department, and finally a few days later
Sparks went to the White House and was
presented to the President, who was highly
enthusiastic about the model which Sparks
and Tesla demonstrated to the head of the
Nation. Still later there were certain rush
orders from the War Department to the
General Electric and Westinghouse Com-
panies for many big, queer machines, and
these same machines were shortly
But here the Censor bids us an emphatic
"Halt." One may not even now divulge
certain military information. You appre-
ciate that.

* * i
fc

* *

Baron von Unterrichter's flying "Circus"
wa? getting ready to bomb a certain Amer-
ican depot behind the lines. The Americans
of late had shot down entirely too many
of the Baron's flyers. Only yesterday von
der Halberstadt—a German ace himself—
and one of von Unterrichter's closest
friends had been downed, and killed right
inside of the German lines. So the Baron
was out for blood this sunny morning. As
he put it: -

"Verdammte Yankee Schweinehunde* we
will show them who is master of the air
hereabouts," shaking his fist at the Ameri-
can lines beyond.

*For translation of foreign terms see end of this
story.

"Sie, Miiller," this to an orderly.

"Zu Befehl, Herr Leutnant," replied the

young orderly as he came on the run, click-

ing his heels together, hand at his cap.

"Versammlung, sofort," barked the chief,

as he hastened Miiller off to summon post
haste every man of the aerial squadron for

the usual conference before the attack.

In less than ten minutes the thirty flyers

were standing drawn up at military atten-

tion before their chief, forming a half cir-

cle about him. Von Unterrichter's instruc-

tions were simple enough. This was a re-

prisal raid ; von der Halberstadt's death
must be avenged, fearfully avenged. No
quarter was to be given.

IN THE SEPTEMBER
YOU WILL FIND:

'EM:

"New Aerial Lpsso to Destroy Ene-
my Aeroplanes," by H. Gernsback.
"Recent Electrical Ideas Applied to

Submarines and Torpedoes."
"Telephoning Directly To and From

Moving Trains."
"A New Wave Motor That Uses

the Energy in Every Motion," by E.
D. Stodder, an expert on Wave
Motors.
"The Einthoven Galvanometer—Its

Theory and Construction Details with
Photos of Instrument Actually Built,"

by Samuel D. Cohen.
"Coney Island's New 1918 War

Feature—'Over There'—Read How
Electricity Works the Whole Show,"
by George Holmes.

"Artificial Diamonds and Rubies—
How They Are Made in the Electric
Furnace."
"The Phenomena of Electrical Con-

duction in Gases V—Weighing an
Ion," by Rogers D. Rusk, M.A.
"An Electrical Laboratory Switch-

board—How to Build a Real One."
by Harlan Danner.
"Glass-blowing Lessons—How to

Heat and Bend, As Well As Build
Glass Chemical Apparatus—Part I,"

by Prof. Herbert E. Metcalf.
"Ohm's Law Applied to Alternating

Current Circuits—A Clear Exposition
of All the Usual Problems," by Arno
A. Kluge, Instructor in Radio, Uni-
versity of Nebraska.
"New Direct Reading Radio Chart

Which Solves All Calculations in
Wave-length, Inductance and Capac-
ity," prepared by a Marconi Radio En-
gineer.

"Popular Astronomy — Third
Paper," by Isabel M. Lewis.
"How and Why of Radio Appara-

tus—Part X," by H. Winfield Secor.

"Dieses Amerikanische Gesindel!"—here
his voice rose to a shrill pitch, "must be
taught to respect us, as never before. The
orders are to bomb every American base
hospital within the sector. . .

."

At this several of the men recoiled in-
voluntarily, which did not escape the keen
eye of von Unterrichter, who now incensed
to blind fury, by this show of "softheart-
edness," as he put it, exhorted his men in
his harshest possible terms. "And as for
their flyers, you must not give quarter.
You must not be satisfied with disabling
their machines. Kill them! Schiesst die
Lumpen susammen! Pump nickel into
them, if you see that they may land un-
harmed"—this in direct violation of all
flying etiquette—a thing abhorred by any
decent flyer as,, a rule. It is bad enough to
have your machine shot down, but "sitting
on a disab'ed enemy's tail," and pouring
machine gun fire into a helpless man, strug-

gling in mid-air,—where was German pres-
tige coming to with such methods. Plainly
the men did not like such liberties with
their honor, but orders are orders. They
grumbled audibly and cast not very en-
couraging looks at their chief. Even his

parting shout: "Vorwdrts—fur Gott und
Vaterland," failed to bring the usual cheers.

Promptly on the minute of 10 fifteen

flyers of the "Circus" rose, like a flock of
big white sea gulls, heading in "V" forma-
tion towards the American lines. Von Unter-
richter was leading his herd in a big
Fokker. He was out for blood and he
meant to have it. His face was set, his

jaws clenched like a vise. Hate was writ-
ten in large characters over every feature
of his face. . . . Why didn't these Dollar-
jdger stay home and mind their own busi-
ness chasing their dollars? What right did
they have in this fray, anyway. "Elendige
Schweinebande," he spoke out loud, to bet-
ter vent his overpowering hate.

But where were the Yankee Flieger to-
day? The Baron's "Circus" was up one
thousand meters and less than a mile away
from the American first line trenches, but
still no machine in sight, either American
or French. Strange. Quite an unheard of
occurrence. Afraid? "Unsinn," he mut-
tered to himself, they were not the sort to
be afraid. Von Unterrichter knew that.

For the first time he felt a vague sort of
uneasiness creeping over him. He could
not understand. There was not a Flieger
anywhere in sight. None on the ground
either, as he scanned the vast saucer below
him thru his Zeiss. Was it a new trick,

was . . .

Before he finished his train of thought,
his engine stopt dead. Cursing volubly he
made ready to "bank" his machine in order
to volplane down behind his own lines. He
congratulated himself that his engine had
not stopt later while over the enemy's
lines, but his pleasure was short-lived.
For he suddenly became aware of the fact
that there was a supreme quiet reigning all

about him. Why did he not hear the loud
roar of the other fourteen engines, now
that his own engine was quiet? Looking
around he perceived with horror that every
one of the fourteen machines of the "Cir-
cus" had simultaneously "gone dead," too,
all of them now volplaning earthward.

Sick with an unknown terror, von Un-
terrichter made a clumsy landing in the
midst of his other flyers, all of them pale,
some shaking, some with a strange animal
expression in their eyes. What unknown,
invisible hand had with one stroke disabled
the fifteen engines, one thousand meters
above the ground?
"Himmelkreusdonnerwetter," shrieked

von Unterrichter jumping to the ground,
near his airdrome. "I . . . I . . . cannot"

. here his voice broke. For the first
time in his life the young Prussian was
speechless. He then stamped his foot in a
frenzied fury, but finally gave vent to a
full round of cursing, as only a Prussian
can curse. At last he collected his senses
sufficiently to look for the cause of the
mysterious occurrence. It only took five
minutes to find it. His mechanician pointed
to the magneto.
"Kaput," he said laconically, if not gram-

matically.

"Auseinander nehmen," commanded the
chief.

It took the deft mechanician but a minute
to take the magneto apart, and to with-
draw the armature. He gave it one look
and with a sickly smile uttered

:

"Ausgebrannt, Herr Leutnant." Herr
Leutnant took the armature into his own
hands and inspected it critically. Sure
enough it was burnt out, if ever there was
a burnt out armature. Perhaps fused
would be a better term. The armature was

{Continued on page 267)
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Electricity and the Range-Finder in War
AL

S many people are aware, the matter
of determining accurately the range
between a certain gun or battery of
guns and the enemy target, is a

very important factor in all military

on your superstructure and gun deck, pos-
sibly disabling your own battery.
Thus we see that the man at the range-

finder has a very important mission to
fulfill, when he straps the head 'phones and

Photo by Central News Photo Service

Getting the Range. Jackles on an American Battleship Getting the Range by Means of the
"Range-finder." The Man with the Telephone Apparatus Attached to His Head Controls the
Sighting of the Gun and Telephones the Men in the Turret When the Object Is in Range.

left prism telescopes can be trained on the

distant object, and the refracted rays from
the prisms are past thru a pair of objective

lenses in the manner illustrated. These
right and left rays pass along thru the cen-
ter of the blackened range-finder tube and
meet in the center where there is positioned

two central reflectors. At this juncture it

is well to note the two views shown in the
circles at the bottom of Fig. A. These two
views show the image of a distant target

(a church) as it appears in the eye-piece
of the range-finder, before the right and
left prisms are adjusted to "coincidence"
and "after coincidence," the latter or right

hand view being the one observed by the
range-finding officer at the point where the
instrument indicates on a specially cali-

brated dial the correct range in yards. As
will be noted from Fig. A, the upper semi-
circular image is the one reflected by the
left hand prism. A dividing line separates
the two images, and in the present case
the instrument is adjusted until the tower
of the church slides along toward the left

until it is exactly in line with the remaining
portion of the tower appearing in the lower
image.

So much for the physical action of the
"one-man" range-finder. But this does not
tell us yet just how the range is determined,
excepting that we have learned that when
the images coincide, that the instrument
indicates the range in yards on a calibrated
dial. Probably we will do best to go back
a few years to the time of the Boer War
in South Africa. At that time the English
Army had considerable range-finding to do
down among the Kopjes of "Oom Paul's"
land. Briefly explained, the "two-man"
range-finder then used works after the
fashion illustrated in Fig. B. It must be
considered before going further, that every

{Continued on page 278)

and naval maneuvers. Not so many years

ago when the range of artillery was quite

insignificant compared to that of today, the

matter of range-finding as it is known, was
an unknown study. All that the officer in

charge of a gun battery had to do in

those days was to check up the first few
shots fired and by watching the effect and
the point hit by the projectile thru his

telescope, or in many cases simply with the

naked eye, the particular gun firing the
shots could be readily elevated or lowered
so as to change the trajectory of the pro-
jectile. But in the past twenty-five years
the hit and miss principle of range-finding
has been done away with, and a number of
more or less accurate range-finding instru-

ments developed, some of which are very
ingenious indeed, and extremely accurate
for comparatively long ranges.
The photograph herewith shows one of

Uncle Sam's latest types of accurate range-
finding instruments installed on board a
modern dreadnought. The Jackies are
shown in the act of determining the range
of an object which has been selected as a
target for the ship's giant guns, several of
which can be seen in the background pro-
truding from their turrets. The operator
peering so intently into the eye-piece of the
range-finder, and who is wearing a pair of
sensitive telephone receivers as well as a
transmitter strapt to his person, is one of the
most important men in the crew of any
fighting ship whether large or small, for if

he makes an error in reading the dials of
the range-finder, then the enemy may escape
being hit. As becomes evident, time is the
essence of every naval engagement, for in
a few minutes time the enemy if not dis-
abled by your own guns will in all proba-
bility plant the major part of a broadside

transmitter on, and pro-
ceeds to turn the lenses

and other paraphernalia
fitted on the range-finding
tube, for it is he who con-
trols the sighting of the
big guns. It is he who
determines the range or
changes in range, etc. He
telephones these figures to

a staff of engineers who
are in constant touch with
the "gun pointers" in the
turrets below. A single
range-finder may be
quickly disabled even in a
long range engagement,
and so every war-ship car-
ries at least two range-
finders. The large super-
dreadnoughts carry as

many as a dozen on board,
some of them being situ-

ated on top of the steel

fire-control masts, while
others are located in less

conspicuous locations.

The diagramatic illus-

tration herewith will help
to explain how the mod-
ern range-finder does its

work. Referring to Fig.
A, we have a sectional
view of the present day
"one-man" range - finder.

This comprises two prisms
known as the right and
left prisms, which are
made adjustable by means
of thumb screws protrud-
ing from the casing of the
apparatus. The right and
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WOMEN TO LEARN X-RAY WORK.

IT seems that with the war's progress,

and its constant inroads upon our male
population, it behooves itself upon the

women-folk who are left at home to in

some way fill these vacancies, so that the

speed of war preparations may be kept up
to the highest standard.

Also it is to be noted that a steady drain

is being made from the ranks of technically

MOBILE X-RAY NOW USED AT
FRONT-LINE TRENCHES.

The Committee on Public Information,
Division on Woman's War Work, issues

the following:
The X-ray is now carried to the front-

line trench for the benefit of wounded sol-

diers, so that no time may be lost in ascer-

taining the condition of wounds. The Army
Medical Department has developed a mo-
bile X-ray outfit, carried on a standard
Army ambulance slightly modified.

This outfit includes an X-ray table, a
dark room, also a complete set of appa-
ratus for the localization of foreign bodies.

Fully as expert work can be done with
this mobile outfit as in any base hospital

' X-ray department. Its use in the field

makes it possible for the surgeon at the
front to send a complete report of a sol-

dier's condition when a man is transferred
to a hospital back of the lines.

trained men which of necessity cripples to
quite a large extent the wheels of industry.

Women have been excluded from the regu-
lar service of both the Army and Navy
with a few exceptions, such as Yeoman, etc.,

ties of the women folk in the radio service,
including the training of drafted men. Now
a new branch of scientific study is about to
be placed at their service and one that will
yield a substantial remuneration for the

ELECTRIC MACHINE MAKES
FIFTY YARDS OF BAND-

AGES A MINUTE.
The machine being operated by this nurse

is expected to revolutionize the making of
gauze bandages. It is the invention of J. A.
Butler, of Boston, and has been installed in

the New England Surgical Dressings Com-
mittee workroom.
According to reports the machine is work-

ing very satisfactorily. It produces two
sizes of folded bandages, one four inches
and the other three inches wide. They are
folded four or eight times as desired. The
machine is capable of turning out 50 yards
of bandages in a minute depending on the
skill of the operator, which is a great deal
faster than the usual method of hand manu-
facture.

""J

How Young Women Are Being Taught X-ray Technique at a New York College. They Are
Put Thru a Rigid and Thoro Course Which Fits Them for Service with Uncle Sam's Fighting

Legions Whenever They Are Called.

but it is undoubtedly a fact that their ser-

vices would be much in demand in civilian

walks of life were they properly trained to
fill the constantly growing vacancies.

Foremost in the ranks of institutions

who have started in the work of training
women for war work may be mentioned
the Hunter College of New York City. We
have published from time to time the activi-

Thls Remarkable Electric Bandage Maker Tu
Produces Two Sizes of Folded Bandages, One

Photo © by Underwond A TTndervrond

rns Out Fifty Yards of Bandage a Minute. It
Four Inches and the Other Three Inches Wide.

time and expense of the course, while at

the same time aiding the country in its 1

fight for Democracy.
The course is a special term from June

3rd to August 10th in X-ray work. So far

there have been several hundred requests

for admission to the course but the school

will only be able to handle a limited number
of classes. There will be ten students to

a class and in making up these classes pref-

erence will be shown to those who have
been nurses or are acquainted with medical
practise. This was only decided upon after

due consideration, and it was shown that

those already having some training would
be all the quicker able to fill the many
vacancies at present.

The installation of the apparatus will be
taken care of by a large New York X-ray
apparatus concern and the cost will be near
the three thousand mark. It will be of
the best and capable of a very wide range
of work.
The course itself will be under the super-

vision of Dr. Raymond Bartlett Earle. Dr.
Elsie Fox, Roentgenologist in charge, City
Hospital, will be the X-ray instructor, and
an advisory board of prominent doctors
and surgeons will complete the list. There
will be an afternoon course and also one
in the evening consisting of the following
subjects: X-ray, including the action, care
and operation of the machine, anatomy,
French conversation and physics lectures,

after which will come the hospital observa-
tion in which the students will act as assis-

tants in the taking of actual X-ray photos.

The course will be very thoro, making it

necessary for one undertaking it to apply
oneself conscientiously to the serious work
in hand and none but those attaining a
mark of eighty per cent or more will re-

ceive a certificate. It is not to be doubted
that all taking it up will have the ambition
to make good in order that the government
may call upon them when necessary.
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How Birds Take Their Own Pictures

Electrically

IT
is difficult to take good animal pic-

tures in the open for the simple reason
that the camera sees differently than
th^ human eye. The various colors of

nature do not sensitize the film in pro-

portion to their light values, and since the

film is color blind, it interprets little more
than light and dark.

By Dr. E. BADE

like arm. The "V" shaped piece of metal
fits loosely between the wooden support
and slides with its heavier end in the
groove. When the twig is pushed down-
ward the lighter end of the metal touches
the flattened wire. This closes the circuit.

The camera is placed upon a small table

or an especially contrived tripod upon which

into the circuit. This button is placed at

a little distance from the camera but still

within sight of it. When the operator sees

a bird advancing towards the contact box,
he presses the button and the picture of

the animal will be taken, provided that the

birds jumps upon the twig. When he sees

that other birds are in the vicinity which he

The difficulties of approaching the animal
one desires to photograph can be sur-

mounted with the following electrical de-
vice. This contrivance consists of three
dry cells, an electric bell, a small electro-

magnet, and a contact or switch box. The
contact box consists of a strong wooden
base upon which is screwed a support for
a movable scale-like contrivance. A strong
wire rod, or a long nail is used for a pivot.

One arm of the scale extends about four
inches. At the extremity of this arm a
light twig is fastened. Just behind the
pivot the other arms slopes gently down-
ward and ends in a box-like receptacle into
which stones, pieces of iron, or lead are
placed, so that this end little more than
counterbalances the other arm. The " first

arm, to which the twig was fastened, also

carries the contacts which only closes the
circuit when a bird is sitting on the branch.
As can be seen from the accompanying
drawing, the wires carrying the current are

here interrupted and flattened. One end of

the wire is rounded into a shallow groove,
while the other is flat. Just above the two
flattened wires is a "V" shaped piece of
copper, supported by a piece of wood which
in turn is fastened to the movable scale-

only One of Many Accurate Bird I
Photoi Taken with Dr. Bade'* Outfit. I
mwiw »—

the electro-magnets are fastened. The
camera used in this case was a Graflex, hav-
ing a push button which releases the shut-
ter. A large angle iron was taken, a knob
placed at one end, and a weight at the other.

The knob was adjusted so as to come into

contact with the push button, while the
weight at the other end of the iron was in-

creased until a slight pressure released the
shutter. The magnets were then placed
upon a projecting support so that they came
within an eighth of an inch of the angle
iron.

The camera is now focust upon a twig
or any other suitable object fastened to the
arm. The instant a bird hops upon the twig
the circuit is closed and the magnet is en-
ergized, instantly drawing the angle iron
downward. This releases the shutter and
the photo of the bird is secured.

It will be found advantageous to intro-

duce an electric bell into the circuit as it

instantly rings when a picture has been
taken, thus enabling the operator to reload
the camera at once.

It will be found that certain birds fre-

quent certain places more than others.

Now, in order to secure a variety of birds,

an electric push button is also introduced

does not desire to photograph, the push
button is released. Should the bird hop
on the twig, the circuit will not be closed,

and no picture will be taken, since the cir-

cuit at the push button remains open. But
press the button and the picture of the bird
is instantly taken.

Of course, this device must be placed
where from previous observation birds have
been frequently seen. These places are
usually found near or at bird-houses or
bird-baths. The birds can also be attracted

to certain places by food. This is placed
out a few days before the camera is used
so that the birds will become accustomed to

this contrivance.

BIG TURBINE FOR NEW YORK.
The United Electric Light and Power

Company of New York City has recently

placed an order with a large Pittsburgh
electric manufacturing company for a 22,000
kilowatt turbo-generator set. The gigantic

generator will be rated at 25,900 kva. at

85 per " cent power factor, 8,000 volts, 3-

phase, 62J4 cycles. It will be direct-con-

nected to a steam turbine. The order
includes a 40,000 sq. ft. surface condenser
and the usual auxiliaries.
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The Electrical Women of England
By ALBERT Ii. BBIDGE

OUITE early in the war it became
obvious to the British Ministry of
Munitions that if fighting men
were to be released from industry
without reducing the output of

war requirements, women must take their

places.

Those of us who have been more or less

closely and sympathetically observing the
course of such matters all along, know
something of the difficulties that have lifted

their ugly forms and spread themselves
across the path of progress ; we also know
with what tact, adaptability and determina-
tion each new critical situation has had to

be negotiated. Prejudices from employers
and prejudices from workmen, had to be
broken down a bit at a time, and all the
while headway had to be made with the

suitable training of educated and other
women. Only the most imperative demand
of absolute necessity made the change pos-
sible so that it may be said that under the

influences of compulsion we have been able

to secure practical experience of inestim-

able engineering value which we might not
have had in decades of normal operations.

Gradually our women were brought un-
der training for special operations, and
work to which women had never previous-
ly put their hand was soon proved to be
well within the compass of their strength

and their adaptability. In practise such re-

sults have been obtained as should demolish
absolutely all prejudices so far as individual

or ultimate efficiency is concerned. Just
now, when still more men of military age

(London Correspondent Electrical Experimenter.)

of electric lamps in which substitutes for
platinum formed a special feature. But
where in the old days ten women were en-
gaged in electrical manufacturing activity,

there are now thousands of them and the
number of operations, or classes of service

rendered by them, have increased corres-
pondingly.
By courtesy of the Ministry of Munitions

the writer is able to illustrate some typical

examples of what English women are do-
ing in electrical works. Before the war we
regarded with distinct amusement a novel
departure in American electrical practise
when we read in the electrical press that at

some small out of the way station in the
States a woman part-proprietor ran the
plant. We even looked upon it as a freak

—

perhaps you Americans did so too—but
such is not the case today. We now have
women working in some of the largest
power stations in the United Kingdom. Ex-
perience with them on the whole is not
unsatisfactory, yet I believe I should feel

pretty safe if I had to predict what would
happen in this particular connection after
the war.
One of the accompanying photographs

shows a woman engaged in electricity

works service—in charge of a switchboard
for 500 kilowatts. I recently inspected the
most complete and educative official collec-

tion of specimens of electrical work the
product of woman skill and labor—and I

saw photographs of women engaged in

charge of a 1,000 horsepower steam engine,
another attending a 300 kilowatt direct

is but an illustration of the deftness, skill,

ability and willingness that women are
demonstrating every day in a host of other
departments of industry directly or indirect-
ly connected with munitions production.
The position up to date is : there are

950,000 women engaged on munitions prod-
ucts ! Mr. Ben H. Morgan, who was for
two years Dilution officer under the British
Ministry of Munitions gives us to under-
stand that they are turning out nearly one-
third of the total output!

NAVAL AVIATION WIDE OPEN
FOR YOUR TRADE.

"Here's a chance to enroll in the United
States Naval Reserve Force and work at
your own trade.

The naval aviation section needs a great
number of men immediately. Good ratings
and good pay are possible for qualified men.
Here is the list of ratings and the neces-
sary trades.

Machinists' Mates—General machinists,
automobile mechanics and assemblers, tool-
makers, diemakers and similar mechanical
trades.

Quartermasters—Cutters and cloth fitters,

upholsterers, canvas workers, painters, tent
riggers.

Carpenter's Mates—Woodworkers of all

kinds.

Blacksmiths—Toolsmiths, forge men, fur-
nace men, etc.

How the Women of England Are "Doing Their Bit" by Building and Operating Electrical Machinery. Left—Winding A. C. Induction
Motors; Center—One of the Many Central and Sub-station Switch-board Operators; Right—Assembling Small Motor Commutators.

are leaving the bench for the camp and the
trench, experience and necessity are work-
ing hand in hand to that end.

It was, of course, no new thing for wo-
men and girls to be engaged upon many
small electrical manufacturing operations.
Years before the war the writer had wit-
nest their efficient employment in electric

wire and cable factories, in armature wind-
ing work, electric lamp manufacturing and
testing, in conduit and switch work, and in

the making of numerous small accessories.
In one case in London a factory was run
for a time in which crippled girls, ex-
clusively, were engaged in the manufacture

coupled engine set, others building small
commutators, operating presses for arma-
ture work, assembling ironclad switchgear,
erecting switchboards, driving 40 ton cranes,
driving electric trucks, conducting electric

welding operations, making electric con-
tact mines, making parts for internal com-
bustion engines, sparking plug parts, mag-
netos, lampholders, lighting switchboards
for mechanical transport work, etc.,—in-

deed a mere catalog of the different occu-
pations in which they are engaged, tho it

would prove their multitudinous and multi-
farious nature, would be monotonous. Yet
what is happening in the electrical world

Shipfitters—and all kinds of sheet metal
workers.

Coppersm ith s—
Applicants must be American citizens

from 18 to 35 years of age. Draft regis-

trants will be accepted upon presentation of
a letter from their local boards.

Men of the foregoing trades will be sent

to school for special training.

Applicants may enroll at 51 Chambers
Street, New York, or at any Naval Re-
cruiting Station in the United States.

There you are. Now sign up and help
the Navy Airboats get the U-boats."
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Popular Astronomy
THE GASEOUS NEBULAE—SECOND PAPER

By ISABEL M. LEWIS

THERE exists in the heavens, at a
conservative estimate, from half a
million to a million nebulae that are
visible in the greatest telescopes. A
very few of these, notably the Great

Nebula in Orion, the Great Spiral Nebula
in Andromeda and a particularly bright

Of the U. S. Naval Observatory

tary nebulae, and the mysterious spiral

nebulae. Members of the first two groups
are strictly gaseous in their nature, but
the last group, which includes by far the
greater number of all the nebulae, has
characteristics that seem to point to an en-
tirely different origin.

An Irregular Nebula in Cygnus (N. G. C, 6960). Photographed by G. W. Rltchey with
the two-foot reflector of the Yerkes Observatory.) This Nebula Appears in One of the
Denser Portions of the Milky Way. Note That it Extends Across Regions Occupied by

Many Stars, a Proof of its Tremendous Size.

nebula in the Southern Hemisphere can be

faintly distinguisht without telescopic aid.

So extremely faint are the great majority,

however, that it requires all the light-gath-

ering power of the most powerful tele-

scopes, aided by photographic exposures of

several hours' duration, to bring out the

details of their varied and intricate struc-

ture.

Altho the nebulae are most diversified in

their general appearance, they may all be
classified into three groups : the vast irregu-

lar nebulae, the comparatively rare plane-

In fact, it may turn out that the spiral

nebulae are not nebulae at all. This most
puzzling group which has been the subject
of an unusual amount of investigation and
discussion in the past few years will be
treated of separately in another article.

We will consider here only the true gase-
ous nebulae—the planetary and irregular
nebulae.
Gaseous nebulae can be distinguisht by

the nature of their light which gives, when
examined with the spectroscope, what is

known as a bright-line spectrum. Accord-

ing to the first law of spectrum analysis

such a spectrum is characteristic of incan-

descent gases shining only by their own
light under low pressure. What these

gases are can be determined from the posi-

tions of the lines in the spectrum, since

to each chemical element belongs always
the same line or set of lines in the spec-

trum. It has been found that all gaseous
nebulae are composed of hydrogen and
helium gas and an unknown gas found only
in gaseous nebulae and named for that

reason nebulium. This peculiar gas is char-
acterized by a bright line in the green part
of the spectrum that gives a greenish tinge

to the gaseous nebulae. They are for this

reason sometimes referred to as the green
nebulae to distinguish them from the white
or spiral nebulae. It is believed that the
presence of nebulium may be due to some
form of electrical excitations existing in

extremely rare gases.

The irregular nebulae are, there is every
reason to believe, the primordial stuff from
which the stars are made. They fill a tre-

mendous volume of space but possess very
low density and small total mass. This is

evident from the fact that they are cer-
tainly as distant as the stars, with which
they are frequently associated and yet they
cover an apparent space in the heavens that

would be filled normally by hundreds, or
in some cases thousands of stars. When
we consider that the average diameter of
a star is about a million miles and that

within a sphere whose radius is, according
to Newcomb, 412,500 times the radius of
the earth's orbit (the radius of the earth's
orbit being 93,000,000 miles) there exists
but one visible star, on the average, we
begin to realize how enormous must be the
volume of space filled by the vast irregu-
lar nebulae. Were they not of small mass
and low density, their gravitational force
would be so great that they would draw
to them all the neighboring stars.

Estimates of the densities of the gaseous
nebulae are usually placed between one

A Typical Planetary Nebula—Note Strong
Central Star-like Condensation. (Photo-
graphed with the Crossley Reflector of the

Lick Observatory.)
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hundred thousandth and one millionth of

the density of the earth's atmosphere. It

has been found very difficult to explain how
the luminosity of the gaseous nebulae is

maintained under the conditions of ex-
tremely low temperature and pressure that

must prevail everywhere, except in the

more central portions of the nebulae. It

is believed that the light of the gaseous
nebulae must be due partly to some form
of electrical excitation. It is not under-
stood, moreover, how the nebulae can show
the complex structure that characterizes
them under the force of gravitation alone.

Some other forces such as electrical re-

pulsion or radiation or light pressure must
be at work as well.

Irregular and planetary nebulae bear a
strong resemblance to each other in some
respects, yet differ radically in others.

Both types show a marked preference for
the plane of the Milky Way, the funda-
mental plane of the sidereal universe.
They are found most frequently where the
star clouds are densest, and they are as
often as not associated with stars that are
classified as young stars. They are never
connected with stars of an advanced type.

The stars enmeshed in the gaseous nebulae
are the helium stars, or as they are fre-

quently called the Orion stars, because they
occur in such great numbers in the Great
Orion Nebula and its extensions. They
are characterized by their extremely low
density and intense blue light. Great star
groups such as the Pleiades and the chief
stars of the constellation Orion are some-
times enwrapt in one vast irregular nebula
which often condenses locally around con-
spicuous stars of the group. At the very
center of the Great Orion Nebula is a
multiple star of six components that is be-
yond a doubt physically connected with the
Great Nebula. All the conspicuous stars
of the Pleiades are surrounded by a faint
nebulous haze which appears to shine part-
ly by reflected light from these stars and
partly by its own luminosity.
Portions of these great irregular nebulae

are non-luminous ; dark streaks and lanes
are frequently observed in the bright gase-
ous nebulae singularly devoid of stars as if

dark absorbing matter shut off the light
from stars lying beyond.
Observations of the Great Orion Nebula

have shown a whirling motion of its parts,
tho as a whole this vast nebula is almost

The Rlnfl Nebula In the Constellation Lyra
(Photographed by G. W. Ritchey with the
Five-foot Reflector of the Mount Wilson Solar
Observatory). One of the Finest of the An-
nular Nebulae, a Variety of the Irregular
Type of Gaseous Nebulae. Note the Central
Star, Which Is Physically Connected with the

Nebula.

stationary in space. This brings us to the
most marked point of difference between
the irregular and the planetary nebulae,
that of their motion thru space. The
irregular nebulae are the most slowly mov-
ing of all celestial objects, being practically
at rest or simply drifting thru space, while
the planetary nebulae are to be classified
among the most rapidly moving objects in

the heavens, their speed averaging much
higher than that of the stars. The plane-

taries are also extremely s.mall as com-
pared to the irregular nebulae, receiving

their name from their resemblance to faint

planetary disks. They are usually asso-

ciated with a single star or show a star-

like condensation at the center. There are,

moreover, comparatively few of these ob-
jects, not more than one hundred and fifty

being catalogued up to the present time.

The latest observations seem to indicate

that these small nebulae have arisen as a

result of some celestial collision or catas-

trophe, and that they have an unusual
origin. Recent observations show that

some of them are in rapid rotation. The
temptation to connect these in some way
with the temporary stars or Novae (new
stars) that apparently owe their origin to

some celestial encounter is very great, es-

pecially since the Novae are observed at

a later stage to be surrounded by a nebu-

lous haze bearing a strong resemblance
in composition and general appearance to
the planetary nebulae.
The spectrum of the planetaries is, on

the other hand, very similar to a certain
rare class of stars known as Wolf-Rayet
stars. These stars, the Novae and the
planetary nebulae are all closely confined
to the plane of the Milky Way and some
relationship between the three classes of
objects may be traced as a result of further
observations.
We may now briefly summarize the.

{Continued on page 280)

The Great Nebula In Orion (Photographed by G. W. Ritchey with the Two-foot Reflector
of the Yerkes Observatory). This Is Generally Considered to Be the Finest of all
Nebulae as Well as One of the Most Magnificent Objects in the Heavens. The Dis-
tance of the Great Nebula Is Uncertain, Tho It Cannot Be Less Than Several Hundred
Light Years. According to Recent Investigations by Prof. W. H. Pickering, the
Nebula Is 6,250 Light Years Distant and Its Diameter, Including All the Ramifications
That Envelope the Entire Constellation, Is 1,700 Light Years. Upon This Assumption
the More Central Portion Photographed Above, Showing the Multiple Star Theta
Physically Connected with the Nebula, Has an Extent of Nearly One Hundred Light
Years or More Than Six Million Times the Distance from the Earth to the Sun. The
Entire Nebula Forms One Seething, Tumultuous Mass of Incandescent Gases Whose
Density Has Been Estimated as Low as One-millionth of the Density of the Earth's

Atmosphere.
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The Phenomena of Electrical Conduction in Gases
PART IV—WHY IONS DISAPPEAR

By ROGERS D. RUSK, M. A.

THE behavior of the electrically

charged particles of a gas is at times
almost magical in nature. Unseen
forces may suddenly produce them
and other unseen forces may as sud-

denly make them disappear. The scientist

who wants to know whether or not a gas
will conduct electricity must first know
whether there are any ions present in the

gas. If he wants to know just how much
electricity will pass thru the gas he must
also know how many ions have been pro-

duced and how many have disappeared. It

is a well-known fact that if an ionized gas
is allowed to stand for some time it will

in some way lose its ions and its power to

conduct electricity. This seemingly mys-
terious phenomena, however, can be very
easily explained by two words—diffusion

and recombination.

Diffusion is the scattering of ions and
their migration to a conductor where they
lose their charge and recombination is the

reuniting of the ions of a molecule again.

The numerical figures which represent the

rates at which these processes continue are
called respectively the coefficient of dif-

fusion and the coefficient of recombination.

In order to obtain these coefficients or
rates of disappearance of the ions it is

necessary in some way or other to count
the ions or determine their relative num-
bers at different times. An ion, however,
is far too small to be visible even in the

tion of the above two coefficients, has been
done quite recently by the world's leading

Form of Tube Used for Measuring the Dis-
appearance of Ions by Recombination, with

the Aid of a Quadrant Electrometer.

highest powered microscope. Moreover it

is too small to ever be visible to the human
eye. That may seem like a rash statement
in this day and age of scientific miracles,

and yet it must be remembered that the

human eye is only sensitive to certain wave
lengths of light. Now the ion would either

reflect only a single pulse of light which
would give it neither size nor shape, or it

would reflect waves of light many, many
times too short to affect the human eye.

As long then as the human eye retains its

present limitations, the ion will remain in-

visible. Notwithstanding the fact that we
cannot see these particles we can prove
their presence by means of the electroscope

or electrometer, and we can obtain a meas-
ure of the total number present by measur-
ing the total effect on the instrument. Much
work of this kind, including the determina-

Showlng Arrangement of Neutral Molecules,
Charged Ions and Ions Recombining.

physicists, including J. S. Townsend and
J. J. Thomson of England.

Recombination is a very natural conse-
quence of ionization and as its name im-
plies, means the recombination of positive

and negative ions just after they have been
formed. For instance when a neutral

molecule experiences the force of some
ionizing agency it is torn asunder and forms
two equal and oppositely charged ions ; now
these oppositely charged particles attract

each other according to the laws of electric

attraction, and if they are not suddenly
driven far apart by some force, this attrac-

tion will cause them to reunite and thus
form neutrally charged molecules again.

This can be shown diagramatically as in

Fig. 1, where each stage of the action is

shown. In any ionized gas then, where
there are equal numbers of positives and
negatives, recombination will finally remove
the conductivity of the gas. If there are
unequal numbers of positives and negatives,

the rate of recombination will depend upon
the relative numbers of each. If the ions

are removed from the field as fast as they
are formed, that is by a saturation current,

recombination will not take place. If, how-
ever, there is no electric field acting to re-

move the ions, the number will increase

until they are so close together that they

Method Used In Determining How Fast Ions
Disappear By Diffusion By Means of An
Electroscope, Which Measures the Amount of
Charge in the Gas Passing Thru the Tube.

recombine as fast as they are formed or,
in other words, the rates of recombination
and ionization are equal; then the gas will

have reached a steady state and the number
of ions will be a maximum.

Scientists define the rate of recombination
dn

mathematically as and put it equal to
dt

an1 where a is called the coefficient of re-

combination and "n" is the number of ions
of either sign present. It can be seen that
a is merely a constant which expresses the
relation between the rate of recombination
and the number of ions present. As the
amount of current which will pass thru a
gas depends upon the number of ions pres-
ent in the gas and the number of ions de-
pends upon the rate of recombination, then
the current depends on the rate of recom-
bination.

One of the earliest determinations of the
coefficient of recombination was made by
E. Rutherford in 1897, by the use of a
metal tube similar to the one shown in

Fig. 2, by blowing a current of ionized air

thru it and measuring the conductivity at
different distances along the source. For
instance if the current from electrode C to
E, is one-half what it is from A to E, then
half of the ions have disappeared and the
time taken for them to disappear was the
time for the gas to travel from A to C
down the tube. The only measurement it

is necessary to take are the currents thru
the gas at A and C, and the rate of flow
of the gas from A to C. The rate of re-
combination has been found to vary with
the different methods of producing ions,

Fig 5

The Way In Which Ions Diffuse to the Sides
of a Containing Vessel.

showing that the kinds of ions that are pro-
duced, vary with the nature of the gas,
and with the temperature and pressure.

Under certain conditions the disappear-
ance of ions by diffusion is even greater
than by recombination, hence it must be
taken into very careful consideration. Dif-
fusion is the thinning out or migration of
ions which may be due to the following
causes : If there is a greater density of
ions in one part of a certain volume of gas
than in another part, the ions will spread out
toward the less dense part. If ions of one
sign only have been generated in a gas, any
adjacent particles being of similar charge
will repel each other and all of the ions will
tend to spread as far away from each other
as possible. This is true of like ions when
both positives and negatives are present.
Then when ions by any means approach
the wall of the containing vessel or any

{Continued on page 279)
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FARMERS LEARN ELECTRICITY.
The University of California is teaching

farmers to use electricity. In the near fu-

ture the indications are that the efficiency

of electricity on the farm will be generally

recognized and adapted.

HUNS HAVE DEVICE TO HELP
U-BOAT CREWS TO SURFACE

AFTER WRECK.
Dutch newspapers describe a new method

by which crews of U-boats escape from

ELECTRIC CHICK PICKER.
A machine invented by O. G. Rieske, of

Buffalo, picks an ordinary fowl naked in

less than five minutes. Moreover, no
feathers are scattered. A small electric

PHOTOGRAPHING AUTO PARTS
WITH MERCURY VAPOR

LAMPS.
A complete and accurate catalog of parts

is one of the necessities for every automo-
bile manufacturer. Every detail must be
illustrated, either separately or assembled
with others into one of the parts of the car.

A unique method of taking the photographs
necessary for these catalogs has been
worked out by a prominent automobile
manufacturer.
Use is made of an elevated platform un-

der which can be placed a large flat wooden
table. On this are arranged various items,

each with its appropriate title and number,
printed on a card, laid beside or below it.

The boundary of the photograph is marked
by black wooden strips. Thru a hole in

the platform the photographer focusses his

camera upon the display below. Light is

furnished by four mercury-vapor tubes,

hung underneath and near the edges of the
platform. Due to the highly actinic qual-
ity of the mercury-vapor light, the exposure
is much shorter than with other illuminants
having the same apparent brilliancy.

This arrangement possesses numerous ad-
vantages, among which are that it enables
the various parts to be associated with
descriptive text, or explanations of the
workings of complex apparatus. Much
greater speed can be made in getting out
instructions, since only one photograph need
be taken of the entire group. Photograph-
ing from above is also very much quicker
than from in front, because the parts can
be much more easily arranged on the hori-
zontal platforms and removed or rear-
ranged for the next picture, than where it

is necessary to tack up the parts on a ver-
tical background.

—

Courtesy Willys-Over-
land Co.

RUBBER ROLLER
Anyone Can Pick Fowl at a Great Rate With This New Electric Feather Picker. It

Picks an Ordinary Fowl in Less Than Five Minutes, Without Scalding.

Photographing Automobile Parts With Mercury Vapor
Lamps and Camera Set Vertically Above the Objects, Thus

Saving Much Time In Arranging the Display.

their boats to the surface after they have
been destroyed or wrecked. Statistics pre-
pared by the German Admirality show that,

despite popular belief, a submarine runs
less danger in its operations than does the
cruiser or other ship of war, and that de-
spite the terrific strain, there has been a

very small loss of life among
the crews.
When the U-boat is wrecked

or disabled and lies on the bot-

tom of the sea a little compart-
ment on top is opened and a
buoy which has been filled with
air is released and at once rises

to the top, carrying attached to

it a steel cable. Equipt with
"swimming vests," also inflated

with air, the men climb to the

surface by means of the cable.

During this climb to the sur-

face each man wears over his

mouth and nose a small appa-
ratus containing

,
pure air, so

that he is enabled to breathe
oxygen. This apparatus at the
same time purifies the carbonic
acid, and keeps the air pure for
several hours. The buoy on
the surface also is equipt with
an electrical apparatus so that

electric waves can be sent thru
the water calling for assistance.

The buoys are large enough to

accommodate nearly all the
men of the crew.
When danger threatens the

alarm is at once sounded and
this new life saving apparatus
is at once prepared for use, so
that the men can leave a U-boat
within a few minutes. It is

said that this apparatus will

make the operation of the
U-boats as safe as can be de-
vised for their crews. Thus it

seems the Germans do find
time to invent safety devices.

motor turns a suction fan, and also a

roller contained within the instrument it-

self, the power being transmitted by means
of flexible cable. The roller is hollow and
its outer surface is pierced by a number of
slits which permit the incoming blast pro-
duced by the fan to pass freely thru it.

The top of the instrument is hooded and
attached to this hood in a little rubber
roller which rests firmly against the sur-

face of the large drum-like wheel. The
feathers of the fowl, sucked up against
the two rollers, are plucked by having to

squeeze between the rollers, after which
they are blown to a tank. A thumb con-
tact permits the hood to be moved around
on its axis, and thus the relative positions
of the two rollers are adjusted according
to the needs of each case. The smallest
wild fowl or the biggest turkey may be
plucked with equal ease. A fowl can read-
ily be picked in the dry state, but ordinarily
it is scalded.

EMISSIVE PROPERTIES OF
TUNGSTEN.

The emissive properties of tungsten have
been investigated by two methods. One
investigation consisted in the determination
of the selective reflection of plane, highly
polished mirrors of tungsten in the visable
and in the infra-red spectrum. A depres-
sion was found at 0.8 in the reflectivity

curve, which is the cause of a marked selec-

tive emission band found in incandescent
tungsten.
The second investigation was on the se-

lective emission of straight and helical fila-

ments of tungsten, in which it was shown
that the increased brightness within the
helix is due almost entirely to multiple re-
flection. The most important deduction is

that the radiation from within the helix
is not sufficiently close to that of a uni-
formly heated inclosure to be used in the
calibration of pyrometers.
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A NEW TELEGRAPHIC SIGNAL
LAMP FOR MOTOR-BOATS.

In the accompanying illustration a tele-

graphic signal lamp is shown which is now

New Water- Proof Signal Lamp
for Small Vessels. Easily Op-
erated With Telegraph Key.

being offered by a Boston concern. This
lamp as illustrated, consists of a 7-inch by
10-inch brass anchor light with "Fresnal"
lens. For use with it in signaling, a special-

ly constructed Morse key is provided with
heavy platinum points, the base of which
encloses a condenser connected across points
of the key to prevent arcing and to shorten
the lag between make and break. An at-

tachment plug and cord is provided so that

the signal can be connected to any voltage
electric circuit. It is very substantial and
will stand any weather.

A PORTABLE ELECTRIC AIR
COMPRESSOR.

Here is a novel and efficient electric air

compressor that is really portable. It is

built as a compact unit, with electric mo-
tor, high pressure compressor and trans-
mission all enclosed in one frame. All one
has to do is plug in the nearest lamp
socket, either direct or alternating current,
connect the hose to your tire and turn on
the switch.

The particular features in the construc-
tion of this portable compressor are that
it is built as an integral unit, self-contained

For Autolsts—A Portable Elec-
tric Air Compressor.

in a metal housing ; its efficiency is increased
by means of forced air draft ventilation,
operated automatically, keeping the motor
and cylinders cool at all times. There is no
water to freeze or to evaporate.

The motor is of the compensated series,

interpoled type, which will operate on
either direct or alternating current, so that

a different machine is not required every
time you move.
The wick feed system of lubrication is

used.

NEW SELF-CONTAINED MICRO-
PHONE BUTTON.

If standard transmitters cost only a trifle,

and were not much bigger than a thimble,
every repair man could carry a few in his
pocket. Then when a subscriber's instru-
ment refused to talk for reasons unknown
to the subscriber, and the repair man's ten
mile trip disclosed a faulty transmitter, he
could take a new one out of his pocket,
screw it into place, and be on his way.
A Chicago inventor, J. Skinderviken, has
so nearly approximated this desirable con-
dition that he leaves little to be desired in

the way of transmitter repairs. He has
been allowed a patent on a self-contained
transmitter button which meets practically

all the conditions of our first problem.
Externally the button is merely a cone-

Assembly and Exploded View of Remarkable
New Transmitter Button. It "Talks" in Any
Position and Requires no Rear Bridge Sup-

port.

shaped bit of brass with a threaded stem,
a nut and a lock-nut to fit the hole in the
standard transmitter diafram.

It has at least one paramount advantage
over the regular transmitter. It talks

equally well in all positions—vertical, hori-
zontal, inverted, or at any angle. The
method of repair used with this unique
microphone button is to remove with a small
screw-driver the metal bridge common to

all standard transmitters. This bridge the
repair man puts in his pocket, to be referred
later to the scrap heap. The button then is

screwed directly to the transmitter diafram,
without any support but its own screw
stem. The whole affair can be executed
in little more than a minute.

This universal position feature
makes the Skinderviken button very
useful also in repairing hand-micro-
phones, which are commonly sub-
jected to the most severe distortions

of position. The same is true to a

lesser extent of the desk stand.

NEW BATTERY SWITCH FITTED
WITH SPRING BINDING POSTS.
A one point and two point wooden bat-

tery switch which is equipt with the spring
binding posts are now on the market. The
handle of this switch is made in one piece
and all the metal parts of it, including the
binding posts, are fastened to the wooden
handle by means of eyelets. This, it is

One Point Battery Switch Provided With
Spring Binding Posts.

pointed out by the maker, eliminates all

screws and does away with the loosening of
any parts. The switch can be quickly wired
on account of the convenient construction
of the spring clip binding posts which are
employed, without the use of any tools.

A NEW MILKING MACHINE.
This new electric milking machine profits

by all the mistakes made by others, it is

claimed. The new milking machine has no
rubber milk tubes. It is suspended under
the cow and can't be kicked off ; nor can
the teat cups drop off and suck up dirt. It

can milk a three- or two-teated cow as
easily as a four-teated one, and can milk
each teat independently. It has an ex-
clusive type—three-sided inflation that posi-
tively insures a three-sided collapse from
tip of teat to udder. It does not milk four
teats at once, but two at a time, alternately.
The milk from each teat passes thru an

unbreakable, transparent, straight celluloid
tube that is easily cleaned. You can see the
milk flow, and as each quarter is milked
you can stop the action on it. These small
unbreakable tubes take the place of the long
rubber hose, an essential part of most
milkers, and insure getting milk always as
clean and pure as it is in the cow's udder.
It also has a float valve that absolutely pre-
vents the milk being drawn back to the
vacuum tank if the pail becomes full.

And it can be operated by an electric mo-
tor and in conjunction with any lighting
plant.

The teat cups are radically new in de-
sign and exert a compound action; first it

sucks milk from the teat by vacuum and
then shuts it off completely by atmospheric
release, exactly duplicating the natural hand
method.

—

Photo courtesy Western Electric

Co.

fiSS^w*^', _/ Bib

Note How Surcingle Holds Pall of This New Electric
Milker Firmly In Place.
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Experimental Physics
By JOHN J. FURIA, A. B., M. A., (Columbia University)

Lesson 14—Current Electricity

AN electrical charge in motion is called

f\ an electric current. Experiment
/ \ 80.—When a Leyden jar is dis-

charged, we get a momentary cur-

rent. If this momentary current is

allowed to pass thru a coil of insulated

Copper, j Zinc

Tumbler- Dilute sulfuric

ac/'d

F(q 73

The Voltaic Cell—It Produces an Electric
Current by the Chemical Action of Dilute

Sulfuric Acid on Zinc and Copper.

copper wire which surrounds a knitting
needle, we find that the needle has become
magnetized. (See Lesson 11 for test of
magnetism.) It is important to note that

electricity in motion produces a magnetic
effect, since so much of the value of elec-

tricity depends upon this effect. (This ef-

fect was discovered by Prof. Hans Chris-
tian Oersted of the University cf Copen-
hagen in 1819. His experiment, known as
Oersted's Experiment, marked the begin-
ning of modern electricity.

Experiment 81—Only a small amount of
electricity passes thru the wire in experi-
ment 80 because the current lasts for so
small a fraction of a second. Galvani in

1786 discovered a chemical method for pro-
ducing a continuous current and Volta in

1800 invented the voltaic cell (sometimes
called galvanic cell). He placed a strip of
zinc and a strip of copper in dilute sulfuric
acid (see figure 73). If the terminals of
this cell are connected to the coil surround-
ing the knitting needle for several seconds,
we find the needle more strongly magne-
tized than in experiment 80. Hold the wire
connecting the terminals of the cell over a
compass needle; the compass needle will
be strongly deflected, i.e., the wire connect-

Bal 3

1

r bf-W-cFig. 76 "- .Bat ~

ing the terminals carries an electric cur-
rent. (This was Oersted's experiment).
That the terminals of the cell are electric-

ally charged before they are connected, can
be shown by use of the electroscope of
Lesson 13. On testing for the sign of the
charge we find the copper -f" and the
zinc — . See Fig. 73.

Experiment 82—Allow the current from
a voltaic cell to pass thru a vertical wire
(see Fig. 74) and sift small iron filings

around the wire. We find that the mag-
netic field consists of concentric circles

lying in a horizontal plane. On exploring
with a small compass we get results as in

Fig. 74. On reversing the current the com-
pass reverses. The direction of the mag-
netic field (the direction in which the N
pole of a compass points) is related to the
direction of the current by the right hand
rule which is stated as follows : "Grasp
the wire in which current is flowing by the
right hand so that the thumb points in the
direction in which the current is flowing;
then the magnetic lines encircle the wire in

the same direction as do the fingers of the
hand." If instead of passing the current
thru a single vertical wire we allow it to

Fig. 75

Various Problems In Ohm's Law. Simple
Resistance At Aj B—Resistances In Series;

C—Resistances in Parallel.

Various Actions of Magnetic Fields. The Gal-
vanometer Works Upon the Principle That
A Magnetic Needle (b) In a Coll, or a Current-
Carrying Coil in a Magnetic Field (c) will

Tend to Move.

pass thru a wire bent as in Fig. 75 (a) we
have a still stronger magnetic field and if

we use a coil as in Fig. 75 (b) the strength
is increased still more, since each turn adds
to it. Using more current also adds to the
strength of the field. A compass needle
placed in the center of the coil 75 (b) will

be deflected and the greater the current the
greater the deflection. All instruments for
measuring current consist essentially either
of a compass needle at the center of a fixt

coil as in Fig. 75 (b) or of a moving coil

suspended between the poles of a fixt mag-
net as in Fig. 75 (c). The passing of the
current thru the coil produces a deflection
as in Fig. 75 (b) of the needle and in Fig.
75 (c) of the coil.

Such an instrument is known as a gal-
vanometer. When calibrated to give the
strength of current directly it is called an
ammeter. The ammeter has low resistance
so as to oppose the passage of electricity
thru it practically not at all. Because of
the practically nil obstruction, all the cur-
rent passes thru it and therefore we get a
true measure of it. The voltmeter or in-
strument for measuring electrical pressure,
is similar to the ammeter but has a high re-
sistance. This allows only a small amount

of electricity to pass thru it. Hence no
electricity is lost and the pressure remains
"full up" and is all measured.
Expekiment 83—Allow the current from

several cells to pass thru (a) ten feet of

A Practical Experiment Showing How the
Current in a Conductor Sets Up Magnetic
Whirls in Iron Filings; Also, Reversing the
Current Reverses the Direction of the Whirls

As a Compass Needle Demonstrates.

number 30 copper wire, (b) 20 feet of
number 30 copper wire, (c) 20 feet of num-
ber 20 copper wire and (d) 20 feet of num-
ber 30 German silver wire respectively, and
at the same time thru the galvanometer of
Fig. 75. We find that less current passes
thru the smaller diameter copper wire than
thru the other. Also less current passes
thru the German silver than thru the cop-
per; again, less current passes thru the 20
feet of copper wire than thru the 10 feet.

Hence we say that German silver offers

more resistance to the passage of elec-

tricity than does copper. Also the longer
the wire the more the resistance, and finally

the smaller the diameter of the wire the
greater the resistance.

Comparing the wire to a water pipe it is

obvious that the smaller the diameter of
the wire or pipe the less the electricity or
water passing thru and hence the more the
resistance. (The unit of resistance is called
the Ohm and is equal to the resistance of
9.35 feet of number 30 copper wire).

(Continued on page 279)

How Battery Cells Are Joined in Series (A)
for High Voltage and In Parallel ( B) for
High Current. For High External Resistance

Use a High E.M.F. and Vice Versa-
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Notice to All Radio Readers
As most of our radio readers are undoubtedly aware, the U. S. Government has decided that all Amateur Wireless Sta-

tions, whether licensed or unlicensed, or equipt for receiving or transmitting, shall be closed.

This is a very important consideration, especially to those who are readers of the ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER,
for the reason that we desire to continue to publish valuable articles on the wireless art from time to time, and which may treat

on both transmitting and receiving apparatus. In the first place, there are a great many students among our readers who will

demand and expect a continuation of the usual class of Radio subjects, which we have published in the past four years, and
secondly, there will be hundreds and even thousands of new radio pupils in the various naval and civilian schools thruout the
country who will be benefited by up-to-date wireless articles treating on both the transmitting as well as receiving equip-
ment. Remember that yon must not connect up radio apparatus to any form of antenna.—The Editors.

John Bottomley, Director, Marconi Co., Dies
COMMERCIAL wireless lost a

pioneer from its ranks when John
Bottomley, third vice-president, sec-

retary and treasurer of the Marconi
Wireless Telegraph Company of

America, died in the Post Graduate Hos-
pital, New York, on Sunday, June 16th.

Mr. Bottomley was in his seventy-first year.

The Late John Bottomley, Third Vice-Presi-
dent, Secretary and Treasurer of the Mar-
coni Wireless Telegraph Company of Amer-
ica. He introduced the Marconi System to

the American Business World.

Twenty years of ceaseless activity in the

radio field are credited to the deceased, for

it was in 1898 that he first met Marconi and
took up the responsible task of introducing

wireless telegraphy to the American world
of commerce. In 1902, he became the active

head of the American Marconi Company.
At the time of his death he was vice-presi-

dent and a director of the associated Mar-
coni Telegraph-Cable Companies, treasurer

of the Pan-American Wireless Telegraph
and Telephone Company, treasurer and di-

rector of the Wireless Press and treasurer

of the Marconi Institute. Mr. Bottomley
had been president of the New York Elec-

trical Society and was an active member of

the Engineers Club, vice-president of the

Harlem Library, now incorporated with the

Public Library, vice-president of the Har-
lem Dispensary and trustee of the Empire
City Savings Bank.
He was born in Belfast, Ireland, in 1848,

where he received his early education, later

entering Queen's College. At the age of
twenty-two he was placed in charge of a
large exporting house, where he remained
for ten years, coming to America in 1880.

Here he studied law and was admitted to

the Bar, being engaged in this profession up
to the time when wireless claimed him.
Mr. Bottomley was a nephew of Lord

Kelvin, the noted electrician, and a grand-
son of James Thomson. A brother, James
T. Bottomley, is a scientist in Scotland. He
is survived by his wife, two sons and two
daughters.

BRITISH GIRLS STUDY RADIO.
English girls are taking up wireless

telegraphy in earnest. The Marconi com-
pany has started a special school for train-

ing women in wireless telegraphy at its

North Wales Station.

The course deals with slip reading,

punching, record reading and the general
duties of a wireless station. The girls will

be drafted to land stations when efficient

and will go on night duty in rotation.

It is not proposed to extend the use of
women to ships for the present, but if this

is to be altered it probably will apply only
to coastwise shipping.

MAJOR J. O. MAUBORGNE, SIGNAL
CORPS, U. S. A.

Wireless men everywhere will remember
the useful and timely hand-book on the

Wavemeter, written by former Lieutenant

J. O. Mauborgne, U. S. A., now Major
Mauborgne, and who has been in charge of
the electrical engineering section of the
Signal Corps since March, 1918. He was
born in 1881 in New York City. He was
graduated in 1901 from the College of St.

Francis Xavier and recommended to the

War Department as standing highest in the

military department upon graduation. Two
years later he was commissioned second
lieutenant in the regular army, and he was
promoted to first lieutenant in April, 1909.

He was graduated in 1910 from the Army
Signal School at Fort Leavenworth, Kan.,
and for the next three years was instructor

there in radio telegraphy and other branches

of engineering and in charge of the electri-

cal laboratory. During 1914 and 1915 he was
in charge of the army radio construction
work in the Philippine Islands, and from
October, 1916, to October, 1917, he was on
duty at the Fort Leavenworth Army Signal
School, acting as its director from October,
1916, to May, 1917.

He was promoted to captain of the Signal
Corps in September, 1916, and tc major in

August, 1917. Since October, 1917, he has
been on duty in the office of the chief signal

officer of the army. Major Mauborgne has
had ten years of experimental work in

radio-telegraphy and is the author of "Prac-
tical Uses of the Wave Meter in Wireless
Telegraphy, 1914," and articles on radio
research in the technical press of both
America and Europe. He is also a member
of the Institute of Radio Engineers, and a
member of the advisory board of the in-

vention section, War Plans Division, Gen-
eral Staff, U. S. A.

Major J. O. Mauborgne, in Charge of the
Electrical Engineering Section of the Signal
Corps, Is One of the Best Known Radio Ex-
perts in This Country. Wireless Men Every-
where Find His Timely and Eminently Use-

ful Book on the Wavemeter Invaluable.
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MEMORIZING THE CODE.
I read with interest "A Short-cut to Code

Learning" in the January number by
Thomas Reed. I will try to describe a
method used by the Swiss Boy Scouts that

has proved very successful, and, in fact,

so successful that it is the only way they
know the code.
Each letter of the code is represented by

a word that begins with the same letter, so
as to simplify recognition. Also each "dot"
or "dash" of the code is represented by a
syllable (of the word). And, last, every
syllable containing the vowel "o" means a
dash in the code.
A few examples will make the process

dear. Take for instance — B = — . . . =
Bonaparte. Bonaparte contains four sylla-

bles; the first syllable contains the vowel
"o" which means that the letter in the code
begins with a dash; the other syllables do
not contain "o" and therefore are dots.

Thus

:

G = Gondole = .

A= Arnold = .
—

H = Hilarite = . . . .

F = Farandole = . . — .

S = Sardine = . . .

M — Moto -

E= Eh ! = .

I will not give the equivalents for all the

alphabet, as all these words are unfortu-
nately in French and would be of no use,

but it would be easy with enough time to

make one up in English.
However, I do not think learning the code

by these methods are efficient, as they only
help to make the code more easy to the
beginner and later he will have to mem-
orize it, the usual way.

II. Simplifying Receiving
I think that simplifying receiving would

be of some help to the beginners and the
method I will now describe is very useful.

This method is also used in Switzerland by
the Boy Scouts. ( I do not know if it is used
elsewhere.) And I think not only helping
beginners in wireless, but it would be of
service for heliograph receivers.

This method requires a chart containing
the alphabet and numerals (see illustra-

tion). The letters are divided into two
groups—those beginning by a "dot" and
those beginning by a "dash."
Also a straight line ( ) represents

a "dash" and a dotted line a "dot" ( . . . )

.

Thus when a letter begins with a "dot" look
at group I and if with a dash at group II.

Take for instance letter A (. — ).

(1) Look at group I. (2) As the next
symbol is a "dash," follow the straight line

and we come to A.
Now take the letter Z ( . . ).

(1) Look at group II. (2) Follow the
straight line. (3) Follow the dotted line.

(4) Follow the dotted line. Thus to find

the letter we pass thru T, M, G, and Z.

This, I think, is the easiest method to

decipher a code and by looking at the dia-

gram it is readily understood. Hoping this

will interest some amateurs.
Contributed by

HAROLD A. BAUMAN.

BOYS* WIRELESS SEIZED; NAVY
GETS TWO RECRUITS.

Zzz-szx) (*!-** ?.-sszzxz- sz-splutter

!

"German spies," gasped a neighbor as he
heard the hissing noise and watched the

sparks flashing from the home of Mrs. Pat-

How to Teach Hook-ups to
Finally Evolved This Ground

The Student

rick O'Shaugnessy, at New Canaan, Conn.
Again came the hiss and the spark. The

neighbor jumped to the telephone and the

next day Federal raiders swooped down on
the O'Shaugnessy cottage. Mrs. O'Shaug-
nessy sobbed a plea that her only boys, Wil-
liam, twenty, and Thomas Francis, eigh-

teen, be forgiven this time. But the raiders

frowned. It was against the law for ama-
teurs to fool with wireless apparatus in

war time. "Shucks," laughed Tommie, "we
were just studying so we could get in the
navy wireless branch."
The Federal officials learned the state-

ment was true, but had to confiscate the ma-
chine. They suggested in leaving that the

boys could get practical wireless experience
without interference by joining the navy.
"That's what we will do," agreed the boys.
And they did. Mrs. O'Shaugnessy pre-
sented herself to Chief Yeowoman Mrs.
George Wheelock at the Naval Recruiting
headquarters. She had Tom in tow. She
explained she had tried to keep the boy at

home, but had to yield.

Tom was found to be 100 per cent physi-

cally fit and easily past the wireless tests.

We regret to hear of these indiscreet

ventures of American "Radio-bugs," for

they should set a perfect example in

their respective localities of just what a

"good" American citizen is! Remember,

Amateur Radio Men, that you are being
watched closely all the time by those
whom you least suspect. Therefore strive

to hold your head high; if you are am-
bitious and can't hold your radio aspira-
tions any longer, then go and enlist at

A Canadian Instructor
Apparatus Are Placed.
Pencil.

once. Your Uncle Sam needs you!!!

NEW "GLASS SLATE" FOR TEACH-
ING HOOK-UPS.

Patents have recently been applied for in

various countries on a drawing slate in-

vented by a Canadian Wireless Instructor

to meet the difficulty of teaching students

to memorize and understand the connec-

tions of various pieces of apparatus as re-

quired by Government examiners.

The wireless student who has learned to

draw the connections of apparatus arranged
always according to a particular plan, in-

variably encounters trouble when presented

with a diagram representing the same pieces

of apparatus placed in entirely different

positions with respect to each other, and it

is only then that he realizes he has wasted
considerable time in merely accustoming
himself to repeatedly drawing the same con-

necting lines in the same order, without
grasping their meaning.
The present invention, a direct product

of necessity, takes the form of a framed
sheet of ground glass, beneath which repre-

sentations of the various parts comprising
a wireless or other electrical equipment,

printed in heavy black lines upon blocks of

Beaver Board, are arranged, and upon the

ground upper surface of which the proper

connections are to be drawn in pencil with

the aid of a ruler or set square. The
blocks are tightly clamped between the

glossy under side of the glass and a wooden
back to which the frame is hinged, so that

the slate may be past round among sev-

eral students, each of whom will draw in

the connections and afterwards erase the

pencil lines with water, or preferably a few
drops of gasoline applied with a sponge or

piece of rag. When required, the blocks

may be re-arranged or replaced with rep-

resentations of parts comprising some other

standard equipment. The blocks are very
inexpensive and can be supplied in sets

making up complete wireless installations.

Essential details of standard receivers

of all types, automatic starting devices,

motor generators, etc., can also be printed

on the blocks enabling students to under-
stand the relation of each part to the other.

Blocks representing Chemistry Apparatus
can also be supplied.

Group I

.© )h© 0'

=dof No letter:

dash mailable
fx- To find L we pass thru £, A. R,L.

Group. £

Not usid in

Americam o © -© ©

I
° 70' ©

No letter available

Simplified Code Chart for Quickly Memorizing the Mysterious Dots and Dashes, as Described
by Mr. Bauman. To Find " Z," for Instance: Look at Group II, Pass Thru T, M, G, and Z;

Thus "Z" Is Dash, Dash, Dot, Dot.

Radio Men? That Was the Problem.
Glass Slate, Under Which the Various
Must Draw the Circuit Lines in with a
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AN IMPROVED CONDENSER
SCALE.

The drawing shows a special graduated
scale which, when substituted for the con-
denser scale, will show the exact position of

HOW TO USE SHORT INTER-
RUPTER RODS.

Procure a miniature coupling from an
Erector building outfit, take an alloy rod
that has become too short for ordinary

By Making a Special Scale for the Variable Condenser of a Radio Receiving Set, It

Becomes a Simple Matter to Instantly Set the Condenser to Correspond With a Certain
Tap for a Given Call.

the condenser for each number of taps of
the secondary. As you will notice by the
drawing, as the turns of the secondary are
increased the condenser is brought nearer
zero, and in the case of NAA the more taps
are taken off the greater the condenser
capacity used. This, of course, is naturally
necessary, but the idea of the arrangement
is to show when for instance four taps
are used the condenser scale will be at an
indicated point. By this method, after not-
ing on the scale where different stations
come in, it will be an easy matter to tune
in these same stations again when desired.

I have been using this method to great
advantage, especially when time is the prime
factor, that is when one wishes to listen

for two or even three stations at once, by
merely changing the secondary taps and
a lot of unnecessary time formerly lost by
moving the condenser to the exact point
and having to hunt for each one is saved.
Contributed by T. T. J., U.S.N.R.F.

use, put this thru the hole in the cover,
take off the tube from the interrupter, and
place the coupling in the tube with a piece
of straight copper wire A in one end, and
alloy rod C in the other. Replace tube and

UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH
GIVES RADIO ENGINEER-

ING COURSE. )

A course in Radio Engineering for tech-
nical graduates is being given at the Uni-
versity of Pittsburgh which comprises a
term lasting eight weeks. This course will

be open only to graduates in electrical or
mechanical engineering who are recorded in

Class I of the National Army Draft. Men
enrolling in it will be placed by the Gov-
ernment in Class V until completion of
the course, when they will be inducted into
the Signal Corps and sent to an army school
for further training. The need for men
familiar with the technique of radio-com-
munication is great, and the chances for
obtaining a commission ultimately are good.
There will be no charge for tuition, but
students must provide their own living and
travel expenses.

As the number of men is limited, appli-
cation should be made at once to Prof. Hi
E. Dyche, Department of Electrical Engi-
neering, University of Pittsburgh, Pitts-
burgh, Pa.

By Means of a Small Wire Connector It Be-
comes Possible to Use Up Short Bits of
Electrolytic Interrupter Rods in the Manner

I llustrated.

the interrupter is ready for use. This is a
very economical way of using these alloy
rods as they can be used to the last inch.

Contributed by JOHN ROGERS.

RADIO WRITERS — ATTENTION ! ! !

Can you write radio articles dealing
with the practical problems of wireless
operating? We can use some good
papers on such subjects as "the tuning
of radio transmitters"; "the use of the
wave meter, including its application
to measuring the frequency, wave
length and decrement"; "operation of
commercial transmitting and receiving
sets"; "the operation of army trunk
sets"; "improved ways of receiving
undamped wave signals," also new
ideas and short-cuts for learning the
codes. We pay well for all articles
accepted. Help yourself, your maga-
zine and your country.

VICTROLA NOW TEACHES
WIRELESS.

One of the largest talking machine com-
panies has just announced a special course
of instruction in wireless telegraphy by
means of disc records and accompanying
books of instruction. In announcing the
course the company says in part

:

"The United States Army and Navy are
in need of thousands of skilled wireless
operators, and a complete course of study
may be carried on by means of these rec-
ords, in camp and at home, at a very small
fraction of the expense that is ordinarily
involved.

"The course consists of six ten-inch
double-faced records with book of instruc-
tions."

A SOMEWHAT DIFFERENT
ROTARY SWITCH.

Many amateurs are building receiving sets

with a receiving transformer using rotary
switches for regulating the number of turns
of wire in use. These switch knobs and as-
semblies are quite expensive when bought,
but can be easily and cheaply constructed at
home without machine tools of any kind.
The material needed will be a piece of one-
fourth inch rubber or fiber sheet, a brass
battery bolt with the nuts, a binding post as
shown in the dotted line in the drawing,
and some spring brass for the lever of the
switch. Determine the size of knob you
wish, lay out the circle of the proper diame-
ter on the fiber or rubber, and then cut out
the disk. A heavy gasket cutter will help
do this if the knob is made of fiber. If

hard rubber is used, it can be cut out by
chipping off pieces with pliers till a rough
disk is secured. Then this is filed down till

perfectly round.
Drill a hole in the center and in this place

a long battery binding post, whose flat end
has been filed smooth and polished. Fasten
it with a nut that has been rounded, to
match the round handle. Then cut a piece
of spring brass to the desired shape, mak-
ing it narrow at the outer end. Punch a
hole at the wide end and fasten it on the
bolt in the knob by means of another nut.
Next drill a hole in the board or panel

on which the switch is to be mounted. This
hole should be large enough to admit the
binding post shown in the sketch, but not so
large that it will let the collar or wide part
slip thru. A binding post of this kind can
be found in practically every experimenter's
shop. It is threaded at both ends to fit a
battery bolt. Push the small end of this
binding post in this hole, then from the rear
insert a binding post on which a washer and
a nut have been placed. Draw up the bind-
ing post into the hole by means of the nut
at the back. Then screw the knob screw
into the hole in the binding post at the front
far enough so that it will not have any play
and so that the blade makes good electrical
contact with the switch points. If a little

judgment is used in designing the layout of
the switch and contacts, it will look better
than many high priced switches, and will be
just as serviceable.

Contributed by FRANK SAHLMANN.

II

A New Wrinkle In Building Rotary Switches.
The Switch Points Comprise Short Pieces of
Brass Rod Forced Into Holes of Slightly

Smaller Diameter Than the Rod.
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Analysis of Irregular Wave Shaped
Alternating Curves

Harmonics—Part II

By Prof. F. E. AUSTIN *
.

Instructor of Electrical Engineering, Thayer School of Civil Engineering, Dartmouth College

ACCORDING to the discovery of

f\ Fourier, any periodic or regularly re-

r~% curring wave of any shape whatever,
-1L is in reality the resultant obtained

by adding together a number, (usu-
ally a large number, sometimes an infinite

!

F'9 Z

The Heavy Line Represents the "Resultant"
Curve Made up of Four Simple Sine Curves;
the Latter Are Known as the Harmonic Com-
ponents and Each Has a Definite Frequency

and Wave Length.

number) of sine waves, one of which has
the same frequency or same periodic time
as the original or resultant curve.
Any alternating current or pressure of

any shape whatsoever according to
Fourier's theory, is made up of the
sum of a definite number of simple
sine waves of current or pressure,
having various amplitudes and differ-

ent wave lengths or frequencies.
Many surprising results may be

obtained by simply arranging sine
curves on cross section paper, and
adding algebraically their heights at
various points and drawing a curve
thru the points so located. This may
be illustrated by Fig. 1, in which three
sine curves are arranged as indicated,
and their altitudes added together
algebraically forming the resultant
curve, drawn in heavy lines. It may
be noted that if at any chosen position two
or more sine curve heights are positive,
that is extend above the horizontal datum
line, then the sum of the sine curve heights
extending downward below the horizontal
datum line must be subtracted from the

* Copyright by the author.

sum of the sine curve heights extending
above the datum line. If the sum of the

downward or negative heights exceeds the

sum of the upward or positive heights, then
the point of the resultant curve is located

below the datum line. It may happen that

the sum of two negative heights may have
to be subtracted from a single positive

height. Any irregular but periodic curve
of current or pressure, meaning one that

repeats the same irregular shape during
each succeeding interval of time, may be
exactly reproduced on paper by the proper
selection of sine curves. Fig. 2 shows an
alternating curve made up of four simple
sine curves. The building up of such
irregular periodic resultant curves is called

synthesis. Of course it is not possible to

build up curves of any particular shape
until it is definitely known exactly how
many sine curves are necessary; their fre-

quency, their amplitudes, and their start-

ing points relative to each other. The de-
termination of the number, frequency, am-
plitudes, and position of the component
sine curves making up any resultant curve
is called analysis; which is a somewhat
complex operation

;
depending upon cer-

tain known mathematical relation and
physical laws.

It may be well to consider for a moment

other indicating device, or which combine
to form the current waves which may be

recorded by employing the oscillograph, a

few of the simpler laws governing the

forming of wave shapes will be considered.

If a curve having any irregular shape,

Fig. 4

Fig. 4 Shows the Change In the "Resultant'
Curve Produced by the Harmonic Compon-

ents of Fig. 3 Being Slightly Displaced.

Fig. 1, Showing How the Three Sine Wave Components,
When Added Together, Produce a Certain Form of "Re-
sultant" Curve. The "Resultant" Varies in Shape as the

Harmonics or Components Composing It Vary:

why an alternating current or an alternating

pressure does not have a perfectly simple
form. The alternating pressure obtained
from a generator depends at each instant

of time upon the speed of the moving in-

ductor and upon the strength of the mag-
netic field thru which the inductor is

moving. If for example the motion of the
inductor should be perfectly uniform, but
the field should be variable, then the in-

duced pressure would vary accordingly; on
the other hand should the magnetic field

be perfectly uniform, but the motion of
the inductor be variable then the resulting
induced pressure would be irregular to con-
form. Again both of the variable condi-
tions might act simultaneously, either in
unison to increase the induced pressure or
in opposition to reduce it.

There may also be other causes of pres-
sure and current distortion resulting frdm
apparatus connected into the generator cir-

cuit; such as condensers, motors, (tele-

phones, and coils of all kinds.

As it is often desirable and necessary to
obtain the number and maximum values
of the component sine waves or harmonics,
which combine together to form alternating
pressure waves, whose shapes may be ob-
tained in practice by the point by point
method, employing a telephone receiver or

One Practical Method of Exploring the Pre-
dominating Harmonics Constituting a Resul-
tant Wave Current Is by Means of the Fre-
quency Meter. Each Reed Respond* to a

Definite Frequency.

which exactly repeats itself during each
regularly recurring interval, has its two
half-waves exactly similar, (one-half being

entirely above the horizontal datum
and the other half being entirely be-
low the same horizontal datum) both
as regards their shape and their posi-
tion, then the curve is made up of
sine wave components whose fre-
quencies or periodic times are odd
multiples of the original or the re-
sultant curve.
This important feature, which may

always be ascertained by inspection,
renders it possible to eliminate from
any system of wave shape analysis,
all component sine waves whose fre-
quencies are even multiples of the
resultant curve.
This feature is illustrated by Figs.

3 and 4. Fig. 3 shows an alternating current
wave, or periodic curve in wide line, which
is the curve resulting from the sum of the

(Continued on page 281)

Fig. 5 Shows the Component Waves of Fig. 3
Still Further Displaced— Note the "Resultant."
Fig. 6—Effect of Simply Changing the Maxi-
mum Value of Only One of the Components.
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The Design and Use of the Wave-Meter
PART IV

IN
calibrating a decremeter a source of

undamped oscillations is used and the

usual formulae for decrement are em-
ployed which make use of the decre-

ments of the coupled circuits 81 -I- 5a;

however in this case the decrement of the

Characteristic Decrement Curve of a Dec-
remeter Coil Showing How the Meter Decre-

ment Varies With the Capacity.

source is zero (undamped waves), and the

measurements calculated are the meter dec-

rements.

This meter decrement varies with the

capacity and is kept below .05 if possible.

A characteristic decrement curve of a dec-

remeter coil is shown in the accompanying
figure 1.

Wave meter coils generally overlap 20%
in wave length, the idea being to allow a
check of certain waves on two coils : this

also shows if the calibration of the meter
has changed or not.

In the new Marconi type No. 28 wave
meter there is a correcting wave-meter con-
sisting of fixt inductances and capacities

which may be excited by means of a buzzer,

and picked up on the main wave-meter.
By this means it can be seen if the calibra-

tion has changed ; and if so it can be cor-

rected by adding or subtracting capacity
on a correcting condenser, which is per-
manently connected around the main con-
denser. It is, of course, understood that

the main wave-meter was calibrated with
this correcting condenser half in, thus al-

lowing an addition or subtraction of capac-
ity to correct the calibration. The correct-
ing condenser had a capacity of one-tenth
of that of the main condenser.

Now a word in regard to the hot-wire
meter used in the decremeter of to-day.
As a rule a hot-wire type instrument is

used, on account of the high frequency
A. C. that is to be measured, but a D. C.
milli-voltmeter shunted across a thermo-
couple would also be satisfactory. Several
meters of the latter type with self-contained
thermo-couples are on the market at

present.

Wavemeter

r 1

<=> Known
c=> capacity

<— , CoiJ to be
^ \ineasored

Fig 4

Measuring the Inductance of a Coll With
the Wave- Meter.

By MORTON W. STERNS

However, the hot-wire type is the most
generally used because of its lower in-

ternal resistance, which is a very important
consideration in the design of the decre-
meter.
A very popular type of instrument on the

market at present is made by an American
concern, and is called a hot-wire wattmeter.
Its scale is divided into one hundred divi-

sions according to the square of the cur-
rent flowing thru it Its resistance is 6
ohms and it requires 80 milli-amperes for
full scale deflection (.0384 watt).
In case only a direct reading milli-am-

meter is available, if we make I
2 = yil'm ;

if I'm is equal to 100, then I* must be equal
1

to 70.7 or ^~
In part I of this series the author has

listed the various measurements that can

Method of Using Wave-Meter In Determin-
ing Transmitted Wave- Lengths, Utilizing
Either a Hot Wire Meter or Detector and

'Phones.

be made with a wave-meter and as can be
readily seen it includes practically all the

Wavemeter

Fig. 5

Coupling the Wave-Meter Inductively to the
Receiving Antenna in Order to Measure

Wave- Length of Received Signal.

important measurements used in Radio En-
gineering to-day. We will now take up the
various measurements in order.

MEASUREMENT OF TRANSMITTED OR
RECEIVED WAVE-LENGTHS

The wave-length of a transmitter can be
measured by bringing the inductance coil

in proximity to the antenna lead of the
transmitter and varying the condenser over
the scale with the various coils in circuit

to give the required range. The resonance

point is the point at which the hot-wire
instrument gives the maximum deflection

or the point at which the loudest signal is

heard in the head telephones, if a crystal

detector and telephones are used. By not-

ing this resonance point in degrees and re-

Where Many Measurements Are to Be Made
It is Well to Have An Oscillating Audion
Circuit Hooked Up As Indicated to Act As
An Exciter for the Circuits Under Measure-

ment.

ferring to the wave-length curves furnished
with the meter, the emitted wave-length
can be readily found.

Figure 2 illustrates the method used in

measuring transmitted wave-lengths and is

familiar to all.

Figure 3 shows the wave-meter excited
by a buzzer and coupled to the antenna thru
a single turn.

If the receiver is tuned to the incoming
signal and the coupling between the wave-
meter and the single turn in the antenna
lead made small, the buzzer signal will, be
superimposed on the incoming signals and
will be weak enough so as not to interfere

with the reception of messages.

The point on the wave-meter that gives
the loudest signal in the receivers is then
the wave-length at which the incoming
message is being received.

An alternative method is to couple the
wave-meter closely to the antenna circuit

and when a signal is tuned in on the re-

ceiver, the wave-meter is varied until the
signal dies out or becomes very weak, the
minimum point being the wave-length of
the received signal.

The reason the signal becomes weakened
is due to the fact that the wave-meter ab-
sorbs most of the received energy at the
resonance point, due to its close coupling.

//. Measurement of Decrement.

In Part III of this series, the method of
measuring decrement with the Kolster dec-
remeter was fully described.

In Making Measurements With the Oscil-
lating Audion a Mean Value of the Con-
denser Readings Is Chosen, Varying Be-

tween A and B.
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The usual method of measurement with
the ordinary decremeter or wave-meter may
bear repetition, as it is one of the most
difficult and at the same time most useful

measurements in Radio Engineering.

The coil of the decremeter is brought into

One Method of Exciting a Wave-Meter With
a Buzzer. The Current for the Buzzer Passes

Around Thru the Inductance Coil.

inductive relation with the circuit under
measurement and the condenser is varied
until the resonance point is found as shown
by the maximum deflection on the indicat-

ing instrument. The coupling between the

decremeter and the circuit under measure-
ment is then increased until large deflec-

tions of the indicating instrument are ob-
tained, care being taken that the meter is

not burned out at the resonance point.

Now if we are using a direct reading
milli-ammeter of the thermo-couple type,

the maximum current at the resonance
point is noted and also the capacity of the
condenser. Then the capacity is decreased
until the current reads 70.7% of its former
value and the capacity again noted. We
then have sufficient data to substitute in

Bjerkness formula and calculate the decre-
ment. From this value of decrement sub-
tract the instrument decrement at the reso-
nance point and the decrement of the
emitted oscillation is directly obtained.
The reason the current was decreased to

70.7% of maximum value is as follows

:

In order to make the current radical,

' It 1

equal to unity, I
s must equal J^Ir". If we

1

consider I r*= 1, then V— l/2 and 1 = —

-

V2
.707. Therefore, I must equal 70.7% of Ir .

Of course, if a current squared meter is

used we take any reading at resonance and
decrease to y2 reading on scale, then I

s=
J^Ir*, because readings are proportional to
the square of the current I*.

—Measurement of Inductance and

Capacity

Capacity and inductance can be quite
easily measured by means of a wave-meter,
because knowing either the inductance or
the capacity in the circuit, the other can
be found by substituting in the fundamental
equation

:

X = 59.6 \fl7c"

where X = wave-length measured by wave-
meter.

L = inductance in cms.
C= Capacity in microfarads.

Thus it is shown that in order to measure
inductances a standard of capacity is needed
and vice versa. I will describe the measure-
ment of inductance but the reader will
readily see that the same procedure is fol-

lowed in measuring capacity.

The question now arises as to how to
make the measurements simply and quickly
rather than to explain the theory. I will

therefore explain a simple method I have
used and which will save many hours of
time.

If only a few measurements are to be
made, the simplest method is to connect the
standard inductance in parallel with the
condenser of known value and use a uni-
lateral connection for the detector and
'phones. The unilateral connection is used
so as to make the readings more accurate
and to eliminate the high resistance of the

detector and 'phones around the condenser.

Fig. 4 explains the method : The wave-
meter duly excited by a buzzer is brought
into inductive relation with the coil un-
der measurement. As the condenser in the
wave-meter is varied the sound of the buz-
zer will be heard at a sharply defined reso-
nance point in the telephones. Then noting
the wave-length shown on the wave-meter
and knowing the capacity in circuit B we

substitute in X =59.6 "\| L C, and find L

directly by the formula, L =
3550 X C

If many measurements are to be made,
it is best to have a permanent set-up in

place around the laboratory, so that one
can go right to the corner and make meas-
urements in a few minutes. The author
has a circuit like the one described in con-
stant use and has saved much time thereby.
It is a very compact arrangement and has
a range of 50-30,000 meters.

Coil A is a long bank-wound coil tapt at

various points to give continuous wave-
length ranges with the two condensers C
and Ci, see Fig. 5. The points B and C are
made as clips to clip on the coil for the
various ranges, the point B always being
about half-way between A and C.
C is a .005 m. f. condenser connected in

Arrangement for Measuring the Mutual In-
ductance Between Two Coils, Such as the
Windings of a Variometer wlth'the Aid of a

Wave- Meter.

parallel with a smaller condenser having
about .0005 m. f.

The circuit L under measurement and
containing a known capacity is brought
into inductive relation with the coil of the

oscillating Audion circuit and the condenser

C varied until resonance is obtained. Reso-
nance can be determined by hearing a

sharply defined point that gives a "kissing"

sound in the 'phones of the Audion circuit.

The distance between the coils is varied

until the "kissing" sound in the 'phones is

heard on moving the fine adjustment con-

denser Ci one degree in either direction.

Then allowing the Audion circuit to re-

main adjusted, the wave-meter is brought
near and the point at which the "kissing"

sound is heard is noted. We then know
the wave-length and the capacity and sub-

stituting in the usual formula, L is found.

This method is very rapid and accurate

and results can be checked very easily to a
small fraction of a degree. The accuracy

of the method is apparent as no attachment
of any sort is needed to be connected to

the wave-meter.

The principle under which the method
operates is that when a resonant circuit is

brought near the "osculating" (pardon the

pun) Audion, energy is withdrawn from the

circuit at a faster rate than the B-battery

can supply it, and the bulb stops oscillating,

which gives the kissing sound in the 'phones.

The accompanying diagrams shows the

only point to be looked out for in this pro-

cedure.

The circuit L is brought near the Audion
coil and the condensers C and Ci varied ;

resonance should be obtained at 50°, but
due to the energy withdrawn, oscillations

cease at 45° when increasing capacity and
at 55° when decreasing capacity in each
case, causing the characteristic "kiss," and
neither point being the true resonance
point. If now the coupling between the two
circuits is diminished, A and C will ap-
proach B as a limit and soon the adjust-
ment will be so sharp that the two points
A and C will be less than one degree apart
on the small condenser, and the mean of
the two readings will determine B quite

accurately. It is to be noticed that the
values of inductance and capacity in the
Audion circuit need not be known.

IV. Making Resonance Curves

The whole procedure of plotting a reso-
nance curve was explained in Part II, and
should be referred to by the reader, as this

is a rather important measurement to be
made.

V. Making Various Antenna Measurements

To measure the effective capacity of the
antenna find the natural period of the an-
tenna by exciting it with an induction coil,

connected across a spark gap, one side of
which is grounded and the other side of
which is connected to the antenna. A coil

consisting of a turn or two of wire of negli-
gible inductance is connected in series with
the antenna in order to allow the wave-
meter to be coupled to the antenna.
When the induction coil is energized a

spark will jump the gap and the antenna
will oscillate at its natural period, which we
will designate as X,. A known capacity, G,
is then inserted in the ground lead and the
wave-length X,, obviously smaller than X

1( is

measured.
Xj*— \s

Then C = G
X,'

where C = the effective capacity of the
antenna in microfarads. Care must be
taken that G is chosen of such a value that
X, does not vary more than 20% from \,
as the effective capacity of the antenna
varies somewhat with the wave-length.
Knowing the natural period of the an-

tenna and its effective capacity, then its in-

ductance can be simply calculated. Another
method would be to place a known induct-
ance in series with the antenna and meas-
uring the wave-length X,, then knowing the
natural period of the antenna \, we find

the inductance of the antenna from

:

\'U
L =

(V—V)
L = Inductance of antenna in cms.
Li= Inductance of standard in cms.

VI. An Exciter Emitting Waves of
Predetermined Length

Figure 7 shows how a buzzer is connected
to excite a wave-meter. By setting the

rVavemeter Def. ;

-4
r ,

> f t

w> -Ci Cr
- v yG -

* V '

Coil under

Fig. 9
measurement

Hook-Up of Radio Instruments for Measuring
the Natural Period or Wave- Length of a Coll.
The Coll Under Test is Connected Unilaterally

to the Detector and 'Phones.

condenser at any value any predetermined
wave can be emitted. The theory is that

the inductive kick due to the breaking of
(Continued on page 284)
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How to Make a Simple Spectroscope
By DONALD S. BINNINGTON

IT
is a well-known fact that when white

light of any description (whether from
a gas, oil or electric source) is past in a
narrow band thru a prism, it is broken
up into its component colors. On this

fact is based the principle of the Spectro-

Fig. 3, which shows the completed prism.

Now procure about V/2 to 2 ounces car-

bon disulfid from a drug store or chemical
supply house, and fill the prism with it, us-

ing if necessary a small glass funnel made
by drawing and widening out a piece of

Prism Lens Paste-board tubes

.

flame under
test

Fig. 7

The Finished Spectroscope, Which May Be Constructed at a Cost Not Exceeding One
Dollar. Every Student of Science Should Familiarize Himself with the Workings of

This Instrument.

scope, an instrument that is considerably

used in both Chemical Analysis and various
experimental work. An instrument of the
kind here described can be made
for about one dollar and will

prove a welcome addition to any
experimental laboratory.

The main requirement is a
prism, and the best and most
efficient form is made as fol-

lows : Procure, or cut a piece

of glass tubing of 1 inch bore
and lyi inches long. Break
this with a glass cutter or the
wards of a key, till it has the

shape shown in Fig. 1. Those
who do not want to make the
prism can purchase one at small
cost from any optical shop. Then
grind the edges smooth by rub-
bing on a piece of emery cloth
moistened with turpentine in

which a little camphor has been dissolved.
Finally grind on very fine emery paper
until the edges are smooth and at an angle
of 60 degrees (Fig. 2). Then drill a small
hole in the upper side of the prism, or if

the tube used is thin chemical glass tub-
ing, the hole may be made by heating (be-
fore grinding) the side of the tube with a

small blowpipe flame with the ends corked
up. The heated air in the tube having no
other room for expansion will blow out a

small projection, which can be filed and
smoothed off. When this method is not
available, the hole can be made by drilling

with the broken point of a round file. When
this has been done it should appear as in

Fig. 2.

Now cut or procure two pieces of flat

glass about \y2 " x \ l/2". These must be
cemented on to the ends of the glass tube.

The cement for this purpose is made by
dissolving some glue in hot water and add-
ing a little glycerin. Care must be taken
not to smear the glue over the glass. If

these directions have been followed care-
fully it will have the appearance shown in

glass tubing, Fig 4. Plug up the hole with
a small cork afterward.
Next, procure from an optician's reading

Pr/sm Collimator

Telescope

Arrangement of spectroscope

Fig. 6-A
Plan View of Spectroscope, Showing Position of Flame Under Test,Eye and Telescope, Prism, and Collimator or Focussing Tube.

thru ; then carefully cut with a knife blade

till the slit is just thru. The length of this

slit must be one-third the diameter of the

lens used. This slit is shown in Fig. 5.

This completes the parts. All that now re-

mains to be done is to assemble the in-

strument. This is done as follows: The
lens is placed in one end of the larger tube

and the "slit" disc in the smaller tube.

The assembled apparatus is shown in

Fig. 6.

The prism is glued on to a piece of paste-

board, which is in turn glued on to the

base-board, the base measuring 9" long

by 4" wide and }i" thick. The collimating

tube, as the pasteboard tubes are called, is

fastened on with strips of tin. A groove is

cut around the prism base to take a small

pasteboard box, Fig. 7, which must be care-

fully blackened inside.

The apparatus is now ready for use, and
an ordinary telescope or a lens placed

against the spy hole will magnify the spec-

trum if a gas or electric light is placed in

front of the slit, when a band of colors will

be seen in the spy hole. If now a colorless

flame is placed in front of the hole (as an
alcohol lamp) no spectrum will be seen. If

now a little salt ( sodium chlorid)

is introduced into the flame on a

wire, a yellow band will be seen

in the spectrum. If a potash salt

is used, a violet band. If a lime

(calcium) salt, a whole collec-

tion of reds and yellows and
greens, is seen. Many further
experiments will be found in

any text-book on Chemistry or
Physics.
Note: Great care must be

taken to keep the carbon disulfid

away from flames, as it is ex-
tremely inflammable.

[Editorial Note: A sequel

article describing experiments
with the spectroscope will ap-
pear in an early issue.]

Slit

Source of
light

glass, a lens having about
12 inches or less focus.
This will cost about 35 to
50 cents. Proceed to make
a tube by rolling up sev-
eral thicknesses of brown
paper into a tube about the
diameter of the lens and
about 10 inches long. Make
a similar paper tube to
just fit into this about 6
inches long. These two
tubes must be blackened
inside. The black pigment
is made as follows:
Moisten a little lampblack
with a very little kerosene
and rub on to the inside
of the tubes. This must
not dry shiny.

The last item on the list

is the slit. This is made
by taking a circular piece
of brass or copper, mark-
ing a line exactly across
the center; filing till half

Fig.3

Opening for lens

Fig. 4

3py hole -.

Fig. 6

Details of Home-Made Spectroscope, Showing How the Prism
Can Be Made from a Piece of Glass Tube and Two Sheets of

Glass.
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A FREAK SELF-CHARGING
ELECTROSCOPE.

With this piece of apparatus you can

puzzle those of your friends who think

they know something about electricity.

The constructional details are illustrated

herewith. A brass tube of any desirable

length and a glass tube that will make a

snug fit inside the brass tube is required.

The glass tube is to hold the dry pile

that charges the gold leaves. This is made
by taking several sheets of bond paper and
coating one side of each sheet with a thin

coat of bronze paint and the other side with

oxid of manganese. Now lay the sheets

on top of each other after they have dried,

all the same side up, so that a bronze side

and an oxide of manganese side will always

be together.

Take a leather punch that has the same
inside diameter as the glass tube and with

a hammer proceed to cut disks out of the

several thicknesses of paper. As fast as

they come thru the top of the punch they

should be carefully pushed into the glass

tube. Continue this until the tube is full,

coating more sheets if necessary.

Now take the brass tube, solder a brass

ball on one end of it, insert a wad of
tinfoil in the glass tube and push it up into

the brass tube. In this way contact is

made between the dry pile and the brass

tube.

The brass tube is now inserted into a
cork and its end fitted with a small stir-

rup to hold the gold foil. The open end
of the tube may be plugged with fiber if

desired.

The trick electroscope is now complete

;

allow it to stand awhile and the leaves
will begin to spread, indicating a charged
state. Touching the ball with the finger

will allow this charge to escape, but the
dry pile will again charge it. The elec-

tricity is formed by the dry pile in the
same manner as in the Volta pile. The
bronze paint and the oxid of manganese
form the electrodes of the cells and the
slight amount of moisture present in the
paper is the electrolyte.

These cells have a very long life and
the one described will continue to charge
the electroscope for several years before it

finally gives out.

A is the brass tube
;

B, brass ball
;
D,

glass tube
;

I, paraffined cork ; F, tinfoil

;

G, gold leaves.

Try this instrument on some wise guy
who always likes to show his superior (?)
knowledge of things electrical.

Contributed by THOS. W. BENSON.

Clockworks Without Gears
By THOMAS REED

SOMETHING tells me that many "Bugs"
would have liked to make an electric

clock as described in my articles last

summer, but were discouraged by the dif-

ficulty of the wheelwork. I don't blame
them. Geared movements are hard to make,
there's no disguising the fact.

But I'll tell you now how to make a

movement without any gears at all—with-

out even the use of a lathe, if you haven't

one, tho a lathe would make a prettier

looking job.

The trick consists in substituting for the

gears, plain wooden flanged pulleys, with
very small rubber bands for belts.

Of course this construction couldn't pos-

sibly be used in a mechanical clock, for in

those clocks the driving power is applied
in a relatively large mass, by spring or
weight. No belt could hold that stored
power, and retail it out without slipping or
undue tightness.

But in the electric clock, the power is

applied at the other end of the train, in

very small quantities, but constantly. So
the only power or strain ever present in

the wheelwork is such as one dry-cell can
produce, spread over eight months; and if

you'll calculate that for any given moment
(in terms of flea-power) you'll see that a
thread-like rubber band, tight enough only
to keep it straight, will easily transmit that

power.
Now, then. Your first job is to find,

either in your sister's workbox or a notion
store, some of those smooth glass beads,
the size of shot and nearly as spherical in

shape that are (or were) used in fancy
work.

Want to Have Some Fun with That Smart
Electric Friend? Try Him On This Self-
Charging Electroscope and Hear Him Rave
About Electrons, the Quantum Theory, ad

Infinitum.

Detail of Gear-less Clock as Described by
Mr. Reed. A—Glass beads; B—Wooden Pul-
leys; C—Cardboard Flanges and D—Arbor

of Knitting- Needle Stock.

Having found your beads, find some
knitting-needles that will just go thru the

holes, fitting well, but not tight enough to

bind. These will give you your "arbors"
or axles (D, in the figures) and the beads
A are to form the shoulders, to keep the
arbor running in the proper plane.

The beads are attached to the arbors by
sealing wax, hard pitch, or rosin. Hold the
bead in the proper position, and after ap-
plying the wax or rosin, heat it by hold-
ing a hot nail near, till it bubbles and runs,
and adheres firmly to both the bead and
arbor; don't rely on simply dropping the

wax on to cold surfaces.

The pulleys B can be jig-sawed out of
thin wood, such as cigar box material, and
the faces smoothed carefully. The diame-
ters, of course, are very important; but a

little eccentricity or wobbling, due to not
drilling the hole quite accurately, won't
matter, as that will be taken care of by the
rubber band. The flanges C are separate
discs, cut out of cardboard and glued to

the pulley. The pulleys are fastened to the
arbors in the same way as the beads.

The front and back plates of the frame-
work E as well as the posts F may be made
of wood.

Scape
J wheel

Hourhand

Minute hand

Second hand

J_

Ever See a Gear-less Clock? Here's One You
Can Make with Rubber Bands for Belts. The
Pulley Ratios Are as Follows: G, Vn in. to H,
2i/2 in., Ratio 1 to 10; J, i/4 In. to K, V/2 In.,
Ratio 1 to 6; l_, '/4 In. to M, 1 in., Ratio 1 to 4;

N, </4 in. to P, % In., Ratio 1 to 3.

The outfit above described may seem un-
substantial, but I'll guarantee it to outlast

the lifetime of any one of you. The rubber
bands, of course, would have to be re-

newed every three or four years, but every-
thing else would easily withstand such wear
as it would get.

CHEMICAL "SPONTANEOUS
COMBUSTION."

Purchase from your nearest drug store
a small quantity of perchlorat of potash
(potassium chlorat). Then powder a
lump of sugar in a mortar; after which the
two are mixed to the following proportions
(one part of loaf sugar to two parts of
potassium chlorat).

Caution :—Do not mix in the mortar, but
either on a paper or in a dish.

When ready for the combustion, place a
small quantity in a tin or old dish and add
one drop of sulfuric acid (Hj SO«).

Contributed by
W. DOUGLAS GELDERT.

CELLULOID CEMENT.
Herewith is a formula for celluloid or

film cement.
Formula : 4 oz. collodion

3 oz. ether
1 oz. denatured alcohol
1 oz. camphor.

Mix thoroly, then add 2 feet of moving
picture film that has had the emulsion re-

moved.
Contributed by GEO. W. LUCE.

GLASS-BLOWING LESSONS.
In the September number there will ap-

pear the first paper of a series by Prof.
Herbert Metcalf on the art of glass-blow-
ing. These lessons will explain every step
with clear illustrations, so that you can
learn the subject easily.
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Experimental Mechanics
By SAMUEL D. COHEN

LESSON V.

THREAD CUTTING

HAVING become thoroly familiar
with the changing of the spindle,

lead, and intermediate gears on
the lathe, the student will be in-

structed in the present article re-

garding the subject of thread cutting, by

Setting and Testing the Thread Tool for

Cutting External Threads, by Means of a
Thread or Center Gage.

taking up the successive operations neces-

sary to cut a sharp, accurate thread.

The first and very important considera-

tion in the cutting of a thread is to see that

the object is properly secured to the live

spindle and to see that the article is revolv-

ing -truly on its axis. In lesson III the

writer has given full particulars how to

find the true center and how to secure the

work to the spindle by means of a dog.

This means of support is very accurate and
suitable for all kinds of work.

Let us suppose the work has been secured

in the lathe. The next thing is to provide

the proper cutting tool and to see that its

cutting edge or face is properly ground.

If we are to consider the cutting of an ex-

ternal thread, we will use the outside thread-

cutting tool, Fig. 1 ; if an inside thread is

desired, the tool in Fig. 2 is used. It will be
noticed that the tools used in thread cut-

ting are similar to the ordinary turning tool,

with the exception that their points are

ground to 60° "V" shape, the angle of the

"V" corresponding exactly with the cor-

rect angle for the screw to be cut. There
is one important difference, however, be-

tween the shape of a turning tool, i.e., that

the tool point is sloped or canted at an
angle. This is necessary in the screw cut-

ting tool to prevent it from rubbing against

the sides of the thread, owing to the slope

or rake of the latter. The rake of a thread
depends on the pitch of the screw and the

diameter of the work on which it is cut;

thus a screw of one-eighth pitch cut on a

bolt of one inch diameter, will have a

greater rake or slope than that of a thread
of the same pitch cut on a bolt of two

inches diameter. In other words, we must
carefully consider the diameter of the stock
being threaded.

In actual practise, however, it is not neces-
sary to make a separate tool for each
pitch of thread when cutting "V" threads
of reasonably small pitch and diameter, the
clearance angle given to the cutting edges
of the tool usually being sufficient to allow
for variations in the rake of the thread.

It is very essential to see that the tool is

ground to the correct shape. One way is to

grind it to fit between the threads of an
ordinary plug-tap, but a special screw cut-

ting gage is provided for such purposes, and
it is advised that this should be in the ama-
teur's tool kit. Fig. 3 shows how it is used
and how it helps in properly setting the
tool with respect to the work. Illustration

in Fig. 4, shows how to set the inside

thread-cutting tool with respect to the work
with the use of the center or thread gage.

It will be noticed that a flat steel plate "P"
is laid across the end of the work "W"
to form a true surface for the end of the
gage to rest against.

Having carefully considered the pre-

liminaries of this topic, we shall go into the

actual cutting of threads on the object. The
work being mounted between the centers

and firmly secured to the face plate by
means of the dog, the tool properly ground
and fastened to the tool post of the slide

The External Thread Tool Is Stronger Than
the Internal Threading Tool. It Should Have
a Good Clearance and Be Accurately Ground
to the Correct Angle. Self- hardening Steel

Is Often Used for Such Tools.

Fig. 5.—Successive "Cuts" Necessary to Ma-
chine a Good Thread in the Lathe, Either

External or Internal.

rest, and the proper screw cutting change
wheels in place, the lathe is then started and
a first preliminary cut taken along the work.
The tool is then withdrawn, the carriage

starting lever (see Lesson II) disengaged

from the lead screw, the carriage is brought

back to the starting point, and the tool is

now set in a trifle deeper than before, the

clasp being dropt into gear with the lead

screw again and a second cut is taken.

This series of operations is repeated until

the thread is cut to a sufficient depth.

A screw-cutting tool, by reason of its

shape, is weak at the point and is therefore

easily broken. Consequently, the depth of

cut should not be greater than the tool can

easily stand, and this should be regulated

in a systematic manner. A simple way is

to mark with a piece of chalk the position

of the cross-slide handle with which the

tool is fed to the work. When the tool is

withdrawn after the cut has been taken, it

is wound in again before taking the next
cut, so that the chalk mark is in exactly the
same position as before. This shows the
position of the tool during the previous

How an Internal Thread Cutting Tool Is Set
and Checked Up with a Center or Thread
Gage. The Gage Is Squared Up Against a
Steel Plate Set on the True End of the Work.

cut, so that the operator can now readily

judge how much further to turn the han-

dle around to advance the tool sufficiently

for the next cut. This done the old chalk

mark is wiped out, and a fresh one substi-

tuted, the marking being repeated as each

successive cut is taken.

Some lathes are provided with a small

graduated disk on the handle of the cross

feed, a fixt pointer being attached to the

lathe carriage. In this case, of course, the

expedients already described are unneces-

sary.

The second or most important precaution

necessary to be observed by the novice is

that the tool shall follow in the same path

at each successive cut. There will be no
trouble on this point when cutting any
thread which is an exact multiple of the

thread on the lead screw. However, if the

lead screw has four threads per inch, and
the screw to be cut has twelve threads per

inch, the work will always be in the right

position for the tool to follow in the thread

when the carriage starting lever is engaged
with the lead screw. It will also be true

if the screw to be cut has 8, 16, 20 or any
number of threads per inch which is divisi-

ble by four. This is true because the

change wheel on the spindle and the

change wheel on the lead screw are in ex-

actly the same proportion to each other as

the threads on the lead screw and the screw
being cut.

However, to cut a thread of twelve per

inch, as in the case previously mentioned, a

wheel with forty teeth would be placed on
the spindle and a wheel with one hundred

0% fs? tjS;!» {few

internal thread tool

Fig.Z ©
The Thread Cutting Tool, In This Case for
Internal Threads, Should Be Ground to Have
Plenty of Clearance and Tested with a Thread

or Center Gage.
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verse spindle the second cut is then pro-

ceeded with. This procedure is followed

until the thread is cut to the proper depth.

The only objection to this scheme is that

it wastes considerable time by running the

tool post and carriage back each time.

The above scheme of set-

ting the carriage with re-

spect to the lead screw and
not disengaging therefrom
during the complete cutting

of the thread has been
found to give excellent re-

sults. It is, however, ad-

vised that the novice should
become thoroly familiar

with the first as it will give

considerable practise in

handling the lathe.

In cutting internal or in-

side threads the same meth-
ods are followed as when
cutting an outside thread

with the exception that an
inside cutting tool is utilized

and set as shown in Fig. 4.

It should be remembered,
however, when cutting in-

ternal threads that the di-

ameter of the hole should
be equal to the diameter at

the bottom of the screw thread which is to

fit into it ; thus the hole intended for an inch

bolt, having eight threads per inch on it,

would be bored out to just under seven-

eighths inch in diameter.

A very good illustration showing the

various cuts and the number necessary to

make a good thread is given in Fig. 5.

Lathe Set up
The Stock to

and twenty teeth on the lead screw. The
spindle would therefore make three com-
plete revolutions for each revolution of the

lead screw, and the commencement of the

screw thread on the work would accord-

ingly be brought to exactly the same posi-

tion in relation to the tool each time the

starting carriage lever became engaged with

the lead screw.
Suppose a ten thread per inch screw is

desired to be cut instead of a twelve; then

the wheels required would be forty on the

spindle and one hundred on the lead screw.

The spindle will now make only two and

one-half revolutions, and the work will

therefore be half a revolution behind its

proper position, thus causing the point of

the tool to come on top of the thread in-

stead of in the groove between the threads,

if the carriage starting lever is engaged

with the lead screw. If the lead screw were
allowed to make another complete revolu-

tion before engaging with the starting car-

riage lever, the work will then make an-

other two and one-half revolutions which

will bring it into the right position again

for starting the tool in the proper groove.

The work is therefore only in the correct

position for starting a cut once during

every two revolutions of the lead screw,

similar to other threads which are not exact

multiples of the threads of the lead screw.

It will be found that to bring the tool to

the right position, the starting carriage

lever must only be engaged at intermediate

positions of the change wheel.

In order to prevent any mistakes arising,

the usual plan is to stop the lathe before the

tool commences its first cut along the work,
chalking a tooth on the spindle wheel and

a tooth on the leading screw wheel, placing

another chalk mark on the headstock oppo-

site the former, and a chalk mark on the

lathe bed opposite the latter, the starting

cariage lever being then engaged with the

lead screw and another cut taken. The
carriage is run back to the starting point

after each cut and as soon as both chalk

marks on the wheels come opposite to the

stationary marks again, at the same in-

stant, the starting carriage lever may be

engaged with the lead screw and another

cut taken.

The writer has found from actual experi-

ence that the above troubles relative to the

advancement of the tool at each starting

cut can be remedied as follows : The first

cut is started and ended at the proper place

;

then the lathe is stopt at that point.

Then withdraw the tool from the work,
and turn the spindle and work in the oppo-

site direction thus bringing the carriage

and tool to the starting point without dis-

engaging the carriage from the lead screw.

By starting the lathe in the proper cutting

point and setting the point of the tool with Dti Apinn>Q "5Tn?PTrwT'<3 i?nr,<l"
proper reference to depth and by noting the PHARAOH S SERPENT S EGGS
position of the graduation on the trans- 1 KJ-^' 1*-

ONE of the most amus-
ing tricks in fire-

works is the serpent's

egg trick, where a little pel-

let when lighted, turns into

a horrible snake, many,
many times the size of the

pellet. How awe-inspiring
it is to the youngsters

!

Most people have no idea

what in the world causes the

snake to appear. The ex-
planation is simple. Mercury
sulphocyanid burns with a

voluminous ash. The little

pellet is nothing more than
some mercury sulphocyanid.
The heat causes the ash to

move off so quickly from
the burning pellet that it

writhes and distorts itself

Internal Thread-cutting Tool Set up on Lathe Carriage for j
nt0 the shape of a minia-

Threadlng Inside of Telephone Receiver Cap. ture snake.

It requires only a little preparation and
a slight knowledge of chemistry to pre-

pare some of this compound.
Mercuric nitrat Hg (NOi)i and ammo-

nium sulphocyanat (or cyanid) are used in

its preparation. In case these are not at

AUTHORS!!!

AH matter intended for publica-

tion—not only by us, but by any

other magazine or newspaper as

well—should be written on one side

of the paper only and in ink. If it

isn't, somebody else must copy part

of it off on another sheet before it

is given to the printer.

It will be found at first that the amateur
will spoil a great deal of work before he

obtains a perfect thread on his work, and
he is advised to continue to practise cutting

threads of all different pitches on old stock

until he thoroly masters the art. Old round
stock should be used for practise work.

(To be Continued)

to Cut External Threads on a Cylindrical Rod.
Be Threaded Is Fastened in the Chuck and I*

Driven by It.

hand the mercuric salt may be prepared by
adding 75 c.c. of 1.2 sp. gr. nitrate acid

to 25 c.c. metallic mercury and slowly
warming till all the metal is dissolved. The
excess acid should then be boiled off and the
concentrated mercury salt diluted to form
about a liter of solution.

The ammonia salt is prepared by adding
potassium cyanid to ammonium polysul-
phid, and heating slowly to dryness. (A
water bath should be used if possible; if

not the container holding the solution

should be partly immersed in a larger con-
tainer holding water so as to form a double
boiler.) 25 c.c. of the KCNS (ammonium
sulphocyanid) should be dissolved in 500 c.c
of water. Add 10 drops iron chlorid (Fe
CI.) to the Hg (NO,)* This will be used
as an indicator. Slowly add the KCNS
solution stirring constantly. A red color
of Fe CNS (iron sulphocyanid) will mo-
mentarily appear but vanishes as soon as
the solution is stirred. A curdy white pre-
cipitat will form. When a point is reached
where the red color refuses to disappear
the reaction is complete and no more of
the ammonium salt need be added.
The precipitat should be filtered, washed

and then about 1.5 g. dextrine disolved in

10 c.c. of water should be added after re-

moving the precipitat from the filter paper.
The two are then thoroly mixed and then
dried for 48 hours.
When dry, the cake may be cut into little

pellets of about % inch cubed. A match ap-
plied to this will produce the snakes.

Caution:—The fumes given off when
burning are poisonous mercury gases and
care should be taken not to inhale them.
Contributed by ALBERT H. BEILER.

AMATEUR ELECTRICIANS!
ATTENTION!!

Did you read the prize contest
article entitled "Utilizing Burnt-out
Lamp Bulbs," which appeared in

the April number of this journal?
If not, procure a copy to-day. Here
is your chance to make some
money. Prizes are offered for the
best ideas

—"What to do with burnt-
out lamp bulbs," and prizes will be
awarded as follows: First prize,

$3.00; second prize, $2.00, and
third prize, one year's subscription
to the ELECTRICAL EXPERI-
MENTER. Get busy, boys, and
watch for the September issue.
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On the Construction of Small Transformers

AS many questions are continually aris-

/A ing in the mind of the amateur and
experimenter regarding the windings

on transformers to meet certain conditions,

a few fundamental principles may be ex-
plained that will enable those who so desire
to either construct transformers to meet
certain requirements or to remodel trans-

formers already constructed to meet new
conditions of service.

Suppose a transformer has been con-
structed similar to the one shown in illus-

tration, having a core one square inch in

cross section, inches long on the limbs,
containing the coils and 2J4 inches on the
shorter limbs. This core is made up of soft
iron plates, of, say, ordinary black stove
pipe iron, or even of ordinary "roofing
tin," which is thin iron or soft steel coated
over with tin. The strips to build up the
iron core are therefore 1 inch wide, and
the longer strips tsYz inches long, and the
shorter ones 3% inches long.

If this transformer is designed for con-
nection with a 110 volt service main, the
primary coils should be wound with a total

of 520 turns of No. 25 B. & S. gage copper
magnet wire, double cotton covered. This
of course means 260 turns on each spool
or coil. If there are 520 turns total and the
applied pressure is 110 volts, the volts per
turn of the primary will be

110
= 0.21 volt.

520
Considering the matter from another stand-
point, about five turns represent one volt.

If now one turn of a secondary winding
is wound on the spool or form over the
primary winding, one turn of this secondary
will have between its terminals a pressure
of very nearly 0.21 volts. If this one turn
were of No. 25 copper, its resistance would
be so great that even were the ends of the
single turn brought into contact with each
other the current resulting would not be
great, and therefore no very noticeable load
would be supplied by the primary.

By Prof. F. E. AUSTIN

If, on the other hand, the single turns were
made of a band or flat ribbon of thick cop-
per, then short-circuiting the ends of such
a turn would cause a very considerable cur-
rent, because of the very low resistance of
the band and a very considerable amount of
electrical energy will be supplied by the
primary.

In other words, it makes no difference
what the cross-section of the wire is so far
as the induced pressure is concerned, but
does make a difference so far as the current
is concerned. So far as the load on the
transformer is concerned, one turn of very
large wire will produce as great a load as
a large number of turns of fine wire.

It was said that the per turn pressure on
the primary is very nearly the same as the
per turn pressure on the secondary. Were
the efficiency of the transformer 100%,
meaning that just as much electrical power
could be obtained from it as was supplied to
it, then the per turn pressure of both pri-

mary and secondary would be exactly the
same. If the efficiency of a transformer is

50%, then the per turn pressure of the sec-

ondary is about one-half the per turn pres-
sure of the primary. Of course the effi-

ciency of 50% occurs when the transformer
is in operation, delivering electrical power.
At no-load output, or at open-circuited sec-

ondary, the per turn pressure of the pri-

mary and secondary are the same in a well-
designed transformer. When, however, the
load is applied to a transformer, there is

an internal pressure drop exprest by the
resistance of the windings multiplied by the
current in the windings. If the resistance
of the windings does not vary in value but
the current does, then the internal pressure
drop will vary. As the current increases
due to increased load the internal drop in-

creases, and therefore the terminal pressure
decreases.

The applied pressure is kept constant and
the demanded increase in energy is sup-
plied by the governing devices at the cen-
tral station furnishing power.

For electro-welding only low pressures
are required, but large currents are neces-

sary in order to supply the necessary heat
at the junctions of the two pieces of metal
to be welded. A transformer for welding
purposes will therefore have its secondary
made of very large copper bands, and con-
sisting of but few turns. If the same num-
ber or turns are wound on each limb or coil,

then the two may be connected together in

parallel, in order that the current may be
doubled.

In connecting the two coils together, it

will be necessary to duly regard the polarity

of the terminals, as at every instant the
terminals have relatively positive and nega-
tive relation with each other. If two coils

happen to be connected so that two positive

and two negative terminals are together, the

resulting pressure will be zero, provided the
pressures of the coils are the same.

If the secondary winding of a trans-

former such as in the figure consists of two
sections, each having two layers of 50 turn*
each of No. 14 B. & S. gage copper wire, th«

terminal pressure of each layer will be

about 5 volts at a load of about 300 watts, or

a trifle less than one-half horse-power.

If copper strip about i/£ inch in width is

wound on or over the secondary of No. 1-1

forming 2 coils of five turns each, a weldiri^

transformer will be formed, allowing, if

desired, the two windings to be connected
together in parallel to produce twice the

current but only one-half the pressure effect

As described the transformer is a st^f-

down transformer, stepping the applied pri-

mary pressure of 110 volts down to 5, 10,

15, 20, or 1 or 2 volts as desired by attach-

ing to the proper terminals.

If instead of being wound with No. 14
wire, the secondary were wound with say
1040 turns of No. 28 B. & S. gage copper
magnet wire, the transformer would become
a step-up transformer, stepping the pres-

sure up from 110 volts to about 200 volts.

Were a transformer capable of operating
at 100% efficiency, then the pressure times
the current in the secondary would be ex-
actly equal to the pressure times the current
in the primary. Then if the secondary
pressure were twice the primary pressure,

the secondary current would be one-half the

primary current. This at once shows why
a step-up transformer requires a smaller
size of wire in the secondary than in the
primary. In a step-down transformer the
secondary is made of much larger wire
than the primary.

PROPERTIES OF ELECTROLYTI-
CALLY DEPOSITED COPPER.
A preliminary report has been publisht

of the studies of copper electrodeposition

in electrotyping baths by the U. S. Bureau
of Standards. These studies have resulted

in establishing tentative specifications for

the deposition of such copper, concerning
the composition of bath, current density,

etc.

In connection with this work there has
been publisht (Transactions of American
Institute of Metals, 1916) an article, giving
a description of the microscopic structure

of electro-deposited copper. The occurrence
and effect of twinned copper crystals or
grains as deposited are discust. The con-
clusion is reached that the grain size of
such deposits does not alone determine the
physical properties.

Typical Design of Efficient Closed-Core Transformer Treated On In the Present Article.
This Design is Adaptable to Either Step-Up Or Step-Down Requirements.
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Handy Tape Holder and Gutter
The diagram herewith shows a handy

friction Tape Holder and Cutter for arma-
ture winders. Without such a device one
is forever hunting for the tape, besides try-

ing to cut it with one hand.

tion would cause it to drop to one side

and close the contact. Another poor
feature in my estimation :—When the open
circuit line is closed, it will not unbalance
the relay, but only allow a larger amount

A Tape Holder and Cutter Useful In Every Shop and Laboratory, Which Can Be Made In a
Few Minutes' Time by the Experimenter. The Clamp Is Best Purchased at Your Hardware

Dealers.

As all of us know, there is much lay-

ing down and picking up of armaturo
winders' tools, and you are obliged to look
all over your tray each time for the tool

you want. Now this device can be clamped
to the tray just where it will be the most
handy and will always be found in the

same place when wanted. You can pull off

as much tape as you want, and then by
pulling it sharply across the knife it will

cut the tape. One side of the arms that

hold the knife should be longer than the
other and the knife set so that the tape
will be cut on the bias. The knife, as you
observe will dp away with the handling of
your shears.

As I find this a great aid to my work,
I pass it on to others.

Contributed by CHARLES A. SMITH.

of current to flow thru the relay coils,

due to the fact that the 20 ohm resistance

is cut out of this circuit.

IMPROVED BURGLAR ALARM
CIRCUIT.

In your March, 1917, number of Electri-
cal Experimenter, on page 821 is described
a "balanced burglar alarm system," con-
tributed by Mr. T. W. Benson, which I do
not think will work very good. The con-
tacts shown in his Figs. 1 and 2, and the

battery Fig. 6, I think are all very good.
The balanced relay, Fig. 3, however, will

not operate exactly as described : If a
"polarized" ringer coil is used and the tap-

per arm bent so that it will drop to one
side, and is connected as shown in his Fig.

4, the tapper will drop to one side accord-
ing to the direction the current from the
battery is flowing in, and stay there. I

do not believe any adjustment can be made
to permanently balance this relay as shown.
If the permanent magnet would be removed
from the ringer, the pull of the one coil

would be equal to the pull of the other
coil, but as the tapper arm is slightly bent,

when the battery circuit is closed the tapper
will fall in the direction it is bent, and
remain there. Even if it would be pos-
sible to balance this relay, any slight vibra-

Improved Circuit for Burglar Alarm, Using
Simple Yet Very Effective Arrangement of

Relays.

I submit a diagram for your consider-
ation which I think will work better and
be more reliable. As far as the contacts
are concerned, Mr. Benson's would work
very satisfactory. In the closed circuit

three gravity cells would be used.
The two relays are connected in series.

Any style of relay having resistance of
about 35 ohms would work. The armature
of relay "A" is adjusted so that it will

stand normally open, but will close when
the open circuit contacts are closed, or if

the line should be short circuited. Re-
lay "B" has a back contact, and is ad-
justed so that the armature is normally
pulled up. When a closed circuit contact
is opened or any change in the resistance
of the line is made, relay "B" will open.
Relay "C" (according to my diagram)

is so wired that when the contact on either

relay "A" or "B" is closed, the contact on
relay "C" will close and remain so, re-

gardless of whether the contacts of relays

"A" and "B" resume their normal posi-

tions. This will cause the bell to ring, or

give some other alarm until switch "D"
is opened.
While a separate battery is shown in

the bell circuit, a connection could be made
to the gravity battery to ring the bell.

Contributed by

ROBERT M. WEAVER.

A NOVEL ELECTROSTATIC
EXCITER.

The little machine here illustrated is verj
convenient for exciting influence (static)

machines and for a variety of purposes
when a stream of very small sparks of
either + or — electricity is required. It

consists of a 3-inch length of ebonite (hard
rubber) tube. A, V/2 inches in diameter,
closed at the ends with corks, so that it can
be fixed to an axle, B, of stout brass wire,
passing thru holes in the center of two
small pieces of varnished wood, C-C, 2 l/2
inches long. The ends of the axle are
afterward bent into handles, as shown. Two
thick strips of ebonite, D D, 4^2 inches long,
are screwed to the wooden end pieces. A.
hole is made in the center of each to take a
3-inch length of brass tube, which must
make a tight fit. One of these has a col-
lecting comb, E, soldered to one end and a
large brass ball, F, screwed to the other.
The second tube has a similar ball, G, fixt

to one end, and a fur "rubber." H, at the
opposite end. The rubber is 2J4 inches long
and %-inch wide. It is curved, as shown at

J, the degree of curvature being the same as
that of the ebonite tube, and consists of a
piece of any suitable fur (the writer has
used moleskin, though cat-skin is best) fixt

to a curved strip of brass with glue. The
metal backing is, of course, previously sol-
dered to the brass tube.

It will be understood that the rubber must
press very lightly against the revolving
ebonite tube, while the teeth of the collect-
ing comb must clear the tube by about Mi-
inch. The operation of the machine is very
simple. Upon turning either handle the
ebonite tube is caused to revolve against the
fur-rubber. Both become electrified in con-
sequence, the fur positively and the ebonite
negatively. The capacity of the machine is,

of course, very limited, and only very small
charges accumulate on the metal conductors.
In order to obtain a constant stream of
sparks, therefore, one of the conductors
must be grasped in the hand to conduct
away its charge as fast as it is collected.
Hold F, and positive sparks are obtained
from G; hold G, and negative sparks may
be taken from F, as long as the handle is

turned. This is the reason for making a
handle at both ends.

Contributed by H. J. GRAY

A Small Electrostatic Exciter Such as Here
Illustrated is Very Convenient for Exciting
Large Static Machines and for Conducting

Simple Experiments With.
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Experimental Chemistry
By ALBERT W. WILSDON

Twenty-Seventh Lesson

WATER: History

WITH the observation of Caven-
dish in 1781, that water was the

product of the combustion of

hydrogen, the ancient belief in its

elementary nature was broken
down. Lavoisier, in 1873, confirmed the ex-

periment of Cavendish, and he decomposed

Closing end jv/th thumb

Graduated on
'one side

Fig. 124 ©
Eure's "Eudiometer," a Graduated Glass
Tube, Used in the Analysis of Water by

Electrolysis.

water into its elements and conclusively
demonstrated that it was composed of one
part, by weight, of hydrogen, and eight
parts, by weight, of oxygen. The volu-
metric composition was proven by Gay-
Lussac in 1805 to consist of two volumes
of hydrogen and one volume of oxygen.

Occurrence.

Aside from its abundant natural occur-
rence, as we are accustomed to see it, water
is very widely distributed in such a manner
as to evade casual observation. In other
words it is in places where we would be
least likely to look. It is present in green
plants to the extent of from 70 to 90 per
cent; in fruits 80 to 95 per cent; in the
animal body from 75 to 80 per cent; while
the soil averaged from 5 to 20 per cent of
moisture.

Preparation.

The simplest and most convenient method
of forming this compound from its ele-

ments, i. e., hydrogen and oxygen, and prov-
ing the product to be water, is to burn a

3

mm

A Intronce for onfiltered

water

B Tube ofbiscuit mrefcley}

to bold filtered water

forced in bu pressure

C IaiI for filtered

wafer

© Fig 12G

The Pasteur Water Filter. The Germ-laden
Water Enters at the Bottom and Is Forced
Thru a Porous Clay Tube "B," from Which
the Purified Water Emerges Thru Pipe "C."

jet of hydrogen in air, and hold over the

flame of a cool bell-jar, which will im-
mediately become coated with a film of

moisture. When a mixture of the two
gases is brought in contact with a flame,

a violent explosion results. If, however,
they are brought together at the moment
of their combination, so as to prevent ex-

plosion, the mixture will burn with a very
intense heat. The oxyhydrogen blowpipe
is the apparatus by which this may be ac-

complish^. Reference is hereby made to

Experimental Chemistry, Fifth Lesson, Oc-
tober, 1916, issue of this journal, for a
more complete description of the blow-
pipe with illustrations.

Composition.

Analytically, the composition of water
may be demonstrated thru the electrolysis

of water (acidulated with a small quantity

of sulfuric acid) which when carried out

by means of an eudiometer,
yields two vol-

umes of hydrogen, which collects in the arm
containing the negative electrode, and one
volume of oxygen in the other containing
the positive electrode.

Synthetically the composition of water
may be proven either by volume or weight.

Volumetrically, by introducing exactly 1

volume of oxygen and 2 volumes of hydro-
gen over a column of mercury contained in

an eudiometer tube (see Fig. 124). After
exploding this mixture by means of an
electric spark, all the gas will have dis-

appeared and the tube will be filled with
mercury, excepting a very small quantity

of water which has been formed. Should
the two gases introduced be in proportions

other than the above, any excess of one
or the other will remain after the ex-
plosion. Gravimetrically, the quantita-

tive synthesis of water is carried out by
conducting pure dry hydrogen over a
weighed quantity of heated copper oxid,

the resulting water being collected and
weighed. The weight of the copper oxid
after the reduction is also noted. The loss

in weight sustained by the copper oxid rep-

resents the oxygen consumed, and this sub-
tracted from the water formed is the hy-
drogen. For example: 6.57 grams of cop-
per oxid lost 1.31 grams of oxygen, which
in turn yielded 1.475 grams of water. The
hydrogen consumed would be equivalent to

1.475 — 1.31, equals 0.165 gram. Then the
ratio of hydrogen to oxygen would be 0.165

to 1.31, or 1 to 7.94, which represents the
combining weights of these two gases.

Since the vapor density of water is 8.94, its

molecular weight must be 17.88 (2 X 8.94.),

and of this 2 parts by weight, or two atoms,
are hydrogen, and 15.88 parts by weight, or
one atom, of oxygen.

Properties: Physical.

Water consists in three states, i. e., solid,

(ice), liquid, and gaseous (steam) within
100 degrees (C).

It freezes at deg. C. and boils at 100
deg. C. at 760 mm. pressure. Under 10 at-

mospheres it boils at about 180 deg. Di-
minished pressure lowers the boiling point
The specific gravity of water at its great-

est density has been selected as 1.000; at

deg. it is 0.99987, thus ice (0.9173) floats in
water.

When water crystallizes, heat is set free,

while, on the other hand, when ice is fused,
heat is absorbed; this is true of all fluids

and solids when they pass from one state

of aggregation into another. With ice or

water this heat consumption or liberation

amounts to 79 calories. That is, in order to

fuse 1 kilo of ice, a quantity of heat will be
required which is capable of raising 79

kilos of water thru one degree centigrade.

Water is the greatest solvent known.
Substances dissolved in it raise its boiling

point and lower its freezing point

Unfiltered water

sand

6rdYd

filtered wafer, free from 6erms
Fig, tzs

How Water Is Filtered by Means of Filter
Beds Constructed In the Manner Illustrated.
The Unfiltered Water Enters at the Top and
Trickles Down thru the Sand and Gravel

Layers, Which Purify It.

Evaporation takes place at all tempera-
tures, even from ice. Evaporation increases

in rapidity with the temperature and di-

minishes with the increase of pressure and
tension of the aqueous vapor of the atmos-
phere above.

It has the highest specific heat of liquids.

Chemical.

Water begins to dissociate at 1000 deg,

but is completely broken up at 2500 to 3000
deg. Thus it is one of the most permanent
of compounds. Below the latter points it

will extinguish flame, but above them it

feeds the flame.

It decomposes electrolytes into plus and
minus ions.

It reacts with certain metals -Na, K, Li

—

to form alkalies. Thus Sodium and Potas-
sium, as we have seen from experiments
already conducted, decompose water at

ordinary temperature with the liberation of
Hydrogen. K, -f 2H» O = 2KOH + H*
With metallic oxides it often forms bases.

(Continued on page 273)

Rubber fut>e to
5leem J2M pinch cocA- allow-mercury to ,

entershere
fl ||||] expand

Fig. 127

Simple Experimental Apparatus to Be Made
by the Experimenter for the Synthesis of

Water.
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This department will award the following monthly prizes: First Prize, $3.00; Second Prize, $2.00; Third Prize, $1.00.
The purpose of this department Is to stimulate experimenters towards accomplishing new things with old apparatus or old material

and for the most useful, practical and original idea submitted to the Editors of this department, a monthly series of prizes will be awarded!
For the best Idea submitted a prize of $3.00 is awarded; for the second best idea a $2.00 prize, and for the third best prize of $1.00. The
article need not be very elaborate, and rough sketches are sufficient. We will make the mechanical drawings. Use only one side of sheetMake sketches on separate sheets. •

FIRST PRIZE, $3.00

A MILK BOTTLE ALARM.
A is a piece of brass cut as shown in

Fig. 1, with a piece of tape or fiber (for in-

sulation) as shown. B is a piece of spring
brass cut as shown and both ends of A and
B are separated by a piece of hard rubber

insulation
To bofiery

.

When the Milk-man Takes Your Milk Bottle
from This Switch, It Closes an Electric Alarm

Bell Circuit.

with tape wound around them, or else

clamped together by fiber blocks. Place a
bottle on the brass arm B, and as soon as
anybody picks up the bottle, it causes a
connection between A and B and the bell

rings.

Contributed by
EDWIN WOLBER.

A SIMPLE PITH-BALL "ELECTRO-
SCOPE."

A simple but efficient electroscope is

made as follows: A bottle made of good,
clear glass and of the shape shown is neces-
sary. A thin copper wire is bent in the
shape indicated after being mounted in a
tight-fitting cork. The copper wire is

mounted in a poured sulfur bushing in

the center of the cork. A small piece of
silk thread is tied or pasted to each pith-ball
and the other end is tied to the hook in the
wire. When finished the pith-balls should
hang two or three inches from the bottom

Copper wire

Suffer

tYood

Bottle

Pith balls

A Handy Testing Instrument for the Ama-
teur Electrician Is the Pith-ball Electroscope

Here Illustrated.

SECOND PRIZE, $2.00

A CIRCUIT-BREAKER FOR BAT-
TERY CURRENTS.

This circuit-breaker, of which a sketch is

here given, has proven to be very efficient.

The base and uprights may be made of box-
wood. The binding posts may be obtained
from an old battery; the magnet can easily

be made or obtained from a discarded door-
bell. The dimensions may be altered but I

have found the ones given very convenient.
In making parts "a" and "b" care must be
taken to allow for the bends at "d" and "F."
The height at "d" depends on the size of
the magnet ; the same with the length of
"a." Point "y" must fall below "x" when
"z" touches the core of the magnet.
Contributed by CARL KOESTER.

A Miniature Circuit-breaker Such as This
May Save the Life of Your Batteries Many

Times.

of the bottle. Be sure the pith-balls hang
exactly even in the bottle.

Contributed by MANSELL SARGENT.

TESLA CURRENT PASSES THRU
GLASS.

When amateur wireless stations were
closed by the government, upon the en-
trance of the United States into the war,
many operators constructed Tesla coils and
resonators for use with their transformers.
I am submitting a description of an experi-
ment which requires practically no prepara-
tion, and which has a startling effect. The
fact that electricity at high voltages cannot
be confined by ordinary electrical insulation
is well illustrated.

The action is as follows : When current
flows thru the Tesla coil sparks leap from
A and At to the surface of the water. A
steady stream of sparks also flows between
D and Di at the gap G. The electricity evi-
dently flows from A to Ai, thru the glasses
without puncturing the glasses. If the cur-

THIRD PRIZE, $1.00

A USEFUL HAND DRILL
ATTACHMENT.

Its principal function is to hold the hand
drill straight, thus making it easier to do
accurate work. Dimensions are left to be

*
\ f

Wing nut

ffi OBI

Sotted-

A-

Bo/fed

To Drill Holes Accurately With a Hand Drill
is Always a Difficult Job. This Vise Attach-
ment Makes a "Drill Press" Out of Any

Hand Drill.

calculated by the builder to fit his particular
drill. The main standard "A" 1 inch by
3/16 inch band iron, is formed by drilling
several holes in one end and then bent at
an angle to fit the flat anvil on an ordinary
vise. A slot may be cut in it by drilling
several holes in a row, chopt out with a
cold chisel, and finished with files. The
upper part of standard "B," is also made of
1 inch by 3/16 inch band, then it is bolted
loosely to "A," with washers and nuts on
opposite side. A clamp made of lighter
material is bolted to the top to receive hand
drill. To operate it is only necessary to
apply pressure to top of drill.

Contributed by LEO HAASE.

rent is allowed to flow long enough the
water becomes heated.
Contributed by GEO. B. GATES.
A pretty experiment, but our contributor

has taken a wrong conclusion. The tumblers
with water, the inside wire, as well as the
outside loop forms a small Leyden jar (a

Apparently the Tesla High Frequency Cur-
rent Passes Thru the Glass of the Leyden
Jars, Causing a Discharge at the Gap G.

condenser). Hence the easy flow of the
current. However, Tesla currents easily
pass thru glass.—Editor.
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DRILLS MADE FROM NEEDLES.
Having occasion to use many small drills,

and not wishing to incur the expense of
continually repairing old ones, I used the

following trick:

I procured several sewing needles of the

same diameter as the drill I needed. After
breaking off the eye, I ground the needle
slightly flat on both sides of the large end.

I then shaped the flattened end according
to the sketch. These drills will do good
work and will not break so easily.

Contributed by R. DANKS.

REMOVING STAINS OF ALL
KINDS.

Solution No. 1. 20% solution of acetic

acid or tartaric acid.

Solution No. 2. Five grams of bleaching
powder (CaCIO). Boil in 100 cc of water
until a pink color appears. Filter and add
50 cc of cold water.
To remove ink, coffee, tea, fruit, and dye

stains, wet the spot thoroly with No. 1.

Absorb the superfluous liquid with a blotter
and apply No. 2. Rinse and repeat if nec-
essary.

For removing common stains, treat as

shown in the following table:

STAIN REMOVED BY
Acids Cold water, Nos. 1 & 2.
Grass and fruit Cold water, alcohol, Nos.

1 and 2.
Grease Gasoline, carbon tetrach-

lorid, chloroform, ether,
carbon bisulfid, ammonia,
soap-suds, warm fullers
earth (cover with a
blotter and apply a warm
iron.)

Dyes, coal tar or of
vegetable origin .. Nos. 1 and 2, ammonia.

Mildew Nos. 1 and 2, sunlight.
Inks ................ Nos. 1 and 2.
Inks, indelible (sil-

w) Potassium cyanid, 10%.
Use great caution — in-

tensely POISONOUS,
Sodium hyposulfite 20%
solution.

Iodin Methyl alcohol, potassium
iodid Sol. 10%.

Iron Rust Warm oxalic or citric acid,

10%. If in silk, let it

alone.
Paint, varnish Turpentine, benzine, car-

bon tetrachlorid. Use no
turpentine on silk.

Tar, wagon grease. . Soap and oil, turpentine.

Contributed by JOHN D. COLEMAN.

A WOOD SCREW WHICH CANNOT
BE UNSCREWED.

Many times the experimenter has need of

a wood screw which can be screwed into a

Now Don't Get All Mother's Needles. Re-
member She Has to Darn Your Stockings!—
And You Can't Unscrew This Wood-Screwl

piece of wood, but cannot be taken out. A
screw of this kind can easily be made by

taking an ordinary wood screw and filing

down each side of the head, as shown in the
illustration.

It will readily be seen that while it can
be screwed into the wood, it cannot be un-
screwed.

Contributed by G. COLEMAN.

A CHEMICAL SIPHON.
This will be especially useful to electro-

chemists for siphoning off liquids from
gravity batteries, etc. It is easily made by
heating a glass tube till soft and drawing
it out until of quite small diameter at the
bend; it is bent as shown in sketch (aided
by using a fish tail burner).

Its principle of operation is the "ram"
action. Immersing it, keeping one finger

closed over one end, and lower it horizon-
tally into the shallow liquid. Remove finger

and liquid will rush into tube, its velocity

being sufficient to carry it up the narrow
portion marked N, and over the bend.

Contributed by K. CLARK.

Simply Bend a Piece of Glass and Presto!That Much Desired Siphon Is Ready. Slmplel

A HOME-MADE CARBON
CRUCIBLE.

It is often that the experimenter desires
to melt a small quantity of metal and
mould it into a certain shape, or he might
want to mix a special amalgam. But he is

stopt by the lack of some suitable container
or crucible; and he does not want to buy

Make Your Own Crucibles and Build an Elec-
tric Furnace to Make Diamonds.—S'easyl

one. Herewith are given the directions for
making a crucible that will stand a very
high temperature.
From a round battery carbon cut a piece

V/%" long. From the top drill a J4" hole
lK"deep. Round off the bottom and the
result will be a good carbon crucible. The
contributor has melted iron in a crucible
of the above design. By using a dry
plaster of Paris mould the metal may be
cast into the desired shape.

Contributed by
WILLIAM F. WINTER, JR.

"THE SYNTHETIC PRODUCTION
OF RUBIES."

During the last few years, practically all

of the beautiful minerals of the corundum
family have been produced synthetically in

Do You Know That Rubies Are More Val-
uable Than Diamonds? With This Furnace
You Can Make 'Em By the Pound. Don't

Forget to Send Us a Few Pounds I .

the laboratory. These artificial gems are
identical in beauty, hardness, and chemical
composition to those obtained from the
mines. The accompanying diagram shows a
furnace commonly used in producing the
gems.
The operations are as follows:
A trace of chrome alum is added to a

solution of common alum, the chrome alum
being the coloring constituent.

Then ammonia is added and a gelatinous
precipitat of the hydrates of alum and
chrome is formed.
This precipitat is filtered off, evaporated

to dryness and calcined in a furnace at a
temperature of 1000° F. into an ultimate
mixture of alumina and chromic oxid. The
proportion in which these two chemicals
occur in the ruby are:

Alumina 98%
Chromic Oxid , . 2%

The mixture is then ground into a powder
and placed in the hopper "A." "B" is an
electrical tapper which shakes the powder
thru the sieve "C" into the tube "D." Thru
this tube the oxygen is also supplied. Hy-
drogen is supplied thru the tube "E." The
two gases are ignited at "F." "G" is a
platform made of a highly refractory sub-
stance against which the flame strikes and
on which the ruby is formed in a pear-
shaped mass. The rate of flow of the pow-
der and the temperature of the oxy-hydro-
gen flame must be regulated very carefully.
When a bead of sufficient size has formed
the heat is gradually lowered so that the
gem may be free from great stresses.

When it has cooled, it is broken off the
base and sent to the cutter who finishes the
gem.

It is important that the ingredients used
in producing the minerals be of the purest
obtainable.

Contributed by W. A. SCHILDKNECHT.
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Wave-Motor.
(No. 1,263,888; issued to Leander

W. Hammond.)
Adapted to amateur requirements

in developing; electric light, etc. The
paddle member, which is pivoted so

as to be swung back and forth by
the wave action, is supported in an
adjustable frame, which rises and
falls with the tide, thus keeping the

wave paddle at the proper height to

work effectively at all times. The
to-and-fro motions of the paddle
cause a mechanical connected pump
to force water into a tank in the

manner apparent. The supply of

water, which may be under pressure,

in the tank on shore may be utlized

for operating a water turbine or the

like, the turbine being connected to

a dynamo, etc.

Electric Horn for Autos.
(No. 1,264,841; issued to Henry A.

Neuwiller.)
A unique electric wind horn for

autos and other vehicles which has
a particular application to a sound-
producing instrument, wherein the

air currents are generated by means
of a motor-driven fan. When the

Mofor Air Mas

motor circuit is closed, it quickly
accelerates the fan which draws in

air thru screened openings at the
rear of the fan chamber. In emerg-
ing thru the horn member the cur-

rent encounters a series of tuned
musical reeds, which may be three
or more in number. In this way the
reeds are vibrated by the air cur-
rents passing by them.

Telegraph Key Circuit-Closer.
(No. 1,264,465; issued to James L.

White.)
On the top of the key knob is a

small lever which is normally held
in such a position that the lower end
of this lever permits the switch
knife to close the circuit in the well-

known manner. A spiral spring
causes the_ switch knife to be nor-
mally held in the switch jaw mounted
under the lower key contact. The

operator when ready to send, simply
pushes the switch trip to the left or
against the pin on the knob, and
proceeds to transmit. As soon as
the knob is released, the switch
closes automatically.

Talking Motion Pictures.
(No. 1,260,337; issued to Richard

M. Craig.)
He utilizes a film containing the

motion pictures, and on this same
film he also records the speech rec-
ord in such a manner that the sound
record is formed of a substance
which does not affect the transmis-
sion of ordinary white light, but
which will affect the passage of rays
beyond the visible rays of the spec-
trum. Also, the sound record on the
film is made capable of transmitting
ordinary white light, but is im-
pervious to the transmission of infra-
red rays. The patent covers details

whereby the film moves intermit-
tently past the image projecting
lens, but moves steadily thru a
second translating chamber in which
the invisible or infra-red rays are
projected thru the film and caused
to fall upon a suitable electric in-

strument (bolometer or tasimeter)
(thereby the fluctuations of the in-

visible rays will cause the reproduc-
tion of sound vibrations in an as-

sociated electrical circuit, containing
loud-talking telephones.

(No. 1,263,204; issued to Elmer E.
Radio Receiving Circuit.

Butcher.)
Intended to operate with aerial or

other collecting circuits which are
out of resonance with the received
oscillations, contrary to the usual
practise, their purpose being merely
to intercept them and transmit them

to the detector, which may be of the
crystal or vacuum valve type. As
the diagram shows, the detector is

connected unilaterally. The variable
condenser, 4, is not absolutely ne-
cessary; 6 is a variable inductance,
and 7 a variable condenser. Coil 6
is preferably of considerable length,
with a large inductance and a rela-
tively low distributed capacity, and
acts as a linear oscillator, thus pro-
ducing a point of maximum potential
to which the detector is connected.
Condenser 7 has a relatively small
capacity, while the inductance, 6,
is principally used to tune in the
received oscillations.

small firearms such as pistols and
revolvers, for the purpose of light-
ing the target in the dark.
By means of two switch buttons

at the rear of the battery case, either
lamp can be lighted. One lamp lens
gives a white angle light for the use
of the flashlight in general illumina-
tion, and the other lens a small angle
beam sharply focust for use in
lighting a target.

Electrical Torpedo Net.
(No. 1,264,926; issued to Albert

Hedina.

)

A net which may be used in sec-
tions, or which can be utilized sep-
arately by being arranged on a boom
swung outwardly from a ship or in
groups, so as to form a continuous
curtain about the ship. This net is

provided with a series of oppositely
charged and specially insulated elec-
trical conductors, arranged in such
a manner that if a metal torpedo
shell hits the net, it will cause a
current to flow thru the torpedo
from the oppositely charged con-
ductors, and by virtue of the resist-

ance offered by the passage of this
current thru the shell of the tor-
pedo, will thereby cause heat to be
generated, and this heat in turn to
cause an explosion of the torpedo's
gun-cotton charge.

Sound-Reproducing Dlafram.
(No. 1,264,219; issued to John A.

Steurer.)
Diafram made, for instance, of

blotting paper. This is saturated
with a thin solution of a phenolic
condensation product, such as bake-
lite or condensite, which is then
dried. A circular central portion of
the diafram so formed is then treated
with a greater amount of the solu-
tion of such condensation product,
and this part of the diafram is then

permitted to dry, with the result

that the central part of the diafram
will absorb a much larger quantity
of the solution, and secondly be
much more dense. The diafram is

baked to make it hard and elastic,

and it has a uniform thickness,
while possessing much different
characteristics from an ordinary dia-

fram of uniform density.

Heavy Current Microphone.
(No. 1,263,140; issued to Lonnie

Burnett Stone.)
A novel design of heavy current

or high duty telephone transmitter,
employing a plurality of micro-
phonic units. These multiple mi-
crophonic units, which comprise a
series of tubular chambers or shells
in which carbon granules are place,
are connected in multiple with a
suitable induction coil having a
three-part primary winding.

Flash-Lamp for Firearms.
(No. 1,262,270; issued to Paul

Schmidt and Carl Dobslaw.)
This patent covers a design for

an electric flash-lamp adapted to be
detachably secured to the barrels of

COPIES OF ANY OF THE ABOVE PATENTS SUPPLIED AT 10c EACH

A. C. Induction Water-Heater.
(No. 1,261,470; issued to Charles A.

Backstrom.)
An induction type of electric

water heater intended for use on al-
ternating current circuits. This de-
sign of heater has for one of its ob-
jects a higher operating efficiency,
whereby a loss in the return mag-
netic circuit is utilized for heating
the water. As shown, there is
provided a U-shaped iron core on
which the magnetizing coils are
wound. At the upper end of the
core a hollow cap plate is held in

position by means of machine screws
or bolts, this cap plate being made
of iron or steel. The hollow pas-
sages thru the upright coil cores reg-
ister at their upper ends with the
passageway thru the cap, so that
when water is admitted at the bot-
tom of the heater, it will pass thru
the hollow cores and be discharged
at the upper end. When connected
to alternating current, the reduced
core cross-section causes considerable
heat to be developed.
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Our Amateur Laboratory Contest ii open to all readers, whether subscribers or not. The photos are judged for best arrangement and efficiency
of the apparatus, - ' -

—
Dark

! apparatus. To increase the interest of this department we make it a rule not to publish photos of apparatus unaccompanied by that of the owner,
photos preferred to light toned ones. We pay $3.00 prize each month for the best photo. Address the Editor, "With the Amateurs" Dept.

'Amateur Electrical Laboratory" Contest
one Amateur Electrician's experimental labors-
proposition: Why not write up your "Electrical
, If we think it good enough we will publish the
will range from $3.00 to $10.00. And "Bugs"—
n ammeter, a switchboard," etc., ad infinitum.
nents and apparatus. You don't mean to tell us
from the general run of such articles which we
mould. Remember—send a photo of YOURSELF

In this issue we publish some interesting facts with excellent photos, describing
tory. Now "Bugs"—we want to publish a snappy one like it each month. Here's our
Lab.," in not more than 500 words. Dress it up with several good, clear photgraphs
article In display style and pay you well for it. The prize awarded to such articles
don't forget to make your article interesting. Don't write—"I have a voltmeter, a
For the love of Pete put some punch in itl Tell us what you do with your instrur
that every Experimenter does exactly the same thing. "We know different—but
have received in the past, one would naturally think every "Lab." made in the same
along. Typewritten articles preferred.

THIS MONTH'S $3.00 PRIZE WINNER—ELMER HUTCHINSON
MOST fellows do not realize the fun in having an experimental laboratory. I am in partnership with Wilbert Hartle, who lives near by. I

firmly believe in partnership of two boys as one may have one thine while the other will have something else of value.
Our laboratory measures about fifteen feet by fifteen feet. We have just enough room altho as we are purchasing and making apparatus

constantly we are soon going to be somewhat crowded. On one side are a chemical laboratory and a desk (Fig. 1). We use the desk for corre-
spondence, studying and drawing. In the drawers we keep magazines and catalogs. We have about three years straight of the Electrical
Experimenter. Fig. 1 shows the arrangement of chemicals. We have a compound of almost every metal and salt and can therefore make any
chemicals we need. We learned analysis by having one of us mixing up something for the other to analyze.

On one side is a work bench extending almost to both ends of the shop. We have a full equipment of tools for wood work, wood and metal
turning, forging, foundry work, drawing and pipe fitting. The box on the lower right hand side of bench (Fig. 4) is a cabinet for holding nails,

screws, tacks, bolts, and small "junk." We made the switchboard and have used it very successfully. An electric motor runs the shafting and
machinery.

We installed all the shafts and countershafts ourselves and connected up the screw-cutting lathe as shown in Fig. 3. We have found this
lathe very handy for turning small parts of apparatus. The small lathe (Fig. 4) is not in use at present, but as soon as we get enough time, money
and room we will set it up. The grinding wheel and dynamo are connected to the same line shaft. The drill press is not run by the motor because
it is used for work that is too heavy for the motor.

The pictures do not show much of the electrical apparatus among which are motors, an electric furnace, dynamo, step-up and step-down trans-
formers, condensers, batteries, meters, etc. We have a complete "dismantled" wireless outfit.

We have many books, such as a complete set of "Hawkins Electric Guides," besides chemical, physical, drawing, astronomy and mechanical
books, and many I. C. S. hand-books. We learn more from our laboratory than we do from any school or books.—Elmer Hutchinson.

L_

funs
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Views of Excellent Electrloal
Laboratory, Owned and Operated
by Elmer Hutchinson and Wilbert

Hartle.
1—The Chemical "Lab." Corner,
Where Hundreds of Metals and
Salts Are Carefully Stored In
Glass Stoppered Bottles.
2—A Part of the Laboratory Tool
Equipment and a Corner of the
Switchboard.
3—"Our Lathe"—a Very Essen-
tial Luxury In Every Well-Ap-
polnted Experimental Electrical
Laboratory.
4—This Corner Contains the
"Lab." Desk, Book and Magazine
Collection: Also a Drill Press and
the Electric Motor Driving the
"Line Shaft"—Get That—Fellow
Bugs—LINE SHAFT!! This Is a
Regular "Lab."—What7

3*5
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Phoney Patents
Under this heading are publisht electrical or mechanical ideas which

our clever inventors, for reasons best known to themselves, have as yet
not patented. We furthermore call attention to our celebrated Phoney
Patent Offizz for the relief of all suffering daffy inventors in this country
as well as for the entire universe.
We are revolutionizing the Patent business and OFFER YOU THREE

DOLLARS ($3.00) FOR THE BEST PATENT. If you take your Phoney
Patent to Washington, they charge you $20.00 for the initial fee and then

you haven't a smell of a Patent yet. After they have allowed the Pat-
ent, you must pay another $20.00 as a final fee. That's $4O.00l WE
PAY YOU $3.00 and grant you a Phoney Patent in the bargain, so you
save $43.0011 When sending In your Phoney Patent application,
be sure that it Is as daffy as a lovesick bat. The daffier, the better.
Simple sketches and short descriptions will help our staff of Phoney
Patent Examiners to issue a Phoney Patent on your invention In a
jiffy-

Prize Winner: JACKASSOMOBI LE. Now that the price of gasoline has soared so high that only aeroplanes can follow its skyward rise, my
new Jackassomobile will come as a boon to all gas-weary autoists. Jackass runs on endless tread in mad endeavor to eat his oats. Endless
belt drives dynamo charging storage batteries. The latter, run the 60 H.P. high-speed motor which propels auto. Surplus juice feeds electric
headlights, also the jackass electric spark accelerator, to urge on the Jackass, should he become a speed slacker. Inventor, Julius Lantz,

Maywood, III.

•null,

^Jdl^/'J b ".
order *° conserve our coal supply I propose to equip all trolley-cars thruout the land with spring bellows alona the

oVJl
"g

;,t„
ard /^^'J a?u

under everv seat. Passengers boarding car then pump air into comprest air tank. When sitting down passengers
„w85' a "d furtnermore more air will be pumped into tank every time they are bounced up and down. Comprest air not only workspneumatic Drakes but runs the car and the surplus power runs a dynamo which pumps Juice thru trolley wire Into power house Hencepower house needs no coal at all. Inventor, E. Paul Gangewere, Chattanooga, Tenn.
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The "Oracle" t« for the sole benefit of all electrical experimenters. Questions will be answered here for
the benefit of all, but only matter of sufficient interest will be publisht. Rules under which questions will

be answered:
1. Only three questions can be submitted to be answered.
2. Only one side of sheet to be written on; matter must be typewritten or else written in ink, no

penciled matter considered.
3. Sketches, diagrams, etc., must be on separate sheets. Questions addrest to this department cannot

be answered by mail free of charge.
4. If a quick answer Is desired by mail, a nominal charge of 25 cents is made for each question. If the questions entail considerable

research work or Intricate calculations a special rate will be charged. Correspondents will be informed as to the fee before such questions
are answered.

ELECTRIC FAN PROBLEM.
(940) Arthur A. Everts Co., Dallas,

Tex., inquire

:

Q 1. We have a large electric fan about
eight feet above the entrance to our store,

directly at the door, which gives small re-

sults. This is a large four-blade fan. We
realize that many customers are kept out

r

A- 1

Oubideof sIon,

// 1 'A
' -5-

l 1 \ W

^/ Inndeofjtore
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4 fan xheme Jingle fanscheme^

Flies May Be Kept from Entering Store
Doors by Properly Placing Electric Fans as
Shown at "A" or "B," to Create a Constant

Draft in the Doorway.

of our store thru the necessity of opening
a screen door, which we must use in con-
junction with the present fan. Would one
of unusual power do the work?
A 1. There is only one other way that

you can combat the fly nuisance, and that is

by mounting several fans as shown in our
diagram "A." In this manner, the fans
will always blow towards the entrance and
if you can arrange the fans in such a way
that all the space is covered by them ; in

other words that no part of the entrance
is without a certain amount of draft due to

the fans, then in that case we are quite
certain no flies will enter.

If the door is quite large it has been
found that by putting a fan directly above
the entrance as shown in sketch "B," that
this will prevent flies from entering the
shop. However, the fan in this instance
would have to be quite powerful, say a 16"

fan.

MAGNETIZING STEEL BAR.
(941) J. C. Miller, Caney, Kan., writes

the Oracle

:

Q 1. That he has trouble in magnetizing
a steel bar.

A. 1. From your description we con-
ceive that the trouble with your electro-
magnet is that it is not powerful enough to
produce the results you desire. We ad-
vise using a stronger magnetizing electro-
magnet, and offer the following pointer in
regard to magnetizing steel permanently.
When the steel bar is placed over the

poles of the electro-magnet, you should
gently tap the steel. This is done so as
to shake up the molecules of the steel, and
to cause them to set themselves all in the
same direction. If you will adhere to the
above, we are sure you will meet with suc-
cess.

AERIAL TORPEDO.
(942) Mr. A. Fiocco, Allentown, Pa.,

writes that

:

Q. 1. He has been working upon an
aerial torpedo and wishes our advice on its

practicability.

A. 1. Relative to your Aerial Torpedo,
quite possibly this may find a practical appli-

cation in future military and naval opera-
tions, but at the present time, or at least to

put it in another way, we would say that

the efforts made by various inventors along
this line, up to the present, have not been
very promising.

pillllllllllllllllllilllllll

ODD PHOTOS WANTED AT
$1.00 EACH 1 1

1

I Now is the time to make your M
Kodak pay for itself in a real practi- |
cal way. We are after interesting

jj
m photographs of out-of-the-ordinary

j|
m electrical, radio and scientific sub-

jj

j jects and are willing to pay $1.00 cash m
U for every one we can use. Please m
( bear in mind that for half-tone re- M

production in a magazine, a photo-

H graph should be particularly sharp M
jj and clear. Of course, if a subject jj

jj happens to interest us particularly 1

jj well, we can have the photo retouched.

For the general run of subjects, how-
M ever, it does not pay to go to such

J

9 expense. Therefore , please take pains
j

to properly focus and expose your
j

9 pictures. It often happens that a 1

( really mediocre subject well photo-
j

B graphed wins approval over an ex-
J

jj cellent subject poorly photographed. |

[ And don't send us plate or film''nega- j

m fives"; send unmounted or mounted
( "prints," preferably a light and dark I

I one.

M As to what to photograph: Well,
that's hard for us to say. We leave

M that up to you, and every reader now \

has the opportunity to become a re-

porter of the latest things in the realm I

of Electricity, Radio and Science.

But, please remember—it's the "odd,
novel or practical stunts" that we are
interested in. Every photo submitted
should be accompanied by a brief de-
scription of 100 to 150 words. Give
the "facts"—don't worry about the
style. We'll attend to that. Enclose
stamps if photos are to be returned
and place a piece of cardboard in the
envelope with them to prevent muti-

jj lation. Look around your town and g:

jj see what you can find that's interest- U
1 ing. |
m Address photos to—Editor "Odd m
jj Photos," Electrical Experimenter, I
J 233 Fulton Street, New York City. |

Your idea of releasing several of the
aerial torpedos so as to have them strike
the water in the path of an on-coming U-
boat torpedo is nothing new, as this scheme
was proposed already last year by Mr. H.
Gernsback. In an article in this journal
was described a new form of motor-torpedo,
a number of which were to be carried along
on each merchant vessel.

A number of inventors have worked on
the scheme of aerial torpedoes to be con-
trolled by wireless or other automatic and
self-contained mechanisms, but up to this
time these ideas have not proven particular-
ly successful, so far as we are aware.

It might pay you, however, to work along
the lines of a radio controlled aerial tor-
pedo, or one that could be accurately con-
trolled by some other means.

110 VOLT D. C. BATTERY
CHARGING.

(943) W. H. Jackson, New York, N. Y.,
asks

:

Q. 1. What size resistance to use in
charging small storage batteries from 110
volt D. C. service.

A. 1. The amount of wire for a resist-
ance to be used directly in the 110 volt D.
C. line for charging storage batteries is as
follows

:

Use 250 feet of No. 18 German silver
resistance wire, connected as shown.

no v mains DC
i

»

j

jH

Con for6or8 cells in series

a
Storage Batteries Can Be Successfully
Charged by Tapping off at the Proper Points
Along a Resistance Coll, Connected to a

Direct-Current Circuit in this Manner.

DOES A DYNAMO "PRODUCE"
ELECTRICITY.

(944) R'ichard Bohannon, Boonville,

Ind., asks

:

Q. 1. Does a dynamo produce electricity

from the air?

A. 1. As to the original source of energy
as developed in the dynamo, this is a

rather mooted question even among the

best engineers of today. It is generally

considered that the dynamo does not pro-
duce electrical energy in the usual sense of
the word, as the first law of physics states

that energy cannot be produced—neither

(Continued on page 264)
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'You Get The Job"
"We've been watching you, young man. We know you're made of the stuff that wins. The man

that cares enough about his future to study an I. C. S. course in his spare time is the kind we want in

this company's responsible positions. You're getting your promotion on what you know, and I wish we
had more like you."

The boss can't take chances. When he has a responsible job to fill, he picks a man trained to hold it. He's watching
you right now, hoping you'll be ready when your opportunity comes. The thing for you to do is to start today and
train yourself to do some one thing better than others. You can do it in spare time through the International Corre-
spondence Schools. No matter where you live, if you can be reached by the mails, the I. C. S. will come to you. No

matter how humble or important your present position, I. C. S. training
will help you go higher. No matter what your chosen work may be,
some of the 280 practical I. C. S. home-study courses wili suit your needs.

Choose Your Career

Do you like Electrical Work? Mechanical Engineering? Many of the
foremost Electrical and Mechanical Engineers in this Country were I. C. S.
trained. Civil Engineering?

Some Facts about the I. C. S.

the World's Largest School

The first student was enrolled in the Inter-
national Correspondence Schools on October
16, 1891.

Today the records of the Schools show an
enrolment of over two million.

This is over six times greater than the total

enrolment of Harvard in the 278 years since
its organization.

It is over ten times greater than the total

enrolment of Yale since its doors swung open
in 1701.

It is over five times the total enrolment
of all colleges, universities and technical
schools in the United States combined.

Stand the members of this army equidistant
and their call passed from lip to lip would
send the story of the I. C. S. ringing around
the world.

300 to 500 students each month report ad-
vancement or salary increases as a result of
the I. C. S. training. Reports of 1,000 typical
students show that at the time of enrolment
their average wage was $53.90 per month.
At the time they most recently reported ad-
vancement their average wage was $182.48

per month, an increase in earning power of

1128.58 per month through I. C. S. Training.

What Others Have Done You Can Do

r INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
I BOX 5389 SCRANTON. PA.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
Electrician
Electric Wiring
Electric Lighting
Electric Car Running
Heavy Electric Traction

Thousands of Engineers were
enabled to pass their examina-
tion by the I. C. S. Civil En-
gineering Course. Ship Draft-
ing? Bridge Engineering?
Architecture ? Chemis-
try? Hundreds of thousands
of men have climbed into big
jobs in the technical profeS- 1 Electrical Draftsman

.
i t /~ r?i i . Electric Machine Designer

SlOnS through I. C. S. help. Telegraph Expert

Accounting? Commercial DE^ffiSwK&H
Law? All OVer America, I Mechanical Draftsman

Chief Clerks, Private Secre-
j R Ga^ F.ngineer'

rac"ce

taries, Accountants, Book- 1 Ugi™ t-> () "v^uM „„,„„
1 /~>r£ |

Surveying and Mapping
keepers, Office Managers are 1 mine foreman orengineer

reaping the rewards of train- I
§^7™°'^"

ing gained through I. C S. R&g8KM«™
spare-time study in these I QSheetjUetai wort
subjects.

The first step these men
took was to mark and mail
this coupon. Make your start

the same way—and make it

right now.

•TCAfl OUT HEBE

BOX 5389 SCRANTON. PA.
Explain, without obligating me, how I can qualify for the posi-

tion, or in the subject, before y 1-'

Q Ship Draftsman

hich I mark X
IQ CHEMICAL ENGINEER
SALESMANSHIP
ADVERTISING MAN
Window Trimmer
Show Card Writer
Outdoor Sign Painter
RAILROADER
ILLUSTRATOR
DESIGNER
BOOKKEEPER
Stenographer and Typist
Cert. Public Accountant
Traffic Management
Commercial Law
GOOD ENGLISH
Common School Subjects
CIVIL SERVICE
Railway Mail Clerk
Textile Overseer or Supt.
AGRICULTURE
Navigator I Spanish
Poultry Raisin? IO French
AUTOMOBILES ! Italian

Occupation
& Employer-

Street
and No

City-

37778 C

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing tt advertisers.
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Mesco Telegraph

Practice Set

For Learning Telegraph Codes

The Practice Set comprises a regular tele-

graph key, without circuit breaker, a special

high pitch buzzer, one cell Red Seal Dry
Battery, and four feet of green silk covered
flexible cord.
The key and buzzer are mounted on a

highly finished wood base, and three nickel

plated binding posts are so connected that
the set may be used for five different purposes.
List No. Price
342 Telegraph Practice Set. with Bat-

tery and Cord $2.70

Weighs 4 lbs. packed.
Price does not Include postage.

MI. Qff\ Combination Piadite Stl lot learning Ibe Moist

lfl£dV«vl and Continental Visual and Audible Codes

This outfit Is the only reliable instrument which will

enable students to become proficient operators in tile

TJ. S. Naval Service, because It Is equipped with a
buzzer and miniature lamp enabling the user to

master both the visual and audible signals quickly.
List No. 52—Practice Set with Red Seal Bat-

tery and Cord $3.60

Weighs 4 lbs. packed. Price does not Include postage.

Send for the New Edition of

Our Catalog W28
It Is pocket size, contains 248 pages, with over 1,000
Illustrations, and describes In plain, clear language
all about Bells, Push Buttons, Batteries, Telephone
and Telegraph Material, Electric Toys, Burglar and
Fire Alarm Contrivances, Electric Call Bells, Electric
Alarm Clocks, Medical Batteries, Motor Boat Horns.
Electrically Heated Apparatus, Battery Connectors,
Switches, Battery Gauges, Wireless Telegraph In-
struments, Ignition Supplies, etc.

Send for the Catalog Now
Manhattan Electrical

Supply Co.. Inc.
NEW YORK: CHICAGO: ST. LOUIS:
17 Park Place 114 S. Wells St. 1106 Pine St.

San Francisco Office: 604 Mission St.

110 V. Generators
ONLY $5.00!

Holtzer-Cabot hand gen-
erators, while they last,

$5.00. Order today.
110-v. A. C. or D. C.

Motors, $8.50; D. C. Bat-
tery-Charging Dynamos
(or Motors) 24-watt, 12-v.

2-amp., $10.00 ; 75-watt
(or 1/6 H. P. Motor)
30-v. 2%-amp., $15.00;

200-watt (or y2 H. P. Motor) 20-v. 10-amp., $33.00;

77-watt 7-v. 11-amp. (like cut), $25.00; Water Motor
and Dynamo complete 25-v. 3%-amp., $16.00.

Order from this ad. Catalog FREE.
Watson Electric Co., Dept. 18, Gas Bldg., Chicago

Shipped on Approval

.. 1 16-ln Wheelbase _
Delco Ignition—Elect. Stg.& Ltg.

BOSH nOTQB COS1PAHT, Bash Templet Chicago* Illinois

to pay for it

yourcommissions..
Agents making
money. Shipments
are prompt. Bush
cars guaranteed
or money back.
1918 models ready.
Addr. J.H.Busb-
Prea. Dept. 1115

THE ORACLE.
(Continued from page 262)

can it be destroyed. According to the latest

theories advanced by scientists, a dynamo
simply acts as a converter or transformer,

if we might so call it, in that it sets in

activity latent electrical forces which are

always existent in the dynamo before the

armature is ever rotated.

In other words, the field magnet of the

dynamo produces a magnet field which, as

we now know is one form of electricity.

When the armature with its numerous wires

or inductors is rotated in this magnetic

field, a conversion takes place, so that elec-

tric currents are caused to develop and flow

along the armature inductors to the col-

lecting commutator mounted on the arma-

ture shaft and from which the current

passes out into the external circuit thru

suitable brushes, etc.

It might be said in a broad way, that the

static machine derives its electrical energy

or charge from the air, but it is not correct

to say that a dynamo derives its apparent

energy from the air.

EFFICIENCY OF DYNAMO.
(945) Chas. A. Bazino, North Benning-

ton, Vt, writes the Oracle:

Q. 1. In Mr. Cohen's article on the

testing of small motors and dynamos, I

fail to see how he obtains an efficiency of

40.2%; I figured it as 4.02%.

A. 1. - Relative to Mr. Samuel Cohen's

article on the "Testing of Small Electric

Motors and Dynamos" in a recent number
of the Electrical Experimenter, we would

advise that the efficiency in the example

there cited is 40.2% as he states, and not

4.02% as your figures show. This is so for

the reason that 150 watts divided by 373

watts equal .402, and this value must be

multiplied by 100 in order to give the re-

sult in per cent, and we therefore have

40.2%.

Naval Electrician's Text-Book, by Cap-
tain W. H. G. Bullard, U. S. Navy. Cloth
Bound. 1530 pages, 560 illustrations, price

$10.00 net. Two volumes. Published by
U. S. Naval Institute, Annapolis, Md.

This set of two volumes forms really a com-
plete library for either those in the service or
civilian students, the extent of the work treated
being very wide, and including both theory and
practise. The books are ably edited, and well
illustrated, with clear line cuts, diagrams and
photographs where necessary.
Volume one covers the theoretical study of

electricity, including radio-telegraphy, and treat*
on such important topics as direct current, ma-
chines, instruments, devices and apparatus, alter-

nating currents and circuits, storage and primary
batteries, the theory of the generation of electro-
motive-force, dynamo construction, based on ex-
periments with dynamo electric machines, incan-
descent lamps, arc lamps, faults of generators and
motors, telephones, principles of radio-telegraphy,
et cetera.
The second volume treats in a very thoro and

easily understood manner, on the practical aspects
of the subject in hand and together with volume
one forms a very valuable work of reference,
which should be in the library of every elec-

trician and engineer. Volume two deals with the
practical discussion of the parts of generators and
motors, including various wiring diagrams of con-
nections, showing the various types of speed con-
trollers and starting resistances used on board
U. S. war-ships, and the reviewer does not hesi-

tate to mention that the "land lubber" will have
his eyes open when he starts to peruse these ex-
cellent books, for they abound with a great wealth
of valuable diagrams and hook-ups of motors and
controllers, together with various simple, yet not
ordinarily very well understood, signaling appa-
ratus, et cetera.

Some of the sections included in volume two on
practical work, are: Service generators, service
motors, motor starting and controlling devices,
application of motors, motive power for generators,
switch-boards and distribution panels, wires ana
wiring, electrical interior communications, care of
electric plant and accessories, et cetera. These vol-
umes cover all of the latest electrical apparatus
found on board naval ships, including the Sperry
gyroscopic compass, and to those interested in this
particular subject, these books are alone worth
their price.

ELECTROLYTIC DECOMPOSITION
OF WATER PIPES.

(946) W. W. Brinckerhoff, Mt. Vernon,

N. Y., writes:

Q. 1. Can electricity destroy water pipes

in the ground due to leakage currents, etc. ?

A. 1. Regarding the decomposition of

underground water pipes due to the effect

of a considerable leakage of electric cur-

rent from the railroad tracks as you men-
tion, this is a frequent occurrence in cities

or other locations where there is liable to be

any appreciable leakage of the electric cur-

rent.

We would recommend that you look up

this matter in any book treating on modern
electric railway practise at your local library

in which you will find the present practise

outlined for obviating or overcoming this

difficulty. In general, there should not be

such an excess leakage of electric current

from railroad tracks or trolley rails, that it

will cause water or other pipes to be honey-

combed and decomposed, often resulting in

a dangerous condition or a burst water

main, but these cases happen right along.

It is generally due to a high resistance joint

or a series of high resistance joints in the

rails, which may be caused by the fact that

they are not properly bonded at the joints

between the rails. It has also been found

to occur where the rails were of such high

electrical resistance that they could not

carry properly the returned current to the

power house. It is often the case that to

overcome this trouble, electrical cables are

run along parallel with the rails and con-

nected to them at frequent intervals, and

in this way they safely and properly con-

duct the returned current to the dynamos
at the central station.

(Continued on page 265)

ELECTRIC TRACTION, by A. T. Dover.
667 pages. Cloth bound, 518 illustrations,

5 folding plates, size 6x9 inches. Pub-
lishers, the Macmillan Co., New York,
1917. Price $5.50.
A great stride in the advancement of a subject

that is of distinct moment at the present time has
been accomplisht by the author in this work on
Electrification of Railroads. Where such large
demands are being made upon railroad facilities

to ship supplies, troops, etc., the present steam
locomotives can Dearly cope with the situation.
Many noted engineers have maintained that, were

all the roads electrified and coal conserved in this

way, and all available water power used, the work
accomplisht of the roads would be two-fold, besides
a great saving of fuel which would prevent to a
great extent a recurrence of Dr. Garfield's famous-
"heatless" days.

Space does not permit to say all that is pt
value between the covers, but the following list

of chapters will enable the reader to realize the
importance of this volume.

Introduction—The Mechanics of Train Move-
ment, Continuous Current Traction Motors, Single
Phase Traction Motors, Polyphase Traction Motors,
The Testing of Traction Motors, The Control of
Continuous-Current Tramway Motors, The Con-
trol of Continuous Current Railway Motors, the

Control of Single-Phase Railway Motors, The Con-
trol of Three-Phase Railway Motors, The Control
of Continuous-Current and Alternating Current
Motors for Regenerative Braking—Auxiliary Elec-

trical Equipment for Tramcars, Auxiliary Electri-

cal Equipment for Electric Locomotives and Motor
Coaches, Rolling Stock for Electric Tramways,
Electric Locomotives, Train Resistance, Track Con-
struction, Conductor Rails, Overhead Construction
on Railways and Tramways, Feeding and Distribu-

tion Systems for Tramways and Railways. Sub-
station Converting Machinery, Switchgear, etc.

The book is profusely illustrated showing foreign

and American applications, various types of loco-

motives, switchboards, motor construction, etc.,

also complete diagrams for motor control, etc. Sev-
eral large plates are included showing constructional

details and wiring of standard electric locomotives.

More cannot be said as the work must be seen

and read to fully realize its great worth and it

men, however remotely interested in harnessing

must needs find a ready demand from all electrical

electricity to the railroad problem.

(Continued on page 265)

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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THE ORACLE.
(Continued from page 264)

The editor of this department recollects

a case like this which happened in an East-

ern city several years ago, when a large

30-inch water main, which was situated

about 12 to 15 feet from the trolley rails,

had by electrolysis or leakage currents from

the rails, become practically honeycombed
where the current left the pipe line to re-

turn to the rails, and before the condition

of the pipe line was discovered, the pipe

burst one night, flooding the street and

surrounding cellars with several thousand

gallons of water before it was shut off.

The street had to be excavated all along

the pipe line for about one block, and a

new pipe installed. The city authorities

charged the trolley company with improp-

erly maintaining their trolley rail system,

and the traction company had to overhaul

their entire trackage thruout the city. The
resistance of the rail joints when bonded

is tested by means of a specially sensitive

millivolmeter periodically, in all well main-

tained traction and electrified railroad sys-

tems.

BOOK REVIEW.
(Continued from opposite page)

DYKE'S AUTO AND GAS ENGINE EN-
CYCLOPEDIA. Seventh Edition, 1918.

Cloth bound, 916 pages ; size 10 x 7 inches.

Price $3.50. Publisht by A. L. Dyke, St.

Louis, Mo.
Probably no better recommendation of this book

can be given than that the Royal Flying Corps of

England have sanctioned the book and propose

using it for instructional purposes.

Each and every subject has been carefully re-

vised and brought up to date. For instance, under
Carburetion, the reader begins with - the simplest

form of the carburetor; after he becomes familiar

with the fundamental principles, he then learns the

purpose and meaning of metering-pins, air-valves,

dash-pots, and finally, the very latest Pitot or

"plain-tube" principle, which is now becoming very

popular. In just this manner, the reader or stu-

dent progresses from the first principle of an
engine to the complicated parts of a twelve cyl-

inder engine.
The ignition subject is made very simple and

clear, as is also the subject of electric starting and
generating systems by means of special drawings
and photographs.
The repair subject deserves special mention.

Every part of a car or engine is thoroly treated.

.One has but to refer to the index to find out how
to "take up" bearings, connecting rods, grind
valves, test compression, and just what to do to

give an engine more power. Every detail is illus-

trated and the explanation is so simple that he
has but to follow directions.

There are many new additions to the seventh
edition, such subjects as Trucks, Tractors, Motor-
cycles, Airplanes and Airplane Engines, are thor-

oly covered.
Under the subject of Trucks, not only the con-

struction, care and operation of a truck are ex-

plained, but how to dis-assemble and repair a
truck engine is also explained.
The Tractor subject deals with different drive

methods, as "chain" and "rail-track" treads, trans-
mission system, tractor engines, ignition, carbure-
tion, Holley kerosene vaporizer, air washers, etc.

The Ford, "Twin-City," Caterpillar and Cleveland
are used as examples.

Motorcycle subject treats on just those points
one wants to know about; how a twin "V" engine
fires, name of all parts, how the valves are oper-
ated and timed, how the magneto and electric

system is operated, etc. The Indian and Harley-
Davidson Motorcycles are fully explained and
illustrated.

Airplane engines are fully illustrated. Some of
the subjects are: types of airplanes, name of parts,
control members and instruments, showing their
location and purpose; how the airplane is made to
ascend and descend, how the landing is made,
principle of flight, glossary of aeronautical words
and terms. Then we find Airplane Engine con-
struction, types of engines, how they differ from
automobile engines, cooling, lubrication, carbure-
tion, ignition, valve timing, adjustments, etc.
There is a dictionary of motoring terms, also

an English-French dictionary of motoring words
and terms. Ford Supplement revised and im-
proved. Packard Supplement in two colors, deal-
ing with the 1918 model.

Inserts:—There are four large two-color inserts,
No. 3 illustrates the Dixie Magneto with many
large illustrations, showing all parts, their names
and purpose. Also the Dixie Motorcycle Magneto
and now it fires a twin-cylinder engine. The Indian
and Harley-Davidson motorcycle engines are illus-

GET AHEAD THROUGH
I? I CrTDiriTV These Books
EjLiHiI^ 1 Ixll^l 1 I Tell You How

(Let Terrell Croft, formerly of the\
Westinghouse Company, tell you I

the secrets of success in electricity/

Learn electricity as you would in actual practice. Learn it

just like the highest paid electrical experts learned it. Do not

waste your time and money on amateurish or experimental books.

You are out to win in electrical work, and want the facts about

work as it is done, all plainly stated and clearly illustrated.

You can understand how much easier it is to study and master

this sort of books than the kind which are filled with technical

terms, higher mathematics, and amateurish treatments.

Croft's NewLibrary of Practical Electricity

(Recently issued.)

Complete course,
8 flexibly - bound
o 1 s . — pocket

size—3000 pages— 2100 illustra-

tions.

per month
if you're
pleased.

$

Never before in

the history of elec-

tricity has there
been such a de-
mand for trained

electrical workers.
Whether young or

o 1 d you cannot
make a mistake by
taking up electrical

work. It is a field in

which you will always
have steady employment,
and one in which the
chances of advancement
are ever present. It is a

field in which salaries

are unlimited.

This Entire

Library Sent

Free for

Inspection

NOT A CORRESPONDENCEi|COURSE
This is not a correspondence course. Each problem in electrical work is made plain by words and figures.

You consult the books themselves, and get your answer complete, instead of waiting for the mails to
deliver the solution of your problems. These books are a complete unit, and supply you with a
completed electrical education. When you master them you are ready to step into actual work
at a good salary. They answer the often-asked question, "Can I get all the information I need
about electricity in one set of books?"

We Pay Transportation Charges
We pay the charges on the books to you, and the return charges if you are not

pleased. You are the judge. No arguments are offered to make you keep the V
books. No agents are employed to bother you.

Fill out the coupon now and let us prove to you that Croft's New Library
of Practical Electricity supplies you with the secrets of success in electricity.

ft

Contents: ^ing
-Practical Mathematics, 358 subject

Vols. 2 and 3—Practical Elec-
tricity, 2100 subject headings. Vol. 4—Electrical
Machinery, 1400 subject headings. Vol. 5—Central
Stations, 500 subject headings. Vol. 6—Wiring for
Light and Power, 1706 subject headings. Vol. 7—Wiring of Finished Buildings, 1 roo subject
headings. Vol. 8—Practical Electrical Illumi-
nation, 1000 subject headings.

McGraw-Hill Book Co.
Inc.,

239 W. 39th St.,

New York.

McGraw-Hill
Book Co,, Inc.

239 W. 39th St.,

NEW YORK.

Gentlemen

:

Please send me the Library of

Practical Electricity (shipping
charges prepaid) for 10 days' free ex-

amination. If satisfactory, I will send $2
n ten days and $2 per month until #16 has

been paid. If not wanted I will write you for

return shipping instructions.

Name
Home Address

City and State

Name of Employer

His Address

Your Position Ex. Aug. 18

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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Group of Students in Corner of Dynamo Testing Laboratory—Practical Training

Making Electrical Men
GRADUATES of SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING JT\ 1

OF MILWAUKEE SUCCEED because they are M M Jt«/l/|f*
prepared in accordance with the re quire merits of M MM Mm M W

the great electrical world. They possess the necessary

knowledge and practical ability to perform the functions _^^B^^^^^^^H^—
of the Electrician, the Electrical Engineer or Experts in

the various Electrical Trades. They are capable of occupying the big positions electricity affords. They
obtain the recognition that begets success and the high salaries ability commands.

If You Enroll Here You Are Sure To Succeed
This school, from its fourteen years' experience and educational and industrial analysis, knows the require-

ments for the young man entering the great field of electricity. As a result its faculty, text books, lec-

tures, laboratory and work-shop experiments and practice are selected to develop students to become the

practical electrical men of the required ability—which insures greatest success. This school is the connect-

ing link between the ambitious young man and the high salaried, electrical positions offered. Students
are instructed, trained and developed here in the way the electrical industries want them

—

Electrical Men
are Made to Order Here, Therefore, select this school and be sure of success. Come where you know
you will obtain the education you need, to succeed. Save time and money—and avoid mistake. Obtain
all the advantages of a required electrical education and training—all the advantages this school affords.

Decide to enroll here now—clip and mail the coupon at the left and secure new interestingly illustrated

prospectus.

SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING OF MILWAUKEE
TWO BUILDINGS—INSURANCE BUILDING—STROH INDUSTRIAL BUILDING

MILWAUKEE, WIS.

CLIP THIS COUPON—AND MAIL NOW
55-373 Broadway, Milwaukee, Wl>.

SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
OF MILWAUKEE

Without obligating me in any way, please send me
your new prospectus, complete particulars regarding your
Institution, and the following courses:

(CHECK COURSES INTERESTED IN)
....Electrical Engineering Course, 3 yrs.

War Time Electrical Engineering Course, 2 yrs.

....Complete Electrician Course— D. C. & A. C, I yr.

SPECIAL SHORT COURSES
....Electric Trouble and Linemen.
....Electric Metermen.
...Electric Motor Repairmen.

Electric Wlremen.
....Telephone Trouble and Repairmen.
.... Draftsman.

NAME

ADDRESS

Your Other
Advantages Here

WfTATEVEB your past education, you can
enroll here with your success assured.
All branches of electricity taught in a

practical, thorough way. Twenty-four prac-
tical instructors. Ten departments. All mod-
ern Instruments, tools, appliances, apparatus
and machines.

You can "Ham While You Learn" if you
Hie. You will he given a splendid position
when you graduate.

B.S. and E.E. degrees given in three years.

All the advantages other schools offer

—

many advantages other schools are without.

Mail That Coupon NOW!

DRAFT MEN
LearnWireless Tfelegrapfty

40,000 wireless operators urgently needed for Army, Navy and
Aviation Service. Excellent opportunities to win promotion to
commissioned and non-commissioned grades with advanced pay. A
chance to serve your country in a "preferred" position. Work
trains you for position as Commercial Operator after the war
with pay up to $200.00 a month.

Complete Course by Mail in 10 WEEKS
Prepare now to enlist with better rank and pay. Start studying
at once in spare time at home. No previous training or knowl-
edge of electricity needed ; a few weeks home-study of our
course will qualify you. Complete practice apparatus sent with

We help you enter any branch of Radio service you select.first lessons.

Write at once for full particulars. Don't delay—a postal will do.

National Radio Institute, Dept. 48, Washington, D. C.

trated with sectional views with all parts lettered;
No. 4 is a large two-color illustration of a four-
cylinder engine, especially adapted for class
room use.

SOLDERING KINKS. Illustrated, 70
pages

;
paper covers ; size 6x9 inches.

Publisht by The M. W. Dunton Co.,
Providence, R. I. Third Edition, 1917.
Price 25 cents.
An extremely interesting manual for the prac-

tical man, containing a complete discourse on the
art of soldering in all its branches. It tells the
how, when and where: everything from the care
of the iron to the proper fire, cleansing of joints,
flux, etc.

A large number of handy "kinks" are illus-
trated and described, some from practical experi-
ence of those who have actually accomplish! stunts-
as noted and others from experiments, etc. Some
of the more difficult work is illustrated so that
there may be no slip-up when doing the actual
work.
As an all-around hand-book for the amateur elec-

trical man, this work is sure to find a host of
interested readers, be they practical men or just
plain, everyday Experimenters.

RADIODYNAMICS, by B. F. Miessner.
Cloth bound, 211 pages; 112 illustrations;
size, 5V2 x 8% inches. Publisht by D.
Van Nostrand Co., New York. Price,
$2.00.

The author, who is well known among the radio'
fraternity, has brought forth a book of high-
sounding title at least, and one which should prove
of interest to those working along the lines of
radio-controlled apparatus.

Its chapters cover every point from the first
effort in this direction to the more successful)
latter-day attempts of John Hays Hammond, Jr.
It has been written in such a manner as to be
equally interesting to the layman and scientific
reader, without sacrificing the technical matter
valuable to the trained engineer.
The following few section heads give a very

good outline of what has been covered in this
volume: Historical and Practical Applications of
Wireless Telegraphy, Electro-Static Telegraphy,
Electro-Magnetic Wave System, Sound Waves
(with some very interesting data on Prof. R. A.
Fessenden's submarine signalling apparatus), infra-
Red and Ultra-Violet Waves, Hertzian Waves,.
The Advent of Wireless-Controlled Torpedoes,,
with a discussion of Dr. Nikola Tesla^ Tel-
automaton—the first radio-dynamic boat; also Rob-
ert's wirelessly directed airship. Various types of
selectors, relays, coherers and detectors are ex-
plained, with interesting notes on the application
of the Audion as a relay and indicating instru-
ment. A complete chapter is devoted to the won-
derful work accomplisht by Hammond in this field,,

which all inventors and radio men will find deeply
interesting.
Taken all in all, it's a highly interesting work,,

even tho it does not cover the details and systems,
that one might infer from its ambitious title. It
would seem that much of the matter presented,,
especially that describing proposed detectors and1

relays, might have been substituted by a little more
practical explanation of such radio control systems
as have been found workable, at least to a reason-
able extent. In other words, there is too much
mooted theory and not enough practise given.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.

PRACTICAL ELECTRIC ILLUMINA-
TION, by Terrell Croft. First edition,

225 pages ;
fully illustrated ; cloth bound ;

size, 5% x 8 l/2 inches. McGraw-Hill
Book Co., New York, publishers, 1917.

Price, $2.00.

The author must be credited for the great field
he has covered in this work. Every phase of
illumination has been covered carefully, with much,
attention to detail. It should prove of distinct
value to illumination engineers in general and
much matter contained will also be useful to elec-
trical engineers, contractors, students and elec-
tricians.

The first section is devoted to explanations and
illustrations of the fundamental ideas of Light
Radiation, The Velocity and Vibrations of Light,
etc., which are all intelligently shown and de-
scribed.
The practical applications of light cover the

main text of the work, including data on correct
reflectors for various needs. All types of lamps
are described and illustrated—Incandescent, Arc,
Nernst, Mercury-Vapor Tube, etcetera—showing
the adaption of these various forms to industrial,
residential, street and window lighting.

The principles of Illumination Design are covered
in a clear and interesting manner, as well as the
design and installation of Interior and Exterior
Illumination with examples and illustrations cover-
ing almost every conceivable application in use
to-day.
A work which is very thoro, technically correct,

and complete. It will appeal to all those inter-

ested in the subject of correct illumination.
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A GIGANTIC EXPOSITION AND
AMUSEMENT PARK IN THE

MAKING.

{Continued from page 222)

plant and filters have a daily combined ca-

pacity for handling nigh onto 3,000,000 gal-

lons.

A ride which will attract thousands will

be the greatest scenic railway ever con-

structed, and a spectacular novelty will be

"Creation of the World."

An exhibit known as "No Man's Land"
will consist of practical working trenches

under the command of wounded allied sol-

diers, and the construction will be super-

vised by a regular officer of the United
States army, the construction work being

done by soldiers who have lived amid these

crude surroundings at the battlefront of

Europe.

"No Man's Land" will occupy a space

approximately three hundred by one hun-
dred and fifty.

Another amusement feature will doubt-

less attract a great deal of interest, which
will be a model Congo farm, upon which
all of the workmen are monkeys, apes,

baboons, chimpanzees, etc., which have been

educated to work with miniature tractor

plows, hoes, spades and other garden im-

plements, and which was inspired by the

Government's plea for more farm labor to

help round out the country's crops.

Still another feature will be the large

convention hall for the benefit of visiting

organizations which may wish to hold busi-

ness or social sessions to the exclusion of
the general populace.

Last, but not least, amongst all these

wonders, we find the largest carrousel in

the world, where big and small can ride

to their hearts' delight on the galloping

horses, donkeys, pigs, mules and all the

rest of the menagerie.

Everything will be of the best and it is

estimated that on the day the gates open,

an expenditure of three million dollars

will be represented.

The electrical effects are to be some-
thing stupendous, having been designed by
engineers of the General Electric Company
in conjunction with the chief electrical en-
gineer of the grounds, Mr. Frank C. Still-

man. Pretty and subdued effects will be
the main features and a new type of lamp is

to be used to outline the buildings at night

that will not have a glaring light but will

serve to diffuse it. The crowning achieve-
ment of the art will be in the stately

"Tower of Jewels," erected in the center of

the grounds and rising to a height of 65

feet, all a-glitter both day and night with
10,000 cut glass jewels from the San Fran-
cisco Exposition. In back of each jewel

will be a miniature lamp and when the

switch is turned on in the evening, a

splendor of radiance will shine forth sec-

ond to none. The Exposition period each

year will extend from May 30 to No-
vember 1.

SURVIVES 11,000-VOLT ELECTRIC
SHOCK.

Horace R. Williams, manager of the

Stevens County Power and Light Company
of Colville, Wash., received a current of

11,000 volts at the power plant at Meyers
Falls and emerged with only three burns
in addition to the shock.

While insulating the Kettle Falls wires
at the power house he came in contact with
an exposed part of the wires. Both hands
received the shock of the current, which
escaped toward a bunch of keys in his pocket
and burned his leg, emerging from the body
at the point where the keys made a contact

with adjacent metal. His hands were
severely burned.

A physician drest the burns a few hours
later and the victim then went to his office.

Few persons have survived such an experi-

ence. His rubber-soled shoes, it is said,

saved him from the full force of the current.

DR. CALDWELL DIES FROM
X-RAY BURNS.

Dr. Eugene Wilson Caldwell, a noted
X-ray expert and the inventor of many de-
vices which have developed this science,

died in Roosevelt Hospital in New York
City recently as the result of burns he suf-

fered many years ago while making experi-
ments with the X-ray. Dr. Caldwell was
a Major in the Medical Reserve Corps, and
under the direction of Surgeon General
Gorgas recently perfected a device for stere-

oscopic fluoroscopy adapted to war surgery.

From the commencement of his career Dr.
Caldwell devoted much of his time to elec-

tricity, and, aside from regular medical
work, had long been interested in the physi-
cal problems of the X-ray. He engaged in

experimental work in telephoning to light-

ships under the United States Lighthouse
Establishment in 1894 and 1895, and from
1895 to 1897 he was an assistant in the engi-
neering department of the New York Tele-
phone Company.

THE MAGNETIC STORM
(Continued from page 233)

beyond repair, a child could see that. He
flung it away and went over to the next
nearest flyer. But the mechanic had al-

ready located the trouble—in the magneto.
Burnt out, too

!

Von Unterrichter unutterably sick at

heart, aimlessly wandered about the other
machines. In each case the result was the
same : Every magneto armature of the
fifteen flyers was burnt out, the wires
fused together, all insulation gone!
"Aber so 'was", muttered von Unter-

richter, looking about him helplessly. It

took fully five minutes before it filtered
thru his thick Prussian skull that this dis-
aster that overtook his "circus" could by

no means be a coincidence.

"Verfluchte Amerikaner", he said, "prob-
ably a new Teufelmaschine of Edison !"

But what would the Kommando say to
this? Instantly he stiffened as he jumped
into a waiting automobile, attached to the
airdrome.
"Zum Kommando, schnell", he ordered the

driver as he sank back into his seat. He
must report this queer business to head-
quarters at once. The driver cranked the
engine, then cranked it some more. Pfut
. . . pfut . . . pfut . . . spluttered the engine
asthmatic-like, but it did not start. He
tried again. Same result.

(Continued on page 268)

Instruction by
correspondence is the
cheapest and bestway
for me poor man"

Edison is Right!!!
You admit the International Correspond-

ence Schools are a good thing. You'd take

a course right now " if"
—"except"

—

"If" what? If you weren't so "over-
worked," with such "long hours," or had
more strength and energy?
Wasn't it Edison who stayed up half the

night educating himself in spite of every

handicap you could ever have?
All big men who have made their mark in

the world had the ambition—the determina-

tion— to improve their spare time, to train

themselves for big work. You, too, can pos-

sess power, money and happiness if you'll

only make the effort.

Here' sail we ask : Merely mail thiscoupon.

Put it up to us without paying or promising.

Let us send you the details of others' suc-

cess through the I. C. S. and then decide.

— TEAR OUT HERE

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
BOX 5390, SCRANTON, PA.

Explain, without obligating me, how I can qualify for the
position, or in the subject, be/are which I mark X.

_ ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
Q Electrician

Electric Wiring
Electric Lighting
Electric Car Running
Heavy ElectricTraction
Electrical Draftsman
Electric Machine Designer

_ Telegraph Expert
Practical Telephony

J MECHANICAL ENGINEER
Mechanical Draftsman
Ship Draftsman
Machine Shop Practice
Gas Engineer
CIVIL ENGINEER

H Surveying and Mapping
MINE EOREM'N OR ENG'R
STATIONARY ENGINEER
ARCHITECT
Architectural Draftsman
PLUMBING AND HEATING
Sheet Metal Worker

Q OnEMICAL ENGINEER
SALESMANSHIP
ADVERTISING MAN

Q Window Trimmer
Q Show Card Writer
Q Outdoor Sign Painter
RAILROADER
ILLUSTRATOR
DESIGNER
BOOKKEEPER
Stenographer and Typlit
Cert. Pub. Accountant
Traffic Management
Commercial Law
(GOOD ENGLISH
Common School Subjects

3 CIVIL SERVICE
J Railway Mail Clerk
j Textile Overseer or Snpt.
AGRICULTURE
Navigator Spanish
I'oultrvKalsIng lO French

J Automobiles Italian

Present
Occupation-

Street
and No

City_

MEN WOMEN

GOVERNMENT REQUIRES

RADIO OPERATORS
Special concentrated courses by experienced teachers

for both men and women

MACHINE GUNS
It will mean something to you to prepare yourself
for Service. We have a completely equipped school
for "setting up" instruction, directed by experts In
this line. Write for booklet.

You can begin at any time.

Y. M. C. A. Radio School
145 E. 86th Street New York, N. Y.= BEST RADIO SCHOOL IN NEW YORK
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Learn Aviation Mechanics
"*uTZy

*r

Victory!**

Train yourself for the Aviation Service by availing yourself of the Preparatory , t .

Ground Course in Aviation Mechanics, affording preparation prior to entering trie I\.ey tO
Government Ground School, covering aero-dynamics, aero-engines, rigging and
Lewis gunnery. Previous experience unnecessary.

Including aero-
engine course,

taken in six weeks (three hours daily) or
three weeks (six hours daily)

COMPLETE COURSE $60 WE ARE THE PIONEER AVIATION SCHOOL

(weeks) ^35Special Aero-Engine Course

Wireless Course fckO $25
Write for our Illustrated Booklet "H"—"A Message

to You on Aviation"

Ttlephon* Bryant H71
110-114 WEST 42d STREET, NEW YORK

^^^^^^^^

AN £>
"OX F£/

The abilitv to use any one of five differ-

ent length carriages on one typewriter is

only one of several exclusive features of the

Fox Typewriter.

This particular feature enables an operator with one
machine to do varied types of work.—correspondence,

billing, the making of reports, any out of the ordinary

work. The carriages can be changed in a moment,
the operator doing it without the slightest trouble.

Another remarkable feature of the FOX.—its ex-

tremely effortless operation,—is a revelation to

new users.

Fox Typewriters are used in larger numbers
by Railroad telegraphers than an)' other type-

writing machine. In no other class of work
do typewriters receive harder use, and the

ability of the Fox to stand up year in and
year out under such trying conditions

has put it in first place with these dis

criminating users.

The Fox dealer in your locality will

be glad to place a machine on trial in

your office. Should it happen that

there is no dealer in your immediate vicinity, write us direct and we will make it

easy for you to test out the Fox in your own office.

'RITER COMPAf
M>JE>S, MlCHli

"Donnerwetter nochmal", stormed the
Baron vexed over the delay, "was ist denn
jetzt los, why in thunder don't you start,

you miserable dog?" But the engine would
not start. The perplexed chauffeur climbed
into the seat of the old style car, which
still had its faithful spark coils, so neces-
sary to the ignition system. But the spark
coil refused to work, altho the storage bat-
tery was fully charged and all the connec-
tions were right. Cautiously he pulled out
one of the spark coil units from its box.
One look told the story.

"Ausgebrannt, Herr Leutnant," he said
weakly, for he had seen the burnt out mag-
neto armatures a few minutes before.

Von Unterrichter, with eyes almost
popping out of his head, was struck abso-
lutely speechless for half a minute.
"Heiliger Strohsack", he muttered awe-
struck, remembering his young sister's fa-
vorite expression, whenever something out
of the ordinary happened to her. He finally

collected himself sufficiently and jumped
out of the car.

"Zum Telefon", he muttered to himself.
He must report this uncanny occurrence at
once to the Kommando. Not a second was
to be lost. He at last understood that some-
thing momentous had happened. He made
the airdrome on the run and tho it was only
200 yards away he surprised himself at the
speed he made. Puffing volubly he arrived
at the telephone. He gave the handle sev-
eral quick turns, *grasped the receiver and
simultaneously bellowed into the mouth-
piece in front of him

:

"Hallo, hallo" . . . but he went no further.
The receiver flew from his ear, for there
had been a loud clattering, rattling, ear-
splitting noise in the instrument that almost
burst his eardrum. He made a foolish
grimace, as he held his ear with his hand.
Cautiously he approached the receiver to
within a few inches of his other ear and
listened. All was quiet, not a sound. Me-
chanically he unscrewed the receiver cap
and looked at the two bobbins. They were
charred and black. The telephone was
dead. . . .

The instrument slipt from his hand and
dangling by its red and purple cord went
crashing against the wall of the airdrome,
while von Unterrichter limply sank into a
chair.

Once more he got up and walked out.
He must get into touch with his General at
all costs. This was becoming too serious.

Ah ... he had it, the field telegraph.
There was one at the other end of the
building. He went there as fast as his legs
could carry him. He opened the door of
the little office but one look sufficed. The
young man in charge of the telegraph sat

dejected in a corner, a dumb expression in

his eyes. Long purple sparks were playing
about the instruments on the table. A
child could have seen that it was impossible
to either send or receive a telegram under
such conditions. . . . Ah ! an inspira-
tion. . . .

"Dimimkopf" , he muttered to himself,
"Why didn't I think of it before. Die
Funkenstation! Surely the wireless must
work! Ha, ha, there are no wires there at
least to burn out!"

The radio station was over a kilometer
away. He knew it well, for he had flown
over it a great many times. To get there
quick, that was the question. The Kom-
mando was at least eight kilometers to the
rear, and he knew he could not make that
distance on foot very quickly. Ah, yes,

there was a horse somewhere around. The

•All German telephones are magneto operated.
To call Central you must turn the handle of the
ringing magneto.
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cavalry horse was located soon, and as the

young airman walked hurriedly about, trou-

bled as he was, he could not help noticing

the listless attitude of every man he past.

Men were whispering in a hushed manner,
alarm was plainly written in their faces

—

the fear of the unknown.
' Von Unterrichter jumped on to his horse

and galloped in the direction of the field

radio station. It did not take him long to

reach it, and long before he dismounted he
could see the bright blue spark of the send-

ing station.

"Gott sei Lob", he uttered to himself as

he jumped to the ground, "at least that's

working."
Note here the curious mechanism of the

Prussian mind. A Prussian officer, the

most arrogant, distasteful creature imagin-

able, is always the great brave hero when
he knows that he is fighting with all the

advantages on his side. As Heinrich Heine,

the poet,—himself a German-hater,—puts

it:

"The Germans have no self-respect.

They are the only men in the world who,
as private soldiers, will stand still while an
officer kicks them or bespatters them with
mud. They receive the mud with smiles

and stand expectantly, cap in hand."
It is the Prussian-German sort of "honor"

that makes a Zabern affair possible, where
a foul-mouthed young officer, with his

sword, beats a helpless, crippled Alsatian
cobbler insensible.

A coward at heart, always ready to

blaspheme his maker, when things go
right, the Prussian quickly turns to his

German Gott, as soon as things go against

him.
Heine,—himself a German, and he ought

to know,—will tell you so.

Now it so happened that von Unterrichter
had been an expert wireless man before the

war, and while he did not know a great
deal about electricity, he well knew how to

send and receive messages.
He ran to the wagon which carried the

mobile radio field apparatus and peremp-
torily ordered the operator in charge away.
"Aber Herr Leutnant", expostulated the

thus rudely interrupted man, "I tell you . .
."

"Maul halt en"', thundered von Unter-
richter, with which he sat down, clamping
the operator's receivers on his own head.
He prest the key impulsively, and noted

with grim satisfaction that the loud blue
spark crashed merrily in the not very up-
to-date spark gap.
As he sent out the call mechanically, he

wondered vaguely what the matter could
be with the government,, because it did not
even supply a modern, up-to-date Losclu
funkenstrecke— quenched spark gap— for
field use. Things must be pretty bad when
the government must economize even a few
beggarly pounds of brass, so necessary for
a noiseless spark gap.

But he could not give that matter further
attention for he had thrown the aerial

switch from "sending" to "receiving."

He had strained his ears for a reply
from the operator from the Kommando,
but, as the switch was thrown, instead of
a reply there was a loud, constant roar in

the receivers, so loud that it was painful.
Off came the headgear, while von Unter-
richter once more sank into a chair.

He was a pitiful spectacle to look at, the
fate of a 20th Century man flung back a
hundred years. His eyes roamed idly about
till the distant railroad embankment struck
his eye. No train was moving. Everything
was at a standstill—how could a train move
without a telegraph ? How could a train be
dispatched—there would be a thousand col-
lisions. He turned to the radio operator,
who as yet had not grasped the situation in

its entirety.
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"Nordlicht, nicht wahr, Herr Leutnant?"
he began, thinking no doubt that the phe-
nomenon was an ordinary form of Aurora
Borealis,— the northern lights,— in other
words, a magnetic storm, that would be
over soon.

"Dummes Rindsvieh" . . . snapt the Herr
Leutnant, who knew better by this time.

Indeed he was to know still more at once,

for while he was speaking there came to

his ear a low dull roar, a sound he had
heard once before, way back in 1914 when
the Germans had retreated very much in a
hurry beyond the Marne.

Panic seized him. Yes the sound was un-
mistakable. The German army once more
was in full retreat—no it was a rout—

a

panic-stricken rabble that made its way
back.

Like lightning the news had spread among
the men at the front that uncanny things

were afoot, that all communications had
been annihilated with one stroke, that no
orders could be sent or received except by
prehistoric couriers, that the Grosses Kom-
mando was cut off from the army, and that

in short the German army as far as com-
munication was concerned, had suddenly
found itself a century back.

For what had happened to von Unter-
richter that morning, had happened on a
large scale not only to every one along the
front, but all over Germany as well! Every
train, every trolley car, every electric motor
or dynamo, every telephone, every tele-

graph had been put out of commission.
With one stroke Germany had been flung
back into the days of Napoleon. Every
modern industry, every means of traffic

—

except horse-drawn vehicles—were at a
standstill. For days the German retire-

ment went on, till on the fifteenth day, the
entire German army had retired behind the
natural defenses of the Rhine, the victorious
Allies, pressing the fleeing hordes back ir-

resistibly.

And it must have been a bitter pill for
the German high command to swallow when
they saw that the Allied fliers were con-
stantly flying behind their own lines and
that as the Allies advanced, their automo-
biles and their trains seemed to run as well
as ever behind their own lines. But no
German succeeded in flying an aeroplane
or in running an automobile. That mys-
terious force obviously was trained only
against the Huns, but was harmless behind
the Allied lines. Nor did the Germans find

out to this date what caused their undoing.

Peace having not been declared as yet, I

cannot, of course, divulge the full details
of the scheme of just how the Germans
were finally flung across the Rhine. That,
of course, is a military secret.

But I am permitted to give an outline of
just what happened on that memorable
morning, when the German "Kultur" was
flung back into the dark ages where it be-
longs.

But first we must go back to Tesla's lab-
oratory once more, back to that evening
when "Why" Sparks first overwhelmed
Tesla and his companions with his idea.
This is in part what Sparks said

:

"Mr. Tesla! In 1898 while you were
making your now historic high-frequency
experiments in Colorado with your 300-
kilowatt generator, you obtained sparks 100
feet in length. The noise of these sparks
was like a roaring Niagara, and these spark
discharges were the largest and most won-
derful produced by man down to this very
day. The Primary coil of your oscillator
measured 51 feet in diameter, while you
used 1100 amperes. The voltage probably
was over 20 million. Now, then in your
book, High Frequency Currents, among
other things you state that the current which
you produced by means of this mammoth

electric oscillator was so terrific that its

effect was felt 13 miles away. Altho there

were no wires between your laboratory
and the Colorado Electric Light & Power
Co., five miles distant, your "Wireless"
Energy burnt out several armatures of the

large dynamo generators, simply by long
distance induction from your high fre-

quency oscillator. You subsequently raised

such havoc with the Lighting Company's
dynamos that you had to modify your ex-
periments, altho you were over five miles
away from the Lighting Company.*
"Now then, if in 1898, twenty years ago,

you could do that, why, WHY cannot we
go a step further in 1918, when we have at

our command vastly more powerful gen-
erators and better machinery. If you can
burn out dynamo armatures 13 miles dis-

tant with a paltry 300 kilowatts, why can-
not we burn out every armature within a

radius of 500 miles or more.
"The primary coil of your oscillator in

1898 was 51 feet in diameter. Why cannot
we build a primary 'coil' from the English
Channel down to Switzerland, paralleling

the entire Western front? This is not such
a foolish, nor such a big undertaking as

you might think. My calculations show
that if we were to string highly insulated

copper wires one-quarter inch thick on tele-

graph poles behind the front, the problem
would become a simple one. Ordinary tele-

graph poles can be used, and each pole is to

carry twenty wires. Beginning three feet

above the ground, each wire is spaced two
feet distant from the next one. These
wires run continuous from the sea to

Switzerland. Moreover, every ten miles or

The above occurrences as well as the cited
experiments and effects of the Tesla currents are
actual facts checked by Mr. Tesla himself, who
saw the proof of this story.

—
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so we place a huge 3,000 kilowatt generat-

ing plant with its necessary spark gaps,

condensers, etc. The feed wires from these

generating plants then run into the thick

wires, strung along the telegraph poles,

forming the gigantic Tesla Primary Coil.

Of course, you realize that in a scheme of

this kind it is not necessary to run the

telegraph poles actually parallel with every

curve of the actual front. That would be

a waste of material. But we will build our

line along a huge flat curve which will

sometimes come to within one-half mile of

the front, and sometimes it will be as much
as fifteen miles behind it. The total length

of the line I estimate to be about 400 miles.

That gives us 40 generating plants or a

total power of 120,000 kilowatts ! A similar

line is built along the Italian front, which
is roughly one hundred miles long at pres-

ent. That gives us another 30,000 kilowatts,

bringing the total up to 150,000! Now then,

the important part is to project the re-

sultant force from this huge Tesla primary
coil in one direction only, namely that
facing our erstwhile friends, the Huns.
This I find can be readily accomplished by
screening the wires on the telegraph poles

at the side facing our way as well as by
using certain impedance coils. The screen

is nothing else but ordinary thin wire net-

ting fastened on a support wire between
the telegraph poles. This screen will then

act as a sort of electric reflector. So." . . .

Sparks demonstrated by means of one of
his sketches.

"Everything completed we turn on the

high-frequency current into our line from
the sea to little Switzerland. Immediately
we shoot billions of volts over Germany
and Austria, penetrating every corner of
the Central empires. Every closed coil of
wire thruout Germany and Austria, be it a
dynamo armature, or a telephone receiver
coil, will be burnt out, due to the terrific

electromotive force set up inductively to

our primary current. In other words every
piece of electrical apparatus or machinery
will become the secondary of our Tesla
coil, no matter where located. Moreover
the current is to be turned on in the day
time only. It is switched off during the
night. The night is made use of to advance
the telegraph poles over the recaptured
land,—new ones can be used with their

huge primary coil wires, for I anticipate
that the enemy must fall back. Turning off

the power does not work to our disadvan-
tage, for it is unreasonable to suppose that
the Teutons will be able to wind and install

new coils and armatures to replace all the

millions that were burnt out during the
day. Such a thing is impossible. Besides,

once we get the Germans moving, it ought
to be a simple matter to follow up our ad-
vantage, for you must not forget that we
will destroy ALL their electrical communi-
cations with one stroke. No aeroplane, no
automobile, will move thruout the Central
States. In other words, we will create a
titanic artificial Magnetic Storm such as the

world has never seen. But its effect will be
vastly greater and more disastrous than any
natural magnetic storm that ever visited

this earth. Nor can the Germans safeguard
themselves against this electric storm any
more than our telegraph companies can
when a real magnetic storm sweeps over
the earth. Also, every German telegraph
or telegraph line in occupied France and
Belgium will be our ally ! These insulated
metallic lines actually help us to "guide"
our energy into the very heart of the
enemy's countries. The more lines, the
better for us, because all lines act as feed
wires for our high frequency electrical

torrents. . .
."

* * * *
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ELLIS
MELODIOUS
REPRODUCER
—the greatest improvement ever
made for reproducing music and
the human voice. It is a big step
in advance of any other repro-

ducing device. It eliminates all

that harsh, metallic scratch and
twang and reproduces the tones,
vocal or instrumental, in their

true beauty and individual value.
The following letter, (one of hundreds) written by an enthusiastic user,

expresses the opinion of thousands who have heard this wonderful device.

Dear Mr. Ellis

:

I would be unappreciatlve indeed, if I did not give you some expression of my great
delight in listening to your Melodious Reproducer.

I have never heard the vocal numbers reproduced more beautifully. I never heard
Caruso reproduced as perfectly as with your Reproducer.

It was, indeed, a delight to listen to the trios of the violin, harp and 'cello, as the melody
of each Instrument could easily be detected and the blending was perfect. In Melba's rendi-

tion of "Lo Here the Gentle Lark," the flute tones were beautifully realistic.

In reproducing some of the soprano arias, I observed that in the upper register your
Reproducer "picked up" every tone with ease and smoothness, whereas with several makes of

talking machines I notice some of these tones are lost. Then, too, it was particularly pleasing
to listen to the phonograph without being conscious of any scratch whatsoever, even in the
pianissimo passages.

Sincerely yours,
Name and address furnished upon application.

Fits Any Machine
The Ellis Melodious Reproducer plays perfectly all disc record selections and If adapted for all

makes of phonographs and talking machines using disc records.
Steel, fibre or any type of needles work perfectly. As the weight ii les» than four ounces, records

wear indefinitely.
Every reproducer is fully guaranteed for 5 years. Write for circular No. 9.

J. H. ELLIS
Post Office Box No. 882 Milwaukee, Wis.
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A few kilometers north of Nancy, in the
Department of Meurthe et Moselle, there is

a little town by the name of Nomeny. It is

a progressive, thrifty little French town of
chief importance principally for the reason
that here for four years during the great
war the French army has been nearer to the
German frontier than at any other point,

with the exception of that small portion of
Alsace actually in the hands of the French.
Nomeny in the military sense is in the

Toul Sector, which sector early in 1918 was
taken over by the Americans. If you hap-
pened to go up in a captive balloon near
Nomeny you could see the spires of the
Cathedral of Metz, the great German fort-

ress, but 16 kilometers away, always pre-
suming that the air was clear and you had
a good glass.

On a recent warm summer morning there
were queer doings at a certain point in the
outskirts of Nomeny. All of a sudden this

point seemed to have become the center of
interest of the entire French, British and
American armies. Since dawn the military
autos of numerous high Allied officers had
been arriving while the gray-blue uniforms
of the French officers were forever mixing
with the business-like khaki of the British
and Americans.
The visitors first gave their attention to

the camouflaged, odd-looking telegraph
poles which looked like huge harps, with
the difference that the many wires were
running horizontally, the telegraph line

stretching from one end of the horizon to
the other. A few hundred yards back of
this line there was an old brewery from
which ran twenty thick wires, conecting
the brewery with the telegraph poles. To
this brewery the high officers next strolled.

An inspection here revealed a ponderous
3,000 kilowatt generator purring almost si-

lently. On its shining brass plate was the
legend : "Made in U. S. A." There was
also a huge wheel with large queer, round
zinc pieces. Attached to the axis of this

wheel was a big electric motor, but it was
not running now. There were also dozens
of huge glass jars on wooden racks lined
against the wall. Ponderous copper cables
connected the jars with the huge wheel.
One of the French officers, who previous

to the war had been an enthusiastic Wire-
less Amateur, was much interested in the
huge wheel and the large glass bottles.

"Aha", said he, turning to his questioning
American confrere, "V Sclateur rotatif et

les bouteilles de Leyde."
There was little satisfaction in this, but

just then a red-haired, tousled young man
who seemed to be much at home in the
brewery, came over and adjusted something
on the huge wheel.
"What do you call all of these do-

funnies?' 'our young officer asked of him,
pointing at the mysterious objects.

"Rotary spark gap and Leyden jars," was
the laconic reply. The officer nodded. Just
then there was a big commotion. The door
flew open and a French officer standing at
attention shouted impressively:

"Le President de la Republique !"

Instantly every man stood erect at at-
tention, hand at the cap. A few seconds
later and President Poincare walked in
slowly, at his side General Petain. It was
then five minutes to 10.

President Poincare was introduced to
the red-haired, tousled young man whom
he addrest as Monsieur Sparks. Monsieur
Sparks speaking a much dilapidated
French, managed, however, to explain to
his excellence all of the important ma-
chinery, thanks to a sleepless night with a
French dictionary.

Monsieur Poincare was much imprest
and visibly moved, when a French officer
had gone over Sparks' ground, and re-ex-
plained the finer details.
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The President now takes his stand on an

elevated platform near a huge switch which
has an ebonite handle about a foot long.

He then addresses the distinguished assem-

bly with a short speech, all the while watch-

ing a dapper young French officer standing

near him, chronometer in hand.

Somewhere a clock begins striking the

hour of ten. The President still speaks

but finishes a few seconds later. The dis-

tinguished assemblage applauds and cheers

vociferously, only to be stopt by the dapper

young officer who slowly raises his right

hand, his eyes glued to the chronometer.
Immediate silence prevails, only interrupted

by the soft purring of the huge generator.

The dapper young officer suddenly sings

out:

"Monsieur le President! A-ten-tion!

ALLEZll"
The President of the glorious French Re-

public then shouts dramatically : "Mes-
sieurs . . . le jour de gloire est arrive . . .

VIVE—LA—FRANCE !
!"—and throws in

the huge switch with its long ebonite han-
dle.

Instantly the ponderous rotary spark gap
begins to revolve with a dizzying speed,

while blinding blue-white sparks crash all

along the inside circumference with a noise

like a hundred cannons set off all at once.

The large brewery hall intensifies the ear-

splitting racket so much that every one is

compelled to close his ears with his hands.
Quickly stepping outside the party arrives

just in time to see fifteen Boche airplanes

volplaning down and disappearing behind
the German lines. A French aerial officer

who had observed the German aeroplanes,

drops his glass, steps over to the President,

salutes smart'ly and says impressively:

"Le 'cirque' du Baron d'Unterrichter!
lis sont hors de combat!"

Hors de combat is correct. Von Unter-
richter was not to fly again for many a
week.

We look around to tell the glad news to
General Petain, but the latter has disap-
peared into a low brick building where he
now sits surrounded by his staff, poring
over military maps ornamented with many
vari-colored pencil marks, as well as little

brightly-colored pin flags. Telephone and
telegraph instruments are all about the
room.

Again the President shakes hands with
Monsieur Sparks, congratulating him on
his achievement. Luncheon is then served
in the former office of the brewery, gayly
bedecked with the Allied flags along the
walls. But even here, far from the titanic

rotary spark gap, its crashing sparks are
audible. Looking thru the window we see
a wonderful sight. Altho it is broad day-
light, the entire queer telegraph line is en-
tirely enveloped in a huge violet spray of
electric sparks. It is as if "heat-lightning"
were playing continuously about the whole
line. No one may venture within fifty feet
of the line. It would mean instant death
by this man-made "lightning.

Luncheon is soon over and more speeches
are made. Suddenly the door flings open
and General Petain steps in. One look at
his remarkable features, and all talk stops
as if by magic. He crosses the room to-
wards the President, salutes and says in a
calm voice, tho his eyes betray his deep
emotion

:

"Monsieur le President, toute I'armee
Allemande est en retraite!!"

And so it was. The greatest and final

retreat of the Kaiser's "invincible" hordes
was in full swing towards the Rhine.

More congratulations are to be offered to
Sparks. A medal, . . . Heavens, where is

that young man? But Sparks has slipt
over to his machines and is standing in
front of the noisy "thunder and lightning"
wheel eyeing it enthusiastically.

"Why, oh WHY, do they call you
eclateur!" he says. "Spark Gap is good
enough for me!" "Oh, boy!! But you
aren't doing a thing to those Germins!"

THE END

Translation of German and French
Terms Used in This Story.

Verdammte Yankee Schweinehunde: Damned Yan-
kee Pig-Dogs!

Sie, Miiller: You, Miillerl
Zu Befehl, Herr Leutnant: At your orders, Lieu-

tenant !

V ersammlung , sofort: Assembly, at oncel
Dieses Amerikanische Gesindel: This American

rabble 1

Schiesst die Lumpen zusammen: Shoot the raga-
muffins together!

Vorwarts fur Gottund Vaterland: Onward, for
God and Fatherland!

Dollarjager : Dollar Chasers.
Elendtge Schweinebande: Miserable band of pigs.

Unsinn: Nonsense.
Flieger: Flyer (aeroplane).
Himmelkreuzdonnerwetter : A popular German

cuss word. Literally it means "sky-cross-
thunder." English equivalent is "A thousand
thunders."

Kaput: German slang, equivalent to our slang
''busted."

Auseinander nehmen: Take it apart!
Ausgebrannt: Burnt-out.
Aber so 'was: Such a thing (of all things).
Verfluchte Amerikaner : Cursed Americans.
Teufelmaschine : Diabolic machine.
Zum Kommando, schnell: Quick, to Headquarters!
Donnerwetter nochmal: By all thunders!
Was ist denn jetzt losT What's up now?
Heiliger Strohsack: Holy bag-of-straw ;

equivalent
to "Holy Gee."

Dummkopf: Blockhead.
Die Funkenstation : The Radio Station.
Gott sei Lob: God be thanked.
Aber, Herr Leutnant: But, Lieutenantl
Maul halten : Shut up.
Loschfunkenstrecke: Quenched Spark Gap.
Nordlicht, nicht wahrf: Northern lights, is it

not?
Dummes Rindsvieh: Stupid piece of cattle.
Grosses Kommando: General Headquarters.

L'iclateur rotatif et les bouteilles de Leyde: Ro-
tary spark gap and Leyden jars.

Le President de la Republique : The President of
the Republic.

Monsieur le President! Attention! Allezl Mr.
President 1 Ready! Go!

Messieurs, le jour de gloire est arrivi, vive la
France I: Gentlemen, the day of glory has
arrived, long live France 1

(This is from the second verse of the "Marseil-
laise")

Le "cirque" du Baron d'Unterrichter I lis sont
hors de combat!: Baron von Unterrichter's cir-
cus! They are out of the fighting!

Monsieur le President, toute I' armee Allemande
est en retraite: Mr. President, the entire Ger-
man army is in retreat.

EXPERIMENTAL CHEMISTRY.
(Continued from page 256)

Thus the most striking examples are cer-
tain electro-positive oxides, as Potassium
Oxid (K20) and Calcium oxid (CaO).

K2 + HaO = 2KOH
CaO + HaO = Ca(OH) a

With the oxides of certain electro-nega-
tive it combines energetically to form acids.

SO, + H 2 = H2S0 4

P2Ot + 3H2 = 2H3P04

these reactions being strongly exothermic.
Under certain conditions the halogens

(CI, Br, F) will decompose water with the
liberation of oxygen, which in turn acts as
an oxidizer, while the hydrogen forms a
haloid acid.

2C1 + 2H2 = 4HC1 + 2

U + H2SOa + H 2 = 2HI + H3SO.

Natural Waters. These include all such
waters as occur naturally upon the surface
of the earth which are more or less im-
pure from the presence of dissolved gases
and numerous inorganic substances. These
waters may be clast as rain, spring, mineral
and sea waters.

Rain water is the purest form of natural
water, but it frequently contains such gases

Big Money in Electricity

The electrical industries offer wonderful
opportunities to boys with a liking for Elec-

tricity. - The salaries paid to trained men are

large, promotion comes rapidly and, best of

all, the work is fascinating

The discovery and development of new
lines (such as wireless telegraphy and tele-

phony), from time to time, promise attractive

and paying fields to those who wish to

specialize. The will to do and Special Train-

ing will bring success to you.

The International Correspondence Schoole

can help you to become an expert in electrical

work, no matter what branch you like best,

Thousands of young men have already won
success through I. C. S help. You can do
as well as anybody, ifyou try, Everything is

made so clear that you can learn in your
spare time, regardless of where you live or

what your work No books to buy.

There's big money in Electricity. Get
after it by marking and mailing the Coupoo
today. Finding out costs you nothing.

TCAR OUT HCRK 1

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
BOX 5391 , SCRANTON, PA.

Explain, without obligating me, how I can qualify lor the
position, or In the subject, before which I mark X.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
Electrician
Electric Wiring
Electric Lighting
Electric Gar Running
Heavy ElectricTraction
Electrical Draftsman
Electric Machine Designer
Telegraph Expert
Practical Telephony
MECHANICAL ENGINEER
Mechanical Draftsman
Ship Draftsman
Machine Shop Practice
Gas Engineer
CIVIL ENGINEER
Surveying and Mapping
MINE FOREM'N OR ENG'R
STATIONARY ENGINEER
ARCHITECT
Architectural Draftsman
PLUMBING AND HEATING
Sheet Metal Worker

CHEMICAL ENGINEER
SALESMANSHIP
ADVERTISING MAN

Q Window Trimmer
Show Card Writer
Outdoor Sign Painter
RAILR OADER
ILLUS TRATOR
DESIGNER
BOOKKEEPER

B Stenographer and Typist
Cert. Pub. Accountant

B Traffic Management
Commercial Law
GOOD ENGLISH
Common School Subject*
CIVIL SERVICE
Railway Mail Clerk
Textile Overseer or Snpt.
AGRICULTURE
Navigator Spanish
Poultry KalslnK In French
Automobiles 13 Italian

Present
Occupation-

Street
and No

City

Ton can hare bodily vigor,

success - attaining energy — attractlT*,

i healthful beauty I All yours at practically

no cost—the great benefits of the famous
VIOLET BAT TREATMENTS—heretofore only pro-

curable at big expense from Physicians and Beauty
Specialists. TBEAT YOUBSELF at home with

RENULIFE VIOLET RAY H,9
G
h
en
F
e
rrXncy

Transforms electricity Into the most powerful, effec-

tive, purifying Health and Beauty giving agency
known to science, yet genUe, soothing, perfectly safe

—no shock nor pain. Eradicates disease from blood,

flesh, bone and nerves; tones and restores. GET
FREE BOOK telling the whole marvelous story of

the Violet Bay—Its wonderful successes

—

its many uses—specified by physicians
for rheumatism, neuritis, headache,

catarrh, wrinkles, blemishes, falling hair
and 100 other bodily ailments and beauty

defects, chronic and acute. Get this valu-
able book by return mail.

RENULIFE ELECTRIC CO.
537 Marquette Bldg., DETROIT

!
Representatives to demonstrate to physi-
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Boys! There's No End of Fun
to Be Had With

CHEMCRAFT
THE BOY'S CHEMISTRY OUTFIT

You can work dozens of wonderful experiments
in chemistry and Chemical Magic. You can
mystify and entertain your friends by the
hour, and all the time you are gaining a knowl-
edge of chemistry that will be of greatest value
to you all your life.

Just think of being able to make wonderful
changes such as you have seen magicians per-
form—and you can manufacture useful things
too—inks that you can write with—soap

—

fireworks—and lots of others.

CHEMCRAFT IS MADE IN THREE SIZES
No. I sells for $1.25

West of the Mississippi and Canada. $1.50

No. 2 sells for $2.50
West of the Mississippi and Canada. $3.00

No. 3 sells for $5.00
West of the Mississippi and Canada. $6.00

Write for further information and name of dealer
who sells Chemcraft.

THEPORTER CHEMICAL CO.
Dept. b, Hagerstown, Md.

WIRELESS
The Government and Merchant
Marine need thousands of
trained operators. Our special

SUMMER COURSE
of Intensive instruction Starting

July 1st, prepares men quickly
for the Naval Reserve, Avia-
tion, Signal Corps and Merchant
Marine.

Day and Evening classes.

Send for latest Prospectus.

The Eastern Radio Institute is en-
dorsed by the U. S. Government

& Marconi Co.

Eastern Radio Institute
899B Boylston St. Boston, Mass.

RADIO and MORSE
thoroughly taught at

Y. M. C. A.
TELEGRAPH SCHOOL
Marcy Ave., near Broadway, BROOKLYN

as carbon dioxid, ammonia, sulfurous oxid
and nitric acid in the vicinities of cities,

and also contains small quantities of foreign
matter which are present in the atmosphere
and which are carried down by the rain

drops.
Spring water is usually found to hold

salts in solution. The water supply of
cities is usually taken from lakes or river's

which are supplied from smaller streams
and springs. These waters contain chiefly

the carbonates and sulfates of calcium and
magnesium, with smaller amounts of the
alkalies, iron, silica, and organic matter,
which may be either living or dead.
Hard and Soft waters. For domestic

or manufacturing the chief factor which de-
termines the value of the water is its hard-
ness. This hardness is due to the presence
of calcium and magnesium salts, which
form insoluble precipitates with soap, which
results in the lather failing to cleanse until

these salts have been completely precipi-

tated. When employed for feeding boilers

hard waters form a more or less coherent
deposit, commonly called boiler scale, which
causes clogging and frequent burning out of
the tubes. This is chiefly composed of car-
bonat and sulfate of calcium with some iron
oxid and silica.

Hard water is of two kinds, temporary
hardness and permanent hardness. Tem-
porary hardness is caused by the presence
of the bicarbonates of calcium and mag-
nesium, which may be removed by boiling,

whereby the free carbonic acid, which has
held the insoluble carbonates in solution,

passes off and the precipitation ensues.
Thus
Ca(HC03 ) a + Heat = CaCOs + H2 + CO,
This temporary hardness may also be

removed by the addition of alkali carbonates
or hydroxides, thus

:

Ca(HC03 ) a + Ca(OH) 3 = 2CaCO, + 2H2

Ca(HCO„), + Na„CO. = CaCO. + 2NaHCO.

Permanent Hardness. Permanent hard
waters contain the sulfates or chlorides of
magnesium and calcium, or both. Thus we
may account for the more or less hardness
of water after boiling. These may be re-

moved throu the addition of soluble car-
bonates, as, for instance Sodium Carbon-
ate or Ammonium Carbonate, whereby the
calcium or magnesium precipitat as car-
bonates. The soluble alkali sulfat which
remains in solution exerts a deleterious ac-
tion when the water is used for boilers.

CaS04 + Na2C03 = CaCO, + Na2SO*
Water is said to have one degree of hard-

ness when it contains one part of calcium
carbonat or its equivalent in one hundred
thousand. The degree of hardness is de-
termined by agitating the sample of the
water with a standard solution of soap until

a permanent lather is produced.
Purification of Waters. Water Supply is

one of the most difficult questions confront-
ing Mankind, especially in large cities.

Ancient Rome brought her water in great
aqueducts, some of which still remain, from
the Apennine Mountains, forty or fifty miles
away. Lake Michigan is the source of
Chicago's supply. Boston has constructed
a series of artificial lakes in the center of
Massachusetts. These lakes are fed by
water from surrounding streams. Waters
from such sources cannot be pure. They
contain (1) dissolved salts; (2) suspended
matter; (3) Microorganisms which are
usually harmless, but which may be and
sometimes are the germs of disease. Epi-
demics of typhoid and scarlet fevers have
often resulted from drinking such water.
Most large city water supplies are now puri-
fied of germs by running the water over
filter beds made of gravel, laid to the depth
of several feet (refer to Fig. 125). After
flowing thru the filter beds the germs are
found to be mostly removed and the water
is collected in reservoirs, whence it runs
in pipes to consumers. After using one bed

a short time the water is turned on to an-
other, and the first dries in the sunlight,

destroying the germs.
Even after thus filtering, the water is

hardly pure enough for drinking. It may
be treated in one of three ways. (1) Boil-

ing the water for some time destroys or-

ganic life, both animal and vegetable, in-

cluding microbes, thus rendering it harm-
less to drink. This removes nothing except
volatile gases. (2) . It may be filtered by
forcing it thru a Pasteur or similar filter

made of porous clay (see Fig. 126). This
process does not take out any dissolved
salts, but these are comparatively harmless.
It does remove any suspended matter, in-

cluding germs, and leaves the water looking
pure and colorless. This is the usual pro-
cess for purifying drinking water. (3)
Distilled water is. the purest. Distillation

leaves behind any dissolved salts, but it

does not remove gases or even liquids whose
boiling point is as low as that of water
(i. e., 212 F.—100 C.) ; for example, if alco-

hol were mixed with water, it would dis-

till before the bulk of the water, but would
not be separated, as it boils 22 degrees
lower than water. A Liebig condenser is

usually employed in the laboratory for dis-

tilling water.

CHEMICAL TESTS OF WATER
Experiment No. 139.

Free Ammonia.
Nessler's Test. To determine such mi-

nute quantities as 0.0025 we make use of
Nessler's Solution, an alkalin solution of
mercuric iodid, in potassium iodid. When
a few drops of it are added to a dilute so-

lution of ammonia or of an ammonium salt,

it forms a deep red precipitat, which, even
in very small amounts, imparts a yellow
or brownish tinge to water. Thus

2HgI2 + NH3 = NHg2I + 3HI

This precipitat, which may be considered
as ammonium iodid, with two mercury
atoms in place of four atoms of hydrogen,
is exceedingly heavy, one molecule of it

weighing 541, as against 17 for one mole-
cule of ammonia.
When using this test for quantitative

work the ammonia in a given amount of

the water, 500 c.c. or so, is concentrated by
distillation with a little alkali. Its quantity

is determined by comparing the color that

a volume of the distillate gives with a

little Nessler's solution, with the color pro-
duced by the reagent in the same volume
of a very dilute standard ammonium chlo-

rid solution. This test when used carefully,

will determine accurately the presence of
one part of ammonia in one hundred mil-

lion parts of water.

Experiment No. 140.
N itrites.

After the nitrogenous matter has been
sufficiently decomposed to liberate ammo-
nia, another series of microbes, the so-

called nitrifying ferments, begin to oxidize
this ammonia, first into nitrites and finally

into nitrates.

The test, however, is not as delicate as

Nessler's reaction; and, as the nitrites are
probably a transition stage in the oxida-
tion of nitrogenous matter, it is rather rare
to get a good test for them in perfectly

pure water. For this reason, probably the

significance of their presence has frequently
been somewhat exaggerated.
The reaction is based upon the formation

of a scarlet coloring matter, one of the
"Azo" dye stuffs, by the action of nitrous
acid upon two aromatic organic bodies. The
test is interesting as between a counterpart
of the well known Ehrlick's reaction and
where the nitrous and sulfanilic acids are
mixed together and the compound corre-
sponding to the naphthylamin salt is fur-

nished by the urine.
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Fill two large test tubes respectively with

Croton and with well water. To each add
a few drops of the saturated solutions of

sulfanilic acid, and of naphthylamin hydro-
chlorat. A pink or red coloration appearing
shows the presence of nitrites.

Notice the Croton water does not turn
pink until it has stood for some time, and
has absorbed some nitrites from the air.

Experiment No. 141.

Nitrates

We can test for these substances in two
ways, either by reducing them to ammonia
and using Nessler's solution, or else by di-

rectly producing a colored compound.

(a) Reduction Method. The best reduc-
ing agent is nascent hydrogen, which can
be evolved in the water to be tested, by
dissolving aluminum in an alkali (as So-
dium or Potassium hydroxid).

Alj + 2KOH + 2HaO = K^A^O, + 3H 9

or else by the action of the water upon two
different metals, such as zinc and copper.
When these two, in close contact, are im-
mersed in water, a true galvanic couple is

formed, and the positive zinc is oxidized,
and hydrogen is set free from the negative
copper. This hydrogen slowly converts
the nitrates first into nitrites and finally

into ammonia, according to the following
equations

:

NaNOs + H 2

NaNOa +3H2

NaNO.. + H 2

NH3 + NaOH + H aO

This ammonia can be accurately determined
by Nessler's Test, and the quantity of
nitrates calculated accordingly.

(b) Phenol-Sulfonic Acid Test. We can
estimate the quantity of nitrates directly by
noticing the depth of color which they pro-
duce in a solution of phenol in strong sul-

furic acid. The reactions being:

C HSOH + H 2S0 4 = CI^OH.SOsH + H2

and then in the presence of traces of nitric

acid or nitrates

C,H4.OH.S03H-t-HN03=C6H1.OH.N02+H2S04

The color is intensified by the addition of
an excess of alkali.

(a) Reduction Method Experiments.
Clean the zinc in a wide-mouth bottle by
adding some water and a little dilute hydro-
chloric acid, permitting it to effervesce for a
minute or two, and then rinse out thoroly.
After this, cover with water, add three or
four drops of copper sulfate, and let stand
for a few minutes until the zinc is fairly

covered with a black deposit of metallic
copper. Then rinse it out well, and fill the
bottle with Croton water.

Test the reducing action of this "zinc-
copper couple" on nitrates by adding two
or three crystals of sodium nitrat to the
water in the bottle, shaking it till they dis-

solve, and then letting it stand quietly until

the end of the hour. Notice the slow but
continuous evolution of hydrogen, and be-
fore leaving, test the solution for nitrites

and for free ammonia, as previously de-
scribed.

(b) Phenol-Sulfonic Acid Test Experi-
ment. Add one or two drops of sodium
carbonat to 50 cc. of the well-water, and
evaporate the mixture to dryness in an
evaporating dish. This can be done at first

over the flame, but must be finished over the
water-bath. Cover the residue with a so-
lution of phenol-sulfonic acid, made by dis-
solving, carefully, in a test tube, a few drops
of phenol with twenty times its bulk of
common sulfuric acid. Then add about l0
cc. of Croton water and an excess of potas-
sium hydroxid. If nitrates are present in
the well-water, the mixture will have a
yellow or even an orange "color.

{To be continued.)

LEARN TELEGRAPHY QUICKER-EASIER

A
MORSE OR WIRELESS CODE

DJUSTABLE BUZZER PRACTICE SET.
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WITHOUT
BATTERY
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QUICKLY G/VES YOU SPEEO
This practice set with its adjustable BUZZER enables you to learn

telegraphy, Morse or Wireless Code, in shorter time than ever before

thought possible. A touch of your finger to a thumb screw gives any

pitch desired to the BUZZER. Especially designed to give very clear

sound of exceptionally high pitch even on ONE DRY CELL.
The adjustment of the Buzzer to any pitch is made without

the aid of any tools—simply by the thumb screw. The great-

est improvement in practice sets ever made—superior to any
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vW on the market. Beautifully made ; mounted on substantial base.
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Complete Ready for Use
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THE TEWNO CO., 41 Park Row, New York City

High Frequency Bargains
In taking our inventory we found over 200 Violet-Ray machines

of all makes. We selected 100 of the best machines, which we thor-

oughly overhauled in our factory making them better than new. Many
of these machines cost over $40.00.

We have placed all these instruments in two groups and are dis-

posing of them for the ridiculously low price of $9.75 and $12.50.

How to secure one of these

machines

BLEADON-DUN CO.,

Send only 50 cents to pay express charges

and we shall send you one of these instruments

by express for your examination. This amount
will be deducted from total cost of machine.

You need not accept if not satisfactory.

Send at once for we shall send the best ma-
chines out first and the quicker you send in

your order, the better machine you will get.

We shall also send our beautiful booklet

"Violetta" describing the many uses for the

high-frequency current. Write us before pur-

chasing any kind of Violet-Ray Machine.

11-17 S. DESPLAINES ST.

Dept. 2A CHICAGO

RADIUM
RADIUM

Radioactive Salts, containing one micro-
gram pure Badium. "Very powerful 1 Bril-
liant white luminescence in the dark I

10 Milligram of this most carefully pre-
pared Radioactive Salts, sealed in glass
tube (protected by a metal container),
with which every Badium experiment can
be conducted, are furnished.

Price of one tube of Radium Salts as
described, sent prepaid $1.00.
The contents of this tube can be mixed

with special sulphides to form real Radium
paint.

Small bottle of Special Sulphide with
liquid adhesive, prepaid $0.50.
Send for one of these preparations to-

day.

and

Radioactive

Substances
for

Experimenters

CARNOTITE

CARNOTITE
(Badium Mineral.) The American

Pitchhlende found in Colorado, from which
Radium is extracted.

A generous piece, enough to conduct
experiments, such as affecting photo-
graphic plates thru opaque material (sim-
ilar to X-Bay pictures), first made by
Sir W. Crookes and Mme. Curie, is fur-
nished in neat, wooden box.

Price of one specimen of Carnotlte as
described above, sent prepaid $0.25.

Sensitive, prepared Photographic film
(X-Bay work film) to be used for above
experiments furnished for $0.10 each
extra.

SIDNEY SPECIALTY CO., 233 Fulton St., New York City

TYPEWRITER SENSATION
d»Q00 A Month Buys I O C«^i|.U

». .,«P«* a Visible Writing V" OJTlltli
Perfect machines only of standard size with keyboard of standard universal arrangement

—

has Backspacer—Tabulator—two color ribbon—Ball Bearing construction—every operating
convenience. Five Days' Free Trial. Fully guaranteed. Catalog and special price sent free.

H. A. SMITH, 738-231 North Wells Street, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

INDEX
to

ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER
SCIENCE & INVENTION

For Vol. 1, 2, 3,

15c
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EXPERIMENTER PUBL. CO.
Book Dept. 231 Fulton St., N. Y.
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Submarines, torpedoes, flying machines, machine guns, immense
howitzers, the British "tanks," and an untold number of other
products of American brains, are dominant factors in the Great
War. Wc are just starting, our—YOUR—ingenuity must lead to Victory.
Uncle Sam—the whole civilized World—is seeking ideas that will aid in the
fight. Can't you help with even ONE of thousands of simple things that will

win recognition—perhaps fortune for you?

The need is for inventions of peace, too. Never before was there such a
demand for new ideas of all kinds—never before have so many manufac-
turers, and other patent buyers, written me for good things protected by
OWEN PATENTS. There is, to-day, a market for thousands of ideas-
including YOURS. Write for my free booklet and see—read for yourself
the hundreds of requests recently received.

You incur no obligation by writing me. My advice costs nothing and I
make no charge for an opinion as to patentability of your idea. If my
opinion is favorable I will back it up by a Guarantee Contract which protects
you fully. If you want to sell your invention, I will help you, and will
advertise it, free of charge, in "INVENTION AND MANUFACTURING."
A simple request will bring to you at once, my four free books:—"SUC-

CESSFUL PATENTS," a 72 page guide telling how to proceed, gives refer-
ences, etc.; "STEPPING STONES" tells the truth about prizes for
inventions, gives hundreds of hints of inventions wanted, etc.; ^PATENT
BUYERS" publishes over 400 requests of manufacturers and others who
want OWEN PATENTS, together with ideas they want; "PATENT PRO-
MOTION," tells you how to sell, why some inventors fail, discusses the
value of your idea, etc

Write for these books to-day. I will send you a signed agreement that
will protect you before you disclose your invention.

RICHARD -B-OWErN -Patent 1/auiyer

164 Omen 31d<3VashinQton D C- 2276-8 VooluiorUi BldQ^cni-York- ^mJ

TALBERT

Invent Something
YOUR IDEAS MAY BRING WEALTH IF PATENTED
Now Is the time to patent a meritorious invention. We are con-
stantly receiving letters from manufacturers and investor* In-

terested in new inventions protected by patents secured through oc
and which can be turned into money through proper handling.

Labor shortage has increased the demand for Inventions in all lines.

Uncle Sam Wants New Inventions to Help Win the War.

Writ* us today for free 1J * *I* p \T Hp Q and our Evidence of Con-
copy of our 104 page r A I P, |\ I ^ ceptlon and Disclosure
book, "How to Obtain a - - - - .

Patent and What to Invent." At the
same time send us a sketch, model or
photograph with written description
of your Invention for our Free Opin-
ion and Evidence of Conception Cer-
tificate. If your Invention Is proper
subject matter for a patent we will

send you our Certificate to that effect

Certificate which may
prove of value and assistance to you.
Our Credit System will enable you to
die your application and proceed
without delay. Patents secured by us
are advertised at our expense in Popu-
lar Mechanic* Magazine. To protect
yourself write for our free book and
submit your Invention to ua today.

TALBERT & TALBERT, 4287 Talbert Building, Wash., D. C.
Patent Lawyers—Successors to Talbert & Parker

HANDY BINDER
for the Electrical Experimenter

Holds and preserves 12 issues, each of which
can be inserted or removed at will, without tools.

Will keep your magazinei perfectly for all time
or just preserve them like new till you bind them
permanently. Made of heavy material,
extra strongly reinforced at the back
and covered with handsome green cloth,

suitably lettered in gold

Add Postage for 2 lbs.

Experimenter Pub. Co., Inc. B.£%Lnt 233 Fulton St., N. V.

50c

U.S.PATENTS
MAKE IDEASPAY
Hundreds of inventions are sold

yearly. We will help you sell yours

without cost.

Before sending your inventions to

anyone send for our "Blank Form
of Disclosure" that will Protect

you until your application is filed

in the Patent Office.

Our book "Making Ideas Pay" gives full

information relative to securing Patent Pro-

tection. Manufacturers are writing us con-

tinuously for new inventions.

Send for Book and Blank Form of Disclos-

ure today. Prompt service. Best result!.

A. M. BUCK & CO.
Patent Attorneys

205 Second National Bank Bldg ..Washington, D C

" EXPERIMENTS " $1.50
By P. Edelman

Stands out amongst books like this mag-
azine does In the periodicals. The one
book you want on Science Wonders—Elec-
tricity, Wireless. Chemistry, Mechanics,
Laboratory Stunts. 256 pp. Illustrated.
Gold stamped cloth. Guaranteed. $1.50.

P. EDELMAN, Pub.
1802 Hague Ave., St. Paul, Minn.

Edited by

In this Department wa publish such matter sis

is of Interest to Inventors and particularly to
those who are in doubt as to certain Patent
Phases. Regular inquiries addrest to "Patent
Advice" cannot be answered by mail free of
charge. Such Inquiries are publlsht here for the
benefit of all readers. If the idea is thought to
be of importance, we make it a rule not to
divulge details, in order to protect the inventor
as far as it is possible to do so.

Should advice be desired by mall a nominal
charge of $1.00 is made for each question.
Sketches and descriptions must be clear and
explicit. Only one side of sheet should be
written en.

Idea on a Pipe.

(244) William E.
King, Monessen, Pa.,
has hit upon an idea to

make a smoking pipe
from a single piece of
wood by splitting the en-
tire pipe longitudinally.
It would be held to-

gether while smoking by
means of a metal cap.

Our advice is asked on this idea.
A. A clever idea, but it has no advantages what-

soever. As a matter of fact, it is not practical
to our mind. By splitting a pipe, particularly the
stem, it would certainly leak and would also
create a false draft. While desirable from a
hygienic standpoint, it certainly would not work
out in practise.
Our correspondent furthermore submits a sam-

ple made of one piece of tin for tying packages.
He wishes to knDw if this device is new and if

a patent could be had on same.
A. This idea strikes us as quite feasible, being

that it can be turned out at a few dollars per
thousand, which is the all important necessity
of such package tying devices. The United States
Post Office as well as large mercantile houses re-
quire cheap devices of this kind continuously, and
it seems to us that the device shown by our cor-
respondent lends itself readily for such a purpose.
We think a patent can be readily obtained.

Electrically Operated Shell.

245) Elbert B. White, New London, Ohio, sub-
mits an idea to us of an electrically operated shell,

the illustration showing the modus operandi. This
is a shell supposed to be shot off by an ordinary
gun, it will not explode until it actually strikes
the salt water, which being conductive completes
the circuit between the outside of the shell and
the insulated portion shown at E. A is the wind-
ing of a magnet wire to induce a small spark.
B is a rubber tube or other non-conductor to insu-
late it in one place from the shell. C is a small
battery. D is a wire from the small induction
coil grounded with the shell. E is a wire from
the battery thru a tube so as to go thru the shell
and stick out of the latter a short way, but does
not touch the shell as otherwise it would short the
circuit. F is a contacting arrangement to set
off the explosive charge. From this it will be
seen that nothing occurs until the shell actually

strikes the salt water, which being conductive
closes a circuit, thus exploding the shell.

A. This is a clever idea, and we have never
seen anything quite like it, but we think there is

just one thing wrong with it, and that is that it

will explode too quickly. There should be some
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ort of retarding arrangement contained within
the shell so that the explosion can be timed after
the shell has sunk to a certain predetermined
depth. We believe in this form the shell will
prove practical, and we think a patent could be
obtained.

Letter Opener.
(246) Henry Gruen, New York City, states:

"AJtho there are quite a number of letter open-
ing devices, most of which are operated by elec-

Orculor disc gutter

Clearance far
cutter \

tricity or by hand, I have invented a letter opener
for office and pocket use which works on the prin-
ciple of the finger nail nipper, having, instead of
a blade, a small circular disc cutter, which cuts
away a fine shred of paper, while the device is

being past along the edge of an envelop. The
illustration shows the device clearly. This device
is not confined to envelops only, but may be
used for straightening out sharp edges of sheets
of paper having a torn edge. Please advise if

this device is of any value, and if a patent can
be obtained."

A. A very good idea, and we believe it can be
readily patented. Firms opening many letters, or
even small quantities, would, we believe, welcome
a device of this kind.

Sound Amplifier.
(247) Albert DeWolf, Chicago, 111., has sub-

mitted an idea of what he calls sound amplifier.
He makes use of certain acoustic lens to magnify
the sound and to concentrate it upon a micro-
phone in a certain manner.

A. This is a very good idea, and we have never
seen it in use. Of course, acoustic lenses are
not new, but in connection with a hyper-sensitive
microphone it should prove of great value. We
think this device can be patented.

Wind Power.
(248) Geo. Sparkman, Detroit, Mich., writes as

follows: "I was very much interested in the arti-
cle 'Electrical Power From Wind' in your March
number. I have seen the plans of various devices,

but they all appear weak in one point. When the
energy supplied by the wind is too great, there is
some arrangement by which this excess ene:gy is
allowed to slide by. It is not used, but Ts a
total loss. I am enclosing a sketch of mine which

BUZZER OPERATION TAUGHT IN
600 SCHOOLS.

The demand for specialists in the Army
is increasing daily. Mechanics and tech-
nicians of all kinds, including radio and
buzzer operators, are needed by the Signal
Corps.
In nearly every large city the Federal

Board of Vocational Training, thru local
school authorities, has establisht schools of
Radio-communication where men of draft
age who have not been called may receive
a preliminary course in the operation of
radio and buzzer instruments. There are
about 600 of these schools where instruc-
tion is given, usually in the afternoons and
evenings. It takes about 200 hours for a
student of average ability to obtain a speed
of 20 words a minute, sending and receiv-
ing. Further information regarding schools
may be secured from local school authori-
ties. Electrical engineers and men with
good fundamental training in engineering
or physics are particularly in demand for
Signal Corps work. Men of satisfactory
qualifications are given three months' train-
ing in special schools, and have every op-
portunity to take examinations leading to
promotion.

DE FOREST WIRELESS SUIT.
The trial of the patent infringement suit

brought by the Marconi Wireless Tele-
graph Company against the DeForest Radio
Telephone and Telegraph Company, which
was to have commenced on June 12th in the
New York Federal District Court, was, at
the request of the Navy Department, sus-
pended by Judge Mayer for the duration
of the war.

U.S.APATENTS

IfflMBffi&ALOMNE

255 OURAY BLD'G, WASHINGTON, D. C.

Don't Lose Your Rights
We publish forms called "Evidence of Con-

ception" by which you can establish your rights
before sending the invention to anyone. It is your
best protection. We issue up-to-date bulletins of
improvements wanted; aid inventors to promote
their rights; render reliable opinions free of charge
and secure valuable patents and trade-marks on
reasonable terms. Personal service assured by our
Service Guarantee Contract. References:
2nd National Bank, Washington, The John P
Roth Packing Co., Cincinnati.

SIMPLY MAIL COUPON
LANCASTER & ALLWINE, 255 Our»y Bldg.,Wuhlngtcm, D.C.
Send me free book "Inventions—Patenting and

Promoting." Bulletins of Improvements Wanted
and blank form "Evidence of Conception."

Name ^
Address

INSYDE TYRES InnerArmor
uto Tires. Double mileape. prevent blow-

outs and punctures. Easily applied in any tire.
Thousands sold. Details free. Agents wanted.
Amer. Accessories Co., Dept.53,Cincinnati

TENT5 WANTED
iTRADE-MARKSandCOPYRIGHT^

L/ar^est Riienl Firm
in ilie'World

!

SPECIAL
OFFER

Before sending your invention to any attorney or
manufacturer or disclosing your invention, write

for our free blank form PROOF OF CONCEPTION
In order to protect your invention and secure your

rights. This should be signed and witnessed and re-
turned to us, together with a model or sketch and de-

scription of your invention, and we will give a FREE
OPINION as to the patentability of the invention. If we

report the invention patentable we will furnish a Certificate
of Patentability.

This Certificate of Patentability, together with our blank form
Proof of Conception will protect the inventor and serve as proof
of the Invention until the case can be filed In the U. S. Patent Victor J Evans

OBTAINING ASSISTANCE'FOR INVENTORS—Our certificate is of great as-

sistance to inventors who require financial aid to obtain patents

OUR FIVE BOOKS MAILED FREE
(See Coupon Below)

to any address. Send for these books—the finest publications ever issued for free distribution.

HOW TO OBTAIN A PATENT WHAT TO INVENT
Our illustrated eighty-page Guide Book is a Book Contains a valuable list of Invention* wanted and
of reference for inventors and contains 100 mechan- suggestions concerning profitable fields of inventions;

leal movements, illustrated and described. Tells how also information regarding prizes offered for Inven-
to invent for profit. tlont amounting to ONE MILLION DOLLARS.

LIST OF PATENT BUYERS
i fAp**** *'*^' 4s&-^!8D<-J \ \ Contains requests from manufacturers, mail order houses and promoters for

\\ -r *r^S&$£^ffilJ^ %\ patents secured by us and suggestions as to New Ideas they wish, to purchase.
\ 1 (£> ,^i^^t^^^\r^ \\ We place our clients in touch with capital free of charge. We have recently
i| ^jf^^S^^fe"**"" *\ received over 300 requests from manufacturers.

liM^rS^j^^- MILLIONS IN TRADE-MARKS
Shows the value of Trade-Marks and information regard-

ing unfair competition
We advertise Our Clients' Inventions Free in a list of Sunday news-
papers, in manufacturers' journals and in World's Progress. Sample
Copy Free. We save you time and money in securing patents. After
the patent is granted we assist you to sell your patent. \WANTED NEW IDEAS

^
FREE COUPON!VICTOR J. EVANS & CO,
PATENT ATTORNEYS

New York Offices:
001 to 1007 Woolworth Bldg.

Pittsburg Offices:
514 Empire Bldo.

Philadelphia OflleMS
1429 Chestnut St.

Main Offices: 779 Ninth Street, N.W., Washington, D. Co

Name
, . Addrcm*
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Can You
think of a simple, practical

idea that will fill one of the many
requests we have on file for new

inventions? It may mean a fortune
for you. Thousands of things are need-
ed right now. Your brains can help.

Send today for our great new book

—

'Inventions and Trade-Marks
Their Protection and Exploitation"

and learn more about mak-
ing money from

ideas than
you ever

knew before. It tells

many things that are

wanted, too.

A postal will do

—

It is free

We Help Our
Clients

without charge to

get the dollars out

of their ideas—hav-

ing facilities none
others possess. Advice free. Don't delay

—

get the book at once.

AMERICAN INDUSTRIES. Inc.

15 Patent Dept., WASHINGTON, D. C.

Read
Invention and
Manufacturing

The best thing
printed for the man
who likes to "dab-
ble" with mechan-
ics, electricity,
chemistry, aero-
nautics. 10c a copy
from your news
dealer. Send us 25c
for 3 numbers.
Better still, a $1
bill for a year's
subscription — 12
issues.

"The Book
the Inventor

KEEPS"
Worth more than
•.11 other patent
books combined.
FREE.

Write

LACEY & LACEY
131 Springer Bldg.

Washington, 0. C.
Established 1869

PATENTS

S

New efficiency in patent service I Report on
your invention in two days or less. No longer
than 10 days to prepare your case for filing.

Get the benefit of my new personal-service
plan. Send sketch of model for prompt search and report.
My new 90-page Patent book FREE! It's "different."
Send a postal today.
George P. Klmmel, 30-H Oriental Bldg., Washington. D.C.

PATENTS
THAT PROTECT AND 1 AT

Books and Advice Free
II you waDt to sell your patent, take it out through my
office. HIGHEST REFERENCES. BEST RESULTS.
WATSON E. COLEMAN. Patent Lawyei
624F. Street, N. W. Washington, D. C.

EVERY INVENTOR
•hould have this book. "PATENTS AMD
PATENT POSSIBILITIES. •' tt t» shook
full of ideas and practical advteo. teUlat
what to invent and where to tall. Write
for your copy today. IT IS FREE

I have requests for patent* unon (sand
invention? of all Binds. Can you help sup-
ply the demand?
My service la Individual, prompt and efficient

(14 rears experience). Every expedient Is em-
ployed to secure patents at leaat possible coat.

H.S. MIL, 804 McUehlen Bid;, Wishinglw. D.C .

THE MIDGET SLIDE RULE
will add. aubtract, multiply, di-
vide; solve problems involving even
and uneven roots and powers. Also
gives the logarithms of numbers
and the Sines and Cosines. Tan-
gents and Cotangents of all angles.
Its operation is very simple ; Quick-
ly solves any mathematical prob-
lem. Durably made of metal. Adapt-
ed for shop and office use. Fits
the Pocket. S% Inches diameter.
Price with instruction* $1.00
Your money back If you are not satisfied.

Gilion Slide Rule Co., Nilet, Mich.

remedies this fault. From this it will be seen
that the main driven shaft is connected to a dif-

ferential and the energy is transmitted thru a
regulator to the motor. When the energy devel-
oped by the mill is greater than needed, the ex-
cess energy is used to wind up a weight. The
wind is not a constant source of energy, and even
when there is a moderately stiff breeze I have
often noticed the wheel will stop for a few
seconds. When this occurs, the weight descends
and a ratchet prevents the shaft reversing the
energy from the weight passing thru the differ-

ential and keeps the generator up to normal speed."
A. The illustration shows this invention, and

we think it is a very clever idea, altho we do not
have any means to tell how it will work out in

actual practice. We believe that a patent can
be obtained on this device; as far as is known to

us, nothing like this exists.

Umbrella.
(249) A. G. Atchison, Santa Barbara, Cal., en-

closes sketch of an umbrella with a small front
window which our correspondent claims is very
desirable when walking against a strong wind.
A small window which could be made of celluloid
or isinglass is so placed on the lower side of the
umbrella thru which the pedestrian is able to see
the approaching person. Our advice is asked, if

this idea is patentable.
A. This is not a new idea, a patent of this

kind having been issued years ago, and similar
umbrellas are actually being manufactured and
sold.

Lamp.
(250) Harris Neil, Laurium, Mich., has thought

out a bulb containing two filaments, one for
bright light, the other for dim light, having the
screw section extended to permit a switch to be
operated. Our correspondent claims that there
are several dimming devices on the market, but
thinks that they are too expensive, while he be-

lieves his device can be manufactured cheaper.
A. In the sketch and illustration submitted to

us we fail to see that our correspondent's device
would work any better than the ones on the
market now. Furthermore, we doubt very much
if it can be manufactured at all due to technical
difficulties.

NEW RESEARCHES ON THE
ELECTRIC BASIS OF MATTER.
The science of electricity has now ex-

tended its range into almost all other
branches of knowledge. The largest and
perhaps ultimately the most important, is

that of the strength and elasticity of ma-
terials. According to the researches of
Dr. Herbert Chatley, of London University,
who has contributed a series of papers to
the Physical Society of London (England),
the whole basis of molecular force is elec-

trical.

It is now fully accepted by physical chem-
ists that chemical affinity is due to the ele-

mentary charges on the atoms. Many
believe in Stark's hypothesis that each val-
ence bond is formed by a free electron so
that a multivalent atom is like a multipolar
magnet. Dr. Chatley has shown that the
molecular force of cohesion between heavy
molecules is ten to the thirtieth (a million-
million-million-million-million) times great-
er than gravitation and about one hundredth
the electrostatic force between a positive
atom and an electron. He considers that
the fields of the atoms and electrons do not
lie wholly within those bodies and that
there is a stray field in the adjacent ether
which has the effect of making the groups
(molecules) attract each other with forces
of one or more per cent of those of the
electrostatic linkage. These fields are not
uniform but are complexly polarized, so
causing crystallization when the molecules
are free to settle in the positions of maxi-
mum stability. Within about one and one
tenth molecular diameters at ordinary tem-
peratures, these forces predominate over
the repulsion due to the kinetic energy of
oscillation of the molecules, but at greater
distances they rapidly diminish until at
about ten molecular diameters the effect is

simply that of gravitation.

He thus provides a working hypothesis
for the basing of the whole of physical
science on electrical forces and motion.
There is first the electron or primary ether
whirl, which constitutes the elementary
negative unit of electricity. Grouped about
the mysterious positive nucleus the elec-

trons form stable structures with immense
kinetic energy, the atoms. Losing or gain-

ing one or more superficial electrons, the

atoms become charged and attract one an-

other to form molecules. At close quar-

ters there is a stray field which draws the

molecules together and at remoter distances

the excess of. attraction between dissimilar

charges over the repulsion between similar

charges causes gravitation (Sutherland's

hypothesis).
It is conceivable that this hypothesis, if

true, may indicate new electrical methods of

treating materials so as to greatly enhance
or reduce their strength.

ELECTRICITY AND THE RANGE
FINDER IN WAR.

(Continued from page 234)

range-finder no matter what type, operates

on the principle that a fixed or known base

line of a triangle must be utilized. So we
find that with the "two-man" range-finder,

used for a considerable number of years,

that the procedure was as follows : The
fixt and known base line was formed of

an imaginary cord stretched between the

two range observers "A" and "B." Suppose
that observer "A" equipt with an angle-

measuring instrument sights a certain ob-
ject, let us say a factory, of which the range
is desired. The second observer, "B," now
advances to the point where, when sighting

thru his right-angling instrument, he sees

both the building in question which forms
the "object," and also the sighting vane
on observer "A's" instrument. At this

moment "B" shouts, "On !" and observer
"A" proceeds to adjust his range-finding
(angle measuring) instrument until he also

makes the reflection of "B's" sighting vane
coincide with the object seen in the instru-

ment, and the range is then read off the
range-finder dial in yards. This arrange-
ment is a simple one, but is difficult to apply
in modern military maneuvers and battle

conditions for the reason that a very long
base line of about fifty yards length is re-

quired. As every student of trigonometry
and geometry will perceive, the mathematical
solution of the problem is quite simple, for

it is based upon the elementary law of
trigonometry that with a right-angle tri-

angle having a known base, then the alti-

tude can be determined when the angular
value of the opposite angle is known.
The same principle holds good for the

"one-man" range-finder shown schematical-
ly at Fig. C. In this case the range-finder
tube is mounted on a tripod of suitable

design so that it can be swung around on
a vertical axis as required. This instru-

ment is calibrated to solve the same un-
known quantity, viz. ; the range, by
determining the angle at the lower corner
of the right-angle triangle as shown. To
take the range with this simplified instru-

ment the operator proceeds to focus the
right and left hand prism telescopes of the
instrument on the object; he then rotates
the range index which causes the right hand
prism telescope to be inclined inward and
he carefully adjusts this part of the appar-
atus until the two images in the central
eye-piece accurately coincide, when the
range in yards of the building or other
object can be read off the calibrated index
drum.
The photograph herewith showing Amer-

ican Jackies using a large range-finder on
a battle-ship, illustrates one of the more
recent and extremely high-power range-
finders for use with long range guns which
can fire a shell twenty to thirty miles.
However, some of these "one-man" range-
finders such as used in the Army and by
the Marines, measures about one yard in

length and can be readily carried by the
observer or by his assistant. This small
portable range-finder weighs but five and
one-half pounds and the operator equipt
with this truly remarkable and extremely
simple instrument is enabled to rapidly and
accurately determine the ranges of targets
up to twenty-thousand yards distance.
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EXPERIMENTAL PHYSICS.
(Continued from page 243)

In 1826, Simon Ohm, after whom the

unit of resistance is named, discovered that

the current flowing thru a circuit equals the

electrical pressure divided by the resistance.

This can be stated briefly C = V/R where
C is the current in amperes, V is the press-
ure in volts and R is the resistance in ohms.
Experiment 8A—Resistances are meas-

ured by the ammeter-voltmeter method or
by the Wheatstone bridge. The former
method follows : Connect the unknown re-

sistance a-b, ammeter A, voltmeter V and
battery cell as in Fig. 76 (a). (The am-
meter is said to be connected in series or
directly in the circuit while the voltmeter is

shunted or placed in parallel with the resist-

ance.) Reading the deflections of the am-
meter and voltmeter and substituting in the
formula representing Ohm's law C = V/R
or R = V/C, we obtain the resistance in

ohms of a-b. If we have several resistances
Ri, R2 ,

Rs, etc., and connect them in series

(see Fig. 76b) we find the joint resistance-
a-b of Ri, R s, Rs, to equal Ri + R, + R»;
that is, the resistance of several wires (or
other forms of resistance) equals the sum
of the individual resistances. If we meas-
ure the joint resistance in parallel (see
Fig. 76c) we find that 1/R, + 1/R, +
1/Rj = 1/r where r is their total resist-

ance.

Experiment 85—If the plates of a vol-

taic cell giving current are watched care-
fully it will be found that bubbles form on
the copper and that the zinc is gradually
eaten up. This is always found to be the
case, i.e., one plate is eaten up (called the

negative plate) and something is deposited
on the other (called the positive plate).

By convention we say that the current

flows externally from the uneaten to the
eaten plate and hence internally from the

eaten to the uneaten plate. Even when the

cell is not giving current (unless pure zinc
is used) we find bubbles forming on the
zinc ; the cause being that small electrical

circuits are set up between the zinc and the
impurities. This action is called local ac-
tion and is obviously a waste, since the zinc

is eaten while the cell is not giving any
current. Local action is eliminated by
either using pure zinc or by amalgamation
—coating the impure zinc with mercury
which dissolves the zinc and keeps back the
impurities thus presenting to the solution
only pure zinc.

Experiment 86— Watch the galvano-
meter thru which current from a simple
voltaic cell is passing. The galvanometer
deflections gradually fall until practically

no current flows. The copper plate is now
heavily covered with gas bubbles. Shake
the copper plate and you will notice that the
galvanometer now reads high again. This
weakening of the current of a simple cell

by the formation of deposit on the positive
plate is known as polarization. The cur-
rent is diminished as the cell polarizes be-
cause the surface of the positive plate is

gradually covered, thereby preventing the
solution from acting on it properly. The
modern commercial cells, such as the dry
cell and the wet cell, etc., have chemicals
added to their make-up which combine with
this formation on the positive plate, thus
neutralizing it and preventing polarization.
When using such cells continuously they
polarize because the chemicals do not get
the chance to act. However on allowing
them to stay idle they recover as rapidly
as the chemicals get at the formation on
the positive plate. The storage cell does
not store up electricity as is commonly
supposed. It stores up chemical energy.
Two plates of the same metal (lead) in
dilute sulfuric acid solution will not form a
galvanic cell, but if we first pass electricity
thru, one lead plate will be chemically

changed into lead peroxid, thus giving us

two plates of different substance (lead and
lead peroxid) which will now form a cell

and give electricity. As the cell gives cur-

rent the lead peroxid plate gradually

changes to lead again. Thus, charging a

storage battery is simply changing one of

its plates so as to give us two dissimilar

plates
;
discharging is causing the dissimilar

plates to become similar again.

A word in regard to the connection of

cells and we will close this lesson. Cells

connected as in Fig. 77 (a) are said to be
connected in series. The current is given
by the formula C = ne/Re + nn where n
is the number of cells, e is the voltage of
each, Re is the resistance of the external

circuit and ri is the internal resistance of

each cell. When all the positive plates are

connected together and all the negative to-

gether, the cells are said to be in parallel

(see Fig. 77 (b)). The current in this case

n
is given by the formula C = e/R. + —

n
where the symbols have the same meaning
as in the series formula. When R. is large
the most current is gotten by connecting in

series ; when R e is small, by connecting in

parallel.

(To be continued)

THE PHENOMENA OF ELEC-
TRICAL CONDUCTION

IN GASES.
(Continued from page 240)

conducting surface, they will be attracted

to it by induction, and eventually coming in

contact with it they will give up their

charges and disappear as ions or rather be-

come ordinary uncharged particles. This
disappearance is especially noticeable in

small vessels or when an ionized gas is pass-

ing thru small tubes, and is there often
more appreciable than that by recombination.
Fig. 3, shows the diffusion of ions to the
walls of a containing vessel. An easy
means of determining the rates of diffu-

sion is shown in Fig. 4, and is due to J. S.

Townsend. The ionized air or gas is drawn
thru the tube in the direction of the arrow
at a steady rate and after it has past thru
a tube T of definite length, the number of
ions or the amount of the charge in the

gas is measured by the electroscope by catch-

ing the charge on the electrode E. Next
different length tubes are tried in place of
T and the differences in the charges found
at E is due to different amounts of diffu-

sion in the tubes.

Thus it is that our ability to handle elec-

tricity and make it do the things we want
it to do depends entirely on the sum total

of our knowledge of what it will do and
just how it does it. Nearly every modern
scientific discovery is merely the develop-
ment of a principle whose real meaning and
secret power lay hidden until someone put
enough study on the matter to see the prac-
tical connection. J. J. Thomson has calcu-
lated the entire quantity of electricity in

any ionized gas by simply using two quan-
tities, the coefficient of diffusion and the
mobility of an ion (to be explained below).
These measurements have led to others of
the charge on each ion, etc., and so it is

evident how closely these quantities are
tied up with the important facts of elec-
trical theory.

All ions may have at least two kinds of
motion, the characteristic motion of agita-
tion of the ions, due to their collision with
gas molecules, and a rectilinear motion in
the presence of an electric field. The former
is equivalent to the average motion of the
surrounding gas molecules when there is

no superposed electric or magnetic field, and
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when the ions are not close enough together
to mutually influence each other. The dis-

tance then that any ion travels before it hits

another particle of the gas is called the

mean free path. When an ion is acted upon,
however, by an electric field the velocity

with which it is either attracted to or re-

pelled from an electrode depends directly on
the strength of the field. In order to com-
pare the velocities of ions we must com-
pare them in equal fields so we use the term
mobility. The mobility of an ion is defined
as the velocity of that ion in a field of unit

potential gradient or a field of one volt fall

per centimeter. Such a field of unit poten-
tial gradient would exist between two elec-

trodes charged to 10 volts if they were 10
centimeters apart.

The determination of the mobilities of
ions is only a special case in the determina-
tion of velocities discust in a previous paper,
but it gives us a very convenient way of
comparing ions in different gases and dif-

ferent kinds of ions to see how they behave
in motion.

Early experiments showed that generally
negatives travelled faster than positives, i.e.,

had greater mobility and that both travelled
somewhat slower than ordinary molecules,
so much so in fact that it was thought the
ions must be larger, heavier bodies than
molecules, consisting perhaps of from 2 to

20 molecules in a cluster, and that the
negatives are always smaller. More recent
work however has shown that in some gases
negatives travel slower, while at lower tem-
peratures neither travel as fast as would
be expected, hence they may not be clusters

after all, but the slowness of their motion
may be due to some resistance offered to

the charge on the ion. This is one of the
most interesting points in Modern Physics,
for it would mean that the weight of an ion
depended upon its charge of electricity, and
recent discoveries support this view which
will be discust in the following paper.
However this may be, it is important to

note that recombination and diffusion tell

us what the conductivity of a gas will be.

It also gives us an idea of the size and
charge of the ion.

{To be continued.)

POPULAR ASTRONOMY.
{Continued from page 239)

points of resemblance and difference of
these two groups of gaseous nebulae.
They resemble each other in the nature

of their light which gives the typical bright
line spectrum of incandescent gases at low
temperature and under low pressure. Their
luminosity may also be due partly to re-

flected light from stars with which they
are associated and partly to some form of
electrical excitation as well as to light of
incandescence. The gaseous elements that
enter into the composition of both groups
are hydrogen, helium and the unknown gas
nebulium already mentioned. These gases
are, moreover, present in both types in an
extremely rarefied state and the mass and
density of all the gaseous nebulae is very
small in proportion to the great volume of
space they fill tho the irregular nebulae
are tremendously more extensive than the
planetaries. Both types show the presence
of dark as well as luminous matter and
both types are associated only with young
stars. The two groups are also alike in

showing a decided preference for the fun-
damental plane of the sidereal universe and
in occurring most frequently among the
densest star clouds.

As to their most marked points of dif-

ference the planetary nebulae possess a
small, rather sharply defined disk-like ap-
pearance with a strong, star-like condensa-
tion at the center. They are also moving
thru space with a velocity greatly in ex-

cess of the average velocity of the stars,

a fact very difficult to explain, while the
irregular nebulae appear to be more nearly
at rest than any other class of celestial

objects. The planetaries are compara-
tively few in number. The irregular

nebulae are quite numerous and diversified

in appearance. Tho the origin of the plane-
taries appears to be due to exceptional con-
ditions that are out of the ordinary run of
star life such as possibly chance encounters
of stars with nebulous tracts of matter,
the great irregular nebulae appear to be
the primordial stuff from which the stars

are fashioned, possibly many at a time from
a common nebula in the form of slowly
moving groups possessing the same gen-
eral drift. As the stars advance in age
and gather in their nebulous appendages
under the force of gravitation, they appear
to quicken their pace but retain their com-
munity of motion. The tendency to move
in groups and loose clusters is characteris-
tic of stars well advanced in development
as well as new stars and may possibly be
due to a common origin in one vast irregu-
lar gaseous nebula.

{To be continued)

RECLAIMING THE U-BOATS' TOLL
BY NOVEL SALVAGE

APPARATUS.
{Continued from page 230)

difficult to apply his method of raising a
submerged wreck, there would undoubtedly
be a considerable field of application for this

method of performing the operation suc-
cessfully. To start with, Mr. Dawson is

an economist of the first water, as we shall

presently see, for he has had the fore-
thought to perceive that not every salvage
company will care to spend a large fortune
in purchasing the necessary engines and
other powerful hoisting apparatus with
which to raise 'the sunken boat; therefore,
he intends making use of the tides, which
as we know exert a tremendous power
when properly applied.

Mr. Dawson's scheme of raising sunken
boats provides primarily for a large wreck-
ing barge as shown in Fig. "C," and this

carries a powerful engine or motor-driven
suction pump. When this scheme is used a
reasonable distance from shore, all of the
power required may easily be supplied by
electric cables from the shore, the cables
being supported, at regular intervals if

necessary, by means of floats or buoys. The
pump on the barge is connected with a
large suction pipe passing downward to the
bow of the wreck . Adjacent to the base of
the suction pipe there is placed a large ro-

tary plow or sand churner, which can be
rotated back and forth by means of a steel

cable passing around a grooved pulley at-

tached to it, and this cable being attached
to two motor-boats on the surface, one of
the boats drifting astern, while the other
drives ahead, and vice versa. In this way
the toothed sand plow is rotated back and
forth rapidly, loosening the sand under the
bow of the sunken vessel and allowing the

sand to be drawn up the suction pipe.

In order to observe the progress of these
operations the inventor provides a submerg-
ing tank as shown, and in which an inspec-

tor may be stationed. Where the depth is

considerable the tank is supplied with the
necessary air apparatus, as well as tele-

phone and electric light. Other conven-
iences are provided for also. In cold
weather or at great depths where severe
dampness and sweating may occur on the
steel walls of the tank, electric heaters
serve to keep the interior dry and com-
fortable.

As the sand is drawn up thru the suction
pipe by the pump on the barge, it is mixed
with a considerable quantity of water, and
may be discharged thru a pipe running to

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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shore, or, if this is not feasible, it may be
discharged from a pipe of sufficient length

to allow the sand to escape into the water at

a considerable distance from the scene of

the salvage operations.

After the sand has been sucked away
from under the prow of the wreck, a steel

cable is worked under the stern of the boat
by the two motor-boats aforementioned,
each motor-boat being fastened to one end
of the cable and a see-saw action being
maintained until the hawser is worked part

way under the hull. For the purpose of
raising the wreck, the inventor provides
a number of scows or pontoons, arranged
respectively in pairs, each pair being joined
by a specially designed and powerful girder.

These girders are mounted in roller joints

or bearings on the pontoons so as to make
each lifting unit flexible and not liable to

damage by rough water. Powerful winches
are supplied on each pontoon for taking up
and holding firmly the cable ends as they
are taken in. The steel cables are drawn
under the wreck by successive operations of
the motor-boats exerting a see-saw action

on them as they are placed successively un-
der the hull.

After the. various cables have been suc-

cessfully engaged under the vessel, the ends
of the cables are delivered to the respective

pontoons and applied to the various win-
ches, and here the inventor's genius comes
in. He makes the tides raise the vessel in

the following manner:

As soon as there is a rise and fall of
water surface due to tides, the pontoon
cables need only be drawn taut by the

winches at low tide, so that when the water
rises, the buoyancy of the pontoons alone

will exercise the necessary vessel-lifting

force. When the vessel is thus supported
by a series of pontoons, then at high tide

the vessel and its attached pontoons may
be towed by a powerful tug or tugs into

shallow water. If the vessel has not been
raised sufficiently so far, then by towing
it into shallow water at low tide and taking

up the slack of the cables on the pontoon
winches, then at high tide the vessel will

again be raised, and so on.

ANALYSIS OF IRREGULAR WAVE
SHAPED ALTERNATING

CURVES.
{Continued from page 247)

two simple sine waves, shown in light lines,

as indicated. One of the sine curves has

the same frequency as the resultant curve,

while the other sine curve has three times
this frequency.

The relative positions of the two com-
ponent sine curves should be noted. Positive

and negative lobes always start out from
the zero starting point in the same direc-

tion, and always pass the horizontal datum
line in the same direction. If the negative

lobe B could be turned about the horizontal

datum line as an axis until it comes into

the same plane with the positive lobe A, as

indicated by the dotted lines and designated
by C, the complete similarity and symmetry
of A and C may be made apparent.

Fig. 4 shows the same two component
sine curves, displaced somewhat in position,

horizontally, and added together, and form-
ing a resultant curve having a very dif-

ferent shape from that shown in Fig. 3.

However, the symmetry of the positive and
negative lobes A and C is to be noted.

Fig. 5 shows the same two component
sine curves displaced still more in position,

with a still different shaped resultant.

It is evident then that many different
shaped curves may result from the alge-
braical addition of only two sine curves,
by simply displacing the two sine curves,
without in any manner changing their

maxima values. Many different shapes
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would moreover result if the positions of

the two sine curves were not changed while

their maxima values were changed. Fig. 6
shows the effect of simply changing the

maximum value of only one of the com-
ponent sine curves. The resultant curve
in this case should be compared with Fig. 3.

The horizontal displacement of the com-
ponent curves is the same in both these

figures.

Another important feature to be noted
in comparing the resultant curves in Figs.

3, 4, 5 and 6 is that in passing from O toX
one would arrive at the crest of the re-

sultant curves, before arriving at the lower
humps. This is perhaps best noted in Figs.

5 and 6, the feature of similarity or sym-
metry may be clearly emphasized by im-
agining the lobe C slid along the horizontal

datum line OX until its base coincides with
the base of lobe A. Both lobes will then
coincide in every respect.

A very different condition is shown in

Fig. 7. The resultant curve is here ob-
tained by adding two sine curves, one of
which has two times the frequency of the

other, and different amplitude as indicated.

It may be noted in this figure that if the
negative B lobe is turned into position C
and then slid along until its base coincides

with the base of the A lobe, the two lobes

do not coincide in any respect. The same
is true of the curve in Fig. 8, which shows
the curve resulting from adding together
two sine curves, one of which has four
times the frequency of the other.

Curves resulting from the addition of
sine curves whose frequencies are even
multiples of the resultant curves are not
symmetrical.

If then any alternating pressure or cur-

rent curve obtained by experiment, is sym-
metrical as regards its positive and nega-
tive lobes, it is made up of sine-curve com-
ponents whose frequencies are odd mul-
tiples of the fundamental frequency
Nearly all pressure and current waves
found in practise, produced by electromag-
netic induction, are symmetrical curves,
and the statement is sometimes made that

such curves or waves consist of the funda-
mental and its odd harmonics.

One practical method of determining a
number of the harmonic curves or com-
ponent sine waves composing any given
resultant wave or curve, is by use of a
frequency meter. One form of frequency
meter, the vibrating reed form, is illus-

trated by Fig. 9. In this instrument a
number of small elastic or springy metallic
strips or reeds, 1, 2, 3, 4, etc., are carefully
calibrated by filing or scraping them and
all rigidly fastened to the same metal base,

B having attached to it an iron tongue T
that extends over the poles of an electro-
magnet, M. If an alternating current is al-

lowed to pass around the electro-magnet the
iron tongue and metal base will vibrate with
the same frequency as that of the alter-

nating current. The particular reed that

has the same natural frequency as that of
the alternating current, will vibrate with
considerable amplitude ; thus indicating, if

the reeds are each marked, the frequency
of the alternating current. Reed No. 7 is

shown vibrating in the figure. If the fre-

quency meter described has a large num-
ber of reeds arranged to cover a large
range of vibration frequencies, a reed hav-
ing a natural period of three times the
fundamental will respond if the third har-
monic is present in the resultant wave.
The fifth, seventh, ninth, etc., harmonics
might also be indicated by a properly de-
signed frequency meter, provided they
were present in the resultant curve. While
a number of the harmonics might be in-

dicated by the meter, their amplitudes could
not be measured, nor could their relative

phase positions be indicated, altho the rela-

tive amplitude of vibration of the reeds

might in a measure indicate the compara-
tive amplitudes of the indicated harmonics.

In general the fundamental principles

mentioned in the foregoing discussion apply
in both music and in wireless transmission.

If Figs. 3 and 5 represent two musical
notes, each having the same pitch, that is

the same wave length or frequency, the

two notes will have very different quality.

The note A on a piano may be readily dis-

tinguished from the A of a violin. The
two notes may have the same frequency
or pitch, but are made up of a different
arrangement of sine waves. Likewise two
wireless stations might send out waves hav-
ing the same wave length or frequency, yet
one might readily be distinguished from
the other because of the difference in'

quality.

The component sine curves making up
resultant alternating or wireless waves are
commonly alluded to as harmonics. The
following table shows at a glance the fre-

quencies and the w.ave lengths of the
(upper) odd and even harmonics, from 1

to 15 inclusive.
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Demonstrating the Peculiar Shape of the
"Resultant" Curve Obtained by Adding To-
gether Two Sine Curves, One of Which Has
Four Times the Frequency of the Other.

/ denotes the frequency of the resultant curve,
in cycles per second.
X denotes the wave length of the resultant curve.

UPPER HARMONICS

Odd Even
Frequency

of
Harmonic

Wave length
of

Harmonicarmonics Harmonics

1 X„=1X
2 = l/2\

3 =l/3\
4 m = 1/4X

5 =5/ =l/5\
6 =6/ = 1/6X

7 = 7f = 1/7X
8 =8/ = 1/8X

9 =9/ = 1/9X
10 = 10/ = 1/10X

11 = 11/ = 1/11X
12 = 12/ =1/12X

13 = 13/ = 1/13X
14 = 14/ =1/14X

15 = 15/ = 1/15X

The table gives the harmonics up to the

15th for higher frequency components only

;

for lower frequency components the stu-

dent may construct a table himself, similar

to that here given, excepting that each suc-

cessive harmonic has a lower frequency,
but a higher wave length. Thus the 4th
lower harmonic has a frequency of %F and
a wave length of 4\ etc. .Those who are
interested in this important subject should
read the first article, which appeared in the
May, 1918, issue.
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How I Improved My Memory
In One Evening
The Amazing Experience of Victor Jones

"Of course I place you ! Mr. Ad-
dison Sims of Seattle.

"If I remember correctly—and I

do remember correctly—Mr. Bur-
roughs, the lumberman, introduced
me to you at the luncheon of the
Seattle Rotary Club three years ago
in May. This is a pleasure indeed!

I haven't laid eyes on you since that

day. How is the grain business?
And how did that amalgamation work
out?"

The assurance of this speaker—in

the crowded corridor of the Hotel
McAlpin—compelled me to turn and
look at him, though I must say it is

not my usual habit to "listen in"

even in a hotel lobby.

"He is David M. Roth, the most
famous memory expert in the United
States," said my friend Kennedy, an-

swering my question before I could

get it out. "He will show you a lot

more wonderful things than that,

before the evening is over."

And he did.

As we went into the banquet room the

toastmaster was introducing a long line of

the guests to Mr. Roth. I got in line and
when it came my turn, Mr. Roth asked,

"What are your initials, Mr. Jones, and
your business connection and telephone
number?" Why he asked this, I learned
later, when he picked out from the crowd
the 60 men he had met two hours before

and called each by name without a mis-

take. What is more, he named each man's
business and telephone number, for good
measure.

I won't tell you all the other amazing
things this man did except to tell how
he called back, without a minute's hesita-

tion, long lists of numbers, bank clear-

ings, prices, lot numbers, parcel post rates

and anything else the guests gave him in

rapid order.

************

When I met Mr. Roth again—which you
may be sure I did the first chance I got

—

he rather bowled me over by saying, in
his quiet, modest way

:

"There is nothing miraculous about my
remembering anything I want to remem-
ber, whether it be names, faces, figures,

facts or something I have read in a mag-
azine.

"You can do this just as easily as I do.
Anyone with an average mind can learn
quickly to do exactly the same things
which seem so miraculous when I do
them.

"My own memory," continued Mr. Roth,
"was originally very faulty. Yes it was

—

a really poor memory. On meeting a
man I would lose his name in thirty sec-
onds, while now there are probably 10,000
men and women in the United States, many

of whom I have met but once, whose names
I can call instantly on meeting them."

"That is all right for you, Mr. Roth,"
I interrupted, "you have given years to

it. Rut how about me?"

"Mr. Jones," he replied, "I can teach
you the secret of a good memory in one
evening. This is not a guess, because I

have clone it with thousands of pupils. In
the first of seven simple lessons which 1

have prepared for home study, I show you
the basic principle of my whole system and
you will find it—not hard work as you
might fear—but just like playing a fasci-

nating game. I will prove it to you."

He didn't have to prove it. His Course
-did : I got it the very next day from his

publishers, the Independent Corporation.

When I tackled the first lesson, I sup-

pose I was the most surprised man in forty-

eight states to find that I had learned—in

about one hour—how to remember a list of

one hundred words so that I could call them
off forward and back withou?' a single mis-

take.

That first lesson stuck. And so did

the other six.

Read this letter from C. Louis Allen, who
at 32 years is president of a million dollar

corporation, the Pyrene Manufacturing
Company of New York, makers of the fa-

mous fire extinguisher

:

"Now that the Roth Memory Course is

finished, I want to tell you how much I

have enjoyed the study of this most fas-

cinating subject. Usually these courses in-

volve a great deal of drudgery, but this has

been nothing but pure pleasure all the way
through. I have derived much benefit, from
taking the course of instructions and feel

that I shall continue to strengthen my mem-
ory. That is the best part of it. I shall

be glad of an opportunity to recommend
your work to my friends."

Mr. Allen didn't put it a bit too strong.

The Roth Course is priceless ! I can
absolutely count on my memory now. I

can call the name of most any man I have
met before—and I am getting better all

the time. I can remember any figures I

wish to remember. Telephone numbers
come to mind instantly, once I have filed

them by Mr. Roth's easy method. Street
addresses are just as easy.

The old fear of forgetting (you know
what that is) has vanished. I used to be
"scared stiff" on my feet—because I wasn't
sure. I couldn't remember what I wanted
to say.

Now I am sure of myself, and confident,

and "easy as an old shoe" when I get on
my feet at the club, or at a banquet, or in

a business meeting, or in any social gath-
ering.

Perhaps the most enjoyable part of it all

is that I have become a good conversation-
alist—and I used to be as silent as a
sphinx when I got into a crowd of people
who knew things.

Now I can call up like a flash of light-

ning most any fact I want right at the in-

stant I need it most. I used to think a
"hair trigger" memory belonged only to the
prodigy and genius. Now I see that every
man of us has that kind of a memory if he
only knows how to make it work right.

I tell you it is a wonderful thing, after
groping around in the dark for so many
years to be able to switch the big search-
light on your mind and see instantly
everything you want to remember.

This Roth Course will do wonders in

your office.

Since we took it up you never hear any-
one in our office say "I guess" or "I
think it was about so much" or "I forget
that right now" or "I can't remember" or
"I must look up his name." Now they are
right there with the answer—like a shot.

Have you ever heard of "Multigraph"
Smith? Real name H. Q. Smith, Division
Manager of the Multigraph Sales Company,
Ltd., in Montreal. Here is just a bit from
a letter of his that I saw last week :

"Here is the whole thing in a nutshell

:

Mr. Roth has a most remarkable Memory
Course. It is simple, and easy as falling
off a log. Yet with one hour a day of prac-
tice, anyone—I don't care who he is—can
improve his Memory 100% in a week and
1,000% in six months."

My advice to you is don't wait another
minute. Send to Independent Corporation
for Mr. Roth's amazing course and see what
a wonderful memory you have got. Your
dividends in increased earning power will
be enormous.

Victor Jones

Send No Money
So confident is the Independent Corpora-

tion, the publishers of the Roth Memory
Course, that once you have an opportunity
to see in your own home how easy it is to
double, yes, triple your memory power in a
few short hours, that they are willing to
send the course on free examination.

Don't send any money. Merely mail the
coupon or write a letter and the complete
course will be sent, all charges prepaid, at
once. If you are not entirely satisfied send
it back any time within five days after you
receive it and you will owe nothing.

On the other hand, if you are as pleased
as are the thousands of other men and
women who have used the course send only
$5 in full payment. You take no risk and
you have everything to gain, so mail the
coupon now before this remarkable offer is
withdrawn.

FREE EXAMINATION COUPON

Division of Business Education, 119 West 40th St., New York

Publishers of The Independent {and Harper's Weekly)

Please send me the Roth Memory Course of
seven lessons. I will either remail the course

to you within five days after its receipt or send
you $5.

Name .

,

A ddms

E. E. 88
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HOW THREE NEW YORK SUB-
WAYS MEET AND PASS

ONE ANOTHER.
(Continued from page 226)

paying a new fare, you could then proceed
to Long Island City, or to any intermediate

stop. As aforementioned, this route extends
downtown along Broadway to Brooklyn,
via the Battery, and also has a by-pass

route to Brooklyn via Canal Street. There
are thus three distinct track levels at

"Times Square," if we include the surface

car or trolley system, while three distinct

and important arteries of traffic congre-

gate at this point as becomes evident.

The new 7th Avenue subway tracks

which are four in number, two for local

trains and two for express trains, join the

old subway rails near 45th Street. The
present four-track subway tunnels running
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along 42nd Street between "Times Square"
and the "Grand Central" terminal, will un-
doubtedly take care of the heavy cross-

traffic between the two systems.
Reverting once more to the old subway

system, which extends northward in the

lower part of Manhattan along 4th Avenue,
this will be operated as previously and will

be extended by the Interboro Rapid Transit
Company so as to proceed from the "Grand
Central" terminal northward along Lexing-
ton Avenue, cross under the Harlem River
at 120th Street and from this point it will

branch out underground along Mott Ave-
nue, via subway to 157th Street, from which
point it will operate as an elevated line

along Jerome Avenue to Woodlawn Road.
After crossing under the Harlem River,
this subway route will have a second branch
extending eastward to 147th Street and
Southern Boulevard and from here it will

run via subway along Southern Boulevard
and eventually change to an elevated line

at Bancroft street. From here it will oper-
ate as an "elevated" along Westchester
Avenue to the Eastern Boulevard. The
new Interboro subway plans call for the
extension of the present "Bronx Park"
division, via elevated road, northward to

241st Street.

THE DESIGN AND USE OF THE
WAVE-METER.

(Continued from page 249)

the current thru the buzzer coils, charges up
the condenser C of the wave-meter, which
in turn discharges thru the inductance L,
producing radio frequency oscillations in

the circuit CL. These in turn are broken
up into a group frequency depending on
the pitch of the buzzer. Another oscillating

circuit brought into inductive relation with
the wave-meter will pick up energy as ex-
plained in several places thruout this article.

VII. Measurement of Mutual Inductance

Figure 8 shows the method used in meas-
uring the mutual inductance between two
coils such as the two coils of a variometer
or loose coupler.

A known capacity C, is connected in shunt
with the two inductances Li and Li which
are connected in series with each other."
A double-pole, double-throw switch is con-
nected in circuit as shown so as to reverse
the current in coil Li. When the switch is

thrown to the side A, current flows thru
the two inductances in the same direction,
thus causing the fluxes to be in the same
direction or aid. In this position the two
coils are said to be aiding.

When the switch is thrown to side O,
current passes thru the coils in opposite
directions, causing their fluxes to oppose
each other. In this position the coils are
said to be opposing. If now a wave-meter
is brought near to the coils the wave-length
of the circuit can be measured in each posi-
tion of the switch. Then knowing the value
of the capacity and the wave-length it re-
sponds to in each position of the switch,
the value L» and L» can be computed.

For La= Li -f Lj + 2M
L„= U + U — 2M

L. — L„ = 4M
La Lo

or M =
where
M = mutual inductance between Li and Li

ACTIVE SERVICE-
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L« = inductance with the two coils aiding

Lo = inductance with coils opposing
Li and Li = self inductances of two coils

All values in cms.
Now measuring the mutual inductance

for various positions of the coils with
respect to one another, as for instance, the
angle of displacement between the two coils

of the variometer or the distance one coil

is inside another, in the case of the loose
coupler, we can plot a curve of mutual in-

ductance against coil position.

VIII. Measurement of the Coefficient of
Coupling

The measurement of coupling is a very
important measurement in Radio Engineer-
ing, for upon it depends the sharpness of
syntony of transmitters and receivers.

Coupling is usually exprest in per cent, all

over 20% being considered tight coupling
and all below 20% being considered loose
coupling.

In order to measure coupling, the follow-
ing procedure is followed: The circuit is

connected as in Fig. 8, and the mutual in-

ductance (M) measured. Then the self-

inductance of the coils is measured as ex-
plained under III, and from this data the
coupling is found by substituting in the
formula:

M
K = X 100

Mi[Li L,

where K = per cent coupling
M = mutual inductance in cms.
Li and La = self-inductance of two

coils in cms.
A curve can be plotted in this case also,

showing the per cent coupling against the
position of the coils.

IX. Measurement of the Distributed Ca-
pacity and Natural Period of

Inductance Coils

Any coil has a certain amount of distrib-

uted capacity between turns, and this quan-
tity combined with its self-inductance causes
the coil to respond to some wave-length
which is known as its natural period. A
receiving set having a coil therein that has
a natural period within the range of the
receiver is very inefficient, because at some
wave-length the coil is going to oscillate at
its own natural period, and weaken the re-
ceived signals considerably by absorbing
energy in order to keep itself in a state of
oscillation. The same holds true to a lesser
degree with the transmiting helix, and for
this reason helices usually have only enough
turns to give the required inductance, while
receiver inductances are split up into sec-
tions by means of end-turn switches or
"dead-end" breaks.
The accompanying figure 9, delineates the

method of measuring the natural period of
a coil. The wave-meter is excited by a
buzzer and inductively coupled to the coil

under measurement which has a unilateral
connection of the telephones and detector.
As the condenser of the wave-meter is

moved across the scale, a sharply defined
point will be found that gives a loud signal
in the telephones. This is the natural pe-
riod of the coil.

Knowing the self-inductance and natural
period of a coil the distributed capacity is

calculated from the wave-length formula.
This method of measuring distributed

capacity is not strictly accurate but is good
enough for most practical purposes.

Conclusions
This concludes our series of articles on

the wave-meter, and the author hopes he
has duly imprest upon the reader the wide
range and variety of usages to which a
wave-meter can be put in practice. In fact
it can be easily seen that a wave-meter is

well-nigh indispensable in a Radio labora-
tory and with this one simple meter, prac-
tically every important measurement used
in Radio Engineering can be made

(Conclusion)
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No. EX2002
«npHE BOY'S ELECTRIC TOYS" contains enough mate-

I rial TO MAKE AND COMPLETE OVER TWENTY-
FIVE DIFFERENT ELECTRICAL APPARATUS with-

out any other tools, except a screw-driver furnished with the outfit. The box
contains the following complete instruments and apparatus which, are already
assembled :

Student's chromic plunge battery, compass-galvanometer, solenoid, telephone
receiver, electric lamp. Enough various parts, wire, etc., are furnished to
make the following apparatus :

Electromagnet, electric cannon,' magnetic pictures, dancing spiral, electric
hammer, galvanometer, voltmeter, hook for telephone receiver, condenser,
sensitive microphone, short distance wireless telephone, test storage battery,
shocking coil, complete telegraph set, electric riveting machine, electric buz-
zer, dancing fishes, singing telephone, mysterious dancing man, electric jump-
ing jack, magnetic geometric figures, rheostat, erratic pendulum, electric but-
terfly, thermo electric motor, visual telegraph, etc., etc.

This does not by any means exhaust the list, but a great many more ap-
paratus can be built actually and effectually.

With the instruction book which we furnish, one hundred experiments that
can be made with this outfit are listed, nearly all of these being illustrated
with superb illustrations. No other materials, goods or supplies are neces-
sary to perform any of the one hundred experiments or to make any of the
25 apparatus. Everything can be constructed and accomplished by means of
this outfit, two hands, and a screw-driver.
The outfit contains 1 14 separate pieces of material and 24 pieces of finished

articles ready to use at once.
Among the finished material the following parts are included : Chromic salts

for battery, lamp socket, bottle of mercury, core wire (two different lengths),
a bottle of iron, filings, three spools of wire, carbons, a quantity of machine
screws, flexible cord, two wood bases, glass plate, paraffine paper, binding
posts, screw-driver, etc., etc. The instruction book is so clear that anyone can
make the apparatus without trouble, and besides a section of the instruction
book is taken up with the fundamentals of electricity to acquaint the layman
with all important facts In electricity in. a simple manner.
We guarantee satisfaction.
The size over all of the outfit is 11x9x2%. Shipping weight, 8 lbs.CC flfl

No. EX2002 "The Boy's Electric Toys." outfit as described <,...v*w'

IMMEDIATE SHIPMENTS

ELECTRO IMPORTING C0.,
23,FuWSl

EXPERIMENTERS

!

Student's Chromic Plunge Battery

This is an ideal battery for electrical experi-
mental work where a very powerful current is

not required. This battery will light a 2 volt
lamp for several hours on one charge; it will
run a small toy motor surprisingly well; It will
do small electroplating work; it is ideal for
testing work; it gives a fairly steady current,
and as the zinc electrode can be pulled clear of
the electrolyte, no materials are used when bat-
tery stands Idle.

Best Amalgam Zinc only is used, as well aa
a highly porous carbon to ensure a steadier
current. We furnish, enough chromic salts for

4 charges. Full directions for operation, and care of battery are included.
Each battery testa 2 volts and 6 amperes when set up fresh. Not over 2
amperes should be drawn from battery continuously. By using six or eight
of these batteries, a great many experiments can be performed. No solution
can run out of this battery if upset by accident. This makes it an ideal
portable battery. Size over aH is 5"x2". Shipping weight, 1 ll>.

No. 999. Student's Chromic Plunge Batterv.
IMMEDIATE SHIPMENTS $0.50

The "Electro" Radiotone
HIGH FREQUENCY SILENT TEST

BUZZER
This instrument gives a wonderful high

pitched MUSICAL NOTE in the receivers,
impossible to obtain with the ordinary
test buzzer. The RADIOTONE Is built
along entirely new lines ; it is NOT an
ordinary buzzer, reconstructed in some
manner. The RADIOTONE has a single
fine steel reed vibrating at a remarkably
high speed, adjusted to ita most efficient
frequency at the factory. Hard silver con-
tacts are used to make the instrument last
practically forever.

Yes, the RADIOTONE is SILENT. In fact, it is so silent that you must
place your ear on top of it to hear its beautiful musical note.
You will be astounded at the wonderfully clear, 500 cycle note, sounding

sharply in your receivers. To learn the codes, there Is absolutely nothing
like It. With the radiotone, a key and one dry cell and ANY telephone, a.
fine learner's set is had. Two or more such sets in series will afford no
end of pleasure for intercommunication work. Shipping Weight I lb *

Radiotone as described each Si Qll
IMMEDIATE SHIPMENTS «p.iW

The "Electro" Telegraph
Is not a toy. but a practical,
honestly built telegraph outfit,
which not only sounds but works
like the big commercial instru-
ments. By studying the eode
for 30 days you can become a
first-class telegraph operator.
Such operators are in big de-
mand now. Outfit consists of
TWO complete telegraph instru-
ments each measuring 3V2 x 2%
x 2Vt. All metal parts are high-
ly nickel plated, including key
lever. Note hard rubber knob.
Telegraph Code Chart, telegraph
blanks and connecting wire comes with set, but no batteries. Outfit work9
on 2 dry cells (one cell for each instrument). The "Electro" is the ONLY
Outfit that works both ways, each station can call; no switches, no extrasNothing to get out of order. Guaranteed to please you or money
back. Price Complete as Illustrated (TWO INSTRUMENTS) . .

Shipping Weight, 2 lbs.
IMMEDIATE SHIPMENTS

$1.25

The "Electro" Codophone (Patents Pending)

What this ^MTjk $1remarkable "*TTf| jjgT %D I * <J\J
Instrument Is

and does.

The "Elec-
tro" Codo-
phone is
positively the
only instru-
ment made*
that Willi
imitate a 500 I

cycle n o t e I

exactly as
heard in a
Wireless re-
ceiver. The
loud-talking receiver equipped with a horn, talks so loud that you can hear
the sound all over the room, even if there is a lot of other noise.
THAT'S NOT ALL. By lessening or tightening the receiver cap, a tone

from the lowest, softest quality, up to the loudest and highest screaming
sound can be had in a few seconds.
FOR INTERCOMMUNICATION. Using two dry cells for each instru-

ment, two Codophones when connected with one wire and return ground,
can be used for intercommunication between two houses one-half mile apart,

.
One outfit alone replaces the old-fashioned learner's telegraph set, con-

sisting of key and sounder.
The "Electro" Codophone is a handsome, well made instrument, fool

proof, and built for hard work. Contacts are of hard silver V8 inch in
diameter, that will outlast the instrument.
There is also a neat code chart and full directions enabling any Intelli-

gent young man or girl to learn the codes within. 30 days, practising one-
half hour a day.

Sizes: 6% X 3 x 2%". Shipping weight. 2 lbs.
ine Electro Codophone as described, complete...

liebUblSAUg uuo-

$1.50
„ .. , 'The Llvest Catalog In America"
Our Dig, new electrical cyclopedia No. 19 is waiting for you. Positively

the most complete Wireless and electrical catalog in print today. 228 Big
Pages, 600 illustrations, 500 instruments and apparatus, etc. Big "Treatlso
on Wireless Telegraphy." 20 FREE coupons for our 160-page FREE Wire-
less Course m 20 lessons. FREE Cyclopedia No. 10 measures 7x5Vi".
Weight % lb. Beautiful stiff covers.

I

|
i

ELECTRO IMPORTING COMPANY
231 Fulton St.. New York City

I enclose herewith 6 cents in stamps or coin for
which please send me your latest Cyclopedia Cata-
log No. 19 as described.

NAME

ADDRESS

STATB
E. E. 8-18

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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TtburChoice
Absolutelyfree

Laboratory Chemistry
By Richard B. Moore, Instructor in Chemistry,
University of Missouri. Contains 195 pages,
innumerable illustrations and experiments.
Printed on highly finished book paper.
Handsome stiff cloth cover.

FREE with a year's subscription.
Add postage for 1 lb.

Experimental
Electricity Course

This masterpiece contains 1 60
pages, 400 illustrations. Size
of book 5"x9". Printed on
extra thin paper, so book can
be slipped into pocket. Hand-
some stiff cloth cover.
FREE with a year's subscription.

Add 5c for postage

Wireless Course

The most compre-
hensive Wireless
Course ever printed.
Contains 1 60
pages, 350 illustra-

tions. Size of book
6|/2"x9". Very fine

flexible linen cover.
FREE with a

year's subscription.
Add 5c for postage

818 <V S

enter v
subscription \jS

ELEC-

Gentlemen:

Pleas,

my
to the

TRICAL EXPERI- *

MENTER for the
term of year
for which I enclose here-

with
You will also send me at once
FREE your book \

Read This
Remarkable Offer

It may be Withdrawn at any time, due to the tremendous cost

of paper, which IS JUST DOUBLE WHAT IT WAS ONE
YEAR AGO. We only have a limited supply of these fine books on hand;
after they are gone we cannot reprint the books until conditions become normal
again. THIS MAY BE TWO YEARS OR MORE. Now is your chance.
The publishers of this journal have earned an enviable reputation of giving
more than 1 00 cents' worth for each dollar spent with them. Profit by this

liberal opportunity NOW; it may never be made again.

HERE'S THE OFFER
Subscribe to the ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER for one year, at the
regular subscription price of $1.50 per year (Canada, foreign and
N. Y. C. $2.00) and we will send you FREE any one of the above books.
If you subscribe for two years, TWO BOOKS WILL BE GIVEN FREE.
All THREE BOOKS will be sent FREE with a three-year subscription.

If you are a subscriber at present, take advantage of this wonderful
opportunity anyway. If you do, we will extend your present subscrip-
tion from its expiration date.

This Offer Limited. Act Now.
V
V

EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING CO.,
223 FULTON STREET
NEW YORK CITY

Name

.

Address

.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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Opportunity Ad-lets
'OU will find many remarkable opportunities and real bargains in these columns. It will pay you to read and investigate the offerings made
every month by reliable firms and dealers all over the country. No matter what you may be seeking, whether supplies, automobile acces-

sories, the opportunity to make money, or anything else, you will find listed here, the best and most attractive specials of the month.

Advertisements in this section six cents a word for each insertion. No advertisement for less than 60c accepted.

Name and address must be included at the above rate. Cash should accompany all classified advertisements unless glaced by an accredited

adverti^sing^agency.
^.^^^ g ;ssueSj 20 per cent discount for 12 issues from above rate. Objectionable or misleading advertisements not

accepted.
Advertisements for the September issue should reach us not later than July 22.

OVER 100,000 CIRCULATION GUARANTEED, A. B. C. AUDIT
EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING CO., INC., 233 Fulton Street, New York, N. Y.

Automobile Accessories

Fords Can Burn Half Coal Oil, or cheapest
gasoline, using our 191S carburetor; 34 miles
per gallon guaranteed. Easy starting. Great
power increase. Attach it yourself. Big profit
selling for us. Thirty days trial. Money back
guarantee. Styles to fit any automobile. Air-
Friction Carburetor Company, 270 Madison
Street, Dayton, Ohio.
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Aeronautics

Aerial Age, America's leading illustrated
weekly, presents the latest developments in

aeronautics throughout the world. Up to the
minute technical information concerning aero-
engines, aeroplanes, accessories and patents.
Complete model, news and instruction. Trial
subscription six months, twenty-six issues, one
dollar. Sample copy 10c. Aerial Age, 280 Madi-
son Ave., New York City, N. Y.

MEN—Learn Aviation Mechanics & Aeroplane
Construction. Shop and Field experience. Gov-
ernment needs you. Write today. Moler Aviation
School. 105 S. Wells Street, Chicago, 111.

BMRiiiiinfflil

Agents Wanted

Insyde Tyres, inner armor for automobile tires,

double mileage and prevent punctures and blow-
outs. Quickly applied. Cost little. Demand
tremendous. Profits unlimited. Details free.
American Automobile Accessories Co., Dept. 54,
Cincinnati, O.

Profit of $27.50 can be made on our $2.50 Pre-
mier Transfer Outfit, applying letters and flag
emblems to automobiles, windows, trunks, bags,
etc. Demand unlimited. A positive money
maker. Auto Monogram Supply Co., 83 Niagara
Bldg., Newark, N. J.

Prize Contest— Selling Liscien apparatus,
chemicals, minerals, during vacation. Particulars
for stamp. Appel, Mathews Ave., Knoxville,
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Automobile lettering yields big profits. New
method. Easy, pleasant, fascinating spare time
employment. Miller Sales Company, Dept. X,
Lexington, Kentucky.
Exclusive county rights. Sell Tankii; modern

auto fuel; profitable; guaranteed. Tankii Co.,
Cleveland, Ohio.
linrniiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiinfliminiiiM

Electrical Supplies and Appliances

Lamps That Stop Pain Quicker than Narcotics
—Heal Ulcers, Improve Circulation. 10 day
trial offer and free booklet. Dept. 3, Magic Pain
Relieving Lamp Co., 546 Garfield Ave., Chicago.

Electrical Tattooing Machines $3, $5 and $7.00.
Catalogue free. Prof. Jack Temke, 517 Central
Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio.

Vacuum. Research is attracting the live ex-
perimenter. Tubes, pumps, etc., made to order.
Pump in Tune Experimenter $1.50. E. Kurth,
16 South West, Princeton, N. J.

"Hot-point Domestic Electric Irons $4.50 Pre-
paid. Dealers price $5 to $5.50. Your last oppor-
tunity at $4.50. Over 3,000,000 in use! With
Cord and Plug, "Hot-Point," cool handle, at-
tached stand, thumb rest, and hinged cord
protector. Absolutely guaranteed. Order now!
Ask for illustrated folder. Baer Electric Com-
pany, Van Wert, Ohio.

Batteries and Flashlights—Best made. Copy
of Morse code and catalog free. Colonial Com-
pany, Woodhaven, N. Y.

A Bargain, New Robbins & Meyers Motors.
One-tenth H.P., no volts, 8,000 R.P.M. Uni-
versal. Not a toy, $9.00 each. Doubleday-
Hill Electric Company, Pittsburgh. Pa.

Amateurs, Attention ! ! !

We have on hand a small quantity of slightly
damaged pure Bakelite bases. Bases are new,
except slightly imperfect at one side, edgewise.

Size 554x734x54 inch thick. Each 50c.
Size 434x454x54 inch thick. Each 30c.

Send sufficient amount for postage. Electro
Importing Co., 231 Fulton St., N. Y. C.

Business Opportunities

Make Die-Castings. Sketch, Sample, Booklet
and Proposition 12c. R. Byrd, Box 227, Erie, Pa .

$30 a Week—Easy money home evenings. Free
booklet explains. Send stamp. Alec Scott,
Cohoes, N. Y.

How to become a successful inventor. Free
particulars, Engineers, 2548 Armitage, Chicago .

Special Offer—Luminous Paint, 15c; Silver-
Plating Powder, 15c; Liquid Courtplaster, 15c;

Soap Bubble Liquid, 15c; Straw Hat Bleach, 15c;

Collapsible Tube Tooth Paste, 15c; Resilvering
Mirror Liquid, 15c; Polish for Tan Shoes, 15c;

Dressing for Tan Shoes, 15c; Paint to Make Oil
Cloth, 15c. Full Directions how to make and use.
Full set of 10 recipes only 50c. Remarkable
bargain. Stamps accepted. Sidney Specialty
Co., 233 Fulton Street, New York City.

"Quick-Action Advertising—How it is Build-
ing Business for the Progressive Advertisers of
America": A little story of RESULTS, told by
the advertisers themselves—not the publisher.
You will be interested in reading this little

booklet which we have prepared for prospective
advertisers, a copy of which will be gladly
mailed to you upon request. It tells you how
to talk business with 1,000,000 intelligent, inter-
ested and responsive Americans every month

—

men who know what they want and who have
the money to buy it. Write for particulars and
rates today. Douglas Wakefield Coutlee, 225
West 39th Street, New York.

Mr. Business-Man—Your advertisement here
will be read by over 100,000 live prospects. The
"Opportunity Ad-lets" of the Electrical Ex-
perimenter bring quick and positive results.
For proof of what they have done for others ad-
dress Classified Department, 233 Fulton Street,
New York.
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Books

To Get Better Pictures: Read the Amateur
Photographer's Weekly; illustrated; weekly-
prize competitions; print criticisms; many
unique features; $1.50 per year; three months'
trial subscription 25c. Abel Publishing Com-
pany, 401 Caxton Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio.

Read "A Man's Secret," 25c. Paul Duff, 2713
Mozart, Chicago.

What Every Draughtsman Should Know. Very
useful booklet. Price only ten cents. Wack
Booklet Co., 1943 Patten St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Learn the scientific way of playing cards.
Write for free particulars. Detroit Book Co..
Box 50, Detroit, Mich.

A Binder for The Electrical Experimenter will
preserve your copies for all time. Price, 50c.

Postage on 3 lbs. is extra. Send for one today.
Experimenter Publishing Co., 233 Fulton Street,
New York City.

Fire Sale of Slightly Damaged Books. Due to
fire in our stock rooms, a great many of our
books were water stained, but not otherwise
damaged. Rather than dispose of them to deal-
ers we prefer to give our readers the benefit.
Look at this list! Our celebrated Wireless
Course, 160 pages, 400 illustrations; Experimental
Electricity Course, 160 pages, 350 illustrations;
How to Make Wireless Sending Instruments.
These three books for $1.00 prepaid. Regular
selling price of these three books is $2.50. We
guarantee you will be satisfied. Experimenter
Publishing Co., Inc., 233 Fulton St., New York
City.

Old E. E. Back Numbers: We have some valu-
able old E. E. back numbers on hand as follows:
1915—Jan., March, April, June, July, Aug., Sept.,
Oct., Nov., Dec, price each 35c. 1916—Jan., Feb.,
March, May, June, August, Sept., Oct., Nov.,
Dec, price each 35c. 1917—Jan., Feb., March,
Apr., May, June, July, each 35c; Aug., Sept..
Oct., Nov., Dec, each 20c 1918—Jan., Feb., Mar..
Apr., each 20c; May, June, July, each 15c. We
can fill orders at once upon receipt of your re-
mittance, and if you have not these numbers
already now is your chance to get them, as
they probably will be snapped up very quickly.
Experimenter Publishing Co., 233 Fulton St.,

New York City.

Auctions

Auctioneers make from $10 to $15 a day. Free
catalog. Missouri Auction School, Kansas City.

For Advertisers

"Quick-Action Advertising—How it is Build-
ing Business for the Progressive Advertisers of
America"; A little story of RESULTS, told by
the advertisers themselves—not the publisher.
You will be interested in reading this little
booklet which we have prepared for prospective
advertisers, a copy of which will be gladly
mailed to you upon request. It tells you how
to talk business with 1,000,000 intelligent, inter-
ested and responsive Americans every month

—

men who know what they want and who have
the money to buy it. Write for particulars and
rates—today. Douglas Wakefield Coutlee, 225
West 39th St., New York.
wnmiiiipniiiiimnniiiiniiiiiniiii^

Cameras

Sale—Cameras. All makes, all sizes; new and
second hand. Jacob Feigenbaum, 105 Ridge St.,
New York City.
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Chemicals

Perform all the Chemical Experiments in this
magazine with our wonderful chemical outfits.
We handle complete lines of apparatus, chemi-
cals, and minerals. All sizes and prices. Par-
ticulars free. Liscien Institute Mathews Ave.,
Knoxville, Pittsb urgh, Pa.

Prepaid 80 Different Chemicals $4—Mercury,
Sodium, Iodide, Magnesium, Aluminum, Uranyl-
Chloride, Silver Nitrate, Mercuric-Oxide, Zinc
Dust, Iodoform, Manganese Dioxide, Calcium
Sulphide, Hydrochloric, Oxalic and Acetic Acids,
together with 65 others. All are contained in
glass bottles. Generous quantities of each. We
do this to advertise the purest chemicals manu-
factured. Full list sent free upon request. Sent
prepaid to any address in the world, $4 complete.
C. 0. D. terms accepted. The Swimmer Chemical
Co., 1849 Park Place, Brooklyn, N. Y.

EXPERIMENTERS! Send 25c for new list of
chemical experiments—BLUEPRINTED—circular
of other new things in chemistry. Royal Pub-
lishing Co., Box 1054, St. John, N. B., Canada.
Experimenters! Mystifying, Instructive! Out-

fit of Chemicals for fifteen cents, coin. Car-
roll Whitney, 714 Vinton St., E. Waterloo, Iowa.

urn

Help Wanted

Wanted Immediately—U. S. Government wants
thousands, men—women, 18 or over for war
positions. Easy clerical work. $100 month.
List positions open free. Write immediately.
Franklin Institute, Dept. S26, Rochester, N. Y.

Men Wanted to make Toy Soldiers and other
Toys. See our advertisement on page 281.

Toy Soldier Mfg. Co., 32 Union Square, N. Y.
'HrnniminrniyTiTTniiiiniinnTiirrmT nTnTTmntrniirnTiuiiiiiLiTTiiiiTTfiiiituunTiitir numuf niiu irrni nmin i

Letter Specialists

Letters that Land Orders written for $4.00.

Forceful and convincing literature of every de-
scription at attractive rates. Criterion Service,
Dept. 12, West New York, New Jersey.
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lilodcls and Model Supplies

Producers of Results: Inventions developed,
Models, Experimental Work, anything special
in metal to order, novelties, spinning castings
in any material, electrical devices, patterns of

all kinds, plating, general manufacturing, de-
signing, special tools, punches and dies, stamp-
ings. Send drawing or sample. Expert infor-

mation free. John's
i

Engineering Company,
Dept. E, Cleveland, Ohio.

Motion Pictures

Motion Picture Machines bought and sold;
bargain lists free. National Equipment Com-
pany, Dnluth, Minnesota.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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Patent Attorneys

Your Idea Wanted, Patent Your Invention.
I'll help you market it. Send for 4 free books,
list of patent buyers, hundreds of ideas wanted,
etc. Advice free. Patent advertised free.
Richard B. Owen, Patent Lawyer, 130 Owen
Bldg., Washington, D. C, or 2278-T Woolworth
Bldg., New York.

Patents on Easy Payments. Send model or
sketch for Free Search and Certified Registra-
tion of Your Invention for Your Protection.
Free Book Tells What to Invent and How to
Obtain a Patent on Easy Payments. C. C.
Hines & Co., 593 Loan & Trust Bldg., Washing-
ton, D. C.

Millions Spent Annually for Ideas! Hundreds
now wanted! Patent yours and profit! Write
today for free books—tell how to protect your-
self, how to invent, ideas wanted, how we help
you sell, etc. 212 Patent Dept., American In-
dustries, Inc.. Washington, D. C.

Prominent New York business men desirous
financing meritorious inventions protected by
me. Send me your ideas. Honest advice and
"Truth About Patents" free. J. Reaney Kelly,
912-1} Woodward Bldg., Washington, D. C.
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Phonographs

Build Your Own Phonographs and manufacture
them for profit. Drawing instructions, Parts,
Price List, Blue Print, etc., complete, sent free
upon request. Write today. Associated Phono-
graph Co., Dept. E-i, Cincinnati.

Build Your Phonograph. "Perfection" high
quality spring and electric Motors, Tone Arms,
Reproducers. Wonderful results, big saving.
Handsome new catalog free. Indiana Phono-
graph Supply, Indianapolis, Ind.

Song Poems Wanted

Write the Words for a Song. We write music
and guarantee publisher's acceptance. Submit
poems on war, love or any subject. Chester
Music Co., 538 S. Dearborn St., Suite 265, Chi-
cago.

Jiniiuiiwiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiw^

Scenery for Hire

Collapsible Scenery for all Plays. Amelia
Grain, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

UllTfllMIDIlIlfii™^^

Stamps and Coins

Stamps—61 all different, free. Postage 3c.
Mention paper. Quaker Stamp Co., Toledo, Ohio.

500 Finely Mixed United States or Foreign
Stamps, 12c. Philatelic Star, Madison, N. Y.

Stamps— 12 different from warring nations,
10c. 10 different foreign coins, 15c; 30 Sweden
Stamps, 10c. Lists free. Toledo Stamp Co.,
Toledo, Ohio.

California Gold Quarter Size, 27c; Half-dollar
size, 53c; Dollar size, $1.10; Large cent, 1820,
and catalogue 10c. Norman Shultz, Kings City,
Mo.
JMI1111ITMDJM

Telegraphy

Telegraphy—Both MORSE AND WIRELESS;
STATION AGENCY, taught quickly. TRE-
MENDOUS DEMAND—greater than supply.
PERMANENT POSITIONS SECURED—BIG
SALARIES. IDEAL WORKING CONDITIONS.
GREAT OPPORTUNITIES FOR ADVANCE-
MENT. WOMEN OPERATORS also needed.
All expenses low—can earn living while attend-
ing. Oldest and largest school—established 44
years. Endorsed by Railway, Western Union
and Marconi officials. Now offering special three
months' Radio course for young men subject to
draft, enabling them to enter Signal Corps—
"PREFERRED SERVICE." Large illustrated
catalogue free. Correspondence courses also.
Write today. ENROLL IMMEDIATELY.
DODGE'S INSTITUTE, Lone St., Valparaiso,
Indiana.
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Tricks, Puzzles and Games

1000 Stage Tricks with 500 illustrations. Cata-
log loc. Small Catalog FREE. Hornmann Magic
Co., Sta. 6, 670 Eighth Ave., New York.

Tricks, Puzzles, Jokes, Toys, Games, Novelties,
Doll and Cane Racks, Plays, Wigs, Stage Sup-
plies, Escapes and Illusions. Large 1917 catalog
free. Oaks Magical Co., Dept. 540, Oshkosh, Wis.
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Motorcycles

Motorcycles From $25 Up—New and second-
hand. Easy terms, large list to choose from, all
makes. Send 4c stamps for Bulletin "A." Peer-
less Motorcycle Co., Watertown, Mass.
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News Correspondents

Earn $25 Weekly, spare time, writing for
newspapers, magazines. Experience unneces-
sary; details free. Press Syndicate, 566 St.
Louis, Mo.
Jiniiiffliiniiiimiiipiiiimiminm

Watches
Expert Watch Repairing. Reducea Prices.

References. Leo Hirsh, Elkhart, Ind.
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Miscellaneous

Japanese Aeroperfume; Produce most de-
lightful fragrance. Latest sensation, 25c; other
Japanese Novelties; List Free. D. Wooyeno,
217 W. 125th Street, New York.
For Sale Goodell 7- in. x 25 in. Lathe, Compound

Slide Rest and Countershaft. Uninjured.
Price $30. Address The Stanley Company, 79
Milk St., Boston, Mass.
To'bacco or Snuff Habit Cured or no pay.

$1.00 if cured. Remedy sent on trial. Superba
Co., SA, Baltimore, Md.
Pyorrhea—H. E. Kelty, D. D. S., M. D., pyor-

rhea specialist for 15 years, has developed a
successful home treatment for pyorrhea. Puri-
fying, healing, preventative. Full month's treat-
ment and booklet $1. Circular free. Dr. H. E.
Kelty. Glenwood and Woodland Aves., Leonia,
N. J.

We Have a limited number of beautiful art
pictures on hand of Nikola Tesla and Dr. Lee
De Forest. These make a handsome decoration
for any laboratory or workshop and should be
prominently displayed. Price for both, prepaid,
ioc. Experimenter Pub. Co., 233 Fulton St.,
New York City.

"Opportunity Ad-Lets" bring quick results.
Over 100,000 circulation, net. Other firms are
making money—so can you. For proof address
Classified Department, Electrical Experimenter,
233 Fulton St., New York City.

Scientific Exchange Columns
YOU undoubtedly have something you'd like to buy, sell or exchange. In your attic, or workshop, or some far corner of your closet, you un-

doubtedly have dozens of long-forgotten articles useless to you now, but very useful to someone else. Live readers with something to
"swap" or sell have found that the surest and quickest way to make the desired trade is thru an ad in these columns.

And remember that the U. S. Postal Laws protect you. No one can "do" or cheat you. Of 3,495 "ads" published in these columns dur-
ing the past five years, only twelve complaints were reported to us, and each one was adjusted to the full satisfaction of the complainant. Deal-
ers' advertising accepted in Opportunity Ad-let columns only.

The rates are: Five cents per word (name and address to be counted). Remittance must accompany all orders. No advertisement for less than
50c accepted. We reserve the right to refuse any advertisement which we consider misleading or objectionable. Advertisements for the Sept.
issue should reach us not later than July 22.

OVER 100,000 CIRCULATION GUARANTEED, A. B. C. AUDIT

_2

For Sale— 15 dial Omnigraph, other things.
A. Hersee, Burlington, Ontario.
Sell

Hawkins Guide
St. Paul, Minn.

Exchange— Electrical apparatus
Robert Mueller,Write

for
So.

Bargain—Two $25 Stewart Speedometers used
two seasons, $10 each, and $25 bicycle used very
little $10. Merrill Love, Emerald, Wis.
For Sale—$36 Messano. Want $20.

Campbell, 12th St., Newcastle, Ind.
Eugene

For Sale—110 V. Iron and stove; parts of tele-
phone—magneto, ringer, etc.; two private tele-
phones with wire; 26 oz. Enameled and 6 l/2 oz.
of S. C. C. Copper wire No. 36; 36 ft. Tennis net;
stamp album; needles for a wood burning set.
Articles sacrificed. Act quickly. Alon Shew-
man, Tionesta, Pa.

For Sale—Large Radio Cabinet, 60 mile send-
ing, 5000 mile receiving, marbel panel operated.
Great sacrifice, $40. Value $150. (Trade.) L. A.
Hamilton, 378 Fairmont Ave., Oakland, Cal.

A 24-in Speedmore Bicycle in good condition
except one tire. A real bargain at $16. Would
swap. Delbert Reesor, Lacenter, Ky.
For Sale—$17.50 navy type coupler, never used,

$12. 1 K.W. E. I. Co. condenser, $3. Edw. C.
Scharch, Deer Lodge, Montana.

Wanted—Some new type Monotone Quenched
gaps. Must be in first-class condition. Please
state your price. A. B. Farrow, Box 1548,
Miami, Ariz.

WANTED—High Power sending apparatus.
Audion receiving apparatus. Full particulars in
first letter. Forrest Campbell, 317 Clifton Ave.,
Newark, N. J.

Transactions of the Amer. Inst, of Electr.
Eng. from 1916 and 1917 wanted for Stein-
metz's Books or cash. Danubian, 2751 St. Vin-
cent Ave., St. Louis, Mo.
For Sale—H'lo Bugs; Am. Goin-a Join the

Colors. Who wants my station CHEAP. If its
Wireless or Telegraph apparatus you want
say so quick, I have it. Answer all letters.
Sell separate. G. R. Smathers, 403 N. Brevard St.,
Charlotte, N. C.

151 Lake Ave.,
Lancaster, N. Y.

Gentlemen

:

I wish to tell you that my ad, in the
E. E. was a great success, and ex-
ceeded all expectations. I had replies
before I had received a copy of the
issue myself. This goes to show that
every issue is looked for with great
interest, and the wide Held your paper
covers. I certainly will recommend
it to the amateurs that have something
to trade or sell.

Yours respectfully,
G. W. Bradford.

gill

For Sale—Light weight Pope motorcycle, $50,

or what have you to exchange? De Boise
Brewer, 640 Prairie Ave., Beloit, Wis.

CHEAP—$125 Wireless including 5000 M re-
ceiving and 54 K. W. sending. Also $50 miscel-
laneous. What have you? Beckett Howorth,
West Point, Miss.

Typewriter—L. C. Smith, No. 2, for $25. Prac-
tically new. Clarence Osborn, 97 Watkins Ave.,
Middletown, N. Y.

For Sale—Chemical laboratory consisting of 36
chemicals and 28 pieces apparatus. Want good
Omnigraph. Harry Ridings, Clarence, Mo.
Wanted—Miniature electric locomotives, cars,

and tracks. Locomotive any condition, any
make. Malone, 1539 Bryan Ave., S. W., Canton,
Ohio.

Storage Batteries—6-40 each, $4; large X-Ray
tube, $6; $8 Audion panel, $3; No. 55 Murdock's
$3.50 telephone ringer, 50c. Wanted, good sensi-
tive relay. Frank A. Gillespie, Garden City,
Kansas.

First Money Orders take these: 3 H.P. Motor-
cycle engine, $15; 4 volt 120 ampere storage
battery, $10. J

/s H.P. 110 v. 1800 r.p.m. motor.
George Conlin, 851 Columbus Ave., New York
City.

,

Bargains—Boy's Books, Meccano 3, Baseman's
Mitt. Description for stamp. W. Ware, Hamp-
ton, N. H.

For Sale

—

% H. P. 110 or 220 volt A. C. motor,
$15. 3 H. P. steam engine, $15. Lawrence De
Palm a, 542 Lobinger Ave., Braddock, Pa.

Wanted—Astronomical Telescope and copies
Modern Electrics. Sell V. P. Kodak, $4.10. Ed-
win Puis, Hoskins, Nebr.

For Sale or Exchange—Delco Motor—Generator
self starter and ignition system; six no V. D. C.
Motors; numerous electrical apparatus. Ex-
change for bench lathe, screw cutting preferred,
or what have you? Neal Brown, 242 East nith
St., New York.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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Covers

Handy
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Size

Yolumes

10

Volumes

3500

Pages

4700

Pictures

$J1Volume

Per

Month

Just what you need to know to succeed in ELECTRICITY
EVERY electrician, every engineer, every mechanic should know

about these wonderfully helpful instructive books, which give in

plain words a complete working knowledge of electrical engi-

neering in all its phases.

You run into some new electrical problem almost every day. The
information you need to help you in your every day work is in

HAWKINS
ELECTRICAL GUIDES
These books place electricity at your finger ends. They cover every Imaginable

subject, principle, theory, problem, trouble, and way of doing things electrically.
Every subject is indexed so that you can turn right to it. They are a study course
and a reference guide in one, written in plain every day language-—no wasted words—only what you need to know—chock full of up-to-*he-minute electrical knowledge.
The guides are a complete course in electrical engineering. They will help you in
every detail of the day's electrical work. You can't ask an electrical question that
Hawkins Guides can't answer.

Pocket-Size Flexible Covers

What Electrical Men Say

Helped Him Make Good
"It Is only right for me to recom-

mend highly the Hawkins Guides, for
they have b?en of the greatest assist-
ance to me in placing me in my pres-
ent position as Superintendent of Con-
struction Department of one of Ohio's
largest Electrical Companies. I would
like to sm every man have a set of
Hawkins Guides."

Geo. Knecht, Columbus, Ohio.

In the Naval Electrical Dept.

"The Hawkins Guides are great help
to m» in the Naval Electrical Depart-
ment, which they cover very thorough-
ly." C. J. Cornell,
tJ. S. Eeceiving Ship, Brooklyn, N. T.

Superintendent
"I am now superintendent of the

Dunnville Hydro - Electric Systems,
and Hawkins Guides were a great help
to me in holding down a responsible
position."
W. E. Swartz, DunnviUe, Ontario.

Wireless Operators
"J have worked wireless for ten

years—but I wish I had these books
years ago, as they havn saved me a
great deal of trouble." H. Marshall.

Steamer M & B No. 2,

Walkerville, Op,.

The books are small enough to slip into your cott
pocket—handsomely bound in flexible black covers.
You can carry' each volume with you until you have

mastered its contents. 3,500 pages of actual information
and 4,700 illustrations. >Once you see these books and
put them into actual us u will never again want to be
without them. Try it at our expense.

SEND NO MONEY
It will cost you nothing to receive these books—to look

them over—ask them all the questions you can think of—use them in your work—study them—pick up some in-
formation that will increase your earning ability. We
will ship you the entire set of 10 volumes entirely FREE.

This is a sign of our confidence in the puides. Pure
gold does not object to being tested. Keep them for
seven ys and if you do not decide that you can't get
along without them, return them to us and jwe us
nothing.

When you decide to keep them you only have to pay
$1.00 down and remit the balance of $y.00 on the easy
payment of $1.00 a month till paid for.
Use this coupon to get the books. It will pay you

many times over.

THEO. AUDEL & CO.
72 Fifth Ave. New York, N. Y.

READ THIS PARTIAL LIST OF CONTENTS
No 1 Contains 348 pages, 388 Illustrations. Electrical

* signs and symbols—static and current electricity
—primary cells—conductors and Insulators—resistance and
conductivity—magnetism—induction coils—dynamo principles
—classes of dynamos—armatures—windings—commutation

—

brushes, etc.

Mft O Contains 348 pages. 394 Illustrations. Motor
principles—armature reaction—motor starting

—

calculations—brake horsepower—selection and installation of
dynamo and motors—galvanometers—standard cells—current
measurement — resistance measurement— voltmeters — watt-
meters—watt hour meters—operation of dynamos—operation
of motors, etc.

No. 3 Con,ain» 300 pages, 423 Illustrations. Distribution
*; systems—wires and wire calculations—inside, out-

side and underground wiring—sign flashers—lightning pro*
tection—rectifiers—storage battery systems, etc.

No. 4 Contains 270 pages. 379 illustrations. Alternating
*~ current principles—alternating current diagrams—the power factor—alternator principles—alternator con-

struction—windings, etc.

No S Contains 320 pages, 614 illustrations. A. O. Motors
* —synchronous andinductionmotorprinciples—A. C.

commutator motors—induction motors, transformers: losses,
construction, connections, tests—converters—rectifiers, etc.Mq C Contains 298 pages, 472 illustrations. Alternatingv current systems—switching devices—circuit break-
ers—relays—lightning protector apparatus—regulating devices—synchronous condensers—indicating devices—meters—power
factor indicators—wave form measurement—switch boards, eto,

Nf> 7 Contains 316 pages. 379 illustrations. Alternating
• current, wiring power stations—turbines: manage-

ment, selection, location, erection, testing, running, care and
repair—telephones, etc.

No. 8 Contains 332 pages. 436 Illustrations. Telegraph
, .

— simultaneous telegraphy and telephony—
wireless—electric bells—electric lighting—photometry, etc,

~
No Q. Contains 322 pages, 627 illustrations. Elec-
• . „ ,ric railways—electric locomotives—oar light-
ing—trolley car operation—miscellaneous applications

—

motion pictures—gas engine ignition—automobile self- ^starters and lighting systems, electric vehicles, etc.

No 1 Contains 513 pages. 599 illustrations. ^i-vr. a\i Elevators—cranes—pumps—air com-
pressors—electric heating — electric welding- . ~ Turn
soldering and brazing—industrial electro- »,,„,-, , J„
lysis—electro plating—electro-therapeutic AUDEL & tu.
—X-rays, etc. ^ 72 Fifth Avenue
Also a complete 126-page ready fjew York N Y
reference index of the complete
library. This index has been Please submit me for
planned to render easily ac- ^± examination H a w k 1 n *

cessible all the vast infor- Electrical Guides (price
nation contained in the J* Jfc ^L^li Zl
10 electrical guides. ^ isfactory 1 agree to send you $1
There are over 13,- ^ w

within seven days and to further
500 cross refer- mail you $1 each month until paid,

ences. Vr"' flnd -

~
You find

what you want
to know in-

stantly. A

Signature

Business Address

Reference , ^. E. Auk-

Yon benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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AIRPLANE BUILDER

AmazMOpporturaties

AIRPLANE INDUSTRY
Never before have ambitious men had such a glorious chance as

is offered today in this wonderful new industry. The war news only proves

that the Airplane has come to stay—that thousands and hundreds of thousands

of airplanes will be demanded for commercial uses when peace returns.

Meanwhile an army of trained men must be

found to man the new aeroplane factories that are

now being built everywhere. This makes the big

chance for you—a chance of a lifetime. Enroll

NOW for our complete Course of training in

Practical Aeronautics and the Science of Avia-

tion, and prepare yourself in a few short months

to double or treble your present salary.

WeTeachYou by Mail

T([TaIRPLANE riECHAN l(

In Your Spare Time at Home
Our new, scientific Course has the en-

dorsement of airplane manufacturers, aeronautical

experts, aviators and leading aero clubs. Every
Lesson, Lecture, Blue Print and Bulletin is self-

explanatory. You can't fail to learn. No book

study. No schooling required. Lessons are writ-

ten in non-technical, easy-to-understand language.

You'll not have the slightest difficulty in mastering

them. The Course is absolutely authoritative and right down to the

minute in every respect. Covers the entire field of Practical

Aeronautics and Science of Aviation in a thorough, practical

manner. Under our expert direction, you get just the kind

of practical training you must have in order to succeed in

this wonderful industry.

Prepare
for one of these

positions
Aeronautical Instructor'

$60 to $150 per week.
Aeronautical Engineer

$100 to $300 per week.
Aeronautical Contractor

Enormous profits.

Aeroplane Repairman
$60 to $75 per week.

Aeroplane Mechanician
$40 to $60 per week.

Aeroplane Inspector
$50 to $75 per week.

Aeroplane Salesman
$5000 per year and up.

Aeroplane Assembler
$40 to $65 per week.

Aeroplane Builder
$75 to $200 per week.

Special Offer NOW

INSPECTOR

SEND THIS COUPON TODAY
It is our duty to help in every possible way to i

supply the urgent need for graduates of this great A\
school. We have facilities for teaching a few Jw
more students and to secure them quickly we are J r

making a remarkable Special Offer which will

be withdrawn without notice. Write today

—

or send the coupon—for full particulars.

Don't risk delay. Do it now. AW \'ame

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF AVIATION
431 S. Dearborn Street, Dept. 8448, Chicago, 111. 4

4
4
4

AMERICAN
SCHOOL

OF AVIATION
431 S. Dearborn St.,

/f Dept. 8448
Chicago, Illinois

f Without any obligations

on my part, you may send
me full particulars of your

course in Practical Aero-
nautics and your Special

LIMITED Offer.

Address

THE CAREY PRINTING CO. INC.

NewYoRK
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CERTIFICATED
ELECTRICIAN
YOUNG MEN

LISTEN
The country needs more trained, graduate
electricians. Thousands have gone into the Govern-
ment service and there is such an unusual demand

for competent electrical men that I am making a wonder-
ful offer at this time. HERE IS YOUR OPPORTU-

NITY! I want to send you my splendid offer now.

Don't hesitate because of age or experience. Young men, boys and old men
must now fill the gaps and keep business going. DO YOU'R PART. Pre-

pare yourself for a real position, by my Home Study Course in Practical Electricity. I am
Chief Engineer of the Chicago Engineering Works. I have -trained thousands of men and
can help you better than anybody else. We also have large, splendidly-equipped shops where
you can come at any time for special instruction without charge. No other correspondence
school can give you this.

SPECIAL OFFER : Right now I am giving a big, valuable surprise that I cannot
explain here, to every student who answers this ad. Write today

!

$4622 to $10022 a Week
Go after some real money. Qualify for one of the thousands of
splendid positions open. All you need to start is a few months snappy, prac-

tical'instruction from a competent engineer. Come to me

—

NOW. I'll give you
my personal Cafe to ensure rapid and efficient progress. My course is intensely

practical. It is highly condensed, simplified, up-to-date and complete. I am
so sure you will make a splendid success in this study, that I will Guarantee

Under Bona1

to return to you every cent paid for tuition, if you are not entirely,

satisfied when you receive your Electrician's Certificate granted you as a gradu-

ate of my school.

FREE—Lessons and Outfit—FREE
Send me the Free Outfit Coupon at once. Do it now! For a limited

period I am making a slashing cut in the cost of tuition, and giving each new student

a grand outfit of Electrical Tools, Material and Instruments—in addition

—

Abso-
lutely Free. I will also send you—free and fully prepaid—Proof Lessons to show

you how easily you can be trained at home to enter this great profession, by

means of my new, revised and original system of mail instruction.

ACT PROMPT LY
Get the full benefit of this great offer. Send the

Coupon or a postal for free information without delay. Do
it now—before my free offers and guarantee are withdrawn.

CHIEF ENGINEER COOKE

Chicago Engineering Works

Use this "Free Outfit" Coupon

CHIEF ENG. COOKE, Dept. 29
441 Cass St., CHICAGO, ILL.

Sir : Send at once—fully prepaid and entirely free—complete

particulars of your great offer for this month.

Name

Address
DEPT. 29

441 Cass Street CHICAGO, ILL.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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ELECTRICITY
AS EXPERTS KNOW IT

Learn electricity as you would in actual PRACTICE—in

accordance with the methods employed by the highest paid
electrical experts in America. The New McGraw-Hill Library of Prac-
tical Electricity contains the actual working facts which you need in C
order to succeed in the electrical field. Terrell Croft, formerly with the
Westinghouse Company, makes the conquest easy for you.

A New Standard In Electrical Literature
The New Library of Practical Electricity by Terrell Croft marks a

new era in electrical literature.
The great field of electrical engineering, with its limitless possibilities

of earning power, is brought to you in a form that makes success easy.
The Library is a creation—an achievement that is without parallel in • ' , ^
technical literature, because it sticks to actual practice throughout

\mm^mmsammS m̂mm^

m
"See them mm
First — Pay ^
afterwards"

™

A letter that means
something to YOU—
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc.,

239 West 39th Street,

New York, N. Y.

Gentlemen: In an attempt to
express myself about CROFT'S
NEW LIBRARY OF PRACTICAL
ELECTRICITY, I have never seen,
and do not believe there was ever
printed in the English language,
a more comprehensive set of books.
It is a library that is just as valu-
able to the novice as to the ex-
pert, because it is all practice.

Respectfully,

GUY H. PEIFER,
Chief, Doplan Silk Corporation,

Hazleton, Pa.

(CROFT'S NEW LIBRARY OF PRACTICAL ELECTRICITY—8 VOLS.)

Now is the time to master Electricity—Now m
is the time to prepare for a high salary .4
Old books won't do. Amateurish books won't do. Books

compiled by "desk authors" or men with no practical ex-

perience will not serve your purpose.

Practical books are easiest mastered. Practical books,
written by practical men, teach you accurately and rapidly.
There is nothing in the Croft Library which you cannot
understand. Terrell Croft tells you the secrets of success
in electricity in plain words, figures and illustrations.

Nothing is left to the imagination. There is no guesswork.
There is no theory or higher mathematics.

Send now for these eight volumes. No matter how many books on
electricity you possess, you are unfair to yourself unless you take
advantage of this free examination privilege. No matter whether you
are beginner or expert, these books will show you the clear road to
success. Inspection will prove this.

Hf 239 West 39th Street, New York, N.Y.

Not one cent in advance—Just the coupon yfoOJExamine this new Library for ten full days without ex-
pense. Find out for yourself why it is now taking the lead
in electrical book sales in America. Use the books as
you see fit for ten days. Look at the hundreds of illus- I McGraw-Hill
trations that clear up all the mysteries in electrical J \J _?59KC£.,.lne.

practice. Stick a couple of the volumes in your
pockets, and refer to them during the day. Fig-
ure out in an instant the problems that have ^| |L ' Gentlemen:
heretofore taken hours.

Then send us $2 per month for eight
months, or return the set entirely at
our expense. You risk nothing by
returning the attached coupon.

239 W. 39th St.
NEW YORK

Please send me the Li-
brary of Practical Elec-

tricity (shipping charges pre-
paid) for 10 days' free exam-

ination. If satisfactory, I will
send $2 in ten days and $2 per

month until $16 has been paid. If
not wanted I will write you for return

shipping instructions.

ACT
NOW

His Address

Your Position Ex. Sept. '18

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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MODEL TWO-STORY STRUCTURE IDEALLY LIGHTED DRAFTING AND COMPLETE SEVEN-POLE TRANSMISSION
FOR WIRING PRACTICE DESIGNING ROOM LINE

ILLUSTRATING THREE OF THE 10 DEPARTMENTS OF PRACTICAL ELECTRICAL EDUCATION, TRAINING, DEVELOPMENT

383 Electrical Experiments for Each Student
ONE SUPERIOR WAY BY WHICH THIS SCHOOL MAKES ELECTRICIANS AND ENGINEERS

THREE hundred and eighty-three
experiments a year—for you to
work out yourself! And the most
modern electrical appliances, appa-

ratus, machines, laboratory and work-shop
materials with which to work, by which to
learn from actual experience! Also, a
series of practical lectures, and just the
necessary text book instruction! All
under the guidance of an able faculty com-
posed of practical, electrical men chosen
from high positions in the actual field of
electrical practice. That is what you can
get at this school, and that is what you
need to succeed. And isn't that ideal
system of electrical education just what
you want? Mail the coupon now for com-
plete details about this school and all its

advantages.

ELECTRICIAN DIPLOMA IN I YEAR.
Here you can obtain a recognized Electrician Diplo-
ma in one year— (twelve months) ; and with the
practical method of thorough instruction, training
and development here (as referred to above) you
will graduate with that ability the electrical world

demands and recognizes, and for which high salaries
are paid. And your school life here will be so fas-
cinating the 12 months will be the best and most
profitable of your life. No matter what your past
education you can enter the electrician class here.
Mail the coupon now for details.

B. S. AND E. E. DEGREES IN 3 YEARS.
This school teaches Electrical Engineering also—
and gives Bachelor of Science and Electrical Engi-
neer's Degrees of recognized standing under the
laws of Wisconsin—in 3 years (36 months). This
substantiates this school's standing and ability and
the higher, recognized electrical education you can
obtain here in a short time.
Young men with High School diploma, or the equiva-
lent are accepted in the Electrical Engineering De-
partment. Others who finish the Electricians'
Course with diploma can enter Electrical Engineer-
ing class—and receive degrees referred to in 3
years. Mail the coupon and get complete informa-
tion about Electrical Engineering here and Degrees
given.

ONE SUBJECT—ALL ITS BRANCHES.
Electricity only in all its branches— (see coupon
lower left) is taught here. Consequently the in-
struction, training and development you will receive
here will be more thorough

; you will learn more in
a shorter time and at less expense by enrolling
here. This is not a school of many different sub-
jects; nor is it a little school. This is an institution

of thorough practical education, training and de-

velopment.

POSITIONS FOR GRADUATES.
This school enjoys the highest regard of electrical

industries, and those employing master electricians
and engineers because of the ability of its gradu-
ates, due to the practical and thorough instruction,
training and development given here, in accordance
with the electrical world's requirements. And large
concerns look to this school for their bigger electri-

cal men. Consequently, this school can insure
splendid positions to its graduates. So that your
success is certain if you enroll here—your success
begins the moment you enroll. Soon as you graduate
you can have a position and be accepted by the
electrical world as an electrical man of ability

—

not a boy just out of school.

YOU CAN EARN WHILE YOU LEARN.
In addition to the practical instruction, training and
development given at this school, an arrangement

I exists with large companies whereby students of this

school can have employment one-half day and at-

tend classes, lectures and laboratory tests one-half
day, receiving pay for their outside work which can
go toward helping to pay living expenses, etc., here.
And besides the money thus received students ob-
tain actual business or technical experience, which
is of extreme value for their future. Prospectus
outlines this "Earn While You Learn" plan—mail
the coupon.

SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING OF MILWAUKEE
CLIP THIS COUPON AND MAIL NOW
SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING OF MILWAUKEE

59—373 Broadway. Milwaukee. Wis.

Without obligating me please send me your prospectus and any addi-
tional information covering the following. {Check subjects interested
in.) (Sign and Mail.)

Junior Electrician Course—IS Mo. [ ]

(For those under 16 years)
Complete Practical Electrician Course—12 Mo. [ ]

(For those over 16 years)
Electrical Engineering Course [ ]

Special Short Courses.
Electric Trouble and Lineman [ ]

Electric Motor Repairman [ ]

Telephone Trouble and Repairman [ ]

1

Special War Time Electrical Engineering Course [ ]

NAME
ADDRESS.

Electric Meterman [ ]

Electric Wireman [ ]
Draftsman [ ]

CITY STATE.

AGE EDUCATION'

Any Boy or Young Man
Can Enter This School
No Matter What His

Education
THERE is the proper starting place here

for every young man whatever his past
education or present ability. The main re-

quirement for entrance in this school is the
ambition to succeed, and the will to work.
Whatever your age or education you can enroll
here—and you'll be advanced as your ability

warrants. This is an electrical school for all

electrically ambitious young men—and all

electrically ambitious young men should enroll
here for the unequalled advantages and bene-
fits they and the future electrical world will

derive.

Next Term Starts

September 2
Prepare to Enroll on That Day

START here September 2—or sooner if you
like—and start at once to get the superior,

thorough, practical electrical education,
training and development this school gives.

Start now—and graduate the sooner, instead
of waiting until later, and graduating later.

Begin your life's success at once. Special
privileges granted to those subject to draft this

year or later—explained in prospectus. . Mail
the coupon at the left. Get all the informa-
tion NOW.
Prepare to enroll September 2—Your Success

Starting Day.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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€©LP TUQM ELEXTMOTY
F we pass an electrical current thru a
metallic wire, the latter becomes heated.

The thinner the wire and the larger the

current, the greater the heat in the wire.

All of our incandescent lamps work on
this principle, as do our electric irons,

toasters, water heaters, etc.

But few people know that electricity can and does
produce cold direct, merely by passing from one cer-

tain metal to another. Nor is it a recent discovery.

The device, termed "Peltier's Cross" after its French
inventor, Peltier, was demonstrated in the middle of
the last century. Briefly, the apparatus consists of two
bars of metal, one being Antimony, the other Bismuth.
The two bars are soldered together at right angles form-
ing a cross. If we now pass a current thru the cross

by connecting the positive pole of a battery to the Bis-
muth bar, and the negative pole to the Antimony bar,

the point of junction between the two metals becomes
rapidly cooled. If we drill a shallow hole into the top
bar and fill it with water, it soon turns into ice, prov-
ing the experiment.
This phenomenon is of course well-known to the

electrical man, but the very surprising fact is that it
!

has never been turned into practical use during all these
years. Of course, it goes without saying, that the
original Peltier's Cross is not an efficient apparatus

—

it would be decidedly expensive in time as well as money
to freeze ice cream this way!
But the principle is certainly there, and it is pretty

well understood by the scientist; all it needs is im-
provement. And right here lies a wonderful gold mine
for the man who turns out an economical electrical

apparatus to produce cold commercially. Think of all

the ice-less refrigerators, ice-less ice chests, ice-less ice
cream freezers and what-not, for which we are eagerly
waiting. Where is the benefactor who will lift the
great American curse—ice water? Ice water is re-
sponsible for more ruined American stomachs, and for

more dyspepsia than all the other causes combined.
Water cheaply cooled to near the freezing point is what
we need, so our doctors tell us. When will we see the
first direct electrically cooled carafe, with its wire-
covered net work, and a plug connecting it with the
chandelier above the dining table?
And where is the still greater benefactor who will

increase our working capacity one hundred per cent
when the thermometer stands over 90°. During torrid
spells, even in moderately hot weather, the entire world
slows down. You simply can't work your best during
the dog days, even if you happen to sit in a bathtub
full of cold water, as I am doing just now, trying to
write this Editorial! (The heat, by the way, furnished
the idea for it!)

From late spring to early winter, millions of radia-
tors stand idle all over the world. Why have we not
sufficient intelligence to turn these perfectly good heat-
ing plants into cooling plants? The system is in the
house and waiting, but we are too stupid to circulate
freezing water thru it, and thus reduce the room tem-
perature to 70° or less. A visitor from Mars would
laugh his head off while walking into our offices where
the_ already hot air is made still hotter by fans—
which do not cool by the way, but increase the tem-
perature. (Put your hand on a running fan—if it is
not too hot—and you will know why fans do not cool
a room.) Our visitor could not possibly understand
why our radiators were hot instead of cold.
But we will not always be children. Some day we'll

grow up and then we will know enough how to keep
cool in summer, be it in the office, the house, or in the
subway. But when that day comes, be prepared to shut
all doors and windows, just as you do in the win-
ter. If you don't your room will become hot just
as it becomes cold in the winter, should you leave the
door open.

Yes, and then we'll all have summer colds, to be sure

!

H. Gernsback.
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' LEARN BY DOING
The Only Way to Learn Electricity

The only way you can become an expert is

by doing the very work under competent in-

structors, which you will be called upon to do
later on. In other words, learn by doing. That
is the method of the New York Electrical

School.

Five minutes of actual practice properly
directed is worth more to a man than years

and years of book study. Indeed, Actual Prac-
tice is the only training of value, and gradu-
ates of New York Electrical School have
proved themselves to be the only men that are

fully qualified to satisfy EVERY demand of

the Electrical Profession.

At this "Learn by Doing" School a man
acquires the art of Electrical Drafting; the
best business method and experience in Elec-

trical Contracting, together with the skill to

install, operate and maintain all systems for

producing, transmitting and using electricity.

A school for Old and Young. Individual in-

struction.

No previous knowledge of electricity, me-
chanics or mathematics is necessary to take

this electrical course. You can begin the

course now and by steady application prepare
yourself in a short time. You will be taught
by practical electrical experts with actual ap-

paratus, under actual conditions. 5,000 of our
students are today successful electricians.

Come in and read their enthusiastic letters.

Let us explain this course to you in person. If

you can't call, send now for 64-page book

—

it's FREE to you.

SCHOOL OPEN ALL SUMMER.

NEW YORK ELECTRICAL SCHOOL,
29 W. 17th St., New York, N. Y.

Please send FREE and without obligation to me your 64
page book.

Name

Street

City

NEW YORK Ett^ 29w.i7l« st
NEW YORK, N. Y«

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.



How the Electric "SeaTan&^Mfied Pola

THE very latest war-time animal is

the electric "Sea Tank" as used by
the Italians in a recent naval raid on
Pola, Austria's famous naval base.

From the information available on
this latest hybrid among war-time offensive

devices, it is learned that the Sea Tanks
measure about forty feet in length and six
feet in width, and that they are propelled

By H. WINFIELD SECOR
barbs or knives which can cut their way
thru nets and other obstacles just like their

prototypes, the land tanks, first used so ef-

fectively by the British. This under-water
demon is provided with several torpedo
tubes at the bow, and from all accounts, it

seems that the device was crewless, and
operated by means of electrical control

currents sent thru a flexible insulated cable

their way thru the heavy steel nets span-
ning the navigable approaches to the port,
within which there lay at anchor Austria's
fighting fleet, and that a mighty Austrian
battle-ship of the Virubus Unitis type of
about twenty thousand tons displacement
was torpedoed.
The detail illustration herewith shows

the probable arrangement of the interior of

RUDDER
CONTROLLED

LECTPO
MAGNET

MAGNETS TO !
MOTOR 'OPERATED

FIRE TORPEDOES I WATER PUMP

SWITCH BOARD

CASE OVER
PROPELLER

Copyright. 1918. by E. P. Co.

The Italian Navy Recently Carried Out a Remarkable Attack On Pola, Austria's Famous Naval Base, In Which the Latest Engine of War,
The Electric "Sea Tank," Played the Leading Role.. These Monsters with Their Net-Cutting Knives and Controlled by Electricity from a

Mother Ship, Past Thru All the Harbor Barriers and Blew Up a 20,000 Ton Battleship.

by electricity. Further, as our illustration

herewith shows, these Sea Tanks are pro-
vided with an endless rotary chain, running
lengthwise around the vessel, these rapidly
moving chains being fitted with sharp steel

connecting with a war vessel, which latter

nosed its way up to within a few miles of

the steel nets guarding the harbor of Pola.

The account of the attack on Pola by the

Italian Sea Tanks states that they bored

the Italian Under-water Tank, also the ar-
rangement whereby the steel belts carrying
the net-cutting knives or barbs are driven
by powerful electric motors, which obtain
current from a storage battery carried in

293
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How Artillery Observation
Balloons 'Phone to Earth

When the artillery observers of our army
in France, go up in balloons for the purpose
of spotting the shell

hits and correcting the

ranges, they must have
a positive and sure

means of communicat-
ing with the artillery

officers on the ground.
The photograph here-

with shows a telephone
dug-out in France with
two United States sol-

diers, who are in direct

telephonic communica-
tion with the aerial ob-

server above by virtue

of a thin copper wire
which runs up to the

balloon basket. The
work of the aerial bal-

loon observer is more
or less hazardous, and
it not infrequently hap-
pens that the observer's

balloon is shot down by
an enemy shell, in

which case he must use
his wits and endeavor
to make a safe landing
with his parachute. On
the other hand, it has
often been remarked by
officers who have had
the opportunity of see-

ing service near the Eu-
ropean battle - fronts,

that these observation
balloons will sometimes remain aloft and
unscathed for days at a time. The work
is extremely interesting and plenty of vol-

unteers are always available. It takes a

man of keen sight and quick perception to
fulfil the duties of an observation officer, as

in an electrolyl

of a metal such

Photo © by Committee on Public Information

This Photograph
Carrying on Com
Perform a Most I

Shows Two American Telephone Men in a Dug-Out in France,
municatlon With an Aerial Observer in a Balloon. These Men
mportant Service in That They Control the Fire of the Artillery.

the changes in range in some cases have to

be made very quickly in order to bring
about a certain military maneuver. We may
safely entrust this task to Pershing's boys.

An electrical
ment for strin

invented which
when buttons a

the undersea craft, or from electric energy
supplied thru the cable connected with it.

The electrical control cable in such devices

as this, and where it is of any considerable

length, is 'invariably coiled up and stored

in the tank or torpedo, as otherwise the

device would have to be extremely power-
ful in order to pull the constantly increas-

ing length of cable thru the water if it were
stored in a magazine on the tender ship.

It is entirely feasible for a device of this

kind to be controlled by a warship of the

destroyer class at a distance of seven miles

or even eight to ten miles or more. With
ingenuity and the proper design of the

device of the type here under discussion,

and also in consideration of the undoubted
and proven cleverness of the Italian en-
gineers, there is no doubt but what such a

device could be sent out and steered so as

to be submerged when it neared the steel

nets and to bore its way thru them, and
then to rise again; also at this juncture the

observation officer on the war vessel look-

ing thru his night glasses, could press the

proper electric control button and cause one
or more torpedoes to be discharged at an
enemy war vessel in the manner described
in the report from Rome, and which now
forms a part of Italian naval history.

In any event, the Sea Tank would appear
to prove an invulnerable antagonist against

such war measures as harbor nets and the

like, and it is conceivable that when de-
signed to carry a crew, and providing the

craft is equipt with powerful under-water
searchlights, such a machine should prove
highly effective in clearing out mine fields,

and particularly such mine-infested waters
as those leading up to the great German
naval base at Heligoland. This maneuver
by the Italian Sea Tanks in their attack on

Pola may seem all the more practical and
possible to the layman when it is considered
that the entire Gulf of Venice is very
shallow—about 120 feet at greatest depth

—

and such an underwater fighting monster
might crawl even along the bed of the Gulf
of Venice and tackle the steel nets and mines
protecting Pola, much in the same manner
as a gigantic turtle would crawl along the
bed of a lake. In fact, some engineers
venture the opinion that with the proper
design of the moving caterpillar belts and
barbs, that the Tank could be made self-

propelling in the same manner as just men-
tioned.

It is most probable however, that the
Italian Sea Tank as now used is fitted with
powerful propellers the same as the sub-
marine, and also that it has a suitable rudder
for the purpose of steering it. To prevent
the cable from becoming fouled in the
propeller blades, the latter are encased in

substantial steel cages. The pilot light or
lights are provided with shields at the front,

so as to throw intermittent signal flashes
sternward, and by arranging this on a tele-

scopic mast the officer in charge can, by
simply pressing the proper button, cause
them to rise ten to fifteen feet above the
back of the Sea Tank while it is progressing
thru the water near its objective. When
the Tank has progrest sufficiently near the
net or other obstruction it is to burrow thru,
the proper electrical impulses are sent over
the electrical control cable which starts up
the water-ballast tank motor, and by filling

the tanks, the craft is caused to submerge
It is a simple matter and one which has been
used heretofore to provide a suitable elec-

trical position indicating arrangement,
whereby it becomes possible to know at any
instant the direction and location of the

OBTAINING ELECTRICITY
DIRECT FROM COAL GAS.

Electricity direct from coal gas is pro-
claimed as a possibility. According to the
claims of a prominent New York engineer,
the new process involves an electrolytic cell

used as follows : The method is to dissolve

:e of fused borax the oxid
as manganese, which forms

two or more oxides of
different degrees of
oxidation, and passes
from a lower to a
higher degree of oxi-
dation when in contact
with air, and from a
higher to a lower when
in contact with a reduc-
ing agent, such as fuel

gas. When the solu-
tions of a higher and a
lower oxid are brought
into liquid contact at

any point a difference
of electrical potential
results, and if an appro-
priate electrode is im-
mersed in each of the
solutions a current of
electricity will pass in a
conductor joining them,
so long as the differ-

ence of oxidation re-
spectively in the two
solutions is maintained.
The current is about
one volt, and from 15
amperes upward

Madrid gets its elec-
tricity for lighting and
power from a hydro-
electric plant 120 miles
from the city.

equipt tremolo attach-
instruments has been

produces the desired effects
re prest.

"Sea Tank" while it is submerged. By
means of a sensitive microphone installed
in the vessel, it would be possible to ascer-
tain when the Tank had chewed its way
thru the enemy nets, and it could then be
caused to approach the surface again if so
desired. It is not however, imperative that
the vessel be made to come to the surface
so as to show the signal light, for by means
of the position indicating apparatus just de-
scribed, its exact position at any moment
could be known and torpedoes discharged
from it at an enemy war vessel swinging
at anchor within the netted area.

U. S. PATENT OFFICE NEEDS
EXAMINERS.

The U. S. Patent Office announces a need
for technically trained persons for the ex-
amining corps of the Patent Office. Men
or women are desired who have a scientific
education, particularly in higher mathema-
tics, chemistry, physics, and French or Ger-
man, and who are not subject to the draft
for military service. Engineering or teach-
ing experience in addition to the above is

valued. The entrance salary is $1,500.
Examinations for the position of assistant

examiner are held frequently by the Civil
Service Commission at many points in the
United States. One is announced for
August 21 and 22, 1918. Details of the ex-
amination, places of holding the same, etc.,

may be had upon application to the Civil
Service Commission, Washington, D. G, or
to this office.

Should the necessity therefor arise tem-
porary appointments of qualified persons
may be made pending their taking the Civil
Service examination. Application for such
appointment should be made to the Com-
missioner of Patents, Washington, D. C.
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Balloon Microphones toWarn of Air Raids
By LEE A. COLLINS

IN
the scheme of aerial raid warning here

proposed balloons are sent up and held

secure by means of a strong rope or

cable. Sensitive electric microphones are

fastened to the under-harness of the bal-

loon. All of the sound detectors are in

series with a telephone receiver and a

source of electric current by means of two
wires which lead down by the cable.

Military Committee reports as one of the

greatest scientific achievements of the war,

the telephone arrangement whereby the po-

sition of enemy guns is determined. A
portion of General Bell's statement follows :

All armies now employ scientific methods
of locating guns which have never been

employed in warfare before. One is known
as the sound-ranging method. Briefly, they

Allies had thus gained some information

in a way which had long puzzled the Ger-
mans.

MARCONI 11,000 K. W. BUENOS
AYRES RADIO PLANT.

The Marconi Company is to erect the

largest wireless station in the world near

Buenos Ayres. Edward J. Nally, vice

A Number of French Cities Are Equipt With a Specially Sensitive Microphone "Listening-Posts" Placed On High Buildings or Othel"
Elevated Structures, for the Purpose of Detecting the Approach of Enemy Aircraft. An American Inventor Here Proposes a Very Simple
and Feasible Plan for Giving Aerial Alarm Protection to Our Towns and Cities. The Scheme Is Simple, Involving the Use of Small Bal-
loons Which Carry a Series of Horns Pointing in Various Directions, Each Horn Being Connected With a Super-Sensitive Microphone;
Each Microphone Is Connected By Its Wire to Earth, Where a Selective Switch and a Pair of Listening 'Phones Enable the Operator to
Quickly Ascertain Which Microphone Is Being Actuated, and Thus Also From Exactly What Direction the Enemy Aeroplane Squadron

Is Approaching. These Microphones Will Indicate the Approach of Aircraft Several Miles Away.

Balloons can be sent up all along our
coasts or cities at suitable distances apart.

In case an enemy aeroplane attempts to

bomb our cities, the sounds of his aeroplane
engine are caught by the sensitive micro-
phone detectors and are heard thru the
telephone receivers. One central listener

could keep the receivers fastened to his

ears and receive the alarm from all of the
detectors, or a listener could be kept for
each district that the balloons were guard-
ing. A galvanometer indicator can be used
instead of the receivers to give a signal of
approaching enemy aeroplanes. The range
of detection will probably be greater than
most people estimate, as tests made with
microphones in locating pieces of artillery

have proved.

SOUND-RANGE TELEPHONES TO
LOCATE GUNS.

Upon his return recently from the battle

front in France, Major-General J. Franklin
Bell in supplying information to the Senate

have observers scattered along a curved line,

which has been accurately measured, and
all of these observers, of whom there are
usually six, utilize electric sound-ranging
apparatus by which they report instantane-
ously the moment they hear the sound of
a gun explosion. At a central point another
electric apparatus records these sounds from
the six different stations, and by a scientific

method they combine the knowledge gained
from these six points and succeed in locat-

ing with a remarkable degree of accuracy
the position of the gun that made the ex-
plosion when it was fired.

Each side has a type of telephone which
is able to hear distinctly over very consider-
able distances conversations not intended
for the listener, and for a long time the
Allies employed this system of gaining in-

formation without the knowledge of the
enemy; but the Germans captured one of
these instruments and discovered that their

conversation in the trenches had been
listened to for quite a while and that the

president and general manager of the com-
pany, has just closed a contract for the in-

stallation. The power of the new station,

it is announced, will be 11,000 kilowatts, and
three towers will be erected, each the size
of Eiffel Tower.

IMPROVE NAUEN WIRELESS
PLANT.

The German wireless station at Nauen
has been greatly improved since the out-
break of the war, according to the Frank-
furter Zeitung. Instead of a single trans-
mission tower 300 feet high, it now has ten
towers ranging in height from 890 feet to
360 feet, while the distance thru which
messages can be transmitted has been ex-
tended to 6,200 miles. The Frankfurter
paper is quoted as saying that the Nauen
services have proved invaluable for instruct-
ing cruisers and U-boats and that both the
Goeben and Breslau received thru Nauen
instructions to steam into the Bosphorus.

....
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American Aviator Escapes Under
Hun Electrified Fence

HOW would you like to be captured
by the Teutons, and after escaping
from your captors, not to mention
sleeping in swamps and woods by
day, and subsisting on fruits and

raw vegetables, finally reach the border line

which meant your liberty, only to find that

a deadly electrified wire fence stared you
square in the face? Such was the experi-
ence of an American flier, Lieutenant
Patrick O'Brien, member of the Royal Fly-
ing Corps of England, who managed not
only to escape from his German captors,

after having landed on Teutonic soil with
his flying machine, but succeeded eventually
in getting past the highly charged electric

fence which guards every foot of the
border land between Belgium and Holland.
This fence serves three purposes. First,

it prevents the Belgians from escaping into

Holland
;
secondly, it keeps enemies from

Another idea which he unsuccessfully
tried out was a ladder which could be
placed against one of the fence posts, and
this he built from small twigs and boughs
which he found in the woods near the fence
and bound them together with flexible twigs
and strips from his underclothes.
Eventually Lieutenant O'Brien hit upon

the idea which finally saved his life and
gave him his liberty, and his plan is shown
in the accompanying illustration. This was
nothing else than to burrow under the elec-

trified wire fence. However, this was not
as easy as it may seem at first thought.
The electrified fence measured about ten
feet high and the charged wires were spaced
about ten inches apart while the lowest
charged strand was but two inches from
the ground. This is not all, for when our
brave Lieutenant had dug a considerable
quantity of the soil away with nothing but

and his liberty. He kneeled down and offered
thanks to his Maker for his miraculous
escape, and a few minutes later he past
safely between the strands of the final

barbed wire into Holland.

making their way to freedom; and thirdly,

it prevents desertions on the part of Ger-
man soldiers themselves.
The accompanying illustration shows one

of the most remarkable experiences ever
enacted by a war-tortured human being.

When Lieutenant O'Brien finally emerged
from his last hiding spot in the woods near
the Holland border, he nearly ran into this

electrified barbed wire barrier before he
knew it, altho he had previous knowledge of

it.
j

The hero of our story first thought of
trying to make a grand pole vault over the

whole three fences including the central

electrically charged one, but this idea was
finally dropt as the triple fence covered a

span of at least twelve feet, and in order
to safely clear the last barbed wire barrier

he would have had to vault at least ten feet

high and fourteen feet across. With the

possibility that if the pole ever slipt he
might be thrown on the. charged wire and
immediately electrocuted when in falling his

body would establish the circuit between
fence and ground.

his bare hands, he discovered a heavy un-
derground wire about six inches below the

surface of the ground. He had great diffi-

culty in digging the earth away without
being discovered by the sentry who walked
up and down periodically along the German
side of the fence, and again, the under-
ground wire, which was as thick as a man's
finger, would not give.

But Yankee pluck and courage finally won,
and by tugging at this wire, which did not
carry any charge but served merely as a
guard wire against just such an escape as this,

he caused the underground wire to give at

several points along the fence. He then
proceeded with extreme caution to crawl
feet first and on his stomach thru the trench
which he had dug with his hands. His
nerves were none too good, but he knew
that one false move of even one inch, would
mean certain death, and in a few moments
he successfully made the passage under the
heavily charged wires and emerged into the

final space between the central electrified

fence and the final barbed wire which was
the only remaining barrier between himself

GENIUS AND ULTRA VIOLET
RAYS.

By J. Marchetti
In a back number of the E. E. there ap-

peared an article entitled "The Effect of
Ultra Violet Rays on Milk and Other
Aspects," by Dr. Humbert Bizzoni. In this

he says that "the cerebral substance is de-
composed by ultra violet rays causing sun-
stroke, when the rays of the sun are suffi-

ciently powerful to react on the body." He
shows that it is not the heat that causes
this, for we never hear of heat prostration
"among workers in foundries, glass and
pottery factories, etc., where a high tem-

perature prevails. Yet
these same men may
be taken with a sun-
stroke upon exposure
to the sun."

Still it is a matter
of surprise when we
read in the memoirs
and confessions of de-
ceased geniuses that
they accomplished bet-
ter work in the intense
sunlight. In fact some
of them could not
work* unless the sun's
rays fell on their bare
heads.

No doubt, the ques-
tion has often pre-
sented itself to many,
why many men of
genius have preferred
or had to compose in
the scorching rays of
the sun. But may we
not find an answer in
Dr. Bizzoni's discov-
ery. And when we
see that genius and
madness grows in the
same pot, according
to C. Lombroso, and
that post-mortem ex-
aminations have
shown degenerations
of cerebral matter of

many great men of this type the conjecture
becomes more convincing. As the sunlight
is rich in violet rays and they are capable of
decomposing the cerebral substance, conse-
quently they acted for such men as stimu-
lants. We all know that many famous men
have resorted- to narcotics and other stimu-
lants in aiding them in their creative works.
So for these individuals the ultra violet rays
acted as creative aiders by effecting chemi-
cal changes akin to narcotic stimulants.

Also, light vibration acts therapeutically
by its penetration. But in the case of these
men the dissolving power of the ultra violet
rays was of greater consequence.
Among such "Sun " Fiends" we find

Rousseau, Lesage, Giordani, etc. Rousseau
said that the action of the sun in the dog-
days aided him to compose and he allowed
the rays of the mid-day sun to fall on his
head. The striking fact is that Rousseau's
brain showed, after death, a marked de-
generation of one of the lobes. Lesage,
in his old age, became animated as the sun
advanced to the meridian, gradually gaining

{Continued on page 351)

Ona of the Most Thrilling Experi-

ences of the War Is the Tale of

an American Aviator—Lieut. Pat-

rick O'Brien of the R. F. C,
Who Being Captured by the Ger-
mans, Finally Made His Escape
Thru the Highly Electrified Fence
Between Belgium and Holland.
He Succeeded In Digging a Tun-
nel Under the Charged Wires.
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Making Synthetic Gems in the Electric

Furnace
By GEORGE HOLMES, Asso. A. I. E. E.

THE history of jewels and the thrill-

ing part they have played in the
world's history would make the
"Grimm's Fairy Tales" fade away
into oblivion. Kings, Queens, Sul-

tans and entire Kingdoms have been wreck-
ed thru the many intrigues and mysteries
that have been connected with famous
jewels of ancient times. There was Caesar,
Anthony and Nero and the havoc they

in India the Rajahs gave the privilege of
mining to their subjects with the proviso
that all gems above a certain size were to

be sent to the Rajahs themselves. As a re-

sult, whenever a large stone was found it

was broken by the miners, only an occa-
sional one being sent to the Rajah to insure
the continuation of the mining franchise.

At that time jewels were cut and polished
by rubbing them against each other. It

fallen in Arizona and was shipt immediate-
ly to the University of Paris for examina-
tion. Out of the discoveries of the pure
carbon or diamond crystals that the meteor
contained, conclusions were formed that it

was chiefly a combination of heat and pres-

sure that made jewels.

Dr. Aisen at this point became deeply
interested in gem making; and analysis of
the component minerals in various jewels

r f

small gems in
glass-like mass
as they come
from the electric

FURNACE

Finished synthetic
jewel after
polishing

Manufacturing Precious Stones in the Electric Furnace: 1—Dr. Maurice Aisen at Work Making a Synthetic Gem In the Fierce Heat of
the Electric Arc—the Greatest Heat Known to Science. 2—One View of the "Gem Making" Laboratory, 3—Another View of Dr. Aisen's
Workshop, and 4—a Close- Up Glimpse of a "Battery" of Electric Furnaces in Which Rubies and Emeralds Are Turned Out by the
Hundred for the Jewelry and Allied Trades. The Evolution of These Synthetic Jewels is Illustrated by the Small Border Views. They
are "Roughed Out," Ground and Polished the Same as Regular Gems. Diamonds Have Been Made in the Electric Furnace, But the

Synthetic Diamond Cannot Be Manufactured Economically Just Yet.

wrought on Rome and the splendid cities

of the far famed east ; not to mention Cleo-

patra, the charming Queen of the Nile, who
put the skids under a number of happy
rulers just because she was the best drest

woman in Egypt and changed her jewels
seven times a day.
For centuries it was necessary to mine

these wonderful gems, by the sweat of the

brow ; but now all this is changed for to-day
in the very heart of New York City, an
expert electro-chemist in the person of Dr.
Maurice Aisen is making precious stones
with the aid of the electrical furnace that
bid fair to rival all those of ancient times.
There are more large and beautiful dia-

monds in the world today than rubies and
this has a curious explanation. Ages ago

was not until the fifteenth century that the
present rotating wheel method of polishing

them was introduced.
In the olden days the manufacture of a

perfect stone was a long and tedious opera-
tion. To-day it is a fact that jewels can
be analyzed, the component minerals found,
then the same proportion of ingredients
assembled and synthetic jewels actually
manufactured, which equal Nature's own
product.
Some of the earliest experiments in arti-

ficial or synthetic jewel making were per-
formed in Dr. Aisen's student days in the
University of Paris. One day Prof. Henri
Moissan, his instructor and world famed
chemist, found diamond crystals in the
meteor. The meteor was one which had

followed, including various tests as to the

proper application of heat and pressure. In

his laboratories Dr. Aisen has formulas
which can produce almost all known jewels
and semi-precious stones, the only excep-
tion being so far the diamond.
After a gem has been analyzed and its

component minerals found, the same pro-
portion of ingredients are assembled and
put into crucibles where they are raised to

the required temperature and then are sud-
denly cooled. There are a number of meth-
ods used to obtain the desired high tem-
perature necessary in this marvelous
twentieth century work. Among the first

is the oxygen-hydrogen flame. Various
types of electric furnaces are now used and

(Continued on page 354)
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Test Diving Machine to Undo U-Boats'
Work

A DEEP sea diving machine designed
for use in raising torpedoed vessels

was tested in Long Island Sound
off New Rocbelle, N. Y., recently.

Its inventor, W. D. Sisson, has
asked for a Government trial.

The machine, propelled by an electric

motor, went down ninety-eight feet, bored
holes in a steel plate, inserted riveted and
brought the plate to the surface. It was
manipulated by two men inside. The cur-
rent was fufnished from a barge. Its in-

ventor asserts that the machine can be used
to fasten water filled pontoons to sunken
ships. Then, when the pontoons are emp-
tied, the ships will be brought to the surface.

Propellers on the bottom for moving up
and down and two on the side for propul-

phone communication established with the
barge. The telephone operator on the barge
manipulates the necessary switches.

ELECTRICAL RESISTANCES AT
LOW TEMPERATURES
By Harry E. Dey, E. E.

The' resistance of all pure metals to the
flow of electricity decreases „jn proportion
with the temperature, until at the absolute
zero, (minus 273 Centigrade) there is no
resistance. If it were possible to extend
wires to the space beyond our atmosphere,
which is supposed to have a temperature of
absolute zero, unlimited power could be
transmitted from any one portion of the
earth to the farthest point away on the filmi-

est of wires and without loss, excepting on

the project is capable of a development of
225,000 k. w.
HE DUCKED THE LIGHTNING!!.
Olympia, Wash., is some speedy place

—

If you don't believe it read'this!
"Lightning struck in the same place twice

in 30 years when it destroyed the home of
Mrs. D. G. Parker, on Eastside street," says
a "special" dispatch to a local paper of that

city.

"A neighbor climbing down an adjoining
cherry tree managed to duck the flash.

Fire followed that burned the Parker house.

,

Mrs. Parker escaped without being
stunned." Well! Well!

NEW MEXICO RADIO STATION
There has been establisht a new Mexican

This Deep Sea Diving Machine, Intended for Use in Raising Torpedoed Vessels, Was Tested in Long Island Sound, New York, Recently
With Success. The Device, Propelled By An Electric Motor, Went Down Ninety-Eight Feet, Bored Holes in a Steel Plate, Inserted Rivets
and Brought the Plate to the Surface. Its Crew Is in Constant Telephonic Connection With the Salvage Crew on the Barge. At Left

—

Examining the Drills and Electro- Magnets. Top Right—Going "Over the Top." Lower Right-Hand View—Lights On and Going Down.

sion forward and backward, make the ma-
chine easy to ma/ieuver. It is nine feet
long, seven feet, six inches in diameter and
weighs nine tons.

Powerful magnets on the outside hold
the machine against the ship into which
rivet holes are bored. Small glass port-
holes permit the machine crew to see what
they are doing. Strong electric lamps light

the water for them. There is equipment
for expelling exhausted air and pumping
water from the ballast tanks. Communica-
tion with the barge was maintained by
telephone. One of the photos shows the
inventor and a member of the crew in-

specting magnets and drills. A second
photo illustrates the diving and salvaging
machine read}- for a plunge beneath the
waves, while the third photo shows the ma-
chine going down, with lights lit and tele-

that portion passing thru the air which is

estimated to extend about 45 miles above
the earth. From New York to the moon
would waste much less power than is now
lost between New York and Buffalo.

RECORD-BREAKING HIGH VOLT-
AGE POWER LINE.

The Big Creek system of the Southern
California Edison Company transmitting
electrical energy at 150,000 volts into Los
Angeles, a distance of 275 miles, represents
a world's record in power supply. This
splendid system has two steel tower lines.

It receives its energy thru single phase
transformers weighing 81 tons—the largest
yet built. Energy is generated from two
power plants, one dropping the water 1,900
feet and the other 2,100 feet. The present
installed capacity is 64,000 k.w. Ultimately

Wireless Station on the island of Lobos,
off the coast of Tampico, erected mainly
for the purpose of affording facilities to the
various petroleum companies for com-
municating with their vessels over great
distances at sea. This station is said to be
provided with some of the most powerful
apparatus available, and is expected to
establish communication with the Wireless
Stations at Mexico City, Tuxpan, Tampico,
Vera Cruz, Progresso, Frontera, Mazatlan,
Santa Rosalia, La Paz. Queretaro, Monter-
rey, Saltillo, Torreon, and by way of
Havana with various stations in the United
States.

With wireless stations powerful enough
to reach vessels in all of its waters, the
Chinese government will establish a typhoon
warning service.
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Electricity and Radio as Used by "Movie" Spies

By GEORGE HOLMES

THE motion picture dramas seem to

be filled with scientific features
now-a-days, especially in connec-
tion with German spy plots. To be-
gin with we have the big patriotic

film serial "The Eagle's Eye," from which
we show photos of three episodes. The
first is the adventure of "The Brown Port-
folio." The greatest single discovery which
has been made in connection with the in-

vestigation of the Imperial German Gov-
ernment's spies and plots in America, came

tives to shadow him. At the time the

United States and Germany were maintain-
ing friendly relations, sincere on the part
of the Washington Government, but ab-
solutely hypocritical as far as the Kaiser's
representatives were concerned.
So the operatives assigned to Dr. Albert

merely watched him, noted his visitors and
his daily routine. Everywhere he went
there was an indistinguishable shadow
always with him. Dr. Albert lost his port-
folio because he was aroused from a doze

the infamous Imperial German Government.
And listening in on the wire which had

carried the summons to Heinrich von Lertz
was

—

Miss Dixie Mason of the Secret Service.

That explains why that just at the mo-
ment when the Hun spies had started to
raise the aerials on the wireless mounted
on an automobile on a lonely road in Long
Island, that a high powered automobile
loaded with Secret Service operatives should
appear. The agents of the Kaiser fled, but

Fig. 1.—Von Papen's Traveling Auto Wireless Meets with Disaster On Long Island and Wolf Von Igel is Seriously Wounded. Fig. 2.—Harri-
son Grant, President of the Criminology Club and Head of the Secret Service Discovers Dixie Mason at the Power Plant Switchboard with
Her Arm Caught In the Switch and Herself in a Dead Faint. Fig. 3.— Dixie Mason is Surprised at the Wireless Room of the U-53. Fig. 4.

—

Guy Empey's "Over the Top"—The German Count and His Accomplice, at the Switchboard of a Tall Office Building Somewhere in Downtown
New York, Ready to Throw the Switch at Midnight Which Will Light a Signal on Top of the Tower, Thus Notifying the Other Spies on the

Jersey Shore That It Is Time to Begin Blowing Up Munition Factories and Ships.

thru the persistence with which opera-
tives of the United States Secret Service
kept on the assignment of watching Dr.
Heinrich Albert. Day after day, and night
after night, they followed him thru a
daily routine which seldom varied. They
took nothing for granted and the result

was that one afternoon, Dr. Albert became
drowsy when taking his daily trip from his

office to the German Club. His doze cost
him the possession of a brown portfolio,
the contents of which was the first verifica-
tion of suspicions that had long been held
by Chief William J. Flynn, of the Secret
Service, that the Imperial German Govern-
ment, itself, was backing the Hun propa-
ganda in America.

Chief Flynn became curious about the
contents of a brown portfolio which Dr.
Albert always carried and assigned opera-

by hearing his station called by a guard on
the elevated train on which he was a pas-
senger. He forgot the bag for a moment,
and his "shadow" got possession of it.

"Doctor, if thru your carelessness those
papers have fallen into the hands of the

Secret Service," the German Ambassador
exclaimed, "then steps will have been taken
to warn the ships which are already upon
the ocean, on which bombs have been
placed. Arrange to have wireless warnings
intercepted."

The Ambassador walked from the room
to his own private suite. Dr. Albert seized
the telephone, almost distraught. He called

Captain Boy-Ed. A second call appraised
Captain von Papen of the disaster. A third
telephone number and Heinrich von Lertz
had been summoned to do the bidding of
the arch spy—the accredited Ambassador of

their automobile proved unfaithful and a
skid in rounding a corner wrecked the ma-
chine against a bridge (see Fig 1).

Next we have the big "Munitions Scan-
dal." French soldiers on the first line in

France were saved from a merciless as-

sault from mast German troops at a time
when the French artillery would have been
useless, by the alertness of the U. S.

Secret Service. Members of the Kaiser's

spy army in America had successfully

started on a plan which would have made
a large shipment of artillery shells of every
calibre for the French artillery useless be-

cause it would have been of a size which
would fit only German guns. The speci-

fications for the manufacture of the shells

had been changed, when a trivial matter
of the name of the ring-leader in the plot

(Continued on page 356)
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Lassoing Aeroplanes withBomb and Flame

STOPPING an aerial raid by means of

anti-aircraft guns is a notoriously im-
possible undertaking. While the

aeroplane itself is now, and probably
will always be the most trustworthy

means of combating enemy bombing planes,

there has been felt for some time the want
of other means to bring down the raider.

We must not lose sight of the fact that

a large city like Paris or London requires

hundreds of the very best fliers as well as

machines to safeguard these cities. . These
fliers could be used to a tremendously better

By H. GERNSBACK

fire of the boche protecting anti-aircraft

guns below.
Nevertheless our pilots brave his barrage

and fly right thru it. They "slip," nose-spin,
loop-the-loop or "pancake," making it al-

most impossible for the gunners to get the
range. If the pilot knows his business he
returns invariably to his airdrome, barring
a few holes in his wings or in the fuselage
of his machine. For be it known, there is

no greater disgrace for a flier than to be
shot down by land guns.

If we had a positive means to bring down

erratic flight of such a device made it ex-
tremely inefficient, it was soon given up and
came into disuse.

In the present device the writer proposes
the use of a "mother-shell" containing two
explosive bombs, as well as two "liquid-
fire" bombs. Each one of these bombs has
a smaller companion—a heavy lead ball, the
purpose of which is explained later.

All of the bombs and balls are normally
housed in the metal mother-shell which need
not be very heavy, as it does not contain
any explosive charge itself. All the bombs

A new "Lasso Shell" which can be shot from a cannon and used to combat enemy aeroplane attacks. It Is fitted with a time fuse so as to

"explode" at a certain height, liberating the explosive and flame bombs, attached by piano wires as Illustrated. If these do not finish the
enemy "plane there are still the flying lead balls to be conjured with.

purpose at the front hunting down Hun
planes, while the former are kept locked up
indefinitely to ward off enemy bombing
squadrons.

Anti-aircraft guns firing shrapnel do not
bother an intrepid flier in the least nowa-
days. It frequently happens that a pilot

must fly as low as 2,000 feet in order to suc-

cessfully set into flames a boche "Drachen,"
as the German observation balloons are
called "Over There." These aerial sausages
are fired upon at' close range by the Allied

pilots, who use incendiary "phosphoric" bul-

lets to accomplish the purpose. To do so they
must fly low which immediately draws the

a raiding flying machine without utilizing

our own or our Allies' aeroplanes, we
would, of course, have the enemy at a great

disadvantage.
Bearing these things in mind, the writer

advances a plan which to a certain degree

accomplishes such a result. The principle

itself is very old and well known, the appli-

cation and the various refinements only

being new.
In short the idea centers itself upon

the time-worn "chain-shot," which was
nothing else but chaining several cannon

balls together and shooting them at the

enemy with devastating results. As the

are kept in their respective places by means
of a casing composed of eight pieces of rea-

sonably thin steel. These pieces are re-

leased from the mother-shell, and fly off as

soon as the time mechanism located at the
apex of the mother-shell permits this. This
time mechanism works on the principle of
the one used on shrapnel, the purpose of the
present device being to keep the mother-
shell intact till it comes within a few hun-
dred feet of the aeroplane under attack.

This, of course, makes for great accuracy,

as the mother-shell can be accurately timed,

and being a self-contained shell like any
other, its flight will naturally be true.
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The mother-shell in addition is "rifled,"

exactly like other big shells. A rifled shell

while still in the cannon is made to turn on
its axis by following a corkscrew path cut

into the inner walls of the cannon. This
imparts a spinning action to the shell which
it maintains during its entire flight So
while the shell flies over its course with its

nose pointed at its target, it also spins like

a top. This spinning action, it has been
found, keeps the shell better on its course
than if it did not spin.

In the case of the rifled mother-shell, an-
other distinct advantage is had. Aside
from keeping the shell on a true course as

soon as the time mechanism acts, the pieces

of the casing are thrown violently outward
by centrifugal action. The same is the
case of the four bombs which are hurled
outwardly as shown in our cover illustra-

tion. Each set of bombs and balls are at-

tached to a central steel ring by means of a
thin, but tremendously strong steel piano
wire. Each wire may be from two hundred
to three hundred feet long as desired. But
as the mother-shell and the various bombs
still have their rotary (spinning) motion, it

follows that the entire device will continue
to revolve not unlike a miniature planetary
system. The four piano wires will be
straight and taut, and as they cut the air

at a great rate of speed, they will probably
"sing' with a weird as well as a shrill note.

If you ever swung a stone attached to a
string over your head, you will know what
we mean.

We now have an aerial lasso par excel-
lence, covering a circular space of from
four hundred to six hundred feet, all de-
pending upon the length of the piano wires.
Woe to the enemy aeroplane flying into it,

or which is overtaken by it ! There can be
no escape. If either of the two contact-
exploding bombs touch the aeroplane, it will

be wrecked by the terrific ensuing ex-
plosion. If either of the contact-flame
bombs touch, liquid fire will be sprayed over
wings or fuselage, setting the plane on fire.

But let us suppose that neither type of
bomb were effective, or touched only non-
vital parts of the enemy plane. Here it is

where the lead balls take up their deadly
work. Suppose all the four bombs had
been exploded. If it were not for the four
lead balls, the four piano wires would simply
go limp and the fight would be over. But
having these lead balls spaced about ten
feet from the explosive bombs, they will not
be affected at all after the former have been
set of. The planetary system broadly
speaking, still remains intact, altho now we
have only four "moons" left. But suppose
only one of them manages to get entangled
in the trusswork of the enemy plane. Im-
mediately the flight of the entire system is

stopt abruptly and the three other balls come
whizzing around, snarling up the entire
plane and breaking the wings, fuselage or
tail as they come crashing down at a terrific

speed. You have read of the terrible Mexi-
can, lasso, the Bolas, which is a lasso with
lead balls. It works on the same principle
as our aerial lasso, only the latter having
lead balls weighing several pounds apiece,
will cause correspondingly greater havoc,
especially on a comparatively fragile aero-
plane.

Perhaps you have read accounts of aerial
fliers and their dread to intercept the
course of even the smallest bird. It is a
well known fact that an aeroplane pro-
peller revolving at its great speed, will be
instantly shattered if a bird as small as a
sparrow flies into it. Therefore it may be
imagined what a large lead ball, or a power-
ful piano wire will do to a propeller, should
either come in contact with it.

ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER

To prevent the aerial lasso from causing
widespread damage thru fire or explosion,

should it miss an aeroplane, the four bombs
can be equipt with time fuses, exploding
them_ Before they reach the earth. Of
course, the four lead balls might cause
damage, but certainly not more than the
myriad of shrapnel balls and shell frag-
ments, crashing to the ground during an
aerial barrage.
The aerial lasso built on a smaller scale

could, of course, be used between combating
aeroplanes. If our planes were equipt with
them, as well as the necessary guns to fire

them, the Boche planes certainly would be
at a terrible disadvantage.

NOTICE
With the September issue nearly

|
every magazine which heretofore sold

for 15c goes to 20c. This includes

|
every prominent scientific and tech-

: nicaf magazine. The price of the

"Electrical Experimenter" for the
: present remains at

|
ISc

Altho tremendous pressure is being
s exerted upon us from all sides, due
: to soaring prices, we will not raise

: the price of this magazine at present.

Paper alone has advanced from 4c per

i pound three years ago, to 11c a pound
now, with printing, postage, engrav-

[
ings, art work and labor increased

: proportionally.

No other scientific Journal gives as
much for ISc as the "Experimenter."
All other magazines in this class print

| their pages in ten point type. Ours is

printed in eight point type

:

This is ten point type.

This is eight point type.

: Note the difference. "Experimenter"

j
pages contain 30 per cent more matter,
space for space, than the other maga-

;
zines. Your 15c spent on this Journal
really buys more than two 20c maga-

i zines. And we believe the quality of
i our matter is much above the average.

Won't you show your friend this

i copy, or tell him about it ?—The Publishers.

WHAT IS HIGH SPEED?
One of the first questions the layman asks

the aviator is, "How does it feel to fly?" by
which is generally meant, what is the sen-
sation of speeding thru the air at the rate
made possible by the aeroplane. The fol-
lowing abstract from an article appearing
in Flight should be enlightening:
An analysis of sensation is always inter-

esting and might be expected to be excep-
tionally so in the case of speed, yet para-
doxically enough there is no such thing as
a sensation of speed. There are many
proofs of this, but I will adduce for one,
that the early centuries of human existence
man, tho he has since been proved to be
moving thru space at the prodigious speed
of some thousands of miles per hour,
thought himself to be living on the immo-
bile hub of a rotating dome of the moving
planets and stars.
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What then is it that we feel when we
are moved rapidly by an aeroplane? The
answer is the illusion of speed, inspired by
a summation of sensations which we have
the habit of associating with rapid motion.
This illusion can easily be induced without
moving the man, and it has often been done,
for example, at one of the Earl's Court ex-
hibitions a passenger trolley on a few feet

of rails was arranged at the centre of a
large room of which the walls and ceilings

were mounted so as to be bodily rotated
round the trolley. The trolley was given a
little jerk to convey the impression of a
starting acceleration, and then as the trolley

became stationary the room was made to

turn at an increasing speed round the ex-
perimenters, who suffered from the con-
viction that they were traveling on smooth
rails at a high speed.
Our impression of speed is derived largely

from the optical effect, due to adjacent ob-
jects flitting by, and is increased by a sur-
face or skin effect due to the wind which
brushes past us and cools and presses on
to our persons. These two effects are suf-
ficient, but the impression is heightened by
going a little further. Our past experience
of most mechanical and animal means by
which we have borrowed speed has shown
us that they are rarely if ever perfectly
smooth in their action. After the change
of speed due to the starting operation there
are slight irregular changes of speed and
changes in the direction of the movement
These are always associated with rapid
traveling; we call them jolts and jars if

they are severe, and we wrongly regard
them as part of the sensation of speed, tho
they are pure accidentals. They ought
properly to be called accelerations, and the
act of starting is the only acceleration which
is in fact necessary to obtain speed. Yet a
fourth factor can be detected in many of
our impressions of speed. I allude to noise,

whether of whistling wind or of beating
hoofs or of moving machinery. Trfese
things no more constitute a sensation of
speed than the bristles constitute a hedge-
hog. They are merely excrescences and
causes of independent sensation. At one
time or another an aeroplane flight gives
rise to all these sensations to an acute de-
gree, and super-adds one novelty, that of
the point of view.
The following comparative table of speed

is of interest

:

1. Light and the electric telegraph, 186,000
m.p.s.

2. Shell near the muzzle of 6-in. gun, 2,500
feet per second.

3. Shell from 75 mm. gun, 1,600 f.p.s.

4. Sound, 1,100 f.p.s.

5. Revolver bullet near the muzzle, 500-800
f.p.s.

6. Tip of the blade of an airscrew, 600
f.p.s., or 400 m.p.h.

7. A fast aeroplane through the air, 150
m.p.h.

8. A fast aeroplane with a high wind, 200
m.p.h.

9. A fast car, 120 m.p.h.
10. An express train, 80 m.p.h.
11. A fast steamship, 40 m.p.h.
12. A bicycle (pedaled), 32 m.p.h.
13. A race horse, 30 m.p.h.
14. A man skating (for a mile), 24 m.p.h.
15. A man running (100 yards), 20 m.p.h.
16. A man running a mile, 13 m.p.h.
17. A man walking, 4 m.p.h.

French electrical works have arranged to
employ men who have been blinded in the
war to wind armatures after the system of
Dr. Schuyler Wheeler of New York. It is

also understood the system will be intro-
duced in England.

AMONG the hundreds of new devices and appliances publisht monthly in the Electrical Experimenter, there are several, as a
m

rule, which interest you. Full information on these subjects, as well as the name of the manufacturer, will be gladly fur-
nisht to you, free of charge, by addressing our Technical Information Bureau.
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New Electrical Ideas on Submarines
and Torpedoes

THE busy war inventors have been
bombarding the Patent Office at

Washington with hundreds and even
thousands of more or less ingenious

ideas on improvements in submarine
warfare. Some of the latest endeavors of

Yankee inventors in this branch of naval

science are here illustrated and described.

The first idea represents what its inventor

—August S. Trautman—prefers to call "a

submarine safety and observation device."

His invention purports to provide a com-
bined life-saving and observation chamber
which is normally housed within a suitable

compartment on board the submarine. When
the submarine happens to become disabled

thru a naval engagement or otherwise, or

in the event that the commanding officer

should want to ascertain whether any enemy
war vessels were in the immediate neigh-

borhood before rising to the surface, it

then becomes possible to have an obser-

vation officer enter the buoy chamber
shown, thru suitable water-tight doors

;

when the buoy chamber is opened to the

water the buoy then rises to the surface.

The buoy is at all times under control by
the submarine by means of a steel cable at-

tached at one end to the bottom of the

buoyant chamber and at the other end to a
motor-driven windlass on board the sub-
marine. A telephone and electric light

cable is also unreeled with the buoy as it

rises to the surface, so that the observation
officer can at all times communicate directly

with the submarine commander below.
As the inventor points out, his device can

be made large enough to hold several men
instead of but one, for the purpose of sav-
ing the crew's lives, and it is not at all

difficult to arrange the apparatus so that the
life-saving buoy could be hauled down to

the submarine several times in order to re-

move all of the crew in case of disaster.

The buoy could be designed sufficiently

strong and provided with a sufficient length
of cable to enable it to rise thru a depth of

water of two hundred to three hundred feet.

As the illustration shows, the observation
buoy is fitted with telephone and electric

light as well as one or more rapid firing

guns, photograph apparatus, binoculars, etc.

The floating compartment is provided with
suitable gyroscopic apparatus driven by an
electric motor for the purpose of stabiliz-

ing it, and there is also provided a means
whereby the center of gravity of the buoy
can be changed by shifting a weight when-
ever the gyroscope might prove inactive.

There is furthermore a propelling mechan-
ism driven by a motor and so designed as
to cause the buoy with its occupant to be
propelled in a body of water and beneath
the surface thereof, and to be guided ac-

cording to the desires of the operator. The
cover of the buoy may be camouflaged so as
not to become readily detected by the
enemy.

An oxygen tank is fitted within the buoy
for the purpose of supplying the observer
with oxygen during the time that he is con-
fined therein, and also a reserve tank is

provided in the container whereby air from
the outside may be collected and accumu-
lated. A motor-driven pump is provided to

operate the auxiliary air apparatus. The
buoy can be made to describe a circular path
by means of a suitable rudder provided at

the base of the structure.

The second idea here illustrated is that

of an electrically operated Dirigible Tor-
pedo, its inventor being James M. Seymour,

Jr. Mr. Seymour provides considerable
food for thought in his novel invention
which comprises a cigar-shaped steel hull,

the interior of which is subdivided into a
number of separate chambers, each one of
which is adapted to house the various elec-

trical and other apparatus necessary for con-
trolling the torpedo. This steel hull is

normally submerged beneath the surface of
the water, and supported at this depth by
means of a surface float which carries

visible identifying means, such as colored
flags or disks in the day time, and signal

lights flashed intermittently at night.

In brief, Mr. Seymour's electrically con-
trolled dirigible torpedo is of the self-pro-

pelled type, being provided with a special

internal combustion engine adapted to run
on a fuel consisting of hydrogen and
oxygen. The engine is provided with an
electric self-starter, and the motor for this

apparatus may operate when the torpedo is

under way as a dynamo, supplying current
for charging storage batteries, etc. Fuel
for operating the engine is contained in a
suitable storage tank in the torpedo hull,

and also the supply of gases ready for mix-
ture to produce the fuel for the engine.

This dirigible torpedo is intended to be
controlled thru a fine electric cable con-
necting it with a war vessel operating in the
vicinity. The cable being of small size is

stored in the hull of the torpedo, and is

wound in an ingenious manner so as to be
released rapidly and easily and without
danger of knotting. The inventor's design
enables a very small insulated electric cable

to be used for this purpose (with its con-
sequent high electrical resistance) for the

reason that he uses a sensitive galvanometer
relay, which can be actuated by relatively

weak electric currents coming thru the

cable. The front end of the torpedo hull

contains the high explosive gun-cotton or
other charge, which can be detonated at any
desired moment by simply pressing a but-

ton on the torpedo boat destroyer or other
vessel controlling the torpedo. It may be a

surprise to the reader to learn that this

small yet destructive war device may have
a field of action as great as ten to twenty
miles, this being the radius over which the

torpedo can be sent, and a sufficient length
of patrol cable carried therein for the pur-
pose, the inventor claims. When the torpedo
is placed over the side of the war vessel,

the engine self-starter motor is set in

motion by means of a pull cable running up
to the top float and fastened to a button
thereon.

The third electrical idea is an interesting

Cable-Cutting Shears, intended to be mount-
ed on the bow of a submarine or similar

vessel. As is well known, it is a slow
job for mine-sweepers to trawl along thru
considerable areas, feeling their way and
cutting loose the submerged but firmly

anchored mines. The contrivance here sug-
gested by Mr. Johan E. Johannessen would
seem to offer some worthwhile ideas in this

direction. His electrically operated mine-
cable shears are intended to be secured to

the bow of a submarine, and also the vessel

so fitted with this device is provided with
a suitable observation port or window and
an adjustable and fairly powerful electric

searchlight as in the illustration. In this

way the submarine can make considerable
speed in cutting the submerged mine-cables,
and the shears are provided with large

horn-shaped guides which serve to force the

cables toward the cutting blades of the

shears. When in action these steel blades
are rapidly oscillated in the same manner as

a pair of scissors, by means of an electric

motor located within the submarine. The
motor is connected to a shaft attached to

the cam actuating the shear blades thru a
water-tight stuffing box.
As the mine cables are cut and the mines

float to the surface, they can be picked up
by any vessel adapted for the purpose, and
working in conjunction with the submarine
or submarines. The operation is best carried

out at night of course. The ends of the

cable shear guide-horns are provided with
electric lights to enable the operator to

guide his boat more quickly in the proper
direction to encircle the cable and cut it

The operator is provided with loud
speaking telephone equipment, signal lamps,
etc., as well as electric controller for the
shear motor, so that he has very accurate
control of the apparatus, and also the move-
ments of the underwater craft. He can
thus instantly give orders to the helmsman
to change the direction of the submarine,
etc. The cable-cutting shears are designed
by the inventor, so that they can be readily

bolted to the bow of the submarine and

.

quickly removed as soon as the cable-cutting

operations are completed.

WHY THE ELECTRIC GUN WILL
NEVER BE A SUCCESS.
By Harry A. Dey, E. E.

Every few years a new inventor springs

upon the public our old acquaintance, the

electric gun, which has so many good talk-

ing points. An electrical engineer of our
acquaintance, was one of the inventors.

He did not, however, place it before the

public. He went ahead and spent a few of

his own dollars, and soon became con-

vinced of its impracticability. This was
nearly thirty years ago when the dynamite
gun ship VESUVIUS was first constructed.

Our electrical friend got to thinking how
nicely electricity, by means of a long sole-

noid barrel, could throw that charge of

dynamite without danger of the shock blow-
ing up the gun. He made some experi-

ments, actually building one of one inch

bore, and followed this up by experimenting
with the pulling power of solenoids. If the

solenoid experiments had been made first,

the gun would not have been built ; for he
found that 25 pounds per square inch was
about the best pull that he could expect, and
the VESUVIUS required 600 pounds per

square inch to toss its bomb a mile or two
over the hills. He threw up his hands in

disgust at himself for not beginning his

experiments at the other end of the line.

If he had started out by investigating the

power required on the VESUVIUS he
would have gone no further, for he well

knew that this was from 3 to 4 times as

much as an electro-magnet would pull when
in actual contact, which is impossible in any
moving device; the pulling power dropping

very rapidly upon the insertion of any air

gap. The best that could be expected from
any gun of this type, even if made of an im-

practical length, would be to use as a sub-

stitute for hand throwing of bombs from
trench to trench when they are within a

female baseball pitcher's range.

An electric magnet weighing only seven

pounds that will lift fifteen times its own
weight has recently been invented. It is

intended for use in machine shops.
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Popular Demonstration of Thought-Transference
and Other Phenomena
By ALBERT ABRAMS, A. M., M. D., LL. D.

Professor, Cooper Medical College (Medical Dept., Stanford University, 1893—1898.)

DETAILED reference to this sub-

ject-matter may be found in my
book, "New Concepts in Diagno-
sis and Treatment" where atten-

tion was first directed to the
demonstration of these phenomena by ap-

Fig. 2. Once You Have the Straw "De-
tector" Rigged Up on the "Percipient's"
Wrist, Then the Shadow or Even the Move-
ment of the Straw Itself Can Now Be
Watched Closely In Front of a Square- Ruled
Paper. This is Your "Thought Wave" De-

tector and Indicator.

paratus not available to the laity. Telep-
athy is in disrepute and the scientifically

minded psychologist ^^^^^^^^
doesn't believe it. Science
demands that phenomena
should be objective, cap-

able of reproduction at all

times and demonstrable
by instruments of preci-

sion.

The simple scientific

method which I shall pre-

sent shows that spiritistic

phenomena are independ-
ent of disembodied spirits

and referable to human
energy: that it will serve

as a means of disocculting ^hm^hmi
the occult and will enlist

the genius of the multitude in corroborat

ing my original investigations.

Telepathy.—Derived from tele, at a dis-

tance and pathos, feeling, it signifies that
one mind {agent) can influence another
mind {percipient) without the agency of
the recognized organs of sense.
Brain-Waves are an actuality and like

light and the impulses of "wireless" are
conveyed by the ether.

The Electron Theory shows that the
ultimate constituents of matter are elec-
trons or charges of electricity and that
Radio-Activity is dependent on ethereal
disturbances by a change in motions of the
electrons.

Animal Reflexes.—When the pupil of
the eye contracts to light it is a Reflex and
involuntary. The reflexes surpass in sensi-
tivity any instrument devised by science
and show that Radiation is a universal
property of matter. The perceptive struc-
ture of the eye (Retina) is 3,000 times as
sensitive as the most rapid photographic
plate and the nerve of vision (optic), 2/5
of an inch in diameter contains 500,000 to
800,000 insulated fibers.

The electro-magnetic waves in "wireless"
demand an exciter, but the sensitive human
reflexes first utilized by the writer in de-
tecting energy make an exciter unneces-
sary: the revolutions of the electrons alone
substitute the exciter.

The Heart.—The writer employs this mus-
cular organ among other reflexes for con-
verting energy waves into a sensible form.

It is coincidently a receiving station and

hand dependent from the side of the table
(Fig. 2).
Experiment I.

—

Solving the mystery of

Fig. Arrangement of "Percipient" to

Show the Electrical Effect Created By Con-
centration of Mind By the "Agent," Even
Tho He (or She) Be Situated Forty Miles
Away. A Wire Connects the "Percipient"

With the House Electrolier.

mind acting upon mind
traversing the ether.

Prove

by brain waves

Fig. 4. On Either Side of the Wind-Pipe in
the Neck, As the Two Black Marks Show,
There Are Located the Right and Left
Pneumogastric Nerves. When These Nerves
Are Stimulated, the Needle Movements Show
Less Amplitude; and When They Are De-

prest the Movements Are Greater.

We anticipate that this article will create a sensation in scientific

circles, as well as with laymen, and we present it for what it is worth.
We have not made any of Dr. Abrams' tests, and we print the article with
an open mind—neither endorsing nor condemning it. We say with Shake-
speare: "THERE ARE MORE THINGS IN HEAVEN AND EARTH,
HORATIO, THAN ARE DREAMT OF IN YOUR PHILOSOPHY."

Dr. Abrams is well known as a scientist; he has made this interesting
subject his life work, and his views are endorsed by many prominent
doctors and scientists. He is the author of numerous works, amongst
them an elaborate book:—"New Concepts in Diagnosis and Treatment."

Will our readers please advise us should they be successful with Dr.
Abrams' experiments?—The Editors.

also a detector of etheric thought waves.
Technique.—The percipient must have a

regular and comparatively large pulse and
must be seated in a comfortable chair fac-
ing the geographical West. Colored wear-
ing apparel must be avoided by agent and
percipient : the latter's eyes must be closed
to avoid distraction, breathing regular and
mind abstracted during all observations.
Experiments should be executed primarily
in daylight. All reference to the pulse, re-

fers to the movements of the straw con-
nected to the percipient's pulse. Find the
latter (Fig. 1) and indicate its location with
a pencil.

Cut a very small piece of adhesive plaster

and roll it so that the roll presents an ad-
hesive surface on both sides.

Fig. 1.—X indicates the site of the wrist-
pulse.

Fix it parallel to the pulse. To the plaster

attach one end of a very fine straw (from
a broom), by? inches long. Place the straw
at an angle so that it will approximate a
sheet of ruled paper (vertical lines).

Fig. 2.—Position of arm with straw
attached to the pulse.

Observe the swing of the straw directly

or as a shadow. In the latter event, if the
light is from the South use the right and if

from the North, the left pulse.

Note that the greatest amplitude of the
straw is secured by the arm resting com-
fortably on a book or cushion with the

that the brain

wave-theory is correct de-

spite the fact that, telepa-

thic effects unlike other

forms of radiant energy do
not vary in intensity ac-

cording to distance. The
moment a person (agent)

Wills Forcibly (not mere
thought) there is a slight

hesitancy or retardation of

the straw. Close observa-
tion shows a slight extra

kick of the latter followed

by a transitory stop (in-

hibition). Each time the

agent wills in the direc-

tion of the percipient (irrespective of

distance), the pulse effects may be noted.

Before each act of willing by the agent, at

least 10 seconds must elapse to permit the

percipient's heart to recover from the ex-

cited reflex. The latter is easily exhausted

by too much experimentation on the same
subject. If several persons are present,

Fig. 1. The Mark "X" Indicates the Site of
the Maximum Wrist Pulse, and At This Point
Dr. Abrams Affixes a Small Piece of Adhesive
Plaster, and One End of a Very Fine Straw.

their minds should be passive so that the
waves from the agent alone will act. Note
by the effects on the pulse that some are
able to will more forcibly than others.

{Continued on page 345)
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"OverThere -A MiniatureWarPanorama
By GEORGE HOLMES

REALISTIC and beautiful is the pre-
sentation of a great Spectacle or
Panorama in the miniature, when
correctly staged. This field presents
a wonderful opportunity for the

real genius and creative mind to bring forth

sentring it spells its success and from all ac-

counts it bids fair to equal in fame if not
exceed the original battle panorama of "The
Battle of Waterloo," done by Robert
Barker, or our own "Battle of Gettys-
burg." The creator of "Over There"

formative and therefore educational. No
matter what the impelling idea of the
author, whether purely for commercial
amusement purposes or not, he eventually
proceeds to inform and spread knowledge.
To many, the fact that the panorama has

"Out Front" and "Behind the Scenes" of Coney Island's Latest Success—"Over There"—a Complete Living Picture In Miniature of the
European Battle-Fields. It Took a Real Genius To Produce the Thousand and One Details So That the Audience Could See What "Shell-

Fire" Does to a Peaceful Little French Village.

truly enchanting effects of color, scene and
action. A splendid example of this fascin-
ating art may be wittiest in the new and
timely panorama "Over There" now being
presented at "Luna Park"—the far-famed
heart of Coney Island, New York City's

pleasure ground. To say that Luna is pre-

is Mr. Hugh Thomas, for years associated

with the big Coney amusement resort, pro-
jector of the "Submarine Battle," and other
mammoth indoor spectacles.

There is a value about the panorama
which cannot be denied. First of all, it

lends itself only to subjects which are in-

a serious history away from its uses as
an amusement proposition will come as
news. Yet its initiation is connected with
no less a personage than Sir Joshua
Reynolds. The invention, for it was origin-
ally patented as such, came from the brain

(Continued on page 353)

PUSH BUTTON—DYNAMO SPINS

—

LAMP LIGHTS!
Flashlights are now used by the million

all over the world—practically every well
equipt soldier in the Allied as well as in the
German armies, not to mention the navies,
carries an electric flashlight. Think what
it would mean if overnight a modern
Aladdin should wave his magic wand and
decree that the flashlight could stay but that
the batteries must go. Such will be the
magical change which will overtake us one
of these fine days when the invention il-

lustrated herewith is successfully exploited
and made cheap enough to be available to

every man, woman and child who have any
use for flashlights.

The model of the push-button dynamo
flashlight shown herewith is somewhat large
as it is the first model constructed by its

inventor. The principles on which it is de-
signed are, however, correct, and it is only
a matter of refining the details of its make-
up in order to reduce its size and weight.
As herewith illustrated, the trigger which
is placed on the handle and resembling that

of a revolver, is successively pulled toward
the handle by a natural gripping action of
the hand, and this trigger works a quick-
acting worm or screw similar to that found
on the well-known ratchet screw-driver.
The other end of this trigger actuated
ratchet is mechanically connected with a
small alternating current dynamo or mag-
neto, which supplies the necessary current
to light the flashlight bulb. The bulb is

mounted in the usual reflector and fur-
nished with a suitable lens.

The Latest In Flashlights—the "Push Button
Dynamo Light." A Small Dynamo Does the

Trick.

Several years ago a similar dynamo flash-

light intended to be operated by the pres-
sure of the hand or fingers was brought
out in Europe, but due to the war condi-
tions which followed soon after its intro-
duction, it has never reached the United
States. The type of dynamo flashlight here
illustrated was invented by a Yankee genius
and the model was thoroly demonstrated
before the editors.

WONDERS NEVER CEASE
"The Office Dog" conducts a full page

feature in the amiable Ladies' Home Com-
panion. It is usually a very bright page and
you can learn a lot from it. We like it.

Dogs, however, are notoriously shy of elec-

tricity, as any boy who has a spark coil

AND a dog will readily testify. Dogs and
electricity never mix. "The Office Dog"
is no exception to that rule. He is shy on
electricity too ! Witness the following
blossom plucked from its May, 1918, page:

Walking in a thunder storm under an
umbrella with the modern metal rod
is now said to be about the most dan-
gerous of practices, since the metal is

an almost certain conductor of elec-

tricity.

The italics are ours. It was a new dis-

covery to us, that a metal could be an almost
certain conductor. Will the "Office Dog"
please send us at once a sample of that re-
markable metal for analysis? Will gladly
send him in return an almost certain soup-
bone, guaranteed to give almost certain
food for thought

!
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The Man Who Stayed at Home I
At last ! A war play without "fire-works."

To say the least, our American audiences
of his sweetheart, which further adds to all

the troubles.

A Critical Moment from the Timely Play "The Man Who Stayed At Home." The Photo
Shows Mr. Brown and Miss Kaelred In the Act of Intercepting a Submarine Message and
Falsifying a Reply That Led the German U-Boat Astray and to Capture by the British

Sea-Dogs.

have been bombarded with a class of pro-
ductions and films that tended more to the

"flag-waving" and "patriotic airs" variety,

than to any real semblance of plot, story

or genuine interest ; which would in a
moderate way serve to amuse, thrill and
most of all, go a long way in the moulding
of opinion and stir one to real conscienti-

ous and patriotic thought.

The production in mind was presented
originally under the title of "The White
Feather," by Mr. William A. Brady, at the

Comedy Theatre in February, 1915. This
was of course before we Americans had
begun to think of a war with Germany or
the intrigues that were taking place daily

right in our very midst. Naturally under
such circumstances, the most part of us,

self-centered, failed to see the moral in

the piece and like many other unfortu-
nate plays it was relegated to the store-

house.

The story of the piece has had some ma-
terial changes made in it, in that now it is

the American troops and their transports

which must be protected from the under-sea
sniper the "Hun Submarine."

The action takes place in an English

coast town. Mrs. Sanderson and her son

are running a boarding house as a blind,

being actively engaged in spying for the

Imperial German Government. Christopher
Brent, an Englishman of dense or "Silly-

Ass" type, is a boarder. Everyone up-

braids him for being a slacker; even his

best girl is doubtful of him. Naturally he
feels very hurt but can offer no defense on
his behalf for his seeming idleness because

—S-S-S-H, he is a spy in the employ of the

British Government ! With him at the

same house is his "cryptic" and beautiful

female aid in the person of Miss Miriam
Lee. His being so much with the afore-
said personage raises rebellion in the heart

Nevertheless, and in a truly melodramatic
style, he discovers the Hun's secret wire-
less outfit in the fireplace and turns it to

his own advantage and then wrecks it.

Further thrills are experienced in the at-

tempted burning of the house and his almost
untimely end in which he puts one over on
the Kaiser's spies and their final round-up.
Whereupon he wins his "lady-fair" and the

glory of the whole household, even to Dad's
profuse blessings

!

S. X-RAY STATION ON WHEELS.
For operating between the field hospitals

and the firing lines, a Chicago electrical

genius, Mr. C. L. Fits, has developed the

complete X-ray equipment illustrated. It is

mounted on an automobile and derives its

power from a specially designed direct cur-
rent generator, driven by the engine. This
generator is equipt to deliver 2 K. W. alter-

nating current.
The transformer will deliver a spark from

10 to 12 inches long. The transformer and
synchronous motor are mounted rigidly in a
cabinet. The X-ray machine is of the in-

tefrupterless type, which is superior to or-

dinary machines which rectify their own
current in the X-ray tube.

The marble switchboard has all necessary
instruments such as a time switch, pole
indicator, rheostat, pilot lamps, fuses, and
switch; also a volt-ampere meter for the

low tension side of the transformer. On
top of the cabinet is mounted a milli-

ampermeter for measuring the current
which passes thru the X-ray tube.

The Radiographic table is full size and
can be tilted 90 degrees. It is equipt with
one X-ray tube under the table for Fluoro-
scopic work and one above for Radiographic
work. The lower tube moves in a longi-

tudinal direction, while the upper one moves
both longitudinally and vertically. The
table has an automatic tray and cassetts

(plate holders) into which the plates can
be inserted from the side.

As the cabinet is built in sections locked
together, it is very easily taken apart and
set up with the radiograph table together
in a room or inside a house. In this case
the automobile would be the power station

and a cable would make the connection
from the dynamo to the transformer.
In the left corner of the compartment is

an instrument cabinet. In the bottom of
this cabinet is a lead-lined cabinet for un-
exposed X-ray plates. Between the X-ray
cabinet and the instrument cabinet is a dark
room chamber which enables the operator
to load the cassetts and to develop the
negatives.

On the left side opposite the radiographic
table is a leather upholstered seat which
folds back into the wall. Occasionally it

may be used as a berth. The room is

lighted with white and blue electric lights.

When the doors are closed it makes a very
desirable dark room for Fluoroscopic work.

The Latest Design of Portable X-Ray Ambulance for U. S. Army. It Derives Its Power,
About Two Kilowatts, from a Special Dynamo Driven by the Engine. It Includes Plate
Developing Facilities, Complete Switch-Board for Controlling X-Ray Bulbs, and Other

Necessary Conveniences.
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The Blind Now Tape Electric Coils

ASHORT time ago the question of se-

curing some help from the blind was
taken up by the Westinghouse people

with the Pennsylvania Association, a branch
of which is located in Pittsburgh, and a

As this was an entirely new line of work
for them, it was decided to have a repre-

sentative of the Association go to East
Pittsburgh to become familiar with the

work so as to be in a position to instruct

Naturally, as this is new work, the speed
is not so great as with, those who can see,

but this will increase as they become more
proficient, and also the number employed
will be very materially increased.

It Has Been Found That Blind Persons Can Wind and
Tape Electric Colls Quickly and Accurately. Taping Arma-

ture Colls.

Some Idea of the Work Done by the Blind May Be Judged
from This View, Where All Sorts of Intricate Coils Are

Wound and Taped.

sample lot of motor coils to be taped was
sent to the Association in order that the

employes might be given a chance to show
what they could do. When the coils were
returned, it was very evident that this work
could be done in an entirely satisfactory

manner by those who have been deprived

of their sight. Accordingly, arrangements
were made with the management of the As-
sociation to allow some of their employes
to do this work, payment to be made on a

piece-work basis.

those assigned to do the work. The repre-
sentative selected for this training was the
wife of a former Westinghouse employe,
who was deprived of his sight last summer,
and who is now employed at the Associa-
tion. She went to East Pittsburgh and was
employed until such time as the manage-
ment felt that she was sufficiently pro-
ficient in the taping of coils to teach the
blind and to inspect their work.
At the present time seven persons are

employed and their efforts have been very
satisfactory, insofar as quality is concerned.

One of the employes engaged in this

work and shown in accompanying left-hand

photograph is Carrol Moore, formerly
an employe of the Westinghouse concern.

Deprived of his sight, because of his pre-

vious familiarity with electrical apparatus,

he now finds it easy to adapt himself to

taping coils.

Some idea of the broad scope of the or-

ganization may be obtained from the fact

that last year the sales from the products
of the blind employes amounted to over
$40,000.

THAT ODD PHOTO!!! IS IT AN
ELECTRON?

I was taking a picture of the Mess Hall
at the New Trier High School, Winnetka,
111., with the aid of a flash-light, writes Mr.
Lytton Calrow, who submits this very inter-

esting photo in the monthly "Odd Photo
Contest." At first we thought Mr. Calrow
had really photographed a wild electron
shooting thru a more or less tame molecule.
But we were in for a bump. Listen to
what the contributor has to say :

—

The flash-light powder was placed a little

in front of a line with the lens and the
results are noticed. I have seen several
well known instructors in Physics and
Chemistry and Optics and none could give
me a definite answer as to what the reason
for the lines and perfect elliptical figures
were. They must be either grains of pow-
der or light waves, it seems to me.

Can You Guess What This Photo Represents?

THE ETCHOGRAPH MARKS
DESIGNS ON STEEL.

A small portable electric outfit, which can
be used to mark small tools and for mark-
ing on any steel surface, has recently been
perfected. The outfit consists of an electric

pencil or "etchograph" and a step-down
transformer which can be connected to any
lighting socket. To operate the device, the
electric pencil is drawn over the steel sur-
face of the work, when great heat is de-

veloped at the point of contact due to the

high resistance of the iron or steel. The
etching depth can be controlled by means
of a rheostat. The pencil used, it is said,

Marking Tools with trie electric Etchograph.

can be handled with the same facility as

an ordinary pen or pencil, and script writ-

ing or any other type of lettering can be

used. The outfit is made to operate on 110-

volt 60-cycle circuit, or can be used on
110-volt direct current with a small rotary

converter.
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New Electric Fuse Lighter for Blasting
A California inventor, Mr. Albert S. Cole,

has devised a clever and very useful form
of fuse lighter operating on electricity sup-

plied from a battery. Where considerable

SparKfiap

A New Electric Fuse Igniter for Blasting. It Produces a Shower of
Sparks Between the Ignition Electrodes Whenever the Button Is De-
prest. The Batteries and Spark Coil Are Carried in a Small Case

Slung Over the Shoulder

sand tons of coal, on a basis of one year's

time, is 2.78 men.
On the average, 1,000 tons of coal in the

United States produce 125 h.p. for a year
of time ;

35,-

000,000 water
horsepower de-
veloped and in

commission
would save the
necessity of
mining 280,000,-

000 tons of coal

per annum. As
regards labor,

this vast ton-
nage requires
for its produc-
tion, transpor-
tation and con-
sumption 280,-

000 x 2.78 men,
or 778,000 la-

borers of one
kind and an-
other. The
amount of la-

bor required to

operate this 35,-

000,000 water
h o r s e p o we r

may be put con-
servatively a t

40,000 men.
Therefore the
net saving in

the way of la-

bor alone by
the installation

of this water
h o r s e p owe r

would be ap-

p r o x imately
740,000 men
available for
other industries

Hydro-elec-
tric power is

the real e fE-

cient energy of
to-morrow.

blasting is to be done, it would seem that this

apparatus would find extensive favor. The
complete electric fuse igniter can be con-
veniently carried by a coal miner or other
person, the battery, spark coil and so forth

being enclosed in a small leather carrying
case, somewhat resembling those in which
binoculars are carried. With this apparatus
a stream of electric sparks is obtained be-

tween the two metal points protruding from
the hand electrode, whenever the battery

circuit is closed by pushing the small switch
button attached to this hand member in the

manner illustrated.

The spark coil may be one giving a H
to 1 inch spark. The battery is made up of

two or more dry cells, or several flashlight

batteries can be employed instead. The
stream of sparks obtained with this device
serves to ignite the regular blasting fuse in

the place of a match. It is possible to build

the apparatus at small cost, and it possesses

several unique features, one of them being
that it is just as efficient on rainy or stormy
days as it is on clear dry days, which is

not the case when matches or other sources
of ignition are employed.

HYDRO-ELECTRIC POWER
VERSUS COAL.

The services of half a man are required
in central steam stations for every thousand
tons of coal used. Therefore the total labor
required for the consumption of every thou-

ELECTRICITY CAUSES FEW
ACCIDENTS.

While serious accidents to linemen of
public utility companies are often caused
by electric current, it has recently been
found from an analysis of nearly 6,000 ac-
cidents among this class of employes that
less than 12 per cent of the total number of
serious accidents is caused by electricity,

and that a very large proportion are the re-
sult of carelessness. The following is a
detailed analysis of 6,000 accidents occur-
ring to linemen only. Accidents due to
electric current are given as 11.4 per cent:

Per cent.

Striking or struck by material 18.8

Electric current 11.4

Wire, glass, sharp edges 10.0
Handling tools 9.4

Struck by falling bodies 9.4

Lifting or moving material 9.4
Falls from pole 7.3

Acid, solder, or compounds 6.0
Fall from elevation (other than poles) 6.0
Fall on level over material 5.4
Injured by spurs 4.0
Fall from vehicle 2.0
Run down by vehicle 0.7

Injured by animal 0.7

These units are rated at 14,000 kva., 60
cycles, and since they have a 25 per cent
overload rating they are practically 17,500

kva. (kilowatts at 100 per cent power fac-

tor), maximum rated transformers. These
transformers will operate at the high trans-

mission voltage of 150,000 volts.

These transformer units will form one
42,000 kva. bank, which, together with a
spare unit will make the preliminary in-

stallation to step up the voltage from 13,200

—that of the water-wheel generator. Power
will be transmitted about 25 miles to an
industrial plant where it will be stept down
by means of a number of 7,000 kva. single-

phase transformers of similar character-

istics.

Owing to the large size of the units them-
selves and the great amount of generating
capacity which will ultimately be concen-
trated behind these transformers and their

need to be able to withstand the effects of
momentary short-circuits the shell type of
transformer with special end frames and
bracing arrangements was selected. Struc-
tural steel for these parts was used thruout,

because the strength of the various members
.can be depended upon to a much greater
degree of certainty than with castings. The
top and bottom ends of the coils are held
against distortion by two heavy steel plates

each re-enforced by four lengths of angle
iron riveted to them and held together by
four heavy tie-rods.

The tanks are made of heavy boiler plate,

all seams being welded by means of the oxy-
acetylene process.

Some idea of the physical size of these

units may be gained from the fact that the
height measured 23 feet 6 inches over the
high tension terminals and the units weighed
complete with oil and fittings around 110,000

pounds. Note the relative size of the man
standing beside one of these gigantic trans-

formers.

THE WORLD'S LARGEST TRANS-
FORMER.

Four of the largest single-phase trans-
formers ever built were recently completed
by a large American electrical concern.

The World's Largest Transformer—Rated at
14,000 Kilowatts Normal or 17,500 Kilowatts
at 25 Per Cent Overload. Compare with Fig-

ure of Man.
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Making Electricians Over Night

THE war has changed many things.

If we were a speedy nation before
the war, our national speed certainly

has increased to a surprising extent
ever since we entered the struggle.

Years ago a German writer called Amer-
ica "The land of unlimited possibilities."

His brothers are now finding out this truth

to their hearts' content. Indeed, it seems
as if there is no end to what we can accom-
plish, but if we are to win this war we
must husband all our forces, not only in

materials, but in human efforts as well.

War economies are not only effected in

wheat, beef or coal, but the saving of human
time is an enormous factor if we are to

win this war. It will not do alone to

turn out 91 ships in one day or sending a
million men to France six months ahead
of the schedule. It is the man behind the
man behind the gun who helps just as much
to win the war.

If we can save a great amount of time
for our workers we save just that much
in dollars and relieve just so many more
workers for other endeavors which we
could otherwise not do.

Time was when it took from three to
four years to turn out an accomplished
electrician who could be entrusted with any
job that came along. Only a few years ago
it used to cost thousands of dollars to
make an accomplished electrician, which
amount was made up in expensive tuition,

board, etc., as well as money lost in non-
production while the student was learning.
Hundreds of thousands of dollars were
lost in this manner because the student,
seldom, if ever, is a producer while study-
ing. This means a tremendous loss to the
nation, as a minute's reflection will readily
show.
However, nothing amazes us any longer

in these stirring days. We are indeed doing
the impossible in all branches of human
endeavor. While we say today : "It can't
be done," along comes a chap who has
already done it and thinks it commonplace.
Out in Chicago in the "I Will" city, they

The Most Practical and Resourceful Electrician
Who Has Actually Made the Test On a Dynam

Himself.

now have a big machine (which isn't pat-
ented, either), where they feed raw, lanky
youths in thru a hopper at the top of the
roof and three months later full fledged
electricians, with diplomas in their hands,

walk out thru the school door ready to

tackle any electrical job anywhere at a min-
ute's notice!

This seems hard to believe when one
stops to think how many things the student
must learn before he can call

himself an accomplished elec-

trician. His knowledge not
only lies in the theoretical

learning, but he must know
how to do things with his own
hands. While the fundamen-
tal knowledge can be readily

obtained from books, the

accomplished electrician neces-
sarily must know how to do
things out of his own experi-
ence, and unless he has the
equipment to do it with it

usually proves a long and
tedious job.

The concentrated instruction
necessary to turn out a modern
electrician is being practised
and it is quite amazing to see
how quickly students become
experts in nearly everything
electrical in this school. In
walking thru the instruction
rooms we find students rang-
ing from eighteen to fifty busy
at work—practical work—in

every conceivable branch of
electricity. In one room we
find a large number of students
getting instruction in wire
splicing. An instructor stand-
ing among them shows them just how it

is done, explaining everything necessary,
and then the pupils are taught how to splice

the wire themselves. Here also they do
soldering, testing motors and generators,
while in other rooms we find them wiring
lamps, telephone systems, lighting systems,
as well as electrical sign systems. Next we
see them at work operating a motor flasher,

while another class is studying switch cir-

cuits. There are also classes handling
every kind of installation work.

The writer on a trip thru
this institution watched , stu-

dents at work on meters, test-

ing motors, transformers, alter-

nators, induction motors, etc.

He watched them winding
stators, repairing arc lamps
and doing all sorts of every
day routine work on starting,

lighting and ignition systems.

In still another room are
seen students working on spark
coils as well as operating all

kinds of motor control appa-
ratus, testing watt meters and
building switchboards.

It is quite surprising to find
what a huge equipment is col-
lected under the roof of a
school of this kind, but on the
other hand a minute's reflection
will reveal that unless such a
tremendous equipment was pro-
vided the practical instruction
would of necessity be faulty.
As a matter of fact, if the stu-
dents are bright and alert at
all, they will themselves de-

mand to see as well as do work upon
almost any imaginable sort of electrical
devices. Hence, it did not surprise the writer
to find that there was even an electrical loco-
motive upon which the students worked

!

Besides teaching electricity the school
also teaches practical draftsmanship, and
there are also plumbing and brick laying de-
partments. Photographs Courtesy Chicago
Coyne Trade and Engineering Schools.

Is the One
o or Motor

The Way to Learn Motor and Dynamo Winding Is to
Actually Do the Work With Your Own Hands, As This

' Student Is Doing.

STATIC ELECTRICITY AND GASO-
LINE EXPLOSIONS.

Sometime ago there was much discussion
by several authorities on whether static

electricity resulting from pouring gasoline
thru chamois could ignite gasoline or not.

In connection with this an inquiry has arisen
from a reader regarding static electricity

when filling tanks, especially motor cars,
with gasoline says a contemporary publica-
tion. This has been the cause of fires. In
reply thereto, a Canadian Insurance In-
spector reports as follows

:

"The fire danger inherent in static elec-
tricity is present only when the chamois
skin is used as a lining for the funnel or
other filling apparatus. The use of chamois
skin suggests itself because of the prop-
erty of chamois to pass gasoline but to re-
tain water.

"It has been found that when gasoline
runs thru a metal funnel with chamois skin,
static electricity is released which in a
few cases on record has generated a spark
and ignited the contents of the tank. It

has been demonstrated experimentally that
a spark is generated only when the fun-
nel is held in midair, without making con-
tact with the metallic gasoline tank itself.

"Since electricity seeks the shortest path,
it is advisable to ground the chamois-lined
funnel, by permitting it to make contact
with the metal walls of the gasoline tank.
This way all danger is avoided."
A case in point of the effect of the haz-

ard of static electricity occurred on July
2nd when an auto truck of the Imperial
Oil Company at its filling plant in Van-
couver, took fire. The wagon was being
filled from the tank and the driver had not
made the proper ground connection, the
tank being insulated by the automobile tires.
During the process of filling, static elec-
tricity was^ generated, making a small ex-
plosion which ignited the liquid in the tank
truck.
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Popular Astronomy
THE SUN AND HIS SATELLITES—THIRD PAPER

OUR sun is but a star traveling thru

the universe at the rate of thir-

teen miles in a second. It

is accompanied in this journey

to unknown parts of space, that

lie in the general direction of the constel-

lation Hercules, by an extensive family of

minor bodies, the eight major planets and
their encircling moons, twenty-six in num-
ber, one thousand or more asteroids, arid

numberless comets and meteors, all mov-
ing in prescribed paths around their ruler

whose intense light and heat are the result

of his comparative nearness. Seen from
the distance of the stars he would be only

one star among the hundreds of millions

of stars that form the visible universe.

The most important members of the sun's

family are the major planets. Mercury,
Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn,

Uranus and Neptune, named in the order

of their distance outward from the sun.

We hear occasionally of the possibility

of the existence of inter-Mercurial and
trans-Neptunian planets and some day
an additional planet may be discovered

within the orbit of Mercury or beyond the

orbit of Neptune. The gravitational power
of the sun extends far beyond the orbit of

Neptune and there seems to be some evi-

dence pointing to the possible existence of

two planets on the outskirts of the solar

system. The question of the existence of

a planet within the orbit of Mercury is now,
after long continued and diligent search,

considered to be settled in the negative.

Were it possible to view the sun from
the distance of the nearest star with the aid

of the greatest telescope on earth all the

members of his family would be hopelessly

invisible. So, also, we cannot tell as we
point our powerful telescopes at the stars

whether these other suns are attended by
planet families. We may only argue that

it is very unlikely that there should be but

one star among hundreds of millions that

is attended by a group of comparatively
small dark bodies that shine by the reflected

light from the star they encircle.

With the exception of the two planets,

Mercury and Venus, spoken of as the in-

ferior planets, since their paths lie between
the earth and the sun, all the major planets

have moons or satellites of their own that

encircle the mother planet just as the

mother planet encircles the sun.

By ISABEL M. LEWIS
Of the U. S. Naval Observatory

Our planet earth has one satellite, the

moon, that has the distinction of being the

largest moon in proportion to the size of

the mother planet. Jupiter and Saturn have
moons that surpass our moon in actual size,

in fact, two of the moons of the outer

planets are actually larger than the smallest
major planet Mercury but they are very
small in proportion to the size of the
planets around which they revolve. Mars,

Saturn and Its Three Concentric Rings Com-
posed of Swarms of Moonlets in Revolution
Around the Planet. Note Divisions in the
Rings and Also Belts on the Planet Paral-

lel to Its Equator.

the next planet beyond the earth, the nearest

of the superior or outer planets, has two
tiny moons that bear the names of Deimos
and Phobos. They are both less than ten

miles in diameter and revolve very near to

the surface of Mars. They can only be
seen in very powerful telescopes. The inner

moon Phobos is unique in the solar system
for it makes three trips around Mars while

the planet is turning on its axis or ex-

periencing one day and night.

Jupiter the next planet outward from the

sun is almost a sun himself in the eyes of

his extensive family of nine moons. Four
of these were first seen about three hundred
years ago when Galileo pointed his first

crude telescope at the heavens and any one
can now see them with the aid of an opera
glass. One of the four is equal in size to

our own moon ; the others surpass it in

size. These moons are most interesting

little bodies to observe and they have figured

in some important astronomical discoveries

as well. Their eclipses in the shadow of

Jupiter, occultations or disappearances be-

hind his disk, and the transits of their

shadows as well as the bodies themselves

in front of the planet are all phenomena of
importance to astronomers and are there-

fore publisht in the almanacs of all coun-

tries for every day that the planet is visible.

The five remaining moons have all been dis-

covered in modern times. They are ex-
tremely small bodies visible only in large
telescopes. Satellite V is the nearest of
all the moons to Jupiter. The other four
are at great distances from the planet.

The planet Saturn has nine moons. Titan,
the largest, is nearly equal in size to

Jupiter's largest moon and is therefore
larger than Mercury, four of the other
moons have diameters between one thou-
sand and two thousand miles in extent.
Since Saturn is nearly twice as far from
the sun as Jupiter his moons are much more
difficult to observe, tho the two largest
are visible in small telescopes.

Saturn is unique in the solar system in

possessing in addition to his nine satellites

a most wonderful ring sytem composed of
swarms of minute moonlets, each pursuing
its individual path around the mother
planet. It is this unusual ring system that
makes Saturn the most interesting to

observe telescopically of all the planets.

The planet Uranus has four satellites and
Neptune one. Neither of these planets nor
any of their satellites can be well observed
on account of their great distance from the
earth. The indistinctness of surface mark-
ings makes it impossible to determine the
period of rotation of these two outer
planets on their axes. It is believed to be
very rapid, however, as is the case with the
other outer planets Jupiter and Saturn. All
the planets in the solar system fall natur-
ally into two groups. Jupiter, Saturn,
Uranus, and Neptune, the members of the

outer group, have on the average, diameters
ten times as large and therefore volumes

Diagram II. Relative Sizes of the Major
Satellites of the Sun, and the Earth's Satel-
lite, the Moon. The Distance of the Moon
From the Earth Is Sixty Times the Earth's
Radius and Is therefore Not Drawn to Scale.
The Scale of the Diameters of the Planets
Is Twenty Thousand Miles to One-half Centi-
meter. Note the Comparative Sizes of the
Terrestrial Planets on the Left and the
Outer Planets on the Right. Roman Numer-
als to the Right of Each Planet Represent
the Number of Its Moons Discovered to

Date.

Venus in Different Parts of Her Orbit as Seen From the Earth. The Direction to the
Earth is Toward the Bottom of the Page. The Planet Mercury Shows These Same
Phases. Neither Planet Can Be Seen When in Line or Nearly in Line With the
Earth, Except on the Rare Occasions When They Transit the Sun or Pass Directly
Between the Earth and Sun, When They Appear as Black Dots Projected on the Sun's
Disk. Usually They Pass Just Above or Below the Sun and Are Then Invisible, Due
to the Glaring Light. Mercury Is Never More Than 29 Degrees or Venus More Than

47 Degrees From the Sun.
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one thousand times as great as Mercury,
Venus, Earth and Mars, the members of the

inner or terrestrial group.

The terrestrial planets are the pigmies of

the solar system, the outer planets are the

giants. The density of the planets Mercury,
Venus, Earth and Mars averages nearly

five times that of water. One, at least, of

these planets supports many varied forms
of life.

The existence of life on Mercury is made
impossible by the absence of an atmosphere.

Venus and Mars both have atmospheres

and there is a strong possibility that both

of these planets may support life. Mars
has probably been the most discust of all

the planets' tho Venus is the Earth's

twin planet in size, mass, density, and sur-

face gravity just as Uranus and Neptune
are the twins of the outer group. It is now
believed that water and* vegetation exist on
Mars. The reddish color of this planet is

supposed to be due to its extensive desert

tracts. The existence or non-existence of

certain surface markings on this planet, the

"canals," still continues to be a matter of

dispute. It is reasonably certain, tho, since

air, water and vegetation exist on Mars
that some form of animal life also exists

there.

The question of life on Venus depends
largely upon the length of its rotation

period which is still uncertain since no de-

finite surface markings can be found on
this planet. So dense is the atmosphere of

Venus that it appears to be always hidden
from view beneath a canopy of clouds. It

is the general belief that Venus, as well as

Mercury, rotates on its axis in the same
time that it takes to make a revolution

around the sun. In this case the same side

of the planet would always be turned

toward the sun and under such circum-

stances life on Venus would be very difficult

due to great extremes of heat and cold.

This peculiar form of rotation is by

no means unknown in the solar system.

Asiercid
belt

-Sun
-Earth
Vena5
Mercury

Neptune

Diagram 1. Relative Positions of the Orbits
of the Eight Major Planets. The Three
Inner Circles Represent the Orbits of Mer-
cury, Venus and Earth, Named in Order of
Their Distances Outward From the Sun. The
Orbits of the Planets Are Ellipses, Not
Circles, but They Cannot Be Distinguisht
From Circles in a Drawing of This Size.
Within the Asteroid Belt Are Found the
Majority of the Asteroids, but Not All of
Them. The Revolution of All the Planets
and Asteroids Is in the Direction of the
Arrow, From West to East. On the Scale
<jf This Diagram the Nearest Star Would

Re Distant Four-fifths of a Mile.

Our own moon always keeps the

same face turned toward the

earth and the evidence seems to

be that some of the satellites of

Jupiter and Saturn rotate in the

same way. The length of the

day on Mars is known very ac-

curately on account of the rare-

ness of its atmosphere which
enables us to see some of its

surface markings. Its length

is about 24j/2 hours and its sea-

sonal changes strongly resemble
our own. ^

Life on any one of the outer

planets is impossible. The
density of these planets aver-

ages about the same as the

density of the sun which is a

little higher than the density of

water. The density of Saturn
is even less than water. In oilier

words, Saturn would float in

water and it is the lightest of
all the planets. It is assumed
from these facts that the four
outer planets are largely in a

gaseous condition. They all

possess dense atmospheres and
in spite of their huge size

rotate on their axes with great

rapidity. The two whose rota-

tion periods are known, Jupiter and
Saturn, turn on their axes in about ten

hours. On account of this rapid rotation

and their gaseous condition both Jupiter

Jupiter and His Belts. Photographed By
E. C. Slipher of the Lowell Observatory,
Flagstaff, Ariz. Generally Considered the

Best Photograph of Jupiter Ever Made.

and Saturn are noticeably flattened at the

poles. Both of these planets have a number
of dark belts parallel to their equators and
faint belts have also been seen on the planet
Uranus. According to one explanation
these belts are fissures in the planets' upper
atmospheres thru which the lower denser
atmospheres are seen. The rotation of the

planets on their axes would cause these
openings to lie parallel to the equator.

The terrestrial planets are separated from
the outer group by a wide gap. Within this

space are to be found the asteroid or
planetoid group. There are known to be
over nine hundred and fifty of these minor
bodies whose diameters range from five

hundred miles for the largest to three or
four miles for the smallest. There are
only four asteroids whose diameters exceed
one hundred miles and the majority have
diameters of less than twenty miles. The
total mass of the asteroids is much less than
that of the smallest of the major planets.

It was believed at one time that these small
bodies were fragments of a shattered planet

but this view is no longer held. The
asteroids as well as the comets and meteors

The Planet "Mars"—After a Drawing By Alfred Rordame,
Made December 3, 1911. Note the Canal Lines, Which in

the Larger Telescopes, Are Plainly Discernible.

may represent the material of the primitive

solar nebula that was not swept up when
the larger planets were formed.

With few exceptions the asteroids are

only to be seen in large telescopes and then

only as star-like points of light. Most of

them are simply huge rocks and all are

necessarily devoid of life since such small

bodies have not sufficient gravitational force

to hold an atmosphere.

Law and order prevail among the differ-

ent members of the solar system. The revo-

lution of the planets around the sun and of
the satellites of the planets around the

primary planets are performed according
to known laws that make it possible to fore-

tell the positions of these bodies years in

advance. Asteroids and comets also obey
the laws of the solar system and after three

observations of the positions of one of these

bodies have been obtained their future

movements can be followed. There is,

moreover, a uniformity in the form and
motions of the planets and their moons that

is considered significant in connection with
the origin of the solar system. All the

planets and their satellites are nearly per-

fect spheres. They all, with few exceptions,

rotate on their axis and revolve around the

sun or, in the case of moons around their

primaries in the same direction from west
to east. When the noted nebular hypothesis
was advanced to explain the origin of. the

solar system the exceptions were unknown.
They are now considered to make doubtful
the truth of the hypothesis. These exceptions
are the two outermost satellites of Jupiter,

the outermost satellite of Saturn, and the

satellites of Uranus and Neptune. All these

bodies retrograde or travel in their orbits
in a direction opposite to that of all the

other planets and satellites.

The paths of all the planets around the

sun are nearly circular and they all lie in

nearly the same plane. The asteroids have
orbits that are more flattened or elliptical

and these orbits are in some instances

highly inclined to the planetary orbits. The
comets have orbits that are usually very
elongated ellipses or parabolas. Some of

the comets may be only temporary mem-
bers of our solar system tho astronomers
generally believe that they are all perman-

( Continued on page 340)
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The Gyro-Electric Destroyer—Once More
The Pro and Con of Mr. Gernsback's Idea of Winning the War with the Gyroscope

HAVING read with a good deal of
interest and thought Mr. Gerns-
back's articles in recent issues of
the Electrical Experimenter in

regard to winning the war by
building 45-foot monsters called Gyro-
scopics, which would spread defeat and
consternation in the ranks of the Hun,
I beg to take issue with him on the

feasibility of this plan, regardless of
its astounding features

:

In the May issue, he says editori-

ally:

"This war, more so than any
other, is a machine war. A stereo-

typed phrase, but, nevertheless, a
very true one. When we speak of
a machine war, we usually have
in mind artillery of all calibres,

from machine guns upwards to

42 cm. guns, and larger. We be-

lieve that we will not be contra-
dicted when we state that vast
bodies of infantry can not move
forward nowadays without the
support of protecting artillery

from the rear. Logically, the con-
clusion follows that if we can an-
nihilate the enemy's artillery, he
must fall back. Even trench sys-

tems without artillery support
from the rear can not be held for
any length of time by the enemy.
If our artillery is intact, but if the
enemy is deprived of his, even tho
his infantry should outnumber
ours ten to one, he would have to
retreat just the same. These, of
course, are very obvious facts."

According to reports from the fight-

ing fronts this is true enough without
the endorsement of the General Staff.

In the next paragraph he writes

:

"The British now engaged in the
Western war theater realized this truth
very early and set about to rectify it.

The result was their present Tanks.
These machines fulfill several pur-
poses

;
they are used to batter down

the barbed wire entanglements pro-
tecting front line trenches ; secondly,
they raise havoc among the enemy's
men by flank fire once across his lines,

but most important of all the Tanks
are supposed to annihilate the enemy's
artillery either by putting the artiller-

ists out of action by gun fire from the

Tank or by climbing right over the

enemy's guns, thus putting them hors
de combat. For the first two purposes
the Tanks are ideal ; for the latter they
have signally failed. The reason is

very simple. The Tank is an extremely
slow-moving vehicle in the open field

—

five to eight miles an hour at the most
is its speed. Even if camouflaged a

Tank makes a shining mark for the

enemy gunners, who find little trouble

in getting the range of the slowly

crawling tractor. One or two shells

soon puts the most ambitious Tank out

of business."

Another truth, and he might have added,

if the Tanks have any real military value

where are they in the past big (Allied)

drive? One would expect to read in the

news dispatches where the Tanks like bits

of Gibraltar stood out in the open and
stemmed the advance, but such has not been

the case. It has been proven that in a

warfare where nothing can live above the

ground, and even steel and concrete projec-

tions have had to give way to the power
of the big guns, the Tanks offer no defense
at all, for any purpose. When steel tur-
reted forts like those along the Belgian
frontier suffered such damage and were
practically blown out of the ground, what
possible defense could a Tank or even a sible

The Gyro-Electric Destroyer, Here Illustrated, Was Fully
Described in Our February, 1918, Issue. This 45-Foot
Monster Is Steered By a Large Gyroscope Wheel, Shift-
ing the Latter Either to the Right or the Left. The
Wheel Made of Lattice Steel-Work Is Practically Proof
Against Stray Shell Shots. The Destroyer Runs at a
Speed of From 40 to 60 Miles an Hour and Due to Its
Huge Diameter It Rolls With Ease Over Trenches and

Other Obstacles.

Gyroscopic put up in the face of such a fire,

with their limited crew and supply of am-
munition, especially when the batteries of
the enemy are capable of plowing up every
foot of ground. A few well directed shells

of the 42 cm. type would be sufficient to put
them hors de combat without further ado.
Mr. Gernsback states

:

"In other words, the large and speedy
machine obviously is the thing in this

war. In former articles we have shown
that it is perfectly feasible to run mon-
ster machines over land at speeds from
twenty miles upward."
Possibly, but how could it be done in the

mud of Flanders? The Gyroscopic with its

heavy bulk would sink axle deep in the

mud. Its success would depend upon dry
ground and smooth ground at that. Even
if it could succeed in passing the enemy's
barrage and run down first line trench bat-

teries and machine guns, it would still have
high power guns several miles back to con-
tend with as well as guns at a much nearer
range, and would be practically blown to

pieces before it could over-run them.
By this reasoning we are able to see that

no machine of the Tank or Gyroscopic type

can expect to achieve a decision in this

war. It is in the air that we should look
for results. Swiftly moving bombing
planes which offer little target to the enemy
can be depended upon to put the enemy's
batteries out of business, no matter where
they are located. As many military experts

have stated the decision will be in the air.

The side that controls the air will have the

advantage. With thousands of bombing
planes covering the Western front it would

be impossible for the Hun to set foot on a
bit of safe ground. With all the talk of
the Allies devoting their efforts to building
a large fleet of planes, it appears that very
little has been accomplished in this direc-
tion. Because if they had how was it pos-

for Germany to assemble the im-
mense forces and materials on the

Western front for the past spring
drives.

According to the Tank and Gyro-
scopic defense idea, we wait until the

enemy has assembled all his forces

and munitions for the drive before
they are called on for action. On the

other hand, the bombing plane checks
the enemy while he is trying to as-

semble his supplies, by hunting out the

most vulnerable points of attack. I

can say without fear of contradiction

that a suitable supply of bombing
planes would make a big offensive im-
possible, by bombing everything above
ground. Nothing can escape these
bombs; they are everywhere at once,
carried by swiftly moving planes,

capable of returning to a base for
more and resuming the havoc. The
Tank and Gyroscopic could attain no
such speed or return for supplies.

Once in the work they must go on un-
til their supply of ammunition is used
up and become the prey of the enemy.
While it is evident that this is a

machine war, and the Tank has been
tried and the Gyroscopic suggested,
I am confident that the need will be
accomplished with men, munitions and
bombing planes. Men and munitions,
of course, are everything, but in addi-
tion to these, the practical value of the
bombing plane has been proved over

the Tank and Gyroscope, and they will

bring results unless some inventive genius
brings forth some new type of land battle-

ship/ which must necessarily come, because
men alone cannot stand the awful havoc of
battleship guns, now used for the first time
on land. Inasmuch as no modern forts,

Tanks or Gyroscopics can withstand them,
other means, one of which is the bombing
plane, must be found to overcome them.

LOUIS LEON,
Director.

Rochester, N. Y.
Leon Telegraph & Wireless School, Di-

rector Wireless Telegraphy, Mechanics In-
stitute.

Mr. Leon's criticism is well taken, but I

regret that I cannot agree with him. Quite
the contrary.

My answer resolves itself into the one
word : SPEED. In my article in the Feb-
ruary 1918 issue of the Electrical Experi-
menter I stated explicitly:

"As we have pointed out before, what is

wanted is a machine, not necessarily
monstrous and weighing many thousand
tons, but one that need not weigh more
than the present Tank, and that can cover
ground rapidly, so that it becomes almost
impossible for the enemy to get the range."

I furthermore said

:

"It should also be noted that only a very
moderate speed of the motors is necessary,
inasmuch as the diameter of the wheel—45
feet—is so large that it will move at the
rate of from forty to sixty miles an hour
with the motors running at very slow speed."
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Now if Mr. Leon knows of any method
to train a large calibre gun and score a

hit on an object 45 feet high and less than

20 feet wide running at more than express

speed, I'd like to hear of it. Always re-

member that a Gyro-Electric Destroyer un-

der fire would run at all times a slightly

erratic course, (let us say, a steep zig-zag).

Under such conditions a direct shell hit is

impossible, and any artillerist will tell you
so. The enemy simply can not get the

range of the swift moving monster. It

could only be hit by a very remote chance.

The zig-zag tactics coupled with the high

speed of the destroyer have their true

counterpart in the modern battleplane, fly-

ing thru a heavy barrage of anti-aircraft

fire. An aeroplane pilot caught in the midst
of a barrage (providing he flies low
enough) immediately begins to "pancake,"
or else to loop, dive or climb. He never
stays at the same level for more than 10

seconds, and consequently the gunners
below never get his range. He simply
laughs at them, while he zig-zags vertically.

Indeed, there is no greater dishonor for

a modern air-fighter than to be shot down
by anti-aircraft guns. It is very seldom
done nowadays, the real battles being fought
in the air between the contending flyers.

I therefore insist that no large calibre

gun can possibly put the Gyro-Destroyer
out of business. As to small calibre guns,
let them shoot at it. They will do as much
damage as a machine gun does to a Tank.
The armor of the Destroyer will not mind
it any more than a rhinoceros minds buck-
shot.

Regarding the large guns, our Destroyer
simply runs over them or runs them
into the ground. Or the crew may elect

to slow down when approaching one of the

large guns. Then from one of the side

turrets a few small bombs are dropt on
or under that gun, wrecking it in a few
seconds. Then on to the next gun.

As for the bombing planes, I am just as

great a believer in them as Mr. Leon. We
certainly do need them, and if we can only
make them fast enough to get them "over
there" it will surely help to drive the Huns
from the air and bring our day of victory
nearer. But bombing planes alone will
never win the war any more than Gyro-
Destroyers alone can win it. But both will

unquestionably prove of great help.

Of what good are Mr. Leon's bombing
planes against large calibre guns, well
camouflaged, and invisible from above.
What good are the bombing planes against
an intrenched enemy? What good are they
against a Hun division sneaking up under
cover of night? Mind you, I am not at-
tempting to minimize the tremendous im-
portance of the bombing plane, but by itself

it will not win the war. Germany did not
win the war, and she has thousands of
bombing planes. So have we and our Allies,

but they have not won the war for us.

Again I say, the
enemy must retreat \ """ "" 1,11 1 '"""»"""

if he has no guns to

put down a barrage
with which to pre-
vent us from getting
at him. Destroy his

guns, and he must
fall back. And the

Gyro - Electric De-
stroyer can and will

do all this with com-
parative ease. And
by its help the lives

of thousands of our
splendid boys will be
saved.

Exactly as the Hun submarine is help-

less against our fast moving destroyers

—

for it can not get the range quickly enough
—so the Hun gunner is helpless against

our Gyro-Destroyer. And just as our boys
in blue drop a depth charge on the prowl-
ing U-Boat, so will our boys in Khaki drop
a bomb on the German Gun.

Mr. Leon says : "How could the Gyro-
Destroyer run thru the Flanders mud?"
The answer is simple : It doesn't ! Why

THAT "OCTOBER" ELECTRICAL
EXPERIMENTER

Something new—an automatic bul-

let-proof, steel plated electric soldier
—that will hold the front line §§
trenches against all odds. B

Electricity—the nerve-force behind gj
the artillery barrage— 101 things m
about barrages you probably never =
even dreamed about.

Testa's New Lightning Rod—It up- S
sets all the old theories regarding gj
such devices. Do you think it should g
have a sharp pointt Read Dr. Tesla's g
statements. =j

Electric Power from the Ocean—A
; ew idea in this field of science by g
E. D. Stodder. g
The Latest Electrical and Wireless g

Photos from the American Front.

The Telephone Girls with Pershing gj
Overseas. g
Spectroscopic Methods and the g

Production of Spectra—A sequel to

the article "How to Build a Spectro- g
scope," in the August number, by g
Donald S. Binnington. g
The Revolving Mirror-— How to §|

photograph an oscillating spark dis- BJ
charge, popularly explained by Prof. =^
Lindley Pyle. g
The Burnt-Out Lamp Prize Contest g—Second Spasm. §§
Ohm's Law and the Alternating S

Current Circuit. An Article Every si
Radio and Electrical Student Must |§
Read, by Arno A. Kluge, Instructor g
in Radio, University of Nebraska. =

Glass Blowing in the Experimental g
Laboratory. It Tells You the How g
and Why. Part II. By Prof. Her- H
bert E. Metcalf. g
Besides One Hundred Other Live, g

Wide-Awake, and Timely Articles on gj
Electricity, Physics, Radio, Chem- g
istry, Mechanics, and Astronomy ; g
and All the Usual Departments. gj

should it? Guns cannot advance thru mud
either, nor does an army as a rule. Both
contending forces, if mud separates them,
are deadlocked. But we can run over dry
land, and there is always plenty of that
somewhere, and we can then take the enemy
from the rear and destroy his guns, before
he knows what is up. Then if our infantry
follows the Destroyer there will be an end
to the deadlock in that section behind the
Flanders, or any other mud field.

Editor Electrical Experimenter

:

I enclose herewith $ as my contribution towards building a model
of your Gyro-Electric-Destroyer.

You are to build as large a model as the funds will permit and the money is

to be used for the sole purpose of building this war machine. You agree to publish
an exact account of all funds spent and all contributions are to be acknowledged
thru the columns of the Electrical Experimenter.

You pledge yourself to construct the machine as quickly as possible and you
will turn it over to the U. S. Government immediately upon its completion.

Name

Address.

Nowhere in my articles did I mention
that the Gyro-Destroyer could or would win
the war, but I did say

:

"We are quite confident that a machine
of this kind should do as good work as a

thousand men in the field, and, perhaps,
better."

I still maintain that I am right, until

actual experience with such a machine
proves me wrong, and that I firmly believe

won't happen.

In connection with the above a curious
thing is happening of late. I am in receipt

of many letters from "Experimenter" read-

ers, and I reproduce a few below. These
letters are fair samples of the many that

come to my desk, but I will let them speak
for themselves :

Editor Electrical Experimenter

:

In reference to your May Editorial

and some of the preceding ones. I

wish to state that I am totally in sym- •

pathy with you as far as this "Monster
Land Battleship" is concerned. I am
well acquainted with the details of it,

as I have read your recent magazines
as well as some of a few years ago
where you have also presented a ma-
chine of that kind but of a different

construction. I am also with the same
opinion in reference to the "Tanks" for

I have seen one and its clumsiness.

Now in order that you may not ap-
peal in your Editorials without results

I would suggest, that, being your cir-

culation reached the 100,000 mark, and
naturally all those who read the Elec-
trical Experimenter cannot but be
interested, should patriotically contri-

bute $1.00 to the Editor, and the Editor
should dispose of all such money by
building and perfecting one of those

Giants and prove to the Government its

effectiveness.

For the Government at the present

time is overburdened with the enormity
of its war tasks and it hardly has time

for experimentation.
I personally would be more than will-

ing to make such a contribution and
would urge it upon all those whom I

know to be readers of your magazine.
JOSEPH SEAR,

No. 422 South Fourth St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.
# * * * *

Editor Electrical Experimenter

:

The Gyro-Electric Destroyer which
adorns the cover of the February, 1918,

issue of the "E. E." is a mighty inter-

esting looking monster, and, if practical,

would no doubt give an account of

itself on the battle field.

I suppose the Government, deluged
with ideas of all sorts, and over-
whelmed with the expense of carrying
out its army building and army moving
programme, does not care to invest in

anything that departs so far from the

usual.

Nevertheless, looking at the thing on
paper, and dreaming of its possibilities

if it would work, makes one very anx-
ious to see it tried.

""""""" 1

1 Therefore, this let-

1 ter and suggestion.

Why not get every
"E. E" reader, and
all others possible,

to donate one dollar

to defray the ex-
pense of building
one of these craft

and trying it out?
If it works, turn it

over to Uncle Sam.
If it doesn't, the loss

is ours, and we won't
holler.

(Cont. on page 347)
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The Phenomena of Electrical Conduction in Gases
PART V—WEIGHING AN ION

By ROGERS D. RUSK, M. A.

jAS large as the earth is it has been
/\ weighed, and as small as the small-

/ \ est ion is it also has been weighed,
JL -A- and measured many times. We are

accustomed to think of one as in-

finitely small, and yet in this great universe
of ours the earth may be hardly an atom of

m
The simplest method of measuring — is

e

called the energy method of J. J. Thomson.
It is a well known fact that the energy of

any moving body is */> m v
2

,
and if this be

the energy of one electron the total energy

of N electrons is :

N l/2 m v'' = W,—which may be measured

in terms of the amount of heat generated

when these rays fall on a metal plate. But

the number of electrons N, is equal to the

total charge Q, divided by the charge on

each electron e, and the equation becomes

Q— yi m v" = W or transposing terms ;

6

m 2W
— = So when the heat VV,

e Qy
the quantity of electricity Q in the gas, and

the velocity v, are measured it is an easy

The Way Ions Are Deflected By a Magnetic
Field. A Pretty Experiment Easily Made

With Simple Apparatus.

the whole, and beyond the electron there
may be sub-electrons, divisible again and
again. Scientific investigation extends both
toward the ultra-great and toward the ultra-
small but to the student of electricity the
latter field is the more interesting, because
it leads us on toward the solutions of the
problems as to what electricity and matter
really are.

In previous papers it has been shown
how the velocity of an ion may be measured,
the methods of production have been men-
tioned, and the causes of disappearance
have been explained. All these, quantities

can be very definitely measured, but more
than that the weight of an ion can be meas-
ured, also its electric charge and its size or
volume.
When it was first attempted to obtain the

weight of an ion, or more technically speak-
ing the mass, something was discovered of
startling significance to the scientist and
which may revolutionize all of our scientific

views. Matter of any kind had always
been described as that which possest mass
and this property had always been con-
sidered the most unfailing and unvarying
attribute of all matter. In fact, it was the

one quality by which matter was defined
and distinguished from non-matter, but
when in weighing the ion it was discovered
that this seemed to be untrue, a new wave
of scientific thought developed which is

gathering force as it goes, and bids fair to

change completely many of our present
ideas.

' For a long time scientists were unable
to measure either the mass of an ion or

its charge by any direct mehod so that in

order to obtain some idea of the magnitude
of these two quantities it was customary to

m
measure the quantity — , or the mass divided

e

by the charge. This quantity was easily

attainable because it occurred in many equa-
tions concerning ions, and if the charges

were considered the same on all ions, it

gave the relative masses ; or if the masses
were considered the same, it gave the rela-

tive charges. On account of the fact that

all univalent, ions in solutions carry the

same charge it has been customary to apply

the same notion to ions in gases.

The Expansion Chamber By Which An Elec-

tric Cloud is Formed.

matter to calculate the ratio of —

.

e

There are many other ways of measuring

the same quantity chief among which is a

method depending on the fact that positive

A, The Field About a Stationary, Electric

Charge; B, The Way a Field Resists Motion,

Or Its Inertia.

or negative ions may be bent by a magnetic
force. As the magnetic force on the ion

depends on the charge on the ion, and as the

amount the rays are bent will vary inverse-

ly as the mass of the ion, it is readily seen

that the amount of bending can be measured
in terms of these quantities and set equal

e m
to — or the reciprocal of — . Fig. 1 repre-

m e

sents the deflection of ions by magnetism,
in a tube similar to that used for measur-
ing the velocities of ions.

Now to measure the mass of an ion or

to weigh an ion all that is necessary is to

find the quantity of electricity carried by

each ion and substitute it for e, in the quan-

tity m divided by e, then solve for m the

mass.
. The first step then is to measure e, the

charge on an ion, and this like other similar

processes can be accomplisht in several

ways, but practically all methods for meas-
uring e, which have been developed so far

depend on the fact that drops of water can
be made to condense about ions and if

sufficient ions are present a cloud is formed.
It had been suspected for some time that

the presence of dust particles in the air was
one of the causes which made moisture
collect in drops and fall as rain. In 1897,

C. T. R. Wilson made the discovery that in

dust free air clouds would form if electri-

fied particles or ions were present. This
discovery was immediately followed up by
H. A. Wilson, J. J. Thomson and others,

who made use of the new fact to enable
them to determine the charge e, on an ion.

As is well known the complete or total

charge in an electrified gas can be readily

measured by driving these ions by means of
an electric field to a plate connected with
an electroscope or electrometer. If the

number of ions were known it would be a

simple process to divide the total charge by
the number of ions, and obtain the charge
on each ion. Up until Wilson's discovery
the counting of such minute particles as

ions had been an utter impossibility. Now
assuming by the laws of probability that

only a negligible number of drops would
form about two or more ions at the same
time it was only left to count the drops and
take this as the correct number of ions.

In order to insure as great accuracy as pos-
sible very small drops were used, and in-

stead of being visibly counted their num-
ber was estimated in the following manner

:

—A single drop was observed in a micro-
scope and its weight calculated from its

diameter. Then the whole cloud was
weighed and this total weight divided by
the weight of a single drop. This gave the

number of drops. The total charge was
then measured as suggested above and di-

vided by the number of drops. This then

was the charge on the ion, and two birds

were killed with one stone for now the mass
could be gotten from the various values

which had been obtained for ratio of the

mass and charge.

A typical apparatus for producing such a

cloud is shown in Fig. 2. A is the expan-
sion chamber and P is the pump by which
a known expansion can be obtained; E, E
are the electrodes. When the piston is

pulled down the air in A suddenly expands
and very rapid evaporation takes place

(Continued on page 355)

V. -i\»

The Complete Field of a Rapidly Moving Elec-
tric Charge.
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Experimental Physics
By JOHN J. FURIA, A. B., M. A., (Columbia University)

LESSON FIFTEEN

Water- H,0 Fig 79

bubble' '
-

j^.,

.

lighted match Q q

°o°
T7

Oiill
-

Two Basic Experiments of Intense Interest to Every Lover of Electro-
Physics. Fig. 79—The Electrolytic Decomposition of Water and Fig.
80—Forming Water From Its Constituent Gases, Hydrogen and

Oxygen.

" Electro- Plating" Experiment Which Proves Very Interesting and
Educational. The Electric Current From a Battery or Small Dynamo
Causes the Metal Ions to Deposit on Spoons, Keys, Etc., Resulting

in What Is Known as "Plating."

CURRENT ELECTRICITY
(Continued)

Experiment 87.

PLACE a few drops of sulfuric acid
in a small vessel of water (see
Fig. 79). Fill two test tubes with
this dilute solution of sulfuric acid

and invert them in the vessel as
shown. Lead current from storage battery

or other sources of at least ten volts to

platinum electrodes P and P 1
(steel nails

will do fairly well if platinum is not avail-

able). Bubbles of gas will appear rapidly,

the negative electrode filling its test tube
twice as rapidly as the positive. On testing

we find that the gas at the negative elec-

trode burns with a blue flame (a test for
hydrogen). The gas at the positive elec-

trode does not burn ; but a glowing splinter

when placed in the gas burns brightly, i. e.,

the gas supports combustion (a test for
oxygen). CARE MUST BE TAKEN
WHEN MAKING THESE TESTS TO
KEEP THE TEST TUBES INVERTED:
OTHERWISE, THESE GASES, BOTH
BEING LIGHTER THAN AIR, WILL
ESCAPE. Modern theory explains this

phenomenon. electrolysis, as follows

:

When the sulfuric acid is dissolved in

the water, it breaks up into positively

charged Hydrogen ions and negatively
charged sulfate ions. The current causes
an electric field to be established in the
solution between the electrodes. The hydro-
gen positively charged ions are attracted by
the negative electrode and repelled by the
positive electrode. On reaching the elec-

trode their charges are neutralized and the

ions combine and form Hydrogen gas. The
negative ions move to the positive elec-

trode, their charges are neutralized, the)'

react with the water liberating Oxygen and
forming additional sulfuric acid. The fact

that we find that two parts of Hydrogen
are given off to one of Oxygen is one of
the reasons for believing that each Molecule
of water is composed of two atoms of
Hydrogen and one atom of Oxygen.
Experiment 88—Just as water can be de-

composed into its elements Hydrogen and
Oxygen, the elements in their right propor-
tions can be mixed and water formed. Any
of the methods can be used for securing
the Hydrogen and Oxygen but the follow-

ing is the simplest in which to secure and
mix the elements in the correct proportions.
(See Fig. 80). The jar contains dilute

sulfuric acid. Electrodes, thistle tube T,
and J-tube, are connected thru a tightly

fitting rubber stopper. MAKE SURE
THAT THE THISTLE TUBE ACTU-
ALLY IS IMMERSED AT LEAST
HALF AN INCH IN THE SOLUTION:
THAT THE ELECTRODES ARE
TOTALLY IMMERSED AND THAT
THE "I" (TOP) . TUBE IS NOT IM-
MERSED. The other end of the J-
tube is immersed in a porcelain cru-
cible or china cup containing a soap
solution such as one uses for making
good soap bubbles. When the current is

turned on the solution in the jar breaks up
into two parts Hydrogen and one part
Oxygen, as in the previous experiment. The
gases mix in these proportions in the space
above the solution and pass out ' thru the
tube into the soap solution forming bubbles
of Hydrogen and Oxygen, each bubble con-
taining two parts Hydrogen to one part
Oxygen. The first few bubbles contain the
air of the space above the solution and
should be blown away. Then touch the
bubbles with a lighted match. A loud but
harmless explosion will result (harmless be-
cause it is an inward explosion rather than
an outburst) and water is formed. The use
of the thistle tube is obvious. Should the
pressure of the gas in the jar become large
because the gas is not escaping thru the

J-tube as rapidly as it is generated, there
would be danger of an explosion and of
the jar bursting. Instead, as the pressure
increases some of the solution is forced up
the thistle tube, making more- room for the
gas and also causing less surface of the
electrodes to come into contact with the
solution. This principle is extensively
used in gas generators to avoid accidents.
Experiment 89—Place a solution of

copper sulfate in a vessel (See Fig. 81) AB
and CD are heavy copper wires insulated
from each other and connected to a battery
of at least ten volts (D.C. house current is

very good for this experiment). To the
positive wire connect some pennies or other
pieces of copper (a), (c) and (e) ; to the
negative connect a key (b) a spoon (d)
and a coin (f) (not copper). On passing

the current thru, (b), (d) and (f) become
copper-plated, the speed of the action de-
pending on the current. In a similar man-
ner by using silver instead of copper and a
silver salt instead of copper sulfate we
can silver-plate articles suspended on the

negative wire. Using nickel and a nickel

salt we nickel-plate, and with gold and a

gold salt we gold-plate. CARE SHOULD
BE TAKEN TO CLEAN WELL THE
ARTICLES TO BE PLATED. The ex-
planation is similar to that of electrolysis of
water. The dissolving of the salt in the

water causes the salt to dissociate into the

positive metal ion (copper, nickel, silver,

gold, etc.) and into the negative ion (sul-

fate, chlorid, etc.). The positive metal ion

is attracted to the negative electrode be-

cause of the electrical field established,

loses its charge and deposits itself (or
plates). The negative ion passes to the

positive electrode, gives up its charge and
combines with the metal to form more salt

which in turn dissolves (the sulfate ion

loses its charge and combines with the

copper to form copper sulfate, which goes
into solution). Thus the strength of the

solution is maintained and the metal at the

positive wire is eaten up.

Experiment 90

—

Electrotyping is an im-
portant application of" electroplating. Set

up in common type the page to be electro-

typed. Stamp it in wax or other compound
prepared for taking moulds. Coat the wax
impression of the type with grafite powder
to make it a conductor of electricity. Sus-
pend this at the negative electrode of a

copper-plating outfit as described in Ex-
periment 89. When a sheet of copper about
1/75 of an inch thick has been deposited on
the wax mould, remove it from the solution

and peel off the wax and replace it with
molten type-metal backing to give strength

to the copper facsimile. From such an
electrotype many thousand impressions can

be made.
Experiment 91—In the last lesson we

learned that electricity in motion is always
accompanied by a magnetic effect (Oersted's
experiment) and we learned the rule for

determining the direction of the magnetic
field knowing the direction of the current.

Let us look into this effect a little further.

{Continued on page 350)

Demonstrating the Rudiments of the Magnetic Circuit and Its Rela-
tion to the Electric Current Producing the Magnetic Field. A basic

Rule Everyone Should Know.

f/gSl

These Diagrams Show the Direction of Current Flowing Thru a Helix
or Magnet Coil to Produce a N. and S. Pole. Also How the "Right-

Hand Rule" Is Applied to Magnets.
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Notice to All Radio Readers
As most of our radio readers are undoubtedly aware, the U. S. Government has decreed that all Amateur Wireless Sta-

tions, whether licensed or unlicensed, or equipt for receiving or transmitting, shall be closed.

This is a very important consideration, especially to those who are readers of the ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER,
for the reason that we desire to continue to publish valuable articles on the wireless art from time to time, and which may treat

on both transmitting and receiving apparatus. In the first place, there are a great many students among our readers who will

demand and expect a continuation of the usual class of Radio subjects, which we have publisht in the past four years, and
secondly, there will be hundreds and even thousands of new radio pupils in the various naval and civilian schools thruout the
country who will be benefited by up-to-date wireless articles treating on both the transmitting as well as receiving equipment.
Remember that you must not connect up radio apparatus to any form of antenna.—The Editors.

U. S. Signal Corps Radio Outfit in France
THE Radio Division of the U. S. Signal

Corps has been wonderfully enlarged
since our entrance into the great

world war, and thousands of portable
wireless outfits are being assembled and
shipt to Europe at this time. The ac-
companying photo-
graph shows one
of the Signal
Corps Radio
Squads on duty in

France. A collaps-
ible telescopic mast
is usually supplied
with this apparatus
so that the antenna
can be raised or
taken down at a
moment's notice.

When the troops
are entrenched in.

dugouts, then the
radio men install

their apparatus in

a well protected
underground cav-
ern and lead their
antenna wires
from the apparatus
up thru dark pas-
sageways and out
to the aerial itself.

In trench warfare
the antenna is a
low affair not ex-
tending over three
to four feet above
the trenches. The
antenna u n d e r

these conditions is

given a fairly good
length to make up
for the low alti-

tude.

When the army makes a rapid advance,
then the radio crews move forward with
the troops and carry their wireless ap-
paratus and aerial paraphernalia on mules
or horses, or still more often nowadays, on
auto trucks, some of which are assigned to

the radio divisions for the purpose. There
are also a large number of portable wire-
less outfits mounted in auto trucks which
can travel over the field very rapidly, and
which can be put into operation in less than
a minute's time. These wireless trucks
carry a telescopic aerial mast made of steel

tubing, and are provided with special means
for quickly raising and lowering the mast.

QUICK TRANSMISSION OF TELE-
GRAPH OR RADIO MESSAGES.

Altho there are 26 letters in the English
alphabet only 23 are used frequently, the

ones very seldom used are "X, Y, Z." As

Hhoto Copyright by Committee on Public Information
One of Pershing's Signal Corps Squads Operating a Portable Radio Outfit In France.

"Y" is used more than the other two we
will discard it. We then take "X" and "Z."

1st Proposal : "X" alone indicates the

word "the." "Z" alone indicates the word
"is." "X" may also indicate "a" or "an."

If you were to write "they" just write "xy."
Writing the word "and" write "xd." In
writing the sentence "The boy is good and
he will go with them," all you write is "X
boy z good xd he will go with xm." If you
were to write "his" just write "hz." "Busi-
ness" would be written "bzness."
2nd Proposal : To eliminate, wherever

practicable, all final "e's," such as "stone,

line, lime, practice, etc." The above words

would be written "ston, lin, lim, practic, etc."

3rd Proposal : In such words as "Experi-
menter, longer, water, writer, seeker, feeler,

stronger, quicker, etc.," I would eliminate
the "e" before the final "r," and the words
would then be written as follows : "Ex-

perimentr, longr,

watr, seekr, feelr,

s t r o n g r, and
quickr." "Also the
"e" before "d" as
"stored" = 'stord."

4th Proposal

:

"X" at the end of
a word would in-

dicate "shun" as in

"Induction, fiction,

traction, fashion."
The above would
be written as "In-
ducx, ficx, tracx,
and fax." The
"shun" in centers
of words can also
be written "Fax-
able." "Z" at the
end of a word
would indicate
"able." "Disabled,
fable, table, etc.,"

would therefore be
written "Dzzd, fz,

tz, etc."

5th Proposal

:

"Z" at the begin-
ning would indi-

cate "st" as in

"stick, stayed,
stem, steamer, etc.

They would b e

written as follows

:

"zick, zayd, zem,
and zeamr, etc."

Contributed by
"One of your Radio Bugs,"

E. LAUFER.

Four working parties building a railroad
across Australia keep in touch with one an-
other by wireless telegraphy.

American naval officers are installing a
wireless telegraph station in France.
The Temps announces that the station

will be ready for use in August to corres-
pond with the station in Annapolis. It will

cost $2,500,000. After the war the station

will be taken over by the French.
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YOUNG ROCKEFELLER LEARNS
RADIO.

There is hardly a wealthy family in the

country that does not have its boys in the

service ;
and, in the draft, the New York

district where the fewest exemptions were
claimed was the district in which the richest

The line connection is used only in cases
where it is desired to receive thru head re-

ceivers, in which cases the head receivers
are connected by plugging into this

socket. In the event that more than
one pair of head receivers is to be
used at a time, they may be plugged

into a connecting cord and
in turn connected to the
line connection in the set.

This set has incorporated
in it a ballast resistance

which makes it possible to

connect any number of
head receivers without in-

terfering with the sound
of the buzzer.
The set shown herewith

is furnished complete with
two three-foot cords for

connection to the Battery
and Omnigraph, but does
not include Battery, Omni-
graph or Head Receivers.

along these lines, and constitutes one of the
best equipt laboratories of its kind available
loday.

l'hoto by Paul Thompson
Private W. A. Rockefeller of the U. S. Aerial Naval

Patrol, Studying Wireless Telegraphy.

UNCLE SAM PAYS
$1,600,000 FOR POUL-

SEN PLANT.
The Poulsen Wireless

Telegraph & Telephone
Company has sold its

wireless rights and plant

in the United States and
dependencies to the U. S.

Government for $1,600,000.

This payment has already
been made, while important
deals are said to be pend-
ing for the sale of Poulsen
rights for use in other
countries.

families live. Private W. A. Rockefeller,

of the U. S. Aerial Naval Patrol, if com-
missioned, as he hopes to be, believes he
can see his way clear to outfitting himself
completely—provided, of course, the dealers

give him reasonable time. He is the son of
the late William G. Rockefeller and grand-
nephew of John D. He is here seen prac-
ticing the wireless code with an Omnigraph,
the standard code machine used by the
Army and Navy schools.

Cruft H
(Where

A COMPACT CODE TEACHING
INSTRUMENT.

As can be seen in the accompanying
photo this new code teaching set consists
of a wooden base on which are mounted
a sending key, a buzzer, a battery switch,
and three connection sockets. These sock-
ets are marked "Bat," "Omni.," and "Line,"
and are used respectively for connection to

the Battery, the Omnigraph, and the Line.
The Omnigraph connection may or may not
be used, as desired, but is included in case
the student desires to practise receiving
from an outside source.

SWEDISH RADIO
TALKS TO PALES-

TINE.
Sweden's most powerful radio

station, situated at Karlsborg, has
been put into operation. Regular
communication is now being con-
ducted with Dutch Altenburg in ;

Austria, and also Tsarskoe-Selo. Messages
have also been exchanged with Spanish sta-

tions and Constaninople. Word has been
received that the Karlsborg station's mes-
sages have been read by a little station in

Damascus, Palestine, altho the Damascus
station's plant is too weak to reach Karls-
borg.

A Code Teaching Instrument Provided With
Plug Switch for Battery and Omnigraph.

CRUFT HIGH TENSION RADIO
LABORATORY.

The accompanying photograph shows the
excellent building and lofty latticed-steel

aerial masts at the Cruft High Tension and
Radio Laboratory at Cambridge, Mass.
This laboratory which was built several
years ago, was used as a special research
laboratory prior to the declaration of war
by the United States. It was formerly used
by the U. S. Naval Radio School at Cam-
bridge, but it is not now directly used by
this school.

The Cruft Laboratory was built to carry
on high class wireless and allied high ten-
sion research work, including such measure-
ments as the quantitative and qualitative
tests of radio signals, the determination of
the operating characteristics of radio trans-
mitting as well as receiving apparatus, wire-
less telephone experiments and tests, etc.

Considerable work has been done at this

laboratory in the short time it has been in

operation including a large number of ex-
periments on the wireless telephone of Prof.
Chaffee.

The laboratory is fitted up with a com-
plete equipment of the various measuring
instruments necessary for conducting tests

Photo—Courtesy. "The Oscillator"

igh Tension Laboratory at Cambridge, Mass.,
Some Remarkable Experiments Have Been

Conducted.

A CONSTANT TONE RADIO
BUZZER AT LAST

For a hundred and one purposes the radio
man daily finds that he needs a constant
tone test buzzer. For all accurate measure-
ments of wave length and decrement such
a buzzer is absolutely essential. It has re-
mained for a well known English concern
to bring out such a buzzer, which sells for
something like nine dollars, but it is worth
it.

This instrument, the result of exhaustive
experiments, will operate continuously at
constant amplitude without changing its

periodicity, and the note is instantly vari-
able by the movement of a cam, say its

sponsors. A pure musical note with a range
of three octaves can be obtained. Sparking
at the contact points is entirely eliminated

New Constant Tone Radio Buzzer.

by a small grafite rod which can be shunted
either across the coil or the platinum con-
tacts, and if desired cut out entirely.
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The Einthoven Galvanometer

—

Its Theory, Operation and Construction
By SAMUEL D. COHEN

THE electrical measuring instrument

is the most important asset to the

electrical and radio experimenter,

and it would be impossible for him to

study the actual characteristics of

any electrical piece of apparatus without the

is a delicate and sensitive electrical instru-

ment used for measuring very small electric

currents. To the radio experimenter and
engineer, the galvanometer is found to be
most useful, insofar as unimaginably small

currents are dealt with, especially in the

radio receiving circuit where currents of
one-thousandth part down to a few mill-

ionths of an ampere flow.

Practically all galvanometers with which
the student is familiar consist of two main
parts, a coil of wire thru which the current
can flow to be measured, and a permanent
steel magnet constituting the field. This
is the moving coil type. In other forms of
this instrument, the coil is comparatively
large and is rigidly fixt to the frame of the

instrument, while the magnet is a small

piece of steel suspended lightly by a fiber

of untwisted silk or quartz. In other gal-

vanometers the arrangement is reversed,

and the coil or part carrying the current is

made as light as possible and placed in a

very powerful magnetic field produced by a

large electro-magnet, which usually forms
the body of the instrument. The latter type

of instrument is the one in which we are
interested, as it has proven to be the most
sensitive of them all.

Even in this class of galvanometer, there

Fig. 3. Einthoven Galvanometer As Built
By the Author and Which Shows a High De-
gree of Sensibility. This Type of Galvano-
meter is One of the Simplest to Build, and It

Is Suitable for Use in Recording Radio Sig-
nals and Other Extremely Minute Currents.

The Construction Cost Is Very Small.

aid of it. Voltmeters, ammeters and watt-
meters are the ones used to the greatest
extent by the engineer. However, the most
important of them all is the ammeter, espe-
cially when it is used to measure a minute
quantity of electricity flowing thru a given
circuit. This instrument in its finer term
is called a galvanometer. A galvanometer

M

mjii

Fig. 1. A Commercial Type of Einthoven Galvanometer Which Has
Been Extensively Used in Making Quantitative Radio-Telegraphic
Measurements Such As the Strength of Received Signals, Etc. The
Holder or Carrier Supporting the Galvanometer Thread Between
the Powerful Magnetic Poles Is Removable for the Replacing of the
Filament. The Observer Looks Thru the Pole-Pieces and Sees the
Deflections of the Filament By Means of a Telescope Shown at D, D.

Record Obtained With the Einthoven Gal-
vanometer Showing "Make and Break"
Curve of a Current of 1.3 Micro-Amperes.
The Average Radio Signal Has a Strength of
Forty Micro-Amperes. The Time Interval
Between the Vertical Lines is .055 Second.

are two types, the one developed by Prof.

Korn, who utilizes two, fine parallel wires
suspended in a pow-
erful magnetic field,

and a second form
devised by Prof.
Einthoven, who uses
a fine, single silvered

quartz wire placed
in an extremely
powerful magnetic
field. The latter was
found to be far

more sensitive than
the former, and this

type of galvanom-
eter will therefore
be described in this

article.

Several years ago
the author con-
structed a very sim-
ple Einthoven gal-

vanometer. A 1 1 h o
not as sensitive as
the commercial ones,
it gives fairly ac-
curate results in

experiments which
he conducted in ra-
dio receiving
circuits. The instru-

ment was sensitive
enough to record

radio received currents from distant trans-
mitting stations.

• A commercial form of Einthoven gal-

vanometer is shown at Fig. 1. Here A rep-
resents the powerful magnetic poles excited
by the huge electro-magnets, B. B. The
case, E, contains the fine wire carrying the

current to be measured. Fig. «2 shows
schematically the arrangement of the
suspension for the fine wire E, which

Fig. 1A. A Special Form of Einthoven String
Galvanometer Used in a New York City Hos-
pital in Recording the Beat of the Human
Heart. This Galvanometer Is So Extraor-
dinarily Sensitive That the Minute Electric
Currents Generated at Every Beat of the
Heart Actually Cause the Instrument to
Register a Deflection on a Moving Photo-

graphic Film.

must be as fine as possible. Platinum,
silver or aluminum can be used, but it was
found that even a smaller diameter can be
obtained by using quartz or glass fibers,

these being platinized or silvered. The ends
of the wire are soldered to T-shaped mem-
bers, which are held by two set screws
placed at the ends. Adjusting the tension
of the wire is a close operation and it is

carried out by mounting the upper wire
carrier upon a rod having a cam at the

upper end, the rod being normally pushed
up by a spring. With this arrangement a very
fine adjustment of the wire is secured, con-
nection being made to the ends of the wire.

The method of noting the displacement of
the wire when carrying a current in the
magnetic field is shown in Fig. 2. An eye-
piece, AE, is inserted in a hole in one of

i C

Fig. 2. Diagrammatic view Thru the Eint-
hoven Galvanometer Magnet- Poles, Showing
How Deflections of the Filament or String
"C C" in the Direction of the Arrow "a,"

Are Viewed Thru the Telescope.
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the magnet poles, and the light is projected

by the tube C and the lens F. The wire is

stretched between the points CC, and with

the flow of the current in the direction in-

dicated by the arrows, a deflection is ob-
tained as shown by the horizontal arrow
"a," which is at right angles to the mag-
netic field NS. Even a minute movement
by the wire is greatly magnified by the tele-

scope. For projecting on a screen, the eye-

piece is removed and by sending a power-
ful light ray thru C, we see the image of

the middle part of the wire on the screen.

The screen is placed one meter away from
the wire, inasmuch as the deflection will

vary with the distance. The instrument may
be calibrated to note the amount of current
necessary to produce a deflection of one
millimeter division at one meter distance.

This is a standard of calibrating all types
of galvanometers.

It was found from actual experiments in

determining the sensitiveness, that the string

will be displaced one millimeter for currents
1

as small as 10
-12 ampere (

1,000,000,000,000
or one one-trillionth of an ampere). Sev-
eral millimeters or even centimeters of de-
flection can be obtained with the aid of the
optical instrument and with currents of
values of 30 to 40 micro-amperes, (one
micro-ampere = one one-millionth ampere).
It is thus seen that the instrument is ex-
tremely sensitive.

Some of the most valuable features of
this instrument are :— its quick action, its

dead beat, and its quick period of swing, this

being due to the almost negligible weight of
the moving part, its moment of inertia be-
ing extremely small. Also it possesses prac-
tically no self-induction or capacity. It was
found that with a wire of standard length
and thickness which is one-thousandth of an
inch thick, that the period of the wire is

1

of a second. This is small enough
1,200

for practically all speeds of code reception
used by commercial radio companies.

To determine the period

of the string by actual

measurement is a difficult

problem. However, the

following may be found of
interest, especially to the

more advanced student of
electricity. If a short cur-
rent be sent thru the string

by means of suddenly tap-

ping a key connected with
the string, it is given a jerk
and is displaced thru a

distance d (at the center).

It then swings back to

zero and then past the zero
point, due to the slight mo-
ment of inertia which it

possesses. Calling this

distance X, the point is

thus d-X from it, where
d-X is less than d. If a

damped oscillation is sent
thru the wire, the string

does not actually come to

rest for a definite time.

During this time there may-
be a complete vibration
from which the natural
period t/n can be ascer-
tained. If the string be
made to cast a shadow
over an illuminated slit

thru which the light passes
when it is displaced, and
this light falls on a rap-
idly traveling band of a

highly sensitive photog-
raphic film, and a tap be
then given with a key or
switch, a record of the
movement of the string is

obtained. If the rate at

which the film travels is

known, it is a simple mat-
ter to calculate the period
of the string of the galvan-
ometer.
The string has a shorter

period if its length be

Fig. 4 A
Fig. 4. Assembled View of the Home-Made Ein-
thoven String Galvanometer, Showing Field-
Magnet Coils and Adjusting Screws As Well As
Base Suspension Block for the "String." The
Telescope Members Are Screwed Fast to the Pole-

Pieces By Blocks at 6, 6.
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Working Drawing Giving Dimensions of the Principal Parts of the Einthoven StringGalvanometer Here Described. All of the Parts Are of Very Simple Design, and CanBe Made With a Little Care By Any Amateur Mechanic Without the Aid of Any
Elaborate Machine Tools at All.

shortened or its tension increased, and
the damping of the oscillation can be ef-

fectually increased if a twist be given to

one end of it.

It is thus seen from the above discussion

that the character of the string, its material

and manner of suspension has a great deal

to do with the sensitivity of the instrument.
Also the intensity of the magnetic field

wherein it is placed has considerable to do
with its sensitiveness. The table below
gives an excellent idea of the period of the

string, its resistances, etc.

This will suffice for the discussion on its

operation. Let us now turn our attention to

the more important topic for the construc-
tor, namely giving the reader complete di-

mensioned details on the construction of a
sensitive Einthoven galvanometer, which the
author built several years ago. Fig. 4 is a
photograph of the completed instrument.
This galvanometer was used for experi-
mental work in radio-communication and
its sensitiveness was found to be three-hun-
dredths of a milliampere for one millimeter
deflection at one meter distance from the
screen. This was found to he sensitive

enough for practically all kinds of work
where small currents were dealt with.

Detail assembly of the galvanometer is

given in Fig. 4-A. The base 1, is made
from three-quarter inch hard wood stock,
and the drilling lay-out is given in Fig. 5.

All holes are to be drilled with a No. 18
twist drill. The magnetic field is derived
from two electro-magnets 2, 2, and their
construction is shown in Fig. 6. The core
is a piece of wrought iron one-half inch
in diameter. The ends are machined down
to four and one-quarter inches. Two fiber
bobbin checks are placed on each end. Two
holes are made in the lower end with a

(Continued on page 345)
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A Graph for Solving Wave Length
Frequency Inductance and Capacity

By E. M. T. (RADIO ENGINEER)

THIS graph gives a comprehensive
view of the relation between reso-

nant frequency and concentrated
capacity and inductance over a range
somewhat more extensive than is at

present covered by wireless telegraphy. In

fact, the graph is equivalent in length to

16,000 miles.

In order to do this logarithmic

scales must be employed for in no
oiher way can the enormous ranges

of values be suitably shown. Loga-
rithmic scales are quite simple and
their use should not deter anyone, not

familiar with logarithms, from under-
standing and using the graph. It is

suggested, however, that the definition

of logarithms be reviewed in the un-
abridged dictionary.

In many ways this graph is superior

to the tables for a similar purpose as

given in Zenneck's book, and in the

Smithsonian book of Physical Con-
stants or to the Graphs in the Eccle's

Hand-book.
As an example in the use of this

chart let it be required to determine
the resonant capacity to be used with
an inductance of 10

3
centimeters, in an

oscillatory circuit to vibrate at 600
meters wave length. First locate the

point in the right-hand column of the

chart corresponding to 10
5

(100,000)
cms. Follow the horizontal line across
until it intersects the diagonal line

labeled with the desired wave length,

in this case 600 meters or frequency
of 500,000. Where these two lines

intersect drop down along the vertical

line to the bottom of the chart, where
it is ascertained that .001 m. f. is the
right capacity to be used with the in-

ductance chosen. With 10,000 cms. of
inductance, and 600 meters wave
length, the capacity reads .01 m. f.

Any other capacity, inductance, wave
length or frequency can be found in

this manner.
The following description is partly

for the object of assisting the amateur
to construct his own graphs to a
larger scale after similar methods to

those here employed in constructing
present chart.

The scale at the top covers the range 10
u

to 10" farads and at the bottom are the cor-
responding values in micro-farads, the prac-
tical unit of capacity. Just below the micro-
farad scale are the equivalent capacities in

electro-static units, sometimes employed to
express very small capacities. The value
0.001 micro-farad, that of a popular ama-
teur variable condenser, is near the middle
of the chart. To the right, values extend
to 1.000 times this and to the left to 1/10,000,
which is quite small.

It may be noted here that one electro-

static unit of capacity is the capacity of a
sphere of one centimeter radius, far re-

moved from other conductors. One-thou-
sandth micro-farad is equivalent to 900,000
electro-static units.

The right-hand vertical scale gives 'the

inductance in C. G. S. electro-magnetic units

or centimeters and the left-hand scale the
corresponding values in practical units or
Henrys, exprest both in decimals and ex-
ponentially, so that those who only occa-
sionally use such notations will here find
the correct equivalents.

The scale starts at the bottom with one
centimeter of inductance. The next main
division is for 10 centimeters, and from the
starting point the following main division
is for 100 centimeters. As the scale extends
to 10

10
centimeters or 10° times the first main

division, which is about one-inch long, it

may be quite readily estimated that 10
s

Here's the Radio Computation Chart You Have Been
Looking For. Solves Your Inductance, Capaci'sy and
Wave Length Problems Instantly. Larger Printed Proof
of Chart, 7'/4 by 10 Inches, Sent Free Upon Request.
Blue-Print of Chart Measuring

on Receipt of 25 Cents to
19 by 25 Sent Postpaid
nterested Readers.

the inches is equivalent to nearly 16,000 miles,

illustrating the enormous range covered.
The small subdivisions of the scales must

necessarily follow the same law as the main
divisions and for convenience, their values,

which may be obtained from any table of
common logarithms, are here given as a
percentage of the main divisions.

diagonal of the upper right-hand rectangle.

If the work is accurately done, long
straight lines in any direction will intersect

neatly the corners of the main rectangles.

Now note this property of the double
rectangular logarithmic scales so produced

:

If a straight diagonal line is drawn thru
the corners of the main divisions from left

to right in the downward direction,

the product of the values of the verti-

cal and horizontal lines at the inter-

sections is constant. This may be
noted by inspection. The same is true

for any other parallel line and the
logarithmic subdivisions.

Now, for a constant resonant fre-

quency, the product of the values of
capacity and inductance must be con-
stant. Therefore for any constant
value of this product the frequency
is constant and is a straight line rela-

tion to the scales, which is much sim-
pler than a curved line relation.

The graph is so simple that it may
be easily expanded to any extent in

any direction or any given section may
be enlarged to any extent if greater
range or accuracy is desired.

Having constructed the scales for
capacity and inductance it remains to

draw in the diagonal lines for fre-

quency or wave length.

This may be done from the familiar
formula

:

X (wave length in meters) =
lMS ^L(Henrys) X C(Farads) X 10»

which changed to the logarithmic
form, for convenience in calculations,

and making C = 0.000000001 farad or
0.001 microfarad and expressing the
inductance in centimeters so as to

avoid small decimals we have

:

log L (centimeters)= 21og\ (meters)—0.5506

In order not to complicate the graph
too much, only a few frequency and
vpve' length lines are drawn. The
lettered wave lengths used by the U.
S. Navy are included. The amateur
may easily add lines for any desired

wave length.

The relation between the Navy
wave lengths are as 1

:

ij 2 ij 4 or as 1 : 1.25992 : 1.58740.

The calculated values of the wave lengths
shown and the inductance in centimeters at

0.00 6 77.81

30.10 7 84.51

47.71 8 90.30

60.20 9 95.42

69.89 10 100.00

If smaller subdivisions are desired for
greater accuracy they may be obtained from
logarithmic tables.

A convenient graphical method of mak-
ing the subdivisions is by means of a slide-

rule scale. Drawn from the upper right-

hand corner the longer line is made equal
to the 1 to 10 scale of a slide-rule and the
horizontal lines are drawn thru the unit
divisions of the rule. By transferring the
lengths from the slide-rule with a pair of
sharp dividers quite accurate scales may be
constructed. The vertical subdivisions are
then drawn thru the intersections of the
horizontal subdivisions and the resulting

0.001 micro-farad are as follows

:

Wave Frequency Inductance Log
Length Cycles Per Centimeters Induct-
Meters Second ance

. 2 150,000,000 1.125 .0515
5.96 50,400,000 10 1

18.85 15,900,000 100 2
50 6,000,000 703.6 2.8473
100 3,000,000 2,814 3.4494
200 1,500,000 11,250 4.0515
300 1,000,000 25,300 4.4036
378 794,000 40,210 4.6043
476 631,000 63,820 4.8050
600 500,000 101,300 5.0057
756 397,000 160,800 5.2064
952 315,000 255,300 5.4071

1,200 250,000 405,300 5.6078
1,512 198,000 643,300 5.8084
1,905 157,500 1,021,000 6.0091
2,400 125,000 1,621,000 6.2098
3,024 99,200 2,573,000 6.4106
3,810 78,800 4,085,000 6.6112
4,800 62,500 6,484,000 6.8119
6,048 49,700 10,300,000 7.0126
7,620 39,400 16,340,000 7.2133
9,600 31,250 25,940,000 7.4139
12,095 24,800 41,180,000 7.6146
15,239 19,700 Henrys 7.8154
19,200 15,600 .104 8.0160
50,000 6,000 .704 8.8473

100,000 3,000 2.815 9.4494
600,000 500 101.3 11.0057
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CLOCK-SPRING HEAD BAND.
In the ordinary watch-case receiver the

loop for hanging on the hook is placed as in

Fig. 1. An idea occurred to me thru an

accident which happened to the receiver I

was examining. I dropt it, breaking the

This Home-Made Head-Band Constructed
from a Piece of Old Clock Spring Proves Effi-

cacious In an Emergency.

loop off. When I picked it up I noticed

the placement of the loop and an idea came
to me. I thought of getting a clock spring

J^-inch wide and bending it and placing it

in as the loop had been and so forming a
head band. I procured an old clock spring
from a discarded clock and bent it to fit

my head. I then bent it as in Fig. 1 to fit

the hole in the receiver. I put the spring

into place and put the piece of rubber back,

and heating a. large nail I ran it over the

cracks left between the piece and the re-

ceiver. I then emeried the surface until it

was smooth. In this way a fair head-band
can be made for and by the amateur.
Bending the free end of the spring out as

at Fig. 2 will avoid scratching the face.

Contributed bv FRED ELLENBERGER.

A "VEST POCKET" RADIO SET.
I give herewith a sketch and details of a

small pocket receiving set. I know that

many of your readers would like to make
one. I have tried mine out on the big

antenna at NAH, where I am an operator,

and found that I can get quite a range of

wave-lengths on it. The secondary is wound
with No. 32 ; the primary with No. 36, silk-

covered magnet wire, 20 turns to a contact

;

10 contacts to both secondary and primary.
A fixt condenser is shunted across the
'phone terminals; it is made of thin tin-

foil, about sixteen square inches, wrapt in

waxed paper. The detector is galena. All
parts are nickel plated and mounted on
hard rubber. The coupling is fixt. QST
from NAA could be heard faintly. Waves
from 300 to 1,200 could be heard good.

Contributed by
AUDLEY V. H. WALSH.

UNIQUE SCHEME FOR LEARNING
THE CODE.

The writer some time ago decided to

learn the code, and it occurred to him that

as he had an "I. C. S." language phono-
graph, it might be used to advantage in

this connection. At first a buzzer and tele-

graph key were rigged up, the recorder and
a blank record was placed on the machine,
and a few dots and dashes were recorded.

When reproduced, the results were not

entirely satisfactory as the sounds were
rather weak and ragged. Then the follow-

ing scheme was tried out and the results

were good clear tones somewhat similar to

a 500 cycle station.

A telegraph key, five dry cells, the

primary of a local battery induction coil

and a telephone transmitter were connected
in series. Two 75 ohm bi-polar receivers

were connected in multiple, across the sec-

ondary of the induction coil. One of these

receivers was supported so as to face the

transmitter and be tight up against the

mouth-piece. This produced the ordinary
well-known "howler" effect, whenever the
telegraph key was closed.

One of my indulgent commercial tele-

graph operator friends having become in-

terested, volunteered to make me some
records. The phonograph was adjusted to

a speed of about 100 R.P.M., a blank record
put on and the second receiver held in

front of the speaking tube of the phono-
graph, while my friend tapt off the Con-
tinental code, running thru the alphabet at

the rate of about 8 to 10 words per minute
and repeating each letter four times. Next
some reading matter was recorded on an-
other record at a slow rate of speed. When

Tel. key Loc. bat. ind. coil

f~Y* flexible speaking tube

'^Phonograph cylinder

A Novel Scheme for Producing a 500 Cycle
Tone by the Reaction Between a Microphone
and a Receiver for Recording Code Practise

Signals on a Phonograph.

the reproducer and horn were placed on
the machine and the records run off, they
turned out excellent and could be read
anywhere in the room.
A few records made in this manner act

as a constant guide to the beginner and
enable him to rapidly learn what good
signals should be like, assuming of course,

that the records were made by a good
operator.

Contributed by L. A. GARY.

An Extremely Small "Vest- Pocket" Radio
Set Which Has Accomplisht Wonderful

Results.

HINTS ON SECONDARY TAP
LEADS.

In making taps from the secondary of

a loose coupler or on a primary switch,

many readers undoubtedly have a great deal
of trouble. A little wrinkle which I found,
eliminates all the bother caused by these

taps. First the taps should be taken thru
the tube in the manner shown in the illus-

tration.

After the wire is past thru the tube, apply

a small speck of sealing wax, a little away
from the hole thru which the tap is brought.

A little more wax is placed on the wire
after it has been straightened, near the ends,

which will contain the switch. By this

method there are no loose wires in the sec-

ondary, and therefore none liable to cross

or get tangled with the support rods.

Contributed by
ALBERT W. WILSDON.

holes in lube

/ a

A Clever Way in Which to Secure and Bring
Out the Tap Leads On the Inside of Loose
Coupler Secondaries. They Are Fastened in

Place With Sealing Wax.

A MINIATURE RADIO BUZZER.
The base of the buzzer should be made of

some tough wood or fiber, the dimensions
being left mostly to the maker. The sin-

gle electro-magnet core consists of a soft
iron rivet or brad similar to boiler rivets,

but much smaller, the one needed here being
about J^-inch in diameter and 1 inch in

length. A hole is bored in the base and
the rivet forced thru with the head set

flush with the under side, as shown. Wind
the projecting end of the core with at least

four layers of No. 30 B. & S. silk-covered
wire. Now, connect the ends of the coil to

two consecutive binding posts, three having
been erected as near the edge of the base
as possible.

The armature or vibrator is made of a
corset spring or something similar. The
corset spring must be heated to a cherry red
and then bent into the desired shape. Bend
the spring as shown, so that it will stay
about 5^-inch above the magnet when
mounted as shown. A hole is then punched
in the spring and a short piece of silver

wire riveted into it. This is one contact
point. A wire is now led from the armature
to the remaining binding post.

The current is conveyed to the armature
thru a stiff copper wire bent double and
hammered together at the contact. It has a
piece of silver wire or platinum soldered to
it at the contact point. This wire is con-
nected to the middle binding post and then
bent over so as to barely touch the contact
on the arrnature.

This buzzer could no doubt be reduced
in size until the hand could be closed over
it ; yet it does its work as well as one twice
or tliree times as large, and it can be used

Sllrerconfacts.
stiff copperwire
bent.

A Useful Radio Buzzer of Small Size Which
Any "Bug" Can Make for a Few Cents, and

in a Few Minutes' Time.

to an advantage in a portable wireless set

or for learning the code, et retera.

Contributed by HAROLD LEWIS.
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A Simple Hand Milling Machine

HONEST, I'm sorry about that

"Arabian alarm-clock," Bugs. I

know you were just beginning to

feel, whenever you saw my name
attached to an article, that you

were assured of a sober, dependable ex-

Fig. 1. General View of the Hand Milling Machine Which Every
Experimental Machinist Will Want to Build. Not Only Is It An
Extremely Serviceable Device, But It Gives the Fundamental
Ideas of the Larger Milling Machines. This Device, Altho Quite

Simple, Is Capable of a Surprisingly Large Variety of Work.

By THOMAS REED
cient except for the fact that in operation
the machine is held firmly in the vise, C,
which gives all the stability required.
The soul of the machine is the index-

plate, D. This is a disc of thin metal, per-
forated with rings of small holes ; the num-

ber of holes being dif-

ferent in each ring,

but dividing the circle

into equal spaces—60,

72, or whatever the
case may be.

The index-plate is

fastened immovably
to the shaft E, by the
nut F; (see Fig. 2)
and as the plate and
shaft turn, they carry
with them the work
G, held on by the nut
H. Long pieces of
work can be steadied
by the back-center S.

While the work is

being operated on

—

say while the ratchet-

tooth J is being filed

out — the index-plate
is held in a fixt posi-

tion by the spring-
lever K ; a pep. L, on
the end of which,
enters one of the holes
in the plate. The
lever, with its peg, is

placed in line with any
of the circles of holes
by loosening the

wing-nut M, on the

bolt of which the

lever K is pivoted.

The ratchet-tooth J

correctly, is sure to "come out right."

The holes in the index plate should be

spaced off and drilled as accurately as pos-

sible, but errors tend to eliminate them-
selves, from the fact that the diameter of

the index-plate is so much greater than

that of the work. If you drill the plate

anything like near enough to satisfy you,

you will be surprised at the apparently per-

fect regularity of the work.
It is best to make the index plate from

1/16 inch-stock, but thin sheet iron will do. If

we must (which is my delight) draw on our
household resources, I should think the bot-

tom of a tomato-can, carefully unsoldered
by rotating over a gas-flame, would make
an excellent plate. And don't forget the in-

valuable pie tin.

The guides, Q, Q, which hold the file P,

should of course, be made out of steel, and
hardened. The pivots R, R, are eccentric

with the shaft E, so that the file may ap-
proach the work at different angles.

Fig. 3 shows a hack-saw guide. The disc

turns eccentrically at T, forming a variable
bottom-stop for the saw.

Fig. 4 shows two forms of punch-guide,
where pegs are desired to be set at regular
intervals, as in making rotary spark-gaps.
After marking the work, the punch U can
be withdrawn from the sleeve W, and the
hole drilled with a hand-drill. This peg-
setting is illustrated in Figs. 9 and 13.

Of the various forms shown in Figs. 5
to 13, Fig. 5 is done by a drill and hack-
saw

;
Fig. 6 by two hack-saw blades in the

same handle; Fig. 7 by a knife-file, Fig. 8
by a flat file, Fig. 10 by a half-round, Fig.

11 by very small flat file, and Fig. 12 by a
round file. Among the many-shaped files,

and one or more hack-saw blades, you ought
to come pretty near producing any figure

position of demonstrated fact ; and that

fake bing-clock must have jolted your con-
fidence worse than it did the "Sheik's"
slumbers.

Well, to commence the long, up-hill fight

to regain my reputation as a purveyor of
"Frozen Truth" exclusively, I'll present you
with a little hand milling machine, de-
signed so you can make it yourselves, for
the production of milled objects, such as

those in Figs. 5 to 13.

The germ of this idea was a machine
which our crowd made years ago, following
one said to be used by the old Swiss hand
watchmakers. That tool, however, em-
ployed a revolving cutter, and, you had to
make a separate cutter for each piece of
work. The present, greatly simplified ma-
chine makes use of files of various shapes,
hack-saws, drills, etc.. requiring only a
special guide for each class of tool.

Referring to Figs. 1 and 2, the frame,
A, A, A, would, in a manufactured article,

be a casting ; but I have designed it from 3
pieces of heavv flat wrought-iron, bent into
shape and held together by the screws B, B.
These screws would probably not be suffi-

being finished, it is

desired to rotate the
work into position for
the next tooth. Say
you are cutting a 30-

tooth wheel, and your
outer index circle
contains 60 holes. By
pulling on the small
handle N, the spring-
lever K bends, and
the peg L is with-
drawn from the hole.
Be careful now, and
don't lose your place.

Rotate the index-plate
in the direction of the
arrow, count off two
holes, and let the peg
slip back into the sec-

ond hole. Now your
work is held for the
next cut just 1/30 of
a revolution ahead,
and so on around
your ratchet-wheel,
which, if you count

Fig. 2. A Side View of the Hand Milling Machine With a File Being
Used in the Guides. The Machine Is Held in a Substantial Bench

Vise.
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that even the wild requirements of a "Bug"
may find essential to his happiness !

Oh,—as the numbers of the holes in the

index-plate; a ring of 60 holes gives you
the following equal divisions : 2, 3, 4, 5,

6, 10, 12, 15, 20 and 30. Another ring of 56

Figures 5 to 13 Illustrate the Great Variety of Work Which Can Be
Turned Out on the Hand- Milling Machine Here Illustrated and
Described. This Is, However. Only a Partial Number of the Differ-
ent Shaped Parts Which Can Be Made With the Aid of This Hand-
Miller, and With a Little Ingenuity on the Part of the Building
Machinist, Many Other Useful and Intricate Parts Can Be Con-

ceived and Executed.

holes would give you 7, 8, 14, and 28. This
covers most of the desirable low numbers,
and shows how easily you can figure for
yourselves any other factors you need.

THE PRODUCTION OF RADIUM
FROM U. S. CARNOTITE ORES.
As one of the results of an agreement

between the National Radium Institute and
the Bureau of Mines, Department of the

Interior, to develop a more efficient process
for the manufacture of radium out of the

carnotite ores of Colorado and Utah, the

Bureau of Mines now has as its share more
than $180,000 worth of radium for use in

the sciences. This was procured for an
expenditure of less than $38,000. In addi-

tion, under the agreement, the bureau has
turned over to the National Radium In-

stitute about 6]4 grams of radium, and has
given the country a method of producing
pure radium compound from the ore for

one-third the current price of radium.
When the Bureau of Mines began this

work in 1912, it found that the precious

carnotite ore, constituting the largest known
supply of radium ore in the world, was
going to Europe, mainly to Germany, where
it was being turned into radium and sold

back to the United States at fabulous prices.

j.ttimniliuitllMiltilioiiiiiiiiiintiii nun mi i mi minimum

A MERCURY FIRE ALARM.
Here is a drawing and a description of an

automatic fire alarm which 1 believe will be

of interest to your readers.

The device makes use of the expansion

of mercury when heated. It can be quickly

adjusted and requires

no re-setting. The fire

detecting mechanism
is clearly shown in

figure.

It consists first of

a g 1 a s s (or brass)
tube about 2" long
and having a bore of

or a trifle more.
The lower electrode
has a short piece of
copper wire soldered

to it 4" long. The
rod is fitted into the

tube as shown and
then the end of the

tube is filled with
the sealing wax. The
rod should not fit

too tight or its ex-
pansion will break the

tube.

A small rubber cork
that fits the tube
tightly has a needle
run thru it to form
the upper electrode.

A short length of
wire should be sol-

dered to this needle
as shown in the draw-
ing.

The tube is fastened
to the base, measur-
ing V/>" by 3" by
means of a brass strip

and two small screws.
Binding posts are
mounted on the same
base and the wires
connected to them,

mercury are put in the

cork and the needle m-
figure. By regulating

A few drops of
tube and the rubber
serted as shown in

AUTHORS!!!

All matter intended for publica-

tion—not only by us, but by any

other magazine or newspaper as

well—should be written on one side

of the paper only and in ink. If it

isn't, somebody else must copy part

of it off on another sheet before it

is given to the printer.

An Electric Fire Alarm Is Something Every-
one Will Want to Experiment With. Here's
a Home-made One Which Can Be Con-
structed in Dozen Lots at Very Small Cost.

the distance between the needle and the sur-

face of the mercury, the temperature at

which the alarm is given can be regulated.
A good method of adjusting this appa-

ratus is to connect a bell and battery to

the terminals. Place the instrument and the
thermometer in an oven or a sand bath and
adjust the needle so the bell just rings when
the thermometer registers 110 degrees
Fahrenheit.
With such a system an annunciator may

be used to indicate from where the alarm
came.
This device has been used by the writer

for the past two years with success.
Contributed by WALTER L. MILLER.

KEEP YOUR STRAW HAT ON TO
AVOID SHOCKS.

An engineer suggests in a recent issue of

Safety First the wearing of straw hats

with stiff brims for those employed around
electrical stations. It seems that the straw
hat is far superior to a felt hat from the

safely standpoint; for should the head come
accidentally in contact with live wires, the

rim of the hat or the crown prevents injury,

and gives the necessary warning. The same
holds good when working around steam
pipes. In a recent accident, where a man
unconsciously came in contact with a 13,-

000-volt line, he would have been protected
had he worn a straw instead of a felt hat.

The singing of telegraph wires is some-
times regarded as a weather prognostic,

though opinions differ as to the kind of
weather it foretells. There has been much
discussion as to the cause of this sound.
Probably it is simply the Aeolian harp effect,

and its occurrence depends chiefly upon the

direction of the wind in relation to the di-

rection in which the wires run. Variations
in the pitch of the sound depend upon
changes in the tension of the wires with
varying temperature. Electricity, contrary
to popular belief, has absolutely nothing to

do with the singing.

A SIMPLE BUT POWERFUL HAND-
FED ARC-LIGHT.

The arc-light shown can be made from
odds and ends at a very small cost and can
be used for wide variety of purposes. A
piece of wood for the base, some strips of

brass, a few battery binding posts, screws,
drop cord and plug, and two battery carbons
in a fruit jar, with a small piece of fiber

insulation are all the articles needed to

construct the arc. The fruit-jar resistance

is one novel feature. Two ordinary battery
carbons are held at a fixt distance from each
other by two strips of fiber, the bottoms
being about l

/& of an inch and the tops about

y2 of an inch apart. Rubber insulation cut
from an old tire may be used for handles at

the end of the strips holding the arc car-

bons. By moving these handles the arc may
be raised or lowered or fed together. After
the wiring is completed fill jar 34 full of
water, add a little salt and connect the
plug with a regular 110 volt house light

socket. This will make it necessary to put
heavier fuses in the fuse block. This arc
will melt any substance placed between the
carbons, as it will give from ^ t0 1" flame.
If a housing is placed over the base, as
shown in dotted lines, and a reflector used
with a common reading glass in the sleeve,

the arc will cast a powerful beam for a
distance of a mile.

Contributed by CARLYLE WALTS.

Easily Made Form of Electric Arc-Light
Suitable for Use in Stereoptican or Home

"Movie" Machine.
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The Manipulation of Glass Tubing in the
Experimental Laboratory

By Prof. HERBERT E. METCALF

PART I.

IN
the experimental laboratory there is

always a demand for small pieces of

apparatus which are made out of glass,

and yet are usually too high in price

to be purchased on the market. Again,

Fig. 1. This Shows How, After Making a File Mark on
a Piece of Glass Tubing, It Is Broken By Grasping the
Tube at Both Ends, One on Each Side of the Cut With
the Thumbs Placed Directly Opposite the Cut. You Then
Push "Outwards" With the Thumbs and a Square, Clean

Break Will Invariably Result.

while the apparatus may look simple to

make, most all experimenters, after break-
ing enough glass to nearly pay for the fin-

ished article, give up the job in disgust and
worry along without the apparatus. But if

they had a little knowledge of simple glass-

blowing they would save many dollars,

and enrich their laboratories with many
pieces of apparatus not otherwise obtain-

able.

In the first place the manufacture of small

articles out of glass tubing is not hard; in

fact, with the proper glass, the proper heat-
ing agents, and a little patience, nearly
every commercial article made from glass

may be functionally duplicated. You will

notice that I have said "functionally" be-
cause often it is not possible nor at all

Fig. 4. Successive Operations in Making a
Glass "Ampoule"; 2, One End Closed; 3,
Tube Drawn Out; 4, Filling; 5. Sealing; and

6, the Finished "Ampoule."

necessary to duplicate the article. Its func-
tion is the standard, and if the home-made
machine will do as good work, that is all

that is necessary.

THE KIND OF GLASS TUBING TO USE.
To begin with, the glass tubing MUST be

fresh. The experimenter can-
not expect good results from
glass tubing which has been ly-

ing around his laboratory since

the year one. That is why such
poor success is attendant upon
many efforts in this direction.

He will have to go directly to

the largest supply house in his

city and demand fresh soft

glass tubing suitable for bend-
ing. To get hard glass such as

boiler glass tubing will spell

failure immediately. If there

is no supply house close at hand
then write an order to the near-

est large supply house, in all

cases specifying explicitly that

the tubing is to be fresh soft

glass to be used in the flame.

In no case should tubing be
obtained from the local hard-
ware store, as it will prob-

ably be many years old. All this is ex-
tremely important because the entire suc-

cess of all future operations will depend
upon the quality of the glass. Glass

tubing becomes brittle with age, and a

piece of tubing much over a year old is

very apt to crack no matter how carefully

heat is applied.

EQUIPMENT NEEDED FOR THE MANIPULA-
TION OF GLASS TUBING.

For simple bends in tubing an ordinary

Bunsen burner is needed, provided it be

equipt with a fish-tail tip. In fact, all

work which does not need fusion may be

done with a burner of this kind.

For more complicated work which does
require the fusion of glass, an air blast

must be added to the flame in order to

obtain the high degree of heat necessary

for the proper joining of the glass. This
may be simply a small tube held in the

mouth. By blowing air thru a yellow flame

a fairly good blast burner may be had, but

is not very satisfactory because a steady

blow cannot be maintained, nor can the size

of the flame be suitably regulated. The
most practical thing to do is to buy, new
or second-hand, an adjustable flame blast

lamp. The air supply may be obtained in

several ways ; from a pump, foot blower,
or a water jet air pump, of the type de-

scribed elsewhere in this issue.

An asbestos mat such as used on the

table may be obtained at any hardware
store, and is needed to lay the hot glass on
while it is cooling. Hot glass must NEVER
be laid on metal to cool, and as it will

burn other materials this mat is indispensi-

ble.

The blast lamp must be placed on the

experimenter's table with the flame directed
away from him and with the mat on his

right, so that he will be able to use both
hands on the glass tubing, and then place

the finished product on the mat to cool.

Fingers are better that pincers of any kind
and a pair of kid gloves will save the hands
from many a sharp burn. A supply of
small corks to fit all sizes of tubing may
be obtained from a supply house or may
be whittled out of drugst6re corks. These
are very important in nearly all operations
and may be used over and over again. Sev-

eral feet of rubber tubing of various sizes,

a generous stick of sealing wax, and a
sharp three-cornered file fits us out.

Now that we have assembled before us
all our materials; the glass tubing of the

Fig. 3. This Illustration Shows the Vari-
ous Stages Gone Thru In Heating a Glass
Tube for the Purpose of Enlarging It at a

Given Point.

diameter required, the burner in its proper
position connected to its gas and air sup-
ply, the asbestos mat and the corks where
they may easily be gotten at; we will take
up the file and proceed to the first opera-
tion, cutting the tubing to its proper length.
The following operations should be very

carefully read over before being performed,
even going so far as to rehearse before
hand, because there is nothing so discour-
aging as to sneak a look at the printed di-

rections in the middle of an operation, and
then returning to work only to find that
the glass had cooled off while you were
reading. It should have been kept hot, and
when the flame played on it again it cracked.

CUTTING GLASS TUBING.
Glass tubing up to one-half inch in diam-

eter may be cut with a sharp three-cornered
file. Place the tubing in front of you and
make a single deep cut in the tube at the
proper length, and then break it by grasp-
ing the tube in both hands, one on each

Fig. 2. Successive Operations to Be Carried
Out in Heating a Glass Tube for the Pur-

pose of Forming a Constriction.

side of the cut, with the thumbs meeting
directly opposite the cut, see Fig. 1. Then
push outwards with the thumbs, and a
square clean break will result. In case one
end is short, wrap your handkerchief

{Continued on page 340)
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TRICK "SHOCKING BATTERY."
A "shocking battery" represents a novel

departure from the ordinary shocking coil,

and is nothing more or less than just such a

coil, enclosed in a case so that it closely

resembles an ordinary dry cell. How to

make it: First turn down a wooden block

to 2^4" diameter and J^" thick. Leave a

small extension Y%" thick and 1" diam-

eter on one side, to resemble the car-

bon rod of a dry cell. Drill holes for the

binding posts and cut four small slots at

the edge 90° apart for the battery supports.

When finished paint the block black and
place in the binding posts It should now
closely resemble the top of a dry cell. Cut

two blocks to 2^4" diameter and thick.

Drill a hole large enough to accommodate
the coil to be used in the battery Do not

drill it directly in the center but off to

one side so as to give ample room for the

vibrator.

The coil to be used may be an old shock-

ing or "medical" coil, a telephone induction

coil or one may be made for this purpose.

Another block is now turned down to

diameter and thick and properly

notched for the supports. On this block is

mounted a small single-pole, single-throw

Insulating

compound

Interrupter

Prim,hp

Pr/m bp.

Place This "Special" Dry Cell With Several
Others and Ask Your Friends to Connect Up
All the Cells in Series, etc. At the Pyscho-
logical Moment Let 'Em Have the Full
Shocking Coil Current By Closing the Switch.

They'll Swear It Was "Static!"

side-action switch and .two binding posts
for the primary. The complete battery is

now assembled, connections being made and
parts fastened together by the battery sup-
ports which are wooden strips 6" long and
fit into the notches provided for them.
The battery is how rapt up in some card-
board or heavy paper. It would be well to

fill in the space around the coil with some
insulating compound to increase the insula-
tion. The whole is now placed in a sheet
metal container fastened to the same with
screws which is in turn placed in an old
battery carton that has the bottom knocked
out. A concealed flexible lead is now con-
nected to the primary binding posts and the
"battery" is ready for action. It may be
operated by a flashlight battery concealed
in the case with the coil. Initiate your elec-
trical friends by having this "battery" on
the table beside several other regular cells.

Then tell them yoa will bet they cannot
connect up the cells properly, in series,

parallel, etc. Let 'em have it, when they
Ret to making the connections.
Contributed by L. SVOBODA.

A NOVEL ELECTRIC ENGINE.
In Fig. 1 of the illustration is shown the

side view; in Fig 2, the end view; while

the cut Fig. 3, gives the working details

of armature "S." The
connections are shown in

Fig. 1. In reference to

the lettering of the illus-

tration PP 1 are two
binding posts, next a

brass support for M an
ordinary electro-magnet,
B 1

is a copper or phos-
phor bronze brush which
makes contact with the
projection on S. A sheet-

iron swing S, is made
after the model in Fig. 3.

It swings on the axle A 2
.

BJ
is a brush making con-

tact with A2
. A1

is a

shaft which joins the
connecting rod C to the

swing S. A8
is a cam-

shaft to which it fastened
the fly-wheel F, and a

small pulley. Dimensions
can be made to suit the

constructor.

I have used this motor
for some time and have
found it satisfactory in

every respect.

Contributed by
PAULNACHEMSON.

lines from each end until you reach the

lines A-A, as in Fig. 1.

After all the slots are sawed take a saw-
file and file down each until the tube has

One of the Simplest Designs of a Miniature Electric Engine
Possible. The Curved Iron Armature is Successively Drawn
Forward By the Electro-Magnet and Released. By a Crank

Motion the Wheel is Set Spinning Rapidly.

HOW TO "STEEL-PLATE" PARTS.
"How automobile parts and all sorts of

machinery are steel-plated" should be an in-

teresting topic to the readers of the "E.E."

Purchase some Potassium Ferricyanid in

a drug store or other chemical house.

Great care must be taken in handling this

chemical compound as it is one of the most
deadly poisons. To show its fatal effects,

one can perform the following experiment.

Drop a small piece of this compound into an
old forlorn cat's mouth. Immediately its

head begins to droop and then the cat

stretches itself out and dies.

Dissolve some of this Potassium Fer-
ricyanid in water. Then put in the iron to

be steel-plated. This should be left in the

solution for about 48 hours. After the

iron is taken out it is heated in a furnace
or even a stove for a short while. Then
a steel coating is permeated into the iron.

From the chemical standpoint the action

is a very easy matter to explain : After the

iron is taken out of the Ferricyanid it has
a practically pure coating of iron. Then
when it is placed in a furnace, the carbon
escaping from the coal, unites with the pure
iron coating to form steel.

This is used a great deal in auto parts
manufacturing.

Contributed by A. MENCHER.

the appearance of Fig. 2. Next turn up a
hardwood or fiber plug that will fit snugly
inside of the metal tube. Shellac it and in-

sert into tube, being careful that the plug
is not longer than the distance of the tube
from the bottom of the "V" notches.

Bend the ends over as shown in Fig. 3

and drill or punch a small hole in the end
of each segment on each end of the com-
mutator. Use small escutcheon pins to nail

the ends down tight against the wood.
Now hold in the vise and saw the segments
apart as indicated by dotted lines Figs. 1

and 2. It is optional, but if you wish, you
may saw down into the wood Ms" beyond
the brass tubing and insert firmly a strip of

mica held in place by the shellac. The
commutator can be filed and sandpapered
up smooth afterward. The leads from the

armature coils are fastened to their respec-

tive segments with solder, using rosin as a
flux.

The writer has used this commutator with

HOW TO MAKE A SMALL
COMMUTATOR.

Procure a piece of brass tubing the di-

ameter and length you wish your commu-
tator. Flush pipe used by plumbers is very
good for this purpose. It comes in sizes

from 24" inside diameter up to 2" and is

seamless and uniform. Square up the ends
in a lathe if one is handy, or, if not, a fine

file and try square will serve. Then set the
dividers and scratch lines around the tube
from 3/16" to %" wide, depending upon
the diameter. Space off the tube into as
many segments as there are slots in the
armature, and, with a scriber mark the sec-
tions where they are to be divided. Use a
fine hack saw, or a piece of clock spring
held on edge in the vise and hacked with a
sharp edge file. This makes an ideal saw
for the purpose. Saw along the dividing

aa/YYVVY\

WvWvW
Fig.2

Wooddrum

L
• IVood drum

For Small Dynamos and Motors This Quickly
Constructed Commutator Will Prove Adapt-
able. The Brass Sheet Is First Marked Off,
Then Fastened Around the Drum. After-
ward the Segments Are Formed By Cutting

Saw Slots In the Manner Indicated.

and without the mica, but advises the use
of mica for any current above 50 volts.

Curly maple is the best wood to use for
the hub, but fiber is the best of all.

Contributed by
HARRY L. ALLEN, JR.
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Experimental Mechanics
By SAMUEL D. COHEN

LESSON VI.

Thread Cutting and Metal Turning

CONSIDERING that the novice has
become thoroly familiar with the

rudiments of plain " thread cutting"

as given in the last lesson, and tak-

ing also into consideration that the

amateur has become a junior master of

Fig. 8. This Shows How a Pair of "Out-
side Calipers" Are Set Accurately on a Steel
Scale. One Leg of the Caliper Rests Against
One End of the Rule. Fine Adjustments Are
Made by Gently Tapping Either Caliper Leg

on the Lathe or Vise.

handling the shift gear problem, the author
will now further discuss the subject.

As the student will remember from the

preceding lesson the subject of cutting

"V" threads was under discussion and now
a second type of thread will be taken up
and this is the square thread. A very good
illustration showing how a square thread

looks is given in the first illustration. For
cutting such a thread a different type of

cutting tool will be required, and in Fig. 2,

we see the type of tool necessary for this

kind of work. This tool is very similar to

a parting tool, only that the rake must be

provided for in the portion that enters the

work to prevent side rubbing, thus destroy-

ing the value of an accurate thread. The
tool holder as shown simplifies to a great

extent the cutting of a square thread. The
tool itself is filed up out of a small round
piece of tool steel, which is then fixt

to the tool post holder In means of a set

screw. The tool steel being circular in

section, can be turned around in the holder
before the set screw is tightened, so as to

give any desired degree of rake.

The width of cutting edge of the tool

must be equal to half the pitch of the

thread. This is evident from the first illus-

tration where "P" shows the pitch of the

thread, which is equal to the thickness of a

thread and space. The exact width of the

cutting tool should be equal to the space R,
or exactly equal to one-half of P. For
cutting a double or triple thread, the case
becomes different as will be seen from the
third illustration, which in this case repre-

sents a double thread. Here the pitch P,
is equal to the thickness of two threads and
two spaces, so that the width of the cutting-

tool must lie exactly equal to one-quarter
of the pitch P. In the fourth drawing is

shown a double thread screw with only the
first thread cut. When the second groove
is cut in the center of the intervening por-
tions of the work, it results in a double
thread.

A very neat way of finishing off a square
thread is to drill a small hole into the work
at the end of the thread for the tool to run
into, as is indicated in Fig. 1. The diam-
eter of the hole should be slightly larger
than the thickness of the tool, and the
depth a little greater than the depth of the
thread. The lathe must be stopt just before
the tool reaches the hole, and pulled around
by hand for the last turn or so. As soon
as the tool finishes its cut, it is withdrawn
and fun back again in readiness for taking"

a fresh cut.

In Fig. 5, the student will note the various
types of threads that can be cut with the
aid of a lathe. It giveg a splendid idea as
to the kind of work the amateur can carry
out with this machine if he once becomes

cutting "V" threads, with the exception that

a different shape of cutting tool is used. It

is impossible to cut very fine pitch square
threads as the pitch of this form of thread
is dependent upon the width of each tooth,

Fig. 9. "Facing Up" the End of a piece of
Steel Shaft Held in a Universal Three-Jaw

Chuck on the Lathe.

skilled in operating it, and experience is the

best teacher.

The procedure in cutting square threads
is identicallv the same as for those for

Fig. 7. Appearance of Universal Thread-
Cutting Tool Which Carries a Cutting Head
Provided With Various Sized Teeth for Cut-
ting Small, Medium and Large Threads.
Any Individual Tooth May Be Reground
Until Entirely Used Up, Without Changing
Its Shape. The Lever Locks the Cutter in

Any Desired Position.

which is naturally wide. Square threads
are extensively used in machinery where
there is a great stress, and where a large

motion is desired with a minimum angular
movement of the shaft containing the
square thread.

The experimental machinist will find of
great help a newly devised rotating thread
cutting tool, applicable only for cutting "V"
threads, and this tool is shown in Fig. 6.

Its application to the work is shown in

Fig. 7. The tool consists, as will be seen,

of a disk of steel having ten distinct teeth

on its rim. These teeth are graded for
cutting the thread in distinct operations of
the tool. The cutter is mounted on a hand
slide rest, which is bolted to the ordinary
lathe carriage, and the tool is adjusted to

each cut by the hand lever as shown in

Fig. 7. When fine work such as for taps,

etc., is required, the pawl is thrown back
out of action, the micrometer adjustment
used, and another trip taken across the
thread. Advancing the lever one hole in

Fig. 5. An Interesting Thread Model Showing the Various Kinds of Threads Which Can
Be Cut on an Ordinary Machine Lathe, Including Square Threads, "V" Threads, In-

ternal Square Threads, Et Cetera.

Fig. 6. Cutting Member of Universal Thread-
Cutting Tool as Shown in Fig. 7, Above.
Each Size of Tooth is Numbered as Indi-

cated in the Drawing.
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Fig. 10. Illustrating How the End ot a Shaft is Exactly and
Quickly Centered By Means of a "Centering Drill" Held in a
Hand-Chuck Mounted in the Tail-Stock Spindle of the Lathe.
If no Centering Drill is Available, an Ordinary Twist Drill, Ground

to the Proper Angle, is Used in Many Shops.

Fig. 11. Illustrating the Use of "Precision" Outside Calipers. The
Calipers Are First Set on a Steel Scale to the Size Desired on the
Finished Work. Never Try to Caliper Stock While Revolving, and
Leave a Little Overstock to Be Finished Off With a Fine File, as

You Cannot "Turn" the Surface Off Smooth Enough.

the micrometer adjustment, brings the cut-

ting point a fraction of a thousandth of an
inch forward. Successive trips with ad-

vance of lever will give the finest finish pos-
sible to a thread.

The heel of the tooth in action rests upon
a stop, so that it can be ground until but
an eighth of an inch in thickness, and still

retain the full strength and power to do
the work. When once set, neither tool nor
cross-slide adjustment needs to be changed

Fig. 1. A Neat Way of Finishing Off a
Square Thread As Cut in the Lathe, and
Which Method of Ending the Thread Is Car-
ried Out By Drilling a Small Hole Radially
Into the Work, at the End of the Thread.
This Hole is Preferably Drilled After Mak-
ing the First Trial Cut. and It Should Be
Slightly Larger Than the Width of the Tool;
Also Its Depth Should Be a Little Greater

Than the Depth of the Thread.

in cutting the screw or any number of
screws in exact duplication. This type of
tool requires very little grinding, as the point

of the tool is reserved and only used in the

finishing or last cut.

METAL TURNING
The author strongly advises the novice

to become a thoro master in the making of
threads on his lathe as after all, experience
will teach him more than a thousand articles

Fig. 2. Universal Tool Holder Which is

Seen in This Case Supporting a TooJ for
Cutting "Square Threads." The Tool Point
Somewhat Resembles the Familiar "Part-

ting Tool."

which he will read on the subject. It was
the intended purpose of the last two articles

to lead the student of mechanics to obtain
a fundamental notion of the subject and
allow himself to grasp it thoroly by actual

pracme. We will now turn our attention

to the next important subject, namely,
"Metal Turning."

In discussing this topic, let us take a

sample at random of round stock of any
predetermined diameter, and let the problem
of the job be to turn down one-half of the
stock to a certain diameter, also having its

both ends turned to a certain prescribed
length, and one end to have a hole threaded
with a certain thread. The first thing to be
done with the job is to cut the rod of stock
one-quarter to three-eighths of an inch
longer than the finished length required by
the job, so as to provide sufficient material
with which to "face off" the ends. Blue-
prints used for machining operations are
marked with a lower case "f" or the word
"finish" on all surfaces which are to be
machined or accurately finished to size.

Having done this, the next step is to turn
down the ends, and care should be exercised
to see that the metal taken from each end
should not exceed the amount necessary to

make the rod of the exact required length.

The rod is placed and firmly secured in a

scroll or independent jaw chuck on the live

spindle, and by means of a left or right

hand side-cutting knife, depending upon the
position of the chuck, the end is turned
down. The amateur will find it worth
while to turn to lesson 3, Figs. 7, 8 and 9, to

give him proper information relative to

these cutting tools. When one side is

linished, the work is removed from the

chuck a-nd the other side is turned down.
In the lathe cut proper precaution should
be taken not to take off too much material,
as it will reduce the predetermined -'length.

The photograph Fig. 9, clearly illustrates

how the piece of work is held in the chuck,
and how its end is being "squared up.''

The next step is to provide centers on each
end, so as to secure the work between the

live and dead centers of the lathe. This is

to be used only when an accurate job is

required, and especially when the work is

very long. In order to do, this, a center
drill will be necessary, and the work should
be secured to the chuck of the live spindle.

The center drill is held in a drill chuck se-

cured to the tail stock spindle. Illustration

Fig. 10, shows clearly just how this is done.

Care should be taken to see that the drill

is not fed too quickly or else the drill point
may break.

The third step is to place the work be-

tween the centers of the lathe, and to secure
it to the face plate by means of a dog. Fig. 7

of lesson 3, shows how this is accomplished.
P>efore starting to turn the rod, carefully
oil the dead center as it will heat consider-
ably when the end of the work revolves
upon it, and thus destroy the hardness of

Fig. 3. In Cutting a "Double Thread," the
Thread Cutting Tool Must Be Ground to
Have a Thickness of One-half That Used for
Cutting a Single Thread As Becomes Evi-
dent. The Pitch of the Single Thread Is In-
dicated By P in the Drawing, and is Equal to
the Thickness of Two Threads and Two
Spaces. This Makes tne Width of the
Threading Tool Equal to One-quarter of the

Pitch P.

the center. To reduce one-half of the stock
to the predetermined diameter, it will be
necessary to utilize a diamond-point tool in

the slide rest of the lathe, and with the aid
of this tool proceed to take the initial cut

and run the tool approximately to the center
line of the work. Then bring back the
tool to the original position, and repeat tak-
ing off a certain amount of metal until the

(Continued on page 339)

E£

Fig. 4. A View of a "Double Square Thread"
Being Cut on Round Stock With Only the
First Thread Cut. When the Second Thread
is Turned on the Stock, It Will Come in Be-
tween the Convolutions Here Shown, Thus

Completing the Double-threaded Screw.
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Experimental Chemistry
By ALBERT W. WILSDON

Twenty-Eighth Lesson

Fig. 129. Apparatus Employed for the Distillation of Water, Which
Is One of the Purest Forms and Should Be Used in All Laboratory
Experiments. The Larger the Liebig Condenser, the More Water

Distilled, and the Greater the Cooling Surface.

Fig. 130. Electrolytic Generator for Decomposing Water Into Its
Constituents, Hydrogen and Oxygen. With This Form, Carbon
Electrodes Are Utilized, and May Be Replaced By Copper, Plati-
num, Silver, Etc., Sealed In Mercury in a Glass Tube. This Type

is Very Efficient.

WATER, HYDROGEN PEROXIDE
AND OZONE.
CHLORIDES.

THE chlorides, and especially the

chloride of sodium, is universally

present in natural waters, being de-

rived both from the dried salt spray

in the atmosphere and from the soil.

The amount present in perfectly pure water

varies enormously, depending largely upon
the distance of the locality from the ocean,

from saline springs, from beds of rock-salt,

and also, in general, upon the nature of the

soil. Besides this, common salt is always
present in considerable quantities, not only

in animal excreta of all sorts, but also in

kitchen refuse, etc., which forms a large

part of ordinary sewage.
It is easy to determine, with great ac-

curacy, the quantity of salt present in water

or in other neutral solutions, by using a

standard solution of silver nitrat, with a

few drops of potassium chromat to act as

an indicator. The red cromat of silver pro-

duced by the latter is decomposed into silver

chlorid as long as any chlorides remain in

solution. But directly the latter have been
precipitated, the silver chromat gives a red

or orange color to the solution. Thus as

long as there are soluable chlorides present,

AgNOs + NaCl = AgCl + NaN0 3

but when they have all precipitated,

2AgNOs + K2CrO, = Ag2CrO* + 2KN0 3

The standard solution, of the strength

used and described, contains 1 gram of

silver nitrat in 401 cc. of water.

Experiment No. 142.

CHLORIDES (Quantitative Determination).

Measure 50 cc. of Croton water into a

beaker, and add one drop of potassium
chromat. Now run very carefully, from a

burette, (See Fig. 128) the standard Silver

Nitrat solution, stirring constantly with a

rod. Notice how the red precipitat of silver

chromat which is formed by each drop of

the silver nitrat solution, dissolves when it

is mixed in with the yellow liquid, and is

converted into a white or yellowish cloud of
silver chlorid.

When the red precipitat dissolves slowly
and with difficulty, add the silver nitrat

solution only a drop at a time, stirring well

after each addition, until the color of the

mixture just changes from yellow to orange
or orange red. Then stop, read the burette,
and the number of cc. of standard solution
used (for this quantity, 50 cc. of water)
will equal the number of grains of sodium

chlorid in one gallon of water,
test with well-water.

Repeat this

Fig. 128. Method and Apparatus of
Quantitative Determination of Chlorides
in Water. A Standard Silver Nitrat So-

lution is Added to the Water.

WATER FOR MANUFACTURING PURPOSES.

Experiment No. 143

QUALITATIVE TESTS.

Half fill three test-tubes with well-water,
and test them as follows

:

1. For Chlorides.—Add one or two drops
of dilute nitric acid and one or two drops
of silver nitrat. Result—precipitat of silver
chlorid.

2. For Sulfates.—Add one or two drops
of dilute hydrochloric acid and one or two
drops of barium chlorid. Result—precipi-
tate of barium sulfate.

3. For Lime.—Add one or two drops of
ammonium hydroxid and ammonium
chlorid then add a little ammonium oxalat.
Result—precipitat of calcium oxalat.
Repeat these tests with Croton water, and

notice that in this the precipitates are almost
imperceptible, altho quite distinct in the
well-water.

Quantitative Determination of Hardness.
Place in a stoppered bottle 100 cc. of Croton
water and add, from a burette, some
"Standard Soap Solution," shaking well
after each addition. Stop when a perman-
ent lather is formed, and when, on shaking,
it sounds and feels soft.

Each cc. of soap solution used is equal
to a quarter of a grain of calcium car-
bonat in one gallon of water.

Repeat this test with 50 cc. of the well-
water. Notice the formation of a "false
lather" of lime or magnesium soap before
the true soft lather. With this quantity of
water, each cc. of soap solution corresponds
to half a grain of calcium carbonat per
gallon.

MINERAL WATERS.

Experiment No. 144

Test the sample of mineral water as

follows

:

1. Bicarbonates of Sodium, Calcium and
Magnesium.

(a) Notice that the water is alkaline to

test papers, after it has been boiled for a

minute or two to expel the carbon dioxid.

(Continued on page 341)
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This department will award the following monthly prizes: First Prize, $3.00; Second Prize, $2.00; Third Prize, $1.00.
The purpose of this department is to stimulate experimenters towards accomplishing new things with old apparatus or old material

and for the most useful, practical and original idea submitted to the Editors of this department, a monthly series of prizes will be awarded
For the best idea submitted a prize of $3.00 is awarded; for the second best idea a $2.00 prize, and for the third best prize of $1 00 The
article need not be very elaborate, and rough sketches are sufficient. We will make the mechanical drawings. Use only one side of ' sheetMake sketches on separate sheets.

FIRST PRIZE, $3.00

HOW I MADE A "RADIUMGRAF."
I am sending you a picture, or rather

"radiumgraf," in the hope that it may prove
of some interest to fellow experimenters.
The picture was made with a spinthari-

scope. It was made thru two thick-

nesses of black paper. The word "Radium"

RADIUM
An Interesting Radium Photo Which Can Be
Made By Anyone Possessing a "Spinthari-

scope,"

was cut out of heavy lead foil and pasted
on the paper so as to read backwards. An
ordinary photographic plate was placed,
emulsion side up, under the paper. Then
the lens of the spinthariscope was re-

moved and the part containing the radium
salt was placed over the first letter. It

should be left on each letter for at least

forty-eight hours to get good results.

As will be seen the lead foil stops the
rays, while the black paper does not. In
this respect they are similar to X-rays.

—

Contributed by
VERNON G. CLEMENTS.

A MINIATURE "BOOK" LIGHT.
Here is a miniature light for use on

books when traveling, etc. A simple book
light can be made by bending a strip of
brass J^-inch thick and 1 inch wide, as
shown in diagram. Bore a hole thru it large
enough to receive the lamp, which should fit

snugly. Attach two strips of thin spring
brass J^-inch wide to the other end of
the first piece of brass to act as spring,
which can be slipt over the cover of the
book. The wire connections are shown in
the illustration.

Contributed by
MERREL HALLOWELL.

Wire insulatecT ,

from lamp-'^is,
socket

i brass

B&Sook cover

For the "Book-Worm"—A Handy Electric
Book Light That Clamps on Cover. A Flash-

light Battery and Lamp Complete It.

SECOND PRIZE, $2.00

THE COLLAR BUTTON AN ELEC-
TRIC NOTION.

Fig. 1 shows a spark gap made of a base
and two binding posts of the type shown.
Simply pass the wires from the secondary
of a spark coil thru the posts. Next slip

on the buttons, as illustrated, and adjust
the distance.

In Figs. 2 and 3 the buttons are used as
contact points (as for example, on a loose
coupler). In Fig. 2 the board must be of a
thickness equal to the length of the button
less its head. Drill a hole large enough to

pass the head of a button, which head is

then flattened. Now place the wire in the
hollow bottom of the button and solder it

In Fig. 3 the board may be of a smaller
thickness, as here the button is shortened by
cutting off the bottom part (Fig. C). Drill

a hole large enough to pass the neck of the
button, but not the head. Flatten the head
(if wanted) and the bottom. Then insert
the wire and solder.

Contributed by B. DOPPKE.

Fig.3

Spark Gaps, Switch Points, ad lib.—All Are
Possible to Mr. Doppke If He Only Has a Few
Spare Collar Buttons on Hand. Look Under
Pa's Chiffonier Where You Will Find Dozens

of 'Em, Fellow "Muckers."

Ye gods, what next? After this we pre-
sume one of our ardent contributors will

send in a design of a 10 H.P. dynamo made
of 27 assorted buttonholes, a thimble and a
package of hairpins.

And, alas, the worst of it is that Mr.
Doppke's suggestions are not half bad.

—

Editor.

GLASS-BLOWING LESSONS.
In the October number there will ap-

pear the second paper of a series by Prof.
Herbert Metcalf on the art of glass-blow-
ing. These lessons explain every step with
clear illustrations, so that you can learn
the subject easily.

THIRD PRIZE, $1,00

FOR PLUVIUS' SAKE— RAIN
ALARMS AGAIN.

I give herewith a diagram of a rain
alarm which I think original. Its principle
lies in the fact that, when a board is wet

For the Love of Mike! Another Rain Alarm.
A Thin Wood Strip Bends When Wet and

Closes an Electric Bell Circuit.

on one side, it warps. Referring to dia-
gram, rain falls on board A, causing it to
warp, closing contacts and ringing bell in

circuit. Board A has one end free to per-
mit its warping. The thumbscrew is turned
until correct distance is obtained.

Contributed by JACOB E. VOLLMER.

A "BLOWN" FUSE ALARM.
Sometime ago while doing some experi-

menting which involved the blowing of
fuses, I could not readily tell without test-

ing for current, whether my fuse was blown
or not, so I hit upon this scheme.

I first procured a base of wood of the
size measuring two inches larger than the
rod R, which can be of brass or copper and
should have three small holes bored in it.

The one at the top holds the fuse wire F.
The other end of the fuse wire is twisted
around the post connected to the feeder.
The center hole has a spring fastened so
that its tension draws the rod up against
posts C, closing the bell circuit and ringing
the same. The rod is pivoted at the bottom
hole. The feeder should be connected to

Feed wire

reed ivire

When the Fuse "F" Blows the Arm "R"
Springs to the Right, Closing the Alarm Cir-

cuit.

the fuse wire so that when blown the rod
will be disconnected from the feeder.

Contributed bv BERNARD COHAN.
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ELECTRO ZINC PLATING.
To zinc plate steel and other metallic

objects mix together about 4 drams of zinc

sulfate with 4 ounces of water. Place

It's Easy Enough to Zinc Plate an Article, as
You Will Find in Following the Instructions

Herewith.

this solution in an ordinary glass jar; next
fasten a wire to the positive pole of a bat-

tery. Let this wire lay submerged in the

solution. The wire which you have fast-

ened to the negative pole of the battery

should be arranged so that it will hold some
metal object which is to be zinc plated.

Drop the wire with object to be plated in

the solution. Care must be taken not to let

the two wires touch, for this will cause a

short circuit of the battery. Using a 4-volt

60-ampere hour storage battery the action

of the solution will be much quicker and
the quicker will the zinc deposit itself on the

object connected to the cathode.

Contributed by ED. H. RANSON.

THE MYSTERIOUS FIGURE NINE.
Has it ever occurred to you what strange

feats may be performed with figures?

Take the figure 9, for instance. Multiply
it by 2, and you get 18 ; and 1 and 8 make
9. Five 9s are 45 and 4 and 5 make nine

again. Three 9s are 27, and 2 and 7 make
9. Four 9s are 36, and 3 and 6 make 9.

Take any row of figures you fancy, say

8642, and if you reverse them and subtract
8642—2468—you have left 6174, which
added together makes 18, or twice 9. Take
the 18 and 1 and 8 make 9 again. If you
take five figures, say 76543, reverse them,
34567, and subtract you get 41976, which,
added together, makes 27—that is, 2 and 7

make 9, or three 9s are 27.

Thirty-seven is another number specially

adapted for figure juggling. Multiply by
three, 37 becomes 111; and no matter what
multiple of three you use the figures in the

results will all be alike. Twelve times 37

is 444, 37x21 becomes 777, and so on.

HOW TO DRAW LINES WITH
WRITING PEN.

Those who have tried to draw straight

lines with a writing pen and rule, nine times
out of ten have obtained an unsightly blot

for their labors.

Neat and clean-cut lines may be drawn
with the use of the following device. The
thickness of the lines will depend on the

kind of pen points used. The guide arm
(A) may be constructed of brass, altho

steel is preferable in this case. The band
(BD> should be made of spring steel, a
piece of spring of an old clock would be
sufficient. All that is required of the ma-
terial would be that it should hold its form
and not be easilv bent.

A rivet is fixt to hold the guide arm and
band together. Make a dent with a center
punch above the rivet both in the arm and
band to hold the former in place, as in the
case of the extension or commonly called
zigzag rule. No dimensions are given,
altho for an ordinary pen-holder (A) could
equal A", B=%", C=l%", D=y2 ", and
XY=V/4 ".

A desirable feature of the device is that

the guide arm may be folded so that the
pen may be dipt in the ink bottle as shown
in Fig. 1, and in that position it can be used

To Draw Straight Lines Is Not So Simple a
Matter as You Think, but with a Little Help

You Will Soon Attain Perfection.

as a clip to hold it in the pocket also. The
band may be constructed in any design suit-

able to the maker.
Contributed by D. HUGHES.

WAX FOR BOTTLE SEALING.
Mix rosin or cheap sealing wax with an

equal amount of beeswax in a water-bath.
Dip bottles in hot solution and lay on side

until dry.

MISCELLANEOUS RECIPES AND
FORMULAS.

TO SOLIDIFY ALCOHOL—Heat 500
parts of denatured alcohol over a water
bath to about 140 deg. F. and add 1 part

of gumlac and 15 parts of dry Venetian
soap (powdered).

BLUING (COLORING STEED—
Small articles made of steel are very often

blued. A very convenient method for the

experimenter is to place the articles in an
iron pan containing a quantity of clean dry
sand over a fire. Move the pieces around
constantly until the desired color is

achieved, then remove and plunge into

clean oil. It is very necessary that the

metal to be colored is clean.

TO GIVE STEEL A BLUE-BLACK
COLOR—At times a blue-black color is

preferable to a blue. Melt together in an
iron dish 10 parts of saltpeter and 1 part

black oxid of manganese, and heat until

a pine shaving thrown on the surface will

catch fire. DO NOT ALLOW IT TO
BOIL. W ire each piece of work and sus-

pend in the mixture. Be sure that each
article is completely covered. Do not let

them touch the container at any point.

When the desired color is obtained, wash
in hot water, dry in clean sawdust and oil.

TO COLOR BRASS A STEEL-BLUE
—Dissolve 3 drams antimony sulfid and 4
oz. calcined soda in I'/i pints of water.

To this add 516 drams kermes. Filter and
mix this solution with 5j/£ drams tartar, 11

drams sodium hyposulhte and 1 54 pints of

water. Polished sheet brass placed in the

warm mixture will assume a steel-blue

color.

TO GIVE APPEARANCE OF CASE-
HARDENING.—To 20 parts water add 1

part nitric acid. Immerse the piece in the

solution for about 30 seconds, remove and
wash in clean warm water and oil.

TO REMOVE PAINT—To remove
paint without leaving any traces use ether

on a piece of cheesecloth.

NO-GLARE HEADLIGHTS—Paste a

piece of ordinary paraffin paper on the

inside of the glass. A light so fixt is

lawful and gives a good driving light.

LITMUS PAPER—This paper is pre-

pared by boiling litmus, and steeping the
paper in the liquid ; this paper turns red
when touched by acids.

ROSEWOOD" COLOR—Boil in y2 gal-

lon of water. 1 pound logwood chips and
lT

2 pound red sandalwood. Apply to the

wood, then go over it with a mixture of
asphaltum and turpentine.

ACID PROOF TABLE TOPS—The
following solutions render a table top im-
pervious to the action of acids and alkalies.

Solution No. 1 :

Iron Sulfate 2 parts

Copper Sulfate 2
"

Pot. Permanganate 4
"

Water 50. "
,

Solution No. 2 :

Aniline 6 parts
Hydrochloric acid 9

"

Water 50
"

Two coats of solution No. 1 are applied
with a brush—the second coat being applied

after the first has dried. The surplus of
the second coat is removed by rubbing,
after which solution No. 2 is applied in

two coats. When thoroly dry, a coat of
raw linseed oil is to be rubbed well into

the wood with a cloth impregnated with it.

WALNUT STAIN—Dissolve in 30 oz.

of water 1 oz. permanganate of potash.

Apply this solution twice. Wait a few
minutes and wash with clean water. When
dry oil and polish.

TO STAIN PINE A WALNUT
COLOR—Mix thoroly 1 pound burnt sien-

na. 1 pound dry burnt umber, and 4 oz.

lamp black ; add to 1 gallon of very thin

shellac. Apply with brush. When thoroly

dry rub down with fine sandpaper and then
give one coat of shellac or varnish.
WALNUT STAIN FOR HARD WOOD

—To 1 gallon of strong vinegar add 1

pound dry burnt umber, yi oz. rose pink,

and ',2 pound dry burnt Vandyke brown.
Mix thoroly and apply with a brush.

The above recipes and formulas have all

been tried by me and have proven satisfac-

tory in all respects.

Contributed by H. W. H. (Chemist.)
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Automatic Aircraft Steering
Mechanism

(No. 1,264,966, issued to Gusta
Nordstrom.

)

Among other things, the inventor
claims to have solved the follow-
ing: by gyroscopic and other elec-
trical means, the stability of the air-
craft is maintained in all directions,
and also the vessel can be held, by
means specified, upon a predeter-
mined direct course if so desired.
Again means are arranged whereby
the wings of the craft will be banked
automatically upon taking a curve,
and the vessel may be set to follow
various courses other than direct.

Electric Typewriter
(No. 1,268,491. issued to Paul C.

Rawls.

)

When any key is deprest for
either a short or a long period of
time, then the various operations
necessary to complete the printing
of a character and to return the type
bar to normal position will be auto-
matically and progressively carried
out. The movement of the type

bars as the various keys are deprest
is caused by electro-magnetic means,
and to reduce sparking at the con-
tacts whenever the electro-magnetic
circuits are opened, the inventor pro-
vides a suitable condenser to absorb
the extra energy created in the cir-

cuit by the self-induction of the
magnet windings. A set of selec-
tive electro-magnets and an electro-
magnetic power armature are utilized
in operating this electric typewriter.

Multi-Unit Telephone Transmitter
(No. 1,264,507, issued to William

Wallace Hanscom.)
A novel scheme for mounting the

carbon cells is employed, and also in
conjunction therewith a common
cooling chamber is devised so that
a continuous stream of cold water
or other liquid can pass into the
microphone chamber and circulate
by the thin walls of the carbon

mater inlet'

Hoter outlet

cells, and thus carry off the heat
produced in these cells when the
microphone is carrying a heavy cur-

rent. In the design shown,
bon chambers are used.

Electric-Driven Refrigerator

(No. 1,263,633, issued to Heinrich
Zoelly.

)

This refrigerator embodies an
electric motor at the top as indi-

cated, and there is also incorporated
in the make-up of the machine a

special form of compressor which is

used in compressing the refrigerat-
ing medium, which may be methyl
chTorid, and which in the course of
the refrigerating process is used
over again. The refrigerating me-

ting and receiving scheme for in-

stallation on ships, etc., the prin-
cipal object of which is a motor-

Compreisur

dium is comprest to a pressure cor-
responding to the cooling water tem-
perature and passes hereupon into
a lower pressure chamber, and it

eventually finds its way thru a water
jacketed chamber, and thence into
a condensing chamber.

Current Amplifier

(No. 1,264,813, issued to August J.
Kloneck.)

An amplifying telephone relay is

interposed between the signal sta-
tions, embracing two dynamo-electric
current generators designed with
suitable differential regulating coils
as the diagram shows. Also the in-
ventor provides rotary members in

operated switch which alternately

cuts in the radio transmitting and
receiving set on the antenna. The
speed ot the switch can be regulated

so that radio signals can be sent out

and received in alternation during
brief or sufficiently prolonged
periods to be effective. The switch

may be operated by electric motor.

A. C. Telegraph Sounder

(No. 1,265,589. issued to Arthur W.
Beauprie.

)

He provides a duplex core so

arranged that th.re will be a mutual
attraction between the two parts
thereof, irrespective of the character

of the current passing thru the
solenoid or magnet. In this way, the

inventor claims, the results are such
that the residual magnetism in the

two core members will at all times
be great enough to hold the same
in ocntact during the passage from
a positive to a negative wave.

Electrical Contact Point

(No. 1,264,685, issued to Giuseppe
Alberto Rignon.

)

This contact point is formed of

tungsten or molybdenum, having an
exceedingly high melting point, and
which is united with the support by
electro-thermical welding at a very
high temperature so as to render the

whole contact member electrically

homogeneous. In this way it will

have a minimum electrical resist-

ance, and this resistance is further
reduced by means of a coating of

some such conducting metal as cop-
these relays which do not have any per or silver around the contact
collecting rings or commutators. face of the support, with the excep-
The amplifying coils of the relay
generators are arranged so as to be
cut by lines of residual magnetic
force of a rotating armature bobbin,
which is induced in the latter thru
the field coils of a generator. A cur-
rent from a transmitter surges in

the same direction thru the differ-

ential coil as thru the main field

coil and thus energizes, the genera-
tor: but an amplified current from
this generator surges thru a differ-
ential coil in the opposite direction
to that in the main coil, thus nulli-
fying its action.

Automatic Wireless Signal

(No. 1,265,633, issued to Gustaf
Engelbrekt. ) tion of the two faces between which

An automatic wireless transmit- the break takes place.

COPIES OF ANY OF THE ABOVE PATENTS SUPPLIED AT 10c
EACH.

Revolving Electric Sign for Water
Tanks

(No. 1,268,375, issued to Frederick
William Meyer.)

This novel patent covers speci-
fic means for mounting the re-
volving electric sign which is of the
circular type and so arranged as to
be suspended on tracks running
around the tank. An electric motor
works in a toothed

:

rack mounted
around the interior surface of the
sign in such a way as to propel it

continuously as long as the motor
is operated. Electric current for
operating the lights on the revolv-

ing sign is carried to the lamps thru
insulated rings and brushes.

A Lamp Socket Meter

(No. 1,264.982, issued to Edmund
O. Schweitzer.)

This meter involves a small
electrolytic cell which is appropri-
ately connected into the lamp socket
so that after a certain length of

time the elements making up this

eel] will be decomposed by the pas-

sage of the current feeding the lamp,
and which will cause the circuit of

that lamp or apparatus to open. Be-
fore this lamp or apparatus can be
again used, and more electric power
consumed, the owner has to screw
another meter unit in the socket, a

supply of which he could have on
hand of course. Novel means are
provided whereby the consumer is

notified by a dickering of the light

a short time before the current is

shut off by the electro-chemical de-
composition of the meter elements,
so that he will not be left in the
dark.
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Our Amateur Laboratory Contest is open to all readers, whether subscribers or not. The photos are judged for best arrangement and efficiency

of the apparatus. To increase the interest of this department we make it a rule not to publish photos of apparatus unaccompanied by that of the owner.
Dark photos preferred to light toned ones. We pay $3.00 prize each month for the best photo. Address the Editor, "With the Amateurs" Dept.

4'Amateur Electrical Laboratory" Contest
In this Issue we publish some Interesting facts with excellent photos, describing one Amateur Electrician's experimental labora-

tory. Now "Bugs"—we want to publish a snappy one like It each month. Here's our proposition: Why not write up your "Electrical
Lab.," In not more than 500 words. Dress It up with several good, clear photographs. If we think it good enough we will publish the
article In display style and pay you well for It. The prize awarded to such articles will range from $3.00 to 910.00. And "Bugs"—
don't forget to make your article Interesting. Typewritten articles preferred. Address the Editor of this Department.

THIS MONTH'S $3.00 PRIZE WINNER—EUGENE McGOWAN
EREWITH are five photographs of my experimental laboratory. The lower right-hand photograph shows my chemical laboratory. The table

upon which the apparatus stands was constructed from an old counter that was once used in a grocery store. In the center of the table

there is a small basin that serves for washing test tubes, etc. There are also spigots for hot and cold water. Shelves were placed on the
top to hold the chemical bottles as the picture shows. It may be of interest to the readers of the Electrical Experimenter to know that this

table cost less than $4.00 to make, including the shelves, sink and the pipe fittings. There are about one hundred chemical reagents, including
a few of the rarer elements like Radium Bromid 40X and Uranium Metal. I also have balance scales, Kipp's apparatus for generating
sulfuretted hydrogen, condensers, burettes, and other common laboratory glass ware.

The center and upper left-hand views show the Electrical "Lab." and most of this apparatus was constructed from data given in articles

that have appeared in the "E. E." In the right-hand corner of one photo may be seen the vacuum pump, which was constructed according
to the directions given in the "E. E." by Raymond F. Yates, November, 1917, issue. There are also spark coils, Tesla coils, a Hughes induction
balance, galvanometer, storage batteries, static machine, Leyaen jars, a small dynamo, several motors, Geissler tubes, a synchronous motor made
according to the one described in the "E. E." April, 1918. Storage batteries are kept in a box under the table. The top right-hand photo
illustrates my Tesla coil in actual operation. It stands two feet high and throws a discharge about one foot long and several inches thick.

Eugene McGowan, Philadelphia, Pa.

if
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Phoney Patents
Under this heading are publisht electrical or mechanical Ideas which

our clever inventors, for reasons best known to themselves, have as yet
not patented. We furthermore call attention to our celebrated Phoney
Patent Offin for the relief of all suffering daffy Inventors In this country
as well as for the entire universe.
We are revolutionizing the Patent business and OFFER YOU THREE

DOLLARS ($3.00) FOR THE BEST PATENT. If you take your Phoney
Patent to Washington, they charge you $20.00 for the initial fee and then

you haven't a smell of a Patent yet. After they have allowed the Pat-
ent, you must pay another $20.00 as a final fee. That's $40,001 WE
PAY YOU $3.00 and grant you a Phoney Patent In the bargain, so you
save $43,001! When sending in your Phoney Patent application,
be sure that it Is as daffy as a lovesick bat. The daffier, the better.
Simple sketches and short descriptions will help our staff of Phoney
Patent Examiners to issue a Phoney Patent on your invention In a
iiffy.

Prize Winner: BALDHEADFLYSWATTER. Be it known that I, Dickson Reck, have invented a startling and withal hair-raising Invention
for the purpose of refreshing baldpated old ladies' and ginks' who are troubled in the summertime with the usual nuisance—flies. My
apparatus, which is simplicity itself, operates as follows: A small but powerful mutt "A" preferably of the genius "homo gazabo" is caused to
run perpetually after the bone "B," on a tread power, said tread power being connected by means of a suitable belt to a series of cups
mounted on an endless belt. This belt carries the cups around thru a tank of water, and the cups as they reach the maximum of their
upward movement, discharge the water into a basin "D," which allows the water in it to ooze thru a nozzle onto a water turbine, "E." The
water discharged from the turbine passes thru a shoot and back into the original water tank. The turbine "E" is belted to a flexible rubber
fly-swatter "F," which when not busy killing flies and other insects, causing them to fall Into the combination fly-container and cuspidor, Is

caused to massage the owner's baldpate with his choice brand of hair tonic. The belt from the top of the water bucket hoist, connects with
the ham bone "B," to make it wabble thus Irritate the mutt "A" more efficiently. Inventor, Dickson Reck, Gary, Indiana.

COLLARBUTTON Fl N DER. Behold! my latest and greatest invention! An automatic electric collar-button-finder or retriever which should
be a boon Indeed to all bachelors; not to mention the married gents, whose wives regale them periodically and regularly, especially on
bright Sunday morns, with long-winded exhortations and admonitions to "get drest at once for church." Zip! goes that Infernal collar button
under the bed, of course. I provide herewith a guaranteed retriever for all unruly collar buttons, Involving an automatic electric vacuum
cleaner which Is connected with a series of openings one foot apart all over the boudoir floor. Storage battery connects with the light-
ning rod on the house and Is charged free. The storage battery runs the motor, and the motor runs the vacuum pump. Zip! goes his button

—

Wham! goes the electric switch, and Presto! comes the button from the trenches right Into your jewelry tray.—Inventor, Franklin Krai,
Washington, D. C.
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The "Oracle" is for the sole benefit of all electrical experimenters. Questions will be answered here for
the benefit of all, but only matter of sufficient interest will be publisht. Rules under which questions will
be answered:

1. Only three questions can be submitted to be answered.
2. Only one side of sheet to be written on; matter must be typewritten or else written in ink, no

penciled matter considered.
3. Sketches, diagrams, etc., must be on separate sheets. Questions addrest to this department cannot

be answered by mail free of charge.
4. If a quick answer is desired by mail, a nominal charge of 25 cents is made for each question. If the questions entail considerable

research work or intricate calculations a special rate will be charged. Correspondents will be informed as to the fee before such questions
are answered.

ARC WELDING OF RAILS.
(947) Lewis F. Bailey, Spartanburg, S.

C. writes the Oracle :

Q. 1. He asks several questions relative

to arc welding.
A. 1. Your information is at hand; such

a welding scheme is quite possible, but you
have forgotten to mention the voltage, etc.

ELECTROLYTIC GAS PRODUCERS.
(949) John L. Shaw, Hickman, Ky.,

asks several questions concerning the elec-

trolytic gas producer.
A. 1. If an electric spark is past thru

the medium wherein oxygen and hydrogen
gases are mixt, combustion takes place al-

most instantaneously thruout the entire

piilBlBIIlilil

ODD PHOTOS WANTED AT
$1.00 EACH!!!

I Now is the time
. to make your

m Kodak pay for itself in a real pracii-

m cal way. We are after interesting

U photographs of out-of-the-ordinary
electrical, radio and scientific sub-

H jeets and are willing to pay $1.00 cash

I for every one we can use. Please
bear in mind that for half-tone re-

m production in a magazine , a photo-
graph should be particularly sharp
and clear. Of course, if a subject
happens to interest us particularly

well, we can have the photo retouched.
For the general run of subjects, how-
ever, it does not pay to go to such
expense. Therefore ..please take pains
to properly focus and expose your
pictures. It often happens that a
really mediocre subject well photo-
graphed wins approval over an ex-
cellent subject poorly photographed

.

And don't send us plate or film "nega-
tives" ; send unmounted or mounted
"prints," preferably a light and dark
one.

As to what to photograph: Well,
that's hard for us to say. We leave
that up to you, and every reader note
has the opportunity to become a re-

porter of the latest things in the realm
of Electricity, Radio and Science.

But, please remember—it's the "odd,
novel or practical stunts" that we are
interested in. Every photo submitted
should be accompanied by a brief de-

scription of 100 to 150 words. Give
the "facts"—don't worry about the

style. We'll attend to that. Enclose
stamps if photos are to be returned M
and place a piece of cardboard in the I
envelope with them to prevent muti- M
lotion. Look around your town and I
sec what you can find that's inter- J
esting . m
Address photos to—Editor ''Odd j

| Photos," Electrical Experimenter, (
233 Fulton Street, New York City. M

mass, which will cause a sudden increase
in volume, or in other words an explosion
will take place.

An extensive article covering a new in-

vention which utilizes the electric current
to decompose the water so that the hydro-
gen gas can be used for an explosive mix-
ture in connection with engines for autos,

etc., was given in the June, 1917, issue

of the Electrical Experimenter.
The rate of production of these gases

depends upon the area of the electrodes, the

amount of current flowing, the resistance

of the electrolyte, etc., and it must be borne
in mind that by properly adjusting any of

the above values, we can maintain a con-

stant production of gases.

RADIO TROUBLES.
(950) C. Vetter, Wessington Springs,

S. D., writes the Oracle about several radio

problems which are puzzling him. We ad-

vise him as follows :

A. 1. The Tigerman vacuum tube to our
mind is as good as the rest of the tubes

from our experience. This tube can be

used with good results as an amplifier.

A. 2. The appended diagram shows the

connection for two-step amplification. For
one step amplification, leave out the third

Audion circuit and place the telephone re-

ceivers where the transformer T 2 now is.

A. 3. We herewith give dimensions for

several types of loose couplers. (3,000
meters.

)

Primary 5" long x 4" dia. with No. 24 or
26 S. S. C.
Secondary A 1//' long x 3^2 dia. with No.

28 S. S. C.

The secondary should be wound with No.
34 (Audion circuits.)

6,000 Meters
Primary 8 l/2 " long x 5" W with No. 24

S. c. c.
Secondary 8" long x 4^" W with No.

30 S. C. C.
The secondary should be wound with No.

34 (Audion circuits.)

12,000 Meters
Primary 11" x iy2 " with No. 24 S. C. C.
Secondary 10" x 7" with No. 30 S. C. C.
The secondary should be wound with No.

34 (Audion circuits.)

Two-Step Amplification with the Tigerman
Vacuum Valve and an Audion Bulb.

We use finer wire on the secondary be-
cause by doing so and with a given num-
ber of turns, an increase in voltage is ob-
tained, the 'induced E. M. F. being propor-

(Continucd on page 336)

Utilizing the Intense Heat of the Electric Arc
Steel Rails and Plates are Now Welded by

This Method.

However, the general method is to ground
one terminal of the apparatus as shown in

the accompanying diagram, and the other
terminal is usually of steel or carbon, de-
pending upon the particular case for which
you desire to use it.

If you refer to the article on the Elec-
trical Furnace in the April, 1918, issue of
this journal, you will obtain some idea of
the size of electrodes to be used.

We make note of a particular case where-
in the electrical railway companies use an
electrode of steel and the rail as the other
electrode, and whereby the arc causes the
metal to be welded to the rail, which is the
other electrode.

COMPUTING CAPACITY OF
CONDENSER.

(948) R. Howell, Los Angeles. Calif.,

asks

:

Q. 1. About the size of secondary capac-
ity for one-inch spark coil and how to
compute the area of dielectric required.

A. 1. The value of the capacity for use
across the one-inch spark coil secondary,
should be adjustable to .02 m.f., and should
consist of about 2,200 square inches of tin-
foil placed between glass plates at least 1/5
of an inch thick. Below is given the form-
ula for calculating the area of active di-
electric :

t X C X io
10

area =
K X 2,248

Where: t =thickness of dielectric in inches.
K = dielectric factor.

C = capacity in micro-farads.
Area in square inches.
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EteeTestLesson
inDraftsmanship

Special offer now. Pay nothing for this Test Lesson in

Drafting prepared by the experts of the Chicago Technical
College. Learn from a study of this lesson how well equipped
ro\i are to take up drafting as a profession. Also see from
; how clearly the Chicago "Tech" Course in Draftsmanship

explains every point—and how it will give you a practical
training in Architectural, Electrical, Structural Steel, Machine
Drafting or any other branch of Drafting in which you may be
interested. No charge whatever for this Jesson. We invite

ambitious man to send for it. To ask for it places you
no obligation. Get it while the offer holds good and let it

5U whether or not you are a man who can study this technical
to advantage. Just sign and mail coupon. Send no money.

$252» to $10029 a Week
Positions are always open to competent draftsmen and the w

positions pay good salaries and the well trained man always has
this training in the shortest time consistent with thoroughness,
uates. If you are in a position where the future looks doubtful,
master of a calling which will make you independent, at least get

Come to the College or

Study at Home
You need not leave your present occupation to get this

expert training in Draftsmanship. We will teach you by mail
and you can study at home in your spare time. The work is

the same as given in our Day and Evening Classes at the Col-
lege here in Chicago. Your instruction will be given directly
by men who are engaged in the very work they teach. They
will teach you how to do just what is being done in the
drafting rooms of big organizations where Chicago "Tech"
graduates are always in demand at good salaries.

Easy Payments
Pay for the course as you go along. The fee is so small

the terms so easy that no matter how moderate your income
may be, you can afford to get this training in Draftsmanship
which will prepare you for an important paying position.
Catalog and all particulars sent free with the Test Lesson.

See For Yourself
This Free Lesson is an absolute test, pure and simple. Send

for it today. Inlhe privacy of your home study it, then you
will know for yourself whether you are proper material for a
successful Draftsman. Other institutions will ask for your
money first. You find out later at your own expense, whether
you can adapt yourself to theworkand succeed in the profession.

We do not charge you one cent for the Test Lesson, either
now or later. It is absolutely FREE. Nor do we obligate you
in any way whatever by writing for the Free Test Lesson, so
send coupon or write postal request today. If you do nothing
else but secure the Free Test Lesson you will gain such valu-
able knowledge as will be beneficial to you through life, for
the Free Lesson gives the very fundamentals of draftsman-
ship which are helpful to every man. Mail the coupon.

CHICAGO TECHNICAL COLLEGE

ar conditions are sure to create an extra demand. These
the best opportunity for advancement. Our course gives
Its practical value is proved by the success of our grad-
if you want to be a technical expert, if you want to be
the Free Lesson and the information we send upon request.

FREE
Instruments

Every student of the Chicago
"Tech" Course in Drafts-
manship receives this set of
instruments, or a cash credit
in case he already has a set.

We start our students at
once in practical work with
necessary equipment. ^

Builders
1 Course

Men in the Building Trades whether working now
as mechanics or contractors should get information
about our Courses in Fflan Reading and Estimating.
We teach men how to make money through knowing
more about their business. We want to tell carpen-
ters, bricklayers, stone masons, and other men en-
gaged in building work about these courses. Write
for free Lesson in Plan Reading, Builders' Catalog
and other instructive information.

945 Chicago "Tech" Building Chicago, 111.

|
Chicago Technical College,

1
945 Chicago "Tech" Building, Chicago

Without obligation to me, please send me your FREE Test
Lesson in Draftsmanship and other interesting literature cov-

Iering the subject indicated below.
Mark X opposite work in which you are specially interested.

Architectural Drafting Builders' Course
Machine Drafting DPlan Reading
Electrioal Drafting Estimating.ID Structural Drafting Survey injg

Sheet Metal Drafting QMap Drafting

|
Name

_ Address •••

I Gity State

J College or Home Study? State which

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers
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Mesco Telegraph

Practice Set

For Learning Telegraph Codes

The Practice Set comprises a regular tele-
graph key, without circuit breaker, a special
high pitch buzzer, one cell Red Seal Dry
Battery, and four feet of green silk covered
flexible cord.
The key and buzzer are mounted on a

highly finished wood base, and three nickel
plated binding posts are so connected that
the set may be used for five different purposes.
List No. Price
342 Telegraph Practice Set, with Bat-

tery and Cord $2.70

Weighs 4 lbs. packed.
Price does not Include postage.

MESCO ''om ','- '''oa '>,ac, 'te S«t

'

M Moise

and Continental Visual and Audible Cedes

This outfit is the only reliable instrument which will
enable students to become proficient operator* In the
U. 8. Naval Service, because It Is equipped with a
buzzer and miniature lamp enabling the user to
master both the visual and audible signals Quickly.
List No. 52—Practice Set with Red Seal Bat-

tery and Cord $3.60

Weighs 4 lbs. packed. Prloe does not Include postage.

Send for the New Edition of

Our Catalog W28
It Is pocket size, contains 248 pages, with over 1,000
Illustrations, and describes In plain, clear language
all about Bells, Push Buttons, Batteries, Telephone
and Telegraph Material, Electric Toys, Burglar and
Fire Alarm Contrivances, Electric Call Bells, Electric
Alarm Clocks, Medical Batteries, Motor Boat Horns,
Electrically Heated Apparatus, Battery Connectors.
Switches, Battery Gauges, Wireless Telegraph In-
struments, Ignition Supplies, etc.

Send for the Catalog Now
Manhattan Electrical

Supply Co., Inc.
NEW YORK: CHICAGO: ST. LOUIS:
17 Park Place 114 8. Wells St. 1106 Pine St.

San Francisco Office: 604 Mission St.

WIRELESS
Individual instruction continues under the
general supervision of E. E. Bucher, In-
structing Engineer, Marconi Wireless Tele-
graph Co.

LAND-WIRE
Mr. G. E. Palmer, Chief Operator of the
Western Union Telegraph Co., is now in
supervision of the Land-line Department.
Touch Typewriting and "Morse" in com-
bination is taught according to the most
modern methods to

Boys, Girls, Men and Women

Y.M.C.A. Telegraph School
Marcy Av., near Broadway, Brooklyn, N. Y.

b^oTonAVIATION
Learn of the great opportunities in this new

{1,000,000,000 industry. Thousands ofmen needed.
Learn by mail—free book tell" how.Write at once.
NATIONAL AEI0 INSTITUTE, Dtpt 7449 Msrton Bids... CbiUBl

THE ORACLE.
(Continued from page 334)

tional to the number of turns used on the

primary and secondary. For example

—

When ten turns of the primary are being

used, suppose we happen to get best re-

sults with 50 turns in the secondary. Now
this means that the E. M. F. is being in-

creased in the ratio from 1 to 5 times its

value in the primary circuit.

MULTI-AUDI-PHONE HOOK-UP.
(951) D. Horace Parrell, Philadelphia,

Pa., asks

:

Q. 1. For a design of regenerative Au-
dion receiving set.

A. 1. A design for a short-wave regen-
erative Audion set is fully described in the

December, 1916, issue of this journal. A
tickler coil is nothing more than an induc-

tive coupler with sufficient inductance nec-

essary to transfer the oscillations from the

grid to the plate circuit of the Audion. It

should consist of a primary tube wound
with No. 24, and a secondary wound with
No. 28 magnet wire ; the dimensions are

6 inches long, 4 inches wide. It is advis-

able to take about }4 dozen taps from each
coil.

Q. 2. How is the Multi-Audi-Phone
hooked up?
A. 2. The underlying principle embodied

in the construction of the Multi-Audi-
Phone is shown in the diagram. It con-
sists of a high resistance 'phone magnet
actuating an iron diafram which has some
fine carbon balls on its top and is then

Carbon plafe
Canon baih

on diafram

Bot T

The Hook-up of the Multi-Audi-Phone Am-
plifier in a Radio Receiving Circuit.

covered with a carbon plate which is con-
nected as shown, the signals being increased

by virtue of the fact that the resistance be-

tween the balls is altered when a radio

signal is received. By properly connecting
an apparatus of this kind, messages can bi
automatically recorded. In fact, one of the

leading companies are at present selling

such a machine for recording purposes.

LAMINATED IRON V. S. EDDY
CURRENTS IN A. C.

MOTORS.
(952) Ivan Redeker, Minidoka, Idaho,

states that he has had considerable trouble

in operating an A. C. motor which he has
built.

A. 1. After carefully considering the va-
rious details as outlined by you, we offer

the following suggestions. The laminations
which went to make up the field and arma-
ture should have been shellacked, for as is

jthe case in all A. C. machines, Eddy cur-

rents are generated, and are one of the

biggest factors to handle. These Eddy cur-

rents tend to stop the motion of the arma-
ture. This effect can be seen very easily

if we rotate a copper disc between the

poles of a powerful electro-magnet. It will

be noticed that when the current is off, the

copper disc can be rotated very freely, but
as soon as the current is switched on pro-

(Continued on page 338)

Telephone Apparatus
; An Introduction

to the Development and Theory. By
G. D. Shepardson, Sc.D. Size 6% x 9 l/2
inches, Cloth Bound, 115 illustrations,

337 pages. Publishers, D. Appleton and
Co., New York and London, 1917. Price,
$3.00.

A most complete and authentic work on modern
telephone apparatus, covering all the important
points in daily practise from the lineman to the
planning and research engineer. The principles
are fully discust so that even the layman may
glean a good deal of valuable information, while
to the more advanced worker, especially those hav-
ing a knowledge of algebra, trigonometry and the
laws of physics and currents, the book will prove
a great benefit.
Many circuits as used in American telephony

practice are included in the work with a complete
description and working detail of each part.
A subject admirably treated, so that all may

understand and yet gain specific knowledge there-
of—a work which should be possest by everyone
interested in telephony, especially students of the
art.

The Calculation and Measurement of
Inductance and Capacity. By W. H.
Nottage, B.Sc, 145 Pages, ty2 x 8%
inches. Cloth Bound, Price, 60 cents.
The Wireless Press, Ltd., London, En-
gland.

This book is a very helpful aid to those who
have occasion to design, calculate or measure the
values of inductance or capacity, as encountered
in radio work, telephone work, etc. The treatise
consists of numerous examples worked out, such as
the inductance of a straight wire carrying either
a.c. or d.c, the inductance of different types of
coils, the capacitance of different forms of con-
densers, and antennae, etc. There are also de-
scribed a number of methods for the direct meas-
urement of inductance and capacity, e.g., by the
Fleming-Anderson bridge, Butterworths' bridge,
Owens' bridge, Hays' bridge, Wiens' series bridge,
Fleming and Dyke bridge, etc., etc. Towards the
end of the book there is given a set of tables
which aid considerably in the quick solution of
problems, a few of the tables of which are:
Nagaoka's factors for the Inductance of a single
layer coil; Capacity of parallel wire antennae;
Wave-length of an aerial with series inductance;
Wave-length of antennae with series capacity, et

cetera.
As a whole the book fills an important breach

in radio literature and will prove of use to all

engaged in radio and other branches of electrical
science.

LEARNING TO FLY IN THE U. S.

ARMY, by E. M. Fales. First Edition,
180 pages; fully illustrated; size 7^4 x 5

inches ; flexible covers ; cloth bound.
McGraw-Hill Book Co., New York, pub-
lishers, 1917. Price, $1.50.

A complete pocket manual of aviation, giving all

the points of the game from A to Z. It has evi-

dently been compiled with extreme care and atten-
tion to details and should find a ready welcome
from all interested in flying, either for army prac-
tise or sport.

Early efforts in the air are described with a full

history of the first attempts of flying and the
various causes which led to failure, until the
Wright brothers made their first successful flights.

From the failures and successes of various ex-

periments the present army aeroplane has been
developed, and this is made the subject of very
interesting reading.
Then follow numerous chapters giving the prin-

ciples of flight, constructional details, motorsj pro-
pellers, wings, controls, etc.

Of special note is the chapter on Cross-country
Flying, which gives the pilot numerous hints on
the care of his aeroplane during such a flight, the
picking out of suitable landing places and all data
which is necessary in making a successful flight.

The erection of aeroplanes which have been
shipt from the factory forms the topic of another
interesting chapter, giving the correct methods to

follow in setting up an aeroplane, with pointers

on what and what not to do. This should prove
of especial value to all, as much of the success
depends on the proper aligning of the planes.
The proper inspection routine is carefully ex-

plained, and if rigidly followed will do much to

prevent needless wrecks and accidents.
All in all, it is a work well worth reading by

anyone, and right now it should be of inestimable
value.

{Continued on page 338)
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Learn. Electricity

PRACTICAL
INSTRUCTION

FINISH IN

3 MONTHSTrade and Engineering Schools
Dept. 1596, 39-51 E. Illinois St., Chicago, 111.

Thousands of skilled Electricians are needed. The demand is becoming more urgent every

day. The Government is employing every one they can get which is causing a great scarcity

throughout the country and big salaries are being paid everywhere. Right now is jour big

opportunity. Make up your mind now to prepare for one of these big jobs and then get here

as quick as you can for your training.

Earn $100.00 To $300.00 A Month
In the Electrical business. Come here where you will be trained in
these great $93,000 shops. Experts show you everything and
you learn right on the actual apparatus. You work on
everything from the simple bell to the mighty mo
tors, generators, electric locomotives, dyna-
mos, switchboards, power plants, every-
thing to make you a master electri

dan. We have thousands of suc-

cessful graduates. Just as
soon as you have finished

we assist you to a
good position. We
now have more
positions than

we can fill.

War Demands Have
Taken Thousands of Men

from this Profession. Men
Must be Trained to Fill their Places.

Prepare Now for a Big Paying Position.

Think
of it.

These courses are thorough, short and practical. All instruction given on
the actual equipment. No books or useless theory. Each man trained indi-

vidually and stays as long as he likes. Start any time—day or evening.

Our graduates are in great demand. We are continually receiving letters, telegrams,

and telephone calls from contractors, manufacturing firms, etc., seeking our graduates to fill

responsible positions. We have now more positions than we can fill and the demand is

steadily growing. Every comfort is given our students while here. They live in comfortable
lomes in the most beautiful section of Chicago—on the lake.

I

DRAFTED MEN READ THIS

It will only be a short time until you are

called into service. This is a war of skill,

brains, and machinery. Uncle Sam must win

this war and must have tens of thousands of

men skilled in modern trades and professions such

as Electricity, Drafting, Plumbing, and Sanitation.

Such men will be quickly recognized and given an
opportunity to rise. It is not too late for you if you

act at once.

In most cases those of our students in the draft, who
have been called before completing their course, have been

given an extension of time by their board sufficient to finish

their course, owing to the great need of trained men in these
lines in the Government Service.

LEARN DRAFTING
Skilled Draftsmen are always in demand. Our courses
are thorough—short—practical, preparing a man fully
to hold a position of responsibility. We have more
positions than we can fill. We also have thorough
practical courses in Plumbing and Heating and Motion
Picture Operating.

EARN YOUR WAY
Many students earn a large part WtM HH IHI H
of their living expenses by do

ing a little work in their

spare time. Our employ-
ment dept. furnishes

these positions with-

COYNE TRADE AND
ENGINEERING SCHOOLS

Dept. 1596, 39-51 E. Illinois St.

Chicago, III.

MAILCOUPON

Please send at once your big FreeBook—I am interested in

[ ] Electricity [ ] Drafting [ ] Plumbing
[ ] Motion Picture Operating
(Check trade interested in)

Name . .

.

Address.
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LEARN TELEGRAPHY QUICKER-EASIER
Morse or Wireless Code

AdjustableBuzzerPractice Set
Quickly Gives You Speed No Tools Needed—A Touch of Your Finger Adjusts It

This practice set with its adjustable BUZZER enables you to learn telegraphy.
Morse or Wireless Code, in shorter time than ever before thought possible. A
touch of your finger to a thumb screw gives any pitch desired to the BUZZER.
Especially designed to give very clear sound of exceptionally high
pitch even on ONE DRY CELL.
The adjustment of the BUZZER to any pitch is made without the aid

of any tools—simply by the thumb screw. The greatest improvement
in practice sets ever made—superior to any on the market. Beaut
fully made; mounted on substantial base.

Price $3.50
BATTERY AND

AS SHOWN
WITHOUT
BATTERY

WITH WIRE
Complete Ready for Use. Immediate Delivery

Money Refunded if not satisfactory
Send for Illustrated Folder

THE TEWNO CO.
41 Park Row N. Y. C.

SlIOVOLT
I A.C. CHARGE YOUR OWN

» s si

F-FBATTERY
BOOSTER

FULL WAVE A. C. RECTIFIER

Be Your Own Service Station

For Public or Private Use
This little machine is selling

like hot cakes and makes every
purchaser smile at his own busi-
ness sagacity, and wonder why
he hadn't bought one before.

You simply attach It to the
lamp socket and at a few cents'
cost for current your battery is

full of "pep." Buy now.
We furnish complete portable

.Charging Rheostat with ammeter
'and current regulator for service
on D. C. circuits.

Complete, and up \

The France Manufacturing Co., Cleveland, 0.

$94 c <

«P"~ F. 0. B. Cleveland
A ik vow dealer or torile tor *1

Bulletin No. 12 "

Use "RED DEVIL" Blades

For Hardest Cutting
"RED DEVIL" Flexible Hack Saw Blades are made from

Tungsten si eel only. Tins steel gives maximum hardness
without brittleriess. By a special process the teeth are made
extremely hard and strong, but the back is left flexible.

Every blade individually tempered. This costs extra money
and takes extra time, but gives a blade that cuts practically

anything without breaking, or the teeth stripping.

The teeth are milled from the blank, nut punched. This
is also a slower and costlier process—but ensures sharp,
square teeth that cut metal as easily as a rip-saw cuts wood.

"RED DEVIL" Hard Blades and Power Blades
are just as painstakingly made as die Flexibles.
Ask your dealer for "RED DEVIL" Blades and

other tools.

SMITH & HEMENWAY CO., INC. 107 Coit Street, IRVINGTON, N. J.

M THERE'S MONEYINIT"

^ LEARN TELEGRAPHY^SI^
*~"T_znMORSE /WDW\RJE±^SS^JLSp^k

TEACH YOURSELF
in half the usual time, at trifling cost, with the
wonderful Automatic Transmitter. THE OMNIGRAPH.
Sends unlimited Morse or Continental messages, at
any speed, just as an expert operator would.

Adopted oy U. S. Gov't. 4 stylet. Catalogue free.

OMNIGRAPH MFG. CO.
39L Cortlandt St. New York

THE ORACLE.
(Continued from page 336)

ducing the magnetic field, the motion of
the copper disc is retarded at once ; in fact,

the effect is sometimes so great as to stop
it entirely.

You will therefore see that since your
motor runs, it must be due to this effect,

and we advise you to shellac each plate of
the armature and the field, and we are sure
that when this is done the motor will run
all right at the desired speed.
The running effect of the motor is not

hampered much in your particular case in
reference to the construction of the field

poles. You state that the armature was
turned down, the slots were cut in, etc.

This is very bad for as you see the idea in

the shellacking of the laminations is to in-
sulate the stampings from one another,
and therefore it is necessary to file off the
slight remaining sharp edges which result
from such operations.

BOOK REVIEW.
(Continued from page 336)

HOW TO FLY, by A. Frederick Collins.
Cloth bound; fully illustrated; 182 pages;
size, 5 x 7/2 inches. D. Appleton & Co.,
New York, publishers, 1917. Price, $1.10.

A timely and useful book which should find a
ready demand from all interested in aero matters,
especially those belonging to or intending to join
the Aviation Section of the Army or Navy.
Much attention is given to details and the author

has certainly covered his subject well. With a
brief history of flying the reader progresses, step
by step, thru the important phases of the art
The reason why an aeroplane flies is clearly set

forth, as well as the mechanical conditions, the
various conditions of the air, gravity, stability,
pressures, etc.

A comprehensive chapter is devoted to the build-
ing of aeroplanes, covering practically everything
from the general design, wings, etc., to rudders
and running gear.
The engine is discust from every point of view,

giving its theory, construction and application, with
da'a on such refinements as self-starters.
The closing chapter deals with the qualifications

necessary to become a successful pilot, where to
learn to fly, etc. The aeroplane's uses in the
present war and interesting notes and data giving
rules and regulations for obtaining a Pilot's Cer-
tificate are included.
A large appendix contains the following in-

formation: The Barometer, Table of Altitudes,
The Sperry Synchronized Drift Set, How to Make
Aeroplane Calculations, and a chart showing the
Organization of the Air Service of the U. S. Army.

MANUAL OF PHYSICAL TRAINING
AND THE ORGANIZATION OF
BAYONET FIGHTING. Size 6% x 4%
inches, profusely illustrated, dark blue
cloth, stiff covers. This book was origin-
ally prepared by a Board of Officers of
the United States Army. It contains 208
pages. Price 75c, publisht by National
Military Publishing Co., New York.
It is a treatise on the subject of physical train-

ing, and gives in a very complete way the subject
of marching, attention, and especially on setting-
up exercises. It treats at the beginning on the
rudiments of military requirements which are very
essential. The different physical exercises are il-

lustrated in various motions.
The chapter on rifle exercises is well presented.

The illustrations therein show how the soldier of
arms performs the various exercises with the aid
of the rifle. The subject of gymnastic exercises is

treated at length. It includes wrestling, boxing,
gymnastic contests, one-legged tug of war, and the
"siege." The subject of swimming is explained in

a very clear manner, and the illustrations show the
various motions and strokes. The authors give an
excellent description of bayonet fighting.

OUR ARMY AND NAVY AND HOW
TO KNOW IT. Edited by A. A. Hop-
kins, publisht by Munn & Co., New York.,
4 x 5 J

/2 inches, profusely illustrated, 144
pages, lithographed stiff paper covers.
Price, 50 cents.

The book is divided into two parts. In the first

half of the book the author discusses the Army,
and gives in the opening chapters the names of the
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various organizations and the salaries of the men
in the U. S. Army. Many illustrations are given
of various ins gnias of the different branches of

the U. S. Army to familiarize the civilian, or the
man in the service with the different branches. A
complete table is given of the forts, arsenals and
cantonments of the U. S. Army, also special army
schools, officers' training camps, National Guard
tent camps, and a detailed Army map of the
United States. A colored chart of Army insignia

hat bands is also given, designating the character
of service. An excellent double-page illustration

showing the leading types of American aeroplanes
is given. Several pages are devoted to the differ-

ent types of war medals.

The publishers of the book print it in a reverse
manner, so that half the book is consigned to the
Army and other half to the Navy. In the second
half the subject of our Navy is taken up, and the
same order is followed in this portion as the first.

Various colored plates are given, showing the rank
of the Navy officers. An excellent color plate on
shoulder marks for line officers, and insignia of

rank of naval officers which are worn on the sleeves

is also shown, including the various hat band in-

signias as worn by enlisted men. There can be
very little chance for a civilian to be mistaken in

determining the rank of the officers both in the
Army and Navy, if he becomes familiar with the
various insignias as given in this book.

EXPERIMENTAL MECHANICS.
(Continued from page 327)

predetermined diameter is reached. In order
to guide one's self to cut to the proper
diameter of the work, it will be necessary
to use a measuring tool set to this diameter.
The name of this tool is the caliper. There
are two types, one called an inside caliper

used in measuring the inside diameters, and
second an outside caliper for determining
outside diameters. The latter is the one
which we are interested in since we desire

to cut an outside diameter to a certain

value. It will thus be advisable at first to

set the legs of the calipers to the value of
the predetermined value. Fig. 8 shows how
a pair of calipers are set on a scale and
adjusted until the second leg touches the
value which is required in the turned down
rod. The cutting tool is caused to travel

back and forth and take a cut at each jour-
ney, which is continued until the work is

reduced in size so that it will allow the
calipers to just pass over. At this point the

diameter of this portion of the work is the
correct diameter of the predetermined size.

Don't jam the calipers over the work; feel
the size carefully. This is one of the tricks

of the trade.

On very accurate jobs, the cutting tool is

prevented from taking off any metal at a

point where the diameter of the work is a
trifle larger than the opening of the calipers.

The remaining metal is removed by either

a flat fine file or else with emery paper or
cloth. This is done because the knife is

unable to take a very fine cut, so it is prac-
ticable to use a file to bring the work to the
proper finished diameter. Never use the
calipers to gage the diameter of the work
when it is revolving, as it will spoil the
calipers or it may catch on the work, and
may cause damage or an accident. Fig. 11,

shows a piece of metal turned down to a

certain diameter and the manner of apply-
ing the calipers in measuring it.

This is the first job that the amateur
should thoroly master, and he will be sur-

prised to see how much patience and time
is necessary to be given in producing a
perfect piece of work. This is a funda-
mental job and it should not be overlooked,
as a number of the most important basic
operations are inherent in this first job.

Each and everyone of the progressive stu-

dents of "Experimental Mechanics" should
try his hand on this work and in the
Seventh Lesson further interesting details

as to "Metal Turning" will be given.

(The next installment will appear
in an early issue)

"Pm as Good a Man as Jim!"
"They made him manager today, at a fine increase in salary. He's the

fourth man in the office to be promoted since January. And all were
picked for the same reason— they had studied in spare time with the
International Correspondence Schools and learned to do some one thing
better than the rest of us.

"I've thought it all out, Grace. I'm as good a man as any of them.
All I need is special training—and I'm going to get it. If the I. C. S. can
raise other men's salaries it can raise mine. If it can bring a better home
with more comforts to Jim and his family it can do it for us. See this

coupon? It means my start toward a better job and I'm going to mail
it to Scranton tonight!"

Thousands of men now know the joy
of happy, prosperous homes because
they let the International Correspondence
Schools prepare them in spare hours for
bigger work and better pay. You will find
them in offices, shops, stores, mills, mines,
factories, on railroads, in the army and
navy—everywhere.

Some Facts About the

World's Greatest School!
The first student was enrolled in the International

Correspondence Schools on October 16, 1891.

Today the records of the Schools show an enrolment
of over two million.

This is over six times greater than the total enrol-
ment of Harvard in the 278 years since its organization.

It is more than ten times greater than the total en-
rolment of Yale since its doors swung open in 1701.

It is over five times the total enrolment of all the
colleges, universities, and technical schools in the
United States combined.

I. C. S. text -books are used in class-room work
and for reference purposes by 304 universities, colleges,
government schools, institutes of technology and voca-
tional schools, by the U. S. Navy Department in its

Shipboard Training Schools and by many of the largest
industrial corporations.

About 500 students each month report advancement
or salary increases as a result of the I. C. S. training.
Reports of 1,000 typical students show that at time of
enrolment their average monthly wage was $53.90. At
the time they most recentlyreported advancement their
average wage was $182.48 per month, an increase in earn-
ing power of $128.58 per month through I. C. S. training.

Reports on 27,000 typical students show 14.999 now
receiving $1,500 a year or more; 2,451 receiving $2,500 or
more; 413 receiving $5,000 or more; 20 receiving $10,000
or more; and 8 with annual incomes of $25,000 ormore.

Note the number of I. C. S.

Students in your State
State Number

Montana 14,700
Nebraska 18.240
Nevada 4,800
New Hampshire... 12,760
New Jersey 63,560
New Mexico 6,760
New York 217,040
North Carolina 134,700
Nortli Dakota 6,600
Ohio 116,200
Oklahoma 8,320
Oregon 15,600
Pennsylvania 170,720
Rhode Island 13,380
South Carolina 8,720
South Dakota 6,760
Tennessee 15,020
Texas 39,520
Utah 16,420
Vermont 7,880
Virginia 21,500
Washington 37,160

West Virginia 20,960
Wisconsin 42,320
Wyoming 6,080

State Number
Alabama 13,920
Alaska 1,560
Arizona 9,440
Arkansas 8,600
California.. 80,840
Colorado 35,060
Connecticut 34,140
Delaware 4,600
Dist. of Columbia.. 9,280
Florida 9,780
Georgia— 9,480
Idaho 10,720
Illinois 296,840
Indiana 55,520

Iowa 40,100
Kansas 36,000
Kentucky 9,780
Louisiana 11,680
Maine 22,460
Maryland 21,680
Massachusetts 83,040
Michigan 69,940
Minnesota 32,480
Mississippi 6,400
Missouri 53,020

Navy, 15,000 Total, 2,007,080

Why don't you study some one thing and get
ready for a real job, at a salary that will give your
wife and children the things you would like them
to have. You can do it! Pick the position you
want in the work you like best and the I. C. S. will
prepare you for it right in yourown home, in your
spare time—you need not lose a day or a dollar
from your present occupation.

Yes, you can do it! More than two million have
done it in the last twenty-seven years. More than
100,000 are doing it right now. Join them without
another day's delay. Mark and mail this coupon !

^TERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Box 5392 ,

SCRANTON. PA.
Explain, without obligating me, how I can qualify for
the position, or in the subject, before which I mark X.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
Electrician
Electric Wiring
Electric Lighting
Electric Car Running
Heavy ElectricTraction
Electrical Draftsman
Electric Machine Designer

S Telegraph Expert
Practical Telephony
MECHANICAL ENGINEER
Mechanical Draftsman

3 Ship Draftsman
Machine Shop Practice

3 Gas Engineer
CIVIL ENGINEER

7J Surveying and Mapping
MINE EOKEM'N OH ENG'H
STATIONARY ENGINEER

3 ARCHITECT
J Architectural Draftsman
PLUMBING AND HEATING
Sheet Metal Worker

CHEMICAL ENGINEER
SALESMANSHIP
ADVERTISING MAN
Window Trimmer
Show Card Writer
Outdoor Sign Painter
RAILROADER
ILLUSTRATOR

9 DESIGNER
BOOKKEEPER
Stenographer and Typist
Cert. Pub. Accountant

Q Traffic Management
Q Commercial Law
GOOD ENGLISH
Common School Subjects
CIVIL SERVICE
Railway Mail Clerk
Teitile Overseer or Supt.
AGRICULTURE
Navigator |Q Spanish
PonltryRalslnj In French
Automobiles IQ Itallaa

Present
Occupation.

Street
and No

City_
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Every Experimenter Should Have

CHEMCRAFT
THE BOY'S CHEMISTRY OUTFIT

Chemcraft will be an endless source of Infor-

mation and amusement. With these outfits you
can make inks, test your water supply and foods,

make soap and Are works, prepare dyes and pig-

ments and countless other interesting things.

You can entertain your friends for hours with
wonderful experiments in Chemical Magic and
it is possible to work out many new experiments
which are not listed in the instruction books.

CHEMCRAFT IS MADE IN THREE SIZES
No. I sells for $1.25

West of the Mississippi and Canada, $1.50

No. 2 sells for $2.50
West of the Mississippi and Canada, $3.00

No. 3 sells for $5.00
West of the Mississippi and Canada, $6.00

If your dealer hasn't Chemcraft write for full

information and the name of the nearest store

that sells it.

THE PORTER CHEMICAL CO.
Dept. b, Hagerstown, Md.

Stop t

!

If you are aiming for New York,

why not strike the center? This is

where the HERMITAGE is located.

In the middle of the Times Square
district. The HERMITAGE touches
elbows at once with the great amuse-
ment and business centers of the

metropolis.

Thoroughly modern and fireproof.

Rates: $2.00 to $3.50

The Management of the HERMIT-
AGE is now under the personal super-

vision of its proprietor

—

FRANK C. HURLEY,
Formerly with Auditorium and Chicago
Athletic Club, Chicago , the Denison
Hotel and Columbia Club, Indianapolis.

The Manipulation of Glass Tubing in the Experimental Laboratory
{Continued from page 324)

around the short end before trying to break
it, to prevent the glass from flying and
cutting you in case you have a bad break.

Immediately after breaking, smooth off all

sharp edges of the broken ends with short

quick strokes of the file. This is much
quicker than rounding off the ends in the

flame and serves the same purpose. Never
leave glass tubing around the laboratory
with sharp edges—file them all as soon
as they are broken, and save yourself and
your friends from being cut.

Tubing larger than one-half inch in diam-
eter is somewhat harder to cut successfully.

If one has a special cutter which will cut

a groove around the inside of the tube it

may easily be done. The best way, if no
cutter is available, is to cut a deep groove
half way around the outside of the tube
and then try and break it as with the

smaller sizes. It may or may not be suc-

cessful, depending on the quality of the

glass.

Trying to cut very large glass tubing
without a special cutter is very unsatisfac-

tory, yet may sometimes be accomplisht
with a file and a hot iron. File a deep notch
at the proper length on the tube and then
touch the red hot point of a spike directly

over it. Repeat until there is a tiny crack
started. Then by repeatedly touching the

tube just ahead of the crack with the hot
iron, the crack may be led around the tube.

The tube is then broken and the edges
smoothed off.

The old method of breaking tops off

bottles may be used to obtain large tubes
from tall olive jars. Wrap several layers

of string around the jar and then soak the

string in gasoline, alcohol or kerosene.
Light the string and just before the flame
goes out plunge the jar into water. It

ought to crack in a fairly circular line. If

it does not, try until it does. Keep the jar
turning all the time so that the heat from
the burning string may be evenly dis-

tributed. Tubes made from bottles of this

kind cannot be worked in the flame as they
are made from too brittle glass, but are
very useful in making certain kinds of
apparatus, as for instance battery jars, etc.

MAKING SIMPLE BENDS.
Bends in glass tubing are progressively

harder as the tubing enlarges. The entire

success of the bend depends on the handling
of the glass in the flame. It is not enough
to stick the tube in the flame and then bend
it when it gets red hot. A bend made in

this manner is not a good one, and will

break under the slightest strain.

To obtain a sharp bend, the narrow edge
of the fish-tail burner should be used, twirl-

ing the tube rapidly until there is an even
reddish white glow around the tube at the
place where the bend is to be made. The
tube must then be taken out of the flame,
and immediately bent to its proper shape.
A bend of over 90 degrees cannot be made
in this manner. Also the tubing must not
be too hot or a poor bend will result. Re-
member in all operations with glass tubing
that it should be heated slowly, otherwise it

will crack.
After a bend has been made and before

it has been cooled, it must be annealed.
This is done by holding the tube in the
yellow flame and keeping it there until it is

thoroly sooted up. It may then be allowed
to cool on the mat. Every bend of any de-
scription must be treated in this way in

order that its brittleness may be removed.
A bend which has not been annealed has
no strength.
To make wider bends a greater length

of tubing must be heated. For this we use
the entire length of the fish-tail burner and
proceed as we did with the sharp bend.
The greater the length heated the greater
the curve to the bend. A sharp bend is not
possible with large tubing. As a rule, the
larger the tubing the larger the curve will

have to be. In bending large tubing care
should be taken that the tube is very evenly
heated thruout its circumference, otherwise
the inner part of the tube will buckle when
it is bent. A bend of the buckled sort
will not be strong, and will usually break
while cooling.

In making all bends these things must be
kept in mind and carefully observed. First,

the tube must be evenly heated and heated
up gradually. Second, it must not be
heated too hot. Third, the bend must be
annealed by cooling it down gradually in
a yellow flame until it acquires a coating of
soot. Fourth, the bent tube must be laid
down on the mat to cool.

Bends made in the above manner may
take a little longer to make than the ordin-
ary rough and ready bends, but the ex-
perimenter will be amply repaid by the
stability of the bent tubes, for the bend will
be fully as strong as any other part of the
tube.

It can easily be seen that by varying the
length of the heated portion of the tube,
and by repeating bends any desired figure
may be made. In small tubing bends may
be made 360 degrees if necessary. In large
tubing this is not practical and four right
angle bends will do the work as well.

CLOSING THE ENDS OF GLASS TUBING.
To close the end of a glass tube properly

the end should be slowly heated for a very
short distance only. While the end is melt-
ing down the tube should be continually
rotated so that the closure will be even. It
is quite a common mistake of many ex-
perimenters to melt down the end until the
glass meets—but the end is not fused. The
glass must be firmly fused over the end or
there will be leakage thru the minute hole
in the supposedly closed tube. You will

find that the closed end will be much thicker
than the rest of the tube and will break
easily. These faults may be remedied by
first blowing in the open end just as the
glass fuses, and then by careful annealing
of the end by sooting. Ends are most
easily closed with a blast lamp as it allows
the end to close quickly enough to prevent
the glass from thickening. To obtain a

square end on a glass tube after it has fused,
it may be prest on a red hot plate and then
annealed and allowed to cool. The sealing

of tubes containing liquids will be de-

scribed later.

{See Part II in next issue)

POPULAR ASTRONOMY.
{Continued from page 311)

ent members. Paths of comets pass around
the sun at all angles and some comets move
in their orbits from west to east while
others move in the opposite direction or
retrograde.' The behavior of the asteroids

and comets is not at all in accord with the

theory that was, until recently, universally

advanced to explain the origin of the vari-

ous members of the solar system.

Some astronomers have made attempts to

modify the nebular hypothesis that has held

sway for so many years in order to make it

fit in with more recent discoveries but
others feel that a new theory is now re-

quired to explain the origin of the solar

system. Several theories have been ad-

vanced but no new theory has yet definitely

replaced the famous nebular hypothesis of
the noted French astronomer La Place.

{Next installment will appear in

October issue.)
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ALGERIA HAS IMMENSE WATER
POWER SITES.

A French engineer has found 35 localities

in Tunis where dams can be constructed

that can be made to provide from 30 to 600-

horsepower of continuous energy.

EXPERIMENTAL CHEMISTRY.
{Continued from page 328)

(b) Add some acid to the water. Notice

the effervescence of carbon dioxid gas.

(c) Boil some of the water in a beaker

for 5 or 10 minutes. Notice the white

deposit of calcium carbonat and magnesium
carbonat, which dissolved with effervesc-

ence in acids.

2. Chlorides, principally Sodium Chlorid.

Determine the amount of sodium chlorid in

the water, as described above, using how-
ever, only 5cc. of water for the test, dilut-

ing it with a little Croton water (distilled

water will give more accurate results). In

this case the number of grains of salt per

gallon is found by multiplying by 10 the

number of cc. of solution used.

3. Sulfates.—Test for these with barium
chlorid and hydrochloric acid. In most of

the common mineral waters this test will

be very faint.

4. Iron.—In siphon waters and in most of

the table mineral waters this element will

not be present. When testing Saratoga
waters, however, or any others where even
small traces of iron are present it is gen-
erally possible to notice the brownish flakes

of Fes(OH), floating in the water.

To prove its presence, add enough nitric

acid to make the water slightly acid, warm
for a minute or two, and test for (Ferric)

Iron with NHiCNS.
5. Calcium and Magnesium.—Add am-

monium hydroxid, ammonium chlorid and
ammonium oxalat to some of the water.

Result—precipitat of calcium oxalat. Heat,
filter carefully, and test the filtrat for mag-
nesium with Na2HPO«.

HYDROGEN PEROXID.

Hydrogen Peroxid, H2O2 was first pre-

pared by Thenard in 1818, who named it

"oxygenated water." Its occurrence in

nature is not abundant, but it is sometimes
found as traces in the atmosphere, rain and
snow.

Preparation :

—

Almost any acid acting on barium dioxid
(Ba02 ) will yield hydrogen peroxid, thus:

Ba02 + H2S04 = BaSO, + H2

Other reactions being:

Nas 2 + 2HC1 = 2NaCl + H2

Ba02 + H.PO, = BaHPO* + H 2 2

BaO. + C02 + H2 =BaCOa + H2O a

Hydrogen peroxid solution when used for

medicinal purposes must be as free as pos-
sible from soluble salts, especially barium,
and for this reason, only such acids as

sulfuric and phosforic (usually both),

which form insoluble barium compounds,
are used.

For bleaching, oxidizing, and as a pre-

servative agent, the Magnesium or Calcium
peroxid may be used in conjunction with
such organic acids as give rise to harmless
soluble salts, thus

:

2C»H 60,H S + 3Mg02 =
Citric Acid

MgstGHsOr). + 3H 2 2

Magnesium Citrat

Sodium perborat (NaBOa), when dis-

solved in water, forms the unstable meta-
borat (NaB0 2 ), which with the carbon
dioxid of the water is converted into borax
and sodium carbonat.

From Wiring Bells to Chief

Electrician at $5200aTfear

4

What Men Can Do

if They Master Electricity

.*-»—ri - Thousands of men
fl I have the natural born

jssa^l I "knack" of understand-
I K I ing things mechanical.
' r A Without the slightest

instruction, many of

them have learned how
to wire bells, and other

simple principles of electricity.

If these men only knew, they could

quickly acquire a thorough knowledge
of every branch of electricity, rising to

the position of Electrician or Electrical

Engineer. This is best illustrated by the

story of a young man in the Middle West
who jumped from the job of wiring bells

to that of Chief Electrician at $5,200 a
year.

This young man knew nothing what-
ever about the real principles of elec-

tricity. He only knew that by putting

wires and batteries together in a certain

way, he could make a door bell ring. He
went from house to house getting odd
jobs, repairing and installing door bells,

and he earned anywhere between $12
and $18 a week.
This young man realized that the op-

portunities in the field of electricity were
as unlimited as the possibilities of elec-

tricity itself. He figured that the electri-

cal profession was in its infancy in spite

of the tremendous advancement that had
been made in the past few years. He
found that there were unlimited possi-

bilities for positions which would fit any
degree of ability he attained. He studied
the problems of electricity in his spare
time and soon became switchboard man
for a telephone company. In a few
months, he became Exchange Manager,
and later Wire Chief. Leaving the tele-

phone field, he engaged in central station

work as an electrician, and was appointed
operating engineer. A short time after

that, he was appointed Chief Electrician

at a salary of $5,200 a year.

The man who has a knack for the
simplest electrical operations has tremen-
dous opportunities before him, if he will

only develop this knack to' its fullest pos-
sibilities. And this is now made easy,
for 27 authorities have placed their

knowledge in seven massive volumes
issued by the American Technical Society
of Chicago.
These seven splendid volumes contain

over 3,500 pages and over 3,000 illustra-

tions. Each book measures 7" x 10", and
is 2" thick. Everything electrical is ex-
plained in such easy-to-understand lan-

guage, that it makes studying more like

a game than like work. These volumes
tell all about Elements of Electricity,

Electrical Measurements—Underwriter's
Requirements—Theory—Calculation, De-
sign and Construction of Generators

—

Dynamo—Electric Machinery—Lighting
Machinery—Power Transmission—Elec-
tric Railways—Power Stations—Switch
boards and Switching—Electric Ele-
vators — Storage Batteries — Electric
Welding and Heating—Electro-Chemis-
try—Wire and Wireless Telegraphy. In

fact this remarkable
Cyclopedia of Applied
Electricity explains
everything from wiring
bells to the newest dis-

coveries in the electri-

cal industry.

These seven volumes
alone will enable anyone who has a liking

for the work to master electricity and
qualify for the big positions open, or en-
ter into business for himself. But with
the seven massive volumes, the American
Technical Society offers a full year's con-
sulting membership without extra charge.
This entitles you to the advice and help
of a corps of electrical experts. Many
men say this personal help has been
worth hundreds of dollars to them, yet
it is yours free, if you act quickly.

The seven volumes are so valuable that
the publishers are anxious to send you
the entire set for free examination. You
need send no money in advance. Then,
if, after examination you decide to own
this set send only $2 within a week after
receiving the books, and only $2 a month
—an average of only 7c a day—until the
special half price is paid.

It is not necessary to send a penny in

advance. Just mail the coupon below
and the books will be sent to you at once.
The regular price of the seven volumes
is $35, but on the present special offer the
price is only $19.80 for the complete set,

so you are getting a rare bargain. Re-
member it is not necessary to send any
money now. Just mail the coupon. If
you like things electrical, there is no
brighter future in store for you than
through the development of your latent
ability along these lines. To attempt to
master eleetricity without help is like try-
ing to operate an automobile without in-
struction. With the help of these seven
volumes mastering electricity becomes a
fascinating and easy subject. Just mail
the coupon below or copy it in a letter,

and the seven massive volumes will be
shipped for free examination. The year's
consulting privilege is free if you decide
to keep the Cyclopedia of Applied Elec-
tricity.

American Technical Society,

Dept. E-3386,

CHICAGO, U. S. A.

AMERICAN TECHNICAL SOCIETY

Dept. E-3386

Chicago, U. S. A.

Please send Cyclopedia of Applied Electricity for

seven days' examination, I to pay shipping charges.
I will send $2.00 within seven days and £2.00 a

month until I have paid £19.80 or notify you and
hold the books subject to your order. Title not to
pass until fully paid.

Name .

Address

Reference
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NEW OLIVERS
Free Trial—No Money Down

Latest Oliver Nine— standard
visible, brand new. Direct
from factory to you, saving

you $51. Easy terms. The exact machine
used by bis business. Over 600,000 sold.

Our startling book "The High Cost of Type-
writers—The Reason and the Remedy" tells the
story. Get your copy today. It is free. A $100
machine for $49.

This book tells how simple it is to get a new
Oliver for free trial—our low
terms—a year to pay.

Send for your copy today.

THE OLIVER
TYPEWRITER CO.

67-C Oliver Typewriter Bldg.

Chicago, IU.
. (602)

"I Would Not Part
with it for $10,000^
So writes an enthusiastic, grateful,

customer. In like manner testify over|
100,000 people who have worn it. Con
serve your body and life first.

The Natural

Body Brace
Overcomes WEAKNESS and
ORGANIC AILMENTS ofWOMEN AND MEN.
Develops erect, graceful figure.

|

Brings restful relief, com-
fort, ability to do things,
health and strength.

Wear It 30 Days Free
at Our Expense

Does away with the strain and pain of standing and
walking; replaces and supports misplaced internal
organs; reduces enlarged abdomen; straightens and
strengthens the back; corrects stooping shoulders;
develops lungs, chest and bust; relieves backache,
curvatures, nervousness, ruptures, constipation.
Comfortable and easy to wear.

Keep Yourself Fit
Write today for illustrated booklet, measurement
blank, etc., and read our very liberal proposition.

HOWARD C. RASH, Pret. Natural Body Brace Co.
286 Rash Building SAUNA, KANSAS

NaBOa + H2 = NaBOa + H„0 2

4 NaBO* + CO, = NaAO, + Na2CO,.
By using 14 grams of perborat for each

100 cc. of water, a 10 volume hydrogen
peroxid solution is obtained.

For preparing the medicinal
solution of hydrogen peroxid,
barium dioxid is first hydrated

:

Ba0 2 + H2 = BaO(OH) 2

by slowly adding to it about
double its weight of distilled

water, ice cold, and, after
standing about 30 minutes,
either phosforic or sulfuric
acid with water is gradually
added with constant stirring,

keeping cold by employing ice,

until the mixture remains
slightly acid. It is then made
neutral by adding more of the
dioxid.

Properties :

—

Physical : — It is a nearly
colorless (slightly blue in
quantity), syrupy liquid.

It possesses a metallic, cor-
rosive taste, and pungent odor. The "Siem

It is miscible in water. Experimen
Its specific gravity is about

It volatilizes at about 84 degrees F.
Chemical :—It readily decomposes into

oxygen and water, even when in dilute
solution, especially if exposed to heat or
sunlight. Concentrated solutions are un-
stable, and slowly decompose, increasing in
rapidity with rise of temperatures, and near
100 deg. decomposition usually takes place
with explosive violence.

2H2 2 = 2H2 + O
Explosion of concentrated solutions may
also be caused by the introduction of solid
matter or finely divided platinum, iron,
magnanese oxid, or carbon.

It is one of the strongest oxidizing agents
and antiseptics, and will even oxidize silver,

due to liberation of free oxygen, perhaps
as ozone.
Strong solutions bleach the skin white, as

well as bleaching organic pigments, hair,
feathers, bone, etc.

Exit

To sparA edit-
or Transf. - Fig. 131

Air or Oxygen.,-'
entrance

-—.-Lead fused thru giass

ens" Ozone Tube. With a Little Ingenuity the
ter Can Make One of These from Two Glass
Test Tubes Cemented Together.

It also reduces, as well as oxidizes and is

a powerful disinfectant and germicide.

USES. 1

The chief use of hydrogen peroxid is as
an antiseptic and germicide. While this is

by far the most important use, the solution
is employed sometimes by artists to renovate
old paintings. Its oxidizing action adapts
it as a bleaching agent for cotton, wool,
silk, ivory, hair, oils, etc. It is also used
for sterilization and preservation of foods.
It is employed in photography to remove
the last traces of "hypo" from prints.

Tests :—
Upon the addition of hydrogen peroxid

to a dilute solution of potassium iodid con-

BOTH

RADIO AND MORSE
Your Government is calling for experienced

wireless operators and telegraphers. Many
schools have been opened where special instruc-

tion is given qualifying young men to ac-

cept such positions in the army and navy
with advanced rank and increased pay.

You CanLearnatHome
in Your Spare Time

C
mmm
(NAP
IU4J jl-jlj MfUilt

Combination

KUADD WWe**

l\WMr^ Telegraphy

OUTFIT

will soon make you an accomplished operator. Teaches Light and Sound Signals, both Radio and Morse. Outtit con-

sists of exceptionally fine Telegraph Key, Buzzer, 3 Binding Posts, Lamp, Lamp Socket and Control Switch—all mounted on

a highly finished base. Two outfits can be operated at considerable distance apart for sending and receiving practice

PRICE OF COMPLETE OUTFIT $^ 00
WITH WIRING DIAGRAM, CHART AND FULL INSTRUCTIONS ~WOW

V

Shipped to You Anywhere, All Charges Prepaid This Same Outfit Without Lamp $2.50

Or your dealer can secure it for you. Order to-day. Descriptive circular and catalog of celebrated Knapp M.ni.r- and

Electrical Specialties from 10c up mailed free on request.

KNAPP ELECTRIC & NOVELTY CO., 523 W. 51st St., NewYork City

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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taining starch, and a few drops of ferrous

sulfate, a blue color will appear. The fer-

rous salt is oxidized to the ferric state,

which in turn liberates iodine from the

potasium salt, to form starch iodid.

If a few drops of chromic anhydrid

(CrOa) solution, or potassium bichromat

with sulfuric acid, are added to hydrogen
peroxid, a blue color (of perchromic acid,

HsCrOs) is obtained, which dissolves upon
shaking with ether, with a blue color.

Ozone

HISTORY.

When a static electric machine is in

operation, a peculiar and characteristic odor

is present. It is also observed, to a slight

extent, in the air after a lightning stroke.

Van Marum, in 1785, described his observa-

tions, and that he had obtained the same
odor in the gas given off from the anode
when acidulated water was subjected to

electrolysis. Schonbein applied the name
ozone, signifying a smell.

PREPARATION.

Ozone is evolved at the positive pole in

the electrolysis of water acidulated with

either sulfuric or chromic acid.

It is also formed by the silent discharge

of electricity thru air or oxygen. Fig. 131,

shows a tube known as Siemens Ozone
Tube" consisting of a glass tube covered

with tinfoil, which is placed inside of a

larger one covered on the out-side with

tinfoil. The outer and inner coatings are

connected to an induction coil while a cur-

rent of air or oxygen passes thru.

It is also obtained when phosforus is per-

mitted to slowly oxidize in the air, or when
oxygen is past over pieces of moist phos-

forous.

PROPERTIES.

Ozone is a colorless gas with a peculiar

odor, such as is noticed about moist phos-
forous. It reverts very gradually into ordi-

nary oxygen, which change is hastened upon
heating. Ozone dissolves readily in the

volatile and fixt oils, and at 12 degrees
water dissolves one-half volume of the gas,

which solution is gradually converted into

oxygen and hydrogen peroxid, thus

:

H2 + 3 = 2 +H2 2

It bleaches organic colors, such as indigo,

litmus, etc., phosforus, sulfur, arsenic, and
all metals, excepting gold and platinum, are
converted into their respective highest

oxides, ammonia being oxidized to am-
monium nitrat. Silver is blackened thru
the formation of black silver peroxid, and
lead sulfid is converted to lead sulfate.

Detection :—
(1) Paper moistened with potassium

iodid solution and starch paste turns blue
when exposed to an atmosphere of ozone,

thus :

—

2KI + H 2 + O, = 2 + 2KOH + I 2

Other oxidizing agents, as chlorin, bromin,
nitrogen dioxid, also produce this reaction.

(2) Paper impregnated with a tincture of

guaiac, and moistened with water, turns

blue.

(3) The bright surface of silver is black-

ened by ozone ; no other oxidizing agent
producing this effect.

(4) Paper moistened with a solution of
t e t r a-methyl-diamido-diphenyl-methan in

acetic acid, gives a violet color with ozone

,

yellow with nitrogen dioxid
;
deep blue with

bromin or chlorin ; and no color with hydro-
gen peroxid.

Uses :

—

Ozone is employed in industrial bleaching
processes ; for the destruction of fusel oil

in alcohol ; for the cleansing of wine and
beer flasks

;
and, for the sterilization of

water.
{To be continued)

Judged/ Results
BROUGHT to its final analysis, every system of healing must

be judged by the results it produces. I have been acclaimed

the most perfectly developed man by competent authorities.

I am the product of the system I teach. Thousands who have fol-

lowed my teachings have overcome weaknesses, eliminated dis-

ease and attained health after all other means had failed. I

have learned from Nature the secret of reaching, strengthening

and developing the Internal muscles which control the function

and nutrition of the vital organs. This enables the system to

throw off impurities and disease. Thousands of my pupils have
voluntarily written me of the wonderful benefits they have re-

ceived. Here are a few of their letters

:

I was down and out when I

started your Course 6 week* ago.
My Interest in life Is returning. I

The depressing mental symptoms
of auto-intoxication disappeared
from the beginning of your Course.
My color is now as It should be. My
surplus adipose has all disappeared.
1 act and feel like an entirely new
person, and my rupture Is entirely

cured. My truss has been discarded
since the third week of your Course.
Considering the handicaps of ab-
dominal adhesions which I had and
the fear of attacks which hung over
me and the limited exertions which
I was able to make in the begin-
ning, I consider the results truly
remarkable.

Drifton, Pa. Cornelius B. Kunkie.

have clearly demonstrated my in-
creased efficiency by vastly improv-
ing the production records where I

am employed, and am accomplish-
ing twice as much work as I used
to. I have confidence In myself now.

Willis A. Casey.
12% Tafts St., Cambridge, Mass.

I have gained eleven pounds. My
nervousness has entirely disappeared.
my strength has increased nve fold,
grown three-quarters of an Inch
taller and my shoulders have broad-
ened out. My mental energy has
increased wonderfully; I never feel
tired; am full of "pep" all of the
time, and last I am much happier
than I used to be. I might add
that I eat about half the food that
I used to. I'll stick to Strong-
fortlsm as long as I live.

Harold McCullough.
262 Main St., Petaluma, Cal.

I have gained in development,
muscles are firm and skin Is cleared
of all pimples. I feel a different
man, resolute, able to meet the
world. I will do my best to imbue
other weaklings with the great bless-
ings to be obtained through Strong-
fortism.

George Fair.
Centerton. Ind.

I have improved wonderfully in
every corner of my body and have
shown a big Increase In chest ex-
pansion. 1 am perfectly satisfied. 1
have gained fifteen pounds and feel

one hundred per cent, alive.

Rudolph Gross, Jr.

15 William St., New York City.

Oh what a change. My face Is no
longer greasy and has lost its aal-
lowness, pimples, bolls and black-
heads. Am rapidly taking on the
healthy look and color. My eyes
are getting stronger. Another thing
I have noticed is my disposition;
before starting with you I went to
work with a grouch, now It Is quite
the reverse. I go to work whistling
and humming, and could shout for
the pure Joy of living. All this is

due to your efforts, for which I

thank you. F. A. Hall.
85 Mt. Boyal Ave., W., Montreal.

Can.

I don't know what to say to Jus-
tify the condition I feel I am in.

Never even as a boy have I possessed
such wonderful feeling of vigor and
strength as 1 do now.

Henry B. Freeman.
211 Clinton St., N. T. City.

I want to say that your Course
has done me a world of good. I

wish I had known about It years
ago. 1 am a happy man today.

Henry Flater.
1121% Jackson St.. Seattle, Wash.

Is it so, or am I dreaming? Here
are some of the results that are un-
deniable. I have the finest bowel
action that I remember in years,
every day sure "fine and easy as
you say, 2 each day." I don't have
to arise at night any more to urinate
since starting with you. Before it

was a nightly occurrence, and some-
times two or three times. I sleep
well now. and the beauty of It Is
that, I am waking up more refreshed
In the morning than for years.
Every time I get through with the
lessons I feel like a young horse
turned loose and then I have more
Eye-Pep-Nerve, it seems like, since
I was a boy. I am actually getting
young again. I am amazed, delight-
ed, at the Improvement.

O. M. Mitchell.
T. M. C. A., South Bend, Ind.

T. M. C. A. With the Colors.
Some time ago I bought a Course

you had made up for me on in-
creased height. It certainly has
done the work. So far I have gained
2'/2 Inches. Tours truly,

Chas. H. Bunkel.
Camp Meade, Maryland, Md.

Your Course has done for me
what you claimed It would:
strengthened me both physically and
mentally. It has put me on the
right road to MANHOOD, and good
living. I shall never Indulge In that
HABIT again. Thanking you a
thousand times. Yours,

(Name Withheld on Bequest.

)

Watertown, N. Y.

LIONEL STRONGFORT
The world's strongest and most perfect

athlete, whose unaccepted challenge
of competition to the greatest living

"strong men" still stands.

Since I joined the army, where you have to look out for yourself, I have
found that the training I had from you has put me in a place where I can
TAKE OABE OF MYSELF. When they ask me where I got my strength
from ] say, from the finest man I have ever seen, and that Is Lionel Strong-
fort, and I believe you are for I was under two physical culture directors
before I took your Course.

Pte. Joseph Atherton.

On Active Service, American Exped. Force, Feb. 24, 1918.

I have not a bit of trouble from
Indigestion or constipation now, and
am 2 pounds heavier than I was
three weeks ago.

Alliance, Nebr. Boyce Hamilton.
I feel 100% better now. The

quality of the muscles has improved
very much. A. J. Loyka.
Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
Before taking your Course I was

a physical wreck. You have done
wonders for me. I have passed the
examining board for Military Duty
as physically fit. Leave for camp in
a few days.

Willis E. Bacheller.
Jennings, La.

Seek Help Where It Abounds ;

It Is an axiom In law and science that the testimony

of several reliable witnesses establishes a fact. The
FACTS in regard to Strongfortism have been proven

beyond all question by thousands of witnesses. If your
life is a burden because of
weakness, or you are ham-
pered as the result of dis-
ease, let the above letters,

the sincere expressions of
gra'eful hearts, point you
to Strongfortism—your Sal-
vation. Take heart. Nature
cannot fail.

Send for My Free Booklet

"Promotion and Conserva-
tion of Health, Strength
and Mental Energy" will
tell you all about the
quick, easy, simple Strong-
fort way to get back the
buoyancy of youth, whether
you have lost It by burning
the candle at both ends or
are simply weighted down
with years. I will send
you a copy FREE, on re-
ceipt of three 2c stamps to
cover packing and postage.

LIONEL STRONGFORT
Physical and Health Specialist

665 Park Building Newark, N. J.

FREE CONSULTATION COUPON
Mr. Lionel Strongfort. Newark, N. J.—Please

send me your book—"PROMOTION AND CON-
SERVATION OF HEALTH. STRENGTH AND
MENTAL ENERGY," for postage of which I en-
close 6 cents in stamps. I have marked (X) be-
fore the subject in which I am interested.

Colds
. Catarrh
.Asthma
. Obesity
. Headache
.Thinness
.Rupture
.Lumbago
Neuritis

. Neuralgia
Flat Chest

. Deformity
(describe)

.Insomnia

.Short Wind

.Flat Feet

Stomach
Disorders

.Constipation

.Biliousness
Torpid Liver

. Indigestion

. Nervousness

.Poor Memory
. Rheumatism
. Impotency
.Vital Losses
.Youthful Errors .

.Gastritis
. Heartweakness
.Poor Circulation
Skin Disorders

I

.Despondency

. Round Shoul-
ders

. Lung Troubles

. I ncreased
Height

.Stoop Shoulders

.Muscular
Development

Great Strength
.Weight Lifting
.Advanced Course
.Many Weight
Barbell

. Professional
Training

(865)

I

| Address
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EXPERIMENTERS! ATTENTION!!

"ELECTRO" LOUD-TALKER
enamel wire for five ohms, standard with our Detectiphone.

This instrument works best on four dry cells, and par-
ticular attention is called to the fact that in order to work,
the loud-talker requires a fairly heavy current and for that
reason thick wires must be used for connecting the trans-
mitter with the loud-talker. If this is not done, the voice
will be weakened considerably. If no heavy wire is at

hand, more batteries must be used
to compensate.

We present herewith two little instruments for which
we have had a long and persistent demand.
This outfit has been gotten up solely for the Experi-

menter and for this reason we are selling it ''Knocked
Down." In other words, the instruments come all ready
for you to assemble, all the parts, screws, nuts, washers,
etc., being furnished. Complete directions how to assemble
accompany each set. With a pair of

pliers and a screw-driver, the outfit

can be readily put together in less

than twenty minutes.

The most important point is that

the telephone receiver spool comes
already wound complete, and the
Experimenter will, therefore, not
need to wind his own spool.

The outfit when assembled com-
prises a highly sensitive CARBON
GRAIN MICROPHONE with carbon
diaphragm of exactly the same type
as is used with our $15.00 Detecti-

phone. (See our Cat. No. 19.)

The receiver is a special low re-

sistance double pole type with the

difference that no magnet is used
in the same for the reason that the

function of this instrument is elec-

tro-magnetic, the same as all loud-

talking phones.

The spool is wound with special

USES: This instrument can be used to
transmit phonograph music from one room to
another ; used as a Detectiphone ; as a Radio
Amplifier; as a telephone extension (by plac-
ing the regular telephone receiver against the
sensitive transmitter with the loud-talker)

;

for salesmen to talk "through" window
(Loud-Talker outside in street, microphone
transmitter for salesmen, talking into same) ;

for restaurants for talking to the chef, and a
hundred other uses. Many young experi-
menters are developing a lucrative business
selling this appliance to various merchants
at a good profit.

Outside of the two instrument parts, one
three-foot cord is furnished with sensitive
microphone as shown ; instructions, etc., are
furnished.

No. AEK204 "Electro" Loud- i mm /v
Talker Outfit Parts "Knocked-? I Hll
Down," complete * •W

No. CEK205 "Electro" Loud-
Talker Outfit, same as above
except that it is already as- mm s\
sembled and tested at factory. <p Jt t-i| 1
Set complete %J»*J\J

Shipping weight 2 lbs.

Immediate Shipments

S. O. S.!! A REAL ELECTRIC
Learner's Telegraph Outfit for 25c Prepaid

! NICKEL BINDING POSTS

25c

In the 15 years of its ex-

istence our company has

never offered such a bar-

gain as the present one.

Just think of it, a real

electric learner's telegraph
outfit with which to learn

the code or to telegraph to

your friend six blocks
away, for 25 cts.!! Impos-
sible—you say. Quite so.

We do sell them at cost,

but we do it solely to get you acquainted with us and
place our wonderful catalog in your hands. And if

this telegraph pleases, you will order other things

from us. This telegraph has a red-lacquered wooden
base, strong electromagnet, nickel binding posts,

generous telegraph knob and nickel clicker. Tele-

graph measures 3% x 1% x iy2 " over all. Full direc-

tions for learning the code, and a fine CODE CHART
go with the telegraph, all packed in neat box. Tele-

graph works easily on a single dry cell. Two instru-

ments may be ordered for 50 cts. if wanted, to

telegraph between two rooms or two houses. wM | be fi ned W jthj'n 12 hours

If the telegraph does not
come up to expectation
will cheerfully refund
money. Boys order 6 to 25
of these instruments. Sell

like hot cakes to friends
for 30 to 40 cts. each. So
small can be slipped into
pocket. LEARN THE
CODE DURING SPARE
TIME. TELEGRAPH OP-
ERATORS ARE SCARCE.

UNCLE SAM NEEDS THOUSANDS.
Important. As this telegraph is sold at cost, we

reserve the right to decline your order (by refund-
ing the money) unless you order one of our free
Cyclopedia Catalogs at the same time. Should you
already have our Cat. No. 19, it is necessary to cut
out the coupon, writing across it: I have Cat. No. 19.

This is done for the guidance of our catalog checking
department. Of course, if you have Cat. No. 19, you
need NOT send for it again.
We are prepared to fill orders for 10,000 of these tele-

graphs this month. They are in stock NOW. Your order

25c
"THE LIVEST CATALOG IN AMERICA"

Our big. new electrical cyclopedia No. 19 is waiting for you. Positively the most com-
plete Wireless and electrical catalog in print today. 200 Big Pages, 600 illustrations, 500
instruments and apparatus, etc. Big "Treatise on Wireless Teleflraphy." 20 FREE cou-
pons for our 160-page FREE Wireless Course in 20 lessons. FREE Cyclopedia No. 19
measures 7x5V. Weight % lb. Beautiful stiff covers.

"THE LIVEST CATALOG IN AMERICA"
Now before you turn this page write your name and address on coupon at right, cut or
tear out. enclose 6 cts. stamps to cover mail charges, and the Cyclopedia is yours by
return mail.

THE ELECTRO IMPORTING CO., 231 Fulton Street, New York City
"Everything for the Experimenter"

ELECTRO IMPORTING COMPANY
231 Fulton St., New York City

I enclose herewith 6 cents for postage in stamps or coin
for which please send me your latest Cyclopedia Catalog
No. 19 as described.

NAME

ADDRESS

STATE

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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The Einthoven Galvanometer, Its Theory, Operation, Construction.

(Continued from page 319)

No. 30 drill, and are used to take out the
leads from the winding. The core between
the bobbin ends is carefully shellacked and
covered with two layers of paper for in-

sulation. The bobbin is then wound evenly,

full with No. 24 double cotton-covered mag-
net wire. The leads are carefully removed
from both ends and properly secured so as
to prevent them from breaking off at the
ends. The magnet yoke 3, is made from
wrought iron bar and its lay-out is given
in Fig. 7. It is very essential that the drill-

ing should be very accurate and dimensions
carefully followed, as the accuracy of the
whole instrument assembly depends upon
the drilling of these few holes. After the
coils are wound they are then set in the
respective holes in the yoke and firmly
secured therein by set screws or by a close
fit.

The active magnetic pole pieces S, S, are
used for concentrating the magnetic field in

the string region, and Fig. 8 shows their
construction. They are also made from soft
wrought iron. Altho their shape may seem
peculiar, yet it was found thru actual test

that the magnetic field was strongest with
this type of construction than with any of
the others that were tried. These pole pieces
are fastened to the electro-magnet pole
pieces by means of 8-32 set screws as noted.
Two auxiliary pole pieces 6, 6, are used to
increase the magnetic path service and also

as a means of supporting the viewing tele-

scope. Their details are given in Fig. 9.

The telescope hole is drilled to receive a

three-eighths inch tap. This should be of

No. 40 pitch thread.

The movable wire-supporting stand 7, is

made as shown in Fig. 10. It is composed
of a solid brass rod three-quarters of an
inch in diameter and cut to size with two
8-32 tap holes at each end as indicated.

This is secured to the wood base, and a pro-
jecting arm 8, Fig. 11, is used to support
the wire containing tube 10. It is made
from stock brass measuring 3-5/8x7/8x3/8",
and two holes are made at each end, one

y2 " and the other with a No. 18 drill, as

shown in the figure. A tension controlling

tube 10, is inserted in the hole, and this

is made as indicated in Fig. 12. The 4-32

tap hole is used to secure a notch piece,

Fig. 13, to prevent the tension rod Fig. 14,

from turning when it is tightened or re-

leased. This rod is made from a No. 10
brass rod. One and one-half inches from
the end, cut a three-sixty-fourth inch slot,

three-sixty-fourths of an inch deep. This
can be done easily without either a shaper
or milling machine, by taking two hacksaw
blades, and securing both of them in the
hacksaw frame. Care should be taken that
the teeth of both be in the same direction.

The rod should be firmly secured in a vise.

(To be continued)

Material of

Fibre
Diameter of

Fibre
Resistance

in ohms
Period in

seconds
Magnifica-

tion

Deflection in mm. 1 mm. defl produced by

Factor of

Merit*per
micro-

amp

per
micro-
volt

micro-amps. micro- volts

Silver wire

Silvered quartz fibre

020 mm.
002 mm.
003 mm.
002 mm.
002 mm.

20,000
6600
5860
3890

—

t

O008
0-005

500
500
650
750
750

4-4

62,500

333,000
30
9-7

0-94

3-13

50-5

0-005

0003

2-3 x 10-'

1-6 « 10-=

3 x 10- 6

3-3 x 10- 2

1-03 x 10-'

1-07

3-2 x 10-'

1-98 x 10-2

2 x 10:

4 x 10s

117,000

117,000

POPULAR DEMONSTRATION OF
THOUGHT TRANSFERENCE
AND OTHER PHENOMENA.

(Continued from page 304)
To note the action on the pulse over a

great distance, suspend a coil of wire from
a room fixture (aerial) and to the latter

connect a wire (see experiment III and Fig.

3) with the pit of the stomach of percipient
(over the clothing). If the agent executes
willing at a distance (in the percipient's

direction) the latter may be informed over
the telephone the moment he wills by an-
other who announces the fact the moment
the pulse of the percipient is retarded.

I have successfully conducted this inter-

esting experiment at a distance of 41 miles.

Experiment II.

—

Showing the effects of
concentrated thought. When sudden con-
centrated thought (arithmetical problem) is

executed, some agents may influence the

pulse but all may do so if Red Material is

placed on the agent's head.
Note the influence of different colors

on intense thought or willing by the agent.

Red and Yellow increase and Purple de-
creases the effects on the pulse.

Experiment III.

—

Showing that concen-
tration of the mind is literally true. To
prove this brain focusing, let the agent con-
centrate the mind op one of several wooden
or paper objects in the room. One end of a

YOU HAVE A BEAUTIFUL FACE
BUT YOUR NOSE ?

BEFORE AFTER
Permit no one to see you looking otherwise; It will injure
your welfare I Upon the impression you constantly make
rests the failure or success of your life. Which is to be
your ultimate destiny? My new Noee-Shaper, "Trados"
(Model 24) corrects now ill-shaped noses without opera-
tion, quickly, safely and permanently. Is pleasant and
does not inter! ere with one's daily occupation, being worn
at night.

Wrile today for free bookjel, which telh you how to correct ill-shaped noses without cost if not satisfactory.

M. TRILETY, Face Specialist 1038 Ackerman Bldg., Binghamton, N. Y.

IN THIS DAY and AGE attention to your appearance
is an absolute necessity if you expect to make the most
out of life. Not only should you wish to appear as

attractive as possible, for your own self-satisfaction,
which la alone well worth your efforts, but you will find
the world in general judging you greatly, if not wholly,
by your "looks/* therefore it pays to "look your best'
at all times.

$95 an Hour!
"Every hour I spent on my I. C. S.

Course has been worth $95 to me! My
position, my $5,000 a year income, my
home, my family's happiness—I owe it all

to my spare time training with the Inter-

national Correspondence Schools!"

Every mail brings letters from some of

the two million I. C. S. students telling of

promotions or increases in salary as the

rewards of spare time study.

What are you doing with the hours after

supper? Can you afford to let them slip

by unimproved when you can easily maKe
them mean so much? One hour a day
spent with the I. C. S. will prepare you

for the position you want in the work you
like best. Yes, it will ! Put it up to us to

prove it. Mark and mail this coupon now 1

— TEAR OUT MEHE

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

BOX 5393, SCRANTON.PA.
Explain, without obligating me, how I can qualify for the
position, or in the subject, before which 1 mark X.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
Electrician
Electric Wiring
Electric Lighting
FLIectric Car Running

Q Heavy ElectricTraction
Electrical Draftsman
Electric Machine Designer
Telegraph Expert
Practical Telephony
MECHANICAL ENGINEER
Mechanical Draftsman

_ Ship Draftsman
Machine Shop Practice
Gas Engineer
CIVIL ENGINEER

J Surveying and Mapping
MINE FOKEM'N Olt ENG'R
STATIONARY ENGINEER

5 ARCHITECT
Architectural DrafKtman
PLUMBING ANI> HEATING
Sheet Metal Worker

CHEMICAL ENGINEER
SALESMANSHIP
ADVERTISING MAN

r~| Window Trimmer
Show Card Writer
Outdoor Sign Painter
RAILROADER
ILLUSTRATOR
DESIGNER
BOOKKEEPER
Stenographer and Typist
Cert. Pub. Accountant
Traffic Management
Commercial Law

(GOOD ENGLISH
Common School Snbjects
CIVIL SERVICE
Railway Mail Clerk
Textile Overseer or Sopt.
AGRICULTURE
Navigator Spanish
Poultry Raising§ French
Automobiles |Q Italian

Present
Occupation_

Street
and No

WANTED— Railway Mail Clerks

$1100 to!2000 year

Common Eciuca
tion Sufficient

Sure pay.
Life job

Pull unnec
essary.

Franklin Institute

Dept. T 102
Rochester, N. Y.

Sire : Send me, without charge,
(1) sample Railway Mail Clerk

Examination questions; (2) sohed-
Cf ule showing places of all U. S.
C Government coming examinations; (3)

list of other government Jobs now open.
and (4) free book describing them.

./ NAME.
ADDRESS.
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Learn Aviation Mechanics
"Sup^ir

Train yourself for the Aviation Service by availing yourself of the Preparatory ,1 Ifov tn
Ground Course in Aviation Mechanics, affording preparation prior to entering tfle IVey to
Government Ground School, covering aero-dynamics, aero-engines, rigging and VifAnrv'"
Lewis gunnery. Previous experience unnecessary. V l\.i%jry*

including aero-
engine course,

taken in six weeks (three hours dally) or
three weeks (six hours daily)

COMPLETE COURSE $60 WE ARE THE PIONEER AVIATION SCHOOL

(weeks) ^35Special Aero-Engine Course

Wireless Course (i°ee
u
ks
r

)
$25

Write for our Illustrated Booklet "H"—"A Message
to You on Aviation"

Telephone Bryant 9078

110-114 WEST 42d STREET, NEW YORK

Violet Rays
Wonderful HEALTH and BEAUTY GIVER

For
Home
Use

Wonderful
Beautifier

Brings the glow
of h e'a 1 t h-

ful beauty to

the complexion,
removes blem-
ishes, pimples,
warts, etc.

Electricity from your light socket transformed into the

greatest health-giving agency known to Science—VIOLET
RAY—powerfully effective, yet soothing and gentle in

action. Benefits of tremendous voltage of electricity ab-

sorbed by the human body without the slightest shock,

muscular contraction or pain of any kind
;
pleasant and

perfectly safe.

RenuLife Violet Ray
High Frequency Generator
Used and endorsed by physicians and beauty specialists;

saturates the body with soothing, invigorating, curative

violet rays, producing New Life, Power and Beauty;
purifies the blood stream and brings the circulation to

parts treated, renews and builds up.

Every home should have this mar-
velous invention; benefits every per-
son in sickness or health: smallest
infant, aged or feeble. It is not
a cure all—but treats success-
fully a wide range of ailments
because it is systematic
in effect—relieves the

symptoms while steadily removing
the cause; bringing back normal
conditions.

LOWEST PRICE

umSSfully

| Rheumatism
1 Neuritis

I Lumbago
1 Chest Pains

I Catarrh

I Headache
i Ear Diseases

I Hardening of Arteries

I Wrinkles

i Skin Diseases

I Falling Hair

I Etc. Etc.
m

| Treatment Chart
I furnished showing
I use for over 100
1 ailments.

This is the lowest priced, most
effective instrument of its kind in

the world, guaranteed. Price so low
. tA that no family can afford to be

i 8C without it.

At Home Get Book "Health" FREE
You can receive Send for our booklet "Health" tell-

the benefits in the privacy of your
j ng ; n detail the wonderful story of

own home heretofore only procur- the Violet Ray—

RENULIFE ELECTRIC CO.,

538

Marquette

Bldg.

Detroit,

Mich.

WANTED
Men and women
representatives to
demonstrate t o
doctors and In-
dividuals. Earn.
$50.00 a week up.
We give full in-
structions. Get
our proposition.

SOLD ON
LIBERAL

TRIAL PLAN

wire* (A) is connected with the percip-
ient and aerial and another wire (B) is

connected to the aerial (Fig. 3).
Fig. 3.-—Showing connections of wires

A and B. A, is connected to aerial and
stomach of percipient and B, to aerial with
one end for touching objects or for use in

studying gravitational energy. Wires may
be hooked directly to a fixture.

An independent person now touches with
the other end of wire B, the several objects
in succession. The moment the object on
which the agent has concentrated is touched,
the effect on the pulse may be noted. Per-
mit the wire to remain in contact with each
object for several seconds.

Experiment IV.

—

Proving that good
thinkers use two sides of the brain and that
ordinary thinkers use only one side. Genius
is a matter of bicerebration. Use two wires
as in experiment III. While the agent is

engaged in some mental arithmetical prob-
lem (addition or multiplication)' an inde-
pendent person places one end of the (B)
wire in contact with one side of his head
(5 inches) directly above the extreme upper
end of the ear). If there is no pulse re-

sponse try the other side. Note that, in

the good thinker, there is a pulse response
from both sides of the head whereas in

the ordinary thinker, the response is from
one side only.

Experiment V.

—

It is said that the secret

of gravitation is the greatest problem still

unsolved. Prove the correctness of the

author's theory, viz., that, A gravitation

is an electrical attraction and that the

ether is in itself an electrical charge
of positive and negative electricity; that B
the ether's composition is derived from
the radioactivity of all substances in the

universe.

Use two wires as in experiment III.

Place wire B on the floor and note each
time a heavy body is raised, the effect may
be noted on the pulse. The shearing of the

ether's electricity into positive and nega-
tive may be demonstrated by bringing the

end of wire A in contact with the Vagus
Nerve (instead of pit of stomach) as in

experiment VII.
Note that, by the latter maneuver, at the

center of gravity of the raised object, the

electricity is negative and positive, on either

side of the gravitational center.

Experiment VI.

—

Showing that personal
magnetism has a literal significance. That
radiations are constantly emanating from
our bodies and that temperamental indi-

viduals discharge radiations of great inten-

sity. That the "laying on of hands" in the

cure of disease is not mythical. That tele-

kinesis {movements of objects without con-

tact with the mover) is a reality. That the

effects of human energy may be exerted at

a greater distance in a dark than in a light

room. The latter fact explains why in ma-
terialization, a dark seance room is de-

manded for better propitiation of the spirits.

Prove that telekinetic and kindred pheno-
mena are dependent on a compound of the

elementary consciousness of the "sitters"

;

each sitter enters as a dynamogenic ele-

ment (production of nerve force) in the

production of energy.
Approach the percipient with the ex-

tended fingers of one hand directed toward
the pit of the stomach. Note the retard-

ation of the pulse. Note that temperamental
persons can exert this action at a great dis-

tance whereas others can only do so when
the finger tips are almost in contact with

the pit of the stomach of the percipient

Note that when the finger tips of both

*With all experiments with wires A and B, the
latter should be insulated, excepting at the ends in

contact with aerial and pit of the stomach of per-

cipient. It can be fixed to the latter with a cord
(over clothes), fastened to the skin with plaster or

held by an assistant in such a way (also wire B)
that the insulated portion of the wire is grasped
with the finger ends directed away from the pit of

the stomach (Fig. 3).

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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hands are extended at the latter site, no
effect on the pulse can be noted until one
hand is removed. The human is essentially

a battery, from the finger tips of one hand
positive electricity is discharged and from
the other hand, negative electricity. One
electricity neutralizes the other and there
is no energy evolved until one hand is re-

moved.
The radiations from the hand cause a

contraction of the heart (reflex) which is

practically telekinesis on a small scale. Note
that, with subdued light the energy from
the finger tips, has a more accentuated
action on the pulse at a further distance
than in the light.

Man is a transformer of energy which
he receives from his environment. Note
that the pulse effects are greater after ex-
posure of your body to an intense light or a
current of electricity than before.
Note that when several persons grasp

hands and one of the persons presents the
fingers of his disengaged hand at the pit

of the stomach of the percipient a greater
affect is noted.
Experiment VII.

—

Showing that polarity
is not the exclusive prerogative of magnetic
materials. On either side of the wind-pipe
in the neck, (Fig. 4) are the right and left

pneumogastric nerves. When these nerves
are stimulated, the needle movements show
less amplitude and when they are deprest
the movements show greater amplitude.

Fig. 4.—Lines indicating the site of the
right and left pneumogastric nerves.
Take a bar-magnet (held at end with

fingers at right angles and directed at a
right angle) and note the following effects

on the amplitude of the needle

:

Male.

Right Pneumogastric Nerve

—

Positive pole (N) Increases amplitude
Negative pole (— ) Decreases amplitude

Left Pneumogastric Nerve

—

Positive Decreases amplitude
Negative Increases amplitude

Female

Right Pneumogastric Nerve

—

Positive pole Decreases amplitude
Negative pole Increases amplitude

Left Pneumogastric Nerve

—

Positive Increases amplitude
Negative Decreases amplitude

Note that the foregoing refers only to

the normal male and female. If, in a male
or female, the polarity is reversed, the male
would react like a female and vice versa.
Sexual inclination is a matter of polarity

and its determination may thus be demon-
strated. A mistake in your deduction is a
serious matter. Note that the extended
finger tips of the right hand of a normal
male directed to the pneumogastric nerves
act like the positive pole of a bar-magnet
whereas the fingers of the left hand act like

the negative pole of a like magnet. The
opposite holds good in a normal female.
Note that Yellow Material on the head or
body of a normal male or female will re-

verse the polarity of their finger tips. That
is, the male will show female and the fe-

male, male polarity.

Color may thus influence sex tendencies.

Show effects with the positive or negative
end of any dry cell like with the magnet.
Many other interesting experiments will

suggest themselves to the interested experi-
menter. Remember, however, that the most
mystifying phenomena rest upon the least

complex causes ; and the simpler a thing is,

the harder it is to understand. Observe
all the details as suggested. To demon-
strate phenomena which have heretofore
baffled the scientific world is at least worthy
of patience.

THE GYRO-ELECTRIC DESTROYER
—ONCE MORE.

{Continued from page 313)

I urge you to make the attempt. You
have the journal, and it won't cost a
whole lot to make the attempt. The
result might astound you, and if our
joint efforts could shorten this struggle
one month even, the money would be
well spent.

Why not go to it?

CHARLES S. WOLFE,
1200 Stambridge St.,

Norristown, Pa.

All of the letters received read prac-

tically alike, but the strangest part about
the whole matter is, that altho in cor-
respondence with certain U. S. Senators,

to whose attention I had brought the Gyro-
Electric Cruiser, I had never thought about
building a machine and subsequently turning
it over to Uncle Sam.

But, Experimenter readers evidently
know and sense more than I, with my nose
to the everlasting grindstone, so if my
reader-friends desire to wish a new job on
me—well I can only say that they will find

me ready.
It is quite an idea at that, and I am glad

it did not originate with me. I'd much
rather have the "other fellow" endorse the

scheme.
Besides, Readers, wouldn't it sound good

if, after the War, we could say, casually

:

"The Gyro-Destroyer? Oh, yes! My
dollar went into the first one—and that

dollar proved SOME fighter
!"

Here's my plan : A small model about
10 feet high will cost about $8,000, figuring

materials, labor, engineers, shop equipment
to build it, etc. A half "life" size model,
(20 feet high) might cost as much as $20,-

000. But what is that for 100,000 readers?
Let every reader send in his contribution of
any amount he can afford and we
will build whatever size model the

total amount received enables us to.

If every reader contributes $1.00 we
can build a complete and full size

Destroyer to turn over to Uncle Sam.
It is self-understood that I must account
for every cent taken in as well as spent.

Each contributor's name will be printed
in the magazine, as well as a final state-

ment showing how the money was spent.

If less than $5,000 is taken in the money
will be returned to its owners. If a suffi-

cient amount is collected a real working
model will be built as fast as it is possible,

while Experimenter readers will be kept
informed as to the progress of the De-
stroyer.

As soon as it is completed it will be
formally turned over to the War Depart-
ment in the name of the readers of the
Electrical Experimenter, while a printed
list giving the names of the contributors
will be furnished the officials at the same
time.

Now you know the arguments of the case.

Judge for yourself. But before I close re-

member that in the February issue, for
military reasons, I did not divulge certain

important features which tend for great
efficiency of the destroyer. I furthermore
did not divulge a very important protective
feature, to prevent the Destroyer from be-
ing bombed from aeroplanes above. All of
these features would of course be incor-

porated into the model, and as we would
no doubt be able to obtain Government
sentries to protect the shop while the model
was being built, there would be little chance
of important information leaking out.

Now, the Gyro-Electric-Destroyer is in

your hands. I am not going to annoy you
with a stereotyped patriotic appeal urging
you to sign the appended blank. As a mat-
ter of fact, I do not wish to urge you. It is

entirely a matter of your judgment and
whether you believe in the Destroyer.

Be a Doctor of

Chiropractic
Build a successful career in this great profes-

sion—Chiropractic, the advanced scienceof treat-
ing: disease through spinal adjustment. The de-
mand for Chiropractors is constantly increasing.
In larger numbers than ever before intelligent,
thinking people are becoming convinced that it is
the common sense and really scientific way to re-
lieve pain and disease.

I o£k*»n We teach you by mail or in classLcain Instruction under the personal

A f Hamia direction of a faculty of compe-n.OlHG tent, practical Chiropractors.
You can master this good paying profession and
graduate with the degree of Doctor of Chiroprac-
tic while holding your present position. No special
preliminary study ana no more than a common
school education are required. The cost is small
—terms easy.

53000 to $5000 aYear
The success ofmany Chiropractors has come so

quickly as to be almost Btartling. Incomes of
from $3000 to $5000 are not rare—some, upwards
of $10,000 a year. Dr. M. D. Moore, of Kentucky
reports $9000 a year; Dr. L. H. Roche, New Jersey,
$5000; Dr. Hanna, of Florida, over $5000. You will
receive the same kind of instruction which these
Chiropractors received. Your propects will be as
bright as theirs. There is no reason why you
should not do as well or better.

22
j7prC Lithographed and printed» Ixti'l-i in colors. Actual value,

Pkarfc $31-50- On this offer you get
V^narlS them all free. Send coupon
for facts about this free offer—also 72-

page Free Book which tells all about Chiropractic
and its wonderful possibilities. This is your big
opportunity to enter a dignified profession, be
your own boss, be occupied in pleasant, profitable
work and becomeindependent. Mail coupon today.

fr AMERICAN UNIVERSITY 1
| Mamerre Bldg., Dept. 299 Chicago, HI. I
' Without cost or obligation send me by mail,
a your new ill istrated 72-page book and your Free

I
Charts Offer.

I

City.
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START TRAINING TODAY
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I AMERICA NEEDS

Submarines, torpedoes, Hying machines, machine guns, immense
howitzers, the British "tanks," and an untold number of other
products of American brains, are dominant factors in the Great
War. We are just starting, our—YOUR—ingenuity must lead to Victory.
Uncle Sam—the whole civilized World—is seeking ideas that will aid in the
fight. Can't you help with even ONE of thousands of simple things that will
win recognition—perhaps fortune for you?

The need is for inventions of peace, too. Never before was there such a
demand for new ideas of all kinds—never before have so many manufac-
turers, and other patent buyers, written me for good things protected by
OWEN PATENTS. There is, to-day, a market for thousands of ideas-
including YOURS. Write for my free booklet and see—read for yourself
the hundreds of requests recently received.

You incur no obligation by writing me. My advice costs nothing and I
make no charge for an opinion as to patentability of your idea. If my
opinion is favorable I will back it up by a Guarantee Contract which protects
you fully. If you want to sell your invention, I will help you, and will
advertise it, free of charge, in "INVENTION AND MANUFACTURING."
A simple request will bring to you at once, my four free books:—"SUC-

' telling how to proceed,
'

tells the truth about

mi

CESSFUL PATENTS," a 72 page guide telling tow to proceed, gives refer-
'STEPPING STONES"ences, prizes for

PATENT
etc.;

ons,
BUYERS'" publishes over 400 requests of manufacturers and others who
want OWEN PATENTS, together with ideas they want; "PATENT PRO-
MOTION," tells you how to sell, why some inventors fail, discusses the
value of your idea, etc.

Write for these books to-day. I will send you a signed agreement that
will protect you before you disclose your invention.

RICHARD B OTO PaW
164 OmenBldoVashinOtonD C- 2276-8 Woolmorth-BldQ^NemYork- \ ~LJ

Invent Something
YOUR IDEAS MAY BRING WEALTH IF PATENTED
Now Is the time to patent a meritorious invention. We are con-
stantly receiving letters from manufacturers and investors In-

terested in new inventions protected by patents secured through as
and which can be turned into money through proper handling.

Labor shortage has Increased the demand for Inventions In all lines.

TJncle Sam Wants New Inventions to Help Win the War.

Writ* us today for free fj » np p Ul np £ and our Evidence of Con-
copy of our 104 page |A I r ll I 1 1 ceptlon and Disclosure
book, "How to Obtain a * 4 * * mu i\ m. u Certificate which may

Patent and What to Invent." At the prove of value and assistance to you.
same time send us a sketch, model or Our Credit System will enable you to
photograph with written description ale your application and proceed
of your invention for our Free Opin- without delay. Patents secured by us
Ion and Evidence of Conception Cer-are advertised at our expense In Popu-
tlfloato. If your Invention Is properlar Mechanics Magazine. To protect
subject matter for a patent we will yourself write for our free book and
send you our Certificate to that effect submit your Invention to us today.

TALBERT & TALBERT, 4287 Talbert Building, Wash., D. C.
Patent Lawyers—Successors to Talbert & Parker

High Frequency Bargains
In taking our inventory we found over 200 Violet-Ray machines

of all makes. We selected 100 of the best machines, which we thor-

oughly overhauled in our factory making them better than new. Many
of these machines cost over $40.00.

We have placed all these instruments in two groups and are dis-

posin? of them for the ridiculously low price of $9.75 and $12.50.

How to secure one of these

machines
Send only 50 cents to pay express charges

and we shall send you one of these instruments
by express for your examination. This amount
will be deducted from total cost of machine.
You need not accept if not satisfactory.

Send at once for we shall send the best ma-
chines out first and the quicker you send in

your order, the better machine you will get.

We shall also send our beautiful booklet
"Violetta" describing the many uses for the

high-frequency current. Write us before pur-
chasing any kind of Violet-Ray Machine.

BLEADON-DUN CO., 2£V™^5£

Edited b»

Ib this Department w* publish such matter aa
Is of interest to Inventors and particularly to
those who are In doubt as to certain Patent
Phases. Regular inquiries addreat to "Patent
Advice" cannot be answered by mail free of
charge. Such inquiries are publisht here for the
benefit of all readers. If the idea is thought to
be of importance, we make it a rule not to
divulge details, in order to protect the inventor
as far as it is possible to do so.

Should advice be desired by mail a nominal
charge of $1.00 Is made for each question.
Sketches and descriptions must be clear and
explicit. Only one side of sheet should be
written on.

Readers' attention is called to the fact that due
to the great amount of letters to this department
it is quite impossible to answer them all thru
these columns. The inquiries answered in this
issue date as far back as April, and if readers
wish speedy service they should carefully note
the announcement appearing in the preceding
paragraph.

Talking Moving Pictures.

(253) Douglas C. McCall, Opelika, Ala., submits
an ingenious scheme for talking moving pictures,

and the idea is apparent from our illustration.

As it will be seen, Mr. McCall wishes to uti-

New Talking "Movie" Scheme Having
Voice Record on Same Film with

Pictures.

lize the celluloid film for two purposes, namely,
for the registering for the film itself as well as
the registering of the voice. In a former issue
of the Electrical Experimenter there was de-
scribed a scheme of a New York inventor, showing
how a plurality of phonograph records could be
registered simultaneously on a celluloid film. Mr.
McCall makes use of the same idea, except that
he incorporates it in connection with talking mov-
ing pictures. From our illustration it will be
seen that X and K are film reels. A is the roller

over which the film passes. C is a sounding box,
and B reproducing horn; D point where film
passes before lens, throwing picture on screen.

A To our mind this is a very good idea, altho
it probably will be found that a special phono-
graph is required as well as a steadying device.
We also would think that a microphonic repro-
ducer instead of a mechanical one shown at C
would be preferable. We believe the idea is

patentable.

War Tank.
(254) Kenneth Harlan, Albany, N. Y., wishes

to know if a patent has been issued on a small
war tank which operates the same way as the big
tanks, power to be furnished by a small motor or
clock work.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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A. Nothing of this kind is patentable. We
presume our correspondent refers to small trench
tanks which are sent out over "No Man's Land,"
the motion being controlled by a cable or wire.
Quite a good many schemes of this kind have been
proposed, but unless there are unusually new
features connected with it, we doubt if a patent
could be obtained.

Linotype Gas Lighter.
(255) Walter Lichtenberg, Tacoma, Wash., sub

mits a diagram' and sketch of an electric auto-
matic linotype gas lighter, the idea being to have
it controlled by a clock so that the gas could
be turned on at a certain pre-arranged time in
order that the linotype operator would not have
to wait until the metal is melted.

A. This scheme is very clever, but we are quite
certain that no patent can be obtained because
there are no new functions contained in this idea.
It is merely; an adaption of well known as well
as old principles towards something that may not
have been done before.

Phonograph.
(256) J. Brewton Berry, Orangeburg, S. C,

thinks he has an idea whereby the volume of a
Victrola can be greatly increased and the music be
made more distinct. He thinks that by attaching
a small piece of isinglass or some such material
to the arm to which normally the phonograph
needle is attached, the sound will be greatly in
creased.

A. From the sketch and description which ac
companied this article, we fail to see why a
greater volume of sound should be obtained by
this means. All phonograph sound boxes use a
mica disc for reproduction.

Street Car Indicator.
(257) Gerald Lyons, Cleveland, Ohio, submits

diagram and description of a street car indicator.
The idea is to have a ratchet wheel strike at a
protruding notch placed on the rail. Every time
the ratchet wheel hits this notch, a drum will
be advanced which shows the street indicated

A. There is nothing intrinsically new about this
idea, and the worst feature about this is that
schemes pf this kind have always been lookedupon with great disfavor by the traction com-
panies, for the reason that anything that tends
to interfere with the regular operation of their
standardized equipment is not popular. It would
also be more or less dangerous for vehicular traf-
fic, to have an abundancy of notches of this kind
on rails going thru streets, etc.

Air Compressor.
(258) G. Clarke, Toronto, Can., submits an idea

of a comprest air tank system whereby a gage

To bra/re efc-

Automatlc Alp Compressor Gage-
Switch Which Cuts Off Pump Motor
as Soon as Pressure Exceeds Certain

Value.

GOVERNMENT TO CONTROL ALL
WIRE SYSTEMS.

A bill to authorize the government during
the war to take over control of all telegraph
and telephone communication, cables and
wireless stations, was recently signed by
President Wilson.
The Nation's communication lines went

under Government control on July 31. It

is reliably reported that the control will in-

clude telegraph, telephones and cables. The
radio systems of the country already are
under Government supervision.

ELECTRIC FURNACE TO MAKE
WAR ALLOYS.

Plans for the erection of an electric fur-

nace in Spokane, Wash., for the production
of alloys for war uses, on a site to be fur-

nished by the Washington Water Power
Company, which is also to furnish the power
for the experimental purposes, were discust

at a recent meeting held under the auspices

of the industrial committee of the chamber
of commerce. Those present pledged $1,000
toward the $2,000 needed. Washington
State college has pledged $500.

As a symptom of the recent rapid develop-
ment of Japan's commercial interests in

Shanghai, Japanese lighting interests are
now supplying a large proportion of the

electric lamps for the city which were for-

merly imported chiefly from the General
Electric Company in America. The fact is

pointed out in the report of the Japanese
consul-general at that point.

i FREE-*
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255 OURAY BLD'G, WASHINGTON, D. C.

Don't Lose Your Rights
We publish forms called "Evidence of Con-

ception" by which you can establish your rights
before sending the invention to anyone. It is your
best protection. We issue up-to-date bulletins of
improvements wanted; aid inventors to promote
their rights; render reliable opinions free of charge
and secure valuable patents and trade-marks on
reasonable terms. Personal service assured by our
Service Guarantee Contract. References-
2nd National Bank, Washington, The John P
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SPECIAL
OFFER

Before sending your Invention to any attorney or
manufacturer or disclosing your invention, write

for our free blank form PEOOF OF CONCEPTION
in order to protect your Invention and secure your

rights. This should be signed and witnessed and re-
turned to us, together with a model or sketch and de-

scription of your invention, and we will give a FEEE
OPINION u to the patentability of the invention. If we

report the Invention patentable we will furnish a Certificate
of Patentability.

This Certificate of Patentability, together with our blank form
Proof of Conception will protect the Inventor and serve as proof
of the Invention until the case can be filed In the U. S. Patent
I fllce.

Victor J. Evans.

OBTAINING ASSISTANCEIFOR INVENTORS—Our certificate is of great as-
sistance to inventors who require financial aid to obtain patents
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NEW
SERVICE

INVENTORS
I personally report
upon, prepare and
prosecute every case
submitted to me. I

give every case my
closest personal at-

tention. I do not entrust your interest to assistants. My
personal service on your invention is of vital advantage
to you. This is new efficiency, new promptness in patent
service. I report on your case in two days. No longer than
10 days to prepare your case for filing. Send sketch or
model for prompt search and report.

My FREE Book
Free, my new 90-page booklet,

"Patent Knowledge for Inventors."

A volume of real information on
patents. Different from the usual
"Circus Stuff." Contains startling

information usually not told. Write
for this free book today. It will

open your eyes.

PATENT
KNOWLEDGE

for

INVENTORS

GEORGE P. KIMMEL Patent Lawyer,
88-1 Oriental Bldg., Washington, D. C.

Can You
think of a simple, practical

idea that will fill one of the many
requests we have on file for new

inventions? It may mean a fortune

for you. Thousands of things are need-

ed right now. Your brains can help.

Send today for our great new book

—

"Inventions and Trade-Marks
Their Protection and Exploitation"

and learn more about mak-
ing money from

ideas than
you ever

knew before. It tells

many things that are

wanted, too.

A postal will do

—

It is free

We Help Our
Clients

without charge to

get the dollars out
of their ideas—hav-
ing facilities none
others possess. Advice free. Don't delay

—

get the book at once.

AMERICAN INDUSTRIES, Inc.

21S Patent Dept., WASHINGTON, D. C.

Read
Invention and
Manufacturing

The best thing
printed for the man
who Ukes to "dab-
ble" with mechan-
ics, electricity,
chemistry, aero-
nauUcs. 10c a copy
from your news
dealer. Send us 26a
for 3 numbers.
Better still, a Jl
bill for a year's
subscription — 12
Issues.

"The Book

the Inventor

KEEPS"
Worth more than
all other patent
books combined.
FREE.

Write

LACEY & LACEY
131 Springer Bldg-
Wuhlnotea. D. C.
Established ISM

automatically cuts off the electric current from
the motor as soon as the pressure becomes too
high. This scheme is readily understood by
studying the attached diagram. Our advice is

asked as to patentability, etc., and if the scheme
is feasible.

A. While the specific means to cut off the cur-
rent as shown in the diagram is new, the general
underlying principle is quite old, as nearly all

compressors work on a principle of this kind,
particularly those used on elevated and subway
trains. Usually a gage is made use of which has
a diafram, the latter, when expanding, makes or
breaks the contacts. It appears to us that the
scheme as outlined by our correspondent seems
somewhat more complicated than the existing
means of this kind.

Bicycle Brakes.

(259) G. L. Kochis, Braddock, Pa., writes as
follows:

I have an idea for an emergency brake to be
used on a bicycle. By pressing a lever the rim
of the front wheel is tightly clasped. Such brakes
could be made and sold for 25 cents.

A. There is nothing new about an idea of this

kind, quite a number of bicycle brakes of this

sort being in existence now.

Propeller.

(260) P. C. Sauther, Brooklyn, N. Y., writes as
follows: Enclosed you will find description and
sketch of a new propeller on which I greatly de-
sire your advice. As you will notice the improve-
ment is merely in the arrangement of the blades.
The propeller now universally used, if revolved
too quickly, would "churn"—that is, one blade
merely opening up the water for the next blade to

pass almost entirely thru empty space, besides the
loss of slippage, which varies from 15% to 30% in
all propellers now used.

You will note that besides each blade individ-
ually screwing itself thru the water the ar-

rangement of the blades also forms a screw. The
distance between blades would, of course, vary
with the pitch of the blades.
Not only, in my opinion, will this increase tie

speed of a ship but will save that energy which
now goes to waste in slippage due to the ineffi-

ciency of the present propeller.
A. This is a good idea but we doubt if anything

in the propeller line of this sort is patentable. The
most you can get is the so-called '^Design Patent,"
which would not afford you much protection.

Ship propellers have been brought to the highest
pitch of efficiency in the past forty years and we
are almost certain that an idea of this kind must
have been tried before.

EXPERIMENTAL PHYSICS.
{Continued from page 315)

Bend a piece of No. 14 copper wire (b) in

the approximate shape of a circle (see Fig.

82-1). Suspend it by a fine thread (a) so
that the ends dip into mercury troughs in

block of wood (d). The mercury troughs
are connected to the binding posts P and P1

;

on passing a strong electric current thru the
wire we find that it slowly but surely (the
speed depending upon the strength of cur-
rent) turns so as to assume an East-West
position. This is identically what would
happen if we were to suspend freely a mag-
netized circular disc. It would assume an
East-West position in order that its mag-
netized faces might point in North-South
direction. Hence we conclude that A CIR-
CULAR WIRE CARRYING A CUR-
RENT ACTS AS A MAGNETIZED
DISC.
Let us apply the right-hand rule. If the

current is traveling in a counter-clockwise
direction, (as in figure) upward at the left

and downward at the right ; the rule applied
to either the left or right gives the same re-

sult, i. e., the face of the "disc" (Fig. 82-1)
towards us is "S" and the face away from
us is "N" and the lines of force go from
us into the plane of the paper. In Fig. 82-11,

the rule gives us N at the right and S at

the left, i. e., the lines of force are from
left to right. We found that the loop turns
to an East-West position. It is important
to note that the loop in turning to this posi-

tion TURNED SO AS TO INCLUDE AS
MANY AS POSSIBLE OF THE LINES
OF FORCE OF THE EARTH'S MAG-
NETIC FIELD.
Experiment 92—Bend an insulated wire

in the form of a helix. Pass a current thru
it and bring the helix near a compass (see
Fig. 83-1). We find that the compass needle
behaves just as if the helix were a bar
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HIGHEST REFERENCES. BEST RESULTS.

WATSON E. COLEMAN, Patent Lawyer
624 F. Street N. W. Washington, D. C.

EVERY INVENTOR
should have this book. "PATENTS AND
PATENT POSSIBILITIES." It Is chock
full of ideas and practical advice, telling

what to Invent and where to sell. Write
for your copy today. IT IS FREE.

I have requests for patents upon sound
inventions of all kinds. Can you help sap-
ply the demand f

air service Is Individual, prompt and efficient

14 yesra experience). Every expedient Is em-
ployed to secure patents at least possible coat.

H. S. HILL, 804 McLacUen Bldj, Washington, D. C

THE MIDGET SLIDE RULE
will add, subtract, multiply, di-
vide: solve problems Involving even
and uneven roots and powers. Also
gives the logarithms of numbers
and the Sines and Cosines, Tan-
gents and Cotangents of all angles.
Its operation is very simple ; Quick-
ly solves any mathematical prob-
lem. Durably made of metal.
Adapted for shop and office use.
Fits the Pocket. 3% inches diam-
eter. Price with Instructions . $ 1 .00
Your money back if you are not satisfied.

Gilson Slide Rule Co., Niles, Mich .

DUCK'S
BIG300 pp.ELECTRICAL
and WIRELESS CATALOG
Mailed upon receipt of 80 In stamps
or coin which may be deducted on
first dollar purchase. Catalog con-
tains 160 pages of wireless instru-
ments and 140 pages of electrical

supplies. No bigger or better values
are obtainable elsewhere. We have
a complete stock of everything listed

in this catalog. Wireless orders
promptly filled.

THE WILLIAM B. DUCK CO.
230-232 Superior St. Toledo. Ohio

MECHANICALLY RIGHT—A RE Al

A Regular laths, not a toy

ATHE

Swing 4 inches, 11 inches between cen-
ters. 17 inches total length. Net weight
9 lbs. Shipping weight 13 lbs.
The bed of this lathe is machined.
Workmanship is first class throughout.
Lathe comes equipped with wood turn-
ing chuck. Lathe can be fitted with 3

inch face plate and drill chuck as special equipment. Order
one today. Price $4.50 cash with order.

SYPHER MFG. CO., DEPT. C, TOLEDO, OHIO

Feldman's "Geyser"
Electric Water Heater

Instantaneous Hot Water

FELDMAN MFG. CO.
1500 Times Bldg. New York City

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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magnet (see Fig. 83-1). (See Lesson 12.).

We could easily have predicted this result

for can we not consider the helix to be many
of the discs of the preceding experiment
placed together? When this series of discs

are placed side by side all the poles are neu-
tralized except those at the two ends ; since

in the other cases a N pole is in, contact

with S pole. This is obviously analogous
to a bar magnet. The right-hand rule

slightly modified as follows is convenient
in determining the direction of the field of
a helix, knowing the direction of the cur-
rent and vice versa. GRASP THE HELIX
IN THE RIGHT HAND SO THAT THE
PINGERS ENCIRCLE IT IN THE DI-
RECTION IN WHICH THE CURRENT
IS FLOWING IN THE WIRE. THE
THUMB THEN POINTS IN THE DI-
RECTION OF THE NORTH POLE OF
THE HELIX. IF THE HAND IS
PLACED SO THAT THE THUMB
POINTS IN THE DIRECTION OF THE
NORTH POLE OF THE HELIX, THE
FINGERS WILL SHOW THE DIREC-
TION IN WHICH THE CURRENT IS
FLOWING, (see Fig. 83-11). The writer
suggests that the reader test himself on the
knowledge of these important rules by con-
cealing the battery so as not to know the
direction of the current and determining
the direction of current flow, and also by re-

moving the compass and determining the
polarity.

(To be continued)

GENIUS AND ULTRA VIOLET
RAYS.

(Continued from page 296)

his imaginative power together with his
cheerfulness. As the day declined his
mental activity diminished until he fell into
a lethargy which lasted to the following
day." "Giordani could only compose in the
sun, or in the presence of abundant light
and great heat." There have been also
many geniuses who could compose only in
the presence of great heat. Sylvester, a
great mathematician, tells how when on
board the "Invicta" beneath the vivifying
rays of a powerful sun, the method of
solving a multiple equation occurred to
him, and he succeeded without pen or
pencil. Many other examples could also
be cited but the reader can refer to them
himself in many biographies.

' We then see that not only is the sun the
"all life giver" but that he has aided
geniuses in their creative works by means
of its ultra violet rays acting on the cerebral
substance as stimulants.

*
T

Send For This
Free Book about
the Latest

T

Learn all about the wonderful Skinderviken Transmitter. Nothing
like it on the market. Will make an old transmitter better than new.
Adjusted in a jiffy. Supersensitive. Talks at all angles. Patent just
allowed. Price $1.00 each. Discount in quantities.

Another Skinderviken patent—a battery saver, is worth investi-
gating. See how it prevents waste of current and prolongs the life
of batteries. A wonder that sells for 25c.

Read the full details of the Skinderviken Private Service Sys-
tem. Even though you may have a party line this neat little attach-
ment makes it possible to have all the secrecy of an individual
wire. Then there is the Victory 'phone—the smallest, handiest,
and most compact wall telephone ever built. Absolutely the last
word m 'phones! All these latest inventions are fully described
in our book—free
for the asking. Get

' your copy at once.

Mail Coupon Now
We will also send you our price list

showing how we can save you money
on all kinds of telephone accessories
and supplies. Write TODAY.

S T E C O
2136 N. Clark Street Dept. A Chicago

STECO, 2136 N. Clark St., Chicago

Please send me free book and price list

without any obligation.

Name

Address

City

DRAFT MEN—THIS IS YOUR OPPORTUNITY
40,000 Wireless Operators, Men and Women, urgently needed for Army. Navy and Aviation Service.
Excellent opportunities to win promotion to commissioned and non-commissioned grades with Advanced

Pay. Wireless work trains you for position as Comimercial Operator, after the
war, with pay up to $200 a month.

Complete Course by Mail in Ten Weeks
Start studying NOW in spare time at home. Complete practice apparatus
sent with first lessons. We help you enter any branch of Radio Serrtce job
select. Write TODAY for full particulars. A Postal will do.

NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE
^\ Dept. 63 Washington, D. C

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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No. EX2002

HE BOY'S ELECTRIC TOYS" contains enough mate-
rial TO MAKE AND COMPLETE OVER TWENTY-
FIVE DIFFERENT ELECTRICAL APPARATUS with-

out any other tools, except a screw-driver furnished with the outfit. The box
contains the following complete instruments and apparatus which are already

assembled

:

Student's chromic plunge battery, compass-galvanometer, solenoid, telephone
receiver, electric lamp. Enough various parts, wire, etc., are furnished to

make the following apparatus :

Electromagnet, electric cannon,' magnetic pictures, dancing spiral, electrio

hammer, galvanometer, voltmeter, hook for telephone receiver, condenser,

sensitive microphone, short distance wireless telephone, test storage battery,

shocking coil, complete telegraph set, electric riveting machine, electric buz-
zer, dancing fishes, singing telephone, mysterious dancing man, electric jump-
ing jack, magnetic geometric figures, rheostat, erratic pendulum, electric but-

terfly, thermo electric motor, visual telegraph, etc., etc.

This does not by any means exhaust the list, but a great many more ap-
paratus can be built actually and effectually.

With the instruction book which we furnish, one hundred experiments that

can be made with this outfit are listed, nearly all of these being illustrated

with superb illustrations. No other materials, goods or supplies are neces-

sary to perform any of the one hundred experiments or to make any of the

25 apparatus. Everything can be constructed and accomplished by means of
this outfit, two hands, and a screw-driver.

The outfit contains 1 14 separate pieces of material and 24 pieces of finished

articles ready to use at once.
Among the finished material the following parts are included : Chromic salts

for battery, lamp socket, bottle of mercury, core wire (two different lengths),

a bottle of iron filings, three spools of wire, carbons, a quantity of machine
screws, flexible cord, two wood bases, glass plate, paraffine paper, binding

posts, screw-driver, etc., etc. The instruction book is so clear that anyone can
make the apparatus without trouble, and besides a section of the instruction

book is taken up with the fundamentals of electricity to acquaint the laymaa
with all important facts in electricity in a simple manner.
We guarantee satisfaction.

The size over all of the outfit is 14x9x2%. Shipping weight, 8 lbs.Cr fin

No. EX2002 "The Boy's Electric Toys," outfit as described t4 .
.**««

IMMEDIATE SHIPMENTS

231 Fulton St.

NEW YORKELECTRO IMPORTING CO.,

Student's Chromic Plunge Battery

This is an ideal battery for electrical experi-

mental work where a very powerful current is

not required. This battery will light a 2 volt

lamp for several hours on one charge; it will
run a small toy motor surprisingly well ; it will
do small electroplating work; it is ideal for
testing work; it gives a fairly steady current,
and as the zinc electrode can be pulled clear of
the electrolyte, no materials are used when bat-
tery stands Idle.

Best Amalgam Zinc only is used, as well as
a highly porous carbon to ensure a steadier
current. We furnish enough chromic salts for

4 charges. Full directions for operation and care of battery are included.
Each battery tests 2 volts and 6 amperes when set up fresh. Not over 2
amperes should be drawn from battery continuously. By using six or eight
of these batteries, a great many experiments can be performed. No solution,

can run out of this battery if upset by accident. This makes it an ideal
portable battery. Size over all is 5"x2". Shipping weight, 1 lb. An PA
No. 999. Student's Chromic Plunge Battery !kll Sll

IMMEDIATE SHIPMENTS «|>V.«/V

The "Electro" Radiotone
HIGH FREQUENCY SILENT TEST

BUZZER
This instrument gives a wonderful high

pitched MUSICAL NOTE in the receivers,

impossible to obtain with the ordinary
test buzzer. The BADIOTONE is built
along entirely new lines; it is NOT an
ordinary buzzer, reconstructed in some
manner. The BADIOTONE has a single
fine steel reed vibrating at a remarkably
high speed, adjusted to its most efficient

frequency at the factory. Hard silver con-
tacts aro used to make the instrument last
practically forever.

Yes, the BADIOTONE is SILENT. In fact, it is so silent that you must
place your ear on top of it to hear its beautiful musical note.
You will be astounded at the wonderfully clear. 500 cycle note, sounding

sharply in your receivers. To learn the codes, there Is absolutely nothing
like It. With the radiotone, a key and one dry cell and ANY telephone, a.

fine learner's set is had. Two or more such sets in series will afford, no
end of pleasure for intercommunication work. Shipping Weight I lb.*

Badiotone as described each !k Mil
IMMEDIATE SHIPMENTS «p««/V

The "Electro" Telegraph

is not a toy, but a practical,
honestly built telegraph outfit,

which not only sounds but works
like the big commercial instru-
ments. By studying the code
for 30 days you can become a
first-class telegraph operator.
Such operators are in big de-
mand now. Outfit consists of
TWO complete telegraph instru-
ments each measuring 3^ x 2^
X 2Vt. All metal parts are high-
ly nickel plated, including key
lever. Note hard rubber knob.
Telegraph Code Chart, telegraph
blanks and connecting wire comes with set, but no batteries. Outfit works
on 2 dry cells (one cell for each instrument). The "Electro" is the ONLY
Outfit that works both ways, each station can call ; no switches, no extras.
Nothing to get out of order. Guaranteed to please you or money
back. Price Complete as Illustrated (TWO INSTRUMENTS) .

.

Shipping Weight. 2 lbs.

IMMEDIATE SHIPMENTS
$1.25

The "Electro" Codophone (Patents Pending)

$1.50
t

.

What this
rem arkable
Instrument Is

and does.

The "Elec-
tro" Codo-
phone is
positively the
only instru-
ment made
that will
imitate a 500
cycle note
exactly as
heard in a
Wireless re-
ceiver. The
loud-talking receiver equipped with a horn, talks so loud that you cad hear
the sound all over the room, even if there is a lot of other noise.
THAT'S NOT ALL. By lessening or tightening the receiver cap, a tone

from the lowest, softest quality, up to the loudest and highest screaming
sound can be had in a few seconds.
FOR INTERCOMMUNICATION. Using two dry cells for each instru-

ment, two Codophones when connected with one wire and return ground,
can be used for intercommunication between two houses one-half mile apart.
One outfit alone replaces the old-fashioned learner's telegraph set, con-

sisting of key and sounder.
The "Electro" Codophone is a handsome, well made instrument, fool

proof, and built for hard work. Contacts are of hard silver % inch in
diameter, that will outlast the instrument.
There is also a neat code chart and full directions enabling any Intelli-

gent young man or girl to learn the codes within. 30 days, practising one-
half hour a day.

Sizes: 6% x 3 x Shipping weight, 2 lbs.
The "Electro" Codophone as described, complete..,

n o.u t im 1 1 y una-

$1.50
"The Llvest Catalog In America"

Our big, new electrical cyclopedia No. 19 is waiting for you. Positively
the most complete Wireless and electrical catalog in print today. 228 Big
Pages, 600 illustrations, 500 instruments and apparatus, etc. Big "Treatise
on Wireless Telegraphy." 20 FBEIH coupons for our 160-page PBEB Wire-
less Course in 20 lessons. FBEE Cyclopedia No. 19 measures 7x5%".
Weight V2 lb. Beautiful stiff covers.

I
i

1999 a

ELECTRO IMPORTING COMPANY
231 Fulton St, New York City

I enclose herewith 6 cents in stamps or coin for
which please send me your latest Cyclopedia Cata-
log No. 19 as described.

NAME

ADDEESS

STATE E. E. 9-18

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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"OVER THERE"—A MINIATURE
WAR PANORAMA.

(Continued from page 305)

of Robert Barker. He was a painter
and teacher of drawing in Edinborough.
One day it occurred to him as he stood on
a height overlooking that city that he could
make such an immense bird's eye view of
it as to give a person standing at a point

of vantage in the middle of a building a
full idea of its immensity and all the de-
tails of its appearance. He first developed
the idea by painting on slips of paper and
mounting these on pieces of linen.

Then he went to London to submit his

ideas to Sir Joshua Reynolds, then the
centre of the artistic world. The latter

pronounced it original, interesting but not
practical, adding: "If you ever succeed in

finishing it as you plan, I'll get out of bed
any time to see it." Several years later,

Sir Joshua did hurry from his breakfast
table at the invitation of Barker to rush to

see his original panorama of "The Battle of
Waterloo." This was the first of a series

of immense designs which the elder Barker
created in the building especially constructed
for him by Lord Elco on Castle Street,

Leicester Square, London. Others were

:

"The Siege of Paris." "The Battle of
Copenhagen," "The City of London" and
the "Fleet at Spithead."
Robert Barker's work was continued by

his son, equally distinguished in the field

of the panorama. He was Henry Aston
Barker, and the work of these geniuses was
again continued by Robert Burford.
Hugh Thomas at Luna is imbued thoroly

with the art of the creative panorama. His
first big opportunity came to him at Luna.
It was the creation of the "Submarine At-
tack," said to be the most effective indoor
spectacle ever accomplished.
"Over There" is the actual depiction of

the scenes back of the lines in Picardy. In
it are a mass of details connected with the
mechanism of war as now proceeded with.
The gigantic task accomplished by our men
over in France is carefully, almost rever-
ently, set before the spectator. The bird's-
eye view is scientifically followed and a
zone of fire covering 1,000 square miles is

laid before you. Your French villages are
shown in the process of abandonment by
the Germans. There is a river and the
mountainous, forest-grown country of ac-
tion is carefully depicted by this master of
"war in the miniature."
Most interesting of all to the uninitiated

would be the "spectacle" that goes on be-
hind the scenes. Out front with the blare
of trumpets and the 'bally-ho' the crowds
assemble, then pass thru a true representa-
tion of the trenches "Over There"; and
thence to their seats in the auditorium. The
curtain falls (in this case it is more feasible
to have the curtain fall) as therefore it

gives one a chance to see things in a natural
perspective. The distant scenery comes
first to view and gradually draws nearer,
showing the large shell holes and uptorn
terrain. We see the ammunition trains at
work and the Red Cross and the trucks,
while close to hand are the Army Staff
Headquarters with the sentries doing duty,
et cetera. Then there is the great "battle"
with the evacuation of the occupied area
by the German Troops and its subsequent
recapture by the French. Most beautiful,
might be said to be the battle effects which
are most realistic and inspiring; and taken
all in all we who are "Over Here" may
gain a tolerably good idea of what is doing
on the other side of the Big Pond.
"Back of the Scenes" everything appears

topsy tervy, especially to the layman, but
to the initiated everything seems simple

—

everyone knows his place and all that is

expected of him. There are rows upon
rows of trees, houses and trenches arranged
in the form of an amphitheatre and each

row higher than the one before. In be-

tween are the various continuous chains

which have attached to them soldiers, tanks,

and army wagons and by an ingenious ar-

rangement of the scenery it always ap-
pears as if a perpetual stream of them
were coming and going.

Most marvelous of all is the clever elec-

trical arrangement that regulates every per-
formance to the same length of time and
causing each succeeding incident in the liv-

ing panorama to take place at the same
instant in each showing. This is taken care
of by a large drum having numerous elec-

trical contacts arranged on its surface ; see

insert figure in the illustration. This drum
is about five feet in diameter and is started

by touching a switch, which is so arranged
that it cannot be left shut and has to be
held in position until a contact is reached
on the drum which closes the circuit to the

motor which keeps it running for the length

of the performance, which lasts about
twelve minutes. The drum makes just one
complete revolution in the twelve minutes
and about a minute and a half before the

close of the show, the lecturer in the audi-

ence receives a warning signal which en-

ables him to make his final speech. Just as

he gets to the last word, the contact is

closed for the raising of the curtain and
the "show is over."
Another novel arrangement consists of a

special battery of guns to give the effect

of bombardments, explosions, etc. It con-
sists of a series of large pipes about eight

inches in diameter and about ten feet in

height. The lower ends are sealed and at

the top, in a horizontal plane facing for-

ward, are inserted large funnels. By an-
other automatic electric contact drum ar-
rangement, as seen in the small insert, the

firing of the miniature artillery is con-
trolled. The plan on which they work is

like this :—Illuminating gas is admitted thru
a stop-cock in the base of the pipe to the

inside ; also thru another stop-cock com-
prest air is admitted. When it is near the
time for the gun to "fire," these stop-cocks
are automatically shut and the circuit closed
to an ordinary auto spark coil which causes
a spark-plug in the head of the pipe to

ignite the mixture—giving "some roar" that

would do justice to one of those 100 mile
guns ! ! ! This process follows in regular
order, viz : while one gun is being fired,

another is filling with the mixture, while
still another in being set ready to fire, etc.

Add on top of this the fact that a dozen or
so of big "forty-five" automatics are con-
tinuously popping off for the small arms
effects, and you have as near to what Sher-
man said war was, as even the most zealous
and fearless arm-chair patriot could desire.

NEW NATURAL COLOR
PICTURES.

By GEORGE HOLMES.
The seemingly impossible has been ac-

complisht! Not in theory but in fact, so
that now one may see all the beauties of
nature and life in their true and actual
colors

!

From years past men have been trying to
take and produce photographs in actual col-
ors without any complicated process. In
various degrees they have succeeded but it

remained for Mr. Leon Forrest Douglas,
the inventor and perfector of the Victrola,
to not only discover a simple method of
taking and producing color pictures but to
actually apply the principle to motion pic-
tures.

Mr. Douglas, of San Rafael, Cal., for
many years, devoted his time to inventing
processes which would bring superior tone
qualities to the talking machine and it was
due to his inventive genius that the Victrola
has been brought to the high standard of
excellence as a sound-reproducer which it

enjoys to-day. Having mastered the laws
of sound, he took up the problems of re-

414 PAGES
1-45 ILI/USTRATIONS

l$l
ELECTRICITY!
HERE'S just the book on

Electricity that you need
to answer your many ques-
tions— to solve your knotty
problems, lo teach you new kinks,
to be your memory for tables, rules,
formulas and other Electrical and
Mechanical facts that some people
try to carry in their heads— and fail.

With this "Little Giant" I. C. S.
Electrical Engineer's Handbook in
your pocket, toolchest, on your
work bench, drawing table ordesk,
an hour or a day need not be lost

"digging up" some forgotten rule, some un-
familiar fact ; you'll just turn to the very com-
plete index and get it "in a jiffy." Just a few
of the subjects treated are:

Electricity and Magnetism; Electrical Sym-
bols; Batteries; Circuits; Magnets; Direct and
Alternating Currents; Dynamos and Motors;
Belts; Shafting; Electroplating; Electrical
Measurements; Meters; Arc and Incandescent
Lamps; Mercury Arc Rectifiers; Transformers;
Insulation; Electric Cars; Single and Multiple-
Unit Control; Transmission; Rail Welding;
Tables of Wires— Sizes, Capacities, etc.,

—

Mathematical Rules; Formulas, Symbols; Tables
of Constants, Equivalents, Roots, Powers, Re-
ciprocals, Areas, Weights and Measures;
Chemistry ; Properties of Metals ; Principles of
Mechanics; First Aid, etc.

The Electrical Engineer's Handbook is one of 22
I. C. S. Handbooks covering 22 Technical, Scientific and
Commercial subjects. (See titles in coupon below.)
They have the contents of a full-size book condensed
into pocket size ready to go with you anywhere and
be at your instant command. Substantially bound in
cloth, red edges, goldleaf stamping, printed from new,
clear, readable type on good quality book paper and
illustrated wherever a picture will help.

No Risk Money-Back Offer!
The price of the famous I. C. S. Handbooks, of which

more than 2,000,000 have been sold and are in practical
everyday use, is $1 per copy. So confident are we
that you will find them exactly what you need for
ready reference in your work, that we stand ready to
promptly and cheerfully refund your money if for any
reason you are not fully satisfied with their value.
Simply send a letter or the coupon below, enclosing $1
for each book wanted. If at any time within 10 days you
wish to return the books, your money will be refunded.

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Box 5396 Scranton, Pa.

INTERNATIONAL G^RESPONDENGE SCHOOLS
Box 5396, SCRANTON, PA.

I enclose $ for which send me postpaid the
Handbooks marked X, at $1.00 each. I may return any or
all and get my money back within ten days from receipt:

Electrical Engineer's Q Advertiser's
Telepli.and Te leg, Engineer's Business Man's
Mechanic's Q Bookkeeper's
Steam Engineer's Steno. and Correspondents

Q Westinghouse Air Brake Salesman's
Q Window Trimmer's

Cotton Textile Worker's
D Farmer's
M Poultryman's

Mariner's
Automobiles

O Civil Fngineer's
Coal Miner's
Concrete Engineer's
Building Trades

Q Plumber's and Fitter's
Chemist's

i Street
| and No..

WAR CONDITIONS DEMANDmm ^".*"VTrai^^ Jfc I men with training.
fc.|_El_» ' KII-r#*L Having trained,over^mmm^^m.^^ m m ma

200„ younjt men, The
Bliss Electrical School, with its well-equipped shops and
laboratories, is peculiarly qualified to give a condensed
oour«e in Electrical , . ,

ENGINEERING
Steam and Gas Engines, Mechanical Draw-
ing, Shop Work, and Theoretical and Prac-
tical Electricity. Students construct dyna-
mos, install wiring and test electrical ma-
chinery. Course, with diploma, complete

IN ONE YEAR
For practical young men with limited time. 26th year opens
Sept. 25th. Catalogue on request.

260 TAKOMA AVENUE, WASHINGTON D. G

mmAVIATION
Learn of the great opportunities in this new

$1,000,000,000 industry. Thousands ofmen needed.
Learn bymail—free book tells how.Write at once.
NATIONAL AERO INSTITUTE, Dept 7443 Morion eidg., Cbicigo
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CORE WIRE
We have been fortunate in securing thru auction several tons of guaranteed pure, double annealed

Norway Iron Core Wire and are' selling this wire to "Experimenter" readers

At Pre-war Prices 20cts lb.
This wire is just the thing for spark coils, transformers, etc., and it is, of course, a very much more

superior product than the usual iron wire. We absolutely guarantee the quality.

If you ever thought of building a spark coil, transformer, or similar apparatus, now is the chance
to get the right material for it. As far as we know this is the only lot of iron Norway Core Wire in the

hands of any dealer at the present time, and none can be gotten until after the war.

We only have these three sizes

:

24 INCHES 26 INCHES 36 INCHES
Thickness about No. 21 B and S

If either of these sizes should be too long we advise cutting the wire down yourself by means of

shears. It will pay you to do so as real Norway Iron Wire, sold by a few dealers last year, brought
from 40c to 50c a pound. American core wire now sells for from 30c upwards per pound.

As long as the supply lasts we offer this wire as described above to our customers at the very low
price of 20c a pound. Order at once.

ELECTRO IMPORTING CO., 231 Fulton St., NewYork City

RADIUM
RADIUM

BadloacUve Salts, containing one ml(to-
utam pure Badium. Very powerful I Bril-

liant white luminescence in the dark I

10 Milligram of this most carefully pre-

pared Badioactlve Salts, sealed In glass

tube (protected by a metal oontalner),
with which every Badium experiment can
be conducted, are furnished.

Price of one tube of Radium Salts as
described, tent prepaid $1.00.
The contents of this tube can be mixed

with special sulphides to form real Radium
paint.

Small bottle of Special Sulphide with
Mould adhesive, prepaid $0.50.
Send for one of these preparations to-

day.

and

Radioactive

Substances
for

Experimenters

CARNOTITE

CARNOTITE
(Badium Mineral.) The American

Pitchblende found In Colorado, from which
Radium is extracted.

A generous piece, enough to conduct
experiments, such as affecting photo-
graphic plates thru opaque material (sim-
ilar to X-Bay pictures), first made by
Sir W. Crookes and Mme. Curie, Is fur-
nished in neat, wooden box.

Price of one specimen of Carnotlte as
described above, sent prepaid $0.25.

Sensitive, prepared Photographic fllm
(X-Bay work fllm) to be used for above
experiments furnished for $0.10 each
extra.

SIDNEY SPECIALTY CO., 233 Fulton St., New York City

-ACTIVE SERVICE-

$1 25 DePendable for a life time. Made right to write right. Long or short—Red or Black. $«f Jt
I Absolute aecesslty to any business man or woman. Unequalled for general writing, billing, ruling **••»

and manifolding. Made of pure vulcanized rubber with non-corrosive, durable writing point. I^ Lock-Cap prevents leaking. Extra size, 8 In., black only, $1.50. Your name In gold inlay 85a. 1BBn: Liberal supply of Ink with retail orders. Agents wanted. Good profits.

J. R. ULLRICH & CO., 27 Thames St., New York

TYPEWRITER SENSATION
d»Q00 A Month Buys ¥ C> *

| r
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producing pictures in their natural colors,

and for many years made most exhaustive
experiments to develop a theory which he
had formulated when he first began this

work. Success has been attained, and the
pictures show how faithfully the invention
is able to reproduce every hue, shade and
tint of the colors of nature.
The process is not only practicable, but is

comparatively inexpensive and simple. By
means of a small and inexpensive color
screen attached to any motion picture
camera, several color values of the image
photographed, are given to the negative,
from which positive films are printed by a
secret chemical process. A film is thus pro-
duced which contains a series of images so
colored as to give, when projected, a mov-
ing picture in natural colors, without the
use at all of the rotary colored shutter
which is usually required. By this con-
trivance, the brilliancy and intensity of the
projected colored picture is increased and a
stereoscopic effect is obtained, impossible
in black and white. There is no more light

required than is used in projecting black
and white, and a speed of only 24 to the
second is required ; thru certain experi-
ments being made, this speed will be re-
duced. The cost of producing pictures by
this process is slightly more than that for
making black and white ones, while the
advantage in the art of producing motion
pictures is considerable.
The effects obtained are marvelously true

to nature. The range of tint and hues un-
limited. The presence of grays and neutral
tints which are always present in nature,
and which soften and tone down the harsh
colors, are plentiful in these pictures.
Thus, in addition to showing the vivid col-

ors, all the delicate shades and hues of flesh

tints, of clothings and draperies, of the
gradually changing sky tints of sunrise and
sunset, are reproduced with magical sub-
tlety.

The author had the pleasure of seeing
these new wonder pictures and they cer-
tainly merited the frequent applause, as
each new possibility was unfolded on the
screen. In order to bring out all the beau-
ties of colors three scantily clad young
women in Greek garb danced on a lawn,
and the pictures showed wonderful color-
ing, the trees, lawn, bushes, and soft nat-
ural hues of the girls' complexions being
beyond compare. Then followed the scenic
wonders of Yosemite Valley, Yellowstone
Park, Bridal Veil Falls and the recent
bathing girl pageant at a southern Cali-
fornia resort, all in natural colors.

MAKING SYNTHETIC GEMS IN"
THE ELECTRIC FURNACE.

(Continued from page 297)

so far they have been the most successful5

in this class of work.
The first amongst these is the resistance-

furnace with electrodes of grafite with the
crucible placed between the electrodes andl
directly into the flame. Another way of
making the synthetic gems is to have the
electrodes set in a flaming arc of about
3,000 degrees Fahrenheit, and the ingredi-
ents are dropt thru the flame in one batch,
and caught in a crucible set underneath,,
the crucible setting in water so that the-
molten mass is suddenly cooled, thus ob-
taining the necessary application of ex-
treme heat and rapid cooling with the at-
tendant and much desired pressure.

Lately Dr. Aisen's son has been the dis-
coverer and has actually made synthetic
diamonds that bid fair to rival the genuine.
The results have been the crowning effort
of many years of painstaking research and'
investigation. The method of procedure is

somewhat along the following order:
In a crucible set in the electric furnace

is placed iron of the best grade which is-

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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super-heated until in a molten state. Then
a pure grade of carbon is added and allowed

to combine with the iron ; when brought up

to the desired degree the crucible contain-

ing the highly heated mass is plunged into

cold water. As carbon is absorbed less in

cold iron than in super-heated iron the

action of the cooling of the mass serves to

throw out the excess of carbon from the

mixture. This carries, of course, some of

the iron with it which forms around the

edges of the crucible in the shape of dia-

mond crystals. This is perhaps one of the

greatest of all accomplishments in this field.

A very interesting procedure is the actual

making of a synthetic jewel and the author

had the good fortune to see the operation.

One of the accompanying photos shows Dr.

Aisen watching the slow process of the

making of a precious stone as it grows
gradually before the eyes. It is necessary

to wear heavy goggles—dark ones of course

—as the glare from the arc is very blind-

ing. The component elements are contained

in the cup at the top of the arc and every

three or four seconds it receives automatic-

ally a slight tap which allows a very minute
quantity to drop thru the hollow electrode

and onto the stone that is in the process of

making. The stone itself is perched on top

of the lower electrode and the tapping proc-

ess is controlled by a motor-driven arm.

In another view we see the bank of elec-

tric furnaces wherein the elements are

placed in a crucible and then heated to the

desired degree after which they are left

to cool in the furnaces gradually. When
cool the mass is removed and the solid

chunk of glass, for that is what it resem-
bles, is broken and then comes the final

processes of cutting, grinding and polish-

ing. In all of the methods used, it is neces-

sary to go thru the usual routine of cut-

ting, grinding and polishing, the same as

with natural stones as found in the rough.

Numerous methods have been employed
in the artificial manufacture of precious
gems, which apparently sound very simple
as explained here, but one- must not forget
that many years of patient laboratory re-

search were first necessary, not to mention
the study of numerous scientists who have
devoted their lives in the search for Dame
Nature's secrets. So that it is indeed won-
derful as one stops to consider these beauti-
ful man-made jewels, the product of the
electrical furnace, the great stride made in

the advance of the chemist's art.

THE PHENOMENA OF ELECTRI-
CAL CONDUCTION IN GASES.

(Continued from page 314)

from the surface of the water W, and cool-
ing due to the expansion causes this to
condense. If neither ions nor dust are pres-
ent no cloud will form, but if the chamber
A is subjected to X-rays or an electric

spark, a cloud will form, each little droplet
condensing about an ion.

Prof. Millikan's experiment which is so
often referred to, and which is probably
the most accurate determination of "e" yet
accomplisht, is really a modification of these
earlier experiments, and instead of dimin-
ishing the credit due him, the cleverness of
these modifications demands even more
praise. Instead of calculating the charge
of one ion from the charge of a large num-
ber, Prof. Millikan actually isolated and
measured a single ion, and he used the
smallest possible ion, a negative electron.

He did this by letting a single drop
from a cloud fall into another cham-
ber, and he used oil drops instead of water
so as to reduce evaporation, and enable
him to examine the drop for a long time.
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The amount of electricity, or "e," he calcu-
lated by measuring how strongly it was
attracted or repelled in an electric field of
known strength.

Millikan's calculations of "e," give it the
value 4.77 x 10

10
electro-static units of quan-

tity. The mass can now be calculated and
for positive carriers it comes out the mass
of the appropriate atom present. For nega-
tive carriers whose value of e/m is 10

7
it

is different, however, and the mass "m"
comes out about 1/1,800 that of the lightest

hydrogen atom. This then is the electron.

In making such measurements as these
frequent variations were found in the mass.
Now the mass of any object is defined by
its inertia or property of resisting motion.
It has long been known that an electric

charge possesses inertia and the question
now arises as to whether the inertia of an
ion is due to its electrical charge or to
something else more material on which the
charge exists, or to both. Some experi-
ments by Kaufmann on this subject show
very conclusively that the mass varies with
the speed, and he was first tempted to think
that perhaps a third or a fourth of the mass
was due to electricity alone. He observed
the charged particles given off by Radium,
some of which approach the speed of light

and some of which are much slower. By
mathematical interpretation of these and
other data J. J. Thomson and others have
shown that all the mass probably is elec-

trical and that at zero velocity the mass
would also be zero. This gives us an en-
tirely new conception of matter and elec-

tricity.

To understand how inertia may be due
to electricity reference to Fig. 3, shows
first an ion with only a single line of force
represented. Second, an ion which has
started to move is shown but only the part
of the field near it has begun to move. It

takes both time and force to get the whole
system, the ion and its field, moving and
this resistance is the inertia of the system.

This gives us a clue to finding the vol-
ume of an ion or any charged particle and
in no other way can it be done. According
to electro-statics the smaller the sphere on
which a charge exists, the higher the poten-
tial so that any potential can be obtained
by making the charge concentrated enough.
In the case of the electron, in order to ob-
tain a mass 1/1,800 of the hydrogen atom,
the particle must have a volume of 1/100,000
that of a hydrogen atom, and this may
rightly be termed the electro-magnetic
volume.

{To be Concluded.)

ELECTRICITY AND RADIO AS
USED BY "MOVIE" SPIES.

{Continued from page 299)

of the German Embassy, aroused the sus-

picions of the Secret Service. The change in

plans was discovered before many shells

had been manufactured under the false

specifications.

The loading room of a munition factory

was the place of attack chosen by Imperial
German spies in case another plan in re-

gard to the factory miscarried. An electric

wire was installed by the head electrician

in the plant, who was in German pay, which
would throw a spark by the throwing in of
a switch in the power house a safe distance

away.

Slakberg, the ring-leader, is caught but
throws away his cigar. The cigar is picked
up by the electrician and in it he finds a
note to blow up the works. He immedi-
ately jumps a freight bound for the factory.

Unobserved he is followed by Miss Dixie
Mason, a Secret Service operative, who tries

to stop him from throwing the switch in

the power-house. Running thru the works
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she shouts a warning to the employes but

arrives too late to save the switch from be-

ing thrown. A brief struggle ensues at the

power-plant switchboard in which her arm
is jammed in the switch by the electrician

and the dirty work commences (see Fig 2).

She faints and is found thus by the Presi-

dent of the Criminology Club who, altho

he has begun to love the girl, imagines that

she is also a spy, in that she is always with
them. Little does he realize that she is also

a Secret Service operative working "in-

cognito" on special orders that he knows
nothing about. Therefore, hearing some
more explosions, he handcuffs her to the

railing while he goes in pursuit. But al-

ways resourceful she manages to short-

circuit the handcuffs with a tool and a rub-

ber glove nearby, and by so doing melts

the connecting link and gets free.

Next we have the daring "Raid of the

U-53," which came to our shores and started

a rumpus on which a quietus was soon put
by our vigilant Navy. Dixie Mason, the

young and pretty Secret Service operative,

is trailing Captain Karl Boy-Ed, the former
naval attache of the Imperial German Em-
bassy at Washington. He has returned to

the United States in disguise after his dis-

missal as an envoy. Dixie is in a nearby
place and witnesses a meeting between Boy-
Ed and Commander Rose of the "U-53."
She follows them to the dock where the

submarine is lying. As a means of get-

ting Boy-Ed on board without attracting

attention the boat is suddenly opened to

visitors and in the crowd which flocks on
board Dixie easily follows Boy-Ed. She
sees the former envoy secreted in a com-
partment, and she hides in a locker in the

torpedo room. Unaware that Dixie is on
board, the "U-53" puts to sea.

Dixie remains in her hiding place until

the first torpedo fired in the raid on ship-
ping has been trained on the Strathdene, a
British freighter. She bursts from the
locker and commands Rose to stop in the,

name of humanity. Sailors hold her while
the torpedo is discharged and the Strath-
dene sent to destruction. Two more of the
deadly weapons are fired from the subma-
rine each finding a mark in the vitals of un-
protected merchant vessels. Then she is

released. The sailor who has had her in

his grasp believes that a feigned weakness
has been caused by her struggles. In-
stantly Dixie seizes a wrench and before
she can be stopt has wrecked the remaining
three torpedoes on the submarine by
knocking the propellers off.

Orders are given to raise the U-boat to
the surface, to continue the destruction of
shipping with the deck guns. For a mo-
ment Dixie is left to her own devices and
she sees a memoranda as to the location of
a supply base for the submarine on the
coast of Maine (see Fig 3). She rushes
to the deck of the submarine and dives
overboard with the object of swimming to a
United States destroyer which is some dis-

tance away watching for any violation of
neutrality on the part of the "U-53."

The episode ends with destroyers and
aeroplanes searching for the supply base,
under the direction of Grant, and Dixie,
with information as to its location, swim-
ming for the destroyer in the Atlantic
Ocean.

Last, but not least, we have the superb
photo-play production "Over the Top" with
our great war hero Sergeant Guy Empey.
Figure 4 shows an exciting moment from
"Over the Top" in which a German Count
and his accomplice at the switch-board of
a tall office building somewhere in down-
town New York, are about to throw the
switch at midnight which will light a signal
on top of the tower, notifying the other
spies on the Jersey shore that it is time to
begin blowing up munition factories and
ships.

Big Money in Electricity

The electrical industries offer wonderful
opportunities to boy^ with a liking for Elec-

tricity. <$The salaries paid to trained men are

large, promotion comet rapidly and, best of

all, the work is fascinating,

The discovery and development of new
lines (such as wireless telegraphy and tele-

phony), from time to time, promise attractive

and paying fields to those who wish to

specialize. The will to do and Special Train-

ing will bring success to you. Q
The International Correspondence Schools

can help you to become an expert in electrical

work, no matter what branch you like best

Thousands of young men have already woe
success through I. C. S, help. You can do
as well as anybody, ifyou try, Everything is

made so clear that you can learn in your
spare time, regardless of where you live oir

what your work, No books to buy,

There's big money in Electricity, GeS
after it by marking and mailing the Coupon
today. Finding out costs you nothing.

TCS.R OUT MKRE •

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
BOX 5394, SCRANTON, PA.

Explain, without obligating; me, how I can quality tor the
position, or In the subject, before which I mark X.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
Electrician
Electric Wiring
Electric Lighting
Electric Car Running
Heavy ElectricTraction
Electrical Draftsman
Electric Machine Designer

^ Telegraph Expert
"j Practical Telephony
MECHANICAL ENGINEER
Mechanical Draftsman
Ship Draftsman
Machine Shop Practice
Gas Engineer
CIVIL ENGINEER
Surveying and Mapping
MINE FOREM'N OR ENG'R
STATIONARY ENGINEER
ARCHITECT
Architectural Draftsman
PLUMBING AND HEATING
Sheet Metal Worker

Name_

CHEMICAL ENGINEER

a SALESMANSHIP
ADVERTISING MAN
Window Trimmer
Show Card Writer
Outdoor Sign Painter

Q RAILR OADER
D ILLUSTRATOR
DESIGNER
BOOKKEEPER

C Stenographer and Typist
Cert. Pub. Accountant
Traffic Management

H Commercial Law
GOOD ENGLISH
Common School Subjects
CIVIL SERVICE8 Railway Mail Clerk
Textile Overseer or Snpt.

S AGRICULTURE
Navigator Spanish
Poultry Raising ! French
Automobiles W3 Italian

Present
Occupation.

Street
and No „

City.

"Don't Shout
"I hear you. I can hear

now as well as any-
body. How?' With
THE MORLEY

PHONE. I've a pair in

ears now, but they
are Invisible. I would
not know I had them in,

mvself, only that I hear
all right. The MORLEY

PHONE for the jDEAF
and harmless,
thousand sold.

is to the ears what glasses
are to the eyes. Invisible,
comfortable, weightless —

Anyone can adjust It." Over one hundred
Write for booklet and testimonials.

THE MORLEY CO., Dept. 748, Perry Bldg., Phlla.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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'YourChoice
AbsolutelyFREE

LaboratoryfChemistry
By Richard B. Moore, Instructor in Chemistry,
University of Missouri. Contains 1 95 pages,
innumerable illustrations and experiments.
Printed on highly finished book paper.
Handsome stiff cloth cover. Size 5"x7J/2".

FREE with a year's subscription.
Add postage for 1 lb.

Experimental
Electricity Course

This masterpiece contains 1 60
pages, 400 illustrations. Size
of book 5"x9". Printed on
extra thin paper, so book can
be slipped into pocket. Hand-
some flexible cloth cover.
FREE with a year's subscription.

Add So for postage

Wireless Course

The most compre-
hensive Wireless
Course ever printed.
Contains 160
pages, 350 illustra-

tions. Size of book
6?4"x10". Very fine

flexible cloth cover.

FREE with a
year's subscription.

Add 5c for postage

Gentlemen: ^
Please enter \^ \
my subscription ^
to the ELEC- <k
TRICAL EXPERI- "CL,
MENTER for the
term of year '

for which I enclose here-

with $ Q,
You will also send me at once
FREE your book

Read This
Remarkable Offer

It may be withdrawn at any time, due to the tremendous cost

of paper, which IS JUST DOUBLE WHAT IT WAS ONE
YEAR AGO. We only have a limited supply of these fine books on hand;
after they are gone we cannot reprint the books until conditions become normal
again. THIS MAY BE TWO YEARS OR MORE. Now is your chance.
The publishers of this journal have earned an enviable reputation of giving
more than 1 00 cents' worth for each dollar spent with them. Profit by this

liberal opportunity NOW; it may never be made again.

HERE'S THE OFFER
Subscribe to the ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER for one year, at the
regular subscription price of $1.50 per year (Canada, foreign md
N. Y. C. $2.00) and we will send you FREE any one of the above books.
If you subscribe for two years, TWO BOOKS WILL BE GIVEN FREE.
All THREE BOOKS will be sent FREE with a three-year subscription.

If you are a subscriber at present, take advantage of this wonderful
opportunity anyway. If you do, we will extend your present subscrip-

tion from its expiration date.

This Offer Limited. Act Now.

\

Name. . .

Address

.

EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING CO.,
223 FULTON STREET
NEW YORK CITY

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.

J
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Opportunity Ad-lets

_
YOU will find many remarkable opportunities and real bargains in these clumns.

every month by realiable firms and dealers from all over the country. No m;
It will pay you to read and investigate the offerings made

every month by realiable firms and dealers from all over the country. J\o matter what you may be seeking, whether supplies, automobile
accessories, the opportunity to make money, or anything else, you will find listed here, the best and most attractive specials of the month.

Advertisements in this section six cents a word for each insertion. No advertisement for less than 60c accepted.
Name and address must be included at the above rate. Cash should accompany all classified advertisements unless placed by an accredited

advertising agency.
.

Ten per cent discount for 6 issues, 20 per cent discount for 12 issues from above rate. Objectionable or misleading advertisements not
accepted.

Advertisements for the October issue should reach us not later than August 22.

OVER 100,000 CIRCULATION GUARANTEED, A. B. C. AUDIT
EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING CO.. INC., 233 Fulton Street, New York, N. Y.
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Automobile Accessories

Attention! Carbonale equal to twenty gallons
Gasoline prepaid anywhere, $i. Absolutely Guar-
anteed. Products Co., Elgin, 111.

lunHiiM
Agents Wanted

Insyde Tyres, inner armor for automobile tires,

double mileage and prevent punctures and blow-
outs. Quickly applied. Cost little. Demand
tremendous. Profits unlimited. Details free.

American Automobile Accessories Co., Dept. 54,

Cincinnati, O.

$10 Daily refinishing chandeliers, brass beds,
automobiles by new method, without capital or
experience. Free particulars and proofs. Write
today. Gunmetal Co., Ave D, Decatur, 111.

Help Wanted

Men, Women, 18 or over, wanted immediately
for U. S. Government War positions. Thou-
sands Clerical positions open, $100 month. Easy
work. Write immediately for list positions.
Franklin Institute, Dept. T26, Rochester, N. Y.

umuDiumiiii

Auctions

Auctioneers make from $10 to $15 a day. Free
catalog. Missouri Auction School, Kansas City.

Books

BOOKS — Novelties — Postcards — Catalogue,
3c. Vim Company, East St. Louis, Illinois.

Our New Directory, sources of supply and first

hands over 1,000 lines, $1. Products Co., Elgin, 111.

To Get Better Pictures: Read the Amateur
Photographer's Weekly; illustrated; weekly
prize competitions; print criticisms; many unique
features; $1.50 per year; three months' trial sub-
scription 25c. Abel Publishing Company, 401
Caxton Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio.

Read "A Man's Secret," 25c.
Mozart, Chicago.

Paul Duff, 2713

A Binder for The Electrical Experimenter will
preserve your copies for all time. Price, 50c.
Postage on 3 lbs. is extra. Send for one today.
Experimenter Publishing Co., 233 Fulton Street,
New York City.

Fire Sale of Slightly Damaged Books. Due to
fire in our stock rooms, a great many of our
books were water stained, but not otherwise
damaged. Rather than dispose of them to deal-
ers we prefer to give our readers the benefit.
Look at this list! Our celebrated Wireless
Course, 160 pages, 400 illustrations; Experimental
Electricity Course, 160 pages, 350 illustrations;
How to Make Wireless Sending Instruments.
These three books for $1.00 prepaid. Regular
selling price of these three books is $2.50. We
guarantee you will be satisfied. Experimenter
Publishing Co., Inc., 233 Fulton St., New York
City.

Old E. E. Back Numbers: We have some valu-
able old E. E. back numbers on hand as follows:
1915—Jan., March, April, June, July, Aug., Sept.,
Oct., Nov., Dec, price each 35c. 1916—Jan., Feb.,
March, May, June, August, Sept., Oct., Nov.,
Dec, price each 35c. 1917—Jan., Feb., March,
Apr., May, June, July, Aug., each 35c; Sept., Oct.,
Nov., Dec, each 20c. 1918—Jan., Feb., Mar., Apr.,
May, each 20c; June, July, Aug., each 15c We
can fill orders at once upon receipt of your remit-
tance, and if you have not these numbers already
now is your chance to get them, as they probably
will be snapped up very quickly. Experimenter
Publishing Co., 233 Fulton St., New York City.

^
Watches

Expert Watch Repairing. Reduced Prices
References. Leo Hirsh, Elkhart, Ind.

Aeronautics

Aerial Age, America's leading illustrated week-
ly, presents the latest developments in aero-
nautics throughout the world. Up to the minute
technical information concerning aero-engines,
aeroplanes, accessories and patents. Complete
model, news and instruction. Trial subscription
six months, twenty-six issues, one dollar. Sample
copy 10c Aerial Age, 280 Madison Ave., New
York City, N. Y.

mrninrrrnri

Motorcycle

Motorcycles From $25 Up—New and second-
hand. Easy terms, large list to choose from, all

makes. Send 4c stamps for Bulletin "A." Peer-
less Motorcycle Co., Watertown, Mass.
Indian Used Parts 1912-13 model. Cylinders

$4, pistons $1, carburetors $4. Presto Tanks $5.

Mechanical oilers $3. Free list. Victor Motor-
cycle Co., Desk "A," Victor, Colo.

§1 Van Wert, Ohio, =
m July 20, 1918. M
== Experimenter Publishing Co., Inc.,m 233 Fulton St., gjm New York City. =
{HI Gentlemen: =
§g Enclosed please find remittance amount- =
== ing to $1.38, for which please enter our ad =
== in the Classified Section of the September =
|g issue. Ig= We have the VERY best confidence in ||g
i= the "E. E." advertising medium. From our g§
H= July ad we are receiving on an average of ==
jj§ 50 ORDERS PER DAY. The week of 8th H= to 13th we shipped 383 Hotpoint Irons. ^

Like Rastus Jackson says, "Ah gives my lg
HH appetite all my attention," likewise we are §g= now giving the Hotpoint orders all our at- gj= tention and we are growing bigger and == stronger. =

Yours very truly, == Baer Electric Company. ~

]

Hi

Electrical Supplies & Appliances

1,000 "Hotpoint" Electric Irons, $4.25 each, pre-
paid! Satisfaction or money refunded. Read our
July and August advertisements. Baer Elec-tric^
For Sale 3" D.C. Voltmeters Scale to 8^2

Volts. Automobile and Switchboard Service,
$3.25 each prepaid. S. A. Meier, 2445 Logan
Blvd., Chicago, 111.

Exchange or Sell: Electrical and Wireless
goods; Tesla Coils; Wireless transformers;
Cameras; Sporting goods; Motor and Ice Boats;
Printing presses; typewriters; etc. WANT
Electrical Apparatus; Wireless Goods; Labora-
tory Supplies; Books; Machinery and Tools,
or most anything. List for purple stamp. Give
details of what you have and want. LaRoy
Zehrbach, Dept. E-E-i., Monroe, Mich.

Bargain—200 strap Keys, 15c each, postage
extra. J. Wiseman, 2109 Second Street, San
Diego, California.

Electrical Tattooing Machines and supplies.
Catalogue FREE. Prof. Temke, Exp., 617 Cen-
tral, Cincinnati, Ohio.
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For Advertisers

"Quick-Action Advertising—How it is Build-
ing Business for the Progressive Advertisers of
America"; A little story of RESULTS, told by
the adyertisers themselves—not the publisher.
You will be interested in reading this little

booklet which we have prepared for prospective
advertisers, a copy of which will be gladly
mailed to you upon request. It tells you how
to talk business with 1,000,000 intelligent, inter-
ested and responsive Americans every month

—

men who know what they want and who have
the money to buy it. Write for particulars and
rates—today. Douglas Wakefield Coutlee, 225
West 39th St., New York.
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News Correspondents

Earn $25 Weekly, spare time, writing for
newspapers, magazines. Experience, unneces-
sary; details free. Press Syndicate, 566 St.
Louis, Mo.

Business Opportunities

Make Die-Castings. Sketch, Sample, Booklet
and Proposition 12c. R. Byrd, Box 227, Erie, Pa.

How to become a successful inventor. Free
particulars, Engineers, 2548 Armitage, Chicago.

Stop—Read—Dollars made at home; all or
spare time, send 25c silver, quick. M. A. Carr,
Columbia, Tennessee.

"Quick-Action Advertising—How it is Build-
ing Business for the Progressive Advertisers of
America": A little story of RESULTS, told by
the advertisers themselves—not the publisher.
You will be interested in reading this little

booklet which we have prepared for prospective
advertisers, a copy of which will be gladly
mailed to you upon request. It tells you how
to talk business with 1,000,000 intelligent, inter ,

ested and responsive Americans every month —
men who know what they want and who h/ave
the money to buy it. Write for particulars and
rates today. Douglas Wakefield Coutlee, 225
West 39th Street, New York.

Mr. Business-Man—Your advertisement here
will be read by over 100,000 live prospects. The
"Opportunity Ad-lets" of the Electrical Ex-
perimenter bring quick and positive results.
For proof of what they have done for others ad-
dress Classified Department, 233 Fulton Street,
New York.
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Patent Attorneys

Your Idea Wanted, Patent Your Inven*
I'll help you market it. Send for 4 free biA
list of patent buyers, hundreds of ideas wanted,'
etc. Advice free. Patent advertised free.
Richard B. Owen, Patent Lawyer, 130 Owen
Bldg., Washington, D. C, or 2278-T Woolworth
Bldg., New York.

Patents on Easy Payments. Send model or
sketch for Free Search and Certified Registra-
tion of Your Invention for Your Protection.
Free Book Tells What to Invent and How to
Obtain a Patent on Easy Payments. C. C.
Hines & Co., 593 Loan & Trust Bldg., Wash-
ington, D. C.

Millions Spent Annually for Ideas! Hundreds
now wanted! Patent yours and profit! Write
today for free books—tell how to protect your-
self, how to invent, ideas wanted, how we help
you sell, etc. 212 Patent Dept., American In-
dustries, Inc., Washington, D. C.

Inventions Wanted! Manufacturers constantly
writing us for patents. List of inventions ac-
tually requested and book "How to Obtain a
Patent" sent free. Send rough sketch for free
report regarding patentability. Special assist-
ance given our clients in selling patents. Write
for details of interest to every inventor. Chand-
lee & Chandlee, Patent Attorneys, Est. 21 years.
551 7th St., Washington, D. C.

Patents—Without advance attorney's fees. Not
due until patent allowed. Send sketch for free
report. Books free. Frank Fuller, Washington,
D. C.

imiMiiiniiiniiiiiM

For Inventors

Expert Engineering Service for Inventors.
Reasonable rates. Magnacal, i62A, Orange, New
Jersey.
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Motion Pictures

Motion Picture Machines bought and sold;
bargain lists free. National Equipment Com-
pany, Duluth, Minnesota.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertiser
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Song Poems Wanted

Write the Words for a Song. We write music
and guarantee publisher's acceptance. Submit
poems on war, love or any subject. Chester
Music Co., 538 S. Dearborn St., Suite 265, Chi-
cago.

BMIUlMllinWlUI^^

Phonographs

Build Your Own Phonographs and manufacture
them for profit. Drawing instructions, Parts,
Price List, Blue Print, etc., complete, sent free
upon request. Write today. Associated Phono-
graph Co., Dept. E-i, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Build Your Phonograph. "Perfection" high
quality spring and electric Motors, Tone Arms,
Reproducers. Wonderful results, big saving.
Handsome new catalog free. Indiana Phono-
graph Supply, Indianapolis, Ind.
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Stamps and Coins

Stamps—61 all different, free. Postage 3c.

Mention paper. Quaker Stamp Co. Toledo, Ohio.

500 Finely Mixed United States or Foreign
Stamps, 12c. Philatelic Star, Madison, N. Y.

200 all different, really fine Postage Stamps,
23c. Dayton, East Foxboro, Mass.
mmiiniifflinniinimiiiiimmnnTTMimTmiimimm^

Engines, Motors, Dynamos

Small Motors & Generators: Large quantity
A. C. Motors, \i H.P. $15 each; H H.P. $35 each.
Battery Charging Sets; 100 Robbins & Meyers
new Motor Generator Charging Outfits, all sizes,

$30 each and up. Charging, Lighting and Mov-
ing Picture Arc Generators, $10 and up. A. C.
Motors 1 & 3 phase up to 5 H.P. for immediate
delivery. Bankruptcy stock—Less than half
price. Special Bulletin 89. Johnston, West End,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
MMiifflmnmqiiiniiiiiiiiniiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiniim

Tricks, Puzzles and Games
Itching Powder, Sneezing Powder and Flashy

Stage Money. 10c each, 3 for 25c, 90c per doz.
Lesson in Ventriloquism and Magic Free. Syl-
vian's Magic Shop, 192 Clifford, Providence, R. I.

Tricks, Puzzles, Jokes, Toys, Games, Novelties,
Doll and Cane Racks, Plays, Wigs, Stage Sup-
plies, Escapes and Illusions. Large 1917 catalog
free. Oakes Magical Co., Dept. S43, Oshkosh, Wis.
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Scenery for Hire

Collapsible Scenery for all Plays. Amelia
Grain, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
JiEiiuniiiiiiininiiM

For Sale
Mountings for window shades. Patented in

U. S. and Canada. No nails, tacks or screws.
Does not mar window casings. Eugene M. Starn,
225 N. Main St., Butte, Mont.
MIltllDlllIDIllllinillM

Chemicals

Chemical Apparatus for use in the experi-
ments of this month's Experimental Chemistry.
Electrolytic Generator, with carbon electrodes,
each $6. Leibig Condenser, 20 inch, each $1.50.
Burrette with glass stopcock, each $2.50. With-
out stopcock, $1.40. Vacuum Pump, for obtain-
ing high vacuum with mercury, unmounted $3.
Mounted on wooden frame $5. Our glassblow-
ing department can furnish any piece of ap-
paratus of special design, including X-Ray and
Geissler tubes, as well as experimental glass-
ware. We can supply any piece of chemical
apparatus you need, including electrical acces-
sories for electro-chemical work. Write your
requirements, or send stamps for List "B."
Experimental Chemical & Research Laboratories,
183 West 10th St., New York City.

Experimental Chemists. Extra help and per-
sonal coaching by mail of my chemistry lessons
in this journal. One dollar per lesson. Twelve
lessons Ten Dollars. Albert W. Wilsdon, 183
West 10th St., New York.
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Telegraphy

Telegraphy—Both MORSE AND WIRELESS;
STATION AGENCY, taught quickly. TRE-
MENDOUS DEMAND—greater than supply.
PERMANENT POSITIONS SECURED —BIG
SALARIES. IDEAL WORKING CONDITIONS.
GREAT OPPORTUNITIES FOR ADVANCE-
MENT. WOMEN OPERATORS also needed.
All expenses low—can earn living while attend-
ing. Oldest and largest school—established 44
years. Endorsed by Railway, Western Union
and Marconi officials. Now offering special three
months' Radio course for young men subject to
draft, enabling them to enter Signal Corps—
"PREFERRED SERVICE." Large illustrated
catalogue free. Correspondence courses also.
Write today. ENROLL IMMEDIATELY.
DODGE'S INSTITUTE, Lone St., Valparaiso,
Indiana.

Models and Model Supplies

Producers of Results: Inventions developed,
Models, Experimental Work, anything special
in metal to order, novelties, spinning castings
in any material, electrical devices, patterns of
all kinds, plating, general manufacturing, de-
signing, special tools, punches and dies, stamp-
ings. Send drawing or sample. Expert infor-
mation free. John's Engineering Company,
Dept. E, Cleveland, Ohio.
imiMiimiuiiiiwiimiiiiiiiui™

Miscellaneous

Tobacco or Snuff Habit Cured or no pay.
$1.00 if cured. Remedy sent on trial. Superba
Co., SA,- Baltimore, Md.
Closing Out Sale! New $200 Stock Remnant at

one-half. Electrical, Chemical, Manual, Wireless.
Take in trade E. E's, 1910 to 1916. List for stamp.
Address Amateurs Central Association. Diet.
Wilbur C. Bickel, Claypool, Indiana.

Ginseng planting instructions free, 100 seeds
25c, 1,000 $1.00. Specialty Farm, Rockford, Minn.
Pyorrhea—H. E. Kelty, D. D. S., M. D., pyor-

rhea specialist for 15 years, has developed a
successful home treatment for pyorrhea. Puri-
fying, healing, preventive. Full month's treat-
ment and booklet $1. Circular free. Dr. H. E.
Kelty, Glenwood & Woodland Aves., Leonia, N.J.
We Have a limited number of beautiful art

pictures on hand of Nikola Tesla and Dr. Lee
De Forest. These make a handsome decoration
for any laboratory or workshop and should be
prominently displayed. Price for both, prepaid,
loc. Experimenter Pub. Co., 233 Fulton St., New
York City.

Bargains in Tennis Rackets. We have just se-
cured an immense shipment of Tennis Rackets,
made by one of the largest firms in the country,
which we will close out at slashing reductions.
No. 2375—Extra best Tennis Racket, $5 grade, air
dried ash, popular long oval form, concave walnut
wedge, superior quality of gut; each $2.75.
No. 2377—First grade Tennis Racket, second
growth ash, walnut and maple throat, very good
grade of gut; handle of cedar with leather cap;
a $3 25 grade; each $1.85.
No. 2376—Medium grade Tennis Racket made of
the same stock as No. 2377 except the gut. A per-
fect $2.25 grade. Ideal for beginners. Each $1.35.
Shipping weight of each size two pounds. Order
today. "First Come, First Served. Don't forget
to include money for postage. The Electro Im-
porting Co., 233 Fulton St., New York City.

Scientific Exchange Columns
YOU undoubtedly have something you'd like to buy, sell or exchange. In your attic, or workshop, or some far corner of your closet, you

probably have dozens of long-forgotten articles, useless to you now, but very useful to someone else. Live readers with something to

"swap" or sell have found that the surest and quickest way to make the desired trade is thru an ad in these columns.
Remember, the U. S. Postal Laws protect you- No one can "do" or cheat you. Of 3,495 "ads" published in these columns

during the past five years, only twelve complaints were reported to us, and each one was adjusted to the full satisfaction of the complainant.

Tne rates are: Five cents per word (name and address to be counted.) Remittance must accompany all orders. No advertisement for less

than 50c accepted. We reserve the right to refuse any advertisement which we consider misleading or objectionable. Dealers' advertising ac-

cepted in Opportunity Ad-let columns only. Advertisements for the Oct. issue should reach us not later than Aug. 22.

OVER 100,000 CIRCULATION GUARANTEED, A. B. C. AUDIT

Exchange for good rifle and dynamo: Plate

camera and outfit, excellent condition. John
Burke, 17 Eli St., Valley Falls, R. I.

For Sale—A necessity for electrical labora-

tories, efficiency experts, astronomers, photogra-
phers, chemists, physicians, surgeons, nurses,
inspectors of target practice and for all sports.

New York Standard Chronograph, 16 size, open
face, 15 jewel movement, 20 year gold case.
Make offer. If offer is accepted same will be
shipped c.o.d. Cost me $25; good as new.

J. W. Bilodeau, Lyndonville, Vt.

For Sale or Exchan'ge—Bausch & Lomb Model
FF8 Physician's Microscope, small telescope,
chemist scale and weights, chemical rectifier,

variable condenser, universal shunt box, 1.5-3-30

volt Weston D.C. Voltmeter, 50 volt Weston D.C.
Voltmeter, 300 volt Weston D.C. Voltmeter,
Wheatstone bridge, wireless tuning coil, Leeds
& Northrop Galvanometer, 100,000 ohm laboratory
resistance, etc. F. Jos. Lamb, 264 Jefferson
Ave. East, Detroit, Mich.

Edison Moving Picture Machine and five thou-
sand feet of film. $50 takes all—bargain. Fred-
erick Martin, 33 Willis Street, Dorchester, Mass.

Wanted—Good Audion detector bulb. Price
reasonable. Glen Coleman, Wheeling Avenue,
Muncie, Indiana.

Wanted—D.C.Generator not larger than 2 K.W.
Harry Ostness, River Falls, Wis.

I will give you goods worth $305.75 for $100 or
new twin motorcycle. List free. B. F. Swanson,
Pierson, Fla.

329 Elm St., Penn Yan, N. Y.
Gentlemen

:

I wish to tell you of the successful re-
sults I obtained from my ad in the "E. E."
They have been "pouring" in at the rate
of several each day.
To date, I have received sixty-three in-

g quiries and have disposed of most of articles

g advertised.
Inquiries have come from as far South

^ as Florida, West from Colorado and several
from Canada.

for your promptness i

I remain,
Lester Chisholm.

= Thanking you= inserting my ad,

For Sale—Magneto, $4; Dynamo, $2.50; Genera-
tor, $1; Battery motor, 50c; Spark Coil Second-
ary, 50c. Ruben Hilborn, Brown City, Mich.

Will pay $20 for a medium or large size Milo
Bar-bell. Martin Knox, Granite Falls, Minn.

Sell—Shaw Motor Attachment in excellent con-
dition. Battery ignition, run about three hundred
miles. Make offer. Eugene Brown, Winchester,
Indiana.

Trade or Sell—% H.P. 220 Volt D. C. Motor,
yi H.P. no volt D. C. Motor for $4 H.P. no
Volt A. C. 6b cycle motor. Adolph Gedeon,
3296 W. 50th St., Cleveland, Ohio.

Exchange for good Spark Coil or Transformer
a good High Frequency Outfit. Write for list.

B. J. Fisher, 317 Water St., Akron, Ohio.

Ambio Electric Trouble Shooter for Automo-
biles. In first-class condition. Will sell cheap.
Write J. Schmidt, 518 Oneida, Joliet, 111.

Wanted—1 K.W. Type R, Thordarson Trans-
former, 1 K.W. Tesla Coil, 1 K.W. Key, Polar-
ized Relay, Selenium Cell, Microphone, X-Ray
Tube, Stand and Fluoroscope. Must be new.
Give description and make. Burrows Rogers,
Cainsville, Mo.

For Sale—Professional Microscope, two objec-
tives, in good condition. Also Police Camera and
Enlarger. Write Stephen R. Hardwick, Belmond,
Iowa.

Wanted—Motorcycle engine and chemical out-
fit. Horace Risteen, 710 Coleman St., Chippewa
Falls, Wis.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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Size

Volumes

10

Volumea

3500

Pages

4700

Pictures
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Just what you need to know to succeed in ELECTRICITY
| j"* VERY electrician, every engineer, every mechanic should know
W\. about these wonderfully helpful instructive books, which give in

plain words a complete working knowledge of electrical engi-

neering in all its phases.

You run into some new electrical problem almost every day. The
information you need to help you in your every day work is in

HAWKINS
ELECTRICAL GUIDES

These books place electricity at your finger ends. They cover every imaginable
subject, principle, theory, problem, trouble, and way of doing things electrically.
Every subject is indexed so that you can turn right to it. They are a study course
and a reference guide in one, written in plain every day language—no wasted words
—only what you need to know—chock full of up-to-the-minute electrical knowledge.
The guides are a complete course in electrical engineering. They will help you in

every detail of the day's electrical work. You can't ask an electrical question that
Hawkins Guides can't answer.

Pocket-Size Flexible Covers

What Electrical Men Say

Helped Him Make Good
"It is only right for me to recom-

mend highly the Hawkins Guides, for

they have b3en of the greatest assist-

ance to me in placing me in my pres-

ent position as Superintendent of Con-
struction Department of one of Ohio's
largest Electrical Companies. I would
like to s»e every man have a set of
Hawkins Guides."

Geo. Knecht, Columbus, Ohio.

In the Naval Electrical Dept.

"The HawkinB Guides are great help
to me in the Naval Electrical Depart-
ment, which they cover very thorough-
ly." C. J. Cornell.

D. 8. Beceiving Ship, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Superintendent
"I am now superintendent of the

Dunnville Hydro - Electric Systems,
and Hawkins Guides were a great help
to me in holding down a responsible
position."
W. E. Swartz, Dunnville, Ontario.

Wireless Operators
*1 have worked wireless for ten

years—but 1 wish I had these books
years ajo, as they have saved me a
irtat deal of trouble." H. Marshall.

Steamer M At B No. 2,

Walkerville. Ont

The books are small enough to slip into your coat
pocket—handsomely bound in flexible black covers.
You can carry each volume with you until you have

mastered its contents. 3,500 pages of actual information
and 4,700 illustrations. Once you see these books and
put them into actual use you will never again want to be
without them. Try it at our expense.

SEND NO MONEY
It will cost you nothing to receive these books—to look

them over—ask them all the questions you can think of—use them in your work—study them—pick up some in-
formation that will increase your earning ability. We
will ship you the entire set of 10 volumes entirely FREE.
This is a sign of our confidence in the guides. Pure

gold does not object to being tested. Keep them for
seven days and if you do not decide that you can't get
along without them, return them to us and owe us
nothing.
When you decide to keep them you only have to pay

$1.00 down and remit the balance of $9.00 on the easy
payment of $1.00 a month till paid for.

Use this coupon to get the books. It will pay you
many times over.

THEO. AUDEL & CO.
72 Fifth Ave. New York, N. Y.

W MONEY- USE THE COUPON

READ THIS PARTIAL LIS I" OF CONTENTS
tVr» 1 Contains 348 pages. 388 illustrations. Electrics!
liU. * signs and symbols—static and current electricity
—primary cells—conductors and Insulators—resistance and
conductivity—magnetism—induction coils—dynamo principle*
—classes of dynamos—armatures—windings—commutation

—

brushes, etc.

M^j 9 Contains 348 pages, 394 illustrations. Motori^w. £ principles—armature reaction—motor starting

—

calculations—brake horsepower—selection and installation of
dynamo and motors—galvanometers—standard cells—current
measurement — resistance measurement — voltmeters — watt-
meters—watt hour meters—operation of dynamos—operation
of motors, etc.

No. 3 Contains 300 Pages, 423 illustrations. Distribution
"

*f systems—wires and wire calculations—inside, out-
side and underground wiring—sign flashers—lightning pro-
tection—rectifiers—storage battery systems, etc.

No 4 Contains 270 pages, 379 illustrations. Alternating
• current principles—alternating current diagrams—the power factor—alternator principles—alternator con-

struction—windings, etc.

No *? Contains 320 pages, 614 illustrations. A. C. Motors—synchronous andinduction motor principles—A. C.
commutator motors—induction motors, transformers ; losses,
construction, connections, tests—converters—rectifiers, etc.

No 6 Contains 298 pages. 472 illustrations. Alternatingv current systems—switching devices—circuit break-
ers—relays—lightning protector apparatus—regulating devices—synchronous condensers—indicating devices—meters—power
factor indicators—wave form measurement—switch boards, etc.

No 7 Contains 316 pages, 379 illustrations. Alternatingiiv. i current, wiring power stations—turbines : manage-
ment, selection, location, erection, testing, running, care and
repair—telephones, etc.

No 8 Contains 332 pages. 436 illustrations. Telegrepn
"

,
— simultaneous telegraphy and telephony —

wireless—electric bells—electric lighting—photometry, etc.

No 9 Contains 322 pages. 627 illustrations. Elec- A~ trie railways—electric locomotives—car light- M
ing—trolley car operation—miscellaneous applications— ^motion pictures—gas engine ignition—automobile self- AW

' AUDEL & CO.
72 Fifth Avenue
New York, N. Y.

starters and lighting systems, electric vehicles, etc.

No 1
Contains 513 pages. 599 illustrations.™ Elevators—cranes—pumps—air com-

pressors—electric heating — electric welding-
soldering and brazing—industrial electro- A
lysis—electro plating—electro-therapeutic ^—X-rays, etc. ^i.
Also a complete 126-page ready
reference index of the complete
library. This index has been Please submit me for
planned to render easily ac- examination H a w k 1 n
eessible all the vast infor- 4W Electrical Guides (prlci
mation contained in the Al "f^'in m,

1

£ii!L
onC

Tr SI?"in i „..!.! ^W paid, the 10 numbers. If sat-
in electrical guides. ^ isfactory I agree to send you $1
There are over 13.- a within seven days and to further
500 cross refer- mail you $1 each month until paid,

ences. You find A
what you want signature
to know in- .

stantly. aW Occupation

Reference E. E. Sept.

Vou benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.



«MOpportimities
AIRPLANE INDUSTRY

Never before have ambitious men had such a glorious chance as
is offered today in this wonderful new industry. The war news only proves
that the Airplane has come to stay—that thousands and hundreds of thousands
of airplanes will be demanded for commercial uses when peace returns.

Meanwhile an army of trained men must be
found to man the new aeroplane factories that are
now being built everywhere. This makes the big
chance for you—a chance of a lifetime. Enroll
NOW for our complete Course of training in

Practical Aeronautics and the Science of Avia-
tion, and prepare yourself in a few short months
to double or treble your present salary.

WeTeachYou by Mail
In Your Spare Time at Home

Our new, scientific Course has the en-
dorsement of airplane manufacturers, aeronautical

experts, aviators and leading aero clubs. Every
Lesson, Lecture, Blue Print and Bulletin is self-

explanatory. You can't fail to learn. No book
study. No schooling required. Lessons are writ-
ten in non-technical, easy-to-understand language.
You'll not have the slightest difficulty in mastering
them. The Course is absolutely authoritative and right down tc

minute in every respect. Covers the entire field of Practic
Aeronautics and Science of Aviation in a thorough, practical
manner. Under our expert direction, you get just the kind
of practical training you must have in order to succeed in

this wonderful industry.

Special Offer NOW
,

SEND THIS COUPON TODAY Jr
It Is our duty to help in every possible way to 4w

supply the urgent need for graduates of this great A
school. We have facilities for teaching a few
more students and to secure them quickly we are Ay
making a remarkable Special Offer which will Ay
be withdrawn without notice. Write today-
or send the coupon—for full particulars.

Don't risk delay. Do it now.

Prepare
for one of these

positions
Aeronautical Instructor

$60 to $150 per week.
Aeronautical Engineer

$100 to $300 per week.
Aeronautical Contractor

Enormous profits.

Aeroplane Repairman
$60 to $75 per week.

Aeroplane Mechanician
$40 to $60 per week.

Aeroplane Inspector
$50 to $75 per week.

Aeroplane Salesman
$5000 per year and up.

Aeroplane Assembler
$40 to $65 per week.

Aeroplane Builder
$75 to $200 per week.

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF AVIATION
431 S. Dearborn Street, Dept. 7449, Chicago, III.

4i

f on my part, you may send
me full particulars of your

course in Practical Aero-
nautics and your Special

LIMITED Offer.

Ar
a;

Address

.
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This is the Electrical Age. and this wonderful new profession is calling you. The

demand for expert Electricians is greater every year and the salaries higher. Elec-

tricity is truly the greatest motive power in the world, to-day, and now is the time to

enter this profession.

YOU CAN DO THIS

You can earn $36 to $100 a week and mure as an Expert Electrician. If you have a

common school education I can train you in a few months at home. Big lighting and

power companies, municipalities, and manufacturers are always seeking trained men to

handle their Electrical problems.
SPECIAL OFFER: Owing to the big demand for trained Electricians in the Government Service I am making

a wonderful offer for those who enroll during October.

I Guarantee Satisfaction
Every student receives our Sealed Guarantee Bond, which guarantees to return every penny of bis money if he

is not entirely satisfied. No other school has made this wonderful offer, but I know the success I have brought to

hundreds of my students, and I know what I can do for any ambitious young man who will give me a little of bis

spare time each day.

FREE ELECTRICAL OUTFIT

MAIL THIS COUPON
CHIEF ENGINEER, L. L. Cooke, Chicago Engineering Works.

Dept. 20, 441 Cass St., Chicago, Illinois.

Without obligation on my part kindly send at once, fully prepaid, particulars

o£ your complete Practical Home Study Course in Electricity.

Nai

For the next 30 days I am giving each student an Outfit of Electrical

Testing Instruments, Tools. Electrical materials, and Motor absolutely Free.

My instruction is by practical methods and this outfit is used in working
nut the lessons. Practical training with the theory makes perfect. I am Chief

Engineer of the Chicago Engineering Works, and I can give you the training

that will land the big jobs and hold them.
This ts the only Correspondence School in America that has fully equipped

Electrical Shops where students may come for special instruction.

If you are in real earnest I want to send you my Book—"How to

Become an Electrical Expert." It's free. No matter how many other schools

you write to I want you to have my book— It's different because it's

practical—Write today.

CHIEF ENGINEER L. L. COOKE
CHICAGO ENGINEERING WORKS

Dept. 20 - - 441 CASS STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.

Address

Town State
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Taught By A Practical Man
Prepare for the Future Now

When the war is won and over, thousands of unskilled men will be
competing for a livelihood.

Then more than now or in the past will the trained man dominate the
situation while the man untrained will find his way made still harder
by the preference naturally given to the returned warriors of no greater
ability. _

T . _

Now is the Young Man s Opportunity
Prepare yourself to take your place among those who have made good.
No matter what your present work or position, there is an open road
to betterment.

Electricity is the Royal Road to Success
There is no industry today in which electricity does not bear an important part, either in the product
or in connection with the manufacture.

This calls for a constantly increasing army of skilled electrical workers who are invariably among
the best paid men in the factory.

The Government Recognizes the Value of Trained Men
Recognizing the value of the skilled workman and desirous of giving young men every opportunity
to become so trained, the government is as far as possible omitting young men of 18 and 19, even
though they are within the draft age, who are endeavoring to fit themselves for positions of value
to themselves and the country, and on the contrary have announced that they will call immediately
students in technical schools and colleges who do not keep up with their classes.

We Make You Ready
Our course of instruction in Applied Electricity prepares you for success in peace and war.
No matter what your previous training, if you are able to read and understand ordinary English
we teach you the fundamental details of electricity including the building, operation and repair of mo-
tors, dynamos, controllers, batteries, and many other elements of electrical apparatus and equipment.

One Payment Covers Everything
We offer no free equipment or other misleading inducements. A moment's consideration will show
you that no man can give anything worth anything for nothing.

If we misled you in one case, we probably would in others.

We DO include with our course of instructions, without extra cost, tools, experimental material and
apparatus, electro magnets, motors, electrical instruments, batteries and drafting outfits sufficient

to enable you to do practical work in building, testing and operation.

Instructions by a Practical Man
Every student is under the constant supervision of Superintendent Yorke Burgess, a thoroughly prac-
tical consulting engineer who has had years of successful experience in Electrical Engineering and
teaching by correspondence and personal instruction.

Every student is taught as an individual with careful attention to his personal characteristics and ability, enabling
him to proceed as fast as his grasp of details will permit and no student is railroaded through simply to' complete
his training.

We Have Made Good
Hundreds of students taught by Mr. Burgess are now occupying high-salaried positions of trust and responsibilitvMany of these have of their own accord written us stating their success and recommending our course of instruc-
tion to others who may aspire to do likewise. Space forbids publishing these letters here, but we will be glad tosubmit certified copies to any prospective student who may be interested. We are proud of our record and their
success may easily be yours. Write today.

BURGESS ELECTRICAL SCHOOL
Yorke Burgess, Supt.

746 East 42nd Street, Chicago, 111.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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letUs TellYouHow
ToMakeaBig Success in

CHIROPRACTIC
Advanced Science of Spinal Adjustment

Mail the coupon below, right now—today—and let us tell you
all about the remarkable opportunities there are for ambitious
men and women in this great, new profession of Chiropractic.

You are, of course, aware that drugless healing is steadily
advancing in public favor. Chiropractic has come to the front
so rapidly during the past few years that it is today recognized
as the most advanced, most scientific, and most successful of

drugless healing methods. It is calling to its ranks men and
women from every walk of life—and there is abundant evidence
that they are making good in a big way in this new and
uncrowded field.

Mail the coupon and we will send you full information—tell

you how there is a splendid chance for you to build a success-
ful career as a Doctor of Chiropractic.

Learn At Home In Spare Time
The American University method of teaching Chiropractic

enables you to study by mail or in class and obtain a complete
education in the shortest time consistent with thoroughness,
while you hold your present position. And you can pay on easy
terms. A splendid faculty will personally instruct you in

the basic principles and in the most approved methods for

relieving Headache, Indigestion, Lumbago, Epilepsy, Pleu-
risy, Constipation, Rheumatism, Asthma, Neuralgia, Neuritis,

Catarrh, Fevers, Jaundice, Dyspepsia, Paralysis, etc. No
special preliminary study is needed. You will graduate with
the degree of Doctor of Chiropractic, receive a handsome
diploma and be ready at once to open your office.

$3,000 To $5,000 a Year
Remarkable Free

Charts Offer
We want men and women seriously intending to take up

professional careers in Drugless Healing to have these charts.
Their actual value is $31.50. But on our offer they come free.

There are 22 in all, printed in colors. Send the coupon below
to get all the facts about our offer.8 Anatomical and Physiological Charts

(with Bound Manual Keyi Handsomely
Lithographed in Lifelike Colors.

djj Original Compendigraphs.

5 Illustrative Spinal Columns.

5 Colored Nerve, Pain Area and Concus-
sion Charts.

OO Magnificent Charts—Value $31.50—All
t£s^ Absolutely FREE.

1 1 ft

|
: 1 1

i 1

'

1

(' •

SEND
the coupon today. Don't de-

lay. Do not think that your
chances for building a success-

ful career are less than others
whoare succeeding in the prac-

tice of this great profession.

Just let us give you all the

facts— then judge for yourelf.

Mailing the coupon places you

under no obligation of any kind whatever. All we ask is the opportunity to prove to you that

what we tell vou is the absolute truth. We have the facts to prove it—facts which you will nna

mighty interesting. Just send the coupon or a post card for our beautiful new illustrated '|:PaK°

book and full particulars of our remarkable Free Charts Offer. Mail coupon or write today SUKt.

AMERICAN UNIVERSITY Manierre Bldg. Dept. 316 Chicago, 111.

There are many instances of Chiroprac-
tors earning from $3,000 to $5,000 a year.
Some upwards of $10,000 Dr. M. D. Moore,
of Kentucky, reports an income of $9,000 a
year. Dr. L. H. Roche, New Jersey, $5,000;
Dr. Hanna, of Florida, over $5,000 yearly.

The success of Chiropractors in many
cases has come so quickly as to be almost
startling—almost like the accidental dis-

covery of a gold mine. And yet, it is not
to be wondered at when you consider the
scientific accuracyof Chiropractic methods,
the really remarkable results of a benefi-

cial character in the treatment of both
acute and chronic cases that have been af-

fected through these methods, the rapid
increase in the number of people who show a decided
preference for Chiropractic over any other treatment
for their bodily ills and the comparatively few Chiro-

practors that are now in the field.

Your Opportunity
If others have achieved such remarka-

ble successes is there any reason why you
should not do as well or even better?

Why not get out o f the rut and qualify now for this splendid profes-

sion that offers such remarkable possibilities for making- you prosperous and independent?

No matter where vou live, if you are ambitious to make money, increase your social standing

and be a "somebody" in the world, our course in Chiropractic will point the way tor the

attainment of vour ambition. Never has there been a more opportune time than now, for

never has the demand for competent Doctors of Chiropractic been so great as it is today.

pi" A T\ What These Doctors
IXIi/aU of Chiropractic Say:

" My Charges Are $25.00 for

13 Treatments"
American University:
My practice averages ten patients a

day, of which many are women. My
charges per course are $25 per 13 treat-
ments. The number of treatments varies
from one to two courses in stubborn
cases. Minor cases take from 6 to 10
treatments, I have your school at heart
and will boost it a l I can.
DR. W. H. WEDELL. M. T. D., D. C.

N. Y.
Heartily Recommends Course
Charges $2.00 per Treatment

American University:
1 have no hesitation in recommending

your cuurse in Chiropractic to anyone
contemplating such a course, as it is

thoroughly practical, well-written, in-

teresting find valuabletothe newstudent
and a valuable adjunct to any drugless
healer. I receive $2 for all treatments.

DR. ANNIE B. McDERMOTT, N. J.

"I Am Proud of Your Chiropractic
Course"

American University:
Our regular price for such work is $2.

Treat on an average of about eight a day,
and give all the way from 12 to 24 treat-

ments, which depends on how obstinate
the case is. Some are cured with only
five or six treatments. I am proud of
your Cbiropractic course.

DR. W. H. WOOD, Missouri.

r
AMERICAN UNIVERSITY
Manierre Bldg., Dept. 316 Chicago, 111.

Wi thout cost or obligntion Bend me by mail, your new
illustrated, 72-page book and your Free Char-.s Offer.

Name.

City.. .State..

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertiser*.
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F we go back to the dawn of the human
race we find that at the beginning the

population of the earth was very modest.
It took literally hundreds and thousands of
years before a million human being were
actually living all at the same time on
this globe. Man had many enemies who

preyed on his existence and made life almost unen-
durable. Only very gradually did the race multiply.

After man had conquered the more savage animals, had
emerged from his forests and his caves and taken to

agriculture, new enemies beset him to keep the race

from increasing too rapidly. Man's arch-enemy was,
and still is, hunger. As long as he dwelt in the for-

est, primordial man had sufficient meat, which he ob-
tained by killing animals, and being well fed, his health

was good. But as agricultural man multiplied and kept
on multiplying, there was soon not enough to eat and
he began to starve much and often. This weakened
his body considerably and a new enemy sprang up to

slay him by the million—disease.

This was Nature's inexorable method to propagate a
healthy race, for only by slaying myriads of human
beings, for whom there was nothing to eat, could the
race be perpetuated.
The human race had and still has to contend with

many forms of disease, whether it be pestilence, chol-
era, tuberculosis or war. All of these diseases are
working for Nature to keep up her "average," i.e., the
proportion of food to human beings. Let there be a
food shortage for only a few years, and the population
of the districts so affected will immediately dwindle.
Often, too, the thus reduced and starving nation becomes
diseased with war and falls upon the richer nation,
which by high living can offer but a weak resistance

as a rule and succumbs. Thus for a time a balance
between the two nations is re-established by Nature.

But well-nourished man is not always immune from
disease, as is well known. He may succumb to the
cholera germ as well as to the war germ, strictly in

accordance with Nature's farseeing plan.

Thus, nations who have enough to eat for the time
being and who are consequently healthy, may become
inoculated with the war microbe, as has happened so
many times in history and as has occurred to the Huns in

1914. Here, too, we see Nature working out her "av-
erages." Side by side were France and Germany, each
country of about the same area. But in Germany there
were 66 million human beings, in France only about 39
million. Nature in her omniscient way to bring about a
"balance" inoculated the Germans with the war disease,
and we now witness the result where Germany is

losing from three to five males, to every French male,
this for the reason that the French at the outbreak of
the war summoned her Allies who, now greatly out-
numbering the Huns, slay them, thus reducing their num-
bers, thereby inadvertently executing Nature's de-
cree. Exactly the same thing happens in every bee-
hive, where, in order to keep up "averages" between
bees and food, the bees, after each swarming season is

over, fall upon the males, the greater part of them
being ruthlessly massacred by the workers, as if in
dread of their consuming too much of the common
store.

The human race has conquered many diseases and it

will isolate the war microbe in time. But before that
happens Nature will see to it that the non-food produc-
ing, prepondering city population is reduced in favor of
the country population, so that there will be enough
food for the rapidly increasing human race.

If we think of war as a disease, which finds its origin
in hunger, and treat it as such, we will abolish it

that much sooner.

H. Gernsback.
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' LEARN BY DOING
The Only Way to Learn Electricity

The only way you can become an expert is

by doing the very work under competent in-

structors, which you will be called upon to do
later on. In other words, learn by doing. That
is the method of the New York Electrical

School.

Five minutes of actual practice properly
directed is worth more to a man than years

and years of book study. Indeed, Actual Prac-
tice is the only training of value, and gradu-
ates of New York Electrical School have
proved themselves to be the only men that are

fully qualified to satisfy EVERY demand of

the Electrical Profession.

At this "Learn by Doing" School a man
acquires the art of Electrical Drafting; the

best business method and experience in Elec-

trical Contracting, together with the skill to

install, operate and maintain all systems for

producing, transmitting and using electricity.

A school for Old and Young. Individual in-

struction.

No previous knowledge of electricity, me-
chanics or mathematics is necessary to take

this electrical course. You can begin the

course now and by steady application prepare
yourself in a short time. You will be taught
by practical electrical experts with actual ap-

paratus, under actual conditions. 5,000 of our
students are today successful electricians.

Come in and read their enthusiastic letters.

Let us explain this course to you in person. If

you can't call, send now for 64-page book

—

it's FREE to you.

NEW YORK ELECTRICAL SCHOOL,
29 W. 17th St., New York, N. Y.

Please send FREE and without obligation to me your 64-

page book.

Name

Street

City .

fCT»^
SCH0°L

NEW YORK V* 29 W. 17™ ST
NEW YORK. N . Y.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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Our New 400,000 (CsepR,Aeroplane Flares

FOR carrying out night operations
under war-time conditions the Teu-
tons, as well as the Allied air forces

have often resorted to the use of

"flares" as they are called. These
are usually dropt from airplanes or dirigi-

ble balloons and, suspended from para-

An airplane^tece^wKg 2 .bnlliancy
equalling that of 40U,uA0 candles has been
perfected, says our official report from
Washington. When hanging from its para-

chute over a German munition plant it

lights up an area so brightly that an air-

man, thousands of feet in the air, can

lights in any building that might possibly

be used as a target. Therefore, the air-

man must be able to supply his own means
of locating the object of this attack.

When orders are received to bomb, say
a particular railroad center, the aviator

proceeds very much in the same manner

400.LXX) l P TrfiVi-TT;: flHl ES IN
BflSMEHC RELEASE HOLDERS WB

Copyright by B. P. Co.

Uncle Sam's War Experts Have Recently Evolved Something Entirely New in "Flares." This Design Permits of Launching the
"Flares" from Aeroplanes, and the Powerful, Prolonged Illumination They Provide Will Make the Visit of our Nocturnal Aerial Bombers
One of Extreme Anxiety to the Inhabitants of German Towns and Cities. Each "Flare" develops 400,000 Candle-Power and Lights up

an Area One and One-Half Miles in Diameter.

chutes, they give an intense illumination
over considerable areas.

Uncle Sam's ordinance experts have
something new to spring on the "All
Highest" shortly—a new "flare" light that
will give 400,000 candle-power, and light

up a circular area one and one-halt miles in

diameter

!

select any building he is directed to make
a target for his aerial bomb, and, it may
be added, American aviators are becom-
ing so expert in bombing that they can
usually hit the target at which they shoot.

In every European city within the zone
of aerial raiding operations, the rule is

rigidly enforced against the burning of

as does the captain of a vessel. The cities

and their environs are charted and the
night-flyer proceeds by compass, due al-

lowance, of course, being made for atmos-
pheric conditions. He is also frequently
aided by prominent markings, such as the

reflection of moonlight from a river.

Having reached the particular district

365
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sought, he must locate the particular ob-
ject of his attack from his position, which
may be 5,000 or 10,000 feet, or even higher,
above the earth. Equipt with the airplane

is equal to that of a battery of from 150 to

175 street arc lamps, or of from 15,000 to

17,500 ordinary incandescent lamp bulbs
such as are used in the home

!

Photo © by French Pictorial Service

Just What a Night "Flare" Can Do Is Readily Imagined by Looking at This Photo of a
British "Heavy" and Its Crew Lighted up by a German Star Shell. Note the Camouflage on

the Barrel and also the Captured "Boches" Working at the Left.

flare, the aviator pulls a lever and releases

it. In other cases the "flares" are held in

an electro-magnetic device, so that all the

"flare officer" has to do is to push the

proper button. The button closes the bat-

tery circuit thru the particular release mag-
net ; the magnet trips the frame finger hold-
ing the parachute and attached flare "pow-
der capsule".

As it drops, the resistance offered by
the air sets the fuse mechanism in opera-
tion. The result is the emission of a pow-
erful light of from 300,000 to 400,000 can-
dlepower, which completely illuminates the
terrain below. The amount of light given

As soon as the flare gets into operation,

a huge parachute made of the best quality

of silk opens and holds the brilliant light

in suspension in the air for a sufficient

time to allow the aviator to select his ob-
jective or target. Having located the fac-

tory, railroad depot, ammunition dump,
hangars, munition plant, or whatever the

target may be, the aviator drops the bomb
and proceeds on his way. His aim is cer-

tain to be most deadly with such perfect
illumination as is provided by this newly
perfected "flare" light.

The height at which an aviator flies

when attacking depends, of course, on sur-

rounding conditions. If the enemy is

aware of his presence and is preparing for

attack, he must keep up and out of range
of anti-aircraft guns. An idea of the effec-

tive light thrown on the ground by this

flare may be gained from the fact that,

when suspended at a height of from 1,500

to 2,000 feet, it will clearly light a circular

area one and one-half miles in diameter.

BELGIANS USE NEW ELECTRIC
TRENCH MORTAR.

A new development in mortars on the

Belgian frontier, makes use of electricity

as the prime agent of operation. Its pur-

pose is to clear the barbed wire entangle-

ments in the line of advance. A very novel
method of timing the explosion is employed.

It can be used in close quarters where
there is not ample time for loading into

the mortar, by grasping the shell by the

wire and swinging it over the head, then
throwing it into the enemy trench. When
put to the latter use it functions the same
as when fired from the trench mortar. The
pin is pulled when the shell is lifted and
swung by the wire ; the action is explained
by the accompanying diagram.
The shell shown here is one of the units

that is placed into a metallic container and
fired with its rear end forward. It is aimed

Compressed Ar cutlef

springloaded
Bellows gu/de rc//.

i , Conlacfs

Packing

Photo © by Underwood & Underwood

Special Form of Belgian Trench Mortar Firing Electric Bombs Used In Destroying Barbed
Wire Fences. The VWres Catch on the Fence and Detonate the Bomb by an Electrical

Device.

The Belgian Electric Trench Bomb Used for
Destroying Barbed Wire Fences, Etc. It

Can Also Be Used as a "Hand Grenade."

at the barbed wire enclosure and when fired

it turns while in mid-air, thus leaving the

wire B to trail behind and catch in the

barbed wire. When caught the sub-shell

A is pulled from the large shell containing
the other subshells, and a sudden pull causes
C to pull out until collar D prevents further
outward motion. The spring loaded bel-

lows E wherein F is the spring is now re-

leased from its comprest position and slow-
ly moves toward contact G2

,
guided by rail

M. The speed of the opening of the bel-

lows is regulated by the air inlet valve L,
and takes about two seconds to close con-
tacts G1 and G2

. H represents the flash-

light batteries and when contact by the

bellows is made, the filament or very thin

wire J is made incandescent and the powder
charge K ignited. A violent explosion oc-

curs due to the charge B being under heavy
pressure by packing I, and the barbed wire
is broken and supporting posts shattered.

Thus a clear road is made for the Dough-
boys to "go over the top."

The same operation follows the pulling
of the wire when it is desired to use the
shell as a hand grenade, and it proves to

be a very effective two-in-one article.
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How "Blimps" and Telephone Aid
Artillery

THE accompanying illustration shows
a Telephone Exchange Lorry of the

British Royal Air Force in communi-
cation with a dirigible balloon. Many
of these balloons are used for obser-

vation purposes and the observer has to be
ready for almost any emergency, as he is

in constant danger of being attacked by
enemy shell fire or aircraft. Should the

and planes being fitted to it for the purpose.
The majority of the balloons used for

army observation purposes are plain blimps,
anchored by a steel cable to a quick-acting
drum or winch on the ground. It is inter-

esting to note that these balloons are often
filled with gas (hydrogen) made by elec-

trolytic cells. The U. S. Army balloon
school at Ft. Omaha, Neb., has one of the

feet, under compression of 200 pounds to

the square inch, are filled in a single day.

In actual war service on the battle-fields of
Europe, powerful motor lorries, each
loaded with several dozen of these gas bot-

tles are dispatched to the various balloon

depots as required. Sometimes the bottles

of several trucks are all connected up to a
common pipe leading to the balloon "beds."

Underwood & Underwood

What Would the Artillery Officers Do Without the Scout 'Planes and "Blimps?" They Would Be Lost, for the Observers Who Fly
About Midst Bursting Shrapnel Are the Men Who "Spot" and Telephone the Exact Ranges and "Shell Hits" to the Artillerists Below.
A Dirigible "Blimp" Is Seen in the Foreground In the Act of Ascending. The Telephone Exchange Lorry is One Belonging to the

British Royal Air Force. The U. S. Army Is Training Many Students for Balloon and "Blimp" Observation Work.

observer be attacked he descends by means
of a parachute. The observer is connected
to this Lorry by telephone by which he can
communicate with headquarters.
The balloons used for the purpose are

of several types, some being of the simple
gas-filled "blimp" variety, held by a steel

cable from the upper end of which they
swing about in the breeze, while others are
of the dirigible gas-filled design here illus-

trated. The dirigible carries a gasoline en-
gine power plant and propeller at the front
of the nacelle or crew's basket, by which
means it can move about in the air and
maintain any desired position in a consid-
erable wind. The dirigible balloon does not
have to depend on an anchoring cable and
winch to pull it down, but can ascend and
descend by its own power, suitable rudders

largest electrolytic gas generating plants

existant. These generators have a series

of large cells fitted with oppositely charged
plates which are immersed in water. The
passage of the electric current thru the

water decomposes it into its constituents

—

hydrogen and oxygen gas (H 20). The
hydrogen gas is led off thru suitable pas-
sageways and pipes and fed into the bal-

loons in their "beds." There are fifteen

balloons now in use at Ft. Omaha.
This balloon instruction camp, one of the

most efficient and best equipt, has recently
installed besides the electrolytic gas genera-
tor, the first silicon plant in this country.
In this new form of balloon gas plant hy-
drogen is made from caustic soda and
ferro silicon. As many as twenty-two steel

bottles, each with a capacity of 2,000 cubic

To be a balloon observation officer is a
real distinction, for besides being fully at

the mercy of enemy aeroplanes, who may
pump him full of bullets before he can
down the attacker with his rifle or Hotch-
kiss gun, he must be an accomplished map
reader and map draftsman—not to mention
the knowledge of spotting shell hits in-

stantly, radio operating, telephony and
telegraphy, balloon rigging and maneuvers,
weather forecasting, et cetera. When the

balloonist leaves the U. S. Army school he
must know all these things and many more,
and be able to note and record shell hits at

a distance of four miles.

An electrically operated vacuum cleaner
for the teeth has been patented. Let's in-

troduce them to our after dinner speakers

!
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The Artillery "Barrage"—How It Works
By H. WINFIELD SECOR

T]

0. •

BHH

1%S wave]

COMMUNICAT
E£ICHE

(HE "barrage" fire as now practised

by Allied and Teutonic artillerists

represents one of the greatest ad-
vances of military science conceiv-
able, for in order to achieve success

in using the barrage, and in order not to

kill many of your own men, hundreds of
guns have to be fired simultaneously to the
fraction of a second. Furthermore, all of
these guns—in some cases as many as five

hundred to one thousand cannon—are re-

quired to increase

their range periodic-

ally so as to keep it

just a certain distance

ahead of the advanc-
ing troops. Tele-

phony, radio, meteor-
ology, ballistics and
range finding, besides

many other highly

perfected ramifica-

tions of modern
science figure in the

barrage.
No one outstanding

feature of the great

war now raging
across the sea has so

imprest men of
science as well as the
lay student, of mili-

tary and naval affairs,

as the wonderful ad-
vance in military fire,

known technically as

the "barrage" (pro-
nounced bar - rag,

with "g" pronounced
as "zh" or having
the sound of "raj"
in rajah). Many ac-

counts have been
given from time to
time by our war
correspondents and
other writers in the
daily and periodical
press, mentioning
the wonders
achieved by the Al-
lied artillery offi-

cers with their
modern and highly
perfected barrage
fire, by means of
which it has become
possible to carry
out an offensive
movement with in-
fantry, even when
an enemy trench, or
series of trenches,
is particularly well
constructed and
heavily manned. The
importance of the
barrage or "curtain
of fire" will be the
more strongly ap-
preciated in relation
to infantry maneuvers, when we con-
sider that the trench lines have often
lain dormant for months, during which
time the enemy has usually succeeded in

constructing an almost inconceivably
strong breastworks with concrete-lined
trench walls and machine gun emplace-
ments, all of these connecting with elab-
orate underground galleries and dug-outs,
some of which have been found to be
capable of holding two regiments of sol-

diers and sustaining ordinary gun fire for
days.

By means of the artillery barrage as it

is usually employed, three major operations
are carried out in a short space of time,
once the hundreds of guns have been lined

up almost hub to hub for the purpose, and
these are as follows :

—

First, either a por-
tion or all of the guns start firing on the
second in a "searching barrage" extending
over a considerable stretch of the enemy's
ground behind his trenches for the purpose
of cutting off his communications, prevent-

ploding shell* shall advance at a certain

prearranged distance ahead of the wave
or waves of infantry.

The "searching barrage" is set up several

hours before the time that the infantry is

ordered to advance, and it thoroly combs
the enemy trenches, filling the landscape
for several miles with shell holes and
craters, and smashing his wagon and auto
supply trains, not to mention the pulveriz-

ing of his once inhabitable front-line and
support trenches. This
veritable holocaust of

i

Starting the' YANK'Creeping Barrage1 3.00 P.M. SECOND WAVE t>VER THE TOP

m
3 03 B M

OVER THE TOP Behind Creeping Barrage
d-lncrement by which barrage advances periodically
(About 25 yds. after each minute) 3.01 P. M.

,1 Bft

"Treat 'em ruff"- Boys - 3.0b P. M.

m
"SECOND WAVE " Forming in Trenches 3.0Z RM

/A- light Gun Creeping Barrage Fire

YANKS "< B-Heovy (or liqhHGun*Stonding Barrage*

Pounding Enemy Trenches
V C - Preparatory "Searching Barrage"

* GERMAN COUNTER-BARRAGE FIRE 3.09 RM

Yanks
(A-li<

"BOX BRR Rti GE

"

FIRE BY ARTILLERY TO
CUT OFF "END ESCAPES"
BY EHEMY TROOPS

ing the bringing up of supplies, and rein-

forcements of troops. Secondly, and mean-
while some of the guns keep up a

"standing barrage" on the enemy first and
second line trenches. It is interesting to

note that the watches used by the infantry

officers in the Allied trenches, as well as

those used by the artillery officers, are of

the split-second type, because when the

troops are to advance behind a barrage,

perfect coordination must exist between
the artillery and the infantry—in order that

when the troops advance, the curtain of ex-

exploding shrapnel
and gas shell raises

extreme havoc with
the enemy morale,
not to mention his

casualties and the
destruction of enemy
igun positions and
ammunition dumps.
Thus far we have

the preliminary
"searching barrage"
and the "standing
barrage", which latter

is kept playing on the
enemy front - line

trenches. We then
come to the critical

moment when the
troops are to go "over
the top", and this ex-
act time is, of course,
well known before-
hand by all of the ar-
tillery and infantry
officers concerned.
Part of the artillery

barrage batteries, just
prior to the moment
when the infantry is

scheduled to go "over
the top", is ordered to
start the third opera-
tion or the "creeping
barrage", behind
which the "dough-
boys" are to advance
and storm the enemy
trenches. The accom-
panying diagram of a
creeping barrage
time-table shows how
wonderful this opera-
tion actually is, espe-
cially when one stops
to consider the sev-
eral dozen different
and highly diversified
factors which enter
into the firing of even
a three-inch field gun.
For who would be-
lieve that one could
tell to a hair as to
just what pressure a
certain charge of ex-
plosive in a cannon
barrel will create, and

how far it will throw the projectile! Then
again we have such scientific problems as
the wind velocity, the humidity of the air,

gun erosion or pitting due to wear, etc.

Reverting once more to the action of the
"creeping barrage", and the troops' ad-
vance on the enemy trenches, we learn that
the creeping curtain of shell-fire starts
about twenty-five yards in front of the
Allied trenches. In one minute the bar-

(Continued on page 431)

- light Gun Qorraqe
Heavy Gun Barrage* to

~~lence Enemy Artillery

"The plural is shell, not shells.
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Movie Tricks Exposed
hy W. EDOUARD HAEUSSLER

HOW often has it annoyed you,

while lounging comfortably in

your favorite motion picture thea-

ter, endeavoring to enjoy the latest

photo-plays to be seated behind the

pest who claimed to be on speaking terms

with Francis X. Cushman and Mary Ford-
pick and who was forever "explaining" to

his friends beside him how all of the mys-
teries and illusions of the movies were
made and worked out in the studios.

Did you ever stop to reason how they

make an automobile race toward you and
at the psychological moment when the auto

appears to come crashing into the camera,

Fi
in

it stops and suddenly races away, run-

ning backwards. Friend Pest comes to

the rescue by remarking that it is accom-
plisht by running the film backwards thru

the projector. That was once the writer's

impression until he learned that this back-

ward motion effect was executed by re-

versing the "take up" belts in the camera
employed in taking the picture. It can also

be produced by placing the unexposed film

in the upper magazine, if the camera is of

the underfed type or vice versa in the ever-

fed models. In both instances, however,
the automobile actually moves toward the

camera in a forward motion and is photo-

graphed in the usual way. The- negative

film in the camera that has been arranged
to produce backward motion, registers this

forward movement as reverse motion.

This method is also employed to produce
the illusion of a man jumping from the

third-story window' of a building to the

sidewalk and then back again, without any-

mechanical means or hoisting apparatus.

The various films showing an enormous
speed of action are of the "Speedex" class.

This novelty was first released to the pub-
lic in a series of screen travelogues by Bur-
ton Holmes. In one of the films showing
a steamship passing thru several canal locks,

the time for the actual operation of which
is figured in hours, is very rapidly por-

trayed on the screen in the course of a few

minutes. This method also enables one to

see the action of very slow and hardly per-

ceptible motions, extending over a long
period of time. In this particular type of

subject, the moving of a five-story house
can be cited. A freak film can be obtained

by camera and one is not surprised to see

a shio racing thru the water at an unbe-
lievable rate of speed. This unique process

is accomplisht by taking the pictures at a

reduced rate of speed, that is, less than 16

frames per second ; and at successive in-

tervals in the case of a subject, the comple-
t'on of which may be a matter of weeks.
When these films are projected on the

screen at the normal rate of speed, they
appear noticeably accelerated.

It is a peculiar fact that films photo-

graphed at a speed less than normal (16
pictures or frames per second) and pro-
jected at the normal speed show a very
rapid motion. Likewise a film when ex-
posed at a high rate of speed above normal
attains a very slow action when projected.

The Ultra-cinematographic Film Camera
is based on this latter principle. This type
of film is exposed at the rate of 100 frames
per second. When projected at normal
speed, the photograph of an athlete jump-
ing a hurdle is so slow in action, that every
muscular movement can be analyzed and
exceptional detailed action giving the en-
tire hurdle jump a floating appearance as

rner
; All

tho the athlete actually had a pair of wings.

In Figure 5, is shown the chronological

progression in the manufacture of a

"movie" from the time that the camera
first opens its shutter upon the scene until

you are thrilled by the same scene at your
favorite playhouse.

The second phase is the taking of ordi-

nary photographs, termed "Stills". These
photos are obtained during the taking of

the scene at a signal from the director to

stand still. The photo is then taken. In

some instances after the scene has been
filmed, the director calls for a reassemblage
of some crucial tableau for a still picture.

These "stills" are used for advertising pur-

poses and are displayed in front of all Mo-
tion Picture theaters. A common belief

Photos Courtesy V llama

a. 1—The Film Drying Room. Here the Films, After Development, Are Whirled on Large Drums Until Thoroly Dried. Fig. 2—A Co
a "Positive" Perforating Room. Fig. 3— Battery of Film "Printinn" Machines. Fin. 4—The "Polishing" Machines Which Remove

Water Spots and Other Stains From the Film.
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Photographing
1

Takinft'Slills" | Developing • i n#
I

Distributing
|

Exhibiting,

that one often hears

exprest is to the ef-

fect that these ad-

vertising placards

are made by enlarg-

ing the small -)4 x 1

inch frames. This

is, of course, utterly

impossible as a dis-

tinct and sharp out-

line could not be
obtained were these

small pictures to be

enlarged to one of

from four to five

feet in size!

The developing of

the exposed films is

the third step of the

process. After the

films have been de-

veloped they are

placed on large reels

and whirled rapidly

until thoroly, dry, as

illustrated by Fig. 1.

Black objects when
photographed, ap-

pear as white on the

master or negative
film ; white likewise

appears as black.

This condition is

transposed in the

Fig. 6. A Strip of
Animated Cartoons.
These Are Cleverly
and Rapidly Made
From Actual Draw-
ings Drawn by Art-
ists. It Requires
Several Weeks to
Make a Reel of
These "Phoney
Films."

fourth step, that of
printing or the mak-
ing of positive
Films.

Some firms pro-
cure the positive
films is a non-per-
forated state and
make use of the
machine shown in

Fig. 2.

These positive
films are made by
placing them upon
the master film and
exposing to a strong
light. They are

El

I. m
tsfe

Fig. 5. The History of a "Movie" in One
Reel. Movies Are Photographed at the Rate
of 16 Pictures Per Second, Equal to One Foot

of Film.

then fixt jn a chemical bath so as to retain

their images without fading.

Figure 3 will give you an idea of the

intricate and delicate machinery and instru-

ments that are employed for this step.

After the films have been printed, these

positives are run thru the polishing ma-
chine. This is an important operation, as

it removes all surplus water, stains and dirt

from the celluloid side of the film. A pho-
tograph of this machine is shown in Fig. 4.

Mate hint/ is the fifth and most tedious

portion of film making. Under this head-
ing all of the scenes are placed in proper
sequence. This work is again checked up
under the heading of Inspection. Here the

film goes under the close scrutiny of a

trained eye to pick out all mutilated sec-

tions, blurs, scratches and the operator cuts

out faded, overexposed and blemished por-

tions of the reel. The censor's review is

the "anxious seat" of all films and if they
are past upon, they are ready to be dis-

tributed to exchanges and to exhibitors

thruout the various countries. The last

phase is for you, Mr. and Mrs. Reader, to

decide—that of the Audience, acting as a

Board of Critics. For it is according to

how you "take to" the film that determines
its future success or failure. Film produ-
cers are attempting to please all manner of
tastes and are succeeding remarkably well.

This is proven beyond a doubt by the

crowds that frequent the innumerable
photo-play houses and theaters.

There is still another and most interesting"

part of the Cinematograph Industry known
as educational diagrams. These diagrams
are a series of visual lectures on the screen
portrayed by animated drawings produced
by the Bray Studios. Mr. J. R. Bray is

the originator and creator of animated
drawings and cartoons, a strip of which is

shown in Fig. 6. His previous wonder-
. ful gift to the Motion Picture Followers of
this distinct type of comedy has stood alone
in its field. Its scope has been enlarged
upon by Mr. Jacob F. Leventhal, an asso-
ciate of Mr. Bray, by an ingenious adapta-
tion of Mr. Bray's creation for scientific

uses. It lends itself to an unlimited degree
of adaptability in this work and has been
most successfully applied. The most note-
worthy use in the scientific field to which
this class of motion picture film has been
put, is to teach rapidly the art of warfare
to "Our Boys" by this new method. The
moving picture is being widely used in the
training of American pilots in England.

3- «

The young flying

officers who are sent

to the Armament
School there to ac-

quaint themselves
with the use of air-

plane guns and gun
gears find their three

Fig. 8. This Is a
Sample of the Films
Being Used to Quick-
ly Teach Our Soldiers
and Sailors. They
Show, Step by Step,
the Action of Various
M e c h a n i sm s, an
"Adding Machine" in

This Instance.

weeks' course a most
interesting one, ow-
ing partly to the

large share which
the moving-picture
machine plays in the

instruction.

The pupil is not

required to sit out a

lengthy lecture read
aloud from the notes

of an instructor. In-

stead, the various

branches of gunnery
training, such as the

stripping and assem-
bling of guns and
the various points to

be observed before,

during, and after

flight, are demon-
strated by films, ac-

companied by con-
cise explanations by
competent officers.

There are numer-
out and interesting

tricks employed by
the various produc-
ers to attain certain

desired results. Take
as an example a fig-

u r e representing
"Satan." He sud-
denly vanishes amid
a cloud of smoke.
This disappearing
phenomena when
portrayed on the
screen is awe-inspir-
ino- and remarkably
well executed. Dur-
ing the production
of this scene the
disappearance is

(Conteon page 408)

This Strip Illustrates How "Magic" Film Stories Are Photographed. The Camera Is Stopt While the Figure Walks Off the Spot—the Bomb Is Lighted, the Camera Started Again, and Presto! You Wonder Where the Kaiser's Right-Hand Ally Went.
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The Automatic Soldier

By H. GERNSBACK

October, 1918

4 S science advances, and as all sorts of

f\ infernal machines are thrown into a

f~\ modern war, the men in the front

-^-line trenches become less and less

anxious to bear the full brunt of

high explosive shells, gas attacks, liquid fire

and what not. No matter how courageous

a body of soldiers, their morale is bound to

deteriorate considerably under a murderous

mustard gas attack, or under a modern

barrage. .

As has been so often demonstrated in

this war, if the men in the first and second

line trenches can be demoralized, the enemy

as a rule can tear quite a gap into the lines,

and make his assault in strength. If we

could devise some sort of a soldier who
was bomb and shell proof and who did not

mind either liquid fire or the most vicious

kind of gas, our front line trenches would

be very much more secure than they are

now. It would be difficult to storm such

trenches.
This is exactly what a Danish engineer

has had in mind when he recently obtained

patents on a device which he terms an

"Automatic Soldier." Trials recently made

with a model automatic soldier are reported

to have been eminently successful.

Our front cover as well as the accom-

panying illustration shows the device

clearly. The automatic "soldier" briefly

consists of a special double steel cylinder

made of shell-proof Tungsten steel or the

like. There is one outer, stationary cylinder

and a second inner cylinder, the latter tele-

scoping into the stationary one. The en-

tire device is set into trenches as shown in

our illustration, the contrivance taking the

place of a human soldier. These automa-

tons may be spaced from one to three yards

apart, and the operation is as follows

:

As already mentioned, there are two

cylinders—one, the outer, in the form of a

can, and the inner one, in can-shape, too,

but with a dome at the top. The inner

cylinder rises up and down vertically and

normally the dome is level with the sur-

rounding land. When the "soldier" goes

into action, the inner cylinder rises eighteen

inches, which brings it above the parapet of

the trench. In other words, the automatic

soldier normally is invisible, and_ only can

be seen when the inner cylinder rises. The
guns as well as the entire mechanism are en-

tirely controlled by wireless, operated from
five or more miles at a distance. If the

commander wishes to open battle with his

automatons—after the aerial observer has

reported the approach of the enemy—he
merely notifies his wireless control station.

Avhich immediately sends out impulses, and

these in a well-known manner operate the

automatic soldier.

The first impulse raises the inner cylinder

above the trench. The second impulse

pushes the machine guns thru the slots of

the dome, ^hile a third impulse may rotate

the inner cylinder so as to direct the fire.

The fourth impulse may set off the ma-
chine guns, each of which, according to its

inventor, is able to fire four hundred
rounds into any given direction.

Our front cover shows the disposition of

•the aerial wires which encircle the main
steel cylinder.

It goes without saying that the fire of

the machine gun can be stopt by radio by
sending out the correct impulses at any de-

sired moment. The aerial observer flying

over the trench lines containing the auto-

matic soldiers sends back his wireless re-

ports so that the fire of the automatics can

be directed where it does the most good.

The action of the device is such that the

instant the guns stop firing, the inner cylin-

der immediately sinks into the outer one,

thus disappearing from view. It goes with-

out saying that these automatons cannot

only be used to pump bullets into the on-

coming enemy, but they can be used as well

for other purposes—such as to belch forth

liquid fire or to let loose a gas attack as

depicted in our cover illustration. Perhaps

it would not be a bad idea to equip every

sixth automatic soldier with a poison gas

tank, all of which will certainly tend to

stop the most gallant as well as vicious

attack of the enemy.
While machines of this kind seem very

cumbersome, and perhaps not efficient, be-

cause it may be argued that they cannot

think, nevertheless they would often be

very much more valuable than the average

soldier. For one thing, the machine knows
no morale—it never retreats. It is not

much affected by rifle bullets, and only a

direct shell hit during a barrage will put

the automaton hors de combat.
The automatic soldier is not dependent

upon the rear for victuals, as the only

thing it eats is munitions with which it can

be supplied at night by way of the trenches.

It is not affected by shell shock nor mus-
tard gas, and liquid fire has no effect upon
it. It never surrenders and never turns

traitor. In order to be overcome, the au-

tomatics must be destroyed one by one, pos-

sibly only by exploding large quantities of

T.N.T. against its sides. As long as the

ammunition lasts no soldier would care to

approach it, as he would never know when
the wireless would set it off, which would
immediately bring the automaton into ac-

tion, no doubt killing the attacker.

It is difficult to see how ordinary infantry

could overcome these automatics if planted

three or four lines deep. Each trench line

would have to be won at tremendous odds,

and there is not a soldier living who would
stand up under the withering fire of such
automatons who know no fear.

A device of this kind is, of course, not
chimeric, but entirely within the realms of
present day science, and we would be very
much surprised, indeed, if the automatics
would not make their appearance soon at

strategical points along the front. Nor are
they difficult or expensive in construction,

each one of the automatons not neces-
sarily costing more than five or six thou-
sand dollars, which is but the price of a
modern torpedo. The wireless apparatus
does not take up much room, while the mo-
tors which drive the entire mechanism may
be readily operated by a 24-volt storage
battery placed at the bottom of the large
cylinder. All the rest of the mechanism is

readily worked by comprest air which can
be replenished easily at night after the au-
tomatics have gone into action during the
day. This is the case also of ammunition,
gas or chemicals for liquid fire, all of which
can be replenished during the night time by
men walking up to the machine thru lateral

trenches.

Of course if there was no action during
the day, there would be no need for re-
plenishing anything

It should also be understood that these

automatics can be operated singly or in

groups by means of electric cables buried

into the trenches, if it is preferable to use

this method instead of the not always so

reliable wireless.

HISTORY OF THE RELAY WHEN
"HUN" MET "YANK."

There is a curious fact connected with
the history of the telegraph relay. It could
not be patented in Germany, and there-

fore could not with safety be exposed. In
1848 two young Americans named Charles
Robinson and Charles L. Chapin had gone
there with Morse apparatus to try their

fortunes in building lines. Wheatstone had
a dial instrument in use on a short rail-

road line, but its action was feeble and un-
satisfactory. Robinson and Chapin built a
line of telegraph from Hamburg to Cux-
haven, a distance of ninety miles, by which
to transmit marine news. The magnets,
however, were carefully locked up in

boxes, just as Alfred Vail did in Washing-
ton and Philadelphia. The line worked
well. The registers clicked out loud and
strong at either end. The German elec-

tricians scratched their heads and won-
dered. Finally, Steinheil was sent to make
observations. He was a man of genius
and culture and had a sort of telegraph at

work in Europe before Morse in Amer-
ica. He looked carefully around, and his

keen eyes soon saw the locked boxes. He
asked to see their contents. But the view
was courteously declined. So he turned
and complained that the Yankees kept their

secret locked, but that the action was mag-
nificent. When, however, at a later date,

he did finally know all, he gave Morse his

hand, confest himself beaten, and the two
were friends forever after.

HAS ANYBODY HERE SEEN
S-P-E-R-R-Y??

Would you believe that "Sperry" was
your good old friend the Experimenter in

a new dress? Of course you wouldn't! But
then you see it is like this : All is not gold
that glitters and everything does not read
as it sounds, hence we have EkSPERRY-
menter! In other words, "SPERRY" is a
new nickname for your good old friend
"Experimenter". Now we admit that in

our dull way of thinking, we never had an
idea like it, and it had to come all the way
from Malvern, which lies in sunny Aus-
tralia, to put us wise to it. It also appears
that the nickname for the "Experimenter"
is "Sperry" in Australia. If you don't be-
lieve it, read the following:

Editor, Electrical Experimenter:
I have been reading the Electrical

Experimenter now, for about two
years, and I think it is absolutely the
finest magazine on Electricity and
Wireless. Long Life to ''Sperry" as it

is called out out here. I notice that it

is going up in price (for Australia)
with the next issue. Well, I'm sure I

(and anybody else) don't mind paying
double the price that it is going up to,

I am, sir,

Yours truly,

(Signed) S. Robinson,
87 Dandenong Road,

Malvern, Australia.
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THE AUTOMATIC WIRELESS SOLDIER
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, FIRING MAGNET^

iAj|/;ngui. ivl6, try M. f. KM.

The Latest Brilliantly Conceived and Patented Military Weapon Is the Bullet-proof "Automatic Soldier." Loaded Up With Triple
Machine Guns For Shooting Bullets, Liquid Fire and "Gas," and Finally—Controlled By Radio From a Bomb-proof Dugout—This Death-

Dealing Invention Promises to Revolutionize Modern Warfare on Land.
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Locating Submarines by Reflection
DEVICES for locating or detecting

the presence of submarines are in

great demand nowadays, for once
a war vessel or merchantman be-

comes apprised of the fact that he
is face to face with a sub-sea fighter, the

officer in charge will at once put himself
on the qui vive. The gun crews can at

once be summoned to quarters, and if the

here presented which comprises an optical

submarine detector invented by Edward S.

Jones, of Mobile, Ala. In the words of
the inventor, "This invention relates to

improvements in a scientific instrument for
locating submarines, floating mines, and
other objects of menace to navigation,
within a certain radius about the ship.

It consists primarily of a series of re-

A powerful electric searchlight or series

of searchlights are arranged above the

optical locating device just described for

use at night, and the searchlight compart-
ment is arranged with suitable windows
and shutters so that the one or more beams
of light used can be swept over the water
rapidly in any formation desired. The de-

vice is effective over 180 degrees of horizon.

Copyright, 1918. by E. P. Co.

Here's the Latest Anti-Submarine Invention. The Patentee of the Scheme Illustrated Proposes to Mount a Large Concaved Reflecting Mir-
ror and a Magnifying Mirror at Some Elevated Point, as for Instance on the Mast of a Ship, and to Thus Pick Up by Reflection the Image
of a U-Boat or Its Periscope. The Magnifying Mirror Is Ruled Off in Squares to Facilitate Measuring the U-Boat's Range and Direction.

enemy is to be located at night, the search-
light can be caused to sweep the waters,
and the vessel put over a zig-zag course,

these precautions having saved many ves-

sels from a disastrous finish as the press
reports of such encounters have indicated
in the past. Only recently there was a

case where an English merchantman spot-

ted the periscope of a submarine—in other
words, he was at once apprised of the fact

that he had to face two kinds of warfare,
by torpedo and by gun fire. To show that

it proved valuable for the skipper of this

vessel to know what conditions he was up
against, it can be said that the captain

caused the vessel to pursue a zig-zag-

course, and shortly after starting this ma-
neuver, the boat managed to just miss
by a few yards a white-nosed German tor-

pedo. Presently the submarine arose to

the surface and started firing with her
deck guns. The merchantman, however,
had the best of the game, for being pro-
vided with guns both fore and aft, the

U-boat was efficiently bombarded and after

the twenty-sixth shot the sub-sea craft was
rendered helpless, and according to the

report of the merchantman's commander,
the U-boat was undoubtedly sunk.

All of which leads us to the invention

flectors, cooperatively so arranged as to

show upon a magnifying mirror the sur-

face of the sea and objects thereon within

a given radius, so that it may be observed
from the look-out cage at the top of the

mast, as the illustration herewith depicts,

thus enabling the proper officials on board
the vessel to be instantly warned of any
danger so as to defend the ship if armed,
and to escape if unarmed."
As the drawing shows in detail, the

look-out cage is fitted with speaking
tubes as well as telephones for maintain-
ing constant communication with the

bridge and officers' quarters. In the form
of the invention here illustrated, the re-

flecting mirror is concaved, and has its

upper end broadened -so as to reflect images
on the surface of the water as indicated

by the dotted lines on to the magnifying
mirror, on which the officer looks. This
magnifying mirror is preferably gradu-
ated by very fine lines running at right

angles to each other, their purpose being
to assist the observer in locating the dis-

tance the reflected image is from the ship.

The farther away the submarine or mine
happens to be, the smaller, of course, will

its image appear on the magnifying mir-
ror, and vice versa.

GERMANS USING MEXICAN
RADIO?

Activities of Germans or German-Amer-
icans from the United States across the
Mexican Lower California border, where
a wireless plant is located, are now under
investigation by Government agents.

Reports indicate that for months groups
of about fifty Germans, changing every
week or ten days, have been found in

Mexicali, a torrid little collection of baked
shacks just across the border from Calex-
ico, Cal.

The Germans, who were never known
to visit the town before the war, now
congregate at a store started recently by
ai German. This German is known to have
been active in propaganda work in the

United States before the war. The Ger-
mans have used the wireless station there,

which is capable of communicating with
Mexico City.

Government officials profess not to know-
how the Germans reached the town from
the United States, since the railroad is

carefully watched. It is suspected they
crost the border at a number of points

in sparsely settled communities.
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An Electric Speed and Direction Indi-

cator for Trans-Atlantic Planes

IT
is easy enough to read of making a

Trans-Atlantic aeroplane flight, but

when it conies down to actually mak-
ing such a trip, no one but an experi-

enced aviator, or one who has studied

the subject very closely, can imagine just

what this means. In the first place, the

layman thinks mostly in terms of horse-
power and wing surface, and he argues

:

Given sufficient of these two quantities and
a good pilot, there should be no trouble at

all to fly across the Atlantic Ocean at its

greatest breadth, of say three thousand
miles or more. But he forgets one thing,

and that is, that it is almost impossible for an
aviator, no matter how experienced or well
traveled he may be, to steer a course across
such a vast expanse of water as the Atlantic

Ocean, for he cannot check his route by
any familiar or well-known land-marks

;

and even when using the latest scientific

apparatus, such as the Sperry Synchron-
ized Drift Set, which utilizes the wave
movement or a succession of movements to

warn the aviator how his machine is being
drifted or forced sidewise from the desired

and again—the wave crests might easily be
very choppy, and have a more or less con-
fused movement due to freakish air cur-

rents, ' and these would make it difficult

indeed, if not impossible, for the pilot to

accurately establish the true course of his

flight in relation to the, earth itself.

Therefore, inventors and aviators inter-

ested in such long flights as these have
busied themselves with the devising of other
schemes and methods which would make it

possible in a Trans-Atlantic trip for the

pilot to check up his course of flight with
the greatest accuracy possible. What avia-

tion engineers conceive to be one of the

best solutions of this problem appears to

be that recently suggested by Rear Admiral
Bradley A. Fiske of New York. His
proposition is illustrated herewith and in-

volves the towing of a small floating body
thru the water by an aeroplane. This plan
kills three birds with one stone, for it,

among other things, enables the distance
covered in miles or kilometers to be re-

corded in the same manner as a ship's

mechanical log; tallies the mileage covered

of his proposition specifies that for long
flights over water, an aeroplane should be

made to steer as straight a course as pos-

sible, not only laterally, but also vertically.

Thus we come to what we may call the

"aeroplane log."

This is illustrated in detail, as also in

actual use by an aeroplane in flight, in the

accompanying illustration. Among other
things, as Admiral Fiske lias pointed out,

the most important information that the

aerial pilot needs to know, is not only the

length of the flight, but the direction of
flight, and this latter all-important quantity

can be easily found by simply towing or
hauling thru the water a small torpedo-
shaped object such as the "aeroplane log"
here illustrated. This log would measure
about one foot in length and has a diameter
of about one inch, and is secured to one
end of a long light steel wire—such as

piano wire. Before going further it is

well to point out at this juncture, that it

is perfectly feasible to utilize an "electric

log" for this purpose, and not necessarily

a purely mechanical log, as seems to be

Copyright, 1918. by E. P. Co.

The Crossing of the Atlantic Ocean by Aeroplane Is Not Such a Simple Task as it May Seem, Even for an Experienced Pilot. This Is so
Because, Until the Invention of the "Aeroplane Log" by Admiral Fiske, There Was No Way of Establishing the "Direction of Flight." This
Device Here Illustrated in Actual Use and in Detail, Not Only Shows the Direction of Flight but Integrates the Mileage Flown by the 'Plane.

course, he would be at a loss to utilize

such an instrument whenever the visibility

happened to be low, and particularly when
low-flying clouds or mists were encountered,
which would cut off his view of the under-
lying water. The same problem would con-
front him during night flying, especially
when the moon happened to be obscured.

each day, and also it provides physical con-
tact with the earth, and supplies a visible

index of the exact influence of air currents
in forcing the aeroplane laterally from its

intended compass course, besides indicating

the speed in miles per hour. By Admiral
Fiske's plan, the aeroplane would fly about
100 feet above the water. The first part

the idea held by most of the aeronautical
engineers who have discust this idea in the

technical press. As has been pointed out
in several of the discussions concerning
this method of indicating the direction of
flight of an aeroplane and the mileage cov-
ered, there is the objection, altho slight,

(Continued on page 413)
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Searchlights Mounted on Anti- Aircraft Gannon

The electric searchlight has been advan-
tageously combined with many different

forms of war machinery in the past

few years of the great international

cataclysm across the sea, but possi-

bly one of the most unusual adap-
tations of the electric searchlight is

that shown herewith, which illus-

trates how the English cannon em-
ployed for the defense of London
against enemy aircraft, was fitted

with a small searchlight in order to

increase the rapidity and accuracy
of fire. The anti-aircraft gun is

mounted on a tall building or
promontory, or else on a high
powered motor truck so as to speed
rapidly from place to place. Such
a combination spells deadly accu-
racy of fire, as anyone who has ex-
perimented with the electric flash-

light pistol will have found, for when the
searchlight or flashlight beam was cen-
tered on the target, and the shell or bullet

dispatched, it struck the center of the

spot of light on the target; in the present
case, it would strike in the center of the

beam from the searchlight. It can readily

be imagined with what rapidity the gunners
can "spot" an enemy aeroplane or dirig-

ible and bring it down.

It would first be desirable to keep up the
volume of manufacturing power and then

McADOO WOULD ELECTRIFY ALL
RAILROADS.

Director-General of Railroads McAdoo
said recently on his return from a trip

that his observation of the vast resources
of water power during the two months he
had been absent from Washington since

the close of the last bond campaign, had
imprest him with the idea of electrifying

the railroads of the United States. If the

Government were to continue the adminis-
tration of the railroads of the country
for any prolonged period, he said, he would
be in favor of resorting to the use of elec-

tricity just as far as it could be practically

employed.
Director-General McAdoo said that for

the present nothing could be done toward
substituting water-power for coal-produced
steam, but it might come as a plain mat-
ter of necessity while this war was on.

it would be required to relieve terminal
needs. Ultimately electricity would be
principally employed first of all in simplify-
ing terminal problems.
The fact that the topography of the

country was relieved by its many moun-
tain ranges, all abounding in streams that
would provide power, was a guaranty of
the practical distribution of current in the
sections that were now forging rapidly
forward in manufacturing importance.
Some of the virgin ground of manufac-

turing development, such as the South
along the Atlantic seaboard, especially in-

vited the consideration of this plan to re-

lieve the country from the thralldom of
coal mining and shipment, according to

Mr. McAdoo. He held that even if there

were no such great necessity to conserve
our coal supply, the fact that transporta-
tion limits the available power of our coal

would of itself justify transforming many
of our railroads to electrical systems.
The Secretary suggested that probably

electrification would be actually under-
taken while the Government had control

of the railroads, and that the problem would
be attacked at the most favorable points in

the country where the static value of water
was most obvious and the cost of making
the change from steam to electricity would
be comparatively slight.

U-BOAT IN SPANISH
PORT DIRECTS
RAIDS BY RADIO.
Investigation has dis-

closed that the German
submarine U-56, which re-

cently arrived at Santan-
der, Spain, under its own
power, had been in com-
munication with other
U-boats at sea.

Commander Reisser of
the U-boat, repeatedly was
seen signaling toward the

sea, while the Spanish gov-
ernment intercepted wire-
less messages from the U-
56 after a French steamer
was sunk and its crew
killed by a submarine.

It is quite obvious that
the U-56 was sent to San-
tander to organize the de-
struction of Allied and
Spanish shipping from a
favorable spot, it is be-
lieved.

English Anti-Aircraft Guns Used in the Aerial Defense of
London Have Been Fitted With Searchlights to Increase the
Accuracy and Rapidity of Fire, This Unit Being Mounted on

a Motor Truck.

FRENCH VIEW OF
ELECTRICITY IN
MODERN WAR.
The important part

played by electricity in the
modern war game is set

forth in an entire number recently given
over to the subject by the leading French
magazine, Je Sais Tout. Trench warfare
has imposed the use of the telephone for

the transmission of orders, for reports and
for communications of all kinds. In order,

however, that it should be the ideal

agent of communication, there are
certain features attending the use
of electricity in this connection not
necessary in times of peace.
Communication must be secret,

and the wires must be placed so
that they cannot be destroyed by
shot or shell. In the first days of
the war the Boches quite success-
fully tapt the French wires. Their
listening posts were discovered, and
the telephone officer attached to
each regiment has so disposed of
wires and currents that secrecy is

now assured.

A means of making use of the
electric magnet under water has

been devised in Japan, and it promises to be
of great assistance in locating sunken ves-
sels, to recover which salvage operations on
a big scale are expected after the war.

ARC-WELDING SAVES MONEY.
Arc-welding by electricity has been

brought prominently before the public thro
the fact that it was used to restore the
broken engine castings of the interned Ger-
man steamships. When breaking these cast-
ings the much learned (?) and foxy Ger-
mans thought they could not be repaired,
and that it would require a year or more to
replace them. However, even before the

Welding High-Speed Steel Tips on Tool
Shanks of Ordinary Steel by the Arc Method.

ships could be otherwise overhauled and
made ready for transport service the broken
castings had all been repaired and were
good as new. This achievement has imprest
the value of arc-welding upon the minds
of many shop managers, and in many plants
castings and other parts of apparatus which
in the past would have been scrapped as
hopelessly damaged, are now perfectly re-

stored by the arc-welding process at small
cost and great saving of time.

One large manufacturer, working on mu-
nitions, has installed an arc-welding equip-
ment for the sole purpose of making tools
for turning shells.

Ordinarily these tools are made from
high speed steel and cost about $12.00 each.
This manufacturer uses high-speed steel

for the tip of the tool only, welding it to a
shank of carbon- or machine-steel, and in

this manner the tools are produced at a
cost of $2.00 to $4.00. For some time this

plant has been turning out 240 welded
tools per day, the men working in shifts

of four, which is the capacity of the outfit

illustrated.

—

Photo courtesy Westinghouse
Electric Co.
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Why Not Electricity from the Ocean?
WHILE all of the vast resources of

the country are being combed and
recombcd by the various experts
connected with the National Gov-
ernment in order to produce the

greatest output of war materials at the most
economical cost, and also to conserve the

The basic idea of this wave motor involves
the utilization of the powerful lifting force
exerted by the waves as they rise and fall,

and to this end the inventor proposes the
used of large steel float members, each float

in a commercial sized machine to measure
about eighty feet square, thus giving an

be fed into storage batteries, and also to

the wires supplying electric lights, etc. The
smaller illustration shows a perfect model
of this unique wave power plant built by
Mr. Stodder, and in which the float member
is shown suspended by the upper and lower
end cables aforementioned, each cable be-

The Latest Idea in Wave Motors— It Comprises an Extended Series of Buoyant Tanks or "Floats," Each Float Rising and Falling with the
Waves and Serving to Compress Air. The Comprest Air Drives a Pneumatic Motor Connected to a Dynamo, Thus Producing Free Electric-

ity From the Ocean Waves.

great resources of the nation to the highest
possible degree, a stupendous amount of
power is daily and hourly going to waste,

viz., that hydro-electric power which is not
being developed as yet.

The rivers, lakes and waterfalls of the

country represent a source of energy suffi-

cient to care for a large proportion of all

the needs required for our industrial and
social life, if they could be harnest and
applied to our requirements in an efficient

manner; some of these waterpower develop-
ments, however, would prove uneconomical
owing to the high initial cost in harnessing
them to our needs.
Waterpower is not, however, confined

to rivers, lakes and waterfalls, but there is

constantly millions of horse-
power going to waste in the

action of the ocean waves
along our sea-coasts of which
we have several thousand miles

on the Atlantic and Pacific sea-

boards. With the idea in mind
of utilizing the gigantic power
inherent in this constant wave
motion which perpetually rolls

up on our beaches day after

day, year in and year out, a
Yankee inventor, Mr. E. T.
Stodder of New Rochelle, N.
Y., has given a large amount
of his time to the study of
wave motors and devices in-

tended to turn to industrial

uses the great power which
they possess. His invention is

shown in the illustrations here-
with.

The larger view shows how
Mr. Stodder's wave motor
would be installed in a manner
whichmuch resembles one of the
large steel piers to be found at
any of our seashore resorts.

area on which the wave can exert a lifting

action, of 6,400 square feet, while a num-
ber of these floats can be placed along the
pier as our illustration shows. At each end
of these steel float members, which are air-

tight of course, there are two steel cables
which lead upward to specially devised air

compressors, so that no matter in which
direction the float rises or falls, efficient

work is performed by each and every move-
ment of the float.

All of the comprest air generators con-
nected with the cables from the floats, are
connected with a main pipe line, and this

in turn feeds a comprest air motor con-
nected with an electric dynamo. The dy-
namo produces electrical energy which can

Model of New Wave Motor Built by Its Inventor, and Demonstrating
How Each "Float" Operates Alternately Eight Air Compressors, Thus

Utilizing Effectively Every Motion of the "Float."

ing connected by suitable pulleys and bal-

ance weights to its own air compressor

;

which in this case was a small steam en-

gine. As becomes evident, the inventor has

used eight of these engines, and the model
demonstrates very effectively the correct-

ness of his theory and ideas along this line.

There are several very good features as

disclosed by Mr. Stodder, and among others

we find the following: By extending the

pier out into the ocean, as the illustration

shows, and by having a successive series of

floats arranged along the pier, use is made
of each wave as it progressively rises and
falls in its motion toward the shore, and
thus a steady stream of comprest air is

kept flowing thru the pipe line to the pneu-
matic motors and dynamos.
Owing to the fact that while
one float may be all the way
down or part of the way up,

another one may be two-thirds
the way up to the limit of its

motion, etc. By looking at the

various positions of the suc-
cessive floats in the illustration,

this feature will be more clear-

ly understood. The invention
seems to be better in this re-

spect than those designed to be
installed in any one spot, and
which are intended to absorb
the energy from the waves as
they pass that spot. In such a
case it is evident that as the
wave recedes from the side of
the wave motor, then practical-

ly no power is given to the
floats or other devices which
may have been provided. Also,
in one wave power turbine de-
vised for the purpose, the re-
ceding waves could not clear
the blades efficiently.

(Continued on page 413)
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This Car Carries a Complete "Power House"
What is believed to be the most powerful

self-propelled car yet built in the United
States has been placed in service on the lines

of the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis
Railroad.

hours of sunshine receives heat equivalent
to the combustion of more than 2,600 tons
of coal. And we scientific barbarians can't

as yet harness 1/1,000 of one per cent, of it.

Some day we may learn how.

The Latest Type of Gas-Electric Car. It is Driven by Electric Motors Which Derive Their Power from an Oil
Engine Driven Dynamo. A Storage Battery Floats On the Electric System to Care for Extra Demands On As-
cending Grades, Etc. No Trolley is Required as the Power Plant is Self -Contained. Electric Drive is Used

to Maintain Even Engine Speed and Great Flexibility of Drive.

Built by a New York locomotive con-
cern, it has a 150-horsepower oil engine of

the standard four-cycle eight cylinder ma-
rine type direct connected to a 100 K. W.
differential compound wound 250-volt di-

rect-current generator running at a constant
speed of 1,000 r.p.m.

A storage battery having a rated capacity
of 438 ampere hours at a five-hour rate is

also installed, the combination of generator
and storage battery providing ample reserve
power for peak loads. The car is propelled
by electric motors attached to the axles,

thus providing the most flexible control pos-
sible. It is the same principle as that used
in the new electric-drive warships, which
have shown the quickest and most flexible

control of any arrangement heretofore util-

ized. The engine burns either kerosene or
fuel oil. The oil passes from the storage
tank to a gas generator placed in the muffler
of the exhaust. From the generator the gas
passes directly to the cylinders of the en-
gine, being mixed with air in the proportion
of one part of gas to six of air.

The storage battery is suspended under-
neath the car body and operates in parallel

with the generator, which is so constructed
that the voltage automatically coincides
with that of the battery. The generator will

deliver current up to its capacity, while at

the same time it works in unison with the
storage battery which delivers any excess
of current the load may require. The bat-
tery will deliver 400-horsepower for five

minutes, 210-horsepower for fifteen min-
utes, 93-horsepovver for one hour, and 30-

horsepower for five hours. This power is

in addition to the 150-horsepower developed
by the generator, so that the car has an
abundance of power for acceleration or
while ascending heavy grades. With this

arrangement the engine works at nearly
full load at all times, and the efficiency is

therefore a maximum. All the power re-

quired above the capacity of the engine is

supplied by the battery, and all power gen-
erated by the engine and not required to
drive the car is employed to charge the
battery, which furnishes a convenient source
of energy for starting the engine, lighting
the car, operating the auxiliaries and in case
of emergency driving the car itself.

ELECTRIC RIVETERS WORK
RAPIDLY.

Electric riveting machines are now being
used in the erection of the huge steel work.
The machines hammer home the rivets in

short order, and by their use some. good
speed is being made in the work.

the exposed paper is carried back, passing
first thru a bath of clear water, then thru a

bath consisting of a weak solution of bi-

chromat of potash or bichromat of soda, and
lastly thru another clear-water wash, after

which it passes up over the dryer and down
into the rolling-up device at the back of the

machine, where the finished prints are auto-

matically wound up into

a loose roll, perfectly

free from wrinkles or
distortions and ready
for use. The entire
process is accomplisht
without waste.

It is claimed that

these machines have a
capacity of five to six

linear feet per minute,
or 100 to 120 yards (the
equivalent of 150, 24 x
36 - inch prints) per
hour, which has been
proven to be as fast as

an operator can prop-
erly handle the average
run of tracings and
keep the paper covered.
At this speed the great-
est economy is effected;

no light or paper is

wasted, and the prints

are thoroly washed and
evenly dried. By this

method blue-prints of
are produced on either

An electric heater has been invented to

prevent moisture collecting on an auto-
mobile w ind shield.

According to an Italian scientist's figures,
a square mile of the earth's surface in six

MODERN ROTARY ELECTRIC
BLUE-PRINTERS.
By Frank C. Perkins

The accompanying illustration shows a
rapid, continuous electric blue-printing ma-
chine in operation in connection with an au-
tomatic washing and drying machine, as de-
veloped at Chicago, 111., and showing the
course of paper thru the machine.

It is pointed out that in these days of
business activity every engineering depart-
ment feels the necessity of having its own
up-to-date blue-print plant. Today the blue-
print is the expression of the finished work
of the drafting-room and they are being
used in an ever-increasing volume, especial-
ly by the Army and Navy Departments.
The photograph shows in

operation a new blue-print-

ing equipment, which is flP^
really three machines in one
—printing, washing and dry-
ing by one continuous oper-
ation. Xo valuable space is

taken up by open wash-
trays and there are no wet
floors and no lines of drip-

ping prints. The equipment
occupies only 5^4 x 6^4 feet

of floor space, and is clean
and noiseless.

There is only one operator
required. He stands in

front of the printer and
places the tracings on the
sensitized paper as it is pass-
ing thru the machine. To-
gether the tracings and
Daper are carried up past a
bank of powerful arc lamps,
the tracings being returned
automatically to the tray in

front of the operator, while

the finest quality
paper or cloth.

It may be stated that the electric dryer
is provided with a series of switches so
that the heat can be regulated in accord-
ance with the speed at which the printer
is being run.
The arc lamps are especially rich in the

actinic or violet ray necessary for blue-
printing. Each lamp is independently con-
nected in at the bottom, and is controlled by
a knife switch mounted in a metal box of
approved design, which is located at the left-

hand end of the machine. It is only neces-
sary to burn a sufficient number of lamps
to cover the width of the paper being
printed. Thus again no electricity is wasted.
There is a fan for circulating the air
mounted on the left-hand end of the printer,
and obviates all danger of breakage of the
contact glass.

A Remarkably Fast Electric Blue-Printing Machine. It
Prints, Washes and Dries the Prints—All in One Continu-
ous Operation. One of These Machines Has a Capacity of
Five to Six Linear Feet of Finished Blue-Print Per Minute.
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TREATING OLD MASTERS WITH
X-RAY.

Interesting experiments have been con-

ducted at Munich and Vienna in the exam-
ination of old portraits with Roentgen rays.

One of the curators of the art museum used
the X-rays on an old Madonna portrait

and discovered evidence of a later over-
painting. In Vienna, Prof. Max Dvorak
applied the same test to a picture of the

Mantegna School, which had been badly
disligured by later attempts at reconstruc-
tion. The X-ray photograph disclosed per-

fectly the original contour of the painting.

ELECTRIC ESCALATOR HANDLES
RAILWAY STATION TRAFFIC.
Every railway terminal where the tracks

are either elevated or deprest, or where
passengers must be moved from level to

level, will find the electric escalator or mov-
ing stairway of service.

The watchful and progressive railroad

companies have spared no expense to make
travel pleasant and comfortable, and now
many of them are improving their terminal
service by installing these escalators. The
photo shows one of these interesting instal-

lations in the Pennsylvania Railroad Ter-
minal in New York City.

During the morning hours the service

is taxed practically to its capacity, about
11,000 people per hour. That the escalator

is popular with the traveling public has been
proved many times. Ninety-eight per cent

of the people using this exit, travel on the

escalator. The old-time stairway adjoining
has been practically abandoned. No one
will sap his strength or waste his energy
in climbing stairs when he can ride, and many
people will walk considerable distances

to ride one or two stories on an escalator.

The continuous stairway belt is driven by
electric motors. They are so designed that

the passengers clothes cannot be caught
and furthermore when they reach either

the upper or lower floor levels the peculiar
shape of the step elements causes the feet

to be pushed off on the floor without dan-
ger of catching.

Photo Courtesy Otis Elevator Co.

Electrically Operated Step Escalator, or inclined Moving
Stairway, For Transferring Passengers From Floor to Floor
of a Store or Building, Which Eliminates Elevator Attend-
ants. This Installation Is in the Pennsylvania Railroad

Station, New York City.

TREATS ROENTGEN RAY ILLS
WITH RADIUM.

The Journal of the American Medical
Association publishes a paper by Dr. Rob-
ert Abbe on "Roentgen Ray Epithelions,

curable by Radium,
an Apparent Para-
dox," which was read
at the last session of
the association in San
Francisco in which
the surgeon after cit-

ing cases wherein
were effected cures
of Roentgen ray in-

juries, so common
among those who
work with the X-
rays, says :

"I may say that no
cases have presented
themselves to me of
chronic dermal
Roentgen ray disease
in the early stages
of thick patches,
cracked, ulcerated
and painful, or of the
epithelial growths of
basil cell type on the
back of the left hand
of those who have in

past years used that
hand to test the tubes
which have not yield-
ed to radium ther-
apy."

Dr. Abbe presented
to a gathering of
roentgenologists a t

the British Medical
Association meeting
two years ago the
possibility of curing
(he disease in its

early stage by ra-
dium, and most of
the physicians were
skeptical but he met
one from Australia
who had found in his

own ex-
perience
that the

applica-
t i o n of
r a d ium
had kept
his hands well. Dr. Abbe said

that no efficient action of radi-

um is beneficial in the advanced
stage of epitheliomas, so far as

he can yet see, but in the early

stage of the disease, he said, the

cure may be assured.
He treated his first case in

1903. The patient developed
typical epithelioma of the back
of the left hand, and one appli-

cation of radium cured it.

There has been no recurrence
after twelve years. Ten cases
of physicians whose hands, dis-

eased by the Roentgen ray,

were treated by him and all, he
said, have shown the happy re-

sults of radium treatment.
"It seems almost a paradox

of radiology," Dr. Abbe said,

"that the accepted use of a
heavy gamma radiation from
a Roentgen tube will cause a
diseased condition of the skin
which a similar radiation from
a tube of radium will cure.
This becomes intelligible when
we know that the output of
the Roentgen ray tube is almost
wholly composed of hard, pene-
trating, irritating gamma rays."
This is indeed good news.

ELECTRIC AIR WARNING SIGNS
USED IN ENGLAND.

In England the air warning signals are
now supplemented by electric signs which
flash out the unwelcome news as soon as

I 1 W '' s

ALL CLEAR

London and All the
Electric "Air Raid"
Attack Is Imminent
is Over They Show

Larger English Cities Are Now Supplied With
Warning Signs. • As Soon As a "Boche" Aerial
the Signs Flash "Take Cover"—When the Raid
"All Clear." Electric Bells and Sirens Give the

Audible Signal.

the sirens start "booing." So as a measure
of safety in Great Britain during the war,
electric signs are now installed in all the

large coastal cities to warn citizens against

anticipated air raids. The signs are rectan-

gular in shape, provided with clamps for

mounting on lamp posts. Thev bear the

wording "TAKE COVER—ALL CLEAR"
with switching apparatus, so that the words
"Take Cover" can be shown, and when the

danger has past, the words "All Clear" can
be illuminated.

RADIUM IN GOLF BALLS.

The use of radium in golf balls is ex-

plained in the following manner. It is

not the radium itself, but the residue after

the radium is extracted.

There is about 10 cents worth in the ball

that is on the market now, which seems
to be about the right proportion.

Uranium, which is the ore that radium is

extracted from, is not expensive, but when
it requires so many different processes to

get the tiniest bit of the pure article, the

cost amounts to a fabulous sum.
It is the heat in the radio-activity that

warms the rubber and keeps the ball alive.

Warm rubber will respond to the driver

much quicker than if it were cold. Ouimet
has used these balls with great success.
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Tesla Has New Pointless Lightning Rod
SINCE the introduction of the light-

ning rod over one hundred years ago
by Benjamin Franklin, its adoption
as a means of protection against de-
structive atmospheric discharges such

as lightning bolts, has been practically uni-

versal. In a recent discussion on the sub-

ject of lightning protection, Dr. Nikola
Tesla of New York, brings out many in-

teresting facts not generally known concern-
ing the real efficacy of the ordinary light-

ning rod as installed on houses, barns and
public buildings all over the world.

Says, Dr. Tesla, "The efficacy of the or-

dinary lightning rod is to a certain degree
unquestionably establisht thru statistical

records, but there is generally prevalent,

nevertheless, a singular . theoretical fallacy

as to its operation, and its construction is

radically defective in one feature, namely
its typical pointed terminal." In his new
form of lightning protecting rod and ter-

minal here illustrated, Tesla avoids all such
points on the metal parts facing skyward,
and uses an entirely different form and
arrangement of terminals.

In permitting leakage into the air, the
needle-shaped lightning rod is popularly be-
lieved to perform two functions : one to

drain the ground of its negative elec-

tricity, the other to neutralize the positive
electricity of the clouds. To some degree
it does both. But a systematic study of
electrical disturbances in the earth has made
it palpably evident that the action of Frank-
lin's conductor, as commonly interpreted,
is chiefly illusionary. Actual measurement
proves the quantity of electricity escaping
even from many points, to be entirely in-

significant when compared with that induced
within a considerable terrestrial area, and of
no moment whatever in the process of dissi-

pation. But it is true that the negatively
charged air in the vicinity of the rod, ren-
dered conductive thru the influence of the

same, facilitates the passage of the bolt.

Therefore it increases the probability of a
lightning discharge in the vicinity. The
fundamental facts underlying this type of
lightning-rod are: First, it attracts light-

ning, so that it will be struck oftener than
would be the building if it were not present

;

second, it renders harmless most, but not all,

of the discharges which it receives
;

third,

by rendering the air conductive, and for
other reasons, it is sometimes the cause of
damage to neighboring objects; and fourth,
on the whole, its power of preventing in-

jury predominates, more or less, over the
hazards it invites.

By contrast, Tesla's new lightning pro-
tector is founded on principles diametrical-
ly opposite. Its terminal has a large sur-
face. It secures a very low density and pre-
serves the insulating qualities of the
ambient medium, thereby minimizing leak-
age, and thus acting as a quasi-repellant to

increase enormously the safety factor.

An understanding of but part of the truths

relative to electrical discharges, and their

misapplication due to the want of fuller

appreciation has doubtless been responsible
for the Franklin lightning rod taking its

conventional pointed form, but theoretical

considerations, and the important discover-
ies that have been made in the course of
investigations with a Tesla wireless trans-
mitter of great activity by which arcs of a

volume and tension actually comparable to

those occurring in nature were obtained, at

once establish the fallacy of the hitherto
prevailing notion on which the Franklin
type of rod is based and show the distinctive

novelty of this new lightning protector.

Practical estimates of the electrical quan-
tities concerned in natural disturbances
show, moveover, how absolutely impossible
are the functions attributed to the pointed
lightning conductor. A single cloud may
contain several billion electric units, or

more, inducing in the earth an equivalent
amount, which a number of lightning rods
could not neutralize in many years. Par-
ticularly to instance conditions that may
have to be met, reference is made to an
actual case (in 1904) wherein it appears that
upon one occasion approximately 12,000
strokes occurred within two hours, all with-
in a radius of less than 31 miles from the
place of observation.

But altho the pointed lightning rod is

quite ineffective in the one respect noted,
it has the property of attracting lightning
to a high degree,—first, on account of its

shape and secondly, because it ionizes and
renders conductive the surrounding air.

This has been unquestionably establisht in

long continued tests with the Tesla wire-
less transmitter above-mentioned, the in-

ventor claims, and in this feature lies the
chief disadvantage of the Franklin type of
protector.

In Fig. A and Fig. B, different forms
of such low density terminals and the
arrangement of the same are illustrated.

In Fig. A, there is a cast or spun metal shell

of ellipsoidal outline, having on its under
side a sleeve with a bushing of porcelain
or other insulating material, adapted to be
slipt tightly on a metal rod, which may be
an ordinary lightning conductor. Fig. B
shows another form of terminal made up
of rounded or flat metal bars radiating
from a central hub, which is supported
directly on a metal rod and in electrical con-
tact with the same. The special object of
this type is to reduce the wind resistance,

but it is essential that the bars have a
sufficient area to insure small electro-static

density, and also that they are close enough
to make the aggregate capacity nearly equal
to that of a continuous shell of the same
outside dimensions. The general view of
the building shows a cupola-shaped and
earthed metal dome carried by a chimney,
serving in this way the twofold practical
purpose of hood and protector.

From the foregoing it will be clear that
in all cases the new Tesla terminal prevents
leakage of electricity and attendant ioniza-

tion of the air. It is immaterial to this end
whether it is insulated or not. Should it be
struck the current will pass readily to the

ground either directly or, as in Fig. A,
thru a small air-gap between. But such an
accident is rendered extremely improbable
owing to the fact that there are everywhere
points and projections on which the ter-

restrial charge attains a high density and
where the air is ionized. Thus the action of
the improved protector is equivalent to a

repellant force. This being so, it is not
necessary to support it at a great height,

but the ground connection should be made
with the usual care and the conductor lead-

ing to it must be of as small a self-induc-

tion and resistance as practicable. Tesla
has taken out a patent on this new lightning

protector.
'

ELECTRIC VEHICLES IN
NORWAY.

Electric vehicles are now receiving con-

siderable attention and encouragement in

Norway for every form of mechanical pro-

pulsion. Heretofore gasoline cars have
been practically the only machines in use

in the country. For several months past

no gasoline has been received, and as there

are but few electric cars in Norway, auto-

mobiles have practically disappeared.

Nikola Tesla, Expert on High Frequency Currents, Such As Lightning Discharges, Has
Recently Patented the New "Rounded" Form of Lightning Rod, Which He States is Superior
to the Time- Honored "Pointed" Rods so Familiar to All of Us. Also, Dr. Tesla Has Good

Reasons For This Radical Departure in Lightning Rod Design.
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Are Aeroplane Parachutes Practical?
Bv W. EDOUARD HAEUSSLER

THE writer, who has been following-

aviation for the past few years, and
who has had experience in actual
flying, having owned an aeroplane,
became interested in an editorial

debate on the subject of "Airplane Para-
chutes," appearing in the New York Times,
wherein Mr. Adrian Van Muffling, by pro-
fession a Chief Aero Engine Instructor at

a New York Aeroplane School, gives ut-

terance to such speeches as: "If an air-

plane comes down 'out of control' it is

the duty as well as the natural tendency
of the pilot to 'stick it out' and to do his

uttermost to regain equilibrium. If he hap-
pens to be high enough the chances are
in favor of his doing so before connection
with the ground is made. By the time he
realizes that it is too late for him to right

his machine before crashing it will be too
late for the parachute to open, provided
he could possibly manage to jump clear of
it into space."
Wherein he shows that his estimation of

the value of an aviator, the cost of whose
training aggregates some $10,000, is less

than the value of the machine in which he
is flying and further that if the machine
comes down out of control it is the duty
of the pilot to come down with it, and
calmly "stick it out".
Were I to be granted the opportunity

of seeing Mr. Muffling in a flying machine
that was equipt with a "parachute," de-
spite hs weak reasons why this is impos-
sible, I am most positive that he would
use the parachute in the case of an acci-

dent and would not adhere to the duty of
"sticking it out." The balance of his text
explains in a large volume of words the
idea that it is impossible to get out of the
pilot's seat and fall clear of the dropping
plane, by the use of a parachute.
The diagram shown in the semi-cir-

cular illustration below will give the reader
a clear idea of the various positions in

which the machine may fall while out of
control, and that in these positions the
parachute will operate with sufficient cer-
tainty that a great percentage of the fatal-

ities up to date could have been prevented.

M WATCH FOR THE NOVEMBER m
"E. £." M
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the device is simple and easy to understand.
The lever marked A, is pulled when it is

desired to release the parachute B, which is

placed on the upper side of the fuselage.

Diagram showing re/afive positions of the

falling p/ane in which parachc/fe is orai/am

for use .,

Copyright. 19)8, by E. P. Co.

It may also be of interest to make refer-

ence here to a parachute being used suc-

cessfully in Rheims on October 16th, 1913,

by a young French airman, Louis Renault
Piercez. He was the designer of the

parachute device
shown in our illustra-

tion and he attached
his invention to a

Nieuport monoplane.
On the day that he
made his test flight,

he sat in the ob-
server's seat and had
the parachute strapt

to his shoulder belt.

Another aviator pi-

loted the machine.
The weather was
squally and he was
warned not to make
the trip ; he, however,
started, heedless of
the admonition and
when about 2,000 feet

in the air and making
a turn, a sudden
heavy gust of wind
struck his right plane
and crumpled it.' His
life was saved by his

parachute device,
while the pilot "stuck
it out" and was killed !

Louis Piercez was
killed in 1914 in an
automobile accident,
and his device has not
been exploited any
further, except by the
Huns. The action of

Side Elevation, Wings Detached, of the Nieu-
port Monoplane, Used by Louis Piercez, with
His Device Attached Wherein A is the
Emergency lever, B the Collapsed Parachute,
C the Wind Board, D the Guide Rail for
Wind Board, E Bolt Liberating C, and X
Position of the Parachute When Partially
Inflated by the Forced Air Current Due to

the Falling of the Plane Thru the Air.

The pulling of the lever causes air curtain

C, to slide down or up, according to the po-
sition of the machine. It is spring loaded
and is forced down with a snap. The for-

ward or downward motion of the plane

causes a rush of air which fills the para-

chute and lifts the pilot free of the ma-
chine ; the machine dropping from under
him. It therefore becomes apparent that he

has not so difficult a task to become free

from the machine as Mr. Muffling would
have it. The Times editors, who are very

keen on correcting letters from the readers

that may in any way be misunderstood, make
comment on Mr. Muffling's letter, under
the heading of "His answer hardly con-

vincing"—wherein one of the paragraphs
is directly to the point and fully coincides

with the writer's ideas on the subject. This

editorial paragraph in part read :
—"that if

this device were always at the aviator's

command some of the fatalities that now
occur could be prevented, or that to have

the lives of even a few of these enor-

mously valuable men would be worth while.

Still less did the expert's argument meet
the fact that, according to a report of trust-

worthy origin, a German aviator was seen,

this week, to extricate himself and a para-

chute from an airplane that was falling

in flames." And that an aviator "is not a

man who can be replaced by the first man
on whom the Government is willing to make
another like expenditure. He is literally 'a

rare bird' and to lose him unnecessarily is

worse than unwise." Therefore one may
readily see that even the daily press is not

falling in line and "gobbling up" mere men-

tion of a certain thing being impossible,

and letting it go at that. We are now liv-

ing in an era where impossible and can not

should be stricken from our vocabulary.

This is the age of wonders and when an

idea does not work against the principles of

Nature, it is possible. At least let us try it

out thoroly.
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Popular Astronomy
THE PLANET MARS—FOURTH PAPER

By ISABEL M. LEWIS
Of the U. S. Naval Observatory

NU planet in our solar system arouses
more interest in the popular mind
than our near neighbor Mars. This
is due partly to the nature of the

surface markings of the ruddy
planet, which are more clearly visible than

As a result the distance of Mars from the
earth at opposition, when it is best seen,

varies from thirty-five million miles for a
near or favorable opposition to sixty-one
million miles for a distant or unfavorable
opposition, depending upon the position

Two Views of the Planet Mars, Photographed With the Mount Wilson 60-inch Reflector. The
Large View is a Photo Taken on October 4th, While the Small Photograph Was Taken on
November 3rd. At the Time the First Picture Was Taken Mars Was Near Opposition and
Consequently Showed Up Much Larger Than When the Second Picture Was Taken As By

That Time Mars Had Receded Quite a Good Deal and Therefore Appears Smaller.

those of any other planet, and partly to the

strong possibility of the existence of life

there.

One would naturally expect that Venus,

—

the earth's twin planet in size, mass and
density, the nearest to us of all the planets

and as likely as Mars to be the abode of
life, since it is possest of a dense atmos-
phere filled with water vapor,—would have
a greater interest for us than Mars. How-
ever the great density of this planet's cloud-
ladened atmosphere renders observations of
its surface markings so difficult that even
to the present day the period of its rotation

on its axis, which determines the length o1

its day and night, is unknown. Moreover,
the orbit of Venus, tho nearer to the earth

than the orbit of Mars lies between the

earth's orbit and the sun, which makes ob-
servation of this planet still more difficult.

When best situated for observation Venus
shows the phase of a half moon or crescent,

half or more than half of its disk being
unilluminated, and it is then within about
forty-five degrees of the sun. Mars, on the

other hand, is better situated for observa-
tion than an)- other planet. It is the only
one of the terrestrial planets whose orbit

lies beyond the earth's orbit. When in op-
position to the sun it is on the meridian at

midnight and is visible from sunset to sun-
rise. For these reasons, Venus, the most
brilliant and beautiful of all the planets, is

less interesting to observe telescopically

than fiery Mars, which in size is next to the
smallest of all the planets.

The orbit of Mars departs more from the
circular form than that of any other planet
with the exception of Mercury. Its eccen-
tricity is nearly one-tenth and its distance
from the sun at perihelion, or nearest ap-
proach, is twenty-six and a half million
miles less than when it is in aphelion or the
point in its orbit furthest from the sun.

Mars occupies in its orbit at the time of

the opposition. Of course the apparent di-

ameter of the planet's disk and its brill-

iancy are considerably less when opposition
occurs near the aphelion point in its orbit

than when it occurs near the perihelion

point. The relative brightness of the planet

in the two positions are in the ratio of one
to four. Favorable oppositions of the planet

occur every fifteen or seventeen years and
at such times the unusual brilliancy of the

planet makes it a most striking object in

the heavens, the rival of Jupiter in splen-

dor. Furthermore, Mars is always easily

distinguished from all the other planets by
its deep red tinge.

The year of the

Martians, g r a n t e d

there are such, is 687
days, or 1 year 10' j

months in length, but
the time that elapses

between successive op-
positions of Mars
with the earth is

greater, due to motion
of the earth in the in-

terval. It is equal to

780 days or a little

more than two years,

so observations of the

planet, which can only

be made satisfactorily

near the time of oppo-
sition, are obtained in

alternate years for
several months pre-
ceding and following
the date of opposition.
The equator of

Mars is inclined near-
ly twenty-four de-
grees to the plane of
its orbit, which is

about half a degree more than the inclina-

tion of the earth's equator to its orbit. As
a result Mars has seasons very similar to

our own, a little more pronounced, since

the inclination is greater, and nearly twice

as long since the Martian year is nearly

equal to two of our years.

Observations of surface markings on
Mars have been recorded for more than

two hundred and fifty years, the earliest ob-

servations being those of Hooke and Cassini

in 1666. One result of these long continued
observations has been a very accurate de-

termination of the length of the Martian
day, or the period of its rotation on its

axis, which is given as 24h 37m 22.67s.

This value is in error less than two hun-
dredths of a second and shows to what a

high degree of accuracy it is possible to

determine certain astronomical results.

Mars, then, closely resembles the earth

in the length of its day and night.

The mean annual temperature of the

earth is 60° Fahrenheit. If it were situated

at the distance of Mars from the sun it

would receive • per unit area only 43% of

the light and heat that it now receives at^d

it can be shown that its temperature would
be 39° below zero on the Fahrenheit scale.

If, then, the atmosphere of Mars were simi-

lar in composition and density to our own
and if the nature of surfaces of the two
planets were the same,—two very doubtful
assumptions,—the temperature of Mars
would approximate —39° F. There are rea-

sons for assuming that this estimate "of the

average yearly Martian temperature is

much too low. Prof. W. H. Pickering, one
of the leading observers of the planet

Mars at the present time, advances evidence
to show that the mean daily temperature at

the Martian equator thruout the year can-
not be far from the freezing point and
that tropical frosts are to be expected at

any Martian season and, in fact, have been
observed during the opposition just past
in the Martian morning.
Even the early observers of Mars with

the aid of telescopes far inferior to the

best telescopes of to-day noted the most
prominent markings of the planet's surface,

MARS
(4944)

<Jan.11. March ZS

Vegetation increasing North
And decreasing South.

Interesting Photographs Showing Vegetation on Planet Mars In-
creasing North and Decreasing South. These Photographs Taken
in 1914 Show Also Some of the More Prominent Canals. Photos by-

Lowell Observatory.
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Two Different Views of the Planet Mars. As Mars is Turning On Its Axis Once in Every Twenty-four Hours the Same as the Earth, We Are
Able to See the Entire Surface of the Martian Globe During That Time. The Views Shown Here Are Taken Six Hours Apart From Each Other.
Photographs Were Made During the Opposition of 1911 When Mars Was Some 47 Million Miles Distant From the Earth. In 1924 the Two Planets
Will Be About 36 Million Miles Apart, the Smallest Distance Ever Reached Being 35 Million Miles. Photos Show the Top South—the Bottom
North, as in the Telescope All Objects Are Turned Upside Down. The White Patch At the Bottom is the North Polar Snow-cap. The South-
ern* Cap is Not in Evidence, It Having Already Melted At the Beginning of the Martian Summer. The Melted Water Has Been Conducted
Equatorward By the Canals. The Light Areas Are Supposed to Be Deserts. Nearly All Canals Are Perfectly Straight, the Ones Near the
Edges of the Photograph Appearing Curved Only Because We Are Looking on a Globe and Not on a Plane Surface. Photo Courtesy of the

Late Prof. Percival Lowell, Flagstaff Observatory, Flagstaff, Ariz.

the white polar caps and their seasonal
changes, the reddish or orange-colored
tracts that cover five-sevenths of the

planet's surface and which they spoke of

as "deserts," and the greenish or greenish-
grey regions which they incorrectly named
"maria," considering them to be seas or
lakes.

In the year 1877 occurred one of the fa-

vorable oppositions of Mars and this date
was epoch making in the study of the planet

for it marked both the discovery of the

two tiny moons of Mars, Deimos and
Phobos, by Prof. Asaph Hall, with the 26-

inch equatorial, which had just been in-

stalled at the U. S. Naval Observatory and
the discovery of the far-famed "canals" by
the Italian astronomer Schiaparelli at

Milan. This keen-eyed observer of Mars
noted at the extremely favorable opposi-
tions of 1877 and 1879 a number of fine,

narrow, dark lines crossing the orange-
colored regions in all directions and usually
connecting the maria or dark regions.
Schiaparelli gave these markings the name
of "canali," meaning "channels," which has
been translated, rather unfortunately, into

"canals." Whatever the nature of these
peculiar surface markings they bear no re-

semblance to terrestrial canals. The more
conspicuous of these markings average from
one thousand to two thousand miles in

length and from one hundred to two hun-
dred miles in width. Schiaparelli's dis-

covery of the canals was confirmed by a

number of observers, including Perrotin

and Thollon at Nice, the late Prof. Lowell,

who observed the planet continually under
excellent atmospheric conditions at Flag-

staff. Arizona, from 1894 to the date of

his death in 1916, and Prof W. H. Picker-

ing of the Harvard College Observatory,
who started observations of the planet in

, 1890 and is now observing it at Jamaica
under atmospheric conditions as fine as are

to be found at the Lowell Observatory at

Flagstaff. Prof. Lowell's observations of

Mars are being continued at this observa-
tory under the able directorship of Dr. V.
M. Slipher, who was Prof. Lowell's assist-

ant for many years. There are, however,
many skilful observers who have been un-
able to see the canals, tho they have been
aided by the largest reflectors and refrac-

tors in the country. Such observers include
Barnard, with the 40-inch Yerkes refrac-

tor; Hale, with the 60-inch Mt. Wilson re-

flector, and Prof W. W. Campbell and
other observers at the Lick Observatory.
All these observers see a great variety of
other surface marking, however. The canals
of Mars are as much the subject of dis-

cussion and controversy to-day as they
were twenty-five years ago and the reality

of the canal system is still denied by certain
astronomers.
The discovery, made by Lowell and a

number of other observers, that the canals
traversed the maria or seas as well as the
desert tracts and also the variety of shade
and detail visible in these dark green or
greenish-grey regions, led to the gradual
abandonment of the early belief that they
were bodies of water. They are now be-
lieved to be marshy tracts of vegetation
that are watered by the melting of the polar
caps during the spring and summer sea-
sons. A dark blue line is always observable
on the border of the melting polar cap and
since this dark line is not to be seen ex-
cept when the polar cap is decreasing in
size, or melting, it seems to prove conclu-
sively that the Martian polar cap is similar
to the terrestrial polar cap and consists of
snow and ice. Moreover, the melting of the
cap is attended by a decided darkening of
the canal system and the greenish regions
due, one would naturally assume, to the
quickening of vegetations with the advent
of spring.

The theory held by the late Prof. Lowell,
that the canals are strips of vegetation bor-
dering water-ways or irrigation ditches,
built by intelligent beings to conserve the
water supply of the planet, which is believed

(Continued on page 428)

IS

Nine Different Telescopic Views of the Planet Mars Taken With the Yerkes 40-Inch Refracting Telescope at Short Intervals. A Slight
Shift of the Martian Configuration Will be Noted Due to the Rotation of Mars on Its Axis. The Brilliant White Spot at the Top is the South

Polar Snow-Cap and It Is Summer in the Southern Hemisphere of Mars.
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The Gyro -Electric Destroyer

ALTHO the Electrical Experimenter
has only been out for the past ten

days, as we go to press with this

^article, and altho the September is-

sue of this magazine is not as yet

in the hands of most of the readers, I feel

rather encouraged at the result of my last

month's article. In that issue, as will be

remembered, I took the advice of several

readers who suggested that I

build a model of the Gyro-Elec-

tric destroyer, the latter to be

turned over to our Government.
The funds were to be supplied

by "Experimenter" readers*

The magazine was hardly out

in New York before many people

whom I had never seen before

began pouring into my office

with their dollar bills and signed

blanks. All were enthusiastic

and earnest about the idea, all

glad to be permitted to "do their

bit" and to "wipe the Hun artil-

lery from the face of the map,"
as one elderly gentleman put it

when shaking hands with me and
wishing luck to the enterprise.

Then remittances began to

pour in, in amounts from $10.00

downward, and while the

amounts so far received are rel-

atively small, due to the fact that

the magazine at this time of

writing is hardly in the hands of

5% of our readers, all signs

point to the actual building of
the Gyro-Electric Destroyer.

In the November issue will be
printed the first list of readers
who subscribed to the funds, as

well as the total amount col-

lected up to that date. All
amounts received up to Septem-
ber 23rd (the closing date for

the November issue) will be
found in the next issue.

This month I will content my-
self to print a few extracts from
the letters of enthusiastic con-
tributors to the Gyro-Electric
Destroyer Fund. Here they are

:

HERE IS REAL FAITH.

"Enclosed find my dollar, that one I
have been saving toward my subscrip-
tion to the E. E., but I have confidence
enough in myself to believe I can have
a few more by the time it expires. I

am studying electricity and it takes
about all I can get to buy books and

"Hope
same."

EVERY LITTLE HELPS.

"
. . . I am a regular

E. E. reader and have
watched the development of
the idea from the start. I

also have failh in it and
therefore my support, altho

it may be small, will help if all of the

readers are as faithful and patriotic.

Wishing you success in the matter, I

remain"
Yours truly,

R. H. Reitz,

Trevorton, Pa.

The Gyro-Electric Destroyer, a 45-Foot Monster, Built of Steel
and Running at High Speed, Due to Its Large Circumference,
Easily Rides Over Shell Holes and Trenches and Other Formidable
Obstacles. Its Use Is Mainly to Harass and Put Out of Action
Enemy Artillery by Either Grinding It Into the Ground or Other-
wise Bomb the Artillerists With Their Guns Out of Their Posi-
tions. Experimenter Readers Are Going to Build a Model of
This Machine to Be Turned Over to "Uncle Sam." The Above
Illustration Shows the Front Cover Illustration of the Largest
French Scientific Monthly Featuring This American Destroyer.

WE TOO HOPE!

II the other 'Bugs' do the

Theodore Collins
Kewamia, Ind.

"1 HAVE FAITH.

/ have read 'Modern Elec-
trics' and the Electrical
Experimenter ever since
they first started. I have
faith in your Gyro-Electric-
Destroyer. Go to it and if
more money is needed I can
help a little at least."

Yours for success,
F. A. Barber,

Manager of Service Depart-
ment, Bosworth, De Frenes
& Felton, Master Cinema-
tographers, Wilkesbarre, Pa.

"ASTOUNDINGLY INTERESTING."
" ... In my estimation

it is an 'astoundingly excel-
lent' idea, and you have my
best wishes for its early
completion."

Yours,
Walter E. Hoagland,

c/o M. L. W. P. Co.,

Mays Landing, N. J.

GOOD LUCK—AND A PS.
"... Good luck to the

'£. E.' and to the Gyro-Elec-
tric Destroyer, and to you
and to your organization.
P. S. I may comes across
with another dollar for the
'G. E. D.' in a few days."

A. L. Terry,
1422 Hurt Bldg.,
Atlanta, Ga.

things that I need in my lab; but if

you need another dollar let me know
so I can help wipe the Huns off the

globe. I have faith in the Gyro-E-D."

T. D. Cooper,

Winterville, N. C.

"IT IS MY DUTY."
"I am not sending you this

dollar because I want my
name published in your mag-
azine. I am sending it to
you because it is my duty as
an American citizen under
the protection of the Stars
and

_
Stripes. Thanking the

originator of the idea and
yourselves, I remain"

Yours,
Ferdinand L. Westheimer,

3707 Washington Ave.,
Avondale, Cincinnati, Ohio.

As a sign of the times, and merely to
show what others think of the Gyro-
Electric Destroyer, we reprint herewith
the cover illustration of the famous French
monthly La Science et la Vie (Science and

SHORT AND TO THE
POINT.

"Make it as

soon as you can
and give 'em
h-l."
Marshall C.

Howenstein,
602 N. Main St.,

Goshen, Ind.

•See February, 1918,
and September, 1918,
issues concerning the
Gyro-Electric Destroyer
and how to help win
the war with it.

Editor Electrical Experimenter:

I enclose herewith $ as my contribution towards building a model
of your Gyro-Electric-Destroyer.
You are to build as large a model as the funds will permit and the money is

to be used for the sole purpose of building this war machine. You agree to publish
an exact account of all funds spent and all contributions are to be acknowledged
thru the columns of the Electrical Experimenter.

You pledge yourself to construct the machine as quickly as possible and you
will turn it over to the U. S. Government immediately upon its completion.

Name.

Address

.

Science et la Vie
is the greatest and
most widely read
French popular sci-

entific monthly. It

is a really great pub-
lication, the current
issue, for instance,
numbering 192
pages. They choose
for their cover il-

lustration, which is

printed in four col-
ors, the Gyro-Elec-
(Cont. on page 389)
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Autumnal Uses of the Electric Fan

HERE are the latest directions for

drying fruits and vegetables be-

fore an electric fan

:

All the vegetables must be thoro-

ly washed and dried and in the case

of root vegetables pared thinly, then sliced

By Grace T. Hadley

the woman-folks while they labor over
the annual canning job.

As a symptom of the recent rapid develop-
ment of Japan's commercial interests in

Shanghai, Japanese lighting companies are
now supplying a large proportion of the

(Perhaps the cat's hair was scared stiff!

Ed.)

The chief inventions used in the present

war as distinguished from the Napoleonic
wars are : Steamship, submarine, aircraft,

high-power guns, smokeless powder, breech-

Put the Electric Fan to Work—Make It Dry the Dishes For You— Now is the Time to Dry Those Apples, and Many Other Fruits—Let
Madame. The Draft of Air Will Evaporate the Water Almost the Electric Fan Expedite the Work For You. The Cost is Very

Instantly. Small.

as thin as possible and placed on cheese
cloth over racks. Then start the fan. Have
it at an angle of about 30 degrees so there
may be a slightly upward current of air thru
the racks.

Vegetables such as turnips, carrots, etc.,

if allowed to stand for about ten minutes
(after slicing) in a 4 per cent, water solu-

tion (1 teaspoonful salt in 1 qt. water) will

not discolor in the drying process.
Corn should be put into boiling water

for—'from five to ten minutes to set the
milk before the cutting from the cob ; then
spread the cut corn upon the cheesecloth.
Green vegetables such as string beans and

wax beans should be blanched in hot water,
for from five to ten minutes before drying.

Fruits such as berries are merely thoroly
washed then placed on racks to dry. These
will take a little longer to dry because of
the somewhat higher water content.

Berries are dried enough if they do not
stain the fingers when prest.

Other fruits and vegetables should
have a pliable, leathery appearance
when dry and should not be dried so

long that they become brittle.

It is best not to pack and seal the
dried products for several days, but
keep them in open trays or pans
covered with a clean cloth. If the

products appear to be too moist they
should be returned to the drying
racks for a short time. Ability to

judge accurately as to when fruit

has reached the proper condition for
removal from the drier can be gained
only by experience. It should be so
dry that it is impossible to press
water out of the freshly cut ends of
the pieces, yet not so dry that it will

snap or crackle.

Two other practical uses for the
electric fan in hot weather are il-

lustrated herewith—the first, that of
drying dishes by blowing a breeze
over them and the second, cooling

electric lamps for the city which were for-

merly imported chiefly from the General
Electric Company in America. The fact is

pointed out in the report of the Japanese
consul-general at that point.

loading guns, rapid-fire gun, revolver, auto-
matic pistol, telephone, wireless telegraphy,
automobile, poisonous gas. Yes, and Ger-
man "Peace-Offensives!"

Splicing links and a unit made of a non-
conducting material have been invented for

insertion in electric light chains to insure
that they are insulated.

AN ELECTRIFIED CAT.
A cat has been in the habit of sleeping on

a rubber mat under a dynamo in Cleveland's
power house, runs the yarn in a Cleveland
paper. Somebody removed the mat and
the cat slept on an iron plate. It didn't

seem to hurt the cat, but her fur became
so charged with electricity that ever since
it has stood stiff on end like bristles of a

hairbrush.

THRU

Canning is An Unpleasant Job at Best—Especially In Small
Kitchens. For One-half Cent An Hour An Electric Fan

Will Keep You Cool.

AIR MAIL PILOTS GO
THUNDER STORMS.

The air mail pilot is solving the prob-
lem of flying in all sorts of weather. Prior
to the establishment of the Air Mail Ser-
vice it was regarded as impracticable to

make flights with airplanes during severe
storms.
The practise of this daily service has

shown that the mail can be carried thru
the air in the teeth of a storm.
On three or four occasions the air mail

pilots have encountered severe thunder and
lightning, wind, hail, and rain without be-
ing stopt in their flight. No flight at-

tempted in a storm has yet failed.

Recently Lieut. Stephen Bonsai from
Philadelphia to Washington ran into

a violent thunderstorm at Laurel,
Md., at an altitude of 5,000 feet and
proceeded on his way to the landing
field in Washington without inter-

ruption. It was impossible to distin-

guish any landmarks in such torrents
of rain. When he descended to a
lower altitude for observation he
was near the wireless towers at

Radio, Va. To observers he ap-
peared to drop out of the clouds
from nowhere at an angle of 45° to

a height of about 300 feet when he
leveled the plane and made a perfect
landing at Potomac Park in the
midst of a torrent of rain. The
plane arrived on schedule time, not
being delayed by the storm. The
propeller was slightly damaged by
the pelting rain.

Lieut. Bonsai was not assisted by
radio guide but depended entirely up-
on his compass and his judgment
from familiarity with the route.
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Experimental Physics
By JOHN J. FURIA, A. B., M. A., (Columbia University)

LESSON SIXTEEN

The Principle of the Electro- Magnet and How It Is Applied to the
Electric Bell. The Electro- Magnet Comprises a Soft Iron Core

Surrounded with Coils of Wire, Thru Which a Current Passes.

Experiment with Three-Way Switching in Lighting Circuit—Moving
Switches to Alternate Position Lights Lamp. Fig. 86-B—Experiment

of Moving a Coil In a Magnetic Field to Produce an E.M.F.

CURRENT ELECTRICITY (concluded)
EXPERIMENT 93

INSERT a piece of soft iron in the helix

shown in Lesson 15, and allow the cur-

rent to pass thru the helix. On testing

the strength of the poles now (by bring-

ing the helix near a compass or by
picking up iron filings) we find a great in-

crease in the magnetism. The iron core
which was inserted has been magnetized
by induction just as if it had been placed
in the field of a permanent magnet ; and
now we have added to the magnetism of
the helix the magnetism of the core, which
accounts for the increase in strength. A
helix with a core is called an electro-mag-
net, the commercial form being usually in

horse-shoe form (see figure 84-A) in order
to double the strength of the magnet.
Figure 84-B shows the arrangement of the

lines of force thru an electro-magnet m,
and its armature a (piece of soft iron thru
which the lines of force pass). The
strength of an electro-magnet depends upon
the ampere-turns (product of the amperes
or amount of current, times the number of
turns of wire in the helix). The importance
of the electro-magnet in modern electricity

cannot be over-estimated. One has but to

recall its use in the bell, current measuring
instruments, motor, dynamo, telephone,
telegraph, induction coil, and an indefinite

number of devices.

Experiment 94—The electric bell illus-

trates the use of the electro-magnet to pro-
duce an intermittent action. The construc-
tion is simple (see figure 85) ; c and f are
binding posts, d a screw with platinum
point, e a flat piece of spring steel, fastened
to binding post g, and to a hammer con-
sisting of hairpin with ball-bearing soldered
to the end, j is gong, and k an electro-

magnet consisting of two spools wound
with magnet wire, two screws for cores and
iron nail connecting the cores.

On closing the switch b (equivalent to
pushing the button) current flows from bat-
tery to binding post f, from / thru connect-
ing wire to the magnet, from the magnet
to the binding post g, from g thru the
spring steel to screw d and thence out thru
binding post c. The passing of the current

causes k to become magnetized, and k draws
the spring steel toward it, thereby breaking
the contact at the screw d. This causes the
current to stop flowing; the magnet loses

its magnetism and the spring of the steel

causes it to snap back to the screw which
closes the circuit again, making the current
flow thru the magnet once more. These
operations are repeated over and over again
as long as switch b remains closed. Hence
the hammer is alternately drawn to and
pulled away from the gong, and the bell

"rings".

Experiment 95—Cut in half a lead pencil

having a large size lead. Shave off the
wood from the lead ; connect the leads thru
a battery of about thirty volts, and separate
the leads about an eighth of an inch. An
arc will be formed similar to that of the
commercial arc lamp, but of course not as
bright. After a few minutes cut off the
current and examine the leads. One will

be found to be concave and the other con-
vex. The concave is the positive and the
convex the negative. (The polarity can be
determined as suggested in Lesson 15).
This is just as you might have expected;
for the current is going from + to — has
carried some of the carbon with it and
deposited it on the other electrode. Try
bringing the leads as close together as pos-
sible without their touching. No arc will

be formed unless the leads are first touched
together. If the leads are not touched to-

gether the resistance of the air prevents
electricity of such low voltage from passing
thru the gap however small it may be. But
when the leads are first touched together
and then drawn apart (the heat of the cur-
rent while the leads are in contact vapor-
ises the leads and fills the gap with carbon
particles which offer but slight resistance to

the passage of the current) ; the current
now passes thru the gap and the hot parti-

cles glow. Using regular commercial car-
bons and the proper voltage (50 volts) an
arc of great brilliancy is obtained. In the
more up to date forms the carbons are im-
pregnated with lime, magnesia, silica, or
other minerals which give off a very bril-

liant light when heated to incandescence.

Figure 86-A, shows a three wire "hook-

up" for controlling current from two dif-
ferent points. This hook-up is extensively
used where it is desired to control a stair-

way light from each of two floors, ab and
cd are single pole double throw switches
(or the two button type). The middle wire
is used as the neutral, and connections are
made to the outside wires. If b and d are
closed, the circuit is closed and current
passes^ thru the lamp L. If person at the
left wishes to extinguish the light he opens
b and closes a—b and c now both being
open, the circuit is open. The person at the
right can open or close the circuit by simi-
larly manipulating the switch dc. (The
reader should try all possible combinations
of the switches ab and cd and trace out the
various paths of the current.)

Experiment 96—No doubt Oersted's dis-
covery of the magnetic effect accompany-
ing an electric current thru a conductor led
to Sturgeon's discovery of the electro-
magnet in 1825, six years later. Sturgeon's
discovery in turn attracted the attention of
physicists the world over, to the production
of an electric current by means of a mag-
net (the electro-magnet being so much
more powerful than the ordinary magnet).
The year 1831 marked the beginning of
modern electricity when Joseph Henry in

America and Michael Faraday in Great
Britain discovered independently and sim-
ultaneously the dynamo principle. Now
electricity on a commercial scale for the
production of light heat and power was
possible. The principle is simple and can
be easily understood without recourse to
the intricacies of the modern dynamo.
Wind a coil of about 500 turns of number
22 copper wire, with a diameter of about
two inches. Connect this coil with a gal-

vanometer or other current detecting de-
vice. A simple galvanometer can be made
by suspending a coil of about 200 turns of
number 30 copper wire between the poles
of a horseshoe magnet. (See figure 86 B.)
Thrust the coil c down over the S-pole of
the magnet. The deflection of the needle
P of the galvanometer will indicate that a
current is passing thru the coil. If, how-

(Continued on page 427)

Experiment to Demonstrate the Principle of the Electric Motor, An Interesting Experiment In Electro- Magnetic Induction, Fig. 88-A
Showing That When an Electric Current Is Past Thru a Conductor At Right, the Component Parts of an Induction Coll, Fitted with

in a Magnetic Field, a Motion of the Conductor Results. Primary Condenser for Producing Sparks.
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New Developments in Telephotography
By LeROY J. LEISHMAN.

IN
this, my second article on picture

telegraphy to appear in the Electrical
Experimenter, I shall explain another

of my systems. This method reduces

gravity, friction and inertia to a mini-

mum and makes use of a new and very

superior type of synchronizer. This system

was frequently referred to in my previous

article. See the December, 1917, issue of

this journal.

Readers of the Electrical Experimenter
are, no doubt, familiar with the cylinder

phonograph arrangement for covering all

parts of the picture in the same succession,

and with the necessity for perfect synchron-

ism to prevent distortion. A familiarity

with these essentials will be taken for

granted, and only the means for accom-
plishing the latter will be explained.

Let us first consider the sending of the

picture. It is well known that selenium has

the peculiar property of changing its elec-

trical conductivity according to the inten-

sity of light to which it is exposed. Selen-

ium is therefore particularly adapted to

form the "eye" that translates light and
shade into corresponding intensities of an
electrical current. Dr. Korn makes use of

selenium in this regard, but in a way that

differs considerably to my method. I have
endeavored to make it unnecessary to have
the sending cylinder in a dark box, and in

so doing have also eliminated the necessity

of using a film. A small selenium cell is

placed in the back of a deep and compara-
tively large dark box. Lenses are arranged
in front of the dark box and brought as

close as possible to the sending cylinder.

The purpose of this arrangement is to have
only a very minute portion of the cylinder

focused upon the cell. The picture to be
transmitted is wrapt around the cylinder.

On both sides of the dark box, very strong
lights are placed to illuminate the picture.

The cylinder has a threaded shaft, so that it

advances as it revolves. This permits every
part of the picture to be focused in turn
upon the selenium cell, which varies the
current according to the intensity of the

reflected light. In this manner the picture

is transmitted.
The receiving is equally novel. Light is

not subject to the law of gravity and has no
friction and no inertia. The electro-mag-
nets at the receiving station therefore act

directly upon a magnetically affected ac-

tinic ray. This beam of light may be polar-
ized, a cathode ray, or, in fact, any ray
upon which magnetism will exert its in-

fluence.

I shall first explain the polarized light

arrangement for receiving. Unlike the
sending cylinder, the receiving drum is in-

closed in a dark box, close to the aperture
of which is located an analyser thru which
all light entering the box must pass.

The light is polarized by Nicol prisms in

line with the aperture of the dark box and
the analyzer. Between these is placed an
electro-magnet, thru the core of which the
light passes. This apparatus may be ad-
justed to produce either a positive or a
negative by arranging the prisms so that

no light enters the dark box excepting when
the magnet is energized, or vice versa,

when it is not energized. The amount ro-

tates in the plane of polarization. If a
film is placed on the receiving drum and
the magnet connected in series with the

sending machine, very good pictures are
obtained when the cylinders revolve in syn-
chronism.

A cathode ray may be diverted from its

path by a magnet, and the same thing is

true of many other rays. Quite a variety of

optical effects may be produced in a mag-
netic field, many of which lend themselves
to the uses of telephotography because the

effect of gravity and friction is not felt,

and the inertia is nil compared with me-
chanical ways of receiving. In a rough
manner, these rays may be used by causing
them ordinarily to pass over an electro-

magnet thru the aperture of the dark box;

and when the magnet is energized, the ray
is either bent entirely away from the aper-
ture or its effect materially lessened.

Of course, there is a little inertia in the
selenium cell even tho connected with a
Wheatstone bridge, and also in the magnet
that controls the beam of light at the re-

ceiving end ; but the further we get away
from purely mechanical telephotography and
the more nearly we approach the actual
connections between light and electricity,

the greater the speed.
But in justice to the mechanical schemes

for telegraphing pictures, let it be said that

they work as fast as the lag in several hun-
dred miles of wire will permit them.
Without synchronism, telephotography

would be impossible. In my previous arti-

cle, I explained a manually controlled syn-
chronizer, and made reference to an auto-

matic system. In connection with this

system, I have arranged automatic starting

and stopping features.

When the machines are not in operation,

the starting relay on the receiver is con-
nected direct to the binding posts, to which

are attached the wires from the sending
machines. The arm of this relay is held

by gravity against a contact to effect this

connection. The arm is then inclined about
15 degrees from the perpendicular. When
the sending machine starts, the first impulse
causes this relay to pull its arm against a

different contact, against which it is also

held by gravity, as the position is 15 de-

grees the other side of the perpendicular.

This breaks the relay connection and starts

the motor which operates the machine.
An important part of the synchronizer is

(Continued on page 414)
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This Diagram Shows the Electrical Connections and Arrangement of the Various Appa-
ratus In Mr. Leishman's Newest Telephotographic Instrument, Intended For Transmitting
Pictures Over Telephone or Telegraph Wires. Among Other Interesting Departures the
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Original Valves Used by Dr. J.A. Fleming
PROFESSOR J. A. FLEMING in 1904

was the first to apply the phenomena
of thermionics to the rectification of

alternating electric currents, whether of
high or low frequency.* The device which
he made to effect this may take one of sev-

The space between the cold and hot elec-

trodes, therefore, possesses unilateral con-
ductivity, and the arrangement acts as an
"electrical valve", passing electric currents
in one direction but not in the opposite
direction. Fleming next found that this

Historic Oscillation Valves Used by Dr. J. A. Fleming, F.R.S., In 1904.

eral forms, some of the original ones of

which are shown in the photograph here-
with. It consists of an ordinary carbon
filament incandescent lamp provided with a
separate insulated electrode, in the shape of
a flat or cylindrical metal plate, or another
carbon filament, sealed into the bulb. When
the carbon filament is rendered incandescent
by a source of electric current it will be
found that a single cell will pass a current
thru the vacuous space between the insu-

lated electrode and the hot filament pro-
vided that the negative pole of the cell is

connected to the negative side of the fila-

ment. If the connections of the cell are
reversed, practically no current passes, the
small amount of current obtained being due
to positive ions formed from the residual

gas in the bulb. This is what we should
expect from the fact that the hot filament

is emitting negatively charged particles, and
in order to draw these across the gas space
to the cold electrode the latter must be
raised to a positive potential with respect

to some portion of the incandescent fila-

ment.

•See British Patent 24,850—1904.

device could be used, on this principle, to

convert either audio or radio frequency
electric oscillations into unidirectional cur-
rents, which may then be detected by
means of an ordinary galvanometer.
Fleming found later that greatly im-

proved results were obtained when the

valve was constructed with a tungsten fila-

ment and an insulated copper cylinder sur-
rounding it. This is due to the fact that

the tungsten can be raised to a much higher
temperature than carbon without volatilisa-

tion and gives a much greater electronic

emission, and this type of thermionic valve
is almost universally constructed at the
present time with either a tantalum or
tungsten filament.

The next step in the evolution of the
thermionic valve was made by Dr. Lee de
Forest and consisted in the introduction of
a third electrode into the evacuated bulb.

Lee de Forest had been working on the
simple rectifying valve containing a metal
or carbon filament and one insulated elec-

trode (already described) at practically the
same time as Fleming, and his results were
first described in a paper before the Ameri-
can Institute of Electrical Engineers in

October, 1906. Considerable controversy
has since then ensued as to the relative
priority of the inventions of the Fleming
valve and the "Audion", the name assigned
to the valve by de Forest ; but this has now
been settled in favor of Fleming for the
original valve, Lee de Forest having the
credit of introducing another insulated elec-
trode into the bulb, thereby transforming it

from a rectifying valve into a kind of gas
relay, having an amplifying effect on the
received oscillations.

—

Photo courtesy Wire-
less World.

AN UNUSUAL TYPE OF ELEC-
TRON RELAY.

The hot filament rectifier or electron re-
lay illustrated herewith is of rather unusual
type, being encased in a perforated alumi-
num jacket, made from an individual egg
boiler.

The advantage of the construction shown
lies for the most part in the decrease of
filament current required, due to the heat
being retained by the metal covering.

Three connections are made to the in-

side of the bulb and the fourth to the out-
side shell.—/?. U. Clark, 3rd.

Novel Electron Relay Encased In an Alu-
minum Egg Boiler Which Acts as a Heat
Jacket, with a Reduction In the Filament

Current Required.
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New Developments in Radio Apparatus
THE type of radio frequency Hot-

Wire Meter shown in Fig. 1 is of

extremely low resistance and is de-

signed to operate at a low tempera-

ture, thereby allowing a heavy over-

load without burning out as well as keep-

ing the case from heating up. This low
resistance insures a minimum of losses in

the circuit. It is made in two models,

With This "Vernier Condenser" Shunted Across Any
Standard Variable Condenser a Finely Graduated Capacity
Is Attainable. This Instrument Makes a Laboratory Con-

denser of Any Variable Capacity. Fig. 3.

flush and full case type, measuring 3 inches

in diameter. The meter is contained in a

portable aluminum case suitable for lab-

oratory uses. The expansion strip is of

thin platinum and defies oxidation which
gradually changes the readings of most
instruments of this type. The steel shaft

is supported by saffire bearings and a zero
adjusting button on the front of the in-

strument allows instant calibrating of the

pointer. The range of the meter varies

from to 10 amperes. It is finished in

satin black and all of the parts and move-
ments are interchangeable.

The new radio frequency Decade Bridge
(Fig. 2) is made up of resistances in suit-

able arrangement for bridge measurements
adapted to the measuring of inductance,
capacity and resistance at high frequen-
cies, using a sine wave generator or oscil-

lating vacuum tube, as well as to D. C.
measurements. Its operation is identical
to the Wheatstone bridge. In measuring
capacity and inductance on this bridge, one
arm of the bridge compensates for the

resistance of the capacity or inductance

under measurement as compared to that

of the standard, thus giving an indication

of the resistance as well as the capacity

and inductance at the particular frequency
employed. The bridge is mounted
in a compact and convenient cabi-

net and arranged to eliminate

losses at high frequencies. This
bridge is accurate up
to 1,500,000 cycles.

Fig. 3 illustrates the

latest development in

the form of a Vernier
Condenser, which has

been designed and
adapted to give a

closer variation of
condenser capacities

when shunted across
the leads of any
standard condenser.
The two crescent
shaped metal plates

are made movable in

two ways ; they can
be brought closer to-

gether or spaced fur-
ther apart and they

move in the same plane as the ordinary
condenser plates in a variable rotary type.

The long hard rubber handle minimizes
body capacity to a practically nil degree,
due to the nearly perfect insulation afforded
by it.

The Telephone Transformer (Fig. 4)
is designed to give a large field of vari-

able inductance values and that represents
its advantage over the old type of open-
core telephone induction coil or Audion
transformer now in use. It is substantial-
ly constructed and will stand rough usage.
The eight binding posts on the front hard
rubber panel make it very simple to connect
into a circuit for any desired inductance
ratio very readily. Photos courtesy Gen-
eral Radio Co.

PIPING UNDER SAYVILLE WIRE-
LESS.

A Mineola contractor in the use of his

steam traction trench digger has just com-
pleted an extensive underground piping

New Radi
uring

o Frequency Decade Bridge Suitable for Meas-
Inductance, Capacity and Resistance. Fig. 2.

system at the Sayville Wireless Station,

which adds to the efficiency of this huge
wireless plant, now such an important fac-

tor with the United States Government.

THE GYRO-ELECTRIC
DESTROYER.

{Continued from page 384)
trie Destroyer, presumably because the
French scientific editors thought the ma-
chine feasible. The copy featuring the ma-
chine is the July 1918 issue and reached New
York just as the September issue of the
Experimenter had gone to press.

If the French scientists have faith in the
Gyro-Electric Destroyer—and they surely
ought to know— Experimenter readers
should back up an America idea for all

that it is worth. I firmly believe that the
machine is thoroly practical and feasible.

And I am just as certain that if we had
twenty of these machines in France just
now with which to grind the Hun artillery

into the ground, or by blowing it to pieces,

the war would be ended much sooner. De-
prive the Huns of their guns, and we will

have them back to the Rhine in no time.
This is a machine war—let's have the best
machine. In the meanwhile— if you share
this view with me—you might sign the sub-
scription blank.

H. Gernsback.

U. S. SHIPS HEAR "HUN" RADIO
TO U-BOATS.

Wireless operators on American and
other ships crossing the Atlantic at night

frequently "pick up" orders being sent by
the German Admiralty to submarines at

sea. The messages are in code, of course,

and the submarines never acknowledge re-

ceipt of the orders, because if they did

some warship of the enemy might get a

clew a,s to the location of one or more of

the undersea boats.

These messages to the submarines are

from Nauen, a small town near Spandau,
where Germany has its great wireless sta-

tion. Electrical waves produced there will

reach some 6,000 miles.

Nine towers arc in use, the highest be-

ing 850 feet. Last year Nauen sent to

the outside world almost $2,500,000 for the

German government.

Telephone Transformer for Linking Up Au-
dion Circuits, and Permitting of Various
Ratios Between Primary and Secondary

Being Readily Obtained. Fig. 4.

Using a modified wireless receiving in- Recent Design of Hot-Wire Ammeter. Cali-

strument, a French scientist has been able brated for Radio Frequency Measurements.
.„ j . . it,.,_j i„ 4.u mr\ It Possesses an Extreme y Low Resistance,
to detect thunder storms more than 300 a

l

Much DeS ired Quality In All Such instrul
miles distant. ments. Fig. 1.
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The Revolving Mirror and Spark Discharges
By PROF. LINDLEY PYLE, Professor of Physics, Washington University

IT
is a matter of historic interest, espe-

cially to wireless enthusiasts, that an
American physicist, Joseph Henry, first

secured, in 1842, indirect experimental
evidence of the oscillatory discharge of

a Leyden jar; that Lord Kelvin, in 1855,

made the mathematical prediction that the

Relative Position of Rotating Mirror "M" and
Photographic Plate "P"; Spark at "S."

time elapsing during an oscillation is given

by the now familiar equation, T = 2 tt

"V LC; that Feddersen, in 1857, obtained di-

rect experimental evidence of the oscilla-

tions by examining the spark in a rotating

mirror; and that Hertz, in 1887, showed
experimentally that

there is an accom-
panying electro-

magnetic wave
propagated outward
into space, thereby
explaining certain
puzzling experi-
ments performed by
earlier experiment-
ers, and inaugurat-
ing the marvelous
development of
wireless telegraphy.
The amateur elec-

trical experimenter may easily repeat Fed-
dersen's classic experiment and measure to
his own intense satisfaction the number
of to and fro surgings per second in the
discharge of a condenser thru an induct-
ance and low resistance. This number is,

of course, the number of waves thrown
off into space per second. Since in one
second the wave motion travels out into
space 186,000 miles, the wave length in

miles is immediately found by dividing
186,000 by the rate per second at which
the waves are produced.
Figure 1 shows the arrangement of the

required apparatus. A small transformer,
T, is used to charge a capacity (condenser),
C, arranged so that discharges take place
thru the inductance, L, across the spark
gap, S. The spark gap device consists of
two zinc rods thrust thru holes bored in

the sides of a wooden box, the box com-
pletely enclosing the spark except on one
side where a hole is cut (see dotted out-
line of box in Fig. 1). The box may be
about six inches along its edges and the
gap should be about one-eighth of an inch
long. Light from the spark passes out
thru the hole in the box, thence thru a
lens, I, to a piece of good plate-glass mir-
ror, m, from which it is reflected back

thru the lens to a focus on a photographic
plate at P. The mirror is fastened upon
the projecting shaft of a small high-speed
motor in the manner indicated in Fig. 2.

(In fact, there are two mirrors.) Refer-
ing to figure 2, w is a piece of wood bored
to fit tightly upon the motor shaft ; m and
m are two pieces of good quality plate-

glass mirror fastened securely to the wood
by red sealing wax. The lens should be
bought at an optician's shop. Ask for a

spectacle lens of one diopter focal power,
i.e., one whose focal length is one meter, or
39.4 inches. It should not cost more than
fifty cents when bought with the unfinished

edges. The lens should be held in a sta-

tionary support facing the spark gap at a
distance therefrom of 39.4 inches, with the
motor driven mirrors as close as possible

behind the lens (see Fig. 1). The faces of
the mirrors should be as large as the face

of the lens.

With the spark discharge in action

(switch K closed) and the motor at rest,

one should then be able to obtain a bright

and sharp image of the spark upon a piece

of white paper held at a point P at the side

of, and close to, the spark-enclosing box.
(It will be necessary to shift the position

of the motor armature by hand until the

beam of light reflected from a mirror falls

in the right direction.) Move the armature
slowly by hand and a number of separate
images of spark discharges appear upon the
white paper. Each separate image corre-

sponds to the easily distinguishable separate
crashes of noise coming from the spark gap
and corresponds to the discharge phenome-
non following each charging of the ca-

Fig. 3. Typical Oscillatory Spark Image Photographed With the Revolving Mirror by the
Author.

pacity C. We now proceed to show that

when the armature rotates at high speed
each of these separate patches of light will

itself be found to be broken up into separ-

ate discharges, meaning that the discharg-
ing of the capacity C really consists of a
to and fro surging of electricity across the
spark gap,—each to and fro surging corre-
sponding to an electromagnetic wave
"shaken off" into surrounding space. The
appearance of the discharge is then as re-

produced in Figure 3. It can be seen di-

rectly on the white paper screen when the
motor is at high speed but it is better to

register the effect upon a photographic
plate.

Darken the room or work at night in an
unlighted room. Place a fresh and extra-
rapid photographic plate in the position P,
with the sensitive face pointed toward the
lens. It is most convenient to put the plate
into a regular plate holder, if one be avail-
able, and to draw the slide just previous to
the exposure. Start the motor and when it

has attained its highest speed close the
switch in the primary circuit. Now watch
the face of the exposed photo plate to see
when the light of the spark falls upon it,

—

for it is obvious that only when the spin-
ning mirrors happen to be in a certain posi-

tion will they throw the light to the plate.

Several records may be obtained upon the

same plate provided it be moved slowly
sidewise to avoid having a spark image fall

upon the same part of the plate twice.

It is now plain that the box is placed
around the spark gap so that there may be
no fogging of the plate by stray light while
exposure is being made. Shut off the spark
and the motor, develop and fix the plate,

and, if careful, you will have succeeded in

taking a picture like that illustrated in

figure 3.

The photograph reproduced in figure 3
was obtained by using 6 one-gallon Leyden
jars connected in parallel to give the ca-

pacity C, and 8 turns of a helix of 12 inches

diameter whose turns were one inch apart

furnished the inductance L. In this case

the photo plate was 58.7 inches from the

lens and the motor was revolving at the

rate of 3,764 revolutions per minute as

measured by a speed counter. The speed at

which the spot of light crost the photo
plate may be easily calculated if it be re-

called that when a reflected beam of light

comes from a revolving mirror the beam
turns TWICE as fast as the mirror. (For
example if a looking glass receiving a sun-
beam is turned thru 45° the reflected beam
is turned thru 90°.) In the present case
the beam of light coming from the lens is

turning at the rate of twice 3,764 revolu-

tions per minute, or 125.5 revolutions per
second. Hence that part of the beam at a

distance of 58.7 inches from the lens has a

speed of 2 x 3.1416 x 58.7 x 125.5 = inches

per second, or 46,280 inches per second, or

3,857 feet per second.
In other words,

the spot of light

tru 111 t h e spark

crost the photo

plate at a speed

much greater than

that of a rifle bullet.

Furthermore, care-

ful measurements
on the photograph
showed that there

were 4.83 complete
to and fro electrical

oscillations record-

ed while the image
of the spark made a trail one inch long.

Whence the oscillations were taking place

at the rate of 4.83 x 46,280 per second, or

Construction of Rotating Mirror, Comprising-
a Wooden Block "W," and Two Mirrors *'M"

and "M."

223,500 oscillations per second. The photo-

graph shows that only about 20 oscilla-

tions took place before the energy of this

particular discharge was dissipated, but

meanwhile 20 wireless waves were thrown
(Continued on page 419)
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The Einthoven Galvanometer
By SAMUEL D. COHEN

PART II.

THE next important thing is the tele-

scopic apparatus, 13, 14. The frame
for this is shown in Fig. 18. It is

made from brass, and in this job it

will be necessary to use a lathe and
turn it down very accurately to the diame-
ters given. The lens opening, which is

three-quarters of an inch in diameter, will

have to be bored out in order to produce a

fine job. At the opposite end a three-

eighths inch shank is turned and threaded
with a No. 40 thread, and this is done on
the lathe, as it is very difficult to obtain a
die with this pitch, unless made to order.

A double-concave lens three-quarters of an
inch in diameter is inserted in each tube.

These are firmly held in the seat by means
of a brass washer, made as shown in Fig.

19. A flannel ring with dimensions equal
to the metal washer should be inserted be-
tween the lens and telescope tube. Precau-
tion must be taken in securing the lens.

The lens can be procured at any opticians'

shop at a nominal price. In purchasing the

lens it is advisable to obtain those having
a focal length of two inches, as this is the
proper size for the tube. One of these

tubes is used for viewing, while the second
is used for admitting light to strike the
wire.

The wire or string is one of the most
difficult parts that the constructor will have
to obtain. This is a .002 mm. quartz fiber,

the surface of which is silver-plated. This
may be obtained from manufacturers of

scientific measuring instruments. They are

worth about $5.00 per string. However, if

the amateur finds it difficult in obtaining the

quartz, the writer has found that a No. 50
copper wire will give fairly good results.

The difficulty with this wire is that its tem-
perature coefficient is high in comparison
with the quartz, and it requires constant
adjustment with temperature changes. A
piece of No. 18 wire is soldered to each
end of the fine wires, so as to support it

between the stationary and movable holders
on the instrument. The tension is derived
by turning the top tension knob.
As soon as the constructor has made all

of the required parts, he should carefully
assemble them as indicated in Fig. 4. Great
care should be exercised to see that all parts
fit properly, as the sensitivity of the whole
device depends upon how accurately it is

made. Three binding posts are placed in

the rear of the base, those at the end are
connected to each of the electro-magnets,
while the central post is used to connect
the series terminals of the coils. Two
binding posts are stationed in the front

two holes on the base and these are used to
terminate the ends of the fine quartz or
copper wire. This is

,

done by connecting
one terminal with
the wire support,
while the second is

brought from the
Bakelite insulating

block screw, which
has the lug with the
solid flexible con-
ductor. All of the
wires should be sol-

dered at all termi-
nals so as to avoid
excess resistances, as
the currents travel-

ing thru, the quartz
or copper wire are
extremely minute in

magnitude, and a
slight increase in

contact resistance
would cause a sud-
den drop in ampli-
tude, which would
destroy the desired
effect.

Great care must
be taken in adjust-
ing and the follow-

ohms
meter

and
M.A.

a very sensitive milliampere
A key, K, is inserted in the

fiolier

Photographic
r

apparatus

Deve/oper Fixer

ing points will be found to give excellent

I

Connections For Calibrating String Galvano-
meters, Regulating Resistances, Etc.

*isdrill

\

'Joider

**-—

-

Fig. 15

Hiihr

Fig 19 a

Details of Home-made String Galvanometer Parts.

Radio Receiving Circuit Hooked Up With Einthoven String Galvano-
meter and Photographic Recorder. This System Was Used Commer-

cially By the Federal Telegraph Company.

circuit and the maximum resistance is

inserted at the beginning of the test. Hav-
ing done this, the next thing is to see
whether the string will be displaced when
the current from the battery, Bi, is sent

thru it, and maximum exciting current
traveling thru the electro-magnet. This is

noted by viewing thru one of the tele-

scopes, while the other one is placed in the

path of a strong ray of light and intermit-
tently closing the key with a light tension
on the string. If the string does not de-
flect the trouble lies with the improper
connections of the electro-magnets giving
two like polarites at their pole piece, poor
electrical connections, or an open-circuit.

This should be remedied by carefully trac-

ing out the circuits. The former trouble
can be overcome by testing the polarity of
the pole pieces with the aid of a magnetic
compass. If the trouble lies with the po-
larity, then reverse the leads from one of
the electro-magnets.
To adjust to maximum sensitivity, pro-

ceed as follows : Close the string circuit

key and adjust its resistance controller Ri,

until the milliamperemeter reads nine-hun-
dredths of one milliampere. Then obtain a

projector lens and place it in such a posi-
tion that if a beam of light from an incan-
descent lamp is placed before one of the
telescopic tubes, that the string will be
projected upon a white screen placed one
meter away from the instrument. Adjust

lens so as to obtain a sharp image of
the string on the screen. At the point of
the string image, place thereon a metric
system rule with its millimeter scale facing
the string, and place so that the unit mark
shall accurately coincide with the string

image. Having all this performed, the next
step is to slightly tighten the tension of the
string, and with a minimum excitation cur-
rent in the magnet field, close and open the
key rapidly, and note the amount of de-
flection of the string image on the scale.

In order to. detect when the gal-
vanometer is most sensitive, the string
must be displaced one millimeter on the
scale with the original predetermined cur-

(Continued on page 425)

results in adjusting
the instrument as

found by the author
from actual experi-

ence. First, the in-

strument should be
connected as indi- .

cated in Fig. 20 for

adjustment. The two
coils are connected
in series with a six-

volt storage battery,

B ; an ammeter, A ;

and a variable re-

sistance, R. The
string circuit has its

terminals 2, 2, con-
nected to a variable
high resistance Ri
with a maximum
range of 10,0(K)
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Spectroscopic Methods and Spectra
A SEQUEL TO " HOW TO BUILD A SPECTROSCOPE."

By D. S. BINNINGTON

BEFORE taking up the production of
Spectra, it will be necessary to refer
back to the previous article on this

subject,
—"How to Build a Spec-

troscope," which appeared in the
August issue. The instrument described

Prism box

Set-up of Complete "Spectroscope," Showing
Relative Position of Collimator Tube and Tel-

escope, as well as Source of Light.

will perform a considerable amount of this

work, but if this work is taken up system-
atically, as this kind of work should be, a
few small additions to the instrument al-

ready described will

be found convenient.
The chief of these

is connected with the
observation of the
spectrum, namely the
Telescope. The Spec-
trum can be observed
by placing a reading
glass against the spy-

addition of a telescope to the instrument is

made, the instrument will need to be ad-
justed.

This is done as follows : Place a small
mirror in place of the prism, so that any
light past into the collimator is reflected

into the telescope. Having previously fo-

cust the telescope on some distant object,

place a white light in front of the slit, and
slide the tube containing the slit (either in

or out) till a distinct and clear image of
the slit is seen in the telescope. Both the

collimator and the telescope tubes should
be marked with a line so that the instru-

ment can be placed at these points when
necessary. It should be noticed here that

the collimator should not be moved from
this position, but the telescope will need to

be re-focust for each individual test in

order to make the spectrum distinct and
clear. If these directions have been fol-

lowed carefully the instrument will be
ready for use.

It would not be out of place here now to

consider a little of the theory of the in-

strument, as this, if intelligently studied,

will give the operator much more confid-

ence in himself and a better understanding
of the principles which underly the in-

strument. To do this, it will be necessary
to go back to one of the first principles of

Deep
crimson Red Yellow Green Blue Violet

Note the Two Classe
the "Band-Spectra

hole, which will mag-
nify the spectrum
sufficiently for gen-
eral purposes, but for
thoro work and good
results a small tele-

scope is a decided
improvement This need not be elabor-
ate or expensive and does not need to be
very powerf ul, one magnifying about 5 to 7
diameters and costing about one dollar, is

very satisfactory.

The mounting of this telescope is shown
in Fig. 1. The block of wood is adjusted
so as to bring the lens of the telesc

on a level with the spy-hole, which must be
enlarged sidewise to allow of the telescope
being moved. The telescope is fastened to
this block by means of a strip of tin or
copper, and the end of the telescope placed
just inside the box which covers the prism,
and exactly horizontal with the prism.
The exact angle between the prism and

the collimator and telescope can only be
secured by moving the prism till the maxi-
mum spectrum is obtained. The block to
which the telescope is fixt should be fas-
tened to the base by one screw only, so as
to allow it to be moved sidewise as all the
spectrum cannot be seen at once. If this

Fig. I-A

s of Spectra—the First the "Continuous Spectrum" and the Second
The Latter Comprises Distinct Isolated Bands of Color as Shown.

It will be useful to note here that the red
rays are the heat-carrying rays, while the

violet rays are the rays which produce
chemical action, photography being due to

the violet or Actinic rays.

From the fact that these colors which
make up white light each have a definite

wave length, it can easily be seen that they

are not all refracted alike. This is actually

the case, and can be readily demonstrated
by holding a reading glass outside its focus
on a sheet of white paper. A colored halo
will be seen around the edge. This is due
to the varying refraction of the light, which
is partially split up. When a prism is used
in this fashion, the effect is intensified and
a spectrum results.

SPECTRA are divided into two classes,

(1) Spectra in which the colors form a con-
tinuous blend. This is a CONTINUOUS
SPECTRUM, and is produced by incande-
scent solids such as the particles of carbon
in oil or gas flames, or the filament of
electric light. See Fig. 1-A. (2) Spectra in

which the colors are isolated bands. This is

BAND-SPECTRA, and is produced by an
incandescent VAPOR or gas. In the fol-

lowing material, whenever a white light, or
a continuous spectrum is needed, either gas
(an ordinary burner or Welsbach), oil or
electric light may be used. When a color-

less flame is mention-
ed, a Bunsen burner
is preferable, but an
alcohol lamp with a
clean wick can be
used.

The methods of pro-
ducing spectra : Class
I. Methods in which
gas, alcohol or gaso-
line is used to pro-
duce the s p e c t ra .

Class 2. Methods in

which electricity is

used to produce the
spectra.

—
Continuous
spectrum

Potass/urn

Sodium

Lithium

Optics, which is that light of any descrip-
tion, when passing from a rarer to a denser
medium, does not travel in a straight line

but is bent at an angle out of its path, i. e.,

it is said to be "REFRACTED." This is

easily seen from FIG. 2.

Now, light (by this is meant a primary
>lor) has a definite wave length, by which

is meant the length of the vibration of the
ether which corresponds to the sensation of
a definite color. In this respect, Red has
the shortest wave length, and the other
colors gradually increasing in wave length
till violet is reached, which possesses the
longest wave length of the visible spectrum.
Beyond this, rays of still higher wave
length, invisible to the eye, are known to
exist. These are the ULTRA-VIOLET
RAYS. The same is also true of the red
end of the spectrum, in which waves of still

shorter wave length than the red are known
to exist. These are the INFRA-RED
RAYS.

\ °-~ Sir

\ Glass

4ir \
Fig 2 X.

El

"Refraction"—the Principle of Optics Which
Says That a Light Ray, When Passing from
a Rarer to a Denser Medium, Is Bent out of
Its Path, as When Passing thru Glass or

Water.
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Class 1 being the simplest will be taken

up first. When using this method, how-
ever, it must be borne in mind that only

those metals whose salts can be volatized

at the temperature of the Bunsen flame can

be used for this method. These metals are

Sodium, Potassium, Barium, Strontium and
Calcium, and the rarer metals, Rubidium
and Caesium, and the extremely rare

metals, Thallium, Indium and Gallium.

The wires used in this method are pre-

ferably of platinum, but a pure grade of

iron wire (piano wire) can be used satis-

factorily. If platinum is used, about 2

inches of No. 28 B. & S. gage is sufficient

for each wire, but if iron is used about 3

to 4 inches of a slightly thicker wire should
be used. The wires are mounted as shown
in Fig. 3. A piece of glass tubing about
4 inches long and 3/16" diameter is drawn
out to a jet, which is broken off and the

wire inserted, the glass tube is now heated
around the wire till it fuses onto it. The
other end of the tube is heated in a flame
till it closes. The free end of the wire is

bent into a loop about Y& inch diamter. If

platinum wire is used, two wires will be
sufficient, but if iron is used about six

should be made. Platinum wires are kept
in a small bottle containing chemically pure
hydrochloric acid. The glass handle of the
wire should be pushed thru a hole in the
cork. They are cleaned by first wiping off

any loose matter with a piece of cloth and
then dipt in hydrochloric acid and heated
in the flame. This is repeated till no color
is given to the flame.

If much work is planned, a stand to hold
these wires when in use is desirable. This
can be made easily as follows : Make a base
of wood, about 2 inches square and l/2 inch
thick. Thru the center bore a small hole,
thru which push a stiff pointed piece of
steel wire (a hatpin with the head removed
is just the thing). Then take a cork about
1 inch long, and push it on to the pin so
that it can be moved but fits tightly. Bore
a small hole in it to take the glass handle
of the wire at right angles to the upright
pin. The wire can then be moved up and
down or around, and adjusted and held in
the flame for any required length of time
without any trouble. The finished stand is

shown in Fig. 4.

The Spectrum is taken by this method
as follows : First take a white light, and
place it in front of the slit and about 12
inches away. Observe the spectrum and
gradually move the lamp closer till a point
is found at which the maximum intensity
of spectra is obtained. This distance is

noted and always used in practise. It

would be as well, however, to note that
lamps, burners and electrical methods vary
in intensity of illumination and the writer
would advise determining experimentally
the most effiecient working distance for
each method. When this distance has been

j

r

Fig 4
E£

Stand for Holding Vaporizing Ring In Bunsen
Flame for the Production of Spectra in

Spectroscope.

ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER

obtained, the thoroly cleaned wire is moist-

ened with hydrochloric acid, dipt in the

powdered salt, placed into the holder and

heated in the flame. If much work is being

done, it is advisable to darken the room, as

this is easier on the eye.

When a spectrum is wanted for a con-

siderable length of time, the following pro-

cedure can be adopted :—A small piece of

asbestos wool is placed in a large test tube,

covered with hydrochloric acid, and boiled;

the acid is then decanted off, water added,

shaken up well, the asbestos allowed to set-

tle, and the water decanted off. The as-

bestos is then shaken out onto a piece of

cheese-cloth, squeezed till dry, placed

in the tube again, fresh acid added, and

the process repeated. It should then be
held in a twist of wire and heated in the

flame for about 5 to 10 minutes. If it

colors it at the end of this time, it should

be again washed with acid and water.

When clean it is twisted onto a clean wire

about 5 to 6 inches long.

The material desired for the spectrum is

dissolved in water to make a strong solu-

tion. The asbestos is dipt into this, and

then gently heated till dry, and then again

dipt into the solution and re-dried. Two
drops of hydrochloric acid are dropt onto

it, and it can then be placed into the flame.

The spectrum thus produced will last a

considerable time.

This method has one objection, however,

and that is when the asbestos becomes red

hot, it gives a continuous spectrum, but if

the slit has been made narrow enough this

will not cause any trouble.

Occasionally, a yellow sodium light is re-

quired. This can easiest be made by us-

Loop
G/ass tube

d \
—J

Wire

-

fig. 5 EE

Wire Loop and Handle Used to Volatize

Various Metal Salts in the Bunsen Flame,
for the Production of "Spectra" to be

Studied in the Spectroscope.

ing an alcohol lamp and placing & little salt,

or borax, on the wick. This will give a

yellow light indefinitely.

The best salts to use in taking flame

spectra are the chlorides or chlorates. If

these can not be procured, however, the

available salt is mixt to a thick paste with

hydrochloric acid. This subject, however,

will be treated of more fully further on.

This about covers the field of one method
of spectra-production. The next section to

be taken up is :

—

ELECTRICAL METHODS

Electrical methods can be sub-divided

into into three general classes :

—

(1) Production of spectra of and in

gases.

(2) Production of spectra of liquids or

solutions.

(3) Production of spectra of solids.

Class No. 2 being the one most widely
applied, will be considered first. In this

method the material in the form of a solu-

tion is vaporized in the electric spark.

The apparatus requires an induction coil,

giving not less than Y\ inch spark. Indeed
the larger the spark the better will be the

results obtained. The apparatus is shown
in detail in Fig. 5. The glass cup "A"
should be about 1" diameter and about 3

inches long. Test tubes can be purchased
about 8" x 1", which when treated as be-

low, make two excellent cups. The tube is

cut about 3 inches from the bottom. This
gives one good cup about 3" long and a
piece of tube about 5" long. It is heated in

the flame and worked with a large nail till

393

the bottom is closed. This will eventually

bring it to about the same length as the

other.

Electrical Apparatus for Producing Spectra
of Various Liquids—These are vaporized In

the Electric Spark Provided by a <A Inch
Spark Coll.

Of course as will be seen later on, a

small bottle with its bottom cut off could

be used, but the author would not advise

this as the thickness of the glass will cut

off some of the violet rays, besides distort-

ing the image, while the apparatus made
with a test tube is easier to make and will

give far more satisfactory results.

A hole about Y2 " diameter must now be
made into the bottom of the tube. This is

done as follows :—Plug up the tube with a
cork thru which passes a piece of glass tube
connected to the mouth with a piece of
rubber tubing. Heat about 54" in the cen-

ter of the bottom of the cup with a small

flame, to bright redness, and then blow
strongly into the tube. The bottom will

then blow out. It should be carefully

trimmed with a file till it is flush with the

tube. The edges of this hole should now
be heated in a small mouth-blowpipe flame
till they fuse and assume a smooth ap-
pearance.
The next step requires about 3" of

platinum wire. This can be obtained from
any laboratory supply house. A six-inch

piece of No. 28 B. & S. gage will cost about
75c and will make various pieces of ap-

paratus. No. 32 B. & S. can be used and
comes a little cheaper, but No. 28 is more
satisfactory and will give better service.

The tube "B" is about 5 inches long and
3/16" internal bore. One end has sealed

into it about 1 inch of platinum wire, so

that about Ya" projects into tube. The tube
"C" is the most important part of the ap-
paratus, and the directions should be care-

fully followed. A piece of glass tubing
about Ya" internal diameter is drawn out to

a jet and cut off to about 1 inch over-all

length. The large open end of the tube is

smoothed in the flame, and the jet end is

ground on a piece of moist emery cloth till

it has an aperture not larger than 3/64"

(between 1/32" and 1/16" is correct). The
bottom of this tube is corked with a small
piece of rubber thru which a small hole has
been made. Thru this hole, the platinum
wire (about two inches) is worked, so that

when the rubber stopper is in place, the

platinum wire is just in the end of the jet.

The position of this wire can always be
adjusted by moving the rubber stopper
slightly. About Y* inch or more of wire
should project beyond the lower end of the
cork. The whole arrangement is fastened
into the tube "A" by a cork in the lower
hole. The tube "B" is fastened into the

tube by a large cork, which should have a
slit cut in one side to allow gases to es-

cape. The distance between the spark
(Continued on page 427)
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Ohm's Law and A. G. Circuits
By ARNO A. KLUGE, Instructor in Radio, University of Nebraska

ASUBJECT that is usually rather

hazy in the mind of the practical

electrical man who has never had
„ the opportunity of engineering

training, is the application of Ohm's
law to alternating current circuits. This
may be traced to a total lack of literature of

a concise nature on the matter, for in most

Inductance . LP, (L= inductance in henries)

In the above P represents the reactance
factor of the current applied, being
P = 2 ir n (where n = frequency in cycles)

The difference in the value of these re-

sistances is due to the differing effect which
they have upon the voltage and current of

our power supply. A condenser in the cir-

them, and by use of the formulae attached
the student is enabled to calculate the cur-

rent which will flow in any possible circuit.

It should be borne in mind, however, that

while these formulae will give the actual

value of the current flowing in the circuit,

we cannot then mutiply this amperage by
the imprest E.M.F. and obtain the power

fig I

Phase re/afion of these resistances

Case I Pure resistance

Cose u Pure Capacity

Case m Pure inductance

s

Case jr Inductance ana capacity

Case V Inductance and resistance

in series

-AA/WWWW^

IlLP)
1

ft'

Case H Capacity and resistance

in sertes

E

((//CP/ * R>

Cose IX Capacity ond resistance

in parallel

Cose VII Capacity, resistance, ond
inducfonce in series

(LP-CP)
1

Cose nil Inductonce and res/stdnce

in paro/lel

1-- £ ]/(l/P) ! +H/LP) 2

i • f yicp? +fw

Cose X Capacity ond mductdnce
m poroflel

Case XI Copaaty. mduclorjce. and
resistance in paro/lel

I' [ f('l/f?J* +(Cf-l/iPj'

Here Are the Various Alternating Current Circuits Encountered In Practise. These Combinations Include Different Combinations of
Resistance, Inductance and Capacity, and the Simplified Forms of Ohm's Law Applicable to All of These Circuits Are Here Given.

Cut out These Charts and Paste Them in Your Note-Book.

text-books it is necessary to digest several

chapters of non-essentials before the point

is reached.
In alternating current practise we en-

counter three different kinds of paths or

conductors of the current, and it is the

method of computing their effective resist-

ances in various combinations that this ar-

ticle has to deal with. The first kind is the

simple straight wire, whose resistance, for

low frequencies, at least, depends wholly
upon its length, cross-section, and- material.

It must be clearly understood that this ap-
plies only to currents of audio frequencies,

as from 25 to 500 cycles, since any conduc-
tor at radio frequencies possesses appreci-

able capacity and inductance.

The second and third cases of paths are
the condenser and the inductance coil, de-
signated as capacity and inductance , re-

spectively. Seldom if ever do we find these

cases in a circuit alone, but usually in com-
bination with one or both of the other two.
For example, an inductance coil always has
resistance associated with it, since it is im-
possible to obtain a perfect conductor.
We can then make a table for the equiv-

alent ohmic resistance of each of these

types, from the data we find in text-books,

as follows

:

Type Equivalent Ohmic Resistance
Simple R, (Resistance of conductor)

1

Capacity...
,
(C = capacity in farads)

CP

cuit causes the current to lead the voltage,
while an inductive resistance causes the
current to lag behind the voltage, the maxi-
mum possible limit in either case being 90°,

which represents a zero power factor, or a
watt-less current. This is grafically shown
by Fig. 1.

Applying Ohm's law to the case of a sim-
ple non-inductive resistance, we find that

the current is given by the expression

:

E
I=—

R
with which the reader is already familiar.

This is represented in Case I, see diagrams.
Extending our formula to the case of a

pure capacity, we have
E

(Effective) 1 =
1/CP

= ECP
or, the current which will flow in the circuit

is the product of the voltage applied (volt-
age as measured by an A, C, voltmeter
which gives the "effective value"), times
the capacity (farads), and the reactance
factor P. Case 2 shows this.

And for the case of a pure inductance,'
if such a thing were possible, we would
then have E

LP
as shown by Case 3.

In addition to these simpler ones, cases
4 to 11 illustrate various combinations of

consumption of the circuit in watts. The
latter is wholly dependent upon the power
factor, i.e., the per cent lag or lead of the

current, and it will be necessary to multiply
the product by this factor to obtain the true

wattage consumption of our circuit.

The power factor of an A. C. circuit is

found by dividing the true watts as read off

from a compensated indicating watt-meter
by the apparent watts, which latter term is

the voltage resultant from multiplying the
effective or indicated volts by the effective

or indicated (or calculated) amperes. Some
A. C. installations are fitted with a direct

reading power factor meter.

WOMEN INSTRUCT IN RADIO
WORK.

Miss Baruch, daughter of Bernard
Baruch of Glen Cove, Miss Chanler of

Stony Brook and Miss Perrine of New
York are instructing the men of the air

service at Mitchel Field in radio work.
There are twenty-five other women who
are volunteering their services in instruct-

ing the men in both the English and
French language. Special attention is given
to the men who are not familiar with the
English language, with especial reference
to military terms.

At one period no mail reached the miners
of Spitzbergen for eight months, but they
are now able to get the world's news twice
a day by wireless telegraph.
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The Manipulation of Glass Tubing in the

Experimental Laboratory
By Prof. HERBERT E. METCA.LF

PART [I

IT
is often necessary to fuse a small tube

to a large one or to make other end-to-
end fusions. Fusions are the hardest
part of glass blowing and must be done
carefully in order to produce satisfac-

tory results. Many experimenters heat the

Successive Stages to be Followed In Fus-
ing a Glass "Tee." It Is Made of Two
Pieces of Glass Tubing of Approximately
the Same Sizes. It Looks Hard, But Is
Comparatively Simple When You Once
Master the Trick of Handling Glass.

Read Part I First by all Means.

ends of two pieces of glass in a flame and
then stick them together only to find out
that they will break apart upon the least
provocation. A real fusion, properly done,
will prove as strong as any other portion of
the tubing. Heating the ends and sticking
them together is the first part of the pro-
cess, it is true, but the procedure extends
beyond that. After the ends are stuck to-
gether they must never be allowed to cool.
A cork is stuck in one of the ends and then
a sharp needle-like flame from the blast
lamp is directed at one side at the place
where the two tubes join. This point will
soon become white hot, the glass will run
together and will bend in under the force
of the flame. Removing the flame, blow
very gently into the open end of the tube,
thus bringing back the bent portion into its

proper shape. At this point the glass is

properly fused. This same procedure must
be repeated all around the circumference of
the fusion. When finished all points will
be perfectly fused, with the two ends of
each melted off smoothly one into the other

:

All this time the tube must not be allowed
to cool. Therefore the work must be done
rapidly and the joint must not be laid
down until entirely finished. When the
fusion is completed it must be gradually
cooled in a yellow flame until sooted. It
may then be laid on the asbestos mat to
cool.

MAKING "T'S" AND " Y'S."

T's and Y's are only variations of the

end-to-end fusion process. The principal

difference, however, is in making the hole

in the side of the glass tube, and the order
of procedure in the more complicated
pieces.

To make a hole in the side of a piece of

glass tubing is a simple matter, but to make
a hole of the proper size is much more dif-

ficult. First select the top bar of the "T"
and direct a sharp, very fine needle-pointed

flame at the place where the hole is to be,

see Fig. 5. A cork having been placed in

one end of the tube will enable the manipu-
lator to blow out a small bubble on the side

of the tube at the point which the blow pipe

is heating white hot. Now the size of the

resultant bubble will depend upon the area
which is white hot and also upon the force

with which the bubble is blown out : A few
trials will soon give the knack of obtaining

various sizes of holes. This bubble may
then be broken with a file and the edges
trimmed down, taking extreme care to

leave a small lip to aid in fusion: The
hole is now ready for the fusion. Heat the

edges of the hole until they are sticky;

heat the end of the piece to be fused on
until it also is sticky, then stick them to-

gether with a slight rotary motion, being
sure that no small air leak exists. If a

leak is present it will prevent the effect of
blowing in the tube.

As there are now two open ends, one of
them must be plugged with a cork, leaving
only one to blow into. The needle pointed
flame is again brought into use and the
joint fused by alternately melting in and
blowing out the glass all around the cir-

cumference of the weld. The "T" must
then be sooted thoroly and laid away to

cool.

A few words about this all important
blowing operation which forms a part of
all glass tubing manipulation. It is so im-
portant it must be thoroly understood.
Upon directing the needle-pointed flame on
a portion of the circumference of two
tubes at the point where fusion is to take
place, the glass in a small spot, depending
on the size of the flame, will become white
hot and the edges will fuse or run to-

Seo//ng one fo£>e
inside anof/ier

1 -

F/g.6

gethcr. But, at the same time the tube at

this point will bend inward, and must be
gotten back into shape. This is done by
blowing gently into the open end of the

tube just hard enough to get the hot por-

Water

Commerc/a,
vacuum pump

ome-maae
iQcuu."7 pump

Method of Sealing One Glass Tube Inside
Another Larger Tube for Certain Re-
quirements. Sealing Wax Is Frequently

Used for Joining the Two Tubes.

Duplicating a Commercial Glass Vacuum
Pump (left) by Simple Home-Made De-
sign (right). Former cost $2.50—"Made In
Germany." Latter Cost 25 Cents and

Works Just as well.

tion of the tube back to its proper position.

That is why corks have to be put in all but
one opening, and that one left to blow thru.

Now it is sometimes necessary to use pieces

of tubing which are too short to be blown
into without being burned. This may be
avoided by attaching a small piece of rub-
ber tubing to the open end of the glass

tube and then blowing into the rubber tube.

Never blow into the tube while the flame
touches the glass.

Having made a "T" it is a very simple
matter to make a "Y". After the "T" has
been fused, direct a larger flame so as to

heat the entire tube in the neighborhood of
the joint and then bend into the shape of
a "Y".

Tubes with any number of side openings
may be made : A cross may be made with
one precaution. Proceed to make a "T",
and then immediately start working on the

other side without allowing the first joint

to cool. This is to avoid re-heating and re-

cooling a joint once made, as they are apt

to crack.

MAKING CONSTRICTIONS IN GLASS TUBING

The ordinary way of making a constric-

tion in a glass tube is to merely heat a por-
tion of the tube and then draw the two ends
apart until the required result is obtained.

(Continued on page 422)
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Experimental Electric Furnaces
By JEROME S. MARCUS, B. Sc. (Chem. Eng.)

AN electric furnace is an apparatus for

f\ the production of high temperatures

j \ by electricity. The advantages of

such an apparatus are—the direct

application of heat to the material,

thus eliminating excessive losses by con-

F/gi

For the Resistance or Induction Type of Elec-
tric Furnace, a Step-up Transformer is Gen-
erally Necessary as a Higher Voltage Than
That on Commercial Circuits is Required.

duction thru the walls of a containing ves-

sel ; the production of high temperature,
usually above those obtainable from fuel

in common uses
;
simple and accurate regu-

lation, giving absolute control of a process

and an economical use of power ; and
finally, with sources of water-power, a low
operating cost.

There are several types of electric fur-

naces in use. The general division are

—

the Induction type, and the Resistance type.

The purpose of this article is to give the

experimenter the simple construction de-

tails and operating principles of these fur-

naces.

Before going further, it is well to in-

form the operator of any of these devices

to watch his fuses, as many will be blown
without the proper regulation of the rheo-
stat in Fig. 1. The experimenter will find

that a transformer is not necessary for a
small arc furnace, but in the case of the re-

sistance or induction types a higher voltage
than che ordinary lighting current is re-

quired for good results.

The author has found the simplest rheo-
stat to be of the water-barrel type. A
wooden pail is first filled with strong salt

water. A metal plate in the bottom is at-

tached to one lead, which is well insulated

;

a piece of rubber hose over the wire is ex-
cellent. To this other lead is soldered a
metal electrode of any sort. The distance
between the plate and the electrode regu-
lates the current ; the closer they are the
less the resistance. The experimenter may

Lime
blocks

«

Carbon

f
Fig 2

\une 1

F/g S
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A Simple Water Rheostat For Regulating the
Current Passing Thru the Electric Furnace,
and a Small Furnace Constructed From Two

Lime Blocks.

fit up a support for his adjustable electrode

to suit his convenience. Fig. 2.

The arc furnace is by far the best for

the amateur. It is the simplest and cheap-
est in construction, the easiest of operation
and regulation, the most economical and is

productive of higher temperature than the

other types.

A furnace which will give practical re-

sults can be made from two blocks of slaked
lime, hollowed out and grooved for two
carbon electrodes, as shown. This appara-
tus can be run on the ordinary lighting

current the same as an arc-light. To start

the arc in operation the carbons are touched
together and then drawn a small distance

apart, giving a steady arc. The material
to be melted is placed in the hollow beneath
the arc. To stop the arc, the carbons are
drawn far apart, thus breaking the arc.

The use of a rheostat or "ballast" improves
the steadiness of the arc. A transformer is

not necessary as was stated before.
Since an electric arc between carbon

wears down the postitive electrode, adjust-

ment is frequently necessary in order to

maintain the flow of current. One carbon

Fig 4 C Fig 4-D

The Flower-pot Electric Furnace—a quickly
Made Type For Experimental Work. Note
the Three-Electrode Furnace at Fig. 4-D.

should therefore be made loose in order to
feed it in as required.

The above apparatus is not one that the
experimenter cares to have as a permanent
part of his laboratory. Below is given a
description of a highly efficient furnace
with which any experiment can be readily
performed.
A clay flower pot is drilled to permit the

carbon to pass thru, and is lined with fire-

clay or lime. The carbons are attached to
wooden blocks, as shown. The pot is set on
a board base with a circle of asbestos be-
neath. The adjustment of the carbon is

made by means of threaded bolts moving
the blocks in grooves. A single pole, single
throw-knife switch may be mounted on the
base. A clay cover is placed over the pot
when in operation. The details are shown

in Figs. 4 A, B and C. One inch wood is

used for blocks and base.

A three-electrode arc furnace is shown
in Fig. 4-D. The positive electrode only

needs to be adjusted to keep the arc in the

center of the chamber.
The adjustment of the electrodes is elimi-

Fig 6 F/g 7 ee.

Fig. 6, Shows a Two- Electrode Resistance
Furnace. Fig. 7, a Single Carbon Electrode
Furnace Utilizing a Graflte or Fire-clay Lined

Metal Crucible as the Second Electrode.

nated if water cooled metal ones are
utilized in place of the carbon. These are
more expensive to make, however, and un-
less carefully made soon come apart. A
copper disc is welded or brazed on the end
of a copper or brass tube. The cooling
water is introduced thru a small metal
pipe, see Fig. 5. An electrode can be made
of iron pipe with a cap screwed on the end
but is less efficient, owing to the high re-

sistance of the iron.

The resistance type of furnace depends
on the resistance offered by the material to

an electric current, for its source of heat.

This form of furnace is the one used in the
manufacture of carborundum, the smelting
of ores, especially aluminum and in the
refining of zinc.

The simplest resistance furnace consists

of a flower pot or other clay container, in

which the material is placed around two
carbon electrodes, as shown in Fig. 6. Very
often it is necessary to place a little granu-
lated carbon between the electrodes to start

the flow of current.

Another type of resistance furnace util-

izes the container as one electrode. A
grafite crucible is generally used, altho an
iron pot lined with fire clay in which a
large amount of carbon has been mixed,
may be used for the lower temperatures.
Only one connection is then made to the
carbon electrodes, of which there may be
one or several, depending on the size of
the furnace, the other connection being
made to the container itself. Higher
voltages than 110 are best for this type of

Primary winding

iron core
f/g. 8 «

The "Induction Furnace"—In Which the
"Charge" Forms the Secondary Circuit at
A-A. Current Is Transferred From the Pri-

mary Winding by Induction.
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furnace, the amperage varying with the re-

sistance offered by the material. The car-

borundum furnace at Niagara Falls runs on

potentials as high as 22,000 volts.

The induction furnace (Fig. 8) is not a

practical one for the experimenter. It re-

quires some of the molten material to start

it, and due to the high reactance resulting

from the distance between the primary and

Cooling water in/et

i i —
a'rc electrode=^

C Wafer outlet

Fig 5

The "Arc Furnace," to Be Successful For
Steady Work, Is Best Equipt With Hollow,
Water Cooled Electrodes of the Design Shown.

secondary is uneconomical for a laboratory

device. The induction furnace operates as

a transformer, the secondary winding in

this case being the "charge," which is con-

tained in the circular channel A, and is

heated by the secondary current. The
amount of energy put into the secondary

can be varied by varying the applied pri-

mary voltage.

It is hoped that these few notes will

prove useful to the electrical experimenter.

There is a large number of unsolved prob-

lems concerning the behavior of various

substances at high temperatures yet to be

worked out, and the results of some experi-

menter's research may be, for all we can
tell, of great commercial or scientific value.

TRICKS IN 3- AND 4-WAY LIGHT
SWITCHING.
By Y. R. Mann

In the experimenter's laboratory it is

often desirable to have control of current
from two or more points. To accomplish
this easily and at a low cost, battery type,

porcelain base, knife switches may be sub-

stituted for the standard 3-way and 4-way
push button switches. It must be remem-
bered, however, that when the current is

turned off by opening one of these switches
(see Fig. 1) the blade must be thrown over
to the opposite contact, so that the throw-
ing of another blade will close the circuit

again. In the standard snap and flush

switches this operation is accomplished
automatically by means of the spring.

The solid lines from switch to switch
(Fig. 1) show the circuit as arranged for

control from three points, using one double-
pole and two single-pole, double-throw
switches. The connections for control from
two points are made by using only the

Circuits of a 3-Polnt Control For Electric
Lights, using Standard Knife Switches.

A&8 lamps on para//el'. out controlled t>y j
way sw c and p

single-pole switches, connnected to the line

and load as shown, and connected together

as shown by the dotted lines.

Making a D. P. Switch from a 2-Way.—
Any standard 3-way flush push-button
switch may be changed to a double-pole

switch by removing the contacts from one
side (not one end) of the shell and trans-

posing them. As in a 3-way push-button

switch the contacts are arranged so that

there is a high and a low one in each end
of the shell, this change gives two high

contacts in one end and two low one* in

the other, making the switch either all on
or all off at each consecutive push.

The strip of metal which bridges the

"live" end of the 3-way must be removed
or permanently disconnected. Line connec-

tion may be made to the point which has

no screw by soldering the wire to it or by
simply hooking the wire firmly and tightly

in the unthreaded hole.

To change a double-pole flush push-button
switch to a 3-way, reverse the above opera-

tion, bridging one end by a piece of wire

and removing one screw from that end so

that the "live" end can be readily distin-

guished.
3-Way Hook-Ups.—Fig. 2 shows two S.

P. D. T. knife switches connected up to

control two lamps in two rooms from two
different locations. Fig. 3 illustrates two
3-way (or two S. P. D. T. knife switches)

controlling two or more lamps, A, B, etc.,

in a group, the switches being placed in

such positions as at the top and bottom of

a stairway, etc.

J
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Hook-up For Two 3-Way Switches to Control
One or More Lamps A, B, Etc., In a Group,
the Switches Being in Such Locations As At

the Top and Bottom of a Stairway.

FILING SMALL HOLES.
It is often necessary to enlarge a hole

thru a thick piece of metal by filing. If

a very thin file is used, that will pass right
thru the hole, there will be no risk of its

getting jammed and snapping off with the
end firmly imbedded in the work, as might
happen if a stouter file were used that
would only enter the hole for a portion of
its length. On the other hand, only a lim-
ited amount of force can be exercised with
safety when using a thin and delicate file,

which makes the operation rather tedious.
The best way is to select as strong as file

as possible for the job, marking the safe
limit to which it may enter the hole, and
preventing it from going any further by
slipping a small cork over the end. The
file can then be used vigorously without
any risk of striking.

Contributed by H. J. GRAY.

Controlling Two Lamps, Connected on Paral-
lel at Different Points, By Two 2-Point Bat-

tery Switches In Different Locations.

AN EXTENSION GONG FOR A
CLOCK.

In the sketch, A is a carbon cup holding
mercury; B, a piece of No. 10 gage wire:
C, a weak spring to raise B from cup ; D,
stop to prevent apparatus from turning out
of position

;
E, piece of tin cut in triangular

shape ; F, pivot for tin triangle
; G, cord

or catgut connecting hammer with triangle

;

H, hammer, and I, the clock gong.
Figure 2 shows the arrangement if ham-

mer is over gong and cannot operate as in

Fig. 1. For the extension gong (Fig. 3) re-

move the vibrator from an old electric bell

and connect as shown in diagram. D is a

bumper for the armature.
In Figure 4, A is a rubber washer ; B,

brass screw, and C, carbon cup.

A "Mercury Switch" Rigged Up to Ring Ex-
tension Bells Whenever a Clock Strikes the

Hour and Intermediate Periods.

I recently made an extension electric

gong for a clock, so that it would strike

whenever the clock struck, but I experienced
trouble in getting good contacts in the clock.

At first the contact was made by the ham-
mer striking the gong, but this did not give
satisfaction, so I devised an apparatus
which is shown in diagrams, that worked
with excellent success.

The carbon cup, A—which is mentioned
in the diagrams—is easily made from a

piece of a round carbon from an old bat-

tery. The holes are easily made in it with
the use of an old pocket knife.

Contributed by CHAS. J. EDWARDS.

TITLING BOOKS
Many readers desire to title bound vol-

umes of the Electrical Experimenter, or
other magazines, or books which have been
re-covered, etc. The usual method is to

mark it in either black or white ink, ac-

cording to the color of the covering. This
method may be improved upon by applying
a coat of transparent shellac over the let-

tering, and thus prevent the wording from
becoming obliterated from hard usage or

by being rubbed off with the fingers. When
the lettering his dried, the shellac is ap-
plied, and allowed to dry thoroly before
being used. It is advisable to apply one or
more coats to the cover:

Contributed by
ALBERT W, WILSDON.

A Hint on Titling Bound Volumes of the.
"Electrical Experimenter" and Other BooksJ
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Experimental Chemistry
By ALBERT W. WILSDON

Twenty-ninth Lesson

THE HALOGENS—CHLORIN (HISTORY)

CH L O R I N
was first

prepared by
Scheele in

1774 while
he was experiment-

ing with "black mag-
nesia" (an ore con-

sisting largely of

manganese dioxid)
and hydrochloric
acid, hut it was not

until 1801 that Davy
first establisht its ele-

mentary character.
Scheele called it

"Dephlogistic Muri-
atic Acid". Berthollet

named it "Oxidized i

Muriatic Acid", sup-
posing it to be a com-
pound, because he ob-
served that its solution

muriatic (hydrochloric)
when placed in sunlight.

Roll of Unbleached
cloth

Roll of tteach/ecf

white c/oth

1

1

0.0 I U_0 ft Q..0 1

• D_. O if

Fig. 132

Complete Chain of Immersion Tanks Used in Bleaching Cloth. The Cloth Passes
From Left to Right Thru the Acidulated and Chlorinated Water Vats Successively.

in water yielded

acid and oxygen,
Davy applied the

Fig. 133. Set-Up of Chemical Apparatus for
Preparing Chlorin Gas From Hydrochloric

Acid and Manganese Dioxid.

present name, chlorin, on account of its

greenish-yellow color.

Gay-Lussac and Thenard demonstrated
that one volume of it united with one vol-

ume of hydrogen to form hydrochloric
acid.

OCCURRENCE.
Chlorin does not occur in the free state

in nature as its affinities are too great. It

is found abundantly in combination with
sodium in the form of sodium chlorid,

which is found in sea waters, inland lakes,

and beds or deposits, from which it is dug
like coal. It is also found combined with
magnesium, which is a much smaller con-
stituent of sea water
which is also found
springs.

Preparation :

—

(1) In the laboratory it is usually pre-
pared by removing the hydrogen from hy-
drochloric acid with the aid of manganese
dioxid. In this reaction the hydrogen taken

than sodium, and
in some mineral

from the acid unites with the oxygen of
the manganese dioxid, according to the

equation :

—

4HC1 + MnO, = MnCl 2 + 2H,0 + CL

Chlorin has affinity for metals, and so

half of it unites with the manganese pres-
ent to form the compound manganous
chlorid (MnCl,). It might be expected that

MnCU -f- 2H 26 would be the products, but
one atom of manganese cannot hold more
than two atoms of chlorin, and half the
chlorin is thus set free, having nothing with
which to combine, while all the oxygen goes
to form water. You will observe that the

valence of the manganese in the factors (to
the left of the above equation) is 4, while
in the products (to the right of the above
equation), it is 2; or in other words, to-

wards oxygen, manganese has a valence of
4, while towards chlorin its valence is 2.

This is a reduction and oxidation, hydro-
chloric acid being the reducing agent,
manganous chlorid the reduction product,
and chlorin the oxidation product.

(2) It may be prepared by the electrolysis

of hydrochloric acid or the chlorides by
utilizing the electrolytic generator shown
by Fig. 130 of this series, in the September
issue of this journal. The principle in-

volved is the decomposition of the acid, or
chlorides, by means of an electric current,

ThisUe

Delivery II

Largt

Win c

boftie

hlonn

gas

Apparatus Used in Burning Hydrogen
Chlorin Gas Experiment.

Na2 + H 2 =
2NaOH + CI, =

3NaC10 =

in which the chlorin

is liberated and col-

lected at the anode,
and the hydrogen or

sodium (if sodium
chlorid is used) col-

lected at the cathode.

In the various pro-
cesses, many mechan-
ical difficulties have
been encountered in

the form of second-
ary reactions taking
place with the forma-
tion of sodium hypo-
chlorit, chlorat and
chlorid, due to the
diffusion of the
chlorin thru the solu-
tion, the reactions
being :

—

2NaCl = Na2 + CI.

2NaOH + H,
NaCIO + NaCl + H 2

NaClOa + 2NaCl

Fig. 136. Apparatus for the Dry Collection
of Chlorin Gas by the Displacement of Air.
Height of Gas in Bottle Is Seen by Its Green-

ish Color.

NaClOo + 3H 2 = NaCU + 3H 2

Numerous devices have been invented to

overcome this difficulty. Probably the most
successful has been the Castner-Kellner
process, described in the November, 1917,

issue and illustrated by Fig. 88 of the same
issue.

(3) On the large scale chlorin is made by
a method known as the Weldon process.

The only difference between this method
and the one first described above, namely
that of acting on manganese dioxid with
hydrochloric acid, consists in transforming
the manganous chlorid into a compound
that can be again treated with hydrochloric
acid. The manganous chlorid was formerly
wasted, and thus the cost of chlorin, when
made into bleaching powders, etc., was
considerable, caused by the necessity of
using new manganese dioxid each time.
By Weldon's method the manganous chlorid
obtained is treated with calcium hydroxid
(slaked lime, Ca (OH) 2 ), converting it into
manganese dioxid, thus,

MnCl, + Ca (OH), = Mn (OH), + CaCl.

'Continued on page 411)
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This department will award the following monthly prizes: First Prize, $3.00; Second Prize, $2.00; Third Prize, $1.00.
The purpose of this department is to stimulate experimenters towards accomplishing- new things with old apparatus or old maf-ftHniand for the most useful, practical and original idea submitted to the Editors of this department, a monthly series of prizes will be awnrrt<S}'

For the best idea submitted a prize of $3.00 is awarded; for the second best idea a $2.00 prize, and for the third best prize of $1 00 The
article need not be very elaborate, and rough sketches are sufficient. We will make the mechanical drawings.
Make sketches on separate sheets.

The
Use only one side of sheet.

FIRST PRIZE, $3.00 SECOND PRIZE, $2.00 THIRD PRIZE, $1.00

A MAGNET-LESS BUZZER,
To make this buzzer, a piece of resistance

wire, X, about 18 inches long is sus-

A Buzzer Without Magnet Coils—Sounds Im-
possible, Doesn't It? Well, This One Does

the Trick.

pended from standard A. At its lower end
it is connected to arm B which is hinged to
A and insulated from it. W is a weight to
regulate the tension of X. At C, on B, is

soldered a contact. S is an adjustable con-
tact screw which touches the contact at C.
When current is applied at 2, it flows up
standard A and down resistance wire, thru
arm B and contacts to 1. The current
heats the wire and it expands, letting down
arm B, which breaks the circuit. Wire
then cools and contracts, closing circuit

again and wire again heats and cools, as
long as current is applied.

Contributed by
T. R. WIESEMANN, JR.

HOW TO OIL KNIFE SWITCHES.
As oil is an insulator, it cannot be suc-

cessfully used to make switches work easily
of the ordinary blade and clip type, as the
oil forms a film between the switch-post

'

S 5Mer

To Make a Good Contact Thru Knife Switch
Joints, Especially When Oiled, Solder a Flex-

ible Lead to Both Hinge and Blade.

A SIMPLE BATTERY MOTOR FOR
THE BOYS.

I am sending you a plan of an electric

motor which I designed. The rotor is made
of an old spool such as magnet wire comes
on. On its circumference are set eight
nails or screws on either side of the spool
and these spaced evenly apart. One set of
screws or nails is used for the commutator
as shown in Fig. 2. This set of screws is

connected to the shaft by wires as shown.
When the screw D comes to brush E, F
is drawn to the coil and so on. The con-
nections are as follows : One terminal of
battery is connected to the shaft by means
of a brush, or by connecting a wire to the
frame. The other terminal is connected to
one side of coils, and the other terminal of
coils is connected to brush E, Fig. 2.

Contributed by C. P. WALKER.

A Simple Form of Battery Motor Which Ex-
perimenters Will Find Interesting.

and switch-blade, thereby insulating one
from the other. This may be overcome in
the following manner

:

To the switch-post solder one end of a
flexible conductor about two or three inches
long. Solder the other end to the switch-
blade. For this conductor drop-cord for
electric lights will serve very efficiently.

Contributed by
RICHARD J. ANDERSON.

AN ELECTRIC "COMBINATION"
DOOR LOCK.

The sketch shows a simple electric door
lock attachment which any amateur elec-
trician can make. It has been in use on my
door for several months and has proven
entirely satisfactory.

f

The solenoid "S," armature "A," and hook
"B" are mounted on the casing of the door

;

inside the house of course. The row of
push buttons "H" is placed outside of the
door. The buttons 3, 4, and 6, are con-
nected in series with the relay switch "f,"
which is normally closed, and the solenoid
coil "S." Buttons, 1, 2, 5, and 7 are con-

BURGLAR ALARM FOR A SLIDING
DOOR.

This alarm has worked with success and
I thought that someone else might wish to

dross sfnp 5//efwg aoor

-A
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A Burglar Alarm For Sliding Doors—When
the Doors Are Opened the Spring Hits the

Nail, Closing the Bell Circuit.

use it. The material consists of a strip of

brass, a screen door spring, a long nail, an
electric bell, switch and batteries. Fasten

the strip of brass at one end on wall and
bend it to shape shown in diagram. Drive
nail in ceiling so that strip of brass will

hit it when the door is open. Then fasten

screen door spring so it will pull the brass

strip against the nail "A." When the door
is shut the brass strip is held away from
the nail, but when it is open the brass strip

touches the nail and closes the circuit, caus-

ing the bell to ring.

Contributed by VIRGIL McELROY.

nected in multiple and the group in series

with the relay switch magnet "D."
If buttons 3, 4 and 6 are prest, coil "S" is

energized, raising the hook "B" which al-

lows the door to be opened. However, if

any other buttons are prest at the same
time, then coil "D" opens the solenoid cir-

cuit at "F," and the door remains fastened.

"C" is a switch placed inside the room to

5

if 8

) \ (£) (?) (£>
<j^«

1 1

A Puzzling Electric Combination Lock.

open the door when leaving or to admit
anyone.

Contributed by RAE GALUSHA.
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Electrical Engineer
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Architect
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T^UROPE is devastated. It must be rebuilt. And America
*—^ must rebuild it. American brains, ingenuity, and inven-
tive genius are going to supply war-torn Europe with new buildings, new
factories, new machinery, new equipment of every description. In fact,

there isn't one thing needed in the reconstruction of Europe that America
won't supply. Can you grasp what that means?

The moment peace is declared America will begin the titanic task. No other country
can do it. Think of what it will mean to America— to YOU and every ABLE man in

the country. The task facing America will mean a decade or more of unparalleled

prosperity— an era of COLOSSAL OPPORTUNITY for the TRAINED MAN.
Earning power will be limited only by the lack of ability to DO THINGS. Every line

of business will be worked to the limit. There can be no question about that, for the

skilled workers of Europe have died by the hundreds of thousands. Now you see why
training is so essential, and why every man not in the fighting line must prepare for the

gigantic task facing America. The man with TRAINING will reap rich rewards.

Prepare Now For the Big

Future
Don't sit on the sidelines when the big call for

trained men comes. You don't have to. TRAIN and
get into the game yourself. In six months you will be better fitted

for the job you want than you are now. In a year you will have a

strong grip on that job. In two years you can be an expert—a big

money-maker. There will be a place for you no matter what your
profession or age may be. There is time for you to get ready if you
begin NOW. Trained men will be capable of earning salaries

that will satisfy the most ambitious. And there will be a hundred

or more openings for every man who can deliver the goods. There
is no limit to the opportunities facing YOU and every man in

the U. S.

—

only the limit you place on yourself.

Results Follow If Training

Leads
It needs a little backbone to study. It means devot-

ing some part of your leisure hours to learning. But if

you are man enough to do it, then the rewards are so

sure— so certain— that the time you spend in home
study will repay you a thousandfold. There is going to

be a tidal wave of prosperity sweeping this country. It

is beyond dispute. Are YOU gomg to ride on the

crest of it, or will you be content to travel with the

driftwood that follows it? IT IS UP TO YOU!

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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Lawyer
BusinessMana/er
Certified PublicAccountant
AccountantandAuditor
Bookkeeper
Stenographer
Fire Insurance Expert
SanitaryEn^ineer
Master Plumber
Heating andVentilating En?

1 AutomobileEngineer
Autbmobi leRepairer
Airplane Mechanic
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Train with the Greatest Educational Institution in America
If you have ambition, and the backbone, you are going to prepare for the immense
possibilities of the near future. It is simply a matter of saying "I WILL" and mailing
the coupon below. No matter what profession you choose to follow, you will have back
of you the greatest correspondence school in the country—the greatest staff of experts
in all branches of endeavor to instruct and coach you. Back of this staff, back of this great institution, is nearly

twenty-five years' experience. The American School has the prestige of having trained thousands of men— and
women— who today rank high in the industrial and commercial world. They have made their respective marks
because they were TRAINED. But first they marked the COUPON.

Satisfaction Guaranteed °ne p° lic/ g°x-j#M»*w*M«,»mvm* »um> HUkvvw
erns the Ameri-

can School: the student must be satisfied or his money
is refunded in full. There is no quibble or equivocation

about it. Just as it is up to you to mark the Coupon to

prepare for the golden age to come, so is it up to you
to tell us if you are not satisfied. T/iat guarantee goes ivith every
Course. Then there is the EASY PAYMENT PLAN that
makes it possible for you to get training without missing the money.

Mark and Mail Coupon \
in one of the
Courses below

lies your future— a big future if you master that Course.

And you can do it without a doubt. On receipt of the

coupon we will promptly send you full particulars—
everything you will want to know about the Course
you are interested in, the Instructors back of you, our business and
training methods, Refund Guarantee and easy payment plan. Send
the Coupon NOW—while this most important matter is before you.

American School SLEj^ssss
TRAINING THE KEY TO SUCCESS

.Electrical Ciigmcei

.Elec. Light and Power
Superintendent

.Hydroelectric Engineer
Telephone Engineer
Telegraph Engineer

.Wireless Operator
Architect

Building Contractor

",ivii Engineer
Structural Engineer
Mechanical Engineer
Shop Superintendent
Steam Engineer
.Draftsman and Designer
.Lawyer

Business Manager
Cert. Public Accountant
.Accountant and Auditor
.Bookkeeper
Stenographer
.Fire Insurance Expert
Sanitary Engineer
.Heating and Ventilating

Engineer
Master Plumber

Automobile Engineer
.Automobile Repairer
.Airplane Mechanic
High School Graduate
Gen. Education Course
.Com. School Branches

Check Course you
ire interested in and
mail the Coupon

Name ....

Address.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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Electrical Engineer
Elee Li^hr and Power Supf
IlydroclGct'ric Er^ineer
Telephone Engineer
Telegraph Engineer
Wireless Operator
Architect
Build in? Confractbr
Civil Engineer
Structural Engineer
MechanicalEn*inecr
Shop Superintendent
Steam Engineer
Draftsman and Designer

•Lawyer
• BusinessManager
• Certified PublicAccountant
• AccountantandAuditbr
•Bookkeeper
• Stenographer
• Fire Insurance Expert
5ani taryEn^ineer
•rlasfer Plumber
Heating andVentilatuwEn*
; AutomobileEngineer
AutbmobileRepairer
Airplane Mechanic

E,ver*y Trade Ya:i:1(i Profession
Needed To i Rebuild E,urope
EUROPE is devastated. It must be rebuilt. And America

must rebuild it. American brains, ingenuity, and inven-
tive genius are going to supply war-torn Europe with new buildings, new
factories, new machinery, new equipment of every description. In fact,

there isn't one thing needed in the reconstruction of Europe that America

won't supply. Can you grasp what that means?

The moment peace is declared America will begin the titanic task. No other country

can do it. Think of what it will mean to America— to YOU and every ABLE man in

the country. The task facing America will mean a decade or more of unparalleled

prosperity— an era of COLOSSAL OPPORTUNITY for the TRAINED MAN.
Earning power will be limited only by the lack of ability to DO THINGS. Every line

of business will be worked to the limit. There can be no question about that, for the

skilled workers of Europe have died by the hundreds of thousands. Now you see why
training is so essential, and why every man not in the fighting line must prepare for the

gigantic task facing America. The man with TRAINING will reap rich rewards.

Prepare Now For the Big

Future
Don't sit on the sidelines when the big call for

trained men comes. You don't have to. TRAIN and
get into the game yourself. In six months you will be better fined

for the job you want than you are now. In a year you will have a

strong grip on that job. In fwo years you can be an expert— a big

moneymaker. There will be a place for you no matter what your

profession or age may be. There is time for you to get ready it you
begin NOW. Trained men will be capable of earning salaries

that will satisfy the most ambitious. And there will he a hundred
or more openings for every man who ran deliver the goods. There
is no limit to the opportunities facing YOU and every man in

the U. S.

—

only the limit you place on yourself

.

Results Follow If Training

Leads
It needs a little backbone to study. It means devot-

ing some part of your leisure hours to learning. But if

you are man enough to do it, then the rewards are so

sure— so certain— that the time you spend in home
study will repay you a thousandfold. There is going to

be a tidal wave of prosperity sweeping this country. It

is beyond dispute. Are YOU go.ng to ride on the

crest of it, or will you be content to travel with the

driftwood that follows it? IT IS UP TO YOU I

Train with the Greatest Educational Institution in America
If you have ambition, and the backbone, you are going to prepare for the immense
possibilities of the near future. It is simply a matter of saying "

I WILL" and mailing
the coupon below. No matter what profession you choose to follow, you will have back
of you the greatest correspondence school in the country—the greatest staff of experts
in all branches of endeavor to instruct and coach you. Back of this staff, back of this great institution, is nearly

twenty-five years' experience. The American School has the prestige of having trained thousands of men — and
women—who today rank high in the industrial and commercial world. They have made their respective marks
because they were TRAINED. But first they marked the COUPON.

Satisfaction Guaranteed
can School: the? student must be satisfied or his money
is refunded in full. There is no quibble or equivocation

about it. Just as it is up to you to mark the Coupon to

prepare for the golden age to come, so is it up to you
to tell us if ynn are not satisfied. That s^uarantee twj ivith every
Course. Then there is the EASY PAYMENT PLAN that

makes it possible for you to get training without missing the money.

Mark and Mail Coupon £0U
™ L&

lies your future— a big future if you master that Course.

And you can do it without a doubt. On receipt of the

coupon we will promptly send you full particulars—
everything you will want to know about the Course
you are interested in, the Instructors back of you, our business and

training methods, Refund Guarantee and easy payment plan. Send
the Coupon NOW—while this most important matter is before you.

OF CORRESPONDENCE
Dept. G-7447 CHICAGO. ILL.American School

TRAINING THE KEY TO SUCCESS

Electrical B.ug.„cci
Elec. Light and Po»
Superintendent

Hydroelectric Engine
Telephone Engineer
Telegraph Engineer

Wireless Operator Business Manager

Architect Cert, public Accountant

Building Contractor Accountant and Auditor

".ivii engineer Bookkeeper

Structural Engineer Stenographer

Mechanical Engineer Fire Insurance Expert

Shop Superintendent Sanitary Engineer

Steam Engineer Healing and Ventilating

.Draftsman and Designer Engineer

Lawyer Master Plumber

..Automobile Engineer
.Automobile Repairer

Airplane Mechanic
High School Graduate

..Gen. Education Course

.Com. School Branches
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BOILING WATER WITH ICE.

This is an old, tho very curious and inter-

esting experiment, calculated to mystify the

uninitiated.

Obtain a Florence flask or glass distilling

retort and fill it half full of water. Boil

If You Have Never Boiled Water With Ice,

Here Is Your Chance! Next They Will Make
Ice-Cream on the Gas-Range.

the water, and immediately on rempving the

flame, cork the flask tightly, and turn it

upside down. As soon as the steam con-

denses it will form a partial vacuum over

the water. It is well known that water

boils in a vacuum at a much lower tempera-

ture than is required in the open air, and

consequently, if the vacuum could be kept

up, the water would boil long after it was
removed from the source of heat. But as

soon as steam is formed, it exerts a pres-

sure on the water and stops the boiling.

If now we place a piece of ice on the top

of the flask, the vapor or steam will be

condensed, a vacuum will be formed and

the water will commence to boil violently

and will continue to do so until the tempera-

ture of the water in the flask falls below

that at which water boils in a vacuum.
If the ice be removed before this occurs,

the vapor will again form, press on the

water and stop the boiling; but the boiling

may be renewed by replacing the ice.

In performing this experiment, it is well

to wrap the ice in flannel to avoid the

dripping of the melted ice.

Contributed by V. H. TODD.

A FEW USEFUL INK FORMULAS.
Blue ink

:

3 parts Prussian blue.

1 part Oxalic acid.

30 parts water.
When dissolved add 1 part of gum arabic.

Green ink : Sap green dissolved in very
weak alum water.

A good ink eraser

:

A. Oxalic acid mixed with citric acid

may be used.

B. Equal parts of cream of tartar and
citric acid in solution with water.

Inks that appear thru heat

:

A. A weak solution of nitrat of copper

;

when heated it becomes (Red).
B. With a solution of sulfuric acid

(Black).
C. With lemon, onion, leek, cabbage or

milk and will be visible when paper
is heated.

D. With a weak solution of nitrat of

mercury (Black).
Invisible ink:
A. Write with pure dilute tincture of

iron and develop with a blotter

moistened with strong tea.

B. Linseed oil 1 part

Ammonia 20 parts

Water 100 parts

Mix well before using.

Vanishing ink

:

To make an ink black at the time but
that will disappear in 24 hours : Boil
nutgalls in alcohol, add copper sul-

fate and sal ammoniac, let cool and
then dissolve a little gum in it.

Contributed by GEORGE JOHNSON.

HOW TO MAKE, USE, AND TEST
COAL GAS.

A test tube is half filled with ground
soft coal, packed loosely. The tube is

heated and the gas allowed to pass thru
a bottle filled with air. Anything left in

this bottle will be coal tar. The gas is then
past thru lime water. If any carbon dioxid
is present, the lime water will become
milky. The gas is then past thru the last

jar containing red litmus solution. This
will turn blue in the presence of ammonia.
From the last bottle, the gas may be

allowed to flow thru a rubber tube in the

end of which is a burner. The gas will

We Should Care Now If "It Goes Up!" We
Will Make Our Own Gas and Laugh at the

Consolidated!

hum with a yellow flame. Using a 6" x Y\"
test tube, this flame will give about 1

candle-power.
Contributed by MORTON BERMANN.

"CHEMICAL SNOW."
Two parts Strontium Nitrat are first dis-

solved in 20 parts of water. Dissolve 2

parts Sodium Carbonat in 10 parts of water
(heat may have to be used to dissolve it).

Pour the second solution into the first. The
result resembles a miniature snow storm.

Sodium Carbonat and Strontium Nitrat

react, forming Sodium Nitrat and Stron-
tium Carbonat. The latter is not soluble

in water.-

"Pouring Red, White and Blue from the

Same Pitcher": Fill 3 glasses 2/3 full of
water. In the first dissolve 1 measure of
Ammonium Sulfocyanat. In the second 1

measure of Strontium Nitrat and in the

third Y2 measure of Sodium Ferrocyanid.
In the pitcher dissolve 3 measures of Fer-

ric Ammonium Sulfat in 1/3 glassful of
water. Pour a little of this into each glass.

The first will turn red, the second white
and the third blue.

Contributed by
DUNBAR L. SHANKLIN.

SILVER-PLATING GLASS.
To silver-plate glass first have the glass

clean. To clean it well wash it first with
an alkali and then with distilled water.
Now dissolve 7.8 grammes of silver ni-

trat in 60 c.c of water and divide the solu-
tion in two equal portions. Dissolve also
3.11 grammes of Rochelle salt in 1180 c.c

of water and heat the solution to the boiling
point. Add to it gradually, so as not to
stop the boiling, one of the portions of the
silver solution, boil 10 minutes longer, cool
and decant the clear liquid. To the other
half of the silver solution add just suffi-

cient ammonia water to dissolve the precipi-
tat which is formed, or only leave a faint

cloudiness; then add 360 c.c. of water and
filter. Equal portions of these two solu-
tions, when mixed and poured on glass,

will deposit a brilliant coating of silver in

about 10 minutes, depending on the tem-
perature of the room.
The coating of silver should then be well

washed, dried and varnished.
Contributed by WALTER SWANSON.

A SIMPLE RENEWABLE FUSE.
Amateurs utilizing large amounts of cur-

rent usually have trouble with their fuses
blowing out. A method that makes this

occurrence less expensive is to make use
of the so-called renewable fuses.

Cartridge fuses may easily be arranged
so that new pieces of fuse wire may be

put in very easily. A fuse of the proper
size as regards the clips is obtained and
the brass caps slit with a saw as shown in

the illustration, thus cutting the ends of

the caps into four pieces. The pointed ends
are bent in and in this manner the caps are

fastened permanently to the fiber tube. The
asbestos filling is removed and the tube

cleaned out.

To renew such a fuse it is only necessary

to run a length of wire of the proper size

thru the tube and bend the ends of the wire

around the ends of the tube, thus making
connection to the brass caps. When the

fuse blows the melted metal will not spat-

ter, since it is confined by the tube. Corks

Look at All the W. S. S. You Can Buy, Mak-
ing Your Own Fuses! T. W. B. Sure Has the
Right War Saving Spirit. Send in Some More
Money-Saving Devices Boys! Every Bit

Helps.

may be placed in the ends of the tube to

prevent undue splashing of the hot metal,

but one of them should have a V-shapt slot

cut in the side to act as a vent for the gases.

Contributed by THOS. W. BENSON.
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Electric Figure Toy
(No. 1,272,304, issued to Elbert C.

Owens.)
This invention refers to an im-

provement in that class of inventions

known as games and toys, and par-
ticularly to moving figure toys and
advertising display features. The
inventor makes use of two or more
doll figures, arranged so that the
electric motor drive within the cabi-

net will actuate the figures and cause
them to take on lifelike movements,
the limbs being suitably jointed for
the purpose. Some of the features
incorporated in this patent are a
means for supporting and guiding
the reciprocating rods in the dolls
and other figures, and cushioning
means for preventing noise while the
device is in operation.

Electro-Agricultural Scheme
(No. 1,268,949, issued to Reginald

A. Fessenden.)
Prof. Fessenden provides an ele-

vated wire or series of wires above
the plants as shown, and these are
charged with a high potential current
thru a rectifier and step-up trans-
former. An A.C. dynamo excites

the transformer, the field of the
alternator being connected to a rheo-
stat, the arm of which is rotated
by a motor. Thus the resistance of
the dynamo field circuit is periodical-
ly increased and diminished during
each revolution, and the rheostat is

designed so as to give a strongly
peaked wave form. He has found
that a low frequency for such a cur-
rent is preferable, even as low as
once in five seconds, or even lower.

Electric Fog Horn
(No. 1,270,355, issued to Jesse A.

Wright.)
An electric signaling horn useful

for fog signaling and other require-
ments, and providing a means
whereby the horn may be mounted
upon the pilot house so that it can

be rotated within the latter and
locked in any of its adjusted posi-
tions. An electric siren such as
used on auto9 but of larger size is

mounted in the smaller end of the
fog horn, and ' means are provided

for maintaining the electrical con-
nections to the siren motor as the
fog horn is elevated or rotated thru
different positions.

Electrical Percussor
(No. 1,266,945, issued to John

Hickey.)
Physicians and surgeons make ex-

tensive use of the art of percussion
in determining whether the body is

sound and healthy, and also for
diagnosing bone locations and dis-

locations, etc. Percussion is general-
ly performed by striking the fingers
on the portion of the body under
examination, but a much more satis-

factory means of establishing per-
cussory sound waves is by means of

the electrical percussion apparatus
here illustrated. The vibrations
created by the vibrating buzzer are
transmitted thru a rod and cup to
the body.

Sound Reproducing Device
(No. 1,267,587, issued to Herman G.

Pape.)
This invention provides a new

form of ear cap for telephone re-

ceivers having a number of grooves
or kerfs molded in the side facing
against the ear, so as to allow free
air circulation, so that when the cap
is held snugly against the ear, it

maintains communication between
the outside air and the otherwise
closed sound chamber within the
cap. These kerfs prevent or dissi-
pate pressure waves, due to the
vibration of the diafram, which
waves otherwise would be focust
on the ear drum and cause the
sounds to be muffled or indistinct,
besides causing great strain on the
ear drum. An adjustment screw
with spring connection permits of
modifying the vibration of the dia-
fram. The cap also carries molded
extensions around its perifery to
prevent the receiver rolling off flat
surfaces.

Ventilating Apparatus
(No. 1,270,352 issued to James A.

Williams.)
This patent covers a unique venti-

lating, cooling and humidifying ap-
paratus intended for use in theaters,
restaurants and the household, and

which will effectively circulate, cool
and humidify the atmosphere at a
small expense. The object of the
invention here presented is to pro-

vide means for cooling the air which
will so distribute the same thru the
room, as to avoid the injurious ef-

fects of direct blasts or drafts of
air usually caused by the ordinary
electric fan. The inventor provides
means for holding ice in the air
tunnel, thru which an electric fan
blows a draft of air, and the ice
water is caught in a drip pan at the
base of the apparatus, which is pro-
vided with an overflow outlet.

Electrical Phonograph Sound
Recorder

(No. 1,271,684, issued to Victor
Hugo Emerson.)

A scheme for producing phono-
graph sound records of the disc type
and providing improved means for
accomplishing this purpose by utiliz-

ing an electric heating coil applied to
the needle of the master record ma-
chine on which the records are made.
A source of electricity and a rheo-
stat may be used so as to control
the degree of heat applied to the
needle very accurately. In applying
this arrangement, the inventor uses
a high degree of heat applied to the
so-called "cutting stylus" while it

operates upon a record blank of suit-
able material, preferably a hard vola-
tile composition for instance, xylo-
nite (commercial celluloid). The
needle is said to work best when
brought to a red glow or to incan-
descence, and the stylus may be
made of platinum or tungsten. This
method seems much superior to the
usual one in which the record is

heated instead of the needle.

Self-Feeding Soldering Iron
(No. 1,268,877, issued to Harry A.

Orme.)
Wire solder is used in the form of

a reel, which can be snapt into place
quickly, and this solder feeds thru
the hollow handle and channel lead-
ing down thru the tip of the iron
itself. A wrapping of asbestos is

placed around the iron just ahead of
the tip to prevent too much heat
reaching the solder at this point and

Combined Telegraph and Telephone
Receiver

(No. 1,270,861, issued to Herman G.
Pape.)

This is a clever combination of
telegraph and telephone receiver
which may be used with an acoustic
amplifier described by the inventor,
ana which should prove of consider-
able efficacy in telegraph offices
where the sounders now in use make
such a bedlam of noises. For teleg-
raphy, the person using the new
'phone is the only one that receives
the dot and dash signals. The elec-
tro-magnet actuating the device for
telegraphy operates an armature at-

melting it. An ingenious feed lever,
which can be worked by the thumb,
is mounted on the front of the
handle, this lever being spring actu-
ated. The bottom of the lever bears
against the solder and is toothed so
as to push it forward a given amount
with each movement of the lever.

tached to a sound anvil, which latter

strikes the diafram, resulting in a
tap or click resembling that given
by the standard Morse sounder. An
adjustable buffer is set against the
diafram or anvil to prevent con-
tinued vibration of the diafram and
which permits only an instantaneous
sound or vibration to be heard.

Dry Storage Battery
(No. 1,269,162, issued to Walter A.

Crowdus.)
An improved form of dry storage

Copies of any of the above patents supplied at ioc. each

battery in which the electrolyte em-
ployed is non-flowing, and comprises
suitable absorbent inert solid matter
holding the liquid excitant which is

distributed thru the solid mass. A
specially devised gas vent and baffle

is provided so that any gas produced
by the battery can escape. A series
of porous tubes are placed in the
battery together with the plates,
these tubes serving to hold any sur-
plus of the liquid electrolyte which
may seep thru their porous walls.
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Our Amateur Laboratory Contest is open to all readers, whether subsribers or not. The photos are judged for best arrangement and efficiency

of the apparatus. To increase the interest of this department we make it a rule not to publish photos of apparatus unaccompanied by that of the owner.
Dark photos preferred to light toned ones. We pay $3.00 prize each month for the best photo. Address the Editor, "With the Amateurs" Dept.

"Amateur Electrical Laboratory" Contest
In this issue we publish some Interesting facts with excellent photos, describing one Amateur Electrician's experimental labora-

tory. Now "Bugs"we want to publish a snappy one like it each month. Here's our proposition: Why not write up your "Electrical
Lab., in not more than 500 words. Dress it up with several good, clear photographs. If we think it good enough we will publish the
article in display style and pay you well for it. The prize awarded to such articles will range from $3.00 to $10.00. And "Bugs"

—

don't forget to make your article interesting. Typewritten articles preferred. Address the Editor of this Department.

THIS MONTH'S $3.00 PRIZE WINNER—LAWRENCE C. ARMANTROUT, MATTOON, ILLINOIS

THE accompanying photos are views of my laboratory and (now extinct) Radio Station. My laboratory is combination, chemical and electrical,

and the photos show most of the apparatus. I have about twenty-five pieces of electrical apparatus, such as Tesla and Oudin coils, 110-volt
motors, spark coils, Leyden jars, generators, electrolytic-interrupter, step-down transformer, rheostats, tin foil condensers to 5 M.F. capacity,

experimental arc, condensers for the spark coils, and 1 K.W. transformer, also condenser and rotary gap, which excite the 1 K.W. Tesla coil. The
Chemical Laboratory consists of test tubes, thistle tubes, retort, delivery tubes, desiccator, hydrometer, Florence and Erlenmeyer flasks, crucible,
chemists' scale, and sufficient other apparatus and chemicals for carrying on extensive experiments. I have carried on interesting experiments with
home-made Geissler tubes, the construction of which was explained in the Experimenter sometime ago. I also have a couple of storage batteries
and a short line telephone; and a drawing-board and drafting outfit for making structural designs, hook-ups and other drawings.

One of the photos shows my former radio station, with which I obtained excellent results, Albany, N. Y., being my record sending distance
(about 900 miles). I think that the equipment needs no other descriptionn than that it is a 1 K.W. sending outfit and there are two regenerative,
vacuum bulb detector cabinets for receiving, as well as auxiliary Crystaloi and crystal detectors.

Last but not least, is the work-shop in one end of my laboratory, "all dolled up" for a picture, in which I have a good stock of binding posts,

contacts, machine screws, wood screws, bolts, nuts, magnet wire, springs, strip brass and copper and other "junk" that is usually found about a
"mucker's" laboratory. The tools are coping saws, key saws, twist drills, hand drill, pliers and punches of different sizes, etc.
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Phoney Patents

405

Under this heading are publisht electrical or mechanical ideas which
oar clever inventors, for reasons best known to themselves, have as yet
mot patented. We furthermore call attention to our celebrated Phoney
Patent Offizz for the relief of all suffering daffy inventors in this country
as wall as for the entire universe.
We are revolutionizing the Patent business and OFFER YOU THREE

DOLLARS ($3.00) FOR THE BEST PATENT. If you take your Phoney
Patent to Washington, they charge you $20.00 for the Initial fee and then

you haven't a smell of a Patent yet. After they have allowed the Pat-
ent, you must pay another $20.00 as a final fee. That's $40,001 WE
PAY YOU $3.00 and grant you a Phoney Patent In the bargain, so you
save $43.0011 When sending in your Phoney Patent application,
be sure that it is as daffy as a lovesick bat. The daffier, the better.
Simple sketches and short descriptions will help our staff of Phoney
Patent Examiners to issue a Phoney Patent on your invention in a
jiffy.

f^ ' SOLAR MOBILE. Joy rides now being forbidden on Sundays In gasoline buzz wagons, and Doc Garfield not having
£'
ammpBl h» '^e

aL^^ 0n
,

th
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H
n

' V°u r Petitioner prays for letters Pat-ends on a sun-fliverette. This afore-abovementioned solarmobile
Ki« f£L?l ii?„iTnSS

C
i2I

(which also shades the driver) collects free of charge the sun's rays, which striking the thermo-cells generateJuice, thence trickling Into storage battery, drive fhverette motors. Compressor operates ice plant to cool driver when he nets his tire billThe fan blows away his perspiration when he tries escaping the speed-cop. Inventor Kenneth Strickfaden, Paoli, Pa

TROLLEY REGENARRATIVE SYSTEM. With blushing modiste I announce my revolusionizing inverted scenic-trolleyroad. Oncet startedthe trolley pole goes Joyriding along the ups-and-downs track which is but a camou-full-flaged trolley wire. Due to its sinuous road it
affects a 2-and-fro motion of the trolley pole. This is utilized to rotate wheel W which in turn turns one good turn Into another, thus turningthe pulley of dynamo which In turn Interns the resultant Juice into storage batteries A, B, C. D for the the duration of the war. The luiceruns the trolley car, surplus current going into line to run other cars. Inventor Leslie E. Neville, Leonia. N. J.
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The "Oracle" is for the sole benefit of all electrical experimenters. Questions will be answered here for

r "Nf^H^SWH ,,,e benefit of all, but only matter of sufficient interest will be publisht. Rules under which questions will
1 In • ;i nswered

:

1. Only three questions can be submitted to be answered.
2. Only one side of sheet to be written on; matter must be typewritten or else written in ink, no

penciled matter considered.
3. Sketches, diagrams, etc., must be on separate sheets. Questions addrest to this department cannot

be answered by mail free of charge.
4. If a quick answer is desired by mail, a nominal charge of 25 cents is made for each question. If the questions entail considerable

research work or intricate calculations a special rate will be charged. Correspondents will be informed as to the fee before such questions
are answered.

BOOKS ON THE "ELECTRON."
(953) Oscar W. Ehrman, Portsmouth,

Ohio, inquires

:

Q. 1. For a good book treating on the
"electron."

A. 1. With further reference to the edi-

torial in the March number of the Elec-
trical Experimenter entitled "Dormant
Forces," you will undoubtedly find very
interesting reading, in the new work by
Professor Millikan, entitled "The Electron,
Its Isolation and Measurement." Our Book
Department can supply it at $1.60 prepaid.
Also you will find some very interesting

reading along this line in the April, 1918,

issue of the Electrical Experimenter.

DIFFERENTIAL BATTERY CUR-
RENTS.

(954) A. Hering, Brooklyn, N. Y.,

wishes to know :

Q. 1. How to detect differential battery
currents in circuits where cells are con-
nected in opposition.

Push
Sots conn in
opposition

Showing How a Sensitive Galvanometer is

Connected Up to Indicate Any Differential
Battery Current.

A. 1. It is possible to detect such a cur-
rent when the push button is closed by in-

serting a very sensitive galvanometer at the

place marked "C" in your diagram, for then
and as the case always is with dry cells or
storage batteries there is invariably a very
small current flowing in one direction which
is equal to the algebraic sum of the cur-
rents of the batteries, and the direction of
this resulting current is the direction of the
greater current, which is, by the way, very
small. A very sensitive telephone receiver
should be able to detect this minute current,
while the type of galvanometer used can
be of the D'Arsonval type.

DO RADIO WAVES AFFECT TELE-
PHONE CIRCUITS?

(955) Howard N. Hess, Ansted, W. Va.,
asks several interesting wireless questions

:

A. 1. The reason you can receive a
message without a ground is because in

your case you have a typical counter-poise
aerial. As far as is known, telephone
circuits are not affected by the radio waves,
unless the stations happen to be in very
close proximity to the telephone lines, and

therefore you have experienced nothing un-
usual relative to the reception of telephone
messages.

A. 2. The reason for the elimination of

static disturbances is due to the use of the

variable condenser which has the property
of cutting out these disturbances to some
extent without altering the intensity of the

received signals to any degree. The uses

to which you put the two switches are very
good ones, and produce effects of equivalent
value to that of a series condenser, in which
case the wave length is always shortened.

ODD PHOTOS WANTED AT
$1.00 EACH!!!

Now is the time to make your
Kodak pay for itself in a real practi-

cal way. We are after interesting

photographs of out-of-the-ordinary
electrical, radio and scientific sub-
jects and are willing to pay $1.00 cash

for every one we can use. Please
bear in mind that for half-tone re-

production in a magazine, a photo-
graph should be particularly sharp
and clear. Of course, if a subject

happens to interest us particularly

well, we can have the photo retouched.
For the general run of subjects, how-
ever, it does not pay to go to such
expense. Therefore, please take pains
to properly focus and expose your
pictures. It often happens that a
really mediocre subject well photo-
graphed wins approval over an ex-
cellent subject poorly photographed.
And don't send us plate or film "nega-
tives" ; send unmounted or mounted
"prints", preferably a light and dark
one.

As to what to photograph: Well,
that's hard for us to say. We leave
that up to you, and every reader now
has the opportunity to become a re-
porter of the latest things in the realm
of Electricity, Radio and Science.
But, please remember—it's the "odd,
novel or practical stunts" that we are
interested in. Every photo submitted
should be accompanied by a brief de-
scription of 100 to 150 words. Give
the "facts"—don't worry about the
style. We'll attend to that. Enclose
stamps if photos are to be returned
and place a piece of cardboard in the
envelope with them to prevent muti-
.lation. Look around your town and
see what you can find that's interest-
ing.

Address photos to—Editor "Odd
Photos", Electrical Experimenter,
233 Fulton Street, New York City.

CAN SELENIUM CELLS OF DEFI-
NITE RESISTANCE BE MADE?
(956) Ray N. Coffman, Newark, Ohio,

asks among other questions concerning
selenium cells, if it is possible to build

them with a definite, known resistance.

A. 1. Relative to the least intensity of

light which will cause the resistance of a

selenium cell of the Fritts or Hammer type

to be lowered to its smallest value, we
would say that when either of these types

of cells are subjected to light rays, their re-

sistance is decreased considerably. In mak-
ing a selenium cell it is very hard to ascer-

tain what this ratio of resistance will be.

An idea of the degrees of the resistance of

some of these cells can be gotten from the

fact that several cells have been constructed

having a ratio of 200 to 1. The amount of

current that will pass when a pressure of

12 volts is subjected to the cell can be com-
puted by Ohm's Law, in the usual manner.

Suppose the resistance of a cell in the

dark is 10,000 ohms and 500 in the light,

then by Ohm's Law the current in the dark
is equal to

E 12

I = = = .0012 Ampere.
R 10,000

The amount of current flowing in a cir-

cuit when the light is on is equal to

E 12

I = = = .024 Ampere
R 500

The resistance of the relay, if used,
must, of course, be added to the cell re-

sistance in making this calculation. Yes,
an electrical current can be successfully
broken 4,050 times per second, in fact Dr.
Nikola Tesla has invented a machine for
successfully making 50,000 breaks per sec-

ond. A description of this machine has
been given in the February, 1917, issue of
the Electrical Experimenter.

!l!l

ST. ELMO'S FIRE.
(957) Gordon Jones, Jr., Cordele, Ga.,

inquires of the Oracle

:

Q. 1. What is St. Elmo's Fire?
A. 1. "St. Elmo's Fire" is the phenome-

non which takes place when the atmosphere
is abundantly charged with electricity. It

usually appears as a brilliant light on the
top of ships' masts, the points of metallic
objects and other conductors from which
a silent discharge usually passes. The
phenomenon is most common during thun-
der storms and in some instances, the ap-
pearance resembles sheets of flame extend-
ing several feet in length.

We would refer your particularly to an
interesting article on atmosphereic electric-

ity in the July and August, 1917, issues of
this Journal.

WHAT IS "LAUGHING GAS"?
(958) Patrick MacCourt, Medicine Hat,

{Continued on page 408)
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BeeTestLesson
inDraftsmanship

Send for this free lesson which explains the Chicago "Tech"
method of teaching Draftsmanship by mail. Positions at big

salaries are now waiting for competent men. The call of men to

the war has left vacancies everywhere. Even draftsmen of limited

training and experience are snapped up and paid good salaries.

If you are dissatisfied with your opportunities, learn Draftsman-
ship. Chicago "Tech" will train you in the most practical way in

the shortest time. Mail the coupon today and let us tell you about

the Chicago "Tech" method. This free lesson will show you how
well equipped you are to follow Draftsmanship. Enroll in the course

only if you decide that you can take it up to advantage. No cost, no
obligation on vou to make this investigation.

Come to the
College or Learn At Home

'v:

Hold your present position while training. Our experts will instruct you

by mail. Only your spare time is required. You are directly under prac-

tical draftsmen and engineers. You are taught exactly the work required in the drafting rooms of big con-

cerns. No time to put in on unnecessary studies. This means thorough instruction and early graduation.

$2522 to $10022 aWeek
Other Mail Courses

Chicago "Tech" not only

belps men to success in draft-

manship, but In other impor-

tant practical professions.

General Builders' Course

Plan Reading, Estimating,
•onstruction. Architecture,

etc.. are taught In every de-

tail. Intended especially for

contractors, bricklayers, stone

masons, carpenters and others

In the building industry.

Plan Reading

Practical Instruction from
actual working blue prints,

under the direction of experts.

Everything made clear. En-
ables a man to get in a few
months what he seldom gets

the opportunity to learn well.

If at all, at his work. Courses
for men in all branches of

building and mechanical lines.

Plan Reading for Builders

How to read Blue Print
plans for every kind of build-
ing construction ; how to lay
out work; bow to know Just
what the architect means. A
course that helps men to be-
come foremen ; foremen to be-
come superintendents and su-
perintendents to become con-
tractors.

Plan Reading for Shop Men
How to read Blue Print

drawings of machinery, foun-
dry work, sheet metal work,
munitions, tools, aeroplanes,
structural steel, cars, etc., etc.

A mechanic or shop man in
any branch of industry can
Quickly Increase his earning
power with this information.

FREE Lessons
Test Lesson In either of

these Plan Beading Courses
lent free. Just mark the cou-
pon to show which you want.
Act now. Prepare to take one
of the higher Jobs which are
opening In every industry.

Draftsmen earn good salaries in normal times. They command extra high

salaries now—and the tremendous work to be done after the war will bring a

permanent and intensive demand for good men. Make your spare time count

now for a higher salary and a better position.

Easy Payments
The fees for Chicago "Tech"

Courses are very moderate—and
you can pay on easy terms. And
also—you obtain in a few months
what it would take several years to

acquire by ordinary methods. You
can get an early start. You are

soon ready to take a paying position

and to quickly get back the cost of
your course.

Send the Coupon
The sooner you are prepared the sooner you

will be holding a job that pays a large salary

and opens the way to advancement. Many ex-

ecutives, general managers and superintendents
began as draftsmen.

Other institutions ask you to pay first—and
then to find out later how well qualified you
are for this profession. We send the free lesson

first and place you under no obligation at all.

Discover your qualifications before you pay
a nything.

The coupon will bring the Test Lesson, free.

Also information about the profession of
Draftsmanship and detailed facts about Chi-
cago "Tech" methods, the fees, terms, etc.

Mark with X the branch you are interested in—or if in doubt about which course to take,
write a letter stating facts about yourself and
asking our advice which will be freely given.
Mail either the coupon or the letter today.

FREE Instruments
Every student of the Chicago "Tech" Course in

Draftsmanship receives this set of instruments,
or a cash credit in case he already has a set.

These instruments are
of the same make and
sizes as used by high
salaried experts in

drafting rooms of
factories, shops, rail-

roads, etc. You use
them while learning

—

then take them right

into your practical

work.

Chicago Technical College,

1045 Chicago "Tech" Building, Chicago

Without obligation to me, please send me your FBEE Test Lesson and
other interesting literature covering the subject indicated below.
Mark X opposite work in which you are specially interested.

t ] Architectural Drafting [ 1 Plan Beading—Builders
[ ] Machine Drafting [ 1 Plan -Beading—Shop Men
T 1 Electrical Drafting [ ] Estimating
[ J

Structural Drafting [ 1 Surveying
[ ] Sheet Metal Drafting [ ] Map Drafting
[ ] Builders' Course [ ] Beinforced Concrete

Name

Address

City State

College or Home Study f State which

Yon benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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CORE WIRE
We have been fortunate In securing thru auction several tons of guaranteed pure, double annealed

Norway Iron Core Wire and are selling this wire to "Experimenter" readers

At Pre-war Prices 20cts lb.
This wire Is Just the thing for spark colls, transformers, etc., and It Is, of course, a very much more

superior product than the usual Iron wire. We absolutely guarantee the quality.

If you ever thought of building a spark coll, transformer, or similar apparatus, now la the chance
to get the right material for It. As far as we know this Is the only lot of Iron Norway Core Wire In the
hands of any dealer at the present time, and none can be gotten until after the war.

We only have these three sizes

:

24 INCHES 20 INCHES 36 INCHES
Thickness about No. 21 B and S

If either of these sizes should be too long we advise cutting the wire down yourself by means of
shears. It will pay you to do so as real Norway Iron Wire, sold by a few dealers last year, brought
from 40c to 50c a pound. American core wire now sells for from 30c upwards per pound.

As long as the supply lasts we offer this wire as described above to our customers at the very low
price of 20c a pound. Order at onoe.

ELECTRO IMPORTING CO., 231 Fulton St.,NewYork City

TYPEWRITER SENSATION
PROMPT SHIPMENT.

$4.00 per month buys a beautifully reconstructed, latest model visible
typewriter, with back spacer, decimal tabulator, two-color ribbon, etc.
Every late style feature and modern operating device. Sent on approval.
Catalogue and special prices free.

Harry A. Smith, 738, 218 N. Wells St., Chicago, 111.

ACTIVE SERVICE-

S'^

1
Dependable for a life time. Made right to write right. Long or short—Red or Black.
Absolute necesiity to any buiiness man or woman. Unequalled for general writing, billing, ruling
and manifolding. Made of pure vulcanized rubber with non-corrosive, durable writing point.
Lock-Cap prevents leaking. Extra lize. 8 in., black only. $1.50. Tour name in gold inlay 35o.
FREE: Liberal supply of Ink with retail orders. Agents wanted. Good profits.

J. R. ULLRICH & CO., 27 Thames St., New York

$125

1

Your Vacation

The Largest River
NEW YORK

HUDSON
NAVIGATION
COMPANY

Begins the Moment
You Step Aboard

The Ideal
Tourist Route

Picture to yourself the luxury of a
magnificent, mammoth floating hotel,

perfect in its comforts and con-
veniences, with staterooms de luxe,
private baths and private balconies, ap-
petizing meals, beautiful ballrooms, en-
trancing music. Enjoy the grandeur of
the scenery on the historic Hudson re-

vealed by the giant searchlight.

Steamships in the World
ALBANY TROY

Leave Pier 32. N. R.—6.00 P. M.
Sundays and Holidays—9.00 P. M.
West I32d Street, half hour later.

"THE SEARCHLIGHT ROUTE"
Telephone Canal 9000

THE ORACLE.
{Continued from page 406)

Q. 1. What is "laughing gas"?
A. 1, Nitrous Oxid is commonly called

laughing gas. It is a colorless gas with a

slightly sweet taste and produces uncon-
sciousness. It is produced in the following

manner : Ammonium nitrat is heated and
as the nitrat melts it soon begins to decom-
pose with effervescence. Great care must
be taken in regulating the heat, otherwise

an explosion may occur.

Q. 2. What is the meaning of Analgesia?

A. 2. Relative to the statement appearing

in a certain weekly paper, we believe that

said statement is in error because the word
analgesia is defined as "the insensibility to

pain in any part of the body." However, as

to the method of removing hair so that no
pain at all is felt, we would say that such
methods are dealt with under the subject

of cataphoresis. This subject of cata-

phoresis is the art of localizing the use of

drugs by electrolysis so that no pain is felt

in that part where it is applied. We refer

you to the book entitled "Cataphoresis" by
W. J. Morton, which can be procured from
our Book Department for $2.50. We do not
know of any case where X-rays have been
used for removing superfluous hair.

MOVIE TRICKS EXPOSED.
(Continued from page 371)

as clear and simple as the result is mystify-
ing and complex. The action is obtained by
the process illustrated in Fig. 7. In

scenes Nos. 1, 2, 3 and 4, the usual process
of motion picture photography is followed.

When the director determines that it is

time for His Satanic Majesty to dissolve

into space, he calls "Stop" at the split be-

tween scenes 4 and 5, marked X. The
camera man stops the camera, Monsieur
Satan leaves the scene; Jack, the stage

hand, sets a smoke bomb, as shown in

scene 5, on the place where Satan stood
and lights the fuse. The camera immedi-
ately is started again and the ensuing ex-
plosion is filmed. After this film has been
developed the printer, who makes the thou-
sands of duplicates or positive films from
the master or negative film for general
distribution to show houses thruout the

States, cuts out scene No. 5, and places

scenes Nos. 6, 7 and 8 over scenes 2, 3 and
4 and prints them in that position. The
result attained is to have Satan gesticulate

and instantly a smoke screen starts from
his feet and envelops him entirely. When
this smoke has cleared away, lo ! and be-

hold, you find that the Kaiser's Ally has
also "cleared out".

Figure 8 shows how it was possible by
using the Bray system of animated draw-
ings, to show the action of a commercial
adding machine. This operation would nor-
mally be impossible to visualize with the

naked eye. Therefore it can be readily

seen that with the new process it is possi-

ble to photograph and understand thoroly

the operation of the heretofore unphoto-
graphable.

The production of an animated cartoon is

made by a very tedious method, extending
over a considerable period of time. The
artist makes a pencil sketch of the cartoon
that he wishes to have photographed and
this is placed under a very thin sheet of
celluloid having a thickness of about
1/5,000 of an inch; and possessing a
marked degree of transparency. The sec-

ond operation is to trace this pencil sketch
onto the celluloid sheet permanently with
drawing ink. One drawing is made show-
ing the background, which in Fig. 6 is a
room, showing chairs, pictures and two
doors. Upon this background sheet is

(Continued on page 411)

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writina to advertisers.
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Chemical and Electrical Outfits

Telegraph, Telephone and
Wireless Sets

ERECTOR
ELECTRICAL SETS
WIRELESS TELEGRAPH SETS
TELEGRAPH SETS
ELECTRICAL MOTORS
TELEPHONE OUTFITS
CHEMISTRY OUTFITS
SUBMARINES
PARCEL POST TOYS
TUMBLING CLOWNS

MECHANICAL TOYS
MACHINE GUNS
PUZZLE PARTIES
NURSES OUTFITS
MAGIC SETS
KIDOIKINS
RIK-TOR

THE wonders of electricity and chemistry

—

the things that have made the reputation of

Edison, Bell, Marconi and other great men

—

can be learned by the boy who has a Gilbert tele-

phone, telegraph or wireless set, or an electrical or

chemical outfit.

New discoveries and inventions, as great as those

of the past, are going to be made by boys who
commence to study these things now. They are

going to be the Edisons of tomorrow. These Gil-

bert sets are practical working outfits with which
you can learn a great deal, and at the same time
have great fun.

Perform Experiments
Learn The Secrets of Electricity

GILBERT CHEMISTRY OUTFITS—A real won-
der set with chemistry manual and laboratory
apparatus. With it you can make disappearing
ink, fire without matches, pour milk from a bottle

full of water, make soap and many other things.

Prices $2.00 to $5.00. In Canada $3.00 to $7.50.

GILBERT ELECTRICAL SETS—Complete with
manual. With it you can make your own electric

motor do electroplating, install electric bells, wire
for telephones, etc. Sets from $ 1 to $ 1 0. In

Canada $1.50 to $15.00.

GILBERT TELE-SET—A complete working tele-

graph outfit and manual of instructions. Price
$2.00. In Canada $3.00.

GILBERT PHONO-SET—A practical electrically

operated telephone set that can be used from
house to house or over long distances. Price
$5.00. In Canada $7.50.

The Gilbert Sets are thoroughly made and are for

sale by all dealers. Write for the Gilbert Catalog,
which illustrates and describes fully these and
many other Gilbert Toys.

Prices Subject to Change without notice

The A. C. Gilbert Co.
433 Blatchley Ave. New Haven, Conn.

In Canada
The A.C.Gilbert-Menzies Co., Limited

439 W. King St., Toronto

Hi

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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Revolution
The name of Marat will forever be associated with the Reign of Terror

during the French Revolution. He fell at last by the hand of Charlotte
Corday to avenge the loss of her lover. This period contains more of dramatic in-

terest than any other in the world's history. It is out of this period that the Empire
was born, dominated and ruled by Napoleon. Again throughout the world thrones
tremble and empires totter in the great war now in progress. Shall the new Russian
Republic survive or will red-handed terrorists again force the people to institute a
monarchy to insure stable government is only one of the many great questions of
the hour. How else are we to judge of the momentous questions confronting the
whole world except from the lessons of the past?

The Rise and Fall of Nations
Ridpath, .the historian, takes the reader back to the very beginning of

civilization and traces man's career down through the long highway of time,
through the rise and fall of empires and nations. Other men have written histories

of one nation or period; Gibbon of Rome, Macaulay of England, Guizot of France,
but it remained for Dr. Ridpath to write a History of the entire World from the

It is endorsed by Presidents of the United States, practically all university and col-

lege presidents, and by a quarter of a million Americans who own and love it. If you would know the history of mankind, every
sacrifice for principle, every struggle for liberty; every conflict and every achievement, then embrace this opportunity to place in

your home the world-famed publication

—

Ridpath's History of the World
On account of the tremendous increase in the cost of paper and leather, occasioned by the European War, it

becomes necessary to advance the price in order to cover the increased cost of manufacture. This is your last oppor-
tunity to buy Ridpath's History of the World at our present low price and easy terms of payment. We employ no agents as our
low price does not permit the payment of an agent's commission. The beautiful sample pages will give you some idea of the splen-

did illustrations and wonderfully beautiful style in which the history is written. Mail the free coupon below.

At a Great Sacrifice in Price and on EasyTerms

earliest civilization down to the present day.

We will name our price only in direct letters to those sending the coupon below. Tear off the coupon, write name and address
plainly and mail now before you forget it. Dr. Ridpath's widow derives her income from his history, and to print our price
broadcast for the sake of quickly selling these few sets would cause great injury to future sales. Send coupon today.

Supt. Long
St. Louis Schools,
said: "I unhesitat-
ingly commend Dr.
Ridpath's History of
the World as the
ablest work on that
subject which I have
ever examined."

Prest. Sheldon
President New York
State Normal School,
said: "Ridpath's
History is a work
that would be very
^valuable on every

teacher's table in
every school li-

brary and in
every home."

-pup DCACniM 'or Ridpath's enviable position as
1 rit tXtiASUlN an historian is his wonderfully beauti-

il style, a style no other historian in any generation has
ever equalled. He pictures the great historical events as
though they were happening before your eyes ; he carries

)u with him to see the battles of old ; to meet kings
and queens and warriors ; to sit in the Roman sen-

-a. ate ; to march against Saladin and his dark-
Keise.m^ free sample p$>

es
t(
^^'V^k skinned followers; to sail the southern seas with

containing photogravures^^>k^^Drake, to circumnavigate the globe with Ma-
gellan. He combines absorbing interest with
supreme reliability and makes the heroes of

k history real, living men and women, and
k about them he weaves the rise and fall

empires in such a fascinating style

kthat history becomes as absorbingly
^interesting as the greatest of
^novels.

ADDRESS.
Tear out coupon, write name and address and mall.

age
of Ridpath's History of the"
World,
of Napoleon and Queen Elizabeth
engravings of Socrates, Caesar a

Shakespeare, Map of European
Zone, and write me full particulars of
your special offer to The Electrical Experl
mentor readers.

NAME.

Six Thousand Years of History
Here you read of the rise and fall of nations, the
splendor that was Greece and the glory that was
Rome. You discern the causes which have led to
the overthrow of monarchies and kingdoms, peo-
ples and races, and if History has proven any fact it is that
the rich and defenseless nation must sooner or later fall be-
neath the heel of the more warlike and aggressive power. If
you would know the fate of the rich and defenseless nation
then read the story of ancient Assyria or Chaldea or Persia
or Babylon, whose glory now is but a memory. They have been
so obliterated that even the location of their splendid cities is

unknown. Any person who reads History, who has red blood,
who loves home and country must favor adequate self defense
against the aggression of warlike powers. Dr. Ridpath gives
the complete History of every race, every nation, every time
and holds you spellbound by his wonderful eloquence.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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MOVIE TRICKS EXPOSED
(Continued from page 408)

placed the drawing of the subject on a sep-

arate piece of celluloid ; then it is photo-
graphed. Each succeeding action of the

figure is accomplished by making a separate
celluloid drawing showing the figure that

is to move placed in a new position. In
this way progressive action is eventually
accomplisht. Each new move is photo-
graphed by the camera man. In the case
where a figure remains passive but where
a part of the figure moves, such as an arm,
the figure is drawn on a celluloid sheet and
is made armless. Each successive move
that it is desired to have the arm make, is

then drawn on another piece and placed
upon the armless figure in its proper posi-

tion.

EXPERIMENTAL CHEMISTRY.
(Continued from page 398)

Upon introducing a blast of air into the
heated mixture the oxygen present gives
Calcium Manganit (CaMnCh)
Ca (OH), + Mn (OH,) + O = Ca MnO,

+ 2H 2

This manganit is acted upon by hydro-
chloric acid.

CaMnOi + 6HC1 = CaCl 2 + MnCl 2 +
3H 2 + 2C1

By this process the manganese, which is

the costly ingredient, can be used again and
again. The oxygen of the air together with
steam, is forced into the mixture of hy-
droxides and water.

(4) By heating a mixture of 5 parts of
manganese dioxid, 4 parts of sodium
chlorid, and a mixture of 12 parts of sul-
phuric acid with 6 parts water :

—

MnO, + 2NaCl + 2H2SO, = MnSO, +
Na 2S04 + 2H2 + Ch

Manganous
Sulfate

(5) By heating a mixture of potassium
bichromat and concentrated hydrochloric
acid,

K2Cr 20, + 14HC1 = Cr 2Cl, + 2KC1 +
7H 2 + 3C1 2

Potassium Chromic
Bichromat Chlorid

(6) By adding hydrochloric acid to
bleaching powder or hypochlorites.
Ca (OCl) CICaO + 4HC1 = 2CaCl, +

4H2 + Cl2

Bleaching Calcium
Powder Chlorid

HCIO + HC1 = H2 + a.
(7) The Deacon Process is based upon

the oxidation of hydrochloric acid gas by
the oxygen of the air, over pieces of brick
which have been saturated with copper
chlorid and heated to about 440 degrees
Centigrad. In outline, the reaction is :

—

2HC1 + O = H.O + CU
It is presumed that the copper chlorid

acts as a catalytic agent in the liberation of
a portion of its chlorin, and withdrawal of
it from the hydrochloric acid, thru the in-
fluence of the oxygen of the air.

Properties : Physical :

—

1. Chlorin is a yellowish-green gas, of a
suffocating and stifling odor, and when in-
haled, exerts a corrosive action on the
mucous membranes of the air passages. It
is irrespirable and intensely poisonous,
death resulting from inhaling it in quan-
tity. The "Huns" are reported as using
this fiendish gas to check the advancing
drives of the "Allies" in the present World
War, and it is a foregone conclusion that
no other civilized nation would stoop to
such a vile means of not only killing, but
severely impairing the respiratory organs
of their opponents.

ELECTRICITY

Be guided by a

Practical Man
Be guided in your study of

electricity by an experienced
Electrical Engineer of high
professional standing. Terrell
Croft, author of 7 of these vol-
umes, climbed from the ranks
to Electrical Engineer with the
Westinghouse Company. He
gained his knowledge with his
sleeves rolled up, and has met
your problems in advance. He
tells in plain, understandable
language how to proceed by the
best and most practical methods.

as
experts
know it

Learn electricity

as you would in

actual PRACTICE
—in accordance
with the methods
employed by the
highest paid electri-

cal experts in
America. The New
McGraw-Hill Libra-
ry of Practical
Electricity contains
the actual working
facts which you
need in order to
succeed in the elec-

trical field. Terrell
Croft, formerly
with the Westing-
fa o u s e Company,
makes the conquest

easy for you. Read the course at home or slip a volume
in your pocket for use on the job.

Not a correspondence course
This is NOT A CORRESPONDENCE COURSE—but a home-study

course, complete in itself and thoroughly up to date. The set of 8
flexibly bound, pocket size volumes contains a complete electrical
education which would cost several hundred dollars procured from
any other source. You pay only $16 for the set complete—IN SMALL
MONTHLY PAYMENTS. The coupon below entitles you to a free 10-
day examination. Send it in at once.

Recently completed, The New McGraw-Hill

Library of Practical Electricity
by Terrell Croft, formerly with Westinghouse

Easy Payments, $2 per month—Complete course 8 vols, only $16

After examining the books under our 10-day free
examination offer you will readily understand why
students and electrical workers are so enthusiastic
about the "Croft Library."
No amount of description can possibly outline to you

the great importance of these new books in the electrical
field today. You must see this flexibly bound Library
and run through its 3000 pages and clearly drawn illus-

trations before you can understand
t means to the student
practical worker. The

volumes cover Practical
Mathematics, Practical
Electricity, 2 Vols.:
Electrical Machinery,
Central Stations,
Wiring for Light
and Power, Wiring
of Finished Build-
ings and Practical
Electric Illumina-
tion.

Examine this new
Library and find out
for yourself why they
improve working
methods and form a

sure, short-cut to

BIGGER PAY.

Faev Pavmontc pW for the course as >ou EO a1011*: *2 P« m?nth
easy raymeniS for g mcmt hs will give you a set of books which
represents an achievement without parallel in technical literature.

The terms are so easy that you can now easily afford a training

which will prepare you in a short time to take a more respon
sible, better paid position.

Just Send the Coupon &%r^nv&
in examining these practical books. It obligates you in.

no way; it may easily mean permanent success for
you in the well paid field of practical electricity.

Fill out and forward this coupon—and re
ceive the entire 8 volumes by parcel post or
express prepaid for 10 days' free examina-
tion. If, after examining them, you are ,
convinced of their power to help you
to the highest positions in the field, T
send $2 in ten days and the bal
ance at the rate of $2 per month
until $16 has been paid.

:<v
v

McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc
239 West 39th St.,

New York

r4>

McGraw-
Hill

_A Book Co.. Inc.

239 W. 39th St.

y New York.

Gentlemen:
Please send me the

Library of Practical
Electricity (shipping

charges prepaid) for 10
days' free examination. If

satisfactory, I will send $2 in
10 days and $2 per month until

$16 has been paid. If not wanted
I will write you for return shipping
ructions.
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Ionic Address
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—and not the least of these is the Ellis Music Master, for it makes possible the perfect
reproduction of all the wonderful vocal and instrumental compositions of all the music
masters. It brings to you the "living voice" of all artists whose beautiful melodies have
been recorded on discs.

ELLIS "MUSIC MASTER" REPRODUCER
makes your phonograph or talking machine truly delightful. It Is the "missing link" that overcomes all
faults of ordinary reproducers. It doe* away with that harsh, metallic, rasping sound that is common
to all machines using ordinary records. It makes that disagreeable, nasal, "phonograph voice" a thing
of the past. It reproduces faithfully and in true tone values, every note that is on the record. It gives
you tile beautiful overtones and the delicate touches of accompaniments that are lost with ordinary repro-
ducers. The Ellis "Music Master" is made for all machines using disc records and will give you renewed
delight In hearing your favorite selection. Truly it doubles the value of any phonograph because it
makes possible absolutely perfect reproduction of the music. The cost is little, but the pleasure is great.
Write today for circular E.

J. H. ELLIS, P. O. Box 882, 1 Milwaukee, Wis.

WhatlS'SYou - Nation's Capitol
The little matter of 15c in stamps or coin will bring you the
Pathfinder 13 weeks on trial. The Pathfinder is an illustrated
weekly, published at the Nation's center for the Nation; a paper
that prints all the news of the world and tells the truth and
only the truth ; now in its 26th year. This paper fills the bill
without emptying the purse; it costs but $1 a year. If you want
to keep posted on what is going on in the world, at the least

expense of time and money, this is your means. If you want a paper in your home which is sincere, reliable, entertaining,
wholesome, the Pathfinder is yours. If you would appreciate a paper which puts everything clearly, fairly, briefly—here it is.
Send 15c to show that you might like_8uch a paper, and we will send the PatJiflnder on probation 13 weeks^ The 15c
does not repay us. but we are
glad to invest in new friends.

Washington, the home of the Pathfinder, is the
nerve-center of civilization ; history is being
made at this world capital. The Pathfinder's

illustrated weekly review gives you a clear, im-
partial and correct diagnosis of public affaire

<Uii inn Hi rs>' ftli i ii inui s ,
i )!•:<), in trx/ <]<iuh

Pathfinder, Box 76, Washington, D. C.

DRAFT MEN—THIS IS YOUR OPPORTUNITY
40.000 Wireless Operators, Men and Women, urgently needed for Army. Navy and Aviation Service.
Excellent opportunities to win promotion to commissioned and non-commissioned grades with Advanced

« Pay. Wireless work trains you for position as Commercial Operator, after the
)j\ war, with pay up to $200 a month.

Complete Course by Mail in Ten Weeks
Start studying NOW in spare time at home. Complete practice apparatus
sent wiUi first lessons. We help you enter any branch of Radio Service you
select. Write TODAY for full particulars. A Postal will do.

NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE
Nft Dept. 63 Washington, D. C.

TELEGRAPH PICTURES
This unique set of

improved Leishman
Picture Telegraphing
Machines will tele-

graph pictures, maps,
drawings, and hand-
writing. The invent-
or of the Leishman
systems recently tele-

graphed a picture of

President Wilson as

far as from Paris to

Chicago

This set is highly recommended for experimenters and thoroughly illustrates the system.

00 for a complete set of two machines

L. J. Leishman Co.,Only $15 Dept. T.

Ogden, Utah
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(2) It has a vapor density of 33.45,

nearly 2.5 times as heavy as air, and thus
may be readily collected by displacement,
the height to which the vessel is filled being
noted by the color of the gas. It is quite

soluble in water, at degrees one volume
of water dissolves 1.5 volumes of chlorin

;

at 10 degree—three volumes.

When past into ice water, chlorin forms
a greenish crystalline mass called chlorin

hydrate (CU + 8H 20).

3. It can be liquefied at —40 degrees and

boils at —33.6 degrees.

4. It solidifies at — 102 degrees.

Chlorin is now commercially supplied as

a comprest liquid in steel cylinders.

BLEACHING
Cotton goods are bleached by causing

long rolls of the cloth to pass thru suc-

cessive vats, the first, third, fifth, etc., of
which contain water acidulated with sul-

furic acid; the second, fourth, etc., contain

a solution of bleaching powder. A very
little acid is left with the water on the
cloth as it passes thru the first vat. This
acid liberates chlorin from the bleaching
powder in the second, and the chlorin par-
tially whitens the cloth. In the successive

vats the same operation is repeated till the

fabric is of the desired color. To remove
any remaining chlorin which might injure

the fabric, the cloth is past thru an antichlor

of sodium thiosulfate (commonly known in

photography as "Hypo") then thru a vat of

water to wash it, and finally over hot rollers

to dry. Fig. 132 depicts a two-vat bleacher.

Drying tube Rubber
connector

Coic/um cn/orid emp/oyed
as drying agent

To rece/hng

bo/t/e Fib. 134

To*
generarar

Drying Tube Which May Be Inserted Be-
tween Generator and Receiving Bottle, as

Described in Experiment No. 145.

EXPERIMENT NO. 145

Preparation from Hydrochloric Acid and

Manganese Dioxid.

CAUTION ! ! ! Chlorin is a poisonous

gas. and great care should exercised in

handling it. Avoid inhaling it. Inhaling

ammonia or alcohol will counteract some

of its affects.

Put 10 grams of manganese dioxid (the

granular is preferable to the powder in this

experiment), into a Florence or Erlenmeyer
flask and make the connections as shown
in Fig. 133. Run the thistle tube thru a
two-hole rubber stopper, and run a short

right-angle connector to the receiving bot-

tle as shown. A drying tube of the form
shown in Fig. 134 may be inserted between
the right angle connector from the flask

to the delivery in the receiving bottle. If

this dryer is used it should be filled with
calcium chlorid, which dries the gas as it

passes thru. Set the flask on the ring

stand or tripod over gauze or asbestos, and
apply only a moderate heat, first pouring in

thru the thistle 25 or 30 cc. of hydrochloric
acid and rotating the flask so as to mix the

solid and liquid. As the experiment pro-
gresses it may be necessary to add more of
the reagents, especially the acid (if the gas
escaping becomes white), shaking the con-
tents of the flask in each case. Watch the
action in the generator and flask, and have
other bottles to replace the first as soon as

it is full, or a little before, which can be
told by the color. Collect three or four

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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How a Failure al Sixty

Won Sudden Success
From Poverty to $40,000 a Year

A Lesson for Old and Young Alike

By R. D. RAINES

bottles, covering each with a glass plate.

Test the action of the gas towards combus-

tion, by thrusting a lighted splint into the

flask

EXPERIMENT NO. 146.

Prepare a hydrogen generator and cause

the hydrogen to be liberated by permitting

hydrochloric acid to act upon zinc. Use
only a small quantity of zinc and have some
water in the flask, then introduce the acid

in small quantity thru the thistle tube.

Instead of collecting it under water as

we did in our experiments with hydrogen

(December, 1916, Lesson) bend a delivery

tube as shown in Fig. 135, with a small

opening at the end and reaching nearly to

the bottom of a large bottle. When hy-

drogen is escaping quite freely, test it for

air by applying a lighted splint, and when
all the air is expelled, ignite the hydrogen

at the capillary.

(To be continued)

WHY NOT ELECTRICITY FROM
THE OCEAN?

(Continued from page 377)
To those who have not experimented with

a float mounted on such a body of water

as to give it appreciable power whenever
waves were produced, such as on rivers,

lakes, or perhaps on the ocean shore, it is

probably a little difficult to perceive that

such a power plant as this will develop any
really appreciable amount of energy. The
reader may form a good idea as to just

how much power even a small wave will

give by an instance which the author noted
not long ago. In this case, the float (on the

shore) measured about ten by twenty feet

and was used as a launch landing on a river

a mile wide. Whenever one of the steam-
boats plying this river past at a distance of
half a mile, i.e., in midstream, the waves
created from the side-wheels of the boat
were sufficient, when they reached the shore,

to oscillate the float (on which rested one
end of a fairly long and heavy gang plank)
with surprising power, and to give an idea

of just how powerful this action was, it

can be stated that with four people, weigh-
ing about six hundred pounds in the aggre-
gate, the float was thrown rapidly up and
down on its guide poles a distance of about
four feet, much as if it had been merely
an egg shell resting on the water. By
comparison it is easy to see that the ocean
waves, which are much more powerful on
the average, would exert an infinitely-

greater power. In the case of the float just
cited, the work expended by the waves
amounted to 2,400 foot-pounds or consid-
erable over one foot-ton. The float was
capable of lifting a much greater weight
than that mentioned, but this will serve
as a practical example to show the great
power possest by a moving body of water.

For further details see Transactions of the
American Society Mechanical Engineers, XIII,
438 and Kent's Mechanical Engineer's Hand-book.
1916 Edition. Also see article entitled "Electric
Power from Ocean Waves" in the February, 1917,
issue of this journal.

AN ELECTRIC SPEED AND DIREC-
TION INDICATOR FOR TRANS-

ATLANTIC 'PLANES.
(Continued from page 375)

that the floating log being pulled thru the
water would have to be periodically hauled
aboard the aeroplane so as to read its

dials. Several minutes would be consumed
undoubtedly in hauling up the log and tak-
ing its reading, and some authorities have
mentioned that this might cause an error as
great as two per cent, owing to the time
during which the log was out of the water,
and the exact distance flown over would
not then be recorded by the mechanism.
The drawing herewith shows the simple

arrangement of electrical apparatus in-

THE old-time millionaire "made his pile"

by squeezing the pennies, by overwork

and self-denial. A much bigger army of

men today are piling up millions without deny-

ing themselves the comforts and little luxuries

f ]ife—by giving up poor jobs for better

ones, by preserving their health and strength,

and by retaining their manhood and independ-

ence all through the struggle. Theirs is a new

secret and one well worth learning.

Our story is about one who learned it—an

old man who got hold of some of these young

ideas. If you could have met him in the sum-

mer of 1915 you would have pitied him. For

forty years he had been true to the old creed

—hard work, long hours, patience, faithful-

ness and economy. By dint of scrimping and

scraping he would save a few dollars only to

have them swept away by a season of illness

in his family. And his reward? It came at

sixty, when he was thrown out of employ-

ment onto the scrap-heap. His old-fashioned

rules for winning success had failed to work.

"What was wrong with them or with him?"
He reviewed, one by one, the careers of some
of his old business associates who had pros-

pered. A suspicion entered his mind. He
turned his attention to several young men who
were forging rapidly to the front. Suspicion

became conviction. In one respect all those

men were identically alike. The climbing

youngsters and the prosperous oldsters were
strong-willed fellows of determined purpose.

It was almost amusing the way he and others

of his kind scurried to get out of the way of

these men whenever they set out to accom-
plish any purpose. Slowly the full truth came
to him. Success was not a matter of age. It

was not luck. It was not even a matter of

opportunity. It was simply a question of

dominating will power—determination that

brooks no interference, commands respect,

and easily leaps all obstacles. Somewhere
lying dormant within him like an unused mus-
cle, he too possessed a will. He knew it. He
would uncover it. He would exercise and
train it and put it to work.

For a long time he had believed he could

make a success in a certain line of manu-
facturing. He had some new ideas about it.

But he had never been bold enough to even
mention his thoughts to others. Now he
sought out some business friends. Instead of

begging a small loan with which to pay his

rent, he presented and explained his plans for

launching a business of his own. His friends'

first response was to smile. But as they lis-

tened they were struck by a new note in the

old man's voice, a new self-confident poise in

his bearing ; his tone was magnetic, compell-
ing ; his argument sound and convincing.
This gentleman was not to be denied. In two
days he raised $600 capital for his plant.

Three days later his little factory was in op-
eration. In three months he repaid every
penny of the loan and at the end of one
year his books showed profits of $20,000, and
his second year's operations promise $35,000
to $40,000 more.

A better understanding of the tremendous
power of the human will as a force in busi-

ness and in fortune building may be had by

studying the successes of any of our big

money makers.

Interesting and inspiring are several cases

that have come to my personal attention, be-

cause the same methods are open to us all

no matter how young or old we may be. One
is that of a man who was $u,ooo in debt three

years ago. Since then he has accumulated

$200,000 without speculating and today is earn-

ing $1,000 a week. He is only one of many who
frankly credit their good fortune to Prof.

Frank Channing Haddock and his very re-

markable book, "Power of Will." Another is

a young man who worked in a big factory.

One day he met Mr. W. M. Taylor, the noted
efficiency expert, who advised him to read

"Power of Will." He did so, applied himself

to the training of his will, and in less than

one year his salary was increased to more
than eight times what he had been earning.

Then there is the case of C. D. Van Vechten,
General Agent of the Northwestern Life Insur-
ance Company. After his first examination of

Prof. Haddock's methods and lessons in will power
development, as published in "Power of Will," he
told the author that they would be worth $3,000
to $30,000 to him.

Another man, Dr. H. D. Ferguson, residing in

Hot Springs, Ark., increased his earnings from $40
a week to $150 a week in a remarkably short space
of time after he began the study of will training.
Will power training by Haddock's system has en-
abled thousands to conquer drink and other vices
almost overnight— has helped overcome sickness
and nervousness—has transformed unhappy, anx-
ious, discontented people into dominating per-
sonalities filled with the joy of living.

In this new book Prof. Haddock, whose name
ranks with Bergson, James, and Royce in the
scientific world, has given to the world for .the first

time a practical, simple system of rules and exer-
cise for will power training that has completely
revolutionized the lives of thousands of people.
For the will is just as susceptible to exercise
and training as any muscle of the body. "Power
of Will" is being distributed by the Pelton Pub-
lishing Co. of Meriden, Conn. Any reader who
cares to examine the book may do so without send-
ing any money. If, after five days, you do not feel
that this book is worth the $3 asked for it, return
it and you will owe nothing. Some few doubters
will scoff at the idea of will power being the key
to wealth and achievement. But intelligent men
and women will investigate for themselves by send-
ing for the book at the publisher's risk.

Among the 250,000 owners who have read, used,
and praised "Power of Will" are such prominent
men as Supreme Court Justice Parker; Wu Ting
Fang, ex-U. S. Chinese Ambassador; Lieut.-Gov.
McKelvie of Nebraska; Assistant Postmaster-Gen-
eral Britt; General Manager Christeson of Wells-
Fargo Express Co.; E. St. Elmo Lewis; Governor
Arthur Capper of Kansas and thousands of others
equally prominent. As a first step in will training,
act on your present impulse to write a letter or
address this coupon to the Pelton Publishing Com-
pany, 30-S Wilcox Block, Meridan, Conn., and the
book will come by return mail. This one act mav
mean the turning point of your life. Do not hesitate.

PELTON PUBLISHING COMPANY
30-S Wilcox Block, Meriden, Conn.

I will examine a copy of "Power of Will" at
your risk. I will remail the book in 5 days or send
you $3 in payment for it.

Name

Address
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Build and Fly
Your Own

TrainingPlane
Train yourself to Aviation.

Be an Amateur Aviator with an
Aeroplane of your own. Leam
how Aeroplanes are built; learn

the principles of construction

operation and control. With
IDEAL Accurate Scale Draw-
ings, and Building and Flying
Instructions, you can build a

perfect Model Aeroplane, 3 ft.

size, that will rise from the
ground by Its own power and
fly like a big one. Send now
tot the Plana for the one you
want to build.

Drawings and Instructions for

Curtiss Military Tractor
Bleriot Monoplane
Nieuport Monoplar
Taube Monoplane
Curtiss Flying Boat EACH
Wright Biplane ...
Cecil Peoll Racer (' [°»

Send for Our Aeroplane Catalog
Tells about Model Aeroplanes, Racing Aeroplanes,

Flying Toys, and parts and supplies to build them
with. 48 pages. Send 5 cents for It today.

IDEAL AEROPLANE & SUPPLY COMPANY
76-82 West Broadway New York City

25c

FACTORY-TO-RIDER
AVES YOU MONEY
Buy direct and save $10 to $20 on a

bicycle. RANGER BICYCLES now
)come in 44 styles, colors and sizes.

Greatly improved; prices reduced.
Other reliable models $ifi.7fi up. WE
DELIVER FREE to you on approval
and SO days trial and riding test.

Our big FREE catalog shows
everything new in bicycles and sun*
dries. Write for it.

TIRES, lamps, wheels, parts and
suppliesat half usual prices.

Do not buy a bicycle, tires, or
^sundries until you get our wonder-
ful new offers,\ovi prices and liberal
terms. A postal brings everything.

ran CYCLE COMPANY
CHI) Dept. A 107 Chicago

110 V. A. C. Generators

ONLY $5.00!
Good hand generator*,
while stock lasts, $5.00.

Order today.
Generators, with pulley, 6

v. 6 amp. D. C, $10.00

;

32 v. 2% amp. D. C, (l/«

H.P. as a motor), $15.00;
Battery Charges, 7 v. 11
amp. (like cut), $27.50.
Motors, with pulley, 110
% H.P. 32 v. D. C, $21.28

Ranger
Electric
Lighted
Mo torbike"

v. D. C. or A $9.00
-110 v. D. C, $19.67 ; 1/6 H.P. 32 v. D. C, $24.51
-110 v. D. C, $22.71. Immediate shipment, cash

with order.

Watson Electric Co., Dept 10, Gas Bldg., Chicago

35 MILES PER HOUR
Built by a boy from Junior parts fur-
nished by us. Any boy can build this

car. Parts very cheap. Send 26
cents for blue prints and price list

of parts showing how to build this

Jp- SiPHER MFG. CO.,

156 Warren Street'
TOLEDO, OHIO.

Convert Your Bicycle Into a Motor-Cycle

We sell you the motor complete
or furnish you with the finished

parts from which you can build

the motor yourself with few tools.

We send you the printed instruc-

tions with buie prints of the drawings for $.25 or

full particulars for 3-cent stamp.

STEFFEY IHFG. CO.. 5025 Brown St., Phila.. Pa.

$40 MOTORCYCLES
and BICYCLES at cut prices.
Slogles and twins $25 to $100,
New Motorcycle Tires t3.
Automobile Tires $3. Best
Motorcycle Belts $5. Carbur-
etors $6. Spark colls $6. Second.
New Bicycles at Factor/ Prices.

Denlnger, The Price Gutter, Rochester, New YorK

volved in an aeroplane log such as we pro-

pose, and which is, moreover, thoroly feas-

ible, for similar apparatus has been used

for a considerable number of years in re-

cording the speed of engines, boats, auto-

mobiles, electric dynamos, motors, etc. In

brief, its action is based upon the fact that

the voltage of a dynamo is proportional

to its speed, and the more we increase the

speed, the more voltage do we get, and thus

all that is necessary in order to read the

speed of a machine in revolutions per

minute, or other specific terms, is to prop-
erly calibrate the apparatus so that the gal-

vanometer or voltmeter connected to the

wires leading from the dynamo 'reads over
a scale calibrated in miles per hour, or

revolutions per minute, etc. If the aero-

plane is flying in a calm or in a wind
which is parallel to the direction in which
the aeroplane is pointed, or the reverse,

then the log will tow directly astern.

Should the wind blow from either side,

or the other as the accompanying diagrams
show, and its direction from the aeroplane
will be exactly the reverse of the direction

in which the aeroplane is moving over the

water, as becomes apparent. In other words,
the aeroplane would be swept sidewise and
the degree of its departure from its course
would be at once indicated by the angular
position of the wire leading to the log,

i.e., the log, owing to the fact that it was
gript by the water and not affected by the

wind, would always lag off at one side,

and that side would be the one from which
the wind was blowing.

It would, moreover, not be necessary for
the aeroplane pilot to be continually looking
behind to ascertain the angle of the "log
line" with his craft, altho the relative posi-

tion of the log could be determined in this

way at any time, even at night when it is

dark, by virtue of the small electric bull's-

eye attached to the front of the log, as here
shown. In practise the long line is simply
attached to a lever mounted on the aero-
plane so as to cause an indicator needle to

move in the cock-pit.

bud Bicycles $6. Tand

NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN TELE-
PHOTOGRAPHY.

{Continued from page 387)

a drum of non-conducting material, pre-
ferably on the same shaft as the sending
and receiving cylinders. On this drum, in

longitudinal alignment, are a very thin strip

of copper or other conducting material and
two resistance elements. All of -these are

electrically connected to the shaft. The
current to these resistance strips is supplied

from opposite sides, the purpose of which
will be obvious later. Three brushes—one
for the copper strip, and the other two for

the resistance elements—are arranged so as
to make contact with these as the drum
revolves.

When sending a picture, the thin copper
strip is connected thru the shaft to one out-

going wire ; and the brush is connected in

series with several batteries and the other

outgoing wire. This connection causes a
heavy current to be sent to the receiving
machine whenever the copper strip and the

brush make contact ; that is, once every rev-
olution.

Now let us go back to the receiving
machine at the point where we left it. Now
that the starting relay no longer short-cir-

cuits the incoming current, the said current
is permitted to pass to the synchronizer or
to the picture receiving apparatus, as the
case may be.

The two resistance elements on the syn-

chronizing drum are used in receiving; and
if their connections are born in mind, it will

readily be seen that if the heavy impulse
from the sending machine is received when
the brushes are in exact centers of said

resistance members, the current in the two
brushes will be equal ; but if the brushes
are either above or below center at this

time, there is a differential effect in the

current—that is, the current is heavy in one
and light in the other, this effect becoming
greater the further the brushes are from
center.

The synchronizing impulse is necessarily

heavy to distinguish it from the picture

transmitting current. This being the case,

it is imperative to provide some means to

keep the heavy current from entering the

circuit that receives the picture, as it would
burn out the magnets. The seams of the

picture are arranged to come in line with
the synchronizing strips on the non-con-
ducting drum, so that the heavy impulse is

never received when the picture itself is

being transmitted, but while the seam is

passing. It is, of course, necessary to have
the synchronizing impulse received when
the brushes at the receiving machine are

passing over the resistance pieces; but for

the sake of clearness this will be explained
later and must be taken for granted for the

present. Supposing, then, that this cur-

rent always comes when the brushes and
synchronizing strips make contact, it is

easy to arrange other contacts and brushes
so that the entire current passes into the

synchronizing circuit while this part of the

cylinder is passing, and so that the current
at all other times passes into the circuit

that receives the picture proper. So long as

the cylinders are revolving in synchronism,
this means can be relied upon to distribute

the two currents into their proper circuits;

but until synchronism is establisht, at the

beginning of a transmission, another ar-

rangement accomplishes the purpose.
This system operates in conjunction with

the means for getting the resistance strips

to pass beneath the brushes when the syn-
chronizing impulse is received.

The principal part of the mechanism is

another gravity relay. In its first position,

this serves to connect the motor with its

source of current thru a circuit containing
considerable resistance. This causes the

motor to run slower than the one on the
transmitting instrument. This being the

case, the heavy impulse is finally received
(and it takes only a few seconds—seldom
more than ten revolutions) when the resist-

ance elements are under the brushes. The
current is now permitted to flow from the

brush thru the coils of the relay, which
throws the gravity arm, causing the resist-

ance in the motor connections to be short-
circuited, so that the motor then runs at

the approximate speed of the motor of the
transmitting machine.

Until the relay is operated, by the pres-

ence of a current in the synchronizing cir-

cuit, the circuit that sends the picture re-

mains open. This is necessary to keep the

coils for the lighter current from being
burnt out, as the currents cannot be dis-

tributed until the brushes and resistance

elements are in contact when the synchron-
izing impulse comes in. As soon as this

relationship is establisht, the relay, which
operates only under the heavy impulse,

causes the picture transmitting circuit to

be closed. This relay performs the two-
fold purpose of closing this circuit and of
short-circuiting the resistance that is in

series with the motor.

It has already been explained that the

current is equal in the two brushes that

touch the resistance strips providing the

current is received when they are at cen-

(Continued on page 419)
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Learn Electricity

INSTRUCTION
Trade and Engineering Schools
Dept. 20, 39-51 E. Illinois St., Chicago, 111.

t
3 MONTHS

Thousands of skilled Electricians are needed. The demand is becoming more urgent every

day. The Government is employing every one they can get which is causing a great scarcity

throughout the country and big salaries are being paid everywhere. Right now is your big

opportunity. Make up your mind now to prepare for one of these big jobs and then get here

as quick as you can for your training.

Earn $100.00 To $300.00 A Month
In the Electrical business. Come here where you will be trained in

these great $100,000 shops. Experts show you everything and
you learn right on the actual apparatus. You work on
everything from the simple bell to the mighty mo-
tors, generators, electric locomotives, dyna
mos, switchboards, power plants, every
thing to make you a master electri

cian. We have thousands of sue-
cessful graduates. Just as
soon as you have finished

we assist you to a
good position. We
now have more
positions than
we can fill.

Thin"
of it.

War Demands Have
Taken Thousands of Men

from this Profession. Men
Must be Trained to Fill their Places.

Prepare Now for a Big Paying Position.

These courses are thorough, short and practical. All instruction given on
the actual equipment. Each man is trained individually and stays until thor-

oughly trained. Start any time—day and evening classes.

ur graduates are in great demand. We are continually receiving letters, telegrams,

and telephone calls from contractors, manufacturing firms, etc., seeking our graduates to fill

responsible positions. We have now more positions than we can fill and the demand is

steadily growing. Every comfort is given our students while here. They live in comfortable
omes in the most beautiful section of Chicago—on the lake.

DRAFTED MEN READ THIS

I

It will only be a short time until you are

called into service. This is a war of skill,

brains, and machinery. Uncle Sam must win
this war and must have tens of thousands of

men skilled in modern trades and professions such

as Electricity, Drafting, Plumbing, and Sanitation.

Such men will be quickly recognized and given an
opportunity to rise. It is not too late for you if you

act at once.

In most cases those of our students in the draft, who
have been called before completing their course, have been

given an extension of time by their board sufficient to finish
their course, owing to the great need of trained men in these
"nes in the Government Service.

MAILCOUPO

LEARN DRAFTING
Skilled Draftsmen are always in demand. Our courses
are thorough—short—practical, preparing a man fully
to hold a position of responsibility. We have more
positions than we can fill. We also have thorough
practical courses in Plumbing and Heating and Mo-
tion Picture Operating.

EARN YOUR WAY
Many students earn a large part ^™
of their living expenses by do- COYNE TRAHF inn
.ng a little work in their Jk
spare time. Our employ- w ENGINEERING SCHOOLS
mem dept. furnishes ^ Dept . 2 0, 39-51 E. Illinois Stthese positions with- .

"mmis 01.

out charge. Chicago, III.

Please send at once your big Free
^ Book—I am interested in

[ ] Electricity [ ] Drafting [ ] Plumbing
[ ] Motion Picture Operating
(Check trade interested in

)

Name. . .

Address

.
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COMPLETE COURSE

Learn Aviation Mechanics
"Sup^ir

Train yourself for the Aviation Service by availing yourself of the Preparatory wr ,

Ground Course In Aviation Mechanics, affording preparation prior to entering trie A.e_y to
Government Ground School, covering aero-dynamics, aero-engines, rigging and Vintrtrvl"
Lewis gunnery. Previous experience unnecessary. ' ICcOry.

including aero-
engine course,

taken In six weeks (three hours daily) or
three weeks (six hours daily)

Special Aero-Engine Course (leeks) $35

Wireless Course (
f

w
°
ee
u
ks
r

)
$25

Write for our Illustrated Booklet "H"—"A Message
to You on Aviation"

60
WE ARE THE PIONEER AVIATION SCHOOL

Telephone Bryant M78

110-114 WEST 42d STREET, NEW YORK

Violet Rays
Wonderful HEALTH and BEAUTY GIVER

For
Home
Use

Wonderful
Beautifier

Brings the fe!ow

of health-
ful beauty to

the complexion,
removes blem-
ishes, pimples,
warts, etc.

lSu&eS$fu//y

I Rheumatism

I Neuritis

| Lumbago

| Chest Pains

I Catarrh

| Headache

| Ear Diseases

| Hardening of Arteries

I Wrinkles

I Skin Diseases

| Falling Hair

1 Etc. Etc.

| Treatment Chart
3 furnished showing
jj use for over 100
B ailments.

Electricity from your light socket transformed into the

greatest health-giving agency known to Science—VIOLET
RAY—powerfully effective, yet soothing and gentle in

action. Benefits of tremendous voltage of electricity ab-

sorbed by the human body without the slightest shock,

muscular contraction or pain of any kind
;
pleasant and

perfectly safe.

RenuLife Violet Ray
High Frequency Generator
Used and endorsed by physicians and beauty specialists

;

saturates the body with soothing, invigorating, curative
violet rays, producing New Life, Power and Beauty

;

purifies the blood stream and brings the circulation to
parts treated, renews and builds up.

Every home should have this mar-
velous invention; benefits every per-
son in sickness or health; smallest
infant, aged or feeble. It is not
a cure all—but treats success-
fully a wide range of ailments
because it is systematic
in effect—relieves the

symptoms while steadily removing
the cause; bringing back normal
conditions.

This is the lowest priced, most
effective instrument of its kind in

the world, guaranteed. Price so low
that no family can afford to be
without it.

At Home Get Book "Health" FREE
You can receive Send for our booklet "Health" tell-

the benefits in the privacy of your ing in detail the wonderful story of

own home heretofore only procur- the Violet Ray—
able through cost

ly treatments
RENULIFE ELECTRIC CO.,

539

Marquette

Bldg.

Detroit,

Mich.

WANTED
Men and women
-eproteaLatires to
iemonitrate t e
looters and ba-
ilvidua!*. Itm
$60.00 a week up.
W* gin roll ln-
itraotlona. Get
iur proposition.

SOLD ON
LIBERAL

TRIAL PLAN

CYCLOPEDIA OF APPLIED ELEC-
TRICITY, in seven volumes, 3,000 pages,
7 x 10 inches, 2,600 illustrations, full page
plates, diagrams, etc., with many tables
and formulas. Cross-indexed for quick
reference, bound in half morocco. Pub-
lisht by American Technical Society, Chi-
cago, III, 1917. Price, $19.80.

Tbis exhaustive Cyclopedia of Applied Electricity
covers a very wide field of electrical engineering
as the reader will perceive by glancing at the con-
tents of the various volumes as outlined below.
The general style of the treatment is such that
anyone with an understanding of the English
language and with an ordinary grammar school
education can readily learn from these books the
successive problems involved in the application
of electricity to telegraphy, electric lights and
power distribution, wireless telegraphy, electric
welding, etc., etc.

Volume one covers the elements of electrical
study and starts off with the principles of the
magnet and magnetic induction. The style of
treatment by the authors of these books, all of
whom are well-known instructors in well-known
universities and colleges, is very clear, and the
illustrations are particularly well made and ar-
ranged so that the layman or young student can
gain a true idea in every case of just how a
certain experiment or test is to be properly made.
Wherever possible, photographs are used liberally
to show the commercial instruments and apparatus,
and by so blending the theoretical study and the
necessary diagrams with photographs of actual com-
mercial apparatus the student or general reader
cannot fail to gain a thoro idea of each instru-
ment described and just how it operates. Volume
one continues with the study of static electricity,
primary cells, the principles of the telegraph and
telephone, the principle of the electric current, the
application of Ohm's law to both series and parallel
circuits, etc. Considerable space is devoted to the
requirements of the Fire Underwriters in install-
ing electrical apparatus, and the wiring of the
various approved types of installation of this
nature are well illustrated by means of photo-
graphs and diagrams where necessary. Another
section deals with electrical measurements and
covers the use and operation of such instruments
as standard cells, resistance units, electrolytic in-
struments, hot wire measuring instruments, gal-
vanometers, electro-dynamometers, the Kelvin bal-
ance, wattmeters, electro-static voltmeters, fre-
quency meters, power-factor meters, the Wheat-
stone bridge for measuring resistances, the Megger,
the potentiometer, etc. The following chapter
takes up the method of making tests on D. C. as
well as A. C. circuits, and also in polyphase cir-
cuits. The mercury motor watt-hour meter and
ampere-hour meter are described and illustrated,
also the testing of watt-hour meters and the
method of reading integrating watt-hour meters
At the end of the volume there appears a numbei
of review questions which will give the student
a good idea of how the various problems are
worked out.

Volume two takes up dynamo-electric machinery.
The first part of this volume deals with the laws
of electro-magnetism, especially as they are re-
lated to dynamos and motors, and gradually the
student is educated by easy stages to the well-
known laws of the magnetic circuit. The elements
of armature winding are clearly explained with
many excellent illustrations and the process of
commutation is made particularly clear by means
of numerous special drawings. A very complete
study of the design of a continuous current gen-
erator of one hundred and fifty kilowatts output
is given, together with every detail and calcula-
tion for the proportioning of the mechanical and
electrical parts of the machine down to the last
bolt. This section will appeal particularly to those
interested in dynamo design, as it includes numer-
ous tables giving data on various designs of
dynamos from one kilowatt output up to several
hundred kilowatts. Another chapter deals with
the various types of generators and motors, and
this chapter is illustrated with numerous photo-
graphs of all of the standard types of machines
and all well-known commercial makes, so that the
student will quickly recognize each respective type
of motor or generator when he sees it for the
first time after studying the text. The latter part
deals with alternating current generators and mo-
tors and a number of questions are appended at
the end of the volume for the student to work out,
which cover the text matter studied in the various
chapters.

Volume three takes up the study of the direct
current motor in detail, also the management of
dynamos and motors including their inspection and
maintenance as well as the testing out of motor
and dynamo troubles on the job. This volume
also takes up the principles of electric lighting.

(Continued on page 418)
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NewWay toMaster

HERE at last is what you've been looking for. All there is to know
about electricity written by twenty-seven authorities in such easy

to understand language that it makes studying more like a game
than like work.

Tells all about elements of electricity—electrical measurements—underwriter's re-

quirements—theory calculation, design and construction of generators and motors

—

dynamo-electric machinery—lighting machinery—power transmission—electric rail-

ways—power stations—switchboards andswitching—storage batteries—applied elec-

tro-chemistry—electric elevators—electric welding and heating—wire and wireless

telegraphy.

In fact this remarkable cyclopedia of Applied Electricity explains everything from
wiring a door-bell to the newest wireless discoveries. There is no other work like it.rnrr AnX/If^F" With y°ur set y°u receive a full year's consulting
r Jv Ft I. x\U V IV/Ej membership. This entitles you to the advice and
assistance of our electrical experts without one penny of expense. Many of our cus-
tomers say this personal help has been worth hundreds of dollars to them. Yet it

is yours free if you act quickly.

What These Books Cover
Elements of Electricity Elec-
trical Measurements Under-
writer's Electrical Requirements—Theory, Calculation, Design
and Construction of Direct Cur-
rent Generators and Motors
Types of Generators and Motors— Management of Electrical
Machinery — Electric Lighting

Alternating Current Machin-
ery—Power Transmission—Elec-
tric Railways — Self-Propelled
Railway Cars—Trackless Trol-
leys—Power Stations—Switch-
boards and Switching Storage
Batteries Applied Electro-
chemistry—Electric Elevators

—

Electric Welding and Heating

—

Wireless Telegraphy and Tele-
phony— Land and Submarine
Telegraphy.

EXPERTS
WANTED

Electrical Engineers,
Substation Operators,
Trouble Men, Switch-
board Operators and
Dynamo Tenders are
wanted by light and
power companies every-
where. The demand for

their services exceeds
the supply. Why not
prepare yourself — in

your spare time for a
job paying $1,500 to

$5,000 yearly? The
Library of Electricity
will give you the knowl-
edge you need—in plain,
everyday language.

7 Cents a Day—Half Price
If after examination you decide to own this wonderful seven volume set, send only $2 with-
in a week after receiving the books and then only $2 a month—an average of only 7 cents a
day—until $19.80—the special half-price is paid. The regular price

is $35 so quick action is necessary.

Send No Money
American Technical Society

f Dept. E 3387

/ Chicago, U. S. A

i Please send Cyclopedia of
Not a penny. Merely fill the coupon and you will receive Applied Electricity for seven

the complete cyclopedia of Applied Electricity for free / days' examination, I to pay ship-

examination. Keep it a week then if you can afford / WE stlfdays\,t%2^£Z
not to become a master of the electrical subjects

you're interested in, in this simple, easy, inexpensive
way, send the set back and you owe nothing.

until I have paid $19.80 or notify
/ you and hold the books subject to your
order. Title not to pass until fully paid.

. Name

American Technical Society Address

Dept. E 3387 Chicago, U. S. A. / Reference
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BOYS

Learn Drafting
The United States Government and employers

everywhere are looking for skilled draftsmen.
They are offering splendid salaries, and still good
positions are always open, because thousands of
draftsmen have gone into the service. Others
must take their places and carry on their work.

No line offers greater opportunity for advance-
ment. Drafting itself not only commands good
pay, but it is the first step toward success in Me-
chanical or Structural Engineering or Architec-
ture. And drafting is just the kind of work a boy
likes to do. There is an easy delightful way in
which you can learn right at home in spare time.
For 27 years the International Correspondence
Schools have been giving boys just the training
they need for success in Drafting and more than
200other subjects. Thousands of boys have stepped
into good positions through I. C. S. help, but never
were opportunities so great as now.
Let the I. C. S. help you. Choose the work you

like best in the coupon, then mark and mail it.

This doesn't obligate you in the least and will bring
you information that may start you on a success-
ful career. This is your chance. Don't let it slip

by. Mark and mail this coupon now.

JT HERE

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
BOX 5400, SCRANTON, PA.

Explain, without obligating me, how I c:.n quality for the
position, or in the subject, before which I mark X.

SALESMANSHIP
ADVERTISING
Window Trimmer
Show Card Writer
Sign Painter
Railroad Trainman
ILLUSTRATING
Cartooning
BOOKKEEPER
Stoiioerapher and Trplut
Cert. Pub. Accountant
TRAFFIC MANAGER
Railway Accountant
Commercial Law
GOOD ENGLISH
Teacher
Common School SuW.-cc-
Mathematics
CIVIL SERVICE
Railway Mail Clerk
AUrojibmi.F. operating
Auto Repairing

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
_ Eleetrlo Lighting and Itys.

Electric Wiring
Telegraph Engineer
Telephone Work

_ MECHANICAL ENGINE! It

Maclianlrul Draftsman
Ha. I Slum Practlro

J Gas Engine Operating
CIVIL ENGINEER
Surveying ami lihinplnir

MINE FOREMAN or ENG'll
Metallnrfclst or Prospector
STATIONARY ENGINEER
Marine Engineer
Ship Draftsman
ARCHITECT
Contractor ami llulldcr
Architectural Itrattaniau
Concrete Builder

S Structural Engineer
PLUMRING AMI HEATING
Sheet Metal Worker
Tel I ile Overseer or Supt.
CHEMIST

Navigation IDSpanUI
AGltlf lll.TCHF French
Poultry'Raising | Italian

Name
Present
Occupation.

Street
and No

City_

Send For My Book
Strong Arms and
Military Shoulders

For 25c, coin or stamps.
Illustrated with 20 full-page half-tone
cuts, showing exercises that will quickly
develop, beautify and gain great strength
in your shoulders, arms and hands, with-
out any apparatus. Equal to a $20 Course.

PROF. ANTHONY BARKER,
Studio 562, 127 W. 42nd St., New York.

Learn Watchwork, Jewelrywork and
Fnoravinff A flne trade commanding a good sal-
*-,I, 5 I " * II'S" ary, and your services are always in
demand. Address HOROLOGICAL Department,
Bradley Institute, Peoria, 111., for our latest catalog.

ISSonAVIATION
Learn of the great opportunities in this new

f1,000,000,000 industry. Thousands of men needed.
Learn by mail—free book tells how.Write at once.
NATIONAL AERO INSTITUTE. Dipt /44A Mirton8ltJ|.,Ch,c«ot

ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER

BOOK REVIEW.
(Continued from page 416)

The opening section on direct current motors is

up to date, and is very clearly illustrated by numer-
ous diagrams showing how the starting boxes and
speed controllers are connected up to series, shunt
and compound-wound machines. Numerous excel-
lent illustrations are inserted thruout the work,
showing both large and small commercial applica-
tions of the electric motor, all of which tend to

broaden the mind of the student and to thoroly
familiarize him with the appearance and technical
arrangement of belts, chains, etc., in industrial
plants. One of the sections deals with motor-
driven machinery, and shows how motors are
applied to various types of machines, and some
excellent tables are given of the horsepower re-

quired for driving these various sizes and types
of machines. The section on motor and dynamo
trouble is well systematized and arranged so that
the reader can quickly find the various remedies
for any certain trouble. The section on electric
lighting is very complete and opens with the his-

tory of the incandescent lamp. The various forms
of incandescent lamps are described, and all of
the latest important factors in electrical illumina-
tion are taken up in detail with numerous dia-
grams and photographs of the lamps as well as
the comparative effects obtained. Electrical train
lighting systems are discust as well as electric
head-light systems, with complete wiring diagrams.
The measurement of candlepower is well explained
and a very interesting final chapter covers isolated
lighting plants such as those found in surburban
homes.

Volume four covers alternating current ma-
chinery, and in this one book all of the essential
principles of alternating currents are combined,
as well as the principles of the various types of
alternating current machinery. The manner of ex-
plaining the various intricate problems encountered
in alternating current circuits is highly commend-
able, and the student or general reader will find
no difficulty in rapidly mastering the fundamental
principles outlined on this subject, which is usually
considered quite difficult even by college students
who have the aid of expert teachers. The various
phenomena of alternating current circuits and
machinery are clearly and also completely ex-
plained without the application of higher mathe-
matics, and therefore the student of electrical
matters will find this one volume particularly valu-
able and instructive if he happens to be one of
that great army of knowledge seekers, who has
not had a college education. Anyone with an
understanding of the laws of geometry and alge-
bra can readily learn the principles of alternating
currents from this excellent treatise. A chapter
is devoted to the rotary converter and the method
of changing the direct current dynamo into a
rotary converter by attaching suitable contact
rings to the D. C. commutator. A lengthy de-
scription is given of the induction motor and the
theory of its operation, also the various relations
between the operation of the induction motor and
the synchronous motor.

Volume five treats on power transmission, and
it includes the theoretical and practical considera-
tions in designing both direct and alternating cur-
rent transmission circuits. The section on the de-
sign and calculation of A. C. transmission lines is

very clear, and numerous tables containing the
necessary factors to be used in the formulas apply-
ing to the work are included in the text. Such
practical problems as underground construction
are taken up and various arrangements of the
transformers are described in detail, also the ad-
vantages and disadvantages of these different ar-
rangements. The section on electrical railways is

written in a very interesting manner, and is very
ably

,

illustrated. Detail drawings are given of the
various types of electric railway cars, and railway
motors of the latest type are included in this treat-
ment. Other features treated on are lighting and
hea.ing systems for electric railways, electric rail-

way power plants and their operating characteris-
tics, electrical transmission systems for railways,
track construction, electric locomotives, etc. At
the close of this volume a very interesting descrip-
tion is given together with detail drawings of the
latest trackless trolley utilizing a double-contact
trolley wheel, and a section is also devoted to
self-propelled railway cars of the gas-electric type.

Volume six. Power stations and applied electro-
chemistry are here discust. This book deals with
electric power stations of various types and the
elementary principles of power station design are
given in a simple manner, so that the student can
quickly progress thru the various studies leading
up to the design of a complete station. The first

chapter takes up in detail the various factors gov-
erning the most desirable location of a power
station, and shows the method whereby this is

calculated so that the station will be as near as
possible, all things considered, to the center of
the electrical load. The text then proceeds with
the design of power plant, chimneys, arrangement
of boilers, etc., and also the installation of water
turbines where waterpower is to be utilized. Part
of this volume is devoted to various types of
electrical switchboards for power stations, and the
necessary instruments to be used on these boards
for various sizes of plants. It is regrettable that
the section on water wheels and water turbines
is not larger, as hydro-electric plants are the com-
ing thing and are being developed more and more
every day. Considerable space is devoted to the
study of storage batteries including their relation

to central station operation, where they are used
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Prof.
Henry
Dickson,
Principal

The secret of busi
ness and social sue
cess is the ability
to remember. I can
make your mind an infallible
classified index from which you can
instantly select thoughts, facts,
figures, names, faces. Enables you
to concentrate, develop self-control,
overcome bashfulness, think on your
feet, address an audience. Easy. Simple.
The result of 20 years' experience de-

. eloping memories of thousands.

Write Tnrlav f?r freo booklet "How tonine louay Remember" and Copy-
righted Memory Test, also how to obtain my

. FKEB book. "How To Speak In Public.'1

Dickson School of Memory, 101 He arst Bldg., Chicago, III.

DO YOU WANT A
Wonderful Muscular
Development,

with perfect health, abundance
of vitality and great strength?
You can get all the above,

if you want them, and I can
show you how. The results of
my system are shown on my
own person, and that is rec-
ommendation enough.

I have prepared a booklet.
Illustrated with photographs of
myself, which will tell you
how you can obtain a devel-
opment the same as I did.
The name of it is

"Muscular Development"
GET IT—it will interest and

EAELE E. LIEDERMAN benefit you. A copy of this In-

Why not look as healthy structive and illustrated book-
and be as strong as I am? let will be sent you upon re-

ceipt of 10c—stamps or coin.

EARLE LIEDERMAN, Dept. 201, 203 Broadway, New York City

MONEY
for YOU

Add to your salary

Make extra Pin Money
Start a lucrative

business of your own.

Spend an hour a day taking subscriptions

for the "Experimenter." We'll pay you
well and you'll enjoy the work. Some of
our agents are making as much as $2,000
a year.

WHY NOT YOU?
Write jor full particulars

Circulation Dept.

ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER
233 Fulton St., N. Y. C.

HANDY BINDER
for the Electrical Experimenter
Holds and preserves 12 issues, each of which can

be inserted or removed at will, without tools. Will
keep your mag-
azines perfectly

for all time or

just preserve

them like new
till you bind
them perma-
nently. Made
of heavy mate-
rial, extra
strongly rein-

forced at the

back and cov-

ered with
handsome green

cloth, suitably

lettered in
gold.

50.
Add postage
for 2 lbs.

Experimenter Pub. Co., Int. oJSiLnt 233 Fulton St., N. V.
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AreYOU Fit tobecome
a FATHER ?

to carry the peak of the day's load, etc. The com-
plete manner in which the storage battery is ex-

plained and illustrated is very good indeed. The
Edison storage battery is described in detail.

Storage battery charging systems are covered very
completely. The closing section of this volume
treats of applied electro-chemistry, and it covers
such interesting and absorbing topics as the fixa-

tion of atmospheric nitrogen, electrical fume and
smoke precipitation, electrical ozonizers, electric

furnaces, the manufacture of aluminum, the elec-

trical production of oxygen and hydrogen commer-
cially for industrial and balloon requirements, the
manufacture of chlorin and caustic soda, the
manufacture of hydro-chlorites, electro-plating on
non-conducting surfaces, such as glass, etc.

Volume seven. Telegraphy, both wire and wire-
less, electrical elevators, electric heating and weld-
ing are the subjects treated in the seventh and
concluding volume of the Cyclopedia. This volume
treats in the first chapter on modern land and
submarine telegraphy, and the subject is very well
handled indeed. The various types of telegraph
circuits are discust in a clear manner, and all of
the different instruments used on the circuits are
illustrated both by diagrammatic illustrations and
half-tone cuts of the actual instruments. The
various forms of telegraph repeater circuits are
given, and a section is devoted to the latest de-
velopment in telegraphy, the typewriter key-board
printing telegraph, such as the "Morkrum system."
The various types of multiplex printing telegraphs
including the well-known Bordot system are illus-

trated and described as well as automatic and
high speed telegraph transmitting and receiving
systems. The section on cable telegraphy is well
written, altho it is somewhat brief in scope. The
next section deals with wireless telegraphy and
the basic principles on which this branch of science
rests are clearly explained. This section will give
the student a good idea of the general principles
of wireless telegraphy, but it is more historical
in its treatment than anything else. The closing
chapter of the wireless section treats on wireless
telephony, and explains the principle of the Bell
photophone, as well as the earlier systems used
by Ernst Ruhmer and A. F. Collins, including the
arc system of Poulsen. The section on elevators
is made of extreme practical value.

THE REVOLVING MIRROR AND
SPARK DISCHARGES.
(Continued from page 390)

off into space. Had the oscillations con-
tinued for one second, 223,500 waves would
have been produced and they would have
been stretched out over a distance of 186,-

000 miles. In other words each of the 20
waves actually produced was 186,000 -f-

223,500 = length in miles or 0.832 mile, or
1,465 yards. A wave-meter brought near
the helix would read 1,465 yards wave
length if correctly calibrated.

NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN TELE-
PHOTOGRAPHY.

(Continued from page 414)
ter

;
and that the differential effect increases

the further they are from center, one brush
having the greater current above center,
and the other brush the greater when below-
center. Each brush is connected with a
solenoid, into the centers of which protrude
the horn-shaped arms of a rocker that
pivots on a friction bearing. A hand on
this rocker forms the contact on a sliding
contact rheostat in series with the motor.
As long as the machines are running in
synchronism, the current in the solenoids
balances the rocker arm so that the current
to the motor is steady ; but as soon as there
is a slight deviation in the synchronism,
there is a change of current in the sole-
noids which pulls the rocker arm to one
side or the other, thereby moving the rheo-
stat contact so as to give the motor more
current if it is too slow, or less current if

it is too fast. This system of synchronizing
is positive, and because of the resistance
strips and the differential circuits, a very
slight change causes the apparatus to re-
spond.

When the picture has been received, the
cylinders continue to revolve until they
have advanced far enough to strike the
arm of the starting relay and throw it to
its original position, breaking the motor
circuit and stopping the machine.

NLESS you are, you cannot commit a crime worse than to marry some happy, healthy,

pure young girl, and make her the mother of children who will be a grief to her and

i reproach to you as long as you live.

Are you strong, vigorous, healthy, with good red blood in

your veins and an abounding vitality, that will impart to

your children the same qualities when you bring them into

the world?

Or are you weak, thin, stoop-shouldered, with your blood

like water, or poisoned by constipation; dyspeptic, bilious;

eating poorly and sleeping poorly— just dragging yourself

through your daily tasks, with no bif or pep or get-up-and-

go about you?

What YOU are, your children will be, only MORE
so.

There's no getting around it.

Th Law of Heredity Can't Be Evaded
You can be the father of strong, sturdy, happy children,

no matter what you are now; if you take hold of yourself

and build yourself up into the kind of man you ought to

be; the kind of man you WANT to be, and—above all—the

kind of man your wife or the girl who is to be your wife,

wants you to be and BELIEVES YOU TO BE NOW.

Don't Be Only Half a Man !

You never can get ahead; you never can be successful; you

never can be happy or make your wife happy or have happy
children, unless you WAKE UP and pull yourself out of the

rut. Unless you build up your physical organism, strengthen

vour vital organs, clear the cobwebs out of your brain; FIT
YOURSELF to live a whole man's life and do a whole man's

work in the world.

If you have erred in the past and are suffering now, or fear-

ing the later consequences of those youthful indiscretions,

get hold of yourself, BE A MAN; correct the conditions

that will be fatal to your own happiness and the happiness

of the girl you love if you should enter the state of matri-

mony while those conditions still exist.

NO MATTER WHAT CAUSED YOU TO LOSE YOUR
MANHOOD; whether it was your own fault or circumstances

you could not control, YOU CAN BE A MAN AGAIN and
the father of happy, healthy, laughing children—AND I

CAN SHOW YOU HOW TO BECOME ONE.

Let'Me Help You Become a REAL MAN
I can help you build yourself up; help you strengthen your

nerves, heart, lungs, liver, stomach; help rid you of head-

aches, dyspepsia, indigestion, constipation. I can help you
turn that thin watery blood of yours into the rich, red blood

of a fighting man fit to fight the battle of life under ANY
circumstance and WIN IT.

Whatever handicap you may be laboring under, the result

of weakness caused by early errors, I can help you correct

it and without the use of powders, pills or potions of any
kind. I can help you mentally and physically to become the

kind of man you want to be; a man your wife and your
children and YOU YOURSELF will be proud of—the kind

of man who is A SUCCESS IN THE WORLD.

LIONEL STRONGFORT
The world's strongest and most perfect

athlete, whose unaccepted challenge
of competition to the greatest living

"strong men" still stands.

Take the First Step Right No
Take hold of yourself in time, by sitting down

and filling out the Free Consultation Coupon
Get a FREE COPY of my book; "Promotion

and Conservation of Health, Strength and
Mental Energy." It will cost you three 2C

stamps for mailing expenses, nothing more, and

YOU OBLIGATE YOURSELF TO NOTHING
WHATEVER.
Mark the subject in the coupon that interests

vou most, and I will send you FREE, in addi-

tion to the book, information which you will

find of immense help right at the beginning.

I KNOW I CAN HELP YOU, because I already have

helped thousands of other men, who bless the day—and

their wives bless the day too—that they took the first

step by filling out and sending me the coupon. DO IT
NOW I

LIONEL STRONGFORT
Physical and Health Specialist

676 Park Building Newark, N. J.

FREE CONSULTATION COUPON
Mr. Lionel Strongfort. Newark. N. J.—Please

send me vour book—"PROMOTION AND CON-
SERVATION OF HEALTH. STRENGTH AND
MENTAL ENERGY," for postage of which I en-
close three 2c stamps. I have marked (X) before
the subject in which I am interested.

. Colds
. . Catarrh
Asthma

. Obesity

. . Headache

. Thinness.

. . Rupture

. . Lumbago

. .Neuritis

. . Neuralgia

. .Flat Chest

. . Deformity
(describe)

. Insomnia

.Short Wind
Flat Feet
Stomach
Disorders

. Constipation
Biliousness
Torpid Liver

. Indigestion
. Nervousness
.Poor Memory
. Rheumatism

I mpotency

. .Vital Losses

. .Youthful Errors

. .Gastritis
. . Heartweakness
. . Poor Circulation
. .Skin Disorders
. . Despondency

. . Round Shoulders
. .Lung Troubles
. . Increased Height
. . Stoop Shoulders
. . Muscular

Development

(676)

Write Plainly
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Hundreds of inventions are sold yearly. We will help you sell i@\
yours without cost.

Before sending your inventions to anyone send for our I <0i

"BLANK FORM OF DISCLOSURE"
that will Protect you until your application is filed in the Patent - <P*
Office.

Our book "Making Ideas Pay" gives full information relative to securing
Patent Protection. Manufacturers are writing us continuously for new
inventions.

Send for Book and Blank Form of Disclosure today. Prompt service. - <Q.
Best results.

h A. M. BUCK & CO., Attorneys

205 Second National Bank BIdg., Washington, D. C.

Invent Something
YOUR IDEAS MAY BRING WEALTH IF PATENTED
Now is the time to patent a meritorious invention. We are con-
stantly receiving letters from manufacturers and investors in-

terested in new inventions protected by patents secured through us
and which can be turned into money through proper handling.

all lines.Labor shortage has increased the demand for inventions in
Uncle Sam Wants New Inventions to Help Win the War.

Write us today for free D A T* C M T C and our Evidence of Con-
copy of our 104 page | *\ I r |\ I ^ ception and Disclosure
book, "How to Obtain a *^ Certificate which may
Patent and What to Invent." At the
same time send us a sketch, model or
photograph with written description
of your invention for our Free Opin-
ion and Evidence of Conception Cer-
tificate. If your invention is proper
subject matter for a patent we will
send you our Certificate to that effect

TALBERT & TALBERT, 4287 Talbert Building Wash
Patent Lawyers — Successors to Talbert & Porker

prove of value and assistance to you.
Our Credit System will enable you to

file your application and proceed
without delay. Patents secured by us
are advertised at our expense in Popu-
lar Mechanics Magazine.. To protect
yourself write for our free book and
submit your invention to us today.

D. C.

4r
| HOMEz

AT-

*' THERE'S MONEYINIT"

LEARN TELEGRAPHYf AT-

_Z.~MORSE AND WIRELESS-".

TEACH YOURSELF
in half the usual time, at trifling cost, with the
wonderful Automatic Transmitter. THE OMNIGRAPH.
Sends unlimited Morse or Continental messages, at
any speed, just as an expert operator would.

Adopted ny U. S. Gov't. 4 styles. Catalogue free;

OMNIGRAPH MFG. GO.
39L Cortlandt St. New York

INDEX
to

ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER
SCIENCE & INVENTION

For Vol. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5

15c
EXPERIMENTER PUBL. CO.
Book Dept. Z31 Fulton St., N V.

Pi

Edited by

In this Department we publish such matter as
is of interest to inventors and particularly to
those who are in doubt as to certain Patent
Phases. Regular inquiries addrest to "Patent
Advice" cannot be answered by mail free of
charge. Such inquiries are publisht here for the
benefit of all readers. If the idea is thought to
be of importance, we make it a rule not to
divulge details, in order to protect the inventor
as far as it is possible to do so.

Should advice be desired by mail a nominal
charge of $1.00 is made for each question.
Sketches and descriptions must be clear and
explicit. Only one side of sheet should be
written on.

Readers' attention is called to the fact that
due to the great amount of letters to this de-
partment it is quite impossible to answer them
all thru these columns. The inquiries answered
in this issue date as far back as May, and if

readers wish speedy service they should care-
fully note the announcement appearing in the
preceding paragraph.

Loose Leaf Device.
(261) L. Mac Neil, Mansfield, Mass., writes us

as follows: "As you know there are many styles of
loose leaf books on the market, and most of them
have to have a special paper that is supplied by the
same people that put out the books. Because of the
rings in the book, this paper has to be punched
before it leaves the factory. A man could buy a
paper punch for each kind of loose leaf book he
has in his office, but it would cost too much, and
take up too much time to punch all the pages for
the books.
My idea is to have an adjustable paper punch.

It would be about twelve inches long, have at least
six dies, that could be spaced any distance apart,
inside of the twelve inches. With this punch a
man could have as much paper as he wanted cut to
the size of his book, and punch the sheets as he
used them. Will you kindly give me your advice
in this matter.

A. device of this kind is not patentable. Unless
there were entirely new features connected with
this die, you could not obtain a patent on the

|

same. Just by making a punch die adjustable does
I
not make it patentable.

Projector.
(262) C. Reginald Wilson, Loosville, Pa., has

an idea which concerns a twelve-inch shell to be
fired from a cannon. It contains a central cylinder
shape, which he proposes to fill with nitro-glycerin,
while another ring-shaped partition contains poison
gas. The idea is that when the shell explodes the
nitro-glycerin would force the gas out. Our advice
on this is asked.

A. The idea is entirely impossible. Nitro-
glycerin is one of those explosives which detonate
violently under concussion, consequently, before
the shell would leave the cannon it would most
certainly explode from the shock alone and inci-
dentally burst the cannon. The chemical, gas-
poison shells, which are now being used at the front,
make use of a certain explosive which open up the
shell, forcing the gas out. Usually a very small
amount of explosive is used for this purpose.
There is, of course, nothing new in an idea of
this kind.

Rubber Stamp.
(263) Don Collier, Mountain Grove, Mo., says,

"Noticing some Boy Scouts with a first-class em-
blem and merit badge after their signature, I
thought of having a stamp with movable figures like
the dating hand ruber stamps used in offices, but
instead of having the figures or numbers, I pro-
pose using the Scout Emblems and merit badges.
Is such an idea patentable?
A. This is decidely not patentable; just because

you use the Boy Scouts' insignias instead of fig-
ures or letters does not make an idea patentable.
Otherwise, it is a good idea.
There are many, good ideas on which people have

made a lot of money which cannot be patented. It
is not always the patent that counts.

Yon benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter when writing to advertisers.
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prest against this piece of rubber, it forces the
air out of the cup and, therefore, makes a partial

H. GERNSBACK

Testing Device.
(264) Clarence N. George, Portsmouth, N. H.,

has developed a very ingenious scheme for testing
out telephone wires.

It has been found that many times it was neces-
sary to run a number of circuits between two
points where it was not practical to run a lead
cable. These wires are all of the same color and
it becomes necessary to test each pair before they
can be connected to the proper lines and a branch
exchange switchboard. The method usually prac-
tised is to station a man at one end of the wires
with a test telephone and have another man at the
opposite end with a test phone and dry cells. In
this way the right pairs are picked out.

A. The idea which our correspondent advances
is a very ingenious one and more or less simple.
We are sorry we have not available space to show
the entire device, but we are certain that our cor-
respondent's apparatus can be patented. We ad-
vise him to get into touch with a patent attorney.

Combination Device.
(265) W. R. Charles, Knob Noster, Mo., shows

a sketch which embodies a combination tool for
pocket use, comprising a gas tank key, a small
screwdriver, a bottle opener, owner's name and
a hole which serves to put on the key ring. Our
advice is asked.

A. We see nothing fundamentally new in this
device. It seems to us we have seen something
similar before.

Telephone Receiver.
(266) Benson Freeman, Jr., Atlanta, Ga., sub-

mits a telephone receiver working on the principle
of a suction coil, as the illustration shows. Instead
of having an electro magnet in the shell of the
receiver, this receiver has a rubber tube 1/16 of
an inch , in thickness, the inside being hollow,
wound in the usual manner. The diafram is
like the ordinary one except for the fact that in
the center a piece of soft iron or steel 3/16 of
an inch thick and 3/i of an inch in length fits

into the hollow space in the rubber tube. Do
we think that a patent might be secured on this
receiver?

A. This is a very old idea and has been described
over twenty years ago. This is the principle of
the so-called ' Thompson" Receiver, and the trouble
with it is that on account of the diafram not
being permitted to swing free, it is somewhat less
sensitive than receivers that are not so encum-
bered.

D/ophrog, 5ofT steel

Rubber tube

Ts/epfione naqnel

Proposed Telephone Receiver with Solenoid
and Movable Iron Core Attached to Diafram.

Door Stop.
(267) Enos M. Johnston, Binghamton, N. Y

submits an idea of a combination door stop and
holder. The frame is made of brass with a soft
rubber cylinder on one end. This cylinder has a
cup-shaped depression as shown. As the door is

Bross Doo

Combination Door Stop and Holder of Suc-
tion Type.

vacuum, holding the door firmly. The device can
be fastened on the floor or against the wall. The
door can be disengaged with a quick jerking pull.

Is the idea patentable?

A. This is indeed a very good idea and we are
certain that a good patent can be secured. We
should think there would be a good demand for
a device of this sort, providing the article can be
made to function surely in every instant.

We have found, however, that the one trouble
with suction cups of this kind is, that unless they
are large they will not function well unless they
are wetted, but perhaps by making our correspon-
dent's cup-shaped rubber piece about two inches in
diameter this could be overcome. Very pure soft
rubber would have to be used also as otherwise
age and constant use will deteriorate it too quickly.

Dynamometer.
(268) Isaac Weiss, Brooklyn, N. Y., says: "I

have an idea of a Dynamometer and Efficiency
Instrument, which I know will work and believe
it practical. I would like to know thru the
columns of your magazine whether or not there
is any demand or field for such an instrument.

i FREE-»
BOOK- BULLETINS & ADVICE

REGISTERED ATTORNEYS

LANjMFdfr&ALLWINE
255 OURAY BLD'G, WASHINGTON, D. C.

Don't Lose Your Rights
We publish forms called "Evidence of Con-

ception" by which you can establish your rights
before sending the invention to anyone. It is your
best protection. We issue up-to-date bulletins of
improvements wanted; aid inventors to promote
their rights; render reliable opinions free of charge
and secure valuable patents and trade-marks on
reasonable terms. Personal service assured by our
Service Guarantee Contract. References:
2nd National Bank, Washington, The John P
Roth Packing Co., Cincinnati.

SIMPLY MAIL COUPON
LANCASTER & ALLWINE, 255 Ours; Bldg., W..blnsto«, D.C.
Send me free book "Inventions—Patenting and

Promoting," Bulletins of Improvements Wanted
and blank form "Evidence of Conception,"

Name

Address ,

.

WHY "FLUNK"?
in Lalin, student.? "CAESA R"- Fl RST 8 BOOKS-
"CICERO", OR "VIRGIL" -and others-, translated, word fur «ofd
into ENGLISH. Compete, clolhbound, $1.00 each, postpaid

MONONGAHELA NOVELTY CO„ BOX 299, MONONGA HELA, PA

TENT5 WANTED
i\TRADE-MARKSand COPYRIGHTS^

Largest Paieni Firm
in ihe World J

special;
OFFER

Before sending your intention to any attorney or
manufacturer or disclosing your Invention, write

for our free blank form PROOF OF CONCEPTION
In order to protect your Invention and secure your

rights. This should be signed and witnessed and re-
turned to us, together with a model or sketch and de-

scription of your Invention, and we will give a FREE
OPINION as to the patentability of the Invention. If we

report the Invention patentable we will furnish a Certificate
f Patentability.

This Certificate of Patentability, together with our blank form
Proof of Conception will protect the Inventor and serve as proof
of the Invention until the case can be filed In the U. S. Patent
i fries.

Victor J. Evans

OBTAINING ASSISTANCE FOR INVENTORS-Our certificate is of great as-

sistance to inventors who require financial aid to obtain patents

OUR FIVE BOOKS MAILED FREE
(See Coupon Below)

to any address. Send for these books—the finest publications ever issued for free distribution.

HOW TO OBTAIN A PATENT WHAT TO INVENT
Onr Illustrated eighty - pur Guide Book la a Book Contains a valuable list of Inventions wanted and
of reference for Inventors and contains 100 mechan- suggestion! concerning profitable fields of Inventions;
leal movements. Illustrated and described. Tells bow also Information regarding prizes offered for Inven-

to invent for profit. Hons amounting to ONE MILLION DOLLARS
LIST OF PATENT BUYERS

Contains requests from manufacturers, mall order houses and promoters for
patents secured by us and suggestions as to New Ideas they wish to purchase
We place our clients In touch with capital free of charge. Wt have recently
received over 300 requests from manufacturers.

MILLIONS IN TRADE-MARKS
Shows the value of Trade-Marka and information regard-

ing unfair competition
We advertise Our Clients' Inventions Free In a list of Sunday news-
papers, in manufacturers' Journals and In World's Progress. Sample
Copy Free. We save you time and money In securing patent*. After
the patent Is granted we assist you to sell your patent.

WANTED NEW IDEAS
FREE COUPON!VICTOR J. EVANS
PATENT ATTORNEYS

.„„. New York Offices: Pittsburg Offices:
1001 to 1007 Woolworth Bldg. 614 Empire Blda.

Main Offices: 779 Ninth Street, N.W., Washington, D. C.

Name Address

& c o
Philadelphia Offices:
1429 Chestnut St.
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INVENTORS
AMAZED!
FREE BOOK!
You who would like to in-
vent something— you who
have inventions in mind—
you who have been disap-
pointed in your plea for

;i patent—write today for a book that will open
your eyes ! My new 90-page book. The most
complete patent book ever published for free
distribution. A straightforward revelation of
valuable information. Altogether different from
the usual stuff sent out to inventors. Free to

you. Send a postcard.

My New Kind of Patent
Q • 1 entered the
>Pl*VirP patent field withUCI Y

the idea of giv-
ing a superior service to inventors.
My policy has won out big. My
free book explains my personal
service to inventors. I do not
entrust your interests to as-
sistants. Fair, square advice on
your ideas.

Send Me Your Sketch or Model
Send me sketch, photograph or model of your inven-
tion for prompt report. Let me prove to you what
a high-class patent attorney service really means.

GEORGE P. KIMMEL, Patent Lawyer
88 J Oriental Building, Washington, D.C.

Can You
think of a simple, practica

idea that will fill one of the many
requests we have on file for new

inventions? It may mean a fortune

for you. Thousands of things are need-
ed right now. Your brains can help.

Send today for our great new book

—

'Inventions and Trade-Mirks
Their Protection and Exploitation"

and learn more about mak-
ing money from

ideas than
you ever

knew before. It tells

many things that are

wanted, too.

A postal will do

—

It Is free

We Help Our
Clients

without charge to

get the dollars out

of their ideas—hav-
ing facilities none
others possess. Advice free. Don't delay-

get the book at once.

AMERICAN INDUSTRIES, Inc.

215 Patent Dept., WASHINGTON, D. C.

Read
Invention and
Manufacturing

The best thing
printed for tlie man
who likes to "dab-
ble" with mechan-
ics, electricity,
chemistry, aero-
nautlcs. 10c a copy
from your news
dealer. Send us 26o
fur 3 numbers.
Better still, a $1
bill for a year"!
subscription — 12
Issues.

"The Book
the Inventor

KEEPS"
Worth more than
all other patent
books combined.
FREE.

Write

LACEY & LACEY
131 Springer Bldg.

Washington, D. C
Established 1861

"The object of the invention is to provide a

new type of dynamometer in which the power
being transmitted thru shafting is measured with-
out the power being absorbed by or transmitted
thru the dynamometer. Its use is to test the
amount of power each machine in a large plant
is using, and to find the most efficient speed to

run machines. This information, I believe, is

of great value in the daily operation of large
plants using great quantities of power.

"I have met the requirements of such instru-
ments in producing a portable, direct-reading
dynamometer of large capacity which occupies
very little room on the shaft to be tested, takes
a small amount of time to set in position for test-

ing, and does not require the shutdown of any
machine for testing."

A. If our correspondent has really produced
such an instrument we should think that there
would be quite a demand for the same. Not
knowing the full details we, of course, cannot give
an, intelligent answer, but would refer our cor-
respondent to one of the patent attorneys.

Tail Lamp.
(267) John Hare, Sheridan, Ind., writes:

"Would an automobile tail-light made in the form
of a cross, to represent the Red Cross, be a good
selling Auto Novelty? The light to be about three
inches in width and length and one and three-
quarter inches in thickness."

A. We are afraid that while this is a good
idea, the authorities would not sanction the use
of a Red Cross emblem of this kind on private
vehicles. We think it would be apt to make for
confusion, but this is merely our idea. Other-
wise, we have no fault to find but we doubt if a
patent can be obtained.

THE MANIPULATION OF GLASS
TUBING.

(Continued from page 395)

This may be all right and may give the re-

quired result functionally, but not me-
chanically, as any one who has handled a
tube with such a constriction knows. It

breaks very easily. The problem is to

make such a constriction and have it as
strong as the original tube. It may be done
very simply. Put the length of glass in a
blow-pipe flame so that a portion about one
inch wide is heated. Rotate the tube con-
stantly to obtain an even distribution of
heat and while rotating gently push the tube
TOGETHER instead of drawing it apart.

This will cause the walls at this point to

thicken. When the walls are quite thick,

much thicker than the original walls, gently
and firmly draw the tube out, and the re-

sulting constriction will have walls fully as
thick, or even thicker than the original tube.

ENLARGING THE DIAMETER OF A TUBE.

It is not so easy to enlarge a tube and
keep the walls heavy at the same time. It

is better to use heavy tubing and not make
the enlargement too big. The entire success
of blowing an enlargement lies in the heat-
ing of the tube. If one side of the tube is

hotter than the other, naturally the en-
largement will be one sided. Also the en-
largement must have a gentle continuous
pressure from the mouth and must be made
in one operation. If you blow too strongly
into the tube, a hole will be blown clear
thru the side, thus spoiling the operation.
With only one blow pipe it is impossible to
heat both sides at once so that if an en-
largement is put back into a flame after
once made, one side is sure to melt before
the rest of it is heated, thus spoiling the
symmetry of the bulb.

Heat the tube as for a constriction, then
when white hot remove from the flame and
blow with a steady pressure on the open
end, rotating the tube all the while. If you
do not rotate the tube while blowing the
force of gravity alone will make the re-

sultant enlargement lop-sided.

SEALING LIQUIDS IN GLASS.

Making ampoules is a process many an
experimenter has had trouble with. The
process is not hard after the procedure is

learned. The first thing to do is to get
everything ready as it is a very easy matter
to run thru a lot of ampoules at once, do-
ing one step at a time. This will save many
minutes, as there will be no waiting for the
glass to cool.

MILLIONS
OF DOLLARS

are being spent NOW for new
ideas of all kinds. Never before
has the demand for good things
PROTECTED BY OWEN PAT-
ENTS been so great—or profitable
to the man who will but use his
brains. Send for my four free books and
out what inventions are needed.

THKF ARF FBFFt successful patents—a
II.L3L HIU I lULi 72-page guide to success;
STEPPING STONES—hundreds of hints of
ideas wanted, truth about prizes for inven-
tions: PATENT BUYERS—contains over 400
requests for OWEN PATENTS, with ideas de-
sired: PATENT PROMOTION—tells how to
sell your patent, etc.

I'll help without charge to sell your idea
by advertising it and otherwise putting you in
touch with prospective buyers. Send sketch or
model for free opinion as to patentability, cost
of patent, etc. Advice costs nothing. Write
today for my books. A postal request will do.

RICHARD B. OWEN, Patent Lawyer
164 Owen Building 2276-8 Woolworth Bldg.
Washington. D. C New York City

PATENTS
THAT PROTECT AND PAY

Books and Advice Free
If you want to sell your patent, take It out through my office.

HIGHEST REFERENCES. BEST RESULTS.

WATSON E. COLEMAN, Patent Lawyer
624 F. Street N. W. Washington, D. C.

EVERY INVENTOR
should have this book, "PATENTS AND
PATENT POSSIBILITIES." It is chock
full of ideas and practical advice, telliDg
what to invent and where to sell. Write
for your copy today. IT IS FREE.

I have requests for patents upon sound
inventions of all kinds. Can you help sup-
ply the demand?

tfy service la Individual, prompt and efficient
14 years experience), livery expedient la em-
ployed to secure patents at least possible coat.

H. S. HILL, 804 MeLachJen Bldg., Washington, D. C.

$*3 Cash with order buys thi
^> BENCH LATHE

Swing 3 in 8 in. C. to C. Shipping Wt. 10 Lbs
Peter Austin 910 W. First E.E Munci.

THE MIDGET SLIDE RULE
will add. subtract, multiply, di-
vide; solve problems involving even
and uneven roots and powers. Also
gives the logarithms of number!
and the Sines and Cosines, Tan-
gents and Cotangents of all angles.
Its operation is very simple ; quick-
ly solves any mathematical prob-
lem. Durably made of metal.
Adapted for shop and office use.
Fits the Pocket. 3Yt inches diam-
eter. Price with Instructions . $ 1 .00
Your money back If you are not satisfied

Gitson Slide Rule Co., Niles. Mich .

THE
Perfected Gasoline Engines—

%, 1 and 1% h. p.—for Farm
and Shop use. Price $19.50

and up. Also
WASHING MACHINES

We ship on trial. Send for

Booklet and Special Offer.

SIEVERKROPP ENGINE CO.
1401— 19th St., Racine. Wis.

STARTER for FORD CARS

D* P„_Cl„ Charging Auto
Dig rrOniS Storage Batteries
No experience required. Owners of HB
500 watt equipment clear $40 to $60 a
month extra profit. So can you. Write
for particulars or send $15 with this ad,
and get this money-maker in your
garage on trial order. Balance in

9 monthly payments of $20 each.
Earnings should easily pay. Ab-
solute Money-Back Guarantee. No
risk. Do It Today.

HOBART BROS. CO., Box 10-f, Troy, Ohio

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when, writing to advertisers.
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Write For This Catalog
It Is your guide to correct

home study of all electric-

al subjects. Drake's books
ire written In an easy,

understandable way by
icknowledged experts.

DRAKES
ELECTRICAL

BOOKS
have helped thousands of

men to bigger jobs and
better pay. Start studying
:it home the Drake way
today.
Here are a few of the
titles :

ELECTRICAL TABLES AND ENGINEERING
DATA, Price Jl.00

ALTERNATING CURRENT. THEORY. PRAC-
TICE AND DIAGRAMS, Price 1.00

WIRING DIAGRAMS AND DESCRIP-
TIONS Price 1-00

ARMATURE AND MAGNET WINDING,
Price ,

1.00

MODERN ELECTRICAL CONSTRUCTION,
Price 1-00

ELECTRIC MOTORS. DIRECT AND ALTER-
NATING. Price 1.00

OPERATOR'S WIRELESS TELEGRAPH AND
TELEPHONE HANDBOOK. Price 1.00

and many others.

SOLD ON MONEY-BACK PLAN
All Drake's Books sent postpaid on receipt of price.

Keep five days, if not entirely satisfied return and
money will be refunded. Write today.

Frederick J. Drake & Co.
1009 Michigan Ave. Chicago, 111.

Every Electrical Man
Should be in possession of a
Mansfield's Automatic Elec-

tric Water Finding Apparatus
to enable him to act as ad-

viser on water supply.

A remunerative business can be
rapidly acquired.

Particulars from

EDWIN A. MANSFIELD
Electrical Engineer

New Brighton, England

rfefflMiBJtoiCo.

DUCK'S
BIG 300 pp.ELECTRICAL
and WIRELESS CATALOG
Mailed upon receipt of 8c in stamps
or coin which may be deducted od
first dollar purchase. Catalog con-
tains 160 pages of wireless instru-
ments and 140 pages of electrical

supplies. No bigger or better values
are obtainable elsewhere. We have
a complete stock of everything listed

in this catalog. Wireless orders
promptly filled.

THE WILLIAM B. DUCK CO.
230-232 Superior St. Toledo. Ohio

ISHORTHAND
IN 3D DAYS

,iioyd Syllabic System—written with only nine char-
acters. No "positions"—no "ruled lines"—no
|"shading"—no "word-signs"—no "Code-notes."
Speedy, practical system that can be learned In 30
days of home study, utilizing spare time. For full
descriptive matter, free, address,

Chicago Correspondence Schools, 989 Unity Bldg., Chicago, III.

"EXPERIMENTS" $1.S0
By P. Edelman

Htandi out amongst books like this mag-
azine does In the periodical*. The one
book you want on Science WonderB—Elec-
tricity, Wireless. Chemistry, Mechanics.
Laboratory Stunts. 256 pp. Illustrated.
Gold (tamped cloth. Guaranteed. $1.80.

P. EDELMAN, Pub.
1802 Hague Ave., St. Paul, Minn.

Hf ™o?onAVIATION
Learn of the great opportunities in this new

$1,000,000,000 industry. Thousands of men needed
Learn bymail—free book tells how.Writeaton.ee.
NATIONAL AERO INSTITUTE, Oe.pl ;44 n Morion eidn.. Chicago

Cut a series of tubes slightly longer than
the length desired. After they are cut one
end should be sealed in a flame and put
aside. Next draw out the other end of
each so that a tube with an opening of
about one to two millimeters in diameter is

on the end of each ampoule. Each ampoule
will now be composed of the main portion
which is to form the finished container, a
narrow tube, and then a short untouched
piece of tubing, which was used to hang on
to while drawing out the tube. (See illus-

trations in Part I.)

The ampoules may now be filled with the
desired liquid. This is done by using a
fine hypodermic needle and syringe and in-

serting the needle point all the way down
into the ampoule. But most experimenters
do not happen to have a long needled hypo-
dermic around their laboratory. So one is

quickly made by drawing out a piece of
tubing which will be small enough to reach
into the ampoule and then fitting a rubber
pipette bulb on the other end.

After the ampoules have been filled about
three-fourths full they are sealed off by
rapidly passing the narrow tube thru a very
hot flame. The sides of this tube are very
thin and will melt together almost instantly,

and even tho the ampoule be filled with
an inflammable or volatile liquid, the seal-

ing will take place so quickly that there will

be no trouble in sealing the tube without
heating the contents. One thing which
must be observed, however, is that the
ampoules must be kept in an upright posi-
tion until the seal is cool, otherwise the
cold liquid coming in contact with the hot
glass will surely crack it. When cool the
ampoules may be scratched with a file near
the seal and put away until wanted. When
it is wished to open one of them the tip

may be broken at the file mark, and its con-
tents extracted.

USES OF SEALING WAX IN GLASS TUBING
MANIPULATION.

Sealing wax is very valuable in working
with glass tubing, as if applied correctly it

will stick to glass firmly. In case of pieces
of apparatus where one tube is to be sealed
inside another, it is especially valuable as it

is almost impossible for anyone but an ex-
perienced glass blower to seal one tube in-

side another. So it is necessary to use
sealing wax to accomplish the same result.

(See Fig. 6.) It has many disadvantages
for chemical laboratories as there are nu-
merous liquids which would dissolve it and
render it useless. But for many purposes
it is invaluable and should always be on the
glass blowing bench.

DUPLICATION OF COMMERCIAL ARTICLES.

When the need for a certain article made
from glass comes up in the laboratory, do
not buy it until you have carefully studied
it and decide that you cannot possibly du-
plicate its yourself. Commercial catalogs
are invaluable for the purpose of giving the
construction of many of these pieces of ap-
paratus. With a little study you will find
that most of the articles illustrated may be
home-made with very little trouble. To il-

lustrate the point, I built a Meinke water
jet vacuum pump, adapting the design to
fit my raw materials, using the illustration
in a catalog of a large supply house as a
guide. There were a number of changes,
it is true, and it did not look as pretty, but
when I came to calibrate the vacuum in
terms of millimeters of mercury I found
that I could exceed the vacuum claimed by
the supply house. (See Fig. 7.) I now
have both, and the home-made pump be-
sides costing less than 25 cents is stronger
and works better than the "made in Ger-
many" product, which cost $2.50. Try it

(Continued on page 425)

"What Do You Know?"
Never mind how strong you are. The boss

is looking for brains, not braivn.

It's a fine thing to be healthy and hard as

nails, but when the boss wants a man for a

big job, the kind that pays real money, it's

what you knonu that counts.

Right now the Government and employers
everywhere are looking for men with special

training—men who can do some one thing well.

How about you? Are you ready for one of

these positions ? Have you an expert knowl-
edge of any kind of work?

If you haven't special training, get it nowu!
You can do it—in spare time—through the

International Correspondence Schools. Pick
the position you want in the work you like

best and the 1. C. S. will give you the train-

ing you need right in your own home even-
ings—you need not lose a day or a dollar from
your present occupation.

More than two million have prepared for

success in the I. C. S. way. Surely, what so

many have done, you can do. The first step is

to find out how. Mark and mail this coupon.

TEAR OUT HERE

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

BOX 5399, SCRANTON, PA.
Explain, without obligating me, how I can qualify for the
position, or in the subject, before which I mark X.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEF.lt

Zi Electrician
Electric Wiring
Electric Lighting
Electric Car Running

3 Heavy ElectricTraction
Electrical Draftsman
Electric Machine Designer
Telegraph Expert

B Practical Telephony
MECHANICAL ENGINEER
Mechanical Draftsman
Ship Draftsman
Machine Shop Practice
Gas Engineer
CIVIL ENGINEER
Surveying and Mapping
MINE ioRKMW OK ENG'R
STATIONARY ENGINEER
ARCHITECT
Architectural Draftsman
PLUMBING AND HEATING
Sheet Metal Worker

CHEMICAL ENGINEER
SALESMANSHIP
ADVERTISING MAN

Q Window Trimmer
Show Card Writer
Outdoor Sign Painter
RAILROADER
ILLUSTRATOR
DESIGNER
BOOKKEEPER
Stenographer and Typist
Cert. Pub. Accountant
Traffic Management
Commercial Law

1GOOD ENGLISH
Common School Subjects
CIVIL SERVICE
Railway Mail Clerk
Textile Overseer or Sopt.
AGRICULTURE
Navigator Spanish

PonltryRaising • French
Automobiles W3 Italian

Name
Present
Occupation.

Street
and No

2tty_

Check the Job You Want!
Thousands Men—Women,Wanted

...Railway Mall Clerk

. . .Postofflce Clerk

. . . Postofflce Carrier

. . . Rural Mall Carrier

...Customs Positions

...Internal Revenue
. . . Stenographer
...Clerk at Washington

1100 to $2000
1000 to $1400
1000 to $1400
720 to $2160
800 to $1500
800 to $1800

1 100 to $1500
1 100 to $1500

Address

Sign your name and address and send us this coupon
immediately. We will immediately send you (1) a
full description of the position checked, (2) a list of
many TJ. S. Gov't Jobs now open and directions telling how
to get free coaching for the position checked.

Franklin Institute, Dept. VI02, Rochester, N. Y.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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9
I DO YOU KNOW?

Do you know how to make chemical tricks?

Do you know how cloth is bleached?

SS Do you know how to test soil?— Do you want to make invisible ink?
~~ Do you know how to test flour?

Do you know how Chlorine Smoke and
Chlorine Gas (German War Gas), is made?

What do you know about chemistry in gen-— eral?

These and hundred other interesting ques-— tions are answered and demonstrated with our
Chemistry Laboratory which we present here-

with.

The chemicals furnished are all tech-

nically pure and put up in appropriate

wooden boxes and glass bottles, and
there is a sufficient quantity to make
dozens of experiments with each. The
apparata are of standard laboratory size

and quality.

Altho all chemicals have nearly dou-
bled in price, we have decided not to

raise the price for this outfit for the

present.

Read the list of chemicals and apparata
and look at the actual photograph of
the outfit at your right.

And order one today!

CHEMISTRY!
We present herewith to our friends our new E. I. Co. Chemical
Laboratory which contains real chemicals and apparata to

perform real chemical experiments. This outfit is not a toy,

put up merely to amuse, but a practical laboratory set, with all

the chemicals, apparata and reagents necessary to perform
real work and to teach the beginner all the secrets of inor-

ganic chemistry. With this outfit we give free a book con-

taining a Treatise in Elementary Chemistry, useful data and
recipes, and 100 instructive and amusing experiments.

44 |
Chemicals =

17 |
Apparata =

Instruction W
Book with H
100 Ex- |
periments g

PRICE 1
$5-2° I
Shipping

Weight 10 lbs

CAN BE SHIPPED
BY EXPRESS ONLY

THE E.

Ammonium Chloride
Alum
Antimony
Boracic Acid
Charcoal
Sodium Nitrate
Sodium Carbonate
Sodium Borate
Sodium Sulphite
Manganese Dioxide
Oxalic Acid

One Standard Washbottle
One Conical Glass Measure
One Erlenmeyer Flask
One Glass Funnel
One Delivery Tube

I. Co. CHEMICAL LABORATORY
DESCRIPTION OF THE OUTFIT

It contains the following 44 chemicals:

Brimstone
Iron Oxide
Sulphate of Zinc
Magnesia Carbonate
Zinc, Metallic
Sodium Bicarbonate
Sodium Sulphate
Sodium Chloride
Calcium Sulphate
Barium Chloride
Lead Acetate

Ferrous Sulphate
Nickel Sulphate
Sodium Phosphate
Zinc Carbonate
Ammonium Sulphate
Ammonium Carbonate
Ammonium Aqua
Calcium Chloride
Chloride of Zinc
Copper Sulphate
Glycerol

Iron Chloride
Calcium Oxide
Stannous Chloride
Nickel Chloride
Hydrochloric Acid
Sulphuric Acid
Iodine
Mercury, Metallic
Tin, Metallic
Litmus Paper
Ferrous Sulphide

The following apparata are furnished:

Six Assorted Test-Tubes
One Test-Tube Holder
Ten Sheets of Filter Paper
One Glass Dropper
One Spoon Measure

Glass Tubing
One book containing Treatise on
Elementary Chemistry and 1 00
Chemical Experiments to be per-
formed with this outfit.

THE ELECTRO IMPORTING Co., NEW YORK, 2VrueVton
SEE OUR FULL PAGE AD ON PAGE 426 FOR FREE CYCLOPEDIA

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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Send For This
Free Book about
the Latest

I

Learn all about the wonderful Skinderviken Transmitter. /Nothing
like it on the market. Will make an old transmitter better than new.
Adjusted in a jiffy. Supersensitive. Talks at all angles. Patent just
allowed. Price $1.00 each. Discount in quantities.

Another Skinderviken patent—a battery saver, is worth investi-
gating. See how it prevents waste of current and prolongs the life

of batteries. A wonder that sells for 25c.

Read the full details of the Skinderviken Private Service Sys-
tem. Even though you may have a party line this neat little attach-
ment makes it possible to have all the secrecy of an individual
wire. Then there is the Victory 'phone—the smallest, handiest,
and most compact wall telephone ever built. Absolutely the last
word in 'phones ! All these latest inventions are fully described
in our book—free for the asking. Get your copy at once.

Mail Coupon Now^^i
We will also send

you our price list

showing how we can save you money
on all kinds of telephone accessories
and supplies. Send us your open coils
for rewinding. Write TO-DAY.

S T E C O
2136 N. Clark Street Dept. A Chicago

STECO, 2136 N. Clark St., Chicago

Please send me free book and price list

without any obligation.

Name

Address

City

Pay-Raising Books
at Reduced Prices
Here's your chance to get—at bargain price—a set of

books that will fit you for a better job and bigger pay.
Yes. and you may pay the bargain price at the rate of
only 50c a week. But you must act nowl The rising
cost of paper and binding materials won't permit us to
continue this offer indefinitely.
No matter what your occupation, one of the sets

listed below is bound to suit your needs. They are
written in easily-understood language by recognized
authorities, and contain thousands of photographs,
full-page plates, diagrams, etc., that make difficult
jtoints as simple as A-B-C. Handsomely bound in
half or full morocco leather, gold stamped.

Shipped for 7 Days

'

Examination
We'll gladly send any set of books to you for seven

days' examination, shipping charges collect. Examine
them carefully—use them at your work for an entire
week. If, at the end of that time, you feel they aren't
worth many times what we ask, send them back to us.
If you keep them, pay the specially reduced price on
the easy terms explained below.

Practical Home Study Books

THE MANIPULATION OF GLASS
TUBING.

(Continued from page 423)

and see, and after a little practise you will

be able to fit up your laboratory with glass

apparatus made in America, by yourself,

which often is better and cheaper than the

average commercial product.
(Conclusion.)

THE EINTHOVEN GALVANOM-
ETER.

(Continued from page 391)

rent flowing thru it. In order to obtain this

deflection, it will be necessary to carefully

regulate the tension of the string and the

intensity of the field flux, which is con-

trolled by adjusting the current flow therein

with the aid of the rheostat, R. This re-

quires a great deal of patience and care

until the instrument is finally adjusted to

this sensitivity. It will be found that the

string will be deflected a maximum at a

given magnet flux intensity, and if the cur-

rent is further increased until the super-

saturation of the cores takes place, the sen-

sitivity of the instrument is decreased
greatly; so it is advisable to take precaution

in adjusting the current flow in the exciting

electro-magnets. It was also found that as

soon as the tension of the string was al-

tered at a given magnetic flux adjustment,

that its sensitivity was impaired. There-
fore, every time the tension of the string

is varied, a corresponding change of the

magnetic field is necessary in order to keep
the instrument at a maximum sensitivity

point.

The Einthoven galvanometer was util-

ized with great success in conjunction with
radio-communication for recording received

signals. It is the only instrument ever de-

vised for receiving directly telegraphic

messages sent by radio at speeds ranging
from sixty to one hundred words per min-
ute. This is accomplisht by photographing
the impulses received by the galvanometer
string, which are projected upon a moving
photographic film. The arrangement
shown in Fig. 21 is used to accomplish this.

The standard radio receiving circuit for the

reception of continuous long wave lengths
is used, since the undamped transmitters

with high speed automatic keys are utilized

for the purpose. A is the antenna con-
nected to the primary of the induction
coupler L C, and back thru the ground, G.
The secondary S, of the inductive coupler
is shunted with a variable condenser, V C,
and linked to a vacuum tube detector A,
the grid and wing circuits being electro-

magnetically coupled to each other by
means of the feed-back circuit, F. This
is done to make the tube regenerative, thus
receiving the undamped oscillations from
the distant transmitter by beat reception.
The audio-frequency circuit contains the
telephone receivers, T, and the Einthoven
galvanometer, each of which may be used
by merely throwing switch, S. W., in the
respective contacts.

To record or photograph the incoming
signals, the operator has but to listen to the
telephone receiver, and as soon as he re-

ceives the proper transmitting station, he
switches S W to the galvanometer terminal
which causes the string W to be displaced
in accordance with the signals. Thus the
string images are projected thru the mag-
nifying and projecting telescope, T, to the
moving film contained in a perfectly light-

proof box. The light is derived from an
incandescent electric lamp L, with a re-
flector, R. This light is then condensed to
a single beam by means of a condensing
lens, L, and then permitted to fall on the
string, W. The developing and fixing mix-
tures are placed in the lower compartment
of the photographic container, and as the
film is moved at a constant and definite

(Continued on page 427)

Vols. Pages
Civil Engineering

9

3900
Architecture, Carpentry and Building ....10 4760
Accountancy and Business 10 3680
Steam Engineering

7

3300
Applied Electricity

7

3000
Automobile Engineering

5

2400
Telephony and Telegraphy 4 1728
Modern Shop Practice

6

2300
Heating, Plumbing and Sanitation 4 1600
Mechanical and Architectural Drawing.... 4 1720
Motion Picture Work

2

600
Law and Practice (with Reading Course) .1- 6000

Size of Page Illus. Reg. Price Spec. Pri
7x10 3000 $45.00 $29.80
7x10 4000 50.00 24.80
7x10 1987 50.00 24.80
7x10 2500 35.00 19.80

7x10 2600 35.00 19.80
5%x8% 2000 25.00 17.80

7x10 2000 20.00 12.80
5%x8% 2500 30.00 18.80

7x10 1600 20.00 14.00

7x10 1037 20.00 12.00

7x10 300 12.00 6.00
7x10 24 72.00 39.80

Onlv ROr a Week I

special discount coupon
1VMIiy «fcJ>WV * WWvCH AMERICAN TECHNICAL SOCIETY, Dept. X3387 Chicago, U.S.A.
'

I Pleas© send me set of '

1 for / DAYS' examination. I will pay small shipping charge,
j

I I will examine the books thoroughly and. if satisfied, will send I

I $2 within 7 days and $2 each month until I have paid the spe- I

I
cial price of If I decide not to keep the books.

I I will notify you at once and hold them subject to your order. I

Title not to pass to me until the set is fully paid for.

I NAME I

' ADDRESS 1

j

REFERENCE |

If, after seven days' examination, you de-
cide to keep the set you have selected, send
us $2 and then $2 a month until the present
low price has been paid.

Don't wait. This means money in your
pocket if you act now. Remember, you take
no chances whatever. This offer is open to

every man living within the boundaries of
the U. S. and Canada. Mail the coupon now.

AMERICAN TECHNICAL SOCIETY
Dept. X3387, Chicago, U. S. A.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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EXPERIMENTERS
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No. EX2002
IHE BOY'S ELECTRIC TOYS" contains enough mate-
rial TO MAKE AND COMPLETE OVER TWENTY-
FIVE DIFFERENT ELECTRICAL APPARATUS with-

out any other tools, except a screw-driver furnished with the outfit. The box
contains the following complete instruments and apparatus which are already
assembled

:

Student's chromic plunge battery, compass-galvanometer, solenoid, telephone
receiver, electric lamp. Enough various parts, wire, etc., are furnished to
make the following apparatus :

Electromagnet, electric cannon, magnetic pictures, dancing spiral, electric
hammer, galvanometer, voltmeter, hook for telephone receiver, condenser,
sensitive microphone, short distance wireless telephone, test storage battery,
shocking coil, complete telegraph set, electric riveting machine, electric buz-
zer, dancing fishes, singing telephone, mysterious dancing man, electric jump-
ing jack, magnetic geometric figures, rheostat, erratic pendulum, electric but-
terfly, thermo electric motor, visual telegraph, etc., etc.

This dues not by any means exhaust the list, but a great many more ap-
paratus can be built actually and effectually.

With the instruction book which we furnish, one hundred experiments that
can be made with this outfit are listed, nearly all of these being illustrated

with superb illustrations. No other materials, goods or supplies are neces-
sary to perform any of the one hundred experiments or to make any of the
25 apparatus. Everything can be constructed and accomplished by means of
this nutlit, two hands, and a screw-driver.
The outfit contains 1 14 separate pieces of material and 24 pieces of finished

articles ready to use at once.
Among the finished material the following parts are included : Chromic salts

for battery, lamp socket, bottle of mercury, core wire (two different lengths),
a bottle of iron filings, three spools of wire, carbons, a quantity of machine
screws, flexible cord, two wood bases, glass plate, paraffine paper, binding
posts, screw-driver, etc., etc. The instruction book is so clear that anyone can
make the apparatus without trouble, and besides a section of the instruction
book is taken up with the fundamentals of electricity to acquaint the laymau
with all important facts in electricity in a simple manner.
We guarantee satisfaction.
Tbe size over all of the outfit is 14 x 9 x 2%. Shipping weight, 8 lbs. PC flfl

No. EX2002 "The Boy's Eiectric Toys," outfit as described <J>J.UU

IMMEDIATE SHIPMENTS

ELECTRO IMPORTING CO.,
231 Fulton St.

NEW YORK

Student's Chromic Plunge Battery

This is an ideal battery for electrical experi-
mental work where a. very powerful current is
not required. This battery will light a 2 volt
lamp for several hours on one charge; it will
run a small toy motor surprisingly well; it will
do small electroplating work; it is ideal for
testing work ; it gives a fairly steady current,
and as the zinc electrode can be pulled clear of
the electrolyte, no materials are used when bat.
tery stands idle.

Best Amalgam Zinc only is used, as well as
a highly porous carbon to ensure a steadier
current. We furnish enough chromic salts for

4 charges. Full directions for operation and care of battery are included.
Each battery tests 2 volts and (i amperes when set up fresh. Not over 2
amperes should be drawn from battery continuously. By using" six or eight
of these batteries, a great many experiments can be performed. No solution
can run out of this battery if upset by accident. This makes it an ideal
portable battery. Size over all is 5"x2". Shipping weight, 1 lb. «t»/v r"/\
No. 999. Student's Chromic Plunge Batterv Ttill S|l

IMMEDIATE SHIPMENTS

The "Electro" Radiotone
HIGH FREQUENCY SILENT TEST

BUZZER
This instrument gives a wonderful high

pitched MUSICAB NOTE in the receivers,
impossible to obtain, with the ordinary
test buzzer. The RADIOTONE is built
along entirely new hues; it is NOT an
ordinary buzzer, reconstructed in some
manner. The RADIOTONE has a single
fine steel reed vibrating at a remarkably
high speed, adjusted to its most efficient
frequency at the factory. Hard silver con-
tacts are used to make the instrument last
practically forever.

Yes, the RADIOTONE is SILENT. In fact, it is so silent that you must
place your ear on top of it to hear its beautiful musical note.
You will bo astounded at the wonderfully clear. 500 cycle note, sounding

sharply in your receivers. To learn the codes, there Is absolutely nothing
like It. With the radiotone. a key and one dry cell and ANY telephone, a
fine learner's set is had. Two or more such se'.s in series wilt ali'ord no
end of pleasure for intercommunication work. Shipping Weight I lb a

Radiotone as described each X 90IMMEDIATE SHIPMENTS

The "Electro" Telegraph
is not a toy. but a practical,
honestly built telegraph outfit,
which not only sounds but works
like the big commercial instru-
ments. By studying the code
for 30 days you can become a
first-class telegraph operator.
Such operators are in big de-
mand now. Outfit consists of
TWO complete telegraph instru-
ments each measuring 3y2 x 2Vs
x 2\i. All metal parts are high-
ly nickel plated, including key
lever. Noto hard rubber knob.
Telegraph Code Chart, telegraph
blanks and connecting wire comes with set, but no batteries
on 2 dry cells (one cell for each instrument). The "Electro" „ .... .. ....
Outfit that works both ways, each station can call: no switches, no extras
Nothing to get out of order. Guaranteed to please you or money /hi op-
back. Price Complete as Illustrated (TWO INSTRUMENTS).. > I /S

Shipping Weight. 2 lbs. tJJ±.£.cl
IMMEDIATE SHIPMENTS

Outfit works
is the ONLY

'Electro" Codophone {Patents Pending)

$1.50
The

What this
rem arkable
instrument Is

and does.

The "Elec-
tro" Codo-
phone is
positively the
only instru-
ment made
that will
imitate a 500
cycle note
exactly as
beard in a
Wireless re-
ceiver. The ^uiiujjjjijjiiijjjiiii""""

11""

loud-talking receiver equipped with a horn, talks so loud that you can hear
the sound all over the room, even if there is a lot of other noise.
THAT'S NOT ALL. By lessening or tightening the receiver cap, a tone

from the lowest, softest quality, up to the loudest and highest screaming
sound can be had in a few seconds.
FOR INTERCOMMUNICATION. Using two dry cells for each instru-

ment two Codophones when connected with one wire and return ground,
can be used for intercommunication between two houses one-half mile apart.

_
One outfit alone replaces the old-fashioned learner's telegraph set, con-

sisting of key and sounder.
The "Electro" Codophone is a handsome, well made instrument, fool

proof, and built for hr.rd work. Contacts are of hard silver % inch hi
diameter, that will outlast the instrument
There is also a neat code chart and full directions enabling any Intelll.

gent young man or girl to learn the codes within. 30 days, practising one-
half hour a day.

Sizes: 6% jr. 3 x 2%". Shipping weight, 2 lbs.
The Electro Codophone as described, complete... $1.50

in lllBHMlllBtllMBiniManMiaillllMIMMUIi^HIIIMHBMIIIHllllimilllHIllIJHIII

1

"The Livest Catalog In America"
Our big, new electrical cyclopedia No. 19 is waiting for you. Positively

the most complete Wireless and electrical catalog in prmt today. 228 Big
I'ages, 600 illustrations, 500 instruments and apparatus, etc. Big "Treatise
on Wireless Telegraphy." 20 FltEIH coupons for our 160-page FREE Wire-
less Course in 20 lessons. FREE Cyclopedia No. ID measures 7x514".
Weight Vz lb. Beautiful stiff covers.

ELECTRO IMPORTING COMPANY
231 Fulton St., New York City

I enclose herewith 6 cents in stamps or coin for
which please send me your latest Cyclopedia Cata-
log No. 19 as described.

NAME ,

ADDRESS

STATE E. E. 10-18

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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THE EINTHOVEN GALVANOM-
ETER.

(Continued from page 425)

velocity by two rollers driven by a motor,
the photographer portion of the film is de-

veloped and fixt, and its message trans-

lated at the moment of its leaving the fixing

tank. The process is very rapid and it is

the only means utilized by the large radio

companies, especially those having a great

deal of traffic.

Not only is this instrument utilized in

radio work, but it has played the most im-

portant role in the art of transmitting pho-
tographs over electrical circuits. It may be
mentioned that whenever a very sensitive

galvanometer is wanted, especially for re-

cording high periodicity impulses, the

Einthoven galvanometer is the only one
that will meet the requirements.

(Conclusion)

SPECTROSCOPIC METHODS AND
THE PRODUCTION OF SPECTRA.

(Continued from page 393)

points should be as large as the spark will

permit.

The apparatus can be easily and hand-
somely mounted by the arrangement shown
in Fig. 6. The two wood uprights are
screwed on from underneath. The tube
is held by two bands of tin or copper.
These are clamped to the tube by means
of two small bolts and the ends screwed to

the uprights. The electrical connections
are made by pouring some mercury into the
tube "B", and filling the tube "X", which is

glass, bent and fastened to the board by a
strip of metal. Into one end leads the
platinum wire from "C", and into the
other the lead in.

If the apparatus is intended to be con-
nected direct to the spark coil, the wires
from the coil may be directly inserted into

the mercury in the two tubes, but it is better
to fix two binding posts in the base and
connect the coil to these. In this case the
wires leading from the binding posts to the
mercury should be iron, as copper will

amalgamate with the mercury and cause
trouble.

The apparatus is now ready for use. A
solution of the substance to be examined is

placed into "A", preferably with a pipette,

till it is just about level with the jet in

tube "C". The current is now turned on.
The liquid is drawn by the capillary at-

traction of the glass to the jet, and each
spark vaporizes a tiny portion.
Both the level of the solution, the hole

in the jet, and the position of the platinum
wire may have to be adjusted before the
apparatus will work satisfactorily. The
chief advantages of this method are:— (1)
Ease of working. (2) Small amounts of
material can be used. (3) Many materials
that will not vaporize in the Bunsen flame
will vaporize in the spark, and also many
materials that give a spectrum in the Bun-
sen, in the higher temperature of the spark
will give many more lines. (4) The supply
is practically inexhaustible.

(See Part II in the November issue.)

EXPERIMENTAL PHYSICS.
(Continued from page 386)

ever, the coil is held stationary over the
magnet pole no deflection will be observed,
i.e., no current flows. If the coil is drawn
up past the pole the needle will deflect in
an opposite direction. If we alternately
thrust down and drazu up the coil it is obvi-
ous that an alternating current will result.
By use of a commutator this current can be

converted into direct current (the commu-
tator is a device fur reversing the current

alternately when each change in direction

occurs; the two reversals being equivalent

to no reversal at all ). We may now add to

Oersted's discovery, tin- dynamo principle

that when a conductor moves in a magnetic

field so as to cut the lines of force of the

field, a current is induced in the conductor.

The right-hand three-finger rule is an ex-

cellent guide for determining the direction

of the induced current. Haul the thumb
and the first two fingers of the right hand
at right angles to each other. Point the

thumb in the direction of the motion of the

conductor, the first finger in the direction

of the field of the magnet; then the central

finger indicates the direction of the current.

In the modern dynamo, of course, instead

of band power, steam or water power is

belted to the dynamo to give the motion
and also rotary motion being much sim-

pler and possessing other advantages, the

coil is turned continuously rather than
thrust up and down. However, the prin-

ciple is the same and the three-finger rule

applies equally well.

Experiment 97— If a current is past thru
a dynamo its armature revolves and we
now have a motor. The last experiment
can be slightly modified to show the motor
principle. Suspend a heavy copper wire so

that it is free to swing in a plane perpen-
dicular to the field of a horseshoe magnet.
Let the lower end of the wire dip into a

dish of mercury. Connect a battery or
about 20 volts to the top of the wire and
to the mercury as in figure 87. When the

circuit is closed the wire will be found to

move (swing to the right). Just as might
have been expected,

—

when a current passes
thru a conductor in a magnetic field a mo-
tion of the conductor results. If now we
substitute left for right we have the left-

hand (three-finger) rule which enables us
to predict the direction in which the con-
ductor is going to move. Otherwise the

rule reads identically with the right-hand
three-finger rule. (These rules are also

called the dynamo and motor rules respec-

tively. )

Experiment 98—Wind about 500 turns
of number 28 insulated copper wire around
one end of a soft iron core and connect to

a galvanometer such as was used in experi-
ment 96. Wrap about the same number of
turns about another portion of the core
and connect to a battery of several cells.

When the circuit is closed the deflection of
the galvanometer will indicate the passage
of a current thru the coil a in spite of the
fact that the batteries are not in the circuit

of a. When the circuit is opened, an equal
but opposite deflection will indicate the
flowing of an equal current in the opposite
direction. This experiment illustrates the
principle of the induction coil and the trans-

former. The coil b is called the primary
and the coil a the secondary. Causing the
lines of force to appear inside of a (mag-
netising the space inside of a ) caused an
induced current to flow thru the coil. De-
magnetisation induces a current also.

Stated more compactly and correctly, any
change in the lines of force which thread
a coil produces an induced current in the
coil. In the alternating current trans-
former, the number of lines of force
changes because the magnetising force is

always changing. In the direct current
transformer (induction coil) the number
of lines of force changes because of the
action of an electro-magnetic interrupter
of the form described in experiment 94.

In figure 88-B, c denotes a soft iron core
composed of a bundle of sofe iron wires;
p is a primary coil wrapt around this core
and consists of about 200 turns of number
16 insulated copper wire; connected to the

Big Money in Electricity

The electrical Industrie: offer wonderful)

'«pporf_.nities to boys with a liking for Elec
ricity The salaries paid o trained men ate

large, promotion comes rapidly and, bes« of

* 1_ the work is fascina'mg

The discovery anc developmen. of nev»

llanes (such us wireles* telegraphy and tele

i^hony), from time to time, promise attractive

*nd paying fields to those who wish to

specialize. The will to do and Special Tram
ng will bring success to you.

The International Correspondence School*

can help you to become an expert in electrical

work, no matter wha» branch you like best

Thousands of young men have already woo
success through I, C S help You can dc
as well as anybody if you try Everything ii

made so clear that you can learn in yous
»pare time, regardless of where you live on

what your work No books to buy

There's big money sr.. Electricity 6e«
after it by marking and mailing the Coupo©
today. Finding out tosts you nothing

TEAR OUT HCRt

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
BOX 6 161, SCRANTON, PA.

Explain, without obligating me, how I can qualify for th*
position, or in the subject, before which I mark X.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
Electrician
Electric Wiring

B Electric Lighting
Electric Car Running

H Heavy ElectricTractJon
_} Electrical Draftsman

Electric Machine Designer
Telegraph Expert
Practical Telephony
MECHANICAL ENGINEER

_J Mechanical Draftsman
Ship Draftsman
Machine Shop Practice
Gas Engineer
CIVIL ENGINEER
Surveying and Mapping
MINE KOREM'N OR ENG'R
STATIONARY ENGINEER
ARCHITECT
Architectural Draftsman
PLUMBING AND HEATING
Sheet Metal Worker

CHEMICAL ENGINEER
SALESMANSHIP
ADVERTISING MAN
Window Trimmer
Show Card Writer
Outdoor Sign Painter
RAILROADER
ILLUSTRATOR
DESIGNER
BOOKKEEPER
Stenographer and Typlut

[~~] Cert. Pub. Accountant
Traffic Management
Commercial Law
GOOD ENGLISH
Common School Snbiecti

D CIVIL SERVICE
Railway Mail Clerk
Textile Overseer or Snpt.
AGRICULTURE
Navigator Spanish
Poultrv Raising- |0 Krench
Automobiles 1^ Itullan

Nam*.

Present

Street
«nd Nr.

CltJ

WIRELESS
Individual instruction continues under the
general supervision of E. E. Bucher, In-

structing Engineer, Marconi Wireless Tele-
graph Co.

LAND-WIRE
Mr. G. E. Palmer, Chief Operator of the
Western Union Telegraph Co., is now in
supervision of the Land-line Department.
Touch Typewriting and "Morse" in com-
bination is taught according to the most
modern methods to

Boys, Girls, Men and Women

Y.M.C.A. Telegraph School
Marcy Av., near Broadway, Brooklyn, N. Y.
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A CHEMIST
of the Future

Every boy who plays with Chemcraft now is

gaining knowledge that will be of greatest
value to him when he grows up, and there
isn't anything more interesting than working
Chemcraft experiments.

Think of being able to make soap and inks,
of testing your water supply and foods, and
there are dozens of wonderful magic changes
that will completely mystify your friends.

Chemcraft is recommended by leading chem-
ists, government officials and professors in
leading schools and colleges. It is scientifically
correct.

Chemcraft No. I sells for $1.25

West of the Mississippi and Canada, $1.50

Chemcraft No. 2 sells for $2.50

West of the Mississippi and Canada, $3.00

Chemcraft No. 3 sells for $5.00

West of the Mississippi and Canada, $6.00

If your dealer hasn't Chemcraft write for full infor-
mation and the name of the nearest store that sells it.

THE PORTER CHEMICAL CO.
u«=pt b, Hagerstown, Md.

battery circuit by contact point on the end
of screw d, a secondary coil ^ wrapt around
the primary and consisting of about 50,000
turns of number 36 insulated copper wire
connected to the terminal point (spark
gap) t and t' ; and a spring hammer b for

making and breaking the primary circuit.

Just as in the case of the bell an intermit-

tent current passes thru the primary, hence
inducing a current in the secondary. The
rate at which the lines of force are cut de-
termines the voltage of the current ; also

since the number of turns of the secondary
is so much greater than that of the primary,
the effect is similar to having the same
number of turns but more lines of force
cut, and hence the induced voltage is tre-

mendously greater than that passing in the

primary circuit.

The subject of electricity is a vast one
and because of its great commercial value
is by far the most important division of
Physics. In devoting only three lessons to

it the author had to omit details and discuss
only the fundamental of the fundamentals.
His hope is that a desire for further light

on the subject has been awakened in the
reader.

(To be continued.)

POPULAR ASTRONOMY.
(Continued from page 383)

to be considerably less than our own, is fa-

miliar to every one. A second theory up-
held convincingly by Prof. W. H. Picker-
ing is the one of aerial deposition. The
more prominent canals, according to this

theory, are marshy strips of vegetation,
lying in the path of water-ladened air cur-
rents blowing from the vicinity of the
melting polar cap toward the equatorial
regions and depositing moisture along their
paths during the Martian night. The ab-

sence of dense clouds in the planet's at-

mosphere and the amount of detail visible

in the surface markings at a distance that

is never less than thirty-five million miles

show that the atmosphere of Mars is very
rare. The daily range of temperature must
therefore be very great, the days being ex-
tremely hot and the nights extremely cold.

Much moisture would, therefore, be de-
posited at night.

In regard to the appearance of the
broader and more conspicuous canals, that

are comparatively few in number, Prof.
Lowell stated that ninety per cent of them
were either straight lines or followed the

arcs of great circles, while Prof. Pickering
declares that many of them are quite dis-

tinctly curved and attributes this curvature
to the deflection of the air currents that

feed the canals or marshes, due partly to
friction with the atmosphere and partly to

the effect of the rotation of the planet on
its axis. He computes from the radius of
curvature of several of these canals at a
recent opposition the velocity of the storms
that feed them and arrives at a value for
the minimum pressure of the atmosphere
of 7.5 inches of mercury or less than one-
quarter of a terrestrial atmosphere. The
corresponding temperature of bpiling water
on Mars he, therefore, finds to be 150°F.

It has also been noted in past oppositions
of Mars that certain canals occasionally
shift their positions noticeably both in lati-

tude and longitude by the amount of sev-

eral hundred miles.

A number of observers of the broader
canals have criticised their representation
as fine, straight lines, artificial in appear-
ance, claiming that they appear rather—to

use the words of one observer—as "soft
streams of dusky material with frequent
condensations."

(Continued on page 430)

BOTH

RADIO AND MORSE
Your Government is calling for experienced

wireless operators and telegraphers. Many
schools have been opened where special instruc-

tion is given qualifying young men to ac-

cept such positions in the army and navy
with advanced rank and increased pay.

You CanLearn atHome
in Your Spare Time

(
mmmnm Combination

KNAPP- WireleM "

ntlMl IB Telegraphy

mmmsmk outfit

will soon make you an accomplished operator. Teaches Light and Sound Signals, both Radio and Morse. Outfit consists
of exceptionally fine Telegraph Key, Buzzer, 3 Binding Posts, Lamp, Lamp Socket and Control Switch—all mounted on
a highly finished base. Two outfits can be operated at considerable distance apart for sending and receiving practice.

PRICE OF COMPLETE OUTFIT
WITH WIRING DIAGRAM, CHART AND FULL INSTRUCTIONS

Shipped to You Anywhere, All Charges Prepaid. Same Outfit Without Lamp $2.50

Or your dealer can secure it for you. Order to-day. Descriptive circular and catalog of celebrated Knapp Motors and
Electrical Specialties from 10c up mailed free on request.

KNAPP Electric & Novelty Co, 523 W. 51st St., N. Y.

$3.00
"KNAPP" BABY GRAND Muiurt

A real motor, built for Beryice. CI ftfl
Has unlimited uses. Prepaid. . . t!»vv
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Tobacco Ruina IJL

Digestion

Tobacco Stunts
Boy's Growth

Tobacco Steals
from You the
Pleasures, Com-
forts, Luxuries

of Ufa

Tobacco Habit Banished

In 48 to 72 Hours
Immediate Results

Trying to quit the tobacco habit unaided is a losing fight against heavy
odds, and means a serious shock to your nervous system. So don't try it!

Make the tobacco habit quit you. It will quit you if you will just take
Tobacco Redeemer according to directions.

It doesn't make a particle of difference whether you've been a user of
tobacco for a single month or 50 years, or how much you use, or in what form
you use it. Whether you smoke cigars, cigarettes, pipe, chew plug or fine

cut or use snuff—Tobacco Redeemer will positively remove all craving for
tobacco in any form in from 48 to 72 hours. Your tobacco craving will begin
to decrease after the very first dose— there's no long waiting for results.

Tobacco Redeemer contains no habit-forming drugs of any kind and is the
most marvelously quick, absolutely scientific and thoroughly reliable remedy
for the tobacco habit.

Not a Substitute
Tobacco Redeemer is in no sense a substitute for tobacco, but is a radical,

efficient treatment. After finishing the treatment you have absolutely no
desire to use tobacco again or to continue the use of the remedy. It quiets the
nerves, and will make you feel better in every
way. If you really want to quit the tobacco habit
—get rid of it so completely that when you see
others using it, it will not awaken the slightest
desire in you—you should at once begin a course
of Tobacco Redeemer treatment for the habit.

Results Absolutely Guaranteed
A single trial will convince the most skep-

tical. Our legal, binding, money-back guar-
antee goes with each full treatment. If
Tobacco Redeemer fails to banish the tobacco habit
when taken according to the plain and
easy directions, your money will be
cheerfully refunded upon demand.

Let Us Send You
Convincing Proof
If you're a slave of the tobacco

habitandwanttofindasure, quick way
of quitting "for keeps" you owe it to
yourself and to your family to mail the
coupon below or send your name and
address on a postal and receive our free
booklet ori the deadly effect of tobacco
on the human system, and positive proof
that Tobacco Redeemer will quickly
free you from the habit.

Newell Pharmacal Company
Dept. 521 St. Louis, Mo.

Free Book Coupon
NEWELL PHARMACAL CO.,

Dept. 521 St. Louu, Mo.
Please send, without obligating me in any way.

your free booklet regarding the tobacco habit and
proof that Tobacco Redeemer will positively free
me from the tobacco habit.

I

I

I

I

I

Street and No

I Town State.

Name.,

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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Send Your Name and We'll

Send Yon a Lacimite
J'T Bend a penny. Send your name and finger size and say.
Send rce a Lac'init- mounted in a solid puld ring- on 10

days'-t'ree trial." Wii will s- nd H prepaid right to your home.
When it comes merely demiBit i- i. 7.". with ilie posimunand then
weaxche n'-v for 1 i in 1 1 days, li you. or if any c 3 your Inends
can tell it trc-i a cjiT^rmd, sc"d it hack. But if you decide
to buy it—send us $2.00 a month until $15.75 has been paid.

Writa TfTiflav Send y°nr name now. Tell us which of the
WriB.C jlfiJUfiflJ KO Ktt |, j ri-.r* illustrated above you wish
(ladies' or men's). Be sure to send finger Bize.

M Harold LactimanCo., 12 N. Michigan Av..Dept, 7447,Chicago

k

FREE TRIAL
WE ship you a new Oliver Typewriter

direct from the factory for fivo days
free trial. Keep it or return it You

are your own salesman. If you keep it, pay
us at the rate of S3 per month. We offer

here the identical }1C0 Oliver for $49. So you
save }51. All by our new sales plan. This

is the same Oliverused by many of the big-

gest concerns. Brand
new— not second hand
ncr rebuilt. Write today for
full particulars. Don't wait.

The OliverTypewriterCo.

677 Oliver Typewriter Bldg.

Chicago, 111. (763)

Magnets, ah„'ut""
WPrful

"
permanent

:

11

Sent parcel post
lbs. Educational.

$1.00 each.

GENERA TORS
We also have a number of high grade Holtzer
Cabot Hand Generators which we will dispose
of at bargain prices. Give up to 110 volts. A. C.
You can malic d'rect and run by pulley if de-
sired. Special price $o.00 each.

WATSON ELECTRIC CO.
Dept. 110, Gas Bldg., Chicago

Stop 1

1

If you are aiming for New York,
why not strike the center? This is

where the HERMITAGE is located.

In the middle of the Times Square
district. The HERMITAGE touches
elbows at once with the great amuse-
ment and business centers of the
metropolis.

Thoroughly modern and fireproof.

Rates: $2.00 to $3.50

The Management of the HERMIT-
AGE is now under the personal super-

vision of its proprietor

—

FRANK C. HURLEY,
Formerly with Auditorium and Chicago
Athletic Club, Chicago, the Denison
Hotel and Columbia Club, Indianapolis.

POPULAR ASTRONOMY.
{Continued from page 428)

In addition to these larger canals there

have heen seen by a number of observers a

secondary type of canal which always ap-

pears late in the Martfan summer and then

occurs in great numbers. More than five

hundred of these canals have been seen and
mapt at the Lowell Observatory but the

question of their origin is still unsettled.

They differ from the larger canals in being
extremely narrow, straight and uniform in

appearance. It is yet to be decided whether
they are artificial, as has been claimed by
some observers, or an optical illusion, as is

claimed by others, or whether they mark
the course of accidental or local storms.

Some interesting observations made at

the opposition of Mars that occurred this

year have been given in Prof. Pickering's

Twentieth Report on Mars. It is there

noted that during the Martian summer j^ist

past the desert regions distinctly changed
color from reddish to corn color. The per-

manency of the change showed it was not
due to clouds but was a surface change due
to the presence of moisture in the atmos-
phere and the resulting growth of vegeta-
tion. The Snlv color that could partly neu-
tralize the reddish tinge of the deserts is

green.

Diagram I—Scale One Hundred Million Miles
to the Inch. In the Above Diagram the
Inner Circle Represents the Earth's Orbit
and the Outer Circle the Orbit of Mars Pro-
jected on the Plane of the Earth's Orbit.
This Projected Orbit of Mars Differs Very
Little from the True Orbit. Since the Inclina-
tion cf the Plane of Mars' Orbit to the Eclip-
tic, or Plane of the Earth's Orbit, Is Less
Than Two Degrees. The Eccentricities of
the Two Orbits, Being Small, Are Neglected
and the Orbits are Represented as Circles
with the Mean Distances of the Planets from
the Sun as Radii.
Mars Is in OPPOSITION When the Sun S,

Earth E, and Projected Position of Mars M,
Are in a Straight Line in the Position SEM,
the Earth Being Between the Sun and Mars.
The Planet Is Then Visible Thruout the
Night and Is on the Meridian at Midnight.
When Mars is at M L. and the Three Are in

the Position ESM., with the Sun Between
the Earth and Mars, the Planet Is in CON-
JUNCTION with the Sun and Invisible Be-
cause It Is on the Day Side of the Earth and
Lost in the Sun's Rays.
When Mars Is at M 3 the Lines SE and
M-E Make a Right Angle at E, and Mars
Is in QUADRATURE with the Sun. There Are
Two Positions in Its Orbit in Which It Is

in Quadrature. It is Then on the Meridian
Either at Sunset or Sunrise, According to
Whether It Is East or West of the Sun.
At Quadrature the Disk of Mars is Slightly
Gibbons Resembling the Phase of the Moon
Within Two or Three Days of Full, Due to
the Fact That We Then See a Small Portion
of the Unilluminated Portion of Its Surface.

The most conspicuous dark, marshy tract

not connected with polar regions, the Syrtis

Major, showed decided changes in form
and color at this opposition due to flooding

with water from the melting polar cap.

At times it appeared decidedly blue, due to

the presence of large quantities of water,

at other times it was covered partly by
cloud and at one time was observed to

recede northward six hundred miles in six

davs.

Mesco Telegraph

Practice Set

For Learning Telegraph Codes

The Practice Set comprises a regular tele-

graph key, without circuit breaker, a special
high pitch buzzer, one cell Red Seal Dry
Battery, and four feet of green silk covered
flexible cord.
The key and buzzer are mounted on a

highly finished wood base, and three nickel
plated binding posts are so connected that
the set may be used for five different purposes.
List No. Price
342 Telegraph Practice Set, with Bat-

tery and Cord $3.24

Weighs 4 lbs. packed.
Price does not include postage.

XM CO/"' C\ Combination Practice Sel for learning the Morse

lfldlj\s\/ and Continental Visual and Audible Codes

This outfit is the only reliable instrument which will
enable students to become proficient operators in the
U. S. Naval Service, because it is equipped with a
buzzer and miniature lamp enabling the user to

master both the visual and audible signals quickly.
List No. 52—Practice Set with Red Seal Bat-
tery and Cord $4.05

Weighs 4 lbs. packed. Price does not include postage.

Send for the New Edition of

Our Catalog W28
It is pocket size, contains 248 pages, with over 1,000
illustrations, and 'describes in plain, clear language
all about Bells, Push Buttons, Batteries, Telephone
and Telegraph Material, Electric Toys, Burglar and
Fire Alarm Contrivances, Electric Call Bells, Electric
Alarm Clocks, Medical Batteries, Motor Boat Horns,
Electrically Heated Apparatus, Battery Connectors,
Switches. Battery Gauges. Wireless Telegraph In-
struments, Ignition Supplies, etc.

Send for the Catalog Now
Manhattan Electrical

Supply Co., Inc.
N£W YORK: CHICAGO: ST. LOUIS
17 Park Place 114 S. Wells St. 1106 Pine St.

San Francisco Office: 604 Mission St.

MFCHANICALLY RIGHT—A REM LATH
A Regular lathe, not a toy

Swing 4 inches, 11 inches between cen-
ters. 17 inches total length. Net weight
9 lbs. Shipping weight 13 lbs.
The bed of this lathe is machined.
Workmanship is first class throughout.
Lathe comes equipped with wood turn-
ing chuck. Lathe can be fitted with 3

inch face plate and drill chuck as special equipment. Order
one today. Price $4.50 cash with order.

SYPHER MFG. CO., DEPT. C, TOLEDO, OHIO

Feldman's "Geyser"
Electric Water Heater

Instantaneous Hot Water

FELDMAN MFG. CO.
1500 Times Bldg. New York City

You benefit by mentioninn the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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TELEGRAPHY

and RADIO FOR

MEN IN DRAFT

Send for our latest folder on Land
Wire Telegraphy. Day and Evening
classes for Men and Women. Pre-

pares for all branches.

Day and Evening classes in Radio
for Naval Reserve, Aviation, Tank
Service, Signal Corps and Merchant
Marine. Beginners admitted every
Monday in both branches.

EASTERN RADIO

INSTITUTE

899 B Boylston Si.

BOSTON, MASS.

WAR CONDITIONS DEMANDp I P^vmi^> A I men with trainingtL tti I KILfML Huvini; trained.ovei»"w^*^"
2000 young men" The

8i>.» Electrical School, with its well-equipped shops and
laboratories, is peculiarly qualified to give a condensed
oour*. in Electrical

ENGINEERING
Steam and Gas Engines, Mechanical Draw
ing, Shop Work, and Theoretical and Prac
ttcil Electricity. Students construct dyna
.nos, install wiring and test electrical ma
chinery. Course, with diploma, complete

IN ONE YEAR
For practical young men with limited time. 26th year openi
Sept. 25th Catalogue on request.

260 TAKOMA AVENUE, WASHINGTON l>

/

ARE YOU
IN THE

DRAFT?
10,000 Radio Operators call-

ed for to-day. Important and
pleasant work. Hundreds
have been trained here.
Modern Equipment. Low
Rates. Gymnasium. Dor-
mitory.

Naval Radio Electricians

A knowledge of Morse Tele-
graphy is essential to your
promotion. You can master
it in our courses during your
leisure hours.
Electrical Arc Welding
an essential industry, excep-
tional opportunities and high
pay.

Y.M.C.A. Radio School
145 E. 86th St., N. Y. 'Phone Lenox 6051

Best Radio School in New York

Y. M. C. A. RADIO SCHOOL
145 E. 86th St.. .Yew York.

Please send me complete informa-
tion regarding subject marked.

| I
Ra'i. I | Mrs-

| | W.Hing
|

Name . .

Address

Darkening of certain portions of the

desert tracts hourly were also noted at this

opposition and attributed to the warming
and thawing of the ground with the in-

creasing warmth of the sun's rays, the
darkening being most noticeable in the
Martian's afternoon. It was concluded
from this that the ground frequently
freezes at night and thaws out during the

day. Tropical frosts appear to be quite the
usual thing on Mars and two were directly

observed at this opposition. Three tem-
porary increases in the size of the melting
north polar cap were also recorded this

year, due to heavy snow storms at the
north pole. The polar cap in the winter
season frequently extends 35° from the
pule, but at the height of the summer sea-
son it has a diameter of only four hun-
dred miles or so and on rare occasions al-

most, if not quite, disappears.

Whatever may be one's opinion as to the
reality or unreality of the canal system the
evidence that Mars possesses air and water
seems to be beyond dispute and therefore
we are justified in assuming that both ani-
mal and vegetable life may exist upon this

interesting planet.

The comparative ages of Mars and the
earth are unknown. It is generally believed
that Mars is more advanced in age and de-
velopment than our planet, due to its

smaller size, which would cause it to cool
off and form a surface crust earlier.

. Mars has one-seventh of the volume and
about one-tenth of the mass of the earth.
Its surface gravity is thirty-eight per cent
of that of our own planet and a body
weighing one hundred pounds on the earth
would weigh only thirty-eight pounds on
Mars. As a result of these facts the Mar-
tians are sometimes pictured as creatures
of great size and agility, far more advanced
in evolution than the human race. We
must remember, however, that nothing
whatever could be known concerning the
inhabitants of the planet Mars. If life ex-
ists on Mars it must he adapted to its

environment, which is probably affected by
many factors that make it very dissimilar
to our environment.
To speculate concerning the nature and

characteristics of the Martians is verv fas-
cinating, but will not lead to any definite or
satisfactory result and serves no purpose
except to exercise our powers of imagina-
tion.

{Next installment will appear in November
issue.)

THE ARTILLERY BARRAGE-
HOW IT WORKS.

(Continued from page 368)
rage is lifted another twenty-five yards out,
and so it advances as the illustrated time-
table herewith shows—twenty-five yards at
the end of each minute. At 3.01 P. M.
when the barrage has lifted to a distance
of fifty yards in front of the trenches, the
first wave of doughboys go "over the top",
with bayonets fixt and belts loaded with
hand grenades. The advancing barrage is

lifted, the specified increment exactly at
the end of each pre-arranged interval (say
one minute), and not gradually or during
the one minute interval. This' is done so
that the infantry officers know just how far
their men shall advance by the watch. In
other words, they know that at the end of a
minute, the barrage will have lifted another
twenty-five yards, and their men can then
crawl forward that distance: at the end of
another minute the barrage will have lifted
another twenty-five yards and the men can
then proceed forward again for this dis-
tance

;
they then hold the new position until

another minute has elapsed, when the bar-
rage will have again lifted the specified in-
crement, et cetera.

Looking at the barrage time-table once
more, we see that C-in stage 1, represents

<4I4 PAGES
145 ILLUSTRATIONS

ICS.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS

HANDBOOK

I
ELECTRICITY!
HERE'S just the book on

Electricity that you need
to answer your many ques-
tions— to solve your knotty
problems, 10 teach you new kinks,
to be your memory for tables, rules,
furmulas and other Electrical and
Mechanical facts that some people
try to curry in their heads— and fail.

With this "Little Giant" I. C. S.

Electrical Engineer's Handbook in

your pocket, toolchest, on your
^mmm^^' work bench, drawing table ordesk,

an hour or a day need not be lost
"differing up" some foryotien rule, some un-
familiar fa< t ; you'll just turn to the very com-
plete index and tret it "in a jiffy." Just a few
of the subjects treated are

:

Electricity and Magnetism; Electrical Sym-
bols; Batteries; Circuits; Magnets; Direct and
Alt j rnat ng Currents; Dynamos and Motors;
Be ta; Shafting; Electroplating; Electrical-
Measurements; Meters; Arc and Incandescent
Lamps: Mercury Arc Rectifiers; Transformers;
Insulation; Electric Cars; Single and Multiple-
Unit Control ; Transmission ; Rail Welding ;

Tables of Wires — Sizes, Capacities, etc.,

—

Mathematical Rules; Formulas, Symbols; Tables
of Constants, Equivalents, Roots, Powers, Re-
ciprocals, Areas, Weights and Mea sures;
Chemistry; Properties of Metals; Principles of
Mechanics; First Aid, etc.

The El ctrical Engineer's Handbook is one of 22
I. C. S. HanduooKs coverii h TL 1 echnical, Scientific and
Commercial subjects (See titles in coupon below.)
Tiiey have the contents of a tull-.^ize book condensed
into pocket size ready to go with yon anywhere and
beat your instant command. Substantially bound in

cloth, red ed^i's, uoldleaf stamping, printed from new,
clear, readable type on pood qu-nbt book paper and
Illustrated wherever a pictuie will help.

No Risk Money- Back Offer!
The price of the famous I. C. S. Handbooks, of which

more than 2,00U,U00 have been sold and are in practical
eveiyday u e, is $1 per copy. So coniident are we
that you will find them exactly what you need for
ready reference in your work, that we s;and ready to
promp ly and cheerfully retund your money if for any
reason you are not fully satisfied with their value.
Simply send a letter or the coupon below, enclosing $1
for each book wanted If at any time within 10 days you
wish to return the books, your money will be refunded.

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Box 5397 Scranton, Pa.

INT ER'iATlONALCORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Box 539T, SCRANTON, PA.

I enclose $ forwhich send me postpaid the
Handbooks marked X, at $1.00 each. I may return any or
all and get my money back within ten days from receipt:

Electrical Fngineer's Advertiser's
Teleph.and Teleg,Eri|?ineer*s Business Man's
Mechanic's Bookkeeper's
Steam Engineer's Q Stenu. and ( orrespnndenfs
Westinghouse Air Brake Salesman's

i Civil Fngineer's
I Coal Miner's

Concrete Engineer's
| Building Trades
Plumber's and Fitter's

I Chemist's

Q Window Trimmer's
Gorton Textile Worker's
Farmer's
Poultryman's
Mariner'*
Automobiles

Street
and No

Big Powerful
MAGNET

Finest tungsten magnet steel,

absolutely permanent. Length
5 inches. Lifts about 3 pounds.
Educational, useful and enables
you to perform endless tests, ex-
periments and make other mag-
nets. Nothing better made. Sent
parcel post $1.00 each.

ELECTRIC GENERATORS
We also have a number of

Holtzer-Cabot Hand Generators
which we will dispose of at bar-
gain prices. Give up to about
110 volts, alternating current.
You can make direct if desired.
Strictly high grade, fully up to
H-C standards. While they
last, $5.00 each.

Order from this ad.

Watson Electric Co.

Dept. 210,Gas Bldg., Chicago

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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Build Your Own PHONOGRAPH,
It's Easy With Oar Help
A few hours Interesting work
Bares mauy dollars and g1re»
you a machine exactly to lult

your Ideals. We furnish motors
tone arms, case material, blue-

prints and full Instructions
Plays any record. You can make
One profit building phonographs
for your friends.

Write Today for Our Free
Blue Print Offer. Agents
wanted for our ready built
("horaleons.

CHORALEON CO.
710 Monger Bid?., Elkhart. Ind.

SAVE
OVER
HALF

the searching barrage, B represents the

standing barrage which pounds the enemy
trenches constantly, even while the creeping
barrage A is lifting or going forward, and
finally we have the fourth stage of the
maneuver, or the enemy counter barrage at

stage six. In stage four, the second wave
of "Yanks" is shown forming, while Ger-
man troops are being brought forward to
the front line trench from underground
dug-outs, galleries and supporting trenches
to strengthen the front line trench, and also
to replace the heavy casualties occasioned
by the standing barrage shell-fire.

THE "LITTLE PET"
is unquestionably the engine you
have always wanted. Ideal to run
small electric power plants, for
charging storage batteries, electro-
plating for the laboratory, for the
workshop, drive bench lathe,
grinder, saw, washing machine,
etc.

Operates on either '"gaso-
lene or City gas

Coil built into engine, countershaft and all gears safely housed. Ready to run when you unpack it, only
battery to be connected. Any speed from 500 to 1400 R.P.M. can be had instantly, while engine is running.

•IF i°

n ^°0t Pec^a ' to start engine. Automatic oiling, no grease cups, an ideal home motor safe and dependable,
will ast for years. Cost to run 1Y2 cents per hour. Engine has 2" bore and 2" stroke. Gives over Yi H.P.
Weight 60 lbs.

Send for free catalog E.
ELGIN GAS MOTOR CO., Elgin, 111.

Price complete $40.00

W.V.V.VAV.V.V.V.V.VAV/.VVi'.Vi'iV.VASV.'.V

1(0 VOLT
A.C. CHARGE YOUR OWN

^ The France Manufacturing Co., Cleveland,

and Your Neighbors
(Get Dad to finance you)

The F.F. Battery

Booster
Every lamp socket a

charging station. An op-
portunity for boys who
wish to become Generals
in the Thrift Stamp Army.
Neighbors will readily pay
for having their automo-
bile battery charged while
they sleep. Put the F. F.

Battery Booster on after
supper, take it off after
breakfast, without remov-
ing battery from car, and
your stamp book will fill

rapidly. Write for Bul-
letin No. 12.

High Frequency Bargains
In taking our inventory we found over 200 Violet-Ray machines

of all makes. We selected 100 of the best machines, which we thor-

oughly overhauled in our factory making them better than new. Many
of these machines cost over $40.00.

We have placed all these instruments in two groups and are dis-

posing of them for th» ridiculously low price of $9.75 and $12.50.

How to secure one of these

machines
Send only 50 cents to pay express charges

and we shall send you one of these instruments
by express for your examination. This amount
will be deduct d from total cost of machine.
You need not accept if not satisfactory.

Send at once for we shall send the best ma-
chines out first and the quicker you send in

your order, the better machine you will get.

We shall also send our beautiful booklet
"Violetta" describing the many uses for the

high-frequency current. Write us before pur-
chasing any kind of Violet-Ray Machine.

BLEADON-DUN CO.,
»" s DESPLA 'NES ST
Dept. 2A CHICAGO

"Treat 'Em Ruff Boys" is the only line

that fits in stage five, when the Yanks come
to grips with the Huns in their own
trenches. Here the standing and creeping
barrages combine and advance to the rear

of the German trenches so as to prevent
their retreat, and also the bringing up of
reserve troops and supplies, as much as pos-
sible. At stage six, the enemy artillery gets

in a good lick with a counter barrage and
this is liable to happen at any point in the

previous stages, all depending on the

strategical tactics followed by the enemy
commander (the counter barrage is indi-

cated by the curved line of iron crosses)

but, of course, the shells fired by the Teuton
guns are not quite so elaborate in shape

;

ask "Sammy"—he knows. The effect of
the counter barrage is sometimes quite dis-

astrous, unless the storming troops can dig
in and make use of the underground gal-

leries and dug-outs which they have cap-
tured until their own guns can silence the
counter-barrage artillery, which may be sev-

eral miles in the rear in some cases and
well camouflaged. Another effect of the

counter-barrage is to prevent the bringing
up of more than one or two waves of at-

tacking infantry.

It was found, however, that even as ef-

fective as the barrage proved, there were
still loop-holes by which the "Boche" could
make his escape. For instance, he awak-
ened to the fact that if he could withstand
the shell-fire until the barrage had reached
and past his own front trench, that he
could then scamper around the "side" ends
of the barrage "fire-curtain", and thus
escape to his second or third line trenches
and dug-outs. But the Allied artillery ex-
perts soon got on to this cunning maneuver,
and now they make use of what is termed in

artillery parlance a "box barrage." This
is shown in the accompanying illustration,

and as will be seen, a number of the bar-
rage cannon are employed at certain inter-

vals to create a cut-off wall of shell fire,

as at A, A.
Some of the wonders and mysteries of

modern artillery barrage fire are unmasked
in a very excellent lecture recently given
before the Washington Academy of
Sciences by Major-General John Headlam
in charge of the British Artillery Mission
in this country. General Headlam in his

lecture, which was entitled "Developments
in Artillery During the War", treats on
many important and highly interesting fea-

tures of present day artillery practise, and
in line with the foregoing discussion, he
has considerable to say considering the how
and why of barrage fire, particularly as re-

lated to regular artillery bombardments
and the general factors related thereto,

such as the methods of observation, the

manner of allowing for loss in range due to

multifarious factors such as wind velocity,

humidity, air pressure, gun erosion, etc.,

etc.

The accompanying battle-field panorama
shows in a vivid manner the general ar-

rangement for carying out an artillery bar-

rage and the outstanding features of such

an offensive, notably the numerous and

highly diversified means of gathering the

important information essential to insure

the hair-line accuracy demanded in such an

artillery operation.

In the first place it is interesting to note

that the artillery, even for carrying out a

barrage offensive, is not always situated as

far back from the front line trenches as

we are wont to imagine, for as General

Headlam says—"But, as a matter of fact,

just as this war has seen the revival of

hand-to-hand fighting with the bayonet and

the rifle butt, so it has seen guns pushed

into closer ranges. On many occasions I

have known individual field guns put within

two hundred yards of the enemy's trenches.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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NEW BOOK ON

ROPE SPLICING
Useful Knots,- Hitches, Splices, etc.

How Different Knots Art Made and WhatThey Are Used For

Indispensable to, every mechanic and ricger
A most practical handbook giv-

<Of%~ m? complete and simple direc-"WC /"j^f^.m tion for making all the most
useful knots, hitches, rig-
ging, splices, etc. Over'
100 illustrations. All
about -wire rope
attachments, lash-

ing1

, blocks, tackles,
etc. 37 Heraldic Knots

illustrated. Of great value to

mechanics, riggers, campers,
fltmPn.' Price 20 cents DOStpaid.

Johnson Smith & Co., Dept. 932, 54 W. Lake St., Chicago

"The Baby" D„^'*.fl^ 9.
n Revolver

A Handsome and Most Effective Weapon. Measures But 4tt
finches Lone. Takes Regular .22 Calibre Cartridge*
T5ib now Baby Double Actlofl Himmorltit R«- *

™
vintf? has been produced to meet thi

Increasing demand for a revolver that
Combine small aiie and light weitrht with th.
•ssential features of Erfldanay mt*+ Pn
•blllty. lUn

effective and servi i-ni-k

"'b

r
. f vrry»r.« .h„'„l,i

Ivor and should ki

It, and there ia no
tor one mado than
t feature is its satet. .

.

that guards against accidental di

charge, making it quite safe for young
and ladies. The illustration gives an idi

Its appearance, but it must be seen and used
ammunition used is the standard 22-

operation of the charging mechanlai
•fx well aimed shots can be fired ii

be th.

ibre cartridge
I extremely rapjd and

hly appreciated. Tha
-^-'sanywhera. Tha

aolutely reliable:
Iver is vory well

btalnanl

eonatructed. with finest nickel plated fluted barrel of cylinder, and It walgha only

fH ounces. Me price of the Oabf Revol.oi ll only 34.S0, tanl by mall, i) ad. ts lr?| iddnm.

40HNSON 99IITH & CO., Dept. g32
84 W. Lake »«„ CHICAGO

jeinaiaaEui
Make Your Watches. Clocks, Etc.,
Vl CI tilt* kv MlcrrBi- The very luteat discovery In tha

I
VlblOie Dy nignl scientific world. Hitherto, prac-

tically unobtainable except at an exorbitant price, we have at laaf
.ticeeeded In producing this remarkable LUMINOUS PAINT, which, applied tc
J&e surface or any article, •mita rays of white light, rendering it perfectly visible

the dark. THE DARKER THE NIGHT, THE MORE BRILLIANT IT SHINES. QuiU
Ttfrapla to use. Anyone— you can do it. A little applied to the dial of your
jvatch or clock will enable you to tell the time by night. You can coat the post'

ittons or switch plates of your electric lights, match boxen, and innumerable
?*er articles ; make your own Luminous Crucifixes, Luminous Rosaries, eto*.

fettle containing sufficient to coat several emnll «r*Vlo»t» Price 25*. Larr^C
i iee 5t>c*oti$Sposti)aid. Joonsonftmlth * Co, Dp, 932 94 W. LaJu *U CMea*

(HW SCIENTIFIC WONDER

nfWJC Yul1 apparently see thru Clothes, Wood,
I J Y 25 Stone, any object. See Bones in F^°h

MARVEL MFG. CO., Dept. 52, New Haven, Conn.

SAVE 25% to 60%
on slightly asad

GRAFLEX- KODAKS
Cameras and Lensei «f errery dcBoziptloa.
Equal to aew. Save money- Write now for

•Tree Bargain Book and Catalog
llBting* hundreds of money - saving bargains In
lightly used and new cameras and supplies. All

f
foods sold on 10 days' Free Trial. Money back
I not satisfied. You take no chances dsalfne
with qb. We have been In the pbolographic buei-
aess over 16 years. Write Now

CENTRAL CAMERA CO., DepL 17A ,124 So. Wabash At^ Chicago

$500 REWARD
I We will pay $500.00 reward to anyone who
1 can permanently dim the brilliancy of the
RAJAH im. diamond without destroying

stone! RAJAH Im. Diamonds
| They stand all diamond tests—fire, acid, file

I and glass cutting. Their brilliancy is eter-
I nal. Guaranteed for a lifetime. Set in solid

?o
d
yo

n
u Ti 30 DAYS' FREE TRIAL

' If you can tell it from a real diamond return
it. Send today for our beautiful, FREE

illustrated jewelry catalog in colors. Write now*
KRAUTH & REED. 159 N. State St., DepU200. CHICAGO, ILL.

CET ON THE
VAUDEVILLE

I tell you how! Fascinating profession for
either MX. Big salaries. Experience un.
necessary. Splendid engagements always
waiting. Opportunity for travel. Thea«
trical agents and authorities endorse my
methods. Thirty years' experience as

_ k manager and performer. Illustrated
book "All About Vaudeville" sent FREE,
Fredarlc L-aDelle, Sta. zm Jackson, M,k

T YPE W R ITERS
ALL MAKES. SAVE $25 TO $30

an rebuilt by the well-known "Toung Process."
Sold for low cash — Installment or rented.
Rental applies on purchase price. Write for
full details and guarantee. Free trial.
Young Typewriter Co., Dept. 656, Chicago

for Auto Tires., Double mlleaire. prevent bli,»-

'(Fni £.
uta aild Punctures. Easily applied in any ti e.

(PI Thousands sold. Detail, free. Acer's wanted.
A mcr. Accessories Co.. Dept.S3.Cincinnati

With time, ingenuity and courage, a gun
ran be gotten almost anywhere, and the ef-

leri of its fire at such ranges is very
marked while its presence affords immense
encouragement to the infantry. One case

I may mention, where a gun had to be

brought up over the open, and it was moved
at night under a canopy like a dignitary of

the church in high festivities. The gunners
who carried the canopy were trained to

drop it on the gun whenever a "flare" went
up. This gun fired its one hundred rounds
at a range of seventy yards in nine minutes

;

completely destroying its objective, and the

detachment then, strictly against orders,

joined in the assult."

General Headlam covers a number of

interesting points, and then comes to the

accuracy of fire. "Accuracy of fire," he
says, "is, of course, the first essential to

success in the artillery. First, we must
have a good position or emplacement for

the gun, and next we must exercise great

care in storing and alloting ammunition.
The powder and fuses must be protected

from the weather, and this entails much
labor and constant care. Guns, cartridges

and fuses are made in lots and no adjust-

ment can quite get over the differences be-

tween these. Therefore, every effort is

made to keep lots together. One of the

things that must be observed by the artil-

leryman is the weight of the shell, and the

various lots of shells are carefully exam-
ined, checked and marked for weight.
"The next thing the artilleryman has to

think of is the age of his gun, or rather

how hard it has lived, for as a gun wears,
its accuracy and its range fall off. The
former cannot be calculated, tho it must be
allowed for; the latter can, and the loss of
muzzle velocity in each gun must be found
and allowed for. This is what we call cali-

bration, and it has to be repeated with each
propellant—and in a howitzer with each
charge. These problems are usually carried

out on the front, because we prefer when-
ever possible, that every shell should have
at any rate a chance of killing a German.
To enable it to be done the topographical
sections provide the gun batteries with
maps, carefully mounted so as to avoid
errors due to shrinkage or warping, and
showing accurately not only the positions
of the guns and observation stations, but
also such datum points as may be desired
inside the enemy's lines."

Then we have the error of the day.
"Having by the various means known to

artillery science, found the errors of the
guns, a battery commander has next to

think of the error of the day, or rather, of
the moment", says General Headlam. "He
must ascertain and allow for the height of
the barometer, the temperature of the air,

the temperature of the charge, and the
force and direction of the wind for a given
time of flight, and here he has to depend
on his scientific friend "Meteor" in the
nearest meteorlogical observation station,

who sends to him every few hours cryptic

telegrams giving above all-essential facts.

Altho when written in book form the di-

rections and calculations to be performed
and carried out by artillery officers seem
really quite methodical and well settled,
yet they are not always so easy to apply in

the field by any means, and also they are
sometimes fraught with considerable dan-
ger, especially where tests are being made
with actual shots from the guns and with
the observers located in shell holes or
front line trenches. General Headlam
mentions the fact that one of his best bat-
tery commanders was killed by a shell from
his own battery while he was conducting
the fire from a trench and from which he
had cleared the infantry. This occurs now
and then for the reason that the artillery

officer or gunner has misjudged his fire

(Continued on page 435)

91,000
Reward

Expert!

f Big rewards are frequentlyV
offered throughout the country

-many are standing right now—
for the catching of criminals. Finger print experts
have the beet chanceof winning these great rewards.
For the finger print system is the most reliable and
effective means of identification known. You can be
a finger print expert. Send the coupon and find out
how you can master this new and fascinating profes*
8ion in your spare time at home. Don't miss this big
opportunity. Send coupon today and getour free book.

Be a Finger Print
Not only in the police
departm ents, "but in
government institutions,

banks, railroads, insurance companies and other large
industries ringer print systems are being installed
under the guidance of finger print experts. You can
earn from $25,00 to $50.00 a week. Right now there
5b ac urgent; unfulfilled demand for experts.

FREE Book on Finger Prints
Send the coupon now for our valuable book
telling alj about finger prints and their uses: and
about the big opport unities in the profession. It tells
how you can learn in a short time at home. Special
limited offer now. Get this free book and full
particulars while it lasts. Send the coupon at once.

...» EVANS UNIVERSITY, Finger Print Dept.
Desk 1797 1772 Wilson Ave., Chicago

Please s^nd me absolutely free and prepaid your new 3
book on finger prints. Also particulars of your special
limited offer. I assume no obligations whatever. E

Name

Address

Age Occupation..

Get Most Use
FromYour Blades

Obtain most service by us-

ing "RED DEVIL" tung-

sten steel blades, with

sharply milled (not

punched) teeth and square

cutting points.

"Red Devil"
Hack Saw Blades
are tempered one at a time,

not in batches of 150 or 200.

This makes the teeth re-

markably strong and puts

extra durability into the

cutting edges.

For sale by all dealers. Write

for "RED DEVIL" Tool Book.

Tells about other blades and tools.

Smith & Hemenway Co., Inc.

107 Coit Street Irvington, N. J.

The First Electrical Ra;o
r

Do you use the electric razor? If not, why? An up-
to-date device that will remove the beard without pull-

ing or irritation. Is designed for attachment to an
ordinary lamp socket and runs with alternating cur-
rent of 110 volts. We also make a razor that runs
with a battery. Ib guaranteed to do the work. Price
of each, complete, $10.00. Send for descriptive liter-

ature.

VIBRATING ELECTRIC RAZOR CO.

5073^ N. Sixteenth Street, Omaha, Neb.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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"\burChoice
AbsolutelyERIE

Laboratory Chemistry
By Richard B. Moore, Instructor in Chemistry,
University of Missouri. Contains 195 pages,
innumerable illustrations and experiments.
Printed on highly finished book paper.
Handsome stiff cloth cover. Size 5"x7l/2".

FREE with a year's subscription.
Add postage for 1 lb.

Experimental
Electricity Course

This masterpiece contains I 60
pages, 400 illustrations. Size
of book 5"x9". Printed on
extra thin paper, so book can
be slipped into pocket. Hand-
some flexible cloth cover.
FREE with a year's subscription.

Add So for postage

Wireless Course

The most compre-
hensive Wire less
Course ever printed.
Contains 1 60
pages, 350 illustra-

tions. Size of book
6^"xl0". Very fine

flexible cloth cover.
FREE with a

year's subscription.
Add 5c for postage

Gentlemen)

Please enter ^\
my subscription \

'

to the ELEC- Vfv V '

TRICAL EXPERI- \rf „
N

„ ,

MENTER for the VO s
term of year
for which I enclose here- f\
with $ tfjK
You will also send me at once
FREE your book.

Read This
Remarkable Offer

It may be withdrawn at any time, due to the tremendous cost

of paper, which IS JUST DOUBLE WHAT IT WAS ONE
YEAR AGO. We only have a limited supply of these fine books on hand;
after they are gone we cannot reprint the books until conditions become normal
again. THIS MAY BE TWO YEARS OR MORE. Now is your chance.
The publishers of this journal have earned an enviable reputation of giving
more than 1 00 cents' worth for each dollar spent with them. Profit by this

liberal opportunity NOW; it may never be made again.

HERE'S THE OFFER
Subscribe to the ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER for one year, at the
regular subscription price of $1.50 per year (Canada, foreign ^nd
N. Y. C. $2.00) and we will send you FREE any one of the above books.
If you subscribe for two years, TWO BOOKS WILL BE GIVEN FREE.
All THREE BOOKS will be sent FREE with a three-year subscription.

If you are a subscriber at present, take advantage of this wonderful
opportunity anyway. If you do, we will extend your present subscrip-

tion from its expiration date.

This Offer Limited. Act Now.
\

Name. . .

Address

.

EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING CO.,
223 FULTON STREET
NEW YORK CITY

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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THE ARTILLERY BARRAGE —
HOW IT WORKS.

(Continued from page 433)

zone for all of the shells from a series of

rounds fired at the same time and elevation

will not fall on the same spot, but will

cover a rectangle varying in size with the

gun and the range.

Not only is the artillery officer con-
fronted with an amazing amount of mathe-
matical calculations to be performed almost
instantaneously, as well as very accurately,

but he must see to it that his arrangements
for the observation of shell fire is com-
plete, and moreover thoroly effective. It

seems, of course, very difficult to maintain
the observation points, especially where
these are in the form of aerial observers
suspended from balloons, as shown in the

accompanying illustration, or where the ob-
servers are in aeroplanes—for the enemy,
especially in a heavy counter offensive, has
an irritating habit of "dropping" these ob-
servation planes and balloons (blimps, as
they are called) with a well directed shell

or spray of shells.

In most cases artillery observation offi-

cers are sent forward with advancing in-

fantry, and also observers are stationed
near the front line trenches in shell holes
or other advantageous points. The aero-
plane observers communicate their findings

by wireless to earth. A radio station, of
the dug-out or portable auto-truck type,

picks up the message flashed thru the air

from the soaring plane several thousand
feet above the earth, and communicates the
range figures and changes in range imme-
diately to the battery commanders by tele-

phone. Communication lines are all

handled under the supervision of the Sig-
nal Corps, and these lines of communica-
tion must be maintained in constant work-
ing order at all times and at all hazards,
especially when a battle is in progress. The
observation balloons or blimps, have a tele-

phone wire running down along their an-
choring cable, by means of which the bal-
loon observer communicates his findings to
earth and thence to the battery commander
thru the field telephone switchboards, etc.

But we are not thru yet with the refine-
ments that the artillery officer has worked
out for the control of modern shell-fire.

We next find the flash-spotter and sound-
ranger. As General Headlam points out in

his lecture,
—"In the liberally equipt ob-

servatories of the flash-spotters, the burst
of every round may be accurately recorded
by the inter-sections of three widely sep-
arated observers, and instantly transmitted
to the plotting stations. There, too, will
be registered the position of any gun that
is foolish enough to open fire from an in-
sufficiently masked position when the clouds
are dark behind it. Then comes the sound-
ranger, who, with his delicate instruments,
registers the discharge of the enemy's gun.
One of the latest developments in artil-

lery is the "aerial barrage", which comes
within the realm of anti-aircraft gunnery.
This is one of the most remarkable and as
yet not very well-known branches of gun-
nery, and one in which there is a great op-
portunity for students of such work. It has
often been said that it takes approximately
a thousand shells to bring down or "bag" an
enemy 'plane, even at a fairly low height,
and then in most cases, the 'plane does not
come down after all. But as General
Headlam says,

—
"If you think that the re-

sults obtained have been small, that with all

the expenditure of time and material de-
voted to it, the proportion of aeroplanes
brought to 'bag' is insignificant, you must
remember the difficulties of the task. An
aeroplane covers more than half a mile
while the shell is in the air, and I leave it to
the sportsmen among you to say how many
ducks they would pick up under such con-
ditions."

Group of Students in Corner of Dynamo Testing Laboratory—Practical Training

Learn an Electrical Trade
Clip and mail the coupon below and get de-
tails how you can learn an Electrical Trade
here in 6 months. % day work at good
pay, % day school—or work all day and attend evening class. Splendid positions
provided students while learning, and when they finish course. Thorough, prac-
tical electrical trade instruction, training and development with actual tools,
machines and apparatus to work on while
learning. Electrical trade executives in great
demand. Opportunities rich. Respond to the
call—mail the coupon now.

in 6 months

MAIL THIS COUPON NOW

Of Special Benefit to
Those in New Draft Age

Go as technical man. Chance for officer's commission and
officer's pay. Take six months' course here while waiting
your call—learn motors and generators, their technic,
operation, repairs as government requires; also technic
of telephone, installation, wiring, etc.—see coupon—be
ready when called and go as electro technical man for
service at the front, in industry at home or as training
camp instructor. And have highly paid electrical trade to
follow after the war. Mail the coupon now.

School of Engineering
of Milwaukee

64-373 Broadway, Milwaukee, Wis«

An Electrical
Technicians' Institute

School of Engineering of Milwaukee,
64—373 Broadway, Milwaukee, Wis.

Please send me particulars regarding course (or
courses) checked:
. .Electrical Trouble and Lineman—6 mo.
. .^Electrical Meterman—6 mo.
. .Electrical Wireman—6 mo.
..Electrical Motor and Generator Repairman

—

G mo.
. .Telephone Trouble and Repairman—6 mo.
. .Draftsman—6 mo.

Name

Address

City State

Age Education

Also the Following:

12 mo. boys 16 years and

2 years. Special War-

High

.Electrician Cours
over.

.Electrical Engineering-
time Course.

.Electrical Engineering Course—3 years
School graduate or equal.

LEARN TELEGRAPHY QUICKER-EASIER
ivioi at; or vv in

Adjustable Buzzer Practice Set
Quickly Gives You Speed—No Tools Needed—A Touch of Your Finger Adjusts It
This practice set with its adjustable BUZZER enables you to learn telegraphy, Morse or Wireless Code, In shorter

OUT BATTERY
$0.90

time than ever bef»re thought possible A touch, of your
finger to a thumb screw gives any pitch desired to the
BUZZES. Especially designed to give very clear sound
of exceptionally high pitch even on ONE DRY CELL.
The adjusment of the BUZZER to any pitch Is made
without the aid of any tools—simply by the thumb screw.
The greatest improvement in practice sets ever made

—

superior to any on the market. Beautifully made; mount-
ed on substantial base.

I Price $3.50 w,
IBD

B
$£i

RY
Complete Ready for Use. Immediate Delivery. Money
Refunded if not satisfactory. Send for Illustrated. Folder.

The TEWNO CO., 41 Park Row, N.Y. C.

AS SHOWN WITH

RADIUM
RADIUM

Radioactive Salts, containing one micro-
gram pure Badlum. Very powerful! Bril-
liant white luminescence In the darkl

10 Milligram of this most carefully pre-
pared Radioactive Salts, sealed In glass
tube (protected by a metal container),
with which every Badlum experiment can
be conducted, are furnished.

Price of one tube of Radium Salts as
described, sent prepaid $1.00.
The contents of this tube can be mixed

with special sulphides to form real Radium
paint.

Small bottle of Special Sulphld* with
llauld adhesive, prepaid $0.50.
Send for one of these preparations to-

day.

and

Radioactive

Substances
for

Experimenters

CARNOTITE

CARNOTITE
(Badlum Mineral.) The American

Pitchblende found In Colorado, from whlab
Radium Is extracted.

A generous piece, enough to conduet
experiments, such as affecting photo-
graphic plates thru opaque material (sim-
ilar to X-Bay pictures), first made by
Sir W. Crookes and Mme. Curie, Is fur-
nished in neat, wooden box.

Price of one specimen of Carnotlt* as
described above, sent prepaid $0.25.

Sensitive, prepared Pho (agraphia film
(X-Bay work film) to be used for above
experiments furnished for $0.lt aaob
extra.

SIDNEY SPECIALTY CO., 233 Fulton St., New York City

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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U. S. AIRPLANE
Mail Service

Started May 15, 1918

marks the real beginning of commercial aviation.

Uncle Sam is carrying mail every day between New
York, Washington and Philadelphia and the end
of the war will make possible the extension of air-

plane mail delivery to all parts of the country. As
fast as machines can be built they will be put to

work carrying freight and passengers. But the de-

mands of commerce must wait. Every man who
knows, not merely how to make one small part of
an airplane, but who has studied and learned the
scientific principles of design and construction is

needed RIGHT NOW to help win the war.

NEW YORK

Learn by Mail
in your spare time at home. Our
new, practical course has the endorse-
ment of airplane manufacturers, aero-

nautical experts, aviators and leading

aero clubs. Every Lesson, Lecture,

Blue Print and Bulletin is self-ex-

planatory, right down to the minute
in every detail. No book study; no
schooling required. All lessons writ-

ten in non-technical, easy-to-under-
stand language. You can't fail to

learn quickly under our expert direc-

tion. We furnish just the kind of

practical, scientific training you need
to succeed in this wonderful money-
making industry. Write today.

Men, Young and Old,
to Learn the Mechanics ofMore Men Needed

AVIATION
Wonderful salaries are being paid to trained experts in airplane build-

ing, airplane assembling, repairing and adjusting. Here is an easy road

to promotion or to a splendid paying position in the

private employ of one of the scores of airplane man-
ufacturing companies. We have more calls for men
than we can supply. Never has any industry offered

so many golden opportunities for ambitious men.
Make it your business to investigate first before you
decide. But don't wait to send for full information.

FREE
NEW BOOK—"OPPOR-
TUNITIES IN THE AIR-
PLANE INDUSTRY."

Just published and mailed free on request—the first complete story

of the recent remarkable development of the airplane manufactur-
ing business and the wonderful future it holds for you. Get a copy
and read it. Let your friends read it.

Mail Coupon-QUICK
No obligation of any kind. But the edition is limited. Send us your
name today, before it is too late, and avoid disappointment.

^ American SchooLof Aviation,

I 431 S. Dearborn St., Dept. 744 A, Chicago, 111.

I Without any obligations on my part, you may send me full
' particulars of your course in Practical Aeronautics and your

I | Special LIMITED offer.

|
Name

Address •

I

I

WASHINGTON
REH

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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Opportunity Ad-lets
YOU will find many remarkable opportunities and real bargains in these clumns. It wil

every month by reliable firms and dealers from all over the country. No matter wr
pay you to read and investigate the offerings made

ry month by reliable firms and dealers from all over the country. No matter what you may be seeking, whether supplies, automobile
accessories, the opportunity to make money, or anything else, you will find listed here, the best and most attractive specials of the month.

Advertisements in this section six cents a word for each insertion. No advertisement for less than 60c accepted.

Name and address must be included at the above rate. Cash should accompany all classified advertisements unless placed by an accredited

a^ve
Jpen'

n
per

l8

Cent
r

discount for 6 issues, 20 per cent discount for 12 issues from above rate. Objectionable or misleading advertisements not

acceP t

j^ (

j°vert ;sernen t s for the November issue should reach us not later than September 22.

OVER 100,000 CIRCITLATION GUARANTEED, A. B. C. AUDIT
EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING CO.. INC., 233 Fulton Street, New York, N. Y.
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Automobile Accessories

Fords Start Easy in Cold Weather with our
new 1919 carburetors. 34 miles per gallon. Use
cheapest gasoline or half kerosene. Increased
power. Styles for any motor. Very slow on
high. Attach it yourself. Big profits to agents.
Money back guarantee. Thirty days' trial. Air-

Friction Carburetor Co., 270 Madison, Dayton,
Ohio.

Motorcycle

Motorcycles From $25 Up—New and second-
hand. Easy terms, large list to choose from, all

makes. Send 4c stamps for Bulletin "A." Peer-
less Motorcycle Co., Watertown, Mass.

Tim iJ 1m 1 1 1 ill 1 1 Lin 1 1 11 ] lull 1rmrrm

Aeronautics

Aerial Age, America's leading illustrated week-
ly, presents the latest developments in aero-
nautics throughout the world. Up to the minute
technical information concerning aero-engines,
aeroplanes, accessories and patents. Complete
model news and instruction. Trial subscription
six months, twenty-six issues, one dollar. $1.50

including Canadian and foreign postage. Sample
copy ioc. Aerial Age, 280 Madison Ave., New
York City, N. Y.
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Auctions

Auctioneers make from $10 to $15 a day. Free
catalog. Missouri Auction School, Kansas City.
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Agents Wanted

Insyde Tyres, inner armor for automobile tires,

double mileage and prevent punctures and blow-
outs. Quickly applied. Cost little. Demand tre-

mendous. Profits unlimited. Details free.

American Automobile Accessories Co., Dept. 54,

Cincinnati, O.

$18 Daily refinishing chandeliers, brass beds,
automobiles by new method, without capital or
experience. Free particulars and proofs. Write
today. Gunmetal Co., Ave D, Decatur, 111.

Easy, pleasant work for mechanics, shop men,
clerks, during spare hours, will add many dol-

lars to their salaries. Also want persons who
can give full time. Big wages assured. Novelty
Cutlery Co., 308 Bar St., Canton, Ohio.

At Last, the best seller for agents has been
found. We have it. Don't take our word for it.

Send postal for particulars that will prove it.

Packers Specialty Store, Corner 18th & Regina
Sts., Harrisburg, Pa.

tniiiniimiimiiinMimmninmmnTmimimnimnm^

Help Wanted

You Are Wanted by the U. S. Government.
Thousands positions for men, women, girls. $100
month. Easy work. Experience unnecessary.
Write immediately for free list of positions.
Franklin Institute, Dep't V26, Rochester, N. Y.

Men Wanted to join American Toy Manufac-
turers, to make Toy Soldiers, Army, Navy and
other toys. Homeworkers on small scale. Man-
ufacturers on large scale. Greatest chance for

industrious people for independent business.
Enormous demand in American Made Toys.
War stopped all importation. We buy these
goods all year, whole output or surplus over
sales, paying fixed prices. Anyone can turn out
perfect work without experience or additional
tools. Hundred and more made per hour. Cast-
ing form outfits, $2-75 up. Booklet and informa-
tion free. Toy Soldier Manufacturing Co., 32
Union Square, New York.

Printing

100 Bond Noteheads, 4 lines, and 100 envelopes,
prepaid, $1.00. Southwestern, 1413-H Berendo,
Los Angeles.
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Business Opportunities

Partner to secure patent for half interest. Es-
sential necessity. Address only, J. H. Daly, care
H. A. I;,„Clarkson Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Make Die-Castings. Sketch, Sample, Booklet,
and Proposition, 12c. R. Byrd, Box 227, Erie, Pa.

"Quick-Action Advertising—How it is Build-
ing Business for the Progressive Advertisers of

America": A little story of RESULTS, told by
the advertisers themselves—not the publisher.
You will be interested in reading this little

booklet, which we have prepared for prospective
advertisers, a copy of which will be gladly
mailed to you upon request. It tells you how
to talk business with 1,000,000 intelligent, inter-
ested and responsive Americans every month

—

men who know what they want and who have
the money to buy it. Write for particulars and
rates today. Douglas Wakefield Coutlee, 225
West 39th Street, New York.

Mr. Business-Man—Your advertisement here
will be read by over 100,000 live prospects. The
"Opportunity Ad-lets" of the Electrical Ex-
perimenter bring quick and positive results.
For proof of what they have done for others ad-
dress Classified Department, 233 Fulton Street,
New York.

Formulas

Formulas, Alcohol Briquettes, Imitation Dia-
monds, Luminous Paint, Renewing markings on
Chemical Glassware, Nickle Plating, Aluminum
Solder, Etching name on Tools, ioc each, 7 for

40c. L. & W. Novelty Co., Wooster, Ohio,
Dept. C.

Five Invisible Ink Formulas only 15c postpaid
from 318 E. 6th St., Plainfield, N. J.
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Miscellaneous
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Orations, debates, speeches, special papers.
Original, accurate compositions with true ring
prepared for all events. 500 words $1. Ephraim
Buchwald, Dept R, 113 East 129th St., New York.

Tobacco or Snuff Habit Cured or no pay.
$1.00 if cured. Remedy sent on trial. Superba
Co., SA, Baltimore, Md.

Ginseng planting instruction free, 100 seeds,
25c; 1,000, $1.00. Specialty Farm, Rockford, Minn.

Pyorrhea—H. E. Kelty, D. D. S., M. D., pyor-
rhea specialist for 15 years, has developed a
successful home treatment for pyorrhea. Puri-
fying, healing, preventative. Full month's treat-
ment and booklet $1. Circular free. Dr. H. E.
Kelty, Glenwood & Woodland Aves., Leonia, N.J.

We Have a limited number of beautiful art
pictures on hand of Nikola Tesla and Dr. Lee
De Forest. These make a handsome decoration
for any laboratory or workshop and should be
prominently displayed. Price for both, prepaid,
ioc. Exoerimenter Pub. Co., 233 Fulton St., New
York City.

"Opportunity Ad-Lets" bring quick results.
Over 100,000 circulation, net. Other firms are
making money—so can you. For proof address
Classified Department, Electrical Experimenter,
233 Fulton St., New York City.

Bargains in Tennis Rackets. We have just
secured an immense shipment of Tennis Rackets,
made by one of the largest firms in the country,
which we will close out at slashing reductions.
No. 2375—Extra best Tennis Racket, $5 grade, air
dried ash, popular long oval form, concave wal-
nut wedge, superior quality of gut; each $2.75.
No. 2377—First grade, Tennis Racket, second
growth ash, walnut and maple throat, very good
grade of gut; handle of cedar with leather cap;
a $3.25 grade; each $1.85.

No. 2376—Medium grade Tennis Racket made of
the same stock as No. 2377 except the gut. A per-
fect $2.25 grade. Ideal for beginners. Each $1.35.
Shipping weight of each size two pounds. Order
today. 'First Come, First Served." Don't forget
to include money for postage. The Electro Im-
porting Co., 233 Fulton St., New York City.

Song Poems Wanted

Write the Words for a Song. We write music
and guarantee publisher's acceptance. Submit
poems on war, love or any subject. Chester
Music Co., 538 S. Dearborn St., Suite 26s, Chi-
cago.
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Watches

Expert Watch Repairing. Reduced Prices.
References. Leo Hirsh, Elkhart, Ind.

Photo Developing

Mail us ISc with any size Film for development
and 6 velvet prints. Or send 6 negatives any
size and 15c for 6 prints. 8 x 10" mounted enlarge-m
f
nts J.5C : ,

Pr°mpt, perfect service. Roanoke
Photo finishing Co., 255 Bell Ave., Roanoke, Va.
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For Advertisers

"Q"ick-Action Advertising—How it is Build-
ing Business for the Progressive Advertisers of
America'; A little story of RESULTS, told by
the advertisers themselves—not the publisher
You will be interested in reading this little
booklet which we have prepared for prospective
advertisers, a copy of which will be gladly
mailed to you upon request. It tells you how
to talk business with 1,000,000 intelligent, inter-
ested and responsive Americans every month-men who know what they want and who have
the monev to buy it. Write for particulars and
rates—today. Douglas Wakefield, Coutlee, 225West 39th St., New York.
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Electric Supplies & Appliances
A Bargain, New Robbins & Meyers Motors

One-tenth H. P., no volts, 8,000 R. P M Uni-
versal. Not a toy, $9.00 each. Doubleday-Hill
Llectric Company, Pitt sburgh, Pa.

Exchange or Sell: Electrical and Wireless
goods; Tesla Coils; Wireless transformers;
Cameras; Sporting goods; Motor and Ice Boats-
Printing presses; typewriters; etc. WANT
Electrical Apparatus; Wireless Goods; Labora-
tory Supplies; Books; Machinery and Tools
or most anything. List for purple stamp. Give
details of what you have and want. LaRoy
Zehrbach, Dept. E-E-2, Monroe , Mich.

Experimenters silverplate your switch points
and model parts with L. & W. Silverplating solu-
tion Quick and easy to apply. Send 35c for oz.
bottle. L. & W. Novelty Co., Wooster, Ohio,
Dept. C.

For Sale—Newly invented telegraphic code,
registered U. S. Patent Office. Consists of only
four lessons. None equal to simplicity, speed
and accuracy. Clayton Vandenberg, 1045 Jeff-
son Ave., Grand Rapids

, Michigan.

Bargains—High-grade radio apparatus, Audion
receiving sets, also several sizes transmitting
sets. State your needs. Harry Weber, 1113 Wal-
nut Street, Dover, Ohio.

Transformer Iron A-l grade cut to any size
from 1/6 K. W. to 2 K. W. Introductory price ioc
per lb.; regular price 25c. Schwab, 3708 Brook-
lyn Ave., Cleveland, Ohio.

Tesla Coils. 4 K. W. Set, $150.00; 1 K. W. Set,
$10.00. Also other sizes. Will exchange for use-
ful articles. Send 6c for list and state what you
have to trade. LaRoy Zehrbach, Dept. E-E-4.,
Monroe, Mich.

Electrical Tattooing Machines and supplies.
Catalogue FREE. Prof. Temke, Exp., 517 Cen-
tral, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Transformer Prices Smashed. Absolutely new
and perfect THORDARDSON transformers; Type
R." 1 K. W., $27.50; M, $23.00; y2 , $18.00. Other
models at reduced prices. Equip your station
now and prepare for the opening. Send 6c for
list and details, LaRoy Zehrbach, Dept. E-E-3.,
Monroe, Mich.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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Chemicals
Experimental Chemists. Extra help and per-

sonal coaching by mail of my chemistry lessons
in this journal. One dollar per lesson. Twelve
lessons Ten Dollars. Albert W. Wilsdon, 183

West 10th St., New York.

Experimenters! Mystifying, Instructive! Out-
fit of Chemicals for fifteen cents coin. Car-
roll Whitney, 714 Vinton St., E. Waterloo, Iowa.

imniimn»»n™
Patent Attorneys

Your Idea Wanted, Patent Your Invention.
I'll help you market it. Send for 4 free books,
list of patent buyers, hundreds of ideas wanted,
etc. Advice free. Patent advertised free.

Richard B. Owen, Patent Lawyer, 130 Owen
Bldg., Washington, D. C, or 2278-T Woolworth
Bldg., New York.

Patents on Easy Payments. Send model or
sketch for Free Search and Certified Registra-
tion of Your Invention for Your Protection.
Free Book Tells What to Invent and How to

Obtain a Patent on Easy Payments. C. C.
Hines & Co., 593 Loan & Trust Bldg., Wash-
ington, D. C.

Millions Spent Annually for Ideas! Hundreds
now wanted! Patent yours and profit! Write
today for free books—tell how to protect your-
self, how to invent, ideas wanted, how we help
you sell, etc. 212 Patent Dept., American In-
dustries, Inc., Washington, D. C.

Inventions Wanted! Manufacturers constantly
writing us for patents. List of inventions ac-
tually requested and book "How to Obtain a
Patent" sent free. Send rough sketch for free
report regarding patentability. Special assist-
ance given our clients in selling patents. Write
for details of interest to every inventor. Chand-
lee & Chandlee, Patent Attorneys, Est. 21 years.
551 7th St., Washington, D. C.

Patents—Without advance attorney's fees. Not
due until patent allowed. Send sketch for free
report. Books free. Frank Fuller, Washington,
D. C.

M. F. Miller, Ouray Bldg., Washington, D. C—
Patent Attorney, Mechanical and Electrical Ex-
pert. Best quality of work and results. Mod-
erate charges. Advice free.
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Scenery for Hire

Collapsible Scenery for all Plays. Amelia
Grain, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
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Phonographs

Build Your Own Phonographs and manufacture
them for profit. Drawing instructions, Parts,
Price List, Blue Print, etc., complete, sent free
upon request. Write today. Associated Phono-
graph Co., Dept. E-i, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Build Your Phonograph. "Perfection" high
quality spring and electric Motors, Tone Arms,
Reproducers. Wonderful results, big saving.
Handsome new catalog free. Indiana Phono-
graph Supply, Indianapolis, Ind.

Stamps and Coins

Stamps—61 all different, free. Postage 3c.
Mention paper. Quaker Stamp Co. Toledo, Ohio.
500 Finely Mixed United States or Foreign

Stamps, 12c, Philatelic Star, Madison, N. Y.
California Gold, Quarter Size, 27c; Half-dollar

size, 53c; Dollar size, $1.10; Large cent, 1820,
and catalogue 10c. Norman Shultz, Kings City,
Mo.
m iiiimi urn 1 1 ULtuij iimiin imiiniiiimu minm 1 nil 1 111 iinn 111 1 1 nru 11 niiminn tim 1 1minirimmfiimwiinilia*

Rabbits

Raise Rabbits Successfully; 500% profit; free
information, assistance. Booklet 10c. Address
Rabbits, 416 Dearborn, Chicago.

iiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiinmiiQiiiiiiiiiM

Tricks, Puzzles and Games
1000 stage tricks with 500 illustrations. Cata-

logue ioc, small catalogue FREE. Hornmann
Magic Co., Sta. 6, 470 Eighth Avenue, New York.
Mechanical Novelty, hundred laughs and bar-

rel of fun, 15c. Rullet Co., New Haven, Conn.

minnimmioi raunninimimiiiiimimit

News Correspondents

Earn $25 Weekly, spare time, writing for
newspapers, magazines. Experience unneces-
sary; details free. Press Syndicate, 566 St.
Louis, Mo.

mimnimiiiiiiini

Books
tree—$S,000 worth ot valuable books as pre-

miums. Write for more information and cata-
logue; it's free. I have many books on Natural
healing, personal magnetism, Clairvoyance, seer-
ship, Hypnotism, Mesmerism, concentration,
character reading, mind power, etc. Tell me your
wants. A. W. Martens, JX8, Burlington, Iowa.

What Every Draughtsman Should Know. Very
useful booklet. Price only ten cents. Wactc
Booklet Co., 1943 Patten St., Philadelphia, Pa.

To Get Better Pictures: Read the Amateur
Photographer's Weekly; illustrated; weekly
prize competitions; print criticisms; many unique
features; $1.50 per year; three months' trial sub-
scription 25c. Abel Publishing Company, 401
Caxton Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio.

A Binder for The Electrical Experimenter will

preserve your copies for all time. Price, 50c.

Postage on 3 lbs. is extra. Send for one today.
Experimenter Publishing Co., 233 Fulton Street,
New York City.

Fire Sale of Slightly Damaged Books. Due to
fire in our stock rooms, a great many of our
books were water stained, but not otherwise
damaged. Rather than dispose of them to deal-
ers we prefer to give our readers the benefit.
Look at this list! Our celebrated Wireless
Course, 160 pages, 400 illustrations; Experimental
Electricity Course, 160 pages, 350 illustrations;
How to Make Wireless Sending Instruments.
These three books for $1.00 prepaid. Regular
selling price of these three books is $2.50. We
guarantee you will be satisfied. Experimenter
Publishing Co., Inc., 233 Fulton St., New York
City.

Old E. E. Back Numbers: We have some valu-
able old E. E. back numbers on hand as follows:
i9'5—Jan., March, April, June, July, Aug., Sept.,
Oct., Nov., Dec, price each 35c. 1916—Jan., Feb.,
March, May, June, August, Sept., Oct., Nov.,
Dec, price each 35c. 1917—Jan., Feb., March,
Apr., May, June, July, Aug., Sept., each 35c;
Oct., Nov., Dec, each 20c. 1918—Jan., Feb., Mar.,
Apr., May, June, each 20c; July, Aug., Sept.,
each 15c. We can fill orders at once upon receipt
of your remittance, and if you have not these
numbers already now is your chance to get
them, as they probably will be snapped up very
quickly. Experimenter Publishing Co., 233 Ful-
ton St., New York City.

Scientific Exchange Columns
YOU undoubtedly have something you'd like to buy, sell or exchange. In your attic, or workshop, or some far corner of your closet, you

probably have dozens of long-forgotten articles, useless to you now, but very useful to someone else. Live readers with something to
"swap" or sell have found that the surest and quickest way to make the desired trade is thru an ad in these columns.

Remember, the U. S. Postal Laws protect you. No one can "do" or cheat you. Of 3,495 "ads" published in these column!
during the past five years, only twelve complaints were reported to us, and each one was adjusted to the full satisfaction of the complainant

The rates are: Five cents per word (name and address to be counted.) Remittance must accompany all orders. No advertisement for les»

than 50c accepted. We reserve the right to refuse any advertisement which we consider misleading or objectionable. Dealers' advertising ac-

cepted in Opportunity Ad-let columns only. Advertisements for the Nov. issue should reach us not later than Sept. 22.

OVER 100,000 CIRCULATION GUARANTEED, A. B. C. AUDIT

yMi« i iiii i i i« i i i»riMiiMuuii i iniimiiw i inii[i Bin iimu innmma mrnnmmmnmmm
Wanted—Undamped receiving apparatus. Have

portable receiving set (Commercial). Fitchette,

179 Marcy Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

For Sale—Ten Dollars—Complete sending and
receiving Radio set,^ includinĝ phones^ New.
Letters answered.
Ohio.

M. O. Windisch, Maumee,

For Sale—Cyclopedia Applied Electricity, Haw-
kins Electrical Guides, Popular Science Library,

3,000 ohm receivers, Minute Camera. All new.
Very cheap. Write offer. T. H. Blacknall, Box
107, Raleigh, N. C. __
Trade for wireless instruments, one $22 Clipper

bicycle with new tires, slightly used, $16. One
piccolo, $2. Will pay difference on good wireless

set. All letters answered. Clyde Cheatum,
Penalosa, Kansas.

Bargain—One inch spark coil, good vibrator,

$3.25. George Fisher, Ramsey, New Jersey.

Collectors! Four stamp collections, 1600 Var.
down. 300 old coins. Flags. $15 Chemicals, $7-50.

Wireless. Bickett Howorth, West Point, Miss-

Wanted— 1 Small Stevens Tip-Pistol. Good con-

dition. State Price. John W. Jones, 605 W.
Court St., Paragould, Ark.

For Sale—Vf, H. P. Holtzer-Cabot Induction mo-
tor, no v., 60 cycles, $15. New 1" Spark Coil, $4.

"H. R. S." Dynamo, 6 v. 14 A., $4. Other arti-

cles. All cheap. Send stamp for list. Pitts

Elmore Neosho, Mo.

For Sale—Wireless Receiving Outfit. Descrip-
tion free. B. Bartzoff, General Delivery, Buffalo,

New York.

For Sale or Trade—Forty-dollar Eastman Kodak
and developing outfit complete, for thirty dollars

or two-cylinder motorcycle engine. Harry Wilson,
Long Pine, Nebraska.

Trade or Sell—Chemical laboratory, cost $125.
Want printing press or typewriter. E. Sheppard,
3259 E. 57th St., Cleveland, Ohio.

Sale—24 - volt North - East starter - generator,
starting switch, driving sprocket for engine
shaft, silent chain, mounting bracket for Metz
car, fit others. Perfect condition. Make offers.
Roy E. Green, Lowell, Vt.

MniraiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinMiiiiii

179 Marcy Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y. g
August 22, 1918. =

Experimenter Pub. Co., Inc., =
New York, N. Y. M

Gentlemen: -

Enclosed please find a small classified gg
ad which I wish run in the October issue =
of the EXPERIMENTER. M

I have quite often advertised in your B
paper and have never been disappointed B
with the results. The last classified ad S
that I had in the EXPERIMENTER jjbrought in over a hundred replies—and g
the ad cost me only 75 cents. ^

H
The classified columns of the ELEC- B

TRICAL EXPERIMENTER are without ||
doubt the most_ successful and profitable |j|
of any publication I have ever known. §=

Very gratefully yours, H
W. O. FITCHETTE. H

Wanted—One 1 or 2 kilowatt wireless trans-
former, 25 cycle, no volt. Wilds, 100 Allen St.,

Buffalo, N. Y.

For Sale—A course in electricity, $12. Address
John L. Van Kirk, 842 Ohio Ave., Wichita,
Kansas.

Swap—Electric apparatus* want field glasses.

J. F. Beckner, Plamwell, Mich.

Motorcycle engine two cylinder Excelsior 8

horse power $12. Also one inch "Bull Dog" Spark
Coil, $3. Both together $14. James E. Walker,
Marfa, Texas.

Scholarship—Fifty Dollar Course in School of
Engineering, $45. Write, W. C. Hartman, 373
Broadway. Milwaukee. Wis.

Dynamo 14 volt 3 amperes slightly used, $7;
postpaid. Leo Edmonds, 125 U St., N. E., Wash-
ington, D. C.

Exchange—25 boys books for Chemcraft set or
electrical goods. Jim Prewitt, 1406 Vinton, Mem-
phis, Tenn.

Wanted—One complete Voice and Sound Re-
cording Mechanism. Give complete details, stat-

ing the overall dimensions, type, type of cut,

range of recording pitch, age and price. Karl
Kraft, 401 E. 87th St., New York City.

For Sale—Saginaw Cyclecar parts. Paul Oln-
hausen, Chester Ave., East Liverpool, Ohio.

Shaw Motorcycle attachment, complete good
condition, $20. Lowell Yast, Pierpont, So. Dak.

Sell—E. I. y2 K. W. open core transformer, $5;

buzzer, 75c; two Leyden jars each 1% pts., $1.50;

Brandes 1000 ohm phone, 75c; Seneca camera,
254x314", $2.50; new Daisy Pump Gun, $3; 2 m. f.

condenser, 60c; yi" spark coil, $1; Lionel motor,
75c; stamp collection of 1600, $7. Write for ref-

erences and particulars. D. H. Anderson, 1101

Tyler St., Topeka, Kansas.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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Stenography

"Talk at fait at von
like, 1 am taking it down
in K. 1. Shorthand." m

READ THESE AMAZING— absolutely logical— FACTS
ABOUT K. I. SHORTHAND. This is a simplified system of

stenography easily learned in a few hours, after which speed
writing comes with ordinary usage.

The old systems of shorthand are all right but are unnecessary for most of the practical purposes

of life. By comparison you might solve a problem, using logarithms, that could be done more quickly and
easily by simple arithmetic. In certain countries, a knowledge of engineering gained by intensive study for

two or three terms is necessary to entitle a person to operate a motor boat, yet here in America, even a

girl or boy is able to run such a boat after a few hours of study and practice. Similarly with stenog-

raphy—the simplified K. I. Shorthand enables a person, young or old, to sweep aside old-school

restrictions and do practical stenography in an amazingly short time.

No need of a teacher to stand over you. K. I. Shorthand comes in books—com-
plete—easy to learn in spare moments wherever you are.

The system of K. I. Shorthand is the original and can be obtained solely

from King Institute at the exceptionally low cost of FIVE DOLLARS
Nothing further to pay and special instruction given without charge, by
correspondence, if needed after you have obtained the Course of

Instruction. No such privilege given with any other
low cost method.

Test for yourself, the simplicity of K. I

Shorthand and the ease with which you learn
by trying the short lesson below. The whole
course is equally fascinating. It is a com-
mon remark for patrons to say they
do not need to study—they
absorb this wonderfully su- -

^ ^ - —^ yjU Hi J\O I

TH1shown is of Naval
Radio Operator

E. D. Scrlbner who
acquired the prin-
ciples of K. I. Short-
hand in a few hours
and soon became able
to use it in his naval
service work. There
are many writers of
K. I. Shorthand In
Army and Navy.
"As a teacher. In-

structing in K. I.

Shorthand, I find it

a splendid system
having the great ad-
vantage of being 80
easily acquired." M.
G. McClernan.
"My school pupils

are learning your
method quickly and
they not only write
rapidly but even I can read their note*

easily." Miss H. R. Noble.
"I cannot Bay too much In praise of

your system. It Is the simplest, easiest

and most practical quick home study
course that it has been my pleasure to

eiamine." Elmer Duffy.
"I did not study your system; I ab-

sorbed It. A great pleasure, a time saver,

a blessing." Dr. Paul E. Winger. (This
came to us written In K. I. Shorthand.)

"Valuable for our detectives; they learn
bo quickly and use K. I. Shorthand ad-
vantageously." From a Chief Detective.

"I learned It in 2 evenings, now gaining
speed by practice. Useful In the store."
George Toles.
"Your system Is like a motorboat com-

pared to a sail-boat." D. E. Alvanlo.
' "Have acquired speed averaging 1 1

words per minute in 5 weeks." Minnie
H. Evans.

Note: Voluntary testimonials are con-
stantly coming to King Institute. A plen-
itude, with full addresses, will be mailed
with our FREE BROCHURE on request.

WHY
perior easy-to-learn

K. L Shorthand.

TO LEARN

Try These K. I. Shortcuts

AssociationL

Representative

You can set down words in K. I. Short-

hand as fast as they are spoken, or as rapidly as your

mind logically acts when you are thinking out an essay,

speech, directions, etc.

You can read your own notes—transcribe everything—word for

word, accurately, weeks, months or years

afterward. Your assistant can quickly

learn to read and typewrite your notes.

One reason why K. I. Shorthand is

so easily learned—and never forgotten

—is that you are not (like the extensive,

expensive systems) compelled to do light

or heavy shading; or write in special posi-

tions above, on or below lines.

AH superfluous technicalities elim-

inated; they are as unnecessary for

all ordinary purposes as is the

knowledge of trigo-

nometry or ancient

Greek lan-

guage.

This word takes 34 pen movement-; in or-
dinary writing—only 2 in K. I. Shorthand.
See how many times you can write it while
your friend writes in the usual way.

Notwithstanding
Takes 54 movements in longhand; only 3
in K. I. Shorthand. The whole method is

surprisingly easy to learn.

Takes 41 movements in longhand; only 2
in K. I. Shorthand. Learners, all ages, are
delighted with their quickly attained speed

TRY THIS LESSON

Here is a Ju

c'rdi
ny This is t

So here is at ] Here's k —

n Spelled as

pronounced

ng or ing

cat (kat)

acting I

TO WRITE "ACTING" IN THE ORDINARY WAY RE-
QUIRES 21 PEN MOVEMENTS—ONLY 4 IN THE PER-
FECTED AND SIMPLIFIED K. I. SHORTHAND.

See how easily you have learned to use four signs
in K. I. SHORTHAND. Quickly, like a pastime, you can
learn the whole set of 30 and then attain speed so you
may write in a quarter to a tenth of the time needed for

writing in the ordinary way. Thus you may write as
rapidly as the words are spoken.

How
To Order

Send $5.00 In full payment.
Or, if more convenient—to save

time—mail $1.00 now and you may
p»y $4.00 when the —, ^

SO EASY TO
LEARN

To

Readers of

Electrical Experimenter

Add
Efficiency

Many young men In
the Government lervlce are

now using K. I. Shorthand. At
one U. S. Naval Submarine Base, a

yeoman acquired a speed over 100 words
per minute within a month.

Wonderful efficiency aid in K. I. Shorthand.

King Institute
Dept. EE-300

8 So. Wabash Ave. 154 East 32nd St.

CHICAGO NEW YORK

You know about electrical In-

ventions that have simplified hitherto
laborious mechanical processes. On the
same theory—and proved by practice

—

K. I. SHORTHAND Is manifesting its

remarkable time-saving merit both in

the learning of It and in the facility

with which the notes are transcribed.
No matter what your occupation Is,

k you should use K. I. Shorthand with
advantage. Even President Wilson
finds the personal use of shorthand
advantageous—as do many other
men who are doing big things in the world nowadays

Act upon your Judgment NOW. Either enroll to
'

learn K. I. Shorthand or send for our FREE
BROCHURE EE-300. which demonstrates more
fully why our method is incomparable. It
is the original and genuine; the only
system of simplified stenography per-
fected, with which the person who

Prepare for Government work enrolls °T mal l is entitled to anepare ror uovernment worn corre9pondence course of ad-
ditional Instruction without extra charge. The total cost is five
dollars for K. I. Shorthand System—no more—and wo guaran

Course of Instruction
comes to you.

Bear In mind, we claim that
the K. I. Shorthand System is
relatively worth fifty dollars and
we are teaching this registered,
fully copyrighted, guaranteed
method for only one-tenth its
value which you can learn in
less than a tenth of the time of
most other stenography systems.

Make money-order or check
payable to King Institute. Or
send cash. Mail your order to
either of our offices. Be sure to
mention the Electrical Experi-
menter.
Use the Coupon below or
write a letter—as you pre-
fer—but don't delay in
taking advantage of this
opportunity. The best
$5.00 investment you
ever could make

j3

tee satisfaction or will refund your money!

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

At the Lecture

King Institute,

154 East 32nd St.,

New York, N. Y.

8 So. Wabash Ave..
Chicago, III.

me the complete
K. I. Shorthand System in

accordance with your offer.

[ ] / enclose $s in lull payment.
[ ] / enclose $i and will pay the

balance, $4, when the K, I. Short-
hand System comes to me.

Name

Address.

.

EE-300

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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LEARN BY DOING'
The Only Way to Learn Electricity

The only way you can become an expert is by doing

the very work under competent instructors, which you
will be called upon to do later on. In other words, learn

by doing. That is the method of the New York Electrical

School.

Five minutes of actual practice properly directed is

worth more to a man than years and years of book study.

Indeed, Actual Practice is the only training of value, and
graduates of New York Electrical School have proved
themselves to be the only men that are fully qualified

to satisfy EVERY demand of the Electrical Profession.

At this "Learn by Doing" School a man acquires the

art of Electrical Drafting; the best business method and

experience in Electrical Contracting, together with the

skill to install, operate and maintain all systems for pro-

ducing, transmitting and using electricity. A school for

Old and Young. Individual instruction.

No previous knowledge of electricity, mechanics or
mathematics is necessary to take this electrical course.
You can begin the course now and by steady application
prepare yourself in a short time. You will be taught by
practical electrical experts with actual apparatus, under
actual conditions. 5,000 of our students are today suc-
cessful Electricians. Come in and read their enthusiastic
letters. Let us explain this course to you in person. If
you can't call, send now for 64-page book—it's FREE
to vou.

Nanii

New York Electrical School
29 W. 17th St., New York, N. Y.

Please send FREE and without obligation to
me your 64-page book.

$J}RM/I7VR£WINDING j) CfTK'V'

NEW YORK 29 w; i7tmst
. X£ieCTf?0-rtECH/)NlC/}l.

I H ENOfNEER, NEW YORK, N. Y.
Address

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing advertisers.



Flexible

Covers

Handy

Pocket-

Size

Volumes

10

Volumes

3500

Pages

4700

Pictures

Per

VoIua»

$1 Per

1 Month

Just what you need to know to succeed in ELECTR1CITY
EVERY electrician, every engineer, every mechanic should know

about these wonderfully helpful instructive books, which give in

plain words a complete working knowledge of electrical engi-

neering in all its phases.

You run into some new electrical problem almost every day. The
information you need to help you in your every day work is in

HAW KINS
ELECTRICAL GUIDES
These books place electricity at your finger ends. They cover every imaginable

subject, principle, theory, problem, trouble, and way of doing things electrically.
Every subject is indexed so that you can turn right to it. They are a study course
and a reference guide in one, written in plain every day language—no wasted words—only what you need to know—chock full of up-to-the-minute electrical knowledge.
The guides are a complete course in electrical engineering. They will help you in

every detail of the day's electrical work. You can't ask an electrical question that
Hawkins Guides can't answer.

Pocket-Size Flexible Covers

What Ek*kal Men Say
Helped Him Make Good

"It Is only right for me to recom-
mend highly the Hawkins Guides, for

they have b^n of the greatest assist-

ance to me in placing me in my pres-

ent position as Superintendent of Con-
struction Department of one of Ohio's
largest Electrical Companies. I would
like to see every man have a set of

Hawkins Guides."
Geo. Knecht. Columbus, Ohio.

In the Naval Electrical Dept.

"The Hawkins Guides are great help
to me in the Naval Electrical Depart-
ment, which they cover very thorough-
ly." C. J. Cornell.

O. 8. Receiving Ship. Brooklyn. N. Y.

Superintendent
"I am now superintendent of the

Dunnvllle Hydro - Electric Systems,
and Hawkins Guides were a great help
to me in holding down a responsible
position."
W. E. Swartz, Dunnville, Ontario.

Wireless Operators
'1 have worked wireless for ten

years—but I wish I had these books
years ago, as they have saved me a
great deal of trouble." H. Marshall

Steamer M A H No. 2.

Walkerville. Ont.

The uooks are small enough to slip into your coat
pocket—handsomely bound in flexible black covers.
You can carry each volume with you until you have

mastered its contents. 3,500 pages of actual information
and 4.700 illustrations. Once you see these books ana
put them into actual use you will never again want to be
without them. Try it at our expense.

SEND NO MONEY
It will cost you nothing to receive these books—to look

them over—ask them all the questions you can think of—use them in your work—study them—pick up some in-
formation that will increase your earning ability. We
will ship you the entire set of 10 volumes entirely FREE
This is a sign of our confidence in the guides. Pure

gold does not object to being tested. Keep them for
seven days and if you do not decide that you can't get
along without them, return them to us and owe us
nothing.

When you decide to keep them you only have to pay
$1.00 down and remit the balance of $9.00 on the easy
payment of $1.00 a month till paid for.

Use this coupon to get the books. It will pay you
many times over.

THEO. AUDEL & CO.
72 Fifth Ave. New York, N. Y.

SEND NO MONEY- U5ETHE COUPON

READ THIS PARTIAL LIST OF CONTENTSMrt I Contains 348 pages, 388 illustrations. Electrical
1 signs and symbols—static and current electricity

—primary cells—conductors and insulators—resistance and
conductivity—magnetism—induction coils—dynamo principles
—classes of dynamos—armatures—windings—commutation

—

brushes, etc.

Mf» O Contains 348 pages, 394 illustrations. Motor
i t - . principles—armature reaction—motor starting-
calculations—brake horsepower—selection and installation of
dynamo and motors—galvanometers—standard cells—current
measurement — resistance measurement — voltmeters — watt-
meters—watt hour meters—operation of dynamos—operation
of motors, etc.

No. 3 Contains 300 pages, 423 illustrations. Distribution
systems—wires and wire calculations—inside, out-

side and underground wiring—sign flashers—lightning pro-
tection—rectifiers—storage battery systems, etc.

No 4 Contains 270 pages, 379 illustrations. Alternating
* current principles—alternating current diagrams—the power factor—alternator principles—alternator con-

struction—windings, etc.

No 1 Contains 320 pages, 614 illustrations. A. C. Motors" —synchronous andinduction motor principles—A. C.
commutator motors—induction motors, transformers: losse*.
construction, connections, tests—converters—rectifiers, etc.

No 6 Contains 298 pages. 472 illustrations. Alternatingv current systems—switching devices—circuit break-
ers—relays—lightning protector apparatus—regulating devices—synchronous condensers—indicating devices—meters—power
factor indicators—wave form measurement—switch boards, etc.

No 7 Contains 316 pages, 379 illustrations. Alternating
• ' current, wiring power stations—turbines: manage-

ment, selection, location, erection, testing, running, care and
repair—telephones, etc.

No 8 Contains 332 pages. 436 illustrations. Telegraph
"

, .
— simultaneous telegraphv and telephony —

wireless—electric bells—electric lighting—photometry, etc.

No 9 Contains 322 pages. 627 illustrations. Elec- A
. . „ trie railways—electric locomotives—car light- 49mg—trolley car operation—miscellaneous applications— ^motion pictures—gas engine ignition—automobile self- AW
starters and lighting svstems. electric vehicles etc.

No 1
Contains 513 pases. 599 illustrations." Elevators—cranes—pumps—air com-

pressors—electric heating — electric welding-
soldering and brazing—industrial electro-
lysis—electro plating—electro- therapeutic—X-rays, etc. a

Also a complete 126-page ready f
reference index of the complete
library. This index has been i-iease submit m» for
planned to render easily ac- ^ examination Hawkins
cessible all the vast infor- 4V Elect

J'!
cal

<?,
uld(* <D r 1 c •

.nation contained in the^ „,» «£h >

io
10 electrical guio.es. 4W isfactory I agree to send you »1
There are over 13,- a within seven days and to further
500 cross refer- AW mail you $1 each month until paid,

ences. You find A
what you want AW signature
to know in- A
stantly. AW „ .,Occupation

THEO.
AUDEL & CO.

72 Fifth Avenue
New York, N. Y.

Business Address

Reference E\ E. Oct.

Vou benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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youneverhad a chance!
"Four years ago you and I worked at the same bench. We were both discon-

tented. Remember the noon we saw the International Correspondence Schools'

advertisement? That woke me up. I realized that to get ahead I needed special

training, and I decided to let the I.C.S. help me. When I marked the coupon
I asked you to sign with me. You said: 'Aw, forget it!'

"I made the most of my opportunity and have-TEAR OUT HtRE

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Box 5398, SCRANTON, PA.

Explain, without obligating me, how I can qualify for the position, or in the

subject, before which I mark X.

Bridge Engineer
Structural Draftsman
Structural Engineer
Municipal Engineer
ARCHITECT
Architectural Draftsman
Contractor and Builder

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
Electrician

Electric Wiring
Electric Lighting
Electric Car Running
Heavy Electric Traction
Electrical Draftsman
Electric Machine Designer Building Foreman
Telegraph Engineer QCarpenter
Telephone Work
MECHANICAL ENGINEER
Mechanical Draftsman
Machine Designer
Machine Shop Practice
Boilermaker or Designer
Patternmaker
Toolmaker
Foundry Work
Blacksmith
Sheet-Metal Worker
AUTOMOBILES
Automobile Repairing
STEAM ENGINEER
Steam-Electric Engineer
Stationary Fireman
Marine Engineer
Refrigeration Engineer
Gas Engineer
CIVIL ENGINEER
Surveying and Mapping
R. R. Constructing

Lumber Dealer
Concrete Builder
PLUMBER k STEAM FITTER
Heating and Ventilation
Plumbing Inspector
Foreman Plumber
BUSINESS (Complete)
Bookkeeper
Stenographer & Typist

D Higher Accounting

TRAFFIC MANAGER
Cartoonist
ILLUSTRATOR
Perspective Drawing
Carpet Designer
Wallpaper Designer
Bookcover Designer
Ship Draftsman
Common School Subjects
High School Subjects

O Mathematics
Teacher
TFXTII.EOVERSEEROR BCPT.
Cotton Manufacturing
Woolen Manufacturing
CHEMICAL ENGINEER
Analytical Chemist
MINE FOREMAN OR ENGINEER

Certified Public Accountant QCoal Mining
Railway Accountant
Commercial Law
Good English
SALESMANSHIP
ADVERTISING MAN
Window Trimmer
Show-Card Writer
Outdoor Sign Painter
CIVIL SERVICE
Railway Mail Clerk
Mail Carrier

Metal Mining
Metallurgist or Prospector
Assayer
NAVIGATION SPANISH
Motor Boat Rutin's French
AGRICULTURE DGerman
Fruit Growing Dltalian
Vegetable Growing
Live Stock and Dairying
Poultry Raiser

Poultry Breeder

Name

been climbing ever since. You had the same
chance I had, but you turned it down. No,
Jim, you can't expect more money until you've

trained yourself to handle bigger work."

There are lots of "Jims" in the world—in

stores, factories, offices, everywhere. Are you

one of them? Wake up! Every time you see

an I.C.S. coupon your chance is staring you in

the face. Don't turn it down.

Right now over one hundred thousand

men are preparing themselves for bigger jobs

and better pay through I.C.S. Courses.

You can join them and get in line for pro-

motion.

Mark and Mail This Coupon and Find Out How

Occupation

Street and No..

City

_Employer_

_State_

Reports on 27,000 typical I.C.S. students show
14.900 now receiving S1SOO a year or more;
2451 receiving $2500 or more; 413 receiving
$5000 or more; 20 receiving $10,000 or more;
and 8 with annual incomes of $25,000 or more.

WHAT OTHERS HAVE DONE
YOU CAN DO

The CAREY PRINTING CO
New York

Inc.
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Learn Electricit3
ft,

PRACTICAL
INSTRUCTION

in the GreatShops of

COYNE FINISH IN

3 MONTHSTrade and Engineering Schools
Dept. 20X, 39-51 E. Illinois St., Chicago, III.

Thousands of skilled Electricians are needed. The demand is becoming more urgent every

day. The Government is employing every one they can get which is causing a great scarcity

throughout the country and big salaries are being paid everywhere. Right now is your big

opportunity. Make up your mind now to prepare for one of these big jobs and then get here

as quick as you can for your training.

Earn $100.00 To $300.00 A Month
In the Electrical business. Come here where you will be trained in

these great $100,000 shops. Experts show you everything and
you learn right on the actual apparatus. You work on
everything from the simple bell to the mighty mo-
tors, generators, electric locomotives, dyna
mos, switchboards, power plants, every
thing to make you a master electri-

cian. We have thousands of suc-

cessful graduates. Just as

soon as you have finished

we assist you to a
good position. We
now have more
positions than
we can fill

Think

War Demands Have
Taken Thousands of Men

from this Profession. Men
Must be Trained to Fill their Places.

Prepare Now for a Big Paying Position.

of it

I

I

These courses are thorough, short and practical. All instruction given on
the actual equipment. Each man is trained individually and stays until thor-

oughly trained. Start any time—day and evening classes.

Our graduates are in great demand. We are continually receiving letters, telegrams,

and telephone calls from contractors, manufacturing firms, etc., seeking our graduates to fill

responsible positions. We have now more positions than we can fill and the demand is

steadily growing. Every comfort is given our students while here. They live in comfortable
homes in" the most beautiful section of Chicago—on the lake.

DRAFTED MEN READ THIS

It will only be a short time until you are

called into service. This is a war of skill,

brains, and machinery. Uncle Sam must win

this war and must have tens of thousands of

men skilled in modern trades and professions such

as Electricity, Drafting, Plumbing, and Sanitation.

Such men will be quickly recognized and given an

opportunity to rise. It is not too late for you if you

act at once.

In most cases those of our students in the draft, who
have been called before completing their course, have been

given an extension of time by their board sufficient to finish

their course, owing to the great need of trained men in these_
"nes in the Government Service.

MAIL COUPON

LEARN DRAFTING
Skilled Draftsmen are always in demand. Our courses
are thorough—short—practical, preparing a man fully
to hold a position of responsibility. We have more
positions than we can fill. We also have thorough
practical courses in Plumbing and Heating and Mo-
tion Picture Operating.

EARN YOUR WAY ^_
_

Many students earn a large part
ol their living expenses by do-
ing a little work in their
spare time. Our employ-
ment dept. furnishes ^
these positions with-
out charge*

[ ]

Name. .

.

Address.

COYNE TRADE AND
ENGINEERING SCHOOLS

Dept. 20X, 39-51 E. Illinois St.

Chicago, III.

Please send at once your big Free
Book—I am interested in

Electricity [ ] Drafting [ ] Plumbing
[ ] Motion Picture Operating
(Check trade interested in

)
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El Paso, Texas, Oct. I, 1917.

MR. CHARLES F. HAANEL, St. Louis, Mo.
In Re "The Master Key"

My Dear Mr. Haanel: The value of an idea is

determined by its application. Pragmatism has long

since spread beyond the confines of Missouri. The
world insists on being shown.
The lash of circumstances and the logic »f erenU

are, more than ever, impelling men to think. Whether
an idea be a new process for picking cabbages, or an old

process (Kaiserism, for instance) for preserving kings,

we are from Missouri.

A philosophy of life having as its base blind opti-

mism; a religion that won't work seven days a week,

or a proposition that isn't practical, appeals to the in-

telligent not at all. It is results that we want and the

acid test is: will it work?
The Master Key qualifies. It is the most lucidly sci-

entific statement of "Truth" that I have seen. It

reconciles rationalism and religion; illumines economic
determinism and the materialistic conception of history,

and is an infallible guide to understanding. It con-

tains in condensed form the substance of an entire

library on science. Its teaching, if consistently applied,

will make a man healthy, wealthy and wise. Its dis-

tribution is super-missionary work in excelsis. Those
who wish to think intelligently will find it invaluable.

Intelligence rules. Desire, intelligently directed, is

a creative force which automatically causes its object

to manifest on a material plane. It is the law. Let

him that hath an ear to hear, hear.

Yours truly,

CHAS. A. HEARD.

May 15, 1918.

Dear Mr. Haanel: Ever since I have been old

enough to read, I have been reading occult and meta-
physical literature. I have waded ears deep through

the books from all ages, all lands, all schools.

I have rejected tons of lies, oceans of misconceptions,

an entire universe of false deductions.

I have found grains of truth in mines of folly, and
worlds of truth in a single grain. The pursuit was in-

teresting in itself, and I do not regret the time spent

upon it. But it was a genuine surprise to read your
Master Key System and find within, the essence of all

that I had read, with much more added thereto.

In this extraordinary system you have sifted the true

from the false; you have given in concrete form all

that is worth while in many schools of philosophy.

You have placed arcane truths into the hands of the

uninitiated as weapons they can learn to use without
danger to themselves. I congratulate you. You are

doing mankind a service.

Yours very sincerely,

CHARLES F. OURSLER.
501 Fifth Avenue, New York City, N. Y.

THE LOWE OBSERVATORY
Edgar Lucien Larkin, Director

Los Angeles, Cal., Dec. 6, 1016.

MR. CHAS. F. HAANEL, St. Louis, Mo.
Dear Sir: Your booklet, Master Key, ought to

be expanded into a book. Its teachings that Mind is

the all-dominating creative force is precisely in line

with the wonders of the most recent psychology. All

persons having desks should have this pamphlet thereon.

And it would be a fitting pocket companion.
EDGAR LUCIEN LARKIN.

Detroit, Mich, May 28, 1917.

Dear Sir: The words, "Your world will change
as if by magic, the moment you realize the marvelous
power within your control," page 6, I have underlined.

They state a fact, a real live fact; and to me this is

the most wonderful, the most important fact of all

—

that one may put this knowledge to an immediate test,

that one may, after learning of this power, proceed to

apply it with a definite knowledge as to results.

W. M. HOWE.

which can throw
wide the doors which
seem to bar men
from the Treasure
House of Nature.
This may seem "too
good to be true," but
remember that with-
in a few years science

has placed almost in-

finite resources at

the disposal of man,
is it not possible that

there are other laws
containing still

greater possibilities?

Get the Master Key
and find out for
yourself how the in-

visible forces of Faith
and Desire are con-
verted into actual,

tangible, concrete
facts in the objective
world.

Chattanooga, Tenn., Feb. 22, 1918.

The Master Key is wonderful, it has brought about

a most remarkable change in my environment, atti-

tude toward life, mental and physical condition. I am
an entirely new person and improving daily, discourage-

ment, lack of ambition, physical ills, mental distress,

and fear are things of the past.

I cannot find words that express my gratitude for all

that the Master Key has done for me. With heartfelt

thanks to you, I am,
Yours sincerely,

R. J. ARNOLD.

160 Claremont Avenue, New York
New York, Nov. 18, 1916.

I have made a thorough examination of the little

booklet which you so appreciatively have called the

Master Key, and can unhesitatingly endorse it and its

teachings.

In this pamphlet of only a few pages you have led

a hungry world to the threshold and placed in their

hands a "key" with which the understanding ones may
unlock the door and enter "The Secret Places of the

Most High," and enjoy the abundance of all good to be
found therein. With best wishes,

AGNES MAE GLASGOW.

HOME LIFE INSURANCE CO. OF N. Y.
James Lee Bost, General Agent

Washington, D. C, Dec. 29, 1916.

Dear Sir: Your little booklet, entitled "The Master
Key," has been received and J had great pleasure in

studying it carefully. It is a very clear and concise,

yet forceful presentation of the big subject handled,
and shows a very wide study of the absolute teachings
and deep understandings of the same.

Very truly yours,

JAMES LEE BOST.

"I am able to extract from this system all that can
be made known by the finite mind relative to origin,

evolution, destiny and the much-mooted riddle of the
Universe."

"I can hardly grasp the full significance of ths facts.

The vastness of this subject is so overwhelming it

seems a life-time of effort could never fathom all its

possibilities."

"You have given a wonderful analysis of the power
that is the creative force by which the master mind
controls his destiny."

"The Master Key is too modest a title for such a
stupendous revelation."

"I have found the Key and with it each day am
opening the store-house of wisdom and success, of
which for many years I was utterly ignorant."

FREE! There is no charge for the MASTER KEY. It is FREE!
s— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —
I CHARLES F. HAANEL, 423 Granite Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.

|

Send me the Master Key without cost or obligation of

any kind.

Name .

.

Address

' Post Office

L -
State

(Master)

NOTE

—

Tomorrow; today will be yesterday. Get your Master Key TODAY ! NOW !

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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ELECTRICITY
AS EXPERTS KNOW IT

Learn electricity as you would in actual PRACTICE—in
accordance with the methods employed by the highest paid
electrical experts in America. The New McGraw-Hill Library of Prac-
tical Electricity contains the actual working facts which vou need in
order to succeed in the electrical field. Terrell Croft, formerly with the
Westinghouse Company, makes the conquest easy for you.

A New Standard in Electrical Literature
The New Library of Practical Electricity by Terrell Croft marks a

new era in electrical literature.
The great field of electrical engineering, with its limitless possibilities

of earning power, is brought to you in a form that makes success easy.
The Library is a creation—an achievement that is without parallel in
technical literature, because it sticks to actual practice throughout
its 3000 pages.

"See them
First — Pay
afterwards"

A letter that means
something to YOU—
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc.,

239 West 39th Street,
New York, N. Y.

Gentlemen: In an attempt to
express myself about CROAT'S
NEW LIBRARY OF PRACTICAL
ELECTRICITY, I have never seen,
and do not believe there was ever
printed in the English language,
a more comprehensive set of books.
It is a library that is just as valu-
able to the novice as to the ex-
pert, because it is all practice.

Respectfully,

GUY H. PEIFER,
Chief, Doplan Silk Corporation,

Hazleton, Pa.

(CROFT'S NEW LIBRARY Oh PRACTICAL ELECTRICITY—8 VOLS.)

Not one cent in advance

Examin
pense

McGraw-Hill
Book Co., Inc.

239 W. 39th St

NEW YORK

Home Address

City and State. .

Name of Employ*

His Address

Now is the time to master Electricity—Now
is the time to prepare for a high salary

Just the COUDOn books won't do. Amateurish books won't do. Books
" compiled by "desk authors" or men with no practical ex-

perience will not serve your purpose.

Practical books are easiest mastered. Practical books,
written by practical men, teach you accurately and rapidly.
There is nothing in the Croft Library which you cannot
understand. Terrell Croft tells you the secrets of success
in electricity in plain words, figures and illustrations.

Nothing is left to the imagination. There is no guesswork.
There is no theory or higher mathematics.

Send now for these eight volumes. No matter how many books on
electricity you possess, you are unfair to yourself unless you take
advantage of this free examination privilege. No matter whether you
are beginner or expert, these books will show you the clear road to
success. Inspection will prove this.

239 West 39th Street, New York, N.Y.

Gentlemen

:

Please send me the li-

brary of Practical Elec-

tricity (shipping charges pre-

paid)' for 10 days' free exam-
ination. If satisfactory. I will

send $2 in ten days and 52 per

month until $16 has been paid,

not wanted I will write you for return

shipping instructions.

this new Library for ten full days without ex-
Find out for yourself why it is now taking the

lead in electrical book sales in America. Use the
books as you see fit for ten days. Look at the hun-
dreds of illustrations that clear up all the mysteries

in electrical practice. Stick a couple of the

volumes in your pockets, and refer to them
during the way. Figure out in an instant

the problems that have heretofore taken
hours.

Then send us $2 per month for eight
months, or return the set entirely

at our expense. You risk nothing
by returning the attached cou-
pon.

ACT
NOW

w ^

Tour Position Ex. Nov. '18 ®mm®mmm®mmm®&®m®m@m@m®wm
Yon benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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C©LP LUSHT
E have pointed out on various occasions in

these columns the criminal waste that daily

occurs when we convert coal into electric

light. We have shown that when coal is

burned only one-half of 1 per cent of the
actual energy stored up in the coal is

converted into radiant light—the other 99^
per cent goes up in heat where no heat is actually
wanted or required. The great problem of the century
is heatless light, or at least an approach toward it.

All our efforts in developing incandescent lamps or
arc lamps are in the wrong direction. While we have
made trifling progress from the old carbon filament
lamp to the up-to-date Tungsten lamp, the progress as
far as wasted energy is concerned is more than trifling;
it only amounts to a very small fraction of one per cent.
The arc lamp which is very much more efficient, giving
infinitely more light in proportion to the Tungsten
lamp, can not, of course, be used in a small room, as it

gives more light than wanted, and for that reason is im-
practical. The other electrical devices which are still

more economical, such as for instance the Cooper
Hewitt mercury lamp, which may be seen in every mod-
ern photographic studio, or the Moore lamp, which is a
sort of Geissler tube giving a soft, pink light, are excel-
lent for their purpose, but neither of these are flexible
enough where only 30 to 50 candle-power are required.
What we need is something similar to our present-day

electric light globes, but such a device must not have
an incandescent filament. What this future invention,
which is surely coming, will be, we do not know and the
best we can do is to make a fair guess.

In Nature we find several light sources that may be
termed "cold," altho in reality most of them are not.
Take, for instance, the Firefly (Luciola), whose light

at one time was thought to be of an electrical nature.
Recent investigations have shown that the light is pro-
duced by the burning of the oxygen in a certain peculiar

manner inherent in the firefly's photogenic cells. While,
of course, not actually cold light, it comes as close to
cold illumination as is imaginable.
Then there is a certain specie of deep-sea fish

—

Lantern Fish—who attract their prey by giving forth a
brilliant light shaft from their photophores. In this case
the luminosity is known to be of a phosphorescent origin,
which, strictly speaking, is not cold either, but for prac-
tical purposes comes close to it. The "Will o' the Wisp"
as well as the luminous mushroom fall in the same cate-
gory, their light simply being due to burning of oxygen.

Electricity at high pressures is also known to give out
certain light effects, as, for instance, a highly charged
Tesla coil ; but this light, if anything, is more expensive
than that obtained by means of an incandescent lamp.
Next following, we have the high tension Tesla vacuum
lamp, which gives forth a brilliant and also cold light.
Due to the very high potential currents that are neces-
sary to produce this light, it has so far not been ex-
ploited commercially, altho it deserves it.

Perhaps some inventor will devise a sort of combina-
tion Cooper Hewitt-Moore gas lamp, which, instead of a
filament, will have a hundred feet of very fine glass
tubing all coiled up inside of our present day lamp bulb.
Then by introducing a suitable gas into this" fine tubing,
which, of course, must be of a fair conductivity, we may
produce some sort of an economic lamp bulb, and,
while this light will not be absolutely cold, it might
serve for practical purposes. But perhaps the final so-
lution will be found in some device which operates by
electronic bombardment of some screen or substance,
which thru this bombardment will become intensely lu-
minous. In other words, a device working on the prin-
ciple of the well-known spinthariscope.
Such a device would consume an extraordinarily

small amount of current, and would constitute an ideal
source of cold light.

H. Gernsback.
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LEARN BY DOING
The Only Way to Learn Electricity

9

It doesn't matter whether you are under twenty or over fifty;

you can be trained in a short time to take a guiding hand in

the World's most important industry.

The new Law compels men to follow only useful occupations

—

and every branch of electrical work is not only useful work but

is most important.

If you want to learn a line of work that is interesting

as well as remunerative—a light work easily learned
that pays men of ordinary ability fifty dollars and
upward a week—become an electrical practitioner.

Billions of dollars' worth of electrical equipment is being made

and installed as quickly as possible. Why not learn this greatest

and newest business—and share in the great profits? Electrical

industry will continue to flourish when many other trades will

be out of date.

If you have been following non-essential occupations,
NOW IS THE TIME to learn something worth while.

Hundreds of men have made successful fresh starts in life by
spending a few months at the N. Y. Electrical School. You
don't have to study from books in this school; you learn the

many branches of electrical trades by using TOOLS and
EQUIPMENT. The course may be finished in a short time
at low cost. Whatever your age or position your condition can
be improved and your country served to the best advantage
by taking up the profession of Applied Electricity. Visit the
School any day or evening and talk over matters. On request,

a 68-page illustrated catalog will be sent FREE to you.

New York Electrical School
29 W. 17th St., New York, N. Y.

Please send FREE and without obligation to I

me your 64-page book.

Name
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City of Ham Fired With Electric Bombs

H"AM—the French city of that name
recently recaptured from the Ger-
mans, was set on fire by an elab-

orate system of electric incendiary
bombs, all of which were placed

thruout the various buildings with pro-
verbial Hun thoroness, which, when the

psychological moment had arrived, were

ablaze in an apparently natural manner ;

—

just as if the Allied shell fire had done the
awful work. But the trick was not pulled
off so smoothly—for we have the evidence
in this case of some of the populace who
managed to hide in cellars and other places

of shelter of just what happened to Ham,
once peaceful and happy, and birth-place

direction of flow of current thru the junc-

tion. This phenomenon is called in his

honor, the "Peltier Effect".

Humanity is thankful for this additional

information in the already mountainous
pile of evidence against the boche, to one

—

Walter Duranty, a New York war corre-

spondent of the New York Times, who

The City of Ham Was Fired Instantaneously by the Crafty Germans After They Had Evacuated it, by Means of Electric Incendiary
Bombs Ignited by an Electric Current Sent Thru a Network of Wires from a Point Several Miles Away. The Insert Diagram at the

Left Shows How the Dastardly and Wanton Trick Was Accomplisht by the Throw of a Switch.

all exploded simultaneously by an enemy
officer located several miles away. Perhaps
the crafty boche engineers thought that by
wiring up the town in this way, and by
driving out the inhabitants when the troops
retreated, they could set the buildings

of a well-known French electrician —
Athanase Peltier—who discovered the re-

markable electrical fact, that if a current is

past thru a junction formed between bis-

muth and antimony, then the junction is

either heated or cooled, depending upon the

was with the French army when they cap-

tured the still burning city. Mr. Duranty
reports :

"For pure wantoness of destruction, Ham
offers an example that even the Germans
will find it hard to beat. It was a non-

445
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FRENCH ALPINE TROOPS CARRY
BATTERY SEARCHLIGHT.

The electric searchlight has found more
extensive use in the present war than in

any previous conflict, owing to the fact that

it has been improved and developed so that

it has become a truly invaluable adjunct to

all military and naval
maneuvers, both for

the purpose of illumi-

nation as well as for

signaling. Small but

powerful electric
searchlights have been
used successfully by
the Allied armies for

signaling in broad
daylight, as was de-

scribed some time ago
in the Electrical Ex-
perimenter.
The present photo-

graph shows a group
of French soldiers

—

Chasseurs d'Alpine—
sending signals with
a portable electric

searchlight which can

be carried by one
man. As those who
have anything to do
with automobiles will

at once perceive, such
a searchlight does not
require a very large

or extremely high
candle - power lamp
bulb, providing the
lamp itself is fitted

with a high grade
parabolic silvered-

glass reflector. Thus
it is we find, that this

member of the renowned "Blue Devils" is

seen carrying the battery for operating the

searchlight on his back, while he holds the

searchlight projector itself on his breast. By
means of a simple shutter arrangement fit-

ted on these searchlights, when they are

to be used for sending messages, it is very
easy for any one familiar with the tele-

graph code to flash messages in the form
of dots and dashes, or, in this case, by long
and short flashes of light, over a distance

of several miles. The signals are invari-

ably read at the receiving end by an offi-

hnio—Kyprie Ph<rto Serv

Here We See Some
Using a Portab

of the Famous French Troops—Chasseurs d'Alplne or Blue Devils,
le Battery Searchlight in the Vosges for Daylight Signaling.

cer provided with a pair of field binoculars.

An old-style open street car in Boston has
been equipt as a double deck ambulance for
removing large numbers of patients to a
hospital.

AMERICAN SPUN GLASS NOW IN
ENDLESS LENGTHS.

In Venice, for many years, the art of
glass spinning was fostered, until that city

became known for the great beauty of the

ornamental objects which it put on the

market. There have always been shortcom-
ings in the work, due
to the fact that glass

thread could be spun
only to the length of
the circumference of
the wheel on which it

was worked, and this

was never more than
eighteen feet.

This difficulty has
been overcome by an
American Manufac-
turer, who can make
spun glass thread in

endless lengths, and
put it on spools as is

done with ordinary
threads. This enables

a multitude of objects

to be made, that could
not be made before.

The threads of glass

can be made in all

colors, giving a world
of brilliancy.

Probably the largest

field of use will be in

the technical and en-
gineering fields, where
it already has a foot-

hold. As absolute
non-conductors, glass

plates for storage bat-

teries will give longer
life than present-day
plates. For insulation

of electric wires, instruments, etc., the glass
thread can be used. As an example of its

non-conductivity, power house workers
have had their shoes bottomed with spun
glass plates, to avoid shock. For the fil-

tration of acids, glass plates are excellent.

military act of vandalism. Chauny street,

leading to the market place, was piled high
with the wreckage of fallen walls, and at

the entrance to the square a group of poilus

were risking their lives in clearing the

outlet of a cellar in a house whose glowing
beams still crackled into flame at each gust
of wind and whose side walls were bound
to fall at any minute.

"Finally I met a French woman who had
lived in Ham before the Germans fired it,

and who had hidden in a cellar while the

conflagration raged.
" 'Ham,' said this woman, 'was destroyed

methodically by fires simultaneously started

in every quarter by electric devices. Nearly
a month ago we noticed the bodies had be-

gun fixing up wires in all directions, and
we commented on the strangeness of such
installation at a time when everything else

pointed to a German retreat. It did our
heart good to see the streams of guns, the
material, and the shattered, dispirited

troops that had been pouring backward thru
Ham for the last few weeks.

" 'As time past the boches steadily con-
tinued their preparations for departure, re-

moving wagonloads of furniture, and, in-

deed, everything of any value. But the

wiring parties continued their work all the

more busily.
" 'Last Wednesday we had the key to the

enigma. That morning the French guns
were very near and a few shells fell close.

At noon the boches issued orders to all

civilians to evacuate the town. There were
only about fifty inhabitants here, and per-

haps twice that number of French and
Belgian youths in the boche press gangs.
Some fifteen of us and six boys managed to

hide in the cellars. I believe all save one
or two are now safely accounted for.

" 'On the night from Wednesday to

Thursday we heard a sudden outburst of
small explosions all around. At first we
thought there was grenade fighting in the
street, as the noise was not loud enough
for shells or airbombs. Before dawn my
father stole cautiously out. The whole
town was flaming above our heads, but our
house did not catch fire until we were able

to leave it.

" 'The boche wires had been connected
with incendiary bombs which were fired

simultaneously from a central electric con-
trol. Ham burned furiously all Thursday
and Friday. On Saturday morning the fire

was dangerously close, and we left the cel-

lar, to meet French soldiers, who had ad-
vanced and taken the town, shortly after-

ward'."
Our illustration herewith shows the

scheme of carrying out such a dastardly
deed. The incendiary bombs are connected
up in series in circuit groups as here out-
lined, these groups being finally all co-

nected to a single circuit leading to a cen-
tral switch-board several miles away. At
the closing of a switch the boche thus
blasted out the only hope the peaceful in-

habitants might have entertained of saving
at least their homes and furniture.

GERMANS USE NEW AIRPLANE
PARACHUTES FOR AVIATORS
American Headquarters in France, Sept.

20, (Reuter.)—Patrols report having en-
countered an entirely new type of enemy
airplane, designed especially to make it easy
to maneuver. They also report that the

Germans are adopting the parachute as a
means of escape from damaged planes.
Did you note the full purport of that last

statement? Also, do you remember read-
ing the timely article, "Is the airplane par-
achute practical ?", in the October issue of
the Electrical Experimenter? Perhaps
you do ; at least, we hope those who should
be interested in such a life-saving device
digested the logic there set forth by a man
who is a "flier"—and, therefore, knows
whereof he speaks. Yes, the report above
cited looks good. But, asks the reader, why
do we not have such safety attachments
provided for America's birdmen? As usual
the Germans have taken this idea, which
had been tried out several years ago in

France and the United States, and devel-
oped it to the stage of practicability. The
reports from correspondents at the front
have mentioned the German aviators' use
of the parachute several times of late. Also
there is a gentlemen's agreement among the
warring birdmen not to shoot a man down
when his plane is put out of commission,
or when he is parachuting earthward.

Finally, friends, listen to the clarion voice
of the official bulletin on "Problems of
Aeroplane Improvement," issued by the
Naval Consulting Board. On airplane par-
achutes it says : "These, considered as a
safety device, ARE NOT DESIRED as a
factor in the equipment of military air-

planes. No entirely satisfactory disengaging
device has yet been developed. Such devices
may presumably play some part in civil

aeronautics and under peace conditions, but
under existing military conditions they are
not considered a necessary or desirable en-
cumbrance."
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Did You Ever Stop to Ponder the Reason Why Aircraft Do Not Fear Gun-Fire from the Ground? Some of These Reasons Are Evident
from the Illustration. An Aviator To-day Considers It a Disgrace to Be Brought Down by a Shot from an Anti-Alrcraft Gun.

Why Airplanes Don't Fear Anti-

Aircraft Guns
CONTRARY to general opinion the

enemy's aircraft when they come to

view, are not really to be considered
as one of the arms of the enemy
artillery, but rather as one of its

eyes. In fighting the enemy aircraft, our
guns fight the artillery of the enemy in its

most vital part. When the artilleryman
succeeds in landing a hit on an enemy air-

plane, he performs a most important serv-

ice for his fellow fighting men, for not only

does he bring down the 'plane which may be
loaded with bombs, or else fitted with ma-
chine guns for attacking 'planes and troops

at close range, but further, he is helping to

render the artillery of the enemy practi-

cally useless by "blinding" it. The artillery

airplane, first and last, is to a large extent,

an agent of aerial observation. Without
this wonderful far-seeing arm of the artil-

lery, neither side can ever hope to accom-
plish any of the remarkable long range big
gun hits that have been accomplished. An
American army officer, recently returned
from France, stated that on one occasion
he saw a very remarkable long range artil-

lery fire in which three eight-inch shells

landed squarely on the target eight miles
away, thanks to the range corrections trans-

mitted via wireless, from the observation
airplane. The first shot fell a little past the

bridge, the second shot fell a little short of
the bridge, while the third one fell squarely
on the target. Such work as this is being
duplicated every day on the Western Front
by the remarkable means of communication
and observation now mustered together by
the able Allied commanders.

This gives at least a slight idea of the

great importance of bringing down enemy
aircraft whenever possible. One way, of

course, is to send aloft other battle 'planes

to destroy the enemy aircraft if possible.

The problem of anti-aircraft firing has al-

S/OHTING
TELESCOPE~\,

"HORIZONTAL
G1MBALL
RING

STATIONARY
ZING

-HOLLOWSHAFT
MAGNETIZED
STEEL ARMATURE

{SENSITIVE GAL-
WANOMETERS
'CALIBRATED TO
[READ ANGULAR

VERTICAL

HORIZONTAL

The Latest Electrical Instrument Designed to
Measure Constantly the Angular Velocity of
an Airplane Target as It Sails Along. It Is

Called a "Galvanometric-Cinemometer." Its
Use Means More "Hits" for the Anti-Aircraft

Batteries.

ways been with us, and Lieut. Colonel X.
Reille of the French army recently gave an
interesting discussion on this highly im-
portant problem, before the Washington
Academy of Sciences. What a difficult job
it is to hit a 'plane while in flight can best

be judged by those who have tried to shoot
a bird on the wing, especially when the ob-
ject of your sight is a considerable distance
away. Also the birdmen of today have an
unkind habit of looping the loop, taking a
nose dive, or executing some other rapidly
changing figure in the air, just about the

time you get ready to plant your second or
third anti-aircraft shell squarely on them.
As Colonel Reille points out

—
'Anti-air-

craft firing does not consist merely in firing

at an aerial target, but in firing at an
aerial target in motion. Moreover, this

target moves with a speed which cannot
be regarded as negligible with reference

to the speed of the projectile designed to

strike it. An observation airplane with an
average wind will attain a speed of 35
meters, or 38.15 yards per second." These
observation machines invariably fly at an
altitude of fifteen thousand to eighteen
thousand feet, and it is common for ex-
cellent photographs to be taken at this alti-

tude also. At ordinary firing ranges, the

time of flight of the projectile shooting
skyward amounts to about tzventy seconds.
Hence, under normal conditions, the dis-

tance covered by the enemy 'plane between
the moment at which the projectile is fired

at it, and the moment at which it bursts
in the vicinity of the target, is about seven

(Continued on page 494)
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How Submarines Gut Thru Nets
WE often hear heated discussions

among the pro-war enthusiasts as
to how_ a submarine war vessel
can cut its way thru one or a series
of steel nets. We have had ample

evidence in the past few years that it is

clever maneuvering of the sub-sea craft and
by starting up the net-cutter motors, when
this condition arises, the under-sea demon
can shortly hack its way thru the net.

The net-cutters themselves are made on
the principle of the well-known mowing ma-

blade of similar pitch slides back and forth
rapidly. In the design here shown, an elec-

tric motor drives a reciprocating cutting
rod thru a set of gears, this cutting rod
being joined to a vertical reciprocating shaft

which slides up and down in a water-tight

tube. The upper end of

this shaft connects thru a

link with a horizontal rod

as shown, which in turn

connects with a second
link fastened to the mov-
ing toothed blade. The
stationary toothed blade is

secured to the hull of the

submarine. The horizontal

connecting rod is pivoted on
the point indicated in the

diagram, so that as the mo-
tor-driven piston moves up
and down, the movable teeth

are caused to rapidly oscil-

late up and down. These
teeth are made of tempered
steel and of considerable

thickness, and not only this,

but they are driven with

considerable force owing to

the manner in which move-
ment is communicated to

them thru the pivoted con-

necting rod and motor gear.

Not Only Are We Confronted With the Important Problem of Providing Nets Thru Which Enmey Submarines
May Not Pass, But Also as One of the Prime Warring Powers, We Happen to Be Interested in Devices Which
Will Enable Our Submarines to Cut Thru Enemy Nets. The Motor- Driven Net Cutter Here Shown In Actual
Operation, Has Recently Been Patented By a New York Inventor and Promises to Be Considerably Effi-
cient. There Are Two Sets of Steel Teeth, One Set of Which Oscillates Back and Forth by the Other Many

Times Per Minute.

possible for such an under-water craft to
burrow its way thru steel nets, no matter
how fine the mesh may be, or how heavy
the cables of which the nets are constructed.
You will hear some people argue about
"submarine net-cutters," and when they are
asked as to just how the "sub" manages to
cut thru the net, especially when running
blind, you will invariably hear a reply some-
thing like

—
"I do not know the exact details,

but it is very easy." But is it?

Oscar A. Youngren, of New York
City, has recently taken out a patent on a
submarine net and cable-cutting attachment
which is illustrated in action herewith. It

is simple and rugged in design, and is op-
erated by means of an electric motor placed
either inside or outside of the submarine
hull.

How can we locate the nets? By
observations in the vicinity of such nets
before totally submerging; by sinking to the
bed of the harbor or channel, if it is not too
deep, and liberating a diver from a special
chamber provided for the purpose, who can
explore the water in the vicinity of the
submarine ; also the proximity of nets will
be made known when the submarine bumps
against one, for they are usually strong
enough to prevent the submarine from get-
ting any headway once it runs into them. Bv

chine, which carries a long fixt toothed
blade over which a second movable toothed

GROWTHS COVER
PORTO RICO

WIRES.
Some years ago the tele-

phone and power companies
operating down in the

southwestern part of the

United States and in Mexi-
co found that they had to

replace all their wooden
poles by steel ones. All
for the very good reason
that in that part of the

country there was a very
busy little bird that per-

sisted in picking the wooden
poles full of holes, honey-
combing them in fact. Now
we have a photo of what
happens to the aerial tele-

graph and telephone lines in

the tropical land of Porto Rico. Here aerial

plant life insists in living on the wires.

Photo from W. A. Van Frank
This Remarkable Photo Was Taken in Porto Rico, Near Ponce, and Shows the Aerial Plant

Life that Insists on Living on These Wires.
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Chain ofAerial Landing FieldsAcrossU.S.
A MERICAN birdmcn will soon be able

f\ to fly across the United States, thanks

J \ to the recent announcement author-
ized by the War Department that

a chain of landing fields for air

pilots is being built across the continent. In

a few states they already await the flyers,

being establisht at intervals of 100 miles.

one at each corner of the landing field.

These mark the position of the field from
afar, the vertical shafts of light being vis-

ible for a distance of 40 to SO miles or more.
By using different colored marker lights

for each field its name and location can at

once be ascertained. Only two of the marker
beams need be colored, New York City

cially needed in formation Hying, where as
many as IS to 20 'planes, or more, often
fly in a "V" or other formation. As the
airplane heads down toward the field it is

supposed, in this layout of signal lights,

to light on the illuminated "Potts Arrow",
then taxi along until the illuminated cres-
cent is reached. From here the 'plane is

When completed, these well-marked, safe

landing places will be to air pilots like

water tanks to locomotive engineers or

harbors to mariners. Besides oil and gas,

the majority of the fields will supply to the

pilots shelter and limited machine shop
facilities, maps, charts, and barometer and
thermometer ratings. New York, Pennsyl-
vania, Ohio, Illinois, the District of Colum-
bia, Georgia, Texas, and California already
have establisht lines of such landing fields.

Arkansas, Mississippi, Alabama, New Mex-
ico, and Nebraska will soon be equipt.

The value of permanent landing fields,

sufficiently close together to establish well-

defined air routes across country, was em-
phasized early in the training of American
flyers. Flying by compass has now become
an establisht practise, but landing fields, like

beacon lights, help the pilot to pick his

course, even tho he has a compass. Most
of the landings today are on army fields.

Reports to the Division of Military Aero-
nautics from field officers say that this

movement, like that which started good
roads, is rapidly gaining momentum. It

is predicted that before another year an
aviator with a plane of moderate power will

be able to make a transcontinental flight

without difficulty or inconvenience.
A typical aerial landing field of a type

already successfully used in England is il-

lustrated herewith. This layout includes
four powerful electric searchlight markers,

(Mineola) having, say, two red identifica-

tion beams, Philadelphia, two blue beams,
etc. Another scheme would be to use a

searchlight signal shutter on all the mark-
ers and to periodically blink the shafts of
light on and off to give the telegraphic dots
and dashes of the landing field's initials

—

as N. Y. for New York, etc. This could
be done by automatic switching means ac-

tuated by a time-clock at periods of 5 or 10

minutes. It would also be possible in this

way to signal by short and long flashes, cor-
responding to the dots and dashes of the

telegraph code, the condition of the field,

—

such as dry, muddy, wet, etc. This infor-

mation is of distinct importance to the
aviator intending to land on the field, as the
airplane is handled differently for each
condition of the field. The landing dive
angle varies for wet, muddy and dry fields,

as does also the position of the 'plane just

before it lands on the field. All army and
navy birdmen have to know the telegraph
and radio codes so no difficulty is encount-
ered on this score. The electric lantern
atop the Metropolitan Tower in New York
City has been seen to beat the time at night
at a distance of 30 miles easily, with the

naked eye, and at much greater distance
with binoculars or field glasses.

For night flying airplanes now carry a
powerful electric headlight for use in land-
ing, and have out-board marking lights, as
well as a tail light, all of which are espe-

Copyright, 1918, by E. P. Co.

run off to the right or left to the hangars.

A red "limit" light marks the end of the

field. A meteorological observatory will be

erected at certain fields. The "Potts Ar-
row" and other marker lights are illumi-

nated by electric lights sunk in pits in the

ground. These are covered with wired glass

about two inches thick, over which the

'planes can run. The arrow is red, the

crescent blue.

GERMAN "CARRY-ON MAGNET"
IS TEN POUNDS OF BACON.
A "carry-on magnet, efficacy guaran-

teed," was advertised recently in German
newspapers by its "inventor." The magnet
was declared to have mystic powers enab-
ling its possessor more easily to endure
the food privations of the country.

The price was 300 marks and the buyer
was privileged to inspect the magnet before

paying. Those who sent in orders received

a package bearing the inscription : "Con-
tents : One Carry-On Magnet."

It is not on record that any one refused

to pay for it, for the "magnet" proved to

be ten pounds of Thuringian bacon. The
ingenious "inventor" now is being sought

by the police.
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Talking Thru Land and Water
MANY years ago, when our fore-

fathers were fighting hard to set-

tle the country we are now liv-

ing in, their enemies, the Indians,

made use of many clever schemes
for communicating intelligence from one
tribe to another, even over considerable dis-

tances. It is said that the Indians transmit-

ted intelligence over distances of fifteen to

twenty miles when necessary, and one of the

systems by which they communicated with
one another when on the war-path, was to

approach of men on horseback by placing
the ear to the ground and listening for the

sounds of the horses' hoofs, even when
many miles away.
Acting on this very idea, it has remained

for an American inventor, Professor Regi-
nald A. Fessenden, to invent a system of
transmitting and receiving powerful sound
waves thru the earth or water. Professor
Fessenden, as generally known, is the in-

ventor of a system of submarine telegraphy
which employs sound waves for the trans-

For telegraphy, use is made of an alternat-
ing current dynamo, D, which may be
switched on to the powerful vibrator or
oscillator immersed in the liquid-filled tank,
buried in the ground, or mounted in the hull

of a ship. Whenever the telegraph key is

deprest, powerful sound waves will be set

up and propagated thru the intervening
medium. The sound waves are picked up by
means of the same oscillator, or else by a
sensitive microphone, placed in a tank con-
taining liquid, in the same way as at the

Copyright. 1918, by E. P. Co.

By Means of the New Fessenden System Here Illustrated It is Possible to Actually Talk Without Wires Thru the Earth Or Sea
for Considerable Distances. Also, the New "Sound Direction Detector" Will Render the Accurate Locating of Enemy Mining or Sapping

Operations a Simple and Positive Task.

employ sonorous or sound wave vibrations
transmitted thru the ground, and thus we
know that the ground, and also water, are
good sound conductors. The Indians used
to hit two rocks together, one of which was
partly buried in the ground, or else hit a
rock with a tomahawk or hammer, and by
various other means, transmission of pow-
erful sound waves was effected. The "code"
message was picked up by another Indian
located some distance away, who placed
his ear close to the ground. Not only this,

but the Indians, not to mention the early
pioneers, were experts in detecting the

mission and reception of intelligence. This
system is in use on submarines and steam-
ships as well as war vessels at the present

time, and has saved many lives.

The present invention deals with a new
and novel method of mounting powerful
electro-magnetic vibrators (or "oscillators,"

as their inventor calls them) in sunken pits

which are filled with a liquid, such as water,

oil, etc. The electric circuits for either tele-

graphing or telephoning by sound waves,
thru the earth or water, will be readily

understood by referring to figures 1 and 2.

transmitting station. The fluctuations of

current created by the sound wave imping-
ing on the oscillator or microphone, in turn

cause the telephone receiver diafram to vi-

brate and give forth corresponding sono-

rous signals. In practise, the telephone re-

ceiver is invariably of the watch-case type

and mounted on a head-band so as to be

easily worn for long periods if necessary.

For carrying on underground or under-

water telephony, the apparatus in connected

up to a battery and a microphone, as shown
(Continued on page 505)
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Magnetic and Other Fool War Dreams
AS TOLD BY THE " ELECTROMAGNET "—HIMSELF

YES, I am the much maligned and all-

powerful "Electromagnet," bone of

contention among patent liers, in-

sulting engineers, and heaven-inspired

inventors of all ages, from twelve

to a hundred and twelve. Recently I paid

a visit to the Editorial Sanctum of the

Electrical Experimenter, and some of the

inspired contributions and ideas I saw there,

reposing gracefully in the waste baskets of

the editorial and consulting staff, were from
my more or less uninformed Over-Lords,

who would have me perform some of the

tended rather for the Naval Insulting

Board, address Chillimycoat, Greenland,

conveniently situated so that these prec-

ious ideas could be placed in cold storage

and thus prevent their being lost to an

ever waiting world.

One of the first would-be patents marked
for the attention of the Naval Consulting

Board was remarkable idea No. 1. This

invention proposes to do nothing less than

utilize my all-powerful magnetic attractive

force at the ends of long booms, spaced

liberally around the "dread-naught," so that

of steel plates when they were bank up
against me, or at most not over an inch or

so away from me and lying perfectly in-

ert, that I could not lift a fraction of a ton

or even a few pounds ten feet away!
And so the merry patent war goes on

—

inventors may come, and inventors may go,

but the "magnet fiend" will live on forever.

While browsing around thru other more
or less startling inventions, I ran across the

masterpiece—No. 2—here illustrated by the

editor. The "inventor" was no low-brow
or cheap-skate by any means. He proposed

N93 COMPASS TO DETONATE MINE WHEN"STEEL" SHIP
APPROACHES /-CX-T"

(
J

COMPASS ™kiTn/-T

Here Are Just a Few of the Freak Ideas Electrical Inventors Have Proposed Since Uncle Sam Declared War. They Include
Everything Imaginable and Some Not Imaginable—Schemes for Combing the Seas for U-Boats with Husky Electro- Magnets Con-

suming Thousands of Kilowatts, up to the Use of Electric Eels. 'Tis a Wonderful Collection.

most astounding stunts you ever dreamed
of in your wildest metaphysical moments

—

and Brothers, if I may call you such, you
ought to see some of those sketches and
drawings of hair-raising and other electri-

cal ideas marked, "Please forward to the

Naval Consulting Board" ! One look at

some of the schemes with which their in-

ventors propose to end the war in any-
where from six hours to twelve days would
give you the impression that they were in-

when the naughty torpedoes come skipping
along so joyfully thru the water, the chief

electrician can throw in the main switch
and feed me 110 volts and God-knows-how-
many-amperes, so that I will instanter, ac-
cording to his idea, proceed to exert an
all-pervading magnetic power of presum-
ably several thousand tons, thru a radius
of several hundred feet. Maybe that bird
would like to know that if I had a diam-
eter of six feet, and could lift twenty tons

taking my co-ally, "High Potential," and
injecting several billion kilowatts so as to

boost the corona or efHuve of my old friend

"H. P.", so that he could hurl himself thru
space to any convenient distance, say sev-

eral hundred miles, so as to thoroly elec-

trify all harbors, bays, inlets, and wherever
enemy war vessels are wont to congregate,
and even the ocean itself. Talk about your
"Flying Dutchman." Gosh ! but that's a

{Continued on page 496)
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Why Is a "Blimp"?
By W. EDOUARD HAEUSSLER

KITE or observation balloons as they
are termed, are used extensively in

all of the theaters of the present
war. Together with the innumerable
airplanes employed by both sides, they
constitute the most important means of

observation and artillery fire control.

Where there occurs a practical immo-
bility of the lines for long periods of

time, a case that is especially true in trench
warfare, the observation balloons are par-
ticularly useful. It does not necessarily
follow that these balloons cannot be used
to advantage on marches. They can and
are used even then, tho only under most
favorable conditions.

Kite balloons are big and awkward to

handle, and the manner of letting out and
hauling in the balloons is interesting. The

army balloon school at Ft. Omaha, which

—

as also the balloon units abroad—now
utilize a portable automobile winch— i. e., a
one-half inch steel cable drum and winch is

mounted on a powerful auto truck. Greater
flexibility is at once attained with this ar-

railroad locomotives in one case to haul
down their observation balloons when a
particularly rapid advance by the Allies

threatened to envelop them, balloons and
all. "Blimp" crews operate at altitudes of
five thousand to six thousand feet usually,

altho a twenty-five hundred to three thou-
sand foot level is common, all depending
upon the aerial activity of the enemy, and
the extent of territory over which they
have to observe.
Locomotives are also brought into play

by the Allies in this interesting arm of the
military activities, a very important branch
when it is considered that the observation
balloons are the eyes of the army. On a
flat car there is mounted a motor-driven
winch of the modern reciprocating, auto-
matic adjustment, cable drum type, of ex-
tremely positive action. This car is trailed

behind the locomotive in conjunction with
an additional box car and another flat car.

The box car is used to convey the gas
stored under enormous pressure in steel

"bottles," and the second flat car has the

important service of carrying the balloon,

bag and basket complete. The locomotive
is of the armored type, and we therefore
have a formidable "spy" in the shape of
this aerial observation train and its equip-
ment.
Beside carrying the gas on the flat cars,

motor trucks or "camions" as they are now
called thruout the Allied army, there are
also generating stations situated behind the

Photo © by Comm. on Public Information

Group of American Balloon Assistants on
Duty at the "Gas Bottles"—Each Bottle Con-
tains Hydrogen Gas for Filling the "Blimp."

lines. Here the hydrogen gas is electro-

lytically produced on an enormous scale.

The gas is generated in fairly large cement
tanks that have been built into the ground,
the tops of these tanks being placed flush

with the level of the surrounding earth.

These entire apparata have camouflaged
covers, hiding the plants from the eyes of
the "boche" aviators. The cells are like-

wise made of cement, and are sixteen in

number to a unit. The hydrogen gas is

gathered by collector pipes that lead the gas
to the gasometers or measuring instruments.
It is then allowed to pass into the intake

end of a force pump, comprest and forced
out of the exhaust side, into the steel con-
tainers

—
"gas bottles"—as they are popu-

larly termed "Over There". The oxygen
that is generated simultaneously with the
production of the hydrogen gas, is stored

^hoto-Telephone Beview

This Motor-car, Manned by French Soldiers on the Somme Battle-front, Carries
the Winch and Telephone for the Handling of the "Blimp" Balloon. The U. S.

Army Also Uses Automobile Winches.

rangement, for in case of attack
or due to sudden high winds, the
winch truck can travel along in

the proper direction while the
balloon is being hauled in. These
winches are arranged with a
separate engine to wind up the
cable, but the drum may be oper-
ated from the auto engine when
necessary, or both engines can be
used for either the auto mechan-
ism or the cable winch. The
Germans are said to have used

The Allies as Well as the Germans Have Used Locomotives as Winches to Haul Down
"Blimps" In Emergency.
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and used by the "Gas and Flame" Squads.

The oxygen is combined with acetylene,

thereby creating an intensely hot flame upon
ignition.

In the construction of the balloon bag,

almost without exception, the panel system

of manufacturing is adopted, i. e., rec-

tangular panels of fabric cemented and

sewn together in the same form as bricks

are laid. There are at least two plies of

fabric in the ordinary balloon; in places

there are three. This refers to the gas-

holding envelope. The rudder and the in-

terior ballonet is generally only one ply

thick. Where two or three-ply material is

used, it is cemented on the bias, thus gain-

ing enormously in resistance to tears. As a

matter of fact, it is almost impossible to

tear three-ply balloon fabric with one's

hands.
The U. S. Army "blinips" are of the

French type, measuring ninety feet long by
thirty-five feet in diameter. The greatest

beam, to speak nautically, is about one-third

of the length from the bow to the stern.

From here it tapers off somewhat toward
the stern, thereby gaining a streamline effect.

Ripping

Panel

4ft bo/tonet-,

Stream/me /'Automatic

Body ; valve

Forward
Bat'oneP

R/poing Mooring
Panel eue

Grab ropes

IAir inlahe

Propeller Grab *opes

Pontoon ftoots

A Longitudinal View of a Power Driven Airship. A "Blimp" It Is Termed by the Allies.
It Is Cross-Sectioned in Order to Show the Essential Parts, the Relative Positions and
the General Contour of This Type of Airship. The Completeness and Detail with Which
the Above Schematic Illustration Has Been Executed, Should Prove Self-Explanatory.

Photo © by Com
Raising an American Observation Balloon of

The "blimps" have air filled rudders which
resemble a large "earth worm," extending
clear around the center belt at the back of

the gas bag, and also down and under the

rear section. One side or the other of this

air-rudder compartment is filled or emptied
as required, thus presenting more or less

head resistance to the wind and causing the

"blimp" to swing around to the right or left

as desired. The observer's basket is slung
well below the gas bag so as to ride easily,

and also to enable the pilot to cut loose

with his parachute, in case the balloon is

hit by an incendiary bullet or shell and set

on fire.

The appendages attached to the rear of

the balloon, are technically known as the

air-rudders. Tho the principle involved in

the operation of this air-rudder is ex-
tremely simple it is nevertheless rather

difficult to describe in mere words. The
action of the ballonet can be better under-
stood by referring to the illustration where
the observation balloon is shown in section,

looking at it from the bow at the point

where the automatic valve cord runs trans-

versely across the balloon. The reader, I

trust, can understand from this illustration

just how the valve works.
The automatic valves, H, are connected

by a cord, X, to a stop immediately oppo-
site to itself. Riding on this cord is an
aluminum thimble, C; the thimble is fas-

tened to a series of spider-legged cords, K,

on Public Information

the "Blimp" Class.

which in turn are sewn to the upper surface
of the ballonet, A, consisting of a one ply

thickness of balloon
fabric and placed on
the interior of the
bag, separating it

into two sections

;

the lower being the
ballonet, the size
of which amounts to
about one-third of
the entire capacity
of the balloon, and
it is air filled. The
inside portion of the
bag above the sep-
arating ballonet par-
tition, comprises the
other two-thirds of
the containing fac-
tors of the bag, and
is filled with the lift-

ing agent, namely,
hydrogen gas.

The balloon is

not, as popular
opinion seems to im-
agine, entirely filled

with this gas. Due to the ex-

pansion and contraction of gas

in direct ratio to atmospheric
conditions, some means neces-

sarily had to be adopted in or-

der that the shape of the bal-

loon would remain the same at

all times. In other words, the

internal pressure had to be

maintained at a certain con-

stant. To accomplish this, the

air-filled ballonet was adopted.

The ballonet is located in the

interior of the balloon proper,

and it runs diagonally from
end to end; from the lower
surface at the forward end to

the upper surface at the rear

end, or stern of the observa-
tion balloon.

The physical action of the

automatic valve comes into

play when the gas in the upper
portion of the envelope ex-
pands. This expansion of the

gas forces the upper wall of

the ballonet downward, thereby
keeping the internal pressure
constant. As the ballonet is

forced down, it takes with it

the spider legs, K, which in

turn draw the aluminum
thimble with them. The thimble,
riding downward on the auto-

matic valve cord, X, pulls it, and the in-

creased tension opens the valve, allowing
the gas to escape.

As the gas escapes, the internal pressure
tends to become less, and the pressure of
the air in the ballonet, which is equal to

that of the wind, entering it indirectly from
the air-rudder, forces the ballonet, A, up-
ward, and as the tension is removed from
the thimble, the valves, H, due to their self-

contained spring loading, automatically
close. The hand valve produces the same ac-

tion, and the gas can be made to escape by
the pilot pulling this rope at his discretion.

An explanation of the air-rudder will not
be amiss here, and it will serve to show how
the air in the ballonet is put under pressure
by its action. This rudder is situated on
the outside of the main bag, toward the

stern and underneath. It is a sausage-like
arrangement running towards the stern and
ending in two small pipes which are com-
municant with the fins. These fins approxi-
mate the shape of the rudder, and are
placed toward the stern of the bag and at

its "equator". An aperture of about one
inch in diameter is located at the forward

{Continued on page 492)

Close-Up View of "Basket" Used On "Blimps"—They
Usually Have a Capacity of Two Men.

BACK NUMBERS!—Many readers desire to obtain back numbers of this Journal. We have a limited quantity of these back Issues on
hand and can supply them at the following rates:—Back numbers of The Electrical Experimenter not over three months old, 15 cents
each; over three months old, 20 cents each, over one year old, 35 cents each.
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NOVEL X-RAYS
AN INTERVIEW WITH THE ED"

By "Fips", Office Boy

FTER several sleepless nights, I finally

made up my mind to interview the

Chief, even tho it would cost me my
job. A certain matter disturbed me
and I simply had to get it off my

4 F1A
around the machine were to be attired in

"Frankfurter'-colored lingerie, while the

Hun officers were to appear in Sauerkraut-

colored pajamas, with X-Ray green com-
plexions—indicating death by concentrated

Sauerkraut-gas.
"War sure is hell", muttered the poor

artist as he walked unsteadily from the

sanctum as if in a trance,

trying to memorize all

those colors.

Trembling I entered the

sanctum, altho I knew
from experience that the
Chief, having delivered
himself of his monthly
"atrocity", would be in a

fair humor. Indeed he
was. With his right hand
he kept throwing rejected

manuscripts into the
waste-basket, while with
his disengaged right foot

he shoved hundreds of re-

jected "Phoney Patents"
into a trap door in the

floor. Down they went
right into the automatic
paper baling machine lo-

cated in the cellar. The
Chief, for once smiled.
Why shouldn't he. Busi-
ness was good—in re-

jected M.S.S. For if there

was no money in the
magazine business, due to

preposterous paper prices

—lie always sold $50.00

recently from your worshipping readers,

who are begging you on their knees to pub-
lish your august countenance."
"Withering inseck," yelled the Chief,

"fool, knave, wouldst thou deprive me of
mine daily bread? Yon letters mean 50
simoleons in baled paper to mine income a
day, at present market prices."

"I thought of all that, Chief. But sup-
pose I know of a way to publish your pic-

ture, and still get the letters
!"

Instantly the Chief was all attention and
I explained my plan to him minutely.
Next morning I walked into his sanctum

with the proof of the adjoining X-Ray
photo of his head, and after he had snorted
his approval of it, I began

:

"Illustrious Mumbo-jumbo ! Your elee-

mosynary servant would fain address sev-
eral questions to his august master "

"Why August?" exploded he, "this is

September, is it not? But proceed and be
short

!"

"Chief," I began, "it is of paramount im-
portance to your readers, just where all

those classical ideas of yours originate? Do
they find their birth in these white, blank
spaces, of which there are so many scat-

tered thruout your reverend dome?"
The Chief grew pensive : "No not all of

them," he said, "only strictly ethereal ones."
"What accounts for the extraordinary

emptiness of the upper, back section of
your skull, Chief?" I continued.
"Very simply explained. At the time the

exposure was taken, I thought of you.
Naturally my mind was blank !"

(Continued on page 488)

Actual X-Ray Photo of Mr. H. Gernsback. This Picture Was
Taken in 3 Seconds with a Powerful 5 K. W X-Ray Machine.

Mr. Gernsback Was Lying on a Photographic Plate, FACE
DOWN, the X-Rays Penetrating the Entire Skull- Note the

Upper Right Hand Gold Tooth. No Sensation Is Felt While the

Rays Penetrate the Skull, Except a Slight Contraction of the

Two Eye Balls. Photo, Dr. B. Fidler, N. Y. C.

chest. So I cautiously pussyfooted in to his

sanctum, climbed on a chair, and ambushed

him by way of an open transom.

The prospect did not look very promis-

ing. Our Editor-in-Chief was very, very

busy. With his left hindmost foot he was
O.K.ing "E. E." press proofs, by means of

a rubber stamp attached to his heel. He
glanced at the proofs thru an inverted peri-

scope. To his left ear was strapped a tele-

phone receiver over which the latest elec-

trical and scientific news came trickling in.

Of these he made notes using his left hand

to write them down in Morse code on a

constantly moving paper tape. He was just

discussing the next "E. E." cover with the

cover artist, and that poor mortal was per-

spiring freely trying to devise some brand

new color scheme that would—in the

Chief's language
—"knock 'em dead !" The

Chief wanted an ultra-violet-sky, tinged

with a carbuncle-heliotrope shade. The
war machine—which sure was to win the

war this trip—and which was to form the

hair-raising subject of the cover—was to be

a deep Hun-blooded red-vermillion, with

garlic colored reflexes, while the wheels

were to be of a deep-frozen helium-argon

shaded gray, with canary-colored aigrettes

on the hubs. Our soldiers were to be

camouflaged in chameleon (changeable) col-

ored uniforms, with lilac scented clodhop-

pers! The dead Huns piled sky high

h

worth of
baled manu-
script paper a

day ! And that

didn't cost
iim one cent.

Besides most
contributors
use good pa-

per, too, which
commands a

higher price

!

After dis-

creetly cough-
ing a couple
hundred times
to attract his

attention, I

finally caught
the Chief's
eye.

"Well, what
is it?" thun-
dered he,
working right

ahead with his

four extremi-
ties.

'Anointed
ief," I said,

there have
been millions

of requests

Chi Remarkable X-Ray Photo Showing Incipient Tuberculosis. In This Picture

Right Is Left and Vice Versa. The Air in the Lungs Photographs White.
Note That Right Lung is Deeply Affected with Pleuresy, One Half of It

Showing Black. The Arrows Point to Sections of Lungs Diseased with
Incipient Tuberculosis. Photo Courtesy Dr. B. Fidler, N. Y. C.
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Electricity Aids Hun "Movie" Spies

A GAIN we have the unfailing "Movie"

f\ to supply the thrill which all must

I % experience to get away from the

humdrum of every day life. This
time our reportorial eye was glued

to see the "writing on the wall," as it were,
and with a little sleuthing on our part we '

By GEORGE HOLMES

Lertz gives him money to carry out the

plot.

Dr. Wolf prepares germ cultures and
from it a paste impregnated with the living

germs. Thru this paste he permits com-
mon house flies to walk, thus transferring
the germs to them. Then the flies are re-

This instrument gained the first infor-
mation which the Secret Service received in

regard to the plan of the Imperial German
Government's spies and plotters in America
to destroy the Du Pont de Nemours muni-
tions plant at Hopewell, Va. A woman sus-
pected of being in sympathy and in the con-

Below—Fig. 1. A
Gripping Scene
From "The Eagle's
Eye," When Dr.
Wolf, a German
Born Chemist Re-
siding in New York
City, Determines to
Spread Broadcast
the Dread Epidemic—Poliomyelitis.

At Right—Fig. 2.

Using the "Dicto-
graph" to Get the
Evidence on a Gang
of Spys and Plot-
ters. Thru the petty
Jealousy of two
Women the "Secret
Service" Detective
Learns All.

I
Below—Fig. 3. The
Final Episode From
"The Eagle's Eye"
-Whce the Ger-
man Spies Try
Their Best to
Wreck a Big Amer-
ican Railroad. But
Trust to Harrison
Grant and Dashing
Dixie Mason of the
"Secret Service" to
Watch the Tele-
graph Lines and
Catch the Dastard-
ly Plotters Just In

the Nick of Time.
This Movie Thriller
Abounds in Electri-
cal and Scientific

Features.

came back with some more scenes from
that truly dramatic photo-play masterpiece
—-"The Eagle's Eye"—which is doing much
to show our stay-at-homes what the
vigilance of the eternal Secret Service has
protected us against.

First is the plot to spread the dread epi-

demic of infantile paralysis thruout the
land. Dr. Wolf is a chemist, German born
and trained, who has a small laboratory in

a tenement section of New York. (See
Fig. 1.) In a medical journal he learns
that it is possible to isolate the poliomyelitis
germ, the cause of infantile paralysis. A
scheme for causing an epidemic occurs to
him. He goes to Heinric von Lertz and
explains that the number of deaths which
will result will so weaken the morale of
Americans, that the possibility of the United
States joining in the war against Imperial
Germany would be removed forever. Von

leased to scatter the germs to the food of
the city.

He next begins drinking, in an excess of
enthusiasm over the success of his plot. He
falls, in a drunken condition on the table

of his laboratory, cutting his hand on a
broken culture tube. He is infected with
the dread disease he has caused in so many
helpless children, and dies in agony.

Petty jealousies on the part of women
have caused some of the greatest catastro-
phies of history. Yet this trait on the part
of the eternal feminine has often been
turned to good advantage, and in one in-

stance it was the direct cause of the Secret
Service gaining the first information of one
of the most gigantic plots planned by the
Imperial German Government's spies and
plotters in America. In this case resort
was made to the use of a dictograph to

listen in on the conversation of the plotters.

fidence of Ambassador von Bernstorff,

Captains Boy-ed and von Papen, and Dr.
Heinrich Albert, the four leaders of the

Kaiser's spy army in America was shadowed
to a hotel. The operative who had followed
them had no trouble in obtaining the room
next to the one assigned to the suspect.

The microphone was then attached to the

door between the two rooms and the opera-
tive affixt the head-'phones. (See Fig. 2.)

Information was not long in coming. The
suspect had a caller, also a woman. A quar-
rel ensued in which the suspect accused the

other woman of attempting to usurp her
place in the confidence of the Imperial Ger-
man spy leaders in America. The quarrel
exposed the fact that the accusation was
based upon some plot suggested by the caller

in regard to the munitions plant at Hope-
well.

(Continued on page 504)
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Electrified Barriers Stop Fish in Streams

ON many occasions, particularly
where large irrigating ditches are
in use, and also in many large
fisheries where fish are hatched and
often are guided thru different

water channels from one lake to another,

composed of heavy iron or other metallic
wire, which may extend nearly to the bed
of the stream or ditch. The different
strength currents are applied, as the il-

lustration clearly shows, to the successive
barriers, so that the weakest current of

of all sizes at such places will be turned
back without fear of killing the smaller
fish, by subjecting them to a sudden charge
of excessively heavy current, which might
easily be the case if but one electrode
charged at a fairly high potential were em-
ployed. As will be seen, one side of each
of the transformer secondary coils is con-
nected to a common conductor which is

grounded, i.e., connected to earth. Thus,
the current will pass thru the earth, thence
thru the water to the respective metal wire
barriers hanging in the stream. The metal
barrier wires or rods do not need to be very
close together, and yet they will protect as
efficiently as a small mesh net.

According to a French electrician, the
temperature of the carbon filament in an
incandescent lamp approached 2,000 degrees.

The Old Way to Stop Fish from Going Up a Stream Was by Means of Nets, but the Newer
Electrified Barrier Method Illustrated Is Much Superior. By Means of a Water-Power Elec-

tric Generator, the Stream Is Made to Furnish Its Own Electrifying Current.

etc., it is often very difficult to keep the fish

from passing up undesired streams. It is

not always feasible to prevent fish from
following along such water channels by
placing nets in the stream, for, in many
cases, when a sufficiently small mesh net
is available and placed in the stream, it will

impede the flow of water too greatly. On
the other hand, if a large mesh net is used,
the small fish and young ones will readily
pass thru the net. Not so, however, with
the electrified fish-stop here illustrated, and
which was recently patented by an Okla-
homa genius, Henry T. Burkey, who often
had the vexing experience of standing on
the bank of one of his irrigation ditches,
and seeing countless schools of fish of all

sizes swarming along thru the ditch, even
tho a number of nets had been properly
placed to prevent their passing into that
particular ditch.

To circumnavigate the shortcomings of
the net method of preventing fish migration
along undesired water channels such as this,

Mr. Burkey thought of providing a gradu-
ated electric fish shocker, such as the one
shown in the accompanying illustration.

The electric power for charging such a
fish-stop can, moreover, be derived from the
the stream itself, by means of a small
water turbine-dynamo placed into the
stream. Electric power from the dynamo is

carried to a small out-building housing a
transformer which provides a series of grad-
uated voltages. In other words, the trans-
former takes the current from the dynamo
at a potential of, say, 110 volts, and converts
it into currents of several gradually increas-
ing voltages with potentials of 25, 75, 125
and 200 volts, for example.

The fish-stop barriers can be made from
lengths of iron pipe supported on suitable
insulating pedestals on the banks of the
stream. The iron pipe carries a barrier

twenty-five volts is placed at the mouth or

entrance of the ditch, and the current along
the channel gradually increased in voltage

to the rear of the outlet end, where a cur-

rent of two hundred volts potential is met
with—sufficient to turn back the largest fish.

In this way Mr. Burkey proposes to elec-

trify any particular section of a stream or

irrigation canal, with a gradually increasing
intensity of electric current, whereby fish

THESE SPECTACLES CARRY
THEIR OWN LIGHT.
By Frank C. Perkins

The accompanying illustration sh6ws an
electric spectacle lamp and frame developed
by an Idaho inventor, Mr. Ladislaus Zach-
ara. This electric spectacle lamp and
frame provides means of bringing powerful
electric lighting on a spectacle lamp and
frame around the eye or eyes in the fore-
head, in order to exclude shadow from the
side of the object where it is desired to see
it clearly and yet leave both hands of the
user free. It has an electric wiring system
inside of the spectacle frame. For instance,
a hollow socket and a passage thru the
center of the lamps may be provided and a
dark sleeve inside the passage of the lamp
will enable the user to see the object clearer.
There is provided a cylindrical passage

in the lamp which curves out on the point
of the lamp and this curving can be shaped
to any desired design. It is intended to
give the eyes protection from overstrain-
ing by virtue of limiting the view thru open-
ings in which dark tubings are mounted,
thus protecting the eyes from too power-
ful light rays, the wide protecting frame
catching the rays and throwing them back
from the direction of the face. The bulb
can be equipt with small reflectors if de-
sired.

The Mystic Trio—Who are They?
"Spectacles." Each Pair of Glasses Carries Its Own Electric Light Between

Current Being Supplied from a Small Pocket Battery.

Ah! the Secret Is out,_they are Wearing the very Latest In
the Lenses,
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How Can We Tell "Real" Death?

c
I
ONSIDERABLE research in the

realm of that branch of medical
science dealing with real and appar-

ent death shows that medical men
practically agree that in view of

the facts available on the matter, and also

in view of their various experiences, that it

is possible for a person to apparently die,

and yet be in such a perfect trance or state

of syncope that they can defy practically

every ordinary test
which the physician

might apply, to deter-

mine if life had en-

tirely left the body.

Briefly, the facts in a

number of such cases

show that the respira-

tion or breathing func-

tion may drop to such

a low point that it is

imperceptible and will

not show on any or-

dinary indicating ap-

paratus, as for in-

stance the well known
mirror test. Also the

person may be in

a state of syncope
with the heart func-

tioning at such a low
state of activity that

it is impossible by any
ordinary means em-
ployed by the physi-

cian, to determine
whether the person is

actually dead for all

time or only in a tem-
porary trance. These
facts are of vital im-
portance to all of us
and of supreme inter-

est to be sure, for we
have all heard or read
of persons being bur-
ied alive or while in a
trance state.

Many people proba-
bly have scoffed at such
statements or stories,

but there are a suf-

ficient number of cases

on record to prove
that we do not as yet

know all concerning
human life, and as to

what the real germ of

life is. For instance,

if one will go down to

the New York Acad-
emy of Medicine, and
there consult the rec-

ords of a number of

eminent British physi-

cians and scientists

who visited India some
years ago, they will

find the official rec-

ords, many of which
are sworn to, cover-
ing the wonderful per-
formances of the so-

called Hindu fakirs. These exponents of ad-
vanced science can place themselves in a state

of suspended animation, or syncope, for long
periods ; even as long as a month. During
the time he is in this syncope, the subject
appears to all intents and purposes to be
actually dead, and can even be buried in

the earth in a sealed coffin. After the pre-
scribed time is up, the subject is revived by
his friends and he is as much alive as ever.

By H. WINFIELD SECOR

We have not the space here to discuss the
most interesting phases of this entrancing
branch of ultra-science, which has been but
little investigated in a qualitative and quan-
titative way.
The writer has consulted a number of

prominent New York physicians on this

phase of medical science among others
Dr. E. M. Overton, who attended the well-
known actress Miss Anna Held, who re-

The Principal Known Methods of Determining the State of "Real"
or "Syncope" Are Illustrated Above. This Is One of the Most

Science.

cently died of pneumonia with complica-
tions. It was reported in the daily press
that she manifested a remarkable state of
suspended animation for two hours, but this

is not true. The patient, however, did pre-
sent a remarkable case, and a short syncope
did occur. Dr. Overton recalled two cases
in his experience where a syncope, or state

of "suspended animation," occurred for a
period of about five minutes. The patients

were pronounced dead to all intents and
purposes, after all tests, including those of

respiration and heart action had been thor-

oly carried out. A very interesting and
little known experiment was carried out in

these two cases, that of injecting adrenalin
into the heart proper with a long-needle

syringe, a quantity of about one-half cubic

centimeter being sufficient. These patients

were brought back to life in this way (these

experiments having
been conducted at a
well - known New
York hospital) after

all bodily processes
and organic func-

tions had ceased, in

a period of sus-
pended animation
lasting about five

minutes. One of
these patients, a wo-
man, was success-

fully resuscitated in

this way and died
eventually by con-
tracting pneumonia.
As Dr. Overton ex-
plained, "We cannot
boost the heart or
cause it to work be-
yond its limit, once
the critical period in

its life has been
reached." But in this

case the patient was
an alcoholic and had
been under severe
exposure to the cold

when received at the

hospital. The second
case was that of a

man, and at last ac-

counts he was still

alive. The writer
knows of a case

where a woman thir-

ty years of age past

into a state of sus-

pended animation,

due undoubtedly to a

severe sickness thru
which she had past

and who resuscitated

herself after a syn-

cope of twenty-four
hours ; this lady is

alive and well today
at the age of sixty-

five years. The pa-

tient in this case had
been pronounced
dead by the attend-

ing physician, and
came back to a reg-

ular state of life and
activity when in her
coffin.

Thus when all is

said and done, we
are vitally interested

beyond the perad-
venture of a doubt

in knowing what medical science has found
out today in order to determine surely and
accurately when life has past from the

body, and below are given the principal tests

which are used, as well as a number of

newly suggested tests for this all important

determination. Before going further it is

well to remember that all undertakers today

embalm the body, and the embalming fluid,

(Continued on page 498)

Death from a Trance
Baffling Problems In
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Searchlights With Aircraft Sound Detectors
The accompanying photograph shows one

of the large Austrian searchlights used on
the Italian front in the recent offensive by
that country. As will be noted this search-

© Underwood & Underwood

An Austrian Searchlight on the Italian Front Equipt With Sound
Detectors. Austrian Soldiers Are Listening for the Approach of

Italian Aircraft.

light is equipt with special sound detectors

comprising a series of large megaphones
mounted in circular fashion about the

searchlight frame, so when the operators
quickly move the searchlight and adjust the

mechanism, an approaching aeroplane, or
fleet of enemy aeroplanes, will produce the
maximum sound in the acoustic receivers
attached to the megaphones. Thus the
searchlight beam will automatically and
simultaneously be focust in the same direc-

tion to that in which the megaphones are
pointing.

This unique arrangement for locating and

revealing the enemy aircraft is used most
efficaciously at night of course. It is quite

surprising to learn that a simple megaphone
of even small size, such as that here shown,

will indicate the ap-
proach of an aeroplane,

owing to the great vol-

ume of sound given off

by the gasoline motor
propelling the plane.
The French Aerial Ob-
servation Corps have
made very extensive
use of these megaphone
aircraft detectors. They
have been much em-
ployed in the larger

cities of France, in-

cluding Paris, for de-
tecting the approach of
hostile aerial squadrons
or even a single enemy
plane, even when they
are several miles
away.

The object of

using the mega-
tm ' phone horns is that

they will respond
with the maximum
sound when they
are pointed to
within even a few
degrees of the
source from which
the sound is eman-
ating, which is in

this case, of

course, the enemy
aeroplane motor.
The photograph,
as aforementioned,

shows Austrian observers listening for
the approach of Italian aircraft. With
such devices available it is possible

for the military intelligence de-
partment to ascertain the approach —

j|

of enemy bombing planes when
they are at a considearble distance, and
when thus armed with this advance in-

formation, it is a simple matter to bring
up the anti-aircraft artillery, many of the

guns of which are mounted on high-pow-
ered automobiles, and provide a very warm
reception for the enemy intruder when they
arrive on the proposed scene of action.

MOVING ELECTRIC ROLLERS
MASSAGE WHOLE BODY AT

ONCE.
Possibly you are one of those individuals

who have become somewhat avoirdupois,
perhaps, several dozen pounds too much;
in that case you may have had recourse to

a masseur specialist, as many people have.
Again, it is also quite possible that you did
not attain the reduction in obesity that you
had expected. Body massage, like many
other things, is efficient only when kept up
regularly and very thoroly.

The machine here illustrated aims toward
the end of perfect thoroness in body mas-
sage, and the reader will see at once that

the inventor of this recently patented con-
traption, no matter how uncomfortable it

may appear first-hand, has evolved a very
ingenious, and apparently very efficient mas-
sage machine, which, when adjusted to the
patient's form, will proceed to massage the
chest and leg muscles in a much more thoro
manner than is the case when this treat-

ment is performed by hand.
A small electric motor is employed with

HEAT AND LIGHT TREATMENT
LAMP.

The illustration shows a new and im-
proved thermo light, which has been de-
signed along scientific lines for the proper
infusion of electric light and heat.

This unique reflector so directs the heat
rays of the special lamp that they produce
the best results with minimum current

consumption and without
the rapid deterioration of
the filament.

The heat rays are effec-

tive over an area of approx-
imately 50 square inches and
not focust in a small burn-
ing spot.

The outside shell and in-

side reflector are
constructed o f

aluminum, mak-
ing the device
very light in

weight, which
permits pro-
longed treatment
fatigue.

It comes complete with lamp,
to operate on any direct or alter-

nating circuit not exceeding 125

volts, 8 feet cable and attach-

ment plug.

The Latest in Body Massage Machines Is Here Illustrated.
The Motor- Driven Rollers Fit the Exact Contour of the Body

and Are Adjustable.

without

Heat and Light Treatment Will Often Work Wonders
Where Medicine Fails. This Thermo Light Connects

With Any Current Outlet.

A group of European electri-

cians decided, after experiment-
ing, that better results were
obtained by placing the car-

bons in arc lamps horizontally

and one slightly above the other.

suitable gearing, so as to cause the two
sets of wooden or other rollers to travel

on endless chains. By means of the two
handles shown on the right and left hand
sides of the machine, the two uprights car-

rying the moving roller belts, can be moved
toward or away from the "patient's" body,
until they are adjusted accurately for each
particular case. Also the upper rollers car-

rying the drums over which the roller belts

travel, are adjustable and can be moved up
and down vertically, so as to permit the
belts of the top rollers to conform accurate-
ly to the shape of the body.
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New Westinghouse Research Laboratory
THE research work of the great West-

inghouse electrical concern has al-

ways been carried on under the di-

rection of the engineering depart-
ment. In 1906, the research division

was organized as one of the several divi-

example, it has charge of the preparation of

all specifications for the purchase of the ma-
terials used by the company, together with
the experimental and development work
leading up to the writing of these specifica-

tions, says Mr. C. E. Skinner, the chief en-

manufacture of its product. It has charge
of the routine chemical and physical test-

ing for all departments, including the in-

spection departments. It has technical con-
trol of the various metallurgical processes,

such as those involved in the brass foundry,

Two Views of the New Westinghouse Research Laboratories and the Chief Engineer—Mr. C. E. Skinner. Here is Where Some of the Best
Brains and Technical Talent in the Country Will Strive to Help Win the War for Uncle Sam.

sions of the engineering department, and it

now has under its control seven labora-
tories.

The work of the division includes activi-

ties which are not usually clast as re-

search work in other organizations. For

gineer and Mr. R. W. E. Moore,1 in a recent
article describing these interesting labora-
tories. Mr. Skinner's photo is reproduced
herewith. First there is a process section,

which has technical control of all the va-
rious processes used by the company in the

copper mill, scrap-recovery plant, et cetera.

The laboratories under the control of the

division are the chemical laboratory, the

physical testing laboratory, the process labo-

ratory, the electrical laboratory, the molded-
(Continued on page 503.)

Fair Telephone Operators Join Uncle Sam Overseas
HURRAH for the fourth unit of tele-

phone operators, already taking its

place in France beside the other
three, and making things hum "over there

!"

The cable "Arrived safely," is brief, to be
sure, but what it really means to say is,

"Sixty more French-speaking American
girls have arrived in France to operate war
switchboards for Uncle Sam and our boys."
They have volun-
teered to do this as

their contribution
toward winning the

war, because they
feel that it is the
thing that they can
do best. As one of
them put it, if they
didn't go they would
feel like slackers,
and would be slack-

ers just as much as
any m a n who
shirked his duty.
More are ready to
go, but they are not
needed at present,
and are continuing
their training over
here.

With minds filled

with the end to be
attained, these girls

and those who pre-
ceded them, to-
gether with those
who are to follow,
have traveled from
the four corners of H ats Off to These Am
the United States. Genera

Since every little town and every big

city in the United States produces a differ-

ent type of individual, these girls, when they
meet, cannot help being surprised at the

ways and characteristics of one another.
These operators hold a unique position

in the army, being pioneers in their line.

Many things in connection with their status

in the army are not well defined as yet,

but will evolve with time. Need for such a
unit was felt, the call went out, and the

need was met. Minor details were left to

time to be worked out.

For instance, after an elapse of several

months, some changes have been made in

the uniforms.
A summer outfit, consisting of a blue alpaca

suit of the same cut as the heavy one, with
a straw sailor, and a
little aviation cap
has been enthusias-
tically welcomed by
the girls, who have
felt the disadvan-
tages of possess-
ing one suit only,

and that a very
warm one for a hot
day. Dark blue silk

shirtwaists to sup-
plement the white
ones filled a much-
felt need, and sim-
plified the laundry
question consider-
ably, while rubber
cloaks, arctics, and
other accessories

also helped to make
up a complete, com-
fortable, and good-
looking wardrobe.

—

Photo , courtesy
Telephone Review.

erican Telephone Operators Now Safely Landed In France and Helping
I Pershing to Keep His Lines of Communication Working.

An electrically con-
trolled machine for

sorting coffee beans
lias been invented.
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A Gyro Electric "Movie" Camera
for the Battlefield

PHOTOGRAPHY fills a most impor-

tant niche in this business of Kanning
the Kaiser ! There is hardly a branch

of the service that is lacking a camera-

man, whose business it is to bring

back an indestructible, true and vivid rec-

ord of what is going on "Over There" in the

The Latest Gyroscopic Electric "Movie" Camera for Use In Photo-
graphing Battlefield and Aerial Views. The Gyroscope Holds the

Camera Steady at All Times.

fight for democracy. And thus will our
children and their children's children be
able to see the struggle that was made to

preserve the liberty of the good old U. S. A.
The strides made in the art of recent

years reflect what an advance has been
made over the now seemingly antique meth-
ods of photography used in the Civil War.

In the days of '61 no great interest was
evinced in the hazardous task of taking
pictures under battle-front conditions and
on the march. The very few men inter-

ested enough to undertake the task were
mostly "free lances," doing things on their

own hook. Considering everything we are
to-day indeed fortunate in still having quite
a number of these photographs, whose
value shall increase in the years to come of
that memorable struggle between the North
and South.

All this is now changed. On every bat-

tle-front you will find the photographer.
Whether on land, up in the air or on the
sea, you will find him turning his crank or
clicking his Graflex.
To overcome some of the difficulties ex-

perienced with the standard movie camera
one large camera concern has devised a
new type of machine adapted for use under
the most adverse conditions.

It is constructed on much the same lines

as the usual motion-picture camera, but
more substantially, so that it will outlast the
wear and tear of service on the battle-field.

The film magazines, shutter, take-up ar-
rangement, lenses, etc., are located on one
side of the camera and identical with the
usual machine.
On the opposite side may be seen the elec-

trical drive for the film. See cut above. The
motor is self-contained and fitted with ball-

bearings to reduce the friction and make
the driving almost noiseless. The motor is

geared up so that at its maximum speed
the machine takes about 24 pictures per
second ; the speed of the motor as well as
the starting is controlled by a small lever
on the side of the case which, when prest,

causes resistance to be cut out of the cir-

cuit and the motor gains speed. Two dials

are set in the top of the camera to show the
speed of the film.

The all important feature is the small
stabilizing gyroscope placed on the front

end of the camera and driven by a separate
electric motor. After the gyroscope has
attained its maximum speed of 5,000 r.p.m.

(it takes about five minutes to do this) it

becomes possible for the photographer to

move about, run, walk, ride and do nu-
merous other things, while he simply holds

the camera by the two
handles (one on each
side). The camera
will always maintain
its horizontal plane
and take distinct and
clear pictures, without
resort to a tripod or
similar steadying de-
vice which would
otherwise be neces-
sary and always in the
way.
The battery is

carried in a separate
cabinet and consists
of a set of twelve
storage cells, the cas-
ings of which are
made of light cellu-

loid and fixt into one
solid unit. It delivers a
maximum of twenty-

four volts and about ten amperes.
The cells are so arranged that the acid

cannot spill should the battery be over-
turned or upset.

Extremely Compact Elec-
tric "Movie" Projector for
War Camp Work, Y. M.
C. A. "Huts," et cetera.

Next after taking our pictures and devel-

oping and printing them comes the need of

seeing what we have taken. The regulation

(Continued on page 504.)

IMPROVED LOUD-SPEAKING
TELEPHONES.

The loud-speaking telephone has come
to stay—only a few years ago it was prac-
tically unknown outside the laboratory. It

finds many new applications daily and you
are apt to meet it most anywhere nowa-
days.

A new type of duplex voice-transmitter
is illustrated here. It is a very sturdy in-

strument manufactured for severe usage.
On quite a few installations of this ap-

paratus as many as a thousand calls are
made in twenty-four hours, day after day.
Generally it is the telephone operator who
uses this equipment. A telephone operator
is always in a hurry and a transmitter de-
signed for the operator to take up and lay
down every time she uses it, does not stand
up as well as a transmitter mounted on an
extension telephone arm, one type of which
is here shown. This improved type of
transmitter is made without any movable
joints and in as few pieces as possible.

The reproducer horns are located in the
walls in flush type containing cabinets when
possible, as this makes an unobtrusive in-

stallation. Since the reproducer horns are
up out of the way where they are not sub-
jected to wear, and because they have no
moving parts to wear out, their life is prac-
tically unlimited.

The reproducer itself is mounted in a
dust-proof case, and is fully protected
against rusting.

Ordinarily there is but one switch used
on these loud-talking systems and that is

used for turning the current on and off.

Standard switches are used.
The latest type of reproducer has as

nearly permanent adjustment as possible.

The reproducers are "seasoned" before
shipment, so as to take care of any set-

tling of parts.

The duplex voice-transmitter is designed
for use on installations of from ten to
twenty loud-speaking reproducer horns. It

is approximately twice as powerful as the
single-voice transmitter, because each trans-
mitter energizes it's own individual circuit

of reproducer horns. Approximately half
of the reproducer horns being energized by
each transmitter, there is no electrical con-
nection between these tiansmitters, except
that they are energized by the same current
supply.

The concealed type horn and cabinet
shown has been designed particularly for
use in hospitals. The horn is white enameled
and the cabinet is given a final coat of paint
after being mounted in place, of the same
color used on the walls. The hinged door
gives ready access to the interior when it

is desired to clean or dust inside.

Loud-speaking 'Phone Cabinet of the
Wall Type. Sound Emerges Thru Grill at

Flush
Base.

Duplex Voice Transmitter
for Loud-speaker at Left.
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Electric Trucks Aid War Work
ytLONG with the great increase in

f\ woman labor in "the army behind the
• army," has come the use of a number
of devices which make possible a much
wider application of this labor than was
originally thought of. Today women are
making practically all of the great quantity

of munitions that is be-

ing used by the British

army.
One of the pictures

herewith shows women
workers loading shells

on one of the trains of
miniature railway cars,

used for moving these

shells about in one of the

great British munition
plants. Electricity is

used wherever possible

to expedite handling and
delivery. Overhead
cranes lift and carry the

heavy shells and place

them at their designated
places in the shell ware-
houses. Women opera-
tors work the overhead
cranes, direct the loading
of the shells on the cars,

as shown by the picture,

and also drive the little

storage battery tractor

which transports these

cars from building to

building. It will be seen
from the photograph that

thegirl in the foreground,
driving the storage bat-

tery tractor, is quite

youthful for the respon-
sibility of this job. How-
ever, these tractors have
been so simplified and
safeguarded that their operation now can
be performed by practically any person.

It is interesting to note that whereas the

cars of the railroad trains run on tracks, the

tractor which pushes these cars about does
not do so. It can haul a string of cars in

and then run past this string of cars, along
the aisle, and do work elsewhere while this

first string is being loaded. One of the de-
sirable features of this storage battery

tractor is that there is no overhead trolley

and that all danger by reason of electric

arcing, etc., is eliminated.

As our participation in the war assumes

greater and greater proportions we may ex-
pect to see large numbers of these little

tractors in use in our own munition plants.

The other photo shows how the electric

storage-battery equipt truck is "doing its

bit" in our pwn country. During the pres-

ent freight congestion and shortage of loco-

chanical and electrical perfection of the

storage battery, insure that money-making
result—most days in service per year.

PLAN TO ELECTRIC

Miniature Electric Railway Used for Moving Shells In a British Munition Plant.
Women Are Loading the Cars on the Second Track, While the String of Cars on
the First Track Is About Ready to Be Moved Out. Notice that the Tractor for
Moving the Cars Does Not Need to Run on the Ralls. It Is a Mobile Unit, Able to
Be Used Practically Anywhere. Electricity for This Tractor Is Furnished by

Edison Storage Batteries In the Two Compartments.

motives these trucks have often proved use-
ful in switching freight cars on sidings and
in factory yards. The photo shows an elec-

tric truck hauling three hefty tank cars

"somewhere in New Jersey."
The electric vehicle has a much wider

range of service than most people appre-
ciate. From the light 750-lb. delivery wagon
to the 15,000-lb. truck, there is a choice for
every industry.

The simplicity of the electric, whether
small delivery or giant truck; its ease of
operation and control, and freedom from
mechanical troubles

;
together with the me-

COMBINE
PLANTS.

Combination of elec-

tric generating systems
and eliminating of hun-
dreds of isolated and un-
economical plants is

under consideration by
the Fuel Administration
as a means of saving
fuel supplies. Represen-
tatives of the Fuel Ad-
ministration left New
York recently to attend

hearings before the Pub-
lic Service Commission
at Washington, D. C, at

which the subject will be
taken up as affecting
New York City.

Millions of tons of coal

would be saved, officials

say, by centralization.

The plan, too, if exe-
cuted, they say, would go
far toward relieving
terminal congestion and
lightening the loads car-

ried by rail and barge
lines.

The coal administra-
tion is conducting a gen-
eral investigation to de-
termine how centraliza-

tion best could be accom-
plished without working
undue hardships on the
owners of plants which
might be closed.

"It already has been demonstrated," said
a recent Fuel Administration order, "that in

many localities centralization may be ef-
fected without hardship and with a consid-
erable saving. England and France long
ago have taken steps in this general direc-
tion. In fact, a commission appointed in
England to investigate the subject has de-
scribed centralization as an economic neces-
sity. It is estimated in this report that an
economic saving of $600,000,000 would be
effected and the fuel requirements of the
industries now supplied with electrical
power cut in half."

An Electric Truck "Doing Its Bit" Somewhere In New Jersey. This Truck, Equipt with Edison Storage Batteries, Is Hauling
Three Tank Cars Without a Whimper.
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Popular Astronomy
THE SPIRAL NEBULAE AND THE ISLAND UNIVERSE THEORY—FIFTH PAPER

T
HE mystery of the spiral nebulae is

still unsolved. These peculiar struc-

tures exist in the heavens by hun-
dreds of thousands. They range in

size from The Great Andromeda
Nebula, which covers a space about one and

By ISABEL M. LEWIS

Of the U. S. Naval Observatory

tering near the north pole of this plane and

to a somewhat less degree near its south

pole the distribution of the spirals is quite

general thruout the heavens.

The reason that spiral nebulae should

avoid the neighborhood of the Milky Way,
which is the region

favored by the
gaseous nebulae, the

planetary nebulae
and the vast ma-
jority of the stars

is not yet satisfac-

torily explained. The
fact is most sig-

nificant and must be
considered in all
theories dealing with
the origin and na-
ture of the spiral

nebulae. The very
fact that the spirals

avoid the Milky
Way shows that
they are in some
way affected by it.

A second most
marked characteris-

tic of the spiral

nebulae is their ex-
tremely high ve-
locity of motion
thru space, the
greatest for any
class of celestial ob-

twenty miles per second. A few stars spok-
en of as "runaway stars" have a velocity of
one hundred or two hundred miles per sec-
ond, but these are quite exceptional and they
are sometimes referred to as visitors to our
galactic regions from regions beyond. In
fact celestial objects other than the spiral

nebulae that have unusually high velocities

of motion thru space such as the globular
star clusters and a few isolated types of
stars show the same avoidance of the plane
of the Milky Way that is shown by the
spiral nebulae. According to one explana-
tion this is due to the fact that a strong
gravitational field exists in this plane with
its hosts of star clouds, and its vast tracts

of nebulous matter, both luminous and non-
luminous. Globular star clusters or spiral

nebulae entering this field would not be able
to remain intact but would be disrupted and
scattered.

The spiral nebulae do not possess the
"bright-line" spectrum characteristic of the
strictly gaseous irregular and planetary
nebulae that are found in the vicinity of the
Milky Way but have the continuous type of
spectrum such as comes from our own sun
and such as would emanate from star-like

bodies. The spiral nebulae are for this

reason not considered to be strictly gaseous
objects but a conglomeration of stars and
nebulous matter. Dark streaks visible in a
number of spirals that lie edgewise to the
earth seem to show that these nebulae are
surrounded by some dark gaseous matter

No. 3.—The
With the 40

land. VI

Spiral Nebula in Centaurus (N. G. C. 5236) Photographed
-inch ReVector of the Lowell Observatory By C. O. Lamp-
'lew of a Spiral Nebula Lying Across the Line of Sight.

one-half degrees in length by half a degree

in width and is faintly visible without the

aid of a telescope, down to the tiny flecks

of light that are invisible to the human eye

directly but appear on the photographic

plates attached to our most powerful tele-

scopes after an exposure of several hours

duration.
Counts have been made of the number of

spiral nebulae upon photographic plates

within selected areas evenly distributed

over the sky with a view to determining the

probable number of these objects within

the reach of great telescopes. It has been

estimated as a result of these counts that

there are at least seven hundred thousand

small spirals photographically in reach of

the largest reflectors, while the total num-
ber may easily exceed one million.

In some regions these spirals are crowded

together in the greatest profusion. In a

most wonderful region in the constellation

Coma Berenices three hundred and four

faint spiral nebulae have been counted upon

a single photographic plate covering an area

of about three-fourths of a square degree,

tho a region of equal size only a few de-

grees distant contains but two spirals.

Aside from a marked avoidance of the

plane of the Galaxy and a noticeable clus-

jects. The radial ve-

locity, that is veloc-

ity in the line of

sight, has been
found for some of

the brighter spirals

and it is now known
that a number of

spirals have a radial

velocity of several

hundred miles per
second. Since mo-
tion in the line of
sight is but one
component of the
actual motion of a

body and can be
shown to be equal to

one half of the ac-

tual space velocity

of the object it fol-

lows that some of
the spirals are
known to be moving
thru space with a

velocity of more
than one thousand
miles a second. The
velocity of the stars

averages about

No. 4.—The Whirlpool Nebula (N. G. C. 5194) in Canes Venatici. One
of the Most Beautiful of the Spiral Nebulae. Its Spiral Structure Was
First Detected By Lord Rosse in 1845. Photographed With the 40-Inch
Reflector of the Lowell Observatory By C. O. Lampland. This Nebula
Also Lies At Riaht-annles to the Line of S'oht and Therefore the

Spiral Formation la Very Noticeable.
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that aborbs the light from the inner por-

tions.

Believers in the island universe theory

of the spiral nebulae consider that our
stellar system is also a spiral nebula and
that its form is essentially that depicted in

the accompanying photographs of charac-

teristic spiral nebulae. The spiral arms are

represented in our system by the star clouds

of the Milky Way. The well-known star

streaming tendencies of the stars represent

motions in and out along those spiral arms
toward and away from the nucleus of the

spiral. According to this theory dark
nebulous matter may exist in outlying por-

tions of the Milky Way similar to the

nebulous matter producing the dark streaks

in the accompanying photographs (Nos. 1

and 2). Such nebulous matter would hide

from our view spiral nebulae lying in the

neighborhood of the galactic plane and this

would explain why the spirals apparently

avoid the plane of the Milky Way. It has

long been known that the vast majority of

all the stars and the great irregular gaseous
nebulae constituting what is known as our
"stellar system," crowd toward one plane,

that of the Milky Way; for all we know to

the contrary all these stars and nebulae may
form one vast spiral structure. The distance

of the spiral nebulae is now known to be

very great. At a distance of several hun-
dred thousand light-years our whole system
of hundreds of millions of stars would fade

away into a small blurred speck in which no
individual stars except the giants of the

system would be distinguishable and we
would appear as the faint spiral nebulae ap-

pear to us. So reason those who believe

that the spiral nebulae are external uni-

verses separated from our Galaxy by dis-

tances so great that a ray of light travelling

with the velocity of 186,000 miles per sec-

ond would take not tens of thousands but

hundreds of thousands years to span the

abyss

!

Until a year or so ago there appeared to

be no way of arriving at a reliable estimate

of the average distance of the spiral nebu-

No. 1.—The Dark-lane Nebula (N. G. C. 4594) in Virgo. Photographed With the 40-Inch Re-
flector of the Lowell Observatory By C. O. Lampland. A Spiral Nebula Viewed Edge-wise.
This Nebula Is the First in Which Was Observed the High Velocity of Translation Thru
Space Now Known to Be Characteristic of Many Spiral Nebulae. It Has a Velocity of
Motion in the Line of Sight Toward the Solar System of About 685 Miles Per Second. Also

the First Nebula in Which the Effect of Rotation Was Detected and Measured.

lae. Up to July, 1917, thirty two Novae or
Temporary stars had been discovered. Of
this number thirty were in the Milky Way,
two were in spiral nebulae. No particular

attention had been paid to the two excep-
tions. In July, however, Ritchey, at Mt.
Wilson, found a faint star in a spiral

No. 2.—The Edge-view Spiral Nebula (N. G. G. 4565) in Coma Berenices. Photographed
With the 40-Inch Reflector of the Lowell Observatory By C. O. Lampland. The Dark Streak
Thru the Center is Due to the Presence of Dark Absorbing Gaseous Material on the

Perifery That Shuts Off the Light From the Central Portions of the Nebula.

nebula that had not appeared on earlier

photographic plates. Now one or possibly
two Novae might chance to be in line with
spirals but hardly three. The discovery
started astronomers examining past photo-
graphs of spiral nebulae for Novae with
the result that eight additional Novae were
found to be connected with spiral nebulae.
The facts were then that all known Novae
to date had appeared either in the Milky
Way or in spiral nebulae. The appearance
of Novae in the Milky Way is usually ex-
plained as due to the encounter of a star

with nebulous matter. The Novae of the
Galaxy are suns suddenly raised to abnor-
mal brightness thru the friction arising
from the encounter of star with nebula.
How then should the newly noted Novae in

spirals be explained since the spiral nebulae
conspicuously avoid the neighborhood of
the Milky Way? It was a point in favor
of the island universe theory, for if the
spirals are similar in structure to the Milky
Way and are great aggregations of stars

and vast gaseous nebulae the appearance of
Novae in spirals is not so strange. This
theory was further borne out by the fact

that the Novae of the Milky Way average
eight magnitudes or nearly sixteen hundred
times brighter than the Novae appearing in

spirals. Since the apparent brightness of
stars of equal magnitude varies as the
squares of their distances the Novae in

spirals must be on the average forty times
more distant than the Novae of the Milky
Way, which are members of our own sys-

tem of stars. We do not know the distance
of the Novae of the Milky Way, but if we
assume they are at an average distance of
five thousand light years the average dis-

tance of the spiral nebulae comes out two
hundred thousand light years.
There is another class of celestial objects,

the globular star clusters, that are now
known to be at distances ranging from
twenty thousand to more than two hundred
thousand light years from the earth. Each

(Continued on page 507)
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POWERFUL LIGHT RELIEVES
PAIN.

It is rapidly becoming the practise, both
in private and professional circles, to apply
the rays of a powerful electric lamp to

Showing Application of Rays Thru Concen-
trating Tube Into the Mouth for Cold Sores,
Canker Sores, Gum Bolls, Toothache, Ton-
sllitis. May be Applied to the Nose for Cat-

arrh and Inflammatory Conditions.

various affected parts of the body. They
will conquer and banish pain and other
symptons of most diseases, thereby giving
Nature a better opportunity to overcome
the underlying condition and lessening the

amount of medicine required, it is said.

For instance, they will overcome the pain
of wrenched or sprained muscles or pres-
sure upon nerves, and help poor circulation,

numbness and stiffness of any part follow-
ing cold or injury. Nothing penetrates,
heals and soothes sore areas and so prompt-
ly re-establishes the vim and vigor of the
patient as the timely application of heat and
light therapy.

When applied early after a bruise, as of
the eye or face, they prevent swelling and
discoloration of the skin. The light here
shown is claimed to decrease the pain of
a carbuncle, boil or abscess. In the early

stages it may prevent the formation of
pus ; in the later stages it helps to ripen
the abscess. The illustration shows a 400
candle-power cornucopia shape lamp, which
consists of an aluminum hood, globe, han-

dle, seven feet of cord, plug and adjusting
ball for raising and lowering lamp over
patient. There are also available colored,

adjustable, transparent composition violet,

ruby amber and green screens.

230,000,000 K.W. WATER POWER
PER YEAR AVAILABLE, SAYS

STEINMETZ.
Dr. Steinmetz, in a recent paper pre-

sented before the American Institute of
Electrical Engineers, warned his hearers,

that water power can never be expected
to do anything more than supplement the

ANNOUNCEMENT
With this issue the price of the

Electrical Experimenter advances
to 20 cents a copy. We have delayed
this move as long as we dared, but
economical conditions made the

change necessary if the publication

was to survive. We are forced to

pay lOyi cents a pound for text paper
now—an increase of 116% SINCE
1916. Our cover paper now costs 11

cents a pound—AN INCREASE OF
91%. Printing, art work, engravings—
all have advanced 50% to 90% and
the end is not yet. Take only one item—the two carloads of paper that go
into making a single edition of this

magazine, they now cost us $2800.00

MORE than a year ago. The paper
alone in a single copy of the Experi-
menter costs 5Y2 cents! Advancing
the price of a publication never bene-

fits a publisher. He loses a certain

percentage of circulation, and his sub-
scriptions fall off. New readers at

the higher price are hard to find. We
therefore can but hope that our old

readers will bear with us, and sup-
port their Experimenter until such
time when we return from a war, to

a peace condition, and its accompany-
ing recession of prices. In return for
the higher price, we have already
added a certain number of pages to

this issue, and will continue to do so

if we have the full support of our
readers.

It is our belief that we offer more
actual instruction and information
than any kindred publication, and
having the confidence of our readers
we trust that they will support us as
enthusiastically, now during times of
stress, as they have during normal
times.
Subscription from 1 up to 5 years at
the old rate of $1.50 (foreign $2.00)
will be accepted up to and October
31st inclusive. After that date the
new rate of $2.00 a year, ($2.50
foreign) will be in effect.

THE PUBLISHERS

c5mP0S' t >0* COLORED SCREEN

Seml-Sectlonal View of Powerful Light Treat-
ment Lamp and Cone Reflector Illustrated In

Use Above.

use of coal. He estimated the possible hy-
draulic energy of all American water
courses as 230,000,000 kilowatts a year, a
little more than the total energy now
produced in the United
States, thru the medium of

coal. "This means," he said,

"that the theory by which
we hope to use the water
power of the country when
coal begins to fail as an
endless supply of energy is

now a dream and must re-

main a dream. If - all the
potential powers of the land
were now developed, and
every raindrop used, it

would not supply our pres-
ent demand for energy.

A PORTABLE NITROGEN
RADIATOR.

The latest offering to the public is the
portable electric nitrogen radiator shown in

the accompanying illustration. This radia-
tor is said to be the only auxiliary electric

In this Newest Electric Radiator, the Heat-
Element is Surrounded by a Chamber Filled
with Nitrogen Gas. It is Absolutely Safe.

heating apparatus filled with nitrogen gas
which is built on scientific principles
adopted by heating engineers of standing

—

i. e., the radiator.

It maintains an average temperature of
350 deg. Fahr. (176.7 deg. C), it is said.

The radiator contains an electric heating
element surrounded by nitrogen gas. The
gas fills the entire inside of the radiator,
which is hermetically sealed. The gas
serves to carry the heat from the heat-
ing element to the radiating surfaces at a
temperature higher than that of a steam
radiator. One feature pointed out for this

device is that there is no way by which
clothing, drapery or anything else can catch
fire, as it has no exposed red-hot open
wires. The cost of operation of this radia-
tor is very low. The stock radiators are
made in four, six, eight and ten sections.

STAND BACK! HERE COME THE
ELECTRIC TANKS!

The very latest addition to toyland is

the miniature electric tank here shown. The
tank is a miniature model of the famous
British Tanks which are playing such an
important part in the Great World War at

the present time, and it works to perfec-
tion. There is no end to the fun boys can
have with this small war model and it will

climb over anything that is in its path. No
matter what is in front, it keeps right on
forcing its way ahead.

The tank is driven by a powerful battery
motor and can be supplied with current from
battery developing 8 volts, or thru an A. C.
step-down transformer on 12 volts.

The Electric Tanks Threaten to Invade Toyland In New York
and all Other U. S. Cities and Towns on Xmas.
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The Gyro Electric Destroyer
By H. GERNSBACK

w E reprint below a few paragraphs
relative to the Gyro Electric De-
stroyer, originally described by the

writer in the February 1918 issue

of the Electrical Experimenter.
This article was widely republished all over

the country, from the New York World
to the San Francisco Chronicle. We re-

publish part of the article

for the benefit of those
readers who did not see
the original.
The great trouble with the

Tank is its very slow speed. No
tractors have been constructed
so far that can move at more
than eight to ten miles an hour,
and as such they become easy
prey to the enemy's guns which
really get the range of the slow-
moving vehicles, and begin to

shell them. While the British
claimed no losses in the last Cam-
brai offensive, the Germans claim
that they shot twenty Tanks to

pieces. Presuming that this

amount is exaggerated, there
probably is quite a good deal of
truth to it.

Attention is called to the fact

that the movable belt tread of
the Tank is quite a sensitive af-

fair. If hit, even the bullet of
a small caliber gun will almost
certainly cripple the Tank. The
belt is the most vulnerable part
of the tractor, and as soon as
it stops moving, the Tank stops
moving as well, and as far as offensive work is

concerned, the machine is out of action.
The present gyro electric destroyed is a single

steel wheel, as clearly shown in our accompanying
illustration, it is about 45 feet high. The top of

the wheel is not flat, but is in the shape of an
arc which makes running a good deal easier. The
wheel itself looks like a huge ferris wheel, and is

constructed of channel steel thruout; in order to

make it as light as possible, it has no continuous
tread or rim, but rather the steel pieces at the
circumference are spaced about one foot apart,
•leaving a clear space for two reasons. First, the
weight is cut down. Second, much better purchase
is had on the ground, the machine not being apt to

slip, as would be the case if the top of the wheel
was solid.

The wheel has one large shaft passing thru the
center and extending at each side, as shown in the
cross-section in our illustration. This shaft is

hollow and need not weigh very much. It is con-
structed of steel. At the hubs and at the ends of
the shaft the latter is provided with armored pro-
jections, which will nto be damaged in case of
shell fire. In the center of the wheel is suspended
the engine cab which comprises a gasoline engine
of some three hundred to five hundred horsepower,
the energy being fed to a generator as shown.
Two of the electric motors are used for propulsion
of the wheel only; they are attached by means of
a chain drive to the central shaft as shown.
Inasmuch as the wheel of the destroyer is not

solid, but made of channel steel, it will be readily
understood that even a large size shell will easily
pass thru the lattice work of the destroyer without
doing much damage, and here is where this ma-
chine shows its superiority over the tank. It will
be almost impossible to damage this destroyer by
means of shell shot. Even a "dead hit" from a
medium caliber gun will not cause much damage,
and even a good sized shot hitting the gyroscope
will not hurt it very much, for the reason that the
latter spins at enormous
speed and it will almost
certainly deflect the
shot, unless, of course,
it is a dead hit at right

angles to the face of

the wheel. The external
chain drives are en-
cased in heavy armor,
and it should

_
be as

heavy as possible to

prevent the machine be-
ing put out of action,
and this can be readily
done. It will be noted
that this chain drive,
the most vital part of
the machine, presents
but little surface to an
on-coming shell. In
contrast thereto you
will notice the broad
and very large moving

tread of a British tank, which comprises almost
one-quarter of the surface of the entire tank.
Imagine this machine starting on its offensive

journey. It will first smash thru all the barbed
wire entanglements without any trouble whatso-
ever. It simply mows them down as so many
match sticks, thereby cutting open a path for the
infantry that follows. Suppose a nest of machine
guns is encountered. Their guns become practically
useless, for if the destroyer runs over the ma-
chine guns or even threatens to do so, the enemy

pieces, then send along your contribution,

using the accompanying blank. You might
read the letters from enthusiastic readers

who believe in the idea, reprinted herewith :

"I sure
will work
"Hays,

"EVERY LITTLE HELPS."
would like to give more, as I think

right.

Chas. Harkness, Jr.

out all

Kans.

Cross- Section Side View

to me by the TJ.

large Destroyer,

52, Gibson Ave., Detroit,

Side and Sectional Views of the Gyro Electric Destroyer. Do You Believe In
It? If So—Why Not Help to Build the First Model.

must of necessity abandon the guns, and the de-

stroyer "walks" over them, crushing them into the

ground. The same is the case with the large size

guns. You may be quite sure that if the gunners
see the machine coming, they will most certainly

abandon their gun, and in this case the destroyer

is powerful enough to run over the gun, thereby
putting it out of action.

This machine is not designed, as might be sup-

posed, to kill off as many of the enemy as possible.

That is not at all its purpose." It is simply to put

out of action other machines, preferably guns, not

men. Its first purpose is to cut down barbed wire
entanglements—second, to run over artillery, there-

by putting it out of action. If we employed enough
destroyers, it can be readily conceived how the ene-

my must invariably retreat as soon as these ma-
chines begin to advance, for the enemy denuded
of all artillery must give up ground.

Many people, scientists and engineers,

think the idea feasible, and all the details

have been carefully worked out. A num-
ber of readers suggested that Experimenter
readers contribute to a fund for actually

building a model of the Gyro-Electric De-
stroyer. If enough money is forthcoming,

an actual model will be built, which will be

turned over to the United States Govern-
ment in the name of Electrical Experi-
menter readers. The writer would refer to

the September and October issues of this

magazine for all further information on
this idea.

If you are convinced that a machine of

this kind will blast the Hun's artillery to

"CALL AGAIN!"
"Enclosed find Money Order

for $1.50 to go as part payment
in the Gyro Electric Destroyer.
I am sorry that I cannot at the
present time give more, but if

not enough is raised to build a
fair sized model please call again.

I am very glad you gave me the
opportunity to do something of
this sort before I am drafted,
which I soon will be. When this

Destroyer is completed, I should
like to make a trip in it across
No Man's Land. So tell the Mili-
tary Authorities that I should
like to be a part in the crew
when it is completed. May I

suggest that you submit the plans
to Henry Ford. I would not be
surprised if he could be induced
to build it; this would save a lot

of money which could go to
build a larger model. He has
the equipment and the experts
to build it, also the steel to do
it with. He would do it without
any profit on his part and he
will succeed in doing it. I am

one of his employees in his Dearborn Tractor
plant. Last March you answered my question in
your Patent Advice column regarding an oil can
for stocks and dies. The patent has been allowed

S. Patent Office. Yours for a

Fred Van Dyke,

Mich."

"I HEARTILY BELIEVE IN THIS MONSTER."

"... I heartily believe in this monster, and
I hope that your experiment succeeds and that

every reader of the "E. E." contributes as much
as possible. I do not take the "E. E." and so

did not see the Destroyer in the February issue,

but am going to buy them from now on until the

Destroyer is finished.

"Walter Holey,
"Norwich, N. Y."

"HE SAW THE 'POW-WOW'!"

"I saw the 'pow-wow" in the 'E. E.' and agree

with you. While it never occurred to me, I am
contributing to the construction of that Gyro Elec-

tric Destroyer, now that it has been proposed. En-
closed you will find $1.00. Since you have it up,

get your battle-scarred brain to work and make it

possible. Here's hoping that you will have the

best of luck and the 'Bugs' all cooperate with you.

"Neil F. Beeson,

Editor Electrical Experimenter

:

I enclose herewith $ as my contribution towards building a model

of your Gvro Electric Destroyer.
You are to build as large a model as the funds will permit and the money is

to be used for the sole purpose of building this war machine. You agree to publish

an exact amount of all funds spent and all contributions are to be acknowledged

thru the columns of the Electrical Experimenter.

You pledge yourself to construct the machine as quickly as possible and you

will turn it over to the U. S. Government immediately upon its completion.

Name

Address

9 S. 3rd St.,

Marshalltown, la.'

"A GENUINE

BELIEVER."

"Please see my letter

of August 19, in which

I enclosed $1.00 as my
share of building a

model of our Gyro Elec-

tric Destroyer. In that

letter I mentioned the

(Continued on page 488)

AMONG the hundreds of new devices and appliances publisht monthly in the Electrical Experimenter, there are several, as a

rule, which interest you. Full information on these subjects, as well as the name of the manufacturer, will be gladly fur-

nish* to you, free of charge, by addressing our Technical Information Bureau.
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The Phenomena of Electrical Conduction in Gases
PART VI—MAKING IONS VISIBLE

By ROGERS D. RUSK, M. A.

A N ion is a pretty small particle of

f\ matter to be made visible. It may

/ \ consist of several electrically

-^-charged molecules grouped together,

a thousand times too small to be

visible in the strongest microscope, or it

Form of Special Chamber Connected
With a Vacuum Pump as Employed by
Wilson to Make "Ions" Visible for Photo-
graphing. "W" represents Water. The
Space Above the Water was First Cleared
of Ions by an Electric Field; then an Alpha
or Beta Particle was Allowed to Pass Thru
the Chamber in the Direction A-A. The
Air was Expanded and the Water Vapor
Thus Formed, at Once Condensed About
the Ions. A Train of These Drops Could

be Photographed, Wilson Found.

may be an electron or free atom of elec-

tricity which would be more than one hun-
dred thousand times smaller still. As has
been previously stated these almost infin-

itely small particles can never be seen by
the human eye which has such a limited

range of vision. However, tho they may
never be directly visible they have already
been made indirectly visible by the experi-
ments of C. T. R. Wilson. These experi-
ments not only are very striking in their na-
ture but they have told us things about
electricity and matter which we could have
known in no other way. Electrons, and
alpha and beta rays from radium may pass
directly thru ordinary molecules, and mole-
cules themselves are not solid discrete par-
ticles as they were once thought to be, but
are spheres containing points of electrical

energy far, far apart in relation to their

size.

C. T. R. Wilson in 1912 made ions visible

indirectly by photographing their path in

the following remarkable manner : The
principle made use of was the fact that an
ion of high velocity forms other ions by
collision with the ordinary molecules in its

path, as mentioned in a previous article by
the author. So he used a chamber of the
form shown in Fig. 1, in which an expan-
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This Chart Shows the Paths of "Beta Par-
ticles'* — After Photograph by Wilson.
Note the Difference Between Path Routes
of Alpha Particles Delineated In Fig. 2.

The Alpha Particles Travel In Nearly
Straight Lines, While the Beta Particles
Follow a Slightly Crooked Path, and
Produce Fewer Ions Than Do the Alpha
Particles. Beta Particles May Travel 7

Centimeters In Air.

sion of the air could be obtained thru the

opening P. connected with a pump. The
space above the water W was first cleared

of ions by an electric field and then an alpha
or beta particle from radium or any other
suitable ionizing agent was allowed to pass
thru the chamber in the direction of the
arrow A. Next the air in the chamber was
allowed to expand suddenly and the water
vapor thus formed immediately condensed
in small drops about the ions just produced
by the passage of the alpha or beta particle.

A train of drops such as these could be
actually photographed and it thus marks the

path of the particle. A study of different

types of paths gives us some surprising re-

sults. Wilson took photographs of the
paths of alpha particles, beta particles and
gamma and X-rays. Fig. 2 represents the

paths of alpha particles as photographed in

the manner explained above. Fig. 3 repre-

sents the paths of beta particles and Fig. 4
represents the paths of X-rays. It will be
noticed that these paths are strikingly dif-

ferent. The alpha particle travels in a
straight line and the ions produced by it are
so close together that it makes the line look
continuous. The beta particle travels in a
fairly straight line but it produces fewer

LAST CALL

On November 1st the sub-

scription price of the "Electri-

cal Experimenter" advances
to $2.00 in U. S. (Canada
and Foreign, $2.50.) This is

the last chance to subscribe at

the old rates ($1.50 in U. S.,

Canada and Foreign $2.00).

No subscription for more than

five years at the old rate ac~

cepted.—THE PUBLISHERS

ions. Each speck represents a drop of
water which has condensed about an ion,

but they were not numerous enough and
close enough together to make the path
appear as a continuous line. This is what
we might expect, for the alpha particle is

known to be an atom of helium and the
beta particle is known to be a free electron
of only 1/8000 the mass. Naturally the
larger particle would be expected to collide

with more of the molecules of the air and
produce more ions than the small electron.

At length, however, the alpha and beta par-
ticles are deflected, and this is shown most
clearly in the case of the alpha particle,

whose path suffers a sharp turn near the
end which indicates that the speed of the
particle was decreasing and that finally it

suffered a collision which deflected it. From
measurements of these paths it is found
that alpha particles may travel 12 cm. in

air and beta particles may travel 7 cm. and
more and on account of their small size

may even pass thru appreciable thicknesses
of glass or metal.
The most surprising fact is yet to be

obtained from the photographs of the paths
of these particles. It is known that the

distance an ordinary gas molecule travels

between collisions is many, many times

smaller than the distance, given above,
that an alpha or beta particle may travel.

Evidently these particles do not stop for
the molecules in their way, nor are they

The Paths Taken by "Alpha Particles" In
Air—After Photograph Taken by Wilson
with the Arrangement Described and Illus-
trated at Fig. 1. Alpha Particles May

Travel 12 Centimeters Thru Air.

deflected by them. Still they must hit them
or else they would not produce ions as they
pass along. The only alternative left is

that they must pass directly thru them.
If that is the case it can be computed,

from the size of a molecule and the number
per cubic centimeter, how many will be
past thru in this manner. In the case of
the alpha particle it is about half a million
during its average flight, and in the case
of the beta particle, which is so small it

misses more of them completely, about ten

thousand are past thru. Evidently a mole-
cule is far from being a solid particle.

Let us see then what we can learn from
these facts concerning the nature of the
molecules of matter, and the atom of elec-

tricity. If some of the older scientists had
been told that one molecule might pass
completely thru another molecule and not
even touch it, they would have held up
their hands in amazement, and yet an alpha
particle, which is a positively charged atom
of helium, passes thru half a. million air

molecules before it encounters any force
strong enough to deflect it! This com-
pletely disproves the old idea that a mole-
cule is a solid discrete particle something
like a marble of ultra-microscopic size. It

shows more than this that there is very little

really material in the atom and that prac-

tically the whole of the electron is empty,
or as one writer puts it, consists of "be-

tweens." The fact that ions are produced
by these particles may indicate some degree
of collision in the passage of a particle

thru a molecule, and yet by the photo-
(Continued on page 513)

This Shows the Paths of X-rays. The
Study of Such Photographs as These Has
Brought to Light the Fact That the "Mole-
cule"—Which Scientists Once Thought
Solid— is Mostly Made Up of "Betweens."
Why Do X-rays Pass Thru Body Tissue,
Wood and Stone? The Electron Theory
and Structure Makes It Perfectly Clear.
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Burnt-Out Lamp Contest

From the Trenches of
France; a Meldinger Bat-

tery.

THE present article which closes our

contest on Burnt-Out Lamps illus-

trates that the idea has not been en-

tirely exhausted. Since we publisht

the results of our last contest in our

June, 1918, issue, we have received over

two thousand more suggestions from con-

testants located practically all over the

world. Most of these of course were dupli-

cates, and were along the lines of the ideas

which we had publisht in former issues,

or otherwise
were variations

of them. There
were all kinds
of fantastical
ideas, and we
give below a
few of the sug-
gestions which
came to the edi-

tor's desk, but
which were not
of sufficient im-
portance to
warrant pub-
lishing sepa-
rately. Among
these were the
following: Gold
fish globe, a sort

of steam tur-

b i n e, stocking
darner, cord (ball) holder, a swimming de-
vice, an apparatus to catch fish, and last but
not least, a transparency representing the
Kaiser to be shot at with a gun.
Perhaps the most original one which we

publish here comes from France from M.
G. Mohr-Desforges, Roullet, France. M.
Desforges, who serves in the French army,
has evolved a really good battery which we
are pleased to illustrate and describe in full
herewith. While it cannot be used for light-
ing or similar work, forty of them would
certainly make a very fine battery for audion

circuits, while
for measuring
work, etc., the
Meidinger bat-

tery can hard-
ly be surpast.
Of course, all

copper sulfate

batteries must
be used on
closed circuit,

they cannot be
left on open
circuit.

Meidinger Bat-
tery.

This idea is

submitted by M.
G. Mohr-Des-
forges, Sapeur
Telegraphiste,
8e Genie, bie.

D/T Detache-
ment, Armee d'

Orient, Roullet (Charente), France. It is

a very clever design of a Meidinger type
battery with two solutions. This battery is

well-known in Europe and works almost au-
tomatic. It must be used on closed circuit,

open circuit work not being permissible. M.
Desforges constructs his battery as follows

:

A large burnt-out lamp globe is cut off at

the top to accommodate another similar
globe as shown in our illustration. After
removing the glass stem of the lower globe,
a small copper tube is soldered to the for-
mer filament; connections as shown. This

Novel Hot-WIre Ammeter
Made From Old Bulb.

Chick Automatic Water
Fountain.

One wire forms

By H. GERNSBACK
forms the positive pole of the battery. From
the stationary globe is suspended a zinc

cylinder made of sheet zinc of suitable thick-

ness and about
in proportion as

shown, which is

suspended from
the globe by
means of wires.

These wires
may be copper,

but in order
to safeguard
against local ac-

tion, they must
be well painted

with asphaltum
before being
inserted in the solution

the negative pole.

The other globe is filled with copper sul-

fate crystals and the open end is closed by

means of a paraffined cork thru which a

short piece of glass tubing passes. M. Des-

forges continues as follows: (French trans-

lation). "This is how I accomplish it:

"I first fill one-third of the lower globe

with a 10% solution of sulfate of zinc. Then
by means of a glass funnel which must go
all the way down, I pour a concentrated

solution of sulfate of copper, which
being of a heavier specific gravity stays

at the bottom and raises the sulfate of

zinc solution. A
sharp dark
blue markation
shows the line

separating the
'two liquids. The
lower globe will

now be found
to be about
three - quarters

full. I now in-

sert the upper
globe carefully,

taking care not to shake the liquids which
would otherwise mix. The battery is now
ready for work. It gives approximately 1.07

volts.

"As the battery works, the copper sulfate

at the bottom is used up, but a new supply

is always at hand on account of the upper
globe being filled with crystals that dissolve

very slowly, the resultant solution descend-
ing by gravity to the bottom."

A Useful Hand Grenade
Fire Extinguisher.

A Simple Hot-Wire Ammeter.

An efficient yet simple hot-wire ammeter
can be constructed at small cost from a 100
watt Type "C" lamp. First break off the

tip of the bulb, leaving a hole about % of an
inch in diam-
eter. Insert a

forked wire
with which to

remove the spi-

ral filament,
and carefully

bend the small

supporting ribs

"B", back so as

not to short-
circuit the main
leads.

Next get a

piece of No. 32 Manganin wire about two
inches long, and solder each end firmly to a

six-inch piece of iron wire for a handle.
Having first arranged the ends of the lead

wires so they are about an inch apart, insert

the fine wire and wrap a half inch of each
end about each lead, and break off the iron
wire. Solder the joints by using a piece of
resin core solder as one electrode of a stor-

age battery circuit, the joint as the other,

and the arc developed will melt the solder
It may be necessary to spread the leads "A"
slightly after this operation to tighten the
hot-wire "C".
A short piece of No. 14 aluminum wire

"D" is hung over the center of "C" and the
ammeter is complete. Hang in an inverted
position, and a current passing thru "C" al-

lows it to sag, increasing the length of "D"
protruding a t

the tip of the

lamp.
Arno A. Kluge,
Lincoln, Nebr.

Chick Auto-
matic Foun-
tain Cup.
My idea

makes use of

a burnt-out
electric light
bulb. It is an A Handy Attachment Plug
"automatic From Lamp Base.

chick foun-
tain." Fill the bulb, (which is broken off at

the bottom for about one-half inch down)
with water and invert it in a "Mason" jar

top. You could cut a bulb off at the top

and use that for a receptacle for the water
in the bulb.

James B. Walker,
Waterbury, Conn.

Fire Extinguisher Grenade.

Make up two solutions, one of one part

of sulfuric acid and ten parts of water.

Make up a second solution of five parts

sodium bicarbonat and five parts of water.

Break off the tip of one of the show case

bulbs under the

acid solution

and break off

the tip of the
other under the

sodium b i c a r-

bonate solution.

Close the fine

holes with seal-

ing wax. Bind
the two bulbs
tightly to-
gether, and
when a fire

breaks out in

Box Float Switch
the Drip Pan.

for

the laboratory or elsewhere, just hurl the
two bulbs at the flaming place, the two bulbs
will burst, their contents will unite in mortal
contest, liberating much carbon dioxid gas,
which will extinguish the flames.

Benson Freeman,
Atlanta, Ga.

A Simple Battery Gage;
Coll of Wire and a Bulb.

Battery Tester.

Take a burnt-out lamp, it does not matter
what kind, and cut the top off with a three-
cornered file as shown at left. Also pull
out all lead wires. Just above the base of
the lamp wind 15 to 20 feet of No. 22 wire.
Then take a ^-inch nail and a small bit of
cork. File off the nail as shown and cut
the cork so that there is just enough cork

(Continued on page 471)
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Notice to All Radio Readers
As most of our radio readers are undoubtedly aware, the U. S. Government has decided that all Amateur Wireless Sta-

tions, whether licensed or unlicensed, or equip t for receiving or transmitting, shall be closed.

This is a very important consideration, especially to those who are readers of the ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER,
for the reason that we desire to continue to publish valuable articles on the wireless art from time to time, and which may treat

on both transmitting and receiving apparatus. In the first place, there are a great many students among our readers who will

demand and expect a continuation of the usual class of Radio subjects, which we have published in the past four years, and
secondly, there will be hundreds and even thousands of new radio pupils in the various naval and civilian schools thruout the

country who will be benefited by up-to-date wireless articles treating on both the transmitting as well as receiving equip-

ment. Remember that you must not connect up radio apparatus to any form of antenna.—The Editors.

Senatore Marconi Head of Italy's

Banking System
WE have not heard a great deal of

Senatore Guglielmo Marconi of

late, due no doubt to the enormous
weight of the several large enter-

prises and governmental positions

of which he is the dominant figure. The
recent reports of his activities state that

he was to have come to the United States

as the High Commissioner representing

Italy. However, his country's need

of him was so urgent as to cause a

cancellation of this particular mis-

sion. We, in a way, regret this de-

cision as men of Marconi's calibre

are a valuable asset to any nation,

locality or city which they may
honor with their presence.

Senatore Marconi has rendered a

very great service to Italy, and the

nations of the world in general, by

his abolishment of all traces of

the Teutonic financial supremacy,

which, up to the time that his re-

vision became effective, had been

paramount, and the Germans had
wielded a very powerful persuasive,

namely the capitalization of very

nearly all of the large enterprises in

Italy. Dr. Marconi originated and
organized the new banking system

now in vogue in that country, and
with him as the "moving spirit" of

the undertaking, its future success

is amply assured. As an irrepres-

sible worker, Dr. Marconi possesses

animation, vigor and vivacity, and
corrals all prizes. He is ever "on

the job" whether it be day or night.

He last visited this country as a

member of the Italian Mission to

the United States, and the photo-

graph which accompanies this note,

was taken at that time, when he re-

ceived fifty young ladies from the

Wireless Class of Hunter College,

New York. He spoke to these wom-
en on their work as an aid to the

Government. The highest title Gug-
lielmo Marconi has had bestowed
upon him is the one of Senatore.

He is one of the youngest Italian

Senators. A title second in import-

ance is that of Chief of Communi-
cations of the Italian Navy. Dr.

Marconi is a member of the Institu-

tion of Electrical Engineers and
numerous other well-known elec-

trical and scientific societies thruout

the world. His work has been recog-

nized by many governments and seats of
learning; he has been decorated by the King
of Italy and the late Czar of Russia; he is

an honorary doctor (LL.D. D. Sc.) of many
universities, including Oxford, Glasgow,
Aberdeen, Liverpool and Pennsylvania, be-

sides having received the freedom of the

principal Italian cities. He was accorded
the Nobel Prize for Physics, which is per-

haps the highest distinction that can be ob-
tained by any scientist. He has also been
the recipient of scientific rewards granted
by many and various societies and other
institutions thruout the world.

RADIO FLASHES 12,000 MILES.
Direct communication with Australia is

the latest development of radio-com-
munication.
Connection was establisht on

October 1st, when Commonwealth
Premier Hughes and Sir Joseph
Cook, Minister for the English
Navy, sent two messages to the
Amalgamated Wireless Company
of Australia at Sydney from the

new Marconi station at Carnarvon,
Wales, and altho the distance of
direct transmission was fully 12,000
miles the messages were received
with perfect clearness. The Hertz-
ian waves of wireless message move
equally in all directions. If, there-
fore, the messages between Wales
and Australia went half way round
the globe in one direction, they did
so in all other directions, and these
messages may be said to have en-
veloped the globe.

U. S. MAGNETIC SURVEY.
The Magnetic Survey Vessel,

Carnegie, arrived safely at her
home port, Washington, D. C, on
June 10, where she will be put out
of commission probably during the
period of the war. During her
cruise from Buenos Aires, Argen-
tina, round the Horn to Valparaiso,
Chile, Callao, Peru, thence thru the
Panama Canal to Newport News,
she was in command of Dr. N. W.
Edmonds ; the other members of the
scientific staff aboard were : Messrs.
A. D. Power, Bradley Jones, L. L.
Tanguy, J. M. McFadden, and Wal-
ter E. Scott.

Senatore Guglielmo Marconi, LL. D., D. Sc., Appointed Head
of the New Italian Banking System. Besides This Respon-
sibility He Serves as Chief of Communications to the Italian
Navy. He Is Also at the Head of the Italian Radio System.

DO YOU KNOW?
That hydrogen and ozone play the

most important part in your make-
up. Your body is more than three-

quarters water, the water is two-
thirds hydrogen and one-third oxy-
gen.
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PLAN 4,600-MILE RADIO STATION
TO SERVE JAPAN AND U. S.

The installation of a new high power
wireless system between Japan and the

United States is actively occupying the De-
partment of Communications. Officials an-

nounce that the project is a result in part of

the congestion and delay in cable transmis-

sion which prevents the desired freedom of

communication between Japan and the

United States.

The present Japanese high power wire-

less station communicates direct with
Hawaii. The proposed station will work
with a station on the Pacific Coast, the site

of which probably will be near San Fran-
cisco, a distance of 4,600 miles. This will

be one of the longest direct wireless services

in the world. The estimated cost of the
system is about $400,000. While another
cable linking the two hemispheres is desired
a line from Japan to Guam alone would
cost $3,000,000.

NEW CUTTER USEFUL IN
QUENCHED GAP MAKING

The new adjustable cutter consists of a

steel casting, on which are mounted two
cutting tools which may be adjusted to va-
rious diameters. This part of the device is

rotated by means of a ratchet wrench.
Pressure is applied to the cutting tools by
means of a heavy coil spring. The device

is held in place by a round stud, which is

placed thru a pilot hole in the metal to

be cut (in the case of iron conduit boxes)
and fastened on the back of this metal by
means of a flange nut.

It is obvious that this cutter can be oper-
ated in positions that would otherwise be
inaccessible.

The old method of drilling a large num-
ber of small holes and then punching out
the metal makes a crude job at the best and
is slow, costly and very laborious. Not
only can this device be applied to cutting

holes and grooves in steel cabinets, boilers,

tanks, etc., but also can be used for cutting

metal, such as slate, marble and fibre. It is

used for cutting holes or grooves l%" to
3". The larger size cuts holes from to
6". A still larger size cutter will cut holes

or grooves up to 12" in diameter.

GERMAN RADIO APPARATUS ON
AIRPLANES.

Lieutenant Jean-Abel Lefranc, writing in

a recent issue of La Nature on the evolu-

tion of German Aviation, states that for some
little time the enemy machines
have been occasionally equipt

with continuous wave receivers

of the valve type. Regarding the

transmitting apparatus, Lieut.

Lefranc says that the generator
produces alternating current

(270 volts 3 amps.) and con-
tinuous current (50 volts 4
amps.) The machine is driven
either by a small airscrew ro-

tating at 4,500 revolutions per
minute, or by the motor. The
alternating current produced by
this generator is utilised by the

oscillating circuit which gives rise to the os-

cillations creating the Hertzian waves. The
Telefunken sender consists of a rectangular
box containing a transformer, a condenser,
a plate discharger and a wave-meter. Spe-
cial arrangements permit of variation of

wave length and intensity of transmission.

NEW METERS FOR RADIO AND
HIGH-FREQUENCY WORK.

A high grade hot wire measuring instru-

ment designed particularly for wireless and
other high-frequency work, depending for

Two New
quency

A New Cutter which Lends Itself Well to the Making of
Amateur Quenched Spark Gaps.

Radio Outfit on a German Airplane.

The aerial consists of a copper wire ap-
proximately 35 to 40 meters in length. On

the ground this wire is rolled

up on a bobbin. During flight

it is suspended from the ma-
chine.

The range of these sets is

about 35 km. (21 miles) and
their weight in all 26 kg. (about
60 lbs.) The latest giant air-

planes guide themselves at

night by radiogoniometers, as

the Zeppelins do.

It will be noticed from the
diagram reproduced herewith
that the generator supplies cur-
rent for several purposes. Thus
the leads A go to the electric

warming apparatus in the pi-

lot's clothes ; B to the lamps on
the instrument board ; C to the
observer's clothes ; D and E
to heating apparatus on the
camera and machine gun re-
spectively. F is the searchlight
for night landings. All G is

therefore concerned with light-

ing and heating. H and J are
the D.C. and A.C. sides of the
generator, while K is obviously
the transmitting key. L con-
tains the Telefunken transmit-
ters ; M and N and O are the

its operation upon the expansion of a metal

strip which is heated by the current to be

measured has recently been developed. The
slight sag in this conducting strip is magni-
fied several hundred times on the scale by
means of a combination of wires and a

deflecting spring.

The conducting strip is made of special

non-corrosive material. The separating

posts have the same temperature coefficient

of expansion as the conducting strip, so

that the changes in room temperature do
not cause an error in the reading of the

instrument.
The scale plate is made of metal, and the

scale subtends an arc of 90 degrees, being
inches long.

The flush-mounting type meters have a

guaranteed accuracy of 2 per cent, while

the portable type, with hand marked scale,

can be expected to show an accuracy within

1 per cent of full scale. Standard meters
are for 1, 2 and 5 amperes. Care must be
used not to subject the instrument to more
than 200 per cent load.

—

Photos courtesy
Westingliouse Electric & Mfg. Co.

aerial ammeter, the aerial reel and the an-

tenna itself. All Q is the purely ivireless

apparatus.

NEW HIGH-POWER RADIO STA-
TION AT ANNAPOLIS, MD,

IS OPENED.
The new high-power radio station at An-

napolis, Md., the most powerful in America,
was formally opened recently, Secretary
Daniels signalizing the occasion by sending
messages to the first lord of the British

Admiralty, London; the French minister
of marine, in Paris ; and the Italian min-
ister of marine, in Rome.
The station completed cost about $1,500,-

000, and is capable of maintaining uninter-
rupted communication over a distance of at

least 4,000 miles.

There are four steel towers, each 650 feet

high supporting the antennae which, with
the ground system, required 160 miles of
wire for their completion. The power in-

stallations is in duplicate, so that it will al-

ways be possible to maintain communica-
tion. The operation of the station requires
the services of 100 men, all of whom are
drawn from the enlisted force of the Navy.
Suitable provision has been made for the
protection of the station.

These messages were transmitted to Lon-
don, Paris, and Rome with the utmost ease,
which is especially gratifying to Navy offi-

cials, since this powerful plant was erected
and equipt by the Navy in the short space
of 10 months. Under conditions that pre-
vailed before our entry into the war its

erection would have taken two vears.
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Bunque
By ALAN C. ROCKWOOD

AFTER YOU GET YOUR
FIRST MESSAGE TO SEND

— and after thinking
about all them fierce
eat- em-up - wild bad
Guys at the, other stations
WHO'LL BE LISTENING, An'

Everything — and are
JUST WAlTIHG to report you

Greetings.
* * *

FOR those people who insist on blow-
ing out the gas the following scheme
is suggested when they have only elec-

tric lights at hand: 1. Fill mouth with
water. 2. Tip the socket so the key is

upward. 3. Place
mouth above the

opening around the

key. 4. Blow. If

this does not suc-

ceed, take off the

shell of the socket

and repeat the op-

eration.

God's Death ! ! ! as

Shakespeare says

—

what next?
* * *

Unconscious sar-

casm. — The official

abbreviation of the

United States Navy
(USN) is assigned

to the Kaiserin Eli-

zabeth of the Aus-
trian Navy as a

radio call letter.
* * *

Speaking of call

letters—some of the

pleasures still to

come are the calling

up of some station

as RAH RAH RAH
when you feel like

applauding; the call-

ing up WOW WOW
WOW when happy

;

or WAT WAT
WAT when curious.
These calls are still

unassigned accord-
ing to the last issue
of "Radio Stations of the

* * *

Here are epithets which are used or can
be used as call letters. See if you can't
fi>id your favorite call letter among them:—
BAD (H.M.S. Albemarle, British); DAM
(Germany, unassigned); MAD (Musician,
British); MUG (British, unassigned);
MUT (Pembrokeshire, British); PIG
(Netherlands, unassigned) ; HOG (unas-
signed) ; DOG (Germany, unassigned);
PUP (Jequitinhona, Brazil). Too bad
wore of them are not assigned. The
operators could then throw mud about a
little more freely.

* * *

Dippy Diversions Number 1.—Receiving
Arlington with the aerial grounded.

* * *

Radium at $36,050 a gram gives off ema-
nations for 2500 years before changing to
polonium. Limburger cheese costs 45 cents
per pound and sapsago cheese even less.

They have the advantage over radium that
their radiations constantly increase in

strength. If any intelligent inventor has
an idea for an armor steel motor to use
such power he should send it to the Fony
Patent Offis at once.

* * *

The latest scheme of Wireless Telegrafy
is to use trombones, tubas, or sousaphones

;

playing a quarter note for a dash and an
eighth note for a dot. This has been tried
once and was successful, but there was an
inexplicable diminution of population in the
immediate neighborhood.

I recently saw the advertisement of a
Chronic Plunge Battery. I don't know
about Chronic Plunge batteries but I've cer-
tainly had plenty of experience with Chron-
ically Discharged Batteries.

* * *

A prominent radio experimenter who has

— AND YOU) SUDDENLY REALIZE
THAT YOU'v/E NEVER "REALLY
SENT ONE BEFORE

you finally decide to die

and send it, and kien
~ the other guy comes
Right bach with the.
"RecEtveo" s'&.

wanderings may appear again. The com-
piler, however, needs some help on the job.

If you have any electrical or radio quips
send them along. Full discredit will be
given or withheld as desired. Address
"Bunque" care of the publishers of Elec-
trical Experimenter.

* * *

Thank you.
— AND BEGIN TO SHAK£ ALL OVER
WITH COLD CHILLS RUNNING
VP YOUR SPINE AND YOO WISH
THE OTHER FELLOW WAS ON
WATCH INSTEAD, AND All that

—OH -H-H JOY t - { -
ft

AIN'T IT ©r-r-^-rert

"Great Moments We All Have Known!" Fellow Radio Operators. Sent to this Journal by a
Knight of the Key—One, Mr. H. B. Burney, H. M. C. S. Stadacona.

Well as He Operates.

World." been using his three-step electron relay

(amplification 1000 times) in connection
with his fonograf for dancing purposes,
says that he found a sixteen pound sledge
on his porch the other morning and won-
ders why it was left there.

* * *

Since the attempt to use our large stock

of copperheads as the rotors of alternating

current generators has failed the outcome
of the experiments to see if they can be
used to relieve the copper shortage is

awaited with interest.
* * *

Do you know that the human finger nail

grows .000,000,002 yard per second?
* * *

If all the inventions contrived to end
the war were tested out by one man, that

man would need to live as long as Methu-
selah.

* * *

The following poem was found on the

fly-leaf of a book in the Crear Library

:

If there should be another flood,

For refuge hither fly;

Tho all the world should be submerged,
This book would still be dry.

Pretty appropriate for some electrical text-

books, isn't it?
* * *

Are you a quodlibetarian? Many experi-
menters are, to the annoyance of their

friends. What is it?^ Webster defines the

word as "one who discusses any subject at

pleasure."
* * *

Dire secret!!! This column of mental

A RADIO ECHO
FROM THE

PAST.
Mr. Godfrey

Isaacs, in the course
of a recent address
in London referred
to the achievements
of wireless teleg-

raphy and the prog-
ress that had been
made in the twenty
odd years of Mr.
Marconi's labors.
This reference on
the part of the Man-
aging Director of
the Marconi Inter-

national Company
brought forth a

reminiscence from a

Member of Parlia-

ment which ap-
peared in the pages
of Town Topics.

and is worth reading
again

:

"It is just twenty
years ago since Mr.
Marconi, now Sen-
atore Marconi, gave
an exhibition of hi>

wireless invention to

members of the

House of Commons.
He wanted to prove that a wireless mes-
sage could be sent from the Terrace to St.

Thomas's Hospital, some three or four
hundred yards across the river, and mem-
bers flocked to the Terrace to witness the
experiment. There were considerable
doubts as to the result. John Burns busied
himself in the arrangement of the small
instrument in one of the passages leading
to the Terrace, and in fixing, to Mr. Mar-
coni's instructions, the eight- or ten-foot
pole that stood against the Terrace wall
some thirty feet from the instrument.
"When arrangements were completed,

Mr. Marconi invited the writer of these
notes to send any message he liked to the

party in charge of the machine at the hos-
pital.

"At that moment the news came in that

Gladstone had died, and the message trans-

mitted recorded that fact, and added a few
words about the great statesman. The in-

strument was set to work, and scarcely

had the words been tapt off when acknowl-
edgment was announced from the other
side. Hearty cheers were given for the

great inventor, but still there were some
present who doubted whether the invention

would ever be of any practical use."

Mr. Burney Draws as

A scientist in Sweden has advanced the

theory that bearded grains draw electricity

from the air to aid them in their growth.

By liquefying the gas helium a European
scientist has succeeded in reaching tempera-
tures within six degrees of the absolute
zero.
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A Sensitive Wireless Recorder
By ARNO A. KLUGE

NOW that the radio experimenter is

taking an enforced "vacation"
which may continue for some time

to come, altho we hope not too
long, perhaps it would not be amiss

to attempt the construction of a more diffi-

cult piece of apparatus than the ordinary
instrument, and yet one which has great

possibilities for the operator.

With this thought in mind, I present here-

with the details for making an ultra-

sensitive relay, one which can be used for

amplifying weak radio signals, so that they
actuate a tape recorder or an audible

buzzer. At first thought this device may
seem rather complicated, but with a little

skill, patience, and the expenditure of very
little money, a suitable relay can be con-
structed that will rival any in existence.

The principle of this device is that of the
capillary electrometer, which was first dis-

cust by Prof. Lippmann several years ago.
A "U"-shaped glass tube, A, Fig. 1, about

Y$
inch inside diameter, is filled with chem-

ically pure mercury, so that it comes within
l/z inch of the top of the shorter arm. A
small quantity of 20 per cent sulfuric acid
is then poured in on the top, at B. A
plunger, C, carrying an electrode, is in-

serted in the long arm for varying the
height of the mercury, and the whole ap-
paratus is supported by a laboratory stand-
ard or a board.
Next we take a small glass tube that will

fit inside the large one, and draw one end
out into a fine capillary tube, by heating in

a Bunsen flame. The bore of this tube at
the capillary end should be about the size

of a human hair, but it is best to make sev-
eral different sizes to find the right diam-
eter. This tube should be about two inches
long, and is supported directly above the
short arm of the large tube, so that it just
dips into the sulfuric acid. A small quan-
tity of mercury is then poured into it, con-
nections are brought out at C and D, and
the apparatus is ready to adjust.
This is done by blowing in the tube D

until a small stream of mercury is forced
thru the capillary tube into the acid. The
pressure is then released, and, due to the

ID if

r
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A
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:,

;
-

;

tween the two mercury columns is now reg-
ulated by the plunger C, until the instru-
ment works best.

To test the instrument, it is only neces-
sary to place the moistened fingers across

flexible lamp cord to the two wires project-
ing from the glass.

Then take a brace and 1" bit and bore a
hole thru a short piece of 2" x 2" wood.
Into one end of the hole start the brass base

Place Selenium
ce/l here

.
...

,-Pmho/e

WasA

fig.2
.e'E

A Novel Radio Recording Apparatus Which Can Be Easily Built In the Experimenters Lab-
oratory and Tested Out Without Radio Apparatus; Simply Connect Up a Buzzer Exciter

Thru a High Resistance to Give Imitation Received Radio Currents. The Instrument Acts on

the Principle of the Capillary Electrometer.

the binding posts, and the difference of po-

tential between the two masses of mercury
will affect the surface tension, and cause
the point at the junction of the liquids to

move up and down. The movement from
such a slight potential is very small, visible

only with a magnifying glass, but with
strong wireless signals it becomes more
pronounced, and is visible even to the naked
eye.

To apply the instrument in operating a
relay or recorder, it is necessary to use a
beam of light, as shown by Fig. 2, playing

upon a selenium cell, the construction of
which will be evident to the experimenter.
The same beam of light could also be used
in giving a screen demonstration of radio,

or a photo-recorder could be built, and the

signals recorded upon sensitive paper, as

the operator chooses.

And while it is not possible to use this

device in wireless at present, it has many
other interesting uses which will suggest
themselves to the experimenter, such as
recording the fluctuations of the voice upon
the screen, recording the sine wave of an
alternating current by means of a revolv-
ing mirror, etc.

just enough to hold it tight; and let the

wires extend on thru to the other side. (Or
otherwise use a tight-fitting paper or card-

board tube.)

Next heat some sealing wax and pour into

the mould, being sure that the wires do
not touch where they are bare and that they

are in the middle of the casting. The base

should be heated gradually so that the hot

sealing wax will not break the glass pro-

jection when poured into the mould. Now
remove the block of wood (or paper tube)

either by splitting or slipping off, when the

wax has cooled. Next smooth the casting

off and bevel the corner down to the wires

as shown.

Donald Wilson,
Monroe City, Missouri.

The Capillary Electrometer Used In Building
the Radio Recorder Here Described. It Em-
ploys a Fine Jet of Mercury Which Coacts
with the Column of Mercury In Large Tube
"A", the Junction Between Them Rising and
Falling as Radio Currents Are Applied to It.

capillary action, the mercury will recede a
trifle, and will draw a quantity of the sul-
furic acid up with it. The separation be-

BURNT-OUT LAMP CONTEST
(Continued from page 467)

to float the nail. Now fill the lamp with
water and drop the cork with the nail in
the water. By connecting the two leads of
the magnet coil to a battery the cork will

go down and rise again as soon as the cur-
rent is shut off. The harder and faster the
cork goes down the more current the bat-
tery contains.

Edward N. Heubner,
New York, N. Y.

Drip Pan Alarm
All that is needed in constructing and in-

stalling this drip alarm is a burnt-out lamp
bulb, batteries, wire, electric bell and a strip

of brass about a foot long, }4-inch wide,

and ^s-inch in thickness.

The burnt-out lamp bulb is soldered to the

brass strip "B" while the other terminal

should be pivoted. Fasten the bell where
you desire it and connect the batteries as

shown with a switch. When the drip pan
fills the float rises and the brass strip "B"
contracts to "C" and closes the circuit, thus
giving the alarm.

Caesar Hasimoto,

Honolulu, T. H.

A French system of rapid telegraphy, by
which 40,000 words an hour can be trans-

mitted, has worked successfully for dis-

tances up to 900 miles in that country.

Connecting Plug.

First break away the glass globe down to
the brass base of a burnt-out lamp bulb;
leaving the glass part which holds the two
wires. Next solder on the two ends of a

The government of Ecuador has estab-

lisht seven land wireless stations and equipt
three war vessels with radio telegraphy.
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The How and Why of Radio Apparatus
By H. WINFIELD SECOR, Assoc. I. R. E.

No. 10—Radio Amplifiers.
From time to time we will describe one

particular instrument used in either the

radio transmitting or receiving set, explain-
ing just how it works, and why. We have
received so many requests from new readers
asking for such explanations that we have
decided to publish this matter in serial

form. In the course of several issues all

of the principal transmitting and receiving
apparatus will have been covered. The sub-
ject for the tenth paper is RADIO AM-
PLIFIERS.

RADIO amplifiers of many kinds have
been tried out in the twenty years
that wireless telegraphy has been
with us. The more prominent types
of current intensifying devices will

be discust here, reference being made to
some of the novel or interesting ones. An
amplifier is usually considered to be a device
acting by electro-magnetic or other means
so as to boost the strength of a received
radio signal. Such apparatus is of the
greatest importance in radio work, not only
for the purpose of intensifying weak signals
to audibility, but also for the control or
modulation of heavy radio-telephonic trans-
mitter currents.

The electro-magnetic amplifier illustrated
in Fig. 1, known as the "Multi-Audi-
Phone," is claimed to boost incoming wire-
less messages fifteen hundred times their
original audible strength of signals.

The amplifier consists of a special chem-
ical placed between two electrodes, which
arrangement changes the resistance by vir-
tue of a diafram attracted to an electro-
magnet. This will be more clearly under-
stood by referring to a cross-section view
of this instrument, Fig. 1. It consists of a
permanent magnet A, supporting a metallic
case N, having a threaded screw cap M.
The case contains the amplification parts,
comprising the electro-magnet B, which has
a small iron core E connected to a very fine
steel diafram D, carrying a cup F upon its

surface. Another cup G is placed on the
opposite side and within it, the special
chemical is placed at I. A tube H is pro-
vided so that the material is retained with-
in the cups. The cup G is connected to a
threaded rod J and lever K, supported by
a rubber standard L on the steel magnet A.
The diafram D is gold-plated in order that
the chemical will not affect the steel. The
electro-magnet B is connected by means of
the wires O, while diafram D is joined to
wire P. Rod J connects to terminal Q.
In order to regulate the pressure on the

chemical mixture between the cup elec-
trodes, adjustment is made by nut K.
The action of this amplifier is somewhat

microphonic, and as the diafram is caused
to vibrate by the incoming signals it varies
the distance between the electrodes, conse-
quently varying the resistance of the chem-
ical and thus also the 'phone circuit. A
5-ohm 'phone is used in connection with this
amplifier, so it is evident that a large cur-
rent is used in this secondary circuit. A
horn is usually fitted to the receiver, so that
messages can be heard about the room
without using a pair of head 'phones. If
two or more of these units are used in cas-
cade, signals can be boosted to such an audi-
bility that one can hardly stay in the room
on account of the loudness of the signals.
The "Brown" Radio and Telephonic Re-

lay.—'The electro-magnetic telephone and
telegraph relay designed by Brown, of Eng-
land, is widely used for telephone current

intensifying, and has been successfully em-
ployed for boosting radio signals.

Its make-up will be gleaned from Fig.

2, where N S is a permanent steel magnet
frame surmounted by two magnetizing
coils K, and two 4,400-ohm coils H (same
size pole-pieces, etc., as used in a telephone
receiver). A light spring or reed P carries

a soft iron head to be attracted by the pole-
pieces. Attached to the moving reed is a
rod joined to a delicate microphone M,
filled with polished carbon grains.

Referring to the diagram of connections
in radio circuits we see that terminals A
are joined in place of the regular tele-

phones. The magnet coils K are energized
by current from a battery of six volts
thru the primary (17 ohms) of an auto-
transformer P. S. Across the transformer
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secondary (26 ohms) at 3, 1, is connected
a 2 M. F. condenser in series with a pair

of 120-ohm telephone receivers. Its action
will now be clearly understood. The vary-
ing Hertzian currents react thru coils H
on the relay magnetic circuit balance, and
cause its armature reed P and the micro-
phone M to vary their positions. The
microphone thus changes the resistance of
the circuit, and these changes are trans-
mitted thru the transformer P S and con-
denser to the head telephones.

This style of Brown relay has an in-

tensifying factor of about 20 times received
strength of signal. Newer types can in-

tensify 100 times and more, or several may
be joined in cascade to give as high a ratio

as required.

The "Telefunken" system utilizes a
unique amplifier of the tuned reed micro-
phone type, which is outlined at Fig. 3. A
radio coupling circuit is joined to a "tuned"
reed microphone relay Fi Mi, and this re-

acts or controls the battery thru a second
"tuned" reed microphone Ma, etc., etc. Three
microphones are commonly used. Two of
these "tuned" amplifiers can receive two
distinct messages on an aerial simultane-
ously without interference, if they and the
incoming waves have a tune frequency dif-

fering by 20 per cent or over, it is claimed.
Such microphonic apparatus is extremely
delicate and must be very carefully adjusted
and supported on elastic bands or otherwise
supported in a shock-proof manner by em-
ploying felt, etc. The third microphone
circuit may control a "loud talker" or Morse
tape recorder as desired. These micro-
phones are extremely well built to permit of
the most exact adjustment. The resistance
of each microphone circuit, as well as the
potential applied, is made finely adjustable.
The "Detectiphone" Amplifier.—We come

to an interesting application of the "Detect-
iphone" or dictograph, in the form of an
amplifier for feeble or weak electric cur-
rents. At Fig. 4 there is outlined a system
which has been tried out and which, when
carefully and properly made, will yield good
results.

Considering first the regular radio receiv-
ing instruments, with aerial A, ground G,
loose coupler L C (or tuning coil), we see
that the regular sensitive telephone receiver
R 1, is mounted close up to a "Detectiphone"
transmitter. An ordinary detector, finely

adjusted, is connected at D, while C is the
usual blocking condenser. The detector
may be a crystal type or a Radioson, which
requires no adjustment. This circuit, shown
schematically at Fig. 4, is for a 2 stage
amplifier, but a 3rd "Detectiphone" set gives
better results of course. The batteries A
and B are the regular ones supplied with
the instruments, or they may be ordinary
4^-volt flash-light batteries. At T 1 is the
first transmitter of a "Detectiphone" and
its receiver at R 2 ; T 2 is the second trans-
mitter and R 3 its regular receiver. The
only high resistance wireless type receiver
is that indicated at R 1. This should be
a first class 'phone, and have at least 1,000
ohms resistance, and better yet 1,500 to
2,000 ohms ; so as to be as sensitive to the
rectified detector currents as possible. This
arrangement of the apparatus works on the
principle that if a faint sound, such as a
radiotelegraphic signal, be reproduced close
to the ultra-sensitive transmitter of the
"Detectiphone," then that faint signal will
cause the diafram of the transmitter to
vibrate, and thus cause variations in its re-
sistance

; which in turn are manifested in
the receiver of the first "Detectiphone."
These signals actuate the second micro-
phone, and this in turn controls the third
and final "Detectiphone" receiver R 3. It
is well to place a 10-ohm adjustable rheo-
stat in series with each amplifying circuit,
to enable the battery current to be regulated
to a nicety. Not over 6 to 7 volts should
be applied in any case to these "Detecti-
phone" circuits.

Several different arrangements and mod-
ifications of the apparatus may be made,
and thus the experimenter and student is

left a good chance for research work along
this line. Step-up transformers can also be
employed, as well as telephone induction
coils, etc.

In making up such an amplifying set, care
should be exercised to have the receivers
and transmitters very close to each other,
each unit mounted in a sound-proof, air-
tight wooden box packed with felt, or other
sound-deadening material. This is ensured
by carefully removing the front threaded

{Continued on page 507)
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•TTHE CON

The Oscillograph—How It Works
By PROF. LINDLEY PYLE, Professor of Physics, Washington University

THE oscillograph is one of the sim-
plest yet one of the most marvelous
of our electrical instruments,—simple
because it consists of a single loop of
wire hanging in the air-gap of an

electromagnet, and marvelous in that it

Figs. 1 and 2—Showing the Effect Produced by Bringing a
Steel Magnet Close to a Carbon Filament Lamp Operated
by 60 Cycle A. C. Magnet Away—Filament Still; Magnet
Close—Filament Twisted Back and Forth 60 Times Per
Second. This Is the Fundamental Principle of the Oscil-

lograph.

takes a moving picture of the behavior of
an electrical current showing variations oc-
curring in a time interval of one-thousandth
of a second or less.

The principle of the oscillograph is made
clear by reference to figures / and 2.

Figure 1 shows an incandescent lamp
burning on a 110 volt, 60 cycle A. C. cir-

cuit. The carbon filament in this lamp takes
the form of a long single loop (hair-pin
type). The tip of the lamp is toward the
observer and the incandescent filament is

clearly observable, along with some bright
reflections in the glass globe. The horse-
shoe magnet in the illustration 1 is drawn
away so that it has no appreciable influ-

ence. Now note in Fig. 2 the behavior of
the loop filament when the magnet is

brought close :—the filament is thrown into
a violent twisting vibration. When one leg
of the loop moves toward the magnet the
other leg moves away, and when the first

mentioned leg starts back the second starts
forward. It is only necessary to recall that— a current-carrying conductor extending
across the lines of force of a magnetic field
is urged sideways by a force PROPOR-
TIONAL TO the strength of the travers-

ing current. In the case of a loop the cur-
rent at any instant is in opposite directions
in the two legs; the two forces are there-
fore opposite and the filament is twisted.
If the current is reversed the electromag-
netic forces change direction and the loop

is twisted the other way. The
amount of twist depends upon
the strength of current in the

loop. Since the lamp in the il-

lustration carries a current al-

ternating in direction at the

rate of 60 complete to-and-fro
oscillations per second, the lamp
filament is thereby forced to

make 60 to-and-fro twists per
second, or 120 single vibrations

per second. Now this motion
is too rapid for the eye to fol-

low and the incandescent fila-

ment spreads out into an ap-
parent ribbon of light as illus-

trated. So much for the illus-

tration of the principle.

Fig. 4 is a diagrammatic
sketch of the commercial type
of Duddell oscillograph. N
and S are the two poles of an
electro-magnet; L is a loop of
fine phosphor-bronze wire, the
ends of which, b, b, are at-

tached to binding posts. A
spring, s, attached to a small
spreader (sometimes a small
pulley) at the turn of the loop,
exerts a stout pull. The paral-
lel wires of the loop are close
together, a thirty-second of an
inch apart or less and a small
mirror, m, is fastened across
the wires where they pass thru
the magnetic gap. The resem-
blance to Fig. 2 is very clear.

With a steady current travers-
ing the coils of the electro-

magnet and an alternating current thru L,
the behavior of the loop is exactly like that
of the filament of the lamp in Fig. 2. If
one wire of the loop L is moving forward
the other is moving backward and the little

mirror, m, wags to and fro in accord-
ance with the behavior of the current
in the loop. How shall we now interpret

Fig. 4. Arrangement of Moving Element

—

Wires "b b" and Tiny Mirror "m"—Used in
the Commercial Oscillograph. N-S Are Poles

of Powerful Electro-magnet.

Fig. 3. Remarkable Oscillogram
Taken by the Author. The Large
Curve Shows I Cycle of a 60 Cycle
A. C. The Small Ripples Show the
Record Made by a "Howler"—

a

Microphone Held In Front of a Re-
ceiver—the Ripple Frequency Be-
ing 1380 Oscillations Per Second.

what the mirror is trying to tell us?
Imagine the whole apparatus to be in a

darkened room and allow a beam of light

from the sun or an arc light to enter the
room thru a small hole and to fall upon the
moving mirror. The reflected beam of
light will sway to and fro in accordance
with the movement of the mirror. Take an
unexposed photographic plate, hold its face
toward the mirror, and chop it down across
the reflected beam. Develop and fix the
plate and a wavy line will be shown on the
plate representing the displacement of the
mirror at every instant. This method of
registration is easy to understand if one
*akes a pencil and draws on a sheet of
paper a line parallel to the top edge of the
sheet. Now while running the pencil to
and fro across this line, take hold of the
top of the sheet and pull it out from under
the moving pencil. The result is a wavy
line drawn on the sheet of paper. If the

(.Continued on page 488)
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A Thermostatic Time Switch
By ALBERT H. BEILEB

I'LL
admit right at the start that this

thermostatic time switch might better

be placed in the E. E. category of
"phoney patents." If you ask me what
real use it has, I can't tell you, but if

you are the sort of "bug" who occasionally

wants something novel—the commercial use

thermostat. Also if you try to arrange to

cool it, then when R contracts what is to

keep the circuit from being opened at C?
Our problem, then, is this : Let a circuit

be closed at C after a minute or so by the
expansion of R, but as soon as this is done
let the heating coil circuit become opened.

When You Close the Circuit Containing This "Thermostatic Time Switch," the Lamps
Connected in the Circuit Light Up About Two Minutes Later—Why? Read the Article.

It Explains Just How to Make This Mystic Apparatus.

go hang—then continue reading, my Boy!
The thermostatic time switch is as com-

plicated as its name sounds when multiplied

by two. And all it accomplishes is to light

some lamps about two minutes after you
close a switch. No time clock. Oh, no

!

nothing that simple ! It works on the ther-

mostat principle.

"Oh, I know all about it," some of you
will say. "Heating effect of resistance coil

expands a rod which makes contact and
closes circuit after a minute or two. Noth-
ing simpler." However, there's a bit more
to it than that. Most of you are more or
less familiar with the principle on which
those signs work when the lights flash on
and off at intervals of a minute or so. To
briefly explain the principle : In Fig. 1, L
is the sign lamp and R a metal rod having
some thin resistance wire wound on it. One
end of the wire is connected to the rod.

C is a contact separated from R by a very
small distance, so small that when R ex-
pands, due to the heat of the coil, it touches
C. When the switch S is closed, current
passes thru the lamp and the heating coil.

The resistance of the latter is so great that

the lamp lights dimly or not at all. The
coil heats rod R, which eventually touches
C and lights lamp L brightly by short-

circuiting the coil. After a minute or so
the rod has cooled sufficiently to contract
and break contact at C and the process is

again repeated.
This on and off cycle is just what is de-

sired on a sign in order to attract attention.

But suppose it were required to light lamp
L by the thermostat and keep it lit perma-
nently? That is quite another problem. At
first thought it seems that an arrangement
as seen in Fig. 2 will solve the difficulty.

Here when the switch is closed the coil

heats up and after a while R touches C
and the lamp lights. Very fine, but mean-
while what about our friend the heating
coil? If it is kept on for any length of
time it will soon burn itself out and no more

Further, when R contracts on cooling let it

have no effect on the continuity of the lamp
circuit.

To accomplish this we will use our
old friend the stick relay which the writer

Thermostatic Time Switch Circuit Containing
the Thermal Element R, Water Rheostat W,

"Stick" Relay M, Lamps L, Etc.

described in his article on "Burglar Alarms"
in the July, 1917, issue of the Electrical
Experimenter. Fig. 3 illustrates the cir-

cuit, and the mode of operation is as fol-

lows :

M is an electromagnet, one end of whose
coil is grounded to the core. R is the rod
with the heating coil wound on it, W is a
water rheostat to regulate the current of

the heating coil. T is the time switch, S
the main switch and L the lamps. C is the

thermostat contact and C" is a rear contact

for magnet M.
When S is closed but T open all circuits

are open. When T is closed current travels

from the + main thru switch S, armature
A, contact C", heating coil, rheostat, switch

T and back to the negative main. Soon the

coil heats up enough so that R touches C.

A circuit is then completed from the posi-

tive main thru the rod R, contact C, mag-
net M, lamps L and back to the negative
main. The lights light and the magnet
attracts its armature A. As soon as A
leaves C" the thermostat circuit is opened
and it commences to cool.

"But," you will say, "as soon as it cools

armature A will Well, wait a minute.

Give me time. As soon as A touches the

core of M, it closes the magnet circuit in-

dependently of rod R and contact C as fol-

lows : From the positive main thru S,

armature A, core of M, magnet M, lamps
L and back to the negative main. R can
cool all it wants to now. Magnet M doesn't

care a rap. Its circuit is complete and the

lamps remain lit until the switch S is

opened again. In actual practise a slightly

different arrangement was employed. The
front contact C" carries the current for the

heating coil, which is about 3 amperes.
When the break occurred, a bad arc formed
and so an oil switch was employed to

quench it. This oil switch uses glycerine

and was described by the writer on page 403

of the October, 1917, issue of the Elec-
trical Experimenter. The details of con-

struction of M are so simple that they

hardly require any explanation. The ther-

mostat used was a zinc rod 3/16 inches in

diameter and 4 inches long, wound with

four layers of No. 26 D. C. C. cor>per mag-
net wire for a distance of 3 inches o. .he

rod. See illustration.

In conjunction with the time switch a

short-circuiting push-button to light the

lamps without the time element was em-
ployed. Also instead of the time switch

being a knife or other closed-circuit switch,

a push-button was used to obviate the ne-

cessity of adjusting any switch but the main
S. To affect this substitution, another stick

relay had to be shunted around the time

push-button to keep the circuit closed, once

the time push had closed it for an instant.

The complete wiring as installed in the

writer's home is shown in Fig. 4 and may
be briefly explained. The push P lights the

lamps instantaneously and the circuit re-

mains closed because M is a stick relay.

To light the lamps on the time push, T P
is deprest. The stick relay T M keeps the

circuit closed when T P has opened. After

the heating interval when R touches C and
closes M's circuit, M attracts A and opens

the circuit of the heating coil and T M at

C". Thus as soon as A leaves C" and goes

down, the armature of T M goes up.

(Continued on page 496)
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Thermostatic Time Switch Control Circuit
Involving the Use of Two "Stick" Relays.
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Al Water-Jet Blast Apparatus
Rv Professor HERBERT E. METCALF

O
to

NE of the handiest articles around
the laboratory is a blast lamp.

Usually it is not extensively used
because of the fact that most labor-

atories are not fortunate enough
be equipt with comprest air, and are

Pinch cocA

\. Injector

! Small ouikt boles

Detail of Cork
Baffle

Rubber Cork

Water outlet

A Home-Made Water Jet Blast Apparatus
for the Amateur Scientist. Hook Up Your
Spigot to the Water Inlet and Presto! You
Have a Fine Blast of Air, Sufficient for Two
Blast Lamps. It Will Yield at Least Five

Pounds Air Pressure.

obliged to make use of a foot blower to

obtain the necessary air pressure. The foot
blower has. a number of disadvantages, such
as giving an unsteady pressure, awkward-
ness in handling, and deterioration of
the rubber back. Also its first cost is con-
siderable. The water-jet blast apparatus to

be described costs only a fraction as much
as a foot blower, will deliver a steady
stream of air, and can be made in a very
short time with but little knowledge of
glass blowing.
In general the water-jet blast apparatus

consists of two injectors, a baffle plate, and
a large collecting tube. The injectors are
the essentials of the outfit, and upon their

efficiency depends the amount of air finally

obtained.
A piece of heavy walled glass tubing,

about 12 inches long is drawn out in the
flame making a constriction about one inch
and a half from one end. This constriction
should be made so that its walls are as
thick or thicker than the original wall of
the tube, as otherwise they will break in

handling. This is done by thickening the
glass tube at the point of the constriction
by heating it and pinching it together, heat-
ing and drawing out very slowly. The
lumen of the constricted portion should be
straight and- about 2-3 millimeters in

diameter.
Next plug one end with a cork. Center

a very fine flame on the short part of the
tube just above the constriction until that
portion of the wall is white hot and bending
in under the flame. Then blow gentlv into

the open end. A bubble will blow out from
the heated portion which may be chipt off.

Thus a hole is formed. This is the air inlet.

Another tube is now made exactly like the
first.

A piece of tubing which will fit inside
the injector tube loosely, should be drawn
out into a constriction so that the final

lumen of this smaller tube will be slightly

smaller than the constriction in the lumen
of the injector tube. This, if cut in the
middle of the constriction, will furnish jets
for both injector tubes.

The two jets are then sealed firmly in

the short end of the injector tubes by
means of sealing wax. The point of the
jet should be as near the constriction as
possible, leaving only enough distance to
allow sufficient air to be carried by the
end of the jet.

The large collecting tube should be as
long as possible and may be made out of
tubing, a bottle or a broken graduate. If
a bottle is used the bottom may be cut
out by winding string around it, saturating
the string with alcohol, burning and plung-
ing into cold water. The two large rubber
corks which are used one in each end,
should be of a size to fit very tightly when
forced into the tube. The upper cork is

perforated with three holes, two for the
injectors, and one for the air outlet tube.
The lower cork should have a large hole
for the water outlet. This outlet tube should
be plenty large enough to allow all of the
water to escape. In the apparatus as made,
the lower tube consisted of a cut-off test
tube.

The two injectors are now put thru their
holes and adjusted in their final positions.
A large cork will do for the baffle plate.
This is to break the force of the water,
and to allow the air bubbles to rise in the
collecting tube. This cork should have two
holes bored partway thru to receive the ends
of the injectors, and then a series of small
holes around the outside so as to allow the
water and air to come out
at right angles to the in-

jectors.

The air delivery tube is

then put in the top rubber
cork, the baffle plate cork
adjusted and paraffined, and
the top cork prest firmly
into place. The bottom cork
with its outlet tube in place
is then forced in also. In
order that both jets func-
tion, a double delivery tube
is made from glass, and
connection made with the
faucet with heavy-walled
pressure tubing. All joints
should be wired because of
the high pressure caused by
the small size of the jets.

On the water outlet tube,
and on the air delivery tube,
there should be placed ad-
justable pinch-cocks over
rubber tubing. These are
very i m p o rt a n t because
without their proper regu-
lation the apparatus will not
function. Turn on the water
full force. If water rises
rapidly and threatens to
come out the air delivery
tube, the air pinch-cock
must be tightened. The
back pressure of the air will
cause the water to go down.
If too much air escapes out

(Continued on page 504)

TESTING THREE-PHASE MOTORS
FOR CONNECTIONS.

By Herbert J. Maloney, Engineer.
(Australia.)

Many times electricians working among
alternating current machinery are called

upon to ascertain whether a three-phase
motor is star or mesh connected. Little

difficulty is experienced when the motor is

of open type, where the wiring can be easily

traced, but the difficulty arises when they
are confronted with a totally enclosed motor
with only three connecting leads project-
ing. The method here described is a simple
way of tackling the situation by means of a
megger and bridge, Wheatstone bridge or
volt and ammeters. The resistance between
the stator leads is taken ; after that is ob-
tained bridge two of the leads and measure
the resistance between the two bridged
leads and the remaining one. If the re-

sulting resistance is half of that obtained
by the first reading, it is a mesh connected
motor, but if it is more than half or near
the result obtained in the first reading, the
motor is star connected.
The author used for tests for this article

two Siemens 3 H.P. induction motors, one
mesh and the other star connected. Fig. 2
shows the motor of star connection with
two of the leads bridged. Fig. 3 is Fig. 2
in simpler form ; as seen, we have phases
A and B in parallel and C in series with
them, with a resulting resistance of 1.27

ohms, according to the motor used, which
is more than half of 1.72 (see Fig. 1) the
resistance before the bridge was placed
proving that it is a star connected motor.
Fig. 6 shows the mesh wiring with two leads
bridged. Fig. 7 is Fig. 6 simplified—phase
A is shorted or bridged with phases B C in

parallel. The resistance of which is equal
to .44 ohms, which is half of .88 ohms, the
resistance minus the bridge. Fig. 5 proves
that the motor is of mesh connection.

Fig. 4 and Fig. 8 show star and mesh
motors respectively, with two leads bridged
with volt and ammeters, using Ohm's laws

E
to find resistance (R equals — ) and either

C
D. C. or A. C. can be used. A study of the
diagrams shows the simplicity of the method.

-1.27-

Bridge

B S

—@r

s
fig. 4

Voltmeter

9^-

-44
Fig. 8

Br/dge

-4-4"

Fig. 5 Ffa.6 Fig.

7

The Practical Electrician Will Appreciate the Methods Above
Outlined for Testing Three-Phase Motor Connections, Espe-
cially in the Case of the Star-Connected Winding, Where the
Center Lead is not Accessible. Both Star and Mesh (Delta)

Connections Are Considered.
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Experimental Mechanics
By SAMUEL D. COHEN

LATHE CHUCKS

THE next exercise of importance
which the novice should try, is to

locate the cutting of shoulders on a
piece of work. One way is to mark
the actual position and then proceed

to cut down the material to the mark and

Fig. 2. Appearance of a Three-Jaw Automatic Univer-
sal Lathe Chuck. A Speedy Chuck and a Type Widely
Used in All Machine Shops. The Jaws Can Be Reversed,

Thus Giving a Very Wide Scope of Action.

to the required diameter as indicated in A,
Fig. 1. To accomplish the same result with

better accuracy and speed, the use of the

cutting-off tool is employed as indicated at

B of the same figure, which shows a typical

job with proper dimensions to be turned
out on the lathe.

To proceed with the job it is first neces-

sary to obtain a piece- of material one inch

in diameter and eleven inches long. Square
up both ends by placing the material in the

live chuck and using a side cutting tool.

Drill a counter-sink hole on the square faces

and set stock between live and dead cen-

ters, securing material to live center with a
lathe dog. Adjust the tail stock center so

that the shaft plays slightly on the centers.

Fasten the tail stock spindle by binding
clamp, and keep dead center well oiled.

Mark cutting position on work, starting

from dead center towards live center.

The cutting-off tool is started about 1/32
of an inch from the finishing line of the
shoulder, and kept in position until the
required diameter is reached, plus 1/32
of an inch more so as to allow for clean
finishing. In this case it will be neces-
sary at first to set the outside measuring
calipers to read 17/32 inch. Then with
the aid of a diamond-point tool, the re-

maining stock is cut off. To finish the face
of the shoulder, use a side cutting tool. The

LESSON VIE

final step is to measure nine inches from
the dead center and set the tool to cut off

the stock to its proper length, in this par-

ticular case nine inches.

Altho this job seems to be quite simple at

first glance, yet ninety-five per cent of the

beginners will find it difficult to produce the

work with the

required dimen-
sions. A great

deal can be
learned from
this job. First

and foremost the

use of the cut-

ting-tool, which
gives most trou-

ble to the nov-
ice ; and second-
ly, accuracy in

laying out work
to rigid specifi-

cations.

While prepar-

ing this lesson

the writer
thought it well to

omit giving exer-

cises at this early

period and con-

sidered that fur-

ther details on
the use of the lathe and other tools should
supercede everything else. This was found
to be essential in that it is important to

know practically everything about tools and
their uses before it is possible to proceed
with building a machined article or work-

cabtings, these chucks are particularly use-

ful and great time savers. Another type of

chuck is shown in Fig. 3. This is called an
independent chuck, and each jaw is moved
in or out by its own screw, which works
independently of the other jaws. In this

device the work is chucked by moving the

Convertin.
Chuck, Ca"
The Jaws

ill:

Owing to lack of space and the great
number of new feature articles we have
had to postpone publishing the following
articles this month:
"Spectroscopic Methods and Spectra"—Part

II—by D. S. Binnington.
"The Secret of the Magnet Poles," by Wal-

ter E. Keever.
"A Practical Electrical Photo Printer," by
Dr. E. Bade.
But these, as well as a host of other

"brand-new" features, will all be in the
DECEMBER number.

Method of Accurately Cutting Shoulders
On a Lathe and Turning Down a Piece of
Shafting to a Smaller Diameter at the

Two Ends.

ing on exercises, altho the last two men-
tioned are of importance, as they give the
amateur the fundamental practise neces-
sary to become familiar with the working
of the lathe.

In order that various shapes of work may
be held on the lathe, special tools called
chucks are used. There are many different
forms of chucks on the market, depending
upon their use. The chuck is one of the
handiest tools that can be attached to the
lathe, increasing its usefulness many times.
One of the commonest and most used

chucks is the so-called self-centering chuck,
which is shown in photograph, Fig. 2. This
particular chuck has three jaws. However,
there are chucks equipt with four jaws.
The jaws are usually opened and closed
simultaneously by turning the handle which
is attached to a screw, the screw being
geared to a worm connecting all of the
jaws. As each jaw moves thru exactly the
same distance toward or away from the
center, it is obvious that a drill or any piece
of work placed between the jaws will be
held directly in the center. For holding
twist drills, metal rods, bolts and small

Face-Plate Into a Four-Jaw Independent
pable of a Wide Variety of Machine Shop Work.
Can Be Purchased Separately and Fit Any Face

Plate.

stept (knurled) jaws in or out by the screws
with which they are controlled, the jaws
sliding in the block grooves. The jaw
blocks are bolted against the face plate of
the lathe as shown in the figure. A single

jaw is shown in Fig. 4. These jaws are
adaptable for face plates, also for a great
variety of work, and are rapidly taking the
place of the larger sized chucks for several
reasons. They are better adapted for use,
being easily attached to the machine, and
may be connected to or taken off the plate
by one man alone without the use of tackle.

These jaws are reversible, facing them in
or out. The sliding jaw may be quickly
run out and turned end for end, also the
blocks may be reversed if necessary. The
last, but .not least, item is their cost, and
in this case they are much cheaper than
other jaws, as they can be secured to the
face plate furnished with the lathe. The
independent chuck is very handy, especially
in working with irregular shaped articles,

(Continued on page 488)

Single Independent Chuck Block of the
Type Illustrated in Use at Fig. 3. A Worm
Screw and Key Moves the Knurled Jaw

Back and Forth.
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Experimental Chemistry
By ALBERT W. WILSDON

Thirtieth Lesson

THE HALOGENS.

BROMIN, FLUORIN, AND IODIN
BROMIN: History.

THIS element was discovered in 1826

by Balard, who obtained and isolated

it from the bittern or mother liquor

of common salt. It was the last non-

metal discovered previous to fluorin

and argon.
Occurrence.

It occurs chiefly as magnesium bromid in

sea water, and as the magnesium, calcium,

and sodium salt in many rock-salt deposits

and salt wells. It never occurs in the un-

combined state in Nature. Large quantities

of this element are produced at Stassfurt,

and a considerable quantity is manufactured
from the residues after the preparation of

iodin from kelp, but the larger portion of

our supply is derived from "bittern", the

mother liquor of the salt industry. Bro-

mides and chlorides of sodium, potassium,

calcium and magnesium are contained in

the natural salt brine.

Preparation.
1. For preparation in the laboratory, it is

liberated from its most common compound,
potassium bromid, by the action of man-
ganese dioxid and sulfuric acid, analogous

to the preparation of chlorin from sodium
chlorid.

2KBr + Mn0 2 + 2H 2SO, = KSOt +
MnSO* + 2H 2 + 2 Br

Fig 159

Fig. 139—This Apparatus May Be Employed
for the Preparation of Bromin or lodln on a
Small Scale, Where a Retort Is Not Available.
The Operation is the Same as With the Re-

tort.—See Figure 138.

Observe that oxygen and all the hydrogen
combine to form water, and that each metal
forms a sulfate, leaving bromid free. Com-
pare, chlorin and iodin.

2. On the large scale from brine springs,

the water is partially evaporated, leaving

sodium chlorid to crystallize out. The thick

liquid left, called Bittern or Mother Liquor,

and containing in solution salts like mag-
nesium bromid, is separated from the crys-

tals, and to it are added manganese dioxid

and sulfuric acid. Heating caused the same
reaction as above, in addition to which
some chlorin is set free from the sodium
chlorid. This reacts with the magnesium
bromid, sodium bromid, potassium bromid,
and liberates bromid.

KBr + Q = KC1 + Br

Properties.

PHYSICAL. 1. It is a thin, volatile,

deep red liquid.

2. It possesses a very pungent, stifling

odor as a gas.

Fig. 138—Retort Method of Preparing Bromin
from Potassium Bromid, Manganese Dioxid

and Sulfuric Acid.

3. Its specific gravity is 2.99 at 15 degrees.
4. It is intensely poisonous, attacking the

membranes, especially the eyes. It burns
into the flesh and makes sores difficult to
heal.

5. It is soluble in 28 parts of water. Its

water solution being commercially known
as Bromin Water. It is more soluble in

carbon disulfid, alcohol or ether.

6. It freezes at —7 degrees, but rapidly
evaporates at all temperatures above that.

7. At 1200 degrees the bromin molecule
splits into its atoms. This makes one atom
per molecule.
CHEMICAL. 1. Its chemical properties

are very much like those of chlorin.

2. It has great affinity for hydrogen, and
for metals, with which it forms bromides.

3. When dissolved in water it gradually
combines with hydrogen and frees oxygen.

4. Antimony powder burns in bromin as
in chlorin.

5. Bromin will not unite with oxygen, and
no oxid of bromin is known.

Fig. is/

Fig. 137—Aludels, Which Consist of Flask-
Shaped Glass Vessels With Circular Openings
in the Bottom to Admit the Necks of Other
Flasks, Used in the Commercial. Sublimation
of Iodin. Over the Furnace at'the Right Is

the Retort Where the Reaction Takes Place.
The Hot Iodin Vapor Sublimes on the Sides

and Necks of the Aludels.

Uses.—In the free state it is employed
in the manufacture of bromides and of
many bromin derivatives of the coal-tar

compounds. It is also used somewhat in

the manufacture of anilin colors. Potas-
sium bromid is employed in medicine, and
is the basis of other bromin compounds.
Silver bromid is employed extensively in

photography, especially for the negative.

FLUORIN: History.

The art of etching glass by means of a
mixture of fluorspar and sulfuric acid was
known as far back as 1670. Many at-

tempts have been made in recent years to

isolate this element. In 1886, Moissan, by
passing a current of 50 volts and 15 amperes
thru anhydrous hydrofluoric acid, cooled to—23 degs., and contained in a U-shaped
platinum tube, succeeded in obtaining the
free element fluorin, as a colorless gas
which has since been obtained in solid liquid

form. Fluorin was liquefied by Moissan
and Dewar, by utilizing liquid air as a re-

frigerant, at the temperature of —187
degrees.

Occurrence.

It occurs chiefly as calcium fluorid—
Fluorspar— CaF2 , which is widely dis-

tributed over the globe, and as sodium and
aluminum fluorid— Cryolite— (Nas A1F«)
which is found in deposits in Greenland. It

has been found in small quantity in sea
water, in many mineral waters, in the bones
and teeth of man, and in milk.

Fig. 140—A Large and a Small Beaker Com-
prises the Apparatus Necessary for Obtaining

Chlorin from Bleaching Powder.

Properties.

It is a pale greenish-yellow gas, possess-
ing a very penetrating odor. It is chemic-
ally the most violently active of all known
elements. It combines with all of the com-
mon elements except oxygen, platinum and
gold. It readily and energetically attacks
silica—glass—thus its application for etch-
ing glass.

Its most important use is for etching
glass, when in the form of the compound
hydrogen fluorid—hydrofluoric acid.

IODIN: History.

In 1811 or 1812, Courtois, a soap-boiler of
Paris, observed a peculiar corrosion of his

copper kettle during the evaporation of kelp
liquor, after crystallizing the sodium car-

bonat from it. Subsequently he obtained

(Continued on page 491)
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This department will award the following monthly prizes: First Prize, $3.00; Second Prize, $2.00; Third Prize, $1.00.
The purpose of this department is to stimulate experimenters towards accomplishing new things with old apparatus or old materialand for the most useful, practical and original idea submitted to the Editors of this department, a monthly series of prizes will be awarded'

For the best idea submitted a prize of $3.00 is awarded; for the second best idea a $2.00 prize, and for the third best prize of $1 00 The
article need not be very elaborate, and rough sketches are sufficient. We will make the mechanical drawings. Use only one side of sheetMake sketches on separate sheets.

FIRST PRIZE, $3.00 SECOND PRIZE, $2.00 THIRD PRIZE, $1.00

AN ELECTRIC POULTRY
WATERER.

When the family is gone for a long
while an electric waterer will come in very
handy. A lump of ice may be added in the

An Automatic Electric Waterer for the Chick-
ens. A Dry Cell Or Two Runs the Outfit for
a Long Time. In Making the Contact At "D"
Be Sure to Form It of Springy Brass So the
Magnet and Valve Have a Chance to Function

Before the Circuit is Opened.

summer time to keep the water cool. C,
is a waterproof box made by putting on
about two coats of waterproof varnish.
B, is a board 1 inch wide. This is nailed

at the sides of the box so that it will extend
across the box. The box can be of any
width and height.

An electro-magnet is screwed to the

bottom of the board B. On the top of this

door is soldered a clamp attached to the
solenoid. The water pressure will hold
the door tight against the hole in the box
to prevent leakage. The pan G should be
right under the door L.

A piece of heavy wire F, should be
sharpened at one end and stuck into a cork.
The rod F, is put in the pan G, with the
cork at the bottom. At the other end is

fastened a piece of brass an inch long.

A piece of brass D, is mounted as shown
so the bottom will be as far below the con-
tact on the rod F, as the pan is deep. The
wiring is shown clearly. The pan G, is

filled with water; so is the box C. As the
water is drunk by the poultry the float F,

goes down with the water. Finally when
the pan is empty the contact on the rod F
touches the fixt contact D—this closes the
circuit and the solenoid draws the door
L up, the water in the box C rushes out of
the hole in the side of the box which was
closed by tin door L and starts to fill pan
G. The float F goes up and the contact on
the upper end breaks the circuit; the door
drops down and the water stops flowing.
One battery is sufficient to run this

waterer for a long time.

Contributed by WILBUR BRITTON.

PHENOLPHTHALEIN POLARITY
INDICATOR.

The accompanying illustration shows a

very simple and accurate way to make a

polarity indicator. Altho there have been
many articles on a simple way to make
polarity indicators many of them have
failed, because they did not prove accurate
when a small current was past thru it.

For this indicator, make a 25% solution

of phenolphthalein, which can be bought at

any drug store or chemical supply house.

Then take a carbon filament bulb and file

the tip off ; pass a wire into the bulb and
break the filament as in illustration, and fill

the bulb about y$ full of phenolphthalein
solution, and seal the tip of the bulb with
sealing wax. By passing a current thru the

indicator, the wire leading to the positive

LAST CALL
On November 1st the sub-

scription price of the "Elec-

trical Experimenter" advan-
ces to $2.00 in U. S. (Canada
and Foreign, $2.50.) This is

the last chance to subscribe at

the old rates ($1.50 in U. S.,

Canada and Foreign, $2.00).

No subscription for more than

five years at the old rate ac-

cepted.—THE PUBLISHERS

filament, will give off red bubbles, while the
negative filament will give off white bubbles.
After the current is shut off shake bulb so

Seating wax.

White bubbles

^

Finehole

An Excellent Idea in "Polarity Indicators" for
the Shop Work-bench. It is Made From a
Burned Out Incandescent Lamp. The Tip is

Broken Off and the Bulb Filled With a
Phenolphthalein Solution.

as to make the coloration about the positive

filament disappear. It is then ready to be

USE A "MAGNETIC" TACK
HAMMER.

!?*&!?? that "blankety-blank" ham-
mer ! That's the third time!
For the benefit of the reader I will say

that the above is not a new form of writ-

At Left—The "Cuss-less" Magnetic Tack
Hammer. At Right—Home-Made Pipe
Frame for Polishing Head Described In

Detail Below.

ing or sign language, but merely a pleasant
way any man has of expressing his candid
opinion of the common indoor sport of lay-

ing carpets. For some reason or other,
when one tries to indulge in this pastime the
hammer has a cute and exasperating prac-
tise of colliding with the thumb or fore-
finger, and the result is far from agreeable.

But here's a little idea that will not make
friend wife hold her ears in horror and bid
her better half to "remember that the chil-

dren are around." As intimated by the title,

it consists merely in having the hammer
head magnetic, which may be done by bring-
ing it in contact with a permanent or elec-

to-magnet, in the usual method of magnet-
izing. The tack will then be held in the
proper position, as shown by the sketch,

without the necessity of using either the
thumb or forefinger, as heretofore.

Contributed by JOHN T. DWYER.

HOME-MADE POLISHING HEAD.
The ig, sketch above shows a practical

"Polishing Head" made of ordinary pipe
and pipe fittings. First secure from a
plumber the following pipe and fittings :

—

3 tees, 2 male-female elbows, 2 nipples 1

inch long, 1 flange and one piece of pipe
S inches long.

Fit them together according to the ac-

companying diagram, and thread a shaft
of the right size 2 inches on each end. A
pulley, either flat or grooved is fastened in

the middle of the shaft by a set screw.
This can be used as a polishing head or

for a grindstone.
Contributed by L. H. DECKER,, JR.

used again. With this indicator no one can
hardly make a mistake, even when passing
a small current thru it.

Contributed bv
"THOS. A. HORIWITZ.
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YOUNG MAN, Y(

2. I teach each

student soon
after he en-

rolls a special

branch of elec-

trical science,

so he can be-

gin to make
money from
the start.

3. And before

you finish I

will olv* you,

also, FREE,
additional in-

struction In a

special branch

of electrical

science, de-

signed to place

you absolutely

In the ranks of

the most suc-

cessful and
best paid men
in the profes-

sion.

L. L. COOKE,
Chief Engineer. Chicago Engineering Works.

The well known Consulting and Advisory Engineer, formerly
Member of Engineering Staff of American Bridge Co., Pressed
Steel Car Co.. and Mllllkan Bros., Great International Engl-
neers of New York. London and South Africa. YOUR AD-
VISOR AND INSTRUCTOR.

BE A CERTlFi
Never before has there been such a big demand

tor trained graduate electricians, and never at

such splendid pay. There are not enough trained

men in the country. More men must be trained to

meet this urgent need. Here is your opportunity!

You — yes you — are wanted, but as a

TRAINED ELECTRICAL MAN. In these

days there is no place for idlers, and there is no
place for the untrained man. In civil or military

life he is not only useless, but he is a burden. It is

now up to every one of us to prepare to be just as

useful to the country as possible. And after the

war the untrained man will be up against it still

worse, because he will be unable to compete with
the skilled men now being trained. How does

this hit you?

BE A

CERTIFICATED
ELECTRICIAN
Earn $45 to $ 1OO a Week

There is only one thing to it
;
you simply have to prepare for a

real business if you expect to ever get ahead; and I can easily

train you so you will soon be ready for a fine Electrical position,

if you will only follow my advice and instruction. My system of

Instruction at Home, without interfering with your work, is

simple and clear yet thorough and complete. A few months
snappy training of the right kind will prepare you to earn a good
salary and start you on the way to a big success.

I have trained thousands of men and I know what I can do for

you. In fact, I know so well that I will Guarantee under Bond
to return every cent of your tuition if you are not entirely satisfied

when you receive your Electric Certificate as a graduate of my
school.

How have other successful men gotten ahead? Not by idly

drifting along, but by preparing for bigger things. They have no

more brains than you, but they have trained them. You can do

the same and soon be earning a fine income.

L. L. COOKE, Chi
CHICAGO ENGINEE1

441 Cass StrdDEPT. 20X

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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)U'RE WANTED !

ATED ELECTRICIAN
You Men of Draft Age Don't delay taking up this course because you may be drafted.

That's the very reason you should begin immediately. It is your
patriotic duty to make yourself worth the most possible to your country—and to yourself—and of course the
trained man with technical education is the one who rises in rank and pay. If you begin at once you may finish

the course before you are called, but if not the part you have covered will be a benefit to you. Write me about
it today.

What Can You Do as a Trained Man? J^^SS*^

£

yX
line depends upon training. What line will you take up? There is no field that offers such a wide range of
application, such wonderful opportunities for financial advancement and such urgent need for more trained men
as Electricity. I can very quickly train you so that you can handle your share of the business of the nation.
But it is up to YOU. You must act for yourself. But if you will give me your confidence and your co-opera-
tion I will take you along the way to a real success.

The Only School In addition to the fact that I am Chief Engineer of Chicago Engineering
Works and can help you better than anybody else, here we have large finely

equipped shops where you can come at any time for special instruction without charge. No other correspond-
ence school has such equipment or can make you such an offer.

C_^-,|rj|
{""){-ff***

R'ght now I am giving a big valuable surprise that I cannot explain here, to everyjpctiai Vvllcr student who answers this ad. Be sure to get this. Write today.

FREE LESSONS
AND

OUTFIT
Send me the Free Outfit coupon at once. Do it nozv! For a limited time I am making a slashing cut in

the cost of tuition and giving each new student a fine Outfit of Electrical Tools, Materials and Instruments

—

Absolutely Free. I will also send you—free and fully prepaid—Proof Lessons to show you how easily you
can be trained at home to enter this great profession, by means of my new, revised and original system of mail

instruction which has proved so successful for my students.

Valuable Book Free
To everyone who answers this ad I will a lso send without charge

my free book. 'How to Become An Electrical Expert". Write for it

today.

Tear Off and Mail The Coupon Now !

It will not cost you a nickel to find out all about this, and it may
mean everything to your future life. Don't neglect it. Tear off the .

coupon right now. Fill in your name and address and send it to me.
Then what I will send back to you will show you the wonderful
opportunity I am offering you and how easily you can take advantage \

of it. Now tear off the coupon.
^

f Engineer !

NG WORKS i

Chicago, 111.

FREE "OUTFIT" COUPON

CHIEF ENGINEER COOKE,
Chicago Engineering Works,

Dept. 20X-441 Cass Street,

Chicago, III.

Please send me at once—fully prepaid and entirely free—complete

particulars of your great offer for this month.

Name

Address

City State

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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YOUNG MAN, YOU'RE WANTED !

BE A CERTIFICATED ELECTRICIAN
Never before has there been such a big demand

lor trained graduate electricians, and never at

such splendid pay. There are not enough trained

men in the country. More men must be trained to

meet this urgent need. Here is your opportunity!

You — yes you — are wanted, but as a

TRAINED ELECTRICAL MAN. In these

days there is no place for idlers, and there is no

place for the untrained man. In civil or military

life he is not only useless, but he is a burden. It is

now up to every one of us to prepare to be just as

useful to the country as possible. And after the

war the untrained man will be up against it still

worse, because he will be unable to compete with

the skilled men now being trained. How does

this hit you?

BE A

CERTIFICATED
ELECTRICIAN
Earn $45 to $ 1OO a Week

There is only one thing to it; you simply have to prepare for a

business if you expect to ever get ahead; and I can easily

you so you will soon be ready for a fine Electrical position,

if you will only follow my advice and instruction. My system of

Instruction at Home, without interfering with your work, is

simple and clear yet thorough and complete. A few months
snappy training of the right kind will prepare you to earn a good

salary and start you on the way to a big success.

I have trained thousands of men and I know what I can do tor

you. In fact, I know so well that I will Guarantee under Bond
to return every cent of your tuition if you are not entirely satisfied

when you receive your Electric Certificate as a graduate of my
school.

How have other successful men gotten ahead? Not by idly

drifting along, but by preparing for bigger things. They have no

more brains than you, but they have trained them. You can do

the same and soon be earning a fine income.

You Men of Draft Age Don't delay taking up this course because you may be drafted.

That's the very reason you should begin immediately. It is your
patriotic duty to make yourself worth the most possible to your country—and to yourself—and of course the

trained man with technical education is the one who rises in rank and pay. If you begin at once you may finish

the course before von at e called, but if not the part you have covered will he a benefit to you. Write me about

it todav.

What Can You Do as a Trained Man? This is absolutely the day of

the specialist. Success in any

line depends upon training. What line will you take up? There is no field that offers such a wide range of

application, such wonderful opportunities for financial advancement and such urgent need for more trained men
as Electricity. I can very quickly train you so that you can handle your share of the business of the nation.

But it is up to YOU. You must act for yourself. But if you will give me your confidence and your co-opera-

tion I will take you along the way to a real success.

TK** Onlv ^/*KnrJ 1,1 atlQition to the fact that 1 am Chief Engineer o£ Chicago Engineering
1 11C \Jlliy JL11UU1 Works and can help you better than anybody else, here we have large finely

equipped shops where you can come at any time for special instr

ence school has such equipment or can make you such an offer.

without charge. No other correspond-

Special Offer I am giving a big valuable surprise that I cannot explain here, to every

10 answers this ad. Be sure to get this. Write today.

FREE LESSONS
AND

OUTFIT
Send me the Free Outfit coupon at once. Do it now! For a limited time I am making a slashing cut in

the cost of tuition and giving each new student a fine Outfit of Electrical Tools, Materials and Instruments-

Absolutely

can be trained at home to enter this great i

instruction which has proved so successful for my students.

cost of tuition and giving each new stuaent a nne uutnt 01 ciectricai iuois, mucnna ™.™

solutch Free I will also send you— free and fully prepaid—Proof Lessons to show you how easily you

i be trained at home to enter this great profession, by means of my new, revised and original system of mail

Valuable Book Free

vtTSST "How" »"&..!»"' A" FJI,,^"E«SSi
,, "Vr\e'lto'l!

todiy.

Tear Off and Mail The Coupon Now !

L. L. COOKE, Chi^f Engineer
CHICAGO ENGINEERING WORKS

441 Cass Street Chicago, 111.DEPT. 20X

i the "Electrical Experimenter" when anting to adver

FREE "OUTFIT" COUPON

CHIEF ENGINEER COOKE,
Chicago Engineering Works,

Dept. 20X-441 Cass Street,

Chicago, 111.

Please send me at once—fully prepaid and entirely free—complete

particulars of your great offer for this month.

Name

Address

City Sti>"

trico! Experimenter" when writing to advertiser*.
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ELECTRICALLY OPERATED TOY
STEAM ENGINE.

The accompanying sketch shows how to

operate a model steam engine by electricity.

Wires to transf

Running a Toy Steam Engine With Elec-
trolytlcally Produced Steam. Two Wires Are
Past Thru a Rubber Plug and Connected With

a Step-down A. C. Transformer.

Procure a firm rubber plug the size of
the water hole in the boiler. Bore two
small holes thru it, then force two pieces
of copper wire thru the holes—No. 20 B. &
S. will do. Fill the boiler about half full

of water, then insert the plug in the water
hole so that the ends of the wires will be
about one-half inch in the water. Have the
wires as close together as possible without
letting them touch.
Connect the protruding ends of the cop-

per wires to a transformer that gives 25-30
volts, switch on the current and the engine
will run as good as if a spirit lamp was
used to heat it. The resistance of the water
between the two wires will, of course, cause
the water to boil and therefore generate
steam.
By using this method and starting with

cold water I have had steam up and the
engine running in two minutes!
Contributed by A. E. WOODHOUSE.

A "PUSH-BUTTON" LAMP SOCKET.
Secure an ordinary wooden push-button

and remove the button, inside contacts, etc.

Enlarge the hole in the front of it so as to

Lamp

To bjttery

A Good Use for Old Wood and Composition
Push Buttons—Make Lamp Sockets Out of
•Em. A Screw-eye Permits Them to Be Hung

Anywhere.

admit the socket part (base) of the lamp
and fasten it in place with a little sealing
wax.
Next pass the wires thru the base of the

push-button and screw it to wall. Solder
the wires to the base of the lamp, and fasten
the two parts together by screwing on to

tlic bs.sc

Contributed by HORACE C. LEEDS.

ELECTRIC DOOR ALARM.
This device can be made of material

found in every amateur's junk box. The
materials needed are: 2 switch jaws (one
drilled), 2 binding posts, and a right-angle
triangle of any material. Size is left to the
maker. This door alarm will ring if the
door is moved, even if only one inch, and
won't stop its noise until the proper con-
cealed switch is thrown off.

Contributed by H. PIERVIS.

Easily Made Form of Automatic Door Switch
Which Gives Alarm As Soon As Door is

Opened.

EXPERIMENTAL ARC LAMP FROM
SPARK GAP.

Wishing to pass on a little idea to fellow

experimenters I respectfully submit the fol-

lowing :

Any one possessing a spark gap such
as in Fig. 1 can make a good experimental

IE3E MM

A-- Rad/ot/ng f/anges

B'E/ecfrodes

C' Carbon

F/g. 2

Take Your Temporarily Obsolete Spark Gap,
Fit It With Carbon Electrodes, and Presto!
You Have a Fine Experimental Arc Lamp.

"arc" out of it without changing it at all.

Secure a piece of carbon and drill a hole in

one end the size of the electrode. After
pointing the carbon force it on until it

reaches the flanges. Fasten a similar piece
on the other electrode and it is ready for use.
The radiators tend to prevent overheating.
These arcs work best on from 50 volts to
220, suitable choke coils or resistance being
used, of course.

Contributed by
N. KENNETH MEHAFFIC.

AN AUTOMATIC ELECTROSCOPE
CHARGER.

Did you ever want a means of charg-
ing an electroscope quickly and at any

time? An illustrated description of a con-
venient automatic device for charging a
sensitive aluminum-leaf electroscope for
laboratory and field work with radioac-
tive minerals, is given by L. Kolowrat in
the Philos. Mag. As shown, it consists

Did You Ever Wish for a Simple Means of
Charging An Electroscope Quickly? Here't
a Simple Device for Doing Just This Thing.

essentially of an ebonite rod A which,
while being pushed down by means of the
button B, is rubbed against cloth placed
at C—e.g., in form of a pile of perforated
disks. During the subsequent motion the
charge thus produced is collected on the
fixed brass tube D, insulated by the ebonite
collar E. This tube remains, on the other
hand, in permanent connection with the
piece FFj consisting of two coaxial
cylinders and moved together with A.
When the rod is at the end of its path
a small finger G lightly touches the sup-
port of the leaf to be charged. By re-
leasing the pressure on B the spring H
brings the rod to its original position,
simultaneously connecting F with the brass
disk /, and consequently with the electro-
scope case. The dimensions being chosen
consistent with the capacity of the leaf
support, things are easily adjusted so as
to produce a convenient deflection of the
lead with a single push of the button. A
good plan is to overcharge the leaf a little

and to keep the button down until the
system has discharged itself to the de-
sired point.

HANDY QUICK THROW SWITCH
Here is a switch of novel design allowing

quick changes and at the same time is well
constructed, besides being very easy to in-
sulate. As will be noticed it works on the
UP and DOWN-ward movement, the blade

For Many Purposes a Rapid Quick-throw
Switch is Often Necessary. This Design
Gives a Good Contact With Plenty of Speed.

revolving near the handle on a shaft se-
cured to two wooden or other posts. Two
blades or even three could be used.

Contributed by E. T. J.
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EDITED BY S. GERNSBACK

A PRACTICAL HYDROGEN SUL-
FID GENERATOR FOR THE

CHEMIST.
By K. BURNETT

HYDROGEN SULFID is an absolute

necessity in every laboratory where
analysis is. carried out, but, as this gas

is quite poisonous and, furthermore, pos-

This Novel Hydrogen Sulfid Gas Generator
Can Be Constructed from Parts Found About

the Workshop.

sesses a characteristic, disagreeable odor, it

is essential that it be generated at the time

of using.

Below is described a simple generator of

my own design, which, from my experience,

has proved a complete success. As will be

seen, the action is essentially the same as

in the well-known "Kipp", but, as the con-

struction of this differs somewhat from my
own design, I have found it necessary to

add certain additional parts.

The materials needed are:

1 Wide mouth glass bottle G.

1 Gas cylinder.

1 Tube (6" x 1" diameter) made from
narrow bottle.

1 Atomizer bulb.

3 Glass taps, or pinch cocks.

3 Rubber corks to fit tube, cylinder and
bottle.

1 Thin one-holed cork (to hold FeS in

tube).
Rubber connections and glass tubing.

Chemicals:-—Ferrous sulfid.

Hydrochloric acid.

The esential working of the generator is

as follows

:

When tap A is turned (see figure) the

acid rises in tube B, coming in contact with
the ferrous sulfid, thus generating hydrogen
sulfid gas, which, passing thru the wash
bottle C is purified and escapes at D.

Use of the Bulb.—The pressure in tube
B required to overcome the counter
pressure exerted by the water in the wash
bottle is often strong enough to force

down the acid in tube B, and thus from
further contact with the ferrous sulfid.

The result is "no gas". Upon squeezing the

bulb, however, the pressure is overcome
and the acid rises in tube B, thus forcing
out the pas.. I have proved this in practise.

It is essential that a bulb having an air inlet

A SIMPLE WAY TO MAKE YOUR
OWN VELOX PAPER.

Take any smooth piece of paper about
4"x4" (glossy paper is best) and cover
with a coating of silver nitrat (Ag3NOa)
using a camel's hair brush. If this is ex-
posed under a good negative toward the

sun a fine print will be obtained of a de-

lightful dark brown. It can be fixt in

sodium thiosulfate (hypo.) about 5 grams
to 200 c.c. of water. Do not leave in solu-

tion over three minutes, as it will take the

color out of the print. Then wash.
A Simple Freezing Mixture : Take a

tumbler full of powdered sodium sulfate

and drench with common hydrochloric

acid (HC1). Then plunge a test tube of
water into the mixture and in two minutes
it will freeze.

Contributed by IRVING ROTH.

HOW TO MAKE BENGAL LIGHTS.
Take 8 parts saltpetre, sublimed sulfur 4

parts, and antimony 1 part and mix well
into powder. Beat firmly in stout iron cup
and set on fire. Such lights are made use
of for signaling long distances at sea. If

a little camfor is added it will burn brighter.

Waterproofing paper: Plunge unsized
paper once or twice into oil of turpentine,

and dry by gentle heat.

To handle Are without harm: Mercury
neutralized in vinegar and the white of an
egg smeared on will preserve anything from
fire.

Contributed bv WORTH C. KNOWLES.

is employed, otherwise it is useless.

Use of the Pinch Cock "F".—In order
that the acid may rise in tube B it is neces-
sary to open the pinch cock F to admit air.

This is also necessary, when shutting off the

generator, in order to expel air, but it

should be kept closed when the acid has
reached "low level", to prevent rise in case
of leakage or lessening of pressure, due to

the hydrogen sulfid dissolving in the acid.

Any amateur chemist may set up this ap-
paratus without much expense and I am

Ferrous 5u!ph/de "Th'in one-hole cork

Details of Hydrogen Sulfid Gas Generator.

confident that, if constructed upon this

plan, it will give no trouble and the result
is an odorless and convenient generator
which makes a fine looking piece of ap-
paratus for any laboratory.

HOME-MADE DISTILLING APPAR-
ATUS.

The accompanying sketch illustrates a
home-made Distilling Apparatus. The con-
denser is made from a student lamp chim-
ney. Insert a cork at both ends and bore
them for glass tubing. Tube A should ex-
tend straight thru the condenser; tube D
should extend about an inch below the cork.
I found that if tube D is cut off about
four inches below the bend and a long
piece of rubber tubing used instead of a

fig 2

Easily Made Distilling Apparatus Which
Every Amateur Chemist Will Find Extremely

Useful About the Laboratory.

long glass one it would cost less and be
more serviceable. Tube C should extend
about 1 inch above the bottom cork. The
condenser is held in place by a piece of
wood, shaped as in Fig. 2, fastened on a
shelf above the bench.

The boiler K is an empty coffee can. A
hole is cut in the cover and the neck of an
empty maple syrup can is soldered over it.

The cover is then soldered on the can so
that the steam cannot escape. Three pieces
of tin are next soldered on to form a sup-
port.

Another can L is fitted with a small
faucet which can be obtained off an old
gas jet. This can is supported on legs
like the boiler. Care should be taken that
the bottom of the can L is on a level or
higher than the top of the condenser.

When the water boils in can K, the steam
passes thru tube A. The faucet on can L is

turned on ; cold water flows thru tube C
and circulates thru the condenser and flows
out thru tube D into a sink or a large pan.
The distillate is caught at E.

If, when the water is turned on, the
lower cork leaks some melted paraffin
should be poured slowly into the tube and
allowed to harden. This may be done on
both sides of the lower cork.

_
If anything besides water is to be dis-

tilled a glass flask must be used instead of
can K.

Contributed by

FREDERICK REYNOLDS.
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Our Amateur Laboratory Contest is open to all readers, whether subscribers or not. The photos are judged for best arrangement and efficiency

of the apparatus. To increase the interest of this department we make it a rule not to publish photos of apparatus unaccompanied by that of the owner.
Dark photos preferred to light toned ones. We pay $3.00 prize each month for the best photo. Address the Editor. "With the Amateurs" Dept.

"Amateur Electrical Laboratory" Contest
THIS MONTH'S $3.00 PRIZE WINNER—ELLIOTT C. WOODFORD

I PRESENT herewith three pictures of the chemical laboratory that Eugene Cortright and myself are using at the present time. One of the photos
(top center) shows the chemical cabinet containing over two hundred and fifty chemicals, all labeled and arranged in alphabetical order. This
photo shows Eugene Cortright standing at the left of the cabinet, and yours truly at the right. Another photo, figure 1, shows the shelves'

of chemical apparatus, including burettes, crucibles, evaporating dishes, Florence flasks, Erlenmeyer flasks, funnels, graduates, mortars and pestles,

retorts, wash bottles, condensers, hydrometers, beakers, U-tubes, and chemical thermometers. To the right of these shelves is the medicine cabinet,
and below the medicine cabinet is a soapstone sink with hot and cold water. Another table contains a ring stand, gas taps, Bunsen burner, rack of
test tubes, gas mask, and electric tap. Also a compound microscope. One of the tables contains a chemical balance, a J4 K.W. transformer, con-
denser, and spark gap (part of the wireless station that we had at one time, but which is dismantled now), and which material we, intend to

use in building an X-ray apparatus. Our stock cabinet contains extra test tubes of different sizes, pipettes, glass tubing, rubber tubing, electrical sup-
plies such as switches, fuses, bulbs, sockets, and adapters, ad lib, ad infinitum. Elliott C. Woodford, Owego, N. Y.

HONORABLE MENTION—MILFORD H. COHEN
ytBOUT four years ago, being interested in Electricity, I started a small experimental shop, which I have by the dint of hard work built up to quite

AA an efficient electrical and chemical laboratory. I have an arc light which throws a beam from a mile to a mile and a half. I have constructed
many, but this has been my most successful one. A choke coil is used for its resistance which has proven very satisfactory. When battery

current is necessary I have a one-eighth horse-power motor, which drives a small fifteen-volt D. C. generator, and this supplies ample current. I

also have an old-style graphophone, which plays the cylinder style records; with this graphophone I secured a recorder, and a few blank Dictaphone
records. This outfit is excellent in receiving wireless messages coming at a fast rate of speed, for as soon as the message is completed, the reproducer
may be changed, instead of the recorder, and in this manner the message may be repeated at a slow rate of speed. This was before the wireless sta-

tions were dismantled by our Government, of course. On the side wall of one of the photos (lower group) you will see a very efficient electric

furnace, from which a very high degree of heat may be obtained. I am now engaged in making an auto, which is to be driven by a Smith Motor
Wheel. My shop is very handy in many other ways, as it allows me to construct various models described in The Electrical Experimenter. In my
chemical laboratory I am also doing some very interesting experiments. Milford H. Cohen, Charleston, W. Va.
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Phoney Patents
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Under this heading are publisht electrical or mechanical ideas which
our clever inventors, for reasons best known to themselves, have as yet
not patented. We furthermore call attention to our celebrated Phoney
Patent Offizz for the relief of all suffering daffy inventors in this country
as well as for the entire universe.
We are revolutionizing the Patent business and OFFER YOU THREE

DOLLARS ($3.00) FOR THE BEST PATENT. If you take your Phoney
Patent to Washington, they charge you $20.00 for the initial fee and then

you haven't a smell of a Patent yet. After they have allowed the Pat-
tent, you must pay another $20.00 as a final fee. That's $40,001 We
PAY YOU $3.00 and grant you a Phoney Patent in the bargain, so
you save $43.00!! When sending in your Phoney Patent application,

be sure that it is as daffy as a lovesick bat. The daffier, the better.

Simple sketches and short descriptions will help our staff of Phoney
Patent Examiners to issue a Phoney Patent on your invention in a
jiffy-

.

Prize Winner: THE MOTORMAT BURGLAR EJECTOR. Herewith witness my idea for an electric motormat burglar ejector, guaranteed to
work without a hitch in 101 per cent of all cases. Mr. Burglar approaches the stoop and on his first step upward depresses the electric alarm
bell button indicated in the S.E. corner of the map. You've got me, Steve! The knight of the black-jack hits the button—the bell rings—the
hero of the family (he, she, or it) arises and sneaks up to the front door—beholds intruder on motormat and does his duty by throwing in the
motor switch. The result is illustrated at the right. I said it was 101 per cent efficient—the extra 1 per cent is the time it "gets" you, when
wifie sees you first as you rise up the front stoop about 3 G. M. in the morning after the night before. Take a tip. Brother Yelps, wear a

shock absorbei—you know where! Inventor, Wm. A. Fritsch, Brooklyn, N. Y.

THtA t tH-VrlAIH POWER-PLANT. Did you ever stop to think Just how many million horsepower of free energy are dissipated every
single night by the thousands of theater-goers in such a large city as New York, when they sit down and get up? It amounts to some-
thing like 49,580,666|/2 H. P. per evening for New York City alone, according to my figures. So, hence and thus, I collected my brains to-

gether and eventually devised the astonishingly simple chair pump an d dynamo plant here shown. Each chair is connected by a lever with
a water pump under the floor. The pump sucks water up from the tank below the water-wheel, forces It out thru another pipe back to

the supply tank above the water-wheel, etc. The same water is th us used over and over again. The water-wheel drives the dynamo,
which charges a storage battery. Thus the electricity required for lighting up the theater, "movie" machine, etc.. is all provided by the

unsuspecting audience. The manager gets his money's worth and the Public is pleased!!! Inventor, Paul Austin, Phoenixville, Pa.
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HE HRArL*E

4. If a quick
research work or
are answered.

The "Oracle" is for the sole benefit of all electrical experimenters. Questions will be answered here for
the benefit of all, but only matter of sufficient interest will be publisht. Rules under which questions will
be answered:

1. Only three questions can be submitted to be answered.
2. Only one side of sheet to be written on; matter must be typewritten or else written in ink, no

penciled matter considered.
3. Sketches, diagrams, etc., must be on separate sheets. Questions addrest to this department cannot

be answered by mail free of charge.
answer is desired by mail, a nominal charge of 25 cents is made for each question. If the questions entail considerable
intricate calculations a special rate will be charged. Correspondents will be informed as to the fee before such questions

MAKING SOLENOID MOVE ALONG
IRON BAR.

(959) W. Doherty, New York, N. Y„
sends us a proposed scheme for creating
axial movement of a solenoid along an iron
bar and wishes our advice on it.

A. 1. To our best knowledge, there is no
practical way of creating motion or travel-
ing of the solenoid along a straight iron
bar in the way you show in your diagram,

Straight iron bar Movab/e co/'J Contacts

Mor&te co//--

i -3
fapered /ron bar

Method of Causing a D. C. Solenoid to Move
Along an Iron Bar Without Any Commutating

Device or Motor.

(see sketch "A"), but it is possible to ac-

complish this by simply having the iron
bar slightly tapered (sketch "B") and you
will find a very long treatise on this very
subject given in U. S. Patent No. 1,248,273,

copy of which we can supply at 10 cents.

The Electrical Experimenter for Febru-
ary, 1918, page 702, contains a brief digest

on this interesting patent.

happened repeatedly that people who
touched wires charged to 100,000 volts were
not killed, while others took only a 110 volt

current and were killed instantly. The
point in contact with the human body
makes all the difference. For instance,

when the hands are wet, the effect will be
much more pronounced than if the hands
were dry. Also various people have vari-

ous thicknesses of skin, and the thicker

the skin the more it protects. Thus, work-
men using pick and shovel after a

—
while acquire a very thick skin on
the inside of their hands which
forms a protection against the elec-

trical current. Therefore, you will

see that just touching a highly

charged wire without knowing all

the other surrounding conditions it-

self is meaningless.

Speaking generally, it is not volts

that kill. It is the amperage. High
voltage by itself is not dangerous
as you can take several hundred
thousand volts thru the body by

-A-

io curn,

CAN HIGH VOLTAGE ALONE
KILL?

(960) W. A. J., New York, asks

:

Q. 1. We ask you to kindly answer the
following question, in order to settle a
dispute between two friends

:

A says that a wire charged with 75,000
volts of electricity, without a fraction of
an ampere in it, would kill a person touch-
ing it. B says that altho the wire is charged
with such a large voltage and there isn't

the least part of an ampere in it, that a
person touching it would not be killed.

We have asked several persons about
this matter but in view of the fact of their

varied answers we have decided to let

yours be the last word. We would appre-
ciate it very much, therefore, if you would
kindly inform us what the effect would be
on a person touching the wire. In case
it would kill him we would also like to

know if the killing would be instantly,

gradually, or finally.

A. 1. In the first place it is impossible to

have a wire charged to 75,000 volts with-
out a fraction of an ampere in it. You
cannot have voltage without ampereage
and vice versa. In order to kill a person a
good many conditions are necessary. It has
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means of the so-called Tesla high fre-
quency currents without feeling anything
whatsoever. Take an ordinary violet

ray machine—it gives a voltage usually
above 50,000.

Nor is it necessary to use high fre-

quency currents. Large spark coils which
give a tremendous amount of voltage while
dangerous are not often fatal to the human
system unless a charge is taken into a
vital part of the body. The editor has seen
a man get a fairly good charge in both
hands from an eight-inch spark coil giving
somewhat over 300,000 volts (maximum or
peak value). While it threw the man down,
the effect was not fatal. He recovered in

a few minutes without ill effects.

AUTOMATIC AIR PRESSURE
REGULATION.

(961) M. B. Pedersen, Tooele City,

Utah, writes

:

Q. 1. How can I rig up an automatic
air compressor regulator so that the elec-

tric motor driving the compressor will

start and stop at low and high pressure.
A. 1. In the diagram a front view is

shown of your air pressure gage. It will be
noted that there are two adjustable arms,
A and C, which can be regulated for any
pressure by means of an adjustable finger,

also shown in diagram. These arms, A and
C, should be fitted with suitable contact
points. They should be insulated from each
other, and should be properly connected to
external relays for starting and stopping the
motor. The pointer (B) should also have
a contact point on it and a connection to
an external circuit, as shown in diagram.
This scheme has been used successfully
for more than two years.

Airpressure
gouge

Xrm adjust
Ano£>

Contacf

/o re/ay / To re/01/ 2

How Air Pressure Gage Can Be Rigged
Up With Two Electric Contacts, So That
Compressor Motor Starts and Stops at
Low and High Pressure Respectively.

SPONGY PLATINUM.
(963) Sylvan D. Rolle, Philadelphia,

Pa., asks

:

Q. 1. Questions on spongy platinum.

A. 1. You are right relative to the mat-
ter of spongy platinum. It will only in-

( Continued on page 488)
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geTestlesson
inDraftsmanship

Send for this free lesson which explains the Chicago "Tech"
method of teaching Draftsmanship by mail. Positions at big

salaries are now waiting for competent men. The call of men to

the war has left vacancies everywhere. Even draftsmen of limited

training and experience are snapped up and paid good salaries.

If you are dissatisfied with your opportunities, learn Draftsman-
ship. Chicago "Tech" will train you in the most practical way in

the shortest time. Mail the coupon today and let us tell you about

the Chicago "Tech" method. This free lesson will show you how
well equipped you are to follow Draftsmanship. Enroll in the course

only if you decide that you can take it up to advantage. No cost, no
obligation on you to make this investigation.

Soulge^rLearnAtHome
Hold your present position while training. Our experts will instruct you

by mail. Only your spare time is required. You are directly under prac-

tical draftsmen and engineers. You are taught exactly the work required in the drafting rooms of big con-

cerns. No time to put in on unnecessary studies. This means thorough instruction and early graduation.

*2522to*10022aWeek
Other Mall Courses

Chicago '•Tech" not only

helps men to success In dxaft-

manshlp, but In other Impor-
tant practical professions.

General Builders' Course

Plan Beading. Estimating.
Construction, Architecture,

etc., are taught In every de-

tail. Intended especially for

contractors, bricklayers, stone

masons, carpenters and others

in the building industry.

Plan Reading

Practical instruction from
actual working blue prints,

under the direction of experts.

Everything made clear. En-
ables a man to get In a few
months what he seldom gets

the opportunity to learn well,

if at all. at his work. Course*
for men In all branches of
building and mechanical lines.

Plan Reading for Builder*

How to read Blue Print
plans for every kind of build-
ing construction: how to lay
out work; how to know lust

what the architect means. A
course that helps men to be-
come foremen; foremen to be-
come superintendents and su-
perintendents to become con-
tractors.

Plan Reading for Shop Men
How to read Blue Print

drawings of machinery, foun-
dry work, sheet metal work,
munitions, tools, aeroplanes,
structural steel, cars, etc, etc.

A mecbanio or shop man In
any branch of Industry can
Quickly Increase his earning
power with this Information.

FREE Lessons
Test Lesson In either of

these Plan Beading Courses
sent free. Just mark the cou-
pon to show which you want.
Act now. Prepare to take one
of the higher lobs which are
opening In every Industry.

Draftsmen earn good salaries in normal times. They command extra high

salaries now—and the tremendous work to be done after the war will bring a

permanent and intensive demand for good men. Make your spare time count

now for a higher salary and a better position.

Easy Payments
The fees for Chicago "Tech"

Courses are very moderate—and
you can pay on easy terms. And
also—you obtain in a few months
what it would take several years to

acquire by ordinary methods. You
can get an early start. You are

soon ready to take a paying position

and to quickly get back the cost of
your course.

Send the Coupon
The sooner you are prepared the sooner you

will be holding a job that pays a large salary

and opens the way to advancement. Many ex-

ecutives, general managers and superintendents
began as draftsmen.

Other institutions ask you to pay first—and
then to find out later how well qualified you
are for this profession. We send the free lesson

first and place you under no obligation at all.

Discover your qualifications before you pay
anything.

The coupon will bring the Test Lesson, free.

Also information about the profession of

Draftsmanship and detailed facts about Chi-
cago "Tech" methods, the fees, terms, etc.

Mark with X the branch you are interested in—or if in doubt about which course to take,
write a letter stating facts about yourself and
asking our advice which will be freely given.
Mail either the coupon or the letter today.

FREE Instruments
Every student of the Chicago "Tech" Course in

Draftsmanship receives this set of instruments,
or a cash credit in case he already has a set.

These instruments are
of the same make and
sizes as used by high
salaried experts in

drafting rooms of
factories, shops, rail-

roads, etc. You use
them while learning

—

then take them right

into your practical f
'~~*ST* f-*?'*^^

1^ "'\

work.

r Chicago Technical College,

1145 Chicago "Tech" Building, Chicago

Without obligation to me, please send me your FREE Test Lesson and
other interesting literature covering the subject indicated below.
Mark X opposite work in which you are specially interested.

] Architectural Drafting
] Machine Drafting
" Electrical Drafting
Structural Drafting
Sheet Metal Drafting

] Builders' Course

1 Plan Beading—Builders
1 Plan-Beading—Shop Men
1 Estimating
1 Surveying
J Map Drafting
] Belnforced Concrete

Address

City State

College or Home Study? State which

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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Health-Strengtk-Beauty

You can have bodily vigor,
success-attaining energy

—

attractive healthful beauty ! All
yours at practically no cost—the great benefits of
the famous VIOLET RAY TREATMENTS here-
tofore only procurable at big expense from Physi-
cians and Beauty Specialists. TRE.4T YOUR-
SELF at home with

Renulife Violet Ray
HIGH FREQUENCY GENERATOR

transforms electricity into the most powerful,
effective, purifying Health and Beauty giving
agency known to science, yet gentle, soothing, per-

fectly safe— no shock nor
pain. Eradicates disease
from blood, flesh, bone
and nerves; tones and re-
stores. While relieving
pains and aches and the
manifest results of disor-
ders, it removes the deep
seated cause. Saturates
the system with invigora-
ting, life-laden violet rays
bringing back normal
functioning.

TREATS
Successfully
Rheumatism
Neuritis
Lumbago
Chest Pains

Catarrh
Headache
Ear Diseases

Hardening of Ar-
teries

Wrin kles
Skin Diseases
Falling Hair

Etc., Etc.

Treatment forgerieral
debility, nervousness.

Quick relief for
rheumatism

Inhali-R ozone. For
('ivt.rrh t iroat and
lungs. Marvelous lo-
ca 1 results witu gen-

eral to .lc eae-t

Painless

Electricity
Science has modified elec-
tricity that the weakest
may stand its force v ith-

out fear or pain. Every
tissue and I bre is sa ur-
ated, patient exptrien ing
only a sensation of relief,

as if standing in a ray
of sunshine. Violet Ray
high frequency has no corn-
pa ison witn old. crude,
electrical batteries and
slio kin; current. Every
jar and shock is removed.
The effe-ts are marvel-
ously rapid.

Lowest P iced—Most
Effective

Violet Ray
For Home Use

Every person would be
wonderfully benefited by
a few minutes' daily use.
Its astonishing low price
places it within the reach
of all. Write at once for

full information regarding
uses, benefits, price, etc.

Liberal Trial Plan
Proves Value

GET FREE BOOK telling the whole mar-
velous story of the Vio-

let Ray. Its wonderful successes—its many uses
—specified by physicians for rheumatism, neuritis,

headache, catarrh, wrinkles, blemishes, falling

hair and 100 other bodily ailments
and beauty defects, chronic and
acute. Get this valuable book by
return mail.

RENULIFE ELECTRIC CO.
530 Marquette Bid?. Detroit

Wanted: Representatives to demonstrate to physicians
ana individuals. Fine money making opportunity.

THE ORACLE.
{Continued from page 486)

candesce when in the presence of two or
more gases, which readily combine, and the

incandescence is due to the liberation of
heat thru the combination of the gases, in

which case the action is accelerated due to

the presence of the spongy platinum, which
acts as a catalytic agent.

EXPERIMENTAL MECHANICS.
(Continued from page 477)

where it is necessary to obtain a central

point, irrespective to the character of work.
A dog-chuck is one containing inde-

pendent jaws. Many lathes are supplied by
the makers with a four-jaw chuck of this

kind.

NOVEL X-RAYS.
(Continued from page 454)

'"What are these branch-like marks at

the upper and lower side of the skull?"

"Evidently something 'flashed' thru my
mind just then—perhaps the birth of an
idea. The plate recording the flash, which
is just like lightning.''

"How is it that your brain does not show
at all?"

"As you know the X-ray picture was
taken immediately after I concocted next
month's cover design. All my brains went
into making that, which explains the dis-

crepancy !"

X-RAYS IN TUBERCULOSIS.
In the finished positive photographic

print, the lungs of a normal person show
white—this representing the air contained
in the cells of the lungs. If the lung is

diseased—as in pneumonia— it will show
dark, i.e., the cells being occluded with
matter. Tuberculosis is diagnosed by the

spotted, mottled appearance of the affected

lungs.

In our illustration which shows a clear

case of incipient tuberculosis, the arrows
point to the seat of the disease. In this

print the patient's right is left, and left is

right. The right lung, which is quite dark,

except for a small upper portion, shows an
advanced stage of pneumonia, as well as

tuberculosis. The left lung is compara-
tively free from pneumonia, but shows
traces of tuberculosis as well. In this lung,

beginning right under the last lower arrow,
we note a semi-circular bulge : this is the

lower part of the heart. Right underneath
the heart is the diafram—the part dividing

the chest from the abdomen.
Photo courtesy Dr. B. Fidler, N. Y. C.

THE OSCILLOGRAPH—HOW IT
WORKS.

(Continued from page 474)

paper be pulled at a known rate (say one
inch per second) one can study the history

of the moving pencil as regards its motion
in time. Similarly if the photographic
plate in our imagined experiment be moved
at a known speed, we can then study the

variation from instant to instant of the
current traversing the loop. If the plate

be chopt thru the beam when no current
passes thru the loop and then, with the test

current on, chopt thru again and in the
same place as before (using guides to make
the plate follow the same path) then upon
development of the plate we obtain from
the first operation a straight line (the so-
called zero line) and from the second opera-
tion the curved line showing the variations
occurring in the test current. Where the
curved line crosses the straight line the cur-
rent is zero and is changing direction.

Figure 3 represents a record taken by
the writer with a modern type of Duddell

oscillograph. The prominent wavy line

shows the variations occuring in a com-
mercial 60 cycle alternating current circuit.

Figure 3 is a print from the film negative,

the film having moved at the rate of 111

inches per second. Notice how the curve
varies from the smooth sine curve usually

used to represent the alternating current.

Just one cycle is represented. What hap-
pened in figure 3 took place in one-sixteenth

of a second. Certain kinks in the curve do
not last longer than 1/2500 of a second.
No zero line is recorded. If it were it

would lie practically halfway between the

upper and lower peaks of the curve.
The other smaller curve or ripple of

Fig. 3 represents the current fluctuations in

the receiver of a telephone when the re-

ceiver is held against the mouthpiece of the
transmitter and is thereby made to emit the
familiar high-pitched howl, which gives the

device its name the

—

howler. Note the
broad zero line recorded in this curve.
This, too, is an alternating current, tho of
very different shape from the 60-cycle one.
Further, it has a much higher frequency.
Reference to the figure shows that 23 cycles
of the high frequency current take place
during one cycle of the commercial current.
In other words this howling telephone re-

ceiver was traversed by an alternating cur-
rent of 1380 oscillations per second.

THE GYRO ELECTRIC DE-
STROYER.

(.Continued from page 465)

fact that some of my friends here in the office would
be likely to subscribe to this fund. I am, therefore,
enclosing $1.00 to be used in this great idea of
yours. As you understand, this dollar is not to
be credited to me, but to O. H. King, 1422 Hurt
Bldg., Atlanta, Ga. I will continue to work for
the Experimenter until I go to the Navy, which I

am expecting to do in November."
"A. L. Terry,

"1422 Hurt Bldg., Atlanta, Ga."

"INVENTORIALS" AND A "HUMDINGER."
"I have long been a reader of the E. E. and

have alway managed to maintain a state of mental
equilibrium after perusing your sometimes far-

fetched 'inventorials,' but I must admit that the
September number contained a humdinger in the
developments of the Gyro-Electric Destroyer. And
in consequence thereof I feel privileged to rise up
and say, 'Shake!' both to the originators of the
idea and the editor who projected it. Why not
a Gyro-Electric Destroyer? It is no more fantas-
tical than the first airplane seemed to us, or the
first tank, or the long rang 'Bertha* of the Hun.
So, I say, boost for it, write some of those ad-
vertisements like you do up for the 'Maggie,' or
like your August editorial, which, by the way, was
a masterpiece! Keep it up for several months if

necessary, appeal to the American idea of patriot-
ism and also of taking a chance, and every man
who sees it will send in his dollar. Then you have
the winter to build it, and in the spring we will see,
what we will see. Here's hoping for the success
of the Gyro-Electric 'Teufel-wagen,' and 'hoping'
with a dollar bill.

"Arno A. Kluge,

"1237Q St., Lincoln, Nebr."

FROM "TOM" REED.
"Good luck, old top!

"Thomas Reed,
"19 Congress St., Boston, Mass."

MORE DOLLARS COMING.
"I will try to interest my friends in this 'Kaiser

Killer' and send you some more dollars soon.

"Milton Ward,
"'Ahron, Iowa."

"GIVE THEM HELL."
"I am enclosing one dollar as my part of the

subscription for the building of a Gyro-Electric
Destroyer. I am not a subscriber to the Electri-
cal Experimenter, but I purchase my copy as
soon as it appears on the newsstands and have read
with interest your articles relating to this novel
but promising idea. Surely subscribers to an
'Electrical Experimenter' organization should have
confidence enough to finance one of its experi-
ments, so build away and then roll 'Over the Top'
with the best of luck and give them Hell.

"Karl F. Mayers,
"Littlestown, Pa."

(Continued on page 490)
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U. S. AIRPLANE
Mail Service

Started May 15, 1918

marks the real beginning of commercial aviation.

Uncle Sam is carrying mail every day between New
York, Washington and Philadelphia and the end
of the war will make possible the extension of air-

plane mail delivery to all parts of the country. As
fast as machines can be built they will be put to

work carrying freight and passengers. But the de-

mands of commerce must wait. Every man who
knows, not merely how to make one small part of
an airplane, but who has studied and learned the
scientific principles of design and construction is

needed RIGHT NOW to help win the war.

NEW YORK

Learn by Mail
in your spare time at home. Our
new, practical course has the endorse-
ment of airplane manufacturers, aero-

nautical experts, aviators and leading

aero clubs. Every Lesson, Lecture,
Blue Print and Bulletin is self-ex-

planatory, right down to the minute
in every detail. No book study; no
schooling required. All lessons writ-

ten in non-technical, easy-to-under-
stand language. You can't fail to

learn quickly under our expert direc-

tion. We furnish just the kind of

practical, scientific training you need
to succeed in this wonderful money-
making industry. Write today.

Men, Young and Old,
to Learn the Mechanics ofMore Men Needed

AVIATION
Wonderful salaries are being paid to trained experts in airplane build-

ing, airplane assembling, repairing and adjusting. Here is an easy road

to promotion or to a splendid paying position in the

private employ of one of the scores of airplane man-
ufacturing companies. We have more calls for men
than we can supply. Never has any industry offered

so many golden opportunities for ambitious men.
Make it your business to investigate first before you
decide. But don't wait to send for full information.

FREE
NEW BOOK—"OPPOR-
TUNITIES IN THE AIR-
PLANE INDUSTRY."

Just published and mailed free on request—the first complete story

of the recent remarkable development of the airplane manufactur-
ing business and the wonderful future it holds for you. Get a copy
and read it. Let your friends read it.

Mail Coupon-QUICK
No obligation of any kind. But (he edition is limited. Send us your
name today, before it is too late, and avoid disappointment.

^ American School of Aviation,

I 431 S. Dearborn St., Dept. 744 B, Chicago, HI.

I Without any obligations on my part, you may send me full

' particulars of your course in Practical Aeronautics and your

|
Special LIMITED offer.

|
Name

I Address
WASHINGTON

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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Learn Telegraphy-Wireless

C

Right InYour Own Home, in your spare time

Your Government is calling for experienced wireless oper-

ators and telegraphers to accept positions in the army and
navy with advanced rank and increased pay.

Combinationcm na

KNAP!
nnin

1
LomDination £* m

Wireless-Telegraphy v-Jlltllt

will soon make you an accomplished opera-

tor. Teaches Light and Sound Signals, both

Radio and Morse. Outfit consists of ex-

ceptionally fine Telegraph Key, Buzzer, 3

Binding Posts, Lamp, Lamp Socket and
Control Switch—all mounted on a highly

inished base. Two outfits can ^ f\f\
bs opera,ed a

'

c"le $3-distance apart for sending and
receiving practice.

This Same Outfit Without Lamp $2.50

Or your dealer can secure it for you. Order to-day. Descriptive circular and
catalog of celebrated Knapp Motors and Electrical Specialties from 10c up
mailed free on request.

Knapp Electric & Novelty Co., 523 W. 51st St., N. Y.

27 YEARS THE ENEMY OF PAIN

HEADACHE
TAB

for Headaches, Neuralgias, LaGrippe, Colds,

Women's Aches and Ills
lO
CENTS

Ask Your Druggist for "A-K" Tablets
THE ANTIKAMNIA CHEMICAL COMPANY. ST. LOUIS CENTS

25

CORE WIRE
We have been fortunate In securing thru auction several tons of guaranteed pure, double annealed

Norway Iron Core Wire and are selling this wire to "Experimenter" readers

At Pre-war Prices 20cts lb.
This wire is Just the thing for spark colls, transformers, etc., and it is, of course, a very much more

superior product than the usual iron wire. We absolutely guarantee the quality.

If you ever thought of building a spark coil, transformer, or similar apparatus, now is the chance
to get the right material for It. As far as we know this is the only lot of iron Norway Core Wire in the
hands of any dealer at the present time, and none can be gotten until after the war.

We only have these three sizes : „
24 INCHES 26 INCHES 36 INCHES

Thickness about No. 21 B and S
If either of these sizes should be too long we advise cutting the wire down yourself by means of

shears. It will pay you to do so as real Norway Iron Wire, sold by a few dealers last year, brought
from 40c to 50c a pound. American core wire now sells for from 30c upwards per pound.

As long as the supply lasts we offer this wire as described above to our customers at the very low
prle* of 20c a pound. Order at once.

ELECTRO IMPORTING CO., 231 Fulton St.,NewYork City

THE GYRO ELECTRIC DE-
STROYER.

(Continued from page 488)

CONTRIBUTIONS RECEIVED DURING THE
MONTH.

$10.00
Saulsbury, Albert W Ridgely, Md.

$3.50
Grube, Earle H Vallejo, Cal.

$2.00
Andert, Chas. S San Diego, Cal.

Barenscher, Paul Churcbs Ferry, N. D.
Bothwell, Warren Gothenburg, Nebr.
Cortanzo, Samuel Linhart, Pa.
Dimick, Chas. E Skippers, Pa.
Franke, L. K Walworth, N. Y.
Skiddons, Fred Deckenville, Mich.
Veen, H. Vander Kalamazoo, Mich.

$1.50
Boyce, Harry, Jr Mt. Vernon, Ind.
Harkness, Chas., Jr Hays, Kans.
Heller, Frank McKinley, Ore.
Sindler, Harry Baltimore, Md.
Van Dyke, Fred Detroit, Mich.

$1.00
Accampo, Candido Amador City, Cal.

Bakey, Clinton Hamburg, Ark.
Barger, F. A Wilkes Barre, Pa.
Bartholomae, Barth Pittsburg, Pa.
Beech, C. Harry Wilkinsburg, Pa.
Beeson, Neil F Marshalltown, la.

Bishop, C. E Sanborn ville, N. H.
Blackwell, J. B., Jr Lometa, Texas
Brittingham, Vertner D Lexington, Ky.
Brown, W. B White, Pa.
Buxton, John R Claremont, Cal.

Cauchon, J. R Montreal, Ont., Can.
Coleman, Glen E Muncie, Ind.

Collins, Lee A Louisville, Ky.
Collins, Theodore Kewamia, Ind.

Cooper, Thurman Dallas Wintonville, N. C.

Decker, Emory Petersburg, Va.
Ehrlinger, Edward S Sag. E. S., Mich.
Fairman, Charles L Victor, N. Y.
Fourcade, Germain A Boston, Mass.
Francois, T. A Spalding, Nebr.
Freeman, J. Fisher Tucson, Ariz.

Frey, G. H Moundsville, W. Va.
Gersami, John Brooklyn, N. Y.
Getz, Wm. W Morton, 111.

Goleightly, William Davis, W. Va.
Green, Allen W Melvin, Mich.
Griffith, Paul E Milliken, Colo.

Haas, William F Philadelphia, Pa.
Hayes, John H Rochester. N. Y.
Hemmerly, Earl S Philadelphia, Pa.
Hill, John William Salt Lake City, Utah
Hoagland, Walter E Mays Landing, N. J.

Hoben, Lindsay Chicago, 111.

Hoedemaker, Peter Paterson, N. J.
Howenstein, Marshall C Goshen, Ind.
Hoyt, Lowell P Presque Isle, Me.
Isenberg, John F Altoona, Pa.
Iversen, Harry Commerce, Okla.
Jensen, Caleb Hartford, Conn.
Keen, Royal F Gernett, Ind.
King, O. H Atlanta, Ga.
Kluge, A. A Lincoln, Nebr.
Kratz, J Lloyd Norristown, Pa.
La France, A. E Holyoke, Mass.
Lake, Lawrence Hammondsport, N. Y.
Lawn, Donald Milwaukee, Wis.
Lescher, George Little Rock, Ark.
Maloney. Lucius Ft. Madison, Iowa
Manhara, Edmond Waterloo, Iowa
Mattson, Leslie Paulsboro, N. J.
Mayers, Karl F Littlestown, Pa.
Messerly, Henry Staunton, 111.

Montano, Warren Union City, Ind.
Nakamura, Takao Olaa, Hawaii
Novitsky, Bernard Pittston, Pa.
Peck, James Elmira, N. Y.
Pennell, Lawrence W Brunswick, Me.
Peterson, Peter Alvarado, Minn.
Polis, Max Stamford, Conn.
Porch, Albert Chicago, 111.

Ransom, Clifford Carbondale, Pa.
Ransom, Flabel Carbondale, Pa.
Rasmussen, C New York, N. Y.
Rasmussen, Albert El Reno, Okla.
Reed, Thomas Boston, Mass.
Reitz, R. H Trevorton, Pa.
Reynal, Nathaniel J White Plains, N. Y.
Rogers, S. E Summerton, S. C.
Rosenberger, H. J Doylestown, Pa.
Saffron, N. J Akron, O.
Sear, Joseph Philadelphia, Pa.
Short, Chas. N Wess. Spgs., S. D.
Skinderviken, J Chicago, 111.

Smith, Walter (No address)
Spadoni, Edward Summit, 111.

Stone, Conrad A McKeesport, Pa.
Stong, A. E Wartrace, Tenn.
Sullinger, Ferris W Maryville, Tenn.
Sumudsen, V. T Sask, Can.
Suthian, Anthony Butte, Mont.
Taylor, Eric Toronto, Can.
Taylor, Paul K Le Roy, N. Y.
Terry, A. L Atlanta, Ga.
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Thunen, Charles Hammonton, Cal

Tolosana, A Glasgow, Mont.
Trembath, Harold, Jr Negaunee, Mich
Volak, Walter Chicago 111.

Wait, Jay G Sturgis, Mich.

Ward, Milton 6 Akron, Iowa
Wegner, Karl Wausau, Wis.
Westhemser, Ferdinand Leo Cincinnati, O.
Wilkingson, Fred Bethany, 111

Winters, T Elmira, N. Y.

Wirig, Joe Rock Island, 111

Wirig, John Rock Island, 111.

Yocum, Chas., Jr Pottstown, Pa.

$0.50
Phillips, Lloyd Hall, N. Y.

$0.25
McGuise, John A Ridgewood, N. J.

Total Contributions to date $134.75
Expenditures to date None

EXPERIMENTAL CHEMISTRY.
(Continued from page 478)

violet vapors on the addition of sulfuric

acid to some of the waste liquor. Davy
and Gay-Lussac both investigated this new
element a year or so later, and Gay-Lussac
gave it the name Iodin from the violet

color of its vapor. '

Occurrence.

Iodin does not occur free. Its compounds
are widely distributed but are not abundant,

being found chiefly in combination with

sodium, potassium, calcium, and magnesium,
in certain salt springs, and in the sodium
nitrat—Chile Saltpeter—deposits of Chile

and Peru. Until a short time ago the main
source of this element was seaweed, but

now the nitrat deposits of Chile furnish by
far the largest proportion.

Preparation.

The seaweeds are collected and burned,

the ash forming what has been known for

a long time, as kelp. These seaweeds are

burned to a fused mass of carbon and as,

this mass being then lixiviated with water,

the solution evaporated to remove the ex-

cess of chlorides, sulfates and carbonates,

and the concentrated mother liquor treated

with sulfuric acid, which causes a separa-

tion of sulfur due to the sulfides and sul-

fites present. This sulfur and the crystals

of sulfate formed are removed and the

remaining acid liquor contained in an iron

retort, is treated with manganese dioxid,

which, with the free sulfuric acid previously

added, liberates iodin according to the re-

action :

2NaI + Mn0 2 + 2KSO, = Na 2SG\ +
MnSO* + 2H 2 + L

The temperature is kept at 60 degrees,
which causes the iodin to pass off in vapor
and condense in a series of earthenware
receivers adapted to the retort for that pur-
pose. Fig. 137 depicts such vessels which
are known as Aludels. Any excess of man-
ganese is avoided in order to prevent
bromin and chlorin, which are present in

the liquor as salts, from passing over and
combining with the iodin.

Preparation of BROMIN from Potas-
sium Bromid, Manganese Dioxid, and

Sulfuric Acid.

Experiment No. 147.

Pulverize in a mortar about 5 grams of
Potassium bromid (KBr). Put on a paper
2 grams of powdered manganese dioxid,

then pour over it the potassium bromid
from the mortar, mix them thoroly to-

gether, and, creasing the paper, pour them
into a flask of about 125 cc. capacity. Have
a one-hole stopper for a thistle, which
should extend close to the bottom of the
flask. If there is no side neck to the
flask, a two-holed stopper must be em-
ployed, containing the thistle tube and a
delivery tube bent at right-angles. The
delivery tube, either directly from the side

neck of the flask, if one is used, or from
(Continued on page 498)

Shorthand
9 "1

fords In

f

It's Fascinating!
Tl*v ff-t See Trial Lesson* * y m. i . below for the 6

characters used In

writing these

words In
Paragon.

Learn

Paragon
Shorthand

7 Daysm
SendNoMoney-JustTheCoupon

We make this flat, positive statement that you—anybody

—

even a boy or girl of school age, can learn PARAGON Short-
hand in 7 days. We will prove this to you beyond the shadow
of a doubt by giving you the complete Course of 7 lessons for
your own examination, study and approyal for 7 days free
of cost to you. Use it just as if it were your own, and if, at
the end of the 7 days, you are not perfectly satisfied, return
it to us and you will owe nothing.

The Simplest in the World
The simplicity and brevity of PARAGON Shorthand is a

perfect revelation to everybody who tries it. It eliminates,
for instance, all but 26 of the thousand word signs of the
least complex systems of shorthand known. It dispenses with
intricate theories of "position"; of writing on, or above, or
across, or below the line. It requires no "shading" of lines.

It goes right down to the very fundamentals of shorthand and
teaches you the essentials as logically and as clearly as long-
hand.

Only $5 If You Keep It
Instead of the drudgery and awful mental tax experienced

in mastering the old-time systems, the study of PARAGON
is as fascinating as it is easy. Simple as is the trial lesson
shown at the right, and easy as you will find it to write the
various words given above, you will already have learned 6
of the 26 characters comprising the Course! If you can learn
6 of these characters during one, two or three hours of an
evening, it is conceivable, is it not, that you could learn the
remaining 20 in 7 evenings' study? At the end of 7 days you
begin practising for speed, if it is your desire to take a
stenographic position. All of this is done during your spare
time at home evenings, without interference to your duties
during the day I PARAGON Shorthand, being practical for
all purposes and easily mastered in 7 days, why devote 5 to

6 months studying the old-time svstems at a cost of $50 to
$75? The complete Course of PARAGON Shorthand will

cost you only $5.00—but only after you are convinced of

its merits by free trial.

Convincing Evidence
Wilfred R. M. Olmond. Enid, Okla. "I learned Paragon ShorthanJ

in just seven days. By giving Paragon to the world you are really
doing philanthropic work, for you are making It possible for every
one to make use of this valuable art."

J. H. Duncan, Birmingham. Ala. "Two weeks after I started on
Paragon I was taking dictation at a very fair rate of speed. I learned
Parngon from the home studv Course without the aid of a teacher."

Rev. A. W. Holder. Preston Hollow. N. Y. "You can use my name
at any time in connection with your system of shorthand. It is not
only easy to learn, but also to read."

For Every Purpose
PARAGON has been in use for 25 years. It is used by the most

highly paid shorthand writers in the offices of the Standard Oil Co..
U. S. Steel Corporation, the great Shipbuilding and Munition Works,
the offices of the nnited Srates Government, etc. Its marked sim-
plicity enables writers to acquire amazing speed. You can use it for
dictation, taking down telephone messages, speeches, conferences,
sermons, lectures, lessons, court testimony, etc.

I Paragon
Shorthand is

written phonetically. For example,

the word "Day" Is written "Da"
—the y being silent. The silent

letter In each word on the right

has been crossed out.

Send No Money
The complete Course of 7

lessons is now only $5—the

lowest price for a complete

Course in Shorthand ever
known. But you do not pay for the

Course until you have tried it and
have satisfied yourself that it is all

that is claimed for it. Simply fill

out the coupon below and mail it

to us. We will Immediately forward
the Course to you, prepaid. Study
it for one, two, or three or seven

evenings, just as If It were your
own, and If you feel that you can
afford to be without this valuable

knowledge another day, mall

it back to the Institute and
you will owe nothing. Send
in the coupon or write a

letter today.

/ten

Mend
Modfe
Monda^
May

n
Ada
Ad^m
Amen
An<*
No
Nod
Nom^
Ed
End
On
Od^
Demon
Deitm
Deljn

Domi
Do^A
Day
l^nofyn

Try This Lesson Now

Take the ordinary longhand letter /*C^

Eliminate everything but the long down-

stroke and there will remain / This

is the Paragon symbol for D. It is always

written downward.

From the longhand letter JZs rub out

everything except the upper part— the

circle— and you will have the Paragon E o

Write this circle at the beginning of

f and you will have Ed 9

By letting the circle remain open it

will be a hook, and this hook stands for

A. Thus / will be Ad. Add another

A at the end thus 4/^ and you will ha\c

a girl's name, Ada

From-^7'eliminate the initial and final

strokes and O will remain which is the

Paragon symbol for O.

For the longhand^Ww hich is made
of 7 strokes, you use this one horizon-

tal stroke

Therefore, owould be Me.

Now continue the E across the M,
so as to add D—thus ~y° and you will

have Med. Now add the large circle

O and you w ill have^-/" (medo), w hich

is meadow, w ith the silent A and W
omitted.

The longhand Ictter'TZr which has 5

strokes, is written in Paragon with, one
stroke, thus — ( same as the letter M,
but shorter)

all.Th-
Tht nly.il.

i-hxcn

PARAGON INSTITUTE HOME STUDY DEPARTMENT
366 Fifth Avenue, Suite 703, New York City

USE THIS FREE EXAMINATION COUPON

Paragon Home Study Department, 366 Fifth Avenue, Suite 703, New York City

You may send me the
Complete Course of Name
PARAGON Shorthand
with the distinct under-
standing that I have 7 Business
days after its receipt to

either remail the Course
to you or send you $5. Address Elec. Exp. 11-18

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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Nature and Science
WILL HELP YOU
THE Therapeutic White Rays of

the Magic Pain Relieving Lamp
bring back health .and vigor

Everybody knows the sun's rays

possess positive health-giving proper-
ties. Following Nature's law and with

the aid of science you can now pos-
sess these marvelous healing proper-
ties in your own home with the

Magic Pain Relieving Lamp

"The Light that Heals"

RELIEVES pain without destroy-
ing vitality. Absolutely safe.

Does away with harmful drugs. You
will be amazed and delighted by this

Magic Lamp whose Theraputic White
Rays penetrates, heal and soothe sore

spots. Relief from pain results the

moment you snap the electric light

switch. Rheumatism, neuralgia, sore

throat, earache, goitre and a long
list of ailments are instantly eased
and relieved. It is invaluable in the
treatment of skin diseases. Men
famous in the world of medicine en-
dorse and recommend Theraputic
Light. Let the Magic Lamp save
you pain.

Send for FREE BOOKLET today! Learn what
the Magic Lamp has done for others in hospi-

tals, sanitariums and thousands of private homes.
Don't suffer another needless headache. Send at

once.

Magic Pain Relieving Lamp Co.

Dept. 264B

546 Garfield Avenue Chicago, IB'

Write NOW for our big money making proposi-
tion. Learn how to turn Spare Hours into

Sparc Cash.

WHY IS A BLIMP?
{Continued from page 453)

end of the horizontal "worms". The fins

and rudder lie flat against the sides of the
balloon when it is not in the air. Upon
ascent the wind blows into the rudder thru
wind scoops, inflates it, and passing upward
thru two small pipes, inflates the fins in

turn. The time that it takes for this in-

flation depends entirely upon the strength
of the wind.
There is an opening between the ballonet

and the air-rudder, and consequently, when
the wind blows into this rudder, it flows
thru it and into the ballonet. This air not
being able to escape, it is put under a pres-
sure equivalent to the pressure of the wind
that is forcing it into the ballonet, and
which is directly governed by the wind
velocity in miles per hour on the outside
of the bag.
The pressure of this air in the ballonet

causes it to expand upward, and this up-
ward expansion in turn presses on the gas
above until the internal pressure of the air

strikes a state of equilibrium with that of
the gas. Upon the occurrence of any at-

mospheric change, the ballonet action takes
place as previously' outlined, and causes the
balloon proper to retain its original shape.

This maintenance of shape is

a very necessary element, for

upon its remaining constant de-

pends the ability of the balloon
to fly accurately and safely.

The basket is made of rattan

that has been interwoven by
following the over and under-
lapping method which insures
rigidity and strength. Its ca-
pacity is two observers. One
of these acts as a pilot and is

responsible for the action of
the balloon, while the other is

known as the observer, and he
is especially trained for this

very important post. Instru-
ments contained in the basket
are of highest sensitivity for
determining height, direction of
wind, speed of wind in miles
per hour, etc. A telescope is

mounted on the cross-arm over
the heads of the occupants, and
due to its universally jointed
swivel, it has a range of 360
degrees in any plane. Two
parachutes also figure as part
of the equipment, as also do a
telephone, consisting of trans-
mitter and receiving instru-
ment, a camera, an additional
pair of binoculars, and last, but
not least, a means of protection against
enemy air attack in the shape of a modern
light-weight machine gun.
Of especial interest is the way in which

the basket is attached to the balloon. This
method of cross-lacing minimizes the swing
of the basket to nil, and gives an increased
stability, beside absolutely preventing rotary
motion of any sort by the basket.

The "Blimp", in reality a dirigible bal-

loon, navigating under its own power, is

shown in cross-section for the benefit of the
reader. By referring to the symbols in the
picture, and then finding their correspond-
ing definition in the caption below it, the
writer hopes for a thoro understanding of
the actions of the various means and
methods employed to conquer the air in this

particular type of machine.
The chances of enemy artillery making a

direct hit and destroying one of these
blimps or even observation balloons, is re-

mote. One would casually think that hit-

ting a balloon by shell fire would be the
easiest thing in the world. Exactly the con-
trary is the case. The main difficulty is

caused by the fact that there is nothing to

judge the bursts of the shell by. From its

position where the enemy artillery is firing,

nothing can be judged except whether the

shells are going straight toward the balloon
or not, and nothing is known as to whether
these shells burst in front or behind the
balloon. Observation from the enemy's
flank will tell this, but flank observation
will not tell the truth about the accuracy
of the line. Cross-observation is the only
method by which it can be made an easy
target, but as this type of artillery observ-
ing takes probably about twenty minutes,,

the balloon can be moved about by means
of the automobile or locomotive on the

ground below, and thereby causing the

enemy to take another observation, and
just about the time that they are ready to

fire a shot at the balloon, it is again moved,
and thus plays a game of hide and seek with
the enemy artillerists.

The most dangerous position of the kite

balloon, is at the period of time when it is

just leaving the earth, and until it arrives

at a height of about twenty-four hundred
feet. After once attaining this altitude, it

is comparatively safe from attack from any
source upon the ground. But this im-
munity is not perfect once an enemy air-

planes arrives upon the scene of action.

Ballonet separating

gas from air

Cross section of Observation Bat/oon
at A-A showing inferior ana' automa^i: va/ra action

This View Shows a Cross-Section of an Observation Bal-
loon, and the Arrangement of Air and Gas Chambers, with

Automatic Valve Action Provided.

At the base where the cable and the
wires from the balloon reach the ground,
are stationed twelve men, constantly sweep-
ing the sky with powerful glasses. Enemy
airplanes are sighted, an alarm is imme-
diately sounded, the automobile or locomo-
tive winch begins to wind up the cable,

which moors the balloon to the earth, and
powerful anti-aircraft guns squirt out their

fire at the Boches that are trying to swoop
down upon their prey. The guns crash,

nearer and nearer comes the balloon to the
ground, the automobile or locomotive to

which it is moored, starts to move, and
gently draws the balloon to its nest, where
it is concealed until another and better op-
portunity for ascending arrives.

The duty of the observers when they are

up above the shell-torn lands "somewhere
in France," along the American sectors, is

to be ever watchful for unusual activities

behind the enemy's lines, to take careful

note of the positions of guns, trenches and
men, likewise to carefully check up reports

of cavalry reconnoissance, to be watchful
for the bringing up of reserves, and spot

field works.
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I

YOUR knowledge will always be the greatest

factor in your success. No investment in

the world will pay you bigger dividends

than money invested in increasing your knowl-

edge. And you can now do it in spare time, in

your own home, for only 50c a week!
The pay-raising books described below were

written by greatest authorities in their fields. Written

in plain every-day language so anyone can understand
and use the vast amount of knowledge contained in each

set. Thousands of full page plates, photographs, dia-

grams, etc. Handsomely and durably bound in half Moroc-
co or flexible bindings and stamped in gold. Select the set

line with your ambition, and examine it free. Mail coupon,
isfied pay the Bargain Price, on terms of only 50c a week,
your set NOW.

Invest

504
aWeek in
yourself

in

If sat-

Select

1.—Automobile
Repairing

5 Volumes ; 2500 Pages,
5% x 8% inches; 2100
Illustrations. Prepares for

Garage Foreman, Automo-
bile Mechanic or Chauf-
feur, Regular price $25.

Special price $17.80.

Terms, 50c a week.

2.—Law and Practice
(with

Reading Course)

13 Volumes ; 6000 Pages,
7 x 10 inches ; 24 Illustra-
tions. Prepares for all

Bar Examinations. Regu-
lar price $72. Special
price $39.80. Terms, 50c
a week.

3.—Steam and Gas
Engineering

7 Volumes; 3300 Pages,
5% x 8% inches; 2500 Il-

lustrations. Prepares for
Stationary. Marine or Lo-
comotive Engineer or Fire-

man. Regular price $35.
Special price $21.80.
Terms, 50c a week.

4.—Civil Engineering

9 Volumes; 3900 Pages,
7 x 10 inches; 3000 Il-

lustrations. Prepares for

Civil or Structural Engi-
neer, Transitman, Esti-
mator, Designer or Chief
Draftsman. Regular price
$45.00. Special Price
$29.80. Terms, 50c a
week.

5.—Architecture,
Carpentry and

Building

10 Volumes ; 4760 Pages,
7 x 10 inches ; 4000 Illus-

trations. Prepares for
Architect, Contractor, Con-
struction Superintendent,
Carpenter Foreman, De-
signer or Chief Drafts-
man. Regular Price $50.00.
Special Price $24.80.
Terms, 50c a week.

6.—Accountancy and
Business Manage-

ment
10 Volumes ; 3680 Pages,

7x10 inches ; 1987 Illus-
trations. Prepares for
Certified Public Account-
ant, Auditor, Office Man-
ager, Accountant, Credit
Man or Bookkeeper. Regu-
lar price $50.00. Special
price $24.80. Terms, 50c
a week.

7.—Telephony and
Telegraphy

4 Volumes; 1728 Pages,
7 x 10 inches ; 2000 Illus-

trations. Prepares for
Telephone Engineer, Wire
Chief, Exchange Manager,
Trouble Man or Tele-
grapher. Regular price
$20.00. Special price $12.80.
Terms, 50c a week.

8.—Sanitary Heating
and Ventilation
Engineering

4 Volumes ; 1454 Pages,
5V2 x 8% inches. Prepares
for Sanitary Engineer,
Heating and Ventilating

Engineer, Master Plumber
or Plumber. Regular price
$20.00. Special price
$15.80. Terms, 50c a week.

9.—Mechanical and
Architectural

Drawing
4 Volumes ; 1720 Pages,

7 x 10 inches ; 1037 Illus-
trations. Prepares for Ar-
chitectural or Mechanical
Draftsman. Regular price
$20.00. Special price
$12.00. Terms, 50c a week.

10.—Fire Prevention
and Insurance

4 Volumes ; 1500 Pages,
7 x 10 inches; 600 Illus-
trations. Prepares for
Counterman, Rate Clerk,
Inspector or Agent. Regu-
lar price $20.00. Special
price $15.80. Terms, 50c
a week.

11.—Practical
Bookkeeping

4 Volumes ; 1840 Pages,
7 x 10 inches; 800 Illus-
trations. Prepares for
Bookkeeping or Cost Clerk.

Regular price $20.00. Spe-
cial price $12.80. Terms,
50c a week.

12.—Modern
Shop Practice

6 Volumes; 2300 Pages,
5% x 8*4 inches; 2500 Il-

lustrations. Prepares for
Machine Shop Superin-
tendent or Foreman,
Foundryman, Pattern
Maker, Tool Designer or
Tool Maker. Regular price
$30.00. Special price
$19.80. Terms, 50c a week.

13.—Electrical
Engineering

7 Volumes ; 3000 Pages,
7 x 10 inches; 2600 Illus-
trations. Prepares for
electrical Engineer, Power
Plant Superintendent,
Substation Operator or
Electrician. Regular price
$35.00. Special price
$19.80. Terms, 50c a week.

Carpentry and Contacting
5 Volumes, 2138 Pages,

5% x 8% inches. Regular
price, $25.00. S p e c i

price $17.80.
lalj

Not One Cent in Advance Examine Any Set
fcr 7 Days Free

l

SPECIAL DISCOUNT COUPON
/ American Technical Society, Dept. X-3388-A

Chicago, U. S. A.

Do not let doubt or delay deprive you of this opportunity to invest in your own self improvement. Mail
the coupon today—right now—without sending a penny. You take no risk. If, after examination, you feel
that spare time reading of these books will bring you a better, bigger paying job—if you are convinced
that these books will pay you enormous dividends, send only the small payment each month, which
amounts to less than 50c a week. You fritter more than 50c a week with no return on your investment.
Why not make that 50c work for you? /

/

I'lease send me set of.

Mail Coupon Now The increasing cost of paper and binding may force
us to withdraw this offer when the present stock

exhausted. We urge those interested to mail
the coupon at once and get the special price and easy terms. Mail the coupon and the books will
come at once. Simply pay the small shipping charge, then return the set at our expense if you do
not care to buy after examination. For a limited time, as a special inducement for prompt action,
we offer with every set a Consulting Membership Free. This gives you the privilege of submitting j
your perplexing problems to a corps of experts for an entire year. This consulting membership /
ordinarily sells for $12.00. It is yours free if you act promptly. Mail the coupon before you /
turn this page. This offer may never appear here again. /

/

for 7 Days' examination, shipping charges collect
I will examine the books thoroughly and, if satisfied

will send $2 within 7 days and $2 each month until i

have paid the special price of If I decide not to
keep the books I will return them within 7 days. Title
lot to pass to me until the set is fully paid for]

Home Address

Reference

Employer .

You benefit bv mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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Mesco Telegraph

Practice Set

For Learning Telegraph Codes

The Practice Set comprises a regular tele-

graph key, without circuit breaker, a special
high pitch buzzer, one cell Red Seal Dry
Battery, and four feet of green silk covered
flexible cord.
The key and buzzer are mounted on a

highly finished wood base, and three nickel
plated binding posts are so connected that
the set may be used for Ave different purposes.
List No. Price
342 Telegraph Practice Set, with Bat-

tery and Cord $3.24

Weighs 4 lbs. packed.
Price does not include postage.

M ft QC C\ Combinatioi Practice Set lor learning Ibe Morse

IflEjJ V>l_r and Coatineoial Visual and Audible Cades

TWs outfit la the only reliable Instrument which will
enable students to become proficient operators In the
U. S Naval Service, because It Is equipped with a
buzzer and miniature lamp enabling the user to
master hi.ih the visual and audible signals quickly.
List No. 52— Practice Set with Red Seal Bat-
tery and Cord $4.05

Weighs 4 lbs. packed. Price does not Include postage.

Send for the New Edition of

Our Catalog W28
It Is pocket size, contains 248 pages, with oyer 1,000
Illustrations, and describes In plain, clear language
all about Bells. Push Buttons. Batteries, Telephone
and Telegraph Material. Electric To>a, Burglar and
Fire Alarm Contrivances, Electric Call Bells, Etectrlo
Alarm Clocks, Medical Batteries. Motor Boat Horns,
Electrically Heated Apparatus. Battery Connectors,
Switches. Battery Gauges. Wireless Telegraph In-
struments, Ignition Supplies, etc.

Send for the Catalog Now
Manhattan Electrical

Supply Co.. Inc.
NEW YORK: CHICAGO: 8T. LOUIS
IT Park Place 114 8. Wells St 1106 Pine St.

San Francisco Office: 604 Mission St.

MF«"*HA.NICALLY RIGHT — A REAL LATHE
mUi)?r>m A Regular lath*, not « toy ^fL^^ji

Hp Swing 4 Inches, 11 inches between ceu flH
Met! tere. 17 Inches total length. Net weight E9mm 9 lbs. Shipping weight 13 lbe. >

Mb The bed of this lathe Is machined.

f Workmanship is first class throughout. |BB Lathe cornea equipped with wood turn- Vj
lng chuck. Lathe can be fitted with 8

mob face plate and drill chuck as special equipment. Ordin
one today. Price $4.60 cash with order.

SYPHER MFG. CO., DEPT. C, TOLEDO, OHIO

Feldman's "Geyser"
Electric Water Heater

Instantaneous Hot Water

FELDMAN MFG. CO.
1500 Times Bldg. New York City

A NEW "OIL SEALING" PISTON
RING

This ring is made from a special formula
of close-grained, tough gray iron, a few-

points softer than proper cylinder metal.

Individually cast, retaining on the inside

the skin of the casting, which insures long
life and lasting resiliency.

A groove is cut around the ring at right

angles with the face sloping at an angle of

about 45 degrees, the groove passing be-

tween the sliding face, forming the lap and
the side of the ring.

In one direction the square edge gathers
the surplus oil. In the opposite direction

the oil is distributed again, from the slop-

ing face, pulsating as it were, preventing
the groove from clogging. Not only this,

but to-day, when "gas" is 20 per cent ker-

New Grooved Form of Piston Ring.

osene, the danger of passing this coal oil

down into the oil (lubricating pit) with
consequent weakening of the lubrication and
harm to the bearings, is readily overcome
by reversing the top ring of this type, when
applying them to the piston.

The power of the motor is thus increased
because of the oil seal provided by trapping

the oil in the groove, and the coal oil trapt

in the upper ring groove is drawn back in

the firing chamber on the power stroke and
either exploded into power or sent out the

exhaust pipe.

WHY AIRPLANES DON'T FEAR
ANTI-AIRCRAFT GUNS.
(Continued from page 447)

hundred meters. (A little over 4/10 mile.)

This condition is clearly shown in the ac-

companying illustration.

Hence, the great problem of the anti-
aircraft gunner is to accurately de-
termine in advance the position in space
where the enemy airplane and the projectile

will meet, after both have followed their

respective trajections for an equal period
of time. This forms a problem which has
been called by the British, "the problem of
prediction." In general and considering
that the target is an animated one, and hav-
ing, as we might say, its own will-power,
it is quite obvious that no absolute and
definite solution can be applied to the prob-
lem unless we can refine our intellects to
the the point of knowing what direction the
enemy aviator is going to take each suc-
cessive second ! During twenty seconds,
the average time period during which the
anti-aircraft projectile is in-the air, a flying
machine has time to change its course in

various sudden and unexpected ways, both
as to altitude and as to direction. Colonel
Reille outlines, however, a number of in-

teresting methods of determining by certain
laws, just where the target is liable to be
after the lapse of such a period as this, and
as he states, "The problem, altho appearing
almost impossible of solution, nevertheless
has a probable solution, and this belongs to
the domain of mathematical extrapolation,
based on the laws of continuity."

In general the solution of the problem of
accurate anti-aircraft firing depends on the
measurement either of the angular velocity
of the target, i. e., the space in degrees that
it covers in a certain period of time, or the
measurement of the target's linear velocity,
i. e., its speed in feet per second, etc. Now

it was found that the angular velocity of a
flying machine moving with a uniform,
linear velocity, changes value every minute
in practically all cases. Supposing even
that the angular velocity measured at the
very moment of the shot could be applied
to extrapolate for the point in the air

which the projectile ought to reach, and this

is questionable owing to the relatively long
duration of the flight, any measurement
taken at a moment somewhat prior to the
firing of the shot is evidently out of date
and has no value whatever regarding the
extrapolation desired.

This is the reason why, after the trials

made with instruments capable of giving
from time to time discontinuous measure-
ments of angular velocities, it has been felt

necessary to substitute for them instru-

ments capable of giving continuous meas-
urements, and this instrument is illustrated

herewith. It is called a galvanometric ane-
mometer.
The instrument works on an ingenious

electrical principle as follows : A steel

armature which turns inside of a magnetic
solenoid (coil of wire) develops a current
of induction, the intensity of which is a
measure of the velocity of rotation. If the
steel armature is secured on the axis of a
sighting telescope pointed at the airplane, a
galvanometer properly graduated will en-
able the range-finding officer to read con-
stantly instead of periodically, the angular
velocity of the moving target. As the illus-

tration of the measuring instrument shows,
there are two steel armatures and two
solenoids provided ; one measures the angu-
lar velocity when the telescope is moved
across the horizon, the other solenoid and
armature indicating the angular velocity
when the telescope is moved up or down
vertically. A mean value is obtained from
both instruments when the telescope is

moved diagonally or up and sidewise for
instance. The problem of aiming and firing

an anti-aircraft gun is thus a considerable
one, and moreover highly scientific in its

solution, for among other things, the offi-

cers having to do with the range-finding,
have to determine the altitude or height
of the enemy plane ; its orientation, and its

velocity, either angular or linear; the ex-
trapolation or prediction of the point to be
aimed at, wherefrom the knowledge of the
azimuth* is determined. The altitude is

measured by triangulation from a large
observation base. In all these calculations
and their various ramifications, both applied
and suggested, the use of the well-known
plotting board, familiar to all artillerists, is

recommended.
In determining the azimuth when the

angular velocity of the target is determined
by the aid of the instrument here shown,
the extrapolated azimuth is obtained by the
plotting of the horizontal angular velocity
and this in starting from the last azimuth in

which the target has been observed, prior
to the firing of the shot. In the same way
the angle of sight is extrapolated or plotted
from the angular velocity taken in the plane
of sight where the target has been observed,
prior to the firing of the shot.

Consider once more the fact, as afore-
mentioned, that an enemy aircraft may
traverse a distance of about seven hundred
meters or .434 mile during the flight of the
projectile thru the air. The shell proceeds
on its way and clings helplessly to its

trajectory, and will inevitably burst once
the combustion of its fuse has come to an
end. In the words of Colonel Reille

—

"During this period the race is surely most
unequal, for the moving aerial target under
the guidance of a quick-witted aviator, has
maintained the full power of her free will,

'Azimuth: An arc of the horizon intercepted be-
tween the meridian of a place and the vertical circle
passing through the center of a celestial body.

(Continued on page 496)
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How to become a clear, accurate thinker.

How to develop your power of concentra-
tion.

How to be the master of any situation.

We teach you by mail to become a powerful and
convincing speaker—to influence and dominate
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"digging up" some forgotten rule, some un-
familiar fact ; you'll just turn to the very com-
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WHY AIRPLANES DON'T FEAR
ANTI-AIRCRAFT GUNS.
(Continued from page 494)

gle projectile from the ground burst any-
where near the 'plane, and at once she is

in a position to thoroly baffle all the calcula-

tions that have been wasted on the aiming
and firing of this projectile. Due to the
foregoing facts, it is clearly evident that

the systems of anti-aircraft firing based
solely on ranging must be condemned as

being ineffective and excessively expen-
sive." "Also," as this authority, who is

Chief of Artillery in the French Advisory
Mission concludes

—
"are they not sufficient

to show that, so long as we do not have a

gun of a fantastic muzzle velocity, and
capable of pouring into space projectiles of
a speed infinitely superior to that of the
flying machine, then the anti-aircraft gun-
ner must concentrate all his attention and
ingenuity in throwing skyward, sudden and
dense barrages on the points in the air de-
termined by extrapolation, silently calcu-

lated by measurements as accurate as

possible."

A THERMOSTATIC TIME SWITCH.
(Continued from page 475)

This device will afford considerable
amousement and mystery to the unitiated

who see the lights flash on apparently by
themselves, as the operator has ample time
to move away from the push-button before
the lights light.

Principle of the Thermostatic Time
Switch, in Which a Coil Heats a Rod R,
Expanding It and Closing the Lamp Cir-

cuit.

Theoretically Workable Thermostat
Switch for Controlling Lamp But Imprac-
tical for Obvious Reasons, Such as Heat-
ing and Deterioration of the Heating Coil.

MAGNETIC AND OTHER FOOL
WAR DREAMS.

(Continued from page 451)

whale of an idea. I think I will take half
a day off, inject a hypodermic syringe full

of Prof. Kammerlingh Onnes' liquid he-
lium, and try that stunt myself. It sounds
almost good.

In another corner of the editor's desk,
what did I pick up but another spasm from
a fly-by-night inventor (mostly vent) re-

siding in Ogosh, Minnehaha. Gaze on Fig.

3 of the accompanying illustration, and you
will see one of the greatest pests of the
Naval Ins— , excuse me, Consulting Board,
viz : the magnetic compass mine. This dis-

turber of the Patent Office peace gets my
goat. " 'ts easy," sez he, "just take a spark
coil, some batteries and a compass needle,

The Electric Safety razor makes shaving a
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cuts the beard smoothly and without slightest
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Wonderful Muscular
Development,

with perfect health, abundance
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You can get all the above,

if you want them, and I can
show you how. The results of
my system are shown on my
own person, and that is rec-
ommendation enough.

I have prepared a booklet,
illustrated with photographs of
myself, which will tell you
how you can obtain a devel-
opment the same as I did.
The name of it is

"Muscular Development"
GET IT—it will interest and
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and place them in the mine. In another
compartment of the mine place a ton or so

of gun-cotton or T. N. T." "Now," sez he,

"when all is ready, and the compass needle

duly fitted with an electrical contact, it will

swing around and close the spark coil cir-

cuit, thus detonating the high explosive as

soon as a steel ship draws near. Fine

—

but how in blazes am I going to tell enemy
ships from my own?!*! I should worry!

GADZOOKS ! ! ! Lads, but look at war
dream No. 4! What do our eyes behold,

my Lords? Nothing less than the evil eye
and titanic grin of the terrible Electro-

magnetic torpedo. "Why should so many
torpedoes be wasted by missing the mark,
when such an invisible and omnipotent
force as that of magnetism is availble,"

writes this "also-ran" inventor. No sooner
said than done, and down he sat and penned
this drawing and specification. I would as-

sure you friends that if I were as big as the

biggest torpedo, with a girth of twenty feet

and a length of ten yards, and just bubbling
over with magnetic molecules, I would not

be attracted by the biggest steel boat you
ever saw at a distance exceeding a few
inches at most. If you do not believe it,

just go down to the nearest steel foundry
where they have an electro-magnet capable
of lifting several tons, and see for your-
self how far my magnetic influence extends.
The "electrification" experts had been at

it again when I ran across Phoney Patent
No. 5. "Take some ten thousand of your
electrical experts" sed this inventor in his

spessyficcashion for a patent to end the war
instanly, and addrest to no less a personage
than General Pershing himself

—"send them
down to the sunny shores of the Mediter-
ranean, and let them improve each shining
hour by gathering thousands of No. 1 elec-

tric eels. Ship said eels to the Western
Front in plate-glass trunks, so that they
cannot shock anyone while in transit, and
at the psychological moment, liberate fifty

thousand for luck from airplanes flying

along the Rhine into that German holy of
holies, and the war will be ended. I com-
mission that budding genius with the rank
—I sure think it's rank!—Brigadier-Gen-
eral of the Electric Eel Division, and he
can have full charge of that Department
any time he wants it

!

I momentarily lost my equilibrium and
nearly forgot to hold my magnetic molecules
in line, while old "H. P." nearly fainted,

when my gaze fell on War Patent No. 6.

CARAMBA ! ! ! What do you think of this

magnetic conceit? The chap that promul-
gated and otherwise foisted this brainy (?)
idea on a long-suffering War Board was a
Count—Count of No-account, I guess, for
he wrote—"Why not build a VERY POW-
ERFUL ELECTRO-MAGNET and sub-
merge it in the shoal waters about the
North Sea, so that the enemy battleships
will be attracted from the deep channels
into the shoals, where our sea forces can
knock them to smithereens." Well, boys, I

am glad I am here to speak for myself, and
take a tip from father, that if that bird
could build an iron core large enough for
me to live in, and surround it with a coil

of copper wire, big enough to use all the
kilowatts developed in Europe, well even
then I could not cause any of the mighty
steel-plated dread-naughts of the German
Navy to move one-thousandth of one mil-
lionth part of an inch from their chosen
path. Of course, if a nosy submarine tried
to pass me at a distance of a few feet, and
provided I had several thousand kilowatts
of magnetized molecules tuned up to a state
of saturation, I might hold him a while.
But none of that five-mile or ten-mile stuff,

or quarter mile either.

I have often wondered how it would feel

to have several million of my best trained
molecules concentrated on the nose of a

LIONEL STRONGFORT
"Or. Sargent, of Harvard, de-
clared that Strongfort Is unques-
tionably the finest specimen of
physical development ever seen."

Oh!You Unfit!*
Unfit, flabby, weak, useless—doing nothing

for yourself, your family or your country, at the

one time in the whole history of America when
the Nation expects EVERY man either to

FIGHT or WORK. What good are you to

anyone, in these stirring times, if you are drag-
ging yourself about with your physical system a
wreck, your mentality cobwebbed and your spirit

gone? Brace up!—take hold of yourself

—

BECOME A MAN
Don't think you can't—YOU CAN, if you go about it

right. And when you do a place will be awaiting you.
America needs men here at home as well as on the fighting

lines; men to carry on the gigantic war work of the Gov-
ernment; men to run the industries of our great country;

men to take the places of our soldiers over there, to care for

the families left behind; men fit to be the fathers of Ameri-
cans to come.

YOU CAN MAKE YOURSELF FIT
IF YOU WILL DO IT

You can add to the duration of your own life, and make
every year of your life more useful, more pleasurable, more
worth while living, by taking yourself in hand and become
fit. What's the use of living, if you don't enjoy life? Where's
the good in waking up at all, if you wake up tired out be-
fore you begin the day? What fun is there in going about
suffering all the time from youthful errors, vital losses, de-

vitalizing habits, poor memory, constipation, rheumatism,
dyspepsia, indigestion, biliousness, headaches; with a fevered

brain, a rotten temper, a muddled intellect—unable to DO
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IN THE PRIME OF LIFE
Vital statistics prove that the average American dies ten

or fifteen years before his time, usually from preventable

disease, simply because he does not take care of his body
and live in accordance with Nature's laws. Nature is the

universal, all-powerful Healer; give her half a chance and
she'll get to work on you, no matter how much of a mental
and physical wreck you feel yourself to be.

WHY DON'T YOU BETTER YOURSELF?
Place yourself in my hands and I will show you how every organ in your body will be

brought to normal function; you will fairly tingle with vigorous life. My system and method
will vitalize you, rebuild you, rejuvenate you.

I can bring your forces of Nature into play; make your success certain. No matter what
your present condition, my method is restorative, rejuvenating. You will be vitalized; the

glands of your body that store secretions necessary to robust health will be invigorated; your

mental activity will be increased, your energy augmented; you will be a live factor in what-
ever sphere you may be.

I'll Show You Nature's Way
The ONLY safe, sure, simple way to really build

yourself up and get rid of the ills that are hampering
your progress, making you of no account in the world

and eating up your years of life. No patent medicine

preparations or druggist's dope in Nature's way or mine.

No over-exercise, strengthening your muscles at the ex-

pense of vital organs. Just Nature's way—the Army
way—the Strongfort way—the way that has led thou-

sands of my pupils back to health and strength and the

enjoyment of living life. Note opposite coupon. Check
your main ailment and you will receive a practical talk

without obligation.

Send for a copy of my free book, "Promotion and Con-
servation of Health, Strength and Mental Energy."
IT'S FREE. I will send you a copy by return on receipt

of three two-cent stamps to cover postage and packing.

LIONEL STRONGFORT
Physical and Health Specialist

706 Park Building NEWARK, N.J.
Personal Consultation by Appointment Only
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Mr. Lionel Strongfort. Newark, N. J.—Please

•end me your book—"PROMOTION AND CON-
SERVATION OF HEALTH. STRENGTH AND
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WIRELESS
Prepare while you can for this

branch of government service in

which there is exceptional opportu-

nity for better pay and rapid promo-
tion. Our courses qualify men 18

to 45 as expert Wireless Operators.

Aero Division
There are thousands of responsible

positions open to competent wireless
operators. Our land, sea, and air

forces, as well as the great merchant
marine, need specially trained men
to act as operators, electricians, engi-
neers, and inspectors.

Our Wireless Course prepares you
in a short time to qualify for a Gov-
ernment license. Our equipment is

most complete, embracing all make-
of wireless apparatus. Competent in-

structors and individual attention in-

sure rapid progress.

This branch of the service appeals
to live wires, offers great opportuni-
ties for advancement.

Electrical ArcWelding
Our intensive two months' course

prepares for essential work in Gov-
ernment ship-yards, paying $2,400
per year.
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manufacturer of electric motors, dynamos,
specialties, etc.

You Don't Pay Us—
WE PAY YOU!
To young men with ambition to succeed, we will

pay regular weekly wages ($10 to $16 a week) and
teach them the business thoroughly.

New York is the city of opportunities and an ideal
place in which to live. Here is your chance to estab-
lish yourself In the big city. We will help you find
good living quarters and start you on your way to a
responsible position at big salary.

Seize this opportunity—write immediately for full
particulars. First applications will receive preference.

Knapp Elect. & Nov. Co., 523 W. 51 St. N.Y.

110 YOLT A. C. GENERATORS

ONLY $5.00
Good hand generators,
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Immediate shipment while
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Watson Electric Co., Dept. 1 1, Gas Bldg., Chicago

fast-traveling bullet, so that when approach-
ing the steel helmets of the Kaiser's finest,

they would immediately yank the bullet out

of its wonted course, and cause it to slam
mightily against Fritz's steel sky-piece, and
by this sudden concussion cause the bullet

to explode with most disastrous results

!

A budding genius from Whatsundermy-
hat, Nil, proposes that the Naval engineers

shall equip all sea-going vessels with a se-

ries of (always) "large and powerful" mag-
net coils, placed in belt lines entirely around
the hull of the ship, and excite my magne-
tizing coils with several hundred kilowatts

of alternating current. Now, altho you
might not know it, when an alternating cur-

rent is past thru my magnetizing coil, I can
repel certain bodies with extreme speed, but

not for any great distance, usually not ex-

ceeding a few inches. You can imagine
then what chance I would have repelling a

modern automobile torpedo traveling at the

rate of fifty miles an hour, and with a

momentum of many thousand foot-pounds.

Boys, Howdy ! Take off your hat to war
spasm No. 9, specially invented to hasten

peace, so its inventor states, and he makes
my bones weary, for I'll be dinged if he

doesn't pack up a bunch of my best trained

Maxwellian molecules into an iron lifting

magnet measuring ten feet in diameter, and
whirl it along over the enemy positions sus-

pended from an airplane. You ought to

hear that boy rave. I can see the boche on
a dead run for Berlin, can't you? Yes,

you can't ! No wonder the Sun wears such

a pleasant smile in Fig. 9—it must be a

warm day in Ju-ly—lie is right!

EXPERIMENTAL CHEMISTRY.
(Continued from page 491)

the right angle bend, is connected to a
medium size test tube, which is immersed
in a vessel filled with water. Pour in 5 or
10 cc. of sulfuric acid thru the thistle tube,
and apply gentle heat after mixing the sub-
stances together by rotating the flask a
moment. The apparatus depicted in figure
138 utilizing a retort may be used by those
who prefer this mode of preparation. The
apparatus depicted in Fig. 139 may also be
used in place of either of the above.
Avoid getting the gas into the room by

applying only gentle heat. As was the
case of chlorin, the best antidote for an
overdose of bromin is alcohol or ammonia,
inhaled from a handkerchief. Collect 3 or
4 cc. of bromin then clean the apparatus
with water, or if necessary, hydrochloric
acid, and finally rinse with water.

Preparation of IODIN from Potassium
Iodid, Manganese Dioxid, and Sulfuric

Acid.
Experiment No. 148

Take a small glass retort or a tube and
arrange it as in Figs. 138 or 139.

Grind up in a mortar 5 grams of potas-
sium Iodid and mix with it on paper 2
grams of fine manganese dioxid ; then trans-
fer the mixture from the paper to the re-

tort, exercising care not to get any into

the neck of the retort.

Pour thru a funnel of 5 cc. of sulfuric
acid. Mix the substances together by rota-

tion, then put the retort in place and apply
gentle heat only. Do not continue the
process over five minutes! Then remove
the stopper from the flask and thrust a
cold stirring rod halfway down the bulb
for two minutes while the contents cool.

How CanWe Tell "Real" Death?
(Continued from page 457)

which is usually injected into the jugular

vein in the neck after the blood is with-

drawn, is composed of a certain chemical

solution which tends to prevent rapid decay
of the tissue. Once the body is embalmed,
it is impossible for a person to come to

life again (as, for instance, from a state of

suspended animation). So it becomes
all the more important to know an exact

test for determining when life absolutely

ceases to exist, even before embalming as

becomes obvious.

USUAL TESTS FOR CESSATION OF LIFE
1. Pulse and Heart Beat: The pulse, as the

end of life approaches, grows weaker and weaker,
and this is felt by grasping the wrist so that the

index and second ringer bear against the radial

artery. As life approaches the end, the heart beat

frequently may drop to as low as 20 to 30 per

minute. It is usual for the physician to listen to

the heart beat with the stethoscope. There is also

available what is known as the microphone-steth-
oscope, which is supposed to be extra sensitive,

for the purpose of listening to the faintest heart

beat. Some physicians, however, state that the

most sensitive and reliable test for the heart beat

is to rest the ear against the breast, upon which a

piece of gauze has been placed for ethical reasons
and which does not interfere with the transmission
of sound from the heart cavity to the ear. The
stethoscope in such cases is liable to amplify or
localize other slight sounds occurring in the
breast due to movements of air in the lungs, or
due to congestion in the lung passages, especially

where the patient has been afflicted with what is

known as death rattle. If the heart has to all

intents and purposes stopt, when listened to at the
breast over a period of five minutes and then for

another period of five minutes, it is safe to as-

sume that the patient is actually dead, for in prac-
tically all ordinary cases where syncope or sus-

pended animation has occurred, the persons so

affected have come to life again in a period not
exceeding three minutes. Finally the radial ar-

tery may be opened at the wrist. If no blood
appears, it indicates that life has past from the
body and that the heart is not functioning even in

a slight manner, as is the case in suspended ani-

mation. It is the opinion among medical men
that in the case of syncope life does not entirely
depart from the body, and: no authentic case is on

record where such a condition has occurred, as
Dr. John B. Huber has pointed out.

2. The Respiration Test: Respiration normally
occurs at the rate of sixteen to eighteen per
minute, but this may drop to as low as three or
four per minute as life approaches its finality.

An old fashioned test which is a fairly good one
and extensively used at the present time is that
of the cold mirror—the mirror being held over the
mouth. In the case of syncope, any slight action
of the lungs may cause the expulsion of breath,
which forms a mist on the mirror. This test,

however, will not indicate the condition of syn-
cope. No ordinary test will indicate this condi-
tion, excepting that of cutting the radial artery
at the wrist.
Even slight breathing can be heard by the ear

applied to the breast, especially by the trained ear
of an experienced physician. The death rattle is

one phase of the respiration action which some-
times persists after life has ceased to exist, ap-
parently.

3. Body Temperature: When life ceases to
exist the temperature of the human body inva-
riably drops rapidly, or at the rate of approxi-
mately 1.6 degrees Fahrenheit per hour. The
living body has a temperature of 98.6 degrees, but
a person may die with a fever and have a tem-
perature as high as 106 to 108 degrees. The living
body temperature, however, may fall below 95 de-
grees temporarily, in some serious cases of cholera
or yellow fever. About 95 degrees is usually
considered the minimum temperature at which life

can exist. Sometimes the temperature will rise
several degrees after death, but this is purely a
chemical reaction in the different parts of the
body. The body will become cold, and room
temperature may follow in from three to twenty
hours. In some cases a slight warmth of the body
has been noted after a period of as long as
twenty-four hours.

4. Color of Skin: To all intents and purposes,
when the circulation of the blood has practically
ceased, the skin of the body becomes ashy pale,
and there is absence of the pink color when ex-
amined under a strong light, as from a reflector.
The tissues of the body lose their elasticity, and
irritants placed on the skin do not give any vital
reaction.

Skin Signs: Scarification of the skin and use
of a cupomg glass fails to draw blood. Injection
under the skin of a solution of ammonia is fol-
lowed only in life by a port wine colored conges-
tion. Reddish color of the finger tips when ap-
proximated toward a light if there is circulating
blood. (Continued on page 502)

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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InWhichLineWill
You Do Your Bit
YOU have got to do your bit in the big task facing America. How will

you do it? Will you be able to sell your services at big pay as a skilled worker, or
will you have to put in your time in uncongenial work and get little for it BECAUSE YOU

LACK TRAINING? America is faced with the problem of finding men who can think and act
for themselves. It is a big problem. Trained men were never scarcer, and yet think what this

scarcity will be like when America jumps into the work of reconstruction. Skilled workers in

every trade and profession will be at a premium. There will be work for you, for every man, for
years to come. The choice of what you do and how much you earn is up to you. What are you going to do?

Prepare NOW
Profit Later!

The fact that trained
men are the money
makers, that they are
always in big de-

mand, that their training is insurance against
lack of employment, should make any man see
the wisdom of training. You can't get anywhere
without it—but you can go a long way with it.

You have to work for a living. Why not get
the most for your efforts?

Begin to prepare now and it is but a matter
of months before you are capable of earning
more money—a year or two before you are mas-
ter of the job you want to hold and making the
money you want to make. Training calls for
no great sacrifice. Just devote one or two hours
a day— time you now waste— and your study

Take 10 Lessons
at OUR Expense!

will well repay you. Systema'tic home study will

make it easy for you to master any of the Courses
below. Nor is thecost of such training out of your
reach, no matter how little you may be earning.

At our risk

—

not yours

—

you can take
ten examina-
tions in the Course you select. After the tenth
lesson, if you feel you are not getting thorough,
practical training, you simply notify us— you
are not out one cent. There are no strings to
that offer. What we have done for thousands
of students in twenty-five years we can do for

you. Our money-back guarantee is proof of our
confidence to train you successfully. It is also
your protection.

Training Decides Your Pay
There is no sentiment in determining your salary. You get paid for what you do. What you do

depends on what you know. The difference between $15 a week and $50 is the result of training
—knowing HOW. Training alone gives you the power to satisfy your ambition. The way is clear

for you to acquire a good, practical training without interfering with your present work. Check and ma
the coupon below. We will promptly send you Free Bulletin of the Course you are interested in, and fu
details of our methods, easy payments and guarantee. Send TODAY.

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF CORRESPONDENCE, Dept. G7448, Chicago, U.S. A.

..High School Graduate TelegTaph Engineer

..Gen. Education Course Wireless Operator

..Com. School Branches Architect

. Electrical Engineer Building Contractor

..Elect. Light and Power Civil Engineer
Superintendent .... Structural Engineer

..Hydroelectric Engineer Mechanical Engineer Bookkeeper

..Telephone Engineer Shop Superintendent Stenographer

Steam Engineer Fire Insurance Expert
Draftsman and Designer Sanitary Engineer
Lawyer
lousiness Manager
Cert. Public Accountant
Accountant and Auditor

..Heating and Ventilating
Engineer

..Master Plumber

..Automobile Engineer

. Automobile Repairman

..Airplane Mechanic

Check Course you

are interested in and

inMI fie C^uoon

Name

Address
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PATENTS

THIS FORM-

Don't Lose Your Rights

Before disclosing your invention to anyone
send for blank form "Evidence of Conception"
to be signed and witnessed. A sample form
together with printed instructions will show
you just how to work up your evidence and
establish your rights before filing application

for patent. As registered patent attorney* we
represent hundreds of inventors all over tKe

U. S. and Canada in the advancement of in-

ventions. Our schedule of fees will be found
reasonable. The form "Evidence of Concep-
tion", sample, instructions relating to obtain-

ing of patent and schedule of fees sent_ upon
request. Ask for them,—a post card will do.

255 OURAY BLDG,,
WASHINGTON, D. C.
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U. S.PATENTS
MAKE IDEAS PAY
Hundreds of inventions are sold

yearly. We will help you sell

yours without cost.

Before sending your inventions to

anyone send for our "Blank Form
of Disclosures" that will Protect
you until your application is filed

in the Patent Office.

Our book "Making Ideas Pay" gives full

information relative to securing Patent Pro-
tection. Manufacturers are writing us con-
tinuously for new inventions.

Send for Book and Blank Form of Disclos-
ure today. Prompt service. Best results.

A. M. BUCK & CO.
Patent Attorneys

205 Sctooi National Bank Bldg ..Washington, D.C.
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In this Department we publish such matter as is of interest to inventors and particularly to
those who are in doubt as to certain Patent Phases. Regular inquiries addrest to "Patent Advice"
cannot be answered by mail free of charge. Such inquiries are publisht here for the benefit of all
readers. If the idea is thought to be of importance, we make it a rule not to divulge details, in
order to protect the inventor as far as it is possible to do so.

Should advice be desired by mail a nominal charge of $1.00 is made for each question. Sketches
and descriptions must be clear and explicit. Only one side of sheet should be written on.

Readers' attention is called to the fact that
due to the great amount of letters to this de-
partment it is quite impossible to answer them
all thru these columns. The inquiries answered
in this issue date as far back as May, and if

readers wish speedy service they should care-
fully note the announcement appearing in the
preceding paragraph.

Spring Handle.
(270) Fred A. Shearer, Centralis, Wash., has

an idea to prevent handles attached to tool chests,
etc., from being broken in transit. They are
often broken when thrown off trains. His idea
is to place a small wire spring in the handle to

keep it closed, thus preventing damage. Our ad-
vice is asked.

A. Spring handles are not new, and there have
been a great many styles on the market. Any
first class hardware store carries such handles.

Sub-Aquatic Wireless.
(272) H. K. Skinner, Oxford, Ohio, wishes to

know if he could get a patent on underground
wireless_ by applying same to a submarine. Our
advice is asked.

A. The sketch which our correspondent submits
outlines the idea, but he evidently forgets that
salt water being a fairly good conductor, prevents
wireless waves from being propagated under water
for any appreciable distance. For this reason the
idea can hardly be called practical.

Double Caliper.

(273) Lawrence Byrne, La Salle, 111., submits a
double caliper as shown by attached diagram. As

Stereoscopic X-Ray.
(271) Robert J. McGill, Washington, D. C,

submits a plan of X-ray work for quickly locating

a foreign object in a human body by throwing two
shadow images upon fluoroscopic screens which are
at right angles to each other and at a stereoscopic
angle to each other, so that the observer, (see

illustration) can get an idea of the depth of the

object as well as the location laterally. By using a
stereoscope, the observer may combine the two
views so as to give the appearance of solidity to

the resulting image in the "mind's eye." This
principle may be used for observation and diagnosis

of cases other than those where foreign bodies are
lodged in the patient's body. Our advice is asked.

A. This seems to be a particularly clever idea,

and altho stereoscopic X-ray pictures have been
taken before, we do not think that we have come
across a scheme whereby the object can be seen
sterescopically direct by means of a fluoroscope.

Heretofore pictures were taken on regular photo-
graphic plates, and these pictures were then in turn
viewed by means of a steroscope. We think this

idea is patentable but as a precautionary measure,
we would ask our correspondent to get in touch
with a patent attorney to have him make a search.

101
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A Caliper Which Measures Inside or Outside
Diameters.

will be noted points A A are used for calipering

the outside, and points B B are used for measuring
the inside of the work. Our advice is asked.

A. This is a particularly clever idea, and we
are quite certain that a patent can be obtained upon
it. We do not think a caliper of this sort exists

at the present time. We advise our correspondent
to get in touch with a patent attorney.

Stereoscopic X-Ray Scheme Involving the
Use of Two X-Ray Bulbs.

Miscellaneous Patent Questions.
(274) M. A. Levins, Pueblo, Colo., submits sev-

eral ideas. We answer them as follows:
1. The use of selenium in connection with meas-

uring the candle power of various lig^ht courses is

not new, having been often described in text books.
2. The idea of having a speech record on a

moving picture film, so as to make so-called speak-
ing pictures is not new. This idea was described a
long while back by us and is the so-called Hart-
mann process. It is patented.

3. The use of selenium as resistance in connec-
tion with moving pictures is not practical as out-
lined by our correspondent.

Aerial Torpedo.
(275) H. Reinhart, Edmonton, Alta., Can., has

invented an aerial torpedo propelled by the escap-
ing gases, on the principle of the sky-rocket, with
a small explosive charge in the war head. The
torpedo is supposed to be used from aeroplane!
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only, and weighs a few pounds, but is destructive
enough to damage an enemy plane or dirigible bal-

loon. The torpedo could be started from a sort of

small cannon which would ignite the powder and
propel it until it was traveling under its own
power. Tho the distance it would travel would
not be far and a steep angle for firing would be
necessary, it probably would have a destructive
effect.

A. An idea of this kind, while it is good and
while it might work in practise has the great
drawback that, like all other devices to combat
aeroplanes, it will be ineffective, for the reason that
aeroplanes travel too fast, and even if it were pos-
sible to make the flying torpedo self-propelling and
self-steering, how could it overtake an aeroplane
manned with a thinking pilot who changes his
course at will. A mechanical device, of course,
could do nothing of the sort, as you could not make
it follow an aeroplane. Mechanisms of this kind,
while interesting, are not very practical, even if,

they should be controlled by wireless.

CODE PRACTISE INSTRUMENT
(276) A. E. Kopp, New Middletown, Ind.,

sends in a drawing and description of a code prac-

Code Practising Key in Which Lamp Flashes
Signals.

tise set, and the illustration which we reproduce
herewith is practically self-explanatory. As will be
noted the bulb D is mounted on the cross piece,
while the key C makes contact with the bottom of
the bulb thru battery B. It will, therefore, flash
every time the current is "made."

A. This is a very clever idea, but there is one
thing we do not like about it, and that is the cur-
rent is broken on the downward stroke. As a
rule such outfits are not liked very much, and if
our correspondent can devise an instrument where-
by the current is made on the downward stroke,
we believe he would have a much better apparatus.
However, even in the illustrated state we believe
a patent can be obtained.

Expansion Toggle.
(277) D. W. Booth, Montreal, Que., Can., sub-

mits an idea on an expansion toggle which we
illustrate. Our advice is asked as to patentability
and practicability.

A. This seems to be a good idea which seems
patentable, altho we would not vouch for it without
making a search in the patent office. Off hand
it seems that a toggle of this kind would be more
expensive to manufacture than the old style.

jSpn'ng

S Open

Bolt type I

Novel Form of Expansion Toggle Proposed
By Inventor.

(278) Paul B. Kingsley, Cheyenne Wells, Colo.,
submits the following: Just recently I purchased
\ bottle of Le Pages' glue. After removing the
metal screw cap I found a cork. I was imme-
diately confronted with the problem: How shall

I remove the cork without a corkscrew? I finally

succeeded in prying the cork out with a knife, and
sat down and thought. An idea came to me. I se-

cured a screw of the rounded-headed variety, and

™ | Metal cap

. -Cor

A

\ Bottleneck

r

Improved Cork and Cap Idea for Glue Bottles.

Patent Office
and Working Drawings
Mechanical, Electrical, Automatic and Special

Machinery Designed and Built

Rtfcrcnces Furnishtd

American Drafting Bureau
327 S. La Salle St. Chicago, 111.

PATENTS
Promptness Assured

HIGHEST REFERENCES BEST RESULTS

WATSON E.COLEMAN
Patent Lawyer

624 F Street, N. W. Washington, D. C.

PATENTS
LACEY & LACEY

AWorneys-at-Law—Patent Practice Exclusively

Solicitors of

U. S. and Foreign Patents
Trade-Marks, Copyrights

642 F Street, N. W., Washington, D. O
Write Us for Our Inventors' Book

PATENT-SENSE
pstam iSHED 1869.

Invent SomethingW ' YOUR IDEAS MAY BRING WEALTH IF PATENTED^J^r*^^^ Now is the time to patent a meritorious invention. We are con-
^BJL^^B stantly receiving letters from manufacturers and investors in-

HyyHHI tcresteu in new inventions protected by patents secured through us
t h. talbert and which can be turned into money through proper handling.
/Labor shortage has Increased the demand for Inventions In all lines.

Uncle Sam Wants New Inventions to Help Win the War.
Write us today for free D i T P M T C and our Evidence of Con-
copy of_ our 104 page g f\ I Ei il 1 |J ception and Disclosure
book, "How to Obtain
Patent and What to Invent." At the
same time send us a sketch, model or
photograph with written description
of your Invention for our Free Opin-
ion and Evidence of Conception Cer-
tificate. If your Invention is proper
subject matter for a patent we will
send you our Certificate to that effect

TALBERT & TALBERT, 4287 Talbert Building, Wash., D
Patent Lawyers—Successors to Talbert & Parker

Certificate which may
prove of value and assistance to you.
Our Credit System will enable you to
file your application and proceed
without delay. Patents secured by us
are advertised at our expense in Popu-
lar Mechanics Magazine. To protect
yourself write for our free book and
submit your invention to us today.

c.

TENT5 WANTED
iTTRADE-MARKSand COPYRIGHTS^

rm
in ihe ^orld

J)

SPECIAL
OFFER

Before sending your Invention to any attorney er

manufacturer or disclosing your Invention, write

for our free blank form PROOF OF CONCEPTION
in order to protect your Invention and secure your

rights. This should be signed and witnessed and re-
turned to us, together with a model or sketch and de-

scription of your invention, and we will give a FREE
OPINION as to the patentability of the Invention. If we

report the Invention patentable we will furnish a Certificate
ef Patentability.

This Certificate of Patentability, together with our blank form
Proof of Conception will protect the Inventor and serve as proof
of the Invention until the ease ran be filed In the U. S. Patent
ifflce. :M Victor J. Evans

FIVE BOOKS MAILED FREE
J OBTAININQgASSISTANCE FOR INVENTORS-Our certificate is of great as
r: sistance to inventors who require financial aid to obtain patents

OUR
(See Coupon Below)

to any address. Send for these books—the finest publications ever issued for free distribution.

HOW TO OBTAIN A PATENT WHAT TO INVENT
Our Illustrated eighty-page Guide Book la a Book Contains a valuable list of Inventions wanted and
of reference far inrenters and contains 100 mechan- suggestions concerning profitable fields of Inventions;
leal movement*. Illustrated and described. Tells how also Information regarding prizes offered for Invert-

to invent for profit. tlons amounting to ONE MILLION DOLLARS
LIST OF PATENT BUYERS

Contains requests from manufacturers, mall order houses and promoters for
patents secured by us and suggestions as to New Ideas they wish to purchase.
We place our clients In touch with capital free ef charge. We have recently
received over 300 requests from manufacturers.

MILLIONS IN TRADE-MARKS
Shows the value of Trnde-Ma.ks and information regard-

ing unfair competition
We advertise Our Clients' Inventions Free in a list ef Sunday news-
papers, in manufacturers' journals and in World's Progress. Sample
Copy Free. We save you time and money In securing patents. After
the patent Is granted we assist you to sell your patent.

WANTED NEW IDEAS

I

I
FREE COUPON!

I C T O R J. EVA N S
PATENT ATTORNEYS

New York Offices: Pittsburg Offices:

& CO.
Philadelphia Offices:

1429 Chestnut St.001 to 1007 Woolworth Bldg. 514 Empire Bid*,

Main Offices : 779 Ninth Street, N.W., Washington, D. C
Name Address

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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MILLIONS
OF DOLLARS

are being spent NOW for new
Idea* of all kinds. Never before
baa the demand for good tblngi
PROTECTED BY OW1N PAT-
ENTS been so great—or profitable
to the man who will but use his
brains. Send for my four free books and
out what Inventions are needed.

THFCF APT FBFFI SUCCESSFUL PATBNTS—a I

IflLjL rtrlL I I1LL: 72-paee guide to success;
STEPPING STONES—hundreds of bints of

|

Ideas wanted, truth about prizes for lnven-
tlons; PATENT BUYERS—contains over MO
requests for OWEN PATENTS, with Idea* de-
sired: PATENT PROMOTION—tells how t*

|

ell your patent, etc.

I'll help without charge to sell your Idea
by advertising It and otherwise putting you in

touch with prospective buyers. Send sketch or
model for free opinion as to patentability, oost

I

of patent, etc. Advice costs nothing. Write
today for my books. A postal request will do.

RICHARD B. OWEN, Patent Lawyer
164 Owen Building 2276-8 Woolworth Bids.
Washington. D. C. New York City

EVERY INVENTOR
should have this book, "PATENTS AND
PATENT POSSIBILITIES." It is chock
full of Ideas and practical advice, telling
what to invent and where to sell. Write
for your copy today. IT IS FREE.

I have requests for patents upon sound
Inventions of all kinds. Can you help sup-
ply the demand?
Vj nervlc* In Id llvldual. prompt and cfflelanl

14 rears experlen-e). Ever; expedient la am-
,lored to uecure patents at least possible cost.

H S. HILL, 804 MeLschlen Bldg, Washington. D. C.

THE MIDGET SLIDE RULE
will add. subtract, multiply, di-
vide; solve problems involving even
and uneven roots and powers. Also
gives the logarithms of numbers
and the Sines and Cosines. Tan-
gents and Cotangents of all angles.
Its operation is very simple; quick-
ly solves any mathematical prob-
lem. Durably made of metal.
Adapted for shop and office use.
Fits the pocket. 314 inches diam-
eter. Price with instructions. $1.00
Your money back It you are not satisfied

Gilson Slide Rule Co.. Niles Mich

G1NES
Perfected Gasoline Engines

—

1 and 1% b. p.—for Farm
and Shop use. Price $19.50
and up. Also

WASHING MACHINES
We ship on trial. Send for
Booklet and Special Offer.
SIEVERKROPP ENGINE CO.
1401— 19th St.. Raolne. Wis.

STARTER For FORD CARS

Learn NOW
at home in spare Mme by our new
instruction method. Commercial Art,
Cartooning, Illustrating, Designing.
Delightful, fascinat-
ing work in big de-
demand. $50 paid for

one drawing. Handsome i

;e booklet explains every-
thing. Write for it now. Get

oar special Free Outfit Offer at once.

Washington School of Art, Ino.
,

379 H St. N. W.. Wash., D. C.

'

MOTORCYCLES
and BICYCLES at cut prices.
Singles and twins $25 to $100.
New Motorcycle Tires $3.
Automobile Tires $3. Best
Motorcycle Belts $5. Carbur-
etors $6. Spark coils $6, Second-

hand Bicycles J6. Tandems $16. New Bicycles at Factory Prices.

Denlneer, The Price Cutter, Rochester. New Tors

(after punching a hole thru the metal cap I thrust

Jit thru and turned it into the cork. Then I could
(remove the cork easily with the metal cap, and re-

Iplace the two with one operation. See illustration.

lWhy not make corks along similar lines, to be
tsed on such bottles with a labor saving view?
Various modifications of this idea may be made
from a manufacturing standpoint. Particularly to

keep the screw (or swivel pin) from pulling out of
the cork. Would like your opinion on the subject."

A. While the idea is clever and no doubt pat-

entable, we are of the opinion that glue bottles

—

once opened—need no cork. When in use they are

at best a nuisance because they stick to the bottle,

and for that reason the metal cap as a rule is used,
which presenting little surface does not stick as
strongly as the large surface cork would. Our
opinion is that from a practical standpoint, an
invention of this kind would not be very sat-

isfactory.

THE DUNWOODY INSTITUTE.
The William Hood Dunwoody Industrial

Institute, a school with an endowment of

five and one-half million dollars "for train-

ing in industrial and mechanical arts," is

now training a large number of men under
contract with the Government for both
Army and Navy. One of the interesting

departments in connection with this train-

ing is the Radio Department, in which at

the present time there are under training

over 200 Navy Radio students and fifty

Army Radio students.

The men enlisted in the Navy or in-

ducted into the Army or Navy are sent to

the Institute for an eight to ten weeks' course
of instruction in both operating and theory.

The Institute is now considering a material

increase in the quota of Radio students

under training for the Government and
needs additional instructors both for class

theory and laboratory as well as operating.

Any men having proper qualifications, if

interested, should write to The Dunwoody
Institute, Minneapolis, Minn., for further

particulars.

HOW CAN WE TELL "REAL"
|

DEATH?
(Continued from page 498)

Muscle Signs: In death the muscles show an
ACID in lieu of an ALKALIN reaction during
life. Needles thrust into living muscles become
oxidized. A living muscle responds by contrac-
tion when a faradic current is applied to it. The
response diminishes after death and is lost in 3

hours. If 20 minutes have elapsed after presum-
able death and the muscular contractility is un-
altered—the subject is NOT dead. By this method
(electro-bioscopy) a woman who lay for 32 hours
deprived of apparent vitality was saved from
burial.

Icards' Fluorescein Sign: This is probably one
of the BEST signs of death. It is simple, reliable

and the drug is innocuous. A solution of 15

grains of fluorescein, 15 grains of carbonat of

soda and 120 grains of water is injected under the
skin. As long as the circulation has not ceased,

the injected fluid spreads rapidly, and in this

case the body acquires a greenish-yellow coloration
within 2 or 3 minutes. The eyes simultaneously
become emerald green. With a slow circulation
the phenomenon may be delayed 20 minutes. NO
COLORATION shows that life is extinct.

5. Eyeball Test: In death the patient's eyes
are invariably open, but they may appear to be
closed for the reason that the upper and lower
lids both droop, the upper lid drooping about half

way over the eyeball and covering the pupil; the

sinking of the lower lid causing the white of the
eye to be noticed, and hence it is generally thought
that the eyeballs are pointed upward, but they
invariably point straight ahead. The eyes are
closed by skillful manipulation on the part of the
undertaker. In real death the eyeballs lose their

extreme tenseness which invariably occurs in cases
of syncope or suspended animation. A flashlight

thrown in the eye causes no reaction, this test

being known as the light test.

The corneal test is made by scratching the cornea
of the eyeball with the finger nail—in real death
no movement of the eyeball or reflex should oc-

cur. With regard to the face, the mouth inva-
riably drops open when life ceases, and this must
be closed by the undertaker, preferably before the
body has become cold and the muscles set.

6. Rigidity of Body: The rigidity of the
limbs and the rest of the body does not always
indicate real death, for it has been found that this

condition can also occur in cases of syncope or
suspended animation; hypnotic subjects can also
simulate a cataleptic or rigid state.

NEW AND PROPOSED TESTS FOR CESSATION
OF LIFE

1. The Litmus Paper Test: Asis well known,
litmus paper is used to determine whether a
solution or secretion is alkaline or acid, the paper
changing color accordingly. In applying this

test for the purpose in question, a small piece
of paper is employed, one end of which is placed

NEW BOOK ON

ROPE SPLICING
Useful Knots, Hitches, Splices, etc.

Hew Different Knots Are Made and WhatThey Are Used For

INDISPENSABLE TO. EVERY MECHANIC AND RIGGER

A most practical handbook giv-

_ complete and simple direc-

tion for making all the most
useful knots, hitches, rig-
ging, splices, etc. Over"
100 illustrations. All
about wire rope
attachments, lash-

ing", blocks, tackles,
37 Heraldic Knots

lustrated. Of great value to
mechanics, riggers, campers,
itrnPTt.' Price 20 cents oostpaid.

Johnson Smith & Co., Dept. 933, 54 W. Lake St., Chicago

"The Baby" D̂ *^\n Revolver
A Handsome and Most Effective Weapon. MtaturM But *>4
Inches Lone. Takes Regular .22 Calibre Cartridges $4.50

t demand for a revolver that n _
'..mbme small site and light w*ijrht with the
'sential feature? of Efficiency Practlc-

that guard
chi

"

fta appearance, but it must be eeen and used to be tho:

•mmunition used ia the standard 22-ca.libre cartridge c
operation of the charging mechanism is extremely rapid and absolutely reliable

• nc well aimed shots can be fired in as many seconds. Tho revolver Is very well
constructed, with finest nickel plated fluted barrel of cylinder, and It wslgha onlr

%H ounces. THe price at the Babr Revolver ll oni» M .50, unl b? mill, p. ad. to irTfiddrm

tOHNSON SMITH & CO., Dept. 64 W. Lake »t« CHICAGO'

miM.llL-lJUlM
Make Your Watches. Clocks* Etc.,
l/icihlo hu sMio-Ilt The very latest discovery In thaVISIDie Dy nigs!* scientific world. Hitherto, prac-
tically unobtainable except at an exorbitant price, we have at last

in producing this remarkable LUMINOUS FAINT, which, applied Up

a of any article, omit* raya of white light, rendering itperfectly xrislbls

D the dark. THE DARKER THE NIGHT. THE MORE BRILLIANT IT SHINES. Quit*
use. Anyone — you can do it. A little applied to the dial of yom
clock will enable you to tell the time by night. You can wit th* poet

"jttons or switch plates of your electric lights match boxes, and inncrmerab**
ther articles: raakeyonr own Luminous Crucifixes, Lum^ne Bosirj**. eta-

bottle containing aufrfcient to coat eeveral smoll lea 36*. uuy j

r-^SOe and SI postpaid, fobn+tra sJcUth£ Cv>. Of, 933 .7 gfee

Birild Your Own PHONOGRAPH,

SAVE
OVER
HALF

It's Easy With Oar Help
A few hour* Interesting work
sare* many dollan and (tree
yon a machine exactly to milt
your Ideal*. We furnish motors,
tone arm*, case material, blue
prints and full Instructions
Plays any record. Tou can make
fine profit building phonographs
for your friends.

Write Today for Our Free
Blue Print Offer. Agents
wanted for our ready built
Choraleons.

CHORALEON CO.
711 Monger Bldg, Elkhart, Ind.

"Electrical Worker's Friend"

An electrical book of 66 motor draw-
ings with complete Instructions for re-
winding and reconnecting.

PRICE, ONLY $3.50
Write for full particulars

J. SMITH & SON
1524 Lowrie Street N. S. Pittsburgh, Pa.

NEW SCIENTIFIC WONDER

Q»"\\/C You apparently see thru Clothes, Wood,
lO^^ ^# Stone, any object. See Bones in Flesh,

A Magic Trick Novelty given FREE with each X-Baj
MARVEL MFG. CO., Dept. 52. New Haven. Com.

ZIP-ZIP (THE LITTLE
GIANT)

The prong Is made of beautiful metal, the
rubbers are elastic and lasting with plenty of
pep and force: scientifically made and beet
workmanship. Zip. Zip complete only 50e, pre-
paid. Shipped same day ordered right from
factory. Thousands sold and orders pouring in
every day. Order from us or your Sporting
Goods Store.

AUTOMATIC RUBBER CO.,
Columbia, S. C.

WHY "FLUNK"?
in latin, dadeou. "CAESAR"- FIRST 8 BOOKS-
"CICERO", OR "VIRGIL" -and others-, translated, word for word

inlo ENGLISH. Complete, dothhoond, {1.00 each, postpaid.

M0N0NGAHELA NOVELTT C0„ BOX 299, 1H0N0NGAHELA. PA

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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LEARN MUSIC

A TEACHER
New way. Any instrument you like now made easy.

Piano, Organ, Violin, Banjo, Mandolin, Cornet, Harp,
'Cello, Ukelefe, Saxophone, Piccolo, Clarinet, Flute,
Trombone, Guitar, or Singings all by note. Don't even
need to know one note from another to begin. Lessons
by mail in simplified chart and picture form take you
step by step, and make every step as simple and clear
as A B C. Prepared by foremost musicians. Over
225,00ft people, from seven years old to seventy,
have learned through these simple lessons. Many have
become teachers. This new method succeeds even after
old methods of personal instruction fail. Entire course
on trial—-you to be the judge and jury; averages only
a few cents a week if satisfied and nothing whatever
if not.

Free book shows how simple and easy it is and gives
full information. Special introductory offer if you
answer at once. Write today, then judge for yourself.
No obligation. Address

U. S. SCHOOL OF MUST
13311 Brunswick Bldg. New York

Hear Ye!
what Mr. Robinson of

Planhamson Telephone

Co., Plantersville, Tex.,

says about the

SKINDERVIKEN
Transmitter Button

Plantersville, Tel., Sept. 6, 1918.

Skinderviken Telo. Equipment Co.,

Rec'd the Transmitter Button and it's fine Biz.

Send me three (3) more quick.

It makes an old phone talk better than a new
one. I don't see how the little button beats a trans-

mitter, but it sure does.

R. J. ROBINSON, Jr.

Above recommendation letter received today,

Sept. 9th. Recommendation letters, new and repeat

orders are pouring in every day.

Over 500 Telephone Companies in the United

States and abroad are now using the Skinderviken
Transmitter Button.

Booklet No. 3 free for the asking

Skinderviken| Telephone Equipment Co.

For your convenience in writing us, address

STECO, 2134 Clark St.

Chicago, 111.

_., ^— DUCK'S
ilHBHB BIG 300 pp.ELECTRICAL
WKBBggm and WIRELESS CATALOG
HH^HIHRVHB' Mailed upon receipt of 8c in stamps

^^^^^^^^^^^^p:'

are obtainable elsewhere. We have

IJPJH(1b5!I'
,,|T'

wi(h ke¥ bulb and socket. $0.50
mounted on mahogany base fci

THE WILLIAM B. DUCK CO.
230-232 Superior St. Toledo, Ohio

Learn Watchwork, Jewelrywork and
Fnoravino A flne trade commanding a good aal-t-aigiavuig ary> an(j your gerTices are a iwayg in
demand. Address HOROLOGICAL Department,
Bradley Institute, Peoria, 111., for our latest catalog

I
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on the eyeball or on the under side of the lid, and
if it does not change color it may indicate a
syncope condition. This is the reason: In life

the skin and flesh exudations are alkaline, while
when death occurs bodily decomposition and its

various chemical recations set in; therefore these
exudations become acid. Hence we obtain the
acid reaction on the litmus paper in this test, if

the person is really dead. This is one of the best
and newest tests available, says Dr. Sinclair
Tousey. A similar test is one employing a solu-
tion (ether or chloroform), a few drops of which
are placed on the eyeball, and the solution, due
to the actions just mentioned, will cause the eye-
ball to turn red and slightly swell, if life still

exists in the body, even tho all other tests indicate
differently. If no coloration or enlargement of the
eyeball occurs, then death can be considered to
have taken place, says Dr. Albert Abrams.

2. The Electro-cardiograph Test (proposed by
the writer) : From the fact that the very minute
electric currents produced by the pulsations of
the human heart, as explained in an article on the
Electro-cardiograph which appeared in the May,
1917, issue of this Journal, it would seem that by
applying the extremely sensitive Einthoven string
galvanometer or an equally sensitive instrument to
the body, then the slightest action of the heart
would produce a measureable electric current,
which would register on the photographic recorder
of the apparatus. It would also seem possible for
every physician to be equipt with a special portable
instrument of this type for the purpose in question.

3. X-Ray Test (proposed by Mr. H. Gernsback)

:

Suggested on the strength of the fact that with
the improved high-power X-ray apparatus available
today various diseased conditions of the lungs
can be established with the aid of the X-ray pho-
tograph, including tuberculosis of the lungs, which,
owing to the absence of air in the diseased lung,
photographs black in the skiagraph.

4. Abrams' Test: This is based on the fact
that a beating heart has a specific radio-activity
and yields a characteristic reflex. As long as the
heart beats, this reflex can be elicited. A detailed
description of this reflex is too technical for the
average layman.

5. Weighing the "Soul": This is probably a
rather far-fetched and mythical proposition, but ac-
cording to reports current some time ago, it was
claimed that tests were made with a specially sen-
sitive bed-scale, on which a patient was placed and
later died. The physicians claim that after mak-
ing every conceivable and known allowance for
bodily decomposition, both organic and gaseous,
there was still a discrepancy of about four and
one-half ounces which the medical savants could
in no way account for, and they attributed it to
the soul departing from the body.
(We print this statement for what it is worth.

—

Editor.)
Conclusion: "The danger of premature burial

has no doubt been exaggerated, but the diagnosis
of death by a competent physician should be made
obligatory by law," says Dr. Albert Abrams, the
well-known medical authority. "A period that
must elapse

_
before burial should be nxt by law.

France, it is 24 hours; in Germany, 48 hours,
and in England, it is customary to await putre-
faction, thus emulating the traditions of Greece
and Rome, where 6 to 11 days were allowed be-
tween death and the funeral."

WESTINGHOUSE ENGINEERS GETNEW RESEARCH LABORATORY.
(Continued from page 459)

materials laboratory, the ceramic laboratory
and the research laboratory. The latter is

housed in what is commonly known as the
"new research building." The growing de-
mands for more fundamental work made it

desirable to provide a special building
where advanced and new research problems
could be better separated from the more in-
sistent works problems. A location about
a mile distant from the works was selected,
partly on account of the crowded condi-
tion in the vicinity of the works, but more
especially to secure a site relatively free
from vibration, dirt and noise and which
would afford a certain amount of isolation.
The power house contains motor-genera-

tor sets for supplying single-phase, two-
phase and three-phase current at 220 volts,
and direct current at 25.0 volts (three-wire
circuit). A motor-driven air compressor
supplies comprest air at 125 lb. pressure,
and a large motor-driven vacuum pump
supplies the necessary house vacuum. A
liquid air machine capable of supplying \y2
to 2 liters of liquid air per hour is also in-
stalled in themain power house. The stor-
age battery is in a separate room in the
basement of the power house and consists
of a total of 218 cells, so divided that va-
rious groupings and combinations may be
obtained.
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(Everything JXbout^

FLYIIMG
Everything1 about flying can

be found in Hayward's new
book just published on Practical
Aviation. The latest book on
the market. Covers the theory
and practice of aviation— the
design and construction of aero-
planes—the aerial propeller—
aeronautical motors, and mili-

tary uses of the aeroplane. 700
pages, 814 x5M, flexibly bound,
gold stamped.

Pilots, Observers and Mechanics are
badly needed in the aviation section of
the army. To the man who wants to
take up the fascinati 1 g work of flying,

Practical Aviation will prove of untold
value. This book has been ordered by
the war department for use in military
and naval camp libraries.

I

What the Book Covers
Dirigible Balloons — Simple Balloons — Problems of the
Dirigible— French, British anil German Dirigibles, etc.

Early Days of Aviation—U. S. Government Requirements

—

Elementary Aerodynamics— Internal Work of the Wind-
Feature* of Design—Aei-ial Propellei Factors in Propeller
Action—Calculating Stresses— Laying: Oul Propellei—Pro-
peller Construction, etc. Stability—Design and Construc-
tion of Aeroplanes—Methods of Design— Assembly of Aero-
plane— Testing — Standard Types of Aeroplanes— Special
Types, Both American and Foreign— Hydroaeroplanes—
Explosion Motors — General Specifications — American
Types — F'oreign Types— Military T'ses of Aeroplanes—
Functions— American. French. British. Italian and German
Machines— Scouting Sen ice—Aerial Photography— Photo
Scouting— Reconnaissance— Wireless— Artillery Observa-
tion — Bombing Kxpiditions. etc. Building Aeroplane
Models— Building a Glider—Bnildlng a Curtiss—Building
a Bleriot, etc.

Shipped Postpaid
for Seven Days' Examination

Just send us a money order or check for
$3.75 attached to the coupon below, and a copy
of Practical Aviation will come to you, prepaid.
Examine it carefully—read it—use it for seven
full days. If at the end of that time you feel
the book is not suited to your needs, send It

back to us and we will refund your money.
This offer is open to every man within the bound-

aries of the United States and Canada. Fill in and
mail the coupon now and secure a copy of the very
latest and most up-to-date book on the Important
subject of aviation.

AMERICAN TECHNICAL SOCIETY,
Dept. EE 11-18, Chicago, U. S. A.

Please send me, postage prepaid, for seven days'
examination, a copy of Practical Aviation. Enclosed
find $3.75 which is to be returned to me if I return
the book to you after seven days.

Name

Address

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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LearnAviationMechanics SuTXc

«,v
Train yourself for the Aviation Service by availing yourself of the Preparatory
Ground Course in Aviation Mechanics, affording preparation prior to entering
Government Ground School, covering aero-dynamics, aero-engines, rigging and
Lewis gunnery. Previous experience unnecessary.

Including aero <t /» g\w
S35

(weeks) ^25
Day and Night Classes Begin Every Monday

Write for our Illustrated Booklet "H"—"A Message
to You on Aviation"

the Key to

Victory!"

COMPLETE COURSE englne
taken in six weeks (three hours daily)
or three weeks (six hours daily)

Special Aero-Engine Course (i^
e
k
e
3)

(Members of Aeronautical Society of America)

Wireless Course

Telephone Bryant 9078

110-114 West 42d STREET, NEW YORK

MAGNETIC
RECTIFIER

Patented
April 18. 1918

The F.F. Battery Booster

For Home Charging of

Storage Batteries
Call up your dealer and ask the price of a new

starting and lighting battery to fit your car. Then
let us tell you how to prolong indefinitely the life of
your old battery at minimum expense.

Fire Departments the country over require posi-

tive battery service. They are our best customers.

Write for bulletin No. 12

The France Manufacturing Company
Cleveland, Ohio.

THE "LITTLE PET'
is unquestionably the engine you
have always wanted. Ideal to run
small electric power plants, for charg-
ing storage batteries, electro-plating

(or the laboratory, for the workshop,
drive bench lathe, grinder, saw, wash-
ing machine, etc.

Operated on either gaso-
lene on City gas

Coil built into engine, countershaft
and all gears safely housed. Ready

to run when you unpack it, only battery to be connected. Any speed from 500 to 140a R.P.M. can be had
inttantly, while engine is running. Step on foot pedal to start engine. Automatic oiling, no grease cups, an
ideal home motor safe and dependable, will last for years. Cost to run cents per hour. Engine has 2" bore
and 2" stroke. Gives over H.P. Weight 60 Ibi.

Send for free catalog E.
GAS MOTOR CO., Elgin, 111.

Price complete $40.00
| elgin

The^House of Taylor

400 Baths

600 Rooms

HOTEL MARTINIQUE
BROADWAY, 33D STREET, NEW YORK
One Block from Pennsylvania Station.

Equally Convenient for
Amusements, Shopping or Business

157 Pleasant Rooms, with Private Bath,

$2.50 PER DAY.
257 Excellent Rooms, with Private Bath,

facing street, southern exposure,
$3.00 PER DAY.

Also Attractive Rooms from $1.50.

The Restaurant Prices Are Most Moderate.

" THERE'S MONEYINIT"
AJL LEARN TELEGRAPHY^*—HOME:_Z.~MORSE AND WIRELESSz.---

TEACH YOURSELF
Id half the usual time, at trifling cost, with the
wonderful Automatic Transmitter. THE OMNIGRAPH.
Sends unlimited Morse or Continental messages, at
any speed, just as an expert operator would.

Adopted by U. S. Gov't. 4 style*. Catalogue tree.

OMNIGRAPH MFG. CO.
39L Certlandt St. New York

A GYRO ELECTRIC "MOVIE"
CAMERA FOR THE
BATTLEFIELD.

{Continued from page 460.)

projector would be hopelessly out of place

amongst the efficiency of the war camps,
not from any detrimental standpoint as to

the quality of the projector, but that where
everything must be as compact as possible

it became necessary to evolve one that

would occupy but little space, be easy to

operate and still fill the bill in all particu-

lars.

Apparently all these requirements have
been fulfilled in a new portable projector

evolved by a Chicago concern. It will pro-

ject a 12-foot picture at any distance from
50 feet to 80 feet, according to the focal

length of lens.

A 4-inch lens, which is the standard equip-

ment on all projectors, will give any size

picture up to 12 feet in diameter, and throw
up to 50 feet. Proportionately smaller size

pictures at throws less than 50 feet.

A 6-inch lens will give any size picture

up to 12 feet at any throw up to 80 feet.

Proportionately smaller size pictures at

throws less than 80 feet. This does not

prevent the use of the projector in a small

room where there is but a 6 or 8-foot throw
for a 2 to 4-foot picture can be obtained,

according to whether a 6-inch or 4-inch lens

is used.

A WATER-JET BLAST AP-
PARATUS.

{Continued from page 476)

the water outlet, it should be stopt by tight-

ening the water outlet pinch-cock. By reg-

ulating both pinch cocks a place is reached

where the water remains at a constant level,

all air going out to the air delivery tube,

and all water going out the water outlet

tube.

An apparatus such as just described was
made by the writer and has been in con-

stant use in his laboratory. It supplies

sufficient air for two blast lamps, and will

give at least five pounds of air pressure

for injection purposes, etc. If more air

is needed then three injectors may be used,

or if not as much is required, only one
injector is necessary.

If a combination blast and vacuum ap-

paratus is wanted then one, or both of the

injectors may be made into a water-jet
vacuum pump by the addition of a "T"
fused on to the air inlet hole. If both are

thus equipt, a blast and suction cannot be

obtained at the same time unless one air-

opening is left free. One injector may be
left open for the air supply and the other
used for suction. But in doing this the

supply of air is cut in half. Usually there-

fore it is better to leave both air inlets

open and make a vacuum pump separately,

then both may be used at the same time
without loss of air.

In this way, and with a minimum of ex-
pense, and with a very little knowledge of
glass blowing, an efficient suction and air-

blast apparatus run by water pressure may
be constructed so that they will be in every
way as satisfactory as the factory-made
product.

ELECTRICITY AIDS HUN
"MOVIE" SPIES.

{Continued from page 455)

The final episode of this series is brought
to a dramatic climax by showing the final

efforts of the Kaiser's spies to wreak their

hatred on America up to the very moment
war was declared.
Harrison Grant and Dixie Mason know

that Ambassador von Bernstorff will not
leave the country without making a su-

preme effort to cause damage to American
resources. Ceaseless vigilance directs their

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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attention to one of the greatest railroads in

the country, and they discover that two
German spies employed as dispatchers have
planned to wreck the whole system by mix-
ing the train dispatch orders. (See Fig. 3.)

The episode abounds with dramatic and
patriotic thrills. Mrs. Blank Blahk has the

satisfaction of telling von Bernstorff what
a dupe he has been in her hands, and how
he has betrayed to the Secret Service, thru

her, many of the plots of the Imperial Ger-
man Government.

Heinric von Lertz at last meets justice.

He is locked in the hold of a vessel by acci-

dent, in which he has opened the sea-cocks

to sink it for the purpose of keeping it

from falling into the hands of the Ameri-
cans. He is drowned like a "rat in a trap"

as the crime of his own doing is accomplisht.
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TALKING THRU LAND AND
WATER.

^Continued from page 450)

in Fig. 1. As the operator speaks, changes
in the microphone resistance will occur,

corresponding to the fluctuations of the
voice, and these resistance variations will

cause differing strengths of battery cur-
rent to reach the electro-magnetic oscilla-

tor, which in turn will radiate powerful
sonorous vibrations or sound waves cor-
responding to the spoken voice. These tele-

phonic sound waves transmitted thru the
earth or water, are picked up by a micro-
phone (or by an oscillator) and caused to
affect the telephone receiver in the same
way as the telegraphic dot-and-dash sig-

nals do. Telegraphic signals have been
transmitted to a distance of twenty miles

by this method, and telephonic speech has
been transmitted and received over dis-

tances exceeding twelve miles.

One of the most interesting phases of
this recently patented invention (U. S. Pat-
ent 1,270,398) is that by means of a com-
pound microphone arrangement (mounted
in one of these liquid tanks or ground pits

so as to be revolved thru any desired angle)
it becomes possible to very accurately deter-
mine to the fraction of a degree, from fust
what direction a sound wave is propagated!
A practical application of this remarkable
principle involved in the new Fessenden
sound-transmitting and receiving apparatus,
is shown in Fig. 3, where, by means of two
observation points fitted with the special

"sound direction detecting apparatus," it is

possible to quickly and accurately locate any
activities on the part of enemy "sappers,"
who may be engaged in digging a mine.

The principal feature of the whole ar-

rangement here outlined, is that the signal-

producing or receiving instrument is not in

direct contact with the earth, and does not
vibrate with the same phase or amplitude
as the earth itself at the transmitting or re-

ceiving point, thereby avoiding losses from
refraction, bending, or irregular travel of
the sound waves, and enabling the true di-

rection of the sound to be rapidly ascer-
tained, and permitting amplification by
mechanical resonance, et cetera; as will be-
come evident.

Referring to Fig. 3 and the detail illus-

tration at the right showing a close-up view
of one of these "sound direction" detectors,

we see that a large pail-shaped tank of water
is sunk in the ground to start with. The
ground around the pail is preferably wetted
so as to make good physical contact be-
tween the pail and the ground. A three-
legged metal spider rests at the bottom of
the pail, and this is surmounted by a sound-
insulating pedestal made of lead. In this

sound-insulator is placed a vertical and
revolvable metal rod which carries a pivoted
cross-arm supporting a sensitive microphone

(Continued on page 507)

InWar or Indii>trif

KiShorthand WillHelpYouOn
The New Easy Shorthand

You Can Learn in S Evenings
Do not imagine that K. I. Shorthand

is needed only by the professional
stenographer or court reporter.

You, no matter what you are doing,
will find it a tremendous help in get-

ting on to a bigger job and bigger pay.

A knowledge of shorthand has proved
for many the entering wedge to the main
office, to the intimate association of

superiors, to preference and promotion.

In our Army and Navy, officers are

glad to rely on the young man in the

service who is able to take dictation

verbatim. It means promotion, easier

work, better pay. You need K. I. Short-

hand whether you remain on the job in

America or go over-seas. When you re-

turn it may be the means of opening
opportunities for you that you would
be unfitted for otherwise.

30 Days' Approval
K. I. Shorthand is immensely

different and far ahead of any
other system. Experts in the old

systems are amazed at its sim-
plicity. But prove it for yourself!
Get the course and see how you
can master it in five evenings.

Yes, you can learn It all, thor-

oughly and well, in that amazing-
ly short space of time. And it

costs such a trifle that you need
not deny yourself anything in or-

der to possess this helpful accom-
plishment. Think what a saving
in time, money and effort.

Learn at Home
K. I. Shorthand is shorthand

made shorter, simpler, clearer,

easier to learn, wonderfully easy
to read and never forgetable. You
learn so quickly because it omits
all the Intricate, perplexing and
brain-fagging special rules, posi-

tions, shadings, etc., that make
other systems a nightmare for the
student.

In learning K. I. Shorthand
you write complete words and
sentences from the start. You do
not feel that you are studying, as
you go pleasantly through the
lessons ; it is more like a game,
full of fascinating interest, that
grips you and makes you want to

get on to the next lesson and the

next.

Numerous professional sten-

ographers who have spent
months in learning one of the
old systems, write us that they
have changed to K. I. Short-
hand because it is a more
natural method — easier to

read and to write.

Wherever you go, you will find
K. I. Shorthand helping men and
women along. It Is practical and
meets all usual requirements. It

covers a great range of service.
Not only stenographers use it, but
business men, merchants, lawyers,
doctors, clergymen, newspaper
men. soldiers, sailors and TJ. S.
radio men. K. I. Shorthand Is
taught In business schools, and
practiced by court officials; used
by reporters. Put it to work In
your service. It will give you. too,
a lift In your life's progress.

What Others Say
A Soldier from "Over There"

"You are right. The prin-
ciples of K. I. Shorthand
can be learned in five hours.
For the past three years I
have been in France with the
Canadian forces and a knowl-
edge of K. I. Shorthand
would have proved of great
value to me in taking down
orders at the front."— H. C.
H. Cannon, Late Sergt. 121st
Battalion C. 0. F.

From a Court Clerk
"K. I. Shorthand is easy to

learn and meets
J^ll requirements. /

~"

From a Teacher
"I learned K. I. Shorthand

principles in five houis and
after not quite two week*'
practice I can write almost
as fast as anyone would dic-

tate. It is easier to read than
any other system I have
seen."— A. Rudolph Allen.

Wouldn't the ability to save
time: to record instantly facts,

thoughts, ideas and instructions,
give you an advantage over others
not similarly equippedf

Free Lessons
Mall the coupon to-day, or

write, mentioning "Electrical Ex-
perimenter." We will send you
the first lessons FBEE. If Inter,

ested, the complete course will be
dispatched promptly to you on
approval for thirty days. That
jives you ample time, more time
than you really need, to acquire
real stenographic proficiency in
the K. I. System. If not con-
vinced, you will not be put to
any bother or expense.

Why not take advantage of this
short cut to bigger earning.
power? These days great oppor-
tunities beckon on all sides to the
man of action and quick decision.
Learn K. I. Shorthand in your
own home at your leisure at one-
fifth the usual cost in money and
a tremendous saving in time.

Mail the Coupon

Have been usinj
it in court al-
ready."— Clark
L. Bouton.

/

KING INSTITUTE INC. /
/

Please send me the first lesson in
K. I. Shorthand, FREE.

154 E. 32nd Street
New York, N. Y.

8 So. Wabash Avenue w
Chicago, 111. / Address EF-300

YOU HAVE A BEAUTIFUL FACE
BUT YOUR NOSE?

BEFORE AFTER
Permit no one to see you looking otherwise; It frill Injure
your welfare ! Upon the impression you constantly make
rests the failure or success of your life. Which is to be
your ultimate destiny? My new Nose-Shaper, "Tiiados"
(Model 24) corrects now ill-shaped noses without opera-
tion, quickly, safely and permanently. Is pleasant and
does not interfere with one's daily occupation, being worn
at night.

Write today for free booklet, which tells you how to correct (llshsped noses without cost if not satisfactory.

M. TRILETY, Face Specialist 1038 Ackerman Bldg., Binghamton, N. Y.

IN THIS DAY and AGE attention to your appearance
is an absolute necessity if you expect to make the most
out of life. Not only should you wish to appear as

attractive as possible, for your own self-satisfaction,

which Is alone well worth your efforts, but you will find

the world in general judging you greatly, if not wholly,
by your "looks," therefore it pays to "look your best"
at all times.
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DO YOU KNOW?
Do you know how to make chemical tricks?

Do you know how cloth is bleached?

Do you know how to test soil?

Do you want to make invisible ink?

Do you know how to test flour?

Do you know how Chlorine Smoke and
Chlorine Gas (German War Gas), is made?

What do you know about chemistry in gen-

eral ?

These and hundred other interesting ques-

tions are answered and demonstrated with our
Chemistry Laboratory which we present here-

with.

The chemicals furnished are all tech-

nically pure and put up in appropriate

wooden boxes and glass bottles, and
there is a sufficient quantity to make
dozens of experiments with each. The
apparata are of standard laboratory size

and quality.

Altho all chemicals have nearly dou-
bled in price, we have decided not to

raise the price for this outfit for the

present.

Read the list of chemicals and apparata
and look at the actual photograph of
the outfit at your right.

And order one today!

CHEMISTRY!
|We present herewith to our friends our new E. I. Co. Chemical =

Laboratory which contains real chemicals and apparata to ==
perform real chemical experiments. This outfit is not a toy, EE
put up merely to amuse, but a practical laboratory set, with all sa
the chemicals, apparata and reagents necessary to perform —
real work and to teach the beginner all the secrets of inor- EE
ganic chemistry. With this outfit we give free a book con- ss
taining a Treatise in Elementary Chemistry, useful data and EE
recipes, and 100 instructive and amusing experiments. =

44 |
Chemicals g

17 |
Apparata g

Instruction |§

Book with H
100 Ex- 1
periments |

PRICE I
$5-00 |
Shipping =

Weight 10 lbs =J

CAN BE SHIPPED EE
BY EXPRESS ONLY =

THE E. I. Co. CHEMICAL LABORATORY
DESCRIPTION OF THE OUTFIT

Ammonium Chloride
Alum
Antimony
Boracic Acid
Charcoal
Sodium Nitrate
Sodium Carbonate
Sodium Borate
Sodium Sulphite
Manganese Dioxide
Oxalic Acid

One Standard Washbottle
One Conical Glass Measure
One Erlenmeyer Flask
One Glass Funnel
One Delivery Tube

It contains th

Brimstone
Iron Oxide
Sulphate of Zinc
Magnesia Carbonate
Zinc, Metallic
Sodium Bicarbonate
Sodium Sulphate
Sodium Chloride
Calcium Sulphate
Barium Chloride
Lead Acetate

following 44 chemicals:

Ferrous Sulphate
Nickel Sulphate
Sodium Phosphate
Zinc Carbonate
Ammonium Sulphate
Ammonium Carbonate
Ammonium Aqua
Calcium Chloride
Chloride of Zinc
Copper Sulphate
Glycerol

Iron Chloride
Calcium Oxide
Stannous Chloride
Nickel Chloride
Hydrochloric Acid
Sulphuric Acid
Iodine
Mercury, Metallic
Tin, Metallic
Litmus Paper
Ferrous Sulphide

The following apparata are furnished:

Six Assorted Test-Tubes
One Test-Tube Holder
Ten Sheets of Filter Paper
One Glass Dropper
One Spoon Measure

Glass Tubing
One book containing Treatise on
Elementary Chemistry and 100
Chemical Experiments to be per-
formed with this outfit.

THE ELECTRO IMPORTING Co., NEW YORK,
SEE OUR FULL PAGE AD ON PAGE 514 FOR FREE CYCLOPEDIA

231 FULTON
STREET

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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TALKING THRU LAND AND
WATER.

(Continued from page 505)

at either end. The two microphones face

each other and are connected in series-

parallel with a battery and a differentially

wound telephone receiver. Suitable angle

index dials are fitted to the apparatus,

which instantly indicate the angle, both ver-

tical and horizontal, at which the instrument

happens to rest when a certain measure-

ment is being taken.

Considering that the two differential

windings of the telephone receiver are

connected so as to oppose each other, any
sound waves traveling thru the ground and
reaching both microphones exactly at the

same instant, will cause a total cessation

of sound in the receiver, when the bar car-

rying the two microphones is exactly at

right-angles to the direction from which the

sound proceeds. The position in which the

microphone bar indicator points toward
the enemy's trench will be the one to be
attacked, either by counter-mining or by
a direct raid on the enemy trenches. This
measurement gives the horizontal direction

or angle from which the sound is emanat-
ing.

To determine the vertical angle or the dip

•of the direction from which the sound
waves emanate, the central vertical rod is

rotated thru 90 degrees of the pivoted
microphone bar, and is tilted until the

sound is minimized again, at which point

the angle or dip is indicated on the vertical

index dial of the instrument. By taking
another observation at a point thirty to forty

feet down the trench, the location from
which the sound proceeds may be deter-

mined in the same manner, and its point of

origin will be that point at which the two
lines of direction, so determined, meet, and
its distance can then be instantly calculated

(or computed on a slide rule) by trigo-

nometrical means, with which all military

men are thoroly familiar.

POPULAR ASTRONOMY.
(Continued from page 463)

globular cluster is composed of thousands
if not hundreds of thousands of individual

suns surpassing our own sun in size and
brilliancy. They appear to be systems that

have reached the height of development in

which a comparatively settled and stable

condition of affairs has been attained. They
resemble the spirals in having exceptionally
high velocities of translation thru space, but
they are comparatively few in number,
about seventy being catalogued up to the

present time as against thousands of the
spiral nebulae. Now these globular systems
show a symmetrical distribution with refer-
ence to the plane of the Milky Way which
appears to form an equatorial belt that the

globular clusters and the spiral nebulae
avoid. The width of this equatorial belt

wherein lie the vast majority of all the
stars, including our own sun, and the
great irregular gaseous nebulae is about
ten thousand light years, while its di-

ameter appears to be fully three hun-
dred thousand light years. Symmetric-
ally distributed above and below this
belt in spheroidal form lie the globular star

clusters. The fact that these clusters are
distributed symmetrically with reference to
this belt seems to be evidence that they are
units in one great universe in which the
Milky Way occupies the equatorial position.
This has a direct bearing on the island uni-
verse theory of the spiral nebulae. The
spirals as well as the globular star clusters
lie at great distances outside the equatorial
belt but they show signs, as we said before,
of being affected by it since they tend to
cluster in greatest profusion in the vicinity
of its poles as if avoiding the strong gravi-

tational attractions existing in the equatorial

region.

It would appear then that the spiral

nebulae are not "island universes" in the

sense that they are Galaxies similar to and
independent of our own Galaxy, but are

rather secondary formations in a universe

in which the Milky Way occupies the posi-

tion of an equatorial belt. The spiral

nebulae are possibly conglomerations of

stars and nebulae that have at some time

broken away from or past thru the equa-

torial region of dense star clouds and
gaseous nebulae and are moving rapidly

away from the central plane since the anta-

pex of their radial velocities is the center

of the equatorial region.

According to Dr. Shapley of the Mt.

Wilson Observatory, who has recently

made extended investigations of the globu-

lar star clusters, computations based on the

radial velocities and distances of these ob-

jects from the central plane show that

within one hundred and twenty-five mill-

ion years, if the velocities remain unac-

celerated, more than half of the globular

clusters will have penetrated this equatorial

region occupied by our Galaxy while the

Great Cluster in Hercules, one of the near-

est, will reach the plane in less than thirty

million years. These intervals of time are

very short in the history of a sidereal uni-

verse and he concludes that the central

region has been penetrated by the globular

star clusters many times in the past and
that the moving star groups that are found
within this equatorial region such as the

Hyades and the Ursa Major star group
may be remnants of clusters that attempted
to cross the plane of the Milky Way.
The most acceptable theory advanced up

to the present time in explanation of the

spiral nebulae therefore assumes that they

are not "island universes" that resemble
our Galaxy in size and extent but rather

subordinate units in one vast universe in

which the Milky Way, the majority of all

the stars, the planetary nebulae, and the

great irregular nebulae from which the

stars are formed, occupy the central belt.

At great distances beyond this region lie

the globular star clusters and the spiral

nebulae.

Tho the origin of the spiral nebulae and
the cause of their peculiar structure is

still unexplained they are generally believed

to be enormous conglomerations of stars

and nebulosities having a motion of rota-

tion as well as a velocity of translation

thru space that is tremendously high.

(Next installment will appear in November
issue)

THE HOW AND WHY OF RADIO
APPARATUS.

(Continued from page 472)

metal cover on the transmitter, and placing

the wireless receiver diafram (with its cap
removed, of course) up against the "Detec-
tiphone" transmitter diafram. In fact the

two may be glued together so as to have a
practically single period of vibration, sim-
ilar to the method utilized in building tele-

phone relays. After doing this, and taking
care not to spill the carbon granules out of
the microphone, the receiver and transmit-
ter should be bound together firmly with
tape. The same directions hold, of course,
for the second receiver and transmitter,
stage D. At Fig. 4 there is shown a simple
method of supporting the sound-proof
wooden boxes, containing units C and D ; by
suspending them on % inch rubber bands
from an arm. This prevents extraneous
vibrations from affecting the ultra-sensitive

Big Money in Electricity
The electrical industries offer wonderful

opportunities to boys with a liking for Elec-

tricity. The salaries paid to trained men are

large, promotion comes rapidly and, best of

all, the work is fascinating.

The discovery and development of new lines

(such as wireless telegraphy and telephony),
from time to time, promise attractive and pay-
ing fields to those who wish to specialize. The
will to do and Special Training will bring suc-

cess to you.

The International Correspondence Schools

can help you to become an expert in electrical

work, no matter what branch you like best.

Thousands of young men have already won
success through I. C. S. help. You can do as

well as anybody, if you try. Everything is

made so clear that you can learn in your spare

time, regardless of where you live or what
your work. No books to buy.

There's big money in Electricity. Get after

it by marking and mailing the Coupon today.

Finding out costs you nothing.

— TEAR OUT HERE

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
BOX 6163, SCRANTON, PA.

Explain, without obligating me, how I can qualify for t'ne

position, or in the subject, before which I mark X.

ELECTRICAL ENUINKF.lt
lilectrlo Lighting and Ryu.
Electric Wiring

Zl Telegraph Engineer
^Telephone Work
rjHECIUNICALENU INFER
J Mechanical Draftsman

Machine Shop Practice
Toolmaker

J Gas Engine Operating
JCIVIL ENGINEER
Surveying and Mapping
>1INE FOREMAN or ENU'lt
stationary engineer
Murine Engineer
Ship Draftsman
ARCHITECT
Contractor and linllder

Arehiteetnral Draftsman
Concrete Builder
Structural Engineer
I'LUMMNti AND HEATING
Sheet Metal Worker
Textile Overseeror Supt.

CHEMIST

B SALESMANSHIPADVERTISING
Q Window Trimmer
Show Card Writer

BSign Painter
Railroad Trainman
ILLUSTRATING
Cartooning
BOOKKEEPER
Stenographer and Typist
Cert. Pub. Accountant
TRAFFIC MANAGER
Railway Accountant
Commercial Law
GOOD ENGLISH
Teacher
Common School Subjects
Mathematics
CIVIL SERVICE
Railway Mail Clerk
AUTOMOItlI.E OPERATING
Auto Repairing
Navigation Spanish
AGRICULTURE French
Poultry liaising lUItallan

Name
Present
Occupation

Street
and No

City.

The secret of busi-
ness and social sue
cess is the ability
to remember. 1 can
make your mind an infallible
classified index from which you can
instantly select thoughts, facts,
figures, names, faces. Enables you
to concentrate, develop self-control,
overcome bashfulness. think on your
feet, address an audience. Easy. Simple.
The result ot 20 years' experience de-
sloping' memories of thousands,

rif-d Tnrlav for free booklet "How toHie lOday Kemember" and Copy-
ighted Memory Test, also how t<> obtain my
FREE book. "How lo Spoilt in Public.

Dickson School of Memory, 101 Hearst Bldg., Chicago, 111.

You benefit by mentionina the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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Mystify Your Friends

with Chemical Magic!
Pour ten different colored liq-

uids from the same pitcher of
clear water I Make disappearing ink, magic
writing paper, and chemical fire. You
can do all these and many more weird, puzzling
chemical tricks -with ••CHEMCRAFT." Learn
the Science of Chemistry, test foods, water, air
and earth; make dyes. Ink and soap and per-
form lots of other useful, fascinating and In-
structive chemical experiment*.

"CHEMCRAFT" Is Absolutely Harmless—No
Dangerous. Explosive or Poisonous Chemicals.
Outfits contain all chemicals and supplies
needed to perform each experiment many times
Also Manual of Instruction. Get "CHEM-
CRAiT' and have real fun.

Chemcraft No. I—$1.25
West of Mississippi River and in Canada—$1.50

Chemcraft No. 2—$2.50
West of Mississippi River and in Canada—$3.00

Chemcraft No. 3—$5.00
West of Mississippi River and in Canada—$0.00
Be sure you get "CHEMCRAFT," the original

and most complete and scientific chemical outfit.
Ask for it by name at your Toy Store, or send
price and we will deliver direct prepaid. Write
for more information.

The Porter Chemical Company
Industrial Bldg.. W. Washington St.

Hagerstown Maryland
Do Your Christmas Buying Now!

Waiting will mean inconvenience, delay and
perhaps absolute disappointment.

TELEGRAPHY

and RADIO FOR

MEN IN DRAFT

Send for our latest folder on Land
Wire Telegraphy. Day and Evening
classes for Men and Women. Pre-

pares for all branches.

Day and Evening classes in Radio
for Naval Reserve, Aviation, Tank
Service, Signal Corps and Merchant
Marine. Beginners admitted every

Monday in both branches.

EASTERN RADIO

INSTITUTE

899 B Boylston St.

BOSTON, MASS

Every Electrical Man
Should be in possession of a
Mansfield's Automatic Elec-
tric Water Finding Apparatus
to enable him to act as ad-
viser on water supply.

A remunerative business can be
rapidly acquired.

Particulars from

EDWIN A. MANSFIELD
Electrical Engineer

New Brighton, England

transmitters. This system has been applied

commercially, and an amplication value of

15 times the initial received strength of
signal has been obtained.

The "Helmholtz" acoustic resonator has
been successfully used to boost the strength

of signals as heard in the radio receiver,

the glass bell of the resonator being placed
close up to the receiver opening as shown
in Fig. 5-A. It is particularly suited to use
on regenerative valve sets, where a varia-

ble capacity is employed to vary the num-
ber of beats. The receiver used is prefer-

ably a standard 1,000 or 1,500 ohm type.

The large opening of the resonator should
fit over the opening in the telephone re-

ceiver cap. This type of pure acoustic

resonator responds only to a certain fre-

quency for each size of bulb ; therefore the

resonator used should approximate the beat
frequency used. Also the variable capacity

in the audion circuit should be varied until

the beat frequency created permits the

Helmholtz resonator to be in resonance
with the receiver. On spark signals and a

crystal detector a resonator corresponding
to the pitch of the incoming signals should

be selected in each case.

Fig. 5-B illustrates an adjustable reson-

ance amplifier which has been used with
beneficial results, it is said. The resonance
tube comprises two tight-fitting brass tubes,

one sliding within the other, and the com-
plete tube member joining a microphone
and receiver, for example. The resonant
frequency to which the tube will respond
may be changed by sliding the inner tube
in or out. The law of frequency for these

tubes can be found in any good text-book
on physics. Various sizes of tubes should
be tried.

The "comprest air" amplifier. A new
and extremely simple form of intensifier for

telephonic, telegraphic and phonographic
signals or sounds in the Parsons comprest
air valve, shown in Fig. 6. A radio or tele-

phone receiver, R, is conected by a rod, as

seen, to an air piston or other form of
valve. Whenever the receiver diafram
moves, or signals are being received, it ac-

tuates or moves the air valve controlling

the flow of comprest air to a loud talking

diafram chamber, L, connected to a suitably

large horn. This is only a general de-

scription of this most interesting amplifier,

and further information can be gained from
the phonograph companies using it, also by
consulting the records of the Patent Office

or back files of the Electrical Experi-
menter (October, 1915, issue, page 265).

The "Lowenstein" Electro-magnetic Am-
plifier. This apparatus as designed by
Fritz Lowenstein, of New York, will oper-

ate on any receiving detector and is recog-
nized as the most sensitive detecting device

for electric current of this particular type

ever constructed for commercial use, as it

will be deflected by a current of 1 micro-
ampere (1 millionth of an ampere).

This super-sensitive relay is illustrated in

Fig. 7. The moving element C is wound
with a coil of extremely fine wire and car-

ries a contact D which makes connection
with a small pool of mercury E, when the

armature is deflected. The moving part is

supported on two jewel bearings to elimi-

nate friction and the connections to the

moving coil consist of two very fine helical

copper springs suspended at both ends.

Two small discs, F, F, are provided to regu-
late the swing of the coil, which is mounted
between two pole-pieces, BB, that are ener-
gized by the massive coils shown at A, A,
A, A. The coils are so connected that the
two pole-pieces will have different polarites,

thus forming a N. and S. pole The current
for these magnets is obtained from a 110
volt direct current supply and is led in

thru the wires G.

Stop!!
If you are aiming for New York,

why not strike the center? This is

where the HERMITAGE is located.

In the middle of the Times Square
district. The HERMITAGE touches
elbows at once with the great amuse-
ment and business centers of the
metropolis.

Thoroughly modern and fireproof.

Rates: $2.00 to $3.50

The Management of the HERMIT-
AGE is now under the personal super-

vision of its proprietor

—

FRANK C. HURLEY,
Formerly with Auditorium and Chicago
Athletic Club, Chicago, the Denison
Hotel and Columbia Club, Indianapolis

.

Build and Fly
^Ybur Own

TrainingPlane
Train yourself in Aviation.

Be an Amateur Aviator with an
Aeroplane of your own. Leam
how Aeroplanes are built; leam
the principles of construction,
operation and control. With
IDEAL Accurate Scale Draw-
ings, and Building and Flying
Instructions, you can build a

perfect Model Aeroplane, 3 ft.

size, that will rise from the
ground by its own power and
fly like a big one. Send now
for the Plans for the one you
want to build.

Drawings and Instructions tor

Curtiss Military Tractor
~J4t) Bleriot Monoplane

Nieuport Monoplane
Taube Monoplane
Curtiss Flying Boat EACH
Wright Biplane .

Cecil Peoli Racer (J >or JI.SU;

Send for Our New Aeroplane Catalog
Tells about Model Aeroplanes, Racing Aeroplanes,

Flying Toys, and parts and supplies to build them
with. 48 pages. Send 5 cents for it today.

IDEAL AEROPLANE & SUPPLY COMPANY
76-82 West Broadway New York City

25c

Convert Your Bicycle Into a Motor-Cycle
Wo sell you the motor complete
or furnish you with the finished

parts from which you can build

the motor yourself with few tools.

We send you the printed instruc-

tions with Inue prints of the drawings for $.25 or

full particulars for 3-cent stamp.

STEFFEY MFG. CO., 5025 Brown St., Phila.. Pa.

Bliss

Electrical

School

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Condensed Couree—Complete In One Year.
Sound, aclentlflo. practical—without frill*.

For young men of energy and character.
26th year opens September 25th. Write
for new catalogue.
260 Takoma Avenue, Washington, D. C.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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The operation of this remarkably sensi-

tive relay is as follows : The powerful
electro-magnets are first excited and the

moving coil is conected to the receiving

outfit in place of the regular 'phones thru

terminals H, and a calling device, such as

a bell, at the terminals I. When the coil C
is excited by the feeble current produced
by the detector, which, of course, is re-

ceived by the other instruments from the

radio transmitting station, it will turn, and
its lever D will make contact with the pool

of mercury E, thereby completing the cir-

cuit which causes the calling device to oper-

ate. The bell can be replaced with a tape

register by which messages can be readily

copied. This, of course, must be operated

at a slow speed, as the moving coil has an
oscillation period of .1 of a second. The
oscillating frequency period can be changed
by varying the distance of the levers F, F,

and the coil. The ivory or bone cup in

which the mercury is kept can be moved
either forward or backward by operating a

small thumb screw located at the end of

the container.

The complete relay is supported on a

table that can be rotated to offset any detri-

mental effects of the earth's magnetic field.

A suitable cover with a glass top is placed

over the instrument to prevent any dust
settling on the delicate moving parts. This
device is capable of withstanding shocks
and will work even when slightly tilted, for

it has been tested on moving vessels and the

results were entirely satisfactory.

Altho the relay is adopted for radio work,
it will be very useful in a laboratory where
it is necessary to detect very minute or
feeble currents. By mounting a sensitive

microphone to make connection with the
winding on the moving element this ap-
paratus might then be used as a telephone
relay, second only to the Audion in sen-
sitivity.

The "Selenium" Relay. Until recently the

most sensitive relay was the Siemens po-
larized relay, which would close its contacts
with about 0.00005 ampere.
The new selenium relay invented by Mr.

G. Allstrom is said to respond to less than
0.00000000001 (one hundred billionth) am-
pere. See Fig. 8. This would make it even
more sensitive than a telephone receiver,

and experiments have shown that for wire-
less work it is well adapted for signalings
and calling purposes, etc. The instrument
has been used in connection with electro-

lytic detectors, which were always thought
successful only in connection with telephone
receivers. Loud, audible signals were never
obtained so far with such detectors, but the
Allstrom selenium relay makes it possible
to use a sounder or tape register with any
kind of detector, no mater how sensitive.

An extremely light piece of sheet iron,

A, is hung between two platinum wires of
the minute diameter of 0.0001 inch, etc. In
the center of the iron sheet a small, very
light mirror is cemented. An electro-mag-
net, M, which may have a resistance as
high as 10,000 ohms, is placed immediately
behind the iron foil, so that the magnet
core almost touches the iron.

Some distance away a sensitive selenium
cell, S, is stationed. The cell itself is en-
closed in a box, which at the front has a
narrow slot. A source of light, O, is placed
behind and directly over the selenium cell,

and the room must, of course, be dark.
By means of a parabolic mirror a beam of
light, R, is thrown upon the small sus-
pended mirror on A.
This beam is reflected towards S, but as

long as the foil A, is motionless, the beam
of light does not fall thru the slot of S.

However, a minute current—such as a
wireless wave—passing thru the windings
of M, will magnetize its core sufficiently to
1urn the very light mirror on A, and the

$20
Violin, Hawaiian Guitar

Ukulele, Guitar, Mandolin, Cornet or Banjo
Wonderful new system of teaching rmte music by mail. To first

pupils iu ciich locality, wo' ll pive il $'JO superb Violin. Mandnlin,
Ukulelo, Dili tar, Hawaiian OuiUr, Cornet or lianjo absolutely free.

Vorv small charge for lessons on t v e.xpensn. Wo guarantee succesi
or no charge. Com pleto outfit free. Write atonco—no obligation.

SLINGEBLANO SCHOOL OF MUSIC, Dept. 422, CHICAGO, ILL.

35 MILES PER HOUR
Is

Record

Of This

Car

Built by a boy from Junior parts fur-
nished by us. Any boy can build this

oar. Parts very cheap. Send 26
cents for hiue printh and price list
of parts showing bow to build this

High Frequency Bargains
In taking our inventory we found over 200 Violet-Ray machines

of all makes. We selected 100 of the best machines, which we thor-

oughly overhauled in our factory making them better than new. Many
of these machines cost over $40.00.

We have placed all these instruments in two groups and are dis-

posing of them for the ridiculously low price of $9.75 and $12.50.

How to secure one of these

machines

BLEADON-DUN CO.,

Send only 50 cents to pay express charges
and we shall send you one of these instruments
by express for your examination. This amount
will be deduct^ from total cost of machine.
You need not accept if not satisfactory.

Send at once for we shall send the best ma-
chines out first and the quicker you send in

your order, the better machine you will get.

We shall also send our beautiful booklet
"Violetta" describing the many uses for the
high-frequency current. Write us before pur-
chasing any kind of Violet-Ray Machine.

11-17 S. DESPLAINES ST.
Dept. 2A CHICAGO

50c
a Week

Practical Home Study Books

Pay-Raising Books
at Reduced Prices
Here's your chance to get—at bargain price—a set of

books that will fit you for a better job and bigger pay.
Yes, and you may ray the bargain price at the rate of
Lnly 50c a week. But you must act uowl The rising
cost of paper and binding materials woa't permit us to
continue this offer indefinitely.
No matter what your occupation, one of the sets

listed below Is bound to suit your needs. They are
written in easily-understood language by recognized
authorities, and contain thousands of photographs,
full-page plates, diagrams, etc., that make difficult
points as simple as A-B-C. Handsomely and durably
bound in Half Morocco Leather or flexible bindings.
Gold Stamped.

Shipped for 7 Days 9

Examination
We'll gladly send any set of books to you for seveD

days' examination, shipping charges collect. Examine
them carefully—use them at your work for an entire
week. If, at the end of that time, you feel they aren't
worth many times what we ask, send them back to us.
If you keep them, pay the specially reduced price on
the easy terms explained below.

Vols. Pages Size of Page Illus. Reg. Price Spec. Price
Civil Engineering . 9 3900 7x10 3000 $45.00 $29.80
Architecture, Carpentry and Building .. .10 4760 7x10 4000 50.00 24.80
Accountancy and Business 10 3680 7x10 1987 50.00 24.80

7 3300 7x10 2500 35.00 21.80
Applied Electricity . 7 3000 7x10 2600 35.00 19.80
Automobile Engineering 5 2400 5%x8% 2000 25.00 17.80
Telephony and Telegraphy 4 1728 7x10 2000 20.00 12.80

. 6 2300 5%x8% 2500 30.00 19.80
Sanitary, Heating & Ventilation Engineer. 4 1454 5%x8% 20.00 15.80

5 2138 5y2 x8^4 25.00 17.80
Mechanical and Architectural Drawing.. . 4 1720 7x10 1037 20.00 12.00
Law and Practice (with Reading Course) .13 6000 7x10 24 72.00 39.80

Only 50c a Week V
If, after seven days' examination, you de-

cide to keep the set you have selected, send
us $2 and then $2 a month until the present
low price has been paid.

Don't wait. This means money in your
pocket if you act now. Remember, you take
no chances whatever. This offer is open to

every man living within the boundaries of
the U. S. and Canada. Mail the coupon now.

AMERICAN TECHNICAL SOCIETY
Dept. X338-8, Chicago, U. S. A.

SPECIAL DISCOUNT
AMERICAN TECHNICAL SOCIETY, Dept

Please send me set or

COUPON 1

X338-8 Chicago, U.S.A.
J

for 7 DAYS' examination. I will pay small shipping charge.

II will examine the books thoroughly and, if satisfied, will send I

$2 within 7 days and $2 each month until I have paid the spe- I

Icial price of If I decide not to keep the books, *

I will notify you at once and hold them subject to your order. I
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Words cannot convey to you an ade-
quate idea of how much this wonderful
little device will do to improve the play-
ing of records. You must see it—hear
it—compare the effect with any and all
other reproducers you know of; then you
will understand why every music-lover
owner of a phonograph who hears the
Music Master Reproducer wants to own
one.
The Music Master Reproducer is made

for all machines using disc records.
Write today for circular E—which gives
full details.

J. H. ELLIS
P. 0. Box 882, Milwaukee, Wis.

Humani2i9
Toi/rTaJAjricfMaofiinp

The Ellis Music Master Reproducer

brings to life all there is in the record.

It brings out the beautiful overtones which
musicians listen for—and which are in-

variably lost with ordinary reproducers.

As one enthusiastic user says

—

"There is more music in my records than I imagined
possible until I discovered it by means of your
Reproducer."

Another user says

—

"The 'Music Master 1

Reproducer brings out the

musical and tone coloring true to Life.
1 '

And another says

—

"The reproduction of the human voice is wonderful
and the rendition of violin as true to the artist's

performance as when making the record, even to

the down touch of the bow."

Still another says

—

"I would not sell my Ellis 'Music Master' for *
thousand dollars unless I first got another equally
good."

TELEGRAPH PICTURES
This unique set of

improved Leithman
Picture Telegraphing
Machines will tele-

graph pictures, maps,
drawings, and hand-
writing. The invent-
or of the Leishman
systems recently tele-

graphed a picture of

President Wilson as

far as from Paris to

Chicago.

This set is highly recommended for experimenters and thoroughly illustrates the system.

for a complete set of two machines

L. J. Leishman Co.,Only M5- Dept. T.
Ogden, Utah

ireless TatitfhtByMail— . . ~ /

DRAFT MEN—THIS IS YOUR OPPORTUNITY
Vireless Operators, Men and Women, urgently needed for Army. Navy and Aviation Service,

opportunities to win promotion to commissioned and non-commissioned grades with Advanced
Pay. Wireless work trains you for position as. Commercial Operator, after the

1^ war, with pay up to $200 a month.

Complete Course by Mail in Ten Weeks
Start studying NOW in spare time at home. Complete practice apparatus
sent wiih first lessons. We help you enter any branch of Radio Service you
select. ' Write TODAY for full particulars. A Postal will do.

NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE
Dept. 63 Washington, D. C.

Monuments— Mausoleums—Statuary
No matter what your needs, we can serve you most advan-
tageously. Estimates and designs submitted. Mail orders as
carefully executed as though you had called in person. Write
for particulars.

J. L. Wegenaar Co., 299 B'way, N. Y.
SPECIALISTS IN DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION

ray can now fall thru the slot of S, which
reduces the resistance of the selenium cell.

This is sufficient to operate relay R, which
in turn will actuate the signal bell.

With suitable means the oscillations of

A can be dampened so that it will return

in its original position immediately after

the current had past thru M.

In further detail it may be said that a
magnet coil having 7,000 to 8,000 ohms re-

sistance will be sufficient for the etheric

wave relay coil M. Such a coil may have
a very soft iron core about 5/& inch in

diameter and 5 inches long. Two fiber or
hard rubber end discs are mounted at either

end, whose diameter is roughly 2% by
inch thick. The iron core is insulated with
a couple of layers of heavy waxed paper.

The coil can then receive about 11 ounces
of No. 36 B. & S. gage enameled copper
magnet wire. This gives approximately
7,284 ohms resistance for the magnet M,
which adapts it nicely to the minute radio
currents.

Further, the damping of the iron vane
A, can be magnetic in character, so as to
leave the vane free of an unbalanced
weight. A permanent steel magnet, placed
several inches from the iron vane, will have
the desired effect in causing the moving
member to come to rest quickly. Other
methods are also applicable.

The 'Audion" Amplifier. The vacuum
valve or Audion amplifier is one of the best
known and most widely used at this time.

Fig. 9 shows the circuits for a cascade ar-

rangement of three oscillation valves. The
current fluctuations in the detector circuit

are progressively imprest upon the grids of
a second and third valve, and these valves,

by virtue of their relaying action, result in

a progressive amplification being attained.

The loose coupler, LC, transfers the aerial

circuit oscillations to the first oscillation

valve, No. 1 ; the plate of this first valve is

connected up with the usual high voltage
battery and the primary, P, of a one-to-
one iron wire core transformer. This
transformer may be an auto-transformer,
the winding having about 9,000 ohms re-

sistance. A spark coil secondary is often
used for the purpose, placing a soft iron

wire core thru the center of the winding.
The secondary winding is connected to the
grid and filament of the second valve.

Three to four valves are usually all that

can well be employed in a cascade am-
plifier, as the oscillations in the third or
fourth stage become so strong as to

paralyze the valve. A high resistance

(half a million to one and one-half million

ohms) is best connected across the grid
and filament at R, to prevent excessive po-
tentials accumulating on the grids of the

second and third valves. The plate circuit

of audion No. 3 is connected to a loud-
speaking receiver, which may be fitted

with a horn. Coupling transformer T2 , is

of the same dimensions as transformer Ti.

Bulbs Nos. 2 and 3 should be larger than
bulb No. 1. According to Eccles, the three

stage cascade amplifier, using ordinary sized

bulbs, will yield an amplification of about
120 times; the third Audion will operate a
sensitive magnetic type relay connected to

a tape register.

The "Lieben-Reisz" Gas Relay. The
newer gas or ionic stream relay, designed
by Lieben and Reisz, the German investiga-

tors, is similar to the Audion, but possesses
distinctive features of its own which render
it particularly efficient as an amplifier for

weak radio currents, which vary from 1 to

50 micro-amperes usually for fair signals.

Their gas relay is shown diagrammatically
in Fig. 10. Here a regular radio receiving

circuit is represented with aerial A, ground
G, coupling transformer L C, detector D of
the mineral type, variable condenser V C,

and a special transformer Ti. The primary
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of transformer Ti takes the place of the

telephone receivers usually employed. The
secondary of the transformer acts on the

valve tube shown at A H K.
The glass tube is exhausted of air and

filled with attenuated vapor of mercury at

a pressure of 0.001 mm. (20°C), and this

vapor rises from a small portion of mer-
cury amalgam placed at the bottom of the

tube. The cathode electrode at K is a

platinum strip 1 mm. wide, 0.5 mm. thick

and 1 meter long wound on a glass sup-

porting stem, zigzag fashion. This strip

is coated also with a thin layer of barium
and calcium oxides. The anode electrode

A consists of an aluminum wire spiral,

while the auxiliary electrode H is made
of a thin aluminum plate extending across

the tube inside, between anode and cathode.

It is punctured thru with many holes about

3^4 mm. in diameter.
Also, in general, the cathode K is

brought to a bright red heat by an electric

current from the potentiometer R, attached

to a 30-volt battery. Across the cathode
and anode is imprest 220 volts D. C. from
a dynamo, etc. The voltages must be kept

quite steady. A high resistance W, shunted
by a condenser C, is in series with the

anode, as also the primary coil of a trans-

former (step-up) T 2 . The secondary S
connects with telephone receivers P.

It was discovered by Wehnelt that heated
metallic oxids emit electrons ; so in the

Lieben-Reisz relay the heated cathode K
gives off a stream of cathode rays or

electrons (cathions), which pass thru the

holes in the grid H connected to the radio
circuit thru transformer Ti. The strength
of the cathion discharge thru H will de-

pend on the potential of H. Hence it will

be seen that varying grid H potentials

are constantly produced by the received
Hertzian wave signals acting thru the cir-

cuit and transformer Ti. As the cathode
stream is varied, so will the 220-volt current
vary in proportion, and these variations
will be heard as strong signals in 'phones P.

This valve tube acts therefore as a true
relay, and it is said that one tube, as here
shown, boosts the received currents to 33
times their original amplitude. Of course
two or more tubes can be conected in cas-
cade to give any amplification desired.
This gas relay was supposed to be much
superior to the Fleming valve and de Forest
Audion in sensitivity, but as Eccles points
out the de Forest patents cover similar de-
vices of equal sensitivity, size for size.

Reisz claims that with four of these relays
connected in cascade it has been possible to
attain a magnification of 20,000.
The "Pliotron" Amplifier. This is a

form of vacuum valve devised by Irving
Langmuir of the General Electric Com-
pany research laboratory, and is claimed
to differ from the Fleming valve and the
Audion in that the instrument depends for
its action on a pure electron discharge. In
a pure electron discharge, as the tempera-
ture is raised, a point is always reached
where the current becomes limited by the
space charge between the electrodes.
When this stage occurs but a small fraction
of the electrons escaping from the cathode
manage to reach the anode, whereas the
majority of them are repelled by the elec-
trons in the space and, therefore, return to
and are absorbed by the cathode. Hence, if

a negatively charged body is brought into
the space between the anode and cathode,
the number of electrons which then return
to the cathode will increase, so that the
current to the anode will decrease. If a
positively charged body is brought near the
cathode, either inside or outside the tube,
it will largely neutralize the electrons in
the space, and will, therefore, allow a larger
current to flow from the cathode. By thus
placing a variable potential electrode be-
tween the anode and cathode the current

1918 ATLAS WITH NEW
WAR MAPS FREE

To the readers of the Electrical Experimenter who take advantage of this offer now made in connection with

Webster's New International
The Only Grand Prize

(Highest Award) given to dictionaries at the
Panama- Pacific International Exposition was
granted to Webster's New International and the
Merriam Series for superiority of educational
merit.

Words of Recent Interest
Anzac, ace, barrage, Bertha, blighty , Boche,
Bolsheviki, camouflage, Lewis gun, Liberty
bond, Sammy, soviet, tank, war bride. These
are but a few of the thousands of late words

—

all clearly defined in this great work.

'TS&SST The Merriam Webster
A Complete Reference Library in Dictionary Form—with nearly 3,000

pages and type matter equivalent to a 15-Volume Encyclopedia, all in a

single volume, in Rich, Full Red Leather, or Library Buckram Bind-
ings, can now be secured on the following remarkably easy terms:

THE ENTIRE WORK WITH 1918 ATLAS

DELIVERED for $1.00^1
easy payments thereafter of only a tew cents a week (In the U. S. and Canada)

ON SUPERIOR INDIA PAPER

Reduced About One-Half L^wel
ness

and Weight

India-Paper Edition
Printed on thin, opaque, strong, superior India paper. This
edition is only about one-half the thickness and weight of the
regular edition. Size 12% iu. i 9% in. x 2% in. Wet0ht8%lbs.

i— Regular Paper Edition
Printed on strong book paper of the highest Quality.
Size 12% in i 9% in. x 5% in. Weight lSVi lbs.

Both editions are printed from the same plates

and Indexed.
Over 400,000 Vocabulary Terms, and in
addition. 12,000 Biographical Names,
nearly 30.000 Geographical Subjects, be-
sides thousands of other references.
Nearly 3.000 Pages. Over 6.000 lllus-
trations.

The. nli, di, New I
It of G'e

Is like tending the whole family to college"

The ATLAS
is the 1918 "New Reference Atlas of

the World,
'

' containing nearly 200
pages, with 128 pages of maps beau-
tifully printed in colors with marginal

reference indexes, late Census Figures, Parcel-Post Guide, New
War Maps, etc., all handsomely bound in red cloth, size lO^xlS^g.

To those who mall this Coupon at once !

G. & C. MERRIAM CO.
Home Office, Dept. S. Springfield, Mass.
(Publishers of Genuine Webster's Diction-

aries for over 70 years.)
Please send me free of all obligation or ex-
pense a copy of "Dictionary Wrinkles," con-
taining an amusing "Test in Pronuncia-
tion" (with key) entitled "The Americaniza-
tion of Carver;" also "125 Interesting Ques-
tions" with references to their answers, and
striking "Facsimile Color-Plate" of the new
bindings. Please include specimen pages of
India and Regular paper with terms of your
Electrical Experimenter free Atlas offer on
Webster's New International Dictionary.

Name

Let Me Train YOU in

AV I AT I O N
I want you to take up Aviation. Positions at

good pay are going begging, because there are
not enough trained men to fill them. LET ME
TRAIN YOU for some of these big positions

that pay big wages. I know the game, for I

have been flying for years. My advice to you
is to decide right now to take a

Home Course in Aviation / "T ™" ~ ~
in your spare time. Send today for our / Fill Out This Coupon and Mail Toda

FREE BOOK and 1 m

Two Airplane Concerns agree to

take every one of our students

who have mastered our course

for the big paying positions of

Mechanics, Inspectors. Assemblers,

Engineers, etc.

Why don't YOU quallfy7

Capt. George F. Campbell, Chief Instructor
personal letter * TVational Aero Institute. Dept. 744B.

along with it. I will tell you some / Morton Building, Chicago, III

l^vl?.?!^!, ^t^"*'/ Dear Sir: Please se"d™ without obli.rar.on. copy
try. You 11 want to get right in. * of "The Science of Ration, " also particular* of

Mail Course in the Principles of Aviation,

You'll want
Address as follows

Captain George Frederick
Campbell, Formerly Third
Ace of the Royal Flying
Corps. Chief Instructor of
National Aero Institute.

Capt. Geo. F. Campbell, Chief *
Instructor. NATIONAL AERO Name..
INSTITUTE. DEPT. 744B, f

f Address
Morton Building, Chicago.
Illinois

LEARN TELEGRAPHY QUICKER-EASIER
Morse or Wireless Code

Adjustable Buzzer Practice Set
AS SHOWN WITH j- OUT BATTERY

$O-90

Quickly Gives You Speed—No Tools Needed—A Touch of Your Finger Adjusts It
This practice set with Its adjustable BUZZER enable! you to learn telegraphy, Morse or Wireless Code, In shorter
time than ever before thought possible A touch of your
finger to a thumb screw gives any pitch desired to the
BUZZES. Especially designed to give very clear sound
of exceptionally high pitch even on ONE DRY CELT..
The adjusment of the BUZZER to any pitch Is made
without the aid of any tools—simply by the thumb screw.
The greatest Improvement In practice sets ever made

—

superior to any on the market. Beautifully made; mount-
ed on substantial base.

Pr.r*#* $1 5ft WITH BATTERYrrice ^o.ou and wire
Complete Ready for Use. Immediate Delivery. Monej
Refunded If not satisfactory. Send for Illustrated Folder.

The TEWNO CO., 41 Park Row, N.Y. C.
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Not Enough Men for These

$5,000 Positions
An Important Letter

From the President of the American Commerce Association

I am writing this letter as a

last resort to see if we cannot se-

cure more men willing to quali-

fy for traffic positions paying

$2,500 to $10,000 a year.

How important is the trained

traffic man's work can be seen

by these few cases out of thou-

sands which occur every day.

A concern in South Chicago
had been shipping about 200

cars of coke from Connellsville

to their smelters. Some time

ago a traffic expert succeeded

in getting a rate adjustment

which resulted in a saving of

about $5.00 on each car. Thus
on this one item alone a saving

of over $360,000 a year was
effected.

In St. Louis, through mis-

routing of freight, errors in

reconsigning cars and under-

charges on shipments, a rail-

road lost over $27,000.

A traffic expert discovered

that freight rates paid by the

Meeker Coal Co. were legal,

but exorbitant. A ruling se-

cured from the Interstate Com-
mission resulted in a refund of

$120,000.

There are about 50,000 large

business corporations and about

400,000 small shippers which
must be protected by competent
traffic men. These concerns

have freight expenses running
from a few thousand dollars to

many thousands of dollars

monthly. Yet in the entire

country there are only a few
hundred men actually compe-
tent to save the money now be-

ing wasted through lack of

efficiency in applying the Gov-
ernment Freight Rate System.

Realizing the crying demand
for trained traffic experts, and
seeking relief, the American
Commerce Association—a na-

tional organization OF traffic

men, FOR traffic men, BY
traffic men—offers to give men
the training required to make
them competent to handle the

problems of most economical
distribution. This instruction

is given by mail and can be
studied in spare time at home.
The most complete and thor-

ough training is given, and,

through the Association, costs

but a few cents a day.

Through its Advisory Coun-
cil, every member of the Amer-
ican Commerce Association
receives the help of the most
prominent traffic men in Amer-
ica.

It is impossible to go into

details in this letter, but the

Association has published a re-

markable book for free distri-

bution which explains every-
thing in detail and tells how
any one may quickly learn the
new profession of traffic man-
agement. If you are at all in-

terested in getting into this

highly profitable field, paying
salaries of $2,500 to $10,000 and
more, write for the remarkable
free book. Please state whether
you are a beginner or whether
you have had previous traffic

experience, and give your pres-

ent age and occupation, also

your telephone number. Ad-
dress American Commerce As-
sociation, Dept. 501 1, 206 S.

Wabash Avenue, Chicago, 111.

(American Commerce Bldg.)

flowing between the anode and cathode
may be controlled. This controlling mem-
ber is usually in the form of a fine wire
mesh or grid, as Fig. 11 shows.

The illustration, Fig. 11, shows the con-
struction of the pliotron. A glass frame
is used on which to wind the fine wire grid.

In the figure the filament is mounted in the

center of a glass rod frame, on which the

fine grid wire is wound by means of a
lathe; the grid often consisting of tungsten
wires as small as .01 mm., spaced as close

as 100 turns to the centimeter. The operat-
ing characteristics of the "pliotron" depend
upon the length of filament used, the dis-

tance between filament and grid, the spacing
between grid wires, the diameter of the

grid wires, the distance between grid and
anode, and the size and shape of the anode.
A circuit for using the "pliotron" as an am-
plifier is given in Fig. 11, in which case the

high frequency currents received from the

grid may be amplified one hundred to six

hundred-fold. Here it is the radio and
not the audio frequency that is amplified;

thus the detector circuit can be tuned to

the same frequency as the amplifier circuit,

with marked advantages in the matter of
selectivity.

The "Alexanderson" magnetic amplifier.

Referring to the accompanying diagrams,
Fig. 12, we have two magnetic windings,
A and B, related to one another magnetic-
ally and grouped on a laminated core struc-

ture in the peculiar fashion shown, there
being a slot left in the central leg of the
iron core. It is apparent that there can be
no direct transformation of energy from
one winding to the other for the reason
that each turn in the exciting winding B,
includes both the positive and the negative
branches of the flux produced by the alter-

nating current winding A, which is con-
nected in series (or parallel) with the high
frequency alternator or other source of
oscillating current. Hence there is no volt-

age induced in the winding B. However,
the current in either of the windings A or
B influences the permeability of the com-
mon iron core, and therefore changes the
inductance value of the other winding.
Should the current flow in either winding
be sufficient to saturate the iron core, it is

therefore rendered practically non-mag-
netic and the inductance of the second
winding is reduced to the value it would
have, if the coil included only air. When,
however, a current flows in the other wind-
ing which gives a magneto-motive force
equal and opposite to the first, the iron core
is rendered magnetic again. As the two
divisions of the A winding are wound rela-

tively opposite to the B winding, the one
branch will oppose the ampere turns of B
on one-half cycle and the other branch
during the successive one-half cycle.

The opposing ampere turns must be at

least equal to the ampere turns in the wind-
ing B in order to have any flux variation in

winding A.

The relations of currents in these wind-
ings is substantially the same as between
the primary and secondary current in a
transformer, altho in this case one is an
alternating and the other a direct current,
or a current of a different frequenecy. It is

thus obvious how the current flow in wind-
ing A can be regulated in proportion to the
controlling current in winding B.

Short-circuited condensers are connected
to each of the radio frequency coils. A
shunt condenser, C4 , across both coils and
their short-circuiting condensers, Cs and
C>, increase the sensitiveness. Another con-
denser, G, inserted in series with the entire
amplifier is employed to obtain linear pro-
portionality of amplification and increased
sensitiveness. The ratio of amplification is

found to be proportional to the ratio of
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the frequency of the radio current to that

of the controlling current. For telephone
control the amplification ratio varies from
100 to 1 up to 350 to 1. It has been suc-

cessfully used to control the out-put of a
75 kilowatt radio frequency alternator.

With this amplifier it has been possible to

effect a variation in the antenna energy
from 5.8 to 42.7 kilowatts with a variation

of control current of but 0.2 ampere. Think
of effecting such a control—namely 37 kilo-

watts variation—by means of a telephone
transmitter.

This covers the important types of radio
amplifiers. Radio investigators and ex-
perimenters generally will, however, un-
doubtedly find of interest the following ar-

ticles which have appeared in this journal.
If you cannot obtain a copy of the desired
issues from the publishers you can see them
at your local library in most cases.

Comprest air amplifier applied to phonograph.
Oct., 1915, issue.

Vibrating Reed Amplifier. By Samuel Cohen.
Dec, 1915, issue.

Amplifying telephone receivers, Baldwin patent.
Jan., 1916, issue.

Radium intensifies radio signals. Oct., 1916.

A new Magnetic Radio Relay—How to build
one. It closes a local circuit for tape recorder or
other apparatus. By Henri Mea. March, 1914,
issue, page 162. (Note:—The magnet coil di-
mensions given are in error; instead of one ounce
each magnet coil contains 11 ounces of No. 36
B. & S. gage enameled copper magnet wire, giving
a resistance of 7,650 ohms for the two spools in
series.)

Selenium, Relay. See present number of Elec-
trical Experimenter, page 471.

Audion Amplifier Action—Exhaustive discussion
of electronic movements, etc. Most complete ar-
ticle on this phase of the vacuum valve available.
August, 1916, issue.

U. S. Navy Amplifone. See July, 1915, issue.

THE PHENOMENA OF ELECTRI-
CAL CONDUCTION IN GASES.

(Continued from page 466)

graphic paths it can be seen that they have
encountered no force strong enough nor
any mass great enough to turn them aside
in their passage thru many thousand
molecules until the particle had slowed
down a great deal. Another interesting
point is evident here in the fact which can
be obtained from the photographic path
that the slower the ion is traveling the more
ions it will produce, and the faster it travels
the more likely it is to pas's completely thru
a molecule without hitting anything. The
way in which an electron may pass thru
a molecule has been illustrated in a pre-
vious paper by the way in which a pebble
may be thrown thru the circle described
by a rapidly revolving ball on a string
without either touching the ball or the
string. Similarly two molecules consisting,
as in Fig. 5, of electrons rotating about
nuclei, may pass thru each other without
either of the two nuclei or the two elec-
trons colliding, and the faster they are
moving in the directions of the arrows the
less likely it is that the rotating particles
will collide.

The fact that the paths of the ions in
Fig. 4 is quite different from the others
shows that ionization may be of several
different kinds, and in no way is this shown
and explained more than by these photo-
graphic paths. This brings up the ques-
tion as to just what the mechanism of ion-
ization is. There is little doubt but that
the beta particle produces ions in passing
through molecules of air by ejecting an
electron from each molecule, either by
collision or by the force of its field. As
the electron remains inert along the path
of the ionizing particle it seems to have
been suddenly loosed rather than forcibly
ejected as by collision. The action of the

(Continued on Page 515)
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TYPEWRITER SENSATION
PROMPT SHIPMENT.

$4.00 per month buys a beautifully reconstructed, latest model visible
typewriter, with back spacer, decimal tabulator, two-color ribbon, etc.
Every late style feature and modern operating device. Sent on approval.
Catalogue and special prices free.

Harry A. Smith, 738, 218 N. Wells St., Chicago, 111.

ACTIVE SERVICE-

S' Dependable for a lite time. Made right to write right. Long or short—Red or Black.
Absolute necessity to any Dullness man or woman. Unequalled for general writing, billing, ruling
and manifolding. Made of pure vulcanized robber with non-corrosive, durable writing point,
Lock-Cap prevents leaking. Extra »ize, 8 In., black only, $1.50. Tour name in gold Inlay 35o.
FKEB: Liberal supply of Ink with retail orders. Agent* wanted. Good profits.

J. R. ULLRICH & CO., 27 Thames St., New York

Yon benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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EXPERIMENTERS

!

No. EX2002

««T^HE BOY'S ELECTRIC TOYS" contains enough mate-
rial TO MAKE AND COMPLETE OVER TWENTY-* FIVE DIFFERENT ELECTRICAL APPARATUS with-

out any other tools, except a screw-driver furnished with the outfit. The box
contains the following complete instruments and apparatus which are already
assembled

:

Student's chromic plunge battery, compass-galvanometer, solenoid, telephone
receiver, electric lamp. Enough various parts, wire, etc., are furnished to

make the following apparatus :

Electromagnet, electric cannon, magnetic pictures, dancing spiral, electrio

hammer, galvanometer, voltmeter, hook for telephone receiver, condenser,

sensitive microphone, short distance wireless telephone, test storage battery,

shocking coil, complete telegraph set, electric riveting machine, electric buz-

zer, dancing fishes, singing telephone, mysterious dancing man, electric jump-
ing jack, magnetic geometric figures, rheostat, erratic pendulum, electric but-

terfly, thcrmo electric motor, visual telegraph, etc., etc.

This does not by any means exhaust the list, but a great many more ap-
paratus can be built actually and effectually.

\VitU the instruction, book which we furnish, one hundred experiments that

can be made with this outfit are listed, nearly all of these being Illustrated

with superb illustrations. No other materials, goods or supplies are neces-

sary to perform any of the one hundred experiments or to make any of the

25 apparatus. Everything can be constructed and accomplished by means of
this outfit, two hands, and a screw-driver.

The outfit contains 1 14 separate pieces of material and 24 pieces of finished)

articles ready to use at once.
Among the finished material the following parts are included : Chromic salts

for battery, lamp socket, bottle of mercury, core wire (two different lengths),

a bottle of iron filings, three spools of wire, carbons, a quantity of machine
screws, flexible cord, two wood bases, glass plate, parafflne paper, binding

posts, screw -driver, etc., etc. The instruction book is so clear that anyone can
make the apparatus without trouble, and besides a section of the instruction

book is taken up with the fundamentals of electricity to acquaint the laymau
with all important facts in electricity in a simple manner.
We guarantee satisfaction.

Tbe size over all of the outfit is 14 x 9 s 2 %. Shipping weight, 8 lbs.«T fin

1 No. EX2002 "The Boy's Electric Toys," outfit as described >}<J.vv

IMMEDIATE SHIPMENTS

231 Fulton St.

NEW YORKELECTRO IMPORTING CO.,

Student's Chromic Plunge Battery

This is an ideal battery for electrical experi-
mental work where a very powerful current is

nut required. This battery will liuht a 2 volt

lamp for several hours on one charge; it will
run a small toy motor surprisingly well: it will

do small electroplating work; it is ideal for

testing work; it gives a fairly steady current,

and as the zinc electrode can be pulled clear of
the electrolyte, no materials are used when bat-
tery stands Idle.

Best Amalgam Zinc only is used, as well as
a highly porous carbon, to ensure a steadier
'current. We furnish enough chromic salts for

4 charges. Full directions for operation and care of battery are included.
Each battery tests 2 volts and 6 amperes when set up fresh. Not over 2
amperes should be drawn from battery continuously. By using six or eight
of these batteries. 3 great many experiments can be performed, No solution,

can run out of this battery if upset by accident. This makes it ail Ideal
portable battery. Size over all is 5"x2". Shipping weight, 1 lb.

No. 999. Student's Chromic Plunge Batterv
,

IMMEDIATE SHIPMENTS $0.50

The "Electro" Radiotone
HIGH FREQUENCY SILENT TEST

BUZZER
This instrument gives a wonderful high,

pitched MUSICAL NOTE in the receivers,

impossible to obtain with the ordinary
test buzzer. The RADIOTONE is built
along entirely new lines; it is NOT an
ordinary buzzer, reconstructed in some
manner. The RADIOTONE has a single
fine steel reed vibrating at a remarkably
high speed, adjusted to its most efficient

freauency at the factory. Hard silver con-
tacts are used to make the instrument last
practically forever.

Yes, the RADIOTONE is SILENT. In fact, it is so Silent that you must
place your ear on top of it to hear its beautiful musical note.
You will be astounded at the wonderfully clear 500 cycle note, sounding

sharply in your receivers. To learn the codes, there Is absolutely nothing
like it. With the radiotone, a key and one dry cell and ANY telephone, a
fine learner's set is had. Two or more such sets in. series will au'ord no
end of pleasure for intercommunication work Shipping Weight I Ib.A A

Radiotone as described each A Mil
IMMEDIATE SHIPMENTS «p«t/V

The "Electro" Telegraph

Is not a toy, but a practical,
honestly built telegraph outfit,

which not only sounds but works
like the big commercial instru-
ments. By studying the code
for 30 days you can become a
first-class telegraph operator.
Such operators are in big de-
mand now. Outfit consists of
TWO complete telegraph instru-
ments each measuring '6V2 x 2Vz
x 2\i. All metal parts are high-
ly nickel plated, including key
lever. Note hard rubber knob.
Telegraph Code Chart, telegraph
blanks and connecting wire comes with set, but no batteries. Outfit works
on 2 dry cells (one cell for each instrument). The "Electro" is the ONLY
Outfit that works both ways, each station can call; no switches, no extras.
Nothing to get out of order. Guaranteed to please you or money
back. Price Complete as Illustrated (TWO INSTRUMENTS)..

Shipping Weight, 2 lbs.

IMMEDIATE SHIPMENTS
$1.25

The "Electro" Codophone {Patents Pending)

What this
rem arkabla
Instrument Is
and does.

The "Elec-
tro" Code
phone is
positively the
only instru-
ment ma d o i

that Willi
imitate a 500 I

cycle notel
exactl y
heard in. a
Wireless re-
ceiver. The
loud-talking receiver equipped with a horn, talks so loud that you can hear
the sound all over the room, even if there is a lot of other noise.
THAT'S NOT ALL. By lessening or tightening the receiver cap, a. tone

from the lowest, softest Quality, up to the loudest and highest screaming
sound can be had in a few seconds.
FOR INTERCOMMUNICATION. Using two dry cells for each instru-

ment, two Codophones when connected with one wire and return ground,
can he used for intercommunication between two houses one-half mile apart.
One ou.flt alone replaces the old-fashioned learner's telegraph set, con-

sisting of key and sounder.
The "Electro" Codophone is a handsome, well made instrument, fool

proof, and built for hard work. Contacts are of hard silver Vs inch in
diameter, that will outlast the instrument.
There is also a neat code chart and full directions enabling any Intelli-

gent young man or girl to learn the codes within 30 days, practising one-
half hour a day.

Sizes: 6% s 3 x 2%". Shipping weight. 2 lbs.
The "Electro" Codophone as described, complete

jiaci-i&inti one-

$1.50

HIUIH]l!inil!!!B!!!IIS!!!l!BII!!:Bi:i lI'IIIQIi: li;"UIIIIIBI!l!lfl!!l!!9!!l!IBIIII!BIIIIII

"The Llvest Catalog in America"
Our big, new electrical cyclopedia No. 10 is waiting for you. Positively

the most complete Wireless and electrical catalog in print today. 228 Big
Pages. COO illustrations, 500 instruments and apparatus, etc. Big "Treatise
on Wireless Telegraphy." 20 FREE coupons for our 100-page FREE Wire-
less Course in 20 lessons. FREE Cyclopedia No. ID measures 7x5V.
Weight V2 lb. Beautiful stiff covers.

ELECTRO IMPORTING COMPANY
231 Fulton St., New York City

I enclose herewith 6 cents in stamps or coin for

which please send me your latest Cyclopedia Cata-
log No. 19 as described.

NAME

ADDRESS

STATE E. E. 11-18
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Big Powerful
MAGNET

Finest tungsten magnet steel,

absolutely permanent. Length
5 Inches. Lifts about 3 pounds.
Educational, useful and enables
you to perform endless tests, ex-
periments arid make other mag-
nets. Nothing better made. Sent
parcel post $1.00 each.

ELECTRIC GENERATORS
We also have a number of

Holtzer-Cabot Hand Generators
which we will dispose of at bar-
gain prices. Give up to about
110 volts, alternating current.
You can make direct if desired.
Strictly high grade, fully up to
H-C standards. While they
last, $5.00 each.

Order from this ad.

Watson Electric Co.

Dept.211,Gas Bldg., Chicago

"Don't Shout
hear you. I can hear
now as well as any-
body. *Howr' With
THE MORLBT

PHONE. I've a pair in

my ears now, but they

are invisible. I would
not know I had them in,

myself, only that I hear
right. The MORLEY

PHONE (or the .

D E
is to the ears what glasses

are to the eyes. Invisible,
- comfortable. weightless —

and harmless. Anyone can adjust it." Over one hundred
thousand sold. Write for booklet and testimonials.

THE MORLEY CO., Dept. 748, Perry Bldg., Phlla.

CARBON-MORE POWER-LESS FUEL

OIL SEALING
PISTON RINGS

NORWOODS
Gives results uo other
ring can. Every set

guaranteed. 7 years'
success, Popular sizes 50o. If your jobber can't supply you
order direct P. Post Is quick. Write for free booklet 04.

AUTOMOBILE ACCESSORIES CO.. Baltimore. Md.

SAVE 25% to 60%
on slightly used

GRAFLEX- KODAKS
Cameras and Lonset of every description
Equal to new. Save money Writ* now for

Free Bargain Book and Catalog
listing t.u.i.lreds of money - saving baruaiusla
ellgfitly i.se.i anri -ie« .-Hmeras and supplies. All

Soods sold on IO days' Free Trial. Money back
not sattsfit I You tako no chances dealing

with us. We have hnen In the photographic basl-
aeasover ifi ?^r« Write NOW

CENTRAL CAMERA CO., Dept 17B 124] So. Wabash Ave.. Chicago

rill pay $600.00 reward t

,
permanently dim the brilliancy of the

I RAJAH im. diamond without destroying

stone! RAJAH Im. Diamonds
| They Btand all diamond teBts— fire, acid, file

I and glass cutting. Their brilliancy ib eter-
nal. Guaranteed for a lifetime. Set in solid

fo^'^Tn' 30 DAYS' FREE TRIAL
If you can tell it from a real diamond return
it. Send today for our beautiful, FREE

illustrated jewelry catalog in colors. Write now.
KRAUTH & REED. 159 N. State St.. Pe.pt.2on . CHICAGO, ILL.

You Can Make Big Profits
Charging Auto Storage Batteries
No experience necessary. 0ther3 are
clearing an extra profit of $100 to $150
and more every month. Write for par-
ticulars or send $15 first payment
with trial order and get charger
at once. Balance In 9 monthly
payments of $20 each. Pay from
earnings. Good profit besides.
Absolute money-back guarantee.
No risk Order now—from this ad.

Hobarl Bro». Co.. Box HE, Troy, Ohio

TYPEWRITERS
ALL MAKES. SAVE $25 TO $50

on rebuilt by the well-known "Young Praoeea.'
Sold for low cash — installment or rented
Rental applies on purchase price. Writs for
full details and guarantee. Free trial.
Young Typewriter Co.. Dept. 657. Chicago

^ ior Auto Tires. Doable mileage, prevent blow-
m. ot'ta ai.d punctures. Easily applied in any ti.-e.m ThoUBai da sold. Details free. Acer's wanted.
fj A me r. Accessories Co.. Dept.53, Cincinnati

s
TAM M ERER
You can be cured Quickly, permanently and
privately. Write me personally for free booklet,
'How to Stop Stammering." Samuel 0. Rob-

bins, Prln., Boston Stammerers' Institute, 246
Huntington Ave., Boston. Mass. s

THE PHENOMENA OF ELECTRI-
CAL CONDUCTION IN GASES.

{Continued from page 513)
alpha particle is quite similar, and it also

seems that an electron is loosed from each
molecule thru which the alpha particle

travels, and in some cases several may be
loosed, which might be expected from
the greater size of the alpha particle.

In the case of short ether waves, say
X-rays, the electrons seemed to be very
forcibly ejected, for they branch off from
the main path and every branch indicates

the point where a collision took place and
a new ion was produced. Hence the path
of a ray of X-rays thru air is an intricate

network. Just why ether waves produce
this violent ejection in contrast to the

passive ionization left in the path of alpha
or beta particles remains a mystery.

In connection with the older molecular
theory molecules were considered to be
perfectly elastic so that on colliding with
each other they bounced back with ex-
actly as much energy as before. This
assumption was necessary because if it

were not true the molecules of any gas
would slowly lose their energy and would
fall to the bottom of their containing vessel

as inert particles . In other words at each
collision energy would be lost and the

pressure would gradually decrease to zero.

If we investigate the conditions of col-

lisions it is apparent that reflections do

Showing How Two Molecules, Consisting of
Electrons Rotating About Nuclei, May Pass
Thru Each Other Without Either of the Two
Nuclei or the Two Electrons Colliding. The
Faster They Move the Less Chance of Col-

lision of the Rotating Particles.

not always occur. The molecules might
pass thru each other under proper condi-
tions, or they might meet each other so
that all the energy of one is used up in

producing ionization and that one becomes
inert, or they might be reflected. If they
are reflected it may be from one or both
of two causes:—The electric fields of the
particles within the atom may oppose and
repel each other, or some impenetrable cen-
ters more solid and material than elec-

tricity, if there be such, may collide and
rebound. The fact bears repeating that
an alpha particle may pass thru half a
million molecules before experiencing such
a force or such a material center. The
faster the molecule travels of course the
more chance it has of going completely
thru another molecule. Ordinary gas mole-
cules move at such relatively low speeds
that practically all collisions produce re-

flection. The fact that the collision seems
perfectly elastic is still difficult to explain
unless as explained above, the reflection is

due to the repulsion of electric fields; then
the only loss of energy would be due to
the ether and the ether is considered fric-
tionless.

The field of the ionization of gases is

one of the most promising in all science.

In these papers the most important phe-
nomena have been considered relative to
electricity in gases and besides adding to

our practical scientific knowledge and in-

tellectual resources the light which it

throws on the real electrical nature of
matter and electricity is invaluable.

(Conclusion.)

mm

EST* Chiropractic
"-^^ Advanced Science of Spinal Adjustment

This is the dayof druglesa healing! In Chiropractic
— treatment of disease by spinal adjustment— Science
has made a forward step. Look at the newspapers
and magazines—note the trend toward the principles
of drugless healing-, especially Chiropractic.

You can now become a Doctor of Chiropractic
through home study during spare timet We teach
you thoroughly either by mail or in class. You can
know independence and positionl Makes no differ-

ence where you live or what you do—you should be
able to qualify for this great profession. Some of
our graduates report that they

Earn $3,000 or More a Year
'Dr. M. D. Moore, Ky., writes of having 17 patients
in one day at $2 each. Dr. L. H. Roche, New Jersey,
$5,550 a year. Dr. A. H. Morrow, of Illinois, reports
earning $22 a day. We could name many other Chiro-
practors who are making good incomes. Seethefacts
in our Free Book. It's only a question of preparation
on your part, to enter a profession that is paying
others $3,000 to $5,000 or more a year. Think what it

would mean to you to earn such an income and to be
your own boss with your own hours. Ibn't this the
kind of life you are desirous of leading? Well, it is

now within your reach. Truly this is a chance for you!

22 CHARTS FREE
$ 15 Set of 8Anatomical Charts

and $16.50 Set oE Nerve
and Pain Area Charts

Yes, free to you with-
out a cent, now or later.
As an inducement to se-
curequick action .wewill
give absolutely free, our
big, 72-page book; a $15
set of eight Anatomical
Charts, beautifullylitho-
graphed in lifelike col-
ors, and also a complete
set of colored Nerve and
Pain Areaand Concussion
Charts, regular value,
$16.50.

Our Lessons TeachYou
How to Make Spinal
Adjustments for the
Speedy Relief of

Headache Neuralgia
Indigestion Neuritis
Lumbago Catarrh
Epilepsy Fevers
Pleurisy Jaundice
Constipation Dyspepsia
Rheumatism Paralysis

Asthma, etc.

LearnAt Home In SpareTime
We train you by mull. You can learn at home in

your spare time. You receive the personal instruction
of men who are prominent in this great profession.
Give us a portion of your spare time, and we will

quickly train you to become a Doctor of Chiropractic,
ready to step out and take your position of prestige
in the world.

Mail Coupon NOW! H2?J$LS2£
that you don't like—work that doesn't fit with your
ambition? Here's the chance you've been looking for
— the opportunity your ambition has sought! Mail
coupon today and see the success that may be yours
ls a Doctor of Chiropractic. Don't delay.

— AMERICAN UNIVERSITY -
Manierre Bldg, Dept. 321 Chicago, 111.

Without cost or obligation, send me by mail, post-
paid, vour new illustrated 72-page book, and your
Free Charts Offer.

City State.

SAVE $51
Genuine S100 Oliver Typewriters now S49.

Brand new, never used. Direct from factory
to you. Not second hand, not rebuilt. And
we ship you an Oliver for 'ree trial. No pay-
ment down. Keep it or return it. If you want
to own it, pay us only S3 per month. This is

the greatest typewriter bargain on earth.
You save $51. Write to-

day for full particulars.
Then we will send you
an Oliver, If you wish, for
free trial. Write now.

The Oliver Typewriter Co.

673 Oliver Typewriter Building

Chicago, 111.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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MAGAZINES
GOING UR^

Your Last Chance For Old Prices
With the next issue, the price of the EXPERIMENTER, as announced
on another page, goes to $2.00 a year. This is positively the last

month in which the ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER can be
secured for $1.50—and for considerably less if clubbed in con-

nection with other magazines.

With the tremendous advances in the price of paper, it is quite certain that

the ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER, as well as the rest of the magazines,
will have to go still higher, before another six months. By subscribing
now for from one to Ave years, YOU POSITIVELY WILL SAVE BIG
MONEY.
The prices below are unquestionably the lowest for standard magazines
that it is possible to obtain anywhere. Only by a special arrangement
with the publishers are these prices possible and they are good only until

October 31st, after which date all prices as given on this page are with-
drawn. Make up your list at once—do not delay. If you are already a subscriber

and your subscription to the EXPERIMENTER runs for a long time, you may
subscribe for any other magazines by deducting the price of the EXPERIMENTER
from the clubs at the rate of $1.25, (the special price allowed In clubbing with

other magazines). Thus you can make up any club yourself of as many maga-
zines as you wish from the list below.

All prices quoted are for subscribers in TJ. S. only. Canadian and foreign subscriptions require additional postage.

^ The Publishers
Will Mail the Magazine
Direct From Their
Own Office to You

Electrical Experimented 1 .50

Illustrated World,
(Technical World) . . 2.00

Our Price

$5.00
Regular Price $5.50

Electrical Experimenter$l.50
Scientific American.... 4.00

Our Price

$4.75
Regular Price $5.50

Electrical Experimenter$l.50
Popular Astronomy... 3.50

Our Price

$4.75
Regular Price $5.00

Electrical Experimenter$l.50
Wireless Age 2.00 Our Price

$4.35
Regular Price $5.00

Electrical Experimenter$l.50
American Boy 1.50

St. Nicholas 3.00

Youth's Companion.... 2.00

Regular Price. .$8.00

Electrical Experimenter? 1 .50

Today's Housewife 75

McCall's Magazine 75

Regular Price. .$3.00

Electrical Experimenter$l.50
Collier's Weekly 2.50

Literary Digest 3.00

Regular Price $7.00

Our Price

$7.00

Our Price

$2.45

Our Price

$6.75

Electrical Experimenter$l.50
American Boy 1.50
Boys' Magazine 1.00

Regular Price $4.00

Our Price

$3.25

Electrical Experimenter$l.50
Etude 1.50

Our Price

$2.60
Regular Trice $3.00

Electrical Experimenter? 1 .50
Boys' Magazine 1.00

Our Price

$1.85
Regular Price $2.50

Electrical Experimenter? 1 .50

Everybody's Magazine. 1.50
Delineator (all to one

Our Price

$4.35
Regular Price $5.00

Electrical Experimenter$l.50
Motion Picture Maga- Our Price

$3.00
Regular Price $3.30

Electrical Experimenter? 1 .50
Everybody's 1.50
American Magazine... 2.00

Our Price

$4.50
Regular Price $5.00

Electrical Experimenter?!. 50
World's Work 4.00

Regular Price $5.50

Our Price

$4.25

Electrical Experimenter?!.50
Smart Set 3.00

Regular Price $4.50

Our Price

$3.50

Electrical Experimenter$l.50
Parisienne 2.00

Regular Price $3.50

Our Price

$3.00

Electrical Experimenter$l.50
Youth's Companion... 2.00
Review of Reviews.... 3.00

Regular Price.. 6.50

Our Price

$5.50

Electrical Experimenter$l.50
Pictorial Review 2.00
McClure's Magazine... 1.50

Regular Price $5.00

Our Price

$4.50

Special Clubbing Prices of Electrical ExperimenterWITH
Regular
Price

Adventure $4.50
American Boy 3.00
American Magazine .... 3.50
Black Cat 2.50
Blue Book 3.50
Boys' World 2.00
Century 5.50
Christian Herald 3.50
Collier's 4.00
New Country Life 6.50
Delineator 3.50
Etude 3.00
Everybody's 3.50
Field & Stream 3.50
Film Fun 2.50
Grit 3.50
Illustrated World (Tech-

nical World) 3.50
Tudge (Weekly) 6.50
Leslie's Weekly 6.50

Our
Per

Rate
Year
$4.25
2.50
3.25
2.10
3.25
1.75

4.75
3.00
3.75
5.25
3.00
2.60
2.50
3.00
2.05
3.00

3.00
6.25
6.25

Regular Our Rate
Price Per Year

Literary Digest $4.50 $4.25
McClure's Magazine .... 3.00 2.50
Metropolitan 4.00 3.25
Modern Priscilla 3.00 2.75
Nation

5.50

4.75
Outing

4.50

4.25
Outlook

5.50

4.75
Pearson's Magazine 3.50 2.75
Popular Science Monthly 3.50 3.25
Red Book 3.50 3.25
Review of Reviews 4.50 4.25
St. Nicholas 4.50 3.50
Scientific American .... 5.50 4.75
Scribner's Magazine . . . 5.50 4.75
Smart Set 4.50 3.50
Wireless Age 3.50 3.00
Woman's Home Com-
panion

3.50

3.25
World's Work 5.50 4.25
Youth's Companion .... 3.50 3.25

Write for Special Prices on ANY Publication not listed here

We will save you money
SEND ALL ORDERS TO "CIRCULATION DEPARTMENT"

EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING CO., Inc.
233 Fulton Street, New York City, N. Y.

SEND FOR OUR FREE SUBSCRIPTION CATALOG

E 2379

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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Opportunity Ad-lets
YOU will find many remarkable opportunities and real bargains in these columns. It will pay you to read and investigate the offerings made

every month by reliable firms and dealers from all over the country. No matter what you may be seeking, whether supplies, automobile

accessories, the opportunity to make money, or anything else, you will find listed here the best and most attractive specials of the month.
Advertisements in this section six cents a word for each insertion. No advertisement for less than 60c accepted.
Name and address must be included at the above rate. Cash should accompany all classified advertisements unless placed by an accredited

advertising agency.
.

Ten per cent discount for 6 issues, 20 per cent discount for 12 issues from above rate. Objectionable or misleading advertisements not

accepted. , _ ,

Advertisements for the December issue should reach us not later than October 22.

The Circulation of the Experimenter is over 100,000 and climbing every month
EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING CO., INC., 233 Fulton Street, New York, N. Y.

Si
Automobile Accessories

Fords Start Easy in Cold Weather with our
new 1919 carburetors. 34 miles per gallon. Use
cheapest gasoline or half kerosene. Increased
power. Styles for any motor. Very slow on
high. Attach it yourself. Big profits to agents.
Money back guarantee. Thirty days' trial. Air-
Friction Carburetor Co., 270 Madison, Dayton,
Ohio.

Aviation

Learn Aviation Motor Mechanics or Aeroplane
Building. Prepare for Government call or civil-

ian work Big money after few weeks. Write.
Moler Aviation School, 105 S. Wells St., Chicago.

iiiimiMiniiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiJiiiiiiiir

Motorcycles

Motorcycles from $25 up—New and second-
hand. Easy terms, large list to choose from, all

makes. Send 4c stamps for Bulletin "A." Peer-
less Motorcycle Co., Watertown, Mass.

Motorcycles, $40 up, Cash or Terms; all makes.
Bulletin G-t, FREE, write to-day. Motorcycle
Exchange, Rochester, N. Y.

For Advertisers

Twenty Word Ad in 100 Pulling Magazines, $1.

About 75,000 readers. Send copy now. Lindhorst
Magic Shop, St. Louis.

"Quick-Action Advertising—How it is Building
Business for the Progressive Advertisers of
America"; A little story of RESULTS, told by
the advertisers themselves—not the publisher.
You will be interested in reading this little

booklet which we have prepared for prospective
advertisers, a copy of which will be gladly
mailed to you upon request. It tells you how
to talk business with 1,000,000 intelligent, inter-
ested and responsive Americans every month-
men who know what they want and who have
the money to buy it. Write for particulars and
rates today. Douglas Wakefield, Coutlee, 225
West 39th St., New York.

Auctions

Auctioneers mal<e from $10 to $15 a day. Free
catalog. Missouri Auction School, Kansas City.

Models and Model Supplies

Producers of_ Results: Inventions developed.
Models, Experimental Works, anything special
in metal to order, novelties, spinning castings
in any material, electrical devices, patterns of
ill kinds, plating, general manufacturing, de-
signing, special tools, punches and dies, stamp-
ings. Send drawing or sample. Expert infor-
mation free. John's Engineering Company,
Dept. E, Cleveland, Ohio.

Instruction

Learn to Drum—in ten lessons by simplified
method. Great demand for drummers, high sal-
aries. No instruments to buy until you have
learned. Surprising low price. Free booklet.
Michigan School of Drumming, Dept. 163, Detroit,
Michigan.

Scenery for Hire

Collapsible Scenery for all Plays.
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Amelia Grain,

Agents Wanted
Insyde Tyres, inner armor for automobile tires,

double mileage and prevent punctures and blow-
outs. Quickly applied. Cost little. Demand tre-

mendous. Promts unlimited. Details free.

American Automobile Accessories Co., Dept. 54,
Cincinnati, O.

$10 Daily refinishing chandeliers, brass beds,
automobiles by new method, without capital or
experience. Free particulars and proofs. Write
today. Gunmetal Co., Ave D, Decatur, 111.

Easy, pleasant work for mechanics, shop men,
clerks, during spare hours, will add many dol-

lars to their salaries. Also want persons who
can give full time. Big wages assured. Novelty
Cutlery Co., 308 Bar St., Canton, Ohio.

Hel-Met The Kaiser Pin—Latest war novelty.
Biggest hit out, every patriotic citizen wants
one. Sample 10c. Wedge Mfg. Co., "KM," Bing-
hamton, N. Y.
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Books
Free—$5,000 worth of valuable books as pre-

miums. Write for more information and cata-
logue; it's free. I have many books on Natural
healing, personal magnetism, Clairvoyance, seer-
ship, Hypnotism, Mesmerism, concentration,
character reading, mind power, etc. Tell me your
wants. A. W. Martens, JX8, Burlington, Iowa.

100,000 Large Second Hand and New Books
for sale cheap; costly bindings, 25c each: some
cost $25.00 when brand new; Technical, Mechan-
ical, Scientific, Sex, Religious, History, Medi-
cine, Surgery, Chemistry, Encyclopedias, Phi-
losophy, Mathematics, Law, Fiction, International
Correspondence School, Text. Improve your
mind and self educate yourself. I urge you to
send me 10c for big catalogue and make imme-
miate selections. McCarthy, 219 So. Dearborn
St., Chicago, 111.

Electricity Made Simple, 233 pages, 108 illustra-
tion, $i

_
each, prepaid, or send for circulars.

Satisfaction guaranteed. M. E. Kraybill, Jr.,
Boiling Springs, Pa.

Bookkeepers and Business Men—Something dif-
ferent in Bookkeeping. Perfection Businesi
Summary. Makes business 100% more interest-
ing and satisfactory. John Capehart, Frank-
fort, Ky.

To Get Better Pictures: Read the Amateur
Photographer's Weekly; illustrated; weekly
prize competitions; print criticisms ; many unique
features; $1.50 per year; three months' trial sub-
scription 25c. Abel Publishing Company, 401
Caxton Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio.

Fire Sale of Slightly Damaged Books. Due to
fire in our stock rooms, a great many of our
books were water stained, but not otherwise
damaged. Rather than dispose of them to deal-
ers we prefer to give our readers the benefit.
Look at this list! Our celebrated Wireless
Course, 160 pages, 400 illustration; Experimental
Electricity Course, 160 pages, 350 illustrations;
How to Make Wireless Sending Instruments.
These three books for $1.00 prepaid. Regular
selling price of these three books is $2.50. We
guarantee you will be satisfied. Experimenter
Publishing Co., Inc., 233 Fulton St., New York
City.

Old E. E. Back Numbers: We have some valu-
able old E. E. back numbers on hand as follows:
1915—Jan., March, April, June, July, Aug., Sept.,
Oct., Nov., Dec, price each 35c. 1916—Jan., Feb.,
March, May, June, August, Sept., Oct., Nov.,
Dec, price each 35c. 1917—Jan., Feb., March,
Apr., May, June, July, Aug., Sept., Oct., each
35c; Nov., Dec, each 20c. 1918—Jan., Feb., Mar.,
Apr., May, June, July, each 20c; Aug., Sept.,
Oct.; each 15c We can fill orders at once upon
receipt of your remittance, and if you have not
these numbers already, now is your chance to
get them, as they probably will be snapped up
very quickly. Experimenter Publishing Co., 213
Fulton St., New York City.
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Business Opportunities

Make Die-Castings. Sketch, Sample, Booklet,
and Proposition, 12c. R. Byrd, Box 227, Erie, Pa.

Build up an Income in Oil—Others are doing
it—Why not you? Today is the opportunity.
Join our easy monthly payment plan NOW—It
may mean hundreds in profits. Write for in-
formation. National Oil Drilling Co., Dept. K.
Houston, Texas.

FREE—Special Offer—$6.00 worth of Expert
Money Making Formulas and $15.50 in cash given
free if you send $1 for one year's subscription to
the "Magic Advertiser," the magazine that
pays you to read it. Formulas include Magic
Fuel Saver, Egg sugstitute, Magic Cough Syrup.
Indian Salve, Transfer of photos on to watch
dials and cases and many others. Send $1 to-
day. This offer is limited. Address Lindhorst
Magic Shop, Dept EX, St. Louis, Mo.

I Made $20,000 here past four years making
burial vaults. Will start you in same permanent
business without capital. Absolutely no selling.
Stamp brings details. Charles Murphy, Dept. 3.
Bloomington, Ind.

Dollars Yearly in Your Backyard. No ginseng,
mushroom dope. New ideas. Investigate. Par-
ticulars free. Metz, 313 East 89, New York.

"Quick-Action Advertising—How it is Build-
ing Business for the Progressive Advertisers of
America"; A little story of RESULTS, told by
the advertisers themselves—not the publisher.
You will be interested in reading this little
booklet, which we have prepared for prospective
advertisers, a copy of which will be gladly
mailed to you upon request. It tells you how
to talk business with 1,000,000 intelligent, inter-
ested and responsive Americans every month

—

men who know what they want and who have
the money to buy it. Write for particulars and
rates today. Douglas Wakefield Coutlee, 22c
West 39th Street, New York.

Mr. Business-Man—Your advertisement here
will be read by over 100,000 live prospects. The
"Opportunity Ad-lets" of the Electrical Ex-
perimenter bring quick and positive results.
For proof of what they have done for others ad-
dress Classified Department, 233 Fulton Street,
New York.
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Watches

Expert Watch Repairing. Reduced Prices. Ref-
erences, Leo Hirsh, Elkhart, Ind.
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Miscellaneous

Scientific Problems Solved—pertaining to elec-
tricity, physics, chemistry, electro-therapeutics,
radio, etc., for $1 and up; promptly and cor-
rectly. Ephraim Duskis, 1760 Bergen St., Brook-
lyn, N. Y.

Catch Fish. Descriptive folder containing valu-
able information mailed for stamp. George
Julian, Albany Building, Boston.

Silvering Mirrors, Simple Commercial Formula,
$5. Elmore Lowe, 157 Hines Terrace, Macon, Ga.

Tobacco or Snuff Habit Cured or no pay.
$1.00 if cured. Remedy sent on trial. Superba
Co., SA, Baltimore, Md.

Luminous Paint makes watches, clocks, any-
thing visible at night. 25c bottle. Luminous
Paint Co., 2426X Polk St., Chicago.

For Sale—Reducing valves, tools of all kinds,
stamps and other articles. Write me your needs
Address Store, 1047 Fulton St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Pyorrhea—H. E. Kelty, D. D. S., M. D., pyor-
rhea specialist for 15 years, has developed a
successful home treatment for pyorrhea. Puri-
fying, healing, preventative. Full month's treat
ment and booklet, $1. Circular free. Dr. H. I
Kelty, Glenwood & Woodland Aves., Leonia, N T

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing: to advertisers.
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Dogs

High Class fox, coon and wolf dogs for sale.

Arthur Sampey, Springfield, Missouri.
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Patent Attorneys

fatents and trademarks—benu sketch or model
for actual search and report. Write for booklet

of instructions on patent practice and procedure.
Prompt personal service. George P. Kimmel, Pat-

ent Lawyer, 99-K Oriental Bldg., Washington, D.C.

Millions spent annually for ideas! Hundreds
now wanted 1 Patent yours and profit! Write
today for free books—tell how to protect your-
self, how to invent, ideas wanted, how we help

you sell. 212 Patent Dept., American Industries,

Inc., Washington, D. C.

Patent Your Own Inventions. Save attorney's
fees; we prepare applications; furnish full in-

structions and give satisfaction. Free informa-
tion. Carl Larsen Co., Park Row Building, New
York City.

M. r\ Miller, Ouray Building, Washington,
P. C, Patent Attorney, Mechanical and Elec-
trical Expert. Best quality of work and results.

Moderate charges. Advice free.

Patents on Easy Payments. Send model or
sketch for Free Search and Certified Registra-
tion of your Invention for Your Protection. Free
Book tells what to invent and How to Obtain a

Patent on Easy Payments. C. C. Hines & Co.,

593 Loan & Trust Bldg., Washington, D. C.

Your Idea Wanted. Patent Your Invention.
I'll help you market it. Send for 4 free books,
list of patent buyers, hundreds of ideas wanted,
etc. Advice free. Patents advertised free.

Richard B. Owen, Patent Lawyer, 130 Owen
Bldg., Washington, D. C, or 2278T Woolworth
Bldg., New York.

Patents—Without advance attorney's fees. Not
due until patent allowed. Send sketch for free
report. Books free. Frank Fuller, Washington,
D. C.

Inventions Wanted! Manufacturers constantly
writing us for patents. List of inventions ac-
tually requested and book "How to Obtain a
Patent" sent free. Send rough sketch for free
report regarding patentability. Special assist-
ance given our clients in selling patents. Write
for details of interest to every inventor. Chand-
lee & Chandlee, Patent Attorneys, Est. 21 years.
551 7th St., Washington, D. C.
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Photo Developing

Kodakers: How would you like to get a
9x11 enlargement of your best negatives free?
Drop us a card right now asking about it.

Films developed at 10c per roll, prints 3c, 4c and
5c each. Satisfaction guaranteed. Ford's Foto
Studio, Ellensburg, Washington.
Mail us 15c with any size Film for development

and 6 velvet prints. Or send 6 negatives any
size and 15c for 6 prints. 8 x 10" mounted enlarge-
ments 35c. Prompt, perfect service. Roanoke
Photo Finishing Co., 255 Bell Ave., Roanoke, Va.
RMIUIIIMirnra^

Stammering

St-stu-t-t-tering and Stammering cured at
home. Instructive booklet free. Walter McDon-
nell, 105 Potomac Bank Building, Washington,
D. C.

ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER
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Help Wanted

Men, Women, 18 or over, wanted immediately
for U. S. Government War positions. Thou-
sands clerical positions open, $100 month. Easy
work. Write immediately for list positions.
Franklin Institute, Dept. W26, Rochester, N. Y.

Men Wanted to join American Toy Manufac-
turers, to make Toy Soldiers, Army, Navy and
other toys. Homeworkers on small scale. Man-
ufacturers on large scale. Greatest chance for
industrious people for independent business.
Enormous demand in American Made Toys.
War stopped all importation. We buy these
goods all year, whole output or surplus over
sales, paying fixed prices. Anyone can turn out
perfect work without experience or additional
tools. Hundreds and more made per hour. Cast-
ing form outfits, $3.00 up. Booklet and informa-
tion free. Toy Soldier Manufacturing Co,, 32
Union Square, N. Y.

To Ascertain the Vocation for which you are
best adapted send for Zancig's Revised Horo-
scope. Send date of your birth and 25c. Prof.
Zancig, 109 West 87th St., New York.

Monthly income paid those writing lists of
names for us at home, spare time; no supplies to
purchase, no investment, expense or other work
required; postal brings particulars. National
Exchange, Box 1001, New York.
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News Correspondents

Earn $25 Weekly, spare time, writing for
newspapers, magazines. Experience unnecessary;
details free. Press Syndicate, 566 St. Louis, Mo.
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Song Poems Wanted

Write the Words for a Song. We write music
and guarantee publisher's acceptance. Submit
poems on war, love, or any subject. Chester
Music Co., 538 S. Dearborn St., Suite 265, Chi-
cago
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Electrical Supplies & Appliance 1:

Electrical Tattooing Machines and supplies,
Catalogue FREE. Prof. Temke, Exp., 517 Cen-
tral, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Make Dry Batteries. Simple, practical instruc-
tions with blue print, 25 cents. Dirigo Sales
Company, Bath, Maine.

Recharge 25 dry cells for five cents. Directions
ioc. Gilbert, 28 Chestnut, Binghamton, N. Y.

Electricians. Send $1.50 for 16 blue prints of
Motor Windings. 10 A. C. Single, two and three-
phase, and 6 D. C. or set of 20 A. C, 6 D. C , and
6 Rotary Converter Drawings for $2.25. Connect-
ing and Winding made easy. Superior Electric
Company, Lock Box 1372, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Selenium 97% pure for making two highest
sensitive cells with direction for same. One
Dollar. Madaler, Experimental Laboratory,
Good Ground, L. I.

A Binder for The Electrical Experimenter will

preserve your copies for all time. Price, 50c.

Postage on 3 lbs is extra. Send for one today.
Experimenter Publishing Co., 233 Fulton Street,
New York City.

November, 1918
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Motion Pictures

Motion Picture Machines bought and sold;
bargain lists free. National Equipment Com-
pany, Duluth, Minnesota.
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Printing

100 Bond Noteheads, 4 lines and 100 envelopes,
prepaid, $1.00 Southwestern, 1413-H Berendo, Los
Angeles.

We Print Anything. Cuts made from photo-
graphs. Commercial Press, Batavia, Ohio.
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Tricks, Pussies and Games

1000 stage tricks with 500 illustrations. Cata-
logue ioc, small catalogue FREE. Hornmann
Magic Co., Sta. 6, 470 Eighth Avenue, New York.

Tricks, Puzzles, Jokes, Toys, Games, Novel-
ties, Doll and Cane Racks, Plays, Wigs, Stage
Supplies, Escapes and Illusions. Large 1917 cat-
alog free. Oakes Magical Co., Dept. 549, Osh-
kosh, Wis.

Itching Powder, Sneezing Power, Stink Bombs,
Shooting Cigars, Cigarette, Matches, 90c per
dozen assorted; six dozen, $5.00. Lesson in

magic and ventriloquism free. Sylvian's Magic
Shop, 192 Clifford, Providence, R. L.
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Phonographs

Build Your Own Phonographs and manufacture
them for profit. Drawing instructions, Parts,
Price List, Blue Prints, etc., complete, sent free
upon request. Write today. Associated Phono-
graph Co., Dept. E-i, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Build Your Phonograph. "Perfection" high
quality spring and electric Motors, Tone Arms,
Reproducers. Wonderful results. Big saving.
New catalog and building instructions mailed
for ten cents. Indiana Phonograph Supply Co.,
Indianapolis, Indiana.
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Stamps and Coins

Stamps—61 all different free. Postage, 3c.

Mention paper. Quaker Stamp Co. Toledo, Ohio.

500 Finely Mixed United States or Foreign
Stamps, 12c. Philatelic Star, Madison, N. Y.

California Gold, Quarter Size, 27c; Half-dollar
size, 53c; Dollar size, $1.10; Large cent, 1820,

and catalogue, ioc. Norman Shultz, Kings City,
Mo.

,

15 Coins, 30 cents per package. Sample coin
trays, 25 cents each. Order now. C. Johnson,
100 Maiden Lane, N. Y.

202 Different Stamps, 21c; 100 different U. S.,

23c; Luther Club, Box 1054, Detroit, Mich.

200 all different really fine Postage Stamps,
23c. Dayton, East Foxboro, Mass.
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Postcards

Everything in Postcards. Live-wire list free.
Worth while samples 25c. Mention subjects pre-
ferred. Mutual Supply Co., Bradford, Pa.

Twenty Beautiful Postcards, 10c. Castle Co.,
N. Locust, Hagerstown, Md.
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Scientific Exchange Columns
YOU undoubtedly have something you'd like to buy, sell or exchange. In your attic, or workshop, or some far corner of your closet, you

probably have dozens of long-forgotten articles, useless to you now, but very useful to someone else. Live readers with something to
"swap" or sell have found that the surest and quickest way to make the desired trade is thru and ad in these columns.

Remember, the U. S. Postal Laws protect you. No one can "do" or cheat you. Of 3,495 "ads" published in these columns during
the past five years, only fifteen complaints were reported to us, and each one was adjusted to the full satisfaction of the complainant.

The rates are: Five cents per word (name and address to be counted.) Remittance must accompany all orders. No advertisement for less
than 50c accepted. We reserve the right to refuse any advertisement which we consider misleading or objectionable. Dealers' advertising ac-
cepted in Opportunity Ad-let columns only. Advertisements for Dec. issue should reach us not later than Oct. 22.

OVER 100,000 CIRCULATION
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Wanted—Bicycle motor attachment or motor-
wheel. H.irold Lambert, Haverstraw, N. Y.

Swap $5 moving Picture Machine for chemicals.

Morton Wienert, 404 Bay St., Taunton, Mass.

Fifty Dollar Course in Salesmanship—Will ex-

change for wireless or high frequency apparatus.

E. W. Minor, Sargeant St., Hartford, Conn.

Sell—Direct Current no volt rheostat. Price

$-?.So. Granville Whittlesey, Wilton, Conn.

Wanted—A Hendereon or other make motor-
cycle or engine. What have you? A. W.
Womack, 2020 Stuart Ave., Richmond, Va.

For Sale Cheap—Lot of small stuff, electrical
and otherwise. Write for list quickly. K. M.
Smith, Hingbam Center, Mass.

Exchange—Courses "Mechanical Engineering,"
"Electrical Engineering;" Combined Lathe; Saw-
Grinder; Hi-grade Relay Sounder Key; Bosch,
Splitdorf racing magnetos; typewriter; automo-
bile generator; mechanioal drafting equipment;
fine Clarinet. Want: Screw-cutting Lathe;
Chemical Laboratory; Wireless; I. C. S. Chem-
ical Engineering; Automobile Powerplant; Mo-
torcycle; Saxophone. What? H. S. C., Box 144,
Anderson, Indiana.

Wanted—A good 1 or i
l/2 K. W. sending trans-

former, any make. All letters answered. Donald
Pratt, 2326 Farragut Ave., Chicago, 111.

*

Wanted to buy Perforating Telegraph Recorder,
lately sold by Electro Importing Co. Box 93,
Creighton, Pa.

For Sale— \'/2 " spark coil, condenser, spark
gap and Knapp Motor. Practically new. Write.

Harry Switzer, Dexter, Iowa.

Wanted—Complete set of Electrician's tools.

Will buy or swap for set Hawkins' Electrical

Guides. Irving Hayman, 188 South Second St.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Sell—Cornet, Chemicals, Storage Battery, Elec-

trical apparatus. Fred Stephan, 516 Carpenter,
Oak Park. Illinois.

Wireless, sends 6 miles, receives 700 miles.
Price sending, $4. Receiving, $7.75. Both, $10.

Never used P. P. Send for list of other electrical
things. Edw. Spadoni, Box 179, Summit, 111.

For Sale—Telegraph Instruments; spark coils;

condenser, telescope; microscope. Dickson, 1033
Parkson Place, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Swap — Complete $20 Receiving Set, $12,

coaster-brake wheel, two E. I. 6-60 dynamos, as-
sortment of electrical goods for a two cylinder
motorcycle. All letters answered. A. Weidlich,
Jr., 1061 Blake Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Sell—Each never used: % H. P., no D. C.
folding machine motor, $15. Murdock .001 M. F.

Variable Condenser, $3. Grebe Detector Stand,
$3. Gilbert Miller, Delphos, Ohio.

Wanted—Library of World's Greatest Scientists

(7 volumes'). Edward Olson, R. No. 1, Mt. Vernon,
Wash.

For Sale—$10 Erector, $5 or swap. Andrew Elli-

son, Kirksville, Mo.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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Partial List of

Subjects Covered
Elements of Electricity— Electrical

Measurements—Underwriter's Electri-

cal Requirements— Theory, Calcula-

tion, Design and Construction of Direct

Current Generators and Motors—Types

of Generators and Motors—Manage-
ment of Electrical Machinery—Electric

Lighting— Alternating Current Ma-
chinery—Electric Lighting—Alternat-

ing Current Machinery—Power Trans-

mission—Electric Railways—Self-Pro-

pelled Railway Cars—Trackless Trol-

leys— Power Stations— Switchboards

and Switching—Storage Batteries—Ap-
plied Electro-Batteries—Applied Elec-

tro-chemistry— Electric Elevators—
Electric Welding and Heating—Wire-

less Telegraphy and Telephony—Land
and Submarine Telegraphy.

Complete Electrical Education
Yours for Only 7C a Day!

Here at last in book form is the new way to learn electricity. All that has been learned about

electricity is clearly explained in the Cyclopedia of Applied Electricity—7 massive volumes, com-

pletely indexed. Written by 27 of the country's foremost authorities, in such easy-to-understand

language that learning electricity through this library is more fascinating than reading a novel. And
you can have this remarkable electrical education in book form for only 7c a day, and at a bargain

price.

7 Massive Volumes Shipped Free
These 7 splendid volumes will be sent to you promptly on receipt of coupon. Examine the

books in your own home. Read page after page. Note that they are not thin handbooks,
but thick, encyclopedia-size volumes, handsomely bound in half-morocco leather, gold 'stamped.

Each one measures 7 by 10 inches, and is 2 inches thick. Over 3,000 illustrations are contained

in the 3500 pages. The entire set will be shipped to you, without a penny's deposit, for free

examination.

Not One Penny in Advance
Just mail the coupon. When the books arrive read all about Elements of Electricity

Electrical Measurements, Underwriters Requirements, Theory, Calculation, Design and Con-
struction of Generators and Motors, Dynamo-Electric Machinery, Lighting Machinery
Read about every electrical process from wiring bells to wireless telegraphy. Send no
money now. If after examination you decide to keep the books pay on easy terms

Please
Applied

Experts Wanted
Electrical Engineers,
Substation Operators,
Trouble Men, Switch-
board Operators and
Dynamo Tenders are

wanted by light and
power companies every-
where. The demand for

their services exceeds the
supply. Why not prepare
yourself—in your spare
time—for a job paying
Si, 500 to $5,000 yearly?
The Library of Electric-
ity will give you the
knowledge you need—in

plain everyday language.

of only 7c a day.

This Bargain Offer Must End
Regular price of these pay-raising books is #35.00. If after examination you decide t

keep the Cyclopedia of Applied Electricity pay only $2.00 a month until the special adver-

tising price of $19.80 has been paid. With the books, a year's Consultine Membership
in the American Technical Society is included free. Regular price of this member-
ship is $12.00. It includes the advice of a corps of electrical experts on anv questions

you may want answered for a whole year free. Mail coupon now. See the books
before you decide to buy. You don't risk a penny. This generous offer cannot X Addre
be continued indefinitely as raising prices of paper and printing will soon force

us to increase the price. Mail the coupon this very minute. X Reference

American Technical Society

Dept. E 3388

Chicago, U. S. A.

send Cyclopedia of
Electricity for seven

days' examination, I to pay ship-
ping charges. I will send $2.00 within

seven days an/1 $2.00 a month until I

have paid $19.80 or notify you and hold
the books subject to your order. Title not

to pass until fully paid.

Ne

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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Get Started Now
in thi

Industry of the Future
There is an opening for you at once in

one ofAmerica 3

s foremost Aircraft Plants
There is a place for you in our New

Brunswick (N. J.) or Long Island City

Plant where you can earn good wages at the

start, serve your country, and at the same

time fit yourself for a good position in what

is rapidly becoming the foremost industry

of the world.

Here is your opportunity to make a place

for yourself in a young and growing indus-

try that promises to offer even greater op-

portunities than were opened up in the

pioneer days of the automobile.

Skilled Mechanics and Operators

Needed

At present we are engaged solely in the

manufacture of aeroplane motors for Persh-

ing's Army.
To meet our ever increasing schedule of

production, we must have the man power
to operate the machines in our various de-

partments. We want your help. We want
skilled mechanics, machine operators, in-

spectors, draftsmen, etc. We will pay good
wages for the right men.

Now is the time for mechanically

skilled men to get into an essential

fighting industry.

Our Offer to Men Not
Technically Trained

You do not have to be a skilled

mechanic to get started with us.

If you have the right spirit and
the determination to learn, we will

take you on and train you at our

expense in our School of Instruction.

Not only will we give you, free of
charge, a full course of practical in-

struction under the supervision of
competent instructors, but we will

pay you while you are learning.

When you have completed the

course, which takes about ten days,

we will pay you full wages prevail-

ing in the factory.

Living Conditions Good
Living conditions in New Bruns-

wick and vicinity are being bettered

every day. Every Wright-Martin
man will be able to count on a com-
fortable and congenial place to live.

Moreover, the Government is now
building 200 houses especially

for war workers at Wright-Mar-
tin and other factories.

The company provides for

social and recreational activities

for everyone. With baseball,

football and track athletics, pic-

nics, concerts and dances, there

Earn While You Learn

To men without any previous technical
training we give a thorough and inten-
sive course in our School of Instruction.
We fay you during your period of in-

struction a rate higher than that of
many actual shop rates until you are
fully trained to hold down a regular
job at lull factory pay. Period of in-
struction takes from four to ten days.

need be no dull times for you or

your family in New Brunswick.

One Hour from New York City

New Brunswick is just one hour out
of New York on the Pennsylvania. It

is within short commuting distance of
Newark, Elizabeth, Trenton and Phil-
adelphia.

Your Duty Is Here
In fairness to yourself you can't

afford to pass up this opportunity to
advance yourself and serve your coun-
try, too.

Write, phone or apply in person to

Employment and Welfare Department,
Wright-Martin Aircraft Corporation,
New Brunswick, N. J., Div. CI.

Long Island City Plant

Our new Plant at Long Island City
has openings for the following:

TOOLMAKERS—
Toolroom Machinists

and Grinder Hands.

Tool Temperers.

Tool Trouble Men.

JOB SETTERS for the

following

:

Acme,
J. & L.

Gisholt,

Milling Machines
Gridley Single Spindle,

Warner & Swasey,
Crankshafts,
Pratt & Whitney,
Internal and External

Grinder Hands.

EXPERT MACHIN-
ISTS—

Engine Lathe Hands,
Gisholt Operator,

J. & L. Operator,
Lo Swing Operators,
Crankshaft Grinders,
Crankshaft Lappers

DEMONSTRATORS
(EXPERT) who
thoroughly under-
stand the machining
on the following

work

:

Crankshaft Lappers.
Acme and Gridley Au-

tomatics.

Apply at once, Borden & Starr Avs.,

Long Island City.

ran

New Brunswick, N. J., U. S. A.

H1SPANO-SVIZA
ENGINE
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Flexible

Covers

Handy

Pocket-

Size

Volumes

10

Volumes

3500

Pages

4700

Pictures

$JPer
Volant

Month

Just what you need to know to succeed in ELECTRICITY
EVERY electrician, every engineer, every mechanic should know

about these wonderfully helpful instructive books, which give in

plain words a complete working knowledge of electrical engi-

neering in all its phases.

You run into some new electrical problem almost every day. The
information you need to help you in your every day work is in

HAWKINS
ELECTRICAL GUIDES
These books place electricity at your finger ends. They cover every imaginable

subject, principle, theory, problem, trouble, and way of doing things electrically.
Every subject is Indexed so that you can turn right to it. They are a study course
and a reference guide in one, written in plain every day language—no wasted words—only what you need to know—chock full of up-to-the-minute electrical knowledge.
The guides are a complete course in electrical engineering. They will help you in
every detail of the day's electrical work. You can't ask an electrical question that
Hawkins Guides can't answer.

Pocket-Size Flexible Covers
What Electrical Men Say

Helped Him Make Good
"It Is only right for me to recom-

mend highly the Hawkins Guides, for

they have bten of the greatest assist-
ance to me in placing me in my pres-
ent position as Superintendent of Con-
struction Department of one of Ohio's
largest Electrical Companies. I would
like to see every man have a set of
Hawkins Guides."

Geo. Knecht, Catumbus, Ohio.

In the Naval Electrical Dept.

"The Hawkins Guides are great help
to ms in the Naval Electrical Depart-
ment, which they cover very thorough-
ly." C. J. Cornell.
B. 3. Beceivtng Ship, Brooklyn. N. T.

Superintendent
"I am now superintendent of the

Dunnville Hydro - Electric Systems,
and Hawkins Guides wer% a great help
to me in holding down a responsible
position."
W. E. Swartx, Dunnville. Ontario.

Wireless Operators
"I have worked wireless for ten

years—but I wish I had these books
years ago, as they have saved me s
great deal of trouble." H. Marshall.

Steamer M 4r B No. 2.

Walkerville. Or.*..

The books are small enough to slip into your cost
pocket—handsomely bound in flexible black covers.
You can carry each volume with you until you have

mastered its contents. 3,500 pages of actual information
and 4.700 illustrations. '

aOnce you see these hooks and
put them into actual uitfl on will never again want to be
without them. Try it at our expense.

SEND NO MONEY
It will cost you nothing to receive these books—to look

them over—ask them all the questions you can think of—use them in your work—study them—pick up some in-
formation that will increase your earning ability. We
will ship you the entire set of 10 volumes entirely FREE.
This is a sign of our confidence in the guides. Pure

gold does not object to being tested. Keep them for
seven * ys and if you do not decide that you can't get
along without them, return them to us and owo us
r ft hi no

When you decide to keep them you only have to pay
$1.00 down and remit the balance of $9.00 on the easy
payment of $1.00 a month till paid for.
Use this coupon to get the books. It will pay you

many times over.

THEO. AUDEL & CO.
72 Fifth Ave. New York, N. Y.

READ THIS PARTIAL LIST OF CONTENTS
Nr» 1 Contains 348 pages. 388 illustrations. Electrical

X signs and symbols—static and current electricity
—primary cells—conductors and Insulators—resistance and
conductivity—magnetism—induction coils—dynamo principles
—classes of dynamos—armatures—windings—commutation

—

brushes, etc.

No 2 Contains 348 pages. 394 illustrations. Motori^v* m principles—armature reaction—motor starting

—

calculations—brake horsepower—selection and installaUon of
dynamo and motors—galvanometers—standard cells—current
measurement — resistance measurement— voltmeters — watt-
meters—watt hour meters—operation of dynamos—operation
of motors, etc.

No. 3 Contains 300 pages. 423 illustrations. Distribution
j systems—wires and wire calculations—inside, out-

side and underground wiring—sign flashers—lightning pro-
tection—rectifiers—storage battery systems, etc.

No. 4 Con'»ins 270 pages, 379 illustrations. Altematini
.~~ current principles—alternating current diagrams—tne power factor—alternator principles—alternator con-

struction—windings, etc.

No S Contains 320 pages, 614 illustrations. A. O. Motors—symchronousandinductionmotorprinciples—A. C.
commutator motors—induction motors, transformers; losses,
construction, connections, tests—converters—rectifiers, etc.

No fi Contains 298 pages. 472 illustrations. Alternating1

current systems—switching devices—circuit break-
ers—relays—lightning protector apparatus—regulating devices—synchronous condensers—indicating devices—meters—power
fictor indicators—wave form measurement—switch boards, etc.

T<in 7 Contains 316 pages. 379 illustrations. Alternating
• current, wiring power stations—turbines: manage-

ment, selection, location, erection, testing, running, care and
repair—telephones, etc.

No. 8 Con
;
ain? 332 pages. 436 illustrations. Telegraph

. ,
— simultaneous telegraphy and telephony —

v-ireless—electric bells—electric hunting—photometry, etc.

No. 9 Contains 322 pages. 627 illustrations. Elec-

. 7i
,r,c ra 'lwa 5's—electric locomotives—car light-mg—trolley car operation—miscellaneous applications— » ^

motion pictures—gas engine ignition—automobile self-
barters and lighting systems, electric vehicles, etc.

No 10 Contains 513 pages. 599 illustrations. A.lv Elevators—cranes—pumps—air com-
pressors—electric heating — electric welding- . ~ Turn
soldering and brazing—industrial electro- ^ »..„,-. . 5JJ"
lysis—electro plating—electro-therapeutic AUDEL & CO.
—X-rays. etc. a 72 Fifth Avenue
Also a complete 126-page ready ^ New York, N. Y.
reference index of the complete
library. This index has been Please submit me far
planned to render easily ac- examination Hawkins
cessible all the vast infor- Electrical Guides (price
mation contained in the A *\

e?^'; n "^Jl °nc
J;

in electrical ryiHHpo ^} ra,c1 ' "le 10 numbers. If sat-1U electrical guides. ^ tsfactory I agree to send you |1
Ihere are over 13,- a within seven days and to further
500 cross refer- mail you $1 each month until paid,
ences. You find A~
what you want signature
to know in- •

~
stantly. ^ „Occupation

Business Address

Residence

Reference E E. Nov,
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OTies®7Are
The Hours That

MOST of your time is mortgaged to work, meals and sleep

supper are yours, and your whole future depends on how y
can fritter them away on profitless pleasure, or you

you position, money, power, real success in life. Thousaj
positions are waiting in every, field of work for men trammed to Jill th

job waiting for vow—in your present work or any line^pu choose, Gj<

can do it without losing a minute from work or a wjmkSf sleep,,

meal, and with plenty of time left for recreation/Yop can $jp

each night, right at home, through the Interna^aii^PCQS:

e thosj

ki-
rn

l-urrl

j-outpfter sup]

is.

Yes—You Can Win Success'IpL^n^l

Hundreds of thousands have proved it. The
Engineers, climbed to success through I.C.S. help

Architects and Contractors, won their way to the tog£Thro

most Advertising and Sales Managers prepared fpntht

For 26 years men in offices, stores, sh

commercial work—have been winning prorgott

'the

— TEAR OUT HERE

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Box 6162, SCRANTON, PA.

Explain, without obligating me. how I can qualify for the position, or in the
subject, before which I mark X.

:ories.

%nd increased salaries through the I.C.S

men are getting ready right now

fv($ifi!iffif$fhd hundreds of other

ilding, and hundreds of

any of this country's fore-

ours under I.C.S. instruction.

of technical and

. Over 100,000

in the I.C.S.

every line

ADVERTISING
SALESMANSHIP
Traffic Management
BUSINESS
Commercial Law
Certified Public Accountant
Higher Accounting
Railway Accountant
BOOKKEEPER
Stenographer & Typist
Good English
Window Trimmer
Show-Card Writer
Sign Painter
CIVIL SERVICE
Railway Mall Clerk
Mail Carrier
CARTOONIST
Illustrator
Perspective Drawing
Carpet Designer
Wallpaper Designer
Bookcover Designer
TEACHER
Common School Subjects
High School Subjects
Mathematics
AUTOMOBILE OPERATING
Automobile Repairing
Auto. Electrical Work

Name

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
Electrician
Electric Wiring
Electric Lighting
Electric Car Running
Heavy Electric Traction
Electrical Draftsman
Electric Machine Designer
Telegraph Engineer
Telephone Work
ARCHITECT
Architectural Draftsman
Contractor and Builder
Building Foreman
Carpenter
Concrete Builder
PLUMBER & STEAM FITTER
Heating and Ventilation
Plumbing Inspector
Foreman Plumber
CHEMIST
Analytical Chemist
MINE FOREMAN OK ENGINEER
Coal Mining
Metal Mining
Metallurgist or Prospector
Assayer
TEXTILEOVERSEEROR 8CPT.
Cotton Manufacturing
Woolen Manufacturing

MECHANICAL ENGINEER
Mechanical Draftsman
Machine Designer
Machine Shop Practice
Boilermaker or Designer
Patternmaker
Toolmaker
Foundry Work
Blacksmith
Sheet- Metal Worker
STEAM ENGINEER
Stationary Fireman
MARINE ENGINEER
GAS ENGINE OPERATING
Refrigeration Engineer
CIVIL ENGINEER
Surveying and Mapping
R. R. Constructing
Bridge Engineer
SHIP DRAFTSMAN
Structural Draftsman
Structural Engineer
Municipal Engineer
NAVIGATION OSpanish
Motor Boat RunD'g French
AGRICULTURE Dltalian
Fruit Growing
Vegetable Growing
Live Stock and Dairying
POULTRY RAISING

Occupation. .Employer_

Street and No..

way for the bigger jobs ahead.

Your Chance Is Here

!

No matter where you live, the I.C.S. will come to

you. No matter what your handicaps, or how small your
means, we have a plan to meet your circumstances. No
matter how limited your previous education, the simply
written, wonderfully illustrated I.C.S. textbooks make it

easy to learn. No matter what career you may choose, some
one of the 280 I.C.S- Courses will surely suit your needs.

Make Your Start Now

!

When everything has been made easy for you—when
one hour a day spent with the I.C.S. in the quiet of your
own home will bring you a bigger income, more comforts,
more pleasures, all that success means, can you afford to

let another single priceless hour of spare time go to waste?

Make your start right now! This is all we ask: Without
cost, without obligating yourself in any way, put it up
to us to Drove how we can help you.

Just Mark
and Mail This Coupon

City.

International Correspo

State

nd this Coupon to

:e Schools, Montreal, Can



In*. pUM* * on»-un
notice, Mail lk« n«|uliwb and il will
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NO WRAPPING—NO ADDR£SS

DEC OVER
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i
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SCIENCE AND INVENTION
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Learn Electricit?

PRACTICAL

in the Great Shops of

COYNE FINISH IN

INSTRUCTION S^SS 3 MONTHS
Thousands of skilled Electricians are needed. The demand is becoming more urgent every

day. The Government is employing every one they can get which is causing a great scarcity

throughout the country and big salaries are being paid everywhere. Right now is your big

opportunity. Make up your mind now to prepare for one of these big jobs and then get here

as quick as you can for your training.

Earn $100.00 To $300.00 A Month
In the Electrical business. Come here where you will be trained in

these great $100,000 shops. Experts show you everything and
you learn right on the actual apparatus. You work on
everything from the simple bell to the mighty mo
tors, generators, electric locomotives, dyna
mos, switchboards, power plants, every
thing to make you a master electri

cian. We have thousands of sue
cessful graduates. Just as
soon as you have finished

we assist you to a
good position. We
now have more
positions than
we can fill.

War Demands Have
Taken Thousands of Men

from this Profession. Men
Must be Trained to Fill their Places.

Prepare Now for a Big Paying Position.

Think
of it.

I

I

These courses are thorough, short and practical. All instruction given on

the actual equipment. Each man is ; trained individually and stays until thor-

oughly trained. Start any time—day and evening classes.

Our graduates are in great demand. We are continually receiving letters, telegrams,

and telephone calls from contractors, manufacturing firms, etc., seeking our graduates to fill

responsible positions. We have now more positions than we can fill and the demand is

steadily growing. Every comfort is given our students while here. They live in comfortable

homes in the most beautiful section of Chicago—on the lake.

It

DRAFTED MEN READ THIS

will only be a short time until you are

called into service. This is a war of skill,

brains, and machinery. Uncle Sam must win

this war and must have tens of thousands of

men skilled in modern trades and professions such

as Electricity, Drafting, Plumbing, and Sanitation.

Such men will be quickly recognized and given an

opportunity to rise. It is not too late for you if you

act at once.

In most cases those of; our students in the draft, who
have been called before completing their course, have been

given an extension of time by their board sufficient to finish

their course, owing to the great need of trained men in these

lines in the Government Service.

LEARN DRAFTING
Skilled Draftsmen are always in demand. Our courses
are thorough—short—practical, preparing a man fully

to hold a position of responsibility. We have more
positions than we can fill. We also have thorough
practical courses in Plumbing and Heating, Motion
Picture Operating and Bricklaying.

EARN YOUR WAY
Many students earn their living

expenses by doing a little work
in their spare time. Our
employment dept. fur-

nishes these positions ^
without charge.

MAIL COUPON

COYNE TRADE AND
ENGINEERING SCHOOLS

Dept. 20Y. 39-5 1 E. Illinois St
Chicago, III.

Please send at once your big Tree
Book—I am interested in

[ ] Electricity [ ] Drafting [ ] Plumbing
[ ] Motion Picture Operating [ ] Bricklaying

(Check trade interested in)

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertiser!
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ELECTRICITY
AS EXPERTS KNOW IT
Learn electricity as you would in actual PRACTICE—in accordance with
the methods employed by the highest paid electrical experts in America.
The New McGraw-Hill Library of Practical Electricity contains the actual
working facts which you need in order to succeed in the electrical field.

Terrell Croft, formerly with the Westinghouse Company, makes the con-

quest easy for you.

A New Standard in Electrical Literature
The New Library of Practical Electricity by Terrell Croft marks a new era In elec-

trical literature.

The great field of electrical engineering, with its limitless possibilities

of earning power, is brought to you in a form that makes success easy.

The Library Is a creation—an achievement that is without parallel in

technical literature, because it sticks to actual practice throughout
its 3000 pages.

"See them.
First — Pay
afterwards"

2
per

month

starts

you

to

bigger

pay

A letter that means
something to YOU—
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc.,

239 West 39th Street.

New York, N. Y.

Gentlemen: In an attempt to

express myself about CROFT'S
NEW LIBRARY OF PRACTICAL
ELECTRICITY, I have never seen,

and do not believe there was ever

printed In the English language,
a more comprehensive set of books.

It is a library that is Just as valu-

able to the novice as to the ex-

pert, because it is all practice.

Respectfully,

GUY H. PEIFER,

Chief, Doplan Silk Corporation,

Hazelton, Pa.

Examine this new Library for ten full days without ex-
pense. Find out for yourself why it is now taking the
lead in electrical book sales in America. Use the
books as you see fit for ten days. Look at the hun-
dreds of illustrations that clear up all the mys- j
teries in electrical practice. Stick a couple of
the volumes in your pockets, and refer to them
during the day. Figure out in an instant
the problems that have heretofore taken
hours.

A
if

(CROFT'S NEW LIBRARY OF PRACTICAL ELECTRICITY—8 VOLS.)

Now is the time to master Electricity—Now
is the time to prepare for a high salary
oid books won't do. Amateurish books won't do. Books Not one cent in advance—Just the coupon

compiled by desk authors or men with no practical
experience will not serve your purpose.

Practical books are easiest mastered. Practical books,
written by practical men, teach you accurately and rap-
idly. There is nothing in the Croft Library which you
cannot understand. Terrell Croft tells you the secrets of
success in electricity in plain words, figures and illustra-

tions. Nothing is left to the imagination. There is no
guesswork. There is no theory or higher mathematics.

Send now for these eight volumes. No matter how many books on
electricity you possess, you are unfair to yourself unless you take
advantage of this free examination privilege. No matter whether you
are beginner or expert, these books will show you the clear road to
success. Inspection will prove this.

239 West 39th Street, New York, N.Y.

Then send us $2 per month for eight
months, or return the set entirely
at our expense. You risk noth-
ing by returning the attached
coupon.

ACT
NOW A

it*

MeGraw-HUI
Book Co.. I»*.

239 W. 39th St.

NEW YORK

Gentlemen

:

Please Bend me the Li-
brary of Practical Elec-

tricity (shipping charges un-
paid) for 10 days' free exam-

ination. If satisfactory, I will
send $2 In ten days and $2 per

month until $16 has been paid. If
not wanted I will write you for return

shipping Instructions.

Home Address.

City and State.

Name of Employer..

His Address

Your Position Ex. Dec. '18

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.

[ Entered as second-class matter March 1, 1915 at the post office at New York, N. Y.. under the Act of March 3. 1 ST9 Experimenter Publishing Co., 233 Fulton St.. New York, N. Y.
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Remarkable/ffifif

Charts OFFER
Anatomical and Physiological Charts (with Bound

Manual Key) Handsomely Lithographed la
Lifelike Colors.

We want ambitious men and women to have these remarkable
Charts which are a visual demonstration of Chiropractic, the new
science of Drugless Healing. This offer is now made to show the
opportunities now open to Chiropractors. We also explain how we
give a practical training by mail in this dignified, paying profession.
If your desire is to enter an uncrowded field— if you want to achieve
financial independence and social standing, at least investigate.
Your request on the coupon below is all that is necessary.

Drugless Healing
The 72-page book and other literature we send on

request shows the immense possibilities for Chiroprac-
tors of both sexes. The public is awakening to the fact
that drugging to cure disease is in many instances, a
fallacy. They are ready to welcome the practitioner

who relieves and heals without nause-
ous dosing. The Charts show how the
science of Chiropractic is applied.
They reveal facts about the human
body, instructive to the layman. You
should obtain them without fail.

$3000 to$5000
a Year

Many Doctors of Chiropractic
earn $5,000 a year and more; some
upwards of $10, 000. Dr. M . D. Moore
of Ky., reports an income of $9,000 a
year. Dr. L. H. Roche, New Jersey,
$5,500; Dr. Hanna of Florida, over
$5,000 yearly. What others are doing
you should be able to do. A diploma
gives you the same opportunity—is

evidence that you are master of a
profession of dignity, prestige and
influence.

Our Lessons
Teach You

how to make Spinal Adjust-
ments for speedy relief of

Headache
Indigestion
Lumbago
Epilepsy
Pleurisy
Constipation
Rheumatism
Asthma

Neuralgia
Neuritis

Catarrh
Fevers
Jaundice
Dyspepsia
Paralysis
Etc., Etc.

Be a Chiropractor Learn
At Home

By the American University system of instruction, you can become a Doctor of Chiropractic by
studying in spare time at home or in class at the University. You do not require special talent or f —,

'

advanced education. A common school education and the ambition to succeed are all that is + Jf \*I13rES
necessary. You will be trained under the direction of Chiropractic specialists who will teach + " "

"

you thoroughly the principles and practice of the profession. You will graduate with the AMERICAN UNIVERSITY
Manierre Bldg., Dept. 323 Chicago

This COUpon Will bring full informa- Gentlemen: Without cost or obligation send
"

. . ,
& .. , me by mail, your new illustrated, 72-pagre

tion about this new, interesting and ^ book and your Free charts Offer,

profitable calling which any intel-

ligent man or woman can readily master by our method—also information on S
how you can get these 22 instructive Charts. Send coupon for this free off&t.

Address

degree of Doctor of Chiropractic.

Mail the Coupon
Name .

AMERICAN UNIVERSITY
Manierre Bldg., Dept 323 Chicago, Illinois

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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|N October first, 1918, the Marconi Radio
Telegraph station at Carnarvon, Wales
(England), establisht direct wireless com-
munication with Sydney, Australia, a dis-
tance of 12,000 miles.

This is the first time that a complete
radio message actually enveloped the en-

tire earth in every direction. In other words, when the
towers at Sydney in Australia were receiving that mes-
sage, the waves came in on it from every direction of
the compass, as a moment's reflection will make clear.
Furthermore, in addition, the waves actually tumbled
onto the towers from the sky, as well as from beneath
the towers, thru the earth—a remarkable phenomenon,
if we stop to think of it. For the etheric waves do
not travel snugly around and over the earth, but a very
considerable distance above it, as any airplane or
dirigible with radio receiving instruments on board can
readily testify to. On the other hand, every terrestrial
station has its "return circuit" grounded to the earth
for better results. Thus while the Wales-Australia
radio waves were speeding around the globe in all di-
rections, they traveled as well thru the entire breadth of
the earth, a minimum distance of 7,912 miles.
But if the waves traveled 12,000 miles around the

earth, they probably traveled just as high above it, and
perhaps very much further. We already know from
experience that atmospheric conditions are the bane
of the radio operator. Ionization of the air and
barometric, as well as electric disturbances of the at-
mosphere often make radio-communication impossible.
Experiments and our present day knowledge of physics,
on the other hand, convince us that if there were no
atmosphere at all, radio transmission would be not
only infinitely better, but the distance covered with a
certain amount of power, could be increased very con-
siderably. Radio waves, the same as light waves, be-
long to the same family. Both are electro-magnetic
manifestations of the ether. Both are equally ham-

pered by the terrestrial atmosphere. Thus the best

astronomical observatories are located on the loftiest

mountain peaks. In such a position the astronomer can
see much better, tho only one or two miles nearer his

object, which, as for instance the planet Mars, may be
35 million miles distant ! But the astronomer looks
thru only about 30 to 40 miles of air—this being the
estimated thickness of the terrestrial atmosphere. On
the other hand, our radio waves traveling around the
Globe, must speed thru 12,000 miles of atmosphere.
Naturally, there is an enormous amount of absorption
of energy, while the waves travel thru such a wide
blanket of air; hence our suspicion, that as there
is no such obstruction skywardly, the waves will
travel infinitely farther into the free space where
there is no atmosphere, once the paltry 30 to 40 mile
air layer at Carnarvon is traversed. That these radio
waves therefore, reach the moon, altho the latter is

238.850 miles distant, seems probable after these
deductions.
The outstanding feature of this globe-encircling wire-

less is, that the power used to accomplish the result is

much less than was used years ago to send a message
across the Atlantic. The answer is found in our mod-
ern radio receiving instruments, and their enormously
increased sensitiveness. Electronic valve receptors,
coupled to a six-step amplifier for instance, amplify a
given signal over one million times'. Such results were
undreamt of even five years ago. It must be obvious
that as receiving instruments become more and more
sensitive from year to year, we require less and less

power at the sending station. Just as the astronomer
sees a hitherto invisible star, because of his more pow-
erful telescope, so does the wireless range increase with
a more sensitive receptor. The day is not far when
we will be able to send a radio message around the
world using only a few dry cells for the total power
at the sending station.

H. Gernsback.
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Master Electricity By
Actual Practice
The only way you can become an expert is

by doing the very work under competent instruc-

tors, which you will be called upon to do later on.

In other words, learn by doing. That is the method of

the New York Electrical School.

Five minutes of actual practice properly directed is

worth more to a man than years and years of book study.

Indeed, Actual Practice is the only training of value, and
graduates of New York Electrical School have proved
themselves to be the only men that are fully qualified to

satisfy EVERY demand of the Electrical Profession.

The Oldest and Only Institution of

the Kind in America
At this "Learn by Doing" School a man acquires the art of

Electrical Drafting; the best business method and experience in

Electrical Contracting, together with the skill to install, operate and
maintain all systems for producing, transmitting and using electricity.

A school for Old and Young. Individual instruction.

Over 5,000 Students now holding Successful

Positions in the Electrical World
5,000 of our students are today successful electricians.

No previous knowledge of electricity, mechanics or mathe-

matics is necessary to take this electrical course. You can begin

the course now and by steady application prepare yourself in a

short time. You will be taught by practical electrical experts with

actual apparatus, under actual conditions.

Let us explain this course

to you in person. If you can't

call, send now for 64-page

book—it's FREE to you.

New York Electrical

School

29 West 17th St., New York

New York Electrical School,

29 W. 17th St., New York, N. Y.

Please send FREE and without obligation

to me your 64-page book.
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At Last the Super-Tank^N0V'2
fi!atR

. J

PATENT

HERE at last we have the super-

tank. It was recently thought out
and patented by one Anton Krzan
of Chicago. This military device
has considerable possibilities, and

its field of activities is a wide one. It may

Of course, this armored tower could be
well camouflaged so as to be hardly dis-

cernible even a few hundred yards away.
The inventor describes one way of ele-

vating the steel tower, whenever so desired,

by the use of comprest air. He states that

other methods at once become available for

elevating the tank as often as required. One
of these is to connect it mechanically with
the automobile engine thru suitable clutch
mechanism and gearing. Another method
is to have a separate gasoline engine unit,

Copyright. 1918. by E. P. Co.

At Last the Super-Tank! A Yankee Genius Has Developed This Telescopic Armored Tank for Use in Ferreting Out the Enemy, Making
Observations, and Breaking Up Airplane Attacks Close to the Ground. Equipt with Wireless Telephone, Searchlights, Machine Guns,

and a High Speed Tractor Chassis, These Fighting Giants Should Prove Quite Formidable.

be mounted on a powerful automobile truck
or chassis, so as to be kept rolling over the
country at high speed, and the while hurl-
ing forth streams of machine gun bullets,

not to mention liquid fire and gas. This
armored telescopic tank may carry search-
lights for use at night. It can also be used
as an observation post for the Signal Corps.

one man can elevate the tower section by
simply turning the handle on a small air

pump which compresses air at atmospheric
pressure and forces it into a flexible cham-
ber, which, as more and more air is pumped
into it, naturally causes the tower sections to

rise correspondingly. Where the super-tank
is mounted on an automobile chassis, several

just to raise the tower section of the tank

—

and still another way is to have an elec-

tric motor inside the tower base, the motor
receiving electric current to operate it from
a storage battery charged from the auto-

mobile engine. A further scheme for such
a power plant would be that involving the

use of the automobile engine to drive a

525
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NEW YORK'S NOVEL $6,000,000,000
LIBERTY LOAN SIGN.

One of the most spectacular features of
the Fourth Liberty Loan campaign was
the manner in which the big Wrigley Gum
Electric Sign in

Longacre Square
was adapted to ac-
commodate an enor-
mous scale giving
the total figures sub-
scribed each day.
This sign, the

largest electric sign
in the world, occu-
pies the roof of a
building on the west
side of Broadway
from 43rd to 44th
Street. The sign is

200 feet long by 50
feet high, and is an
artistic design, com-
prising more than
15,000electric globes.

Mr. Wrigley do-
nated the sign for
the use of the Lib-
erty Loan during
the campaign and
the concern who
built the design de-
signed and donated
the_ Electric Scale
which recorded the
total subscriptions
until the six billion

was reached.
The scale occupied

the center of the
sign and is 66 feet

in length. In fact,

it is a small section
of an enormous dial,

which if completed
would be 132 feet in diameter. The arrow
is 14 feet long, and the letters "BUY LIB-
ERTY BONDS" are 5 feet high. The
arrow was set electrically several times

during the day, according to figures received
on the long distance 'phone from Washing-
ton, and busy New Yorkers found it of
great convenience to watch the progress of
the subscriptions to the Fourth Liberty

caught the eye of a little girl, who walked
thru Longacre Square the other day with
her mother—in excited tones she turned to

her mother and said : Oh, Mamma, look

!

Mr. Wrigley has donated over a billion dol-
lars for Liberty
Bonds." Photo cour-
tesy O. J. Gude Co.

Spectacular Electric
Loan" for New Yor

Sign One Block Long Which Kept Track of the "Fourth Liberty
kers. The Illuminated Needle Moved Slowly Across the Dial as the

Loan Progrest.

Loan by simply glancing at this huge sign.

There was a sign at the bottom of the big
display stating that the space was donated
by Wm. Wrigley, Jr., Company, and this

NONSEVER-
ABLE CON-
TAINERS FOR
SILVERING

MIRRORS.
In the ordinary

process of silvering

glass mirrors by
chemical decomposi-
tion (e. g., Bras-
hear's method) the
metal is deposited
upon the glass con-
tainer. In this man-
ner a great deal of
silver which might
have added to the
thickness of the mir-
ror is lost. This is

an important item
when silvering mir-
rors 25 cm. or more
in diameter, says
Wm. W. Coblentz in

Science.
The object of this

note is to call at-

tention to the use-
fulness of ordinary,
"granite ware,"
enamelled iron pans,
which do not attract
the silver and hence
increase the supply
of material available
for deposition on the

mirror. During the past year the writer
has had frequent opportunities to verify
this observation and to apply it in producing
thick deposits of silver on glass.

dynamo, and the dynamo to operate the

electric motor. This corresponds to the
steam-electric drive now fitted to many of
our new ships, and there is also at the
present time an automobile on the market
having this form of drive. One of its

principal features and characteristics is

greater flexibility owing to the wide range
of speed available wherever an electric mo-
tor is used. This cannot be said of any
steam or gasoline engine power unit, where
the power is taken direct thru gears, or
other more or less jerky mechanical means.
Not only does this super-tank have a

steel tower, but it can be raised and low-
ered as it speeds along, and the tower may
be rotated as desired. For this purpose
the upper section containing the machine
gun or other ordnance is mounted on roller

bearings, so as to turn easily and quickly.

A portable wireless outfit may also be car-

ried in this tank, which often times would
be of invariable assistance in carrying out
difficult maneuvers and battle formations,
owing to the fact that the observer is ele-

vated above the ground and thus has a
clear view of the enemy lines. At first

thought it might seem that considerable
power might be required to raise a telescopic
steel tower such as this, especially when it

might be expedient to raise and lower it

quickly for the purpose of keeping the enemy
gunners guessing, if they should happen to
get a "bead" on the moving, highly camou-
flaged super-tank. But such is not neces-
sarily the case, for the telescopic steel mast
can be properly arranged with suitable bal-
ance weights in the same manner that our
apartment house and office building ele-
vators are, so that very little power would

be required to raise the tower to its full

height in the fraction of a minute. The
balancing weight connected to these sections
would be nearly equal to the weight of
the sections themselves, so that when the
clutches are released to collapse the tower,
the weights will weigh just sufficient to
allow the tower section to overbalance them
and descend.

ARMY ENGINEERS' CORPS A
GIANT OF EFFICIENCY,

The wartime organization of the Army
Engineer Corps was revealed for the first

time on June 27, by Major General Will-
iam M. Black, chief of the corps, in an
address before the American Institute of
Electrical Engineers. General Black out-
lined the extent to which modern warfare
is an engineering problem and illustrated
his address with screen views of the ac-
tivities of the engineers in France.

General Black -said the present corps
organization is composed of 8,000 com-
missioned and 200,000 enlisted personnel.
New units created, he said, most of which
are now in France, included : Five corps
regiments, consisting of sapper, search-
light and sound-ranging troops ; 43 sapper
regiments and trains ; 2 mounted battalions
and trains, 5 pontoon trains, 4 inland
waterway companies, 40 railway regiments
and battalions for construction and opera-
tion of standard and light railways, 1 rail-

way transportation corps, 1 highway regi-

ment, 1 gas and flame regiment, 1 gas train-

ing service, 5 foresty and auxiliary for-

estry regiments, 1 surveying and printing

battalion, 1 military mapping service,

2 supply and shop regiments, 1 water

supply regiment, 1 quarry regiment, 1 min-
ing regiment, 1 electrical and mechanical
regiment, 2 crane operating companies, 1

camouflage battalion, 18 truck and auto
companies and 44 depot detachments.

General Black, who accompanied Secre-
tary Baker to France and personally in-
spected army engineering projects there,
said the majority of these units were serv-
ing with American troops, altho some were
attached to the French and British armies.
He pointed out that 20,000,000 square feet
of floor space are required to store 90
days' supplies for 1,000,000 soldiers and
double that amount of open space. At one
port of debarkation, he said, 375,000 square
feet of wharf space had been provided
to accommodate incoming troops and sup-
plies, and he estimated that the transpor-
tation services which had to be constructed
and maintained must be able to handle to
the front 25 pounds per man per day.

RADIUM IN MEXICO.
A concession has been granted by the

secretary of industry and commerce in
Mexico for the exploitation of a deposit
of gold, uranium and radium at Guada-
lupe, in the mountains of the state of
Chihuahua. All the machinery necessary
for thoro and extensive operation will be
introduced. The government will receive
5 per cent of the gross output in return
for the permission granted. This is the
only deposit of these minerals so far dis-

covered in the republic.

Almost automatic in its operations is a
new cabinet for quickly developing X-ray
photographs for dentists' use.
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A Deadly Spiral Course Torpedo
DROPPING a missile from an air-

plane with sufficient accuracy such
that it will hit a moving ship or

other target is a very difficult mat-
ter at all times, and as may be

readily supposed the number of "hits" reg-

istered under marine conditions is but a

very small proportion of the missiles dropt.

Therefore, a Yankee genius, Edward D.

Priest, of Schenectady, N. Y., has taken

out a patent on a clever spiralling course

once it starts moving under its own power,

to follow a spiral path of ever increasing

radius.

As the accompanying illustrations will

make clear, it is only a mater of time when
such a torpedo is bound to "get" you. Of
course, if the torpedo should be near the

end of its range, such as on an outside

lap of the spiral and traveling somewhat
slower in speed, the argument might be

raised that the vessel could easily side-step

As the details of the illustrations here-

with tend to show, these torpedoes are slung

beneath the fuselage or body of the hydro-
plane, so that the bombing officer can re-

lease them as desired, either all together or

one at a time, by simply pulling on a lever.

The torpedo may be fitted with a small

parachute, so that it will travel at reduced
speed as it nears the surface of the water,

and thus alight without diving too far below
the surface. Also the torpedo is provided

pnwFR ELECTRIC OR
PROPELLER oPKff, v COMPRESSEDFKUPtLLtK SUPPLY ,.A | R MOTOR

PARACHUTE
(OPTIONAL)

RELEASE--*^
CLUTCH

SPIRAL* RUDDER

r
STARTING PLANES

^FIRING PJN
EXPLOSIVE

TOR-
PEDO

$ 1 !

SHOWING HOW TARGET
IS EVENTUALLY REACHED
BY SPIRAL PATH OF TORPEDO

FLOAT ROD

Something Real New In Torpedoes-
Path of Ever- Increasing Diameter.

Oopyrignt 1918 Dj B. P. Oo.

A Spiral Path Torpedo, Which After It Is Dropt from a Seaplane Starts Spinning Around a Circular
It's Bound to "Get" You, Eventually; and When Several of Them are Dropt In the Vicinity

—

Zowlel You Sure Need Friends.

torpedo, for just such requirements as this,

where the torpedo may be dropt from an
airplane to hit such targets as submarine
destroyers and larger vessels.

It does not take a mathematician to fig-

ure out what chance an aviator has of hit-

ting the target with an aerial bomb if he is

at any considerable altitude, when the tar-

get is such a small affair as a submarine or
submarine destroyer. Also it does not take

much figuring to see that if we have a tor-

pedo which will start moving under its own
power as soon as it strikes the water after

being dropt from an airplane, that this tor-

pedo can under normal conditions only pro-
ceed in one direction or another, and not in

any number of directions. Therefore, as
the inventor points out, there is practically

only one reasonable solution to such an
ambitious problem as he has set himself, i.e.,

to devise an automatic torpedo which will

cover a certain prescribed area thoroly and
effectively, and that is to have the torpedo,

the onrushing torpedo. But this proposition
takes on another color, when one stops to

think that several of these spiralling torpe-
does may be dropt in the water from a
hydroplane at the same moment. Here we
are confronted with a perfect maze of tor-

pedoes spinning around in the water in

ever-increasing circular paths, which cross
and re-cross each other, and, as becomes
obvious, it will be extremely uncomfortable
for any vessel so situated. The modern
automobile torpedo moves at a very high
velocity, or at a speed of between forty and
fifty miles per hour. We recollect only one
case in which a gunner on an armed mer-
chantman ever succeeded in hitting a trav-
eling torpedo with a shell, and most proba-
bly that was more a case of luck or chance
than anything else. In this direction it is

well to remember that the torpedo does not
skim along on the surface of the water, but
travels at a depth of fifteen feet on the
average.

with a disengaging striker which hits the

water just before the nose of the torpedo,

releasing the parachute, and in the next
instant two specially devised rudders strike

the water, and these are pushed upward;
this action causes the propelling motor cir-

cuit to be actuated, and the propeller starts

spinning. At the same time an electrical

device begins functioning, which causes the

rudder to slowly turn, which then forces

the torpedo to follow a spiral path of grad-
ually increasing radius. It is evident that

if this were not done, and the rudders set

at a given fixt angle, then the torpedo would
proceed to follow a circular path of the
same or constant diameter.
The torpedo is preferably propelled by

comprest air, actuating a comprest air mo-
tor, the same as in the standard naval type

of automobile torpedo of the Bliss-Leavitt

pattern. The inventor provides for causing
the torpedo to travel either partially sub-
merged or on the surface, as desired.
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3,000,000 Fish an Hour Without a Hook
** AmA,NY luck?" asks the habitual human

machine gun. You can only an-
swer him and say, "Yes, several
thousand bites from our mutual
friends the mosquitoes, but not

a bite from the wily fish." It is the same
old story, but not so with the new Giant

at the rate of ten miles an hour, this for-

ward motion causes fish to be carried into

the scoop and thence thru the throat of the
scoop onto the electric conveyor, which car-

ries the fish to the electrically operated sort-

ing machine, where the different varieties

and sizes are sorted, separated and sent on

fish are absolutely fresh when they are

placed into the ice-making machine and
frozen, then they necessarily must be abso-
lutely fresh when the boat is landed and the

fish unloaded for consumption by the public.

All fish that are of desirable qualities but
are too small for use are allowed to pass

Catching 3,000,000 Fish an Hour, Without a Hook! Sounds Impossible, Doesn't it? That's What We Said Until We Saw
the Machine Work. It First Hypnotizes the Fish, Millions of 'Em, by Its Powerful Electric Searchlights; the Advancing

Scoop-Net Whirls the Finny Victims Up to an Electric Conveyor and Sorting Machine.

Fishing Machine, designed and originated
by one Captain N. A. Lybeck, a sturdy fol-

lower of the sea from coast to coast. While
on one of his numerous adventures of the
deep, he was thrown into close relationship
with an unknown specie of deep sea fish

that had a searchlight eye with the prop-
erties of "mesmerismic" influence. After
his safe extradition from this catastrophe
he evolved the idea that this fish must ex-
ercise a hypnotic influence over its prey
and here was the birth of his great idea,

—

namely, a giant
fishing machine
which would
"hypnotize" the
fish with pow-
erful electric
searchlights and
a scooping de-
vice which
would run in
the fish to the
sorting tables

;

in other words,
an electro - me-
chanical fisher-

man on an enor-
mous scale.

How success-
ful he has been
can be judged
from the illus-

tration of his

monster Fisher-
man. In action

its operation
can be described
as follows :

—

When the en-

gines are work-
ing and forging Head-on View of the Giant
the boat ahead Fish, Preparatory to

to the different respective packing bins.

The best of the selected fresh food fish

are immediately, while still fully alive,

frozen into solid blocks of ice in an electric

refrigerating machine. The Government
Bulletin that has been issued on this subject

of cold storage lays stress on the fact that

either the packing of a perishable article

in ice or the refrigerating of the same by a
cold producing machine will positively pre-

serve the article in its exact condition at

the time of refrigeration. Therefore if the

Electric Fisherman, Its Powerful Searchlight
Gobbling Them Up In Its Scoop, Measuring

uninjured back into their native element,

where they may increase in size and num-
bers. This is made possible by the con-

struction of the fishing machine and its

scoop. The fish are caught and carried for-

ward without any sort of injury; therefore

if they are not of the kind that are wanted
or are diminutive in size they can be re-

turned and none the worse for their experi-

ence.

The hulls of the boat are tunnelled and
streamlined so as to eliminate any disturb-

ance of the
1 water, which in

some way or
another gives
notice to the
sixth sense of
the fish, if they
have such a
sense, that dan-
ger is lurking
nearby. For that
very reason you
could have
killed Towser
when you
brought him on
that last fishing
trip and while
c o m f ortably
smoking your
favorite meer-
s c h a u m he
started to bark
and run up and
down the bank
of the stream,

scaring all of
the fish away
from your
(Cont. on page

584)
Hypnotizing the Helpless
150 Ft. by 100 Ft.
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How Ships Are Welded by Electricity

IT
is reported that Charles M. Schwab,

Director General of the Emergency
Fleet Corporation, is considering the

construction of a totally electrically

welded ship at an early date. It is un-
decided whether to make the initial experi-

ment with a five thousand ton vessel or a

barge. But in any event,

the Emergency Fleet Cor-
poration, which is now
building vessels by the
hundred for Uncle Sam,
thus placing the American
flag in every port of the
world after the war, will

undoubtedly adopt this

form of building ships, if

not altogether, at least to

a large extent. For many
years, and in fact as long
as steel ships have been
built, the plates on the
hulls of these boats have
been lapt over one an-
other, and then held per-
manently together by pass-
ing red hot iron rivets

thru perforations near the
edges of the plates, the

heads of these rivets being
swaged over, either by
hand with a sledge ham-
mer or else with a pneu-
matic riveting tool while
hot. Some idea of what a
tremendous job this rivet-

ing problem is may be
gained from the fact that

a typical day's record in

riveting at Hog Island,

America's newest and
greatest shipyard, is 116,-

000 rivets per day.
The Emergency Fleet

Corporation has thought
so well of electric welding
of steel ships, as followed
by the English shipbuild-
ers in a small way, that
they hare appointed an

Electric Welding Committee, which board
has looked into the technical details and
problems connected with the application of

electric welding on such a gigantic scale as

is required in welding the plates together

on a five thousand to ten thousand-ton
ocean grey-hound, measuring five hundred

welds at the rate of several thousand per

hour.
What are spot and arc welding and what

is the difference between them? That is the

question which interests not only the lay-

man but many electricians as well, for this

branch of electrical science is indeed quite

Arc Welding Instead of Riveting Ships. No. 1.—Arc Welding Boiler Flues. No. 2.—Totally Electric Welded
Barge Built In England. No. 3.—Partially Completed Arc Welded Seam—Notice the "Tack Welds" at
Center and Top to Hold Plates Together. No. 4.—Arc Welding Around Rivet Heads to Prevent Leakage.
Current Is Usually Supplied from a Special Motor-Generator Set Fitted with Regulating Reactance Collt

to Govern the Amount of Current Consumed by the Arc.

Spot welding I

Jo arc we/d/ng mocft.

Arc we/cf/ng IT.

Diagram Illustrating the Mode of Procedure
In Making a "Spot-Weld" by Electricity I

and Manner of Making an "Arc-Weld" at II.

The Intense Heating Effect of the Electric
Current Is Harnest to the Job In Either Case.
The Electric Arc Is One of the Most Power-

ful Sources of Heat Known.

feet long and standing sixty feet high on
the ways—from keel to deck.

Briefly, there are two forms of electric

welding which are being experimented with,

and these are arc welding and spot welding.

Arc welding gives great promise in the ship-

building field, and has been largely used
abroad and also to some extent in America,
especially in railroad repair shops where a

heavy direct current was easily obtainable.

It was thus discovered that the process of

arc welding was much cheaper and could
be performed more rapidly than by any of

the gas welding methods. Spot welding is

now used extensively in many different in-

dustries, and has been employed consider-
ably for the welding of bonds on street car

rails. "It is interesting to note here the
difference in practise between Great Britain
and the United States," says Mr. H. A.
Hornor, in a recent paper presented before
the American Institute of Electrical Engi-
neers on the subject of electric welding of
ships. Mr. Hornor is a member of the
Electric Welding Committee appointed by
the Emergency Fleet Corporation. As he
has pointed out

—
"Great Britain, knowing

little or nothing about spot welding, had
the practise and application of arc welding
well under way, while conversely American
engineers, on the other hand, had highly
developed spot welding, even to the point
where elaborate welding machines for this

class of work performed their task auto-
matically day after day, making successful

new, very little having been publisht con-
cerning it. The accompanying diagrams,
figures one and two, show the two different

processes of electric ship welding in a clear

manner. To produce a spot weld, two heavy
copper electrodes, water cooled in the
heaviest machines, are placed on opposite
sides of the material to be welded together,

such as two steel plates. The joint is a
lapt joint, and machines are now available
that will make two and more spot welds at

one time. The details of the operation,
which requires but a few seconds for each
weld, are as follows:
The electrodes are brought into contact

with the material to be joined, and current
is supplied sufficient to give the required
heat. Pressure is then applied; the current
and pressure are then removed,—the spot
weld is then complete, and is usually as
strong as the base metal which has been
welded. The spot weld operator has a per-
fect indication of making a good spot weld
by the use of a button placed under the
electrode, and by observing it he knows
exactly the proper timing of the operation.
There is therefore no question as to a good,
poor or indifferent spot weld.
Arc welding, which gives much promise

of being rapidly adopted in steel shipbuild-
ing at an early date, is carried out in the
following manner : One side of the electric

circuit is connected, as Fig. 2 shows, to the
material to be welded, the shank material

(Continued on page 572)
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New Yankee War Inventions
By H. WINFIELD SECOR

WARTIME inventing has become
more or less a profitable game in

the past few years, and of late the

electrical inventors of America
have busied themselves in perfect-

ing new schemes with which to overcome
the Teutonic armies. Some of the more
recent and interesting of these patents

which have been taken out are herewith

described and illustrated.

The first invention is that of an elec-

trically operated machine gun. This is a

very interesting scheme indeed. Where a

source of electric current is available, such

as from a storage battery or from feed

wires carried up to the front line trenches,

this electric machine gun should prove of

considerable efficiency. It has a very posi-

tive drive for the belt containing the car-

tridges and the firing pin mechanism is also

positively controlled by the electric motor
actuating the cartridge belt, etc. The ma-
chine gun is fitted with a safety switch,

which is connected in series with another
switch mounted within the rear hand-grip
as clearly shown in the illustration. The
cartridge belt is provided on its under-
face with a series of teeth adapted to mesh
with the teeth of the gear wheel working
thru the lower wall of the chamber, and
projecting upward into the same, so as to fit

into the teeth formed in the belt. The belt

is designed to be made in a number of sec-

tions, or it may be made in one continuous
length with its ends detachably connected
together. The cartridges are placed in the

tubular containers secured to the belt.

In operating this electrical machine gun
the gunner simply grasps the hand-grip,
after having closed the safety switch. The
electric motor then starts up, causing the

cartridge belt to move, and the cartridges

are brought one at a time into the firing

chamber. During the adjusting of the car-

tridge in the chamber the firing pin is

thrown back, and the next instant a power-
ful spring throws the firing pin forward,
striking the closed end of the cartridge,

exploding it. This action is rapidly re-

peated, and a thousand or more cartridges
fired per minute. A patent on this machine
gun was issued to -Luis M. McManus of
Houston, Texas.
The second electrical military scheme

was recently patented by Colonel Willis P.
Coleman of the United States Army, and
appertains to improvements for use in con-
nection with the instruction of recruits, and
particularly rifle marksmen, especially with
regard to the proper method of holding the
rifle and pulling the trigger without dis-

turbing the line of sight. As Colonel Cole-
man states the case

—
"It is necessary to

hold the rifle in a vise-like grip during the
operation of squeezing the trigger, if one
is to shoot a military rifle with any degree
of accuracy." To bring the recruit to the
realization of the necessity for the "hold
and squeeze" is the most difficult part of
the instruction, says the inventor. Hereto-
fore there has been no satisfactory method
of concentrating on this particular part of
the recruit's instruction.

The invention here illustrated provides a
very simple scheme for overcoming this

seemingly difficult problem, and it comprises
nothing more than a dry battery or two, a
small electric bell of the common garden
variety, and a metal contact mounted on an
adjustable rod, which also supports a minia-
ture target, all of which is arranged in the

manner depicted by our artist. In practise

the rifleman has to hold the piece so that

the electrode-pin projects a short way in-

side the barrel. The instructor watches
him while he goes thru the movement of

loading and pulling the trigger. He must
be able to pull the trigger while sighting

on the small target attached to the instru-

ment without moving the gun barrel suffi-

ciently to bring it in contact with the cen-

tral rod, which will cause the bell to ring.

No bullets are used in this maneuver of

course. The invention is of wide applica-

tion and extremely simple to adopt, and is,

moreover, well-suited to training riflemen

for shooting in any position, either prone,

kneeling or standing.

The third idea, on which Mr. George
Fleming of Princeton, Texas, has taken out

a patent, is that of an electrical shot-gun.

The object of the invention, so he states

—

"is to provide a trigger-operated gun, which
will close an electric circuit and immedi-
ately upon contact with the shell, to create

a spark for igniting a combustible fluid or

material thru the medium of which the shot

is projected."

As the illustration indicates, a small

flashlight battery is placed in the stock of

the gun. By means of an insulated trigger

and the necessary contact plates an elec-

trical circuit is closed thru the cartridge or

shell whenever the trigger is pulled. The
shell is preferably adapted to contain pow-
der, gas, or any other suitable combustible
fluid or material which will impel or project

a bullet from the barrel of the gun. The
shell has a spark-plug mounted therein, so

that contact of the trigger with this spark-

plug will close the electrical circuit, and
cause the contents of the shell to be ignited,

and thus project the bullet out thru the

barrel. Normally, a spring holds the trig-

ger out of engagement and out of contact.

For certain classes of shells, particularly

small gas shells and the like, this idea is

well adapted.
An Electro-Gasoline Cannon is illustrated

in the fourth figure. This cannon or gun
is intended to hurl forth projectiles by
means of the same force as that employed
in the automobile engine cylinder, i. e., by
the explosive force produced when a gase-

ous vapor, such as that composed of gaso-
line and air, is suddenly exploded by an
electric spark. Thus no powder is neces-

sary with such a gun. As the diagram and
illustration show, the cannon is loaded thru

a sliding breech-block in which the shell is

placed. The gasoline and air mixture is

obtained by means of a vaporizer, built on
the order of a carburetor, and this mixture
is injected into the chamber back of the

shell by means of a force pump. This is

necessary in order to properly compress
the mixture, and it is ignited by means of
an electric spark produced by means of a
spark coil and battery. The inventors, John
L. Anthony and William S. Bradford of
Haynes, Arkansas, claim that perfect con-
trol of the fire is readily attained by the

use of their gun, simply by variation of the
amount of the charge. Moreover, they
point out that a crew can fire such a gun
with little danger from explosions and
overheating of the piece. Moreover, the
cost of operating a gun of this type is said

to be much less than the cost of operating
a gun from which the projectiles are fired

by means of powder explosives. It may be
interesting to our readers to know that a

similar gun has, to our best knowledge, been
used successfully in France, and also there

has recently been developed a machine gun
of this type which can fire three thousand
shots per minute.
When the birdmen soar to lofty altitudes

it becomes extremely cold, as is well known/
A particularly effective, electrically warmed
aviator's shoe has been invented by William
W. Lillard of Irvington, N. J. Mr. Lillard

mentions that his electrically warmed foot-

wear is particularly useful for all those

who may be exposed to extremely cold
weather, including aviators, drivers of

street cars, automobilists, etc. His scheme
is particularly interesting in that the inner
sole containing the heating element or grid
may be used and attached to any footwear,
whenever desired.

An electric insole is used in both shoes,

and electric conductors extend thru the
heel of the footwear to the outside thereof.

A set of contacts in the heel and also in

the insole are in detachable engagement
with each other. The contacts and con-
ductors leading thru the heel and up thru
the leather pocket attached to the outside
of the shoe at the rear, connect with a

storage battery or other source of electric

current. It is thus evident that the elec-

trical contacts in the heel and the sleeve
covering the conductors leading up from
the heel, may be quickly attached to any
regular footwear, whether they be shoes or
boots. Electrically heated helmets and
clothes have also been used very success-
fully by the Allied forces.

The sixth idea is a suggestion for naval
and marine engineers, in the form of a

quickly collapsible net to be used as a pro-
tection on ships against torpedo attacks.

As the illustration herewith shows, the in-

ventor, Mr. John Wosinski of Detroit,
Mich., provides for a series of telescopic
tubular steel arms which can be rigidly
supported about the vessel when necessary.
These arms may be quickly extended by
means of comprest air, by a hand-operated
gear, or, better yet, by means of an electric
motor. Each telescopic boom is supported
by cables from the masts so as to help sus-
tain the weight of the net and floats. It is

just possible that this idea may work out
and prove available for the purpose for
which it is intended. The net protector for
ships, you know, is taboo in all naval dis-
cussions on torpedo defense, notwithstand-
ing the fact that English warships have
used them with success many times. There-
fore, it is possible that Mr. Wosinski's in-

vention may find acceptance in shipping
circles, the principal objection to these tor-
pedo nets heretofore having been that they
reduced the speed of the ship and otherwise
handicapped the quick handling of the boat.
One of these fine nights "Kaiser Billiam"

and the "Clown Prince" will be highly sur-
prised when their headquarters and per-
haps a few of the family castles are bom-
barded by a gigantic flock of aerial torpedo
bombers, of the type invented by a Neb-
raska genius, Sherman S. Benson. This
aerial torpedo is devised so as to be set to
automatically drop a shower of bombs or
other explosive missiles at predetermined
points over the enemy's positions. Also by
a clever arrangement of trap doors in the
shell of the torpedo and their releasing
mechanism, the doors may be caused to
open one after the other, at any desired

(Continued on page 584)
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Tanks Uproot Wire Entanglements

ONE of the most formidable barriers
that the armies in the field contend
with is the modern barbed wire en-
tanglement. As is well knpwn, it

is almost impossible for charging
infantry to move over the intervening no-
man's-land when the latter is elaborately
equipt with barbed wire. First of all, the
advancing men are ready targets for the
enemy, and once they come up close to the
barbed wire, there is no way of getting over
it without the enemy spotting the men, when
they can be easily picked off by means of
the enemy's rifle fire. In the past, many
schemes have been suggested and are in
operation, to either clear the barbed wire or
else to destroy it. Perhaps the most efficient

is the modern barage which levels and shat-
ters to the ground all entanglements, blow-
ing them to atoms. The objection to this
method is that the enemy is served notice
of what is coming and immediately con-

By H. GERNSBACK

chinery is necessitated or will be necessary
to carry out the plan. Our front cover as
well as the accompanying illustrations de-
pict the idea clearly.

By means of regulation trench mortars,
we fire a steel wire in the direction of the
enemy's trenches, the end of the wire being
equipt with hooks or grapples, as our front
cover_ shows. The firing of a cable of this
kind is nothing new, nor is it untried. A
similar method was used by the Italians re-
peatedly in the Alps, and in one case where
a connecting cable broke and left a consid-
erable force isolated on the peak of a moun-
tain, communication was again establisht
by firing a steel line over the heads of the
marooned men.
After our steel wire has been shot over

the barbed wire, all that is necessary for
our men to do will be to pull the wire to-
wards them till the hooks become firmly
enmeshed in the barbed wire entanglements.

It also goes without saying that the tank
which we have illustrated can be replaced
by either heavy automobile trucks, or other-
wise compound hand tackles (chain blocks),
if it is not advisable to use either tanks or
automobiles.

In order so as not to give the enemy any
information as to what is coming, the
trench mortars can be fired in the evening
or early morning, and the object can be
successfully camouflaged by sending over
ordinary trench bombs at intervals. Thus
the enemy will have no notice of what is

happening, and will take the firing from the
trench mortars to be nothing more than the
usualy daily trench bomb bombardment.
Then at dawn, about half an hour pre-

ceding the attack, the tanks can get busy
uprooting the barbed wire entanglements,
making a wide breach in the defensive sys-
tem, and within a few minutes after thus
clearing an opening, our infantry can ad-

Three Views Depicting a Novel Idea How to Uproot Barbed Wire Entanglements. Fig. 1 Shows Thin Wire Cables to the End of which
Are Attached Hooks or Grapples, the Cables Being Shot Over the Entanglement by Trench Mortars as Shown. Fig. 2 Shows the Other
End of the Wire Cable Attached to a Tank By Our Men. Fig. 3 Shows the Tank Uprooting the Barbed Wire Entanglements, the Hooks or

Grapples at the Other End Holding the Cables Fast to Entanglement.

centrate reserves of infantry behind the at-

tacked area, thus defeating the object

gained by destroying the entanglements.
Another favorite method originated by

the British, is to have tanks run over the

entanglements, crushing poles and wire to

the ground, but again this method gives no-
tice to the enemy, and while not as much
as if the barrage were used, still notice is

given. Also one tank or even fifty tanks

cannot break down a large area of wire, for

it stands to reason that each tank can only

crush down an area equal to the width of

the tank itself, which usually is not more
than ten to fifteen feet wide.

Recently a Yankee colonel devised an
original method whereby use was made of

ordinary chicken netting interspersed with
thin steel rods. A number of such wire
rolls are unrolled over the entanglement
and the soldiers found little trouble in walk-
ing over this improvised bridge, but, of

course, many casualties resulted by the

Huns picking off the Americans with gun
or rifle shot. All the methods cited above
have one great objection, and that is that

they leave the barbed wire on the ground in

some form or other, and even if the poles

and barbed wire have been crushed down,
they still make very unpleasant walking as

may be readily understood.
The writer wishes to advance an idea

which has none of the objections cited

above, while at the same time no new ma-

After a number of wires, spaced say, twenty
to twenty-five feet apart, have thus been
shot over the entanglement, our men leave

their trenches and attach the free end of
the wire cable to the tank, as shown in our
illustration, which tank may be some con-
siderable distance behind our own lines at

any point which is best suited for the re-

quirements at the moment. When all lines

are made fast, it is only necessary for the

tank to start moving backward, when a con-
siderable section of the barbed wire entan-
glement will be bodily uprooted and pulled

out of the way. The entire tangled mass
of poles and barbed wire wreckage can then
be pulled somewhere to- the rear, where it is

out of the way and will not harm our ad-
vancing infantry. It goes without saying
that by using a number of tanks and by
shooting over a sufficient amount of lines,

almost any section of barbed wire can be
cleared in this manner. This system would
work, of course, where there is a double,
triple, or even quadruple line of barbed
wire entanglements, one behind the other.

In this case, all our men have to do is to

grapple the nearest line facing the enemy,
and once our tanks begin pulling, the first

line of entanglements will invariably be-
come enmeshed with the second, third and
fourth line, and uproot them all. It is

merely a problem of having a big enough
tank or tanks with heavy enough wire cable
and grapples.

vance thru the open gap. The enemy will

at most have a few minutes notification,

which will not be sufficient to call in his

reserves.

It would seem that the advantage of this

idea lies in the fact that a wide breach can
be made at small expense to human life,

for it is obvious that no human being need
be near the barbed wire, unless, of course,
volunteers should elect to place the grapple
cables into the barbed wire by hand during
the night, thus even dispensing with trench
mortars. This can be done by sending .-s«it

the men in no-man's-land during the nigin
to fasten the lines to the barbed wires.
There are, of course, many other varia-

tions to this scheme which will immediately
suggest themselves to the men in charge of
this work at the front and who are best
qualified to handle such matters.

PRESIDENT'S REPLY TO GER-
MANY FLASHED BY RADIO

FROM ARLINGTON.
President Wilson's reply to Germany on

October 23rd was sent broadcast to the
world from the Arlington naval radio
towers on the night of October 24th, after
the official text had been put on the cables.
If not picked up directly by the German
station at Nauen, it was undoubtedly re-

layed from other points in Europe in time
to reach Berlin in the morning.
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Preserving Organic Substances by the Use
of X Rays

THE apparatus here illustrated was
recently developed for the purpose
of utterly destroying insects or other
animal life that would tend to de-
stroy perishable articles, such as to-

bacco, certain foods, etc., or else to sterilize

and prevent further propagation of the
species, and also to destroy any
eggs that the insects have al-

ready laid.

In certain instances, such as
in the treatment of furs, wool-
en articles or feathers, it is de-
sirable to destroy the moths or
other destructive insects before
they can do the damage. With
other perishable articles, such
as grains, the few weevils or
other insects that may be found
initially in the grain will do lit-

tle damage to the grain, pro-
vided their powers of reproduc-
tion, are annihilated or de-
stroyed, and further that the
eggs already laid be sterilized.

Again it is well known that
trichinae, which infest raw pork,
are in themselves harmless to
human life; but that the second
generation, when bred in the
human system after eating raw
pork, becomes very dangerous
to human life. Therefore, in

the case of the raw pork or of
the grain, it is only necessary
to destroy the fertility of the
original insect, to in a large
measure prevent any material
injury from the presence of
such insect. Therefore, a Flor-
ida inventor, Mr. David Col-
lins Gillett, devised the spe-
cial X-ray "oven" here shown.
Mr. Gillett has provided a number of

novel electrical features in working out this

idea to the best advantage, and for one
thing he greatly reduces the length of time
required to thoroly sterilize such articles, by
providing a battery of powerful Coolidge
type X-ray bulbs on either side of the oven.
The compartment into which the cars con-
taining the materials are rolled is partitioned
off with wood or non-metallic sheeting. The
outer wall of the X-ray cabinet is com-
posed of wood or other suitable material,

and the entire inside surface of the outer
wall, including roof and doors, are lined
with sheet lead, about one-eighth inch thick,

to prevent the X-rays from passing thru
the walls and exerting deleterious effects

on the attendants. Special connecting racks
are provided, so that the batteries of X-ray

provided a pair of nozzles thru which this

air can escape in a direct stream on to the

tubes, thus helping to keep them cool. The
X-raying compartment is provided with a

standard high tension transformer for op-
erating the bulbs, and develops a potential

of about one-hundred-thousand volts at the

secondary. The low-potential, filament

heating current for the bulbs is provided by
two stepdown transformers. All of the

apparatus is readily controlled from the

switchboard on the exterior of the cabinet,

New "X-Ray Oven" for Treating Tobacco, Meats, Besides Other Foods and Substances Liable to
Contain Animal Life or the Eggs Laid by Insects, thus Sterilizing Them and Effectually Prevent-

ing their Propagation.

bulbs can be quickly replaced or reconnected
and exchanged at any time. A milli-ampere
meter is provided for each battery of
bulbs which registers the amount of high
tension current passing thru them.
An electric motor connected to a high

efficiency air blower on top of the cabinet
creates a strong draft of air, which passes
down into two air compartments placed
against the outer walls and inside of each
X-ray tube compartment in the manner
shown. Opposite each X-ray tube there is

which panel carries the usual ammeter and
voltmeter, necessary switches, circuit-
breaker, etc. Two safety switches are pro-

vided on the door frames, so that as the

door is closed, as shown, the shunt circuit

connected to the circuit-breaker on the

switchboard will be automatically broken.
A time switch, which may be set for any
given length of treatment extending from
a fraction of a minute up to several min-
utes, depending upon the class of materials
being sterilized, is used.

SAW "SPY" SIGNALS IN THE
HUDSON.

Following the military order forbidding
"suspicious lights and signaling" along the
Hudson, the first observed instance of sig-

naling was reported recently by Captain
Frank Crossman of the Hastings-on-the-
Hudson Home Guards.
Captain Crossman said that his men re-

ported seeing signaling between a motor

launch and a post on the top of Hook
Mountain, back of Nyack, at 9 :30 P. M. one
evening, again at 11 :30, and the last time
at 3 o'clock in the morning. Capt. Cross-
man said that at 3 o'clock one of his guards
observed a low-built launch, of the racer
type, slow down off Hook Mountain and,
using a light hung at the masthead, flash a
code message. The blinking of the lantern

was kept up for about five minutes, and
then three short flashes winked from the

mountain top.

The guardsmen, warned by the two
earlier visitations, had a launch ready to

go out to the suspicious craft. Before the
guard boat could get within hailing distance
of the stranger, however, the latter sped
downstream toward New York.
Members of the Home Guard pointed out

that from the top of Hightorn, in the
Ramapos, back of Hook Mountain, Revolu-
tionary officers thru spy-glasses used to

watch the movements of the British in Long
Island Sound as far west as Nantucket.
Guardsmen said that a powerful signal on
Hightorn could be caught by a U-boat lying

off Nantucket. Home Guardsmen said that
from Hook Mountain spies armed with
strong fieldglasses could sweep Camp Mer-
ritt, near Cresskill, N. J.

It Is Reported that "Spy" Flash Signals Were Observed at Hastings-on-the-Hudson, the
Signals Being Flashed from a Launch in the River Up to Hook Mountain. How Easily
these Signals Could be Relayed to Mount Hightorn, and Thence to a U-Boat in Long Island

Sound Is Made- Evident.
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Huge Electric Toys

December, 1918

These photographs show the unique elec-

tric display of toys made by a Seattle,

Wash., toy concern. The immensity of the

toy figures made the public gasp for breath.

•^1

fantastically colored in typical "monkey
pose," so familiar to everyone. The huge
moving figure is mounted in a shadow box,
which produces a most spectacular lighting

nothing of its kind ever having been at-

tempted before, and the oddity, immensity
and originality of the huge moving figure

caused widespread notice and created a per-

Huge Electric Toys Erected In Front of a Seattle, Wash., Store to Amuse the Kiddles as Well as Grown-Ups. At Left, a Giant Monkey
Riding a Bicycle; Center, a General and a Private from Toyland's Army—the "Gen" Looks Suspiciously Like the "Clown Prince";
at Any Rate, They Both Have Wooden Heads; and at Right, the Electrically Lighted and Actually Jumping Jack, Standing Fifteen

Feet High.

The big home-furnishing store produced
many widefy-telked-of displays for every
sort of occasion, but they reached what
seems to Seattle folk the limit in spectac-

ular and unique effect in this wonderful
monkey bicycle rider display. The enor-
mous figure of the bicycle-riding monkey
is a clever reproduction of a popular toy

effect at night. Behind the black back-
ground is concealed the intricate electrical

mechanism which makes the monkey's head,
arms and leg move, and the contented smile

on the monkey's face shows his satisfaction

at creating such a disturbance among the

children as well as the grown-ups of the
city. The idea is an original conception,

petual grin to be seen on the scores of
faces which continually watched the fan-
tastic movements of the clever monkey.
The electrically lighted jumping jack was

15 feet high. The gaily uniformed General
was 22 feet, while the Private stood 19 feet

in height. Looks like "Papa Billiam" abdi-
eating to the "Clown Prince."

THE AERIAL MONOFLIER IN THE
AUGUST "E. E." WORKS!

Our readers will undoubtedly remember
with interest the proposed "Aerial Mono-
flier of the Future", illustrated and de-

scribed in color and diagram in the August,
1918, issue of this journal. Many letters of
criticism were received, saying that this ap-
parently wild dream was a real impossibility

and would not work. Some of the writers

objected to the support of such a large car

on top of a cable by means of a stabilizing

gyroscope, claiming that a gyroscope ca-

pable of doing this would have to be larger

than the car itself, etc., etc.

So, all hail the advent of a real mono-
flier, shown in the accompanying photo-
graph ! We just recently came across this

toy monoflier, and purchased one to try it

out. It worked admirably and would run
along a cable or string in fine shape. A
small, lead wheel gyro, about two and one-
half inches in diameter by one-quarter inch
thick, is geared to one of the two traction

wheels under the car, so that when this

wheel is spun by drawing the car across the

floor, the gyro spins at high speed and the

car takes on all the features of the gyro-
scope itself, i.e., it manifests a remarkable
stabilizing power in the vertical plane. To
give an idea of the powerful stabilizing ef-

fect of this small but rapidly spinning gyro,
it may be mentioned that the metal car
measures nine and one-half inches over all,

stands four inches from top to bottom and
measures two and one-quarter inches in

width.

Of course, it is a simple matter to arrange
a car of this type with an electric motor,
supplying the necessary current to the mo-
tor thru a trolley arrangement on top of the

car. Also a similar sized car was tried out
with an electric motor fitted into it and driv-

ing two propellers, in exactly the same man-

Up She Goes—the Real Gyro- Monoflier Im-
ported from Toyland. The Metal Car Mea-
sures 9J/2 Inches long, 4 Inches High, and
214 Inches in Width. The Small Revolving
Gyroscope That Stabilizes It, as It Rolls
Along a Cable or Single Track, is But 2>/2
in Diameter. Fitted With Propellers, Such
a Car Ascended an Inclined Cable in the
Same Manner as Proposed and Described In

the August Issue.

ner as that proposed for the aerial mono-
flier described in the August issue, and the
car rode up an inclined cable very success-
fully. Truly, it may be said that "Science
moves in mysterious ways, its wonders to

perform"—to paraphrase the famous bib-

lical passage.

NEXT! WOMEN ELECTRIC
WELDERS.

Women electric welders are the latest in

shipyard news. Hog Island won the honors
on the one hand and three girls who are
making good at their new work, on the
other. There's riveting, rigging, bossing,
and a lot of others, and we'll see how much
longer men will hold out against willing

women.
Several weeks ago Miss Sarah A. Er-

win applied at Hog Island for a job, and
they told her they had a chance for her
in the electric welding department. The
novelty of it was pictured so alluringly

that Miss Erwin became the first electric

welder of her sex in the world, so far as
is known. Not long afterward Miss Anna
Kenneste applied for a try at the new
work, and she and Miss Erwin both de-
veloped skill so rapidly in the training school
that they were soon turned over to the pro-
duction department. Number three is Miss
Mary Dunn, also of Philadelphia, who is

still in training.

JAPAN TO HAVE ATMOSPHERIC
NITROGEN.

According to a bill past by the last diet

the government of Japan has decided to

establish a laboratory for the study of the

fixation of atmospheric nitrogen. The de-

mand of ammonia for fertilizer amounts
to nearly 20,000,000 yen each year, and up
to now this has been supplied solely by
import. It is hoped to make this a local

industry in the near future.
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The Palatial Trans-Atlantic Aerial Liner "Etherlc" Nearlng New York Harbor. Sandy Hook Lies to the Right of the PJcture.
Equipt with a Powerful 10,000 Horsepower Engine Plant, Radio-telegraphy, Aerial Sounding Signals and Sleeping and Eating Ac-
commodations, This Wonderful Craft Makes the Trip from London to New York, a distance of 3,456 Miles, In the Remarkably Short
Time of 31 Hours. Steamships Cannot Much Improve on a Four-day Trip Across the Atlantic, No Matter How Powerful the Engines

with Which the Vessel Might Be Fitted. A Speed of 100 Miles Per Hour is Common Nowadays for Airplanes.

A Trans-Atlantic 10,000 Horsepower Aerial Liner
By W. EDOUARD HAEUSSLER

IN
the very near future one may expect

to see such a placard posted in a con-
spicuous place and past with only casual
interest, as it will have become com-
monplace. Likewise the daily appear-

ance of a monstrous aerial flier such as
the "Etheric" would not cause excitement
—perhaps just a slight interest as to her
passenger list.

"All aboard for London !"—Then amid
the roar of the big sirens and that of the

six gigantic motors, aggregating in all some
ten thousand horsepower, the noise of
which is deafening, the last passenger steps

aboard, the small wooden stairs are re-

moved, and the gigantic machine starts to
rise rapidly into the air, bound from New
York to Harbor Grace, Newfoundland—one
thousand one hundred and forty miles dis-

tant, the first lap of her trans-Atlantic
journey.
The city beneath appears to be dropping

away from under you, the buildings and
tall skyscrapers become a mere jumble of
vari-colored squares, interwoven by a mass
of threads resembling a net, which in real-

ity, are streets, and the "flies" that you
perceive moving about' in them are the
rushing masses of New York's busy popu-
lace. Your attention is drawn to a small
winding thread, and when you follow it

with your eye, you notice that it extends
and disappears into the horizon. This, you
are informed, is the Hudson River. After
the flier has gone several thousand feet
higher, you become interested in the ap-
parent widening of the circle of land and
water within the horizon. This is due to
the height, for as our altitude becomes

greater, so also does the area of land be-
neath you increase in size. This holds
true to a certain altitude, above this limit

of height the expanse of the horizon again
decreases in diameter. You chat for a

TRANS-ATLANTIC AERIAL TIME TABLE.
Leave Battery Park, New York City 7 A. M.
Arrive at New Foundland 5:20 P.M.
Leave New Foundland. ........ .5:40 P. M.
Arrive at Queenstown 11:40 A.M.
Leave Queenstown 12 noon
Arrive at London 3 P.M.
Mileage 3,456 Miles
Time of Trip 31 Hours

Aerial Liners
"Etheric" "Wave Crest" "Silver Lining"
Accommodations limited to 85 passengers.

Baggage—Maximum 20 lbs.
Animals not conveyed.

Trunks and effects forwarded by fast
steamship service to destination.

few moments with a fellow passenger, when
of a sudden, you notice the lack of turmoil
and the noise of the city, which has been
replaced by a noticeable and complete calm.

Looking over the rail you are surprised to
find that the flier has made remarkable
progress and is over the restless waves of
the sea. The next to attract your atten-

tion is the announcement that a landing at

Newfoundland is to be made in a short

while, and that a period of twenty_ minutes
will be allowed, during which time you
can again become accustomed to walking
on "terra firma." This time is utilized by
the crew to provide ample fuel and pro-
visions for the flight over the 1,940 mile
stretch of ocean. The landing station at

Newfoundland is an imposing structure ris-

ing some five hundred feet in the air.

There are two large express elevators for
conveying the passengers to and from the
aerial liners and the streets below. Use
is made of the new magnetic landing
scheme and a "whirling disc" starting de-
vice, which appeared in a previous issue

of this magazine.
After the necessary fuel and provisions

have been carefully stowed aboard, the
engines are started again and the plane
rapidly rises into the air ; the sensation and
observations are identical with the ones
experienced upon leaving New York. The
pilot of the "Etheric" heads her straight

up into a strata of air about 2,000 feet

above the surface of the sea. A noticeable

decrease in temperature is the result and
a very light-headed feeling ensues. Look-
ing off to the east, that is, straight ahead,
a very dark and menacing bank of clouds

is observed. Apprehension is felt, as this

black appearance will shortly prove to be
a severe electrical storm. But the passen-

gers may feel reassured, as their safety has
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been provided for by the equipment of the
"Etheric" in the form of lightning rods.

These rods extend on all four corners of
the upper plane and a ground is obtained
by the dropping of a copper wire to a
distance of about 150 feet from the bottom
of the plane. Upon the extremity of this

wire is placed a torpedo-shaped steel "fish."

Should the misfortune occur that the
"Etheric" were to be struck by lightning,

the discharge would be noiselessly carried
from the protruding rods down thru the
insulated wire and dissipated into the air

below the machine ' by means of the

"dummy" ground.
Our pilot, with expert skill, starts

the gigantic airplane on a rather sharp
angle and the powerful motors respond
quickly, carrying it to a height of 12,000
feet. At this height we are absolutely safe
from any danger whatever that might have
been in store for us from the approaching
thunderstorm. The speed of the plane
heading directly into the tempestuous area
carries us above it in a very few minutes.
The roll of the thunder is ear-splitting; we
fail, however, to see any lightning dis-

charges as we are above the storm ; and
therefore our feeling of insecurity soon
passes off.

By referring to the chart that is placed
amidship on either side of the cabin deck,
we discover that

we have traveled

some 600 miles

since leaving
Harbor Grace. A
fellow passenger
is heard to re-

mark that he is

beginning to feel

rather chilled. A
plane-hand, over-
hearing the re-
mark, informs
him that the heat
in the cabin has
been turned on
and he will find

comfort below.
We are skeptical
—for who ever
heard of heat in

an airplane? Be-
i n g Americans,
we are naturally

inquisitive and
our curiosity gets

the better of us,

so we descend
the stairs in or-

der to prove and
find out for our-
selves if what we
were told is true
or was merely
mentioned to

give us a "psycho-
logical" warmth.
Going downstairs
we notice a perceptible increase in temper-
ature and a feeling of well being once more
enshrouds us. It is getting to be some-
where around the hour of twelve, noon, a

fact of which we were made aware by the

rumblings of our stomachs. An electric

gong starts to ring vigorously and as we
have heretofore learned it is the ever-

welcome signal that "dinner is served."

The menu is not very extensive, but the

food is wholesome and satisfying. It con-
sists mostly of canned goods, due to the

lack of room and the ever-present need for

light weight in the cargo. However, it

suffices to allay our appetites until we
shall make a landing at Queenstown and
there take our fill of good old Irish "spuds."
Soon night falls and we retire in our tiny

cabins, where we are soon lulled asleep
by the musical vibration of the "Etheric's"

motors. Our sleep is undisturbed.
About noon next day the summer sun

brings out the highlands of Ireland in

bold relief and as we drop to a lower alti-

tude in order to affect a landing, we begin

to realize that the populace in the cities

of the country which we are to visit must
necessarily be perspiring in this sweltering

heat. We are made very comfortable by
the thoughtfulness of the steward, who in

the round of his duties has found time

to look out for our comfort, even to the

turning on of the four electric fans in the

lounging room.
Despite the intense heat (note rapid

change in temperature), we are all crowd-
ing to the rail in order to see where and
how we are going to again come back
to Mother Earth. Our unuttered question

is very quickly answered when the machine
comes to rest on a landing stage, an exact

duplicate of the one we left at Newfound-
land. There are two things that attract

our attention and in which this place differs

from the Harbor Grace terminus—one of

which is a slightly smaller size airship, built

practically on the same lines as our ocean-
going planes and which is marked in very
large letters designating that it will carry us

to London if such is our intention and des-

tination. The second object of interest is a
large observation balloon suspended at an

Cross-Section of the 10,000 H. P. Trans- Atlantic Airplane. From Stem to Stern:—A, Main Planes; B,
Fore and Aft Stabilizing Planes; C, Four-bladed Propellers; D, Stairways; E, Braces, Strussing and
Stays; F, Aerial for Wireless Apparata; G, Ventilating System; H, Baggage Compartment; I,

Kitchenette, with Muffler Stove Heated by Exhaust from Motors; J, Combined Lounging and Dining
Room, Also Used As Main Cabin and Saloon; K, Forward Water Ballast Tank; Z, Rear Water Ballast
Tank. As the Fuel is Consumed from Tank M, the Water from Tank Z Is transferred to Tanks K, to
Preserve a State of Longitudinal Equilibrium; L, Comprest Air Pump and Reservoir for Use in Forc-
ing Fuel to All Motors Under Pressure; M, Petrol Fuel Tanks; N, Lubricating Oil Containers; O,
Motors in Armored Nacelles; P, Radiators of Motors; Q, Fuel Supply Lines with Stopcocks; R,
Graphophone or Music Box; S, Drinking Water Tanks; T, Staterooms; U, Hull; V, Main Exhaust
for All Motors; W, Partitions of Light Fiber-wood Composition; X, Insignia or Flag of Country
Under which Plane Is Flying; Y, Master Carburetor and Ignition System to Insure Synchronized

Action of Motors and a Proper and Constant Mixture of the Explosive Agent at All Times.

elevation of 1,000 feet above us ; in which
we can faintly see two men waving their

'kerchiefs at us. Upon inquiry as to what
this type of balloon is used for, we are
given the information that this is the "me-
teorological station," operated by the Trans-
Atlantic Airplane Company and by means
of which the various nautical and air ob-
servations are determined and reported.
Under this heading we might state that the
temperature, visibility, time, tide and kin-
dred other computations are made.
Arriving on the street we are over-

whelmed by a crowd of curious peasants,
hucksters and market people. After finally

disengaging ourselves from this human net,

we arrive at the cab station. Our "flivver"

consists of an Irish jaunting cart drawn by
a one-mule-power animal, "Mike" by name,
who looks at us in his lazy way and seems

to say, "You came over, up in the air, and
you will again go up in the air trying to

make me pull you and all of your infernal

luggage." Climbing into this contraption,

with some feeling of insecurity, we finally

arrange ourselves comfortably and our

hackman starts to bawl out at his "bony"
mule, and once more we are under way
and about to visit the splendors and beau-

ties of the picturesque Irish landscapes.*******
This story of a trans-Atlantic trip is not

an idle fancy, but a logical forecast of the

remarkable progress in aviation, the mate-

rialization of which will be found not many
years hence.
The proposed mammoth Aerial Liner

here pictured will be constructed along the

following specifications, according to logi-

cal figures which have been past upon by
competent authorities. It will have a wing
span of four hundred and twenty feet, a

fuselage length of two hundred and ten

feet, and a height of ninety feet from upper

to lower planes. The planes, three in num-
ber, will extend horizontally from the hull

of the ship to a width of two hundred and
ten feet on either side.

The hull, containing the passenger com-
partments, is built on a stream-line basis,

resembling that of a sulfur-bottomed whale,
and is arranged to accommodate eighty-five

people besides a

crew of fifteen

men, a total of
fifteen thousand
pounds, allowing
seven thousand
pounds for sup-
plies and fuel
for the 18 hours'

run; seventeen
hundred pounds
of this reserve
capacity would
be available for

baggage.
The motive

power is derived
from six high-
powered gasoline

motors. The
three motors sit-

uated on the up-
per tier and the

two on the
lower tier of the

planes are of six-

teen hundred
horsepower each.

The central mo-
tor built on the

forward section

of the hull is of
two t h o u s an d
horsepower ; in all

the stupendous
total of ten thou-
sand horsepower,
weighing in t h e

neighborhood of twenty thousand pounds.*
The horizontal and vertical stabilizers are of
dimensions in proportion to the rest of the
machine, as are the rudder and elevator.

The upper side of the wings will be de-
signed to take advantage of the upward
suction. It might be well to state that

66 per cent of the lifting power is due to

the suction on the UPPER surface of the
wing panel, while only 33 per cent can be
credited to an actual pressure of air on the

UNDER surface.
The lifting capacity of these three planes

will be 45 per cent for the upper, 20 per
cent for the middle, and 35 per cent for the
lower plane. Figuring their angles to be
4°, the propellers will be of four blades to

( Continued on page 594)

*The total gross weight will be 120,000 lbs., or
60 tons, and a useful load of 22,000 lbs., or 11 tons.
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Electrical Testing Engineers Made to Order

By C. M. RIPLEY, of the General Electric Co.

CAN you imagine the delight in the
heart of a young man when he
goes to his post of duty on a
battle-ship, cruiser, destroyer or
submarine, in Uncle Sam's navy,

and finds that he has charge of some ma-
chines, similar to those which he himself
tested and adjusted in his student days?

000 men in a factory—in all of these activi-

ties—he must he a 100 per cent man.
But work in the Navy and in the Army

is not the onl) kind of work that Electri-

cal Engineers are doing and will continue

to do for centuries to come—for electricity

is useful in peace as well as in war. In

fact electricity is necessary to American in-

ceived at one end of the building, machined,
assembled at about the middle of the build-

ing, are then tested, and at the farther end
of the building they are painted, boxed and
loaded on the railroad cars to be carried
later on mule back into the Andes moun-
tains, on dog sleds into the heart of the

Yukon, hauled by mules or by human car-

He knows just how they are built, he knows
their performance under different circum-
stances, he knows how far they can be
driven, overloaded, overheated. They re-

spond to his touch, they know his language,
and in a way, they are partners in the great
work.
Hundreds of young men who have grad-

uated from the electrical testing course
conducted by one of the large electrical

manufacturing companies are now officers

and chief engineers in our Navy. Uncle
Sam wanted practical men—men who are
not afraid of overalls or a flannel shirt

—

and who fully understood the design, manu-
facture, construction, operation and all the
characteristics of electrical machinery. And
Uncle Sam found these men—hundreds of
them—in this great electrical school.

In this great war, there are many differ-

ent kinds of activities which a man with
a thoro electrical training can undertake

;

and whether he be a sales manager, or a
college professor, whether he direct a great
research laboratory or have charge of 20.-

dustry, and the wider and wider America
uses electricity in the future, just so much
more efficient will she be in battling for the
markets of the world.
Men from all over the world meet on

common ground in the Testing Department
of this electrical concern—a department
which occupies 732,000 sq. ft. of space. This
area in downtown New York would cover
nearly 15 city blocks, each the size of that

occupied by the Equitable Bldg., which is

bounded by Broadway, Nassau, Cedar and
Pine streets. This space is 29 per cent
greater than the entire rentable area of
the Woolworth Bldg.
One reason why the Testing Department

is the best department for a young man
to start his career in, is because it takes
him into so many different buildings and
permits him to handle so many different

types of apparatus. Hence, it is ideal for
developing his knowledge of all types of
electrical machinery.
The apparatus is tested where it is

manufactured. The rough castings are re-

riers in China or by elephants in India.

Would you believe it possible that this

concern has set aside and reserved merely
for testing purposes, 250,000 k.v.a. of elec-

trical apparatus? This statement is the re-

sult of a careful census and a conservative
one, since it does not include any of the
power stations—a certain portion of which
are used for testing purposes.
At one of the plants the power station has

only 1/10 the capacity of the Testing De-
partment equipment. The total capacity of
apparatus reserved for testing in each fac-

tory is greater than the capacity of its

power supply. This situation is largely due
to the "feeding back" method by which two
motors, both under test, are used for test-

ing each other—one running as a generator
and the other as a motor. This saves floor

space, saves power and lessens the generat-
ing capacity. The feeding back method per-
mits testing to be done on an enormous
scale with the use of a comparatively small
amount of coal, as the machines being

(Continued on page 590)
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A NEW GAS-FILLED LAMP AND
SHADE IN ONE.

The accompanying illustration shows a

unique ornamental gas-filled lamp recently

developed by a large lamp concern.
It is claimed that this lamp produces an

indirect non-glare light which will not in-

jure the eyes. The lamp is interesting in

This Lamp Produces An Indirect Non-Glare
Light Which Will Not Injure the Eyes, and
Moreover the Lamp Combines a Gas-Filled

Bulb With An Ornamental Shade.

that it combines an ordinary gas-filled bulb
with an ornamental lamp shade. The lamp,
known as the "Liberty," is made of plain

white glass with ornamental decorations in

green, gold, blue and other shades that will

harmonize with chandeliers or room deco-
rations.

A NOVEL ELECTRIC WIND-
SHIELD CLEANER.

Altho simple in construction and easily

attached the new electric windshield clean-
er illustrated, manufactured by a Phila-
delphia concern, is attracting consider-
able attention in scientific circles, having
been exhibited for the first time only re-

cently.

A plate-glass disc, set in the windshield
of any make of motor car or truck, is

whirled at 2,000 r.p.m. on fine ball bearings
by a tiny electric motor, the centrifugal
force throwing off rain, snow, sleet, mist
or dust, thereby keeping the vision area
clear in every kind of weather.

Perfect balance
the instrument,

The small motor is driven by current

from the car's regular batteries, the makers
claiming that its operation costs less than

that of a single headlight,

and scientific precision of

it is explained, makes the

high speed possible with
minimum power consump-
tion, there being no fric-

tional wear and tear. A
push button, installed in a

convenient place on the

regular instrument board,
controls the current.

No repairs are neces-

sary, it is claimed, the en-

tire device requiring no
cleaning or polishing. The
motor is weather and rust-

proof while its ball bear-
ings are of a special type
of fine alloy steel.

The diameter of the
standard size plate-glass

disc is seven inches. All

parts, except the glass, are
of white metal, heavily
plated with nickel or black
gloss.

Altho made especially

for use on motor cars and
trucks, the device also is

adaptable for use on bat-
tleships, submarines and
aeroplanes. While the
standard size is seven
inches, larger diameters
are obtainable.

It is stated that as the stretch or tht

thread used is uniform, one or two simple
tests are all that are necessary in regulating

the placing of the knot to secure the desired
result; and, once this is determined, the ma-

Wherever Good
"Laced" Before
formed This Jo

A Tiny Electric Motor Spins This Windshield
Cleaner For the Autoist. The Motor Whirls a Seven-
Inch Glass Disc on Which Snow, Sleet or Mist Can-

not Lodge.

LACING SHOES BY
ELECTRICITY.

By Frank C. Perkins.

The accompanying il-

lustration shows a machine
which performs with re-

markable rapidity and per-
fect accuracy the opera-
tion of shoe lacing which,
prior to its introduction,
was purely a hand one and
inaccurate. It is absolutely
required wherever fine

shoemaking is attempted
to lace the shoes at the
throat with thread prior to
the lasting process. The demand for lac-
ing with thread or twine has long been lim-
ited only by the number of operators who
could be trained for this work, requiring
as it does exceptional skill and experience
to do even passable work-

.

It is pointed out that lacing with
thread is practically the one method
by which the eyelets and uppers of
shoes can be protected from injury
and which allows the upper to be
drawn closely down to the last

—

considerations which are of the ut-
most importance in fine shoe mak-
ing. The operation of the machine
is very simple, all that is required
of the operator being the bringing
of the two sides of the shoe tops
into position, so that the correspond-
ing eyelets are back to back, and
placing them over spindles on the
machine.
A slight pressure of the foot lever

starts the machine in operation and
the thread is quickly past thru the
eyelets and tied in a hard, un-
yielding knot, after which the prop-
erly laced upper is removed from
the spindles, when the machine is

ready to repeat the operation. A
simple adjustment makes it possible
to vary the location of the knot, so
that uppers may be tied to allow any
desired spread at the throat.

Shoes Are Made—There Also Shoes Must Be
Being "Lasted." Once, Skilled Humans Per-

b; Now a Machine Does It—Accurately and
Quickly.

chine will continue to do the work with
absolute accuracy, one upper being the ex-
act counterpart of all others laced at the
same adjustment. A chart on the machine
places constantly before the operator definite

instructions regarding the spacing.

A HANDY CONNECTOR FOR DRY
CELLS.

A connecting board for use with a num-
ber of dry cells is shown in the accompany-
ing illustration as developed and now being

a > "'/)J!/ »h
, «_*;'; 8'/

{Connector tor

dry ce/k

A Very Handy Connector Board For Dry
Cells. The Six Cells Can Be Joined Up in

Series In a Jiffy.

made by a Boston company. This connec-
tor consists of a sheet of red fiber 6y2 in.

long and 4 in. wide, in which brass eyelets
are provided with brass connecting strips
so as to connect six dry batteries in series,
as shown in the accompanying illustration.
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Turning Air Into Bread—Nitrates from
the Air

By ROBERT H. MOULTON

IF
anyone came along and remarked off-

hand that air could be turned into bread
he would at once be considered a fit sub-
ject for a commission in lunacy. Never-
theless this very thing is being done to-

day, and what is more, Nature has been
doing it every day
for millions of
years. The explana-
tion is this: Nitro-
gen is drawn from
the air and turned
into nitrat of lime.

Nitrat of lime is a
rich plant food and
when put into the
soil makes a won-
derful fertilizer. The
fertilizer makes
wheat grow where
none grew before,
so that finally, by a
devious process, air

actually is turned
into bread.
The largest na-

tural deposits of ni-

trates are in Chili,

South America,
from where, up to

the time of the pres-
ent war, 1,800,000
tons were exported
annually to fertilize

the farms of the
other parts of the
world. But the
Chilean nitrat de-
posits can not be
depended upon with
certainty, even after
peace shall have
come. It has been
calculated that the
Chilean deposits will

be dangerously re-

duced by 1955, and inside of c

ing plant has been in operation near
Rjuken, Norway, where 250,000 horsepower
are drawn from the falls. Working day
and night these quarter of a million water
horses manufacture, out of the air, 200,000
tons of nitrat of lime per annum. But this

The Above View Shows the Gigantic Hydro-Electric Generating Station for the Fixation of
Atmospheric Nitrogen at Rjuken, Norway. The Great Power of this Station can be Appre-
ciated by Noting the Large Number of High-Pressure Water Pipes Leading Down to the
Electric Generating Station, and Which By-Pass the Necessary Water From the Large

Waterfall. The Station is the Largest in the World and Develops 250,000 Horse-Power.

score of
years later the supply will be exhausted
For these reasons the discovery of a prac-

tical method by which the inexhaustible
supply of nitrogen in the atmosphere can
be utilized, is of the greatest possible mo-
ment to the entire world.
To two Norwegian scientists, Professor

Birkeland, of the University of
Christiana, and Samuel Eyde, an en-
gineer of the same city, is due the
credit for discovering this method.
They are now taking nitrogen from
the air, solidifying it and preparing
it for application to the soil. And,
whereas the method of Nature re-

quires an entire season to do this, the
method of the two Norwegian scien-
tists requires only a few days

!

The plan in a nutshell is as fol-

lows : The air is drawn thru oxida-
tion towers and is then forced thru
electric arcs, where a terrific heat is

maintained. The oxygen and carbon
dioxid in the air are consumed, leav-
ing the nitrogen. This is precipitated
in the form of nitrous oxid. This
nitrous oxid is then conveyed to im-
mense porcelain towers 75 feet in

height, where it is condensed and
allowed to settle in vats of limestone.
The chemical action then results in

the production of nitrat of lime.
For several years a nitrogen mak-

is only about one-seventh of the amount re-

quired by the world for fertilization pur-
poses. It is estimated, however, that Nor-
way can develop water power to at least

5,000,000 horsepower, which would make
all the nitrates required.

In order to explain the Birkeland-Eyde
method scentifically, it is necessary first to

These Four Photographs Show What the Powerful Elec-
tric Arcs of the Large Furnaces, Used for the Fixation of
Atmospheric Nitrogen, Look Like When In Full Activity.
The Electric Arc Spreads Out Between the Electrodes,
Breaks and Starts all over Again Many Times Per Second,
the Air Being Past Thru the Arc, Which Action De-

composes the Air.

describe the electric flames consisting of
powerful arcs of light, which are used in

the electric furnaces.
The formation of the flame occurs by an

arc of the electric flame being formed be-
tween the points of the electrodes, which

are close to each
other. By this means
a movable and flexi-

ble current is estab-

lisht in a highly
magnetic field. The
electric arc that has
been formed moves
on account of the
magnetic field with
great velocity per-
pendicularly to the

lines of force, and
the electric arc's
foot draws back
from the points of

the electrodes.
When the length of
the electric arc in-

creases, the electric

resistance becomes
greater and the ten-

sion increases, until

it becomes so great
that the new electric

arc starts from the

points of the elec-

trodes.

To regulate the

current, an inductive
resistance is used in

series with the

flame. With alter-

nating current all

the arcs are formed
alternating in oppo-
site directions and
appear to the eye to

be circular discs.
This flame provides

a powerful technical means for the oxida-
tion of the nitrogen of the air.

The electrodes are thick copper tubing,

thru which the water passes for cooling

purposes. See photo of arcs herewith.

The chamber in which the flame burns is

circular, of only a few centimeters width,

and about three meters in diameter.

The interior of the furnaces is

lined with fire-clay brick, thru the

walls of which the air is admitted to

the flame. The nitrous gases formed
in the flame escape thru a channel
made along the casing of the fur-

nace, which, like the flame chamber,
is furnished with fireproof bricks.

In order to supply the furnace with

the amount of power desired, each

one is furnisht with an inductance

coil, by means of which the power is

regulated as required. The induct-

ance coil serves, moreover, to keep
the flame in the furnace steady and
even while working.
The temperature in the flames at

the Rjuken plant exceeds 3,000 de-

grees Centigrade. The temperature
of the escaping gases varies between
800 and 1,000 degrees. The furnaces
are made of cast steel and iron, the

middle of the furnace being in the
form of a circular flame chamber.
The electrodes are led radially into

this flame chamber. By the aid of
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Ladies! Would You Like to Visit Your Near-by Zoological Park7 Perhaps You Tire of
Walking Around to See the Various Lions, Tigers and Polar Bears, In which Case, you Can,
if Visiting the Bronx Zoo In New York City, Follow these Two Ladles In One of the New

Electric Chairs Available for Visitors at this Park.

centrifugal fans the air is brought into each
furnace thru tubes from the basement.

When the air in the flame chambers has
been acted upon by the electric flame the

nitrous gases formed pass out thru pipes,

which convey the gas to steam boilers, in

which the temperature, which was approxi-
mately 1,000 degrees Centigrade, is reduced.
The gases pass on from the steam boilers

thru an iron pipe into a cooling house, and
complete the cooling begun in the steam
boilers. Each cooler consists of a large

number of aluminum tubes, over which cold

water runs, while the hot gases pass thru
them. In these tubes the temperature of

the gas is considerably reduced. From the

cooling chambers the gases pass to the oxi-

dation tanks. See diagram in continuation.

These oxidation tanks are vertical iron

cylinders, lined with acid-proof stone. The
object is to give the cooled gases a sufficient

period of repose, in which time the oxida-
tion of the nitrogen oxid may occur. The
necessary amount of oxygen is present in

ample quantity in the air which accom-
panies the gases from the furnaces. From
the oxidation tanks the gases are led by
blast engines into the absorption towers.

The towers are filled with broken quartz,

which is affected neither by nitrous gases

nor nitric acid, and thru them there is a

continual trickle of water. The water ab-

sorbs the nitrous gas and when the liquid

has become nitric acid of sufficient strength

(30 per cent.) it is collected in cisterns, and
from them again into vats filled with lime-

stone.

There is considerable noise then, as the

nitric acid displaces the carbonic acid of

the limestone. The result of this is a

watery solution of nitrat of lime. It is

pumped into the vacuum evaporating ap-

paratus, heated by steam from the boilers

which are kept hot by drafts of fresh gas

from the furnace. When evaporation is

complete the solution contains 13 per cent,

of nitrogen and it is past into chambers
where it is solidified into a hard crystalline

mass. Later this is taken thru crushing
machines, reduced to a coarse powder, and

put into casks holding 100 kilos each. This
powder is the finished nitrat of lime. The
air has now been converted into fertilizer

ready for application to the hungry soil.

The U. S. Government is now preparing to
erect powerful nitrogen fixation plants.

(Continued on page 592)

LADIES! SEE THE ZOO FROM AN
ELECTRIC ROLLING CHAIR.

Pleasure can now be mixt with knowl-
edge at the New York Zoo by those who go
there to study the animals. No more will

it be necessary to walk miles upon miles
to study all the exhibits on display in the
greatest menagerie in America. Just get
your electric roller chair—make believe you
are on the board-walk at Atlantic City—and
see all that is worth seeing in Bronx Park.
A twist of the hand lever and away you
spin on your trip to see the lions, polar
bears, giraffes, and monkeys. A storage
battery concealed within the car body fur-

nishes the electric current to actuate the
motor which propels the vehicle. Electric
headlights are provided for night travel,

as well as an electric siren to warn pedes-
trian traffic.

WOMEN AS ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERS.

The Rolin Chemical Company, with a
plant at Charleston, W. Va., is hiring wo-
men to serve as electrical engineers be-
cause of their inability to secure men.
Fifty-two will be employed.

A Belgian machine for digging canals
will eat its way thru the ground at a rate of
100 yards an hour.

NAVAL CONSULTING BOARD
CHANGES ADDRESS.

Suitable space having been provided for
the Naval Consulting Board in the new
building of the Navy Department, at Wash-
ington, D. C, the preliminary examination
of inventions, which heretofore has been
conducted in the New York office, has been
transferred to Washington, where it will be
directed by Mr. David W. Brunton.

All correspondence relating to inventions
should be addrest as follows

:

NAVAL CONSULTING BOARD
Navy Department
washington . i). c.

Herewith We Have an Interior View of the Great RJuken, Norway, Electric Plant, Employed
for the Fixation of Atmospheric Nitrogen. Such Plants as these. Many of which are Now
In Use Thruout the Larger European Countries Including Germany, have Solved the Prob-
lem of Where to Obtain Nitrates, a Predominant War Factor, and a Necessity which has been
Heretofore Supplied by the Extensive Chilean Nitrat Deposits. We Americans will Soon
See the Day When Great Electric Plants Such as these will Arise Thruout the Country.

The Demand for Nitrates Is not only Increasing Rapidly, but Is Imperative.
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Popular Astronomy
THE TOTAL SOLAR ECLIPSE OF JUNE 8,

By ISABEL M. LEWIS
Of the U. S. Naval Observatory

1918

TOTAL eclipses of the sun and the ad-
vent of comets are two celestial hap-
penings that have always been ob-
served by mankind with the liveliest

interest. If the advance of astro-

nomical knowledge had accomplibht nothing

the moon passes directly between the sun
and earth and temporarily conceals the
sun from our view. Since it is only at the

time of new moon that the moon can pass
between the earth and sun, eclipses of the

sun must always occur at new moon and

Photograph, Taken at Green River, Wyo., by the Yerkes Eclipse Expedition Showing
Inner Corona and Prominences. All the Finer Detail Appearing on Original Negative It Is

Impossible to Reproduce. The More Conspicuous Prominences (Those on the Eastern and
Western Limbs) Average Fifty Thousand Miles in Height. Notice that the Crests of the
Prominences on the Eastern and Western Limbs Curve Toward the Solar Equator as If

Strong Currents Were Blowing in this Direction. The Top of this Photograph Is East.
The Prominences Are Blood Red, the Corona Bluish-White.

more than to free the nations of the world
from the hysterical fear formerly aroused
by these two phenomena it would be worth
all that it has cost.

Only two hundred years ago a total solar

eclipse in England was predicted in a
pamphlet, entitled "The Black Day or a
Prospect of Doomsday. Exemplified in the

great and terrible Eclipse, which will hap-
pen on the 22nd of April, 1915" ! Predic-
tions of total eclipses of the sun still con-
tinue to be issued in the form of pamphlets,
but instead of direful prophecies they now
contain carefully prepared information and
enlarged maps of the regions traveled by
the path of totality to facilitate the suc-
cessful observation of a phenomenon that

is now considered to be of such scientific

importance that expeditions from many na-
tions have at times been sent thousands of
miles to observe it.

It is now a matter of universal knowl-
edge that eclipses of the sun occur when

can occur at no other time. On the other

hand eclipses of the moon occur only at the

time of full )iiooii, tor this is the only time

when the earth can come between the sun
and moon and cast its shadow over the
moon. Since the earth is much larger than
the moon its shadow is much larger than
the moon's shadow and as a result the
moon becomes entirely emersed in the
earth's shadow during a total eclipse, of the
moon, while during a total eclipse of the
sun the moon's shadow just about reaches
to the earth. In fact the apex of the moon's
shadow cone comes between the earth's sur-

face and its center during a total solar eclipse,

There are times when the apex of the
moon's shadow falls short of the earth's

surface. Then an annular eclipse of the

sun occurs. That is, the moon's disk just

fails to cover the sun's bright disk, giving
the effect of a bright ring or annulus of

light surrounding the dark body of the
moon, whence the name annular eclipse of
the sun. So near is the apex of the moon's-
shadow to the earth's surface during
eclipses of the sun that occasionally an
eclipse may be annular in one part of its

course and total in another, the apex just
grazing portions of the earth's surface and
totality lasting but a few seconds at the
most. The width of the shadow path then
shrinks almost to zero. The average width
of the path of total eclipse is about sixty

miles and its length something like eight

thousand miles. The greatest width at-

tainable by any shadow path of the moon
is one hundred and seventy miles and this

can only occur under a most exceptional
and favorable combination of circum-
stances.

The moon's shadow trails over the earth's
surface in the form of a narrow band of
great length. If earth and moon were sta-

tionary the shadow would appear as a

small dark ellipse on the earth's surface,
but owing to the motion of both bodies and
chiefly to the earth's rotation on its axis
the shadow sweeps over the earth in a long
narrow strip bringing successively for a
few brief moments the phenomenon of a
total solar eclipse to all located within its

path. The average duration of the total

phase of an eclipse at any one point in the
path is only three or four minutes. Under
the most favorable combination of circum-
stances totality may last seven minutes and
fifty-eight seconds and it varies in length
from this value down to zero, according to

the circumstances of the eclipse. When the

apex of the shadow fails to touch the

earth's surface, passing either above or be-
low it, there may still be visible a small
or large partial eclipse of the sun, the mag-
nitude depending upon the distance of the

Diagram to Show Positions of Sun, S; Moon, M, and Earth, E, at the Time of Total Eclipses
of the Sun and Moon. Every Year There Must Be at Least Two Eclipses of the Sun and
There May Be as Many as Five. There Can Never Be More Than Three Eclipses of the Moon
in a Year and Some Years There May Be None. The Greatest Number of Eclipses Solar and
Lunar Combined That Can Occur in One Year Is Seven. Some of These Are Only Partial

Eclipses.
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The Corona, from a Negative by Edison Pettit. Top Is North, Left East. The Two Large
Prominences on the Eastern and Western Limbs Are 56,000 and 45,000 Miles High
Respectively. The Corona Streamers Themselves Reach Hundreds of Thousands of Miles
Above the Surface of the Sun. The Little White Spot, Right Under the Eastern Promin-
ence Represents the Actual Size of the Earth. It Gives a Good Idea of the Immensity of

the Prominences.

central line of the shadow cone from the

earth. Also whenever there is a total

eclipse of the sun upon the earth's surface

the partial phase is visible for hundreds of

miles on either side of the central line of

the shadow, the magnitude of the partial

phase decreasing as the distance from the

path of totality increases. Partial solar

eclipses are quite common occurrences, but

so narrow is the path of total eclipse that

hundreds of years sometimes elapse before

a certain town or district is visited by a

total eclipse of the sun. Every total eclipse

of the moon on the other hand is observ-

able from the entire night side of the earth

since the earth's shadow is so extensive

that the moon passes entirely into it during
the total phase. So it is that all of us have
seen total eclipses of the moon, which un-
fortunately have little scientific value, while

very few of us have had the good fortune

to observe one of the most impressive
scenes that nature affords, a total solar

eclipse.

On the eighth of last June a narrow strip

of territory within the United States lay

in the path of the moon's shadow cone
while the partial phase of the eclipse was
visible to a greater or less extent over the

entire North American continent. The axis

of the shadow cone first touched the earth

near Japan. After crossing the ' Pacific

Ocean in less than two and one-half hours
it reached the western coast of the United
States at the mouth of the Columbia River
in the afternoon, crossed diagonally across

the country reaching Florida forty-seven
minutes later and two minutes afterwards
past off the earth at sunset near the Ba-
hama Islands. The frightful velocity with

which the moon's shadow travels over the

earth can be judged from the fact that it

journeyed from Japan to Florida in a little

over three hours. The longest duration 01

the total phase for any one point in its path

was two minutes and twenty-three seconds.

Within the United States the duration was
even less, averaging about one and a half

minutes. The width of the path in the

United States averaged fifty miles. Short
as was the duration of the totality of June
8th the eclipse was observed with great suc-

cess by expeditions sent out from the lead-

ing observatories of the United States and,
if the World War had not prevented, ex-
peditions from many European nations

would doubtless have traveled to the West-
ern States to observe the phenomenon. As
it was, many astronomers in our own coun-
try who had planned to observe the eclipse

were unable to do so owing to the urgency
of war work.

The Lick, Yerkcs, Lowell, U. S. Naval
and Mt. Wilson Solar Observatories sent

Phnto by Terkes Observatory

AComposite Picture of the Sun's Disc, and the
Prominence in the Light of Calcium Ray H.

expeditions to favorable locations near the

central line, as well as a number of collepe

observatories
;
nearly all of these expedi-

tions obtained photographic and spectro-
scopic results of great value to science.
Clouds brought suspense to practically all

expeditions and to ohse^vers stationed at

Denver, the largest town within the shadow
path, they brought a completely overcast
sky and the keenest disappointment. At
Goldendale, Washington, the Lick observers
were kept in uncertainty until the last mo-
ment, but were rewarded by a surprising
break in the clouds, perfect seeing, at the
critical time and a rich harvest of valuable
photographic plates. A number of eclipse
parties at Matheson. Colo., met with ex-
ceptional success as did also the U. S. Naval
Observatory expedition to Baker, Oregon.
The Yerkes and Mt. Wilson Solar Observa-
tory expeditions at Green River, Wyoming
and the Lowell Observatory expedition
near Syracuse, Kansas, were hampered, but
by no means defeated, by clouds and some
remarkably fine views of the eclipse were
secured at these stations.

The most important feature of a total

eclipse of the sun is, of course, the corona.
It can be seen at no other time. It is now
possible to study with the aid of suitable
instruments, such as the spectroscope and
spectroheliograph, all the complex features
of the solar atmosphere with the exception
of the corona, i.e., the outermost solar
envelope. Its light is excessively faint and
so is invisible to the human eye except
when the moon acts as a screen for our
eyes and permits us to glimpse the exquisite
beauty and intricate form of the coronal
rays and streamers for a few valuable mo-
ments. At such times photographs of the
corona are obtained and records of its

spectrum as well, for use in later careful
investigation of the nature of the light and
the causes for the peculiar changes of form
of this strange appendage of the sun.

It has been found from studying and
comparing a long series of photographs
taken during different total solar eclipses
that the form of the corona is extremely
intricate and that it undergoes periodic
changes that are associated in some un-
known way with the period of sun spot
frequency. When sun spots appear in

Greatest numbers on the solar surface the
corona is very brilliant and its streamers
are quite evenly developed in all solar lati-

tudes. It is then a sun spot maximum type
of corona. As the sun spots decrease in
frequency the form of the corona gradually
changes. It becomes less brilliant and more

(Continued on page 590)

Photo Diagram Showing the Path of the Moon's Shadow During the Total Eclipse of June
8th. The Eclipse Started in the Pacific Ocean Near Japan. The Moon's Shadow then
Swept Diagonally Over the United States. The Eclipse Ended 4 h. 19 m. Later in the

Atlantic Ocean.
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Experimental Physics
By JOHN J. FURIA, A. B., M. A., (Columbia University)

LESSON SEVENTEEN

Radiation—Experiment 99.

IN
the lesson on Light, we learned that

light comes to us from the Sun by
means of Ether waves; and it was
pointed out that waves in general orig-

inate by vibrating bodies. According
to the Molecular Theory elucidated in the

Standard Type of Crooke's "Radiometer."
When Brought Into a Light Beam the Deli-
cately Poised Vanes Will Rotate. The Sim-

plest Solar Motor.

lesson on Gases, bodies consist of moving
small particles called molecules. We can
easily imagine that heat is the result of the

vibration of these small particles, and these

vibrations originate waves. Everyone is

familiar with the fact that on approaching
a light, heat is felt; also when a body is

heated more and more light is eventually

given off, if the heat is intense enough.
Therefore, if light and heat are not the

same, they are very closely related. Heat
and Light are both wave motions, originat-

ing at a vibrating source. The effect on the
human senses may be different, but as far

as Physics is concerned they are slightly

different phases of the SAME thing.

Hold the hand in ice water for a few
moments ; then plunge the hand immediately
in water that has been standing for about
fifteen minutes (and is consequently at

room temperature) : the hand will feel

warm. Dry the hand and place it in water
as hot as you can bear, for a few minutes

;

now plunge it again in the room tempera-
ture water; the water will feel cold. THE
SAME WATER HAS FELT BOTH
WARM AND COLD ALTHO AT THE
SAME TEMPERATURE BOTH TIMES.
When two bodies are at different tempera-
tures and are brought near, the cooler

absorbs heat from the warmer and the

warmer radiates heat to the cooler until

both bodies are at the same temperature;
when brought in contact the same exchange
takes place with more speed. The human
sense of feeling cold or warm simply indi-

cates whether a body is losing or gaining

heat respectively, which explains why the

water in this experiment felt warm and
cold without its temperature changing (the

temperature of the hand rising in the first

case, and falling in the second case) Pre-
vost's theory of exchanges states—WHEN
A BODY ABSORBS FASTER THAN
IT RADIATES, ITS TEMPERATURE
RISES; WHEN IT RADIATES FAS-
TER THAN IT ABSORBS, ITS TEM-

PERATURE FALLS. Newton's law adds
the quantitative statement that the rate of
cooling of the water body is proportional
to the difference in temperature of the two
bodies, i. e., the greater the difference in
temperature, the greater the rate of ex-
change. These laws are very important in
quantitative heat experiments, since they
enable us to make corrections for the loss
or gain in heat during the progress of the
experiment and thus not necessitating
tedious and difficult methods of controlling
the temperature of the apparatus.

Experiment 100.

On photographing a spectrum such as
was discust in the lesson on light, we find
that the photographic plate is affected be-
yond the limits of the shortest visible violet
ray. These are known as the ultra-violet
rays (meaning beyond the violet)

; they
have been photographed and measured,
having wave lengths as small as .000005 of
an inch. The longest of the rays visible in
the extreme red have a wave length about
ten times as large. Delicate instruments
however reveal infra-red (heat) rays five
hundred times longer than the longest vis-
ible red ray. HEAT AND LIGHT DIF-FER ONLY IN THE LENGTH OF

Measuring the Amount of Heat Received from
the Sun by Means of a Tin Can. a Thermome-
ter and a Wooden Stand "S," to Act as a

Non-Conductor of Heat.

THEIR RAYS. THE SMALL RAYS
HAVE GREAT ACTINIC VALUE
(measured by the action on a photographic
plate): THE LONG RAYS HAVE
GREAT HEAT VALUE. The Radiometer
is a fairly sensitive little instrument for

measuring radiations, can be bought reason-
ably, and can be easily made by those hav-
ing access to a vacuum pump. It consists of
four delicate, very light vanes fastened
to the ends of a delicate cross arm of
aluminum wire, mounted so as to rotate
easily about the vertical axis inside of a
glass bulb which has the air mostly pumped

F/g.90-B

The Syntonic Leyden Jars. When the Second
Jar "A" Is Put In Resonance With the
Charged Jar "B," a Spark Will Appear In Gap
on "A," When the Jar "B" Is Discharged.

A Home-Made Form of "Radiometer" Con-
structed from an Erlenmeyer Flask, Some
Glass Tubing, a Ring Stand and a Few Pieces

of Tinfoil or Aluminum

out. The vanes are blackened on one side
and highly polished on the other side.

When the instrument is brought into a
beam of sunshine, near a gas flame or elec-
tric bulb, the vanes rotate rapidly. The
writer has found it good sport to make a
radiometer (see Fig. 90B) using an Erlen-
meyer flask for the glass bulb and tin foil

blackened on one side for the vanes. We
require aluminum wire for the cross and
upright, cork stopper, glass tubing, pinch
cock, and rubber tubing, and DeKotinsky
cement for making the connections air-

tight. (It is found necessary, because of
leaks, to evacuate the flask from time to
time.) The action is simple. We notice
that the direction of rotation is such that
the black side moves away from the heat
source. The black surface absorbs practi-
cally all the heat striking it, while the shin-
ing surface reflects practically all the heat
radiations it receives. Hence the black
sides become slightly warmer. A freely
flying molecule striking the black side ac-
cording to Prevost acquires some heat, and
its vibrations are strengthened. On leaving
the vane the reaction on the vane, according
to Newton's third law of motion, is equal
to the action of the leaving particle. A
freely moving particle striking a shining
side (colder) vane has its strength of vibra-
tions lessened, hence its reaction on the vane
is less than the reaction of the particle on
the blackened side. There being more force
on the blackened side than on the shining
side, the set of vanes move in the direction
—from the blackened side to the shining
side—away from the source of heat.

Experiment 101.

Transfer the insides of a can of your
favorite peaches to your own inside. Punch
a hole thru the can A and insert a ther-
mometer T. Solder a circular piece of tin

B at the open end of the can, and blacken
it with soot Fill with water thru the
thermometer hole, and place on a wooden

(Continued on page 588)
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Radio Around the World

ON October first, a radio mesage was
transmitted and received over a
distance of twelve thousand miles.

The message had been flashed from
the powerful Marconi wireless sta-

tion at Carnarvon, Wales, B. I., to a receiv-

ing station located at Sydney, Australia.

While wireless experts were not surprised

at learning that wireless messages had been

received in Sydney, Australia, from Car-

narvon, Wales, a distance of 12,000 miles,

they pointed out
that this was
nearly double
the distance that

messages had
been previously
sent. It was on
Tuesday, October
1, that Premier
Hughes and Sir

Joseph Cook of
Australia, who
were then in En-
gland, sent two
messages from
the new Marconi
station at Car-
narvon, Wales, to

the Amalgamated
Wireless Com-
pany's plant at

Sydney ; thus
these messages
enveloped the
earth, for Hertz-
ian waves move
equally in all di-

rections, as the
accompanying il-

lustration shows.
This may or may
not have been a
freak radio trans-
mission, said a
Marconi engineer, but in any event it marks
a new era in long distance radio-telegraphy.
In fact, it actually brings true the dream
of Nikola Tesla and many other great
scientific minds, who some years ago pre-

dicted that the day would come when
wireless waves would encircle our globe.

As we know that wireless waves spread
out equally in all directions just like the

ripples in a pond of water when a stone is

dropt into it, thus these powerful radio
oscillations emanating from the antenna
at the Carnarvon radio station, radiated
in all directions, east-west-north and
south ; and eventually, at a point approxi-
mately half-way around the globe, or at

Sydney, Australia, where a suitable appara-
tus had been erected, these same etheric

wave vibrations were again picked up and
interpreted.

Many interesting and revolutionizing de-
velopments have been and are taking place
in the realm of high-speed long-distance
radio-telegraphy. Among other interesting
happenings in the field of commercial and
governmental radio-telegraphy, we find for
one thing that the forms of transmitters
for this work have been changed in a num •

ber of cases with very gratifying results.

For instance, it has been found that the

Goldschmidt (German) type of radio-fre-

quency reflecting alternator which was for-

merly used at Tuckerton, N. J., was so sen-

sitive that it practically required an opera-
tive to stand alongside of it all the time in

order to constantly adjust the various elec-

tric circuits and to keep the speed of the

machine constant. Besides, it had a num-
ber of delicate mechanical features which

Illustrating How the Lat
tralia, Caused the Whole

Were U

Copyright, 1818, by E. P. Co

tst Radio Transmitting Record, from Carnarvon, Wales, to Sydney, Aus-
Globe to Be Enveloped in Radio Oscillations. If a Sensitive Receiving Set
sed, They Could Undoubtedly Be Heard on the Moon.

required the utmost skill in the operating
personnel.

Another form of transmitter which has
accomplisht some really remarkable work
in long-distance radio transmission in the
hands of skilled engineers and operators, is

the high-power oscillating Poulson Arc,
such as supplied by the Federal Telegraph
Company and other concerns. The United
States Government has used a large num-
ber of these Arc transmitters, and is ne-
gotiating for a number of them at the
present time in both large and small sizes

for various requirements. A number of the
larger wireless stations, including the trans-
Atlantic station at Sayville, L. I., have used
a high-power Arc for transmitting. Both
the Goldschmidt Atlemator and the Poulson
Arc are foreign inventions, and while they
have shown some very excellent results in

many ways, it is gratifying to note that they
have both developed undesirable character-
istics in operating, which have;given way to

an American form of high power radio
transmitter of the radio-frequency alterna-
tor type, and upon which many hundreds of
thousands of dollars have been spent in re-
search by one of the largest electric com-

panies in America. Some of the best trans-
mitting records ever made, both with re-
gards to the clearness of the signals re-
ceived and also their strength, have been
transmitted across the Atlantic Ocean from
one of the large American trans-Atlantic
radio stations by means of the Alexander-
son radio-frequency alternator.
A few years ago the radio-frequency al-

ternator was considered more of a labora-
tory device than anything else by electrical

engineers, and
even by the radio
engineers them-
selves. But at the
present time the
high frequency
alternator in

question has been
developed to such
a perfect degree
that it really rep-
resents a remark-
able stride in en-
gineering design
and technique. At
present there are
being used two
large units of this
type, one rated at
50 k.w. and the
other at 200 k.w.
Once upon a time
these machines,
in order to pro-
duce a frequency
of 50,000 cycles a
second, had to re-

volve at the tre-

m e n d o u s and
very dangerous
speed of 20,000
r.p.m. (revolu-
tions per minute)
and up to 30,000

r.p.m or more, but at the present time they
have been so perfected in design as to re-
quie a rotation speed of but 5,000 r.p.m.

Therefore, one of these machines can be op-
erated without any greater attention than is

required in the operation of any commercial
dynamo or motor. It is possible to instruct
radio operators in the handling of a plant of
this type, it is said, within a few days. These
machines are under perfect control at all

times, and their regulation and operation
either for telephone or telegraph wireless
transmission is beautifully and accurately
effected by means of a novel magnetic ampli-
fier, which keeps the load on the driving
motor constant, and also the frequency of
the output current constant. The windings
and magnetic sections are water-cooled.
For trans-Atlantic or trans-continental

transmission, it has generally been thought
that nothing else would do than a high
steel mast with which to support the an-
tenna, or else the employment of a series
of tall steel masts extending over a distance
of a mile or so, such as one finds at New
Brunswick, N. ]., or Honolulu. Something
entirely new in the wireless field is the fact

(Continued on page 588)
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Harvard Hails the Naval Radio Man
HARVARD, scion of American col-

lege and university life—renowned
for its classic halls and dormitories,
where thousands of America's
greatest engineers, lawyers and

captains of industry have been educated for
generation upon generation—has capitulated

high. The receiving instruments and trans-
mitting apparatus are all contained in a
cleverly designed water-proof case resemb-
ling a large dress-suit case. It is surpris-
ing how quickly the boys are trained to set

up and dismantle one of these sets, and as a
matter of fact, they have often set up such

as frequency and power factor meters. The
hot wire radiation ammeter is mounted just
over the spark gap in the center of the
photograph. The receiving set in front of
the student seated at the table with the
head 'phones on, is of the de Forest type,
with calibrated dials which indicate the

Fig. 1.—Demonstrating a Portable Radio Set equipt with Hand-driven
Exciting Dynamo Before an Interested Class of Harvard Naval Radio

Students.

Photos Edwin Levlck

Fig. 2.— In the Receiving and Transmitting Apparatus Laboratory
Where the Future Naval Radio Men Are Thoroly Instructed In the

Handling of Modern Apparatus.

to Uncle Sam's naval radio men, whom we
see busily at work mastering the intricacies

of wireless telegraphy in the three accom-
panying views recently taken at the Har-
vard Radio School, where several thou-

sands of the Nation's finest are being given

intensive training in Radio.

Once these classic halls resounded to the

why and wherefore of the gerund and
gerundive and why Nero burnt Rome. Now
all one hears is the steady all-

day drone of the five-hundred
cycle buzzers as the keys tap-tap

and the sailor boys learn how to

take down a message at the rate

of forty words per minute, more
or less—usually less, at least for

the first few weeks.
Fig. 1 of the accompanying view

shows a portable radio field set

equipt with manually driven dy-
namo and tripod, being demon-
strated before a squad of junior

naval operators. It is an un-
written law that the Navy is out

to beat the Army when it comes
to radio matters, and judging by
the great interest evinced by all

of the students present at the

various classes, it seems that the

Jackies will at least give the

Doughboys a hard tussle, when it

comes to solving the various

phases of angular impedance and
the logarithmic decrement. The
portable field radio set, shown at

Fig. 1, has a range of about forty

to fifty miles, and is intended for

use with a collapsible aerial,

which is supported when in use

from a telescopic steel or wooden
mast, about seventy-five feet

a radio station and had it in operation in

less than two minutes.
The view of the instrument laboratory,

Fig. 2, illustrates some of the excellent

equipment available at the Harvard Radio
School. At the right of the photograph is

seen a switchboard controlling the trans-
mitting apparatus, this panel containing an
A. C. volt and ammeter, a D. C. volt and
ammeter (for motor-generator set) as well

Fig. 3.—One of Harvard's Radio Classes In "Theory"—The
lation Between Radio Theory and the Apparatus Itself is

the Aid of Blackboard and Instruments.

wave length being received directly in

meters. Three electrode vacuum valves are

used practically all together in both the
Army and Navy sets, and the receiving set

here shown employs vacuum valves. A
naval officer is seen in the foreground in-

structing the operator seated at the instru-

ment table. In the background may be seen
the large-sized oscillation transformers of
the spiral copper ribbon type, while at the

left the copper plated Leyden jar
condensers may be observed. In
the extreme rear corner of this

laboratory there is mounted a
complete, magnetic type, auto-
matic starter for the motor-gen-
erator set.

If you want to see an inter-

ested class of radio students, just

glance at Fig. 3, which shows a
class in "Radio Theory" at the

Harvard Radio School. A Naval
petty officer is acting as the in-

structor to this class, and we are
glad to say that the Navy De-
partment has succeeded in en-
listing some of the best radio
men in the country for this pur-
pose. Some of the classes are
very large and contain several

hundred students. Unlike the

average collegiate course in radio
or electrical engineering theory,

these future naval operators are
taught theory hand-in-hand with
actual practise. This is proven
by the fact that wherever there
is a blackboard at this school
there is also invariably a more
or less complete set of apparatus
such as used in practise. Note
the close interest manifested.

Exact Re-
Taught By
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The Code-Numerals Get "Theirs

ADJUTANT-GENERAL McCAIN, in
discussing the publication of war-

' casualty lists, makes this statement in
regard to the transmission of numerals by
telegraph : "More mistakes are made by
telegram companies
in transmitting fig-

ures than in trans-

mitting anything
else."

Groaning business
men everywhere
crowd forward to

testify that this

statement is only
too true.

*

For many of the

errors in telegrams
there exists efficient

first-aid. The over-
speeded telegrapher,
losing a word, re-

places it with a nice

fresh one from his

own vocabulary,
fully as long as
yours, and as stout

and serviceable in

every way; and this

honest practice an-
swers very well, the
context usually en-
abling you to restore
your correspondent's
original word, if for
some reason you like

it better.

For straightening
out proper names,
you rely on the won-
derful insight of the
elevator man, who
after years of prac-
tice is able to rec-

ognize a patronymic
even when severely
"Oake" for Baker."
But for the poor hard-working numerals

there is no "timely succor" anywhere in the

community. Every little figure has a mean-
ing of its own ; and, loyal as the digits may
be to their corps, it is impossible for one of

them to "take another's place and do the

best he can." Remember what happened
to the porter who put off at Buffalo the

man in lower six, instead of the one in

lower five, who'd requested the favor ? !

!

A wounded numeral is a "dead" numeral.
But because he's the most vulnerable does-
n't explain why he's the oftenest hit.

Hush now, hush ! for me purpose is to

invade the guarded enclosure, and attack

the sacred cow. Is it possible that the com-
plex numerical code-signs themselves are
partly to blame?

_
What, as a matter of fact, is the objec-

tion to using simply

:

. = 1 = 6
..=2 =7

. . . =3 =8
....=4 = 9

=5 -— =
—a scheme which would have occurred to
Father Adam, if he'd received a telegraph-
set along with his animals?

I assure you I'm trying to handle this

subject with the tender circumspection a
mother accords her child, or a bomber his
bomb ; for it's a "common-sense" sugges-
tion, and nothing infuriates people like one
of these, I've found.

I'll never forget my experience with a
worthy lady, a neighbor of mine, who was

By THOMAS REED
troubled with the rain soaking in around
her window-frames. She had carpenters
on the problem, and plumbers, and masons,
and I guess most every profession but
undertakers, and they applied shingles, and

Yes—Fellow "Radio Men"—We Know How It Feels! This is Oscillation No. 2 of "Great Mo-
ments We All Have Known," Drawn by R. O. Mr. H. B. Burney, H. M. C. S. Stadacona. Mr.

Burney Promises to Become the "Balrnsfather" of the Navy.

disfigured—such as tin, and tar-paper and cement and bad lan-

guage, without effecting a cure, or relieving

the "soakage" in the slightest degree.
Becoming involved as a last resource, I

suggested that the rain, beating in thru the
wire screen, was backed up on the window-
sill by the lower frame of the screen, form-
ing a pool, from which water could leak
by gravity into cracks, while the sloping sill,

if free, would carry it off.

Now I'm telling you the truth : that
neighbor, a perfectly intelligent and good-
natured lady, and up to that time a great
friend of mine, absolutely repudiated my
idea, not with indifference, but with violent
peevishness, and flatly refused to' "try such
a useless experiment" as lifting the screen.
She must have tried it eventually, because
I heard (tho not from her) that my guess
was right, and that now in a driving storm
her screens are raised an inch, and all is well
with her. But she hates me, and the plumber
and mason and carpenter hate me ; and I

thank God the undertaker wasn't there

!

Why! oh why! do people feel that way
toward the "common-sense monger?" It's

simply a curious trait in human nature

—

any further contact with which I aim to
avoid, except with my retreat Carefully
covered.
The man who invented the numerical

code-signals is probably
, dead by now, but

I'll bet that as long as he lived he prided
himself on their etherial beauty:

; ; ; .=s — -=o

See how pretty! All of them different

from the letter-signals, and with such a

natural progression—prefixing dots in regu-
lar order, then knocking them off till you're

out of dots again.

Some cantanker-
ous users of these

perfect products con-
sider them just near
enough alike to be
confusing. But that

isn't all
;
plumb in

the middle of this

dream of complex
symmetry, what
meets the eye? Hor-
ors ! As I live, five

dots for the figure
"5"

! Forthwith arise

the voices of the
Babe and Suckling,
inquiring in plaintive

tones, "If five dots
is good for 5, why
in — why in teleg-

raphy isn't six dots
good for 6?"

As usual, the Babe
and Suckling are
easier spanked than
answered. The sim-
ple series of taps, or
any short sounds,
represent numbers so
naturally that any-
one, telegrapher or
not, can read them,
and read them right.

Whatever else a nu-
meral does, it surely
ought to "nume"

;

and the simple ones
do, while the code-
man's intricate sig-

nals don't. H.e
up his cook till she'sseems to have drest

spilled the beans.
Some say you couldn't count nine quick

dots with accuracy. But you can count the
quickest-striking clock up to 9, and even to
12. As a closer comparison, take the fire-

alarm tappers in the engine-houses and
street-boxes. They're quicker than any
clock, and furthermore deal in spaced
numbers, forming tens and hundreds, as
"2-6; 3-8-5"; but I never heard that
the firemen often drove half a mile to box
375, for example, miscounting it for box
385, just around the corner. The dot sys-
tem's good enough for them, and they some-
times betray a regard for holding their jobs
at that.

Others say the dots would be mistaken
for letters

:

. would be "E" as well as "1"

.. " " "I " "2"

... " " "S" <3"

.... " .
" "H" 4"

Oh, yes, serious confusion would result:
an operator copying "EISH dollars," for
instance, might mistake the "Eish" for an
accidental sneeze, ignore it completely (as
etiquette requires) and inform Jones that
Smith "will give you dollars" ; and Jones
would think his message was the words to
a song, a companion-piece to "In the morn
I bring thee violets," and perhaps get mad—because some folks don't like music.
But talk about mistaken identity, how

about the "abbreviated form" of code-
numerals actually in use, where

.
- = "1" also "A"

. . -="2* U"
{Continued on page 585)
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A Rotary Quenched Spark Gap
By FRANCIS R. PRAY

THERE are a great many Radio ama-
teurs who find it impossible to join the

Service for some reason or other, and
realize that the present is an excellent time

to make that "perfect" set if for no other

reason than the quite obvious fact that raw
material will not be cheaper than it is now.
Of course you exclaim : "Cheap ! Why, it

costs more now than it ever did." Well,
yes, that may be so, but did you ever stop

to think what it will cost after the war?
No doubt your next transmitter will em-

ploy a rotary quenched gap, as that is the
most efficient type up to date. , Should you
be undecided as to the design, allow me to

submit the following, as it combines the
best features of the gaps on the market,
besides several original ones. It is easily

made with no other tools than a small
bench lathe and slide-rest and the usual
experimenter's hand tools. It is so de-
signed as to combine the utmost in rugged-
ness with the easiest accessibility and the
material will not cost much.

Parts "A" and "B" should be of brass
or copper, or possibly aluminum, tho the

tapt into part "B" and four in "G" should

suffice. Make them all the same distance

apart.

It is suggested that the motor be bought
first and the various parts built up on it.

One of about 1/16 H.P. with a "round"
frame is necessary. The feet or base should

be broken off and the projections ground
down to the surface. It should be securely

fastened to the tube "E" by machine screws
tapt into the frame. Disc "I" is of Bakelite

fastened to tube "E" in the same manner
as Disc "F."
A "close-up" of the regulator is shown

in Fig. 2. A piece of phosphor-bronze or

silicon-bronze is turned with a cross-section

as in "M." A hole thru the center is made
to fit the motor's shaft and a set-screw is

used to fasten it on with. "L" is a ball-

bearing unit about the same as those used

in bicycle wheels and may -be obtained from
any of the large bearing manufacturers.
The spring "O" is of brass or steel and is

used to hold the motor shaft as far to the

right as possible. It might be suggested

here that if the shaft has no "play" it would

be bored to ventilate the motor at points

"U" and "V" all around the tube.

-j

Well, "Radio-Bugs"—Here's a Good Rotary-Quenched Spark Gap Suitable For Any Experi-

menter's Transmitter. It Not Only Is Better Cooled Than the Fixt Quenched Gaps But It Gives

a Much Clearer and More Penetrating Tone.

sparking surfaces "C" should be heavily

silver-plated in order to insure the utmost
efficiency, and you know aluminum cannot

be plated. Part "A" may be cast solid and
the cooling flanges cut in later with a part-

ing tool. Much care should be taken to see

that 'the sparking surfaces are cut at exactly

45 degrees and perfectly smooth before
silver-plating. The ring "D" may be made
of any tough metal, since it carries no
current. It is held onto the Bakelite tube

"E" by eight machine screws. Tube "E"
need not have a wall thicker than Y% inch.

Disc "F" is of Bakelite also, and should

be accurately fitted to "E" so as to exclude

air. Eight machine screws tapt into its

periphery should be sufficient to hold it in

place firmly. A whole piece of Bakelite

with a cross-section like "G" should be
turned on the lathe and fitted into a recess

in "B." This hole should be cut first and
the 45-degree sparking surface turned last,

because this surface should not vary the

slightest in its orbit. "G" is held in place

by metal washer "H." Four machine screws

be all right to take a little off the motor
bearings to make some, as the gap's adjust-

ment depends on this feature. "P" and "Q"

are large washers. On the right end of

part "M" a small recess is drilled just large

enough to hold a single ball bearing. Axle
grease or vaseline is put in the hole t(T

make the bearing run easily. By turning

knob "K2" the sparking electrode "B" is

moved to and from the electrode "A."

When a satisfactory distance is found by
experiment, the lock-nut "Kl" is screwed

up tight. In assembling the gap, turn "K2"
as far up as possible and unscrew the ma-
chine screws slightly at "R." The holes

for these machine screws in the rim around
part "A" should be somewhat larger than

usual so that when part "A" is fitted to

part "B," "A" may be moved around until

it fits cone "B" snugly. Then' the screws

"R" are tightened and gap is ready for use.

If desired, a hole may be bored at "S" and
a small tube tapt in thru which gases may
be forced for experimental purposes. An
outlet may be made at "T." Holes should

Motor"//,

A Detail View of Rotary Quenched Gap, End-
Play Shaft Regulator.

AIRMEN USE FALL AS RUSE TO
FIND HIDDEN WIRELESS.

Residents of Glen Cove, L. I., who a
short time ago had been wondering and
complaining about the continual flying over
their houses of airplanes from Mitchel Field,
Mineola, were amazed when it became
known that Department of Justice agents
have been searching the city for an alleged
hidden German wireless plant, said to have
been discovered thru efforts of the airmen
The wireless plant is declared to have been
located in the chimney of a house in the ex-
clusive Red Springs section of Glen- Cove.
For days airplanes have been hovering

over the city. Two machines came to

grief, and the pilots were taken into nearby
houses. Now it is said that the accidents
were deliberate, with the intention of gain-
ing admittance to the suspected house.
After being picked up, presumably un-

conscious, and carried into a certain house,
one of the airmen, while left alone, is said

to have found the concealed wireless.

HOW TO MAKE BUZZER GIVE
HIGH TONE.

Being in need of a buzzer giving a high
pitched tone I took an ordinary call buzzer,
removed the armature and }4-inch from the
end of the contact spring I wound two
turns of No. 22, B. & S. bare copper wire
around the armature under the contact
spring, and two turn around the armature
and over the spring. Then I twisted the

ends of the wires together tightly. When I

replaced the armature and adjusted it I

had a high tone buzzer, which made hardly
any noise to the ear, but using a telephone
receiver it almost "raised the dead."
Contributed by

GEO. F. HARRINGTON

Turns over spr/ng

Turns underspr/ng

A Simple Trick For Making Any Buzzer High
Tone.
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DETECTOR BUILT ON ATTACH-
MENT PLUG.

Herewith is a drawing of a "receptacle

detector." Any number of detectors can be

Wall receptacle £

The Right Dope In Detector Design—Build it

on an old Fuse or Attachment Plug. De-
tectors So Made Are Interchangeable.

made and different ones screwed in as

needed.
The base is made from an old wall typo

receptacle or other kind of receptacle. The
detector container is made from the bottom

of an old attachment plug. The plug screws

into the receptacle and the detector is then

ready for use.

Contributed by E. T. J.

A CLEVER WIRELESS PRACTISE
SET.

Take an old tuning coil, remove the slid-

ers or slider and on each corner of the top

of the end support tack on two thin wooden
sticks, such as kite sticks, and let them
project over about 4" at one end. If a

tuning coil is used, bring out each end of

the winding as shown in coil No. 1. Con-
nect telephone receivers as shown in dia-

gram.
To make coil number 2, take an old cur-

tain pole or a piece of broom handle. Saw
off a piece about one inch in length. Now
to make the end, take an old piece of heavy
cardboard and cut out two circular pieces

about two inches in diameter. After find-

ing the exact center of your cardboard,

take the" round piece one inch in length,

and attach the two cardboard discs, one at

each end. After completing, wind full of

No. 16 or 18 insulated magnet wire and
hook up as shown.
By depressing the key the battery is con-

nected with coil No. 2; the magnetic lines

Telegraph hey Buzzer

Coil H9 1

Phones

A Good Use for the Present Useless Tuning
Coil—Utilize It In Connection with a Small
Spool of Wire.—No. 2, to Make an Adjustable

Sound, Code Teacher.

of force travel from coil No. 2 to coil No.
1. By operating the key according to the

code, the sound will be heard in the re-

ceiver, the same as in long distance wire-
less receiving. This outfit is fine for learn-
ing the wireless code, as the sound produced
in the receivers can be varied in strength
by shifting the coil No. 2, along the slide

strips on top of the coil.

Contributed by T. G. GRANTHAM.

A PERFORATED TAPE CODE
TEACHER.

After reading the description of various
contrivances for teaching the code, I thought
I would try to make one of my own design.

Here is a description of it. Referring to

the illustrations, A is a tin can cover, the

one represented in the figure being 7" in

diameter. This will take a record 22" long,

or long enough to hold the entire alphabet,

minus the figures. It has a grooved pulley

about 2" in diameter fastened under it on
the center by 4 screws. ' A hole is drilled

centrally thru both pulley and can cover.

This had better be done before fastening
them together. Procure a base of suitable

size, and on one end tack a piece of tin
2" square with a hole in the center. Fasten
an insulated wire under one tack and run
this to one binding post.

The can cover should have a small piece

Drive pulley Spring bell

Brush

A Simple, Home-made Perforated Tape Code
Teaching Instrument. A Tin-can Cover
Serves as the Tape Drum Which is Rotated

by the Belt and Hand Wheel.

cut out of its edge 1/16 of an inch wide,
as at B. Two springs shaped as at C are
soldered to the can cover inside at D. The
record is a strip of paper about 24" long,
with the dots and dashes cut out with a
ticket punch. The ends are past thru the
cut in cover edge and fastened under the
ends of the springs. The cover can now be
mounted on the base, over the piece of tin.

Put a couple of washers under it, and fasten
it down with a screw. Put a washer under
the screw head too. The brush is made of
spring brass shaped like E. Cut slits in the
end so it will be sure to make contact with
the can cover thru the dots and dashes in
the tape record. A driving pulley is now
mounted on the other end of the base.
Put washers under this too. Screw a
handle on to turn it by and have a hole
in the handle large enough to turn freely
on screw holding it. Connect this pulley
with the small one with a strong belt. Put
a piece of rubber band in it so it will always
be tight. The pulleys need not run exactly
true. Connect the brush with the other
binding post and the code teacher is fin-

ished. In making the records repeat the
same letter three or four times in some of
them, as it is necessary to hear them over
and over again to remember them. It is to
be remembered that the instrument is con-
nected in series with a buzzer or sounder
and battery.

Contributed by A. E. HERSEE.

AN IMITATION "STAGE" RADIO.
Having need of an imitation wireless

sending station for use on the stage that

was to operate in semi-darkness, I hooked
up a buzzer and electric light globe (paint-

r

An "Imitation" Radio Outfit for the Stag*

—

The Buzzer Squawks and the Lamp Flashes
Each Time the Key is Prest. The Effect is

Very Realistic.

ed blue) , so that when a contact was closed

it would connect both of them as shown in

the diagram. The buzzer represents the

noise of the spark discharge and the globe

represents the light that the spark throws

off. The contact is to be closed by the

operator (actor) pressing the key on the

stage. The buzzer and the light, of course,

are not to be seen by the audience. They
may be placed behind a box or some other

object on the stage. The buzzer should

make the loudest noise possible. When
this apparatus is used in the semi-darkness

it will prove very satisfactory.

Contributed by G. B. PENNEBAKER.

HARD RUBBER PANELS.
Go to the storage battery station in your

town and ask for some large size battery

jars that have been discarded. These can

be procured for little or nothing. Soak

these in hot water until they are pliant and

then with a hack-saw cut so that the saw

cuts two sides at once. If the rubber be-

comes stiff while sawing, immerse it in the

hot water again. After it is washed it can

be polished with linseed oil and shellac. It

can be drilled with a metal drill. If one

piece is not of sufficient thickness, two
pieces may be fastened together, rough

sides touching, by means of the screws of

the apparatus.
Contributed by DONALD HUCKE.

ROUND TRANSFORMER CORES.
In cutting the sheet iron laminations for

the "legs" of transformer cores, make them
of different widths, i.e., cut them narrower

as they get farther from the middle. The

Here's How to Make Round Transformer
Cores at Last. Neat, Efficient, and Techni-

cally O. K. Thanku, Henry.

legs will then be round, rendering the trans-

former much more efficient and also easier

to wind on the coils.

Contributed by H. G. ASCHBRENNER.
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How to Make a Seven-Inch Reflecting Telescope

THE desire to see the planets thru a
telescope of greater power than the
one which came within the writer's

limited means financially is respon-
sible for his accomplishing the task

of making a telescope of considerable effic-

A Seven-Inch Reflecting Telescope, the Speculum of Which Was
Made by the Writer. It Provides Beautiful Views of Mars, the Moon,
Jupiter and Saturn, and Equipt with a Terrestrial Eye-Piece, Fur-

nishes a Powerful Telescope for Marine or Land Use.

iency. The grinding, polishing and figuring

of a glass speculum is not beyond the aver-
age ability, and such an accomplishment is

far more satisfactory than the purchase of
a refracting telescope of small size. Indeed
the service rendered by a home-made 11-

inch reflecting telescope has compared fa-

vorably with that rendered thru several
months' experience with an 11-inch re-

fractor of the best construction.
A seven-inch speculum is less difficult to

construct than a ten or an eleven-inch, tho
it is powerful enough to disclose details on
the discs of Mars and Jupiter, Saturn and
the moon, and will present splendid views
of the wonders of the milky way. But if

one wishes to attempt a larger size he may
do so by following the methods described
here, increasing in proportion the length of
stroke in working and the quantities of
material.

The concave mirror, or speculum of a
reflector performs the same service as the
lens of the refractor, it brings the rays to

a point in the focal plane thus forming a
real image of an object. This image in

both telescopes is magnified by the eyepiece,

various eyepieces being used to furnish dif-

ferent magnifying powers. It is obvious
that the quality of the image, must be per-
fect to permit of magnification.
The materials for a seven-inch mirror in

1910 cost about $5, including the glass discs.

By LATIMER J. WILSON
There will be needed two discs of com-

mon plate glass, seven inches in diameter,
one-inch and one-half an inch in thickness
respectively. The thicker disc becomes the
speculum, the other the "tool." The thick-

ness of a glass speculum should be in pro-
portion to its di-

ameter about as

1:8.

Two or three
pounds of car-
borundum No.
80, one or two
pounds of No.
120 and two
pounds of Grade
FFF will be
needed for the
grinding. One
half a pound of
Jeweller's Rouge
(iron oxid) and
about three
pounds of Bur-
gundy pitch, two
cakes of bees-
wax, four ounces
of turpentine and
a pound of resin
are required for
polishing. These,
with a few chem-
icals needed for
silvering the fin-

ished mirror,
complete the list

of ingredients
which one must
purchase.

The one-half inch glass disc, edges
ground smooth and top edge of the rim
slightly bevelled, is cemented with pitch to
a wooden block ten inches in diameter. The
block is then
made fast to a
rigid support, a

post or a barrel

that has been
firmly fastened to

the floor. The
worker must be
able to walk free-

ly around the
support and must
have plenty of
room for the nec-
essary arm move-
ments in grinding
and polishing.
The one - inch
thick disc, the fu-

ture speculum, is

cemented with
pitch to the cen-
ter of a circular

wooden block six

inches in diame-
ter on the top of
which is screwed
a handle. In
manipulating the
speculum over

the glass tool the hand must at no time come
in contact with the glass of the speculum.

The heat from the hands is sufficient to pro-

duce a perceptible effect in the final curve.

The No. 80 carborundum (or emery) is

made damp with a little water and is spread

thinly over the tool. The speculum is held

by the handle in such a manner that a very
slight pressure from the side of the hands
is upon the wooden block ; it is then moved
forward and backward across the tool, the

worker rotating the speculum all the time

by means of the block and the handle. As
the grinding proceeds the worker walks
around the support in a direction contrary

to the direction in which the speculum is

rotated. The speculum should be moved
forward and backward a space slightly

greater than one-half the diameter of the

disc. This motion tends rapidly to cut

away the center of the upper disc, at the

same time cutting away the edge of the tool,

making the latter convex and the former
concave.

The amount of concavity necessary for a

focus of sixty inches is equal to the arc

subtended by a radius of 120 inches.

Roughly it can be determined by frequently

examining the surface of the speculum in

sunlight during the stages of rough grind-

ing. Wet the disc and hold it so the sun's

light will be brought to the position of best

definition, indicated by the smallest disc of

the solar image. When the distance from
glass to image measures about sixty inches,

the rough grinding is complete.

The successive stages of the grinding are

devoted to refining the curve and eliminat-

ing the pits and scratches caused by the

coarser particles of carborundum. It will

be well to subject the No. 120 grade to a

series of two washings. Mix the whole of it

into a receptacle holding two gallons of

M° Biocn hancf/e
S- Specufum
T> Tool
D -- Direction ofrotation
G = Stro/ght stroke bacHword
Hi' Direction boy wains
5 BlocA support
P- Post

Illustrating the Different Motions Followed in Grinding and Polishing
the Speculum. 1— Length of Stroke to Produce Sphere: 2—Short
Stroke: 3—Long Stroke, Tending to Produce a Parabolic or Hyper-

bolic Curve.
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water, stir well and immediately pour off

all but the sediment. This will be used for

the first stage of fine grinding. The portion
that was poured off should be allowed to

settle for ten seconds and then all but the

water and sediment contained in the lower
part of the vessel again poured off. These
sediments labelled 1, 2 and 3 are to be used
in the first, second and third stages of the

fine grinding.
The stroke in grinding with the finer

grades is progressively shortened. Mov-
ing the speculum forward and drawing it

backward a space of one-third or one-
fourth the diameter tends to keep the curve
concave, and gradually to produce a
spherical form. Shorter strokes tend to

flatten the curve and during the final two
or three hours of fine grinding the strokes

may be no longer than one and one-half
inches.

The FFF Grade of the flour of carborun-
dum is subjected to several washings as

follows: (a) the coarsest 3 seconds; (b)
20 seconds

;
(c) 1 minute; (d) 10 minutes

;

and (e) 30 minutes. The particles held in

suspension in the washing that is left after

standing 30 minutes are so fine that the

liquid seems almost to be pure water.

Great care should be taken not to permit
coarser particles from getting mixed in the

fine grades when they are placed upon the

convex surface of the tool. Plenty of
water must be used during the fine grinding
to prevent the disc from binding as it is

manipulated over the glass tool.

The final surface when the fine grinding
is complete will present an appearance of a

thin film of dned milk spread upon a piece

of transparent glass. Black type well
spaced and lighted one-quarter of an inch
in size should be easily distinguishable as

viewed thru the ground surface, if the

back surface is of polished plate.

Next the Burgundy Pitch is melted and
strained. It is then thickened with resin or
thinned with turpentine until when cool (at

the room temperature) it permits a slight

impression to be made with the thumbnail
when prest into it. The grinding tool is

cleaned and a strip of surgeon's tape, or
lantern-slide tape (paper) is stuck to the

glass circumference so that it will protrude
about one-quarter of an inch all around
above the surface. The melted pitch is

then poured on the tool and allowed to set

an instant.

The speculum is painted with the rouge,
which has been mixt with water and only
the top one-third of which has been re-

moved for use, thus assuring only the finest

portion, avoiding coarse particles.

It is very important that the speculum be

kept thoroly wet with rouge and water
when it is placed upon the warm pitch and
gradually permitted to rest upon it until the

surface of the pitch has assumed the curve

of the speculum. The pitch is then reheated

inches) is placed a lamp having a bright

flame hidden entirely by a metal chimney.
Opposite the brightest part of the flame is a
needle hole so directed toward the mirror
that the light from it will be reflected back

, Speculum Needle hole Metal

chimney

Pos/tionof

ege and
knife blade

Direef/on /rn/fe b/ode is

moved ocross roys
Direction of illumination

Section of sphere Hyperbola Paroboia ODlate spneroid

Here A—B Represents the Position of the Speculum and the Light-Source for Testing the Ac-
curacy of the Grinding and Polishing. C—Shows How the Surface of the Speculum Darkens
for the Spherical, Parabolic and Hyperbolic Curves, as Seen When the Knife-Blade Screen is

Moved Across the Cone of Rays at the Place of Best Focus.

MelaI cover

Handle

Eye piece

5teeI shaft

Showing Details of "Equatorial" Mounting for Seven-Inch Reflecting
Telescope. Top of Post Is Cut to the Latitude of the Observer.

by passing a gas flame across it rapidly

until it is soft enough to permit squares

to be prest into it. These squares must be

spaced one-quarter of an inch apart by

pressing a wooden foot-rule in lines at right

angles, the lines being one inch apart. A
square should not come exactly in the cen-

ter of the tool but should be sufficiently ec-

centric to allow only one corner to be in

the exact center. When the squares are

formed the grooves can be cut out very

clean with a sharp knife, after which every

particle of the debris must be washed off

the polisher which is again heated by the

gas flame and coated with a mopping of

melted beeswax. The speculum is again

painted with the rouge and is gently prest

upon the semi-warm surface. In a short

while it will shape the surface into perfect

contact. Then the polishing can begin, the

purpose of the squares being to distribute

the rouge and to assure even polishing.

Frequent application of rouge is necessary.

The strokes are at first long as in the

coarse grinding. When a sufficient polish

appears the mir-

ror can be sub-

jected to the
well-known Fou-
cault Knife-edge
Test. Always be-

fore testing, the

mirror should be

permitted to rest

for fifteen min-
utes, until the

heat from the
friction of pol-

ishing has sub-

sided, otherwise
a true test of the

surface cannot be
made.

In a darkened
room the specu-

lum is placed in

an upright posi-

tion and directly

in front of it at

a distance equal

to the radius of

curvature (in
this case 120

Plan of the finder
'5'

Lens- H > It <\T Ol xi-

-ISinch focal length Focal length ofpiano

con vex
lenses Z'= i inch

T ,,f
•

D - 2
y I i.

Solvanaed iron cradle
in which tube can be

rotated

BlocA support formirror

Wood strip screwed
/ 'to tube
Metal coyer

Handle

to a point within ten inches of the lamp at

its side. The brighter the light and the

smaller the needle hole the better will be the

result. The writer has used satisfactorily a

small arc projection lantern having a prism

in the path of rays and the light from the

lantern reflected from a needle hole in a

piece of tinfoil glued to the side of the

prism. This enables the worker to make
the test at a distance of only a few inches.

The light from the needle-hole illuminates

the mirror as' seen at the principal focus.

Inside this focal point the image of the

lamp will be seen upright ;
beyond the point

it will be seen inverted, but at the focal

point the light from the bright needle-hole

will illuminate the disc so that no image

will appear except the mirror's bright disc.

An opaque object such as the straight edge

of a knife blade mounted upright can be

past across the cone of rays before the eye.

If the shadow advances as a straight line in

the same direction as that of the moving
knife-blade the blade is too near the mir-

ror; if it comes from the opposite direction

it is too far, but if the mirror gradually

darkens, the blade is in the best focus and

the test can be made.
Imagine the surface of the mirror il-

luminated from a direction opposite to that

from which the blade is moved. If the sur-

face then presents the aspect of a ridge

around the edge and a hill in the center, the

polishing strokes should be lengthened to

cut away the elevations. If the mirror

shows a slight depression the strokes should

be shortened. If a deep depression is seen

and the outer portions of the disc seem
turned back, the figure is that of a hyper-

bola and to correct it go back to the grind-

ing, using very short strokes.

A perfect sphere is indicated when the

surface darkens evenly. Work first for this

effect. Then to produce an approximate

curve that will satisfy all demands polish

for a very few moments at one time with

long strokes until the surface looks like a

shallow dinner plate, a very faint trace of

a depression in the center. This will pro-

duce the approximate parabolic curve, and
if not carried too far will result in a per-

fect speculum.
(Continued on page 586)
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A Simple Study of Currents and Magnets
By Prof. E. H. JOHNSON, Dept. Physics, Kenyon College

ONE of the first facts that the in-

vestigator in the field of electro-

magnetism comes to recognize is

that there is a "directedness" to the

reactions between magnets and
current-bearing conductors. The mystery
is partly dispelled, however, when
he learns that a magnet, whether
permanent or due to a current in

a coil of wire, can be attracted or

repelled only by another magnet

—

that is, it is acted upon only by a
magnetic field.

Now the "field" in the sense here
used means the entire region thru-

out which the magnetic force can
be detected by any means whatever.
Therefore the various portions of

the field can be considered to have
direction, because a force has a
direction. And if we try to map
out a field of magnetic or any
other kind of force on a sheet of
paper, we will get a series of lines

or arrows, not necessarily having
any regular arrangement. Such a
map is naturally limited to two
dimensions, and so will represent
only some one plane arbitrarily

chosen in the three-dimensional
space field of force we may be
studying. These direction lines in

the field have been called the
"lines of force," and it must be
remembered that they are directions only

and probably do not exist in any much
more real manner, but they do serve to

enable us to form a comprehensive idea of

the possible causes of the reactions we may
actually observe.
To help one to grasp the ideas involved

in a clear manner, many simple experiments
can be performed, but we will content our-
selves with several of the simplest ones,

which, tho not new, are well worth close

observation by the student.

To begin with, we have the fundamental
law that LIKE magnetic poles repel one
another, while UNLIKE magnetic poles

attract one another. Hence, according to

our previous statement that the magnetic
force of a magnet, as ordinarily observed

its natural North-and-South position hold
directly above it and parallel to it, a single
wire in which a small direct current is

flowing. It will be found that if the cur-
rent is flowing from South to North above
the needle, the North pole of the needle

The "Compass Test" for Determining if a Conductor Is Carry-
ing a Current, and if so, in What Direction It Is Flowing.
Reversing the Position of the Compass Reverses the Deflection

of the Needle.

will be deflected to^vard the West, as shown
at —a— ,

Fig. 1. If the current is reversed,

the needle will swing to the East, as shown
at —b— . Now if the wire is slipt under
the compass and the preceding two steps

are repeated, the deflections will be
changed correspondingly, as indicated by
—c— and —d— ,

Fig. 1.

To Produce a "North" Magnetic Pole, the
Current Must Pass Counter-clockwise Around
the Core as Shown at the Left. A "South"
Pole Results from a Clockwise Direction of

Current Thru a Magnet Coll.

is made evident only in the presence of
another magnet, we have to conclude that
when a compass needle which is held near
a wire bearing an electric current is de-
flected, some portion of the region contain-
ing the wire must contain a magnetic pole,
or its equivalent, as the source of the force
which affects the needle. Let us try the
experiment and then draw our conclusions.

Place a magneto compass on a table
where it is not near any other magnetic
body, and then, after it has come to rest in

From this simple experiment we can see

that there is a definite relation between
the direction of the current and that in

which a magnetic pole will move, if free to

do so. If one imagines that he can look
along the wire, of which the shaded por-

tions in Fig. 2, represent sections,

the arrow-heads will show the di-

rection in which a North magnetic
pole will move when the current
is flowing out from or into the

plane of the paper.
Another simple rule covering

all of the above cases, is that

known as the right-hand rule,

which states that if the current-
bearing wire is grasped in the
right hand, with the thumb point-

ing along the wire in the direction

in which the current is flowing,

the fingers will encircle the wire
in the direction in which a North
magnetic pole would be deflected.

See Fig. 3. This rule is perhaps
the easiest to remember of the
many which have been proposed,
but it should be clearly seen that

they all lead to the same conclu-
sion and that the law they seek to
illustrate is perfectly definite and
invariable.

So numerous are the experi-
mental possibilities for demon-
strating this principle that it is

in fact difficult to escape its application
in any branch of electrical science.
Without it electromagnetic machinery
would be impossible. For the present, a
few simple constructions will suffice to

show how repeated or continuous motion
may be obtained instead of single simple
deflection as in the case of the compass
needle, and altho the examples here given
are in the nature of toys long known to

anyone familiar with the subject, they will

be highly instructive and well worth the

time and effort involved in their construc-
tion by anyone who is not thoroly ac-

quainted with them.
Secure a glass tube or slender lamp

chimney (A, Fig. 4) about 6 inches long
and an inch or so in diameter. Into its

ends fit two corks, B and C. Thru the

The Earliest Form of Electric Motor Devised
by Faraday in 1822. It is Described Here In
Detail so That the Student Can Construct

One and Study It.

The "Right-hand Rule" Which Gives the
Direction of the Magnetic Whirls About a

Conductor.

lower cork, C, thrust an iron rod, D, about
lA inch in diameter and 3 inches long.
Around the lower half of it wind a couple
of layers of insulated wire (any size from
No. 18 to No. 24) and carry one end of the
wire up thru the cork as shown at E, so
that it may be surrounded by a layer of
mercury, F, which, in turn, should not quite
cover the upper end of the iron rod. Thru
the upper cork, B, pass a short length of
bare copper wire G, and then hang from it

loosely a sufficiently long piece of similar
wire, H, to just dip into the mercury. This
device can be mounted in an upright posi-
tion on a block in any convenient manner.

{To be continued.')
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Spectroscopic Methods and Spectra
A SEQUEL TO "HOW TO BUILD A SPECTROSCOPE"

Method No. i.

THIS method of obtaining the spec-

trum of a gas, is the only one that

can be used, and has several difficul-

ties in the way of home-made ap-
paratus. The principle of the method

is, that the required gas is sealed up in a
tube in an exceedingly dilute condition, and
by means of platinum electrodes, the tube
is connected to a spark coil. The tubes are
of the shape shown in Fig. 7, and the nar-
row portion is placed in front of the slit for
inspection. These tubes cannot be home-
made without special apparatus, etc., but
can be purchased from dealers in labora-
tory apparatus with various gases, such as
oxygen, hydrogen, carbon dioxid, etc. The
price of these varies somewhat, but the
lowest is about $1.50 per tube. They can
also be obtained filled with the rare gases,
argon, helium, neon, krypton and xenon,
but these will not interest the average ex-
perimenter as they are only for use with
delicate apparatus, besides ranging in cost
from $5.00 to $15.00.
To those who are interested in this branch

of the work, however, a tube can be pur-
chased that, coupled with the fittings of a

By D. S. BINNINGTON
PART II—Conclusion*

stop-cock is then closed and the tube is

ready for use. This tube possesses the ad-

vantage t h a t it

can be filled with

any desired gas

for one outlay.

But care must be
taken to exhaust
it thoroly, else

complications will

ensue. It should
b e noted, too,
that all the mate-
rials used to pre-

pare the gas must
be as pure as ob-
tainable. The gas
should be washed
with a proper
wash liquid, and
dried over con-
centrated Sulfu-
ric acid, Calcium
chlorid or other
drying agent.

These details,

however, can best

be obtained from

belongs really to Physical Chemistry, which
correlates all that is known from the chemi-

A Standard Spectrometer as Used in the Laboratory. Note How the Prism
is Clamped to a Rotatable Table. The Telescope and Collimator Are

Adjustable and the Base Has Three Leveling Screws.

• /Reflector

.Carbons-,

Termmo/s

Appearance of Finished Electric Arc for Producing Various Spectra.
Used in Series with the Arc on 110 Volts.

A Water Rheostat is

cal, electrical and physical standpoints, and
places it on a common foundation.

Method No. 3.

This method is really the simplest of all

three, but has some disadvantages, however,

which eliminate it from certain classes of

investigation. It consists, essentially, in

vaporizing the material in the electrical arc.

A quantity of carbons about $i" diameter

should be cut by means of a small saw into

pieces 6" long. One end should then be

roughly rounded off with coarse sandpaper

or a file. It should then be clamped in a

vise or between two boards, and a hole

drilled in the center of the end about as

large as a pencil lead, and about 3/16" to

Yi," deep. A mixture of the material to be

used and its own bulk of charcoal is then

powdered, well mixed and packed into the

hole. It is then placed opposite a plain

carbon in a horizontal position, and an arc

struck between the two. A small amount
of the material is vaporized into the arc,

the temperature of which
_
is sufficient to

vaporize any known material. As, if this

method is used, fresh carbons must be pre-

pared, it is convenient to make a small stand

to hold them in use and so that they are

easily interchangeable.

An apparatus for this purpose has been
designed by the writer and is shown in

Fig. 9. One carbon is fixt, while a clip is

made into which the prepared carbons can

{Continued on page 594)

good laboratory, will give excellent results.

The tube is shown in Fig. 8. As will be
seen it has the two platinum wires sealed

into it, and also two glass stop-cocks. For
use it is connected to an apparatus giving a
steady flow of the required gas, both stop-

cocks opened and the gas allowed to flow
thru for about half an hour, when both
stop-cocks are quickly closed.

The tube is then transferred and con-
nected to a mercury vacuum pump (one
such as described in an earlier issue of this

magazine) is ideal. The cock leading to

the pump is opened and the tube evacuated
for a considerable length of time. The
'Concluded from the October issue.

a text-book on Chemistry.
This covers the field of work

on gaseous spectra for ama-
teurs, but, however, hardly
touches it from the scientist's

point of view, as the subject of

gaseous spectra has probably
the widest field of all spectro-
scopical work, and merges to a
considerable extent into X-
Rays, Radioactivity and similar
fields of electrical work con-
nected with vacuum tubes, and
basing their theories on elec-

trons, etc. Indeed this subject

Sealed and Experimental Forms of Glass Tubes in Which
Gas is Placed. The Wires Are Connected to a Spark Coil

and the Glowing Tube Examined Before the Spectroscope.
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An Electrical Photo Printer
By DR. E. BADE

THE electrical photo printer is made
from a wood or metal box eight inches

in length, nine inches in breadth, and
twelve inches in height. The cover, one
inch thick, extends two inches on each side.

is made in two parts but it differs from
those usually employed in that an iron
flange, E, is attached to it, which hooks the

presser block and holds it in place at F.

The same piece of iron also presses the rod

wood and covered with suitable cloth. The
screen is in its normal position when it is

down. The negative and the paper are
placed upon the glass plate and the mask is

adjusted. As soon as the press is brought
down to hold the picture in place, the rod is

pushed down by the flange, the screen lifted

by the system of levers, and the light from
the bulb will print the sensitive paper. This
forty watt bulb, which is constantly lit, is

View of Finished Electrical Photo Printer.

The center of the box receives the frame
of an ordinary printer in which the glass
is later placed. On the right and the front
of the cover two heavy wires, A and B, are
fastened. The movable masks of tin, C and
D, slide on them. The hinged presser block

Where Many Photo Prints Are to be Made an Electrical Printing Box Constructed as Here
Shown Will Save Much Time and Give Excellent Results.

G, which, by means of levers, pulls H down-
ward. H fits into another pair of levers

within the box which lift the red cloth

screen, J. The lever is held in place by the
brace.

The screen is made from a framework of

fastened to the lower part of the box.
Since the bulb is always lit it furnishes
light for printing and developing. The
printer should stand at the right end of the

table and the fixing baths at the left end.

Such a printer saves much time indeed.

AUTOMATIC GASOLINE ENGINE
"STOP."

This device is used to stop a gasoline
engine that drives an air compressor auto-

A Handy Device for Stopping a Gasoline En-
gine, Which Drives an Air Compressor, Auto-
matically When the Pressure Has Reached

the Desired Point.

matically, when the pressure has reached
the desired point.

We found it impossible to get a safety-

valve that would not leak air, so I de-
signed this device and have found it en-
tirely satisfactory. All that is necessary to

do is to start the engine and "forget it."

When the pressure gets high enough the

engine stops.

The circuit breaker, A, is made from an
old bell. The two springs, B and B, were
taken from an automobile tire valve. The
switch handle, C, is made of fiber (wood
or hard rubber). The armature, D, is riv-

eted to the steel strip E (old hack saw*
blade). F and F are merely stops to pre-

vent springs from pulling levers too far. G
is a pigtail connecting H to I. The hook J
is of steel (case hardened) and catches in

the steel hook (which is hardened) on the
end of E. E is pivoted on the steel pivot

K (piece of hack saw blade). The pivot K
has a projection which goes thru in E to

keep E from slipping out of place.

In regard to the pressure gage it must
be placed between pump and check valve.

At each impulse of the pump the hand
jumps slightly. One of these jumps is

enough to close the circuit for an instant.

Then the hand falls back a little and pre-
vents start. A small hole must be drilled

thru the dial at the desired mark, a cor-

responding hole is drilled thru back of
gage (shown in drawing). The bolt A
has a wire soldered to its head. This wire
extends thru dial of gage and has platinum
point soldered on its side. Bolt A must be
insulated from gage by means of fiber

washers at B. The hand C has a platinum
point soldered to it so it will make contact
with the point on A. When the point on

hand C touches point on A the circuit is

closed. The magnets in the circuit-breaker
pull armature D down, allowing arm C to

fall back, thereby breaking the ignition cir-

cuit and stops the engine. To start the
engine again the arm C is pushed in again.

Contributed by L. E. PARSONS.

TRAIN REVERSING SWITCH.
If you have an electric train with a per-

manent magnet field then reversing the cur-
rent would reverse the motor. I have de-
signed this reverser, which is combined with
a variable resistance unit.

A Reversing Rheostat for Toy Motors.

The switch handle is made of fiber or
hard wood and the contacts on it are made
of copper. The resistance coils can be old
shade-roller springs.

Contributed by BURTON McKIM.
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Experimental Mechanics
By SAMUEL D. COHEN

LATHE CHUCKS.
ANOTHER form of independent jaw

chuck is found useful in chucking
irregular work. This has four

>- screw clamps or dogs of the form
indicated in Fig. 5, which are bolted

by means of a nut to the chuck or face

fig. 5

Individual Lathe Chuck Jaw, Any Number of
Which Can Be Secured to a Face-plate or

Ring.

plate. By tightening the large threaded
screw against the work, it will be securely
fastened for operation.

A very useful form of
chuck which depends
upon adjustable screws
for holding the work, is

the bell chuck, and this is

shown in Fig. 6. It con-
sists of a casting or forg-

ing made in the shape of
a bell, C, which is bored
and threaded at the back
to fit the lathe spindle.

The work, W, is held be-
tween the screws S,S,S,S,
which are placed at regu-
larly spaced intervals

around the bell portion
of the casting. In the

side view of this chuck,
two sets of screws are
shown, one set behind
the other, which enables
work of considerable
length to be adjusted
centrally, while the work
is more securely held
than by one set of
screws.
At times when the

work is heavy at one side, or when an angle
plate is used in chucking, it is necessary to

bolt a counter-balance on the face plate

opposite the heavy part. ' The dis-

tance from the center of the lathe

to the heaviest part of the work
should be the same distance to the

center of the counter balance

;

otherwise the work will run out of
center or out of true, and thus will

not be round when machined, owing
to unbalance.
A drill chuck is usually very

handy, and is made much smaller
than those described above. It gen-
erally contains three jaws. A most
common form of drill chuck is

shown in Fig. 7. The drill is se-

cured between the jaws by turning
the knurled outer shell of the chuck.
This operation automatically tight-

ens up all the jaws.
For especially accurate or pre-

cision work, another form of chuck

LESSON VIII.

is used, which is called a split- or draw-in
chuck. The chuck and method of securing
is shown on precision head stock, Fig. 8.

The draw-in chuck, I, consists of a cylin-

drical tube with a hole in the center of
proper diameter. One end of this tube is

turned conically, and its face split in three
equal parts, by three slots. This tube is

threaded on the opposite end and fits into

a rod, R, protruding thru the spindle, and
its end secured to a handle, H. Look-
ing at the construction of the head of
the spindle, it will be noticed that by draw-
ing the split cylinder towards the rod, R,
and turning the handle, H, that the conical

end will be drawn in, thus making the hole
of the cylinder smaller. If a rod of the

proper diameter were secured in this hole,

it would be tightened up and clamped in it.

This cylinder with the conical end and split

face is called the chuck, and the rod, R, is

called the draw-in attachment of the chuck.
There are a great many sizes of split-

face chucks. Each and every one has a
definite size hole, and can be used only with
work having its diameter approximately
equal to the diameter of its chucking hole.

This, of course, gives a standard hole, and
for this reason is used for precise model
and other work, where accuracy and speed
in centering is necessary.

In order that the amateur may not be

concerns a lathe, no matter on what prin-

ciple it is built, which if carefully con-
structed, is capable of producing precise

work within the limits of its type. The
real meaning of the word, however, is tech-

nically applied to a particular type of tool,

which, in addition to being of first-class

workmanship, is also constructed on a defi-

Fig. 8.—For Precisi
"Split Chuck" Hei

on Work in the Lathe the Most Satisfactory Chuck is the Spring
e Shown. It Fits Accurately Inside the Hollow Spindle and is

Clamped by Turning the Hand Wheel at the Left.

confused with the terms, it may be stated

that the word "precision,'' as applied to the

lathe, has several meanings. One of these

Fig. 7.- -Common Form of Small Drill Chuck, the Taper Shank
of Which Readily Fits Into the Tail Stock.

The "Bell Chuck"— It Can Be Made from a
Piece of Steel Rod by Any Machinist and is

Handy for Odd Jobs.

nite plan, so that precise results are attained

mainly from the method in which the ma-
chine is set up. A true precision lathe is

generally a tool for lighter work. The man-
drel is so designed that the bulk of the

precision accessories are

attached to it by means
of a draw-in spindle or

rod, and not at all by
means of a threaded
nose.

It is well to remember,
md it is a proven fact,

that the screw-on princi-

ple of attaching chuck?
to a lathe is far from de-

sirable from the point of

accuracy. However care-

fully the nose may be
screw-cut and the chuck
fitted, sooner or later,

due to dirt accumulations
in the chucks and wear
on the thread by con-
tinually screwing and
unscrewing it, and on the
faces of the chuck adapt-
er, the attachments work
out of alignment. In ad-
dition, the method by
which so-called self-cen-
tering is accomplisht and
which was described at

the beginning of this lesson, as also the
limited wearing area of their jaws, only
serves to make matters worse. For most

purposes, in small power engineer-
ing, at any rate, the usual method
of screwing on chucks is quite accu-
rate enough, in view of the fact that
it is the usual thing in heavier ma-
chine-tool practise. In some classes
of work, notably in watch, clock and
instrument making, this matter be-
comes particularly important, and it

is here that the want of a true pre-
cision lathe results in its production
on the lines just mentioned. Also
in heavier machine work where
large quantities of interchangeable
parts have to be made on repetition
lathes of the turret-head kind, the
split-chuck principle is used. Prac-
tically all model shops, especially
those turning out instrument parts,
are equipt with precision lathes of
this type. (Continued on page 594)
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Experimental Chemistry
Bv ALBERT W. WILSDON

Thirty-first Lesson

SULFUR: History.

SULFUR was known to the ancients,
the alchemists attaching a great deal
of importance to it. They thought it

was one of two or three primary sub-
stances. The Greeks and Romans

utilized it as a medicine.

Fig. 152.—Sulfur is Refined and Made Into
"Flowers of Sulfur" by the Process of Sub-
limation. The Crude Sulfur is Vaporized in
G, Leading Out Thru D Into Chamber A,
Where it Sublimes On the Cold Walls. As
the Walls Become Heated, the Sublimate
Melts, the Liquid Being Drawn Off Thru O,

Into Moulds, Becoming "Brimstone."

Occurrence.
Its occurrence in the free state is sup-

posed to be due to Sulfur Dioxid and Hy-
drogen Sulfid, reacting on each other to
form Sulfur.

S03 + 2H2S = 2H2 + S,
H 2S + O = H 2 + S
H2S + 30 = H 2 + SO,

Its compounds are more abundant than
the element. It is combined as sulfides and
sulfates, in which forms it is very widely
distributed. Some of these metallic sulfides
are commonly known as Blendes or Glances
as, Zinc Blende (Zinc Sulfid, ZnS)

;

Galenit (Lead Sulfid; PhS) ; 'this being

Apparatus for Generating Hydrogen Sulfid
By the Action of Hydrochloric Acid on Fer-
rous Sulfid and the Collection of the Gas by

Downward Displacement.

known to most experimenters as Galena, as
used in radio work. Pyrite (Iron Sulfid,

FeSj) ; Cinnabar (HgS). Stibnit (SbaSa) ;

Realgar (AS2S3). When combined with
oxygen it is found in native sulfates as
Heavy Spar (Barium Sulfate, BaSO*)

;

Gypsum (Calcium Sulfate, CaS04.2H20) ;

Kieserit (Magnesium Sulfate, MgSOi) ;

etc. Some mineral springs have solutions
of Hydrogen Sulfid. It exists in the ani-

mal and vegetable kindgdoms.

Preparation.

The crude sulfur earth and masses of ore
are piled with a small amount of fuel in

heaps over depressions in the ground. These
heaps are then ignited, the Sulfur melts,

runs down, and is collected from the hollow
beneath. The liquid solidifies and this prod-
uct is exported. '

So that the reader will not be confused
by the names Brimstone or Roll Sulfur,
and Flowers of Sulfur, it will not be out
of place to distinguish between them at this

time. Brimstone, or Roll Sulfur, is the
crude unmouided sulfur, which is used for
technical purposes only. Flowers of Sul-
fur, is the so-called sublimed sulfur, which
consists of a mixture of the rhombic and
amorphous varities (to be described later).

Sulfur is refined and made into Flowers
of Sulfur by the process of sublimation.
The crude Sulfur is contained and melted
in a vat, which leads to retorts, thru which
the sulfur is diverted (see Fig. 152). All
the air is excluded during "this passage, and
after reaching the retorts, then vaporized by
heat situated directly under the retorts. In
this state it is then past into a chamber, on
the cold walls of which it sublimes. As the
walls of these chambers become heated, the
sublimate melts and the liquid is drawn off

by means of an outlet situated at the bot-
tom of the chamber, into cylindrical

moulds. It is in this form that it is called

Brimstone.

Sulfur can be obtained from the Calcium
Sulfid which is obtained as a waste prod-
uct in the LeBlanc soda process. This
waste product, before removing from the
leaching vats, is subjected to a current of
air, by which the sulfid is partly converted
into sulfite and thiosulfate. The calcium
thiosulfate may be used for the preparation
of Sodium Thiosulfate ("Hypo") which
is used in considerable quantities in pho-
nography, or the mixture may then be
treated with Hydrochloric acid,

2CaS + CaS2 3 + 6HC1 = 3CaCl 2 + 4S + 3H2

The recovery of sulfur from the purifiers
in the gas works is practised tc a large
extent in England. The gas, of which Hy-
drogen Sulfid is a constituent, is past over
moist ferric oxid, thus,

2FeS + 3HaO + 30 Fe 2 33H2 + S2

The recovered iron oxid, mixed with Sul-
fur, is then exposed to another quantity of
the gas, and repeatedly regenerated until

the mass contains about 50 per cent of
Sulfur, the latter being recovered by heat-
ing the mixture.

Allotropic Forms.

Octahedral or Rhombic Sulfur. This is

the form in which it occurs in nature as well
as that form in which it crystallizes from
Carbon Disulfid.

Prismatic or Monoclinic Sulfur. This
form is obtained from the cooling of fused

Sulfur. On heating Sulfur in a Hessian
crucible until melted, allowing to cool until

a crust forms on the surface, then quickly

pouring out the liquid portion, the crucible

will be lined with long, brilliant, transpar-

ent crystals, having the form of monoclinic
prisms, these becoming opaque after twenty-
four hours at ordinary temperature. If

these crystals are examined under a micro-

Applying the Lead Acetate Test to Hydrogen
Sulfid Gas.

scope, they will be found to be made up of

minute rhombic crystals. This form has
a specific gravity of 1.96 and melts at 120
degrees, and is soluble in Carbon Disulfid.

Plastic or Amorphous Sulfur. This may
be prepared by carefully heating Sulfur to

330 degrees, and then pouring, in a thin

stream, into water. The product in this

case being an amber-colored, plastic mass,
which may be drawn out into threads or
kneaded between the fingers. This is called

the Plastic variety. The specific gravity of
this form in 1.956, whicb is insoluble in

Carbon Disulfid. Due to the fact that it

quickly reverts to the rhombic variety with
the evolution of heat, no melting point can
be assigned to it.

(Continued on page 577)

The Apparatus Employed for "Precipitation'
By Hydrogen Sulfid.
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This department will award the following monthly prizes: First Prize, $3.00; Second Prize, $2.00; Third Prize, $1.00.
The purpose of this department is to stimulate experimenters towards accomplishing new things with old apparatus or old materialand for the most useful, practical and original idea submitted to the Editors of this department, a monthly series of prizes will be awarded

For the best idea submitted a prize of $3.00 is awarded; for the second best idea a $2.00 prize, and for the third best prize of $1 00 The
article need not be very elaborate, and rough sketches are sufficient. We will make the mechanical drawings. Use only one side of sheetMake sketches on separate sheets.

SECOND PRIZE, $2.00

NIFTY SLOT-CUTTING WRINKLE.
To cut slots (which is quite difficult to

do neatly with a thin file), hook into your
hack-saw frame, instead of the usual single

blade, two, three or four blades, according

1
one blade fm blades three blades

A Clever Method of Cutting Slots of Any De-
sired Thickness In Metal Stock with a Hack
Saw. Two or More Blades Are Used as

Required.

to the width of the slot desired. Be sure
to have the teeth of all blades point the
same way. A beautiful even slot is the
result.

j

Contributed by THOMAS REED.

MAKING A SWITCH FROM AN OLD
FUSE BLOCK.

To make a switch from an old fuse block
is an easy matter. All the material that is

necessary is the fuse block, a piece of brass
rod the right length, and a wooden handle.
I used the handle of an old shocking ma-
chine. A hole is bored in the handle so as
to hold the brass rod snugly. The clips

that originally held the fuse are now used
to hold the brass rod. Connections are
made by running the brass rod in the clips

in place of the fuse. When the switch is

not in use the rod may be taken off and
taken with you, so no one can temper with
the switch while you are away.
Contributed by

RUSSEL MAC COMISKEY.

Spring Clips

a
J8L

.

Fuse Block

Wooden Handle

A First-class Switch Can Be Readily Made
from an Old Fuse Block, Fitting It with a

Brass Rod and Handle as Shown.

FIRST PRIZE, $3.00

A HOME-MADE "LOCK-SWITCH."
Having need for a lock-switch, I made

one as shown in diagram. On a base, G,

I mounted a padlock, B, with screws. A
wire was soldered at C and connected to

binding post D. A block of wood was
mounted at A and a strip of brass, F, was
fastened to it. The brass spring was con-

nected to post E. The strip of brass was
bent until a good contact was made when
the padlock was open.

To make this switch more effective, a

cover should be put over it, with an open-

A Simple Padlock Switch for Closing Alarm
Bell Circuit Whenever Lock Hasp is Opened.

ing to insert the key and a pin, H, should
project thru the cover so that the lock can
be shut.

Contributed by E. D. PAPKEE.

A CENTRALIZED BUZZER TELE-
GRAPH AND TELEPHONE LINE.
This scheme comprises one buzzer, 2 dry

batteries, 2-75 ohm 'phones 1 m.f., con-

75 Ohm rec
Water gos pipe or

third wire

75Ohm rec

Tl J

' k
fry cells T L

U
1 m.f
cond

High frequency buzzer

Something Every "Bug" Has Been Looking
for—a "Centralized" Buzzer Telegraph and
Telephone System, Having But One Battery

and Buzzer at a Central Point.

denser and enough wire to connect stations.

One twisted pair and gas or water pipe will

work all right in lieu of the third wire.
The one buzzer works both 'phones at once
thru the condenser and they may lay on the
table or desk as they respond very loudly.
The buzzer battery, and condenser may be

THIRD PRIZE, $1,00

TRY THIS STUNT ON YOUR
PIANO.

A very unique and entertaining (also
sometimes exasperating) attachment may
be easily installed by musically inclined ex-
perimenters, for their own amusement.

Groundon soft

pedal
fointofcontact

. Jot

Insulatedyjppon
onloudpedal

Want to Surprise Your Big Sister—Just Hook
Up This Telegrah Sounder Stunt to the Soft
Pedal. The Sounder Will Do the Rest.

Procure a telegraph sounder and a few
dry cells. Consult the accompanying dia-
gram, and the soft pedal will do the rest.

Contributed by J. J. COPELAND.

connected at either end but at the center
of the system preferably. Only one of each
is necessary to work both ways. Where
two Amateurs reside in the same house or
on the same side of the street this will go
a great way towards keeping them in trim
until after the war. Now, brother experi-
menters don't wear long faces because you
can't use your radio outfit. Hook this up
and forget your grouch.
Contributed by

JOSEPH C. HANHAUSER.

HOW TO REMEMBER OHM'S LAW.
I present herewith a simplified method

for figuring Ohm's law which I have never
seen in print. It might appropriately be
termed "Ohm's Law in a Nutshell." In
the formula E represents voltage, A
amperes, and R the resistance in ohms. To
find any term, cover it with the finger. Thus
to find the amperes we have th,e fraction
E over R, or volts divided by orms; to
find voltage we
have A times ; " "

-
. ^

R ; to find ohms
we have the
fraction E over
A. I find this

very easy to

remember, and
very much bet-
ter than trying
t o remember
the three for-
mulas.

Contributed by

E. L. STITT. Simple Ohm's Law Rule.
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YOUNG MAN, Y
Wake Up

Some of

the many

valuable

FREE
advantages

enjoyed by

my students

1. I give each

student, abso-

lutely free of

cost to him, a

fine outfit of

HIGH GRADE
ELECTRI-
CAL TOOLS,
MATER-
IALS AND
INSTRU-
MENTS.
2. I teach each

student soon
after he en-

rolls
S P E C I

BRANCH
E L .E
T R I C
SCIENCE, so

he can begin

to make money
from the start.

3. I absolutely

guarantee to

return every
cent you pay

for tuitions if

not satisfied.

4. I give you
the advantage

of splendid
Electri-
cal' Shops and
L a b o r a -

tories any time

you desire. No
corre-
spondence
school can give

you this.

a

A L

of

C -

A L

L. L. COOKE,
Chief Engineer. Chicago Engineering Work». —

,„p_ nrlv
The well-known Consulting and Advisory Engineer, fWmOTlJ

Member of Engineering Staff of American Bridge Co., r"»5B™
Steel Car Co.. and Mllllkan Bros., Great International Engi-

neers of New York. London and South Africa. Yuun
ADVISOR AND INSTRUCTOR.

BE A CERTIF1
Never before has there been such a big demand

for trained graduate electricians, and never at

such splendid pay. There are not enough trained

men in the country. More men must be trained to

meet this urgent need. Here is your opportunity

!

You — yes you — are wanted, but as a

TRAINED ELECTRICAL MAN. In these

days there is no place for idlers, and there is no
place for the untrained man. In civil or military
life he is not only useless, but he is a burden. It is

now up to every one of us to prepare to be just as

useful to the country as possible. And after the

war the untrained man will be up against it still

worse, because he will be unable to compete with
the skilled men now being trained. How does
this hit you?

BE A

CERTIFICATED
ELECTRICIAN
Earn $45 to $ 1OO a Week

There is only one thing to it
;
you simply have to prepare for a

real business if you expect to ever get ahead ; and I can easily

train you so you will soon be ready for a fine Electrical position,

if you will only follow my advice and instruction. My system of

Instruction at Home, without interfering with your work, is

simple and clear yet thorough and complete. A few months
snappy training of the right kind will prepare you to earn a good
salary and start you on the way to a big success.

I have trained thousands of men and I know what I can do for

you. In fact, I know so well that I will Guarantee under Bond
to return every cent of your tuition if you are not entirely satisfied

when you receive your Electric Certificate as a graduate of my
school.

How have other successful men gotten ahead? Not by idly

drifting along, but by preparing for bigger things. They have no

more brains than you, but they have trained them. You can do

the same and soon be earning a fine income.

L. L. COOKE, Chi
CHICAGO ENGINEE

dept. 20Y 441 Cass StM

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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U'RE WANTED
ATED ELECTRICIAN

You Men of Draft Age Don't delay taking up this course because you may be drafted.

That's the very reason you should begin immediately. It is your
patriotic duty to make yourself worth the most possible to your country—and to yourself—and of course the
trained man with technical education is the one who rises in rank and pay. If you begin at once you may finish

the course before you are called, but if not the part you have covered will be a benefit to you. Write me about
it today.

What Can You Do as a Trained Man?
line depends upon training. What line will you take up? There is no field that offers such a wide range of
application, such wonderful opportunities for financial advancement and such urgent need for more trained men
as Electricity. I can very quickly train you so that you can handle your share of the business of the nation.

But it is up to YOU. You must act for yourself. But if you will give me your confidence and your co-opera-
tion I will take you along the way to a real success. Fill out the coupon and send ! Now.

The Only School In addition to the fact that I am Chief Engineer of Chicago Engineering
Works and can help you better than anybody else, here we have large finely

equipped shops where you can come at any time for special instruction without charge. No correspondence
school has such equipment or can make you such an offer. You can't learn electricity from a set of books.

Special Offer Right now I am giving a big valuable surprise that I cannot explain here, to every

student who answers this ad. Be sure to get this. Write today.

FREE LESSONS
AND

OUTFIT
Send me the Free Outfit coupon at once. Do it now! For a limited time I am making a slashing cut in

the cost of tuition and giving each new student a fine Outfit of Electrical Tools, Materials and Instruments

—

Absolutely Free. I will also send you—free and fully prepaid—Proof Lessons to show you how easily you
can be trained at home to enter this great profession, by means of my new, revised and original system of mail

instruction which has proved so successful for my students.

Valuable Book Free
To everyone who answers this ad I will also send without charge

my free book, "How to Become An Electrical Expert". Write for it

today. _

Tear Off and Mail The Coupon Now !

It will not cost you a nickel to find out all about this, and it may I

mean everything to your future life. Don't neglect it. Tear off the .

coupon right now. Fill in your name and address and send it to me.
Then what I will send back to you will show you the wonderful
opportunity I am offering you and how easily you can take advantage \

of it. Now tear off the coupon.

Engineer
KG WORKS

Chicago, 111.

FREE "OUTFIT" COUPON

CHIEF ENGINEER COOKE,
Chicago Engineering Works,

Dept. 20Y-441 Cass Street,

Chicago, 111.

Please send me at once— fully prepaid and entirely free—complete

particulars of your great offer for this month.

Name

| Addr

I City . State

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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real business if you expect to ever get ahead ; and I can easily

train you so you will soon be ready for a fine Electrical position,

if you will only follow my advice and instruction. My system of

Instruction at Home, without interfering with your work, is

simple and clear yet thorough and complete. A few months
snappy training of the right kind will prepare you to earn a good
salary and start you on the way to a big success,

I have trained thousands of men and I know what I can do for

you. In fact, I know so well that I will Guarantee under Bond
to return every cent of your tuition if you are not entirely satisfied

when you receive your Electric Certificate as a graduate of my
school.
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more brains than you, but they have trained them. You can do
the same and soon be earning a fine income.
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A SIMPLE KIPP GENERATOR.
The Kipp generator shown in the accom-

panying drawing can be easily and cheaply
constructed. The drawing explains itself,

so far as construction is concerned. The
test tube should be as large as possible, but

Pinch cacA Rubber tube

Test tube

Rubber cora-

Thistle Tube

Simple Kipp Gas Generator, Made from Sec-
tion of Test Tube, a Bent Thistle Tube and

Two Rubber Corks.

one 6" by J4" will do very well. The best
way to cut the end off the test tube is to
encircle it with a file scratch, wind two
strips of wet filter paper around it 1/16"
from the mark, and then heat the tube be-
tween the strips, when it will crack cleanly.
Such an apparatus, which will deliver a

stream of gas at any time, is a great con-
venience and time-saver in almost any ex-
perimenter's laboratory. For generating:
Hydrogen, chlorin, carbon dioxid, or hy-
drogen sulfide, use : Dilute hydrochloric
acid (1 : 3) in the thistle tube and granu-
lated zinc, potassium permanganate, marble
chips or iron sulfide respectively in the test
tube.

Contributed by HAROLD GREINER.

CHEMICAL WRINKLES.
Artificial Amber—Dissolve shellac in an

alkaline lye ; then mix with a solution of
chlorin until the shellac is entirely pre-
cipitated. Wash in water and heat gently
till it runs clear. It can then be molded.

Artificial Ivory—Four parts sulfuric
acid, 50 parts water. Macerate peeled po-
tatoes in the solution 36 hours. Dry the
mass between blotting paper and subject to
great pressure.

Filler for Wood—Equal parts Japan,
boiled linseed oil and turpentine, and one-
half that quantity of dry starch. Mix and
apply with sponge or flannel. Dry 48 hours
and rub with No. sandpaper. Make sec-
ond application and when dry rub with

EDITED BY S. GJERNSBACK

licking over a block of wood until the wood
is perfectly smooth. Stain and finish up in

any desired style. Use no color for oak.

Rosewood Stain—Alcohol 1 gallon, cam-
wood 2 ounces. Set in a warm place 24
hours. Add extract of logwood 3 ounces,

aqua fortis 1 ounce. When dissolved it is

ready for use.

India Ink—Grind fine lampblack and
gelatine, scent with camphor or musk es-

sence and mold in sticks. It can be im-
proved by washing the lampblack with a
solution of caustic soda and then straining

off the solution or drying it out.

Transparent for Tools—Best alcohol, 1

gal.
;
gum sandarac, 2 pounds

;
gum mastic,

y2 pound. Place all in a tin can which
admits of being corked; cork it tight, and
shake it frequently, occasionally placing the
can in hot water. When dissolved it is

ready for use. This makes a very nice

varnish for new tools which are exposed
to dampness, etc.

Contributed by ERNEST E. MILLER.

A NOVEL CHEMICAL INDICATOR.
In chemistry an indicator is something

which tells whether a substance is acid or
basic.

The following is a rather peculiar one

:

Place some sulfate of quinin in a beaker
and add some water. The sulfate of
quinin will not dissolve. Now add dilute

sulfuric acid drop by drop until the sulfate

of quinin is all dissolved.

To test for a basic reaction add some of
the above solution to the solution to be
tested. If the solution is basic the sulfate

of quinin will reappear as a flaky precipi-

tate. To test for an acid make some of the

test solution slightly basic and add solution

to be tested. If the solution clears the sub-
stance is acid.

Contributed by J. C. MORRIS. Jr.

EXPERIMENT WITH CALCIUM
CARBONAT.

Place some powdered calcium carbonat
in a vessel containing some water. The
carbonat is insoluble. Now blow the breath
thru the water and the carbonat will dis-

solve due to the fact that the insoluble car-

bonat of calcium is transformed by the

carbonic acid gas of the breath into the

soluble bi-carbonat of calcium.

Powdered or precipitated chalk is a con-
venient form of calcium carbonat to use.

The reactions which take place are as

follows

:

First: The carbon dioxid of the breath
unites with the water to form carbonic acid,

according to the equation

:

H 2 + CO, > H,CO.
Second : The carbonic acid unites with

the calcium carbonat, according to the equa-
tion :

Ca COa + H2 COa > Ca (HCOa) =

If the solution of the bi-carbonat is

heated the carbonat of calcium will again
appear as a precipitat because the bi-carbo-

nat of calcium is broken up by the heat,

according to the equation

:

Ca (HCOs). > Ca COa + H, CO,
This latter fact is made use of commer-

cially in the purification of water.

Contributed by J. C. MORRIS, JR.

IS POTASSIUM FERRICYANID
POISONOUS?

Editor Electrical Experimenter:
In the September number, on page 325, is

an article on "How to 'Steel-Plate' Parts",
contributed by A. Mencher, in which it is

stated that "Potassium Ferricyanid is one
of the most deadly poisons". That is news
to the 77-year-old writer who has been
handling the stuff off and on for more than
fifty years. Mr. Mencher is absolutely
wrong; it is not poisonous at all. For
proof let him refer to the National Dis-
pensatory, 1879 edition, page 1127 and he
will find this : "... and that it may be ad-
ministered for weeks in the daily dose of
several grains, without deranging the health
or altering the composition of the urine".

Yours for facts,

A. Galpin.

The length of the smallest screw ever
made is .028 of an inch, its diameter .026 of
an inch, weight .012 of a grain. There are
360 threads to the inch and it takes 582,333
of these screws to make a pound.

HANDY DISTILLED WATER
SUPPLY.

The accompanying drawing shows a con-
venient method for having a handy supply
of distilled water. When it is once started

siphoning through the bent tube, it will al-

ways be ready. Any amount can be drawn
at will. The thistle tube permits the air to

enter the container, while the cotton in it

kef.ps the dust, etc., from getting into the
water. The drawing explains fully the

construction.
Contributed by HAROLD GREINER.

Cotton- _rfl|f
Thistle tube .... { ffl

Glass ,

tube

.Distilled voter

Pinch coch

Rubber tube

Here Is a Very Handy Distilled Water Supply
Acting on the Siphon Principle.



Electric Light for Pencils
(No. 1,274,022, issued to Cristian

Edmundson.)
This electric light attachment for

pens or pencils is intended for use
in conjunction with a small flash-

light battery carried in the pocket.

The attachment as here designed
is detachable from the pen or pen-
cil, and is also provided with a
switch for closing the lamp circuit.
The switch is controlled by the
movement of the fore-finger while
writing and thus the position while
writing is a natural one. The at-
tachment may be adjusted at any
position along the pencil to compen-
sate for resharpening, etc. Two or
more pea lamps can be used in the
reflector.

Electric Cooking- Vessel
(No. 1,273,821, issued to Howard

C. Causton.)
This invention relates to a do-

mestic kettle or cooking vessel
adapted for use with an electric
heating unit, the improvement be-
ing directed to the provision of a
receptacle within which the heating
unit proper may be removably
placed. This receptacle is below
the bottom of the general volume
of the vessel so as to insure entire

immersion of the heating unit, with
an amount of liquid which is rela-

tively small in proportion to the
volume of the vessel. By the
special design of the vessel as
shown, the liquid is delivered to
thfe heating unit from a position in
the vessel remote from the loca-
tion of that heating unit, and an
effective circulation by convection
is insured.

Wave Impulse Translator
(No 1,274,661, issued to Edward

H. Amet.)
An improved wave impulse trans-

lator particularly designed for use
in the transmission of sound waves,
especially as applied to talking
machines and telephones. One of
the objects is to translate wave cur-
rents without shock or jar, thus giv-

ing better articulation of repro-
duced impulses. There are two
members in this translator that may

be oscillated in a common direction,
these members being actuated by a
resilient and non-resonant means,
as by means of a friction coupling,
in which soft India rubber is used.
The inventor claims that the device

is efficacious for the purpose of mak-
ing talking machine records, and re-

producing them by means of this
invention.

"Cold" Light
(No. 1,273,130, issued to William

L. Barnard.)
On the order of the cold light of

Dussaud, the Frenchman, this in-
ventor provides an incandescent
electric lamp having a multiplicity
of filaments which are connected to
a rotary switch in such a manner
that when the switch is rotated by
a motor, a continuous and uniform
luminosity will be produced by the
lamp. Each filament produces but

an intermittent luminosity. In this

way each filament is switched off

before it produces any great heat,
and thus the total heat radiation
from such a lamp is greatly reduced.

Art of Illustrating Phenomena
(No. 1,270,369, issued to Charles F.

Bishop.)
Ordinarily the flow of electrical cur-

rent along a conductor is an invis-
ible phenomena of course, but the
inventor represents action in elec-
trical circuits by using parallel lines
to form each conductor, and then
partly fills in the space between
these lines with short black sec-
tions to represent the presence of

a current. He also uses parallel

lines of varying density to indicate
different degrees of magnetization.
When a large number of successive
diagrams are constructed in this

manner, it is evident that a very
realistic effect will be produced
upon the spectator, as he can veri-

tably see the current flow around
the circuit, the core becoming mag-
netized and the secondary coil dis-

charge across the spark plug, et«.

Radio Signaling Scheme
(No. 1,273,431, issued to Roy Alex-

ander Weagant.)
An improved method of radio sig-

naling employing a receiving anten-
na designed to exclude interfering

electro-magnetic waves having a
frequency considerably higher than
the frequency of the incoming
waves. The usual arrangement of

elevated antenna may be employed,
but included therein at regular in-

tervals, there is inserted a series of
fixt inductances, which may be of
equal value and in the form of
closely wound coils. This antenna
is connected in the usual manner to
a tunable receiving set. Apparently
a species of electrical inertia is thus
imparted to the antenna system,
which resists the wide oscillations
produced by shock.

Talking Motion Pictures
(No. 1,275,227, issued to Clyde J.

Coleman.)
In this patent an arrangement is

provided for establishing synchro-
nism between a motion picture pro-
jector and a phonograph, such that
this synchronism is attained by
providing an escapement for one
mechanism, controlled by the driv-
ing element of another, each mech-
anism having a separate source of
power. The phonograph is placed
behind the screen, and the sound
passes thru openings in the same.
A commutating disk controls the

electrical impulses sent thru an
electromagnet attached to the es-

capment mechanism or wheel at-

tached to the picture projecting
machine, so as to thus control the
"speed" and "register" of the film.

Direct Reading Ohm-Meter
(No. 1,275,786, issued to Harry

Gould Stuart.)
The inventor provides

_
a direct

reading ohm-meter comprising two
distinct elements, viz: an ammeter
and a volt-meter. It operates on
the principle of Ohm's law, familiar
to all electricians. The movable
element of the ammeter carries a
calibrated scale or dial; the movable
element of the volt-meter carries an
indicator which extends in a direc-
tion approximately at right angles
to the scale attached to the ammeter.
Thus the scale and indicator over-
lap, and by noting the position of the

indicator with respect to the scale,

the ohmic value of the conductor
can be immediately deduced.

Telephone Transmitter or Receiver
(No. 1,270,920, issued to Konrad

Botz.)
A telephonic device suitable for

use in converting sound waves into
electrical impulses, or electrical im-
pulses into sound waves. The in-
ventor provides a clever and simple
arrangement of telephone transmit-
ter or receiver of the diafram type,
and which has operatively connect-
ed with the diafram, an oscillator
element, made in the form of a
helical cone of "magnetic" and
"current-conducting" material such
as iron. This so influences the
magnetic field when the diafram is

actuated that current impulses will
flow thru the circuit in which the
oscillator is connected. Further-

more, tbe passage of electric im-
pulses thru the magnetic oscillator

so influences the magnetic field that
the diafram will be oscillated so as
to emit the original sounds which
set up the electrical impulses thru
the magnetic oscillator in the tele-

phone circuit. The diafram used
is of mica. The conical helix may
be made of iron or steel.

A Liquid Rheostat
(No. 1,275,908, issued to Arthur

J. Hall.)
In this improved form of liquid

rheostat, means are provided for
automatically replacing the losses
due to the evaporation of the elec-

COPIES OF ANY OF THE ABOVE PATENTS SUPPLIED AT 10C EACH

trolyte within the rheostat and
maintaining a substantially con-
stant amount of electrolyte, which
may be continuously circulated
thru the liquid rheostat for the
purpose of dissipating the heat de-

veloped therein. Another provision
is an automatic means for maintain-
ing the density of the electrolyte at

a constant value. To accomplish
this an auxiliary tank of fresh
water is connected to the main
electrolyte reservoir, so as to au-
tomatically «supply water to the
electrolyte whenever the volume has
decreased to a predetermined
amount. A pump is provided for
circulating the electrolyte continu-
ously as shown.
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Our Amateur Laboratory Contest is open to all readers, whether subscribers or not. The photos are judged for best arrangement and efficiency

of the apparatus. To increase the interest of this department we make it a rule not to publish photos of apparatus unaccompanied by that of the owner.
Dark photos preferred to light toned ones. We pay $3.00 prize each month for the best photo. Address the Editor, "With the Amateurs" Dept.

'5

"Amateur Electrical Laboratory" Contest
THIS MONTH'S $3.00 PRIZE WINNER—HOWARD BUCKWALTER

HEREWITH I present three photos of my Electro-chemical "Lab." All together my Electrical "Lab" consists of about 45 pieces of appa-
ratus, such as static machine, Leyden Jars, induction coils, switches, spark coil, a lamp bank, a magneto, a small dynamo, several
motors, all the parts of a radio outfit, several parts of a telephone, a variable and a couple of fixt condensers, A. C. bells, a

resistance, German Silver and copper wire, etc. The static machine is of the Toepler-Holtz type, from which I can coax a six inch spark.
With the above mentioned apparatus I have performed a considerable number of experiments, especially with the static machine. The Chem-
ical "Lab" consists of over one hundred and fifty reagents and about 50 pieces of apparatus, among which are ring stands and clamps, test

tubes, Erlenmeyer and Florence flasks ranging from 5Ucc. to 500cc. ; graduates, delivery tubes, U-tubes, Hydrometer, lactometers, 2 balances,
wash bottles, a nest of beakers, a retort, a mortar and pestle, etc. The apparatus set up in the right foreground is for the electrolytic

production of lead carbonat. With the apparatus I have performed a number of experiments in inorganic chemistry. The other photo
shows my library, which consists of 52 purely scientific books. Also a 200 diameter microscope, a skull, and several supplement photos from
the "E. E." I have all of the "E. E" issues since November, 1915. Howard BuckWalter, Lancaster, Pa.

HONORABLE MENTION (1 year's subscription to the "ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER")—E. BERGQUIST
ONE of the photos (lower group) shows my wireless controlled boat that I made; it 'goes out and shoots four small cannons off, and

has two speeds ahead and two speeds reverse. It is directed by a small spark coil on shore. My shop is located away from the
house, so I can make all the noise I want to without disturbing the folks. Two small storage batteries can be seen under the shelf and

a transformer is below the switchboard, from which I can get any potential from 1 volt up to 220, and up to 50 amperes. At the right

of the large ammeter is a magnetic rectifier of my own design, which is connected to an oil-immersed step-down transformer beneath the
table and from which I can draw 20 amperes D. C. current for charging batteries, and I take in quite a few for charging. In front on
the shelf is an electric soldering iron, which I find very handy. On the end of the shelf is a 60,000 volt, 54 K. W. transformer. When
I connect this to my Tesla coil, I can get sparks about eight inches long. On the switchboard are various instruments for measuring
resistance, volts and amperes. I can obtain from 2 to 12 volts A. C. or D. C. by simply turning a few switches on the switchboard. At
the extreme right can be seen my telephone, which goes to 6 other electric "Bugs," one of whom resides a mile away. I also have
"Experimenters" dating back to 1913 and a complete set of electrical books. E. Bercquist, Spokane, Wash.
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Phoney Patents
Under this heading are publisht electrical or mechanical ideas which

our clever inventors, for reasons best known to themselves, have as yet
not patented. We furthermore call attention to our celebrated Phoney
Patent Offizz for the relief of all suffering daffy inventors in this country
as well as for the entire universe.
We are revolutionizing the Patent business and OFFER YOU THREE

DOLLARS ($3.00) FOR THE BEST PATENT. If you take your Phoney
Patent to Washington, they charge you $20.00 for the initial fee and then

you haven't a smell of a Patent yet. After they have allowed the
Patent, you must pay another $20.00 as a final fee. That's $40.00! We
PAY YOU $3.00 and grant you a Phoney Patent in the bargain, so
you save $43.00!! When sending in your Phoney Patent application,
be sure that it is as daffy as a lovesick bat. The daffier, the better.
Simple sketches and short descriptions will help our staff of Phoney
Patent Examiners to issue a Phoney Patent on your invention in a
jiffy.

Prize Winner: AUTO WHEEL AIR COMPRESSOR. The source of the free fuel is all in the wheels, a sectional view of which Is hereshown. The rim of wheel is divided into sectors and each sector is connected with a piston moving up and down in each of the hollow
spokes. As each sector comes against the ground the weight of the car forces the piston inward, compressing the air In the spoke Near
the end of the piston stroke the spoke registers with an aperture in the hollow axle, thus forming a rotary valve. The hollow axle is
flexibly connected to a suitable storage tank equipt with pressure gages, etc., mounted at any convenient point on the chassis. From this
storage tank the comprest air is led to an "Air Motor" connected to the propeller shaft thru gears engagable by means f foot pedal With
this system you only need to run your gas motor until the air pressure in tank is high enough to start the air motor, and thereafter you
travel on air with enough surplus to run such attachments as a signal siren, air brakes, self-commencer and all the other confounded con-

traptions so dear to the hearts of all "motor-bugs." Inventor, J. A. Wever, Baltimore, Md.

GETUPQUICKBED. The failure of the ordinary garden-variety alarm clock to arouse the heavy sleeper is well known, even when the
expedient of placing the clock on the family dish-pan is resorted to. Again, some of us are so absent-minded that we shut the clock off In
our sleep, or else go off into slumberland again after the clock has sounded its 6 A. M. warning. So, be it known to the patriotic alarm-
clock public that I, D. M. Haig, have this day invented an alarm clock "getupquickbed," and It sure lives up to Its word. To use It, pro-
ceed thusly: The mattress is attached to the bedstead by means of two powerful springs at the foot of the bed, which when free hold
the mattress in a vertical position. At night the mattress is deprest, and the pin A is engaged by the catch B, which retains It In a hori-
zontal or sleeping position. The alarm hammer of the clock C, instead of beating viciously at a murderous gong, as heretofore, releases

the catch at 6, 7 or 8 A. M., and you will rise punctually, never fear! Inventor, D. M. Haig, New York, N. Y.
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Questions will be answered here for
Rules under which questions will

4. If a quick
research work or
are answered.

The "Oracle" is for the sole benefit of all electrical experimenters,
the benefit of all, but only matter of sufficient interest will be publisht.
be answered:

1. Only three questions can be submitted to be answered.
2. Only one side of sheet to be written on; matter must be typewritten or else written in ink, no

penciled matter considered.
3. Sketches, diagrams, etc., must be on separate sheets. Questions addrest to this department cannot

be answered by mail free of charge.
answer is desired by mail, a nominal charge of 25 cents is made for each question. If the questions entail considerable
intricate calculations a special rate will be charged. Correspondents will be informed as to the fee before such questions

TRANSFORMER CONNECTION
AND POWER FACTOR.

(964) W. E. Cain, Montreal, Quebec,
Can., asks us

:

r T ?m ?i

Cord,

Chohe co/is.

To Antenna arcad

S, St Ss (5econdort/)
P> Pi P, p. (fr/mar/isj

Hook-Up for Multiple Winding Transforrnjsr.
The Primary Divisions Are All Connected on

Parallel, as Well as the Secondary Units.

Q. I. Why will the transformer connec-
tion I show not work?
A. 1. You have shown the transformer

windings connected in series which is

wrong. The transformer windings both
primary and secondary should all be con-
nected in parallel, as shown in the accom-
panying diagram. The transformer ought
to operate with about the same efficiency as
a 2 K. W. transformer.
The effect of connecting these in parallel

will be that of using energy to the amount
of 2 K. W. or using the normal lighting

current (110 volts, 60 cycles), a current of
about 18.2 amperes will be used, at 100%
power factor. Such a transformer would
only have a power factor of about 80%.
Hence the apparent watts (volts X am-
peres) '= 2400 watts; current then equals
22.7 amperes as indicated on an ammeter.
Thus you will see that a special circuit will

be necessary because the ordinary house
circuit is only heavy enough to carry 6
amperes. By placing proper choke coils in

the primary side, the effect of dimming the
lights can be minimized.

DECREASE OF INDUCTANCE
WITH INCREASE OF

FREQUENCY.
(965) W. O. Powers, New York, writes

"The Oracle"

:

Q. 1. Re : the article on "Investigation of
Inductance Coils" in the July issue of the
Electrical Experimenter, page 179:
You will note that as stated, the in-

ductance of a coil is decreased with increas-

ing frequency of current. According to

my understanding of what takes place in

the windings of such- a coil this statement
is not quite clear to me.
A. 1. The reason for the inductance in-

creasing when high frequency is used, , is

that the high frequency current merely tra-

verses the outside layer of the wire and
produces only an outside magnetic effect

;

while if low frequency were used the cur-

rent would traverse the whole cross-section

of the wire, and all of the wire would pro-

duce magnetic effects. As the inductance is

caused as a direct result of this magnetism,

nm

ODD PHOTOS WANTED AT
$1.00 EACH!!!

Now is the time to make your
Kodak pay for itself in a real practi-

cal way. We are after interesting

photographs of
_

oiit-of-the-ordinary

electrical, radio and scientific sub-
jects and are willing to pay $1.00 cash

for every one we can use. Please
bear in mind that for half-tone re-

production in a magazine, a photo-
graph should be particularly sharp
and clear. Of course, if a subject

happens to interest us particularly

well, we can have the photo re-

touched. For the general run of sub-
jects, however, it does not pay to go
to such expense. Therefore, please

take pains to properly focus and ex-
pose your pictures. It often happens
that a really mediocre subject well
photographed wins approval over an
excellent subject poorly photographed.
And don't send us plate or film "nega-
tives" ; send unmounted or mounted
"prints", preferably a light and dark
one.

As to what to photograph: Well,
that's hard for us to say. We leave
that up to you, and every reader now
has the opportunity to become a re-

porter of the latest things in the realm
of Electricity, Radio and Science.
But, please remember—it's the "odd,
novel or practical stunts" that we are
interested in. Every photo submitted
should be accompanied by a brief de-
scription of 100 to ISO words. Give
the "facts"—don't worry about the
style. We'll attend to that. Enclose
stamps if photos are to be returned
and place a piece of cardboard in the
envelope with them to prevent muti-
lation. Look around your town and
see what you can find that's interest-

ing.

Address photos to—Editor "Odd
Photos", Electrical Experimenter,
233 Fulton Street, New York City.

it consequently follows that a greater in-

ductance value is therefore obtained with
low frequency current. You are no doubt
aware of the fact that a current is induced
every time the magnetic lines of force vary
in density, and thus you will see clearly

the solution of the problem.

TELEGRAPHING OVER TELE-
PHONE LINES.

(966) Everett Ziemer, Waltham, Minn.,

writes "The Oracle"

:

Q. 1. How can I telegraph over a tele-

phone line without interfering with the

talking currents?
A. 1. Regarding the connections of a

telephone line to be used for the operation
of telegraph instruments, see diagram. It

is not a very good practise to use telephone

lines for this purpose, as it is against local

statutes to use any Public Service utilities

for personal use. If the telephone line is

a privately-owned affair it does not matter.

With reference to the ground connec-
tion, this can be made by using a metal

plate about one foot square, and burying it

about eighteen inches in a moist spot of

ground. Should the ground prove to be
dry, it would be advantageous to place

some charcoal about the plate, and at peri-

odic intervals to pour water over it.

Another way is to connect a percussion

Telephone line

Key
.

Sounder

Dry \*

Bat
Switch closed
while rece/rmg

Telegraphing Over One Side of a Telephone
Circuit, Using the Ground as a Return Circuit.

type telegraph key to the metal stand of
the telephone. By manipulating the key of
such an instrument the clicks of the code
can be transmitted over any length of
telephone line, without any batteries or
other paraphernalia beyond that making up
the telephone instruments. We will supply
address of company supplying such a key
on receipt of stamped envelope.

{Continued on page 568)
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BseTestLesson
inDraftsmanship

Send for this free lesson which explains the Chicago "Tech"
method of teaching Draftsmanship by mail. Positions at big

salaries are now waiting for competent men. The call of men to

the war has left vacancies everywhere. Even draftsmen of limited

training and experience are snapped up and paid good salaries.

If you are dissatisfied with your opportunities, learn Draftsman-
ship. Chicago "Tech" will train you in the most practical way in

the shortest time. Mail the coupon today and let us tell you about
the Chicago "Tech" method. This free lesson will show you how
well equipped you are to follow Draftsmanship. Enroll in the course

only if you decide that you can take it up to advantage. No cost, no
obligation on you to make this investigation.

cSKiS «LearnAtHome
Hold your present position while training. Our experts will instruct you
by mail. Only your spare time is required. You are directly under prac-

tice draftsmen and engineers. You are taught exactly the work required in the drafting rooms of big con-

cerns. No time to put in on unnecessary studies. This means thorough instruction and early graduation.

$2522 to $10022 aWeek
Draftsmen earn good salaries in normal times. They command extra high

salaries now—and the tremendous work to be done after the war will bring a

permanent and intensive demand for good men. Make your spare time count

now for a higher salary and a better position.

Other Mall Courses

Chicago 'Tech" not only

helps men to success In draft-

manshlp. but In other Impor-
tant practical professions.

General Builders' Course

Plan Reading. Estimating.
Construction, Axebiteeture,

etc., are taught In every de-
tail. Intended especially far

contractors, bricklayers, stone
masons, carpenters and others

In the building Industry.

Plan Readies.

Practical Instruction from
aetual working blue prints,

under the direction of experts.

Everything made dear. En-
ables a man to get In a few
months what he seldom gets
the opportunity to learn well.

If at all. at his work. Courses
for men In all branches of
fculldlng and mechanical lines.

Plaa Reading for Builders

How to read Blue Print
£ane for every kind of tralld-

g construction ; how to lay
eat work; how to know lost
what the architect means. A
course that helps men to be-
ecme foremen; foremen to be-
come superintendents and su-
perintendents to become con-
tractors.

Plan Roadlno for She* Mm
How to read Blue Print

drawings of machinery, foun-
dry work, sheet metal work,
munitions, tools, aeroplanes,
structural steel, oars, etc.. etc
A mechanlo or shop man In
any branoh of Industry can
quickly Increase bis earning
power with this information.

FREE Lessons
Test Lesson la either of

these Plan Beading Courses
sent free. Just mark the cou-
pon to show which you want.
Act now. Prepare to take one
of the higher lobs which are
opening In every lndustrr.

Easy Payments
The fees for Chicago "Tech"

Courses are very moderate—and
you can pay on easy terms. And
also—you obtain in a few months
what it would take several years to

acquire by ordinary methods. You
can get an early start. You are
soon ready to take a paying position
and to quickly get back the cost of
your course.

Send the Coupon
The sooner you are prepared the sooner you

will be holding a job that pays a large salary

and opens the way to advancement. Many ex-

ecutives, general managers and superintendents
began as draftsmen.

Other institutions ask you to pay first—and
then to find out later how well qualified you
are for this profession. We send the free lesson
first and place you under no obligation at all.

Discover your qualifications before you pay
anything.

The coupon will bring the Test Lesson, free.

Also information about the profession of
Draftsmanship and detailed facts about Chi-
cago "Tech" methods, the fees, terms, etc.

Mark with X the branch you are interested in—or if in doubt about which course to take,
write a letter stating facts about yourself and
asking our advice which will be freely given.
Mail either the coupon or the letter today.

FREE Instruments
Every student of the Chicago "Tech" Course in

Draftsmanship receives this set of instruments,
or a cash credit in case he already has a set.

These instruments are
of the same make and
sizes as used by high
salaried experts in

drafting rooms of
factories, shops, rail-

roads, etc. You use
them while learning

—

then take them right

into your practical

work.

r Chicago Technical College,

1245 Chicago "Tech" Building, Chicago

t ] Architectural Drafting
[ ] Machine Drafting
[ 1 Electrical Drafting
[ 1 Structural Drafting
[ ] Sheet Metal Drafting
[ ] Builders' Course

Without obligation to me, please send me your fkbb Test .

other Interesting literature covering the subject Indicated below.
Mark X opposite work In which you are specially interested.

Plan Beading—Builders
Plan -Beading—Shop Men
Estimating
Surveying
Map Drafting

1 Reinforced Concrete

Address

City State w».

College or Home Study f State which.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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Health-Strength-Beauty (Htf
You can have bodily vigor, \

success-attaining energy

—

attractive healthful beauty ! All

yours at practically no cost—the great benefits of
the famous VIOLET RAY TREATMENTS here-
tofore onlv procurable at big expense from Physi-
cians and Beauty Specialists. TREAT YOUR-
SELF at home with

Renulife Violet Ray
HIGH FREQUENCY GENERATOR

transforms electricity into the most powerful,
effective, purifying Health and Beauty giving
agency known to science, yet gentle, soothing, per-

fectly safe—no shock nor
pain. Eradicates disease
from blood, flesh, bone
and nerves; tones and re-
stores. While relieving
pains and aches and the
manifest results of disor-
ders, it removes the deep
seated cause. Saturates
the system with invigora-
ting, life-laden violet rays
bringing back normal
functioning.

TREATS
Successfully
Rheumatism
Neuritis
Lumbago
Chest Pains

Catarrh
Headache
Ear Diseases

Hardening of Ar-
teries

Wrinkles
Skin Diseases
Failing Hair

Etc., Etc.

Treatme
debility.

forgene-il

Quirk relief for
rheumatism

Inhaling ozone. For
Catarrh, throat and
lungs. Marvelous lo-
ca' results with gen-

eral tonic effect

Painless

Electricity
Science has modified elec-
tricity that the weakest
may stand its force with-
out fear or pain. Every
tissue and fibre is satur-
ated, patient experiencing
only a sensation of relief,

as if standing in a ray
of sunshine. Violet Ray
high frequency has no com-
parison with old, crude,
electrical batteries and
shocking current. Every
jar and shock is removed.
The effects are marvel-
ously rapid.

Lowest Priced—Most
Effective

Violet Ray
For Home Use

Every person would be
wonderfully benefited by
a few minutes' daily use.
Its astonishing low price
places it within the reach
of all. Write at once for
full information regarding
uses, benefits, price, etc.

Liberal Trial Plan
Proves Value

GET FREE BOOK tel
}

in« *he wl
r'£

™?r-

velous story of the Vio-
let Ray. Its wonderful successes—its many uses
—specified by physicians for rheumatism, neuritis,

headache, catarrh, wrinkles, blemishes, falling

hair and 100 other bodily ailments
and beauty defects, chronic and
acute. Get this valuable book by
return mail.

RENULIFE ELECTRIC CO.
531 Marquette Bldg. Detroit

Wanted: Represented
and individuals. Fil

s to demonstrate to physicians
i money making opportunity.

THE ORACLE.
(Continued from page 566)

HOW TO PRODUCE "INFRA-RED"
RAYS.

(967) James F. Glancy, Keosququa, la.,

writes

:

Q. 1. Asking several questions regarding
fluorescent mineral effects, infra-red rays,

their production, etc.

A. 1. Replying to your first query, the
fluorescent pad you speak of is probably
nothing more than some granulated car-
notite and zinc sulfid or willemite, all of
which can be procured from one of the
companies advertising in these columns.

Relative to infra-red rays : these rays
are developed by means of powerful search-
lights, which consume as high as 20 K. W.
or more. They are focust by means of
parabolic reflectors, the reflective surface
of which is usually highly polished zinc or
silver. The electrodes are of carbon and
some barium chlorid is usually added to

increase the production of the infra-red
rays. The visible rays can be screened off

by the interposition of a suitable diather-
manous screen which consists of

<
black

fluorit, smoky quartz or a strong solution

of iodin in carbon disulfid. The rays may
be detected by the aid of a thermo-pile or

a bolometer, the expansion of liquids, etc.

We do not see anything in the way of
developing them for use on powerful war
machines. For most interesting informa-
tion on the use of powerful, invisible infra-

red rays, for radio control we refer you to

the book "Radiodynamics," supplied thru
our Book Department at $2.15, postpaid.

MAKING STEAM DIRECT FROM
ELECTRICITY.

(968) Karl A. Loeven, Bismarck, N. D.,

writes us

:

Q. 1. Can I produce steam from elec-

trolytic action in water directly at a rea-

sonable efficiency.

A. 1. Your particular idea of using elec-

tricity for the production of steam is indeed
very good, because efficiencies of 98% have
been reached by some investigators along
these lines. By referring to the March,
1918, issue, page 748, of this Journal, and
to U. S. Patent No. 1,251,116, we believe

you will obtain the desired information.

PHOTO-ELECTRICITY.
(969) Albert S. Osgood, Ames, la.,

writes "The Oracle"

:

Q. 1. Refers to several queries concern-
ing photo-electricity.

A. 1. Photo-electricity is the develop-
ment of electricity by certain cells when
exposed to light. They bear no relation

to wireless in the common sense. There
are no examples at present of P.E.C. being
used in wireless work. Extensive articles

pertaining to electricity developed direct

from sunlight, which deal with P.E.C., are
given in the September, 1916, issue of the
Electrical Experimenter, page 316, and
March, 1918, issue, page 798.

SIGHT OF WOUNDED TO BE RE-
STORED BY NEW INVENTION.
An invention is being perfected in France

which, it is claimed, will restore sight to

men blinded by the most serious wounds
and accidents. The experiments are being
conducted by a Polish foreign legionary
named Kann. Work upon the apparatus
is being watched with the keenest interest

by Allied officials.

The perfection of the apparatus would be
unusually timely, following up the reports
from German sources that the Huns are
planning to use two new kinds of gases
which blind their victims.

BURGESS BLUE BOOK. A book of
electrical formulas and electrical draw-
ings, problems and calculations. Com-
piled by Yorke Burgess. Flexible covers,

108 pages, profusely illustrated, size 6^ x
4 inches. Price $1.00. Publisht by the
Burgess Engineering Company, Chicago,
111, 1918. Pocket style.

This useful and out-of-the-ordinary hand-book
is moderately priced and highly suited to the
needs of the practising electrician. It is, frankly
stated, the book electrical men have been expect-
ing. There is no padding of the usual old "re-
hash" about theoretical circuits and design figures.

If a student or electrician wants these he knows
where to find dozens of excellent treatises on these
subjects. What Mr. Burgess has done is to give
the practical electrical man, artisan and engineer
alike a real, boiled-down and meaty pocket-size
volume, which he can always have with him and
find therein just what he wants.
The treatise opens with clear blue-line drawings

of practical hook-up for motor starting boxes and
speed controllers, including remote control appar-
atus, as well as drum controllers, printing press
controllers, "monitor" automatic starters, reversing
controllers, float switches, elevator controllers,
series and compound machine hook-ups, variable
speed devices, mine locomotives, street car wiring
diagrams, induction motor connections and auto
transformers.
Then comes a section of wiring diagrams for

all the usual lighting circuits, such as 3-way and
4-way control, three-wire systems, and numerous
other hook-ups which often puzzle the electrician
when he comes to install such circuits.

The author gives explanations of the perplexing
problems met with in every-day electrical installa-

tion and design, as, for instance, how to solve
square root, etc.; the principal electrical units and
their meaning and their relation to the electrical

circuit; how to figure the resistance, voltage and
current of various kinds of circuits; resistances
and batteries hooked in series, parallel and series-

parallel; the B. & S. wire gauge and how to un-
derstand it; Ohms law and miscellaneous practical
formulae; properties of wires; kinds of copper and
bronze wire and carrying capacity of wires; wire
calculations; how to compute correct size of wire
for any lighting or motor circuit; finding the mul-
tiplying power of an ammeter shunt; finding un-
known resistance by drop of potential method with
a voltmeter; proper size of pulleys, etc., etc.

The section on dynamo and motor troubles and
how to find them is very clearly written, and
presented in a succinct manner, so that one does
not have to read through several pages of irrele-

vant text to find any particular trouble and its

remedy. This section contains sound advice on
the setting up of electrical machinery, testing out
faults, brushes, functions of the field and armature
and their characteristics, etc.. Following this we
find a set of useful Alternating Current formulae,
including the various connections of transformers.

EVERYDAY PHYSICS. A laboratory
manual, by John C. Packard, A. M., pub-
lisht by Ginn and Company, Boston, Mass.
136 pages. Price, $1.00, cloth bound, size

8 x \0y2 inches.

The work is profusely illustrated and bound in
green cloth. It starts with the elementary ideas of
measurements of different kinds, and therefrom
begins with elementary mechanics. The author
considers such topics as buoyancy and specific
gravity.
He follows up the subject of air and gas meaa-

urements and considers therein the measurement
of density of air, thermometers, etc.; and the study
of heat, its measurements and its uses. The au-
thor treats the subject of levers and pulleys in an
easily understood manner. The subject on mech-
anism is also well written. He considers the sub-
ject of sound, its generation and measurements;
under "generation" the siren and vibrating strings
are treated upon. He also discusses in a very
good way the study of the defects of hearing and
the test therefore.
Next we find the subject of photometry and the

study of light problems such as reflection and re-

fraction, etc., also defects of vision and the tests

therefor. The author concludes the book with a
study of electricity and magnetism, and in a short
space are given laboratory exercises and illustrative

experiments for the beginner, so that he may fully
grasp the subject of electricity and magnetism.
The author is to be congratulated on the very

clear and concise manner in which he treats the
subject, and for the excellent illustrations he has
provided. It makes an excellent manual for high
schools and similar institutions. •

(Continued on page 570)
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U. S. AIRPLANE
Mail Service

Started May 15, 1918

marks the real beginning of commercial aviation.

Uncle Sam is carrying mail every day between New
York, Washington and Philadelphia and the end
of the war will make possible the extension of air-

plane mail delivery to all parts of the country. As
fast as machines can be built they will be put to

work carrying freight and passengers. But the de-

mands of commerce must wait. Every man who
knows, not merely how to make one small part of

an airplane, but who has studied and learned the

scientific principles of design and construction is

needed RIGHT NOW to help win the war.

Learn by Mail
in your spare time at home. Our
new, practical course has the endorse-
ment of airplane manufacturers, aero-

nautical experts, aviators and leading
aero clubs. Every Lesson, Lecture,

Blue Print and Bulletin is self-ex-

planatory, right down to the minute
in every detail. No book study; no
schooling required. All lessons writ-

ten in non-technical, easy-to-under-
stand language. You can't fail to

learn quickly under our expert direc-

tion. We furnish just the kind of

practical, scientific training you need
to succeed in this wonderful money-
making industry. Write today.

Men, Young and Old,
to Learn the Mechanics ofMore Men Needed

AVIATION
Wonderful salaries are being paid to trained experts in airplane build-

ing, airplane assembling, repairing and adjusting. Here is an easy road

to promotion or to a splendid paying position in the

private employ of one of the scores of airplane man-
ufacturing companies. We have more calls for men
than we can supply. Never has any industry offered

so many golden opportunities for ambitious men.

Make it your business to investigate first before you
decide. But don't wait to send for full information.

FREE
NEW BOOK—"OPPOR-
TUNITIES IN THE AIR-
PLANE INDUSTRY."

Just published and mailed free on request—the first complete story

of the recent remarkable development of the airplane manufactur-
ing business and the wonderful future it holds for you. Get a copy
and read it. Let your friends read it.

Mail Coupon-QUICK
No obligation of any kind. But the edition is limited. Send us your
name today, before it is too late, and avoid disappointment.

| ~ "

American School of Aviation,
431 S. Dearborn St., Dept. 744 C, Chicago, 111.

I Without any obligations on my part, you may send me full

' particulars of vour course in Practical Aeronautics and your

|
Special LIMITED offer.

I Name

A ddress
WASHINGTON

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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Learn Telegraphy-Wireless
Right InYour Own Home, in your spare time

Your Government is calling for experienced wireless oper-

ators and telegraphers to accept positions in the army and
navy with advanced rank and increased pay.

Combination ^ £.
Wireless-Telegraphy vylittlt

will soon make you an accomplished opera-

tor. Teaches Light and Sound Signals, both

Radio and Morse. Outfit consists of ex-

ceptionally fine Telegraph Key, Buzzer, 3

Binding Posts, Lamp, Lamp Socket and
Control Switch—all mounted on a highly

finished base. Two outfits can ^ C\C\
be operated at considerable •

*J »UU
distance apart for sending and
receiving practice.

This Same Outfit Without Lamp $2.50

Or your dealer can secure it for you. Order to-day. Descriptive circular and
catalog of celebrated Knapp Motors and Electrical Specialties from 10c up
mailed free on request

Knapp Electric & Novelty Co., 523 W. 51st St., N. Y.J
BECAUSE OF THE

SHORTAGE of CRUDE RUBBER
You can SAVE *10 °° on our Standard

VIOLET-RAY MACHINE
Being afraid that we could not get delivery on hard rubber used for the outside casing of the Violetta

machine, we made 250 of these in wood. Now these machines are exactly alike in construction mechanism
and workmanship as our latest model standard machine which costs $25.00.

The only difference being that instead of using hard rubber
for the casing, wood is used, but it is finished in a beautiful

black piano finish, and the difference is hardly noticeable.

Now, we cannot send these out as standard machines so are

placing them in a special lot at

$15.00
an actual saving to you of gio.oo. Besides we guarantee these

machines to be new. The Outfit includes the generator, one
general electrode and a handsome carrying case.

How to secure one of these machines:

Send only one dollar to pay express charges and we shall

send you one of these instruments by express for your ex-

amination. This amount will be deducted from total cost of

machine. You need not accept if not satisfactory.

Send at once for this is the only lot we shall have of these
machines and prices on the standard machine will advance in

30 days.

BLEADON-DUN GO.
DEPT. 2 B H-17 SO. DESPLAINES ST., CHICAGO

Washington, the home of the Pathfinder, is the
nerve center of civilization; history is being
made at this world capital. The Pathfinder's
illustrated weekly review gives you a clear, im-
partial and correct diagnosis of public affairs
during these strenuous, epoch - making days.

which is sincere, reliable, entertaining",

clearly, fairly, briefly—here it is. Send
weeks. The 15c does not repay us, but we are glad to invest in

The little matter oi 15c in stamps or coin will bring you H the Pathfinde
13 weeks on trial. The Pathfinder is an illustrated weekly, published at
the Nation's center, for the Nation ; a paper that prints all the news of the
world and tells the truth and only the truth ; now in its 26th year. This pa-
per fills the bill without emptying' the purse; it costs but $1 a year. If you
want to keep posted on what is going on in the world, at the leastexpense
of time or money, this is your means. If you want a paperin your home

me, the Pathfinder is*yours. If you would appreciate a paper which puts everything
5c to show that you might like such a paper, and we will send the Pathfinder on probation IS

friends. The Pathfinder, Box 73 * Washington, D.C.

TYPEWRITER SENSATION
PROMPT SHIPMENT.

$4.00 per month buys a beautifully reconstructed, latest model visible
typewriter, with back spacer, decimal tabulator, two-color ribbon, etc.
Every late style feature and modern operating device. Sent on approval.
Catalogue and special prices free.

BOOK REVIEW.
(Continued from page 568)

INTERIOR WIRING, by Arthur L. Cook,
publisht by John Wiley & Sons, New
York. 416 pages, 248 illustrations, size,

4y2 x 7 3/16 inches. Dark red, flexible
binding with numerous folding plates.
Price, $2.00.

*

The author starts the opening chapter with the
characteristics of light and with the various types
of electric filament lamps. Then follows the ap-
plications and construction of each lamp. Then
comes the subject of arc lamps, both open and
closed, and in the same chapter he considers mer-
cury vapor lamps. Next he takes up the ele-
mentary concepts of the principles of illumination,
where he considers the quality of light distribution,
candle-power, curves^ necessary requirements of
artificial light, etc. Good reasons are given for the
use of various types of reflectors, and the subjects
of lighting fixtures are presented in a very com-
plete and thoro manner. The chapter on practical
methods of calculating interior illumination is com-
mendable, and the author gives examples of va-
rious methods of illumination, including out-door
lighting.

In the second part of the book we find the wiring
of motors, and connections for direct and alternat-
ing current motors. Here, too, are wiring dia-
grams for interpole motors, squirrel cage induction
motors, slipring motors, split phase and single
phase induction motors, self-starting synchronous
motors and single phase repulsion motors. The
chapter on selecting motors for industrial pur-
poses is important, and the author shows how a
specific type of motor is necessary to properly
operate each style of machine. In this chapter
the author also gives a clear description of the
different types of motors as used for various in-
dustrial purposes.

Section three is devoted to the system of wiring
for both D. C. and A. C. ; also the subjects of in-
sulation and wiring are taken up in detail. Calcula-
tion and uses of different types of wires and cables,
switches, circuit-breakers and fuses are well pre-
sented. The author takes up in the same chapter
the subject of switch-boards, and gives two excel-
lent plates, one showing the layout of the wiring
for an office, and the other a simple wiring chart
for direct current circuits. By means of this chart,
the electrician is able to quickly select the proper
size of conductor necessary to carry a particular
load. An appendix contains a number of tables
which are very good for the general electrician,
and which facilitates the calculation of electric
circuits and allied problems.

Harry A. Smith, 738, 218 N. Wells St., Chicago, 111.

RADIO COMMUNICATION, by John
Mills, 5x7 5/16 inches. Price, $1.75 net,

publisht by McGraw-Hill Book Co. 206
pages and 126 illustrations, including dia-

grams. Imitation red, flexible leather.

This book was written for the purpose of
instructing army and navy men, especially

officers who are being prepared for the

Signal Corps of the United States Army.

The author has treated the subject of radio com-
munication in a very peculiar manner. At the be-
ginning of the book he gives us some elementary
concepts of electricity and then suddenly jumps
into the subject of alternating currents and there-
from develops certain mathematical relations. _ It

seems rather unusual that at the very beginning
he should delve immediately into the subject of
imaginary quantities, which very few engineers
utilize, as this subject of imaginary quantities is

used mostly in the advanced study of alternating
currents.

It would certainly be of greater ease to the
average student of Radio Communication if the
author had treated the subject of alternating cur-
rents in a more simple manner than he has done,
the reviewer believes. There is no doubt that the
subjects which he has handled at the beginning of
his work are of great use to the physicists and to

radio engineers in general.

In the second part the author treats on a very
important subject—the telephone receiver. The^
author has at least done himself justice in treating
the telephone receiver in a really excellent manner.
Here he gives a complete theory and explanation
of the various receiver parts and their functions.
In a lucid manner he describes the various func-
tions of the parts of the telephone receiver, includ-
ing "motional impedance."

A very good chapter on the vacuum tube is also

given. In this chapter the author begins with the
elementary consideration of the electron, and from
there he takes up the subject of ionization. He
then treats on the two electrode-vacuum tube and
shows the characteristics of the plate with respect
to the filament. The three-element tube is ably dis-

cust and a short description and the characteristics

of this tube are given, both as a detector of high

(Continued on page 574)
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Just what you need to know to succeed in ELECTRICITY
EVERY electrician, every engineer, every mechanic should know

about these wonderfully helpful instructive books, which give in

plain words a complete working knowledge of electrical engi-

neering in all its phases.

You run into some new electrical problem almost every day. The
information you need to help you in your every day work is in

HAWKINS
ELECTRICAL GUIDES

These books place electricity at your finger ends. They cover every imaginable
subject, principle, theory, problem, trouble, and way of doing things electrically.
Every subject is indexed so that you can turn right to it. They are a study course
and a reference guide in one, written in plain every day language—no wasted words—only what you need to know—chock full of up-to-the-minute electrical knowledge.
The guides are a complete course in electrical engineering. They will help you in
every detail of the day's electrical work. You can't ask an electrical question that
Hawkins Guides can't answer.

Pocket-Size Flexible Covers
The books are small enough to slip Into your cost

pocket—handsomely bound in flexible black covers.
You can carry each volume with you until you have

mastered its contents. 3,500 pages of actual information
and 4.700 illustrations. Once you see these books and
put them into actual use you will never again want to be
without them. Try it at our expense.

SEND NO MONEY
It will cost you nothing to receive these books—to look

them over—ask them all the questions you can think of—use them In your work—study them—pick up some In-
formation that will Increase your earning ability. We
will ship you the entire set of 10 volumes entirely FBEB.

This is a sign of our confidence in the guides. Pure
gold does not object to being tested. Keep them for
seven days and if you do not decide that you can't get
along without them, return them to us and owe us
nothing.
When you decide to keep them you only have to pay

$1.00 down and remit the balance of $9.00 on the easy
payment of $1.00 a month till paid for.
Use this coupon to get the books. It will pay you

many times over.

THEO. AUDEL & CO.
72 Fifth Ave. New York, N. Y.

What Electrical Men Say

Helped Him Make Good
"It Is only right for me to recom-

mend highly the Hawkins Guides, for

they have been of the greatest assist-
ance to me in placing me In my pres-
ent position as Superintendent of Con-
struction Department of one of Ohio's
largest Electrical Companies. I would
like to see every man have a set of
Hawkins Guides."

Geo. Knecht, Columbus, Ohio.

In the Naval Electrical Dept.
"The Hawkins Guides are great help

to me in the Naval Electrical Depart-
ment, which they cover very thorough-
ly." C. J. Cornell,
V. 8. Deceiving Ship. Brooklyn, N. T.

Superintendent
"I am now superintendent of the

Dunnvllle Hydro - Electric Systems,
and Hawkins Guides were a great help
to me In holding down a responsible
position."
W. E. Swartz, Dunnvllle. Ontario.

Wireless Operators
"I have worked wireless for ten

years—but I wish I had these books
years ago. as they hare saved me a
great deal of trouble." H. Marshall.

Steamer M * B No. 2,

Walkerville, Ont.
SEND NO MONEY- USE THE COUPON

READ THIS PARTIAL LIST OF CONTENTS
M_ 1 Contains 348 pages, 388 Illustrations. Electrical
»"«• a signs and symbols—static and current electricity
—primary cells—conductors and Insulators—resistance and
conductivity—magnetism—induction coils—dynamo principles
—classes of dynamos—armatures—windings—commutation

—

brushes, etc.

No 9 Contains 348 pages, 394 illustrations. Motor
L> principles—armature reaction—motor starting

—

calculations—brake horsepower—selection and installation . of
dynamo and motors—galvanometers—standard cells—current
measurement — resistance measurement — voltmeters — watt-
meters—watt hour meters—operation of dynamos—operation
of motors, etc.

No "\ Contains 300 pages, 423 illustrations. Distribution
systems—wires and wire calculations—inside, out-

side and underground wiring—sign flashers—lightning pro-
tection—rectifiers—storage battery systems, etc.

No 4 Contains 270 pages, 379 illustrations. Alternating
current principles—alternating current diagrams—the power factor—alternator principles—alternator con-

struction—windings, etc.

No Contains 320 pages. 614 Illustrations. A. C. Motors—synchronous andinduction motor principles—A. C.
commutator motors—induction motors, transformers; losses,
construction, connections, tests—converters—rectifiers, etc-

No C Contains 298 pages, 472 illustrations. Alternating
i^v/. vi current systems—switching devices—circuit break-
ers—relays—lightning protector apparatus—regulating devices—synchronous condensers—indicating devices—meters—power
factor indicators—wave form measurement—switch boards, etc.

No 7 Contains 316 pages, 379 illustrations. Alternating
f current, wiring power stations—turbines; manage-

ment, selection, location, erection, testing, running, care and
repair—telephones, etc.

No 8 Contains 332 pages. 436 illustrations. Telegraph
1
1
w • u — simultaneous telegraphy and telephony —

wireless—electrio bells—electric lighting—photometry, eto. ,

No 9 Contains 322 pages. 627 illustrations. Elec-
trio railways—electric locomotives—car light- Jbt

lng—trolley car operation—miscellaneous applications— «r
motion pictures—gas engine ignition—automobile self- ^
starters and lighting systems, electric vehicles etc JgyNo 1 Contains 513 pages. 599 illustrations. V
' ±v Elevators—cranes—pumps—air com- A.
rrcssors—electrio heating — electric welding-
soldering and brazing—industrial electro- .»>

lysis—electro plating—electro-therapeutic

r THEO.
AUDEL & CO

72 Fifth Avenue

New York, N. Y.

-X-rays, etc.

Also a complete 126-page ready
reference Index of the complete
library. This Index has been Please submit me fir

planned to render easily ac- V examination Hawkins
cessible all the vast infor- Jt> „I:lBC

L
r
i

Ml
t:S'd

,fJ,V 1'
matlon contained In the # pa?a. ttt'io lumbers "^ III
10 electrical guides. isfactory I agree to send you $1
There are over 13,- within seven clays and to further

500 cross refer-
ences. You find
what you want A
to know in- ^
stantly. a

mail you $1 each month until paid

Signature

Occupation

Business Address
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Mesco Telegraph

Practice Set

For Learning Telegraph Codes

The Practice Set comprises a regular tele-

graph key, without' circuit breaker, a special
high pitch buzzer, one cell Bed Seal Dry
Battery, and four feet of green silk covered
flexible cord.
The key and buzzer are mounted on a

highly finished wood base, and three nickel
plated binding posts are so connected that
the set may be used for five different purposes.
List No. Price
342 Telegraph Practice Set, with Bat-

tery and Cord $3.S4

Weighs 4 lbs. packed.
Price does not Include postage.

ftj|FC f (~\ Combination Practise Sel (or learning !he M«:e
HIEjOv^xJ and Cantineatal VUnal and Audible Cades

Illustrations,
all about Ball*. Push Button*, Batteries, Telephone

This outfit li the only reliable Instramen t which wtl)

enable students to become proficient operators in tie
U. S. Naval Service, because it is equipped with a
buzzer and miniature lamp enabling the user to
master both the visual and audible signals qinofrly.

List No. 52— Praotlee Set with Red Seal Bat-
tery and Cord I4.W

Weighs 4 lbs. packed. Price does not Include pottut.

Send for the New Edition of

Our Catalog W28
t Is pocket size, contains 248 pages, with over I,Ms)

and describes In plain, tlear laigsjafs

and Telegraph Material, Eleetrl* Toys, Burglar and
Fire Alarm Contrivances Electric Call Bells, Electric
Alarm Clocks, Medical Batteries, Motor Boat Horn*.
Electrically Heated Apparatus, Battery Conneotors,
Switches, Battery Gauges, Wireless Telegraph Is-
itrvmsnts. Ignition Supplies, eto.

Send for the Catalog Now
Manhattan ElectrScaS

Supply Co., Inc.
NEW YORK: CHICAGO: 8T. LOUIS
tr Park Place 114 S. Well* St. 1106 Pine St

San Francisco Office: 604 Mission St.

MECHANICALLY RIGHT — A REAL LATHE
A Regular lathe, not a toy

Swing 4 Inches, 11 Inches between cen-
ters. IT Inches total length. Net weight
8 lbs. Shipping weight 13 lbs.
The bed of this lathe is machined.
Workmanship Is first class throughout.
Lathe come* equipped with wood turn-
ing ohuck. Lathe can be fitted with S

bach face plate and drill chuck as special equipment. OMw
•n» today. Price gl.Sti cash with order.

SYPHER MFG. CO., DEPT. C, TOLEDO, 'OHIO

Feldman's "Geyser"
Electric Water Heater

Instantaneous Hot Water

FELDMAN MFG. CO.
1500 Times Bldg. New York City

HOW SHIPS ARE WELDED BY
ELECTRICITY.

(Continued from page 529)

in this case being two steel plates. The
joint is usually prepared by beveling the

edges of the pieces to be welded together.

The other side of the electric circuit is con-
nected to the hand electrode which is pro-
vided with a guard, and this welding tool

connects with a heavy flexible cable leading

to the current supply circuit. By touching
the electrode to the shank material a heavy
arc is drawn, and to reduce the blinding
glare from the arc the operator wears a

head shield fitted with special glasses. The
skilled arc welder draws an arc at several
points along the seam to be welded, and
then establishes several distinct tack welds,
which serve to hold the plates firmly in line.

He then proceeds to start welding the entire

seam, moving the electrode from side to

side of the groove and giving it a semi-
circular motion, while at the same time he
slowly moves the electrode along the groove.
The accompanying illustration shows an

excellent sample of arc welding between
two plates, and it is of course understood
that such a weld is formed of the basic
metal composing the plates ; thus the weld
is invariably as strong
as the plates them-
selves.

It is important that

the arc shall "bite"

into the shank metal,

creating a perfect
fusion along the

edges, while the move-
ment of the electrode

is necessary for the

removal of any me-
chanical impurities

that may have de-
posited. In the coated
electrode it is further
necessary that the

slag which forms for
the protection of the
pure metal be worked
up to the surface, and
it is extremely impor-
tant in the event of a
second or third layer
that the slag or im-
purities be carefully
scraped away before
the virgin metal is

again laid on.

The operator in arc
welding is protected,

with a screen cover-
ing his face with special glass thru which

to observe his work. The electric arc

emits dangerous invisible rays in both the

upper and lower spectrum scale and it is

quite evident that both the infra-red and
ultra-violet are dangerous in their effect;

the former is pathological, the latter actinic.

The operator further uses gloves for his

hands and for the very difficult work of

overhead welding, it is necessary for him
to use a helmet which covers his breast

Without entering into an elaborate anal-

ysis of the relative costs of electric welding,

it may be broadly stated that there is hardly

any question that the electric process is

cheaper than any other. The same may be

said as regards speed and also reduction of

man power. In a recent discussion of this

subject by ah authority it was stated that

at one of the Eastern shipyards the total

number of parts on the welding program of

the standard riveted ships now building at

that yard amounted to 225,000. The labor

cost for riveting these pieces, is about $245,-

000, and for welding about $99,000, thus

making a saving of $146,000. But this is

only a mere drop in the bucket when com-
pared to what might be profitably done in

this line. The expert stated further that in

certain particular instances the saving is as

great as 90 per cent.

The electric arc requires a reduced volt-

age and this is difficult to attain with direct

current without relatively expensive ma-
chines for a useless expenditure of energy.

The practise in this country in manufactur-
ing establishments of any size has been
toward an increase in the supply voltage so

that very few large manufacturing plants

use less than 220 volts direct current. With
this voltage the only economical method of

transformation is in the use of a motor-
generator set. The efficiency in this case is

in the neighborhood of fifty to sixty per

cent. It is possible to use a supply voltage

of 110 volts with a variable resistance which
cuts down the voltage to the arc volts. This
gives a very poor efficiency. In the case of
alternating current the supply voltage can
be reduced by a transformer which will

supply, as in the case of direct current, a
sufficient voltage for striking the arc and a
satisfactory .reduction when the arc has
been struck. On the other hand, if a low
voltage alternating current is provided, a
simple reactance may be introduced which
has a few of the same wasteful character-
istics of the resistance used with the direct

STARTER FOR MOTOR END
OF !*OTOR-GENERflT0R

\X< ELDING T00L& — CABLE LEAD ROUND PLATE& + CA3LE LEAD

Typical Arc Welding Motor-generator With Switch-board fop
Controlling Current Supplied to "Arc", Regulating Reactances,

Welding Tool, Grounding Plate, Etc.

current. The average apparatus will permit
of electric arc welding consuming about six

to eight kilowatts per welder, but if low
voltage is provided, there are certain outfits

which will reduce the consumption to as

low as three and one-half kilowatts per

welder, or even less.

Regarding the spot welding of fabricated

steel ships, it may be said that experiments
were conducted by the Electric Welding
Committee, which showed that no difficulty

was encountered in welding one-half and
three-quarter inch steel plates as well as
one-inch steel plates ; and in fact experi-

ments were successful in welding three

thicknesses of one inch steel plate. Lately,

large sized spot welders, having jaws five

to six feet long have been designed, and
these will be used in building a spot welded
steel vessel at a large shipbuilding yard
located at Kearny, N. J., which represents
the largest portable spot welder ever com-
pleted. Getting down to brass tacks, and
considering the five foot jaw spot welder
with multiple contacts spaced at a distance
corresponding to the oldtime rivet, one is

actually astonisht when stopping to con-
(Continued on page 574)
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gm^ W LEARN PUBLIC SPEAKING M ^T% T"1 W"^

10 Lessons rREE
Write—quick—for particulars of this extraordinary offer ; an opportunity you
will never forget if you take advantage of it. Ten lessons in effective public speak-

ing absolutely FREE to those who act promptly, to introduce our course in locali-

ties where it is not already known.

We Teach You By Mail
WHAT THE COURSE

TEACHES YOU
How to talk before your club or lodge.

How to address board meetings.

How to propose and respond to toasts.

How to make a political speech.

How to tell entertaining stories.

How to make after-dinner speeches.

How to converse interestingly.

How to write better letters.

How to sell more goods.

How to train your memory.

How to enlarge your vocabulary.

How to develop self-confidence.

How to acquire a winning personality.

How to strengthen your will power and
ambition.

How to become a clear, accurate thinker.

How to develop your power of concentra-

tion.

How to be the master of any situation.

We teach you by mail to become a powerful and
convincing speaker—to influence and dominate
the decisions of one man or an audience of a thousand. We
have trained hundreds and helped them to increase their

earnings and their popularity. Learn in your spare time at

home how to overcome "stage fright" and conquer fear of

others; how to enlarge your vocabulary; how to develop
self-confidence and the qualities of leadership ; how to

RULE others by the power of your speech alone; how to

train your memory. Our

NEW, EASY METHOD
perfected and taught only by Prof. R. E. Pattison Kline, former dean
of the Public Speaking Department of the Columbia College of Ex- y*~ — — —

i
—

pression, can be learned in 15 minutes a day. Prof. Kline is one > FREE
of the foremost authorities in the country on public speaking /
and mental development. Do not let this chance escape you. /

Mail This Free Coupon SZST&SSSi,
This Special Offer of TEN LESSONS FREE is made strictly for advertising purposes and will

/

ment blank by return mail. No obligations of any kind. Just tear off and mail this free coupon full particulars. This request places me
' unr1—

be withdrawn without notice. Write now.before it expires, and receive full particulars with enroll

mail. N
—or a postal will do.

NORTH AMERICAN INSTITUTE
984C Manhattan Building - Chicago, 111.

/
/

J Street

City . . .

LESSON COUPON
North American Institute

984C Manhattan Building,
. Chicago ,111.

' I » interested in your course in
/Effective Public Speaking and your

offer of 10 lessons free. Please send
ill particulars. This request pi
der no obligation of any kind.

Name

.State
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r~r\r\ t i_i r\ e» e? i * /u s\POP THOSE WHO
LOVE GOOD MUSIC

' «

THE ELLIS "MUSIC MASTER" REPRODUCER
is the ideal Christmas gift tor anyone who owns a phonograph or talking machine using
disc records. This wonderful little reproducer bears the same relation to the reproduction
of records as does Stradivarius to the making of violins. Both are masters.

There is as much difference In the effect of the Ellis Reproducer and ordinary
reproducers, as there is between a genuine Stradivarius and a cheap factory made violin.

As one user said: "Mr. Ellis, your reproducer is soulful and inspiring. The overtones
are remarkable and wonderful, and the tone shading very beautiful."

Ordinary reproducers, such as are supplied with all phonographs or talking machines, give a
harsh, rasping, annoying sound and reproduce the human voice with a disagreeable nasal twang.
The EUis Music Master makes every note and tone as clear as a bell—and reproduces it in its true
tone coloring. It is a marvelous little instrument that will please anyone who appreciates and can
comprehond the difference between good and indifferent rendition of music. It is truly a "Music
Master."

The Ellis "Music Master" is made for all machines using disc records. It is lighter than
ordinary reproducers, therefore preserves and prolongs the life of records. The cost is little, but
the satisfaction great.

Write today for circular E, which gives full details.
T i

J. H. ELLIS, P. O. Box 882, Milwaukee, Wis.

*

TELEGRAPH PICTURES
This unique let of

improved Leiihman
Picture Telegraphing
Machines will tele-

graph pictures, raapt.

drawings, and hand-
writing. The invent-

or of the Leishman
systems recently tele-

graphed a picture of

President Wilson as

far as from Paris to

Chicago.

This set is highly recommended for experimenters and thoroughly illustrates the system.

complete set of two machines
Dept. T.

Ogden, Utah

$ 1 E? £2. ^or a complete set of tw<

Linly L. J. Leishman Co.,

exi
—the famous steering sled with non-skid runners

The Christmas gift every live girl snd hoy wants. Saves shoes,
prevents colds, and saves doctor's bills, because you don't drag
your feet in steering. Has grooved steel runners, which prevent
skidding on ice or snow, and make steering easy and safe.

Outlasts 3 ordinary sleds
New all-steel front acts as a shock-absorber, pre-

vents seat and rails from splitting and greatly streng" li-

ens the sled. Seven sizes, 3 to 5 It. Sold by Hardware
and Department Stores.

S.L. Allen& Co., Inc. Box 906K Philadelphia

PJ>CP Write for cardboard model sbow-
T JACEi

jnsr how Flexible Fivers steer.

None genuine without
this trade-mark

ACTIVE SERVICE-

1
25 Dependable for a life time. Made right to write right. Long or short—Red or Black.

Absolute necessity to any business man or woman. Unequalled for general writing, billing, ruling
and manifolding. Made of pure vulcanized rubber with non-corrosive, durable writing point.
Lock-Cap prevents leaking. Extra size, 8 In., black only, $1.50. Tour name in gold Inlay 38c.
FBEE: Liberal supply of ink with retail orders. Agents wanted. Good profits.

J. R. ULLRICH & CO., 27 Thames St., New York

J125

1

HOW SHIPS ARE WELDED BY
ELECTRICITY.

{Continued from page 572)

sider how much time and loss of efficiency

is occasioned by the old method of riveting

steel plates and girders, where but one rivet

can be handled at a time. Think of a six

foot gap electric spot welder which can
thoroly weld a seam six feet long at forty-

eight points simultaneously and correspond-
ing to the usual number of rivets placed in

position one by one by the oldtime method.

BOOK REVIEW.
(Continued from page 570)

frequency currents, and as an amplifier. In the
next chapter we find various types of detectora of
high frequency currents. A chapter on the produc-
tion of undamped high frequency oscillations if

also commendable. A short discussion forms the
chapter on Radio-telephony. In the eighth chapter
the author gives several practical ideas on the con-
struction of radio apparatus. Here are found the
necessary information to each problem, and in each
case the author works out an example for the stu-
dent, so that he can familiarize himself with the
method of working each typical problem

PRACTICAL ELECTRICITY, by Terrel
Croft. Cloth bound, 646 pages, numerous
figures and illustrations, size 5^ x
inches. Publisht by McGraw-Hill Book
Co., New York, 1917. Price $2.50.

Another excellent work from the author of
many practical books on electricity, that have met
with great favor with all interested in the elec-

trical field.

The latest effort surpasses anything in this

line before and fills a long felt want for a book
that would give and cover every phase of the
subject. It has been arranged in 53 elaborately
illustrated chapters, with all the matter arranged
in proper sequence.

The author states that the object of the book is

to present the fundamental facts and theories re-

lating to electricity and its present day applica-
tions in a straightforward, easily understood way,
for study by any man, especially those having
but little mathematical training and enabling him
to acquire a clear working knowledge of the sub-
ject. The author's hopes may be truly said to

have been realized, for everything is so clearly

defined and illustrated that a minimum of effort

only is required to grasp the subject.

No higher mathematics have been indulged in,

with no loss to the value of the work; the numer-
ous and readily visualized analogies, which the
author is an adept in supplying, are a great help.

A work that will find a ready demand from all,

whether teacher, student, practical worker or lay-

man. Also invaluable to the university trained
man for brushing the cobwebs from the mind and
to refresh and reconstruct his ideas in line with
modern electrical theory and practise.

DIRECT CURRENT MACHINERY, by
Cyril M. Jansky. Cloth bound, illus-

trated, 285 pages, size 6J4 x 9% inches.

McGraw-Hill Book Co., publishers New
York, 1917. Price $2.50.

The author has endeavored to put forth in a
clear and concise way the theory and operation
of Direct Current Machinery, without the aid of
higher mathematics, altho some mathematics of
elementary nature has been used here and there.
Magnetism and electro-magnetic induction, and
the units of measurement are very carefully
dealt with in order that the student should obtain
a clear understanding of the underlying principles
of dynamos and motors. The book further shows
that whenever energy is transformed from me-
chanical to electrical or vice versa, that a loss

takes place and a detailed explanation is given
regarding the efficiency of a motor or a generator.
The various types of motors and dynamos, includ-

ing the "interpole" machines, with numerous cal-

culations, which aid considerably in the design of
such apparatus, are also given. Armatures of the
drum, disc, lap, wave, and other types are fully
explained, including the various capabilities of
each, accompanied by numerous red and black line

cuts, which serve to show very clearly the various
methods of winding armatures. The uses of elec-

trical energy, the advantages of the three-wire
system, types of dynamos and motors—including
their operating characteristics and their care, to-

gether with a chapter on the "Selection and In-
stallation of Dynamos," are additional features of

this book. In general, the book will be of distinct

use to electricians, students and engineers, and all

those who have occasion to deal with Continuous
Current Machinery and its allied problems.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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CONTINUOUS CURRENT MOTORS
AND CONTROL APPARATUS, by

W. Perren Maycock. Cloth bound, 151 il-

lustrations, 332 pages, size 5J4 x 7}4

inches. Whittaker & Co., London ; Mac-
Millan & Co., publishers, New York, 1917.

Price $2.25.

An excellent treatise on the subject of direct

current motors and the practical applications there-

of, with numerous illustrations of up-to-date ma-
chinery.

This book is intended for the student, the

owner of D. C. machines, the consulting engineer,

the contractor and supervising engineer, for the

man who will subsequently have charge of the

machines and for the civil or mechanical engineer

who desires to have some knowledge of the sub-

ject.

There are several chapters in this book which
divide the subject into many parts, particularly—
the elementary theory underlying the action of

motors; the starting of motors that have only to

be started and stopped; the variation of the speed
and the reversal of the direction of the motor,

etc. Still further on the book treats to more of

an extent with the theory of D. C. motor*, espe-

cially as regards torque, speed and power, and
several types of central station apparatus, includ-

ing automatic and semi-automatic appliances. The
efficiency of motors and the various methods of

determining this quantity, and the classification

of the various kinds of motors and central station

apparatus, are also fully described. At the end
of each chapter there is given a set of examples
and answers which should prove of immense in-

terest to all. The appendix shows how to calculate

the resistance steps for use in starting a motor,
how to use Logarithms, and how to connect a
motor on higher or lower voltage than that for

which it is rated. In short, the book is a complete
treatise on D. C. motors, the various appliances

used therewith, the practical application thereof
and a text-book for the library of those who have
occasion to use or install Continuous Current
Motors.

THE ELEMENTARY PRINCIPLES OF
WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY, Part 2,

by R. D. Bangay. Cloth bound, 242 pages,

size 5K x 7}4 inches, 152 illustrations.

Wireless Press, publishers, New York,
1918. Price, $0.75.

Part 2 of this work proves to be a useful hand-
book and one that will be popular as a ready ref-

erence for students, amateurs and the uninitiated

generally in this special branch of electrical sci-

ence. The fundamental principles of the trans-

mitting apparatus are explained in the simplest pos-

sible manner, so that most anyone with a little

thought can easily master the theory and practise
of Wireless Telegraphy.
The following list of contents should prove of

interest: Curve diagrams and their meaning—the

logarithmic, parabolic and hyperbolic curves, the
sine curve, etc.; the theory of direct and alter-

nating current dynamos; the direct current dy-
namo—the brush gear and its adjustment and
methods of field excitation; eddy currents and their

effects—how they are overcome; the A. C. trans-

former and its action—ratio of windings, mechan-
ical analog of the transformer, inductance of trans-

formers; phase relation between the current and
voltage in tuned circuits, with mechanical analogs
of various A. C. circuit relations, such as effect

of capacity on phase relation; the effect of in-

ductance on phase relation; effect of resonance,
etc. The chapter on the excitation of spark trans-

mitters is well written and of great benefit to all

radio students. Spark discharges are treated on
in detail. A very thoro chapter is devoted to

"oscillation valves"—covering "beat" reception of
undamped wave signals, reception of weak signals,

etc. This section on valves is quite complete and
treats on the theory of the Fleming two- and
three-member valves. De Forest, Armstrong and
Langmuir are unknown quantities to this author
apparently.
A valuable book to all interested in the art, and

dealing with the subject of Radio in a simple and
clear manner without going into the more highly
technical problems involved. It treats the prob-
lems in a refreshingly new way uncommon in most
books dealing with the subject.

DO MAGNETS MAKE PHOTO-
GRAPHS?

The 1917 Year Book of the Carnegie
Institution of Washington, D. C, has the

following to say regarding "magnet-pho-
tography" experiments conducted by L. A.
Bauer and W. F. G. Swann

:

A large number of experiments have been
performed, and it is impracticable to give
more than a general survey of the work.
In all of the experiments in which articles

were exposed to the influence of a mag-
netic field, a subsidiary plate was set up

ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER

Yourbig chance^

Learn
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mm^Drawing
I*A at home as youathome as you

would at our school

Ti $35
to

$100
per week.

Columbia

School of

Drafting

Students

are in

demand

HERE is a very
great shortage of

draftsmen in the
industries and govern-
ment departments of this

country. The shortage Is

so great that the situation

is serious. Draftsmanship
was always one of the
best professions. What
Is it now? It has become
of such importance that
the very progress of In-

dustrial America depends
upon it, and both men
and women are earning
from $35 up to $100 per
week. This great demand
for draftsmen, in war or
peace, will probably
never be satisfied.

We teach you in a
new and quickerway
AS soon as you begin our course, you

start on actual drawing work. You
do not waste any time with needless

theory and preparation. You become a
draftsman at once, and remain In actual

practice until you are a master draftsman. We are in touch with the great shops
of the country and the various government departments. We know their needs,
and teach you accordingly. There Is a great demand for Columbia School of
Drafting students, because it is well known that these students are TRAINED,
PRACTICAL DRAFTSMEN, and can step into actual work.

THERE is hardly any limit to the earning
power of the well trained draftsman.

Draftsmanship Itself Is one of the best paying
professions in America today. Not only that,
but a knowledge of drafting Is the foundation of,
and the stepping stone to, all the really big
positions in the machine world—foreman, super-

intendent, production manager, efficiency engineer, etc. Most of the men In these high paying
positions, earning up to $10,000 per year and over, owe their success to their knowledge of mechan-
ical drawing and draftsmanship.

ROY C. CLAFLIN
President

COLUMBIA SCHOOL OF
DRAFTING

Mechanical Drawing one
of the shortest possible
routes to big pay

The Columbia School of Drafting is one of the
finest and best institutions of its kind in America

The large building situated at 14th and T Streets, N. W., Washington, D. C, Is entirely occupied by
the Columbia School of Drafting. Here large day and evening classes are being taught Mechanical
Drawing. The same thorough Instruction is given our Home Study pupils, by correspondence. Our
Chief Instructor and President, Mr. Claflin, personally look after the training of each student.
Our course is designed to make of every man or woman who enrolls a master draftsman.

A f I /jet ? ^ complete drawing
. course now within the

reach of all. Reasonable in price and
may be paid monthly.

Free Drawing Outfit
We supply our students with equipment free. A
professional drawing outfit is given for perma-
nent use, to every man or woman who enrolls
with us.

No Previous Training Necessary
As our students are put Into actual practice at

the beginning, they grasp the essentials of draw-
ing quickly. The lessons supplied are so clear

that even the backward students can understand
them. No previous experience nor special edu-
cation is necessary.

Return the Coupon Today— It Brings ' to You a Valu-
able Book—FREE

Your future depends upon what you do now.
We cannot begin to tell you here In such few
words all the advantages afforded you by this

reasonably priced course In up-to-date Me-
chanical Drawing. If you are in earnest, and
desire to learn a big paying profession, at
reasonable cost, we urge you to aot now, by
returning the coupon at the right. We will
immediately send you our valuable book free.

It tells of our new methods of teaching me-
chanical drawing, and outlines our offer to
you fully.

Columbia School of Drafting

ROY C. CLAFLIN, Pre«.

14th and T STREETS, N. W.,

WASHINGTON, D. C.

FREE COUPON—RETURN TODAY
COLUMBIA SCHOOL OF DRAFTING

Dept. 965, 14th and T Sts.. N. W., Washington, D. C.

Without obligation to me, please send me your Illustrated

book on Drafting, telling how I can secure your complete

Home Study Course, the DRAWING OUTFIT, and your
help In securing a position as Draftsman.

Name

Address

City State
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THE SET UNCLE SAM US

"Uncle Sam" needs thousands of operators and Is calling for more all the time. Here is your
chance to become an expert telegrapher at a small cost. The practice outfit shown here is exactly

the same as used by the United States Signal Corps and comprises the following

:

A highly polished mahogany finished wood base, a real high frequency buzzer giving a high

note, with nickel-plated case, regulation nickel-plated steel lever key. Also brass etched plate show-
ing the three International codes mounted on the base for quick practice. A new feature not found
on any other set. Tou simply cannot mislay this code.

This outfit quickly gives you speed, and enables you to learn telegraphy, Morse or wireless code

in a short time. Special attention is called to the buzzer which gives a clear high note, not a

rattling noise as many inferior outfits now on the market. IMMEDIATE DELIVERY. We ship the

same day that order is received. Your money refunded if you are -not satisfied.

Price as Illustrated. <tk«"fc O /\ Include sufficient postage
Shipping weight 2 lb«. 2hX ?\l I tor mailing. Send for

Size over all 5"x2"x7!4". tf free illustrated folder.

CHAMBERS ST., NEW YORKTHE TEWNO CO. 150

CORE WIRE—20c lb.
We have been fortunate in securing thru auction several tons of guaranteed pure, double annealed

Norway Iron Core Wire and are selling this wire to "Experimenter" readers only at this price.

This wire is just the thing for spark coils, transformers, etc., and it is, of course, a very much more
superior product than the usual iron wire. We absolutely guarantee the quality.

If you ever thought of building a spark coil, transformer, or similar apparatus, now is the chance
to get the right material for it. As far as we know this is the only lot of iron Norway Core Wire in the
hands of any dealer at the present time, and none can be gotten until after the war.

We have only two sizes left

:

26 INCHES 36 INCHES
Thickness about No. 21 B and S

If either of these sizes should be too long we advise cutting the wire down yourself by means of

shears. It will pay you to do so as real Norway Iron Wire, sold by a few dealers last year, brought
from 40c to 50c a pound. American core wire now sells for from 30c upwards per pound.

ELECTRO IMPORTING CO.. 231 Fulton St. New York City

Important Announcement
from

Washington, D. C.

found it

Nation's
THE Government of the United States has

necessary to ask every householder in the

Capital to offer their spare rooms to those brought

here for war service. Thousands of young women from

the best American families will in this way find suitable

homes.

In order to meet war conditions the DEWEY HOTEL,
situated in that exclusive residential section, at 1 4th and
L Streets (5 minutes' walk from the White House), has

opened its doors to transient guests. For many years the

Dewey has been the official residence of Senators and
those prominent in official life of the Capital. The ac-

commodations are limited, and only those whose presence

will be compatible with its clientele will be accepted. It

will be best to make reservations by letter. Room tariffs,

illustrated brochure, restaurant charges and other infor-

mation may be secured by writing.

FRANK P. FENWICK

with a similar set of articles, but beyond
the influence of the magnetic field. In the
earlier experiments, this subsidiary plate

was placed in an ordinary plate-box at at-

mospheric pressure, the box being bound
around with dark- cloth; but in the later

experiments it was placed in the same
vacuum as the main plate, and shielded
from the magnet by an iron disk. All ex-
periments except the first two or three per-
formed were carried out in total darkness,
the photographic red light only being turned
on after the articles had been mounted
under the bell-jar, and the latter had been
bound around with black cloth.*

In order to test whether the effects ob-
served could be attributed to radio-active
material, two experiments were set up with
permanent magnets, but in the case of one
of them the bell-jar was washed out with
a weak solution of uranium nitrat and al-

lowed to dry. After an exposure of 21
days, the articles showed up equally strong-
ly on both plates.

A plate was exposed for 6 days over an
electromagnet, the articles being pieces of
wood, iron, copper, amber, and cork; also,

in addition, a piece of wood resting on a
piece of lead which was in contact with
the plate, and a piece of lead resting on a
piece of wood which was in contact with
the plate. Both pieces of wood in contact
with the plate showed up dark on a lighter
ground, the grain of the wood being very
clear, and the cork showed up slightly

darker than the ground. The metals in

contact with the plate all came out lighter

than the ground. In the case of the sub-
sidiary plate which was set up at atmos-
pheric pressure, only the amber showed up,
and this appeared dark on a light ground.

Several experiments made with the ar-
ticles slightly separated from the plate
showed that their influence fell off rapidly
within a distance of 1 or 2 mm.
The effect of resin in acting upon a pho-

tographic plate, especially when the resin
has been previously stimulated by light, is

well known, and at once suggests the as-
sumption that the resin wood, cork, etc.,

produce a radiation of some kind, or a
gaseous emanation, the latter being pro-
duced either directly or as a result of the
radiation, and that this gas diffuses over
the body of the plate and darkens it. In
this case the metal articles would simply
act as shields to the plate. Experiments
made with stimulated resin and metallic
articles showed that distinct impressions of
the articles could really be produced in

this way without a magnetic field or a vac-
uum. At atmospheric pressure the darken-
ing of the plate falls off rapidly with the
distance from the resin, but on evacuating
the space around the resin the "range" of
the action is increased and the impressions
are much more uniform.

A large number of experiments were
made with stimulated resin, and it appeared
that the action was propagated roughly in

a linear manner for a distance of as much
as a centimeter or more, and after travers-
ing this distance was still capable of pass-
ing thru aluminum leaf.

The apparent action of the magnetic field

in the experiment with wood and metal ar-
ticles suggests that a similar action should
be produced in the case of the resin. If
the action of the resin is ultimately attrib-
utable to the ejection of charged particles,
the possibility of producing deviation by a
magnetic field at once suggests itself. No
marked influence of this kind was, however,
found in the case of the pure resin.

* Those interested in magnet photography should
refer to the original articles on this work written
by Mr. Mace, and which appeared in the May,
October and November, 1917 issues of the Elec-
trical Experimenter.
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One of the most remarkable features of

the photographic action produced in the

case of wood and metal articles is that it is

approximately uniform over the plate, altho

the magnetic field varies both in magnitude
and direction. If the action of the magnetic
field were one of controlling the direction

of propagation of a radiation or gaseous
effusion emitted by the substances, one
would expect it to vary over the surface of

the plate. The absence of such variation

practically limits the nature of the effect

to one in which there is direct or indirect

stimulation of the activity of emission or
production of active gas, diffusion being

subsequently relied upon for the uniform
distribution of the effect over the plate.

The effect of very slight temperature
changes in modifying the action of metallic

articles upon a photographic plate is well

known, and one has to remember that an
electromagnet becomes appreciably warmed
during its excitation.

The presence of resinous articles does not

seem wholly necessary for the production

of the apparent magnetic effect. Thus, for

example, a number of metal articles,

namely, lead, iron, nickel, copper, and brass,

were set up over an electromagnet in a

vacuum for 14 days, and a similar group
was set up in the same vacuum, but in a
region shielded from the magnetic field.

The first set produced strong impressions,

light on a dark ground, while the second
set produced no appreciable effect The
experiment was repeated with a permanent
magnet and an exposure of 21 days, with
similar but less pronounced results.

At the stage of the work recorded in the

paper here abstracted, the preliminary con-

clusion was reached that while a magnetic
field or vacuum was not essential to the

production of effects of the kind recorded
by Mace, the magnetic field appeared to have
an effect in intensifying the action in cer-

tain cases. The experiments are being con-
tinued with the object of ascertaining
whether the primary agency producing the

effect, in the case of the electromagnets, for
example, is really the magnetic Held itself

or some other influence accompanying the

Production of the magnetic field.

EXPERIMENTAL CHEMISTRY.
{Continued from page 558)

Properties of Sulfur (Physical).

1. It is a yellow solid, without odor or

taste.

2. It has three allotropic forms, two
crystalline, and one amorphous.

3. Its color is usually lemon-yellow when
solid, when finely divided it is white. It

gradually becomes dark red and viscid on
gradually raising the temperature from 200
to 250 degrees, when it is too thick to pour,
and becomes almost black in color.

4. It is non-poisonous, and may be taken
internally, as is frequently the case in the
spring, when the so-called Sulfur and Mo-
lasses makes its appearance as a blood
purifier.

5. The so-called "sulfur odors" do not
come from the element, but rather from
the compounds, as Sulfur Dioxid, Hydro-
gen Sulfid, Carbon Disulfid.

5. It is insoluble in water, the best sol-

vent being one of its compounds, Carbon
Disulfid, in which it dissolves unchanged,
tho the amorphous variety does not dissolve
and flowers of sulfur only slightly.

7. It is negatively electrified by friction.

8. Sulfur melts at 115 degrees to a thin,

amber-colored liquid. At 200 degrees it be-
comes thick and dark colored and can
hardly be poured, while at 300 degrees it

again liquifies. If poured into water at the
amber stage, it crystallizes, but if at the
latter stage, it is amorphous and elastic.

{Continued on page 579)

$95AnHour!
"Every hour I spent on my I. C. S. Course has been worth

$95 to me ! My position, my $5,000 a year income, my
home, my family's happiness—I owe it all to my spare time

training with the International Correspondence Schools
!"

Every mail brings letters from some of the two million I. C. S.

students telling of promotions or increases in salary as the rewards

of spare time study.

What are you doing with the hours after supper? Can you

afford to let them slip by unimproved when you can easily make
them mean so much ?

For 27 years men in offices, stores, shops, factories, mines,

railroads, in the Army and Navy—in every line of technical and

commercial work—have been winning promotion and increased

salaries through the I. C. S. Over 100,000 men and women are

getting ready right now in the same way for the better jobs ahead

!

Your Chance is Here! [w
•TEAR OUT

No matter where you live, the

I. C. S. will come to you. No matter

what your handicaps, or how small

your means, we have a plan to meet
your circumstances. No matter how
limited your previous education, the

simply written, wonderfully illus-

trated I. C. S. textbooks make it easy

to learn. No matter what career you
may choose, some one of our 280

Courses will surely suit your needs.

One hour a day spent with the

I. C. S. will prepare you for the

position you want in the work you

like best. Yes, it will ! Put it up to

us to prove it. Mark and mail this

coupon now!

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Box 6165, SCRANTON. PA.

Explain, without obligating me, how lean qualify for
the position, or in the subject, before which I mark X.
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9
| DO YOU KNOW?
— Do you know how to make chemical tricks?— Do you know how cloth is bleached?

SSS Do you know how to test soil?

Do you want to make invisible ink?

Do you know how to test flour?

SS Do you know how Chlorine Smoke and
Chlorine Gas (German War Gas), is made?

What do you know about chemistry in gen-

SSS eral ?

These and hundred other interesting ques-

tions are answered and demonstrated with our
Chemistry Laboratory which we present here-— with.

The chemicals furnished are all tech-

nically pure and put up in appropriate

wooden boxes and glass bottles, and
there is a sufficient quantity to make
dozens of experiments with each. The
apparata are of standard laboratory size

and quality.

Altho all chemicals have nearly dou-
bled in price, we have decided not to

raise the price for this outfit for the

present.

Read the list of chemicals and apparata
and look at the actual photograph of
the outfit at your right.

And order one today!

CHEMISTRY! |
We present herewith to our friends our new E. I. Co. Chemical —
Laboratory which contains real chemicals and apparata to =s
perform real chemical experiments. This outfit is not a toy, EE
put up merely to amuse, but a practical laboratory set, with all EE
the chemicals, apparata and reagents necessary to perform =
real work and to teach the beginner all the secrets of inor- EE
ganic chemistry. With this outfit we give free a book con- s=
taining a Treatise in Elementary Chemistry, useful data and ==
recipes, and 100 instructive and amusing experiments. EE

44 |
Chemicals =

17 |
Apparata fj

Instruction ||
Book with =
100 Ex- |
periments =j

PRICE I
$5-12 1
Shipping EE

Weight 10 lbs p
CAN BE SHIPPED S
BY EXPRESS ONLY =

THE E. I. Co. CHEMICAL LABORATORY
DESCRIPTION OF THE OUTFIT

Ammonium Chloride
Alum
Antimony
Boracic Acid
Charcoal
Sodium Nitrate
Sodium Carbonate
Sodium Borate
Sodium Sulphite
Manganese Dioxide
Oxalic Acid

One Standard Washbottle
One Alcohol Lamp
One Conical Glass Measure
One Erlenmeyer Flask
One Glass Funnel
One Delivery Tube

It contains the

Brimstone
Iron Oxide
Sulphate of Zinc
Magnesia Carbonate
Zinc, Metallic
Sodium Bicarbonate
Sodium Sulphate
Sodium Chloride
Calcium Sulphate
Barium Chloride
Lead Acetate

following 44 chemicals:

Ferrous Sulphate
Nickel Sulphate
Sodium Phosphate
Zinc Carbonate
Ammonium Sulphate
Ammonium Carbonate
Ammonium Aqua
Calcium Chloride
Chloride of Zinc
Copper Sulphate
Glycerol

Iron Chloride
Calcium Oxide
Stannous Chloride
Nickel Chloride
Hydrochloric Acid
Sulphuric Acid
Iodine
Mercury, Metallic
Tin, Metallic
Litmus Paper
Ferrous Sulphide

The following apparata are furnished:

Six Assorted Test-Tubes

One Test-Tube Holder

Ten Sheets of Filter Paper

One Glass Dropper
One Spoon Measure

Glass Tubing

One book containing Treatise on
Elementary Chemistry and 100

Chemical Experiments to be per-

formed with this outfit.

1 THE ELECTRO IMPORTING Co., NEW YORK, "ffl?" M
EE SEE OUR FULL PAGE AD ON PAGE 599 FOR FREE CYCLOPEDIA EE

21 IZ
You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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EXPERIMENTAL CHEMISTRY.
(Continued from page 577)

9. Sulfur boils at approximately 450 de-

grees and emits a light yellow vapor, which
sublimes as flowers of sulfur.

(Chemical).

1. It burns in air with a pale bluish flame,

forming Sulfur Dioxid.
2. When finely divided and moist it may

slowly oxidize to Sulfur Dioxid or on suffi-

cient exposure may even form Sulfuric

Acid.
3. Nearly all metals unite with it to form

sulfides, while copper and iron burn readily

in sulfur vapor.
4. Sulfur combines directly with many

other non-metals, as Hydrogen, Chlorin,

Bromin, Iodin, and Phosphorous.
5. When heated with oxidizing agents,

sulfur is converted into sulfuric acid.

6. Caustic alkalies dissolve it to form a

mixture of sulfid and thiosulfate.
Uses.

Sulfuric acid manufacture consumes a

great deal of sulfur, but much of the acid

is now manufactured from pyrite.

Rubber goods and vulcanite contain a
small percentage of sulfur.

Some of the element is used in forming
sulfur dioxid, to bleach straw and woolen
goods and as an antiseptic to destroy in-

fectious disease. Some is used in medicine,
some in the laboratory, some for making
compounds like Iron Sulfid and Carbon Di-
sulfid, and a great deal for the manufac-
ture of matches and as an ingredient in

gunpowder.

COMPOUNDS OF SULFUR
Hydrogen Sulfid

History.

This gas was known to the ancients, but
Scheels, in 1777, was the first to investigate

it, heating sulfur with hydrogen. This gas
is also known as sulfuretted hydrogen, Sul-
furous Oxid, and sulfurous anhydrid.

Occurrence.
It occurs in Nature when organic bodies

containing sulfur putrefy. Volcanic gases
and certain mineral springs contain the gas,

and. it is a product of decomposition of or-
ganic matter existing in sewer gas, decayed
eggs, etc., to which it imparts its character-
istic odor.

Preparation.

1. When a stream of hydrogen is past

over sulfur heated to the boiling point.

2. For all practical purposes, sulfuric
acid is added to ferrous sulfid.

FeS + H2SO« = FeSO, + H 2S
The gas is readily evolved without the

application of heat, and may be used either
directly or past thru a little water contained
in a wash bottle. When it is desired to pre-
pare the solution of the gas, it is past into
water in the receiving flask.

Iron (Ferrous) Sulfid frequently contains
metallic Iron, in which case the gas will

contain some free Hydrogen. This is rarely
an objection, but if it should be, then the
pure gas may be obtained by heating An-
timonous Sulfid with Hydrochloric acid.

Sb2S3 + 6HC1 = 2SbCl3 + 3H2S
Properties.

Physical : 1. It is a colorless, trans-
parent gas.

2. It possesses a very offensive odor, re-
sembling that of sewer gas or decayed eggs.

3. It is very soluble in water, but the so-
lution slowly breaks up and cannot be kept,
as it slowly oxidizes. The solution reddens
litmus, and, as stated before, undergoes
change on exposure to air, water, and sulfur
being the result, the latter separating out.

4. The gas begins to dissociate at 400
degrees.

5. It can be liquefied at —74 degrees, and
boils at —64 degrees. It also can be solid-
ified.

Chemical. It is a very inflammable gas,
burning with a pale blue flame.

2. The products of its combustion are

water and sulfur dioxid, or, if the combus-
tion be rapid, sulfur.

3. A cold object held in the flame causes

sulfur to deposit.

4. The gas is decomposed by many ox-
idizing agents. Chlorin, for example,
changes it immediately,

H 2S + Cl2 = 2HC1 -f- S
5. Owing to the readiness with which it

parts with its sulfur, Hydrogen Sulfid forms
an active reducing agent.

2FeCl„ + H2S = 2FeCl 3 + 2HC1 + S
6. Hydrogen Sulfid combines with many

metals, decomposing their oxides, hy-

droxides, or carbonates.
7. Paper moistened with lead acetat so-

lution is blackened by the gas, lead sulfid

being formed, thus this reagent is usually

employed to detect its presence.

Separation.

The separation of the insoluble from the

soluble sulfides makes hydrogen sulfid of

great service in the qualitative analysis of
metals. If, for instance, a mixture of so-

lutions of salts of Barium, Calcium, Cop-
per and Cadmium were made and hydrogen
sulfid past into the mixture, sulfides of the

last two metals, being insoluble, would pre-

cipitat and by filtration would be separated
from the first two.

Uses.

Hydrogen sulfid is employed chiefly as a
reagent in the chemical laboratory, to sep-

arate soluble from insoluble sulfides, also

to make the latter, and as a reducing agent.

SULFUR DIOXID
History.

Sulfur dioxid, or sulfurous oxid, has
been known from very early times, being
produced by burning sulfur. It was used as

a disinfectant by the Romans.
Occurrence.

The dioxid is one of the most abundant
gases thrown out in volcanic eruptions and
often from fumeroles. It is found in small
quantity in the air of large cities, on ac-
count of the existence of sulfur in coal.

Preparation.
1. By burning sulfur in air or oxygen, di-

rect union of the elements takes place.
S2 + 20, = 2S02

This process of burning is used in nearly
all cases where the gas is made on a large
scale.

2. By the decomposition of sulfuric acid

(1 part) by heating with copper (V) part),
Mercury, Silver, Zinc, Sulfur, or Carbon.

3. By heating sulfur with various metallic
oxides, as Lead, Mercury, Manganese, Zinc,
etc

S2 + MnOa = MnS -f SO,
4. By decomposing sulfites with dilute

cLClQS
NaaSO, -(- H2SOt = Na2SO< + H2 + SO,
5. Thru the roasting of Pyrit or other

native sulfides, preliminary to the extrac-
tion of metals. In this manner sulfur di-

oxid is prepared for the manufacture of
sulfuric acid.

Cu2S + 202 = S02 + 2CuO
4FeS2 + 1102 = 8S02 + 2Fe2Os

Properties.

Physical : 1. When pure it is a colorless
gas. As usually prepared it is gray, owing
to finely divided sulfur being intermingled.
It possesses a suffocating odor.

2. It is very poisonous, rapidly destroy-
ing the membranes when inhaled.

3. It is quite soluble in water, with which
it forms a weak acid (Sulfurous).

4. The gas liquefies at about —8 degrees
and boils at —10 degrees, solidifying at
about 72.7 degrees.
Chemical

: 1. Non-combustible and non-
supporter of combustion.

2. Both gaseous and liquid sulfur di-
oxid, in the presence of water, possess ac-
tive bleaching properties. The action in
this case being a reducing one, the opposite
to that by which chlorine accomplishes the
same purpose.

(Continued on page 582)
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ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS

HANDBOOK

I
ELECTRICITY!
HERE'S just the book on

Electricity that you need
to answer your many ques-
tions— to solve your knotty
problems, to teach you new kinks,

to be your memory for tables, rules,

formulas and other Electrical and
Mechanical facts that some people
try to carry in their heads— and fail.

With this "Little Giant" I. C. S.

Electrical Engineer's Handbook in

your pocket, toolchest, on your
work bench, drawing table ordesk,
an hour or a day need not be lost

"digging up" some forgotten rule, some un-
familiar fact ; you'll just turn to the very com-
plete index and get it "in a jiffy." Just a few
of the subjects treated are

:

Electricity and Magnetism ; Electrical Sym-
bols; Batteries; Circuits; Magnets; Direct and
Alternating Currents; Dynamos and Motors;
Belts; Shafting; Electroplating; Electrical
Measurements; Meters; Arc and Incandescent
Lamps; Mercury Arc Rectifiers; Transformers;
Insulation; Electric Cars; Single and Multiple-
Unit Control; Transmission; Rail Welding;
Tables of Wires— Sizes, Capacities, etc.,

—

Mathematical Rules; Formulas, Symbols; Tables
of Constants, Equivalents, Roots, Powers, Re-
ciprocals, Areas, Weights and Measures;
Chemistry; Properties of Metals; Principles of
Mechanics; First Aid, etc.

The Electrical Engineer's Handbook is one of 22
I. C. S. Handbooks covering 22 Technical, Scientific and
Commercial subjects. (See titles in coupon below.)
They have the contents of a full-size book condensed
Into pocket size ready to go with you anywhere and
be at your instant command. Substantially bound In

cloth, red edges, goldleaf stamping, printed from new,
clear, readable type on good quality book paper and
Illustrated wherever a picture will help.

No Risk Money-Back Offer!
The price of the famous I. C. S. Handbooks, of which

more than 2,000,000 have been sold and are in practical
everyday use, is $1 per copy. So confident are we
that you will find them exactly what you need for
ready reference in your work, that we stand ready to
promptly and cheerfully refund your money if for any
reason you are not fully satisfied with their value.
Simply send a letter or the coupon below, enclosing (1

for each book wanted. If at any time within 10 days you
wish to return the books, yourmoney will be refunded

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Box 6168 Scranton, Pa.

-TEAR OUT HERE-

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Box 6168, SCRANTON, PA.

I enclose $ for which send me postpaid the
Handbooks marked X, at $1.00 each. I may return any or
all and get my money back within ten days from receipt:

Electrical Engineer's Advertiser's
Telepb.and Teleff.Eng-ineer'e Business Man's
Mechanic's Bookkeeper's
Steam Engineer's Q Steno. and Correspondent*!
Westinghouse Air Brake Salesman's
Civil Fngin
Coal Miner's
Concrete Engineer's
Building Trades
Plumber's ami Fitter s

Chemist's

W indow Trimmer's
Cotton Textile Worker's
Farmer's
Poultryman's
Mariner's
Automobiles
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and No._
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BOYS! We hare receireil scores of letters like Ih is

W. A. ROTH WELL. M.D., Kendrlck. Idaho
Automatic Rubber Co.. Columbia, S. C.
Gentlemen: Enclosed find-personal check for

SI. Kindly oblige me by forwarding two Zip-
Zlps; the last I ordered were perfect In every
way. Yours sincerely, W. A. Rothweli. M. D.

The doctor ssys they are O. K., boys. Order from nj or
JQjyour Sporting Goods Store. zip-Zip complete only

AUTOMATIC RUBBER CO., COLUMBIA, S. C.

MUSIC TAUGHT FREE
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1
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In Your Home. Write today for our booklet. It tells
how to learn to play Piano, Organ, Violin, Mandolin,
Guitar, Banjo, etc. Beginners or advanced pupils.

American School of Music, 57 Lakeside Bldg., Chicago
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OF DOLLARS
are being spent NOW for new
ideas of all kinds. Never before
has the demand for good things
PROTECTED BY OWEN PAT-
ENTS been so great—or profitable
to the man who will but use his
brains. Send for my four free books and find
out what inventions are needed.

THFCF ADF FDFFI SUCCESSFUL PATENTS—

a

IIILoL ftflL I nlV. 72-page guide to success;
STEPPING STONES—hundreds of hints of
ideas wan ted, truth about prizes for inven-
tions; PATENT BUYERS—contain! over 400
requests for OWEN PATENTS, with ideas de-
sired: PATENT PROMOTION—tells how to
sell your patent, etc.

I'll help without charge to sell your idea
by advertising it and otherwise putting you in
touch with prospective buyers. Send sketch or
model for free opinion as to patentability, cost
of patent, etc. Advice costs nothing. Write
today for my books. A postal request will do.

RICHARD B. OWEN, Patent Lawyer

164 Owen Building 2276-8 Woolworth Bldg.
Washington, D. C. New York City

Our facilities for seeming patents enable* us U> give

prompt and reliable service at reasonable rates. In-

ventors are invited to write to as regarding questions
appertaining to securing patent protection. All mattere
receive prompt attention. Send for blank form of dis-

closure to protect your rights until filed in the Patent
Office. Book of instructions and blank forma are free

on request.

A. M. BUCK & CO.
Patent Attorneys

205 Second National Bank Bldg.. Washington, D. C.

PATENTS
Inventors Invited to Write for Information

and Particulars
Highest References. Best Results.

Promptness Assured.

WATSON E. COLEMAN
Patent Lawyer

624 F Street N. W. Washington, D. C.

Edited by H. GERNSBACK

In this Department we publish such matter as is of interest to inventors and particularly to
those who are in doubt as to certain Patent Phases. Regular inquiries addrest to "Patent Advice"
cannot be answered by mail free of charge. Such inquiries are publisht here for the benefit of all

readers. If the idea is thought to be of importance, we make it a rule not to divulge all details, in
order to protect the inventor as far as it is possible to do so.

Should advice be desired by mail a nominal charge of $1.00 is made for each question. Sketches
and descriptions must be clear and explicit. Only one side of sheet should be written on.

Readers' attention is called to the fact that
due to the great amount of letters to this de-
partment it is quite impossible to answer them
all thru these columns. The inquiries answered
in this issue date as far back as June, and if

readers wish speedy service they should care-
fully note the announcement appearing in the
preceding paragraph.

; Carbe

Arc Lamp.
(279) William Woodward, Wilmette, 111., sub-

mits an idea of a self-regulating arc tor moving
pictures, on which he would like to have our
opinion. He says "let us presume that the oper-

ators strikes the arc and adjusts it. In a few min-
utes the carbons would be too far apart, but for
the feeder which pushes the carbon up as follows:
When the current diminishes, that is, the carbons
draw apart, the brassrod C becomes cool

and contracts, which
by a lever of the first

class pushes the car-

bon up. When there

is an excess of cur-

rent, the action is

vice-versa. Of course,

about every half hour
it would be necessary
for the operator to

screw the carbons up
closer. (Note— The
horizontal adjust-
ments would be ad-
justed as on a modern
machine.)"

A. An extremely
clever as well as cap-

ital idea. It is no
doubt one of the most
ingenious arc light

regulating scheems
that it was our good
fortune to come

Power Jack.
(281) Cleo Maddy, Utica. Ka., sends an idea of

a power jack for an automobile to be permanently
installed thereon, one jack under each axle. The
jack is operated by the starter by means of two
clutches, one for each jack. Our correspondent
wishes to know if the idea has been patented, and
if it is practical.

A. We are afraid that while the idea is not
impossible, of course, it would be impractical for a
number of technical reasons, unless simplifying im-
provements were made on the device. We think
a patent can be obtained on the idea—of how much
value it will be, we do not pretend to know.

Changing D. C. to A. C.

(282) Edward Heubner, New York City, encloses

a diagram of a device for changing 110 D. C. cur-
rent to 110 A. C. to any number of cycles desired.

The idea is to have a metal spider wound with wire
operated from an 110 D. C. motor, the ends of the
spider cutting thru an electromagnetic field. A. C.
current thus could be taken from slip rings from the
wire ends of the spider.

A. This is quite a clever idea, and we believe it

is feasible, but we doubt if a patent can be ob-

tained on it as very similar types are in use.

The main objection, however, is that such a de-
vice is far too expensive and there are very much
cheaper commutating devices on the market now
which accomplish the same object.

Protective
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A Novel Arc Lamp.

works out
in practise as well as
it looks on paper, we
think that our corre-
spondent has a very
valuable patent. Our
advice is to get busy
at once and build a
model and apply for
patents in the mean-
while.

Rifle Improvement.
(283) Tilford Dozier, San Francisco. Cal., sends

in a device whereby it becomes possible to equip
guns or rifles with an auxiliary device, so that the
gun or rifle can fire any size cartridge desired. As
is obvious, present guns can only fire one size

cartridge.
A. This is a clever idea as well as ingenious, and

and we think a patent may be obtained upon it.

We doubt, however, that it has any practical value,

as too many special inserts would be necessary in

order to equip rifles that way. This is one of the
inventions that seem very good, but have practical

objections which are often unsurmountable.

Swinging Screen Door.
(280) T. C. L., Emporium, Pa., has submitted a

very clever device on a screen door which will

swing open when pushed in either direction or on
either edge. A number of metal strips are used in

order to effect this and our advice is asked.
A. This is indeed a remarkably clever idea, and

the only fault we have to find with it is that the

hinges would sag because the special metal hinges

used seem to be too long, and sooner or later

would cause trouble. However, there might be

found ways to overcome this objection, and we are

certain that a patent can be obtained on the in-

vention.
.

Another idea by the same writer relates to mak-
ing distilled water, or drinking water from salt

water. The apparatus contains a water chamber
to which heat is applied and a coiled metal tube,

cooled in water thru which the distilled water u
discharged. •

A. There is nothing fundamentally new con-

tained in this idea, and a patent could not be ob-

tained on it.

Re: Our Patent Advice.

(284) We publish in full an interesting letter by
one of our readers, Jacob K. Marcus, Rochester,

N. Y.:
. ^

"I notice in the July issue of the Electrical Ex-
perimenter that you have inaugurated a new fea-

ture in one of your most valuable Departments, the

'Patent Advice' Department, whereby you will dis-

close the invention freely to the public, sent to you
for your able advice by the originator. Now, Mr.
Editor, you have yourself taken one of the most
valuable departments of the Electrical Experi-
menter and turned it into a practically worthless

department with one stroke of the pen. You have

done this, you claim, because it has been found in

the past that this department was rather dry and
uninteresting to your readers. I wonder, Mr. Edi-

tor, who told you that. This department, which I

have always found highly interesting, was one, if

not the principle reason why I subscribed to your

fine publication a short while ago. Does that prove

that it was dry and uninteresting to your readers?

I wish to make a most vigorous protest against this

change. The few reasons which you give for dis-

closing the ideas of somebody else in your publica-

tion before patenting it, is sound on paper but does

not work out so well in practise. Your plan where-

by you are mailing the answers to your correspond-

ents two or three weeks before publishing it,—and

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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so giving them a chance of communicating with a
patent attorney and file application for patent,—is
all right. But, Mr. Editor, have you ever thought
of the fact that at least one inventor or originator
of an idea in about a thousand is financially able to
apply for patents as soon as his idea is perfected?
The rest, like myself, have to wait months and
sometimes longer for various reasons -before they
have the necessary moneys for applying for patents.
In disclosing the idea, as you unfortunately have de-
cided to do, and hope you will change your mind
about it and go back to the former practise, you
not only invite unscrupulous persons to apply for
atents and claim the idea as his in this country,
ut also in foreign countries where the first ap-
licant gets the patent before the originator may
nancially or otherwise be able. Should a patent

be granted to an 'infringer,' as you say, tho the
originator may have nothing to prove it, but who
may have thought of the invention earlier or at
the same time, you suggest that an opposition be
filed. Look at the trouble and expense it would
cost him. Why? Just because you want the pub-
lic to know and see what his idea is and looks like.
Please for the sake of those who frequent this de-
partment, go back to the former practise."
A. Before the step was taken to publish in full

the various ideas of our correspondents in this de-
artment, all the phases were carefully considered
y us as well as an unbiased patent attorney whose

final opinion was asked on the departure.
While many of the things which our correspond-

ent mentions are true, he has lost sight of the
more obvious ones.

It does not make a particle of difference whether
an inventor is financially able to apply for a patent
or not as soon as an idea is perfected or publisht
in this department. He can apply for patent within
two years after the publishing of his idea, and still
get his patent, and in the meanwhile he has a bet-
ter protection than if he had not had the idea
publisht at all. The reason is, of course, obvious.
Should anyone attempt to patent the device outside
of the original inventor, he would very likely find
himself unable to do so, for the simple reason that
the United States patent office is a subscriber to the
Electrical Experimenter and we have good rea-
sons for believing that ideas of this kind are all
carefully classified by the Patent Office for refer-
ence purposes. If our correspondent has had many
business transactions with the U. S. Patent Office,
he will have found that very often the Patent
Office refuses to grant a patent on certain inven-
tions because such an idea had been publisht in this
or that journal by such and such an individual. It
is the Patent Office's business to know what has
been accomplisht in every art. In other words,
instead of not giving protection, the Patent Advice
Department gives the best possible protection to anv
inventor that he could have and it does not cost
him one cent until he gets ready to actually apply
for a patent within two years after the description
was publisht in the Electrical Experimenter.
The same thing holds good for foreign patent*.

Even if you apply for an American patent and do
obtain it, this does not at all prevent any foreigner
from patenting the invention unless you apply for
the patents yourself and pay for the fees in the
various countries.

Naval Consulting Board.
(285) Percy F. Walsh, Keyser, W. Va., claims

to have an excellent idea for big guns but does not
care to have it patented; he would rather give it to
the Government and let them pay for it whatever
they think it is worth. He wants to know to whom
to send the idea, but does not want to send it to
any one department. He wished to address it to a
certain individual of such a department. Our ad-
vice is asked.
A. It is not practical to address an individual

of the Government which does not approve of such
a course. Address the Naval Consulting Board,
Navy Department, Washington, D. C. They will
give you all the necessary information.

Detector.
(286) Homar Surbeck, Rapid City, S. D., sub-

mits a wireless detector which comprises a metal
wheel with a number of cat whiskers mounted %"

A Multiple Cat-Whisker Detector.

apart on the inside and rotated by a central knob.
The separate sketch shows the arrangement how
the cat-whiskers are staggered. When the wheel is
revolved each cat-whisker travels over the surface
of the crystal, but each cat-whisker touching a dif-
ferent spot. Final adjustment can be obtained by
regulating the tension of spring M by turning the

knob K. Our advice is asked on this arrangement.
A. This strikes us as an excellent idea and

certainly quite original. There does not seem to
be anything on the market of this kind, and we are
certain a patent can be obtained on the idea. We
suggest that our correspondent get in touch with
patent attorney at once.
This correspondent also submits a diagram on an

electric horn for cars operating on the vibrating
diafram principle. Our advice is asked.

A. There is nothing new about this device, there
being on the market several automobile horns work-
ing on this principle.

Phonograph Motor.
(287) Floyd Hoskins, Pine Bluff, Ark., submits

an idea on an electric motor concealed in the inside
of a phonograph, driven by dry cells, thus driving
the phonograph disc. Our advice is asked on the
arrangement.

A. This is quite an old idea and nothing of this
sort can be patented, many motors being used ac-
complishing exactly what our correspondent de-
scribes.

Sound Electric Shutter.
(288) Emison Furrell, Higginsville, Mo., wishes

to have our advice as to patentability of a sound
electric shutter operating device for a camera.
When the person standing in front of this camera
says "Hello," the sound waves strike a microphone
which in turn allows a current to pass thru a highly
sensitive relay. An armature is then pulled over,
making contact, while the current from the battery
passes thru an electromagnet and the magnetism
induced therein pulls over an armature which in
turn snaps a shutter by a certain arrangement.
The entire device would, of course, have to be
made as compact as possible when placed in a
camera. Not alone could this be accomplished, but
the camera could be utilized for taking close pic-
tures of explosions, for secret service work, and
for novelty use of taking unexpected pictures of
friends.
A. This is a really capital idea, and while the

idea itself is not fundamentally new, we are cer-
tain that a patent can be obtained on it in the com-
bination with a photographic camera. While, of
course, such a sound operated device is not new,
there being on the market at present a toy dog who
comes out of his house when one whistles, still the
combination of the device with the camera shutter
presents great possibilities. We would advise our
correspondent to obtain a patent on this invention.

Don't Lose Your Rights

Before disclosing your invention to anyone
send for blank form "Evidence of Conception"
to be signed and witnessed. A sample form
together with printed instructions will show
you just how to work up your evidence and
establish your rights before filing application
for patent. As registered patent attorneys ve
represent hundreds of inventors all over the
U. S. and Canada in the advancement of in-

ventions. Our schedule ef fees will be found
reasonable. The form "Evidence of Concep-
tion", sample, instructions relating to obtain-
ing of patent and schedule of fees sent upon
request. Ask for them,—a post card will do.

IKS^Hlil
255'

IOURAY BLDG.,
WASHINGTON, D. C.

II II HMUlfflW IIMIHHIIW IHII Hil l I

WHY "FLUNK"?
in Latin, stedtnts? "CAESAR"- FIRST 8 BOOKS-
"CICERO". OR "VIRGIL" -and *tbers-, translated, word In wtfd
into ENGLISH. Complete, dalabeand, $1.10 each, postpaid.

MONONGAHEU NOVELTT CO., BOX 299, MONONGAHEU, PA

TENTS WANTED
kTRADE-MlARKSand COPYRIGHT^

/arrest Riieni Firm
' ihe^/orldin J

I

SPECIAL/
OFFER

Before sending your Invention to any attorney er

manufacturer or dlseloelng your lnventleo, write
for our free blank form PROOF OF OONCHPTXON

In order to pretest roar invention sad scour* your
right*. This should be atgned lid witnessed and re-

turned to us, together with a model or sketch and de-
scription of your invention, and we will give a FBE1

OPINION aa to the patentability of the invention. If we
report the intention patentable w« will furnish a Certificate

ef Patentability.

This Certificate of Patentability, toftthar with our blank form
Proof of Conception will proton the Inventor and serve aa proof
at the Invention until the oat* eaa b* filed In th* U. ft.

~

i flic*.

Patent victor

OBTAINING ASSISTANCE FOR INVENTORS—Our certificate is of great as-

sistance to inventors who require financial aid to obtain patents

OUR FIVE BOOKS MAILED FREE
(See Coupon Below)

to any addreaa. Send for these books—the finest publications ever issued for free distribution.

HOW TO OBTAIN A PATENT WHAT TO INVENT
Oar lllaatrated eighty-pat* Guide Book la a Book Contain* a raluabl* Hat of Inventions wanted and
of reference for Inventor* and contain* 100 mechan- suggestion* concerning profitable field* of Inventions;
leal movement*, illustrated and described. Tell* how also Information regarding prize* offered for Inven-

_____

—

r/^ to Invent for profit. Hon* amounting to ONE (MILLION DOLLARS
"*'rf/ LIST OF PATENT BUYERS

^? & i t_>*ft- V: 1
1 Contains request* from manufacturers, mall order house* and promoter* for

,'^akf%-^- \,b^'H . patent* secured by us and suggestion* a* to New Ideas they wlah to pureht.se.

We place our clients In touch with capital free ef charge. We have recently
received over 300 request* from manufacturers.

MILLIONS IN TRADE-MARKS
Shows the value of Trado-Ma.-ka and information regard-

ins; unfair competition
We advertise Our Clients' Inventions Free In a list ef Sunday news-
paper*, in manufacturer*' journal* and In World'a Progrea*. Sample
Copy Free. We aave you time and money In securing patent*. After
the patent 1* granted we assist you t» sell your patent.

mkiim

WANTED NEW IDEAS
FREE COUPON!VICTOR J. EVANS & CO
PATENT ATTORNEYS

New York Offices:
1001 to 1007 Woolworth Bldg.

Pittsburg Offlees:
514 Empire Bldp.

Philadelphia Omoes:
1429 Chestnut St.

Main Offices: 779 Ninth Street, N.W., Washington, D. C.

Name Address
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PATENTS
LACEY & LACEY

Attorneyt-at-Law—Patent Practice ExclusWely

Solicitors of

U. S. and Foreign Patents
Trade-Marks, Copyrights

642 F Street, N. W., Washington, D. C
Write Us for Our Inventors' Book

PATENT-SENSE
-ESTABLISHED 1869.

Invent Something
Your Ideas may bring wealth

Send us a Sketch, Model or Photo
of your Invention for free opinion
or send Postal for Free Book

—

tells What to Invent and How lo
Obtain a Patent through our
Credit System.

TALBERT & TALBERT
4287 Talbert Bldg., Wash.. D. C.

EVERY INVENTOR
should hsvs this book, "PATENTS AND
PATBNT POSSIBILITIES." It Is chock
(Oil of Ideas and practical advlee. telling
what to Invent and where to sell. Write
for your copy today. IT IS FKBB

I have requests fer patents upon sound
Inventions of ail kinds. Can you help sup-
ply the demand?
It> acrvlcs Ib Individual, prompt and • fflclsot

(14 rears experience). Every expedient la em-
ployed to secure patents at least posslbls cost.

B S.HILL, 104 MeLaeblen Bldg, Wuhineton, D. C.

THE MIDGET SLIDE RULE
will add. subtract, multiply, di-
vide; solve problems Involving even
and uneven roots and powers. Also
gives the logarithms of numbers
and the Sines and Cosines, Tan-
gents and Cotangents of all angles.
Its operation Is very simple; Quick-
ly solves any mathematical prob-
lem. Durably made of metal.
Adapted for shop and office use.
Fits the pocket. 3>4 Inches diam-
eter. Price with instructions. $1.00
Your money back ll you are not satlsBed
Gilson Slide Rule Co.. Nile., Mich

Perfected Gasoline Engines

—

1 and 1% h. p.—for Farm
and Shop use. Price $27.50
and up. Also

WASHING MACHINES
We ship on trial. Send for
Booklet and Special Offer.
SIEVERKROPP ENGINE CO.
1401— 19th St. Racine, Wis.

STARTER for FORD CARS

PHONOGRAPH
PARTS FOR ANY STYLE MACHINE

Build your own cabinets
We show you how

Circulars and Instructions 10c.
Motori, Reproducers, etc. sold

Electro Mechanical Parts Co.
Dept. E 160 No. Weds Si, Chicago, IU

$100 to $150 a Month Extra Profit

or You in HB Battery Charging
Others are doing It. So can you. Ns
•rperlenee necessary. Write for particu-

lars, or send 115 first payment with trial

order for this HB 500 watt Charg-
er. Absolute money-back guaran-
tee. No risk. Balance In 9

monthly payments of {20 each,
lastly pay from earnings. Delay
means lost profits. Order today.

Hobart Bros. Co., Box 12E, Troy, Ohio

^SHORTHAND
IN ONE MONTH

Boyd Syllablo System. Easy. Speedy—100 to 150 words a
minute in 30 days. No "shading"—no "positions"—no
"word-signs." Best for Civil Service. Earn $900 to $1200 a
Year. Thousands of Jobs open. Typewriter FREE. Send to-
day for Catalog. Special Offer and Money-back Guarantee.

CHICAGO HOME STUDY SCHOOLS
526 Reaper Block Chicago, III.

for Auto Tires. ^Double mileage, prevent bl<
outs and punctures. Easily applied in any tire.
Thousands sold. Details free. Averts wanted.
Amer Accesaorlca Go..Dept.53,Cincinnati

ELECTRICAL GOODS FOREIGN-
ERS NEED.

There is on display at the Bureau of
Foreign and Domestic Commerce, at the
New York Custom House, Battery Place,
a large technical collection of samples of
electrical goods used in foreign countries.
It includes wiring devices, heating appli-

ances, electrical porcelains, dry cells, flash-

lights, electric bells, conduit and conduit
fittings, insulated wire, etc.

These samples have been forwarded
mainly in connection with the special in-

vestigations undertaken in South Amer-
ica by P. S. Smith, and in Australia, New
Zealand, China, Japan and eastern Siberia

by R. A. Lundquist, special agents of the
Bureau. Complete data accompany each
article on exhibit, giving country of origin,

where obtained, how used, selling price,

etc. There are several hundred items in

the exhibit.

There is a wide field abroad for stand-
ard American electrical goods, as well as

for adaptions of American designs to for-
eign requirements, and when our electri-

cal manufacturers study the types of goods
now in use in such markets, they can ob-
tain a grasp of the standards and of the
conditions existing that can be secured
in no other way except by a personal visit

to the field, and this knowledge will enable
them to push the sale of their goods with
the best possible efficiency.

EXPERIMENTAL CHEMISTRY.
{Continued from page 579)

Uses.

It is used mainly in making sulfuric acid.

Bleachers of silks, woolens, and straw
goods employ it, but it is not used on cot-

ton goods.

It is sometimes used as a disinfectant,

Sulfur being burned in a room occupied by
persons having an infectious disease, the

room being tightly closed, and the sulfur

dioxid from the burning sulfur would kill

all disease germs. Formaldehyd (Forma-
lin) is, however, becoming quite generally
used in place of the sulfur dioxid for this

purpose.

Experiment No. 140

Forms of Sulfur.

Fill a test tube one-third full of pieces

of brimstone and heat it slowly. Note the

fluidity of the liquid at first. Continue the

heating until it becomes almost solid, then
note any further change on more heating.

Notice color changes at each stage. Fi-

nally pour some of the contents of the

tube into a dish of cold water. Pull that

portion and observe its elasticity and amor-
phous nature. Let the part in the tube
cool and see whether it resumes its orig-

inal state. Be on the alert for crystal-

lization.

Experiment No. 141

Compounds of Sulfur. Hydrogen Sulfid.

Prepare a generator of about 125 or 250
cc. capacity and fit with a two-hole stopper.

Into this put about 5 grams of Ferrous
Sulfid (FeS), about 20 cc. of water, and
at first 5 cc. of Hydrochloric acid, which
amount may be increased from time to

time as necessary.

First collect some of this gas by down-
ward displacement in a wide-mouthed bot-

tle (See Fig. 149). Note the color, and
apply the splint test for combustion. Test
the solubility of the gas by passing some
into about 10 cc. of. water (See Fig. 150).
Test this water with (a) Litmus paper,

(b) By putting a drop on a silver coin, say
a dime, by means of a pipette, (c) By pour-
ing a little into a solution of Lead Nitrat.

(d) By holding over the mouth of the tube
a paper wet with a drop of lead acetat so-
lution, and warming the tube while making

Stop !

!

If you are aiming for New York,
why not strike the center? This is

where the HERMITAGE is located.

In the middle of the Times Square
district. The HERMITAGE touches
elbows at once with the great amuse-
ment and business centers of the
metropolis.

Thoroughly modern and fireproof.

Rates: $2.00 to $3.50

The Management of the HERMIT-
AGE is now under the personal super-
vision of its proprietor

—

FRANK C. HURLEY,
Formerly with Auditorium and Chicago
Athletic Club, Chicago, the Denison
Haiti and Columbia Club, Indianapolis.

Big Powerful
r [MAGNET
Finest tungsten magnet steel,

absolutely permanent. Length
S inches. Lifts about 3 pounds.
Educational, useful and enables
yeu to perform endless tests, ex-
periments and make other mag-
nets. Nothing better made. Sent
parcel post $1.00 each.

ELECTRIC GENERATORS
We also have a number »f

Holtzer-Cabot Hand Generators
which we will dispose of at bar-
gain prices. Give up to about
110 volts, alternating current.
You can make direct if desired.
Strictly high grade, fully up to
H-C standards. While they
last, $5.00 each.

Order from this ad.

Watson Electric Co.

Dept.212.Gas Bldg., Chicago

Every Electrical Man
Should be In possession of a
Mansfield's Automatic Elec-
tric Water Finding Apparatus
to enable him to act as ad-
viser on water supply.

A remunerative business can be
rapidly acquired.

Particulars from

EDWIN A. MANSFIELD
Electrical Engineer

New Brighton, England

s
TAMMERER
You ean be cured Quickly, permanently and
privately. Write me personally for free booklet,
"How to Stop Stammering."
Samuel 0. Robblns. Prln., Boston Stammerers'
Institute, 246 Huntington Ave., Boston,' Mass.s
Printing* Cheap
^^-.Cards.circulars, labels.book. paper. Press $6.

^./Larger $20 Job press $85 up. Save money. Print
"for others, big profit. All easy, rules sent.
Write factory for press catalog,TYPE, cards,
paper.THE PRESS CO. D-47 Merlden, Co«n.
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the test (see Fig. 151). Do these tests

snow its solubility in water? What does
the litmus test show? Try and account for

the effect upon the silver coin.

Experiment No. 142

The use of the gas in the laboratory may
be illustrated by the following method of

separating one metal from another. Take
about 10 cc. of copper chlorid solution in

one tube and in another an equal amount
of calcium chlorid solution. Pass some of
the gas from the generator into each, and
note the different effects. In which is there

a precipitat? What is it? Is it soluble?

Why was there no precipitat in the other
case? Could you separate the two metals,

copper and calcium, from a mixture of

the two solutions? Try it.

Experiment No. 143

Make a mixture of 5 cc. of copper chlorid

and an equal quantity of calcium chlorid,

making in all 10 cc. Pour into a tube and
pass the gas into the solution for some
time. What will precipitat and what will

not? Presently filter the substance. What
is on the filter paper? What is the filtrat?

Is the filtrat colored? If so, what does it

indicate? Put this filtrat again under the
hydrogen sulfid gas and see if any further
result is obtained. If so, continue the proc-
ess awhile and filter again. All color must
be taken out. Why? When that is done,
add to the filtrat a little sodium carbonat
solution. Note the result of this last addi-
tion and name the precipitat.

Carbon Disulfid

Carbon disulfid is so volatile and so dan-
(Continued on next page)

STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP, MAN-
AGEMENT, CIRCULATION, ETC., REQUIRED
BY THE ACT OF CONGRESS OF AUGUST 24,
1912, of Electrical Experimenter, published monthly
at New York, N. Y., for October 1, 1918.
State of New York, County of New York—ss.

Before me, a Notary Public in and for the State
and county aforesaid, personally appeared Hugo
Gernsback, who, having been duly sworn according
to law, deposes and says that he is the Editor of
the Electrical Experimenter, and that the following
is, to the best of his knowledge and belief, a true
•tatement of the ownership, management, etc., of
the aforesaid publication for the date shown in the
above caption, required by the Act of August 24,
1912, embodied in section 443, Postal Laws and
Regulations:

1. That the names and addresses of the pub-
lisher, editor, managing editor, and business man-
ager are: Publisher, The Experimenter Publishing
Co., 233 Fulton Street, New York City; Editor,
Hugo Gernsback, 233 Fulton Street, New York
City; Managing Editor, Harry WinfTeld Secor, 233
Fulton Street, New York City; Business Manager,
Hugo Gernsback, 233 Fulton Street, New York
City.

2. That the owners are: Experimenter Publish-
ing Co., 233 Fulton Street, New York City; Hugo
Gernsback, 233 Fulton Street, New York City;
Sidney Gernsback, 233 Fulton Street, New York
City; Mrs. K. Hymes, 233 Fulton Street, New
York City; Harry Winfield Secor, 233 Fulton
Street, New York City.

3. That the known bondholders, mortgagees, and
other security holders owning or holding 1 per cent
or more of total amount of bonds, mortgages, or
other securities are: None.

4. That the two paragraphs next above, giving
the names of the owners, stockholders, and security
holders, if any, contain not only the list of stock-
holders and security holders as they appear upon
the books of the company but, also, in cases where
the stockholder or security holder appears upon the
books of the company as trustee or in any other
fiduciary relation, the name of the person or cor-
poration for whom such trustee is acting, is given;
also that the said two paragraphs contain state-
ments embracing affiant's full knowledge and belief
as to the circumstances and conditions under which
stockholders and security holders who do not ap-
pear upon the books of the company as trustees,
hold stock and securities in a capacity other than
that of a bona fide owner; and this affiant has no
reason to believe that any other person, associa-
tion, or corporation has any interest direct or in-
direct in the said stock, bonds, or other securities
than as so stated by him.

5. That the average number of copies of each
issue of this publication sold or distributed, through
the mails or otherwise, to paid subscribers during
the six months preceding the date shown above is—(Required only of daily publications.)

(Seal) H. Gernsback.
bworn to and subscribed before me this 15th day

"f October, 1918.

Beatrice K. Owen.
(My commision expires March 30, 1919.)

Learn Shorthand
that Quick

No longer is it necessary to spend months of

time studying shorthand. You can master all

the lessons in K. I. Shorthand at home in five

evenings. Don't doubt this amazing truth!

Send for free lessons—also convincing proof that this is the

simplest, most practical, lowest-cost course in stenography

by personal correspondence instruction.

H The Universal Speed Script

Undoubtedly you have heard of this new and revolutionary shorthand system

—the simplest and most practical in the world. Used in the Army and Navy and
in numerous other governmental places. Used by court officials, by doctors,

business-men, teachers, clergymen, lawyers, reporters—and those in hundreds of

other occupations.
It is the universal speed-script—the easy-to-leam, never-forgetable, lightning

writing.

Not only is K. I. Shorthand acquired with wonderful speed and ease—but it is

so standardized as to make for perfect legibility and absolute accuracy. Notes
years old may be read as easily as when fresh.

On 30 Days' Approval
Everybody needs K. I. Shorthand—those In business

and the professions for their personal ready use—as
well as regular stenographers. It is the greatest time-
saver compared to the amount of effort and insignifi-
cant cost necessary to acquire it. It will help you
record precious ideas instantly—do your remembering
for you—develop your all-'round efficiency tremen-
dously.

If you are going to be a stenographer, learn K. I.

Shorthand because it will fit you for practical work far
ahead of the old systems. Learn it because you will
give greater satisfaction to your employer by tran-
scribing all dictation perfectly, no matter how com-
plex. No guessing necessary.

Do you . know anything about shorthand? Well,
then you know that what makes old systems hard to
learn is the maze of special rules—positions above,
below and on the line—light and heavy shadings, etc.
They cause mental friction and retard speed; there-
fore they do not exist in K. I. Shorthand.

You learn in your own home by our mail tuition
course. You will have all the personal help of our
instruction staff that you need. We are not content
to let you shift for yourself after you receive the
lessons. When your stenographic competency is
established, we award you a recognized Certificate of
Proficiency.

Thousands have learned K. I. Shorthand who never
dreamed they could master the old, complicated sys-
tems.

For instance! E. A. Fulton says: "Four months
ago I knew absolutely nothing of the first rudiments
of shorthand. To-day, 1 am holding a position as
stenographer in the office of Inspector of Buildings,
where the terms apply almost wholly to building con-
struction."

Henry Dranke writes: "Already I can write 50
or more words per minute and It took only about a
quarter hour each day for ten days."
A. Tompkins, Journalist, writes: "Your system is

excellent, being simple, yet comprehensive. I find it

fascinating in my work as a press correspondent."
The above are but a few of legions of testimonials

which we are ready to give you with full addresses.

Free Lessons—Send no Money
K. I. Shorthand is offered on the most liberal

terms right now. Do not miss this opportunity. Bend
immediately lor the first two lessons free. You may
then continue the entire course on a month's ap-
proval. Do not send money. We give you a posi-
tive guarantee that you can learn or no cost to you.
King Institute is incorporated In New York State.
$100,000 capital.

Cut out and mall the coupon, or write asking (or free
lessons, complete Information and many more won-
derful testimonials. Be sure to mention "Electrical
Experimenter."

KING INSTITUTE, Inc.
154 East 32d Street, New York, N. Y.

8 S. Wabash Avenue, Chicago, 111.

Use this

Coupon
for Free
Lessons
Enrollment

Please send me FREE the first lessons

also full information.
K. I. Shorthand,

Name "Talk at fast as

ing it down in K.
Address EG-300

j
Shorthand."
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TELEGRAPHY
WIRELESS i
^2> OR^(
LAND WIRE

Afternoon and Evening Classes

under competent Instructors. These
Y. M. C. A. courses equip you for an
Immediate position. Men In the draft

age should fit themselves to accept a

higher rank at increased pay.

Wireless Dept.
under general supervision of E. E.

Bucher, Instructing Engineer, Marconi
Wireless Telegraph Company.

Brief courses for military, naval and
drafted men. Complete courses for com-
mercial operators, also Radio Engineer-
ing Problems.

Land-Line Dept.
supervised by G. E. Palmer, Chief
Operator, Western Union Telegraph Co.

The Y. M. C. A. Telegraph School
offers the best of instruction at lowest

cost. Ideal living quarters for out-of-

town students. A licensed department
to secure temporary employment for

students who must earn while they
learn.

Write for illustrated folder

and full particulars

Telegraph ' school
MARCV AVE. NEAR BROADWAY. BROOKLYN

Be A Boy Chemist!
Get \ Complete Chemical
Laboratory for Christmas

Test your drinking water, your food, the
earth in your backyard, and other things
you use and wear. Make soap, ink, dye; fire-
proof cloth and wood, and work hundreds of
other useful, fascinating chemical experi-
ments just like a real chemist. Perform
dozens of weird, puzzling tricks of chemical
magic and mystify your friends. You can
work these and many more experiments with
"CHEMCRAFT"—the Boy's Chemical Labo-
ratory.
"CHEMCRAFT" is Absolutely Harmless-

No Dangerous, Explosive or Poisonous Chem-
icals. Complies with all State laws regarding
sale of poisons and explosives. Outfits con-
tain all chemicals and supplies to perform
each experiment many times. Also Manual
of Instruction ; written by a practical chemist
and scientifically correct.

Chemcraft No. I—$1.25
West of Mississippi River and in Canada—$1.50

Chemcraft No. 2—$2.50
West of Mississippi Biver and in Canada—$3.09

Chemcraft No. 3—$5.00
West of Mississippi River and in Canada—$6.00
Be sure yon get "CHEMCRAFT."' the original

and most complete and scientific chemical outfit.
Ask for It by name at your Toy Store, or send
price and we will deliver direct prepaid. Write
for more information.

THE PORTER CHEMICAL COMPANY
Industrial Bldp., W. Washington St.

Hagerstown, Maryland

gerously explosive that it must be kept out

of the range of any possible combustion,

except as described. Hot tubes must not

be brought into contact with any amount
of it. To see whether a hot glass tube will

set it on fire, use not over 3 or 4 DROPS
in an evaporating dish, and stir with a hot

tube.

Experiment No. 144

Pour 3 cc. of carbon disulfid into a dish

and note (1) its odor, (2) to volatility, by
putting a drop on the finger with a rod and
noting the sensation as it disappears. (3)
Test its miscibility in water, pouring 2 or 3
drops into 10 cc. of water in a small tube,

shaking well and watching it settle. (4)
Test its action on tincture of iodin by put-

ting one drop of the latter in the mixture
of carbon disulfid and water just made, and
shaking it vigorously for half a minute,
then letting it settle and watching the re-

sult. Describe its odor, the sensation on
the hand and what it shows, its miscibility

in water, its action on iodin solution. Name
the color of the latter. Which is the best
solvent of iodin, water or carbon disulfid?

Experiment No. 145

Have a short old glass tube with a right

angle bend (one end about 3 cm. long), and
with it dip up from the dish containing it

a few drops of carbon disulfid. Bring the
tube to a flame, holding it so that the liquid

will flame up, then remove it and watch
the combustion, testing (a) the odor (b)
the effect on a tube held across its flame
(c) the product of combustion for Carbon
dioxid and sulfur dioxid.

Experiment No. 146
Try to dissolve a little sulfur in a dish

(use half a gram of brimstone to 3 or 4
cc. of Carbon disulfid). Watch the result,

and if the sulfur dissolves, either set the
dish in a draft of air or blow across the
liquid, and look for the formation of crys-
tals. This is an interesting observation and
should be carefully described. What evap-
orates, the carbon disulfid or the sulfur,

or both? Is it then apparently a physical
or chemical solution? As the sulfur is

thrown out, does it occur in the crystalline

or the amorphous state? Of what other
element have you found carbon disulfid a
solvent? What is the natural state of the
two elements of which this compound is

composed ?

(To be continued)

3,000,000 FISH AN HOUR WITHOUT
A HOOK.

(Continued from page 528)
sacred angling grounds. That was the time
that you were angry, if you ever were in

your life. The same principle seems to
apply in this instance and, according to Cap-
tain Lydeck, he has overcome any possibil-
ity of alarming the fish. In fact, with the
ten powerful searchlights that he will have
at his command, five of which are shown in

action in our illustration, he will lull the
fish into a sense of security and their na-
tural curiosity will cause them to follow the
beams of light to the apex and there the light

ceases suddenly and they are whirled into

the scoop, which, by the way, measures one
hundred and fifty feet in width by 100 feet

in height.

In the figure there is given a detailed
drawing of the conveyor and the net por-
tion of the collecting scoop, wherein N is

the newly patented herring-bone netting,
which will allow the seaweed and other
debris to pass thru its meshes, but will

retain the fish, literally speaking, within its

grasp. There are eight rows of knives
situated inside of the scoop as a precaution
against the entrance of very large size fish.

Should a shark enter, he will be forced
against these knives with sufficient impact
to slice himself to pieces, thereby commit-
ing suicide.

At a speed of ten miles an hour, using

searchlights enough to cover a strip of

water two miles wide at a distance of 10

miles ahead of the oncoming Giant Fisher-

man,—the beams of the searchlights being

spread in a fan shape focus as shown in

the photograph,—it naturally follows that

the range covered by the scoop is 100 x 150

feet; the amount of water actually strained

thru its walls therefore amounts to a little

over 12,000,000 cubic feet of water each

minute. By making ten miles per hour, a

distance of 880 feet each minute is covered

and if the light can be seen from a depth of

100 feet, why then the straining capacity of

the Giant Fisherman will be 929,000,000

cubic feet of water per minute! Under
these superior working conditions it is

claimed by Captain Lybeck that he will

catch practically all of the fish that are

lined up before him, up to the full capacity

of the conveyors. With the assumption
that there are only six pounds of fish in-

habiting every 1,000,000 cubic feet of water
and if only half of these (or 3 lbs.) were
caught, even then at the close of a ten-hour

run the weight of the fish theoretically

caught would average 1,672,200 pounds.

The agreement by scientists and men that

ought to know is to the effect that every

one million cubic feet of the ocean contains

100 pounds of fish stock and at that con-

servative figure at the end of a ten-hour

run the Giant Fisherman should catch and
have conveyed to her decks the stupendous
total of 27,870,000 pounds of fish, allowing
for the catching of only one-half of that

amount, or 50 pounds of edible fish per mil-

lion cubic feet of water.
Besides supplying the public with fresh

fish at a small cost, the canning, preserving
and fertilizing that would be by-products
manufactured from the waste portions of
the fish, would go to make up three distinct

industries that will be found on board this

newest fishing smack de luxe.

The writer recently witnest a demon-
stration given by Captain Lybeck of a large

model of his Giant Fisherman and it was
extremely interesting to note that the light

rays had a noticeable effect on the fish and
that when they followed this beam they

were caught by the scoop and conveyed by
the traveling belt arrangement into a con-
tainer placed at the rear of the model for

demonstration purposes.

NEW YANKEE WAR INVENTIONS.
(Continued from page 530)

interval, so as to scatter the bombs over a

wide area. The torpedo is propelled by
comprest air or other form of engine, and
its equilibrium is maintained by means of a

swinging pendulum hung within the shell,

and which is connected by suitable cables

to the rudder and elevating planes.

The inventor claims that the machine is

capable of traveling at a high rate of speed
over a considerable distance—much farther
than is possible to fire ordinary projectiles

—and it is also intended that a very large
number of the torpedoes be launched
simultaneously, in order that the way can be
cleared on a broad front and to a consider-
able depth for infantry charges, etc. By
electrical or other means the mechanism
inside the aerial bombing torpedo can be

set when it is fired or liberated, so as to

cause the machine to travel in a certain

direction and at a predetermined altitude

and distance, at which time the doors in

the bottom of the shell are released, and
the bombs dropt on the unhappy Hun. The
bombs ordinarily weigh down the rear end
of the machine to maintain the balance,
and as soon as they are dropt the equilibrium
of the machine is destroyed, the nose or
front end becomes heavier, thereby turning
the machine downward. The shell contains
an explosive charge so that when it strikes

the ground the charge, in being detonated,
will blow the machine to atoms, preventing
it from being used by the enemy—destroy-
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ing its secrets of operation—and invariably

increasing the general destruction and
havoc created.

The final patent here illustrated is that

awarded to John B. Felicetti, a Philadel-

phian, and an inventor with true Italian

ingenuity and originality. We have had
one-man tanks and one-man submarines,
but this one-man self-propelled tank is

about the best device in this branch of mili-

tary inventions that we have come across
for some time. As the illustration indi-

cates, the operator lies prone inside the

tank, and the whole body is protected by
the steel armor. When desired he can also

sit up in the tank. The inventor claims that

his tank is sufficiently light so that it may
be carried when necessary over short dis-

tances by the operator. The Signal Corps
should find a device of this kind very use-
ful, for an observer could safely advance
quite a distance beyond the front line ob-
servation points, with a well camouflaged
steel tank of this description. It is pro-
pelled by the operator pulling on the two
handles shown, which actuate two steel

spades on the rear of the machine and
which dig into the ground alternately. The
steering is accomplisht by means of the
feet. The inventor ambitiously points out
that his tank can travel over land, sea, snow
and sand,—or thru water and mud. In
order to be able to negotiate ponds, brooks,
and the like, the vehicle is provided with
broad flanged wheels, and the axles are not
brought out on a line with the wheel hubs,
but extend upward behind the wheels be-
fore they enter the tank housing. The
reciprocating levers actuating the two
spades which propel the vehicle slide in

water-tight stuffing boxes. When operated
thru water, the steel spades at the rear act
as oars or paddles. Imagine what a flock
of these one-man tanks, all decked out
in their camouflage war-paint would look
like as they swept up over a hill on a charge.

THE CODE-NUMERALS GET
THEIRS.

(Continued from page 549)

.- = "3"

- = "5"
"V"
"T"
"D"

-
. = "9" " "N"

Imagine writing: "Would not consider
offering you 925; may go to 813 Illinois if

not satisfied," and having it delivered
"Would not consider offering, you nut;
may go to Dav-Ill. if not satisfied I" Some
business has to be declined, of course; but
a declination in a form like that would be
considered abrupt, if not actually rude.
Well, then, if the "abbreviated" numerals
can avoid such pitfalls, why need our little-

dots shake in their little shoes?

Finally, brethren (as you reach for your
hats under the pews), behold the number
128,035, exprest in the four different ways
we have considered

:

(1) with the digits spelled out:

(2) In the official numerals

:

(3) In the abbreviated numerals

:

(4) In plain dots

:

Try it on your "buzzerola." And now,
Human Nature, let the blow fall

!
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YOU HAVE A BEAUTIFUL FACE
BUT YOUR NOSE?

BEFORE

IN THIS DAY and AOB attention to your appearance
is an absolute necessity if you expect to make the must
out ef life. Net only should j»u with to appear as

attractlre as possible, for yeur awn self-satisfaction,
which It atone well vertsi yeur efforts, hot you will tad
the world la fmetal Judgln* yea neatly. If set wholly,
by yeur "lookt." therefore It payt to leek year beet"
at all times.

AFTER
Permit no »ne to tee you loeklif otherwise: It will Injure
yeur welfare! Cpen the lmpreitlea you constantly make
rests the failure er success ef year life. Whleh is to be
yeur ultimate destiny? My new Koie-lhoper, "Tbabob"
(Model 14) ooit tx new Ill-shaped noses without opera-
tion, quickly, safely and permanently. It pleasant aad
dees not Interfere with one's dally occupation, being wets
at night

Write today jot free booklet, which tells you how to correct ill-shipcJ noset without cost If not satisfactory.

M. TRILETY, Face Specialist 1038 Ackerman Bldg., Binghamton, N. Y.
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Wireless Course
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Day aad Night Classes Begin Brery Moaday

Write for our Illustrated Booklet "H"—"A Massage
to) Tou eo Ariattaa"

Telephone Bryant 9078

110-114 West 42d STREET, NEW YORK

The House of Taylor

400 Baths
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BROADWAY, 33D STREET, NEW YORK
One Block from Pennsylvania Station.
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$2.50 PER DAY.
257 Excellent Rooms, with Private Bath,
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$3.00 PER DAY.

Also Attractive Rooms from $1.50.

The Restaurant Prices Are Most Moderate.
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Adopted by U. S. Gov't. 4 styles. Catalogue free,
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tageously. Estimates and designs submitted. Mail orders a*
carefully executed as though you had called in person. Write
for particulars.

J. L. Wegenaar Co., 299 B'way, N. Y.
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HOW TO MAKE A SEVEN-INCH
REFLECTING TELESCOPE.

(Continued from page 553)

There are numerous formulae for sil-

vering the concave surface. The so-called

sugar-loaf method has been satisfactorily

used by the writer at all times. Solution

(A) Silver Nitrat crystals 100 grs. ; Water
(distilled) 4 oz. (B) Set aside one-tenth

of "A" for future use. (C) Caustic Stick

Potash (pure, by alcohol) 100 grs.; dis-

tilled water 4 oz. (D) Aqua Ammonia
strong. (E) Reducing Solution: Loaf su-

gar 840 grs.; nitric acid, 39 grs.; alcohol,

pure, 25 drs. ; distilled water, 300 grs. After
mixing make up to 25 oz. distilled water
and bottle. This works better as it ma-
tures in time.

Clean the speculum with nitric acid until

a film of distilled water will adhere un-

broken to it. Immerse face down in an

enamel dish of distilled water. Drop (D)
ammonia into (A) Silver Nitrat until the

solution darkens and clears. Add (C) the

caustic potash and drop in enough ammonia
again to clear. Then add enough of the

solution (B) to bring to a warm saffron

color without becoming muddy. Add then

8 drs. of the reducing solution (E) and
pour the mixture into a porcelain or enamel
dish large enough just to accommodate
the mirror and to allow the fluid to extend
about one-half an inch over the concave
surface. Agitate gently and note the

change of color in the fluid. When it be-

comes a muddy pink pour off quickly and
wash the silvered film of the speculum in

running water. When dry the film can be

gently polished with a cotton and buckskin

pad dipt into fine dry rouge. The polished

surface will reflect about 90 per cent of the

light and when mounted as shown in the

diagram wil serve both as an astronomical

and as a terrestrial telescope. The flat mir-

ror necessary to bring the cone of light

into the eyepiece tube can be a piece of se-

lected plate one-quarter of an inch thick

It can be silvered at the same time with

the concave mirror.

It may be interesting to know about

how much time will be required for the

grinding, polishing and figuring the specu-

lum. Of course this will vary with the

particular kind of glass and the degree of

one's energy, but the processes should re-

quire approximately the following : 5 hour;-

for the rough grinding, 10 hours for the

fine grinding, and about 35 hours for the

polishing and figuring. During the latter

stage of figuring the work becomes tedious,

because only a few moments of polishing

can be done before the speculum is tested

The mounting can be that of an alt-

azimuth as shown in the photograph, or a

simple equatorial as shown in the diagram
The eyepieces can be of one-inch, one-half

inch and one-quarter inch equivalent focus

and are cheaper purchased than to attempt

to make them. The ordinary microscope
eyepiece (Huyghenian or negative) is rec-

ommended.
Having used both the altazimuth and the

equatorial form of mounting, the writer

can recommend the latter as the simpler to

construct and the more generally service-

able. As the tube can be pointed at the

celestial object and then clamped only the

motion around the polar axis need be con-
sidered in following the diurnal movement
of the planet or the stars.

From a plank one-inch thick cut two cir-

cular discs, eight inches in diameter and
seven inches respectively. Center them and
screw them together with four screws. The
mirror will be held flat with its back sup-
ported by a circular piece of Brussels car-
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pet as a cushion resting upon the seven-inch
disc. Around the edge to hold the mirror
firmly without pressure a strip of thin brass
can be bent and screwed to the wooden disc.

To keep the mirror from falling out of the

support the brass strip can be bent over the

edge of the glass a distance of about Vsa of
an inch. A strip of surgeons tape has been
found serviceable to be fastened around
the edge of the wooden disc and the glass

before putting on the metal strip. This
prevents the metal from coming into contact
with the glass and also holds the mirror
more firmly.

The telescope tube may be either of wood
or of galvanized iron covered with heavy
manilla paper to counteract thermal effects

and dew. A wooden tube is entirely satis-

factory and can be made by screwing a few
strips of light wood such as lattice strips to

four wooden rings whose inside diameter is

eight inches. These rings are painted black
and the inside of the tube, whether metal or
wood should be lined with black blotting

paper. If the tube is of wood an opening
should be left at the lower end to allow a
metal top to be placed over the mirror
when not in use. If the tube is of metal
and is made air tight the metal cap can be
fitted over the upper end of the tube. An-
other cap will close the lower end when the
mirror has been properly adjusted.
Four iron strips about four inches long

are bent at right angles. Three holes are
drilled into the strips, two for the screws
that hold the angle-irons to the inner side

of the tube and one for the bolt that will

work against the under part of the eight-
inch wooden block. A simple way to adjust
the mirror with this arrangement will be
to have the metal strip threaded to accom-
modate this bolt-screw and to have the nuts
at the end of the bolts embedded in the
bottom of the wooden disc and held there
by means of a thin strip of brass screwed
at the corners. This permits the bolt to be
adjusted to hold the mirror firmly at what-
ever position may be found necessary. At
four equal distances around the disc these
bolts are fastened.

The matter of adjusting the mirrors is

a delicate operation. First get the flat mir-
ror mounted at an angle of 45 degrees in
the exact center of the tube at a distance
of about fifty inches from the surface of
the concave mirror, or speculum. This
will bring the eye-piece outside the tube at
about five or six inches. Shift the set-

screws of the mirror mounting until the
image of the eye as seen in the center of
the eye-piece tube will be exactly in the
center of the dark opening as seen in the
flat mirror reflection. The whole of the
large mirror will be reflected into the flat

mirror so that the slightest change of ad-
justment will bring into view one or other
portions of the upper end of the tube. A
concentric adjustment shows only the whole
of the speculum and in its center the cir-

cular image of the flat mirror and in its

center the circular image of the eye-piece
tube.

A paper mailing tube with a crosswire at
each end can be used for the telescope
finder unless one wishes to purchase a cheap
lens for the objective. Adjusted with the
telescope pointed at a distant object the
finder merely makes easy the rapid pointing
of the telescope. But with a meniscus lens
of two inches aperture and an eyepiece a
fairly powerful finder may be constructed
as indicated by the proportions shown in the
diagram. An easy method of fixing the
cross wires in the eyepiece, if the latter is

one of positive type will be to remove the
front lens and stretch two very fine threads
obtained from a drop of mucilage across
the diaphragm. This can be accomplisht
with the aid of a needle. The glue-threads

should be at right angles. When hard, re-

place the front lens and the cross wires will

be seen in the field of view. A lens of
twenty-inches focus and an eyepiece of one-
inch equivalent focus will make a powerful
finder capable of disclosing many objects

not visible to the naked eye. A non-achro-
matic lens will, of course have to be stopt

down if definition is desired.

If one is able to obtain the best material
and has the aid of a machine shop there is

scarcely any limit to the fine workmanship
that can be bestowed upon the delicate

mounting of a telescope. But from just

such materials as one may have at hand
and without elaborate tools one's ingenuity
is called upon. Experience has shown that

a post of seasoned pine twelve inches in

diameter and about three feet long will

make a solid support for the telescope if

four two-inch pieces are nailed to the base
to brace the post. The upper end of the
post must be cut approximately at an angle
corresponding to the latitude of the ob-
server. The axis mounted upon this slope
must point to the northern pole.

DRAFTING

WHY USE TUNGSTEN LAMPS?—
ASK UNCLE SAM.

(Continued from page 545)

are less robust than those in the larger
sizes and their life is consequently shorter.

Attention is furthermore called to the
fact that the efficiency of the smaller sizes

of tungsten lamps is considerably less than
the efficiency of the larges types.

There are many locations and conditions
particularly in the household where the
larger sizes of lamps are now being used
and where smaller lamps would no doubt
give adequate illumination, the substitution
affording a large reduction in the total con-
sumption of current thru which a large
aggregate saving of fuel would be effected

It is desirable to secure the complete
elimination of the metallized filament
(GEM) type of lamps even tho the substitu-
tion for them of carbon filament lamps in

the few exceptional cases where it becomes
absolutely necessary to use particularly
rugged filaments may result in an appar-
ently increased energy consumption. This
increase in a few isolated cases should not
defeat the important advantages to be at-

tained by the complete elimination of the
GEM lamps, an intermediate type between
the carbon and tungsten lamps now become
unnecessary.

In order to secure the most complete
elimination possible of the inefficient carbon
and GEM lamps of all sizes it is recom-
mended that where consumers specifically
request lamps of these types from central
stations or lamp dealers, their attention be
called in each case to the recommendations
of the Fuel Administration as outlined in

this program and every effort be made to
discourage the use of inefficient lamps by
the public.

The following data on carbon and tung-
sten lamps will make clear the reason why
such a big saving is effected by the use of
the so-called Mazda or tungsten filament
lamp ; as will be seen the larger the unit the
more efficient the consumption of electric
energy per candle-power. The relative sav-
ing gained is in proportion to the watts per
candle-power in each case. To find the cost
of operating any number of lamps for a
given length of time in hours proceed as
follows : Multiply the number of hours per
month each lamp burns by the number of
lamps, and this product by the watts con-
sumed by each lamp. This gives the watt-
hours per month; divide by 1,000 and the
answer is the required kilowatt-hours.
Multiply this by the rate you pay per
K.W.H. (average rate 10 cents per K.W.H.)

Learn at Home!
The United States Government and

employers everywhere are looking for
skilled draftsmen. They are offering
splendid salaries, and still good positions
are always open because thousands of
draftsmen have gone into the service.
Others must take their places and carry
on their work. If you are too young or
too old to go to the front, learn drafting,
step into the places of men who can go
and at the same time make a real start
toward success in life.

No line offers greater opportunity for
advancement. Drafting itself not only
commands good pay, but it is the first step
toward success in Mechanical orStructural
Engineering or Architecture.

There is an easy delightful way in which you
cau 'earn right at home in spare time. For 27
years th International Correspondence Schools
have been gir'ng men and women just the training
they need for su^-ess in Drafting and more than
200 other subjects. Ha dreds of thousands have
stepped into good position *rough I. C. S. help
but never were opportunities „ great as now.
Let the I. C. S. help you,. Choose the work you like best

in the coupon below, then mark and mail it today. This
doesn 't obligate you in the least and it will bring you infor-
mation that may start you on a successful career. This is
yourchance. Don't let it slip by. Markand mail this coupon
now.

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
BOX 6166, SCRANTON, PA.

Explain, without obligatin
position, or in the subject,

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
Electrician
Electric Wiring

Q Electric Lighting
Electric Car Running

Q Heavy Electric Traction
Electrical Draftsman
Electric Machine Designer
Telegraph Expert
Practical Telephony
MECHANICAL ENGINEER
Mechanical Draftsman
Ship Draftsman
Machine Shop Practice
Toolmaker
Gas Engineer
CIVIL ENGINEER

Q Surveying and Mapping
MINE EOKEMN OR ENG'll
ARCHITECT
Architectural Draftsman
PLUMBING AND IIEATINti
Sheet Metal Worker

g me, how I can qualify for the
before which I mark X*.

CHEMICAL ENGINEER
SALESMANSHIP
ADVERTISING MAN
Window Trimmer
Show Card Writer
Outdoor Sign Painter
RAILROADER
ILLUSTRATOR
DESIGNER
BOOKKEEPER
Stenographer and Typist
Cert. Pub. Accountant
Traffic Management
Commercial Law
GOOD ENGLISH
STATIONARY ENGINEER
CIVIL SERVICE
Railway Mail Clerk
Textile Overseer or Sopt.
AGRICULTURE
Navigator |Q Spanish
I'onltrvRaising |Q Erench
Antomohiles IQ Italian

Present
Occupation.

Street
and No

City.

WIRELESS
For the Men in the Draft

The Y. M. C. A. Radio School fits you
in a short time for service as a wire-
less operator In Army, Navy or Avia-
tion. Thousands of these trained men
are needed to fill responsible com-
missions. The pay is good and pro-
motion rapid. We have trained hun-
dreds of men who are making good.
Reasonable rates—modern equipment—competent Instructors.

CALL

East Side
Branch
Lenox 6051

WRITE •PHONE

Y. M. C. A.
86th St. and Lexington Ave.

New York

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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TABLETS
FOR

Grippe
Cold
in the

Head
Headaches
Neuralgias

Spanish Influenza
Women's Aches and Ills

Rheumatic and Sciatic Pains

Ask Your Druggist for A-K Tablets

Sold in Convenient Pocket Packages

Small Size

lOc
Dozen Size

25c
See Monogram

Jjfa on the Genuine
The Antikamnia Remedy Company

St. Louis, Mo.

HOTEL ST. JAMES
Times Square, New York City
Just off Broadway at 100-113 West 45th St.

iy2 Blocks from 45th Street Entrance
to Grand Central Station.

Women will find
here a home at-
mosphere and
absence of ob-
jectionable fea-
turesof ordinary
hotel life.

40 Theatres, all
principal shops,
8 to 6 minutes
walk.

2 minutes of all

subways, "V
roads, surface
cars, bus lines.

An excellent
Restaurant, nt

moderate prices.

Writefor
"IVhat's Going
Oh In NrwYork"

All Outside Rooms
With adjoining bath • - from $1.50
With private bath - - from S'J.OO

Sitting room bedroom, bath, from $4.00

Furnished Apartments by the year,
mouth or week, at special rates.

Raymond L. Carroll, Pres. and M^r.

m
in
m

Build Your Own PHONOGRAPH,
It'* Easy With Our Help
A few hours Interesting work
saves many dollars and gives
you a machine exactly to suit
your ideals. We furniah motors,
tone arms, case material, blue
prints and full instructions.
Plays any record. You can make
fine profit building phonographs
for your friends.

Write Today for Our Free
Blue Print Offer. Agents
wanted for our ready built
Choraleons.

CHORALEON CO.
711 Monger Bidg„ Elkhart. Ind.

SAVE
OVER
HALF

Electrical Worker's Friend'

An electrical book of 66 motor draw-
ings with complete instructions for re-
winding and reconnecting.

PRICE, ONLY *3Jfl
Write for full particular!

J. SMITH & SON
1524 Lowrie Street N. & Pittsburgh, Pa.

when the amount of your bill will be had.

For example, if six 40-watt lamps (carbon
or tungsten) burn say 60 hours per month,
then : 60 X 6 X 40 = 14,400 watt-hours, or
divided by 1,000 = 14.4 K.W.H. At 10

cents per K.W.H. the bill would be 14.4 X
.10 = $1.44.

Data on Carbon and Tungsten Lamps
GEM

(Metallized
Carbon filament) Tungsten

Watts consumed (rating) 50 50 50
Candle - power (mean

horizontal) 16.8 20.8 48.8
Watts per candle-power 2.97 2.5 1.04
Corresponding lumens. .174.0 207.0 476.0
Lumens per watt 3.48 4.14 9.52

The larger sizes of tungsten lamps are
much more efficient than the smaller units,

and this applies particularly to the gas-

filled types, as the following table shows.
Data on Mazda Lamps

Schedule T-l
105-125 Volt Mazda B Lamps—Straight Side

Bulbs. (Vacuum only.)

Efficiency.

Watts

per

Spherical

C.

P.

a o

itts. ating. ?b.°

f
imete Inche

3 > S"S

sition

£S >> 3
H« 5.2

o n

10 1.67 S-17
i|

4% Any
15 1.47 S-17 Wt Any
20 1.41 S-17 2X 4& Any
25 1.35 S-19 2H 5K Any
40 1.32 S-19 2H 554 Any
50 1.31 S-19 2H 5!4 Any
60 1.28 S-21 2H 5*2 Any

100 1.22 S-30 3Va 7% Any

105-125 Volt Mazda C Lamps—Pear-shape Bulbs.
(Gas filled.)

1.09 PS-22 2H 6% Any
1.00 PS-25 3*A 7*A Any
0.90 PS-30 3H SH Tip down
0.82 PS-35 4H 9& Tip down
0.82 PS-40 5 10 Tip down
0.78 PS-40 5 10 Tip down
0.74 PS-52 6'A 13H Tip down
0.70 PS-52 (>y> 13*6 Tip down

75
100
200
300
400
500
750

1,000

RADIO AROUND THE WORLD.
(Continued from page 547)

that trans-Atlantic communication has been
successfully carried on for some time with-

out any such elevated antenna, the aerial

being placed in the ground. Details of the

exact arrangement of such ground antenna
cannot be given, of course, at the present
time, but the fact can be vouched for that

messages from England and other countries

have been and are regularly received on this

form of aerial, and also some of the high
towers erected some years ago have been
taken down. Another interesting point con-
nected with long distance radio transmission
and reception is the fact that an American
radio engineer succeeded in picking up mes-
sages from England and other European
stations in a laboratory situated on the

southeast coast of the United States without
any elevated aerial wires, ground antenna or
anything excepting a coil of wire placed in

the laboratory, the coil measuring about
eight feet long and eight feet in diameter.
This coil comprised about five thousand
feet of insulated bell wire; by tilting the
coil in various directions, many interesting

and valuable scientific measurements were
taken. As might be suspected, the tuning
was not quite as sharp with this arrange-
ment as when elongated antenna were used,

but the very fact that messages were re-

ceived by such a small coil inside a labora-
tory, in comparison to the gigantic antenna
erected for the purpose in every case a few
years ago, speaks for itself.

Some very interesting work has been
done in the direction of high speed wireless
transmission and reception. Speeds up to

four hundreds words per minute have been
experimented with, and up to one hundred
words per minute, the radio messages have
been transmitted and received very success-

fully, the received signals being amplified
by means of two-stage vacuum valve ampli-
fiers, and recorded on a talking machine of
the cylindrical wax record type. In connec-
tion with the experiments with the ground
aerials, it can be stated that no appreciable
success has been had in experiments for
transmitting with such aerials, it having
been found in this case that in order to
radiate the energy without too much loss,

that an elevation of at least one hundred
feet above the ground is usually desirable
and necessary.
Long distance wireless has developed tre-

mendously since the outbreak of the war.
The great German station at Nauen, which
at the outbreak of the war, included a sin-

gle tower 300 feet high, now consists of ten
towers, ranging in height from 360 to 890
feet and messages have been transmitted
6,200 miles. It is from these towers that
South America has received messages in
the past.

Japan is fast developing communication
with the United States and altho Japanese
high power stations have communicated
with Hawaii, it is planned to build stations
in Japan and on the Pacific coast, a distance
of over 4,000 miles, that will be of commer-
cial use.

The development of wireless between
Scandinavia and the United States is mak-
ing vast strides and the great station at
Stavanger, Norway, has communicated with
the Marconi station at Belmar, N. J., with
good results.

Japan is to have one of the greatest wire-
less stations in the world. It will be built
in Fukushima prefecture, says the Depart-
ment of Communications, and will cost 860,-

000 yen ($430,000) . The dispatch station will
be at Hibarigahara, near Hariamachi, and
the receiving station will be at Hosoya-cho.
Survey work has been started by engineers
of the department.

EXPERIMENTAL PHYSICS.

( Continued from page 544)

stand S so that the blackened surface gets
the direct rays of the sun. With this crude
apparatus we are in a position to measure
the amount of energy received from the
sun on each square inch in a certain definite

period of time, such as second, minute,
hour, etc. The soot is used because of the
almost perfect absorption qualities it pos-
sesses, and consequently its poor radiating
or reflecting qualities. The heat striking

the black surface is absorbed, and then
conducted by the metal can to the water.
The weight of the water multiplied by its

change in temperature gives the heat ab-
sorbed (in calories, if weight is measured
in grams and temperature in degrees Centi-
grade). Dividing this result by the time
elapsed from the initial and final readings
of the thermometer, gives us the heat re-

ceived per unit of time. Dividing this re-

sult by the area of the surface B, gives us
the heat units received per second, on each
square inch of surface. By careful deter-

mination and necessary corrections accord-
ing to Newton's law, stated in Experiment
No. 99, we find that each square inch of
surface on the earth receives about 10
calories of heat per minute from the sun,

EDITORIAL ASSISTANT
WANTED!!!

For Popular Scientific Magazine

Young man, preferably high school graduate.
Familiar with electrical and wireless matters. Careful
and accurate writer. Good personality and appearance.
Capable of using camera. Must have good recommen-
dations and be of good habits. Excellent opportunity
for the right man. State full particulars, including
salary expected, draft class, age and nationality.
Address—Box 9, In care of the "Electrical Experi-
menter." 233 Fulton St.. New York City. N. Y.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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while in the path of the vertical rays. From
this may be calculated- the total heat energy
received from the sun by the whole earth.

This is calculated to be equivalent to about
350,000,000,000,000 horse-power or about
250,000 horsepower for each inhabitant

!

Experiment 102.

If we continue our observations (by the

aid of proper instruments) of waves still

longer than the heat waves we come to the

electrical waves, the short—of which are

about °f an inch, running over a wide
range into wireless waves of hundreds and
even thousands of feet in length.

The following analogy between sound and
electricity will serve to strengthen the wave
nature of electricity. With the so-called

loud pedal of the piano "on" strike middle
C. Placing a finger gently on the string

middle C (the front panel of the piano
being removed) the vibrations are felt.

Since middle C is the only note that has
been struck one would expect that only

that string would be vibrating. Placing the

finger gently on C, above or below middle
C, we find those strings also vibrating. The
explanation is simple : The string middle C
on being struck, begins to vibrate at a cer-

tain rate, setting up waves of a certain fre-

quency the sound of which we interpret

as middle C. These waves on striking the

other C's of the piano,—since their rate of
vibration is similar to middle C, in fact

a multiple of middle C's rate,—start them
vibrating rather faintly but sufficiently to

be felt.

Let the inner and outer coats of a Ley-
den jar be connected to a loop of heavy
wire composed of two segments D and E
and a movable cross-piece F, so that the

length of the loop can be altered to suit.

Let jar B be connected with a loop C of
fixt length. A space of about of an
inch should exist between the loops and the
knobs of each of the jars respectively. On
charging and discharging the jar B, a spark
will pass thru the gap at knob of jar A
provided the loop of jar A is adjusted so
as to have the same area as the loop of jar
B. On moving wire F to any other posi-
tion, no spark is observed at jar A. This
electrical case is similar to the sound ex-
ample given above. When the electrical

system of A and B are such that they have
the same vibration rate, just as the C's of
the piano having the same vibration rate,

then vibrations of the one cause the sec-

ond to vibrate. We therefore conclude that
electrical discharges are vibratory. Mov-
ing the sliding wire F is called tuning, and
when the two systems are tuned they are
said to be in resonance. Just as heat can
be transmitted by radiation, so electrical
energy can be transmitted. Electricity dif-
fering from light only insofar as its waves
have a tremendously greater length and the
speed of transmission being independent of
the wave length we should note that the
speed of electrical transmission equals that
of light or 186,000 miles per second.

Electro-Magnetic Theory.

An intensive study of electrical radiations
hows us that they not only have the speed
of light but that they are reflected and re-
fracted, etc., just as light is. Hence in

modern Physics, light is considered an
electro-magnetic phenomenon. Light waves
are considered to be generated by the vibra-
tions of electrically charged parts of the
atoms. James Clerk Maxwell, as far back
as 1864 showed that it ought to be possible
to create waves in the ether by the use of
electrical disturbances. Hertz's experiments
in 1888 confirmed Maxwell's theory, these
two events and dates really marking the
beginning of Radiotelcgraphy.

(To be continued)

Let Me Train YOU In

AV I AT I O N Two Airplane Concerns agree to

take every one of our student!

who have mastered our course

tor the big paying positions of

Meebanlot, Inspectors, Assemblers.

Engineers, etc.

Why don't YOU qualify?

I want you to take up Aviation. Positions at

good pay are going begging, because ther« are

not enough trained men to fill them. LET ME
TRAIN YOU for some of these big positions

that pay big wages. I know the game, for I

have been flying for years. My advice to you
la to deolde right now to take a

Home Course in Aviation *— -~ — — — —
In your spare time. Send today tor our S Fill Out This Coupon and Mail Today

FREE BOOK ^d I
rs^l^ettir

aU
/ Capt

'
George F

-
CamPbe11 -

Cnie'
instructor

along with It. I will toil you eom
INSLDB facts about this great Indus- .

try. Tou-11 want to get right In. / ."F.S
Address as follows: f

Captain George Frederick
Campbell, Formerly Third
Ace of the Royal Flying
Corps. Chief Instructor of
National Aero Institute.

Capt. Geo. F. Campbell. Chief /
Instructor, NATIONAL AERO Name..
INSTITUTE. DEPT. 744C. y
Morton Building, Chicago. f
Illinois. r Address

."If"?™,' J^f S National Aero Institute, Dept. 744C,
toll you some / Morton Butldinfr, Chicntro, III.

Dear Sir: Please send me without obligation,
of "The Science of Ablation," also particulars of

Mail Course in the Principles of Aviation,

Itye iBreafeersi

Atlantic City's Newest
Fire-Proof Hotel

Ocean Front. Unusually attractive

during the Autumn and Winter sea-

sons.

American and European Plans
... . " .

- :-"*^a* ****'*w 1 mat

Luxurious lobbies, spacious verandas and sun parlors overlooking the ocean.

Charming afternoon musicales and evening concerts. A palatial residence

for those seeking rest and recreation. Sea water baths. Fireproof garage.

Illustrated booklet sent on request.

Play Santa Claus to your
poor half starved, altogether

too much forgotten and ne-

glected, starting and lighting

battery.

Uncle Sam inveighs against

extravagance and urges useful

gifts.

An F-F Battery Booster will insure a "Merrie Christmas
and a Happy New Year and many of them", for your
storage battery, and the re-action will greatly please your
automobile and yourself.

Write us to-day to send you Bulletin No. 13 and full informa-
tion so that your F-F Battery Booster will be delivered in time
to be put in your storage battery's stocking on Christmas Eve.

The France Manufacturing Co., Cleveland, Ohio

BOYS, LOOK!
Some hummer. Develops wonderful power.
Will run your Erectors, Meccanos, etc. Works
on 1 to 6 dry cells, storage battery or A. C.
transformer. Mounted on hardwood base.
Has Yi In. grooved pulley. On two cells you
can hardly stop it with your finger. Runs all
kinds of toys. Has nickeled steel frame and
copper armature. Put 50 cents in stamps in
an envelope.

A REAL
Electric MOTOR 50

PRFF A 3 2̂ volt tun ssten flashlight
ri\JlLj lamp if you order at once.

Use Coupon Below. Return mail will bring

C. D. WOOD ELECTRIC CO., Dept. 53, 441 Broadway, New York City.

SIRS : Send me a MONOCOIL Motor. Enclosed find 50 cents,

Name

Address
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Big Money in Electricity
The electrical industries offer wonderful

opportunities to boys with a liking for Elec-
tricity. The salaries paid to trained men are
large, promotion comes rapidly and, best of

all, the work is fascinating.

The discovery and development of new lines

(such as wireless telegraphy and telephony),
from time to time, promise attractive and pay-
ing fields to those who wish to specialize. The
anH re de and Special Training will bring suc-
cess to you.

The International Correspondence Schools
can help you to become an expert in electrical

work, no matter what branch you like best.
Thousands of young men have already won
success through I. C. S. help. You can do as
well as anybody, if you try. Everything is

made so clear that you can learn in your spare
time, regardless of where you live or what
your work. No books to buy.

There's big money in Electricity. Get after
it by_ marking and mailing the Coupon today.
Finding out costs you nothing.

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
BOX 6167, SCRANTON, PA.

Explain, without obligating me, how I can qualify for the
position, or In the subject, bejbre which I mark X.

SALESMANSHIP
ADVERTISING
Window Trimmer
Show Cord Writer
Sign Painter
Railroad Trainman
ILLUSTRATING
Cartooning
BOOKKEEPER
Stenographer anil Typist
Cert. Pub. Accountant
TRAFFIC MANAGER
Railway Accountant

J Commercial Law
GOOD ENGLISH
Teacher

J Common School Subjects
Mathematics
CIVIL SERVICE
Railway Mail Clerk

J AUTOMOIIII.K OPE1UT1NO
H Auto ltepai.ing
Navigation Spanish

JiGKICmi/rUI'B InKrench
I'onltrc Ital.lrit- lUItallan

ELEOTItKJAfj LNtilNKK.it
Electric Lighting ami Hi..
Electric Wiring
Telegraph Engineer
Telephone Work
HE01UNICAI, EMJINKI.lt
mechanical Draftsman
Uaohlne Shop Practice
Toolmaker
Gas Engine Operating
CIVIL ENGINEER
Surrerlng and Dlapplng
MINE FOREMAN or KNti'U

_9TATIONAIIY ENGINEER

B Marine Engineer
Ship Draftsman
ARCHITECT
Contractor and Hnlhler
Archltectnral Draftsman
Concrete Builder
Structural Engineer
1'1,1'MltINIi AMI HEATING
Sheet Metal Worker
Teltlle Overseer or Snpt.
CHEMIST

Name
Present
Occupation^

Street
and No

City-

Prof.
Henry
Dickson,
Principal

The Key
To Success

The secret of bus!
ness and social suc-
cess is the ability
to remember. I can
make your mind an infallible
classified index from which you can
instantly select thoughts, facts,
figures, names, faces. Enables you
to concentrate, develop self-control,
overcome bashfulness, think on your
feet, address an audience. Easy. Simple.
The result of 20 years' experience de-

veloping memories of thousands.
7
rite Tnrlav tor free booklet "How torue lOuay Remember" and Copv-

' i^JSdcM.emorv,.T",t' also n°™ to obtain myFREE book. "How To Speak In Public?"

Dickson School of Memory, 101 Hearst Bids., CMeaf*, III.

ELECTRICAL TESTING ENGI-
NEERS MADE TO ORDER.

(Continued from page 538)

tested supply most of the electricity re-

quired for testing them, only the losses be-
ing supplied from the power station.

The test men operate the machinery be-
ing tested, and also operate the machinery
used for testing the apparatus which has
been manufactured for shipment. With
this operating experience, the graduate of
the "Test Course" can enter almost any
main station, sub-station or switch house
and take charge of its electrical operation.
This feature was probably one of the main
reasons so many of the test men were ap-
pointed for officers in the Army and Navy.
The fact is not as generally understood

as it should be, that the student engineers
are continually shifted from one kind of
work to another, and are consulted regard-
ing the sort of work they desire to special-

ize in and also what class of testing they
desire to take up month after month.
For example, if a student engineer has

exprest a preference for turbine work, he
can spend 50 per cent or more of his time
testing large and small turbo-generator
sets. Turbines are tested non-condensing
and also with vacua up to 29 inches. The
student becomes familiar with the prop-
erties of steam, ranging from 200° super-
heat down to 20 per cent moisture. One
of the surprises in store for the student
engineer who enters the Test Course, is the
vast amount of information which he se-

cures in regard to steam.
An indication of the scale on which this

mechanical electrical phase of the Com-
pany's testing has been developed, is shown
by the fact that recently a condenser equip-
ment was installed at an expense of $300,-

000 and a steam equipment is being in-

stalled at a further expense of $200,000—
both solely for#"testing purposes." Such is

practical turbine testing today on a great
scale. In comparison with this work the

little jet and barometric condensers in the
old power plants, 15 years ago, were but
cunning little toys.

This wide variety of apparatus for steam
and electric railways, transformers, motors,
both mill, mine and crane, motor generator
sets, etcetera, illustrates the breadth and
scope of the "test man's" work. It em-
braces the latest, and hence the most in-

teresting electrical mechanical devices that

are manufactured. When the Engineer of
the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul elec-

trical locomotive throws his controller han-
dle one notch ahead, he but duplcates what
an electrical test man has previously done.
When an operator of the great electric locks
of the Panama Canal throws the switches
which permit a 32,000 ton battleship to pass
ihru, he also merely operates what the stu-

dent engineer has previously tested and
adjusted.
The theoretical phase of the training of

a student engineer is taken care of by an
extensive series of lectures, which are given
to the students by prominent designing, re-

search and production engineers, together
with the commercial managers of the Com-
pany. Not only are these lectures free but
the students are paid full time while at-

tending them. Attendance is not compul-
sory and a student may attend one or two
each week as desired. These lectures are
given between four thirty and five thirty

P. M.—after the close of the working day.

The purpose of these lectures is to round
out the student's knowledge of the Com-
pany's products as well as develop his ver-
satility. The young men are encouraged
in their desire to become specialists, but
are prevented from becoming narrow-
minded by the broad fields of knowledge
that are opened up to them by these vari-

ous lectures. Altogether there are 50 lec-

tures given every year.

After six months or more have elapsed
since the student enered the "Test Course,"
another opportunity presents itself to those

who have made a good record. The Super-
intendent of the Testing Department selects

men for a three months' assignment to the

various offices in the Engineering and Com-
mercial Departments, at the end of which
training they then return to the Testing De-
partment.

POPULAR ASTRONOMY.
(Continued from page 543)

and more unsymmetrical in appearance.

The streamers are greatly elongated in the

equatorial regions of the sun while above
the poles the rays are extremely short with

pronounced dark rifts between them. The
equatorial streamers sometimes extend to

eight or nine million miles from the sun.

This type of corona is called the sun-spot
minimum corona. In June the solar activity

was just past the maximum for this sun spot

cycle which had been reached the year be-

fore. The decline toward minimum ac-

tivity several years distant was setting in

gradually. Sun spots had been observed
frequently for several weeks preceding the

day of the eclipse and a brilliant sunspot
maximum type of corona was expected.

The corona of June 8th was indeed ex-
tremely brilliant and its light was described
as an intense bluish-white. The form was
characteristic of the gradual decline of ac-.

tivity, that is, it was a mixt-type corona
roughly triangular in shape. The evenly de-
veloped portions to the west of the sun of

the sun spot maximum type forming the

base of the triangle and the long equatorial

streamers to the east of the sun spot mini-
mum type forming the apex of the triangle.

Their greatest extent was three solar

diameters or two and one-half million

miles. The corona was also a petal-formed
corona, a most beautiful type observed in

certain eclipses of the past. The rays
curved and interlaced to form enormous
petals and Gothic arch formations above
the brilliant blood-red prominences of in-

candescent gases that were plainly visible

to the naked eye and formed a most im-
pressive feature of the total phase. The
arching of the coronal streamers above
the prominences, to a height of several hun-
dred thousand miles from the surface
of the sun implies that the same force that

causes the eruptive prominences is ac-
countable for the arched coronal rays above
them. The prominences, which are chiefly

incandescent vapors of hydrogen, helium
and calcium often rise to heights of one
hundred thousand miles or more and then
rapidly fade away. The accompanying
photograph taken at Green River, Wyo-
ming, by the Yerkes eclipse expedition,
shows a number of conspicuous promin-
ences visible on June 8th, and also the inner
corona. Unfortunately it is never possible
to reproduce in prints the complex coronal
rays, tho the negatives show a wealth of
fine detail and delicate tracery. Drawings
from the original negatives are necessary to

show this complex structure.

Since it is possible to observe the promin-
ences on any clear day with the spectro-
heliograph they possess little scientific in-

terest during totality, tho they are a most
impressive and beautiful feature of the
eclipse, owing to the great height they at-

tain and their conspicuous scarlet hue and
variety of form. The chromosphere, the
richly colored lower solar atmosphere, tinged
with pink and orange colored vapors of
many elements, that appears as a narrow
rim above the eclipsed solar surface is also
extremely beautiful and indeed the color

(Continued on page 593)
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Students Completely Wiring Model House in School

School of Engineering of Milwaukee
An Electrical Technicians' Institute

Departme n.t of Practical Electricity
Milwaukee Wisconsin

Boys 16 to 18 years old

Come! Join this school now
THE great demand now for electrical men of trained ability, the

greater demand after the war—your unlimited opportunities and
possibilities in the wide field of electricity—should definitely decide

you to commence your electrical education at once. Here you can obtain
that thorough, practical, electrical education, training and development
you will need—and at the same time earn enough money while here to

pay the greater part of your school expense. If you are really sincere
about becoming an electrical man of recognized, well paid ability you
will take advantage of the advantages this school affords and arrange
to enroll here now.

Earn While You Learn— Yi day work, Yi day school
Through our Industrial Relations Department students here are provided
one-half day employment with foremost commercial and industrial con-
cerns, including electrical companies, and attend school one-half day

—

class room, lecture, electrical laboratory and machine test periods. And
as evening classes are also conducted, students may have full day
employment and attend sessions evenings. In this way you can earn
your way while learning—and profit also by the valuable experience
you will gain in your employment—all without interfering with your
studies and progress at school.

NEW CLASSES ORGANIZE JANUARY 2, 1919
Get full information about this school's thorough, practical, electrical

education methods and earn while you learn plan.

Cut out and mail this

Coupon NOW!

! SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING OF MILWAUKEE
i

70-373 Broadway, Milwaukee, Wis.

J
Gentlemen: Without obligating me. please furnish literature and other details

i regarding subject (or subjects) I have checked:
" I 1 Electrician—12 months. [ ] Draftsman—6 months.
|

] Electrical Trouble and Lineman—6 months.
,

,

1 Electrical Meterman—6 months. 1 ] Electrical Wireman—6 months,
i

,

1 Electrical Motor Bepairman—6 months
t 1 Telephone Trouble and Repairman—6 mr,n*as.
'

\ J "Earn While Tou Learn" Plan.
| [ J Day Classes.

i
[ ] Evening Classes.

! NAME
! ADDRESS

;
CITY STATE

I
AGE EDUCATION

SKINDERVIKEN

Fig. 1

THE SKIN-
DERVIKEN

s i ^wiiriDtMiun TRANS-
MITTER BUTTON
presents the latest

advance in micro-
phones and marks
a revolution in
transmitter con-
struction.' It works
on an entirely new
principle, takes up

Fig 2 practically no
room, and marks

the end of all telephone transmitter troubles.
The SKINDERVIKEN TRANSMITTER BUTTON can be placed in any

position and it will talk loudly and distinctly and is at the same
time extraordinarily sensitive. It was primarily designed to replace
the old damaged or burnt out transmitter. Simply unscrew and
remove the telephone transmitter front, disconnect the two inside
wires, unscrew and remove the bridge and the old electrode.
There remains only the diafram. These wires are then connected
with the Skinderviken button, the latter screwed to the diafram,
and after screwing the old transmitter housing together again,
the telephone Is ready for work.

ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER readers will be particularly
Interested in all the different experiments that can be performed
with the Skinderviken Button. Fig. 1 shows the Skinderviken
button attached to the back of an Ingersol watch case. When
speaking towards the inside of the case, it will be found that the

voice is reproduced
clearly and loudly.
Fig. 2 shows an-
other Interesting
stunt. By attaching
the button to a tin
diafram about the
size of half a dol-
lar, and by holding
the diafram at the
side of the throat,
as shown, speech
can be transmitted

SKINDERVIKEN TELEPHONE EQUIPMENT CO.

with surprising
clarity. Fig. 3 il-

lustrates the same
arrangement placed
on the chest as
shown. In this po-
sition the trans-
mitter will talk
clearly and loudly.

Fig. 4 shows an ar -

rangement whereby
the Skinderviken
button is attained pig. 3
on a thin wood
board at the preacher's pulpit. His voice is clearly transmitted so that
people hard of he. rg can readily hear the sermon. Fig. 5 shows an in-

teresting print, whereby a hole la drilled in the side of a thin
glass water- tumbler; tue sides of the glass thus acting as a dia-
fram, the voice is clearly transmitted. Fig. 6 shows a simple
match box Detectophone. The Skinderviken button Is concealed
inside of the box, only the small brass nut showing on the out-
side. This can be camouflaged as well. This device talks well.

Fig. 7 shows how to transmit phonograph music at a distance
merely by drilling a small hole in the phonograph arm and at-

taching the Skinderviken button ; a very favorite experiment with
all experimenters. Fig. 8 shows how a very sensitive Detecto-
phone can be made by placing one of the buttons in the center of a

lithographed cardboard picture, so that only the small brass nut shows.
The large surface of the picture acts as a big diafram. and the voice ie

well reproduced.

We have such unlimited confidence In the Skinderviken transmitter but-
ton that we make the
following remarkable PHONOGRAPH >s- AS A-

MUSIC AT A / \ DETECTOPHONE
DISTANCE/ s\ ON PICTURE

offer. Send us one
dollar ($1.00) for
which wo will mall
one button prepaid.
If for any ttnon
whatsoever you do
not wish to keep the
button, return It

within flvo days and
your money will be
refunded. Booklet
No. 3 free for the
asking.

Address us as STECO, 2134 Clark St., Chicago, 111.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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Train yourself In Aviation.

Be an Amateur Aviator with an
Aeroplane of your own. Learn
how Aeroplanes are built: learn

the principles of construction,
operation and control. We sell

IDEAL Accurate Scale Draw-
ings, and Building and Flying
Instructions which show you
how to build a perfect Model
Aeroplane. 3 ft. size, that
will rise from the ground by
Its own power and fly like a
big one. Send now for the
Drawings and Instructions for

the one you want to build.

Drawings and Instructions for

Curtiss Military Tractor
Bleriot Monoplane \
Nieuport Monoplane'
Taube Monoplane
Curtiss Flying Boat
Wright Biplane
Cecil Peoli Racer

New Aeroplane Catalog 10 cents—None Free
Tails about Model Aeroplanes, Racing Aeroplane*.

Flying Toys, and parts and supplies to build thorn
with. 48 pages. Sent only upon receipt of 10 cents.

IDEAL AEROPLANE & SUPPLY COMPANY
76-82 West Broadway Now York City

35c
EACH

The Electric Safety r*zoi makes shaving a

I pleasure. Blade vibrating 7,1'08 times a minute
cuts the beard smoothly and without slightest

pull or Irritation—feels like a gentle masiage.

Can be used with or without electric current.

all users of the Lek-Tro-Shav speak well of It.

A barber says
—"Have shaved for years and have

never used any shaving device near Its equal."

A home user says
—"The most pleasing shave I va

ever had in my life. Shaves my face closer than I

used to shave, but there Is no after irritation or 111

effects as I usually get from another razor."
No. I Made for use from Light Socket.

No. 2 Made for use from Dry Battery-

Write for illustrated circular describing Lek-Tio-
Shav Safety Razor fully.

VIBRATING ELECTRIC RAZOR CO
Dept. 122. Omaha, Nebr.

TELEGRAPHY

and RADIO FOR

MEN IN DRAFT

Send for our latest folder on Land
Wire Telegraphy. Day and Evening

classes for Men and Women. Pre-

pares for all branches.

Day and Evening classes in Radio

for Naval Reserve, Aviation, Tank
Service, Signal Corps and Merchant

Marine. Beginners admitted every

Monday in both branches.

EASTERN RADIO

INSTITUTE

899 B Boylston St.

BOSTON, MASS

T Y PEW R ITERS
ALL MAKES. SAVE $25 TO $50

on rebuilt by the well-known "Young Process."
Sold for low -•>sh—installment or rented.
Rental applies on purchase price. Write for
full details and guarantee. Free trial.

Young Typewriter Co., Dept. 658, Chicago

TURNING AIR INTO BREAD—NI-

TRATES FROM THE AIR.

(Continued from page 541)

Thus we see that the electrical engineers

abroad have actually succeeded in trans-

forming "air into bread," as we might say.

At the present time, there is no plant such

as here described in use in the United

States, or in fact, in the two America's so

far as we know, but it is safe to say that

with the gradually changing conditions re-

tion towers that are shown at the center and
at the bottom of the illustration, carries the

acid after it has been valenciated with an
additional atom of oxygen brought from the

ventilator, past thru an oven to eliminate

the moisture, superheated in the steam
boiler and chilled in the condensers. This
oxygen then associates itself with the nitric

acid as the first step of the manufacture of

saltpeter (these apparata are shown at the

upper left hand portion of the drawing).
The acidulated paste is neutralized and

iMeutralizofion

Collecfinq .Crystallization

i Kettle \

Cooler -
.

Storage

Bucket hoist'

Condensing apparatus
cccord/ng to Kestner

(K)

Ventilator Oven

4
' Water

Acid Absorption Soda Absorption

Towers Towers

Schematic Diagram Showing the Various and successive Steps Followed In the Dlsasso-
clatlon of the Nitrogen from the Atmosphere by the Electrical Furnace Process. The
Nitrat of Soda from the Electric Arcs, Mixed with Water, Enters the Refining Appara-

tus at the Lower Right Corner, as Marked.

suiting from the present war, and also in

view of the fact that the engineers of today
are continuously striving to reduce the cost

of all commodities, we of the present gen-
eration and our children will live to see

gigantic electric-nitrogen power plants, such
as here illustrated, sprinkled across the

country. It may be of interest to some of
our more technical readers to trace the

steps followed in the manufacture of ni-

trat, etc. The schematic diagram here-

with shows the various steps that are used
in the disassociation of the nitrogen from
the atmosphere in a procedure closely fol-

lowing the appended outline, viz. : After the

sodium nitrat has been taken from the air

by the electric arcs it is admitted into the

soda absorption towers, which precipitate

the soda and allow the nitrat to pass on into

the acid absorption towers and simultane-
ously the free nitrat is conveyed by means
of piping to the apparatus used for the

manufacture of the nitrit in powder form

;

at this stage of the operations the nitrit is

condensed in the condensation tower, ac-

cording to specifications by Kestner, the re-

nowned chemist and is then run into the

crystallization chamber where the mixture
is crystallized. There is an outlet whereby
the mother liquor is drawn off and collected

in a vat especially constructed to retain the

strong acid. Outlets from the filtering ap-
parata also lead into this container, and
likewise a third outlet for the overflow of
the liquor after the mixture has been sep-

arated from the paste by centrifugal action

of the Centrifuge. The Nitrit is then car-

ried to the Silo in powder form and stored
there until it is to be placeo. Into barrels.

The second line leading from the absorp-

condensed; then it is stirred until it is

evenly mixed and all the lumps are broken.
The ball mill comes into action at this

period and grinds the paste to a powder,
after which it is run thru a sieve and con-
veyed by a bucket hoist to the Silo, where
it is dried and stored for future consump-
tion as the regenerator of the soil and to
produce better, bigger and more wholesome
crops for our consumption.

A 55,000 KW. TURBO-ALTERNATOR.
The first turbo-alternator of 60,000 kv. a.

capacity has recently been completed in the
A. E. G. (German) works, and the fol-

lowing description is abstracted from Elek-
trotechnische Zeitschrift. The output of
the machine is 55,000 kw., at a speed of
1,000 revs, per min. It gives 7,000 volts,

three-phase, with excitation at 220 volts.

The turbines work at a super-heat of
326°C, and with cooling water at 27°. The
weight of the turbine is 250 tons, of which
the turbine rotor is responsible for 49 tons

;

the total weight of the alternator is 225
tons and of its rptor 106 tons. The entire

weight of the machine, turbine and alter-

nator, is thus 475 tons.

This machine, together with a second
one of similar size and output, designed by
B. Goldenburg, will be installed in the
Rheinisch - Westfalische ElektricitSrswerke
power station, located on the site oi the
coal fields at the foot of the hills near
Cologne. The total installation at this sta-

tion (named after the designer, the "Gol-
denburg-works") will consist ultimately of
six turbo-alternators from 15,000 kw. each
up to about 200,000 kw.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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POPULAR ASTRONOMY.
(Continued from page 590)

effect of the entire solar surroundings dur-
ing the total phase is gorgeous beyond de-

scription.

The Sun's Prominences — Photographed by
Yerkes Observatory. This Is a particularly
Fine View of One of the Larger Prominences.

To astronomers the all important problem
in conection with a total eclipse of the sun

is—the corona, its composition, the nature

and cause of its radiant energy. It con-

tains an element so far unknown elsewhere

and named "coronium." An important re-

sult that has followed from observations

of the June eclipse is definite knowledge of

the wave length of the characteristic green

line of this unknown element. The exist-

ence of one or two additional distinct

coronal elements is also suspected, inas-

much as a number of lines of unknown
origin appeared in the spectrum of the

corona photographed on June 8th, as well

as in the coronas of several past eclipses.

Determinations of the positions of these

lines have also been made. Tho several of

them may belong to coroniums it is likely

that some of them are lines of other un-

known elements. It has also been found
that the inner corona shines chiefly by its

own inherent light instead of by reflected

sun light. The outer corona on the other

hand shines largely by reflected light from
the sun. It is believed that the corona is

composed partly of scattered particles of

matter that reflect the rays of the sun, but

electrical forces are probably the cause of

its peculiar ethereal radiance and magnetic
lines of force may cause the complex and
periodically changing form of the coronal
rays and streamers. It is possible that the

clue to the secret of the radiant energy of
the sun may lie in the yet unsolved mystery
of the solar corona. Every successful ob-

servation of a total eclipse of the sun
brings us nearer to the solution of this im-
portant problem. By correlating a series of

observations made by different eclipse ex-
peditions at various total eclipses of the

sun or by different observers of the same

This Shows Another View of the Sun's Prom-
inences. Some Idea of the Size May Be
Gained by Noting That the Height Is Almost
Sixty Thousand Miles, While the Width of
This Particular Prominence Is Almost 100,000

Miles.

eclipse the handicap of being granted only
a few brief moments at long intervals for
the solution of a perplexing problem is

largely overcome.
(Watch for next Installment.)

Practical Home Study Books

Pay-Raising Books
at Reduced Prices

Here's tout chance to get—at bargain arloo—a sot of
books that will fit you for a better fob and bt»e«r pay.
Yea. and you may Day the bargain price at the rate at
only SOo a week. But you must act nowl The rlalsf
coat of paper and binding materials won't permit si ta
continue this offer Indefinitely.
No matter what your occupation, one af the sets

listed below la bound to suit your needs. They are
written in easily-understood language by recognised
authorities, and contain thousands of photographs,
full-page plates, diagrams, etc.. that matte difficult

Klnts as simple as A-B-C. Handsomely and durably
und In half morocco or flexible bindings, gold

stamped.

Shipped for 7 Days

'

Examination
We'll gladly sand any set of books to you for seven

days' examination, shipping ananas eolleat. Examine
them carefully—use them at you work for an satire
week. If, at the and of that Urns, you foal they aren't
worth many times what we ask, send them back to na-
if you keep them, pay the specially reduoed price on
the easy terms explained below.

Architecture, (

Accountancy a
Steam Engine*
Applied Electr
Automobile Ei
Telephony and
Modern Shop

Carpentry and Contracting
Mechanical and Architectural Drawing...
Law and Practice (with Reading Course).

Only 50c a Week V
If, after seven days' examination, you do-

|

clde to keep the set you have selected, send
us $Z and then $2 a month until the present

|

low price has been paid.
Don't wait. This means money in your I

pocket If you act now. Remember, you tak«
no chances whatever. This offer is open to
every man living within the boundaries of
the TJ. 3, and Canada. Hall the coupon now.

AMERICAN TECHNICAL SOCIETY
Dept. X3389, Chicago, U. S. A.

Vols. Pages Size of Page Illus. Reg. Price Spec. Price
. . 9 3900 7x10 3000 $45.00 $29.80
. ,10 4760 7x10 4000 50.00 24.80
. .10 3680 7x10 1987 50.00 24.80
. . 7 3?00 5%x8% 2500 35.00 21.80
. . 7 3000 7x10 2600 35.00 19.80
.. 5 2400 5%x8% 2000 25.00 17.80
. , 4 1728 7x10 2000 20.00 12.80
. . 6 2300 5%x8% 2500 30.00 19.80
.. 4 1454 5%x8% 20.00 13.80

2138 5%x8% 25.00 17.80
. . 4 1720 7x10 1037 20.00 12.00
. .13 6000 7x10 24 72.00 39.80

SPECIAL DISCOUNT COUPON 1

AMERICAN TECHNICAL SOCIETY. Dept. X3389 Chicago, U.S.A.

Please send me set of I

for 7 DAYS' examination. I will pay small shipping charge,
j

I will examine the books thoroughly and. If satisfied, will send I

$2 within 7 days and $2 each month until I have paid tho spa- |

cial price of If I decide not te keep the books, i

I will notify you at once and bold them subject to year ardor. I

Title not to pass to me until the set Is fully paid for.

NAMB
ADDRESS '

REFERENCE I

GIVE PRACTICAL BOOKS THIS YEAR
Give books that men will appreciate for years to come—that will

give them practical help in war-time duties, making them 1 00 per
cent efficient—that will prepare them for bigger positions—that will

help them earn more money—gain more rapid advancement. Give
them one or more of

DRAKE'S IS^lSSk BOOKS
FOR HOME STUDY

Written in non-technical language that any man can grasp. Have
helped thousands of men to better positions and greater pay—will
help you. Send the price of any book listed below. We will send
the books postpaid—you keep them five days—if not entirely satis-

fied return the books and your money will be refunded in full.

ELECTRICAL TABLES AND ENGI-
NEERING DATA, Price $1.00

ALTERNATING CURRENT. THEORY,
PRACTICE AND DIAGRAMS. Price 1.00

WIRING DIAGRAMS AND DESCRIP-
TIONS, Price 1.00

ARMATURE AND MAGNET WIND-
ING, Price 1.00

MODERN ELECTRICAL CONSTRUC-
TION, Price i.oo

ELECTRIC MOTORS, DIRECT AND
ALTERNATING, Price 1.00

OPERATOR'S WIRELESS TELE-
GRAPH AND TELEPHONE HAND-
BOOK, Price 1.00

and many others.

Order direct from this page—on our Money-Back Plan
The books listed above are only a few of the many
in our catalogue, which you will receive promptly
after filling out and mailing ua the attached
coupon. For quick action order direct from this
page—cross name of each book wanted and send
In with the price Quoted. We prepay postage and
send the books on our money-back plan.

FREDERICK J. DRAKE & CO.
PUBLISHERS

1009 Michigan Ave., Chicago
Drake Books Are For Sale at All Book Stores

Mail Coupon Pop Free Catalogue

Your Guide to Home Study

&.CO.rFREDERICK J. D****
[

l

I

CMC"fl°' 1
";

Pleasesendme
free.POSt-nM

jlfy name is

and my address .

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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110 V. TRANSFORMER

Only $1.00

8 Volts Secondary
A reliable trans-

former for all ex-
perimental work,
ringing bells, etc.

Consumes bo little

power it will not
move ordinary
meter. $1.00, post-
paid. Cord and
plug, 50c extra.

Transformer No. II,

giving 8, 12 and
18 volts secondary

,

with plug, $2.00
Order from this ad.postpaid.

I EMPIRE TRANSFORMER CO.
Dept. 12 2214 Sedgwick St., CHICAGO

EABLE E. LEIDBEMAN
Why not look as healthy
and bo as Btrong as I amf

DO YOU WANT A
Wonderful Muscular
Development,

with perfect health, abundance
of vitality and great strength?
Tou can get all the above,

if you want them, and I can
show you how. The results of

my system are shown on my
own person, and that is rec-
ommendation enough.

I have prepared a booklet,
illustrated with photographs
of myself, which will tell you
how you can obtain a devel-
opment the Bame as I did.
The name of it is
"Muscular Development"

GET IT—it will interest and
benefit you. A copy of thil in-
structive and illustrated book-
let will be sent you upon re-
ceipt of 10c—stamps ar coin.

EARLE LIEDERM AN, Depl. 203, 203 Broadway, New York City

Rider Agents Wanted
Everywhere to ride and ex!iibit(Es^~=^——— -T*

the new Ranger"Motorblke"com- Cs**t^*«#
pletely equipped with electric light
and horn, carrier, staod, tool tank,
coaster-brake, mud guards and
anti-skid tires.Choice of 44 other
styles, colors and sizes in the fa-
mous "Ranger" line of bicycles.
DELIVERED FREE on approval

and30 DAYS TRIAL. Send for big
free catalog and particulars of our
Factory•direct-to-Iiider marvelous
offers and terms.
flDCC Lamps, Horns, Wheels,
I intv Sundries, and parts for
all bicycles—at hnlf usual prices.
SEND NO MONEY but tell us

exactly what you need. Do not buy i

get our prices, terms and the big FREE catalog. \V :MCAn CVCLE COMPANY \dM U<*DeptL B107 CHICAGO

35 MILES PER HOUR
Built by a boy from Junior parts fur-
nished by us. Any boy can build this

car. Parts very cheap. Send 26
cents for blue prints and price list
of parts showing how to build this
needy little car.

Ukulele, Guitar, Mandolin, Cornet or Banjo
Wonderful new system of teaching note music by mail. To first

pupils in each locality, we'll give a %M superb Violin. Mandr.hu.
Ukulele, Guitar. Hawaiian Guitar, Cornet or Banjo absolutely free.
Very small charge for lessons only expense. We guaranteesucceso
or no charge. Complete outfit free. Write at once—no obligation.

SLINGERLAND SCHOOL OF MUSIC, Depl 422, CHICAGO, ILL.

NEW SCIENTIFIC WONDER

„ -BIG FunAVC You aPParently see thrm Clothes, Woodw Stone, any object. Pee Pones in Fi-
A Maglo Trick Novelty given FBBB wltfc nob X-Ray.
MARVEL MFG. CO.. Dept. St, Na

A TRANS-ATLANTIC 10,000 HORSE-
POWER AERIAL LINER.
(Continued from page 537)

each motor, or a total of twenty-four blades

to the machine. The general contour will

be similar to the illustration of the
"Etheric" shown herewith. The exhaust
from the engines will be used for heating
"muffler" stoves, upon which all of the

food can be cooked, water will be heated,

and a general warmth provided in cold

weather and while flying at unusual heights.

Quite an appreciable amount of reserve

lifting power is utilized for the comfort of

the passengers in the way of cushions,

hammocks, fans and periodicals.

The "Etheric" is equipt with a wireless

outfit having a range of two thousand
miles, and each passenger is taken care of

in the event of accident by an individual

combination parachute and life-belt, for

should he drop from any altitude over one
hundred feet his body would be crusht
beyond a trace of recognition. These para-
chutes are situated in a small compartment
over the door of each state-room, all of
the state-rooms facing the exterior of the

ship.f It is then a very simple matter in

the event of an unforeseen occurrence, for
the passenger to jump out of bed, open the

door, slip on the life-belt and parachute
hanging before him, and forgetting all fear,

make a leap over the side. The parachute
will open, and he will float gently to the
surface of the water, in which element he
will again be taken care of by the life-belt.

Use will, of course, be made of the
Radio Direction Finders, which will be in

a synchronous tune with New Foundland
and Ireland, and any interference from ra-

dio messages of other stations will be im-
mediately recognized, as this is due to the

close tuning between the liner's station and
the shore.

We had all better buy Liberty Bonds, so
that by the time they will mature, we will

have money laid away in order to buy a
ticket for this wonderful voyage ten thou-
sand feet in the air, across the Atlantic, and
at a speed of one hundred and ten miles an
hour with all the comforts of home.
Note—The motors necessary to propel

this gigantic machine would necessarily
have to be of approximately 1.9 or 2 pounds
weight per brake horsepower developed.
At present we have motors that will develop
a horsepower at a weight of 2.5 pounds per
brake horsepower.

*It is of interest to note that at the large avia-
tion fields maintained by the government, the air-

planes are called "ships."

EXPERIMENTAL MECHANICS.
(Continued from page 557)

The main point of accuracy of split-

chucks lies principally in the fact that the
mandrel, made especially large and strong
in the first place, is not only very accurate-
ly fitted to ground-in bearings of glass-

hard steel, but is in itself, the chuck body
for the reception of the different sets of
jaws, of which one split-chuck may be re-

garded as a set. To bring this about, the

mandrel is bored true thruout to as large
a diameter as possible, and is further coned
out at the front end to an included angle
of 45 degrees. It can be clearly seen that
with such a contrivance nothing short of a
sledge hammer blow will put the running of
this internally coned surface out of truth
with the lathe axis. All the principal grip-
ping chucks for such a lathe are made of
one size externally, to fit exactly into the
mandrel bore. They are then bored exactly
to the size they are intended to grip, screwed
at the back end, split and hardened to form
what is called a split-chuck. By placing
within their grip around work of the size

they are intended to hold, and drawing them

in tightly to the mandrel end by means of

a hollow draw-in spindle screwed to their

back end, and working thru the bore of the

mandrel, absolute truth of running is ob-

tained within limits where .001 (one one-

thousandth) of an inch would be regarded

as a serious error.

Thus in order to procure accuracy of the

finished material or product, it is essential

that the means of chucking the work plays

a very important role. For small work and

where precision is desired, no other than

the spit-face chuck should or can logically

be used. (To be continued)

WORK OF BELGIAN COMMISSION
OF AMERICAN RED CROSS.

The American Red Cross, thru its Bel-

gian Commission, has authorized the in-

stallation of an electric storage battery

plant at the colony of 400 Belgian children

which it is supporting at Recques. These
children are refugees from the towns in

which the fighting is going on today on the

Belgian front.

SPECTROSCOPIC METHODS AND
SPECTRA.

(Continued from page 555)
be slipt. This clip is made of sheet brass,

altho tin or copper may be used. The arc

is struck by moving this carbon forward
till they both touch, and then moving them
back about Y\" to y2 ". The current connec-
tions are made to the carbons by the hold-

ers or clips and should be connected to

binding posts on the base.

A sheet of white cardboard tacked to the

back will serve to reflect the color. The
current used is the 110-volt lighting current.

A rheostat must be used in the circuit.

This was made by filling a y2 gallon jar full

of water and adding l/2 to \ oz. hydro-
chloric acid and then immersing the
strips in it. The amount of current can be
varied by lowering or raising one of these

strips. The wiring connections are shown
in the figure.

It is advisable, if this apparatus is used
for any length of time, to see that the

house fuse plugs have not less than 25 am-
peres capacity, as the usual house fuse is

of 15 amperes rating, which will burn out
in a short time, especially if too much acid

has been used in the water.
It will not be out of place here to refer

to the disadvantages mentioned in several

places in the article. These are mainly con-
nected with the fact that the means to pro-
duce the spectra sometimes give a continu-
ous spectrum of their own, which complete-
ly blots out the band spectrum. This can only
be overcome by using very narrow slits, but
if a very narrow slit is used, the illumina-
tion must be increased. It is really advis-
able to make about six slits, in which they
vary in size from one large one, about
diameter, and five small ones, in which the

smallest should be about as wide as the

thickness of a sheet of writing paper. A
set of these will greatly facilitate good
work.
This covers briefly all the general fields

of spectroscopic work, but several miscella-
neous items still remain.

If the slit of the instrument is pointed at

the sun, a continuous spectrum will be seen,

which, however, is crost by a considerable
number of black lines. These were found
on investigation to correspond to the col-

ored lines in ordinary spectra. They are
called Frauenhofer's lines after their dis-

coverer. They are explained by the theory
that the sun is a white hot mass of solid

matter, surrounded by a mantle of gaseous
vapors. These vapors under ordinary cir-

cumstances would emit band spectra, but
with the background of incandescent matter
they are reversed, and appear as black lines

on a colored background.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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It is obvious that by comparing these

lines with ordinary spectra, we can tell

what elements exist in the sun. This has
been done, and the sun has been found to

contain chiefly iron, sodium, magnesium,
calcium, chromium, nickel, barium, copper,
zinc and hydrogen. Hydrogen especially

has been observed in enormous quantities.

Four hundred and fifty of the lines of the
iron spectrum (which contains an enormous
number of lines) have also been identified.

It is also a fact that the sun contains
countless numbers of lines that are not
known on earth. One substance has since

been discovered, namely, Helium, and it is

a startling fact to consider that this element
was discovered in an incandescent body
millions of miles away in space before it

was known on our own little globe.

An experiment to illustrate the reversal
of the spectrum can be made by placing a
sodium flame in front of the spectroscope,
and behind it a small arc. The yellow band
will disappear, and the continuous spectrum
of the arc will be crost by a black line

where the yellow should be. The experi-
ment can also be made with other elements,
but the result is in every case the same.
A little consideration should now be

given to the best materials, etc., used to

obtain the spectra. As a general rule, it

can be said that the halogen salts, that is

the chlorides, bromides or iodides, are the
best to use. The chlorides being the cheap-
est and most easily procurable, are gener-
ally used.

The reason these salts are the best is be-
cause of their instability at the high tem-
peratures used. They are decomposed (dis-
associated is the more correct term) into
the free metal and radical. Care must be
taken, however, with some salts, for ex-
ample calcium chlorid, which yields a spec-
trum of its own which lasts until it is de-
composed into calcium oxid; and, in fact,

if possible, it is best to use the oxid in-

stead of the chlorid.

The foregoing remarks apply equally
alike to flame, spark and arc spectra, but
in the case of the flame methods being
used, in which it is evident that the tem-
perature is not nearly so high as the arc
and spark methods, materials can be used
that will materially aid in increasing the
spectrum. The salts referred to are the
chlorates, which practically amount to a
chlorid with three atoms of oxygen at-
tached. When, for instance, potassium
chlorat is introduced into a flame, the heat
begins to drive off some of the oxygen,
which increases the temperature of the
flame, in which the residual chlorid is being
volatilized. It will, therefore, be seen that
the use of the chlorates where available, for
flame spectra, is a decided improvement.
The nitrates can also be used in a simi-

lar capacity, but are not so efficient as the
chlorates.

It will be well to again repeat the warn-
ing that nitrates or chlorates must never
under any circumstances be used for arc
spectra, as the combination between them
and the carbon of the electrode, making
practically gunpowder, at the temperature
of the arc, may result in a dangerous ex-
plosion.

It is to be hoped that enough has been
said in the preceding articles to give to the
careful and earnest Experimenter some
small glimpse of the wonders that can be
revealed with a very little expense, a nor-
mal amount of ability and patience, opening
up, as this subject does, such a fascinating
and enormous field for experimental work,
and yet it is a strange but true anomaly
that the more we learn and the farther we
extend our knowledge, the stronger be-
comes the conviction that we know less and
less of it than ever before.

(Conclusion)

WOULD THE LAWLETYOU MARRY?
Some States have been wise enough to

insist upon a medical examination of the

two contracting parties to a marriage
before a license is issued.

Through the adoption of a

law whereby the physically

unfit were barred from
marriage in every State in

the Union, there would in-

deed be a relatively small
percentage of the popula-
tion that would measure up
to the standard.

|
WOULD YOU BE ONE

OF THOSE
doomed to go through lite alone,

without the joys that go hand in

hand with a loving wife and
healthy children? Our first duty is

to posterity. We are not put here

by an all-wise Providence merely
to live out our lives, and then go
out like a snuffed candle. We are

entrusted with the sacred duty of

perpetuating the race.

LIKE BEGETS LIKEi A man
who is torn and racked by physical

ailments and excesses of all kinds

will some day sec these traits in

his children. On the other hand
the strong, virile man, who, jeal-

ously safeguards his body and his health, will some

day revel in the sight of offsprings that are a picture

of joyous, bubbling health.

YOU OWE IT MOST TO THAT GIRL
The sweetest, purest, dearest girl in the whole world

whom you would call wife. Is your body clean? Do
you realize the terrible consequences of the follies

that are wrecking your body? Remember then that

STRONGFORTISM will restore to you the vitality

of MANHOOD.
I have prepared a little book, "Promotion and
Conservation of Health, Strength and Mental
Energy", which should be read by every one suffi-

ciently interested in themselves to wish for the best

in life. It points the way to better health, a cleaner,

happier life, and a splendid physique. Three 3-cent

stamps will pay for mailing the book. Send for it

NOW.
LIONEL STRONGFORT

Physical and Health Specialist

730 PARK BUILDING NEWARK, N. J.
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Convert Your Bicycle Into a Motor-Cycle

We sell you the motor complete
or furnish you with the finished

parts from which you can build

the motor yourself with few tools.

We send you the printed instruc-

tions with blue prints of the drawings for $.25 or

full particulars for 3-cent stamp.

STEFFEY MFG. CO., 5025 Brown St., Phila., Pa .
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NOW IS YOUR CHANCE!
With this issue, the price of the EXPERIMENTER, as announced on
another page, goes to $2.00 a year. With the paper market in
chaos and soaring prices, printers demanding another large wage
increase, engravings going up 90%, we feel sure that before
spring ALL magazines will go much higher than now.
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Opportunity Ad-lets
Y OU will find many remarkable opportunitiea and real bargaina in theae columns. It will pay you to read and investigate the offerings made
1 every month by reliable firms and dealera from all over the country. No matter what you may be seeking, whether supplies, automobile
accessories, the opportunity to make money, or anything else, you will find listed here the best and most attractive specials of the month.

Advertisements in this section six cents a word for each insertion. No advertisement for less than 60c accepted. Name and address must be
included at the above rate. Cash should accompany all classified advertisements unless placed by an accredited advertising agency.

Ten per cent discount for 6 issues, 20 per cent discount for 12 issues from above rate. Objectionable or misleading advertisements not ac-
cepted. Advertisements for the January issue must reach us not later than November 22.

The Circulation of the Experimenter is over 100,000 and climbing every month
EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING CO., INC., 233 Fulton Street, New York, N. Y.
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Automobile Accessories
~T5oes your Ford

-
Miss7™^pply Elevated" Timer

Bracket and know your timer. Write for circular.
Atlantic, 285 East 16th St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
More Power, Less Fuel, No Carbon. No mys-

tery, plain facts, results guaranteed. Write for
booklet. S. O. Automobile Accessories Co., Balti-
more. Md.
Fords Start Easy in Cold Weather with our

new 1919 carburetors. 34 miles per gallon. Use
cheapest gasoline or half kerosene. Increased
power. Styles for any motor. Very slow on
high. Attach it yourself. Big profits to agents.
Money back jguarantee. Thirty days' trial. Air-
Friction Carburetor Co., 270 Madison, Dayton,
Ohio.
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Agents Wanted
Insyde Tyres, inner armor for automobile tires,

double mileage and prevent punctures and blow-
outs. Quickly applied. Costs little. Demand tre-
mendous. Profits unlimited. Details free. Amer-
ican Automobile Accessories Co., Dept. 54, Cin-
cinnati. O.

Hel-Met The Kaiser Pin—Latest war novelty.
Biggest hit out, every patriotic citizen wants
one. Sample 10c. Wedge Mfg. Co., "KM," Bing-
hamton, N. Y.

Easy, pleasant work for mechanics, shop men,
clerks, during spare hours, will add many dol-
lars to their salaries. Also want persons who
can give full time. Big wages assured. Novelty
Cutlery Co., 308 Bar St., Canton, Ohio.

$10 Daily refinishing chandeliers, brass beds,
automobiles by new method, without capital or
experience. Free particulars and proofs. Write
today. Gunmetal Co., Ave D, Decatur, 111.

Agents wake up. For 25 cents we will send a
secret that will earn you from $20.00 to $40.00
weekly. Gem Supply, 311 West 37th St., New
York, N. Y.
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Electrical Supplies and Appliances
For Sale Cheap: About 7 lbs. 35 double cotton

covered magnet wire. J. L. Lange, 9 Roosevelt
Ave., Jersey City.

Make Dry Batteries. Simple, practical instruc-
tions with blue print, 25 cents. Dirigo Sales
Company, Bath, Maine.
Electrical Tattooing Machines and Supplies.

Catalogue free. Prof. Temke, Exp., 517 Central,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

Electric Motors for your Hand Power Washing
Machines, Small Grinders, Lathe, Drill Presses,
Air Compressors, Coffee Grinders, etc., are
New with 10 ft. cord and pulley. 4 H.P.. Regu-
lar Price $30, My Price $21.00. '/2 H.P., Regular
Price $70.00, My Price $50.00. S. H. Rhodes, 129
Plum St., Johnstown, Pa.
Wanted—Electrical Device. Canadian manu-

'acttirer, having plant and staff available for
additional work, wishes small electrical device
to manufacture either on contract basis or for
both manufacture and sale in Canada on royalty
or percentage basis. A device having a large
market similar to electric fan, sewing machine
motor or automobile electric horn preferred
Address full particulars to S. D., P. O. Box 107
Times Square Station, New York City.
For Sale—3 300 Watt, no Volt Step down,

transformers good condition. 20 different Varia-
tions of Voltage from 1 to 25. $10.00 each. John
Kassel, 114 North Kilbourn Ave., Chicago, 111.

„r
T?y Transformers, $1.60. Just a few^ leTtT

Write for folders. A. R. Darling, 56 N. Bradley
Ave., Indianapolis, Ind.

.
A Few Electric Stoves for Sale, size 4 by 6

inches. Price complete, $2.25. Address Alfred
Gaillard, 1719 Pendleton St., Columbia, S. C.
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Stamps and Coins
Stamps—61 all different free. Postage 3c

Mention paper. Quaker Stamp Co., Toledo, Ohio.
California Gold, Quarter size, 27c; Half-dollar

size, 53c; Dollar size, $1.10; Large cent, 1820,
and catalogue, 10c. Norman Shultz, Kings City,
Mo. "
500 Finely Mixed United States or Foreign

Stamps, 12c. Philatelic Star, Madison, N. Y.
32 Different Foreign—Cuba, etc., to applicants

for approvals. Merlyn Kennedy, Oshawa, On-
tario, Canada.

225 Different Stamps 25c. Fred Onken, 546
Carlton Avenue, Brooklyn, New York .

We Buy and Sell Old Money. $2 to $500 each
paid for hundreds of coins dated before 1895.Keep all Old Money. Send 10 cents for new
illustrated Coin Value Book, 4x7. You may
have valuable Coins, get posted. Clarke Coin
Company, Box 110, Le Roy, N. Y.
Pay Good for Coins. Send 15c Book showing

prices paid. Roessler, East Orange, New Jersey.

Aviation
Learn Aviation Motor Mechanics or Aeroplane

Building. Prepare for Government call or civil-

ian work. Big money after few weeks. Write.
Moler Aviation School, 105 S. Wells St., Chicago.
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Auctions
Auctioneers make from $10 to $50 a day. Free

catalog. Missouri Auction School, Kansas City.
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Business Opportunities

I made $20,000 here past four years making
burial vaults. Will start you in same permanent
business without capital. Absolutely no selling.

Stamp brings details. Charles Murphy, Dept. 3,

Bloomington, Ind.

Enter a New Business. Earn $3,000 to $6,000

yearly in professional fees making and fitting a
foot specialty, openings everywhere with all the
trade you can attend to; easily learned by any-
one at home in a few weeks, at small expense;
no further capital required; no goods to buy;
job hunting, soliciting or agency. Address
Stephenson Laboratory, 18 Back Bay, Boston,
Mass.

I Teach Profitable Home Work. Honest prop-
osition. Particulars for stamp. De Lany Wal-
ton, Prairie City, 111.

Office Device Wanted—A National Sales Or-
ganization will develop two new inventions or
improved attachments and manufacture, and sell
same on a large scale. Preference given to the
Office Specialty devices. State briefly in first
letter post what you have and interview will be
arranged. Address Box E. E. 12, Room 904, 171
Madison Ave., New York City.

I Made $30 a Week, easy money, evenings
home. Free Booklet explains. Mail Order Busi-
ness. Send stamp. Alec. Scott, Cohoes, New
York.

Make Die-Castings. Sketch, Sample, Booklet,
and Proposition, 12c. R. Byrd, Box 227, Erie, Pa.

"Quick-Action Advertising—How it is Build-
ing Business for the Progressive Advertisers of
America"; A little story of RESULTS, told by
the advertisers themselves—not the publisher.
You will be interested in reading this little
booklet, which we have prepared for prospective
advertisers, a copy of which will be gladly
mailed to you upon request. It tells you how
to talk business with 1,000,000 intelligent, inter-
ested and responsive Americans every month

—

men who know what they want and who have
the money to buy it. Write for particulars and
rates today. Douglas Wakefield Coutlee, 225
West 39th Street, New York.
Build up an Income in Oil—Others are doing

it—Why not you? Today is the opportunity.
Join our easy monthly payment plan NOW—it
may mean hundreds in profits. Write for in-
formation. National Oil Drilling Co., Dept. K,
Houston, Texas.

WANTED—for one year, $500 to help market
my new patent, double twin turbine. A fuel
saver, easy to make, operate and repair, simple in
construction, efficient working. I will repay the
$500 at $10.00 or more a week until fully repaid.
Will pay $30 the year interest, and will give a
year s dividends of $50.00 upon the receipt of the
above loan. E. W. Barton, 8 Judd St., Bingham-
ton, N. Y.

WANTED—Specialities for mail order house.
What have you to offer? Stone Specialty Co., 11
Broadway, N. Y.

Wanted Electrical Device. Canadian manufac-
turer, having plant and staff available for addi-
tional work, wishes small electrical device to
manufacture either on contract basis or for both
manufacture and sale in Canada on royalty or
percentage basis. A device having a large mar-
ket similar to electric fan, sewing machine motor
or automobile electric horn preferred. Address
full particulars to S. D., P. O. Box 107, Times
Square Station. N. Y. Citv.
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Motors, Engines, and Dynamos
Small Motors and Generators: toco New Motors

and Generators from Bankruptcy Stock, 54 H P.
A. C, $18.50 each; % H. P., $30.00. Battery
Charging Sets—Robbins & Myers new outfits, all
sizes, $30.00 each and up. Charging Lighting
and Moving Picture Arc Generators, $10.00 each
and up. Motors for all phases of current. Im-
mediate delivery. Less than regular prices.
Write for late bulletin. Johnston, West End.,
Pittsburgh, Penna.
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Motorcycles

Motorcycles from $25 up—New and second-
hand. Easy terms, large list to choose from, all
makes. Send 4c stamps for Bulletin "A." Peer-
less Motorcycle Co., Watertown, Mass.

Watches
Expert Watch Repairing. Reduced Prices.

References. Leo Hirsh, Elkhart, Ind.
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Books
Free—$5,000 worth of valuable books as pre-

miums. Write for more information and cata-
logue; it's free. I have many books on Natural
healing, personal magnetism, Clairvoyance, seer-
ship, Hypnotism, Mesmerism, concentration,
character reading, mind power, etc. Tell me your
wants. A. W. Martens, JX8, Burlington, Iowa.

Rare and Secret Books at Lowest Prices Ever
Advertised— History Elks (800 pages), $3.50:
Secrets Freemasonry Exposed, 93c; Art and
Science Personal Magnetism, $3.00; Philosophies
and Religions of India, $3; Secrets Odd Fellows,

ti.3o; Private Sex Lessons of Physician, $i-50!

ocial Evil In Chicago, $3; Occultism, $1.50;
Memory Training, $3; Secrets of Scotch Rite
Freemasonry Exposed, 2 volumes, 1026 pages,
$z.6o; Chapter Freemasonry, $1.30; Red Men,
57c; Knights Pythias, 57c; Maccabees, 48c;
Knights Columbus, $1.50; Mah-hah-Bone, $2;
Life After Death, $1.50; Salesmanship, $3. Order
several of these books direct from this advertise-
ment. Catalog 10c. Jay McCarthy, 1236 Arthur
Ave., Chicago, 111.

To Get Better Pictures: Read the Amateur
Photographer's Weekly; illustrated; weekly
prize competitions; print criticisms; many unique
features; $1.50 per year; three months' trial sub-
scription 25c. Abel Publishing Company, 401
Caxton Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio.

Old E. E. Back Numbers: We have some valu-
able old E. E. back numbers on hand as follows:
1915—Jan., March, April, June, July, Aug., Sept.,
Oct., Nov., Dec, price each 35c. 1916—Jan., Feb.,
March, May, June, August Sept., Oct., Nov.,
Dec, price each 35c. 1917—Jan., Feb., March,
Apr., May, June, July, Aug., Sept., Oct., Nov.,
each 35c; Dec, 20c. 1918—Jan., Feb., Mar., Apr.,
May, June, July, Aug., each 20c; Sept., Oct.,
Nov., each 15c. We can fill orders at once upon
receipt of your remittance, and if you have not
these numbers already, now is your chance to
get them, as they probably will be snapped up
very quickly. Experimenter Publishing Co., 233
Fulton St., New York City.

100,000 Large Second Hand and New Books
for sale cheap; costly bindings, 25c each; some
cost $25.00 when brand new; Technical, Mechan-
ical, Scientific, Sex, Religious, History, Medi-
cine, Surgery, Chemistry, Encyclopedias, Phi-
losophy, Mathematics, Law, Fiction, International
Correspondence School, Text. Improve your
mind and self educate yourself. I urge you to
send me 10c for big' catalogue and make imme-
diate selections. McCarthy, 1236 Arthur Ave.,
Chicago, 111.

What F very Draughtsman Should Know: Very
useful Looklet. Price only ten cents. Wack
Booklet Co.. 1943 Patten St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Experimenters—Subscribe to The Amateur's
Friend, a non-technical, semi-monthly, pocket
» ;.ze magazine. 3 months—30c. Sample copy

—

sc. Advertising rates ic word. Maurice Gold-
berg, 711 Dayton Ave., St. Paul, Minn.

I Offer the world's finest Scientific and Tech-
nical Books on Electricity at Less Than Regular
Prices—Remember, these treatises are by world's
renowned experts and are unquestionably the
finest works you can abtain on this subject

—

They are profusely illustrated with magnificent
engravings. Electrical Tables and Engineering
Data (331 pages), $1.25; Alternating Current,
Theory, Practise and Diagrams (296 pages), $1.40;
Wiring Diagrams and Descriptions (296 pages),
$1.30; Armature and Magnet Winding (270 pages),
$1.35; Modern Electrical Illumination (275 pages),
$1.40; Motion Picture Operation (393 pages),
$1.30; Modern Electrical Construction (440 pages),
$1.40; Electricians Operating^ and Testing Manual
(361 pages), $1.30; Electrical Dictionary (320
pages), $1.40; Telephone Handbook (286 pages),
$1.30; Electrical Measurements and Meter Test-
ing (328 pages), $1.60; Electric Motors, Direct
and Alternating (250 pages), $1.35; Elementary
Electricity up to Date (500 pages), $1.55; Elec-
tricity Made Simple (233 pages), $1.30; Easy
Electrical Experiments and How To Make Them
(220 pages), $1.60; Dynamo Electric Machines
(380 pages), $1.90; Telegraphy Self Taught (170
pages), $1.25; Stcrage Batteries (100 pages), 70c;
Operators Wireless Telegraph and Telephone
Book (210 pages), $1.40; Electro-plating (192
pages), $1.30; Oxy-Acetylene Welding and Cut-
ting (215 pages), $1.30; Practical Mechanical
Drawing and Machine Design Self Taught (160
pages), $2.50; Pattern Making, $2.00; Alternating
Current Machinery (486 pages, 409 illustrations),
$3.60; Electrical Railways (300 pages), $1.75;
Electric Wiring and Lighting (195 pages), $1.40
Elements of Electricity (250 pages), $2; Electro-
chemistry and Welding (233 pages), $2; Standard
Electrical Dictionary (682 pages, 393 illustrations),
$3.50; Storage Batteries Simplified (320 pages),
$1.75. Order these books at once before advance
in price. Catalogue of Book Bargains, 10c. Mc-
Carthy Book House, 1236 Arthur Ave., Chicago, 111.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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Cameras, Supplies, Photo Developing

•'Camera Kinks and Photo Fads" tells how to

make Transparent photos on watch caps, china-
ware, etc.,—Chemical oil photos,—Photos on silk,

—Direct positives,—Red firelight photos,—Per-
fectly titled negatives,—Instantaneous developer,
and many other new processes. Price 25c. E.
Greenhalgh, The Lexington, Indianapolis.

Clean Neat Finishing—Postage paid both ways.
Free Mailing boxes. Write for samples and
prices. Myers Studio, Department Four, Sum-
mit, New Jersey.

Mail us 15c with any size Film for development
and 6 velvet prints. Or send 6 negatives any
size and 15c for 6 prints. 8 x 10" mounted enlarge-
ments 35c. Prompt, perfect service. Roanoke
Photo Finishing Co., 255 Bell Ave., Roanoke, Va.

Miscellaneous
Tobacco or Snuff Habit Cured or no pay.

$1.00 if cured. Remedy sent on trial. Superba
Co., SA, Baltimore, Md.
Catch Fish. Descriptive folder containing

valuable information mailed for stamp. George
Julian. Albany Building, Boston.

Boys! Build Aviation Type Speedster. Easy
to make at small cost. Speed 35 miles per hour.
Send Quarter for plans. Aerocar Company,
Racine, Wisconsin.
Patent for Sale—Polyhedral Shaped Silo.

Patent No. 1,154,511. John O'Conner, Box 432,
Helper, Utah.

Don't Throw It Away. If a pot leaks send
for a box of Mendets. Save money. Simply
tighten Mendet and leak is mended. Fits any
surface. Only 10c. Agents wanted. The Crystal
Agency, 35 Crystal St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Ohio Ford Owners Guaranteed 1918 List. $2.00
per 1000 names. Milton Matthews, Chagrin Falls,
Ohio.

Patented Articles, Models, Brass Work, Ma-
chine Construction; Dies Made. Baum's Metal
Specialties, 1311 Baltimore Ave., Kansas City,

Wanted—Small Gasoline and Steam Engines.
Cash paid for 1 to 4 cylinder light weight
Motors. % to 10 H.P. Tohnston, West End,
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Catch Sparrows Wholesale. Self-acting cage
trap. (Other birds can be liberated uninjurc
Easily made at trifling cost. Blue prints with
instructions, one dollar. George Julian, Albany
Building, Boston, Mass.
Pyorrhea—H. E. Kelty, D. D. S., M. D., pyor-

rhea specialist for 15 years, has developed a
successful home treatment for pyorrhea. Puri-
fying, healing, preventative. Full month's treat-
ment and booklet, $1. Circular free. Dr. H. E.
Kelty, 106 Gladwin Ave., Leonia, N. J.n jiiiirriuiii
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Novelties
Genuine Indian Baskets—Wholesale and Re-

tail. Catalogue. Gilham, Highland Springs,
California.

niimniunnmiiwnmiiiimmiM

Printing

100 Bond Noteheads, 4 lines and 100 envelopes,
prepaid, $1.00. Southwestern, 1413-H Berendo,
Los Angeles.

Beautiful Lithographed Stationery at Printer's
Prices; Small quantities. Raq-Dee Lithograph-
ing Co., 768 E. Tentonia, Milwaukee.

nmimffliiiiiciinminiiroLUM^

For Advertisers

20 Word Ad. in 100 Pulling magazines, $1.00.

About 75,000 readers. Send copy now. Lind-
horst Magic Shop, St. Louis.

"Quick-Action Advertising—How it is Building
Business for the Progressive Advertisers of

America"; A little story of RESULTS told by
the advertisers themselves—not the publisher.
You will be interested in reading this little

booklet which we have prepared for prospective
advertisers, a copy of which will be gladly
mailed to you upon request. It tells you how
to talk business with 1,000,000 intelligent, inter-

ested and responsive Americans every month

—

men who know what they want and who have
the money to buy it. Write for particulars and
rates today. Douglas Wakefield Coutlee, 225

West 39th St., New York.
MiiiimiiiiimiiifliiiDiiiniiiiiniM

For Inventors
Inventors—Market and secure your inventions

through National Institute of Inventors, World
Bldg., New York City. Membership co-opera-
tive organization.
irnpHTTmiimmmimmiiimiiiTmiimiinimimiiiimi mmiiiiiiiiii iniiiiimiiiiiMiiniiiniiillinniiTiTi

Help Wanted
Thousands Government Jobs open to men,

women, girls. $95.00 month. Quick increase.
Short hours. Common education sufficient.
Write immediately for free list of positions open.
Franklin Institute, Dept. Y 26, Rochester, N. Y.

Men Wanted to join American Toy Manufac-
turers, to make Toy Soldiers, Army, Navy and
other toys. Homeworkers on small scale. Man-
ufacturers on large scale. Greatest chance for
industrious people for independent business.
Enormous demand in American Made Toys.
War stopped all importation. We buy these
goods all year, whole output or surplus over
sales, paying fixed prices. Anyone can turn out
perfect work without experience or additional
tools. Hundreds and more made per hour. Cast-
ing form outfits, $3.00 up. Booklet and informa-
tion free. Toy Soldier Manufacturing Co., 32
Union Square, N. Y.
iiiiiiin[Miinii:!mnmmmnim

Letter Specialties

Letters, Booklets, Folders, well worth mailing.
Pontifex, 62 Frank St., Ottawa, Ont., Canada.

Motion Pictures
Motion Picture Machines bought and sold;

bargain lists free. National Equipment Com-
pany, Duluth, Minnesota.
Write Photoplays, $50 Each. Experience un-

necessary. Details free to beginners. Pro-
ducers League, 358, St. Louis.

iiiiiiiminimnmmiiiimniiiiinimiimnimiiiiiiiiiniimiinMiimiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiimiiriimm

Phonographs
Build Your Own Phonographs and manufacture

them for profit. Drawing instructions, Parts,
Price List, Blue Prints, etc., complete, sent free
upon request. Write today. Associated Phono-
graph Co., Dept. E-i, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Build Your Phonograph. "Perfection" high-
quality spring and electric Motors, Tone Arms,
Reproducers. Wonderful results. Big saving.
New catalog and building instructions mailed
for ten cents. Indiana Phonograph Supply Co.,
Indianapolis, Indiana.
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Scenery for Hire

News Correspondents
Earn $25 Weekly, spare time, writing for

newspapers, magazines. Experience unnecessary;
details free. Press Syndicate, 566 St. Louis, Mo.
mmmnmntiffliniTmrmnmiTiiiimilin™^

Patent Attorneys
Patents—Without advance attorney's fees.

Not due until patent allowed. Send sketch for

free report. Books free. Frank Fuller, Wash-
ington, D. C.

Inventions Wanted! Manufacturers constantly
writing us for patents. List of inventions ac-
tually requested and book "How to Obtain a
Patent" sent free. Send rough sketch for free
report regarding patentability. Special assist-
ance given our clients in selling patents. Write
for details of interest to every inventor. Chand-
lee & Chandlee, Patent Attorneys, Est. 21 years.
551 7th St., Washington, D. C.

Patent Your Own Inventions. Save attorney's
fees; we prepare applications; furnish full in-
structions and give satisfaction. Free informa-
tion. Carl Larsen Co., Park Row Building, New
York City.

Millions Spent Annually for Ideas! Hundreds
now wanted 1 Patent yours and profit. Write
today for free books—tell how to protect your-
self, how to invent, ideas wanted, how we help
you sell, etc. 212 Patent Dept., American In-
dustries, Inc., Washington, D. C.

M. F. Miller, Ouray Building, Washington,
D. C, Patent Attorney, Mechanical and Elec-
trical Expert. Best quality of work and results.
Moderate charges. Advice free.

Your Idea Wanted. Patent Your Invention.
I'll help you market it. Send for 4 free books,
list of patent buyers, hundreds of ideas wanted,
etc. Advice free. Patents advertised free.
Richard B. Owen, Patent Lawyer, 130 Owen
Bldg., Washington, D. C, or 2278T Woolworth
Bldg., New York.

lj->si Cards
Everything in Postcards. Live wire list free.

Worth-while samples 25c. Mention subjects pre-
ferred. Mutual Supply Co., Bradford, Pa.

iiiimiiiiiujiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiMiiiiiiiiiuuuiiiiuuiuiiiiiLiuiiiaiiiiia

Song Poems Wanted
Write the Words for a Song. We write music

and guarantee publisher's acceptance. Submit
poems on war, love, or any subject. Chester
Music Co., 538 S. Dearborn St., Suite 265, Chi-
cago.

aiiiitiiiiiuiiiiniiiMiiiuiNiiiiHiiiiiiiiini 1 iiiiiiniiiiiiiiunuiJimiiiaLimitiinrmiriiiijminaTiTiirimirxnixrfrEiB

Stammering

Collapsible Scenery for all Plays. Amelia Grain,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

St-stu-t-t-tering and Stammering cured at
home. Instructive booklet free. Walter McDon-
nell, 105 Potomac Bank Building, Washington,
D. C.mm—iiiiiiiiiiiimi iim iimniiiiriiiiuimuiniii imiiiiiiimmiiMimnmiiriiiiiniiiiininillllM

Tricks, Pussies and Games
1000 stage tricks with 500 illustrations. Cata-

logue ioc, small catalogue FREE. Hornmann
Magic Co., Sta. 6, 470 Eighth Avenue, New York.

New and Mystifying Hindo Magic Tricks.
Tokio Trick 10c, Chinese Link O Link Mystery
25c, Magic Jacks 15c, Flying Half Dollar 35c,

Rising Card 15c. How to make Fireworks,
Roman Candles, etc., 25c. All the above for
limited time 60c, including free trick and cata-
logue. You can earn $15.50 in cash by reading
the "Magic Advertiser" and recommending it to
your friends. Full particulars on request.
Lindhorst Magic Shop, Dept. EE, St. Louis, Mo
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Scientific Exchange Columns
T IVE readers with something to "swap" or sell have found that the surest and quickest way to make the desired trade is thru an ad in these

columns.
The rates are: Five cents per word (name and address to be counted.) Remittance must accompany all orders. No advertisement for less

than 50c accepted. We reserve the right to refuse any advertisement which we consider misleading or objectionable. Dealers' advertising ac-
cepted in Opportunity Ad-let columns only. Advertisements for the January issue must reach us not later than November 22.

OVER 100,000 CIRCULATION
lilllllllllllllllilillll

Sell or Exchange—Shaw equipped motor bike
used two months. Good as new. Make offer. W.
C. Cagle, Hearne, Texas.

For Sale—Complete course 100 lessons for violin
$10.00. Easy to learn. Mathew Johnson, 305 So.
5th St., La Crosse, Wis.

Wanted—Sensitive Polarized Relay. Walter D.
Smith, Delaware College, Newark, Delaware.

Wanted—DeForest round audion bulb also 1

K.W. Marconi or Blitzen transformer. Harry
Weber, 1113 Walnut St., Dover, Ohio.

For Sale—Smith Motor Wheel, $28.50, Goodell-
Pratt Grinder-Lathe, $6.00. Both in good condi-
tion. Joseph Backert, 1015 South Sixth St., Terre
Haute, Ind.

Bargain—6,000 M. Navy coupler, $10.00; 15 Omni-
graph Dials (continental) $1.85; Cabinet Receiving
Set, $4.00. Harold Davie, Bolivar, New York.

For Sale—Complete Chemical laboratory, switch-
board, etc. Cheap. Send 3c stamp for list. Chas.
A. Purdy, 1115 Monroe St., Evanston, 111.

For Sale—Indian Motorcycle Engine, fifteen
dollars. Harold Lambert, Haverstraw, N. Y.

Sell—no volt motor $4, cost $7. 54 inch spark
coil $1. Crystaloi Detector never used $2.50,
75 ohm receiver 50c, one Brandes Headband,
double, $1. Donald Pratt, 2326 Farragut Ave.,
Chicago, 111.

illinium
For Sale—Erector Electrical Set, Erector Set

No. 1 and Meccano Motor. Will sell cheap. Apply
to Harold Tornquist, Caribou, Me.

Bargains—All kinds of telephone parts. Want
D. C. Charging dynamo. Clarence Kositzky, 911
South Ninth Street, Lincoln, Nebraska.

For Sale or Exchange—Bausch and Lomb micro-
scope, magnifies 285 times. Physics Laboratory
equipment—Weston D. C. Voltmeter 1-15, Wheat-
stone bridge, etc. Want Tesla and spark coil, etc.
Edw. Nickerson, Warrenton, Mo.

Will Exchange—New $21 Meccano for Chemical
Laboratory Outfit. Charles Blake, Fayette Street,
Wollaston, Mass.

Wanted—A Luger pistol in good condition, state
price. J. O. Grisinger, Vanetta, Fayette Co., W.
Virginia.

Sell—Small stamp collection cheap. Write. Gran-
ville Whittlesey, Jr., 130 E. 67th St., New York
City.

For Sale or Trade—Weston D. C. 300 Amp.
Ammeter with 300 Amp. shunt I. C. S. tangent
galvanometer, slide wire bridge for cash or chemi-
cal supplies. John CaufEel, 1911 Summit St., To-
ledo, Ohio.

Wanted—Bound Volume No. 4 Electrical Ex-
perimenter. Good condition. State price. George
Hawley, Hutchinson, Kansas.

illtllilllilll

Complete Chemical Laboratory for sale or ex-
change for wireless goods. Rakosy, 331 East 80th
St., New York City.

Strongfort Strength Course, $10.00. Clay Hewes,
102 S. Lake Ave., Albany, N. Y.

$100.00 Chemical Laboratory, $60.00. Value steadily
advancing. Contains practically unobtainable
equipment. Pray, 102 Heath, Somerville, Mass.
Wanted—Screw cutting bench lathe or High

frequency apparatus. Have 29 Vol. Encyclopedia
Britannica, latest. Handy volume edition in brown
leather, good as new. Address Nestor J. Saffron,
Box 306. E. Akron, Ohio.

Electrical Laboratory For Sale—Send for list of
apparatus and parts. Ray Wengel, 29 W. Doty
St., Madison, Wis.
Exchange—$30 worth electrical apparatus for gas

engine. Sell $35 bicycle, good tires, $16. Violin
$5. Goodwin, 23 Wilmore St., Mattapan, Mass.
For Sale or Exchange—One 30-40 Winchester

Rifle with 1,000 loaded shells, would like Victrola.
E. C. Moorman, 809 North King St., Xenia, Ohio.

For Sale—15 Horse Curtis Motorcycle. Trade
for twin engine. Harry Nelson, Haverstraw,
N. Y. '

Sell—Everyman Encyclopaedia, Hawkins Elec-
trical Guides, Boy Mechanic, Boy Electrician,
Boy Craftsman. Others send for list. Excellent
condition. Will sell very cheap. T. H. Blacknall,
Box 107, Raeigh, N. C.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing *» advertisers.
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EXPERIMENTERS

!

No. EX2002
jjrpHB BOY'S ELECTRIC TOYS" contains enough mate-

rial TO MAKE AND COMPLETE OVER TWENTY

-

FIVE DIFFERENT ELECTRICAL APPARATUS with-
out any other tools, except a screw-driver furnished with the outfit. The box
contains the following complete Instruments and apparatus which are already
assembled

:

Student's chromic plunge battery, compass-galvanometer, solenoid, telephone
receiver, electric lamp. Enough various parts, wire, etc., are furnished to

make the following apparatus

:

Electromagnet, electric cannon, magnetic pictures, dancing spiral, electric

hammer, galvanometer, voltmeter, hook for telephone receiver, condenser,
sensitive microphone, short distance wireless telephone, test storage battery,
shocking coil, complete telegraph set, electric riveting machine, electric buz-
zer, dancing fishes, singing telephone, mysterious dancing man, electric jump-
ing Jack, magnetic geometric figures, rheostat, erratic pendulum, electric but-
terfly, thermo electric motor, visual telegraph, etc., etc

This does not by any means exhaust the list, but a great many more ap-
paratus can be built actually and effectually.

With the Instruction book which we furnish, one hundred experiments that
can be made with this outfit are listed, nearly all of these being illustrated

with superb Illustrations. No other materials, goods or supplies are neces-
sary to perform any of the one hundred experiments or to make any of the
25 apparatus. Everything can be constructed and accomplished by means of
this outfit, two hands, and a screw-driver.
The outfit contains 114 separate pieces of material and 24 pieces of finished

articles ready to use at once.
Among the finished material the following parts are included : Chromic salts

for battery, lamp socket, bottle of mercury, core wire (two different lengths),
a bottle of Iron filings, three spools of wire, carbons, a quantity of machine
screws, flexible cord, two wood bases, glass plate, parafflne paper, binding
posts, screw-driver, etc., etc. The instruction book is so clear that anyone can
make the apparatus without trouble, and besides a section of the instruction
book is taken up with the fundamentals of electricity to acquaint the layman
with all Important facts in electricity In a simple manner.
We guarantee satisfaction.
The size over all of the outfit Is 14 x 9 x 2%. Shipping weight, 8 lbs. CC flf)

No. EX2002 "The Boy's Electric Toys," outfit as described
IMMEDIATE SHIPMENTS

231 Fulton St.

NEW YORKELECTRO IMPORTING CO.,
iBfnmmmiiBiiiiiniii

A Sample of What You Can Do
With This Outfit

This illustration,

made from an actual
photograph, shows
only a very few in-
struments that can
be made with the
Boy's Electric Toys:
Electric Pendulum,
Electric Telegraph,
Current Generator,
E 1 e o t r 1 o
D a n c 1 n g
Spiral, Gal-
vanometer.
•pace does
not p«rmlt
us to show the hun-
dreds of experiments
that can be performed with this wonderfuloutflt.

The "Electro" Radiotone
HIGH FREQUENCY SILENT TEST

BUZZER
This instrument gives a wonderful high

pitched MUSICAL NOTE In the receivers,

impossible to obtain with the ordinary

test buzzer. The RADIOTONE Is built

along entirely new lineB; it Is NOT an
ordinary buzzer, reconstructed In some
manner. The RADIOTONE has a single

fine steel reed vibrating at a remarkably
high speed, adjusted to Its most efficient

frequency at the factory. Hard silver con-
tacts are used to make the instrument last

practically forever.

Yes, the RADIOTONE Is SILENT. In fact. It Is so silent that you must
place your ear on top of it to hear Its beautiful musical note.

Tou will be astounded at the wonderfully clear 500 cycle note, sounding
sharply in your receivers. To learn the codes, there Is absolutely nothing
like It. With the radiotone, a key and one dry cell and ANT telephone, a
fine learner's set 1b had. Two or more such sets in series will afford no
end of pleasure for Intercommunication work. Shipping Weight I lb.,* nf.

Radiotone as described each Jk.Jlll
IMMEDIATE SHIPMENTS «p»«/V

The "Electro" Telegraph

is not a toy, but a practical,

honestly built telegraph outfit,

which not only sounds but works
like tie big commercial Instru-
ment/*. By studying the cod*
for 60 days you can become a
flrst-claat telegraph operator.
Such operators are In big de-
mand now. Outfit consists of

TWO complete telegraph instru-
ments each measuring 3!S x
x 2Vi. All metal parts are high-
ly nickel plated. Including key
lever. Note hard rubber knob.
Telegraph Code Chart, telegraph
blanks and connecting wire comes with set, but no batteries. Outfit works
on 2 fxs cells (one cell for each instrument). The "Electro" is the ONLY
Outfit that works both ways, each station can call; no switches, no extras.
Nothing to get owt of order. Guaranteed to please you or money
back. Price Complete as Illustrated (TWO INSTRUMENTS) .

.

Shipping Weight, 2 lbs.

IMMEDIATE SHIPMENTS
$1.25

The "Electro" Codophone {Patents Pending)

What Ikli 5>1 SO
r e m srkable ^9Htt«W y A«WU
Instrument It

and does.

The "Kec-
tro" Codo-
phone Is

positively the
only Instru-
ment made,
that will
Imitate a BOO
cycle note
exactly as
heard In a
Wireless re-
ceiver. The
loud-talking receiver equipped with a horn, talks so loud that you can hear
the sound all over the room, even if there Is a lot of other noise.
THAT'S NOT ALL. By lessening or tightening the receiver cap. a tone

from the lowest, softest quality, up to the loudest and highest screaming
sound can be had in a few seconds.
FOR INTERCOMMUNICATION. Using two dry cells for each Instru-

ment, two Codophones when connected with one wire and return ground,
can be used for intercommunication between two houses one-half mile apart.
One outfit alone replaces the old-fashioned learner's telegraph set, con-

sisting of key and sounder.
The "Electro" Codophone Is a handsome, well made instrument, fool

proof, and built for hard work. Contacts are of hard silver % Inch In
diameter, that will outlast the Instrument.
There is also a neat code chart and full directions enabling any Intelli-

gent young man or girl to learn the codes within 30 days, practising one-
half hour a day.

Sizes: 6% x 3 x 2%~. Shipping weight. 2 lbs.
The "Electro" Codophone as described, complete... $1.50

"The Llvest Catalog hi America"
Our big, new electrical cyolopedia No. 19 Is waiting for you. Positively

the most complete Wireless and electrical catalog in print today. 228 Big
Pages, 600 Illustrations, 500 instruments and apparatus, etc. Big "Treatise
on Wireless Telegraphy." 20 FREE coupons for our 160-page FREB Wire-
less Course In 20 lessons. FREE Cyclopedia No. 19 measures 7x5%".
Weight H lb. Beautiful stiff covers.

ELECTRO IMPORTING COMPANY
231 Fulton St., New York City

I enclose herewith 6 cents in stamps or ooln for
which please send me your latest Cyclopedia Cata-
log No. 19 as described.

NAME

ADDRESS

STATE E. E. 12-18

I

You ben /,..- ^«Ho„nu, tin- "Rlrrtriral E,tĴ mml£ when writing to advertisers.
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FIGHT or

Join the Industrial

Aircraft Service

YOU may not be free to get into the

actual fighting, but you can still

give valuable service to your coun-

try. Join the Industrial Aircraft Service

and you'll not only be serving where
you're most needed but you'll be laying

the foundation for your future success.

Here is both Duty and Opportunity.

Here is your chance to get into essen-

tial war work, serve your country and
make a good connection in the industry

that's fast becoming one of the foremost

in the world.

The Aircraft Industry is more than a
wartime emergency. The Aerial Mail
Service has established the definite com-
mercial value of the Aeroplane. After

the war there will be opportunities

aplenty for men who make good in the

Industrial Aircraft Service now.

An Opening for You in One of

America's Foremost Aircraft Plants

At present our plants in New Bruns-
wick (N. J.) and Long Island City are

engaged solely in the manufacture of

Aeroplane Motors for the Government.
To meet our ever increasing schedule of

production we must have the man power

to operate the machines in our va-
rious departments.
We want your help. We want

skilled mechanics, machine opera-
tors, inspectors, draftsmen, etc.

We will pay good wages for the

right men.

Our Offer to Men Not
Technically Trained

You do not have to be a skilled

mechanic to get started with us.

If you have the right spirit and
the determination to learn, we will

take you on and train you at our
expense in our School of In-

struction.

Not only will we give you, free

of charge, a full course of prac-

tical instruction under the super-

vision of competent instructors,

but we will pay you while you are
learning.

When you have completed the
course which takes about ten days,

we will pay you full wages pre-

vailing in the factory.

Living Conditions Good
Living conditions in New Bruns-

wick and vicinity are being

bettered every day. Every
Wright-Martin man will be

able to count on a comfortable

and congenial place to live.

Moreover, the Government is

now building 200 houses espe-

cially for war workers at

Earn While You Learn

To men without any previous technical

training we give a thorough and inten-

sive course in our School of Instruction.

We pay you during your period of in-

struction a rate higher than that of
many actual shop rates until you are

fully trained to hold down a regular

job at full factory pay. Period of in-

struction takes from four to ten days

Wright-Martin and other fac-

tories.

The company provides for so-

cial and recreational activities for

everyone. With baseball, football

and track athletics, picnics, con-

certs and dances, there need be no
dull times for you or your family

in New Brunswick.

One Hour from New York City

New Brunswick is just about
one hour out of New York on the

Pennsylvania. It is within short

commuting distance of Newark,
Elizabeth, Trenton and Phila-

delphia.

Your Duty Is Here

In fairness to yourself you can't

afford to pass up this opportunity

to advance yourself and serve your
country, too.

Write, phone or apply in person

to Employment and Welfare De-
partment, Wright-Martin Aircraft

Corporation, New Brunswick,
N. J., and Long Island City, Starr

and Borden Avenues.

ran

New Brunswick, N. J., U. S. A.

H1SPANO-SUIZA
ENGINE

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.



"The Baby" "E^r Revolver
A HANDSOME AND MOST EFFECTIVE WEAPON

50

The Border Bandit Books
Thrilling Adventures and Daring Deeds of Notorious Outlaws

Trim Your own Hair with the

Utility Safety Hair Cutter
Cuts the Hair Any Length,

Short or Long—Saves Its

Cost First Time Used.

Price Only 35c PostprJ.
If you can COMB your hair you can

TRIM your own hair with thit marvelous
Invention. The UTILITY TRIMMER will
cut hair any length you desire, short or
long, finish the job as nicely as any barber
and in one-fourth the time before your
own mirror. Tho ladies can cut the children's hair at home In o>
jiffy; can bo used aa an ordinary razor to shave the face or finish
around the temples and nerk. Sharpened like any razor; can b© car-
ried in the vest pocket ready for instant une and will last a lifetime.
To use it, stand in front of a mirror, if necessary, and use tho

UTILITY TRIMMER like you would a comb. I'ush it through the
hair, downward. In Iho direction the hair lies, but Never Upward.
To cut long hair, first moisten tho hair and comb it, so it will lio

Close to the head, then start cutting with downward cuts as tm:h uu
you dcBire, evenly all around the h.-ad. Finish around the Deck umi
temples with a square cut, like a barber.

It is impossible to leave any "nicks" or "cat steps" In yourhalp
with this device, as tbo handle guard guides the cutter blade evenly
over the scalp.
To cut very closo. push tho blade until the cutting edge Is even

With the guard teeth.
To shave the faco or neck it can be used aa an ordinary razor by

reversing the blade In the holder, the cutting edge being to the
baek of the holder, exposing tho entire bla>ie, except each corner.
To hone, place the blade In the holder, with the cutting edge to>

the back, moving the blade out until the cutting edge Is clear of the back of tha
holder. Then bone In the usual manner; finish on a strop as with an ordinary razor.

JOHNSON SMITH & CO., Dept. E, 54 W, Lake St., CHICAGO)

Measures but
4U inches long

Takes reoulai

22 calibre

cartridges
new Baby Double Action Hj less Revolver fins been produced to meet

u iur h revolver that would combine small eize and
light weight with the essential features of Efficiency and Practicability. It (a

" 'n size, yet in just »s effective an. I serviceable as the most expensive weapon
n buy. Every lady should have n revolver and should know how to use ft,

and there is no safer or better one made than this. A great feature is ibi safety
action that guards against aeri.it-nt.-il ilmehai ire. making it quito safe for young
men and ladies. The illustration gives an idea of its appearance, hut it foust bo
Been and used to be thoroughly appreciated. The ammunition used is the stand-
ard .22-calibre (short) cartridge obtainable anywhere, or you may obtain tho
cartridges from us (cartridges can be shipped only by express). The Tevolver
fires six shots in one loading. The operation of tho charging mechanism la ex-
tremely rapid and absolutely reliable; six well aimed Flints can be tired in as many
econds. The revolver is very well constructed, with finest nickel plated fluted
barrel of cylinder, and it weighs only 4 Hi ounces. The Price of the Baby Revolver
|s only $5.50, vent by mall postpaid to any address. JOHNSON SMITH & CO.

TfieCONJURER'SCASKET
Apparatus and Directions for a Number of Mysterious Tricks

Enough for an Entire Evening's Entertainment

ANYONE CAN DO THEM. PRICE 50c POSTPAID
Get this Conjurer's Cabinet. It contains the apparatus

for seven first-rate tricks, including The Disappearing-
Rose, that, when placed on the lapel of your coat, van-
ishes from sight at will; the Magic Vase and Ball
Trick (a Wooden Ball is placed inside, and
upon replacing the lid has disappeared and
Is found in someone else's pocket) ; The
Magic Nail with which you can apparently
cut your finger almost in two; the Won-
derful Card Trick (a card is placed in an
envelope, and when opened an entirely
different card altogether is found* ; The
Disappearing Coin Box (a coin is placed
In the little wooden barrel, and, when
opened again, is found to have vanished
entirely, or can be made to change into a
- :- of another denomination); The Fam-— Mesmerized Penny that defies the law

of gravitation (suspends from the palm of the hand, nose, cheek wall clothtntr
etc.); The Glass Goblet and Vanishing Coin Trick (a coin is dropped info aTl *s
Of water, and when the water Is poured out the coin has vanished). Full print. .!
nstructions for performing each trick. Besides the tricks contained in the C ih-
net, there are twenty-five other feats and illusions fully explained with full
printed instructions, for which you can easily make or procure the neceasarv anna
ratus. We also send the secret of performing three wonderful staW tricksJOHNSON SMITH & CO., Dept. e 54 W. Lake St., CHICAGO

ELECTRIC INSOLES Comforting to the Feet
and Healthful

You will never suffer from Cold Feet Trhile you wear these
Electric Insoles. Any size. Comfortable even in a tight
Shoe. Alternate plates of copper and zinc generate a
mild and pleasant form of electric energy that promotes
the circulation of the blood and thus tones up the entire
system. Positively Prevent Cramp, avert Nerve Troubles,
save you from Colds and Chills and dispel Rheumatic
Pains. Having obtained a large stock we are able to

reduce the price to 25c per pair or better quality, 50o
postpaid.

JOHNSON, SMITH &. CO., Dept. E, 54 W. Lake Street,

CHICAGO

"NVISJBLEINK mSBST^BSM
The most confidential

messages can be writ-
ten with this Ink, for
the writing MAKES NO
MARK. Cannot be seen
Unless you know the se-
cret. Invaluable for many
reasons. Keep your post'
flls and other private mem
orandums away frompryu
eyes. Great fun for playi _
practical jokes. Only 15c Botti

JOHNSON SMITH & CO.

writing can be READ
ONLY IN A DARK
ROOM; writing shines

like fire. Quite invisible at
daytime. Very remarkable.

15c bottle; 3 for 40o postpaid.

E, 54 W. Lake St., CHICAGO

No Teacher Needed
Surprisingly Simple System

Persons harm? neglected their Musical Education need not despair, for with the
jldof our new VAMPING CARD (placing the card upright over the piano keys),

pou can at once Vamp away to thousands of Songs, Ballads, Waltzes, Rag Time,
etc.. etc.. equal to a Professional Musician No knowledge of music ra required.

After using It a few times, you will be able to dispense with the aid of the Vamp-
ing Card entirely. Only 15 eta, p.pd. Johnson Smilh&Co. . Deot.E- 54W.Lake St. -Chicago

Serpent's Eggs
Each box contains

.2 eggs, which are
jo larger than a
grain of
oats.When*
it with
, match, however, each one
xadually hatches itself into a
inake several feet long, which
urls and twists about in a most
ifelike manner. Per bo«, 10c ppd.

Mystic Skeleton
A jointed figure

of a skeleton 14 in.

fn height, will dance

tnd
VJ .vhile the

operator may be
some distance from
it. Simply placed -

on a chair or table
become endowed with life <mu - ...

move. At command of operator will he
down, stand up, dance, etc. J. S. & CO.

nd begin to

A Great Curiosity

Midget Illustrated Bi
The Smallest Bible in the World
The Midget Bible la a perfect gem. and a work of

art. It is ahout the -ai/i- of a po.stat.rr stamp and
contains TW< > 1 1 1 INI HtKI) A NI> HI' TV PAG US of
the NEW TESTAMENT, profusely illustrated.
This little Bible is a wonder. It is said to bring

(rood la^k to the owner. Must be seen to be appreciated. Price, only 12 cent*.
Ihree Bibles for 30 cents; one dozen Bibles for S1.00 or 100 for $6.00. Good

can be made Belling these Midget Bibles amongst friends, church acqualnt-
. Sunday schools, bazaars, etc. Send for a few and try It.

JOHNSON SMITH & CO., Dept. E t 54 W. Lake St., CHICAGO

Thumb Brander
R HEW& NOVEL JOKE

play on your
iends. Fits on

I your thumb, and
''brands" your
victims as you

hakohande. Great fun. Won't wash off
rery easily, either. Any of these choice
ipithets: Owl, fool, Itar, grouch, baby,
dilchen.l hot air. bull. SafeW First,
complete with pad ana ink, 15c (post
Icj. Any other brand made to order 25c,

INKLESS PEN

every time
you dip. Makes its own ink. Writes
fashionable violet eolor. Better and
cheaper than fountain pens. Writes a
long letter with one dip in plain water.
No trouble — no bother — no muss. A
pleasure to use. With Nickel Plated Re-
v-rsihle Holder 10 CENTS. 3 for 25c
postpaid. Extra Points 6c, 6 for 25c.

:e 25 ci ! THE FULL POSTONLY CO EACH ; SERIES OF
This series of books contains thrilling accounts of tho adventures and darlno*

do.-dsof riot..rionsoi)llaws. K i.-h I k has full pago illu itr:iti..m '| |„.
, r . 1 1 •,, Ti

-^scharacWflo^fthemoBt
lofts of thieves, ran.-alH

SERIES OF I %7 FOR ^tiUU PAID
3 of the adventures an

I fair* 1 illustrations. The
f these books cannot any Huns hot beneli.-ial upon the characters of thi

youthful readers. They do not glorify tho sensational explol"
and detectives; on tho contrary, there la nn obvious moral to
story that cannot fail to havo a wholesome effect. Price of these books is 25 cents
each copy, by mail, postpaid.
B 1. Tracy the Outlaw, K ing of tho Pandits, by Harry TTawkeye.
B 2. The Dnlfon Boys ami Their (Ian,,' of Desperadoes, by Uarry U&VlkQYO
B 3. Buffalo Mill, Kim: of the Scouts by Harry Haw 1

li 4. rtuhn Iturrnw. the Outlaw, liy Harry I luwkoye.
B 6. James Brothers (Life of the .lames Boys), by J
B 6. Younger Brothers (The Border Outlaws andC

James), by J. W. Unci.
B 7. Cowboys of the Wild West. Life on tho Texas Plains, by Harry rfnwkevA
B 8. Lives and Exploits. .f I/rank and J.-sse James, by lhaJdcus Thori.dike

keyo.

. W. Buel.
bmpaniona of Frank and* Jess©

i Edgar.
imo of tho Bine Ridge Mountains

B 9. Jesse James (new) The Story of His Ad'
BtO. James Boys ami Their Darin* Perdu, Jam.
Bll. Tho Allen Outlaws. Their Career and Ci

Moonshiners, by James Edgar.
B12. The Auto-Bandits of I 'arm. Most. Anw.Ing True Story of Crlmo
B13. Buffalo Bill ami Hi s Thrilling Ad ver i ih. V. VW r |, v N. -brislri
B14. Northfield Bank Robbery, by Colo Younger and Convict Life In Minnesota

State Prison.
R15. James Boys Tho Missouri Bandits, by Edgar James.
B16. Daring Exploits

i
of J-sse James and His Baud of Border Train and BankRobbers, by Ltge Mitchell. atuk

B17. Frank James and His Brother Jesse, Tho Daring Leadersof tho Fearsnmrt
Border Bandits by Harry Hawkeye.

B18. Auto Bandits of Chicago — A Correct Account of tho Greatest Dehwrfw*Work in the History of Chi.-ago P..1 .on-,. Iv ,),„„, . .\ ,'y
,

'

I , ,1 ,

B19. Tho Great Beattio Murder Case, A Thrilling St.,ry of a Man's Double I f

A

of Henry Clay Beattie. Jr. Tho Sensational Story of Buelah Bin ford
the Woman In the Case. **•

JOHNSON SMITH & CO., Dept. E,, 54 W. Lake St., CHICAGO

WATCH CAMERA
The most wonderful and In*

genious Camera made
It ie but I ittle larger than a
Watch, which it closely re-
sembles. You can carry
the Expo about in your
pocket and take pic-
tures without any one
being the wiser.

One Cent a Picture
The E]
with 26
Ins 26c, thus the picture tak-
Ins part of a whole day's out-
ing may be had for the nominal
_um of 26c-One cent a picture.

10 Exposure Films also obtain-
able. It la simplicity iteelf to op-

erate. Takes pictures through the
fltem. where the Rapid Fire Lena is

located. The photos (6/8x7/b) may
be enlarged to any eize.

Time and Instantaneous ehuttera

;

weighs but 8 ounces ; nickel plated.
Endorsed by amateurs and professionals the world over. Thoroughly practical-
printing and developing of films just the same as ordinary cameras— in daily use by
the police, newspaper reporters, detectives, and the general public. Important
beats have been secured with the Watch Camera by enterprising reporters.
Produces clear, sharp negatives indoors or outdoors equal to any camera on the
market, size or price notwithstanding.
Expo Watch Camera frA CA FILMS, 10 Exposures 15ef 25 Exposures, 25c

Postage 10c Anywhere Vfcivll Leather Pocket Carrying Cr.e. 35c

JOHNSON SMITH & CO.. Dept. E. t 54 W. Lake St., CHICAGO

QUICK AS A FLASH

THE FIGHTING DREADNAUGHT
Sensationally Realistiol Exact Model of Modern Warship

The greatest toy sen*
sation of the day.
The Fighting Dread-
naught is an exact
model of UncleSam'a
latest fighting mon-
ster. It carries eight
big guns, each of
which flashes, at cor-
rect intervals, from
twelve to twenty time9. Extra ammunition always obtain-
able. Absolutely harmless. Can be operated indoors or out.
Now, boys ! Here's your chance to see a bnttlfship in action, and
the best of it is you can OWN the ship and command the firing
vourself ! By having two or more Battleships, you can arrange
EXCITING NAVAL BATTLES in your own home. Price ol
Warship and Ammunition. 15c, three for 40c, or a fleet of 12
ships for $1.50 postpaid.' Extra Ammunition, 5 cents per pkg.

MUSICAL KAZOO
With the Musical Kazoo
you can, without previ-
ous practice whatsoever,
play -
tuna
off,:

plicity
Itself. Produces excellent music. You do
not blow into it, but sinjr, speak, laugh or
make any desired imitation. Used with
astonishing results at society meetings,
home, club or church entertainments,
dances, serenades, picnics, outings, ex-
cursions. Just the thing for choruses and
ehows. bicycle and marching clubs, etc.
Excellent for vocal or instrumental ac-
companiments, either with or without
other musical instruments. Prlcol5cp. pd.

MAGIC FLUTE
Wonderfully Sweet

Toned and Musical
A marvelous musical
Instrument. No othet

instrument pro-
duces sweeter
music, whether
it be the joyous

cotes of a quick-
step or the sol-
emn strains of a

church hymn—in fact, any class of
be played upon the Humana<

'ithout pn •lie

self-playing instrument. When played
with a piano accompaniment, or any
other musical instrument, the effect is
charming. Full printed instructions for
playing sent with each instrument.

CIGARETTE ROLLER
Very neat and handy. Weighs less

than a quarter of an ounce. It makes
better cigarettes than you can buy and
makes them easily and quickly. You
can use just the tobacco you prefer and
thus have nicer "smokes" than ready-
made, and more of them, besides saving
about half of your money. Just try one
and make your cigarettes just to your

own liking. Price only 10c or 3 for 25c postpaid, with full instruc-
tions for use.
JOHNSON SMITH & CO., Dept. E, 54 W. Lake St., CHICAGO

Latest Novelty: Aerial Balloon
Flies (rraeefully in or outdoors.

VERY LATEST SENSATION IN BAL-
LOONS. A brightly colored balloon
that measures sixteen inches lone is
blown up in the usual way, and, wnen
rel-ased, the air pressure sends tho
balloon SOARING III'WARI), the 3H-

Inch propeller SPINNING AROUND AT A LIVELY RATE. The effect is start-
ling. It is a graceful Bier that makes the youngsters WILD WITH JOY. Mw be
used repeatedly indoors or outdoors. An immensely interesting toy. Prlc. lOo
cich, 3 lor 25c ppd. Johnson Smith & Co., Dept. t. 54 W. Lake St., Chicago

7-in-l Combination Bill Book
With Name Stamped In

23-Karat Gold Letters
of getting c

50'
still more widely

KARAT GOLD NAME

Witha
known, na w.-ll to acrure new customers, we
n.ak.-lnis KKM AKK AM K Ol- (• fcRof a handsoma
L...-.thr-r Combination Hill Fold, aa illustrated,
with the owner's nima stamped in 23 Karat
Gold Lettering, for ONLY 50 cents, postpaid.
Hera 13 an all 'round useful combination that
serves NO LF.SS THAN SEVEN DISTINCT
PURPOSES. Thore is.'lia large pocket for stor-

ing bills in <2>another pocket for cards or tickets.

(3) still another f-">r chorks, (1) a fourth for mis-
rellaneoijH papers and memorandums, there u
<5> a short center panel pocket with clasp foe
postage stamps. (6) an identification card with
room for your"wn or dear one's photograph, and
(7) removable Calendar by months. The Iden-
tification Card and Calendar are protected by a
transparent covering, the whr.le folding up into

a compact space of 3x4% inches. Price 50c
with name in 1 line 'add lGc f.-r each additional
line) Also obtainable Id very superior quality,
51.00 p. pd.

Johnson Smith & Co., Dept. E 54 W. Lake Si.. Chicago

NEW
BOOK ON ROPE SPLICING

USEFUL KNOTS, HITCHES, SPLICES, ETC.
PRICE

20c
How Different Knots Are Made and What
They Are Used For. Knots to Use and
Knots to Avoid.
A most practical handbook giving com*
plete and simple direction for making
all the most useful knots, hitches, rig-<_

ging, splices, etc. Over 100 illustra'
tions. All about wire
rope attachments,
lashing, blocks,
tackles, etc. 37

Heraldic Knots illus-

trated. Of great value
to mechanics, riggers,

campers, boatmen. Price 20c p. pd.

^Johnson Smith & Co. .Dept. E. 64 W. Lake St. .Chicago

THE MINSTREL SHOW « The

Only 10c Postpaid
peaches, monologues, plantation sketches, IntekTudea and ferees. Ttie very £

Jor amateurs; 64 double-column pairesof e«nuine burnt-cork comicalities that w
bo highly appreciated by all who enjoy a good laueh. PRICE, includine catalog
all kinds of wigs, masks, make-up poods, grease paints, etc., for amateurs.
Only 10 eanta postpaid. JOHNSON SMITH & CO., Dept. Z 54 W. UU St. c CH1CA80J

Sneezing Powder
Place a very
emailamount
of this pow-
der on the
back of your
hand and
blow it into
the air. and
everyone In

'^^^^t^^ the room or
• carwillbegin

to sneeze without knowing the reason
why. Itis moBt amuBing to hear their re-
marks, as they never suspect the real
source, but think they have caught it one
from the other. Between the laughing

meezing you yourself will be h iving
ime of vour life. For parties, politi-

cal meetings, car rides, or any place at

all where there iB a gathering of people,
it is the greatest joke out. Price 12c < r 2

for 30c. JOHNSON SMITH & CO

STAGE
MONEY

With a bunch of these bills, it
for each person of limited mean
pear prosperous. By flashing a roll of
these bills at tho proper time and peel
ing off a genuine bill or two from th»
outside of the roll, the effect createc
will be found to be all that can be de-
Bired. Prices, postpaid: 15 Bills 10c,
50 Bills 25c, 125 for 50c, or 53.50 thousand,

LUMINOUS PAINT,
Make Your Watches, Clocks, Etc.,

tically unobtainable except at on exorbitant price, we have nt last
succeeded in producing this remarkable LUMINOUS PAINT, which, applied to
ie surface of any article, emits rsys of whito light, rendering it perfectly visible

l the dark. THE DARKER THE MIGHT. THE MORE BRILLIANT IT SHINES. Quite
mple to use. Anyone — you can do it. A little applied to the dial of your
atch or clock will enable you to tell the time by night You can coat the push,

buttons or switch prates of your electric lights, match boxes, and innumerable
articles r make your own Luminous Crucifixes,

_
Luminous Rosaries, etc.

Bottle containing sufficient to coat several small articles. Price 25c. Larger
d SI postpaid. Johnson Smith & Co., Dept.E 54W.Lahe $t.,Chicago

All the Latest Surpris ng and Joke Novelties
Pharo's Serpents E(*gs, box

Water Pistol .

__ zed Penny (defies the law
of gravitation) 20c

Mysterious Tumbler and Vanish-
ing Coin Trick 2Se

Magic Mirror ! take one peep) _ 10<S
M:u-ic I'late Lifter 20a
Imitation Gold Teeth • . » 3 for 10a
Great Burglar Puzzle 10a
Wire Puzzles. 10c. 22 different. $1.96

10c
. . 10c

Cleopatra's Snake (very lifelike) . 15c
False Mustache (fool your friends) ^c
Ford Auto Pu/zle (latest) . . . 15e
Mysterious Ghost, shines at night 10c
Rubber Razor (very formidable) . 20c
Hiihh.T Dagger (sensational) . . 20c
Window Smashers (great joke) . 25c
I kbaefcroscope (see behind you) 15c
Great Mind Reading Mystery Cds. 10c
Thurston's Mysterious Trick Cds. 10c
Fighting Roosters, pair .... 10c
Cover the Spot Trick, a sclen.nov. 10c
X Ray Novelty 10c
Trick Pencil 10c
Rubber Tacks fa good joke) . . 10c

JOHNSON SMITH & CO.. Dept. E 54 W. Lake St., CHICAGO

"Elec-
Inkless
Imitation Bed Buga
Squirt Ring
Trick Bill Boob
Acquaintance Cards (witty and

Push Button . , , 10a
ith water) . 10c
. , . . 10c



A Grand, New Opportunity for

Young Men in America
Thousands of Wireless Operators

Wanted—at Big Salaries
A few short years ago wireless telegraph)- was only
the dream of dreamers. Today it is one of the most
important of modern industries. Its usages are widen-
ing with terrific rapidity, until it is now considered an
essential to the progress of man. So great has been
the growth of wireless that there are now over 30,000
unfilled openings for Radio Operators.

[merchant marine]
[
AV ATION |

Master Wireless in Ten Weeks
The National Radio Institute, headed by authorities who are now closely allied with governmental training

of students, has perfected an easily mastered course in wireless telegraphy whereby students are taught
completely in ten weeks. Many of our students are ready to take up actual wireless work in much less time.
The course is founded on actual practice, hence the rapidity of the progress of the student.

THE PRICE IS REASONABLE—EASY TERMS
Our unusual facilities enable us to teach thousands of students by mail, affording them the same efficient service as if they
attended our big school here in Washington. Herein lies our ability to offer this course at a figure which everyone can
afford. To those unable to pay the full amount on entering, we offer easy terms of payment.

America Takes Her Place on the Seas
America is spending billions of dollars on the mightiest navy
and merchant marine in the world. Practically all vessels

are being equipped with wireless apparatus of the most up
to date type. Thousands of operators are needed now.
Salaries are high, and constantly rising. The field affords a
wonderful opportunity for the man who starts now to master
wireless. He can enter the navy, the army, the aviation field,

the merchant marine, or a land station. Operators are needed
badly in all of these branches of governmental and private

industries.

Be a Trained Man in 10 Weeks
Tn the short period of ten weeks we can make of you a wireless operator, a man with a profession, independent, and not sub-
ject to the rise and fall of wages in the labor market. Salaries are as high as $150 per month and expenses. The man who
acts now is the lucky one. Such glowing opportunities do not present themselves often in a life time.

These are

the instru-

ments you

work with

—they are

given
FREE
with your

course.

Stop lever

I rip

levers

Audibility control

Get this cou-
pon in the
mails today.
It is a step
you will never
regret. This
coupon brings
to you full

particulars as
to the unusual
p o s si b i I ities

in the wireless
field, the high
salaries paid,
and other in-
teresting
facts.

FREE COUPON "

NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE,
Dept. 65, Washington, D. C.

Send me, free of charge, your booklet "Wireless, the Opportunity
of the Aee," with full particulars regarding your famous 10

weeks' Home Stvidy Course, and your Special Free Instruments
Offer.

Name

Address !

Town State

YOU ARE NEEDED NOW—GET YOUR
INSTRUCTION FROM THE NATION'S CAPITAL

National Radio Institute
Dept. 65

14th and U Streets, N. W., Washington, D. C*

The CAREY PRINTING CO. INC.
New York
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BE
A

CERTIFICATED
ELECTRICIAN
YOU MEN The country needs more trained, graduate

LISTEN e ^ ectr ic ians - Thousands have gone into the Govern-
ment service and there is such an unusual demand

for competent electrical men that I am making a wonder-
ful offer at this time. HERE IS YOUR OPPORTU-

NITY! I want to send you my splendid offer now.

Don't hesitate because of age or experience. Young men, boys and old men
must now fill the gaps and keep business going. DO YOUR PART. Pre-

pare yourself for a real position, by my Home Study Course in Practical Electricity. I am
Chief Engineer of the Chicago Engineering Works. I have trained thousands of men and
can help you better than anybody else. We also have large, splendidly-equipped shops where
you can come at any time for special instruction without charge. No other correspondence
school can give you this.

SPECIAL OFFER: Right now I am giving a big, valuable surprise that I cannot
explain here, to every student who answers this ad. Write today

!

*46££ to "10022 a Week
Go after some real money. Qualify for one of the thousands of
splendid positions open. All you need to start is a few months snappy, prac-

tical instruction from a competent engineer. Come to me

—

NOW. I'll give you
my personal care to ensure rapid and efficient progress. My course is intensely

practical. It is highly condensed, simplified, up-to-date and complete. I am
so sure you will make a splendid success in this study, that I will Guarantee
Under Bond to return to you every cent paid for tuition, if you are not entirely

satisfied when you receive your Electrician's Certificate granted you as a gradu-
ate of my school.

FREE—Lessons and Outfit—FREE
Send me the Free Outfit Coupon at once. Do it now! For a limited

period I am making a slashing cut in the cost of tuition, and giving each new student
a grand outfit of Electrical Tools, Material and Instruments—in addition

—

Abso-
lutely Free. I will also send you—free and fully prepaid—Proof Lessons to show

you how easily you can be trained at home to enter this great profession, by
means of my new, revised and original system of mail instruction.

Use this "Free Outfit" Coupon
CHIEF ENG. COOKE, Dept. 21

441 Cass St., CHICAGO, ILL.

Sir : Send at once—fully prepaid and entirely free—complete
particulars of your great offer for this month.

Name

Address

ACT PROMPTLY
Get the full benefit of this great offer. Send the
Coupon or a postal for free information without delay. Do
it now—before my free offers and guarantee are withdrawn.

CHIEF ENGINEER COOKE

Chicago Engineering Works
DEPT. 21

441 Cass Street CHICAGO, ILL.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter'' zvhen writing to advertisers.
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Bigger Pay for YOU
"See them
first-pay

afterwards
'

'

Small
Monthly
Payment
ifyou 're

satis-

fied

8 Vols.

Flexible

binding

Pocket size

3000
pages

2100
illustrations

A letter that

means something
to every man in

America who is

interested in

electricity

You Can Now Know

ELECTRICITY
As Experts Know It

When we observe the ever-increasing applications and usages

of electricity, we wonder if all the present openings and the newly

created positions in the electrical world can ever be filled.

The ending of the war lends a new and mighty impetus
to the electrical end of American industries. Salaries are

soaring. There is practically no limit to the earning power
of the man who educates himself in the finer points of

electrical work.

Actual working facts
With the advent of the new Library of Practical Electricity,

by Terrell Croft, a new era is marked in the production of

self educational electrical literature. This library satisfies

a demand never heretofore met—the demand for a home
study course which would bring out in detail the actual

working facts. This great undertaking has been accom-
plished. It is a seven-year task completed.

No previous electrical training necessary
Three thousand pages, with twenty-one hundred of the

clearest illustrations ever put into book form. Each of
the eight volumes is indexed so that everything you want
to know about electricity is at the finger's end. And when
you find what you want, there is not merely a short question
and a short answer. You are told everything you want
to know. The explanation is clear to you, regardless of
whether you have had a previous knowledge of electricity

or not.

Know electricity as the highest
paid engineers know it

When you are studying the Croft Library of
Practical Electricity, you are studying elec-

tricity as experts know it. You are acquaint-
ing yourself with the methods employed by
the highest paid electrical workers and en-
gineers in America.

This Library of eight volumes
sent to you FREE for]

10 days' trial

McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc.,
239 West 39th Street, New York, N. Y.
Gentlemen: In an attempt to express myself about

CROFT'S NEW LIBRARY OF PRACTICAL ELECTRIC-
ITY, I have never seen and do not believe there was

,

ever printed in the English language, a more com-
prehensive set of books. It is a library that is just as
valuable to the novice as to the expert, because it is

all practice.
Respectfully,

GUY H. PEIFER.
Chief, Doplan Silk Corporation, Hazleton, Pa.

So positive are we that you will be pleased with the
Croft Library of Practical Electricity that we offer
to send the entire ten volumes for ten days' free
use. All you need do In order to have the books
sent, charges prepaid, is to nil out the attached
coupon and return to us. Keep the books ten
full days. Then If you are not satisfied,
return them at our expense. On the
other hand. If you find that they will
help you, as they are helping thou'
sands of others, send us the small
sum of $2 per month for eight
months.

239 West 39th Street, New York, N.Y.

\J McGraw-Hill
Book Co., Inc.

239 W. 39th St
NEW YORK

ACT
NOW

Gentlemen

:

Please send me the Li-
brary of Practlctl Elec-

tricity (shipping charges pre-
paid) for 10 days' free exam-

ination. If satisfactory, I will

_ $2 In ten days and $2 per
month until $16 has been paid. If

not wanted I will write you for return
shipping Instructions.

Name

Home Address

City and State

Name of Employer

His Address

h Tour Position Ex. Jan. '19.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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HERE are many different ways of produc-
ing music, and as our culture advances the

desire for better and still better music
becomes a craving of civilization. From
the ancient tom-tom to a Stradivarius vio-

in is a long cry, and the chances are that

as our musical tastes become more refined,

still better instruments will become necessary and highly

desirable.

There are few instruments giving a more mellow and
a more "human" sound and quality of tone than a fine

violin, but we have no hesitancy in saying that it should

be possible to obtain still better results by electrical

means. The field of purely electrical music has hardly

been touched. Some years ago an American inventor

produced the Telharmonium. This was one of the

earliest and best attempts at pure electrical music. The
Telharmonium was invented by Dr. Thaddeus Cahill

and he used alternating current generators, each of a

certain frequency; if a telephone receiver were connected

in the circuit, the latter would give forth a certain

very pure note. By using a switchboard arranged in

the form of an organ keyboard, wonderful musical

effects were produced. .

Another more recent attempt was the pure electrical

music discovered thru researches of Dr. Lee de
Forest. He used his audion bulbs in connection with a

telephone receiver, and obtained beautiful flute-like tones

of the greatest purity. The two devices just described

necessitated the use of a telephone receiver to translate

the electrical impulses into sonorous vibrations, and this

is a great disadvantage, for it ties us to a thin diafram,

which in itself cannot produce the very purest tones

obtainable. As one can readily understand, the limita-

tions of a diafram are very great and while it is pos-
sible to obtain a single pure note, it is a different mat-
ter where several pure notes in different octaves are
to be reproduced simultaneously.

A way out is suggested by the writer by pressing into

service the thermo-telephone which employs no diafram
at all, but uses a very fine platinum wire of microscopic
cross-section. This platinum wire, heating and cooling
in unison with the electrical vibrations, imprest upon
it imparts these impulses to the surrounding air.* With
this device very pure electrical music can be obtained.

There should be of course many other ways to actu-
ally produce pure electrical music, and here is a wonder-
ful opportunity for experimenters and inventors. To the

writer's mind, it seems not at all impossible that we
should take a metallic wire stretched taut and by im-
pressing an electric current upon it, vary its heating and
cooling effects so as to produce pure sounds in a suitable
receiver such as a thermo-telephone.

Dr. de Forest has shown us that beautiful music can
be produced in a vacuum tube. Paradoxical as it seems,
this nevertheless is a fact. There must be many other
ways of producing vibrations in a vacuum tube which
can be translated into an electrical current, thus pro-
ducing music.

There are also certain ways of making electromagnets
produce music—this without the adjunct of telephone
receivers,—by vibrating their entire structure. Many
other means will undoubtedly suggest themselves to our
students and scientists.

H. Geknsback.

.Asa
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One of the giant wireless towers which keeps us in

constant communication with Europe.

Free Instruments

Wireless in

Ten Weeks
(We teach you in your own home during your spare time)

Thousands of operators needed for

America 's Merchant Marine
The age of wireless is here. The experimental

stage has passed. Wireless now equals in impor-
tance telegraphy, and telephony. It has assumed
its place among the great commercial industries of

the earth. So rapid has been the development and
growth of wireless in recent years that there has

been left in its wake a tremendous shortage of oper-

ators. Actually thousands upon thousands are now
needed for permanent "peace time" positions offer-

ing wonderful opportunities for advancement.

Earn up to $200 per month
In the short period of ten weeks we can make of you a

wireless operator, a man with a profession, independent,
and not subject to the rise and fall of wages in the labor
market. Salaries are as high as $200 per month. There is

a position in the merchant marine, the army, the navy, or
a land station, awaiting everyone completing our course.

We give you this training at home, by mail, in your spare
time. It is not necessary for you to lose any time from
your work to take the course.

To every student enrolling with us we present a standard set of instruments
with which wireless messages may be sent and received.

Travel the world over or locate at a
land station in America.
America is spending billions of dollars on the mightiest navy and merchant

marine in the world. Practically all vessels are being equipped with wireless
apparatus of the most up to date type. Thousands of operators are needed now.

The field affords a wonderful opportunity for the man who starts now to master
wireless.

Our students actually pass the com-
mercial examination in ten weeks or
less.

Get your instruction from
the Nation's Capitol. Our
course is endorsed by offi-

cials of the U. S. Govern-
ment.

The National Radio Institute, headed by authori.

ties who have been closely allied with governmental

training of students, has perfected an easily mas-

tered course in wireless telegraphy whereby stu-

dents are taught completely in ten weeks, either here

in Washington at our large residence school or at

home, by mail. Many of our students are ready to

take up actual wireless work in much less time. The

course is founded on actual practice, hence the rapid

progress of the student.

A Valuable Book Free
Our booklet, "WIRELESS, the Opportunity of the Age,"

gives you complete iniormation in regard to our course,

the quick and easy methods by which you can master wire-

less, and other important facts you should know. It is free,

Just mail the coupon. No obligation whatever on your
part.

NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE
Dept. 67

14th and U Streets, N. W. Washington, D. C.

FREE COUPON
NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE,

Dept. 67, Washington, D. C.

Sfnd me, free of charge, your booklet "Wireless, the

Opportunity of the Age," with full particulars regarding

your famous 10 weeks' Home Study Course, and your

Special Free Instruments Offer.

Name

Address

Town State

You. benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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ELECTRICITY
Learn

in
NewYork

Hi alternating ^
^CURRENTPRflCTtCe

Master Electricity By
Actual Practice
The only way you can become an expert is

by doing the very work under competent instruc-

tors, which you will be called upon to do later on.

In other words, learn by doing. That is the method of

the New York Electrical School.

Five minutes of actual practice properly directed is

worth more to a man than years and years of book study.

Indeed, Actual Practice is the only training of value, and
graduates of New York Electrical School have proved
themselves to be the only men that are fully qualified to

satisfy EVERY demand of the Electrical Profession.

The Oldest and Only Institution of
the Kind in America

At this "Learn by Doing" School a man acquires the art of
Electrical Drafting; the best business method and experience in

Electrical Contracting, together with the skill to install, operate and
maintain all systems for producing, transmitting and using electricity.

A school for Old and Young. Individual instruction.

Over 5,000 Students now holding Successful

Positions in the Electrical World
5,000 of our students are today successful electricians.

No previous knowledge of electricity, mechanics or mathe-
matics is necessary to take this electrical course. You can begin

the course now and by steady application prepare yourself in a

short time. You will be taught by practical electrical experts with

actual apparatus, under actual conditions.

Let us explain this course
to you in person. If you can't

call, send now for 64-page
book—it's FREE to you.

New York Electrical

School

29 West 17th St., New York

New York Electrical School,

29 W. 17th St., New York, N. Y.

Please send FREE and without obligation

to me your 64-page book.

Name

Address

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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American Destroyers Throw "Depth
Bomb Barrage"

AN American destroyer, with her depth

/% bombs ready to be discharged, is a
/ \ dangerous craft. Running without

••lights in the darkness she is a men-
ace not only to the enemy but to

herself and other ships should a collision

occur.

time. The arrangement of the American
destroyer's depth bomb armament that
struck terror into the heart of German
submarine commanders is shown in the ac-
companying illustration. These depth
charges are dangerous to a submarine, even
if they are 500 to 1200 feet away from the

square inch for every foot of head or
depth. Thus for 1 foot depth the hydro-
static pressure acting on the shell, and also

the diafram, would be .433 lb. for every
sq. in. of surface area. For a depth of
20 ft. the water-pressure per sq. in. would
be 8.6 lb.; for 50 ft. depth, 21.6 lb., and

Copyright. 1918, by E. P. Co.

U. S. Destroyers Have Greatly Profited By Actual War Experience, for They Became So Proficient in the Use of the "Depth Bomb"—

a

Wonderful New Weapon in Itself—That They Could Set Up a Veritable "Sub-aqueous Barrage." Also They Can "Shoot" Depth
Bombs for a Distance of One-half Mile or More. Unlike Shells They Do Not Ricochet or Slip, But Penetrate the Water to a Certain

Depth and Then Explode.

The bombs are now released from every
quarter of the destroyer. Two can be

dropt from the bridge by pressure of a

button; "Y guns," amidships, with two
barrels, can throw bombs to port or star-

board ; astern there are two long lines of

bombs running on miniature railway tracks,

so a complete barrage may be fired at any

point where the subaqueous explosion oc-

curs.

The detail view herewith of one of these

depth bombs shows clearly the principle

upon which they operate. The steel tank
container is a simple affair, fitted with a
sensitive water-pressure diafram. The
pressure of the water increases .433 lb. per

605

for 100 ft. depth, 43.3 lb. per sq. in. Hence
it is clear how it becomes possible to "set"
the diafram of the detonating device,
whether electrical or mechanical, to trip

off the latter at any desired depth. The
farther the contact pin, or trip finger, is

set back or away from the diafram, the
greater the water-pressure or depth re-
quired to press it in that far.
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AND NOW THE ELECTRICIAN-
ETTE!

We have conductorettes. female bartend-
ers, police women, elevator operators, usher-
ettes and farmerettes, but this is the first

instance of its kind

where we are having
an electricianette.

Mrs. Ada B. Vail

af the Atlantic City

Electric Company,
Atlantic City, New
Jersey, has complete
charge of an instal-

lation of sixty-five

electric ranges in

one apartment house
located at the above
address. She is re-

sponsible for the

proper maintenance
and operation of the

entire equipment of

these stoves and
handles her position

capably. Beside, she

takes care of some
thirty-five odd elec-

tric stoves thru-

out the city. In all,

she supervises one
hundred of these in-

tricate electrical de-

vices.

Her entire tool

kit can be summed
up into a testing

lamp, screw driver

and two pair of pli-

ers, one large and
one small. Compare
this neat and com-
pact equipment that

most certainly re-

flects the character-

istics of a woman as

its owner, with the modest (?) tool chest

of the male species of electrician and the

carrying of a large assortment of unneces-

sary junk, approximating one-half
_
ton in

weight, and when he finds that the job will

require a screw driver one-sixteenth of an

inch smaller in size, we would be asking too

much if we should expect him to use one

of the next size. Instead he takes an after-

noon's vacation on your time, going to the

movies or to Coney Island, or Kalamazoo,

as far as we know, and by the length of

time that he consumes to get this tool.

Can you imagine upon arising from your

warm bed on a cold Winter morning,_ mak-
ing a quick dash to the electric stove in the

sitting room, turning on the switch, and in

anticipation of the warmth that you are to

get, you find the electric stove is as cold as

a chunk of ice. The heat of your indigna-
tions warms you thoroly, and you make

Yes, the " Electricia
at One of

Photo Courtesy Edison Electric Illuminating Co. of Boston

nettes" Are Here! The Present Photo Shows Them Hard at Work
the Dynamo Switch - Boards of the Boston Edison Company

attired young lady, in over-alls. Taken
back with this surprise, you ask her what
she desires. "Oh, Sir," says she, "I am the
electrician! You sent a call for me, ana I

am here to repair your heater." Her in-

t e n t i o n is very
agreeable to you,
and with military
precision she brush-
es past you, takes off

the top of the heat-
er, yanks out the
heating elements,
mutters a monosyl-
lable that sounds
like "burnt out," in-

serts a new unit, at-

taches another fuse,

turns the switch,
and the job is fin-

ished. It has taken
her exactly ten min-
utes, and the most
incredible part of
it, when you ask her
the charges, and re-

ceive a reply, "Oh,
that is all right, sir,

I am paid by the
firm that owns the
building." She goes
out closing the door
very gently, and
without even look-
ing for a tip.

Cheer up, fellows,
it will be a great old
world after the fair

sex take our jobs.
We will have noth-
ing to worry about
except washing the
dishes and scrub-
bing the floor.

one grand dive for the telephone. After
you have stood there for about a half hour
with your teeth chattering, waiting for the

telephone boy in the hall below to answer
your call, you are finally rewarded for your
patience by being allowed the honor to speak
with the janitor. After you have told him
what you thought of him and his entire

family, back to his great, great, great grand-
father, he very sweetly answers with a roar
like the Kaiser: and tells you that your need
will be attended to.

Within a few seconds you hear a short
stacatto knock upon the door, and upon
opening it you are almost stricken speechless

by the appearance of a very neat and chicly

WORLD RADIO SYSTEM URGED
FOR SOCIALISTS.

Active steps are being taken by the In-
ternational Socialist movement to estab-
lish a private system of wireless thruout
the world. Five installations are now def-
initely projected. Stations will be immedi-
ately set up in England, France, Belgium
and ultimately in other countries, including
America.
Three of the new stations will link up

with the German and possibly the Russian
Socialist wireless. They will be used to
connect Socialist organs in various coun-
tries.

In collision there is no danger of the

shock exploding the bomb, but some might

be thrown into the water and explode when
at the proper depth.

And this is not all of the Depth Bomb's

story, either. Did you ever hear of the

depth bomb "gun"? It shoots dep.th bombs
accurately for a distance of half a mile or

more. The merchant ships that dodged the

U-boats were equipt with such guns, which

operate with comprest air, similar to the

well-known torpedo tube. The illustration

shows how the depth bomb gun is sighted

to drop the bomb just at the point where
it will complete its trajectory thru the

water and explode near the enemy sub-

marine, which has submerged and is sneak-

ing off, or trying to.

Imagine also the effect of a subaqueous

barrage on the enemy subsea fighters. Talk

about land barrage fire ! The water trans-

mits the noise and vibrations from the ex-

ploding depth bomb many times better than

in the air. Cases have been known where
a submarine's plates have been dented in

and the seams started at a distance of
nearly one-half mile. The concussive wave
transmitted thru the water is exceedingly
powerful because, for one reason, water is

practically incompressible.
Remembering that stores of mutinies in

the German naval ports first gave clear

intimations that Germany's military machine
was breaking down, it is not surprising

that the revolutionary movement first

should have assumed serious form among
the sailors. And according to the current
reports, the terrible hardships and the
ghastly number of fatalities among the

U-boat crews are what started the final

fatal break in discipline and morale.
It can be said, therefore, with some ap-

proximation to truth, that not only did
unrestricted undersea warfare hasten and
make certain the defeat of Germany by
bringing into the war the American land

and water forces needed to turn the scale

against her, but it was the thing which,
working from the other side, added speed
to the downfall of the Kaiser's hopes and
his empire. The fears and the despairs
which the submarines could not create in

the minds of the Allies they did create in

those of the men who had been ordered
to commit the atrocious crimes by which
the world was shocked.

They did what they were told to do, but

the task proved too much for even their

docility, and they rebelled against it at

last, not, however, so far as any evid.ence

yet presented has shown, because of indig-

nation against the orders received, but

because the execution of those orders so
often meant for them the fate of drown-
ing rats. Too many of the U-boats that

went out did not return, and the mystery
of their fate was intolerable to the sur-

BACK NUMBERS!—Many readers desire to obtain back numbers of this Journal. We have a limited quantity of these back Issues on
hand and can supply them at the following rates:—Back numbers of The Electrical Experimenter not over three months old, 15 cents
each; over three months old, 20 cents each; over one year old, 35 cents each.
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Some Day in the Near Future We Shall Undoubtedly See Hundreds of These Solar Energy Plants Sprinkled Over the Country. This
Large Plant is In Texas. The Mirrors Reflect the Sun's Rays Onto Special Boilers, the Steam Produced Running a Steam Engine, Con-

nected to a Dynamo. Current From the Dynamo Runs a Motor Pump Which Lifts Water to a Height of Sixty Feet.

Solar Engine Uses Sun's Energy
SIX thousand degrees Centigrade is the

computed temperature of the sun. Its

light giving power is equal to 27,000,-
000,000 candlepower, a quarter of a
mile away. Scientists tell us that

only the 2,735-millionth part of the total
energy radiated from the sun reaches our
earth, but if this were ever caused to stop
for any reason our planet would turn into a
dead, frigid ball of rock; the present aver-
age annual temperature of 13° C, would
change, without the heat of the sun, to
73° C, of frost, it is calculated. .

Experiments show that the power of the
atmosphere to trap heat is largely due to
the water vapor that it contains. It is also
due to some extent, to the carbon dioxid gas
that is one of its minor constituents, points
out Prof. Garrett P. Serviss. Carbon
dioxid is a remarkable heat retainer, but
there is only a very small quantity of
it in the air compared with the vast
bulk of the atmosphere. It only
amounts to about 3/100 of 1 per cent.
But there is this significant fact about
it, viz., that its amount is variable, to
a slight degree at the present time,
while there is evidence from past ge-
ological history that once it was vast-
ly more abundant than it is now.
Now, how much carbon dioxid

must the air gain in order that a per-
ceptible effect on the temperature may
be produced? Arrhenius answers this
question for us. He says that if all

the carbon dioxid now in the air were
removed, the average temperature
would fall nearly 38 degrees Fahren-
heit. On the other hand, if the pres-
ent amount were doubled the temper-
ature would
rise more
than 7 de-
grees, and if

it were quad-
rupled the
rise would
amount to
nearly 14^4
degrees
which would
be far more
than enouph
to banish all

the glacial

s u ff e r-

ing that we
had to en-
d u r e last
winter. Even

the smaller amount of increase (7 degrees)
would probably suffice for that.

These facts are very interesting from a

technical point of view, indeed. The prac-

tical aspect of solar energy lies at present
in the hands of those who are endeavoring
to perfect a solar motor—i.e., an engine or
electric generating device which, when the

sun's rays strike it, will develop steam to

operate a steam engine, or electricity to

charge electric accumulators or storage bat-

teries. Those interested in this branch of
science will find of great interest several
articles which have appeared in back num-
bers of this journal.*

Considering later developments of a prac-
tical nature in the line of solar engines and
boilers, we may take up the work of Mr.
Shuman, of Philadelphia, Pa., who later

collaborated with a Mr. Boys, of England.
They were able in their final

developments to operate a 100
horsepower engine by means
of solar energy. This plant
was built at Meadi on the Nile,

Egypt. Prior to this excellent
work, however, we may con-
sider briefly the early solar
engines developed and tried out
at Philadelphia, Pa., by Frank
Shuman, upon which work he
started in 1906. One of these
solar engine plants installed in

•The Utilization of the Sun's En-
ergy—by H. W. Secor, March, 1916,
issue; page 605.

Electricity Direct from Sunlight

—

The photo-electric cell. September,
1916, issue; page 316.

Volcano-Electric Plant in Italy
Develops 15,000 H.P., March, 1917,
issue; page 789.

Photos (f?) by International Feature Service.
Ĥ
\f, ^e ?ee the Sixty Foot Stream of Water, Discharging. The Electric Power to Pump This Stream

of Water is All Furnished By the Mirrors Which Gather and Reflect the Sun's Rays Onto Special
Boilers,

Texas being illustrated herewith. The heat

of the sun's rays strikes a large number
of mirrors, which reflect the heat to spe-

cial boilers. These produce steam to run
an engine, the latter operating an electric

dynamo. The current thus produced was
capable of operating an electric motor pump
which pumped water to a height of 60 feet

above the ground.

Mr. Shuman had running at Tacony,
Pa., a practical plant of this type, which
developed about 2>y2 horsepower by using
1,200 square feet of sunshine that was al-

lowed to fall on a fixt horizontal water box.
This box was fitted with a glass top and a

series of parallel horizontal black pipes were
immersed in the water. These pipes, con-
taining ether, exposed 900 square feet of

surface to the solar radiation. The water
also became heated and carried the heat to

the underside of the pipes, thus realizing a
greater efficiency. The ether boiled and its

"steam" drove a small vertical, single cylin-

der engine. The exhaust ether vapor past

into an air surface condenser and the liquid

ether from this was pumped back into the

tubes of the sun boiler. It was found that

this plant worked well even with snow on
the ground, which is explainable from the

fact that the permeability of the atmosphere
is about 20 per cent, greater in winter than
in summer.

Further tests and refinements to the

Tacony plant by Mr. Shuman resulted in

1911 in an engine and boiler which showed
considerable strides forward in their design,

the ratio of 245 square feet of sunshine per
one brake horsepozver having been attained.

It may be mentioned here that the pipes
const i tuting

the sun boil-

ers have in-

v a r i ably
been black-

e n e d. For
low temper-
atures lamp-
b 1 a ck has
been used as
the absorber,
but where
high temper-
atures were
r e q u i red
platinum
black was
used.

(Con tinued
on page 672)
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Electric Death Traps in Hun's Retreat
By H. WINFIELD SECOR

IF
you have any doubt that the Teuton

is possest of a cunning mind, then you
have but to read the reports that have
come back to us every now and then
from various reliable sources on the

battle-fields of Europe, where the Allied

troops have always had to contend with
multifarious and indescribable forms of
deadly and inhuman offensive schemes, such
as liquid fire and gas, which horribly mu-
tilates and disfigures its victims in thou-
sands of cases. The Allies were never sure
of what they might expect when they ad-
vanced on enemy territory. The Huns re-

sorted to every possible underhand scheme
their wily brains could think of in a des-
perate effort to spread terror among the
Allied soldiers, and some of the despicable

"traps" they have used, not to mention hun-
dreds of others which we have not the space
here to describe, are illustrated herewith.

Fig. 1 shows how the Germans often
mined the town pump, or any other pumps
on which they could operate, so that when a
thirsty Allied soldier endeavored to draw
some water, he would be instantly killed by
a charge of explosive set off by an electric

contact and battery inside the pump, the
fuse circuit being closed on the first down-
ward stroke of the pump handle. Of
course, hundreds of mechanical traps were
used, as well as electrical ones. The elec-

tric trap which has been extensively used
in these operations is a simple affair, and
comprises nothing more than a small dry
or other battery, together with a pair of
electric contacts arranged to be closed by
the movement of some piece of furniture,

et cetera, and a piece of fine fuse wire
which is placed in the explosive. When the

circuit is closed, the fine piece of wire
meits, and the heat produced detonates the

explosive. Some times the contacts are
caused to close a battery circuit thru a

spark coil, the secondary circuit of which
is connected up with a spark plug, buried
in the explosive. There are, of course, nu-
merous other schemes, many of them having
been provided with time clocks or switches,

for delaying the explosion, as the official re-

ports have frequently indicated.

The open fire place, which is ever a

source of welcome to the footsore Dough-
boys when they have a chance to stop in a
captured town, is not always the most
healthy place in the world, for as Fig. 2
shows, it may contain a high explosive shell

planted within the fire wall, so that when a

good fire is kindled on the hearth the shell

will be caused to explode, very possibly

killing all those within the room.
Fig. 3 illustrates how the retreating Ger-

mans often left a trap for the conquering
troops of the enemy by placing high explo-

sive mines under the trails of cannon and
machine guns, so that as soon as anyone
moved the cannon carriage, the spring ac-

tuated pin of the mine would spring up and
detonate the explosive, thereby possibly kill-

ing several men.
One of the cleverest, altho hellish, tricks

ever played by the retreating Teutonic
hosts probably is that of the "wireless

bomb." Fig. 4 shows this trap in action,

and the story of its operation is as, follows

:

Before the enemy retreated, he took care

to place a number of wirelessly operated
bombs in the walls or possibly under the

floor of various dwellings and other build-

ings, so that in the event the victorious

troops as they entered the town or locality,

might set up a wireless set in proximity to

one of the bombs, the first spark would
cause the bomb to explode with death-
dealing violence. The bomb in this case is

detonated by an electric fuse or spark cir-

cuit, actuated by a radio coherer and relay,

or other similar radio receptor apparatus.

"Say, Hen," sang out a jolly faced Dough-
boy to one of his "buddies," as they sat

about a table enjoying the mid-day meal
of "Boston baked" and canned sardines a la

Rhine in an old French chateau, "there's a
telephone on the wall, why don't you call up
your best girl," and full of Yankee play

spirit the Doughboy arose. But something
seemed to tell him not to touch the tele-

phone instrument, and it was well that he
did not ; for one of the party, who had been
cautioned by the intelligence officers to be
extremely careful of touching anything in

the captured territory until it had been care-

fully examined ascertained that the tele-

phone instrument contained several pounds
of explosive which was connected up with
an electrical igniter attached to the switch-

hook, so that as soon as the receiver was
lifted from the hook, the explosive would

DON'T MISS THESE ARTICLES
IN FEBRUARY "E. E."
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be detortated, and so the story rolls on

—

backed by the facts. See Fig. 5.

Nor were the German dead allowed to

rest in peace, for even after life had ceased

in their bodies, they must serve the "Father-

land." This is true "Schrecklichkeit" effi-

ciency to the Teutonic mind, if not to ours.

So the crafty Teutons, when they were
forced to retreat, got into the habit of plant-

ing small explosive traps under the dead
bodies, with the hope in their hearts that

when the on-marching Yankees or Poilus

got on this territory and attempted to clear

it up by lifting the dead bodies, they would
meet with unexpected fatalities. See Fig. 6.

In Fig. 7 there is shown the famous Ger-
man "watch trick." This trick used to be
pulled quite often at various points along
the battle-line until the Allied troops got
so skittish of all such devices that they
would not touch anything with their hands,
but would poke it with a stick, which in-

variably caused one of these death-dealing
traps to explode harmlessly. In the watch
trick, a favorite setting was in a trench
or dug-out from which the Teutons had
been forced to retire, and when the Allied
soldiers had taken the trench, one of them
would probably be surprised to see a per-
fectly good watch hanging on a nail or
stick projecting from the trench wall and
ticking away merrily. Now who would
refuse to take such a watch? But many a
brave soldier has undoubtedly lost his life

by thinking just that way, and the moment
the watch was removed from the nail or
other projection from which it hung, this

act caused a high explosive trap to detonate.
And the churches—what haven't the

Teutonic sons of the mailed fist done to

these ! One case which happened in Bel-
gium comes to mind where a number of
Allied soldiers were endeavoring to hold
church in a captured town. The priest had
no sooner started to ascend the steps of
the altar, when a terrific explosion oc-

curred, which demolished the alter and
seriously wounded the preacher. This trap

utilized an electric contact spring arranged
under the step, the riser of one of the

steps being cut away so that when a per-

son's weight rested on the tread, it would
force it down a slight distance, closing a

contact which detonated the bomb. See
Fig. 8.

One of the most heinous and criminal
death-dealing devices ever planted by the

retreating Huns was recently witnest in

actual operation by a New York soldier

who came home not many months ago. To
start with, the soldier who related this

tale was a member of a Company which
had been marching for several days, and
one night when they prepared to rest and
get some sleep they discovered a large cave.

See Fig. 9. Naturally, unless the weather
is quite warm, anyone would rather sleep

in a cave than out in the open, for obvious
reasons. And so they went to sleep, but
long before morning several of the men
awoke and were surprised to smell gas
fumes, and, what was more astonishing, a

large number of the men who were sleep-

ing in the cave were found to be "gast."

Those who had awakened, and who were
not totally overcome by the gas, at once re-

moved the gast men from the cave and
started to investigate, as no fumes of gas

had been noticed whatsoever on the pre-

vious evening when they had found the

cave. "Dirty work, sure enough," said the

Sergeant, as he and two of his men started

back in the cave to find out what kind of a

new trap the crafty Huns had concocted

;

before long they discovered it, planted

several feet below the earth in the rear of

the cave, and with a small gas tube leading

up to the surface of the ground. They dug
up the infernal machine, and were as-

tounded to find that not only did the box
contain a small gas generator with a time-

clock arrangement rigged up to a valve on
it, so that gas would be generated and sent

into the cave at a certain pre-arranged hour,

but that also there was a sufficiently large

quantity of high explosive in the container

{Continued on page 669)
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ELECTRIC DEATH TRAPS IN HUN'S RETREAT

(For Description See Opposite Page) I Copyright, 1918. by E. P. Co
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Submarines in Peace-time
Now that the great world cataclysm is prac-

tically over, we have to think of many recon-
struction problems, and one of these will un-
doubtedly have to do with many of the marine
as well as military apparata and devices which
have been developed and built in unbelievable
quantities. For one thing, there will be a super-
fluity of "submarines"—especially surrendered
U-boats. A New York inventor, Mr. George
Wall, has proposed and here illustrated a novel
use for these superfluous submarines, namely,
to utilize them as freight carriers, and not only
to perform this service in the ordinary sense,
as has been done when the giant submarine
"Deutschland" crost the Atlantic Ocean with
a cargo, but to arrange for these submarines
to pass thru a submarine tunnel for example.
Let us consider, as Mr. Wall points out, the
freight-handling problem at Manhattan Island,
New York, where incoming steamers are un-

The Above Illustration Shows Mr. George Wall's Peace-Time Utilization of Germany's Surrendered U-boats, or Any Other Submarine Which
May Be Scrapt by Uncle Sam or His Co-Allies as Being Unfit for Further Naval Use, but Which with a Little Overhauling Can Be Readily
Put in Condition for Use as Freight Carriers. The Scheme Here Illustrated and Described Would Involve the Use of Electrically Operated
Locks at Points on the North and East Rivers, if Used to Carry Freight Under New York City, and Also the Submarine Tunnel Would Be
Illuminated with Powerful Electric Lights Placed in Sunken Reflectors, So as to Leave the Passage of the Tunnel Smooth and Even.

Telephoning To and From
Moving Trains

THREE Americans residing in To-
ronto, Canada, Messrs. Isidor, Abra-
ham and Samuel Berliner, have in-

vented a moving train telephone
apparatus for telephoning to and

from trains en route, as depicted in the

illustration. This apparatus permits voice

transmission to be made automatically and
directly thru the ordinary car wheel and
axle, without the assistance of any con-
tributing medium, by a special instrument
connected to the wheel. Thus electrical

connection between the instrument and the
rail is made thru the car wheels, and in

combination with the ordinary rails prop-
erly bonded for the block-signal system, but
it will work equally well on any track where
the rails are similarly bonded, without re-

gard to the absence or presence of a block-

signal installation.

Telephonic speech or voice transmission
is conducted thru the ordinary existing axle,

thru the wheels and down to the rails,

along which it runs and is picked up by

Telephoning Between a Moving Train, Irrespective of Its Speed, and Any Fixt Station, Office, or Home, Is Now Pos-
sible—Thanks to a Recent Invention, Which Enables the Telephonic Currents to Travel Thru the Car Wheels and

Along the Ralls to the Nearest Telephone Exchange.

other moving trains or any of its desired
joined cars, train despatcher's offices, signal

towers, stations, city exchanges, cities,

towns, villages, hamlets, or with that of
any regular telephone subscriber. This
railroad telephone invention consists of an
apparatus including standard equipment
only comprising the well-known telephonic
retardation or repeating coils, ordinary
rolling stock of wheels and axle, requisite

bearing instrument from which it is con-
nected to the wheels, and the usual rails,

properly bonded. This transmission and re-

ception is carried on, it is claimed, without
regard to the trains' speeds or of trains

moving in the same direction, opposite

directions, trains crossing over at right

angles to another, or any other moving
positions,
whether this be
upon the same
track as in the
case of a double-
track line, or be-

tween any tracks.

The control of
the system differs

in no respect
from ordinary
telephone opera-
tion, and arti-

fi c i a 1 amplifiers

requiring d e 1 i-

cate adjustment
are not employ-
ed. The inven-
tion now makes
it possible for
connection to be
made between
the train instru-
ment and that of
any regular tele-

phone subscrib-
er. Train speed
is of no mate-
rial consequence,
for the same re-

sults are attain-

ed traveling 60
miles an hour as
when barely-
moving.
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Submarines in Peace-time
loaded in some cases on the piers at the North
River. This freight is frequently trans-shipt
by auto-truck or otherwise to points directly
across the city. In other words, the goods are
often carried thru thickly congested streets
over to the East River or in that vicinity. If
we had a submarine channel bored thru the solid
rock many feet below all of the present sub-
ways, it would provide a feasible and economical
method of trans-shipping freight from the North
to the East River and vice versa. As it is, goods
are often shipt by auto-truck or across the city
at considerable expense, or else by boat down
the East River, around the Battery and up the
North River. This is bound to be so, in some
cases, owing to the fact that vessels frequently
carry mixt shipments of goods. This scheme
is_ undoubtedly feasible and economically ap-
plicable to many shipping localities in various
other parts of the world.

Copyright, 1918. by B. P. Co.

Thus "Subs" Could Be Economically and Efficiently Used, Which Would Be Applicable in Many Shipping Localities Thruout the World.
Where a Great Deal of Shipping Would Have to Be Handled, There Would Be Employed Two Tunnels and Two Sets of Locks, the "Subs"
Loading at Either Side of Large Piers to Which the Steamships Anchor. Very Little Handling of the Freight Would Be Necessary—Thanks
to the Modern Electric Belt Conveyor and Other Systems. The Submarines Could Be Handled by a Small Crew and the Steering Bearings

Taken by Observation Thru Large Glass Windows In the Superstructure of the Submarine.

This system also permits telephoning to

be done from one end of a train to the
other or to any part of the train. The
conversation may be held as easily as from
house to house. The tone of the voice is

just as clear as with the telephone on a
city circuit. One cannot tell that the train
is moving, as far as the sound in the in-

strument is concerned, it is claimed.
A working model of a new moving train

telephone apparatus has been very success-
fully demonstrated by the Canadian Gov-
ernment Railways on their road by Mr.
W. W. MacFarlane of New York, who
conducted the tests of his new invention,
which was tested at Moncton, N. B., Can-
ada, from July 16, 1917, to March 28, 1918,
inclusive.

During these tests, which were very com-
plete, the conversations were carried on
between the moving train and the dis-

patcher's office in a clear and distinct

manner.
The engine was cut off from the car and

proceeded a mile down the track by orders
telephoned from the conductor to the engi-
neer. The engine was then stopt by
telephone orders from the conductor, who
was on the car, and instructed to come back
and couple up again. Then an order was
given by the conductor to back up the
train and take on the flagman, who had
gone back to flag.

Before backing up, a telephone message
was sent to the dispatcher's office, asking
if it was safe to back up,, and the answer
by telephone from the dispatcher was that
this would be all right. After backing up
to the flagman, the order was received from
the dispatcher's office to go ahead to
Humphrey's and cross over to the other
track and come back to Moncton. Before
reaching Humphrey's a second telephone
message was received from the dispatcher
countermanding the previous order to cross
over, but to return to Moncton on the same
track, as the train was protected from the
rear.

All these instructions were transmitted by
telephone from the dispatcher's office to the
conductor on the car and by him trans-
mitted to the engineer by telephone, while
the car was running, showing that it is per-

fectly feasible to control a moving train

by telephone from the dispatcher's office at

a distant point. The invention is patented
in the United States and Canada as well as

in foreign countries. This new railroad
telephone system promises to completely
revolutionize modern railroading.

INDIAN PRINCESS LEARNS
WIRELESS.

The accompanying photograph shows an
Indian princess learning wireless telegraphy
—Miss Emily Moran, descendant of a
famous Indian chief. She promptly offered
her services to her country in this national
crisis, and is rapidly learning the art of
radio operating so that she can graduate
from clerical work to the wireless room of
an ocean liner or possibly a transport.

Many young women have taken up wire-

less operating, several of the leading schools
having classes,at which young ladies attend.

At the present time there has not been a
very large opportunity to place these fair

radio graduates, for the reason that the
Navy Department controls all the wireless
stations, and it is against their rules to have
women in any government radio stations.

However, there are many ways in which
women trained as radio operators can help
and have been helping. For one thing, they
can be of considerable aid in helping to
teach the soldier and sailor "rookies" the
rudiments of radio operating—particularly
the code, which is always a great stumbling
block to most of them. Women should
prove particularly efficient in teaching this

part of the radio art, for they have proven
themselves very adept and successful in
imparting knowledge to students of all ages
in our public schools thruout the country.

Photo from Paul Thompson

Here We See a Weil-Known Indian Princess Learning the Wireless Code. She Is Miss Emily
Moran, Descendant of a Famous Indian Chief.
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A New Aerial Smoke Barrage

THE airplane has surely come into its

own during the recent world war.
Hundreds of 'planes were to be seen
in the air on various sections of the
great battle-front many times during

the day, their glistening wings sparkling in

the bright sunshine. Pursuer and pursued
hurtled thru the

air at prodigious

speeds. These
airplane attacks

looked all very

tame from the

ground until one
of them closed in

on his adversary,

when many a

spectacular battle

was enacted. Per-

;

haps one of the

most spectacular

of all aerial bat-

tles is that men-
tioned in a num-
ber of the inter-

esting stories
that have come
to us from the

lion-h e a r t e d
fighters of the

air, where an en-

e m y 'plane has
dropt out of a
cloud, in order
to pounce down
and surprise an
unsuspecting flier

below. Some of

the German avi-

ators used to

practise this trick

regularly, sailing

upward thou-
sands of feet,

only to suddenly
disappear in a
cloud or cloud
bank. Then the

crafty flier
would suddenly
dart out of a
cloud at the side

or at the bottom,
and if a hostile

'plane happened
to be anywhere
in the vicinity,

the factor of sur-

prise would in

practically a 1 1

cases be on the

side of the
emerging w a r-

'plane.

But clouds
would not always
be conveniently

at hand for
carrying on such
maneuvers.
There is not
now, nor is there

likely to be an in-

ternational 1 a w
on the conduct
of aerial warfare
to the effect that

battle 'planes

may not play hide and seek among the

clouds if they choose to. Wherefore and
hence, We have the latest invention in aerial

warfare—the "airplane smoke producer"—
the particular form of this invention here

illustrated and described being due to John
Koltko, of Watertown, Connecticut.
As the front cover and accompanying

views show, this invention enables an aviator
to quickly send out a large quantity of heavy
smoke which will entirely envelop the
plane and prevent, or at least make it ex-

the air, but it would in a few minutes pro-
duce a long trailing cloud of black smoke,
and it would indeed be quite difficult for an
aviator to tell at exactly what point in this
cloud the enemy 'plane was.
The technical details of this smoke-pro-

ducing apparatus for aircraft are quite

simple and it op-
erates as fol-

lows : A s t e e 1

tank is mounted
in the body of
the 'plane with
which there is

connected a by-
pass pipe con-
necting with the
exhaust of the
engine. A suit-

able valve con-
trolled from the
pilot's seat is

connected with
this pipe, so that
when it is de-
sired to produce
a smoke cloud to

envelop the
'plane, it is only
necessary to open
the valve and al-

low the engine
exhaust to pass
into t h e tank.
The tank con-
tains certain
chemicals which
when acted upon
by the gases from
the motor ex-
h a u s t, produce
smoke rapidly in

great volume.
As the illus-

tration shows,
the d i f fusing
heads consisting
of c o n i c a 1 1 y-
shaped drums
with perforated
faces on them,
are placed around
various parts of
the airplane, un-
der the wings
and along the
fuselage.

DETAIL OF A1-RPLANE
"SMOKESCREEN" GEHERATOR

SMOKE GENERATING TANK ,
CONTAINING HEAVY 0IL5 AND
CHEMICALS FOR GENERATING
DENSE SMOKE I

SMOKE FEED PIPE
TO NOZZLES

Copyright, 1918. by E. P. Co.

Not Only Can the Naval Destroyers and Other Vessels Throw a Dense Smoke Screen, but the
Battle-plane as Well. This Recently Perfected Invention Causes the Exhaust Gases from the
Engine to Pass Into a Tank Containing Certain Chemicals, Which, When Thus Acted Upon, Pro-
duce a Dense Smoke in Great Quantities. The Smoke Is Distributed Thru Diffuser Heads About

the Planes. •

tremely difficult for, an enemy 'plane to

"plant" a good shot on him. This is more
apparent when it is considered that the

'plane would not simply have a dense cloud
of smoke blown around it at one point in

THE MAG-
NETIC SUR-
VEY VESSEL,
" CARNEGIE."
The Magnetic

Survey Vessel,
Carnegie, arrived
safely at her
home port, Wash-
ington, D. C, a
short time ago,
where she was
put out of com-
mission during
the period of the
war.

_
During her

cruise from
Buenos Aires,
Argentina, round
the Horn to Val-

paraiso, Chile, Callao, Peru, thence thru
the Panama Canal to Newport News, she
was in command of Dr. N. W. Edmonds
and a number of other scientists of the
Government staff.
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"The Long Dash"—AWireless Gun Show
BACKED by an absorbing story en-

acted and assisted by elaborate
scenic and stage effects, "The Long
Dash" has proven one of New
York's latest and greatest theatrical

successes. The play was written by Robert
Mears MacKay and Victor Mapes, co-
author of "The Boomerang." It has a
distinguished ca6t, including Robert Ede-
son, Henry E. Dixey, Violet Kemble
Cooper, Milicent Evans, and others. The
dramatic story revolves around the inven-
tion of a marvelous new "radio controlled"
cannon. The secret of its operation is

stolen by a spy. With the inventor of the
gun dead and the radio code by which the
gun is operated lost, many curious and ex-
citing incidents result. Interspersed with
all these affairs there is a delightful love
story in which two brothers, Paul and John
Hazelton, both impersonated by Robert
Edeson, are concerned.
Now for the dirty work. Those who

have seen this show have undoubtedly won-
dered just how the wireless controlled gun,
a large sized and faithfully reproduced
model of which is used on the stage, as
the accompanying photographs show, is

operated. For it surely does give one, no
matter how sophisticated in scientific mat-
ters he may be, a genuine dramatic thrill.

Robert Edeson, who endeavors to solve the
mystery of the lost code, presses the key
of the wireless transmitter located across

the stage from the gun, and every time he
presses the key a crashing blue-white spark
several inches long leaps across the spark
gap at the transmitting apparatus. A simi-

lar spark also appears simultaneously at the

spark gap fitted on the gun pedestal. Being
of a scientific turn of mind, he eventually

gets down to the point where he can cause
the gun to train around a circle, and also

up and down vertically, besides firing. The
controlling signals comprise a number of

dots or short sparks, and after the proper
number of these have been transmitted, a

long dash or spark is required to cause the

particular function in hand to take place.

Thus when the gun is to be fired, after

being trained with a previous set of signals

or sparks, a number of short flashes are

rapidly transmitted, and then the "long
dash" or spark is the signal that the gun
will fire. A thirty-eight caliber Colt re-

volver is cleverly arranged inside of the

model cannon and this, operated by a stage

assistant, produces the explosion whenever
the gun is fired.

But this is not all, for to lend still more
enchantment to the seeming mystery of this

pseudo-scientific drama, the target at the

rear of the stage plays a very important

role, for every time the gun operates an-

other "bullet" goes thru the target. At
least the audience thinks so, for does not a

hole appear in the target each time the gun
fires? Sure it does, and little Willie in the

front row as well as his grand-dad prob-

ably wonders how in the dickens they can

fire a small naval cannon right on the stage

and cause a shell to pass thru the target
without killing a few dozen actors standing
off stage. The truth is, there "ain't no
such animal" as a bullet used, but a trusty

An Exciting

Edeson Plays
the Gun, Its

assistant stands ready with a string in his

hand, and each time the gun fires he yanks
another wad of paper out of a previously
prepared hole in the bull's-eye of the target.

"Ye gods!" little Willie remarks, Mr. Ede-
son is sure some sharp-shooter, and in truth

he is, so far as the story of the drama is

concerned.
As will be recollected, in the introduction

it was mentioned that Mr. Edeson imper-
sonates two roles—that of Paul Hazelton
as well as John Hazelton. In another act

a clever bit of stage work is carried out,

and a few words describing it will undoubt-
edly prove of interest. In this scene one of
the brothers sits down in a large high-back,
old-fashioned chair, and presently turns the

chair with its back to the audience and
starts eating at a table. The audience sees

the actor's arms moving as he proceeds to

eat his dinner, but the old saying that the

"hand is quicker than the eye" still holds

good to a dot, for right before your very
eyes and while the good Mr. Hazelton No. 1

apparently is enjoying his meal an unseen
transposition takes place in a few seconds.

The seat of the chair is a spring-actuated

affair and collapses when desired. The actor

escapes down thru the bottom of the chair

by means of an electrically operated dumb-
waiter, or "trap," as it is called in stage

parlance, and another actor rises on the

trap, gets into the chair and carries on the

arm movements and other embellishments

that go with the assimilation of a hearty

repast ; and in the meantime the door of

the room opens, and in walks the other

brother, Mr. Hazelton No. 2, who is no
other than our old friend, Mr. Robert
Edeson.

An electrically controlled machine for

sorting coffee beans has been invented by a

native of Munich.

India has increased its annual coal pro-

duction to 12,000,000 tons and is introduc-

ing electrical machinery into some mines.
A Close-Up View of the Wireless Gun and Radio Transmitter, with Mr. Edeson Studying Ita

Response to Various Dot and Dash Combinations, from the Play—"The Long Dash."

The Wireless Controlled Cannon Speaks—and Hits the Bull's-Eye Every Time.
Moment from the New York Dramatic Success, "The Long Dash." Mr. Robert
the Role of the Radio Genius, Who Works Out the Code Which Will Operate

Inventor Having Died.
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Nikola Tesla and His Inventions

By H. Gernshack

AN ANNOUNCEMENT

SEVERAL years ago,

in the course of a

discussion, a well-

known journalist

asked me whom I

considered at present the

world's greatest inventor. I

said : "If you mean the man
who really invented, in other

words, originated and dis-

covered— not merely im-

proved what had already

been invented by others,

then without a shade of

doubt, Nikola Tesla is the

world's greatest inventor,

not only at present, but in

all history."

My friend was much sur-

prised and voiced his aston-

ishment. "Surely," said he,

"you do not mean to place

Tesla ahead of such great

men as Archimedes, Fara-

day or Edison?"

"That is exactly what I

mean," I replied, "and be-

fore twenty-five years have

elapsed the world at large

will echo my opinion."

"But listen," persisted my
friend, "who on earth is this

man Tesla anyway? What
are his wonderful inven-

tions, what great thing has

he ever done? How is it

that the world at large does

not know him?"

Nikola Tesla, from a Painting by th
This Picture Has Never

"To begin with, and the better to impress you," I replied, "Tesla

has secured more than one hundred patents on inventions, many

of which have proved revolutionary. Science accords to him over

75 original discoveries, not mere mechanical improvements. Tesla

is an originator in the sense that Faraday was an originator. Like

the latter he is a pioneer blazing the trail ; aside from this he is a

discoverer of the very highest order."

"Ninety percent of the entire electrical industry pays tribute to

his genius. All electrical machinery using or generating alternat-

ing current is due to Tesla. High tension current transmission

without which our long distance trolley cars, our electrified lines,

our subways would be impossible, are due to the genius of Tesla.

The Tesla Induction Motor, the Tesla Rotary Converter, the

Tesla Phase System of Power Transmission, the Tesla Steam and

Gas Turbine and the Tesla Coil and Oscillation Transformer are

perhaps his better known inventions.

"As to your last question, namely, why the world at large does

not know Tesla, it is answered best by stating that he has com-

mitted the unpardonable crime of not having a permanent press

agent to shout his greatness from the housetops. Then, too, most

of Tesla's inventions, at least to the public mind, are more or less

intangible on account of the fact that they are very technical and,

therefore, do not catch the popular imagination, as, for instance,

wireless, the X-ray, the air-

plane, or the telephone."

The trouble with Nikola

Tesla is that he lives a cen-

tury ahead of his time. He
has often been denounced

as a dreamer even by well

informed men. He has been

called crazy by others who
ought to know better. For
Tesla talks in a language

that most of us do not as

yet understand. But as the

years roll on Science more
and more appreciates his

greatness, and begins to pay

him tribute more and more.

In 1893, three years prior

to the earliest attempts in

Hertz wave telegraphy,

Tesla first described his

wireless system and took

out patents on a number of

novel devices which were
then but imperfectly under-

stood. Even the electrical

world at large laughed at

these patents. But large

wireless interests had to pay

him tribute in the form of

real money, because his

"fool" patents were recog-

nized to be fundamental. He
actually antedated every im-

portant wireless invention.

A few weeks ago the

world read thru news dis-

patches of a great wireless

discovery—the static eliminator. But Tesla had not only patented

systems overcoming this and other forms of interference but had
actually constructed and successfully operated devices years ago
in Colorado, under conditions where static interference was
troublesome to an extraordinary degree. A photograph of one

form of his apparatus is published with a note from him for the

first time elsewhere in this issue of the Electrical Experimenter.

And so it goes. The world smiles an unbelieving smile, but Tesla's

master mind invariably sets the world aright.

I first read about Tesla in a well-known German weekly publica-

tion when I was less than 15 years old. The Editor of that publi-

cation reproduced his picture on a full page and paid high tribute

to Tesla, hailing him as the world's coming greatest electrician.

H. W. Buck, Chief Engineer, President of the American In-

stitute of Electrical Engineers, among others, said: "The work of

Nikola Tesla in his great conception of his rotary field seems to

me one of the greatest feats of imagination which has ever been

attained by human mind."

Lord Kelvin, before the British Association, commenting upon

the Tesla Transformer exhibited, said : "This is a wonderful

development of the induction coil destined to be of great

importance."

Electrical Review, commenting upon the wireless : "Mr. Tesla's

e Famous Princess Lwoff- Parlaghy.
Been Published Before.
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researches in this field have attracted world-wide attention, and

his is undoubtedly the master mind."

Der Electro-Technische Anzeiger, Berlin, and Elektrizitdt, Leip-

zig, Germany, (commenting upon Tesla's work) : "It is a com-

bination of the grandest power of technical performance with the

most vivid imagination, such as

has never before manifested itself

in the human mind."

Brigadier Allen, of the United

States War Department (com-

menting upon Tesla's Turbine) :

"Something new in the world.

Officers are greatly impressed

with it."

While studying abroad I read

every scrap of his work I could

lay my hands on. I performed

most of his high frequency ex-

periments, and the more I saw of

his work the more imprest I be-

came. Some years ago as Editor

of Modem Electrics, I met him in

a New York shop where his fa- ^^^fSMSi^S
mous turbine models were first

built. I was fascinated with the tall, gaunt man, then about 50

years old, but looking less than 30. His extraordinary face, with

his deep set blue eyes, proclaimed the intense thinker—the philos-

opher. A few minutes' chat with him left me more than ever

convinced of his greatness.

Further contacts during the past few years still enhanced my
opinion of him. Tesla is a man of extraordinary knowledge. He
is remarkably well read and has a photographic memory whereby

it is possible for him to recite page after page of nearly every

classical work, be it Goethe, Voltaire or Shakespeare. He speaks

and writes twelve languages. He is an accomplished calculator,

who has little use for tables and text-books and holds the sliding

rule in contempt. Tesla has received numerous honors and dis-

tinctions of all kinds. He is a knight of several orders, holder of

many titles and diplomas. Some time ago he was awarded the

Elliott Cresson gold medal by the Franklin Institute and last year

the Edison medal by the American Institute of Electrical Engi-

neers. Many extraordinary distinctions have been offered to him
which he has declined. As of timely interest one instance may be

mentioned. At the announcement of Tesla's high frequency dis-

coveries, while the former Emperor of Germany was all-powerful

and great men were eager for his favors, Tesla received an invita-

tion from him and the Empress to repeat his celebrated experi-

ments at the Royal Palace in Berlin. He forgot all about it and
did not answer for one year, when he politely apologized for his

inability to avail himself of the honor. Later the invitation was
renewed and nearly two years past before Tesla answered to the

same effect. After a lapse of time, however, upon the announce-

ment of another impor-

tant invention, he re- g^MMMg^^MigMiM
ceived the invitation for

the third time, with the

assurance that an alto-

gether unusual honor

was reserved for him.

"Well, boys," said

Tesla to his assistants

after he laid the invi-

tation which he never

answered aside, "the

Emperor must be a

great man. I do not

think that I would be — — r.

capable of acting in this

way if I were in his place." Perhaps the most remarkable tribute

was paid to him when he made his famous experiments in Colo-

rado in 1899. It was by J. Pierpont Morgan, the elder, who do-

nated $150,000, which enabled Tesla to produce artificial light-

ning and incidentally to electrify the entire earth.

BY special arrangement the ELECTRICAL
EXPERIMENTER will, beginning with

the next issue, publish a series of articles en-

titled "My Inventions", by Nikola Tesla. The
great inventor will contribute a signed article

monthly, which articles will run for several

years. Most of this material has never ap-

peared in print before. The articles will be

publisht in book form later. We consider this

announcement the most important we ever

made. THE PUBLISHERS.

Some of Tesla's inventions have been of far-reaching impor-

tance in the War. The resources and productive powers of the

country have been greatly increased thru extended use of his

system of alternating current transmission and transformation of

energy. Nearly ten million horsepower of water falls have been

harnest by this means, thus sav-^ ing forty percent of the entire

coal output of the United States.

The railroads have been electrified

and his induction motor has revo-

lutionized the steel industry and

operation of factories. His elec-

tric drive has been adopted on the

largest cruisers and battleships as

the most perfect mdans of pro-

pulsion. His wireless inventions

have proved indispensable and his

oscillatory apparatus has been of

inestimable service in chirurgical

and therapeutic treatment in the

field.

The technical prints abound with

^^^^^^^^^^ his work, his inventions, his dis-

coveries. The following is only

a partial list of terms now adopted and published in text books

and technical works

:

NIKOLA TESLA, in the opinion of authorities, today is core-

ceded to be the greatest inventor of all times. Tesla has

more original inventions to his credit than any other man in his-

tory. He is considered greater than Archimedes, Faraday, or

Edison. His basic, as well as revolutionary, discoveries for sheer

audacity have no equal in the annals of the world. His master

mind is easily one of the seven wonders of the intellectual world.

H. GERNSBACK.

Tesla electro-therapy

Tesla electrical massage

Tesla currents

Tesla transmission

Teslaic experiments

Tesla capacity

Tesla arclight system

Tesla third brush regulation

Tesla devices

Tesla sparks

Tesla arrangements

Tesla theory

Tesla point

Tesla Steam Turbine

Tesla Gas Turbine

Tesla Water Turbine

Tesla Pump
Tesla Compressor

Tesla Igniter

Tesla condensers

Tesla electro-static field

Tesla effects

Tesla wireless system

Tesla methods of wireless
transmission

Tesla magnifying transmitter

Tesla telautomata

mmm Tesla insulation

Tesla underground

transmission, etc.

The other night the

Editors of the "Ex-

perimenter had the

opportunity of passing

an evening with Tesla.

We talked about many
things, so interesting,

that I will reserve them

for another article—but

mostly, of course, the

i, |M - conversation centered

about Tesla himself.

"Dr. Tesla," I said to him, "you are aware of our great

admiration for you, which may or may not be important. But

the great public knows little of your mark. Even many of those

technically educated—excuse the frankness—think that you are

(Continued on page 657)

Tesla two-phase, three-phase,

multi-phase, poly-phase sys-

tem of power transmission

Tesla principle

Tesla rotating magnetic field

Tesla rotating magnetic field

transformer

Tesla induction motor

Tesla split-phase motor

Tesla system, of distribution

Tesla rotary transformer

Tesla system of transforma-

tion by condenser discharges

Tesla coil

Tesla oscillation transformer

Tesla electrical oscillator

Tesla mechanical oscillator

Tesla high frequency machines

Tesla dynamo-electric oscilla-

tor

Tesla tube

Tesla lamp

Tesla high-potential methods

Tesla inductor

Tesla marvels

Tesla impedence phenomena
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"Odd Photo" Contest
WELL, Readers, what do you think

of this perfect galaxy of "Odd
Photos"? Fit for a king, eh.

That's what we thought and so

decided to publish them. Have
you ever tried to enter a photo in our "Odd
Photo" contest? Now is the time. Just
look over this collection, gathered from all

parts of the country, and you will gain a

clear idea of just what we are after in this

direction. We want brainy pictures as well
as freak photos. Electrical, Radio and
Scientific subjects give you a wide field to

Anothtr "Ball LlihtRlng." Photo No. 2.
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am told, was caused by the film being
wound too fast, thereby causing static elec-

tricity.

What caused the lines to be in double,
or in pairs? Can anyone explain this?

What causes the lines to have those pe-
culiar peaks?

I hope that your readers can answer it.

Wm. P. Ullrich, Ansonia, Conn.

LIGHTNING AT THE SEASHORE'
Here is an excellent photograph of an

held in the shadows cast by a tree, when the

sun was a crescent. It will be noticed that

the shadows are all shaped like a crescent

—in fact, an exact image of the sun at that

time. The explanation of this is that the

small apertures in the foliage acted like

small lenses and projected the image of

the sun on to the ground, or in this case the

sheet. During the eclipse the ground and
the sides of houses were covered all over
with these minute crescents, and it was
very interesting to watch them and to note

how they corresponded with the changing

choose from. See announcement of "Odd
Photo" contest elsewhere in this issue.

WELDING CAR TRACKS AT NIGHT
Herewith is an interesting night picture

of men welding car tracks in Buffalo. The
welding, of course, is electric, the trolley

wire being tapt and a wire fastened to a
weight placed on the track, making the
connections. The 550 volt current is re-

duced thru a bank of resistance grids car-
ried on a cart. The men are equipt with a
heavy glass mask of special design, to pro-
tect their eyes and ears.

Kenneth Strickfaden, New York City.

IS IT AN A. C. OSCILLOGRAM?
I here present a print which resembles

an alternating current oscillogram. This, I

electrical storm at the seashore.
Last August, while at the seashore, I

was awakened about 1 A. M. by the loud
crashes of a storm. The flashes were very
bright, so I got out my camera. Herewith
is the best picture I obtained. In the fore-
ground is a boys' camp and the board walk.
The beach can be made out very clearly.

C. M. Fairbanks, Ocean City, N. J.

MYSTIC SHADOWS CAST BY
SOLAR ECLIPSE

One of the many interesting phenomena
occasioned by a partial eclipse of the sun
is the shape of the shadows cast by the
light filtering thru the trees. The present
picture is one taken -during the eclipse of
June the eighth, at a spot where the eclipse

was 85 per cent. The picture is of a sheet

images of the sun on this particular oc-

casion. James L. Clifford,

Evansville, Ind.

A 2-HEADED MAN
The photo herewith, altho it does not

bear any relation to electricity or radio,

you will admit is odd. It is prized especially

because of its history. The photo itself is

a double duplicate of my homely physiog-
nomy and was taken under several difficul-

ties. In the first place I was home with the

mumps and the measles and, being at a
loss for something to do, I started to

pester my peaceful camera. Secondly, I

was alone and had to take the picture my-
self. Thirdly, my camera is a box type, and
I had to rig up a series of wire rings, so

{Continued on page 673)
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ELECTRICAL DENTAL AUTO FOR
UPTON SOLDIERS.

There's nothing like having a "pull"

—

especially if you happen to be one of
Camp Upton's sons. Just think of the

pleasure of sitting down in this elaborately

equipt dental palace—why we'll bet the

D. D. S. hates to leave it at night. Believe
the "Doc." when he says

—"We send them
away with a smile

!"

In examining Upton's portable
dental car we note that electric- r~

—
!

ity is used to almost the same
j

extent in this portable office as
j

it is used in the private practise

of the modern dentist. Altho
Camp Upton has an elaborate
dental equipment, with twenty-
two chairs at the Dental Infir-

mary, five more for the Depot
Brigade, and three at the Base
Hospital, and a staff of Assist-

ant Dental Surgeons, there is

still need for the dental ambu-
lance, for among the thousands
of soldiers who pass thru the
cantonment, there are many who
for various reasons cannot come
to any one of the three perma-
nent offices. With its complete
equipment, no case is too severe

to be treated, a fact which is ad-
mirably borne out by the rec-

ords of the office. As many as

a hundred patients have been
treated in a day, the work in-

cluding everything from prelim-
inary examination to the relief

of aching molars or the filling of
cavities.

The dental chair, which we
here see so well "filled" with a

180 pound Upton patient, with
its fountain cuspidor is exactly

similar to the chairs found in

any well-appointed office. Con-
veniently located on one side is

the familiar bracket table for

instruments, while in front of

the chair are the electric motor and exten-

sion arm of the all important and nerve
twiddling drill. The foot control is on the

New British 'Plane Can Coast 20 Miles to

Safety
In a recent report from an aviation camp

behind the British lines in France comes the
news that while the absolutely foolproof
airplane has possibly not yet been invented,
in the opinion of American pilots who are

cept for slight damages which may follow a
landing. They are so balanced and the

wings so arranged that when the engine
stops they glide gradually and easily to

earth, without the pilot's attention.

PATERSON N.J

PERTH AMBOV

ATLANTIC OCEAN

The One Great Problem Confronting the Flying World Has Always Been—"How Far Can I Glide or
Coast, If My Engine Should Stop?" The Answer )s—Twenty Miles; that Is, If You Have One of

These Newest British 'Planes, One of Which Has Glided That Distance in an Actual Test.

working in a British airdrome the newest
British machines have very nearly solved

the problem.
Left to themselves

these latest machines
will make their way
safely to earth, ex-

The Camp Upton Boys All Had a Real Pull with the Dental
"Docs," for Electricity Provided Every Convenience Necessary

for Pulling and Filling Aching Molars "Painlessly."

floor behind the chair.

Overhead are two in-

candescent lamps in

special reflectors,

which assure adequate
and well-directed il-

lumination. Even a

motor-driven lathe is

on hand.
The electric equip-

ment operates at six

volts, current being
provided by a three-

cell storage battery.

This battery provides
sufficient energy to
operate the entire

electric equipment for

a two weeks' period.

It is the only source
of electric energy in

the outfit, for the

auto-engine is not fit-

ted with a dynamo.
A rectifier enables the

battery to be charged
from any lamp socket,

however. Also this

permits current to be
taken direct from the
lighting mains when
the battery is low.

—

Photo courtesy New
York Edison Co.

The following test shows how remark-
ably stable these airplanes are : A pilot

climbed to a sufficient height, stopt his en-
gine and took his hands off the controls,

merely keeping his feet on the rudder bar.

He steered for an airdrome twenty miles
away and, except for keeping it straight, he
let the airplane do what it liked. It trav-
eled the whole twenty miles as steadily as
a bicycle coasting down a long, straight and
gentle hill.

The accompanying illustration shows just

what such a gerformance means to the avi-

ator, who has heretofore always been in

danger of being forced to volplane down
at a sharp angle as soon as the engine stopt.

Thus the aviator had to make a landing
while coming down at a fairly sharp angle,
and in some cases the plane has practically

"dropt out of the sky," killing the aviator
and demolishing the machine.

Just think what it will mean to the bird-
men when they can volplane down a dis-

tance of twenty miles, such as from Mine-
ola, L. I., to Governor's Island, or vice
versa. It's really a wonder our flying ma-
chine inventors have not perfected such a
device before this, when we stop to think
of the many military aviators who have
had their engines stall when over the Ger-
man lines, which invariably meant they had
to descend in enemy territory, with subse-
quent capture.. The cities and towns shown
about New York City in the accompanying
view are all situated approximately 20 miles
distant.

Electrical apparatus taking current from
a light socket has been invented by a French
scientist to purify the air in a room by
literally pumping it into a reservoir and
washing it.
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New Flashlight Cuts Off After One Minute
The newly invented and extremely novel

electrical flashlight here illustrated incor-

porates a feature not possest by any other

flashlight so far developed, in that when
the push button is deprest the lamp circuit

is kept closed for a predetermined and spe-

You Push the Button of This Flashlight—

a

Minute Later the Lamp Extinguishes Itself

Automatically. Result—a Saving in Battery
Power and Life.

cific length of time, such as one minute, and

it then opens the circuit automatically. This

feature results in a great saving of battery
energy, particularly in such forms of the
dry battery electric lamp as those made in

the form of an ordinary lantern, which
are provided with a switch instead of a
push button, and which the owners there-
of have a great habit of thinking that be-
cause it is an electric lantern, it will stand
almost any abuse. It would make the heart
of any good electrician flutter with extreme
anxiety to watch some users of these elec-

tric lanterns and see them close the switch
and then forget it—a dry battery to them is

a veritable electric dynamo
;
they never give

a thought to the fact that the dry cells used
in every one of these flashlights, will give
several times the life if they would but open
the switch or button periodically—say at
intervals of one-quarter to one-half minute
—in order to give the battery a chance to

recuperate.

It is to guard against just such misuses
of the electric flashlight that the inventor
of the present automatic cut-off push but-
ton, Mr. G. H. Parsons of Stamford, Conn.,
has evolved and patented the device here
illustrated. One illustration shows the ex-
terior of his new flashlight, called the
"Tempolight," while the second illustration
shows a diagramatic view of the interior
arrangements. These are simple and com-
prise the usual lamp bulb, a dry cell, and a
circuit-closer or push button, to which he
attaches a small air bellows. When the
button is deprest this bellows is also de-
prest, and the air exhausted within it. By
means of a slow acting air valve or other
suitable arrangement, the bellows, after an
appreciable length of time of one-half to

one minute, depending upon the period for
which it is set to operate, expands and
opens the push button contact trigger. A
spiral spring on the push button rod tends
always to push it outward.

Slowacting

air valve

trippin

Here is the Secret of the Automatic Cut-off
Mechanism of the Flashlight that Opens Its
Lamp Circuit After Burning for a Minute.

A Small Air Bellows Does the Trick.

FOOLING THE DRAFT BOARD?—
IT CAN'T BE DONE.

THE sad and distressing fact has been
brought forth that to escape a

righteous duty, one that every full-

blooded American should be proud

to fulfill, there are amongst us mor-
tals in this free land, a new generation

—

small in numbers, to be sure—who deliber-

ately seek to evade the greatest of all

things—the protection of the Stars and
Stripes and the preservation of the Union.

Amongst the false claims is that of par-

tial or total deafness.

The French military specialists have al-

ready experienced considerable difficulty in

this direction. It appears that the malin-

gerer most difficult to detect is the one
claiming complete loss of hearing in one

ear. A moment's thought will show why
this should be. Were only partial deafness

claimed it would not be difficult to trap

him, as he could not possibly be consistent

in all his statements thruout an extended
series of tests ; but, with complete uni-

lateral deafness as the claim, he simply and
uniformly replies in the negative to all tests

applied to the alleged defective ear.

Dr. R. R. Brownfield has devised a test

which not only definitely determines the

acuity of hearing in either ear, but also

quickly detects the unilateral malingerer.

In the device as evolved by Dr. Brown-
field batteries and make-and-break contacts

are entirely dispensed with. The ordinary
110 volt alternating commercial lighting

current is used. The variable current is

produced by a potentiometer, and is vari-

able from an absolute zero to maximum.
No vibrating iron is used, and the maxi-
mum strength of current employed is de-
pendent on no factor except the ratio of
the electrical resistances employed. The

sound producer is similar to a telephone
receiver except in one very important re-
spect—the core is of soft iron and is not
magnetized. This results in eliminating
the variability due to demagnetization and
doubles the pitch, so that the ordinary 60

The "Slacker" Tries to Fool the Draft Board
—But Here's the Electric Telephone "Hear-
ing Test" Apparatus that Fools the Would-be

Shirker.

cycle current produces 240 vibrations per

second—about equal to the average tone

used in conversation.

The sound producer is provided with
three lugs to hold it away from the ear, so
that the sound will be transmitted solely by
air conduction. By simply turning the in-

dicator from 100 to zero, one can cause the
sound to increase from the point at which
it is just perceptible to one of normal hear-
ing, the threshold of audition, or 100 per
cent, acuity, to a degree of intensity at
which failure to perceive it indicates that
the subject has no practical hearing. In
addition to the variable receiver, there is a
supplementary one that always operates at
maximum intensity, irrespective of the
loudness of the other.

In the usual test for the acuity of hear-
ing, only the variable receiver is used. As
the subject holds this to the ear, the pointer
is gradually moved from zero to a point on
the scale is reached, that would normally
indicate very defective or almost no hear-
ing for the good ear.

The very nature of the test, it will be
noted facilitates the detection of fraud,

because the better he can hear in the al-

leged defective ear, the less he will hear
in the other—a condition just the opposite
of what he might expect, so that when he
makes his usual negative reply he is for
once telling the truth and trapping himself.
Under these conditions the sound appears
to come in some mysterious way from a
point at the center of the head; and if the
two ears are approximately equal in acuity,

there is absolutely no possibility of indenti-
fying the gradually increasing sound in the
supposedly good ear until a point is reached
on the scale away beyond the reading that
would be obtained when the loud receiver is

disconnected. Hence in the case of the pre-
tender, the physician has only to repeat the
test with the loud receiver disconnected,
and a totally different reading will be
secured, thus proving the deceit.
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Wintertime Uses for the Electric Fan
By PAULINE GINSBERG

H AS it ever occurred to you that

the electric fan can be used to

great advantage in the wintertime

as a labor
and time

saver? Probably it

has not. This is but
natural on account
of the popular idea

that the fan has
only one mission,

that of cooling the

air. What the fan
really does do is to

circulate it. By im-
pelling circulation,

for instance, about
the body, the dis-

placement of the

warm air for the

cooler, as well as

surface evaporation
accordingly gives a

cooling sensation,

but in hot weather
such as in July, the

forced air from the

fan does not change
for the cooler, it be-

ing equally warm
both indoors and
out and the fan
sometimes causes
more discomfort
than comfort. As
many of us have en-

tertained the idea

that the fan cools

the air, naturally the

fan was invariably

hustled to a secluded
nook in the attic or
down the cellar un-
til the warm zephyrs of the next spring

reminded us that it was "fan-time" again.

A few suggestions are here given for

the wintertime utility of electric fans, and
eventually you
will find a num-
ber of other uses

to which the elec-

tric fan can be
employed with
benefit.

When the mas-
ter of the house
(or was it the

janitor?) goes
down to the cel-

lar, and after

much ado about
the furnace (no,

not "nothing"), finally makes a heroic at-

tempt at starting a fire on a sultry day and
it won't work—what to do for a forced
draft? Just apply a fan opposite the front

or side ashpit door of the furnace as here-
with illustrated, and the fire will soon be
crackling away merrily. Along this same
line of the heating problem it can often be
placed behind or in front of the steam radi-

ator to circulate the air around and thru
it so that the room is heated more rapidly
and evenly.

Something that many women will ap-
preciate is the use of the fan in the laundry
for drying clothes. You will notice, in the
third photograph, how the fan is placed
away from the clothes lines in order to give
a freer circulation of air so that it passes
over all the clothes, and has therefore al-

most the effect of a light wind were the

clothes outdoors. If the windows are kept

open both at the top and bottom, you will

be surprised how nicely they will dry.

Removing Odors from the
Kitchen.

Drying Stockings and
Gloves.

The fan in the kitchen window solves a

problem that confronts every housewife

—

what to do to prevent cooking odors and
smoke from spreading over the whole
house? It is particularly annoying when
friends pay a

visit. Any
handy piece of

board the length

of the window
can be attached
as a shelf. It

should be about
three - quarters

of an inch thick

and can be fast-

ened in place

with a pair of

brackets and a few screws. On this the fan

is placed so as to face the open window
and create a strong suction. In a short

time the smoke and odors will have van-

ished. Also to beautify the kitchen a flower

or two may adorn the other end of the

shelf.

Something we all dislike is the unpleasant

odor that is the result of a room or rooms
h a v i h g just

been painted.

With the win-
dows kept open
a few inches at

the top and bot-

tom and with
our friend, the

electric fan,

kept going, the

paint will dry
quickly and the

Humidifying and Deodor-
izing.

odor will have vanished in a much shorter

time than had it not been used. Incidently

dust will have been prevented from settling

on the wet paint

;

^^^^^^^^^m a 'so > ^ having dried

more quickly, there

will be a marked
luster added to the

painted surface. The
fan can also be
played on any small

article that has been
painted or enameled,
such as a kitchen
chair or table.

Gas heaters were
never in such favor
as they were last

year and will be this

year (the coal prob-
lem still being the
chief reason). As a
rule, with the on-
coming of a sub-
stitute, some un-
favorable feature is

bound to spring up
—in this case the re-

duction of humidity
—the gas flame con-
suming a high per-
centage of the
precious vapor
which contains the
oxygen, so necessary
to our lungs. The
electric fan again
clears the situation.

Place a pan about
three-quarters full

of water anywhere
convenient, so that

the fan can play di-

rectly across it. Over the pan put a thin

board or piece of heavy cardboard, which
has been perforated a number of times, so

that small wicks or pieces of cloth can fit

snugly into the perforations. They should
be long enough to pass down into the water.

The board or cardboard should be of the

correct size so as to exactly suit the handles,

and so be held in position ; it should not
be blown off by the fan. This arrangement
need not necessarily be kept for a great
length of time in one room, but it can be
employed for a short period in every room,
especially in bedrooms and sick rooms to

promote comfort and good respiration,

which in turn produce sound healthful sleep.

A fan should invariably be kept in the sick

room so as to insure good ventilation. It

should of course be turned away, and at

a considerable distance from the patient. It

will greatly ease his suffering and discom-
fort which come from the difficulty of
breathing and
from the inabil-

ity to sleep. The
fan can be kept
going at inter-

vals and near
a slightly low-
er'ed window.
As the impure
air rises and escapes thru the upper open-
ing of the window, and the pure air

enters thru the lower section, a good plan

would be to have a small shelf made to hold
the fan near the upper opening, the suction

pumping out the impure air. It should also

{Continued on page 654)

Drying Photo Negatives
Quickly.
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Popular Astronomy
GIANT JUPITER AND HIS NINE MOONS

By ISABEL M. LEWIS

Copyright, 1918, by B. P. Co.
Jupiter as Seen from Its Nearest Moon—Satellite V. This Tiny Moon Is Only 67,000 Miles from the Surface of innitor

'

itJ n- ' *
'

Is Less Than 100 Miles. The Black Spot on the Face of Jupiter Is the Shadow of Another Moon Projected onto the Giant Planet

THE most beautiful object in the

midnight sky during these winter
months is the planet Jupiter, which
will continue to be in excellent posi-

tion for observation far into the

spring. Upon New Year's Day Jupiter will

be in opposition to the sun and therefore
directly on the meridian at midnight. It is

then seen at its best and will be visible

thruout the night, rising in the east as the

sun sets and setting in the west at sunrise.

Jupiter shines by reflected sunlight with
twice the brilliancy of the brightest of the

star§, Sirius. When seen during the mid-
night hours the remarkable, unflickering

brightness of this largest and most dis-

tinguished member of the solar system at

once serves to set it apart from the scintil-

lating stars far beyond.
There is but one planet, Venus, that sur-

passes Jupiter in brilliancy, and as Venus
never departs more than forty-eight de-

grees from the sun Jupiter always shines

without a rival at midnight. To one who
has observed the two planets together the

silvery radiance and surpassing brilliancy

of Venus, due not to its size, but to its

comparative nearness to the earth, at once

serves to distinguish it from the golden
yellow glow of Jupiter.

Even the smallest telescopes of two or
three inch aperture will show the four his-

toric moons of Jupiter which were the first

celestial objects to be discovered when
Galileo turned his crude telescope to the

heavens in the vear 1610.

Comparative Size of Jupiter and the Earth.
90,000 Miles in Diameter, Jupiter's Mass Is

300 Times That of the Earth.

The fact that these tiny points of light
were actually revolving around the great
planet was soon detected by the famous
astronomer and we can imagine with what
breathless interest he observed these satel-
lites of another world whose discovery
dealt such a severe blow to the old
Ptolemaic theory that the earth was the
center of the universe. It was not until
the great telescopes of modern times were
invented that the five additional moons of
Jupiter were discovered. The four satel-
lites first observed by Galileo were fanci-
fully named Io, Europa, Ganymede and
Callisto, in the order of their distances out-
ward from the planet, but these names are
rarely used now, the satellites being desig-
nated for convenience I, II, III and IV,
respectively. The first of the new satel-
lites to be discovered was Satellite V, which
is the nearest to Jupiter of all the nine
moons. It is an extremely small body, not
more than one hundred miles in diameter,
and to discover this tiny body as it skirted
rapidly around the great planet within
sixty-seven thousand miles of its surface,
nearly lost in the glaring rays, was a diffi-
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Jupiter Photographed October 19, 1915, with
Refractor by E. C. Sllpher of the Lowell

cult feat even for an experienced observer.

It was accomplished, however, by Prof.

Barnard with the great Lick refractor in

1892. Satellite V is hopelessly beyond the

reach of any but the greatest telescopes, as

are also the four satellites discovered since

that date. In fact, most of these tiny

moons are observed photographically. Satel-

lites VI and VII were discovered photo-

graphically in 1905. They are both about
seven million miles from the planet and
their paths loop thru one another; they

are, moreover, highly inclined to each other

at an angle of nearly thirty degrees. When
nearest together they are separated by a

distance of two million miles. Two more
extremely small bodies, known as Satellites

VIII and IX, have been discovered quite

recently, one at Greenwich, England, in

1908, the other at the Lick Observatory in

1914. These excessively faint bodies are

the most remote satellites of Jupiter and
they are of particular interest because they

travel around the planet in a direction

opposite to the direction of revolution pre-

vailing in the solar system. The ninth and
most distant satellite of Saturn also retro-

grades ; that is, it revolves in a clockwise

rather than a counter-clockwise direction

around the planet. One explanation given
for this peculiarity of the outermost satel-

lites of Jupiter and Saturn is that this

backward revolution around the planet is

more stable when the satellites are at great

distances from the primary and the gravi-

tational control that the planet exerts,

therefore weak. N The moons of the planets

are, of course, subject to the attraction of

the sun as well as to the attraction of the

controlling planet, and the greater the dis-

tance of the satellite from the planet the

stronger the pull exerted by the sun and
the weaker the bonds that bind such a

moon to the planet. Beyond a certain limit

'it would be impossible for the planet to

hold the satellite against the sun's greater

attraction and the satellite would leave the

planet to revolve directly around the sun,

thereby becoming a planet. It appears that

as this danger limit is neared it is safer

for the satellite to "back" around the planet

than to follow the usual "west to east"

direction of revolution. The eighth satel-

lite of Jupiter is more than fourteen million

and the ninth more than fifteen million

miles from the parent planet and they re-

quire about two years and three years,

respectively, to complete one trip around
Jupiter. When we consider that Satellite

V darts around the planet in less than

twelve hours at a distance of

only sixty-seven thousand miles

from its surface we realize

what tremendous differences

exist in the distances and peri-

ods of revolution of the nine

moons. There is also great dis-

parity in the sizes of the vari-

ous moons. The five moons
discovered in modern times are

all excessively faint and there-

fore extremely small. The di-

ameter of the largest of these,

Satellite V, is less than one
hundred miles. On the other
hand, the four historic moons
of Jupiter are of planetary di-

mensions. The smallest, Satel-
lite II, is slightly larger than
our own moon, while the lar-

gest, Satellite III, has a diame-
ter according to measurements
made with the 40 in. Yerkes re-

fractor in 1916, of three thou-
sand nine hundred and eight
miles, which is only four hun-
dred miles less than the diam-

the
-
24-Inch eter of. Mars. The periods of

Observatory. revolution of these four satel-
lites range from one day
and eighteen hours for the

nearest, which is about two hundred and
sixty-one thousand miles from the center
of Jupiter, to sixteen days and sixteen and
one-half hours for the most distant, which
is more than one million one hundred and
sixty thousand miles from the planet.
These four moons of Jupiter are most in-
teresting members of the solar system.
They are so near to the great planet that
they are continually dipping into his huge
shadow and experiencing an eclipse of the
sun's rays, which, owing to the nearness
and great size of Jupiter, lasts for two or
three hours. At times of eclipse the moon

suddenly disappears from the observer's
view, tho it may be considerably to one
side of the planet. Its reappearance later

on is just as sudden, or it may pass out of
the shadow while hidden from us behind
the disk of the planet, in which case its

reappearance is invisible from the earth.

The occultations of the satellites, or, in

other words, their disappearance behind the
planet's disk, are also interesting phenomena
to observe, as are their "transits" across
the disk of the planet as the satellite passes
in front of the planet. Not only the satel-

lite itself but its shadow as well can be
seen, a small black dot passing over the
surface of Jupiter. The satellite is totally

eclipsing the sun for this small dark portion
of the planet. Two satellites and their

shadows are frequently seen crossing the
face of the planet at the same time. It is

possible to observe all the phenomena of
the satellites' transits and shadows, eclipses

and occultations with very small telescopes.

From observations of the eclipses of

Jupiter's satellites the important discovery
of the finite velocity of light was first made
as far back as the year 1675.

Faint surface markings have been made
out at certain times on the largest of the
four satellites, Satellite III, and also on
Satellite I, or Io. Observations of the
markings on the former seem to indicate
that it always keeps the same face turned
toward Jupiter as does our own moon to-

ward the earth.

There are also reasons for believing that

the equatorial regions of Satellite I are
light colored and the polar regions dark.

(Continued on page 668)

How Immense This Monster Planet Is,—the Largest of Our Planetary Syste,m,rr-;Can .Be
Judged Best by This Illustration. If We Took Eleven Globes the Size of Our Earth, They
Could All Revolve Within Jupiter Without Touching Each Other, and Still Have Room to Spare.
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An All -Electric Hot Air Balloon

THE captive balloon as used by the

Allied armies at the present time is

invariably filled with hydrogen or
other gas supplied from steel bottles

containing this gas stored at a high
pressure, or else it is obtained from manu-
facturing supply stations on the field. The
first balloons ever used—the old "Mont-
golfieres" of 1783—were made to rise by
means of hot air, for, as we all know,

and after a short time the heated air rush-
ing up into the balloon causes the envelope
to become very light and it rises in the air.

Some of these balloons will travel for
miles, and years ago it was not an uncom-
mon sight in Europe to see hot-air balloons
ascend with several men.
There has always been, however, a seri-

ous objection to a hot-air balloon where
the heater was of the flame or similar type,

point to another. Either the autoi»)bile
engine or a separate gasoline engine mount-
ed on the truck drives a dynamo, which sup-
plies current for an electric heater in the
balloon. By means of suitable clutches, the
engine may be caused to drive the dynamo,
or else thru a chain drive, it may be con-
nected up to rotate the cable winch drum.
The dynamo makes connection to a duplex
power cable reeled around the drum, and

this leads up to the balloon basket.
Also the telephone circuit is car-
ried up to the balloon thru the
drum or otherwise, so that those
on the ground are in telephonic
connection at all times with the
observer in the balloon basket, and
under battle conditions he would
also be in telephonic communica-
tion at all times with "field head-
quarters," so as to report the posi-

tion of enemy guns, troops, etc.

Referring to the balloon irr de-
tail, we find that it is provided
with an electric grid heater, and
also a motor-driven blower and
connecting tube, so that whenever
the blower is operated, air is

pumped up into the balloon en-
velope, the air passing thru the
electric grid heater. The balloon
bag is fitted with a suitable damper
in the lower opening and a relief

valve at the top in the usual man-
ner, the relief valve being con-
nected to the observer's basket by
means of a small rope. When it

is desired to descend, the observer
may open the motor blower switch
in the basket, and thus aid the
hauling in of the balloon, for as
the temperature of the air within
the balloon bag falls the balloon
naturally tends to descend toward
the earth.

A New Form of Heated Air Balloon, the Air In the Bag Being Kept Continually Hot, to Any Degree
Desired, by an Electric Heater in the Neck of the Envelope. Current Is Sent Up to the Balloon
Basket from a Gasoline Engine-Dynamo Set Mounted on the Truck Below. Telephone Connection
Between the Truck and the Observer Aloft Is Available. A Motor- Blower Drives Heated Air Into

the Balloon Envelope. _._ _ .

heated air is lighter than cold air, and will

always rise. If the heated air is of suffi-

cient volume, it will also carry a body up
with it, such as a balloon envelope for ex-
ample. All of us have seen the simple bal-
loons which patriotic Americans are wont
to liberate on the Fourth-of-July, and which
are composed of nothing more than a bal-
loon-shaped paper bag at the bottom opening
of which there is secured either an ab-
sorbent wick containing gasoline, or a small
alcohol lamp. We simply light the lamp,

for there was always in this case the con-

stant danger of the balloon becoming
ignited, with disastrous results. It has re-

mained for Mr. James N. Lewis of Detroit,

Michigan, to invent and patent an all-elec-

tric hot-air balloon, which is illustrated in

detail in the accompanying illustration. Mr.
Lewis makes use of an automobile winch to

haul in the balloon, and to act as a mobile
station, a trailer being hooked behind the

winch, in which to Carry the balloon bag
and basket while being transported from one

8,700,000 AMERICAN HOMES
LIGHTED BY ELEC-

TRICITY.
From the compilation made by

the Society for Electrical Develop-
ment it is shown that there are
20,689,000 families in this country,
of which 7,000,000 have yearly in-

comes of $900 or more. However,
the yearly average family income
before the war was under $626.
Over 13,000,000 families are too

poor, too illiterate, or otherwise
unfitted to buy electrical goods.
Over 8,700,000 homes are elec-

trically lighted and 120,000,000
sockets contain Mazda lamps. In
over 30,000,000 sockets are carbon
lamps. It is estimated that 9,000,-

000 sockets are empty.
Homes lighted by other means,

15,000,000; some are wired but not
connected up for service. Elec-
tric service is available in 10,613
communities of the United States,

compared with 3,545 communities
that are being served with gas.

ELECTRIC SEARCHLIGHTS.
Ranges of electrical searchlights vary

from between one thousand to two thou-
sand yards in foggy weather to ten thou-
sand yards or more when the air is very
clear. The average sea range is approxi-
mately six thousand yards, but there are
cases on record where ships have been spot-

ted at a distance of nine miles. These fig-

ures are based on a sixty-inch mirror and a
twenty-thousand watt arc.
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The City of Splendid Night
By AMOS STOTE

softened hours that tread upon the heels of I have wandered down unfavored streets,

the noontide of the night, those hours that idle channels from which the thinning
have gained a new, entrancing charm be- traffic of the closing day has been diverted

New York—"the City of Splendid Night." A Wonderful View of the Theater Section from
Times Square—the Hub of Manhattan's Ever-Seething Traffic. The Hotel Astor Appears

In the Left Foreground.

A 20th Century poet strolled at night en-

raptured thru the highways and byways of
Manhattan, agleam in all her nocturnal glory—not one night, but many nights—some
moonlit, others rainy, but always—the magic

of millions of electric lights threw its spell

over him. And as he walked along this

street or that, or mayhap thru the park, or

along the shimmering Hudson, the very
soul of the city seemed to commune with
him. The poet's name was Amos Stote,

and he has here set down three literary

gems describing New York City at night as

it appealed to him. We like Mr. Stote's

soulful word-pictures of the Greater City
electrified—he gives us something to think

of besides the lights themselves. Thought
is the keystone of all intellectualism. Our
poet has given us a new pair of soul spec-

tacles thru which to view many splendid

sights—which the everyday man never as
much as suspects.

"Blot Out the Stars! Let the Skies Open
Every Pore. . . . Fields Are Sodden, Villages
Sordid. . . . But Old New Amsterdam Is

Glorious. The Romance of Masonry and
Electricity Is Before You. It Is a Drama

Done in Pouring Pantomime."

THERE is a habit, born of Manhat-
tan, that comes to possess the souls

of men who wander thoughtfully. It

is the habit of night. Not the star-

strewn night of mountain tops where
God's myriad incandescents sow the skies.

Not those shores concerning which poetic

folk write rhapsodies around the central

station of the heavens. (To me the moon
across the sea is a great searchlight laying
a restless path that I long to follow.) No,
it is not to mountain or shore, not even to
deep, mysterious woods, where the firefly

sprinkles sparks amid green leaves, that I

would go in quest of those good men who
have the habit of night.

To these men, and to me, the night of
nights is to be found in the rugged, slum-
berless^ zone of Manhattan and its fringes
of resting streets. Perhaps you know those

cause—because of a man named Edison.
In the old days of shrouded streets, when

darkness threw a mantle of mourning over
the city, good men went in groups for safety
sake. Then only the brave and the brute
cruised singly abroad, for of course we ex-
cept the gallant, suffering from love's fever.

But now a million gleams of light insure the
safety of the streets and give the night-

bedecked city over to the admiring glances
of those who have learned the beauty that
lies in the silent battlements of commerce;
and in the old homes and highways.

into the congested spillways of frivolity.

Here, along these hushed courses, where
life dozes on the border of gaiety, as an
outworn chaperone naps in the antechamber
to the ballroom, here I have seen ancient
doorways with the beauty of the binding
of a rare first edition.

Once upon a time periwigged and gouty
old gentlemen, and haughty grand-dames,
past in and out these doors. On state occa-
sions, when they ventured forth at night,

armed servants escorted them and fleet-

(Continued on page 673)

And a "Night in the Park." For Within the Sylvan Solitude the Voice of the City Speaks
Faintly, and Its Sparkling Eyes Are Veiled with the Romance of Contrast.
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^RADIO LEAGUE
^AMERICA

HONORARY MEMBERS
CAPT. WH.G. BULLARD, U.S.N. NIKOLA TESLA.
PROF. REGINALD FESSENDEN . DR.LEE DE FOREST.

Manager, H Gernsback

Prussianizing the American Ether

WHEN, on April 6, 1917, the Presi-

dent of the United States, by ex-

ecutive order, closed all wireless

stations, the order was carried out

to the letter by all Radio amateurs
willingly and cheerfully. No notice has

come to our attention where an amateur
disobeyed the President's wishes.

All amateurs stood solidly behind the

President when war was declared because

all realized
,
that everyone had to bear

great sacrifices willingly and cheerfully.

When the armistice was finally signed, the

whole world breathed a sigh of relief, in-

cluding the American amateur who had been
given to understand that as soon as peace

was actually declared the ether would
be free for all once more. The ama-
teurs were satisfied to go back to

pre-war conditions, to take up their

studies in an art which has few paral-

lels as far as instruction and en-

nobling of the mind is concerned.
Unfortunately, however, in certain

quarters in Washington, a feeling

seems to exist that the amateur at

best is a nuisance and should be done
away with entirely. On November
21st two identical bills were intro-

duced, Senate 5036 and H. R. 13159.

the former by Senator Fletcher, the

latter by the Honorable Joshua W. Al-
exander. These bills are reproduced
elsewhere in this issue, as well as a

statement given out by the Navy De-
partment. The Navy Department
frankly admits that these bills are not

a war measure and it also endorses
these bills. The Navy Department
also makes the extraordinary state-

ment that "experimenters" and sci-

entists will not be interfered with,

to wit

:

IT SHOULD BE NOTED
THAT THIS BILL IS NOT TO
CREATE A COMPLETE GOV-
ERNMENT MONOPOLY. THE
SCIENTIST, MANUFACTURER,
AND SHIP OWNER ARE SPE-
CIALLY PROVIDED FOR, AND
NO CHANGE IS PROPOSED
IN THEIR STATUS UNDER
EXISTING LAW. STATIONS MAY
BE LICENSED FOR SPECIAL COM-
MUNICATION, AND THESE ARE
EXEMPTED FROM GOVERNMENT
OPERATION.
Any intelligent person reading this para-

graph must come to the conclusion that

amateurs would revert to their ante helium
days the minute peace was declared by
Presidential proclamation.
So far, so good. We now turn to the

Alexander and Fletcher identical bills, and
read them attentively. To our amazement
not a word is mentioned about the amateur.
This bill also contains the extraordinary
statement that

:

"Experiment station means a radio
station actually used for conducting ex-
periments for the development of the
science of radio communication or the

By H. GERNSBACK
apparatus appertaining thereto, and used
for no other purpose except as a tech-

nical and training school station."

In other words, a technical training school
station is an experiment station and vice

versa. Of course, this statement alone, un-
less modified means that if the bill is actu-
ally past by both Houses the amateur will

be just as dead as that sensitive spot on a

galena detector after it was hit by lightning.

A second reading of the Navy Depart-
ment's statement also informs us that the
President approved a similar bill : H.R.
2573.

We now turn our attention to this bill

NAVY DEPARTMENT

NAVAL COMMUNICATION SERVICE
OFFICE OF THE OtRECTOR

Wmminoton. fiovember £3, I9ie

Gentlemen.

In reply co your sequent of tlovember £2, 1910 for
information relative to reopening amateur radio atatlona, you
are Informed tiir-t as all radio stations not necessary to the
Government of the Jmted States were closed for the duration
of the war by an Executive Order dated April 6, 191?. no fur-
ther action will he tal:en regarding these stations until peace
r.as^oeen declared by the President.

tfully.

.

Commander, U S. navy
assistant Director naval Communications

vrical Experlmenle
'c33 Pulton Street

Hew Kort n

and read it carefully. We are struck with
the fact that it was first introduced in the
House of Representatives by Mr. Padgett
under date of April 9, 1917, a year and a
half before Messrs. Alexander and Fletcher
introduced their bills. Strange to say, all

the three bills read alike except that Mr.
Padgett's bill right after the fifth para-
graph, referring to the technical and train-

ing school stations, has the following:
The term "Amateur" station

means any station not an experiment
station or a technical and training
school station and not operated for
financial profit.

We also find in this bill, under Section 3,

the following:
This section shall not apply to ex-

periment stations, technical and
training school stations and amateur
stations, duly licensed by the Secre-

tary of Commerce as provided by the
act to regulate radio, approved Au-
gust 13, 1912.

Here the similarity ends. In all other
respects the three bills read actually and
almost entirely word for word the same.
We heartily approve Mr. Padgett's bill,

which also has the approval of the Presi-
dent as admitted by the Navy Department.
Now then, as Mr. Padgett's bill was in-

troduced on April 9, 1917, and as Mr.
Alexander's bill was introduced on Novem-
ber 21, 1918, one and one-half years later,

and inasmuch as Mr. Alexander's bill reads
exactly alike word for word all the way
thru with the exception of the paragraphs

mentioning amateurs, Mr. Alexander
necessarily must have copied Mr.
Padgett's bill. But when he came to

the paragraphs mentioning amateurs
he ran his blue pencil right over them.
And that is the joker. President

Wilson approves of Mr. Padgett's
bill favoring amateurs. Mr. Alex-
ander with the stroke of his pen,

—

or was it the blue pencil?—wants
to shut out the amateur from the
ether forever.
Not that Mr. Alexander is not fa-

miliar with the amateurs. He knows
them well. For Mr. Alexander was
the author of the original radio bill

before it was a law. The writer in

1912, as will be remembered by most
amateurs, fought the Alexander bill

for the reason that it did not make
mention of the amateurs. Finally Mr.
Alexander and his committee became
convinced that it would be an injus-

tice to silence the amateurs, and in

April of that year the Alexander
Wireless Bill amended appeared. As
will also be remembered, Mr. Alexan-
der and his advisers accepted the

writer's recommendation pertaining
to amateurs as set forth in the
writer's editorial in the February,
1912 issue of Modern Electrics, and
this bill later in the year was signed
by President Taft, thus making it the

present wireless law.
It strikes us as remarkable that in-

asmuch as in 1912 Mr. Alexander could not
see the amateurs with an ultra-microscope,
his eyesight as far as the amateur is

1

con-
cerned has not grown better in 1918. As soon
as we knew that there was to be a new wire-
less measure, we got busy immediately and
we found out that there will be a hearing
of Mr. Alexander's bill on December 12th

which will continue from day to day until

all have had a chance to be heard. Inas-

much as this issue of the Electrical Ex-
perimenter does not come out until about
the 12th of the month, it would have been
impossible to inform all amateurs of the
impending measures, and for this reason
we took it upon ourselves to mail out at

once some 50,000 letters broadcast to all

amateurs giving them the facts of the case.

Of course it is not too late even now for
those who have not received our letter.

Mr. Alexander's bill has not as yet been
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past, and we doubt very much if it will.

What we want is Mr. Padgett's clauses
reinstated—in other words, what we want
as far as the amateurs are concerned is

the passing of the bill H.R.2573, which
has the full approval of the President,
so admitted by the Navy Department;
or, what amounts to the same thing we
want Mr. Padgett's clauses regarding
amateurs inserted in Mr. Alexander's
bill. One is exactly the same as the
other. This is all that we want, and it

is fair to all concerned. It simply means
that the present wireless law is to re-

main the same, and this, we are cer-

tain, , will satisfy every amateur in the
country.
The licensing system whereby the ama-

teur was licensed by the Department of
Commerce for the five years during which
the law was in force, proved satisfactory

to all concerned. No amateur has ever
harmed anyone, and as the stations were
licensed the amateurs refrained from send-
ing out false calls or otherwise making a
nuisance of themselves, a condition which
prevailed before the 1912 wireless law was
past.

It has been proved time and again that

radio apparatus enormously sharpen the

senses of a young man by making him
keener all the way around, besides teach-
ing him an art that is worth while.

Hundreds of thousands of radio amateurs
in the Signal Corps have helped towards
winning the war, and they will do so again
when called upon. If it had not been for

wireless, the United States would not have
had such a large body of telegraphers at

the outset of the war, and nearly all of
these volunteered. Furthermore, radio
telegraphy has been the great cause to keep
the young man away from questionable
company during his spare evenings, and
this alone overbalances any criticism that

could possibly be- brought against the
amateur. Any parent who has a growing
son is thankful for being allowed to spend
all he possibly can for radio apparatus be-
cause he realizes more than anyone else

that it keeps together the home ties between
son and home.

It is not too late as yet to protest
against Mr. Alexander's bill, and those
who have not as yet done so should write

or wire to Mr. Alexander's committee at
once. When you write refer to H.R.
13159 and address your letter to the
Honorable J. W. Alexander, House of
Representatives, U. S. Committee on
The Merchant Marine and Fisheries.
Washington, D. C.

A BILL TO FURTHER REGULATE
RADIO COMMUNICATION.
Statement by the Navy Department.

This bill was introduced by Senator Fletcher,
Chairman of the Senate Committee on Commerce,
and by Judge Alexander, Chairman of the House
Committee on the Merchant Marine and Fisher-
ies, on November 21, 1918 (S. 5036 and H. R.
13159). A similar bill (H. R. 2573) has had the
direct approval of the President, and the princi-
ples contained in the bill have the approval of
practically all of the executive departments, as
shown in the previous hearings before the House
Committee on the Merchant Marine and Fisher-
ies.

In general, the bill provides for the acquisition
and operation, by the Navy Department, of all

radio stations on shore used for commercial pur-
poses. Irrespective of the general subject of
government ownership, this principle is clearly
indicated as necessary in the case of this par-
ticular public utility. Since the early days of the
use of radiotelegraphy many companies have
tried to operate radio stations as a commercial
enterprise in the United States generally, or in
certain localities. Except in very special circum-
stances, these enterprises have failed to make an
adequate return, and in most cases no profit has
been made except through the sale of stock. The
reason for this is that a complete monopoly is

necessary. That is, all stations must belong to
one system. A period of about 18 years has
clearly demonstrated that the United States Gov-
ernment is the only concern able to obtain and
maintain such a monopoly, although many at-
tempts have been made.
The first law regulating radio stations was en-

acted in 1912. At that time Congress recognized
the fact that a complete system of radio stations
having been established by the Navy Department
for the national defense, the maximum public
good could be obtained from them if they were
permitted to assist commerce by handling the
radio business of merchant ships. A certain num-
ber of naval radio stations were authorized to
handle commercial business. This business has
been successfully handled for four years. The
Navy Department has demonstrated its ability to
handle smoothly and efficiently, wherever permit-
ted to do so, all communication between ship and
shore, without any restrictions on the nationality
of the ship or the ownership of the radio set on
board, and quite irrespective of the ownership of
the connecting land lines and cables to which the
radiograms were delivered for further transmis-
sion if originating at sea, or from which traffic
was received if destined seaward. The Navy De-
partment is now prepared and desires to handle
all commercial work of all stations.
The part played by high-power stations in this

war and before the United States became a party
to it, shows very clearly the necessity for Gov-

ernmental operation of these stations. Trans-
oceanic radiotelegraphy is not a serious competi-
tor of the cables. High-power stations are not
yet able to receive from one another all day in all

seasons, cable communication is secret, while
signals from radio stations are transmitted in all

directions, and all nations can read the business
of all others. Only the most carefully devised
codes can make radio traffic secret, and experts
will not admit that any code or cipher cannot be
broken in time. Signals from high-power sta-

tions become international matter at once. Even
the signals of an ordinary shore station tran-
scend the three-mile limit and are capable of in-

terfering with the legitimate work of an installa-

tion under a foreign nag. Only by the most care-
ful regulation of radio traffic, through interna-
tional agreement, can the maximum good be ob-
tained, and only by each nation having the opera-
tion of radio stations under its direct control can
international agreements be properly executed.

In spite of the claims of inventors, radio com-
munciation is still hampered by atmospheric dis-

turbances commonly termed "static" and by in-

terference. In congested districts, as in the case
of important seaports, communication is limited
and must be controlled by a central organization,
otherwise a serious situation ensues. In the case
of high-power stations where there is a limit to
the number of long wave lengths which can be
used, interference is encountered regardless of
the distance between stations. For instance, a
station in Washington is liable to be interfered
with by a station in San Francisco, while at-

tempting to receive from France or Italy.

IT SHOULD BE NOTED THAT THIS BILL IS
NOT TO CREATE A COMPLETE GOVERN-
MENT MONOPOLY. THE SCIENTIST, MANU-
FACTURER, AND SHIP OWNER ARE ESPE-
CIALLY PROVIDED FOR, AND NO CHANGE
IS PROPOSED IN THEIR STATUS UNDER EX-
ISTING LAW. STATIONS MAY BE LICENSED
FOR SPECIAL COMMUNICATION, AND THESE
ARE EXEMPTED FROM GOVERNMENT OP-
ERATION.

By agreement with the Department of Com-
merce, the licensing of stations above mentioned,
the licensing of ship stations and of commercial
operators for them would be transferred to the
Navy Department, since naval operation of com-
mercial snore stations would eliminate a number
of the duties assigned to the Secretary of Com-
merce.
This is not a war measure. In accordance with

the Act of 1913, all radio stations in the United
States and possessions, which were not already
in the Government's hands, were taken over by
the Navy Department as a war measure, and are
now being operated by that Department, prompt-
ly in April, 1917. Many changes have occurred
during the war. Stations formerly operated com-
mercially have been found to be unnecessary for
either commercial or war purposes. On account
of the submarine menace the necessity for in-

stant control of troop convoys, and the sudden
rise in importance of transatlantic communica-
tion for naval and Military purposes, a few addi-
tional stations and some special arrangements
were necessary on the Atlantic coast. The busi-

(Continued on page 665)

Radio Law and Existing Restrictions
By WILLIAM B. DUCK

The following interesting article by
an attorney well versed in the subject,

should answer the thousands of letters

with which we, as well as all amateur
Radio Supply Houses have been bom-
barded since Nov. 11th of this year.—
Editor.

MANY wireless amateurs never had
very clear notions concerning the
regulations of Congress upon
wireless sets, and fewer yet
grasped the legal effect of the ex-

isting restrictions upon the use of such
apparatus.
The existing wireless law derives its au-

thority and likewise its legality from the so-
called interstate commerce clause of our
national constitution, giving to Congress the
right to regulate commerce among the sev-
eral states. Were it not for this provision
in our constitution, Congress never would
have had any authority to legislate upon any
phase of this subject. Our national consti-
tution embodies a wide variety of powers
given up by the thirteen sovereign states
when the constitution was adopted. All
other powers and rights were reserved by

the states. Consequently when Congress
enacts any law, it must find its authority in
some provision in the constitution. For
instance Congress cannot pass any law regu-
lating the rates of railroads both terminals
of which are within the borders of the same
state. The state only has such authority.
Our supreme court has given a very wide

interpretation to the interstate commerce
clause of our constitution. It has declared,
for instance, that communication carried on
by line wires extending from one state into
another may be regulated by it. No wire-
less amateur has ever bothered to go to the
expense of having the courts pass upon the
question as to whether Congress has the
power to license a transmitting station for
exclusive use between two cities in the
same state, if as an incident to this com-
munication, the station may be heard be-
yond the borders of the state. In fact it is

better for the amateurs that Congress com-
pels the high power amateur stations to sub-
mit to its decrees in the regulation of their
stations.

It is for this reason that the wireless law
provides that no license is necessary for a

receiving station or for a transmitting sta-

tion with a range within the limits of the

state where located. If Congress had at-

tempted to exercise jurisdiction over these

stations the entire law would have been un-
constitutional.

When the United States entered the

world war, the president, on April 6th, 1917,

as Commander in Chief of the Army and
Navy, ordered all the wireless stations dis-

mantled. The existence of a previous law
on this subject in no way added to his

power to order the stations closed. It was
a military act, and its authority was founded
on recognized law on this subject, which it

is unnecessary to discuss here. It will be
observed that the order of the president

embraced all wireless equipment, both trans-

mitting and receiving. The moment peace
is declared, all amateurs will "ipso facto,"

without promulgation of any decree by
the president or any one else, have the
right to use their receiving sets and small
power transmitting sets whose range
does not extend beyond the border of
the state. A great many other war
powers will likewise cease at this time.
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Experimental Physics
By JOHN J. FURIA, A. B., M. A., (Columbia University)

LESSON EIGHTEEN

Conduction of Electricity Thru Gases.

GASES, the air included, under nor-
mal conditions will not conduct
electricity. However, when a high
potential is establisht between two
points in a gas, as for example

when a Wimshurst Machine is excited or a
spark coil operated, the gas offers less and

Fig. 95-A. Vacuum Tube for Demonstrating
That Cathode Rays Cast a Shadow. The
Rays Travel In Straight Lines, as the Metal

Cross and Its Shadow Prove.

less resistance as the potential is increased
and finally electricity is discharge'! between
the two points. The subject of ihe con-
duction or the discharge of electricity thru
gases with its causes, effects and results is

a vastly important one. It has attracted the

attention of the foremost Physicists and
has given rise to modern Physics with all

its information regarding the electron.

Experiment 103

Attach the terminals of a spark
coil to a pair of combs consisting

of several needle points and keep
the pair separated by a distance sev-

eral times greater than the rated
spark length of the coil. Darken
the room and a glow will be ob-
served surrounding the points. If

more current is supplied to the coil Fig. 96
so that a higher voltage is devel- Screen a

oped, the glow will increase in size

and intensity. This glow is tech-
nically known as a brush discharge or cor-
ona, see Fig. 93-A. Now bring the termin-
als of the spark coil close together. A spark
jumps across the gap in a straight line path.

See Fig. 93-B. As the terminals are gradu-
ally separated the spark passes thru an ir-

regular path until finally the limit of the coil

is reached and no spark passes. The spark
discharge then differs from the brush dis-

charge in that the former is the passage
of electricity from one point in a gas to
another point and the latter is the passing
of a gas from a point into the surrounding
gas. As more current is past thru the
primary of the spark coil a higher potential
is developed at the secondary terminals and
therefore a longer spark is produced, i. e.,

the length of the spark is proportional to
the potential ; a one inch spark being pro-
duced by a potential of about 30,000 volts.

Experiment 104
A straight glass tube about an inch and a

half in diameter and fifteen inches long has
platinum electrodes attached to aluminum
discs. An air pump is connected at the
opening a. The electrodes are connected to
the secondary of a spark coil and also
to the spark gap in figure 94, the gap
being smaller than the rated spark of the
coil. If the coil is now operated, a spark
passes thru the gap g and nothing is ob-
served in the tube. As the air in the tube
is gradually exhausted by the pump the
spark thru the gap disappears and a dis-

charge is seen thru the tube which is neither
spark nor brush. It will have the appear-
ance of a ribbon of crimson light. The
discharge then broadens out into a bluish,

fuzzy column. When the pressure reaches
about five-tenths of a millimeter of mer-
cury, the negative electrode (cathode) be-
comes covered with a thin luminous layer.

Next to this we find a dark space known as
Crookes' dark space, next to which is a
luminous part called the negative glow, and
beyond this a second dark region known as

and hence form shadows when striking an
obstruction. In figure 95A c is the cathode.
A piece of metal hinged at its lower end
stands in the path of the rays. A distinct
shadow of the same shape as this obstruct-
ing metal is formed at the end of the tube.
On dropping the metal down at the hinge
by shaking the tube the shadow disappears.

Experiment 106

In figure 95B the cathode is concave and
spherical. The other electrode (anode)

Deflection of Cathode Rays by a Magnet
-b Is of Fluorescent Material, So as to Make

Visible.

Fig. 97-B. Typical X-Ray View of the Hand
Showing Rings on the Finger.

the Faraday dark space. From this space
to the positive electrode we have the lumi-
nous positive column. By adjusting the
pressure slightly the positive column can
be made to divide up into a series of
luminous and non-luminous spaces called
striae. (Geissler tubes are partially evacu-
ated tubes bent into fancy shapes and sur-
rounded with jackets containing colored

liquids to produce pretty color effects.)

If the pressure is lowered still further,
to about 1/100 part of a millimeter, the
column will gradually disappear and the
walls of the tube will begin to fluoresce,

the fluorescing color depending on the
nature of the glass. This fluorescence
is produced by streams of small par-
ticles issuing from the cathode and we
consequently call them cathode rays.
This fluorescent property of cathode
rays is useful as a means of detection
and observation of the rays. Glass is

not the only substance to fluoresce
under the bombardment of cathode
rays. Calspar, barium platino-cyanid,
potassium cyanid, yttrium and thorium
also fluoresce.

«J

Experiment 105

Cathode rays travel in straight lines

For the Production of Concentrated X-Rays,
a Special Form of Focus Tube Is Used. Ca-
thode Rays Coming from the Concave Elec-
trode at Left, Converge and Strike Platinum
Target at Right, Where X-Rays Are

Generated.

consists of a small piece of very thin sheet

platinum. The cathode rays are converged,
focus on the platinum and are therefore
very concentrated. The platinum incan-

desces, showing the heating effect of the

cathode rays. Of far greater importance
than either the fluorescent, the shadow, or

the heating effect is the magnetic effect,

especially as this gives us an insight

into the nature of the cathode rays.

Experiment 107.

In figure 96 a-b is a fluorescent

screen of zinc sulfid, or barium
platino-cyanid; c is a mica strip

with a narrow slit in it The
cathode rays emerging at d are ab-
sorbed by the mica c, except for a
small part passing thru the slit.

These travel straight thru for the

full length of the tube and cause a
narrow band of the screen a-b to

fluoresce brilliantly. Hence, the path of

the rays, which are themselves invisible,

is readily seen. If now a horseshoe mag-
net is brought near the tube the rays are
deflected toward it at right angles to the
magnetic field. This is precisely what
would happen if the cathode rays con-

(Continued on page 670)

. The
the Rays

To pump -j la
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Spork coil

Fig 34

A Variable Vacuum Tube Experiment with a
Spark Coll. As the Vacuum Increases an
Electrical Discharge Begins to Take Place

Within the Tube.
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The Effect of Statics on Wireless
Transmission

By NIKOLA TESLA
Written for the ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER

AFEW statements regarding these

phenomena, in response to a request
of the Electrical Experimenter,
may be useful at the present time

in view of the in-

creasing interest and
importance of the

subject.

The commercial
application of the

art has led to the

construction of larg-

er transmitters and
multiplication of

their number, great-

er distances had to

be covered and it

became imperative to

employ receiving de-

vices of ever increas-

ing sensitiveness. All

these and other

changes have co-

operated in empha-
sizing the trouble

and seriously im-
pairing the reliability

and value of the

plants. To such a

degree has this been
the case that con-
servative business

men and financiers

have come to look
upon this method of
conveying intelli-

gence as one offer-

ing but very limited

possibilities, and the Government has deem-

ed it advisable to assume control. This

unfortunate state of affairs, fatal to enlist-

ment of capital and healthful competitive

development, could have been avoided had
electricians not remained to this day under

the spell of a delusive theory and had the

practical exploiters of this advance not per-

mitted enterprise to outrun technical com-
petence.

With the publication of Dr. Heinrich

Hertz's classical researches it was an ob-

vious inference that the dark rays investi-

gated by him could be used for signalling

purposes, as those of light in heliography,

and the first steps in this direction were
made with his apparatus which, in 1896,

was found capable of actuating receivers

at a distance of a few miles. Three years

prior to this, however, in lectures before

the Franklin Institute and National Elec-

tric Light Association, I had described a

wireless system radically opposite to the

Hertzian in principle inasmuch as it de-

pended on currents conducted thru the

earth instead of on radiations propagated

thru the atmosphere, presumably in straight

lines.

The apparatus then outlined by me con-

sisted of a transmitter comprising a pri-

mary circuit excited from an alternator or
equivalent source of electrical energy and
a high potential secondary resonant circuit,

Tesla's Static Eliminator, Patented and Used by Him over Twenty Years Ago. It Will Be
Fully Described In an Early Issue of the Electrical Experimenter

connected with its terminals to ground and
to an elevated capacity, and a similar tuned
receiving circuit including the operative de-
vice. On that occasion I exprest myself
confidently on the feasibility of flashing in

this manner not only signals to any ter-

restrial distance but transmitting power in

unlimited amounts for all sorts of industrial
purposes. The discoveries made and experi-
mental results attained I made with a wire-
less power-plant erected in 1899, some of
which were disclosed in the Century Maga-
zine of June, 1900, and several U. S. patents
subsequently granted to me have, I believe,

borne-out strikingly my foresight. In the
meantime the Hertzian arrangements were
gradually modified, one feature after an-
other being abandoned, so that now not a
vestige of them can be found and my
system of four tuned circuits has been uni-
versally adopted, not only in its funda-
mentals but in every detail as the "quench-
ed sparks", "ticker", "tone wheel", high fre-

quency and rotating field alternators, forms
of discharges and mercury breaks, fre-

quency changers, coils, condensers, regu-
lating methods and devices, etc. This fact

would give me supreme satisfaction were
it not that the engineers, misinterpreting the

nature of the effects, are making install-

ments so defective in construction and
mode of operation as to preclude the pos-
sibility of the great realization which might

be brought within
easy reach by proper
application of the
underlying principles
and one of which

—

the most desirable at

present—is the com-
plete elimination of
all static and other
interference.

During the past
few years several
emphatic announce-
ments have been
made that a perfect
solution of this

problem had been
discovered, but it

was manifest from
a casual perusal of
these publications
that the experts
were ignoring cer-

tain truths of vital

bearing on the ques-
tion, and so long as
this was the case
no such claim could
be substantiated. I

achieved early suc-
cess by keeping the.-

;

steadily in mind ana
applying my efforts

from $e outset in
the right and correct scientific direction.

I may contribute to the clearness of the
subject in answering a question which I

have been asked by the Editors of the
Electrical Experimenter with reference to
the report contained in the last issue, that
signals had been received around the globe,
an achievement the practicability of which
I have fully demonstrated by experiment
eighteen years ago.
The question is, how can Hertz waves

be conveyed to such a distance in view of
the curvature of the earth ? A few words will
be sufficient to show the absurdity of the
prevailing opinion propounded in text books.
We are living on a conducting globe sur-

rounded by a thin layer of insulating air,

above which is a rarefied and conducting
atmosphere. If the earth is represented by
a sphere of 12^" radius, then the layer
which may be considered insulating for high
frequency currents of great tension is less

than 1/64 of an inch thick. It is held that
the Hertz waves, emanating from a trans-
mitter, get to the distant receiver by suc-
cessive reflections. The utter impossibility
of this will be evident when it is shown by
a simple calculation that the amount of

(Continued on page 658)
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GERMANS USE BICYCLE DYNAMO
TO OPERATE RADIO SET.

The accompanying illustration shows an
ingenious German method of generating the

electricity which can be used for radio or
lighting purposes, etc. In fact, this scheme
is not new to the American wireless ama-
teur, for we published an article on such a

device for produc-
ing current to

operate a wireless

transmitter several

years ago. A per-

son sitting on a
bicycle fitted with
proper gearing, ex-

erts a great deal

more power than
would be imagined
off hand, and be-

sides for warfare
requirements the
outfit is noiseless,

albeit it is not
quite so handy as

the small gasoline
engine outfits used
by some of the

other armies.

© Cemrai News -Piioio Service

The Above Illustration Shows an Ingenious German Method of
Generating Electricity for a Wireless Installation in the Trenches,
Captured In a British Advance. A tandem bicycle with Its Wheels
Removed Has Been Fixt to the Ground, and the Pedal Wheels

Connected by Belting with a Small Dynamo.

necessary electric current for operating a
radio installation in the trenches, which was
captured in a recent British advance. As
the photograph shows, a tandem bicycle

with its wheels removed has been fitted with
a supporting frame so as to stand upright
and the pedal wheels connect with a belt to

a small dynamo.
Such an outfit will produce considerable

NEW TELE-
SCOPING
RADIO
TOWER.

A device that

promises to be of
great importance
to the field wireless
service is a tele-

scopic tower that

can be rasied al-

most instantly on
the throwing of a
lever. This tower,

the invention of R. W. Dean, of Des
Plaines, Illinois, has been presented to the
Government, says The Oscillator.
The tower that carries the wireless aerial

works on an extremely simple principle. A
number of light steel pipes fit inside of
one another, the space between them being
made air-tight by a series of washers at
the top of each but the middle pipe. The

base-pipe connects with a comprest-air res-

ervoir which is always kept filled by an air-

pump.
The operators turn on the comprest air

lever. Air from the tank rushes to the

top of the innermost pipe and pushes up
on it with a force upward of twenty-five

pounds for every square inch of its sur-

face. The sections shoot upward, one after

another.

Of the 8,000 girls who applied for service

as military telephone operators with the

American forces
x
abroad 650 were accepted.

No Wonder the Naval Radio Students at
"Harvard" Get a Headache Now and Then.
Excuse Him, Folks, If He Don't Write Every
Day. The Boy Is Busy! What?—Courtesy
the "Oscillator."

Marconi Company Claims Famous
" Static Preventer" Discovery

"With the conditions that pledged us to

absolute secrecy no longer prevailing, the
Marconi Wireless Telegraph Company of
America is permitted to announce a dis-

covery and invention in wireless telegraphy
that will mark a new era in world commu-
nication," says a statement issued by Ed-
ward J. Nally, Vice-President and General
Manager of the Marconi Wireless Tele-
graph Company of America.
"Ever since the genius of Marconi made

wireless telegraphy a fact, the only limi-

tation of this method of communication
was the deadly phenomena of 'static con-
ditions.'

"It remained for an American radio ex-
pert, Roy A. Weagant, Chief Engineer of
the Marconi Wireless Telegraph Company
of America, to discover the solution of the
.static problem.
"Among the revolutionary changes that

the new system effects in wireless instal-

lations will be the immediate disappearance
of the huge steel towers, heretofore built

at great heights to catch the incoming wire-
less waves. Equipt with the Weagant in-

vention, the wireless receiving antennae are
stretched merely a few feet above the

ground.
"Heretofore, also, the increasing number

of high power stations that were being
•erected in every part of the world raised

the difficult question of 'interference.'

Crossing wireless messages that shot thru

the ether sometimes made the wireless sig-
nals so indistinct that they could not be
understood, or drowned the weaker trans-
mission entirely. The Weagant system,
based on a unique selective principle,

eliminates 'interference' and permits abso-
lutely clear communication, regardless of
the operation of other stations even in the
immediate vicinity.

"The notable contribution to wireless
telegraphy opened by Mr. Weagant's dis-

covery makes continuous wireless communi-
cation over the oceans and between conti-
nents an absolutely assured fact for twen-
ty-four hours of the day and at every sea-
son of the year, regardless of atmospheric
conditions. All the Marconi high power
stations are being equipt with the Weagant
system, and the stations of the Pan-Ameri-
can Wireless Telegraph and Telephone
Company, which are to link North and
South America, will likewise be equipt."

This invention sounds almost too good
to be true. However, Mr. Weagant, in ian

interview with the Electrical Experi-
menter's representative, stated that by very
careful study of the subject over a consid-
erable period, discovery of an entirely new
basic principle had been made, and by acci-

dent at that. It was not expected, but
while making investigations along other
lines this particular effect became more
and more noticeable until it developed into

a full-fledged invention. "As soon as of-

ficial 'Peace' is declared," said Mr. Wea-
gant, "I will present a technical paper be-
fore the Institute of Radio Engineers,
describing the invention. Also a body of
technical men will be invited to one of our
stations to hear it work."

SHIPS PERMITTED TO USE RADIO
AGAIN.

Announcement has been made by the
Naval Communication Service that com-
mercial wireless traffic between United
States merchant vessels and naval radio
shore stations would be resumed at once.
This means that wireless messages may

be sent to passengers on board steamships
and that travelers at sea may communicate
with shore.

During the war steamships were forbid-
den to use their wireless except to listen,

the precaution being taken to prevent sub-
marines and surface raiders from learning
of the positions of Allied vessels.

OCTOBER MEETING OF INSTI-
TUTE OF RADIO ENGINEERS.
The Institute of Radio Engineers held a

meeting on the evening of Wednesday, Oc-
tober 9, 1918, in the Engineering Societies
Building, New York.
A paper on "SPECIAL HEATING EF-

FECTS OF RADIO FREQUENCY CUR-
RENTS," by PROF. EDWIN F. NORTH-
RUP of Princeton University was given.
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Radiotelephone Guided U. S. Flyers

Many Miles Away
SQUADRONS of American airplanes

fighting in France up to the moment
of the armistice, were maneuvering
under the vocal orders of the squad-
ron commander that reached each

pilot by radiotelephone.

News of the successful development of

Fig. 5. High Power Oscillion Bulb Radio-
telegraph Transmitter. The Meter At the
Left of the Panel Is a Hot-Wire "Radiation

Current" Indicator.

this device, hitherto a military secret, tho

some inkling of it had reached the Germans
just before hostilities ceased, was made
public recently by John R. Ryan, Director

of Aircraft Production.
"There are some details concerning it

which we cannot discuss yet," Mr. Ryan
said, "but the radio devices worked out

during months of experiment went into

actual service some weeks ago. I have
myself, standing on the ground, given or-

ders to a squadron flying in the air and
watched them maneuver accordingly.

"The transmission of the voice

is clear enough to be heard dis-

tinctly thru the sound of the air-

plane motor. It is in every way
the most satisfactory means of

communicating between 'planes

in the air and from the ground
to 'planes."

The distance over which the

radiotelephone talks from earth

to 'plane is a matter of several

miles.

"For some months," said Wil-
liam C. Potter, of the Equip-
ment Division of the Bureau, "it

has been possible in our offices

in Washington to hear the

'planes flying miles over the city,

talking to each other and to the

ground as they worked out and
perfected the device."

The accompanying views show
several new wireless telephone

apparata which can also be used

for wireless telegraphic trans-

mission when desired and utiliz-

ing the De Forest Oscillion bulb,

having a filament, grid and wing.

The oscillion comprises an ex-
hausted glass tube or bulb, the

size of which depends upon the

output in watts, and which

greatly resembles an ordinary incandescent
lamp. This bulb contains two additional
elements besides the usual incandescent fila-

ment, which are known as the plate and
grid respectively. In these oscillions, the
grid consists of a spiral winding of very
fine tungsten or other wire wound upon a
glass frame, and so placed as to entirely
surround but not touch the filament. The
plates, of which there are two, are placed
one on each side of the filament, outside of,

but not in contact with, the grid. In op-
eration, the oscillion or vacuum bulb, oscil-

lation generator requires two sources of po-
tential, one of low voltage for lighting the
filament, and one of high potential for sup-
plying current from plate to filament
across the vacuous space within the tube.
A small motor-generator suitably wound
to supply the proper voltage is generally

Fig. 2. New Combination Audion, Ultra-
Audion and One-Step Amplifier Designed By

de Forest.

employed as the most convenient source of
current. Reception of radio-telephonic or
telegraphic waves is accomplisht by the use
of a similar but smaller sized vacuum bulb,

which is capable of generating oscillations

by a re-action between two or more tuned
circuits, so that either damped or undamped
oscillations can be interpreted.

Fig. 1 of the accompanying views shows
a complete airplane Radiophone oscillation

transmitter, especially designed for military

Fig. 1. Complete Airplane Radiophone Oscillation Transmitter
Fitted With Self-Exciting Generator of the Wind-Driven Propeller
Type (Left), "Chopper" Calling Key and Oscillion Bulb In Guard.

Fig. 4. New Vacuum Tube Control Cabinet.
110 Volt Direct Current is Frequently Used
On These Sets for the Wing Circuit, Using a

Suitable Potentiometer in the Circuit.

use. In this set the weight has been re-

duced to a minimum. A special chopper or
calling key is fitted to the instrument as

well as a special type of microphone for
modulating the oscillations in the form of
speech waves. At the left of the photo-
graph will be observed a small dynamo re-

sembling an airplane bomb, one end of

which is fitted with a small size propeller.

This dynamo is driven by the force of the

air turning the propeller, as the airplane

speeds along, and thus current is produced
for the operation of the oscillion. The

large oscillion bulb is enclosed in

a wire cage to protect it from
breakage, and the necessary
measuring instruments are
mounted on the front of the
panel, viz : a hot wire ammeter
in series with the antenna circuit

to measure the radiation current,

a milli-ammeter indicating the

"B" battery current, and a fila-

ment battery ammeter. Suitable
tuning inductance and capacity
control knobs are mounted on
the front of the panel. The con-
nections between the various
parts of the apparata are accom-
plisht with flexible twin conduc-
tors sewn in leather straps, the
ends of which are provided with
separable jack plugs.

The illustration in Fig. 2
shows a combination audion, ul-

tra-audion and one-step ampli-
fier. This combination is similar
to the audion two-step amplifier

outfit, with the exception that
the apparatus is arranged for
one-step amplification. This set
will meet conditions perfectly, it

is claimed, where the intensity

of the normal signals does not
(Continued on page 651)
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The Manufacture of Vacuum Detectors

AFTER YOU VE. "BEEN OUT AT

SEA FOR A DEVIL OF A
LONG- TIME AND,
you' RE FED UP A/YD SORE
AND SICK OF IT ALL

WHEN ALL OF A SUDDEN
YOU HEAR A GENERAL
MESSAGE GOINO OUT
AND COPY IT

ALTHO the majority of radio engineers
/"\ are familiar with the use and opera-

tion of vacuum tube detectors, a brief
description of their manufacture may be in-

teresting. In the early experimental work
on this type of device, we strove to produce
a detector which
would combine
maximum operat-
ing efficiency with
inexpensive manu-
facture. The next
point considered
was the production
of desirable con-
ditions, i. e., tubes

that possest oscil-

lating characteris-

tics, tubes that
were exceptional

detectors, and tubes
that displayed both
qualities, says O.
B. Moorehead, in

a paper recently

presented before
the Institute of Ra-
dio Engineers. The
third consideration

was the production
of a device easily

handled and shipt

without disturbing
the adjustment of
the elements and
damaging the fila-

ments.
Tubes and bulbs

of various shapes
and sizes were
tried, using a gas-

eous medium
ranging from one
millimeter to 0.025

millimeter of vac-
uum, many mate-
rials being employ-
ed as elements. Various exhausts were
applied, but it was soon found that the

employment of a gaseous medium intro-

duced considerable difficulty in the matter

of accurate reproduction of a desired result

Gases at pressures ranging from one milli-

meter to 0.0013 millimeter were next ex-

perimented with.

I found that a tube containing a platinum
filament in an atmosphere of hydrogen, at

pressures comparable with one millimeter,

gave fair results. Tungsten filaments were
then tried in higher vacua as well as at the

so-called "gaseous medium" pressure.
_

It

was immediately noticed that conditions

could be duplicated as soon as a vacua
above that which allowed a "gaseous med-
ium" to exist, were obtained. Moreover,
tungsten was ideal as a filament not only

because of its refractory qualities and low
volatility but also because it acts as a puri-

fying agent by attacking any traces of resid-

ual gases that may remain in the tube and
forming compounds which are then volatil-

ized on the walls of the tubes.

As the parts are small and complicated,

the glass is worked before the blowpipe,

after it has been brought into the form of

tubes by the glass works. This tubing is

obtained by first blowing a bulb, then fusing

an iron rod to a point diametrically opposite

the blowpipe and rapidly separating the two
points of attachment from each other.

Various grades of glass were experi-

mented with, and a mixture containing a

high percentage of lead and a small quan-
tity of silicic acid was found to be the eas-

iest to work and produced a detector of

By 0. B. MOOREHEAD
maximum sensitiveness when used in con-
junction with the aluminum plate and cop-
per grid. In the selection of the glass to

be used, the devitrification of the glass had
to be considered, as during exhaustion of

the tubes it is necessary to subject them to

AND YOU D-MW THE
KAtSER AND ALL HIS
blinkin' "Bunch — and
WISH THE. JiO&froNE.
WAR WAS OVE.R

AND YOU GO WILD WITH
EXCITEMENT «T>4D GET fill
WORKED UP — FOR IT TVRNSour TO -BE T>B.F\C £

'SBfiWTI FUL
"PEACE.

and wonder who'5
running around with
your tje.st girl now,—
and all that

JOY M-!
Ain't .it\GT*--R-TJ-T?

"A Great Moment We All Experienced"—Not Many Moons Ago. This Self-explanatory
Oscillation the Third, Comes From Over the Bounding Foam Via Wireless Operator H. B.

Burney, of H. M. C. S. Stadacona.

a temperature near the point of softening
and nearly all glasses, when maintained at

this temperature for any length of time,

have a tendency to separate out into the
crystalline state.

There has been considerable discussion re-

garding the elements in this type of device
and I may say that aluminum plates and
copper grids were first selected on account
of their electro-chemical relation to the
tungsten filament. Later, numerous other
metals were tried under the same and
other conditions of exhaustion and showed
widely different operating characteristics.

The selection of metals for the elements
is very difficult, as a slight difference in

either the copper or aluminum changes the
whole system of exhaust. For instance,

copper and aluminum purchased from one
factory lot will require a certain degree of
applied temperature during the evacuation,
while another factory lot of the same weight
and size will require an entirely different

exhaust.
I have eliminated this variation to some

extent by subjecting the aluminum plates

to a temperature of approximately 600 de-
grees Fahrenheit (315° C), immersing
them in a saturated solution of cyanide of
potassium, and finally rinsing in alcohol.

The copper is subjected to heat until it

glows, when it combines with the oxygen
of the air to form a black, brittle oxid which
breaks off in scales and exposes the under-
lying metal which is of rose red color. It

is then placed in a current of moist air and
becomes covered with a layer of oxygen
compounds, which remains very thin but

successfully closes the pores of the metal.
The exhaustion of the tubes is the most

important operation because of the fact
that the low vacuum of the round bulb,
nickel element audion which permits of gas
conduction is not used in the tubular "elec-

tron relay,"
wherein all gas
phenomena must
be eliminated.
To produce the

high vacuum nec-
essary, I have
found that a Gaede
mercury pump ca-
pable of producing
a vacuum of
0.00001 millimeter,

backed by a piston
pump, such as the
Geryck type, is the
most satisfactory

method of evacua-
tion.

The manifold to
which the tubes to

be exhausted are
attached and the
vacuum line con-
necting the mani-
fold to the pumps,
are preferably
made of large di-

ameter tubing. A
container filled with
pentoxid of phos-
phorus is connect-
ed in the vacuum
line between the
pump and the
manifold. The
manifold is con-
tained in an oven
heated by gas and
arranged so that
the tubes during
exhaustion may be

heated to high temperatures.
The lead glass tubing, used as the con-

tainer for the elements in the tubular type
detector, is obtained from the glass works
in lengths of 6 feet (2 m.) with an inside
diameter of 0.875 inch (2.2 cm.) and a wall
of 0.032 inch (0.7 mm.) thickness. This
tube is cut in lengths of about 6 inches
(15 cm.) and one end is drawn down to a
point. Two stems are made of glass tub-
ing similar to those used in an incandes-
cent lamp, one stem contains the grid and
two filament leads, and the other contains
the plate connection and one filament lead.
After the wire is sealed into these stems,
they must be annealed very carefully. The
annealing consists in allowing the tempera-
ture to drop very slowly, since quickly
cooled glass is subject to internal strains
which arise in the following manner : In
rapid cooling, a low temperature is soon
established at the surface and the outermost
layer solidifies while the interior tends to
contract, thereby exerting a pressure on
the outer layer which is directed inwards.
This may cause the stem to crack.
After the stems are annealed, the grid is

wound to the proper diametw and the fila-

ment is clamped onto the two leads. The
plate is mounted on the other stem and the
two stems are then connected together by
means of the filament. Final adjustment
of the plate and grid is then made. The
spacing between the elements is not very
critical in this type of device, but it is best
to wind the grid to a large enough diam-
eter so that it will strike the plate rather

(Continued on page 671)
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A Vertical Cabinet Type Coupler
By JOSEPH H. KRAUS, Jr.

CABINET couplers, altho handsome
and efficient, are quite expensive,

even if the amateur attempts to

make one himself. In the follow-
ing article is given a description of

a large cabinet coupler which did remark-

Arrangement of Vertical Coupler Secondary,
Showing Friction Held Drum on Which Cord
Supporting the Secondary Is Wound. The
Taps Are of Flexible Stranded Lead and

Cabled Together.

able work and the cost <was surprisingly

low. An instrument such as this is an
asset to any station and will well repay the
ambitious Radio Amateur for the time and
trouble involved.

THE PRIMARY (WINDING WITHOUT A
LATHE)

Two cardboard tubes are first procured,
eleven inches long by five and four and one-
half inches in diameter, respectively.

The five inch diameter tube is first wound
in the following manner : In the center of
a rod of wood about two feet long and of a
diameter that will easily pass into both the
five and four and one-half inch tubes (a
broomstick handle will do) drive several
nails, in such a manner that their heads
protrude about one-half inch from the

wood. This wooden rod is then placed in

the five inch primary tube and held as near
to the central axis as possible while cotton
waste is packed in around the axle. The
friction of the cotton waste against the

tube will prevent it from slipping when it

is being wound and the nails will act as

grips for the axle (Fig. 1). A crank is

now fastened to one end of the axle and
the whole is suspended from two "Y"
shaped uprights nailed to the opposite ends
of a small box (Fig. 2). By using this

cotton-waste method there is no necessity

of fitting' a rod tightly i.ito the tube and
a lathe is not essential. The winding is

now commenced three-fourths of an inch
from one end of the tube and a tap eight

inches long is taken off every turn for the
first twenty turns. Number these starting

with the first wire as No. 20, then 19, 18,

17 and so on down until we get No. 1,

and then No. 0. These taps must not be
taken off directly under each other, but
they zig-zag or spiral one-third around the

tube, so as not to allow the least chance
for a short circuit between two turns. Each
must be carefully insulated and No. 22

black enamel wire used.

The manner in which a tap is taken off

doesn't make much difference and every
Amateur has a method of his own. How-
ever, here are two "standard" methods.
For the primary the preferred method is

to solder a wire to the place where the

tap is taken off and insulate it carefully.

Another method is to twist a loop into the

wire and then continue winding; this will

constitute a double wire lead (see Fig. 3).

(This method will save trouble in the sec-

ondary winding.)
After the twentieth tap has been taken

off (No. 0) the wire is wound for twenty
turns and then a tap taken off. In this

way the tube is wound until one-half inch

wound with No. 30 enamel wire. Leave a

length of eight inches at one end and com-
mence winding one-half inch from the end.

A tap of the loop variety (Fig. 3) is taken

Glass knob

5w blade

'Bend

Fig. 5

The Cardboard Tube on Which the Wire Is

to Be Wound Is Mounted on the Crank of
the Winding Rig by Stuffing Cotton Waste

Inside It.

Detail of "Glass" Knob Switches Used On
Vertical Coupler Here Described. They Give

Very High Insulation Efficiency.

from the other end and one tap taken off

every twenty turns. These may be taken
off in a perpendicular line, as there is

enough winding between each to prevent
a short. Number the taps in order from
one to fifteen. The wire if carefully

wound will result in about thirty-six turns

per linear inch, and wound for a little more
than 8^4 inches, will net 320 turns, giving

twenty taps of one turn each and fifteen

taps of the twenty turn variety. Remove
from crank and shellac well.

THE SECONDARY

The secondary or four and one-half inch

tube is now mounted in the same way and

VC may be put m here if desired

\ Secondary Switch.

'

Dei-

Fig. 7

Front View of Finished Panel of Vertical
Coupler Receiving Set. The Variable Coupler
Control Handle Is Placed in the Upper Right

Corner of the Panel.

off every three-quarters of an inch of
winding. These loops are made one inch
long and are taken off spirally one-third
way around the tube. As the winding pro-
ceeds and as each tap is taken off a hole is

punched into the cardboard tube imme-
diately under each tap and a match stick

inserted into the opening; each respective
tap is to be drawn thru its particular open-
ing. When complete there should be fif-

teen taps. Now to each of these is soldered
a piece of flexible cotton or silk covered
wire about twenty inches long, a piece of
rubber tubing slipt over the joint and the
wire drawn thru the center of the coil

toward one end thru its respective opening.
Number each tap in order, shellac and
allow to dry.

Note : These wires are not soldered on
until the tube has been fully wound and
removed from the crank.

{Continued on page 671)

Where No Lathe Is Available for Winding
the Coil, Resort May Be Had to a Home-made

Winding Rig Like That Shown.
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NEW "BUMBLE-BEE" HY-TONE
CODE PRACTISE SET!

Here's the hy-tone code teaching outfit

you have been looking for, Radiobugs

!

Microphone

Battery
>'

IVire Coge

Q5> Phones

No Buzzer Gives a True Musical Note—But the Bumble-bee DoesI
Hence, Combine the Bee, a Fan to Waft, Periodically, an Aroma of
Hyacinth His Way, When We Have a Pure Musical Note Producer.
The Microphone Carries His Tuneful Buzzings to Our Ears, Via the

Telephone Receivers.

SPAIN TO AMERICA BY AIR IS
PROJECT IN MADRID.

Captain Herrera, chief of the Spanish
military air forces, has had a number of

interviews with King
Alfonso on the sub-
ject of an aerial postal

and passenger service

between Spain and the

United States. The
scheme also has been
discust at Cabinet
meetings and it is said

that a leading shipping
company is willing to

finance it.

The plan, it is un-
derstood, is to manu-
facture large airships

capable of carrying
forty pasengers, be-
sides the mails. The
rate charged for a
passenger, if the

scheme is carried out
will be $400, and let-

ters will be charged
for at the rate of $1
per hundred grams
weight (about three
ounces and a half).

It is estimated the
journey would take
two and a half days.

11/

The set works as follows : The sending
key (A) closes the circuit thru the bat-

tery (B) and lamp (C). The light works
the selenium cell (D), operating the relay

(E), which closes the circuit of the spe-
cially quick-starting and stopping motor
(M). A fan (F) on the shaft of this

motor plays a breeze on the plant (H),
wafting an Aroma de hyacinth to the un-
suspecting bumble-bee (I), which is tuned
to a clear hy-tone. The microphone picks
up the bumble-bee's buzzes faithfully and
reproduces them in the telephone receivers.
Every time you press the key it buzzes.
Voila ! Contributed by

WM. E R. MIDDLETON.

WIRELESS MESSAGES REACH
ARCADIA, CAL., FROM
BROOKLYN YARD.

The wireless station at Arcadia, Cal., by
using for an aerial the cable of a balloon, put
aloft from the training field, has intercepted
messages sent by the Brooklyn Navy Yard
wireless station, according to an announce-
ment by the War Department. This bal-
loon cable probably makes the highest aerial
in the world.

This announcement was made by the
Division of Military Aeronautics, indicat-
ing increasing efficiency in both the work
of students and the equipment of the War
Department's various balloon training fields.

The balloon school at Arcadia has 106
miles of wire in use for teaching military
communication. For the purpose of dem-
onstration it has a complete system of wir-
ing strung as it would be in the front line

trenches on the battlefield. Communication
posts and stations for all kinds of messages
are used by the students the same as sol-
diers use them at the front.

A good part of the country southeast and
southwest of Arcadia is laid out with lines

of communication to this balloon school,
similar to part of a sector at the front. All
of the balloons, when aloft, are so wired
that they can be lined together with any
trench, doubled up for any work together,
or they can be cut off from the trenches
and talk only with their own chart room
and winch or operating crew on the ground
below.

It is reported that the U. S. Government
purchased the Sayville, L. I., Radio Station
shortly after the declaration of war.

A BATTERY-LESS TELEGRAPH.
A simple telegraph set may be put up be-

tween two chums' houses by running a
small wire from house to house about 20
feet above the ground and 50 feet from
the lighting wires in the street; connecting
a key and receiver as shown in the follow-
ing diagram. No batteries will be needed.
One wire is grounded to the gas or water

A Batteryless Telegraph System. It Oper-
ates by Induction from a Nearby A. C. Light- '

ing Circuit.

pipe. It works by induction from the light-

ing circuit

Contributed by RAY I. MILLER
[Where no lighting line is in the neighborhood,

bury a zinc plate in moist earth at Ga and a cop-

per plate at Gb . This system was once used by
the editor, and by using a 75 ohm receiver at

each station, satisfactory results were had over
mile. This "ground battery" gives about .07 volts.

—Editor.]

ANENT THAT RADIO COMPUTA-
TION GRAPH.

By K. N. Cummings, Asst. Engineer,
Marconi W. T. Co., of Canada.

WITH regard to the article in

your September issue, "A Graph
for Solving Wave Length, Fre-
quency, Inductance and Capacity,"
I would like to point out that all

the commercial values of the quantities can
be represented by use of the two squares of
the published diagram bounded by the lines
representing one milli-henry, 0.1 milli-henry,
10-' uf . and 10-* uf. (uf . = microfarad.) To
do this two inductance scales are required
as in the diagram herewith.
Each diagonal line represents two wave

lengths, one being ten times the other, as
shown for 600-6,000 and 2,000-20,000 meters

;

giving directly a range of 600 to 20,000
meters, the left-hand inductance scale being
used for the lower range of wave length,
the right-hand for the upper range.
Only a part of the commercial waves

below 600 m. are obtainable directly, but
values not on the chart can easily be obtained
as follows: To find, say, the inductance
required for 300 m. with 0.003 uf., note
that the 0.003 uf. line intersects the 3,000 m.
line at 0.00084 h. Divided by 100 we ob-
tain 0.0000084 h., the required value. In
general, using the line representing 10 times
the wave length, divide the value indicated

by the graph by 100 and vice versa. Values
of inductance and capacity not shown
directly may be used as follows: Suppose
we wish to find the inductance required
with a wave of 8,000 m. and capacity of
1.7 uf., which are approximate values of
the Glace Bay transmitter primary; divide

the capacity by 1,000. The line for 1.7x10-*

intersects the 8,000 m. line at about
1.06x10-* h. Dividing by the same number
by which we divided the capacity (1,000)
we obtain 1.06xl0-

5
h., the required value.

The procedure would be exactly similar

with a known inductance and wave length.

By extension of the above procedure,
which is simply based on the fact that

wave length varies as the square of the

capacity or of the inductance, as the case
may be, and that the product of capacity

and inductance is constant for any par-

ticular wave length, we can obtain any
wave length, inductance and capacity, but
if many values are required which are not
on the chart, it would be better to construct

another pair of squares of the original

graph from which the values could be read
directly. The advantage of this graph over
the original one is its increased scale, which
is ten times that of the original for the

same size paper. It is also easier to con-

struct, the number of logarithmic lines

required being but 3/17 of the number
required for the original.

/0~

/0'4

%
>

I0'4 10
-3 t0-2vf.

For All Ordinary Radio Calculations This Simplified Graph Fills the Bill as Well as the
Larger One Publlsht In the September Issue. It Gives the Value of Inductance and

Capacity for Wave Lengths from 600 to 20,000 Meters.
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Building a 3-Inch Spark Static Machine
By DR. E. BADE

FRICTION is one of the commonest
sources of static electrical excitation.

Every one has noticed how the hair
crackles under the comb in dry
weather. The same sound is heard on

stroking the back of a cat, and, if the room
is dark, sparks may be drawn from pussy's
fur. But for developing large quantities of
electricity by friction a static machine is

up. But before they are fastened two holes

of suitable size for a glass rod which is used
as an axle are provided for.

A round glass plate one foot in di*meter
is procured. This is usually the most ex-
pensive part of the machine. It is best to

purchase it from a large electrical supply

house, so that one does not get a plate

unsuited for electrical purposes. A glass

Each of the two rubbers consist of a board
on which soft, thick felt is glued. A spring

presses the rubbers lightly against the glass

plate. In order to prevent the rubbers from
falling out a short piece of wood is nailed

to them so that it projects and catches

against the frame. Each rubber is now
covered with an amalgam consisting of two
parts of mercury, one part of tin, and one

utilized. The simplest form of such a static

machine which will develop sufficient elec-

tricity for all kinds of devices, as it gives a
spark ranging from one to three inches in
length, according to the neatness and exact-
ness of the finished apparatus, altho one of
excellent construction will give a larger
spark, consists of a revoluble glass plate, a
rubber and a conductor. The capacity of the
conductor can be heightened with a well in-

sulated iron ring capable of being attached
or taken off from the conductor at will.

The wooden frame is to be made first. It

is constructed from hard dry wood (walnut
or mahogany) ; the base is 20 inches long,
12 inches wide, and 2 inches thick; the
edges are beveled off. The two supporting
arms can be made from thinner wood, but
each should be 15 inches long, 4^4 inches
wide at the bottom, and 3 inches wide at the
top. These arms, which are dovetailed to
the base, are fastened with two screws
countersunk; the holes being later plugged

rod one foot long and a half to 54 of an
inch in diameter is taken for an axle. Two
small wooden rings serve to hold the
cemented plate to the rod. One should be
careful to see that the axle is perfectly
horizontal and the plate exactly perpendicu-
lar. One end receives a handle and a
wooden ring which prevent it from slipping

from the supports.
Now a "rubber" is made from three pieces

of wood. The lower part is made from a
piece 2]/2 inches wide and 4 inches long.

The sides, which are made to slant slightly

upward, are 4J4 inches high. This frame is

supported by a glass rod 4 inches long
which is sunk into the wood. The other
end is placed in a fork 4 inches long, 2
inches wide, and % inch thick. With the
aid of this fork the frame is fastened to

the base board by winged screws. But be-
fore this is done a small brass knob or ball

is attached to the frame which in turn is

attached, by means of tinfoil, to the rubbers.

part of zinc. This must be evenly dis-

tributed over the surface with the finger.

If this will not adhere a little lard (fat)
may be used.
The conductor with the metal comb is

made next. The former consists of a four
or five inch hollow brass ball fastened to a
glass support. The ball receives two holes
thru which a brass rod is placed carrying
the comb. The top of the ball also receives
a hole which will later carry the ring as
well as other pieces of apparatus for ex-
periments. The metal points of the comb
are attached to two rings of tin, each of
which is fastened to a wooden ring. The
metal rings are each 3 inches in diameter.
The points consist of ordinary thumb tacks.

When the rings are placed between the
glass plate, the points should be at least
l
/& of an inch from the glass. Under no
circumstances should they touch the plate.

A flap of silk is glued to the rubber which
(Continued on page 673)
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How I Built a Model Gyro-Electric
Destroyer
By LeROY H. MAHONY

THE illustration represents a 25-inch
model of Mr. Gernsback's "Gyro-
Electric Destroyer." The entire ma-
chine with the exception of the
Gyroscope and the driving motors

was built of "Meccanno" parts.

I next turned my attention to the main
axle and the gyroscope. The gyroscope
I turned from two pieces of % inch wood
8 inches in diameter. To the side of it I

secured a small sprocket for the driving
chain. The gyroscope must run FREE of

i -a'—j£ . JT

Here Is a Fine Model of the "Gyro- Electric Destroyer." It Is Fitted with Electric Motors
and All. It Was Constructed by the Author from "Meccano" parts. It Stands 25 Inches High

and Weighs 15 Pounds.

I first constructed each side of the big

wheel. To a bush wheel I bolted eight 12^4

inch strips equally divided into angles of

45 degrees. I then bolted together seven
l2]/2 inch strips overlapping two holes each.

I bent this around the ends of the side

braces and fastened it to them by means
of angle brackets. In the same way I

constructed the other side. I selected pairs

of S l/2 inch strips and bolted each pair

together, overlapping them one hole. Three
center treads, the same in circumference
as the sides, were then made of seven

more \2y2 inch strips, overlapping two
holes. It now remained to connect the
two side and the center tread together by
means of the preconstructed pairs of 5^
inch strips. One pair was bolted at right

angles to each side brace and one equally

placed between them. To preserve more
stability, I connected the side braces with

3J/2 inch strips. This completed the main
wheel.
The next part to consider was the en-

gine cage. Three small plates fastened

side by side with 3}4 inch strips, composes
each side, while each end comprises a

large plate with the flanged edges flattened

out. The sides and ends were fastened to-

gether by angle brackets. It is necessary

to fasten inside the cage two motors (pref-

erably electric), one to drive the gyroscope

separately, and the other to propel the en-

tire machine. As to the position in the

cage for these motors—that is left to the

discretion of the builder as his type and
size of motors may differ from those of the

writer. However, the motor driving the

gyroscope must be placed in the center as

the gyroscope must be driven in the cen-

ter. The other motor must turn the axle

of the wheel by means of chain and
sprocket. On each side of the cage is

fastened a 3/2 inch strip so that the cage

is suspended from the center axle.

the main axle. The axle itself is 18 or 20
inches long and must be securely fastened
to both sides of the wheel. The axle car-
ries two armored cars (the construction of
which I will explain further on), two
sprockets, equidistant from the center, and
also securely fastened to the main axle,

the gyroscope, and the engine cage. A
lever action that moves the gyroscope from
left to right may be constructed also, at

the discretion of the builder, because his

material for the gyroscope will again un-
doubtedly differ. The lever action must
be extended down into the engine cage.

The armored cars were lastly put to-

gether. For each car,' eight large plates,

with the flanged edges flattened out, were
bent so as to form half a cylinder. Each
pair was fastened together, overlapping one
hole and making a complete cylinder. Then
two of the cylinders were fastened, one
on top of the other, with strips bolted to

each side and extending over the top so

that the car might hang from the main
axle. Two inch axles (or better wooden
models) were collared to the front and
rear of the car to give the appearance of
projecting guns. The model was now com-
plete. The builder may elaborate on his

model by cross-bracing with string, and so

forth. The entire model weighs 15 pounds.

TEAK THE HARDEST OF ALL
TIMBERS.

People familiar with different kinds of
wood are aware that African teak is the
hardest timber known to the mechanical in-

dustries. So indestructible is this teak wood
that vessels built of it have lasted over one
hundred years. The peculiarity of this

wood is its hardness and great weight, caus-
ing extraordinary durability. Its weight
varies from 42 to 52 pounds per cubic foot.

It works easily considering its hardness, but

the large quantity of silex in the substance
require the tools to be extremely hard and
even then they are subject to rapid wear.
It also contains an oil which prevents nails

driven into it from rusting.

EINTHOVEN GALV. STRING.
A commercial form of Einthoven gal-

vanometer string is shown below. The
case, E, contains the fine wire carrying the

current to be measured. The figure shows
schematically the detailed construction of
the suspension for the fine wire E, which
must be as fine as possible. Platinum,
silver or aluminum can be used, but it was
found that even a smaller diameter can be
obtained by using quartz or glass fibers,

these being platinized or silvered. The ends
of the wire are soldered to T-shaped mem-
bers, which are held by the set screws C and
F at the ends. Adjusting the tension of the
wire is a close operation and it is carried

out by mounting the upper wire carrier upon
a rod having the cam K at the upper end,

the rod being normally pushed up by a
spring L. The lever K1

,
presses the rod

down, this lever being operated by the

micrometed screw J. With this arrange-
ment a very fine adjustment of the wire is

secured.

Contributed by SAMUEL COHEN.

Those Who Are Interested In Building
an Einthoven String Galvanometer for
Measuring and Recording Radio Signal
Currents, as Described In the Septem-
ber and October Issues, Will Find This
Detail of the String Suspension of

Value.
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A Simple Study of Currents and Magnets
By Prof. E. H. JOHNSON, Dept. Physics, Kenyon College

IF
now the wires J and K are joined to a

direct current circuit of several volts,

the wire, H, will rotate about the iron

rod, D, which is now a magnet, and it

will be found that the direction of this

motion will depend on the direction of the

current in the wires. It may take a little

study to see how the action is in accordance

with the principles previously denned, but it

will be found to be no exception to the rule.

Barlow's wrier

Barlow's Wheel—the Simplest Electric Motor
for Experimental Studies in Magnetism. The
Spoked Metal Wheel Makes and Breaks Con-
tact for the Field Magnet, by Passing Thru

a Mercury Well.

Another method of producing motion by

the interaction of a magnetic field and a

current-bearing conductor is illustrated in

Fig. 5. A heavy wire, A, is bent into the

form shown with a hook at the upper end,

B, from which is suspended loosely a

straight wire, C. The lower end of this

wire just touches in a pool of mercury, G,

which is contained in a small hollow in the

supporting base board. A horseshoe elec-

tromagnet, M, lies with one pole on each
side of the drop of mercury. This magnet
may be made from a rod of soft iron 6

inches long and 54 inch in diameter, bent

Several Useful Schemes in Igniting Flash-
light Powder Electrically.

(Conclusion)

into the required form, and having its two
limbs wound with several layers of insu-

lated copper wire (about No. 20 or No. 24).

One end of the wire from the magnet dips

into the mercury and the upper end is

joined to a binding post, E. When a direct

current is past between the posts, F and E,

the wire, C, will be moved sidewise so as

to leave the mercury contact, and thus

break the circuit at that point. Then, since

the magnetic field about the wire, C, is

gone, it will again swing back into the mer-
cury, completing the circuit. Thus the pro-

cess will go on much after the manner in

which an electric bell continues ringing.

Again, one of the rules should be applied

to see why the wire, C, moves just as it

does, and how its motion is effected by the

direction of the current.

Still another simple device illustrating

the same principle is that known as Bar-
low's wheel. See Fig. 6. The electromag-
net used in the preceding experiment may
also be used here. The wire C (Fig. 5) is

replaced by a carefully balanced, rimless

wire wheel, W, which is mounted on two
wire supports held by the post A. The
wheel may be made of light copper wire
(say No. 20) with spokes about 3 inches

long, and the only difficulty will be to get

it accurately balanced. It should have 10

or 12 spokes, which may be soldered to a

heavier copper wire for a shaft to be laid

across the slightly hooked ends of the sup-

porting wires from the post, A. When the

balancing is fair the wheel should turn as

easily in one direction as the other, or re-

main at rest in any position. The mercury
pool, with which the ends of the spokes
make contact, is connected as before, by a
wire to one end of the coils of the magnet,
and their other end is joined to the other
binding post, B, so that a current may pass
thru the apparatus between A and B. In

this case the action will be continuous with
the proper current, and we have a fair type

ELECTRIC FLASH-LIGHT IGNITER.
Having some difficulty when taking flash-

light pictures with cartridges, with the fuse

not igniting the powder or putting the sub-
ject on guard, frequently catching him with
his eyes closed, and being badly burnt by
the powder once, I constructed the appara-
tus shown in the accompanying sketch. It

will run nicely on four dry cells. The
principle is that when the batteries are
short-circuited, the wire gets red hot.

The wires leading from the powder box
are the kind known as bell or annunciator
wire. Inside the box, the wire wound be-

tween the tacks is about No. 40 gage. When
the box is constructed, place some powder
in the box, press the push button, and off

goes the powder. To make the apparatus
portable, put the batteries in a box, and
mount the powder box on top of this. In
this way the operator may appear in the
picture himself, if the wires are concealed
behind furniture and his person. This also

catches the subject off his guard, giving
him a natural pose; it enables the operator
to be at a safe distance from the powder.
If a spark coil is procurable, it can be used
instead of batteries by running a pin thru
each side of the box making a spark gap,
connecting up to the coil, and pressing the
button. I have used this apparatus ex-
tensively and successfully myself.

Contributed by FRED C. DAVIS.

I

of electromagnetic motor. Again, our
right-hand rule should be applied, consid-

ering the current as flowing up or down,
as the case may be, in the spoke touching
the mercury, to see if the rotation is what
should be expected.
Other experimental devices such as these

will readily suggest themselves to the ex-

An Interesting Method of Producing Motion
by the Interaction of a Magnetic Field and
a Current-Carrying Conductor "C." Th«
Suspended Wire "C" Dips Into a Mercury
Well "G," Completing the Field Coil Circuit.
The Wire Swings Back and Forth Rapidly.

perimenter, and he should learn to look at

all such arrangements with that keen appre-

ciation which sees not only the wires and
mechanism, but which recognizes at once

the underlying principle of its operation.

When this habit has been formed and some
of the information which it will inevitably

bring, has been acquired, the entire field of

electromagnetism, including dynamo-electric

machinery in all of its phases, will open up
with a surprising simplicity and conse-

quently with endless interest.

A "BATTERY-LESS" MAGNETO
DOOR BELL.

A small magneto generator is placed in a
box (properly stained and finished) on the

back of the door. A turn of the knob rings

the bell, which may be an ordinary vibrating

bell. Best results are obtained by rewind-
ing it to from 100 to 300 ohms. An old

Turn the Key Handle—and, Presto! the
Generator Rings the Bell, Doing Away with

Batteries.

crank escutcheon plate from a magneto
telephone may be placed on the front of the
door. This device when properly made is

neat in appearance and does away with all

battery troubles.

Contributed by CHURCHILL GERRY.

Powder box, Powder box.

F/g 4 «
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Experiments in Radio-Activity
By IVAN CRAWFORD

PART 1—Ionization

RADIO-ACTIVITY is one of the
greatest mysteries of today. The
modern scientists, however, thru ex-
tensive experiments have succeeded

in throwing considerable light upon the

subject. The term radio-active is generally

,rOil can

.Microscope or
magnifier

Open here
-1-

substance furnishes an efficient means of
measuring the intensity of the activity.

The construction of a super-sensitive
electroscope suitable for making these
measurements is clearly depicted in Fig. 1.

The metal shell consists of a large oil can
with the bottom
and spout removed.
Two round holes

,-Suirur are cut opposite
each other about
half - way up the

side. As is clearly

shown in the draw-
ing the gold leaf is

fastened to a brass
strip which in turn
is suspended from
a sulphur bead. In-

to the other side of
this bead is fast-

ened a wire which
passes thru the sul-

phur block at the
top of the cham-
ber. Another wire
is then past thru
the block and bent
as shown. The sul-

phur block is made
by pouring melted
sulphur into the

opening and allow-
ing it to harden.
In order to charge
the electroscope the

bent wire, A, is

turned so that the
lower portion
makes a contact

with the brass
strip. A charged
rod is then applied

to the other end,

B, until the desired

charge is attained,

when the wire may
The Most Important Property Possest by the Radiations of Radio-Active be turned back
Substances Is the Power of Discharging Electrified Bodies. Hence, the with the rod. The
Discharge of an Electroscope Placed in the Vicinity of the Radio-Active „n\A iea f js at_
Substance, Furnishes an Efficient Means of Measuring the Intensity of f , , f .« .

the Activity. tached to the brass
strip by means of

Adhesive

£

«

Sulfur bead Sulfur

Full curve represents theoreticalresult

Dotted curve represents experimentalfor
uranium alpha particle . . - 5 -

Brass
'

strip
Jcate attached
to brass strip

-2-
|

employed in referring to such elements as

uranium, thorium, radium and their com-
pounds which possess the property of emit-
ing radiations capable of penetrating many
substances opaque to ordinary light. These
radiations also have the power of affecting

photographic plates, ionizing the gas
thru which they pass and causing fluores-

cence on certain substances placed in

their vicinity. It is deemed unnecessary to

enter further into the explanation of radio-

activity as it has been well described by
Mr. Jerome Marcus in previous issues of
this magazine. It is the purpose of this

series of articles to merely outline some
experiments on this extremely interesting

subject.

The most important property possest
by the radiations of radio-active substances
is the power of discharging electrified

bodies. The theory has been formulated
that this discharge is due to the production
of positively and negatively charged car-
riers by the rays. These carriers, or ions
as they have been termed, move with uni-
form velocity and the rate of production is

proportional to the intensity of the radia-
tion. The discharge of an electroscope
placed in the vicinity of the radio-active

means
a small drop of some adhesive. In order to

observe the discharge, a small low power
microscope having a scale on the eyepiece

is used. This is mounted in one of the

apertures by fastening a brass tube to the

shell of sufficient size to allow the micro-

scope to be easily adjusted. A similar

brass tube with a ground glass window is

mounted in the opposite aperture. This is

to facilitate the illumination of the cham-
ber. Using this instrument the rate of dis-

charge may be accurately measured by not-

ing the fall of the gold leaf on the scale.

The substance to be measured is placed on

a grounded plate and the electroscope

placed over it. The radiations by means of

their ionizing properties cause the charge

of the gold leaf to be dissipated. In Fig. 2

is shown a photograph of such an instru-

ment which was constructed by the author.

Some very accurate measurements have
been made using this instrument.

To determine the activity of an unknown
substance the electroscope should first be

charged until the gold leaf coincides with

one of the markings on the scale. The time

required for the leaf to pass over five di-

visions on the scale should then be noted

with the electroscope empty. The recip-

rocal of this time is then the measure of
the discharging current. The electroscope
is then recharged to the same point and
placed over the substance to be measured.
The time required for the leaf to pass over
the same five spaces is again noted. The
difference between the reciprocals of these
two time elements is then the measure of
the discharging current due to the presence
of ions produced by the radiations from the
substance. Exprest mathematically the
discharging current 1, which is proportional
to the radio-activity is proportional to la
(l/t'-l/t) where t' is the time of discharge
in the presence of the substance, and t is

the time when empty. Thus by comparing
times the radio-activity of equal massas of
various substances can be measured.
Uranium oxid is taken as a unity and
uranium nitrate, thorium nitrate and uranyl
chloride were compared with this. The re-
sults are shown in the following table:

Rela-
tive

actir-
Substance. Formula. Time. ity.

Empty 412 sec
Uranium oxide UOj 26 1.00
Uranium nitrate UOa(NOj),.6HaO 86 .26
Uranyl chloride UC1« 41 .61
Thorium nitrate TH(NO,) 4.12H2 63 .38

It will readily be seen that the activity of
a substance is proportional to the amount
of uranium or thorium it contains. There
are other considerations, however, which
affect the experimental results, such as the
state of the substance, whether powdered or
in lumps. Every electroscope also is dif-
ferent, and all quantitative experiments
should be conducted using the same instru-
ment.

It will be found that the distance between
the substance and the gold leaf affects the
rate of discharge. For uranium compounds
the most effective distance is about 3 cm.,
while for thorium compounds it is about
5 cm. Ionization by radio-active rays is

by no means uniform along the path of the
rays. In Fig. 3 is shown the ionization
caused by a sheaf of parallel rays as de-
termined by Geiger. The range is laid out
horizontally in cm., the number of ions are
laid out vertically. It will be seen from this
graph that when the alpha particle begins
to lose some of its enormous speed it be-
comes a more effective ionizer ; near the end
of its path, however, its power suddenly de-
creases.

The experimenter will find innumerable
other applications for this electroscope to

{Continued on page 673)

Finished Super-Sensitive Electroscope for
the Measurement of Radio-Activity. It Is

Made from an Oil Can.

-I
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TESTING THE VACUUM GAGE.
The experimenter often wishes to test

a vacuum gage. The best way to test such
a gage is to compare it with a glass U-
tube mercury gage as indicated in the

Testing the Vacuum Gage With a Glass U-
tube Mercury Gage. The Latter Is a Common
Instrument Used By All Engineers and Can
Be Made Very Easily. The Atmospheric Pres-
sure Acts on the Mercury in the Open Tube

"A."

sketch. The bent tube ABC, having about
3/8-inch bore, is connected by suitable fit-

tings to the pipe or nipple D, and the lat-

ter is connected with an air pump or con-
denser. The gage to be tested is placed
on a tee-connection. The U-tube should
be about 36" over all and about half filled

with mercury. When there is a partial

vacuum made at D, the atmospheric pres-
sure acting on the surface of the mercury
in the open tube AB, being greater than
the pressure acting on the surface of the
mercury in the tube CB, the mercury at

the original level EF will fall in AB, as to

G, and rise in CB, as to H, and the dif-

ference of level between H and G as in-

dicated by the dimension "I" measured in

inches, will be the inches of vacuum which
the vacuum gage should indicate. While
most manufacturers of vacuum gages are
equipt with a U-tube mercury gage, they
generally make comparisons with another
gage, known to be correct with the U-tube
gage. For testing a vacuum gage at a
plant not equipt with a mercury gage, the
usual practise is to compare the gage to

be tested with one considered to be cor-
rect
Contributed by

PETER J. M. CLUTE.

Attach, plug
inserted in
fuse socket

So/id-,

0.00
House fuse

b/och
lamps

I/O/, supplu

Battery

Hook-up of Remote Control Attachment to a
Two-wire Lighting Circuit. The Control Cir-
cuit Wires May Be Ordinary Bell Wire as

This Is a Battery Circuit Only.

REMOTE CONTROL SWITCH FOR
LIGHTING CIRCUITS.

After obtaining the necessary material

listed below, remove the handle from the

knife switch and substitute a weight made
from 2" length of conduit pipe and 'A«"x
2 x/z" stove bolt. The head of stove

bolt is filed flat on one side so as to

be properly engaged by the trip arm.
The bolt is placed in one side of pipe,

and pipe filled with melted lead and
allowed to cool off. The threaded
end of bolt is then inserted thru hole

(in insulating bar across knife

switch) formerly occupied by screw
holding handle. If properly placed

this weight does not come in contact

with either of the switch blades.

Now place the fuse block in upper
left-hand corner of the iron box as

shown on sketch, then place knife

switch in bottom, the one side of base

being against back of iron box and
the whole switch so mounted as to

allow weight to swing down and close

switch without hitting side of box.
The rubber bumper is then placed on
bottom of box either with small stove-

bolt counter-sunk in the rubber or
with a small wood screw from the
under side.

The object of the bumper is to

prevent the weight from snapping off

the insulating cross piece of switch
when switch drops.

The casting on bell for holding
gong should be removed with a hack-
saw just beyond the screw hole, and
the ball hammer can be cut off with

pair of cutting pliers, leaving the

bell magnets become energized, which lifts

the hammer or trip arm and disengages the

weight, allowing switch to drop and close

lighting circuit.

To reset and cut out lights
;
open door of

iron box and lift weight until engaged by

fieinforced (lex lamp cord
mth Hubbel or other attach,

plug.

Mounted in 7">e' Iron cufoul or pu// box

hammer arm intact.

In placing the bell it will probably be
necessary to build it out from the back of
box so that the trip arm centers over weight
on switch. This building out should be
done with either a piece of fibre, porcelain
or iron washers. No wood or combustible
material should be used. Bend trip arm as
shown in sketch, so as to engage the filed

side of stove-bolt-head which protrudes
thru the weight.
All mountings should be made with stove-

bolts, drilling holes in iron box where neces-
sary. If box is thick enough to allow thread-
ing machine screws may be used.

The rubber bushing to protect bell wires
can be inserted in the box at any convenient
place and a narrow piece of linen tape or
wire twisted tightly around the inside will
serve to hold it intact.

Place the attachment plug on one end of
the lamp cord, knock out one of the punch-
ings in the iron box and place the B. X.
connector, insert the cord thru this and
wind the cord with tape on the inner side
of the connector so that the clamping
device can be tightened thereby holding
lamp cord, preventing pull on the connec-
tions at fuse block and at the same time
serving as a bushing for the cord. Connect
other end of cord to fuse block as shown.
Make all connections as shown using the

No. 14 wire for the lighting circuit and
ordinary bell wire for battery circuit.

Only one blade of the knife switch car-
ries current for the ordinary two-wire
lighting circuit. For the three-wire circuit

the two blades are used and an additional
lamp cord and attachment plug are re-
quired.

Installation: This apparatus should be
mounted on wall close to house fuse box
and not more than 6 or 6 l/2 ft. from floor.

To connect to an installation one fuse is

removed from the house fuse box and the
attachment plug inserted in its place, the
fuse can then be placed in the "fuse" socket
of the apparatus. The bell circuit can easily

be run and the button and batteries instal-

led at any convenient point.

Operation : By closing battery circuit, the

Construction of "Remote Control" Switch Which Can
Be Made With a Buzzer or Bell Movement to Trip the

Weighted Knife Switch Blade.

hammer arm of bell, then close the door.
Keep pivoted and contact clips of knife

switch lubricated with vaseline. This
switch can be used for distant cut-in control
or in conjunction with burglar or fire alarm
systems, cutting in the lights when alarm
operates, and doing away with the necessity
of running heavy lighting wires.
Where the law requires it, a ground wire

can be attached to the iron box with a short
stove-bolt, and the box grounded to the
electric conduit system.
The following material is required to make this

apparatus:
One 7" x 8" iron cut-out or switch box.
One two-wire main line plug fuse cut-out block,
Two dry batteries
One two-pole single-throw knife twitch,
One iron box bell.

One push button.
One H" B. X. box connector.
One rubber lamp socket bushing.
One attachment plug.
One 3/16" x 2J4" stove bolt.
One rubber knob from old door bumper.
One 2-inch length of 1" conduit pipe.
Two ft. No. 14 B. S. gage double-braided wire.
Two ft. reinforced flexible lamp cord.
Proper quantity of bell wire.

Contributed by E. C. O'DONNELL.

Attach, plug
inserted in ..

fuse sachet

Lamps,

OOO'O
00 00

'/house fuse bloch

Bell

z fuses

Battery

How the Remote Control Switch Is Connected
Up to a Double-pole Knife Switch For Con-

trolling Lamps on a Three-wire System.
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Experimental Mechanics
By SAMUEL D. COHEN

Boring and Drilling.

THAT the lathe can be used with suc-

cess for drilling purposes is men-
tioned in one of the earlier lessons

of this course. The subject will be
further considered in the present

lesson, and several useful kinks regarding

Boring Out a Casting in the Lathe by Means of a Boring Bar "BR."
The Casting Is Secured by Bolts "B" to the Saddle "CS."

drilling in the lathe will be given. When-
ever it is desired to make a hole of general

size in some material, it is usually done by
the use of a drill of the desired diameter,

said hole being made in one operation.

There is still another method of making a

hole, and that is by boring. It can be done
by a single pointed tool cutting into the

material in successive cuts, which gradually
enlarges the opening until the desired

diameter is obtained.

Practically all small holes are always
drilled, while large ones are bored. In order
to drill a large hole it requires considerable
driving power, also the removal of a con-
siderable amount of metal. However, if

the method of boring is utilized, a rough
hole may be cored thru the casting when
the latter is made in the foundry, and this

can be enlarged later by the use of the

boring tool. If the work is not made of

cast material, it will be necessary to drill a
hole large enough to permit the boring tool

to make its first cut.

In drilling small holes, say up to one
inch in diameter, it will be found that twist

drills give most favorable results, as they
are dependable for producing an accurate
and straight hole. It is usual, in practise,

to fasten the drill in a self-centering chuck,
as explained previously, and to feed the

work up against the drill by means of the
mandrel of the tail stock in the lathe. The
first step before attempting to drill is to

accurately mark the spot where the hole is

desired, making a heavy center-prod or
mark, so as to guide the point of the drill

at the start. To drill large holes, a circle

How the Boring Tool Is Made: a Self-Hard-
ening Tool Steel Point Is Fitted Slldably In
a Hole In the Boring Bar. The Point May Be

of Square or Round Stock.

LESSON IX

the size of the hole should be marked with

a pair of compasses, first chalking the sur-

face, and four center impressions should be
made at opposite points on the line. These
are necessary to act as guides should the

line get effaced. A start is then made, but

before the point of the drill has fully en-
tered the metal an ex-
amination should be
made to see that it is

cutting truly within
the circle marked out.

If so, the work may
be proceeded with.

Should the drill by
chance happen to cut
slightly to one side,

the fault can be rem-
edied by cutting a nar-
row groove at one
side of the hole. This
may be done with a
narrow-pointed dia-

mond chisel. The
groove should be
made at the side to-

ward which the hole
requires to be cor-

rected. Here the drill may again be applied,
the effect of the newly made groove being
to draw the drill toward the center of the
circle. The drill should then be turned sev-
eral times and the hole again examined. If

necessary, the drawing process can again be
repeated until the hole is exactly central.
The reader, of courst, fully understands
that this drawing process should be done
before the full diameter of the drill com-
mences to cut, as the grooving plan can have
no further effect in drawing over the hole,
after the full diameter of the drill enters
the hole.

At certain times it happens that the rela-
tive positions of the parts are reversed.
Thus the work to be drilled is held in the
chuck, the drill being fed up to the work.
Many times it proves convenient to first

drill a small hole, then a larger size, and
lastly use the full size drill.

If the work is held in the live chuck, the
drill should be fed by means of the tail-

stock center, and held firmly thereto. The
drill can be held either in a drill chuck
fitted with a mandrel for the dead center
spindle, as shown in Fig. 10, Lesson 6, or
by setting the center hole of the drill onto
the dead center, its shank being held with
a wrench in order to prevent it from turn-
ing, see Fig. 1. When the hole is made
in this manner it is necessary to start the
drill centrally. An accurate starting point
is obtained by the use of the cutting tool
placed in the slide rest. This method will

insure a proper drilling point.

Boring is chiefly used when it is desired
to make a large hole. However, at times it

is simpler and easier to bore a small hole
of proper diameter and accuracy than it is

to drill it. But care must be exercised to
see that there is a proper clearance at the
lower part of the cutting tool, as indicated
in A, Fig. 2. If the tool is improperly set

so that the lower part scrapes against the
side of the work, as shown in B, Fig. 2, its

proper functioning will then be interfered
with. The tool will not only be prevented
from cutting into the metal, but due to the
rubbing action against the metal, it will be
heated and caused to lose its temper, thus
destroying the cutting qualities of the tool,

besides making an inaccurate hole.

It is advisable to make the first cut a
fairly heavy one, in order that the hole may

be cleaned up perfectly true around its

circumference. Thereafter several lighter
cuts may be made, until the diameter is

brought to the proper size. The inside
caliper should be used in this work to ascer-
tain the diameter. Precaution should be
taken to set the slide-rest perfectly true

Dead center

Wrench

F/g.l

Holding a Twist Drill In the Lathe by Means
of a Monkey Wrench. The Back of the Drill

Is Placed on the Tail-stock Center.

so as to insure a parallel hole being bored.
If the diameter is found to alter, (should it

taper, for example), the slide rest can be
changed accordingly. By the use of a self-

acting feed on the slide rest, the hole should
be perfectly parallel, provided the head
stock and lathe bed are set true, the posi-

tion of the slide rest not at all affecting

the work in this case.

If it is desired to bore certain work which
is too large to be chucked on the face-

plate or chuck of the live spindle, it is prac-
tical to secure the work to the saddle of
the lathe, as shown in Fig. 3. This is done
by supporting the boring rod between the
live and dead centers, the boring rod carry-
ing the cutting tool. Engine and pump
cylinders, field magnets for dynamos and
motors, also bearings of engine bed plates

are examples of work which can be done
in this manner. It is essential to have a
lathe with a saddle, actuated by a self-acting
feed motion, unless a complicated boring
bar fitted with its own screw feed motion
is used. Fig. 3 shows a cylinder W of an
engine, which is secured to the lathe saddle,

C. S. This is done by clamping the cylinder
with two bars, each having two holes, the
distance between which should be greater
than the diameter of the work to be secured.
The bars, R, R, are laid across the top of
the work and clamped down by means of
two bolts, B. These heads fit into the
slides of the lathe saddle. The cutting tool,

C. T., is held on the boring rod, B. R. It

is revolved by the live center while the
cylinder is slowly carried along the lathe

bed toward the live headstock by the self-

acting feed motion applied to the saddle.

Before attempting to bore into the work,
it is advisable to see that the work is firmly

{Continued on page 670)

Proper Clearance on Boring Tool (Left) and
Improperly Ground Tool at Right.
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Experimental Chemistry
By ALBERT W. WILSDON

PHOSPHOROUS: History.

PHOSPHOROUS was discovered by
Brandt, an alchemist, in 1669 at Ham-
burg. He gave it the name Phosphor
[light bearer]. Gahn, in 1769, found
it to be a constituent of boneash, and

about 1775 Scheele first publisht his method

Fig. 155

«n the Preparation of Phosphorous Great Care
Is Taken Not to Have the Hot Phosphorous
In Contact with the Air, and the Retorts Are
Arranged so That the Phosphorous Runs Into

Cold Water.

of preparation from this source. Liebig in
1840 used phosfates as a fertilizer for
plants, while Romer [about 1833] first ap-
plied it to matches, thus revolutionizing the
means of obtaining fire and light.

Occurrence.

It never is found in the free state, but
chiefly as calcium phosfate [CasfPO^a], the
principal constituent of bones. This occurs
in certain minerals as Apatit [3Cas[P04 ] 2]

and Phosforite [Caa[P04 ] 2 ]. The latter
being also known as Phosfate Rock, being
extensively used for fertilizing purposes.

Phosphorous is always found in plant and
animal tissues, in the soil, and in sea water.

Preparation and Manufacture.

It is obtained mainly from bones of verte-
brate animals, which usually contain from 55
to 60% of calcium phosfate, the hard parts
of invertebrates being mostly Calcium Car-
bonat, CaCOa. These bones are first burned
or else distilled. In either case the ash is

the same, but in the latter the carbon is

retained as boneblack, which in the former
gives rise to carbon dioxid. The volatile

substances driven off are ammonia and
other nitrogeneous products, such as water,
carbon dioxid, etc. The ash, mostly Cal-
cium Phosfate with a little calcium car-
bonat, is reduced and phosphorous obtained
by three steps.

Thirty-second Lesson

First.—It is treated with Sulfuric Acid,
which changes it to a soluble phosfate
H4Ca[P04] 2 .

Caa[P04 ] 2 + 2H 2SO, = HtCa[P04 ] a + 2CaSO*

It might be expected that the Sulfuric
Acid would change the phosfate salt into

phosforic acid, but the Sulfuric acid used
is not very strong and the reaction goes
but halfway, producing an acid salt. It,

however, changes the insoluble phosfate
to a soluble one and precipitates the Cal-
cium Sulfate, which is then separated by
filtration or settling.

Second.—The liquid is next evaporated,
and the solid residue from the evaporation
is strongly heated, a process which breaks it

up into Calcium Metaphosfate [Ca[POa] 2 ].

H 1CaLP04 ] a = Ca[P03 ]a + 2H2

Third.—The reducing agent, carbon, is

next added and thoroly mixed, and heat is

again applied. When two-thirds of the
Phosphorous distills over, the remainder
again forms Calcium Phosfate.

3Ca[POa ]» + IOC ~ CaaCPO.la + 10CO + 4P

To obtain the whole of the Phosphorous,
Silica [SiOa] in the form of sand is intro-

duced, and the following reaction takes

place

:

2Ca[POs ] 2+ 2Si02 + IOC = 2CaSiOa + 10CO + 4P

Great care is taken not to have the hot
Phosphorous in contact with air, and re-

torts are arranged so that the Phosphorous
runs into cold water. See Fig. 153. The
Phosphorous must be either redistilled or
prest thru chamois skin to get rid of carbon
particles, etc. It is then run into small
moulds of copper or glass.

The manufacturing process is detrimental
to the health of the workmen. Some of the
fumes have to be inhaled, and the breath
at night is often luminous. The element
attacks the teeth and jawbones, especially

the lower jaw, which is sometimes entirely

eaten away thru failure to cleanse the teeth.

The electrical process has practically re-

placed the old method. In an upright pear-
shaped furnace, an intimate mixture of Car-
bon, phosfate, and flux is heated by means
of carbon electrodes in the electric furnace,
as shown in Fig. 154. The mixture is fed
in thru the hopper H, the carbon electrodes
entering at GG. The phosphorous vapors
pass off above to a condenser, being con-
densed under water, while the slag is tapt

off below at C.

2Ca[P03 ] 2 +2Si0 2 + IOC = 2CaSiOs + 10CO + 4P

f/os/c 1

Fig. /55 k

An Interesting Experiment in Which the
Phosphorous from Match-heads Is Extracted

by Means of Distillation.

Physical Properties.

1. It is found in several allotropic forms,
the most important being the yellow and
the red varieties.

2. Yellow phosphorous is a colorless,
transparent to translucent, wax-like solid.
At ordinary temperatures it is sufficiently
soft to be cut with a knife, but at lower
temperatures it becomes more brittle.

Preparation of Phosphorous in the Electric
Furnace. A Mixture of Carbon, Phosfate and
Flux Is Heated by the Passage of the Elec-
tric Current. Electrodes at G-G. The Phos-
phorous Vapors Pass Off Above to a Con-
denser, Being Condensed Under Water, While

the Slag Is Tapt Off Below at C.

3. It burns the flesh when handled out
of water, and these burns are slow to heal,

on account of the poison absorbed. For
this reason this element should always be
manipulated with a pair of forceps.

4. It is insoluble in water. It is soluble
in 350 parts of absolute alcohol at 15° C,
and in 240 parts of boiling absolute alcohol.

It is soluble in 85 parts of absolute ether,

in 25 parts chloroform, and in about 50
parts of any fatty oil. Carbon-disulfid is

probably its best solvent, dissolving from
18 to 20 times its weight without losing its

fluidity. All solutions of phosphorous in

carbon disulfid should be preserved with
the greatest care. When spilled or other-
wise exposed, the solvent rapidly evapo-
rates, leaving the phosphorous in such a
finely divided condition that it inflames
spontaneously.

5. It possesses a garlic odor, and is very
poisonous. This odor somewhat resembles
Ozone.

6. The phosphorescence, visible in the

dark, when exposed to the air appears to

be due to the slow formation and spon-
taneous combustion of phosphin.

7. Phosphorous is a very inflammable
element, igniting spontaneously in air at

50° C. For this reason it is kept and cut

under water. Phosphorous, when kept under
water and exposed to the light, undergoes
slow oxidation, becoming covered first with
a white, opaque film, which slowly turns red.

{Continued on page 666)
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This department will award the following monthly prizes: First Prize, $3.00; Second Prize, $2.00; Third Prize, $1.00.
The purpose of this department is to stimulate experimenters towards accomplishing new things with old apparatus or old material

and for the most useful, practical and original idea submitted to the Editors of this department, a monthly series of prizes will be awarded
For the best idea submitted a prize of $3.00 is awarded; for the second best idea a $2.00 prize, and for the third best prize of $1.00. The
article need not be very elaborate, and rough sketches are sufficient. We will make the mechanical drawings. Use only one side 'of* sheet
Make sketches on separate sheets.

FIRST PRIZE, $3.00

SIMPLE ELECTRICAL ALARM
CLOCK.

Herewith are submitted the details for
an electrical alarm clock which I believe is

the simplest one I have seen publisht in

An Easily Made Circuit Closer for Attach-
ment to Any Alarm Clock. The Bell Will

Ring Until Shut Off.

your valuable magazine. A brass spring

(s) is supported on an insulating block (c).

A piece of blotting paper is glued on to

the end of the strip to insulate it from the

alarm-winder. The operation of the alarm
can be easily understood. When the clock

alarm rings, winder key ravolves which
releases the spring. When the spring is

released it strikes against the side of the

clock, thus closing the circuit.

Contributed by CHAS. WALLER.

UNIQUE "HOOK-UP" FOR
TELEGRAPH SETS.

Herewith is a hook-up used by myself and
friend on our telegraph sets, the main ob-

ject being to eliminate closed circuit cells

and to use dry cells. When one fellow

wishes to call the other he opens his key
and throws his switch over to "send." When
receiving, he throws switch over to "re-

ceive" and closes his key. The apparatus

used comprises two sets, i. e., sounders and
keys ; two D. P. D. T. switches, 2 sets dry

cells (3 each). Our system works fine and
the extra-switch throwing is worth the

battery saving.

Contributed by G. E. MEARS.

Hllllh rtth
send send

T t
Rec

on an

Simple and Effective Switching Hook-up for
Two-Way Telegraph System.

SECOND PRIZE, $2.00

A "COLLAR BUTTON" COMPASS.
This compass is very easy to construct,

and can be made with a needle, collar but-

ton, snap fastener, and a piece of thin steel,

cut in the shape of a compass needle. After
having cut the needle to the desired shape
and size, punch a hole in the center. Over
this solder the bottom part of a snap fas-

tener. This completes the needle. Next,
force a steel needle up thru the collar button

so that it protrudes out of the top about
one-sixteenth of an inch. Solder it firmly

from the under side. The needle is magne-
tized by rubbing it over a magnet. When it

is thoroly magnetized, place it on the needle

point and adjust it so that it will balance
and revolve freely. It can be mounted
either in or out of a case as desired. I find

that an old dollar watch back makes a good

Snap fastener

s

Needle

Collar button ^""T""v
Watch
hocA

o

.

EE

A Reliable "Collar-button" Compass.

base as it does not affect the needle. This
compass is very handy for performing ex-
periments.

Contributed by J. H. ENGLAND.

KNOBS FOR ROTARY SWITCHES.
Knobs for rotary switches may be easily

made from the vent stoppers on old storage

batteries. This is done by cutting the part

off which has threads on it and drilling a

hole large enough to put a brass bolt thru,

as shown in sketch. (Vent stoppers may be

purchased from garages.) See cut below.

Contributed by MARION HENSEL.

Battery vent

, stopper

p cut off here

File on* here

Left:—Old Storage Cell Vent Stoppers Make
Good Switch Knobs. Right:—Discarded Dry

Cell Terminals Used as Switch Points.

The negative binding posts on dry cells

make good contact points for rotary

switches when filed down as shown above.

Remove them with the pliers while the

nuts are still on. Take one of these nuts

and file to opposite sides flat; see sketch.

Then screw the screw post in it, placing

both in a vise. Then the head can easily be

filed down without injuring the threads.

Contributed by P. B. KINGSLEY.

THIRD PRIZE, $1.00

FIXT CONDENSER IN A SHAVING
STICK TUBE.

An efficient and neat fixt condenser can
be made from a nickel-plated shaving stick

1-0-

,-flex,nut

Piece of
rubbertubing !§f ^Washer

Sotder leads

A 6enerat view of case.-
3 • Fnlorged view oFbinding post ££

Handy Flxt Condenser Mounted In a Shaving
Stick Tube. It Can Be Embedded In Paraffin

Wax.

can as a container. First cut some tin-

foil to about 2 foot lengths and 1-3/4 inches
wide, separated by 2-1/4 inch width par-
affined paper. This can be made as large
as desired, and by heavy pressure a large
condenser can be placed in the tube. Sol-

. der all lugs and make connections with
flexible conductor to binding posts. Bore
holes in the cover and make washers as in

(B). Fill the case with molten paraffn wax.
Contributed by E. S. HAGEMANN.

A SERIES BUZZER TELEGRAPH
SET.

Here is an efficient series buzzer tele-

graph system. When the set is not in use

put switches on No. 2, then when you wish
to call up your friend put your switch on
No. 1, disconnect the key switch and start

sending. As soon as your friend hears

your signal, he puts his switch on No. 1,

thus increasing the battery strength. Re-
member to reverse the batteries; i. e., if it

is positive at your switch on one end, make
it negative at the other station.

Contributed by PRESCOTT OVERTON.
5toFton "4"

Station "B'

\Buz2er

Key Key

V4*"*\ FC.ooimfccnJ\™fit

Zpt sir

Unique Series Buzzer Telegraph Circuit.
Both Buzzers Work When a Station "Sends."
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AN ELECTRIC FIRE DETECTOR
Herewith is a plan of a fire detector

which I made myself. It consists of two
batteries, a cigar box, an electric bell, a

In Case of Fire the Heat Expands the Copper
Wire Spiral, Causing It to Touch the Lower

Contact Block, Thus Ringing the Bell.

piece of bare copper wire made into a

spiral spring, two blocks of wood, four
screws, and two binding posts. Normally
the wire made into a spring does not touch
the lower contact block, but when fire

breaks out it expands the wire spiral and
completes the contact, causing the bell to

'contributed by JOSEPH WOHLPART.

SPARK PLUG TESTER MADE
FROM SPARE PLUG.

Most autoists carry a spare spark plug
in their tool chests which can be made to

serve as a spark plug tester without de-
stroying its usefulness.
The only thing necessary is to cut a

piece of fiber or heavy cardboard to the
shape shown in the illustration. The hole
in the end is made large enough to pass
the threaded end of the plug and serves
as a holder.
To test the plug in the engine, hold

the spare plug, sparking points up, by
means of the fiber strip. Touch the post
on the plug to the engine cylinder and bring
the thread end of the plug in the strip

against the binding posts of the plug in

the engine.
A small spark or none at all will in-

dicate a broken porcelain or carboned and
short circuited plug. A heavy spark will

show that the points of the plug in the
engine are too far apart. In cases of
emergency any means may be employed
that will hold the test plug without giv-
ing the driver a shock.
Contributed by THOS. W. BENSON.

'fibre

SparK plug

At Left—Twisting Cables With a Bit Brace.
At Right—Using the Spare Spark Plug as a

"Test" Plug for the Auto Engine.

noticed a scheme for twisting telephone
wires, contributed by Mr. Leach. While
this is a good method, I would like to sug-
gest one that will not ruffle or twist the in-

sulation of the individual wires as other
methods do.

Porcelain knobs may be used as swivels.

Attach two knobs to shop wall, do not
tighten up screws, knobs should turn freely.

Attach No. 14 wire loops to receive ends of
insulated wires. Have wires same length;
turn brace five or six times, pulling on it to
take up slack and keep knobs from turning.
Now slack off slightly on brace and knobs
will spin, thus relieving the twist in each
individual wire. Almost any length of wire
can be handled in this manner, equalling the
factory product.
Contributed by J. ESHLIMAN.

A REVERSING SWITCH FOR
SMALL MOTORS AND TOYS.

A small but thoroly effective reversing
switch for small battery motors and other
apparatus can be made from scraps found
about most any workshop.

First procure a fiber base about lyi"
square and y% thick. Next cut four strips,

each y2 " long and wide out of a piece
of brass about 1/16" thick. Then bore a
hole in one end of each strip and fasten
it to the base by means of small wood-
screws as shown in Fig. 1.

A Handy Reversing Switch for Battery Mo-
tors, Toy Railway Cars, Locomotives, Etc.
Throw It to Either Side to Reverse the Motor.

Then take another piece of fiber about

f4" square and W thick and fasten two
metal strips to it as shown in Fig. 2. A
handle may then be made and soldered to

one of the strips. (In constructing this

reverser, be sure and do not short-circuit

any of the strips because it will not work.)
A hole should then be bored exactly

in the center of the small piece of fiber

and fastened to the main base by means
of a wood or machine screw. The complete
reverser and connections are shown in Fig.

3. If desired a metal base and body can
be made to enclose the working parts.

If so constructed a slot should be cut in

the body for the extending handle so the
switch can be easily operated.
Contributed by

WALTER SELLENEIT.

TWISTING CABLES IN THE SHOP.
In looking over your October, 1916, issue

under the head of "How-to-make-it," I

HOW TO MAKE A S.T.D.P. SWITCH
OUT OF TWO S.P. KNIFE

SWITCHES.
Nail a block of wood on to a base of

proper size. Next procure two S. P. bat-

tery knife switches. It must be made cer-

tain that one opens to the right and the

other to the left. The reason for this can
be seen when they are mounted. If they
are the same, just take off the knife and
terminals and remount them in reverse or-

:Wood strip

Battery Knife switch

An Effective Double-Pole Single-Throw Knife
Switch Constructed from Two S. P. S. T.

Knife Switches.

der. Then get a thin strip of wood or fiber

to fit across the ends of the knives. This
can be fastened on with small stove-bolts.

In the center of the strip bolt a small por-
celain knob.
Contributed by HENRY RHEIMS.

DRAFTING HINTS.
Tracings may be very readily cleaned

and pencil marks removed by the use of
benzine, applied with a cotton swab. It may
be rubbed freely over the surface without
fear of injury to the lines drawn in ink, or
even water colors, but pencil marks and
dirt will quickly disappear. The benzine evap-
orates almost immediately, leaving the trac-
ing unharmed. The surface, however, will

be somewhat softened, and should be rubbed
down with a little powdered talc or chalk
before drawing more ink lines.

Always sprinkle chalk or talc on surface
(dull side) of cloth, rub in with fingers,
and wipe off before starting to draw ink
lines.

SIMPLE HOME-MADE SNAP
SWITCH.

This is a very durable but simply con-
structed snap switch. (A) is the screw
from an old dry cell carbon, the head (E)
being filed flat and inserted in a small block
of wood (I) drilled as shown. The block
(I) is fastened to wood base (G) with
screw (B). A strip of spring bronze (D)
inserted thru the slot in spindle (F) as-
sures an excellent contact. (C) is a pin
for handle and (H) the supporting screw
holes.

The spindle is held in the base by a
small rivet at the bottom. This can be

Here's a Way to Make Home-Made Snap
Switches. It Works Very Well, Too.

used either as a single or double-pole
switch.

Contributed by
HENRY O. WUELFING
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EDITED BY S. GERNSBACK

SPIRIT LAMP FROM FAN GREASE-
CUP.

A novel but efficient spirit lamp can be

made from a fan grease-cup when cleaned

and rilled with alcohol and a wick inserted.

3mo// dross
i'b/on> tube

Simply Fill a Fan Grease Cup with Wood
Alcohol, Insert a Wick In the Hole, and You
Have a Serviceable Little Spirit Lamp for

Light Soldering

It will burn for one hour. This lamp can
be used for numerous purposes, such as

removing enamel from enameled wires, et

cetera. A small brass tube can be easily

soldered to the cup for the purpose of
providing a blast of air and a side-wise con-
centrated flame tip, by blowing thru the

tube. The upper end of the tube must be
closed, and a tiny hole drilled in it—about
No. 64 drill.

Contributed by EDWIN WOLBER.

SOME INTERESTING CHEMICAL
EXPERIMENTS.

When a very little dry powdered potas-
sium permanganat is moistened with sul-

furic acid, brownish-green oily drops of
permanganic anhydrid (Mn 20?) are formed.
This compound is volatile, giving a violet

vapor and is apt to decompose explosively
into oxygen and manganese dioxid. Its

oxidizing power is such that combustibles
like paper, ether and illuminating gas are
set on fire by contact with it.

White phosphorous, when heated with
sulfur unites with explosive violence. By
using red phosphorous the action can be
controlled. The product is phosphorous
sulfid and the kind depends upon the pro-
portions used.

If a small piece of sodium is placed on a
piece of filter paper and placed on water,
the water is decomposed and the heat lib-

erated is sufficient to set fire to the sodium,
which burns with a characteristic yellow
flame.

Powdered magnesium and potassium
chlorat in the proportions of 10:17 is used
in making flashlights for use in photography.

Cordite, a variety of smokless powder, is

made by dissolving guncotton (65 parts)
nitro-glycerin (30 parts) and vaseline (S
parts) in acetone. The resulting paste is

rolled out and cut into small pieces. When
the acetone evaporates the horny cordite
remains.

Javelle water (solution of sodium hypo-
chlorit) is an ingredient of ink eradicators.

The solution is first applied to the ink and
a dilute solution of hydrochloric acid is

rubbed over it. The chlorin which is lib-

erated is responsible for the bleaching ef-

fect.

Contributed by ALBERT TOTH.

TEST CLIP MADE FROM BINDING
POST.

For making contact with insulated wires
take an old binding post and file the thumb
screw to a point. Also cut a portion of

one side out with a hack-saw as shown in

the drawing. To make contact with an
insulated wire, simply slip the wire in the

slit in the side and force the thumb screw
point thru the insulation. This saves the

time and bother of skinning the wire. It

also may be used as a helix clip.

Contributed by MERLE E. NANTZ.
FITTING A MINIATURE BULB TO STANDARD

SOCKET.
First we need a broken Edison bulb, a

miniature lamp and some sealing wax or
paraffin. Then break all the glass from
the bottom of the large lamp base. Now
solder the two wires from the Edison shell

to the rim and center of the miniature bulb.

Heat some sealing wax and pour in around
the shell and set aside to harden. This
attachment will be useful to anyone who
has a socket with a snap on the side or a
pull-chain socket.

Contributed by STAN. DIRVIN.

At Left: Standard Lamp Base Fitted to
Miniature Lamp. At Right: Handy Test

Clip Made from Binding Post.

CHEMICAL EXPERIMENTS.
No. i: Put on a clean white plate or

saucer, a mixture of pulverized sugar and
potassium chlorat. Upon adding a few
drops of sulfuric acid a vivid combustion
will ensue. By adding with the sugar a

few iron and steel filings, and performing
the experiment in a dark room, or out of

doors at night, fiery rosettes will flash thru

a rose colored flame, and produce a fine

effect.

No. 2: Mix a teaspoonful of nitric acid

with a teaspoonful of sulfuric acid; place

a little turpentine in a teacup out of doors,

and pour the mixture upon it at arm's
length. The turpentine will burn
with almost explosive violence.

No. 3: Make a saturated solu-

tion of sodium sulfate (Glauber's
Salt), in warm water; pour the

mixture in a bottle, and let it

stand. The salt will remain for

months without crystallizing ; but if

taken up, and shaken a few times,

the whole mass will instantly form

into crystals, so filling the bottle that not a

drop of water will escape. Should there be
any hesitation at the moment of shaking,
drop a small crystal of the salt into the

bottle, and the effect will be instantly seen,

by the darting of new crystals in every
direction-

No. 4: Heat a piece of tin until the
coating begins to melt ; then cool quickly
in water and clean in aqua regia. The
surface will be found covered with beauti-

ful crystals of the metal.
No. 5; Pour dilute nitric acid upon bits

of tin. Dense red fumes will pass off.

No. 6: Throw crystals of any nitrat on
red hot coals

;
they will deflagrate with

dense red smoke.
Contributed by GLENN HELWAGEN.

PERCENTAGE SOLUTIONS.
The difficulty about percentage solutions,

says Studio Light, will disappear if the
worker will always bear in mind that one
fluid ounce of water weighs Ai7 l/2 grains,

which is, of course, equivalent in weight to

one ounce avoirdupois. It follows that if

one-tenth that number of grains

—

i.e., 43.75
grains—of any ordinary soluble chemical is

put into a graduated glass and water added
to make up one fluid ounce, the result will

be a 10% solution.

In the following table the figures are
worked out for solutions of various
strengths. If the number of grains indi-

cated in the table are taken and sufficient

water added to make up one fluid ounce, it

will be found that the solution has the re-

quired strength.

For a 1% solution take 4.37 grains

5%
10%
20%
30%
40%
50%

21.87

43.75

87.50
131.25

175.00

218.75

HOW TO FILE SOFT METALS.
The teeth of a file are soon filled when

the file is used on lead, tin, soft solder or
aluminum. It cannot be cleaned like the
wood rasp by dipping it into hot water, but
if the file and the work are kept wet with
water, there will be no trouble as the already
wet particles of lead, soft solder, etc., do not
readily adhere to the file.

HANDY COMPUTER FOR
MECHANICS.

Here's the latest vest-pocket computer for
electrical and mechanical men. By rotating
the cap on end it shows at a glance the size

of drill to use for taps from % to 2 inches.

U. S. S. Pipe V& to 3 l/2 inches. A. L. A. M.
to 1 inch. S. A. E. to V/2 inches also 15
small numbered sizes below V/^ inches. It

has the advantage over blue-prints and
chart that it can be easily carried in the vest-
pocket.

A Useful Computer for Machinists and Experimenters.
It Shows the Size of Drill for Any Tap Instantly.
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Loose Coupler
(No. 1,276,618, issued to Carlyle B.

Campbell.)
This patent relates to an improve-

ment in tuning transformers and
particularly to a switching arrange-

ment by which unused portions of

the inductance or winding are com-
pletely cut off from the circuit,

thereby eliminating undesired effects

on the wave lengths. The arrange-
ment shown provides for a plurality

of separate coils in close inductive
relation. The terminals are connect-
ed with solid and spring contacts,
adapted to be separated by a revolu-
ble insulating disk in order to cut
out certain coils when so desired.
In other words, it incorporates a
revoluble form of dead-ending
switch.

Electrically Heated Radiator
(No. 1,276,573, issued to James J.

Rohan.)
An electrically heated steam radi-

ator of novel design in which there
is provided a radiator of the usual
form, together with an electrically

heated steam generator, this latter

being very rapid and economical in
operation, it is claimed. Simple and
positive means are provided for

automatically controlling the flow
of electric current to the heater,
and likewise for automatically con-
trolling the flow of water of con-
densation from the radiator back to
the heating device; this automatic
control being effected thru the me-
dium of the steam pressure develop-
ed within the heating device.

Electric Shutter Trip for Cameras
(No. 1,277,592, issued to Gilbert R.

Horton and John M. Miller.)
By means of this electromagnetic

actuating mechanism for camera
shutters, photographs may be taken
at a considerable distance from the
operator, such as where animals are
to be photographed. The length of
circuit over which this shutter de-
vice may be operated is governed
only by the strength of the battery
used. A push button or switch is

located at the battery, the current
completing a circuit thru the small
electromagnet fitted to the shutter
trip as shown. When the magnet
is actuated the shutter is opened;
continued pressure on the push
button will hold the shutter open.

Electric Headlight
(No. 1,276,605, issued to Overton

Winston.)
An improved electric headlight for

automobiles and other machines and
providing a special means for shift-

ing the electric light bulb with re-

spect to the reflector, whereby the
bulb may be moved transversely
toward and from the axis of the re-

flector. A soft iron or steel collar
is secured to the rear end of the
lamp base, which serves as an arma-
ture in cooperation with an upper
and lower control electromagnet.
These electromagnets are secured to
and supported by an annular ring
mounted in the lamp housing back
of the reflector. Thus the lamp
bulb proper may be thrown up or
down, simply by actuating one or

A Sound Operated Dog
(No. 1,279,831, issued to Christian

Berger.)

the other of the electromagnets,
throwing the light beam either far
ahead of the machine or else just
in front of it on the ground, as
may be desired.

Apparatus for Concentrating and
Projecting Radiant Energy

(No. 1,278,026, issued to Salvatore
Salto.)

An apparatus for the concentra-
tion of light, heat and electric rays
and for the projection of these rays
in a certain desired manner. This
apparatus for concentrating and di-
recting light rays has for its purpose
to illuminate objects by concentrat-
ing light rays thereon, by means of
reflectors with elliptical curvature.

The object to be examined or illu-
minated may be observed directly
by placing it inside the hollow ellip-
soid, or projected on a screen by
means of a suitable device such as
a miscroscope or a magnifying lens.
Thus extremely high specific lumi-
nous or caloric intensities are ob-
tainable by concentrating emanations
from several sources of energy and
causing them to be projected. An
apparatus such as this may be used
as a .marine searchlight or coast
light, or as a projector for motion
picture machines, automobile head-
lights, etc. The apparatus can also
be used for concentrating heat radi-
ations.

Berger.)
When you clap your hands

/vhistle to this "pup" he jumps
or

umps out

- '
"1

of his kennel in great delight. All
because of a clever arrangement of
a simple microphone ana electro-
magnet which holds the trip retain-
ing the dog within the kennel, until
the sound produced by the clap of
the hands or whistle strikes the
microphone. At this instant the
normal constant current thru the
retaining electromagnet drops to a
comparatively low value, thus re-
leasing the powerful spring which
kicks "Fido out the door.

Primary Battery
(No. 1,276,754, issued to Walter

Grothe.)
A novel arrangement for support-

ing the electrode elements within a

primary battery. The supporting
member for the electrodes consists
of a flanged yoke having depending
ends, while a suspending bolt passes
thru a hole in the yoke and is rivet-
ed therein. A spool of porcelain
is arranged to be clamped against
the yoke as shown. The shank and
heads are preferably of triangular
shape. A perforated container
closed on all sides excepting the
top, is adapted to be clamped be-
tween the depending ends of the
yoke and the ends of the clip.

Crystal Detector
(No. 1,277,627, issued to Thomas

B. Miller.)
A crystal detector for radio re-

ceivers which is claimed to be ex-
ceptionally rugged and reliable in
design; also its operation is not
likely to be interfered with by me-
chanical jars or concussions. This

adjustable feature enables the con-
tact member to be placed at any
point upon the surface of the crys-
tal desired, and the contact point
and and crystal are both enclosed.

Motor-Driven Revolving Door
(No. 1,278,145, issued to Edward

C. Haviland.)
Where a revolving door is con-

tinuously rotated, electric current is
being continuously consumed regard-
less of the egress or ingress of
people thru the door. The object
of the present invention is to pro-
vide a means whereby a motor for
revolving the door is only put in
operation when a person is passing
thru the door. This device com-
prises switches carried by the in-
dividual wings of the door in prox-

imity to the usual hand-rails, so
that they may be either consciously
or unconsciously actuated by the
person passing thru the door. These
switches establish electrical circuits
to the actuating motor, but only for
such time as is necessary for the
person to pass in or out of the door.

Radio-Telegraph Transmitter
(No. 1,278,507, issued to Oscar C.

Roos.)
A system in which the dis-

charge of the oscillating circuit con-
denser may be readily controlled
over a wide tone range. The oper-
ation is as follows: The high-
frequency generator A cannot
break down a larger gap than S
and the arresters, therefore prevent
the discharge of the condenser C"
across the gap unless they are si-

multaneously broken down. They

will be simultaneously broken down
2(n—m) times a second where "n"
and "m" represent the frequencies
of the generators A, A" respectively,
so that the tone produced in the re-
ceiving system will be the "beat
frequency" of said generators. This
tone, as will be obvious, may be
widely varied by slightly altering the
speed of one or Doth generators.
This scheme will thus be seen to
afford a very simple and flexible
electrical substitute for various me-
chanical devices such as the "tone
wheel," the rotating spark gap, etc.
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Our Amateur Laboratory Contest is open to all readers, whether subscribers or not. The photos are judged for best arrangement and efficiency of the appa-
ratus. To increase the interest of this department we make it a rule not to publish photos of apparatus unaccompanied by that of the owner. Dark photos pre-
ferred to light-toned ones. We pay $3.00 prize each month for the best photo. Address the Editor, "With the Amateurs" Dept.

"Amateur Electrical Laboratory" Contest
THIS MONTH'S $3.00 PRIZE WINNER—ALFRED STACEY

HEREWITH are photographs of my laboratory. On the large table in the center of the room may be seen the radio outfit which was assembled
in its original place to take this photograph. When set up it was used with an aerial one hundred and fifty feet high, one hundred feet long,

with four stranded wires placed three feet apart. The transmitting set consists of a K. W. transformer, condenser, rotary gap, oscillation trans-

former, aerial inductance, aerial condensers, and hot-wire meter, keys, etc., also a Poulsen arc and transmitter for radiotelephony. For receiving, I

have receiving transformers, variable condensers, fixt condensers, audion, loading coils, Ferron, Galena, and Silicon detectors, two pairs of 'phones,

etc. On the experimental table to the left of the radio table may be seen Tesla, audion, step-up and step-down transformers, meters, batteries of
different types, motors, generators, telegraph and telephone instruments, condensers, measuring instruments and other electrical apparatus. To the

right of this apparatus may be seen the two switch-boards containing circuit breakers, switches, and rheostats for controlling various instruments. To
the right of the switch-board may be seen the work-bench for building and repairing instruments. To the right of work-bench, chemicals, elements,
retorts, graduates, flasks, hydrometers, thermometers, ad infinitum. To the right of this bench will be seen another bench used for the manufac-
ture of chemicals such as bromin, chlorin, etc. Next may be seen the stock-room and dark-room used for photo developing and printing. I have
a book-shelf containing over one hundred and fifty chemical and electrical books. This laboratory is the result of ten years' hard work assisted by
the famous "Electrical Experimenter" and "Modern Electrics."

—

Alfred Stacey, Hamilton, Ontario, Canada.

HONORABLE MENTION (1 Year's Subscription to the "ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER") GERALD DITTMAN
I PRESENT herewith photograph of myself and two of my laboratory. I am eighteen years old and have had my laboratory for about a year. I

have a great number of chemicals which I use for testing foods and for mixing up different solutions to see what effect they have on electricity.

I have made an arc light which furnishes all my illumination. I use an ammeter to show how much current I am drawing and in that way save fuses,

because when the pointer approaches ten amperes, I know a fuse will blow and I can shut it off in time. I also have a number of motors, a trans-

former, spark coils, condensers, Leyden jars and other instruments which I use for various experimental purposes.

—

Gerald Dittman, Chicago, 111.

hi
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Phoney Patents
Under this heading are publiaht electrical or mechanical ideas which

our clever inventors, for reasons best known to themselves, have as yet
not patented. We furthermore call attention to our celebrated Phoney
Patent Offizz for the relief of all suffering daffy inventors in this country
as well as for the entire universe.
We are revolutionizing the Patent business and OFFER YOU THREE

DOLLARS ($3.00) FOR THE BEST PATENT. If you take your Phoney
Patent to Washington, they charge you $20.00 for the initial fee and then

you haven't a smell of a Patent yet. After they have allowed the
Patent, you must pay another $20.00 as a final fee. That's $40,001 We
PAY YOU $3.00 and grant you a Phoney Patent in the bargain, so
you save $43.0011 When sending in your Phoney Patent application,
be sure that it is as daffy as a lovesick bat. The daffier, the better.
Simple sketches and short descriptions will help our staff of Phoney
Patent Examiners to issue a Phoney Patent on your invention in a
jiffy.

FW/V/SFES JU/CE
FOF ELECFfO
/V/P6/YEFS

F/?N FUP/V/SP//VG
,FP/F>FO/?

rea c/cs
h/A/N

-ORGAN P/PES

P/PE FPOM
P/G5 CtfjQM-
&E/e to oe-
~rF7N PeoPE/?
^V/GH A^EY

SO/?PD
~j~owrEY
eopeo
W/RES

CLAWS

Prize Winner: WEEWEEEPIGORGAN. Take one gross pigs fresh and lusty, assort according to musical scale, put each In soundproof
chamber, attach tails to electromagnetic claws operated by keyboard. Pigs run on endless belts furnishing power for organ. Depressing
keys on keyboard pinches pigs' talis. Pig sings weee—weeeee—weee, as long as key is pressed. Don't use old sows. They sow discord.
French airs go well on this organ due to the oul, oull Inventor: Paul Gaugewere, Bethlehem, Pa.

PLANT
i _ :

m mm m

»' i.'-j

MIMOSA ELECTRICUS AUTOMATICUSS. Sun. More Sun. Heat. Dry. Draught. Plant. Droops. A, B, UP. Contacts. Kiss. Bliss. Juice.
Motor. Battery. H aO. Hose. Spurts. H 20. Drops. Rain. Plant. Branches, Newlife. Upshego. A. B. Down. Contacts. DIVORCE. Rain. Nix.

Simple. Fix. See? Oui. Oull! Inventor: Frank Truka, 280 Woolsey Ave., Astoria, L. I.
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The "Oracle" is for the sole benefit of all electrical experimenters. Questions will be answered here for
the benefit of all, but only matter of sufficient interest will be publisht. Rules under which questions will
be answered:

1. Only three questions can be submitted to be answered.
2. Only one side of sheet to be written on; matter must be typewritten or else written In ink, no

penciled matter considered.
3. Sketches, diagrams, etc., must be on separate sheets. Questions addrest to this department cannot

be answered by mail free of charge.
4. If a quick answer is desired by mail, a nominal charge of 25 cents is made for each question. If the questions entail considerable

research work or intricate calculations a special rate will be charged. Correspondents will be informed as to the fee before such questions
are answered.

FIRING TWO FLASH-LIGHT POW-
DER PANS SIMULTANEOUSLY.
(970) Fred Wheeler, Gait, Ont., Can.,

wants to know

:

Q. 1. How to fire two or more flash-

light pans simultaneously.
A. 1. For firing flash-light powder at

Ponder
Thesegops shou/d

-be smo/Zaadjustable

Bat.

,:vJ7 Coil

Firing Two Flash-Light Powder Pans at
Once by Means of Spark Coil. Several

Flashes May Be Ignited at Once.

two places simultaneously, we refer you
to arrangement as per diagram. Use a

spark coil and battery as indicated in dia-

gram. Wire the two or more flash pans in

series. Keep the spark gap in each pan
small—1/16" gap is sufficient.

HOW TO TELL DYNAMO
POLARITY.

(971) Paul Miles, Chicago, 111., inquires:

Q. 1. How can the positive terminal of a
small D. C. dynamo be determined?
A. 1. Off-hand we cannot tell you which

is the positive brush. However, we advise
you to make the following test: In a 50%
solution of salt water put two wires con-
nected to the dynamo, and note from which
wire the most bubbles come off. This is

the negative wire.

A 4-volt dynamo will give about 3 am-
peres. However, much depends upon the

condition of the brushes (contact, pres-
sure, etc.), and the condition of the bat-

teries. We would advise you to refer to

"Lessons in Practical Electricity and Mag-
netism," by Swoope, which can be pur-
chased thru our Book Department for $2.25,

postpaid.

SPEED CONTROL OF A.C.
MOTORS.

(972) Hugh McPherson, Borden, Sask.,

Can., asks

:

Q. 1. How can I control the speed of a

30 H.P. A.C. 3-phase motor?
A. 1. The speed of the 30 H.P. A.C. 3-

phase motor can be regulated in several

ways, some of the best of which are as

follows

:

The voltage applied to the motor is va-
ried by a transformer from which several

taps are brought out to a controller, thereby

varying the speed. Again, by means of an
induction regulator which consists of a pri-

mary and secondary winding, having an
iron core with one of the windings so ar-

ranged as to allow of being varied thru 180
magnetic degrees.

The above methods are really best for
single-phase service, while the following
method is very good for the three-phase
service : In this method the speed can be
varied by changing the number of poles
of the motor connected in the circuit by

ODD PHOTOS WANTED AT g
$1.00 EACH!!!

Now is the time to make your §j
Kodak pay for itself in a real practi- g
cal way. We are after interesting m
photographs of out-of-the-ordinary m
electrical, radio and scientific sub-

jjj

jects and are willing to pay $1.00 cash §§
for every one we can use. Please g
bear in mind that for half-tone re- g
production in a magazine, a photo- g
graph should be particularly sharp B
and clear. Of course, if a subject B
happens to interest us particularly m
well, we can have the photo re- S
touched. For the general run of sub- s.

jects, however, it does not pay to go g
to such expense. Therefore, please H
take pains to properly focus and ex- H
pose your pictures. It often happens g
that a really mediocre subject well g
photographed wins approval over an g
excellent subject poorly photographed. =
And don't send us plate or film "nega- jj
tives" ; send unmounted or mounted S
"prints", preferably a light and dark j
one. g
As to what to photograph: Well, H

that's hard for us to say. We leave H
that up to you, and every reader now gj
has the opportunity to become a re- 3
porter of the latest things in the realm H
of Electricity, Radio and Science. H
But, please remember—it's the "odd, S
novel or practical stunts" that we are g
interested in. Every photo submitted S
should be accompanied by a brief de- B
scription of 100 to 150 words. Give g
the "facts"—don't worry about the g
style. We'll attend to that. Enclose =
stamps if photos are to be returned J
and place a piece of cardboard in the M
envelope with them to prevent muti- B
lation. Look around your town and g
see what you can find thafs interest- M
ing. g
Address photos to—Editor "Odd m

Photos", Electrical Experimenter, H
233 Fulton Street, New York City. H

ml

means of suitable switches or by varying
the current by a suitable rheostat connected
in the respective legs of the wound rotor
circuits. This last method also applies to
the single-phase system, wherein the cur-
rent is varied by means of a rheostat.

LOOSE COUPLER AND DIS-
TRIBUTED CAPACITY.

(973) C. W. Opert, Freeport, 111., wishes
to know

:

Q. 1. Several points about making a
loose coupler transformer for radio re-

ceiving circuits.

A. 1. In constructing a loose coupler,
the best way to take the taps off is as fol-

lows : At the required part of the coil,

punch a hole in the cardboard tube and
bring about 18 inches of wire right thru
this hole by looping the wire, and then
pushing it thru. All that remains to be
done now is to continue winding the coil

until all the taps have been made.
We provide coils with dead-end switches

in order to get rid of the distributed ca-

pacity. Distributed capacity is the capacity
which exists between the turns of a helical

coil, and for your benefit we refer you to
an extensive article on this subject which
was printed in the May, 1917, issue of this

journal.

TESLA COIL FOR 2-INCH SPARK
COIL.

(974) R. Conover, New York, N. Y.,
inquires of "The Oracle"

:

Q. 1. For data on a Tesla coil suitable
for use on a 2-inch spark coil as an exciter.

A. 1. The ordinary Tesla coil, especially

designed to work with a spark up to 2
inches on the primary side will do, and
is briefly described as follows. The pri-

mary should consist of 14 turns No. 10
solid, rubber-covered copper wire in one
layer on a spool 4^4 inches in diameter,
while the secondary consists of a coil 2%
inches in diameter and 12 inches long,

wound its full length with a layer No. 28
enamel wire.
This size of Tesla coil can be furnished

by the leading companies who advertise
in our magazine. It is best to use two one-
pint Leyden jars connected in parallel or
a one-quart Leyden jar.

;

The construction for a glass plate con-
denser for the above Tesla coil is as fol-

lows : Procure five glass plates 6x7x1/16"
and four pieces of tin-foil 5x6 inches. The
tin- foil should be placed between the five

plates so that two ends of the tin-foil pro-
trude from the sides of the glass. The
size of the spark obtained from the above
Tesla coil will be about ^ to 1 inch and
can be taken thru the body without any
harm. \

(Continued on page 648)
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EteeTestLesson
inDraftsmanship

Send for this free lesson which explains the Chicago "Tech"
method of teaching Draftsmanship by mail. Positions at big

salaries are now waiting for competent .men. The call of men to

the war has left vacancies everywhere. Even draftsmen of limited

training and experience are snapped up and paid good salaries.

If you are dissatisfied with your opportunities, learn Draftsman-
ship. Chicago "Tech" will train you in the most practical way in

the shortest time. Mail the coupon today and let us tell you about

the Chicago "Tech" method. This free lesson will show you how
well equipped you are to follow Draftsmanship. Enroll in the course

only if you decide that you can take it up to advantage. No cost, no
obligation on you to make this investigation.

condorLearnAtHome
Hold your present position while training. Our experts will instruct you

by mail. Only your spare time is required. You are directly under prac-

tical draftsmen and engineers. You are taught exactly the work required in the drafting rooms of big con-

cerns. No time to put in on unnecessary studies. This means thorough instruction and early graduation.

Auto and

Gas Engine Course
All about automobile mechanism

—its construction, operation and
REPAIR—taught by mall. Tou
train directly under the Chicago
"Tech" automobile expert*. Splen-
did opportunities open now.

Learn All This In
Spare Time

Principles of the Automobile.
Every point made clear about the

basic principles of propulsion, pow-
er, transmission systems, etc., etc.

Gasoline Engines. All about the

different types. A complete course
in gas engine construction, opera-

tion and repair.
Power Plants and Transmis-

sions. Application of power, by 4-

6-8-12 cylinder engines. Types of

clutches. Gears, Drives. Axles, etc
Carburetors and Fuel Supply

Systems. All methods demon-
strated. Fuel values. How to test.

Gasoline and air mixtures. Regu-
lation, etc., etc, etc.

Lubrication and Cooling. All
about oils and how to test them.
Splash and circulating systems.
Operation in different cars ex-
plained. Diagrams, etc., etc., etc

Batteries. Electrical principles
explained. Instructive diagrams of

wiring and connections, etc., etc.

Magneto Ignition. Principles
and practical operation of various
types and systems with diagrams.
Generation of current. Field, ar-
mature, high and low tension, all

explained. Complete In every point.
Starting and Lighting Systems.

All modern methods. Starters

—

spark, mechanical, air, acetylene,
electric, battery—shown in detail
with diagrams and full explana-
tions. Charging. Motor and gen-
eraor adjustments, etc., etc.

Know How to Fix Troubles
Most complete 'Instruction In

auto repair work. Equips you for
high pay or to start a business. Big
demand for trained repair men.

WRITE
Send the coupon and get oata-

log and all Information—now.

$2522 to $10022 aWeek
Draftsmen earn good salaries in normal times. They command extra

high salaries now—and the tremendous work to be done after the war will

bring a permanent and intensive demand for good men. Make your spare

time count now for a higher salary and a better position.

Easy Payments
The fees for Chicago "Tech"

Courses are very moderate—and
you can pay on easy terms. And
also—you obtain in a few months
what it would take several years to

acquire by ordinary methods. You
can get an early start. You are
soon ready to take a paying position

and to quickly get back the cost of
your course.

Send the Coupon
The sooner you are prepared the sooner you

will be holding a job that pays a large salary

and opens the way to advancement. Many
executives, general managers and superinten-
dents began as draftsmen.

Other institutions ask you to pay first—and
then to find out later how well qualified you
are for this profession. We send the free les-

son first and place you under no obligation at

all. Discover your qualifications before you
pay anything.

The coupon' will bring the Test Lesson, free.

Also information about the profession of

Draftsmanship and detailed facts about Chi-
cago "Tech" methods, the fees, terms, etc.

Mark with X the branch you are interested in—or if in doubt about which course to take,
write a letter stating facts about yourself and
asking our advice which will be freely given.
Mail either the coupon or the letter today.

FREE Instruments
Every student of the Chicago "Tech" Course

in Draftsmanship receives this set of instru-
ments, or a cash credit in case he already has a
set. These instru-

ments are of the same
make and sizes as

used by high salaried

experts in drafting
rooms of factories,

shops, railroads, etc.

You use them while
learning— then take
them right into your
practical work.

r Chicago Technical College,

145 Chicago "Tech" Building, Chicago

Without obligation to me, please send me your FREE Test Lesson
and other interesting literature covering the subject indicated below.

Mark X opposite work in which you are specially Interested.

Architectural Drafting
I Machine Drafting
Electrical Drafting
Structural Drafting

I
Sheet Metal Drafting

I
Builders' Course

Plan Reading—Builders
Plan Reading—Shop Men
Estimating
Surveying
Map Drafting
Autos & Gas Engines

Name

Address

City State

College or Home Study? State which

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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Mesco Telegraph

Practice Set
For Learning Telegraph Codes

The Practice Set comprises a regular tele-

graph key, without circuit breaker, a special
high pitch buzzer, one cell Red Seal Dry
Battery, and four feet of green silk covered
flexible cord.

The key and buzzer are mounted on a
highly finished wood base, and three nickel
plated binding posts are so connected that the
set may be used for five different purposes.
List No. Price
342 Telegraph Practice Set, with Bat-

tery and Cord $3.24
Weighs 4 lbs. packed.
Price does not include postage.

MVQCf\ Combination Practice Set for learning the Morse

iTlEidlU and CuHmdUI final and Audible Codes

ThJa outfit Is the only reliable Instrument which
will enable students to become proficient operators
In the TJ. 8. Naval Service, because it Is equipped
with a buzzer and miniature lamp enabling the
user to master both the visual and audible signals
quickly.
List No. 52— Practice Set with Red Seal Bat-

tery and Cord $4.05
Weighs 4 lbs. packed. Price does not Include postage.

Send for theNew Edition of

Our Catalog W28
It Is pooket size, contains 248 pages, with over
1,000 Illustrations, and describes In plain, clear
language all about Bells, Push Buttons, Batteries.
Telephone and Telegraph Material, Eleotrlo Toys.
Burglar and Fire Alarm Contrivances, Electrlo Call
Bells, Electrlo Alarm Clocks, Medloal Batteries,
Motor Boat Horns, Electrically Heated Apparatus,
Battery Connectors, Switches, Battery Gauges.
Wireless Telegraph Instruments, Ignition Supplies,
etc.

Send for the Catalog Now

Manhattan Electrical

Supply Co., Inc.
NEW YORK: CHICAGO: ST. LOUIS:
17 Park Place 114 S. Wells St. 1106 Pine St.

San Francisco Office: 604 Mission St.

MECHANICALLY RIGHT—A REAL LATHE
A Regular lathe, not a toy

Swing 4 Inches, 11 inches between cen-
ters. 17 Inches total length. Net weight
9 lbs. Shipping weight 13 lbs.
The bed of this lathe is machined.
Workmanship Is first class throughout.
Lathe comes equipped with wood turn-
lng chuck. Lathe can be fitted with 3

inch fa« plate and drill chuck as special equipment.

SYPHER MFG.£%^g ggjg OHIO

Feldman's "Geyser"
Electric Water Heater

Instantaneous Hot Water

FELDMAN MFG. CO.
1500 Times Bldg. New York City

THE ORACLE.
(Continued from page 646)

RECORDING SPEECH ON A MOV-
ING IRON WIRE.

(975) Miss Clara B. Griffin, Carthage,
111., writes this Department:
Q. 1. Can an instrument known as the

Telegraphone record speech?
A. 1. Relative to your inquiry regarding

the Telegraphone, an instrument invented
by Valdemar Poulsen of Denmark, we are
pleased to state the following

:

This instrument will record speech on a
thin steel wire by recording the fluctuations
of the magnetic lines of force set up thru
a set of magnet coils. A full description
of this machine was given by Samuel Cohen
in the June, 1915, issue of this Journal;
an article also appeared in a back issue de-
scribing iron disc type of Telegraphone de-
signed as a dictating machine for business
offices.

order to get the charge, it is necessary to
hold the discharger as shown, and a con-
tinuous discharge will flow across the two
knobs. The quality of the spark is the
same whether charged by a static machine
or Leyden jar, except that in the case of a
static machine the spark will sometimes
leap several inches, while the jar charged
with a spark coil will only leap an eighth
or one-quarter of an inch, and in extreme
cases one-half inch.

(976)
asks

:

.
Q- l.

jars.

A. 1.

CHARGING LEYDEN JARS.
Mr. B. Brewater, Dedham, Mass.,

Different ways to charge Leyden

We are
giving a sketch
herewith how to

charge the ordi-

nary Leyden jar

by means of a
static machine. The
best way is to hold
the jar in the hand
and let sparks
from one of the
balls of the static

machine jump over
to the central ball

of the Leyden jar.

At first the sparks
will jump fast,

then as the jar be-
comes charged
they will grow
smaller and small-
er, finally hardly
any sparks will

jump at all. This
shows that the
Leyden jar is fully

charged. It can
then be discharged
by means of the
ordinary discharg-
er as shown in
Fig. 2.

The important
part to remember is

that not every glass
can be used for
Leyden jars. Here
is where many an
experimenter is dis-

appointed. Only
potash glass can be
charged— all the
other varieties, such

DOES A PERSON WEIGH MORE
AFTER EATING.

(977) Querist, New York City, inquires

:

Q. 1. Does a person weigh more after
drinking say, 25 glasses of beer, or eating
10 lbs. of beefsteak (as often happens at

beefsteak eating contests), or will their

weight remain the same? "A" says they
will weigh the same ; "B" says their weight
will increase in exact accordance with the
amount of food or drink taken into the
stomach.
A. 1. This is an interesting question and

one that has been asked hundreds, even
thousands, of times. The Editor of this

column recollects that the usual answer by
the man in the street is to the effect that
he will weigh exactly the same. He will,

eventually, but—well, listen to the learned

Fig. 1 -2-

Cither hold jar in hand or
connect the outer coating to
earth - water pipe etc.

forth

Simm

Discharger

Primary

Secondary of ind. coil

-Leyden jar

Fig. 3

Choraina Leuden Jor5 from induction Coils

Various Ways In Which to Charge Leyden Jar Condensers from Static
Machines and Induction Colls.

as flint and lead glass, "leak"—it being im-
possible to sustain a charge for even one
second if such glass is used in the Leyden
jar. If no potash glass is procurable, an
ordinary phonograph disc coated on both
sides with tinfoil will answer. Good re-
sults can also be had by using hard rubber
sheeting. This material does not "leak."

It is not possible to charge Leyden jar
by means of spark coils in the way the jars
are charged with a static machine. In other
words, the jars can never be fully charged
and kept standing for a few seconds and
subsequently discharged as if they had been
charged with the static machine. The
method to charge the jars with a spark coil
is shown in our illustration, Fig. 3. In

arguments put up by three well-known New
York medical authorities.
Says the New York Medical Journal:

In the case of eating, say, a pound of meat
or drinking a pint of water, the weight of
the human being is increased immediately
after. In the course of two or three hours,
however, the weight will return to normal,
due to evaporation of moisture from the
lungs and pores of the skin, also to digestion.

Dr. Sinclair Tousey, the well-known New
York medical authority, says : Immediately
after eating one pound of meat, the person
in question would have less than one pound
added to his weight. Owing to the in-
creased evaporation of moisture from the

(Continued on page 650)
You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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Learn. Electricity. ,

HBH

75

>
km

PRACTICAL

In the GreatShops of

COYNE FINISH IN
INSTRUCTION Trade and Engineering Schools 3 MONTHS*W ' Dept. 21, 39-51 E. Illinois St., Chicago, 111.

Thousands of skilled Electricians are needed.- The demand is becoming more urgent every

day. The Government is employing every one they can get which is causing a great scarcity

throughout the country and big salaries are being paid everywhere. Right now is your big

opportunity. Make up your mind now to prepare for one of these big jobs and then get here

as quick as you can for your training.

Earn $ 1OO.OO To $300.00 A Month
In the Electrical business. Come here where you will be trained in
these great $100,000 shops. Experts show you everything and ^tMffl&<W—T
you learn right on the actual apparatus. You work on ^^^tt&B^^^m mk f
everything from the simple bell to the mighty mo ^iaSA *'
tors, generators, electric locomotives, dyna-
mos, switchboards, power plants, every-
thing to make you a master electri

cian. We have thousands of sue-

I

cessful graduates. Just as
soon as you have finished

we assist you to a
good position. We
now have more
positions than
we can fill.

Think
of it

War Demands Have
Taken Thousands of Men

from this Profession. Men
Must be Trained to Fill their Places.

Prepare Now for a Big Paying Position.

I

I

These courses are thorough, short and practical. All instruction given on
the actual equipment. Each man is trained individually and stays until thor-

oughly trained. Start any time—day and evening classes.

Our graduates are in great demand. We are continually receiving letters, telegrams,
id telephone calls from contractors, manufacturing firms, etc., seeking our graduates to fill

responsible positions. We have now more positions than we can fill and the demand is

steadily growing. Every comfort is given our students while here. They live in comfortabie
homes in the most beautiful section of Chicago—on the lake.

and

The War is Over— Yes!
but the men "over there" will not be back

for months—perhaps years, for their work
"over there" isn't over. And so you, and thou-

sands more must fill up the gap now that the
absence of these brave workers has made in the

ranks of skilled labor. Trained Electricians are
needed more, perhaps, than any other class of men.

The sudden ending of the war has caused the big indus-
tries to start up work sooner than any of us expected and

in consequence the Manufacturers are Calling for Trained
Men, and we are training men as fast as we can to meet

these urgent calls. You are needed, Young Man, now!
Don't wait. Don't put it off. Get in touch with us Today.
Get ready to join the great "Peace Army" here at home.
Your country calls. Again we say, prepare to serve your

country! We'll make a trained electrician of you in three
Let's go I

LEARN DRAFTING
Skilled Draftsmen are always in demand. Our courses
are thorough—short—practical, preparing a man fully
to hold a position of responsibility. We have more
positions than we can fill. We also have thorough
practical courses in Plumbing and Heating, Motion
Picture Operating and Bricklaying.

EARN YOUR WAY
Many students earn their living ^f^BBB Hi Hi Ml
expenses by doing a little work
in their spare time. Our i
employment dept. fur-

"

nishes these position! -
without charge.

months 1

aillilTi'iHlP

COYNE TRADE AND
~* ENGINEERING SCHOOLS

+ Dept. 21, 39-51 E. Illinois St.

Chicago, III.

Please send at once your big Free
Book—I am Interested In

[ 1 Electricity [ ] Drafting [ ] Plumbing
[ ] Motion Picture Operating [ ] Bricklaying

(Check trade interested in)

NOW!
Name.

Address.

You. benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers
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TABLETS
FORAT .....

K CoId
^^^^H aB the« I Head

Headaches
Neuralgias

Spanish Influenza
Women's Aches aivd Ills

Rheumatic and Sciatic Pains

Ask your Druggist for A-K Tablets

Sold in Convenient Pocket Prckages

Small Size

lOc
Dozen Size

35c
See Monogram Jjfa on the Qenuine

The Antikamnia Remedy Company
St. Louis, Mo.

HOTEL ST. JANES
Times Square, New York City
Just off Broadway at 109-113 West 45th St.

1% Blocks from 45th Street Entrance
to Grand Central Station.

Women will find
here a home at-
mosphere and
absence of ob-
jectionable fea-
tures of ordinary
hotel life.

40 Theatres, all
principal shops,
8 to 5 minutes
walk.

2 minutes of all
subways, "I,"
roads, surface
cars, bus lines.

An excellent
Restaurant, at

moderate prices.

WriUfor
"What's Going
On In New York '

'

All Outside Rooms
With adjoining bath • - from $1.50
With private bath - - from $2.00
Sitting room bedroom, bath, from $4.00

Furnished Apartments by the year,
mouth or week, at special rates.

Raymond L, Carroll, Pres. and M^r.

Build Your Own PHONOGRAPH,
tt'» Eisy With Our Help
A few hours Interesting work
saves many dollars and gives

you a machine exactly to suit

your Ideals. We furnish motors,
tone arms, case material, blue
prints and full instructions.

Plays any record. You can make
One profit building phonographs
for your friends.

Write Today for Our Free
Blue Print Offer. Agent'
wanted for our ready buiit
Choraleons.

CHORALEON CO.
701 Monger Bldj. Elkharl, Ind.

SAVE
OYER
HALF

Electrical Worker s Friend"

An electrical book of 66 motor draw-
ings with corai'lete Instructions for re-
winding and reconnecting.

PRICE, ONLY $3.50
Write for full particulars

J. SMITH & SON
1524 Lowrie Street, N. S. Pittsburgh, Pa.

THE ORACLE.
(Continued from page 648)

pores of the skin, also from the lungs, this

slight difference would occur immediately.
But in two or three hours, due to the fore-
going causes, also digestion, the weight will

gradually decrease to normal.
Dr. William Benham Snow, of New York

one of the leading American electro-

therapeutists and medical men, states : The
increase of weight in the human being after
eating, say, one pound of meat varies
greatly. In some instances there is no in-

crease at all ; while in others there is a
slight (but never the full weight) increase,

all depending upon the individual's respira-
tory and digestive organs. In the case of
water, the full weight of the water is added
to the person's weight, but within a very
short time after the weight will rapidly
decrease to normal. x

It has been a widespread and popular idea
that if a person were to lie on his back
and hold his breath that he could be lifted

with two fingers. This has been done by
hypnotism, but not otherwise.

ELECTROLYTIC RECTIFIER.
(978) H. H. Mosehauer, Wortendyke,

N. J., writes

:

Q. 1. I have made a small Electrolytic

Rectifier for charging storage batteries.

This rectifier was built from instructions

in the Scientific American Supplement No.
1644. According to the instructions, the
liquid consists of one pound of crystalized

sodium orthophosfate (per jar).

I am having great trouble getting this

chemical. Some drug houses I have been
to do not seem to know what it is at all.

Could you advise me where I can get it?

Or what other chemical I could use instead?
A. 1. Relative to your electrolytic recti-

fier, would advise that the majority of these

rectifiers, even the larger sizes, are operated
with a solution composed of sodium bira'--

bonat (baking soda) dissolved in wacer
until the solution is saturated, i. e., until

the water will not absorb any more of the

bicarbonat. Another very good solution is

composed of water in which there is mixed
ammonium phosfate. A saturated solution

of this is also employed.
The matter of the solution used is not a

very important one, it being more important
that a good, pure grade of aluminum is

employed. Ordinary salt and water has
been used in electrolytic rectifiers in emer-
gency for that matter, and also wherever
a solution seems to have too high a resist-

ance or where a sufficient current is not

obtained, a few drops of sulfuric acid may
be added to the water to make it more con-

ductive. If you have further trouble in

getting the rectifier to operate, it is well to

note that the aluminum plates have to be

"formed" and this has sometimes to be

accomplished by running the rectifier for

five or ten minutes or so connected to a

lamp bank so that this or similar resist-

ances on the D. C. side can pass a fairly

strong current thru the rectifier, and cause

the necessary oxid to form on the aluminum
electrodes.

2 K.W. "PIPE THAWING"
TRANSFORMER.

(979) Mr. Wm. E. Newton, Ontario,

Canada, writes the "Oracle" Dept.

:

Q. 1. I would like to make a * trans-

former for thawing ^-inch frozen water
pipes and want a secondary current of 150

amperes at 10 or 12 volts, as I would only

need to thaw about 10 or 12 feet at a time.

The primary winding is to be supplied by
110 volts, 25 cycle alternating current. I

have plenty of soft stove pipe iron at hand
from which I could make the core, which, I

suppose, would be of the closed core type.
Please give dimensions of core, size, num-
ber of turns, and weight of wire required
for primary. What kind, size, number of
turns of wire required for secondary?
A. 1. We give below data for construct-

ing the transformer in question

:

Data for 2 K. W. 150 amp. 13.3 volt
secondary "pipe thawing" transformer, for
operation on 110 volt, 25 to 30 cycle A. C.
Core Data :—The sheet iron core should

measure about 17^2 inches in length by
8^4 inches in width outside dimensions, its

thickness and breadth should be 3 inches,

or, in other words, 3 inches square. Both
of the longer legs of the core should be
thoroly insulated with five to six layers of
oiled linen or Empire cloth, well shellacked.
Primary Winding:—This may consist of

244 turns of No. 9 B. & S. gage D. C. C.
copper magnet wire wound in even layers
on one of the long legs of the core. This
will require about 2 pounds.
Secondary Winding :—The secondary coil

to delivery 150 Amp. and 13.3 volts at full

load may comprise 31 turns of No. 0, B. &
S. gage D. C. C. copper magnet wire, or if

this is not convenient, owing to its large
size, you may wind on simultaneously two
No. 3 B. & S. gage D. C. C. conductors
side by side, or four No. 6 B. & S. gagf.

D. C. C. conductors. The terminals of the
separate wires, if a multiple winding is used,
are joined together so as to connect all the
wires on parallel.

The efficiency of this size of transformer
is about 95 per cent with respect to the

watts input at the primary and the watts
output at the secondary
Knowing the size of the core you can

readily compute the weight of wire for
the windings by consulting any wire table.

The circular mils area of the No. 9 B. & S.

gage wire is 13,594 cm., while the circular

mils area of the No. E. & S. gage con-
ductor is 105,592 cm.

A NEW TOGGLE SWITCH.

The toggle surface switch illustrated dif-

fers from the ordinary snap switch in that

manipulation is by the throw of a lever

or toggle, instead of by the turning of a

Showing Interior
View of Single

Pole Switch.

Appearance ofNew Toggle
Switch.

key or button. Throwing the lever up
makes the circuit; throwing it down breaks
the circuit. The movement is positive

—

the make-and-break quick and snappy. The
toggle switch has been used in Europe for
a number of years, but was slow to find

favor in America.
The advantages of the toggle movement

in a surface switch are stated as three-fold
—first, it permits making the switch more
attractive and stronger than the ordinary
switch; second, manipulation is much more
convenient by means of the lever than by
the turning of a key; third, the switch is

self-indicating, the position of the lever
showing at a glance whether the current
is "on" or "off" without any marker or
dial.

It combines in unusual degree the best
mechanical and electrical features, with an
appearance which makes quick appeal to

those seeking the dignity of simplicity and
richness.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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RADIO-TELEPHONE GUIDED U. S.

FLYERS MANY MILES AWAY.
(Continued from page 629)

require amplifying more than from ten to

fifteen times.

Fig. 3 shows a new form of oxid filament

tubular audion as supplied on U. S. Army
and Navy sets. This bulb is provided with

a special base, making it very convenient

for attachment or replacement, and tests

made with this bulb show the life to be

about five thousand hours.

Fig. 4 shows an improved form of audion
control panel. A number of new radio en-

gineering features are incorporated in this

apparatus, including deeply grooved, in-

sulating terminal blocks which carry the

binding posts. Integrating condenser
switches are employed for regulating the

capacity of the bridge and stopping con-

densers. The ammeter at the right of the

panel indicates the filament current at all

times. A special form of grafite potentio-

meter is mounted just below the filament

Fig. 3. New Form of Oxid Filament
Audion as Supplied on U. S. Army and

Navy Radio Sets.

ammeter to regulate the wing current.

Fig. 5 shows a large capacity oscillion

bulb and control instruments mounted on a

self-supporting panel for radio-telegraphic
transmission. The bulb is mounted between
upper and lower rings of heavy, rubber-
covered wire. The loading coil switch for
varying the antenna wave length is mounted
in the upper left hand corner of the panel.

Terminals for the Morse telegraph key are
fitted at the bottom of the panel. A radi-

ation hot-wire ammeter is seen at the left

of the switchboard, while a three-pole
switch controlling the filament and wing
current appears at the right. The neces-
sary condensers and auxiliary apparata are
compactly mounted on the back of the
panel. >
A x/i K. W. oscillion is good for

150 miles radiophone transmission over
water, or 250 miles radio-telegraph signal-

ling over water. A 1 K. W. outfit has a
range of 200 miles radiophone or 300 miles
radio-telegraph over water. A 2 K. W.
will talk 300 miles or telegraph 400 miles
over water. These ranges can be greatly
increased by the use of two to six stage
audion amplifiers. The six stage audion
amplifier has an amplifying factor of one
million times.

f^7inthe rou§h dorit sparkle

WITHOUT training you are a diamond in

the rough. You can't make the most of

your natural ability. Your real value is

hidden—always will be until you cut away the rough spots

and polish up with practical training. That's all you have
to do to put yourself in the position where you want to be
—and where you rightly belong. There is no secret to suc-

cess. It is just a question of mentally equipping yourself

with practical training. You have the same chance as the

"other fellow"—if you train. What are you going to do?

Why Not Get
a Better Job?

What would it mean to you if your
salary was doubled tomorrow? What
would $5.00, $10.00 or $20.00 more a
week enable you to do ? It would mean
a whole lot more pleasure in life— a
lot more satisfaction, wouldn't it. Then
why not get it ? You can ! It is not

impossible or even a hard task. It is

simply a matter of fitting yourself for

the position and pay you want. Only by

training can you capitalize on your
natural ability. If you can get what you
are now earning without training, think
what you could make with it. You have
a lifetime of work ahead of you— so
why not put in your time in congenial,

profitable work. Thousands of Ameri-
can School Students will tell you it pays
to train. Let us send you some proof of

what our training has done for others,

Wonderful Opportunities
Await Trained Workers

If you are untrained, take a look into

the future. Now that the war is won,
there is a period of reconstruction com-
ing which will mean unparalleled oppor-

tunity for men who can think and act

for themselves—trained men. The war-

torn countries of Europe must be re-

constructed and America must do its

Do Yourself
a Favor

Make up your mind today to fit your-

self for a more congenial position

and bigger pay. You can do this

—

easy— if you will devote a part of

your spare time to study. Keep on earn-

ing while you're learning. Check and
mail the Coupon for Big Free Bulletin

and details of Money-Back Guarantee.

American School
of Correspondence

Dept. €-7441

Chicago, 11. S. A-

share. America must also catch up
with time lost in its own industrial ac-

tivities. If you want to share in the
prosperous times ahead you can do it.

Get busy—now—and fit yourself with
practical instruction that is guaranteed
to satisfy you, and, therefore, guaran-
teed to make you make good.

TRAININGjTHE KEY TO SUCCESS
PLEASE SEND ME BOOKLET AND
TELL ME HOW I CAN FIT MYSELF
FOR THE POSITION MARKED X

High School Graduate Lawyer
Electrical Engineer Business Manager
Elec. Light & Power Supt Certified Public Accountant
Hydroelectric Engineer Accountant and Auditor
..Telephone Engineer
Telegraph Engineer
..Wireless Operator
..Architect

..Building Contractor
.Civil Engineer
.Structural Engineer
..Mechanical Engineer
..Shop Superintendent
..Steam Engineer

Bookkeeper
.Stenographer

. Fire Insurance Expert

.Sanitary Engineer

.Master Plumber

.Heating and Vent. Engineer

.Automobile Engineer
Automobile Repairman
Airplane Mechanic
General Education Course

Draftsman and Designer Common School Branches
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WHY DON'T YOU GET AN
AUTO-WHEEL?

"p*ELLOWS who know will tell you
" that the Auto-Wheel Coaster and
the Auto-Wheel Convertible Roadster
are the best wagons ever built for speed and
strength. "Wheels have roller bearings, steel
axles and tires, and the spokes are oval, like
an auto.

Send For Free Felt Pennant
Write us names of three coaster wagon deal-
ers and we'll send you a beautiful Felt Pen-
nant FREE. We will also tell you how to
organize a Coaster Club. It'sgreatfun. Each
member receives a cap and the captain a
special cap. Write today.

BUFFALO SLED COMPANY
163 Schenck Street - N. Tonawanda, N. Y.

(Id Canada: Preston, Ont,)

Build and Fly
Your Own

TrainingPlane
Train yourself in Aviation.

Be an Amateur Aviator with an
Aeroplane of your own. Learn
how Aeroplanes are built: learn

the principles of construction.

<>i -Tat ion and control. We sell

IDEAL Accurate Scale Draw-
ings, and Building and Flying
Instructions which show you
how to build a perfect Model
Aeroplane, 3 ft. size, that
will rise from the gTound by
its own power and fly like a
big one. Send now for the
Drawings and Instructions for
the one you want to build.

Drawings and Instructions for

*j) Curtiss Military Tractor
Bleriot Monoplane
Nleuport Monoplane
Taube Monoplane
Curtiss Flying Boat
Wright Biplane
Cecil Peoll Racer

New Aeroplane Catalog S cent*

—

None Free
Tells about Model Aeroplanes, Kadng Aeroplanes,

Flying Toys, and parts and supplies to build them
with. 48 page! Sent only upon receipt of 10 cents.

IDEAL AEROPLANE & SUPPLY COMPANY
76-82 West Broadway New York City

25c
EACH

CHEAPEST WAY TO
is on a bicycle — a dozen miles for
a cent. That's why in Europe one

'

every six persons rides a bicycle. All
armies use them by thousands. It is the
workman's streetcar, with the cost
of the rides saved. A complete out-
door gymnasium that keeps you
fit in n.ind and muscle.

Mead's Factory to Rider
Sales Plan Saves you glO to £20 on all

latest war approved Ranger models.
30 Days Free Trial and Free Delivery.
"PIBCe Parts, Repairs at half usual prices.
I lltbv Don't buy until you gret our Big

Free Catalog describing" all the wonderful new
offers, liberal terms and low prices. Write a postal now.MCAn CYCLE COMPANYlllbni/ Department C-117 CHICifto

IR PHONOGRAPH RECORDS $1w ALL GOOD TITLES
Sent PARCEL POST PREPAID any.
where in the United States. Enclose

Money Order or Currency.
INDEPENDENT DRUG CO.

Dept. 100 204 S.Wabash Ave., Chicago

SALT FROM THE SEA BY ELEC-
TRICITY.

A company is about to start the exploi-
tation on a large scale of a method for
extracting salt from sea water. The under-
taking is being backed up by a number of
men of exceptional standing. The process
is due to Professor Helland Hansen, and
the venture is backed by $5,000,000. It

will in all probability be found expedient to

erect several works along the coast of Nor-
way as more electric energy becomes avail-

able. The comparatively large capital is

principally necessary on account of the

large plant needed, pumping stations, etc.,

absorbing the bulk of the power ; the pro-
duction of the salt itself only requires a
small amount of energy and is consequently
cheap. As to the location of the new fac-

tories, no definite decision has been ar-

rived at, but Stavanger has been mentioned
as a likely place for the first factory, and
the Giaamfjord for fhe second.

A MELODIOUS PHONOGRAPHIC
REPRODUCER.

By Frank C. Perkins.

The accompanying illustrations show the
details of construction of a new phono-
graphic reproducer, developed at Milwau-
kee, Wis., which it is said "Humanizes a
Talking Machine". It is claimed that this

reproducer plays perfectly all disc rec-

ord selections, even the subtle tones of the

instrumental accompaniments and prevents

Something New in Phonograph Repro-
ducers. This Particular Type Has a Dla-
fram of Special Composition, and the
Stylus Arm Is Secured Thru a Bridge
Arrangement, Similar to the Sounding
Board of a Guitar. It Is Said to Give

Excellent Reproduction.

clash and approaches the living voice,

whether of soprano, contralto, tenor, bari-

tone or bass, quite as natural as life.

Even the resonance of the violin and the

tone of the flute are marvelously perfect.

It is held that band records are repro-
duced with all the tone values of instru-

ments, every overtone and undertone
brought out harmoniously, without nerve-
wrecking stridency, while orchestral com-
binations are greatly improved. The re-

cordings of the great symphonies are revivi-

fied with all the original sublimity;- re-

animated in just the right volume for home
enjoyment. The violins, cellos, oboes, clari-

nets, bassoons, saxophones, flutes, piccolos,

horns, the "brasses" including the great
tuba, the "percussion"' containing drums,
cymbals, bells, special effects as the imita-

tions of birds, church chimes, are all as real

as the record is made.
Any talking machine can be equipt with

this reproducer in a moment, without tools.

Either steel or fiber needles will work per-

fectly with the reproducer, whose weight
is less than four ounces, so that records
wear indefinitely if care is used.

BOOKRCVIEV^ilMfc

EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES IN ELEC-
TRICITY AND MAGNETISM, by
Prof. Francis E. Nipher. Publisht by
P. Blakiston's Son & Co., Philadelphia,
Pa. 72 Pages, size 9 l/2 x 6H inches, il-

lustrated, cloth bound. Price $1.25.

The student of electricity and magnetism will find
many novel, new and decidedly interesting experi-
ments described in this work. The author is well
known in scientific circles and of very high stand-
ing. Furthermore, what he has to say to us in this
presentation is of more than ordinary interest.
Some very interesting photographs of sparks and
spark shadows are given with some new theories
as to their meaning; causes of local magnetic
storms; the effect of "wind" on magnetism; and
also the effect of "clouds" on the magnetic needle.
These effects are indeed wonderful, and so new as
to demand the attention of every earnest electrical
student. Professor Nipher has performed some very
interesting experiments in the laboratory and also
in the field along these lines, and if you wish to
read something refreshingly new in the realm of
experimental electricity and magnetism, then you
should by all means study this excellent and clearly
written explanation of these little known scientific
phonomena.

ALTERNATING CURRENT : THEORY,
PRACTISE AND DIAGRAMS, by
Horstmann and Tousley. Cloth covers,
296 pages, 173 illustrations, size x
4y2 inches. Price $1.00. Publisht by
Frederick J. Drake & Company, Chicago,
111.

One of the well-known Horstmann and Tousley
practical handbooks for electrical men, giving the
theory and practice of this branch of electrical en-
gineering so that the non-mathematical student can
learn the exact meaning of the various terms used.
The work starts with the generation of alternating
currents and discusses inductance, capacity and re-
sistance and their effect on the voltage and cur-
rent in alternating current circuits. Next we End
an interesting discussion on impedance, wattless
current, and skin effect.

Other interesting chapters treat on the calcula-
tion of power in A. C. circuits; transformers; the
theory and construction of transformers and how
they are connected in lighting and distribution cir-

cuits; alternating-current generators, their theory
and construction; A. C. motors, including the syn-
chronous motor and its characteristics; synchro-
nous converters, their theoretical and practical op-
eration; the split-pole and also inverted converters;
A. C. to D. C. rectifiers of various types; including
electrolytic and vibrating rectifiers; potential regu-
lators; measuring instruments for A. C. work, in-

cluding synchroscopes and power-factor meters,
with numerous tables for the calculation of A. C.
circuits for different frequencies and voltages. A
clearly written handbook which explains in untech-
nical terms the principles and practise of alternat-
ing currents for the practical electrician and stu-

dent.

GERMAN ENVOYS TOLD TO SUR-
RENDER, VIA RADIO.

A wireless message sent to the German
delegates from German headquarters
authorized them to sign the armistice.

The German commissioners remained up
all night waiting for final instructions.

When the radio message arrived they has-

tened to a private train in which Marshal
Foch was living, and which formed his

headquarters. Marshal Foch was asleep

at the time. He was aroused. He received

formal word that the Germans had come
to sign.

The first to affix his signature to the mo-
mentous document was Dr. Mathias Erz-
berger, civilian head of the commission.
The other delegates followed.

As they signed, one by one, they saluted,

Marshal Foch and his aide-de-camp re-

sponding courteously.

In the meantime, across the network of

wires running from Marshal Foch's head-

quarters to the various battlefields, the

order for cessation of hostilities at 11

o'clock, Nov. 11th, began to be flashed up
and down the far-flung western front, while

from Paris and London the news started

on its joyous trip around the world.
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TBigVolumes
I Cents aDay
Shipped for
Examination
FREE CTCLOPEDiA CYCLOPEDIA CYCLOPES CYCLOPEDIA CYCLOPEDIA CYCLOPEDIA CYCLOPEDb& 9f *S »S *f & of

APPLIED APPLIED APPLIED APPLIED APPLIED APPLIED APPLIED

gflMTT^ lECTPJClTt ELECTRlg .SLECTRICm ELETRJCm
j
UjCfflKTY - ELECTRICITY

VOJJ VOLJI VOUin VOUV VOLV VOLM ura.iri

Ml

Greatest ^ MM
Electrical Books^^
NowBrought toYourHome

!

7 Big Volumes—Written by 27 Great

Authorities—Yours for 7 Cents a Day

Partial Contents

Vol. I. Elements of Electricity :

Magnets — Electromagnets. The
Electric Current: Resistance—Un-
derwriters Requirements — Power
Stations and Equipments — Outside

Wiring—High Tension— Special In-

stallations—-ETJeciri^aJ Measure-
ments : Instruments—M e a s u r i n g
Methods: Resistance Iusulation —
Distribution Systems - Watt - Hour
Meters : Construction, Installation,

Testing.

Vol. II. Dynamo Electric Mach-
inery : Magneto Electiic Induction

— Generators — Construction— Prac-

tical Design. Types of Generators

and Motors: Direct and Alternating

Generators and Motors. Motor Gen-
erators—Induction Motors.

Vol. III. Direct Current Motors:

Efficiency—Torque—Speed-Power--
Multi-Voltage Systems. Manage-
ment of Dynamos and Motors: D.

C. and A. C. Plants—Lighting: In-

candescentLamps-Tungsten Lamps
-Nitrogen Filled and MercuryVapor
— Arc Lamps -- Residence -- Photo-

metry.

Vol. IV. Alternating Current

Machinery: Simple Alternator—In-

struments ~ Polyphase Systems

Armature Windings-Transformers
—Rectifiers—Motor Generators.

Vol. V. Power Transmission:
Conductors—Distributing Systems-
Voltage Regulation — Underground
Construction - Electric Railways

:

Car Equipment—Maintenance-
Power Plants—Signal Systems.

Vol. VI. Power Stations: Plant

Location — Electrical Equipment --

Sivitchboards : Wiring Diagrams of

Connections — Switchboard Appa-
ratus. Storage Batteries : Types-
Charging and Discharging—Troubles
and Remedies — Small Battery In-

stallations. Applied Electrochem-

istry: Metal Refining and Plating-

Chemicals- -El ecteic Furnaces- High
Tension Work.

Vol. VII. Modern Land Tel-

egraphy. Wireless Telegraphy and
Telephony. Electric Elevators
Etectric Heating . Welding.

Note:--This Is bnt a partial list of

contents. The set contains every
electrical subject known !

THE hardest way to learn Electricity

through the experience that others have paid for in time

is through your own experience. The easiest way to learn is

are paid for in time and money. Here in practical, easy-to-
understand form, you get the benefit of what 27 greatest electrical authorities in America and all over
the world have learned, and you get this vast fund of experience in convenient book form, so that
you can read and study in your own home in your spare time.

This is the greatest opportunity of your life to become an electrical engineer, sub-station operator, dyna-
mo tender, or to get any one of the other big-pay jobs in the electrical field. For less than you spend
for tobacco or movies, you can train yourself to step up to the jobs paying $3,500 to $5,000 a year.

Shipped on Free Examination £°Ad™2
Just glance at the partial list of contents of these 7 volumes in the panel at the left. Think how much there is for
you in this great home-study library of electricity. Then write at once for the books themselves. Examine them in
your own home for a week. Send them back if you are not satisfied. But if you decide to own this pay-raising set,
send only $2 and then only $2 a month until the special half price is paid. Examine the books—see how they take
you through every detail of each special branch of electricity. See how they give you all the necessary tables and
formulas in simple, untechnical form. Note the frequent test questions which enable you to examine yourself.
Note the 2,600 illustrations, full page plates, diagrams, etc. You be the judge of their value to you 1

HALF PRICE—NOW r "

For a limited time we are offering this remarkable self instructor
Electrical library at half price. Regular price $35— special price
$19.80 on easy terms of only 7 cents a day. With each set we in-

clude a year's Consulting Service Membership free—worth $12. f
The 7 volumes contain 3,000 pages, each 7 x 10 inches, bound in
American Morocco, Gold Stamped.

Mail Coupon—Send No Money
If you are interested in electricity you need these books.
You will prize them for the new, up-to-date information
they give you on every phase of electrical work. We ship
the 7 volumes right to your home on your simple request.
Send no money until you are satisfied after 7 days free A
examination. Putyournameandaddresson thecoupon »
now and send at once before this offer is withdrawn. 9
AMERICAN TECHNICAL SOCIETY /

Dept. E3381, Chicago, U. S. A. /

/ Mail This Coupon Now
AMERICAN TECHNICAL SOCIETY

Dept. E3381, Chicago. U. S. A.

f
Please send Cyclopedia of Applied Electricity

for seven days' examination, I to pay shipping
charges. I will send $2 within seven days and

$2 a month until I have paid $19.80 or notify you
and hold the books subject to your order. Title
not to pass until fully paid.

Name

Address

.

Reference
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AMATEURS!
Get Ready for
the Opening Day

Practical Wireless Telegraphy
By Elmer E. Bucher,

Director of Instruction Marconi Institute

The recognized standard wireless text book.
Treats each topio separately and completely, and
furnishes a progressive study from first principles
to expert practice. Covers completely the entire
field of wireless (fundamentals, construction and
practical operation). More than 50,000 copies of
this book have already been sold. Size 6x0
inches. 352 pages, 340 illustrations. Handsomely
bound in full cloth with cover stamping in gold
and black. Price, $1.75 postpaid.

Radio Telephony
By Alfred N. Goldsmith, Ph.D.
of Radio Laboratory, College of ths CityDirector

of New York
Written in clear style to appeal to even the

beginner. Treats all aspects of Badlo Telephony
including a description of Eadlo Telephony In
practice for a distance of more than five thousand
miles.. Covers the subject of construction and op-
eration thoroughly and will be found an Invaluable
aid to men who seek to improve their position in
the wireless profession. Size 6 x B Inches, 266
pages, 226 illustrations. Handsomely bound In
full cloth stamped in gold. Price, $2.00 postpaid.

Complete text books written by leading experts.
Up-to-date, describing all 1918 apparatus and
practices. These books furnish all information
required to enter the wireless and aviation services.
Written to prepare you for active service in the
shortest possible time. In use at all army and
navy schools and camps, universities, colleges and
technical schools. Each book is a practical home
study course covering the entire subject and giving
information not to be found in any other sources.

Vacuum Tubes
in Wireless Communications

By Elmer E. Bucher
An elementary text book for experimenters, stu-

dents and operators. Gives complete description
and makes clear every fundamental operating
principle of the vacuum tube. Graphic diagrams
reveal at a glance the various uses of the vacuum
tube. The only text book on the market devoted
solely to the various applications of the oscillation
valve. Shows over one hundred different circuits.
Size 6x9 inches; 130 diagrams and illustrations.
Handsomely bound in cloth. Price, $1.75 postpaid.

Practical Aviation
Including Construction and Operation

By J. Andrew White
An invaluable book for intensive study by men

preparing to become aviators. Gives the complete
working knowledge required for actual flying and
air combat. The subjects covered include operation
and care of aviation engines, reconnaissance, map
reading, signaling and operation with military
bodies, radio and its uses, meteorology, and night
flying. Size 6x9 inches; hundreds of illustra-
tions. Bound in full cloth. Price $1.75 postpaid.

These Text Books Have Been Used in Training Over 60,000 Men During the Past Year

THE WIRELESS AGE
The only American magazine devoted exclusively to the wireless art. Records all developments In the

scientific, experimental and commercial fields. A magazine that keeps you posted on all the latest doings
and gives you a broader working knowledge of the art of wireless than possible through any other
sources. Live, up-to-date and newsy feature articles with vivid illustrations and practical suggestions for
red-blooded Americans. Practical training courses by experts on wireless telegraphy, aviation, military
signaling, etc., in each issue. Go to the nearest news-stand and secure your copy, or, we will mail
postpaid upon receipt of price. 20c per copy, $2.00 per year.

The Wireless Age for one year and your choice of Practical Wire-
less Telegraphy, Vacuum Tubes or Practical Aviation for $2.75 or
Radio Telephony for $3.00. Save money and subscribe now.

posrpaia upon receipt or price.

SPECIAL OFFER

THE WIRELESS PRESS, Inc.
33 ELM STREET
NEW YORK CITY

Attractive circular fully describing our complete line of
books, f'sent free upon request. Ask for Circular E.

The House of Taylor

HOTEL MARTINIQUE
BROADWAY, 33D STREET, NEW YORK
One Block from Pennsylvania Station.

Equally Convenient for
Amusements, Shopping or Business

157 Pleasant Rooms, with Private Bath,

$2.50 PER DAY.

257 Excellent Rooms, with Private Bath,
facing street, southern exposure,

$3.00 PER DAY.
Also Attractive Rooms from $1.60.

The Restaurant Prices Are Most Moderate.

"THERE'S MONEYINIT"
.

^ILEARN TELEGRAPHY=Sjfcs
^-L-MORSE AND Wl l^El^SS^T^

TEACH YOURSELF
In half the usual time, at trifling cost, with the
wonderful Automatic Transmitter. THE 0MNIGRAPH.
Sends unlimited Morse or Continental messages, at
any speed, just as an expert operator would.

Adopted by U. S. Gov't. 4 styles, Catalogue free.

OMNIGRAPH MFG. CO.
39L Cortlandt St. New York

Monuments— Mausoleums—Statuary
No matter what toot needs, we can serve yea most advan-
tageously. Estimates and designs submitted. Mail orders aa
carefully executed as thoayh you had called ia person. Write
for particulars.

J. L. Wegenaar Co., 299A B'way.N. Y.
SPECIALISTS IN DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION

WINTERTIME USES FOR THE
ELECTRIC FAN.

(Continued from page 619)

be screwed down so as not to fall over and
injure anyone.
Another illustration shows a very ef-

fective aid in the drying of milady's silk

stockings, gloves and handkerchiefs. A
funnel "B" can be easily constructed out of
ordinary cardboard to fit the protective
guard, and attached with wire. Or, it can
be made a bit larger so as to slip a few
inches over the protector, perforated at two
or four places and tied at the back with
string. Of course the width of the other
end should be much narrower in order to
produce the conical shape, as the sketch il-

lustrates. A small piece of cardboard
formed into a cylinder, and sewn or pasted
together so as to exactly fit the end of the
cone, is also fastened to it with wire. This
is done by perforating both and sewing the
wire from one hole to the other. The
stocking is then slipt on and can be clamped
down. (The clamps that are used on jam
jars to make them air-tight would serve
very nicely here.) Also small hooks made
of wire (picture wire would do), invisible

hairpins, etc., can be affixt to the end of
the funnel, on which handkerchiefs, stock-
ings and gloves can be fastened. In the
latter case it is not necessary to make the

small cardboard attachment. It is readily

To Improve the Cold Air Box Draft To Your
Furnace, Install An Electric Fan In the
Draft Passage After the Manner Illustrated.
A "North" and "South" Cold Air Box, Fitted
With Suitable Cut-Off Dampers, Makes a
Very Dependable Furnace, No Matter Which

Way the Wind Blows.

understood that the forced air thru this
funnel dries the articles in no time. Should
it be inconvenient for you to make this
funnel, the handkerchiefs, stockings, et
cetera, can be attached to the protector itself

by pins or hairpins. With this method it

will take slightly longer for them to dry.
Care should be taken to attach the articles
before you set the fan going. Take them
off after you have cut off the current with
the snap switch and the fan has fully stopt.
This precaution should be taken whenever
the electric fan is handled in any way.
Figure "B" shows a handy device that

can quickly be affixt to or taken off the
guard. A circle of tin is cut in the manner
illustrated, allowance being made for small
projections which are bent over and formed
into hooks. It can be affixt to the protector
guard with the projecting tabs. If the tin

is not handy, cardboard will do just as well,

except that the hooks must be made of wire
or old hairpins. A good way to make these
hooks is to thrust the hairpin thru the per-
foration, the two ends first, twisting them
around at the other side of the perforation
and then spreading them apart. About four
cardboard tubes are inserted and sewn with
wire as aforementioned to a piece of card-
board large enough to fit the wire cage pro-
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How it Feels to Earn
$1000 a Week

By a Young Man Who Four Years Ago Drew a $25 a Week Salary. Tells

How He Accomplished It.

tector or guard, to which it is in turn fas-

tened. The use of hooks or rubber bands
is also made here in securing the articles

to the tubes.

Another use to which the electric fan can
be put 16 the drying of photo negatives.

The draft of air from the fan causes the

water on the negative to evaporate, so that

they will dry much sooner than under the

ordinary process, which is to spread them
on racks and allow them to dry by them-
selves. It proves of great help to the ama-
teur as well as the commercial photog-
rapher, who particularly should make use 1

of this method when business is rushed, I

or certain pictures are in special demand. I

Nothing, perhaps, is more exasperating I

than to enter a public telephone booth and
having to breathe the suffocating air, which
is many times laden with the odor of stale

tobacco. The electric fan might well be
employed in all such instances.

Have you ever tried to look- thru the win-
dow of a bakery or lunch room covered
with frost, and dimly make out a few of
the many delicacies therein? After the

windows have been cleaned till they shine

like mirrors, and a great deal of effort

been expended to make the articles for sale

most appealing, along comes Jack Frost
and spoils it all. Some store-keepers have
tried filling the window with warm air, but
this is rather bothersome and expensive, as
the cold window-pane cools it and a fresh
supply of warm air must be employed. The
most effective, least troublesome, and in the

end the cheapest way, is—the electric fan.

It circulates the air evenly, thus keeping a

fixt temperature, with the result that no
frost will form on the window.
One of the accompanying illustrations

shows a very good use for an electric fan
in the wintertime to help out the cold air

circulating system to hot-air and other fur-

ances. This suggestion was made by one of
the Westinghouse engineers, and the sketch
shows clearly how the fan is placed directly

in the cold air duct. The fan may be placed
anywhere in the duct, its function being to

create a very strong draft or suction so as

to act firstly as a forced draft for the fur-

nace, and also to draw in a sufficient quan-
tity of fresh air at all times thru the inlet

in the cellar wall. Especially is this sug-
gestion of value when the wind or air cur-
rents blow from the opposite side of the
house in which the cold air intake is situ-

ated. In wiring up and installing such a
fan arrangement, it is best to connect a
small 4 c.p. pilot lamp on the motor side of
the switch as a reminder to the furnace
tender that the fan is operating, for it is not
necessary to keep it going except at certain
intervals, as for instance when a house is

very cold or when the wind is blowing on
the opposite side of the house.
A very good idea in this direction is to

provide a two-way cold air box ; one inlet

being located in the north wall and the
other in the south wall of the house. Suit-
able dampers should be used of course to

cut off one or the other as the case may
be, so that when the wind blows from the
north, as the arrows show, then cold air

can be taken from this inlet; while when
the wind blows from the south, the cold air
intake from that direction can be utilized by
closing the north damper and opening the
south damper. Great care must be taken
in every instance to keep the cold air duct
thoroly air-tight thruout its entire length,

and it is often best to have a plumber or
furnace man install the fan if you are not
familiar with the work, as you may easily
leave openings in the duct, thus creating a
false draft and losing as much or more
than what you at first set out to gain. Hot-
air furnaces are widely used, but in some
cases do not operate satisfactorily for sev-

How dots, it leel to earn $1000 a week? How
does if feel to have earned $200,000 in four years?

now does it feel to be free from money worries?

How does it feel to have everything one can want?
These are questions I shall answer for the benefit

of my reader out of my own personal experience.

And I shall try to explain, simply and clearly the

secret of what my friends call my phenomenal
success.

Let me begin four years ago. At that time my
wife and I and our two babies were living on my
earnings of twenty-five dollars a week. We occu-

pied a tiny flat, wore the simplest clothes, had to

be satisfied with the cheapest entertainment—and
dreamed sweet dreams of the time when I should

be earning fifty dollars a week. That was the limit

of my ambition. Indeed, it seemed to be the limit

of my possibilities. For I was but an average man,
without influential friends, without a liberal edu-
cation, without a dominating personality, and with-

out money.
With nothing to begin with, I have become the

sole owner of a business which has paid me over
$200,000 in clear profits during the past four years
and which now pays me more than a thousand dol-

lars a week. I did not gamble. I did not make my
money in Wall Street. My business is not a war
baby—on the contrary, many others in my line

have failed since the war began.
In four years, the entire scheme of my life has

changed. Instead of living in a two by four flat,

we occupy our own home, built for us at a cost of

over $60,000. We have three automobiles. Our
children go to private schools. We have every-
thing we want, and we want the best of everything.
Instead of dreaming of fifty dollars a week I am
dreaming in terms of a million dollars—with greater
possibilities of my dream coming true than my for-

mer dream of earning fifty dollars a week.
What brought about this remarkable change?

What transformed me, almost overnight, from a
slow-going, easily-satisfied, average man—into a
positive, quick-acting, determined individual who
admits no defeat, who overcomes every obstacle and
who completely dominates every situation? It all

began with a question my wife asked me one
evening after reading an article in a magazine about
a great engineer who was said to earn a $50,000
salary.
"How do you suppose it feels to earn $1000 a

week?" she asked. And without thinking, I re-

plied "I haven't the slightest idea, my dear, so
the only way to find out is to earn it." We both
laughed, and soon the question was apparently
forgotten.
But that night, and for weeks afterward, the same

question and my reply kept popping into my brain.

I began to analyze the qualities of the successful
men in our town. What is it that enables them to

get everything they want? They are not better ed-
ucated than I—indeed, some are far less intelligent.

But they must have possessed some quality that I
lacked. Perhaps it was their mental attitude; per-
haps they look at things from an entirely different
angle than I. Whatever it was, that "something"
was the secret of their success. It was the one thing
that placed them head and shoulders above me in

money-earning ability. In all other ways we were
the same.

Determined to find out what that vital spark of
success was, I bought books on every subject that
pertained to the mind. I followed one idea after
another. But I didn't seem to get anywhere. Finally,
when almost discouraged, I came across a copy of
"Power of Will." Like a bolt out of a clear sky there
flashed in my brain the secret I had been seeking.
There was the real, fundamental principle of all

success—Power of Will. There was the brain fac-
ulty I lacked, and which every successful man
possesses.
"Power of Will" was written by Prof. Frank

Channing Haddock, a scientist, whose name ranks
with such leaders of thought as James, Bergson and
Royce. After twenty years of research and study,
he had completed the most thorough and construc-
tive study of will power ever made. I was aston-
ished to read his statement that, "The will is just
as susceptible of development as the muscles of the
body I" And Dr. Haddock had actually set down
the very rules, lessons and exercises by which any-
one could develop the will, making it a bigger,
stronger force each day, simply through an easy,
progressive course of training.

It is almost needless to say that I at once began
to practice the exercises formulated by Dr. Had-
dock. And I need not recount the extraordinary
results that I obtained almost from the first day.
Shortly after that, I took hold of a business that
for twelve years had been losing money. I started
with $300 of borrowed capital. During my first

year I made $30,000. My second year paid me
$50,000. My third year netted me $70,000. Last
year, due to increased costs of materials, my profits
were only 450,000, though my volume of business
increased. New plans which I am forcing through,
will bring my profits for the present fiscal year
up to $65,000.

Earning a thousand dollars a week makes me
feel secure against want. It gives me the money
with which to buy whatever will make my family
happy. It enables me to take a chance on an in-
vestment that looks good, without worrying about
losing the money. It frees my mind of financial
worries. It has made me healthier, more contended,
and keener minded. It is the greatest recipe I know
for happiness.

Prof. Haddock's lessons, rules and exercises in
will training have recently been compiled and pub-
lished in book form by the Pelton Publishing Co.,
of Meriden, Conn. I am authorized to say that any
reader who cares to examine the book may do so
without sending any money in advance. In other
words, if after five days' reading, you do not feel
that the book is worth $3, the sum asked, return it
and you will owe nothing. When you receive your
copy for examination I suggest that you first read
the articles on the law of great thinking; how to de-
velop analytical power; how to perfectly concentrate
on any subject; how to guard against errors in
thought; how to drive from the mind unwelcome
thoughts; how to develop fearlessness; how to use
the mind in sickness; how to acquire a dominating
personality.
Never before have business men and women

needed this help so badly as in these trying times.
Hundreds of real and imaginary obstacles confront
us every day, and only those who are masters of
themselves and who hold their heads up, will suc-
ceed. "Power of Will" as never before, is an abso-
lute necessity—an investment in self-culture which
no one can afford to deny himself.
Some few doubters will scoff at the idea of will

power being the fountainhead of wealth, position
and everything we are striving for. But the great
mass of intelligent men and women will at least
investigate for themselves by sending for the book
at the publisher's risk. I am sure that any book
that has done for me—and for thousands of others—what "Power of Will" has done—is well worth
investigating. It is interesting to note that among
the 250,000 owners of "Power of Will" are such
prominent men as Supreme Court Justice Parker;Wu Ting Fang, Ex-U. S. Chinese Ambassador;
Lieut.-Gov. McKelvie, of Nebraska; Assistant Post-
master General Britt; General Manager Christeson,
of Wells-Fargo Express Co.; E. St. Elmo Lewis;
Governor Arthur Capper of Kansas, and thousands
of others. In fact, today "Power of Will" is just
as important and as necessary to a man's or wo-
man's equipment for success, as a dictionary. To
try to succeed without "Power of Will" ia like
trying to do business without a telephone.
As your first step in will training, I suggest im-

mediate action in this matter before you. It is not
even necessary to write a letter. Use the form
below, if you prefer, addressing it to the Pelton
Publishing Company, Wilcox Block, Meriden,
Conn., and the book will come by return mail. This
one act may mean the turning point of your life,
as it has meant to me and to so many others.
The cost of paper, printing and binding has al-

most doubled during the past three years, in spite
of which "Power of Will" has not been increased
in price The publisher feels that so great a work
should be kept as low-priced as possible, but in
view of the enormous increase in the cost of every
manufacturing item, the present edition will be the
last sold at the present price. The next edition will
cost more. I urge you to send in the coupon now.

PELTON PUBLISHING COMPANY
30-A Wilcox Block, Meriden, Conn.

I will examine a copy of "Power of Will" at

J
your risk. I agree to remit $3 or remail the Book
in 5 days.

| Name

I

, Address

I City State

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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<? GiftofGifts
r-/*M-* -iri_fnr r \a/li/-\FOR THOSE WHO
LOVE GOOD MUSIC

^5*

THE ELLIS "MUSIC MASTER" REPRODUCER
is the Ideal Christmas gift for anyone who owns a phonograph or talking machine using
disc records. This wonderful little reproducer bears the same relation to the reproduction
of records as does Stradivarius to the making of violins. Both are masters.

There Is as much difference In the effect of the Ellis Reproducer and ordinary
reproducers, as there is between a genuine Stradivarius and a cheap factory made violin.

As one user said : "Mr. Ellis, your reproducer is soulful and inspiring. The overtones
are remarkable and wonderful, and the tone shading very beautiful."

Ordinary reproducers, such as are supplied with all phonographs or talking machines, give a
harsh, rasping annoying sound and reproduce the human voice with a disagreeable nasal twang.
The Ellis Muslo Master makes every note and tone as clear as a bell—and reproduces it in Its true
tone coloring. It Is a marvelous little Instrument that will please anyone who appreciates and can
comprehend the difference between good and Indifferent rendition of music. It is truly a "Music
Master."

The Ellis "Muslo Master" Is made for all machlnea using disc records. It if lighter than
ordinary reproducers, therefore preserves and prolongs the life of records. The cost Is little, but
the satisfaction great. ,

Write today for circular E, which gives full details.

J. H. ELLIS, P. O. Box 882, Milwaukee, Wis.
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William B. Duck to.

Wireless Stations Will Shortly Re-open
Date, only, uncertain

Heed Our Advice ORDER NOW
As a matter of law Congress loses all control over wireless receiving stations

and transmitting stations with a range within the borders of the state where
located as soon as peace is declared. The Radio Inspector of this district has
already asked our co-operation in printing in the nest edition of our catalog the
necessity of securing licenses for transmitting sets with a range beyond the
borders of the state. No wireless manufacturer wants the stations to open to-
morrow. They could not take care of the business. Order now and be prepared.

We have a big stock of wireless Instruments.

No. 11 is our latest catalog. No new price list.

Please do not write for catalog If you have No. 11. Paper costs three times as much as formerly.
Let the amateur without a catalog secure one. Write for prices In advance. Just now we have no
price list, because the changes have been so frequent. Will advise through this magazine when re-
vised price list is ready, which will be as quickly as possible.

S«»r»rl Sr hi coin or stamps today for our big 300 page No. 11 Electrical and Wireless Catalog. Anyjcuu ol wireless amateur will tell you it is the one catalog to have. You need, no others. Our catalog
contains most everything in wireless worth while, and is a guarantee that the goods are dependable.

THE WILLIAM B. DUCK CO., 230-232 Superior St., Toledo, Ohio

He Learned
m Shorthand
in 5 evenings
-You can!

AVAUGHN M. AMES, the young man In
the picture, did It. So have legions of
others. We guarantee you can learn the
entire system In five evenings; then ac-

quire speed. Become proficient In a tenth of tht
time It would take you with any of the old, com-
plex systems. K. I. Shorthand la the new
simplified stenography that experts consider the
most concise and most legible shorthand in the
world. Learn by mall.
Why go through months of drudgery and spend

ten times as much money learning some trouble-
some system? K. L students are found In every
walk of life—among doctors, lawyers, teachers,

electricians, engineers, and business-men, as well as stenographers and secretaries. Used In army and navy,
and acknowledged by progressive commercial schools as the most practical of shorthand systems.

Ift risiH &nnrnval K - L Shorthand will be a big help to you In any vocation. You can afford tou-eiya nupruvni learn It because It Is so easy and costs so little. Don't think K. I. Shorthand
is meant only for stenographers. Learn this Invaluable system so you can be more than a stenographer. It
conserves your time, does your remembering for toil Hence promotes your efficiency and puts you In line for
more rapid advancement. Valuable in your electrical or mechanical enterprises.

We teach yon the entire course on approval for 30 days with the understanding that you need not pay one
cant If you do not learn. Prove it for yourself by receiving two first lessons FBEE.
Mapa Tkan s T^vf Rftnir I Do not compare our syBtem with offers of text books on stenography.IVlOre man a lexl DOOK. We B)ve you p erJ0Iia | ma|| tuition. Experts guide you in acquiring
proficiency and accuracy In the shortest time. Free Lessons, testimonials and complete Information sent on request

KINn TNST1TIITF Irir s*ati°n F» (EH-300), New York, N. Y. or^NU 1 IN J 1 C , 1 n C . 2 S. Wabash Av., (EH-300). Chicago, 111.

eral reasons. Among these are insufficient

area of the cold air duct; furnace not lo-

cated low enough in cellar bottom; or else

hot air pipes rise at too low an angle. These
should rise at a sharp angle, preferably not
less than 45 degrees at the top of the fur-
nace, and will always work better when
kept close to this angle or approaching the
vertical, than they will in the horizontal
direction. In the majority of cases it is

usually found that the wind blows from the
north or some northerly direction more
than any other. Therefore, where but one
fan is available for this use, it should be
installed in the north cold air box.
A large and airy but unfinished attic

room in a building occupied by a school
was suddenly needed in order to accommo-
date an extra class. It took only a few
days to wire and plaster it but the time
required for natural drying could not be
spared and use of the common salamanders
was inadvisable because of fire hazard.
Three 16-inch electric fans were placed on
boxes and turned so as to keep a continual
circulation of air thruout the room. With
windows poen and the fans running for a
day and night, the fresh plaster dried quick-
ly so that carpenters and decorators could
finish the room shortly.

2 MEN MILE APART BURNED BY
SAME ELECTRIC FLASH.

Recently two men, R. C. Deyo and Henry
Nisson, both in the employ of the San
Joaquin (Cal.) Light and Power Company,
were working on the top of telephone poles
for the company, 50 miles apart, when an
unaccountable and unknown current of 10,-

000 volts went flashing over the wires and
gave each man such a shock that it is a
miracle that they escaped instant death.

Both men were similarly burned about the

hands, both were rendered unconscious, and
only restored to consciousness by extraor-
dinary efforts. The men are now recover-
ing from burned hands and the electric

shock at the San Joaquin hospital.

Deyo was at work on the top of a tele-

phone pole about twenty miles west of
Bakersfield, Cal. He was busy on what the
electricians call the 60-phone line, when a
shock came to him. He fell to the ground,
a distance of 25 feet.

When, after an hour, Deyo came to his

senses, he was put in an automobile and
hurried to the San Joaquin hospital in this

city. Dr. N. J. Brown was called for at-

tendance. Both of Deyo's hands are burned
to a crisp at the palms, and he is suffering

from hurts he received in his fall from
the top of the telephone pole.

At the same moment Henry Nisson, aged
28 years, was engaged in exactly the same
sort of work for the San Joaquin Light
and Power Company at Pond. He, also,

was at the top of a telephone pole, and he
was served the same as Mr. Deyo. He fell

unconscious, and his companion rushed to

Dr. Copeland's office for help. His hurts
are the same as Mr. Deyo's, only he has not
the bruises by the fall.

GAS VERSUS ELECTRIC RANGE.
The gas range is little better than half as

efficient as the electric range. Recent tests

show that the top surface of the electric

range requires but 64 per cent of the en-

ergy necessary to do the same work on the

top surface of the gas range. The elec-

tric range oven requires but 23 per cent of
the energy necessary for the same work in

a gas range oven. The electric range oven
is much more efficient in proportion than
the top surface as compared with the oven
and top surface of the gas range. Under
actual household conditions the electric

range requires about 55 per cent of the en-
ergy used by the gas range to do the same
work.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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NIKOLA TESLA AND HIS
INVENTIONS.

(Continued from page 615)

either a dreamer or, worse yet, crazy.

The fact is the world does not understand
you because you live in the next century.

Moses was a great man, but the Bible

teaches us that he was "heavy of tongue"
and could not make himself understood.
His brother therefore always spoke in his

stead, announcing to his hearers what Moses
had to say. Why not let the Experimenter
be your brother? Why not let us translate

your work into a language that the man
in the street can readily understand? We
have the knowledge and the technical train-

ing to do your inventions justice by means
of graphic illustrations and wash drawings.
The public does not want patent drawings
or patent language. It wants pictures and
plain English. You are a great inventor,

but your 21st Century training prevents
you from making yourself understood to a

20th Century public. My plan is to run one
of your inventions every month, in plain

English fully illustrated. That means that

it will probably take over two years to deal

with all of your more important inventions.

At the end of this period the articles can
be published in book form, a thing that

does not exist at present. The plan is two-
fold. First, the world at large will at last

understand the highly important work you
have accomplished and will fully recognize
you. Second, it will be of greatest benefit

to Science, to whom your inventions will

then not be the sealed book they are today."

Knowing that Tesla had in the past con-
tinuously refused similar offers of dozens
of great publishers of this country as well

as abroad, I was not at all sanguine of my
own plan. Great was my surprise there-

fore, that he not only gave his consent, but
he actually agreed to prepare each article

personally with the Editors' collaboration.

Dr. Tesla wants it expressly understood
that he is undertaking this great work
chiefly to educate the young generation.
He felt that he could not possibly reach
such a large electrically trained young man-
hood, save thru the medium of the Elec-
trical Experimenter. With its circulation

above 100,000, all enthusiastic experiment-
ers, Tesla feels that his greatest mission in

life, namely, to assist our rising generation,
will come near fulfillment.

Nikola Tesla's articles will therefore
run serially every month in the ELEC-
TRICAL EXPERIMENTER. The ar-

ticles will be entitled: "My Inventions"
—by Nikola Tesla. Every article will be
entirely original; each will be illustrated
with our own new illustrations and with
such wash drawings as made this jour-
nal so successful. The first article will
appear in our February number.

We wish to congratulate Experimenter
readers for having obtained for them prob-
ably the greatest technical news feature of

a generation. I caution you: Expect much!

FARMERS AND ELECTRICITY.

Within the past three years the farmers
of the United States have purchased one
million automobiles and 100,000 tractors
and innumerable pumping engines, and
other devices run by electricity, according
to widely publisht estimates. Farmers ev-
erywhere are rapidly advancing in the
same direction, progress in labor-saving
contrivances being phenomenal in this coun-
try. A motor does the churning; a motor
runs the sewing machine and the washing

machine. The rural telephone is invading

country districts at the rate of many miles

per day, and all farm machinery is being

operated by the aid of tractors, which now
haul the wagon and work the hay loader in

the hay field. Next year, it is said, reapers

and mowers in great numbers will be drawn
by tractors.

DEVICE FOR PROTECTING ELEC-
TRIC MOTORS.

A motor protection system which, it is

claimed, does away with the trouble and ex-

pense of cleaning motors, has been devised
and marketed. The usual type of installa-

tion, it is pointed out, in working out this

system consists of casings which enclose

each end of the motor and make it dust

proof. A fan is attached to the end of the

motor shaft, a dust separator, and an air

intake pipe running to a clean air supply

out of doors. When the motor is started,

the fan draws in the cool, fresh air thru
the dust separator and forces it against the

rear end of the motor, thru the windings
and out thru the laminations. Part of the

air is forced thru a by-pass to the front

hood so that the same action takes place

on both sides of the motor.
As a result, it is pointed out that the

motor is kept clean and has a large volume
of cool, clean air constantly passing thru it

which carries away the heat as fast as gen-
erated. Motor casings are provided with

Forced Air Cooling Apparatus Shown In-

stalled on a Motor.

large doors to permit of a ready inspection
of brushes, resistance, air-gap, bearings,
and the like. The dust separator is also
provided with doors so that the screens can
be readily removed. The equipment can be
applied to motors without moving them and
requires a short time to install. Besides re-

ducing the temperature and increasing the
efficiency, the maker points out that the
protection provided allows the carrying of
a large overload without shortening the life

of the motor and eliminates fire hazards.

DANIELS TELLS OF FOE RADIOS
SCOUTS FOUND.

A telegram from Secretary of the Navy
Daniels received by the Boy Scouts of
America characterized them as "chivalrous
young crusaders" because of their work
during the war. It also disclosed that the
Scouts, working on behalf of the Govern-
ment, had discovered hundreds of illegal
wireless plants.

Twenty-six of these plants were found
in one day. A German alien, operating an
underground radio station with a small
New England river supplying the motive
power, was taken into custody and interned.
This plant was said to have been exchang-
ing German Government messages between
America and Berlin. Details of these scout
activities are expected to be made public
later.

"I Can Succeed!"
•'What other men have done with the

help of the International Correspondence
Schools, I can do. It' the I. C. S. have
raised the salaries of other men, they can

raise mine. If they have helped others

to advance, they can help me. To me,

I. C. S. means 'I CAN SUCCEED.' "

Make up your mind right now that not

another day shall pass until you have
made your start toward success.

For27years men in offices, stores, shops,

factories, mines, railroads, and in the

Army and Navy have been winning pro-

motion and increased salaries through

the I. C. S. More than 100,000 men and
women are getting ready right now with

I. C. S. help tor the bigger jobs ahead.

No matter where you live, the I. C. S. will come to

you. No matter what your handicaps, or how small

your means, we have a plan to meet your circum-
stances. No matter what career you may choose,

some one of the 280 I. C. S. Courses will surely suit

your needs.

When everything has been made easy for you—
when one hour a day spent with the I. C. S. in the

quiet of your own home will bring you a bigger

income, more comforts, more pleasures, all that

success means—can you let another single price-

less hour of spare time go to waste? Make your
start right now! This is all we ask: Without cost,

without obligating yourself in any way, put it up
to us to prove how we can help you. Just mark
and mail this coupon.

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
BOX 6170, SCRANTON, PA.

Explain, without obligating me, how I can qualify for the
position, or in the subject, before which I mark X.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
Electric Lighting and Itys,

Electric Wiring
Telegraph Engineer
Telephone Work
MECHANICAL ENGINEER
mechanical Draftsman
Machine Shop Practice
Toolmaker
Gas Engine Operating
CIVIL ENGINEER
Surveying and Mupplng
MINE FOREMAN or ENG'R
STATIONARY ENGINEER
Marine Engineer
Ship Draftsman
ARCHITECT
Contractor and Hnllder
Architectural Draftsman
Concrete Builder
Structural Engineer
PLUMBING and HEATING
Sheet Metal Worker
Textile Oterseeror Snpt.
CHEMIST

SALESMANSHIP
ADVERTISING
Window Trimmer
Show Card Writer
Sign Painter
Railroad Trainman
ILLUSTRATING
Cartooning
BOOKKEEPER
Stenographer and Tj-plst
Cert. Pub. Accountant
TRAFFIC MANAGER
Railway Accountant
Commercial Law
GOOD ENGLISH
Teacher
Common School Snbiects
Mathematics
CIVIL SERVICE
Railway Mall Clerk
AUTOMOIIILE OPERATING
Auto Repairing
Navigation inSpanbh
AGRICULTURE IjjFrencli
Poultry Raising Ipitallcm

Name-
Present
Occupation

—

Street
and No

City_
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n"THE SET UNCLE SAM USES'

"Uncle Sam" needs thousands of operators and is calling for more all the time. Here Is your
chance to become an expert telegrapher at a small cost. The practice outfit shown here is exactly
the same as used by the United States Signal Corps and comprises the following

:

A highly polished mahogany finished wood base, a real high frequency buzzer giving a high
note, with nickel-plated case, regulation nickel-plated steel lever key. Also brass etched plate show-
ing the three International codes mounted on the base for quick practice. A new feature not found
on any other set. You simply cannot mislay this code.

This outfit quickly gives you speed, and enables you to learn telegraphy, Morse or wireless code
in a short time. Special attention is called to the buzzer which gives a clear high note, not a
rattling noise as many inferior outfits now on the market. IMMEDIATE DELIVERY. We ship the
same day that order is received. Your money refunded if you are not satisfied.

Prion as Illustrated.
Shipping weight 2 lbs.

Size over all 5"x2"x7'A". $2.80
THE TEWNO CO.

Include sufficient postage
for mailing. Send for
free Illustrated folder.

150 CHAMBERS ST., NEW YORK

Wyt iireafeersi

Atlantic City's Newest
Fire-Proof Hotel

Ocean Front. Unusually attractive

during the Autumn and Winter sea-

sons.

American and European Plans

Luxurious lobbies, spacious verandas and sun parlors overlooking the ocean.
Charming afternoon musicales and evening concerts. A palatial residence
for those seeking rest and recreation. Sea water baths. Fireproof garage.
Illustrated booklet sent on request.

MAGNETIC
RECTIFIER

Patented
April 18. 1S16

YOUR lights will shine and sparkle with de-
light, your horn will squawk raucously and

your engine will turnover enthusiastically if

you play godfather to your starting and light-

ing battery by giving it an

F-F BATTERY BOOSTER
A few minutes of your time once a month or so will

rejuvenate your battery and prolong indefinitely its

working life.

Write today for bulletin No. 12 and obtain a prescrip-
tion for this battery panacea.

The France Manufacturing Company
10325 Berea Road, Cleveland, O.

Super-Sensitive Microphone Only $7.50
This instrument is offered at an extremely low
price. It is excellent for building your own radio
amplifier. Can also be used In many experiments
where a sensitive microphone Is required.

DETECTAGRAPH $15
This detecting Instrument of marvelous sensitivity

can be used for detecting secret conversations. Out-
fit consists of Sensitive Transmitter. 25 ft. Black
Cord. Receiver, Headband, Case and Battery.

Send for One Today and Convince Yoursel

GASTON BOISSONNAULT
26 Cortlandt Street New York

Makers of Super-Sensitive Microphone Apparatus DETECTAGRAPH $15

rA WIRELESS OUTFIT FOR 20c
We at last have a low-priced wireless telegraph sys-
tem. With this outfit you can receive and send mes-
sages to your friends and sweethearts or neighbors
across the hall, etc. This outfit consists of two me-
ohanical snapper sounders, one for each station: also
two codes of Morse Alphabet, which, with practice, will
enable you to operate any telegraph system. Complete,
postpaid, for 20c in coin.

THE A. B. CO. 1305 Peoria St CHICAGO

A FN ESS IS MISERY
1 know because I was Deaf and had Head,
Noises for over 30 years. My invisible
Anti-septic Ear Drums restored my bear-
ing and stopped Head Noises, and willdo
it for you. They are Tiny Megaphones.

')'/ Cannot be seen when worn. Easy to pot
in, easy to takeout. Are "Unseen Com-
forts. "Inexpensive. Writefor Booklet and
my awornstatement of bow 1 recovers!
mvhaarine. a. O. LEONABD
Suite 369 70 5th Ave., N. Y. City
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THE EFFECT OF STATICS ON
WIRELESS TRANSMISSION.

(Continued from page 627)

energy received, even if it could be col-

lected in its totality, is infinitesimal and
would not actuate the most sensitive instru-
ment known were it magnified many million
times. The fact is these waves have no per-
ceptible influence on a receiver if situated
at a much smaller distance. It should be
remembered, moreover, that since the first

attempts the wave lengths have been in-

creased until those advocated by me were
adopted, in which this form of radiation
has been reduced to one-billionth.

When a circuit, connected to ground and
to an elevated capacity oscillates, two effects

separate and distinct are produced; Hertz
waves are radiated in a direction at right
angles to the axis of symmetry of the con-
ductor, and simultaneously a current is

passed through the earth. The former
propagates with the speed of light, the lat-

ter with a velocity proportionate to the
cosecant of an angle which from the origin
to the opposite point of the globe varies
from zero to 180°. Expressed in words,
at the start the speed is infinite and dimin-
ishes, first rapidly and then slowly until a
quadrant is traversed when the current pro-
ceeds with the speed of light. From that
region on the velocity gradually increases,
becoming infinite at the opposite point of
the globe. In a patent granted to me in
April, 1905, I have summed up this law of
propagation in the statement that the pro-
jections of all half waves on the axis of
symmetry of movement are equal, which
means that the successive half waves, tho
of different length, cover exactly the same
area. In the near future many wonderful
results will be obtained by taking advantage
of this fact.

There is a vast difference between these
two forms of wave movement in their bear-
ing on the transmission. The Hertz waves
represent energy which is radiated and un-
recoverable. The current energy, on the
other hand, is preserved and can be re-
covered theoretically, at least, in its entirety.
If the experts will free themselves from the
illusions under which they are laboring,
they will find that to overcome static dis-
turbances all that is needed is a properly
constructed transmitter and receiver with-
out any additional devices -or preventives.
I have, however, devised several forms of
apparatus eliminating statics even in the
present defective wireless installations in
which they are magnified many times.
Such a form of instrument which I have
used successfully is shown in the annexed
photograph. These phenomena have been
studied by me for a number of years and
I have found that there are nine or ten
different causes tending to intensify them,
and in due course I shall give a full de-
scription of the various improvements I

have made, in the Electrical Experi-
menter. For the present I would only point
out that in order to perfectly eliminate the
static interference, it is indispensable to
redesign the whole wireless apparatus as
now employed. The sooner this is under-
stood the better it will be for the further
evolution of the Art.

A means of making use of the electric

magnet under water has been devised in

Japan, and it promises to be of great assis-

tance in locating sunken vessels, to recover
which salvage operations on a big scale are
expected after the war.

With the aid of special oxygen masks air-

plane experts believe that air fighters will

be able to carry on battles five miles above
the earth.
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NEW BATTERY CHARGER SIM-
PLICITY ITSELF.

For the Garage Man going into Battery

or Service work on an ample scale, or for

the Garage that has outgrown its present

equipment, an Ohio concern has brought out

a new 32 battery capacity Charging Outfit

shown herewith.
With this outfit batteries in all stages of

charge can be handled by the four charging
lines provided, caring for eight batteries

in each line. Batteries requiring different

charging rates can be handled according to

their individual needs, due to the ample
output of the machine. Different voltage
batteries can also be charged in the same
line, due to the automatic voltage control

of the Generator.
With this outfit, battery charging work is

claimed to be very profitable, and the mak-
ers state they have designed the outfit

wholly with the idea of bringing the Garage
the largest profits possible from this class

of work.

Compact Battery Charging Outfit of capacity
Ample for Average Public Garage and Ser-

vice Station.

DO YOU ASSOCIATE COLORS
WITH FIGURES?

The recent letter to Science from David
Starr Jordan called to my attention a fact

which I did not know before, says Arthur
Bessey Smith, the well-known telephone
engineer, in that journal. On mentioning
it to my laboratory assistant, Mr. Herbert
Edward Clapham, he said that he, too, as-
sociated colors with the letters of the al-

phabet, but not with all, and that figures

were also associated with colors. At my
request he wrote out the following list

:

A gray O black 1 white
B light red P brown 2 red
C black Q 3 light red
D pink R 4 gray
E scarlet S white 5 white
F pink T red 6 white
G U golden brown 7 golden
H yellow V gray 8 brown
I white W 9 red

J white X black
K Y white
L Z red
M olive green
N olive green

Altho I have never associated colors
with letters or figures, from my earliest

recollection I have always thought of let-

ters and of figures arranged in certain
relative positions. The origin of this I do
not know. It might have been something
in the presentation of these things by my
first teacher, or the manner in which little

wooden sticks were laid out on my desk
in the first number work. These little

sticks, each about 3 mm. in diameter and
20 mm. long, had been split out of pine for
me by my father.

wanted:
OFFICE HEN

Auditors, Accountants, Office Man-
agers, CreditMen, Cashiers, Bookkeep
ers and Cost Clerks— $1,200 to $7,500.

FACTORY HEN
Electrical and Mechanical Engineers, Fac-
tory Managers, Superintendents, Foremen,
Designers, Draftsmen—$1,500 to $12,000.

CONSTRUCTION HEN
Civil and Structural Engineers, Transit-
men, Construction Superintendents and
Foremen, Estimators, Designers and
Draftsmen— $1,200 to $10,000.

TRADES — Machinists and Tool-
makers, Auto Repairers, Electri-

cians, Stationary Engineers,
Firemen, Plumbers, Car-
penters, etc.—$1,200

to $2,000.

All
these positions
were advertised
in a single issue
of a Chicago
newspaper

#

Which one of them could
youhW? If you haven't the
knowledge necessary to

break into the big-pay class,

decide to get that knowledge
NOW! Any of the books

listed below will quickly fit

you for a well-paid job—at home
in your spare time.

They are Carpentry and Fire Prevention

These
books
were writ-

ten by ex-

perts in plain,

everyday language.
free from Twzline- technical Contracting and Insurance
J.1CC HUlll JJU^iilig LCL.1U11V.CU Five volumes, 2138 pages and Four volumes, 1500 pages and

more than 400 illustrations. 600 illustrations, diagrams.
Prepares for Contractor, Build- forms, etc. Prepares for Count-

fcinlpc ing Superintendent and Car- erman, Rate Clerk, Inspector
penter Foreman. Regular or Agent. Regular price,
price,$25.00. Special price,S17.80. $20.00. Special price, $15.80.

terms. Numerous illustra

tions, diagrams and
make difficult

points as simple
asA-B-C. They
are handsome
ly bound in

half or full

leather (ex-

cept Law
and Practice,

which is
bound in law
buckram) and
stamped in
gold. Fill out
the coupon.

Civil Engineering Electrical Engineering

Automobile
j Engineering

Five volumes, 2400 pages and
2000 illustrations. Prepares for
Garage Foreman, Automobile
Mechanic or Chauffeur. Inval-
uable to car owners. Regular
price,$25.00. Special price,$17.80.

Nine volumes, 3900 pages and
3000 illustrations, plates and
diagrams. Prepares for Civil or
Structural Engineer, Transit-
man, Estimator, Designer or
Chief Draftsman. Regular
price,$45.00. Special price,$29J

Telephony and
Telegraphy

Four volumes, 1728 pages and
2000 illustrations, plates and
diagrams. Prepares for Tele-
phone Engineer, Wire Chief,
Exchange Manager, Trouble
Man or Telegrapher. Regular
price, $20.00.Specialprice,$12.80.

Steam and Gas
Engineering

Seven volumes, 3300 pages and
2500 illustrations, plates, dia-
grams, etc. Prepares for Sta-
tionary, Marine or Locomotive
Engineer or Fireman. Regular
price,$35.00. Special price,$21,80.

MachineShop Practice Law and Practice
Six volumes, 2300 pages and
2500 illustrations. Prepares for
Machine Shop Superintendent
or Foreman, Foundryman, Pat-
tern Maker, Tool Designer or
Tool Maker. Regular price,
$30.00. Special price, $19.80.

Sanitary, Heating and
Ventilating Engin'ring
Four volumes, 1454 pages and
more than 1400 illustrations,

etc. Prepares for Sanitary
Engineer, Heating and Venti-
lating Engineer, Master
Plumber or Plumber. Regular
price,$20.00. Special price ,$13.80.

(with Reading Course in 25
bound pamphlets). Thirteen
volumes, 6000 pages and 24 illus-

trations. Prepares for all Bar
Examinations. A wonderful
aid to business men. Regular
price,$72.00. Special price,$39.80.

Practical
Accounting

Four volumes, 1840 pages and
800 illustrations, plates and
diagrams. C. P. A. questions
and practical problems. Pre-
pares for Accountant, Book-
keeper or Cost Clerk. Regular
price,$20.00. Special price,$12.80.

Seven volumes 3000 pages and
2600 illustrations, plates and
diagrams. Prepares for Elec-
trical Engineer, Power Plant
Superintendent, Substation Op-
erator or Electrician. Regular
price,$35.00. Special price,$19.80.

Accountancy and
Business Management
Ten volumes, 3680 pages and
1987 illustrations, forms, etc.
Prepares for Certified Public
Accountant, Auditor, Office
Manager, Accountant, Credit
Man or Bookkeeper. Regular
price,$50.00. Special price,S24.80.

One
Week
Free
Trial

We'll gladly send you any set for

seven days' examination. Don't send
us a penny; just pay the small ship-

ping charge when the books arrive.

Examine them carefully—use them
at your work for an entire week. At
the end of that time, if you feel they
aren't worth far more than we ask,
return them at oar expense, If you keep
them, pay the bargain price on the easy
terms explained below.

American Technical Society
Dept. X3389 Chicago, U. S. A.

50c A WEEK
Yes, if you decide to keep the set you
have selected, send $2 within seven
days and then $2 a month (50c a week)
until the present low price has been
paid. Have you ever heard of a more
generous offer? Remember, you take
no chances whatever—we send the books for
examination and you are not obliged to keep
them if you do not eare to buy. Mail the
coupon now—before you turn the page.

AmericanTechnical Society, Dept. X3389, Chicago, III.

Please send me Bet of
for 7 days' examination, shipping charges collect, I will examine the books
thoroughly and, if satisfied, will send $12 within 7 days and $2 each month until I

have paid the special price of If I det
I will return them by express at your expense. Title
Bet is fully paid for.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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9
I DO YOU KNOW?

Do you know how to make chemical trick* >

Do you know how cloth ia bleached?

Do you know how to teat aoil>= Do you want to make inviaible ink?

^2 Do you know how to teat flour?

Do you know how Chlorine Smoke and
SI Chlorine Gaa (German War Gas), ia made?

What do you know about chemistry in gen-

eral

?

— Theae and hundred other interesting ques-

tiona are answered and demonstrated with our
Chemiatry Laboratory which we preaent here-

sy with.

The chemicals furnished are all tech-

nically pure and put up in appropriate

wooden boxes and glass bottles, and
there is a sufficient quantity to make
dozens of experiments with each. The
apparata are of standard laboratory size

and quality.

Altho all chemicals have nearly dou-
bled in price, we have decided not to

raise the price for this outfit for the

present.

Read the list of chemicals and apparata
and look at the actual photograph of
the outfit at your right.

And order one today!

CHEMISTRY! |
We present herewith to our friends our new E. L Co. Chemical =
Laboratory which contains real chemicals and apparata to =
perform real chemical experiments. This outfit is not a toy, ==
put up merely to amuse, but a practiced laboratory set, with all ==
the chemicals, apparata and reagents necessary to perform =
real work and to teach the beginner all the secrets of inor- ==
ganic chemistry. With this outfit we give free a book con- EE
taining a Treatise in Elementary Chemistry, useful data and =
recipes, and 100 instructive and amusing experiments. ==

44

Chemicals

17

Apparata

1

Instruction

Book with

100 Ex-

periments

PRICE
$5.00 i

Shipping

Weight 10 lbs

CAN BE SHIPPED
BY EXPRESS ONLY

THE E. I. Co. CHEMICAL LABORATORY

Ammonium Chloride
Alum
Antimony
Boracic Acid
Charcoal
Sodium Nitrate
Sodium Carbonate
Sodium Borate
Sodium Sulphite
Manganese Dioxide
Oxalic Acid

One Standard Waahbottle
One Alcohol Lamp
One Conical Glass Measure
One Erlenmeyer Flask
One Glass Funnel
One Delivery Tube

DESCRIPTION OF THE OUTFIT
It contains the following 44 chemicals:

Brimstone
Iron Oxide
Sulphate of Zinc
Magnesia Carbonate
Zinc, Metallic
Sodium Bicarbonate
Sodium Sulphate
Sodium Chloride
Calcium Sulphate
Barium Chloride
Lead Acetate

Ferrous Sulphate
Nickel Sulphate
Sodium Phosphate
Zinc Carbonate
Ammonium Sulphate
Ammonium Carbonate
Ammonium Aqua
Calcium Chloride
Chloride of Zinc
Copper Sulphate
Glycerol

Iron Chloride
Calcium Oxide
Stannous Chloride
Nickel Chloride
Hydrochloric Acid
Sulphuric Acid
Iodine
Mercury, Metallic
Tin, Metallic
Litmus Paper
Ferrous Sulphide

The following apparata are furnished:

Six Assorted Test-Tubes

One Test-Tube Holder

Ten Sheets of Filter Paper

One Glass Dropper
One Spoon Measure

Glass Tubing

One book containing Treatise on
Elementary Chemistry and 100

Chemical Experiments to be per-

formed with this outfit.

THE ELECTRO IMPORTING Co., NEW YORK, "HaS"
SEE OUR FULL PAGE AD ON PAGE 679 FOR FREE CYCLOPEDIA

12
You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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Edited by H. GERNSBACK

In this Department we publish such matter as is of interest to inventors and particularly to

those who are in doubt as to certain Patent Phases. Regular inquiries addrest to "Patent Advice"
cannot be anwered by mail free of charge. Such inquiries are publisht here for the benefit of all

readers. If the idea is thought to be of importance, we make it a rule not to divulge all details, in

order to protect the inventor as far as it is possible to do so.

Should advice be desired by mail a nominal charge of $1.00 is made for each question. Sketches
and descriptions must be clear and explicit. Only one side of sheet should be written on.

Readers' attention is called to the fact that
due to the great amount of letters to this de-
partment it is quite impossible to answer them
all thru these columns. The inquiries answered
in this issue date as far back as July, and if

readers wish speedy service they should care-
fully note the announcement appearing in the
preceding paragraph.

Code Practise Instrument.
(289) Geo. R. Griffin Troy, N. Y., writes:

"I have noticed in the November number of the
Electrical Experimenter an article by A. E.

Kopp, New Middletown, Ind., called 'Code Prac-
tise Instrument' and the fault you had found
with it. I have an idea which might be of value
to Mr. Kopp's instrument, and am enclosing copy
of same with the request to publish the device at

your convenience."
Mr. Griffin suggests putting the lamp of the

practise outfit right oh the key lever as shown
in our illustration. By this means the bulb is

screwed in the socket made for that purpose on
the lever of the key. This has a tendency to

light the bulb on the downward stroke instead of

the upward stroke.
A. This strikes us as a good solution of Mr.

Kopp's idea, but of course in this case Mr. Grif-

fin and Mr. Kopp should really be joint inventors
in any future patent action. The solution seems
satisfactory offhand.

Bulb

have been superseded by automatic soap dispensing
machines, such as liquid soap, where you only have
to press a button to get a thrmblefull of liquid
soap in your band, or the other device whereby
you turn a handle which puts soap shavings into
your hand.

Invisible Periscope.
(292) Mr. Geo. Ulrich, Newark, N. J., sub-

mits an idea of what he calls "invisible periscope"
scheme. The outside of the periscope tubing is

to be surrounded with a heavy glass tube while
the space between the periscope tube and glass
tube is to be filled with sea water. The periscope
tube is to be painted to match the sea water. Our
advice is asked.
A. While an ingenious idea, this is not dif-

ferent from many other similar devices which
have been suggested in the past. The trouble
is that it is not the periscope itself which makes
the trouble, but the V-shaped wake of churned,
white water which is left behind as the submarine
speeds thru the water. The periscope itself can
be and has been camouflaged in the past in such
a way as to render it almost invisible within a
hundred yards. Of course, this is all right while
the submarine is not moving, but once it starts
moving, the periscope immediately leaves a tell-

tale wake behind.

Con fact

Bat

ffl—Ti^

Ice-Cream Cone.
(293) Gardner S. Wyman, Pittsburgh, Pa.,

says: "I would like to submit a plan for a paper
ice-cream cone that is ts take the place of cake
cones now in use, as I understand there is a
shortage of the latter; the plan is to make a cone
of the same shape as cake cones out of fairly
heavy wax paper, the latter to unroll like a paper
pencil as the cream is eaten away." Our advice
is asked on this idea.
A. We are afraid that while it looks feasible

on paper, it would not work out in practise for
the reason that it would at best be a very messy
operation to thus unroll the wax paper, which
surely would splash melted cream over the eater.

PATENTS

I
CflMD FDR
Ju —THIS FDRM^
Don't Lose Your Rights

Before disclosing your invention to
anyone send for blank form "Evidence of
Conception" to be signed and witnessed.
A sample form together with printed in-

structions will show you just how to work
up your evidence and establish your rights
before filing application for patent. As
registered patent attorneys we represent
hundreds of inventors all over the U. S.
and Canada in the advancement of inven-
tions. Our schedule of fees will be found
reasonable. The form "Evidence of Con-
ception," sample, instructions relating to
obtaining of patent and schedule of fees
sent upon request. Ask for them,—a post
card will do.

LANCASTER^!!!!

255 OURAY BLDG.,
WASHINGTON, D. C.

PATENTS

Improved Code Practise Instrument.

Diving Mine.
(290) W. F. Ashe, Jacksonville, Fla.. writes:

"Has there been a patent issued for a 'diving
mine'—power to be furnished by small motor or
clockwork—one that will take in water on the
surface of the sea, which will cause it to sink
to let mine rakes pass by, and after it has gone
down to about fifty feet, it will throw out water,
and thus cause it to rise in time to blow a battle-

ship up?"
A. To our knowledge there has never been

anything of this kind invented before, and we
have never seen any reference to it. We think
a device of this kind is more or less impossible.

Safety Soap.
(291) W. L. McGonan, Holdenville, Okla.,

writes: "To your knowledge has there been any
device patented for preventing soap from being
stolen or destroyed from public places? Further-
more what do you think of such a devise. The
device which I speak of is composed of a flat

steel which runs thru the center of the soap and
is fastened by chain at one end and small lock
•n the other. Any information that you can
give me concerning this matter will be greatly
appreciated."

A. This is a very old idea, and one which we
have seen in actual use in hotel and public wash-
rooms years and years ago. There is nothing
ovel about this, and nearly all of these devices

INVENTORS. Send us a sketch, model, or
photo and written description of your Invention
for advice regarding patent protection. No charge
for this service.

Patents we secure advertised with-
out charge in Popular Mechanics Maga-
zine.
20 years' experience. Prompt personal service. Our
experience and knowledge in patent matters often
enables us to advise regarding patentability without
expense to the inventor. Particulars Free. Write
us today.

TALBERT & TALBERT, Patent Lawyers
4287 Talbert Bldg., Washington, D. C.

PATENTS
Inventors Invited to Write for Information

and Particulars
Highest References. Best Results.

Promptness Assured.

WATSON E. COLEMAN
Patent Lawyer

624 F Street N. W. Washington, D. C.

PATENTSTRADEMARKS
COPYRIGHTS i

Before disclosing an invention, the inventor should write for our blank
form "EVIDENCE OF CONCEPTION". This should be signed and witnessed
and returned to us together with model or sketch and description of the invention,
and we will give our opinion as to its patentable nature.

Our Illustrated Guide Book, HOW TO OBTAIN A PATENT, sent Free on
request. Contains full instructions regarding Patents, Trade-Marks, Foreign
Patents, Our Methods, Terms and 100 Mechanical Movements illustrated and de-
scribed. Articles on Patent Practice and Procedure, and Law Points for inventors.

An actual search of United States patents made in all cases before preparing application for patent.
Electrical Cases a Specialty Highest References Prompt Attention Reasonable Terms

FREE COUPON!
VICTOR J. EVANS & CO., Patent Attorneys

New York Offices: Pittsburgh Offices : Philadelphia Offices

:

1001 to 1007 Woolworth Bldg. 514 Empire Bldg. 135 S. Broad St
Main Offices: 779 Ninth Street, N. W., Washinijton, D. C.

Name Address

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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MILLIONS
OF DOLLARS

are being spent NOW for new
ideas of all kinds. Never before
has the demand for good things
PROTECTED BT OWEN PAT-
ENTS been so great—or profitable
to the man who will but use his
brains. Send for my four free books and
out what inventions are needed.

THKF APF FPFFI SUCCESSFUL PATENTS—

a

IIILOL ftM. I nlLi 72-page guide to success;
STEPPING STONES—hundreds of hints of

ideas wanted, truth about prizes for inven-
tions; PATENT BUYERS—contains over 400
requests for OWEN PATENTS, with ideas de-
sired; PATENT PROMOTION—tells how to

sell your patent, etc.

I'll help without charge to sell your idea
by advertising it and otherwise putting you in
touch with prospective buyers. Send sketch or
model for free opinion as to patentability, cost
of patent, etc. Advice costs nothing. Write
today for my books. A postal request will do.

RICHARD B. OWEN, Patent Lawyer
164 Owen Building 2276-8 Woolworth Bldg.
Washington, D. C. New York City

18
MM:

:

tor actual search
report. Write for Book-
let of instructions on
patent practice and
procedure. Pro:
personal service

Geo.RKimmel
Patent Lawyer*

11 iHii iiriiiliniK « vi * if 1 1 it i tin i t f 1 1 1 > i in i O

PATENTS
LACEY & LACEY

Attorneys-at-Law—Patent Practice Exclusively

Solicitors of

U. S. and Foreign Patents
Trade-Marks, Copyrights

642 F Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.

Write Us for Our Inventors' Book
PATENT-SENSE
.ESTABLISHED 1869.

U. S. PATENTS
Our facilities for securing patents enable us to
give prompt and reliable service at reasonable
rates. Inventors are invited to write to us re-
garding questions appertaining to securing pat-
ent protection. All matters receive prompt at-
tention. Send sketch for preliminary examina-
tion. Books free on request.

A. M. BUCK & CO., Patent Attorneys,
205 Second Nat'l Bank Bldg., Washington, D. C.

Electric Radiator.
(294) Earl F. Hobbs, St. Louis, Mo., has an

idea of a hot water radiator, electrically heated
with expansion tank and built on wheels so it

could be moved from one location to another
and from room to room. It could be made out
of H inch pipe with about a 500 watt element
made from nichrome wire. The radiator to have
a medium and a low point.

A.
_
There is nothing fundamentally new in

electrically heated water radiators as our cor-
respondent suggests in his letter. We have in the
Electrical Experimenter often described num-
erous electrically heated radiators of this sort.

Poison Shell.
(295) Joseph Vierthaler, Philadelphia, Pa., sub-

mits description and device of a poison shell which
comprises an ordinary shell with a hollow center.
Poisoned gas is enclosed in the shell, the latter
is put

_
in the shell when manufactured. Our

advice is asked.
A. There is nothing new at all about this, and

the present gas shells as have been used by the
Germans as well as all the Allies and the United
States are made along precisely this plan.

Fan Guard
(296) Ladimir H. Svoboda, Cleveland, Ohio,

writes: "As editor of the 'Patent Advice' I
would appreciate your advice on the following:
Would it be advisable to employ a guard for a
small special electrical fan having blades but 3"
long? The guard if employed must be dissectable.
I have been advised to use a 'sand guard.' Could
you give me details as to this or any other dis-
sectable guard?"

A. We see nothing fundamentally difficult in
making a detachable fan guard to work in con-
junction with a small fan. It seems that any
model shop or a clever experimenter ought to
be able to devise such a guard, which seems a
very simple undertaking. We do not know,
however, what you mean by sand guard. We
do not know to what this refers.

Telephone Receiver.
(297) Frank W. Harrington, Fulton 111., sends

in a sketch of a telephone receiver which we re-
produce herewith. The idea is to employ two
bobbins having a central opening which are to
pull in two soft iron needles 1/32 inch in diameter
attached to_ the diafram as shown. We are asked
if this design is good, whether the telephone is

sensitive and whether the device has ever been
tried before.

A. This is a similar idea to one described
some time ago in these columns. Right here we
want to say that any telephone receiver as a
rule,—with very few exceptions,—which has its
diafram weighed so as to interfere with the free
vibration of the latter, usually is less sensitive
than the diaframs which swing free. We are
quite convinced that the construction shown by

Novel Idea in Telephone Receiver Design.

our correspondent would not prove very sensitive.
The idea is of course not new, having been tried
quite a number of times before.

Soldering Iron.
(298) K. Mowat, Atkins, Mich., writes: "Will

you please tell me if an electric soldering iron
which operates on six volts, six amperes is pat-
entable. It has three holes bored in the iron in
which is placed carbon of a certain size insulated
by asbestos and connected together by copper
strips, the whole being wrapped in asbestos which
is held on by iron wire twisted at the ends.

A. Without knowing all the details of the
construction, it is impossible to tell where this
device would be patentable or not, and if it

would work out in practise. We would advise our
correspondent to first build a model and con-
vince himself if it works satisfactorily before at-
tempting to patent it.

NEW "GERMAN" ALARM CLOCK.
An electric alarm clock which awkens

deaf sleepers by jarring their beds has been
invented in Germany.
They should put one under the Kaiser's

bed to awake him to the fact that the Pots-
dam Gang is "spurlos versenkt !"

NEW ELECTRIC FIRE DETECTOR
AND ALARM.

The new quick alarm fire detector here
shown supplements and supersedes watch-
men. It is superhuman in responsiveness,

:<Jlry , ...

New Type of Electric Fire De-
tector and Alarm.

incessantly watching every part of the home
or building. It operates the moment the
air in close proximity to the ceiling becomes
heated at the rate of 4 degrees Fahrenheit
per minute. For example: A single news-
paper on fire in a room having as much
as 500 sq. ft. of floor space heats the air
suddenly enough to cause a single detector
to operate in 5 seconds.

This detector is radically different from
common types of automatic alarms, thermo-
stats and sprinklers which depend upon
alloys, soft solder, bi-metallic compositions,
dissimilar metal or mercury requiring a
slow rise or fixt temperature of from 110'

to 250 degrees. Before such systems
operate, the fire gains tremendous head-
way, making it necessary to call the fire

department to the scene, which means an-
other delay of at least five minutes and
inevitable damage. The inventor claims that

this new fire detector enables one to locate
the seat of the fire and to extinguish it

single-handed, long before it gets hot
enough to operate automatic sprinkler sys-

tems. The principle upon which it operate*
is simplicity itself. The very air heated
by the incipient fire inflates a (non-metallic)
diafram, joining two solid silver contact
points, instantly closing the electric circuit.

The detector is as sensitive below zero as-

above, but, by reason of its automatic com-
pensating feature slow or local rises in tem-
perature such as produced by hot water
systems, furnaces, open grates, kitchen
stoves or steam boilers cannot cause a false;

alarm. The automatic compensator insures
that the air pressure under normal condi-
tions is always the same inside the detector
as that of the surrounding atmosphere.
The detector is very largely composed of

a stone-hard insulating compound in which
various elements have been permanently
molded for permanent protection against
wear and short-circuiting. It may be in-

stalled as easily as the ordinary household
door bell or call bell systems, making use
of bells, horns, signal lights, annunciators
and batteries. It is compact, requires no "

assembling or adjusting, can easily be de-
tached and removed from one building and'

again installed in another without the
slightest damage.

CABLE BOX FIRE EXTINGUISHER.
To extinguish fires in electric cable boxes,

where water might cause short circuiting, a
device has been invented for injecting*

flame-smothering gases.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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ONE READER'S EXPERIENCE
WITH DR. ABRAMS'
THOUGHT TRANS-

FERENCE
THEORY.

As our reader's will recollect, we sug-

gested in the September issue in connection
with the article therein entitled "Popular
Demonstration of Thought Transference
and Other Phenomena," by Dr. Albert
Abrams, that they write us as to what suc-

cess they have attained in conducting any
of the experiments outlined by Dr. Abrams
in this little known realm of science, and
we are pleased to give herewith the views
of Mr. J. W. White of Brooklyn, N. Y.,

Mr. White having witnest a number of these

tests as conducted by Dr. Abrams himself,

when visiting San Francisco several years
ago. Furthermore, Mr. White, who is in

the electrical business in New York City,

and a thoroly wide-awake student of elec-

trical and allied matters, had the satisfac-

tion of taking part in some of the experi-

ments in Dr. Abrams' laboratory, and his

views as given below are those of an un-
prejudiced and unbiased student.

Many people undoubtedly who have read
the article in question have tried, unsuccess-
fully perhaps, to obtain results by unipolar
currents, according to the theory of Dr.
Abrams, such as for instance where the

"percipient" or person interpreting the
thought transference signal or message is

connected to another person or body which
forms the exciting point in the unipolar
(single wire) circuit.

Here, for example, is what Mr. White
experienced, and in this connection it is

well to remember that the high professional
standing of Dr. Abrams in the medical and
scientific fields precludes all doubt of any
fake or misrepresented reactions or phe-
nomena, however little we may as yet know
as to the exact mode in which such phe-
nomena take place. First Dr. Abrams
placed Mr. White in a separate laboratory
room and gave him a permanent steel bar
magnet, which as we all know has a North
and South pole at the alternate ends. The
Doctor instructed Mr. White to present
either magnet pole as he might elect to the
steam radiator in the room, when he would
be able to tell in his instrument laboratory
just which end of the magnet he had pre-
sented. According to the theory of Dr.
Abrams, the action here was as follows

:

That the electronic discharge from the
magnet, even when held a short distance
from the radiator, charged the metal piping
system, and this particular discharge past
along thru the radiator and metal piping to
the laboratory where an instrument or a
human substitute for the instrument was
connected by one wire to another radiator
connected to the system. In this connection
it is interesting to note that Dr. Abrams
usually prefers to employ some delicate hu-
man reflex, such as the heart or stomach
reflex, for indicating when one of these ex-
tremely minute electric currents arise, and
which agents he claims are many hundred
thousand times more sensitive to minute
currents than are the most delicate scien-
tific instruments such as galvanometers, etc.

To sum up this experiment, Dr. Abrams was
able to tell quickly just which magnet pole
Mr. White had presented to the radiator,
not making a single miss in twenty tests.

One of the most astounding phases of
this particular experiment was when the
Doctor informed Mr. White that it was not
at all necessary that he present the magnet
to the radiator, so as either to touch it or
approach close up to it, but that he could
determine which pole of the magnet the in-
vestigator was thinking of if he would but
lay it on the floor and concentrate his mind

'Answer the call,

ofYburCallingNow
F you like electricity and are electrically inclined—there
is where you will be most successful ; for electricity is

your calling. And the great field of electricity, with its

superior advantages, opportunities and possibilities is

calling to you now. Answer that call by obtaining the
thorough, complete and practical electrical education,

training and development this school offers. You will need ability because
only electrical men with ability are chosen for the high electrical places. But
don't just work at electricity, learn electricity. Don't just be ambitious. Ke
determined to succeed as one of the thorough efficient electrical men so
anxiously sought. Enroll with this school now—don't wait and waste your
time.

_ jj

Become^Tn Electrician In One VearHere
OrLearn ¥In Electrical Trade in 6Months

THE courses here are practical, with the essential theory, mathematics,
drafting, etc. You will have electrical appliances, tools, instruments',
machines, motors, generators, etc., to work with while learning, to

design, build, repair and operate—learning by actually doing as well as from
classroom study and lectures. Also, there are fully equipped laboratories
here—students performing 383 experiments a year. And you will obtain here
in a short time the electrical knowledge
and ability the electrical world requires,

which you will need to succeed.
Mail This Coupon

You Can Earn While You Learn
All your school periods here will be confined to

morning or afternoon—with a half day free. And,
if you choose, you can work one-half day at good
pay in a position provided you by this school.

And thus you can earn while you learn and help
defray your school expenses—and obtain, as well,

the valuable experience by working. Evening classes= are likewise conducted and you can work all day
== and earn more money, if you prefer. Clip the coupon

at the right here—get catalog and details of this

school's courses, the "Earn While You Learn" plan
and the many advantages here for you. Clip and
mail the coupon.

Next Term Starts January 2

Department of Practical Electricity
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School of Engineering
of Milwaukee

73-373 Broadway, Milwaukee. Wis.
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terested in—please send complete de-
tans.
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[ ] Electrical Engineering Course—3 years'
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double and Lineman.
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LEARN TO FLY
We are NOW enrolling Student Aviators

for our SPRING CLASS which starts

March 1 st.

Modern type, high speed biplanes used for training.

Students continue training until Pilot's license is ob-

tained from AERO CLTJB OP AMERICA.
The opportunities for Licensed Aviators are greater than

ever for the Aeroplane is now the means of fast trans-

portation of mail, passengers and light express goods.

Our Flying Course, also includes 6 weeks training In

care and operation of engines, airplanes, use of instru-

ments, map reading, navigation of the air. etc.

Write for our Illustrated Booklet "H"—"A Message
to Tou on Aviation."

at AMERICA'S PIONEER AVIATION
SCHOOl/under Former Aviator Of-
ficers Back from the Front.

(Members of Aeronautical Society of America) f

i

Telephone Bryant 9078

110-114 West 42d Street, New York
|

ACTIVE SERVICE-

S' Dependable for a life time. Made right to write right. Long or short—Red or Black.

Absolute necessity to any business man or woman Unequalled for general writing, hUUng ruling

and manifolding: Made of pure vulcanized rubber with non-corrosive durable writing point.

Lock-Cap prevents leaking. Extra size. 8 in., black only. $1.50. lour name in gold inlay 35c.

FREE: Liberal supply of ink with "ta^or^A^nts waged.
gt New York

r
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Learn Telegraphy-Wireless
j& Right In Your Own Home, in your spare time

Rf>mQrL-oh1f» rmnm-riinitipe nrp nfiFpreH pxneriencp.d wire-

c

Right In Your Own Home, in your spare time

Remarkable opportunities are offered experienced wire-

less operators and telegraphers. The demand is greater

than the supply—steady positions at increased pay and

rapid advancement are assured.

KNAPf
Combination y-^w £* g.

Wireless-Telegraphy v/Utllt
will soon make you an accomplished opera-

tor. Teaches Light and Sound Signals, both

Radio and Morse. Outfit consists of ex-

ceptionally fine Telegraph Key, Buzzer, 3

Binding Posts, Lamp, Lamp Socket and
Control Switch—all mounted on a highly

finished base. Two outfits can ^ f\f\
be operated at considerable *k • W »UU
distance apart for sending and
receiving practice. 3

This Same Outfit Without Lamp $2.50

Or your dealer can secure it for you. Order to-day. Descriptive circular and
catalog of celebrated Knapp Motors and Electrical Specialties from 10c up
mailed free on request

Knapp Electric &'Novelty Co., 523 W. 51st St., N. Y.

BECAUSE OF THE

SHORTAGE of CRUDE RUBBER
You can SAVE $10 00 on our Standard

VIOLET-RAY MACHINE
Being afraid that we could not get delivery on hard rubber used for the outside casing of the Violetta

machine, we made 250 of these in wood. Now these machines are exactly alike in construction mechanism
and workmanship as our latest model standard machine which costs $25.00.

Tfce only difference being that instead of using hard rubber
for the casing, wood is used, but it is finished in a beautiful

black piano finish, and the difference is hardly noticeable.

Now, we cannot send these out as standard machines so are

placing them in a special lot at

$15.00
an actual saving to you of $ 10.00. Besides we guarantee these

machines to be new. The Outfit includes the generator, one
general electrode and a handsome carrying case.

How to secure one of these machines:

Send only one dollar to pay express charges and we shall

send you one of these instruments by express for your ex-
amination. This amount will be deducted from total cost of

machine. You need not accept if not satisfactory.

Send at once for this is the only lot we shall have of these
machines and prices on the standard machine will advance in

30 days.

BLEADON-DUN GO.
DEPT. 2 B 11-17 SO. DESPLAINES ST., CHICAGO

What 15cA
Washington, the home of the Pathfinder, is the
nerve center of civilization; history is being
made at this world capital. The Pathfinder's
illustrated weekly review gives you a clear, im-
partial and correct diagnosis of public affairs
during these strenuous, epoch - making days.

which is sincere, reliable, entertaining', \

clearly, fairly, brie ft v—here it is. Send !

weeks. The ISc does not repay us, but

The little matter ol 15c in stamps or coin will bring you M the Pathfinder
13 weeks on trial. The Pathfinder is an illustrated weekly, published at
the Nation's center, for the Nation ; a paper that prints all the news of the
world and tells the truth and only the truth ; now in its 26th year. This pa-
per fills the bill without emptying the purse; it costs but Si a year. If you
want to keep posted on what is going1 on in the world, at the leastexpense
of time or money, this is your means. If you want a paper in your home

holesome, the Pathfinder is yours. If you would appreciate a paper which puts everything
.5c to show that you might like such a paper, and we will send the Pathfinder on probation 13
ve are glad to invest in new friends. The Pathfinder. Box 76 , Washington, D. C.

TYPEWRITER SENSATION
PROMPT SHIPMENT.

$4.00 per month buys a beautifully reconstructed, latest model visible
typewriter, with back spacer, decimal tabulator, two-color ribbon, etc.
Every late style feature and modern operating device. Sent on approval
Catalogue and special prices free.

Harry A. Smith, 738, 218 N. Wells St., Chicago, 111.

on one of the poles. This experiment was
checked up by a considerable number of
tests, and Dr. Abrams was able to tell the
pole concentrated on in Mr. White's mind
each time.

One of the experiments which will inter-

est our readers very greatly, especially those
who read the article referred to in the
September issue, was that where Mr. White
became the "percipient." To show the ef-

fect of the electric currents in the body, Dr.
Abrams had a strong man placed in a sep-
arate laboratory, several rooms away from
where Mr. White was located, and both this

man and Mr. White were connected by a
single copper wire. A number of heavy
weights were placed in the room with the
strong man. The percipient—Mr. White

—

had attached to one of his fingers a pulse
detector of these minute electronic currents,

as devised by Dr. Abrams, comprising a
small rubber tube strapt to the finger; this

tube being connected by means of a rubber
tube with a small pneumatic chamber at-

tached to a pivoted arm, the free end of
which carried an electric contact for open-
ing and closing a signal circuit. The con-
tacts on this instrument were conected with
a battery and an electric signaling bell.

This pulse indicator was connected and
acted in the same way, upon the receipt of
each electronic wave or current, as the
straw pulse needle indicator described in the
article referred to.

This is what happened every time the
strong man lifted the weights in the distant
part of the laboratory buildings: An elec-
tronic current apparently shot along the
wire and acted to cause a heart reflex in

the percipient's (Mr. White's) body, which
manifested itself at the pulse, and in turn
this action repeated itself thru the rubber
tube attached to the finger, thus causing the
pneumatic diafram chamber to vibrate and
move the pivot arm attached to it, which in
turn caused the electric signal bell to ring
each time a weight was lifted by the
"agent."
Probably some of the most remarkable

tests which Mr. White personally saw per-
formed by Dr. Abrams were those where
he was enabled to differentiate between dif-
ferent disease germs, and in some cases
even the disease affecting a patient over a
telephone or other wire. For some of these
and other tests Dr. Abrams has devised a
very interesting instrument to take the place
of the stomach reflex, thus doing away with
the necessity of a "live" percipient. This
instrument comprises an aluminum cylinder
covered at one end with a tightly stretched
diafram of goldbeater's skin. The metallic
bell or rather shell of this instrument is

connected to the single unipolar terminal
used in this arrangement, instead of con-
necting the wire to a human percipient or
interpreter, and whenever an electronic cur-
rent was received over the wire, the tone of
the bell, as produced by striking the dia-
fram with a small hammer, is caused to be
either resonant or full, or else dull, accord-
ing to the reaction taking place. Moreover,
disease germs such as tuberculosis, cancer,
and pneumonia have their own vibration
period or wave length, according to his
most remarkable work, "New Concepts in
Diagnosis and Treatment." He outlines
forms of wireless tuning aparatus compris-
ing condensers, tuning coils, etc., for the
purpose of measuring the exact wave length
or vibration index of these electronic cur-
rents as they are received over a telephone
or other wire and interpreted by the instru-
ment just described, or by recourse to a hu-
man percipient employing the stomach or
other reflex. The stomach reflex is one in
which the percussion sound given by the
stomach when struck with the fingers over
that portion of the body is dulled when an
electronic current is received.
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THE WIRELESS SITUATION.
(Continued on page 625)

ness of all companies having been suspended, and
their operators having made an instant show of

Patriotism by joining the Navy in the earliest

_ays of the war, it is believed that roost of the
companies owning radio stations would be glad
at this time to sell their stations to the Govern-
ment at a fair price, which is provided for in the
bill; especially so, since all who have made a
study of conditions under which radio communi-
cation is held must realize that it is only a ques-
tion of time when Congress will enact some meas-
ure similar to this.

At this time, when most of the world is to be
made over, when the United States is fostering
the beginnings of a great merchant marine,
whose servant radio-telegraphy is, and when the
American news and American viewpoint are to

be disseminated throughout the nations, it U
submitted that the greatest goon to the people
of the United States as a whole will accrue to
them from well-regulated communications with
their ships at sea and with foreign nations at
reasonable rates without inteference from a va-
riety of rival interests within our own borders,
utilizing the system of stations which is abso-
lutely necessary for the control of the Fleet.
There is no such thing as successful naval opera-
tions these days without efficient radio commu-
nication, and this must be provided by stations
running smoothly and efficiently in the hands of
the Government long before hostilities actually
commence.
The Navy Department has the confidence of

Congress and of the people of the United States,
and deserves the confidence which would be
placed in it through the enactment of this very
necessary measure.

THE FATAL BILL.

H, R. 13159. 65th CONGRESS.
2d Session.

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
November 21, 1918.

Mr. Alexander introduced the following bill;

which was referred to the Committee on the
Merchant Marine and Fisheries and ordered to
be printed.

A BILL
To further regulate radio communication.
BE IT ENACTED BY THE SENATE AND HOUSE OF

REPRESENTATIVES OF THE UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA IN CONGRESS ASSEMBLED. That when used
In this Act

—

The term "signals" means the signals used in communi-
cation by any electrical system »r method without the
sid of a wire or other conducting connections;
The term "radio station" means any place, vessel, or

vehicle containing apparatus used, or capable of being used,
for transmitting or receiving signals

;

The term "experiment station" means a radio station
actually used for conducting experiments for the develop-
ment of the science of radio communication or the appa-
ratus appertaining thereto, and used for no other purpose
except as a technical and training school station

;

The term "technical and training school station" means
a station actually used for purposes of instruction in radio
communication and of training operators, and used for no
other purpose except as an experiment station;
The term "person" includes partnerships, corporations,

and associations.
Sec. 2. That the President shall reQUisition and take

permanent possession of, for the use of the Government,
every radio station on land or on a permanently moored
vessel, now In existence within the jurisdiction of the United
States or any of its possessions, other than experiment
stations, technical and training school stations, and stations
belonging to the United States or the Government of the
Philippine Islands

Sec. 3. That no person shall maintain or operate, on
land or on a permanently moored vessel, (first) within any
State any radio station capable of being used, (a) for the
transmission of signals, the effect of which extends beyond
the jurisdiction of such State or causes interference with
the transmission or receipt of signals to or from any place
beyond the jurisdiction of such State, or (b) for the receipt
of signals which originate outside such State, or (second)
any radio station within any Territory, district, or posses-
sion of the United States. This section shall not apply to
experiment stations and technical training school stations
duly licensed, as provided by the Act to regulate radio
communication, approved August thirteenth, nineteen hun-
dred and twelve, and stations belonging to the United
States or the Government of the Philippine Islands.
Whoever violates this section shall be punished by a fine
of not more than $600 for the first ofTense. and by a fine
of not more than $1,000 or imprisonment for not more
than one year, or both, for each subsequent offense; and
any radio apparatus operated in violation of this section
shall be forfeited to the United States.

Sec. 4. That from the date of the passage of this Act
the Secretary of the Navy shall be charged with the execu-
tion of the provisions of the Act approved July twenty-third,
nineteen hundred and twelve, amending section one of an
Act entitled "An Act to require apparatus and operators
lot radio communication on certain ocean steamers," ap-
proved June twenty-fourth, nineteen hundred and ten with
the Act entitled "An Act to regulate radio communication."
approved August thirteenth, nineteen hundred and twelve
and any amendments to the said Acts, and the provisions
of the International Radiotelegraphio Convention, signed
In London in nineteen hundred and twelve and proclaimed
hy the President July eighth, nineteen hundred and thir-
teen and future international radiotelegraphio conventions
which may be ratified by the United States, except in so far
as the provisions of the above-mentioned Acts, conventions
or treaties apply to stations operated by other departments
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Un 'ted States or by the govern-ment of the Philippine Islands.

Sec. 5. That the Secretary of the Navy may Issue special
licenses subject to such conditions and restrictions, and forsueh periods, as he deems proper, for the establishment andoperation of stations for special emergency use in cases
vrnere no other rapid means of communication are avall-
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shall constitute cause for revocation of the license without
OMTipensation therefor, and the owners of such station
shall be punished by a fine of not more than $500 or bvtoerisonment for not more than one year or both
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Sec. 6. That when the United States is at war or when
war is threatened, or during any war in which the United
States is a neutral nation, or during any national emer-
gency, such fact being evidenced by the proclamation of the
President

—

(a) The President may iBsaie retaliations for the con-
duct and censorship of all radio stations and radio appa-
ratus within the jurisdiction of the United States or of any
of its possessions. Whoever knowingly violates any such
regulation shall be punished by a fine of not more than
$10,000 or by imprisonment for not more than three yeaps,
or both, and in case of any violation the radio station or
apparatus shall be forfeited to the United States; and

(b) The President may cause the closing of any radio
station on land or on a permanently moored vessel within
the jurisdiction of the United States or any of its posses-
sions and the removal therefrom of any radio apparatus,
or may authorize the use of the station or its apparatus
by the United States.
The regulations for the conduct and censorship of radio

stations, the closing of a radio station, and the removal of
apparatus therefrom shall continue no longer than the
duration of such war or emergency. The fact that the
war or emergency has ended shall be evidenced by the
proclamation of the President.

Sec. 7. That if. in the opinion of the Secretary of the
Navy, the operation of any radio station would Interfere
with the receipt of signals by radio stations belonging to
the United States or the government of the Philippine
Islands, or by radio stations on shipboard, or would be
otherwise prejudicial to the Interests of the United States,
no license under the Act entitled "An Act to regulate radio
communication," approved August thirteenth, nineteen hun-
dred and twelve, shall be issued to snch station, and any
such license alreadv issued to such station shall be revoked
or suspended for such time as the Secretary of the Navy
may prescribe.

Sec. 8. That when any radio station Is requisitioned,
taken possession of temporarily or permanently, or closed,
or its license revoked or suspended, the United States shall
pay feo the persons interested therein just compensation for
the property or interest so taken, provided that a claim for
such compensation is made on the Secretary of the Navy,
within two years after the date of passage of this Act.
In case of disagreement as to such just compensation, the
Secretary of the Navy shall make an offer, and if such offer
Is not accepted there shall Immediately be paid to the
person interested three-quarters of the amount offered.
The person interested shall be entitled to sue the United
States to recover the balance justly due, in the manner
provided by section twenty-four, paragraph twenty, and
section one hundred and forty-five of the Judicial Code.
An amount sufficient to pay such just compensation is
hereby permanently appropriated out of any money in the
Treasury not otherwise appropriated.

Sec. 9. That all radio stations taken possession of bv
the President shall bo operated under the direction of the
Secretary of the Navy.

Sec. 10. That the Secretary of the Navy shall, so far as
may be consistent with the transactions of Government
business, open naval radio stations to general public busi-
ness under regulations prescribed by him and shall fix
the rates for such service. He shall establish special rates
for the handling of press dispatches by transoceanic or
other special stations. The receipts from such services,
less an amount not to exceed twenty-five per centum per
annum for expenses, shall be turned into the Treasury as
miscellaneous receipts.
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BROWNING GUN SUCCESSFUL IN
AIRPLANE PROPELLER TEST.
The Browning machine gun has success-

fully undergone a test to determine its

value for use with aircraft. This is one of
three types of machine guns with which
the rate of fire can be so synchronized that
the gun can be fired by the pilot of a
combat plane thru the revolving blades.
Firing in that fashion, it is necessary to
aim the machine gun by steering the plane
directly at the target, the direction of the
plane gives direction to the fire and the
pilot can fire the machine gun while con-
trolling the plane.
Airplane propellers revolve at from 800

to 2,000 revolutions per minute. The ma-
chine gun is connected with the airplane
engine by a mechanical, hydraulic or elec-
trical device, and impulses from the crank
shaft are transmitted to the machine gun.
The rate of fire of the machine gun is

constant, and its fire is synchronized with
the revolving propeller blades by "wast-
ing" a certain percentage of the impulses
it receives from the airplane engine and
by having the remaining impulses trip or
pull the trigger, so that the gun fires just
at the fraction of the second when the pro-
peller blades are clear of the line of fire.

The pilot operates the gun by means of a
lever which controls the circuit and allows
the impulses to trip the trigger. It has
occurred in practise that as many as 15 shots
have hit the propeller without putting the
plane out of commission.

A FAKE ELECTRIC PISTOL TO
SCARE THIEVES.

A new electric flashlight pistol of French
invention for scaring criminals not only
displays a bright light when the trigger
is pulled, but also makes a noise like a
real weapon as well.

BOYS

Learn Drafting
The United States Government and employers

everywhere are looking for skilled draftsmen.
They are offering splendid salaries, and still [food
positions are always open, because thousands of
draftsmen have gone into the service. Others
must take their places and carry on their work.

No line offers greater opportunity for advance-
ment. Drafting itself not only commands good
pay, but it is the first step toward success in Me-
chanical or Structural Engineering or Architec-
ture. And drafting is just the kind of work a boy
likes to do. There is an easy delightful way in
which you can learn right at home in spare time.
For 27 years the International Correspondence
Schools have been giving boys just the training
they need for success in Drafting and more than
200other subjects. Thousands of boys have stepped
into good positions through I. C. S. help, but never
were opportunities so great as now.
Let the I. C. S. help you. Choose the work you

like best in the coupon, then mark and mail it.

This doesn't obligate you in the least and will bring
you information that may start you on a success-
ful career. This is your chance. Don't let it slip

by. Mark and mail this coupon now.
-TEAB OUT MERC

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
BOX 6171, SCRANTON. PA.

Explain, without obligating me, how I can qualify for the
position, or In the subject, befo

MECHANICAL DRAFTING

B STRUCTURAL DRAFTING.
SHIP DRAFTING

B ELECTRICAL DRAFTING
ARCHITECTURAL DRAFTING
SHEET METAL DRAFTING
ROILERHAKER DRAFTING

§ BRIDGE DRAFTING
MACHINE DESIGN
ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
Electric Lighting and Railways
Electric Wiring
Telegraph Engineer
Telephone Work
MECHANICAL ENGINEER
Machine Shop Practice
Gas Engine Operating
CIVIL ENGINEER
Surveying and Mapping
STATIONARY ENGINEER
Marine Engineer
ARCHITECT
Contractor and Builder
Concrete Builder
Structural Engineer

Name

which I mark X.

SALESMANSHIP
ADVERTISING
Show Card Writer
Sign Painter
ILLUSTRATING

H Cartooning
BOOKKEEPER
Stenographer and Tvpist
Cert. Public Accountant
TRAFFIC MANAGER
Railway Accountant
GOOD ENGLISH
Teacher
Common School Subjects
Mathematics
CIVIL SERVICE
Railway Mail Clerk

a AUTOMOBILE Ol'ERAT'G
Auto Repairing
PLUMBING AND HEATING
Textile Overseer or Supt.
CHEMIST
Navigation |nSpanl«h
AGRICULTUREln French
PouItrvUalslnelaitallan

Present
Occupation.

Street
and No..

City_.

TELEGRAPHY
AND RADIO

Day and Evening Classes in

Radio for Army, Navy and Mer-
chant Marine. Women in spe-
cial "Radio Corps". Similar
classes in TELEGRAPHY for
men and women. Prepares for all

branches of telegraph work.

EASTERN RADIO INSTITUTE
899B Boylston St. Boston. Mass.
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BE
AN
ARTIST
CMfcK FROM

O >

DRAWN BY
"~p4 -YEAR -OLD BOY
The above cartoon was drawn by Master Bob Bren-
nan of the Washington School of Art. Bob writes

that he is selling his work and that he is cartoonist
on a small paper in Evansville, Ind. He is but one
of our many students and graduates who are making
money as cartoonists, illustrators and designers.

Learn By Mail at Home!
By our new method of teaching drawing by mail you
can learn in your own home, in a short time. Get
into this fascinating work yourself and earn $50 to

$100 or more per week I

The study is fascinating. Only a few minutes a day I

Have your own studio or secure high-salaried posi-
tion. Or work in spare time. Many students earn
while they are learning.

PprCf BOOK AND ARTISTS'riVIliC. OUTFIT! WRITETODAY
A complete Outfit free to all students. Includes every-
thing required to produce hundreds of dollars' worth
of pictures. Write today. Special terms to a limited
number of new students. Mail postal or letter for
beautiful Booklet, "How to Become an Artist," filled

with drawings and full particulars of our extraordi-
lary offer. Do it now—before you forget.

WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF ART. Inc.
1391 H Street, N. W. Washington. D. C

"I Would Not Part
with it for $10,000
So writes an enthusiastic, grateful,'

customer. In like manner testify over|
100,000 people who have worn it. Con
serve your body and life first.

The Natural

Body Brace
Overcomes WEAKNESS and
ORGANIC AILMENTS of
WOMEN AND MEN.
Develops erect, graceful figure.

Brings restful relief, com-
fort, ability to do things,
health and strength.

Wear It 30 Days Free
at Our Expense

Does away with the strain and pain of standing and
walking; replaces and supports misplaced internal
organs; reduces enlarged abdomen; straightens and
strengthens the back; corrects stooping shoulders;
develops lungs, chest and bust; relieves backache,
curvatures, nervousness, ruptures, constipation.
Comfortable and easy to wear.

Keep Yourself Fit
Write today for illustrated booklet, measurement
blank, etc., and read our very liberal proposition.

HOWARD C. RASH, Pres. Natural Body Brace Co.
286 Rash Building SALIVA, KANSAS

Don't Wear a Truss
BROOKS' APPLIANCE,

the modern scientific in-
vention, the wonderful
new discovery that re-
lieves rupture will be sent
on trial. No obnoxious
springs or pads. Has auto-
matic Air Cushions.
Kinds and draws the
broken parts together as
you would a broken limb.
No salves. No lies. Dur-
able, cheap.

Sent on trial to prove It.

Protected by U. S. Patents.

Catalogue and measure blanks
mailed free. Send name and
address today.

C. E. BROOKS, 203B State Street, Marshall, Mich.

s
TAMMERER
You can be cured Quickly, permanently and
privately. Write me personally for free booklet,
"How to Stop Stammering."
Samuel 0. Robblns. Prln., Boston Stammerers'
Institute, 246 Huntington Ave., Boston, Mats,s

PHILA. TO BE BIGGEST ELEC-
TRICAL CENTER.

Philadelphia is to be made the largest

electrical center in the world after the dec-
laration of peace, according to plans now
being perfected by the Westinghouse en-
gineers.

The largest of forty-one plants under the
Westinghouse management will be located
on the Tinicum township tract near Lester,
in buildings now devoted to war purposes.
Twenty-five thousand men will be employed
at the plant. All goods will be shipt
from piers to be erected on the tract.

Experimental Chemistry
{Continued from page 639)

Chemical Properties.

1. Yellow phosphorous possesses great

affinity for many of the elements, uniting

with all directly, except nitrogen and Car-
bon. With Bromin and Sulfur it reacts

violently. Characteristic is its affinity for

Oxygen. When exposed to the air at 40°

C. or at a lower temperature, if in a finely

divided state, ignition takes place, burning
to Phosphoric oxid, according to the supply

of oxygen present.

2. It is luminiscent in the dark, even the

minute particles adhering to the fingers on
handling matches.

3. Because of its great affinity for

oxygen, phosphorous is an energetic reduc-
ing agent. Sulfuric acid is reduced to Sul-

fur dioxid. Nitric Acid is deoxidized with
explosive violence, salts of the metals are

reduced to their metals and phosfides, thus

slver nitrat is reduced to Silver and AgaP,
Copper sulfate to CusP2 .

Red Phosphorous. Properties. 1. This
is an allotropic modification, and possesses

properties essentially different from the yel-

low variety. It forms a dark red to red-

dish-brown powder, which is insoluble in

carbon disulfid and all other solvents. It

does not Phosphoresce, and is stable in the

air. It does not fuse at red heat, but when
quickly heated above 260° C. the vapors
change to those of yellow phosphorous.
This variety is prepared by heating the yel-

low variety to 300° C. in closed air-tight

vessels, and after the conversion, the prod-
uct is then treated with carbon disulfid to

remove any of the unchanged phosphorous.
If a little iodin be added, this change will

take place below 200° C.

Scarlet Phosphorous. Properties. This
is another modification, being obtained by
boiling a solution of yellow phosphorous in

phosphorous tribromid. It resembles the

red variety except that it is more active,

reducing salts of the metals, and with the

alkalies, it yields phosphin [PH 3 ] and a
hyposulfite.

Metallic Phosphorous. Properties. This
form is obtained by heating the yellow

variety in a sealed tube free from air to

530° C. It thus forms black metallic shining

crystals, which are less active than the red
variety.

Luminescence or Phosphorescence.

If a match is scratched in a dark room,
a faint line of light may be observed
as the minute particles of phosphorous
which are left glow and oxidize. The same
thing occurs if the element is exposed in

darkness, and the phenomenon is called

PHOSPHORESCENCE. It is due to slow
combustion [or oxidation]. Substances
rubbed with phosphorous give the same
effect.

Many other minerals and chemical com-
pounds have the power to emit light in

darkness, and some of these form the basis

of the so-called luminous paints. The sul-

fides of Barium, BaS, BaS 2 ,
BaS3 ,

etc., are

examples.

Some animals, as fireflies, glowworms, et

cetera, emit a light from a certain part of

the body, without heat above that of the
rest of the body. In Cuba, a species of
luminiscent insect is bottled up and used
sometimes for lighting purposes, about
forty of these equalling one candle-power.
The light is apparently due to an oxidation
of animal tissue which is under the control
of the insect. To produce the same light
by the oxidation of gas or oil, we have a
temperature of about 2,000° F. and 99% of
the energy of the flame is lost, while these
creatures utilize possibly 100% of the
energy of oxidation, without any apparent
rise in temperature. The animal supplies
its own light.

Uses.

Phosphorous is used mostly in the manu-
facture of matches. A kilogram (2.2 lbs.)

of it will tip about two million matches.
It is also used to some extent for medicinal
purposes.

• Matches.

The making of matches after the splints
are prepared includes two processes. First,
one end is dipt into melted sulfur, some of
which adheres to the wood. Second, it is

tipt with a paste consisting of a mixture of
phosphorous, an oxidizing agent, and glue.
A little coloring matter is quite frequently
added. The oxidizing agent may be Potas-
sium chlorat [in which case the match snaps
and burns vigorously on being scratched],
potassium nitrat, Manganese dioxid, or red
lead [Pbs04 ]. This result is accomplisht
by pressing the end on a slate slab covered
with the paste. Sulfur is necessary, as the
heat liberated in the burning of phosphor-
ous is not enough to set the wood on fire,

and a coating of P2O5 forms over it. Some-
times paraffin is utilized in place of the
sulfur. The well-known Swedish [or
Safety] match head does not contain phos-
phorous, but consists of a mixture of potas-
sium chlorat and dichromat with red oxid
of lead and antimony sulfid. They are
ignited by scratching them on the prepared
surface of the box, which is essentially a
mixture of red phosphorous, antimony sul-

fid and powdered silica. A machine has
been constructed to cut the splints, tip the
matches, and dry and pack them in boxes,
all four processes being automatic and con-
tinuous, besides eliminating the poisonous
fumes.

A Burning Match.

Whenever one ignites so simple and com-
mon a thing as an ordinary match, little

does he realize that he is performing one
of the most wonderful and complicated of
chemical experiments. The mere fact that

fire could be obtained by simply scratching
the end of a stick was regarded less than
three-quarters of a century ago, as a truly

remarkable triumph of science.

Friction on the end of a match over a
rough surface liberates heat enough to cause
the phosphorous to unite with the oxygen
of the oxidizing agent in the paste, and
produce combustion, the main product of
which is P2O5. If the oxidizer is potassium
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chlorat, then potassium chlorid is left. The
heat of the burning phosphorous is enough
to set fire to the sulfur, which unites with
the oxygen of the air to form sulfur dioxid,

and this in turn sets the wood on fire.

The reactions of a burning match are
many. Try and complete the following and
explain from what each comes, then the

next time you strike a match you will prob-
ably stop to think of the complicated change
which takes place. This only goes to illus-

trate that many seemingly unimportant
operations made during our daily routines

may, if carefully analized, show the com-
plicated changes which take place unob-
served.

1. KCLOs = ?

2. 2P + SO = ?

3. 2P -j- 30 = ?

4. Pa 5 + H.O = ?

5. PaOs + 3H.O = ?

6. P2Os + H,0 = ?

7. P2 5 + 3H 2 = ?

8. S + 20 = ?

9. SOa 4- HaO = ?

10. C + O = ?

11. C -I- 20 = ?

12. COs + Ha = ?

13. 2H + O = ?

Phosphates.

Wheat contains compounds of phosphor-
ous, and most food plants in order to come
to fruitage must take phosfates from the
soil in which they grow. The phosfates
must be soluble, so that, as the rain dis-

solves it, it can be absorbed by the roots
and circulated in the sap of the plant. Soils

have to be renewed or fertilized, and fer-

tilizers contain, among other things, the
soluble phosfate LLCatPO^s, made accord-
ing to the first step in reducing the element.
This is absorbed, transformed, and assimi-

lated by the plant, especially the fruit.

Animals eat the fruit, and thus the com-
pounds of phosphorous are again trans-
posed, circulated in the system, and de-
posited wherever needed, as in the bones
and nervous tissues, and especially in the
brain. Man feeds upon either plant or
animal, and thus obtains his phosphorous.
From the human system it is excreted by
means of the blood and kidneys, as phos-
fates and microcosmic salt [HNaNH 4P0 4 ].

When the brain is hard worked, more than
usual is excreted;—in fact, there seems to

be a direct ratio between the amount ex-
creted and the vigor of brain action, as

tho each intellectual effort was attended by
the combustion of phosphorous. A simple
test of the urine will demonstrate this. At

' the start of the day the urine will, under
normal conditions, appear clear yellow.
Examine a sample of urine from the same
subject taken after a hard day's brain work,
and you will be surprised to see many
little white specks floating about. This
represents the phosphates, and while the
laboring man may show but little, if any,
of these suspended phosphates in the urine
at the end of a working day, the brain
worker will invariably manifest this condi-
tion regularly. To clear the urine in order
to test it for any solids or sediment, add a
little nitric acid. It will clear up perfectly
if the urine is normal.

Experiment No. 147.

Place about 12 heads of ordinary (not
safety) matches in a flask, as shown in Fig.
155. Have this flask (1) about half filled

with water. Proceed to distill the same by
applying the Bunsen burner under the flask,

taking care that the action does not become
too violent.

If this experiment is performed in a
darkened room a ring of greenish light ap-
pears at the level of the water in the con-
denser, where the steam condenses. After
a short time little colorless spheres of a
waxy solid collect under the water in the
second flask, which acts as a receiver for
the drippings from the condenser. If the
water is poured away, this solid begins to
give off a white smoke, and is luminous in

the dark.

(To be continued)

Learn toTreat Disease

ThisWay
This is a small reproduction of one of 22 mag-

nificent charts all of which we want to send
you ABSOLUTELY FREE, just to show you how
easily you can master Chiropractic and how successfully

you can treat disease by thiB modern drugless healing method.
These charts show the different pain and nerve ateas of

the body. The science of Chiropractic is based upon the well
known principle that when there is bone pressure on a trunk
nerve where it leaves the spinal column there will be pain in the

area it controls; and that by relieving the pressure the pain is ban-
ished. Chiropractic teaches you how to locate nerve pressure at
any point along the spinal column and how to relieve it.

BE A DOCTOR OF

CHIROPRACTIC
Advanced Science of Spinal Adjustment

The great profession that within the past few years has taken
the longest forward strides ever known in the history of drugless

healing. It has called to its ranks thousands of ambitious men and
women from every walk of life. Today it is calling more insistently
than ever because the tide has turned strongly in favor of drug-
less healing. Right now the demand for Doctors of Chiropractic
is far greater than the supply,

f If The American University method
LiCcim clt rlOmC of teaching enablesyou to study by

I- mail or in class and obtain a com-
i-| SnafP I imp plete mastery of Chiropractic in
** uFaic 1 the shortest time consistent with

thoroughness, while you hold your position. You can pay on easy
terms. From the day you enroll your instruction will be under the
personal direction of a splendid faculty of Chiropractic experts. Our
one aim will be to make you successful. We will work whole-heartedly
with you to advance your interest3 so that in a short time you, like
thousands of Chiropractors, can earn a good income.

$3000 to $5000 a Year
There are many instances of Chiropractors earning from $3000 to $5000

a year. Some upwards of $10,000. Dr. M. D. Moore, of Kentucky, re-
ports an income of $3,000 a year. Dr. L. H. Roche, New Jersey, $5,000;

Dr. Hanna, of Kentucky, over $5,000 yearly.
The success of Chiropractors in many cases has come bo quickly as to be

almost startling. And yet, it is not to be wondered at when you consider the
constantly increasing number of intelligent, thinking people who are now con-
vinced that Chiropractic is the common-sense and really scientific way to relieve
pain and disease and who, therefore, demand the services of Chiropractors.

NOW—Your Great Opportunity
Why not qualify now for this splendid profession that offers such re-

markable possibilities for making you prosperous and independent? If you
are ambitious to make money, increase your social standing and be "some-
body," our course
in Chiropractic
will point the way.
No special preli-
minary study re-

el ui red. You gradu-
ate with the degree

of D. C. (Doctor of
Chiropractic), receive
handsome diploma,

FREE, and are ready at once to open your office.

-O • ¥"* l^L j. offer at once. Regular value

bet free charts ?',' hn
e22

»r
,aBnifl

t
c^ t cha?s

i
a

$31.50. Many of .these charts
are handsomely lithographed in life-like colors. Mail coupon
and get all the facts. We will send you our beautiful new
illustrated book, full particulars regarding course, easy terms,
together with free charts offer immediately. Don't put it off
—mail coupon or send your name on a postal card—today.

AMERICAN UNIVERSITY
Manierre Bldg., Dept. 3T2 Chicago, 111.

AMERICAN UNIVERSITY
Manierre Bldg., Dept. 372 Chicago, 111.

Without cost or obligation send me by mail, your
new illustrated. 72-page book and your Free Charts
offer.

Street No. or R.F.D.,

1
H.P., 110 volts, A.C.

60 cycle, single

phase, 1 750 R.P.M.MoToRS
We have 1000 NEW WASHING MACHINE MOTORS. Those
are of standard manufacture and carry the regular factory guarantee.

Shipped in original boxes. Complete as cut.

Bought from Bankruptcy Stock
Suitable for operating Coffee Grinders, Cream Seperators, Bottle Washers,
Air Compressors . , - ^m*.

$18-50A\^ EACH

Small Lathes,
Etc.

Mail $3.00 cash or

Monev Order. We
will send CO.D. subject

to full examination.

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
Special Quantity Prl Regular Value $34

BARGAINS
In Small Motors
and Generators
Write lor Catalog

MANUFACTURERS' DISTRIBUTER

GHAS. H. JOHNSTON - West End - Pittsburgh, Pa.
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HEL-MET THE KAISER
Send one to your boy in camp;
all the boys will want them.
Anyone against the Kaiser or
Germany should wear this pin.

Same size as picture. Handsome
metal, black letters. Will wear
for years. Men and women wear
them — causes laughter wherever
seen.

Price 10 Cento

Voice Thrower 10c
Learn to throw your voice into a TBUNK,

^YissSs^vif under the bed, out in the hall or anywhere.
Lots of FUN fooling the Teacher, Janitor,
Policeman, Parents, Neighbors, or Friends.

THE VENTRILO
a little Instrument that fits into the mouth out
sight. BOYS or GIRLS can use It. NEVER

FAILSI A 32-page book on Ventriloquism sent
with the VENTRILO for TEN Cents.

NEW FORD JOKE BOOK 1919
All the latest jokes on the Ford auto. Hundreds of them,
and all good ones. Spring a new one on your neighbors.

Large book with colored cover
by mail, lOe.

Devil Resigns to the Kaiser
Everyone who reads this book Is wild
over it. Contains the following:

—

The Kaiser's Dream. A Letter from
the Devil to the Kaiser, Kaiser's
Prayer, How Satan Resigns to the
King of Devils, The Kaiser, etc.

'any other stories, jokes, etc., about
ne German Emperor. Book mailed
1(1 cents, postage 2 cents extra.

ROGEN X-RAY
Price

10 Cents
HERB. BOYS, Is

just what you want.
With this Instrument you can

apparently see through clothes, see the
bones In your fingers. Think of the fun you

have withitl Sample, by mall, TEN CENTS.

SKULL RING
Here is a handsome, up-to-date
Ring, representing a Skull and
Cross-bones. Has stones in the
eyes and looks something fright-
ful. Women won't like It, but
for men or boys It is a great
novelty. Sample, by mall. 150.

Gee ! What a Wad !

This is STAGE MONEY
Looks like the GENUINE
STUFF. Some Green backs and
some Yellow backs. Create a
BIG sensation among your
friends. The girls will all be
after you when they 6ee the wad.
BIG roll of 15 pieces by mail.
10 cents.

Boys Own Toy Maker
and Nine Other Books for 10c

Tells how to make a Telephone,
Magic Lantern, Kites, Sail Boat,
Stilts, Electric Telegraph, Pop Gun,
Red Fire, Galvanic Battery and many
other things. This book, with nine
other interesting books, mailed for 10c.

^ENCHANTED BARREL
The Most Wonderful Pocket Trick Made
CHANGE A CENT INTO A DIME

Ask your friend to drop a dime in the barrel.
When he takes it out. Behold I It Is a CENT.
You make 9 cento every time you fool them.
Never falls. They cannot get on to It. in.
Sample barrel , with directions, only.... *WC

Any three of the above articles for 25c
or any six for 50c

Royal Novelty Co. nSk^WSSCONN

110 VOLT A. C. GENERATORS

ONLY $5.00!
Holtzer- Cabot hand gen-
erators, while stack lasts,

$5.00. Order today.

Battery chargers, 6 v. 6amn.
$10.00; 7 t. 11 amp. (like
eut) $27.00: Hydro-Electric
Generator complete, giving up
to 25 v. 3% amp. D.C. $25.00.
Immediate shipment while
etocfa lasts. Order from this ad.

Watson Electric Co., Dept. II, Gas Bldg., Chicago

POPULAR ASTRONOMY.
(Continued from page 621)

There is the possibility that forms of life

may exist on these satellites of Jupiter, tho

they may, on the other hand, be barren,

lifeless worlds, such as Mercury and the

Moon. Their exeat distance from the

highly heated interior and spread out into

belts parallel to the equator and in the
direction of the planet's rotation. From
its nearest satellite all the interesting
changes of color and form that constantly
take place in the atmosphere of this great
globe could be observed in great detail.

Diagram I.—Showing the Relative Sizes of the Four Moons of Jupiter, lo, Europa, Ganymede
and Callisto, or Satellites I, II, Ml and IV Respectively, and the Moon and Terrestrial Planets
Mercury, Venus, Earth and Mars. The Distance from C to S Is the Distance from the
"Center" to the "Surface" of Jupiter. So if All the Satellites of the Planet and the Terres-
trial Planets and Moon Were Placed Side by Side Their Combined Diameters Would Fall
Short of the Surface of the Planet by a Distance About Equal to the Diameter of the Earth.

earth, never less than three hundred and
sixty-eight million miles, makes observa-
tions of their surface markings very diffi-

cult.

How beautiful beyond description must
the heavens appear as viewed from the
satellites of Jupiter! From the nearest of
these, Io, or Satellite I, the mighty planet
Jupiter presents a spectacle such as the

eye of man has never been privileged to

behold. The huge flattened globe, ninety
thousand miles in equatorial diameter, equal
in mass to three hundred planets such as
our own and in volume to nearly fourteen
hundred, fills a space in the heavens nearly

twenty degrees in extent as viewed from
this satellite. Fifteen hundred of our own
full moons would hardly fill the same space.

Whirling on its axis with frightful speed
in a period of less than ten hours, the huge
ball glides rapidly but majestically onward
thru the sky. A far distant sun shrunk to

but one-fifth the diameter of the full moon
throws light and shade across the rapidly

changing surface of the planet, rich in the

reds, browns and yellows and all the gorgeous
shades and tints of its dense, seething,

gaseous envelope. The phases of the moon
on a greatly enlarged scale rapidly succeed
each other on Jupiter as the satellite views
it from all positions with reference to the

sun. The cause of the belts of Jupiter,

that lie parellel to the planet's equator and
are constantly changing in number, width
and shade, as well as of all the peculiar

splashes of color and intensely white flecks

that come and go in the dense atmosphere
of the planet, could doubtless be explained

were it possible to view the great planet

from its nearest satellite, which is about as

far from the surface of Jupiter as the moon
is from the earth. It is uncertain whether
the planet is entirely gaseous thruout or has

a central core of solid or liquid matter.

Its density is only one and one-quarter that

of water and slightly less than that of the

sun, showing that it is composed largely, if

not entirely, of matter in a gaseous state.

Jupiter is a world as different from our
own as it is possible to imagine. There is

no visible surface crust and there are no
permanent markings. Different spots on
the planet's disk give different periods of

rotation showing that atmospheric phe-

nomena are observed. All is constant flux

and change. Dense vapors arise from a

The high percentage of light and heat that

Jupiter reflects from the sun to its nearer
satellites would make it a secondary sun
to them of tremendous size but feeble

strength. As seen from the nearest moon
the other three major moons of Jupiter

present all the phases of our own moon in

rapid succession, due to their constantly

changing positions with reference to the

sun. The five small moons, discovered in

modern times, are so minute that they are

simply star-like points of light even when
viewed from the other moons of Jupiter.

When nearest each other some of the

moons appear even larger than our own
moon does to us, but when approaching op-

posite sides of the planet their disks rapidly

diminish in size tho they never appear as

small as the far distant sun nearly five
|

hundred million miles away whose apparent

diameter is less than one-fifth that of the

full moon.
To keep track of the rapidly changing

positions and various phases of the moons
of Jupiter as seen from any one of them,

Diagram II.—Orbits of the Four Old Satellites

of Jupiter, and Satellite V, the First to Be
Discovered of the New Moons. Satellites VI
and VII Are Nearly Seven Times More Dis-
tant and Satellites VIII and IX Nearly Four-
teen Times More Distant Than Satellite IV.
The Period of Revolution of Satellite V Is

12 hours and of Satellite IX 3 Years. Scale
.5 Cm. = 200,000 Miles.
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NEW SCIENTIFIC WONDER

12
BOYS

tC.sltveRONLY.glQ FCW
You apparently see thr» Clothes, Wood,
Stone, any object. See Bonos in Flr-sh.

A Magio Trick Novelty given FREE with each X-Bay.
MARVEL MFG. CO.. Dept. 52. New Haven. Conn.

mB^ $500 REWARD
'ill nsiy $600.00 reward to anyone who
lermanently dim the brilliancy of the

I RAJAH im. diamond without destroying

stune
e RAJAH Im. Diamonds

They stand all diamond teBtfl— fire. acid, file

and glass cutting. Their brilliancy Is eter.

nal. Guaranteed for a lifetime. Set in solid

'foVe^on 30 DAYS' FREE TRIAL
If you can tell it from a real diamond return
it. Send today for our beautiful. FREE

Illustrated jewelry catalog in colore. Write DOW. .. ,
KRAUTH & REED. 159 N Stat* St.. Oopt. 20O. CHICAGO. ILL*

You Can Secure a Motor-Cycle
at Little Cost

by mounting a STEFFEY motor on
your bicycle.
They are best made, most reliable

and best hill climbers. We sell you
the complete attachment at a low
manufacturer's price, or we can sup-

ply the finished parts from which you can assemble the
motor yourself. Instructions and full size blueprints ot

drawings, 25c.

STEFFEY MFG. CO.. 5025 W. Brown St., Phlla., Pa.

110 V. TRANSFORMER
8 Volts Secondary ONLY $1 .00
A reliable transformer for all experimental work, ring-
ing bells, etc Consumes ' so little power it will not
move ordinary meter. $1.00, postpaid. Cord and plug,
50o extra.

Transformer No. 10, giving 8, 12 and 18 volts second-
ary, with plug. $2.00 postpaid. Order from this ad.

EMPIRE TRANSFORMER CO.
Dept. 11 2214 Sedgwick St., CHICAGO
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Be art Accountant-
Step Into the Job

] Higher Up Throngs.

Accountancy

Oar Free Book, "Stories of Success"
Bhows how thel.A.S. intensive bome-study course
prepared many for the bigger job and how they got it. Low
tuition; easy terms: quick results; simple, efficient method.

International Accountants Society
624 So. Michigan Ave. Oept 39-A Chicago UL

EVERY INVENTOR
should have this book, "PATENTS AND
PATENT POSSIBILITIES." It la chock
full of Ideas and practical advice, telling
what to Invent and where to sell. Write
for your copy today. IT IS FREE.

I have requests for patents upon found
inventions of all kinds. Can you help
supply the demand?
My service is individual, prompt and efficient

(14 years experience). 'Every expedient is em-
ployed to secure patents at least possible cost.

H. S. HILL, 804 McLachlen Bldg., Washington, D. C.

S
tamps:

50 diff. Belgium (large bi-color) China, Jamaica.
Portugal, Venezuela, etc., 10c; 1,000 well mixed,
40c; 100 var. U. 8., 50c: 1,000 hinges. lOo; Agts.
wanted, 50%. List free. I buy stamps. L. B.
Dover, Overland, Mo.

INDEX TO
ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER

SCIENCE & INVENTION

FOR VOLUME 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
This index contains 24 pages and shows

every article of interest that has been pub-
lished since the inception of the magazine up
to and including April, 1918.

It is absolutely indispensible to everybody
interested in any kind of electrical research
work. With it everything of importance in
the advancement of electrical science during
the last five years can be readily found.

Price
J 5c« PostPaid

EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING CO.
Book Dept. 231 Fulton St., N.Y.

as well as the rapid apparent motion of
the planet thru the sky due to the revolu-
tions of the satellite itself, would be a
troublesome task for an astronomer sta-

tioned on one of these far distant worlds.
It would be a common sight to see in the
sky at one time the huge planet, the sun
itself, and one, two or three moons. Seen
from the moons of Jupiter the contellations

would appear as they do to us on earth for

such a slight change in position as five hun-
dred million miles, more or less, is trivial

when one is measuring the relative dis-

tances of the stars. Observations of the

stars from the nearest moon of Jupiter
would be attended with difficulties at times,

however, since reflected sunlight from a body
nearly twenty degrees in diameter would be
extremely troublesome, especially were the

phases of the planet near that of the full

moon. Even from the fourth or most dis-

tant of the major satellites the planet would
subtend an angle of nearly five degrees. Oc-
cultations of the stars would be many and
frequent' as the huge planet globe glides

swiftly thru the heavens. Many a moon-
light night would appear almost as day
owing to the presence of the enormous
brilliantly reflecting ball of light and occa-
sionally two or three moons in addition.

Only the brightest stars would be seen
under such circumstances. When, however,
the small worlds pass into the shadow of
the great mother planet and not only the

light of the sun but also the reflected light

of Jupiter disappears for many minutes the

stars shine forth in all their glory there

as here. In the sky would appear, possibly,

some of the larger moons feebly shining by
the reflected light of the far distant sun.

Saturn also might be visible, but beautiful
Venus and ruddy Mars would fail to appear.
Tiny bodies, mere specks of light at this

distance, they are lost to view in the glare

of the sun.

(The next Installment will appear in an
early issue.)

ELECTRIC DEATH TRAPS IN
HUN'S RETREAT.

(Continued from page 608)

to blow the cave to pieces, and which was
connected up with an electric device to the
time-clock also. Thus did the Boches not
only hope to gas their victims, but to kill

them as well, one way or the other.

The daily press had considerable to say
in the later months of the war concerning
the many devilish and ingenious delayed
time-fuse bombs which were left behind in

many of the towns and cities of northern
France as the Hun army was being driven
toward the Rhine by General Foch's vic-

torious armies. One of the simple devices
of this nature, which was used to blow up
buildings, etc., a considerable length of time
after the Huns had retreated from a cer-
tain locality, is shown in Fig. 10. It com-
prised nothing more than a float tank simi-

lar to those used on all modern plumbing
for flushing purposes. As soon as it started
to rain, such weather being frequent in

northern France, the tank filled up and
caused the float to rise. When the float

ball reached its uppermost position it closed
an electric circuit, connected by wires run-
ning inside the building, to a heavy charge
of explosive, with results that can be better
imagined than described. These cowardly
and dastardly tricks sound quite tame and
harmless when you read them "Over Here,"
—but imagine what havoc and untold death
they have spread "Over There," where it

often happened that troops had occupied a

town for several days before some of these
delayed time fuses functioned at unex-
pected moments

!
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Siren ofort
The Perfect Man

STOP SNUFFLING!
Sneezing, hawking, spitting

and coughing. Why do you
have catarrh anyway? You
were not born with catarrh

—

you contracted it. This of-

fensive, unwholesome, disa-
greeable complaint fastened it-

self upon you and grew. Nature
is trying to prevent more serious

consequences due to the conges-

tion in your body, finds an out-

let for the accumulated waste,

by way of catarrh. You cannot
get rid of it the way you are

going—sprays, lotions, snuffing

powders, drugs and medicines
won't stop it. You know catarrh
leads to other troubles—serious

ones— throat, lungs, stomach.
Intestines—all become affected.

You can never enjoy good health
if you have catarrh ; you won't
be efficient in anything as long

as you have catarrh, and it

detracts from your personality

to be hawking and snuffling

around others._

"Build Yourself Upjj

"""Be Clean—W h o 1 e s o m e

—

Go at it the right way. Na-
medicines, and you

Let me show

Healthy—Virile,

ture's way : no drugs, .

banish catarrh from your system.

you how, by my method of health building, body
developing called

STRONGFORTISM
Its practice never falls—it builds new tissue, gives

brawn and muscle, it invigorates heart action, strength-

ens kidneys, and makes the bowels move by their own
natural strength, it makes every organ in your body

pulsate to health. Under this kind of Influence, catarrh

Quits for good, so will constipation. Indigestion, ner-

vousness, palpitation, rupture, rheumatism, weak heart,

poor memory, physical weakness, vital losses, short

wind, and all sorts and kinds of ailments and disorders.

If you are too stout or too thin, flat chested, or

round shouldered—Strongfortlsm will alter It. It will

make you grow in vigor and virility—and nervous

energy—it will restore your vitality and keep your forces

vital. No matter what your condition is now, or what
habits you contracted or indulged In—I will show that

you can renew yourself. You want to be strong,

healthy—a virile man—you want to be all that a man
ought to be and I can and will show you how to make
yourself the man that is desirable from every stand-

point.
Tell me your ailment and send three 2-cent stamps

to cover mailing expenses, and I will send you my
book. "PROMOTION AND CONSERVATION OF
HEALTH, STRENGTH AND MENTAL ENERGY,"
written for your interest and welfare.

LIONEL STRONGFORT
Physical and Health Specialist

735 Park Bldg. Newark. N. J.
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EXPERIMENTAL MECHANICS.
(Continued from page 638)

secured to the saddle. The circle should be
marked with a sharp scriber where the
boring is to be done, also its final diameter.
By bringing the work forward to the sharp
point of the scriber which is attached to

the boring rod, and slowly revolving said
boring rod, the scriber making the proper
mark, this will aid in boring the hole to the
proper diameter. At the same time you can
see whether the work is secured to the
saddle with respect to the central line of
the cutting tool, also live and dead centers.

The cutting tool is held on block T. H., or
tool holder, and is secured to the boring
rod by a set screw. The boring rod is run
between the centers and firmly attached
to the live spindle by means of a lathe dog
D to the face plate.

The novice can construct a very simple
form of boring cutter, such as that shown
in Fig. 4 This consists of the usual boring
rod, B. R., which may be of any desired
length, depending on the character of the
work. The rod should be made of tool

steel, heavy enough to prevent its springing
or bending when used in boring. The
longer the rod, the greater the chance of
springing. It is therefore advisable to make
the rod as short as possible. A one-half
inch hole is made in the center of the
boring rod, which is used to secure the cut-

ting tool. This is about the size cutting

tool that the novice will need in his work.
Another hole is drilled at right angles to

this one with a one-quarter inch drill and
tapt for No. 18-5/16 inch thread. A head-
less set screw is threaded in, a saw cut

being made on the outer end in order that

it may be screwed in with a screw driver.

The cutting tool should be made of the

highest grade, self-hardening tool steel. Its

length should not exceed one-half inch, the
diameter of the boring rod. The cutting

side of the tool is ground as indicated in

Fig. 4, its bottom edge being slightly

rounded, so that it will be prevented from
chipping or breaking.

In boring a hole in cast iron, it will be
found advisable to start with a heavy cut.

This is done so that the sand or other silica

particles that may have adhered to the cast

iron when taken from the mould are imme-
diately removed.

In the forthcoming issue the subject of

"Taper Cutting" will be considered.

(To be continued)

Experiment 108.

In 1895, Roentgen while working with
cathode rays found that a photographic

Madrid gets its electricity for lighting

and power from a hydro-electric plant 120

miles from the city.

A company in Japan has begun the pro-

duction of soda by an electrical process.

Electrically operated cash carriers for

stores have been invented, the motors of
which are supplied with current thru the

wires on which they run.

EXPERIMENTAL PHYSICS.
(Continued from page 626)

sisted of negatively charged particles, re-

membering that an electric current is an
electric charge in motion, and that an elec-

tric current tends to move in an electric

field in a direction given by the three-finger

motor rule (see Lesson 16). Hence, our
present belief that the cathode rays are

negatively charged electrons. The fact that

these rays give a negative charge to bodies

on which they fall doubly strengthens the

theory. The deflectibility of the cathode

rays in magnetic and electric fields fur-

nishes us with the necessary data for com-
puting the size, weight, and speed of the

electron. The size and weight is extremely
small, the speed tremendously large (about

100.000 miles per second).

A Brush Discharge Is Composed of Many
Fine Sparks, Forming an kffluve.

plate which he happened to have near the
cathode ray tube blackened on development,
just as if it had been exposed to light. On
investigating, he found that a radiation out-
side the tube always accompanies the pro-
duction of cathode rays. These radiations
differ in many ways from cathode rays and
are called Roentgen (or Rontgen) rays
after their discoverer, also X-rays, the name
given to them by their discoverer. These
rays result from the sudden stopping of

the cathode ray. The kinetic energy of the

cathode ray when suddenly stopt by en-
countering an obstruction produces an elec-

tromagnetic disturbance which travels out-

ward from the suddenly arrested particle.

A Simple Spark Discharge from an Induction
Coil.

The velocity of the X-ray is found to be
the same as that of light. For the produc-
tion of concentrated X-rays, a special form
(the focus tube) of cathode ray tube is

used (see Fig. 97a). Cathode rays coming
from the concave spherical surface c con-
verge and strike platinum plate P, where
X-rays are generated which radiate in a
hemisphere as illustrated in diagram.
By moving a zinc sulfid screen around

the tube, we find that the X-rays cause
fluorescence. If the hand or some other
object is placed on a photographic plate

and X-rays are allowed to strike the plate,

a short exposure will give an X-ray photo-
graph (see Fig. 97b), because of the ability

of X-rays to penetrate many substances
opaque to light. This makes possible the
photographing of interior parts of the
human body for diagnosis. X-rays are sim-
ilar to cathode rays in that they cannot be re-

Fig. 95- B. The Cathode Is Concave and
Spherical. The Anode Consists of a Small
Piece of Very Thin Platinum. The Cathode
Rays Are Converged, Focus on the Platinum
and Are Therefore very Concentrated. The
Platinum Incandesces, Thus Showing the

"Heating Effect" of the Cathode Rays.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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fleeted or refracted as light can, but they
are different in many important respects.

X-rays penetrate many substances which
cathode rays cannot (X-rays pass right

thru glass, whereas the cathode rays do
not). X-rays cannot be deflected by elec-

tric or magnetic fields and hence cannot,

like cathode rays, consist of electrically

charged particles. The real nature of
X-rays is still unknown. Lead seems to be
the most difficult substance for X-rays to

penetrate. Hence, lead is used as a screen

to shield objects from X-ray action. Care
should be taken in experimenting with
X-rays as their penetrating power results

in serious flesh burns under either pro-

tracted or oft repeated exposure to them.
(To be continued)

THE MANUFACTURE OF VACUUM
DETECTORS.

(Continued from page 630)
than the filament when the, tube is jarred.

After adjustment on the plate and grid

has been made, the assembly is inserted into

the prepared tubes and the end seals made.
A snort length of small diameter tubing is

attached to the seal at one end of the tube,

this being for connection to the pump mani-
fold. The tube is then carefully annealed
and is ready for exhaustion.

A number of tubes are sealed on the
manifold in the oven and the temperature
is gradually increased to 900 degree!
Fahrenheit (480° C.) at which point the
pumps are started. The tubes are heated in

this manner before the pumps are started

so that the air contained in the tubes may
conduct the heat to the central elementi
and drive off the occluded gases (i.e., gases
held in the molecular interstices of the
wing, filament and grid structure). When
the pumps have produced a vacuum of one
micron, the temperature of the tubes is

very gradually increased to 1000 degrees
(540° C). At this point they must be
watched very closely as the melting point

of this glass varies greatly and should the
walls of the tubes become soft, the vacuum
would cause collapse. From one micron,
the vacuum slowly increases, and after

about five hours of continuous pumping the
tubes are sealed off at the manifold and al-

lowed to cool in the oven.
McLeod gages are used in the measure-

ment of vacua but I have found that a
much more accurate vacuum comparison
can be made using a large induction coil.

For this purpose an electrode is sealed to
the manifold or at some point in the vacuum
line. One terminal of the coil is con-
nected to this electrode and the other coil

terminal is connected to the low vacuum
pump. A calibrated spark gap is used on the
coil and when the vacua is high enough and
the residual gases are properly pumped from
the tube a spark will jump the gap without
a glow in the vacuum line or tubes. The
vacuum used in the tubular detector will

permit a five inch (12.5 cm.) spark be-
tween needle points in air.

Prof. Richardson has shown that when
new metals are heated to incandescence
they emit positive ions, probably because of
the impurities or gases in the metal. I

have found that this positive discharge
must be eliminated to obtain maximum
sensitiveness of the tubular detector, and
this is accomplisht during the manufactur-
ing stage by burning the filament on alter-
nating current for about two hours. Tubes
that have not been treated in this manner
are found to be less sensitive than those
in which the positive ionization has been
destroyed.

A VERTICAL CABINET TYPE
COUPLER.

(Continued from page 631)
ENDS FOR THE COILS

It is necessary now to cut a base end to
fit the five inch primary coil and two for

ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER

the four and one-half inch or secondary
coil, from three-eighths inch wood (white
pine may be used, as it is quite soft and
easy to handle). When thus cut they are
placed on top of each other and two one-
eighth inch holes drilled about one and
one-half inches apart and toward one end.
They must, of course, be in alignment, as

they are for the slider rods. The center
must also be free as in one of the four and
one-half inch covers fifteen holes are to

be drilled for the fifteen secondary taps.

The respective taps of the secondary are
drawn thru in order and the ends nailed

to the coil with brass nails. Care must be
taken to get the openings for the sliders

directly under each other. The completed
secondary is shown at Fig. 4, and also the
sliders and their arrangement. The sliders

are made from No. 8 copper wire which is

stretched taut by screws at the top of the
cabinet. A screw eye is inserted into the
top for varying the coupling, as will be
described presently, and the primary is

screwed in place (see Fig. 4).

THE CABINET

Very little need be said about the material
for the cabinet, perhaps, as the building of
this depends entirely upon the ways and
means of the Amateur, so only the meas-
urements will be given. The cabinet is

made like a box except that the top and
back are not put into place until the ap-
paratus is mounted. The front panel is

one-half inch thick, twenty-six inches high
and eight and one-half inches wide (J4 inch
Bakelite makes an excellent job) ; the sides

are six inches wide.

SWITCHES, SWITCHPOINTS AND METHOD
OF VARYING THE COUPLING

The switches were made at a cost of eight
cents each, using also such odds and ends
as are found in any laboratory. The knobs
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Learn Mechanical Drawing

AEE you earning more
than the average

• man ? If not, my
offer will interest you. I offer you the

best service that my school affords. I

offer you my personal instruction in me-
chanical drawing. I offer to teach you
expert draftsmanship in your own home.
I offer to fit you for the high-paying
position of draftsman in one of the

United States government departments
or one of the great machine shops of

America. I offer to do all this at a reasonable

expense to you, and in a comparatively short time.

The drafting field is not crowded. It never was.

It probably never will be. You cannot make a
mistake by taking up draftsmanship. I do not

know of any single profession open to men today

which offers better opportunities. As I have said at

the beginning of this article, draftsmen are earn-

ing $35 to $100 per week.
There is a demand for men who complete my

course. I cannot supply graduates fast enough. Many of

them are taken even before they complete their course.

This unusual demand is explained by the fact that my
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GET "CHEMCRAFT" for Christmas!
Perform all kinds of wonderful chemi-
cal experiments and tricks that will

amase and puzzle your friends. Learn the
principles of Chemistry and have real fun
at the same time. Get your outfit now 1

Chemcraft No. I—$1.25
West of Mississippi River and in Canada—$1.80

Chemeraft No. 2—$2.50
West of Mississippi River and in Canada—$3.00

Chemcraft No. 3—$5.00
West of Mississippi River and in Canada—$6.00

Be sure you get "CHEMCRAFT," the original
and most complete and scientific chemical outfit.
Ask for it by name at your Toy Store, or send
price and we will deliver direct prepaid.

The Porter Chemical Company
Industrial Bldg.

Hagerstown
W. Washington St.

Maryland

35 MILES PER HOUR
Built by a boy from Junior parts fur-
nished by us. Any boy can build this

car. Parts very cheap. Send 26
cents for blue prints and price list
of parts showing how to build this

eedy little car.

Violin, Hawaiian Guitar
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or no charge. Complete outfit free. Write at o"ce—no obligation.

SLINGERUND SCHOOL OF MUSIC, Dent 422, CHICAGO, ILL
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BOYS ! We have received scores of letters like Ibu
W. A. ROTHWELL, M.D., Kendrick, Idaho
Automatic Rubber Co., Columbia, S. C.
Gentlemen: Enclosed find personal check for

$l. Kindly oblige me by forwarding two Zip-
zips: the last I ordered were perfect In every
way. Yours sincerely, W. A. Rothwell, M.D.

The doctor savs they are O. K.. boys. Order from us or Cft-
your Sporting Goods Store. Zip-Zip complete only

AUTOMATIC RUBBER CO., COLUMBIA, S. C.

TELEGRAPH PICTURES
This picture of Wilson re-

ceived over Leishman Picture
Telegrphing Machines. Will
transmit pictures, maps,
drawings and handwriting.
Send for descriptive folder.

L, J. Leishman, Dept. T
Ogden, Utah

SimAVIATION
Learn of the great opportunities in this Lew

{1,000,000,000 industry. Thousands of men needed.
Learn bymail—free book tella how.Write at once.
NATIONAL AERO INSTITUTE, Dipt 744|M»rlooBld|.,Cbie«go

Primary

were purchased from a hardware store.

These are glass drawer knobs and have a
brass shell into which the glass knob is

cemented ; also a screw is fitted into the
end. Five of these are needed. The switch
blade is cut from a piece of springy brass
or nickel. Cut two pieces three inches long
and taper down one end (see Fig. 5). The
other end must be made to fit the knob. A
hole is drilled into this end and the blade
is soldered to the brass cup ; bend the con-
tact end as shown. Also cut two pieces one
and one-half inches long for the secondary
switches and fasten in the same way and
to the fifth knob solder the hand of a clock.

The switch points are common uphol-
sterer's nails with the brass tops and small
washers to fit the under side. After the
wire has been drawn thru a hole drilled

in the cabinet for it, it is twisted around
the nail and the loop thus formed pushed
far down into the hollow of the cup of
the nail. A small amount of flux and a
piece of solder about one-quarter the size

of a split pea is

placed into the cup
which is held hol-

low upward. A hot
iron is now touch-
ed to the nail, and
the solder will

melt flush and
make an excellent

connection. The
washer is now slipt

over the nail and
the nail driven in

place. The wash-
ers are not essen-
tial but make the
heads of the switch
point protrude
more. (Fig. 5.)

The method of
varying the coup-
ling is by a cable
and drum arrange-
ment. Rack and
pinion methods need accurate workmanship
for them to operate correctly, so this novel
home-made method was devised. After the
clock hand has been soldered to No. 5 knob,
a twenty-four inch (circumference) wooden
wheel is fastened to the screw of this knob.
This wheel is locked in place and a
bearing is made to fit the other end of the
screw, so that there will be a fairly good
axle and bearings formed, one bearing being
the front panel. A bent piece of brass will

answer for the other end. A piece of
leather is fastened in such a way as to cause
friction against the wooden wheel. A piece
of cord is nailed to the wheel and wound
around the groove ; the cord passing over a
small pulley and secured to the screw-eye
on the upper end of the secondary (see
Fig. 4).

ASSEMBLY
Along the mid-line of the panel and four

and eight inches up from the bottom, re-
spectively, drill two holes to fit the screws
of the switches. Above each of these drill

two smaller holes for wires which will go
to antenna and ground. Draw the flexible

wires thru; solder to switch blade (Fig. 5)
and put switch in place. Place a spring on
the under side of switch to keep it tight.

Describe an arc with each switch and using
about two-thirds of a complete circle for
the arrangement of switch points, divide
them equally into the area thus allowed.
Drill holes for the wires of the switch
points, solder to switch points as already
described and hammer into place. Then
seventeen inches from the bottom and two
inches from the mid-line each way, drill

holes for the switches of the secondary.
Mount the sixteen switch points in place
as per diagram for connections.
Put the top on the cabinet with the bolts

(eye-bolts) for slider rods and tighten the

rods
;
finally put on back. The diagram of

the assembled coil is shown in Fig. 7.

There are many advantages of this type
cabinet, as it is both compact, inexpensive
and neat. It does not allow dust to settle

between the windings and prevents the
entrance of other foreign matter. One
complete turn of the coupling knob will

change the coupling completely. Accurate
tuning of the primary is worked out to a
very fine extent and the novel arrangement
of the secondary tuning will be seen to

have many merits, as any portion of the
coil may be used and the direction of cur-
rent may also be reversed. Often the
coupling will not have to be changed in

order to vary the secondary, as both
switches may be moved and so bring an-
other portion of the coil into play.

With a galena detector stand and using
a "radiocite" crystal, this outfit cannot be
beaten and other stations were brought in

that never were heard before. This may
have been due to the excellency of the

hook-up for Primary and secondary

Todet &phonesj

Fig 6
?econo'arj)

Hook-Up of Primary and Secondary Windings On Vertical Coupler.
Note That Secondary Switching Circuit Permits of Reversing th«

Polarity of the Circuit.

crystal, but the coil has something to do
with it, in my estimation.

SOLAR ENGINE USES SUN'S
ENERGY.

(Continued from page 607)

Messrs. Shuman, Boys, and Ackerman,
engineered and built a large solar energy-
plant at Meadi on the Nile, Egypt. This
plant developed 100 h.p. The total area of
sunshine collected was 13,269 square feet.

The maximum pounds of steam generated
was 12 pounds per 100 square feet of sun-
shine, or the equivalent, to i8j square feet
per brake horsepower. The best hour's run
developed, at atmospheric pressure, 1,442
pounds of steam. Hence (allowing 22
pounds steam per brake horsepower) the
maximum; output for an hour was 55.5
horsepower (about ten times better than
any previous results). This means 63 brake
horsepower per acre of land occupied by the
plant. Moreover, no marked reduction in
the horsepower produced was noticeable in
the early hours of the morning or in the
late hours of the afternoon.
The temperature of the sun, as afore-

mentioned, has been calculated to be about
6,000 degrees centigrade. Several authori-
ties point out that this terrific heat there-
fore precludes any possibility of the sun
being a molten mass in the process of com-
bustion. It has been thought recently by
many to be a great mass of matter possess-
ing to a remarkable degree radio-activity
akin to radium. Helmholtz proposed that
the sun could keep on producing energy at
its present rate by accounting for same on
the basis of a slight annual shrinkage in its

size. From observations and measurements
You benefit by mentioning Vie "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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of this heavenly body made from year to

year it has been computed that the age of
the sun would, on the shrinkage basis, be
17,000,000 years.

The radiant energy received from the sun
at the outer surface of the earth's atmos-
phere is equivalent to 7,300 horsepower per
acre. Of this about 70 per cent, or, roughly
speaking, 5,000 horsepower per acre, is

transmitted thru the atmosphere to the land
surface proper of the earth, at noon on a
clear day. Lesser amounts, of course, are
received in the early morning and late after-

noon, owing to the greater thickness thru
which the energy must pass.

Relative to the basis upon which solar

energy is calculated for the earth's surface,

this is generally made, it may be said, on
the "solar constant," as it is termed, ascer-

tained from 696 tests conducted by the
Smithsonian Institute of Washington, in

various parts of the world, which resulted
in accepting 1.93 calories per square centi-

meter per minute, equal to 7.12 British ther-

mal units per square foot per minute. This
is an average value, all things considered.

Only about three-fifths of the solar radia-
tion produce any impression on the earth,

and it is only the radiant energy which falls

on some material body that is converted
into heat. The best body for this conver-
sion having been ascertained to be a dead
black one.

"ODD PHOTO" CONTEST.

(Continued from page 616)

as to work the strings. Fourthly, it was
indoors on a cloudy day. I simply guest at

the time—about 25 seconds for each expo-
sure (double exposure) and let 'er go at

that. The streaks are the strings ; the
lenses were between the two strings. I did-
n't expect it to be any good at all. So if

you have any extra dollars flying around,
send pne out to Iowa. Fred Wagner,

Burlington, Iowa.

NOVEL PHOTO OF CITY AND
LIGHTNING AT NIGHT.

The photo I submit is a picture of a city

at night, taken from a high mountain near-
by. The object of taking the picture was
to "snap" the lightning.

Rob't Sullivan, Canon City, Colo.

AT LAST—A PHOTO OF "BALL
LIGHTNING."

Speaking of "Odd Photos" or something
for the "bug" to worry about, I think I

have it here, in the form of two actual
photographs, either of which contain any
kind of lightning one would want, i.e.,

chain, ribbon or ball.

These photos were taken about six
months ago (Pardon the selfishness) on
the same night and about five minutes apart,
during a very damaging electrical disturb-
ance in this locality.

I may be wrong in my conception of the
impression on the right side of photo No. 1

(the upper left photo) being ball lightning,
but would suppose it to be such. This pic-
ture is an exposure of 30 seconds. There
was no artificial light of any kind in front
of the camera. This phenomenon was not
perceptible to the eye—or at least was not
observed.

If this be ball lightning we then know
that ball lightning is of an oscillating or
pulsating nature, as is evident from the
path taken by the ball. Possibly this is a

potential of one sign seeking its affinity or
opposite potential sign, in order that it may
neutralize. Following the path of the ball

it comes in at the base of the ribbon dis-

charge at the left, whence it travels straight

across, almost parallel to the wires in the
background, then it comes to rest in the

upper right hand corner. It now slowly
follows an irregular path with a few stops
and makes its exit into the heavens, no
doubt to join its patiently waiting other
half.

Photo No. 2 (lower center) is a 3 minute
exposure, during which time the camera
was moved once but very slightly, as you
see from the double print of the chimneys
in the background. In this picture will be
seen innumerable paths of the light ball

where it has traveled at various speeds.

L. E. Church, Bailesville, Okla.

EXPERIMENTS IN RADIO-
ACTIVITY.

(Continued from page 636)

radio-active study. It is thought unneces-
sary here to give further experiments in
this phase of the subject as they will sug-
gest themselves to the reader. It is an in-
tensely interesting subject and the reader
will derive both beneficial knowledge and
pleasure from his experiments. There are
many other properties of these substances
besides their ionizing power which will be
taken up in later articles.

(To be continued)

BUILDING A 3-INCH SPARK
STATIC MACHINE.

(Continued from page 633)

should reach the comb and thus prevent the
escape of the electricity before it reaches
the metal points.

An iron ring placed on the conductor
heightens its capacity. This consists of an
iron wire bent in a circle and then well
insulated with paper, which is later var-
nished with shellac.

If the handle of the machine is turned
towards the combs, electric sparks can be
drawn from the small ball attached to the
end of the brass wire holding the comb.

It is unnecessary to explain the uses of
Leyden jars and other apparatus which can
be used in connection with this machine, as
any "Physics book," under the heading of
"Electricity," describes a number of them.

THE CITY OF SPLENDID NIGHT.

(Continued from page 623)

footed torch-bearers led the way. None of
them, proud souls, ever saw their doorways
in fullest beauty, the beauty that is electric,
that softens rude prominences while it

throws a lustrous, enchanting glow over
fine design and decoration.

The "City of Splendid Night" forever
calls me to fresh delights. I go the way of
a side street at the beckon of a light and,
anon, find myself before the stately pile of
a church, mirrored against the sky by the
guardian pillar of radiance that stands be-
fore it. Later I come upon a green park
bordered with electric jewels. Here I seat
myself and watch the trees play tag with
beams of electric brilliance.

BigMoney forBoys

!

Learn

ELECTRICITY
There is a wonderful opportunity right now

for boys who like electricity. Thousands of

men from the electrical industry have gone into

the service and others are going every day.
Boys who are ambitious and will train them-
selves in spare time can ste^ into good positions

and play a real part in winning the war by
carrying on their work. Good salaries are

offered with rapid promotion.

For 27 years the International Correspond-
ence Schools have been training boys for suc-

cess in electricity and over 200 other subjects.

They wiil help you prepare right at home for

a position in the line of electrical work you like

best—or in any other work that appeals to you.

Thousands of boys, through I. C. S. training,

have stepped into fine jobs, but never were
opportunities so great as now.

Let the I. C. S. help you. Choose the work you like

best in the coupon below, then mark and mail it today.

This doesn't obligate you in the least, and it will bring

you information that may start you on a successful

career. This is your chance. Don't let it slip by.

Mark and mail this coupon now.
-TEAR OUT HERE"

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
BOX 6172, SCRANTON, PA.

Explain, without obligating me, how I can qualify for the
position, or in the subject, before which I mark X.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
Electrician
Electric Wiring
Electric Lighting
Electric Car Running

Q Heavy Electric Traction
Electrical Draftsman
Electric Machine Designer

Q Telegraph Expert
I Practical Telephony

MECHANICAL ENGINEER
Mechanical Draftsman
Ship Draftsman
Machine Shop Practice
Toolmaker

D Gas Engineer
CIVIL ENGINEER
Surveying and Mapping
MINE FOKF.M'N OSt ENG'R
ARCHITECT
Architectural Draftsman
PLUMBING AND HEATING
Sheet Metal Worker

CHEMICAL ENGINEER
SALESMANSHIP
ADVERTISING MAN
Window Trimmer
Show Card Writer
Outdoor Sign Painter
RAILROADER
ILLUSTRATOR
DESIGNER
BOOKKEEPER
Stenographer and Ti-nlst

Cert. Pub. Accountant
Traffic Management
Commercial Law
GOOD ENGLISH
STATIONARY ENGINEER
CIVIL SERVICE
Railway Mail Clerk
Textile Overseer or Sunt.
AGRICULTURE
Navigator Spanish
PonltryRaising ID French
Automobiles \'Z Italian

Present
Occupation.

Street
and No

Cit

YOU CAN MAKE BIG PROFITS
WITH HB BATTERY CHARGER
Others are making $100 to SI 50 a month
extra profit. So can you. No experience
necessary. Write for full particular! or
send $15 with this ad. to put this
money - making HB 500 watt

Charger in your garage on trial

order. Balance in 9 monthly pay-
ments of $20 each. No risk. Abso-
lute money-back guarantee. Delay
means lost profls. Order today.

Hobart Bros. Co. Box IE, Troy, Ohio

Bliss

Electrical

School

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Condensed Course—Complete In On* Year
Sound, scientific, practical—without frilli.
For young men of energy and character.
26th year opens September 25th. Write
for new catalogue.
260 Takoma Avenue, Washington. D. C.

Sow onAVIATION
Learn of the great opportunities in this new

$1,000,000,000 industry. Thousands of men needed
Learn by mail—free book tells how.Writeatonce
NATIONAL AERO INSTIT UTE. Dipt 744] Morton flldg.. Chicanr
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N Chiropractic
ur U9 ,W (DRUGLESS HEALING)

You can easily and quickly trei your Doctor's degree

and genuine University Diploma from the well-known,

educational institution, Chlcogo University of American

ences, and enter a modern profession paying others

$5,000 and more a year, simply by taking our

true PERSONAL SERVICE INSTRUCTIONS in

CHIROPRACTIC durine spare lime m home. ONLY

course offered by a legally organized school thai

Guarantees Satisfaction or Refunds Money

tly students today have big incomes. Thousands

iclped to success and riches. Let us help YOU.
Write for proof and special offer of a 12 volume

Reference Library FREE loi a few days.

. D.E, WOOD, 17 N. State, Suite E l Chicago.

THE MIDGET SLIDE RULE
will add, subtract, multiply, di-
vide; solve problems involving even
and uneven roots and powers. 41 so
gives the logarithms of aumbers
and the Sines and Cosines, Tan-
gents and Cotangents of all angles.
Its operation is very simple; quick-
ly solves any mathematical prob-
lem. Durably made of metal.
Adapted for shop and office use.
Pits the pocket. 3& inches diam-
eter. Price with Instructions, $1.00
Your money back ll you are not satisfied

GiUon Slide Rule Co., Niles Mir'.

Perfected Gasoline Engines

—

1 and Vk b_ P.—for Farm
and Shop use. Price $27.60
and up. Also

WASHING MACHINES
We 9hip on trial. Send for

Booklet and Special Offer.
SIEVERKROPP ENGINE CO.
1401— 19th St., Racine, Wis.

STARTER for. FORD CARS

MUSIC TAUGHT FREE
4 j Jhf

j
tf

Uou cftri ritcud 7Utw>tt *t£u

In Your Home. Write today for our booklet. It tells
how to learn to play Piano, Organ, Violin, Mandolin,
Guitar, Banjo, etc. Beginners or advanced pupils.

American SchooS of Wvsic f 57 Lakeside Bldg., Chicae"

PHONOGRAPH
PARTS FOR ANY STYLE MACHINE

Build your own cabinets
We show you how

Circulars and Instructions 10c.
Motors, Reproducers, etc. sold

Electro Mechanical Parts Co.
Dept. E 1G0 No. Wells Si- Chicago, II

MATHEMATICS MADE EASY
The Arcascope—the Combination Triangle
with a Brain—will multiply, divide, figure
percentage and proportion, solve all problems
In trigonometry and geometry, draw symmetri-
cal figures, plot arcs, etc. Superior to any slide
rule. Simple to operate. Also includes a
TRANSPARENT TRIANGLE, PROTRACTOR and v&lTHREE RULES. Used at Columbia University, W-
West Point, U. S. Aeronautic Schools, etc. Only 85
cents Postpaid. Order today before you forget.

Dept. S. L. J. LEISHMAN CO., Ogden, Utah

SAVE 25% to 60%
ODBlIfrhtly oeed

GRAFLEX- KODAKS
Caiiicra« «jid Lenses ef erery deeorlptloa.
Squat to new S»pf money Write now for

Free Bargain Book and Catalog
ilatlnff hundreds of money - saving bargains In
llffhtir usedlujnny used and new cameraa and suppl
Roods sold on 10 Hays* Free Trial. Money back
_,pot satisfied. You take no chances demUns

in the photographic bus^
oeasover Ifi < Write Now

CENTRAL CAMERA CO., Peat 171 124 St, Wabash Chicagt

WHY "FLUNK"?
Latin, Stodents? "CAESAR"-FI RST 8 BOOKS-

"CICERO", "ORVIRGIL" -and others-, translated, word fa word
into ENGLISH. Complete, clolhbound, $2.00 each, postpaid.

MONONGAHELA NOVELTY CO., BOX 299, M0N0NGAHELA, PA.

Printing* Cheap
^=-^Cards, circulars, labels,book. paper. Press $6.

Larger $20 Job press SS5 up. Save monev. Print
for others, big profit. All easv, rules sent.
Write factory for press catalog.TYPE.cards,
paper THE PRESS CO. D-47 Moriden, Co-n.

EBB33033BSBmSBI
for Auto Tires. Doable mileaee. prevent blow-
outs and punctures. Easily applied in any ti.e.
Thousands sold. Details free. Agents wanted.
Amer.Accessories Co., Dept.53.Cincinnati

Learn Watchwork, Jewelrywork and
.4« ~ A flne trade comm&ndinff a. mod mi-

ll ii aiv,iinuiat •icweujwurit aim
Fnerravina A flne 114(18 commanding a good eal-
*-J"5,aT*"5 ary, and your services are always In
demand. Address HOKOLOGICAL Department,
Bradley Institute. Peoria, m.. for our latest catalog

You may know the white lights of the
night, so do I, but I also know where are
to be found those more precious sights of
the city, made possible by night and elec-
tricity. And so I wander lovingly thru the
"City of Splendid Night," and visit its

shimmering shrines.

The Park at Night

WHEN next you walk abroad at night,
choose Central Park, and preferably
that part of it which ranges south

of Seventieth Street. Enter to the left of
General Sherman and follow the friendly
bypath that skirts the Japanese Lake, where
the swan boats ride at anchor. I call it the
"Japanese Lake" because the first sight of
it, thru certain trees bent and burdened
with weird charm, suggests a Japanese
print, wherein the towering Plaza becomes
Fujiyama. The while you stand the lake
gathers lustre from many sources, taking
toll of light until its tiny, radiant body
seems a great, luminous tear, dropt from
the eye of God.

You can't know Central Park until you
see it at night, and then it is no more the
park than the city surrounding it that
thralls you. Each season has its own par-
ticular charms

; but it is best to consult your
almanac prior to making the excursion, for
no moon is wanted at such a time. The
lights of Manhattan should not be dis-
turbed, or marred, and a cloudy night, tho
with rain yet a long way off, is to be
especially desired.

In truth some of the rarest charms of
this great enclosure are the vantage points
it offers for viewing the glowing city. From
each hill and hollow and rustic bridge you
see sights that make you feel Nature has
prepared a wonderful gallery in which you
may stand and see the thousand pictures
painted by Night and Electricity.

And the wonder of the lighting. Never
have pictures been hung for exhibition with
more rare understanding of the art of
presentation. Never has favored critic at
private view found color and arrangement,
composition and subject, more effectively
displayed than finds he who will be guest
of Central Park as he stands witness to the
glory of Manhattan.

Off to the South and West flare great
electric signs surmounting high buildings.
Warm and colorful they hang in the sky;
aerie, detached beacons of fantastic shape,
winking at the night and rippling thru
darkness. Rows of lighted windows speak
cheerfully of life. From the summit of a
tiny hill streaking traffic is visible in its

shooting rays of warning speed.
Within trie sylvan solitude the voice of

the city speaks faintly, and its sparkling
eyes are veiled with the romance of con-
trast, that ever comes when Nature spreads
her green mantle in the midst of man's
activities.

Oh, the wonder of the city from the park

;

and then the wonder of the park within
the city. Here Robin Hood might dwell
and Peter Pan feel a charm as 'luring as
his finest scenes in Kensington Gardens.

If you would really see all the spirits of
the wood gathered together in carnival,
then stand at the Northern limits of the
Mall and, half closing your eyes and rising
on tiptoe, look down its length. Fill your-
self with the full beauty of the fairy court.
It is precisely lighted with soft, glowing
globes. Here and there stand set pieces of
statuary, grotesquely gigantic, forever try-
ing in their rigid way to cast strange
shadows for each competing light that falls

on them from either side and from across
the Mall's milky way.

As sure as you believe in fairies, they
are here. Some lurking behind these
statues, snuggled in the robust curves of

r ou benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.

back and base. All waiting in thrilling ex-
pectancy their turns to dance and frolic in
the silvery glow. The scene will surely
enchant you. Earth-weight passes, the
senses are ethereally acute, you feel the
pulse of Beauty, and the heart within you
takes fire.

So lives the radiant poetry of Central
Park. It is there for all of you who will
go with vision for its picturing. It is the
great gallery exhibiting the Light of Man-
hattan.

New York in the Rain.

BLOT out the stars. Draw a leaden
mantle of cloud across the heavens.
Let the skies open every pore, until

earth rejects the surfeiting torrents. Fields
are sodden, woods sullen, villages sordid,
and all the open country a sticky mass of
morbid moisture.

But old New Amsterdam is glorious !

So fare you forth and witness the won-
ders of this city of cities in the rain. The
perfect time is during the first silent hours
of the morning. Then you may surprise it

in the full splendor of its bath. The build-
ings stand stark, dripping, and in great
masses rise triumphant thru the drenching.

The gutters are long panels of flowing
mirrors which break and shatter into ten
million fractions in reflections, where
treacherous corner grills suck them into
roaring depths. About each light that
punctuates the avenues and streets there is

a hazy glow. Here sparkle the jewels
thrown overboard by the clouds in an effort
to lighten their ballast.

As tho hoisting themselves on the liquid
ladder of the storm, the ascending mingled
lights of the city burnish the grey vault
above with golden copper, as the hearth-
flames picture themselves in the kettle
swinging from the crane.

The romance of Masonry and Electricity
is before you. It is a drama done in pour-
ing pantomime. The scenery is maVle of
steel and stone, with all the city on the
stage. Footlights and spotlights get their
life from giant dynamos and turbines
swiftly milling greater light than Nero made
when sacrificing Rome.
Now pause, while the clouds are discharg-

ing their cargoes; if you will halt between
tall buildings and bear your face to the
rain for a full upward glance you will know
somewhat of the feeling of the mountain
traveller when he stands in the spray of
some vast waterfall. Deep down in the
canon he pauses while the rays of an unseen
sun paint a rainbow on the struggling tor-

rent at the spot where the unleashed waters
hurl themselves from the cold embrace of
the rocky heights.

Again you stand before great arches open-
ing into the halls of commerce and mark
the silent sentinels picking luminous arcs
out of the night and rain and sending many-
colored reflections into the shadowed re-

cesses as fire-brands challenge the darkness
of some echoing cave.

So we see the many-sided city at its bath.

The city that has been the sweetheart of an
endless procession of goodly men. The city

of which O. Henry sang so sweetly and of
which he wrote so understandingly. Great
is Diana of the Madison Square Campanile.
Great is the Lady of Liberty Light. But
greater still is the city over which they
reign.

When storm breaks at night Manhattan
blooms; she blossoms gorgeously in the
downpour, and bathes majestically. And
so, when drenching clouds cut off our
view of the campfires of the guardsmen
of the heavens, we feel an increased thrill

in the shining of our faithful keepers of
the curb, the stars of the street.
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5.00 4.00
5.00 4.75
7.00 6.50
6.00 5.35
5.00 4.10
4.00 3.50

4.00 3.75
6.00 4.85
4.00 3.75

Write for Special Prices on ANY Publication not listed here
We will save you money

SEND ALL ORDERS TO "CIRCULATION DEPARTMENT"

EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING CO.,
233 Fulton Street, New York City, N. Y.

SEND FOR OUR FREE SUBSCRIPTION CATALOG

nc.

Scores of Publishers are increasing their prices overnight. Protect yourself by subscribing NOW
You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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Opportunity Ad-lets
VOU will find many remarkable opportunities and real bargains in these columns. It will pay you to read and investigate the offerings

1 made every month by reliable firms and dealers from all over the country. No matter what you may be seeking, whether supplies, automo-
bile accessories, the opportunity to make money, or anything else, you will find listed here the best and most attractive specials of the month.

Advertisements in this section seven cents a word for each insertion. No advertisement for less than 50c accepted. Name and address
must be included at the above rate. Cash should accompany all classified advertisements unless placed by accredited advertising agency.

Ten per cent discount for 6 issues. 20 per cent discount for 12 issues from above rate. Objectionable or misleading advertisements
not accepted. Advertisements for the February issue should reach us not later than December 22.

CC FfM A I NOTICF Owing to the large increase in circulation the classified advertising rate be-
M-t\*M.X~kM^ itV/llV/Li ginning with the February issue will be 7c per word. However, all orders

or reservations for a period not to exceed one year, which are received not later than December 20, will be
accepted at the old rate of 6c per word

EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING CO., INC., 233 Fulton Street, New York, N. Y.

fee
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Automobile Accessories

More Power, Less Fuel, No Carbon. No mys-
tery, plain facts, results guaranteed. Write for

booklet. S. O. Automobile Accessories Co., Balti-

more, Md.
Fords Start Easy in Cold Weather with our

new 1919 carburetors. 34 miles per gallon. Use
cheapest gasoline or half kerosene. Increased
power. Styles for any motor. Very slow on
high. Attach it yourself. Big profits to agents.
Money back guarantee. Thirty days' trial. Air-
Friction Carburetor Co., 270 Madison, Dayton,
Ohio.

Lubricant Carbon Remover Solves the Carbon
Problem. When your motor loses power, when
it knocks, bucks and overheats, don't monkey
with the carburetor. Send for a can of Lubri-
cant Carbon Remover. Every can guaranteed.
Price $1 prepaid. Agents wanted. W. A. Engelke,
3257 Bishop St., Cincinnati, Ohio.

Kwik-Fix Rubber Compound. Better than any-
thing you have ever used. Repairs auto tires,

innertubes, ignition wires, leaky auto tops, cuts
and thin spots in rubbers, rubber boots, hot
water bottles. At your garage or by mail 35c.

Merriman, Freehold, N. J., Dept. E.
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Motorcycles
Motorcycles from $25 up—New and second-

hand. Easy terms, large list to choose from, all

makes. Send 4c stamps fer Bulletin "A." Peer-
less Motorcycle Co., Watertown, Mass.
iiiliilllilliiiinni ) iinnaiMiiiiui win iiiiiiiiiiisiiuBi iiiiiijiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiilil

Agents Wanted
Insyde Tyres, inner armor for automobile tires,

double mileage and prevent punctures and blow-
outs. Quickly applied. Costs little. Demand
tremendous. Profits unlimited. Details free.

American Automobile Accessories Co., Dept. 54,

Cincinnati, O.

Hel-Met The Kaiser Pin—Latest war novelty.
Biggest hit out, every patriotic citizen wants
one. Sample 10c. Wedge Mfg. Co., "KM," Bing-
hamton, N. Y.

$10 Daily refinishing chandeliers, brass beds,
automobiles by new method, without capital or
experience. Free particulars and proofs. Write
today. Gunmetal Co.. Ave. D, Decatur, 111.

Hindoo Magical Secrets. Wonderful book, 1919

edition limited, 25c. Sample 12c. $2 per 100.

Better order quick. Dept. X, Lindhorst Magic
Shop, St. Louis, Mo.
Sterling Fibre Brooms: Outwear five corn

brooms, guaranteed one yea r
, $ : -25 postpaid;

agents wanted. Keystone Fibre Broom Co., 618

Duquesne Way, Pittsburgh, Pa.
iiiiiiiiniiiii ,isi: 11 mi i iiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

Help Wanted
iniimi

Men Wanted to make Toy Soldiers, Army,
Navy and other toys. Homeworkers on small
scale, manufacturers on large scale. Greatest
chance for industrious people for independent
business. Enormous demand and future in
"American-made toys". This new American
work stands out conspicuously. Factories have
been established, people trained, machinery made
with energy and success. Dealers don't want to
handle any others except "American-made". We
buy these goods all year, paying fixed prices.
Experience or tools not necessary. Hundred and
more made complete per hour. Casting form out-
fits $3 up. Booklet and information free. Toy
Soldier Manufacturing Co., 32 Union Square,
New York.

To Ascertain the Vocation for which you are
best adapted send for Zancig*s Revised Horo-
scope. Send date of your birth and 25c. Prof.
Zancig, 109 West 87th St., New York.

Monthly income paid those writing lists of
names for us at home, spare time; no supplies to
purchase, no investment, expense or other work
required; postal brings particulars. National
Exchange, Box 1001, New York,
nil itiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiipiririi'iiiBiiiiiifiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 11:1,. 11,1111 1111 iiiinwiiii 111m iniiiiini

Phonographs
Build Your Own Phonographs and manufacture

them for profit. Drawing instructions, Parts,
Price List, Blue Prints, etc., complete, sent free
upon request. Write today. Associated Phono-
graph Co., Dept. E-i, Cincinnati, Ohio.
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Phonographs—Continued
Build Your Phonograph. "Perfection" high-

quality spring and electric Motors, Tone Arms,
Reproducers, Wonderful results. Big saving.
New catalog and building instructions mailed
for ten cents. Indiana Phonograph Supply Co.,
Indianapolis, Indiana.

Charlotte, N. C. M
Oct. 4, 1918. a

Electrical Experimenter Pub. Co., =
233 Fulton St., New York.

jjjj

Dear Sirs: g
It certainly was SOME RESULTS. M
I've almost worn out a good typewriter. MM
Just about exhausted myself writing.
Used all the paper in this part of America. HI
And about Gone Busted" buying postage H

stamps. m
Now, I'm a-goina quit, and will never do H

it again, or at least I won't promise to an- W
swer all the letters I received from an Ad H
that I put in the "E. E." B
The letters are still coming in.—The 3

apparatus advertised has long since been 1!|
sold. Every piece of it, The letters are =
from all over the United States, AND =
ELSEWHERE. Received one today from 31
Shanghai, China. Can you beat that. I'm _§
enclosing the letter from China. __=

It's a great life, if you don't weaken. B
I wish to THANK the "E. E."—Some §§

circulation. _|
Very Respectfully, _§

G. R. SMATHERS, M
403 N. Brevard St., Charlotte, N. C. m

Miscellaneous
Tobacco or Snuff Habit Cured or no pay.

$1.00 if cured. Remedy sent on trial. Superba
Co., SA, Baltimore, Md .

Catch Fish. Descriptive folder containing
valuable information mailed for stamp. George
Julian, Albany Building, Boston.

Wanted—Small Gasoline and Steam Engines.
Cash paid for 1 to 4 cylinder light weight
Motors. yA to 10 H.T. Johnston, West End,
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Your Technical Troubles can be solved. We
handle all technical problems pertaining to de-
sign, calculation, installation, etc., promptly and
correctly for $1 and up. We invite your corre-
spondence. E. Duskis, Technical Advice Bu-
reau, 1760 Bergen St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Cigarette, pipe or chewing habit conquered.

Nature's method. Guaranteed. Write for free
brochure. Edw. J. Woods, TA-300, Station F,
New York.

Fountain Pen Free with a $1.75 order of ink.
Eighteen" packages, each package contains
enough material to make twenty cents' worth
of blue-black ink. Trial package ten cts., three
for 25 cts. Kralovec & Co., 2344 Altgeld St.,
Chicago, 111.

"Quick Process Duplicators." Makes 100 copies
in 10 minutes. Remarkable time-savers. Thou-
sands in use. Write for free illustrated circular.
Heyer Duplicator Co., 160-EE, N. Wells St.,
Chicago.

Pyorrhea—H. E. Kelty, D. D. S., M. D., pyor-
rhea specialist for 15 years, has developed a
successful home treatment for pyorrhea. Puri-
fying, healing, preventative. Full month's treat-
ment and booklet, $1. Circular free. Dr. H. E.
Kelty, Glenwood & Woodland Aves., Leonia, N.J.

We Have a limited number of beautiful art
Eictures on hand of Nikola Tesla and Dr. Lee

'e Forest. These make a handsome decoration
for any laboratory or workshop and should be
prominently displayed. Price for both, prepaid,
ioc. Experimenter Pub. Co., 233 Fulton St., New
York City.

"Opportunity Ad-Lets" bring quick results.
Over 100,000 circulation, net. Other firms axe
making money—so can you. For proof address
Classified Department, Electrical Experimenter,
233 Fulton St., New York City.
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Business Opportunities

I made $20,000 here past four years making
burial vaults. Will start you in same permanent
business without capital. Absolutely no selling.
Stamp brings details. Charles Murphy, Dept. 3,Bloomington, Ind.

Enter a New Business. Earn $3,000 to $6,000
yearly in professional fees making and fitting a
foot specialty, openings everywhere with all the
trade you can attend to; easily learned by any-
one at home in a few weeks, at small expense;
no further capital required; no goods to buy;
job hunting, soliciting or agency. Address
Stephenson Laboratory, 18 Back Bay, Boston,
Mass.

I Made $30 a Week, easy money, evenings
home. Free Booklet explains. Mail Order Busi-
ness. Send stamp. Alec. Scott, Cohoes, New
York.

Make Die-Castings. Sketch, Sample, Booklet,
and Proposition, 12c. R. Byrd, Box 227, Erie, Pa.

"Quick-Action Advertising—How it is Build-
ing Business for the Progressive Advertisers of
America"; A little story of RESULTS, told by
the advertisers themselves—not the publisher.
You will be interested in reading this little
booklet, which we have prepared for prospective
advertisers, a copy of which will be gladly
mailed to you upon request. It tells you how
to talk business with 1,000,000 intelligent, inter-
ested and responsive Americans every month

—

men who know what they want and who have
the money to buy it. Write for particulars and
rates today. Douglas Wakefield Coutlee, 225
West 39th Street, New York.

Build up an Income in Oil—Others are doing
it—Why not you? Today is the opportunity.
Join our easy monthly payment plan NOW—itmay mean hundreds in profits. Write for in-
formation. National Oil Drilling Co., Dept. K,H ouston, Texas.

WANTED—Specialties for mail order house.
What have you to offer. Stone Specialty Co., 11
Broadway, N. Y.

Manufacturers: Advertising and Toy novelty
with an unlimited field. Protected. 3166 Third
Ave., New York City.

Amazing profits manufacturing backyards Fuel
Briquettes, cheapest fuel known. Stamp. Cali-
fornia Products Company, San Mateo, California.

You can letter Automobiles, Windows, Trunks,
etc., without previous experience, by Transfer
Process. Make $27.50 on $2.50 outfit. Auto Mono-
gram Supply Co., 87 Niagara Building, Newark,

Incorporate your business under the common
law. No organization tax; no franchise tax; no
federal corporation tax; certificates not taxable;
stockholders exempt from company debts; do
business anywhere; directors reside where you
wish; lowest cost organization possible. Com-
mon Law Organization Co., 4 Randolph, Detroit,
Mich.

Dollars Yearly in Your Backyard. No ginseng,
mushroom dope. New ideas. Investigate. Par-
ticulars free. Metz, 313 East 89, New York.

Business Worthwhile. I Start You silvering
mirrors, Plating tableware; Plans Free. Clar-
ence Sprinkle, Dept. 48, Marion, Indiana.

$30 a Week, Evenings. I made it with a small
mail order business—continued my regular job
daytimes. Free booklet tells how, 2c postage.
Alex. W. Scott, Cohoes, N. Y.
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Auctions

Auctioneers make from $10 to $50 a day. Free
catalog. Missouri Auction School, Kansas Cit
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Postcards

Twenty Pretty Assorted Postcards 10c. 45—20c.
Castle Co., N. Locust, Hagerstown, Md.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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Wireless

Bargains— 10,000 W Wireless Coils complete,
guaranteed, 90c, send postage. Also, 25.000 Wire-
less Coils without vibrators, 45c, send postage.

A. Dubs, 1534 Pitkin Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Best Radio Hook-ups for Damped and Un-
damped Waves, Amplifiers, etc. Blueprinted
with full instructions, 60 cents postpaid. Luther
Reiner, Bexley, Ohio.

Better stock up now on switches and switch
points for that new set. Circular describing the

most perfect on the market sent free. Eureka
Secondary Co., 6939 S. May St. Chicago, 111.

Morehead All-Purpose Vacuum Tubes: Last

50% longer; require less hi- voltage; eliminate

STATIC; SUPER-sensitivel Have one ready
Avoid the RUSH later 1 Satisfaction GUARAN-
TEED; absoTIVELY. $6.50 each—FIVE for

$25.00! Somerville Radio Laboratory, Eastern
Agents, 102 Heath, Somerville, Mass.

Electrical Supplies and Appliances

Recha7gTT"a7y"Teils~for five cents. Directions

loc. Gilbert, 8 Chestnut, Binghamton, N. Y.

Tungsten Steel Magnets U type. Have a num-
ber of these magnets weighing 2 lbs. each and
will lift 6 or more times their own weight.

$1.75 while they last. Henry Althaus, Bluffton,

Ohio.

Blueprints for building of Spark Coils from
to 12" with Instructions. 50c. each. Also

or Wimshurst Machines, etc. Also repairs

made and parts machined, after sketch. The
B. & H. Electric Laboratory, City Hall Station,

General Delivery, N. Y.

Electrician*. Send $i.So for 16 blue print sift

Motor Windings. 10 A. C. Single, two and three-

phase, and 6 D. C. or set of 20 A. C, 6 D . C, and
6 Rotary Converter Drawings for $2.25. Connect-
ing and Winding made easy. Superior Electric

Company, Lock Box, 1372, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Electricians and garagemen: You need the blue-

print for building the E102 test and trouble finder

and directions for making tests. Locates shorts,

grounds, opens in armatures; Oil or water soaked
secondary cables on ignition units; Traces any

Eower or lighting circuit; Hundreds of tests can
e made with it. Send 25c for blueprint and

directions. The Data Exchange, P. O. Box 1018,

7th Floor, U. B. Bldg., Dayton, Ohio.
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Formulas

fo

160 Formulas, resilvering mirrors, renewing
dry batteries, luminous paints, mechanics' soap
25c, lists 2c. "Bestovall, Box 543-E. Chicago.

Formulas for Every Purpose. H. Krause, 2746

So. Karlow, Chicago.
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For Inventors

Inventors—Market and secure your inventions
through National Institute of Inventors, World
Bldg., New York City. Membership co-opera-
tive organization.

Legal advice on any subject, Mfg., commercial,
trade information In Re. inventions—patents.
Hanlon, 1201-Arch, Philadelphia.

Inventors! Attention! I have valuable infor-

mation how you can protect your inventions for

two years before patenting it without expense or
risk, full instructions, 25c. H. B. Lambert, 55

Willow Ave., North Pelham, N. Y.
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Tricks, Puzzles and Games
1000 stage tricks with 500 illustrations. Cata-

logue ioc, small catalogue FREE. Hornmann
Magic Co., Sta. 6. 470 Eighth Avenue, New York.

Tricks, Puzzles, Jokes, Toys, Games, Novelties,
Doll and Cane Racks, Plays, Wigs, Stage Sup-
plies, Escapes and Illusions. Large 1917 catalog
free. Oakes Magical Co., Dept. 549, Oshkosh,
Wis.

Black Art Hindoo Experiments, copyright
1919 Edition, 25c. Invisible Ink. Free Trick.
Catalog each order. Lindhorst Magic X Shop.
St. Louis.

Stamps and Coins

Stamps—61 all different free. Postage, 3c.

Mention paper. Quaker Stamp Co., Toledo, Ohio.

California Gold, Quarter size, 27c; Half-dollar
size, 53c; Dollar size, $1.10; Large cent, 1820,

and catalogue, ioc. Norman Shultz, Kings City,
Mo.

500 Finely Mixed United States or Foreign
Stamps, 12c. Philatelic Star, Madison, N. Y.

225 Different Stamps 25c. Fred Onken, 546
Carlton Avenue, Brooklyn, New York.

We buy and Sell Old Money. $2 to $500 each
gaid for hundreds of coins dated before 1895.

.eep all Old Money. Send 10 cents for new
illustrated Coin Value Book, 4x7. You may
have valuable Coins, get posted. Clarke Coin
Company, Box no, Le Roy, N. Y.

200 all different really fine Postage Stamps,
23c. Dayton, East Foxboro, Mass.

Scenery for Hire
Collapsible Scenery for all Plays. Amelia Grain,

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

For Inventors

Inventions Commercialized. Cash or royalty.
Adam Fisher Mfg. Co., 205 St. Louis, Mo.
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For Advertisers
20 Word Ad. in 100 Pulling magazines, $1.80.

About 75,000 readers. Send copy now. Lind-
horst Magic Shop, St. Louis.

Advisory Correspondence free. Profitable
letters, folders, booklets, follow-ups, plans.
Reasonable charges. Pontifex, 62 Frank Street,
Ottawa, Canada.

"Quick-Action Advertising—How it is Building
Business for the Progressive Advertisers of

America"; A little story of RESULTS told by
the advertisers themselves—not the publisher.
You will be interested in reading this little

booklet which we have prepared for prospective
advertisers, a copy of which will be gladly
mailed to you upon request. It tells you how
to talk business with 1,000,000 intelligent, inter-
ested and responsive Americans every month

—

men who know what they want and who have
the money to buy it. Write for particulars and
rates today. Douglas Wakefield Coutlee, 225
West jpth St., New York.
niysjIBPIUIMIMI^

Printing
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prepaid, $1.00. Southwestern, 1413-H Berendo,
Los Angeles.

50 Bond Letterheads, 50 linen cards, 50 en-
velopes, 3 lines, $1.00. Shamrock Press, 86 Mit-
hoflr, Columbus, Ohio.

Calling Cards. Your name on 25 high-grade,
pasted bristol cards together with a famous
Brown cardcase, 25c. The Barker Press, 17 Gib-
son St., Medford, Mass.

Song Poems Wanted
Write the Words for a Song. We write music

and guarantee publisher's acceptance. Submit
poems on war, love, or any subject. Chester
Music Co., 538 S. Dearborn St., Suite 265, Chi-
cago.
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Chemicals
80 Chemicals $5. Chemical outfits as previously

advertised containing 80 chemicals now again for
sale at $5. Swimmer Chemical Co., 1849 Park
Place, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Novelties
Genuine Indian Baskets—Wholesale and Re-

tail. Catalogue. Gilham, Highland Springs,
California.
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News Correspondents
Earn $25 Weekly, spare time, writing for

newspapers, magazines. Experience unnecessary;
details free. Press Syndicate, 566 St. Louis, Mo.
amranimniimoimmDnninniimm^

Motors, Engines and Dynamos
Small"Motors and Generators: 1000 New Motors

and Generators from Bankruptcy Stock, Yi H. P.
A. C, $18.50 each; H. P., $30.00. Battery
Charging Sets—Robbins & Myers new outfits, all

sizes, $30.00 each and up. Charging Lighting
and Moving Picture Arc Generators, $10.00 each
and up. Motors for all phases of current. Im-
mediate delivery. Less than Y2 regular prices.
Write for late bulletin. Johnston, West End,
Pittsburgh, Penna.

Boilers, Engines and Machinery. Werner Ex-
tract Company, Mechanicville, New York.
nrnmmmiNiiiiinMiiBnMiiniitinTimmimammmiir^

For the Hair
I Was Bald. Obtained hair growth by an

Indian's ointment containing genuine bear oil and
rare plant juices. Many others have good hair-
growing results. Will send box, postpaid, with
recipe, ioc. John Hart Brittain, 150 E. 32nd St.,
BA-300, New York.
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Photo Developing
Mail Us 15c with any size Film for development

and 6 velvet prints. Or send 6 negatives any
size and 15c for 6 prints, 8 x 10" mounted enlarge-
ments 35c. Prompt, perfect service. Roanoke
Photo Finishing Co., 255 Bell Ave., Roanoke, Va.
Kodakers: How would you like to get a 9 x 11

enlargement of your best negatives free? Drop
us a card right now asking about it. Films de-
veloped at ioc per roll, prints 3c, 4 and 5c each.
Satisfaction guaranteed. Ford's Foto Studio,
Ellensbure, Washington.
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Telegraphy
Telegraphy and Railway Accounting taught

thoroughly and quickly. Unprecedented demand
for both sexes at Big Salaries. Oldest and largest
school—Est. 45 years. Catalog free. Dodges In-
stitute, Seventh St., Valparaiso, Ind.
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Patent Attorneys
™"Patents'™

—
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Not due until patent allowed. Send sketch for
free report. Books free. Frank Fuller, Wash-
ington, D. C.

Inventions Wanted! Manufacturers constantly
writing us for patents. List of inventions ac-
tually requested and book "How to Obtain a
Patent" sent free. Send rough sketch for free
report regarding patentability. Special assist-
ance given our clients in selling patents. Write
for details of interest to every inventor. Chand-
lee & Chandlee, Patent Attorneys, Est. 21 years.
551 7th St., Washington, D. C.

Patent Your Own Inventions. Save attorney's
fees; we prepare applications; furnish full in-
structions and give satisfaction. Free informa-
tion. Carl Larsen Co., Park Row Building, New
York City.

Millions Spent Annually for Ideas! Hundreds
now wanted I Patent yours and profit. Write
today for free books—tell how to protect your-
self, how to invent, ideas wanted, how we help
you sell, etc. 212 Patent Dept., American In-
dustries, Inc., Washington, D. C.

M. F. Miller, Ouray Building, Washington,
D. C, Patent Attorney, Mechanical and Elec-
trical Expert. Best quality of work and results.
Moderate charges. Advice free.

Your Idea Wanted. Patent Your Invention.
I'll help you market it. Send for 4 free books,
list of patent buyers, hundreds of ideas wanted,
etc. Advice free. Patents advertised free.

Richard B. Owen, Patent Lawyer, 130 Owen Bldg.,
Washington, D. C, or 2278T Woolworth Bldg.,
New York.

Dogs, Birds, Pets

Ideal Xmas Gifts: Collier, Fox terrier, B. &
Tan, Pekingese, Pomeranian, Boston, Canaries,
Angora Kittens. Send 3c for bargain list. Shady-
dell Kennels, Work, Pa.
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Books
Free—$5,000 worth of valuable books as pre-

miums. Write for more information and cata-
logue; it's free. I have many books on Natural
healing, personal magnetism. Clairvoyance, seer-
ship, Hypnotism, Mesmerism, concentration,
character reading, mind power, etc. Tell me your
wants. A. W. Martens, JX8, Burlington, Iowa.

Electricity Made Simple, 233 pages, 108 illustra-
tion, $1 each prepaid, or send for circulars.
Satisfaction guaranteed. M. E. Kraybill, Jr.,
Boiling Springs, Pa.

Blueprinted Charts—Send 25c for "15 Experi-
ments in Chemistry" and circuar of other new
things. Royal Publishing Co., Box 1054, St. John,
N. B., Canada.

Books for Real Live People. Lists free. J. E.
Sheridan, 417 E. 151st St., New York.

Money saving magazine offers. Send for free
catalogue. F. C. Johnson, 1620 East 68th Street,
Chicago. 111.

Bookkeepers and Business Men—Something dif-

ferent in Bookkeeping. Perfection Business Sum-
mary. Makes business 100% more interesting and
satisfactory. 800 in 4 cities. John Capehart,
Frankfort, Ky.

World-Romic System, Masterkey to All Lan-
guages. Six Textbooks, $1.44. French Chart, 37c;
Spanish, 37c; Aviation Dictionary, $1.50. French-
English Aviation Dictionary, 61c. Languages,
143 West 47th, New York.

Learn to Become an Acrobat—Our 10 lesson
course teaches you. Send 75c for Lesson No. I,

or circular free. Only course in America on
acrobatics. Royal Publishing Co., Box 1054, St.
John, N. B., Canada.

How to Locate Oil, Minerals and Valuable Sub-
stances by Wireless; Scientific Book, $3 postpaid.
Astral Child Publishing Co., Corpus Christi,
Texas.

To Get Better Pictures: Read the Amateur
Photographer's Weekly; illustrated; weekly prize
competitions; print criticisms; many unique fea-
tures; $1.50 per year; three months' trial sub-
scription 25c. Abel Publishing Company, 401
Caxton Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio.

Old E. E. Back Numbers: We have some valu-
able old E. E. back numbers on hand as follows:
1915—Jan., March, April, June, July, Aug., Sept.,
Oct., Nov., Dec, price each 35c. 1916—Jan., Feb.,
March, May, June, August, Sept., Oct., Nov.,
Dec, price each 35c. 1917—Jan., Feb., March,
Apr., May, June, July, Aug., Sept., Oct., Nov.,
Dec, each 35c. 1918—Jan., Feb., Mar., Apr., May,
June, July, Aug., Sept., Oct., Nov., Dec., each 20c.

We can fill orders at once upon receipt of your
remittance, and if you have not these numbers
already, now is your chance to get them, as they
probably will be snapped up very quickly. Ex-
perimenter Publishing Co., 233 Fulton St., New
York City.

A Binder for The Electrical Experimenter will
preserve your copies for all time. Price, 50c.

Postage on 3 lbs. is extra. Send for one today.
Experimenter Publishing Co., 233 Fulton Street,
New York City.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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Scientific Exchange Columns
THE quickest medium in the country for buying \

-I these ads each month—you'll not find bigger bargains anywhere.

NOTICE of CHANGE
you need o r disposing of anything for which you have no further use. Read

Effective with February, 1919, Issue

Advertisements for the February issue must

Beginning next month, these exchange ads. will be run m the

regular opportunity ad-let columns under a separate sub-heading,

"scientific exchange ads." This will give exchange ads. a better posi-

tion and insure their being seen by every reader of the magazine. Ihe

rate will be the same as for all other classified ads—7c per word, with

a discount of 10% for six consecutive insertions and 20% for twelve,

reach us not later than Dec. 22.

EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING CO., 233 Fulton St., New York City

For Sale—6 H.P. 4 cylinder Universal Engine

and 55 amp. 60 volt D.C. Generator, $250. Will

take typewriter or wireless as part payment.

Herbert Lauber, Geneva, Nebr.

Swap—Electrical apparata or small camera for

field glasses or telescope or what you have.

Lloyd Solomon, Cordele, Ga.
.

First Twenty. Dollars takes Goodell-Pratt

bench lathe. Same as new, been in use only one

month. Am buying large engine lathe so must
sell. C. C. Cole, Whittier, Cal.

Trade—Movie Machine and Seneca Camera for

wireless goods. Frank Gaede, Winamac, Ind.

Blacksmith Post Drill, $5, 1918-9 Volume Ma-
chine Shop Library, $9. Bosch Magneto Twin
Indian Motor less carburetor, $15. A. Ryder, Box

58, Argo, 111.

Exchange—Winchester .22 Repeating for .22

Automatic. Good condition. Panaro, 1478 First

Ave., New York City.

Swap—Two $5 Erectors, books and magazines
for phonograph or offer. Beaver, 556 West 184th

St., New York City.

Exchange—2a Ansco Camera with leather car-

rying case. Mecanno Set 4; 29 Test tubes 1x6.

Want good wireless instruments; receiving pre-

ferred. Letters answered. Kenneth Cook, Tren-

ton, Mo.

Sell—New $25 Electric Train, $10. Harold Tin-

ker, 3448 Aldrich, So., Minneapolis, Minn.

Edison Exhibition Motion Picture Machine to

Exchange—Want chemicals, chemical apparatus,

motorcycle, or typewriter. Valuation, $85. H. E.

Robinson, 126 S. Stewart, Sedalia, Mo.

Swap—Electrical goods. Want half to two K.W.
Transformer and Rotary spark gap. Warwick,
2535 10th Ave. So., Minneapolis, Minn.

Wanted — Wireless transformers, ammeters,
quenched gap, etc. Sell or trade Automatic
Photo Button Machine, cost $150; also Automatic
Stereopticon, capacity eighteen slides. Prefer

Wireless goods. Radio Amateur, Marion, 111.

Wanted—Screw-cutting Bench Lathe. W. T.

G ravely, Danville, Va.

For Sale—14 H.P. turbine with flash boiler and
condenser. Want omnigraph. Joe Martin, Hop-
kinsville, Ky.

Wanted—Wireless goods, describe fully. Will
pay cash. Merle Hawkins, 1015 Prescott, Canon
City, Colo.

Wanted—Round Audion, 1 K.W. Oscillation
Transformer, Aerial Switch, Rotary Gap. Eugene
Bc-ckley, Milton, Pa.

Sell— 15 dial omnigraph and other things. Her-
see . Burlington, Ontario.

Electrical Laboratory for Sale. Send for list of

apparatus and parts. Ray Wengel, 29 W. Doty
St., Madison. Wis.

Will Buy—No reasonable offer refused. Tubu-
lar Audions, other makes also, variable con-
densers mounted and unmounted, Blitzen pre-

ferred; Blitzen amplifying transformer. Audion
impedance coils. Sell now, give description and
time used. State lowest price. Aubrey Tholin,

1339 5th Ave., Rockford, Illinois.

Wanted—A few old hand stereoscope views, 50c

each for certain kinds. Write for information.
John Murray, Remington Hotel, Eddystone, Pa.

For Sale—Hydroplane. Length sixteen feet,
beam 5 feet. Electric lights including searchlight.
Automobile Steering Wheel and controls. Name:
Sea Gull. Double cylinder Gray two cycle, high
speed, twelve horsepower motor. Speed 20 mile
per hour. Decks and bulkhead mahogany fi:

ished and varnished. Double waterproof hatches
Fastest boat of her class on Indian River. Win-
ner of many races. In perfect condition; just
painted. Don't wait until someone beats you to
it. Shipped for first $200 check. Atlee Gulledge,
c/o Coast Guard Station 206, Fort Pierce, Fla.

For Sale—One set E. I. Co. S. P. 2000 ohm
Phones, new, $2.50. One 120 Egg Electric Incu-
bator, 110 volts, $18. One 3 pole 75A Knife
Switch, $2. One Small Moving Picture Machine
with 100 w. 110 v. lamp (without reels), $2. One
large Electric Bell, $1. One Boy's Mechanic Vol.
2, $1. One 2 cap. no v. Electric Stove, $8. Edwin
L. Murrill, Lewisburg, W. Va.

Will Exchange complete motorcycle engine for
Johnson skates. W. A. Schoenheider, 5431 So.
Ashland Ave., Chicago.

Amateurs—Bugs—Send stamp for my list of
Radio Apparatus, Electrical Goods, Ancient and
Modern Coins, Swords, Arrowheads, Chemical
Laboratory, Rifle, Movie Projector Lens, etc.
Luther Reiner, Bexley, Ohio.

Marionettes, miniature people who walk, talk,
sing and dance. Five professional figures. Will
sell for cash or exchange for Smith Motor
Wheel or similar outfit. The Wallaces, Baraboo,
Wis.

Bargains—New $25 Stewart Speedometer, $15.
Book and others. Write Worth Bailey, Park
Ave., Johnstown, Pa.

CARNOTITE
(Radium Mineral.) The Ameri-

can Pitchblende found in Colorado,

from which Radium is extracted.

A generous piece, enough to con-

duct experiments, such as affecting

photographic plates thru opaque

material (similar to X-Ray pic-

tures), first made by Sir W.
Crookes and Mme. Curie, is fur-

nished in neat, wooden box.

URANIUM ORE
(Radio-Active)

Containing about 35% of pure

Uranium; also Radium and Va-

nadium. One of the most rare

and interesting minerals. Twenty

milligrams are furnished in glass

vial protected by lead cover.

One box of Carnotite and one

vial of Uranium Ore as described

above sent prepaid. 50c.

SIDNEY SPECIALTY CO.
233 Fulton St., New York City

BOYS, LOOK! Electric MOTOR
Some hummer. Develops wonderful power.

Will run your Erectors, Meccanos, etc. Works
on 1 to 6 dry cells, storage battery or A. C.

transformer. Mounted on hardwood base.

Has Vi in. grooved pulley. On two cells you
can hardly stop it with your finger. Buns all

kinds of toys. Has nickeled steel frame and
copper armature. PuU50 cents In stamps In

an envelope.

FREE
A V/2 volt tungsten flashlight

lamp if you order at once.

Use Coupon BelOW, Return mail will bring you Mo

C. D. WOOD ELECTRIC CO., Dept. 60, 441 Broadway, New York City.
SIRS : Send me a MONOCOIL Motor. Enclosed find 50 cents.

Name

Address ,

CORE WIRE
We have been fortunate in securing thru auction several tons of guaranteed pure, double

annealed Norway Iron Core Wire and are selling this wire to "Experimenter" readers

At Pre-war Prices 20cts lb.
This wire is just the thing for spark coils, transformers, etc., and it Is, of course, a very much

more superior product than the usual iron wire. We absolutely guarantee the quality.

If you ever thought of building a spark coil, transformer, or similar apparatus, now is the

chance to get the right material for it. As far as we know this is the only lot of iron Norway Core
Wire in the hands of any dealer at the present time, and none can be gotten until after the war.

We have only two sizes left

:

26 INCHES 36 INCHES
Thickness about No. 21 B and S

If either of these sizes should be too long we advise cutting the wire down yourself by means
of shears. It will pay you to do so as real Norway Iron Wire, sold by a few dealers last year,

brought from 40c to 50c a pound. American core wire now sells for from 30c upwards per pound.

As long as the supply lasts we offer this wire as described above to our customers at the very
low price of 20c a pound. Order at once.

ELECTRO IMPORTING CO., 231 Fulton St., N. Y. C.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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No. EX2002

C«nr\HE BOY'S ELECTRIC TOYS" contains enough mate-
1 rial TO MAKE AND COMPLETE OVER TWENTY-

FIVE DIFFERENT ELECTRICAL APPARATUS with-
out any other tools, except a screw-driver furnished with the outfit. The box
contains the following complete instruments and apparatus which are already
assembled

:

Student's chromic plunge battery, compass-galvanometer, solenoid, telephone
receiver, electric lamp. Enough various parts, wire, etc., are furnished to
make the following apparatus :

Electromagnet, electric cannon, magnetic pictures, dancing spiral, electric

hammer, galvanometer, voltmeter, hook for telephone receiver, condenser,
sensitive microphone, short distance wireless telephone, test storage battery,

shocking coil, complete telegraph set, electric riveting machine, electric buz-
zer, dancing fishes, singing telephone, mysterious dancing man, electric jump-
ing jack, magnetic geometric figures, rheostat, erratic pendulum, electric but-
terfly, thermo electric motor, visual telegraph, etc., etc.

This does not by any means exhaust the list, but a great many more ap-
paratus can be built actually and effectually.

With the instruction book which we furnish, one hundred experiments that
can be made with this outfit are listed, nearly all of these being illustrated

with superb illustrations. No other materials, goods or supplies are neces-
sary to perform any of the one hundred experiments or to make any of the
25 apparatus. Everything can be constructed and accomplished by means of
this outfit, two hands, and a screw-driver.

The outfit contains 1 14 separate pieces of material and 24 pieces of finished
articles ready to use at once.
Among the finished material the following parts are included : Chromic salts

for battery, lamp socket, bottle of mercury, core wire (two different lengths),
a bottle of iron filings, three spools of wire, carbons, a quantity of machine
screws, flexible cord, two wood bases, glass plate, parafflne paper, binding
posts, screw-driver, etc., etc. The instruction book is so clear that anyone can
make the apparatus without trouble, and besides a section of the instruction
book is taken up with the fundamentals of electricity to acquaint the laymau
with all important facts in electricity in a simple manner.
We guarantee satisfaction.

The size over all of the outfit is 14 x 9 x 2%. Shipping weight, 8 lbs. (PC flf)

No. EX2002 "The Boy's Electric Toys," outfit as described <jW.UU

IMMEDIATE SHIPMENTS

231 Fulton St.

NEW YORKELECTRO IMPORTING CO.,

A Sample of What You Can Do
With This Outfit

T h i 3 Illustration,

made from an actual

photograph, shows
only a very few in-

I struments that can
' be made with the

Boy's Electric Toy»:
Electric Pendulum,
Electric Telegraph,
Current Generator.
Electric
Dancing
Spiral. Gal-
vanometer.
Space does
not permit
us to show the hun-
dreds of experiments
that can be performed with this wonderful

The "Electro" Radiotone
HIGH FREQUENCY SILENT TEST

BUZZER
This instrument gives a wonderful high

pitched MUSICAL NOTE in the receivers,

impossible to obtain with the ordinary
test buzzer. The RADIOTONE is built
along entirely new lines; it is NOT an
ordinary buzzer, reconstructed in some
manner. The RADIOTONE has a single
fine steel reed vibrating at a remarkably
high speed, adjusted to its most efficient

frequency at the factory. Hard silver con-
tacts are used to make the instrument last
practically forever.

Yes, the RADIOTONE is SILENT. In fact, it Is SO silent that you must
place your ear on top of it to hear its beautiful musical note.
You will be astounded at the wonderfully clear, 500 cycle note, sounding

sharply in your receivers. To learn the codes, there is absolutely nothing
like It. With the radiotone. a key and one dry cell and ANY telephone, a.

fine learner's set is had. Two or more such se'.s in seriis will afford no
end of pleasure for intercommunication work. Shipping Weight I lb. A

Radiotone as described each "K Qfl
IMMEDIATE SHIPMENTS «p.«/V

The "Electro" Telegraph

is not a toy, but a practical,
honestly built telegraph outfit,

which not only sounds but works
like the big commercial instru-
ments. By studying the code
for 30 days you can become a
first-class telegraph operator.
Such operators are in big de-
mand now. Outfit consists of
TWO complete telegraph instru-
ments each measuring 3Vz x 2Vz
x 2*4. All metal parts are high-
ly nickel plated, including key
lever. Note hard rubber knob.
Telegraph Code Chart, telegraph
blanks and connecting wire comes with set, but no batteries. Outfit works
on 2 dry cells (one cell for each instrument). The "Electro" is the ONLY
Outfit that works both ways, each station can call : no switches, no extras.
Nothing to get out of order. Guaranteed to please you or money
back. Price Complete as Illustrated (TWO INSTRUMENTS)..

Shipping Weight. 2 lbs.
IMMEDIATE SHIPMENTS

11 \J CTJl L 1 fU>.

$1.25

The "Electro" Codophone (Patents Pending)

What this fh1 FfcOremarkable ^BJP
Instrument is

and does.

The "Elec-
tro" Codo-
phone is
positively the
only instru-
ment m a d e i

that Willi
imitate a 500 (

cycle n o t <

exactly a£
heard in. a
Wireless re-
ceiver. The
loud-talking receiver equipped with a horn, talks so loud that you can hear
the sound all over the room, even if there is a lot of other noise.
THAT'S NOT ALL. By lessening or tightening the receiver cap, a tone

from the lowest, softest quality, up to the loudest and highest screaming
sound can be had in a few seconds.
FOR INTERCOMMUNICATION. Using two dry cells for each instru-

ment, two Codophones when connected with one wire and return ground,
can be used for intercommunication between two houses one-half nule apart.

_
One outfit alone replaces the old-fashioned learner's telegraph, set, con-

sisting of key and sounder.
The "Electro" Codophone is a handsome, well made instrument, fool

proof, and built for hard work. Contacts are of hard silver Vs inch in
diameter, that will outlast the instrument.
There is also a neat code chart and full directions enabling any Intelli-

gent young man or girl to learn the codes within 30 days, practising one
naif hour a day.

Sizes: 6% x 3 x 2?S". Shipping weight. 2 lbs.
The 'Electro" Codophone as described, complete... $1.50

"The Llvest Catalog In America"
Our big, new electrical cyclopedia No. 19 is waiting for you. Positively

the most complete Wireless and electrical catalog in print today. 228 Big
Pages. 600 illustrations. 500 instruments and apparatus, etc. Big "Treatise
on Wireless Telegraphy." 20 FREIB coupons for our 100-page FREE Wire-
less Course in 20 lessons. FREE Cyclopedia No. 1!) measures 7x5V.
Weight V2 lb. Beautiful stiff covers.

ELECTRO IMPORTING COMPANY
231 Fulton St., New York City

I enclose herewith 6 cents in stamps or coin for
which please send me your latest Cyclopedia Cata-
log No. 19 as described.

giuiHiii

NAME . .

.

ADDRESS

STATE . .

.

i

E.E. 1-10
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"The Baby
AH*""

*5
Revolver

" Double Action

Hammorlass
A HANDSOME AND MOST EFFECTIVE WEAPON

50 Measures but
% Inches long

Takes regular

.22 calibre

cartridges
The oew Baby Double Action Hem
the ever increasing demand for a

light weight with the essential
email in size, yet is just aa effecti

you can buy. Every lady
>

should h

lesa Revolver has been produced to meet
ifolver that would combine small eize and

tial.features <rf Efficiency and Practicability. It la
-viceable aa the most expensive weapon

ihould know how to ur
'*

and there is no safer or better one made than this. A great feature is Itreafety
action that guards against accidental discharge, making it quite eafe for young
men and ladies. The illustration gives an idea of its appearance but It must be
seen and UBed to be thoroughly appreciated. The ammunition used is the stand-
ard .22-caiibre (Bhort> cartridge obtainable anywhere, or you may obtain the
cartridges from ue (cartridges can be shipped only by express; The revolver
fires six Bhota In one loading. The operation of the charging mechanism is ex-
tremely rapid and absolutely reliable; six well aimed shots can be fired in aa many
.seconds. The revolver is very well constructed, with finest nickel plated fluted
barrel of cylinder, and it weighs only ounces. The Prlea of the Baby Revolver
la only 9 JkSO, aent by mall ooatpald to any addreaa. JOHNSON SMITH & CO.

TfieCONJURER'SCASKET
Apparatus and Directions for a Number of Mysterious Tricks

Enough for an Entire Evening's Entertainment

ANYONE CAN DO THEM. PRICE SOc POSTPAID
et. It contains the apparatus
including The Disappearing

i the lapel of your coat, van
- Vase and Ball

Get this Conjurer's Cabi
seven first-rate tricks.

Rose, that, when placed or
isbes from sight at will; thi_ _
Trick <a Wooden Ball is placed lu.™,
upon replacing the lid has disappeared and
la found m someone else's pocket); The
Magic Nail with which you can apparently
cut your finger almost in two; the Won-
derful Card Trick (a card is placed In an
envelope, and when opened an entirely
.lillYu-rit card altogether is found>; The
Disappearing Coin Box (a coin is placed
:~ the little wooden barrel, and. when

d again, is found to have vanished
change into a

_ jn); The Fam-
rized Penny that defies the law

of gravitation (suspends from the p..lm of the hand
etc.); The Glass Goblet and Vanishing Coin Trick (a coin is dropped" in tcpf water, and when the water is poured out the coin has vanished? FullnatructLona for performing each trick. Besides the tricke contained in theCah"
Inet. there are twenty-five other feats and illusions fully' eiXned wi& full

?±^dMl0
2?'

jor Which you can easily make or procure the neCe^y apparatus We also send the secret of performing thru- wonderful stai/e rri>tr»IOHNSON SMITH & CO.. Dept. E2 54 W. Lake St. . CHICAG

O

ELECTRIC INSOLES and Healthful

You will never suiTer from Cold Peel while you wear these
Eleciric Insoles. Any size. Comfortable even In a tight
shoe. Alternate plates of copper and nine generate a
mild and pleasant form of electric energy that promotes
the circulation of the blood and thus tones up the entire
system. Positively Prevent Cramp, avert Nerve Troubles,
save you from Colds and Chills and dispel Rheumatic
Pains. Having obtained a large slock we are able to

reduce the price to 25c per pair or better quality, 50c
postpaid.

JOHNSON SMITH & CO., Dept. E2, 54 W Lake Street

CHICAGO

INVISIBLE INK
m.'Biutgee can be writ-

with this Ink, for
writing MAKES NO

MARK. Cannot be aeel

away from pryln
... Great fun for playln.

practical joke.. Only 18o Eortl.|

JOHNSON. SMITH & CO., Dept.

writing can be READ
ONLY IN A DARK
ROOM; writing shines

Ilk* lira. Quite Invisible at

daytime. Very remarkable.

I80 bottlt; 3 for 40o pottpald.

E2 84 W. Lake St., CHICAGO

New
Vamping
Card

tc. etc..

Ho TftMhir Needed
Surprisingly Simple System

I Education need not despair, for with the
I
the card upright over the piano keya),
of Songs Ballads. Waltzes. Rag Time,
l. No knowledge of music is required.
e to dispense with the aid of the Vamo-

. Only 15 et*. p. pd. Jahnson SmithA Co.. Dept. C 2 54W.Lake$l. .Chlr;

Serpent's Eggs
Each box contains

_2 eggs, which are
no larger than a
graiQ of
a t ft

.

..'hen
lit with
a match, however, each one
gradually hatohes itself into a
Snake several feet long, which
curls nnd twists about in a most
lifelike manner. Per box, 10c ppd.

Mystic Skeleton

operator
distance from
Simply placed

on a chair or tabl<
become endowed with life and begin to

move. At command of operator will lie

down, stand up, dance, etc. J. S. & CO.

A Great Curiosity

Midget Illustrated Bible
The Smallest Bible In the World
The Midget Bible la a perfect gera. and a work of

art. It la about the size of apostage ntamp and
contains TWO HUNDRED AND FIFTY PAGES of
the NEW TESTAMENT, profusely Illustrated.
This little Bible fa a wonder. It is said to bring

Must be Been to be appreciated. Prloa, only IS gtnti.
three Blblea for 30 cental one dozen Bible* for tl.00 or 100 tor 96.00. Good
money can be made selling these Midget Bibles amongst friends, church acquaint-
ances, Sunday schools, bazaars, etc. Send for a few and try It.

JOHNSON SMITH & CO., Dapt. E2 54 W. Lake St., CHICAGO

good luck to the

Thumb Brander
,
HEW & NOVEL JOKE
to play on your
friends. Pits on
pour thumb, and
"branda" your
nctime as you

shake hands. Groat fun. Won't wash off
very easily, either. Any of tin

epithets: Owl, fool, liar, groi, grouch, baby.

!e). Any other brand made

; INKLESS PEN
WRITESwith WATER °°°

you dip. Makes its own ink. Writes
fashionable violet color. Better and
cheaper than fountain pens. Writes a
long letter with one dip in plain water.
No trouble— no bother— no muss. A
pleasure to use. With Nickel Plated Re-
versible Holder 10 CENTS. 3 for 26c
postpaid. Extra Points 6c, 6 for Z5c.

The Border Bandit Books
Thrilling Adventures and Daring Deeds of Notorious Outlaws

PRICE nr CENTS OR THE FULL I Q BOOKS tf * AA POSTONLY CO EACH; SERIES OF 19 FOR $4.UU PAID
This series. of books contains thrilling accounts of the adventuros and darino-deeds of notorious outlaws. Each book fas full nasre Illustrations. The inlfuoncfof these books cannot be anythmz but beneficial upon the characters of tie mostyouthful readers. They do not glorify the sensational exploits of films rascaliand detectives; on the contrary, there Is an obvious moraFto be drawn fro'm¥vervstory that cannot fail to have a wholesome effect. Prlc* of the.e book, I. 2seach copy, by mall, postpaid.

5 J- £Tacj; tno Outlaw. Kins; of the Bandits, by Harry Hawkeye.
B 2. The Dalton Boys and Their Gang of Desperadoes, by Harry HawkovaB 3. Buffalo Bill. King of the Scouts, by Harry Hawkeye. ™™.ey«.
B 4. Rube Burrow, the Outlaw, by Harry Hawkeye.
B 5. James Brothers ILife of the James Boys), by J. W Boel
B 6

'
Y
Xmes)

B
b°

t

j
ew <

'Buef
°rdl!r 0utlaw3 Companlona'of Frank and Jesao

B 7. Cowboys of the Wiid West. Life on the Texas Plains, by Harry Hawk...B 8. Lives and Exploits of Frank and Jesse James, by Tbaddom ffindik.B9. Jesse James (new) The Story of His Adventurei.
mornojke.

B10. James Boys and Their Daring Deeds, James EdgarBU
" ^Moonahmers'lfy Jme'sEdlar"

*nd Cr'm6 °£ B'°6 8,(180 Mountain,
B12. The Auto-Bandits of Par". Mrat Amazing True Story of Crime
B13. Buffalo Bill and HisThnlling Adventures In the Wild West by Nebraska N.J
B14. Northfleldl^mk Robbery. 1>y Cole Younger and Convict LlfelnMinneaot.

B15. James Boys The Missouri Bandits, by Edgar James.
B16

-

Dar
Ronbfs'M.fe-ir" Hia Band o£ BMdM Tra,° a°d b-*

^oeTJan^Ty Harr^rla^e'ye" ^ ^"sof tte Fearaom.
Auto Bandits of Chicago — A Correct Account of the Greatest n^.,H.

Work in the History of Chicago Police Force, by James Alovsinln^ffi?
BIB. The Great Beattie Murder Case. A Thrilling Story"itl?iSSfflSEfff&

the
H
Woman

:l

i„^h^
a
Cas

e
e

J '' ^ Se,lsati<"lal Story'of Buelah Binford?

IOHNSON SMITH & CO., Dept. E2 54 W. Lake St., CHICAGO

B18.

Price

$250

QUICK AS A FLASH"

WATCH CAMERA
The most wonderful and In-

genious Camera made
It is but little larger than a
watch, which it closely re-
sembles. You can carry
the Expo about in your
pocket and take pic-
tures without any one
being the wiser.

One Cent a Picture
The Expo loads in daylight
with 26 Exposure Films, cost-
ing 26c, thus the picture tak-
ing part of a whole day's out-

ing may be had for the nominal
sum of 26c—One cent a picture.

10 Exposure Films also obtain-
able, ft Is eimplicity itself to op-

erate. Takes pictures through the
tern, where the Rapid Fir* Lane 18

ted. The photos (6/8x7/8) may
larged to any size.

Endorsed b:
printing and
"--police, n

is have
Produces cl

Expo Watch Camera

ie and Instantaneous shatters;
...jghs but 8 ounces; nickel plated,

ateure and professionals the world over. Thoroughly practical-
eloping of films just the same aa ordinary csmerae-in daily use by
paper reporters, detectives, and the general public. Important
n secured with the Watch Camera by enterprising reporters,
sharp negatives Indoors or outdoors equal to any camera oo the

Ithstanding.

£9 Kfl FILMS, 10 Exposures ISc, 25 Exposures, 26o

Postage 10c Anywhere V6iUU Leather Pocket Carrying Case, 350

JOHNSON SMITH & CO., Dept. E2 54 W. Lake St., CHICAGO

THE FIGHTING DREADNAUGHT
Sensationally Realistic! Exact Model of Modern Warship

The greatest toy sen- ^as^. jO*-^ •

sation of the day. ' Mir iMi JmbLlJ.. Stn
The Fighting Dread-
naught is an exact
model of Uncle Sam's
latest fighting- mon-
ster. It carries eight
biflr guns, each of
which flashes, at cor-
rect intervals, from
twelve to twenty times. Extra ammunition always obtain-
able. Absolutely harmless. Can be operated indoors or out.
Now. boys! Heres your chance to see a battleship in action, and
the best of it is you can OWN the ship and command the firing
yourself! By having two or more Battleships, you can arrange
EXCITING NAVAL BATTLES in your own home. Price of
Warship and Ammunition, 16c, three for 40c, or a fleet of 12
ships for $1.50 postpaid. Extra Ammunition, S cents per pkg.

MUSICAL KAZOO
With the Musical Kazoo

,

practice whatsoe'
play any
tune right,
off.lmltato'j

bird

hagpipe, snare drum. Punch and Judy,
etc. No holes to finger. It la eimplicity
ItBelf. Produces excellent muaic. You do
not blow into it, but erne, speak, laugh or
make any desired imitation. Used with
astonishing results at society meetings,
home, club or church entertainments,
dances, serenades, picnics, outingB, ex-
curalone. JuBt the thing for choruses and
ahowa, bicycle and marching clubs, etc.
" tcellent for vocal or instrumental ac-
__ropanlmente. either with or without
other musical Instruments. Print 15c p. pd.

MAGIC FLUTE
Wonderfully Sweet

Toned and Musical
A marvelous musical
Instrument. No other

Instrument pro-
duces sweeter
music, whether
It be the joyous

notes of a quick-
step or the sol-
emn strains of a

fact, any class of
be played upon the Humana-

tone witnout practice, as it is almost a
self-playing instrument. When played
with a piano accompaniment, or any
other musical Instrument, the effect is
charming. Full printed instructions for
playing sent with each instrument.

CIGARETTE ROLLER
Very neat and handy. Weighs less

than a quarter of an ounce. It makes
better cigarettes than you can buy and
makes them easily and quickly. You
can use just the tobacco you prefer and
thus have nicer "smokes" than ready-
made, and more of them, besides saving
about half of your money. Just try one
and make your cigarettes just to your

liking. Price only 10c or 3 for 25c postpaid, with fuJi instruc-

4S0N SMITH & CO.. Dept. E2, 54 W. Lake St., CHICAGO

Latest Novelty: Aerial Balloon
VEW itA^EST Se5nSATION IN BAL-
LOONS. A brightly colored balloon

eased, the air pressure sends the
__lloon SOARING UPWARD, the 3M-

Inch propeller SPINNING AROUND AT A LIVELY RATE . The effect is start-
ling, It to a graceful flier that makes the youngsters WILD WITH JOY. May b*
used repeated!}' indoors or outdoors. An lmmenaely ItHercotlns toy. PrlMlOo
a*oh,3foraBoppd. Johnson Smith & Co., Dipt, Fa M W, Lake St., Cblcags

Trim Your Own Hair With the

Utility Safety Hair Cutter
Cuts the Hair Any Length.

Short or Long—Saves Its

Cost First Time Used.
PRICE ONLY 35c POSTPAID.
EXTRA BLADES 35o EACH.

If you can COMB pour hair you can
TRIM your own hair with thin marvelous
Invention. The UTILITY TRIMMER will
cut hair any lenorth you desire, short or
Ion?, finish the job as nicely aa any barber
and in one-fourth the time before your
own mirror. The ladies can cut the children's hair at home Id ft

jiffy; can be used aa an ordinary razor to shave the face or finish
around the temples and neck. Sharpened like any razor; can be car-
ried in the vest pocket ready for instant use and will last a lifetime.
To use stand in front of a mirror, if necesaary, and use the.

UTILITY TRIMMER like you would a comb. Push it through tbo
hair, downward, in the direction the hair lies, but Never Upward.
To cut long hair, first moiBten tho hair and comb it. so it will lie

close to the head, then start cutting with downward cuts aa high as
you desire, evenly all around the head. Finish around tho neck and
temples with a square cut, like a barber.

It is impossible to leave any "nicks" or "cat Steps" in your hair
with this device, as the handle guard guides the cutter blade evenly
over the scalp.
To cut very close, push the blade until the catting; edge to «»en

I

with the guard teeth.
To shave the. face or neck It can be used as an ordinary

reversing the blado i

back of the holder, ex
To hone, place the

r by
holder, the cuttiog edge being to the

osfng tho entire blade, except each corner.
' To hone, place the blade In the holder, with the cutting edge to

the back, moving the blade out until the cutting edge is cl«>ar of the back of the
holder. Then hone In the ubusI manner; finish on aetrop as with en ordinary razor.

JOHNSON SMITH & CO., Dept. E2 54 W, Lake St., CHICAGO

7-in-l Combination Bill Book
*jm^mmimm/mmii With Name Stamped InWSSSImSnsV

23.Kara, G0 |d Let,ers

50'
With a

.-II

etting c

> to £

e still r. e widely

KARAT GOLD NAME

make this REMARKABLE OFFER of a handsome
Leather Combination Bill Fold, as illustrated,

with the owner's name stamped In 23 Karat
Gold Lettering, for ONLY 50 cents, postpaid.
Here is an all 'round useful combination that

serves NO LESS THAN SEVEN "DISTINCT
PURPOSES. There is. (Da large pocket for stor-

ing bills in, <2>another pocket for carda pr tickets.

(3) Btill another for checks, (1) a fourth for mis-
cellaneous papers and memorandums, there la

(6) a short center panel pocket wioh clasp for

poBtage stamps. (6> an identification card with
room for your own or dear one's photograph, and
(7) removable Calendar by months. The Iden-

tification Card and Calendar are protected by a
transparent covering, the whole folding up into

a compact apace of 3x4?4 inches. Price 50«
with name in 1 line (add 16c for each additional

line). Also obtainable in very superior quality.

S1.00 p. pd.

Johnson Smith & Co., Dept. E2 54 W. Lako St., Chicago

BOOK ON IXOPE SPLICING
PRICE

20c

USEFUL KNOTS, HITCHES, SPLICES, ETC,
How Different Knots Are Made and What

. Are Used For. Knots to Use and
Knot* to Avoid.
A most practical handbook giving com>
plete and simple direction for making
all the moBt useful knots, hitches, rig.
ging, splices, etc. Over 100 illustra-
tions, AJ1 about wire
rope attachments,
lashing, blocks,
tackles, etc 37

Heraldic. Knots illus-

trated. Oi great value
to mechanics, riggers,

campers, boatmen. Prlco-Mt p. pd.

Johnson Smith & Co. .Dipl. E2' 64 W. Lake SI. .Chicago

THE MINSTREL SHOW

r t darkey dift-

Only 10c Postpaid
speeches, monologues, plantation sketches. Interludes and farces. The very boo!

for amateurs; 64 double-column pares of genuine burnt-cork comicalities that wil.
be hichly appreciated by all who enjoy a good laugh. PRICE, Including catalog of
all kinds of wigs, masks, make-up gooda, grease painta, etc., for amatrurs,

postpaid. JOHNSOr* SMITH &. CO.. Dept. E2 54 W. Lake St., CHICAGOOnly 10 cents I

Sneezing Powder
Place

alia
very

of this pow-
der on tht
back of youi

khand and
I blow ft into
I the air, and

, J5BHlBKM&3MBr everyone In

tf^mWSW* the room or
car will begin

to sneeze without knowing the reason
why. It is most amusing to near their re-

marks, as they never suspect the real
source, but think they have caught it one
from the other. Between the laughing
and sneezing you yourself will be having
the time of your life. For parties, politi-

cal meetings, car rldot, or any place at
all where there is a gathering of people,
it Is the greatest |oko out. Price 12c or 3
for 30c. JOHNSON SMITH & CO.

STAGE
MONEY

With a bunch of these bills, it is easy
for each person of limited means to ap-
pear prosperous. By flashing a roll of
these bills at the proper time and peel-
ing off a genuine bill or two from the
outside of the roll, the effect created
will be found to be all that can be de-
eired. Prices, postpaid: 15 Bills lOe,
50 Bills 25c, 125 lor 50c. or $3. 50 thousand.

LUMINOUSPAINT
Make Your Watches, Clocks, Etc.,

" The very latest discovery In the
scientific world. Hitherto, pr

- "

L -veaf
.... _ippile<

derlng It perfectly visible

Visible by Night
aaoeeed.d In pi

the nurface of any article, .mil. r.y. ol wnit. ««".J2y"«H5S "SlSa
In the darU. THE DARKcrf THE NIGHT, THE MORE BRILLIANT IT SHINES. Quite

mi.l. 5«;«d«-)..i CMjdaTf! A little ..polled to the dl.l at yooj
lateh or clock will enable you to tell the time by nieht. You can coat the push
buttonB or switch platea of your electric lighte match boxes, and innumerable

other articles ; make your own Luminous Crucifixes Luminous Rosarie. ete.

Bottle containing sufficient to out several Bmall articles. Prlo. 25c. Larger

fli.ee SOc and. SI postpaid. John.on Smith ft Co.. Dept£2 S4W.L.K. SL.CblMSO

All the Latest Surpris
Phaco's Serpents Eggs, box . . 10c
Miniature Water Pistol ... 10c
Cleopatra's Snake (very lifelike) . 16c
False Mustache (fool your friends) 6c
Ford Auto Puzzle (Latest) ... 15c
Mysterious Ghost, shines at night 10c
Rubber Razor (very formidable) . 20e
Rubber Dagger (sensational) . . 20c
Window Smashers (great joke) . 25c
Lookbackxoscope (see behind you) 16c
Great Mind Reading Mystery Cds. 10c
Thurston's Mysterious Trick Cds. 10c
Fighting Roosters, pair .... 10c
Cover the Spot Trick, a sclen.nov. 10c

X Ray Novelty 10c

Trick Pencil 10c
Robber Tacks (a good joke) . . 10c

JOHNSON SMITH & CO., De>pt.

ng and Joke Novelties
Mesmerized Penny (defies the law

of gravitation) 20c
Mysterious Tumbler and Vanish-

ing Coin Trick 25c
Magic Mirror (take one peep) 10c
Magic Plate Lifter ...... 20c
Imitation Gold Teeth . . . 8 for 10c
Great Burglar Puzzle 10c
Wire Puzzles, 10c. 22 different, $] .95
"Elec-Trick ,[ Push Button . . . 10e
Inklens Pen (writes with water) . 10c
Imitation Bed Bugs , . . . « 10ft
Squirt Ring 20c
Trick Bill Book lOo
Acquaintance Cards (witty and

amusing) . lOo
Glass Watch 26c
Multiplying Billiard Ball Trick . 26c

12 54 W. Lak« St., CHICAGO

Vnu benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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Pictures
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Month

Just what you need to know to succeed in ELECTRICITY
EVERY electrician, every engineer, every mechanic should know

about these wonderfully helpful instructive books, which give in

plain words a complete working knowledge of electrical engi-

neering in all its phases.

You run into some new electrical problem almost every day. The
information you need to help you in your every day work is in

HAWKINS
ELECTRICAL GUIDES
These books place electricity at your finger ends. They cover every imaginable

subject, principle, theory, problem, trouble, and way of doing things electrically.
Every subject is indexed so that you can turn right to it. They are a study course
and a reference guide in one, written in plain every day language—no wasted words—only what you need to know—chock full of up-to-the-minute electrical knowledge.
The guides are a complete course in electrical engineering. They will help you in
every detail of the day's electrical work. You can't ask an electrical question that
Hawkins Guides can't answer.

Pocket-Size Flexible Covers

What Electrical Men Say

Helped Him Make Good
"It Is only right for me to recom-

mend highly the Hawkins Guides, for

they have b-sen of the greatest assist-

ance to me in placing me in my pres-

ent position as Superintendent of Con-
struction Department of one of Ohio's
largest Electrical Companies. I would
like to see every man have a set of
Hawkins Guides."

Geo. Knecht, Columbus, Ohio.

In the Naval Electrical Dept.

"The Hawkins Guides are great help
to me in the Naval Electrical Depart-
ment, which they cover very thorough-
ly." C. J. Cornell.
TJ. S. Beceivlng Ship. Brooklyn, N. T.

Superintendent
'T am now superintendent of the

Dunnville Hydro - Electric Systems,
and Hawkins Guides were ft great help
to me in holding down a responsible
position."
W. E. Swartz, Dunnville, Ontario.

Wireless Operators
"1 have worked wireless for ten

years—but I wish I had these books
years ago, as they have saved me a
great deal of trouble." H. Marshall.

Steamer M & B No. 2.

Wauterville, Or';.

The books are small enough to slip into your coat
pocket—handsomely bound in flexible black covers.
You can carry each volume with you until you have

mastered its contents. 3,500 pages of actual information
and 4.700 illustrations. „M3nce you see these books and
put them into actual use' ou will never again want to be
without them. Try it at our expense.

SEND NO MONEY
It will cost you nothing to receive these books—to look

them over—ask them all the questions you can think of—use them in your work—study them—pick up some in-
formation that will increase your earning ability. We
will ship you the entire set of 10 volumes entirely FREE.

This is a sign of our confidence in the guides. Pure
gold does not object to being tested. Keep them for
seven 1- ys and if you do not decide that you can't get
along without them, return them to us and owe us
nothing.

When you decide to keep them you only have to pay
$1.00 down and remit the balance of $9.00 on the easy
payment of $1.00 a month till paid for.

Use this coupon to get the books. It will pay you
many times over.

THEO. AUDEL & CO.
72 Fifth Ave. New York, N. Y.

READ THIS PARTIAL LIST OF CONTENTSMn *j Contains 348 pages, 388 illustrations. Electrical
1 signs and symbols—static and current electricity

—primary cells—conductors and Insulators—resistance and
conductivity—magnetism—induction coils—dynamo principles
—classes of dynamos—armatures—windings—commutation

—

brushes, etc.

Nr> O Contains 34? pages. 394 illustrations. Motori^v. •# principles—armature reaction—motor starting—
calculations—brake horsepower—selection and installation of
dynamo and motors—galvanometers—standard cells—current
measurement — resistance measurement — voltmeters — watt-
meters—watt hour meters—operation of dynamos—operation
of motors, etc.

No. 3 Contains 300 pages, 423 illustrations. Distribution

j systems—wires and wire calculations—inside, out-
side and underground wiring—sign flashers—lightning pro*
tection—rectifiers—storage battery systems, etc.

Nn. 4 Contains 270 Pages, 379 illustrations. Alternating~* current principles—alternating current diagram!—the power factor—alternator principles—alternator con-
struction—windings, etc.

No C Contains 320 pages. 614 illustrations. A. O. Motors
• —synchronous andinductionmotorprinciples—A. C.

commutator motors—induction motors, transformers; losses,
construction, connections, tests—converters—rectifiers, etc.

\q C Contains 298 pages, 472 illustrations. Alternatingv cu- rent systems—switching devices—circuit break-
era—relays—Mghtning protector apparatus—regulating devices—synchronous condensers—indicating devices—meters—power
factor indicators—wave form measurement—switch boards, eto.

No 7 Contains 316 pages, 379 illustrations. Alternating
' current, wiring power stations—turbines; manage-

ment, selection, location, erection, testing, running, care and
repair—telephones, etc.

No 8 Contains 332 pages. 436 illustrations. Telegraph
*

,
— simultaneous telecraphv and telephony —

wireless—electric bells—electric lighting—photometry, etc.

No Q Contains 322 pages, 627 illustrations. Elee-

, , ,
trie railways—electric locomotives—car light- ^ing—trolley car operation—miscellaneous applications— ^motion pictures—gas engine ignition—automobile self- ^

starters and lighting systems, electric vehicles etc.

No 1 A Contains 513 pages. 599 illustrations. A
Elevators—cranes—pumps—air com-

pressors—electric heating — electric welrling— Turn
soldering and brazing—industrial electro- . • £2"
lysis—electro plating—electro-therapeutic AUDEL &. CO.
—X-rays. etc. ^ 72 Fifth Avenue
Also a complete 126-page ready New York N. Y.
reference index of the complete ^ f

library. This index has been Please submit me for
planned to render easily ac- examination Hawkins
cessible all the vast infor- Electrical Guides (price
mation contained in the „.fl

e
?^ )

nft
onc

»;
pr?"

1n „j . • . .,, paid, the 10 numbers. If sat-
10 electrical guides. ^ ^factory I agree to send you »1
There are over 13,- ^ within seven days and to further
500 cross refer- mail you %\ each month until paid,

ences. You find A
what you want Signature
to know in- .

~
stantly. „Occupation

Business Address

Residence

Reference ^ E ] an .
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The Hours That Count
OST of your time is mortgaged to work, meals and sleep,

supper are yours, and your whole future depends on how yjvj

can fritter them away on profitless pleasure, or you
you position, money, power, real success in life. Thoi
positions are waiting in every field of work for men
job waiting for you—in your present work or any
can do it without losing a minute from work or a

meal, and with plenty of time left for recreation,

each night, right at home, through the Internalio;

Yes—You Can Win Su
Hundreds of thousands have proved it. The

Engineers, climbed to success through I.C.S. help.

Architects and Contractors, won their way to the

most Advertising and Sales Managers prepared f

For 26 years men in offices, stores, sho

commercial work—have been winning pro

— TEAR OUT HERE

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Box 6169, SCRANTON, PA.

Explain, without obligating me. how I can qualify for the position, or in the
subject, before which I mark X.

ADVERTISING
SALESMANSHIP

O r*afflc Management
O BUSINESS iCompleur)
Commercial Law

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
Electrician
Electric Wiring
Electric Lighting

] Electric Car Running
Certified Public Accountant Heavy Electric Traction
Higher Accounting
Railway Accountant
BOOKKEEPER
Stenographer fit Typist
Good English
Window Trimmer
Show-card Writer
Sign Painter
CIVIL SERVICE
Railway Mall Clerk
Mai! Carrier
CARTOONIST
Illustrator
Perspective Drawing
Carpet Designer
Wallpaper Designer
Boofccover Designer
TEACHER
Common School Subjects
High School Subjects
Mathematics
AUTOMORILE OPERATING
Automobile Repairing
Auto. Electrical Work

Nome
,

Electrical Draftsman

MECHANICAL ENGINEER
Mechanical Draftsman
Machine Designer
Machine Shop Practice
Boilermaker or Designer
Patternmaker
Toolmaker

Electric Machine Designer Foundry Work
Telegraph Engineer
Telephone Work
ARCHITECT
Architectural Draftsman
Contractor and Builder
Building Foreman
Carpenter
Concrete Builder

Blacksmith
Sheet- Metal Worker
STEAD ENGINEER
Stationary Fireman
.MARINE ENGINEER
GAS ENGINE OPERATING
Refrigeration Engineer
CIVIL ENGINEER

PLUMHEIt & STEAM FITTER Surveying and Mapping
Heating and Ventilation R. R. Constructing
Plumbing inspector Bridge Engineer
Foreman Plumber QSHIP DRAFTSMAN
CHEMIST Structural Draftsman
Analytical Chemist Structural Engineer
MINE FOREMAN 0KENG1NEERQ Municipal Engineer
Coal Mining Q NAVIGATION Spanish
Metal Mining Motor Boat Runn'g French
Metallurgist or Prospector AGRICULTURE Italian
Assayer Fruit Growing
TEXTILEOVERSEERORSCPT.Q Vegetable Growing
Cotton Manufacturing Live Stock and Dairying
Woolen Manufacturing POULTRY RAISING

Occupation- -Employer.

Street and No..

d hundreds of other

lding, and hundreds of

of this country's fore-

under I.C.S. instruction,

every line of technical and
increased salaries through the I.C.S. Over 100,000

men are getting ready right now in the I.C.S.

way for the bigger jobs ahead.

Your Chance Is Here

!

No matter where you live, the I.C.S. will come to

you. No matter what your handicaps, or how small your
means, we have a plan to meet your circumstances. No
matter how limited your previous education, the simply
written, wonderfully illustrated I.C.S. textbooks make it

easy to learn. No matter what career you may choose, some
one of the 280 I.C.S* Courses will surely suit your needs.

Make Your Start Now

!

When everything has been made easy for you—when
one hour a day spent with the I.C.S. in the quiet of your
own home will bring you a bigger income, more comforts,
more pleasures, all that success means, can you afford to

let another single priceless hour of spare time go to waste?
Make your start right now! This is all we ask: Without
cost, without obligating yourself in any way, put it up
to us to prove how we can help you.

Just Mark
andMail This Coupon

City. Stote_
Canadians may send this Coupon to

International Correspondence Sehooti, Montreal, Can.
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This is the Electrical Age, and this wonderful new profession is calling you. The
demand for expert Electricians is greater every year and the salaries higher. Elec-

tricity is truly the greatest motive power in the world, to-day, and now is the time to

enter this profession.

You can earn $36 to $100 a week and more as an Expert Electrician. If you have a

common school education I can train you in a few months at home. Big lighting and
power companies, municipalities, and manufacturers are always seeking trained men to

handle their Electrical problems.
SPECIAL OFFER : Owing to the big demand for trained Electricians in the Government Service I am making

a wonderful offer for those who enroll during October.

I Guarantee Satisfaction
Every student receives our Sealed Guarantee Bond, which guarantees to return every penny of his money if he

is not entirely satisfied. No other school has made this wonderful offer, but I know the success I have brought to

hundreds of my students, and I know what I can do for any ambitious young man who will give me a little of his

spare time each day.

FREE ELECTRICAL OUTFIT
MAIL. THIS COUPON

CHIEF ENGINEER. L. L. Cooke. Chicago Engineering Works.

Dept. 22, 441 Cass St., Chicago, Illinois.

Without obligation on my part kindly; send at once, fully prepaid, particulars

of your complete Practical Home Study Course in Electricity.

Name

For the next 30 days I am giving each student an Outfit of Electrical

Testing Instruments, Tools, Electrical materials, and Motor absolutely Free.

My instruction is by practical methods and this outfit is used in working
out the lessons. Practical training with the theory makes perfect. I am Chief
Engineer of the Chicago Engineering Works, and I can give you the training

that will land the big jobs and hold them.
This is the only Correspondence School in America that has fully equipped

Electrical Shops where students may come for special instruction.

If you are in real earnest I want to send you my Book—"How to
Become an Electrical Expert." It's free. No matter how many other schools

you write to I want you to have my book—It's different because it's

practical—Write today.

CHIEF ENGINEER L. L. COOKE
CHICAGO ENGINEERING WORKS

441 CASS STREET, CHICAGO, ILL.

AdJress

. Town State
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Bigger Pay for YOU
"See them
first--pay
afterwards '

*

Small
Monthly
Payments
if you*re ^
satis-

fied

1

Flexible

binding

3000
pages

2100
illustrations

A letter that

means something
to every man in

America who is

interested in

electricity

You Can Now Know

ELECTRICITY
As Experts Know It

When we observe the ever-increasing applications and usages

of electricity, we wonder if all the present openings and the newly

created positions in the electrical world can ever be filled.

The ending of the war lends a new and mighty impetus
to the electrical end of American industries. Salaries are

soaring. There is practically no limit to the earning power
of the man who educates himself in the finer points of
electrical work.

Actual working facts
With the advent of the new Library of Practical Electricity,

by Terrell Croft, a new era is marked in the production of
self educational electrical literature. This library satisfies

a demand never heretofore met—the demand for a home
study course which would bring out in detail the actual

working facts. This great undertaking has been accom-
plished. It is a seven-year task completed.

No previous electrical training necessary
Three thousand pages, with twenty-one hundred of the

learest illustrations ever put into book form. Each of
'he eight volumes is indexed so that everything you want
to know about electricity is at the finger's end. And when
you find what you want, there is not merely a short question
and a short answer. You are told everything you want
to know. The explanation is clear to you, regardless of
whether you have had a previous knowledge of electricity

not.

Know electricity as the highest

paid engineers know it

When you are studying the Croft Library of

Practical Electricity, you are studying elec-

tricity as experts know it. You are acquaint-
ing yourself with the methods employed by
the highest paid electrical workers and en-
gineers in America.

This Library of eight volumes
sent to you FREE for

10 days' trial

>0
McGraw-Hill Book Company. Inc.,
239 West 39th Street, New York, N. Y.
Gentlemen: In an attempt to express myself about

CROFT'S NEW LIBRARY OF PRACTICAL ELECTRIC-
ITY, I have never seen and do not believe there was
ever printed in the English language, a more com-
prehensive set of books. It is a library that is just as
valuable to the novice as to the expert, because it is
all practice.

Respectfully,
GUY H. PEIFER.

Chief, Doplan Silk Corporation, Hazleton, Pa.

So positive are we that you will be pleased with the
Croft Library of Practical Electricity that we offer

to send the entire ten volumes for ten days' free
use. All you need do In order to have the books
sent, charges prepaid. Is to fill out the attached
coupon and return to us. Keep the books ten
full days. Then If you are not satisfied,

return them at our expense. On the
other hand, if you find that they will

help you, as they are helping thou- I j
sands of others, send us the small 4 ^—^ McGraw-Hill
sum of $2 per month for eight -41 Book Co., Inc.
months. /"!> 239 W. 39th St

NEW YORK

ACT
NOW

239 West 39th Street, New York, N.Y.

»••• ••• ftij

Gentlemen:

Please send me the li-
brary of Practical Elec-

tricity (shipping charges pre-
paid) for 10 days' free exam-

ination. If satisfactory. I will
send $2 in ten days and $2 per

month until $16 has been paid. If
not wanted 1 will write yon for return

shinning tii*truotlons.

Name

Home Address

City and State

Name of Emplmer.

His Address

Your Position .Ex. Fel>. '19
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T will come as a profound shock to all

wireless enthusiasts, scientific and amateur
alike, that their present-day notions on
wireless are totally erroneous and not based
upon actual facts. For years we clung to

the theory that a wireless message radiates

from the aerial wires of the sending station

and speeds over the surface of the earth thru the ether

towards the receiving station. We thought that we were
sending out pure Hertzian waves from our transmitters.

We thought that we received these waves over the aerial

wires of our receiving station. All of these theories are

wrong and will be relegated shortly into the past along

with the early notion that the earth stood still, while sun,

moon and stars revolved around it.

Remain only the physical facts that we did send and
did receive messages without wires—but they are not

sent by means of pure Hertz waves, nor do they go by

way of the ether as radiations.

In a highly illuminating article printed elsewhere in this

issue, Nikola Tesla explodes all of our present orthodox
views as to wireless propagation and makes it clear that

the earth is the sole medium thru which our wireless

impulses travel, in the form of true conduction. Particu-

larly does this hold true for long distance messages

:

Here we are sending out a compound impulse three quar-

ters of which is a galvanic current, traveling thru the con-

ducting earth, the other quarter or less is in the form of

Hertz waves, going by way of the ether. This explains

why we can. send signals to airplanes and vice versa ; but

even here we probably have to do not with pure Hertz

waves : it is almost certain that we have capacity-induc-

tive effects as well.

Tesla maintaining that there can be no long distance

effects by radiations transmitted thru the ether, but

rather only by currents thru the earth, it follows that in

his opinion all our radio apparatus is designed and

operated faultily. Indeed, this is not a brand new idea of

the famous inventor. He has been preaching it ever

since he took out his first patents and described his sys-

tem in 1893—long before Marconi thought of wireless

But he was preaching to a stone deaf scientific world.
But how simple it all becomes when we stop to apply a

little reason and logic to Tesla's claims. For instance,
we can send radio impulses three to five times as far
over salt water as over land. Why? Simply because
the impulses go thru the water, which is a much better
conductor than earth alone. If we were sending pure
Hertzian waves, why do we connect one wire at both
sending and receiving station to the ground? Hertz
never dreamt of such a thing. If you are still uncon-
vinced that the earth is the chief medium of transmission,
disconnect your ground wires entirely and try to send
and receive. Now you may work with Hertz waves, but
the distances you can bridge will be pitifully small.
Already Tesla's logic is filtering into our radio scientists'

minds. All the big stations are beginning to scrap their
towers and aerial wires, at least for receiving. They
now bury their "aerial" wires in the ground, and lo ! they
can receive signals twice as far as before. Incredible,
but it is being done every day. And—wonders upon
wonders—how we will laugh at our present and past
blindness

—

the static interference is practically gone the
minute we pull our aerial wires down and bury them

!

Static Electricity? There never was a reason for having
the bugaboo, for there is no "static" in the ground.
But Tesla goes much farther. In time he will show the

world wireless power transmission effected not by ether
waves but by currents thru the earth, which is a first rate
conductor. Like all big things, the problem is simple.
At some point on the globe he will erect a station power-
ful enough to charge the whole earth with electricity

—

and keep it charged. To do this we need about 10,000
kilowatts. Then at any point on the globe the current
can be tapt by means of suitable apparatus. Like a bell
ringing transformer, connected to your supply line, no
current is consumed unless you close the secondary cir-
cuit. Tesla's world wireless works just that way. No
current is consumed till it is tapt at the distant receiving
station.

H. Gernsback.
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El Paso, Texas, Oct. I, 1917.

MR. CHARLES F. HAANEL, St. Louis, Mo.
/« Re "The Master Key"

My Dear Mr. Haanel: The value of an idea is

determined by its application. Pragmatism has long
since spread beyond the confines of Missouri. The
world insists on being shown.
The lash of circumstances and the logic of events

are, more than ever, impelling men to think. Whether
an idea be a new process for picking cabbages, or an old
process 'Kaiserism, for instance) for preserving kings,

we are from Missouri.

A philosophy of life having at iti base blind opti-

mism; a religion that won't work seven days a week,
or a proposition that isn't practical, appeals to the in-

telligent not at alj. It is results that we want and the
acid test is: will it work?
The Master Key qualifies. It is the most lucidly sci-

entific statement of "Truth" that I have seen. It

reconciles rationalism and religion; illumines economic
determinism and the materialistic conception of history,

and is an infallible guide to understanding. It con-
tains in condensed form the substance of an entire

library on science. Its teaching, if consistently applied,

will make a man healthy, wealthy and wise. Its dis-

tribution is super-missionary work in excelsis. Those
who wish to think intelligently will find it invaluable.

Intelligence rules. Desire, intelligently directed, is

a creative force which automatically causes its object
to manifest on a material plane. It is the law. Let
him that hath an ear to hear, hear.

Yours truly,

CHAS. A. HEARD.

May 15, 1918.

Dear Mr. Haanel: Ever since I have been old
enough to read, I have been reading occult and meta-
physical literature. I have waded ears deep through
the books from all ages, all lands, all schools.

I have rejected tons of lies, oceans of misconceptions,
an entire universe of false deductions.

I have found grains of truth in mines of folly, and
worlds of truth in a single grain. The pursuit was in-

teresting in itself, and I do not regret the time spent
upon it. But it was a genuine surprise to read your
Master Key System and find within, the essence of all

that I had read, with much more added thereto.

In this extraordinary system you have sifted the true
from the false; you have given in concrete form all

that ii worth while in many schools of philosophy.
You have placed arcane truths into the hands of the

uninitiated as weapons they can learn to use without
danger to themselves. I congratulate you. You are
doing mankind a service.

Yours very sincerely,

CHARLES F. OURSLER.
501 Fifth Avenue, New York City, N. Y.

THE LOWE OBSERVATORY
Edgar Lucien Larkin, Director

Los Angeles, Cat., Dec. 6, 1916.

MR. CHAS. F. HAANEL, St. Louis, Mo.
Dear Sir: Your booklet, Master Key, ought to

be expanded into a book. Its teachings that Mind is

the all-dominating creative force is precisely in line

with the wonders of the most recent psychology. All
persons having desks should have this pamphlet thereon.
And it would be a fitting pocket companion.

EDGAR LUCIEN LARKIN.

Detroit, Mich, May 28, 1917.

Dear Sir: The words, "Your world will change
as if by magic, the moment you realize the marvelous
power within your control," page 6, I have underlined.
They state a fact, a real live fact; and to me this is

the most wonderful, the most important fact of all

—

that one may put this knowledge to an immediate test,

that one may, after learning of this power, proceed to
apply it with a definite knowledge as to results.

W. M. HOWE.

which can throw
wide the doors which
seem to bar men
from the Treasure
House of Nature.
This may seem "too
good to be true," but
remember that with-
in a few years science
has placed almost in-

finite resources at

the disposal of man,
is it not possible that
there are other laws
containing still
greater possibilities?

Get the Master Key
and find out for
yourself how the in-

visible forces of Faith
and Desire are con-
verted into actual,
tangible, concrete
facts in the objective
world.

Chattanooga, Tenn., Feb. 22, 1918.

The Master Key is wonderful, it has brought about
a most remarkable change in my environment, atti-

tude toward life, mental and physical condition. I am
an entirely new person and improving daily, discourage-
ment, lack of ambition, physical ills, mental distress,

and fear are things of the past.

I cannot find words that express my gratitude for all

that the Master Key has done for me. With heartfelt

thanks to you, I am,
Yours sincerely,

R. J. ARNOLD.

160 Claremont Avenue, New York
New York, Nov. 18, 1916.

I have made a thorough examination of the little

booklet which you so appreciatively have called th«
Master Key, and can unhesitatingly endorse it and its

teachings.

In this pamphlet of only a few pages you havt led

a hungry world to the threshold and placed in their

hands a "key" with which the understanding ones may
unlock the door and enter "The Secret Places of the
Most High," and enjoy the abundance of all good to be
found therein. With best wishes,

AGNES MAE GLASGOW.

HOME LIFE INSURANCE CO. OF N. Y.
James Lee Bost, General Agent

Washington, D. C, Dec. 29, 1916.

Dear Sir: Your little booklet, entitled "The Master
Key," has been received and T had great pleasure in

studying it carefully. It is a very clear and concise,

yet forceful presentation of the big subject handled,
and shows a very wide study of the absolute teachings
and deep understandings of the same.

Very truly yours,

JAMES LEE BOST.

"I am able to extract from this system all that caa
be made known by the finite mind relative to origin,
evolution, destiny and the much-mooted riddle of the
Universe."

"I can hardly grasp the full significance of the facta.
The vastness of this subject is so overwhelming it

seems a life-time of effort could never fathom all its

possibilities."

"You have given a wonderful analysis of the powrr
that is the creative force by which the master mind
controls his destiny."

"The Master Key is too modest a title for suck a
stupendous revelation."

"I have found the Key and with it each day am
opening the store-house of wisdom and success, of
which for many years I was utterly ignorant."

FREE! There is no charge for the MASTER KEY. It is FREE!

— - — — — — — — -
4

I CHARLES F. HAANEL, 423 Granite Bldg., St. Louis, Mo.
,

Send me the Master Key without cost or obligation of ^^BBSitfa^, I
any kind. dt$2?lfiKSSjTk

. Name mmi » WKflPnaS

' A ddress .
.
^nl .IfflJKjP a

;

Post Office State ^Sj" "f_^Sr I

L — zr!rL -*

f^TNOTE

—

Tomorrow; today will be yesterday. Get your Master Key TODAY ! NOW l^ft
You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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New York Electrical School

29 W. 17th St., New York, N. Y.

Please send FREE and without obligation

to me your 64-page book.

. (NAME)

(ADDRESS)

Master Electricity By
Actual Practice

The only way you can become an expert is by doing the

very work under competent instructors, which you will be
called upon to do later on. In other words, learn by doing.

That is the method of the New York Electrical School.

Five minutes of actual practice properly directed is worth
more to a man than years and years of book study. Indeed,

Actual Practice is the only training of value, and graduates

of New York Electrical School have proved themselves to

be the only men that are fully qualified to satisfy EVERY
demand of the Electrical Profession.

The Oldest and Only Institution of

the Kind in America
At this "Learn by Doing" School a man acquires the art

of Electrical Drafting; the best business method and ex-

perience in Electrical Contracting, together with the skill

to install, operate and maintain all systems for producing,

transmitting and using electricity. A school for Old and
Young. Individual instruction.

Over 5,000 Graduates are Successful Men
in the Electrical World

No previous knowledge of electricity, mechanics or mathematics is

necessary to take this electrical course. You can begin the course now
and by steady application prepare yourself in a short time. You will

be taught by practical electrical experts with actual apparatus, under

actual conditions.

Let us explain this course to you in person. If you can't

call, send now for 64-page book—it's FREE to you

New York Electrical School
29 West 17th Street, New York

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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Tidal Power Problem Solved at Last
TIDAL power is one of those long

dreamed of possibilities in engineer-
ing which has occupied the minds
of great philosophers for genera-
tions. Why not,—for who can stand

down by the ocean shore, or even by any
large river having an appreciable tidal rise

and fall, and fail to be imprest with the gi-

gantic natural power here spread out be-
fore us, and let go to waste for all these
years. Think of it—tens of thousands, yes,

That is the idea several engineers have
had, but an English engineer seems to

have solved the problem successfully with
his specially designed tidal turbines and
triple basins. His name is J. O. Boving,
and his scheme is so practical that it has
been proposed for the development of elec-

tric power from the tide water at the mouth
of the River Dee. Mr. Boving's descrip-
tion of the tidal power plant is as follows:
Altho the (English) Government a few

ally speaking, the differences on the east

coast are small, but on the west coast there
are many river estuaries and other inlets

which offer abundant possibilities for ob-
taining power from the tides.

Some years ago I had an opportunity of
examining the possibilities of developing a
tidal water power on the estuary of the
River Dee, where the tidal differences are
roughly thirty-five feet at highest Spring
tide and thirteen feet at lowest neap tide.

Copyright. 1919, by B. P. Oo.

The Proposed River Dee Tidal Power Development As Designed By a Famous English Engineer—J. O. Boving. This View Shows His
Two Basin Proposal Where the Area of the Impounded Water Would Amount To Forty-Four Square Miles. The Maximum Tidal Differ-
ence Is In This Case About Thirty-Five Feet. A Large Railway Embankment Is a Part of the Scheme, This Railway to Connect Up

the Welsh Railway System With Birkenhead and Liverpool.

millions, of horse-power dissipating itself

on our coastal and river shores every day in
the year. To realize this fact fully we need
but reflect for a moment. If the tide brings
us a rise of several acres (many thousand
cubic feet) of water, why let it fall again,
uselessly? Allow the water to flow, without
friction, into huge basins at high tide

;
trap

it, and when the tide falls, permit the im-
prisoned water to escape, but thru turbines,
back to the tidal level.

months ago took a very wise and necessary
step in appointing a committee to inquire
into the possibilities of water power devel-
opment in the British Isles, there is one
aspect of the question which does not seem
to have attracted adequate attention, and
that is the utilization of tidal power. The
rise and fall of the tides around the English
coasts vary greatly, from a maximum of
nearly fifty feet in some places on the west
coast to only a few feet at others. Gener-

The scheme put forward was to form a

railway embankment across the mouth of

the estuary so as to connect up the Welsh
railway system with Birkenhead and Liver-
pool. The area of the impounded water
behind this dam was to be forty-four square
miles. On account of local conditions it

was not difficult to divide this basin into

two equal parts, and to arrange these two
inner basins, the sea forming the third, in

685
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such a way that a power station could be
worked continuously under constant head
and with constant output. The plan was
roughly as follows

:

Supposing that we start with high tide,

the flap gates leading from the sea to the
high basin would be open, and the water
would flow in and pass thru turbines into

the lower basin, the automatic flap gates

to this basin being closed by the water pres-

sure outside. This flow would continue
until the level in the sea equaled that in

the high basin, when the flap valves to this

would slowly close. In the meantime the

trie transmission easy. In such cases the
surplus power might be used during the
periods when it is available for pumping
up water to such reservoirs, while during
the intervals, when power is required, it

could be obtained thru high-pressure tur-

bines driven by the stored-up water supplied.

It will perhaps be argued that this is a
very elaborate and costly arrangement
which would not pay. The problem in fact

resolves itself to this: Assuming (1) that
an ordinary water power in a river was
developed and used for commercial pur-
poses during twelve hour= out of the

RESERVOIR
FILLING

P/PES TO
TURBINES (CLOSED)

SLUICE GATES
(OPEN) HIGH TIDE

POINT

ONE RESERVOIR CNLY

lsj STAGE

RESERVOIR EMPTYING
THRU TURBINES PIPES TO

\ TURBINES (OPEN)
GATES
CLOSED

LOW TIDE
ONE RESERVOIR ONLY

21? STAGE '
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POWER PLANT
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-
•
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CLOSED BY
PRESSURE-'
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Copyright, 1919, by B. P. Co.

Progressive Illustration Showing How the Tidal Power Plant Works. First Figure Shows
How the Rising Tide Fills the Large Basin Or Reservoir With Water. At Full Tide the Sea
Gates Are Closed and After the Tide Has Fallen a Few Feet, a Working "Head" Becomes
Available As Fig. 2 Shows. The Impounded Water Discharges Thru Turbines Back to the
Sea. Fig. 3 Shows a "Two Basin" Plant Which Discharges the Impounded Water In Two

Stages, Giving Steadier Power Development.

level in the high basin would slowly SINK
as water was consumed, and the level in

the low basin would INCREASE until the

moment when the water level in the sea
had fallen to such a point that the gates of
the lower basin would open and discharge

the water in it completely. On the rising

tide a similar sequence would be followed,

and a continuous development of power
would thus be maintained.
There are a great number of cases along

the coast where it would be easy to create

a reservoir at a considerable height adja-
cent to the tidal power station, or at least

within a distance which would mak<> elec-

twenty-four and that it was a good com-
mercial scheme under these conditions ; and
(2) that a high pressure power develop-
ment could be obtained by using stored
water for twelve hours of the twenty-four,
and that this also was a commercially good
undertaking in itself ; then it must be
equally sound commercially to link the two
together and produce power around the
twenty-four hours. In the tidal scheme
the only things added to the arrangement
described above are pumps, which are a
negligible factor in the general costs (they
would correspond to something like $3.75
per h. p.) . The pipes thru which the water is

pumped up are, of course, the same as those
which return the water from the high pres-
sure plant. Everything else is in common.
The calculation for such a scheme is sim-

ple, and in the case referred to, assuming
that in any case a bank was needed across
the Dee mouth, for railway purposes, there
is no doubt that this power development
would pay well. In cases where two tidal

plants of similar size are close together the
necessary conditions could be realized by
connecting them. There would be nothing
novel in such plans ; the turbines would be
of standard design, the variation in the
head would be only such as would be al-

lowable for in ordinary turbine plants, and
there would be no need to bridge over any
periods when the power developed fell

much below the average power.
However, in most cases it would be im-

possible to develop the three-basin idea, and
it would be necessary to rely only on one
inner reservoir and the sea. Obviously un-
der such conditions the engineer has to con-
tend with very great variations in head and
power. The great differences that occur
in the tidal ranges at various times compel
him to calculate his turbines for the average
head derived from neap tides.

The general idea of a one-reservoir tidal

scheme is as follows : At the beginning of
high tide the sluices are open fully and the
water rushes into the inner reservoir, filling

it up as quickly as possible. Then the gates
are shut for a certain time, until the water
level outside has fallen to give a desired
difference in level between the reservoir and
the sea. (See detailed illustration of one
reservoir scheme herewith.) The turbines
are now started and kept in operation under
virtually constant head, while the level in

the reservoir falls at the same time as the
tide. Some time before the lowest level of
the tide the turbines are shut off, the gates
opened, and the remaining water in the res-
ervoir allowed to rush out with the lowest
tide. Then the gates are closed, the tide
rises outside until the difference in level
between the sea and the reservoir has again
reached the agreed amount, the turbines are
started, and the same procedure is gone
thru for the rising tide as just described
for the falling. Thus for certain definite
periods power is obtained at a nearly con-
stant rate, but in the intervals no power is

produced.
Up until now we have been satisfied to

mine and burn coal, prospect for oil gush-
ers, and, in fact, have tried out about every
expensive source of power we could think
of. This comes of prosperity. America is

rich, and the keynote of the hour is "speed."
Design, develop, build,—do all these things
—say our great philosophers and educat-
ors, but do them FAST. Speed is a fine
thing—in its place ; but there is bound to
be a big bill to pay, some day. Why not
live and work efficiently; not necessarily in
a slow, plodding, unenlightened way, but in

an economical manner. Coal and oil will
not last forever. If you have ever visited
Holland, you have undoubtedly been im-
prest with the simplicity of things, and
those windmills. There is a fine bit of an-
tique engineering. The Hollander is using
an untaxable, free, and powerful source of
natural power—the wind. Besides these
you will find in all parts of Europe the
ever-present water wheel and turbine. Ex-
cellent, steady power, untaxed in most
cases ; but do the American farmers and
developers put the free wind and water
power to work? Yes, they do NOT. They
would rather spend a thousand dollars or
so for a gasoline engine and then work
their heads off for the rest of their lives

buying gasoline and oil to run it with. You
can see hundreds of windmills and water-
wheels rusting to pieces all over the coun-
try. A great pity and a prodigious waste.

Sweden, which is rich in water power,
sends electricity across the sound to Den-
mark.
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Producing Rain by Electricity

and X-Rays
FROM time to time in the world's

history, there have been schemes pro-
mulgated for and attempts made at

producing rain by artificial means
under the control of man. One of

the most promising of the recent schemes
for producing rain-fall at any desired time,

providing there happened to be aqueous par-

ticles contained in the atmosphere, is that

due to an Australian scientist, John Graeme
Balsillie. He has taken out patents on his

system of producing rain-fall electrically,

and one of his latest American patents is

here pictured and described.

The illustration shows how Mr. Balsillie

proposes to send up a series of balloons or
large box kites of sufficient size to carry an
extra large X-ray tube, and also capable of

supporting two thin electric wires of con-
siderable length. As the inventor states in

his patent, his invention "consists in electri-

cal means for assisting and promoting under
suitable meteorological conditions the for-

mation of aqueous particles in the atmos-
phere and assisting in promoting the depo-
sition of water particles (rain-fall) from
the atmosphere, and further to provide suit-

able apparatus for producing the necessary
electrical conditions for that purpose." This
balloon may be controlled from a motor
truck which can speed over the country to

various points wherever it may be de-
sired, and a portable gasoline engine and
dynamo outfit on the truck may supply the

necessary current for operating the power-
ful X-ray tube carried by the balloon, as
shown in the illustration, and also for de-
veloping the high potential current, about
350,000 volts, which is employed for charg-
ing the metallised surface of the balloon.

As has been pointed out in previous ar-
ticles on similar inventions in this Journal,
—and as substantiated by the opinion of sev-
eral well-known scientists, included Dr.
Henryt Arctowsky, the Arctic explorer, of
New York,—the inventor informs us in

his patent that his discovery is susceptible

to practical use only when the cooling of
aqueous vapor resulting from its expansion
in elevated regions of the atmosphere and
other natural influences brings the vapor
above the saturation point, so that conden-
sation becomes possible.

It has been ascertained that ions, pro-
duced in this case by Mr. Balsillie by the
powerful X-rays, which ionize the atmos-
phere in the vicinity of the balloon, may
act as nuclei, upon which, under certain

conditions, water vapor will condense.
Aqueous particles comprising cloud, fog or
mist are invariably electrified by natural
causes, and altho their electrification is of
one sign, the potential or voltage distribu-
tion thruout the mass is uneven. Aqueous
particles of approximately equal dimensions
and potential will therefore naturally repel

each other, and no condensation will result.

However, nuclei, upon which water con-
densation may take place, can be created
by ionizing the atmosphere, such as by pow-
erful X-rays, and further if under normal
conditions, a mutual repulsivity of charge
of the aqueous particles is altered to a
condition of mutual attractivity, then coal-
escence of such aqueous particles will be
assisted, and rain caused to fall.

As the accompanying detail illustration

shows, if a metal plate (or the metallized
surface of the balloon) is charged at a
very high potential of say several hundred
thousand volts, then this electrified body
serves to give an opposite charge to the
aqueous particles floating in the atmosphere.
The aqueous particles thus become pos-

sest of a charge of opposite sign to that

which they originally had. This charge of
opposite sign, however, is not and cannot
be communicated instantaneously to all the
particles in said zone. The particles in

close proximity to the source of electrifica-

tion are rapidly charged by electrostatic
induction with a charge of opposite sign to

.whereby particles in close proximity to each
other are possest of electrical charges of
opposite sign. Such particles consequently
attract each other, coalesce, and then fall

as rain, under the influence of gravity.

The apparatus used for producing the
high potential uni-directional current for
charging the metallized balloon surface is

Theory of Electrical-Rain Producer

"Fiat wemint
have actueouo

water)partich
present in the
upper ajrjliala.

to apointabove
saturation to

make axutensa

twn possible

Metal surface
charged to 320.000

Copyright, 1919, by B. P. Co

Man Is Slowly But Surely Learning the How and Why of Nature's Secrets. Rain and How
It Forms Has Particularly Interested An Australian Scientist—John Graeme Balsillie, and
His Method of Ionizing and Charging the Air Containing the Aqueous Particles Is Here
Illustrated and Described. Ionization Is Accompllsht By Large X-Ray Bulbs Suspended From

Balloons.

that which they originally possest. This
inversion of sign of charge is gradually
communicated to all the particles in said
zone in an ever-expanding circle, about the
source of electrification as a center. At the
perimeter of the circle of imprest electrifi-

cation, at any instant, a condition exists

produced by a transformer and interrupter
supplied from a dynamo or other source on
the ground. The secondary circuit of the
induction coil is equipt with rectifying

valves in order to rectify the current. Sim-
ilar appratus, also provided with vacuum

(Continued on page 749)
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Moving Platform for New York's Gross
Town Subway

SUBWAY commuters and others who
use New York's great underground

transportation systems daily, have

been much provoked and harast in

the past several months by the various

difficulties occasioned by the change in the

two principal North and South arteries of

subway travel. In other words, the subway

system was changed over a few months

ago from the old familiar "Z" system to the

new so-called "H" system, which gives a

continuous east-side and west-side subway

express route, the—bar of the "H" connect-

ing at the present time by shuttle trains

running under 42nd Street between the

Grand Central Station and the Times

Square Station. The Grand Central Sta-

tion is located at Park Avenue and East

42nd Street, while the Times Square Sta-

tion is located on the west side at the

juncture of 7th Avenue, Broadway and

42nd Street.

For several reasons the shuttle train

service seems apparently not to be the best

solution of the problem confronting the

subway engineers in smoothly and quickly

transferring the cross current of traffic be-

tween these two stations, and therefore

Public Service Commissioner Travis H.

Whitney has proposed that a continuous

moving platform such as here illustrated be

installed in the space now ocupied by two

of the four shuttle tracks. Mr. Whitney's

original idea called for the installation of

this continuous moving platform on the two

northerly tracks of the shuttle system, leav-

ing the two southerly tracks for train ser-

vice, which might be necessitated whenever

the moving platform might for instance get

out of order, when the shuttle train service

could be put in use. Also these two tracks

could be used for the extension of the

Queensboro Subway system, which is an-

other proposal in the minds of the Public

Service Commission engineers, so that

eventually the Queensboro trains which

now end their westward run at the Grand

Central Subway Station, two levels under-

ground as here illustrated, will terminate at

Times Square.
In a recent interview with Mr. M. Ever-

hart Smith, consulting engineer of the con-

struction concern which will build this gi-

gantic moving platform, six thousand feet

in length and capable of carrying ten thou-

sand people at one time, a different sug-

gestion was made concerning the location

of this proposed continuous moving plat-

form. Instead of having it occupy the

space over which the two northerly tracks

now run, Mr. Smith pointed out that it is

much more feasible and practical in every

way to have it occupy the present position

of the extreme northerly and southerly

tracks, leaving two tracks in the center for

emergency shuttle train service or for the

extension of the Queensboro system to

Times Square. This modification of_ the

design and layout of the moving platform

system is a very important one and prac-

tically necessitated, for the reason that if

the return loop of the platform past along

in the position now occupied by one of the

inside tracks, then passengers could not

alight at any point desired, excepting at

the terminal stations at either Grand Cen-

tral or Times Square.

As is pointed out there should be not

less than three moving platforms in any

case, each moving at a different speed, the

outer one say at three miles, the inter-

mediate at six miles, and the inner plat-

from carrying the seats, at nine miles per

By H. WINFIELD SECOR
hour. Therefore, as Mr. Smith suggested,

in discussing Mr. Whitney's original idea,

it would not be possible for passengers
traveling east to attempt to cross a high
speed (9-mile per hour) platform moving
west. To give the greatest service, and to

enable passengers to alight from or board
the moving platform at any point along the

entire route, the moving platform system
should occupy the space now used by the

two center or the two outside tracks. In

other words the two moving platforms
would have to have adjacent to them a
stationary platform provided with suitable

exits and entrances.
If the present shuttle train service should

be extended to connect with other sub-

ways on avenues farther west than 7th

Avenue at Times Square, the trains, Mr.
Smith explained, would not conflict with
the moving platforms, because the latter

would operate only between two of the train

stations. In this case the moving platform
would be used merely for the collection and
distribution of passengers within the area

of Times Square and east and west of it.

Concerning the initial cost of this great

moving platform it is estimated that it

would approximate $1,000,000.00, and that

it would take six months to build and in-

stall. At the present time the engineers of

the Public Service Commission and the

subway staff, as well as the experts of the

moving platform concern, are busy trying

to find a satisfactory space for the plat-

form return loops at the station ends at

Times Square and Grand Central ; these

loops being quite an extensive affair, the

minimum diameter of the loop being about
130 feet.

The moving platform idea is not so en-

tirely new or untried, as it might appear at

first. They have been built and used at

different times quite a number of years ago,

both abroad and in the United States. The
same concern which is now designing the

one for installation under 42nd Street, had
one in successful operation at the World's
Fair in Chicago, 4,400 feet in length. Vis-

itors to that Fair will undoubtedly remem-
ber the great attraction, the platform of

which was operated by electric motors to

the total of 150 horsepower, which had a

carrying capacity of 6,000 passengers. On
"Chicago Day," 185,000 passengers—twice
the daily traffic of the Brooklyn Bridge

—

were carried without any inconvenience.

The total live and dead weight was 900 tons.

As aforementioned, the new platform pro-

posal for 42nd Street, New York City, is

approximately 6,000 feet in length, with a

capacity of 10,000 passengers, and will re-

quire electric motors distributed along its

length to a total of about 250 horsepower.
Undoubtedly some of our readers will be

interested in some of the more or less ob-

vious technical details and just how the va-

rious parts are to operate. Thru the cour-

tesy of Mr. M. Everhart Smith, we are

pleased to give several details here, which
have seemed of paramount interest to the

editors. First, the three moving platforms,

moving at three gradually increasing velo-

cities in order to allow a person to board
it without being thrown over or requiring

acrobatics, will not be exactly on the same
level, but each platform will slightly overlap

the next succeeding platform, this practise

having been found the best from past ex-

perience. The detailed drawings in the ac-

companying illustrations show clearly how
the platform is made in a large number of
jointed sections, each of which is provided

with a flexible coupling so as to easily nego-
tiate the curves at the station loops. Under
the whole moving platform there is installed

a stationary series of wheels or pulleys
mounted on axles. The depending rails of

the various platforms rest on the respective
pulleys or wheels belonging to that particu-

lar platform in each case, as the drawing in-

dicates. At about every eighth or tenth pulley
there will be located a small electric motor
connected by driving chains to several of the

pulley shafts. All together about 250 horse-
power in electric motors will be required,
which is quite small indeed compared to the
two thousand horse-power in electric mo-
tors necessary for the operation of a ten-
car subway train.

The matter of seats on the third or high-
speed platform is a very flexible one, and
at first most probably but one row of seats

will be installed, as the illustration shows,
but more seats can readily be added at any
time. It will only require a few minutes to

go from Grand Central to the Times Square
Station or vice versa on the moving plat-

form, and the seats would probably only be
used by women, as Mr. Smith pointed out.

Another feature at this point is that those
in a hurry can walk along any one of the
moving platforms and gain time ; for in-

stance, if a man walks at the rate of four
miles per hour on the nine mile per hour
platform, he will actually be moving in

that particular direction at the rate of thir-

teen miles per hour. In addition to the ad-
vantages of constantly moving platforms
with no waits for shuttle trains, and with
entrances and exits at every" cross-street,

such as at Madison, Fifth and Sixth Ave-
nues, an immense income could be derived
from the stores and large advertising spaces
along the platforms.

Referring once more to the platform and
its operation, it will be seen how the motor-
driven wheels under the rails of the plat-
form sections will cause these sections to be
propelled forward in a direction depending
upon the rotation of the wheels. The end-
wise juncture between the sections and the
moving platforms is on an even level, and
they are closely curved on the order of a
knuckle-joint so that no gap occurs between
them. The rails of each section are so de-
signed as to correspond both at front and
back, and thus this unique design permits
of the section moving around the loop
curves in a smooth manner. Light steel

posts, containing straps for the use of the
"strap hangers' brigade," without which
metropolitan life would lose a large part of
its vim and pep, will be provided, as the il-

lustration shows. Of course the chaps on
the way home from the club will have to
"mind their step," as the English say, or

—

well—WELL, by that time the Nation will

be dry anyway, so we should worry ! ! And
besides the late home-comers using the
platform during the "G. M. hours" will
most probably be lucky enough to find it

pretty well deserted in the event that they
may have drunk one too many glasses of
near-beer or cherry flip.

Regarding the heating of this long tun-
nel, Mr. Smith has suggested that during
severe cold weather the tunnel system, in
which the moving platform was installed,

could be steam-heated at regular intervals,

and also special ventilating fans and baffle

walls could easily be provided at the various
stations, as well as at the terminals, so as to
ensure the proper ventilation and heating
of the passageway.
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The Unknown Purple

WHAT would you do if you had
the power to make yourself invis-

ible—not by means of Aladdin's
wonderful lamp, but by an actual

scientific invention? Ask Dad, he
knows ! Thus, for instance, it certainly

would be a boon to some delicately balanced
husband, homeward bound, to escape the

shark eye of his better half, not to mention

By DOROTHY KANT

into a play that seems to have so big a
success with New York's critical audiences.
The scientist in this play who is inci-

dentally our hero uses his invention to
wreak vengeance upon his unfaithful wife
and her paramour by making himself invis-

ible and by playing pranks with the for-
tunes of both wife and lover.

But how does he do it and at the same

really concealed within the purple shaft of
light.

For some reason or other the authors
seem to think that to make oneself invis-

ible, such action should be electric and ac-
companied by a purple light, in order to
heighten the tension and to give the mys-
terious touch that is particularly impressive
on a lay audience. So, in addition, when-

the rolling pin ; to some suspicious wife,

etc., etc., ad infinitum. Then think what a
shock it would be to a Hun general, after

the blimp observers had spied an advanc-
ing American Army, with the guns ready
to be set off, when whisto ! the American
army wasn't there at all ! In other words
Grimms' Fairy Tales in real life.

That other minds have peeped into the
bright future of this wonderful invisible

"source," which would make radium cheap
by comparison, is well exemplified in the
fact that not so long afro in the March and
April, 1918, numbers of the Electrical Ex-
perimenter, in a story entitled "At War
With the Invisible" the underlying idea of
up-to-date scientific invisibility was shown.
Here we had a young and handsome lady
of the year 2011 who possest a bracelet of
bells encircling her wrist, which bracelet

was concealed to the human eye, or rather
invisible to it, due to an optical invention
of a certain scientist. . . .

The author of the "Unknown Purple"
evidently thought along the same lines, for
here we have a plot with almost the same
underlying principle, wherein a certain
scientist discovers and perfects a sub-
stance by which he can make himself in-

visible merely by holding that substance in

his hand. But let us <felve a little deeper

time raise the tension of the audience to

such a height that you can hear a "dew"
drop ?

One of our ingenious readers not so long
ago wrote, jocularly, suggesting that we run
a perfectly blank cover on the magazine
under the caption "Camouflaged Ship on
the Ocean". The joke was supposed to

be that the ship was so well camouflaged
that you could not see it at all—hence the

blank cover page ! The authors of the

"Unknown Purple" evidently used a simi-

lar line of reasoning on which they built

up their play.

The problem was how to show a man
walking across the stage who is supposed
to be invisible. The answer is simplicity

itself : don't show him at all, but make the
audience believe that he is really there.

This is certainly simplicity reduced ad
absurdum. But in order to show that the
man was really there,—altho, of course he
wasn't,—something had to be done, else the
audience would not be sufficiently imprest
and would take the hero's "absent treat-

ment" as a joke. So the authors simply
have a ourple spot light arranged overhead,
which light travels at a slow gait across
the stage, and the lighting effects are so
cleverly arranged that the audience obtains
the impression that the invisible man is

ever the purple light appeared, and when
our invisible hero was on the stage, the
effect was still further heightened by a cer-

tain low buzz produced by a spark coil

vibrator or the like and which buzz was
supposed to emanate from the substance
in the hero's hand which created the invisi-

bility. Needless to say it had the desired

effect and many a young damsel felt pur-
ple gooseskin take the place of her natural

one, and becoming the recipient of creeps
and thrills such as never were hers before.

Of course, the usual stage tricks were
resorted to, as for instance when our noble
hero stealthily and invisibly opens the safe

to abstract certain important papers. We
thus see the purple spot or ray centered on
the safe, amidst the mysterious buzzing
sound—then the click of the combination
as it is turned—the opening of the safe door
slowly and mysteriously. Yes, you guest it,

the safe was opened by invisible threads or
strings, as no hands or anyone were visible.

A similar trick was used whenever the hero
entered the stage by means of the door.
The door, of course, opened without any
visible mechanical means and the solution

in this case too obviously was strings or
threads. There was only one scene that

was staged elaborately and that was in the

(Continued on page 748)
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Zeppelin Flew 4,130 Miles Round Trip

from Bulgaria to Khartoum

BERLIN T°NEW YORK
3950 MILES

R0UNDTRIP-786OMILE$
POSSIBLEBY ZEPPELIH$

/
/

ARECENT wireless dispatch from a

Berlin correspondent contains some
most interesting news concerning
Teutonic developments in giant air-

craft. It is said that the Germans
are busy constructing a mammoth airplane

intended to cross the Atlantic Ocean. This
huge aerial craft, now under construction,

is stated to have a wing spread of 198 feet,

and it is to be engined by 3,000 horse-power
in petrol motors.
The Teuton aerial flight experts are said

to be busy con-

structing a gigantic

Zeppelin craft at

F r i e drichshaf en,

which is to be pro-

pelled by nine en-

gines and eight pro-

pellers. It will have

a carrying capacity of

one hundred passen-

gers, and it is hoped
that the international

situation will clear

up so that the first

trans - oceanic flight

may take place this

corning July. The
voyage across the At-
lantic from a point

in Germany to New
York City is ex-

pected to take about
forty hours.

But coming down
to cold facts and past

performances, the ac-

companying illustra-

tion shows one of

the most remarkable
aerial trips accom-
plisht during the
great war, in which
a giant Zeppelin flew

from Jamboli, in.

Bulgaria, to a point

over Khartoum, on
the river Nile in
Africa, a distance as

the crow flies of

2,065 miles, and a
distance of 4,130
miles for the non-
stop return trip. The
Zeppelin carried a
crew of twenty-two
men besides twenty-
five tons of ammuni-
tions and medicines
for the Teuton army
in German East
Africa. The great
craft glided from its

hangar at Jamboli at

eight o'clock on the
morning of Novem-
ber 21st, 1917. On
the night of Novem-
ber 22nd -23rd, the
monster airship had
arrived over Khar-
toum, when it picked
up a wireless message from the German
radio station at Nauen, ordering it to re-

turn at once, as the Government at Berlin
had ascertained in the meantime that the
majority of Gen. von Lettou-Worbeck's
troops had surrendered to the Allies.

Consequently the air-ship turned about
in mid-air without making a landing and
arrived at Jamboli at eight o'clock in the
morning on November 25th. The technical
director of the factory where this aerial

Graft was built has stated that a ship of

this type was easily capable of flying from
Berlin to New York and returning without
a stop. The air-line distance from Berlin

to New York City is approximately 3,930
miles, and the round trip distance would be
7,860 miles, or nearly eight thousand miles.

Talking of dirigible gas-bag types of air-

craft, the U. S. Navy Department has just

announced a remarkable new gas, which is

available by a new process. Discovery of
this new inert, non-inflammable gas for bal-

loons, dirigibles and other lighter-than-air

RUSS//?

v

owned by the Lone Star Gas Company, the

statement said, and a ten-inch pipe line to

cost $1,050,000 is being laid for a distance
of ninety-four miles from the wells to a

plant at North Fort Worth, where the gas
will be comprest into cylinders for ship-

ment to the balloon fields.

High proof gasoline is obtained in a ratio

of about five gallons per 1,000 cubic feet

of gas, it was said, and after the 1 per cent
of "argon" is removed, by agreement with
the oil company, the remainder of the gas

is turned into the

city mains of Fort
Worth and Dallas.

The Department
estimates that the
plant at North Fort
Worth, designed by
the Navy Bureau of

Yards and Docks,
and which will cost

$900,000 will be
completed by April 1.

RlTfSM
* EAST
AFRICA

6ERMAN
'. EAST
Af RICA'

Copyright, 1919, by E. P. Co.

One of the Great Scientific Feats of the World-War Was the Non-Stop Flight of a German
Zeppelin Over the Route Here I llustrated—a Distance of 4,130 Miles. Such a Craft Could
Fly Easily From Europe to New York, and the Engineers That Built the Airship Claim
That It Is Capable of Flying From Berlin to New York and Return, Without Stopping.

craft was revealed by the Navy Department
on December 9th in a statement explaining
expenditures for its production now being
made jointly with the army.
The department states that the use of

this new element, officially termed "argon,"
will eliminate the hazard of fire and explo-
sion that always has accompanied balloon
operations where "hydrogen" has been used
to inflate the gas bags.
The gas from which "argon" is obtained

comes from the wells at Petrolia, Tex.,

INJURING THE
EYES BY PHO-
TOGRAPHY.
When one sees so

many veteran pho-
tographic workers,
in both amateur and
professional ranks,
suffering from astig-

matism, one won-
ders what is the

actual cause of this

distressing optical

defect. On inquiry,

it will be found that

in many cases the

eyes were strained

during the early
days of dryplate-

photography, when
the plates — ther.i

coated with a very
slow e m u 1 s i o n

—

were handled, and'

examined during de-

velopment, by the

light of a deep ruby"

oil-lamp. Amateurs
at first used advis-
edly a small pocket-
lamp, and undoubt-
edly incurred serious
injury to the sight.

Later—thank good-
ness — light of
greater volume was
employed, ruby
light being also su-
perseded by orange
light

; preferably
fabric instead of
glass being used to

expose the dryplates
sparingly to the rays
of this brighter
light. Now the pho-
tographer confronts
the danger of ruin-

ing his eyes from exposure to the electric
arc when used for printing-purposes. To
look at the bare arc is obviously injurious
to the sight. Arc-rays reflected from the
surface of the negatives are also bad for
the eyes. A good plan is to use a printing-
lamp in which only reflected light reaches
the negatives, or to use a printing-cabinet
in which the arc is enclosed, care being
taken to cover up empty spaces with pieces
of cardboard so that the arc or its reflec-
tions do not reach the printer's eyes.
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Famous Scientific Illusions
By NIKOLA TESLA

Written specially for the Electrical Experimenter

In this original and revolutionizing discussion, Nikola Tesla gives us something really new to think about. First—Does the moon
rotate on its axis? Second—Is the Franklin pointed lightning rod correct in theory and operation? Third—Do wireless signals fly

thru space by means of so-called Hertzian waves in the ether, or are they propagated thru the earth at prodigious velocity by means
of earth-bound oscillations? World-famous conundrums these questions which have been answered in many ways by some of the
greatest scientists. Dr. Tesla explains these three predominant scientific fallacies in a masterly way, so that everyone can understand

them.

THE human brain, with all its won-
derful capabilities and power, is far
from being a faultless apparatus.
Most of its parts may be in perfect
working order, but some are

atrophied, undeveloped or missing alto-

gether. Great men of all classes and pro-

electric current according to a childishly

simple rule. The writer, who was known
to recite entire volumes by heart, has never
been able to retain in memory and re-

capitulate in their proper order the words
designating the colors of the rainbow, and
can only ascertain them after long and la-

reality. The greatest triumphs of man
were those in which his mind had to free
itself from the influence of delusive ap-
pearances. Such was the revelation of
Buddha that self is an illusion caused by
the persistence and continuity of mental
images ; the discovery of Copernicus that,

It Is Well Known That the Moon, M., Always Turns the Same Face
Toward the Earth, E, as the Black Arrows Indicate. The Parallel
Rays From the Sun Illuminate the Moon in Its Successive Orbital
Positions as the Unshaded Semi-circles Indicate. Bearing This in

Mind, Do You Believe That the Moon Rotates on Its Own Axis?

fessions—scientists, inventors, and hard-
headed financiers—have placed themselves
on record with impossible theories, inopera-

tive devices, and unrealizable schemes. It

is doubtful that there could be found a

single work of any one individual free of
error. There is no
such thing as an
infallible brain.
Invariably, some
cells or fibers are
wanting or unre-
sponsive, with the

result of impair-
ing judgment,
sense of propor-
tion, or some
other faculty. A
man of genius
eminently prac-
tical, whose name
is a household
word, has wasted
the best years of
his life in a vis-

ionary undertak-
ing. A celebrated
physicist was in-

capable of tracing
the direction of an

borious thought, strange as it may seem.
Our organs of reception, too, are defi-

cient and deceptive. As a semblance of life

is produced by a rapid succession of inani-

mate pictures, so many of our perceptions
are but trickery of the senses, devoid of
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I T^OR over a century and a half the whole world, educated and otherwise, thought that the 1
| T* moon revolved around its axis. Nikola Tesla in the present highly instructive article dis- =

g proves that theory and will convince scientists and all others alike that the moon does s
1 no such thing. 1

For thousands of years it was thought that the sun and stars revolved around the earth and g
1 all kinds of experimental proofs were furnished to substantiate this theory. The illustrious g
i Galileo thought different, and everyone today knows that the earth revolves around the sun. g

So it is with Tesla's discovery. Tesla also, in the second part of the present paper, shows g
| us that the ancient and time-worn theory advanced by Benjamin Franklin as to the lightning g
g conductor is not substantially correct as viewed by latter day science. It will come as a shock §
§ even to our professors that the lightning rod actually aids the lightning in hitting the building.
- The reason is that the lightning rod helps in ionizing (making conductive) the surrounding air. |

Mr. Tesla has devised a lightning conductor with no points, and there is no doubt whatso- =
g ever that his theory is right. Scientists the world over will acknowledge this very shortly. g

In a third section of the same paper Tesla explodes still another popular delusion, viz., that g
g wireless waves follow the curvature of the earth when messages are transmitted, let us say from g
g a point in the United States to a point in Europe. In his revolutionary arguments, supported by g
g facts as well as by logic, Tesla shows why the currents do not travel around the earth but g
g directly thru it. In other words, Tesla maintains that wireless communication is accomplished g
§ ONLY thru the medium of the earth itself. His contention seems very sound. If it were not so, g
g let every wireless station, commercial or otherwise, do away with its ground connection. None g
g could then operate as is well known, except perhaps over very limited distances. g

Mr. Tesla's present article will arouse world-wide comment due to the revolutionary §
g philosophy contained therein. We are sure our readers will appreciate Mr. Tesla's most timely g
g and illuminating article on this but little understood subject. g

inlllllllllll!ll!l!lllllllllllll!lllll|]llllllllllllllllllN

Copyright, 1919, by E. P. Co. All rights reserved.

Fig. 2.—Tesla's Conception of the Rotation of the Moon, M, Around
the Earth, E; the Moon, in This Demonstration Hypothesis, Being
Considered as Embedded in a Solid Mass, Mi. If, As Commonly
Believed, the Moon Rotates, This Would Be Equally True For a
Portion of the Mass M 2 , and the Part Common to Both Bodies

Would Turn Simultaneously in "Opposite" Directions.

contrary to all observation, this planet ro-

tates around the sun ; the recognition of

Descartes that the human being is an
automaton, governed by external influ-

ence and the idea that the earth is spherical,

which led Columbus to the finding of this

continent. And
tho the minds of
individuals sup-
plement one an-
other and science

and experience are

continually elimi-

nating fallacies
and misconcep-
tions, much of our
present knowledge
is still incomplete
and unreliable. We
have sophisms in

mathematics which
cannot be dis-

proved. Even in

pure reasoning,
free of the short-
comings of sym-
bolic processes,
we are often ar-

rested by doubt
which the strong-
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est intelligences have been unable to dispel.

Experimental science itself, most positive

of all, is not unfailing.

In the following I shall consider three

exceptionally interesting errors in the in-

terpretation and application of physical phe-
nomena which have for years dominated
the minds of experts and men of science.

I. The Illusion of the Axial Rota-
tion of the Moon.

It is well known since the discovery
of Galileo that the moon, in travelling

thru space, always turns the same face

towards the earth. This is explained
by stating that while passing once
around its mother-planet the lunar
globe performs just one revolution on
its axis. The spinning motion of a

heavenly body must necessarily un-
dergo modifications in the course of
time, being either retarded by resist-

ances internal or external, or acceler-

ated owing to shrinkage and other
causes. An unalterable rotational ve-
locity thru all phases of planetary evo-
lution is manifestly impossible. What
wonder, then, that at this very instant

of its long existence our satellite

should revolve exactly so, and not
faster or slower. But many astrono-
mers have accepted as a physical fact

that such rotation takes place. It does
not, but only appears so ; it is an il-

lusion, a most surprising one, too.

I will endeavor to make this clear

by reference to Fig. 1, in which E rep-

resents the earth and M the moon.
The movement thru space is such that

the arrow, firmly attached to the latter,

always occupies the position indicated
with reference to the earth. If one
imagines himself as looking down on
the orbital plane and follows the mo-
tion he will become convinced that the
moon does turn on its axis as it travels

around. But in this very act the ob-
server will have deceived himself. To
make the delusion complete let him
take a washer similarly marked and
supporting it rotatably in the center,

carry it around a stationary object,

constantly keeping the arrow pointing
towards the latter. Tho to his bodily

vision the disk will revolve on its axis, such
movement does not exist. He can dispel

the illusion at once by holding the washer
fixedly while going around. He will now
readily see that the supposed axial rotation

is only apparent, the impression being pro-
duced by successive changes of position in

space.
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But more convincing proofs can be given
that the moon does not, and cannot revolve

on its axis. With this object in view atten-

tion is called to Fig. 2, in which both the

satellite, M, and earth, E, are shown em-
bedded in a solid mass, Mi (indicated by
stippling) and supposed to rotate so as to

impart to the moon its normal translatory

velocity. Evidently, if the lunar globe

could rotate as commonly believed,

this would be equally true of any other
portion of mass Mi, as the sphere M 2 ,

shown in dotted lines, and then the

part common to both bodies would
have to turn simultaneously in oppo-
site directions. This can be experi-

mentally illustrated in the manner sug-
gested by using instead of one, two
overlapping rotatable washers, as may
be conveniently represented by circles

M and M 2 , and carrying them around
a center as E, so that the plain and
dotted arrows are always pointing to-

wards the same center. No further
argument is needed to demonstrate that

the two gyrations cannot co-exist or
even be pictured in the imagination
and reconciled in a purely abstract

sense.

The truth is, the so-called "axial ro-

tation" of the moon is a phenomenon
deceptive alike to the eye and mind
and devoid of physical meaning. It

has nothing in common with real mass
revolution characterized by effects

positive and unmistakable. Volumes
have been written on the subject and
many erroneous arguments advanced
in support of the notion. Thus, it is

reasoned, that if the planet did not
turn on its axis it would expose the
whole surface to terrestrial view; as
only one-half is visible, it must re-

volve. The first statement is true but
the logic of the second is defective, for

it admits of only one alternative. The
conclusion is not justified as the same
appearance can also be produced in

another way. The moon does rotate,

not on its own, but about an axis
passing thru the center of the earth,
the true and only one.
The unfailing test of the spinning of

a mass is, however, the existence of
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energy of motion. The moon is not possest tion of the latter immediately stiffens, being

of such vis viva. If it were the case then a at the same time deformed by gravitational

revolving body as Mi would contain me- pull. The shape becomes permanent upon
chanical energy other than that of which cooling and solidification and the smaller

Fig. 5
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show any measurable flattening in form.
2. If a planetary body in its orbital move-

ment turns the same side towards the cen-
tral mass this is a positive proof that it has
been separated from the latter and is a true

satellite.

3. A planet revolving on its axis in its

passage around another cannot have been
thrown off from the same but must have
been captured.

II. The Fallacy of Franklin's Pointed
Lightning-Rod.

The display of atmospheric electricity has
since ages been one of the most marvelous
spectacles afforded to the sight of man. Its

grandeur and power filled him with fear
and superstition. For centuries he attrib-

uted lightning to agents god-like and su-

pernatural and its purpose in the scheme of

this universe remained unknown to him.

Now we have learned that the waters of

the ocean are raised by the suri and main-
tained in the atmosphere delicately sus-

pended, that they >are wafted to distant re-

gions of the globe where electric forces
assert themselves in upsetting the sensitive

balance and causing precipitation, thus sus-

taining all organic life. There is every
reason to hope that man will soon be able

to control this life-giving flow of water
and thereby solve many pressing problems
of his existence.

Atmospheric electricity became of special

scientific interest in Franklin's time. Fara-
day had not yet announced his epochal dis-

coveries in magnetic induction but static

frictional machines were already generally

A Section of the Earth and Its Atmospheric Envelope Drawn to Scale. It Is Obvious That the use<̂ in physical laboratories Franklin's

Hertzian Rays Cannot Traverse So Thin a Crack Between Two Conducting Surfaces For Any powerful mind at once leaped to the con-
Considerable Distance, Without Being Absorbed,_Says Dr. Tesla, in Discussing the Ether elusion that frictional and atmospheric elec-

fig.6

Space Wave Theory.

we have experimental evidence. Irrespec-

tive of this so exact a coincidence between
the axial and orbital periods is, in itself,

immensely improbable for this is not the

permanent condition towards which the

system is tending. Any axial rotation of a

mass 'left to itself, retarded by forces ex-
ternal or internal, must cease. Even admit-
ting its perfect control by tides the coinci-

dence Would still be miraculous. But when
we remember that most of the satellites

exhibit this peculiarity, the probability be-

comes infinitestimal.

Three theories have been advanced for

the origin of the moon. According to the
oldest suggested by the great German
philosopher Kant, and developed by La-
place in his monumental treatise "Me-
canique Celeste", the planets have been
thrown off from larger central masses by
centrifugal force. Nearly forty years ago
Prof. George H. Darwin in a masterful
essay on tidal friction furnished mathe-
matical proofs, deemed unrefutable, that

the moon had separated from the earth.

Recently this established theory has been
attacked by Prof. T. J. J. See in a remark-
able work on the "Evolution of the Stellar
Systems", in which he propounds the view
that centrifugal force was altogether inade-
quate to bring about the separation and
that all planets, including the moon, have
come from the depths of space and have
been captured. Still a third hypothesis of
unknown origin exists which has been ex-
amined and commented upon by Prof. W.
H. Pickering in "Popular Astronomy of
1^07", and according to which the moon
was torn from the earth when the later
was partially solidified, this accounting for
the continents which might not have been
formed otherwise.
Undoubtedly planets and satellites have

originated in both ways and, in my opin-
ion, it is not difficult to ascertain the char-
acter of their birth. The following con-
clusions can be safely drawn :

1. A heavenly body thrown off from a
larger one cannot rotate on its axis. The
mass, rendered fluid by the combined ac-
tion of heat and pressure, upon the reduc-

mass continues to move about the larger
one as tho it were rigidly connected to it

except for pendular swings or librations

due to varying orbital velocity. Such mo-
tion precludes the possibility of axial rota-

tion in the strictly physical sense. The
moon has never spun around as is

well demonstrated by the fact that the
most precise measurements have failed to

tncity were identical. To our present yiew
this inference appears obvious, but in his

time the mere thought of it was little short
of blasphemy. He investigated the phe-
nomena and argued that if they were of the
same nature then the clouds could be
drained of their charge exactly as the ball

of a static machine, and in 1749 he indi-

cated in a publisht memoir how this could
be done by the use of pointed metal rods.

{Continued on page 728)
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Fig. 8—This Diagram Illustrates How, During a Solar Eclipse, the Moon's Shadow
Passes Over the Earth With Changing Velocity, and Should Be Studied in Connec-
tion With Fig. 9. The Shadow Moves Downward With Infinite Velocity at First,

Then With Its True Velocity Thru Space, and Finally With Infinite Velocity Again.
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Curing Soldiers Ills with Electricity

ELECTRICITY is playing no mean
role in the vast reconstruction work
now being carried on in the great

Red Cross as well as Army and
Navy hospitals thruout the coun-

try. Not only has the electric current been
cleverly employed in many diversified ways
to treat the many ills and maladies with
which the soldiers and sailors have been
afflicted in this country, but thousands of
these appliances have been and are being

used every day in the field hospitals in

France, and in other lands which were not

many months ago raging battlefields. Por-
table yet powerful X-ray ambulances sped
over the battlefields but a few miles behind
the front line trenches, ever ready to loan

a helping hand in the merciful work of the

medical corps. And not only do we find

in these shell-torn regions the invaluable

By PAULINE BERGINS

nervous cases caused by excessive fatigue,

and for over-strained muscles and cords.
There are more shell-shock victims from

this great
World W a r

than there
have been in

any other. And
therefore, the

fact that the
Bergonie elec-

tric chair will

help to allevi-

ate and cure
these cases, is

indeed a great
blessing.

It might be
said that the
majority of

of shell-shock are cured suddenly and in-

stantly by the most peculiar incident or
happening. In a large French hospital just

Three Interesting Views Showing Electricity's Role In the Reconstruction
Work of the Army Hospitals. Above: Fig. 2, Soldier Patient Receiving Elec-
tric Arm Bath Treatment For Rheumatism, at the American Red Cross War
Hospital at Paignton, Devon, France. Fig. 1, Below, Shows American Sol-
dier Being Treated in the Bergonie Electric Chair, Extensively Used for
Shell Shock Treatment, at Fort MacPherson, Ga. Fig. 3, at Left, Illustrates
the Electric Light Bath Cabinet in Use. A Wounded Marine Is Enjoying the
Glowing Warmth Produced By This Electrotherapeutlc Apparatus For Treat-

ing Sore and Stiffened Muscles.

X-ray machines, but many other appliances
such as electric heating devices for the
treatment of "trench feet", electric steril-

izers and cauterizers, Faradic outfits for
the treatment of lameness and rheumatism,
electric light baths, etc.

The accompanying photographs show
several very interesting and practical appli-

cations of the electric current for the treat-

ment of war ills. The photograph, Fig. 1,

showing an American soldier seated in the
large reclining chair, was taken at Fort
MacPherson, Ga. This curious and com-
plicated looking electric outfit comprises
one of the most wonderful electro-medical
devices ever invented—the "Bergonie"
Electric Chair. The Bergonie invention
involves the application of low voltage
electric currents of peculiar wave form to
the patient's body while seated in the chair
here shown, the body being weighted with
a number of sand bags. The switch-board
in the background contains a number of
regulating rheostats and motor-driven in-

terrupters as well as measuring instru-
ments, such as a voltmeter and milli-

ampere meter for indicating the strength
of the current applied to the patient. The
Bergonie chair treatment produces rythmic
pulsations in the nerves and muscles and
has been found very efficacious for shell-
shock victims as well as for treating severe

shell-shock vic-

tims lose a part
or all of their

mental faculties,

and to all appear-
ances cannot use
their reason at

all. They have
all sorts of delu-

sions as to whom
their folks are, or
where their home
is. Practically
everyone has
heard of, or has
been in contact
with, one or more
cases of shell-

shock, and so it

is not necessary
to expatiate fur-
ther on this im-
portant phase of
the problem of re-

construction, ex-
cept to say that
the various hos-
pitals and sani-
tariums engaged
in this work are

Photo ® by irnderwood & underwood

doing wonders over night, literally as well prior to the signing of the armistice there
as metaphorically, for some of these cases (Continued on page 748)
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By Nikola Tesla

THE progressive development of man is vitally dependent

on invention. It is the most important product of his

creative brain. Its ultimate purpose is the complete mas-

tery of mind over the material world, the harnessing of

the forces of nature to human needs. This is the difficult

task of the inventor who is often misunderstood and unrewarded.

But he finds ample compensation in the

pleasing exercises of his powers and in

the knowledge of being one of that ex-

ceptionally privileged class without whom
the race would have long ago perished in

the bitter struggle against pitiless ele-

ments.

Speaking for myself, I have already

had more than my full measure of this

exquisite enjoyment, so much that for

many years my life was little short of

continuous rapture. I am credited with

being one of the hardest workers and

perhaps I am, if thought is the equivalent

of labor, for I have devoted to it almost

all of my waking hours. But if work is

interpreted to be a definite performance in

a specified time according to a rigid rule,

then I may be the worst of idlers. Every

effort under compulsion demands a sacri-

fice of life-energy. I never paid such a

price. On the contrary, I have thrived on

my thoughts.

In attempting to give a connected and

faithful account of my activities in this

series of articles which will be presented

with the assistance of the Editors of the

Electrical Experimenter and are chiefly

addrest to our young men readers, I must
Nikola Tesla at the Age of 23.

From An Unpublished Photograph

dwell, however reluctantly, on the impressions of my youth and

the circumstances and events which have been instrumental in

determining my career.

Our first endeavors are purely instinctive, promptings of an

imagination vivid and undisciplined. As we grow older reason

asserts itself and we become more and more systematic and

designing. But those early impulses, tho

not immediately productive, are of the

greatest moment and may shape our very

destinies. Indeed, I feel now that had I

understood and cultivated instead of sup-

pressing them, I would have added sub-

stantial value to my bequest to the world.

But not until I had attained manhood did

I realize that I was an inventor.

This was due to a number of causes.

In the first place I had a brother who
was gifted to an extraordinary degree

—

one of those rare phenomena of men-
tality which biological investigation has

failed to explain. His premature death

left my parents disconsolate. We owned
a horse which had been presented to us

by a dear friend. It was a magnificent

animal of Arabian breed, possest of al-

most human intelligence, and was cared

for and petted by the whole family, hav-

ing on one occasion saved my father's

life under remarkable circumstances. My
father had been called one winter night

to perform an urgent duty and while

crossing the mountains, infested by

wolves, the horse became frightened and

ran away, throwing him violently to the

ground. It arrived home bleeding and

Mr. Tesla at the Age of 29.

TTOW does the world's greatest in-

J_J_ ventor invent? How does he

carry out an invention? What
sort of mentality has Nikola Tesla?

Was his early life as commonplace as

most of ours? What was the early

training of one of the World's

Chosen? These, and many other very

interesting questions are answered in

an incomparable manner by Nikola

Tesla himself in this, his first article.

In his autobiography, treating main-

ly on his early youth, we obtain a

good insight into the wonderful life

this man has led. It reads like a

fairy tale, which has the advantage of

being true. For Tesla is no common
mortal. He has led a charmed life—
struck down by the pest, the cholera

and what not—given up by doctors at

least three times as dead—we find him
at sixty, younger than ever. But—
read his own words. You have never

read the like before.
—Editor.

Copyright, 1919, by E. P. Co. All rights reserved. Mr. Tesla at the Age of 39.
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exhausted, but after the alarm was sounded immediately dashed

off again, returning to the spot, and before the searching party

were far on the way they were met by my father, who had

recovered consciousness and remounted, not realizing that he had

been lying in the snow for several hours. This horse was respon-

sible for my brother's injuries from which he died. I witnest the

tragic scene and altho fifty-six years have elapsed since, my visual

impression of it has lost none of its force. The recollection of his

attainments made every effort of mine seem dull in comparison.

Anything I did that was creditable merely

caused my parents to feel their loss more

keenly. So I grew up with little confidence

in myself. But I was far from being con-

sidered a stupid boy, if I am to judge from

an incident of which I have still a strong

remembrance. One day the Aldermen were

passing thru a street where I was at play

with other boys. The oldest of these ven-

erable gentlemen—a wealthy citizen—paused

to give a silver piece to each of us. Com-

ing to me he suddenly stopt and com-

manded, "Look in my eyes." I met his

gaze, my hand outstretched to receive the

much valued coin, when, to my dismay, he

said, "No, not much, you can get nothing

from me, you are too smart." They used

to tell a funny story about me. I had two

old aunts with wrinkled faces, one of them

having two teeth protruding like the tusks

of an elephant which she buried in my
cheek every time she kist me. Nothing

would scare me more than the prospect of

being hugged by these as affectionate as

unattractive relatives. It happened that

while being carried in my mother's arms

they asked me who was the prettier of the

two. After examining their faces intently,

I answered thoughtfully, pointing to one

of them, "This here is not as ugly as the

other."

Then again, I was intended from my very

birth for the clerical profession and this

thought constantly opprest me. I longed

to be an engineer but my father was inflex-

ible. He was the son of an officer who
served in the army of the Great Napoleon

and, in common with his brother, professor

of mathematics in a prominent institution,

had received a military education but, sin-

gularly enough, later embraced the clergy

in which vocation he achieved eminence.

He was a very erudite man, a veritable

natural philosopher, poet and writer and

his sermons were said to be as eloquent as

those of Abraham a Sancta-Clara. He had

a prodigious memory and frequently recited

at length from works in several languages.

He often remarked playfully that if some
of the classics were lost he could restore

them. His style of writing was much ad-

mired. He penned sentences short and
terse and was full of wit and satire. The
humorous remarks he made were always

peculiar and characteristic. Just to illus-

trate, I may mention one or two instances.

Among the help there was a cross-eyed man
called Mane, employed to do work around the farm. He was
chopping wood one day. As he swung the axe my father, who
stood nearby and felt very uncomfortable, cautioned him, "For
God's sake, Mane, do not strike at what you are looking but at

what you intend to hit." On another occasion he was taking out

for a drive a friend who carelessly permitted his costly fur coat

to rub on the carriage wheel. My father reminded him of it

saying, "Pull in your coat, you are ruining my tire." He had the

odd habit of talking to himself and would often carry on an ani-

NIKOLA TESLA
THE MAN

tback

THE door opens and out steps a tall fig-

ure—over six feet high—gaunt but erect.

It approaches slowly, stately. You be-

come conscious at once that you are face to

face with a personality of a high order.
Nikola Tesla advances and shakes your
hand with a powerful grip, surprising for
a man over sixty. A winning smile from
piercing light blue-gray eyes, set in extraor-
dinarily deep sockets, fascinates you and
makes you feel at once at home.
You are guided into an office immaculate

in its orderliness. Not a speck of dust is to

be seen. No papers litter the desk, every-
thing just so. It reflects the man himself,
immaculate in attire, orderly and precise in

his every movement. Drest in a dark frock
coat, he is entirely devoid of all jewelry.
No ring, stickpin, or even watch-chain can
be seen.

Tesla speaks—a very high almost falsetto

voice. He speaks quickly and very convinc-
ingly. It is the man's voice chiefly which
fascinates you.
As he speaks you find it difficult to take

your eyes off his own. Only when he speaks
to others do you have a chance to study his
head, predominant of which is a very high
forehead with a bulge between the eyes

—

the neverfailing sign of an exceptional in-

telligence. Then the long, well-shaped nose,
proclaiming the scientist.

How does this man, who has accomplished
such a tremendous work, keep young and
manage to surprise the world with more and
more new inventions as he grows older?
How does this youth of sixty, who is a pro-
fessor of mathematics, a great mechanical
and electrical engineer and the greatest in-

ventor of all times, keep his physical as well
as remarkable mental freshness?
To begin with, Tesla, who is by birth a

Serbian, comes from a long-lived hardy race.
His family tree abounds with centenarians.
Accordingly, Tesla—barring accidents—fully
expects to be still inventing in A. D. 1960.
But the chief reason for his perpetual

youth is found in his gastronomical frugal-
ity. Tesla has learned the great fundamen-
tal truth that most people not only eat all

of their bodily ills, but actually eat them-
selves to death by either eating too much or
else by food that does not agree with them.
When Tesla found out that tobacco and

black coffee interfered with his physical well-
being, he quit both. This is the simple daily
menu of the great inventor:

Breakfast: One to two pints of warm
milk and a few eggs, prepared by himself

—

yes, he is a bachelor!
Lunch: None whatsoever, as a rule.
Dinner: Celeiy or the like, soup, a single

piece of meat or fowl, potatoes and one
other vegetable; a glass of light wine. For
dessert, perhaps a slice of cheese, and inva-
riably a big raw apple. And that's all.

Tesla is very fussy and particular about
his food: he eats very little, but what he
does eat must be of the very best. And he
knows, for outside of being a great inventor
in science he is an accomplished cook who
has invented all sorts of savory dishes.

His only vice is his generosity. The man
who, by the ignorant onlooker has often
been called an idle dreamer, has made over
a million dollars out of his inventions—and
spent them as quickly on new ones. But
Tesla is an idealist of the highest order and
to such men money itself means but little.

mated conversation and indulge in heated argument, changing the

tone of his voice. A casual listener might have sworn that several

people were in the room.

Altho I must trace to my mother's influence* whatever in-

ventiveness I possess, the training he gave me must have been

helpful. It comprised all sorts of exercises—as, guessing one

another's thoughts, discovering the defects of some form or ex-

pression, repeating long sentences or performing mental calcula-

tions. These daily lessons were intended to strengthen memory
and reason and especially to develop the

critical sense, and were undoubtedly very

beneficial.

My mother descended from one of the

oldest families in the country and a line of

inventors. Both her father and grandfather

originated numerous implements for house-

hold, agricultural and other uses. She was

a truly great woman, of rare skill, courage

and fortitude, who had braved the storms

of life and past thru many a trying experi-

ence. When she was sixteen a virulent

pestilence swept the country. Her father

was called away to administer the last sacra-

ments to the dying and during his absence

she went alone to the assistance of a neigh-

boring family who were stricken by the

dread disease. .All of the members, five in

number, succumbed in rapid succession.

She bathed, clothed and laid out the bodies,

decorating them with flowers according to

the custom of the country and when her

father returned he found everything ready

for a Christian burial. My mother was
an inventor of the first order and would,

I believe, have achieved great things had

she not been so remote from modern life

and its multifold opportunities. She in-

vented and constructed all kinds of tools

and devices and wove the finest designs

from thread which was spun by her. She

even planted the seeds, raised the plants

and separated the fibers herself. She

worked indefatigably, from break of day

till late at night, and most of the wearing

apparel and furnishings of the home was

the product of her hands. When she was

past sixty, her fingers were still nimble

enough to tie three knots in an eyelash.

There was another and still more im-

portant reason for my late awakening. In

my boyhood I suffered from a peculiar

affliction due to the appearance of images,

often accompanied by strong flashes of

light, which marred the sight of real ob-

jects and interfered with my thought and

action. They were pictures of things and

scenes which I had really seen, never of

those I imagined. When a word was

spoken to me the image of the object it

designated would present itself vividly to

my vision and sometimes I was quite un-

able to distinguish whether what I saw

was tangible or not. This caused me great

discomfort and anxiety. None of the stu-

dents of psychology or physiology whom I

have consulted could ever explain satis-

noraena. They seem to have been unique altho

disposed as I know that my brother experienced

The theory I have formulated is that the

esult of a reflex action from the brain on the

excitation. They certainly were not hallucina-

factorily these pi

I was probably p

a similar troubl

images were the

retina under great

tions such as are produced in diseased and anguished minds, for

in other respects I was normal and composed. To give an idea

of my distress, suppose that I had witnest a funeral or some such

(Continued on page 743)
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Subways of Down-Town New York
THE down-town section of lower

New York, including the financial or
banking district in the vicinity of

Wall and Broad Streets, and other

well-known thorofares, such as

Broadway and the Bowling Green section,

bids fair to become the most thoroly sub-

wayed section of any city in the world. A
glance at the accompanying illustration,

prepared by Mr. George Wall, a well-

known New York artist, shows clearly

some of the most ingenious engineering
features connected with the gigantic sub-

way plans which have been worked out for

this narrow strip of land, which constitutes

one of the most thickly populated districts

anywhere in the world. Here office build-

ings rise twenty to thirty stories in the air,

—while the heavy steel trains rumble along
thru the bowels of the earth under these
gigantic business structures day and night.

Lucky for New York that it has a very
solid rock foundation, or it is doubtful if

all the ambitious subway and other arteries

of travel now in operation and contem-
plated, could be operated with any degree
of safety. In preparing the accompanying
illustration, courtesy is due to the engi-

neers of the Public Service Commission,
who have supplied the necessary informa-
tion concerning the various subway routes
here illustrated, several of which are now
under construction and not just yet in

operation.
In looking at this illustration of down-

town New York, the well-known "battery
loop" section is shown at the bottom, the
top of the illustration being north, the bot-
tom south, and the right and left—east and
west respectively. The insert map shows
the general plan of the subway systems in-

cluding the Hudson Tubes under the North
River, as well as the Pennsylvania Railroad
Tunnels under the North and East Rivers.
Beginning at the west side of the perspec-
tive view we come to the new West Side
Subway, sometimes referred to as the 7th
Avenue Subway. This is a two-track un-
derground railway, which runs under the
9th Avenue Elevated Railroad, as becomes
apparent. A down-town train moving
toward the Battery, on the West Side track,

passes down around the loop on the outer
or "A" track, and after it has past the Bat-
tery Subway Station, goes down an incline
so as to complete its loop, two levels under-
ground, thru a tunnel which passes under
the East Side Subway (which runs on
Broadway in this district) and comes out
on the up-town track running north, as the
second arrow "A" indicates. Right here
we have one of the most unique and clever
bits of subway engineering imaginable, for
this two-track system fulfills two important
functions.

Firstly, and as just explained, it serves as
the return loop for the trains of the West
Side Subway. Secondly, the inner track of
this battery loop, or track "B," is used to
return the local trains of the East Side
Subway (also referred to as the old Broad-
way Subway), and by following the inner
or "B" track around the loop, by means of
the dotted lines, it will be seen that the
down-town or south-bound local train can
complete the loop, and eventually swing
around on to the north-bound local track.
The two center tracks of the East Side
Subway go to Brooklyn, and are the ex-
press tracks. As the dotted lines convey,
these trains dive downward two levels and
pass thru the two westerly East River
Tubes, one of the tubes carrying the trains
to Brooklyn, and the other the trains re-
turning from Brooklyn to New York. The
East Side Subway is the older one, and the
one that visitors are most familiar with and
until recently,—when the change was made

to the subway shuttle service between the
Grand Central station and Times Square,
due to the opening of the West Side Sub-
way,—the route of the East Side Subway
trains was northward from the Brooklyn
Bridge terminus along Fourth Avenue, to
Park Avenue, Grand Central station, thence
westward under 42nd Street, then north-
ward along Broadway, etc. At the present
time, owing to the change caused by the
shuttle service put into effect between the
Grand Central and Times Square stations,
these trains make a turn to the eastward, at
Grand Central station, and then proceed
northward along Lexington Avenue.
The next subway of interest is the new

Triboro Subway, which is often referred
to as the B. R. T. Subway, but the official

name given to it just recently, is the Tri-
boro Subway System. These trains will come
from Brooklyn thru two new under-river
tubes shown in the illustration, and proceed
along under Whitehall Street at a depth of
two levels, so as to pass under the East
Side Subway, as the illustration clearly
shows. The most southerly point of opera-
tion at the present time, is the Whitehall
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Street station. Passengers going south
transfer at Canal Street for Brooklyn.
This subway passes along Church Street,
and there is a station in the Hudson Ter-
minal Building. Somewhat north of this,

it makes a turn eastward and passes back
to Broadway, and from here it runs north
along Broadway to Times Square. At
this point there is a station two levels
underground with communicating passage-
ways, so that at this interesting transfer
station a passenger may take one of several
subway routes, to up-town or down-town
New York, or to Brooklyn, as well as to
Queens, via the Queensboro Subway, which
operates from the Grand Central Station
under the East River, thru the Steinway
tunnel.

The Triboro Subway makes a turn
north-eastward at 44th Street, and then
runs under Seventh Avenue directly north
to 59th Street, then proceeds eastward
across New York at the south side of Cen-
tral Park, and passes under the East River
to Queens.

Referring to the two river tubes down at
the Battery where the Pump Station and
Construction Shaft are shown, it is inter-
esting to note that but two tunnels will be
utilized at this point to take care of four
distinct arteries of subway traffic, i.e., the
Brooklyn-bound subway trains from the
Triboro line, as well as those from the
Nassau-Broad Street Subway, as the
arrows indicate; while the other East
River Tube takes care of New York-
bound subway trains for the Triboro

and Nassau-Broad Streets Subways. This
remarkable engineering feat is taken care
of by means of two interlocking two-way
switches in the switch bulkheads shown at

this point, and, of course, a very elaborate
system of interlocking switches and signals
has been provided in order to prevent any
collisions, as may well be imagined. It

must be said to the credit of the New York
Subway System, that there have been very
few accidents, and these were very slight,

due to the fact that very accurate and clev-

erly conceived electrical safety systems are
in use, whereby one train cannot pass into

the next "block," while it is still occupied
by another train.

At present the two westerly under-river
tubes leading to the Triboro Subway at the
Battery are finished and ready for use, but
the two easterly branches are dead-ended a
short way underground, in the vicinity of
the Construction Shaft.
The "Interboro" William Street Subway

will soon be completed and connects with
the West Side Subway, running across
town at Park Place, diving under-
neath the East Side Subway in order to

reach its destination. The William Street
Subway will pass thru the Clark Street
Tunnel to Brooklyn (under the East River),
and will connect with the present I. R T.
system in Brooklyn between Borough Hall
and Hoyt Street stations. This tunnel
takes its name from Clark Street, Brooklyn.

In this illustration, the several modes of
travel available in New York City are viv-
idly depicted by the artist, including the sur-

face or trolley cars which run along the va-
rious streets, as well as under the elevated
railways. In the Battery district, here illus-

trated, the 6th Avenue and 9th Avenue ele-

vated roads are shown just below Rector
Street, the 6th Avenue and 9th Avenue "L"
lines branching into one another, and run as

a single system down to the Battery Station,
which is just above the Battery Subway Sta-
tion. A similar plan is followed in the
operation of the 2nd and 3rd Avenue "L"
lines, as the illustration indicates. Thus
two lines run as a single system from the
Battery "L" Station up to a short way past
the Brooklyn Bridge, where they branch
out into two distinct lines of traffic. From
this point one elevated system runs along
2nd Avenue and the other along 3rd
Avenue.

WHAT IS AN ENGINEER?—ASK
UNCLE SAM.

Especially interesting, from the stand-
point of the war, is the publication of a
new definition of the engineer which has
been written by A. H. Krom, director of
engineering, United States Employment
Service, Chicago. The definition comes as
the result of the many queries that have
originated thru a confusion of engineering
terms and standards now in general use.

After serious study and consultation with
eminent, authorities, Mr. Krom prepared
the following definition

:

"An engineer is one who economically
directs man power and, by scientific design,

utilizes the forces and materials of nature

for the benefit of mankind."
In writing this definition, Mr. Krom

hopes to offer a practical, workable state-

ment that will be of real value to technical

men and to employers of technical men.
The definition will doubtless be useful in

clarifying popular misconceptions. Stu-
dents of engineering and prominent sci-

entific authorities declare that Mr. Krom's
definition is representative of the highest

engineering ideals and that it covers all

classes of engineering. In view of the im-
portance of the engineer in the present war,

it is highly important that his status be
properly defined.
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Popular Astronomy
THE MILKY WAY
By ISABEL M. LEWIS

OF THE U. S. NAVAL OBSERVATORY

Taken by Barnard with the 3.4-Inch Lens of the Bruce Tele-
scope Temporarily Located on Mt. Wilson, Cal. This Photo-
graph Shows the Great Star Clouds of the Milky Way in

Sagittarius. It Is in This General Direction that the Center
of the Entire Galactic System Is Believed to Be Located.

THE Galaxy or Milky Way defines in

the heavens the position of the fun-
damental plane of the visible uni-

verse and the equatorial belt of the

celestial sphere. Our own sun, at-

tended by its planet family, is but one of
the innumerable stars that stream to and
fro in paths as yet undefined in form, but
lying closely confined to the galactic re-

gions and apparently controlled by the

strong gravitational forces that exist therein.

In fact all celestial objects, whether stars,

nebulae or star clusters, are influenced by
the Milky Way and as a result either crowd
closely toward it or seek to avoid it so far

as possible. Among the objects that par-
ticularly favor the Galaxy are to be counted
the helium or blue stars and the hydrogen
•or white stars. The giant red stars known
as the type N stars are found almost exclu-
sively here as are also the stars that appear
to form the connecting link between stars

and nebulae—the Wolf-Rayet stars. Here
also are to be found all the gaseous nebulae,
all the temporary stars, except those that

have appeared in spiral nebulae, and all the

loosely-formed groups or clusters of stars,

such as the Hyades and the Ursa Major
group, which includes Sirius and the

brighter stars of the Big Dipper.

The average width of this equatorial belt

of the celestial sphere has been placed at

approximately twelve thousand light years,

according to most recent investigations,

while its diameter is now known to be at

least three-hundred thousand light years in

extent. Out-
side this cen-

tral segment,
but symmet-
rically d i s -

tributed with
reference to

it, lie the

vast com-
pact systems
known as

the globular
star clusters.

Tho limited

in number to

less than one
hundred
they are
composed
individually
of thou-
sands, if not
hundreds of
thousands,
of stars far

superior t o
our own sun
in size and
brilliancy.
The spiral

nebulae, t o
b e counted
by numbers
running into

the hundreds
of thou-

sands, and of the Lesser Magellanic cloud, and which
the Greater is extremely reliable, places it thirty thou-
and Lesser sand light years away while the average dis-
Magellanic tance of the globular star clusters from the
clouds of the central plane of the Milky Way is more
southern than twenty thousand light years. Tho the
hemisphere, distances of the spiral nebulae are still in

vast systems doubt these objects are believed to be as

of stars and far away on the average as the globular

nebulosities clusters. The theory has been advanced by
resembling Dr - Shapley of the Mt. Wilson Solar Ob-
fragments servatory as a result of his extensive inves-

of the Milky ligations of the globular star clusters and
Way in ap- their relations to the Milky Way, that these

pearance.are vast systems and probably also the spiral

also to be nebulae are not found in the vicinity of the

included i n Milky Way because it would be impossible

t h e objects Ior them either to form or to exist as inde-

that avoid pendent systems in the strong gravitational

the vicinity held of the equatorial belt. The loosely-

of the Milky formed star clusters that are to be found
Way. All of in profusion within the Milky Way may be,

these objects he considers, the remnants of compact
are charac- globular clusters that have attempted to

terized b y cross the central plane.

extremely For many years it has been doubtful
high veloci- whether the numberless tiny points that

ties com- make up the star clouds of the Milky Way
pared with are suns comparable in size to our own sun
the sluggish- or mere star-dust, that is, fragmentary mat-
ly moving ter of planetary rather than stellar dimen-
members of sions. It is now believed that thruout the

t h e Milky length and breadth of the Milky Way the
Way. Their stars average the same as they do in the im-
distances mediate neighborhood of the sun. There
from the are in the star clouds of the Galaxy giant
G al a x y , suns that surpass our own sun hundreds
moreover, and even thousands of times in size and
are incon- brilliancy, and there are on the other hand,
c e i v a b 1 y dwarf suns that possess only a hundredth,
great. An a thousandth or, in some instances, a ten-
estimate of thousandth part of the luminosity of the
the distance sun.

Star Clouds in Sagittarius. Photographed by Mr. Barnard of the Yerke*
Observatory. This Covers a Field of About Twenty Degrees.
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The hazy, milky light of the Galaxy is a still unknown,
familiar feature to all who have seen it at There is no
its best over sea or prairie on a moonless clue to the
night of early fall, spanning the heavens in structure of
a glorious arch of awe-inspiring beauty. the whole in

With the aid of the most powerful tele- the infinite va-
scopes the nebulous background is resolved riety of its in-

into innumerable individual points of light, tricate forma-
each representing a star of the universe, a tions. No two
sun attended possibly by planet-worlds of portions of
its own. The impression one receives of the Galaxy are
dense clouds of stars is due, it is believed, alike. There
to the great extent of the galaxy in the is no way
fundamental plane rather than to an actual of determin-
crowding together of the stars. The Milky ing the rela-

Way is known to be extremely intricate tive distances
and irregular in form. It encircles the of the various
heavens in the form of a great circle, but star clouds
its width varies from twenty or thirty de- when even the
grees in some parts of the heavens down nearest are
to barely five degrees in others. For nearly immeasur-
one-third of its circumference it divides ablydistant. It

into two branches. In the constellation is the compar-
Argo in the southern hemisphere, it sepa- atively recent
rates into several branches crost by dark investiga-
lanes that in one portion of its path nearly tions of the
sever it completely. Still further south, in globular star

the vicinity of the Southern Cross, is the clusters, which
noted Coalsack, a huge opening in the have been
midst of dense star clouds. The dark mark- found to be
ings that are such a characteristic feature symmetrically
of the Milky Way are due in some instances arranged with
to actual breaks in the star formations reference to
thru which it is possible to gaze into the the plane of
immensity of space beyond, in others to the the Milky
presence of dark absorbing matter that in- Way, that have
tercepts the light from the more distant furnished a
star strata. There are numberless exam- clue to the
pies of such dark nebulae intermingled with great extent
vast star formations and luminous gaseous of the Galaxy
nebulae. There are all gradations in these in the central
dusky markings from an inky blackness to plane of the
the greyish tinge produced by a feebly visible uni-
glowing nebular light. The form assumed verse amount-
by the star streams of the Milky Way is ing to a dis-

Photographed by Barnard with the 10-Inch Lens of the Bruce
Telescope While Temporarily Located on Mt. Wilson, Cal.
(May 8, 1905, Exposure 3 h. 30 m.). This Photograph Shows
About 13° of the Sky North of Theta Ophluchl. Considered
the Most Extraordinary of All the Regions of Dark Markings

in the Milky Way.

Still Another View of the Wonders of the Milky Way, Photographed by
Mr. Barnard. The White Spot at the Upper Left Is a Small Nebula.

tance of ap-
proximately
three hundred
thousand light

years, a value
far greater
than any pre-
viously as-
signed to ce-

lestial dis-
tances. Within
six thousand
light years of
the central
plane and
fairly evenly
d i stributed
above and be-
low it, are to

be found near-
ly all of the
stars so far
catalogued, in-

cluding all
the naked-eye
stars and, in

addition, a 1

1

the irregular
and planetary
gaseous neb-
ulae.

In Fig. 1 is

shown a sec-

tion of the ce-

lestial sphere
made by a
plane perpen-
dicular to the
plane of the
Milky Way.
The crosses

represent the positions of some of the

globular star clusters projected upon this

plane. The equatorial section, A-B, is

twelve thousand light years in width and
three hundred thousand light years in di-

ameter. Midway between its upper and
lower limits lies the plane of the Milky
Way the pole of which is at P. C marks the

center of the entire system and the globular
clusters are distributed symmetrically with
reference to this point. The center of the
black dot, S, defines the position of our
solar system in the Milky Way. The small
black dot has a radius of about 1,500 light

years. Within a sphere of this radius with a
center at the sun lie all stars and nebulae
with parallaxes greater than two thou-
sandths of a second of arc. Therefore
within the black dot lie all the stars and
nebulae, the distances of which have been
determined by direct means, that is practi-

cally all the stars visible to the naked eye, in

eluding such well-known stars as Capella,

Vega, Antares, Polaris and, of course,

Sirius and Alpha Centauri. Even the most
massive stars of the Galaxy, thousands and
tens of thousands of times more luminous
than the sun, appear blended in indistinct

milky light at the distance of C. Only the

great telescopes break this misty light up
into minute distinctive points of light of

the sixteenth or seventeenth stellar magni-
tudes. These stars form the characeristic

star clouds of the Milky Way and it is

readily seen from the diagram why one re-

ceives the impression of great star density

when gazing in the direction of C, from the

position of the solar system at S, tho the

actual star density may be nearly uniform

(Continued on page 75*1)
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Women Now Trained as Meter Readers
Can women read electric meters satis-

factorily? They can. Even when the me-
ters are located in the darkest cellars. All

of which has come to pass because the

government had indicated that industries

must help produce the needed additional

military man power, and a Chicago electric

light company has begun to train and em-
ploy women as meter readers. To train

these new employees a temporary meter
readers' school in charge of the foreman
of meter readers has been opened. The
equipment consists of chairs and tables, an
exhibit of a number of meters and parts

of meters, and a large model of a meter
dial. This latter is used in meter reading
practise, and examinations are held after

the class has been thoroly instructed by
talks accompanied by demonstrations con-
cerning the construction and working of
meters. Twenty or thirty changes are made
on the large dial, each student marking
down her record each time on a sheet of
paper. These sheets are then collected and
marked up by the instructor.

TORPEDO TURNS TO STRIKE
SHIP.

The case of the Norwegian steamer
Somerstadt, which was sunk on August
12th off Fire Island by a recurving tor-

pedo, as stated in the official report, has
raised the question among experts as to
whether the Germans have not utilized the
American invention of radio or wireless-
directed missiles of that character.
While there is nothing in the official re-

port to indicate that the torpedo which
destroyed the steamer took its eccentric
course of passing the bow and returning
to strike fatally on the port side by the use
of radio power, it is not denied that such
might be the case.

Secretary Daniels called in an expert
when the matter was discust at Washing-
ton. In the latter's opinion there was
nothing remarkable about the return of
the torpedo.
He explained that there were well-known

mechanical devices, such as the gyroscope,
by which a torpedo could be made to go
forward from the point of departure for

a certain distance and then recurve, as in

the present case.

Both the Army and Navy have investi-

gated the directing of torpedoes by wireless

from shore, and have found they can be

given such direction. One of the inven-
tions which attracted much attention some
few years ago in this line was that of

John Hays Hammond, Jr. Tests were made
off Sandy Hook, and the torpedoes were
given practically any desired direction.

It is noted today that the case of the

Somerstadt is not the first instance of the

boomerang motion of a torpedo. The same
effect was produced in the submarine at-

tack on the steamship Antilles and on the
destroyer Jones.

Officials therefore are inclined to the
belief that the Germans would not put
any additional radio service on board a
submarine to guide torpedoes when they
could be directed just as well by the gy-
roscope plan.

An electric lighting company in New
Orleans, La., has devised a portable elec-

tric light attached to a long pole. The pole
is pushed into the ground and the attach-
ing cord connected to the nearest lighting

socket. The light is used for illuminating
gardens, tennis courts and lawn parties.

The greater efficiency of electric cooking
and the consequent conservation of fuel

was pointed out in a recent article in Elek-
tro-Technich and Maschinenbau. Cases are
cited of bakeries in which, other factors
being as nearly as possible identical, steam
ovens used 0.19 to 0.21 kg. of coal per kg.
of bread (i.e., 955 to 1,060 calories), while
electric ovens used 0.39 to 0.42 kw-hr. per
kg. of bread (i.e., 322 to 359 calories). The
power consumption of the electric ovens
was 90 kw. and 50 kw. respectively.

SCIENCE IN THE EVOLUTION OF
BIG OUNS AND SHELL.

The view below shows one of the labora-
tories at Sheffield University with a number
of the students at that well-known English
institution studying closely the recalescence
of steel, or in other words, the minute mole-
cular changes occurring in steel by means of
the apparatus shown and which are ther-

mally registered.

So interesting and important is this par-
ticular branch of scientific work, that the
King of England, who recently visited this

University, was particularly imprest with
the results obtained. He manifested great
pleasure in observing how an elaborate
chart of the changes taking place in the
steel under heat treatment in an adjacent
furnace, could be registered continuously
by a form 'of tape recording machine work-
ing in conjunction with the split-second
clock shown in the photograph.

Photo© by Central News Photo Service

An English Laboratory Which Greatly Interested the King of England. Elaborate Elec-
tric Apparatus Enables the Observers to Record and Study the Heat Treatment of Steel
in Adjacent Furnaces. Tape Recorders Register the Successive Changes In the Steel

Under Treatment.

Photo Chicago Commonwealth Edison Co.

Here's a Class of Women Meter Readers Being Taught the Errors and Ways of One-
Stepping Watt-Hour Meters. "The Hand Is Quicker Than the Eye," Says the Instructor.
It Points to 7, but It's Only 61 What the ?X! That's Why They have a School.

Incidentally They Are Trained How to Shoot Rats at Forty Paces.
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MT. WILSON'S HUNDRED INCH
TELESCOPE

By Professor Walter S. Adams, D. Sc.

Mount Wilson Astronomical Observatory

WITH the introduction into astron-

omy of the instruments used in the

physical laboratory for analyzing
light sources and studying their brightness
and mode of radiation, the telescope has
come to be regarded mainly as an instru-

ment for collecting light. The physicist to

a certain extent has the light source at his

control, but the light of a star is a fixt

quantity, and the only way in which the

astronomer can increase the brightness of
the image which he desires to examine or

to analyze is to increase the aperture of his

telescope, Say the writer in the bulletin of
the Southern California Academy of Sci-
ences. One instrument of twice the diam-
eter of another will collect four times as

much light, and will form an image of a
star four times as bright, other things be-
ing equal. At a period in astronomy when
powerful spectroscopes are being employed
for studying the motions and the chemical
constitution of stars, and when the prob-
lem of the structure of the universe re-

quires that we discover and determine the
brightness of as many as possible of the
faintest stars in the heavens, the value of a
great telescope is obvious.
The project of the 100-inch reflecting tel-

escope took form in 1906, when Mr. John
D. Hooker provided the funds for the pur-
chase of a suitable disk of glass, the erec-
tion of a building for the necessary optical

work, and the employment of skilled optic-

tans to figure the surface of the mirror.
In the winter of 1908 a disk was received
from the St. Gobain Glass Company of
France. The mirror was finally completed
in the summer of 1916. During that pe-
riod the work was not strictly continuous,
it being necessary occasionally to suspend
polishing for considerable intervals on ac-
count of unsuitable temperature conditions.

It is not possible here to enter into a
(Continued on page 755)

Largest Electric Crane Lifts

Complete Tug-boat

T
HE world is fast beginning to realize

that American-made goods are the
best to be had, and, also that they are
built on integrity, and will not col-
lapse like the German character has

with great accuracy. In the case of an
accidental interruption of electric current,
all of the crane's motions are automatically
locked by means of brakes, and so ensures
the impossibility of dropping the load.

View of Mounting for Mt. Wilson's 100-Inch Reflecting Telescope.

The Finished Mirror Weighs 4.5 Tons. The Telescope Is Floated

on Mercury. The 600-Ton Dome Rotates Very Smoothly by Electric

Motor.

and the German Floating Cranes did for the

Panama Canal. This "Made in America"
crane is said to be the largest ever con-
structed in this country.
To give a more concrete idea of the

amount of work this apparatus can accom-
plish it may be said that its capacity is

equivalent to the weight of 100 of the larg-

est touring cars. The empty lifting hooks
weigh about two tons,

or the equivalent of a

large touring car. When
the jib is raised to its

maximum height it is

over 200 feet above the

water level, a height
greater than that of an
18-story building. As
previously stated, the

whole structure i s

mounted on a flatboat,

or floating pontoon, and
must not be endangered
by handling these im-
mense loads.

The boat contains a

complete boiler plant,

and an engine driven
generator which sup-
plies the electric cur-

rent for operating the
various motions of the

crane, which are con-
trolled from a small
house mounted high
above the deck. By the
means of a few levers
and master controllers

one operator is able to
control all the functions
with the utmost deli-

cacy.

The speed can always
be controlled by the
means of the electrical

mechanism of the
crane. When heavy
loads are lowered, the
motors are turned into

generators and thus
the speed is controlled

Safety and accuracy are essential, as the
crane is used to handle large guns and
turrets on battleships, and if thru careless-

ness or inaccuracy these should be dam-
aged, it would mean a loss of hundreds of
thousands of dollars.

One of the illustrations shows the first

work which the crane did. The navy tug
Massasoit was suddenly sunk in one of the
harbors. After divers had past the neces-
sary cables under the tug, the crane rapidly
and quickly lifted it to the surface, as
shown.
The following data will give a good idea

of the enormous size of this machine. Size
of pontoon 140 feet long by 85 feet wide
by 15 feet deep; size of engine generator
set, 150 kw. ; the crane has a main hoist con-
sisting of two hooks of 75 tons, each fixt

on the jib; an auxiliary hoist of 25 tons
capacity movable up and down on the boom

;

the crane rotates in a complete circle, the
rotating being controlled by two 60-h.p.

motors; the boom luffs up and down from
a practically vertical position to an agle of
about 30 degrees from the horizontal in its

lowest position ; the luffing is accomplisht
by two 10-inch screws operated by two 60-
h.p. motors; the main hoists can operate
separately or simultaneously, as desired

;

when lifting the maximum load it is op-
erated by two 60-h.p. electric motors ; the
auxiliary hoist has separate motors for
hoisting and trolleying, each of which is

60-h.p. The counter-balance at the rear end
of the crane is fixt and amounts to 600,000
pounds ; the total weight of the pontoon
crane (displacement) is 5,000,000 pounds;
the capstans are electrically driven, four in
number, one at each corner of the pontoon

;

the anchor hoists are steam driven, two in
number, one at each end. The main pivotal
bearing, or step bearing supports a ball or
universal joint and carries a maximum load
of 2,021,000 pounds; the speed of the main
hoist under maximum load is about 6
feet per minute ; the speed of the auxiliary
hoist is 30 feet per minute; the speed of the
rotation is one revolution in four minutes;
speed of luffing boom, entire range 12 min-
utes. The boom is of the cantilever type.
Photos courtesy Westinghouse Electric &
Manufacturing Co.
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SELLING ELECTRICITY BY
THE "CAN."

WE of this generation are quite

familiar with the method of sup-
plying kerosene and gasoline by
the "can," but who ever heard of
selling electricity by the cant But

such an arrangement promises to come into

vogue in Chicago, where the new "meter-
ing can" here illustrated has recently been

Section and Diagram of "Metering Can": 1.
Series Resistance. 2. Copper Leads Forming
Part of Main Circuit, and Making Connec-
tions with the Anode. 3. Protecting Tubes
of Hard Rubber. 4. Solid Copper Cylinder
Forming Part of Main Circuit, and Con-
nected to Copper Lead at Its Upper Terminal
by Means of Special Solder Which Melts at
60 Degrees. 5. Copper Cylinder. 6. Copper
Sulfate Solution. 7. Rubber Washers. 8.

Copper Anode. 9. Shunt Resistance.

developed and perfected. It has been pro-

tected by United States patents issued to

Mr. E. O. Sweitzer, of Chicago, 111., and
the various details have been practically all

worked out, including the design of the

metering element for direct current as well

as alternating current service. Owing to

the abnormal conditions resulting from the

great war, it was not deemed advisable to

try to put this device so far on the general
market, but now
that peace condi-
tions are with us,

the concern who
has developed this

remarkably sim-
ple device are get-

ting ready to place

it on the general
market. This
"metering can," as

it may be called,

is intended to take

the place of the
conventional watt-
hour meter, or
kilowatt - hour
meter, especially
for small current
consumers, where
it is firstly—quite

expensive to in-

stall a watt - hour
meter, and sec-

ondly, — consider-
able expense is in-

curred on the part

of the operating
company, by hav-
ing these meters
read by profess-
ional meter - read-
ers every month.
When these

metering units
have become avail-

able, all Mr.
Householder will

have to do will be
to go to the elec-

tric light company
or their agents,
and purchase sev-
eral of these cans.

These he takes
home and uses

one at a time as necessary. The ap-
paratus works on the electrolytic principle,

a certain amount of metal being acted upon
by the passage of the current thru it, and
after a certain number of hours the metal
will have been sufficiently eaten away to
open the circuit.

The measurement of current depends
upon the electrolytic action of a small cop-
per cylinder of known weight, this being
gradually disintegrated by electrolytic ac-
tion during such time as the current may
be used to light lamps or operate motors,
etc., but is unaffected during the time when
no current is being used. The electrolyte

used either for D. C. or A. C. is a saturated
solution of copper sulfate. These meter-
ing cans are arranged to give a warning
signal so that the householder will know
ahead of time when he should replace one
of the units with a new one. The accom-
panying photographs show how the meter-
ing can is plugged into a wall receptacle in

a very simple manner. The meter can here
illustrated is so constructed and enclosed
in a metal case, as to remove all chances
of tampering with it or derangement by
accident.

As aforementioned, the can is provided
with a projecting contact arm which is in-

serted in the keyhole of a switch box. It

is then given a slight twist to engage the

contact with the spring clips of the main

circuit and left there until the predeter-
mined amount of current has been con-
sumed. Truly it may be said that this de-
vice will mark a new era in electric service

to the public.

NEW ELECTRIC FURNACE
REGULATOR.

The device is installed easily, and when
once in operation relieves the householder
of all of his cares in relation to the fur-

nace except the merely mechanical process
of "putting on coal." The time clock ar-

rangement makes it possible to maintain
a low temperature during the night, and
at the time set in the morning, opens the

drafts and increases the temperature to the

point desired.

This device consists oi a thermostat with
a clock attachment which operates a motor
in the basement, which, in turn, regulates

the drafts and dampers of the furnace.

Two types are provided, one for use in

houses already wired for electricity, and
the other in which two dry batteries sup-

ply the impulse from the thermostat to the

motor box, and a spring motor operates the

drafts and dampers.
In the type used in houses already wired

the alternating current motor is connected
to the alternating main house wires. A
transformer on the bottom of the motor
box steps the 110 volts down to 6 volts,

for use on the thermostat circuit. Thus
the dry batteries are dispensed with.

The diagram shows clearly how the regu-

lator works. The thermostat may be set

at the heat desired and it will keep the room
in which it is installed at that temperature,

because if the temperature falls the motor
in the cellar will operate

sufficiently to open the
drafts and increase the

heat. The reverse is true

when the temperature rises.

The thermostat should be

installed in a room as near

the center of the house as

possible and should not be
in such a position that its

action is subject to the ef-

fects of drafts from doors
and windows opened for

only a moment. — (Photo
courtesy W . E. Co.

Automatic Electric Regulator Which Tends
the Furnace Drafts for You. It Comprises
a Thermostat, Clock, Motor and Battery

or Other Sources Of Current.

AMONG the hundreds of new devices and appliances publisht monthly in the Electrical Experimenter, there are several as a

rule, which interest you. Full information on these subjects, as well as the name of the manufacturer, will be gladly fur-

nisht to you, free of charge, by addressing our Technical Information Bureau.
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AN ILLUMINATED SERVICE FLAG
FOR HOME AND STORE

WINDOWS.
An enterprising electrical concern of Mil-

waukee is now offering the device shown in

the accompanying illustration, known as the

A Handsome Window Decoration In the
Form of an Electric-lighted Service Flag.

"Honorlite," which is made in a form to

take the place of a military service flag.

The device consists of a handsome inde-

structible wood pulp pedestal with two
modelled eagles holding a flat alabaster
globe, which is 8 inches in diameter. A
3- by 5-inch service flag is shown on one
face of the ball, while five blue stars are
furnished loose and can be attached to the
circumference or face of the ball as desired.

This decorative device stands 12 inches
high by 6% inches wide at the base, and is

wired with 6 feet of cord and plug. It is

pointed out by the maker that this device
is one which can be used for other pur-
poses, such as special advertising and as a

special window display.

A NEW "INDUCTOR" TYPE
MAGNETO FOR

AUTOS.
This new auto and motor-boat ignition

magneto is of the inductor type, which
means that the coils in which the current is

induced are stationary, and the revolving
part or rotor consists merely of a block
of laminated steel. Instead of horseshoe

rtotor

View of Interior of New "Inductor" Type
Ignition Magneto. The Rotor Is Simply a
Moving Iron Member—No Rotating Colls or

Collecting Rings.

magnets, as always used in the convention-
al type of magneto, this magneto employs
straight bar magnets, which are accurately

ground and securely clamped to top and
bottom yokes. The bottom yoke forms a

pole piece extending nearly half way around
the rotor tunnel, while the top yoke has
two poles, one carrying the windings or
coils, and the other serving as a magnetic
by-pass. The magnetic circuit is shown
diagrammatically in the two accompanying
sketches. In one the rotor pole is shown
opposite the pole of a top yoke which car-

ries the windings or coils, and with the
rotor in this position, the maximum flux

passes thru the coils. In the other sketch
the rotor is shown opposite the end of the
magnetic by-pass, and in this position all of
the magnetic flux passes thru the by-pass
and none thru the coils. As the rotor has
two poles, the flux thru the coils passes
thru a maximum and a minimum twice dur-
ing every revolution of the rotor.

As all coils and current carrying parts
are stationary, there are no slip rings or
brushes, except the brush in the distribu-

tor. The distributor gears, of bronze and
steel, are of ample dimensions, and in con-
nection with the rotating member of the
current distributor, are carried in steel and
bronze bearings, the sleeve of which is cast

integral with the front die casting. The
base and top yokes are made of gray iron,

and are tied to the die-cast end plates by
screws. They are located in place by
dowel pins. The field structure is bored
and ground as a unit, thus insuring thoroly
accurate alignment of bearings and pole-
faces. The stationary coil, condenser and
laminated pole piece are assembled as a

Diagrams Showing How the Magnetic Flux
In the "Inductor" Magneto Is Sent Thru the
"Coil" Pole and Then By-past Thru a "Shunt-

ing" Pole.

unit and mounted integral with the top
yoke.
This new inductor magneto gives two

sparks per revolution. The spark charac-
teristics are said to be such as to insure
very effective ignition, the current rising
suddenly to substantially its maximum value
at the beginning, and being well sustained.
One feathure that distinguishes the spark
obtained from this type of magneto com-
pared to that obtained from other magnetos,
is that it passes thru the gap of the spark
plugs always in the same direction. That
is to say, the same part of the spark plug
is always positive.

AN ELECTRIC "MOVIE" MACHINE
FOR THE PARLOR.

A new type of moving picture machine
for commercial, educational and home use
has just been brought out by a New York
concern.

Its special features are electric motor
drive, by a motor that can be used on both
direct and alternating currents

;
high il-

lumination, and a feed mechanism that gives
practically perfect results.

Motor drive was used on the older types,
but it was necessary to have separate mo-
tors for the different kinds of current, and
this naturally limited the use of the motor-
driven machines. The new motor used
here, however, operates at practically the
same speed with either kind of current.

Hence this machine can be used wherever
there is electric light.

The illumination is provided by a 14-volt,

2-ampere, argon-filled, high efficiency light,

that is sufficiently brilliant for throws as

long as 100 feet, and for pictures up to 12

feet wide. The 110-volt current received

You Have Often Wlsht for a Small "Movie"
Machine for the Parlor—Here It is. Its Uni-
versal Motor Operates on Alternating or

Direct Current.

from the lighting circuit is reduced to low
voltage for the use of the lamp, by means
of a rheostat; this rheostat is adjustable,
so that the degree of illumination can be
varied to suit conditions.
The film-moving mechanism is of the in-

termittent type and is of a novel design.
The manufacturers claim that this pro-
jector projects an absolutely flickerless pic-

ture.

This machine is safe to use since it can
take only slow-burning films, the standard
celluloid film being unusable in it. Many
hundreds of these special films have already
been made up; special subjects can be
made up as desired, and standard films can
be copied on to the special stock.

The weight of the machine is 23 pounds
and it is arranged for packing in a carrying
case similar to a small dress suit case.

India has increased its annual coal pro-
duction to 12,000,000 tons and is introduc-
ing electrical machinery into some mines.

An electric alarm clock which awakens
deaf sleepers by jarring their beds has been
invented in Germany. They need it.

A NEW ELECTRIC HORN SWITCH.
Something new in the way of an electric

horn switch or push button, for Ford cars,
has been recently put on the market. It is

attached to the throttle lever by means of
two small clamps, and therefore is always
within reach of the hand without an extra
movement.

A New and Quickly Attached
Electric Auto Horn Switch.

The device is a tube-shaped cylinder

about inch in diameter and 3 inches
long, which contains contact point and
wiring, which are cemented in place to in-

sure durability and safety from dampness.
The connection is made to the regular equip-
ment by cutting in on the main wiring on
the post.
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™°RADIO LEAGUE
^AMERICA

HONORARY MEMBERS
CAPT. WH.G. BU1LARD. U.S.N. NIKOLA TESLA.
PROF. REGINALD FESSENDEN. OR LEE DE FOREST.

Manager, H Gernsback

AmateursWin QuestionableVictory
By H. GERNSBACK

PYRRHUS, when congratulated by
his friends on the occasion of his

victory over the Romans under Fa-
bricius—but which cost a terrible

slaughter of his own men, threw up
his hands and exclaimed

:

"Yes, but one more such victory, and we
are done for!"

attempted any nation wide movement to se-

cure the defeat of the bill in question, save
and only the Electrical Experimenter.
Altho several companies manufacturing ra-

dio instruments sent out a few thousand
letters, no concentrated effort was made to
appraise the entire radio fraternity as was
done by this publication. About 50,000 let-

The surprising thing however was that

none of the other technical publications

—

there were only two of them commenting
about the bill at all—had the situation right

in hand. One publication which professes
to have the interests of the amateur at

heart did not even know that there was
such a thing as the Padgett bill ! Not one

You Are Wrong This Is Not In Darkest Prussia Where Everything Is Verboten (Forbidden)
Amateur Station A. D. 1919 When the Alexander Amendment Becomes a Law

Copyright, 1919.

It Merely Represents An

This was precisely the writer's thoughts

when he read the amendments to the Alex-
ander Bill, which has been under discussion

for over a month, and which was discust

at length in our January issue. After the

original Alexander bill H. R. 13159 had
been rushed into life, there were immedi-
ately regrets by its framers, greatly ac-

centuated by thousands of letters of pro-

test which came pouring in upon Mr. Alex-
ander's committee.
Without wishing to take the credit for

everything, it must be stated here that no
publication, no radio club, or organization

ters were mailed out to all radio amateurs
interested, and the response we know has
been nothing short of wonderful. The
writer was in receipt of thousands of let-

ters from amateurs, who in turn in concert
with their friends had protested vigorously
to Washington, with the result that the
amendment printed elsewhere in this issue

came about.
Not only that, but the press was also ap-

pealed to as well, and many papers publisht
comments and exprest themselves in no un-
certain language about the drastic and en-
tirely unjustified measure known under the
title of H.R. 13159.

line was printed about it, and the whole
situation was therefore more or less mis-
handled, as all the facts had not been stated

clearly, if at all, as they were in the January
issue of the Electrical Experimenter.
We wish to repeat here that if any

change is to be made, we stand for the
Padgett bill. It gives the amateurs ex-
actly the same privileges as he had be-
fore the war, and this, we know, is just

what the amateurs want.
Now that the situation has cleared some-

what, we are not justified in saying that

we think the amateur will be supprest en-
tirely, for we know that he will not. As a
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matter of fact, as things stand today we
are not at all excited even about the amend-
ment of the Alexander bill, for we have
good and sufficient reasons to believe that

the Alexander bill amended has little chance
of becoming a law.

There is no occasion or necessity for

such a drastic measure at the present time.

It is not justified, and if we take the prop-

aganda which has been carried on for the

last month in Washington, the thousands
of protest letters sent to Senators and Rep-
resentatives, as a fair indication as to how
the wind blows, we think we are correct in

saying that the temper of the statesmen in

Washington today is not such as would sup-
port legislation of this kind at this time.

We might write volumes why amateurs
should not be supprest, but we believe that

official Washington today understands the

situation fully. They know by this time
what service the amateurs have rendered
their country, and how many thousands of
expert operators were recruited into the

Army and Navy at the outset of the war.
Congress will surely not blot the amateurs
out of existence in recognition of their

work, particularly when there has not been
advanced one single, solitary, good reason
why the amateur should not be allowed to

pursue his innocent endeavor.
America, the greatest democratic country

in the world, the one that cherishes the
highest ideals of any nation, is not going

to start in at this late date to take away the

liberties of hundreds of thousands of loyal

citizens who have already proved their

worth, and will do so again.

In printing the amendment of the Alex-
ander bill below, we call particular atten-

tion to paragraph 13. This constitutes noth-

ing but a joker, for if the bill below be-

came a law, and if the Navy Department
was in power, it could very readily and
without any trouble whatsoever prohibit the

sending of messages, let us say, between
the hours of 5 P.M. to 1 A.M. This, in

the language of the bill, would be "definite

periods of the night or day."

If we must have a law, let us have a law
without "ifs" and "buts". Paragraph 13 is

entirely too elastic in favor of the Govern-
ment and would inevitably result in shut-

ting the amateurs out at the slightest pre-

text.

There are certain things in the amend-
ment which are undoubtedly satisfactory to

everyone, but as a whole, we are not in

favor of the measure. It is too autocratic,

particularly the clause whereby it would be
necessary for amateurs who had receiving

apparatus only to secure licenses. Not one
in a hundred would wish to go to the trou-

ble of obtaining a license for very obvious
reasons. It lias been found in the past,

that wherever an amateur had to obtain a

sending license, it was done most reluc-

tantly, and it was the cause of keeping

thousands of amateurs away from wireless.

It would work even more disastrously if

every receiving station were to be licensed.

Most of the jewelers—who receive time by

wireless—and many young men would pre-

fer not to operate their receiving stations

tor tne word, "Government License", to

many simple folk means a big undertaking,

and in many cases when a young man finds

out that he must obtain a Government li-

cense in order to have his wireless set, he

prefers to be without it.

What good is it anyway to license a re-

ceiving wireless station? If a record of

amateur stations is wanted in Washington
why not let us insert a clause in the bill

which would make it compulsory for every
manufacturer or seller of radio apparatus
to give a list of the amateurs buying such
instruments, which to all intents and pur-

poses would be the same thing as licensing

and thus frightening the amateur. This
system was in vogue during the war where
it became necessary for all manufacturers
to supply a list of radio sales to the Navy
Department.
No manufacturer would object to this,

we are certain, and as the government
would then have the list of names it would
work out the same way without discourag-

ing thousands of amateurs.
The Alexander bill, amended, follows

with our comments in parallel columns :

Alexander Wireless Bill—Amended
65TH CONGRESS, 3D SESSION, H. R. 13159.

In the Senate of the United States, December 11, 1918.

Referred to the Committee on Commerce and ordered to be printed.

AMENDMENTS.
Intended to be proposed by Mr.

Watson to the bill (H. R.

13159) to further regulate
radio communication, viz

:

On page 2, after line 8, add
the following:
"The word amateur, or pri-

vate, station shall be construed
to mean any radio station op-
erated by a citizen of the United

States for the benefit of himself
and science, and which does not
do bona fide commercial radio
communication."
On page 2, line 14, insert the

words "private or amateur" be-
fore the words "technical and
training school stations."

On page 2, strike .out section
3 and in lieu thereof insert the
following

:

"First. The wave length of This is wholly satisfactory in

private or amateur stations shall all respects. It would give the
be from one hundred and fifty amateurs twenty-five more
meters to two hundred and meters to operate on than he has
twenty-five meters. now. The present wireless law

confines the amateur to 200
meters.

"Second The Government
shall have the right to stipulate

that the power used by private
or amateur stations shall not be
greater than five hundred watt^
as measured in the antenna cir

cuit, except by special license

:

and shall not be greater than
two hundred and fifty watts as
measured in the antenna circuit,

except by special license, within
une hundred and fifty miles of
any seacoast, lake front of the

Great Lakes, or coast of the
Gulf of Mexico.

'Third. The Government shall

have the right to prevent all per-

sons below the age of fifteen

years to use, operate, or own
any sending outfit for the send-
ing of radio disturbances into

the ether.

We can see no fundamental
lijection against this.

We are wholly in accord with
this as well. Boys under fifteen

years of age in the past have
made most of the trouble, and
we believe it would be better for
the fraternity if boys below this

age should start in with a re-

ceiving station to obtain pro-
ficiency in the radio art.

"Fourth. The Government
shall have the right to require all

private or amateur station op-
erators of receiving stations to

be licensed, and failure to pro-
cure a license shall be punish-
able by a fine not exceeding
$600

",

Object most strenuously against

this unjust measure. There is

no necessity for licensing re-

ceiving stations only. Our jew-
elers, thousands of them scat-

tered all over the country must
have receiving stations to re-

ceive accurate time from Arling-
ton and the like. Not many
would want to be licensed under
this measure. Secrecy in wire-
less is impossible anyway. If

anyone must receive signals he
can do so very readily and easily

anyway, law or no law. Im-
portant messages are never sent
out by the Government or com-
mercial companies unless they
are in code. On top of this the
present wireless law already has
penalties for divulging contents
of messages.

"Fifth. The Government shall

have the right to require all

owners or operators of private

or amateur stations to pass an
examination whereby the op-
erator of such station shall be
able to receive ten words a min-
ute before said operator may be
licensed to operate any sending
station.

We see no fundamental ob-
jection to this, except that it

seems rather mysterious to us
why an operator should receive
ten words a minute. What good
does the receiving do him. Per-
haps the framers of the bill

meant "send" not "receive."

"Sixth. Private or amateur This restriction to us seems
station operators shall not be to be too severe. We should like
permitted to operate undamped to see ]/2 K. W. inserted instead,
sending outfits of greater ca-

pacity than two hundred and
fifty watts as measured in the

antenna circuit, except by special

license, within the territorial

limits of the United States.

{Continued on page 735)

Don't fail to read a very interesting discussion appearing on Page 735, entitled "Amateurs Discust Officially" by Lieut. J. S.
Cooper, U. S. N. R. F.
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President Wilson Always in Touch with
Washington—via Radio

FOR several days, going and coming
in completing his mission to the Eu-
ropean peace conference, it was and

will be necessary for the President to

administer the affairs of Government
from the high seas. Unique as this situa-

tion is, hardly less so were the preparations

made to enable him to keep in communica-

tion with the world during the voyage.

What is considered the most powerful

wireless system ever installed

on any ship is that carried by

the steamship George Wash-
ington. A corner of the wire-

less room, fitted with the new
radio devices, the latest word
in invention and design, is seen

in the accompanying picture.

Special arrangements never

before used were made for

handling President Wilson's

wireless messages and to keep

him in constant touch with

Washington.
This announcement was

made by Secretary of the Navy
Daniels in connection with a

statement that the Navy De-
partment was in continuous
communication with the George
Washington and the flagship

Pennsylvania on their trip from
New York.
Means were at hand whereby

he could be brought instantly

into communication thru the

powerful navy radio station at

Annapolis, Md., and Arlington.

Mr. Daniels said

:

The George Washington and
the battleship Pennsylvania are

both equipt with the most mod-
ern radio apparatus, some of

which was installed for this

particular trip.

"This apparatus includes, on
the Pennsylvania, the most
powerful transmitting set on
any United States naval ship

and also special receiving ap-

paratus for receiving from
high power stations used or-

dinarily only for transatlantic

messages. The George Wash-
ington was also especially

equipt with similar receiving

apparatus. On board both

ships were installed radio tel-

ephones and the newest type of

low power sets for use only in

communicating from ship to

ship. The George Washing-
ton and the Pennsylvania were thus able to

communicate with each other and at the

same time receive messages from shore.

"All messages for the President were sent

by the new naval high power station at An-
napolis, which is five times as powerful as

the Arlington station. These messages were
received by the George Washington and
the Pennsylvania simultaneously. All re-

plies were forwarded from the George
Washington to the Pennsylvania and then

instantly relayed to shore by the Pennsyl-
vania.

"At three special naval radio receiving
stations, one in Maine, one in New Jersey
and one in the Navy Building, Washington,
expert operators listened continuously for
the Pennsylvania's messages. The mes-
sages when received were forwarded with
utmost despatch to the transatlantic radio
division of the office of the Director of

Photo © by Underwood & Underwood

It Will Undoubtedly Be of Extreme Interest to Our Radio Readers to
Learn That Two of the Wireless Operators Selected For Duty on the
President's Ship—the "George Washington"—Were Formerly "Radio
Amateurs". See Testimony As to the Worth of This Class of Men
to the Navy Given By Lieut. Cooper Before the Committee On the
Merchant Marine and Fisheries, Printed Elsewhere Under the "Radio

League of America" News.

Naval Communications in the Navy De-
partment, and the three copies were com-
pared to insure accuracy. The messages
were then delivered to the addresses. All
outgoing, messages past thru the same office

in Washington.
"As the Presidential party approached

Europe, by arrangement of the Navy De-
partment, special receiving stations in both
England and France listened for messages
from the Pennsylvania, and one of the

French high power stations forwarded
messages direct to tne ship. The President
was thus kept in touch with Washington
and Paris or London simultaneously, for
the George Washington easily received the
messages sent from the Annapolis station
until the end of the voyage and the ship
was in Brest, France."
The first Cabinet meeting in all history,

directed to a certain extent by wireless
from mid-ocean, was held in

the White House on December
10th, with Vice-President Mar-
shall officiating in the Presi-
dent's absence.
A wireless message from the

George Washington asked
Vice-President Marshall if he
would preside and the latter
assumed his temporary duty as
acting President.
President Wilson was in con-

stant communication with the
United States and France dur-
ing his entire voyage from the
United States to France thru
the U. S. S. Pennsylvania's
powerful radio transmitting
and receiving sets. The An-
napolis high power transmit-
ting station, transmitting on
16,900 meters, the high power
transmitting set at New Bruns-
wick, N. J., transmitting on
13,000 meters, the high power
transmitting set at Tuckerton,
N. J., on 9,200 meters and the
high power transmitting radio
station in Lyons, France, on
15,500 meters were used for
communications to and from
the President.
The President on board the

U. S. S. George Washington
was convoyed by the U. S. S.

Pennsylvania (which is the
best equipt ship afloat for sig-

nalling purposes in regard to
radio communications) and
five torpedo boat destroyers.
The Pennsylvania's radio
equipment consisted of the fol-

lowing apparatus : One 30
kilowatt Federal arc transmit-
ter, which was used for trans-
mitting messages to the United
States and France on 3,600
meters, one 10 kilowatt Lowen-
stein spark transmitter, trans-
mitting on 600 and 952 meters,
which was used for intermedi-
ate communication with low

power coastal stations ; one short range
radio telephone transmitter, transmitting
on 297 meters and one vacuum tube short
range transmitting set, transmitting on 450
meters, which were used for intercom-
munication between the U. S. S. Pennsyl-
vania and U. S. S. George Washington.
The Pennsylvania transmitted messages

direct to the United States up to a distance
of 2,500 miles. Communications with

(Continued on page 743)
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Harvard Naval Radio Men Expert with
Portable Sets

THE Harvard Radio School has devel-
oped thousands of expert radio opera-
tors for the United States Naval

Service, and a group of them are here illus-

trated practising with one of the portable
wireless outfits which landing parties use.

It is surprising how quickly they can erect

an aerial mast and connect the various in-

strument cabinets together with the dy-
namo, ready for instant service. It is all a
matter of discipline, the commanding offi-

cer will tell you. Discipline and system
whereby each man does a certain thing, but
does it well. That in a nutshell is the whole
secret of Uncle Sam's naval efficiency. These
men are trained to perform their duties with
clock-like precision, and each move in erect-

ing the wireless set here shown is done
identically the same each time, which is the
only way that real speed can be obtained.
Unlike the German system, Uncle Sam's
boys are trained not only to do a certain

thing in a complex task and to do it well,

but they are each and every one of them
educated and carefully instructed on all the
details governing the operation and func-
tioning of the complete radio outfit. Thus
in an emergency any one of these radio men
can do anything from tapping the key to
erecting the antenna, or dissembling the
gasoline engine driving the
dynamo, in the event that it

fails to work, and ascertain

just what the trouble may be.

It has been a great task to train

all of these thousands of radio
operators in the various com-
plex branches of the art, but
Uncle Sam's radio instructors,

both naval as well as civilian,

have proven their worth.

The four high
power units which
the company still re-

tains include the
Belmar-New Bruns-
wick station in New
Jersey, for transmis-
sion of messages to

England ; Chatham-
Marion, Massachu-
setts to Scandina-
via ; Marshall-Boli-
nas, California to

Hawaii ; and Koko
Head-Kahukee, Ha-
waii to Japan. Two
units represent each
station, each about
fifty miles apart, one
being utilized for
transmission and the

other for receiving.

In taking this ac-

tion the United
States is merely following the lead of other
nations in controlling the ship to shore busi-

ness
;
England took over these stations on

her coast 12 years ago, and since that time
they have been operated by the Postal De-
partment. The same applies to France,

345 MARCONI RADIO
STATIONS BOUGHT
BY U. S. NAVY DE-

PARTMENT.
All of the American Mar-

coni radio stations, except the
four high power plants, have
been bought by the Navy De-
partment, a Washington dis-

patch of December Sth stated.

At the same time it devel-
oped that the department purchased the
great Sayville station recently from the
Alien Property Custodian along with the
Marconi purchases. The American Mar-
coni company relinquishes the field of hand-
ling ship to shore messages.
The purchase includes -o Marconi coastal

stations, nineteen of which are situated on
the Atlantic and Gulf coasts, sixteen on the
Great Lakes, and ten on the Pacific coast.

Act 3—Mast and Aerial Raised and Apparatus Ready For Service.

Act 2—Raising the Antenna Mast,

Italy, Germany and countries in South
America. Brazil has always operated her
coast radio stations.

An official of the company points out that

the cream of the business in the future will

be the transatlantic message traffic. The
ship to shore business has never been a big
proposition, for with the exception of a few
ships the private business aboard ships or

to them has never been large. At the same
time develonment
of the transatlantic
business is going
forward, and when
the Government re-

linquishes control of
these big stations,

they undoubtedly
will produce big re-

sults for the com-
pany.
The price paid by

the Government is

not announced at

this time altho it

has been definitely
settled.

The Government
has also purchased
from the Marconi
Wireless Telegraph
Company of Amer-

A Radio Squad From the Harvard Naval Radio School Show What
They Can Do In Rapidly Setting Up a Portable Type Radio Pack Set.

1st Act—Unpacking the Instruments.

ica wireless apparatus on some 300 ships
now under Government control. An an-
nouncement to that effect was recently
made by Edward J. Nally, vice-presidem
and general manager of the company.
The sale of apparatus to the Government

Mr. Nally said, is "the first re-

sult" of a change in the com-
pany's policy whereby "it will

in the future sell as' well as
lease wireless apparatus."
A recent London dispatch

quotes Godfrey Isaacs as say-
ing that the Marconi Company
would outfit airplanes employed
in air passenger and mail ser-

vice with wireless and would
supply operators in the same
way as it now serves ships. It

also is intended to receive reg-
ular reports of air conditions
in different localities and to cir-

culate these for the informa-
tion of the pilots. As every
airplane will have either a name
or distinguishing number, it

will be possible to send tele-

grams from any part of the
world or from any ship to an

airplane. It is intended that this organiza-
tion will be ready by the time the peace
treaty is signed.

Arrangements recently have been made
for the erection of wireless stations in the
extreme parts of China, one on the frontier
of Cashmere, and another on the Chinese
side of Siberia. Mr. Isaacs has arranged
with Handley-Page for the transport of the
necessary machinery by one or more of his
big machines. The journey inland will take
two or three days in place of the same
number of months.

NAVY MODIFIES RADIO RULES.
Naval conditions in the North Atlantic

are such now that restrictions upon com-
mercial radio communications are being
removed, according to an official announce-
ment. Personal and commercial traffic with
naval vessels as well as with merchant ves-
sels

_
is now permitted west of the 40th

meridian.
The restrictions upon land wire telegrams

addrest to naval personnel on board naval
vessels, which caused such telegrams to be
forwarded thru the Bureau of Naviga-
tion, have been removed, and it is now per-
missible to address personal telegrams di-
rect to men on naval vessels in an Ameri-
can port. Restrictions on amateur wireless
orations have not been lifted.
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Vacuum Valve Action and the Electric

Current
By K. G. ORMISTON, ASSOC., I. R. E.

KADTO INSTRUCTOR, HEALD'S ENGINEERING SCHOOL, SAN FRANCISCO

NEARLY all text-books on physics

and electricity state that the direc-

tion of the electric current in the

external circuit is from the positive

terminal of the source of pressure

to the negative terminal. The average radio

student, from the time he first takes up the

study of electricity, is taught that the posi-

tive pole of a battery or dynamo is in a

state of high pressure and the negative pole

in a state of low pressure, and that the

This Diagram Represents a Vacuum Valve
Circuit, Minus the Grid Which Does Not
Enter Into the Present Discussion. This
Article Discusses the Direction of Current
Flow Thru the Valve—a Mooted and Foggy
Point to the Majority of Radio Men. Does
the Current Pass from Filament to Plate Or

Vice Versa?

direction of the eletcric current is from
positive to negative. This conventional

theory is quite satisfactory until the vacuum
valve and its action is considered ; then the

confusion begins.

Figure 1 represents a vacuum tube with

the filament heating circuit and plate cir-

cuit. (The grid is om.tted as it has no
bearing on the present discussion.) The
positive terminal of the battery B is neces-

sarily connected to the plate P. In study-

ing the action of this circuit the radio stu-

dent is asked to believe that the current in

the plate circuit flows from the positive ter-

minal of the battery B to the negative ter-

minal ; that is, from plate to filament within

the tube, in spite of the fact that the ELEC-
TRON STREAM IS FROM THE FILA-
MENT TO THE PLATE.

In this connection the leading text-books

make the following statements

:

1. "Using the ordinary convention for

the direction of current flow (which is

opposite to the direction of flow of the elec-

tron stream), we say that a current flows

from the plate to the filament."

2. "It will prevent confusion ... if

the student understands that inconforma-
tion with the old theory electricity FLOWS
IN THE DIRECTION OPPOSITE TO
THE FLOW OF THE ELECTRONS."

3. ".
. . the number of electrons drawn

from F to P per second, that is, conven-
tionally the current from P to F, is found

. . to be roughly proportional to the

square of the field intensity."

The instructors in a certain Government
Radio School, in their efforts to "conform
with convention," even go so far as to teach

that positive ions flow from the battery B
to the plate P to neutralise the negative elec-

trons discharged from the filament to the
plate, and thus endeavor to show that a

current actually flows from positive to

negative. But these instructors fail to ex-
plain how positive ions, WHICH ARE

ATOMIC IN SIZE, can flow freely thru a

copper conductor or a vacuum

!

It is my personal experience that much
confusion is avoided, and a far better un-
derstanding of vacuum valve action, as well

as certain other phenomena, is gained if the

radio student is taught from the start that

the electric current is in reality a flow of

negative charges, or electrons, from the

negative (high potential) to the positive

(low potential) pole of the source of

E. M. F.

The above statement concerning the direc-

tion of the electric current is not a theory;

it is a conclusion drawn from experiment.
That the electric current consists of a move-
ment of ELECTRIC CHARGES can read-

ily be shown by the following simple ex-
periment*

In Figure 2, P is an insulated metal plate.

G is a sensitive D'Arsonval galvanometer,
connected between the plate and the earth.

The simple cell ZC and key K are con-
nected as shown, with the zinc or negative
terminal of the cell connected to the same
side of the galvanometer as the metal
plate P. R is a gutta-percha rod, which is

held in the hand and may be electrified by
rubbing with cat's-fur. The gutta-percha

rod when subjected to friction becomes
negatively charged. When the charged rod
is moved near the plate P, the galvanometer
will deflect in a certain direction, let us say

to the right. The deflection of the galva-

nometer is caused by an electric current

passing thru its windings, and the current

must consist of a flow of electric charges.

Negative charges may be repelled from the

plate by the presence of the negatively

charged rod, and flow thru the galvanom-
eter to the earth, or positive charges may
be attracted from the earth and flow to the

plate. In either case, it is the flow of elec-

tric charges which produces the effect of
an electric current. As would be expected,

when the charged rod is removed the gal-
vanometer deflects in the opposite direction,

that is, to the left. The removal of the rod
either allows the negative charges which
were driven from the plate to the earth, to

return to the plate, or releases the excess
of positive charges which had been attracted

to the plate and they pass off to the earth.

During the first part of the experiment
the key K has remained open. Now place

a heavy shunt on the galvanometer, so the
current from the simple cell cannot dam-
age the instrument. Then close the key
K. The galvanometer will deflect TO THE
RIGHT. Note that the deflection is in the

same direction as when the charged rod
was made to approach the plate P, and
therefore either negative charges are flow-

ing thru the galvanometer from A to B or
positive charges from B to A. We can now
draw this conclusion : The electric cur-
rent consists of either a stream of nega-
tive charges flowing from the negative ter-

minal to the positive terminal, or a stream
of positive charges flowing from positive

to negative, or possibly both.
The smallest possible electric charges,

both positive and negative, have been iso-

lated in experiments by J. J. Thompson
and other scientists, and their mass and
velocity are definitely known. The smallest
charge is negative in sign, that is, it shows

* All students in elementary electricity at the
Los Angeles Polytechnic High School are required
to perform this experiment. See "Elementary
Electricity," by Prof. H. LaV Twining.

the same characteristics as a gutta-percha

rod when electrified; is approximately
l/1800th the size of the smallest atom
(hydrogen), and is called the "Electron."

The smallest positive charge is found in

the atom which has lost one or more elec-

trons, and is therefore atomic in size. This
smallest positive charge, which is but an

atom deficient in negative electricity, is

called an "Ion."

Experimental Circuit Which Students Are
Trained to Learn the Actions of and Which
Proves the Audion Explanation Here Set
Forth. G is a Sensitive Galvanometer, Z-C a

Simple Battery Cell, K Represents a Key, E
the Earth Connection, P a Metal Plate, R a

Gutta Percha Rod, Which Can Be Electrified.

It is evident that the positive ion cannot

act as a carrier of electricity in a solid

medium, or in a vacuum, on account of its

size which must be at least as large as the

smallest atom. But the electron, bearing

the negative charge, can easily pass between

the atoms of a solid conductor.

From the experiment of Figure 2, we
concluded that the so-called electric cur-

rent consists of a stream of electric charges,

either positive or negative. Thompson's
measurements show that the positive charge

cannot flow (in the media with which we
pre dealing) ;

therefore, we may state that

the electric current is a movement of elec-

trons (negative charges) from the nega-

tive pole of the source of pressure to the

positive pole.

For further proof let us again consider

the vacuum tube circuit of Figure 1. We
have a circuit connected to the battery B,

made up of copper conductors and the

space F—P, which is devoid of all matter.

The ammeter A indicates that an electric

current flows in this circuit. Since no pon-

derable matter exists in the vacuum tube,

the only possible carriers of electric charges

within the tubes are electrons. The fila-

ment F is heated to incandescence in order

that ionization will take place, and elec-

trons will be emitted from it. It is neces-

sary, in order to have any current at all

in the plate circuit, that the positive pole

of the battery B be connected to the plate

P, so that the negative charges (electrons)

will be attracted to the plate rather than re-

pelled from it. With the arrangement of

Figure 1 there will be a stream of elec-

trons or negative charges flowing from F
to P within the tube, and it follows that

the current in the plate circuit indicated by
ammeter A must consist of a movement
of electrons from the NEGATIVE pole of
battery B to the POSITIVE pole.

Let us not be hampered by "convention"
and "old theories," but endeavor to seek the

Truth. Then Progress will be assured.
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THREE GOOD "HOOK-UPS" FOR A
SMALL RECEIVING SET.

Four instruments are needed for this

simple receiving set, and all are of the

"K. I. Co." make. They are, one small

tuning coil, one Miniature detector, one

Here Are Three Simple, Yet Very Effective
Hook-ups for a Small Wireless Receiving
Set, Which Is Equipt with a Tuning Coil,
Condenser, 'Phone and Mineral Detector.

fbct condenser and one Pony telephone re-

ceiver. In the diagrams, which are self-

explanatory, A is the Aerial ; G the Ground

;

T.C. the Tuning Coil; M.D.—Miniature
detector; F.C.—fixt condenser and P.R.

—

Pony receiver. With a suitable aerial and
ground system, you will be surprised by
the good work this little set will do. It

is interesting to try the different "Hook-
Ups" to find which works best in your

locality.

Contributed by FRED FLOYD, JR.

HOW TO LEARN THE INT'N'T'L
CODE ABBREVIATIONS.

The attached drawing is that of a rotat-

ing dial to be used in quickly ascertaining

the definition of the various International

Radiotelegraphic Abbreviations. Such as:

QRA? What ship or coast station is that?

QSA? Are my signals strong?
As shown in the drawing the bottom or

larger disc is made stationary to a wooden
base and upon it the various definitions are

printed above the QR's and below the

QS's, so that when the smaller disc, firmly

held by the rod holding the handle, is

rotated in alignment with the letters of the

alphabet, the definitions are indicated thru

the slot cut in the rotating disc.

Contributed by E. T. J.

EFFICIENT GALENA DETECTOR.
Everyone is sure to have a small piece of

brass rod for which he can find no use.

The hard rubber top to an ink bottle in

connection with a brass cap from an old

dry cell forms a cup. A garage will give

you all the slightly worn ball bearings you
can use and you need but two. If you have
never broken a ruler with a brass strip in it

you are a wonder. A few screws, a nut, a

couple of binding posts and a piece of

board or fiber and you have the makings of

a good detector. The accompanying illus-

tration tells the rest. Once you have the

tension screw, all you do is hook her up

Clever Dial Scheme for Use in Quickly Ascer-
taining the Definition of the Various Inter-
national Radio Abbreviations, Such as

Q R A?—Q S A?, etc.

A Real "Ball- Bearing" Detector—"Radio-
bugs." The Cup Swivels Nicely, While the
Cat- Whisker Arm Is Balanced—a Design

in Great Favor by Experts.

and with a second's adjustment (which
won't knock out) in come the signals fine

and clear

Contributed by H. C. BENEDICT. JR.

NOVEL BUZZER PRACTISE SET.
In the drawing (A) is a key of any

type, mounted on a board as shown. (B)
is a buzzer of high pitch. (C) is a coil of

Unique Buzzer Practise Circuit in Which the
'Phones Are Shunted Across a Resistance

Coil, in Series with the Buzzer.

wire which is wound non-inductive ; an in-

ductive coil will not work. This coil may
be made by using 50 feet of No. 24 insu-
lated wire, doubling it and winding it

double, starting with the loop end. Why
this is done need not be explained here.

(D) are the battery binding posts, and (E)
are for the phones. A 75 ohm receiver

will work fine.

Contributed by M. ABRAHAM.

A HANDY ADJUSTABLE CONDEN-
SER.

The feature of this condenser is that the
capacity units are stationary and therefore

least apt to get out of order; the switch
element only rotates. The builder can
make the condenser of any size desired
The case is made of hardwood, sandpapered
and varnished in the usual way. This con-

index attached to switch blade

An Adjustable Condenser Suitable for Use In

Radio or Spark-Coil Primary and Other Cir-
cuits. The Switch Is of the Accumulative

or Integrating Type.

denser has been found suitable for every
kind of work where an adjustable capacity
is employed. The scale is read thru an
index window attached to the moving
switch blade.

Contributed by H. B. MASSINGILL.

DEAD-END SWITCH.
The ends of coil units are brought to

switch points, one on each end of wire, (1,

2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7). Note the fiber or other in-

sulated plate, carrying at the under
edge brass strips (C) which, when disc is

turned (by knob B) connects the switch
points over which the strips lie. D is a
brass strip which makes contact only with

VMMMM
Coil sections

MM MM MM

Tiber

Dead- End Switches Are a Practical Neces-
sity Nowadays On All Radio Receptors.

outside row of points. Suppose (D) were
on point 5. Then the pairs 1, 2, 3 and 4
would be connected, but 6 and 7 would be
entirely out of circuit, because (D) touches
only the outside switch point. D connects
to ground.
Contributed by HERBERT R1CHTER.
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The Vortex Ring Theory of the Electron
By F. W. RUSSELL and J. L. CLIFFORD

THE discussion of the various theories

of matter is one of the most im-
portant problems that confront the
scientist today. Chemistry, Physics,
and nearly all branches of science

hinge upon this question. The atomic
theory has been thoroly establisht, but

ing. They claim that the electron is noth-
ing more or less than a minute whorl in the
ether, or as we shall call it an ether vortex
ring.

When Lord Kelvin brought forward
about 1870 his famous vortex ring theory
of the atom, the scientific world hailed with

A Most Beautiful Laboratory Experiment Is that of the "Vortex Ring". With the Simply Constructed Appa-
ratus Here Illustrated Vortex Rings of Various Sizes and Kinds Can Be Set Up At Will, By Means of the
Red Liquid "Gun" At the Left of the Tank. Various Colors of Rings Can Be Made with Different Solutions.

The "Gun" is Actuated By an Electric Bell Movement, Minus the Gong.

the ultimate structure of the atoms is still

an open question. The leading theories of
today make use of smaller particles called

electrons to form their hypothetical atoms.
These particles were first discovered by
Crookes, and about 1897 were definitely

proved by Weichert, and Sir J. J. Thom-
son, to be negatively charged particles
traveling with the enormous velocity of
nearly 100,000 miles per second. In addi-
tion it was found that these particles had
an extremely small mass. In fact about
one eighteen-hundredth the mass of an
hydrogen atom, the smallest known atom.
The presence of these particles was again
proved by the disintegration of Radium,
and even an electric current is now believed
to be a flow of these electrons. The elec-

tron then is one of the most important
entities in the world today, and yet there
are very few theories as to the nature of
the electron. The physicist has side-stept
the problem in the past by simply calling it

a hard negatively charged corpuscle, but
what a hard corpuscle is, is left to the
reader's imagination to picture. Lately,
however, the new school of French physi-
cists have brought forward the theory
which seems most complete and astound-

delight this tangible explanation of the
structure of the atom. Upon the discovery
of the electron, however, the vortex atom
theory was thrown into the background
and into obscurity. Since the new theory of
the electron has been proposed, however, it

is interesting to repeat and
discuss the experiments
with smoke and liquid

rings performed by the ex-
perimenters wishing to
prove the vortex atom
theory.

The simplest form of ap-
paratus needed to produce
rings of smoke is a round
cardboard box with a small
aperture in one end. If

the box is filled with
smoke or with fumes of
Ammonium Chlorid
formed by the action of
Ammonia and Hydrochlo-
ric Acid, and the opposite
end tapt sharply, rings
of smoke will be projected
from the box and will hold
their shape for some time.
The rings move swiftly
forward, carrying with

them the same material with which they

issued from the box, and seemingly possess

elasticity of form. Altho many interesting

phenomena may be observed using this sim-

ple form of apparatus, for accurate and
detailed experiment the liquid ring appa-

ratus, described below, will be found the

more practicable.

The first requisite is a

glass tank at least 30
inches long by 12 inches

wide and high. A gold

fish aquarium will answer
the purpose, provided it

conforms to the dimen-
sions. If an aquarium is

not available, a tank may
be easily constructed by
making a box with the

base of wood and the sides

of glass plates. This box
should be well coated with
asphaltum in order to

make it water tight. When
the experimenter has pro-

vided himself with a suit-

able tank, the next prob-
lem which confronts him
is the construction of the
"gun" or projector with*
which to generate the vor-

tex rings. An efficient gun
may be easily manufac-
tured from odds and ends
to be found in any ex-
perimenter's laboratory. As
may be seen in the draw-
ing, Fig. 1, the two prin-
cipal parts of the gun are
the liquid container and
the electric agitator. At
one end of the liquid con-
tainer, which consists of
a round tin box, is fast-

ened a diafram of
Phosphor-Bronze sheet or other flexible

substance. In the opposite end, which may
be the cover to the box, a small hole
about V" of an inch is cut, care being taken
that the sides of the hole are smooth in
order to insure perfectly formed rings.

7AHK

Here We See the Actual Vortex Ring Apparatus Set Up In the
Authors' Laboratory.
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The box should be made water tight. As
may be seen in the drawing the agitator

consists of a strong electric bell with the

gong removed, and the leads taken directly

from the coils. The bell should be well

impregnated in paraffine or other insulating

compound so that it may be submerged
without danger of short circuit. The bell

should be so placed that the striker will

strike the center of the diafram a force-

ful blow when the magnets are energized.

The best position for the striker can only
be determined by actual experiment.
When the projector has been completed,

if the experimenter wishes to use red col-

ored rings, the liquid container should be
filled with a solution of Sodium Hydroxid,
and Phenolphthalein. Be sure that all the
air has been expelled, as any air in the
container causes the rings to be irregular.

The gun is then lowered into the tank, and
the magnets energized by means of bat-
teries, controlled by a telegraph key. Rings
will be seen to issue from the aperture,
and traverse the length of the tank intact.

If the water is slightly acidulated with
Sulfuric Acid the rings will immediately
disappear upon breaking up. If the ex-
perimenter wishes to make milk-white
rings, an emulsion of Silver Chlorid can
be used that will become colorless in a
weak solution of Ammonia. To make such
an emulsion a tablespoonfull of gelatin

should be dissolved in about a liter of hot
water. About 15 grams of Silver Nitrat
previously dissolved in water should be
added. Then stirring well, add a weak so-
lution of Hydrochloric Acid until the Ni-
trat is all precipitated as a chlorid. This
milk-white solution should be diluted with
equal parts of water before using. Rings
of this solution shot out into a weak solu-
tion of Ammonia, will hold their form until

broken, and will then completely disap-
pear. The amount of current necessary
for each gun can only be determined by
practice, and the nature of the rings wished.
After some practice, the key can be so
manipulated as to produce swiftly, or
slowly moving rings. Two guns should
be constructed, as it is necessary in some
experiments to connect them in series, and
shoot rings towards each other. The guns
should be so arranged on handles that it is

possible to shoot rings from all angles un-
der the water. When the guns have been
adjusted and the tank filled, the experi-
menter is ready to begin his experiments.
The kinetic energy of these rings is con-

siderable, as shown by several rather in-

teresting experiments. If a light watch
chain be suspended in the path of a ring it

will be noticeably deflected by the impact
of the ring striking it, altho the ring itself

is broken. If a piece of light tissue paper
is tightly stretched on a frame, and held in

\D' }

i \
i

L N. \

The Formation of the Vortex Rings. When
the Diafram is Moved from D to D 1

, the
Stream Lines of the Liquid Outside the
Aperture Will Be Somewhat as Is Indicated
By the Full Lines. The Liquid Bends Into
Spirals, Each Particle Moving Towards the
Place Where the Pressure is Diminishing,
and the Ring Formed Continues to Rotate

Around a Circular Center.

the path of the rings, the rings will break
thru the paper, but in turn are broken up
by the impact. A pretty experiment is to

similarly stretch a piece of chiffon cloth and
hold it before the gun. The rings will pass
thru it without being broken or disturbed
in their motion.

If two guns are placed opposite each
other, and rings be projected simultane-
ously, it will be observed that if they strike

each other fairly, both will be broken up.

If, however, their path is such that they
would merely have touched on their edges,
they will bend out of their course and will

pass each other without injury. This phe-
nomenon of the mutual repulsion of the
rings is in accordance with the modern
idea of the electron

;
namely, that they are

like charges of electricity, which repel each
other. These vortex rings, of course, are
not supposed themselves to have any elec-

tric charge, tho acting like an electron

;

they are simply clever illustrations of what
an electron is supposed to be.

If a ring is shot towards the surface of
the water in the tank, it will be noticed
that at certain angles, it is reflected from
the surface and continues in a new path the
same as the angle of incidence. At other
angles the ring will not be reflected but
will jump out of the water with a spurt.

Besides being reflected it can be shown
that these vortex rings can be refracted.

The tank should be half filled with water,
and a dense solution of Sodium Chlorid
siphoned into the bottom of the tank, so as

A word as to the formation of the rings
by the gun will doubtless be necessary.
Referring to Fig. 2 it will be noticed that
when the diafram D is moved from D

One Way of Making the Liquid "Gun" for
Shooting Vortex Rings Thru Water as Shown

In the Illustrations On Opposite Page.

to make a layer of denser liquid under-
neath the water. If a swiftly moving ring

be shot so as to pass into the salt solution

at an angle it will be noticed that the ring
will pursue a slightly downward course,

curving slightly.

There are many more experiments in this

line, which space does not permit us to

enumerate. We will, however, name a few
extremely interesting experiments. The
aperture can be cut in all manner of forms,
thereby imparting to the ring various vi-

bratory movements, or two holes can be
cut near each other, thus projecting two
rings at the same moment. Rings can also

be shot into a lighter layer of oil, which is

poured over the surface of the water, and
interesting results may be obtained. If it

is desired to procure actual models of the
rings, the gun should be filled with melted
paraffine, and the ring shot from a layer
of hot water into a layer of cold water
beneath. The rings will harden upon com-
ing into the cold water, and may thus be
saved.

sSmoke rings

Ofif/ce

Box' Contowing
smoke

The Vortex Ring Smoke "Gun." Every Time
the Bottom or Diafram of the Box is Struck,
a Smoke Ring Issues from the Small Opening

in the Top of the Box.

to D 1
the stream lines of the liquid outside

the aperture will be somewhat as is indi-
cated by the full li nes. After the liquid
has issued from the aperture it would be
expected that the liquid would move as the
broken lines indicate. Instead it bends into
spirals, each particle moving towards the
place where the pressure is diminishing,
and the ring formed continues to rotate
around a circular center.
Water is one of the best mediums for

producing vortex rings, because it is in-

compressible. It has, however, a great
viscosity, and internal friction, which pre-
vents their being permanently formed. Ac-
cording to the mathematician, in a perfect
fluid, such as ether is supposed to be, a
vortex ring could never be created, but if

once formed could never be destroyed. Thus
an electron, if it were an ether vortex ring,
as is surmised, would be indestructible. This
accords with the theory of matter as ac-
cepted today.

TESTING THE QUALITY OF MILK.
By means of two simple tests it is possi-

ble to determine with a reasonable degree
of accuracy the quality of milk. A qualita-
tive test to show whether the milk contains
water or not is made in the following man-
ner. Take a perfectly clean steel hatpin
and immerse it point down into the milk.
If on withdrawing it a film of milk covers
the same, there is no free water present.
On the other hand the presence of water in
small quantities will prevent the milk ad-
hering to the pin.

Should the above test show the presence
of water the percentage of the same can be
obtained in the following manner:—Take
an ounce of plaster of Paris and wet it

with the milk under test till a smooth paste
is formed. Allow the paste to dry, de-
termining the length of time that elapses
before it hardens. The percentage of water
can then be obtained from the following
table

:

Time % Water
20 min. 75
30 min. SO

1 hr. 40
2 hrs. 25
3 hrs. 20
4 hrs. 15

Time % Water
5 hrs. 12J4
6 hrs. 10
7 hrs. 7%
8 hrs. 5

9 hrs. 2 »4

10 hrs.

This test depends on the fact that the
cream in the milk retards the hardening.

Contributed by T. W. BENJAMIN.
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"Ball Lightning Experiments
By SAMUEL S. WEISIGER, Jr.

IN
the January, 1916, issue of the Elec-

trical Experimenter you publisht a

discourse on "Ball Lightning," and gave
instructions for the experimental pro-

duction of it. Thru the kindness of

Mr. Porter, Instructor in Physics at the

This is Another "Freak" Discharge. The
Ball Travelled In a Very Crooked Path to the
Positive Electrode, and Here Exploded. The
Force of the Explosion Was So Great that a
Part of the Spark-Ball Was Thrown to the
Other Side of the Positive Electrode, from
Whence It Continued to the Positive

Electrode.

Allegheny High School, I have been able
to make the several photos accompanying
this letter. Under each photo there is

given a short description of the circum-
stances under which each discharge was
made and the phenomena connected there-

with.

In making these photos a 75,000 volt

Toepler-Holtz static machine was used.
The distance between the sharp metal
points was from 5.5 to 6 centimeters. This
distance must be found by experiment, and
altho it is absolutely essential to have the
correct distance between points, it will

nevertheless differ with the capacity of the
static machine.
Much trouble will be encountered if the

sharp points, used to produce the discharge,

are not free from grease and highly pol-

ished. The best way to polish the points
is to take a little powdered chalk (black-
board chalk which has been scraped to a
fine powder with a knife) and put it on
some kind of cloth and turn the point of
the electrode, at the same time giving
considerable pressure to the cloth where
the point is being turned.

The best connection for the electrodes

was found to be obtained by means of two
brass chains.

Two large-sized, sharply pointed darning
needles suitably mounted form admirable
electrodes. It is practically impossible to

use blunt needles.

There will be much trouble in finding
the correct spacing for the electrodes and
it will probably require some experimenta-
tion. In any case the spacing is dependent
on the power of the static machine.

Some Trouble Was Encountered in Getting
this Spark-Ball to Form. Evidence of This is

Shown By the Plate Being Exposed By a
Tiny Charge Or Burst of Light On One Side
of the Negative Electrode. The Uneven
Course of the Spark-Ball Is Clearly Defined.

When the plate is put under the elec-

trodes be sure to get the emulsion side up,

as the discharge occurs better when the

plate is placed in this manner.
When the plate is under the electrodes

and the static machine has been started,

the spark ball should form very quickly.

After the ball has detached itself from the

electrode, turn the machine very slowly in

order to expose the plate longer. The rate

of travel of the spark ball is proportional

to the speed of the static machine.
Should the machine be stopt before the

spark ball reaches the other electrode, the

plate will only show the path of the ball to

that point.

Knowing that there is considerable in-

terest in these "Ball Lightning" experiments
we have republisht below the original di-

rections for producing ball lightning in the

laboratory as outlined by the famous
French scientist—M. Stephane Leduc. His
experiment makes possible the production
of a slowly moving globular spark not
easily obtainable in any other way, in so

far as we know.
To produce this imitation ball lightning

it is necessary to employ two very fine

highly polished metallic points, each of
which is in connection with the positive

and negative poles, respectively, of a static

machine of small or medium size. These
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Scheme for Producing Ball Lightning in the
Laboratory with Static Machine, Photograph

Plate and Two Needles.

two metallic points must rest perpendicu-
larly, as our illustration indicates, on the

sensitive face of a gelatin bromid of silver

photographic plate, which is placed on a

metallic leaf, such as tinfoil. The two
metal points are spaced about five to ten

centimeters apart. When the static ma-
chine is operated an effluvium is produced
around the positive point, while at the

negative point there is formed a luminous
fireball or globule.

Now, when this globule has reached a
sufficient size, it will be seen to detach it-

self from the metallic point, which then
ceases to be luminous, and the globule will

begin to move forward slowly over the sur-

face of the plate, taking various curved
paths and eventually it will set off in a di-

rection toward the positive metal point.

When it reaches this electrode the effluvium

is extinguisht and all luminous phenomena
ceases. Further, the static machine acts

as if its two poles were short-circuited, or,

in other words, united by a conductor.
The velocity acquired by the luminous

globule as it travels is quite slight, it tak-
ing from one to four minutes for it to tra-

verse a path of six centimeters in some
cases, and before reaching the positive elec-

trode the globe bursts into two or more
luminous balls which individually continue

This Is Probably the Best Photo of the Set,
the Spark-Ball Being the Largest Obtained.
You WIN Notice the Manner In Which the
Ball Broke Into Two Parts and Each Part
Proceeded to the Pole. The Effluvium
Around the Positive Pole Shows Signs of a
Violent Explosion As Will Be Noted By
Closely Examining the Tree Formation Made

By the Bursting Spark-Ball.

their journey to the positive electrode. On
developing the photographic plate (which,
of course, should be placed under a ruby
light while the foregoing experiment is

conducted) there will be found a trace on
it of the exact route followed by the spark
globule—the point of explosion, the routes
resulting from the division, and the efflu-

vium around the positive electrode point.

Also, if one should stop the experiment be-
fore the globule's arrival at the positive

electrode, the photograph will only give the
route to that point. The fireball takes for

its course the conductor, which apparently
short-circuits the static machine. If sul-

fur or some other powder is thrown on
the photographic plate while the experi-

ment is being conducted, and also while the

ball is moving, its path will be marked by
a line of aigrettes, looking very much like

a luminous rosary.

[The Editors will be glad to hear from
any of our readers who have made experi-

ments in this direction. Photographs are

particularly welcome.—Ed.]

HORSE-POWER OF WIND MILLS.
Below is given a table showing the actual

useful horse-power developed by a windmill
working under different conditions.

HORSE-POWER OF WINDMILLS
Diam. of Velocity of Wind, Miles per hour
Wheel 8 10 12 16 20 25 30
in Feet

Actual useful Horse-Power Developed
12 % %. V? 1 iy3 2
i6 % Vf, x xy-i zvt. 3>4 4
20 X 1J4 2 3 4 5*6 7

25 1J4 IX 3 4J4 6 8 10
30 2 3 4 Sy2 7 9 12

This Is One of the "Freak" Ball Lightning
Discharges. The Spark Ball Formed At the
Negative Electrode and Travelled Straight
for the Positive Pole, But Did Not Reach It.

It Disappeared Without Exploding. The
Machine Was Kept Going and for Some Un-
known Reason Another Ball Formed and
Backed Away from the Negative Electrode,
and Broke Into Two Pieces Before It Reached

The Positive Electrode.
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A Useful Electrical Laboratory
Switch-board

By H. DANNER

ASWITCH-BOARD is a valuable ac-

cessory to any Experimenter's
electrical laboratory. The switch-
board here described is intended
for use on an alternating current

circuit of 110 volts, 60 cycles frequency.
But if the switch-board is to be used on a
direct current circuit the only changes neces-
sary are the substitution of D. C. instru-

ments and the removal of the low voltage
transformer.
The marble or slate panel is 3 ft. 10 in.

iong, 2 ft. 6 in. wide and 1 or 1% in- thick.

It is supported by two angle iron uprights,

2x2 inches, and 6 ft. 4 in. long, plus four
inches which is bent back as a foot as illus-

trated in Fig. 4. To make this bend saw
off one side of the angle four inches from
the end and after heating it red bend at

right angles by putting it in a vise. Use
a hammer to make a square bend. The
panel is fastened to the angle irons by six

}i inch bolts as shown in Fig. 1. The
weight of the marble or slate is supported
by a piece of angle iron across the bottom
of the switch-board fastened as shown in

Fig. 5 (a bolt can be used instead of a
rivet). The top of the board is braced to

a wall by means of a flat piece of iron bent
on one end to permit it being bolted to

the wall.

A marble drill should be used in drilling

the marble, but an ordinary drill will serve
the purpose. Water will help to drill either

marble or slate.

We are now ready for the instruments
and switches. The voltmeter is preferably
a Weston model 151, —150 volt scale

range. The ammeter is the same model,
—150 amperes scale range. Both instru-
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Details of Transformer, Sliding Switch, Switch- Board Support
and Other Parts Used in Building the Laboratory Switch-

Board.

ments are 9 J/2 inches in diameter. All con-
nections are made at the back, conforming
to standard switch-board practise.

The main line cut-out is of 100 amperes
capacity and is located be-
tween the instruments. The
main line switch, 100 am-
peres, connects the bus-bars
to the line. The ammeter is

connected in series with the
switch (see Fig. 1). The
volt-meter is connected to a
small, double-pole, double-
throw knife switch, one side

of which is connected across
the main bus-bars and the
other side across the step-

down transformer outlet.

The upper set of (copper)
bus-bars are 5^" x %" x 24"

and are spaced two inches
apart. The bars leading
from the main line switch
to the second set of bus-
bars are of the same size.

The lower or second set of
bus-bars are %" x 3/64 x
24".

The bus-bars are fastened
by No. £—32 copper or
brass machine screws (

l/%"
in diameter). All connec-
tions must be well made.
The bars are insulated by
bending them up and over
the other bars. The switches
are connected to the bus-
bars by short pieces of cop-
per bars.

The upper row of switches
consist of
two 60amp.
D.P.S.T.
switches
placed i n
the center
and two
3 amp.
D.P.S.T.
s wit ches
on each side. All the

switches have fuse clips

attached of proper ca-

pacity.

The four switches in

the lower row are 15

amp. D.P.S.T. switches.

Below this row are

placed three plug recep-

tacles, two polarized and
the other unpolarized,

located as shown in the

drawing. A double-pole

double-throw 15 ampere
switch is placed in the

middle with a small

charging rheostat on the

right. This switch con-

nects the storage battery

to the motor-generator
and to the discharge out-

let. The plug receptacle

on the right is connected
directly to the motor-
generator and affords a
source of direct current.

The one to the left of
the switch is connected
to the storage battery
and is of use in many

experiments. The plug on the left side is

connected to the step-down transformer.
The service to which the individual

switches are put depends upon the needs

? holes

Fig. 4

.!_,! rM /turn !> — 11

• Rheostat

A. C. Switchboard

too amp.

Fig. I. F/g 2

The Experimenter Desiring an Attractive and Efficient
Switch-Board Will Find the Design Here Suggested an
Excellent One. It Is Fitted with A. C. Low Voltage Trans-
former and D. C. Battery Charging Rheostat, as Well as

Volt and Ammeter.

of the experimenter. The two 60-amp.
switches are intended for the arc, electric

furnace, or for a 5 K.W. step-up trans-

former and other apparatus requiring over
30 amperes. The switch for the arc is

connected to the stage plug at the bottom
of' the switch-board. A variable resistance
is connected in series with the stage plug.

The first switch on the left-hand side,

second row, connects the primary of the
step-down transformer to the line. The
next switch to the right is for a high volt-

age transformer. Then comes the hand
wheel or knob of a small field rheostat for
the motor-generator. The field rheostat is

mounted behind the board in such a position
as not to interfere with the other apparatus.
To the right of this comes the motor-gen-
erator switch, and on the right is the switch
for the lights.

The transformer slide at the lower left-

hand side consists of a Y\" square brass rod

14J4" long. Over this rod a TA" square
hollow tube, 1 inch long is fitted, with a
handle and spring contact large enough to

cover only one contact point at a time.

The contacts can be made from Y%" round
brass rod and fastened and connected in

the same manner as starting box contacts.

Use your judgment in all of this work. There
(Continued on page 753)
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Experiments in Radio-Activity
By IVAN CRAWFORD

PART II—Ionization (Continued)

IN
the first installment the construction

of a super-sensitive electroscope was
outlined, and the conduction of elec-

tricity thru gases partially discust.

Before going further into the mys-
teries of radio-active phenomena it is fitting

that further experiments with this electro-

scope should be given. Another method

Home-Made Telescope-Electroscope For Use
In Studying the Retardation of Alpha Par-

ticles By Aluminum.

for the detection of ions will also be given.

The retardation which an alpha particle

experiences in its course thru matter, de-
pends entirely upon the atomic weight of
the atoms thru which it passes. Bragg and
Kleeman found that the retardation of the

alpha particle was approximately propor-
tional to the square root of the atomic
weight of the substance. In the case of

metals, their weight per unit area, required
to completely overcome the alpha radiation,

is proportional to the square root of their

atomic weight.
It was found that the retardation of the

alpha particle by complex molecules was an
additive property. For, consider that a
molecule is composed of N number of
atoms of atomic weight W, together with
N 1 number of atoms of atomic weight W,
etc. Then the retardation of the alpha par-

ticle is N \/w 4- N, \W

Sir Ernest Rutherford has determined the

specific retardation of alpha rays in metals
both by observation and calculation. A few
of his results with the commoner metals are
given below : s is the observed stopping
power of the atoms in terms of air as

unity; w is the atomic weight. It will be

noticed that the quotient s/ ^w is approxi-

mately equal in all cases.

Metals.

\/w"

s/ \|w X 10
3

Al. Fe. Cu. Pb.

1.495 2.29 2.46 4.27

5.2 7.48 7.96 14.35

287 307 309 298

Fig. 3.—A Very Interesting Experiment Ca
Conducted With a Geissler Tube and Spark
Excited By a Spark Coil, In Connection With
Radium Bromid. The Radium Will Dim the

the Spark In the Gap Becoming Heavier

By a series of simple experiments the

reader may determine the retardation of

alpha particles by thin sheets of the com-
moner metals. On a grounded metal disc a

quantity of radium bromid is placed. See
Fig. 1. Thin sheets of

aluminum, brass, copper,

iron and lead should then

be interposed between this

active material and the

electroscope. The discharg-

ing current should then be
measured as outlined in

the previous paper. The
sheets of the various
metals should be of the

same thickness to allow
comparison. It will be no-
ticed that the experimental
results will compare very
favorably with the calcu-

lated values.

A very interesting ex-
periment is to interpose

successively various thick-

nesses of aluminum be-

tween the radium bromid
and the electroscope. With
the electroscope empty the
gold leaf past over five

divisions on the scale in

412 seconds. The time
with uncovered radium
bromid was 15 seconds.

Upon placing a sheet of
extremely thin aluminum leaf over the

ionizing agent the electroscope discharged
in 25 sec, showing that a portion of the

alpha radiation was stopt by the

aluminum leaf. When a sheet of
aluminum foil about .001 of an inch

thick was interposed, the electroscope

was discharged in 137 sec. A sheet

of aluminum .01 of an inch thick

cuts off the entire radiation, and the

ionization caused by beta particles,

which easily penetrate this obstacle,

is very small, discharging the electro-

scope in about 380 sec. A sheet of

lead cuts off the entire radiation, the

electroscope discharging the same as

when empty.
To determine the retardation of

alpha particles by aluminum the fol-

lowing experiment may be performed.
The radium bromid is covered by suc-

cessive layers of aluminum leaf and
the discharging current measured in

each instance. For radium the ioniza-

tion falls off in geometrical progres-
sion as the thickness of the aluminum
is increased. Thus, as Makower has
shown, where Io is the intensity of

the active substances uncovered,
then I is the intensity when a

thickness of aluminum, t, is interposed.

I = I„e-Xt

Where e is the base of the Naperian
logarithms and X is an absorption constant
which has a different value for each sub-
stance. It is proportional to s in the pre-
ceeding table. This law holds true for
homogeneous radiations, but when using
ordinary radium bromid as an ionizer, four
sets of rays are given off, each having a
different penetrating power. Until the
thickness of the aluminum is great enough
to cut off one set of rays the law given
above will hold true. The author has
found that about 6 thicknesses of aluminum
are sufficient to cut off the first set of ra-

diations. In the accompanying graph Fig. 2,

the full line indicates the successive stop-
ping powers up to 6 thicknesses of alum-
inum leaf for radium as determined by
Rutherford. These results were obtained
by the author and experiments by the

Refordof/on of Alpha Partic/es by d/urn/num.

/ . 2 J * S
Thickness of a/uminum

rig 2

i Be
Gap,
Some
ube,

Graphic Chart Showing the Effect of Different Thicknesses of
Aluminum In the Retardation of Alpha Particles.

reader should be proportional to these.
That the radiations given off by radio-

active materials ionize the air into positively
and negatively charged carriers can be
readily proven by the following experi-
ment : Connect a spark gap with an induc-
tion coil and with a vacuum tube as indi-
cated in Fig. 3. A large Geissler tube will

give excellent results, the larger the better.
The spark gap should be capable of fine and
delicate adjustment. The coil must not
give too strong a discharge, but the dis-
charge must be very steady. Arrange mat-
ters so that the coil gives a steady discharge
at the spark gap and then draw the elec-
trodes apart until the discharge just passes
thru the vacuum tube, only an occasional
spark crossing the gap. A small quantity
of radium bromid is then brought into the
vicinity of the spark gap. When this is

done the Geissler tube will be partially
dimmed and the discharge will pass by way
of the spark gap. The greater the amount
of radium bromid used the more the tube
will be dimmed. This is caused by the ions
formed by the radiations from the active
radium bromid. If care is taken that the
conditions named above are secured the ex-
periment will always be successful.

{To be continued)
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Experimental Mechanics
By SAMUEL D. COHEN

ANOTHER valuable feature that the

lathe possesses is the cutting of

tapers. Standard tapers are rated
- at the amount with which the diam-
eter changes in a foot's length. We

will take as an instance the standard Brown
and Sharp taper, which is one-half inch per

foot, and how it is turned in the lathe.

rig I

Measuring Off the Required Distance Be-
tween the "Live" and Tail-Stock Centers,
Preparatory to Turning a Taper in the Lathe.

First, it can be turned by the use of a

taper attachment on the saddle of the ma-
chine, or else by offsetting the tail-stock

from its regular central position to give the

required rate of change in the diameter. In

all taper attachments the settings are grad-

uated to read direct. Thus it is easy to set

the tool for cutting the prescribed taper.

The second method of offsetting the tail-

stock is not as simple as the first. If the

distance of the center points enter the work,

or the mandrel is ignored, the mandrel

length can be considered as the distance be-

tween the central points. In order to de-

termine at what length the centers shall be

offset for a given taper, a simple arithmeti-

cal calculation will be required. This is

done by multiplying the length of the work
or mandrel in feet by one-half the required

taper in inches. To turn a Brown and

Sharp taper on a piece of work nine inches

long, the problem would work out in the

following manner. This particular calcula-

tion refers to the one-half inch taper per

foot specified in the opening paragraph of

this lesson

:

Vi 9 3
_ x _ — 0.1875 = — inch.

2 12 16

The value of 3/16 inch would be the re-

quired amount necessary to offset the cen-

ter of the tail-stock. The off-centering is

accomplisht by unscrewing the set screw

on the base of the tail-stock and shifting

it towards the cutting tool 3/16 inches away
from its original center-line position. Fig.

1 illustrates the simplicity of accurately

figuring the exact position of the respective

centers by the use of a steel scale or rule.

It will be noticed that in the above llus-

trative problem that both the length and
amount of taper are given. However, at

times it happens that the amount of taper

is not given. Let us suppose that a piece

eight inches in length is to be turned on one

Diagram Showing Plainly How a Piece of
Stock Is Placed Between Off-Set Lathe Cen-
ters When It Is To Be Turned On a Taper.

LESSON X

end. The taper portion should be four

inches in length. The difference in diam-

eters of this four inch section is to be one-

half inch. The problem is, how much must
the tail-stock be offset? If the taper is l/2
in 4 inches, it would be \ l/2 inches in a foot

or three times as great, and the tail-stock

would be moved over one-half of V/2 inches

or % inch. This calculation holds good
were the piece a foot long, but as it is

8 inches, or % of a foot, the tail-stock

should be moved over 2/$ x }i, or y2 inch.

Should the piece be twenty inches long, the

tail-stock would be moved \ 2
/z x or l 1

/*

inches.

The above problem was assumed for

simple calculation, the lathe centers merely
touching the ends of the working piece,

thus making the length of the piece the

same as the distance between the centers.

In actual practise the depth of the centers

in the work must be considered. The cal-

culation should be as accurate as possible

to avoid continually changing the tail-

stock in order to get a reasonably good
taper fit. The necessity of considering the

exact distance between centers depends
somewhat upon its length. If the piece is

very long the actual taper will differ consid-
erably from the calculated taper. If each
center enters the piece Y\ inch they would
enter a total of l/2 inch. The length of the

piece should thus be reduced by l/2 inch in

the calculation. While turning the taper,

the calipers should be used frequently so
that it may quickly be determined whether

Eccentric Discs For Steam Engines and the
Like Are Bothersome Jobs To Turn. This
Diagram Shows How An Eccentric Is Readily
Centered On An Arbor Having Off-Set

Centers.

or not the tail-stock is correctly placed for

the job in hand.
In order to test the accuracy of the taper

as it is turned it should be prest lightly

into a standard tapered hole and worked
back and forth sufficiently to mark the

places where bearings points occur. If the

work has been lightly covered with some
marking pigment (chalk), the bearing
points will be more distinct. However care
must be taken that the coating is not too
heavy, as it will be liable to deceive the

amateur. Adjust the taper setting until a
correct fit is obtained.
Another very good method of testing the

exactness of the taper is to obtain another
taper mandrel or form of standard size,

having the same taper pitch, and placing its

surface against the one cut, as shown in

Fig. 2, where either A or B can be the
standard. Then set a pair of calipers on
one side, and run over the entire surface
with the same setting of the calipers. If no
indication is shown of surface irregularity

the taper is said to be true; if high or low
marks are present, the taper is not true and
a readjustment of the tail-stock setting is

necessary to correct it.

In turning down a taper the centers must
be employed. This work must be turned
down with the aid of the face plate and dog
shown in Fig. 3, which illustrates the posi-

tion of offset work for taper cutting. A
lathe chuck cannot be used for this clas>

of work, as the piece to be turned down is

kept rigidly in place in a central position,

thus preventing its position from being

offset. The chuck is used only when b

taper attachment is employed. It should

s^1^^^^. Spring Co/ipers

F,g 2
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One Method of Testing the Accuracy of a
Tapered Piece By Placing It Alongside a
Standard Taper, and Running the Calipers

Over Them.

never be used otherwise. At times in cut-

ting a very short taper or conical point and
when a compound rest is at hand the com-
pound rest is turned to an angle equal to

the angle of the taper to be cut. How-
ever it is advisable to adhere to the simple
method of cutting a taper and as soon as

the novice feels quite safe with this method
he will then be at liberty to try those more
difficult.

The experimenter who is mostly familiar
with the use of the lathe for turning con-
centric objects will now see that the lathe

is just as useful in turning objects of ec-

centric shape. The most common of such
objects is the eccentric which operates the
valves of a steam engine. If the work has
a hole thru it, as in the above example, the
hole is first finished to the required dimen-
sions and then a mandrel is used for carry-
ing the work on the lathe centers. While
the mandrel has been built on one set of
centers exactly true with its axis, for con-
centric turning, it has a second set of cen-
ters which offset the amount required for
the eccentricity specified. In the case of ec-

centrics made solid with the shaft, there
are two sets of centers, one for turning the
shaft—and the other for stabilizing the op-
posite end of the shaft. Fig. 4 shows how
such an eccentric is arranged in the lathe

for proper turning. Note the position of

the central axis of the object with respect

to the live and dead centers of the lathe. At
certain times the specified eccentricity is too
extreme to allow both pairs of centers
coming within the limits of the diameter of
the shaft. Special ends may be cast, forged
(or clamped) on the ends of the work, and
can afterward be machined off. In crank-
shaft turning, special attachments should
be provided for the ends of the shaft, or
special chucks for eccentric turning may
be made to hold the work.
The turning of crank pins on shafts is

(Continued on page 749)
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Blocking Up a Crank Shaft By Pieces 5-5,
and Clamps 3-3, So As To Make It Rigid
While the Bearing 1 Is Being Machined In

the Lathe.
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Experimental Chemistry
By ALBERT W. WILSDON

ARSENIC: History.

THE ores of Arsenic, in the form of

its two sulfids, Realgar and Orpi-

ment, were known to the Alchem-
ists. Geber was familiar with the

oxid, and Mangus refers to the

metal; but Brandt, in 1773, first showed
that white arsenic was obtained by burn-

ing the metal.

Dlalyzer Used For Separation of Arsenic
Prior to Applying the "Marsh" or Other Test

For the Element.

Occurrence.

This metal is quite widely distributed in

nature, while in the free state it is occa-

sionally found in distinct crystals. It is

more abundantly distributed in the com-
bined stated, as Arsenolite [As 2Os], or the

sulfids, as Orpiment [AssSsl, and Realgar
[As 2S 2 ], or in the form of the metallic

arsenids, Arsenical iron [FeAs 2 ], and Ar-
senopyrit [FeAsS]. It is also found in re-

ducing ores of Nickel, Cobalt, etc., being

obtained as a by-product of Cobalt Glance

[CoAsS] and Nickel Glance [NiAsSL

Preparation.

Metallic arsenic is prepared by subliming
the native mineral or by reducing arsenous
oxid with charcoal

:

As=Os + 3C = 2As + 3CO.
Probably the largest quantity is prepared

by subliming arsenical pyrits:

2FeAsS = 2As + 2FeS.
In the first process above mentioned, the

arsenical pyrits are oxidized by roasting,

that is, heating with access of air. This
gives the oxids of the three elements,

Fe 2 3 ,
As2 3 , SO,. The first remains be-

hind in the retort, S0 2 escapes as a gas, and
As 2Oa sublimes. It may be purified by re-

subliming. The metallic arsenic is obtained

by reducing the oxid with charcoal.

As=03 + 3C = 3CO + 2As.

2As 20s + 3C = 3CO, + 4As.

Some Arsenic can be obtained by exclud-

ing air and heating FeAsS.
FeAsS = FeS + As.

Properties.

Arsenic appears usually in the form of a

steel-gray, brittle, crystalline mass, of me-
tallic luster.

It is a good conductor of electricity.

It is easily volatile, then possessing a

garlic odor.

It hardens lead when alloyed with it;

hence its use in shot manufacture.

When roasted in air, it forms As 2 3 .

When air is past over it in a hot combustion

tube, it burns with a blue flame.

It has great attraction for chlorin, burn-

ing in it like antimony, to form the chlorid,

AsCU

Thirty-third Lesson

Like its salts it is poisonous when taken
into the stomach.
At a temperature higher than 180°C, it

unites directly with most elements.

It unites with metals to form arsenids,

analogous with the sulfids.

Oxids.

Two oxids are known Arsenious Oxid
(As<Oe) [usually written As 2 3 and called

arsenic trioxid, Arsenious Acid, Arsenic,

White Arsenic, etc.], and Arsenic Oxid
[As 2Os]. The former only is important, be-
ing the most important commercial com-
pound of the element. From this other
compounds of the metal are formed. It is

a white substance, sometimes amorphous
and sometimes crystalline, which resembles
flour when pulverized. It dissolves very
slightly in cold water, upon which its par-

ticles seem to have a repellent action, but
on boiling for a long time more dissolves.

The best solvents are Hydrochloric Acid
and Alkalies. With Hydrochloric acid it

forms

:

As 2 3 + 6HC1 — 2AsCl. + 3HaO.

Salts.

There are two classes of salts, the —ate

and the —ite, of which Sodium Arseniat
[NaaASOJ and Sodium Arsenit [NasAsOs]
are examples. In the former, the valence

of Arsenic is 5, in the latter 3. The —ite

salts are more frequently met with. The

Successive Stages In Preparing a "Marsh
Tube."

Sulfid [As 2S3 ] is a permanent and brilliant

yellow pigment made by passing Hydrogen
sulfid gas into a solution of an —ite salt.

Scheele's Green [HCuAsOn] and Schwein-
furt or Emerald Green [Cu[As03 ] 2.CuAsOi
C2Hs0 2 ] both go under the name of "Paris

Green," and are much used as pigments,

especially for green window blinds, ship-

ping tags, silks, etc. ; also extensively em-
ployed by farmers to exterminate the po-
tato beetle. Wall papers at one time almost
always contained Arsenic, but now—owing
to better substitutes and legislative prohibi-

tion—they rarely contain it. Scheele's

Green is made by adding a solution of
copper salt, as CuCU, to an arsenious salt

solution, as HNa 2As0 3 . If these are nearly
neutral, a precipitat of HCuAs03 is ob-
tained, but if strongly acidified with Hy-
drochloric acid or alkalized with NH4OH,
no precepitat falls, which is the same as

saying that Scheele's Green is soluble in

either of the reagents. Fowler's Solution
—used in medicine—is Potassium Arsenit.

Tests.

There are Four important tests, Marsh's,
Reinsch's, the Carbon, and the Hydrogen
Sulfid. Besides these there are The Modi-
fied Gutzeit Test, Bettendorff's, etc.

MARSH'S TEST.—This is the most
delicate and interesting, and consists in
first forming Arsin [AsH3 ], then decom-
posing it and subliming the arsenic. Any
soluble arsenical compound in presence of
nascent hydrogen forms Arsin, which is

readily decomposed by heat, when the ar-
senic sublimes. By this process a quantity
far too small for the most delicate balance,
can be detected,—in fact a mere trace of
the element.

Explanation.—Suppose the compound to

have the composition AsX3 , in which X is

any nonmetallic monad. Hydrochloric acid
gives this reaction

:

AsX3 -f 3HC1= AsCl 3 + 3HX.
Nascent Hydrogen decomposes AsCU

and combines with both elements.

AsCU + 6H '= AsH 3 + 3HC1
The Arsin passes out and is burned to-

gether with the excess of hydrogen.

2AsH8 + 60= As20, + 3H 20.

A Bunsen flame decomposes the Arsin.

AsH 3= As -)-3H.

when the metal sublimes in the capillary
tube. The question arises whether any
other element than arsenic would act in a
similar way. Antimony acts almost ex-
actly like it, forming gaseous and com-
bustible Stibin [SbH3 ], which likewise de-
composes and sublimes as a metallic mir-
ror. Several tests serve to distinguish the
sublimed Arsenic from Antimony, the best
being the solubility of Arsenic in Sodium
Hypochlorit [NaCIO] and the insolubility

of Antimony. The quantity of Arsenic can
be determined by comparing the depth of
shading of the deposit with that of tubes
containing a known quantity.

REINSCH'S TEST.—This consists of
depositing Arsenic on copper, then oxidiz-
ing the Arsenic and subliming the As30»
formed.

The compounds of Arsenic will first

change to AsCls by Hydrochloric acid. The
copper in the heated acid will withdraw the
arsenic and deposit it, leaving copper
chlorid in solution. Heat will vaporize the
arsenic, which at the same time will com-
bine with the oxygen in the tube to form
As2 3 , and this in turn will sublime as a
white solid on the cold sides of the tube.

Identification is then made by examination
under a microscope, when a portion of it

(Continued on page 750)
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This department will award the following monthly prizes: First Prize, |3.00; Second Prize, $2.00; Third Prize, $1.00.
The purpose of this department is to stimulate experimenters towards accomplishing new things with old apparatus or old material

and for the most useful, practical and original idea submitted to the Editors of this department, a monthly series of prizes will be awarded'
For the best idea submitted a prize of $3.00 is awarded; for the second best idea a $2.00 prize, and for the third best prize of $1.00 The
article need not be very elaborate, and rough sketches are sufficient. We will make the mechanical drawings. Use only one side of sheet
Make sketches on separate sheets.

FIRST PRIZE, $3.00

AN ELECTRIC FLAG FOR THE
LAPEL.

The materials necessary for this are

:

3 feet of electric cable, a flashlight bulb,

a flashlight battery, a small U. S. (or

Li
F/g.l

An Electric Lapel Flag Which Anyone Can
Make from a Piece of Twin Cord, a Pocket

Flashlight, and a Small Paper Flag.

service flag) paper flag and some card-
board. Fix the cable as shown in Fig.

1, and then bend both wires on each end, as
shown in Figs. 2 and 3. Make a cardboard
box an inch larger each way than the flag

and J4-inch thick. On the front cut out
an oblong opening Ms-inch smaller all

around than the flag. Paste the flag over this.

Contributed by FRANCIS V. SLAGT.

INTENSIFYING THE SHOCK
FROM MAGNETOS.

Most people are aware that the "mag" out
of an old-fashioned telephone makes a fine

"shocker." My "rig" will increase its shock-
ing capacity tremendously, as all who try it

will be fain to believe.

Cut a piece of thin brass of suitable
size to rest against the driving wheel when
it (the brass) is secured to the base. No

The Addition of a Simple Spring Greatly In-

tensifies the Strength of Shock Obtainable
from a Magneto.

dimensions are given as the mageto-ringers
vary in size.

Contributed by L. G. S. TROREY.

SECOND PRIZE, $2.00

THIS MICROPHONE MAKES
AUDIBLE THE FLY'S FOOT-STEP.
This microphone, when properly con-

structed, is capable of making audible the
footfall of a fly, the drawing of a thread
across the instrument, the slightest touch
on the table on which it is placed, the blow-
ing of one's breath upon it, etc., etc. To
construct this instrument first take a cigar

box and remove the lid. Next hunt up a dis-

carded alarm clock and remove the hair-
spring. Secure a piece of wood, 4"xiy2

"

upon which to fasten the uprights, and a
piece of copper sheeting or any other suit-

able metal for the uprights. Connect these
as in the diagram. From an old flashlight

battery obtain the necessary carbon. Fasten
the hair spring onto one upright, and the
carbon to the other, first hollowing out a

Carbon Hairsonng

Cigar box

9S>

Bo+'enes

-slsu^
Receiver ion
resistance sohms

A Supersensitive Microphone Made from a
Cigar Box, a Piece of Carbon, and a Low

Resistance Telephone Receiver.

place in the end of the carbon to receive the

end of the hair spring ; about 3/16 to % inch

deep is sufficient. The right pressure of the

spring upon the carbon must be obtained be-

fore the instrument will transmit properly.

The spring must touch the carbon at all

times. Connect up a battery (dry cell) and
a low resistance (5 ohm) receiver,

ascertain the correct pressure, and
the microphone is complete.

Test it by gently touching the

cigar box; a whirring noise will be

heard if everything is all right.

Blow gently upon it; it again

whirrs. If placed in the open it

will indicate when the wind is

blowing, and by the amount of

noise, the velocity can be judged.

Under certain conditions, it will

transmit speech*, whistling, and so

forth.

Contributed by

FRED C. DAVIS.

THIRD PRIZE, $1.00

CONTACT POINT FROM
UPHOLSTERY NAIL.

An ordinary upholstery nail is flattened
with a hammer and a hole punched thru
it with a set punch, as shown in sketch. The
hole serves to thread and hold the wires.
This is a cheap and practical contact point.
Contributed by BERT O'LEARY.

%1

At Left—Contact Point Made from Up-
holstery Nail. At Right—The Platinum Ring
That Becomes Red Hot In the Presence of

Alcohol.

WHAT MAKES THE PLATINUM
RING HOT?

If a platinum ring (or even a piece of
platinum wire) is warmed gently for a few
moments and then suspended in a glass,
having a small amount of alcohol in the
bottom, the platinum will become red hot.
The glass had best be covered with a piece
of pasteboard having a hole in the center.
The phenomena may be explained by the
fact that platinum has the peculiar property
of causing certain gases to condense on
its surface. The condensation of alcohol
fumes is so rapid as to cause the platinum
to become incandescent.
Contributed by S. S. GARRETT.

SEWING MACHINE MAGNET
WINDER.

Herewith is illustrated a wire-winding
machine which is easily constructed. Most
all wire winding machines are turned by
hand, but by using this scheme you can both
wind faster and easier. The pulley of the
machine is brought against the belt of the
sewing machine and the same is caused to
turn due to friction.

Contributed by E. T. JONES.

Belt of sew/ng mcch/ne
Coil to be nound

An Old Sewing Machine Makes a Capital
Magnet Winder.
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A HOME-MADE GAS TORCH.
As I needed a gas torch I set about to

make one. I first procured two pipes, one

Chech valve

Air compressor EE

To Make This Gas Blow Torch You Will
Require a Bicycle or Other Small Pump, a 1

to 5 Gallon Can, and Two Lengths of Rubber
Tubing to Lead the Gas and Comprest Air

to the Torch Handle.

3/16 and one incn in diameter and about
8 inches long. I then drilled a hole in the

quarter inch pipe and bent it as shown in

drawing and set the other pipe into it. The
handle is of oak with the edges rounded and
two holes drilled thru it to fit each pipe.

The air and gas supply come thru rubber
hoses. A very good air compressor is

made out of a bicycle pump and a one

EDITED BY S, GERNSBACK

gallon can ; the gas may be taken from the

gas service pipes or from a carbid gen-
erator.

Contributed by HERBERT PEHRSON.

HINTS ON DRILLING GLASS.
Drilling glass is a difficult proposition

and very few amateurs possess tools suit-

able for this purpose. The following ap-
paratus will drill holes, varying in size

from the smallest up to an inch or more.
First procure a brass tube the outside

diameter of which measures the same size

as the desired hole. Revolve this on the

surface of the glass, either by hand or bet-

ter by means of a small hand drill. The
drilling must be started by allowing the
lower end of the tube to be guided by a
wooden block, with a hole cut in it the size

of the tube. After the tube has past thru
the glazing this guide can be removed. An
excellent abrasive for this drill is emery
dust and turpentine. It is an excellent idea

to drill from both sides, since this results

in a clean, smooth hole.

Contributed by PAUL G. EDWARDS.

COINS FOR WEIGHTS.
In an emergency, ordinary coins can be

used as weights. The weights given in the
following table are near enough for all

the usual purposes.
Dime weighs 40 grains
Cent weighs 50 grains
Nickel weighs 80 grains
One-quarter Dollar weighs 100 grains
One-half Dollar weighs.. 200 grains
One Dollar weighs 400 grains
By simple addition and subtraction a great

many different weights can be made with
these coins. For instance, to obtain a
weight of 20 grains, place a nickel on one
side of the scales and a quarter on the

other, and then add enough of the chemical
to balance it.

Contributed by HUGO J. ENGEL.

A RELIABLE HYDROGEN SULFID
GENERATOR.

Herewith is a plan and description of a

simple and cheap hydrogen sulfid generator.
This hydrogen sulfid generator has given

very satisfactory service to the author. It

can also be used for generating hydrogen,
carbon dioxid, etc.

The necessary parts are

:

1. Student lamp chimney.
2. Glass or porcelain jar (a large fruit

jar will do).
3. Glass stop cock.
4. Rubber stoppers, three hole and one

hole.

5. Iron sulfid (FeS).
6. Hydrochloric acid (HC1).
Contributed by JOHN R. BUXTON.

One hole stopper.

Glass jar

HCldilute~-

—Stop-cocfi

Jtuden/ lamp
chimney

J hole rubber
corkorpieceof
lead

A Simple Yet Reliable Hydrogen Sulfid Gen-
erator Made From a Few Odd Pieces of
Apparatus to Be Found About the Laboratory.

THE PREPARATION AND USE OF
BLUE-PRINT PAPER.

The following describes the manufacture
of blue-print paper in terms that can be
easily understood by any one. No difficulty

should be experienced in either the making
or the use of the paper.

In order that the best results be ob-
tained it is necessary that good material be
used. All vessels in which the solution

is made should be kept clean and when not

in use should have water in them as far

as possible. Do not use soap when washing
the trays, as the least trace will do harm to

the solution.

Where ordinary work is to be done, any
kind of well sized paper will answer, if

tough enough to be washed. Different

grades of unsensitized papers can be bought
at engineers and photo supply houses.
The following formula is for a good so-

lution that will give excellent results to the

amateur ; this solution is made up of two
salts, dissolved in water and applied to the

surface of the paper:
Solution No. 1.

Ferrocyanid of potassium. ... 1 oz.

Pure or distilled water 6 oz.

Solution No. 2.

Ammoniocitrat of iron 1 oz.

Pure or distilled water 6 oz.

When solutions are to be used mix equal

parts of 1 and 2 and filter thru cotton or

filter paper. This solution we will call

No. 3.

The solutions should be applied to the

paper in a dark and dry room with a very
subdued light—just enough to barely see by.

Small sheets of the paper may be best
covered by floating upon the surface of
No. 3. This is done by taking a sheet by
two diagonal corners and laying it gently
on the surface of the solution. This method
does away with the possibility of air bub-
bles forming.
One minute or less will be sufficient for

sensitizing. Remove the paper by drawing
over the edge of the tray to remove any
surplus liquid. Take care to prevent any
solution from getting on the back of the
paper.

Large pieces are best sensitized by tack-
ing down upon a smooth table with thumb
tacks and painting the solution on with a
wide camel's hair brush. Take care to get
it on quickly and evenly. Dry the paper by
hanging up by its corners to a wire so that
it will swing free. Before sensitizing a

batch of paper it would be best to make a

trial sheet and print it. The solution may
not be mixed properly or the paper may be
too absorbent, in which case the solution
will go into the paper and will not come out
when washing, thus causing the print to
fade in a short time.

After the paper has dried hard and with-
out the slightest trace of dampness it should
be rolled up and put into an airtight (tin

or cardboard) tube and kept in a dark and
dry place.

Printing is the exposing of the sensi-
tized paper to the act'on of a powerful light

with the copy to be printed placed over the
paper. The direct rays of the sun are best
for printing, but the electric arc is nearly as
quick and has the advantage of being al-

ways constant—regardless of weather.
The drawing, tracing or negative is

placed in the frame next to the glass with
the paper under it, having its sensitive side
up. Exposure will vary from two to ten
minutes, according to the light and tracing.

The correct time is only found by experi-
ence.

After the paper is sufficiently exposed, it

is taken from the frame and immersed in

a bath of clean running water. A print
should be washed for not less than fifteen

minutes or it will fade when placed in the
light.

'

Excellent prints may be made in the fol-

lowing manner : Slightly expose the print
so that when it is washed the white lines
are not clear but appear bluish. Take the
print out of the bath and lay it on a table
and sponge it with a solution made up of
one pound of bichromat of potash and two
gallons of water. The lines will come out
pure white and the background an intense
blue. Wash print thoroly and dry.
White lines may be added to blue prints

by the use of a solution made of soda and
water to which a small quantity of prepared
chalk has been added to thicken it. This so-
lution may be applied with a ruling pen.
Engineers generally use a white, red or
yellow pencil for making corrections.

Contributed by RUSSEL MERRELL.
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Telephone Amplifier
(No. 1,280,556; issued to Louis

Scher.)
A telephone amplifier providing

a loud-speaking portable telephonic

apparatus enabling persons with im-
paired hearing to satisfactorily use
the ordinary telephone. The usual
Bell telephone receiver is placed
on top of the cabinet in which there
is an opening communicating with a
dictaphone transmitter. The trans-
mitter in turn is connected from a
rheostat and battery as well as
switch-hook to a low resistance, loud-
speaking telephone receiver.

Signaling Apparatus.
(No. 1,280,705; issued to Fulton

Gardner.)
An ingenious signaling apparatus

comprising an electromagnet in a
receptacle, together with a coherer
form of armature, the whole arrange-
ment operating an alarm bell when
actuated by voice or other sound
waves. It is intended for bank vault
protection and the like. The sound
waves impinge on the microphone
which is connected with a battery

and primary of an induction coil.

The secondary of this induction coil

connects with the electromagnet_ of

the relay shown in cross-section.
This electromagnet acts on an iron
filing armature, causing the filings

to cohere, and thereby closing the
bell signal circuit. A condenser is

shunted across the bell in order to
provide a more steady current by
virtue of its charging and discharg-
ing action.

Telegraph Transmitter.
(No. 1,280,566; issued to John J.

Sherry and John L. DuFrane.)
A clever mechanical arrangement

comprising an automatic machine for
sending out dots and dashes, either
on a telegraph or radio circuit, by
means of which one unskilled in the
art or unfamiliar with the code may
send a distress message from a ship,

etc. The device should prove a
fine auxiliary in all ship radio rooms,
especially in case of fire, etc., as the
transmitter could keep the radio ap-

paratus sending out distress calls

with location and name of ship, even
tho the operator had to abandon the
wireless room. There is provided a
circular disk with a groove around
its perifery, and in this groove there
can be placed various telegraph
character slugs and spaces. Thus
the notched slugs corresponding to
dots and dashes actuate a pawl mem-
ber, opening and closing electric

contacts in the manner apparent.

Non-Recoil Gun.
(No. 1,280,576; issued to Andrew J.

Stone and William Shuker.)
A novel form of non-recoil gun

intended for use on aircraft, etc.,

in which the recoil of the shell
charge is minimized by the discharge
from the gun of an inertia mass,"
in a direction opposite to that in
which the main projectile is shot.
The inertia mass in this design is a
small affair, and the reduction in its

weight, as in other guns of this

type, is made up for by the in-

creased friction encountered by the

mass, owing to the reduced bore of

the barrel thru which it is simul-

taneously discharged with the main
projectile. The inertia shell may
be a copper disc or cup. The charge
of explosive is fired by an electrical

primer as shown, or by other means.
The design of the gun is so com-
puted that the inertia due to the
heavy weight of the effective pro-
jectile plus the light frictional re-

sistance of the projectile in the gun
barrel, shall equal the inertia effects

of the lighter weight of the disc

plus the heavier frictional resistance
of the said disc in the barrel.

Thermic Radio Detector and Tele-
phone.

(No. 1,281,742; issued to Hendrik
Zwaardemaker.)

This novel invention comprises
a new form of thermic telephone
and detector combined, and is suit-

able for use in wireless telegraphy
and telephony. Prof. Zwaardemaker
states that he has observed that the

sensitiveness of the thermic tele-
phone, serving simultaneously as de-
tector, can be considerably increased
when it works with polarization,
i. e., by pre-heating it by means of
a constant current such as that sup-
plied by a battery as shown in the
diagram. The battery may have a
tension of two to four volts, and
for increasing the sound, a variable
and tunable condenser is connected
in parallel to the thermic telephone
element.

Dancing- Toy.
(No. 1,280,307: issued to Harry

Rust.)
This is an interesting electric toy

and comprises a jointed doll or other
figure suspended at the top in the
manner shown. Underneath the fig-

ure there is a spring platform, one
end of which is provided with an
electric contact, and also an electro-

magnet to attract it. The action is

as follows: When the switch is

closed, the magnet attracts one end
of the spring armature, but immedi-
ately the circuit is broken and it

flies back. These rapid vibrations
of the spring over the magnet, trans-
mit similar impulses to the opposite
end of the armature which forms
the tread under the figure, and
which results in many curious and
grotesque steps being evolved for
the amusement of the children.

Novel Telephone Receiver.
(No. 1,283,304; issued to Thomas

Rhodus.)
The receiver as shown is of the

monocoil type, and the central iron
core is secured to a flat base plate.

In the improvement here shown, this

base plate is formed with radial
slits in its marginal portion to pro-
vide a series of integrally connected
sectors corresponding in number
with the series of independent sec-

tions which constitute the outer an-

ft

nular pole-piece. This pole-piece
comprises a series of radially dis-

posed iron sections. The resistance
of the coil is 75 ohms for tele-

phonic work.

Electromechanical Interrupter.
(No. 1,282,388; issued to Francois

de Cannart d'Hamale.)
A unique electromechanical inter-

rupter wherein the circuit is made
and broken, not by virtue of an elec-
tromagnet acting on an armature
and pulling it away from a station-
ary contact screw, but by means of
a weighted auxiliary spring placed
in a hermetically sealed compart-
ment and acting by inertia. The
weight supported at the top of the
contact spring tends to keep on
moving when the armature itself is

suddenly stopt by striking against the
magnet core, thus providing a very
sudden break, which is highly desir-
able for operating induction coils.

Electric Lamp Fountain.
(No. 1,280,784; issued to Matt

Luckiesh.)
An electric lamp fountain op-

erated by the heat radiated from
an incandescent lamp placed in a
confined chamber in which there is

an expansive fluid such as air. The

9

inventor mentions that a 150-watt
lamp has worked the apparatus. The
liquid sprayed out thru the small
capillary tube falls back into a sec-
ond chamber, thru which the water
can reach the inner chamber again
thru a check valve. A thermostat
may be used to make and break the
circuit intermittently when desired.
The cover of the fountain may be
of glass and colored when preferred
for the purpose of transmitting up-
wardly thru the fountain spray a
portion of the light from the lamp.

Electric Phonograph.
(No. 1,281,282; issued to Hans

Brockmiiller.)
The idea is to provide a simple form

of electric motor-driven phonograph

with separable record turn-table and
tone arm, so that for economical and
other reasons it is not necessary
to have a large special cabinet about
the house. Any table can be quickly
converted into a first-class phono-
graph by this scheme, the motor and
a vertically driven shaft being se-
cured underneath the table. The
turn-table has a shaft which passes
thru a hole in the top of the table,
so as to engage the driving shaft
frictionally. The tone arm has a
special suction foot which does not
require any screws, and the sound
emanates around this foot.
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Our Amateur Laboratory Contest is open to all readers, whether subscribers or not. The photos are judged for best arrangement and efficiency of the appa-
ratus. To increase the interest of this department we make it a rule not to publish photos of apparatus unaccompanied by that of the owner. Dark photos pre-

ferred to light-toned ones. We pay $3.00 prize each month for the best photo. Address the Editor, "With the Amateurs" Dept.

"Amateur Electrical Laboratory" Contest
THIS MONTH'S $3.00 PRIZE WINNERS—F. L. BROOKS and W. P. CECIL

THE accompanying photos are views of our Electro Chemical Laboratory and Radio Station (which is now closed). We have quite a number
of electrical apparatus such as Oudin and Tesla coils, motors, spark coils, 12 volt storage battery, Leyden jars, electrolytic-interrupter Einthoven
galvanometer—which was described in the Electrical Experimenter several months ago, SO watt step-down transformer, also 200 watt

transformer located behind switch-board and controlled by a five point switch, ammeter and voltmeter also on switch board, arc spot light which
will throw a beam of light over a mile, small step-up transformer, condenser and spark gap. Our Chemical "Lab" consists of about 85 chemicals
and about 15 pieces of apparatus such as test tubes, Florence flasks, delivery tubes, hydrometer and other apparatus for carrying on experiments on
a small scale. Last of all comes our work bench where everything has its beginning. We have a vise, gasoline blow torch, pliers, screw-drivers,
twist drills and numerous other accessories. We also have a good supply of binding posts, screws, magnet wire, copper, brass and all such junk
as is found in a red-headed bug's "Lab" like my pal's, not saying anything of myself.

—

Floyd L. Brooks and W». P. Cecil, Ardmore, Oklahoma.

HONORABLE MENTION (1 Year's Subscription to the "ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER") T. C. QUAYLE

MY Chemical "Lab" consists of over 150 chemicals and reagents, also apparatus such as pipettes, burettes, retorts, test tubes, thistle tubes,
delivery tubes, crucibles, casseroles, condensers, a Centigrade-Fahrenheit thermometer, chemists' scales, and many other pieces of laboratory
glassware and apparatus, with which I carry on many interesting experiments in quantitative, qualitative and spectrum analysis. I also have gas,

a Bunsen burner and a spigot for water in the "Lab". I have oyer 100 pieces of apparatus in my electrical "Lab", and have made a storage
battery as described in the 1917 (Nov.) issue, also an arc searchlight, experimental arc furnace, magnetless buzzer, selenium cell (Bidwell type),
Wheatstone bridge, electroscope, electrophorus, (sensitive) coherer, electrolytic rectifier and interrupter, Leyden jars, and many other pieces of
apparatus described in the Electrical Experimenter. I also have an Oudin coil which is operated by an E. I. Co. half kilowatt coil and a rotary
spark gap of my own design, also 110 volt and battery motors, hand generator, hot wire ammeter, small storage cell, switches, fuse blocks, Geiss-
ler tubes, etc.

My work-shop is complete in tools for both wood and metal working and here is where I made the articles described in the "E. E." I
have drills for both wood and metal, braces, chisels, files, saws, wrenches, planes, pincers, levels, two sets of taps and dies, one for small rods,
the other for pipes; also an emery wheel and bench lathe, which I designed and built.

—

Thomas C. Quayle, Berkeley, Cal.
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Phoney Patents
Under this heading are publisht electrical or mechanical ideas which

our clever inventors, for reasons best known to themselves, have as yet
not patented. We furthermore call attention to our celebrated Phoney
Patent Offizz for the relief of all suffering daffy inventors in this country
as well as for the entire universe.
We are revolutionizing the Patent business and OFFER YOU THREE

DOLLARS ($3.00) FOR THE BEST PATENT. If you take your Phoney
Patent to Washington, they charge you $20.00 for the initial fee and then

you haven't a smell of a Patent yet. After they have allowed the Pat-
ent, you must pay another $20.00 as a final fee. That's $40.00! WE
PAY YOU $3.00 and grant you a Phoney Patent in the bargain, so you
save $43.00!! When sending in your Phoney Patent application,
be sure that it is as daffy as a lovesick bat. The daffier, the better.
Simple sketches and short descriptions will help our staff of Phoney
Patent Examiners to issue a Phoney Patent on your invention in a
jiffy.

HUN U BOAT UTILIZER

PLATE GLASS

Prize Winner: HUN U-BOAT UTILIZER. Particularly Adapted for Traffic Over Deserts. Take One Gyro Electric Destroyer a la Gerns-
back, Knock Out All Machinery, Axles, etc., and Mount Plate Glass 16-inches Thick in Framework Covering Both Sides. Make Waterproof and
Fill Cruiser with Pure Prohibition Liquid; Also one Hun Submarine. Weight of Submarine Pressing Against Sides, as Shown, Navigates
Cruiser at Rate of 25 Knots an Hour with a Fair Zephyr Breeze Nor' by West. Inventor, Jose Matz, 300 Baker St., San Francisco, Cal.

PSCREAM GENERATOR

3K w; GENER.ATOR

I'SCREAM PARLOR GENERATOR. In Order to Save Tremendous Energy Now Going to Waste in All Ice-Cream Parlors, Due to Rotating
Seats, My New Patent Provides Extending Shaft to the Rotating Seat, Which Shaft Operates Rotary Air Compressor. This Control Operates
Air Tank, Air Motor, Dynamo, etc. The Great Advantage to this Scheme Is That the Device Works Better the More Ice-Cream You Eat Be-
cause of the Added Momentum. Separate Patent Application Provides to Charge Customers an Extra Nickel for Allowing Them to Spin

Around. Hoover says Economize, Hence no Free Rides. Inventor, Garrett W. Lewis, Yuba City, Cal.
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4. If a qu
research work
are answered.

The "Oracle" is for the sole benefit of all electrical experimenters. Questions will be answered here for
the benefit of all, but only matter of sufficient interest will be publisht. Rules under which questions will
be answered:

1. Only three questions can be submitted to be answered.
2. Only one side of sheet to be written on; matter must be typewritten or else written in ink, no

penciled matter considered.
3. Sketches, diagrams, etc., must be on separate sheets. Questions addrest to this department cannot

be answered by mail free of charge.
ick answer is desired by mail, a nominal charge of 25 cents is made for each question. If the questions entail considerable
or intricate calculations a special rate will be charged. Correspondents will be informed as to the fee before such questions

HURLING THE VOICE ONE MILE.

(979) W. J. M. asks

:

Q. 1. Is there any practical way of enor-
mously amplifying the human voice so that

same can be distinctly heard for a radius

of, say, a mile, the atmosphere being corn-

fa comp air tank

Mien

Louo talking
reproducer',

Magnetic
valve

Fig.i

Comprest Air Loud Talker Such As Used On
Phonographs, and Susceptible of Develop-
ment For Hurling Voice Waves a Distance

of One Mile.

paratively free of other disturbances at the
time ?

I understand that there are telephone
transmitters now made for handling heavy
currents of electricity. It occurs to me that
possibly the above could be accomplisht by
using such a transmitter in connection with
a mammoth receiver and a suitable horn.
A. 1. One of the leading phonograph

companies have developed a very clever

and powerful form of comprest air ampli-
fier which we believe might be worked up
on a sufficiently large scale to answer your
requirements. In this system a low power
aural or electrical voice signal is caused to

act, by means of a relay or other appro-
priate device, on an extremely sensitive

valve, which permits successive puffs of

ryr—
-On
-o-
<y
-o-
k>

110 Vt D.C.

fig. 2
u

This Diagram Shows the Microphone Circuit
For a 110 Volt D. C. Loud Talker, Having a
Bank of 110 Volt Lamps in Series With the

Reproducers.

comprest air from a tank or bellows to

pass out thru a large amplifying horn and
reproducer. We also believe that the de
Forest amplifier might solve your problem,
as one model is capable of amplifying
1,000,000 (one million) times. Also their

Mr. C. V. Logwood has stated that he be-

lieves that your problem of amplifying the
human voice so that it could be heard for

a radius of one mile can be solved by mod-
ern engineering design. He states that by
means of microphones suitably connected
to a large Oscillion bulb that he has actu-
ally heard the human voice at a distance of
one-half mile in California.

The Alexanderson G. E. Co. magnetic
amplifier should be of service to you in this

connection. This clever and highly efficient

magnetic amplifier was described in detail

M ARTICLES SCHEDULED FOR
MARCH "E. E."

S "My Inventions"-—No. 2 of a series

jj by Dr. Nikola Tesla. Written exclu-

3 sively for the Electrical Experi-

H M ENTER.

3 "A Wonderful New Electric Ma-
3 chine that Sorts Tobacco Leaves by
B Size" by George Holmes.
3 "How Powerful Electric Gyros

j|j Stabilize Ocean Ships"—Illustrated

U with excellent photos—by J. W. Hor-
§3 vath.

3. "Multiplex Telephony and Teleg-

§§ raphy and How It is Done," written
3 by a Telephone Engineer.
B "Exploring Polar Regions and the

H North Pole by Airplane."

H "Locating Ore Bodies Underground
B by Electricity—A New Method."
3 A New Talking Motion Picture
3 Invention.

3 "How Jimmy Saved the Bank"-—A
§§ cracker-jack electrical story, by F. W

.

= Russel.

3 "Experiments in Radio-Activity—
B Part III," by Ivan Crawford.

g A Wavemeter and Decremeter De-
3. sign for Radio Students, Operators
3 and Inspectors. With data on In-
3 ductances, condensers, etc., by H.
3 Winfield Secor, Assoc. I. R. E.
3 Practical Electro-plating , by Jo-
3 seph Haas.
3 "Efficient Radio Transmitting," by

jH Donald H. Hassell.
3 "Experiments With Ultra-Violet

B Light, for Amateurs," by J. C.3 Morris, Jr.

in the April, 1916, issue of the Proceedings
of the Institute of Radio Engineers.

Several companies manufacture straight
electro-magnetic systems of amplifying the
voice, which systems are operated from 110
volt circuits. We can supply names of
these concerns on receipt of stamped en-
velope.

Relative to these systems, the Oracle
Editor would say that he has heard the loud
talkers put out by one of these concerns
throw the voice a distance of from 800 to

1,000 feet. The horns used are not over 2

feet long in this system, but the makers
utilize special electro-magnetic reproducers
which are connected in parallel when two or
more are used, and these in turn are con-
nected in series with a special microphone
capable of operating on 110 volts D. C. and
a bank of incandescent lamps.

OUDIN COIL CONNECTION.
(980) Forrest A. Miller, Shelbyville,

Kentucky, writes

:

Q. 1. Asking several questions about
Oudin and Tesla coils.

A. 1. By means of high frequency Tesla
or Oudin currents you can charge the body
so as to emit sparks and charge other bodies
or persons, etc., and you will find the ap-
paratus and method of doing this com-
pletely described in the book you are se-

curing, viz. : "The Experimental Electricity

Course"—which contains a special chapter
on high frequency currents, with diagrams

5pork coil

##1

Oud/nco//

Hook-Up For Spark Coil, Leyden Jars, Spark
Gap, Oudin Coil and High Frequency Elec-
trode For Giving So-Called Violet Ray Treat-

ment.

and full description of the apparatus used.
We can also very highly recommend a

book by Transtrom, entitled "Electricity
at High Pressures and Frequencies" which
our "Book Department" can supply at $2.15
prepaid.
The diagram herewith shows how a

spark coil, Leyden jars, spark gap and
Oudin type of high frequency coil are
properly connected. The ground connec-
tion is optional, but usually intensifies the
unipolar discharge for electro-therapeutic
requirements.

SIX-INCH SPARK COIL DATA.
(981) Marshall M. Wrenn, Baltimore,

Md., asks the Oracle :

Q. 1. For data on six-inch spark induc-
tion coil.

{Continued on page 726)
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r
Send for this free lesson which explains

the Chicago "Tech" method of teaching
Draftsmanship by mail. Positions at big
salaries are now waiting for competent men.
Even draftsmen of limited training and
experience are snapped up and paid
good salaries. If you are dissatisfied

with your opportunities, learn Drafts-
manship. Chicago "Tech" will train you
in the most practical way in the short-

est time. Mail the coupon today and

let us tell you about
the Chicago "Tech"
method. The free

lesson will show
you how well
equipped you are to

follow Draftsmanship Enroll
in the course only if you decide that you
can take it up to advantage. No cost,

no obligation on you to make this in-

vestigation. Send the coupon.

Hm
m

$25

to $100

a Week
Draftsmen always command \a

good salaries. And now when
American industries are to be called up-

on to meet vast foreign and increased do-
mestic demands, the opportunities are greater
than ever. This is the time for you to prepare

for a better position—a higher salary.

Come to the College or

Learn At Home
Hold you present position while training. Our experts will instruct

you by mail. Only your spare time is required. You are directly under
practical draftsmen and engineers. You are taught exactly the work

required in the drafting rooms of big concerns. No time put in on un-
necessary studies. This means thorough instruction and early graduation.

Easy Payments
The fees for Chicago "Tech" Courses are very moderate—and you can pay on easy
terms. And also, you obtain in a few months what it would take

several years to acquire by ordinary methods. You can get an early
start. You are soon ready to take a paying position and to quickly
get back the cost of your course. Then keep on earning more.

FREE Instruments
Every student of the Chicago "Tech" mail course in Draftsmanship receives

this set of instruments, or a cash credit in case he already has a set. These
instruments are of the same make and sizes as are used by high salaried 1

experts in drafting rooms of factories, shops, railroads, etc. You use them
while learning—then take them right into your practical work.

pi

if

Auto and Gas Engine Course
All about automobile mechanism—its construction, operation and REPAIR

—

taught by mail. You train directly under the Chicago "Tech" automobile ex-
perts. Splendid opportunities open now. Send coupon and get all the facts.

Learn All This in Spare Time
Principles of the Automobile

Every point made clear about the baBtc
principles of propulsion—steam, gas and
electric cars. Power transmission systems
in pleasure and commercial cars, etc., etc.

Gasoline Engines. All about the
different types. A complete course in gas
engine construction, operation and repair.
Power Plants and Transmissions.

Application of power by 4-6-8-12 cylinder
engines. Types of clutches, gears, drives,
axles, etc.

Carburetors and Fuel Supply
Systems. AH methods demonstrated.
Fuel values. How to test. Gasoline and
air mixtures. Regulation, care and man-
agement, etc., etc., etc.
Lubrication and Cooling. All

Splashand how to test them,
and circulating systems. Operatic. —
ferent cars explained. Diagrams and tables.
Cooling systems completely illustrated,etc.

Batteries. Electrical principles ex-
plained. Instructive diagrams of wiring and
connections. Coils, condensers, vibrators,
etc., etc.
Magneto Ignition. Principles and

practical operation of various types and
systems with diagrams. Generation of cur-
rent. Field, armature, highand low tension,
all explained. Complete in every point.
Starting and Lighting Systems.

All modern methods. Starters—spark, me-
chanical, air, acetylene, electric, battery

—

shown in detail with diagams and full ex-
planations. Charging. Motor and gener-
ator adjustments, etc., etc.

Know How to Find and Fix Troubles
Most complete instruction in auto repair work. Equips you for high pay or to start a

business. Big demand for trained repair men ±nd men who know how to inspect cars.
This course makes you proficient. Prepares you to take a job as an expert. Not enough
competent men now available.

¥'
*
P Send the coupon and get catalog and all information

* about the Course, the small fee and the easy terms.
All this sent on request. Mail coupon now.

Send the Coupon—Now
The sooner you are prepared the sooner you will be holding a job that pays a large salary

and opens the way to advancement. Many executives, general managers and puperin-
tendents began as draftsmen.

Other institutions ask you to pay first—and then to find out later how well qualified
you are for this profession. We send you the free lesson first and place you under no obli-

gation at all. Discover your qualifications before you pay anything.
The coupon

will bring theTest
Lesson, free. Al-
so information
about the profes-
sion of Drafts-
manship and de-
tailed facts about
Chicago "Tech"
methods, the fees,
terms, etc. Mark
with X the branch
you are interested in

—or if in doubt about
which course to
take, write a letter
stating facts about
yourself and asking
our advice which
will be freely given.
Mail either the cou-
pon or letter today.

Chicago Technical College
245 Chicago "Tech" Bldg.

Chicago. 111.

CHICAGO TECHNICAL COLLEGE,
245 Chicago "Tech" Building, Chicago

Without obligation to me, please send me your FREE Test Lesson and
other interesting literature covering the subject indicated below.

Mark X opposite work in which you are especially interested.

Architectural Drafting Plan-Reading—Building
Machine Drafting Plan-Reading—Shop Men
Electrical Drafting Estimating
Structural Drafting Surveying
Sheet Metal Drafting Map Drafting
Builders' Course Autos and Ga* Engines

Name .

City.

I College or Home Study? State which.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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BigMoney forBoy

Learn

ELEC
There is a wonderful opportunity right

now for boys who like electricity. Boys

who are ambitious and will train them-

selves in spare timecan step into positions

just as soon as they are ready. Good sal-

aries are offered to start with splendid

chances for rapid promotion.

For 27 years the International Correspond-
ence Schools have been training boys for suc-

cess in electricity and over 200 other subjects.

They will help you prepare right at home for

a position in the line of electrical work you like

best—or in any other work that appeals to you.
Thousands of boys, through I. C. S. training,

have stepped into fine jobs, but never were
opportunities so great as now.

Let the I. C. S. help you. Choose the work you like

best in the coupon below, then mark and mail it today.
This doesn't obligate you in the least, and it will bring

you information that will start you on a successful

career. This is your chance. Don't let it slip by.
Mark and mail this coupon now.

TEAR OUT

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
BOX 6174, SCRANTON. PA.

Explain, without obligating me, how I can qualify for the
position, or in the subject, before which I mark X.

ENGINEERELECTRIC*
F Electrician
3 Electric Wiring

Electric Lighting
Electric Car Running

3 Heavy ElectricTractlon
Electrical Draftsman

3 Electric Machine Designer

2 Telegraph Expert
3 Practical Telephony
MECHANICAL ENGINEER
Mechanical Draftsman
Ship Draftsman
Machine Shop Practice
Toolmaker
Gas Engineer
CIVIL ENGINEER
Surveying and Mapping

3 MINE KOREM'N OR ENfl'R
ARCHITECT

J Architectural Draftsman
3 PLUMBING AND HEATING

Sheet Metal Worker

CHEMICAL ENGINEER
SALESMANSHIP
ADVERTISING MAN
Window Trimmer
Show Card Writer
Outdoor Sign Painter
RAILROADER
ILLUSTRATOR
DESIGNER

3 BOOKKEEPER
Stenographer and Typlit
Cert. Pub. Accountant

3 Traffic Management
3 Commercial Law
GOOD ENGLISH
STATIONARY ENGINEER
CIVIL SERVICE

3 Railway Mail Clerk
3 Textile Overseer or Snpt.~ AGRICULTURE
_ Navigator ID Spanish

3 PotlltryRatilnc ID Preach

J Automobiles ! Italian

Present
Occupatio"

Street
and No.

City.

AN EASY WAY TO
MAKE MONEY

;Ss
on a small salary. Be independent. Go in the tire re-
§airing business. One man says "I made $60.00 the first

ay." Others average $200 to $600 a month. Very little

capital needed. Jobs plentiful. Every motorist a pos-
sible customer. No experience needed. We teach you.

SkaI^J3 Tire Repair Outfit

Improved Wrapped Tread Method
Used by Tire Manufacturers

Does as good work as the big high
priced vulcanizing outfits. A boy
can use it. It's the only vulcanizer
that has Automatic Heat Control, and
can't undercure or overcure a tire.

Requires no watching or regulating.

FREE Book
"How to Open a Tire Repair Shop."
It tells how to make big money.
Don't delay. Write quick.

C. A. SHALER CO.
2201

Fourth St. Wtupun. Wisconsin

THE ORACLE.
{Continued from page 724)

A. 1. We give you herewith necessary

information for constructing a six-inch

jump spark coil

:

Primary, 220 ft. No. 13 D. C. C. wire.

Secondary, 7 lbs. No. 36 double silk cov-

ered wire (or enameled).
Core, lJi x 14" soft iron wire (thoroly

annealed).
The primary condenser to be connected

across the vibrator should comprise 4,500

sq. in. tinfoil, cut in suitable size sheets and
interspersed between slightly larger paraf-

fined paper sheets. If an electrolytic inter-

rupter is used on 110 volts A. C. or D. C.

then no primary condenser is necessary.

There should be a hard rubber insulating

tube between the primary and secondary

coils. The dimensions of this tube are

14^4" x IH" outside diameter by J4" wall.

The secondary consists of thirty-eight

pies, each 8
/ieth" thick, having an outside

diameter of 4J4". There should be placed

between each section six pieces of well-

soaked paraffin paper.

An excellent book dealing exclusively on
spark coils building can be procured from
our "Book Department" for $3.00. The
title of this book is "Design and Construc-

tion of Induction Coils," by Collins. In

this book there is given all the details for

the construction of spark coils such as core

dimensions, size of wire, length of pri-

maries, etc.

DATA ON WIRELESS POWER
TRANSMISSION.

(982) John Verrge, Detroit, Michigan,

writes the "Oracle"

:

Q. 1. The sketch herewith shows my
idea on the wireless transmission of power.
Where can I find engineering data on the

design of such a system? How can I figure

the voltage required to transmit a given

kilowattage over a certain distance? etc.,

etc.

A. 1. We have examined your query, to-

gether with diagram showing your ideas

for the wireless transmission of power to

electric railway cars, etc.

We regret to say that there is at the

present time no engineering data available

for solving the problems you outline, as

while Nikola Tesla has successfully lighted

lamps and operated motors by the one wire

and no-wire wireless system for distances

of 15 miles in his famous Colorado experi-

ments, this branch of advanced alternating

current engineering has not been made
available in text-book form as yet.

You would do well to visit your public

library and look up Dr. Tesla's book, enti-

tled "Experiments with Currents of High
Potential and Frequency".

PRACTICAL ARMATURE AND MAG-
NET WINDING, by Horstmann &
Tousely. Leather covers, 252 pages, 128

illustrations, size A l/2 x 6% inches.

Price $1.00 in cloth; $1.50 in leather.

Publisht by Frederick J. Drake & Co.,

Chicago.
This is a handbook for the practical electrician,

especially those performing shop work and en-

gaged in dynamo and motor repairs. The authors
give the principles with special and clearly drawn
illustrations of the elements of armature design,

armature windings and the mechanical features

such as balancing and ventilation of different

types of armatures, etc. The section on armature
windings is quite complete and gives all necessary
information for laying out drum and lap wind-
ings, and for different numbers of field poles.

The authors then give a discussion on armature
troubles and testing for faults in the windings,
armature calculations with wire tables, alternating

current windings, et cetera. One of the most
interesting sections of the work is that on field

magnet winding, and of course this applies to

magnet windings of any type. The special formulas

and tables given greatly facilitate and simplify
the calculation of field and other magnet windings,
and it is written so clearly that any electrician or
student can grasp the simple arithmetic involved
after once reading it. An appendix of useful
tables is given at the end of the book which will

prove of great value in conjunction with the work
treated upon.

PRACTICAL FLYING, by Flight Com-
mander W. G. McMinnies, R. N. Cloth
covers, 246 pages, profusely illustrated,

size Syi x %VA inches. Price $1.50. Pub-
lisht by George H. Doran Company, New
York, N. Y.

An excellent course on flying instruction which
is very ably illustrated by comprehensive sketches
in plan and perspective, showing all of the part?
of modern battle and scout 'planes, and giving
from start to finish all of the necessary elements
including the reading of maps and the determina
tion of location while in the air. This book, con
trary to most semi-technical or technical treatises,
is one that any aviator or flying enthusiast can
read with extreme pleasure and at the same time
greatly improve his understanding of the heavier
than-air flying machine. The author has the title

of Flight-Commander of the British Royal Navy
and knows whereof" he speaks.
The chapters are subdivided under departmental

heads, so that the book forms a very excellent
reference work, as well as a class-room and gen-
eral reading volume. Flight-Commander McMin-
nies treats the subject in a very broad way and
covers such points as

—"which men make good
pilots"; in this chapter he evidences a good grasp
of the subject of applied psychology. As we pass
along thru the elementary studies of the airplane
and its component parts, we find the text and
drawings so interesting, that it does not tire us at
all.

Some very excellent diagrams and drawings are
given, showing the various accidents in landing
and how they occur, also how all the fancy
"stunts" are performed progressively in the air.

The sections treating on cross-country flying and
the determination of altitude as well as orienta-
tion, are clearly written and treated on in a
manner following that found most efficient by the
Allied fliers on the Western front.

GENERAL LECTURES ON ELEC-
TRICAL ENGINEERING, by Charles
Proteus Steinmetz. Cloth covers, 242
pages, 50 illustrations, size 6K x 9}^
inches. Price $2.50. Publisht by Mc-
Graw-Hill Book Company, Inc., New
York, N. Y.

This volume contains some of the most interest-
ing lectures given by Dr. Steinmetz, and forms a
most valuable work which will find a welcome in
the library of every engineer, electrical man and
student. Dr. Steinmetz is a speaker and writer
of articles which possess great expanse of view-
point. When he speaks of the incandescent lamp,
for instance, in lecture 16 of this series here
presented, the reader will be surprised at the wide
range of topics he discusses. Practically every
important type of lamp and their relative operat-
ing efficiencies and characteristics are treated
upon in this lecture, even down to the modern
gas-filled Mazda tungsten lamp. The several other
lectures, of which there are 18 in all, cover such
interesting and important subjects as electrochem-
istry, the alternating current railway motor, elec-

tric railways, lightning protection, direct current
regulation and control, hunting and synchronous
machines, high frequency oscillations, surges and
impulses, higher harmonics of the generator wave,
long distance transmission, arc lighting, modern
power generation, etc., etc.

STANDARD WIRING FOR ELECTRIC
LIGHT AND POWER, by H. C. Cush-
ing, Jr. Leather covers, 360 pages, pro-
fusely illustrated, size 6J^ x 4% inches.

Price $1.50. Publisht by H. C. Gushing.
Jr., 1918, New York, N. Y.

One of the most widely read and also one of the
most clearly written and easily understood works
available to electrical men in all branches of the
industry. Mr. Cushing's manual has been useful
for many years. Each year a new edition is

brought out covering the latest changes in the
Fire Underwriter's rules. The author follows the
Underwriter's rules and describes with the aid of
simple formulas, numerous tables, and special il-

lustrations, the exact meaning of the various
clauses in the wiring code, so that this book be-
comes very valuable to electricians, architects,
superintendents and engineers. Some of the sim-
plest tables and methods of using them for cal-

culating both light and power distribution wiring
ever given are included in this manual, and' any
electrical man can understand them easily. A
number of diagrams of electric motor connections,
including series, shunt and compound machines,
are given as well as instructions for the proper
installation of all such machinery. House wiring
receives special attention all the way thru the
work, and electrical wiremen will find this manual
a most useful and authoritative companion. It
settles all wiring disputes.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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Learn. Electricit !9

PRACTICAL

In the GreatShops of

COYNE FINISH IN
INSTRUCTION J"*» !rf

ne\rinsr.
Schoo

,!f 3 MONTHS
Dept. 22, 39-51 E. Illinois St., Chicago, 111.

Thousands of skilled Electricians are needed. The demand is becoming more urgent every

day. The big Industries are employing every one they can get, causing a great scarcity of

trained men, throughout the country. Big salaries are being paid everywhere. Right now
is your big opportunity. Make up your mind now to prepare for one of these big jobs and

then get here as quick as you can for your training.

Earn $150.00 to $450.00 A Month
In the Electrical business. Come here where you will be trained in these great $93,000 shops.

Experts show you everything and you learn right on
the actual apparatus. You work on everything
from the simple bell to the mighty mo-
tors, generators, electric locomotives, dyna-
mos, switchboards, power plants, every-
thing to make you a master electri-

cian. We have thousands of suc-
cessful graduates. Just as
soon as you have finished

we assist you to a
good position. We
now have more
positions than
we can fill.

Think
of it.

Peace demands thous-

ands of trained electrical men
NOW all industries are preparing for

the greatest year in the Nation's History

in 1919. This is the big opportunity for YOU.
Will You grasp it ?

These courses are thorough, short and practical. All instruction given on
the actual equipment. No books or useless theory. Each man trained indi-

vidually and stays as long as he likes. Start any time—day or evening.
Our graduates are in great demand. We are continually receiving letters, telegrams,

and telephone calls from contractors, manufacturing firms, etc., seeking our graduates to
fill responsible positions. We have now more positions than we can fill and the demand is

steadily growing. Every comfort is given our students while here. They live in comfortable
homes in the most beautiful section of Chicago—on the lake.

The War is Over— Yes

!

but the men "over there" will not be back
for months—perhaps years, for their work

"over there" isn't over. And so you, and thou-
sands more must fill up the gap now that the

absence of these brave workers has made in the
ranks of skilled labor. Trained Electricians are

needed more, perhaps, than any other class of men.
The sudden ending of the war has caused the big indus-

_
tries to start up work sooner than any of us expected and

in consequence the Manufacturers are Calling for Trained
Men, and we are training men as fast as we can to meet
these urgent calls. You are needed, Young Man, now!

Don't wait. Don't put it off. Get in touch with us Today.
Get ready to join the great "Peace Army" here at home.

Your country calls. Again we say, prepare to serve your
country! We'll make a trained electrician of you in three
months! Let's go!

MAIL COUPO

LEARN DRAFTING
Skilled Draftsmen are always in demand. Our courses
are thorough—short—practical, preparing a man fully

to hold a position of responsibility. We have more
positions than we can fill. We also have thorough
practical courses in Plumbing and Heating and Motion
Picture Operating.

EARN YOUR WAY 4a
Many students earn a large
part of their living expenses
by doing a little work in 4
their spare time. Our ^employment dept. fur-
n'shes these positions &
without charge. . Please send at once your big Free^ Book— I am interested in

[ ] Electricity [ ] Drafting [ ] Plumbino
4$ I I Motion Picture Operating

,

'/ \; i ,
(Check trade interested in)

.urn:**,..

f COYNE TRADE AND
ENGINEERING SCHOOLS

Dept. 22, 39-51 E. Illinois St.

Chicago, III.

Address.
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BE A BOY CHEMIST
Test water, foods and other things you use and

wear. Make soap. Ink, dye ; fire-proof cloth and
wood, and work hundreds of useful, fascinating
experiments Just like a real chemist. Perform
weird, puzzling tricks of chemical magic. You
can, with "CHEMCRAFT". Outfits contain all
chemicals and laboratory supplies to work each ex-
periment many times; also a Manual of Instruc-
tion. "CHEMCRAFT" is absolutely harmless;
made by a practical chemist and Is scientifically
correct.

Chemcraft No. I—$1.50
West of Mississippi River and in Canada—$2.00

Chemcraft No. 2—$3.00
West of Mississippi Elver and In Canada—$3.50

Chemcraft No. 3—$5.00
West of Mississippi River and in Canada—$6.00
Be sure you get "CHEMCRAFT," the original

and most complete and scientific chemical outfit.
Ask for. It by name at your Toy Store, or send
price and wo will deliver direct prepaid.

THE PORTER CHEMICAL CO.
Industrial Bldo., W. Washington St.

Hagerstown Maryland

Build and Fly
Your Own

TrainingPlane
Train yourself In Aviation.

Be an Amateur Aviator with an
Aeroplane of your own. Learn
how Aeroplane* are built; learn
the principles of construction,
operation and control. We Bell

IDEAL Accurate Scale Draw-
ings, and Building and Flying
Instructions which show you
how to build a perfect Model
Aeroplane, 3 ft. size, that
will rise from the ground by
its ovra power and fly like a
big one. Send now for the
Drawings and Instructions for
the one you want to build.

Drawings and Instructions for

Curtlss Military Tractor
Bleriot Monoplane uOC
Nieuport Monoplane
Taube Monoplane
Curtlss Flying Boat
Wright Biplane
Cecil Petti Racer

Ideal Model Aeroplane Catalog jt

—

None tree
Tell/ about Model Aeroplanes, Racing Aeroplanes,

Flying Toys, and parts and supplies to build them
with. 48 pages. Sent only upon receipt of 6 cents.

IDEAL AEROPLANE & SUPPLY COMPANY
78-82 West Broadway New York City

EACH
Set of

The Electric Safety razor makes shaving a
pleasure. Blade vibrating 7,200 times a minute
cuts the beard smoothly and without slightest
pull or Irritation—feels like a gentle message.
Can be used with or without electric current.

AO users of the Lek-Tro-Shav speak weD of it

A barber says
—"Have shaved for years and have

never used any shaving device near Its equaL"
A home user says—"The most pleasing shave I've

ever had in my life. Shaves my face closer than I
used to shave, but there is no after irritation or ill

effects as I usually get from another razor."
No. I Made for use from Light Socket.
No. 2 Made for use from Dry Battery.

Write for illustrated circular describing Lek-Tro-
Shav Safety Razor fully.

VIBRATING ELECTRIC RAZOR CO.
Dept. 122. Omaha, Nebr.

Printing1 Cheap
ss-^Cards.circulars, labels.book, paper. Press $6.

• " Larger $20 Job press $85 up. Save money. Print
for others, big profit. All easy, rules sent.
Write factory for press catalog.TYPE.cards,
paper THE PRESS CO. D-47 Merlden, Conn.

Famous Scientific Illusions
(Continued from page 694)

The earliest trials were made by Dali-

brand in France, but Franklin himself was
the first to obtain a spark by using a kite, in

June, 1752. When these atmospheric dis-

charges manifest themselves today in our
wireless station we feel annoyed and wish
that they would stop, but to the man who
discovered them they brought tears of joy.

latter has the property of quickly dissipat-

ing the accumulated charge into the air.

To examine this action in the light of pres-
ent knowledge we may liken electric poten-
tial to temperature. Imagine that sphere s
is heated to T degrees and that the pin or
metal bar is a perfect conductor of heat so
that its extreme end is at the same tern-

Fig. 7

The Theory Has Been Seriously Advanced and Taught that the Radio Ether Wave
Oscillations Pass Around the Earth by Successive Reflections, as Here Shown. The
Efficiency of Such a Reflector Cannot be more than 25 Per Cent; the Amount of
Energy Recoverable In a 12,000-mile Transmission being but One Hundred and Fif-

teen Billionth Part of One Watt, with 1,000 Kilowatts at the Transmitter.

The lightning conductor in its classical

form was invented by Benjamin Franklin

in 1755 and immediately upon its adoption

proved a success to a degree. As usual,

however, its virtues were often exagger-

ated. So, for instance, it was seriously

claimed that in the city of Piatermaritz-

burg (capital of Natal, South Africa) no
lightning strokes occurred after the pointed

rods were installed, altho the storms were
as frequent as before. Experience has

shown that just the opposite is true. _A
modern city like New York, presenting in-

numerable sharp points and projections in

good contact with the earth, is struck much
more often than equivalent area of land.

Statistical records, carefully compiled and
publisht from time to time, demonstrate
that the danger from lightning to property

and life has been reduced to a small per-

centage by Franklin's invention, but the

damage by fire amounts, nevertheless, to

several million dollars annually. It is as-

tonishing that this device, which has been
in universal use for more than one century

and a half, should be found to involve a

gross fallacy in design and construction

which impairs its usefulness and may even
render its employment hazardous under cer-

tain conditions.

For explanation of this curious fact I

may first refer to Fig. 3, in which s is a

metallic sphere of radius r, such as the ca-

pacity terminal of a static machine, pro-

vided with a sharply pointed pin of length

h, as indicated. It is well known that the

perature T. Then if another sphere of
larger radius, Vi, is drawn about the first
and the temperature along this boundary is

Ti, it is evident that there will be between
the end of the bar and its surrounding a
difference of temperature T — 7\, which
will determine the outflow of heat. Obvi-
ously, if the adjacent medium was not af-
fected by the hot sphere this temperature
difference would be greater and more heat
would be given off. Exactly so in the elec-
tric system. Let q be the quantity of the
charge, then the sphere—and owing to its

great conductivity also the pin—will be at

q
the potential — . The medium around the

r

point of the pin will be at the potential
q q

r + h

q
ence

and, consequently, the differ-

q qh
Suppose now

r r + h r(r-f-h)
that a sphere 5" of much larger radius
R = nr is employed containing a charge Q
this difference of potential will be, analog-

Qh
ously —

. According to elementary
R(R -)-h)

principles of electro-statics the potentials
of the two spheres j and 5" will be equal if

n -i i,- u
Qh

y = nq in which case

R(R + h)
(Continued on page 730)
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"Here's an Extra $50, Grace
—Pm making real money now!"

"Yes, I've been keeping it a secret until pay day came. I've been pro-

moted with an increase of $50 a month. And the first extra money is

yours. Just a little reward for urging me to study at home. The boss

says my spare time training has made me a valuable man to the firm and
there's more money coming soon. We're starting up easy street, Grace,

thanks to you and the I. C. S.!"

Today more than ever before, money is what counts. The cost of living is mounting
month by month. You can't get along on what you have been making. Somehow,
you've simply got to increase your earnings.

Fortunately for you hundreds of thousands of other men have proved there is an

unfailing way to do it. Train yourself for bigger work, learn to do some one thing well

and employers will be glad to pay you real money for your special knowledge.

You can get the training that will prepare you for the

position you want in the work you like best, whatever it may
be. You can get it without sacrificing a day or a dollar from
your present occupation. You can get it at home, in spare
time, through the International Correspondence Schools.

.TEAR out here.

It is the business of the I. C. S. to prepare men in just your
circumstances for better positions at better pay. They have
been doing it for 27 years. They have helped two million*

other men and women. They are training over 100,000
now. Every day many students write to tell of advancements
and increased salaries already won.

You have the same chance they had. What are you going
to do with it? Can you afford to let a single priceless hour
pass without at least finding out what the I. C. S. can do for

you? Here is all we ask—without cost, without obligating

yourself in any way, simply mark and mail this coupon.

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
BOX 6173, SCRANTON, PA.

Explain, without obligating me. how I can qualify for the posi-
tion, or in the subject, before which I mark X.

B ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
Electrician
Electric Wiring
Electric Lighting
Electric Car Running
Heavy Electric Traction
Electrical Draftsman
Electric Machine D ^signer
Telegraph Expert
Practical Telephony
MECHANICAL ENGINEER
Mechanical Draftsman
Toolmaker
Machine Shop Practice
Gas Engineer
CIVIL ENGINEER
Surveying and Mapping
MINE FOREMAN OR ENGINEER
ARCHITECT
Architectural Draftsman
PLUMBING AND HEATING
Sheet Metal Worker
Ship Draftsman

CHEMICAL ENGINEER
SALESMANSHIP
ADVERTISING MAN
Show Card Writer
Outdoor Sign Painter
RAILROADER
ILLUSTRATOR
DESIGNER
BOOKKEEPER
Stenographer and Typist
Cert, Public Accountant
Traffic Management
Commercial Law
GOOD ENGLISH
Common School Subjects
CIVIL SERVICE
Railway Mail Clerk

O STATIONARY ENGINEER
Textile Overseer or Supt.
AGRICIILTIRE
Navigator I Spanish
Poultry Raking ! French
AUTOMOBILES ! Italian

Name
Occupation
& Employer.

Street
and No

City.
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Mesco Telegraph

Practice Set
For Learning Telegraph Codes

The Practice Set comprises a regular tele-

graph bey, without circuit breaker, a special

high pitch buzzer, one cell Red Seal Dry
Battery, and four feet of green silk cowered
flexible cord.

The key and buzzer are mounted on a
highly finished wood base, and three nickel

plated binding posts are so connected that the
set may be used for fire different purposes.

List No. Price

342 Telegraph Practice Set, with Bat-
tery and Cord $3.24

Weighs 4 lbs. packed.

Price does not Include postage.

Cembinarle* Practice Set f*r learning the Morse

and Ceatineotal Visual and Audible Cede*MESCO

This outfit Is the onlx reliable Instrument which
will enable atudenta to become proficient operatori
to the U. 8. Naval Berrloe, because It la equipped
with a buzzer and miniature lamp enabling the

user to master both the visual and audible signals

quickly.
Lilt No. 52—Praotloe Set with Red Seal Bat-

tery and Card $4-05
Welgha4 lb». packed. Price do** not Inolud* pottage.

Send for theNew Edition of

Our Catalog W28
It I* pocket size,

fill

contain* 248 page*, with over

1,000 Illustrations, and describe* In plain, clear

language all about Bell*. Pu*h Button*. Batteries,

Telephone and Telegraph Material. Electric Toys.
Burglar and Fir* Alarm Contrivance*. ElMtrlo Call

Bell*, Eleotrlo Alarm Clock*. Medical Batter'et.

Motor Boat Horns, Electrically Heated A" aratus.

Battery Connector*. Switches. Batters Gauge*.
Wireless Telegraph Instruments, Ignition Supp.les,
etc.

Send for the Catalog Now

Manhattan Electrical

Supply Co., Inc.
NEW YORK: CHICAGO: Si LOUIt:
17 Park Place 114 S. vVella St 1106 Pine St.

Sai Franoltoo Office: 604 Mission St.

MECHANICALLY RIGHT—A RtAL LAI HE
A Regular lathe, not a toy

Swing 4 inches. 11 inches between cen-
ters. 17 inches total length. Net weight
S lbs. Shipping weight 13 lb*.

The bed of this lathe is machined.
Workmanship is first class throughout.
Lathe comes equipped with wood turn-
ing chuck. Lathe can be fitted with 3

inch face plate and drill chuck as special equipment.
Order one today. Price $5.00 cash with order.

SYPHER MFG. CO., Dept. C, TOLEDO, OHIO

Feldman's "Geyser"
Electric Water Heater

Instantaneous Hot Water

FELDMAN MFG. CO.
1500 Times Bldg. New York City

HAVE You SENT
for our booklet No. 4, giving diagrams and experi-

ments with the Steco Button ?

STECO, 2134 N. Clark St., Chicago, III.

FAMOUS SCIENTIFIC ILLUSIONS.
(Continued from page 728)

nqh qh
=

. Thus the dif-

nr(nr-f-h) r(nr + h)

ference of potential between the point of

the pin and the medium around the same

Fig. 4. Tesla Explains the Fallacy of the
Franklin Pointed Lightning Rod, Here Illus-

trated, and Shows that Usually Such a Rod
Could Not Draw Off the Electricity In a Sin-
gle Cloud in Many Years. The Density of the
Dots Indicates the Intensity of the Charges.

r+ h
will be smaller in the ratio when

nr + h

the large sphere is used. In many scientific

tests and experiments this important ob-

servation has been disregarded with the

result of causing serious errors. Its sig-

nificance is that the behavior of the

pointed rod entirely depends on the linear

dimensions of the electrified body. Its

quality to give off the charge may be en-

tirely lost if the latter is very large. For
this reason, all points or projections on the

surface of a conductor of such vast dimen-
sions as the earth would be quite ineffective

were it not for other influences. These
will be elucidated with reference to Fig. 4,

in which our artist of the Impressionist
school has emphasized Franklin's notion

that his rod was drawing electricity from
the clouds. If the earth were not sur-

rounded by an atmosphere which is gener-
ally oppositely charged it would behave,
despite all its irregularities of surface, like

a polished sphere. But owing to the elec-

trified masses of air and cloud the distribu-

tion is greatly modified. Thus in Fig. 4.

the poskive charge of the cloud induces in

the earth an equivalent opposite charge, the

density at the surface of the latter dimin-
ishing with the cube of the distance from
the static center of the cloud. A brush
discharge is then formed at the point of the

rod and the action Franklin anticipated

takes place. In addition, the surrounding
air is ionized and rendered conducting and,

eventually, a bolt may hit the building or
some other object in the vicinity. The vir-

tue of the pointed end to dissipate the

charge, which was uppermost in Franklin's

mind is, however, infinitesimal. Careful
measurements show that it would take

many years before the electricity stored in

a single cloud of moderate size would be

drawn off or neutralized thru such a light-

ning conduttor. The grounded rod has the
quality of rendering harmless most of the

strokes it receives, tho occasionally the

charge is diverted with damaging results.

But, what is very important to note, it

invites danger and hazard on account of

the fallacy involved in its design. The
sharp point which was thought advantage-
ous and indispensable to its operation, is

really a defect detracting considerably from
the practical value of the device. I have
produced a much improved form of light-

ning protector characterized by the employ-
ment of a terminal of considerable area and
large radius of curvature which makes im-
possible undue density of the charge and
ionization of the air.* These protectors

act as quasi-repellents and so far have
never been struck tho exposed a long time.

Their safety is experimentally demon-
strated to greatly exceed that invented by
Franklin. By their use property worth
millions of dollars which is now annually
lost, can be saved.

III. The Singular Misconception of the
Wireless.

To the popular mind this sensational ad-
vance conveys the impression of a single

invention but in reality it is an art, the suc-

cessful practise of which involves the em-
ployment of a great many discoveries and
improvements. I viewed it as such when I

undertook to solve wireless problems and
it is due to this fact that my insight into its

underlying principles was clear from their

very inception.

In the course of development of my in-

duction motors it became desirable to op-
erate them at high speeds and for this pur-
pose I constructed alternators of relatively

*Refer to the October, 1918, issue of this jour-
nal wherein Dr. Tesla's new form of non-pointed
lightning rod was fully described and illustrated.

(Continued on page 732)

Fig. 3

Diagram Used to Explain the Fallacy of the Franklin Pointed Lightning Rod, and an
Analogy Whereby the Author Shows in a Clear Manner How the Charged Sphere May
for Illustration be Considered as Heated to a High Degree, and the Heat Allowed to

Escape at a Known Rate
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Taught By A Practical Man
and in Your Home!

IT IS UP TO YOU
I am teaching electricity and drafting to many men, young and old, and ladies too, and wish

to interest you sufficiently so you will send for my catalog which tells the whole story, as it is too

much to tell here. It Is up to you whether you look into the proposition, but if you are earnest In

your desire to get into the electrical industry, or to become more proficient in this line, you will

send for the catalog and you will not regret the time you give in doing so.

THE PURPOSE OF THE COURSE OF STUDY
I have been designing courses in electrical instruction and teaching electricity, off and on during the

past 17 years, and durinn that time I have had an unusual oDportunlty to make a special study of the teaching

business, from the standpoint of a practical man. This course of my own is designed with a view of reaching those

who do not have a lot of time and money to devote to study work, and to give them as thorough a knowledge

ap noMlble of electricity. In the shortest possible time. The instruction is given like you were working on various jobs and I was the boss telling you what to do

and how to do It, and giving the explanatimi necessary for the understanding of the theory covered by the subjoct under discussion. There are many conditions

which seldom occur In the every day run of electrical experience, and these conditions I lay particular stress on. This part of the instruction makes the course

particularly attractive and valuable to those already engaged in active electrical work.

FIFTY FIFTY
I work absolutely on a 50-50 basis with my students. You pay me the comparatively low price 1 ask. and 1 give you the instruction and other help as

Is stated in my catalog. No student is permitted to pay cash for his entires course on starting, the course being paid for in small monthly payments as

you go along. Students have the privilege of discontinuing the work If they should find that it waB not just what they were after, and their payments stop

at the same time. This is my way of doing business and I would not want yourmoney when I was not giving you the instruction.

Apparatus, Instruments, Material, Etc.
J" ™7l uiE

E
c
S
T
S
R 1CAL school.

Certain electrical apparatus, instruments, material, charts, drafting implements, 1 745 g ast 42nd street Chicago, Illinois,
etc., as detailed in the catalog, are included in the course and are a part of the
regular instruction for which there is no extra charge as it is covered by the reg- I

Oentlemen:

ular monthly payments. Send me catalog describing your course in Electricity and Drafting

FILL OUT COUPON FOR ONE OF MY CATALOGS WHICH GIVES FULL I v,.„P
INFORMATION.

burgess electrical school 1 ™KSS

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;

745 E. 42d Street Chicago, 111.
1

state

To Practical Men and Electrical Students:
(See review of this book by Editor in December issue of your Electrical Experimenter, pa-je 568)

I have prepared a pocket-size note book espe-

cially for the practical man and those who are

taking up the study of electricity. It contains

drawings and diagrams of electrical machinery and
connections, over two hundred formulas for calcu-

lations, and problems worked out showing how
the formulas are used. This data is taken from
my personal note book, which was made while on
different kinds of work, and I am sure it will be
found of value to anyone engaged in the electrical

business.

The drawings of connections for electrical appa-
ratus include Motor Starters and Starting Boxes,

Overload and Underload Release Boxes, Revers-
able Types, Elevator Controllers, Tank Controllers,

Starters for Printing Press Motors, Automatic
Controllers, Variable Field Type, Controllers for

Mine Locomotives, Street Car Controllers, Connec-
tions for reversing Switches, Motor and Dynamo
Rules and Rules for Speed Regulation. Also,
Connections for Induction Motors and Starters,

Delta and Star Connections and Connections for

Auto Transformers, and Transformers for Lighting
and Power Purposes. The drawings also show all

kinds of lighting circuits, including special controls
where Three and Four Way Switches are used.

The work on Calculations consist of Simple
Electrical Mathematics, Electrical Units, Electrical

Connections, Calculating Unknown Resistances,

Calculation of Current in Branches of Parallel

Circuits, How to Figure Weight of Wire, Wire
Gauge Rules, Ohm's Law, Watt's Law, Informa-

tion regarding Wire used for Electrical Pur-

poses, Wire Calculations, Wiring Calculations,

Illumination Calculations, Shunt Instruments and
How to Calculate Resistance of Shunts, Power
Calculations, Efficiency Calculations, Measuring
Unknown Resistances, Dynamo and Dynamo
Troubles, Motors and Motor Troubles, and Calcu-

lating Size of Pulleys.

Also Alternating Current Calculations in finding

Impedance, Reactance, Inductance, Frequency,
Alternations, Speed of Alternators and Motors,
Number of Poles in Alternators or Motors, Con-
ductance, Susceptance, Admittance, Angle of Lag
and Power Factor, and formulas for use with Line
Transformers.

The book called the "Burgess Blue Book" is

published and sold by the Burgess Engineering
Company for one dollar ($1.00) per copy, post-

paid. If you wish one of the books, send me your
order with a dollar bill, check or money order.

I know the value of the book and can guarantee
its satisfaction to you by returning your money if

you decide not to keep it after having had it for

five days.

BURGESS ENGINEERING CO., Yorke Burgess, Consulting Engineer
747 East 42nd Street Chicago, Illinois

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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m Send 10 cents coin or stamps for 70-page book on Stam.
M mering and Stuttering, "lis Canse and Cure." It tells how I

cured myself after stammering for 20 years.™ Benjamin N. Bogue. 751 Bogoe Building, Indianapoli*
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8 ^nilntlf NIKOLA TESLA*
We have prepared a genuine,

handsome photograph, auto-

graphed in facsimile by the great

inventor. This photograph, taken
in December, 1918, was posed
especially for the cover design

of the February, 1919, issue of

the "Electrical Experimenter". It

shows Tesla as he is today, hold-
ing his famous wireless-lighted

globe. No advertising whatso-
ever on this photo, except for the

autograph. Size about 9 x 12".

Ready for framing. A striking

picture of the world's greatest in-

ventor for your den, library,

laboratory, workshop or radio
station. Sent prepaid in strong

^ cardboard tube. Price $1.00.

^ EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING CO .

J* 231 Fulton St. B»ok Department N. Y. City m
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FAMOUS SCIENTIFIC ILLUSIONS
{Continued from page 730)

high frequencies. The striking behavior of
the currents soon captivated my attention

and in 1889 I started a systematic investi-

gation of their properties and the possibili-

ties of practical application. The first

gratifying result of my efforts in this direc-

tion was the transmission of electrical

energy thru one wire without return, of
which I gave demonstrations in my lectures
and addresses before several scientific

bodies here and abroad in 1891 and 1892.

During that period, while working with my
oscillation transformers and dynamos of
frequencies up to 200,000 cycles per second,
the idea gradually took hold of me that the
earth might be used in place of the wire,
thus dispensing with artificial conductors
altogether. The immensity of the globe
seemed an unsurmountable obstacle but
after a prolonged study of the subject I

became satisfied that the undertaking was
rational, and in my lectures before the
Franklin Institute and National Electric

Light Association early in 1893 I gave the
outline of the system I had conceived. In
the latter part of that year, at the Chicago
World's Fair, I had the good fortune of
meeting Prof. Helmholtz to whom I ex-
plained my plan, illustrating it with experi-
ments. On that occasion I asked the cele-

^fillBmRDiickCo.

Wireless Stations Will Shortly Re-open
Date, only, uncertain

Heed Our Advice ORDER NOW
As a matter of law Congress loses all control over wireless receiving stations

and transmitting stations with a range within the borders of the state where
located as soon as peace Is declared. The Radio Inspector of this district has
already asked our co-operation In printing in the next edition of our catalog the
necessity of securing licenses for transmitting sets with a range beyond the
borders of the state. No wireless manufacturer wants the stations to open to-
morrow. They could not take care of the business. Order now and be prepared.

We have a big stock of wireless instruments.

No. 11 is our latest catalog. No new price list.

Please do not write for catalog If you have No. 11. Paper costs three times as much as formerly.
Let the amateur without a catalog secure one. Write for prices In advance. Just now we have no
price list, because the changes have been so frequent. Will advise through this magazine when re-
vised price list is ready, which will be as quickly as possible.

C0n <J fin m coin or stamps today for our big 300 page No. 11 Electrical and Wireless Catalog. Anyjcuu oi wireless amateur will tell you It Is the one catalog to ha?e. Tou need no others. Our catalog
contains moat everything In wireless worth while, and is a guarantee that the goods are dependable.

THE WILLIAM B. DUCK CO., 230-232 Superior St., Toledo, Ohio

" THERE'S MONEY IN IT"

^ILEARN TELEGRAPHYf^ffi

TEACH YOURSELF
in half the usual time, at trifling cost, with the
wonderful Automatic Transmitter. THE 0MNIGRAPH.
Sends unlimited Morse or Continental messages, at
any speed, just as an expert operator would.

Adopted by U. S. Gov't. 4 stylet. Catalogue tree*

OMNIGRAPH MFG. CO.
39L Cortlandt St. New York

MAGNETIC
RECTIFIER

Patented
April 18. 1916

The F-F Battery Booster
For Home Charging of Storage Batteries

AUTOMOBILE OWNERS: Eliminate your start-

ing and lighting troubles by the use of an F-F
BATTERY BOOSTER in your own garage, with-

out breaking any electrical connections or remov-
ing battery from car. Keeps your battery

100% efficient and prolongs its life indefinite-

ly at a cost of about six cents a month.
Write for bulletin No. 12 today.

The French ManufacturingCompany
Cleveland, Ohio U. S. A.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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brated physicist for an expression of opin-
ion on the feasibility of the scheme. He
stated unhesitatingly that it was practicable,
provided I could perfect apparatus capable
of putting it into effect but this, he antici-

pated, would be extremely difficult to ac-
complish.

I resumed the work very much encour-
aged and from that date to 1896 advanced
slowly but steadily, making a number of
improvements the chief of which was my
system of concatenated tuned circuits and
method of regulation, now universally
adopted. In the summer of 1897 Lord
Kelvin happened to pass thru New York
and honored me by a visit to my laboratory
where I entertained him with demonstra-
tions in support of my wireless theory. He
was fairly carried away with what he saw
but, nevertheless, condemned my project in
emphatic terms, qualifying it as something
impossible, "an illusion and a snare." I
had expected his approval and was pained
and surprised. But the next day he re-
turned and gave me a better opportunity
for explanation of the advances I had made
and of the true principles underlying the
system I had evolved. Suddenly he re-
marked with evident astonishment: "Then
you are not making use of Hertz waves?"
"Certainly not," I replied, "these are radia-
tions. No energy could be economically
transmitted to a distance by any such
agency. In my system the process is one
of true conduction which, theoretically, can
be effected at the greatest distance without
appreciable loss." I can never forget the
magic change that came over the illustrious
philosopher the moment he freed himself
from that erroneous impression. The skep-
tic who would not believe was suddenly
transformed into the warmest of support-
ers. He parted from me not only thoroly
convinced of the scientific soundness of the
idea but strongly exprest his confidence in
its success. In my exposition to him I re-
sorted to the following mechanical ana-
logues of my own and the Hertz wave
system.

Imagine the earth to be a bag of rubber
filled with water, a small quantity of which
is periodically forced in and out of the
same by means of a reciprocating pump, as
illustrated. If the strokes of the latter are
effected in intervals of more than one hour
and forty-eight minutes, sufficient for the
transmission of the impulse thru the whole
mass, the entire bag will expand and con-
tract and corresponding movements will be
imparted to pressure gauges or movable
pistons with the same intensity, irrespective
of distance. By working the pump faster,
shorter waves will be produced which, on
reaching the opposite end of the bag, may
be reflected and give rise to stationary
nodes and loops, but in any case, the fluid
being incompressible, its inclosure perfectly
elastic, and the frequency of oscillations
not very high, the energy will be economic-
ally transmitted and very little power con-
sumed so long as no work is done in the
receivers. This is a crude but correct rep-
resentation of my wireless system in which,
however, I resort to various refinements.
Thus, for instance, the pump is made part
of a resonant system of great inertia,
enormously magnifying the force of the
imprest impulses. The receiving devices
are similarly conditioned and in this man-
ner the amount of energy collected in them
vastly increased.

The Hertz wave system is in many re-
spects the very opposite of this. To ex-
plain it by analogy, the piston of the pump
is assumed to vibrate to and fro at a ter-
rific rate and the orifice thru which the
fluid passes in and out of the cylinder is

reduced to a small hole. There is scarcely
any movement of the fluid and almost the
whole work performed results in the pro-
duction of radiant heat, of which an in-
finitesimal part is recovered in a remote
locality. However incredible, it is true that
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the minds of some of the ablest experts

have been from the beginning, and still

are, obsest by this monstrous idea, and so

it comes that the true wireless art, to which
I laid the foundation in 1893, has been re-

tarded in its development for twenty years.

This is the reason why the "statics" have
proved unconquerable, why the wireless

shares are of little value and why the Gov-
ernment has been compelled to interfere.

We are living on a planet of well-nigh in-

conceivable dimensions, surrounded by a
layer of insulating air above which is a

rarefied and conducting atmosphere (Fig.

5). This is providential, for if all the air

were conducting the transmission of elec-

trical energy thru the natural media would
be impossible. My early experiments have
shown that currents of high frequency and
great tension readily pass thru an atmos-
phere but moderately rarefied, so that the

insulating stratum is reduced to a small

thickness as will be evident by inspection

of Fig. 6, in which a part of the earth and
its gaseous envelope is shown to scale. If

the radius of the sphere is \2 l/2 "
', then the

non-conducting layer is only 1/64" thick

and it will be obvious that the Hertzian
rays cannot traverse so thin a crack be-

tween two conducting surfaces for any
considerable distance, without being ab-
sorbed. The theory has been seriously ad-
vanced that these radiations pass around
the globe by successive reflections, but to

show the absurdity of this suggestion refer-

ence is made to Fig. 7 in which this process
is diagrammatically indicated. Assuming
that there is no refraction, the rays, as
shown on the right, would travel along the
sides of a polygon drawn around the solid,

and inscribed into the conducting gaseous
boundary in which case the length of the
side would be about 400 miles. As one-
half the circumference of the earth is ap-
proximately 12,000 miles long there will be,

roughly, thirty deviations. The efficiency

of such a reflector cannot be more than 25
per cent, so that if none of the energy of
the transmitter were lost in other ways, the
part recovered would be measured by the
fraction (J4)

S0
. Let the transmitter radi-

ate Hertz waves at the rate of 1,000 kilo-

watts. Then about one hundred and fifteen
billionth part of one watt is all that would
be collected in a perfect receiver. In truth,

the reflections would be much more nu-
merous as shown on the left of the figure,

and owing to this and other reasons, on
which it is unnecessary to dwell, the amount
recovered would be a vanishing quantity.

Consider now the process taking place in
the transmission by the instrumentalities
and methods of my invention. For this
purpose attention is called to Fig. 8, which
gives an idea of the mode of propagation
of the current waves and is largely self-

explanatory. The drawing represents a
solar eclipse with the shadow of the moon
just touching the surface of the earth at a
point where the transmitter is located. As
the shadow moves downward it will spread
over the earth's surface, first with infinite

and then gradually diminishing velocity
until at a distance of about 6,000 miles it

will attain its true speed in space. From
there on it will proceed with increasing
velocity, reaching infinite value at the op-
posite point of the globe. It hardly need
be stated that this is merely an illustration
and not an accurate representation in the
astronomical sense.

The exact law will be readily understood
by reference to Fig. 9, in which a transmit-
ting circuit is shown connected to earth and
to an antenna. The transmitter being in

action, two effects are produced : Hertz
waves pass thru the air, and a current
traverses the earth. The former propagate
with the speed of light and their energy is

unrecoverable in the circuit. The latter
proceeds with the speed varying as the
cosecant of the angle which a radius drawn
from any point under consideration forms

Increase Your Will Power
In One Hour

Author of This Article Tells How He Quickly Acquired a Dominating
Will Power That Earns Him Between $50,000 and $70,000 a Year

FOUR YEARS ago a man offered me a

wonderful bargain. He was hard up for

money and wanted to sell me some shares

in a young, growing company for $1,000. Based
on the earnings of the Company the stock of-

fered me was easily worth $5,000—in fact, the

man who finally bought the shares sold them
again in five months at a profit of $4,300.

The reason I didn't buy the shares was that

I could no more raise a thousand dollars than I

could hop, skip, and jump across the Atlantic

Ocean. A thousand dollars! And my income
only twenty-five a week.

The second chapter in my life began a few months
later, when another opportunity came to me. It re-

quired an investment of $20,000 during the first year.

I raised the money easily, paid back every penny I bor-

rowed, and had $30,000 left at the end of the first

year! To date, in less than four years, my business

has paid me a clear profit of over $200,000 and is now
earning between $50,000 and $70,000 a year. Yet for
twelve years before, the company had been losing
money every year!

The natural question for my reader to ask is, "How
could you borrow $20,000 to invest in a business which
had previously been a failure, after being unable to

borrow $1,000 for an investment that seemed secure?"
It is a fair question. Andd the answer can be given in

two little words— WILL POWER.
When the first proposition came to me I passed it by

simply because I didn't have the money and couldn't
borrow it. I went from one friend to the next and all

turned me down. Several refused to talk business with
me at all. They all liked me personally, and they asked
me about the kiddies, but when it came to money
matters I hadn't a chance. I was scared stiff every
time I talked to one of them. I pleaded with them,
almost begged them. But everybody had their "money
all tied up in other investments." It was an old ex-
cuse, but I accepted it meekly. I called it hard luck.

But I know today that it was nothing in the world
except my lack of Will Power, or rather my weak Will
Power, which kept me from getting what I wanted.

When I heard that the man sold those shares at

a profit of $4,300, it seemed that my sorrow could not
be greater. That profit was just about what my salary

amounted to for four years! But instead of grieving
over my "hard luck," I decided to find out why I was
so easily beaten in everything I tried to accomplish. It

must be that there was something vital that made the
difference between success and failure. It wasn't lack
of education, for many illiterate men become wealthy.
What was this vital spark? What was this one thing
which successful men had and which I did not have?

Partial List of
Contents

The Law of Great Thinking
The Four Factors on which It

depends.
How to develop analytical power.
How to think "all around" any

subject.
How to throw the mind into de-

liberate, controlled, productive
thinking.

Detailed directions for Perfect
Mind Concentration.

How to aeiiuire the power of
Consecutive Thinking, Rea-
soning, AnaJysis.

How to acquire the skill of Cre-
ative Writing

How to guard against errors in
Thought.

How to drive from the mind all
unwelcome thoughts.

How to follow any line of thought
with keen, concentrated Powers.

How to develop Reasoning Power.
How to handle the mind in Cre-

ative Thinking.
The secret of Building Mind
Power

How the Will is made to act.
How to test your Will.
How a Strong Will is Master of
Body.

What creates Human Power.
The Six Principles of Will

Training.
Definite Methods for developing

Will.
The NINETY-NINE METH-
ODS for using Will Power in
the Conduct of Life.

Seven Principles of drill in
Mental. Physical, Personal
power

FIFTY-ONE MAXIMS for Ap-
plied Power of Perception.
Memory, Imagination, Self-
Analysis, Control.

How to develop a strong, keen
gaze.

How to concentrate the eye up-
on what is before you—object,
person, printed page, work.

These are only a fete of the many
subjects treated.

I began to read
books about psy-
chology and mental
power. But every-
thing I read was too
general. There was
nothing definite—
nothing that told
me what to do.

After several
months of discour-
aging effort. I fi-

nally encountered a

book called "'Power
of Will." by Prof.

Frank Channing
Haddock. The very
title came to me as
a shock. When I

opened the book I

wa$ amazed. I

realized that will

power was the vital

spar k— t h e ane
thing that I lacked
And here in this

book were the very
rules, lessons and
exercises through
which anyone could
increase their will

power. Eagerly I

read page after
page; including
such articles as,

The Law of Great
Thinking; How to

Develop Analytical
Power; How to Con-
centrate Perfectly;

How to Guard
Against Errors in

Thought; How to

Develop Fearless-

ness; How to Ac-
quire a Dominat-
ing Personality.

An hour after I opened the book I felt like

a new person. My sluggish will power was
beginning to awaken. There was a new light

in my eye, a new spring in my step, a new
determination in my soul. I began to see, in

my past, the many mistakes I had made, and
I knew I would never make them again.

I practiced some of the simple exercises.

They were more fascinating than any game of

cards or any sport.

Then came an opportunity to acquire the business
which had lost money for twelve years, and which I

turned into a $50,000 a year money maker. Instead of
cringing before the moneyed people, I won them over
by my sheer force of will. I would not be denied.
And my every act and word since then has been the
result of my training in will power.

I am convinced that every man has within himself
every essential quality of success except a strong will.

Any man who doubts that statement need only ana-
lyze the successful men he knows, and he will find
himself their equal, or their superior, in1 every way ex-
cept in will power. Without a strong will, education
counts for little, money counts for nothing, opportuni-
ties are useless.

I earnestly recommend Prof. Haddock's great work,
"Power of Will," to those who feel that success is just
out of reach—to those who lack that something which
they cannot define, yet which holds them down to the
grind of a small salary.

Never before have business men and women needed
this help so badly as in these trying times. Hundreds
of real and imaginary obstacles confront us every day,
and only those who are masters of themselves and who
hold their heads up will succeed. "Power of Will" as
never before is an absolute necessity—an investment
in self-culture which no one can afford to deny himself.

I am authorized to say that any reader who cares to
examine "Power of Will" for five days may do so with-
out sending any money in advance. If after one hour
you do not feel that your will power has increased, and
if after a week's reading you do not feel that this great
book supplies that one faculty you need most to win
sucoess, return it and you will owe nothing. Otherwise
send only #3, the small sum asked.

Some few doubters will scoff at the idea of will power
being the fountainhead of wealth, position and every-
thing we are striving for, but the great mass of intel-
ligent men and women will at least investigate for
themselves by sending for the book at the publisher's
risk. I am sure that any book that has done for me

—

and for thousands of others—what "Power of Will"
has done— is well worth investigating. It is interesting
to note that among the 250,000 owners of "Power of
Will'* are such prominent men as Supreme Court
Justice Parker; Wu Ting Fang, Ex-U. S. Chi nese Am-
bassador; Gov. McKelvie, of Nebraska; Assistant
Potmaster-General Britt; General Manager Christe-
son, of Wells-Fargo Express Co.; E. St. Elmo Lewis;
Senator Arthur Capper of Kansas and thousands of
others. In fact, today "Power of Will" is just as im-
portant, and as necessary to a man's or woman's equip-
ment for success, as a dictionary. To try to succeed
without Power of Will is like trying to do business with-
out ' a telephone.

As your first step in will training, I suggest im-
mediate action in this matter before you. It is not
even necessary to write a letter. Use the form below,
if you prefer, addressing it to the Pelton Publishing
Company, 30-B Wilcox Block, Meriden, Conn., and the
book will come by return mail. You hold in your hand,
this very minute, the beginning of a new era in your
life. Over a million dollars has been paid for "Power
of Will" by people who sent for it on free examination.
Can you, m justice to yourself, hesitate about sending
in the coupon? Can you doubt, blindly, when you can
see, without a penny deposit, this wonder-book that
will increase your will power in one hour.

The cost of paper, printing and binding has almost
doubled during the past three years, in spite of which
"Power of Will" has not been increased in price. The
publisher feels that so great a work should be kept as
low-priced as possible, but in view of the enormous in-
crpase in the cost of every manufacturing item the
present edition will be the last sold at the present
price The next edition will cost more. I urge you to
send in the coupon now.

PELTON > .BUSHING COMPANY
30-B Wilcox Block, Meriden, Conn.

I will examine a copy of 'Tower of Will," at your risk

I agree to remit $3 or remall book in 5 day3.

Name

Address

City State.

Yi/u ben eh t by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to ad",
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1
H.P., 110 volts, A.C.

60 cycle, single

phase, 1 750 R.P.M.

We have 1000 NEW WASHING MACHINE MOTORS. These
are of standard manufacture and carry the regular factory guarantee.
Shipped in original boxes. Complete as cut.

Bought from Bankruptcy Stock
Suitable for operating Coffee Grinders. Cream Seperajtors, Bottle Washers,
Air Compressors
Small Lathes,
Etc.

Mail $3.00 cash or

Money Order. We
will send CO.D. subject

to full examination.

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

$18-50A\^ EACH
Special Quantity Prices Regular Value $34

MANUFACTURERS' DISTRIBUTER

GHAS. H. JOHNSTON - West End - Pittsburgh, Pa.

Merchant Marine Needs THOUSANDS of Operators
Men also needed for big Land Wireless Stations—Aerial Mail Service—Railroad and Tele-
graph companies. Salaries up to $200 a month. Excellent opportunities to win promotion

to Radio Engineer—Inspector—or Draftsman. Chance to travel the world
over or locate at Land Station in America.

Complete Course by Mail in Ten Weeks
Our students actually pass the commercial examination in Ten Weeks or leas.
Btart studying NOW in spare time at home. We send you Complete Set
Practice Instruments for receiving and sending messages, with first lessons. We
help you secure position in any branch of Commercial or Government Badlo
Service. Write TODAY for Free Particulars. A postal will do.

NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE
Dept. 68 Washington, D. C.

Grinding and Buffing Motors
An indispensable tool in any shop or laboratory. Your equipment Is not
complete without a BODINE grinding and buffing motor.

Save time and money by keeping your lathe tools, milling cutters and
drills sharp.

Send for bulletin No. 522 giving full detail! of thi» handy machine.
BODINE ELECTRIC COMPANY, 2254 W. Ohio St., Chicago.

with the axis of symmetry of the waves.
At the origin the speed is infinite but grad-
ually diminishes until a quadrant is

traversed, when the velocity is that of light.

From there on it again increases, becoming
infinite at the antipole. Theoretically the
energy of this current is recoverable in its

entirety, in properly attuned receivers.
Some experts, whom I have credited with

better knowledge, have for years contended
that my proposals to transmit power with-
out wires are sheer nonsense but I note
that they are growing more cautious every
day. The latest objection to my system is

found in the cheapness of gasoline. These
men labor under the impression that the
energy flows in all directions and that,

therefore, only a minute amount can be re-

covered in any individual receiver. But
this is far from being so. The power is

conveyed in only one direction, from the
transmitter to the receiver, and none of it

is lost elsewhere. It is perfectly practicable
to recover at any point of the globe energy
enough for driving an airplane, or a pleas-
ure boat or for lighting a dwelling. I am
especially sanguine in regard to the lighting
of isolated places and believe that a more
economical and convenient method can
hardly be devised. The future will show
whether my foresight is as accurate now as
it has proved heretofore.

SHIP RADIO OPERATORS ASK
INCREASED WAGES.

Increased wages and the fixing of a

standard wage scale for radio operators on
vessels operating under Government direc-

tion was asked of the Shipping Board re-

cently by a delegation representing the Mar-
coni Radio Telegraphers' Association. The
radio operators included in the request made
of the Board are those on vessels operat-
ing in transatlantic and Gulf waters. As-
surances were given the radio representa-
tives by Board officials that their request

would be taken under advisement for im-
mediate consideration.

SKINDERVIKEN
TRATfSIvIITTER^ BUTTON!

THE SKIN-
DERVIKENTRANS

MITTER BUTTON
presents the latest

advance in micro-
phones and marks
a revolution in
transmitter con-
struction. It works
on an entirely new
principle, takes up

Fig. 2 practically no
room, and marks

the end of all telephone transmitter troubles.

The-SKINDERVIKEN TRANSMITTER BUTTON can be placed in any
position and it will talk loudly and distinctly and is at the same
time extraordinarily sensitive. It was primarily designed to replace

the old damaged or burnt out transmitter. Simply unscrew and
remove the telephone transmitter front, disconnect the two inside

wires, unscrew and remove the bridge and the old electrode.

There remains only the dlafram. These wires are then connected
with the Skinderviken button, the latter screwed to the dlafram,
and after screwing the old transmitter housing together again,

the telephone is ready for work.

ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER readers will be particularly

Interested in all the different experiments that can be performed
with the Skinderviken Button. Fig. 1 shows the Skinderviken

button attached to the back of an Ingersol watch case. When
.speaking towards the inside of the case, it will be found that the

voice is reproduced
clearly and loudly
Fig. 2 shows an-
other interesting
stunt By attaching
the button to a tin
dlafram about the
size of half a dol-
lar, and by holding
the dlafram at the
side of the throat,
as shown, speech

p: 5 ^ can be transmitted

with surprising
clarity Fig. 3 il-

lustrates the same
arrangement placed
on the chest as
shown. In th|S Po-
sition the trans-
mitter will talk
clearly and loudly
Fig. 4 shows an ar-
rangement whereby
the Skinderviken
button is attached pig.J
on a thin wood
board at the preacher's pulpit. His voice is clearly transmitted so that

people hard of hea -irg can readily hear the sermon. Fig. 5 shows an in-

teresting stunt, whereby a hole is drilled In the side of a thin

glass water-tumbler; the sides of the glass thus acting as a dla-

fram, the voice is clearly transmitted. Fig. 6 shows a simple

match box Detectophone. The Skinderviken button Is concealed

inside of the box, only the small brass nut showing on the out-

side. This can be camouflaged as well. This device talks well.

Fig. 7 shows how to transmit phonograph music at a distance

merely by drilling a small hole In the phonograph arm and at-

taching the Skinderviken button; a very favorite experiment with

all experimenters. Fi«. 8 shows how a very gensttlve Detectophone can be

made by placing one of the buttons In the center of a lithographed card-

board picture, so that only the small brass nut shows. The large surface

of the picture acts as a big dlafram, and the voice is well reproduced.

We have such unlimited confidence In the Skinderviken transmitter but-

ton that we make the following remarkable offer. Send us one dollar

($1.00) for which we
will mall one button PHONOGRAPH AS Ar

MUSIC AT A / \ PETEOOPHONfl

DISTANCE / s\ ON PICTURE
prepaid. If you do
not wish to keep It.

return it within Ave
days and your money
w I I I be refunded.
Boys! send stamp for

booklet No. 4. It

gives diagrams and
experiments using the
Skinderviken Trans-
mitter Button, and
prices of telephone
equipment.

SKINDERVIKEN TELEPHONE EQUIPMENT CO. Address us as STECO, 2134 N. Clark St., Chicago

Flf.7
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(Continued

"Seventh. It shall be
lawful for the Govern-
ment to deputize own-
ers of private or ama-
teur stations at a nomi-
nal fee for the purpose
of having the radio
rules and regulations
enforced in such locali-

ties as the number of
stations so warrants
such a proceeding.

"Eighth. The Gov-
ernment shall have the
right to permanently
revoke any license held
by a private or amateur
station as an extreme
penalty for disobeyance
of the radio rules and
regulations set forth by
this Act and any previ-

ous Acts concerning
radio telegraphy.

"Ninth. It shall be
lawful for the Govern-
ment to provide tech-

nical schools and State
universities with radio
stations for the benefit

of science and the
training of radio oper-
ators.

"Tenth. It shall be
lawful for the Govern-
ment to require all pri-

vate or amateur sta-

tions to use inductive
coupling between the
antenna circuit and the
circuit which includes
the power transformer
for damped radiotele-

?raphic communication.

"Eleventh. It shall

be unlawful for any
private or amateur sta-

tion to use a spark coil

operating on direct cur-
rent for the sending of
radio disturbances into
the ether.

from page 707)

No fundamental ob-
jection to this phase.
It was already done in

a silent way by tacit

agreement among the
amateurs before the
war. It was very com
mon for the Editor of
this as well as other
publications to receive
letters from amateurs
complaining of fellow
amateurs who had in-

fracted the law. A let-

ter to such violators
from the various pub-
lications devoted to

wireless usually brought
speedy redress. Ap-
parently no law was
necessary.

We have no objec-
tion against this either.

An amateur should
have his license re-

voked if he does not
play the game fair. In
the five years that the
1912 Radio Act was in

effect, however, we
have not heard of a

single case where a

license was revoked.

No objection to this

"Twelfth. It shall be
unlawful, except by
•pecial license, for any
private or amateur sta-

tion to use more than
one hundred and
twenty-five watts as
measured in the an-
tenna circuit, for the
sending of radiotele-
phonic communications.

"Thirteenth. The
Government shall have
the right to suspend
the sending of radio
disturbances into the
ether by private or
amateur stations for
definite periods of the
night or day in such
zones as may become
necessary, but nothing
in this article shall be
construed to mean that

No objection

We fail to see the
wisdom of this. An
amateur with a spark
coil, we admit, can
cause a lot of disturb-
ance, but it should be
remembered that a Gov-
ernment or commercial
station can readily tune
out such an amateur
station without any
trouble whatsoever
even if it operates a
block away. Further-
more, if no spark coils
could be used, the ama-
teur would naturally
resort to a transformer,
and there is no such
apparatus made today
which uses less than
100 watts. Most of
the spark coils use less
than 30 or 40 watts,
consequently send out
less disturbance than
would be the case un-
der the new measure.

We believe that 125
watts is not sufficient.

In a few years there
will be thousands of
radio telephone stations
operating all over the
country, and they will
be as common as the
telephone is today.
Ours is a country of
vast distances. This
law would work espe-
cial harm to our west-
ern states where there
are often no settle-

ments a hundred miles
apart. One hundred
and twenty-five watts
as measured in the an-
tenna circuit we believe
is insufficient to bridge
such distances. We be-
lieve 250 watts should
be the minimum.

Yes, every bill must
have its usual joker,
and it is right here. If
this clause becomes a
law then any officious
Government operator
can take it into his head
to prohibit sending in
his district between the
hours of 4 P. M. and
12 A. M. This period
would be considered
night. You said it,

the sending of private
or amateur stations
shall be permanently
suspended.

"Fourteenth. The
owner of the license of
any private or amateur
station must display in

his station a copy of
the rules and regula-
tions of the Govern-
ment regarding; radio
stations and failure to
do so shall be punish-
able by a fine not ex-
c e e d i n g $100, such
rules and regulations
to be furnished by the
Government at a nomi-
nal cost."

"GOOD Night." It

would, of course, blot

out all the sending sta-

tions with one stroke.
If we must have a time
limit, let it be stated
in the law so there will

not be any "ifs" and
"buts"—at best such a
clause a* this would
tend_ to create eternal
friction between ama-
teurs and Government
officials. We believe
such a clause is unjust
and only at best reflects

on poor and inadequate
Government apparatus
and still more inefficient

Government radio oper-
ators.

No objection to this,

altho every amateur
operator before the war
was only too proud to
display his Government
license once he had
gone thru the trouble
to pet one.

RADIO AMATEURS DISCUST
OFFICIALLY.

During the hearings of the Alexander
Bill, H. R. 13159, before the committee on
the Merchant Marine and Fisheries on De-
cember 12, 1918, many interesting points
were brought out.

Lieut. J. C. Cooper, Jr., U. S. N. R. F.,

had been intrusted with drafting the ama-
teur amendment, printed elsewhere in this

issue. Lieutenant Cooper, who calls him-
self an "amateur naval officer", undertook
the thankless job of drafting an amend-
ment which would satisfy both the Navy
and amateurs. In fairness to Lieutenant
Cooper, let us state that he tried hard to be
fair to both interests. But it is our opinion
that neither Navy Department nor Ama-
teurs are fully satisfied with the comprom-
ise amendment.
Lieutenant Cooper's statement before the

committee follows

:

Statement of Lieut. J. C. Cooper, Jr., United
States Naval Reserve Force.

Lieut. Cooper: Gentlemen, I am an ex-amateur
radio operator and "amateur naval officer," as I
am soon going back to civil life to take up the
practise of my profession . again. As many other
amateurs, when the war broke out, I offered to do
what I could for the service, and have had some
duties in connection with radio work which have
given me an opportunity, I hope, to be able to see
the point of view of the Navy and the point of
view of the amateur operator to some extent at the
same time.

Several days ago there was a meeting called in
Capt. Todd's office—without knowing how many
men would be present—of all. of the ex-amateurs
who happened to be on duty in the naval service
in Washington. There were about 25 or 30 men
present. The question of the operation of amateur
stations after the war was very liberally discust,
and a memorandum was prepared and sent to each
of those men and other men in the naval ser-
vice in Washington who had been amateurs that
we could locate, with the request that the questions
be answered and sent back as soon as possible,
with an idea of drafting an amendment to the pres-
ent law which would, as far as possible, meet the
combined view of themselves as previous amateurs,
knowing amateur operations and knowing what the
amateur desires to do and what he has done, and
also with their experience since the war as part
of the Government's service that has controlled
radio. I had the unfortunate responsibility of hav-
ing to say the final word on collating those opin-
ions and putting them into the form of an amend-
ment. There is no body of men, I believe, who
disagree more violently among themselves on every
subject that concerns them than do the amateur
radio operators. I am convinced that from now
on, as these hearings are going to be printed, my
name is going down in radio history among the
amateurs to some as guilty of high treason, to
others as being foolish, to others as deserving some
credit if this amendment goes into law. I do not
expect all the amateurs to agree with it all. It
is the collective judgment, however, of a certain
number of amateurs who have seen both the Navy
foint of view and the amateur point of view, and

, myself, with the approval of the department, and
it is offered as an amendment to the bill.

The present law states that the amateur who does
not hold a special license is authorized within 5
miles of a Government station to use a transformer
input of one-half kilowatt, elsewhere 1 kilowatt,

(Continued on page 737)

BOYS

Learn Drafting
Employers everywhere are looking for skilled

draftsmen. They are offering good salaries to

start with splendid chances for advancement.

Drafting offers exceptional opportunities to a

young man because drafting itself not only com-
mands good pay, but it is the first step toward
success in Mechanical or Structural Engineering
or Architecture. And drafting is just the kind of

work a boy likes to do. There is an easy delightful

way in which you can learn right at home in spare

time. For 27 years the International Correspond-
ence Schools have been giving boys just the train-

ing they need for success in Drafting and more
than 200 other subjects. Thousands of boys have
stepped into good positions through I. C. S. help,

but never were opportunities so great as now.

Let the I. C. S. help you. Choose the work you
like best in the coupon, then mark and mail it.

This doesn't obligate you in the least and will bring
you information that may start you on a success-
ful career. This is your chance. Don't let it slip

by. Mark and mail this coupon now.

TEAR OUT HERE

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
BOX 6175, SCRANTON, PA.

Explain, without obligating me, how I can qualify for the
position, or in the subject, before which I mark X.

MECHANICAL DRAFTING
STRUCTURAL DRAFTING
SHIP DRAFTING
ELECTRICAL DRAFTING
ARCHITECTURAL DRAFTING
SHEET METAL DRAFTING
BOILERMAKER DRAFTING
BRIDGE DRAFTING
MACHINE DESIGN
ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
Electric Lifthtlne and Railways
Electric Wiring
Telegraph Engineer
Telephone Work
MECHANIOAL ENGINEER

J Machine Shop Practice
Gas Engine Operating

"CIVIL ENGINEER
Surveying and Mapping
STATIONARY ENGINEER
Marine Engineer

"ARCHITECT
Contractor and Builder
Concrete Builder
Structural Engineer

salesmanship
advertising
Show Card Writer
Sign Painter
ILLUSTRATING
Cartooning
BOOKKEEPER
Stenographer and Typljt

HCert. Public Accountant
TRAFFIC MANAGER
Railway Accountant
GOOD ENGLISH
Teacher
Common School Subject!
Mathematics
CIVIL SERVICE
Railway Mail Clerk
AUTOMOBILE OPERAT'G
Auto Repairing
PLUMBING AND HEATING

Q Textile Overseer or So.pt.

CHEMIST
Narliratlon IDSpanhh
AGRICULTUREln French
PoultryRaislnslQ Italian

"Name
Present
Occupation,

Street
and No

Clty_

Over
100.000
Underwociids
Sold to U. S. Govt.
That makes rebuilt Un-
derwoods scarce.So— speak
quick for yours. Guaran-
teed for 5 years. You can
rent, buy on easy terms, se-
cure cash discount or easily
earn one through agency
plan: no canvassing,
for Offer No. J 54
TYPEWRITER EMPORIUM
34-36 Lake St.
chicago, ill.

Trent
OR BUY

'WAY UNDER MANU-
FACTURER'S PRICE!
Genuine, visible writing Un-
derwoods—rebuilt in our fac-
tory, with Back Spacer, Tabu-
lator, Lateral Guide, Stencil
Attachment, 2-color Ribbon,
Waterproof Coverand Spe-
cial Touch Typewriting
Guide Book sent on 10
Days' Free Trial. Write,

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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Try This Wonderful New

UIOLET-RAY
Machine—10 Days Free!
NOW in your own home you can have wonderful Violet-Ray treatments ex-

actly as are given by eminent physicians and beauty specialists throughout
the country. Now you can rid yourself of headaches, catarrh, constipation,

eczema, insomnia, lumbago, nervousness. Relieve your pain from neuritis, rheu-
matism, and other disturbances. Multiply your bodily health, vitalize your
nerves, double or treble your energy by using Violet-Rays. Sleep better, increase
your strength, and improve your appetite and digestion. Soothe your nerves,
reduce or increase your flesh. Tone and strengthen the entire system. Beautify
your complexion! All with Violet Rays!

Not a Vibrator
The wonderful Violetta is not a Vi-
brator. It is not a machine that con-
tracts the muscles—it does not shock,

it does not pound the muscles—it is absolutely painless. Violet-Rays adminis-
tered by the Violetta are wonderful even for infants ! Relieve pain and suffering

in every part of the body. Simple tests

prove that Violet-Rays pass completely
through every part of the body, stimulat-
ing every cell and organ. It is electricity

in its highest remedial form.

Treat Yourself at Home
Here is a partial list of ailments treated

successfully, with the Violetta, Violet-Ray
Machine.
Asthma
Barbers' Itch
Boils
Blackheads
Bunions
Callous
Catarrh
Chilblains
Colds
Corns
Constipation
Dandruff
Deafness

Earache
Eczema
Eye Disease
Falling Hair
Hay Fever
Headache
Goitre
Insomnia
Lumbago
Nervousness
Neuralgia
Neuritis

Obesity
Pains
Paralysis
Piles
Pimples
Pyorrhea
Rheumatism
Skin Diseases
Sore Throat
Sprains
Tonsilitis
Whooping Cough

What Physicians and
Users Say

Trlxie Friganza, well known actress says: "Cheerfully
will I add my praise for Violetta, It's the best "pain
chaser" and "soother" I've had the good fortune to
find. It's WONDERFUL. It cured my brother of
neuritis. As for myself I use it for facial treatments
and general massage. I cannot say too much for itT*

Dr. Bert H. Rice, of Vinton, Iowa, says: "I have
good results with the Violetta High Frequency In-
strument in all cases of neuralgia. Almost instant
relief in Facial Neuralgia."

K. L. Allen. D. C, 205 Boone National Building,
Boone, Iowa, says: "I have had very good results

with the application of High Frequency Current in

cases of Paralysis, Rheumatism and Neuritis, and
think it a great help in drugless healing."

Dr. Daniels. Lisbon, North Dakota, says: "Have
used the VIOLETTA in such cases as Goitre, Bron-
chitis, Pleurisy, Neuritis, Neuralgia, and Lumbago,
and find it very beneficial. In fact, I would not be
without it in my office."

Frank Borzone, Seattle, Wash., says: "I purchased
the VIOLETTA for my wife who was suffering from
an acute attack of Sciatica. From the very first

treatment it induced peaceful rest and she is entirely

well now."

BLEADON-DUN CO.,

Dept. 2B, 11-17 So. Desplaines St., Chicago, 111
1 BOOK FREE!

Please

offer

Name

send me your free book and 10 Days' Trial

on Violetta Violet-Ray Machine.

Address

I

I

I

Write today
without fall.

Mail coupon or
just a post
card. Let us
send you our

32-page beautifully illustrated free book, describing the Violetta In detail. Read the
amazing phenomena produced by Violet-Ray High frequency current. Why it pro-
duces stimulation and sedation. How to give spinal treatments with the Violetta,
how to treat various ailments, including nervous troubles, rheumatism, obesity, hay-
fever, skin treatments, facial treatments. Note low price direct to you from our own
laboratories. Note the amazingly superior construction of the Violetta in every de-
tail. Mail coupon or postal right now before you turn this page. Violet-Rays will
double your energy, will increase your life, will remove your pains and aches. Address

BLEADON-DUN CO., Dept. 2-B, 11-17 So. Desplaines St., Chicago, III.
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RADIO AMATEURS DISCUST
OFFICIALLY.

(.Continued from page 735)

and to use a maximum wave length of 200 meters.
All amateurs are agreed that you can not properly
tune an efficient amateur station quite as low as
200 meters; that an extension in wave length is

desirable. The consensus of opinion of those I

have talked to is that the limitations of this amend-
ment—that is, not to exceed 250 meters—will great-
ly increase the efficiency of amateur stations and
will enable the amateur to further fulfill his real

function, which is to train him as an operator for
any national emergency that may arise, and to pos-
sibly train him as a further developer of the radio
art. The amateur has no place in the scheme of
things if he is not useful. The ether is a means
of communication which must be put to the use of
the community as a whole for the advancement of
the community. Unless the amateur operator ad,-

vances the art, or advances the community, the ama-
teur has no right to exist. I, personally, as a naval
officer, have had many operators under me. I have
found that of the new men under me the easiest
trained, the most adaptable to the new apparatus,
and the most efficient men I had were ex-amateur
operators.

I took two of my best men the other day and
put them on the President's ship to receive offi-

cial messages from Washington. They were both
ex-amateur operators; and I think that I speak
for Capt. Todd and the Navy when I say that no
one more than the Navy realizes the value that the
amateur operator was to the Navy when the war
first broke out. I, personally, of course am preju-
diced in favor of the amateur, because I am prais-
ing myself when I praise the amateur, because I

am an amateur operator.

This amendment also licenses receiving stations
without requiring a license of the operator. In
other words, the jeweler who has a receiving sta-

tion simply for the purpose of receiving the Arling-
ton time signals and checking up his chronometer
will not require to be a radio operator to operate
his receiving station. Likewise, the amateur who
is only learning to send, who is just starting, will
not have to have any license in order to operate
a receiving station.* We do not think, on the
other hand, that any amateur ought to have a
right to touch the key and to cause possible blun-
dering interference by his lack of ability as an
operator unless he can receive and send what is

usually called 15 words per minute; that is, 75
letters per minute, in the ordinary standard of 5
letters to the word, which is what we use in aver-
aging an operator's speed. I personally do not
think that that limit is too high. Others may dis-

agree with me. I personally think that no operator
ought to touch a key and ought to be allowed to
interefere with this medium of commerce, which is

the ether, unless he has that degree of skill. If
he is required to have that degree of skill, it will

be an incentive to him when he is first learning the
art to get up to that degree of skill as soon as he
can, so that he can have a transmitting license.

This amendment includes a clause authorizing
the Government, where it is found expedient—as,

for instance, in large centers or elsewhere—to limit
the transformer input of amateur stations to one-
half kilowatt if within 100 miles of the seacoast
or within 5 miles of a Government receiving sta-
tion to one-fourth kilowatt. I am frank to say
that those powers are higher than the consensus
of opinion of these written documents from which
I compiled the amendment. Those powers are more
liberal than the great majority of the men who
compiled these memorandums thought proper, but
after talking with Capt. Todd and Commander
Hooper, and with especially this idea in view,
namely, that there are many amateur stations which
will have to apply for license before they can again
reopen, who, if the input is cut down very much
from the present law, will be required to remodel
a part of their apparatus or give up their appara-
tus if we change the power limits very much. Per-
sonally, I think that those limits are as reasonable
as can be safe from the point of view of non-
interference with the real business of radio, which
is sending official and commercial dispatches, and
that those powers are ample to provide full ex-
perimentation that an amateur ought to have occa-
sion to do and all communication that he may have
occasion to make. Mark me, it does not say that
a license can not be issued up to 1 kilowatt under
those limitations. It says that the Government may
in its discretion put those limits on.

For example, we will take on the peninsula of
Michigan or on parts of the more or less unin-
habited coasts of the Gulf, there is no reason why
there would be stations rtear enough or ships work-
ing near enough so that 1 kilowatt would neces-
sarily cause interference by what we call "forced
oscillation." The amendment leaves it in the dis-
cretion of the licensing power to cut down to those
limitations amateur stations which are near the cen-
ters of commerce, where other stations are using
radio for its real purpose, and still it allows the
amateur to work.
There are a lot of amateur operators here, some

of whom I have known personally; some I have
met since I have been here to-day; some I have
had correspondence with before the war. A lot of
them are going to disagree with me; some of them
are going to thmk these limitations too low and
some are going to think these limitations too high.
That will be for the committee to decide. This is

submitted by the Navy as a measure to assist in the
future development of amateur radio.

K. I. Shorthand hastened his promotion from
stenographer to executive; now he depends upon

it more than ever

"The amendment, printed elsewhere, fails
show this.

—

Editor._
(Continued on page 738)

You Need K.I. Shorthand
Whatever Your Calling

The wonderful thing about K. I. Shorthand is the way it helps
people in all walks of life. Engineers, chemists, contractors, clerks,

mechanics, professional men and women, and farmers have learned
K. I. Shorthand and are enthusiastic in its praise. At last you can learn
shorthand so quickly and so inexpensively that it is worth your while.

This new, amazingly simple stenography will enable you to put down conversations
rapidly as spoken, take messages verbatim, record board-meeting facts, jot down business-
getting ideas, and stand ready to help you every time anything important must be written
down fully and instantly. You do not have to study months to do this. Just five evenings
at home is all that is necessary. Greater speed comes quickly with practice. Learn K. I.

Shorthand because it will be the biggest little investment of your life.

You can learn
in 5 evenings

K. I. Shorthand is the ideal system for stenographers or
secretaries. You can prepare yourself for a position in

weeks as compared to months by the old-fashioned sys-
tems—there is so much less to learn and remember. It is

the most practical, concise and readable system in the
world. Notes years old can be transcribed as readily as
when fresh—just like longhand. Would you not give best
satisfaction to your employer with a stenographic system
that enables you to do that?

30 Days* Approval
Do not doubt for a minute that you can learn K. I.

Shorthand in five evenings even though you may not know
the first thing about stenography. It is not a bit remark-
able for anyone to learn all the lessons in the system that
quickly.
Why put in months of grinding study at some difficult

old-fashioned system? Save time! Save money! Learn
K. I. Shorthand, the new easy as A B C method of speed
writing.
The cost of the course is lower than it has ever been

possible to purchase a stenographic education. Everyone
can afford it. K. I. Shorthand is used in government ser-

vice and courts as well as public corporations and private
businesses. Preferred for highly technical matter because
of its remarkable accuracy and legibility.

Simplified K. I. Shorthand dispenses with all special
positions, light and heavy shading and other confusing
and speed-retarding rules of old systems. You will be
delighted.

Try 2 Lessons FREE
You learn K. I. Shorthand In your own home by our mall tuition

course. The lessons are fascinating. Experts guide you In quickly ae-

auiring proficiency. Send for two free lessons and complete Informa-
tion. You may then continue the entire course on a „ , u m ,

month's approval.

Here Is a complete course—not merely
a text-book. Remember, there is no
system to compare with K. I. Shorthand
in brevity and practicability—and no
course giving correspondence instruction

obtainable at anything like our price.

We give you a positive guarantee that

you can learn or no cost to you. King
Institute is incorporated in New York
State $100,000.00 authorized capital.

Mail the coupon or write a letter asking

"Go aheadt I'm for free lessons and complete informa-
getting it all in tion. Be sure to mention "Electrical
K. I. Shorthand" Experimenter."

Used In Professions—"I am now
past 83 and use K. I. Shorthand
for my professional work in mak-
ing records of cases. I like K. I.

Shorthand System very much, in-
deed, and have recommended it to
some who I think will enroll."

A. P. DAVIS, M.D.

In One Week!—"I learned K. I.

Shorthand within five hours and
in one week afterwards I was able
to write 90 words per minute. I

set down all my notes in K. I.

Shorthand and can read them
weeks afterwards. I believe that
everybody should learn K. I.

Shorthand as it is simple and also
inexpensive. It is worth ten times
what is asked for it. You have
done everything you promised."

BYRON W. CREW.

A Pleasure to Learn—"It was a
pleasure to learn K. I. Shorthand.
Within three hours I could write
any word. I can now write over
100 words per minute and am
positive that by a little more prac-
tice I could speed up to 150 words
a minute. It is easy to read one's
notes in K. I. Shorthand."

(Miss) JOY WADSWORTH.
Professional Stenographer—"Until
recently I knew absolutely nothing
of shorthand. To-day I am hold-
ing a position as stenographer in
the office of Inspector of Build-
ings where the terms apply almost
wholly to building construction.
I think this sufficient recommenda-
tion of your system."

(Mrs.) E. M. FULTON.

Used In Big Business—"I learned
your system of shorthand to save
time in making notes while pass-
ing about the plant. After only
slight study I can take down ordi-
nary conversations. K. I. Short-
hand is practical, time-saving and
simple."

S. B. ROPER

.MAIL THE COUPON - .

KING INSTITUTE inc.

154 East

or 8

Please

Sliorthan

32d St., New York. N. Y.

S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, III.

send me the first two lessons in K. I.

d FREE, also full information.

Name

J Address EK-30S1

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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^Send No Money— Just Mail This Coupon^

I
Examine These 7 Volumes FREE

American Technical Society, Dept. E3382, Chicago, U. S. A.

I
Please send Cyclopedia of Applied Electricity for seven days' examination, «
I to pay shipping charges. I will send $2.00 within seven days and $2.00

[

i

until I have paid $19.80 or notify you and hold the books subject to your J

I
order. Title not to pass until fully paid. ri

REFERENCE B
NAME m

ML address M
Please give as reference some business man in your town and thereby avoid delay in shipment,

It's Only a Step to the B _

Jobs From Where You Are!
There is a big job waiting for you in the electrical

profession. All you need is special training on ad-

vanced points which big men must know. And here
is all this special knowledge which will enable you to

master every electrical problem. This great 7-volume
Cyclopedia of Applied Electricity bridges the gap be-
tween your present job and the $5,000 a year jobs.

50 Years of Electrical Experience
Now at Your Finger Tips

What the
7 Volumes

Clearly Cover
Elements of Electricity-

Electrical Measurements-
Underwriter's Electrical

Requirements — Theory,
Calculation, Designs and
Construction of Direct

Current Generators and
Motors— Types of Gen-
erators and Motors—Man-
agement of Electrical Ma-
chinery—Electric Lighting
—Alternating Current Ma-
chinery—Power Transmis-
sion—Electrlo Railways

—

Self-Propalled Railway
Cars—Trackless Trolleys
—Power Stations—Switch-
boards and Switching

—

Storage Batteries—Applied
Electro-Chemlstry — Elec-

tric Elevators — Electric

Welding and Heating-
Wireless Telegraphy and
Telephony — Land and
Submarine Telegraphy.

Help You Fill

These Jobs

Electrloal Engineer*.
Substation Operators,
Trouble Men, Switch-
board Operators and
Dynamo Tenders are
wanted by light and
power companies
everywhere. The de-
mand for their ser-

vice* exceeds the
supply. Why not
prepare yourself In

your spare time—for

a Job paying up to

$5,000 yearly? The
Library of Electricity
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knowledge you need
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Here in convenient form you
will find everything from wir-
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derwriter's requirements—theory calculation, de-
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power transmission—electric railways—power sta-
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tors—electric welding and heating—wire and wire-
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Mr. Saunders: I want to ask you a few ques-
tions about the amateur. You have read the bill
that is under consideration by the committee?

Lieut. Cooper: I have read it, sir.
Mr. Saunders: Aside from your amendment you

have been discussing, there is no provision in the
bill whatever relating to amateurs, is there?

Lieut. Cooper: I understand, sir, it was the in-
tention of the department to license amateur opera-
tors.

Mr. Saunders: Under the bill that has been
introduced there is no provision for the amateur?

Lieut. Cooper: Not under the name "amateur."
Mr. Saunders: Is there under any other name?
Lieut. Cooper: I think, sir, there would have

been no reason why amateur stations should not
have been licensed under the term "experimental
stations."

Mr. Saunders: Suppose it is just a single in-
dividual. I understand a great many of these peo-
ple who are amateurs took up this thing before the
war—just young men who took up the business
themselves?

Lieut. Cooper:
Mr. Saunders:

tion, would it?
Lieut. Cooper

I did so myself.
That would not be called a sta-

Oh, yes, sir.

Mr. Saunders: Do you think, under the language
"experimental stations," that any little individual
amateur operator in the wilds of my district, I will
say, who has been working on the thing himself
as an intellectual improvement, could be described
as "experimental station"?

Lieut. Cooper : I think so. But I say it is a
moot point in view of the amendment.

Mr. Saunders: I do not see how that could be
done with respect to the provision as to who is
to be licensed as an amateur. Under that, neces-
sarily, before any man could start out as an ama-
teur, he must have had the opportunity to take
some training at some school.

Lieut. Cooper: Very frankly I think that very
few amateurs ever went to a training school.

Mr. Saunders: You require them to possess cer-
tain capacities by your amendment; they have got
to have a certain facility.

Lieut. Cooper: The amateur can learn that by
using the buzzer. All amateurs do the same thing,
all operators.

Mr. Saunders: Can he experiment enough with
the wireless apparatus to acquire that facility with-
out having a trainer?

Lieut. Cooper: May I suggest, sir, that the
process would be something like this: That by
listening in, as we call it—and you will note that
no license is required for receiving—a man can
become accustomed to using the receiving appara-
tus, and he can become accustomed to the sending
with a key hitched to a little buzzer, which is not
a radio operator, and he can be taught to send
up to any speed he can ever attain.

Mr. Saunders: He can teach himself, in other
words, can he?

Lieut. Cooper: Teach himself, or be taught by
other amateurs.

Mr. Saunders: He can pick that up by his own
efforts, and by his own ingenuity and application
at home and can acquire the facility which you
have imposed upon him before he can receive a
license?

Lieut. Cooper: I think any of the amateurs here
will agree with me on that.

Mr. Saunders: With respect to this amateur,
after he has attained that speed, and then is given
the license that you contemplate, all of his opera-
tions would be controlled by the terms of his
license?

Lieut. Cooper: They are at present, under the
present law.

Mr. Saunders: Do you contemplate any diffi-

culty in that connection if he operates according
to the terms of his license, with the commercial
operation of the Government system, or any other
commercial system?

Lieut. Cooper: The limitation of wave lengths,
sir, and the limitations of power in the present
law of 1912, as amended by this amendment, are
designed to prevent the amateur from causing in-

terference with commercial stations.
Mr. Saunders: But you can see no danger of in-

terference with the wireless system in the hands
of private enterprise or Government control?

Lieut. Cooper: It was my view, sir, in drafting
the amendment as it is, that these limitations on
power and wave lengths would prevent such inter-
ference.

Mr. Saunders: So that in considering the general
problem with respect to the necessity of having
this entire business under Government ownership
and control, we can eliminate any factor of danger
from amateur operators?

Lieut. Cooper: I think so, sir, with the excep-
tion of the fact that adequate inspection of amateur
stations must be had in the future if the amateur
is to maintain the dignified position in the radio
world that he should.

Mr. Saunders: That is by regulation?
Lieut. Cooper: Yes, sir.

Mr. Saunders: As I said, you _
eliminate the

amateur experimentors as a factor in determining
this policy, because they will operate in a field out-

side of the field that this policy is designed to con-
trol?

Lieut. Cooper: That is the idea of the amendment.
There is one coming factor in radio work which
may adversely affect amateur operating which
should be looked forward to at the present time.
The fleet—and this is not disclosing military secrets
—is using for intercommunicating purposes very
short wave length, shorter than the one hundred
fifty meters mentioned here as the minimum length
that an amateur should use. Aircraft are also using
various wave lengths, some of which are almost

{Continued on page 742)
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Drafting is the Back-
bone of All Industry

—of all construction. The world-
its homes, skyscrapers, factories,

ships, railroads, and commer-
cial and industrial machin-
ery are all monuments to
the draftsman's skill. As
a profession—as an av-
enue foradvancement
in everyknown form
of engineering

—

drafting has no equal.
Aim as high as you like

i and you can reach your
mark in this greatest of
Sessions. Just as the re-

construction of Europe will first have to be planned on the drafting table, so
has the world been built—so will the world continue to be built. That is

why there is no limit to your success as a draftsman.

The American School Home Study Course
will enable you to master this great, in-

teresting and congenial profession with-
out in any way interfering with your

present work. Just give us a part of your spare time and we'll do the rest. Our
lessons are simplified, well illustrated, easily understood—and we coach you
carefully from first lesson to the last. You simply can't fail if you want to win.

Don't hesi-
tate. Don't
think you
can't master
our lessons by Home Study until you
TRY. So sure are we that you can do as
well as any of our thousands of students,
weGuaranteeSatisfaction orrefund your
money in full. That's how confident we
are in our methods. Have you as much
confidence in yourself? If so, check and
mail the Coupon for FREE Bulletin.

Make Drafting
Your Profession

Draftsmen in J^l
Bid Demand ;;;

the colossal reconstruction plans of
the United States—to say nothing of

Europe—and ycu will get an idea of
the busy years ahead for draftsmen
in all branches. But there is AL-
WAYS a big demand for draftsmen
—BECAUSE they are the funda-
mental factors in world's progress.

Satisfaction
Guaranteed
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I DO YOU KNOW?

Do you know how to make chemical tricks?

ZZZ Do you know how cloth is bleached)— Do you know how to test soil?

Do you want to make invisible ink?

Do you know how to test flour?— Do you know how Chlorine Smoke and

ZZZ Chlorine Gas (German War Gas), is made?

What do you know about chemistry in gen-

EE: eral?

SS. These and hundred other interesting ques-— tions are answered and demonstrated with our
Chemistry Laboratory which we present here-—. with.

The chemicals furnished are all tech-

nically pure and put up in appropriate

wooden boxes and glass bottles, and
there is a sufficient quantity to make
dozens of experiments with each. The
apparata are of standard laboratory size

and quality.

Altho all chemicals have nearly dou-
bled in price, we have decided not to

raise the price for this outfit for the

present.

Read the list of chemicals and apparata
and look at the actual photograph of

the outfit at your right.

And order one today!

CHEMISTRY!
We present herewith to our friends our new E. I. Co. Chemical —
Laboratory which contains real chemicals and apparata to ==
perform real chemical experiments. This outfit is not a toy, ==>

put up merely to amuse, but a practical laboratory set, with all ==
the chemicals, apparata and reagents necessary to perform =
real work and to teach the beginner all the secrets of inor- ==>

ganic chemistry. With this outfit we give free a book con- 2ss

taining a Treatise in Elementary Chemistry, useful data and ==
recipes, and 100 instructive and amusing experiments. =

44
. l

Chemicals =
17 |

Apparata u

Instruction §j
Book with j§

100 Ex- |
periments =j

PRICE I
$5-00 |
Shipping ==

Weight 10 lbs =
CAN BE SHIPPED ==
BY EXPRESS ONLY =

THE E.

Ammonium Chloride
Alum
Antimony
Boracic Acid
Charcoal
Sodium Nitrate
Sodium Carbonate
Sodium Borate
Sodium Sulphite
Manganese Dioxide
Oxalic Acid

I. Co. CHEMICAL LABORATORY
DESCRIPTION OF THE OUTFIT

It contains the following 44 chemicals:

Brimstone
Iron Oxide
Sulphate of Zinc
Magnesia Carbonate
Zinc, Metallic
Sodium Bicarbonate
Sodium Sulphate
Sodium Chloride
Calcium Sulphate
Barium Chloride
Lead Acetate

Ferrous Sulphate
Nickel Sulphate
Sodium Phosphate
Zinc Carbonate
Ammonium Sulphate
Ammonium Carbonate
Ammonium Aqua
Calcium Chloride
Chloride of Zinc
Copper Sulphate
Glycerol

Iron Chloride
Calcium Oxide
Stannous Chloride
Nickel Chloride
Hydrochloric Acid
Sulphuric Acid
Iodine
Mercury, Metallic
Tin, Metallic
Litmus Paper
Ferrous Sulphide

One Standard Washbottle
One Alcohol Lamp
One Conical Class Measure
One Erlenmeyer Flask
One Glass Funnel
One Delivery Tube

The following apparata are furnished:

Six Assorted Test-Tubes

One Test-Tube Holder

Ten Sheets of Filter Paper

One Glass Dropper
One Spoon Measure

Glass Tubing
One book containing Treatise on
Elementary Chemistry and 1 00
Chemical Experiments to be per-

formed with this outfit.

THE ELECTRO IMPORTING Co., NEW YORK, "WHS*
SEE OUR FULL PAGE AD ON PAGE 754 FOR FREE CYCLOPEDIA

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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In this Department we publish such matter as is of interest to inventors and particularly to
those who are in doubt as to certain Patent Phases. Regular inquiries addrest to "Patent Advice"
cannot be answered by mail free of charge. Such inquiries are publisht here for the benefit of all

readers. If the idea is thought to be of importance, we make it a rule not to divulge all details, in
order to protect the inventor as far as it is possible to do so.

Should advice be desired by mail a nominal charge of $1.00 is made for each question. Sketches
and descriptions must be clear and explicit. Only one side of sheet should be written on.

Read its' attention is called to the fact that
due to the great amount of letters to this de-
partment it is quite impossible to answer them
all thru these columns: The inquiries answered
in this issue date as far back as August, and if

readers wish speedy service they should care-

fully note the announcement appearing in the
preceding paragraph.

Combination Carriage and Sled.

(299) Peter E. Sparri, Detroit, Mich., sends us

a description of a combination foot-power carriage

and sled. This apparatus works by means of a

paddle that can be raised or lowered at will. When
converting the sled into a carriage, the runners
are taken off, the back wheels are placed on the

paddle axles and are pulled down and locked.

A. This idea is very unique and should find

favor particularly in our northern states where
there is a good deal of snow. We think a patent
might be obtained on this device.
The same inventor also submits what he terms a

"desk telephone," which is to do away with hanging
up and taking down of the receiver. The idea is

to have a stand which when lifted up makes the
connections, while the entire combination is similar

to the hand telephones, which incorporate a re-

ceiver and microphone combined.
A. This is a good idea, but we cannot offer

much encouragement as to the patent phase, for

the reason that a great many such devices are on
the market and hundreds more have actually been
patented. Somehow or other, there does not seem
to be a very widespread demand for this apparatus.

Diving Device.
(300) Jess F. Perrin, Rapid City, S. D., writes

as follows: "I have two ideas on which I would
like to have your opinion as to practicability, use-
fulness and demand on the market. The first one
is a small rubber device which fits in the nostrils

to exclude the water when diving. It is thought
that a device of this kind would be of great service
to amateurs in learning how to swim. It could be
retailed at 10c."

A. Without seeing the details and construction
of this device, it is impossible for us to say
whether it has any merit. We think, however,
that there might be a demand for a device of this

kind.
"The other device is an automatic printer for

printing pictures. An automatic counter keeps the
operator apprised as to the number of prints being
taken. The prints are run thru all the necessary
solutions and run out on a belt to dry. This
machine could be made at an expense not exceed-
ing $20.00. Your advice on this would also be ap-
preciated."
A. There does not seem to be anything funda-

mentally new to this idea, and there are several
printing machines of this kind on the market at
the present time.

Automatic Airplane Control Stabilizer.
(301) Edward R. Young, Covington, Ky.,

writes: "Most airplanes are controlled by a 'joy-

stick,' a lever on a universal joint arranged so that
by moving it from side to side the airplane is

steered and by moving backward and forward the
elevation is changed. My idea embraces two levers,
one to move forward and backward and the other
to move from side to side. At the top of each
of these levers, which are connected to the regular
control wires just like a double control 'plane, is an
iron rod. At the ends of these iron rods are mag-
nets so that when the magnet at either end is ex-
cited it draws the iron rod, and joystick, a few
inches in that direction, thus controlling the 'plane.
Another magnet when excited will draw the rod
still farther. The same applies to the other end
of the iron rod and the other "joystick."
The principal part is the means for telling when

these magnets should be excited. Just as we have
tubes in our heads to tell us when we are off

balance (literally) so is this apparatus intended
to tell the airplane when it's off balance. A closed
tube, longer than it is wide to prevent electrolyte
from splashing, is fitted with a main contact in the

bottom and contacts at each end so that if the
'plane dips forward (for example) the electrolyte
runs forward, makes circuit with the first contact,
excites first magnet and by the magnet drawing
the "joystick" forward the level of the 'plane is
corrected. If the 'plane continues to dip, the
second magnet is excited which draws the "joy-
stick" forward still farther. A large number of
small magnets may be used so as to affect the
'plane very gradually and thus prevent jerks and
strains. The other "joystick" fitted the same way
only crosswise of the 'plane warps the wings or
moves the aerofoils (at ends of wings) to control
the direction of the 'plane and keep the two wings
on a level.
The "brain" unit is made of porcelain, with a

number of ridges on the inside to prevent the rather
thick oily electrolyte from moving too freely, has
a main contact to the battery and the other con-
tacts (as many in each end as there are magnets
at each end of "joystick") at each end of the
tube. This is only a few inches long, the magnets
are not heavy, and the whole apparatus does not
take up much room and does not call for extensive
changes in the airplane.
When the aviator changes the level of the 'plane

he also changes the level of the porcelain tube so
that when the airplane gets off of that level the
device automatically corrects the position. The
position of the magnets change when the aviator
changes the level of the porcelain tubes so that
when the airplane is on the correct level the mag-
nets are at the ends of the iron rods at the tops
of the "joysticks" ready for business. The aviator
puts the 'plane on a certain level and this apparatus
automatically keeps it there."

A. This is a highly ingenious idea, and Mr.
Young deserves much credit for his invention. As
will be noted Mr. Young has tried to design an
electro-mechanical brain" for the airplane. It is

well known that the human brain has a device of
this kind to keep us in an upright position. Fine
tubes have a liquid which runs back and forward
in these tubes and we thus stabilize ourselves.
Mr. Young has tried to make use of this principle
by using an electrolyte in a closed vessel and
arranged to close various contacts so as to energize
certain control magnets, substantially as set forth
above.
While the idea is good, we have only one fault

to find, viz., that the vessel containing electrolyte
must be very small, as any abrupt lurching of the
airplane would tend to throw the entire mechanism
out of order, as can be readily imagined. If the
contacts can be arranged in relatively fine, long

Don't Lose Your Rights
Before disclosing your invention to

anyone send far blank form "Evidence of
Conception" to be signed and witnessed.
A sample form together with printed in-
structions will show you just how to work
up your evidence and establish your rights
before filing application for patent. As
registered patent attorneys we represent
hundreds of inventors all over the U. S.
and Canada in the advancement of inven-
tions. Our schedule of fees will be fonnd
reasonable. The form "Evidence of Con-
ception," sample, instructions relating to
obtaining of patent and schedule of fees
sent upon request. Ask for them,—a post
card will do.
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TO THE MAN
WITH AN IDEA

I offer a comprehensive, ex-
perienced, efficient service for
his prompt, legal protection,
and the commercial development
of his proposition. Send sketch or model
and description, for advice as to cost,
probable patentability, etc. All prelim-
inary questions gladly answered without
charge.

My clients' inventions are given wide
publicity through INVENTION AND
MANUFACTURING SUPPLEMENT.
Sample copy free.

Booklet of valuable information, and
form for properly disclosing your idea,
free on request. Write today.

RICHARD B. OWEN, Patent Lawyer
164 Owen Building, Washington, D. C.
2276-8 Woolworth Bldg., New York.

PATENTS
INVENTORS: Send us sketches or a

^ model of your invention and a de
scription of the device for advice
in regard to the best way of ob

taining patent protection. Our practical
experience covers a period of twenty years. Our
hand-book on patents is sent free on request. All
communications strictly confidential. Write us today

TALBERT & TALBERT
Patent Lawyers

4287 Talbert Bldg. Washington, D. C
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Patents Promptly Procured
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GEORGE P. KIMMEL, Patent Lawyer
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WATSON E. COLEMAN
Patent Lawyer

624 F Street N. W. Washington, D. C.

tubes where a displacement of the liquid will take
place gradually, we believe that the device will

function with a greater degree of success.

Automatic Air Hose Coupling.
(302) James Witkowski, Albion, N. Y., submits

a drawing of an automatic air hose coupling with
drawing, and wishes our opinion whether it is

patentable and if it would be of any value if a
patent could be obtained on it.

A. It is impossible to figure out on paper
whether the brake would work satisfactorily. In-
deed, we are not sure that the device is at all

new. We would advise our correspondent to have
a search made in the patent office thru one of the
patent attorneys to ascertain what has been done
previously in the art.

Electric Heater.
(303) Gottlieb Samuel Leventhal, Elmira, N.

Y., submits a drawing on an electrical idea for
heating water. The device is of the usual type
whereby it can be attached to any faucet, the water
started running and the current turned on. As
the water runs thru this device and over the heat-
ing wires, the water is heated.

A. There is nothing fundamentally new to the
device as submitted, except for the attractive form
that our correspondent has given it, which is in

the shape of a round ball. Outside of this, there
is nothing new shown, and we are quite certain
that no patent could be obtained.

Mechanical Brake.
(304) Emilio R. Salazar, Havana, Cuba, writes

as follows: "I am enclosing blue-print and de-
scription of a contrivance to apply brakes on rail-

road cars with a request for you to publish it with
your advice on the idea in your Patent Advice
Section. Will you kindly let me know the possi-

bilities of this invention?"
A. This is quite a complicated apparatus, and

without seeing a model we think it is almost
impossible for anyone to give an intelligent opin-
ion. A brake of this kind looks all right on paper,
but it is difficult to predict in advance if it will

work out in practise. We would earnestly advise
that before applying for patent on this apparatus
that a model should be built.

BOY BURNED WHEN WET KITE
STRING TOUCHES WIRES.

While Wm. Oliver of Port Stanley was
amusing himself recently flying his kite he
was severely burnt on both hands, when the

flying string came in contact with the

high voltage wires of a local railway.

While flying his kite a strong wind sent it

to the ground, and the wet cord came in

contact with this power wire, as it fell over
it. The victim got the full benefit of the

voltage. This was much too strong for the
string as it burnt it in two, for which Wil-
liam is very thankful as it saved his life.

The only other small boy there ran away
when he saw what had happened so he was
alone when all was over. The burnt hands
healed up all right, but Master Oliver, for

one, will keep clear of all overhead electric

wires hereafter, when he goes kite flying.

It is remarkable that he was not killed out-

right, the high resistance of the kite string

probably being the factor that saved his life.

RADIO AMATEURS DISCUST
OFFICIALLY.

(Continued from page 738)

down to 250 meters. There may be trouble in the
future, sir, between aircraft operating overland
and working with their receiving or transmitting
stations, and amateur stations. That is a possi-

bility of the future that I will call the attention

of the committee to at this time, because this thing
may come up here at another time under some
future law, and I simply want to warn the com-
mittee that this is a new field that we know nothing
about. Aircraft radio was not in existence to any
extent when amateurs last operated. There may
be interference between amateur operators and air-

craft radio stations, but it is hoped that there will

not be.
Mr. Saunders: Government ownership has noth-

ing to do with that problem?
Lieut. Cooper: Except the Government would

probably be operating the stations for aircraft.

Mr. Saunders: The possibility which you speak
of which may arise hereafter is a thing that will

be met by appropriate regulations, is it not?
Lieut. Cooper: It mignt be, sir, if this amend-

ment is past, that it might have to be met by legis-

lation again reducing the wave length back to

where it is now.
Mr. Saunders: Appropriate legislation?

Lieut. Cooper: It might be legislation and not
regulation.
Mr. Saunders: Legislation is just that much

more authoritative than regulation.

Lieut. Cooper: I usually think of "regulation"

as a regulation of a department.
Mr. Saunders: I admit that is so in general,

where you think of something issued by some de-

partment head or some Bureau Chief.

"Electrical Worker's Friend"

An electrical book of 66 motor draw-
ings with complete Instructions for re-
winding and reconnecting.

PRICE, ONLY $3.50

Write for full particulars
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1524 Lowrie Street N. S. Pittsburgh, Pa.

Telegraph Pictures
BY ELECTEICITT

A complete set of two machines of
this marvelous equipment for only
$19.50. Instructive, mystifying and
useful. This picture of President Wil-
son was telegraphed by these machines.
Will transmit pictures, maps, draw-
ings and hand writing. Picture tele-
graphing is the coming science. Write
today.

L J.| LUSHMAN 10* Lept T. Ogden, Utah

[ARCON
LINSTITUTE

[Wireless series of STANDARD
fes PRACTICAL BOOKS
Navigation „ _, k. . . , . „
iMathematics Send for free catalogue
LWIRELESS PRESS Inc 33 ELM ST NEW YORK*

EVERY INVENTOR
should have this book, "PATENTS AND
PATENT POSSIBILITIES." It is chock
full of ideas and practical advice, telling
what to invent and where to sell. Writ*
for your copy today. IT IS FREE.

I have requests for patents upon sound
inventions of all kinds. Can you help
supply the demands?
Mp service is individual, prompt and efficient

(14 years experience). Every expedient is em-
ployed to secure patents at least possible cost.

H. S. HILL, 804 McLaehlen'.BIdg., Washington. D. C

Perfected Gasoline Engine!

—

Vz, 1 and 1% h. p.—for Farm
and Shop use. Price, $27.50
and up. Also.

WASHING MACHINES
We ship on rial. Send for
Booklet and Special Offer.
SIEVERKROPP ENGINE CO.
1401— 19th St., Racine. Wis.

STARTER for FORD CARS

PHONOGRAPH
PARTS FOR ANY STYLE MACHINE

Build your own cabinets
We show you how

Circulars and Instructions 10c.
Motors, Reproducers, etc. sold

Electro Mechanical Parts Co.
Dtp). \ 160 No. Wells St, Chicago, IB.

MUSIC TAUGHT FREE

Sou con dtOLol TUtw** IMt Iftu <\uXM^
In Your Home. Write today for our booklet. It tells

how to learn to play Piano, Organ, Violin, Mandolin,
Guitar, Banjo, etc. Beginners or advanced pupils.

American School of IVKisic, $7 Lakeside Bldg., Chicago

GET ON THE
VAUDEVILLE STAGE

I tell you how. Fascinating profession for
either sex. Big salaries. Experience un-
necessary. Splendid engagements always
waiting. Opportunity for travel. Thea-
trical agents and authorities endorse my
methods. Thirty years' experience as
manager and performer. Illustrated

book "All About Vaudeville" sent FREE,
Frederick La Delle, Sta. 246 Jackson, Mich.

NEW SCIENTIFIC WONDER
u

.eiLvenoNLr-BlQ FUNQ/WSa You apparently see thrm Clothes, Wood,
\J T9 Stone, any object. See Bones In Ffpsh.

A Mafie Trick Novelty given FBKH Witt cut X-Bav.
MARVEL MFG. CO., Dept. 52. New Haven, Con*.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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PRESIDENT WILSON ALWAYS IN
TOUCH WITH WASHINGTON—

VIA RADIO.
(Continued from page 708)

Lyons Station, France, was established
long before the Pennsylvania was beyond
communication range of the United States.
The Pennsylvania has six receiving

booths, which were able to receive on eight
different tunes simultaneously as follows

:

One booth guarded Annapolis or New
Brunswick tunes 16,900-13,000 meters; one
booth guarded Lyons tunes 15,500 meters

;

one booth guarded Tuckerton's tune 9,200
meters; one booth guarded 4,000 meters
(the Standard arc calling tune) ; one booth
guarded 450 meters for the U. S. S. George
Washington vacuum tube transmitter tune
and one booth guarded 297 meters (the
radio telephone tune). One additional op-
erator guarded 600 and 952.

The radio stations at Otter Cliffs, Maine
and Lyons, France, were used to receive
messages from the President, transmitted
by the U. S. S. Pennsylvania's arc.

The George Washington's radio equip-
ment consisted of the following : One low
power spark transmitting set, one 16,900
long wave receiving set, one short wave
600 meter spark receiving set, one short
range radio telephone transmitting and re-
ceiving set, one vacuum tube 450 meter
transmitting and receiving set. The U. S.
S. George Washington was able to inter-
cept messages transmitted by the Annapolis
or New Brunswick stations and guard 600
meter (commercial calling, and emergency
tune and the radio telephone and vacuum
tunes) simultaneously. Messages for the
President transmitted from the United
States by the Annapolis, New Brunswick,
Tuckerton and the Lyons station were re-
ceived by the U. S. S. Pennsylvania and
relayed to the George Washington by
means of radio telephone and vacuum tube
transmitting sets simultaneously.
The messages from the President des-

tined to United States or France were sent
from the George Washington to the Penn-
sylvania by the vacuum tube or radio tele-
phone set and were relayed by the Penn-
sylvania's high power arc transmitter direct
to the United States, Lyons or Brest,
France.
The radio communication was directed

by Commander H. W. McCormack, U.S.N.,
Fleet Radio Officer. Lieutenant S. V. Ed-
wards is in charge of the radio of the
Pennsylvania.

NIKOLA TESLA AND HIS
INVENTIONS.

(Continued from page 697)

nerve-racking spectacle. Then, inevitably,
in the stillness of night, a vivid picture of
the scene would thrust itself before my eyes
and persist despite all my efforts to banish
it. Sometimes it would even remain fixt in
space tho I pushed my hand thru it. If my
explanation is correct, it should be possible
to project on a screen the image of any ob-
ject one conceives and make it visible.
Such an advance would revolutionize all
human relations. I am convinced that this
wonder can and will be accomplished in
time to come; I may add that I have de-
voted much thought to the solution of the
problem.
To free myself of these tormenting ap-

pearances, I tried to concentrate my mind
on something else I had seen, and in this
way I would often obtain temporary relief

;

but in order to get it I had to conjure con-
tinuously new images. It was not long be-
fore I found that I had exhausted all of
those at my command; my "reel" had run
out, as it were, because I had seen little of
the world—only objects in my home and
the immediate surroundings. As I per-
formed these mental operations for the sec-
ond or third time, in order to chase the

Learn Public Speaking

1 lessons pnrr
Write — quick — for I^

particulars of this extraordinary ML ^L^L^iJLdl
offer; an opportunity you will

never forget if you take advantage of it. Ten lessons in effective public

speaking absolutely FREE to those who act promptly, to introduce our

course in localities where it is not already known.
We teach you by mail to become a powerful and convincing speaker—to in-

fluence and dominate the decisions of one man or an audience of a thousand. We
have trained hundreds and helped them to increase their earnings and their popu-
larity. Learn, in your spare time at home, how to overcome "stage fright" and
conquer fear of others ; how to enlarge your vocabulary ; how to develop self-con-

fidence and the qualities of leadership ; how to RULE others by the power of your
speech alone ; how to train your memory. Our

WHAT THE COURSE
TEACHES YOU.

How to talk before your
club or lodge

;

How to address board
meetings

;

How to propose and re-

spond to toasts

;

How to make a political

speech

;

How to tell entertaining
stories

;

How to make after-
dinner speeches

;

How to converse inter-

estingly
;

How to write better
letters

;

How to sell more goods

;

How to train your
memory

;

How to enlarge your
vocabulary

;

How to develop self-

confidence
;

How to acquire a win-
ning personality;

How to strengthen your
will power and ambi-
tion

;

How to become a clear,

accurate thinker

;

How to develop your
power of concentra-
tion ;

How to be the master
of any situation.

New Easy Method
perfected and taught only by Prof. R. E. Pattison
Kline, former Dean of the Public Speaking Depart-
ment of the Columbia College of Expression, can be
learned in 15 minutes a day. Prof. Kline is one of
the foremost authorities in the country on public

speaking and mental development. Do not let this

chance escape you.

Offer Limited
Send This Free Coupon Now

This Special Offer of TEN LESSONS FREE is

made strictly for advertising purposes and will be
withdrawn without notice. Write now, before it ex-
pires, and receive full particulars with enrollment
blank by return mail. No obligations of any kind.

Just tear off and mail this free coupon—or a postal

will do.

FREE LESSONS COUPON
North American Institute,

7442 Manhattan Bldg., Chicago

I am interested in your course in Effective Public
Speaking and your offer of ten lessons free. Please
send full particulars. It is understood that this request
places me under no obligation of any kind.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to adve<^
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Learn Telegraphy-Wireless
f Right In Your Own Home, in your spare time^

Remarkable opportunities are offered experienced wire-

less operators and telegraphers. The demand is greater than

the supply—steady positions at increased pay and rapid

advancement are assured.

c
B2353333

KNAP!
Combination /^\ C *

Wireless-Telegraphy vyUtrll
will soon make you an accomplished operator.
Teaches Light and Sound Signals, both Radio
and Morse. Outfit consists of exceptionally fine

Telegraph Key, Buzzer, 3 Binding Posts, Lamp,
Lamp Socket and Control Switch—all mounted on a highly fin-

ished base. Two outfits can be
operated at considerable distance
apart for sending and receiving
practice.

This Same $0-50
Outfit La

—
Without Lamp

Order to-day. Or your dealer can secure it for you. Descriptive
circular and catalog of celebrated Knapp Motors and Electrical
Specialties from 10c up mailed free on request.

Knapp Electric & Novelty Co.
523 West 51»t Street New York City

KNAPP LEADER
Radiates real power-plant
efficiency. Will drive from
either pulley.

Price. Complete, $3.50

Che Jlreafeera

Atlantic City's Newest
Fire-Proof Hotel

Ocean Front. Unusually attractive

during the Autumn and Winter sea-

sons.

American and European Plans

Luxurious lobbies, spacious verandas and sun parlors overlooking the ocean.
Charming afternoon musicales and evening concerts. A palatial residence
for those seeking rest and recreation. Sea water baths. Fireproof garage.
Illustrated booklet sent on request.

77m Boutm of Taylor

400 Baths

600 Rooms

HOTEL MARTINIQUE
BROADWAY, 33D STREET, NEW YORK
One Block from Pennsylvania Station.

Equally Convenient for

Amusements, Shopping or Business

157 Pleasant Rooms, with Private Bath,

$2.50 PER DAY.

257 Excellent Rooms, with Private Bath,
facing street, southern exposure,

$3.00 PER DAY.
Also Attractive Rooms from $1.50.

The Restaurant Prices Are Most Moderate.

What 15
c& You *r Nation s Capital

T ttz———:
.... . r>..,L^_ j -L"~1 Thelittle matter of 15c in stamps or coin will bring you m the PathfinderThe little matter of 15c in stamps or coin will bring you the Pathfinder

13 weeks on triaL The Pathfinder is an illustrated weekly, published at
the Nation's center, for the Nation ; a paper that prints all the news of the
world and tells the truth and only the truth ; now in its 26th year. This pa-
per fills the bill without emptying the purse: it costs but $1 a year. If you
want to keep posted on what is going on in the world, at the least expense
of time or money, this is your means. If you want a paperin your home

which is sincere, reliable, entertaining, wholesome, the Pathfinder is yours. If you would appreciate a paper which puts everything
clearly, fairly, brief!v—here it is. Send 1 5c to show that you might like such a paper, and we will send the Pathfinder on probation 13
weeks. " The 15c does not repay us, but we are glad to invest in new friends. The Pathfinder, Box 73 f Washington,, D.C

Washington, the home of the Pathfinder, is the
nerve center of civilization; history is being
made at this world capital. The Pathfinder's
illustrated weekly review gives you a clear, im-
partial and correct diagnosis of public affairs

during these strenuous, epoch-making days.

Monuments— Mausoleums—Statuary
No matter what your needs, we can serve you most advan-
tageously. Estimates and designs submitted. Mail orders as
carefully executed as though you had called in person. Write
for particulars.

J. L.Wegenaar Co., 299 A B'way, N.Y.
SPECIALISTS IN DESIGN AN DCONSTRUCTION
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appearances from my vision, the remedy
gradually lost all its force. Then I in-

stinctively commenced to make excursions
beyond the limits of the small world of
which I had knowledge, and I saw new
scenes. 1 hese were at first very blurred
and indistinct, and would flit away when 1

tried to concentrate my attention upon them,
but by and by I succeeded in fixing them;
they gained in strength and distinctness and
finally assumed the concreteness of real

things. I soon discovered that my best com-
fort was attained if I simply went on in

my vision farther and farther, getting new
impressions all the time, and so I began to

travel—of course, in my mind. Every night
(and sometimes during the day), when
alone, I would start on my journeys—see

new places, cities and countries—live there,

meet people and make friendships and ac-
quaintances and, however unbelievable, it is

a fact that they were just as dear to me as

those in actual life and not a bit less intense
in their manifestations.
This I did constantly until I was about

seventeen when my thoughts turned seri-

ously to invention. Then I observed to my
delight that I could visualize with the great-

est facility. I needed no models, drawings
or experiments. I could picture them all as

real in my mind. Thus I have been led un-
consciously to evolve what I consider a new
method of materializing inventive concepts
and ideas, which is radically opposite to the

purely experimental and is in my opinion
ever so much more expeditious and efficient.

The moment one constructs a device to

carry into practise a crude idea he finds

himself unavoidably engrost with the de-

tails and defects of the apparatus. As he
goes on improving and reconstructing, his

force of concentration diminishes and he
loses sight of the great underlying prin-

ciple. Results may be obtained but always
at the sacrifice of quality.

My method is different. I do not rush
into actual work. When I get an idea I

start at once building it up in my imagi-

nation. I change the construction, make
improvements and operate the device in

my mind. It is absolutely immaterial to

me whether I run my turbine in thought
or test it in my shop. / even note if it is

out of balance. There isi no difference

whatever, the results are the same. In this

way I am able to rapidly develop and per-

fect a conception without touching any-
thing. When I have gone so far as to em-
body in the invention every possible im-
provement I can think of and see no fault

anywhere, I put into concrete form this

final product of my brain. Invariably my
device works as I conceived that it should,

and the experiment comes out exactly as I

planned it. In twenty years there has not

been a single exception. Why should it

be otherwise? Engineering, electrical and
mechanical, is positive in results. There is

scarcely a subject that cannot be mathe-
matically treated and the effects calculated

or the results determined beforehand from
the available theoretical and practical data.

The carrying out into practise of a crude

idea as is being generally done is, I hold,

nothing but a waste of energy, money and
time.

My early affliction had, however, another

compensation. The incessant mental exer-

tion developed my powers of observation

and enabled me to discover a truth of great

importance. I had noted that the appear-

ance of images was always preceded by

actual vision of scenes under peculiar and
generally very exceptional conditions and I

was impelled on each occasion to locate the

original impulse. After a while this effort

grew to be almost automatic and I gained

great facility in connecting cause and
effect. Soon I became aware, to my sur-

prise, that every thought I conceived was
suggested by an external impression. Not
only this but all my actions were prompted
in a similar way. In the course of time

it became perfectly evident to me that I

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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was merely an automaton endowed with

power of movement, responding to the

stimuli of the sense organs and thinking and
acting accordingly. The practical result of

this was the art of telautomatics which has

been so far carried out only in an imper-

fect manner. Its latent possibilities will,

however, be eventually shown. I have been

since years planning self-controlled auto-

mata and believe that mechanisms can be

produced which will act as if possest of

reason, to a limited degree, and will create

a revolution in many commercial and in-

dustrial departments.
I was about twelve years old when I first

succeeded in banishing an image from my
vision by wilful effort, but I never had
any control over the flashes of light to

which I have referred. They were, per-

haps, my strangest experience and inex-

plicable. They usually occurred when I

found myself in a dangerous or distressing

situation or when I was greatly exhila-

rated. In some instances I have seen all

the air around me filled with tongues of

living flame. Their intensity, instead of

diminishing, increased with time and seem-
ingly attained a maximum when I was
about twenty-five years old. While in

Paris, in 1883, a prominent French manu-
facturer sent me an invitation to a shoot-

ing expedition which I accepted. I had been
long confined to the factory and the fresh

air had a wonderfully invigorating effect

on me. On my return to the city that night

I felt a positive sensation that my brain

had caught fire. I saw a light as tho a

small sun was located in it and I past the

whole night applying cold compressions to

my tortured head. Finally the flashes

diminished in frequency and force but it

took more than three weeks before they
wholly subsided. When a second invita-

tion was extended to me my answer was
an emphatic NO

!

These luminous phenomena still mani-
fest themselves from time to time, as when
a new idea opening up possibilities strikes

me, but they are no longer exciting, being
of relatively small intensity. When I close

my eyes I invariably observe first, a back-
ground of very dark and uniform blue, not
unlike the sky on a clear but starless night.

In a few seconds this field becomes ani-

mated with innumerable scintillating flakes

of green, arranged in several layers and
advancing towards me. Then there ap-
pears, to the right, a beautiful pattern of
two systems of parallel and closely spaced
lines, at right angles to one another, in all

sorts of colors with yellow-green and gold
predominating. Immediately thereafter the
lines grow brighter and the whole is thick-

ly sprinkled with dots of twinkling light.

This picture moves slowly across the field

of vision and in about ten seconds vanishes
to the left, leaving behind a ground of
rather unpleasant and inert grey which
quickly gives way to a billowy sea of clouds,

seemingly trying to mould themselves in

living shapes. It is curious that I cannot
project a form into this grey until the sec-

ond phase is reached. Every time, before
falling asleep, images of persons or objects
flit before my view. When I see them I

know that I am about to lose conscious-
ness. If they are absent and refuse to come
it means a sleepless night.

To what an extent imagination played
a part in my early life I may illustrate by
another odd experience. Like most chil-

dren I was fond of jumping and developed
an intense desire to support myself in the
air. Occasionally a strong wind richly

charged with oxygen blew from the moun-
tains rendering my body as light as cork
and then I would leap and float in space for
a long time. It wa-s a delightful sensation
and my disappointment was keen when
later I undeceived myself.
During that period I contracted many

strange likes, dislikes and habits, some of
which I can trace to external impressions
while others are unaccountable. I had a
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The ManWho Wauldnt
Stay Down

He was putting in long hours at monotonous unskilled work. His small

pay scarcely lasted from one week to the next. Pleasures were few and far

between and he couldn't save a cent.

He was down—but he wouldn't stay there! He saw other men promoted,
and he made up his mind that what they could do he could do. Then he
found the reason they were promoted was because they had special training— an expert knowledge of some one line. So he made up his mind that he

would get that kind of training.

He marked and mailed to Scranton a coupon like the one below. That
was his first step upward. It brought him just the information he was look-

ing for. He iound he could get the training he needed right at home in the

hours after supper. From that time on he spent part of his spare time studying.

The first reward was not long in coming—an increase in salary. Then
came another. Then he was made Foreman. Now he is Superintendent
with an income that means independence and all the comforts and
pleasures that make life worth living

It just Shows what a man with ambition
can do. And this man is only one out of

hundreds of thousands who have climbed
the same steps to success with the help of

the International Correspondence Schools.

What about you ?
Are you satisfied merely to hang on

where you are or would you, too, like to

have a real job and real money? It's en-

tirely up to you. You don't have to stay

down. You can climb to the position you
want in the work you like best. Yes, you
can! The I. C. S. are ready and anxious
to come to you, wherever you are, with
the very help you need.

Surely when you have an opportunity
that means so much, you can't afford to

let another priceless hour pass without at

least finding out about it. And the way
to do that is easy—without cost, without
obligating yourself in any way, mark and
mail this coupon.

Hi [(NATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Box 6176, SCRANTON. PA.

Explain, without obligating me, how I can qualify for
the position, or in the sub.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
^ Electrician

Electric Wiring
Electric Lighting
Electric Car Running
Heavy ElectricTraction
Electrical Draftsman
Electric Machine Designer
Telegraph Expert
Practical Telephony
MECHANICAL ENGINEER
Mechanical Draftsman
Toolmaker
Ship Draftsman
Machine Shop Practice
Gas Engineer
CIVIL ENGINEER
Surveying and Mapping
MINE KOKEM'N ORENG'R
ARCHITECT

\ Architectnral Draftsman
PLUMBING AND HEATING
Sheet Metal Worker

ect, before which I mark X.

CHEMICAL ENGINEER
SALESMANSHIP
ADVERTISING MAN
Show Card Writer
Outdoor Sign Painter
RAILROADER
ILLUSTRATOR
DESIGNER
BOOKKEEPER
Stenographer and Typlit
Cert. Pub. Accountant
Traffic Management
Commercial Law
GOOD ENGLISH
Common School 8objeets
CIVIL SERVICE
Railway Mail Clerk
STATIONARY ENGINEER
Textile Overseer or Supt.
AGRICULTURE
Navigator Spanish
I'oultrvRaislns French
Automobiles Italian

Present
Occupation-

Street
and No..

City_

CORE WIRE
We have been fortunate In securing thru auction several tons of guaranteed pure, double

annealed Norway Iron Core Wire and are selling this wire to "Experimenter" readers

At Pre-war Prices 20cts lb.
This wire is just the thing for spark coils, transformers, etc., and It is, of course, a very much

more superior product than the usual iron wire. We absolutely guarantee the quality.

If you ever thought of building a spark coil, transformer, or similar apparatus, now is the
chance to get the right material for it. As far as we know this is the only lot of iron Norway Core
Wire in the hands of any dealer at the present time, and none can be gotten until after the war.

We have only two sizes left

:

26 INCHES 36 INCHES
Thickness about No. 21 B and S

If either of these sizes should be too long we advise cutting the wire down yourself by means
of shears. It will pay you to do so as real Norway Iron Wire, sold by a few dealers last year,
brought from 40c to 50c a pound. American core wire now sells for from 30c upwards per pound.

As long as the supply lasts we offer this wire as described above to our customers at the very
low price of 20c a pound. Order at once,

ELECTRO IMPORTING CO., 231 Fulton St., N. Y. C.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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00 Down
Brings You A Suit
Tailor- Matfe- To-Order

Greatest suit offer ever made!
Think of it—for only $1.00 down we
make up a suit from the fabric you
select strictly according to your

5 own individual measurements,
and send ittoyou for examination

w and try on. If you are perfectly

P satisfied, keep it and pay balance
; in easy monthly payments so

htj^ small you scarcely miss the
money. If not satisfied, re-
turn suit and we will im-

:
mediately refund your

\ dollar. Send for Style
Book and see how you can

Save Half
Because of our early-

buying in vast quanti-
ties, our enormous volume
and direct selling plan you
actually get your suit at
bout halt what it would or-

dinarily cost. Don't buy ready
mades—don't pay double our
price for a strictly made-to-or-
dersuit—a suit that is made to
fit the lines of your figure per-
fectly, has snap and style,
gives you long wear and holds
its shape. That's the kind of

suit you get from Stanley-
Eogers and besides you nave

5 Months To Pay

$1000 Reward

Absolutely wide open credit.
You wear the suit while paying
for it. We trust you absolutely.
Your word is all the security we
ak. No red tape, no delay.

anyone
who proves

that we do not make all ourmen's
H suits tailor-made-to-order accord-

ing to each customer's individual
measurements. Some firms try to
jfool you by telling you they make
clothes "to measure", and then

simply sell "hand-me-downs" altered here and there.
There's a big difference between "made-to-order" and
"made-to-measure". Stanley-Rogers suits SHOW the
difference in style, fit and long wear.

Write at once for your free
Book copy of our wonderful 1918-19

Style Book, See the actual cloth samples of most
beautiful weaves and patterns. Also illustrations of
latest fashions. Send postal or letter—NOW 1 Getfree
style book. Don't delay! Write today.

STANLEY-ROGERS CO.
lO15 Jackson Blvd. Dept. 805 Chicago

FREE sty,e

Richard A.
Oldham. He earned $2200.00

in four months with a Hay-
wood Tire Repairing outfit. For

20 years he was telegraph operator on the
II 1 inois Central Railway. He isnow 58 years
old. He answered my advertisement—quit
his job—bought a plant and opened a busi-
ness. He just wrote me "I have made more
in eight months than 2

' i years as operator."
There are now 500 stations where tire re-
pairing is neglected.

1 Must Have 500 Men
To Fili These Positions

I have a Big interesting Book to send you.
It tells all about tires—gives
insi d e figures and profit. Send
for it! What Oldham and others
are doing You can do. §2500.00 to
$4,000.00 per yenr is conservative.
Like Mr. Oldham— One machine
will start you. Then open a shop.
You can see business all around you.
out a Haywood Sign and business will
come to you. Now g-^t started. Send for
the Big Book and start making money,

M. HAYWOOD, Pres.

Haywood Tire & Equipment Co.

1209 Capitol Ave. Indianapolis, Ind.

s
TAMPS:
50 diff. Belgium (large bi-color), China, Jamaica,
Portugal, Venezuela, etc., 10c; 100 diff., nice
racket. 20c; 1,000 well mixed. 40c; 100 var.
U. S., 50c; 1,000 hinges. 10c; Agts. wanted, 50%.
List free. I buy stamps. L. B. Dover, Overland, Mo.

YOU CAN'T AFFORD TO BE WITH-
OUT THESE BOOKS:

"How to Behave." "Art of Pleasing Men." "How to Be-
come Beautiful." 25c each. "Hypnotism." 40c. "How
Gamblers Win." 50c. Satisfaction guaranteed.
W. A. Engelke, 3257 Bishop St.. Cincinnati. Ohio.

violent aversion against the earrings of
women but other ornaments, as bracelets,

pleased me more or less according to de-
sign. The sight of a pearl would almost
give me a fit but I was fascinated with the
glitter of crystals or objects with sharp
edges and plane surfaces. I would not
touch the hair of other people except, per-
haps, at the point of a revolver. I would
get a fever by looking at a peach and if a
piece of camphor was anywhere in the
house it caused me the keenest discomfort.
Even now I am not insensible to some of
these upsetting impulses. When I drop
little squares of paper in a dish filled with
liquid, I always sense a peculiar and awful
taste in my mouth. I counted the steps
in my walks and calculated the cubical con-
tents of soup plates, coffee cups and pieces

of food,—otherwise my meal was unenjoy-
able. All repeated acts or operations I

performed had to be divisible by three and
if I mist I felt impelled to do it all over
again, even if it took hours.

Up to the age of eight years, my charac-
ter was weak and vacillating. I had neither

courage or strength to form a firm re-

solve. My feelings came in waves and
surges and vibrated unceasingly between
extremes. My wishes were of consuming
force and like the heads of the hydra, they
multiplied. I was opprest by thoughts of
pain in life and death and religious fear.

I was swayed by superstitious belief and
lived in constant dread of the spirit of evil,

of ghosts and ogres and other unholy mon-
sters of the dark. Then, all at once, there

came a tremendous change which altered

the course of my whole existence.

Of all things I liked books the best. My
father had a large library and whenever
I could manage I tried to satisfy my pas-

sion for reading. He did not permit it

and would fly into a rage when he caught
me in the act. He hid the candles when he
found that I was reading in secret. He
did not want me to spoil my eyes. But I

obtained tallow, made the wicking and cast

the sticks into tin forms, and every night I

would bush the keyhole and the cracks and
read, often till dawn, when all others slept

and my mother started on her arduous
daily task. On one occasion I came across

a novel entitled "Abaft" (the Son of Aba),
a Serbian translation of a well known
Hungarian writer, Josika. This work some-
how awakened my dormant powers of will

and I began to practise self-control. At
first my resolutions faded like snow in

April, but in a little while I conquered my
weakness and left a pleasure I never knew
before—that of doing as I willed. In the

course of time this vigorous mental exer-

cise became second nature. At the outset

my wishes had to be subdued but gradually

desire and will grew to be identical. After
years of such discipline I gained so com-
plete a mastery over myself that I toyed
with passions which have meant destruction

to some of the strongest men. At a cer-

tain age I contracted a mania for gambling
which greatly worried my parents. To sit

down to a game of cards was for me the

quintessence of pleasure. My father led

an exemplary life and could not excuse
the senseless waste of time and money in

which I indulged. I had a strong resolve

but my philosophy was bad. I would say to

him, "I can stop whenever I please but is

it worth while to give up that which I

would purchase with the joys of Paradise?"
On frequent occasions he gave vent to his

anger and contempt but my mother was
different. She understood the character of

men and knew that one's salvation could

only be brought about thru his own efforts.

One afternoon, I remember, when I had
lost all my money and was craving for a

game, she came to me with a roll of bills

and said, "Go and enjoy yourself. The
sooner you lose all we possess the better it

will be. I know that you will get over it."

She was right. I conquered my passion

S kind erviken
Transmitter

Button
See what the editor of Elec-

trical Experimenter says about
the button

:

New York, Oct. 22, 1918.

J. Skinderviken, National Hotel,
Washington, D. C.

In writer's opinion, obtained by
actual elaborate tests, your Trans-
mitter Button is probably most effi-

cient device of its kind on market
today, due to its simplicty and
other outstanding features. Should
have a great future.

H. Gernsback.

See what a couple of Electrical

Experimenter readers say about
the button

:

New Brighton, Pa.
Dec. 16, 1918.

Dear Sirs:
I have been using one of your

Transmitter Buttons for experi-
mental work, and it certainly lives
up to all you say for it and then
some.

Yours truly,
Harry H. Bruhn.

Wash, D. C.
Dec. 18, 1918.

Dear Sirs;
I received the Transmitter But-

ton and I am well pleased with it.

It is everything you claim it to be
and more too.

Yours truly,
G. A. Wick.

We have now thousands of

buttons in stock and can ship

same day as order is received.

Send remittance with order as

per our money back guarantee.

See our ad page 734.

We have large stock of neces-

sary supplementary equipment
for experimenting. Send for a

complete list. Receivers $1.00-

Induction Coils "from $0.35.

Ringers from $0.35. Generators
'from $1.75.

SKINDERVIKEN
TELEPHONE EQUIP-
MENT COMPANY
2134 North Clark Street

Chicago, Illinois

Abbreviated Address STECO

The ANDERSON
Steam Vulcanizer
Anderson'9 Flexible Confor-

mation Device, upon which an
ordinary monkey wrench exerts

tons of pressure, forces thou-
sands of little rubber rivets into

the tire's fabric,

to be cooked in
by our super-
heated dry steam
system.
We guarantee to make practi-

cal vulcanizers out of men from
20 to 70 years old. $235 and 6
to 10 days in one of our many
State Vulcanizing Schools will
start you in this profitable
business.

The Anderson Steam
Vulcanizer Co. a,JS

No. 23 Williams Bldg.,
Indianapolis, Ind.

Mire, of the Famous Anderson Steam Vulcanizer.
ers of the Anderson method of vulcanizing

EBggBEipHBa
for Auto Tires. Double milearre. prevent blow-

j

outs and punctures. Easily applied in any tire. I

Thousands sold. Details free. Agents wanted.
Ame r. Accessories Co.. Dept. ^Cincinnati J

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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then and there and only regretted that it

had not been a hundred times as strong. I

not only vanquished but tore it from my
heart so as not to leave even a trace of
desire. Ever since that time I have been
as indifferent to any form of gambling as

to picking teeth.

During another period I smoked exces-

sively, threatening to ruin my health. Then
my will asserted itself and I not only stopt

but destroyed all inclination. Long ago I

suffered from heart trouble until I discov-

ered that it was due to the innocent cup of
coffee I consumed every morning. I dis-

continued at once, tho I confess it was
not an easy task. In this way I checked
and bridled other habits and passions and
have not only preserved my life but de-

rived an immense amount of satisfaction

from what most men would consider priva-

tion and sacrifice.

After finishing the studies at the Poly-
technic Institute and University I had a

complete nervous breakdown and while the

malady lasted I observed many phenomena
strange and unbelievable.

(To be continued in our March issue)

TEN TELEPHONE OR FORTY
TELEGRAPH CURRENTS OVER

ONE CIRCUIT.

POSTMASTER GENERAL BURLE-
SON on December 12th made public

a letter from Theodore N. Vail an-
nouncing the invention and develop-
ment by the technical staff of the Bell

system of a practical method of multiplex
telephony and telegraphy, which is expected
to revolutionize long-distance wire com-
munication.
Mr. Vail, who is President of the Amer-

ican Telephone and Telegraph Company,
explained that there can be a combination
of telegraphy and telephony under this in-

vention by which a pair of wires, i.e., one
full metallic circuit, will be available either

for five simultaneous telephone conversa-
tions (ten voices) or for forty simultaneous
telegraph messages, or partly for one and
partly for the other.

With this new system four telephone con-
versations over one pair of wires are si-

multaneously carried on in addition to the

telephone conversation provided by the or-

dinary methods. Thus, over a single pair

of wires a total of five telephone conversa-
tions are simultaneously operated, each giv-

ing service as good as that provided by the

circuit working in the ordinary way.
Heretofore the best telephone methods

known to the art provided only one tele-

phone conversation at a time over a single

pair of wires. A number of years ago there
was developed the phantom circuit arrange-
ment, by which three telephone circuits

were obtained from two pairs of wires, an
important improvement, of which extensive
use has been made commercially. Now, by
the multiplex method we are enabled to

obtain five telephone circuits over one pair
of wires, that is, ten simultaneous telephone
conversations from the two pairs of wires
which formerly could be used for only three
simultaneous telephone conversations. This
represents an increase of more than three-
fold in the telephonic capacity of the wires,
as compared with the best previous state of
the art.

Some proposals made by the earlier

workers in this particular field have natu-
rally proved suggestive in the successful so-

lution of the problem, particularly a sug-
gestion made by Maj. Gen. George O.
Squier, Chief Signal Officer of the United
States Army, about ten years ago, and
which at the time attracted very general
attention.

Furthermore, while working in entirely
different fields and with a different ob-
jective, Dr. Lee deForest a number of
years ago invented a wireless device known
as the Audion, which by improvements and
adaptation has been made an important part
of the Bell telephone system.

Become an Electrician In One Year Here
Or Learn An Electrical Trade In 6 Months

THIS school teaches electricity thoroughly, from the very fundamentals, including the
laws and principles of electricity and the theory of direct current—together with
practical lectures and problems, actual training in laboratory work and electrical

machine departments of designing, building, repairing, installing, operating, etc. And the
faculty here are practical electrical engineers who know how and what to teach because
they know what knowledge and ability the great field of Electricity requires.

As one example of this school's thoroughness and
practical training and development, witness the pic-
ture above, showing view of armature winding de-
partment, whore students actually wind armature

—

D.C. and A.C.—by a most successfully practical and
unique method.

The thoroughness in essentials here, the practical
training and able faculty, together with this school's
broad facilities and intensive abilities, are the reasons
why you can become an Electrician here in one year,
or master one of the Electrical Trades in 6 months.

If you are determined to achieve success in the
Electrical Field this is your school. You will acquire
and accomplish more in a shorter time at a less cost
and be a fully developed, practical electrical man when
you finish. Mail the coupon at the right and get com-
plete illustrated and descriptive details of the advan-
tages this school affords. If interested in Electrical
Engineering with U.S. degree, check same on coupon.
Mail the coupon now.

A STUDENTS' Cooperative Dormi-
tory and Boarding Club Is organ-

ized here with modern and completely
equipped school quarters for housing
and boarding students—conducted by
student committees for the athletic,
social and academic welfare of the
students and establishing living econ-
omy and comfort. Fully explained on

You Can Earn While You Learn

WE will provide you with part time employment
to help defray your expenses here and give

you actual outside experience — without interfering
with your class hours—which is fully explained in

our catalog. Mail the coupon.

School of Engineering
of Milwaukee

An Electrical Technicians' Institute

Department of Practical Electricity

76-373 Broadway, Milwaukee, Wis.

Mail This Coupon NOW
School of Engineering of Milwaukee
76-373 Broadway, Milwaukee, Wis.
Without obligating me, please furnisli

details of . . . .day or . . . .evening course
(or courses^ checked below.
. . Electrician
. . Electro-Technician
..Electrical Engineer

Special 6 Months' Courses.

. . Draftsman

..Electrical Trouble & Lineman

..Electrical Wireman

..Electrical Motor Repairman
. .Telephone Trouble & Repairman
. . Electrical Meterman
. . Dormitory

NAME
ADDRESS
AGE
EMPLOYED AT
EDUCATION

TYPEWRITER SENSATION
PROMPT SHIPMENT.

$4.00 per month buys a beautifully reconstructed, latest model visible
typewriter, with back spacer, decimal tabulator, two-color ribbon, etc.

Every late style feature and modern operating device. Sent on approval.
Catalogue and special prices free.

Harry A. Smith, 738, 218 N. Wells St., Chicago, 111.

Let Me Train YOU In

AV I AT I O N Two Airplane Concerns agree to

take every one of our students

who have mastered our course

for the big paying positions of

Mechanics, Inspectors, Assemblers,

Engineers, etc.

Why don't YOU quality?

I want you to take up Aviation. Positions at
good pay are going begging, because there are
not enough trained men to fill them. LET ME
TRAIN YOU for some of these big positions
that pay big wages. I know the game, for I

have been flying for years. My advice to you
is to decide right now to take a

Home Course in Aviation ,— — — — — — — — —
in your spare time. Send today for our y Fill Out This.Coupon and Mail Today

FREF BOOK and 1 wIM
,

wr
i'?

you * Capt. George F. Campbell, Chief Instructor

along with it I wil I teU
1

yi?u some™/ National Aero InetH »te. Dept. 7442,Z^LitA^/™™^ Building Chicago, IU.

try. You'll want to get right in. / P?.^X. s 'rA .Please send me without obligation, copy
Address as follows: f of "The Science of Aviation,'' also particula

Mail Course in the Principles of Aviation,
of

Captain George Frederick Capt. Geo. F. Campbell, Chief *
Campbell, Formerly Third Instructor. NATIONAL AERO / Na
Ace of the Boyal Flying INSTITUTE, DEPT. 7442, m
Corps. Chief Instructor of Morton Building, Chicago, -

National Aero Institute. Illinois.
' Address _
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Now That The
War Is Over

SALESMEN
are Needed to Get
Peace-Time Orders

to Keep Plants Busy

$2,500 to $10,000

A Year for Salesmen
Factories everywhere have been working day

and night on war contracts. With peace re-

turned, these factories must go back to peace
time work. War contracts require no salesmen.
Peace time orders must be produced by sales-

men. Salesmen will be the most vital factor
in business. Factories backed by best salesmen
will be the busiest. Crack salesmen will com-
mand practically their own price. Prepare now
for this most essential peace time work.

Let Us MakeYou a
STAR SALESMAN
We taught B. C. KJsler—formerly earning $75 a

month—has earned as high as $375 a month as sales-

man. We taught C. W. Birmingham—former clerk at

$15 a week—has earned $125 a week as sales manager.
We taught George W. Kearns—formerly earned $60 a
month—has since earned $306 in one week as a sales-
man. Our simple course teaches the exact laws of
successful selling—making you more efficient than 99
out of 100 men who learned only through grinding ex-
perience. We train you In your spare time in your own
home, bo you can earn while you learn.

Wonderful
New Book FREE!

Investigate by writing for our free book "A Knight
of the Grip" which tells what our Training and Service

,
will do for you. Let us tell

V you about our Free Employ-
M*m mm Am^ » ment Department, which has

|Y|3I I vOUDOU V constantly on file more re-

a
~

m \ quests for salesmen than
ai< PacTAI \ we can possibly fill. WEVI lUSiai * TRAIN you and PLACE

\ you
National Salesmen's
Training Association

Dept. 42B
Chicago. III., U. S. A.

With no obligation on my part,

send me your Big, Free Illus-
trated Book and complete infor-
mation on your Training and Free
Employment Service.

Write today—Now.
\ Easy terms and special
- price for limited time.

rob your whole
future by one min-

neglect. Mail
. coupon or postal
\ NOW.

\ price fo

\ Don't
\ future

\ ute's
V coin

\ National Salesmen's
Training Association

\ Dept. 42

B

\ Chicago, III.

Street \ U. S. A.

City V

Name.

Deafness Is misery
1 know because I was Deaf and had Heal
Noises for over 30 years. My invisible
Anti-septic Ear Drums restored my hear*
ing and stopped Head Noises, and willdo
it for you. They are Tiny Megaphones.
Cannot be seen when worn. Easy to put
in, easy to takeout. Are "Unseen Com*
forts. "Inexpensive. WriteforBookletand

/ my sworn statement o t how 1 recovers!
myheartne. A. O. LEONARD
Suite 369 70 5th Ave., N. Y. City

HAVE You SENT
for our booklet No. 4, giving diagrams and experi-

ments with the Steco Button?
STECO, 2134 N. Clark St., Chicago, III.

CURING SOLDIERS' ILLS WITH
ELECTRICITY.

(Continued from page 695)

were 3,000 shell-shock victims ; the day the

armistice was signed 2,000 of them re-

covered, showing what a peculiar and
baffling mental ailment this is.

The photograph, Fig. 2, was taken at the

American Red Cross War Hospital, lo-

cated at Paignton, Devon, France, which is

one of the finest and best equipt in the Red
Cross service. This hospital has a staff of

150 nurses under the direction of Army
medical officers. The photograph shows a

soldier undergoing an electric bath treat-

ment for rheumatism. This treatment is

given in the massage room at the hospital,

where multifarious other electrical ma-
chines and appliances are to be found, in-

cluding electrical massage vibrators, electric

heating pads, etc.

In some of the larger base hospitals, very
elaborate electrical equipment has been
made available. In some of the American
Army hospitals in the United States, where
the returning wounded are being carefully

attended to, so as to make them as well and
strong as they were when they went over-
seas to fight the Boche, there are some of
the very latest instruments and apparata
about which little is known outside of the

medical profession. This equipment in-

cludes among other things the Electro-car-
diograph, which comprises an extremely
sensitive electrical galvanometer, capable of
recording the beats of the heart on a pho-
tographic film, so that the exact condition
of the heart with regard to its manner of
beating and its strength, can be minutely
and accurately studied by the physicians.
At one of the large New York debarka-

tion hospitals everything is done by elec-

tricity—even to the cooking. This hospital
has one of the largest X-ray laboratories
in the world, each of the 26 X-ray rooms
being equipt with a special dark room for
rapidly developing and finishing the X-ray
plates. The X-ray in itself has undoubtedly
saved thousands of lives in the great con-
flict, in many cases when the victims of

bullet and shell wounds would certainly
have died, had it not been for this wonder-
ful scientific machine. Owing to the ter-

rific fragmentation (splintering) of the
shell now used, which often causes small
steel splinters to penetrate parts of the
body where they would never be suspected,
and which, if they were not quickly dis-

covered by the X-ray, would be quite liable

to affect the heart, lungs or blood vessels at

some unexpected time and cost the victim
his life. For this reason the returning
wounded are most minutely examined and
X-rayed, especially in the abdomen and
chest regions, where many of these shell

splinters, and even bullets, are fond of
lodging and camouflaging themselves for
long periods, only to cause trouble at some
later date, with possibly fatal results.

THE UNKNOWN PURPLE.
(Continued from page 690)

last act, in which scene the hero is visible

to the eye in flesh and blood but slowly and
gradually fades away into nothing, leaving
only the purple glow. This was quite im-
pressive and, of course, was done by the
usual magician's mirror effect, whereby the
hero was not on the stage at all, but below
it, thus casting his reflection on a fine

screen on the stage ; then by manipulating
the lights in a certain manner the picture
would dissolve into emptiness.

Altogether the stage technique is very
cleverly arranged with an absurdly simple
effect which in a similar attempt would be
very elaborate. Outside of that the plot
and theme of the play is quite out of the
ordinary and is deserving of mention.
To show just how different this play is

from others, reference must be made to a
note in the program over which audiences
puzzle themselves until the play itself makes
the meaning clear. To wit : "The first epi-

TABLETS

MwM FOR

Mmgm Grippe
Cold

flff^nM V| in theM «. Head
Headaches
Neuralgias

Spanish Influenza
Women's Aches and Ills

Rheumatic and Sciatic Pains

Ask Your Druggist for A-K Tablets

Sold in Convenient Pocket Pcckages

Small Size

lOc
Dozen Size

25c
See Monogram Jjfc on the genuine

The Antikamnla Remedy Company
St. Louis. Mo.

HOTEL ST. JAMES
Times Square, New York City
Just off Broadway at 109-113 West 45th St.

1% Blocks from 45th Street Entrance
to Grand Central Station.

Women will find
here a home at-

mosphere and
absence of ob-
jectionable fea-
tures of ordinary
hotel life.

40 Theatres, all
principal shops,
3 to 6 minutes
walk.

2 minutes of all

subways, '%"
roads, surface
cars, bus lines.

An excellent
Restaurant, at

moderate prices.

Writefor
"IVhat's Going-
On In NewYork ' •

All Outside Rooms
With adjoining bath • - from $1.50

With private bath - - from $'2.00

Sitting room bedroom, bath, from $4.00

Furnished Apartments by the year,

mouth or week, at special rates.

Raymond L. Carroll, Pres. and M^r.

Humanize Your
Talking Machine
with the Ellis "Music Master" Reproducer. It

Is adapted for all makes of machines using

disc records and entirely overcomes those

harsh, rasping, scratching, metallic sounds,

disagreeable nasal tones and other annoying
"faults". Brings out all the hidden harmonies,
musical shading and tone coloring and makes
your old phonograph sound like an entirely

different instrument. Guaranteed for five years,

but improves with age and will last a lifetime.

Write for circular "E".

J. H. ELLIS, P.O. Box 88
Milwaukee, Wisconsin

35 MILES PER HOUR
Built by a boy from Junior parts fur-

nished by us. Any boy can build this
car. Parts very cheap. Send 26

>a cents for blue prints and price list

\ gm_ of parts showing how to build this
speedy little car.

SYPHER MFG. CO.
156 Warren Street
TOLEDO. OHIO.
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Learn to Fill

Bigger Shoes

Don't Send Any Nonet:

Foremen and
Superintendents

$1300 to $5000 Yearly

Engineers (all kinds)
$2000 to $5000 Yearly

Office Manager or Auditor
$1800 to $5000 Yearly

matter what kind of
work you are doing
now, a set of these

great home study books will

IS***, quickly fit you for a bigger
and better paying job. We will

send any set you select for one
week's FREE examination,
and if you want to keep them

you pay only the special reduced price

—

at the rate of 50 cents a week. This is

your opportunity to make more money

—

grasp it NOW. Use these books and a
little spare time and LEARN TO FILL
BIGGER SHOES.

Carpentry and
Contracting

Five volumes, 2138 pages and
more than 400 illustrations.

Prepares for Contractor, Build-
ing Superintendent and Car-
penter Foreman. Regular
price,$26.00. Special price,$17.80.

Civil Engineering
Nine volumes, 3900 pages and
3000 illustrations, plates and
diagrams. Prepares for Civil or
Structural Engineer, Transit-
man, Estimator, Designer or
Chief Draftsman. Regular
price,$45.00. Special price, $29.80.

Telephony and
Telegraphy

Four volumes, 1728 pages and
2D00 illustrations, plates and
diagrams. Prepares for Tele-
phone Engineer, Wire Chief,
Exchange Manager, Trouble
Man or Telegrapher. Regular
price, $20.00.Special price, §12.80.

Steam and Gas
Engineering

Seven volumes, 3300 pages and
2500 illustrations, plates, dia-

grams, etc. Prepares for Sta-
tionary, Marine or Locomotive
Engineer or Fireman. Regular
price,S35.00. Special price,$21,80.

Law and Practice
(with Reading Course in 25

bound pamphlets). Thirteen
volumes, 6000 pages and 24 illus-

trations. Prepares for all Bar
Examinations. A wonderful
aid to business men. Regular
price,$72.00. Special price,$39.80.

Practical
Accounting

Four volumes, 1840 pages and
800 illustrations, plates and
diagrams. C. P. A. questions
and practical problems. Pre-
pares for Accountant, Book-
keeper or Cost Clerk. Regular
price,$20.00. Special price, $12,80.

Pay Raisers
These books are written by
well known authorities — the
top-notchers in each line. They
will help you make more money.
You can't fail to understand
them, because they are written
in plain, everyday language.
Thousands of photographs,
diagrams, charts, etc., help to
make difficult points as sim-
ple as A-B-C.

See our Free Examination-no
money down offer below

AskOurExperts
With these books goes free of all

charge a $12.00 Consulting Mem-
bership in the American Technical
Society. If any question puzzles
you—write us. Our corps of experts
and engineers will solve any prob-
lem. Ask all the questions you
want for a whole year. This serv-

ice is absolutely FREE.

Automobile
Engineering

Five volumes, 2400 pages and
2000 illustrations. Prepares for
Garage Foreman, Automobile
Mechanic or Chauffeur. Inval-
uable to car owners. Regular
price,$25.00. Special priee,$17.80.

MachineShop Practice
Six volumes, 2300 pages and
2500 illustrations. Prepares for
Machine Shop Superintendent
or Foreman, Foundryman, Pat-
tern Maker, Tool Designer or
Tool Maker. Regular price.
$30.00. Special price, $19.80.

Sanitary, Heating and
Ventilating Engin'ring
Four volumes, 1454 pages and
more than 1400 illustrations,
etc. Prepares for Sanitary
Engineer, Heating and Venti-
lating Engineer, Master
Plumber or Plumber. Regular
price,$20.00. Special price, $13.80.

Mechanical and
Architectural Drawing
Four volumes, 1578 pages and
more than one thousand illus-
trations. Prepares for Archi-
tectural or Mechanical Drafts-
man Regular price. $20.00.
Special price, only $14.80.

Electrical Engineering
Seven volumes. 3000 pages and
2600 illustrations, plates and
diagrams. Prepares for Elec-
trical Engineer. Power Plant
Superintendent.Substation Op-
erator or Electrician. Regular
price, $35.00. Special price,$19.80.

Accountancy and
Business Management
Ten volumes, 3680 pages and
1987 illustrations, forms, etc.
Prepares for Certified Public
Accountant, Auditor, Office
Manager, Accountant, Credit
Man or Bookkeeper. Regular
price.$60.00. Specialprice,$24.80.

sode of the last act occurs before the last

episode of the preceding act." It simply
means that at that critical time the action is

going on in two places at once ; and be-

cause the stage cannot jump back and forth

in a flash like the motion picture, part of

the story has to be postponed until the

scene shifters catch up.

The illustrations which we present here-

with are, of course, doctored up for the

reason that if they were not nothing at all

would be seen. It is very necessary to

show the pictures in this manner, otherwise

we would revert back to our camouflaged
front cover,—the blank space showing
nothing,—and as the Editors must show
pictures—well you know how it is

:

A little camouflage here and then
Is often mightier than the pen

!

EXPERIMENTAL MECHANICS.
(Continued from page 717)

much more difficult than the ordinary run
of lathe work. Fig. 5 shows how a crank
pin, 1, with its rods, is set to be revolved
between centers 2, 2, of the lathe. This is

made with provisions for attaching to theN

crank rod 4, 4, temporary support plates 3,

3, on the ends of the crank shaft, and drill-

ing center holes in the plates in line with
the center of the crank pin to be turned.
The main portions of the crank shaft D,
D, must first be turned, tho not necessarily

to their finished size. The plates 3, 3, must
be bored out to be a tight fit on the ends of
the crank shafts, to which they are further
secured by a set screw as indicated. The
crank shaft is then laid on a surface plate

or on the lathe bed, which will answer this

purpose very well, and the centers of the
crank pin, 1, determined and carefully
marked on the supporting plates, 3, 3, so
that when mounted between lathe centers
the axis shall pass thru the central axis of
the crank pin. The center holes should be
drilled and countersunk in the usual way at

these points. The crank shaft may then be
mounted in the lathe on its centers, and one
end secured to the face plate with a dog
and the crank pin then turned to proper
size.

It will be found in turning crank shafts
that the work as a whole is very much out
of balance, and will require a counter-
balance weight on the opposite side to the
driving of the lathe. This work will be of
interest to those building engines, etc.

(To be continued)

PRODUCING RAIN BY ELECTRIC-
ITY AND X-RAYS.

(Continued from page 687)

valve rectifiers, is used to produce the high
potential current for operating the X-ray
tube, and this current is fed to the tube
thru the two wires leading up to the bal-
loon. The X-ray tube itself is placed in a
light water-proof compartment suspended
from a spar just below the balloon, as the
illustration shows. As will be seen, the
Rontgen-ray tube is so hung that its rays
are directed upward, so as to impinge upon
the metallized surface of the balloon, which,
as will be remembered, is charged at a very
high potential. Suitable high voltage, strain
insulators are placed in the lead wires at
all the points shown. A recording instru-
ment such as hot-wire ammeter is con-
nected in series with the high tension lead
wire. If the ground switch is closed, then
any static charge in the neighborhood of
the balloon is conveyed to earth, an indica-
tion being obtained on the instrument.
When the ground switch is opened and the
power circuit closed, the air surrounding
the balloon for a radius of several hundred
feet is endowed with conductive qualities
as a result of the emanations from the
X-ray tube. When the ultra-high voltage
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IELECTRICITY!
HERE'S just the book on

Electricity that you need
to answer your many ques-
tions— to solve your knotty
problems, to teach you new kinks,
to be your memory for tables, rules,

formulas and other Electrical and
Mechanical facts that some people
try to carry in their heads—and fail.

With this "Little Giant" I. C. S.

Electrical Engineer's Handbook in
your pocket, toolchest, on your
work bench, drawing table or desk,
an hour or a day need not be lost

"digging up" some forgotten rule, some un-
familiar fact ; you'll just turn to the very com-
plete index and get it "in a jiffy." Just a few
of the subjects treated are:

Electricity and Magnetism; Electrical Sym-
bols; Batteries; Circuits; Magnets; Direct and
Alternating Currents; Dynamos and Motors;
Belts; Shafting; - Electroplating; Electrical
Measurements; Meters; Arc and Incandescent
Lamps; Mercury Arc Rectifiers; Transformers;
Insulation; Electric Cars; Single and Multiple-
Unit Control; Transmission; Rail Welding;
Tables of Wires — Sizes, Capacities, etc.,—
Mathematical Rules; Formulas, Symbols; Tables
of Constants, Equivalents, Roots, Powers, Re-
ciprocals, Areas, Weights and Measures;
Chemistry; Properties of Metals; Principles of
Mechanics; First Aid, etc.

The Electrical Engineer's Handbook is one of 22

I. C. S. Handbooks covering 22 Technical, Scientific and
Commercial subjects. (See titles in coupon below.)
They have the contents of a full-size book condensed
into pocket size ready to go with you anywhere and
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Illustrated wherever a picture will help.

No Risk Money-Back Offer!
The price of the famous I. C. S. Handbooks, of which
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everyday use, is $1 per copy. So confident are we
that you will find them exactly what you need for
ready reference in your work, that we stand ready to
prompily and cheerfully refund your money if for any
reason yuu are not fully satisfied with their value.
Simply send a letter or the coupon below, enclosing $1

for each book wanted. If at anytime within 10 days you
wish to return the books, your money will be refunded.

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Box 6177 Scranton, Pa.

INT ERNATI0NAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Box 6177, SCRANTON, PA.
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Handbooks marked X, ;it $1.00 each. I may return any or
all and get my money back within ten days from receipt
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Not Toys But Real Apparatus
the same as used by all operating companies.
You had better send us your order immediately
to Insure prompt delivery, as this equipment
will not last long at these prices.

110 Volt Generators 3 bars, each $3.00
4 bars, each 4.00

5 or 6 bars, each 5.00
Telephone transmitters with arms, each.. .75

Good ringers complete with bells, eaoh 50
Telephone receivers, each 75
Condensors, all sizes, each 50
Real complete common battery telephones,

wall type with 1600 Ohm ringers, each 4.50
Slightly used dry cells, per dozen 1.25

Large, powerful magnets, while they last,

each 50
Please send money-order or cash with your order

ELECTRICAL SPECIALTY COMPANY
128 South Eleventh Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Learn Watchwork, Jewelrywork and
Fnerravinff Optics and instrument repair. A fine trade
IingrdVlIlg commanding a good salary, and your ser-

vices are always In demand. Address HOROLOGICAL,
Dept. E., Bradley Institute, Peoria. 111., for latest catalog.

charging circuit is closed and the metallized
balloon surface electrified, then the air in

the vicinity of the balloon receives a power-
ful electrostatic charge, which acts on the

aqueous particles suspended or floating in

the air in the manner aforementioned. The
inventor has elaborately cared for many
problems which might arise in the applica-

tion of his apparatus, and among other
things he describes various forms of high
tension uni-directional current generators
and means for application against lightning
discharges.

The inventor mentions that two or more
operating stations for rain production may
be used in cooperation, depending upon the

observed meteorological conditions, these
stations being located at greater or lesser

distances apart. In operating multiple sta-

tions the degree and sign of the charges
used therein, respectively, may be varied
as required. The use of ultra-violet rays
instead of Rontgen rays for ionizing the
atmosphere is discust by Mr. Balsillie in

the description of the apparatus, but they
are of little practical use, as he points out,

for they produce practical ionization effects

only when reflected from a fluorescent sur-
face.

r

EXPERIMENTAL CHEMISTRY.
{Continued from page 718)

will contain crystallin deposits. Some of
the sublimat will be amorphous.
THE CARBON TEST.—In this the Ar-

senious Oxid [As-iOJ is reduced by Car-
bon [CO being formed] to metallic Arsenic,
which sublimes as in Marsh's Test.
HYDROGEN SULFID TEST. — The

hydrogen sulfid preciptates arsenious sulfid

[AS2S3] [Yellow] from an acid solution of
any arsenious salt

2AsCl 3 + 3HUS = As 2 Ss -f 6HC1.

Physiological Effects.

Like other arsenical comounds, the oxid
is very poisonous, the lethal dose being
about 2y2 grains, or 1

/t gram. It is called
an Irritant poison, and acts rather slowly,
as the digestive fluids have to transform it

before absorption. The antidote is freshly
prepared ferric hydrat [Fe[OHL], to-

gether with Magnesia.
2FeCl 3 + 3Mg[OH] 2 = 2Fe[OH] a +

3MgCk
This forms a compound of arsenic insolu-
ble in the fluids of the body, and precipi-

tated in the stomach, etc. An overdose
may act as an emetic.

For evidence of arsenical poisoning in

post-morten examination of the liver, the
stomach, etc., these organs and their con-
tents are sometimes dialyzed before the
Marsh and other tests can be applied, in

order to separate the arsenic from the
viscera and food products. After being
treated with Hcl, KClOs, etc., the finely di-

vided substances are put into a dialyzer [a

parchment membrane, see Fig. 156], and
suspended in water, when the arsenic com-
pounds, being more diffusive, pass thru the
membrane in to the water of the outer
vessel, leaving the other substances behind.
This outer solution is then concentrated
and tested for arsenic. Generally, however,
the contents with the arsenic are dissolved
in aqua regia and then tested by Marsh's
or Reinsch's test.

Uses.

It is employed in shot manufacture to
give a globular form to the grains.

Cobalt Glance, a compound of Arsenic
and Cobalt, has considerable use as fly-

poison under the name of Fly-stone. Ar-
senic also finds use in many rat poison
compounds.

TESTS FOR ARSENIC.
Marsh's Test.

Experiment No. 148.

Make two constrictions in a tube of hard

BLISS
Electrical School
AGAIN OPEN TO CIVILIANS
FOR A QUARTER OF A CENTURY this

institution has been training men for the elec-
trical industries.

SINCE JUNE 15, 1918, the School has been
filled to its maximum capacity with soldiers
detailed by the WAR DEPARTMENT to receive
an intensive course of instruction for electrical
positions in the service.

DUE TO THE CESSATION OF HOSTILI-
TIES the War Department has discontinued
this work. We will, therefore, resume our
CONDENSED COURSE IN ELECTRICAL EN-
GINEERING, JANUARY 15, 1919. This 26th
class will graduate September 17, 1919.

The school is provided with fireproof dor-
mitories, dining hall, excellent laboratories
and shops, all thoroughly equipped throughout.
A judicious combination of theory and practice
results In a well-balanced course.

Because of the demand for admission
EARLY APPLICATION is necessary. Cata-

logue upon request.

BLISS

ELECTRICAL SCHOOL
260 Takoma Ave.,

Washington, D. C.

Super -Sensitive Microphone
ONLY
$'750

This instrument is offered ™ /
at an extremely low price. I
It is excellent for building your
own amplifier. Can also be used in
many experiments where a sensi-
tive microphone is required.

Detectagraph,
This detecting instrument
of marvelous sensitivity can
be used for detecting secret
conversations. Outfit consists
of Sensitive Transmitter, 25-
ft. Black Cord, Receiver,
Headband, Case and Battery.

Send for One Today and
Convince Yourself. Detectagraph $1

5

THE $15tMICROPHO
DEAF-PHONE

is a super-sensitive instru-
ment which has been devel-
oped to meet the demands
for a practical and efficient
hearing device at an extreme-
ly low price. It is equal to
any $35 instrument made and

superior to most of them. The outfit consists of One
Super-Sensitive Transmitter with cord connector; One
Super-Sensitive Ear Piece with small black cord; One
Blaek Single Headband; Black Case and Two Bat-
teries. WRITE TODAY FOR FREE BOOKLET

G. BOISSONNAULT CO.
26 CORTLANDT STREET NEW YORK
Makers of Super-Sensitive Microphone Apparatus

You Can Make Big Profits
CHARGING Others are clearing

AUTO STORAGE ' 10 ° t0 SI 50 extra

R ATT PRirs profit every month,
1 with this HB 500

watt Charger. So can you. No ex-
perience necessary. Write for par-
ticulars or send $15 first payment
with trial order. Absolute money-
back guarantee. No risk. Balance
in 9 monthly payments of ? 2 each.
Delay means lost profits. Ordernow.
Hobart Bros. Co. Boz2E, Troy, Ohio

THE MIDGET SLIDE RULE
will add, subtract, multiply, di-
vide ; solve problems involving oven
and uneven roots and powers. Also
gives the logarithms of numbers
and the Sines and Cosines, Tan-
gents and Cotangents of all angles.
Its operation is very simple ; quick-
ly solves any mathematical prob-
lem. Durably made of metal.
Adapted for shop and office use.
Fits the pocket. 3% Inches diam-
eter. Price with Instructions, $1.00
Your moQey back ft you are sot aeftafied

Gilton Slide Rule Co., Nilei. Mich

110 V. TRANSFORMER
8 Volts Secondary ONLY $1.00
A reliable transformer for all experimental work, rins-
ing bells, etc. Consumes-* so little power It will not
mow ordinary meter. $1.00. postpaid. Cord and plug,
BOo extra.

Transformer No. 18, giving S, 12 and 18 vote second-
ary, with plug, $2,00 postpaid. Order from this ad.

EMPIRE TRANSFORMER CO.
Dept. 11 2214 Sedgwick St., CHICAGO

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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j Mail Salesmen Command

$2,000 to*4,000
a Year—and positions are now open

Send for FREE copy of maga-
zine containing list of positions

open. Learn how others have
increased their earning ability

through a knowledge of how to

get business by mail.

MAIL SALESMANSHIP MAGAZINE
Room 1219

220 W. 42nd St., New York City

TELEGRAPHY
Day and evening classes taught by
expert telegraphers upon practical
equipment. Splendid opportunities.
Send for Folder "T". Beginners
Every Monday.

MERCHANT MARINE
Thousands of wireless operators are
needed. Splendid appointments, at-
tractive salaries, rapid advancement.
Day and evening classes. Beginners
every Monday. Send for prospectus.

EASTERN RADIO INSTITUTE
899 Boylston St. Boston, Mass.

WANTED
IMMEDIATELY

Civilian wireless and land line

operators are in great de-
mand, owing to the govern-
ment special classification.

This is your opportunity to earn
big money. Our classes will quick-
ly qualify you.
Write for booklet giving full[partkul*rt about

The Best Radio School in New York City

East Side y. M. C. A.
Branch

Lenox 6051
86th St. and Lexington Ave.

New York

BetterSbur
[Position

Prepare for a permanent position. Railway
Traffic Inspectors are always in line for ad-

vancement. No age limit—only common school
education. Mighty good salary and expenses. A
Railway Traffic Inspector safeguards the lives of
the public and protects his company's interests

—

an important position. He's i&ul to travel and
observe. Works only with railroad officials

—

that's why he's bound to gain a position of trust.
Hundreds needed right now-thousands later. Study

for only three months— we'll arrange for the
position. Delay never secured anyone a better

position—so act immediately. Booklet D 21
tells all—write today Address

BuUd Your Own PHONOGRAPH,
It's Easy With Our Help
A few hours interesting work
saves many dollars and gives
you a machine exactly to suit
your ideals. We furnish motors,
tone arms, case material, blue
prints and full instructions.
Plays any record. Tou can make
nne profit building phonographs
for your friends.

Write Tt)day for Our Free
Blue Print Offer. Agents
wanted for our ready built
Choral eons.

CHORALEON CO.
702 Monger Bldg.. Elkhart, Ind.

SAVE
fVER
HALF

\X7ippi PCC Individual instruction con-
TT llXLiL.LiUkJ tinues under the general
supervision of E. E. Bucher, Instructing Engi-
neer, Marconi Wireless Telegraph Co.

I ANH-WIRP under personal supervision
Lftl 'u "live of Mr. G. E. Palmer. Chief
Operator of the Western Union Telegraph Co.

Y. M. C, A. Telegraph School
Marcy Ave., near Broadway, Brooklyn, N. Y.

glass [about 25 cm. long, and 8 mm. di-

ameter] by the use of a blast-lamp flame.

The first capillary should be 5 or 6 cm.,

from one end, or as near the end as is con-
venient to hold in the flame ; the second
one 5 or 6 cm. from the first. These capil-

laries should not be less than 4 or 5 mm.,
in diameter at the narrowest part. Be-
tween the two constrictions bend the tube
upward at an obtuse angle [D]. See Fig.

157. The opposite end of the tube is next
fire-polished. When all the parts are cool

lay the tube down and draw a file gently
across the middle of the constriction near-
est the short end, and break it at this point,

thus leaving a small opening and complet-
ing the tube E. A drying tube 10 or 12
cm. long, 8 mm. diameter at each end, with
bulb, is filled with calcium chlorid, but not
so full as to clog and prevent the gas from
passing. This is attached to an Erlen-
meyer flask of thick glass [about 125 or
250 cc] and to the arsenic tube. See Fig.

158. The two-hole stopper of the flask

carries a thistle tube. The flask may be
raised on an iron ring stand or other sup-
port, so as to allow a Bunsen flame, flat-

tened by use of a "wing-top" to heat the
arsenic tube, the latter being also sup-
ported. Not over 5 grams of arsenic-free
[or C. P.] zinc are put into the flask and
covered with distilled water. Thru the
thistle tube are poured small successive por-
tions of C. P. hydrochloric acid. After
letting the hydrogen escape for a minute,
to expel all the air from the apparatus, test
the gas in the usual way, using the utmost
caution to prevent an explosion. When sure
that all the air is expelled, ignite the escap-
ing hydrogen. Hold the concave side of a
porcelain dish in this flame a minute to test

the purity of all chemicals. If no deposit
is made, pour into the flask not over 5
cc. of a solution of arsenious chlorid
[AsCls] or of sodium arsenit [NaaAsOa].
Put the Bunsen burner under the combus-
tion tube, having the top of the flame near
the capillary, but on the side towards the
flask. Keep the hydrogen burning well at
the end of the tube, adding more hydro-
chloric acid as needed.
Look for any change of color in the

hydrogen flame, and in the event of noting
any, try to explain it. Hold a dish against
the flame as before. What is the effect,
and its explanation. Observe any deposit
in the capillary; describe and account for
it.

When there is no further deposit near
the capillary, and the flame becomes yel-
low, blow out the hydrogen flame, and
when the tube is cool, detach it [avoid in-
haling the fumes] and pour 3 or 4 cc. of
sodium hypochlorit into the arsenic tube,
closing the capillary end with the finger.
See whether the deposit dissolves. This
test serves to distinguish an arsenic deposit
from one of antimony, which is insoluble
in sodium hypochlorit [NaOCl]. Write re-
actions for

:

1. The action of HC1 on zinc.

2. AsCls on nascent hydrogen, forming
the DEADLY gas arsin [AsHs].

(Continued on page 758)

POPULAR ASTRONOMY.
(Continued from page 701)

thruout the equatorial segment of which
A-B is a cross-section.

It should be borne in mind in connection
with Fig. 1, that space, so far as we know,
is without limits. Strictly speaking we
should set no boundary for the universe
such as is implied when we place a circle
around the system of globular clusters.
The region beyond A-B is unexplored. The
extent of the Galaxy in the direction A-B
may be even greater than is represented
here. The limits in Fig. 1 are simply those
set by the systems of globular clusters.
When the distances of some of the spiral
nebulae have been determined it is con-

Become a
Doctor ofof Chiropractic^^^ Advanced Science of Spinal Adjustment

This is the day of druglesa healing! In Chiropractic
—treatment of disease by spinal adjustment— Science
has mado a forward step. Look at the newspapers
and magazines—note the trend toward the principles

of druglesa healing, especially Chiropractic.

You can now become a Doctor of Chiropractic
through home study during spare timel We teach
you thoroughly either by mail or in class. You can
know independence and poc.it ion 1 Makes no differ-

ence where you live or what you do—you should be
able to qualify for this great profession. Some of
our graduates report that they

Earn $3,000 or More a Year
Dr M. D. Moore, Ky., writes of having 17 patients

in one day at $2 each. Dr. L. H. Roche New Jersey,

$5,550 a year. Dr. A. H. Morrow, of Illinois, reports

earning $22 a day. We could name many other Chiro-
practors who are making good incomes. Scethefacts
in our Free Book. It's only a question of preparation

on your part, to enter a profession that is paying
others $3,000 to $5,000 or more a year. Think what it

would mean to you to earn such an income andto be

your own boss with your own hours. It-n't this the

kind of life you are desirous of leading? Well, it is

now within your reach. Truly this is a chance for you

!

22 CHARTS FREE
$ 15 Set of 8Anatomical Charts

and $16.50 Set of Nerve
and Pain Area Charts

Yes, free to you with-
out a cent, now or later.
As an inducement to se-
curequick action, wewill
give absolutely free, our
big, 72-page book; a $15
set of eight Anatomical
Charts, beautifullylitho-
graphed in lifelike col-

ors, and also a complete
set of colored N?rve and
Pain Areaand Concussion
Charts, regular value,
$16.50.

Our LessonsTeachYou
How to Make Spinal
Adjustments for the
Speedy Relief of

Headache
Indigestion
Lumbago
Epilepsy
Pleurisy
Constipation
Rheumatism

Asthme

Neuralgia
Neuritis
Catarrh
Fevers
Jaundice
Dyspepsia
Paralysis

LearnAt Home In SpareTime
We train you by mt.il. You can learn at home in

your spare time. You receive the personal instruction

of men who are prominent in this great profession.

Give us a portion of your spare time, and we will

quickly train you to become a Doctor of Chiropractic,

ready to step out and take your position of prestige

in the world.

Mail Coupon NOW! .Tg'.w'&fn £K
that you don't like—work that doesn't fit with your
ambition? Here's the chance you've been looking for
— the opportunity your ambition has sought! Mail
coupon today and see the success that may be yours
as a Doctor of Chiropractic. Don't delay.

— AMERICAN UNIVERSITY—
Manierre Bldg, Dept. 408 Chicago, 111.

Without cost or obligation, send me by mail, post-

paid, vour new illustrated 72-page book, and your
Free Charts Offer.

Street and No..

City.

Violin, Hawaiian Guitar

Ukulele, Guitar, Mandolin, Cornet or Banjo
Wonderful new system of teaching note music by mail. To first

pupils in each locality, we'll give a $20 superb Violin. Mandolin,
Ukulele, Guitar, HawaiianGifitar, Cornetor Banjo absolutely free.

Very small charge for lessons only expense. We guarantee eucces*
or no charge. Complete outfit free. Write at once—no obligation.

SLINGEBLAND SCHOOL OF MUSIC, Oact 422, CHICAGO, ILL

Learn WATCH REPAIRING
You can learn by oar modem and orig-
inal system of instruction every part
of the Watch Repairing Trade at home
as good or better than at a shop. You

well paying position or start in business after
completing our course of instruction. Good
watch repairers are always In demand and earn
from $20 to $35 per week. For particulars
apply to the

Mlhmrkee Sefeeal ef WricJinwfcng, 166 Mason Si , Milwaukee, Wis.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimented whin writing to advertises.
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Sickly Failure !
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Are you dragging your-
self about from day to

day, always tired and
dispirited; suffering
from backache, indiges-

tion, constipation; your
billiousness showing in

your face, your lack of

energy in your eyes,

your good-for-nothing
physical conditon in the

hang-dog air with which
you meet your fellow-

men? Have you about
given up hope and has
your wife given up all

hope— that you will

ever get ahead and
amount to anything in

the world?

Pull Yourself
Together!

Brace up I There's a way
out I You can be a man
again. You can be full of
life and energy and good
health ; you can trample
under foot the sickly trou-

STRONGFORT bles that are pulling you
The Perfect Man down '• y°u can change the

watery fluid in your veins
to sparkling red blood, that will nourish mind
and body, overcome all your ills, and put you
at the top of the heap.
No matter what brought you to your present

condition ; no matter how low you have sunk

;

you can be RE-BUILT into a MAN, with health
and strength and mental and physical vigor and
efficiency.

It's Never Too Late
Strongfortism doesn't know the meaning of the

words "too late." No matter what your age or
condition ; no matter how long you have been
mired in the slough of despondency or struggling
under the handicap of physical irregularities,
Strongfortism can make a new man of you.
Strongfortism can improve every part of your
system ; strengthen your heart, lungs, liver,

stomach ; clear your brain ; steady your nerves,
rid you of that eternal languid, tired feeling and
start you on the path to success.

I Can Re-Create You
I KNOW that I can make you over, can Improve you

100 per cent., because I have helped and am helping
thousands of other men—some of them pretty far gone,
too. before they took up Strongfortism. I have no pills,

powders or patent medicine dope to offer you: no drugs
of any kind. EXPERIENCE Instead: the solid experi-
ence of a lifetime with myself and my pupils ; the ex-
perience and study that have enabled me to dig out
and apply to you the secret laws on which human
health and happiness and vitality depend.

Send for My Free Book
"Promotion and Conservation of Health, Strength

and Mental Energy" tells you all about Strongfortism;
tells you how you can overcome your mental and phys-
ical ailments; how you can strengthen your vital or-
gans; how to attain symmetry of form and figure. It's
forty-eight pages of talk straight from the shoulder,
telling how you can get the most pleasure out of life,

from a man who knows what he's talking about.
Mark the coupon below, showing what ailments you

suffer from and send it with three 2c stamps to cover
mailing expenses and I will send you the book free.

LIONEL STRONGFORT
Physical and Health Specialist

776 PARK BLDG., NEWARK, N. J.

-CUT OUT AND MAIL THIS COUPON - — •

Mr. Lionel Strongtort, Newark, N. J. v

Dear Strongfort:—Please send me your book. "Pro-
motion and Conservation of Health, Strength and Men-
tal Energy," for postage of which I enclose three 2c
stamps to cover mailing expenses. I have marked (X)
before the subject in which I am interested. (776)
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Write Plainly

ceivable that the limits of the celestial

sphere may be still further extended or
modified. At present our tentative dia-

grams of the universe must be in accord
with the extent of our knowledge at this

time, just as the maps of the world and of

our solar system drawn several centuries

ago were representative of the state of

man's knowledge in that age.

The theory that the structure of the

Milky Way resembles a spiral nebula we
have considered in a recent article on the

"Spiral Nebulae." The laws governing the

motion of bodies in a spiral formation are
not yet known, but the star streams that

exist within and parallel to the galactic

plane may be manifestations of the work-
ings of such laws. New methods of at-

tacking the complicated problem of the
structure of the universe and the move-
ments of the stellar bodies are constantly
being devised and perfected. The advance
of astronomy in this direction has been
very great in the past few decades, and a
rapid increase of our knowledge in this di-

rection is to be expected.
The center of the complete galactic system

has been located according to Dr. Shapley's
investigations of the globular star clusters

in the direction of the richest star clouds of

Fig. 1, Above, Shows a Section of the Celes-
tial Sphere made by a Plane Perpendicular to
the Plane of the "Milky Way." The Crosses
Represent the Positions of Some of the
Globular Star Clusters Projected Upon this
Plane. The Equatorial Section A-B Is 12,000
Light Years in Width and 300,000 Light Years
in Diameter. Midway Between Its Upper
and Lower Limits Lies the Plane of the
"Milky Way," the Pole of Which Is at P.
C Marks the Center of the Entire System,
and the Globular Clusters are Distributed
Symmetrically with Reference to this Point

Sagittarius, near the boundary of Scorpio
and Ophiuchus. If there is a central nu-
cleus of the Galaxy, it is to be looked for
in this general direction which is also the
center of the system of globular clusters,

which are symmetrically distributed around
this position (marked C in Fig. 1) above
and below the plane of the Milky Way. In
this direction also lies the vertex of one of
the two star streams, the majority of the
loosely-formed star clusters, the planetary
nebulae and the peculiar Wolf-Rayet stars.

It is also the region most conspicuously
avoided by the spiral nebulae.
Our own solar system is situated well

within the equatorial segment of the uni-

verse. It is to be found about half way
from the center to the edge of the Galaxy
(see S in Fig. 1) and is fully sixty thou-
sand light years distant from the center of
the complete system situated in Sagittarius,

and only thirty light years above the central

plane of the segment. It is simply one of
the stars of the Milky Way, one of the

numberless units of the universe. The na-
ture of its journeyings to and fro within
the limits of the equatorial region, granted
that its travels are thus limited, will not be
known until more is discovered regarding
the details of the structure of the Milky
Way and the laws that control the motions
of its various members. Why the great

majority of all the stars, as well as the

DO YOU WANT A
Wonderful Muscular
Development,

with perfect health, abundance
of vitality and great strength?
You can get all the above,

if you want them, and I can
show you how. The results of
my system are shown on my
own person, and that Is rec-
ommendation enough.

I have prepared a booklet,
illustrated with photographs
of myself, which will tell you
how you can obtain a devel-
opment the same as I did.
The name of it is

"Muscular Development"
GET IT—it will interest and
benefit you. A copy of this In-
structive and illustrated book-
let will be sent you upon re-
ceipt of 10c—stamps or coin.

EARLE E. LIEDERMAN
Why not look as healthy
and be as strong as I am?

EARLE L1EDERMAN, Dept. 205, 203 Broadway, New York City
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complete Drawing Outfit FREE—and
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Write for Free Book.

COLUMBIA SCHOOL OF DRAFTING,
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MATHEMATICS MADE EASY
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cal figures, plot arcs, etc. Superior to any slide
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by mounting a STEFFEY motor on
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They are best made, most reliable

and best bill climbers. We sell you
the complete attachment at a low
manufacturer's price, or we can sup-
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STEFFEY MFG. CO., 5025 W. Brown St., Phlla., Pa.
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FREE TRIAL
We ship the famous Oliver Typewriter— brand new — direct from the factory

to you for free trial.

If you want to own it, pay us at the
rate of $3 per month. Or return it. You
are your own salesman and save $43 this
new way. Before our direct-to-you plan
the Oliver price was $100, now it is $57.
All the saving comes from our economical
distribution. Write for details of plan
and our new book, "The High Cost of

Typewriters—The Reason
and the Remedy." Then
you may have an Oliver

for 5 days free trial.

Write today for details.

The OliverTypewriter Co.

672 Oliver Typewriter Bldg.

Chicago, III. (31.07)
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ARTIST
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gaseous 'nebulae, remain closely confined to

these equatorial regions, leaving to the im-
mensity of undefined space beyond, vast and
complicated systems such as the Magellanic
Clouds the globular clusters and the spiral

nebulae, is a problem still unsolved as is

also the cause of the tremendous velocity,

averaging a thousand miles per second, that

is characteristic of all objects beyond the

immediate vicinity of the Milky Way.
Whatever may prove to be the form and

structure of the Milky Way, it is, according
to all that has so far been discovered, of

fundamental importance in the plan of the

universe and exerts an influence over vast
and massive systems situated far exterior

to it.

(The next installment will appear in an
early issue.)
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A USEFUL ELECTRICAL LABO-
RATORY SWITCH-BOARD.

(Continued from page 715)

are fifteen contacts and they should be
spaced about Vz" apart. The construction

is shown in Fig. 8. The rods in both the

transformer slide and the rheostat are

mounted on a hardwood or fiber block, the

dimensions of which are shown in figure

9. The rod is fastened to the block by
means of screws or by a long pin thru the

entire rod and block. The handle is fas-

tened by bending a piece of brass as illus-

trated in the side-view. The contacts are

six in number and are thick 1" long
and 34" wide. Fasten to the marble with
No. 8—32 flat-head machine screws counter-
sunk into the contacts. Make them extend
far enough behind the board to serve as

connections. Therefore the heads must fit

snugly because they will have to carry 60
amperes of current.

Next we will take up the construction of
the transformer. The dimensions are given
in Fig. 6. The core is built of No. 28 sheet

iron or stove pipe iron will do. The pieces

are cut 5" x \%" and 2j^" x Use
enough to build a core 1*4" thick when
comprest. The primary for 110 volts con-
sists of 580 turns, 290 turns on each leg, of
No. 18 D.C.C. magnet wire
The secondary consists of 180 turns of

No. 14 or better No. 12 D.C.C. Taps are
brought out for 1 volt at the fifth turn and
at every additional five turns until the tap
for 10 volts is brought out. Then bring
out taps at the 60th turn, the 90th, 120th,

150th, and 180th turns. These are connected
to the transformer contacts and the begin-
ning of the coil is connected to one side of
the plug receptacle. The other side of the
plug receptacle is connected to the brass
rod. But the transformer must be mounted
first. Figure 7 shows how this is done.
The rheostat is made by winding No. 18

iron wire on 6 wooden cylinders three
inches in diameter and 12 inches long.
Wind 29 ft. of wire on each. Use nails

or screws to start and end the winding.
Connect in series and immerse in water.
Tap the iron wire connections between each
coil by using a heavy copper wire and be
sure to let the copper wire make connec-
tion below the water. If the water gets

too low the wire will almost instantly melt
if it is carrying full load of 50 or 60 am-
peres. The connections are much the same
as those of a starting box. Connect one
side of line to rod and the other side to

the 50 ampere stage plug. Then connect
other terminal of stage plug to last lead of
rheostat and connect the first terminal or
beginning of first coil to contact No. 1,

beginning of second coil to second contact,

etc.

The main-line wires must be No. 1. This
wire is expensive, therefore the switch-
board must or rather should be near the

entrance cut-out.

A 100 ampere current at 110 volts is 11

K.W., and this means the transformer sup-
plying your house must be of that capacity.

DRAWING
w Big Pay- Easy i

Pleasant
w Work >

Draftsman earn $150.00 to $300.00 a
month. The work is pleasant and the
hours are short.
You can get this big pay too. All you need is the
new 19 19- edition of the Cyclopedia of Drawing and
a little of your spare time The cost is only 7 cents
a day, and we give a year's consulting service free.
See the FREE examination offer below.
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DROOKS' APPLIANCS.
1J the modern scientific In-

vention, the wonderful
new discovery that re-
lieves rupture will be sent
on trial. No obnoxious
springs or pads. Has auto-
matic Air Cushions.
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you would a broken Umb.
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Protected by U. S. Patents.
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110 VOLT A.C. GENERATORS
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Holtzer - Cabot hand gen-
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EXPERIMENTERS !

A Sample of What You Can Do With This Outfit

This illustration,
made from an actual
photograph, shows
only a very few in-
struments that can be
made with the Boy's
Electric Toys: Elec-
tric Pendulum,
Electric Telegraph,
Current Generator,
ElectricDancing
Spiral, Oil-
v a n o m e ter.

Space does
not permit
us to show the hundreds of
experiments that can be per-
formed with this wonderful
outfit.

The outfit contains 1 14 separate pieces of material and 24 pieces of
finished articles ready to use at once.
Among the finished material the following parts are included:

Chromic salts for battery, lamp socket, bottle of mercury, core wire
(two different lengths), a bottle of iron filings, three spools of wire,
carbons, a quantity of machine screws, flexible cord, two wood bases,
glass plate, paraffine paper, binding posts, screw-driver, etc., etc. The
instruction book is so clear that anyone can make the apparatus with-
out trouble, and besides a section of the instruction book is taken up
with the fundamentals of electricity to acquaint the layman with all

important facts in electricity in a simple manner.
We guarantee satisfaction.
The size over all of the outfit is 14x9x2%. Shipping weight, 8 CC Aft

lbs. No. EX2002 "The Boy's Electric Toys." outfit as described. #*W
IMMEDIATE SHIPMENTS

No. EX2002

THE BOY'S ELECTRIC TOYS" contains enough material

TO MAKE AND COMPLETE OVER TWENTY-FIVE
DIFFERENT ELECTRICAL APPARATUS without any

other tools, except a screw-driver furnished with the outfit. The box contains

the following complete instruments and apparatus which are already assembled :

Student's chromic plunge battery, compass-galvanometer, solenoid, telephone

receiver, electric lamp. Enough various parts, wire, etc., are furnished to

make the following apparatus :

Electromagnet, electric cannon, magnetic pictures, dancing spiral, electric

hammer, galvanometer, voltmeter, hook for telephone receiver, condenser,

sensitive microphone, short distance wireless telephone, test storage battery,

shocking coil, complete telegraph set, electric riveting machine, electric buz-

zer, dancing fishes, singing telephone, mysterious dancing man, electric jump-

ing Jack, magnetic geometric figures, rheostat, erratic pendulum, electric

butterfly, thermo electric motor, visual telegraph, etc., etc.

This does not by any means exhaust the list, but a great many more ap-

paratus can be built actually and effectually.

With the instruction book which we furnish, one hundred experiments that

can be made with this outfit are listed, nearly all of these being illustrated

with superb illustrations. No other materials, goods or supplies are necessary

to perform any of the one hundred experiments or to make any of the 25

apparatus. Everything can be constructed and accomplished by means of this

outfit , two hands, and a screw-driver. (Continued in next column)

"The Livest Catalog in America"
Our big. new electrical cyclopedia No. 19 is waiting for you. Positively

the most complete Wireless and electrical catalog in print today. 228 Big
Pages 600 illustrations, 500 instruments and apparatus, etc. Big "Treatise
on Wireless Telegraphy." 20 FREE coupons for our 160-page FREE Wire-
less Course in 20 lessons. FREE Cyclopedia No. 19 measures 7x5%".
Weight Vi lb. Beautiful stiff covers.

ELECTRO IMPORTING COMPANY
231 Fulton St.. New York City

I enclose herewith 6 cents in stamps or coin for which please
•end me your latest Cyclopedia Catalog No. 20 as described.

l

i
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The "Electro" Radiotone
HIGH FREQUENCY SILENT TEST

BUZZER
This instrument gives a wonderful high

pitched MUSICAL NOTE in the receivers,
impossible to obtain with the ordinary
test buzzer. The RADIOTONE is built
along entirely new lines; it is NOT an
ordinary buzzer, reconstructed 1 in some
manner. The RADIOTONE has a single
fine steel reed vibrating at a remarkably
high speed, adjusted to its most efficient
frequency at the factory. Hard silver con-
tacts are used to make the instrument last
practically forever.

Yes, the RADIOTONE is SILENT. In fact, it is so silent that you must
place your car on ton of it to hear its beautiful musical note.
You will be astounded at the wonderfully clear, 500 cycle note, Bounding

sharply in your receivers. To learn the codes, there Is absolutely nothing
like It. With the radiotone. a key and one dry cell and ANY telephone, a
fine learner's set is had. Two or more such sets in series will afford no
end of pleasure for intercommunication work. Shipping Weight I lb.

eaeh $.90Radiotone as described.

IMMEDIATE SHIPMENTS

$1.25

The "Electro" Telegraph

la not a toy, but a practical,
honestly built telegraph outfit,

which not only sounds but works
like the big commercial instru-
ments. By studying the code
for 30 days you can become a
first-class telegraph operator.
Such operators are in big de-
mand now. Outfit consists of
TWO complete telegraph instru-
ments each measuring 3% x 2%
x 2%. All metal parts are high-
ly nickel plated, including key
lever. Note hard rubber knob.
Telegraph Code Chart, telegraph
blanks and connecting wire comes with set, but no batteries. Outfit works
on 2 dry cells (one cell for each instrument). The "Electro" is the ONLY
Outfit that works both ways each station can call; no switches, no extras.

Nothing to get out of order. Guaranteed to pleaBe you or money
back. Price Complete as Illustrated (TWO INSTRUMENTS)...

Shipping Weight. 2 lbs.

IMMEDIATE SHIPMENTS

The "Electro" Codoprxon&^Patents Pending)

What this vm ~\ 5R I SO
remarkable *V J. »<J \J
Instrument Is

_

and does.

The "Elec-
tro" Codo-
phone Is

positively the
only instru-
ment mad
that will
Imitate a 500
cycle note
exactly as
heard in a
(Vireless re-
;eiver. The
loud-talking receiver equipped with a horn, talks so loud that you ean hear

the sound all over the room, even if there is a lot of other noise.

THAT'S NOT ALL. By lessening or tightening the receiver cap, a tone

from the lowest, softest Quality, up to the loudest and highest screaming
sound can be had in a few seconds.
FOR INTERCOMMUNICATION. Using two dry cells for each Instrument,

two Codophones when connected with one wire and return ground, can be
used for intercommunication between two houses one-half mile apart.

One outfit alone replaces the old-fashioned learner's telegraph set, con-
sisting of key and sounder.
The "Electro" Codophone is a handsome, well made Instrument, fool

proof, and built for hard work. Contacts are of hard silver % inch In

diameter, that will outlast the instrument.
There is also a neat code chart and full directions enabling any Intelli-

gent young man or girl to learn the codes within 30 days, practising one'

half hour a day.
Sizes: 6% x 3 x 2%". Shipping weight, 2 lbs.

The "Electro" Codophone as described, complete $1.50

1
1

ELECTRO IMPORTING CO.,

STATE E.E. 2-19

231 Fulton Streetl
NEW YORK! ^
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You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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MT WILSON'S HUNDRED-INCH
TELESCOPE.

(Continued from page 703)

detailed description of the process of fig-

S ng the mirror. Roughly speaking .t may

be divided into two stages. In the firs

staee the mirror was brought to a spherical

filure in the second this spherical form

was charged to
.

Paraboloid The second

process tho requiring much less time than

the first involved very great care and f re

quent optical tests to avoid the introduction

of zonal errors. The largest deviation of

the paraboloid from the sphere m the case

of this mirror is only one-thousandth of an

inch All of the optical work, with the

exception of the first rough shaping was

carried on with wooden tools ot va-

rious sizes and forms, and the use of

rouge and distilled water as the polish-

ing material.

After the completion of the mirror a

series of photographic tests was made to

determine the accuracy of its figure, these

showed a remarkably high degree of per-

fection, every portion of the surface hav-

ing the same focal length to within one part

in about 90,000.

A few figures may be of interest in this

connection. The finished mirror weighs

4V2 tons, about one ton of glass having been

removed in the process of shaping and fig-

uring. Its diameter is closely. 101 inches,

and its thickness at the edge 13 inches. 1 he

depth of the curve at the center is about

\VA inches. The focal length of the mirror

is five times its aperture, or 42 feet. A di-

rect photograph of the moon at this focus

accordingly, would have a diameter ot 4.4

inches As in most modern reflecting tele-

scopes the 100-inch reflector will be pro-

vided with two small convex mirrors to be

attached to the upper end of the tube, either

of which may be utilized to increase the

focal length in much the same way as

telephoto lenses are used in ordinary

photography. With these mirrors focal

lengths of 134 and 251 feet may be ob-

tained and the magnification corre-

spondingly increased.

As soon as the optical work upon the

mirror disk was fully under way the de-

sign of the telescope mounting was begun.

In view of the great size and the immense

weights involved the "closed fork" type

was finally adopted. In this form of mount-

ing the telescope tube is hung in the center

of a rectangular frame of massive steel

girders, the bearings providing for north

and south movements of the tube being

built into the two side members. The en-

tire rectangle is mounted on bearings at

top and bottom, which furnish the east

and west motion of the telescope. To re-

live friction the system of mercury flotation

used most successfully for the 60-inch re-

flector is employed, there being two large

steel floats and corresponding mercury

tanks, one at either end of the rectangular

axis. These floats carry about 98 per cent

of the moving parts of the telescope, or

some 90 tons, the remaining two per cent

being carried by two large spherical defin-

ing bearings. The instrument is controlled

by electric motors, which provide for three

rates of speed in both north and south and

east and west directions.

The driving clock which moves the tele-

scope at a uniform rate corresponding to

the rotation of the earth is placed within

the concrete pier which supports the

instrument and near the south end. The
driving shaft extends from the clock and
meshes with a worm wheel 17 feet in

diameter, which is attached to the tele-

scope axis.

The building and dome which enclose the

telescope form a steel structure 100 feet

high and 95 feet in diameter. The walls

ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER

and roof are double thruout to admit of

the free circulation of air, and thus help to

equalize the temperature within the build-

ing. The shutter is of the double section

type, divided in the center, and when fully

open provides an aperture 20 feet wide.

Like the observing platform, the crane hoist

and the dome mechanism, it is operated by
electric motors. The dome is mounted on
24 four-wheeled trucks running on specially

ground rails, and power is applied by two
driving trucks at opposite sides. When ro-

tated the motion of the dome has been
found to be remarkably smooth and free

from vibration in spite of the great weight
involved, which is approximately 600 tons.
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Wanted-Railway Mail Clerks

$1100 to $2000
Year

Common Edu-
cation Suffi-
cient

Examination questions: (2) sched
Sure Pay, Life <> u ie showing places of all U. S. Gov-
Job.Pull Un- Cj eminent coming examinations; (3) list
necessary. S of other government jobs now open, and
Age 16 * (4) free book describing them,

to 40 y Name

/ FRANKLIN INSTITUTE
/ Dept. BtOi, Rochester. N. Y.

* Sirs: Send me, without charge,
rx^ (1) sample Railway Mail Clerk

STORAGE BATTERIES FOR ALLPURPOSES^^^
Better Batteries for Less Money ^-«-^T^«V^^
Backed by An Exceptional

Guarantee

THE MARK O"

QUALITY

^3
3*3

FOR

Capacity

Quality i Price

A SPECIAL MARK0 STORAGE BATTERY

EACH MAKE OF AUTOMOBILE
PAUL M.MARKO & CO., Inc., 1402-1412 Atlantic Ate, Brooklyn, N.Y. N. Y. Depot—974 8th Are., N. Y. City

YOU HAVE A BEAUTIFUL FACE
BUT YOUR NOSE ?

BEFORE

IN
THIS DAY and AGE attention to your appearance

is an absolute necessity if you expect to make the most
out of life. Not only should you wish to appear as

attractive as possible, for your own self-satisfaction,

which is alone well worth your efforts, but you will find

the world in general judging you greatly, if not wholly,

by your "loofca," therefore it pays to "look your best"

at all times.

Write today for free booklet, which tells you how to

M. TRILETY, Face Specialist

AFTER
Permit no one to tee you looking otherwise; It will Injure
your welfare I Upon the impression you constantly make
rests the failure or success of your life. Which is to be
your ultimate destiny? My new Nose-8haper, "Tbados"
(Model 24) corrects now ill-shaped noses without opera-
tion, quickly, safely and permanently. Is pleasant and
does not interfere with one's daily occupation, being worn
at night.

coned ill-shaped noses without cost if not satisfactory

1038 Ackerman Bldg., Binghamton, N. Y.

Send NO Money!
Just send coupon below and we will

forward your shoes at once! They
are the greatest shoe values ever offered. We
are glad to send them NO MONEY IN AD-
VANCE because they are built so full of wear
and are so comfortable and so good looking thar

know when you once see them you will want to

keep these wonderful shoes. Send no money—mail
the coupon only and shoes will come at once.

NATIONAL WORK SHOE
Direct to You from the Shoe Market

of the World
That is wliv the price is only
$3.65. Why pay $5 or $6?
Slip these shoes on in your
own home. Note the splen-
did selected leather! Feel .

how soft and easy they are on your feetl

Examine the "Indestructo" heavv leather

sole. Customers write: "These shoes look

good after 6 months of hard wear."
If they aren't the best work shoe
you ever saw, send them back and
we'll return your money. You are
the judge of the Style, Comfort and ^^^aB^^^ Send NO Money
Quality. Use coupon TODAY mm mm__T»T_ ----

get your pair of these I _ _,_
iderful shoes while this | Boston Mail Order House, Dept. ais
special offer holds good. | Essex P. O. Building. Boston, Mass.

Send postpaid shoes marked below. I will

_ pay for them on arrival. If they are not

J
the best value in America, you will return

1 my money. I risk nothing.
I r-> u/nrlr Shn. t3.fi!> I rj Dress Shoe. $3.85

NATIONAL DRESS SHOE
Smart and stylish. Genuine oak leather soles.

Broad low heels. Extra quality uppers
These good-looking, dressy shoe;

five toes and comfort. Our pri

$3.85. Compare them with til

best $7.00 shoe you ever sav
You must see them to appre
ciate their wonderful Styli

Quality, Workmanship. Yo
must try them on to enjoy th(

absolute Comfort. That is

why we send them to you-
no money in advanced
Sent on approval. The
shoes must convince
YOU. Act NOW! Send
.coupon at once.

BLACK
DRESS
SHOES,
$3.85

SEND-^
Only this cou-
pon, no money.
It brings these
splendid shoes
to you prepaid.

Work Shoe, $3.65

Size Color Isize.

BOSTON MAIL ORDER HOUSE, Boston, Mass. a
Address

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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Opportunity Ad-lets
s

V70U will find many remarkable opportunities and real bargains in these columns. It will pay you to read and investigate the offerings
* made every month by reliable firms, dealers and amateurs from all over the country. No matter what you may be seeking, whether supplies,
automobile accessories, the opportunity to make money, or anything else, you will find listed here the best and most attractive specials of the
month.

Advertisements in this section seven cents a word for each insertion. No advertisement for less than 50c accepted. Name and address
must be included at the above rate. Cash should accompany all classified advertisements unless placed by an accredited advertising agency.

Ten per cent discount for 6 issues. 20 per cent discount for 12 issues from above rate. Objectionable or misleading advertisements
not accepted. Advertisements for the March issue must reach us not later than January 22.

The Circulation of the Experimenter is over 100,000 and climbing every month
EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING CO., INC., 233 Fulton Street, New York, N. Y.
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Automobile Accessories
More Power, Less Fuel, No Carbon. No mys-

tery, plain facts, results guaranteed. Write for
booklet. S. O. Automobile Accessories Co., Balti-
more, Md.
Fords Start Easy in Cold Weather with our

new 1919 carburetors. 34 miles per gallon. Use
cheapest gasoline or half kerosene. Increased
power. Styles for any motor. Very slow on
high. Attach it yourself. Big profits to agents.
Money back guarantee. Thirty days' trial. Air-
Friction Carburetor Co., 270 Madison, Dayton,
Ohio.

Vulcanize on Anderson Steam Vulcanizer. See
Advertisement, Page 736.

Motors, Engines and Dynamos
Small Motors and Generators: 1000 New Motors

and Generators from Bankruptcy Stock, % H. P.
A. C.j $18.50 each; $4 H. P., $30.00. Battery
Charging Sets—Robbins & Myers new outfits, all

sizes, $30.00 each and up. Charging, Lighting
and Moving Picture Arc Generators, $10.00 each
and up. Motors for all phases of current. Im-
mediate delivery. Less than l/2 regular prices.
Write for late bulletin. Johnston, West End,
Pittsburgh, Penna.

Small Gasoline Engines, 34 H. P. $2aoo. Drives
Dynamo, Washing Machines, Air Brush, etc.

Honest Abe, 528 S. Taylor Ave., Oak Park, 111.
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Motorcycles
Motorcycles from $25 up—New and second-

hand. Easy terms, large list to choose from, all

makes. Send 4c stamps for Bulletin "A." Peer-
less Motorcycle Co., Watertown, Mass.
Motorcycles, all makes, $25 up. New Bicycles

at big reduction. Second-hand, $8.00 up. Motors,
Motor attachments, Cycle Motors, Smith Motor
Wheels, etc., $20 up. New parts to fit all makes
carried in stock. Second-hand parts good as
new, 50% discount. Expert repairing on magne-
tos, generators, transmissions. Motors over-
hauled $10.00 up. Henderson Motors our spe-
cialty. Write for Big Bargain Bulletin. Ameri-
can Motor Cycle Company, Dept. 17, Chicago,
iiii 1 11111111 1 1 1 11 11 :
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Help Wanted
Men Wanted to make Toy Soldiers, Army,

Navy, and other toys. Homeworkers on small
scale, manufacturers on large scale. Greatest
chance for industrious people for independent
business. Enormous demand and future in

"American-made toys". This new American
work stands out conspicuously. Factories have
been established, people trained, machinery made
with energy and success. Dealers don't want to
handle any others except 'American-made". We
buy these goods all year, paying fixed prices.
Experience or tools not necessary. Hundred and
more made complete per hour. Casting form out-
fits $3 up. Booklet and information free. Toy
Soldier Manufacturing Co., 32 Union Square,
New York.

To Ascertain the Vocation for which you are
best adapted send for Zancig's Revised Horo-
scope. Send date of your birth and 25c. Prof.
Zancig, 109 West 87th St., New York.

Business Worth While. I Start You silvering
mirrors, Plating tableware ; Plans Free. Clar-
ence Sprinkle, Dept. 48, Marion, Indiana.

Thousands Government Peace Jobs open to
men—women—girls. $900 to $1500 year. Short
hours. Paid vacations. Common education suffi-

cient. List positions free. Write immediately.
Franklin Institute, Dept. B26, Rochester, N. Y.
'.'Ml. Ill-ill I'llli.l'll '"'i ;:'i':ii. "!!:: ill I 'I Mli.i''|l||l|l|

Song Poems Wanted
Write the Words for a Song. We write music

and guarantee publisher's acceptance. Submit
oems on war, love, or any subject. Chester
lusic Co., 538 S. Dearborn St., Suite 265, Chi-
cago.

1
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Telegraphy
Telegraphy, Wire and Wireless, and Railway

Accounting taught thoroughly. UNPRECE-
DENTED DEMAND for both sexei. BIG SAL-
ARIES. Oldest and Largest School—est. 45
years. Catalog free. Dodges Institute, Seventh
St., Valparaiso, Ind.

Agents Wanted
Insyde lyres, inner armor tor automobile tires,

double mileage and prevent punctures and blow-
outs. Quickly applied. Costs little. Demand
tremendous. Profits unlimited. Details free.
American Automobile Accessories Co., Dept. 54,
Cincinnati, O.

Hel-Met The Kaiser Pin—Latest war novelty.
Biggest hit out, every patriotic citizen wants
one. Sample 10c. Wedge Mfg. Co., "KM," Bing-
hamton, N. Y.

$10 Daily refinishing chandeliers, brass beds,
automobiles by new method, without capital or
experience. Free particulars and proofs. Write
today. Gunmetal Co., Ave. D, Decatur, 111.

1 Charlotte, N. C. i
Oct. 4, 1918. §

1 Electrical Experimenter Pub. Co., g
I 233 Fulton St., New York. |
I Dear Sirs: I

I It certainly was SOME RESULTS.
I I've almost worn out a good typewriter, i
§ Just about exhausted myself writing. 3
S Used all the paper in this part of America. §
I And about Gone Busted" buying postage g
I stamps. =
= Now, I'm a-goina quit, and will never do j
= it again, or at least I won't promise to an- §
I swer all the letters I received from an Ad g
I that I put in the "E. E." =
g The letters are still coming in.—The g
g apparatus advertised has long since been =
= sold. Every piece of it, The letters are =
1 from all over the United States, AND |
1 ELSEWHERE. Received one today from g
g Shanghai, China. Can you beat that. I'm g
g enclosing the letter from China,
g It's a great life, if you don't weaken,
g I wish to THANK the "E. E."—Some |
= circulation. g

Very Respectfully, g
G. R. SMATHERS, 1

403 N. Brevard St., Charlotte, N. C. g
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Exchange Ads
Sell Cheap. Train, Radioptican, lot of small

stuff. 242 Grove St., Melrose, Mass.
Trade ($8.00) Rexo Junior Camera for V. P.

Kodak. Must be in good condition. Morton
Wienert, 404 Bay St., Taunton, Mass.
Sixty Inch High Frequency Lecture Set. Cost

$200, fine. Price reasonable. J. W. Manghmer,
Newman, 111.

For Sale. Good Holtzer-Cabot late model mul-
tiple glass plate Static machine, no motor. See
cut Experimenter, September, 1915, issue. Eight-
een month use. First money order for $65.00 gets
it. Ready for shipment, with accessories. Everett
Leo Deeter, Norcatur, Kansas.
Trade. Business College Course. $20 paid for

Wireless Instruments. Particulars, Leroy Hobbs,
Albion, Nebr.

Wireless Instruments for Exchange. 5000 miles
receiving cabinet for damped and undamped wave
reception, audion cabinet, commercial type peri-
kon detector, 80 ampere Thomson ammeter, 2000
ohm radio phones, powerful Tesler Coil, 50 watt
generator. Want Weston D.C. ammeter, volt
meter, A.C. volt meter, wattmeter and mulli
range meters. What have you in this line. All
correspondence answered. Samuel D. Cohen, 281

Wyona St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

For Sale, K.W. Transformer $8.00, Secondary
7000 volts, also large variety of switches. P.
Crawford, 1310 Broeck St., Albany, N. Y.

For Sale. l/2 price, 2000 ohm phones, $4.50; volt
and ampere meter 175 A 90V. D.C, $15.00; l/2 coil,

$1.25; shocker, 75c; buzzer horn, $2.50; size io^4
hockeys, $2.00; the following new, never used
20,000 meter couplers, $15.00; rotary gaps, $10.00 to

$15.00; lightning switches 100 A. 600 V. marble
base, $3.00; 500 mile receiving set, $15.00. Harold
Hammer, 3225 23 Ave., So. Minneapolis, Minn.

For Sale. Pope motorcycle engine, excellent
condition; Bosh magneto, Schebler carbureter.
Fine for small shop if fitted to base. Price, $25.00.

O. N. Webb, 1923 Hayes St., Nashville, Tenn.

Exchange Ads—Cont'd
Thirty Dollars takes Radio cabinet Transform-

er, Condensers. Phone and large Omnigraph.
Savage, 820 Beverly Rd., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Have .22 Marlin pump-action rifle; chemicals.
Want closed-core transformer, Murdock moulded
condensers, no A.C. meters. Pray, 102 Heath,
Somerville, Mass.

Sell. Good Smith Premier typewriter $25.00.
Wilkes Dearing, Covington, Tenn., Route 2.

Swap. New Auto Knitter Hosiery Machine and
accessories for mortorcycle or anything you have,
all answered. David Zilman, 10 Lisbon St., Mai-
den, Mass.

For Sale. Sigwalt Printing Press No. 10, two
borders, two sets of type, complete, $15. John
Abderholder, 1115 Summit Ave., Jersey City, N. J.

Bargains. Flatbacked mandolin, nearly new,
excellent tone, $5.25; giant sounder, $1.00; Erector
motor, $1.50; Enos Johnston, 9 Rutherford St.,
Binghamton, N. Y.

Sell. 2000 ohm phones, headband, 8 ft. cord,
$4.50. Never used. *4 in. spark coil, 75c. Post-
age extra. N. E. Ristey, 707 8th Ave., S. E.,
Minneapolis, Minn.

For Sale. One I. C. S. Electrical Reference Li-
brary. Best offer takes same. J. H. Rappold,
Newport News, Va.

Sell. 3 H. P. single, motorcycle engine, $5.
Fan induction motor no V., $4; and others. Most
anything electrical or wireless very cheap. Write
me. Nowell Rang, 77 S. Spencer, Aurora, Illinois.

For Sale. Omnigraph Spring motor hardly used,
4 dials. E. N. Davis, Antrim, N. H .

Here They Are. Baloptican. High grade Bausch
& Lomb Model C instrument, with attachment
for opaque objects, and carrying case; good effici-
ent Hoover Suction Sweeper; fine large Lionel
Electric Train outfit; E. I. Co. Telsa Trans-
former; game board for 56 games, with revolving
table; Baldwin Camp Lamp; 6 in. Red-Devfl
Water Motor. All the above in best condition,
at money-saving prices. First come, first served.
Be first. State very exactly what you have in
Wireless goods. Vernon Chaberd, 362 Custer
Ave., Youngstown, Ohio.

For Sale

—

1/2 H.P. Gasoline Engine, $20.00; Gen-
erator, no volts, deliver 100 watts, $10.00. B.
Hoinacki, 1428 W. Superior St., Chicago, 111.

Radio Operators: Troubles and probable
causes. Source of power to antenna, each sub-
ject covered fully. Pamphlet tells you how to
locate trouble. Advice from ten years' experi-
ence for 25 cents. Order while they last. E.
Jones, 818 Roosevelt, Ne\v Orleans, La.

$SS.OO Course in Aviation complete with blue
prints, $12.00. Robert White, Madison, So. Dak.

For Sale—Motorcycles, Printing Outfits, En-
gines, Typewriters, etc. Sold on monthly pay-
ments. We buy. Catalogues, 10 Stamps. Sun-
shine Exchange Agency, Dept. EEi, Port Huron,
Michigan.

Must Sell—Wireless and Electrical apparatus.
Send stamps for list. Marcel Scharer, no West
89th St., New York City.

For Sale—Electrical apparatus. Send stamp for
list. M. Grainger, Kinston, N. C.

Wanted—Small lathe, screw cutting. Will pay
cash. Will sell small "Goodell" lathe. Andrew
Ellison, Kirksville, Mo.

Wanted—Wireless apparatus. Swap $7.50 Erec-
tor, Chemistry books. Write. Milton Plegge,
4464 Natural Bridge, St. Louis, Mo.

For Sale—Cyclopedia of Applied Electricity used
three months. Will sell for $16. William Wol-
fram, 31 Norris St., Lawrence, Mass.

Will Exchange—$45 course in Aeronautics with
blueprints, for Electrical or Chemical Books, or
Microscope. Chas. Jeffries, Lake Charles, La.
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Scenery for Hire

Collapsible Scenery for all Plays. Amelia Grain,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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Books

Free—$5,000 worth of valuable books as pre-
miums. Write for more information and cata-
logue; it's free. I have many books on Natural
healing, personal magnetism. Clairvoyance, seer-
ship, Hypnotism, Mesmerism, concentration,
character reading, mind power, etc. Tell me your
wants. A. W. Martens, JX8, Burlington, Iowa.
World-Rotnic System, Masterkey to All Lan-

fuages. Six Textbooks, $1.44. French Chart, 37c;
panish, 37c; Aviation Dictionary, $1.50. French-

English Aviation Dictionary, 61c. Languages,
143 West 47th, New York.

"James Boys", "Younger Bros.", "Allen
Gang", "Villa the Bandit", "The Auto Bandits",
"Harry Tracy", "Dalton Gang", "Jeff Clayton",
"Behind the Scenes", "Rube Burrow", 25c each
postpaid; rare Fiji Island newspaper with each
dollar order. O. K. Publishing Co., Decatur, 111.

Scientific, Technical, Engineering^ Industrial
Books. February list, 3c Klaus, Eureka, 111.

Leading Magical Magazine. You'll like it! All
magicians do! Why? The value is there.
Sample, 10c; three months, 25c; year $1.00. The
Eagle Magician, Dept. E, Minneapolis, Minn.
What Every Draftsman Should Know. Very

useful booklet. Price 12c postpaid. Wack Book-
let Co., 1943 Patten St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Books on Sex. Catalog free. United Sales Co.,
Springfield, 111.

Books for Real Live People. Lists free. J. E.
Sheridan, 417 E. 151st., New York.

How to Locate Oil, Minerals and Valuable Sub-
stances by Wireless; Scientific Book, $3 postpaid.
Astral Child Publishing Co., Corpus Christi,
Texas.

To Get Better Pictures: Read the Amateur
Photographer's Weekly; illustrated; weekly prize
competitions; print criticisms; many unique fea-
tures; $1.50 per year; three months' trial sub-
scription 25c. Abel Publishing Company, 401
Caxton Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio.

Old E. E. Back Numbers: We have some valu-
able old E. E. back numbers on hand as follows:
I 9 I 5
—Jan., March, April, June, July, Aug., Sept.,

Oct., Nov., Dec, price each 35c. 1916—Jan., Feb.,
March, May, June, August, Sept., Oct., Nov.,
Dec, price each 35c. 1917—Jan., Feb., March,
April, May June, July, Aug., Sept., Oct., Nov.,
Dec, each 35c. 1918—Jan. 35c; Mar., May, June,
July, Aug., Sept., Oct., Nov., Dec, each 20c.

Jan., 1919, 20c. We can fill orders at once upon
receipt of your remittance, and if you have not
these numbers already, now is your chance to
get them, as they probably will be snapped up
very quickly. Experimenter Publishing Co., 233
Fulton St., New York City.
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Patent Attorneys

Patents—Fees payable in monthly installments.
Send sketch for free report. Books free. Frank
Fuller, Washington, D. C.

Patent Your Own Inventions. Save attorney's
fees; we prepare applications; furnish full in-

structions and give satisfaction. Free informa-
tion. Carl Larsen Co., Park Row Building, New
York City.

Patents. My fee payable in installments. Full
particulars return mail. Send sketch for report
on patentability. John Patton Duffie, McGill
Building, Washington, D. C.

Millions Spent Annually for Ideas! Hundreds
now wanted! Patent yours and profit. Write to-

day for free books—tell how to protect yourself,
how to invent, ideas wanted, how we help you
sell, etc. 212 Patent Dept., American Industries,
Inc., Washington, D. C.

M. F. Miller, Ouray Building, Washington, D.
C, Patent Attorney. Mechanical and Electrical
Expert. Best quality of work and results. Mod-
erate charges. Advice free.

Your Idea Wanted. Patent Your Invention. I'll

help you market it. Send for 4 free books, list

of patent buyers, hundreds of ideas wanted, etc.
Advice free. Patents advertised free. Richard
B. Owen, Patent Lawyer, 130 Owen Bldg., Wash-
ington, D. C, or 2278T Woolworth Bldg., New
York.

Inventors! We have a proposition that will
probably interest you. Inquiries Invited. The
Wakefield Engineering Co., 922C F St. N. W.,
Washington, D. C.

Fortunes from Patents are made only from a
good invention strongly protected. Send Sketch
or model and $5 for thorough search and
honest opinion of patentability. I give personal,
conscientious and expert service. Lester Sargent,
Patent Attorney, 524 Tenth Street, Washington,
D. C.

Inventions Patented; Trade-Marks Registered;
Labels, Prints and Publications Copyrighted;
reasonable fees. Correspondence solicited; de-
tailed information free; booklets. Jaynes &
Jaynes, 702 Kellogg, Washington, D. C.
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For Inventors

Inventions Commercialized. Cash or royalty.
Adam Fisher Mfg. Co., 205 St. Louis, Mo.
Inventors—Market and secure your inventions

through National Institute of Inventors, World
Bldg., New York City. Membership co-opera-
tive organization.
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Miscellaneous

Luminous Paint makes watches, clocks, any-
thing visible at night, 25c bottle. Luminous
Paint Co., 2426-X Polk St., Chicago.
Blacksmiths, Listen! Prepare for big wages

in Navy and Arsenal with Toy's Modern Meth-
ods doing hard jobs easy. Forging and making
solid welds, hardening and tempering to a
standard, with colored tempering charts. All
for one dollar. Sample free. W. M. Toy, Sid-
ney, Ohio.

Authors! Your manuscripts criticized by edi-
torial expert; rewritten, revised, typed, sold.
Heatley, 119-16 St., West New York, N. J.

Flags and Decorations—American, Service and
Allies' Flags in Silk, Bunting and Cotton, for in-

side and outside decorating. Quick service via
insured parcel post. Price list mailed the min-
ute your request arrives. A. Fink & Sons,
Wholesale and Retail, 56 North Seventh St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Cats crave catnip. Send 10c for a "catnip
mouse" (a lifelike cloth mouse, stuffed with cat-
nip). More fun than a "barrel of monkeys," and
Sour "kitty" will like it. Address: Percy Ewing,
'ecatur, 111.

Cigarette, pipe or chewing habit conquered.
Nature's method. Guaranteed. Write for free
brochure. Edw. J. Woods, TA-300, Station F,

New York.

Tobacco or Snuff Habit Cured or no pay; $1.00

if cured. Remedy sent on trial. Superba Co.,
SA, Baltimore, Md.
Pyorrhea—H. E. Kelty, D. D. S., M. D., pyor-

rhea specialist for 15 years, has developed a suc-
cessful home treatment for pyorrhea. Purifying,
healing, preventative. Full month's treatment
and booklet $1.00. Circular free. Dr. H. E.
Kelty, 106 Gladwin Ave., Leonia, N. J.

Catch Fish. Descriptive folder containing valu-
able information mailed for stamp. George
Julian, Albany Building, Boston.

"Opportunity Adlets" bring quick results. Our
100,000 circulation, net. Other firms are making
money—so can you. For proof address Classified
Department, Electrical Experimenter, 233 Fulton
St., New York City.

Wanted—Small Gasoline and Steam Engines.
Cash paid for t to 4 cylinder light weight Motors.
4 to 10 H.P. Johnston, West End, Pittsburgh,
Pa.

Boys, Make Your Mother's Bluing. 1 pkg. 12c,

3 for 30c, 5 for 45c. Each package contains
enough material to make 1 gallon of full strength
liquid bluing; will not streak; makes the clothes
snow white. Kralovec & Co., 2344 Altgeld St.,

Chicago, 111.

Motion Pic'ures

Motion Picture Films. Any kind, sample and
list ioc. G. Harrison, 1283 Lakeland Ave., Lake-
wood, Ohio.

News Correspondents

Earn $25 Weekly, spare time, writing for

newspapers, magazines. Experience unnecessary;
details free. Press Syndicate, 566 St. Louis, Mo.
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Printing

100 Bond Noteheads, 4 lines and 100 envelopes,
prepaid, $1.00. Southwestern, 1413-H Berendo,
Los Angeles.

100 Envelopes and 100 Noteheads $1.00 prepaid.
Any copy. Samples stamp. Elmira Specialty &
Printing Co., 201 Madison Ave., Elmira, N. Y.
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Stamps and Coins

Stamps—65 different 5c to approval applicants.
Michaels, 5600 Prairie, Chicago.

202 different stamps 21c; 100 different U. S. 21c.

C. Reitter, Box 1054, Detroit, Mich.

Full membership 15c, Collectors' Exchange
Club, 45 Westminster, Worcester, Mass.

We buy and Sell Old Money. $2 to $500 each
paid for hundreds of coins dated before 1895.

Keep all Old Money. Send 10 cents for new
illustrated Coin Value Book, 4x7. You may have
valuable Coins, get posted. Clarke Coin Com-pany,^
California Gold, Quarter size, 27c; Half-dollar

size, 53c; Dollar size, $1.10; Large cent, 1820, and
catalogue, ioc. Norman Shultz, Kings City, Mo.

Stamps—61 all different free. Postage, 3c.

Mention paper. Quaker Stamp Co., Toledo, Ohio.

500 Finely Mixed United States or Foreign
Stamps, 12c. Philatelic Star, Madison, N. Y.
imtfiimuiBsnmmifflnDniMUiiw^

Novelties

Mechanical Novelty, barrel of fun, laughs and
amusement, two 25c. Rullet Company, New
Haven, Conn.

Nut Bowls and 60 other useful articles, made
out of Native Myrtle Wood, the most beautiful
finished wood on Earth. Send 3-cent stamp for

illustrated descriptive catalogue giving delivered
prices. J. H. Oerding & Sons, Coquilfe. Oregon.

Business Opportunities
Enter a New Business. Earn $3,000 to $6,000

yearly in professional fees making and fitting a
loot specialty, openings everywhere with all the
trade you can attend to; easily learned by any-
one at home in a few weeks, at small expense;
no further capital required; no goods to buy;
job hunting, soliciting or agency. Address
Stephenson Laboratory, 18 Back Bay, Boston,
Make Die-Castings. Sketch, Sample, Booklet,

and Proposition, 12c. R. Byrd, Box 227, E rie, Pa.
Incorporate your business under the common

law. No organization tax; no franchise tax; no
federal corporation tax; certificates not taxable;
stockholders exempt from company debts; do
business anywhere; directors reside where you
wish; lowest cost organization possible. Com-
mon Law Organization Co., 4 Randolph, Detroit,
Mich.

Build up an Income in Oil—Others are doing
it—Why not you. Today is the opportunity.
Join our easy monthly payment plan NOW—it

may mean hundreds in profits. Write for in-
formation. National Oil Drilling Co., Dept. K,
Houston, Texas.

$30 a Week Evenings. I made it with a small
mail order business—continued my regular job
daytimes. Free booklet tells how, 2c postage.
Alex. W. Scott, Cohoes, N. Y.

"Opportunity Ad-Lets" bring quick results.
Over 100,000 circulation, net. Other firms are
making money—so can you. For proof address
Classified Department, Electrical Experimenter,
233 Fulton St., New York City.

Victory—Mechanical Toy Soldier window at-
traction. 30 inches high. Salutes, turns head,
points with finger, etc., as set. Well made,
nicely dressed officers, privates, Uncle Sam, etc.
Electrically operated. Does some stunt every
half minute or oftener as set, and will salute
soldier and pay no attention to others if de-
sired. Representative wanted in each city and
town. Write for prices. The John M. Biggs Co.,
Box 324, Chattanooga, Tenn.
Make Big Money opening safes and setting

combinations. Wayne Strong, P. O. Box 1430,
Los Angeles, Cal.

Patent Time-Actuated Electric Switch. Clock
movement. For show window lighting., etc.
Turns circuits both on and off. Entire rights
$1,000.00. Cato, 231H So. Sixth, Springfield, Illi-

nois.

Dollars Yearly in Your Back Yard. No gin-
seng, mushroom dope. New ideas. Investigate.
Particulars free. Metz, 313 East 89, New York.
"Quick-Action Advertising—Hovs it is Build-

ing Business for the Progressive Advertisers of
America"; A little story of RESULTS, told by
the advertisers themselves—not the publisher.
You will be interested in reading this little

booklet, which we have prepared for prospective
advertisers, a copy of which will be gladly
mailed to you upon request. It tells you how
to talk business with 1,000,000 intelligent, inter-
ested and responsive Americans every month

—

men who know what they want and who have
the money to buy it. Write for particulars and
rates today. Douglas Wakefield Coutlee; 225
West 10th Street, New VnrV
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiililllll Hiiiiyiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiii Hiniiiiiiinij 1 mi

Blue trims, tians, Castings

Send two dimes and get General Pershing on
his horse in original colors, made of solid metal.
Gem Novelty Co., 462 Wabash St., St. Paul, Minn.

Amateurs & Mechanics get Detailed Blue
Prints on H.P. Gasoline Engine. Postpaid,
30c; Y$ H.P. Horizontal Steam Engine, 50c; %
H.P. Vertical Steam Engine & Boiler, 70c; or all

three for $1.00. Circulars on Engines and Rough
Iron Engine Castings for Stamp. Universal Gas
Motor Co., 53 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, 111.

Experimenters—Build your own spark coils,

Wimshurst machines, motors, volt ammeters.
Blue prints with instructions. Parts supplied,
your parts machined, all repairs made. Send for
particulars. Hubert Brunotte, 126 E. 85th St.,

New York City.
MriiijiM[ijiiiiJMi[iiiiiintiiiiiH(iiiiiriiiiitiuiriiriiiiiiirniiTiiiiinMiii!iiiiiiJ!M[iiriii]Eiiiiiii nniiiiiiiiii 111 mini iiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin

Phonographs
Build Your Own Phonographs and manufacture

them for profit. Drawing instructions, Parts,
Price List, Blue Prints, etc., complete, sent free
upon request. Write today. Associated Phono-
graph Co., Dept. E-i, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Build Your Phonograph. "Perfection" high-
quality spring and electric Motors, Tone Arms,
Reproducers. Wonderful results. Big saving.
New catalog and building instructions mailed
for ten cents. Indiana Phonograph Supply Co.,
Indianapolis, Indiana.
,!
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Real Estate
Sell your property quickly for cash, no matter

where located. Particulars free. Real Estate
Salesman Co., Dept. -?8, Lincoln. Nebr.
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Formulas
160 Formulas, resil vering mirrors, renewing dry

batteries, luminous paints, mechanics' soap 25c,
lists 2C. "Bestovall," Box 543-E, Chicago.
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For the Hair
I Was Bald. Obtained hair growth by an In-

dian's ointment containing genuine bear oil and
rare plant juices. Many others have good hair-
growmg results. Will send box, postpaid, with
recipe, ioc. John Hart Brittain, 150 E. 32nd St.,
BA-wi. New York.
H
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Continued on Page T58

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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DontSend

a Penny
Here's the biggest bargain in boys' shoes you'll find

anywhere. To prove it we will send you a pair without
a penny of advance payment. Just send your name
and address. We ship on approval so you can compare
them with other hi-top shoes costing as much as $6 or
$7. ' You know how hard boys are on shoes. These are
made for just that kind of
wear—to stand
up under th
hard est
knocks e

boy can
give them
and you"
find these
will outwear
three ordin-
ary pair.
Prove it at
our risk. K<
them only if sat-
isfied. If not sat-
isfactory, return
at our expense.

Make
your boy

proud and
happy and keep

his feet dry and
warm with a pair

of these wonderful
Hi-Top Shoes. See how

strongly they are made.
Solidly made of strong wear-resist-

ing retanned leather. Two buckles and straps fasten
closely around leg. Lace Blucher style on comfortable
wide last—full round toe. All seams strongly sewed,
Extra heavy solid leather soles and heels, to stand the
hiiroVst wear. Tan only. Sizes 1 to6.
SEND no money—just your name and address. See

if you can find their equal for $6 or even $7.

Pay $090 for snoes on arrival. If not Batisfac-
oniy tory, return them and we will refund
your money. Be sure to state size wanted. Order by
No. X17029. Rend your order today. No risk to you.

LEONARD-MORTON & CO., Dept. X553 Chicago

Here's liveNew
cAulo-Wheel
kBook-Tree

Write for Your Copy Today

/T'S A BOOK brimful of information
a boy ought to have. It tells you how
to organize an Auto-Wheel Coaster Club
—how to make money with your Auto-

Wheel — how to have most fun when camping
and what to do in case of accident. It s a val-

uable book — and it's yours for the asking.

Get a Free Felt Pennant
We want to tell you all about the wonderful
Auto Wheel Coaster and the patented Auto-
Wheel Convertible Roadster—and to send you
one of our beautiful Felt Pennants FREE.
When you write for the Auto-Wheel Book
give us the names of three coaster wagon
dealer*, mentioning which one handles the
Auto-Wheel, and we'll send you a complete
Auto-Wheel Catalog and the Pennant, FREE.
WRITE US A LETTER TODAY. Address,

Buffalo Sled Company,
163 Schenck St., N. Tonawanaa, N.Y.

to Volumes
I, 2 3. 4. 5INDEX

ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER
Postpaid 15c

Experimenter Publlshlna Co., 231 Fulton St.. N. Y. City.

ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER

EXPERIMENTAL CHEMISTRY.
{Continued from page 751)

3. The burning of hydrogen.
4. Burning of arsin.

5. Breaking up of arsin by heat. The
solution of arsenic in sodium hypochlorit
gives.

6. 2As + 5NaOCl -f 3H2 = 2HaAsO«
+ 5NaCl.
In the same manner as above, test some

solution imagined to contain arsenic.

Experiment No. 149.

Perform an experiment using SbCls so-
lution in exactly the same way as the
AsCL was used, and compare the results.

Pay particular attention to the difference
between Sb and As in position of deposit,
in color, and in solubility in NaOCl.

Reinsch's Test.

Experiment No. 150.

Pour into a dish 3 or 4 cc. of a solu-
tion of arsenious chlorid [AsCUl or so-
dium arsenit [Na3As03 ] acidified with hy-
drochloric acid. In this solution place a
strip of bright copper foil [about 3 cm. x 4
cm.] and boil the liquid for three or four
minutes,—longer, if no discoloration of the
copper appears.

What is the color? No change in the
copper indicates absence of arsenic. In
that case add more HC1 and boil again. If
the copper is finally discolored, take it from
the liquid with the forceps, rinse it care-
fully, and press it lightly between the folds
of filter paper to remove moisture. Then
cut it into small strips with scissors; drop
these strips to the bottom of a long and
narrow test tube, and slowly heat the lower
part of the tube.

See whether the copper changes color.

Look for a sublimat. State its color; its

position. Is it in color and appearance
like the sublimat in Marsh's test? Com-
pare it with metallic arsenic, arsenious
oxid, etc. Examine the sublimat under a
microscope, breaking the tube and scrap-
ing off a little for this purpose. Is it

crystallin or amorphous?

Experiment No. 151.

Make arsenious sulfid [As 2Ss ], wash it

free from impurities, dry it and put it away
for future use.

Experiment No. 152.

Ascertain by experiment a solvent for
arsenious sulfid [As 2S 3 ]. Try [NILL CO3.

Experiment No. 153.

Make Paris Green [CustAsOsLl, wash,
filter and dry, and put away for use.

Experiment No. 154.

Make arsenious oxid [AS2O3], using not
over gram.

Experiment No. 155.

See whether AS.O3 is at all soluble in

water.
Examine the various compounds of ar-

senic with special regard to colors—red,

yellow, green, and white—and attach
names.

(To be continued)
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JAPAN HAS WIRE-WIRELESS
CENTRAL.

An exchange to wireless and wire tele-

phones is to be establisht in Kobe very
shortly by the Government Department
on Communications. A wireless tower 180
feet high is now being erected in front of

the largest of the Kobe telephone exchanges.
Wireless telephone messages from vessels

within 100 miles of the South Japan port
will be connected by "Are you there?"
sirls with the telephones of subscribers in

Kobe, Osaka, Kyoto and neighboring cities,

thus serving the most densely populated
section in Japan.

Opportunity Ad-lets
Continued /rem Page 757

Tricks, Puzzles and Games
1000 stage tricks with 500 illustrations. Cata

logue ioc, small catalogue FREE. Hornmant
Magic Co., Sta. 6, 170 Eighth Avenue, New York
Black Art Hindoo Experiments, copyright 1919

Edition, 25c. Invisible Ink. Free Trick. Cata-
logue each order. Lindhorst Magic X Shop, St
Louis.

Tricks, Puzzles, Jokes, Toys, Games, Novelties
Doll and Cane Racks, Plays, Wigs, Stage Sup-
plies, Escapes and Illusions. Large 1917 catalog
free. Oakes Magical Co., Dept. 549, Oshkosh,
Wis.

Magic Card Trick. Get these magic cards and
fool your friends, ioc. Reeves & Taylor Magical
Co., West Somerville, Mass.
Magical Apparatus and Ventriloquist Figures.

Lowest prices. Catalog, Magic and Ventriloquist
Lesson free. Write, Sylvian s Magic Shop, E-192
Clifford, Providence, R. I.

Wireless
Better stock up now on switches and switch

points for that new set. Circular describing the
most perfect on the market sent free. Eureka
Secondary Co., 6939 S. May St., Chicago, 111.

Rare Radium Ores. Radio-Activity Experi-
ments. Photograph thru opaque matter, dis-
charge electroscope, etc. One 5% uranium oxide,
other 12%. Both complex chemically. Ten to
twenty metals. Half ounce first, quarter second,
gram uranium oxide, all for $1.00. Full descrip-
tion with order. O. I. Lee, 2869 Boulevard, Jersey
City, N. J.

Build a Radio-Airo Station—Blue print, plans,
photograph 18-22, prepaid, $5. Wm. J. Rogers,
385 Morissee Ave -> Haledon^ N. J.

Electrical Supplies & Appliances
Recharge 25 Dry Cells for five cents. Direc-

tions ioc. Gilbert, 28 Chestnut, Binghamton,
N. Y.

Mechanics—Quickest method of making tapers
in the lathe, 25c. Charles Fleischer, 1389 St.
Marks Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Electrical Tattooing Machines and Supplies

—

Catalogue free. Prof. Temke, Exp., 517 Central,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

Supersensitive Microphones for Wireless Con-
trol of Lamps, Alarms, Motors, Guns, Toys, etc.,

by sound waves of a whistle. Description and
drawings free, with each instrument. Price $2.10,
postpaid. James A. Campo, Suite 1316, 32 Nassau
St.. New York, N. Y.

Amateurs!—Make simple electric motor that
works. Instructions 25c. Box 5, Hingham Cen-
tra, Mass.
Mr. Business-Man—Your advertisement here

will be read by over 100,000 live prospects. The
"Opportunity Ad-lets" of the Electrical Ex-
perimenter bring quick and positive results.
For proof of what they have done for others ad-
dress Classified Department, 233 Fulton Street,
New York.

Photo Developing
Mail Us 15c with any size Film for development

and 6 velvet prints. Or send 6 negatives any
size and 15c for 6 prints, 8 x 10" mounted enlarge-
ments 35c. Prompt, perfect service. Roanoke
Photo Finishing Co., 255 Bell Ave., Roanoke. Va.

Clean, Neat, Perfect Kodak Finishing at the
lowest prices. Work returned the same day re-

ceived. Send film for sample print and copy of

Catalog on Developing, Printing, Enlarging and
Hand Coloring, also copy of Photo Craft Maga-
zine which will help you make better pictures.
Photo Craft Co., Box 69, Ann Arbor, Mich.

Postcards
Everything in Postcards. Live-wire list free.

Worth-while samples 25c. Mention subjects pre-
ferred. Mutual Supply Co., Bradford, Pa.

Five Prettiest Women Cards, hand colored, 25c.

Durso, Dept. 41, 25 Mulberry, N. Y. City.
gnT»rniim^i^tmiimiiiniimiimiimttMimiiimiimnniiimiim[minB[iiBtuiiiJBiiiiuigjainin»B»

For Advertisers
Unheard-of Trial Offer! Inch display or 30-

word classified advertisement ten weeks, $1.00.

Record Advertiser, Box 2E, Houston, Va.

"Quick-Action Advertising—How it is Building
Business for the Progressive Advertisers of

America"; A little story of RESULTS told by
the advertisers themselves—not the publisher.
You will be interested in reading this little

booklet which we have prepared for prospective
advertisers, a copy of which will be gladly

mailed to you upon request. It tells you how
to talk business with 1,000,000 intelligent, inter-

ested and responsive Americans every month-
men who know what they want and who have
the money to buy it. Write for particulars and
rates today. Douglas Wakefield Coutlee, 225

West 39th St., New York.

"Opportunity Ad-Lets" bring quick results.

Over 100,000 circulation, net. Other firms are

making money—so can you. For proof address
Classified Department, Electrical Experimenter,
2-!3 Fulton St., New York City.

Yen benefit by mentioning th* "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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This masterpiece contains 160 pages, 400 illustrations.

Size of book 5"x9". Printed on extra thin paper, so book
can be slipped into pocket. Handsome flexible cloth
cover. FREE with a year's subscription.

Add 5c for postage.

The most comprehensive Wireless Course ever printed.

Contains 160 pages, 350 illustrations. Size of book
6%"xl0". Very fine flexible cloth cover.

FREE with a year's subscription.
Add 5c for postage.

This is a very limited offer. It may be withdrawn at any time, due to the
tremendous cost of paper, which IS JUST DOUBLE WHAT IT WAS ONE
YEAR AGO. We have only a limited supply of these fine books on
hand; after they are gone we cannot reprint the books until conditions
become normal again. THIS MAY BE TWO YEARS OR MORE. Now is

your chance.

The publishers of this journal have earned an enviable reputation of giving
more than 100 cents' worth for each dollar spent with them. Profit

by this liberal opportunity NOW; it may never be made again.

HERE'S THE OFFER
Subscribe to THE ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER for one year,

at the regular subscription price of $2.00 per year (Canada,
foreign and N. Y. C. $2.50) and we will send you FREE,

gentlemen: ^ Xj^^ POSTPAID, either one of the above books. If you sub-
scribe for two years, BOTH BOOKS WILL BE GIVEN

;

1 1 Ik FREE, POSTPAID.

If you are a subscriber at present, take advantage
of this wonderful opportunity anyway. If you

do, we will extend, your present subscrip-
tion for one year.

This Offer Limited. Act Now.

™ EXPERIMENTER PUB CO.
Name

\ 223 FULTON STREET
NEW YORK CITY

Please enter
my subscription
t THE BLBO- ».1
rRICAl BXPBW- VMENTEB for the
term of year
for which I enclose here-
with $
You will also send me at once
FREE prepaid your book.

12 copies of THE ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER
make a book 9" x 12" and 4" thick. This book will
weigh 7 lbs. It Is the areatest Ar» nn %rweigh 7 lbs. It Is the greatest d»o f\n \j
Electrical and Wireless reference \/ I II I a Ypar
work In the world. And all tor «P^*v l/ a 1 C<U

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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GREATESTTOY SENSATION OF THE DAY!

FIGHTING DREADNAUGHT
SV- SENSATIONALLY REALISTIC ! !

!

Here is a model of
Uncle Sam'sJighting-
monetera. Eight
big guns, each
of which flashes, at

(

correct intervals,
from twelve to

twenty time3. Extra
_

ammunition always '

obtainable. Abso-
lutely harmless. Can be operated indo

Boys, you can have Movies at your own home with this latest model

MOVING PICTURE MACHINE
"The Baby" S3: Revolvet

A HANDSOME AND MOST EFFECTIVE WEAPON
Measures but
• Vt Inches Ions)

ROPE SPLICING
ftf 30c

NEW
BOOK ON
USEFUL KNOTS. HITCHES, SPLICES. ETC

How Different Knots Are Made and What They Are Used F
Knots to Use and Knots to Avoid.

A most practical handbook giving complete and
simple dlrtx'l ion for making all the most useful
knots, hitches, rigging, splices, etc. Over 100 Illus-

trations. All about wire rope attachments, lashing
blocks, tackles, etc. 37 Heraldic Knots Illustrated
Of great value to mechanics, riggers, campers, boat-
men Price 20c p. pd.

Johnson Smith & Co., Dept. E 3, 54 W. Lake St., Chicago
HLUMINOUS PAINT

Each box contains 12 Egg's,
v.y rwi.inB a r. ii which are no larger than

• Mn&^i/.iV'V;? fp'm'Yh. '

a grain of oats.
of the roil, th<- effect crtatnj When lit with a

__ found to be nil that ran be dv l m „ r .h ..„..„..
. i Price, po.tpaidr 13 Bin* iOc i

match, However.
Bills 25c, 125 lot 50c. or S3 50 thousand

|
each one gradu-
ally hatches itself into a Snake several
feet long, which curls and twists about
in a most lifelike manner. Pries per I

box 10c, postpaid. Johnson Smith A Co.
I

Make Your Watches, Clocks, Etc.,
Visible by Night JfcSS?^ 1 ^S.'E™'

n producir, K ih'!~ j.rkr.bl'..' l"! > m" N u'u V a'] iSiT "which!' aVpu"ed°to
the surface of nnv nrtic le. amlta ra> a of whit* light, rendering It parfactly visible
in the dark. THE DARKER THE NIGHT, THE MORE BRILLIANT IT SHINES. Quite

!r»tch or cl*
C
k

Any or,,^ \
,

t, ran .lo it A little applied to the dial of your

buttons
i
or awilch plates of your electric lights, milch boxes, and innumerable

»ther articles
; make your own' Luminous Cruclftxen. Lumtnoua Ronariea, etc.

Bottle
i contain In« sufficient to cot several small artlclea. Prlo. 25c Urger

tit en 50c and SI postpaid. Johnson Smith fc Co.. D«pt_ £ J. 54 W.Laka 8t..Chlc«go

MUSICAL KAZOO MAGIC FLUTE
WoDderfully Sweet

Toned and Musical

ii Instruments. Pflci f 5c p. pd,

When playe

instrument, the effe
Full printed In9tructioni_ .

h Instrument.

All the Latest Surprising and Joke Novelties
Pharo'a Serpents Eggs, box .

Minifttir*e Water Pistol . . .

Rubber Razor (very formidable) . 20c
Rubber Itacscr laensadonal) . . 20c
Window Smasher* ((Treat joke, . 26c
Lookbackxoneope isee behind you) 16c
Great Mind Reading Mystery Cda. 10c
Thunton's Mysterious Trick Cds. 10c
Fixating Roosters, pair

Spot Trie
X Ray Novelty , . . . ,

Trick Pencil
Rubber Tacks (a food Joke)
Mearoeriied Penny I defies thi

Myaterioue Tumbler and Vanlab-
.ng Com Trick 26c

Magic Mirror 'take one peep) . 10c
Maine Plate Lifter 20c
Imitation Gold Teeth . . . 3 for 10c
Great Bunrlar Puzxle . . . . 10c

10c. 22 different. $1.96

IOHNSON SMITH A CO., Dept. E 3, 54 W. Lake St., CHICAGO

CIGARETTE ROLLER
Very neat

and handy.
Weighs lees

i Quarter

buy and makes
tbem easily and quickly. You can use
just the tobacco you prefer and rhue have
nicer "smokeB' than ready made, and
more of tbem besides saving about half of
your money. Juet try one and make your
cipnrettea just to your own likinR. Price
only 10c or 3 for 25c postpaid, with full
instructions for ose. JOHHSDH SMITH & CO.

readily make it perform . tOc postpaid

MIDGET ILLUSTRATED BIBLE
A Great Curiosity

The Smallest
tfible In the World
The Midget Bible I-

DRI-..D i

PAGES of tho NEW TESTAMENT,
trated. This little Bible is a Wonder u is sai^

appreciated. Price, only 12 cent*, thro* Blbloa
30 centa: on* doian Bibloa for SI.OO or 100 for

S6.00. Good money can be made Belling these Midgi

Bibles amongst friends, church acquaintances, Sunday
schools, bazaars, etc. Send for a few and

The CONJURER'S CASKET
Apparatus and Directions for a Number of Mysterious Tricks

Enough for an Entire Evening's Entertainment - q c
ANYONE CAN DO THEM

It la great fan mystifying your friends. Get this Conjurer's Cab-
inet, and yoo will be tbe cTevei
tains the apparatus for seven fi

pearinp Rose, that.^when placet

placed inside, and

e littli* wooden barret, a
as coin of anothe,

'Opped

icks. Including Tbe Disap-

ril Itfcfefa Wooden Ball la
t-f .

[jj.-.
i r. tr,.- hd (ii~i,!.[>, in t-d and is

. :ket<; The Magic Nad with wn.ch yo'i can
apparently cut your finger almost in two; the Wonderful Card Trick
is card Is placed in an envelope, and when opened an entirely differ*
ent card altogether is foundh: The Di*r.r.;.. sr,r„. t .„n Box la coin is placed ii

when opened again, is found to ha 1

, - 3:. ; ! , ntir,-lv . r ran be mode to chantre
nomination): The Famous Mesmerized Penny that defies the law of gravitationNsuspi
the hand. nose, check, wall, clothing, etc.): The Glass Goblet and Vanishing Coin Trk_
into a glass of water, and when the water la poured out the coin has vanished! . With th<
eenbed above we send full printed instructions for performing each trick so that anyon
form all the tricks to the great amusement of th.-ir fn.Tid:. or tbe public. Any b..> <.( rd
with this Cabinet of Tricks in his possession, can i-ii t- a parlor n„, nrr.. „ t ,,,,,

j n f..n<.
rn.^taiv- • ides the trirks contained in 'he fr.bir,.- 1 . tr.-r.- nr.' (u..,,!,.^-, oih.-r teat.:.

explained with full printed instructions, for which yon can easily make or procure the necensary ac
Amonc them are The Mouse in a Pack of Cards. The Drawn Card The Hal Trie! . To Knock a Tumhlei
Through a Table. One Cent Rubbed into Two, To Find (he Numt.ir Th-ught of, M^tenonn Wedding Ring
etc. We also send the secret of performing three wonderful stage tricks, as follows: Tho Act of Cremat
ing a Woman, Walking on the Ceiling of a Room, and Uir I

ii-.r,[, r ,...-,rir,i,- Lady tou-cth'-r with on article oi
legerdemain and valunble hints to amateur coajurera. PRICE COMPLETE ONLV 50 CENTS.

I VERY LATEST

JOHNSON SMITH & CO., Dept. E 3. 54 W. Lake St, CHICAGO

^^^^^^^ The Newest Hovelty Aerial Balloon

.
a long i.

LTPWAHtXttl* SH-inch
P
prope

It La a graceful flier that makes tl

lely interesting V

......... „„XRINd
SPINNING AROlfND AT A

. ninir "i.-rs WILD WITH JOY.
Prlco IOc each, 3 for 29c ppd.

JOHNSON SMITH ft CO., Dept. E 3, 64 West Lake Street, CHICAGO

New
Vamping
Card

No Toachar Noadod
Surpruins' Iy Slmpla Syalasa

..... ....... I Education need not despair, for with the
- VAMPING CARD (placing the card upright over the piano keya).

- thousands of Songs. Ballada, Waltzea,i.Rag Time,
,al Musician. Noltnowledgo of mueic la reauirod.
j will be able to dispense wf'h the aid of the Vamp.

i, ui: iy Only 15 cba.p.pd. Johnson Smilhi Co. .
Oepl 1 3 - 54*. Lake SI- .Chicago.

j«lft
G
NE

E
s
R
E UMBRELLA PALM

A Graceful House or Conservatory
Plant, Quite Easily Cultivated.

Easily Grown from Seed,
Summer or Winter

The Groat Japanese Umbrella Pnlm fe a aeml-aquade
plant. It is easily grown from e^ed either In a bowl of
water or in very damn soil. Probably the molt tuoai.aa

plant
1

!n a bowl or jar d'oler" fill'ed' w?th wuter, with two or
three inches of good garden soil at th • bottom. The aeeda

" and the plant shoots ap

I Of L

show
rapidly _.

ic engraving. The lops of the sterna
aped leaves, of a I

deeldcoly novel. The Umbrella Pair
.... jn^the effoet

ir window for the con-
.

.. la, aquarium, etc. Wa-
ll full Instructions for culture, for only IS

can la, ar ihra* packajea 'or 40 cania, poatpald.

Johnson Smith &. Co., Dept. E-3, 54 W. Lake St., Ch.cagtf

FIGHTING ROOSTERS LOADED CIGARETTES
.. . . just Lido Oidlnar, ClgaratUa. M

iluminum. ice boxes, iron pipea,

oves, broken china, porcelain,

ucnery. woodenware, marble, etc. Will not chip, fry,

THE MEND IS THE STRONGEST SPOT IN THE POT
Could not be simpler: font mix the powder with water. HARDENS LIKE IRON.
Fire-proof. Water-proof. You can fill a big hole or a small crack. Mended^Jaca

w. Replaces chipped e.„ than tMw**'REpW«"chto
IMPOSSIBLE. Better and easier than solder. Three alias, IB cents, 29 cent

Johnson Smith & Co., Dept E3, 54 W. Lake St., Chicago

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to adverttset s.



Flexible

Covers

Handy

Pocket-

Size

Volumes

Just what you need to know to succeed in ELECTRICITY
EVERY electrician, every engineer, every mechanic should know

about these wonderfully helpful instructive books, which give in

plain words a complete working knowledge of electrical engi-

neering in all its phases.

You run into some new electrical problem almost every day. The
information you need to help you in your every day work is in

HAWKINS
ELECTRICAL GUIDES
These books place electricity at your finger ends. They cover every imaginable

subject, principle, theory, problem, trouble, and way of doing things electrically.
Every subject is indexed so that you can turn right to it. They are a study course
and a reference guide in one, written in plain every day language—no wasted words
—only what you need to know—chock full of up-to-the-minute electrical knowledge.
The guides are a complete course in electrical engineering. They will help you in

every detail of the day's electrical work. You can't ask an electrical question that
Hawkins Guides can't answer.

Pocket-Size Flexible Covers

What Electrical Men Say
Helped Him Make Good

"It It only right for me to recom-
mend highly the Hawkins Guides, for

they have bsen of the greatest assist-

ance to me in placing me in my pres-

ent position is Superintendent of Con-
struction Department of one of Ohio's
largest Electrical Companies. I would
like to see every man have a set of

Hawkins Guides."
Geo. Knecht, Columbus, Ohio.

In the Naval Electrical Dept.

"The Hawkins Guides are great help
to m« in the Naval Electrical Depart-
ment, which they cover very thorough-
ly." C. J. Cornell,

D. S. Receiving Ship, Brooklyn, N. T.

Superintendent
"I am now superintendent of the

Dunnville Hydro - Electric Systems,
and Hawkins Guides were a great help
to me in holding down a responsible
position."
W. E. Swartz, Dunnville, Ontario.

Wireless Operators
"I have worked wireless for ten

years—but 1 wish I had these books
years ago, as they have saved me a
great deal of trouble." H. Marshall

Steamer M A B No. 2.

Walkerville, Ont.

The books are small enough to slip into your coat
pocket—handsomely bound in flexible black covers.
You can carry each volume with you until you have

mastered its contents. 3,500 pages of actual information
and 4.700 illustrations. Once you see these books and
put them into actual use you will never again want to be
without them. Try it at our expense.

SEND NO MONEY
It will cost you nothing to receive these books—to look

them over—ask them all the Questions you can think of—use them in your work—study them—pick up some in-
formation that will increase your earning ability. We
will ship you the entire set of 10 volumes entirely FREE.

This is a sign of our confidence in the guides. Pure
gold does not object to being tested. Keep them for
seven days and if you do not decide that you can't get
along without them, return them to us and owe us
nothing.

When you decide to keep them you only have to pay
$1.00 down and remit the balance of $9.00 on the easy
payment of $1.00 a month till paid for.

Use this coupon to get the books, Xt will pay you
many times over.

THEO. AUDEL & CO.
72 Fifth Ave. New York, N. Y.

READ THIS PARTIAL LIST OF CONTENTS
No J

Contains 348 pages, 388 illustrations. Electrical

No. 2

signs and symbols—static and current electricity
—primary cells—conductors and insulators—resistance and
conductivity—magnetism—induction coils—dynamo principles

—classes of dynamos—armatures—windings—commutation

—

brushes, etc. . .

Contains 348 pages, 394 illustrations. Motor
principles—armature reaction—motor starting

—

calculations—brake horsepower—selection and installation of
dynamo and motors—galvanometers—standard cells—current
measurement — resistance measurement — voltmeters — watt-
meters—watt hour meters—operation of dynamos—operation
of motors, etc.

No. 3 Contains 300 pages, 423 Illustrations. Distribution
systems—wires and wire calculations—inside, out-

side and underground wiring—sign flashers—lightning pro-
tection—rectifiers—storage battery systems, etc.

No. 4 Contain3 270 Pages. 379 illustrations. Alternating
current principles—alternating current diagram!—the power factor—alternator principles—alternator con-

struction—windings, etc.

No 'i
Contains 320 pages. 614 illustrations. A. O. Motors
--synchronous andinduction motor principles—A. C.

commutator motors—induction motors, transformers: lossei.
construction, connections, tests—converters—rectifiers, etc.

No 6 Contains 298 pages. 472 illustrations. Alternating
* v current systems—switching devices—circuit break-

ers—relays—lightning protector apparatus—regulating devices—synchronous condensers—indicating devices—meters—power
factor indicators—wave form measurement—switch boards, eto.

No 7 Contains 316 pages. 379 illustrations. Alternating»«*• • current, wiring power stations—turbines; manage-
ment, selection, location, erection, testing, running, care and
repair—telephones, etc.

No 8 Contains 332 pages. 436 illustrations. Telegraph
.

'
,
— simultaneous telegraphy and telephony —

wireless—electric bells—electric lighting—photometry, etc. _~
No Q Contains 322 pages. 627 illustrations. Elec- ^" trie railways—electric locomotives—car light- Wmg—trolley car operation—miscellaneous applications— ^motion pictures—gas engine ignition—automobile self- ^
starters and lighting systems, electric vehicles, etc. W
Nrt 1 O Contains 513 pages. 599 illustrations. ^iiu. x\i Elevators—cranes—pumps—air com- &
pressors—electric heating — electric welding- * THFfl
soldering and brazing—industrial electro- ^ «"5„
lysis—electro plating—electro- therapeutic W AUUtL <fc UU.
—X-rays, etc. ^ 72 Fifth Avenue
Also a complete 126-page ready
reference index of the complete
library. This index has been riease submit me for
planned to render easily ac- ± examination Hawkins
cessible all the vast infor- J Electrical Guides (price
mutinn cnntnined in fbn +. J1 eacn )- Ship at once, pre-manon comainea in tne a

paid the 10 numDor9 If sat.

10 electn. al guides. ^ lsfaetory I agree to send you 11
There are over 13,- a within seven days and to further
500 cros.1 refer- 4p mail you $1 each month until paid

ences. You find A
what you want signature
to know in- .

stantly.
Occupation

New York, N. Y.

Business Address

Reference E E. Feb.
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You Can Now TREAT YOURSELF at Home
With this Wonderful Health Restoring

Most Effective Health, Strength and Beaut
Agent Known to Science

YOU CAN HAVE BODILY VIGOR, SUCCESS-ATTAINING ENERGY,
ATTRACTIVE, HEALTHFUL BEAUTY—All at practically no cost—The
great benefits of the Violet Ray treatments heretofore only procurable at

big expense from physicians and beauty specialists are now available in your
own home. Look over list of treatments below. Send for particulars.

How Violet Ray Benefits Painless Electricity

Treatment for gen-
eral debility, nerv-

ousness, etc.

Quick relief for
rheumatism

Inhaling ozone. For
Catarrh, throat and
lungs. Marvelous
local results with
general tonic effect

Electricity from your light socket is trans-

formed into health and beauty-giving Violet

Ray—powerfully effective, yet gentle, sooth-
ing, perfectly safe. Voltage is raised from
ordinary' lighting current to several hundred
thousand volts, giving tremendous penetrative
force. The irresistible,

revitalizing powers of

Renulife Violet Ray are

carried at once to every
nerve cell, fibre and
part of body. Blood
is enriched and puri-

fied by a flood of oxy-
gen, giving added vitality and strength.

Assimilation and digestion improved—func-
tions restored to normal—extra supply of

fresh blood quickly brought to area treated,

removing congestion and supplying nourish-

ment. While relieving pains and aches, the

manifest results of dis-

orders, it removes the
deep-seated cause;
combines the benefits

of electricity, vibration,

exercise, stimula-
tion and oxidation.

Renulife Violet Ray
HIGH FREQUENCY GENERATORS

Offered on a Most Liberal

TRIAL PLAN
Learn the Wonderful Benefits

by Actual Use

Science has modified electricity that the
weakest may stand its force without fear or
pain. Every tissue and fibre is saturated,
patient experiencing only a sensation of re-

lief, as if standing in a ray of sunshine.
Violet Ray high frequency has no compar-

ison with old, crude,
electrical batteries
and shocking current.

Every jar and shock
is removed. The ef-

fects are marvelously
rapid. Relief can be
given in one or more

treatments. Often cures are accomplished
in that time. It is positive and certain in

action. If you value your health, and want
to keep or restore your good looks and gain
vitality, throw away medicine bottles—take
this sensible, scientific means. Violet Rays

work with nature.
Every day's delay
makes relief more diffi-

cult.

Send for Booklet,
"Health via Violet
Ray."

Brings beauty par-
lor to your home

Tones the system.
May be applied
with perfect safety
to infants, or weak-

est invalid

RENULIFE ELECTRIC CO., -
CANADIAN RENULIFE ELECTRIC CO

Tear Out Coupon— Get FREE BOOK
- 533 Marquette Building, Detroit
178 SANDWICH ST.. FORD CITY» ONTARIO.

COUPON FOR BOOK
and Special Information

RENULIFE ELECTRIC CO..

533 Marquette Bldg.. Detroit

Please send without obliRation, your book "Health." explain-
ing Violet Ray treatments with Renulife Generators: also give
full particulars as to its application for ailments cheeked below.

TREATS SUCCESSFULLY
. .Abscesses
. .Anemia
. .Asthma
. . Arteriosclerosis
. . Baldness
. .Blackheads
. . Brain Fag
. . Bronchitis
. .Bunions
. Bruises
. Catarrh
. Colds
. .Chilblains
. . Dandruff
. . Deafness and Ear

Diseases
. . Eczema
. . Enlarged Prostate

. Facial Neuralgia
. Falling Hair
. Female Com-

plaints
. Goitre
.Gout
. Haemorrhoids
. Hay Fever
. Infantile Paraly.

sis

Insomnia
. Lameness
. Locomotor Ataxia
. Lumbago
. Nervous Affec-

tions
. Neuralgia
. Neuritis

. Obesity
Pain in Abdomen

and Chest
Paralysis
Piles
Pimples
Pyorrhea

. Rheumatism
Scars
Sciatica
Skin Diseases
Sore Throat and

Throat Diseases
Sprains

. Toothache
Weak Eyes

. Wrinkles
Warts and Moles

Lowest Priced

Most Effective

VIOLET
RAY

Instrument
for Home Use

Every person would be
wonderfully benefited by a

few minutes' daily use. Its

astonishing low price places
it within the reach of all.

Write at once for full

Information regarding uses,

benefits, price, etc.

WANTED—
Representatives to de-
monstrate to physicians

and individuals.

Several Models Varying in Price

The CAREY PRINTING CO. Inc.
New York
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Learn Electricit3
ft.

ii

PRACTICAL
INSTRUCTION

In the GreatShops of

COYNE
Trade and Engineering Schools

BENNETT WELLINGTON COOKE, Director

Dept. 23, 39-51 E. Illinois St., Chicago, 111.

FINISH IN
3% MONTHS

Thousands of Electrical experts are needed to help rebuild the world. Come to Chicago
to the great shops of Coyne and let us train you quickly by our sure, practical way, backed
by twenty years of success. Hundreds of our graduates have become experts in less than four
months. You can do the same. Now is your big opportunity. Come—no previous education
necessary.

Earn $125.00 to $350.00 A Month
In the Electrical business. Come here where you will be trained in these great $100,000
shops. Experts show you everything and you learn right on
the actual apparatus. You work on everything from
the simple bell to the mighty motors, gen-
erators, electric locomotives, dynamos.

6
T

switchboards, power plants, everything
to make you a master electrician.

We have thousands of suc-
cessful graduates. Just as
soon as you have finished
we assist you to a
good position. We

BE A COYNE
Trained Expert. Our Graduates

are given the Preference. They are

in demand Everywhere at big Salaries.

\

Our graduates are in demand because Coyne is known for its

splendid practical training. We are continually receiving letters,

telegrams and telephone calls from contractors, manufacturing firms,

etc., seeking our graduates to fill responsible positions. We often have
many more positions than we can fill and the demand is steadily growing.

We MakeYou an Expert in Less Than 4Months
No need of taking from 1 to 4 years to

become an expert, we have proved this in

thousands of cases. The Coyne method of
practical training eliminates all books, useless

theory and other non-essentials and trains you
in just what you need to know to become an

expert.

Day or Evening Courses
Don't worry about the money. Anyone with ambition
can learn here. Our tuition is low with small easy pay-

ments if desired. All tools and equipment is furnished
free. Our students live in comfortable homes in the best
section in Chicago—on the lake.

EARN YOUR WAY
Many students earn a large part of their living expenses by doing a
little work in their spare time. Our employment dept. furnishes

these positions without charge.

LEARN DRAFTING
Skilled Draftsmen are always in demand. Our courses
are thorough—short—practical, preparing a man fully

to hold a position of responsibility. We have more
positions than we can fill. We also have thorough
practical courses in Plumbing and Heating and Motion
Picture Operating.

Send Today for Book
Write today, now, for the book.
It tells what Coyne graduates ^
have done. What you can do.
Fill in the coupon, check
the trade you are most in- »
terested in or send a
postal card, do it now.

MAIL COUPON

COYNE TRADE AND
ENGINEERING SCHOOLS

Bennett W. Cooke. Director

Dept. 23, 39-51 E. Illinois St.
Chicago, III.

Please send at once your big Free
Book—I am interested in

[ ] Electricity [ ] Drafting [ ] Plumbing
[ ] Motion Picture Operating
{Check trade interested in)

Name.

Address.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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The best
the year-

investment of
x FREE
\

EXAMINATION cotton !

!

CROFT'S ELECTRICITY

\ McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc.

\ 239 West 39th Street , New York

\
\ Gentlemen:—Please senrl me the Library of

* Practical Electricity (shipping charges pre-
* paid) for 10 days' free examination. If satis-

\ factory. I will send $2 in ten days and $2
» per month until $16 has been paid. If not
» wanted I will write you for return ship-

\ ping instructions.

\ Name

\

Get at the

first - hand
facts about
electricity, taken
from work itself.

Home Address.

\ City and State,

* Name of Employer

\
\

His Address

This is the year of big things in elec- »

tricity. Don't waste any time in getting
N
x
Your Positio»

ready for the big pay that awaits the elec- ^
trically trained man Don't depend upon x
amateurish or theoretical books or courses to \ M

x
ar .

give you the necessary knowledge. Books writ- \ 19

ten from practice by practical men are easiest \
mastered, and when you do master them, you are \
an expert, ready to demand the salary of an expert. \

KNOW ELECTRICITY
AS EXPERTS KNOW IT
You can now say to yourself "If others are earning $5,000 per

year and up in electrical practice, I can also do it, because Croft's

Library contains the same information that these men possess."
Croft's Library does contain just the informa-

tion you need to reach the big position. It con-
tains all the information you need in electrical

practice. Nothing is left out. You are told of every
detail in plain language and illustration.

Not one of the thousands of men who own the
Croft Library has said he could not understand
the books. They are as clear as the elementary
readers and arithmetic' you studied in school. And
yet they are thorough, and do not leave off until

you are an expert. They are just as valuable to the
beginner as to the highest paid specialist, because
they are all practice.

No one interested in any branch of electricity, or who
expects to take up the work, can afford to be without
Croft's Library.

8 Beautiful flexibly-bound volumes,
pocket size, 3000 pages, 2100 illustrations

READ THIS—
Electricity, from the sim-

plest principles, to complete

and economical operation of

a central station

—

Motors, generators, arma-
tures, commutators, trans-

formers, circuits, currents,

switchboards, distribution

systems.

Electrical machinery of

every type, installation, oper-

ation and repair.

Wiring for light and power.
How to do it mechanically
perfect, in accordance with

the National Electrical Code.

Wiring of finished build-

ings. Underwriters' and
municipal requirements. How
to do the complete job, from
estimating it, to completion.

Illumination in its every
phase. The latest and most
improved methods of lighting.

Lamps and lighting effects.

A complete course in

mathematics as applied to

work. A course which re-

freshes your mind, and gives

you mastery of all the short-

cuts in figuring.

Electrical practice complete.
Electrical practice as experts

know it. Electrical practice

by experts.

These eight handy, compact volumes are a work of art. Care-
fully indexed for quick reference and for study. Every one of the
subjects are literally at the finger's end. No turning of pages fo
what you want.

Not one cent in advance. Merely return the coupon
above. Small monthly pay-
ments if you are satisfied.

Don't wait another day if you want
to know electricity as experts know it.

Fill in the Coupon now. We will ship
the eight volumes charges paid for ten
days' examination. Return them at our
expense if they are not entirely satis-
factory. Pay only $2 per month for
eight months if you are pleased

McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc. ACT
239 West 39th Street New York VJAUT
Publishers of books for engineers since 1876 llU IT

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when 'uniting to advertisers.
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|LSEWHERE in this issue is disclosed in

full detail for the first time what U. S.

Navy officials term as the greatest American
War Invention : "Underground and Sub-
sea Wireless."

Last month we hinted editorially on the
theoretical aspect of the problem—this

month we are face to face with the accomplisht fact. The
war has revolutionized not only peoples, nations and the
whole world, but many hitherto unshakable scientific in-
stitutions as well. For over twenty years the wireless
aerial—the elevated aerial wire system—was synonymous
with the wireless art. The great radio station, the trans-
atlantic liner, could not well be imagined without its

ubiquitous stretch of elevated wires. The greatest pride
of the radio amateur, the aerial on top of his house,
which to him was symbolic of the young art, is doomed.
This change has been brought about over night by the
magic wand of science and her servant—Mr. James Harris
Rogers, American, of Hyattsville, Aid.
The aerial wires, down for the duration of the war,

will never go up, at least as far as amateurs and private
stations are concerned. As for the commercial stations,

their towers too are doomed shortly for the scrap-heap.
During the war Mr. Rogers developed underground and
sub-sea wireless—for receiving at least—to a hereto-
fore undreamt of state of perfection. His receiving
station at Hyattsville never mist a word transmitted
from French, English, Italian as well as German high
power stations. He received his messages from Europe
zvhen a thunderstorm, accompanied by terrific lightning,

was going on directly above his head. Recently, too, he
has done away entirely with static.

When the big station at Arlington, near Washington,
was out of touch with Europe, due to static disturbances.

Mr. Rogers went right on receiving over his buried
underground wires, just as if static never existed. In-

deed the Rogers invention knows no static. Static being
an atmospheric condition, a ground antenna naturally

will not be affected by it.

But the most spectacular feature of Mf. Rogers' revo-

lutionizing invention probably is his "Sub-sea Wireless."

Scientists the world over, Marconi included, declared it

an utter impossibility to communicate by wireless with

a totally submerged submarine. Mr. Rogers, however,

goes right ahead and does it, not only in fresh water

but thru salt water as well. Indeed he establisht wire-

less communication with a submarine whose aerial wires

were 25 feet below the surface of the ocean!

Altho Mr. Rogers, during the war, gave most of his

attention toward receiving messages, he has made^ con-

siderable progress in underground radio transmission

as well. His experiments prove conclusively that, while

underground radio receiving is here to stay, underground
sending too will soon be practical enough, even for high

power stations. It is merely a question of good insula-

tion at present, and the end of this year, we are quite

confident, will bring the solution of the problem. The
Navy Department has just succeeded in transmitting

a distance of 50 miles with the underground system.

At first it would seem reasonable that only long wave
lengths could be used with the Rogers system. But this

is not the case. Underground Radio-telephone messages,

seven miles distant, come in just as clear on 300 meters

wave length as does the Nauen (Germany) station with

12,600 meters wave length. This indeed is good news for

our amateurs.
But in the meanwhile, all of our pet theories on wire-

less are thrown in a sad chaos. For we do not know as

yet how the Rogers system works. We can now expect

a war to the knife between our wave-propagation theor-

ists and the new school of ground-impulse savants. Mr.
Rogers himself takes the view—and he is seconded by
T es ]a—that the transoceanic messages which he receives

over his underground system are not Hertzian waves—
pure or even converted—but merely high frequency

ground impulses.

The future may tell us which school is right.

H. Gernsback.
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How One Evening's Study
Led to a $30,000 Job

A Simple Method of Mind Training That Any One
Can Follow With Results From the First Day
By a Man Who Made Formerly No More Than a Decent Living

I HOPE you won't think I'm conceited or

egotistical in trying to. tell others how I

suddenly changed from a comparative fail-

ure to what my friends term a phenomenal

success.

In reality I do not take the credit to myself

at all. It was all so simple that I believe any

man can accomplish practically the same thing

if he learns the secret, which he can do in a

single evening. In fact I know others who
have done much better than I by following

the same method.
It all came about in a rather odd manner. I

had been worrying along in about the same

way as the average man thinking that I was
doing my bit for the family by providing them
with three square meals a day, when an old

chum of mine, Frank Powers, whom I had
always thought was about the same kind of a

chap as I, suddenly blossomed out with every

evidence of great prosperity.

He moved into a fine new house, bought a

good car and began living in the style of a

man of ample means. Naturally the first

thing I did when I noticed these things—for

he had said nothing to me about his sudden

good fortune—was to congratulate him and
ask him what had brought the evident change

in his finances.

"Bill," he said, "it's all come so quickly I

can hardly account for it myself. But the

thing that has made such difference in my life

lately began with an article I read a short

time ago about training the mind.
"It compared the average person's mind to

a leaky pail, losing its contents as it went
along, which if carried any distance would
arrive at its destination practically empty.
"And it showed that instead of making the

pail leakproof most of us kept filling it up and
then losing all we put into it before we ever

reached the place where the contents would
be of real use.

"The leak in the

pail, the writer

demonstrated, was
forgetfulness. He
showed that when
memory fails, ex-

perience, the thing

we all value most
highly, is worthless.

He proved to me
that a man is only

as good as his mem-
ory, and whatever
progress a man ac-

complishes can be

laid directly to his

powers of retaining

in his mi n d the
right things— the
things that are go-

ing to be useful to

him as he goes
along.

"Farther on in

the article I read
that the power of

the mind is only the

sum total of what
we remember—that

is, if we read a book
and remember

nothing that was in it, we have not added
one particle to our experience; if we make a

mistake and forget about it, we are apt to

make the same mistake again, so our experi-

ence did not help us. And so on, in everything

we do. Our judgment is absolutely dependent
on our experience, and our experience is only

as great as our power to remember.
"Well, I was convinced. My mind was a

'leaky pail.' I had never been able to remem-
ber a man's name thirty seconds after I'd been
introduced to him, and as you know, I was
always forgetting things that ought to be
done. I had recognized it as a fault, but never
thought of it as a definite barrier to business

success. I started in at once to make my
memory efficient, taking up a memory train-

ing course which claimed to improve a man's
memory in one evening. What you call my
good fortune to-day I attribute solely to my
exchanging a 'leaky pail' for a mind that re-

tains the things I want to remember."

Powers' story set me thinking. What kind of a
memory did 1 have ? It was much the same as that
of other people I supposed. I had never worried
about my memory one way or another, but it had
always seemed to me that I remembered important
things pretty well. Certainly it never occurred to

me that it was possible or even desirable to improve
it, as I assumed that a good memory was a sort of
natural gift. Like most of us, when I wanted to
remember something particularly I wrote it down on
a memorandum pad or in a pocket notebook. Even
then I would sometimes forget to look at my re-
minder. I had been embarrassed—as who has not
been?—by being obliged to ask some man whom I

had previously met what his name was, after vainly
groping through my mind for it, so as to be able to

introduce him to others. And I had had my name
requested apologetically, for the same purpose, so
that I knew I was no different than most men in
that way.

I began to observe myself more closely in my daily
work. The frequency with which I had to refer to
records or business papers concerning things that at
some previous time had come under my particular
notice amazed me. The men around me who were
doing about the same work as myself were no dif-

ferent than I in this regard. And this thought gave
new significance to the fact that I had been per-
forming practically the same subordinate duties at
exactly the same salary for some three years. I

couldn't dodge the fact that my mind, as well as
most other people's, literally limped along "on
crutches, because it could not retain names, faces,
facts, and figures. Could I expect to progress if

even a small proportion of the important things I

learned from day to day slipped away from me 1 The
only value of most of my hard-won experience was
being canceled—obliterated—by my constantly for-
getting things that my experience had taught me.
The whole thing hit me pretty hard. I began to

think about the subject from all angles as it affected
our business. I realized that probably hundreds of
sales had been lost because the salesman forgot
some selling point that would have closed the order.

Many of our men whom I had heard try to present
a new idea or plan had failed to put over their mes-
sage or to make a good impression because they had
been unable to remember just what they wanted to

say. Many decisions involving thousands of dol-

lars had been made unwisely because the man re-

sponsible didn't remember all the facts bearing on
the situation and thus used poor judgment. I know
now that there isn't a day but what the average
business man forgets to do from one to a dozen
things that would have increased his profits. There
are no greater words in the English language, de-
scriptive of business inefficiency than the two little

words "I forgot."

I had reached my decision. On the recommenda-
tion of Powers, I got in touch at once with the

Independent Corporation which shortly before had
published the David M. Roth Method of Memory
Training. And then came the surprise of my life.

In the very first lesson of the course I found the key
to a good memory. Within thirty minutes after I had
opened the book the secret that I had been in need
of all my life was mine. Mr. Roth has boiled down
the principles perfecting the memory so that the

method can almost be grasped at a glance. And the

farther you follow the method the more accurate
and reliable your memory becomes. Within an hour
I found that I could easily memorize a list of lull

words and call them off backward and forward
without a mistake. I was thunderstruck with the

ease of it all. Instead of study the whole thing

seemed like a fascinating game. I discovered that

the art of remembering had been reduced by Mr.
Roth to the simplest method imaginable—it required

almost nothing but to read the lessons 1 Every one
of those seven simple lessons gave me new powers
of memory, and I enjoyed the course so much that

I look back on it now as a distinct pleasure.

The rest of my story is not an unusual one among
American business men who have realized the value
of a reliable trained memory. My income today is

close to $30,000. It will reach that figure at the be-
ginning of our next fiscal year. And two years ago
I scarcely made what I now think of as a decent
living.

In my progress I have found my improved memory
to be priceless. Every experience, every business
decision, every important name and face is easily

and definitely recorded in my mind, and each re-

membered experience was of immense value in my
rapid strides from one post to another. Of course, I

can never be thankful enough that I mended that
"leaky pail" and discovered the enormous possi-

bilities of a really good memory.

SEND NO MONEY
Mr. Roth's fee for personal instruction to classes

limited to fifty members is $1,000. But in order to
secure nation-wide distribution for the Roth Memory
Course in a single season the publishers have put
the price at only five dollars, a lower figure than
any course of its kind has ever been sold before,
and it contains the very same material in perma-
nent form as is given in the personal $1,UU0 course.

So confident is the Independent Corporation, the
publishers of the Roth Memory Course, that once
you have an opportunity to see in your own home
how easy it is to double, yes triple the powers of
your memory, and how easily you can acquire the
secret of a good memory in one evening, that they
are willing to send the Course on free examination.

Don't send any money. Merely mail the coupon or
write a letter and the complete course will be sent,
all charges prepaid, at once. If you are not entirely
satisfied send it back any time within five days after
you receive it and you will owe nothing.

On the other hand, if you are as pleased as are
the thousands of other men and women who have
used the course, send only $'5 in full payment. You
take no risk and you have everything to gain so
mail the coupon now before this remarkable offer is

withdrawn.

FREE EXAMINATION COUPON

Division of Business Education
Dept. R-1103 119 West 40th St., New York

Publishers »l The Independent (and Harper's Weekly)
Please send me 'the Roth Memory Course of seven lessons

I will either remail the Course to you within five days
after its receipt or send you $5.

Name

Address

Elect. Experimenter 3-19

David M. Roth
When Mr. Roth first

determined to exchange
his leaky mind for one that

would retain anything
lie wanted it to. it was
because he found his

memory to be probably
poorer than that of any
man he knew. He could

not remember a man's
name 20 seconds. He
forgot so many things

that he was convinced he

could never succeed until

he learned to remember.
Itoday there are over ten

thousand people in the

linited States whom Mr.
Roth has met at different

times—most of them only

once—whom he can in-

stantly name on sight.

Mr. Roth can and has
hundreds of times at din-

ners and lectures asked
fifty or sixty men he lias

never met to tell him
their names, businesses
and telephone numbers
and then after turning his

back while they changed
seats, has picked each one
out by name, told him
his telephone number
and business connection.

These are only a few of

the scores of equally "im-
possible" things that Mr.
Roth can do, and yet a
few years ago he couldn't
remember a man's name
twenty seconds. Why go
around with a mind like*

a leaky pail when, as Mr.
Roth says, "What I have
done any one can do."

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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New York Electrical School

29 W. 17th St., New York, N. Y.

Please send FREE and

me your 64-page book.

without obligation to

(NAME)

(ADDRESS)

Master Electricity By
Actual Practice

The only way you can become an expert is by doing the

very work under competent instructors, which you will be

called upon to do later on. In other words, learn by doing.

That is the method of the New York Electrical School.

Five minutes of actual practice properly directed is worth
more to a man than years and years of book study. Indeed,

Actual Practice is the only training of value, and graduates

of New York Electrical School have proved themselves to

be the only men that are fully qualified to satisfy EVERY
demand of the Electrical Profession.

The Oldest and Only Institution of

the Kind in America
At this "Learn by Doing" School a man acquires the art

of Electrical Drafting; the best business method and ex-

perience in Electrical Contracting, together with the skill

to install, operate and maintain all systems for producing,
transmitting and using electricity. A school for Old and
Young. Individual instruction.

Over 5,000 Graduates are Successful Men
in the Electrical World

No previous knowledge of electricity, mechanics or mathematics is

necessary to take this electrical course. You can begin the course now
and by steady application prepare yourself in a short time. You will

be taught by practical electrical experts with actual apparatus, under
actual conditions.

Let us explain this course to you in person. If you can't

call, send now for 64-page book—it's FREE to you

New York Electrical School
29 West 17th Street, New York

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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33 Assembled Locomotives on One Ship
The Enterprise of American'jWar Engineering Which Enabled Thirty-Three Assembled Loco-
motives to be Delivered 'Cross Seas in a Single Ship, for Immediate Duty at the Fronti

EVER persevering American ingenu-
ity and the knowledge that "over
there" thousands of our boys were
depending on us folks back home,
to keep our shoulders to the wheel,

makes records of the seemingly impossible

lem to get supplies across seas infested with
mines and submarines, and still a greater
task to move this material with all possible
haste to the points where it would be most
needed. It is well known that the French
railroad system had collapst ; all it could do

of his first cables home was for the urgent
delivery of locomotives, cars and rails. He
made the War Department see the need of
providing these facilities so that the Ameri-
can effort in the Great Cause would not be a
failure. And so it was that Army officials

© 1919 by E. P. Co.

~

In the Early Months of America's Participation in the World
a Vast Amount of Valuable Time Was Lost in n

ing the Locom

Months of America's Participation in the World War, Locomotives Were Shipt Overseas in Parts. In Consequence
t of Valuable Time Was Lost in Dismounting and Reassembling the Parts. Later the Scheme Was Evolved of Load
otives Intact, as Here Shown, Thirty-three of Them Having Been Sent Over in One Vessel. Insert View Show

Scene Looking Down in Hold. Note Bales of Hay.

deeds actually accomplisht, read like the

magic of Aladdin's Lamp.
As a specific instance, let us look at the

railroad situation in France when General
Pershing arrived on the scene of action

with the first vanguard of American troops.

French Atlantic ports were nearly 270 miles
from the fighting front. It was one prob-

was to care for the French army, and to
move the thousands of tons of material
necessary for the successful campaigning of
Pershing's army behind a few creeping
French locomotives left at our disposal was
well nigh impossible.

General Pershing saw the immediate need
for American railroad equipment and one

undertook the buying and shipping of loco-

motives. The first locomotives sent were
in great big bulky cases

—

knocked down.
As yet they did not dream of sending them
completely assembled.
Once these parts reached France they

were put in the hands of a dozen or more
(Continued on page 810)
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Five Conversations Over One Wire
Multiplex Telephony and How It Works

THE story of the development of the
multiplex telephone and telegraph
system reads like that of many
other inventions. It is a story of
long years of effort to accomplish a

great result. The steam turbine, for ex-
ample, is but recently developed to be prac-

tically useful and yet was suggested in

principle as long ago as 130 B. C. Dr.
Alexander Graham Bell was experimenting

science of telephony since that science was
born in a Boston attic in 1875. Its possi-
bilities lie in the direction of expansion of
long distance service. Physically it can be
employed on any open wire telephone line,

but practically it is not advantageous to use
it on any short line, say less than 100 miles
in length. The highly technical equipment
required is so costly that it is economically
available only for long lines. There is at
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now it has been carrying messages, which
come to Baltimore from Washington over
the ordinary circuits and these are given
to the multiplex for transmission to their

destination.

For some years past the Bell System en-
gineers have sought to make it possible for
anyone to talk to anyone else in any other
part of the country at • any time. The
phantom circuit, which utilizes wires in two

ordinary cir-

cuits to pro-
vide a third

conductor of
speech, was a
great step to-

w a r d this
goal, greatly
expanding the
service possi-

bilities of ex-
isting long
lines. Then
came trans-
c o ntinental
telephony,
making a real

neighborhood
of the Nation.
Now, with the
multiplex sys-

tem, the engi-

neers greatly
enlarge the
service ca-
pacity of all

long lines
which eco-
nomically may
be equipt with
the system.
The three
transcontinen-
tal circuits, for
example, two
of which are
of wire while
one is a phan-
tom circuit,
when equipt
with the mul-
tiplex system
can carry 10
telephone con-
versations at

once, instead
of 3 as at
present.

The new
system sends
five voice cur-
rents simul-
t a n e o us I

y

over one tele-

phone circuit

MODIFIED HIGH FREQUENCY
CURRENT SHOWING COMBIN-
ATION OF VOICE CURRENT &
H.F. "CARRIER 'WAVE

telegraph

Multiplex Telephony and Telegraphy Is Now
and Picture Diagrams. Five Telephone Con

Telegraph Messages Fly

to produce a multiplex telegraph in 1872
and three years later, while still working on
that device, he conceived of the telephone
—stated Mr. Bancroft Gherardi, acting
chief engineer of the American Telephone
and Telegraph Company.
Now, 46 years after Dr. Bell made these

experiments, the multiplex telephone and
telegraph system has become a reality. The
system is the product of no one man's ef-

forts, but rather the result of the cumula-
tive efforts of several hundred members of
the Bell Telephone System's engineering
staff, covering a period of years. It is one
of the greatest single contributions to the

an Accomplisht Fact. How It Actually Works
versations Can Be Carried On Over One Pa
Over the Circuit In Either Direction Simulta

© 1 'J 1 U by E. P. Co.

Is Here Explained By Analogy
r of Telephone Wires, While
neously.

present but one installation in service, that

on the Baltimore-Pittsburgh line used in

the recent demonstrations. But for the
great amount of war work that has en-
gaged our attention, the system would have
been demonstrated sooner, and it happened
that the need for more circuits to handle
the traffic between Washington and the

war-work center, Pittsburgh, determined
the selection of the place to make the

demonstrations. There were sufficient

wires from Washington to Baltimore, but
not enough from Baltimore to Pittsburg.

The multiplex system, therefore, was in-

stalled at Baltimore and for several months

of two wires,

taking each
current as it

is delivered
into an ordi-

nary telephone and delivering it at its desti-

nation, thru another ordinary telephone, ex-
actly as it was formed at the sending point.

These five voice currents travel together
and are sorted for delivery at their destina-

tion. Not a tone or inflection of the speak-
ing voice is changed in passage. This result

is achieved by combining each voice wave
with a high-frequency inaudible carrier cur-
rent which has characteristics in degrees of
frequency that are entirely different from
those of other carrier currents. See the
various forms of the voice and carrier cur-
rents shown herewith. The carrier current

{Continued on page 826)
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CLIP SWITCH
L

FOUNTAIN PEN STYLE FLASHLIGHT

ELECTRIC HAT & SHIRT FRONT
ADVERTISEMENT

CLOCK LIGHT FOR
NIGHT TIME

LAMP SEPARATE PUSH

PUSH BUTTON 4

CASE (•)

BATTERY

TWIN WIRES

APOCKET flashlight with its

small one-half or one-
candle-power tungsten bulb

- operated by a small dry-

battery, has practically be-

come a household article the world
over. Flashlights are today manu-
factured by the million, while more
millions of people are daily clamor-
ing for them. Tens of millions of

flashlights were in constant use
during the progress of war-time ac-

tivities in Europe, and what a great

boon it has been to the soldier can
well be imagined. The accompany-
ing illustrations show a number of

extremely useful and not always
well-known applications of the

pocket flashlight which will prove
of practical use on many occasions.

One of the latest and ingenious
arrangements for utilizing a flash-

light is that shown at Fig. 1, which
comprises an illuminated note-pad
for use at night or in dark places.

The use of this illuminated note-pad
will prove very extensive undoubt-
edly, and for one thing it may often
prove of assistance in taking notes
at lectures, not to mention a very
wide application in the Army and
Navy. The illumination is so ar-

ranged that no noticeable glow is

seen, but simply the illuminated
square opening over which the paper
roll slides. A second paper roll is

included, so that a carbon copy can
be kept for record. The case when
closed resembles a kodak.
Figure two shows a self-con-

tained electric light mirror, in-

vented by Mr. H. Gernsback sev-
eral years ago. This unique mirror
has a small flashlight battery placed
in the hollow handle. On the front

of the handle a push-button is

placed and the wires to the lamp at

the top of the mirror frame are
secreted within it.

Figure three shows the gun-light
which has been quite extensively
exploited, and while we have never
had the opportunity of trying out a
fountain-pen flashlight or a larger
model flashlight attached to a rifle,

we have seen the pistol flashlight

used, and it proves one of the most
deadly combinations imaginable.

All the marksman has to do is to

move the pistol about until the tar-

get lies in the center of the sub-
tended flashlight zone and then pull

the trigger. It should prove a fine

thing for hunting down burglars,

rats, cats, and what not.

A recently patented eye-diagnos-
tic lamp, known as a rctinoscope is

illustrated in Fig. 4. This comprises
a very compact and efficient elec-

tric lamp and mirror, as well as
sighting device for the use of op-
ticians in examining the eye. The
flashlight battery is contained in the
handle of this efficient instrument,
and the bulb of the flashlight pro-
jects a beam of light on to the
small mirror, which is set at an
angle of 45 degrees. Thru the cen-
ter of this mirror there is a small
hole which is in line with a sight-
ing tube at the rear of the mirror
frame. It is used in the manner il-

lustrated.

The well-known flashlight com-
bination, known as the shave light,

is shown at Fig. 5. Several va-
rieties of this handy device are on
the market and it has proved a
blessing indeed to thousands of sol-
diers—officers and dough-boys alike
—who have often had to shave in
dingy or pitch dark dug-outs and
other places of shelter on the bat-
tlefield. In the shave-light device
illustrated by Fig. 5, the flashlight
battery is connected by means of a
small flexible twin-conductor with
a lamp bulb placed over the mirror.

_
One of the latest and most prac-

tical every-day uses of the flash-
light is in meter-reading. See Fig.
6. The usual application of the
flashlight in this field involves the
carrying of an ordinary tubular
flashlight by the meter reader, but
the illustration herewith shows one
of the newer developments in the
form of a flashlight meter camera.
With this clever device it is only
necessary to place the camera be-
fore the meter to be read, the but-
ton is prest, several flashlight bulbs
connected in muhiple throw a
strong light on the meter dials, the
camera-shutter clicks simultane-
ously, and (Continued on page 821)
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"The Border Wireless" and
"The Hun Within"

STEVE RANSOM (William S. Hart),
a typical Westerner, who has been
reared on a ranch in Wyoming, which
was wrested from his parents by a
railroad company, becomes embittered

and revengeful, and taking the law into his

own hands, develops into a bandit, commit-
ting several daring robberies at stations be-

longing to the railroad company which had
despoiled him and brought his aged parents

to death. He eventually becomes a fugi-

tive with a price upon his head and drifts

to Yellow Dog, Arizona, near the Mexican
border.

Elsa Miller is a telegraph operator at

United States. Steve forces Brandt to kiss

the American flag. War with Germany is

declared, and Steve determines to enlist.

He calls on Elsa, determined to reveal his

past life to her, and invites her to ride part

of the way with him to Fort Scott ; she
plainly evinces her love for Steve. Dur-
ing their absence Steve's shack is ransacked
by Brandt and Schloss

;
photographs of

Steve's father with an inscription on the

back, reveals the fact that Steve's real name
is Ransom, and not Allen—which name he
assumed while in Yellow Dog. Brandt
sends a telegram to the Sheriff at Willow
Springs, asking for information regarding

other spy ride by. They go thru his clothes
and find the message, which is translated
with the aid of a code book. Carl, who has
regained consciousness, overhears the trans-
lation of the message, the purport of which
is that General Pershing is on his way to

Europe and the Germans are planning to

sink the vessel on which he has sailed. The
two men take their departure, leaving aieir

man to watch Carl.

Elsa now appears and Carl whispers to

her the nature of the message. The Ger-
man, hiding behind the bushes, overhears
Carl and is about to shoot him, when
Steve, who has been hiding in the bushes

Yellow Dog, and the guardian of her
younger brother, Carl. Elsa is on her way
to deliver a message to Herman Brandt at
the Magdelena Mines and is attacked by
Mexican bandits. Steve rescues and falls

in love with her and decides to remain at

Yellow Dog. Frederick Brandt loves Elsa,
but she is unaware that the Magdelena
Mines have been converted into the head-
quarters for German spies with a cleverly
concealed wireless apparatus by which
messages are transmitted to Mexico and
from there to Honduras and then to Ber-
lin. Brandt is in direct communication
with Von Helm, head of the German Se-
cret Service in New York City.

Steve becomes suspicious of Brandt,
when he and his assistant, Frederick
Schloss, express contempt for the Ameri-
can flag and the fighting abilities of the

Steve and thus learns that Steve is a fugi-
tive from justice. Carl reveals the fact
that Steve is on his way to Fort Scott to
enlist, and Brandt forces the boy to tele-

graph the commanding officer at Fort Scott
the facts he has discovered regarding
Steve.

While awaiting examination at Fort
Scott, Steve overhears the conversation be-
tween the commanding officer and the tele-

graph operator, and makes his escape
through a window. He is pursued by the
soldiers but eludes them and takes refuge
in a wooded canyon. Elsa learns of the
occurrence, but this does not shake her
faith in him. A day or two later, a code
message comes for Brandt, and Carl starts

with it for the Magdelena Mines. He i?

thrown from his horse and is lying uncon-
scious, when Brandt and Schloss and an-

all the time and witnest the entire pro-
ceeding, kills the German. Carl is moved
to a comfortable position, and Steve and
Elsa ride to the Mine to prevent the send-
ing of the message, which would mean
the death of General Pershing, surprise the
Germans, and after a fierce battle, take
possession of the wireless apparatus and
succeed in sending out a cali fou help to

Fort Scott, after which they destroy the
wireless. The soldiers arrive and make the
Germans their prisoners. The charge against
Steve is dismist and the story ends happily
with Steve and Elsa watching the soldiers

lined up for the sundown dress parade.

I
N a large city near New York lives

Henry Wagner, a German-American

'

who left Germany years previously be-
(Continued on page 823)
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Gold and Silver Located With
Sound Waves

MOST probably you will remember
•having read some of those entranc-
ing fairly tales in your younger
days, wherein a person happened
to be gifted with such transcen-

dental intellectual powers, that he could for

example stamp his foot on the ground or

simply make a certain sound when the lo-

cation of gold or silver would immediately
be made known to him. Of course this all

sounds like "Bul-garia" to us nowadays, but
thanks to a twentieth century magician,
Prof. R. A. Fessenden, the brilliant Ameri-
can inventor and scientist, it has become
possible to do this identical thing, i.e., to
project a sound wave, and by measuring its

refracting vein. Hence this new apparatus
is intended for the location of hidden ore
bodies by means of measurements made on
the velocity, direction, reflection, refraction,

absorption and other phenomena of sound
waves transmitted thru the medium con-
taining the ore bodies, which is invariably,

of course, the earth. The inventor claims
that by this means he has been able in a cer-

tain test to determine the location accurate-
ly of a body of mineral, invisible to the eye,

at a distance of two and one-half miles,

and further, this test was witnest and veri-

fied by a number of skilled engineers.
In starting to survey a piece of ground

by this method, in which ore deposits are

bodies are indicated at the points H and I.

The oscillograph recording apparatus is

so adjusted that when the sound-producing
oscillator key, K, is deprest, a moderately
strong indication is produced on the photo-
graphic records of the oscillographs, R—O,
which fixes on the photographic records the
exact instant at which the key is deprest.

Simultaneously a sound wave is emitted
from the oscillator, O, which after being
reflected as at G by the ore body H, or
reflected back as from J, Fig. 2, by the
body I, or reflected as from P by the ore
body I, or refracted as at LL, or possibly
proceeding directly thru the earth as shown
by the dotted lines M—N, reaches the in-

RECORDING OSCILLOGRAPH
jag- 5 MILES

RECORDING OSCILLOGRAPH

3?'

RECORDING
OSCILLOGRAPH

25 SQUARE MILES UNDER
SURVEY FQR'ORE BODIES

SOUND DETECTOR
"DRILL' HOLE
IN EARTH

FESSENDEN SOUND PRODUCER
OR OSCILLATOR

SOUND DETECTOR-"D,°
MICROPHONE OR FESSENDEN OSCILLATOR

Copyright, 1919. by E. P. Co.
Now We'll All Be Rich, Thanks to Prof. Reginald A. Fessenden, the Eminent American Scientist, Who Here Tells Us How to Positively and
Accurately Locate Metallic Ore Deposits in the Earth. The Principle Involves the Measuring of the Sound Velocity Between Various Points

and the Determination of the Direction from Which It Is Refracted in Each Case.

reflection and deflection scientifically by
means of suitable detecting and recording
instruments, to locate exactly the position of

underground ore bodies, no matter what the

ore may be, whether gold, silver, lead, zinc,

copper, etc.

As Prof. Fessenden points out in his

"patent on this scheme of locating ore bodies,

his invention provides methods and appara-

tus whereby, being given or having ascer-

tained two or more of the following quanti-

ties, i. e., the time, distance, intensity and
medium, one or more of the remaining
quantities may be determined. For ex-
ample, being given the distance between two
points in a mine, and having determined the

time required by a sound wave to travel

between the two points, it is then possible

to draw calculations in regard to the prob-
able nature of the rock between the two
points

; also, if an echo be observed or a
refraction of the sound, it is possible to

estimate the distance of the reflecting or

suspected, a space may be laid off about
five miles square, as the accompanying illus-

tration shows. This gives an area of twenty-
five square miles under survey. At each
corner of this square there are driven four
drill holes, A, B, C, D, which are filled with
water. Toward the bottom of these water
filled holes there are placed sensitive sound
detectors, such as microphones or small Fes-
senden oscillators, Di, D 2 , D3 and D 4 . These
sound receiving devices are connected to

the secondaries of transformers as indi-

cated, and to oscillographs of the photo-
graphic recording type. These oscillographs
employ the quartz-fiber Einthoven galva-

nometers. In one of the wells there is

placed a powerful sound producing appara-
tus, O, preferably of the Fessenden oscilla-

tor type also. This is connected thru its

leads, with the primaries of the transform-
ers in the oscillograph circuits and to the
alternating current dynamo, A—D, when-
ever the key K is deprest. Hidden ore

dicators or microphones, D3, Di, D2 and Di
and is recorded on the oscillographs R—O's,

3, 4, 2 and 1.

Instead of using the alternator to produce
the sound at the oscillator, O, a condenser
discharge may be employed to actuate a

sounder, the condenser key on being de-

prest charging the condenser from a bat-

tery, and on the key being released and
coming against a second contact, it dis-

charges the condenser thru the sound pro-
ducing mechanism. The patent describes

this auxiliary sound producing mechanism.
Since the oscillograph photographic strip

moves along thru the machine with a regu-
lar and known velocity, the distance on the

strips between the records produced thru

the transformers whenever the key, K, is

deprest, and the records made by the sound
waves received, whether direct or by re-

flection, refraction or echo, will indicate

the distance between the drill and holes and
(Continued on page 828)
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Sorting Tobacco Leaves by Electricity
By GEORGE HOLMES

MANY ingenious machines and de-
vices have been invented and are

widely used in the manufacture of

tobacco products and all modernly
equipt cigar and cigarette fac-

tories bristle with machinery. The more
striking is the fact that the tobacco growers
and planters have been much neglected by
the genius of inventors. Thus we see that

ceeded, and the semi-electric "Leaf To-
bacco Sizing and Sorting Machine", illus-

trated here is the result. This machine
also marks as a milestone the opening of to-

bacco growing to mechanical development.
In this machine, which is also shown dia-

gramatically, the tobacco leaves are simply
placed upon a feeding belt by an operator
in front of the machine. This belt brings

rollers, which stand vertically in the path
of the motion of the clamps. As long as a
leaf is between the contact rollers, a me-
tallic electric contact between the latter is

prevented, but a low voltage circuit will be
closed thru them the moment the tip of the
leaf passes out. As the contact rollers are
co-operating with a series of contact seg-
ments arranged at the centre line along the

The Latest Device in the Tobacco Industry Is This Electric Leaf
Sorter. It Sizes the Leaves as They Pass Along and Deposits Them

in the Corresponding Compartments Below.

Another View of the Electric Tobacco Leaf Sorting Machine. Two
Leaves Can Be Seen Sliding Down Toward the Open Compartments.

The Inventor Is Seen Operating the Machine.

tobacco is grown today with the
same primitive methods as it was
100 years ago.
The inventive spirit of our pro-

gressive age, which benevolently
gave a helpful lift to almost every
trade and industry and handed so
many labor-saving appliances to
agriculture, past in silence the
extensive tobacco plantations of
America and the world.
Upon the initiative of one of

the biggest tobacco growers in

the world, a New York inventor
and engineer, Mr. H. Hartman,
took up the problem several years
ago of tobacco planting and han-
dling right at the farms. And
what he saw there set him to

thinking. He soon noticed that

one of the most costly operations
at a tobacco plantation is the
sorting of leaves by their different
length. Every leaf is taken by
hand at both ends and measured
and placed according to its length
into a different box.

So-called sun-grown tobacco is

usually sorted or "sized" by two
inches, while shade-grown to-
bacco, which is used for wrappers,
is "sized" partly by inches and
partly by two inches. This work
is done after the leaves have
past thru the "curing" process
and are brown, soft and pliable.

Now anyone can easily, imagine
the tremendous amount of manual
labor involved in measuring each single

leaf of the many millions grown on an
average tobacco farm. But the tobacco can
not be sold if not sorted into different
lengths.

After many experiments with three grad-
ually more and more improved machines,
which Mr. Hartman constructed at his
workshop and laboratory, he finally suc-

Clomp Opener.,

Cho/r>.,_

Feeding be/f

.

.C/amp Opener

. JCho/n

Closed coven

Steps

Open
' Corer

So/enoids

End-wise Sectional View of the Tobacco Leaf Sorting Machine.
The Receptacle Doors Are Opened by Solenoids Controlled by

the Sizing Mechanism at the Top of the Machine.

the leaves below two curved clamp openers
which always open two pairs of clamps,
carried by two endless roller chains moving
under 90° horizontally to the feeding belt

over a distribution table or bench. The
clamps, after having been opened during
motion by said curved openers, grip the

leaves at their stem and pull them over the

table and thru a pair of resilient contact

bench, one of these segments will

be swept by a contact brush from
the clamp in circuit with the
rollers. An electric current will

then pass thru the rollers, said

particular segment and one of a
number of solenoids will attract

its armature and thus open one of
the covers, which can be seen ar-

ranged under an incline at both
sides of the machine.
At the same time an electro-

magnetic stop will emerge from
the flat table and, being in the
centre line with the clamps, will

force the latter to open, and to
drop the leaf upon the table, from
where it will be blown the next
moment by comprest air over the
edge of the table and slide by
gravity downward to fall into the
box arranged below the open
cover. According to the length
of a leaf, a certain contact seg-
ment on the table will be in circuit

with the contact rollers only at

the moment said leaf passes en-
tirely thru the rollers, and only
that particular cover connected
with said segment will open, as
intermediary relays will at the
same moment interrupt for a pre-
determined time the connection
between all following segments
and their respective solenoids.
There are as many segments and
solenoids as there are different

covers. The first section, having
five boxes, will receive the five shortest
leaves. If a leaf is longer, no segment will

come into contact in said first section, the
electro-magnetic stop will not appear and the
clamp will carry that leaf into the second
section where the same process will be re-

peated. The second section provided with
five boxes of longer dimensions, is an exact

{Continued on page 810)
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Hospital Ship Fitted with Gyroscopic
Stabilizer

PERHAPS you are familiar with the

mechanical device known as a "gyro-

scope", which possesses remarkable
self-centering or stabilizing properties.

The Sperry airplane stabilizer, as well

as the non-rolling ship stabilizer, utilizes

this clever device. It involves the simple
phenomenon that if you take a heavy steel

or other wheel and spin it at high speed,

then the spinning wheel and its attached

frame will tend to preserve the same plane

of rotation. This is daily demonstrated by
the ordinary bicycle. Hold the bicycle clear

of the ground and have someone turn the

two gyro wheels is 25 tons each. The
weight of the two casings is 25 tons each.

The diameter of the gyro wheels is 9 feet,

and of the casings 12 feet. The bearings
used are standard roller type and self-

aligning, fitted to 12-inch shafts. The
power used to drive the gyro wheel is a 75
H.P. A. C. electric motor in each. The
casing was made absolutely vacuum tight

and the gyros run in 30 inches or nearly
perfect vacuum. The bearings receive a
continuous bath of oil, pumped at the rate

of 200 gallons a minute, properly screened
and cooled. In 35 minutes the gyro at-

THE PHOTOELECTRIC SENSI-
TIVITY OF BISMUTHINITE
AND VARIOUS OTHER

SUBSTANCES.

A recent contribution to the Bureau of
Standards scientific papers by Dr. W. W.
Coblentz summarizes the results of an in-

vestigation of various substances ( 1 ) for
an increase in electrical conductivity caused
by the action of light upon them, and (2)
for photoelectric activity when they were
charged to a negative potential, in an evac-
uated chamber, and exposed to light. Pure

The Principle of the Gyroscope—the
Peculiar Property Possest by a Rapidly
Revolving Body of Trying to Preserve
Its Original Plane of Rotation, Has
Been Taken Advantage of by Naval
and Marine Engineers. Here We See
the Largest Naval Hospital Ship Ever
Constructed Being Fitted with Stabiliz-
ing Gyros to Minimize Rolling at Sea as
Much as Possible. The Final Tests
Showed That the Gyros Reduced the

Rolling Some 90 Degrees.

pedals rapidly. Now try to turn the bicycle

sidewise while the wheels are rotating at

high speed. You will find it very difficult

—

all because of the law above stated. Thus
the naval engineers have discovered that by
placing one or more powerful gyros in a
ship, that the ship will not roll to any ap-
preciable extent in a heavy sea. Hospital
and war-ships are therefore being fitted

with giant electric driven gyros for the
purpose of keeping them on a more even
keel in stormy weather. The improvement
in gunnery from warships so equipt and
stabilized is readily apparent.
One of the accompanying photos shows

Gyro unit No. 2 of the twin set just being
transferred by a hundred-ton S-leg crane.

A second photo shows a close-up of the

two Gyro units, while the third photo
shows the relative size of the Gyros with
the ship and also the massive traveling

crane used to swing them into the ship.

These Gyros were installed in a Naval
Hospital ship so that the wounded on board
would be subject to the least amount of
rolling, that to the present time is very ap-
parent on all ships, especially in bad
weather. The final stabilizing test with the
Gyros was found to reduce the rolling some
90 degrees, so it can be readily seen that
they do help some.
The combined weight of the unit was 100

tons and the ship was the largest hospital

ship ever constructed. The weight of the

tained a speed of 1,100 R.P.M (working
speed). A trial speed of 1,600 R.P.M. was
attained, the current cut off and the gyros
ran for three and one-half days, gradually
dropping in speed to "Dead".
The side of the ship had to be cut away

in order to install the gyros and they were
slid into place by means of skids ; the time
required to slide them into place was 7}4
minutes. Besides the 75 H.P1 A. C. motor
in each gyro, a rotary-converter is used and
another 75 H.P. motor is used to precess
the gyros from left to right to meet the roll

of the ship. This last motor is controlled
by another sensitive gyro (small and of
high speed) located on the ship's bridge.

The two gyros were located amidships
below medi-centric height and they ran in

opposite directions to each other; that is,

the port gyro ran clock-wise and the star-

board gyro ran anti-clock-wise, both at the
same speed. To reduce the vibration of the

gyros to a minimum they were balanced by
the plug-method and it took several ex-
perts two months to balance them, so per-
fect must the rotational balance be. Two
years were required to complete the gyros
and others of larger size are being con-
structed for super-dreadnought work.
These will enable more accurate aim to
be had in firing from the ship. Gyros of
smaller size are also installed on sub-
marines and destroyers, both classes of in-

stallations giving remarkable results.

The Two Upper Photos of the Gyros
Being Installed in the Gigantic Naval
Hospital Ship Are Interesting. That at
the Left Show the Powerful Traveling
Crane Used to Swing the Two 50 Ton
Gyros in thru the Side of the Ship.
The Right-hand Photo Shows a Close-
Up of the Two Massive Electric Driven
Gyros, Just Before They Were Swung
Into the Ship's Hull. A 75 Horse-power
Motor Drives Each Gyro Wheel in a

Vacuum Tight Casing

gallium and silver sulfid were found to

have but small photoelectric activity when
charged to a negative potential and exposed
to light. No change was observed in the

electrical conductivity of tellurium, boleite,

pyrite, silicon, and mixtures of the sulfids

of lead and antimony, when exposed to

light. An increase in conductivity was ob-

served in crystals of bismuthinite, cylindrite,

molybdenite, selenium, stibnite, boulanger-
ite, jamesonite, and silver sulfid when ex-

posed to light.

Experiments are described in which some
of these substances were joined thru a bat-
tery to the grid circuit of an audion am-
plifier and a telephone. The light stimulus
was interrupted by means of a rotating
sectored disk, as used in Bell's selenium
photophone. When using a cell or crystal

of selenium the fluctuations in light inten-

sity produced a sufficient change in con-
ductivity to cause a musical note in the
telephone. Similarly, in some samples of
bismuthinite and of molybdenite, a change
in conductivity was produced, which caused
an audible sound in the telephone receiver.

Further experiments are in progress to de-
termine to what extent and for what wave-
lengths this is a true photoelectric change
(increase) in conductivity, and to what ex-
tent it is caused by fluctuations in temper-
ature with a resultant change in resistance

within the crystal.
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Searchlights of the Deep
Wonderful Fish of the Ocean Depths, That Carry Their Own Lights.

By Dr. E. BADE

IN
former years, when the depths of the

ocean were still unexplored, it was the

common belief that its surface was an
uneven monotonous plain, unenlivened
by precipices and mountains,

hills and valleys. But these ideas

have been thoroly repudiated by
numerous expeditions sent out to

investigate and explore, as far

as possible, the conditions exist-

ing at the vast bottom of the sea.

The higher parts of the ocean
bed, the gentle slopes, the preci-

pices, and the plateaus, which
connect the extensive levels of

the ocean, are of such an immen-
sity that they can not be com-
pared to anything found on the

land. Deep basins of continental

extent are interrupted by gigan-
tic marine mountains, while table

lands rise from the greatest

depth with almost sheer and per-
pendicular walls.

Only those animals which live

near the surface of the ocean
and which have ventured within
reach of the nets of fishermen,
were known in the last century.

These nets seldom if ever pene-
trate more than five hundred
feet. But when speaking of the

deep sea, a 1,000 foot depth or
more is to be considered.
Altho depths of 12,000 feet are

common thruout the ocean, a
depth of more than 30,000 feet

has been reached between two
small islands of the Malay Ar-
chipelago.

Three hundred feet below the

level of the ocean the light is so

diffused that it is gloomy, and at a depth of
six hundred feet our eye can not detect an
infinitesimal ray.

Photographic plates sunk in the Sargasso

seas show, at a depth of three hundred feet,

all of the different colors of the rainbow

;

at a depth of 1,500 feet many of the rays
can still be found ; at a depth of 3,000 feet

1—

2.

A Wonderful Deep Sea Fish Carrying Its Own Elect

Plant. This Is a Cute Little One by the Name of

Nuttingi Gilbert."

some of the rays, altho to a much smaller
degree, are still present ; and at a depth of

6,000 feet no rays can be detected.

Light does not play such an important
role in the existence of animal life as it

does in the existence of plant life. Plants

cannot exist without light. But animal life

can and does exist where semi and total

darkness prevail. Marine animals living at

a depth of 3,000 feet are usually colored
black. But those which find their existence
just above this dividing line are dark gray
to red in color.

But far more wonderful than the absence
of light is the fact that animals can with-
stand the enormous pressure which exists at

these depths. It is a simple matter to esti-

mate the pressure exerted by the water at

various depths. The weight of a cubic foot

of water is equal to the pressure exerted
by it. This pressure becomes greater the
deeper we go down, and down in the pro-
foundest depths it exerts a pressure of

thousands of pounds to the
square inch. A result of the
pressure is that the tissues of the
fish are loosely knit together, and
when this enormous pressure is

released by bringing these deni-
zens of the deep to the surface,
the internal pressure of the body
becomes so great that the fish

literally explode.
Therefore it is no wonder that

when the deep sea fish are vio-
lently torn from their natural
habitat they are invariably in a
mutilated condition.

But in these depths of the
ocean, where gloom and semi-
darkness prevail, the conditions
of life are far different from
those of the surface waters. The
brightly colored algae and sea
weeds, the food of many fish, are
the children of the sun, while the
sinister inhabitants of the pro-
found depths are scavengers,
which kill and devour each
other.

The faint almost infinitesimal

light which penetrates this utter

darkness is insufficient to light

up the paths of the fish. They
do not see their way

;
they only

feel their way by means of lat-

eral organs when they come in

the vicinity of some boulder or
rock. In this darkness we find

the most unique and fantastic
forms of life—the deep sea fish

—which live in perpetual darkness. There,
searchlights play thru the watery night,

faintly illuminating the vast depths with
a cold, death-like glow, a thing man has, as

yet, not created.

This wonderful light is produced auto-
matically by the fish. Tiny glands secrete the

lighting fluid, reflectors throw it outward,
and one or more lenses magnify and control

its intensity. ( See the illustrations herewith.

)

(Continued on page 830)

ric Light

Polyipnus

Luminous Organ of Valenciennellus: 1— Luminous Organ of Gigantactics: 1—Papillary
Glands Which Secrete the Lighting Fluid; Feelers; 2—Opaque Membrane; 3— Reflector;
2—Opaque Membrane; 3— Reflector; -1—Lens. 4—Glands Which Secrete the Light.

Luminous Organ of Chauliodus: 1—Opaque
Membrane; 2—Glands Situated in the Inner
Body; 3—Central Part of the Inner Body;

4—Lateraf Part of the Inner Body.
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THE UPS AND DOWNS OF A
THEATER CHAIR.

W E said it, friends, "the tips and
downs of a theater chair", and
we might add the "downs and
ups"—for can yon imagine in

your wildest moments of philo-

sophical ecstasy what our theaters are

going to look like when Mr. Frank Adsit's

electrical elevated opera chair is adopted
by our theater managers. No, you guest

wrong. This is not a phoney patent, but an
honest to goodness U. S. patent. Our ar-

tist has endeavored to show several of the

incidents which might and likely will occur

if this invention comes into vogue, and who
will gainsay that it will not—for have not
forty-eight states—tried and true—gone
clean dry without a whimper? This won-
derful motor-operated theater chair is also

a real boon to the prohibitionist inspector,

for all he has to do is push the button and
the occupants of the chairs will rise "high
and dry'" without a word. Coming down
to the real philosophy involved in the de-
sign and operation of this newest theater

chair, we find that the inventor has pro-
vided for causing it to rise and fall when-
ever a person wishes to pass in front of
one of the chairs in order to get to his

seat, to one side or the other, by means
of three distrinct electromechanical agen-
cies, to wit : 1—by means of an electric mo-
tor and screw-gear; 2—by means of me-
chanically driven worms placed under the

floor and screw gear ; 3—by means of com-
prest air.

A small electric motor is connected with a
pinion and gear which in turn drive a ver-
tical screw in the base of the seat. This
screw registers with an "internal nut" (no,

Ella, not the "nut" in the chair) in the pis-

You Must Not Fail to Visit the Summer Resorts This Year. They Promise to be More Alive
Than Ever Before. For Example—Behold This Wonderful Amphibian of the Sea, Air and
Earth. The Inventor Patented and Described Everything But the "Fare." Anyhow, We

Are Going to Take Out "Accident Insurance" Before Starting on a Trip.

ton of the chair as the detail illustration

shows, so that when the screw is turned in

one direction, the chair will be raised, and
when it is turned in the other, the chair
will be lowered. The running of the motor
is positively controlled by the push button
placed on the arm of the chair.

°

Behold, the Rising and Falling Electric Opera Chair. "It's a Hard Job to Keep the Old Man at
Home Now," Is the Complaint of Some Wives, But Can You Imagine What Show Wifey Is

Going to Have to Keep "His Nibs" at Home by the Fire-side with His Slippers on, When the
10-, 20- and 30-Cent Vaudeville Show Around the Corner Affords Such an Enticing, Bac-
chanalian and Irresistible Saturnalia as This? Wow! Wow! Three Booms and a Tiger for

Inventor Adsit Cat's it).

AN AMPHIBIAN LAND, WATER
AND AIR HYDROPLANE.
^HE accompanying illustration shows
one of the latest inventions in the

realm of hydroplanes and this par-
ticular species might well be classi-

fied as an amphibian of the first

water. As its inventor states in his patent,

—yes, he has really been granted a patent
by Uncle Sam on this marvelous contrap-
tion—his airship may be used in the air,

thru water or upon the land with equal
facility. The inventor provides in his de-
sign for the combination of a lighter than
air or buoyant flying machine with a water-
tight passenger compartment. Thus he has
given us a vehicle which may be used on
inundated or marine surfaces, and the

vehicle is further provided with wheels, in

such a manner as to move readily over any
ground surface. The machine is fitted with
suitable motors, planes and rudders, all of
which are accessible and controllable from
the interior of the enclosed cab of the air-

ship. This remarkable hydroplane should
prove a great boon to the management of

summer resorts, who are forever on the

watch for something really new and novel.

As our illustration discloses, a great va-
riety of pleasure is afforded the passengers
who embark on a voyage of adventure in

this hybrid airship.

The superstructure consists essentially of

a cylindrical metallic tube having a cigar-

shaped front end and an outer wall formed
of a number of longitudinal ribs, which are
in turn connected to an inner encircling

band, thus forming a substantial frame-
work for the ballonets or gas bags, which
are used to give the airship the desired
buoyancy. The car attached to the super-
structure and ballonet frame at the bottom,
is provided with windows and doors, all of
which may be sealed hermetically from the
interior of the car, so that the car may be
run thru the water, fully submerged, when
desirable or necessary, and in any event the
passengers are assured of a most delightful
trip among the fishes.

At the rear end of the car is a revolving
screw for propelling the hydroplane thru
the water, while a rudder is .also used to

control the direction of the airship in its

flight thru the water. On top of the bal-

lonet superstructure, the inventor places two
masts for the support of a radio antenna
one of which may act as a flag pole. Ar-

(Continucd on page 815")
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Tesla's Egg of Columbus
How Tesla Performed the Feat of Columbus

Without Cracking the Egg
PROBABLY one of the most far-

reaching and revolutionary discover-

ies made by Mr. Tesla is the so-called

rotating magnetic field. This is a new
and wonderful manifestation of force

—a magnetic cyclone—producing striking

with any speed desired. Long ago, when
Tesla was still a student, he conceived the

idea of the rotating magnetic field and this

remarkable principle is embodied in his fa-

mous induction motor and system of trans-

mission of power now in universal use.

In this issue of the Electrical Experi-
menter Mr. Tesla gives a remarkable ac7
count of his early efforts and trials as an
inventor and of his final success. Unlike
other technical advances arrived at thru
the usual hit and miss methods and hap-

THE SMALLER BALLS
REVOLVE. AROUNO THE URS6R
CENTRAL £66 BOTH MOVING
AROUND THE PATH OF THE
REVOLVING MAGNETIC

FIELD

I? ^\

la £J

Copyright, 1919, by E. P. Co.

Fig. 2. Illustrating the Polyphase Coil and Rotating Megnetic Field Which Caused Copper Eggs to Spin.
Fig. 3. Insert: Detail of Coil Apparatus Showing Coil Connections to Different Phases.

phenomena which amazed
the world when they were
first shown by him. It re-

sults from the joint action

of two or more alternating

currents definitely related to

one another and creating
magnetic fluxes, which, by
their periodic rise and fall
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Fig. I. This hitherto unpublisht
photograph Is extremely Interesting as
it shows not only "Tesla's Electric
Egg" apparatus In the center of the
background, but also a comprehensive
view of a corner of his famous Hous-
ton Street laboratory of a decade ago.
At the left may be seen a number of
Tesla's oscillators or high frequency
generators, while In the rear may be
noted a large high frequency trans-
former of the spiral type, the diameter
of which was a little over nine feet.

The electric egg apparatus comprising
a two-phase A.C. circular core and
winding, rests on a table, and this
particular model measured about two
feet across. In making the demon-
strations, Tesla applied as much as
200 H P. from a two-phase alternator
to the exciting coils, and so intense
was the revolving magnetic field created
In the surrounding space, that small
delicately pivoted iron discs would
revolve in any part of the hall, and a
great many other devices could be
simultaneously operated from this

according to a mathematical
law, cause a continuous
shifting of the lines of
force. There is a vast differ-

ence between an ordinary
electro-magnet and that in-

vented by Tesla. In the for-

mer the lines .are stationary,

in the latter they are made
to whirl around at a furi-

ous rate. The first attracts

a piece of iron and holds it

fast ; the second causes it to
spin in any direction and

hazard experimentation, the

rotating field was purely the

work of scientific imagina-

tion. Tesla developed and
perfected, entirely in his

mind, this great idea in all

its details and applications

without making one single

experiment. Not even the

magnetic field when thus excited. The.

frequency of the two-nhase A.C.
energizing the colls, was varied from
25 to 300 cycles, the best results being
obtained with currents of from 35 to

40 cycles. This laboratory was lighted:

by Tesla's vacuum tubes, several of
which may be seen on the celling, and
each of which emitted 50 CP. The
coll resting on three legs and observed
in the Immediate foreground Is the
primary of a resonant Tesla trans-
former which collected energy from an
oscillatory circuit encircling the
laboratory, no matter In what position
the transformer was placed. A low
tension secondary of one or two turns
of heavy cable (not visible) was pro-
vided for stepping down the energy
collected by "mutual induction," and
supplied the current to Incandescent
lamps, vacuum tubes, motors and
other devices. When the circuit
around the hall was strongly excited,
the secondary furnished energy at the
rate of about three-quarters of one

horse-power.
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usual first model was used.

When the various forms of
apparatus he had devised
were tried for the first time
they worked exactly as he
had imagined and he took
out some forty fundamental
patents covering the whole
vast region he had explored.

He obtained the first rota-

tions in the summer of 1883
after five years of constant
and intense thought on the
subject and then undertook

i
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the equally difficult task of finding believers

in his discovery. The alternating current

was but imperfectly understood and had no
standing with engineers or electricians and
for a long time Tesla talked- to deaf ears.

But, ultimately, his pains were rewarded
and early in 1887 a company bearing his

name was formed for the commercial intro-

duction of the invention.

Dr. Tcsla recently told the editors an
amusing incident in this connection. He
had approached a Wall Street capitalist

—

a prominent lawyer—with a view of getting

financial support and this gentleman called

in a friend of his, a well-known engineer
at the head of one of the big corporations
in New York, to pass upon the merits of

the scheme. This man was a practical ex-
pert who knew of the failures in the indus-

trial exploitation of alternating currents and
was distinctly prejudiced to a point of not
caring even to witness some tests. After
several discouraging conferences Mr. Tesla
had an inspiration. Everybody has heard
of the "Egg of Columbus." The saying
goes that at a certain dinner the great ex-
plorer asked some scoffers of his project
to. balance an egg on its end. They tried

it in vain. He then took it and cracking the
shell slightly by a gentle blow, made it stand
upright. This may be a myth but the fact

is that he was granted an audience by
Isabella, the Queen of Spain, and won her
support. There is a suspicion that she was
more imprest by his portly bearing than

Fig. 5. This illustration shows one of Tesla's high fre-
quency osciilation generators and a bank of his high fre-
quency lamps lighted by the same. These highly evacuated,
gas filled tubes were operated in different ways. In some
cases they were connected to one wire only; in other in-
stances to two wires, in the manner of ordinary incandes-
cent lamps. Often, however, they were operated without
any connection to wires at all. i.e., by "wireless energy",
over quite appreciable distances, which could have been
greatly extended with more power. The oscillator comprises
a Tesla high potential transformer which is excited from a
condenser and circuit controller- as described in his patents
of 1896. The primary exciting element comprised a powerful
electro-magnet actuating an armature, and this circuit was
connected with 110 volt. 60 cycle A.C. or D.C. When the
oscillator was put Into operation, the interrupter actuated
by the electro- magnet connected to the 110 volt circuit, be-
came simultaneously the spark gap for the high potential
exciting circuit, which Included this vibrator, spark gap, a
high tension condenser and the primary of the high fre-
quency Tesla transformer. The lamps were connected to the
secondary of the latter, the terminals of which are seen in

the rear of the machine.

the prospect of his discovery.

Whatever it might have been, the

Queen pawned her jewels and
three ships were equipt for him
and so it happened that the Ger-
mans got all that was coming to

them in this war. But to return

to Tesla's reminiscence. He said

to these men, "Do you know the

story of the Egg of Columbus?"
Of course they did. "Well," he
continued, "what if I could make
an egg stand on the pointed end
without cracking the shell?" "If

you could do this we would ad-
mit that you had gone Columbus
one better." "-And would you be
willing to go out of your way as
much as Isabella?" "We have
no crown jewels to pawn," said

the lawyer, who was a wit, "but
there are a few ducats in our
buckskins and we might help you
to an extent."

Mr. Tesla thus succeeded in
capturing the attention and per-
sonal interest of these very busy
men, extremely conservative and
reluctant to go into any new en-
terprise, and the rest was easy.

He arranged for a demonstration
the following day. A rotating
field magnet was fastened under
the top board of a wooden table
and Mr. Tesla provided a cop-
per-plated egg and several brass
balls and pivoted iron discs

vincing his prospective

Fig. 4. This photograph represents a collection of a few of Tesla's wire-
less lamps, such as he proposes to use in lighting isolated dwellings all

over the world from central wireless plants. The two lamps at either
corner at the bottom are illuminated, owing to the fact that a high
frequency oscillator was in operation some distance away when this
photograph was being taken. These tubes were filled with various gases
for experimental research work in determining which was most efficient.

for con-
associates. He

placed the egg on the table and, to their as-

tonishment, it stood on end, but when they
found that it was rapidly spinning their

stupefaction was complete. The brass balls

and pivoted iron discs in turn were set spin-

ning rapidly by the rotating field, to the
amazement of the spectators. No sooner
had they regained their composure than
Tesla was delighted with the question : "Do
you want any money ?" "Columbus was
never in a worse predicament," said the
great inventor, who had parted with his last

portrait of George Washington in defray-
ing the expenses of the preparation. Before
the meeting adjourned he had a substantial

check in his pocket, and it was given with
the assurance that there was more to be
had in the same bank. That started the
ball rolling. Tens of millions of horse-
power of Tesla's induction motors are now
in use all over the world and their produc-
tion is rising like a flood.

In 1893 Mr. Albert Schmid, then Super-
intendent of the Westinghouse Electric and
Mfg. Co. constructed a powerful rotating
field ring with an egg made of copper, and
larger than that of an ostrich, for Dr.
Tesla's personal collection at the Chicago
World's Fair. This piece of apparatus was
one of the most attractive novelties ever
publicly shown and drew enormous crowds
every day. Subsequently it was taken to Mr.
Tesla's laboratory and served there perma-
nently for demonstrating rotating field phe-
nomena. In his experiments it was prac-
ticable to use as much as 200 horsepower
for a short time, without overheating the
wires and the effects of the magnetic forces
were wonderfully fascinating to observe.
This is the very ring indicated in the accom-
panying photograph (Fig. 1), giving a view
of Mr. Tesla's former laboratory at 46
E. Houston Street, New York. It is shown
in detail in Fig, 2, and the mode of wind-
ing is illustrated in diagram (Fig. 3).
Originally the two-phase arrangement was
provided but Mr. Tesla transformed it to

the three- and four-phase when desired. On
top of the ring was fastened a thin circular
board, slightly hollowed, and provided
around its circumference with a guard to
prevent the objects from flying off.

Even more interesting than the spinning
egg was the exhibition of planetary motion.
In this experiment one large, and several

small brass balls were usually employed.
When the field was energized all the balls

would be set spinning, the large one re-

maining in the center while the small ones
revolved around it, like moons about a
planet, gradually receding until they
reached the outer guard and raced along
the same.
But the demonstration which most im-

prest the audiences was the simultaneous
operation of numerous balls, pivoted discs
and other devices placed in all sorts of
positions and at considerable distances from
the rotating field. When the currents were
turned on and the whole animated with
motion, it presented an unforgettable spec-
tacle. Mr. Tesla had many vacuum bulbs
in which small, light metal discs were
pivotally arranged on jewels and these

would spin anywhere in the hall when the
iron ring was energized.

Rotating fields of 15,000 horsepower are
now being turned out by the leading manu-
facturers and it is very likely that in the

near future capacities of 50,000 horsepower
will be employed in the steel and other in-

dustries and ship propulsion by Tesla's
electric drive which, according to Secretary
of the Navy Daniels' statement, has proved
a great success.

But any student interested in these phe-
nomena can repeat all the classical experi-
ments of Tesla by inexpensive apparatus.
For this purpose it is only necessary
to make two slip ring connections on an
ordinary small direct current motor or
dynamp and to wind an iron ring with four
coils as indicated in diagram Fig. 3. No
particular rule need be given for the wind-
ings but it may be stated that he will get
the best results if he will use an iron ring
of comparatively small section and wind
it with as many turns of stout wire as prac-
ticable. He can heavily copper plate an
egg but he should bear in mind that Tesla's

egg is not as innocent as that of Columbus.
The worst that can happen with the latter

is that it might be,—er—over ripe ! but the
Tesla egg may explode with disastrous ef-

fect because the copper plating is apt to
be brought to a high temperature thru the
induced currents. The sensible experi-
menter will, therefore, first suck out the

contents of the egg—thus satisfying both
his appetite and thirst for knowledge.

Besides the rotating field apparatus Mr.
{Continued on page 808)
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By Nikola Tesla

[RST EFFORTS IN INVENTS

T)OYS will be boys, the world over. The Boy Tesla was no
J-J exception to the universal rule, as this, his second auto-

biographical article clearly proves.

Mr. Tesla in his own inimitable, delightful way, here paints

with a literary artist's brush his own intimate boyhood in charm-
ing as well as vivid colors.

We have often heard of Tesla. the dreamer. But if he is

entitled to the epithet, his early boyhood certainly fails to reveal

it. Tesla did not allow much grass to grow under his feet ivhile

a boy, for he assuredly was a strenuous, red-blooded youngster.

You will wish to read all about the greatest inventor s early

boyhood. It is doubly valuable because it comes from his own
pen. We promise you an interesting twenty-minutes' entertain-

ment. —EDITOR.

I
SHALL dwell briefly on these extraordinary experiences, on
account of their possible interest to students of psychology

and physiology and also because this period of agony was of

the greatest consequence on my mental development and

subsequent labors. But it is indispensable to first relate the

circumstances and conditions which preceded them and in which

might be found their

partial explanation.

From childhood I

was compelled to con-

centrate attention upon

myself. This caused

me much suffering but,

to my present view, it

was a blessing in dis-

guise for it has taught

me to appreciate the

inestimable value of in-

trospection in the pre-

servation of life, as

well as a means of

achievement. The
pressure of occupation

and the incessant -

stream of impressions

pouring into our consciousness thru all the gateways of knowledge

make modern existence hazardous in many ways. Most persons

are so absorbed in the contemplation of the outside world that

they are wholly oblivious to what is passing on within themselves.

The premature death of millions is primarily traceable to this

cause. Even among those who exercise care it is a common
mistake to avoid imaginary, and ignore the real dangers. And
what is true of an individual also applies, more or less, to a people

as a whole. Witness, in illustration, the prohibition movement.

A drastic, if not unconstitutional, measure is now being put thru

in this country to

prevent the con-

sumption of alcohol

and yet it is a posi-

tive fact that coffee,

tea, tobacco, chew-

ing gum and other

stimulants, w h i c h

are freely indulged

in eve n at the
tender age, are vast-

ly more injurious to

the national body,

judging from the
number of those

who succumb. So,

for instance, dur-

ing my student
years I gathered

from the published

necrologues in

Vienna, the home of

coffee drinkers, that

deaths from heart

trouble sometimes

reached sixty-seven

per cent of the total.

This Photograph Shows in the Background the House in Which Mr. Tesla's Family Resided.

The Edifice at the Right Is the "Real Gymnasium" Where He Studied. The Ecclesiastic

Gentleman Is His Uncle, the Metropolitan of Bosnia, Who Was a Great Statesman and

Who Thwarted the Designs of Austria Upon Serbia at a Critical Period.

Similar observations might probably be made in cities where the

consumption of tea is excessive. These delicious beverages super-

excite and gradually exhaust the fine fibers of the brain. They also

interefere seriously with arterial circulation and should be enjoyed

all the more sparingly as their deleterious effects are slow and

imperceptible. Tobacco, on the other hand, is conducive to easy

and pleasant thinking

and detracts from the

intensity and concen-

tration necessary to all

original and vigorous

effort of the intellect.

Chewing gum is help-

ful for a short while

but soon drains the

glandular system and

i n f i c t s irreparable

damage, not to speak

of the revulsion it

creates. Alcohol in

small quantities is an

excellent tonic, but is

toxic in its action when

.
absorbed in larger
amounts, quite immate-

rial as to whether it is taken in as whiskey or produced in the

stomach from sugar. But it should not be overlooked that all

these are great eliminators assisting Nature, as they do, in upholding

her stern but just law of the survival of the fittest. Eager reform-

ers should also be mindful of the eternal perversity of mankind

which makes the indifferent "laissez-faire" by far preferable to

enforced restraint. The truth about this is that we need stimu-

lants to do our best work under present living conditions, and

that we must exercise moderation and control our appetites and

inclinations in every direction. That is what I have been doing

for many years, in

this way maintain-

ing myself young in

body and mind. Ab-

stinence was not al-

ways to my liking

but I find ample

reward in the agree-

able experiences I

am now making.
Just in the hope of

converting some to

my precepts and
convictions I will
recall one or two.

A short time ago

I was returning to

my hotel. It was a

bitter cold night,

the ground slippery,

and no taxi to be

had. Half a block

behind me followed

another man, evi-

dently as anxious as

myself to get under

{Cont. on page 839)
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An interesting study of the great inventor, contemplating the glass bulb of his famous zvireless

light. A full description of the invention will appear shortly in the Electrical Experimenter.
This is the only profile photograph of Mr. Tcsla in existence. It was taken specially for the

Electrical Experimenter.
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Oldest and Newest Styles in

Trolleys
VERY interesting indeed from a histor-

ical point of view arc the accompany-
ing photographs, which show respec-

tively the oldest and newest style in trol-

leys, in the greatest trolley town in the

universe, Brooklyn, N. Y., the home of the

passengers tumbled out post haste and
helped the crew (he was a fine fellow) pull

the car off the horse ! And you paid as

you entered, Oh! yes. If you didn't pile up
front and slip your jitney in the fare box,
the driver (he was the whole show) bawled

ley cars, but the complete details for the
distribution of the current had not been
fully worked out and developed to any ap-
preciable extent. About the only thing
electrical around this early traffic carrier

was the "bell," and more often than not
this was simply a large clapper intended
to be yanked with a piece of cord. Horse-
drawn trolleys, or "horse-cars" as they
used to be called in the good old days, only
disappeared from the streets of New York
about a year and a half ago. Up to this

time horse-cars were also used on Hous-
ton Street—the greatest at-

traction ever to out-of-town
visitors. They talked about
them for weeks and weeks
and weeks.

T

Brooklyn "Rapid" Transit. The photo-
graph is of an old horse-drawn car of the

vintage of 1889. Conductor Buck is seen

standing alongside of the car, and it is in-

teresting to note that the motormen in

those days did not wear uniforms. Shades
of Frank Julian Sprague ! If the motor-
men of today only wore frock coats like

this one does. He would be so busy recip-

rocating the attentions of the female pas-
sengers and passing the tea cups that we
would never get on the job. Well, as we
were saying, this was the latest style car

—

in 1889, and what is also interesting. Con-
ductor Buck is still with the B. R. T.
The larger photograph shows one of the

very latest Brooklyn Rapid Transit Com-
pany's electric trolley cars, which instead

of being rated at (2) horse-power, as was
the 1889 model, develops the prodigious
amount of 90 horse-power (each car having
two 45 horse-power motors), or forty-five
times as much. Note the great length of the
modern electric trolley car and its greatly
increased passenger carrying capacity com-
pared to the old-timer of a generation ago.

Now we can speed along home from the
theater or from business in an electric trol-

ley at the rate of thirty miles an hour and
think nothing of it, but thirty years ago our
fathers and grandfathers had to be content
to travel homeward after business or the
opera in one of these two-by-twice soap-
boxes on wheels, pulled by two horse-power,
but not always two powerful horses. When
heavy snows came, it would sometimes re-

quire six to eight horses to pull the car,

especially if heavily loaded.
But several of our friends recollect some

interesting experiences. For instance when
the horse-car got uncontrollable while de-
scending a hill ! Here's what happened
many a time; the car knocked the horse
down and ran up on top of him ; then the

The Newest and the Oldest in "Trol-
leys." The Large B. R. T. Trolley at
the Top Has Two 45 Horse-power Mo-
tors to Propel It, Forty-five Times as
Much as Its Early Predecessor, Shown
Below, Which Boasted of the Prodig-
ious Amount of 2 Whole Horse-power.

you out properly. When you didn't have
the change, the motorman past you an en-

velope containing change for your bill, and
you then selected the fare and deposited it

in the fare box. This wonderful mechani-
cal masterpiece had an oil lamp inside it,

so that the driver could see that you actu-

ally deposited the fare.

Electricity was a long time finding its

way to trolley roads. The electric motor
was developed at that time sufficiently

to be adaptable for the propelling of trol-

HISTORIC ELECTRIC
SWITCH - BOARD
AND DYNAMO.
By J. Locketz.
HE electric switch-
board, together with
the 15 kilowatt genera-

tor shown in the accom-
panying photograph forms
a very interesting link in

the history of electric light

and power development.
This switch-board, as well

as the dynamo, date back
over thirty years and were
used until recently by a

western railroad when it

was superseded by modern
apparatus. The historic

switch-board and dynamo
have been donated to the

Dunwoody Institute at Min-
neapolis.

The first thing that one
notices on these old style

switch-boards is that they
are made of wood. A
wooden switch-board was
all right some years ago

when 110 or 220 volts potential was con-
sidered a fairly "high" one, but nowadays
when we have power developed at such
tremendous voltages as 50,000 to 100,000,
and even as high as 150,000 volts, there is

required a better insulator than wood, such
as marble.

The 15 kilowatt generator will be famil-
iar to electricians as one of the famous old
Edison machines of the bi-polar, vertical

(Continued on page

A Wooden Railway Switchboard of Historic Interest. The 15 K. W. Edison Dynamo of
Early Vintage, at the Right, Is Also of Interest. The Motor and Controller at Left Are of

Modern Build.
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A "White Goal" Motor to Harness
the Tides

From time immemorial men have been

active in trying to evolve methods that will

relieve humanity from physical toil. The
worldwide campaign for increased efficiency

) International Film Service

Model of the New Tidal Motor and Its

P. J. Griffin, of Boston, Who Is Seen at the
Ing Current of Water Works the

is in a large degree dependent upon this

same desire to be relieved from physical

labor and there is a demand everywhere

for cheap power, which can, as everyone

knows, be best supplied by water power.
1

It is claimed by Government officials that

the United States has more than 40.000,000

horse-power of undeveloped water power
within its boundaries. If this is true, it

represents an amount of power correspond-

ing lo the amount of energy that would be

derived from about 300.000,000 tons of coal

worth about $600,000,000 a year in the boiler

furnaces.

A new motor, shown in

the illustrations, invented

by Mr. P. J. Griffin of
Boston, is designed to

harness the energy of the

tides and generate elec-

tricity by this means.
The White Coal Motor,
as it is known, is built

on unique principles, be-

ing almost devoid of re-

sistance. With this sim-
ple motor a farmer may
harness the latent power
of the nearest stream
and generate his own
electricity at very low
cost. Flowing water is

the only power used to

generate the electricity.

Mr. Griffin, the inven-
tor, is shown on the left

in the photograph.
The inventor makes

use of two sets of
crosses, used as arms and
mounted on a concave
shaft. Secured between
the outer ends of said
arms are a set of flaps or
wings ; these wings or
planes are held in place
on one of their vertical

edges between the outer
ends of said cross arms
by means of a rod (or

pivot, to make a circle of 358 degrees
from one side of the concave shaft to the

other or opposite. On account of the above
radius these wings or flaps take advantage
of the same currents in its reverse, identi-

cally as that of the forward serving with the

same continuous motion without any change
whatsoever of any part of the device.

This invention is a cross or disk, not a

wheel ; it becomes a motor when whollv

Inventor, Mr.
Left. A Mov-
Device.

submerged in a current of water or fluids.

The action of said forces upon the power
producing planes or wings causes it to ro-

tate and hence it becomes a wheel produc-
ing motive power on the upper end of an

As Will Be Seen, This New Tide Motor Is a
Cross or Disk. It Becomes a Motor When
Wholly Submerged in a Current of Water.
The Pivoted Wings Are Actuated by the
Water Current, Thus Turning the Vertical

Shaft, to Which a Dynamo Is Belted.

upright shaft. With this motor wholly sub-
merged in water the inventor claims 1,500
h.p. to 60 square feet of surface of blades
with between a five and six-mile current.

Insulating rods, tongs and similar ap-
pliances have been so perfectly developed
to-day that linemen often work on charged
wires carrying as high as 40,000 volts with
comparative safety.

A "RADIUM DETECTOR."
A new detector of radioactivity has been

evolved by a California inventor, Mr.
L. M. Karnasch, and it is a highly sensi-

tive scientific apparatus, constructed on the

principle of an Electroscope, by means of

which it is possible to distinguish radio-

active substances from others. It is

claimed that the presence of ra-

dium in quantities less than
100,000,000th part of a pound
can be detected with absolute

certainty.

The Radium Detector consists

of two insulating stands, to each

of which is fastened a small

"flag." A generator, in the form
of a stick of electrite or hard rub-

ber composition, 2^4 inches long,

% of an inch in width, and 1/16

of an inch in thickness completes

the outfit. The detector is

mounted on a small sulfur com-
pound block which forms a ?4
of an inch cube. A small piece

of aluminum sheet extends hori-

zontally Y$ of an inch from the

cube and has a width of y2 an
inch ; it is bent into an "L" shape,

the vertical side of which stands

from each side of the upright aluminum
Y\ of an inch above the top of the cube

the plate and on this wire is placed a small

"indicating flag."

Detection of the presence of Radium is

accomplisht by the use of two of these

detectors placed on a flat surface, prefer-

ably a glass top table and at a point of

height, convenient for observation. The
detectors are placed six inches apart and

At Last! A Real Radium Detector. It Works on the Principle

of the "Electroscope." Radioactive Substances Will Dissipate the
Charge Rapidly on the "Test" Detector, Causing Its Flag to Fall.

an initial charge is imparted to each one
by means of the brisk rubbing of the

dry wool cloth or silk. The application of
the generator to the detector causes the
latter to become actively charged.
After the detectors have become charged,

the small flag raises and stands out in a
horizontal position. The substance to be
tested is placed under or near the metal
part of one of the detectors, without touch-

ing it. The second detector is

located about six inches away
without any substance near it

and it is used as a check upon
the first detector. The flags of

both detectors are then observed
for a period of live minutes.

If the flag of the detector near
which the substance or ore has
been placed, drops from the hori-

zontal position with greater rap-

idity than the "check up" de-

tector, the substance is then ra-

dioactive. The strength of the

radioactivity can be approxi-
mately determined with this de-

tector by noting the period of

time it takes to discharge the

detector. The flags will fall in

about 8 or 10 minutes when a

weak radioactive substance is

employed, such as Uranium Ni-

trat, while Carnotit and pitch blend will

cause the flags to fall in from two to three

'There is a thin wire stretched taut across generator stick between a folded piece of minutes.
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Popular Astronomy
Saturn—The Ringed Planet

By ISABEL M. LEWIS
OF THE U. S. NAVAL OBSERVATORY

Very Recent Discoveries Tend to Prove with Irrefutable Evidence That the Rings of Saturn Are Not at All Solid as Has Long Been
Thought. Instead, the Entire Ring System Is Made up of Tiny Little Moonlets, the Largest of Which Is Probably Not More Than
Four Miles in Diameter. These Little Bodies in Their Rotation Around Saturn Revolve as Independent Bodies Floating Free in Space
Without Touching Each Other. Collisions, However, Once in a While Are Bound to Occur. In Our Illustration the Arrow Points to One
of These Little Moonlets, and in Order to Show Its Size. We Have Depicted Upon It the Lower Part of New York City, as It Would
Appear if Viewed from Space about One Mile Above. This Illustration Strikingly Shows the Tremendous Size of the Saturnian system.

NEARLY everyone, with the excep-
tion of a few unusually earth-
bound individuals, has felt at some
time or other a strong desire to

gaze at some of the beauties and
wonders of the heavens thru a telescope
and the one object that all of us wish to

see, if, perchance, this desire is to be grati-

fied, is Saturn, whose unusual ring system
has so far as we know no counterpart in

the sky.

All the planets in the solar system with
the exception of the two innermost, Mer-
cury and Venus, are attended by satellites

but Saturn, alone, has in addition to a large

and imposing family of nine moons, three
distinct rings of great dimensions which
form a total mass composed of swarms of

minute particles revolving around the planet.

Why Saturn should be the only planet to

possess such a system of rings has not yet
been explained in an entirely satisfactory

manner, depending as it does upon the man-

ner of the origin of the entire solar system
which it is now agreed could not have fol-

lowed the course outlined by the Nebular
Hypothesis of La Place. The theory of the
origin of the Rings of Saturn is involved in

the theory of the origin of the solar system
and every theory advanced to explain the
manner in which the solar system came into

existence must satisfactorily explain the
cause of this peculiar appendage of Saturn.

The Planet Saturn, Photographed October
1909 with Mt. Wilson 60" Reflector. This Is

an Actual Photograph of the Planet.

There is an interesting law known as

"Roche's Law," however, named from its

investigator, that states that no satellite

of a planet can exist intact within 2.44

. . . times the radius of the planet. This
limit is spoken of as "Roche's Limit" and
applying it to the planet Saturn we find

that the rings of Saturn fall within this

limit. It does not necessarily follow from
this that the minute particles of which the

rings are composed are the shattered re-

mains of one small satellite but rather that

they are the material from which a satellite

might have been formed were it not so close

to the planet. Within "Roche's Limit" the

mutual attraction of the various particles

for each other that would tend eventually to

gather them into one body is overcome by
tidal forces that arise from such close prox-
imity to the huge planet. The stress and
strain of such forces is so great that no
grouping of particles can take place. This

explains, possibly, why the rings continue
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to exist in their

present condition.

The total mass of
the rings is
known to be very
small, for they

do not disturb

the motions of

any of the nearer
and smaller sat-

ellites, tho tiny

Mimas six hun-
dred miles in di-

ameter is only
thirty-one thou-
sand miles be-
yond the outer
edge of the outer
ring.

An interesting
observation was
made a year or
so ago of the
passage of the
rings of the plan-
et between us and
a star. Tho the
light of the star

was diminished
to one-fourth of
its normal bright-

ness when the

rings past before

it, at no time was
its light entirely

eclipsed by any

) VENUS
MERCURY

In Order to Understand How Tremendously Large the Saturnian System Is, Our Artist Pro-
jected upon the Rings of Saturn All of the Minor Planets, Including the Earth. It Should Be
Understood That These Rings Are Not Solid, But Are Merely Composed of Small Little Moon-
lets (See Large Drawing on Opposite Page). It Will Be Noticed That If All the Minor Planets
and Our Own Moon Were Laid Side by Side, They Would Just About Cover the Breadth of
Saturn's Rings. The Moon Is Just Wide Enough to Bridge the Gap Existing between the

Outer and the Second Ring.

of the particles. It was
computed that if the diameters of any of

the individual particles had amounted to

as much as three or four miles the star

would have been temporarily eclipsed. An
upper limit for the size of the moonlets
was thus obtained. The average diameter
of the particles is probably much less than
three miles.

The thickness of the ring system is not
over fifty or one hundred miles, but its

total diameter is one hundred and seventy-

two thousand miles. There are, in all, three

concentric rings (see Fig. 1). The faint

inner ring, known as the "crape" ring, is

invisible in a telescope under four inches in

aperture. According to extensive measure-
ments by Barnard of the dimensions of the

planet and its ring system the width of this

inner ring is eleven thousand miles. Just
beyond the crape ring is the chief, bright

ring, eighteen thousand miles in width. It

shades gradually in brightness from its

juncture with the crape ring to its most
luminous portion at its outer edge, which is

O
Enceladus

o
Hyperion

japetus

O
Phoebe

Comparative Sizes of the Nine Satellites of
Saturn, Arranged in the Order of Their Dis-
tances Outward from the Planets (Reading
from Top to Bottom). Titan Is the Exact
Duplicate of the Planet Mercury in Size, and
Japetus is Very Nearly Equal to Our Own

Moon in Size.

separated from the third or outer ring by a
gap two thousand two hundred miles in

width, known as Cassini's Division. The
third or outer ring is eleven thousand miles
wide and is less bright than the central

ring. The inner edge of the inner ring is

but six thousand miles above the surface of
the planet. On account of the curvature of
the planet the ring system is invisible from
the north and south pole of Saturn. As is

the case with the satellites of a planet the
inner particles of the rings revolve around
the planet more rapidly than the outer par-
ticles. The innermost particles of the crape
ring require but five hours for one journey
around Saturn while the outermost par-
ticles of the outer ring require one hundred
and thirty-seven hours, or nearly six days
to complete one revolution.

In addition to the gap in the rings known
as Cassini's Division several other fainter

divisions exist. If a group of moonlets
were to revolve around the planet in the
positions marked by these gaps their

periods of revolution would be com-
mensurable with the periods of several of
the satellites of Saturn. As a result the
attraction exerted on such particles by these
satellites would gradually disturb their mo-
tion in such a way as to draw them away
from these positions. It is owing, there-
fore, to the attractions of the satellites of
Saturn for the moonlets that these gaps in
the rings exist.

It results from the disturbances produced
in the motion of the moonlets by the other
satellites of Saturn that collisions are
bound to occur occasionally among the va-
rious particles. When two particles collide

the period of revolution of one or both of
them is reduced and as a result collisions

tend to bring the moonlets gradually closer
and closer to the surface of the planet. The
dusky inner ring, it has been suggested,
may consist largely of particles whose
periods have been continually shortened by
collisions.

Saturn may, therefore, lose its ring sys-
tem in the course of time thru its gradu-
ally being drawn down upon the planet by
collisions of the various particles until all

of the material is finally swept up by the
planet. Such a change would probably re-

quire millions of years, however, as col-

lisions are probably, on the whole, infre-
quent. It is possible that the ring system
of Saturn may have been much more ex-
tensive in the past than it is now and other

members of our
solar system may
have had such
appendages in

the far distant
past.

The appear-
ance of the rings

of Saturn as
viewed from our
planet changes
periodically as a

result of the
revolutions of the
earth and Saturn
around the sun,

which places
them in con-
stantly changing
positions with
reference to each
other. The rings
lie in the plane of
Saturn's equator,
which is inclined

twenty-seven de-
grees to its orbit

and twenty-eight
degrees to the
Earth's orbit.

Since the posi-

tion of the equa-
tor remains par-
allel to itself
while the planet

is journeying around the sun it happens
that half the time the earth is elevated
above the plane of the rings and the
remainder of the time it lies below the
plane of the rings. Twice in the period
of Saturn's revolutions around the sun,
which occupies nearly thirty years, the
earth lies directly in the plane of the
rings and at this time the rings entirely dis-
appear from view for a short time. The last

disappearance of the rings of Saturn took
place in the fall of 1907 and the next disap-
pearance will occur in November, 1920. Be-
tween these two dates the southern surface
of the rings remains the visible one. Half
way between the two dates of disappear-
ance the rings are tilted at their widest
angle with reference to the earth and they
are then seen to the best advantage. They
are now becoming narrower and narrower
and as the date of their disappearance ap-
proaches they will appear more and more
like a line of light extending to either side
of the planet's equator. Even in the most
powerful telescope the rings entirely disap-
pear from view for a few hours at the

Fig. 1 Shows the Dimensions of the Ball and
Rings of Saturn and the Orbits of the Five

Inner Satellites.

time the earth lies exactly in the same
plane. It is at this time that the ball of

(Continued on page 821)
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How Jimmy Saved the Bank
A S the hands of the big clock in the

/\ office of the First National Bank
/ \ pointed nine, old Mr. Hutchinson

-^-past between the long rows of desks
towards the door of the big burglar-

proof safe. For the last ten years he had
past along that same isle and at exactly the
same hour. He reached the door and put
his hand on the huge nickle-plated handle,
by means of which the door was pulled
open. The great weight was so delicately

balanced that only a slight pull was neces-

By F. W. RUSSELL
small at the top and bottom but which
bulged out at the center. Heavily flanged
brass rods had been set in these holes and
porcelain molded around them. These were

;

protected by a thick layer of concrete which
covered the safe on all sides, excepting the
front. The current which operated the
clock contacts, was supplied by a small stor-
age battery kept in the safe and charged
every day.
Mr. Hutchinson's first thought was that

he might have been too soon, for even his

"No sir ! no sir !" He raced on, getting
his breath in gulps. "I went there at the
usual time sir, and the door would not give.

I know I was not ahead of time, for I

waited nearly five minutes and tried again.
I pulled with all my might, sir."

- He paused and looked inquiringly at the
secretary, who had sunk into one of the
large leather arm chairs against the wall,

and sat gazing at the floor. Suddenly he
got up and looked at his watch, started to
sit down again,

,

changed his mind and be-

Jimmy Turned to Mr. McGinnis—"That Motor That Draws the Bolts is Exactly in the Middle of the Door, Isn't it?" he Asked. "Yes, Yes,
Exactly. . . . But What are You Going to do?" Said Mr. McGinnis. All Eyes Were Turned Inquiringly on Jimmy, Who Stood on the Desk
Holding a Push Button in His Hand and Listening Intently With His Ear Glued Against the Door. Suddenly a Low Hum Was Heard and

Then a Click Which Was Unmistakable. A Cheer Burst From the Surrounding Bank Attaches—Jimmy Had Saved the Bank.

sary to open it, but this time it did not
yield to the usual effort; Mr. Hutchinson
applied all his strength to the task, but the
door did not yield an inch. What could be
wrong?

Air. Wallace, the president of the bank
had wanted an absolutely burglar-proof
safe, so his brother, an Electrical Engineer,
had undertaken to design one, which he
claimed would foil the efforts of the most
ambitious cracksman. It had a marvelous
time-lock consisting of five clocks timed to

a hair. These, beginning at fifteen minutes
to eight, closed five different contacts in

a special motor circuit ; that is, the first

contact was closed at a quarter to eight,

the next at exactly eight, and so on at in-

tervals of fifteen minutes, until the last con-
tact was closed at a quarter to nine, starting

an induction motor which drew the bolts.

The current for this motor was brought
in thru the top of the safe. Two holes had
been made here which were comparatively

almost machine-like actions might have for

once been at fault, but no, the huge clock
above the safe by which the time mechanism
was set every evening, showed exactly
twelve minutes to nine. The safe was three
minutes late already! He tried the door
again in order to be sure that he was in no
way at fault, for he took great pride in his

reputation for punctuality and promptness,
and to his mind nothing could be more
humiliating than to be laughed at by some
of the bank clerks simply because of some
thoughtless mistake. But his utmost exer-
tions were futile. The giant door did not
yield a fraction of an inch. He proceeded
hurriedly, to keep from being questioned, to

the office of Mr. McGinnis, Mr. Wallace's
secretary, who took charge of affairs when
his chief was away.
"Mr. McGinnis," he gasped breathlessly,

"the safe won't open!"
Mr. McGinnis gazed at him in blank

astonishment.

gan to pace the long office thoughtfully.
Mr. McGinnis was a man who had never in

the experience of anyone, been known to be-

come visibly excited, but Mr. Hutchinson
could see that he was now making a strong
effort to contain himself. Finally he came
to a halt before Mr. Hutchinson, and with
his eyes still on the floor he began

:

"Hutchinson, that safe must be opened

!

I have no idea what can be the matter ; I

have no idea how to open it—but it must
be done. There are some papers in there

that must be gotten at by noon, or we will

be practically ruined. We can borrow
enough money to carry us thru the day,

but those papers have got to be attended
to. Mr. Wallace as you know, left yester-

day morning for a'short cruise on his yacht.

I do not think he knows of any way to-

open it, but it would be best to ask him
and inform him of the situation."

"Ask him? How are you going to ask
him?" inquired the impatient Hutchinson.
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Mr. McGinnis looked at him reprovingly.

"He keeps in touch with his home thru his

son Jimmy's wireless. We will go and see

him at once
;
you must go with me."

They left the building together and hailed

a passing taxi. After giving the direction,

Mr. McGinnis settled back in the seat with
the outward appearance of a man without

a worry. Mr. Hutchinson sat with clasped

hands, and silently shook his head. He had
no faith in this wireless business, or in fact

in anything, now that the safe which had
always been his pet had failed him. They
stopt on the way, and Mr. McGinnis ex-
plained the situation to the Citizens Na-
tional Bank, securing a sufficient loan to

carry them thru the day. The car soon
cleared the crowded down-town district

and sped along the smooth streets, until

after a short ride it drew up before the

white marble home of the Wallaces.
The door was opened by John, the butler,

who informed them that jimmy was at

home. He was at that moment in his work-
shop, or in good American, his ''joint."

Was the gentlemen's business very im-
portant? It was. Well John might venture
into those dangerous regions if that was the

case. John went off slowly showing no
enthusiasm for his task. There were mem-
ories still fresh in his mind of electrified

door-knobs that stuck to the hand, and one
rug in particular on which he had shown
a surprising amount of activity. He ap-
proached the door cautiously and knocked.

"Hello, who is it?" came a voice from
within.

"Mr. McGinnis and Mr. Hutchinson are
down-stairs wishing to see you."

"I can't come down, am too busy; tell

them to come on up." Jimmy said this last

standing in the open door. He was a tall

slender young fellow, but well built, with
a shock of brown hair, above a pleasant

face. He was a typical "Bug"—always had
a binding-post or a piece of wire in his

pocket, and spent all his time collecting

"junk" or "making somethin."
Mr. McGinnis and Mr. Hutchinson were

shown up and entered the room. It was a

regular "joint" all right; wire on the floor,

hung from the ceiling and draped along
the walls, switches nailed up here and there,

and tables and chairs covered with tools and
apparatus. Jimmy swept two chairs clean,

but his visitors remained standing.

"Jimmy," the secretary began hurriedly,

for the first time in many years not paus-
ing to weigh his words, "The bank is in

great danger. The safe won't open and
there are some very important papers in it

which have to be attended to. I want you
to call your father, and ask him if there

is any way to open it. You can get him,

can't you?"
"What's this, you say, the safe won't

open?" burst out Jimmy, looking dazedly
at Mr. McGinnis.

"Yes, yes, and I want you to ask your
father if he knows any way to open it. I

say, you can get him, can't you?"
"O, sure, of course, just a minute."

Jimmy dashed to his wireless table and
threw in the antenna switch. In a moment
the hum of the rotary gap was being
drowned by the high-pitched spark, as the

call of his father's yacht was being tapt out
rapidly. After the second trial Jimmy was
answered by the Yacht's radio operator.

After a few minutes, Jimmy rose from
the table with a downcast look. The two
men could read his mind before he had
opened his mouth. "He don't know—he's

all excited. That's natural enough tho.

He's coming right back." Jimmy stood for

some time looking at the floor in a thought-
ful attitude. Finally, as "Mr. McGinnis
started to go, he called him back. "Wait a
minute, there ought to be some way to open
that safe ; sit down and think ; there is no
use getting excited."

Mr. McGinnis was far from being ex-
cited. "There is no use," he said, starting

to go again. "You know how your Uncle

brags about that safe, and he knew what
he was doing when he designed it. We will

just have to wait and see what happens."

"No, you have got the wrong dope," said

Jimmy, his right hand idly turning the rotor

(revolving member) of a medium size 220-

volt induction motor on an adjacent table.

"I'll admit that my Uncle is a bright man,
but he may have mist something. Lei's

sec ; that storage battery must have gone
wrong because that motor is as simple as

they go. You know an induction motor
has—oh ! I've got it! maybe?"

Mr. Hutchinson gazed at him in wonder.
Mr. McGinnis after his first astonishment
rushed up to him and grasping him by the

shoulder, stammered out, "What—what

—

what do you mean?"
"Don't bother me," said Jimmy, busily

rolling up a long extension cord, "just tell

.
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me, have you got 220 volts A. C. at the
bank?"

"Yes, yes," stammered Mr. McGinnis.
"Yes, but what "

Mr.. McGinnis obeyed, and Mr. Hutchin-
son trailed out after him, not having re-

covered his senses 'as yet. The car was
out in front and the two got in. In a mo-
ment Jimmy came running down the steps

with a large black bag, which was appar-
ently very heavy. The big car dashed thru
the streets, narrowly missing several be-
wildered pedestrians and shaving passing
vehicles by the fraction of an inch. As the
car drew up in front of the bank, Jimmy
was out over the door in an instant, drag-
ging his bag along with him. When the
secretary reached him, he was busily run-
ning the extension cord from a near-by
lamp socket to the safe, in the mean time
warding off a swarm of inquisitive bank
clerks. When he had finished and had at-

tached the two loose cord ends to two more
protruding from the motor, he turned to

Mr. McGinnis—"That motor is exactly in

the middle, isn't it?" he asked.
"You mean the one that draws the bolts?

Yes, yes, exactly ; I remember that from
when your Uncle explained it to me. What
are you going to do?"

"Roll one of these desks over here", was
all the answer they got. The order was
obeyed by half a dozen clerks, who soon
had one of the big flat tops on the required
spot. By piling some large books and a file

cabinet on top of this, the required level

was soon attained. Jimmy lifted up his bag
and took something out of it.

Just then a little man in great excitement
burst thru the group. "Good heavens !" he
exclaimed. "So it is true. I couldn't be-

lieve it. What arc you doing, James, my
boy!"

"Little idea of mine, going to try to open
it," said Jimmy, "don't get excited tho ; it

may not work."
"Going to try to open it?" Mr. Wallace

queried dazedly. He had just arrived and
had driven to the bank at top speed.

"Ugh, ugh," said Jimmy. Then turning
around, "Give us a little juice over here,

one of you fellows !" In the scramble
which followed some one accidently pushed
the button, and the juice was on.

All eyes were turned inquiringly towards
Jimmy, who stood on the desk holding a
push button which was connected to a round
black object on top of the pile of books.
Suddenly, he prest the button and bent his

ear to the door of the safe ; a low hum was
heard on the inside and then a click, which
was unmistakable.
A cheer burst from the surrounding

clerks, and as the desk was rolled away,
Jimmy grasped the big nickle plated handle
and swung the door wide open. But the
mystery was yet to be explained and all

eyes were again turned on Jimmy.
"How did you do it, son? How did you

do it?" gasped Mr. Wallace, looking with
mingled wonder and pride at his young
hopeful.

"Oh, it's nothing!" said Jimmy, "You see

an induction motor has no electrical wire
connection between the field and the arma-
ture." All nodded understandingly. "And
so I figured that if I used a bigger and more
powerful field, I ought to be able to spin

that armature from the outside; so I just

lined them up and you know what hap-
pened. Simple little thing, isn't it, when
you come to think about it?"

"James, you know that thing—that trans-

former you were longing for in that cata-

log the other day? How much does it

cost?" asked Mr. Wallace, as he sat down
and began to fill out a check.

(the end)

DO IT ELECTRICALLY.
When Milli Ampere first saw Volt
Her charms past all resistance.

A spark coiled in his heart poor colt

—

He needed prompt assistance.

And she, tho plighted to old Watt,
Could alternate affection,

So let her eye bolt glances hot,

Right in poor Volt's direction.

The current of Watt's wrath flowed strong!
He vowed Volt should not meter.

For daughter Poly Phase had long
Hoped that Volt would be sweeter.

And so to Milli Ampere, he
A stern note did transmitter,

Requesting she transform, and be,

If possible, less bitter.

So Milli Ampere flirted not,

But knew that it was wise
To regulate the rage of Watt
And with him synchronize.

Then Volt with Poly Phase did fuse

—

From her he did not roam.
They rectified divergent views
And started a small Ohm.—W. F. Leggett. in Western Electric

News.
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Submersible Boat Resembles
Sea Monster

T
HE peculiar
one-man boat
panying view
object, so its

looking submersible
shown in the accom-
has for its primary
inventor, Mr. Worth

R. Barringer, of Denver, Colorado,
states—to provide a vessel of this charac-

SUBM6RGING AiR Ballast Tamk

With a Little Ingenuity Amateur Mechanics Can Construct a One-Man
Submersible Boat of the Type Here Shown. The Arms and Legs Fit
into Flexible Rubber Extensions, the Same

Electric or Comprest Air Motor May

ter constructed so as to contain a single oc-
cupant and provided with suitable means
whereby submergency of the vessel as well
as its travel thru the water may be con-
trolled by the occupant. He mentions,
among other advantages, that it should
prove useful and convenient for submarine
observations and in the removal of sub-
merged mines and for various other similar

and analogous purposes. Also the inventor
claims that his device can be used as a
diving suit, and can be readily donned byr

the individual.

The body of the submersible diving suit

is preferably made of aluminum. The front
or nose portion of the body is provided with
transparent panes or windows, as shown,
thru which the occupant can see either to

the right or left and forward. Suitable rub-
ber or other flexible water-proof compart-
ments are adapted to receive the lower
limbs of the operator. An electric motor
is arranged to operate a propeller, the motor
receiving its current from a storage or
other battery. But this is not all. The in-

ventor takes Time by the fore-lock and
practises safety first. He also supplies a
comprest-air motor with a storage tank con-
taining air under high pressure for operat-
ing it, all of which is used to drive the
propeller. Suitable vents are provided for
the efflux of vitiated air as well as air. in-

lets or ventilators, which are arranged in

the top wall of the body. These vents are
fitted with suitable valves, such as the float-

ball type, which will automatically close,

due to the pressure of the water upon sub-
mergence. An electric light bulb is also
arranged in the top of the body, which is

supplied with current from the storage bat-
tery.

Sleeves made of rubber or other suitable
flexible material are attached on the front
of the body on either side to accommodate
the arms. These are fitted with suitable
gloves to receive the hands of the oper-
ator. To submerge, the "human fish," a

collapsible tank
is arranged on
the under side

of the body.
The tank is

equipt at its

lower end with
suitable valves
and hand-holds.
There is also
provided a pipe
connecting the

comprest air
tank 'to the
upper end of
the collapsible
bellows tank, in

which pipe line

there is placed
a suitable valve.

When it is de-
sired to sub-
merge, the bel-

lows tank is

collapsed, the
air being ex-
pelled from the
tank thru suit-

able valves.
This results in

the displace-
ment of the ves-
sel, so that it

will submerge.
When the op-
erator desires
to rise to the
surface, he
withdraws his
arm from one

of course be understood that the vessel may
be provided with an oxygen supply tank,

so as to afford an ample supply of oxygen
during prolonged submergence of the ves-
sel. If there is anything under the heav-
ens that this inventor forgot, we have failed

to perceive it in looking over his patent, but
he might have conscientiously attached a
69 cent alarm clock to the rear wall of the
inner compartment so as to arouse the sub-
marine explorer from prolonged slumber,
which might result disastrously in the event
the "ship" became uncontrollable and started

off on a long journey toward foreign
shores. We presume the sailor carries suf-
ficient tea biscuits in his box to weather the
voyage, and providing he has the fore-
sight to procure a few dozen choice tea and
bouillon capsules as adapted by the United
States Army for emergency rations, he
should have a delightful cruise. Bon

i

as in a Diving Suit.
Propel the Device.

An

of the sleeves and opens a comprest-air
pipe valve from the storage tank into the
collapsible bellows tank, thus expanding it

and causing the vessel to rise, owing to the
increased buoyancy.

Finally, the inventor mentions that it will

voyage!

PREDICT AERIAL MAIL SERVICE
BETWEEN EUROPE AND

AMERICA.
All mails between Europe and the United

States eventually will be carried by air-

plane, according to Lord Morris, who has
championed a movement before a Parlia-

mentary committee for the establishment of
a port of call for Atlantic aerial liners on
the west coast of Ireland.

Already, he says, a regular daily mail ser-

vice by airplane is maintained between Eng-
land and France without interruption by
the weather.

BRITISH TANKS CARRY THEIR
OWN "CARPET."

The photograph herewith shows a giant

British tank ready to go into action. This
tank is fitted with a new superstructure,
which comprises a rugged steel wire timber
"carpet." It is used to breach shell-holes,

gulleys and trenches, in making advances
over rough ground. This "carpet" is quickly
unrolled when needed, and is very effective

on muddy ground. The giant caterpillar

treads or belts do not grip into the mud
when the carpet is used, and thus one of the

greatest drawbacks to the use of the tanks
has been' overcome. This photograph is

one of the most remarkable taken during
the war and shows British infantry rein-

forcements accompanied by tanks, all await-
ing orders to "get into it." The smoke from
the battle almost obscures the tanks and
men in the background of the picture.

© Underwood & Underwood

Unhampered by the Heavy Shellfire, This Re-enforcement of British Infantry Has Been
Brought to the Front ana Are Awaiting Orders to Get into It. One of the British Tanks
with the New Superstructure, Which Is Used to Carpet the Mud Which the Caterpillar-
Wheels Do Not Grip, Is Advancing. The Smoke from the Battle Almost Obscures the-

Tanks and Men in the Background of the Picture.
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Experimental Physics
By JOHN M. FURIA, A. B., M. A., (Columbia University)

LESSON NINETEEN

Radio-activity—Experiment 108.

TRAP a photographic plate in a

/ piece of perfectly opaque black
paper. Lay a coin on top of the
paper and suspend a pinch of the

mineral Uranium a little above the
Set this aside for a few days, after

The Crookes "Spinthariscope," Which Dem-
onstrates In a Popular Way the Wonders of
Radium. These Can Be Purchased On the

Market.

which time develop the plate. A shadow
picture of the coirf such as one would
obtain after exposure to X-rays will

appear on the plate. This is precisely

the experiment that Henri Becqucrel,
of Paris, performed in 1896, which
led him to the conclusion that
Uranium is a source of rays that af-
fect photographic plates and which
have the power of penetrating opaque
objects just as X-rays do. The rays
are known as Becqucrel Rays, after
their discoverer, and the phenome-
non is called Radio-activity. Shortly-

after Becquerel's discovery Madame
Curie, of Paris, assisted by her hus-
band—Prof. Curie, made an investiga-

tion of all the known elements to as-
certain which of them possest this

same remarkable property that
Uranium possesses. She found that
Thorium in any of its compounds
was a radio-active substance (Thor-
ium is the chief constituent of Wels-
bach gas mantles). During the inves-
tigation Madame Curie noticed that
Pitchblende (the crude ore from
which Uranium is extracted) which
consists of Uranium Oxid to a great
extent, discharged her electroscope
(a test for radio-activity) about four
times as fast as pure Uranium does.
She concluded that the radio-activity
of pitchblende was due to some un-
known element in it more powerfully

radio-active than either Uranium or Thor-
ium. After a tedious and difficult re-

research she succeeded in separating a few
hundredths of a gram of this hitherto un-
known element from several tons of pitch-

blende. This new element which she named
Radium proved to be a million times more
radio-active than Thorium or Uranium.
Radium has attracted the attention of the
foremost scientists the world over.

Before proceeding with the following ex-
periments let us note carefully the follow-
ing characteristics of Radium. The Radium
atom is heavier than any other atom. Ra-
dium constantly emits three distinct kinds
of rays namely alpha, beta, and gamma
which I shall refer to by a, P, and 7 re-

spectively, a, P, and 7 rays all affect photo-
graphic plates, discharge a charged electro-

scope and are deflected by magnetic liekls.

a and P, both impart electric charges to

bodies they come in contact with. In par-
ticular, the a rays arc not as penetrating

as the P and 7 rays
;
they are deflected by

a magnet in a direction opposite to the di-

rection of deflection of P rays and travel

at about 20,000 miles per second. The P
rays are like cathode rays and they travel

at from 50,000 to 180,000 miles per second.
The 7 rays are not deflected by a magnet
but they have greater penetrating power
than either the a or (3 rays. From these

properties we conclude that a rays are
streams of positively charged particles
(atoms of. Helium)

; P rays are negatively
charged particles like cathode rays, i. e.,

electrons and 7 rays are irregular pulses
like X-rays.

e

rl
< Y

Gold leaf— V 6
A

Fig. 98
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0n& Mill/on Tor.

j

Fig. /03

Aim
of 1

ost Unbelievable is the Fact that the Disintegration
Gram of Hydrogen Liberates Enough Energy to Raise

1,000,000 Tons to a Height of 300 Feet.

A Sensitive Model of Gold-Leaf Electroscope
Suitable for Use in Radio-Active Measure-

ments.

Experiment 109.

The goldleaf electroscope, one of the old-

est electrical measuring instruments
known and which was described in the

lesson on "Static Electricity," was used
merely as a detector of the presence
of an electrical charge. This same in-

strument in a delicate form is used to

measure electric currents of very
small magnitudes where other instru-

ments fail. In Fig. 98, A is a metal
case (a cocoa can serves admirably;
in fact an authority on the subject of
radio-activity made the statement
that he secured better results with a
home-made cocoa can electroscope
than with the fancy priced, highly
polished commercial instruments).
A metal rod E (about 1/32 inch in
diameter) passes thru an insulating
plug D, made of ebonite, amber or
sulfur. C and F represents insula-

tion of the same material as D. B
and G are metal rods like E, bent as
in the figure (hairpin with the enamel
scraped off is quite satisfactory). H
is a narrow strip of gold or aluminum
foil about one and one-half inches
long and 1/32 inch wide. (The nar-
rower the strip the more sensitive the
electroscope). To cut the aluminum
or gold foil the following method has
been found best. Place the foil be-
tween two sheets of thin paper.
Press the edge of a razor flat against
the "sandwich" and carefully saw

(Continued on page 806)
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™RADIO LEAGUE
^AMERICA

HONORARY MEMBERS
CAPT. WH.G. BUILARD. U.S.N. NIKOLA TESLA.
PROF REGINALD FESSENDEN. DR.LEE DE FOREST.

Manager, H Gernsback

Amateurs Win
Alexander Wireless Bill Is Killed

THE Alexander Wireless Bill and its

amendment as reported in our last

two issues has been killed. On Jan-
uary 15th the Merchant Marine
Committee and the House of Repre-

sentatives gave the Administration's move-
ment toward Government ownership of
public utilities a very definite set back. By

By H. GERNSBACK
impossible to put the bill thru at this ses-

sion."

As our readers will remember from our
January issue, the original Alexander bill

proposed to make all wireless stations Gov-
ernment owned, and the present wireless

law, the act of 1912 was to be changed to

such an extent that the amateurs were to

testing letters, which not only reached Mr.
Alexander's committee but every Congress-
man and Senator of the United States as
well. This unparalleled unity of the Ameri-
can amateurs had an instantanous effect in

Washington, and even before the hearing
started, a number of amendments, all of
which favored the amateur more or less

A Modern St. George. Yes, Mr. Alexander, We Cannot Tell a Lie, He Did It with His Little Pen.
© 1919 byE. P. Co.

unanimous vote it tabled the bill which was
to authorize the Navy Department to take

over and operate permanently all radio sta-

tions.

As our readers will remember from our
January issue the bill was sponsored and
urged by Secretary Daniels. Repesentativc
Bankhead made a motion to table the bill

and Chairman Alexander characterised the

proposed plan as "a hopeless task." He
added : "In view of the sharp difference

of opinion both in the Committee and in

the House on this subject, it would be

be eliminated entirely from the Radio field.

The Alexander bill and our views thereof

were printed in full in our January issue.

As this issue, however, did not appear on
the news-stands until the 15th of December,
and inasmuch as the hearings on the bill

began a few days earlier before Mr. Alex-
ander's Committee at Washington, the
Electrical Experimenter sent out some
50,000 letters to amateurs apprising them
of the impending measure. This movement
had its immediate result, and official Wash-
ington was deluged with a storm of pro-

were rushed thru, printed and distributed.

There were at least three amendments of
which we have record. One of them, the

last one dated December 11 was printed in

full in our February issue. Before the bill

was definitely killed, however, we had in-

formation which tended to show that the
Government was not ready to make wire-
less a Government ownership affair. As
far as the amateur was concerned we were
not at all disturbed, for we said

:

"As a matter of fact as things stand
(Continued on page 835)
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America s Greatest War Invention

The Rogers Underground Wireless

(Special Interview to the Electrical Experimenter. )

By H. ^/infield Secor
(Associate Member Institute Radio Engineers.

)

An invention which has been termed the greatest American war achievement is the Rogers underground and sub-sea radio system. The Rogers
system does away entirely with aerial wires, and it is only a matter of months now before all aerial wire systems the world over will be pulled

down. Wonderful things have been accomplisht by the new Rogers underground system, chief of which is the total elimination of static and
the increase of the loudness of received signals, which is often as high as 5000 times the usual strength. Interference, too, is done away with

almost entirely now. The Rogers invention is of tremendous importance and revolutionizes our previous ideas on wireless to an extent

never dreamt of before. We urge every one interested in radio to read the accompanying authoritative article which discloses the full technical
data on the new system for the first time in any periodical.

THE greatest invention in the

field of wireless telegraphy

since Marconi first placed

commercial radio-communi-
cation on a firm basis by his

historic experiments in Italy, and
later in England, is without a shade

of doubt this latest triumph of

radio research—the "Underground
and Sub-sea Wireless", conceived

and developed to a working_ stage

by an American scientist and inven-

tor, James Harris Rogers. Mr.
Rogers is known as a second Edi-

son, among his towns-people in

Hyattsville, Maryland, where he has
lived for many years,, and now the

whole world acclaims him.

It Is Revealed Now That the

Navy Department Had Been
Using a Powerful Undersea
Wireless During the War. The
Instruments and System Were
Invented by James H. Rogers,

of Hyattsville, Md., and were
Adopted by the Navy Depart-

ment as an Invaluable Addition

to the Wireless System of the

Navy. The Two Lower Photos

Show the Inventor, Mr. Rogers,

in His Laboratory at Hyatts-
ville.

Who is Mr. Rogers?

James Harris Rogers,
practically unknown a few
years ago in radio circles,

except by a few select radio

men who were investigat-

ing his invention for the

Navy Department, has
practically become over-
night the center of all at-

tractions in the field of

science. Mr. Rogers is a

son of the confederacy and
a veteran of the great Civil

War. He has followed elec-

trical experimenting ever
since and has been a strong

devotee of radio telegraphy
since Marconi performed
his first experiments in this

new branch of applied
science. He is a refined,

cultured southern gentle-
man who makes you feel at

home at once ; an invariable

attribute of all of the truly

great. Mr. Rogers was one of
the first inventors of the

"printing telegraph" and his

full-sized working models
saw actual commercial ser-

vice on a circuit between

Baltimore and Washington, also in

New York, back in 1880. These
were seen by the writer and are
wonderful pieces of mechanism.
The Rogers laboratory, which

comprises several large rooms, is

lined on all sides with glass cabinets

containing electrical apparatus
which he has invented from time to

time thru his studious career. A
novel and original high frequency
generator was another of the de-
vices that greatly interested the

writer. It employed a jet of water
shunted by a large capacity, the
stream of water being connected to

a high potential source of direct

current. High frequency currents

Top Photo Shows Antenna
Wires Being Placed in River by
Mr. Rogers' Assistants. The
Inventor Has Found that His
System Works Just as Well
Under Water as Thru the Earth.
All of the High Power Stations
in the World, from Nauen and
Lyons to Honolulu, Are Heard
in Mr. Rogers' Laboratory at
Hyattsville, Md., Shown in the
Center and Lower Views Here-
with. The Author of This Arti-
cle Also Heard the Transatlantic
Stations Coming in Loud and
Clear. Mr. Rogers' Invention Is

the Greatest in the War and Is

so Recognized by the Govern-
ment.

iiiiiiiih

Photos by International Film Service

of any range up to the limit

of audibility, or about 30,000

cycles per second, could be

readily obtained with this

apparatus. The writer
merely cites these facts to

substantiate the standing of

Mr. Rogers in the scien-

tific field. Hundreds of

other electrical inventions

have been made by this'

modest genius of the quiet

little Maryland town of

Hyattsville, and the princi-

pal outstanding fact of all

of his work is that he can
show you a working model
of each of these inventions,

unlike many other inventors

whose ideas exist only on
paper, and which often fall

down, miserably, when ac-

tually built and tested.

In this connection it is in-

teresting to consider for a

moment that not one of the

new wireless "static and in-

terference preventers" pro-
posed to the government
radio experts during the
war, proved practicable in

the least.

CopjTight-lP19-by E. P. Co.
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.RECEIVING APPARATUS
JNSIDE OF BOAT

SUBMARINE RECEIVING SUB-SEA WIREUSS WAVES BY TH
Copyright, 1919, by E. P. Co.

The Rogers Undersea Wireless Opens Up an Entirely New Field to Submarines and Ship Communication. Marconi Recently Stated
that Submarines Had to Come to the Surface to Intercept Radio Messages, but the Rogers Invention Has Upset All This. On a Recent
Test a U.S. Subsea Boat Submerged Off the American Coast to a Depth of 8 Feet and Picked Up Nauen, the German Station. At Depths
of 21 Feet Stations with Wave Lengths over 12,000 Meters Were Easily Picked Up. Transmission to Submarines Has Also Been

Accomplisht.

Official recognition of Mr. Rogers as

the one and only original inventor of "Un-
der-ground and Sub-sea Wireless Commun-
ication," was soon forthcoming, and here it

is in brief. These two official letters of
recognition of Mr. Rogers' wonderful and
revolutionizing invention represent but a

in:

Hyattsville, Md.,

January 13, 1919.

Dr. Nikola Tesla,

New York City, N. Y.

Dear Dr. Tesla:—
/ have just read with great in-

terest your artiele in the Electrical

Experimenter. For years I have
been a firm believer in the theory
that far distant aerials were actu-

ated thru the medium of the Earth
and not thru the ether above, and it

is a source of great satisfaction that

so illustrious a personage as your-
self has held to the same belief. I

have never met a scientist who would
entertain such a proposition until I

demonstrated to them results de-
scribed in the enclosed paper, illus-

trating one of the ways I have
found for utilizing the energy so
clearly and forcibly described by
you. I am, nevertheless, confronted
by some who will not give up old
theories. If you would do me the

great honor of writing a few lines

upon the scientific feature I would
deem it a great favor.

Should you chance to be in Wash-
ington at any time I will be highly

gratified to have you visit my lab-

oratory and witness the results ob-

tained.

Very sincerely,

(Signed) J. Harris Rogers.

III!

very small fraction of those he has received
from radio engineers of high repute in all

parts of the world, congratulating him on
his masterly work. The Navy Department
has just permitted information on the

Rogers system to be given out, and how
well they kept their secret during the World
War, during which time this svstem has

been in use by the Navy Department, may
be judged by the fact that radio men every-
where are amazed at this feat. The dis-

tinguished radio savant Prof. George W.
Pierce of Harvard University, congratu-
lated Mr. Rogers heartily when he first

tested and heard the new system work
thru salt water, which he at first thought
absolutely impossible.
Below we give the two letters of official

recognition by the Navy Department of
Mr. Rogers' accomplishments, which are all'

that we have space for.

In response to an inquiry from Clarence

J. Owens, director general of the Southern
Commercial Congress, Admiral Griffin, U.
S. N., chief of the bureau of steam en-
gineering, wrote under date of December
27, 1918, as follows :

"In reply to your question regarding the origin-
ator of the underground radio system, you are
advised that Mr. J. H. Rogers of Hyattsville, Md.,
was the originator of this system. There have been
other claimants to methods of underground radio
signalling, but none were useful, within the Navy
Department's knowledge to the extent of being a
valuable asset to the general scheme of radio com-
munications. The introduction of Mr. Rogers' re-

ceiving system marked the beginning of the use of
underground aerials for receiving, to great ad-
vantage over raised aerials, and has been valuable
to the Navy during the war."

Rear Admiral Strother Smith, then Capt.
Smith, wrote Mr. Rogers on December 7,

1917:
"It is a great pleasure to me to feel that I have

been instrumental in bringing the result of your
work before the Navy Department and assisting
somewhat in putting it into actual practise. Out
of the many thousand ideas presented you can
realize that a very, very small percentage are valu-
able and it is worth at least a year's work to get
one that I feel will give lasting benefit to the ser-

vice that I take pleasure in serving."

The Navy Department Interested.

Thru Dr. George H. Lamar and Senator
Blair Lee the discovery and the status of
the patents were brought to the attention

of Secretary Daniels of the Navy. Secre-
tary Daniels ordered inquiry into Mr.
Rogers' claims, which showed that his in-

vention worked, and requested Secretary
Lane to give special consideration to pend-
ing patent applications.

Secretary Daniels then submitted the
Rogers system to Rear Admiral (then Cap-
tain) Strother Smith, who called into con-
sultation Capt. Hooper. These officers

made a thoro study of the system and found
it practicable. Capt. Hooper ordered it in-

stalled at New Orleans first and since then
it has been employed at Belmar, N. J.,* and
other stations.

For a decade Mr. Rogers has been study-

ing radio subjects, and long before the

United States entered the war he had ex-

perimented with the problem of ridding

aerial communication of this static atmos-
pheric electricity. He disagreed with all

authorities who believed that the air, and

To the American Radio
Amateur

:

WITHIN the next few months
peace will be declared and the

amateur will be allowed to operate
his station as before. Thanks to

Mr. James H. Rogers, it will not,

however, be necesary for you to

put up an aerial again—at least not
for receiving. Elevated aerials will

be a thing of the past, and well

they may.
But ordinarily the amateur would

not be permitted to use the under-
ground aerial system on account of

Mr. Rogers' fundamental patents.

The writer, however, in conversa-
tion with Mr. Rogers, prevailed
upon him to allow amateurs the

free use of his revolutionary, as

well as epoch-making invention.

Mr. Rogers thru the Electrical
Experimenter therefore wishes to

announce that he personally has no
objection if amateurs use his sys-

tem privately. It should be under-
stood that the inventor only gives
this permission to amateurs as such,

and that this permission, of course,

does not extend to firms or corpo-
rations or to individuals engaged in

commercial Radio work.
We wish to congratulate our

readers upon this important deci-

sion of Mr. Rogers, who certainly

deserves the everlasting gratitude
of all American Radio Amateurs.

H. Gernsback.

* At the time of writing this article the Belmar
Trans-Atlantic Receiving Station is still employing
the Rogers underground antenna.

111!

not the earth and water, was best suited

for wireless communication.
At first Mr. Rogers used the earth alone

for sending messages to amateurs stationed

near by. Using an audion bulb, he then
buried a wire from his laboratory and heard
Philadelphia and other stations. Further
experiments were conducted at a laboratory
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Another View of M
in the Bac

near Bladensburg,
which he calls
"Mount Hooper," in

honor of Commander
Hooper of the Navy,
who rendered excel-

lent service in adapt-

ing the invention to

the needs of the
Navy Department.
When Mr. Rogers

first stated that mes-
sages could be re-

ceived and sent from
submarines when
submerged it was
unanimously declared
to be impossible and
the officials of the
Bureau of Standards
were not alone in this

belief, as no less a
personage than Mar-
coni declared at a
banquet given in his
honor in Washington,
that when wireless
was used on sub-
marines, "it was
necessary for the
submarine to come
to the top in order
to catch the ether waves."
To demonstrate more clearly the under-

ground system and to show how it could
be used in trench warfare, Mr. Rogers
constructed an underground station, wholly
inclosed beneath the surface of the earth,

there being no visual existence of it out-
side. This place
in Prince Georges
county was visited

by some very
noted men, includ-
ing Dr. Abraham,
the head of the
French Scientific

Commission, who,
upon entering the
cave at Mount
Hooper exprest
his amazement
and remarked,
'the Germans
can't get us here."
Lieutenant Pater-
not, of the French
Scientific Commis-
sion and the radio
representative of
France, also heard
his native stations
talking and ex-
prest equal satis-

faction, pleasure
and amazement.

How He Con-
ceived the Under-
ground System.
The writer

asked Mr. Rogers
just how he came
to form the idea
of the "Under-
ground and Sub-
sea Radio." He
explained that
from his very first

study of the
method of trans-
mitting radio sig-
nals by means of
an elevated an-
tenna, the ques-
tion constantly
presented itself to
his mind—"If 50
units of power are
past into the
aerial, then what
becomes of the
equal amount of
energy which
passes into the

r. Rogers in His Laboratory. Note the Glass Instrument Cases, and
kground May Be Seen His Early Printing Telegraph Model.

ground?" He became so obscest with this

conundrum that he finally asked several

prominent radio savants this question.
What do you suppose the answer was?

—

"It is dissipated in the form of heat in the

ground," they answered. But still Mr.

he has proved_ it.

Another early idea
of his in the theo-

retical aspect of
radio - communication
was as follows, and
very logical it was,
too, as you will agree :

He held that if the

outer crust of the
earth is a conductor,
and the surrounding
atmospheric envelope
is an insulator, then
how infinitely better

must the former be
for the transmission
of any form of elec-

tric current.

To Mr. Rogers'
mind it was more
reasonable to suppose
that the energy liber-

ated at the base of an
aerial was propa-
gated thru the earth
as well as thru the
ether above, and that

an elevated aerial, at

great distance, would
be actuated by them
as effectually as if

the waves reached the same point thru
the ether above; when the waves thru
the earth reached the base of the aerial

the potential of the plate would be raised
and lowered and the aerial would accord-
ingly be energized. Thus was his basic

Rogers thought they were wrong and now and original idea conceived and settled upon.
Mr. Rogers' first

trial with the un-
derground wire-
less to nearby
radio amateurs
began about seven
years ago, but his

theory of the rea-
son why it must
work was formu-
lated over ten
years ago. Fur-
ther, he conjec-
tured that much
less power would
be required to
propagate a wave
or current thru the
earth's conducting
crust, which for
one thing has
smaller geomet-
rical dimensions,
than to propagate
it thru the insulat-

ing atmospheric
envelope alone.
See Fig. 1.

The Theory of
Operation.

A number of
other radical ideas

were entertained
for several years
by Mr. Rogers, and
in the course of
time he has found
that his ideas were
correct — it
worked! it
worked ! And now
the radio experts
far and wide are
holding a post
mortem inquest on
their theories and
how it all hap-
pened. To sfart

with, Mr. Rogers
stated, "special
credit is due the

following gentle-

men, who have re-

(Cont. onpage8i2)
Various Arrangements of the Rogers Ground Aerial System, Including the Submarine

water" Antenna.
'Under-
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How I Invented the Audion
By Dr. LEE de FOREST

Written exclusively for the Electrical Experimenter

THE first conception of a detector of
Hertzian waves which should employ
the medium of heated electrodes or
heated gas came to me as follows

:

In the summer of 1900 I was ex-
perimenting on a new type of electrolytic

The First State in the Development of the
Audion by Dr. Lee de Forest. The Aerial
and Ground Were Connected to Two Elec-
trodes Placed in the Flame of a Bunsen

Burner, with Successful Results.

detector, doing this work at night in my
room in Chicago. The receiving apparatus
was placed on a table beneath a Welsbach
gas burner. A spark coil w7hich I was using
as my source of oscillations was located in a
closet about ten feet distant. One night I

noticed that whenever I closed the switch
of the spark coil by means of a string run-
ning across the floor from my table to the

coil, there was a decided change in the il-

lumination from the Welsbach burner. The
light from the gas mantel increased very
perceptibly and resumed its normal low
brilliance as soon as the sparking ceased.
This phenomena continued and imprest it-

Pat N? 824,637 - 1soe.

Audion

'B' Bat.

.
Cold

electrode

Phones
B' Bat

Fig. 5

Here the Placing of the Two Heated Elec-
trodes in a Vacuum Bulb Is Carried Out, as
Well as the Final Adoption of the Cold
"Wing." This Device Works Equally Well
with Both Electrodes Hot, Thus Disproving

Any "Rectification" Theory.

self strongly upon my attention. My first

thought was that I had discovered a new
form of detector of Hertzian waves, of ex-
traordinary sensitiveness, and was, natural-
ly, much enthused, as any young investi-

gator would have been under similar cir-

cumstances. But upon closer investigation

of this novel phenomena I found that when
the door of the closet was closed, or al-

most closed, the effect of the spark upon
the gas burner ceased ! This proved con-
clusively that I was dealing with sound
waves coming upon a sensitive flame and
not with electrical waves.
The delusion lasted, however, long enough

to force upon my mind the conviction that

heated gas molecules were sensitive to high
frequency electrical operations, and I deter-
mined to investigate further at my first op-
portunity and actually discover evidence to

substantiate my theory. I was unable to do
this until the fall of 1902 or '03 when I

returned to my gas mantel experiment. I

first attempted to investigate the new de-
tector phenomena by using two needles of
steel, or platinum, placed close together in

the incandescent Welsbach mantel. These

Pat.NS 879,532 - isos

Audion

'Phones

Fig.l

Later the "Third Electrode" Resolved Itself
Into a Grid, Which Was Placed Between the
Wing and Filament, Where It Could Act
with the Highest Efficiency. In This Form
It Has remained Practically the Same to the

Present Time.

two needles were connected to a dry bat-

tery and telephone receiver. I was, how-
ever, unable to obtain any appreciable cur-

rent between the two electrodes in the

mantel. I then investigated the flame of a

Bunsen burner and soon found a point in

the, outside envelope of the flame where an
appreciable current did pass between the
two electrodes, making a soft fluttering

sound in the telephone receiver. ( See Fig.

1, Patent No. 824,638, issued in 1906. ) Then,
connecting one electrode to an antenna and
the other to the earth, I heard for the first

time signals in the telephone receiver
;

sig-

nals which represented clearly the sound of
the transmitting spark. Here at last was
actually demonstrated my earnest belief in

the existence of this new detector principle.

My next step was to enrich the gas flame

by putting a lump of potassium or sodium
salt in the flame directly below the two
platinum electrodes. This increased ioniza-

tion caused increased flow of battery cur-

rent, and a corresponding increase in sen-

sitiveness of the new detector. I did con-
siderable work then with various types of
Bunsen burner arrangements for perma-
nently enriching the gas flame, etc., and set

up a laboratory type of flame detector which
was actually used in 1903 for receiving sig-

nals from ships down the Harbor of New
York.
The inconvenience of supplying a source

of gas for the new detector was, of course,

obvious, and I sought for other means of
obtaining the necessary heated gas and
heated electrodes. The electric arc first

Here We Find the "Third Electrode" Placed
Inside the Bulb, Where It Logically Be-
longed, as Dr. de Forest Points Out. Fig. 4
Shows the First Use of the "Stopping"

Condenser.

suggested itself. I anticipated that while
this arc would be a detector, it would be
exceedingly irregular and noisy in the tele-

phone receiver. This was found to be the
fact. The battery fed the arc thru the

primary of the transformer, in the second-
ary of which was connected the telephone
receiver, and, altho at times the looked for
response to electric waves was thus ob-
tained, the noise in the telephone receiver

from the arc was so deafening that the idea
was abandoned.
The next plan which suggested itself to

me was to use incandescent filaments in an
enclosed chamber. This arrangement as

well as the gas detector, was illustrated in

my patent No. 979,275, which bears the first

date of November 4, 1904. This patent ap-
(Continucd on page 817)

Pat.N9 841,586-1907

Mr

+T
Fig I

Fjg.4

The First "Three Electrode" Audion Had a
Piece of Tinfoil Wrapt Around the Outside
of the Bulb—a Principle Frequently "Redis-
covered," as Was the de Forest Electro-

magnetic or Coil Electrode, Fig. 4.
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Gigantic 1,400 K.W. Radio Station

at Lyons, France
ONE of the most powerful wireless

stations yet designed is that now
nearing completion at Lyons,
France, and we are indebted for

the following description of this

remarkable and extremely high power radio

station, representing the very latest ad-
vances in radio engineering, to Dr. Lee de
Forest, the well-known American radio
engineer and scientist who has recently re-

turned from a trip thru Europe. Dr. de
Forest stated
that apparently
no expense was
being spared in

the design and
construction of
this now fa-

mous Lyons
station, and
that the engi-
neers were ap-
parently having
everything
carte blanche,
for there seems
to be no limit

to the appar-
atus installed,

and in con-
templation for
installment at
this powerful
station.

A glance at

the map shows
that Lyons lies

southeast of
Paris, and
about half way
between Paris
and Marseilles.
This station has
been, and is at

the present
time, handling
all of the offi-

cial Govern-
ment radio
traffic to the
United States,
communicating
principally with
the powerful
new naval radio station at Annapolis near
Washington, D. C. The Lyons station is in

daily communication, and has been in con-

nection with various parts of the Continent,

as well as Africa, different countries of

Asia, and many other far-flung places in all

parts of the globe.

At first this may sound somewhat exag-
gerated, but when the great capacity of this

radio station and the extremely efficient ap-

paratus used is considered, it will seem all

the more reasonable and possible. To begin

with, the Lyons station has a very large

aerial, comprising twenty strands of phos-

phor-bronze cable stretching away over a

distance of 2,400 feet and supported on eight

steel masts, each of which rises to a height

of 650 feet. The masts are placed about

800 feet apart. It is interesting to note in

this connection, as Dr. de Forest pointed

out. that the engineers responsible for the

design of this station have found that con-

trary to the generally accepted- idea con-
cerning the directive effect of inverted "L"
aerials of this type, that where great dis-

tances and long waves are concerned, the

comparative efficiency of transmission in

any certain direction about the antenna does

not differ appreciably. The general direc-

tion of the present antenna is north and
south, as the arrow shown in the plan view
of the station indicates, the- free end of the

huge antenna pointing toward the south.

The aerial conductors at the station end
are fan-tailed together as shown and a large

twisted cable forming the lead-in, leads

down thru a cupola on top of the building,

underneath which there is a large and very
elaborate circular antenna switch from
which lead separate connecting aerial wires
to the various transmitting apparatus, sev-
eral distinct types of which are installed in

this station.

RADro Station « Lyons Prnnice

A Plan View of the
and Distinct Forms
in a Wing of the Building
Spark Sets Are Situated.

Powerful New Radio Station Located at Lyons, France. There Are Six Different
of Transmitters Installed in Duplicate as Shown. The "Receiving Rooms" Are

Not Shown Here, Running Eastward from the Point Where the 150 K. W.
This Wing Includes a Laboratory, Tape Punching Room, Quarters for the

Personnel and Administration Office.

The lay-out of the station buildings has
been well planned, and the larger build-

ing, containing all of the long distance

radio transmitting equipment, is in the form
of a cross. West of the large building there

are two small structures, a small, one con-
taining a 3-K.W. high-frequency generator
of the Bethenod (French) type, having a
speed of 6,000 r.p.m. operating at an antenna
frequency of 80,000 cycles. The building
next to this houses a 150-K.W. arc gen-
erator of the Elwell type, and this trans-

mitting set has an antenna lead running to

the central aerial switch in the main sta-

tion building. This .particular set is of
great interest to Americans, as it is the one
which has been used in transmitting all of

the official Government messages to the

United States. It has been operated right

along with a United States naval radio

crew, and has been very busy night and
day. The powerful arc-oscillation gener-
ator has been in use continuously, and has
often been run twenty-four hours at a
stretch, only shutting down the arc period-
ically for renewing the electrodes.

The following description of the main
station transmitting equipment, which is be-

ing installed in duplicate, is given in the

order of its installation, the first apparatus
described being the older. •

In the long northerly wing of the station

of the main building there are installed two
150-K.W. spark sets. These are somewhat
similar in design to Ihe well-known Fessen-
den spark transmitter at Arlington near
Washington, D. C, and those who are fa-
miliar with that station and the huge <-on-

denser and tuning transformer dimensions
and equipment there used, will have some-
idea of what this apparatus looks like. The
high tension leads from the step-up trans-
formers, pass thru large plate-glass parti-

tions to the
condenser and
oscillation
transformer
room. The con-
densers are
placed in banks
and provided
with necessary
switches, bus-
bars, etc., for

connecting
them up in
series, parallel

or in series-

parallel, as may
be necessary.
The oscillation

transformers
are very inter-

esting as they
are huge af-

fairs, each
spiral being
composed of
many turns of
heavy copper
strip, the di-

mensions of the
strip being 8
inches wide by
% i rich t h ick

.

The convolu-
tions of the
helix in each
case are well
supported and
installed on
large porcelain
insulators, and
one of the coils

on each trans-
former unit is made movable for adjusting
the coupling, or distance between primary
and secondary, in the manner here illus-

trated. As will be seen, the movable pri-

mary coil is placed on a small truck mounted
on four wheels, which rest on a pair of in-

sulated tracks. The coupling is changed
whenever desired, by simply pulling on one
or the other of two ropes attached to the
carriage in the manner indicated. When a
change in inductance is to be made in one
of these oscillation transformer windings,
it is accomplished by changing the position
of one of the lead cables connected to the
spirals, the end of the cable being fitted with
massive clamps, which may be fastened at

any point desired on the spiral.

The eastern wing of the main station will

shortly contain two radio frequency al-

ternators, as the plan view shows, one of
these being of the General Electric-Alex-
anderson design, rated at 150 K.W., and the
other set being of the Bethenod (French)
design, rated at 150 K.W. also. These sets
are tuned and adjusted to operate at an
antenna frequency of 20,000 cycles. By
means of the cleverly arranged antenna
switch-gear, either of these sets can be con-
nected up to the antenna. Also, when nec-
essary, two such sets may be connected in

parallel to the antenna for extra long range
{Continued on page 817)
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Experiments With Ultra-Violet Light
By J. C. MORRIS, Jr.

A LTHO the majority of experimenters

/% are interested in the subject of
/ ^ X-Rays, little attention has been

given to the study of the ultra-

violet rays. These rays have been
extensively studied by Finsen and other in-

vestigators and were found to have a wave
length of about .0002 mm. This is far too

Some of the Most Interesting Experiments in All Science Can Be
Conducted with Ultra-violet Light. The Simple Apparatus Required
for Producing These Rays in Quantity Is Illustrated and Described
Herewith. Ultra-violet Rays Will Solve Some of the Great Problems

of the Future.

short a wave to be seen by the human eye,

but their production is usually accompanied
by manifestations of visible light.

All of the apparatus required to produce
these rays is extremely simple and is to be
found in nearly every experimenter's work-
shop, big. 1 shows how the apparatus is

connected: C, is an induction coil giving a
spark 1 inch or more in length ; L, is a
Leyden jar or other form of high voltage
condenser; H, is a coil consisting of 10 or
more turns of heavy wire (a good wireless
helix will do very well) and G, is the gen-
erator of the ultra-violet rays. It consists
of a spark gap whose terminals are com-
posed of iron or steel nails. A convenient
form of generator may be made out of a
short length of card-board tubing, thru
which the nails are driven. A gap of Y%
inch must be left between the nails. A
small opening must be cut in the tube for
the rays to pass thru. A quartz (not glass)
window may be placed in the opening, if

desired. See photograph. A small spark
uap may be placed at X, if desired.

The following are some simple experi-
ments with the ultra-violet rays.

Experiment No. i:—Secure if possible a
piece of willemite (which is a natural
silicat of zinc). When the willemite is ex-
posed to the ultra-violet rays it will

fluoresce with a pale greenish color. This
is a test for these rays.

Several other substances besides wille-

mite will fluoresce when exposed to these
rays, among these are sodium silicat,

rluorescin, aesculin, sulfate of quinin, also

platino—barium-cyanid screens, such as are
used for X-Ray purposes.
Experiment No. 2:—One of the most

peculiar properties of the ultra-violet rays
is their ability to ionize air; that is, to make
air a partial conductor of electricity. The
following three experiments demonstrate
this property of these rays.

Make two disks of metal about 5 inches
in diameter. Place one of these on top of
an electroscope. Suspend the olher about
1/2 inch above the electroscope. Now charge
the electroscope with either positive or
negative electricity. Focus the ultra-violet

rays between the plates. The electroscope
will soon be discharged, due to the ionizing

(rendering con-
ductive) effects

of these rays.

Experiment
No. 3: — Start a
small induction
coil and separate
the secondary
terminals just
b e y o 11 (1 the
sparking dis-
tance. Focus the

ultra- violet rays
on the spark gap.

The spark will

now jump the
gap, due to the

ionizing effects

of these rays.

Ex p c r im e n t

No. 4: — Take
two small metal

sheets and separate them a short dis-
tance apart. Connect these plates in series

with a powerful high voltage battery and a
very sensitive galvanometer or telephone re-

ceiver. No current now flows, due to the
resistance of the air gap. Focus the rays
between the plates and a minute current
will now flow, due to the ionizing effects of
these rays.

Experiment No . 5:—Start the generator
of the ultra-violet rays. Place a piece of
glass in front of the opening and examine a
piece of willemite. It does not fluoresce.
Substitute a piece of quartz or of ice in the
place of the glass. The piece of willemite
will now fluoresce. This experiment shows
that glass is opaque to these rays, while
quartz and ice are transparent to them.

Experiment No. 6:—There are certain
substances which are able to transform the
short ultra-violet rays into visible rays of
light. A Geissler tube is a generator of
these rays and may be used to show the
fluorescence of certain substances. Make a
fairly dilute solution of sulfate of quinin,
and add a few drops of sulfuric acid. Par-
tially immerse a Geissler tube into the so-
lution anck connect with an induction coil

or preferably to the positive pole of a
static machine. While the tube is being
operated the solution will appear to be light

blue in color.

Other substances besides quinin will

fluoresce. Some of these are aesculin
(from horse chestnut bark), fluorescin,

and hydroquinon, such as used in photog-
raphy.

These are only a few of the many in-

teresting experiments which can be per-
formed with these rays. The photograph is

a picture of the author's apparatus for gen-
erating these rays. The study of the ultra-

violet rays is exceedingly interesting and
will amply repay the time spent in making

the apparatus. It represents an uncommon
held for experiment and one that .holds

much promise for the future of science.

WORKSHOP ACCIDENTS.
It is well to know what steps should be

taken in the case of the minor accidents
that may happen to handicraftsmen and
experimenters in the prosecution of their

hobbies. These are mostly in the nature of
cuts, scalds, and bruises. It is a good plan
to keep a lump of alum handy to stop the

bleeding in the case of small cuts. Toilet
alum, sold by druggists, is the best, and is

frequently used by those who shave them-
selves.

A simple clean-cut wound should be
cleansed in cold water under the tap, which
generally stops the bleeding at the same
time, after which the sides should be
brought together carefully and supported
by strips of sticking plaster held in position

by a bandage.
Wounds inflicted by rusty nails and other

pieces of metal often lead to serious inflam-

mation or blood-poisoning. These ill ef-

fects may be prevented byr the following
very simple remedy. Place a little brown
sugar on a fire shovel and heat until it

smokes, holding the wound in fumes for
several minutes. A few scraps of clean

woolen rag will answer the same purpose,
but sugar is best. Peroxid of hydrogen and
iodin tincture are reliable solutions for

treating wounds which involve abrasions.

Some boracic ointment should always be
kept available in case of burns and scalds
resulting in a raw surface, or a strong so-
lution of washing soda may be used. Se-
vere burns, and in particular those caused
by splashes of molten metal, are best

treated with raw linseed oil poured over the
burn and covered with a pad of lint.

Hook-up of Spark Coil, Condenser, Induc-
tance and Spark Gap for Producing Powerful

Ultra-violet Rays.—Fig. 1.

Small splinters of steel or wood are often

run into the flesh and cannot be removed
with the fingers alone. In the absence of a

pair of fine pointed tweezers an. ordinary-

sewing needle may be employed. Heat the

end of the needle, or dip it in peroxid of

hydrogen, iodin, or carbolic acid and water,

to kill any germs on it before touching open
cut. Slip the eye of the needle over the

protruding end of the splinter, give it a

twist to make it grip, and then raise the

'needle when the splinter will come out as

well in most cases.

Contributed by H. J. GRAY.
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Wood Finishing for the Amateur
By ARNO A. KLUGE

WHEN the experimenter is con-

structing a piece of apparatus,

whether it be an instrument cabi-

net or one of Tom Reed's famous
clocks, he is confronted with the

problem of finishing the woodwork on it,

if such there be. We often find that this

last process is neglected to a degree where
it is a detriment to the appearance of the

instrument, and as "looks is everything" to

the uninitiated, we should give the

matter a little more time and study.

There are a number of general

processes used in finishing a piece of

wood, namely : Sandpapering, Stain-

ing, Filling, Shellacking, Varnishing,

Rubbing, and Polishing, in the order
in which they occur. Each of these

will be treated separately, also any
subdivisions which may come under
them; but we should bear in mind
that it is not always necessary to use
all of them, and so the finisher should
know the exact processes he is going
to use before starting any piece of

work. Also, all of the material re-

quired should be at hand, so that the

work may proceed expeditiously and
without waste of time.

The first operation, that of sand-
papering is to give the wood an abso-
lutely smooth surface and prepare it

for the filling. It is assumed, of
course, that the wood has already
been planed reasonably smooth, so
that No. sandpaper is about right

for the job. A sandpaper block about
four inches square and one inch thick

should be prepared, taking care that

one of the four-inch surfaces is per-

fectly flat, with no high corners. The
piece of sandpaper is placed under-
neath the block, the surplus sides

turned up, and the sandpapering done
ACROSS the grain. Never sand-
paper with the grain, as this produces
tiny grooves on the surface, especially

with soft woods.
One other precaution should be

noted. Be careful when sandpapering
close to the edges, they will be
rounded off if you bear down too
hard. If desired, a piece of scrap
wood whose surface is flush with the
work may be laid up against the
edge, so that the sandpaper will pass over
to this piece when it reaches the edge of
the work. After these operations are com-
pleted, dusting off is in order, and it should
be done thoroly, to remove every particle

of dirt from the surface.

We are next ready for staining the wood,
if we desire to change its color in any way.
Remember, however, that staining is only
resorted to when we do not wish to finish

it in its natural state, but have decided
either to emphasize its own color, or give it

another in imitation of some other wood.
Most hard woods are more beautiful in

their own color than they are in a false

dress.

There are two kinds of stains in common
use, and both have their faults and good
points. These are : Oil stains, in which
the pigments are reduced to a workable
consistency by the use of turpentine,
naphtha, etc. ; and water stains, which, as

indicated by the name, use water in prep-
aration, and hence must use water-soluble
pigments. The main advantage of the oil

stains is that they do not raise the grain
of the wood, and do not show the laps of
the brush strokes upon soft, open grained
woods such as white pine, poplar, etc.

Upon hard woods, however, they do not
penetrate deep enough to be desirable, and

water stains are commonly used for such.

Water stains are very penetrating, and if

properly made will bring out the grain of
the wood very beautifully, instead of cloud-
ing it as most oil stains do. Their chief

fault lies in the fact that they raise the

grain, involving additional sandpapering to

obtain a level surface, but this is offset by
the additional beauty of the finished

product.

In addition to the two classes of stains

just mentioned there are the aniline stains

which have practically supplanted all the
others. When buying colors for the aniline
stains, it is necessary to name the color, as

aniline black, aniline red, or whatever it

may be. Some good formulas for each
class of stains are given herewith, these
having been compiled by a cabinet maker of
man)' years' experience, and their accuracy
can be vouched for. Ready-made stains

can be bought almost as cheaply, however,
and if time is an asset, these are advisable.

Mahogany. Boil logwood chips in a closed
vessel with twice their bulk of water for several
hours; strain, and add a small quantity,of chlorid
of tin to give it redness. T^o coats are necessary.

Walnut. Permanganat of Potash 1 ounce
Epsom Salt 1 ounce
Water 1 quart

Dissolve, strain, and apply several coats.
Cherry. Reduce the mahogany stain for cherry.
Oak. Asphaltum Gum % pound

Turpentine 1 pint
Ebony. Dissolve extract of logwood in wood

alcohol to the strength desired, strain, and apply.
Develop the color by going over the work with a
solution of muriat of iron, made by mixing equal
parts of it and qlcohol. *

Yellow. Turmeric Powder 1 ounce
Alcohol 1 pint

Allow this to stand several days, shaking it often.
Strain for use, applying several coats.

Aniline Mahogany. Bismark brown 1 ounce
Water 3 quarts

The above formula is typical of all aniline
stains.

Antique Oak. Dissolve asphaltum in naphtha,
making a very thin mixture; the filler used
should be the antique tiller.

The third step is filling the wood, if stain-

ing has been necessary, and by this we en-

deavor to level up the surface, and get a
mirror-like smoothness. It is best to pur-
chase fillers ready-made, as it is difficult to

get the proper consistency. They consist of

very fine silex stone, in a mixture of

half linseed oil and half turpentine,

with the proper coloring matter
added. After the filler has been ap-
plied, and its color begins to change
to a dull flat appearance, it is time to

rub it off, using a piece of flax or
hemp tow for the purpose, and rub-
bing until the surface is quite smooth,
the work should not be allowed to

dry thoroly.

After lilling, shellacking is re-

sorted to with hardwoods, in order
to close up the pores completely, and
prevent the sinking in of the varnish,
which would otherwise leave tiny
pinholes on the varnished surface.
Pure grain alcohol shellac, either the
orange or the white, should be used,
mixed in the following proportions:

Shellac 1
2 pound

Grain or wood alcohol 1 pint

After allowing the shellac to dry for
six or eight hours, sandpaper with
No. 00 sandpaper, being careful of
the corners, and also to use but little

pressure, so as not to cut thru the

coat of shellac. With new sand-
paper it is best to rub two pieces to-

gether several times to remove the

danger of scratching.

When applying varnishes a brush
suited to the size of the work should
be used, and the operation should be
performed in a room temperature of

at least 70°, to insure free flowing.

Altho it is impossible to tell just how
to varnish successfully, practise being
the only way to learn, a few simple
rules may be given. Apply the var-
nish with the flat of the brush, along
the grain; then rub it out crossways
to get an even application ; finally

finish it off with the grain. Care
should be taken not to skimp on varnish,
and yet at the same time not to put too
much on. This is another matter where
practise is the only real teacher.

After one coat of varnish has been ap-
plied and is thoroly dry, the surface is

rubbed smooth, using ground pumice stone
and a pad of rubbing felt. The finer grades
of pumice stone, as F and FF, are the best,

as there is less danger of scratching thru
the varnish. One should always rub with
the grain and not bear down too hard at the
beginning or end of the strokes. Some lin-

seed oil should be at hand as rubbing oil,

the felt being dipt into the oil and then into

the pumice stone, a quantity of the latter

thus adhering to the felt. Cleaning off

should be done at once, using soft cotton

waste for this purpose. Woods having
coarse fibers should not be rubbed until

two or more coats of varnish have been
applied, waiting each time until the previ-

ous coat is dry. This is necessary or the

fibers will come up above the surface, thru
•the varnish.

Having rubbed the surface perfectly

smooth we may now give it a high polish,

or we may leave it with a "dead" finish. If

polishing is elected we may proceed in

(Continued on page 810)

This Illustration Shows Clearly the Successive Stages to
Be Carried Out in Polishing a Wooden Cabinet. It

Must Be Thoroly Sanrfpapered or Else the Much Desired
High Polish Will Be Hard to Attain.
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Experimental Chemistry
By ALBERT W. WILSDON

SILICON is the central element in the

mineral world, like carbon is in the

animal and vegetable kingdom. Un-
like carbon, silicon never occurs in

the free state. Next to oxygen, it is

the most abundant element. Oxygen is es-

timated to make up nearly half of the solid

crust of the earth, and silicon to constitute

about a third more. Its occurrence is chiefly

Circular6Iass Turnace

Fig. 160. A Circular Glass Furnace: A—Fire
Clay Pots. B—Openings for Introducing
Blowpipe. C—Chimney. D—Source of Heat.
E—Roof, from Which Heat Is Reflected

Downward.

in combination with oxygen in quartz and
silicon dioxid (SiO?). This non-metallic
oxid is often further united with some
metallic oxid, such as aluminum oxid
(AI2O3) to form a silicate. It is, further,

the chief constituent of nearly all rocks,

and consequently, also of the soils which
have resulted from the decomposition of

rocks. It is also found in ashes of many
plants, having assisted to make up their

mineral structure. Despite the fact that

this element is so widely distributed, the

element itself has been, until recently, sep-

arated from its compounds only with such
great difficulty that it was only a curiosity.

By the present methods of reduction it is

no longer difficult.

History.

Amorphous silicon was first separated
and isolated in 1810 by Berzelius in an im-

pure form. Later, in 1823, he obtained the

pure element, by fusing together iron, car-

bon, and silica (Silicon Dioxid S'iQs)'. De-
ville prepared the crystalline variety in

1854. Phipson, in 1864 first reduced it by
magnesium.

Occurrence,

As previously stated, the element does not

occur in the free state. Its affinity for

oxygen is so great at a high temperature
that in early ages, when the earth was a

molten mass, the silicon all combined with
oxygen to form silicon dioxid (Silica

SiOa)., this later uniting with metallic

oxides to form silicates.

Preparation.

Amorphous Silicon is best prepared by
mixing equal parts of powdered and well-

dried "white sand (SiOa) and magnesium.
This mixture is placed in a test tube and
heated with a Bunsen flame. Tl*e reaction

soon begins with a glowing which rapidly

extends thruout the entire mixture.

Si O, + 2 Mg - Si + 2 Mg O.

Thirty-Fourth Lesson

SILICON

The cooled, hardened product is pow-
dered and then washed with dilute Hydro-
chloric Acid to remove the magnesium
oxid. The product thus obtained is an
amorphous, brown powder, which, when
heated in air ignites and burns with the
formation of the dioxid SiO?.

Silicon is insoluble in water and acids,

except hydrofluoric, which dissolves it

readily.

The crystalline variety is prepared by
fusing sodium silico-fluorid with aluminum,
or zinc and sodium

:

Na2 Si F6 + 4 Na = 4 Na F + Si

The liberated silicon dissolves in the
fused metal and on cooling crystallizes.

The crystals are separated from the mass
by treating successively with hydrochloric,
boiling nitric, and hydrofluoric acids.

Crystallized silicon is also prepared in an
electric resistance furnace from pure silica

sand and finely pulverized foundry coke.

Si 2 + 2 C = Si + 2 CO

Properties.
The silicon of the silico-fluoric process is

in the form of dark, octahedral crystals,

possessing a degree of hardness, sufficient

to scratch glass. They withstand white
heat without igniting and resist the action
of all acids except a mixture of hydro-
fluoric and nitric, which, when hot, dis-

solves them slowly.

The silicon product of the electric fur-
nace is in the form of crystalline masses
of a dark silver lustre. It is quite brittle

and melts at 1420°C.
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Not highly refractive Highly
to light refracr/'ve
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Fig. 161. Illustrating Various Optical
Properties of Glass.

Glass.
What a common substance ! Among the

many necessities of daily life, few manu-
factured articles are more important than

glass. The importance of this substance

will be brought home forcibly when we
only mention that without it the sciences

of Chemistry and Physics and all branches
utilizing the microscope and telescope (see

Fig. 161) would probably never have been
advanced to their present elevation. Bac-
teriology and its allied studies would have
been unexplored, and as a result the lives

of many who have been cured by micro-
scopic examinations- and subsequent proper

treatment would have been sacrificed. Aside

from the fact that it is an everyday neces-

sity, being employed among" other equally

important uses, as a container for the milk

which is delivered in the morning, the

glasses used for drinking purposes ; in rural

districts as chimneys for lamps ; and in

large cities and dwellings for electric lamp
and gas lighting. It would tax the reader

too much to even for a moment try to
imagine what kind of an existence we
would have without our glass windows. It

would mean that we would have no use for
clocks, as our time would be controlled
solely by the sun and moon. Imagine if

you can such a superstructure as the Wool-
worth Building, as well as many others,

practically a city in itself without windows.
It is true that there may have been substi-

tutes, but it is hard to conceive of anything
which would compare with glass.

What is this substance which we could
hardly do without? Generally speaking, it

is an amorphous mixture of the silicates of
calcium or lead with those of an alkali

(Potassium or Sodium), obtained by fusing
sand (Silicon Dioxid), lime or lead oxid
with sodium or potassium carbonat. The
cheaper grade of glass contains instead of
the alkali carbonats a mixture of either one
of the sulfates and coal dust. Thus the
sulfates are reduced to sulfids, which form
silicates with the sand. Upon the composi-
tion depends the degree of fusibility, hard-
ness and refractive powers of the glass.

Thus we must distinguish between the va-
ried kinds.

Lime (Plate) Glass: This grade is much
cheaper, harder and less fusible than "lead"
glass. It is either a soda or potash-lime
glass. The soda-lime glass, which is readily
fusible, is the commoner sort, such as is

used where cheapness is desirable, such as
is used for window glass, plate glass, bot-
tles, etc. The potash-glass, also known as
Bohemian and Crown glass, is a silicate of
lime and potassium. This kind fuses only
at a high temperature, and is harder, and
withstands the action of water and acids

better than soda-glass. For this reason it

is used extensively for the manufacture of
chemical glassware, which must withstand
fairly high temperatures without fusing.

Potash glass is used for Leyden jars.

Lead (Flint or Crystal) Glass: Litharge
(PbO) or red lead replaces the .calcium

oxid of lime glass. This kind is used for
cut-ware, optical glass, such as lenses and
prisms, being heavy, possessing great luster

and brilliancy.

Replacement of a portion of the lead
oxid by thallium oxid or boron tri-oxid,

causes the refractive property of the glass

to be increased considerably. The boron
glass is called "strass" and finds use in the
manufacture of imitation gems.
The varied colors of glass are obtained by

the addition of various metallic oxids or
salts. Blue glass is made with cobaltic

oxid or cupric oxid ; Violet glass, by using
manganese dioxid ; Red by metallic copper

(Continued on page 831)

Pots made of refractory f/re clay
for matr/qg' gloss

Fig. 159. The Ingredients Used in Mak-
ing Glass Are Placed in Refractory Fire
Clay Pots Such as This, and Then
Melted at a Great Heat in a Furnace.
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This department will award the following monthly prizes: First Prize, $3.00; Second Prize, $2.00; Third Prize, $1.00.
The purpose of this department is to stimulate experimenters towards accomplishing new things with old apparatus or old material

and for the most useful, practical and original idea submitted to the Editors of this department, a monthly series of prizes will be awarded
For the best idea submitted a prize of $3.00 is awarded; for the second best idea a $2.00 prize, and for the third best prize of $1 00 The
article need not be very elaborate, and rough sketches are sufficient. We will make the mechanical drawings. Use only one side of sheetMake sketches on separate sheets.

SECOND PRIZE, $2.00

SIMPLE RECTIFIER MADE FROM
POLARIZED RINGER.

The materials required are ; a low-re-
sistance polarized telephone bell, two pair

of binding posts, preferably rubber-covered,
about 3" of lA" x 1/16" brass or copper
strip, and a plain wooden base, 4" x 3".

and two silver dimes.
Remove the gongs from the bell and

mount it on the base by means of two
oblong blocks of wood, to the ends of
which are screwed the attachment lugs on
the bell; the blocks in turn being screwed
to the base. Bend up 1" of each brass

strip. To the upper portion solder half

of a dime, previously filed to a smooth sur-

face. Solder the other two halves of the

dimes onto opposite sides of the hammer

;

see sketch for arrangement of parts. These
two strips must be held down to the base
by a pair of small screws. The two pairs

of binding posts should be placed at op-
posite ends of the base. Connect as in

wiring diagram.

Groundonframe

Silver climes

Simple Rectifier Constructed From Polarized
Ringer.

This rectifier will only handle currents
from 1 to 9 amperes without dangerously
overheating and operates best on 25 cycle

frequency. Connect the terminals leading
from the coils directly to the 110 volt A. C.
current ; direct current at about 50 volts

D. C. will be obtained at the other termi-
nals, due to auto-transformer action and
drop due to resistance of contacts. Lubri-
cate the armature pivots.

Contributed by GEORGE LUNGE.

FIRST PRIZE, $3.00

HOW TO MAKE A TABLE LAMP
FROM SHEET METAL.

Cut four pieces of sheet iron, brass or
copper, as per Fig. 1, solder together and
then cut one piece as in Fig. 3, and fasten

to this. Then cut one piece like figure

2, and bend as on dotted lines, making a

stand three inches square and twelve inches

high. Put this thru the opening in the

completed base until it strikes bottom, then
solder securely ; cut a hole for the cord
about one inch from the top of the base.

Next cut one piece (Fig. 6) for socket and
solder socket base securely to this, then
wire up, putting wire thru base and solder-
ing top on. For the shade holder cut four
pieces of iron or brass wire and solder
as in Fig. 4. For the shade cut four

The Finished Table Lamp.

— 12'—
Fig Z
stand

rig. 3
Boltom

Solder gdiom.
wire

rig. 4
Shade holder

Fig. 5
shade

3' —

Fig 6
Top ofjtand

It is a Simple Job to Cut Out the Parts for
Making the Table Lamp Here Shown. Cop-

per or Brass Gives a Fine Finish.

pieces (Fig. 5) and solder; then fasten

to holder. You can glue a piece of felt

on the bottom of lamp. A ten-cent can

of Mission Green enamel will make an

attractive color for the lamp, if it is to

be used in the den.

The shade may be made quite artistic
at small expense by cutting out the side of
the shade in some such pattern as shown.
These are backed up by pieces of ground
glass cut after the pattern of Fig. 5, or
figured glass may be purchased reasonably
at any fixture shop. If made of brass
the lamp may be polished and lacquered or
given an oxidized copper finish. Such a
lamp will prove very useful in the camp
and bungalow.
Contributed by M. F. HOLMES.

THIRD PRIZE, $1.00

HOW TO MAKE A COMBINATION
VOLT AND AMMETER.

A combination meter can be made from
a burned out or otherwise damaged wind-
ing of a volt or ammeter of the permanent-
magnet pocket type.

Remove the old winding and rewind with
No. 26 silk covered or enameled magnet
wire, fastening the negative end to the
shell or negative terminal, and the other
end to the positive terminal. This is the

Details are Here Given for Building a Com-
bination Volt-Ammeter From a Pocket Style

Volt Meter or Battery Gage.

weak current reading, such as for old cells,

coils, etc.

The volt reading is obtained by connect-
ing a resistance (R) of varied size at J,
and terminal V, which is tested by a dry
cell reading approximately \ l/> volts.

The amperes are now read by connect-
ing a piece of No. 22 or 24 copper wire
(A.W.)" in shunt with the coil at J and
a suitable switch, SW, to the case. The
proper length may be found by testing with
a cell of known amperage.
Contributed by L. W. CAMERON.

AUTHORS!!!
AH matter intended for publica-

tion not only by us, but by any
other magazine or newspaper as
well should be written on one
side of the paper only and in ink.

If it isn't, somebody else must copy
part of it off on another sheet be-
fore it is given to the printer.
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EDITED BY S. CERNSBACK

HOME-MADE PERISCOPE FOR
READING TEMPERATURES

AND OIL GAUGES.
The submarine commander has found the

periscope invaluable for readily locating en-

Top mirror
at 45

"

Oilor temperature gauga

Clamp

Metalor other
tube 2" sat/are

Optional clamp .

4
^Botfam m/rror

af4S°

A Peacetime Periscope to Make Reading of
Scales Easy in Inaccessible Places.

emy vessels and obtaining his bearings
under war-time conditions, and any elec-

trician or engine room attendant, who has
once used one of these home-made peris-

copes for reading meters, oil gauges or ther-

mometers in inaccessible places, will never
be without one. To make one of these per-
iscopes, procure a piece of round or square
metal tubing about two inches across. The
tube may be of any length desired. Two
small mirrors of suitable size are pro-
cured at a ten-cent store, and these are
placed at an angle of 45 degrees, one at the

bottom of the tube and the other at the

top of the tube, in the manner shown. The
image of the scale is reflected in the top
mirror, thence down the tube onto the face
of the lower mirror, and then out thru the

opening in the tube to the eye. In some
cases, these meter-reading periscopes are
fitted with flashlight bulb at the top and a
push button and battery on the base of the

tube suitably secured in place, in order that
the gauge may be illuminated.

MAKING FLEXIBLE-CORD
COVERS.

Cut a strip of cloth, any kind and any
length, half an inch wide, fold it length-

wise as in Fig. 1, with the wrong side out
if there is a wrong side, and sew a line of
machine stitch down the side as shown.
Don't try to sew too near the edge.

Next, run a piece of stout twine thru
with a tape needle, as shown in Fig. 2.

When thru, gather the upper edge of your
cloth tube together, as in Fig. 3, and sew
it to the piece of twine. Don't try to tie

your twine, as that makes rather too large

a knot to start thru easily.

Now hold the other end of the twine in

one hand (or if your tube is very long, tie

it to a door-knob) and with the other hand
work the puckered end down inside, with

a motion like pulling on a glove-finger,

(Fig. 4). Once started, there is not the
slightest difficulty.

Fig. 5 shows the end of the operation,
with the completed tube coming thru, right
side out, with the seam concealed, and with
the extra flap serving to stuff the tube and
make it plump and round. The conductor,
composed of a dozen braided wires from
your old Ford secondary, is run thru with
the tape needle, and there you are. Cost
per yard, exactly $0.00.

I have a particular affection for this in-

vention because I had a dollar on it once
—about the only dollar I ever did wring
from Science. The stenographer was aim-
ing to replace a broken belt-loop on her vel-

vet coat, and was stumped to know how the
tailor had got the seam inside. Recogniz-
ing my old process, I was explaining it to
her, when the boss came in and bet me a
dollar I couldn't do it. The girl made the
tube, I ran the string, manipulated a second,
and "Psst !" thru it went, like a rat two
jumps ahead of the feline. The boss
handed over his dollar, while the stenog-
rapher said something which in polite

such cases will be very turbid and in a state

resembling fermentation.
Contributed by ARTHUR SCHALLER.

Pst! An Alcove Secret! Our Friend Reed
Tells Us How the Tailors Got the Seam

Inside.

ladies' language is equivalent to—"Well,
I'll be d d !"

Contributed by THOMAS REED.

ANOTHER STORM GLASS OR
BAROSCOPE.

Potassium nitrat Gr. 30
Ammonium chlorid Gr. 36
Absolute alcohol Fl. Br. 6
Alcohol Fl. Dr. 6

Put the mixture into a bottle 18 inches
in length and % inch in diameter, and cover
the mouth with a piece of perforated
plaster.

If the weather is to be fair the insoluble

matter will settle at the bottom of the tube,

while the liquid remains pellucid ; but previ-

ous to a change for rain, the compound will

gradually rise, the fluid remaining trans-

parent. Twenty-four hours before a storm
or very high wind the substance will be
partly on the surface of the liquid, appar-
ently in the form of a leaf ; the fluid in

NEARLY PERFECT — WHAT
1/1000TH INCH ACCURACY

MEANS.
Such is the perfection of modern ma-

chinery that l/1000th of an inch is a large
error in metal working, tho a sixty-fourth
of an inch was near enough for the crafts-
man of fifty years ago. Optical goods, like

lenses and prisms can now be made with
surfaces accurate to 1/S0,000th of an inch
without undue difficulty, and for the most
exacting purposes of scientific research it is

possible to make a flat or curved surface to

an accuracy of one millionth of an inch.

But even such marvelous accuracy as this

falls far short of theoretical precision. If

the most perfect mirror could be magnified
until the molecules became visible, it would
appear anything but flat. In fact, when
X-rays were discovered this form of radia-
tion appeared not to be subject to regular
reflection like a beam of light falling upon
a mirror. This has since been found to be
due to the fact that the most perfectly pol-
ished surface is relatively rough to the ex-
ceedingly short waves of X-rays, just as a
sheet of paper is rough to ordinary light,

and so reflects it diffused.

Contributed by H. J. GRAY.

PREPARATION OF PYROMORPHIC
CARBON.

Pyromorphic carbon is a substance which
takes fire spontaneously. It is prepared
from lead tartrat. To prepare the lead
tartrat mix solutions of tartaric acid and
lead acetat. Lead tartrat is precipitated.

This is filtered, washed and dried in the
air. Next an ampoule is prepared by draw-
ing out a test tube. (See diagram.) The
tartrat is now put in the ampoule and
heated until no more white fumes are
given off. It is then sealed at the constric-

tion before cooling. After it is thoroly
cooled and if the tip is broken off the sub-
stance when sprinkled out will burst into

flame before reaching the floor.

On heating, lead tartrat decomposes, leav-
ing lead and carbon. These are in such a
finely divided state that they absorb oxygen
—thereby bursting into flame.

LIGHTING A BUNSEN BURNER
WITHOUT MATCHES: If a crystal of
potassium chlorat is rubbed on the side of a

Test tube-, Finished ampoules

Lead tartrate

An Interesting Chemical Experiment Of
Spontaneous Combustion.

safety match box, tiny sparks of flame will

result. This is due to the combustion of
the phophorous on the box with the oxygen
of the potassium chlorat.

Contributed by JOE BRENNAN.
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Storage-Battery Ventilation for
Submarines

(1,285,659; issued to Bruce Ford)
A means of ventilating the battery

cells to the exterior of the shell of
a submarine whether submerged or
on the surface, and an automatic way

of accomplishing this object. Each
one of the cells is closed and a vent
pipe is connected to its interior,
which is arranged to discharge thru
and to the outside of the boat. An
arrangement of inlet and outlet
valves and an air pump regulates the
discharge of the gases, acid, electro-
lyte, etc., that may escape from the
cells by accident. Also a means of
air circulation is provided around
and between the cells for regulating
the battery temperature.

Electrolytic Process
(1,282,262; issued to Matthew M.

Merritt)

A new improvement in the manu-
facture of copper or other metallic
sheets by electro-deposition on a
rotating cathode. By proper correla-
tion of the proportion of the surface
of the cathode which is immersed,
to the speed at which the cathode
is rotated, the formation of rough
deposits on the deposited sheet
caused by liberated hydrogen may be

reduced to a minimum. Also the
burning of the deposits by the use
of a high current density may be
eliminated, while maintaining that
rapid rate of deposit which results

from a high current density. Also
the coarsely crystalline formation of

the sheet which results from a high
amperage during the deposit, may be
avoided by the use of an oily or
greasy coating over the surface of
the mandrel, which is preferably
treated with mercury.

Annealing Metal Wire by
Electricity

(1,285,887; issued to Herbert Alex-
ander, Wyndham T. Vint and Ar-

thur Imbery)

Annealing and tempering of travel-

ing steel and other metal wire has,
previously been accomplisht by its

being made to form a part of an
electric circuit, the ohmic resistance
of the wire with the requisite amount
of current flowing automatically
producing the desired heat. This
invention improves on this process
in that it consists of a means for

the gradual heating of the wire when
first entering the apparatus or after
emerging from a cooling bath there-

in, or at both stages of the process.

A periodicity of over 25 cycles per
second is of advantage in overcom-
ing the tendency to the production
of any electrolytic phenomena which
may occur.

Collapsible Wireless Telegraph
Pole

(1,285,940; issued to Leon Choda-
kowski)

Atta-Boy, Leon! Why didn't you
think of this before the war, Now
we don't need it, thanks to Mr.
Roger's underground radio. A wire-
less telegraph pole of the collapsi

ble type for elevating the wireless
antenna. It consists of a flexible

and inflatable bag adapted for ar-

rangement in pole formation when
inflated and carrying wires near the
top. The device is so made as to
be readily filled with gas and emp-
tied as desired. A means of carry-
ing the gas in tanks with the signal
corp section may be provided for
the filling of the bag, or comprcst
air may be used.

Means for Recording Sounds
(No. 1,286,259, issued to Thomas A.

Edison)
This invention relates to an im-

proved method of recording sounds.
Its object is the making of records
for talking pictures. Where only a
single horn is used to catch the
sound waves a very poor impression
is received on the record and many
of the sound waves are not caught
at all. In this invention the sound
waves are collected at a plurality

of points which are so separated as

to extend over the field or scene. It

also intensifies the impulses before
they reach the recording device. A
number of microphones and the re-

ceivers are connected in series while
the battery and the primaries of the
induction coils, corresponding in

number to the receivers, are also in

series with each other and the micro-

phones. The secondaries of the in-

duction coils are in series with each
other and the recorder. Therefore
no matter on what part of the stage
a performer may be, a recorder wdl
always be near and enable a com-
plete record of the sound waves to

be taken.

Apparatus for Treatment of
Magnetic Ore

(No. 1,286,247, issued to Edward W.
Davis)_

A device whereby it is possible to

demagnetize magnetite ores, found in

certain sections of the country. By
means of this process it becomes
readily possible to quickly classify
the various grades of the ore. A
hopper having an open top into
which the ore is discharged thru a
spout. This hopper also has an in-

clined conical spout leading from it.

A coil encircles this cone thru which
an alternating current is past. This
conical shape has the effect of grad-
ually reducing the influence of the

alternating current on the magnetic
ore, and also prevents it from reach-
ing a neutral point. The finer par-

ticles float away over the edge of the
tank by the overflow of excess water
and are remagnetized, while the
heavier particles settle on the bottom
of the tank.

Stabilizer for Flying-Machines

(No. 1,286,860, issued to Frank
White)

A simple appliance to be used
with any type of airplane for auto-
matically controlling the balancing
surfaces of the machine, thereby re-

lieving the aviator to that extent.
It comprises a hollow spherical body
in two sections, with a liquid-tight

joint between the top and bottom.
It is adapted to contain water or
other liquid, and is suspended by

upwardly extending arms from the
hangers. The arms are connected
by means of pivots so as to enable
the body to swing in any normal
direction of flight the 'plane might
assume. Any shift of this spherical

body tends to raise or lower a disc

which floats on the surface of the
liquid and this shifting disc auto-
matically adjusts the planes and
keeps the machine in equilibrium.

Wireless Apparatus and Method
Therefor

(1,279,850; issued to William Du-
bilier)

The apparatus consists of a sim-
ple, light weight electromagnetic
vibrator intended to produce oscil-

lations. As a closed circuit condi-
tion exists at starting the oscilla-

tions, a high primary potential is

not necessary, and therefore a direct
current source of energy of low volt-

age is sufficient to operate the appa-
ratus. It operates most efficiently

when the period of vibration of
the spring of the vibrator is in a se-

lected ratio to the natural frequency
of the oscillating circuit; that is to

say, when such period of vibration

MW-r-aO-n
V

is either equal to or a harmonic of
the natural frequency of the oscil-

lating circuit.

Target Apparatus
(1,286,215; issued to Clarence II.

Brainard)
Each plunger is so set in the tar-

get that it immediately absorbs all

the kinetic energy of the bullet on
impact and then drops the bullet
into a receptacle. At the same time
the movement of the plunger actu-

ates an indicator by closing a switch
arranged in the path of the moving
plunger, and electrically connected
in the circuit with one or more an-
nunciators, properly numbered.

Process and Apparatus for Induc-
ing and Stimulating Rainfall

(1,284,982; issued to John G. Bal-
sillie)

An electrical conductor is used to
form a path for the flow of energy
between earth and clouds. The lower
end of such conductor being con-
nected to the earth and the upper
end having a terminal of electrically
conductive material. To secure ef-
fective connection between earth

and clouds it is necessary to have
the upper terminal consisting of a
freat number of fine metallic points,
or practical purposes this upper

terminal consists of a mat or fabric
sheet of considerable surface, with
a great multiplicity of electrically
conductive points, and its area is

two to ten square yards.
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Our Amateur Laboratory Contest is open to all readers, whether subscribers or not. The photos are judged for best arrangement and efficiency of the appa-
ratus. To increase the interest of this department we make it a rule not to publish photos of apparatus unaccompanied by that of the owner. Dark photos pre-
ferred to light-toned ones. We pay $3.00 prize each month for the best photo. Address the Editor, "With the Amateurs" Dept.

"Amateur Electrical Laboratory" Contest
THIS MONTH'S $3.00 PRIZE WINNER— E. J. J. GOBRECHT

THE accompanying photograph shows the laboratory of this month's prize winner, E. J. J. Gobrecht, who has certainly one of the most inter-

esting that we have had submitted for some time. Everything is systematic, and there is sufficient space to have a place for everything and
everything in its place. At the extreme right may be seen an^ elaborate switchboard containing several knife switches as well as a specially

made heavy current rheostat, current meter, switchboard lamp, testing lamps, telephone transmitter, etc. Storage batteries can be charged from
this switchboard when desired, and several of them may be seen on the laboratory bench in the background. The table in the foreground contains
an electrolytic interrupter cperating a spark coil, a pair of home-made Leyden jars and a small Oudin high frequency coil having a primary wound
with copper ribbon. Several small dynamos and miscellaneous tuning coils, loose couplers and rheostats are to be seen about the laboratory
showing that the owner has been actively interested in the theoretical and practical study of electricity and wireless. The usual collection of
"miscellaneous" comprises telephone parts, boxes of screws and nails, wet battery elements, chemicals, etc. A goodly assortment of tools are on
hand for the construction of the various apparatus which the author happens to be interested in. Note the beautiful model of a monoplane
suspended in front of the central window of the laboratory, also the partly constructed model airplane fuselage on the floor just under the
center table. Also do not miss the large sketch of Dr. Nikola Tesla on the rear wall, presumably enlarged and sketched from the supplement
given with the "Electrical Experimenter" several years ago. There is a phonograph in the laboratory to stimulate ideas at odd moments when
the owner's "think tank" goes dry. This is a good specimen of what the average American boy can do in making up an attractive and useful
work-shop in which to try out his ideas and supplement his theoretical studies with the actual application of the principles involved.—E. J. J,
Gobrecht, Hanover, l'a.

HONORABLE MENTION (1 Year's Subscription to the "ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER") —WM. H. MOORE
x GIVE herewith contents of my laboratory. Among the usual requisites of such a laboratory there are: 1 K.W. high frequency outfit, a Mignon
I audion cabinet, 15,000 meter coupler, together with smaller couplers, 'phones, storage battery and condensers. I also have a motor-generator

set with which I charge my own and other batteries. The chemical division I think, is fairly complete. It contains a retort, pipettes, a burette,
flasks, beakers and all reagents necessary for any ordinary experiment or analysis,—also tripod, ring stand, porcelain crucible, evaporating dishes,
mortar and pestle, U-tube, drying tubes, conical and cylindrical graduates, hydrometers, balance, etc. The electrical division contains among
other things, several motors, magnetos, etc., also an arc light, resistance step-down transformer, telephone transmitter and that inevitable collec-

tion of miscellaneous articles commonly known to the profession as "junk." I also have a set of Marconi-Victor Code Records and receive
at a speed of from 15 to 20 words per minute.—Win. H. Moore, Charleston, W. Va.
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Science in Slang

A
QUEER man you will find him, Cap-

tain A. J. Stokes, deep and studi-

ous, yet a man of the world of
sport and levity. He has nosed
into every port in the seven seas

and has seen the Amazon River looking
east. It is needless to say he is independ-

"Benny Franklin, the Lightning-rod Kid."

ently wealthy. Yet it is evident that he has
a speaking acquaintance with the more seri-

ous things of life, and has thumbed the

pages of History and Science in his speedy
course of life.

To-night he sat across the fireside from
me at the club. In his hand he held a copy
of a current electrical periodical. Seeing
this, I ventured to ask, "What have you
framed up in your noggin as being the right

dope on the origin, use, nature and future
of Electricity?"

He looked over at me and smiled a quaint
smile. "That was just the sort of thing I

was thinking of, the nature and future of
the something we are wont to call 'Elec-

tricity'—but how happened,you to ask?"
"Oh, I don't know," Ljw&lied ; "I was just

wondering about it mysfrf^—and I just won-
dered what you entertainerl'as to it."

"This Tiled Roof—the Hon. W. Gilbert—Is
Guilty of the Term 'Electricity'."

1. From Amber to Juice

By Emerson Easterling

ILLUSTRATED BY THE AUTHOR

"I have smoked a carload of Havanas
over this subject,"—he lit a cigar and lolled

back in his chair
—"from books and men 1

have gained some certain amount of knowl-
edge concerning our 'Juice'.

"Way back in the dawn of History, when
the dim diffused light of the dawning day of
experience made its vague appearance thru
the hydrous canopy that surrounded our
terrestrial abode, the unknown force mani-
fested itself before unseeing eyes. Accord-
ing to some authorities, we are not in-

formed of any observations until a Thales
of Miletus, only six hundred years before
Christ, carved his discoveries of the funny
things that amber would do when rubbed.
"Also a bird by the name of Theophras-

tus, who seemed to be an authority on gems,
noted that when he shined some of his

sparklers on his pant— (oh, excuse me!
That duck wore a tablecloth) that the said

sparkler would attract small objects like

pith balls and lint from his culinary garb.

Besides Thales and Rastus and a very few
other guys who were 'on', old Jupe himself
made the pith balls animated by the fac-
tional performance engendered by light-

ning.

"Mike Faraday, Who Successfully 'Vamped'
Dame Electra Out of a Bunch of Her Dark-

est Secrets."

"Funny it took so long from Creation
before the old timers 'got hep' to those pri-

mary examples, isn't it? But I suppose that
is what the bunch that will be here years
anon will say of we present moderns.
"Of course Cleopatra must have drawn

sparks from the red nose of some enamored
Gaul when she shuffled across the Persian
rug and did a Can-can before the Hun's
grandad, some spicey morning on a winter
visit up in Gallia. We know that it was
static electricity, but the Egyptian Boss
didn't. Neither did the Dutchman. As for
that bird—it probably struck him as a se-

vere charm of his friend, Miss Ptolemy,
esq. Had you been there and slipt her
the 'info' that it was what we haye chris-
tened 'Electricity' that caused the prickling
spark to play betwen Her Royal Ilium and
Dutch's crimson beak, she would have
looked at you as foolishly as could have

been possible for such a sagacious female
as the daughter of the Nile to look, and
perhaps confess that you were talking rag-

time to her. She might proffer the chatter,

were she in the mood, that as near 'Elec-

tricity' as she could come was the Greek
noun rfKeKTpav and the Latin Electrum, and

"Andy Ampere, Whom Thanks Are Due for
Such Latter-day Questions as: 'How Many

Amperes Has a Volt?'."

that they meant to her no more nor less

than AMBER! Here she would probably
jerk an amber dodangle from her enchant-
ing locks and sneer, 'How could this sting

me here!' clapping her jeweled digits on
an also jeweled hip, 'You are dismist from
court. Lack of evidence!' Whereupon
you would be forced to consider yourself

at bay. That was a way Cleo had about
her—right or wrong.

"Nevertheless you would be right and
Galvani would not be as skeptical as the
Queen. No doubt, he would swallow it

whole and believe you outright. Then he
iwould more than likely demonstrate his

recent discoveries on the freshly murdered
frogs and calves. Of course, the Bologna
physician was deluded. We all know that a
Prof, from the Pavian University had to

set the populace right after Doc's assertion
(Continued on page 812)

"Prof. Volta of WET Battery Fame. This
Bird Would Have Invented a DRY Battery
Sure as Nails, Even if He Had Lived in

'Bone-dry' America."
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Questions will be answered here for
Rules under which questions will

ink, no

The "Oracle" is for the sole benefit of all electrical experimenters,
the benefit of all, but only matter of sufficient interest will be publisht.
be answered:

1. Only three questions can be submitted to be answered.
2. Only one side of sheet to be written on; matter must be typewritten or else written

penciled matter considered.
3. Sketches, diagrams, etc., must be on separate sheets. Questions addrest to this department cannot

be answered by mail free of charge.
4. If a quick answer is desired by mail, a nominal charge of 25 cents is made for each question. If the questions entail considerable

research work or intricate calculations a special rate will be charged. Correspondents will be informed as to the fee before such questions
are answered.

COLLINS-SANCHEZ HIGH FRE-
QUENCY 3-INCH SPARK

APPARATUS.
(983) George Litty,

inquires :

Q. 1. In the Novem
the Electrical Experim
an article on "High F
and Apparata," by H. \<\

2 shows the circuit of
high frequency circuit,

have the following ques
the "Omcle":

(1) The resistance <

and how to construct it

West Phila.. Pa..

jer, 1915, issue of
enter you publisht
requency Currents
infield Secor. Fig.

a Collins-Sanchez
I would like to

tions answered in

f the magnet coil

Prim. Coil s turns *i4

D.CC. or enameledmap.
ivire eocfi turn spacea

ffog apart

Sec coif6f 40 layers of#ss

B&5. enameled' trire mlh one

layer of4 mil waxed
paper between.

Brass

_ I".

/Ill windings encased /n box filled tvitb

paraffin and beeswax

A/ptr cg/'t
,

Oad/n Co>l "i-'ifr

jfibrahr
j

©-

nor AC'orDC

© |
Pond

Prim Sec

This High Frequency Coil Operates on 110
Volts A. C. or D. C. It Produces a 3" Flam-
ing High Frequency Spark. The Interrupter
Coil Has an Iron Wire Core %" Diameter by
3'/2 " Long, Wound with a Coil 2'/2" Long of
No. 28 D. C. C. Magnet Wire. Outer Diam-
eter of Coil 1%". Vibrator Fitted with i/4

"

Diameter Silver Contacts. Condenser 5C
Sheets of Tinfoil 21/4" x 3</n", Placed between
Mica Sheets 6 Mils Thick and Measuring

3" by 4".

(2) The capacity of the condenser.

(3) The size of the Otidin coil.

A. 1. We give herewith diagram of the

Collins-Sanchez high frequency apparata,
including the dimensions of the interrupter

magnet, the condenser, and the proportions
of the Oudin high frequency coil, the latter

being best encased in a wax mould thoroly
surrounding it.

10,000 METER LOOSE COUPLER.
(984) Paul H. Gebser; Roseville, P. T.-

Cal., writes for data on a 10,000 meter
loose coupler.

A. 1. We give below data regarding the

construction of a loose coupler for 10,000

meters :

Primary, 8 x 12" wound full No. 24 s. c. c.

wire.

- ODD PHOTOS WANTED AT gj
$1.00 EACH!!!

g Now is the time to make your jj
B Kodak pay for itself in a real practi- jj
j cal zvay. We are after interesting jj

jj photographs of out-of-thc-ordinary jj= electrical, radio and scientific sub- ^§
j§ jeets and are -willing to pay $1.00 cash jj
jj for every one we can use. Please J

jj bear in mind that for half-tone re- ^
^ production in a magazine, a photo- S
Hi graph should be particularly sharp jj
jj and clear. Of course, if a subject jj
jj happens to interest us particularly jj
M iccll. zee can have the photo re- |j
j touched. For the general run of sub- B
g jects, hoivcver, it docs not pay to go jj
I to such expense. Therefore, please =
5 take pains to properly focus and ex- j
jj pose your pictures. It often happens jj
j| that a really mediocre subject well §j
j photographed wins approval over an j
j excellent subject poorly photographed. j3 And don't send us plate or film"nega- ^H fives"; send unmounted or mounted gj
jj "prints", preferably a light and dark ^
j one. j
S As to what to photograph : Well, j= that's hard for us to say. We leave j
jj that up to you, and every reader now jj
jj has the opportunity to become a re- jjB porter of the latest things in the realm Hj

^ of Electricity, Radio and Science, jj
Hi But, please remember— it's the "odd, jj
iB novel or practical stunts" that we are H!
^ interested in. Every photo submitted II

jj should be accompanied by a brief de- m
jjj scription of 100 to 150 words. Give j
jj the "facts"—don't worry about the |j
jj style. We'll attend to that. Enclose j=
= stamps if photos are to be returned H
^ and place a piece of cardboard in the jj
^ envelope with them to prevent mutt- WL
^ lation. Look around your town and jjj see what you can find that's inter- m
j csting. jj
j|jj

Address photos to—Editor "Odd jj
H Photos'', Electrical Experimenter, J
^ 233 Fulton Street, New York City. jj

!:i
- :!J. vi-

Secondary, 7Y> x \2y2 " wound full No.
30 s. c. c. wire for crystal detector.

For use with audion, wind full with one
layer of No. 34 s. c. c. wire.

NITROGEN RADIATOR FOR
ELECTRIC HEATING.

(985) Harry B. Genders, Wednesbury,

England, asks the Oracle Department:
Q. 1. I would be obliged if you would

give me a few particulars regarding the

Portable Electric Nitrogen Radiator, as

described on page 464 of November, 1918,

issue of "E. E." I presume the radiator is

simply filled with nitrogen at ordinary at-

mospheric pressure. I should like to know
if an ordinary hot water radiator could be
converted to one of the above type? Also
would it do if simply filled with air at at-

mospheric pressure? I suppose the effi-

ciency would not be as great as with ni-

trogen filling.

A. 1. With reference to converting an
ordinary hot water radiator to an electri-

cally heated type, most probably with a little

ingenuity you could do this, but, of course,

it will not be as efficient as the nitrogen
filled radiator. There are several electrical

radiators on the market on the principle of
the simple form as you suggest, i.e., com-
prising nothing more than a suitably pro-
tected and insulated electrical heating ele-

ment, which is caused to either heat up
water with which the radiator is filled, or
in some other way to produce heat in the

ordinarv manner.

LOW VOLTAGE, HIGH AMPERAGE
DYNAMO BRUSHES.

(986) John Voorhees, Jr., Kennett
Square, Pa., says

:

Q. 1. I have a low voltage, high amper-
age dynamo fitted with copper leaf brushes.

How can I apply carbon brushes?
A. 1. Concerning the replacement of the

copper leaf brushes on your small dynamo
by carbon or woven wire brushes, the ap-
pended diagram, we believe, will cover your
requirements very nicely. Many of these

small dynamos are successfully changed
over in this way. The brush holders being
either of the round or square pattern, should
be clamped or in some way secured to the
brush holder studs on your present rocker
arm. You can obtain the round type brass

brush holders complete with springs and
brushes from any electrical repair shop or
electric fan dealer.

mount

,

Dwmelaca//y
Opposite

Proper Setting of Carbon Brushes on Low
Voltage Dynamo, These Replacing Flat
Copper Brushes Which Did Not Prove

Satisfactory.

When the round type of brushes are used
{Continued on page 802)
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Test Lesson In
Draftsmanship

Send for this free lesson which explains
the Chicago "Tech" method of teaching
Draftsmanship by mail. Positions at big

salaries are now waiting for competent men.
Even draftsmen of limited training and
experience are snapped up and paid

good salaries. If you are dissatisfied

with your opportunities, learn Drafts-
manship. Chicago "Tech" will train you
in the most practical way in the short-

est time. Mail the coupon today and

let us tell you about
the Chicago "Tech"
method. The free

lesson will show
you how well
equipped you are to

follow Draftsmanship. Enroll
in the course only if you decide that you
can take it up to advantage. No cost,

no obligation on you to make this in-

vestigation. Send the coupon.

mmm
$25

to $100

a Week

mm

¥1

Draftsmen always command
good salaries. And now when

American industries are to be called up-
on to meet vast foreign and increased do

mestic demands, the opportunities are greater
han ever. This is the time for you to prepare
r a better position—a higher salary.

Come to the College or

Learn At Home
Hold you present position while training. Our experts will instruct

you by mail. Only your spare time is required. You are directly under
practical draftsmen and engineers. You are taught exactly the work

required in the drafting rooms of big concerns. No time put in on un-
necessary studies. This means thorough instruction and early graduation.

Easy Payments
The fees for Chicago "Tech" Courses are very moderate—and you can pay on easy
terms. And also, you obtain in a few months what it would take

several years to acquire by ordinary methods. You can get an early
start. You are soon ready to take a paying position and to quickly
get back the cost of your course. Then keep on earning more.

FREE Instruments
Every student of theChicago "Tech" mail course in Draftsmanship receives

this set of instruments, or a cash credit in case he already has a set. These
instruments are of the same make and sizes as are used by high salaried
experts in drafting rooms of factories, shops, railroads, etc. You use them

while learning— then take them right into your practical work. Lt

Auto and Gas Engine Course
All about automobile mechanism—its construction, operation and REPAIR—

taught by mail. You train directly under the Chicago "Tech" automobile ex-
perts. Splendid opportunities open now. Send coupon and get all the facts.

Learn All This in Spare Time
Principles of the Automobile.

Every point made clear about the basic
principles of propulsion—steam, gas and
electric cars. Power transmission systems
in pleasure and commercial cars, etc., etc.

Gasoline Engines. All about the_ les.
different types. A complete course in gas
engine construction, operation and repair.
Power Plants and Transmissions.

Application of power by 4-6-8-12 cylinder
entiines. Types of clutches, gears, drives,
axles, etc.

Carburetors and Fuel Supply
Systems. All methods demonstrated.
Fuel values. How to test. Gasoline and
air mixtures. Regulation, care and man-
agement, etc., etc., etc.
Lubrication and Cooling All

Know How to Find and Fix Troubles
Most complete instruction in auto repair work. Equips you for high pay or to start

business. Big demand for ti
"

This course makes you profk
competent men now availablWPITF Send the coupon and get catalog and all inf" * •*-•« about the Course, the small fee and th
All this sent on request. Mail coupon now.

about oils and how to test them. Splash
and circulating systems. Operation in dif-
ferent cars explained. Diagrams and tables.
Cooling systems completely illustrated,etc.

Batteries. Electrical principles ex-
plained. Instructive diagramsof wiringand
connections. Coils, condensers, vibrators,
etc., etc.
Magneto Ignition. Principles and

practical operation of various types and
systems with diagrams. Generation of cur-
rent. Field,armature, highand low tension,
all explained. Complete in every point.
Starting and Lighting Systems.

All modern methods. Starters—spark, me-
chanical, air, acetylene, electric, battery-
shown in detail with diagam.s and full ex-
planations. Charging. Motor and gener-
ator adjustments, etc., etc.

auto repair work. Equ .

ned repairmen and men who know how to inspect cars,
nt. Prepares you to take a job as an expert. Not enough

sy ter

Send the Coupon—Now
The sooner you are prepared the sooner you will be holding: a job that pays a large salary

and opens the way to advancement. Many executives, general managers and superin-
tendents began as draftsmen.

Other institutions ask you to pay first—and then to find out later how well qualified
you are for this profession. We send you the free lesson first and place you under no obli-

gation at all. Discover your qualifications before you pay anything.
The coupon

will bring theTest
Lesson, free. Al-
so information
about the profes-
sion of Drafts-
manship and de-
tailed facts about
Chicago "Tech"
methods, the fees,
terms, etc. Mark
with X the branch
you are interested in
—or if in doubt about
which course to
take, write a letter
stating facts about
yourself and asking
our advice which
will be freely given.
Mail either the cou-
pon or letter today.

Chicago Technical College
34S Chicago "Tech'

Chicago, 111.

Bldg.

CHICAGO TECHNICAL COLLEGE,
345 Chicago "Tech" Building, Chicago

Without obligation tome, please send me your FREE Test Lesson
other interesting literature covering the subject indicated below.

Mark X opposite work in which you are especially interested.

Architectural Drafting Plan-Reading—Building
D Machine Drafting Plan-Reading—Shop Men

Electrical Drafting O Estimating
Structural Drafting Surveying
Sheet Metal Drafting Map Drafting
Builders* Course Autos and G.s Engine.

College or Home Study'.' State which.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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Preserve Your
Phonograph Records!

A—Ordinary Steel Needle, new.

B—As the ordinary needle wears down,
owing to its taper form, it can no
longer fit the record groove per-
fectly and has a tendency to wear
the record.

C—Sonora Needle having parallel
sides. ALWAYS tits record groove
exactly and lengthens the record
life.

S«
tMSTOUHCMT Of Oonm

ClCAft AS A BEL

Semi-Permanent Silvered

NEEDLES
Replace steel needles!

They play 50 t<

without wear
100 time

tit' out.

Use Sonora Needles for mellow-
er tone, greater economy, con-
venience and for longer record
life.

Loud—Medium—Soft
30c. per card of 5

At all dealers or write.

j^onara: |) Iron entrap If

#alea (Hctntpany , Jnt.
GEOKGE E. BEKiHTSON, President

Executive Offices:

279 Broadway, De„t. G. New York
Use Sonora Needles on ail makes of steel

needle records

CAUTION ! Beware of similarly con-
structed needles of Inferior quality.

Build Your Own PHONOGRAPH,
It's Easy With Our Help — , SAVE
A r--\\ hours interesting work %BUi nt/rn
saves many dollars and gives h |B\ UVJbK
you a macliine exactly to suit Hft r s i i r>
your idea Is We furnish mo I »rs. f^^ji liALr
tone arms, case material, blue
prints and full instructions.
Plays any record. You can make
fine profit building phonographs
for your friends.

Write Todav for Our Free
Blue Print Offer. Agents
vanted for our ready built
Choraleons,

CHORALEON CO.
703 Monger Bldg., Elkhar., Ind.

Violin, Hawaiian Guitar

Ukulele, Guitar, Mandolin, Cornet or Banjo

Wonderful new system of teaching note masic by mail. To first

pupils in each locality, we'll give a $20 superb Violin. Mandolin,
Ukulele, Guitar, Hawaiian Guitar, Cornet or Banjo absolutely free.

Very email charge for lessons onlyexpense. We guarantee succes*

or no charge. Complete outfit free. Write at once—no obligation.

SLINGEBLAND SCHOOL OF MUSIC, Dept. 422, , CHICAGO, ILL

LANGUAGES
ON ALL PHONOGRAPHS

JICKLY
ARNED

SPANISH, FRENCH

ITALIAN.f TC.

Like learning a tune—and as easy." Oar Disc Records
repeat the correct accent and pronunciation until you
know it. Family and f riends enjov language study by the

LANGUAGE- PHONE METHOD
_ And Rosenthal's Practical Linsuistry

War haa created unjlmited opportunities for
those who know languages. Prepare now to
better your position or increase your bnsiness.
Used and recommended hy educators in leading
colleges. Write for booklet and Free Trial Offer.

THE LANGUAGE PHONE METHOD
931 Putnam Building. 2 W. 45th St.. N. Y.

THE ORACLE.
(Continued from page 800)

a sufficient number of them should be em-
ployed to take care of the comparatively
heavy current of these low voltage ma-
chines. Sometimes two or three can be
placed in a row on most of the small com-
mutators. Also a very good brush for this

machine, and one of the very best that the

Editor of this Department has come in con-
tact with in his extensive motor repair ex-
perience, is that having a special grafite-

carbon brush body about lj^" wide by Y%'
thick, with a woven wire core or center.

WINDINGS FOR SMALL A. C.
INDUCTION MOTOR.

(987) Harry Ostness, River Falls, Wis.,
asks

:

Q. 1. The diagram herewith shows an
induction motor which I wish to wind so
as to operate satisfactorily on 110 volts, 60
cycles, A. C. Can yovi give me data for
starting and running coils?

A. 1. With regard to your query con-
cerning the rewinding of a small 12 pole
A. C. induction motor, we are pleased to

give you the following sugestions on your
problem :

To start with you might try winding each
of the stator poles with a coil composed of
four layers of No. 20 D. C. C. magnet wire.

These coils are best wound on a form in a
small winding jig or in the lathe, and tied

commercial A. C. induction motors below
~%, h.p. in size. They are about thick
and have a slot in them so as to fit 'over the
half-projection of the pole shoe. One or
two laminations on either side of the pole
shoe are then bent over and hammered down
to retain the plate in position. The rotor
will revolve in the direction of the plates

;

to reverse the direction of the rotor, the

plates should be placed on the other half-

projection of the pole shoe so as to face
in the opposite direction, or else the stator

frame should be reversed in position. All

of the shading plates, of course, must be
placed on the same relative side of the
stator poles in any case. To reverse the
direction of a motor supplied with a start-

ing winding instead of shading plates, the
leads connecting this circuit to the 110 volt
supply are reversed.

THE ARMSTRONG AUDION
CIRCUIT.

(988) John M. Burrell, Pittsburgh, Pa.,

asks for

:

Q. 1. Data on condensers, inductances,
etc., for the "Armstrong" regenerative
audion circuit.

A. 1. Herewith is a typical Armstrong
regenerative receiving circuit. As all di-

mensions are given in the diagram, we
deem it unnecessary to go into further de-
tails.

mm
f
S8 5 CC

c .oojmf

YC oooj mf
Auction

s'd'an so ''ong
rs2 s c :

40 60 VOlt DOf
{flashlight ce//s)

Arrangement of Armstrong Regenerative Audion Circuit for Receiving Undamped Signals.
The Dimensions of Inductances and Capacities Are Given in the Figure.

by means of four springs, one in each cor-

ner of the form so as to hold the coil in

shape. In repair shop practise, these coils

are sometimes wound on a form in the

manner mentioned, and afterward taped

with white cotton or linen tape, using nar-

row tape in this instance, or if only a wide
tape can be -obtained, then this should be

split. The coils may be given a coat of

black asphaltum, but in most cases a piece

of fish paper is placed around the pole-

piece and the coil then placed over this,

and after all the coils are in place, the

windings are treated with a liberal coat of

orange shellac. All of these running coils

should be connected to give alternate north
and south poles.

Regarding the starting coils, these may
be composed of about 20 turns of No. 26

D. C. C. magnet wire, wound on a form so

as to slip over one side of the pole-face.

Then all coils are connected up in series

to give alternate north and south poles. It

may be said that the running coils and the

starting coils are connected up in two cir-

cuits ; the starting coils being invariably-

provided with an automatic centrifugal

switch mounted on the shaft of the rotor

so as to open the circuit as soon as the

motor has attained synchronous speed.

In this conection, we believe you will do

very well to try the copper or brass shading

plates which are also extensively employed.

These are used on a number of the

ARC WELDING QUERIES.

(989) Wm. S.
,
Torrington, Conn.,

writes

:

Q. 1. Can arc welding be done with
regular city lighting circuit of 110 volts

A. C. rectified to D. C. ? Would^common
iron wire resistance be sufficient or would
a special low voltage transformer be neces-
sary?

Q. 2. Can oxygen be produced by the
electrolysis of water by 110 volt D. C. ?

Would a solution of acid be necessary to

act as a conductor? Would the oxygen be
pure enough to use for welding, brazing
or burning out carbon in motors? Could
any useful amount be had?

A. 1. Concerning arc welding you will

find very valuable information on this work
contained in a recent paper by Mr. Horner
on the electric welding of steel ships read
before the Philadelphia Section of the
American Institute of Electrical Engineers.
Copy of this paper can be obtained by men-
tioning the subject and the author, and
writing to the Secretary, Mr. F. L. Hutchin-
son, A. I. E. E., 33 W. 39th Street, New
York City.

Also you will find a very good article on
this subject in the December issue of the
Electrical Experimenter. A typical arc
welding outfit is illustrated and described
therein, including A. C. motor and D. C.

(Continued on page 804)

You benefit bv mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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Humanize
Your

Talking Machine
If you have been using an ordinary reproducer on

your phonograph or talking machine, you have been

missing the real music. You have failed to hear the

beautiful overtones which musicians listen for—you

have heard but a poor imitation of the composition

as originally played or sung by the artist. The true

tone coloring is not

—

can not be—faithfully repro-

duced by ordinary reproducers.

It took ten years of hard study and constant experimenting

to develop and perfect the one reproducer that does faithfully

bring to life all there is in the record. It is called the

Ellis "Music-Master" Reproducer
Now being used by thousands of music-lover owners of ta

machines—and every one of them enthusiastic in

praise of its wonderful merits

Below we reproduce just a few of the thousands of unsolicited testimonial letters we have

Read them—they are more convincing than anything we could tell you.

Iking

received.

What Satisfied Users Say
MR. J. H. ELLIS,

Milwaukee. Wis.
My Dear Mr. Ellis:

—

It is delightful to listen to records played with your Music-
Master" Reproducer; it brings out certain niceties and details I had
decided could not be recorded or else not reproduced.
Your reproducer certainly is a marvel.
Last week when Galli Curci sang here with the Chicago Opera

Company it was necessary for me to explain to one of my advanced
students that it was not Galli Curci, in person, singing in your
laboratory next to our "Studios" but one of her records played with
your "Music-Master" reproducer.

This proves that the little invention speaks for itself which should
be very gratifying to you.
Wishing you success, I remain,

Very truly yours.

FLEETWOOD A. DIEFENTHAELER, Director.

A Chicago customer says

—

"Your latest Ellis "Music-Master" Reproducer reached me several
days ago and I have tried it out in every shape and form and it

is simply a revelation, a wonder, a thing of beauty and a joy
forever. I am delighted beyond my fondest dreams. I tried one of
Caruso's hardest records with the loud steel needle, also my hardest
band records and never a blur or discordant note.

"I spend my spare time enjoying the marvels of the "Music-Master"
and the longer I use it the harder it is to stop. We have never
enjoyed our records as completely."

One enthusiastic user says

—

"There is more music in my records than I imagined possible
until I discovered it by means of your Reproducer."

Another user says

—

"The "Music-Master" Reproducer brings out the musical and
tone coloring true to Life."

And another

—

"The reproduction of the human voice is wonderful and the
rendition of violin as true to the artist's performance as when making
the record even to the down touch of the bow."

Still another says

—

"I would not sell my Ellis "Music-Master" for a thousand dollars
unless I first got another equally good."

J. H. ELLIS, Patentee and Manufacturer

P. O. Box 882 MILWAUKEE. WIS.

You must hear the "Music-Master"
to appreciate its great merit

Words cannot convey to you an adequate idea of how much
this wonderful little device will do to improve the playing
of records. You must see it—hear it—compare the effect

with any and all other reproducers you know of; then you
will understand why every music-lover owner of a phonograph
who hears the "Music-Master" Reproducer wants to own one.

For all machines

—

Plays all Records
No matter what style, size or make of talking machine you

have if it uses disc records you can use the Ellis "Music-
Master" and enjoy the real music. The "Music-Master" is

easily put on any machine—it does not harm the records;
in fact it prolongs their life, because it is much lighter in
weight than other reproducers.

Write Today for Full Details
Fill out and mail the coupon below. If you will also enclose

10c in stamps, I will send you a valuable little booklet en-
titled "Pointers on the Care of Talking Machines and Rec-
ords." But, send the coupon for full details about the "Music-
Master" Reproducer whether or not you wish the booklet.

MAIL THIS COUPON NOW!
H. ELLIS,
P. O. Box 882, Milwaukee, Wis.

[ |

Please send me full information aboutme
Ellis "Music-Master

the

Reproducer.

| |

I enclose 10c in stamps. Please send me you"
booklet "Pointers on the care of Talking Ma-
chines and Records."
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City State
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If You
Need

Training
Read
This

.Guarantee

We guarantee at any time daring
the first year of your enrollment^ to
refund the entire amount paid ifim'
medial ely upon the completion of lO
examinations you notify the school
you are not satisfied with the Course

SOUNDS convincing, doesn't it?

Better still, it means if we make
good, YOU MUST. More than

that, it show's we're confident in our
ability to fit you for the Big Job—and
the pay you'd like to get. If you
want to succeed, but are handicapped
by the lack of training, NOW is the
time to make us MAKE GOOD. We
can't come to you—but the Coupon
below will bring us together in such
a way that you can't lose a cent.

We're ready to make good. YOU
CAN IF YOU WANT TO.

NO SIRING TO OUR OFFER
There's no quibbling about the American
School guarantee. You're either satisfied or
you are not. After the tenth examination, if

you feel that you are not getting practical,
money-making instruction, knowledge you
can cash in on, simply notify us you are not
satisfied with the Course and you are not
out one cent. We accept students on no other
basis but that of satisfaction or money back.

IT'S YOUR NOVE
You've read our Guarantee—you know that
training will pave the way for promotion
and better pay—you know you can't hope to
really get anywhere without specialized in-

instruction—so why not GET IT? The first

move for a bigger and better future is to
check and mail the Coupon. We'll promptly
mail you Free Bulletin and full details of
Money-Back Guarantee.

AMERICAN SCHOOL
Or CORRESPONDENCE

Dept. G7443 CHICAGO, U. S. A.

] \)m Explain how I can qualify
for the position checked.

..High School Course .....Shop Superintendent

..Electrical Engineer Lawyer

..Telephone Engineer Business Manager

..Architect Auditor

..Draftsman and Designer Certified Public Accountant

..Building Contractor .....Stenographer

..Structural Engineer Bookkeeper
.Mechanical Engineer Fire Insurance Adjuster
Civil Engineer Sanitary Engineer
..Steam Engineer Automobile Engineer

Address..

ELECTRICAL
,n experience of more than
of ambition and limited ti

ENGINEERING
lotions. Theoretical an<
Steam and Gas Engines

INONEYEAR

training again open tu
civilians. Over 3000 men
trained for electrical in-

dustries in experience of more than a quarter of a century
For men of ambition and limited time. Condensed course in
Electrical

enables
graduates
to secure

good positions and promotions. Theoretical and Practical
Electricity. Mathematics, Steam and Gas Engines, Mechani-
cal Drawing. Students
construct dynamos, in-
stall wiring and test

electrical machinery. Course with diplo-
ma, complete.
Thoroughly equipped fireproof dormitories,
dining hall, laboratories, shops.
Write for catalog. 27th year opens October
1, 1919.

BLISS ELECTRICAL SCHOOL
260 Takoma Avenue, Washington, P. C.

(3 m
c
T°o MOVING PICTURE BUSINESS

Small Capital Starts You
i our easy payment plan. Begin
now and get your share. We sell

everything. Write today.

Atlas Moving Picture Co.
Dept 49 538 S. Dearborn St., Chicago

THE ORACLE.
(Continued from page 802)

generator, as well as regulating inductances
for controlling the arc voltage, which is

about sixty to seventy volts usually.

A. 2. With reference to producing elec-

trolytic oxygen from water, would advise
that this is done right along commercially,
and full information as to the apparatus
used may be obtained by communicating
with the International Oxygen Company,
New York City.

This method of producing oxygen (as

well as hydrogen) by passing a direct cur-

rent thru vats containing water is used in

the Army Balloon Corps ; the lighter or
hydrogen gas being used in this case for

filling the balloons while the oxygen is used
for oxy-acetylene welding outfits, flame
throwers, etc.

The method of producing the gas consists

in increasing the conductivity of the water
by adding sodium bicarbonat or sulfuric

acid, and a series of multiple and alter-

nately charged, perforated metal plates are
immersed in the water, one set of plates

being positive and the other negative. Hy-
drogen gas collects at the cathode or nega-
tive pole, and oxygen gas at the anode or
positive pole. You would do well in this

connection to look up any chemistry book
and also refer to some of the back lessons

of the "Experimental Chemistry" course
publisht monthly in the Electrical Ex-
perimenter, where this electrolytic ap-
paratus has been described.
The production of the two gases

causes the decomposition of the water
into its constituent elements due to the
passage of current thru the water. The
large electrolytic generator used at the
Army Balloon School at Fort Omaha,
uses bicarbonate of soda. The weight
of the oxygen gas liberated by a cer-
tain quantity of electricity will be about
eight times that of the hydrogen gas, but
the oxygen gas will occupy only one-half
the space that the hydrogen gas occupies,

since a given volume of hydrogen gas is

approximately one-sixteenth as heavy as

the same volume of oxygen gas, and as a

result the volume of gas collected in the
negative electrode chamber will be prac-

tically twice the volume of gas collected in

the positive electrode chamber.

BOOK REVIEW*!

THE MAINTENANCE OF WIRELESS
TELEGRAPH APPARATUS, by Percy
W. Harris. Cloth bound, pocket size, 4^4
inches by 7Y\ inches, 127 pages, illus-

trated. Publisht by The Wireless Press,

Ltd., London. Price 90 cents.
A handy pocket manual primarily intended for

the radio operator aboard ship who usually handles
Marconi equipment and as such it serves its pur-

pose. Much of the material has been covered in

many other previous works on this subject so that

a partial list of the contents will serve to give an
idea of the ground covered. General information,
such as the care of the wireless cabin, taking over
the apparatus, inspections, etc. Preparing installa-

tions for laying up, transmitting apparatus, marine
switchboards and their care, motor starters, con-
verters, keys, transformers, condensers, disc dis-

chargers, receiving apparatus, the care of the same,
also the replacing of parts, the aerial and its fit-

tings, the lead-in and the care of insulators.

A very complete chapter on the storage battery-

is included, which explains how to take care of

the battery while in actual use
;
also some remarks

on storing away the battery if it is to be taken out
of service for any length of time. A brief con-
cluding chapter treats on the Marconi wavemeter
and its adaption to the measurements aboard ship,

such as the wave length of the transmitted and in-

coming wave lengths.
This book is very brief in its explanations and

presupposes on the part of the reader a previous
knowledge of the theory of radio circuits and ap-

paratus. Similar books have appeared on this side

of the Atlantic which have been much broader fn

scope so far as the commercial ship radio equipment
is concerned at any rate.

MODERN WIRING DIAGRAMS AND
DESCRIPTIONS FOR ELECTRICAL
WORKERS, by Horstmann & Tousley.
298 pages, 207 illustrations, size 6% x 4]/2
inches. Cloth bound $1.00, leather bound
$1.50. Publisht by Frederick J. Drake &
Company, Chicago, 111.

This work forms a tried and true friend of the
electrician and wireman. There are over two
hundred diagrams of electrical apparatus covering
every conceivable device with which the every-day
electrician will come in contact with and be called
upon to connect up, including diagrams and con-
nections for various types of bell and telephone
circuits, including the inter-communicating system
so widely used in residences and offices. One
section deals with connections of telegraph instru-
ments and diagrams are given showing the con-
nections for the electrical writing instrument known
as the "Telautograph." Other sections deal with
the connections of X-ray and gas lighting appara-
tus, primary batteries, storage cells, locating faults
on circuits, electric lighting circuits and arrange-
ments for two and three-way switching, house, and
office building wiring, theater lighting, etc., etc.

Other descriptive chapters, together with com-
plete wiring connections, are given covering arc
lamps, the TNTernst lamp, the Cooper-Hewitt lamp,
etc. Recording wattmeter hook-ups are given as
well as "demand meters"; diagrams, also circuits
for shunt and compound-wound motors, automatic
starters, drum controller connections, street car
hook-ups, electric automobile circuits, direct cur-
rent and alternating current dynamo and switch-
board connections, the action and connection of
motor-generator compensators, transformers, switch-
boards, ground detectors, storage battery charging
panels—with and without boosters, testing of cir-

cuit troubles and the use of the Wheatstone bridge,
wiring tables giving the size of wire for various
loads and circuit runs, et cetera. The closing chap-
ter treats on electric signs, flashers and display
lighting.

THE BOY'S BOOK OF SUBMARINES,
by A. Frederick Collins. Cloth covers,
illustrated, 220 pages, size 5 x 7y2 inches.

Publisht by Frederick A. Stokes Com-
pany, New York. Price $1.35.

A most interesting exploring trip into the How
and Why of the submarine in plain everyday lan-
guage that we may all read and understand. The
important part played by this work is that it

gives the uninitiated a clear and comprehensive
digest of just how the "terror of the seas" operates
and functions.
From the theory to the completed submarine

each detail is carefully explained as the following
list of contents shows.
The First of the Submarines—How to Make and

Work a Model Submarine—How a real Submarine
is Made and Works—The Heart of the Submarine
—Making and Shooting the Torpedo—Making the
Submarine Deadlier—The Wonderful "Eye" of the
Submarine—The Marvelous Tongue and Ears of
the Submarine—The Crew of the Submarine—How
the Submarine Attacks—The New Submarine
Chasers, the Last Word in Submarines.
The chapter devoted to the periscope is very

thoro and clearly illustrates the principle on which
it works. Directions _ are given for the construc-
tion of a model periscope much on the line of
those in practical use.

'

Methods of signaling play an important part in

the successful operations of the under-sea boat
and these various means are given a great deal
of attention. Particularly we might mention Radio
—Semaphore—The Submarine Bell—and the con-
ductivity or under-water "Wireless" which operates
on a system of copper plates—induction coils,

phones and a current source.
It is a very neat volume and the author has

evidently done his best to enable fne layman and
experimenting youngster to grasp the mysteries of

the U-Boat. Deserving of mention is the chapter
on how to construct a real live working model that

will make all these principles clear.

MILITARY SIGNAL CORPS MAN-
UAL, by J. Andrew White. Cloth bound.
562 pages, 260 illustrations, size 5 x 7 l/2

inches. Publisht by Wireless Press; Inc.,

New York. 1918. Price $1.50.

An interesting and practical volume which has
undoubtedly been of great aid to all Signal Corps
men during the war and which will find a place
in peacetime activities of the Army.

Each and every detail, such as personnel, or-

ganization, drill instruction, various components of

the different branches of a corps are described fully

so that a beginner has a wealth of information at

hand. Nothing is too small to escape mention,
nothing is omitted.
A partial list of the contents will serve to give

the scope of this work—The Signal Corps' relation

to the line of the Army—Aircraft—Government
and Administration—Commands and Signals

—

Physical Training—Instruction with Arms—The
Company Mounted and Dismounted—Field Signal

Troops—The Wire Company—The Radio Com-
pany—Telegraph Company—Reviews—Inspection

—

Manual of the Saber. A most complete chapter
is devoted to technical instruction and apparatus,
covering fundamentals of electro-magnetism, bat-

(Continued on page 829)
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Electrical Books ff

NowBrought toYourHome

!

7 Big Volumes—Written by 27 Great

Authorities—Yours for 7 Cents a Day

Partial Contents

Vol. I. Elements of Electricity:

Magnets-- Electromagnets. The
Electric Current: Resistance—Un-
derwriters Requirements— Power
Stations and Equipments — Ontside

Wiring—High Tension—Special In-

stallations—Electrical Measure-
ments: Instruments—Measuring
Methods: Resistance Iusulation--

Distribution Systems — Watt -Hour
Meters : Construction, Installation,

Testing.

Vol. 13. Dynamo Electric Mach-
inery: Magneto Electric Induction

— Generators — Construction— Prac-

tical Design. Types of Generators
and Motors: Direct and Alternating

Generators and Motors. Motor Gen-
erators—Induction Motors,

Vol. III. Direct Current Motors:

Efficiency—Torque—Speed—Power--

Multi-Voltage Systems. Manage-
ment of Dynamos and Motors: D.

C. and A. C. Plants—Lighting: In- .

candescentLamps—Tungsten Lamps
—Nitrogen Filled and MercuryVapor
— Arc Lamps — Residence — Photo-

metry.

Vol. IV. Alternating Current
Machinery: Simple Alternator-In-

struments — Polyphase Systems --

Armature Windings—Transformers
—Rectifiers—Motor Generators.

Vol. V. Power Transmission:
Conductors—Distributing Systems-
Voltage Regulation— Underground
Construction — Electric Railways:

Car Equipment-Maintenance-
Power Plants-Signal Systems.

Vol. VI. Power Stations: Plant

Location — Electrical Equipment —
Switchboards: Wiring Diagrams of

Connections -- Switchboard Appa-
ratus. Storage Batteries : Types—
Charglngantlbischarging-Troubles
and Remedies — Small Battery In-

stallations. Applied Electrochem-
istry: Metal Refining and Platinj?--

Chemicals--Electric Furnaces—High
Tension Work.

Vol. VII. Modern Land Tel-

egraphy. Wireless Telegraphy and
Telephony. Electric Elevators .

Etectric Heating. Welding.

Note: -This (s but a partial list of

contents. The set contains every
electrical subject known 1

^HE hardest way to learn Electricity is through your own experience. The easiest way to learn 19
jl through the experience that others have paid for in time and money. Here in practical, easy-to-

understand form, you get the benefit of what 27 greatest electrical authorities in America and all over
the world have learned, and you get this vast fund of experience in convenient book form so that
you can read and study in your own home in your spare time.

This is the greatest opportunity ofyour life to become an electrical engineer, sub-station operator, dyna-
mo tender, or to get any one of the other big-pay jobs in the electrical field. For less than you spend
for tobacco or movies, you can train yourself to step up to the jobs paying $2,600 to $5,000 a year.

Shipped on Free Examination
Just glance at the partial list of contents of these 7 volumes in the panel atthe left. Think how much there is for
you in this great home-study library of electricity. Then write at once for the books themselves. Examine them in
your own home for a week. Send them back ifyou are not satisfied. But if you decide to own this pay-raising set
send only $2 and then only $2 a month until the special half price is paid. Examine the books-see how they take
you through every detail of each special branch of electricity. See how they give you all the necessary tables and
formulas in simple, iintechnical form. Note the frequent test questions which enable you to examine yourself.
Note the 2,600 illustrations, full page plates, diagrams, etc. You be the judge of their value to you

'

HALF PRICE—NOW /
For a limited time we are offering this remarkable self instructor
Electrical library at half price. Regular price $35— special price
$19.80 on easy terms of only 7 cents a day. With each set we in-
clude a year's Consulting Service Membership free—worth $12.
The 7 volumes contain 3,000 pages, each 7 x 10 inches, bound in
American Morocco, Gold Stamped. 1

£ Mail This Coupon Now
$ AMERICAN TECHNICAL SOCIETY
t Dept. E3383, Chicago, U. S. A.

Mail Coupon Send No Money / Please send Cyclopedia of Applied Electricity
for seven days' examination, I to pay shipping

charges. I will send 8'3 within seven days and
$2 a month until I have paid S19.80 or notify you
and hold the books subject to your order. Title
not to pass until fully paid.

If you are interested in electricity you need these book
You will prize them for the new, up-to-date information
they give you on every phase of electrical work. We ship
the 7 volumes right to your home on your simple request.
Send no money until you are satisfied after 7 days free
examination . Putyourname and address on the coupon
now and send at once before this offer is withdrawn.

AMERICAN TECHNICAL SOCIETY
Dept. E3383, Chicago, U. S. A.

Name

Address.

Reference
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Captain George Fredrick Camp-
bell. Formerly Third Ace of the
Royal Flying Corps
structor Ki

Home Course in Aviation gi

This is the real
game for the He-Man, the
fellow with the red blood
in his veins. Aviation has
bi-en the dominant factor in
war and will be the greatest
industry in peace. The young
man who masters this pro-
fession may be one of the
pilots of the

AIRPLANE FAST MAIL
between Chicago and New
York! One hundred and fifty

miles an hour and better

!

The country demands trained
men for work in the air and
on the ground.

LET ME TRAIN YOU
for one of these big paying
jobs. T\vo airplane concerns
igree to take our Mechanics,
Engineers, Inspectors, etc.

Why don't you decide right
now to take my

r my direction. I

Send today for our
and I will write you a personal
letter along with it. Add ress as

facts about this great industry

FREE BOOK
follows:
CAPT. GEO. F. CAMPBELL. Chief Instructor. National
Aero Institute. Dept. 7443. Morton Building, Chicago, III.

Fit1 out this Coupon and mail To-day-<—-—
Capt. George F. Campbell. Chief Instructor,

National Aero Institute, Dept. 7443, Morton Building.
Chicago, III.

Dear Sir: Please send me absolutely free and prepaid
your book on the Science of Aviation, and full particulars
of your mail courso in the Principles of Aviation.

Name

Build and Fly
Your Own

TrainingPlane
Train yourself in Aviation.

Be an Amateur Aviator with an
Aeroplane of your own. Learn
how Aeroplanes are built; learn
the principles of construction,

operation and control. We sell

IDEAL Accurate Scale Draw-
ings, and Building and Flying
Instructions which show you
how to build a perfect Model
Aeroplane, 3 ft. size, that
will rise from the ground by
its own power and fly like a
big one. Send now for the
Drawings and Instructions for
the one you want to build.

Drawings and Instructions for

Curtiss Military Tractor^ e*
Blerlot Monoplane mOC
Nleuport Monoplane
Taube Monoplane
Curtiss Flying Boat
Wright Biplane ,
Cecil Peoli Racer

Ideal Model Aeroplane Catalog 5c

—

None Free
Tells about Model Aeroplanes. Racing Aeroplanes,

Flying Toys, and parts and supplies to build them
with. 48 pages. Sent only upon receipt of 5 cents.

IDEAL AEROPLANE & SUPPLY COMPANY
76-82 West Broadway New York City

EACH
Set of
Seven
$1.60

poetnald

35 MILES PER HOUR
Built by a boy from Junior parts fur-
nished by us. Any boy can build this

car. Parts very cheap. Send 26
cents for blue prints and price list

" \ fm of parts showing how to build this

SVPHER MFG. CO. >
156 Warren Street
TOLEDO. OHIO.

BIG MONEY SAVINGS FOR YOU
Used and rebuilt motorcycles, single and twins.

*26 to $100. Used bicycles. $6.00; tan-
mo, $10. AH machines gimranteed
in good working order. New bi-
cycles and motorcycles at Fae-
ry prices. Yoo save dealers'
ofits. - Motorcycle and auto-

mobile tires too. $3.00. Complete
line of parts and eupplies.

Oeninger Cycle Co. , Rocbestcr.N.Y,

Y5MMSMMS
HAVE You SENT

for our booklet No. 4, giving diagrams and experi-
ments with the Steco Button ? See our large ad. pg. 822
STEC0. 2118-2136 N. Clark St.. Chicago, III.

Experimental Physics
{Continued from page 785)

back and forth. A sulfur bead for insula-

tion such as F, in figure 98, is best made as
fonows

:

Heat a small quantity of stick sulfur in

a clean evaporating dish until the sulfur
melts. When it becomes a clear liquid

amber in color, dip the end of the rod G
into it. Withdraw the rod and allow the
sulfur to harden. Repeat this operation
until the bead has grown to the desired size.

Experiment 110.

In conducting experiments with the elec-

troscope all parts except the gold leaf sys-

tem should be connected with the earth

;

since any part insulatea is likely to become
charged slightly and ow'ng to the extreme
sensitivity of the instrument, the gold leaf

system "would thereby be disturbed.

We will now proceed with the funda-
mental experiment of charging and dis-

charging the electroscope. Rub an ebonite

rod or ordinary fountain pen with cat's

fur or flannel or your coat sleeve (or a
glass rod with silk.) Bring this charged
rod in contact with bent rod B, at the same
time turning B so that it touches the rod
G. Now by means of the charged rod
charge will travel thru the conductor B to

G and therefore G and the gold leaf, hav-
ing the same charge, will repel each other.

Since the rod G is rigidly fastened and
the leaf H is not, H will spring away from
G. Now by means of the charged rod
bend rod C away to position of figure 99-B.

Since G and H are insulated from the

rest of the electroscope the charge cannot
leave and the electroscope is now charged.

To discharge touch the finger to the bent

rod and bring the rod into contact with
the gold leaf system H-G. The charge
will pass to the finger and thru the body
to the earth.

Experiment 111.

After the electroscope has been charged
and allowed to stand awhile we find that

it loses its charge slowly but surely. The
rate at which the charge is lost, is called

the natural leak of the electroscope. To
measure the natural leak, set up a telescope,

pointing at the window of the electroscope

as in figure 10Q-A. A paper scale may be
attached in the electroscope behind the
gold leaf system so that the field of view
of the telescope will appear as in figure
100-B. Take readings of the telescope at

equal intervals of time and the average
will give a good approximation of the
natural leak.

Experiment 112.

We cannot determine the presence of
radio-active substances in a compound or
mixture by chemical means, because these
substances are found in such small quan-
tities. We may, however, detect their pres-
ence as Becquerel did by the use of the
photographic plate or by the use of the
electroscope, by which method Madame
Curie discovered Radium. (See Experi-
ment No. 108). Let us recall the passage
of electricity thru a liquid. The liquid

ionizes and we call it an Electrolyte. In a
similar manner, a gas ionizes, the velocity

of the ions in the gas being tremendously
greater than that of the ions in the electro-

lyte. This explains the natural leak of the
electroscope, i. e., the air is somewhat
ionized, depending upon atmospheric and
other conditions.

Place the electroscope near the stove or
radiator. We find that the natural leak of
the electroscope is the same, i. e., heat does
not cause any additional ionization of the
air. If however a Bunsen flame is placed

{Continued on page 808)

TABLE 102.

Uranium-Radium Series.

Kind of

Substance Radiation

Uranium 1 a
Uranium 2 a
Uranium x P, 7
(Uranium y) P
Ionium cc

Radium a, §
Radium Emanation a
Radium A a
Radium B P, y
Radium Ci cc, P, 7
(Radium Q) P
Radium D P
Radium E P, 7
Radium F (Polonium) a

Period of Half Decay
.... 5,000,000,000 years

200,000 years

243/5 days
.... \]/2 days

200,000 years
.... 2,000 years

3%
_
days

.... 3 minutes

26M minutes
\9y2 minutes
„ .1.4 minutes

16^4 years
5 days

136 days

Thorium
Mesothorium 1 rayless

Mesothorium 2 P, 7
Radiothorium a
Thorium x a
Thorium Emanation a ..

Thorium A a
Thorium B P
Thorium Ci cc, P
(Thorium C?) a
Thorium D P, 7

Thorium Series.

.a 13,000,000,000 years
S lA years
6y> hours
737 days

3J4 days
53 seconds

1/7 second
103/5 hours
60 minutes
very short

3 1/10 minutes

Actinium Series.

Actinium rayless

Radio-Actinium a, P ..

Actinium x a, P
Actinium Emanation a
Actinium A a
Actinium B P
Actinium C cc

Actinium D .P, 7

- unknown
19y2 days
I0y2 days

3 9/10 seconds
2/1000 second
36 3/10 seconds
2 5/100 minutes

4^4 minutes
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The ManWho Wouldnt
Stay Down

He was putting in long hours at monotonous unskilled work. His
small pay scarcely lasted from one week to the next. Pleasures were few
and far between and he couldn't save a cent.

He was down—but he wouldnt stay there! He saw other men pro-

moted, and he made up his mind that what they could do he could do.

Then he found the reason they were promoted was because they had
special training—an expert knowledge of some one line. So he made up
his mind that he would get that kind of training.

He marked and mailed to Scranton a coupon like the one below. That was his first

step upward. It brought him just the information he was looking for. He found he
could get the training he needed right at home in the hours after supper. From that

time on he spent part of his spare time studying.

The first reward was not long in coming—an increase in salary. Then came another.

Then he was made Foreman. Now he is Superintendent with an income that means
independence and all the comforts and pleasures that

make life worth living.

It just shows what a man with ambition can do. And this

man is only one out of hundreds of thousands who have
climbed the same steps to success with the help of the

International Correspondence Schools.

r,
T CAR OUT HERE

What about you ?
Are you satisfied merely to hang on where you are or would you,

too, like to have a real job and real money ? It's entirely up to you.

You don't have to stay down. You can climb to the position you
want' in the work you like best. Yes, you can! The I. C. S. is ready
and anxious to come to you, wherever you are, with the very help you
need.

Surely when you have an opportunity that means so much, you
can't afford to let another priceless hour pass without at least finding

out about it. And the way to do that is easy—without cost, without
obligating yourself in any way, mark and mail this coupon.

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
BOX 6178, SCRANTON. PA.

Explain, without obligating me, how I can qualify for the posi-
tion, or in the subject, before which I mark X.

CHEMICAL ENGINEERB ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
Electrician
Electric Wiring
Electric Lighting
Electric Car Running
Heavy Electric Traction
Electrical Draftsman
Electric Machine Designer
Telegraph Expert
Practical Telephony
jikohanical engineer
Mechanical Draftsman
Toolmaker
Machine Shop Practice
Gas Engineer
CIVIL ENGINEER
Surveying and Mapping
MINE FOREMAN OR ENGINEER
ARCHITECT
Architectural Draftsman
PLUMBING AND HEATING
Sheet Metal Worker
Ship Draftsman

SALESMANSHIP
ADVERTISING MAN
Show Card Writer
Outdoor Sign Painter
RAILROADER
ILLUSTRATOR
DESIGNER
BOOKKEEPER
Stenographer and Typist
Cert. Public Accountant
Traffic Management
Commercial Law
GOOD ENGLISH
Common School Subjects
CIVIL SERVICE
Railway Mail Clerk

Q STATIONARY ENGINEER
Textile Overseer or Supt.
AGRICULTURE
Navigator I Spanish
Poultry Raising InFrensh
AUTOMOBILES ! Italian

Name
Occupation
& Employer.

Street
and No

City.
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BigMoney for Boys!

Learn

ELEC
There is a wonderful opportunity right

now for boys who like electricity. Boys
who are ambitious and will train them-
selves in spare time can step into positions

just as soon as they are ready. Good sal-

aries are offered to start with splendid

chances for rapid promotion.

For 27 years the International Correspond-
ence Schools have been training boys for suc-

cess in electricity and over 200 other subjects.

They will help you prepare right at home for

a position in the line of electrical work you like

best—or in any other work that appeals to you.
Thousands of boys, through I. C. S. training,

have stepped into fine jobs, but never were
opportunities so great as now.

Let the I. C. S. he\pyoit. Choose the work you like

best in the coupon below, then mark and mail it today.
This doesn't obligate you in the least, and it will briDg

you information that will start you on a successful

career. This is your chance. Don't let it slip by.

Mark and mail this coupon now.
-TEAR OUT HER C™

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
BOX 6179, SCRANTON. PA.

Explain, without obligating me, how I can qualify for the
position, or in the subject, before which 1 mark X.

1.1,1.(1 1th Al. ENGINEF.lt
Electrician
Electric Wiring
Electric Lighting
Electric Car Running
Heavy Electric Traction
Electrical Draftsman
Electric Machine Designer
Telegraph Expert
Practical Telephony
MECHANICAL ENGINEER
Mechanical Draftsman
Ship Draftsman
Machine Shop Practice
Toolmaker
Gas Engineer
CIVIL ENGINEER
Surveying and Mapping
MINE EOKEM'N ORENG'R
ARCHITECT
Architectural Draftsman

" PLUMBING AND HEATING
3 Sheet Metal Worker

CHEMICAL ENGINEER
SALESMANSHIP
ADVERTISING MAN
Window Trimmer
Show Card Writer

3 Outdoor Sign Painter
3 RAILROADER
ILLUSTRATORM DESIGNER
BOOKKEEPER
Stenographer and Typist
Cert. Pub. Accountant
Traffic Management
Commercial Law
GOOD ENGLISH
STATIONARY ENGINEER

3 CIVIL SERVICE
Railway Mail Clerk
Textile Overseer or Snpt.—
AGRICULTURE
Navigator ! Spanish
I'ooltryltalslng! French
Automobiles Italian

Present
Occupation-

Street
and No..

City.

30 DAYS FREE TRIAL
and freight prepaid on a new
lyi9"HANGER" bicycle. Writ*
at one* for our big catalog and
epectat offers. Take your choice

from 44 styles, colors and sizes in the

famous "RANGER" line.

Marvelous Improvements. Extra-
ordinary values in ourly 19price offers.

You cannot afford to buy without
getting our latest propositions
and Factory-to-Rlder prices.

Boys, be a "Rider Agent" and
make big money taking orders for

bicycles and supplies. Get our
Uiberal terms on a sample to intro-

duce thenew "RANGER". .
i

Jj TIRES, equipment, sundneB and
^everything in the bicycle line at

1 half usual prices . Write Today.

tmn CYCLE COMPANY
CAU Dopt.o-io7 Chicago

RAISE BELGIAN HARES K
HUGE PROFITS easily and pleasantly made We

furnish stock and pay you $6.00 a pair and
express charges for all you raise Contract
and book*' Fortunes in flares", by mailFrw.

mllOIAl FOOD S FUR ASSOCIATION

> Dept. 1 111 MILWAUKEE, WISC.

Raitsor
Kite trio
Lighted
fi*~*»rbHto<

EXPERIMENTAL PHYSICS.
(Continued from page 806)

near the electroscope, we find that the elec-

troscope discharges rapidly. The Bunsen
flame ionizes the air very rapidly. A small

quantity of radio-active material will dis-

charge the electroscope very rapidly, show-
ing that radio-active materials have the

ability to IONIZE the air. The larger

the amount of radio-active material the

faster the rate of discharge of the electro-

scope. A pinch of Uranium Oxid in the

electroscope chamber, will ionize the air so

rapidly that the leaf will fall practically

instantaneously

!

Experiment 113.

A third test for the presence of most
radio-active substances is the "Fluorescence
Effect"—which some of them have upon
certain compounds, especially Zinc Sulfid.

Any of the substances which give off alpha
radiations (see figure 102) will cause a

zinc sulfid screen to fluoresce. If the

screen is observed thru a sufficiently high
power magnifying lens, or microscope
(say ten or fifteen diameters magnifica-
tion), the continuous soft glow of the zinc

sulfid seen by the naked eye becomes, on
magnification, hundreds of tiny flashes of

light, not unlike the sparks obtained by
striking flint and steel together. Figure
101 shows the Spinthariscope, which can be

easily made by the reader. A is small

metal tube with a hole, S, in its cap. E
and F are lenses. C is the fluorescent

screen on the cap of tube B. D is a small

particle of the radio-active substance. A
practical use of the fluorescent effect of
alpha particles is familiar to all of us in

the radium paints, luminous dials, et cetera.

These compounds consist of specially pre-

pared zinc sulfid, mixed with about 2,000

parts of radium bromid, or a radio-active

compound having an equivalent of alpha-

ray activity. Altho the period of half de-

cay of radium itself is approximately 2,000

years, see table 102, the luminosity of the

compound falls off, due to the fact that the

sine sulfid loses its power to luminesce, but

not because the radium gives out. Some
specifications for luminous paint, as for

government work, stipulate that the zinc

sulfid and radio-active substance shall

be mixed in such proportions that the aver-

age useful life of the paint will be from
8 to 10 years.

The discovery of radio-activity has given
us a vast field for research and as a result

the physicist has been able to make suba-

tomic investigations. Atoms are constantly

exploding and shoot out as fragments,
the alpha and beta particles. Altho the

energy liberated by these explosions is

fairly large, no diminution in the weight
of the radio-active substance has been de-

tected after the liberation of the energy.

J. J. Thomson computed that the disinte-

gration of one gram of hydrogen would
liberate sufficient energv to raise a million

tons 300 feet. See Fig. 103. If only this

energy could be trapt, and recent research

shows the possibility of it, Garfield and his

coal-house gang would lose their job, for

who would use ten tons of coal when one
gram of hydrogen would give an equiva-

lent heating value. Table 102 gives in-

teresting data concerning the radio-active

substances. In each series the first sub-

stance gives the second on disintegration

and the second the third, etc. The second

column gives the kind of radiation given

off by the respective substances and the last

column tells how long it takes for the

substance to disintegrate to half of the
original amount. This half-period means
that after 2,000 years, for instance, one-

half of the substance in question will have
disintegrated. After 4,000 years, one-half

of the remainder will have disintegrated or

disappeared, etc., etc. The total life of

pure- Radium is computed from this law to

be about 22,000 years.

(To be continued)

HISTORIC ELECTRIC SWITCH-
BOARD AND DYNAMO.
(Continued from page 778)

field magnet type with surface wound ar-

matures. There are quite a number of
these generators still in existence in vari-

ous parts of the country, and in tribute to

their designer, it should be said that they

perform their duty very well indeed, consid-

ering the time at which they were built, for

thirty to thirty-five years in the electrical

industry has, we might almost say, witnest

the entire development of the whole scheme
of electrical generation, transmission and
utilization of power, under the directorship

of such men as Edison, Thomson, Houston,
Tesla, Westinghouse and Sprague.
The wooden switch-board, shown in the

photograph, contains four box-type field

rheostats, and it is peculiar to note that they

are mounted on the face of the board in-

stead of in the rear, as in present day prac-
tise.

—

Photo bv Richard Nelson.

THE TESLA EGG OF COLUMBUS.
(Continued from page 775)

Tesla had other surprises for his audiences,
which were even more wonderful. So, for

instance, the coil on three legs, visible in

the foreground, was used to operate wire-
less motors, lamps and other devices, and
the spiral coil in the background served to

show extraordinary high potential phe-
nomena, as streamers of great length.

ULTRAVIOLET ENERGY AND
ITS USE.

By M. Luckiesh, Physicist, Nela Research

Laboratory.

Since the discovery of ultraviolet rays,

more than a century ago, their production
and properties have been subjected to a

great deal of investigation. However, not-

withstanding the extensive literature on the

subject we must agree with Sheppard, who
says in his book on Photo-chemistry:
"We are only at the beginning of the con-

scious utilization of the powers of light, as

distinct from the unconscious enjoyment of

them."
Owing to the many unique properties of

these invisible rays, they are extremely val-

uable in certain scientific investigations,

tests, and industrial processes, and it ap-

pears certain, that with the progress of the

development of sources of ultraviolet rays,

and of media transparent to them, the use-

fulness of ultraviolet energy' will be rap-

idly extended. The problems in which these

unique properties may be utilized are mani-
fold.

As to Sources :—There are many sources
of ultraviolet energy, but few are powerful
enough to be widely useful. The ideal'

source, which emits a continuous non-
banded spectrum of high intensity thruout
the entire ultraviolet region, does not exist.

Some of the sources are here ranked in

order : magnetite arc, old mercury arc, new
mercury arc, and carbon arc.

The blue flame arc emits ultraviolet en-
ergy very strongly. It is a simple matter
to construct an arc which will emit ultra-

violet energy strongly, provided hand-
control is satisfactory. An iron rod and a

carbon rod may be employed successfully

for the two poles, however two iron rods
may answer the purpose very well. These
poles may be kept cool effectively by means
of heavy brass or copper sleeves, which
may be wound along the iron rods as the

latter are consumed.
Uses of Ultraviolet Rays :—Ionization of

air
;
powerful bactericidal agent ; kill germs

in water ; effect upon animal tissue to

bronze the skin. In industrial processes

such as acetylene and arc welding, which
are attended by powerful ultraviolet energy,

there is a demand for eye-protecting glasses.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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Try It Free
At OurExpense
SendNoMoney

For the Busy
Business Man

For the Ambitious
Young Woman

For the
Bookkeeper

For the Alert
Salesman

EVIDENCE
OF ITS MERIT

F. G. Cooper, famous Cartoonist of

Collier's, writes: "Within a few days

after receiving your set of lessons 1

made all the notes in my pocket note-

book in Paragon Shorthand. I had no
previous knowledge of any shorthand.
Weeks afterward I oan read my Para-
gon notes. It strikes me that this is

quite a recommendation for your sys-

tem."

SECRETARY

"Paragon Shorthand is highly satis-

factory in every way. I can read my
writing readily, and I write the system
with perfect ease as fast as one usual-

ly talks. Only two months after I

learned the first lesson I was able to

write 150 words a minute."

(Miss) Dolly Sparks.
Steno. to Secretary of State of Florida.

WITH UNCLE SAM

"It took me one week to master
Paragon. My speed In 1 month was
80 words per minute."

Bruno Bonquis, 1330 F St.. N. W.,
Washington. 1). C.

WITH RAILROAD

"While employed on the local street

railway lines as conductor, with ex-
ceptionally long hours. I managed to

find an hour or two each day to study
Paragon Shorthand, from the lessons

alone and without the aid of any
teacher. At the end of two months I

was writing 135 words a minute on
new matter and obtained a position. I

am with the above railroad company
at a nice salary. Paragon is very
rapid, practical and easy to read after
it is written."

Harold W. Hively.
1525 Ottawa Street.
South Bend. Ind.

STENOGRAPHERS
"My sister and I learned Paragon

Shorthand from the lessons alone,
without any teacher. She is now sten-
ographer to the Kuhn Irrigated Land
Company, and I am with the Westing-
house Co."

(Mrs.) Clara Trick Willison,
Pittsburgh, Pa.

HON. EUGENE B. ESTES
Boston, Mass.

"From your lessons alone—the home
study course—I learned the entire

Paragon System of shorthand in seven
days. Any person of common educa-
tion can master the Paragon System
and by practice acquire speed. Para-
gon is ahead of any other system I

have ever seen."

IN HIGH SCHOOL

"I received your Paragon Shorthand
Course and have mastered it all in the
time you said I could, just the even-
ings of seven days, and the evenings
were not very long as we were har-
vesting all the time. I think it is

the only thing and will recommend it

to other High School Students and
also friends."

Milo F. Dean.
Fairview, Mont,

Paragon is also being taught in the
High Schools of Alton, 111., Lafayette.
Ind., Johnstown, Pa,, Atlanta, Ga.,
and elsewhere.

COURT REPORTING
"I have been the Official Court Re-

porter for the Ninth Judicial District
of Louisiana for a number of years,
using Paragon Shorthand exclusively.
Some years ago I learned this system
in seven lessons. With Paragon
Shorthand I am able to do any kind
of work with as great rapidity as the
occasion may demand."

J. Martian Hamley,
Lake Providence. La.

Learn Paragon
Shorthand in 7 Days

SendNoMoney-JustTheCoupon

Sent on 7 Days FREE TRIAL
Positively at No Obligation to Yourself

You know how often you have wished that you could write short-

hand. You realized what it meant to busy executives and to business

beginners—in efficiency, advancement and increased earning power.

But like thousands of others you dreaded the long, weary months of

study, the memory tax, the mental strain and the high cost, in time and
money, of the old systems.

Now you can have your wish. Because, all that you dreaded is done

away with in the Paragon Method of Shorthand. Instead of commit-
ting to memory something like 4000 word-signs and contractions, which
in other systems largely depend for their meaning upon the position

they occupy, you have only 26 word-signs to learn in Paragon. The
entire system consists of

The Paragon Alphabet

:

Twenty-six simple word-signs:
Six prefix contractions

:

One general rule for abbreviations.

THAT IS ALL. The simple explanations and exercises are divided

into seven lessons, the principles of which one can grasp in one eve-

ning. Speed will develop pleasantly as you make daily use of your

quickly acquired knowledge.

This is the Paragon System. Thousands have learned the 7 lessons

in 7 evenings. See for yourself how perfectly simple it is. Stop right

here and study the specimen lesson shown above at the right.

Now you see how easy it must be to learn Paragon and how quickly

one can equip himself with this great modern instrument of Efficiency.

Everybody Can Use Shorthand
Our records show that in addition to the thousands of young men

and women who need shorthand as a help in their business careers,

other thousands—business men, professional men, students, clergymen
and literary folk—-would like to know Paragon Shorthand as a time
saving convenience. Still others—fathers and mothers—would like to

give their sons and daughters this wonderful advantage in order that
they may be able to be self-supporting any time it may be necessary.

Many of these persons who have not a direct need for shorthand but
want it as an instrument of efficiency and a daily time saver would buy
the complete course of Paragon Shorthand at a popular selling price.

Try This Lesson Now

Take the ordinary longhand letter /v£
Eliminate everything but the long down-

stroke and there will remain / This

is the Paragon symbol for D. It is always

written downward.

From the longhand letter rub out

everything except the upper part — the

circle— and you will have the Paragon E O

Write this circle at the beginning of

J and you will have Ed ^
By letting the circle remain open it

will be a hook, and this hook stands for

A. Thus 7 will be Ad. Add another

A at the end thus^ and you will have

a girl's name, Ada, /"

From eliminate the initial and final

strokes and O will remain which is the

Paragon symbol for O.

For the longhand^Wwhich is made

of 7 strokes, you use this one horizon-

tal stroke

Therefore, owould be Me.

Now continue the E across the M,
so as to add D— thus /"and you will

have Med. Now add the large circle

O and you will haveTv^ (medo), which

is meadow, with the silent A and W
omitted.

You now have 5 of the character*. There
are only 26 in ell. Then you memorize 26
limple word rigna, 6 prefix contraction* and
and one natural role for abbreviation*.
That i. all.

Paragon is Used Everywhere
Paragon is used in the offices of the

largest firms and corporations in the
world such as Standard Oil Company,
United States Steel Corporation and
the great Railway Systems.
You have reached the point where

you must know shorthand to do your-
self justice and compete with others

—

its a busy executive or as a beginner
in business.
You know how it is. Two good men

apply for a position — one knows
shorthand and the other does not

—

the shorthand man wins every time.
And the same applies to young
women.
Remember how many of the biggest

men in America got their start be-
cause they could write shorthand

—

Frank A. Vanderlip, George B. Cor-
telyou, William Loeb, Jr., Edward
Bok and other men of highest
achievement.

Shorthand Writers Wanted
Never before has American busi-

ness felt so keenly the shortage of
capable shorthand writers. Big busi-
ness houses are looking everywhere
for shorthand writers and are ready
to pay any salary within reason to

get the service they must have. Sal-
aries are steadily advancing—and yet

the demand for shorthand writers has
not been supplied.

Only $5 If You Keep It

Think of it. For $5 you can have
a complete education in shorthand, a
life-long help—not only for yourself
but for your wife or children or any
other relative.

You can have exactly the same
course that has been taught for 25
years by its inventor personally by
mail at the regular fee of $25. With
7 lessons and the ingenious self-ex-
amination method devised by the in-

ventor you can learn Paragon at

home in seven evenings.All 111 • . ^a. e a • . "unit, III Mien c»o »s.

Valuable Accomplishment Quickly Learned Send No Money-Try It FREE
Thousands of young, ambitious men and women who have failed to

learn the old, complicated forms of shorthand have learned Paragon
with ease. They have since become court stenographers, reporters, as-
sistants to business heads and in many cases executives of prominent
concerns and institutions. Thousands of grateful letters now in our
files attest these facts. Those printed at the left are typical.

Try it at our expense first. Simply
fill out the coupon below and mail it

to us. After you receive the Course,
study it for 7 evenings, and if you be-
lieve you can be without this valuable
knowledge any longer, mail it back to

us and you will owe nothing. Send
in the coupon or write a letter today.

MORE EVIDENCE OF
ITS MERIT

J. A. Wm. Wlerslg. Princi-
pal of Luth. Evang. School,

Brighton, Col., writes:

"Your system is. indeed, a
short and simple one. I

mastered It In less than five

hours. I am now ready to

practice for speed. Your svs-

tem certainly deserves being
advertised, and I shall cer-

tainly do my share when op-
portunity offers."

Paragon Institute, Home Study Department. 601 Broad Street, Suite 350,
Newark, N. J.

PARAGON INSTITUTE, HOME STUDY DEPARTMENT
601 Broad Street, Suite 350, Newark, N. J.

I

Iiou may sena me
Complete Course of Name
PARAGON Shorthand

I
with the distinct under

-

I
standing that I have 7
days after Its receipt to

I
either remall the Course
to you or send you $5.00.

Business.

Address _
Electrical Experimenter

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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Tobacco Habit
BANISHED in

»"48to72 Hours

No craving for tobacco in any form
when you begin taking-TobaccoRedeemer.
Don't try to quit the tobacco habit un-

aided. It's a losi ngfightagainstheavy odds
and means a serious shock to the nervous
system. Let the tobacco habit quit YOU.
It will quit you, if you will just take
Tobacco Redeemer, according- to direc-
tions for two or three days. It is a most
marvelously quick and thoroughly reliable
remedy for the tobacco habit.

Not a Substitute
Tobacco Redeemer contains no habit-

forming drugs of any kind. It is in no sense
a substitute for tobacco. After finishing
the treatmentyouhave absolutely no desire
to use tobacco again or to continue the use
of the remedy. It makes not a particle of
difference how long you have been using
tobacco, how much you use or inwhat form
you ure it—whether you smoke cigars,
cigarettes, pipe, chew plug or fine cut or
use snuff,TobaccoRedeemerwill positive-
ly banish every trace of desire in from 48
to 72 hours. This we absolutely guarantee
in every case or money refunded.
Write today forour free bookletshowing

thedeadlyeffectof tobacco upon the human
system and positive proof that Tobacco
Redeemerwillquickly freeyou ofthehabit.
Newell Pharmacal Company,
Dept. 52 1 St. Louis, Mo.

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
J

"I Would Not Part
with it for $10,000^
So writes an enthusiastic, grateful,

customer. In like manner testify over|
100,000 people who have worn it.

serve your body and life first.

The Natural

Body Brace
Overcomes WEAKNESS and
ORGANIC AILMENTS of
WOMEN AND MEN.
Develops erect, graceful figure.

|

Brings restful relief, com-
fort, ability to do things,
health and strength.

Wear It 30 Days Free
at Our Expense

Does away with the strain and pain of standing and
walking; replaces and supports misplaced internal
organs; reduces enlarged abdomen; straightens and
strengthens the back; corrects stooping shoulders;
develops lungs, chest and bust; relieves backache,
curvatures, nervousness, ruptures, constipation.
Comfortable and easy to wear.

0> Keep Yourself Fit
Write today for illustrated booklet, measurement
blank, etc., and read our very liberal proposition.

HOWARD C. RASH, Pres. Natural Body Brace Co.
286 Rash Building S A LIN'A, KANSAS

Don't Wear a Truss
BROOKS' APPLIANCE,

the modern sceintinc In-

vention, the wonderful
new discovery that re-

lieves rupture will be sent
on trial. No obnoxious
springs or pads. Has auto-
matic Air Cushions.
Binds and draws the
broken parts together as
.you would- a broken limb.

No salves. No lies. Dur-
able, cheap.

Sent on trial to prove it.

Protected by U. S. Patents.

Catalogue and measure blanks
mailed free. Send name and
address today.

C E. BROOKS, 203B State Street, Marshall, Mich.

/*Send To-day for the"\

"Electrical Workers Friend"
An electrical book of 66 motor

^3-drawings ;with complete instruc-
tions for rewinding and reconnect-
ing A. C. motors. Special at
Or write for full particulars of this valuable book.

3. SMITH & SON
1524 LOWRIE ST., N.S, PITTSBURGH, PA.

SORTING TOBACCO LEAVES BY
ELECTRICITY.

(Continued from page 770)

duplicate of the first section, except that

here a permanent stop is provided in the

path of movement, which will prevent any
leaf from returning to the starting point,

but deposit it in the box provided for the

longest leaves.

All boxes, ten at each side of the ma-
chine, are standing on a kind of steps, so
that each one is, according to the incline

of the covers, a little below the foregoing
one. As the other side of the machine is

but a duplicate, the device being a double
action machine, there are ten boxes for ten

different sizes of leaves at each side, or
20 boxes altogether.

The contact segments on the table are
movable, and the rhachine can thus be so
finely adjusted that it will not only measure
and sort the leaves by inches as required,

but even up to a quarter of an inch if so

desired. The machine is driven by an
electric motor, arranged below the table and
not visible in the illustration, and by means
of an electric regulator the speed of the
machine can be regulated to meet the speed
with which an operator is able to place

leaves upon the feeding belt.

33 ASSEMBLED LOCOMOTIVES ON
ONE SHIP.

(Continued from page 765)

expert locomotive engineers for assem-
bling and it took the better part of a week
before even one engine was complete. The
locomotives had to be in complete running
order here in the shops, as well as having
all the parts of the machine carefully

marked before being disassembled on this

side of the pond. All this entailed many
days of extra and unnecessary work—espe-
cially when time was at a premium. Those
and many other delays occurred so that at

one time there were thirteen ships loaded
with knocked down locomotives in ports in

France waiting for the discharge of their

cargoes.

This was the situation confronting the
Shipping Control Committee on January,
1918. The locomotive problem was imme-
diately discust in detail to see if there was
not some way by which the complete loco-

motives could be sent across the ocean in-

tact.

The steamships Feltore, Cubore, and San-
tore, each 468 feet long, with three great
holds and five hatches, the smallest of which
was 33 feet hy 37 feet and the largest 39
feet by 37 feet, were then prest into service.

Each ship had a cargo capacity of 11,000

tons and was fitted with electric turbines
capable of driving the ship at a speed of ten
knots.

On May first loading started, and the
holds of the steamer Feltore were floored
off with five layers. . of railroad rails and
splices to secure a firm foundation and also

to protect the hull of the ship. Next day a
railroad float came alongside with eight
assemhled locomotives ready for the trip.

The problem of lifting these great loco-

motives into the hold of the ship was solved
by requisitioning one of the largest cranes
in the world capable of lifting 150,500

pounds in bulk. The derrick captain took
his stand on the deck of the steamer and by
the use of electric signals directed every
movement of the crane. And so without a
single hitch, each and every one of these
steel-bound 'monsters of the rails, was low--

ered and set on heavy oak planks ; after

which tons of comprest bales of hay and
bags of- oats were packed around them.
And so seven days after the start of this

great trip, there were on I the- wharves at
Brest, France, 33 large assembled locomo-
tives and tenders, 2,400 tons , of rails and
splices, 2,300 tons of hay, 600 tons of oats,

and fifty-three motor trucks.

WOOD FINISHING FOR THE
AMATEUR.

(Continued from page 793)

either of two ways, which are known
among wood finishers as the "quick" and
the "slow" methods of polishing.

The quick method is as follows : Dip a
handful of raw cotton into a mixture of
half peanut oil (refined cottonseed oil will

do), and half alcohol, and rub the surface
with a rotary motion, which will give a fine

lustre in a short time. „

The better of the two is the slow pro-
cess. After the work has been brought to

the dead finish mentioned above, put on an
extra coat of finishing varnish, allow it to-

dry, and rub down again with FF pumice
stone, cleaning up carefully. Then rub
ground rotten stone over the surface with
a soft chamois skin, using a circular mo-
tion, and when this is dry, rub it off with
the palm of the hand.

There are several other kinds of polish-

ing, notably wax polishing and oil polish-

ing, which may be used if desired. In wax
polishing the polish is put on at the same
stage that the varnish would have been ap-
plied, using any method convenient to get

the wax on the work. Perhaps the best

way is to warm the wax and apply it with
a brush, the same as varnish. This gives

an even coat of wax, which is then polished
with a hand cloth. There are a number of
manufactured waxes on the market, any of

which will give the- desired results. The
chief objection to wax polishing is that it

mars very easily, but it is also renewed very
easily, hence this is not such a serious ob-
jection for many kinds of work.

Oil polishing is the most durable of any,
and therefore is often used for table tops,

counters, etc. The process is very simple,

but heartbreaking. It consists of applying
either raw or boiled linseed oil upon the
surface, and then rubbing it until a polish is

secured. The polishing is done by means
of a piece of felt wrapt around a heavy
block, to give it weight.

This is about all that need be said about
the various processes used in wood finish-

ing, but a brief description of the various
kinds of woods commonly used by the ex-
perimenter would not be out of place. A
perusal of the list will often help determine
the kind of wood required for any particu-

lar piece of work.

Birch.—Black birch takes on a fine polish,

as it is close grained. Its natural color is

light, so it is usually stained in imitation of
black walnut or mahogany. Owing to its

close grain, a filler is not absolutely neces-
sary, but when staining this wood to imi-

tate some other, a properly colored filler

gives it a better coloration.

Cherry.—This wood is very close grained,

and will take a high polish. It has little

tendency to warp, and because of its close

grain filling is not necessary, and shellack-

ing will prepare it for any of the finest

polishes. .

-c

Oak.—Oak is the .'-'King of woods", and
is very useful. It has a medium openness
of grain, and must always be filled before
shellacking. Almost any sort of polish may
be used for finishing oak, one of the most
beautiful being the "antique" method,, a
formula for which has already been given.

The linseed oil polishing will also make an
excellent and durable finish. There is but
one objection to this wood for wireless ap-

paratus, which has made it unjustly un-
popular, and that is that the acid in the

wood has a peculiar effect upon hard rub-

ber panels. i

Mahogany.—If expense were not an ob-

jection in most cases, 'mahogany would be

an ideal wood for every purpose. It is

coarse grained, requiring a filler, but is sus-

' (Continued on page 812)
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letUs TellYouHow
ToMake aBig Success in

CHIROPRACTIC
Advanced Science of Spinal Adjustment

Mail the coupon below, right now—today—and let us tell you
all about the remarkable opportunities there are for ambitious
men and women in this great, new profession of Chiropractic.

You are, of course, aware that drugless healing is steadily

advancing in public favor. Chiropractic has come to the front
so rapidly during the past few years that it is today recognized
as the most advanced, most scientific, and most successful of

drugless healing methods. It is calling to its ranks men and
women from every walk of life—and there is abundant evidence
that they are making good in a big way in this new and
uncrowded field.

Mail the coupon and we will send you full information— tell

you how there is a splendid chance for yon to build a success-
ful career as a Doctor of Chiropractic.

Learn At Home In Spare Time
The American University method of teaching Chiropractic

enables you to study by mail or in class and obtain a'complete
education in the shortest time consistent with thoroughness,
while you hold your present position. And you can pay on easy
terms. A splendid faculty will personally instruct you in
the basic principles and in the most approved methods for

relieving Headache, Indigestion, Lumbago, Epilepsy, Pleu-
risy, Constipation, Rheumatism, Asthma, Neuralgia, Neuritis,

Catarrh, Fevers, Jaundice, Dyspepsia, Paralysis, etc. No
special preliminary study is needed. You will graduate with
the degree of Doctor of Chiropractic, receive a handsome
dipioma and be ready at once to open your office.

$3,000 To $5,000 a Year
Remarkable Free

Charts Offer

8

We want men and women seriously intending to take up
professional careers in Drugless Healing to have these charts.
Their actual value is $31.50. But on our offer they come free.

There are 22 in all, printed in colors. Send the coupon below
to get all the facts about our offer.

Anatomical 'and Physiological Charts
(with Bound Manual Key) Handaomely
Lithographed in Lifelike Colors.

a^ Original Compendigraphs.

Illustrative Spinal Columns.

Colored Nerve, Pain Area and Concus-
sion Charts.

"Magnificent Charts—Value $31.50—All
Absolutely FREE.

rSEND
the coupon today. Don't de- I

lay. Do not think that your |

chances for building a success- i

ful career are less than others
who are succeeding in the prac-
tice of this great profession.
Just let us' "give you all the
facts— then judge for yourelf. I

Mailing the coupon places you
|

under no obligation of any kind whatever. All we ask is the opportunity to prove to you that

what we tell you is the absolute truth. We have the facts to prove it—facts which you will find

mighty interesting. Just send the coupon or a post card for our beautiful new illustrated 72-page

book and full particulars of our remarkable Free Charts Offer. Mail coupon or write today SURE.

AMERICAN UNIVERSITY Man.erre Bidg. Dept. 409 Chicago, 111.
I

There are many instances of Chiroprac-
tors earning from $3,000 to $5,000 a year.
Some upwards of $10,000 Dr. M. D. Moore,
of Kentuckv, reports an income of $9,000 a
year. Dr. L". H. Roche, New Jersey, $5,000;
Dr. Hanna, of Florida, over $5,000 yearly.

The success of Chiropractors in many
cases has come so quickly as to be almost
startling—almost like the accidental dis-

covery of a gold mine. And yet, it is not
to be wondered at when you consider the
scientific accuracy of Chiropractic methods,
the really remarkable results of a benefi-

cial character in the treatment of both
acute and chronic cases that have been af-

fected through these methods, the rapid
increase in the number of people who show a decided
preference for Chiropractic over any other treatment
for their bodily ills and the comparatively few Chiro-
practors that are now in the field.

Tour Opportunity
If others have achieved such remarka-

ble successes is there any reason why you
should not do as well or even better?

Why not get out of the rut and qualify now for this splendid profes-

sion that offers such remarkable possibilities for making you prosperous and independent?

No matter where you live, if you are ambitious to make money, increase your social standing

and be a "somebody" in the world, our course in Chiropractic will point the way tor the

attainment of your ambition. Never has there been a more opportune time than now, tor

never has the demand for competent Doctors of Chiropractic been so great as it is today.

pt" A r\ What These Doctors
l\Lril/ of Chiropractic Say:

" My Charges Are $25.00 £or

13 Treatments"
American University:
My practice averages ten patients a

day, of which many are women. My
charges per course are $25 per 13 treat-
ments. The number of treatments varies
from one to two courses in stubborn
cases. Minor cases take from 6 to 10
treatments. I have your school at heart
and will boost it all I can.
DR. W. H. WEDELL.M.T.D..D.C.

N.Y.
Heartily Recommends Course
Charges $2.00 per Treatment

American University:
I have no hesitation in recommending

your course in Chiropractic to anyone
contemplating such a course, as it is

thoroughly practical, well-written, in-

teresting and valuableto the newstudent
and a valuable adjunct to any drugless
healer. I receive $2 for all treatments.

DR. ANNIE B. McDERMOTT, N. J.

"I Am Proud of Your Chiropractic
Course"

American University:
Our regular price for such work is $2.

Treat on an average of about eight a day,
and give all the way from 12 to 24 treat-
ments, which depends on how obstinate
the case is. Some are cured with only
five or six treatments. I am proud of
your Chiropractic course.

DR. W. H. WOOD, Missouri.

AMERICAN UNIVERSITY
Manierre Bldg., Dept. 409 Chicago, 111.

Without cost or obligation send me by mail, your new
illustrated, 72-page book and your Free ChartB Offer.

AddresB..

City;.;-... State..

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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Learn Telegraphy-Wireless
f Right In Your Own Home, in your spare time^Remarkable opportunities are offered experienced wire-

less operators and telegraphers. The demand is greater than
the supply—steady positions at increased pay and rapid
advancement are assured.

Combination f\ jl£*m.
Wireless-Telegraphy v-Jlltrlt

will soon make you an accomplished operator.
Teaches Light and Sound Signals, both Radio
and Morse. Outfit consists of exceptionally fine
Telegraph Key, Buzzer, 3 Binding Posts, Lamp,
Lamp Socket and Control Switch
-all mounted on a highly fin-

ished base. Two outfits can be
operated at considerable distance
apart for sending and receiving
practice.

$f^.00

$o50This Same $f>
Outfit V S
Without Lamp

Order to-day. Or your dealer can secure it for you. Descriptive
circular and catalog of celebrated Knapp Motors and Electrical
Specialties from 10c up mailed free on request.

Knapp Electric & Novelty Co.
523 West 51st Street New York City

KNAPP LEADER
Radiates real power-plant
efficiency. Two Speeds and
Reverse.

Price, Complete, $3.50

CORE WIRE
We have been fortunate In securing thru auction several tons of guaranteed pure, double

annealed Norway Iron Core Wire and are selling this wire to "Experimenter" readers

At Pre-war Prices 20cts lb.
This wire Is just the thing for spark coils, transformers, etc., and it Is, of course, a very much

more superior product than the usual iron wire. We absolutely guarantee the quality.
If you ever thought of building a spark coil, transformer, or similar apparatus, now is the

chance to get the right material for It. As far as we know this is the only lot of iron Norway Core
Wire in the hands of any dealer at the present time, and none can be gotten until after the war.

We have only two sizes left:

26 INCHES 36 INCHES
Thickness about No. 21 B and S

If either of these sizes should be too long we advise cutting the wire down yourself by means
of fhears. It will pay you to do so as real Norway Iron Wire, sold by a few dealers last year,
brought from 40c to 50c a pound. American core wire now sells for from 30c upwards per pound.

As long as the supply lasts we offer this wire as described above to our customers at the very
low price of 20c a pound. Order at once.

ELECTRO IMPORTING CO., 231 Fulton St., N. Y. C.

YheWiffiMnB,I>uckCo.

Get your wireless stations
In Readiness Now.

Be prepared and avoid delay.
DUCK'S big 300 page Wireless and Electric Catalog is now, as it

always has been, the largest and most complete and dependable
Wireless Catalog published. Mailed for 12c in stamps or coin. Not
sent otherwise.

Everything in wireless worth while is listed in this catalog. The experienced amateur will tell

you to see our catalog before buying. You are thereby insured against an unwise purchase. It

is the Beacon Light to guide you right in the selection of your wireless apparatus. No bigger or
better values are obtainable elsewhere.
If you have our catalog No. 11, you have our latest catalog. Do not write for another. Send for

a revised price list. It is yours for the asking.

THE WILLIAM B. DUCK CO., 230-232 Superior St., Toledo, Ohio

"NACL" Buzzer and Signaling Set

$5.50

Complete

Clapp-fastham

high frequency

buzzer

A VERY COMPACT SET

Excellent for practice as key is correct height from table. Can be used for sig-

nalling by flashes over a long distance, also for a test buzzer or flash-light.

L. B. SALT, Van Brunt Ave., Dedham, Mass.

WOOD FINISHING FOR THE
AMATEURS.

(Continued from page 810)

ceptible of a fine polish, which makes it

much in demand.

Maple.—Hard maple is close grained and
requires no filler, but soft maple is just the
opposite and hence is of little value. It

looks best in its natural color, very light,

which is preferably obtained by the use of
white shellac and the very whitest ivory
varnish to be found. Hard maple takes the
finest polish of any of the woods.

Black Walnut.—This is a dark-colored
wood, rather open grained, requiring a filler

to match its color, but no stain. One good
coat of orange shellac will suffice to level its

surface previous to polishing.

Pine, Poplar, etc.— These soft woods
are open grained and easily worked. Hav-
ing little beauty of their own they are usu-
ally stained, but we should remember that

oil stains are the best to use, owing to the
difficulty of getting an even coat. Shellac
will do very well as a varnish for these soft

woods, being applied on top of a liquid filler.

In conclusion it is to be hoped that any-
one attempting to do wood finishing will do
the wood justice and conscientiously per-
form all the operations required. Everyone
has preferences as to the finish liked best,

but after a study of the foregoing it should
not be difficult to select the right one.

FORMER KAISER CONSTANTLY
IN TOUCH WITH BERLIN.

The former Kaiser is believed to be
constantly in communication with Germany.
It is reported that a wireless station has
been erected on top of Count von Ben-
tinck's castle, and that German airplanes
frequently fly over the estate, dropping
messages.

SCIENCE IN SLANG
(Continued from page 799)

that it was the inherent what-you-may-call-
it in the deceased animal and not the con-
tact of the two diss'imilar metals on the
nerve and muscle, and the chemical action
created thereof, that caused the amphibious
corpse to do the post-mortem Hula.

"Even at that the Dago doctor opened up
a lot of dope that the terrestrians were
dead to, and laid another foundation rock
for the next of the scientific gang to add to.

And now we have galvanic current instead
of homeric, as would be the case had the
blind ditty writer pulled the stunt.

"Then Count Professor Allesandro Volta,
B. S., enlightened himself with Couronne
de Tasses (no, not demi-tasses) and piles,

and condensing electroscopes, not to speak
of the other heterogeneous paraphernalia
that would make a Hebrew junk dealer itch

in the palms. Well, Aleck stamped his

cognomen in the pages of electrical history,

as well as on fuse plugs and such other
electrical stuff that has the potential . in-

scribed on it.

"Here comes along Andre Marie Ampere
and drops the aching public a string of
facts tabulating a stack of laws governing
the flow of the 'juice' and propounding with
such effect that we now waltz into the store

and order the fuses that we shot—or rather

to replace the ones we shot—by the ampere
(unless we buy them by the dozen).

"So it goes. Wr

att then bounces into the
limelight and does his act and exit. Then,
when they are sure he is dead, some favor-
ing gink—generally a Prof.—names some-
thing after him. In this case it happened
to be the great what-is-it. So, too, we get
ohms and farads—see; Mike's handle was
too long for laboratory use so the printers

just stuck in the first half dozen characters

and let it go at that. Likewise we amputated

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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the 'a' in Volta's name when we translated
it into sure-enough language. You know
we humans that have descended from the
Angles and Saxons got a little more ef-

ficient and sawed off the sing-song trailers

some time after Chaucer wrote 'Whyne
that olde Aprillc why the its shores sote'

and sang it like a Swede, and say 'When
the sweet showers of April' just like we say
volt instead of volta.

"Since Bill Gilbert, way hack in the
fifteen hundreds, christened the phenomena
that made amber famous 'Electricity' and
dumped it onto the English-speaking peo-
ple we have had names, terms, epithets, de-
scriptions, designations, and appellations
galore for its numerous manifestations; yet
with all the wonders of the genii we are no
nearer the solution of the something we
call 'Juice'. We have a fair working
knowledge of what it is not, and how it

affects various substances — including
homos.

"Jimmy Clerk Maxwell, the bonny
'Skoatchmahn' (accent on the first syllable),

let loose with a gob of new stuff that have
been pacemakers for a raft of scientific

birds to follow up on. Jim's dope on the
gas and light—while not the kind that af-
fect the meter men—have apparently been
agreed to in the main—even since he gave
the proverbial bucket the fatal rap, and
can't argue back at us.

"Naturally, as time ticks off, some wise
guy, who has the advantage of the ones
before by being behind, springs new stuff

now and then.

"The Swedish Prof, who is almost guilty

for the electron theory of matter, does not
blankly contradict the dope now out on
molecules and atoms and ions. The latest

is only a new sprout on the tree of knowl-
edge.
"Of course Madame Curie, when she got

to meddling with pitchblende, nearly up-

.

rooted the chemical tree of knowledge with
her 'Radium'. Naturally, as new dope
shows up, we have to show the door to a

lot of the old stuff, but when some guy
slips us something from observation it

turns out to be almost right in its percent-
age. The next guy looks a little farther and
hands us a little more of the same thing,

generally.

"Old Ben Franklin got the fluid idea—

a

lot of it right. Then as a little more of
eternity reels off, converting the present
into the past, the 'fluid' idea went 'fluey',

and we conceived the phenomena as a vi-

bration, of molecules, atoms, ions, and
finally electrpns. Some of the wise guineas
have the vibrations all mapt out as collid-

ing, circling, and vari-speeded particles of
almost nothing, making up everything we
are acquainted with and a lot that we are
not. The only difference between the skull

of your dome and the macadam on the
road in front of your house is the differ-

ence in speed or direction or path. You
don't need to take that as an insult—I could
have used my own head for example, but
my modesty forbids.

"As we sit over an electric heater we have
to hand it to old man Joule. And after we
are run over gracelessly by one of those
'noiseless electrics' we may be excused for
giving Mike Faraday the verbal journey to

Dante's pleasure resort for a dehghtless
season of eternity, for it was old Mike that

made the first electric motor mote. This
old boy had a lot to do with induced cur-
rents, and from his inductions and deduc-
tions that transformer out on yonder pole
was made a pot instead of an engine boiler
or crowbar.
"Of course we'll not pass old boy Nick

Tesla up—the 'high frequency kid'. His
alternating current stuff and three phase
dope—remember that trash the engineers
howled 'It can't be done' at? Funny tho

—

our best motors are the three phase kind
now.
"When alternating current flops down the

Learn Public Speaking

10 lessons fdet
Write — quick — for W* P

particulars of this extraordinary ML A mJMflJL^ff
offer; an opportunity you will

never forget if you take advantage of it. Ten lessons in effective public

speaking absolutely FREE to those who act promptly, to introduce our

course in localities where it is not already known.
We teach you by mail to become a powerful and convincing speaker—to in-

fluence and dominate the decisions of one man or an audience of a thousand. We
have trained hundreds and helped them to increase their earnings and their popu-
larity. Learn, in your spare time at home, how to overcome "stage fright" and
conquer fear of others; how to enlarge your vocabulary; how to develop self-con-

fidence and the qualities of leadership ; how to RULE others by the power of your
speech alone; how to train your memory. Our

New Easy Method
perfected and taught only by Prof. R. E. Pattison
Kline, former Dean of the Public Speaking Depart-
ment of the Columbia College of Expression, can be
learned in 15 minutes a day. Prof. Kline is one of

the foremost authorities in the country on public

speaking and mental development. Do not let this

chance escape you.

Offer Limited
Send This Free Coupon Now

This Special Offer of TEN LESSONS FREE is

made strictly for advertising purposes and will be
withdrawn without notice. Write now, before it ex-
pires, and receive full particulars with enrollment
blank by return mail. No obligations of any kind.

Just tear off and mail this free coupon—or a postal

will do.

WHAT THE COURSE
TEACHES YOU.

How to talk before your
club or lodge

;

How to address board
meetings

;

How to propose and re-

spond to toasts

;

How to make a political

speech

;

How to tell entertaining
stories

;

How to make after-

dinner speeches;

How to converse inter-

estingly ;

How to write better

letters

;

How to sell more goods

;

How to train your
memory

;

How to enlarge your
vocabulary

;

How to develop self-

confidence ;

How to acquire a win-
ning personality

;

How to strengthen your
will power and ambi-
tion ;

How to become a clear,

accurate thinker;

How to develop your
power of concentra-
tion;

How to be the master
of any situation.

FREE LESSONS COUPON
North American Institute,

7443 Manhattan Bldg., Chicago

I am interested in your course in Effective Public
Speaking and your offer of ten lessons free. Please
send full particulars. It is understood that this request
places me under no obligation of any kind.
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If you can COMB your hair, you

can CUT your own hair with this

marvelous invention. You can cut

your hair any length you desire, short

or long, and finish the job as nicely

as any barber in one-fourth the time

before your own mirror, with the

UTILITY
Hair Cutter

You can keep your hair well trimmed for a life-

time with this marvelous invention for actually

less than any gqod barber would charge you for

a single hair cut. Very easy to manipulate. Use it

just like a comb, pushing it through the hair,

downward, in the direction the hair lays. It is
(

im-

possible to leave any "nicks" or "cat steps" in

your hair, as there is a special Guard that guides

the cutter blade evenly over the scalp.

Cut Children's Hait
at home and save time, trouble and expense of taking them
to the barber shop. It works so easily and the job is done
so quickly that the children enjoy having their hair cut. The

adjustment feature, whereby the blade can be set to cut the hair to any desired

length—short, medium, or long-makes it possible to do as perfect work as the

barber, not to mention the tremendous saving.

A c -» Co#a*u DiTAr You can use the Utility Trimmer as an
f%9 a OolCiy rtd^UI ordinary Safety Razor, and it will give

you as good a shave as the most expensive Razor you can buy You can shave
the face or neck, or finish around the temples.

EASY TO HONE AND STROP BLADES
No trouble at all to keep the blades sharp. Just reverse the blade in the holder

and proceed to strop as with an ordinary razor Extra Blades are always obtain-

able and cost only 5 cents each, or 50 cents the dozen.

USEFUL FOR MANY OTHER PURPOSES
There are many other uses for the Utility Cutter that will suggest themselves'

to you. Ladies use it for removing hair from under the arms and elsewhere. It

is perfectly safe, and cannot cut the skin. One customer wrote us that he found
it just the thing for cutting corns, while housewives and dressmakers say there
is nothing better for ripping seams and making buttonholes.

AGENTS AND DEALERS GET OUR PROPOSITION
This is one of the rare occasions when you are able to connect up with a really "Sell

on Sight" article. Something that every man and woman will buy on sight, because
it actually saves them monev Agents are coining money Why not you',' Handsome
package, weighs buta trifle. Write at once for terms on the Trimmereand extra Blades.

JOHNSON SMITH & COMPANY
Dept. RK 54 W. Lake Street CHICAGO

. THAN I

SHAVING THE

FOR^TRIMMING THE
/ <CHILDRENS

POSTPAID

Extra Blades:

Sets. Each
50c the Doz.

Jan ost it ASx
A SAFETY
RAZOR

'WOMEN USE tT FOR
^REMOVING SUPERFLUOUS,,

HAIR

YOU HAVE A BEAUTIFUL FACE
BUT YOUR NOSE ?

BEFORE
TN THIS DAY AND AGE attention to your appearance
I Is an absolute necessity if you expect to make the most
Aout of life. Not only should you wish to appear as

attractive as possible, for your own self-satisfaction,

which Is alone well worth your efforts, but you will find

the world In general judging you greatly. If not wholly,

by your "lookt," therefore it pays to "look your best"

at all times

AFTER
Permit no one to see you looklno otherwise; it will Injure

your welfare I Upon the impression you constantly make
rests the failure or success of your life. Which is to be
your ultimate destiny? My new Nose-Shaper. "Tbados"
(Model 24) corrects now ill-shaped noses without opera-
tion, quickly, safely and permanently. Is pleasant and
does not interfere with one's daily occupation, being worn
at night.

Write today for free booklet, which tells you how to correct iU-shaped noses without cost tf not tatisfaclory

M. TRILETY, Face Specialist 1038 Ackerman Bldg., Binghamton, N. Y.

W Save Auto Repair Bills
Every car-owner should learn how to avoid engine and all other auto troubles and how to cure them by reading tne •Trouble

Department" of the AUTOMOBILE DEALER AND REPAIRER, a 100-page illustrated magazine, and the only journal in

the world especially devoted to ihe practical and mechanical side of motoring. Our EXPERT SERVICE Department is free

to all subscribers. You can ask questions and get answers promptly about any difficulty with your car. One article in

one number was worth $25 to one car-owner. Send 25 cents in stamps or silver for three months' trial subscription to

MOTOR VEHICLE PUBLISHING COMPANY, 73S Murray Street, New York.

line, along comes a lot of other by-product
stuff. A load of new hypothetics and an-
other load of theories to explain them. You
know when you hook up some plants in

parallel that there enters into the circuit a
condition known as 'harmonics' that jug-
gles the peak around and cuts it off, and
goes negative when the generators are
trying to make a positive impression on the

line. Alternating current is great stuff and
the guy that can get reactance and imped-
ance kicking right and pull the wattless
current off the line don't need to worry
about such prosaic things as room rent and
meal tickets.

"Steinmetz has this alternating current
stuff pretty well under his hat and can tell

you just what will happen, and when and
why. If you ask 'Steiny' how he figures it

he will tell you with a paper and pencil—if

he did not do it in his head ; but when the
figures run into ten or more columns he
generally reaches for his pencil. With his

calculus he calculates the two-stepping os-

cillatory currents correctly thru his heavy
cigar smoke.

"Surely we all know what Tommy Edi-
son has done to us in the line of sidewalks
and phonographs, in stock tickers and elec-

tric lights, in street railways and chemistry.
That old duck works overtime seven days
to the week and sleeps with his hat and
shoes on, with a copy of Clerk Maxwell's
dictionary for a pillow. Yes, Tom is a
bright boy.

"To-day, after all the headlights and
sidelights on history, we know more about,
and less of, the so-called 'electric' force
that causes our incandescent globes to glow
and the amber to attract pith balls than our
progenitors who wore fig leaves and bed-
spreads.

"Perhaps some day a man—maybe a
woman—will come along and kick the mud
out from the electrical puddle and let us
see what a 'watt' really is. At least we will

find more things that the mysterious force
is the cause of. We may add to our fric-

tional, static, dynamic and other present
forms we have so far classified yet more.
High frequency may be the way to it—it

may not. We realize that we merely collect

or cause to flow in our set paths the 'juice'

we use, we do not create it. In a way we
are unbelievably crude in our field of elec-

tricity. A lot escapes us, a lot leaks, as it

were, and we get the use of a very small
amount for the work we put into it and
get out. Yet it is the most, or one of the
most efficient forms of energy that we now
have at our disposal. Perhaps some one
will stumble on to some other source than
dynamos and batteries for our supply—it

may be a sort of collector or etheric accu-
mulator. Thru electricity we may over-
come gravitation. The conditions that
would make possible are unlimited. Of
course, that is supposition, but 'wireless'

and the World War were all suppositions a
few years ago.

"Speaking of wireless, Hertz looked over
our heads and saw something we had over-
looked since Galvani's 'return shock' on the

frog's hind kicks. Then Marconi and
others, notably De Forest, boosted the
proposition along, so that now, with the

audion amplifier, we transmit music, both
chin and instrumental, for miles and miles

on thin ether. Whether next we will trans-

mit or merely collect energy for power I

don't know, but I would not be surprised
at either.

"Some scientists tell us that once our
present planet was a whirling mass of

nebulae. Later it concentrated into a rough
globular mass. This was known as the

Azoic Age. At this time its minerals and
water were thrown off at a great distance

in a gaseous state. As these cooled they

formed rings or films surrounding the

earth. Later these rings descended upon
the earth, periodically. Thus the earth past

thru the Paleazoic and Carboniferous

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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Howl IncreasedMy Earnings

From $2 io$200aDay

1

The Remarkable Story of a Young Man's Experience

After Reading a Wonderful Book, as Told by Himself

epochs, after which fell the remaining

mineral rings, and animal life came into

evidence. Then the last canopy, of hun-

dred per cent, proof water descended, and

we had the big washout known as the

'flood', where a man by the name Noah—

-

who was his press-agent?—made his big

hit with the historians.

"Now these science hypotheticians tell us

that there is yet another ring, an electrical

canopy, that, when it descends will destroy

all microbes and other infamous micro-

organisms—Mr. Flu included in the first

row. Taking that into consideration we
would be a healthier flock of mortals—but
fermentation is caused by our minute

friend-enemies ; and no fermentation means
natural prohibition. How would you
like that? Besides upsetting the brewers

and bakers and what else not in-

cluding bacchic celebrations, it would prob-

ably upset our present electrical system,

and likewise rules and laws. That is the

Valian theory of the thing, and there are

whole reams of other dope by other think-

ers and numbskulls, but this Valian hunch
.hits me as plausible, and a lot of the other

ding-dongs sound to me as if the author

had had one too many under his belt.

"If the ring were to tumble—we would be

in the same fix with the antediluvians as

to the liquor question. The great liquor

question would no longer be 'What drink

will you have?' but 'When will the ring

rise again?'
_

', "By the way, I have a quart in my room,"
Stokes hinted as we arose to leave, "And
you can never tell when that ring may fall."

AN AMPHIBIAN LAND, WATER
AND AIR HYDROPLANE.

(Continued from page 773)

ranged along the center line of the super-

structure on the exterior are a plurality of

planes, which are maintained in the proper

position by means of guy rods. Horizontal

rudders are arranged in opposite pairs, each

consisting of a series of blades mounted
upon central shafts. All of the rudders

and propellers are controllable by the avia-

tor from within the cab, and by actuating

the various rudder and plane controls, it is

thus possible for the operator to cause the

craft to fly on a level keel, or to turn at

any desired angle, either upward or down-
ward.
This amphibious airship is caused to fly

thru the air by means of a pair of power-
ful propeller blades disposed on opposite

sides of the gas bag frame as shown, and at

the center of the ballonet superstructure.

These propeller blades are driven by the

motor situated within the car by means of

bevel gears. Coney Island and the rest of

the amusement parks threaten to take all of

our spare nickels and dimes this summer,
with such irresistible and fascinating diver-

sions as this before us.

CONCRETE WIRELESS MAST IN
CHINA.

A mast of concrete 150 feet above the

wall of the Tartar City, near Chienman,
has been erected for the United States naval

wireless. The column is. 18 inches in diam-
eter at the base and' 12' inches at the top.

Its weight is approximately 30,000 pounds,

arid it includes 2,500 pounds of reinforcing

steel and 160 cubic feet of concrete. Twelve
guys, fastened to four anchor blocks, se-

cure the mast. The work was completed in

Seven weeks.

Sjjfl

HARVARD RADIO SCHOOL TO BE
REMOVED.

The naval radio school in Cambridge, in

which nearly 5,000 sailors are under in-

struction, is- to- be removed to the Great.

Lakes Naval Training Station' by April 1.

SOME people say it takes money
to make money—others complain

that they never made money be-

cause they never had any luck. When
one is up against the stern reality of

making both ends meet, it is natural

to feel that if they only had a little

money, or a little luck, they wouldn't

have to worry about their bread and
butter, and rent, and clothes.

A short time ago I, too, felt that way. I

was a bill clerk earning only $12 a week,

and I used to worry myself sick about my
future.

To-day—it seems like a dream—all my
financial troubles are over—my weekly in-

come instead is about $1,000—more than I

know how to spend. I own two automo-
biles and have a chauffeur to drive me
around. My children go to private schools.

I have just purchased, for cash, a $25,000

home. I go hunting, fishing, motoring and
traveling, whenever I care to. I live in a

new kind of world.

Possible to Anyone
Let me say in all sincerity that what I

have done, I believe any one can do. I am
only an average man—not "brilliant"—have
never gone to college — my education is

limited. I know at least a hundred men
who know more than I, who are better edu-

cated and better informed—yet not one of

them has made as much money as I have,

their earnings probably averaging less than

$50 weekly. I mention this to show that

earning capacity is not governed by the ex-

tent of a man's education—to encourage
those who have not had the advantage of a
comprehensive education.

What, then, is the secret of my success?

Let me tell you how it came about.

How I Discovered Myself

One day, about three years ago, some-
thing happened that woke me up to what
was wrong with me. It was necessary for

me to make a decision on a matter which
was of little consequence. I knew in my
heart what was the right thing to do, but
something held me back. I said one thing,

then another ; I decided one way, then an-
other. ,1 couldn't for the life of me make
the decision I knew was right.

I lay awake most of that night thinking
about the matter—not because it was of any
great importance in itself, "but because I

was beginning to discover what was wrong
ivith me. Along towards dawn I resolved

to make, an experiment. I decided to culti-

vate my; will power, believing that if I did

this I would not hesitate about making de-

cisions—that when I had an idea I would
have sufficient confidence in myself to "put
it over"—that I would not be afraid of my-
self, of things or of others. I felt that if I

could smash my ideas across I would soon
make my presence felt. I knew that here-

tofore I had always begged for success

—

had always stood, hat in hand, depending
on others to give me the things I desired.

In short, I was controlled by the will of
others. Henceforth, I determined to have
a strong will of my own

—

to demand and
command what ,.I wanted.

. .. ... .

With this new purpose in mind I applied

myself to finding out something more about

will power. Finally I encountered a book

written by Professor Frank Channing Had-
dock. I was astonished to read his state-

ment. "The will is just as susceptible of

development as the muscles of the body!"

It is almost needless to say that I at once

began to practise the exercises formulated

by Dr. Haddock, and I need not recount the

extraordinary results that I obtained almost

from the first day. I have already indicated

the success that my developed power of will

has made for me.
But it may be thought that my case is

exceptional. Let me again assure you that

I am but an average man, with no super-

developed powers, save that of my own
will. And to further prove my contention,

let me say that since Prof. Haddock's les-

sons, rules and exercises have been pub-
lished, I have come across hundreds of

other cases where strengthened will power
has brought success and fortune to people

who were failures, has enabled thousands
to overcome drink and other vices, almost
overnight—has helped overcome sickness

and nervousness, has transformed unhappy,
envious, discontented people into dominating
personalities filled with the joy of living.

What You Can Do
I have been authorzied by the publishers

of Prof. Haddock's methods to say that any
reader who cares to examine his startling

book on will power may do so without send-
ing any money in advance. In other words,
if after a week's reading you do not feel

that "Power of Will" is worth $3, the sum
asked, return it and you will owe nothing.
When you receive your copy for examina-
tion you will be interested in the studies on
The law of great thinking ; How to develop
analytical power; How to guard against
errors in thought ; How to drive from the
mind unwholesome thoughts ; How to de-
velop fearlessness ; How to use the mind
in sickness ; How to acquire a dominating
personality, and hundreds of other similar
personal power studies.

It is interesting to note that among the
250,000 owners of "Power of Will" are
such prominent men as Judge Ben B.
Lindsey

;
Supreme Court Justice Parker

;

Wu Ting Fang, ex-U. S. Chinese Ambassa-
dor ; Senator T. B. Calron ; Gov. AfcKelvie
of Nebraska ; Assistant Postmaster-General
Britt ; General Manager Christeson, of
Wells Fargo Express Co. ; E. St. Elmo
Lewis ; Senator Arthur Capper of Kansas,
and thousands of equal prominence.
As a first step in will training, I would

suggest immediate action in this matter
before you. Use the blank form below, or
write a lettter addressing it to the Pelton
Publishing Company, 30F Wilcox Block,
Meriden, Conn., and the book will come by-

return mail. This one act may mean the
turning point of - your life, as it has meant
to me and to so many others.

FELTON PUBLISHING COMPANY,
30F Wilcox Block, Meriden, Conn.

I will examine a copy of "Power of Will"
at your risk. I agree to remit $3 or remail
the book in 5 days.

Name

Address . .
.'

. . . . . . .... . . :
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Announcement
The Moorhead Laboratories, the

largest exclusive manufacturers of

Vacuum Valves in the world, have
been busily engaged during the war
in supplying Vacuum Tubes to the

British and United States Govern-
ments.

They will have manufactured and
tested a large quantity of these

Vacuum Bulbs to meet the require-

ments of the amateur and experi-

mental trade as soon as the ban is

lifted.

All these Valves are licensed under
the

FLEMING PATENT
owned by the Marconi Company, and
protected by several pending patents.

We are the distributing agents of

the Moorhead Laboratories, and you
can obtain from us the same high

grade Detector, built to Government
specifications and supplied to the

above mentioned Governments as

standard equipment.

We will give you the most prompt
and satisfactory service that it is pos-

sible to render.

Send your name and address to us, and
we will forward you an interesting book-
let describing the Moorhead Valves and
other Apparatus for both receiving and
transmitting.

Yours for efficiency

Pacific Laboratories Sales Department
510 PACIFIC BUILDING San Francisco, Calif.

1
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Gigantic 1,400 K .W. Radio Station at Lyons,
France

(Continued fr

work, it having been found readily possible

lO synchronize two such high-speed radio-

frequency alternators at the works of the

General Electric Company, some years ago.

North of. the main antenna switch plat-

form at the center of the station, there is a

French design of static frequency multiply-

ing system rated at 150 K.W-. This set op-

erates on the principle of the transformer
frequency-changing principle, as developed
by Joly and Arco.

Next we come to the western wing of

the station, and here there are two of the

largest arc oscillation generators ever built.

They were designed by Mr. C. F. Elwell,

formerly chief engineer of the Federal
Telegraph Company of San Francisco, Cal.,

who first developed the Poulsen arc sys-

tem to large powers, and each of these gi-

gantic arcs are rated at 250 K.W. Either
of these arc generators may be connected
to the antenna thru the central antenna
switch-gear, the lead wire running to the

arc sets terminating in a massive single-

pole, double-throw change-over switch,

about five feet in length, which permits the

instant connection of either set to the

antenna.

Either of these powerful arc sets can be

operated from the 300-K.W., 750-volt, di-

rect-current motor-generator set, shown in

the plan view and situated just west of the

arc apparatus itself. This motor-generator
comprises a three-phase alternating-current
motor, direct-connected to a 750-volt, direct-

current, 300-K.W. generator, which sup-

plies the necessary high voltage direct cur-

rent for operating the arcs. Dr. de Forest
states that in his opinion, these large arc
generators represent one of the very finest

developments in radio transmitters that

have yet been conceived and perfected.

They have a distinct advantage over radio
frequency alternators in that quick changes
in wave length or frequency can be rapidly

obtained, merely by changing the inductance
and capacity in the oscillatory circuits con-
nected to the arc itself. The radio fre-

quency alternator is very reliable, and de-

velops its full power in a very constant and
reliable manner, but it is difficult, at least

with the present design of this machine, to

obtain with speed and efficiency a consider-
able change in the range of wave lengths
and frequency, yet as Dr. de Forest has in-

timated, they are very efficient and desirable

where the proper operating conditions are
available, such as where but one or two
wave lengths only are desired. The arc

generator, on the other hand, is very sim-
ple and rugged in design, and requires but
very little attention, even when operated
over twenty-four-hour non-stop periods,
which is often the case nowadays at many
of the Government stations which are using
arc sets, and many of which are in very
successful operation in some of the largest

stations of the United States as well as in

Europe at the present time.

All of the transmitters at the Lyons sta-

tion operate on long wave lengths, as the
reader will perceive from the antenna fre-

quency values given above, and the un-
damped wave system is used in all except
the spark sets. The receiving apparatus is

very elaborate, and has been installed :«

sound-proof receiving rooms, so as to real-

ize the very highest efficiency in the receipt

of long distance signals. The French radio
engineers are using nothing but three elec-

trode audions in all of their work, and one
of their bulbs will be illustrated and de-
scribed in the April issue. The French re-
ceiving sets make use of two or more ampli-
fier bulbs, and when necessary a six-stage
amplifier is used, which boosts the strength
of signal received 1,000,000 times. Some of
the clever work accomplished by the French

om page 791)

Army and Navy radio experts during the

war, with these powerful audion amplifier

can readily be imagined, and it is a matter
of record that many valuable radio as well

as regular telephonic and telegraphic wire
messages of the Germans were tapt by
French stations equipt with these powerful
amplifiers.

The power for the Lyons radio station is

transmitted for a long distance from a

hydro-electric plant. The receiving ap-
paratus was built by the Compagnie Gen-
erate Radiotelegraphique, whose shops are

near Paris. The detector is, of course, the
French type of audion. They employ a

six-step audion amplifier, using the same
standard type of bulb both for detecting

and amplifying.
The ground connection of the station

consists of a large number of copper wires
radiating from the station and buried about
two meters (6^ feet) below the surface
of the earth. Many of these wires terminate
in copper plates.

HOW I INVENTED THE AUDION.
(Continued from page 790)

plication was not filed until the following
February. The drawings, Figs. 2 and 6, of

this patent show the incandescent or glow
members both in the air, and sealed within
a closed chamber.

It will be noted now that I approached
the general problem of this new type of de-

tector from an entirely different angle from
that commonly supposed to-day. In the

first place I always employed a battery, and
this original battery was what is now uni-

versally called the "B battery." My source
of electric current for heating purposes was
second, and secondary, so that the vocifer-

ous contention of the advocates of the

Fleming valve that the audion evolved from
the Fleming valve, and was originally the

Fleming valve with the "B battery" added
as an afterthought, is entirely untrue.

It was now a very obvious development of
the evolution thu^ far described, to par-
tially exhaust the glass envelope containing
the two incandescent electrodes, or fila-

ments, so as to increase the conductivity of
the space between them.
But Fig. 5 of this patent, showing the

inclosed filament in a vacuum bulb, is inter-

esting from another consideration because
it contains the first embryonic germ of the

later "grid" or third electrode. It was real-

ized from the very first that a certain pro-
portion of the high frequency energy from
the antenna could be lost thru the bypath
circuit supplied by the battery and tele-

phone receiver. In order to prevent this

the arrangement shown in Fig. 5 was tried

out, wherein the local and high frequency
circuits are kept separate. In this arrange-
ment, as actually tried in the gas flame, no
actual advantage was observed, because the
high frequency electrodes were necessarily

some slight distance from the path con-,
ducting the direct current, and hence the
effect of the high frequency currents upon
the ions carrying the local current was
weakened.
During the years of 1904 and '05 my

duties kept me almost continually away
f"ora my laboratory, in travelling about the

country directing the installation of numer-
ous radio stations ;

consequently there was
little opportunity for prosecuting this de-
velopment work, and carrying out the de-
signs and sketches which I made from time
to time. In fact, it was not until 1905 that

a lamp manufacturer was found to under-
take the construction of the various experi-
mental forms of lamps which I had de-
signed as a successor to the flame or arc
detector. I was familiar in 1905 with Prof.
Fleming's work on the subject of the "Edi-
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week free.
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Mesco Telegraph

Practice Set
For Learning Telegraph Codes

The Practice Set comprises a regular tele-

graph key, without circuit breaker, a special
high pitcli buzzer, one cell Red Seal Dry
Battery, and four feet of green silk covered
flexible cord.

The key and buzzer are mounted on a
highly finished wood base, and three nickel
plated binding posts are so connected that the
set may be used for five different purposes.
List No. Price
342 Telegraph Practice Set, with Bat-

tery and Cord $3.24
Weighs 4 lbs. packed.
Price does not include postage.

MESCO ^m ')'M ''00 S*"" lewiiing Ibe Motse

and Continental Visual and Audible Cedes

This outfit is the only reliable instrument which
will enable students to become proficient operators
in the TJ. S. Naval Service, because it is equipped
with a buzzer and miniature lamp enabling the
user to master both the visual and audible signals
quickly.
List No. 52—Practice Set with Red Seal Bat-

tery and Cord $4.05
Weighs 4 lbs. packed. Price does not Include postage.

Send for theNew Edition of

Our Catalog W28
It is pocket size, contains 248 pages, with over
1,000 Illustrations, and describes in plain, clear
language all about Bells. Push Buttons. Batteries.
Telephone and Telegraph Material. Electric Toys.
Burglar and Fire Alarm Contrivances, Electric Call
Bells, Electric Alarm Clocks, Medical Batteries.
Motor Boat Horns, Electrically Heated Apparatus.
Battery Connectors, Switches, Battery Gauges,
Wireless Telegraph Instruments, Ignition Supplies,
etc.

Send for the Catalog Now

Manhattan Electrical

Supply Co., Inc.
NEW YORK: CHICAGO: ST. LOUIS:

17 Park Tlaee 114 S. Wells St. HOG Pine St.
San Francisco Office: 604 Mission St.

CLEARTONE PHONOGRAPHS
$4.00 to $200.00 Retail

Needles $45o per thousand in lots of 500.000
Motors $ 1 . ,S 5 to $14.75 each. Tone Arms and
Reproducers $1.30 to $5.75 per set. Main
Springs 20c to 90c- each. Records. Needles,
Sapphire Points and Parts at reasonable
prices.
Write for our 84 page catalogue, the only one
of its kind in America, illustrating 33 differ-

ent styles of Talking Machines and over 500
different Phonographic Parts.

LUCKY 13 PHONOGRAPH COMPANY
Export Dept. 4613 E. 12th St.. N. Y., U.S.A.

A STEFFEY MOTOR
on your wheel will con-
vert it into a practical and
successful high grade
motorcycle that will
cost you less to operate than the more

expensive machines. Write at once and secure lowest fac-

tory prices. Excellent opportunity for agents. Send stamp.

STEFFEY MFG. CO., Dept. E. 5025 Brown St., Phila. Pa.

HAVE You SENT
fcr our booklet No. 4. giving diagrams and experi-
ments with the Steco Button? Seeour large ad. pg. 822
STECO, 2134 N. Clark St., Chicago, 111.

S
TAMPS;
50 diff. Belgium (large bi-color). China, Jamaica,
Portugal, Venezuela, etc., 10c: 100 dlfl., nice
packet. 20c: 1.000 well mixed, 40c: 100 var.

U. S., 10c: 1,000 hinges. 10c: Agts. wanted, 50%.
List free. I buy stamps. L. B. Dover, Overland, Mo.
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son Effect" as utilized for the rectification

of high frequency oscillations, or currents.

This was interesting to me only as an evi-

dence of growing activity along lines sim-
ilar to those of my new detector. I was
familiar, of course, with the phenomena
originally discovered by Edison, and investi-

gated and developed by Howell, Fleming,
Wehnelt, et al ; but from the very first of
my work with radio detectors I always had
in mind a relay, in the true sense of the

word, not a rectifier; in other words, a de-

tector in which the energy of the audible
signal was supplied from a local battery.

This local energy being merely controlled

or released by the incoming signal. It had
always been obvious to me that such a de-
vice should be more efficient than any form
of rectifier where the signal indication is

effected only by the energy actually received
thru the antenna.

Fig. 1, Patent No. 824,637, is an obviously
practical development of Fig. 5 of my first

patent, No. 979,275. In this figure two in-

candescent filaments are sealed in the glass

bulb, and each lighted from its own "A"
battery. Here, as always, the original sep-

arate "B'' battery is shown.

, This figure is interesting to many, who
until recently, if even now, have never
heard that an audion of this type works
equally well whether both electrodes are in-

candescent, or whether one is incandescent
and the other cold. It might be well to

point out now in this connection that during
the patent trial—the Fleming valve vs. the
Audion—a demonstration was made before
the court where all three electrodes were in

the form of filaments, where each could be
heated to incandescence by a separate bat-

tery. The demonstration showed that when
this device was connected up as an audion
that either outside filament could be used
as the "plate" electrode indifferently, and
the signals were of the same intensity

whether two electrodes were cold or all

three hot. The purpose of this test was to

demonstrate beyond all cavil the falseness
of the assumption that rectification plays in

any way an important or essential part in

the operation of the three electrode audion.
Fig. 3 of the above mentioned patent No.

824,637 shows the next obvious step in the

evolution of the audion i.e., doing away
with the unnecessary battery for heating
one of the electrodes. It was obvious, of
course, that so long as the "B" battery was
properly connected so that its positive pole

led to the cold electrode, there was no ne-
cessity or advantage in heating this second
electrode. The audion in this form—one
hot and one cold electrode, and the "B" bat-

tery connected with this positive terminal
to the cold electrode, was used for some
months, and shows a sensith jness as a de-
tector, superior to that of the electrolytic

detector, and far superior to that of the

Fleming valve rectifier. We had, thanks to

the "B" battery which was invariably em-
ployed, a genuine relay or trigger action of

the high frequency oscillations upon the

normal current-carrying ions, or electrons,

passing between the two electrodes.

As everyone familiar with incandescent
lamp or X-ray bulb phenomena knows, the
proportions of current passing between two
electrodes therein (one or both being hot)
carried by ions or carried by thermions,
depends chiefly upon the degree of exhaus-
tion of the bulb. The gradual preponder-
ance of thermionic conduction over ionic

conduction has been gradually increasing

as the art has progrest with improvements
in pumps, knowledge of the fine points of

exhaustion, etc. Thus it has always been
impossible to lay a finger upon a certain

date or upon any audion type of device,

and say, "This marks the distinction be-

tween an ionic, or gaseous detector, and a
thermionic detector." It is in fact impos-
sible to prove even to-day when audions or
oscillions are exhausted to the highest de-
gree that the conductivity is entirely elec-

tronic.
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Super- Sensitive Microphone
ONLY

This instrument is offered * £
at an extremely low price. C
It is excellent for building your
own amplifier. Can also be used in
many experiments where a sensi-
tive microphone is required.

Detectagraph, $15
This detecting instrument
of marvelous sensitivity can
be used for detecting secret
conversations. Outfit consists
of Sensitive Transmitter, 25-
ft. Black Cord, Receiver,
Headband, Case and Battery.

Send for One Today and
Convince Yourself. Detectagraph $1

5

THE $15jMICROPHO
DEAF-PHONE

is a super-sensitive instru-
ment which has been devel-
oped to meet the demands
for a practical and efficient
hearing device at an extreme-
ly low price. It is equal to
any $35 instrument made and

superior to moat of them. The outfit consists of One
Super-Sensitive Transmitter with cord connector; One
Super-Sensitive Ear Piece with small black cord; One
Black Single Headband; Black Case and Two Bat-
taries. write today for free booklet

G. BOISSONNAULT CO.
26 CORTLANDT STREET NEW YORK
Makers of Super-Sensitive Microphone Apparatu

Not Toys But Real Apparatus
the same as used by all operating companies.
You had better send us your order immediately
to Insure prompt delivery, as this equipment
will not last long at these prices.

110 Volt Generators 3 bars, each $3.00
4 bars, each 4.00

5 or 6 bars, each 5.00
Telephone transmitters with arms, each.. .75
Good ringers complete with bells, each 50
Telephone receivers, each 75
Condensers, all sizes, each 50
Real complete common battery telephones,

wall type with 1600 Ohm ringers, each 4.50
Slightly used dry cells, per dozen 1.25
Large, powerful magnets, while they last,
each 50

Please send money-order or cash with your order
ELECTRICAL SPECIALTY COMPANY

128 South Eleventh Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

WANTED
IMMEDIATELY

Civilian wireless and land line
operators are in great de-
mand, owing to the govern-
ment special classification.

Our classes will quickly qualify
you. Excellent dormitory facili-
ties for out of town students.

Write for booklet giving full particulars about

The Best Radio School in New York City

East Side Y. M. C. A.
Branch

Lenox 6051
86th St. and Lexington Ave.

New York

ARNOLD NAVY MODEL
LOOSE COUPLER

1 beg to advise my friends and customers
that I am back in the Wireless Game at
the old address, where I hope to be fav-
ored with a visit and your much valued
patronage.

J. F. ARNOLD
327 East 119th St., N. Y. City

Estrbtished 1910

WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY
Our 14 weeks course prepares you for MERCHANT
MARINE paying $110 per month and expenses.
RADIO INSPECTORS receive $1,200 to $3,500 per
year. Our instructors are licensed by U. S. govern-
ment: school fully equipped and largest of its kind in
America. Tuition small and payable weekly. We
guarantee to qualify you. Board and room in Wash-
ington at reasonable rates while taking the course.
Particulars on request. SERVICE RADIO SCHOOL,
902 Pa. Ave. N. W., Washington, D. C.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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In the spring and summer of 1906 I had
opportunity to spend a good deal of time

on the audion problem, and was always
seeking to improve its efficiency. Keeping
in mind then the disadvantage of directly

connecting the high frequency circuit with

the local circuits, and harking back to the

four electrode gas-flame detector above
mentioned, I sought to keep one electrode

of the high frequency circuit distinct from
the two electrodes of the local current.

Obviously the most simple experiment was
to wrap a piece of tinfoil around the out-

side of the glass bulb and connect this to

one end of the secondary transformer of

my receiver. The other end of the trans-

former was connected to the filament, it

being obviously unnecessary to employ four

electrodes to effect the end desired. Exact-
ly this arrangement, with the third electrode

around the outside of the bulb, is shown
in Fig. 3 of patent No. 841,386, which was
filed in August, 1906. It will probably be

recalled that this outside electrode has been
very recently "re-discovered" with consider-

able eclat and acclaim ! I also at this time
wrapt a coil of wire around the bulb, con-
necting one end of this to the antenna and
the other to the ground, seeking thus to

effect the ionic conductivity between the

inner electrodes by electro-magnetic influ-

ence from the high frequency oscillations

passing around this helix. See Fig. 4, pat-

ent No. 841,386.

The arrangement of the external tinfoil

belt may therefore be called the parent of
the third electrode. It showed a decided
improvement in the sensitiveness of the de-

tector, as I had anticipated. I recognized
that by this arrangement I had in effect a

condenser between the filament connection
and a hypothetical third electrode, which
consisted of the conducting layer of gas lo-

cated on the interior walls of the bulb,

the other arm of this condenser being the

tinfoil belt outside the glass. I recognized
also that this was a very inefficient and in-

direct way of impressing the effect of the
high frequency oscillations upon the con-
ducting medium between the filament and
plate. The third electrode should therefore
be placed inside the bulb. I immediately in-

structed McCandless & Company to make
such a bulb. The first type of this third

electrode was in the form of a plate, located

on the opposite side of the filament from
the "B" battery plate. This arrangement
showed the increased efficiency and sensi-

tiveness anticipated. It is shown in Figs. 2
and 4 of patent No. 841,387, filed October,
1906. This is the audion amplifier and tele-

phone relay patent. Fig. 2 of this patent
is interesting as showing also for the first

time a third battery ("B") in the external
circuit between the third electrode and the
filament. T in this figure represents the
high frequency transformer.

In Fig. 4, where this battery is omitted,
is shown for the first time the grid stopping
condenser C. In studying this type of three
electrode bulb, I recognized that the third
electrode was not yet in its most efficient

position. It should be placed directly in the
path of the ionic or thermionic stream,
passing from filament to plate, where the
high frequency electric charges imprest on
the electrode could best affect this stream.
But if placed directly between two elec-
trodes, a solid plate, of course, would con-
stitute practically a complete barrier. Hence
I devised the grid or perforated screen
structure. In fact, the first audion where
the third electrode was placed between the
filament and plate utilized the wire bent in

grid form which is familiar to every ama-
teur or user of the audion prior to 1914.

This type of third electrode so located
was so marked an improvement over the
preceding three-electrode bulb, that shortly
thereafter a patent was applied for on it.

This was issued in February, 1908, No. 879,-

532. See Fig. 1 where the complete receiv-
ing arrangement and the grid audion is

clearly shown.

Brandes "Superior'* Head Set, com-
plete with head band, $6. A profession-
al set within the means of every ama-
teur. 2000 ohms.

BRANDES
Wireless Head Sets

Anticipate the demand that

will set in as soon as the Gov-

ernment lifts its ban on ama-

teur wireless stations.

Order your BRANDES
WIRELESS HEAD SET
TODAY.

Be ready for better wireless results than you ever had before.

The matched tone of the two Brandes diaphrams make this

possible.

Every Brandes head set is sold under a positive money-back
guarantee that it is superior to any other receiver at its price

in clearness, sensitiveness, and range.

Order a Brandes Head Set today—or send 4c for Booklet E
with complete description of Brandes receivers.

C. BRANDES, Inc.
Wireless Receiver Specialists

Room 814 32 Union Square New York City

Complete line of Brandes receivers for those in Western States and Pacific

Coast. Catalogue E on request.

Balboa Building FORD KING SAN FRANCISCO, CAL

Radio Amateurs!
Buy parts and make your own sets. Large stock

of radio materials left on our hands because of

canceled Government contracts!

An opportunity for buying high grade materials

at bargain prices.

Guaranteed Galena Crystals, everything for

coils, switches, knobs, resistances - insulating

materials, condenser plates and parts, Litzen-

draht and magnet wires, contact points, head
bands.

Also Manufacturers of Complete Receivers, Condensers,

Variometers, Inductances, Oscillion Transmitters.

DE FOREST RADIO TEL. & TEL. CO.
1391 SEDGWICK AVENUE NEW YORK CITY

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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MURDOCK
Radio Receivers

Noted for their extreme
sensitiveness and un-
failing dependability.

At the very reasonable
prices, they are the best

receiver value in the
world.
Buy now for present
and future needs.

Other Apparatus
of Equal Merit
Available for
Experimenters,
Schools, and Col-

leges.

Ask for Bulletin No. 1 8.

WM. J. MURDOCK CO.
55 Carter St.

Chelsea, Mass.

Wir^lpee Individual instruction
»V UC1CSS continues under the
general supervision of E. E. Bucher,
Instructing Engineer, Marconi Wireless
Telegraph Co.

Y. M. C. A. TELEGRAPH SCHOOL
Marcy Ave., near Broadway, Brooklyn, N. Y.

SELENIUM CELLS
Guaranteed 99'

, pure selenium
Made by people who know their business, for the
most difficult work, requiring very sensitive,

quick acting cells. Standard cells. $5 each.
Special cells to order.

THE SELENIUM LABORATORIES,
New York Offices, 56 West 45th St.

Recharge your old dry Batteries
No Chemicals; Method Easy. Sent on receipt of

OC- |*V»;_ C. E. MILLER, 164 Riverside
£,OC V^OIIl. Drive, Northampton, Mass.

The audion remained in this form for

six years. During that time its merits be-

came gradually recognized in Europe as

well as here, and it was not long before the

little stranger was, like its predecessor, the

two electrode brother with "B" battery,

adopted into the Marconi family, and like

its predecessor re-christcned the "Fleming
Valve." As soon as the audion amplifier

had been developed for long distance tele-

phone service by the engineers of the West-
ern Electric Company, and installed on
most of the long distance lines of the A. T.

& T. Co., we find certain English publica-

tions adopting it also into the Fleming valve

family ; and now after the three-electrode

device has demonstrated its utility as a

radio transmitter of absolutely constant un-

damped waves and made possible trans-

oceanic telephony, we learn that this big

brother which I first named the Oscillion,

is also the Fleming valve. Not even '"junior"

or "senior" is used to distinguish one from
the other in this rapidly growing Fleming
valve family.

The art founded on the three-electrode

audion has grown of late years with enor-

mous strides. The great war has produced

a tremendous intensity of development for

various military purposes and it cannot be

disputed that the engineers of the Western
Electric Company have taken a foremost

position, and much of the present-day effi-

ciency of the detector and amplifier has

been due to their efforts, spurred on as they

were by the difficult demands and specilica-

tions of our Signal Corps officers and en-

gineers. It is estimated that there has been

constructed for the U. S. Signal Corps dur-

ing the war between 200,000 and 300,000

audion and amplifier bulbs, and at least 50,-

000 small oscillators. In Great Britain war-
time production has probably equaled or

exceeded the above ; while in France we are

informed that during the last two years of

the war, the audion production has aver-

aged about 5,000 per day! The French bulb

is particularly interesting as being efficient

and suitable in all three uses, detector, am-
plifier and oscillator. For such purposes, of

course, a compromise in efficiency was in-

evitable, and maximum efficiency in either

of these three branches has been somewhat
sacrificed.

Considerable discussion has lately arisen

as to the first use of the audion as an

oscillator or source of alternating current.

This matter is now being thrashed out in a

multiple interference procedure in the U. S.

Patent Office. But the evidence so far in-

dicates that the writer's application of this

property of the audion in the spring of

1912, marked the first use of the audion as

a generator of undamped electrical currents.

In view of recent developments, particularly

the highly interesting announcements of

President Vail of the A. T. & T. Co., re-

garding multiplex wire telephony and teleg-

raphy over a single conductor pair, it may
be prophesied that the application of the

audion as a generator of alternating cur-

rents will be fully as useful as that of de-

tector and amplifier.

There is, in the writer's opinion, no doubt

but that if the development of radio is not

now made a Government monopoly, it will

not be long before commercial trans-oceanic

wireless telephony will be effected. This

work, whether the generator be a bank of

oscillions or a high frequency alternator,

will be made possible only thru the extraor-

dinary amplifying properties of the audion,

when used as telephone repeater or relay.

The simplicity of the oscillion transmitter

in small sizes, coupled with the extraor-

dinary sensitiveness of the "zero beat"

audion detector or amplifier of received

high frequency energy, warrants the belief

(Continued on page 831)

The Electric Safety razor makes shaving a
_ pleasure. Blade vibrating 7,200 times a minute
3 cuts the beard smoothly and without slightest

jj
pull or irritation—feels like a gentle massage.

~ Can be used with or without electric current.

All users of the Lek-Tro-Shav speak well of it

A barber says
—"Have shaved for years and have

never used any shaving device near its equal."
A home user says

—"The most pleasing shave I've
ever had in my life. Shaves my face closer than I
used to shave, but there is no after irritation or ill

effects as I usually get from another razor."
No. I Made for use from Light Socket.
No. 2 Made for use from Dry Battery.

Write for illustrated circular describing Lek-Tro-
Shav Safety Razor fully.

VIBRATING ELECTRIC RAZOR CO.
Dept. 122. Omaha, Nebr.

PHYSICIANS
THE SKINDERVIKEN

TRANSMITTER BUTTON
Is absolutely unequalled for stetho-

scope work. It will improve your
present stethoscope fully 50% and en-
able you to make a far better and more
accurate examination. Simple to in-

stall—you can make the change in

a few minutes' time. Full directions

with every button.

Price $1.00 Each
Or write for full particulars and special

information of value to physicians.

Skinderviken Telephone Equipment Co.

Abbreviated Address

STEC0-21 18-2136 N. Clark St. CHICAGO

TELEGRAPHY
AND RADIO
DAY ANDEVENINGCLASSES
SEND FOR PROSPECTUS
IN SUBJECT INTERESTED

EASTERN RADIO INSTITUTE
899-6 Boyiston St. Boston, Mass.

MARKO
STORAGE BATTERIES

ARE GOOD—TRY ONE

Paul M. Marko & Co., Inc.
1402-1412 Atlantic Ave.

Brooklyn, N. Y.

110 V. TRANSFORMER
8 Volts Secondary ONLY $1.00
A. reliable transformer for all experimental work, ring-

ing bells, etc. Consumes so little power It will not
more ordinary meter. $1.00. postpaid. Cord and plug,

50c extra.
Trantformtr No. It. glrtng 8. 12 and 18 volts second-
ary, with plug, $2.00 postpaid. Order from this ad.

EMPIRE TRANSFORMER CO.
Deot. II 2214 Sedgwick St., CHICAGO

iw,reiess series of STANDARD

E IMPRACTICAL BOOKS
Mathematics^/^ for free catalogue
LWIRELESS PRESS Inc 33 ELM ST NEW YORK

«
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LATEST STYLE IN FLASHLIGHTS.
(Continued from page 767)

the entire set of meter dials are instantane-

ously photographed on a film. When the

meter-reader gets back to the office, the ex-
posed roll film is removed from the camera
and a new roll inserted. The film is then

developed and the bills made out from the

record photographed thereon.

Down on the farm we find another inter-

esting use of the flashlight, tho Uncle Josh
will swear that the old barn lantern is much
better, and this is in the testing of eggs for

fertility and freshness. Several attach-

ments have been produced, or one can
easily be made from a piece of cardboard,

aluminum or tin, in the shape shown in the

accompanying illustration, Fig. 7, so that a

strong beam of light is thrown against the

egg, as it is placed in the opening in the

candling screen. In this connection it is in-

teresting to note that by holding a flashlight

bulb against the hand or against the finger

that it is possible to locate foreign bodies

in the finger. The illumination is very in-

tense, and will act almost like an X-ray.
Figure eight shows a doctor's head lamp

fitted up in an emergency or for regular

use from a pocket flashlight. The battery

is connected with a piece of flexible twin-
cord to the lamp bulb, which is preferably
mounted in a small receptacle secured to a
piece of fiber, and which in turn is wired or
sewed to a strip of elastic webbing. A
small buckle can be secured to the free

ends of the webbed band, so as to hold it in

place on the head in any desired position.

A polisht nickel reflector is held in place

by the lamp when screwed into the socket,

as indicated.

Another clever use for flashlights is in

the form of a desk signal, and this scheme
is outlined at Fig. 9. It has been tried out
with great success in several offices. A
diagram is given for a three-wire return
call system. The beauty of the flashlight

call system is that it does not give such a
nervous shock to a person as the ordinary
buzzer or bell, and it is also very simple
and quick to install. Any one can install

such a signal system in a few minutes' time.

Ordinary bell wire or some flexible lamp
cord is used for connecting the two sta-

tions together, and the internal connec-
tions made to the flashlight battery are
clearly shown in the diagram. Where two
or more flashlights are used on one desk,

the lenses may be of different colors, so

that the party calling is indicated more
quickly.

Figure ten shows one form of electric

clocklight. Of course, most ordinary mor-
tals find the pocket flashlight very useful
about the bedroom, and invariably keep
one under their pillow, so that it is only
necessary to flash it on the clock or watch
and ascertain the time whenever desired,

but in some instances it proves more con-
venient or desirable to have the lamp bulb
mounted on the clock base as here shown.
Those desiring to utilize this scheme can
easily do so, and all that is necessary is the
ordinary flashlight, the proper length of
flexible twin-cord and a push-button, pre-
ferably of the pear-shaped variety.

Figure eleven illustrates one out of about
ten thousand possibilities in electric flash-

light advertising and tie-pin novelties. The
illuminated "stove pipe" and shirt bosom
shown, were not merely sketched by the
artist, but were actually used for several
years in New York City, and tickled the
heart of many a youngster as well as
grown-up. The man fitted with this il-

luminated silk hat and shirt bosom was
quite a common figure on Broadway at one
time, and created one of the most novel
surprises progressive advertising ever ini-

tiated. Needless to say, the best results are
obtained with such an arrangement when
the lights are flashed on and off at short
intervals. In the present case the hat be-
came illuminated first and then the shirt

bosom, the arrow in the front of the hat

sign causing the onlooker to glance down-
ward invariably, and at that psychological

moment,— lo and behold ! the shirt bosom
blazed forth in all its red-and-white-
striped-glory, to the effect that "Killem-
quick's" whisky was the only stuff that had
the "punch"— it did'nt say it was a deadly
punch, to be sure.

The illustration at Fig. 12, shows a very
ingenious and most useful instrument utiliz-

ing the flashlight principle and known as

the inspectoscope. As the illustration

shows, the inspectoscope comprises a tube
either of fixt length, or else made tele-

scopic, at the lower end of which there is a
mirror placed at an angle of 45 degrees,

while at the upper end of the tube a small
flashlight case and its battery are mounted.
The lamp at the bottom of the tube receives

current thru the metal tube, and the other
side of the circuit is completed thru a sin-

gle insulated wire leading up to the flash-

light battery, the button switch on the bat-

tery case being used to light the lamp.
This instrument has been found extremely
efficacious in reading name-plates on mo-
tors and other machinery where they hap-
pen to be in inaccessible locations, such as

close to a wall, etc. Many other practical

and ingenious uses of the flashlight will

suggest themselves to the reader, and it is

doubtful if there has ever been any one
invention in the electrical field that has be-
come more universally adapted than the

pocket flashlight.

POPULAR ASTRONOMY.
{Continued from page 781)

the planet is best seen. Its flattening at the

poles, which is nearly ten per cent of its

equatorial diameter gives it a decidedly
oval appearance at this time. Ordinarily
one of the hemispheres of Saturn is partly

or entirely concealed by the rings so that

the oblate form is not so noticeable. After
the temporary disappearance of the rings

in 1920 the earth will pass from a position

below the rings to one above them. The
northern surface of the rings and the north-
ern hemisphere of Saturn will come more
and more into view after this date, the

southern surface of the rings being invis-

ible and less and less of the southern
hemisphere of the planet being seen until

the rings once more approach their widest
opening about seven years later. From
this time on until the earth is once more
in the plane of the rings, after another
quarter revolution of the planet, the eleva-

tion of the earth above the rings becomes
less and less and the width of the system
decreases in proportion to its length. It

was this change in the tilt and visibility of
the rings that so perplexed Galileo when he
attempted to make out the nature of these
appendages of Saturn with his crude tele-

scope of insufficient magnifying power. So
great was his bewilderment when the rings
finally disappeared that he cried out in de-
spair that Saturn must have swallowed his

children, according to the legend. He
finally became so exasperated with the re-
sults of his observations that he gave up
observing the planet. The true nature of
these appendages of Saturn remained a
mystery until Huyghens solved the prob-
lem in 1655, some time after the death of
Galileo.

In addition to the rings, Saturn has nine
satellites named in the order of their dis-

tance outward from the planet : Mimas,
Enceladus, Tethys, Dione, Rhea, Titan,
Hyperion, Iapetus and Phoebe. The last

mentioned satellite was discovered by W.
H. Pickering in 1899. It aroused great in-

terest at the time because it was the first

satellite to lie discovered with "retrograde"
motion in its orbit. Two satellites of Jupi-
ter since discovered revolve in the same
direction around their primary.
The satellites of Saturn approximate to

(Continued on page 823)

FreeBook
on Sigiaal Engineering
^THOUSANDS of miles of railroad must
* be equipped with block signal systems. To
superintend these installations and to maintain
the systems now in use thouands of men ara
necessary. Golden opportunities are now offered.
Every ambitious man should write for the free book ou
Signal Engineering.

If you join the army or navy before you have completed the

course, further payments will be postponed until you return.

Men Are Needed!
At the present time, less than one-fourth of the
passenger lines in the country are equipped with auto-
matic block signal systems—and when you read that
the day is fast coming when the law will compel rail-
roads to insta'l them, you will realize what remarkable
opportunities are offered to ambitious men in the pro-
fession of Signal Engineering-. The work is big—broad
—high salaries are paid. $250.00 a month is an ordinary
salary for a Signal Engineer. Write for particulars.
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"Talk aa fast as you lik

I am takinc it down
K- S- Shorthand."

SHORTHAND Simplified

Learn Easily at Home
Practical K. I. Shorthand; quickly
learned. You attain speed easily
Great saving in time and expense
Guarantee and SO days' trial given
Home study Many endorsements.
Usedin Government service, in cor-
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KING INSTITUTE, ED-300.
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SKINDERVIKEN
TRANSMITTER BUTTON!

!

Fig 1

THE SKINDERVIKEN TRANSMIT-
TER BUTTON presents the latest

advance in microphones and
marks a revolution in transmitter con-
struction. It works on an entirely

new principle, takes up practically no
room, and marks the end of all tele-

phone transmitter troubles.

The SKINDERVIKEN TRANSMIT-
TER BUTTON can be placed in any
position and it will talk loudly and
distinctly and is at the same time
extraordinarily sensitive. It was pri-

marily designed to replace the old
damaged or burnt-out transmitter.
Simply unscrew and remove the tele-

phone transmitter front, disconnect
the two inside wires, unscrew and re-

move the bridge and the old electrode.
There remains only the diafram.
These wires are then connected with
the Skinderviken button, the latter

screwed to the diafram, and after
screwing the old transmitter housing
together again, the telephone ie ready
for work.

ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER
readers will be particularly interested
in all the different experiments that
can be performed with the Skinder-
viken Button. Fig. 1 shows the Skin-
derviken button attached to the back
of an Ingersoll watch case. When
speaking towards the inside of the
case, it will be found that the voice
is reproduced clearly and loudly.

Prepaid
This shows how But-
ton is attached to
ordinary telephone
transmitter.

Fig. 4

Fig. 2 shows another interesting

stunt. By attaching the button to a tin

diafram about the size of half a dollar,

and by holding the diafram at the side

of the throat, as shown, speech can
be transmitted with surprising clarity.

Fig. 3 illustrates the same arrange-

ment placed on the chest as shown.
In this position the transmitter will

talk clearly and loudly. Fig. 4 shows
an arrangement whereby the Skinder-

viken button is attached on a thin

wood board at the preacher's pul-

pit. His voice is clearly transmitted

so that people hard of hearing can
readily hear the sermon. Fig. 5

shows how a very sensitive Detecto-

phone can be made by placing one
of the buttons in the center of a litho-

graphed cardboard picture, so that
only the small brass nut shows. The large!

surface of the picture acts as a big dia-

fram, and the voice is well reproduced.

Fig. 6 shows an interesting stunt, whereby
a hole is drilled in the side of a thin glass
water-tumbler; the sides of the glass thus

acting as a diafram, the voice is clearly

transmitted. Fig. 7 shows a simple match
box Detectophone. The Skinderviken but-

ton is concealed inside of the box, only the

small brass nut showing on the outside.

This can be camouflaged as well. This de-

vice talks well. Fig. 8 shows how to trans-

mit phonograph music at a distance merely

by drilling a small hole in the phonograph
arm and attaching the Skinderviken but-

ton; a very favorite experiment with all

experimenters.

We have such unlimited confidence in the Skinderviken Transmitter Button that we make the
following remarkable offer. Send us one dollar ($1.00) for which we will mail one button prepaid. If

you do not wish to keep it, return it within five days and your money will be refunded. Boys! send
stamp for booklet No. 4. It gives diagrams and experiments using the Skinderviken Transmitter But-
ton, and prices of telephone equipment.

ALSO ALL KINDS OF TELEPHONE PARTS FOR EXPERIMENTERS
at prices far below the actual cost of manufacture

Fig. 5 Fig. 8

Skinderviken Telephone Equipment Co. Address us as STECO, 2118-2136 N. Clark St., Chicago, III

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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POPULAR ASTRONOMY.
(Continued from page 821)

those of Jupiter in size and exactly equal

them in number. The largest, Titan, is

three thousand miles in diameter and
can be seen with the smallest telescopes.

With a four-inch telescope five of the

satellites can be easily found tho they arc
not as interesting to observe as the satellites

of Jupiter because they are on the average
four hundred million miles more distant.

The time they require to make one journey
around Saturn varies from nearly twenty-
three hours for Mimas, the nearest, to ap-
proximately five hundred and twenty-four
days for Phoebe, the most distant.

Like Jupiter, Saturn is marked by belts

parallel to the equator tho they appear more
indistinct than those of Jupiter on account
of the greater distance of Saturn. Saturn
also resembles Jupiter in its physical com-
position which is largely, if not entirely,

gaseous and in the extremely short period
of rotation on its axis which is approx-
mately ten hours. In more ways than one
Saturn is a very unusual planet. In addi-
tion to possessing an enormous ring sys-

tem it is the lightest of all the planets, its

density being only sixty-three hundredths
that of water, and it is the most oblate, its

Fig. II Shows (On a Scale Reduced Ten Times
From That of Fig. I) the Orbits of the Outer
Satellites. Even on This Reduced Scale It Is

Impossible to Represent the Orbit of Phoebe,
the Most Distant, Which Is Three and Six-
Tenths Times More Distant Than Japetus.

flattening at the poles amounting nearly to

one-tenth of its diameter. Its equator is

more highly inclined to its orbit than is

the case with any other planet, not even
excepting the earth and Mars. For this

reason its seasonal changes are very great,

in marked contrast to Jupiter whose equator
lies very nearly in the plane of its orbit.

Since Saturn is so far away from the sun
that it receives only one-ninetieth as much
light and heat per unit area as the earth, its

outer gaseous surface must be extremely
cold unless considerable heat is conveyed
to the surface from within its hot interior.

Prof. Lowell concluded from certain ob-
servations made at Flagstaff, Ariz., that

Saturn is composed of layers of different

densities and that the inner layers are more
flattened at the poles and rotate faster than
the outer layers. Marked variations in the
color and brightness of the ball of the
planet have been noted from time to time.
In 1916 observers of Saturn described the
planet as pinkish-brown and conspicuously
darker than the brighter portions of the
rings. The ringed planet may now be found
in the constellation of Leo not very far
from the star Regulus at the end of the
handle of "The Sickle." It is more than
twice as bright as Regulus and of a yellow-
ish tinge. As it was in opposition to the
sun on February 14, it is now mpst favor-
ably placed for observation, being visible
all thru the night.

"THE BORDER WIRELESS' AND
"THE HUN WITHIN."
(Continued from page 768)

cause of his hatred for Prussian autocracy
and who has become intensely American.
H»s son Karl, however, whose nature is

cold, is pro-German despite his father's

protests, and after being educated in Ger-
many he returns home just before Germany
involves the world in war.
Near the Wagner home lives an invalid,

with her daughter, Beth, a charming pa-
triotic girl. The girl's father at his death
begs Wagner to watch over Beth and she
seems devoted to Karl ; he offers no protest.
Frank Douglas, a schoolmate of Beth's, is

devotedly attached to her and her seeming
preference for Karl causes him great anx-
iety. Beth is living in the Wagner home
and there meets Grippen, a German spy,
who is assisted by Leone, known as the
"Lynx," a German Secret Service agent,
and Krug, a spy, who is a sailor on a trans-
port. Douglas enters the United States
Secret Service as operative and is trailing

Leone.
At dinner, young Wagner takes the oath

binding himself to the service of the Kaiser.
It is determined by Grippen and his agents
to destroy American shipping and when
war is declared by the United States against
Germany, Grippen resolves to destroy
transports conveying troops to France.
Beth is seated in an easy chair one night
when she overhears Leone tell Karl that
Krug has planted a bomb, secreted in a
thermos bottle, on board a transport, and
that it has been timed to explode at mid-
night on the date of sailing of the vessel.

Shocked at this proof of the perfidy of
the man she believed she loves, Beth up-
braids Karl, whereupon he binds and gags
her and then conveys her to the mountains
where Grippen's lair is located, Douglas
is trailing the spies persistently and they
decide to get rid of him. He is kidnapt
and when his senses leave him, the spies
throw him out of an automobile into a
creek. This revives him and he makes his

way with difficulty to the spy rendezvous
where he discovers that Beth is a prisoner.
He eludes the guard and obtains access

to Beth who tells him of the attempt to be
made to destroy the transport. He has a
fierce battle with the guards, but manages
to place Beth in an automobile and start at
full speed to warn the authorities of the
transport's peril. They reach the Wagner
home after Karl's departure and when the
father hears of his son's traitorous conduct
he is frantic with rage. The telephone
having been put out of commission by Karl,
Beth leaves for a wireless station near by.
Karl returns home and when his father

upraids him, he shoots him. A mob gathers
outside and Karl is about to be lynched
when a troop of cavalry saves him. He
and Grippen are taken in custody for trial.

Meanwhile Beth and Douglas reach the
wireless station and altho the bomb is to
explode at midnight, the operator at ten
minutes of that hour, has failed to get in
touch with the transport.
Krug is about to jump overboard to es-

cape the fate he and his confederates have
prepared for the troops aboard the trans-
port, when Beth's wireless message is re-
ceived and he is apprehended. The bomb is

discovered at one minute of twelve o'clock
and it explodes as it is hurled into the
water. The elder Wagner recovers from
his wound and Beth and Douglas plight
their troth.

THOSE PASSIONATE "THREE
WEEKS" AGAIN.

Ever read many electrical advertise-
ments? Here's a gem, culled from a South
Carolina newspaper by Sevmour Paul, of
the U. S. Field Artillery Depot, Camp Jack-
son. Thanks, Seymour, call again. And,
say, while we think of it, you ought to see
the hundreds of letters we receive, in which
the words "oscillating" and "oscillation"
are mis-spelled and distorted to — Oh!
What's the use—they keep right on do-
ing it.

FOR SALE—Westinghouse ten inch oscu-
lating 40 eyefe fan, used only three weeks.
Am leaving citv. Call 1405-J.

Got
"I'm to be Manager of my Department

starting Monday. The boss said he had
been watching all the men. When he
found I had been studying at home with
the International Correspondence Schools
he knew I had the right stuff in me—
that I was bound to make good. Now we
can move over to that house on Oakland
Avenue and you can have a maid and
take things easy. I tell you, Nell, taking
that course with the I. C. S. was the best
thing I ever did."

Spare-time study with the I. C. S. is winning
promotions for thousands of men and bringing
happiness to thousands of homes all over the
world. In offices, shops, stores, mines, mills and
on railroads, I. C. S. trained men are stepping up
to big jobs, over the heads of older men, past those
whose only qualification is long service.

There is a Job Ahead of YOU
Some man is going to be picked for it. The boss

can't take chances. When he selects the one to
hold it he is going to choose a trained man with
sound, practical knowledge of the work. Get
busy right now and put yourself in line for that
promotion. You can do it in spare time in your
own home through the International Correspond-
ence Schools, just as nearly two million men have
done in the last twenty-seven years, just as more
than 100,000 men are doing today.

The first step these men took was to mark and
mail this coupon. Make your start the same way—
and make it right now.

— — TEftH OUT HEHE— —
INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

BOX 6181, SCRANTON. PA.
Explain, without obligating me, how I can qualify for the
position, or in the subject, before which 1 mark X.

CIIEIIIKUL ENGINEER
SALESMANSHIP
ADVERTISING MAN

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
Electrician
Electric Wiring
Electric Lighting

Q Electric Car Running
Q Heavy Electric Traction

Electrical Draftsman
Electric Machine Designer
Telegraph Expert
Practical Telephony
MECHANICAL ENGINEER
Mechanical Draftsman
Ship Draftsman
Machine Shop Practice
Tool maker
Gas Engineer
CIVIL ENGINEER
Surveying and Mapping
DUNE (fOREM'If ORENG'R
ARCHITECT
Architectural Draftsman
PLUMBING ANI) HEATING
Sheet Metal Worker

Q Window Trimmer
Show Card Writer
Outdoor Sign Painter
RAILROADER
ILLUSTRATOR
DESIGNER
BOOKKEEPER
Stenographer and Typist

Q Cert. Pub. Accountant
Traffic Management
Commercial Law
GOOD ENGLISH
STATIONARY ENGINEER
CIVIL SERVICE
Railway Mail Clerk
Tcitile Overseer or Soot.
AGRICULTURE

Q Navigator Spanish
Poultrvltaislng IQ French
Automobiles ! Italian

Present
Occupation.

Street
and No._

City.

WANTED— Railway
Age 16 to 40

Franklin Institute
Dept. C101

Rochester, N. Y.

$1100 to $2000 Year

Common Educa-
tion Sufficient

Sure pay. Sirs: Send me. without charge.

1 !f • I. /Q I 11 sample Railway Mail Clerk
Lire jod. <^v Examination questions: (2)

-O schedule showing places of all U.

sary <J s. Government coming examinations

:

*' / (3) list of other government jobs now
open, and (4) free book describing them.

Pull unneo

Name.

TYPEWRITERS
SIO AND UP. ALL MAKES. SAVE $25 TO $50 on
rebuilt at the laetoi y by the well-known"Young Process. *

'

Sold for low e.'iah—installment or rente.!. Rental applies
on purchase price. Write for full .ietriils anil guarantee.
Free tria YOUNG TYPEWRITER CO.. Dept. BIB, Chicago
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EXPERIMENTERS!
A Sample of What You Can Do With This Outfit

No. EX2002

'TT^HE BOY'S ELECTRIC TOYS" contains enough material

I TO MAKE AND COMPLETE OVER TWENTY-FIVE
A. DIFFERENT ELECTRICAL APPARATUS without any

other tools, except a screw-driver furnished with the outfit. The box contains

the following complete instruments and apparatus which are already assembled

:

Student's chromic plunge battery, compass-galvanometer, solenoid, telephone

receiver, electric lamp. Enough various parts, wire, etc., are furnished to

make the following apparatus

:

Electromagnet, electric cannon, magnetic pictures, dancing spiral, electric

hammer, galvanometer, voltmeter, hook for telephone receiver, condenser,

sensitive microphone, short distance wireless telephone, test storage battery,

shocking coil, complete telegraph set, electric riveting machine, electric buz-

zer, dancing fishes, singing telephone, mysterious dancing man, electric jump-
ing jack, magnetic geometric figures, rheostat, erratic pendulum, electric

butterfly, thermo electric motor, visual telegraph, etc., etc.

This does not by any means exhaust the list, but a great many more ap-
paratus can be built actually and effectually.

With the instruction book which we furnish, one hundred experiments that

can be made with this outfit are listed, nearly all of these being illustrated

with superb illustrations. No other materials, goods or supplies are necessary

to perform any of the one hundred experiments or to make any of the 25

apparatus. Everything can be constructed and accomplished by means of this

outfit, two hands, and a screw-driver. (Continued in next column)

"The Livest Catalog in America"
Our big. new electrical cyclopedia No. 10 is waiting for you. Positively

the most complete Wireless and electrical catalog in print today. 22S Big
Pages, f.nn illustrations, .inn instruments and apparatus, etc. Big "Treatise
on Wireless Telegraphy." 20 FREE coupons for our 160-page FREE Wire-
less Course in 20 lessons. FREE Cyclopedia No. 19 measures 7x5>,4 .

Weight yk lb. Beautiful stiff covers.

rr i r -r n n luDADTIIIft f*AMB AMV

for which please
as described.

ELECTRO IMPORTING COMPANY
231 Fulton St., New York City

I enclose herewith fi cents in stamps or c

semi me your latest. Cyclopedia Catalog No. .

^
NAME

|

ADDRESS _

STATE E.E. 3-10 "ill

This illustration,
made from an actual
photograph. shows
only a very few in-
struments that can be
made with the Boy's
Electric Toys: Elec-
tric Pendulum,
Electric Telegraph,
Current Generator,
ElectricDancing
Spiral, Gal-
vanometer,
Space does
not permit
us to show the hundreds of

experiments that can be per-

formed with this wonderful
outfit.

The outfit contains 1 14 separate pieces of material and 24 pieces of

finished articles ready to use at once.
Among the finished material the following parts are included:

Chromic salts for battery, lamp socket, bottle of mercury, core wire

(two different lengths), a bottle of iron filings, three spools of wire,

carbons, a quantity of machine screws, flexible cord, two wood bases,

glass plate, paraffine paper, binding posts, screw-driver, etc., etc. The
instruction book is so clear that anyone can make the apparatus with-

out trouble, and besides a section of the instruction book is taken up
with the fundamentals of electricity to acquaint the layman with all

important facts in electricity in a simple manner.
We guarantee satisfaction.

The size over all of the outfit is 14x!lx2%. Shipping weight, 8 CC
fl(l

lbs. No. EX2002 "The Boy's Electric Toys," outfit as described. <pw»»»

IMMEDIATE SHIPMENTS

The Electro Radiotone
HIGH FREQUENCY SILENT TEST

BUZZER
This instrument gives a wonderful high

pitched MUSICAL NOTE in the receivers,

impossible to obtain with the ordinary
test buzzer. The RADIOTONE is built
along entirely new lines; it is NOT an
ordinary buzzer, reconstructed in some
manner. The RADIOTONE has a single
fine steel reed vibrating at a remarkably
high speed, adjusted to its most efficient

frequency at the factory. Hard silver con-
tacts are used to make the instrument last
practically forever.

Yes. the RADIOTONE is SILENT. In fact, it is so silent that you must
place your ear on top of it to hear its beautiful musical note.

You will be astounded at the wonderfully clear. 509 cycle note, sounding
Sharply in vour receivers. To learn the codes, there Is absolutely nothing
like it. With the radiotone, a kev and one dry cell and ANY telephone, a
fine learner's set is had. Two or more such sets in series will afford no
end of pleasure for intercommunication work. Shipping Weight I lb.

Radiotone as described each $.90
IMMEDIATE SHIPMENTS

The "Electro" Telegraph

is not a toy, but a practical,
honestly built telegraph outfit,

which not only sounds but works
like the big commercial instru-
ments. By studying the code
for 30 days you can become a
first-class telegraph operator.
Such operators are in big de-
mand now. Outfit consists of
TWO complete telegraph instru-
ments each measuring 3V2 x 2~V2
x 2Vi. All metal parts are high-
ly nickel plated, including key
lever. Note hard rubber knob.
Telegraph Code Chart, telegraph
blanks and connecting wire comes with set, but no batteries. Outfit works
on 2 drv cells (one cell for each instrument). The 'Electro" is the ONLY
Outfit that works both ways, each station can call: no switches, no extra;

Nothing to get out of order. Guaranteed to please you or money "
'

back. Price Complete as illustrated (TWO INSTRUMENTS).
Shirming Weinht. 2 lbs.

IMMEDIATE SHIPMENTS

$1.25

The "Electro" Codophone {Patents Pending)

What this XI 50remarkable ^^gff^^^ *Y *

instrument is

and does.

The "Elec-
tro" Codo-
phone Is

positively the
only instru-
ment made
that will
Imitate a 500
cycle note
exactly as
heard in a
Wireless re-
ceiver. The
loud-talking receiver equipped with a horn, talks so loud that you can hear

the sound all over the room, even if there is a lot of other noise.

THAT'S NOT ALL. By lessening or tightening the receiver cap, a tone

from the lowest, softest quality, up to the loudest and highest screaming

sound can be had in a few seconds.
FOR INTERCOMMUNICATION. Using two dry cells for each instrument,

two Codophones when connected with one wire and return ground, can be

us"d for intercommunication between two houses one-half mile apart.

One outfit alone replaces the old-fashioned learner's telegraph set. con-

sisting of key and sounder.
The "Electro" Codophone is a handsome, well made instrument, fool

rroof. and built for hard work. Contacts are of hard silver % inch in

diameter, that will outlast the instrument.
There is also a neat code chart and full directions enabling any intelli-

gent young man or girl to learn the codes within 30 days, practising one-
halt' hour a day.

Sizes: 6% x 3 x 2%." Shipping weight. 2 lbs.

The "Electro" Codophone as described, complete $1.50

ELECTRO IMPORTING CO,
231 Fulton Street
NEW YORK

H « E ffl 3 B I

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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In this Department we publish such matter as is of interest to inventors and particularly to
those who are in doubt as to certain Patent Phases. Regular inquiries addrest to "Patent Advice"
cannot be answered by mail free of charge. Such inquiries are publisht here for the benefit of all

readers. If the idea is thought to be of importance, we make it a rule not to divulge all details, in

order to protect the inventor as far as it is possible to do so.
Should advice be desired by mail a nominal charge of $1.00 is made for each question. Sketches

and descriptions must be clear and explicit. Only one side of sheet should be written on.

NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS
Questions on Patent Advice are answered in

this department every month, and naturally
each question must take its turn. We have re-
ceived so many letters during the past months
that it is absolutely impossible for us to answer
them all in the "Experimenter." Thus, for in-

stance, the answers appearing in this issue are
of letters going back as far as July, 1918. We
would therefore urge our correspondents to bear
this in mind, and if an answer is wanted quickly,
correspondents should make themselves ac-
quainted with the rules printed above.

Resistance Measuring Instrument.

(305) John E. Wheatley, Roachdale, Ind., has in-

vented a device for measuring resistance directly.

The device was designed to replace the voltmeter-
ammeter resistance circuit and Wheatstone bridge

for measuring distances. Our correspondent states

the case correctly that both of these methods are

intricate and usually require some calculation and
too much time. Our correspondent further dis-

closes the construction of his instrument which has
a scale working like an ordinary meter, so that

the resistance can be read off directly without the
necessity of calculation, etc.

A. While there are direct reading ohm-meters
on the market, the device in question certainly has
unusual merit; and if it can be marketed cheap
enough, say for anywhere from fifteen to twenty
dollars, we believe that there is a big market for

such an instrument. We think a patent can be
obtained.

Combination Cork Screw and Cork
Extractor.

(316) Dan Lingo, Huntington, Ark., submits
an idea of a combination cork screw and cork
extractor, and our illustration shows the idea,

which consists of a handle, cork screw on one
end and beaded wire ends with the ring, at the

other side. The modus operandi is shown in Fig.

No. 2. With a device of this kind as is well-

known the cork can be extracted very readily once
it was pushed inside of the bottle.

A. The idea is a good one, and while there is

of course nothing new as far as the two utensils

are concerned, the combination of the two into

one is undoubtedly a good feature. To our mind,
if the wires could be pushed inside of the handle,

out of the way, it would be an added feature of

Beaded Zing fo regulate
lends (dimensions ofrv/re

merit. We believe a patent can be obtained on a
device of this kind.

Electro-Magnetic Screw Driver.

(317) Vernan Clements, Elmwood, Nebraksa,
submits a clever device which he terms an "electro-

Hollon handle for

flash liphl ballery

jUagnef

An Electro-magnetic Screw Driver with Self-
contained Battery in Handle.

magnetic screw driver." The sketch shows the
idea which consists of a screw driver with electro-
magnet, the latter being energized by a battery
held in the hollow handle. Current is supplied to
the magnet by means of a switch ring. Our ad-
vice is asked.

A. This at first blush seems a good idea, and
if the screw driver is only used for a few seconds
at a time, which it probably would, it possibly will
work satisfactorily, for the magnetism is only
used to pick up a screw and hold it long enough
until the latter is set; then the current is supposed
to be turned off. We say supposed, but it probably
never is. The user would most likely forget to
turn off the switch, with the result that the small
battery would run down very shortly, and this is

where the trouble lies. Otherwise, however, we
see no fundamental objection. We are not quite
certain if a patent can be obtained, as it seems to
us we have seen a similar idea once before.
Search in the patent office would, to our mind,
amply repay our correspondent.

Trolley Wheel.

(308) Russell A. Adams, Battle Creek, Mich.,
has sent sketch and description of a trolley wheel.

Don't Lose Your Rights
Before disclosing your invention to any-

one send for blank form "Evidence of
Conception" to be signed and witnessed.
A sample form together with printed in-

structions will show you just how to work
up your evidence and establish your rights
before filing application for patent. As
registered patent attorneys we represent
hundreds of inventors all over the U. S.
and Canada in the advancement of inven-
tions. Our schedule of fees will be found
reasonable. The form "Evidence of Con-
ception," sample, instructions relating to
obtaining of patent and schedule of fees
sent upon request. Ask for them,—a post
card will do.

IMCASIERw&ALLWINE

255 OURAY BLDG.,
WASHINGTON, D. C.

U.S.PATENTS
MAKE IDEASPAY
Our facilities for securing patents

enable us to give prompt and re-

liable service at reasonable rates.

Inventors are invited to write to

us regarding questions appertain-

ing to securing patent protection.

All matters receive prompt atten-

tion. Send sketch for preliminary

examination.

Books free on request.

A. M. BUCK & CO.
Patent Attorneys

205 Secsai National Bank Bldg.,Washington D.C.

Competent Patent Service
By a Former Examining Official

of the U. S. Patent Office

NORMAN T. WHITAKER
Lawyer and Engineer

480 Whitaker Bldg. Washington, D. C.
INQUIRIES INVITED

PATENTS TRADE-MARKS
COPYRIGHTS II

Clever Combination Cork Screw and Cork
Extractor.

Before disclosing an invention, the inventor should write for our blank

form "EVIDENCE OF CONCEPTION". This should be signed and witnessed

and if returned to us together with model or sketch and description of the in-

vention we will give our opinion as to its patentable nature.

Our Illustrated Guide Book, HOW TO OBTAIN A PATENT, sent Free on
request. Contains full instructions regarding Patents, Trade-Marks, Foreign
Patents, Our Methods, Terms and 100 Mechanical Movements illustrated and de-
scribed. Articles on Patent Practice and Procedure, and Law Points for inventors.

An actual search of United States patents made in all cases before preparing application for patent.

Electrical Cases a Specialty Highest References" Prompt Attention Reasonable Terms

FREE COUPON!
VICTOR J. EVANS & CO., Patent Attorneys

New York Offices: Pittsburgh Offices : Philadelphia Offices

:

1001 to 1007 Woolworth Bldg. 514 Empire Bldg. 135 S. Broad St
Main Offices: 779 Ninth Street, N. W., Washington, D.C.

Name Address

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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• TO THE MAN
WITH AN IDEA

I offer a comprehensive, ex-
perienced, efficient service for
his prompt, legal protection and
the development of his proposi-
tion.

Send sketch, or model and description,
for advice as to cost, search through
prior United States patents, etc. Pre-
liminary advice gladly furnished with-
out charge.

My experience and familiarity with various
arts, frequently enable me to accurately ad-
vise clients as to probable patentability before
they go to any expense.

Booklet rif valuable Information and form
for properlv disclosing youi idea, free on re-
quest. Write today.

RICHARD B. OWEN, Patent Lawyer
164 Owen Building, Washington, D. C.
2276-8 Woolworth Bldg., New York City

PATENTS
INVENTORS: Send us sketches or a

model of your invention and a de-

scription of the device for advice
in regard to the best way of ob-

taining patent protection. Our practical
experience covers a period of twenty years. Our
hand-book on patents is sent free on request. All
communications strictly confidential. Write us today.

TALBERT & TALBERT
Patent Lawyers

4287 Talbert Bldg. Washington, D. C.

PATENTS
LACEY & LACEY

Attorneys-at-Law—Patent Practice Exclusively

Solicitors of

U. S. and Foreign Patents
Trade-Marks, Copyrights

639 F Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.

Write Ua for Our Inventor*' Booh

PATENT-SENSE
.ESTABLISHED 1869.

Patents Promptly Procured
Send sketch or model for actual search
of U. S. Patents. Highest references.

Personal service. Moderate fees. Write
for Free Patent Book.

GEORGE P. KIMMEL, Patent Lawyer
99-R Oriental Bldg. Washington, D. C.

1 • • GetU]

Electricians £»
tup-to- date in House Wib-

._ j! Save TIME. MONEY,
[ abor and Materia i- hy using'
our 9S Genuine Blue ''rint
Drawings, containing- all the

latest diagrams and ronneetioir* known in house wir ink'—every diagram
and connection up-to-the-minute as used by first class electrici ans
for wiring: Bells. Burglar Alarms, Lights. Annunciators. Fire
Alarms and Ei.l-vtkic G as Lighting. These drawings are bound in the
form of a flexible book 9x12) for convenience in using on the job.
Send for them, and if they don't make you more efficient osa wireman
and save you manv times their cost as a contractor, return them and
money will be refunded-you can't afford to t>e without them. ONE
Dollar postpaid. Send for circulars on other sets of drawings,

PATENT SPECIALTY COMPANY
P. O. Box No. 583 San Francisco, Cai.

PATENTS
Inventors Invited to Write for Information

and Particulars
Highest References. Best Results.

Promptness Assured.

WATSON E. COLEMAN
Patent Lawyer

624 F Street N. W. Washington, D. C.

which is supposed to stay on the wire, a solution
often thought of by inventors. Our correspondent
tries to overcome the objectional feature of a
wire jumping trolley by using two side shoes,
pressing against, the upper circumference of the
trolley wire. Several other ingenious points are
also shown in this idea.

A. Nothing fundamentally new is contained in
this idea, and our opinion is that inventors should
steer clear of trolley wheel improvements. There
are literally thousands of such patents, and not one
of them to our mind has ever been adopted by any
of the traction companies. For many reasons the
electric railway people seem to think that the old
copper wheel is still the best. It is the same as
the old-fashioned telephone receiver, which has
been on our telephones for the past generations.
While thousands upon thousands of patents- -real
good ones, too—have been issued, for some reason
or other, the old receiver is still on the job and
probably will be for many years to come. Our ad-
vice to inventors is to leave trolley wheels alone,
and guide their ingenuity and inventiveness into
other and more productive channels.

FIVE CONVERSATIONS OVER
ONE WIRE.

{Continued from page 766)
thus gives the voice wave an identity of its

own. and at the end of the journey the
waves are sorted and directed into their

proper channels to be delivered as formed
originally.

But how do these five telephone currents
pass over the circuit simultaneously without
becoming all mixed up, you ask. "Imagine,
for example," said Mr. Gherardi, "a com-
posite photograph, in which each of five

subjects is photographed in a different color,

one red, one blue, one green, one orange
and one violet. In the composite picture
the colors as well as the features are
blended, but when you look at it thru col-

ored glasses, each picture may be dis-

tinguished from the others. Thru red
glasses the red photograph is shown, thru
blue glasses the blue photograph comes up
most clearly, and so on."

There are several other analogies in

physics, which will bring out the working
action of the control and filtering of these
"carrier" currents. First there is ordinary
sunlight. A beam of this white light is

made up of a composite bundle of six

primary colors, each color representing a
different and distinct vibration frequency
of the ether particles. Thus we find that

the beam of white light is first produced or
formed in the sun, where many different

chemicals are in a state of combustion

—

each -with a spectrum color of its own; all

combine and form white light—the sun's

rays. These composite rays, combining six

predominating ether wave frequencies or
colors—red, orange, yellow, green, blue,

and violet— (not to mention a host of other
intermediate shades of colors with their

corresponding and distinct frequencies*),
I are transmitted thru the intervening ether

|

to our earth. Now, if we take a glass

prism, see figure "A," and pass a beam of
sunlight (white light) thru it as shown,
then we will see the composite colors cor-

responding to the different frequencies pro-

|

jected on the sheet at the left, in the order
named.
A second phase of this experiment, fa-

miliar to everj' high-school boy, is that of

the "synthesis of light", illustrated at fig-

ure "B". Here we have a beautiful analogy
to the multiplex telephone which can be
easily demonstrated. A beam of white light

(sunlight) of many frequencies, is past

thru the first prism, but as it emerges after

being filtered by prism No. 1 the separated
frequencies (colors) are recombined by
prism No. 2, and formed into a "composite
medium of transmission", such as that which
traverses the telephone wire when the five

telephone currents are applied to it.

A simple diagram for duplex telephony
by the Squier's system is here shown.
Major-General G. O. Squier proposed his

multiplex telephone and telegraph system
in 1911. He applied wireless currents to

wire systems and thus it was called Squier's

"wired wireless". His invention had the

* See Wood's "Physical Optics"; page 11, for
table of different wave lengths (inverse of fre-

quencies) of various colors.
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germ of the present multiple telephone in it.

There were a number of high frequency

generators (radio telephone transmitters)

connected across the common telephone sys-

tem, one way being shown, and a corre-

sponding number of tunable radio receiv-

ing stations connected across the same pair

of wires. Thus each radio frequency cur-

rent (30,000 cycles and higher, so as to be

inaudible) would be picked off the line and
past thru its own particular and properly

tuned receptor. The universal operating

characteristics of the audion type of

vacuum relay as devised by Dr. Lee de
Forest solved the problem of making such

a system adaptable to the use of the public.

Credit for the pioneer work accomplisht

by these men is given in the signed state-

ment announcing the successful solution of

the multiplex telephone problem addrest to

Hon. Albert S. Burleson, Postmaster Gen-
eral, Washington, D. C, bv Theodore N.
Vail, President of the A. T. & T. Co., on
December 11, 1918, which includes the fol-

lowing citation :

—

"From the earliest days of both the tele-

phone and the telegraph, there have been
almost numberless attempts by inventors,

scientists, and engineers to develop methods
for the multiplex transmission of messages.

It was while working on the problem of

multiplex telegraphy that Dr. Bell had his

first conception of the structure of the

original telephone. Now the organization,

which is continuously working to perfect

the telephone and to extend its usefulness,

has accomplisht not only multiplex tele-

phony, but also multiplex telegraphy and
has solved the telegraph problem upon
which Dr. Bell was working over forty

years ago.
"While heretofore no substantial prac-

tical results had been obtained notwith-
standing the efforts which have been di-

rected to this problem, some proposals
made by the earlier workers in this particu-

lar field have naturally proved suggestive

in the successful solution of the problem.
I have in mind particularly a suggestion
made by Major General George O. Squier,

Chief Signal Officer of the United States

Army, about ten years ago and which at the

time attracted very general attention.

"Furthermore, while working in entirely

different fields and with a different objec-
tive, Dr. Lee de Forest a number of years
ago invented a wireless device known as

the audion which by our improvements and
adaptation we have made an important part

of our system."

We all know, or at least have heard, that

there are ranges of frequencies, both elec-

trical and mechanical, that are beyond the

limits of perception by any of our five

senses. But telephone engineers have
found out that currents of high frequency,

for example, obey the same laws as cur-

rents of low frequency, and they have
found out further that these high frequen-
cies have a particular liking for circuits

specially dimensioned to receive them, and
that each particular high frequency, or
"range of high frequency, if given a chance
to choose between a number of different

circuits, will select the one best adapted to

'its needs, and travel down it in preference
to all other circuits.

Now it is possible by the multiplex
method to utilize a single pair of wires for
five conversations, while two pairs of wires,

which heretofore had a maximum of three
conversations with the aid of the "phan-
tom," may now be multiplexed to carry ten

simultaneous conversations. This amounts
to an increase of more than threefold in

the telephonic carrying capacity of the wires
as compared with the best methods previ-
ously known to the art, and an increase of
fivefold in the capacity under conditions
where the phantom circuit just alluded to

is not employed.
The new multiplex system makes use of

alternating currents whose frequencies oc-
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cupy a range between the frequencies of
the ordinary telephone currents, which are
those of the human voice, and the lowest
frequencies which are used in wireless
communication. This frequency range has
not heretofore been commercially used. It

is interesting to note that under favorable
conditions the whole range is audible to
many and the lower part of the range is

audible to any one with normal hearing. It

is found that frequencies within this range
are high enough to be used as "carriers" of
ordinary telephone currents and yet with
proper arrangements can be transmitted
over long telephone lines without the large
transmission losses and large interference
between circuits which would be brought in
by higher frequencies.
Each additional circuit in the new sys-

tem makes use of some frequency within
this range. At the sending end of each cir-

cuit the ordinary telephone currents are
made to modulate this "carrier" frequency
by means of an audion tube so that the
amount of carrier frequency sent out on
the line varies with the amplitude of the
ordinary telephone currents. At the re-
ceiving end the carrier current is put into a
demodulating circuit, which includes an-
other audion, and which then gives out the
original telephone current.
The different circuits are kept separate

at each end by inserting in each circuit a
combination of impedances which make up
an electrical "filter." This transmits the
range of frequencies peculiar to that cir-

cuit and stops all other frequencies. An
important difference should be noted here
between this system and wireless systems
in that in wireless working it has been gen-
erally sufficient to send and receive in
"tuned" circuits. In the multiplex system,
however, tuned circuits would not be suf-
ficient since each telephone channel occu-
pies a range of frequencies of about 2,500
cycles and any circuit tuned to these com-
paratively low frequencies would be too
selective to receive such a range in the
proper manner.
Vacuum tubes (audions) are used in the

modulating and demodulating circuits and
are also used as amplifiers in the trans-
mitting and receiving branches and at in-

termediate points along the line where
necessary to prevent the currents from be-
coming too highly attenuated.

In regard to the increased telegraphic
capacity afforded, Mr. Gherardi stated :

—

"The advantages of the system when ap-
plied to telegraphy as well as to telephony
were clearly shown in our tests. We
found that we can combine our system with
the printing telegraph so as to secure the
full advantages of the latter and the full

advantages of the multiplex system in re-
ducing wire requirements. Using our mul-
tiplex system with the ordinary hand op-
erated telegraph instrument, connected with
a telephone circuit, we can send from 1,500

to 1,600 words in a minute. When the mul-
tiplex system is connected with the printing
telegraph, we can send from 4,000 to 5,000
words in 60 seconds."

f

GOLD AND SILVER LOCATED
WITH SOUND WAVES.
(Continued from page 769)

the ore bodies. For example, if the dis-

tance between the record made on the
oscillograph, R— 4 , by the transformer on
depressing the key K, and the record made
by the arrival of the sound directly along
the line Q, which would be the first sound
to record itself after the depression of the

key, is five inches—then one inch on the
photographic record corresponds to one
mile in distance, since drill hole A is lo-

cated five miles from the drill hole D. This
establishes the standard of measurement on
the oscillograph.

Now for example, if the length between
the key depression record and the record
made at D, by the sound reflected at P is

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" zvhen writing to advertisers.
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9 inches, it is evident that the sound pro-
ceeding from O and reflected at P, and
finally reaching D, has traveled 9 miles. If,

again, the length between the key depression
record on the oscillograph, R—Oi and the

record made by the sound sent out from
O, and reflected back from J, Fig. 2, is 8
inches, then it follows that the ore body I,

is located approximately 4 miles from the

point A. The ore deposit therefore lies at

the intersection of the sphere described

about O, with a radius of 4 miles, with the

sphere described about Di with radius 9

minus 4, i. e., 5 miles.

There are a number of ways outlined in

Prof. Fesscnden's description of his inven-

tion, which may be utilized for locating the

exact point on the line of intersection where
the ore bodies are located. As he points

out, it is possible to find this point of inter-

section by merely determining the time
elapsing between the key depression record
and the echo record made by reflection, say

at J, Fig. 2, together with a determination

of the direction from which the echo is

received. The extent of the ore body can
be obtained by readings taken by transfer-

ring the oscillator O, to the other drill holes

and taking readings on the oscillographs on
sending out sound waves at these drill holes.

Prof. Fessenden also describes special

apparatus for determining accurately the

direction of the sound received, which em-
ploys two of his oscillators connected to-

gether, differentially. This scheme of lo-

cating ore deposits may sound a little hazy
or improbable at first glance, but the theory
can be readily tried out by means of a small

siren and a reflector or two, together with
some auxiliary apparatus which any elec-

trical experimenter can readily devise, the
difference in such an experiment being that

the sound waves will then be detected, re-

flected or refracted in air, whereas in ap-
plying this system to the locating of buried
ore deposits, the sound waves have to

travel thru rock and soil as well as water,
in which mediums the velocities of sound
propagation varies considerably. The veloc-
ity of sound propagation thru water is

about four times as great as that thru air,

or approximately 1,100 feet per second for
air and 4,700 feet per second for water.

BOOK REVIEW.
{Continued from page 804)

teries, theory of telephone and field buzzer circuits—with many diagrams. The section devoted to
radio is practically a reprint in whole from "Ra-
diotelegraphy" as published by the signal division
of the U. S. Army

—

;
but which, of course, must;

needs finds its place in a work of this kind, and 1

serves to cover all that need be known by a radio
man of the signal corps.
Two closing chapters are devoted to methods of

handling traffic, various codes—secret ciphers

—

Wigwagging—Signaling with lamps—searchlights

—

sun or heliograph and the Semaphore. Signal
troops in the field—Laying out camps, Map read-
ing and' the general function that the Signal Corps
fills in both war and peace—general field duty and
coast defense.
The volume is dedicated to Major-General George

O. Squier, Chief Signal Officer, U. S. Army, whose
assistance made the book possible. It is an ideal
manual and has all the usually needful information
possible incorporated between its covers and should
prove an essential to all enlisted men seeking pro-
motion as well as to the layman who is interested
in this important branch of the Army's work.

THE BLUEJACKET'S MANUAL, by
Lieutenant Norman R. Van Der Veer,
U. S. N. Cloth covers, 808 pages, pro-
fusely illustrated, size A]4, x 6^4 inches.

Price $1.00. Publisht by Edwin N. Ap-
pleton, New York, 1918.

This work is the official reference and study
manual used by all naval men. The various op-
erations and practices in naval life are thoroly
described and suitably illustrated. The treatment
is divided into several parts and again sub-divided
so that by reference to the special indexes given
in the front of the volume, the student can readily
locate certain sections of the text concerning
special positions, such as those concerned with
ordinary seamen, subjects which chief petty officers
should know, and the subjects which men of
special ratings should know. This work has been
officially past by the Secretary of the Navy.
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keep them. If you do want the books to help put you in a better
job, just send us $2.00. You can send the balance of the special
reduced price the samewny—$2.00 a month. (50 cents a week.)
Send the coupon now! Before you turn this page.

AMERICAN TECHNICAL SOCIETY
Dept. X-3383, Chicago, 111.

Special Offer
To those who mail this coupon
promptly we will give absolutely
free a year's membership in the
American Technical Society with
every set of books.

This will enable you to consult our
engineers and experts on any prob-
lem connected with your work. It

usually sells for $12.00 but it will be
given free while a limited amount
of memberships remain open.

American Technical Society, Dept. X-3383, Chicago, 111.

Please send me set of I
for 7 days' examination, shipping charges collect. I will examine the •
books thoroughly and, if satisfied, will send 62 within 1 days and 52 each

month until I have paid the special price of If I decide not to *
keep the books, I will return them by express at yourexpense. Titlenot |
to pass to me until the set is fully paid for.

I

Name H I

I
Address

^
Reference

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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Wireless TaughtByMail
Merchant Marine Needs THOUSANDS of Operators

Men also needed for big Land Wireless Stations—Aerial Mail Service—Railroad and Tele-
graph companies. Salaries up to $250 a month. Excellent opportunities to win promotion ,

to Radio Engineer—Inspector—or mechanic. Chance to travel the world
Jfcv over or locate at Land Station in America.

Complete Course by Mail in Ten Weeks
Our students actually pass the commercial examination in Ten Weeks or less.

Start studying NOW in spare time at home. We send you Complete Set
Practice Instruments for receiving and sending messages, while studying our
course. We help you secure position in any branch of Commercial or Govern-
ment Radio Service. Write TODAY for Free Particulars. A postal will do.

NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE
Dept. 70 Washington, D. C.

i

ACCEPTthesebodksFREE

These two 1 00-page books, each con-

taining from 88 to 90 illustrations, are
sold by us regularly at 25c a piece.

In connection with this most remark-
able offer you can now get them
ABSOLUTELY FREE, for a very limited
time.

SINCE we published these two books,
over 8,000 of each have been sold.

If you are a wireless experimenter, you
can ill afford to be without these two
latest authoritative works, published by
the one concern in America, that

knows what the "How-to-make-it
Fiend" really wants. In these two hand
books are concentrated the most im-
portant, up-to-date wireless instru-

ments and directions how to make
them. They are by far the most suc-

cessful wireless books of the season.
Size of each book is 5x7 inches, sub-
stantially bound on a good book paper.
The covers are in two colors. We
really can not praise these works too
highly. You will be delighted with
them.

EXPERIMENTER PUB. CO., 233 Fulton St., New York
Gentlemen

:

On your absolute guarantee that your two big Wireless Handbooks are just

as described by you, you may send me same FREE. All charges prepaid. You are

to send me these books at once, and enter my name for a full year's subscription

to the Electrical Experimenter, 12 numbers, for which I enclose *$2.00, the price

of the Electrical Experimenter alone.

M V name is.

My address is.

3-19 ''Canada and Foreign Countries, $2.50.

The layman will find in this hook all kinds of

information concerning naval affairs such as the

different sizes and mountings of naval guns, how
and what ropes are used for including the tying

of all kinds of rope knots, discussion on modern
battleships and other vessels with profile draw-
ings thru the various • decks, details concerning
pay of enlisted men and officers, also procedure
in the matter of enlistments, discharges and court

martials, small arms such as the automatic pistol

and high power rifles, etc. Other sections deal

with the handling of small boats, sails, signals

of all kinds, deck seamanship, the compass, log

and lead, marching formations, artillery marks-
manship, etc. The signal flags for the interna-

tional code, etc., are printed in colors. The book
is well printed and bound, and proves a very good
reference volume on the complete detail of naval
discipline and all of the operations connected with
the handling of naval affairs.

SEARCHLIGHTS OF THE DEEP.

(Continued front page 772)

Each light organ contains a number of

tiny glands which secrete the light-produc-

ing fluid and all glands empty into a con-

Luminous Organ: (1) Lenses Which Con-
centrate the Light. (2) Glands Which Secrete
the Lighting Fluid. (3) Reflector, in Back of

Which Is Situated the Black Opaque Mem-
brane.

cave cavity. The action of this fluid can

be likened to the effect of the liquid in a

wet battery on the electrodes. It acts as a

stimulus. A further proof of the chemical

action of some of these organs can be

found on certain fish which only produce

light when the secreted fluid is in contact

with the water. Light can .therefore be

given off after the fish has died. Other

species produce their light only thru inter-

cellular action ; this of course does not con-

stitute a chemical reaction.

The reflector consists of a silvered or pig-

THE NATIONAL AUTHORITY ON ELECTRIC WIRING FOR TWENTY-FIVE YEARS'

ALL YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT WIRING
IS IN THE LATEST EDITION OF

"STANDARD WIRING"
This year's edition, completely revised to date, is the only accurate book on electric

light and power wiring and construction published.

The National Electrical Code, with all its new rules, is explained and illustrated.

52 of the latest and simplest tables which show, at a glance, just what size of wire
is needed for any kind and sice of lighting or motor installation, for any voltage,

current and drop desired for any system. Direct Current, Alternating Current,

single, tivo or three-phase. The latest Code Rules on grounding required on all

work.

How to install and operate generators, motors and every kind of witing device

with diagrams of connections. Special chapters on illumination, House Wiring,
Electrical Units and their Equivalents. The latest lamp data. Proper symbols to

use to indicate outlets, etc., etc.

It Will Make You an Expert Wireman

Leather Cover - Pocket Size - 375 Pages - Price $1.50

SENT TO ANY ADDRESS, POSTPAID, ON RECEIPT OF PRICE

H. C. CUSHING, Jr. 8 West 40th St. NEW YORK

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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mcntcd tissue, which reflects the light out-

ward. An opaque tissue situated just be-

hind the reflector prevents the light from
entering the body.

Lenses, which are often present, lend to

concentrate and throw the light forward.

These lenses consist of a transparent car-

tilage covered with a transparent skin. In

addition some fish even have shutters with

which they can turn off their light at will.

Many deep sea fish have in addition to

their principal organ of light many minor
ones, which give the surrounding waters an
iridescent glow. As the fish swim along
these many varicolored scintillating lights

give off a phosphorescent effect. These
flickering will-o'-the-wisps of the deep are

chased by openmouthed terrors that follow

a searchlight at the tip of their own nose.

The lights with all their many shades of

color, patterns, and places of attachment are

primarily used for the identification of the

species and the sexes. They are of sec-

ondary importance in the aid they give for

the search of food, in which case they are

undoubtedly used to attract, dazzle, and en-

trap its prey. Oh ! yes. They are some
little Vampires all by themselves.

But in order to see the phosphorescent
glimmer of a fish at a distance, the eyes

have been peculiarly modified. The great-

est possible number of rays of light given

off by a point are absorbed by the eye, and
this is effected by either enlarging the eye

as a whole or by enlarging only the lens and
removing the retina to a distance. In this

way the eyes have become cylindrical.

It is not the deep sea fish alone that pos-

sess organs of light. Some varieties of

fish inhabiting the well lighted part of the

ocean have them as well. These, which are

commonly called "lantern fish," emit, at

ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER

rhythmic intervals, a greenish-white light.

A shutter, which is an opaque membrane
similar to that found on a camera, is pushed
or pulled over the light organ. This effec-

tually conceals the rays. Two small vari-

eties comprising the Anomalopidae inhabit

the Malay archipelago at the Sunda islands,

while a third variety has recently been dis-

covered near Jamaica.
Our front cover shows three very inter-

esting species of deep sea fish. The fish il-

lustrated at the top is Gigantura chuni, A
Br. The fish in the center with the peculiar

elongated nose-piece is Giganiaetis vanhoef-
feni, A. Br. While the bottom fish is

Stylophthalmus pardoxus, A. Br.

These are not very large fish, as one
might think, and the illustrations on our
front cover are about half size. In other
words, the fish are only about twice as large

as shown on our cover. The fish illustrated

at the top is also slightly luminous around
its body, as can be seen. One of the most
curious of these fish without doubt is the
middle fish. Why Nature should have
equipt it with such a long nose-piece, the
end of which is luminous, is not well under-
stood as yet, as we know very little about
these fish. The interesting part about the

lower fish is that it has luminous organs
all along its sides, while the eyes themselves
are but slightly luminous. It is curious that

the eyes themselves are not in sockets as is

usually found the case with nearly all other
animals, but that they extend several inches
from the head.

[Editor's Note : The curious deep sea fish

shown on our front cover were prepared
from color drawings made by Dr. Bade
himself. He in turn worked from the ac-

tual fish brought from the deep when mak-
ing his drawings.)
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HOW I INVENTED THE AUDION.
(Continued from page 820)

that before long the wireless telephone will

be installed on thousands of vessels, sup-

plementing, and in many cases, supplanting

the wireless telegraph. In addition there

is an enormous number of small vessels

where a wireless telephone installation is

more feasible.

As indicative of the growth of the

Audion Art, the number of patents issued

on various devices and circuits dependent
thereon, gives a pretty fair key : Up to 1912

there had been issued about 20 patents, all

filed subsequent to 1904. To-day there are
over 100 United States patents on the
Audion Art, and the number is very rapid-

ly growing. Regardless of what name may
be applied to the device patented, practically

everyone of these patents since 1906 shows
the three electrode bulb. They may all

therefore be properly described as the out-
growth of the ideas first shown in the

audion amplifier—patent No. 841,387.

Altho This Patent Bears the Date of 1910, It Was Originally Filed in
1904, and Is One of the Basic Patents in All Audion Development. It
Shows the First Use of Incandescent Filaments in an Enclosed Cham-
ber, and, Moreover, It Includes at Fig. 5 the First Evidence of the
Third Electrode or "Grid" Conception. Here, as Will Be Evident, Is
the First Plan for Separating the Antenna Circuit from the Local

Circuit.

EXPERIMENTAL CHEMISTRY.
(Continued from page 794)

cuprous oxid, or gold ; Yellowish-green, by
uranium oxid

;
Green, by chromic or cupric

oxids ; Milk or Opal glass is made by the
addition of bone-ash, tin or zinc oxids.
The green color of the common window
glass or bottle glass is caused by the pres-
ence of ferrous oxid in the sand ; this dis-

coloration may be removed by addition of
manganese dioxid in the make-up. This
serves to oxidize the ferrous to ferric oxid,
which imparts a yellow tint, being neutral-
ized by the violet produced by the man-
ganese as a complimentary color.

Pure white sand is mixed with the me-
tallic oxids required, in the proportion
which experience has shown gives the best
results, and some old glass, called "cullet",

is added to improve the quality. The
mixture is then put into pots as shown in

Fig. 159. These pots are made of the most
refractory fire-clay, and are placed in a
circular furnace with openings thru which
the workman can dip his long iron blow-

pipe into the
pots. Fig. 160
shows _such a
furnace in
cross-section.

The fuel now
used is mostly
gaseous, and an
intense heat is

maintained for
hours, till the
substances are
completely
fused and
mixed. The
glass worker
dips his blow-
pipe—a hollow
iron rod 5 or 6
feet long, into

the fused mass,
removes a
small portion,
rolls it on a
smooth iron

Mechanical
Engineering

Learn at Home!
nPHE Government and employers every-
* where are looking for men with me-
chanical ability. Splendid salaries and
rapid advancement are offered.

There is an easy, delightful way in

whichyou can learn right at home in spare
time. For 27 years the International Cor-
respondence Schools have been giving
men and women just the training they
need for success in mechanical engineer-
ing and more than 200 other subjects.

Hundreds of thousands have stepped into

good positions through I. C. S. help, but
never were opportunities so great as now.

Let the I. C. S. help you. Choose the work you
like best in the coupon below, then mark and mail
it today. This doesn't obligate you in the least
and it will bring- you information that will start

you on a successful career. This is your chance.
Don't let it slip by. Mark and mail this coupon now.———— —TEAR OUT HERE— — — —
INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

BOX 6180, SCRANTON, PA.
Explain, without obligating me, how I can qualify for the
position, or in tne subject, before which I mark X.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
J Electrician

Electric Wiring
Electric Lighting
Electric Car Running
Heavy Electric Traction
Electrical Draftsman

3 Electric Machine Designer
Telegraph Expert
Practical Telephony
MECHANICAL ENGINEER
Mechanical Draftsman
Ship Draftsman
Machine Shop Practice
Toolmaker
Gas Engineer
CIVIL ENGINEER
Surveying and Mapping
MINE FOKEM'N OR ENG'R
ARCHITECT
Architectural Draftsman
PLUMBING AND HEATING
Sheet Metal Worker

CHEMICAL ENGINEER
~ SALESMANSHIP
ADVERTISING MAN
Window Trimmer
Show Card Writer
Outdoor Sign Painter
RAILROADER
ILLUSTRATOR
DESIGNER
BOOKKEEPER
Stenographer and Typist
Cert. Pub. Accountant
Traffic Management
Commercial Law
GOOD ENGLISH
STATIONARY ENGINEER
CIVIL SERVICE
Railway Mail Clerk
Textile Overseer or Sapt.
AGRICULTURE
Navigator SpanU'i
Poo ItryRaising French
Automobiles l[D Italian

Present
Occupation^

Street
and No

City.

rON^IIT T ITQWhen in need of definite and re-wiiouLi unliable data concerning any trade
formula or industrial process. We are ever on the
alert and closely following the development of the
industrial arts in all its branches. Each formula or
process furnished by this Bureau is supplemented by
detailed instructions for its manipulation, thereby
doing away with any guesswork on the part of the in-
experienced person. We also can advise you, if de-
sired, where the ingredients which enter into any
process can be obtained.
The formulae listed below will serve briefly to show the field we

cover

:

1. Process for producing ** Verde Antique " or Green Finish on
copper, bronze or brass articles.

2. Fire Extinguishing Compound (powder form)
3. Varnish Remover prepnnit inn, effective on either wood or

metals.
4. Poliah for Automobile bodies.
5. Cleaning Compound for wall paper and shades, etc. (block or

cake form I.

6. Brazing Componndfor use in repairing cast-iron parts.
The standar d price for each formula issued bv us is Thirty-five

cents. Letters of inquiry welcomed. Informative literature sen
tupon request. INDUSTRIAL METHODS BUREAU

320 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

GetThisCar
And the AGENOV
In VOUR Territory
Drive a new 1919 Birch /Tiiiy
SUPER - FOUR and make f.'s?I%

N

Bood money Belling Birch WW >_cars to your friends and 36 h.p.,115 ii*ch\
neighbors. They are fully W.B..32x3^ tiro*V
guaranteed. Prompt shipments. Write cjrriek forfutl information.

BIRCH MOTOR GARS ?#<^"^tt$»fc
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*1,000
Reward

Expert!

Big rewards are frequently^
offered throughout the country

-many are standing right now

—

for the catching- of criminals. Finger print experts
have the best chance of winning these great rewards.
For the finger print system is the most reliable and)
effective means of identification known. You can bo
a fingerprint expert. Send the coupon and find out
how you can master this new and fascinating profes>
sion in your spare time at home. Don't miss this big
opportunity. Send coupon today and getour free hook.

Be a Finger Print
Not only in the police
departments, t>ut in
government anstitutionsi,

banks, railroads, insurance companies and other large
industries, finger print systems are being installed
under the guidance of finger print experts. Vou can
earn from $25.00 to 550.00 a week. Right now fchere
is an urgent, unfulfilled demand for experts. q
FREE Book osi Finger Prints
Send the coupon now for our valuable book
telling all about finger prints and their uses: and
about the big opportunities in the profession. It tells
how you can learn in a short time at home. Special
limited offer now. Get this free book and full
particulars while it lasts. Send the coupon at once.

University of Applied Science
Desk 1793, 1772 Wilson Ave.. Chicago

Please send me absolutely free and prepaid your new
book on finger prints. Also particulars of your special
limited offer. I assume no obligations whatever.

Name

Address

Age Occupation..

nnn>

"The Livest Catalog in America"
Our big, new electrical cyclopedia
No. 20 is waiting for you. Posi-
tively the most complete Wire
less and electrical catalog in
print today. 180 Big Pages,
500 illustrations. .300

"

struments and appara-
tus, etc. Big "Treatise
on Wireless Teleg
raphy." 20 FBF~
coupons for our
160 -pageFREE -

Wireless

Course
20 les-

sons. FREE
C*y elope-

d i a No. 20
measures 7x5^4".

Weight Vz lb. Beau-
tiful stiff covers.

Send 6 cents in stamps or
coin for which we will send

our latest Cyclopedia Catalog
No. 20 as described.

nr 'ELECTRO IMPORTING COMPANY
Y 231 Fulton St., New York City

You Can Earn
A

MEW MACHINE
Many are doing $3,000 a year
and better with this new
machine. Xou can too.

jYou need no experience.
We teach you FREE in one simple lesson.
Start right at home.

_
Everywhere there's

1

plenty or money and big cash profits waiting
for ambitious men,

THIS IS THE BUSINESS FOR YOU
A business all of your own. Eequires little 1

capital and grows fast into a real factory—a I

real manufacturer. Open a Tire Repair Shop I

with Haywood Equipment* Let the money|
roll in. Auto tires need mending constantly.
There is your profit. Owners eager to givel
you their business. It means a saving of

fmoney to them, and big cash
f

returns for you.

JUST MAIL THE COUPON
J

FOR THIS FREE BOOK
A valuable guide to power
and wealth. It gives the

|

KJfj, - complete details. How to
|

Mk start. How to suo-
V\ \

ceed. Tells all
about your op- ,* Haywood Tire and

Shows how easy the work £i*bl^SSKKtoT
done. Shows the big profit in * ^"Capito Ave

this new field. Write tor it ,, Indianapolis, md.

today. A postcard will do. * afS£S5Sia me your
Get your FREE copy. « book a3 you promised to

HAYWOOD TIRE & EQUIPMENT /^JobUwumeSaSyw^!
COMPANY ,*

1210 Capitol Ave.

INDIANAPOLIS
INDIANA £

*
f Addres:

surface, swings it around in the air, blow-
ing meanwhile thru the rod, cuts it with
shears, curves and bends it at will, welds
it, and thus fashions it as desired into

flasks, lamp shades, etc. For such uses as

bottles the glass is run into molds. For
other purposes, such as lamp bulbs, chemi-
ical flasks and apparatus it is blown. For
still other kinds it is rolled, as window
glass. In order that glass objects will not
break easily, ' they must undergo a process
of annealing, that is slowly cooled, so that

the molecules may arrange themselves in a
natural way.

Pottery and Porcelain.

Genuine porcelain and chinaware are
manufactured from a fine white clay,

Kaolin,—resulting from the disintegration

of feldspathic rocks,—and silica. After
being fashioned the porcelain is "fired,"

then glazed and refired. One mode of

glazing consists in dipping the object into

a powder of feldspar and silica suspended
in vinegar, and then fusing. Jugs, drain

pans, and coarse earthenware are glazed

by volatilizing sodium chlorid in an oven,

which holds the porous material. The
glaze goes into the pores of the ware, with
which it partially combines to form sodium
and aluminum silicates. If on being heated
the ware and glaze expand uniformly the

glaze will not crack. Flower pots and
other porous pottery illustrate clay that has
been moulded and baked, but not glased.

Bricks are baked clay.

THE ROGERS UNDERGROUND
•WIRELESS.

(Continued from page 789)

mained enthusiastic and sincere in all

the tests and installations made of my
under-ground radio system thru all the
trials and disappointments of its devel-
opment, even when the system seemed
to prove unworkable. Their perseverance
and high skill in the radio art has hastened
the official endorsement and the installa-

tion of the buried and submerged antenna."
Commander A. Hoyt Taylor, D.Sc, U. S.

N. ; Dr. L. W. Austin, of the Bureau of

Standards ; Admiral Strother Smith, U. S.

N. ; Commander Hooper, U. S. N.; G. H.
Clark, Expert Radio Aid, U. S. N. ; Dr.
George W. Pierce, of Harvard University;
and Ensign A. Crossley, U. S. N., who has
been actively engaged on the installation of
the Rogers system at the Great Lakes
Naval Radio Station, besides New Orleans,

New London, Conn, (test station, now
abandoned), and Norfolk, Va.
Like many other great inventions the ex-

act mode of operation is hard to ascertain

and define. The views of Mr. Rogers on
the operation of this wireless system are

briefly defined as follows :—First, that the
electric energy liberated at the base of an
antenna will be propagated thru the earth

even in the absence of etheric space waves
above, if such a condition were possible, and
which in reality does occur when great dis-

tances are signalled over, so he believes.

Second, that the propagation of earth waves
no more depend upon the ether waves above
the surface of the earth than these etheric

space waves depend upon the earth wave's.

Further, that both waves are propagated si-

multaneously, one above and the other be-
low the surface of the earth, and that at

the initial start each is dependent upon the

other, altho thereafter neither is dependent
upon the other. Furthermore, Mr. Rogers
believes that the ether waves gradually die

out in intensity in proportion to the earth's

curvature, and the distance over which they
are propagated, and that at great distances

the ether space waves do not have any ap-
preciable effect upon receiving appliances,

and that these are energized solely by the

energy transmitted thru the earth.

own an ^Q^eeY^
TELL them that

<J» every real boy should own an
Auto-Wheel Coaster or an Auto-

Wheel Convertible Roadster because
they're the best wagons ever built for
work or play. Wheels have roller

bearings, steel axles and tires, and
the spokes are oval like an auto.

Send for FREE Felt Pennant

Write us the names of .hree coaster
wagon dealers, mentioning which
one handles the AUTO-WHEEL, and
we' 11 send you a beautiful Felt
Pennant, FREE.

Organue an Auto-Wheel Coaster Club

Each member receives a beautiful
cap. The captain receives a special
cap. Write now for booklet telling
all about the Auto -Wheel Coaster
Clubs of the U. S., and how to
organize a local branch. Address,

Buffalo Sled Company
163 Schenck St., N. Tonawanda, N.Y.

( In Canada: Preston, Ont.

)

Telegraph Pictures
BY ELECTEICITT

A complete set of two machines of
this marvelous equipment for only
$19.50. Instructive, mystifying and
useful. This picture of President Wil-
son was telegraphed by these machines.
Will transmit pictures, mails, draw-
ings and hand writing. Picture tele-
graphing is the coming science. Write
today.

J. LEISHMAN CO* Dept. I. Ogden. UtaB

This is the famous
Auto -Wheel Coaster

—and here is the
patented
Auto -Wheel

Convertible Roadster

CARNOT3TE
(Radium Mineral.) The American Pitch-

blende found in Colorado, from which Ra-
dium is extracted.
A generous piece, enough to conduct ex-

periments, such as affecting photographic
plates thru opaque material (similar to X-Ray
pictures), first made by Sir W. Crookes and
Mme. Curie, is furnished in neat, wooden
box., URANIUM

(Radio- Active)

Containing about 35% of pure Uranium;
also Radium and Vanadium. One of the most
rare and interesting minerals. Twenty milli-
grams are furnished in glass vial protected by
lead cover.

One box of Carnotite and one vial of Uranium K(\p
Ore as described above sent prepaid "uv

SIDNEY SPECIALTY CO.
233 Fulton St., New York City

REX WIRELESS OUTFIT 50c.
The only dependable wireless outfit at a low price. It
is not a toy, and with little practice you can send and
receive clear messages anywhere as quick as lightning.
Each outfit is for 2 stations with Morse and Conti-
nental codes, instructions, etc. We will also include
our picture code attachment which will enable you to
send and receive pictures, photographs, etc., by wire-
less. The complete Rex Wireless Outfit ready to oper-
ate for 50c. Order at once. Supply is limited.
ABRAMS BFTOS. 1305 S. Peoria St.. Chicago.

INDEX
ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER

to Volumes
I. 2, 3. 4. 5

Contains 2i pages and shows every article of inter-
est that has been published since the inception of the
magazine up to and including April, 1918. It is abso-
lutely indispensable to everybody interested in any
kind of electrical research work.

Postpaid J_£)C
Experimenter Publishing Co., 231 Fulton St., N. Y. C.

HAVE You SENT
for our booklet No. 4, giving diagrams and experi-
ments with the Steco Button ? See our large ad. pg. 822
STECO, 2134 N. Clark St., Chicago, III.

for Auto Tires. Doable mileatre. prevent bl*.

outa and punctures. Easily applied in any tire.
Thousands sold. Details free. Agents wanted.
Amer.Accessorlea Co.,Dept.S3,Clncinn»tl

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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These ground currents travel with the

speed of light and are picked up at the re-

ceiving station. The space waves persist

for an appreciable distance, which accounts

for air-plane to air-plane and air-plane-to-

earth radio-communciation, but it is the

belief of Mr. Rogers that in such long dis-

tance radio transmission as half-way around
the globe (12,000 miles) that it is the ground
wave current that does the work, and that

the free space wave above the surface of

the earth never reaches the station, due to

the high resistance of the atmospheric en-

velope.

One of the Naval experts present men-
tioned that it has been found, that the

penetration of the ground wave component
increases with an increase in wave length.

This is an important fact and helps to ex-

plain the operation of this new radio sys-

tem, with its aerials buried in the ground.
He also mentioned that "Radio to Mars"
or other planets would be impossible, if we
are to believe in the well-known "Heavi-
side" ionization layer, surrounding the earth

at a height computed at from 30 to 50 miles,

for no etheric wave can pass this layer

without being reflected back to the earth,

or at least restrained within this passage-

way.

Rogers System Eliminates "Static** and "Inter-

ference".

Mr. Rogers stated that his underground
antenna, in itself, did not solve entirely the

static or interference problem, but it made
the nearest approach to this ideal condition

—the goal of all radio engineers—than had
ever been accomplisht before. This prob-
lem has, thanks to a new arrangement
perfected by Commander A. Hoyt Taylor,

D.Sc, been solved and static and interfer-

ence have been practically totally eliminated,

for all-year-around radio sendee. Think
what an advance this means ! Further,
there is no rise and fall in the signal

strength during the night or day, at any
time of the year, due to the sun's ionization

effect, as is the case zuhere elevated antennae
are employed: The U. S. Naval reports

and tests made with the Rogers' ground
aerial in comparison with the usual form
of elevated aerial, several of which are ap-
pended herewith, show the incomparable
efficiency of this new radio system.

What the Facts Show.

First we will mention the test which Mr.
Rogers and a naval officer conducted for
the writer. The apparatus used in these
tests are shown in the accompanying photo-
graphs. They included several large tuning
inductances, variable condensers, a one-
step audion amplifier (single Audiotron
bulb only!) and two pairs of Baldwin
'phones (telephone receivers). This ap-
paratus was connected up to one of Mr.
Rogers' latest buried antennas—a single

rubber covered, stranded copper cable, about
the size of a small ignition cable, extending
westward for a distance of 4,000 feet, so
as to be in a plane with the high power
European radio stations. This cable is

encased in iron pipe (gas pipe), each 20
foot section of which is insulated from the
abutting sections by means of a rubber
hose (garden hose) slipt over the pipe ends
for a few inches. This is buried in a dirt

trench about 3 feet deep, filled in with soil.

The cable is insulated at the free end and
is connected up as in Fig. 2. The rubber
covered wire alone has been used in all

sub-aqueous tests, and gives fine results
when simply buried in the ground, the de-
cay not being so rapid as probably would
be imagined. This latest aerial in the iron
pipe is a new development and experiments
are still going on with it. It works wonder-
fully well. The. 4,000 foot aerial here de-
scribed is best suited to receiving wave
lengths of 6,000 to 16,000 meters. For
shorter wave lengths aerials of smaller di-

mensions are employed.
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"Here's the 'Lyons' station in France,"
said Mr. Rogers. A turn of the knob
on the specially calibrated condenser,
and there was "Lyons" (France)—sure
enough. Static and interference were un-
heard. Next the great stations across the

broad Atlantic, at Nauen, Germany ; Car-
narvon, Wales (England) ; and Rome,
Italy, were heard with equal loudness and
clarity. This laboratory station, which has
been used by the Navy Department during
the war, has picked up practically all the
high power stations on the globe. American
stations were then picked up by changing
the wave length, and finally a test was
made on a short (250 feet in length)
buried ground antenna, adapted to receiv-

ing wave lengths of 200 to 800 meters.
Wireless telephone messages were picked
up from Washington, a distance of about
seven miles. It is most interesting to note
at this juncture, as the Naval tests at Nor-
folk, Va., on a similar aerial have shown,
that a radio message from an airplane can-
not be picked up on the underground
aerial, until the 'plane is directly over the
station. This would seem to prove two
things—first, that the short waves sent out
by the airplane radio set do not penetrate
into the ground very far, if at all,—and
second, that airplane radio transmission and
reception are effected solely by etheric waves.

Referring to Figures 3 and 4, we find

several interesting points. Fig. 3-A, shows
how a double ground aerial is sometimes
connected. Also, as in the case of Mr.
Rogers' test station, several sets of these
buried antennae are best employed, dis-

tributed about the station as shown in Fig.3-B.

The Rogers underground antenna system
has been used at the Belmar, N. J., station

during the war with most gratifying re-

sults, as reported by the Navy Department,
and its successful and unfailing operation
during the twenty-four hours of the day,
resulted in trebling and quadrupling the ca-

pacity of this great trans-Atlantic highway
of intelligence communication. The official

reports in connection with the work ac-
complished with the underground Rogers
system at Belmar state that not a single

word of communication was lost during the

reception of thousands of important official

messages from Europe. The station at

Tuckerton, N. J., has also been equipt with
the Rogers underground aerial system and
all of the larger stations of the Allied
Powers in Europe have been copied success-
fully thru the 24 hours, at this point also.

Submarine Wireless.

Perhaps the most interesting tests of all

are those which were made on submerged
submarines in salt water! The aerial in

this case was of heavily insulated stranded
cable, stretched from stem to stern as Fig.

4-A illustrates. The two aerials were
brought down thru the conning tower and
joined to the receiving apparatus. A sec-

ond form of aerial is illustrated at Fig. 4-B,
where the insulated aerial wires are placed
in iron pipes within the submarine. Here
are the results of some of these tests, which
do not include the transmitting tests to

the submarine, from a ground antenna on
shore. When submerged 8 feet, the Ger-
man station at Nauen was picked up by
the submarine while lying off the American
coast! Submarines have, in other official

tests, picked up distant stations when sub-
merged 21 feet, on a wave length of 12,600
meters or greater wave lengths.

One of the naval officers, who has had
much to do with the testing of the Rogers'
system, stated that experience had demon-
strated that in fresh water the submerged
antenna may be placed at any depth. Salt

water acts differently, but the aerial may be
submerged any desired depth for wave
lengths above 10.000 meters.

The same officer, who has made a close

study of all American and European work
in radio, explained how the best work ever
done in radio was accomplisht at the Great
Lakes Naval Station, on the shore of Lake
Michigan. Fig. 5 gives the general arrange-
ment of this station. The test station was

on the beach and acted as a "remote con-
trol" station for the standard station at A.
The shortest distance between a "receiving
and control station" in the naval radio
service heretofore has been 36 miles. Here
a distance of 600 feet only, separate the
elevated aerial of the main station from
the submerged Rogers antenna terminating
at the test station, B. Said he, "Now let

the inventors of 'static and interference'
preventers trot out their little pets, and
show what they can DO ! Here's what
this station actually did on schedule service :

With 48 amperes, at 4,000 meters wave
length, being radiated in the elevated main
antenna—the beach station, ONLY 600
FEET AWAY, was picking up Nauen on
12,600 meters, and New Orleans on 5,000
meters, without any interference or static—all on the Rogers sub-aqueous aerials.

These were rubber-covered cables spread-
ing in different directions, any one of which
could be used, and laying 50 feet deep in
the water at their outer extremities.
Imagine such a wonderful performance

!

But this is not all. The official tests show
that the station at Cavite, P. I., 8,100 miles
away, was received regularly on the Rogers
sub-aqueous aerials at the Lake Michigan
Station, on schedule service, at 11 A. M..

and 5 :30 P. M. daily, the working periods-

of that station.

Transmitting On Underground Aerials.

Tests were made by the naval experts,

as well as by Mr. Rogers in his very first

experiments in transmission from a ground
or under-water antenna. These were all

successful. It is only a matter of properly
insulating the antenna so that it will not
break down under the high potential ap-
plied to it by the transmitter. The early

tests by the inventor were made with a one
inch spark coil to the Bureau of Standards
Radio Laboratory, a distance of seven miles,

the received signals having an audibilty of
2,000, i.e., 2,000 times the strength of a

clear, readable signal. The audibility of
the signals at the Washington Navy Yard
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(See review of this book by Editor in December issue of your Electrical Experimenter page 568)
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was 1,000. The transmitting* tests at the

Great Lakes Naval Station were made at

first with a low power Oscillion bulb trans-

mitter and later with a Clapp-Eastham hy-
tone set. An elevated amateur style antenna
of two wires was strung up between two
houses 38 miles away. Clear signals were
received with an audibility strength of
2,000. The ignition cable used for the
aerial finally punctured, but even then the

signals received were four times louder
than the best amateur transmitter could
send on a regular aerial, as tests proved.

Official U. S. Naval Tests of Under-
ground Reception, at Naval Station,
New Orleans, La., During 1917.

Excerpts.

In general, (relating to the Rogers' sys-

tem) the point of interest lies in the use of
wires buried in the ground, for both the
transmitting and the receiving antenna.
For instance, in receiving, a wire buried
one foot below the surface of the earth

extends for several hundred feet south of
the receiving station, and a similar wire
north, the receiver being located between
the pairs of wires. The ordinary receiver

was used. With this arrangement, signals

from Darien, Nauen, and all Atlantic sta-

tions were received.

Tests at New Orleans Station.

Federal receiver used on main antenna,
Western Electric receiver used on under-
ground antenna, 1,400 feet buried wire.

(The figures refer to audibility.)

Main Antenna Underground Antenna
Station Wave Sig. Static Sig. Static

Length and. aud. and. aud.
San Diego 9800 1200 1000 750 15

Arlington 7500 2000 3000 1500 50

Impossible to read Arlington on the ele-

vated antenna on account of static inter-

ference. United Fruit Company station of
New Orleans interfered with signals from
Arlington on main antenna, but offered no
interference on underground antenna.

Test on message from U. S. S. "Are-

(Continued on page 839)

ALEXANDER WIRELESS BILL IS

KILLED.

(Continued from page 786)

today we are not at all excited even about
the amendment of the Alexander Bill for

we have good and sufficient reasons to be-
lieve that the Alexander Bill amended has
little chance to become a law."
That our judgment was correct is borne

out by the fact that the bill was actually

killed a month later. Many interesting

things came to light during the hearings
before Mr. Alexander in the latter part of
December. A number of well-meaning am-
ateurs, small and large, professional and
otherwise, had flocked to Washington to

give testimony and to protest against the

Alexander Bill. However, before they ar-
rived in Washington, a flood of protesting

letters from amateurs had descended upon
the national capital, and it was found that

their services were not at all needed, for

before their arrival several amendments
had already been gotten up and were in

print.

It is not our intention to belittle the
genuine efforts made by these amateurs who
went to Washington in person to fight for
the cause, but we do not think that in the
testimony given as publisht in the printed
records, anything new was shown or any
evidence given that was not already known
by the Committee. It brought out, how-
ever, the interesting fact over and over
that the 1912 bill was elastic enough to

cover any emergency as far as the radio
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amateur is concerned, and this is a good
thing. We had maintained right along and
we stated so in our January and February
issues, that no amendment nor new law
was at all required. We had no suggestions
to make, the old law was good enough, and
we said so,—if any change at all was to be
made, we were for the Padgett bill, which
left the amateur just exactly where he was
before the new bill came up. Naturally we
are glad to see that our judgment proved
right, for official Washington thought so,

too. The old law is good enough, it covers
every possible phase of the amateur, and
we do not think that any legislator could
do better than the Radio Act of 1912.

An interesting side light of the disturbed
state of mind of the visiting Washington
radio amateurs appeared to be their

unanimous holy fear of the United States
Navy. They all seemed to be obsest, any,
panic-struck that the Navy Department was
out to kill the amateurs, which as a matter
of fact, the Navy, speaking generally, was
not.

We believe that our opinion is shared by
those who know the inside facts, that the
Alexander Bill as originally framed was a
hasty measure, because at the time it prob-
ably was thought that Government owner-
ship for radio was ripe, and that such a
measure could be rushed thru in haste. The
sponsors of the bill, however, made two
fundamental mistakes : First, the country
wasand is not ripe for public ownership as
yet. Second, it was found that several
hundred thousand red-blooded American
citizens, better known as Radio Amateurs,
cannot be wiped off the earth by means of
a blue pencil. Such methods might have
had a small chance before the war, but
after what we have gone thru in democ-
ratizing the world and freedom for every-
body, there never was a ghost of a chance
of the measure succeeding. Several sena-
tors and congressmen voiced their opinion
on this point in no uncertain tones, and we
are certain that if the bill should come up
again during the next few years, which by
the way we doubt, it will experience exactly
the same fate.

Another mistake, which, however, is

made by a great many people outside of
Washington is that for some curious rea-

son the amateurs at large has always been
looked upon as a boy in his knickers. Even
well informed Washington was greatly sur-

prised to receive letters from "young" ama-
teurs 60 and 70 years old, and these ''boys"

were just as vehement in their protests as
the young man of 20. Then the amateurs
in uniform were legion, and their parents
voiced their sons' sentiments, being that the
sons themselves were perhaps in France or
elsewhere. Further, the great horde of

amateurs known as jewelers made them-
selves heard lustily.

There are today thousands of jewelers

located all over this broad land, whose busi-
ness it is to serve their community by giv-
ing them the right time. They also require
daily time signals in their business. This
time service was given free to them by Uncle
Sam every day by the time signals sent out
by Arlington and other powerful Govern-
ment stations. These amateurs under the
original Alexander bill would have been
killed just the same as their brethren who
pursue wireless more or less for instruc-
tional purposes, and you may be sure that
these jewelers were loud in their com-
plaints.

Our amateurs are to be congratulated in
their solitary fight which they put up for
their rights, and we congratulate them upon
their thoro victory.

There is, however, one serious point
which we desire to broach, and that is the
following

:

When we first heard that a new wireless
measure was to be rushed thru Congress,

—

which if it had actually past, would have
killed American radio amateurism, — we
took it up ourselves to broach the import-
ant news to every amateur on record.

The RADIO LEAGUE OF AMERICA,
which was organized three years ago was
formed for just such a purpose, viz., to

keep the amateurs together and to ward
off unfair legislation. Unfortunately, only
about 20,000 amateurs had been registered
with the League, altho it does not cost one
cent to join the League. So when we came
to write the letters to all the amateurs we
only had 20,000 names of the League, while
the other names were made up from va-
rious lists which we had in our office, and
which lists were not at all reliable on ac-
count of removals of amateurs, etc.

We wish to take this occasion to urg^
every amateur to fill out the blank printed
at the end of this article and join the League
at once. It docs not cost a cent to do so,

except three-cent postage with which to

mail this blank. You immediately become
a member, and any important news can then
be transmitted to you immediately without
delay. It should be apparent to every
amateur that being a member of the Radio
League of America can only benefit him,
and inasmuch as there are no dues or fees

to be paid, there is absolutely no good rea-

son why every amateur should not be in it.

Peace will soon be declared by the Presi-

dent and then everybody will be allowed
again to operate his or their stations, and
being a member in this well-established

League of national scope and reputation

can only benefit the owner of the radio sta-

tion. Then, too, every amateur owes it to

his Government that in time of peril his

services can be drawn upon and his station

used, and only by having a central body
which has all such information can radio

amateurism in the United States grow to

its fullest and greatest importance.

Application for Membership in the Radio League of America

I THE UNDERSIGNED, a Radio Amateur, am the owner of a Wireless
Station. My station has been in use since

^

3 and I herewith desire to apply for membership in<the RADIO LEAGUE
OF AMERICA. I understand that the Radio League of America is a National

Scientific Organization for the pursuit of the Radio /vrts. I will not be called

upon to pay membership fees, or dues, and once enrolled I am to share in all

the privileges of a regular member.
Upon receipt of this form properly filled out you are to send me your eight-

page booklet describing the purpose of the League, rules, etc.

Name

.

City

State.

Date. .191

Mail this blank to Radio League of America, 231 Fulton St., New York City, g

Milwaukee Schaol af Watchmaking, 166 Mason St , Milwaukee, Wis.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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Editor, Electrical Experimenter,
233 Fulton Street,

New York, N. Y.
Sir:

It has been noted by this office that on
page 707 of the February issue of the

"Electrical Experimenter" you printed cer-

tain proposed amendments to a bill for

Government Ownership of Radio Commun-
ication. On page 735 in an article entitled

"Radio Amateurs Discussed Officially" you
stated that this amendment was drafted by
Lieutenant J. C. Cooper, Jr., U. S. N. R. F.

You have evidently been misinformed. The
amendment printed by you was not drafted
by the Navy Department and was not dis-

cussed before the House Committee at the

hearings.
The amendment actually drafted by Lieu-

tenant Cooper and discussed before the
Committee appears in the testimony of
Captain Todd on page 39 of the Official

Report of the Hearings before the House
Committee on Merchant Marine and Fish-
eries on H. R. 13159, and is as follows:

"Insert after line 6, page 2, the fol-

lowing :

" 'The term "amateur station" means
a station used for private practice or
experiment in radio communication and
not operated for profit in either receiv-

ing or sending radio signals.'

"Insert in line 14, page 2, after 'train-

ing-school stations' the following: 'and
amateur stations.'

"Strike out the sentence beginning in

line 1, page 3, and ending in line 6, page
3, and in lieu thereof insert the follow-
ing:

" 'This section shall not apply to sta-

tions belonging to the Government of
the United States or the Government
of the Philippine Islands, or to experi-

ment stations, technical and training-

school stations, and amateur stations,

licensed as provided by the act to reg-
ulate radio communication, approved
August thirteenth, nineteen hundred
and twelve : Provided, That when such
amateur stations are licensed for re-

ceiving purposes only no operator's
license shall be required for the oper-
ator in charge of or operating such
station ; but when such amateur station

is licensed for transmitting also the
license shall require that the operator
of such station shall hold a license

showing his ability to send and receive
at least twenty-five words per minute
in the Continental Morse code : And
further provided, That the license for
such transmitting station may limit the
power input to one-half kilowatt in

case of amateur stations within one
hundred miles of the Atlantic or Pacific

Ocean, the Gulf of Mexico, or the
Great Lakes, and to one-quarter kilo-

watt within five miles of a Government
receiving station. Amateur stations so
licensed shall not use any wave length
exceeding two hundred and fifty meters
nor less than one hundred and fifty

meters except by special authority in

the license contained.'
"

In order that the information given your
readers may be correct, it is requested that
you publish this letter in your March issue
of the "Electrical Experimenter."
For your further information, there is

being forwarded to you under separate cov-
er a full printed copy of the Hearings
before the Committee.

Very respectfully,

(Signed) E. B. WOODWORTH,
Commander, U. S. Navy,

Acting Director Naval Communications.
The amendment drafted by Lieutenant

Cooper was scheduled to run in our Feb-
ruary issue. At the last moment, due to
lack of space, it was crowded out. The
amendment printed in our February issue
was proposed by Mr. Watson as published
by us.—Editor.

MAKE MONEY
REPAIRING TIRES

The high cost and limited supply of tires makes it

necessary for motorists to conserve their tires and
get maximum mileage. Present conditions offer tire

repair men a big opportunity to make money. Ex-
perienced help not necessary.
With this Shaler Electric Vulcanizer you can make

money easy. It heats from city electric light current—has automatic heat control—no danger of fire or
explosions.

Will mend any style or size of tire—both casing and inner
tube. Handles 12 casings and 200 tubes a day. Anybody can
operate it, and turn out perfect work. Price $65.00 complete
—Subject to Trade Discount.
Write at once for catalog of our complete line of Shaler

Vulcanizers. Steam or Electric for Repair Shops and quick
selling models for motorists.

C. A, SHALER CO., 2202 Fourth St., Waupun, Wis.

Electric
Vulcanizer

TYPEWRITER SENSATION
PROMPT SHIPMENT.

$4.00 per month buys a beautifully reconstructed, latest model visible
typewriter, with back spacer, decimal tabulator, two-color ribbon, etc.

Every late style feature and modern operating device. Sent on approval.
Catalogue and special prices free.

Harry A. Smith, 738, 218 N. Wells St., Chicago, 111.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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It contains the follow-
ing 44 chemicals:

Alum Al 2 (SOi) 3 , (NH.,) 2SO,
Antimony (powdered) (Sb)
Ammonium Aqua

(NH 3+HoO)
Ammonium Carbonate

(NHf ) 2 C03

AmmoniumChloride ( NH.iCl

)

Ammonium Sulphate
(NH4 ) 2 S04

Barium Chloride (BaCl>)
Boric Acid (H3B03 )

Brimstone (Sulphur) (S)
Calcium Chloride (CaCl2 )

Calcium Oxide (CaO)
Calcium Sulphate

(CaSO.,2H,,0)
Charcoal (Carbon) (C)
Chloride of Zinc (ZnCl,)
Copper Sulphate (CuS6 4 )

Ferrous Sulphate (FeS04 )

Ferrous Sulphide (FeS)
Glycerol (Glycerine)
C3H6 (OH) 3

Hydrochloric Acid (HC1)
Iodine (I)
Iron Chloride (FeCl2 )

Iron Oxide (Fe,03 )

Lead Acetate Pb (C2H3 2 ) 2

Litmus Paper
Magnesium Carbonate
(MgC03 )

Manganese Dioxide (MnOo)
Mercury (Quicksilver) (Hg)
Nickel Chloride (NiCl 2 )

Oxalic Acid (H 2C2 4 )

Sodium Bicarbonate
(NaHCO.0

Sodium Borate (NaBO.)
Sodium Carbonate (Na"C03 )

Sodium Chloride (NaCl)
Sodium Nitrate ( NaN03 )

Sodium Phosphate
(Na 2HP04 )

Sodium Sulphate (Na«S04 )

Sodium Sulphite (Na 2S03 )

Stannous Chloride (SnCl. )

Sulphate of Nickel (NiS04 )

Sulphate of Zinc (ZnSOJ
Sulphuric Acid (H..S04 )

Tin (Granulated) (Sn)
Zinc (Metal) (Zn)
Zinc Carbonate (ZnC03 )

The following apparata
are furnished:

One Standard Washbottle
One Alcohol Lamp
One Conical Glass Measure
One Erlenmeyer Flask
One Glass Funnel
One Delivery Tube
Six Assorted Test-Tubes
One Test-Tube Holder
Ten Sheets of Filter Paper
One Glass Dropper
One Spoon Measure
Glass Tubing
One book containing Trea-
tise on Elementary Chemis-
try and 100 Chemical Ex-
periments to be performed

with this outfit.

"The Joy of Father and Boy."

THE E. I. Co. CHEMICAL LABORATORY
We present herewith to our friends our new E. I. Co. Chemical Laboratory
which contains real chemicals and apparata to perform real chemical experi-
ments. This outfit is not a toy, put up merely to amuse, but a practical

laboratory set, with all the chemicals, apparata and reagents necessary to

perform real work and to teach the beginner all the secrets of inorganic
chemistry. With this outfit we give free a book containing a Treatise in
Elementary Chemistry, useful data and recipes, and 100 instructive and
amusing experiments.

DESCRIPTION OF THE OUTFIT:
The outfit consists of forty-four (44) Chemicals all C. P. (chemical pure) put up in ap-

propriate wooden boxes, glass bottles, and hermetically closed jars. The acids are put up in

glass bottles, with ground-in glass stoppers and there is a sufficient quantity of chemicals sup-

plied (mostly one to two ounces) enough to make dozens of experiments with each. See list

of Chemicals herewith.
The apparata furnished are all of the best obtainable make and of standard laboratory size

and shape. A list of the 17 pieces of apparata furnished with this outfit is printed also here-
with.

The Instruction book is a real Chemistry Course for the Beginner.
Some of the Contents are: Division of Matter: This is a Treatise on Elementary Chem-

istry and deals with the theory of the Elements, Molecules and Atoms, etc.

Chemical Nomenclature. This explains in simple language the derivation of the chemi-
cal names of the Elements and their compounds.

There is a chapter on Laboratory Operations; Glass Working; First Aid; Fire
Extinguishers; Experimenters Aphorisms, etc.

A good part of the book is devoted to:

Weights and Measures. The Metric Sys-
tem, the English system and the U. S. sys-

tem are fully explained.

The following tables are furnished

:

Symbols and Atomic weights of the Ele-

ments.
Measures of Weights, Volume, Capacity

and Length.

Per Cent solutions.

Conversion of Measure expressed in

parts.

Poisons and their antidotes.

Technical and common name of chemical
substances.

Formulas for Cleaning various substances,

etc., etc.

Among the 100 Experiments are:
(

How to make chemical tricks; How to make invisible and magic inks* How to test flour; How to test soil;

How to make Chlorine Gas and smoke (German War Gas) ; How to bleach cloth and flowers. How to produce

Oxygen and Hydrogen; How to make chemical colors; How to test Acids and Alkalies and hundreds of interesting

hints and formulas.
. , . . .... ._. „

Altho all chemicals have nearly doubled in price, we have decided not to raise the price of this outfit for

the present.
.

The price is still $5.00
Shipping Weight 10 lbs.

(Can be shipped by Express only.) Send your order today to:

TRADE MARK

THE ELECTRO IMPORTING CO., Mfrs.

231 FULTON STREET NEW YORK CITY TRADE MARK

SEE OUR FULL PAGE AD ON PAGE 824 FOR FREE CYCLOPEDIA

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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THE ROGERS UNDERGROUND
WIRELESS.

(Continued from page 835)

thusa" at sea about 150 miles from New
Orleans.

Main Antenna Underground Antenna
(500' composite)

Sig Static Sig. Static

400 5000 300 15

The "Arethusa" had been trying to get

thru a naval despatch which could not be

copied on elevated antenna on account of

serious static interference. The despatch

was taken on the underground antenna, and
every word copied correctly.

At 9 P. M., April 7, 1917, it was possible

to copy signals from Tuckerton with ease,

while static on the elevated antenna made
it impossible to read any arc signals.

The following results were obtained with

spark signals

:

Three hundred foot wires in parallel, ten

feet apart, a .002 m.f. condenser in series

with primary coil of a Telefunken receiver

to obtain 600 meters.

Sig. Static Sig Static

Date I Station W. L. Aud Aud Aud Aud
Ground Main
Antenna Antenna

600 '"is
600 200 3000
600 159 3000

1200 20 100 150
150

Apr. 2 Point Isabel
Apr. 2 Tampa
Apr. 2 Port Arthur
Apr. 2 Pensacola
Apr. 2 Ft. Sam Houston

Of particular interest is the fact that

when static prevents reception on the main
antenna, reception can be continued on the

underground antenna. This has even been
done during a severe lightning storm, when
the main antenna would have been danger-
ous without grounding. Reception is also

directional and permits of avoiding inter-

ference to some extent by using wire "off

direction" of an interfering station.

Strays : Strays are as a rule practically

absent. Occasional loud cracks widely sep-

arated are received. (Ed. note. This has

since been overcome.) These isolated

strays, altho frequently loud, do not inter-

fere in the least with the reception of

signals. On two occasions, strays have
risen to an audibility in excess of 5,000

on these separate cracks, but even in this

case, reception of signals, altho a little dif-

ficult, was not interrupted. On these two"

occasions it was necessary to ground both
of the (elevated) aerials at the main sta-

tion.

Considering the matter of strays, it can

be said that on four or five occasions dur-
ing one week, which was one marked by
tremendous storms in the Great Lakes re-

gion, that strays rose to an audibility in

excess of 10,000 at the beach station. Even
in this case, however, signals from boats
within 100 miles and from shore stations,

such as Ludington, Milwaukee and Mani-
towoc, were usually readable, because the

strays while very loud, were nowhere near
as numerous as on the elevated aerial. Dur-
these periods a messenger was kept at the

beach station to carry up messages to the

main station, which could not receive these

signals on account of the strays.

There seems to be no appreciable advan-
tage in using more than one wire—No. 12

weather proof insulated.

The experiments at Great Lakes confirm
the work of the Bureau of Standards on
the importance of adequate insulation of
the wire. If the wires are grounded at the

ends, it does not necessarily make much
difference unless they are adjusted to the
optimum wire length; but if properly ad-
justed to this length, grounding of the

wires, either intentionally or accidentally,

produces a diminuation of the signals,

which, however, even with the intentional

grounding of the two ends, still leaves them
50% of their maximum value. Therefore,
while the question of insulation is impor-
tant, it does not mean that the system will

fail entirely if the insulation becomes faulty.

ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER

MY INVENTIONS.

(Continued from page 776)

cover. Suddenly my legs went up in the

air. In the same instant there was a flash

in my brain, the nerves responded, the mus-
cles contracted, I swung thru 180 degrees
and landed on my hands. I resumed my
walk as tho nothing had happened when
the stranger caught up with me. "How
old are you?" he asked, surveying me criti-

cally. "Oh, about fifty-nine," I replied.

"What of it?" "Well," said he, "I have
seen a cat do this but never a man." About
a month since I wanted to order new eye-

glasses and went to an oculist who put me
thru the usual tests. He lookt at me in-

creduously as I read off with ease the

smallest print at considerable distance. But
when I told him that I was past sixty he
gasped in astonishment. Friends of mine
often remark that my suits fit me like

gloves but they do not know that all my
clothing is made to measurements which
were taken nearly 35 years ago and never
changed. During this same period my
weight has not varied one pound.

In this connection I may tell a funny
story. One evening, in the winter of 1885,

Mr. Edison, Edward H. Johnson, the Presi-
dent of the Edison Illuminating Company,
Mr. Batchellor, Manager of the works, and
myself entered a little place opposite 65
Fifth Avenue where the offices of the

company were located. Someone suggested
guessing weights and I was induced to step

on a scale. Edison felt me all over and
said : "Tesla weighs 152 lbs. to an ounce,"
and he guest it exactly. Stript I weighed
142 lbs. and that is still my weight. I

whispered to Mr. Johnson : "How is it

possible that Edison could guess my weight
so closely?" "Well," he said, lowering his

voice, "I will tell you, confidentially, but
you must not say anything. He was em-
ployed for a long time in a Chicago slaugh-
ter-house where he weighed thousands of
hogs every day! That's why." My friend,

the Hon. Chauncey M. Depew, tells of an
Englishman on whom he sprung one of his

original anecdotes and who listened with a
puzzled expression but—a year later

—

laughed out loud. I will frankly confess it

took me longer than that to appreciate

Johnson's joke.

Now, my well being is simply the result

of a careful and measured mode of living

and perhaps the most astonishing thing' is

that three times in my youth I was rendered
by illness a hopeless physical wreck and
given up by physicians. More than this,

thru ignorance and lightheartedness, I got
into all sorts of difficulties, dangers and
scrapes from which I extricated myself as

by enchantment. I was almost drowned a
dozen times; was nearly boiled alive and
just mist being cremated. I was entombed,
lost and frozen. I had hair-breadth es-

capes from mad dogs, hogs, and other wild
animals. I past thru dreadful diseases and
met with all kinds of odd mishaps and that

I am hale and hearty today seems like a
miracle. But as I recall these incidents to

my mind I feel convinced that my preser-
vation was not altogether accidental.

An inventor's endeavor is essentially life-

saving. Whether he harnesses forces, im-
proves devices, or provides new comforts
and conveniences, he is adding to the safety

of our existence. He is also better qualified

than the average individual to protect him-
self in peril, for he is observant and re-

sourceful. If I had no other evidence that

I was, in a measure, possest of such qual-
ities I would find it in these personal ex-
periences. The reader will be able to judge
for himself if I mention one or two in-

stances. On one occasion, when about 14
years old, I wanted to scare some friends
who were bathing with me. My plan was to

dive under a long floating structure and slip

out quietly at the other end. Swimming
and diving came to me as naturally as to a
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LISTEN
TO
ME!

Be A CERTIFICATED

ELECTRICIAN
THIS IS YOUR

CHANCE OF A LIFE TIME
I am Chief Engineer of the great

Chicago Engineering Works. I am in close

official touch with the electrical world. I

know how badly we need trained electri-

cians who can take charge of important
work as experts. Right now there is such
a need for executive electricians that I am
making a special effort to help meet the

demand. I am publishing this special an-
nouncement to secure a certain number of

ambitious men whom I will personally

train by mail for the wonderful oppor-
tunities that are open.

/ WILL MAKE YOU
a Trained Electrician

I don't care how young or old you are,

just as long as you can read and write and
have a spark of ambition. I don't care

where you live or what you do. I don't

care if you don't know a blessed thing
about electricity. Just give me a little of

your spare time for a short period and I'll

show you the quick way to success in

electricity. You can qualify to earn $36
to $100 a week with opportunities for

greater earnings.

/ Train You by Mail!
Your spare time will do. No interfer-

ence with your regular duties. I under-
stand just what you must know and I

have devised a wonderful way of instruct-

ing by mail. I positively guarantee your
satisfaction.

Wonderful
Electrical
Outfit

Absolutely free. Not a penny cost to

you now or later. To those who act at

once I will give a wonderful set of Elec-
trical Equipment with my compliments.
Write me at once. I have only a limited

number of sets to be given free. Drop
me a post card or letter.

A^^fjfft f\ You will have to act quick to
*' * get in on this opportunity.

Write me today for full particulars. Drop
me a post card. Write Now.

CHIEF ENGINEER COOKE,
Chicago Engineering Works,

Dept. 523

441 Cass Street, Chicago, Illinois

Free

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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BE A BOY CHEMIST
Test water, foods and other things you use and

near. Make soap. Ink, dye; fire-proof cloth and
wood, and work hundreds of useful, fascinating
experiment* Just like a real chemist. Perform
weird, puzzling tricks of chemical magic. You
can, with "CHEMCRAFT". Outfits contain all
chemicals and laboratory supplies to work each ex-
periment many times; also a Manual of Instruc-
tion. "CHEMCBAFT" is absolutely harmless;
made by a practical chemist and Is scientifically
correct.

Chemcraft No. I—$1.50
West of Mississippi Elver and In Canada—$2.00

Chemcraft No. 2—$3.00
West of Mississippi Elver and in Canada—$3.50

Chemcraft No. 3—$5.00
West of Mississippi Elver and in Canada/—$6.00
Be sure you get

''CHEMCRAFT. '
' the original

and most complete and scientific* chemical outfit.
Ask for It by name at your Toy Store, or send
price and we will deliver direct prepaid.

THE PORTER CHEMICAL CO.
Industrial Bldo.. W. Washington St.

Hagerstown Maryland

House LightingPlants
$225 to $2100
Write for Catalog, giving

name of your electrical deal-
er Agents Wanted.

Dynamos, Motors
all sizes. Battery Chargers
and Motor Generator Sets.
$25. to $120. Hydro-Electric
Generators. Which catalog
do you want?
SPECIAL—Holtzer-Cabot 110
Volt Hand Generators, while
they last, only $5. Order from
this ad.

WATSON ELECTRIC CO., Dept. 13, Gas Bldg. Chicago.

SOLDIERS, CADETS & MILITARY SCHOOLS
ATTENTION

Service Stripes-Cold, Sliver, Red, Blue a Green (Reg.)
20c per Stripe

Gold & Silver Stars-Metal or Embroidered ( Reg.) 2Sc Each
Over-seas Caps-Wool (Army Reg.) $1.00 Each
CuM Leggings "Waterproof" IS oz. O. O. Duck (Reg.) $1.55 pr.

Cut( Leggings Light Color O. D. Duck, 20 oz. (Reg.i $1.75 pr.

Semaphore Flags -14x14 inches, Red & White Bunting 75c pr.

Special Caps. Uniforms, Belts and Insignia. Camping and
Hiking equipment. Cadet, Military School and Boy Scout
supplies.

Above sent, postpaid, upon receipt of price. Kindly
mention name of school, organization or branch of service.

Cadet Equipment Co., 727 Tlnton Ave.. New York City

BIG BUNCH OF FUN
I New Airship Game with
Airships, 1 Chess and*
Checker Board and men. 1 Chi-
nese Dip-se-lu-la, 1 Set Dominoes,
12 Other Games. 19 Lessons in
Magic. 12 Money Making Secrets.
Wireless Code. 18 Pictures Pretty
Girls. 3 Puzzles. & New Ford Joke
Book. All for 10c with large Cata-
logue.

Dept. 72
Lowell, Mass., U. S. A.

10'

American Toy

Feldman's "Geyser"
Electric Water Heater

Inttantaneoui Hot Water

FELDMAN MFG. CO.
1500 Times Bldg. New York City

BIG PROFITS
for you in HB Battery Charging

Others clear $100 to $200 a month extra
profit. So can you. Write for particu-
lars or send $15 first payment for
HB 500 watt Charger on trial undi
absolute money-back guarantee.
Balance in 9 monthly payments
of $20 each. No risk. Order today.

Hobart Brothers Company,

Box 3E. Troy, Ohio.

^POPULARITY FOLLOWS THE?

UKULELE, fVJ
If you play quaint, dreamy Hawaiian music
or latest songs on the Ukulele you will be
wanted everywhere. We teach by mail 20 /simple lesson* ; Kive you free a penuine l&A jV
Hawaiian Ukulele, music. everything- v7»'M'
noextras. Ask us to send the story
of Hawaiian music. You will love it. .

,No obliffation—absolutely free. J \ ''t***^

The Hawaiian Institute of Music '

1400 Broadway, Suite 1103,NewYork
j

duck and I was confident that I could per-
form the feat. Accordingly I plunged into

the water and, when out of view, turned
around and proceeded rapidly towards the
opposite side. Thinking that I was safely

beyond the structure, I rose to the surface
but to my dismay struck a beam. Of course,
I quickly dived and forged ahead with rapid
strokes until my breath was beginning to

give out. Rising for the second time, my
head came again in contact with a beam.
Now I was becoming desperate. However,
summoning all my energy, I made a third
frantic attempt but the result was the same.
The torture of supprest breathing was get-
ting unendurable, my brain was reeling and
I felt myself sinking. At that moment, when
my situation seemed absolutely hopeless, I

experienced one of those flashes of light

and the structure above me appeared before
my vision. I either discerned or guest that

there was a little space between the surface
of the water and the boards resting on the
beams and, with consciousness nearly gone,
I floated up, prest my mouth close to the
planks and managed to inhale a little air,

unfortunately mingled with a spray of
water which nearly choked me. Several
times I repeated this procedure as in a
dream until my heart, which was racing at

a terrible rate, quieted down and I gained
composure. After that I made a number
of unsuccessful dives, having completely
lost the sense of direction, but finally suc-
ceeded in getting out of the trap when my
friends had already given me up and were
fishing for my body.

That bathing season was spoiled for me
thru recklessness but I soon forgot the
lesson and only two years later I fell into

a worse predicament. There was a large
flour mill with a dam across the river near
the city where I was studying at that time.

As a rule the height of the water was only
two or three inches above the dam and to

swim out to it was a sport not very dan-
gerous in which I often indulged. One day
I went alone to the river to enjoy myself
as usual. When I was a short distance
from the masonry, however, I was horrified

to observe that the water had risen and
was carrying me along swiftly. I tried to

get away but it was too late. Luckily, tho,

I saved myself from being swept over by
taking hold of the wall with both hands.
The pressure against my chest was great
and I was barely able to keep my head
above the surface. Not a soul was in sight

and my voice was lost in the roar of the
fall. Slowly and gradually I became ex-
hausted and unable to withstand the strain

longer. Just as I was about to let go, to

be dashed against the rocks below, I saw
in a flash of light a familiar diagram illus-

trating the hydraulic principle that the pres-
sure of a fluid in motion is proportionate
to the area exposed, and automatically I

turned on my left side. As if by magic
the pressure was reduced and I found it

comparatively easy in that position to resist

the force of the stream. But the danger
still confronted me. I knew that sooner
or later I would be carried down, as it was
not possible for any help to reach me in

time, even if I attracted attention. I am
ambidextrous now but then I was left-

handed and had comparatively little strength

in my right arm. For this reason I did not
dare to turn on the other side to rest and
nothing remained but to slowly push my
body along the dam. I had to get away
from the mill towards which my face was
turned as the current there was much
swifter and deeper. It was a long and pain-

ful ordeal and I came near to failing at

its very end for I was confronted with a
depression in the masonry. I managed to

get over with the last ounce of my force

and fell in a swoon when I reached the

bank, where I was found. I had torn

virtually all the skin from my left side and
it took several weeks before the fever sub-

sided and I was well. These are only two

HEL-MET THE KAISER
Send one to your boy In camp;
all the boys will want them.
Anyone against the Kaiser or
Germany should wear this pin.
Same size as picture. Handsome
metal, black letters. Will wear
for years. Men and women wear
them — causes laughter wherever
seen.

Price 10 Cents

ff Voice Thrower 10c
Learn to throw your voice into a TBUNK,

//.. under the bed. out in the hall or anywhere
Lots of FUN fooling the Teacher, Janitor]
Policeman, Parents. Neighbors, or Friends.

THE VENTRILO
U a little Instrument that fits into the mouth out
of sight. BOYS or GIRLS can use it. NEVER
Sitttto VENOMS for "tEN VSSS"** 8eDt

NEW FORD JOKE BOOK 1919
All the latest jokes on the Ford auto. Hundreds of them,
and all good ones. Spring a new one on your neighbors.

Large book with colored cover
by mail, 10c.

Devil Resigns to the Kaiser
Everyone who reads this book is wild
over it. Contains the following:

—

The Kaiser's Dream, A Letter from
the Devil to the Kaiser. Kaiser's
Prayer, How Satan Resigns to the
King of Devils, The Kaiser, etc.

Many other stories, jokes, etc., about
me German Emperor. Book mailed
10 cents, postage 2 cents extra.

ROGEN X-RAY
Price

10 Cents
HERE, BOYS, is

just what you want.
With this instrument you can

apparently see through clothes, see the
bones In your lingers. Think of the fun you

can have with it. Sample, by mail, TEN CENTS.

SKULL RING
Here is a handsome, up-to-date
King, representing a Skull and
Cross-bones. Has stones in the
Byes and looks something fright-
ful. Women won't like it, but
for men or boys it is a great
novelty. Sample, by mall, 15c.

Gee ! What a Wad !

This is STAGEMONEY
Looks like the GENUINE
STUFF. Some Green backs and
some Yellow backs. .Create a
BIG sensation among your
friends. The girls will all be
after you when they see "tewad.
BIG roll of 15 pieces by mail,
10 cents.

Boys Own Toy Maker
and Nine Other Books for 10c
Tells how to make a Telephone,
Magio Lantern, Kites. Sail Boat,
Stilts, Electric Telegraph. Pop Gun,
Bed Fire. Galvanic Battery and many
other things. This book, with nine
other interesting books, mailed for 10c.

ENCHANTED BARREL
The Most Wonderful Pocket Trick Made
CHANGE A CENT INTO A DIME

Ask your friend to drop a dime in the barrel.
When he takes It out. Behold I It is a CENT.
You make 9 cents every time you fool them.
Never falls. They cannot get on to it. 1 A-
Sample barrel, with directions, only.... *VC

Any three of the above articles for 25a
or any six for 50c

Royal Novelty Co. sov̂ &^>m.

BeiterYour
[Position

Prepare for a permanent position. Railway
Traffic Inspectors are always in line for ad-

vancement. No age limit—only common school
education. Mighty good salary and expenses. A
Railway Traffic Inspector safeguards the lives of
the public and protects his company's interests

—

an important position. He's paid to travel and
observe. Works only with railroad officials

—

k
that's why he's bound to gain a position of trust.

Hundreds needed right now—thousands later. Study
for only three months— we'll arrange for the

position. Delay never secured anyone a better
position—so act immediately. Book'.et D 21

tells all—write today. Address

Standard Business Training Inst.
•:v'v'Kft: : ::' S. BUFFALO . N . Y. :.v:
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of many instances but they may be sufficient

to show that had it not been for the in-

ventor's instinct I would not have lived to

tell this tale.

Interested people have often asked mc
how and when I began to invent. This I

can only answer from my present recollec-

tion in the light of which the first attempt
I recall was rather ambitious for it involved
the invention of an apparatus and a method.
In the former I was anticipated but the

latter was original. It happened in this

way. One of my playmates had come into

the possession of a hook and fishing-tackle

which created quite an excitement in the

village, and the next morning all started

out to catch frogs. I was left alone and
deserted owing to a quarrel with this boy.

I had never seen a real hook and pictured

it as something wonderful, endowed with
peculiar qualities, and was despairing not

to be one of the party. Urged by necessity,

I somehow got hold of a piece of soft iron

wire, hammered the end to a sharp point

between two stones, bent it into shape, and
fastened it to a strong string. I then cut a

rod, gathered some bait, and went down to

the brook where there were frogs in abun-
dance. But I could not catch any and was
almost discouraged when it occurred to me
to dangle the empty hook in front of a
frog sitting on a stump. At first he col-

lapsed but by and by his eyes bulged out
and became bloodshot, he swelled to twice
his normal size and made a vicious snap
at the hook. Immediately I pulled him up.

I tried the same thing again and again
and the method proved infallible. When
my comrades, who in spite of their fine

outfit had caught nothing, came to me they
were green with envy. For a long time I

kept my secret and enjoyed the monopoly
but finally yielded to the spirit of Christ-

mas. Every boy could then do the same
and the following summer brought disaster

to the frogs.

In my next attempt I seem to have acted

under the first instinctive impulse which
later dominated me—to harness the en-

ergies of nature to the service of man. I

did this thru the medium of May-bugs

—

or June-bugs as they are called in America
—which were a veritable pest in that coun-
try and sometimes broke the branches of
trees by the sheer weight of their bodies.

The bushes were black with them. I would
attach as many as four of them to a cross-

piece, rotably arranged on a thin spindle,

and transmit the motion of the same to a
large disc and so derive considerable "pow-
er." These creatures were remarkably
efficient, for once they were started they
had no sense to stop and continued whirling
for hours and hours and the hotter it was
the harder they worked. All went well

until a strange boy came to the place. He
was the son of a retired officer in the

Austrian Army. That urchin ate May-bugs
alive and enjoyed them as tho they were
the finest blue-point oysters. That disgust-

ing sight terminated my endeavors in this

promising field and I have never since been
able to touch a May-bug or any other in-

sect for that matter.

After that, I believe, I undertook to take
apart and assemble the clocks of my grand-
father. In the former operation I was al-

ways successful but often failed in the

latter. So it came that he brought my work
to a sudden halt in a manner not too deli-

cate and it took thirty years before I

tackled another clockwork again. Shortly
thereafter I went into the manufacture of
a kind of pop-gun which comprised a hol-

low tube, a piston, and two plugs of hemp.
When firing the gun, the piston was prest

against the stomach and the tir'r: was
pushed back quickly with both hands. The
air between the plugs was comprest and
raised to high temperature and one of them
was expelled with a loud report. The art

consisted in selecting a tube of the proper
taper from the hollow stalks which were

{Continued on page 843)

MovingPictureMachine

FREE
A REAL moving pic-

ture machine that
uses the same films as the

big movie theaters all

over the country and you
can get it absolutely free

with a box of film besides.

Have a movie show right in your own home. Entertain your
friends and relatives. Charge admission and make easy spend-
ing money. You never had a chance like this before and it may
aot be repeated again. Send your name on the coupon NOW!

Boys! Girls!ActQuick!
Send your name on the coupon below or a post card will do—but you must do
this right now, this very minute. I will send you 12 beautifully colored patriotic
pictures. Every one who sees them wants them. Full of action, showing our
brave soldiers and sailors performing their heroic duties in the trenches and
at home. All you have to do is distribute these pictures on a special 35c
offer among the people you know. This wih take you just a few hours. They
go like hot cakes, everybody wants them. When you have distributed the 12
pictures I will immediately send you FREE and Prepaid this Genuine Moving
Picture Machine Complete with a box of film. Don't miss this wonderful offer.
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Right NOW ! irAif
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/
/

td get a Moving Picture Machine
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Patriotic Pictures and full details of your
Big Offer.

Movie Man K^BaBF/ St. orR. F.D..

The House of Taylor

400 Baths

600 Rooms £

HOTEL MARTINIQUE
BROADWAY, 33D STREET, NEW YORK
One Block from Pennsylvania Station.

Equally Convenient for
Amusements, Shopping or Business

157 Pleasant Rooms, with Private Bath,

$2.50 PER DAY.

257 Excellent Rooms, with Private Bath,
facing street, southern exposure,

$3.00 PER DAY.
Also Attractive Rooms from $1.50.

The Restaurant Prices Are Most Moderate.

1-50 H. P. Motor $4.00 complete as shown
If you are in need of a small motor for experimental purposes, this is your
chance to get one at a very low price. Wound for 110 volt A. C. or D. C. Built
exactly the same as a large motor ; twenty-two section commutator, laminated
field and armature construction, drum wound armature.

We have only a limited quantity to offer at this price which means that you
must act quick if you wish to secure one at this low price.

BODINE ELECTRIC COMPANY
2254 WEST OHIO STREET CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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JRead ilit* Remarkable Offer!

This masterpiece contains I 60 pages, 400 illustrations.

Size of book 5"x9". Printed on extra thin paper, so book
can be slipped into pocket. Handsome flexible cloth

cover. FREE with a year's subscription.
Add 5c for postage.

The most comprehensive Wireless Course ever printed.

Contains 160 pages, 350 illustrations. Size of book
6y4 "x\Q". Very fine flexible cloth cover.

FREE with a year's subscription.

Add 5 c for postage.

This is a very limited offer. It may be withdrawn at any time, due to the
tremendous cost of paper, which IS JUST DOUBLE WHAT IT WAS ONE
YEAR AGO. We have only a limited supply of these fine books on
hand; after they are gone we cannot reprint the books until conditions

become normal again. THIS MAY BE TWO YEARS OR MORE. Now is

your chance.

The publishers of this journal have earned an enviable reputation of giving

more than 1 00 cents' worth for each dollar spent with them. Profit

by this liberal opportunity NOW; it may never be made again.
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to THE ELEC-
TRICAL EXPERT
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with $
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scription for one year.
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MY INVENTIONS

{Continued from page 841)

did very well with that gun but my activities

interfered with the window panes in our
house and met with painful discourage-

ment. If I remember rightly, I then
took to carving swords from pieces of

furniture which I could conveniently obtain.

At that time I was under the sway of the

Serbian national poetry and full of admira-
tion for the feats of the heroes. I used
to spend hovirs in mowing down my enemies
in the form of corn-stalks which ruined the

crops and netted me several spankings from
my mother. Moreover these were not of

the formal kind but the genuine article.

I had all this and more behind me before

I was six years old and had past thru one
year of elementary school in the village of

Smiljan where I was born. At this junc-

ture we moved to the little city of Gospic
nearby. This change of residence was like

a calamity to me. It almost broke my heart

to part from our pigeons, chickens and
sheep, and our magnificent flock of geese

which used to rise to the clouds in the

morning and return from the feeding

grounds at sundown in battle formation, so

perfect that it would have put a squadron
of the best aviators of the present day to

shame. In our new house I was but a

prisoner, watching the strange people I saw
thru the window blinds. My bashfulness

was such that I would rather have faced

a roaring lion than one of the city dudes
who strolled about. But my hardest trial

came on Sunday when I had to dress up
and attend the service. There I met with
an accident, the mere thought of which
made my blood curdle like sour milk for

years afterwards. It was my second ad-
venture in a church. Not long before I was
entombed for a night in an old chapel on an
inaccessible mountain which was visited

only once a year. It was an awful experi-

ence, but this one was worse. There was a
wealthy lady in town, a good but pompous
woman, who used to come to the church
gorgeously painted up and attired with an
enormous train and attendants. One Sun-
day I had just finished ringing the bell in

the belfry and rushed downstairs when this

grand dame was sweeping out and I

jumped on her train. It tore off with a
ripping noise which sounded like a salvo

of musketry fired by raw recruits. My
father was livid with rage. He gave me
a gentle slap on the cheek, the only cor-

poral punishment he ever administered to

me but I almost feel it now. The embar-
rassment and confusion that followed are
indescribable. I was practically ostracised

until something else happened which re-

deemed me in the estimation of the com-
munity.

An enterprising young merchant had or-

ganized a fire department. A new fire en-

gine was purchased, uniforms provided and
the men drilled for service and parade.
The engine was, in reality, a pump to be
worked by sixteen men and was beautifully

painted red and black. One afternoon the

official trial was prepared for and the ma-
chine was transported to the river. The
entire population turned out to witness the

great spectacle. When all the speeches and
ceremonies were concluded, the command
was given to pump, but not a drop of water
came from the nozzle. The professors and
experts tried in vain to locate the trouble.

The fizzle was complete when I arrived at

the scene. My knowledge of the mechan-
ism was nil and I knew next to nothing
of air pressure, but instinctively I felt for

the suction hose in the water and found
that it had collapsed. When I waded in

the river and opened it up the water
rushed forth and not a few Sunday clothes

were spoiled. Archimedes running naked
thru the streets of Syracuse and shouting
Eureka at the top of his voice did not make

a greater impression than myself. I was
carried on the shoulders and was the hero
of the day.
Upon settling in the city I began a four-

years' course in the so-called Normal School
preparatory to my studies at the College
or Real-Gymnasium. During this period my
boyish efforts and exploits, as well as

troubles, continued. Among other things I

attained the unique distinction of champion
crow catcher in the country. My method
of procedure was extremely simple. I

would go in the forest, hide in the bushes,

and imitate the call of the bird. Usually
I would get several answers and in a short

while a crow would flutter down into the

shrubbery near me. After that all I needed
to do was to throw a piece of cardboard
to detract its attention, jump up and grab
it before it could extricate itself from the

undergrowth. In this way I would capture
as many as I desired. But on one occasion
something occurred which made me respect

them. I had caught a fine pair of birds

and was returning home with a friend.

When we left the forest, thousands of crows
had gathered making a frightful racket.

In a few minutes they rose in pursuit and
soon enveloped us. The fun lasted until all

of a sudden I received a blow on the back
of my head which knocked me down. Then
they attacked me viciously. I was com-
pelled to release the two birds and was
glad to join my friend who had taken
refuge in a cave.

In the schoolroom there were a few me-
chanical models which interested me and
turned my attention to water turbines. I

constructed many of these and found great

pleasure in operating them. How extra-

ordinary was my life an incident may il-

lustrate. My uncle had no use for this

kind of pastime and more than once re-

buked me. I was fascinated by a descrip-

tion of Niagara Falls I had perused, and
pictured in my imagination a big wheel run
by the Falls. I told my uncle that I would
go to America and carry out this scheme.
Thirty years later I saw my ideas carried

out at Niagara and marveled at the un-
fathomable mystery of the mind.

I made all kinds of other contrivances
and contraptions but among these the ar-

balists I produced were the best. My
arrows, when shot, disappeared from sight

and at close range traversed a plank of
pine one inch thick. Thru the continuous
tightening of the bows I developed skin on
my stomach very much like that of a croco-
dile and I am often wondering whether it

is due to this exercise that I am able even
now to digest cobble-stones ! Nor can I

pass in silence my performances with the

sling which would have enabled me to give

a stunning exhibit at the Hippodrome. And
now I will tell of one of my feats with this

antique implement of war which will strain

to the utmost the credulity of the reader.

I was practicing while walking with my
uncle along the river. The sun was setting,

the trout were playful and from time to

time one would shoot up into the air, its

glistening body sharply defined against a
projecting rock beyond. Of course any
boy might have hit a fish under these pro-
pitious conditions but I undertook a much
more difficult task and I foretold to my
uncle, to the minutest detail, what I in-

tended doing. I was to hurl a stone to

meet the fish, press its body against the

rock, and cut it in two. It was no sooner
said than done. My uncle looked at me
almost scared out of his wits and ex-
claimed "Fade retro Satanas!" and it was
a few days before he spoke to me again.

Other records, however great, will be
eclipsed but I feel that I could peacefully

rest on my laurels for a thousand years.

(In the April issue Mr. Tesla will de-

scribe in detail how he conceived one of his

most important and far reaching inventions

:

"The Rotary Magnetic Field."—Editor.)

He's Winning!
Because He Followed His BENT.

Age 28—Salary $2500 a year—General
Manager of the Company—his own boss

—

owns his home—married and happy and
prosperous—there's the success of Wal-
lace H. Rohrschneider, General Manager
and Secretary and Treasurer of the Hust-
isford Light, Power and Manufacturing
Company of Hustisford, Wisconsin.

"I followed my bent," says: Mr. Rohrschneider.
That's all. "I followed my bent." In these crisp

words he sums up his success. Young—unknown

—

of humble birth—reared on the farm and deprived
of scholastic advantages, he entered this school in

1907 and took up the study of Electricity. And
today—at 28—in the work he felt he was fitted for

—he's well on the road to success. Simply because
he answered his instincts. Simply because he fol-

lowed his bent.

Is Electricity YOUR "BENT"?

If it is—if you like to tinker with dry cells—if

you like to experiment with "wireless"—if you're

keen for the columns of "How To Make It" and
each new edition of Electrical Experimenter is a

fresh revelation to you—then tackle the job in

earnest. Study electricity. Make a real start.

And do it now right on the eve of the big coming
era of reconstruction when thousands of trained
electrical experts will be needed at home and
abroad.

Earn While You Learn If You Wish—% day of

classes—% day of paid employment—that is the

basis of our "Earn-While-You-Learn" plan.

Hundreds of young men of ambition are taking
advantage of the opportunities afforded by elec-

tricity to insure for themselves a sound, successful

future. Why not decide now to join them? Why
not take the first step today 1 Filling out and mail-

ing this coupon will help you decide. Do It now
and get the facts. No obligation whatever.

Spring Term Opens April 1st

— — — — —Tear Out Here— — — — —

SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING OF MILWAUKEE

"America's Most Democratic Electrical Institute"

79-373 Broadway, Milwaukee, Wis.

Without obligating me, please send me catalog and tell

me how I can qualify in the subject I have checked below:

[J Electrical Engineering [] Electrotechniclan

[ ] Electrician

Six Months' Trade Course

[ ] Electrical Trouble and Lineman

[ ] Electrical Meterman

[ ] Electrical Wireman

[1 Motor and Generator Repairman (Course includes
Armature and Transformer Winding)

[ ] Telephone Trouble and Repairman

1 ] Electrical Draftsman

[] Home Study Department (Special Preliminary Home
Study Course for those who cannot at first come to

Milwaukee)

NAME ; ,
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CITY STATE

AGE EDUCATION
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Opportunity Ad-lets
YOQ will find many remarkable opportunities and real bargains in these columns. It will pay you to read and investigate the offerings

made every month by reliable firms, dealers and amateurs from all over the country. No matter what you may be seeking, whether supplies,

automobile accessories, the opportunity to make money, or anything else, you will find listed here the best and most attractive specials of the
month.

Advertisements in this section seven cents a word for each insertion. No advertisement for less than 50c accepted. Name and address
must be included at the above rate. Cash should accompany all classified advertisements unless placed by an accredited advertising agency.

Ten per cent discount for 6 issues, 20 per cent discount for 12 issues. Objectionable or misleading advertisements not accepted. Ad-
vertisements for the April issue must reach us not later than February 22.

The Circulation of the Experimenter is over 100,000 and climbing every month
EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING CO., INC., 233 Fulton Street, New York, N. Y. fij
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Aeronautics.

Build your own aeroplane. Outfits cut to fit

ready to assemble, on terms. G. Angeles, East
Seattle, Wash.
Kites, send 25c for the "High Flier". Seefang,

1465 Broadway, New York.

Automobile Accessories.

More Power, Less Fuel, No Carbon. No mys-
tery, plain facts, results guaranteed. Write for

booklet S. O. "No-Leak-0 Piston Ring Co., Bal-
timore, Md.
Fords Start Easy in Cold Weather with our

new 1919 carburetors. 34 miles per gallon. Use
cheapest gasoline or half kerosene. Increased
power. Styles for any motor. Very slow on
high. Attach it yourself. Big profits to agents.
Money back guarantee. Thirty days' trial. Air-
Friction Carburetor Co., 270 Madison, Dayton,
Ohio.

.

Vulcanize on Anderson Steam Vulcanizer. See
Advertisement, Page 836.

Wonderful Tire Bargains. At one-quarter the
usual tire cost, we can furnish you with Double
Tread Tires, also Black Rib Tread Cord Type
Tires. Guaranteed 4000 miles. Send for price
list. Save 50% on tire cost. United Sales Co.,

Aberdeen, So. Dak.

Repair parts for all make cars, also engines.
Carburetors, magnetos, bucket seats for racing
cars. We also carry a large stock of slightly

used tires and tubes at very lowest prices.

Write for list. Haviland Supply Co., 2306 Seventh
Ave., New York Cit
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Automobile Repairs.

Automobile Owners should subscribe for the
Automobile Dealer & Repairer; 150-page illus-

trated monthly devoted exclusively to the care
and repair of the car. The only magazine in the
world especially devoted to the practical and
mechanical side of motoring. The "Trouble De-
partment" contains five pages of numbered
questions each month from car owners and
repairmen which are answered by experts on
gasoline engine repairs. $1 per year or 15 cents
per copy. Canadian subscription $1.50. Postals
not answered. Charles D. Sherman, 48 Windsor
Road, Hartford, Conn.
Hill

Motorcycles.

Motorcycles from $25 up—New and second-hand.
Easy terms, large list to choose from, all makes.
Send 4c stamps for Bulletin "A." Peerless
Motorcycle Co.. Watertown, Mass.

Motorcycles: Used parts for Indians, Thors
and Excelsiors at 70 to 75 per cent off catalog
list price. One rear pleasure car $60. Used
motorcycles for $25 up to $225. Send^ for list.

Peter Fox, Indian Dealer, Grand Junction, Colo.

Help Wanted.

Men Wanted to make Toy Soldiers, Army,
Navy, and other toys. Homeworkers on small
scale, manufacturers on large scale. Greatest
chance for industrious people for independent
business. Enormous demand and future in

"American-made toys". This new American
work stands out conspicuously. Factories have
been established, people trained, machinery made
with energy and success. Dealers don't want to

handle any others except "American-made".
_
We

buy these goods all year, paying fixed prices.
Experience or tools not necessary. Hundred and
more made complete per hour. Casting form out-
fits $3 up. Booklet and information free. Toy
Soldier Manufacturing Co., 32 Union Square,
New York.

To Ascertain the Vocation for which you are
best adapted send for Zaneig's Revised Horo-
scope. Send date of your birth and 25c. Prof.
Zancig, 109 West 87th St., New York.

Railway Mail Clerks Wanted—men 16 to 40

—

women 18 to 35. $noo-$i8oo year. Alternate weeks
off. Full pay. Examinations everywhere. Sample
questions free. Franklin Institute, Dept. C 26,

Rochester, N. Y.

Agents Wanted.
Greatest, biggest and best collection of modern

money-making ideas printed. 2600 ideas, oppor-
tunities and secrets. Write "Hanson," Box 23,

Mentor, Minn.

$10 Daily refinishing chandeliers, brass beds,
automobiles by new method, without capital or
experience. Free particulars and proofs. Write
today. Gunmetal Co., Ave. D, Decatur, 111.

Insyde Tyres, inner armor for automobile tires,

double mileage and prevent punctures and blow-
outs. Quickly applied. Costs little. Demand
tremendous. Profits unlimited. Details free.

American Automobile Accessories Co., Dept. 54,

Cincinnati, O.

Postcards.
Everything in Postcards. Live-wire list free.

Worth-while samples 25c. Mention subjects pre-
ferred. Mutual Supply Co., Bradford, Pa.

Five Prettiest Women Cards, hand colored, 25c.

Durso. Dept. 41. 25 Mulberry, N. Y. City.

Charlotte, N. C. g
§ Electrical Experimenter Pub. Co.,

1 233 Fulton St., New York.

1 Dear Sirs: S
I It certainly was SOME RESULTS,
g I've almost worn out a good typewriter, g
g Just about exhausted myself writing, g
g Used all the paper in this part of America. |§
g And about Gone Busted" buying postage g
g stamps. g
g Now, I'm a-goina quit, and will never do g
g it again, or at least I won't promise to an- §§

g swer all the letters I received from an Ad g
g that I put in the "E. E."
g The letters are still coming in.—The g
g apparatus advertised has long since been g
g sold. Every piece of it, The letters are g
g from all over the United States, AND m
= ELSEWHERE. Received one today from g
jj

Shanghai, China. Can you beat that. I'm
gj= enclosing the letter from China.

= It's a great life, if you don't weaken.

I I wish to THANK the "E. E."—Some g
g circulation.

gj
Very Respectfully,

G. R. SMATHERS, 1
403 N. Brevard St., Charlotte, N. C.

jj
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For the Hair.
I was Bald. Obtained hair growth by an In-

dian's ointment containing genuine bear oil and
rare plant juices. Many others have good hair-
growing results. Will send box, postpaid, with
recipe, 10c. John Hart Brittain, 150 E 32nd St.,
BA-300. New York.

A'cws Correspondents.
Earn $25 Weekly, spare time, writing for

newspapers, magazines. Experience unnecessary;
details free. Press Syndicate, 566 St. Louis, Mo.

Scenery for Hire.
Collapsible Scenery for all Plays. Amelia Grain,

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
WIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUOllUIIIHIIIIIIIIIinilllinilllllllllllllllllllllH^

Exchange Ads
Read—Want to buy, sell or exchange wireless

goods ? Do it thru our exchange bureau, and
save money. Send stamp for full information.
Exchange, Box 758, Newport, N. H.

Trade—75 Boys Books for Lionel Trains, stand-
ard guage. $8 Camera $4. Palier, 149 East 55th
St., New York City, N. Y.

Have—1/6 K.W. Motor Generator with starter
& transformer—$40. 1/8 H.P. D.C. motor—$9.

Wanted Receiving Apparatus—R. Freure, 439a
McDonough St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

SWAP—Electrical instruments for coins. Stamp
gets price list. Benjamin Kinnick, Jr., Green-
wood, Ind.

Wanted—Used printing press, small engine, and
32 volt generator. R. Hedstrom, Tularosa, N. M.

Exchange Ads—Cont'd

For Sale:—Wireless outfit, crystal detector,
fixed condenser, variable condenser, telephones,
spark coil, gap, condenser and helix. $14.00.
Will exchange for J4 h.p. A. C. motor; or what
have you? Earl C. Brown, 514 Virginia Ave.,
Martinsburg, W. Va.

For Sale:—Books, Lessons in Practical Elec-
tricity, by Swoope, 75c; Military Signal Corps
Manual, by White, 50c; Single Telephone head-
sets, 75c; $35-00 Complete Wireless Set, $17.50;
Co-herer Sets, $2.00; Electrolytic Interrupter,
$1.00; Telegraph Keys, 75c; Gravity Cells, 60c.
Other Wireless Apparatus. Address V. L. Hollis-
ter, Station A, Lincoln, Nebraska.
For Sale:—New Holton trumpet (cornet type)

B-Flat low pitch. Cost $80, will sell for $55.
Would take good violin in trade. A. T. Harri-
son, Albert Lea, Minn.
Sell—Cabinet coupler never used, Price $4.50.

Chemistry set also. Granville Whittlesey, 130
E. 67th St., New York.
Sale or Trade:—Wireless goods, Transformer

audion, rotary condenser, switches, etc. Silver
cornet. Bicycle. Motor attachment. Rifle.
Other goods. R. H. Parker, Box 510, Tilton,
N. H.

For Sale or Exchange:—Caxton Printing Press;
'Todd" Protectograph; Goodell-Pratt No. 306
Lathe; Lathe, 9" swing, 27" between centers;
Large Erector Set; Large Electric Train Set.
Would like Wood working machinery, small
screw-cutting Lathe or what have you? C. E.
Robinson, Portland, Conn.
Sacrifice: Regenerative audion set combined.

$10. Write. "Wireless," 142 Oxford Ave., Buf-
falo, N. Y.

Wanted:—Radio 5A or Clapp- Eastham receiv-
ing transformer; variable condensers. Have for
exchange set of drawing instruments. Premoette
camera. R. L. Kunau, Sabula, Iowa.

Sale:—Omnigraph reasonable. Pastime The-
atre, Union Hill, N. J.

Sale:—Regenerative Receiver, write for descrip-
tion. Geo. Sprouls, 5624 Palethorpe St., Phila.,
Phila., Pa.

Wanted:—One each of volumes Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4,
and 5 of the Experimenter. (Bound or un-
bound), State price. C. O. Williams, 20 Midland
Ave., Detroit, Mich.

Sale:—Men's hockey ice skates, screw clamps,
new, never used, $1.50 cost $2.00. Also No. 24
enameled copper wire 90c lb., any quantity over
lb. Write for list. Henry Lehmberg, 5116 N.
12th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Sell:—Variables, headsets, spark gaps, detec-
tors, audions, impedance coils, electrical goods,
etc., etc. Send stamp for list. Wanted—Type-
writer, printing press. S. Blong, Hawthorne,
Calif.

For Sale:—Oakmans Wireless outfit sends and
receives messages 8 miles. Complete $6.00. Used
5 weeks. Mrs. Barniff, 1346 Johnson St., Chicago.

For Sale:—Tesla Coil $5., also Encyclopedia
Britannica. Gillespie, Woodward Ave., Buffalo.

Sell—Hawkins' Guides,
St., Racine, Wis.

Penaz, 1224 Geneva

Exchange—2 in. sending set-mahogany base

—

4x6 ExceJ.sior press and type, cost $30—dynamo,
Tesla coils, Detectors, Condensers—for Victrola,
Columbia or Edison. Write Dale F. Scott, Den-
ver, 111.

Wanted—Motors, any condition. Small en-
gines and machinery. Omnigraph Wireless and
Electrical goods. State lowest price. Chas.
Schmuck, 1384 W. 95th St., Cleveland, O.

For Sale—One Wicks Electrician's correspon-
dence course, $35; cost $68. John Olsen, 552 New
Brunswick Ave., Perth Amboy, N. J.

Swap—Electrical and Mechanical Books for
Wireless or other Electrical goods. Jay Pounds,
Coldwater, Kan.

Sell—Western Cabinet Telephone, $7.00. San-
gamo D. C. iio V. Wattmeter, $14.00. Fine con-
dition. D. A. Benner, 1328 Central Ave., Alton, 111.

Sale or Exchange—Two twelve inch spark coils.

Arthur Raycraft, care Nev. First Nat'l Bank,
Tonopah, Nevada.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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Business Opportunities.

Branch Manager Wanted for old established
Chicago concern. We furnish full stock of goods,
advertising matter, and equip store completely,
in good location, all at our expense and pay you
$40.00 a week salary, in addition to liberal share
of the profits your store earns. Work can be
started in spare time. No investment or previous
experience necessary to secure this position. If

you are a hustler and want an opportunity to
make $5,000 to $15,000 a year we want you and
will pay you well from the start. Send me your
application today. S. Levy, Mgr., Department
784, Como Bldg., Chicago, 111.

Persons interested in a new 500% profit paying
home business send two 3c stamps for particu-
lars. Philip Wall, North Road, Bedford, Mass.

How to color electric light bulbs, any color, for

few cents per dozen. Six other trade secrets all

$1.00. Postoffice Box 21, Fresno, Calif.

$30 a Week Evenings. I made it with a small
mail order business—continued my regular job
daytimes. Free booklet tells how, 2c postage.
Alex. W. Scott, Cohoes, N. Y.

Dollars Yearly in Your Back Yard. No gin-
seng

;
mushroom dope. New ideas. Investigate.

Particulars free. Metz, 313 East 89, New York.

Victory—Mechanical Toy Soldier window at-

traction. 30 inches high. Salutes, turns head,
points with finger, etc., as set. Well made,
nicely dressed officers, privates, Uncle Sam, etc.

Electrically operated. Does some stunt every
half minute or oftener as set, and will salute
soldier and pay no attention to others if de-
sired. Representative wanted in each city and
town. Write for prices. The John M. Biggs Co.,
Box 324, Chattanooga, Tenn.

"Quick- Action Advertising—How it is Build-
ing Business for the Progressive Advertisers of

America"; A little story of RESULTS, told by
the advertisers themselves—not the publisher.
You will be interested in reading this little

booklet, which we have prepared for prospective
advertisers, a copy of which will be gladly
mailed to you upon request. It tells you how
to talk business with 1,000,000 intelligent, inter-
ested and responsive Americans every month

—

men who know what they want and who have
the money to buy it. Write for particulars and
rates today. Douglas Wakefield Coutlee, 225

West 39th Street, New York.

Build up an Income in Oil—Others are doing
it—Why not you ? Today is the opportunity.
Join our easy monthly payment plan NOW—it

may mean hundreds in profits. Write for in-

formation. National Oil Drilling Co., Dept. K,
Houston, Texas.

Incorporate your business under the common
law. No organization tax; no franchise tax; no
federal corporation tax; certificates not taxable;
stockholders exempt from company debts; do
business anywhere; directors reside where you
wish; lowest cost organization possible. Com-
mon Law Organization Co., 4 Randolph, Detroit,
Mich.

Enter a New Business. Earn $3,000 to $6,000

yearly in professional fees making and fitting a

foot specialty, openings everywhere with all the
trade you can attend to; easily learned by any-
one at home in a few weeks, at small expense;
no further capital required; no goods to buy;
job hunting, soliciting or agency. A.ddress
Stephenson Laboratory, 18 Back Bay. Boston.

Make Die-Castings. Sketch, Sample, Booklet,
and Proposition, 12c. R. Byrd, Box 227, Erie, Pa.

Have revolutionary invention of new type
dynamo. To anyone who will invest a little

money to take out foreign patents, I will give ^
interest in any patents taken out. You can
handle your own money. Address Invention, Box
60, Electrical Experimenter, 233 Fulton Street,
New York.

FOR SALE: $225. Studio outfit (8 x 10) $75.
Small Steam Engine $15. Want Wireless Goods.
Enclose Stamp. Lawrence Johnston, Fairfield, 111.

PLANT Protector and irrigator, tested; fortune
can be made; outright for sale. Cash, or 1/3 cash,
balance cheap unimproved Texas land. Write

—

investigate. J. P. Arnold, Berclair, Texas.

The Dollar Adding Machine saves time. No
mistakes. Also multiplies. Rapid. Seven col-
umns. Money back if not satisfied. $1.00! The Crys-
tal Agency, 35 Crystal St., Brooklyn, New York.

"Opportunity Ad-Lets'* bring quick results.
Over 100,000 circulation, net. Other firms are
making money—so can you. For proof address
Classified Department, Electrical Experimenter,
233 Fulton St., New York City. 1

Stammering.

St-Stu-t-t-tering and Stammering cured at
home. Instructive booklet free. Walter McDon-
nell, 105 Potomac Bank Building, Washington,
D. C.
'Illlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll^

Printing.

100 Bond Noteheads, 4 lines and 100 envelopes,
prepaid, $1.00 Southwestern, 1413-H Berendo, Los
Angeles.

100 Each, Hammermill Bond, Noteheads and
Envelopes, limit five lines, postpaid, $1.25. Eagle
Press, Stamford, Conn.
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Books.

What Every Draftsman Should Know. Very
useful booklet. Price 12c postpaid. Wack Book-
let Co., 1943 Patten St., Philadelphia, Pa.

20,000 Formulas, Recipes and Trade Secrets in

double-column, 530-page book, only $1. Postpaid.
Clifford Camp Co., 32 Prospect St., Claremont,
N. H.

Free—$5,000 worth of valuable books as pre-
miums. Write for more information and cata-
logue; it's free. I have many books on Natural
healing, personal magnetism, Clairvoyance, seer-
ship, Hypnotism, Mesmerism, concentration,
character reading, mind power, etc. Tell me your
wants. A. W. Martens, JX8, Burlington, Iowa.

If You Are Interested in books of New Thought
send for a copy of our catalog. Inland Book1

Company, 221 Inland Bldg., Ft. Wayne, Ind.

Send 10c for two issues of our interesting mag-
azine containing 55 valuable Formulas, Tricks,
Illusions, Household Hints. Globe Sta. "C",
Box 7, Montreal, Canada.

Books for Real Live People. Lists free. J. E.
Sheridan, 417 E. 151st., New York.

World-Romic System, Masterkey to All Lan-
guages. Six Textbooks, $1.44. French Chart, 37c;
Spanish, 37c; Aviation Dictionary, $1.50. French-
English Aviation Dictionary, 61c. Languages,
143 West 47th, New York.

How to Locate Oil, Minerals and Valuable Sub-
stances by Wireless; Scientific Book, $3 postpaid.
Astral Child Publishing Co., Corpus Christi, Tex.

To Get Better Pictures: Read the Amateur
Photographer's Weekly; illustrated; weekly prize
competitions; print criticisms; many unique fea-
tures; $i.50 per year; three months' trial sub-
scription 25c. Abel Publishing Company, 401
Caxton Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio.

Old E. E. Back Numbers: We have some valu-
able old E. E. back numbers on hand as follows:
i9'5—Jan., March, April, May, June, July, Aug.,
Sept., Oct., Nov., Dec, price each 35c. 1916—Jan.,
Feb., March, May, June, Sept., Dec, price each
35c. 1917—Jan., April, May, Aug., Nov., Dec,
each 35c. 1918—Jan., 35c; Mar., May, June, July,
Aug., Sept., Oct., Nov., Dec, each 20. 1919

—

Jan., Feb., 20. We can fill orders at once upon
receipt of your remittance, and if you have not
these numbers already, now is your chance to
get them, as they probably will be snapped tip

very quickly. Experimenter Publishing Co., 233
Fulton St., New York City.

Cameras, Supplies—Photo Developing.

Clean, Neat, Perfect Kodak Finishing at the
lowest prices. Work returned the same day re-
ceived. Send film for sample print and copy of
Catalog on Developing, Printing. Enlarging and
Hand Coloring, also copy of Photo Craft Maga-
zine which will help you make better pictures.
Photo Craft Co., Box 69, Ann Arbor, Mich.

Any Six or Eight Exposure Film up to Post
Card size developed and printed 10c, or enlarge-
ment 8 x 10, your favorite negative, 10c. Special
Introductory offer to show high quality work.
Associated Photo Co., Dept. 12, Cincinnati, Sta. A.

Beautiful, Natural Scenery photographs for the
home, 8 x 10, 50c each; 3 for $1.00. C. R. Birch,
124 West 2nd St.. Casper, Wyo.
Six beautiful postal enlargements made from

your small films for fifty cents. The Photolo
Company, 36 Garrison Road, Clarendon, Virginia.

Superfine—Enlargements made from your kodak
pictures. Send negative and 35c for 8 x 12 sam-
ple. Carroll, 355 Magee, Rochester, N. Y.

Save Money by getting my price-list on devel-
oping and printing. Mailed free. R. Hedstrom,
Box 184E, Tularosa, N. M.

Mail Us 15c with any size Film for development
and 6 velvet prints. Or send 6 negatives any
size and 15c for 6 prints, 8 x 10" mounted enlarge-
ments 35c. Prompt, perfect service. Roanoke
Photo Finishing Co., 255 Bell Ave., Roanoke Va.
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Wireless.

For Sale:—Burned out amplifier bulbs, De-
Forest double wing and grid, $2.50 each. Two
step amplifier, $30. 1127 Ellicott St., Buffalo,
N. Y.

Switch points, Binding posts, Switch levers
and small parts, send 2c for catalogue describ-
ing these and other goods. A. W. Bowman &
Co., 23 Church St. (Harvard Square), Cambridge,
Mass.

Bargains:— *4" Wireless Coils complete, guar-
anteed. 90c, send postage. Also Wireless Coils
without vibrators, 45c, send postage. A. Dubs,
1534 Pitkin Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
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Blue Prints.

Electricians and Garagemen send 25c for blue-
prints for building and directions for using the
E102 test and trouble finder. Locates shorts,
opens and grounds in armatures, fields, winding,
ignitions units and etc. 75c brings 12 blueprints
of 3 phase A. C. motor windings. The Data
Exchange, P. 0. Box 1018, Dayton, Ohio.
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Miscellaneou s.

Songs -One dozen ot New York's best song hits
for one dollar. Also bargains in Ukaleles. Havi-
land Supply Co., 2306 Seventh Ave., New York
City, N. Y.

Champion Hand Cleaner removes dirt, grease,
grime. Cures chapped hands. 25c per can. (Sil-

ver only) postpaid. Gardner & Co., 222 East 34th
St., New York City, N. Y.

Brush's Pad for Cleaning and Spotting any
garment, etc. C. B. Twyford, 605 Hammel St.,

Akron, Ohio.

Indelible Ink makes Checks, all Documents
Safe; Fountain Pens 100% efficient. Pint sample
25c coin; Quart supply $1. No powder. John
Acker, 15 East 40th St., New Y'ork.

You Can Be a Winner. Gain Power and
Individuality and become what you wish to be,
through our system of Self-Development. Practi-
cal, positive benefits. Send 10c and birth-date
for interesting Personality Sketch and first

lesson in Efficiency. Thomson-Hey wood Co.,
Dept. 350, Chronicle Bldg., San Francisco, Cal.

Wanted—All kinds of Specialties for mail
order house.—The Jackson Smith Co., 95 Hester
St., Norwalk, Ohio,

Cats crave catnip. Send 10c for a "catnip
mouse" (a lifelike cloth mouse, stuffed with cat-
nip). More fun than a "barrel of monkeys," and
your "kitty" will like it. Address: Percy Ewing,
Decatur, 111.

Snow Plow. Removes snow from side-walks,'
etc. Easy to raise or lower. Thoroughly tested.
Can also be used as toy. A. H. Tallyn, Benson, 111.

Blacksmith, Listen! Prepare for big wages in
Navy and Arsenal with Toy's Modern Methods
doing hard jobs easy. Forging and making solid
welds, hardening and tempering to a standard,
with colored tempering charts. All for one dollar.
Sample free. W. M. Toy. Sidney, Ohio.

Wanted—Small (iasoline and Steam Engines.
Cash paid for 1 to 4 cylinder light weight Motors.
!4 to 10 H.P. Johnston, West End, Pittsburgh,
Pa.

Catch Fish. Descriptive folder containing valu-
able information mailed for stamp. George
Julian, Albany Building, Boston.

"Opportunity Adlets" bring quick results. Our
100,000 circulation, net. Other firms are making
money—so can you. For proof address Classified
Department, Electrical Experimenter, 233 Fulton
St., New York City.
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Stamps and Coins.

For 20 cents 100 various Foreign picked copies
and 25 various British Colonies and 500 mixed
U.S. and Foreign. Welch Postage Stamp Co.,
Hanford, Cal.

225 Different Stamps 25c. Fred Onken, 630—
79th St.. Brooklyn, N. Y.

305 All Different really fine Stamps from all

over the world 39c. Magnificent Value. Dayton,
East-Foxboro, Mass. We buy Stamps.

Free—61 different foreign stamps to applicants
for our fine approvals, Send 3c postage. Air-
plane stamps wanted. E. W. Spafford, Mart-
ville, N. Y.

Stamps—65 different 5c to approval applicants.
Michaels. 5600 Prairie, Chicago.

60 fine stamps FREE! Postage ?c. Frank
Nickel, Jr.. 847 Magee St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Stamps on approval. Send references. W.
Berchtold. 6142 Vernon Ave.. Chicago, 111.

Stamps— 12 different from warring nations. 10c;
10 different foreign coins, 15c; 10 Uruguay
stamps, ioc. Lists free. Toledo Stamp Co.,
Toledo, O.

Big value approval packet! Ten cents. Mult-
nomah Stamp Co., Portland, Ore.

Stamps: 50 Varieties, Transvaal, Brazil, Peru,
Cuba, Mexico, etc., and Album, ioc. 60 different
U.S., 25c, 1,000 hinges, ioc. List free. I buy
stamps. C. Stegman, 5936 Cote Brilliante, St.

Louis. Mo.
Free: Packet Valuable Stamps to Applicants

50% Approval—Benj. Forbes, 160 Devilliers

—

Pittsburgh, Pa.

50,000 Coins, medals, bills. Indian curios, fire-

arms, daggers, spears, antiques. Catalogue free.

Collectors Exchange, 1536 Willington St., Phila-
delphia.

500 Finely Mixed United States or Foreign
Stamps, 12c. Philatelic Star. Madison. N. Y.

California Gold, Quarter size, 27c; Half-dollar
size, 53c; Dollar size. $1.10; Large cent, 1820, and
catalogue, ioc. Norman Shultz, Kings City, Mo.

Stamps—61 all different free. Postage, 3c.

Mention paper. Quaker Stamp Co., Toledo, Ohio.

We buy and Sell Old Money. $2 to $500 each
Daid for hundreds of coins dated before 1895.

Keep all 'Old Money. Send 10 cents for new
illustrated Coin Value Book, 4x7. You may have
valuable Coins, get posted. Clarke Coin Com-
pany, Box no, Le Roy, N. Y.
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Novelties.

For Sale:—Indian relics, all kinds for amateur
and professional collectors; specimens ge'ting
scarce and valuable. If interested, address Harry
B. Garber, Quaker City, Ohio.
1||||||!|||||l!|||l|!|||l!!l!]!l[|l!llll!l!li!!ll!!ltll!!!lll![H

Continued on page 846
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Chemicals—Laboratory Equipment.

Experimenters—Complete outfit, chemicals and
everything needed, Pictures on cloth, Trans-
parent pictures, red and blue pictures, Magic
Photos. Complete, $2.75. American Drug &
Chemical Co., Photo. Dept. Gettysburg, Pa.

Experimenters! — Startling Chemical Outfit,
contains _ chemicals and directions, only two
dimes. X-ray novelty for 8c. Both 25c. Mystic
Shop, 714 Vinto St., E. Waterloo, Iowa.

Chemicals and Laboratory apparatus for analy-
tical and experimental work. Beaker free with $3
order. Feb. list 5c. Klaus, Eureka, 111.

For nutlas.

20,000 Formulas, $1 postpaid. List 4c. Oscar
C. Hanson, Mentor, Minn.
Formulas for Every Purpose. H. Krause,

2746 So. Karlow, Chicago.

For Advertisers.

Unheard-of Trial Offer! Inch display or 30-

word classified advertisement ten weeks, $1.00.

Record Advertiser, Box 2E, Houston, Va.

"Quick-Action Advertising—How it is Building
Business for the Progressive Advertisers of

America"; A little story of results told by
the advertisers themselves—not the publisher.
You will be interested in reading this little book-
let which we have prepared for prospective adver-
tisers, a copy of which will be gladly mailed to

you upon request. It tells you how to talk busi-
ness with 1,000,000 intelligent, interested and re-
sponsive Americans every month—men who know
what they want and who have the money to buy
it." Write for particulars and rates today.
Douglas Wakefield Coutlee, 225 West 39th St.,

New York.

Health.

Enjoy Vigorous Health. My new book "Muscu-
lar Development" tells how. Send for it today

—

10c. Earle Liedennan, Dept. A, 203 Broadway,
New York.

Tobacco or Snuff Habit Cured or no pay; $1.00

if cured. Remedy sent on trial. Superba Co.,
SA, Baltimore, Md.
Pyorrhea—H. E. Kelty, D. D. S„ M. D„ pyor-

rhea specialist for 15 years, has developed a suc-
cessful home treatment for pyorrhea. Purifying,
healing, preventative. Full month's treatment
and booklet $1.00. Circular free. Dr. H. E.
Kelty, 106 Gladwin Ave., Leonia, N. J.

Cigarette, pipe or chewing habit conquered.
Nature's method. Guaranteed. Write for free
brochure. Edw. J. Woods, TA-300, Station F,
New York.

Motion Pictures.

Motion Picture Films $2.50 reel up. Queen
Feature Service, Birmingham, Ala.

Motors, Engines and Dynamos.

Small Motors and Gen.rators: iooo New Motors
and Generators from Bankruptcy Stock, % H. P.

A. C, $18.50 each; % H. P., $30.00. Battery
Charging Sets—Robbins & Myers new outfits, all

sizes, $30.00 each and up. Charging, Lighting
and Moving Picture Arc Generators, $10.00 each
and up. Motors for all phases of current. Im-
mediate delivery. Less than '/2 regular prices.
Write for late bulletin. Johnston, West End,
Pittsburgh, Penna.

Small Gasoline Engines, ?4 H. P. $29.00. Drives
Dynamo, Washing Machines. Air Brush, etc.
Honest Abe, 528 S. Taylor Ave., Oak Park, 111.

Electric Motors. Let us send you an Electric
motor for your Washing Machine, Drill Press,
Lathe, Coffee Grinder, Air Compresser, Printing
Press on a money back guarantee. Are for 110 V
single phase 60 cycle have and l/2 H. P. all new;
cheapest place in country to buy a good motor.
S. H. Rhodes, 129 Plum St., Johnstown, Pa.

Electrical Supplies & Appliances.

Any Formulas! 2 for 15c. Recharge your dry
Batteries for 1 cent. Directions 15c. E. Nicker-
son, Warrenton, Mo.
While They Last—Danditoy Transformers, 2V2

27'A volts, $2.40. Send for description. Eagle
Press, Stamford, Conn.

Repairing and rebuilding Galvanometers, Volt-
meters, Ammeters on any electrical instruments.
V. W. Bradbury, Winnsboro, La.

Mr. Business-Man—Your advertisement here
will be read by over 100,000 live prospects. The
"Opportunity Ad-Lets" of the Electrical Ex-
perimenter bring quick and positive results.
For proof of what they have done for others ad-
dress Classified Department, 233 Fulton Street,
New York.

Instruction

Boys!—Learn Electricity my mail! Practical
Instruction—25c a lesson. Send 25c for Lesson
No. 1 and information. Warrenton School of
Engineering, Warrenton, Mo.

Phonographs.

Build Your Own Phonographs and manufacture
them for profit. Drawing instructions, Parts,
Price List, Blue Prints, etc., complete, sent free
upon request. Write today. Associated Phono-
graph Co., Dept. E-i, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Build Your Phonograph. "Perfection" high-
quality spring and electric Motors, Tone Arms,
Reproducers. Wonderful results. Big saving.
New catalog and building instructions mailed
for ten cents. Indiana Phonograph Supply Co.,
Indianapolis, Indiana.

Choraleon Phonographs—Special agency propo-
sition selling from your home. No soliciting or
canvassing. Big profits. Write for home agent's
special offer and convincing proof. We also
supply complete material for building phono-
graphs at home. Choraleon Phonograph Com-
pany, 2803 Monger Bldg., Elkhart, Ind.

Patent Attorneys.

Inventions Patented; Trade-Marks Registered;
Labels, Prints and Publications Copyrighted;
reasonable fees. Correspondence solicited; de-
tailed information free; booklets. Jaynes &
Jaynes, 702 Kellogg Washington, D. C.

John M. McLachlen, Atty. at Law, Patents,
Trade Marks, Copyrights, 410 McLachlen Bldg.,
Washington, D. C.

Patents—Fees payable in monthly installments.
Send sketch for free report. Books free. Frank
Fuller, Washington, D. C.

Patent Your Own Inventions. Save attorney's
fees; we prepare applications; furnish full in-

structions and give satisfaction. Free informa-
tion. Carl Larsen Co., Park Row Building, New
York City.

Millions spent annually for ideas! Hundreds
now wanted! Patent yours and profit! Write
today for free books—tell how to protect yourself,
how to invent, ideas wanted, how we help you
sell, etc. 212 Patent Dept., American Industries,
Inc., Washington, D. C.

Fortunes from Patents are made only from
a good invention STRONGLY PROTECTED.
Send Sketch or model and $5 for thorough search
and honest opinion of patentability. I give
personal, conscientious and expert service.
Lester Sargent, Patent Attorneys, 524 Tenth
Street, Washington, D. C.

Your Idea Wanted. PATENT YOUR IN-
VENTION. I'll help you market it. Send for 4
free books, list of patent buyers, hundreds of
ideas wanted, etc. Advice free. Patents adver-
tised free. RICHARD B. OWEN, Patent Lawyer,
130 Owen Bldg., Washington, D. C, or 2278-T
Woolworth Bldg., New York.

Inventors! We have a proposition that will
probably interest you. Inquiries invited. The
Wakefield Engineering Co., 922-C F St., N. W.,
Washington, D. C.

James D. Lyles, Patents, Trade-marks and
Copyrights. 734 Eighth St., N. W., Washington,
D. C.

M. F. Miller, Ouray Building, Washington,
D. C. Patent Attorney, Mechanical and Electri-
cal expert. Best quality of work and results.
Moderate charges. Advice free.

For Inventors.

Inventors: Before offering your patent for sale,

or applying for one, write me. My experience
may help you. Established 1900. Charles A.
Scott. Department "E", Rochester, New York.

600 Mechanical Movements, also illustrations
and explanations of 50 perpetual motions. My
book, Inventors' Universal Educator, 4th edition,
tells how to procure and sell a patent for your
new invention. Government and other costs.
Covers the matter from A to Z. 140 pages ele-
gantly bound. Contains noted Court decisions on
Patent cases. Mechanical Movements greatly
assist inventors—suggest new ideas that might
prove of great aid in perfecting inventions. Tells
how to select an attorney. Has valuable informa-
tion regarding Patent Sharks, Selling Agents and
Brokers. Price $1. Postage free. Fred G. Diet-
erich, 603 Ouray Building, Washington. D. C.

Inventors. Protect your Idea before exposing
it. Advice Free. Inventor's Patent Service, Park
Row Building, New York City.

Inventions Commercialized. Cash or royalty.
Adam Fisher Mfg. Co., 205 St. Louis, Mo.
Inventors—Market and secure your inventions

through National Institute of Inventors, World
Bldg., New York City. Membership co-opera-
tive organization.

Telegraphy.

Telegraphy, Wire and Wireless, and Railway
Accounting taught thoroughly. Unprecedented
demand for both sexes. Big Salaries. Oldest and
Largest School—Est. 45 years. Catalog free.
Dodges Institute, Seventh St., Valparaiso, Ind.

Real Estate Wanted

Sell your property quickly for cash, no matter
where located, particulars free. Real Estate
Salesman Co., Dept. 38, Lincoln, Nebr.

Tricks, Puzzles and Games.

Wonderful sealed envelope reading explained.
Plain instruction, 20c. Magic Catalogue sc.
Rippey Magic Shop, Ocean View Ave., Los
Angeles, Cal.

Chemical Comedy: Something new. Boys!
stage a chemical comedy. Amaze, amuse and
entertain your friends. New magic and trick
chemical formulas united with a clever humorous
plot, keep the audience a-roaring. Complete
manuscript and formulas 50c. Formulas alone
25c (set of 24). Send stamps. I. Ellerin, 3803
Scovill Ave., Cleveland, Ohio.

Be a Fire Eater, give exhibitions and earn
raonev. Directions 10c. Prof. Lindley, 84 Division
St., Elizabeth, N. J.

Tricks, Puzzles, Jokes, Toys, Games, Novelties,
Doll and Cane Racks, Plays, Wigs, Stage Sup-
plies, Escapes and Illusions. Large 1917 catalog
free. Oakes Magical Co., Dept. 549, Oshkosh,
Wis.

'

1000 stage tricks with 500 illustrations. Cata-
logue 10c, small catalogue free. Hornmann
Magic Co., Sta. 6, 170 Eighth Avenue, New York.

Black Art Hindoo Experiments, 1919 Edition,
25c. Invisible Ink. Free Trick. Catalogue each
order. Linhorst Magic X Shop, St. Louis.

Patents for Sale.

For sale or royalty Patent 1270661 Combination
Seat post and pump for Bicycles and Motor-
cycles. L. Reed, WoodclifF Lake, N. J.

Letter Specialists.

Business-building letters, advertisements, cir-
culars, booklets, written at attractive rates. Re-
sults guaranteed. Criterion Service, Dept. 3,
West New York, New Jersey.

Song Poems Wanted.
Write the Words for a Song. We write music

and guarantee publisher's acceptance. Submit
poems on war, love, or any subject. Chester
Music Co., 538 S. Dearborn St., Suite 265, Chi-
cago.

For Men
Mr. Shaver:—For a remarkably keen edge, use

"velvashave" barbers compound on your strop.
Calif, flourstone, lead and soft aluminum—no
emery, 25c postpaid. Velvashave Agency, Box
60, Oakland, Calif.

Handy

Binder

for (he

Electrical

Experi-

menter

THE,

1

electrical

Experimenter

Holds and preserves 12 issues, each of which can
be inserted or removed at will, without tools. Will
keep your magazines perfectly for all time or just
preserve them like new till you hind them perma-
nently. Made of heavy material, extra
strongly reinforced at the hack and
covered with handsome green cloth,
suitahly lettered in gold.

Add postage for Z lbs.

Experimenter Pub. Co., Inc. Dep
b
artment 233 Fulton St., N. Y.

uiem permu-

65c

2& NIKOLA TESLA
We have prepared a genuine, handsome

photograph, autographed in facsimile by the
great inventor. This photograph, taken in

December, 1918, was posed especially for the
cover design of the February, 1919, issue of
the "Electrical Experimenter". It shows Tesla
as he is today, holding his famous wireless-
lighted globe. No advertising whatsoever on
this photo, except for the autograph. Size
ahout 9 x 12". Ready for framing. A striking
picture of the world's greatest inventor for
your den, library, laboratory, workshop or
radio station. Sent prepaid in strong card-
board tube. Price 50c.

Experimenter Publishing Co.
231 Fulton St. Book Department N. Y. City

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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JAPANESE ROSE BUSHES• HE
EXPO WATCH CAMERA The conjurer's casket^

The most wonderful and In

Henloua Camera mads
It In bat little larger than a
watch, which It closely
Bembles. You onn carry
the Expo about In your
pocket and tube pic-
tures without any one
being tho wiBer.

One Cont a Picture
Tho Erp© loada In daylight

11
It In frreat fan mystifying your friends. Gal

'- Inet. and you will h.. LI... <l -v.T.,«t fellow In y

it picm

Endorsed by amateurs and pre
printing and developing of film

)• tn 1 1
1

1 I - - -
kes pictures through tho

m wbcra tho Rapid Fir* Laaa '

ted. The photon <Ct/8*7/o) m
larged to mil alio.

=b\y practical-
:thnroma aa ordinary came ran- In dally one. by
•tertlven end tho Runcrnl public, important
» Watch 'Camera by enterprising report ero.

loors or outdoors uciuol to »ny camora oo to*

"The Baby 5' %5£*5K? Revolver
« Handaame and Moat Ctfaetiva Weapon. Maaaurae But 4<4
Inchon Long. Takes RtGuUr .22 Callbra CarCi-Idge* c (»pq
Tho now Baby Doable *=llea tter-marfasa Ita- ~
valvar haa boon produced to meet th« ever ^» .rf «

Apparatus and Directions for a Number of Mysterious Trloka
Enough lor an Entire Evening'* Entertainment

ANYONE CAN DO THEM
ils Conjuror'n Cab-
r district

"
spparotua for seven lint -iu.. in.^i, Including T

r

>

n^Bfiiht''i'iV»!ri':

l

V|
W

.!

l

Mu^
1

''

V u"'\.I'd u'X'l r'- U '^wlwUn^Uun
placed ii le. and u

t
«>n rrr.h.r . ,. K the ti.i he. .11 -t.ppea. ed and

Lund In iiomt'orw .!..»-'« porkei.; Thr- M«m.- N..-1 * ill, whirl, y.,., cl ,

apparently cut v-.ur linir. r ul.o-.-a m i i i,.. Wonderful Card Trif
in . aril in ]:l..i i -1 in hii vi I-.;..-, on- 1

v. I, en .-non. .1 un entirely differ-
ent cwd altogether h. f.-nnt.

.
I h. H, .,,,,,.. „. ,,„ :

i .„,, l!o« , a coin u r,|nr,r ,t t„ tho littl* wooden barM.1. an-l.

nomkulKfiff IV M-™r.
,

:..

v
,{"p

,

.±J ;V.'„

,

:

,,^y
«J

,/.tV^Lm^"» <" f*««»>«o a eolr, of another de :

cheek.

form nil the
•rithtjjUCabj

win, I.

t in'.Tl.-r

i • frone -I

Spir-

ited Penny thai dr fieri the lu.w '.
.} '

j , I. ,-ri'l , f ro
clothing. The <,!„,,, «.„|,l,., llnfl Vanhhil.J !>,in Trii l.

t>r, ana wn-n Hi., water I i poured nut the coin Inm vu h.-dJ
. i. .Null nrini,-.) in-> tmr I ion

^

f.-< p
. I -run . ,- u- ii In. k. no inn

jfTTlck^Tn l"™!-"™-."'.,' '[!n'i-iv.''o [Vrl./r"nV!'r'|
l

n\n^e ("t'noi ... .
I'enldcs tho Irkki r-,,r, I ,, in.-,) In -1,. <-,l,in,t. tl,.r.- nr.- twenty -live mh-r f-ut , nn.) III., .ionsVulls

' full r.rinte.1 initruer inn,, f-r nl,„-h ,-v, run m„k.- ,. r [.r.- ur,- the r , ?ir , ^.naruM .

AmofM then, nro Th.. Mi i-> n I'm i. of t„r.l-,. Tho lirnwr, C„r,l The Nut TnH.. 1 .. Kn.-rk n Tuml-h-i
Throuuhn TuLile, Or.., Cent Kul.hrd intoTwo.To Kind Mm Non.b, r Yin .) K ht of, MtbI

-* 'perfr— '-

tesordemain and vatu"! j hinta i

- C, ilin,

Ihr.

1 to* i i;.-iv a artlcl

JOHNSON SMITH A CO., Dept. j; 4 (
S4 W. Lake St.. CHICAGO

Sneezing Powder

< but think they

JOHNSON SMITH a CO

With a bunch of these billa
I

for each person of Imni.-d .,„ „,
l-iir l,r..ip t-rc,i,s. Hv tlaj-hi,^
these bills at the proper time a
in* off a yonuine h,l\ or l-.-o I

outsido of the roll, the effect
will be found to bo all that cat
elrcd. Prloan. poatpald: IS Bills 10c,
SO Gilli 25c. 125 lor 50c. u U.EOIhoound.

GREATESTTOY SENSATION OFTHE DAY I

FiOHTENG OREADIAyOP
ST SENSATIONALLY REALISTIC! II

Here Is a model of
Uncle Sam's fighting
monsters. Eight
fcig guns, each
of which flashes, at
correct intervals,
from twelve to
twenty times. Extra
ammunition always
obtainable. Abso-
lutely harmless. Can be operated Indoors or out. Now,
boyaf Here'* your chance to see a battleship in action, and

! the beat of it 13 yoa can OWN the ahip and command tbe flrlnp
yourself

!
By having two or more Battleships, vou can arranaf

EXCITING NAVAL BATTLES in jour own home. Prica li
Warship and Ammunition. 19c. tSreo for 40o. or a fleat of 12

l ohlpa for $1.50 postpaid. Extra Ammunition, S ccnjta par pkg.

SQUIRT
RI N C

You may hav<
-

fuDwIth^thi^E

Wonderful X-RayTube

A Wonderful little Initromont pracTdr--
Iritr optical =,.,n, t-. ( h surprisinu and

apparent'* the bOaSB°of 'vou rangers? the
lead in a load pencil, tho interior open-
ing in a pipe atem, and many other sim-
ilar Illusions. A mystery that noone boa

LUMINOUS PAINT
I Make Your Watches, Clocks, Etc.,

/ NiEht Bi,SS7J:W d
i?,X1K

Ucally uoobtainabl-
•oeeesoad I. producing this ren-
the surface of an* article, emits r.r_ « w>..
in the dark. THE DARKER THE NIGHT. THE

watch or clock will enable yoo to tell tho ti

pottons or switch plates of your electric lit

other articles ; make your own Luminous I

Bottle containing eufficient to coat several small articles. Prlca 25e. Larfri.
sixes BOe and SI postpaid. Johnson Smith a Co- Dapt- E 1 . WW.Laka St-.Chitaao

Consists of a little clnsii

aSaJ M vial, containing In liquH
.t37A form ocbomitul which will

produce a most horrible
odor. One dropped in a
rcom full of people will

cz\isQ moro cont-ternatioa

than a lirnburnsr cheese.
Tbopmell will entirely dia.

appear In a short time. 3 Boies U*S 5o,

-i-M i^.i l,y eiprcBB only with a dollar ePped by exprcsB o.uj «
rth of other nierchondi-

INVISIBLE INK

PRICE COMPLETE ONLY 5llc

ITCHING POWDER

rntch, and stfll

bollar'ai worth of'othor merchandise.)

VANISHING INK
vTrltlng written with this re*
markable Ink vanishes en-i

tlrely In a few weeks <;

If desired), leaving tho paper
QUITE BLANK. 15c p. po\

bo*l *3 loi
U
40o poSlaaHtT ^ tlm

JoNNSON
e
slilTn *V *.0.

COOD LUCK RING HS^l*!* Newest Novelty Aerial

Bal

loon

LiVELV KATE. lU v\T. ci i. , urtl,n K It i,. t «n,-
lul filer ti.al mSKo the y„,n K lera Wll.lt W I I

JOY. May t

-Be. pooipald.

I NitLESS PEN yjltlL^'IllJA^gLSs
with c

10 CENl

Trim Your Own Hair With the

Utility Safety Hair Cutter
Cuts the Hair Any Length, 'Short or Long-.

Saves Its Cost First Time Used.

Price Only 35c "sff&r*" i. can COMB yoor bail

y k-ntrth you d, irr-.

tar Upward. To
to th- h«ad. thei
un.) the

"

II edtre boina to

(

To ho ie. pf ce the bln.Ji

I'De^'SrM W. St ,"CSl
i

THE "LITTLE G!ANT" TYPEWRITER
A First Class

Writing
machine

for $1.25
Writer for ft. 26.' jlctb

Wl?mm3a!

would with pen and' inn. The'/cli

VK and ttia Mnctual

Mtmrt prrc»r«cJinve a
S PAINT, whi 1- -

T IT SHINES. Quit

to LUMINOUS PAINT, whiehT~a6piiwi~t<

i Crucifixes.

MUSICAL KAZOO MAGIC FLUTE

np away to thousands of Sonci, Ballads. Waltica, Ran Time,
etc., etc.. equal to a Professional Musician. No knowledge of music is required.
After urinB It a tew times, you will be sble to dispense with »be aid of the Vamp-
'aCardeotirelr- Only 15 cts. o- P*J. tohn-on SmithiCo. .Osol.- 1: 4.S4W.LikBS1..Chlcaes

All the Latest Surprising and Joke Novelties
^ro*a Se^nta Ejtasj box . .

-..',>...

, '.ho- tnla-ht lOc

Rnbber Datmer fsensational) . 20c
Window Smashers (arcat joke) . Zfcc

Lookb^ekroscope (see behind yoa) I6c
Great Mind Readlna Mystery gda. lOo
Thoxston'o Mysterious Trick Cd*. IDo

Richtine Roosters, pair . - 10c

IOKNSOH SMITH 4V CO., Dopt- E 4, 94 W. Lake St., CHICAGn

Myst

irk Pencil
ibher Tacks (a rood Joke) . .
!

"7mwlt S ,dcfle* th* taw

B
Tji"

1"'01' 'nd Vanish-
20c

MaK ic Mlrn.r (lakeonopoep) '
. 10c

Manic Plate Lifter . . 20c
Imitation Gold Teeth 8 for 10c

it Ke'oTphobet most fret

narks beino- together. With thin mscni
p'rl tvpewri'ten lova tottsra, nddrcaa^envelopes. make out bills^a-d

lVith™ach*yp«wriler we'send * tube oTmlcVnd Tulf prfnted
m
in9trr"c:

lions for using the machine. Price complete |U9 by mail postpaid.

NtW BOOK ON

ROPE SPLICING
' Useful Knots, Hitches.
Splice*, etCi
How lilfferent

and «> h-l I hf-y

Knot* Ul AToltf

ated. Of (

Prlca 20c post i

SERPENT'S EGGS MYSTIC SKELETON
tjer than u*Pfe. \

Each box contains 12 Egg's, dr^^aV
which are no larger than
a grain of oats.
When lit with a
match, however,
each one gradu-
ally hatches itself into & Snake Several
feet long, which curls and twists about
in a most lifelike manner. Price par
box lOo, postpaid. Johnson Smith A Cc.

CIGARETTE ROLLER
Very neat

and handy.
VVeigbj leaa
than aqnsrter

It makes bet-
ter cigarettesA than you canv buy and makes

them easily ana quickly. You can use
just tho tobacco you prefer and thus have
nicer "smokes" than ready made, and
more of them besides saving about half of
your money. Just try ono and make your
cigarettes just to yoor own liking. Prlca
only EOc or 3 for 25c postpaid, with full
instructions for use. JOHNSON SMITH X CO.

A jointed fbjure of a skeleton
'

i height, wi"
"

id perform
id movements wh

— It.

nod by the spectators

.

handed back "

ETSTA'

a chair or table, wl
oeemlnEly become endowed w :

move. At tho command of

w!tn
n
each Skefe'ton!

1
'

. _
readily make it perform, 10,

-raply placed on
" Till

I W

MIDGET ILLUSTRATED BIBLE
A treat furiosity
* The Smallest
tSlble in the World
The Midget Bible is

' "rk"f aVt: "Tt Is

PAGES of the NEW TESTAMENT.
trated. This tittle Bible is a wonder. It is said to

bring good luck to tho owner. Must Do seen to be

appreciated. Prlca, only 12 canta. thraa Bibles for

30 eaata; on* dozsa Blblea for SI.OO or lOO for

SS.OO. Good money can be made selling theio Midget
Bibles amongst friends, church acquaintances. Sunday
schools, bazaars, etc. Send for a few and try It*

SIMPLEX TYPEWRITER ONLY $2.50
Cheap But Good. So Simple a Child Can

V e It. We Guarantee the Writing.

Typawrll.r.

.... n that I ...

I, illy ,),

.

U el ,„ It . HOI
" You should no

he Practical Typawri

lire .,1 s.-.u,",'^ b.!r«'!.in
" Thr'len', r , '..I tt.'r '.,

I ,-l t., t.. 'l he nomrrals I It) 10,
. .TO BO «rou. . -I tl.M (he letters m„M u-,,,1 are l.etoro the r..t.-r ro.^t --I the In

z"lh type"wrl^r p
h
|iVkc^lnMatron g"bo!I" with ^uV.^rTnte^m^^i^'.r i , '/or".™ e

'"' IVo'" - IiN-Vlete/si: C

teal by mail poatpaid. Johnson Sm.Lh &. Co., Dept. £ 4, 54 W, L«ke Si., Chicago,

.hi.;.; ght

The Wonder of the World
m",- I'o.r Hushes bio oat oil tha yaar round. Just
kot It. Sir weeks alteJUHTinttne the ser?«J, the plants will

1 full bloom. It mnffnot seem p-ei<.ll.lc. Mil »c posi-

will be a miiii of roaas, bearing Irom five- hundred to

j—f^iaj* tnousand roses on each bush. The flowers are In three shades
|V| —white, pink, and crimson. The plants will do well both In and

' -~ We ffii.iraiitee .it lejst ihrec bushes to grow Irom each
ed. Prlca, 10c packet. 3 pkts. for 25c postpaid-

Chlnssa Fragrant Tr«» F.m Weather Plant
I WEATHER PROPHET

I pli.ee,'thin ren.urkuhl.. plar.t nr.
s
t fororaaLi
bours In

high. "Branches very
"

l.lo f-r d.-.„ riM lt „

S**(la ISO pkL. 3 lor 40ol

GROUND ALMONDS
Amaxingly Pro)llio—Easily Grown From Soed

The Ground Almond has a flavor that in MORT
EXOELLENT. resembling the cocoanut. The
ineiit is snow white, cm-e.red witii a shell or nkin
of brown color. It riowb clrwj to the Biirfaie
and unythiDK from 2d(j to UdO Almonds may be
CKpOCtcd frotnu mnuln n.jt. There is no trnublo whatever
In growing anvwl.. r^im-i .n iuv, kind .,t l.^Mny h« planted

ClOUS ALMONDS VOU EVER TASTEU. S*ada 19e PkU

SENSITIVE
S» PLANT
^ Marvel of the Philip-

pines. Leaves curl,
tronds droop when
touched. Apparently
-esenls imerlerence.

A handsome shrub for house or

Ing. Sacda. 13c pht.. 3 for <30t.

Japanese Most Egp Gould

'
i

o h-e<.is« of «... r
lado fn.m it. SEEDS. 70e pat., 3for 2

Calabash or Plpa Gourds

okU. 3 pi. la. for 40c

Mammoth Peanuts
Peanuts can bo easily cultivatfid. Their culture Is
very simple and e«ce«>i irmly interesting. Mammoth.
Peanuts grow to an ast'Ti ishina size, It ib a good pro-
ducer, very pro'litic. nnd thoglantnuta hart; a thick,
heavilv ribbed protecting shell. The plant is very
attractive, tho lenvea being of odd shape and
a handsomo green nhndo, tinted through the

thia Interesting soociea. Saads IBo pkU 3 oata. lor 40«.

Shoo Fly Plant M*P*nasa Climbing Cucumber

A very re markable
ica) curiosity
h o u 1 d have,
h quite odor-

less, flies will not re-

id '

Saada 10c 3 okt». for 23c

t
japa

g
h
r
es
a
e
t
UMBRtLLA PALM

A Graceful House or Conservatory
Plant. Qui o Easily Cultivated.

Easily Grown from Seed,
Summer or Winter

The Great J H p..n.,3B tb.-t.rello P»lm i

i ll, 3 for 23 cama.
ton Smith & Co.. D«pt &
w. Lak* Slraat, Chlcai

A Few Other Seed Novelties You Should Cultivate—tOo Pkfc.

Japanese Kudiu Vinci Jap:
'J a- l> nnd 1 ,m..t3l k > f:.si

film,-.-- li..ll,...r, H.-v,r tlrn
I'un-l- t i .TtherCraaaiOr-l Job

1,-nl.ill sity)

Plant

Teara >Great carl

:d'ral Bells

Ornamental Gourds
Boutiuet. or Red Cluster

Salsffyj or Oyster Plant
Whit..- Velvet Okro>"pnrad(90 Flowei ISnsltVooonm

Nino's Plaitt* FlowerFood ^SSS^SS&
al any. Cawaaa planta to bloom aarly and ahaai
ns. BrintfH i>-"t Naw Foliage and Flowars, nnd
m. Tkfm. 13c, 3 tor 4C-C

Johnson Smith & Co., DeoL £ i, 54 W. Lake St., Chicago
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Try This Wonderful New

VIOLET-RAY
Machine—10 Days Free!
NOW in your own home you can have wonderful Violet-Ray treatments ex-

actly as are given by eminent physicians and beauty specialists throughout
the country. Now you can rid yourself of headaches, catarrh, constipation,

eczema, insomnia, lumbago, nervousness. Relieve your pain from neuritis, rheu-
matism, and other disturbances. Multiply your bodily health, vitalize your
nerves, double or treble your energy by using Violet-Rays. Sleep better, increase
your strength, and improve your appetite and digestion. Soothe your nerves,

reduce or increase your flesh. Tone and strengthen the entire system. Beautify
your complexion ! All with Violet Rays !

t» j- TT*1 wonderful Violetta is not a Vi-

iVOr Ct VtUfCltO'r brator - It is not a machine that con-
tracts the muscles—it does not shock,

it does not pound the muscles— it is absolutely painless. Violet-Rays adminis-
tered by the Violetta are wonderful even for infants ! Relieve pain and suffering

in every part of the body. Simple tests

prove that Violet-Rays pass completely
through every part of the body, stimulat-
ing every cell and organ. It is electricity

in its highest remedial form.

Here is a
successfully
Machine.
Asthma
Barbers' Itch
Boils
Blackheads
Bunions
Callous
Catarrh
Chilblains
Colds
Corns
Constipation
Dandruff
Deafness

BLEADON-DUN CO.,

Dept. 2B, 11-17 So. Desplaines St., Chicago, III.

Please send me your free book and 10 Days' Trial

offer on Violetta Violet-Ray Machine.

Name

Treat Yourself at Home
partial list of ailments treated
with the Violetta, Violet-Ray

Earache
Eczema
Eye Disease
Falling Hair
Hay Fever
Headache
Goitre
Insomnia
Lumbago
Nervousness
Neuralgia
Neuritis

Obesity
Pains
Paralysis
Piles
Pimples
Pyorrhea
Rheumatism
Skin Diseases
Sore Throat
Sprains
Tonsilitis
Whooping Cough

What Physicians and
Users Say

Trixie Friganza, well known actress, says: "Cheerfully

Will I add my praise for Violetta. It's the best 'pain

chaser' and 'soother' I've had the good fortune to

find It's WONDERFUL. It cured my brother of

neuritis. As for myself I use it for facial treatments

and general massage. I cannot say too much for it."

Dr Bert H. Rice, of Vinton, Iowa, says: "I have

good results with the Violetta High Frequency In-

strument in all cases of neuralgia. Almost instant

relief in Facial Neuralgia."

K. L. Allen, D. C, 205 Boone National Building,

Eoone, Iowa, says: "I have had very good results

with the application of High Frequency Current in

cases of Paralysis, Rheumatism and Neuritis, and

think It a great help in drugless healing."

Dr. Daniels. Lisbon, North Dakota, says: "Have

used the VIOLETTA in such cases as Goitre, Bron-

chitis, Pleurisy. Neuritis, Neuralgia, and Lumbago,

and find it very beneficial. In fact. I would not be

without it in my office."

Frank Borzone, Seattle, Wash., says: "I purchased

the VIOLETTA for my wife wno was suffering from

an acute attack of Sciatica. From the very first

treatment it induced peaceful rest and she is entirely

"well now."

] BOOK FREE!

Addr

Write today
without fail.
Mail coupon or
just a .post
card. Let us
send you our

32-page beautifully illustrated free book, describing the Violetta in detail. Read the

amazing phenomena produced by Violet-Ray High frequency current. Why it pro-

duces stimulation and sedation. How to give spinal treatments with the Violetta,

how to treat various ailments, including nervous troubles, rheumatism, obesity, hay-

fever, skin treatments, facial treatments. Note low price direct to you from our own
laboratories. Note th« amazingly superior construction of the Violetta in every de-

tail. Mail coupon or postal right now before you turn this page. Violet-Rays will

double your energy, will increase your life, will remove your pains and aches. Address

BLEADON-DUN CO., Dept. 2-B, 11-17 So. Desplaines St., Chicago, E

You benefit by mentioning the ''Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.



Flexible

Covers

Handy

Pocket-

Size

Yolumes

10

Volume*

3500

Pages

4700

Picture*

Per

Volume

Per

Monti

Just what you need to know to succeed in ELECTRICITY
EVERY electrician, every engineer, every mechanic should know

about these wonderfully helpful instructive books, which give in

plain words a complete working knowledge of electrical engi-

neering in all its phases.

You run into some new electrical problem almost every day. The
information you need to help you in your every day work is in

HAWKINS
ELECTRICAL GUIDES
These books place electricity at your ringer ends. They cover every imaginable

subject, principle, theory, problem, trouble, and way of doing things electrically.
Every subject is indexed so that you can turn right to it. They are a study course
and a reference guide in one, written in plain every day language—no wasted words
—only what you need to know—chock full of up-to-the-minute electrical knowledge.
The guides are a complete course in electrical engineering. They will help you in
every detail of the day's electrical work. You can't ask an electrical question that
Hawkins Guides can't answer.

Pocket-Size Flexible Covers

What Electrical Mea Sty
Helped Him Make Good

"It la only right for me to recom-
mend highly the Hawkins Guides, for

they have b-;en of the greatest assist-

ance to me in placing me in my pres-

ent position as Superintendent of L'on-

atruction Department of one of Ohio's
largest Electrical Companies. I would
like to s»e every man have a set of
Hawkins Guides."

Geo. Knecht, Columbus, Ohio.

In the Naval Electrical Dept.

"The Hawkins Guides are great help
to me in the Naval Electrical Depart-
ment, which they cover very thorough-
ly." C. J. Cornell.
U. S. Receiving Ship, Brooklyn. N. Y.

Superintendent
"I am now superintendent of the

Dunnville Hydro - Electric Systems,
and Hawkins Guides were a great help
to me in holding down a responsible
position."
W. E. Swartz, Dunnville, Ontario.

Wireless Operators
"I have worked wireless for ten

yeara—but I wish I had these books
years ago, aa they have saved me a
great deal of trouble." H. Marshall.

Steamer M A It No. 2,

Walkerville, Ont.

The uuoks are small enough to slip into your coat
pocket—handsomely bound in flexible black covers.
You can carry each volume with you until you have

mastered its contents. 3,500 pages of actual information
and 4.700 illustrations. Once you see these books and
put them into actual use you will never again want to be
without them. Try it at our expense.

SEND NO MONEY
It will cost you nothing to receive these books—to look

them over—ask them all the questions you can think of—use them in your work—study them—pick up some in-
formation that will increase your earning ability. We
will ship yon the entire set of 10 volumes entirely FREE.

This is a sign of our confidence in the guides. Pure
gold does not object to being tested. Keep them for
seven days and if you do not decide that you can't get
along without them, return them to us and owe us
nothing.
When you decide to keep them you only have to pay

$1.00 down and remit the balance of $9.00 on the easy
payment, of $1.00 a month till paid for.

Use this coupon to get the books. It will pay you
many times over.

THEO. AUDEL & CO.
72 Fifth Ave. New York, N. Y.

No
READ THIS PARTIAL LIST OF CONTENTS

J
Contains 348 pages. 388 illustrations. Electrical
signs and symbols—static and current electricity

—primary cells—conductors and Insulators—resistance and
conductivity—magnetism—induction coils—dynamo principle*
—classes of dynamos—armatures—windings—commutation

—

brushes, etc.

Mn <y Contains 348 pages, 394 illustrations. Motor
principles—armature reaction—motor starting

—

calculations—brake horsepower—selection and installation of
dynamo and motors—galvanometers—standard cells—current
measurement — resistance measurement — voltmeters — watt-
meters—watt hour meters—operation of dynamos—operation
of motors, etc.

No. 3 Contains 3 °0 pages, 423 illustrations. Distribution
systems—wires and wire calculations—inside, out-

side and underground wiring—sign flashers—lightning pro-
tection—rectifiers—storage battery systems, etc.

No 4 Contains 27 Pages. 379 illustrations. Alternating
~' current principles—alternating current diagrams—the power factor—alternator principles—alternator con-

struction—windings, etc.

No Contains 320 pages. 614 illustrations. A. C. Motors—synchronous andinduction motorprinciples—A. C.
commutator motors—induction motors, transformers: losses,
construction, connections, tests—converters—rectifiers, etc.

Nfj C Contains 298 pages. 472 illustrations. Alternating
vf cur rent systems—switching devices—circuit break-

ers—relays—lightning protector apparatus—regulating devices—synchronous condensers—indicating devices—meters—power
factor indicators—wave form measurement—switch boards, etc.

No 7 Contains 316 pages, 379 illustrations. Alternating
• ' current, wiring power stations—turbines; manage-

ment, selection, location, erection, testing, running, care and
repair—telephones, etc.

No 8 Contains 332 pages. 436 illustrations. Telegraph— simultaneous telegraphy and telephony

—

wireless—electric bells—electric lighting—photometry, etc.
^

No 9 Contains 322 pages. 627 illustrations, Elec- ^
trie railways—electric locomotives—car light- W

ing—trolley car operation—miscellaneous applications— ^motion pictures—gas engine ignition—automobile self-
starters and lighting systems, electric vehicles, etc.

No 1 O Contains 513 pag-js. 599 illustrations. M
' Elevators—cranes—pumps—air com-
pressors—electric heating — electric welding- THFfl
soldering and brazing—industrial electro- ^ Aiinci s 5n
lysis—electro plating—electro-therapeutic W AUUtL «t l/U.

—X-rays, etc. ^± 72 Fifth Avenue
Also a complete 126-pnge ready
reference index nf the complete ^
library. This index lias been ^ riease submit me fer
planned to render easily ac- ^ examination H a w k 1 n t

cessible all the vast infor- W Electrical Guides Iprlci
rrmtinn contained in tlm - ~ fl each). Ship at once, prematiori contained in the paid tne 10 numbers. If saf
10 electrical guides. ^ ^factory I agree to send vou V
There are over 13.- a within seven days and to further
500 cross refer- mail vou $1 each month until paid
ences. You find A
what you want ^7
to know in- A

"
stantly.

New York, N. Y.

Cignature

Occupation

Business Address

I
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BE A CERTIFICATED

ELECTRICIAN

I WILL TRAIN YOU AT HOME
A REAL POSITION LIKE THIS—FOR YOU
The country needs thousands of trained. Certificated

Electricians to fill good positions—and at big pay. It's

all a matter of knowing how, and I will teach you by
up-to-date, modern instruction. You can learn at home,
without interfering with your regular work, by my highly

successful method of Home Instruction in Practical

Electricity.

Prepare NOW and be ready
in a few months to earn your

$46 to $100 A WEEK

Send for this Book
My book, "HOW TO BECOME AN EXPERT ELEC-

TRICIAN," has started thousands of young men on the

way to splendid success. A new edition of this has just

been printed. I want every young man interested in

Electricity to have a copy, and will send you one, ABSO-
LUTELY FREE AND PREPAID. Write me today.

How I Train My Students
As Chief Engineer of the Chicago Engineering Works

I know exactly the kind of training a man needs to enable
him to get and hold good positions, and to earn big pay.
I have trained hundreds of men who arc holding splendid

electrical jobs.

I give each of my students personal attention and a
complete and thorough training. I give him a SPLEN-
DID ELECTRICAL OUTFIT FREE, and much of the

training is done by actual work. When my students
graduate and receive their Certificate, they are ready for

a real position. But still more, at any time you wish you
can come to our splendidly equipped Electrical Shops for
special training. No other school can give you this.

A Real Opportunity for YOU
Wishing is never going to make your dreams come

true. You've got to study—to learn. A man is worth
possibly $2 or $3 a day from his neck down—and no
more ; but there is no limit to what he can be worth from
his neck up.

A trained mind is Avhat gets the big pay. It is this

training that you need, and I can train you in a few
months. Are you ambitious to make a real success

—

then send me the coupon—today.

Electrical Outfit FREE
To every student who answers this ad I am giving a

Splendid Electrical Outfit of standard size Electrical

Tools, Instruments, Materials, etc., absolutely free.

Furthermore, to every Electrical Student I give a truly

valuable surprise that I cannot explain here.

Free Employment Service
I am continually receiving requests from employers

to send them trained Electrical men. I assist my
students to secure good positions. I keep in touch
with them for years, helping and advising them
in every - lossible way.

Write Now—Don't Delay
Delay never got you anything.

Action is what counts. Get
started—and get started now.
Write me. or send me the
coupon, right NOW. r

L. L. COOKE
CHIEF ENGINEER

Chicago Engineering Works

Dept. 23

441 Cass St.

CHICAGO

<? 6*

The CAREY PRINTING CO. Inc.
New York
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for all Practical Men and Electrical Students
{See review of this book by Editor in December issue of your Electrical Experimenter page 568)

I have prepared a pocket-size note book especially for the

practical man and those who are taking up the study of elec-

tricity. It contains drawings and diagrams of electrical ma-

chinery and connections, over two hundred formulas for

calculations, and problems worked out showing how the

formulas are used. This data is taken from my personal note

book, which was made while on different kinds of work, and

I am sure it will be found of value to anyone engaged in the

electrical business.

The drawings of connections for electrical apparatus
include Motor Starters and Starting Boxes, Overload
and Underload Release Boxes, Reversible Types, Eleva-

tor Controllers, Tank Controllers, Starters for Printing

Press Motors, Automatic Controllers, Variable Field

Type, Controllers for Mine Locomotives, Street Car
Controllers, Connections for Reversing Switches, Motor
and Dynamo Rules and Rules for Speed Regulation.

Also, Connections for Induction Motors and Starters,

Delta and Star Connections and Connections for Auto
Transformers, and Transformers for Lighting and Power
Purposes. The drawings also show all kinds of light-

ing circuits, including special controls where Three and
Four Way Switches are used.

The work on Calculations consists of Simple Electri-

cal Mathematics, Electrical Units, Electrical Connec-

tions, Calculating Unknown Resistance, Calculation of
Current in Branches of Parallel Circuits, How to Figure
Weight of Wire, Wire Gauge Rules, Ohm's Law, Watt's
Law, Information regarding Wire used for Electrical

Purposes, Wire Calculations, Wiring Calculations, Illu-

mination Calculations, Shunt Instruments and How to
Calculate Resistance of Shunts, Power Calculations,
Efficiency Calculations, Measuring Unknown Resis-

tances, Dynamo and Dynamo Troubles, Motors and
Motor Troubles, and Calculating Size of Pulleys.

Also Alternating Current Calculations in finding Im-
pedance, Reactance, Inductance, Frequency, Alterna-
tions, Speed of Alternators and Motors, Number of
Poles in Alternators or Motors, Conductance, Suscep-
tance, Admittance, Angle of Lag and Power Factor, and
formulas for use with Line Transformers.

WHAT PRACTICAL MEN SAY ABOUT THE "BURGESS BLUE BOOK'
Received your "Blue Book" and must say it is the best book

I ever saw. I showed it to a friend of mine and he refused to
give it back to me but he paid me a dollar and told me to get
another. Rather than be without this book 1 am sending Money
Order for three of them so I can show them to two more of my
friends and have one left for myself. Wishing you would mail
them at once. 1 am Yours very truly,

JOSEPH BRAITH, Electrician,
Madison, Wisconsin.

Your "Blue Book" received and it is just the book 1 have
been looking for. Please mail me three more by return mail for
which 1 am enclosing Money Order. Respectfully,

V. E. JOHNSON, Western Union Tel. Co.,
Marion, Ohio.

Have received the copy of the "Burgess Blue Book" and am
very well pleased with the easily found formulas and data con-
tained in it. I am enclosing Money Order for four additional
copies. Very truly yours,

THURE C ANDERSON,
Ridgeway, Penn.

I am enclosing three dollars for which please send me three
copies of the "Burgess Blue Book". I showed the copy I got
last week to some friends and three of them asked me to get
them one. Very truly yours,

CHAS. H. DAVIS,
Los Angeles, Cal.

I received your "Blue Book" and after I looked over it I see
that it is a very useful book. After 1 showed it to some fellows
they wanted a copy also and I am enclosing Money Order for
which please send me three at once. Yours very truly,

R. S. SWANSON,
St. Paul, Minn.

I received the three books I sent for and the next day I sold
them. The fellows think they are well worth the price. Please
send me three more for which I am enclosing Money Order.

Yours very truly,

R. S. SWANSON,
St. Paul, Minn.

AN OPPORTUNITY FOR YOU TO MAKE SOME MONEY
To help get the "Burgess Blue Book" to the men who need it the most, we have established a resale

discount to which those who have purchased a book from us are entitled. The "Burgess Blue Book"
is not sold through the regular book dealers so we offer the regular book dealers' discount to men
who will take orders and send them in to us. In this way the "Blue Book" is only sold by those who
know its value and we feel that this arrangement is much more satisfactory to the purchaser, than if

he bought it through the regular book-selling channels. The book practically sells on sight, as a man
engaged in practical work realizes when he sees it, that it contains information which is extremely
useful and which is difficult to obtain in any other way.

The Burgess BLUE BOOK Will Be Shipped, Postpaid, on Receipt of $1.00

Send dollar bill, money order or check. / guarantee satisfaction or will

return your moneyif you decide not to keep the book after using it for five days

BURGESS ENGINEERING CO.,
YORKE BURGESS,
747 East 42nd Street

Consulting Engineer

Chicago, Illinois

I
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GRAND OPERA IN YOUR HOME By H. Gernsback 855
NEW YORK TO CHICAGO VIA THE AIR IN 12 HOURS 856
GUIDING AIRSHIPS WITH THE "RADIO BARRAGE" 857
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FEW weeks ago Marconi startled the world
by stating that he had often received strong
wireless signals which seemed to come
from beyond the earth. In a recent inter-
view publisht in the New York Evening
Post Nikola Tesla, too, reminds us that he
had made known to the world years ago

the fact that extra-planetary signals were recorded in his
Colorado Laboratory. That was in 1899, before the world
dreamt of wireless.
Even today announcements such as the above are made

light of by editorial writers and others of limited sci-
entific perception. For the earth-bound layman still
persists that intelligence can only exist on Earth. Such
childish reasoning shows what sort of "intelligence"
blossoms on this planet. It never occurs to these review-
ers to question why Nature in her Wisdom should have
singled out the little speck called Earth, on which to
plant beings endowed with reason. Why should there
be such an exception? Life in some form or other is
certain of being found on myriads of worlds thruout
the Universe. And if one world dies, all life does not die
with it. Svante Arrhenius shows us how life-bearing
spores are carried by the pressure of light thru inter-
stellar space, notwithstanding the absolute zero which
prevails there.

In our planetary system, conditions for life, such as we
know it, probably only exists on two planets : Mars and
Venus. Life on the latter being more or less doubtful,
due to its heavy water-laden atmosphere, there remains
Mars, a body much older in evolution than the earth.
Conditions on Mars we know by direct observation as
well as deduction are favorable for life, and we may
be certain that it exists there. And if we once grant
this, we must also grant that it must have existed for
hundreds of thousands of years prior to that on Earth

;

consequently Martian civilization must be thousands of
years ahead of ours.

From this we must deduce again that the Martians
probably signaled to us ages ago, when prehistoric man
still roamed the forests. But why go so far back? Sup-
pose the Martians had sent us radio messages only

thirty years ago. We could never have received them,
for we then had no means of recording them. Detectors
and audions were undreamt of.

In all this warped logic, we presuppose wireless sig-

nals. But why should a civilization so far ahead of ours
use—to them—obsolete radio waves, which, like as not, can
never hope to bridge 35 million miles ! If the Martians
are signaling to us, you may be certain that they use an
entirely different means than Radio. To be sure, it may
turn out to be one of the many wave forms of the
ether, but we can only make a poor guess at it today.
Meanwhile Martian signals probably fly about our heads
day and night, as they may have for thousands of years,
but we are still deaf and blind to them. The Martian
Wave Detector still remains uninvented. At that the
Martians probably have used many methods on us. It is

not even impossible that they may have used reflected
sun rays. Bell and Tainter in 1880 demonstrated a "wire-
less" telephone—the Photophone—by making use of a
vibrating light ray falling upon a selenium cell. Speech
was transmitted over many miles this way. With neces-
sary refinements such a system might bridge interplaneta-
rian space.

As to one planet understanding the other, that is of
course child's play. Still, many humorous editorial writ-
ers have misgivings on that score. They are afraid that

on Mars 2 + 2 might equal, perhaps, 5 or 3, so how
could we get together, they ask.

A simple example might serve as an illustration. Sup-
pose an American and a Frenchman, neither knowing the
other's language, were connected by a long telegraph line.

Both are ignorant of the code. But both have enough
sense to tap the key. Suppose both have the desire to

enter into communication, what will they do? Tap out
dots from one to ten, of course. Thus
etc. It will not take them many months, if they keep at

it, to work out a sort of "international" language by
means of dots. And the higher their intelligence, the
quicker will they understand each other.

That is the basis of interplanetarian communication.

H. Gernsback.
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Charts OFFER
Anatomical and Physiological Charts (with Bound

Manual Key) Handsomely Lithographed la
Lifelike Colors.

graphs.

We want ambitious men and women to have these remarkable
Charts which are a visual demonstration of Chiropractic, the new
science of Drugless Healing. This offer is now made to show the
opportunities now open to Chiropractors. We also explain how we
five a practical training by mail in this dignified, paying profession,

f your desire is to enter an uncrowded field— if you want to achieve
financial independence and social standing, at least investigate.

Your request on the coupon below is all that is necessary.

Drugless Healing
The 72-page book and other literature we send on

request shows the immense possibilities for Chiroprac-
tors of both sexes. The public is awakening to the fact
that drugging to cure disease is in many instances, a
fallacy. They are ready to welcome the practitioner

who relieves and heals without nause-
ous dosing. The Charts show how the
science of Chiropractic is applied.
They reveal facts about the human
body, instructive to the layman. You
should obtain them without fail.

$3000 to $5000
a Year

Many Doctors of Chiropractic
earn $5,000 a year and more; some
upwards of $10,000. Dr. M. D. Moore
of Ky., reports an income of $9,000 a
year. Dr. L. H. Roche, New Jersey,
$5,500; Dr. Hanna of Florida, over
$5, 000 yearly. What others are doing
you should be able to do. A diploma
gives you the same opportunity—is

evidence that you are master of a
profession of dignity, prestige and
influence.

Our Lessons
Teach You

how to make Spinal Adjust-
ments for speedy relief of

Headache
Indigestion
Lumbago
Epilepsy
Pleurisy
Constipation
Rheumatism
Asthma

Neuralgia
Neuritis

Catarrh
Fevers
Jaundice
Dyspepsia
Paralysis
Etc., Etc.

Learn
At HomeBe a Chiropractor

By the American University system of instruction, you can become a Doctor of Chiropractic by
studying in spare time at home or in class at the University. You do not require special talent or /*1 i
advanced education. A common school education and the ambition to succeed are all that is + r g*AA f naffC
necessary. You will be trained under the direction of Chiropractic specialists who will teach +S AMERICAN UNIVERSITYyou thoroughly the principles and practice of the profession,
degree of Doctor of Chiropractic.

You will graduate with the

Manierre Bldg., Dept. 456 Chicago

Mail the Coupon
This COUpon Will bring full informa- *r Gentlemen: Without coat'or obligation, send

tion about this new, interesting and S\^JZ££^&££ 72"page

profitable calling which any intel- r
ligent man or woman can readily master by our method—also information on <r
how you can get these 22 instructive Charts. Send coupon for this free offer. S Name — -

AddressAMERICAN UNIVERSITY
Manierre Bldg., Dept 456 Chicago, Illinois ^^!ity.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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PRACTICAL
* As experts Know it

Sent Free for Inspection

for a complete
Electrical
Education

—

Payable $2
Per month

Learn electricity as you would in actual

PRACTICE—in accordance with the methods
employed by the highest paid electrical experts

in America. The New McGraw-Hill Library
of Practical Electricity contains the actual work-
ing facts which you need in order to succeed in

the electrical field. Terrell Croft, formerly
with the Westinghouse Company, makes the

conquest easy for you.

A New Standard in Electrical Literature
The New Library of Practical Electricity by Terrell

Croft marks a new era in electrical literature.

The great field of electrical engineering, with its limit-

less possibilities of earning power, is brought to you in a
form that makes success easy. The Library is a creation

—an achievement that is without parallel in technical

literature, because it sticks to actual practice throughout
its 3,000 pages.

A letter that means something to YOU

—

8 Volumes
Flexibly bound
Pocket size

3000 pages
2100 illustra-

tions

Everything
you must know
about electri-

city at the
ringer's end

McGRAW-HILL BOOK COMPANY, Inc.

239 West 39th Street, New York.lN.Y.

Gentlemen: In an attempt to express
myself about CROFT'S NEW LIBRARY OF
PRACTICAL ELECTRICITY, I have never
seen, and do not believe there was ever
printed in the English language, a more
comprehensive set of books. It is a library
that is just as valuable to the novice as to

the expert, because it is all practice.

Respectfully,

GUY H. PEIFER,
Chief, Doplan Silk Corporation,

Hazelton, Pa.

Learn
electricity

as you
would

in actual

practice

—

get Croft's

Library

NOW

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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ELECTRICITY
Records ofactual Work
not One Penny in Advance
You have always wanted a compact set

of books containing the solution to all your

electrical problems. You have wondered if

it were possible for any author to place

himself in your shoes, and explain the very

problems that face you every day. You
have picked up books that covered the other

fellow's problems, but not yours. These

books seemed to touch on everything except

the matters that pertained to your own
work.

These books were not complete. They
were probably out of date. They were

probably not practical.

You have said yourself and heard others

say, "I want books that fit into my work.

The man who writes those books must un-

derstand my work, and know what he is

talking about. I like to go into theory and
the higher spheres of electricity occasionally,

but not while I am on the job. Then I

want plain facts, plainly stated. I want
books that have anticipated my problems
and figured them out for me."

Your wants have been anticipated and
met in the new Croft Library. It is a

seven-year undertaking recently completed
by a man whose experience covers the whole
field of electrical practice.

Examination will show why Croft's Li-

brary is now the accepted standard. Why
it is used by the highest authority as well

as the lowest beginner. Examination will

show how it is revolutionizing the methods
of teaching the practical side of electricity.

Examination is absolutely free,

return the coupon below.
Merely

READ THIS-
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc.,

239 West 39th St., New York.

Gentlemen:

I am enclosing money order for $2.00, which
I believe is my last payment on Library of

Practical Electricity. I wish to say just a word
about the books. I want to go on record with

the statement that they are absolutely the best

set of books ever published for the man on the

job. To have these books and get familiar with

them makes one want to meet and talk with Mr.
Croft. As a rule books which -claim to be self

educational are very incomplete and well padded
with tables, etc., which one may find at any
time in catalogues, but I will say Mr. Croft has
certainly gotten away from this. A man who
cannot read these books understandingly is hope-
less. There never was a correspondence course
even with the aid of personal letters, that could
give a man real knowledge as these books do.

I am Chief Electrician at a State Institution here
and have use for these books every day. I fear

no job because I know that if I cannot solve the
problem, I've a friend at home in Mr. Croft's
books, who will come to my aid.

Yours truly,

E. E. CONYER,
Anna, HI.

1
Meet Terrell Croft
Be guided in your study of electricity by

an experienced Electrical Engineer of high
professional standing. Terrell Croft, author
of 7 of these volumes, climbed from the

ranks to Electrical Engineer with the

Westinghouse Company. He gained his

knowledge with his sleeves rolled up and
has met your problems in advance. He
tells in plain, understandable language how
to proceed by the best and most practical

methods.

Now is the time to master Electricity—Now
is the time to prepare for a high salary rp

Not one cent in advance—Just the coupon 4\\
Old books won't do. Amateurish books won't do. Books

compiled by "desk authors" or men with no practical experi-
ence will not serve your purpose.

Practical books are easiest mastered. Practical books, writ-
ten by practical men, teach you accurately and rapidly. There
is nothing in the Croft Library which you cannot understand.
Terrell Croft tells you the secrets of success in electricity in

plain words, figures and illustrations. Nothing is left to. the
imagination. There is no guesswork. There is no theory
or higher mathematics.
Send now for these eight volumes. No matter how many books on

electricity you possess, you are unfair to yourself unless you take
advantage of this free examination privilege. No matter whether you
are beginner or expert, these books will show you the clear road to
success. Inspection will prove this.

ACT NOW

Examine this new Library for ten full days without expense
Find out for yourself why it is now taking the lead in
electrical book sales in America. Use the books as you
see fit for ten days. Look at the hundreds of illus-

trations that clear up all the mysteries in electrical
practice. Stick a couple of the volumes in your
pockets, and refer to them during the day.
Figure out in an instant the problems that
have heretofore taken hours.

Then send us $2 per month for eight
months, or return the set entirely
at our expense. You risk noth-
ing by returning the attached
coupon.

239 West 39th Street, New York, N. Y.

Publishers of Books for Engineers Since 1876

McGraw-Hill
Book Co., Inc.

239 W. 39th St..

NEW YORK

Gentlemen

:

Please send me the Library
of Practical Electricity (ship-

ping charges prepaid) for 10
days' free examination. If satis-

factory. I will send $2 in ten days
and $2 per month until $16 has been

paid. If not wanted I will write you
for return shipping instructions.

City and State.

Name of Employer.

Your Position Ex. Apr. "19

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when -editing to advertisers.
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pRACTICAL
* As experts Know it

Sent Free for Inspection

for a complete
Electrical
Education

—

Payable $2
Per month

Learn electricity as you would in actual

PRACTICE—in accordance with the methods
employed by the highest paid electrical experts
in America. The New McGraw-Hill Library
of Practical Electricity contains the actual work-
ing facts which you need in order to succeed in

the electrical field. Terrell Croft, formerly
with the Westinghouse Company, makes the
conquest easy for you.

A New Standard in Electrical Literature
The New Library of Practical Electricity by Terrell

Croft marks a new era in electrical literature.

The great field ot electrical engineering, with its limit-
less possibilities of earning power, is brought to you in a
form that makes success easy. The Library is a creation
—an achievement that is without parallel in technical
literature, because it sticks to actual practice throughout
its 3,000 pages.
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it were possible for any author to place

himself in your shoes, and explain the very

problems that face you every day. You
have picked up books that covered the other

fellow's problems, but not yours. These

books seemed to touch on everything except

the matters that pertained to your own
work.

These books were not complete. They
were probably out of date. They were

probably not practical.

You have said yourself and heard others

say, "I want books that fit into my work.

The man who writes those books must un-

derstand my work, and know what he is

talking about. I like to go into theory and
the higher spheres of electricity occasionally,

but not while f am on the job. Then I

want plain facts, plainly stated. I want
books that have anticipated my problems

and figured them out for me."

Your wants have been anticipated and
met in the new Croft Library. It is a
seven-year undertaking recently completed
by a man whose experience covers the whole
field of electrical practice.

Examination will show why Croft's Li-

brary is now the accepted standard. Why
it is used by the highest authority as well

as the lowest beginner. Examination will

show how it is revolutionizing the methods
of teaching the practical side of electricity.

READ THIS-
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc.,

239 West 39!h St., New York.

Gentlemen:

1 am enclosing money order for $2.00, which

I believe is my last payment on Library of

Practical Electricity. I wish to say just a word
about the books. I want to go on record with

the statement that they are absolutely the best

set of books ever published for the man on the

job. To have these books and get familiar with

them makes one want to meet and talk with Mr.
Croft. As a rule books which claim to be self

educational are very incomplete and well padded
with tables, etc., which one may find at any
time in catalogues, but I will say Mr. Croft has

certainly gotten away from this. A man who
cannot read these books understanding^ is hope-
less. There never was a correspondence course
even with the aid of personal letters, that could
give a man real knowledge as these books do.

I am Chief Electrician at a State Institution here
and have use for these books every day. I fear

no job because I know that if 1 cannot solve the
problem, I've a friend at home in Mr. Croft's
books, who will come to my aid.

Your, truly,

E. E. CONYER,
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Old books won't do. Amateurish books won't do. Books
compiled by "desk authors" or men with no practical experi-

ence will not serve your purpose.
Practical books are easiest mastered. Practical books, writ-

ten by practical men, teach you accurately and rapidly. There
is nothing in the Croft Library which you cannot understand.
Terrell Croft tells you the secrets of success in electricity in

plain words, figures and illustrations. Nothing is left to. the

imagination. There is no guesswork. There is no theory

or higher mathematics.

Send now for these eight volumes. No matter how many books on
electricity you possess, you are unfair to yourself unless you take
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New York Electrical School

29 W. 17th St., New York, N. Y.

Please send FREE and without obligation to

me your 64-page book.

. ... (NAME)

(ADDRESS)

Master Electricity By
Actual Practice

The only way you can become an expert is by doing the

very work under competent instructors, which you will be

called upon to do later on. In other words, learn by doing.

That is the method of the New York Electrical School.

Five minutes of actual practice properly directed is worth
more to a man than years and years of book study. Indeed,

Actual Practice is the only training of value, and graduates
of New York Electrical School have proved themselves to

be the only men that are fully qualified to satisfy EVERY
demand of the Electrical Profession.

The Oldest and Only Institution of

the Kind in America
At this "Learn by Doing

1

' School a man acquires the art

of Electrical Drafting; the best business method and ex-

perience in Electrical Contracting, together with the skill

to install, operate and maintain all systems for producing,

transmitting and using electricity. A school for Old and
Young. Individual instruction.

Over 5,000 Graduates are Successful Men
in the Electrical World

No previous knowledge of electricity, mechanics or mathematics is

necessary to take this electrical course. You can begin the course now
and by steady application prepare yourself in a short time. You will

be taught by practical electrical experts with actual apparatus, under
actual conditions.

Let us explain this course to you in person. If you can't

call, send now for 64-page book—it's FREE to you

New York Electrical School
29 West 17th Street, New York

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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Grand Opera in Your Home
By H. GERNSB\CK

MANY thousands of people music-
ally inclined are deprived of hear-
ing our great operatic stars

mainly on account of the high
price of admission, also because

of the limited seating capacity of even our
largest opera houses. Take for instance a

limited income prefer such seats and, there-

fore, the gallery is usually made up entirely

of really music-loving Italians.

Suppose that all you had to do was to step

to the telephone at 8.30 in the evening, no
matter if you lived in New York or any-
where else in the country, and immediate!}'

one great technical difficulty at that time
which only during the past two years has
been overcome.
While it is a comparatively simple thing

to place sensitive microphones about the
stage and on the other end of the line con-
nect a loud speaking telephone in order to

Copyright, 1319, by E. P.

Due to the Invention of the Audion, It Is Now Feasible From a Technical Standpoint to Connect to One Stage As Many As Fifty
Thousand Telephone Subscribers, All of Which Can Listen Simultaneously to Our Great Opera Stars. The Invention of the Loud Talking

Telephone Also Has Made It Possible for the Entire Family to Hear the Music As Pictured Above.

"star" performance at the Metropolitan
Opera House, New York City. It is neces-
sary to secure tickets weeks ahead if one
wishes a good seat in the house, otherwise
it is often impossible to make a reservation
at all.

While seats may be bought at low prices
"up in heaven", only our Italian friends of

had the whole room filled with Caruso's
voice. Would this not appeal to you, pro-
viding of course that you were musically
inclined? All this is now possible, and, we
believe, will shortly come about. While
of course the idea itself is nothing new

—

it having been tried thirty years ago to
transmit music in this manner,—there was

listen to the transmitted music, it is quite

a different problem to connect say twenty
or forty thousand subscribers' lines to these
microphones and then reproduce the music
at the end of all these thousands of cir-

cuits. The reason is that heretofore we had
no satisfactory instrument whereby the

(Continued on page 924)
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New York to Chicago Via the Air
in Twelve Hours

"A"
IRLINE TICKET for Chicago,
Please." "Yes, sir; five hundred
and twenty dollars, Please. The
next 'liner' leaves in half an hour
for Chicago and way stations,"

replied the ticket agent of the Trans-
Continental Airline Company on a bright

It is proposed to form a company with
four dirigibles and two main terminals, one
at New York, the other at Chicago. The
dirigibles are to be of the Zeppelin type,
with rigid housing and multiple conpart-
ment structure. The U. S. War Depart-
ment's wonderful new discovery, Helium

Balance and altitude will be adjusted by
expansion or compression of the gas.
The crew will consist of the captain,

navigator, chief and two assistant engi-
neers, wireless operators, steward, cook,
waiter and maid.-

In regard to the landing places, which

© 1919 by E. P. Co.

Regular Air Line Passenger and Freight Transportation Between the Larger Cities, Particularly New York and Chicago, Promises to
Become an Accomplisht Fact This Spring. A Company Has Already Been Formed to Develop and Promote This Project. All the Usual
Conveniences Will Be Available to Passengers, Besides Wireless Communication, Mail Service, Sleeping Quarters and Aerial Promenade^
Not to Mention the Most Wonderful Scenery ever Presented to Alpine Tourists, for These Giant Airships Will Fly Right over the Mountains-

June morning in the year 1919. At least

that is a fair sample of the conversation we
may find quite common in a few months
or so, if the plans of one of the largest

aerial transportation organizations material-
ize in any such manner as their originators
predict. Complete arrangements for the
construction and operation of a line of
passenger carrying dirigibles between New
York and Chicago at an initial charge of
sixty-five cents a mile for each passenger
have been made by J. M. McElroy, chief
engineer of the Sturtevant Aeroplane Com-
pany, of Boston, in collaboration with Noble
Foss, one of the officials of the corporation
and a son of former Governor Foss, of
Massachusetts.
Announcement of the big undertaking was

made recently by the Massachusetts Air-
craft Association, which held its annual
aeronautical exposition at Madison Square
Garden and the Sixty-ninth Regiment Ar-
mory from March 1 to 15, inclusive, in co-
operation with the War and Navy Depart-
ments.

gas, will be used, thus removing the danger
of fire. The airship will be 425 feet in

length and forty-five feet in diameter. Its

engines will have a horsepower of 1,200.

The bag will have a capacity of 650,000

cubic feet of gas, providing a gross lifting

power of twenty tons at sea level. This
would mean a practical net lift of ten tons.

It is estimated by Mr. McElroy that a

speed of seventy miles an hour can be

maintained and that the trip from New
York to Chicago could be made in comfort
in less than twelve hours.

"The cost per mile, roughly speaking,"

says Mr. McElroy, "would approach sixty-

five cents per passenger, or $520 for the

entire trip in either direction. There is

no doubt but that after the line is run
for some time, it will be possible to cut

down the rate considerably."

Each dirigible will have accommodations
for twenty-five passengers. The power
plant will consist of two engines, side by
side, driving thru gears a central stub

shaft mounting a variable pitch air screw.

with dirigibles is a great problem, Mr.
McElroy says

:

"It is reasonable to believe that hill

walled landing zones could be located, or
natural depressions in the earth could be
enlarged to offer breakairs to permit the

air liner to come down safely. The termi-

nals at either end of the New York-Chi-
cago route could be floating piers secured
at one end, so as to swing with the wind
to permit easy housing of the ship."

With regard to the possibility of trans-

Atlantic flight, Mr. McElroy says :

"When we have put the New York-Chi-
cago route into successful operation then

it is time to throw a line across the pond
and do a real job."

Apropos of transcontinental aerial trans-

portation we find much food for thought

in a speech recently made by Allan R. Haw-
ley, president of the Aero Club of Amer-
ica, before the National Rivers and Har-
bors Congress, at Washington, D. C, on

(Continued on page 915)
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Guiding Airships With the "Radio Barrage
Invisible Walls of the Ether

JUST at this time, when our army and
navy officials, and many airplane

builders, are taking steps for the

commercial development of the air-

plane and dirigible, along industrial

and governmental lines, is it not prac-
ticable, as well as advisable for radio in-

ventors and engineers, as well as others

concerned, to give thought to those essen-

tial safety devices which come within the

scope of radio-communication and con-
trol?

I venture to say that if there was any
one device used in the European war which
contributed to the success of the Allies in

their supremacy of the air, it was radio-

communication, both telephone and tele-

graph. By means of it the fighters in the

air were at all times able to talk and sig-

By DR. LEE de FOREST

pilots in case of fog, cloud or other inter-

ferences. Will it not be necessary, for ex-
ample, to establish a regular "traffic squad
of the air," for those cities in the principal

lines of communication? The use of the

human voice in sounding a warning, with-
out wires, is already an accomplished fact;

at Point Judith Light, where the Radio-
phore, at regular intervals, calls out to the

ship operator: "Point Judith Light," and
then in a weaker voice : "You are getting

closer—Keep off."

By means of a number of wireless sta-

tions placed around any given city, why can-

not we do likewise in the matter of our
radio traffic squad of the air? So that when
a pilot comes within range, he would re-

ceive a message such as the following

:

"Buffalo Office—Turn West by South, and

with extraordinarily tall buildings with con-
sequent air pockets.
By arrangement of antenna or reflectors

not unlike those used behind large search-
lights, a beam, or narrow zone of wireless
waves, invisible to the eye of course, could
be set up. This would necessitate the use
of very short wave lengths, of only a few
meters, far shorter than the wave lengths
used today in radio-communication. This
feature would also have the advantage that

these short wave lengths would not inter-

fere at all with existing radio-communica-
tion. All this short wave vertical radia-

tion would be controlled by the automatic-
ally repeating phonograph, similar to the
Rad'wphorc arrangement at Point Judith
Light.

The pilot of the airplane, his 'phone

Copyriglit-1919-t>y E. P. Co.

The Airships of Tomorrow Will be Guided by Wireless Telephone Signals, Possibly Arranged in "Barrages" or Walls, as Here Illustrated.

This is the Only Feasible Way of Signaling Location and Weather Data to Aerial Craft in Stormy and Especially Foggy Weather. Prof.
Walter I. Schlichter, of Columbia University, Has Also Recently Advocated the Use of Powerful Wireless Signaling Stations for Guiding

Trans-Atlantic Seaplanes in Their Proposed Trips Across the Ocean.

nal with their commanding officers at head-
quarters, and after a personal examination
of the various kinds of apparatus used by
the different countries, all of which pay high
tribute to American genius, I feel I am
fully justified in predicting an even greater
use of radio control and communication for
peace purposes.
One of the first questions to be taken

up, it seems to me, when we have reached
the point of regular passenger and freight

traffic by air, is that of proper warning to

Pick up Cleveland," or again such warn-
ings as, for example, it will be necessary
to inform the pilot of weather changes:
"Weather Warning—Your are nearing a
storm area—Cyclone Ahead,'" etc., etc.

There should be, no doubt, a continual
"radio barrage," or zone of automatic
warnings thru which airplanes must pass
in approaching regions where air traffic

is dense ; namely, around landing stations,

and especially so near steep mountain
ranges and peaks, or cities like New York,

clamped to his head in the helmet, would
hear these safety signals as he flies thru
these invisible walls of etheric warning, in
ample time to govern his course accord-
ingly.

With the mastery of the air for govern-
mental, and for commercial purposes, al-

ready at hand, certainly the question of
radio control, and of traffic regulation, is

of prime importance, worthy of the imme-
diate interest, and of the best thought in

the radio world.
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How Electricity Serves World's Largest
Hotels

Do you know that the two largest hotels in the world have just opened in New York City, each one with over 2,000 guest rooms and
a bath in every room? One of these hotels has, among other startling new features, an electric automobile elevator, which carries the
guests' motor cars up to the grand ball room floor, so that milady and her escort do not have to pass thru any chilling winds when
arriving at the hotel. These hotels are veritable cities in themselves, and either of them has more telephones than the entire nation of
Greece. One hotel has the largest electric laundry in the world, not to mention the gigantic dining rooms, ball rooms, kitchens, swimming

pools, children's open-air playgrounds, and a whole regiment of employees.

THE two largest hotels in the world
recently opened in New York City,

one, the "Hotel Pennsylvania," op-
posite the Pennsylvania Railroad
Terminal at 33rd Street and 7th Ave-

nue, and the other, the "Hotel Commodore,"
located adjacent to the Grand Central Ter-
minal, and built directly over both the
Queensboro and Lexington Avenue sub-
ways. There are so many hundreds of in-

novations and conveniences which have been
developed and applied to these—the last

word in Hoteldom—that one can hardly
judge of the undoubted value of all of these
important and elaborate appointments with-
out having actually visited such an estab-
lishment in person. Take, for example, the
gigantic proportions of the Hotel Pennsyl-
vania with its 2,200 rooms and bath. This
hotel can accommodate 3,500 registered
guests with rooms, not to mention several
dozen additional small-town populations,
which it can easily entertain in the grand
ball room and its six well appointed res-
taurants, also numerous private banquet
rooms and private dining rooms, not
forgetting the roof garden, which is one
of the most beautiful and perhaps the larg-
est in the world, Besides a capacity of
3,500 guests with rooms, 3,000 additional
guests may be entertained in the several
restaurants including the roof garden, or
the total capacity of 6,500 guests, which is

a respectable little city all by itself.

If you haven't already visited one of these
magnificent and beautifully appointed 20th
century hotels, you will probably wish to
know what conveniences are provided for
the guest, and with that very object in

mind, the writer paid a special visit to

these establishments and enjoyed an after-

noon off from the editorial rub-dub, amid
the flowering palms and the aroma of one
dollar Havana perfectos arising from the
"loungees," reclining luxuriously on the
thousand dollar leather settees, which grace
the main lobby. This wonderful lobby is

furnished in handsome imported marble and
is lighted by reflected beams passing thru
a richly designed leaded glass ceiling. Both
the Hotel Pennsylvania as well as the Hotel
Commodore have the same transit facilities,

i.e., both have subway as well as railroad
service, the one the Pennsylvania Railroad,
and the other New York Central Lines.
There are underground passageways in

either case leading from the railroad ter-

minals directly into the hotels, and special

elevators for this service to carry the guests
to the floor of the main lobby or vestibule.

If one arrives by subway from up or down-
town New York, he finds the same conven-
iences awaiting him, and is whisked from
the subterranean passageway to the splen-
dor of the main lobby by elevator, which is

operated by young women nattily attired in

spic and span uniforms. There is even a
woman "elevator starter"—and speaking of
elevators, the Hotel Pennsylvania boasts of
a total of 27. In the following description
of the hotel features, as the writer found
them, the Hotel Pennsylvania is inferred,

except where otherwise mentioned.
On arriving on the floor of the main

lobby, which is certainly a magnificent piece
of architecture, one finds that the principal

By H. WINFIELD SECOR
and most important conveniences of the
hotel are at once available. Among other
appointments immediately accessible and
available from the lobby are the main Din-
ing Room, the Palm Room, used for after-

noon teas, etc., the men's cafe, the men's
bar, the grill room, and in the basement the
most attractive barber shop imaginable, re-

splendent in handsome tile and marble with
leather lounges, and adjacent to these the
handsomest array of lady manicurists ever
seen this side of Paris. While dining in the

grill room, you may, if you wish, have a
one-step or two with your guest on the
highly polished dancing floor in the center
of the room, while the Original Dixy Jazz
Band turns loose the jazziest jazz you ever
shook a foot to. Considering for the mo-
ment that some rainy afternoon you might
happen to pop in at the "Pennsylvania" from
the water-proof subway, and that you might
find at arriving in the royally appointed
lobby that your capital was limited to the

large sum of 15c, due perhaps to the effi-

cient activities of an unknown pickpocket
on your ride up to the hotel, you can still

enjoy yourself ostentatiously by repairing
to the basement floor, where there is a
"Quick Lunch Restaurant," which will ac-
commodate several hundred guests, who
may for one reason or another wish to en-
joy a 15c or 25c meal. That is what you
call real service, and both of these hotels

are out for service with a capital "S,"
first, last and always. Later, when you are
assigned to the guests' floors and see the
layout of the rooms, you will find that

these hotels undoubtedly count on a heavy,
transient traffic, the suites in most cases

consisting of from one to three rooms and
a bath.

The lower part of the hotel is well shown
in the accompanying illustration, and of
course there are many rooms and conve-
niences not shown for obvious reasons, ow-
:ng to their location on other parts of the

mezzanine floors, et cetera, which cannot
be brought out in the limited size of our
illustration. The mezzanine floors, just

above the main or street floors, contain the

private offices, and also there are sleeping

and living quarters on these floors for the

employees. On the first mezzanine floor

there are exhibition rooms for business
purposes, and on the second and third mez-
zanines; dining rooms for the employees.

On the third mezzanine we find the "Grand
Ball Room," which is most beautifully

decorated in pleasing colors which do
not jar or irritate the eye as do some of
these large public rooms in similar estab-

lishments. The general decorative scheme
thruout the hotel, it may be said, is one of

good taste and extremely homelike. The
service is carefully worked out to give

this feeling at every turn.

The largest private telephone exchange
extant, with capacity for 3,340 extensions,

260 trunk lines and 23 operators is con-
nected to the various rooms and other

parts of the hotel, and this is located on the

second mezzanine floor.

In the telephone exchange are also lo-

cated a large battery of "Telautographs"

—

the electric machines that write—and both
of these recently opened hotels have been

very lavish in their telautograph equipment.
The Hotel Pennsylvania has at present some
200 telautographs, and more will undoubt-
edly be added later as demands require
them. The telautograph equipment at this

hostelry has been very carefully worked out
by skilled engineers, and it undoubtedly is

one of the best that the writer has ever seen
put into operation. More will be said with
reference to the telautograph system anon,
and for the present it will be of interest
to the reader to note what happens when a
guest is to be paged. In most hotels, at
least in the smaller hotels, a guest is not
paged except in the main lobby and dining
room, but at the "Pennsylvania", when an
outside party or a guest calls up the tele-

phone exchange, and the operator writes
down the name of the person who is

wanted, the following operations ensue

:

the telephone operator,— (and they are all

good looking, take it from your Uncle Dud-
ley, for he had the good luck to actually
visit this "holy of holies", past the door
of which no man may enter, excepting that
he has a pass signed by the powers that be
in the telephone world),—proceeds to write
the name on the transmitting platen of her
telautograph, there being a telautograph
for each of the 23 telephone operators, and
simultaneously the written name appears in

the main dining room, grill, bar, roof gar-
den and the office, as well as at the bell

captain's office in the main lobby, so that

when the name is called out by one of the
bellhops in your vicinity, you can rest as-

sured that the same name is being called

simultaneously in about ten other parts of
the building. This of course, serves two
purposes ; it promotes speed in locating the

guest, which is sometimes a very important
factor, and also owing to the multiplicity

of the system, it renders trebly certain the
locating of the desired party, which would
not be the case under ordinary conditions.

The total amount of electric power, not
to mention the steam used for heating, is

truly enormous in a building of this size,

which covers a whole city block, and while
talking to the chief engineer of the build-

ing, it was ascertained that the total light

and power load for the hotel would require
as much as 1400 K.W. or about 1900 horse-
power. Electricity is used in a general
way for many purposes and important oper-
ations conducive to the efficient operation
of the hotel, which the average guest never
sees or even dreams of. For instance, how
do you suppose the ventilation of such a

large hotel as this is taken care of? The
chief engineer answers this question by tak-

ing you down to the sub-basement two sto-

ries underground, where you see one of the

largest electric motor-driven blower rooms
in the world, covering a quarter of a square
city block. Here dozen of powerful elec-

tric motors rated at anywhere from 25 to

50 horse-power each, drive gigantic blowers
or fans, each of which is connected up with
certain air ducts leading to various parts

of the building. Thru these ducts, air is

pumped which promotes the proper circula-

tion thru the hallways, and the rooms of

the building. Neither of these monster
hotels has a large power plant of its

{Continued on page 915)
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FULL STORY OF THIS LATEST NEW YORK HOTEL—A VERITABLE CITY IN ITSELF—ON OPPOSITE PAGE.
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Seeing Thru You Without X-Rays
The New Shadow Photography

By BATTELL LOOMIS

wHAT of the infra-red ray in pho-
tography ? Is its penetrative power
the equivalent of the ultra-violet,

or actuating principle of the X-
ray? Has Dr. Paull S. Hunter,

former State Secretary of Health for Colo-
rado, and hailing from the city of Denver,
stumbled on something he didn't know and
doesn't krrow yet, in looking for something
he had guest? That is a question it may
take time and development to answer, but
which the writer is content only to raise by
way of introduction to a story which has
its element of humor because tho it relates
a serious discovery, worth thousands of
dollars to society at large, the discovery
will not realize its discoverer one penny.
In which it is not unlike many other im-
portant scientific discoveries.
One night Dr. Hunter was waiting for

a car. He held a flashlight in his hand,
and covering the ray, was attracted by the
marked red glow of his flesh. He noted
the dim shadows of the bones in his lingers.
"Hm," said he, "the red rays come thru.
If the rays were more vivid, the shadow of
the bones would be sharper. I can inten-
sify them and I'll bet I

can photograph that." —

—

^—
The idea took hold.

The doctor was a user
of the X-ray, but he
found it easier in ordi-
nary practise to bring
a patient to the ray
than to take the weighty
apparatus with its cells

and coils to the patient.
What a boon to the
country doctor it would
be if he could make a
fracture diagnosis with
an Ordinary camera!
The X-ray is of value
only to the rich and the
very poor who receive
free treatment. The
middle class must pay
more than it can afford
or go without.
So Dr. Hunter seized

the first opportunity to
lay his hand on a naked
panchromatic photo bhwhmk^k
plate and expose it to

the electric light for a moment. He secured
a picture of his bones with his first try. It

was not very sharp, but it

beginning. He reasoned it

out: "It wants only a con-
centrated light from a point
to cast a clearer shadow.
This ray must go thru a
camera which protects the
plate from random rays and
I have a good bone picture,"

he argued.
Accordingly he employed

his mechanical knack to con-
struct a black box with an
opening at one end large
enough to receive his hand
or foot. See illustration of
the apparatus used by Dr.
Hunter, herewith. He made
it collapsible so it would fit

in a physician's grip. He
fitted an iris diafram in the
top of his box and fastened
a plate-holder on the bot-
tom with a developing box
beneath that, into which the
plate might fall the instant
of its exposure, for speedy
developing. He then se-

Hold Your Hand Before a Flashlight in the
Dark—You Can See the Bone Outlines
Dimly. This Is the Basis of the New X-Ray-

iess Eone Photography Here Described.

cured a Wratten F or extreme red ray filter

and placed it above his lenseless shutter and
diafram. He placed his hand over the

TF you are old enough, you will probably remember the time when the
-*- X-ray was first announced. W e all thought it one of the most marvelous
inventions ever conceived by the human mind, and so it was indeed. But
now Dr. Paull S. Hunter announces a strikingly simple way to perform the
same experiment which Dr. Riintgen performed in a very difficult, round-
about way. Where Prof. Rbntgen used a complicated electrical apparatus
in order to take shadowgraphs of the human body, Dr. Hunter uses nothing
but plain light rays. There is no doubt in our minds that if sufficiently
poiverful light rays are used in connection with a heat filter in order that
the patient does not sustain burns, it should become possible in the near
future for physicians to actually see every bone in the human body. Not
only this, but we predict that by using certain color rays, it should be possi-
ble to bring out every organ in the human body as well, such as heart,
liver, blood vessels, etc., which are now very difficult of observation by the
X-ray.

Our front cover shoivs what is already possible today if you will drape the
human body in such a way as to cut off all the direct glare, and then by
exposing strong electric arc-lights from behind, it becomes possible to see
the bones of the body clearly. Dr. Hunter, who is an American physician,
deserves great credit for bringing about this extraordinary result, as simple
as it is efficient. The accompanying article explains the system and methods
fully- EDITOR.

good

plate, tied a black cloth at the open end
about his elbowr

, turned on the electric

light, removed the slide from the plate-

8LACKMETM OR PLATE
WOODEN BOX Oft FILM

HOLDER DEVELOPING
TANK

Diagram of the Actual Bone- Photography Apparatus Used by Dr. Hunter
in Successfully Photographing the Bones of the Limbs.

holder, and squeezed his bulb for a half
second exposure. The result was the ex-
cellent bone picture shown herewith.
This picture was taken entirely with a

altered light—the light that passes- most
easily of all visible light, thru blood. The
discoverer has made nothing new except
his camera, which is not essential to suc-
cess He has merely combined a stock
Eastman panchromatic photo plate brushed
with eosin solution to intensify its sensi-
tiveness, with an F ray filter and a fine

point of light to do simply what Rontgen
earned his fame for doing in a more round-
about and costly way. He has made a dis-

covery which he prophesies every school-
boy will at once begin to play with, and
every doctor to use in his business.
And he has given his discovery freely to

the world. He does not intend to secure
patents either on his combination of ma-
terials or on his novel folding camera,
which may be made in any size and open
at both ends to fit different portions of the
limbs. Whether the rays will penetrate
the trunk for abdominal and intercostal

examinations he does not know from prac-
tise, altho from theory
he contends they might
be made to do so by im-
proved technique, such
as a more intense ray
of light and a more
sensitive plate.

Further Dr. Hunter
has to say

:

"My claim is that
with a box fitted out in

this manner and a box
of panchromatic plates

a physician can tell

•whether a broken arm
is set right before leav-
ing the house, and that

it will undoubtedly be
used all over the coun-
try for that purpose.
"The machine can be

improved by using a
roll of film if the manu-
facturers would make
it, and so do away with
glass plates ; the devel-

^^"^^^^—"i oping tank at the bot-
tom would be adapted

to films. The whole outfit is, moreover,
made to fold up flat and occupy very little

space.

"These 'pictures could also
be made with a camera
using a powerful arc lamp
to throw the rays thru
the human body, and if

plates could be made sensi-
tive enough, pictures of the
heart's action could be made
on celluloid rolls, giving
moving pictures of the heart
action and other organs of
the body. So far I have
only used it for extremity
work and it has proved very
satisfactory; in fact, the
first pictures are as good if

not better than the first ones
made by the X-ray.

"I give the idea to the
world with the hope that
someone will further de-
velop its usefulness and by
improved design and more
sensitive plates be able to
make pictures as well with
this $2.00 outfit as with a
$1,000 X-ray machine."

BL/iCKCLOTH

?

-OPENING FOR
LEG OR ARM
WITHDRAW
STRING
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The front cover picture, showing the

bone structure of a woman, gives us a

clear idea of how the full figure would ap-

pear, using, of course, a sufficiently

strong light :;ource, such as an arc-

lamp. A frisket or template would
be cut out to just fit the outer contour
of the body, thus giving the maximum
X-raying power available in any case.

The fleshy portions of the body would
appear red just as our artist has shown
them, in contradistinction to the usual

X-ray image observed in a fluoroscope,

where the outline of the flesh is just

discernible. It would seem that this

new direct light system of bone pho-
tography would be much less harmful
to the patient, as the X-rays exert a

detrimental effect when applied in, rea-

sonably large dosages, and in some
cases cause growths and burns which
are incurable.

built, and to operate these lines it has 244
stations, and 102 telegraph offices.

The long-distance telegraph and tele-

and material from the United States, with
the single exception of poles, most of which
were obtained in France.

WAR ACHIEVEMENTS OF U. S.

SIGNAL CORPS.
When the American forces came to

France "communication" was one of

the first efforts to which American in-

genuity and invention was directed and
the Signal Corps, under which com-
munications fall, met it as have the

organizations of the American Expe-
ditionary Force. Existing French tele-

graph and telephone systems were
overburdened. There was little left

for Uncle Sam and Brig. Gen. E. Rus-
sell, chief signal officer, and his staff

of experts tackled the job.

What they have done in construction

is shown in the following statistics

:

The Signal Corps has built approxi-
mately 1,750 miles of poles on which
it has strung 4,175 miles of wire. In addi-

tion about 2,000 miles of American wire has
been strung on existing systems for our
use, and it has leased and operates more
than 3,000 miles of French wire. Exchange
lines to the extent of 12,750 miles have been

Actual Bone Picture of the Hand Taken by the In-
ventor of the New System of X-Ray-less Bone Pho-
tography— Dr. Paull S. Hunter, with a Strong Electric
Light, a Red Ray Filter and a Photographic Plate.

phone system constructed by the Signal
Corps is entirely maintained by its own
personnel, and in addition some 3,000 miles
of leased wires are maintained by it.

All this construction has been made by
Signal Corps battalions with implements

THE JOHN FRITZ MEDAL FOR
GENERAL GOETHALS.

The John Fritz Medal Board of
Award, composed of representatives of
the National Societies of Civil, Mining,
Mechanical and Electrical Engineers,
held their annual meeting for 1919 at

the Engineers' Club, January 17, and
awarded their gold medal to George W.
Goethals, the builder of the Panama
Canal.
The medal has previously been

awarded to Lord Kelvin, George West-
inghouse, Alexander Graham Bell,

Thomas A. Edison, Charles T. Porter,
Alfred Noble, Sir William Henry
White, Robert W. Hunt, John Edson
Sweet, James Douglas, Elihu Thom-
son, Henry M. Howe and J. Waldo
Smith.

Col. John J. Carty, now in France,
has been Chairman of the Board, but
in his absence Ambrose Swasey, of

Cleveland, presided.

George H. Pegram has been elected

Chairman for 1919 and W. F. M. Goss,
Treasurer, in place of Prof. F. R. Hut-
ton, who died during the year.

NEW MARCONI INVENTION
EXPLAINED.

A joint meeting of the Institute of

Radio Engineers and the New York
Electrical Society was held on Wednes-
day evening, March 5, at the Engineer-
ing Societies Building, at which Roy
A. Weagant, chief engineer of the Alar-

coni Wireless Telegraph Company of

America, read a paper on "Reception thru
Strays and Interference."

The recent announcement of Mr. Wea-
gant's discoveries and inventions in connec-
tion with wireless telegraphy created wide
sensation.

THE AERIAL PASSENGER LEFT
BEHIND.

WE all know of the taxicab clattering

down the street at breakneck speed
with the belated passenger making a

bee-line for the dock and just arriving in

time to see the gang plank pulled in and
missing the Liverpool steamer. But the

American business man, nothing daunted,
by such a trivial occurrence promptly char-
ters a fast harbor boat and races the
steamer down the bay, overtakes it and is

hoisted up to the

deck in time for

lunch.

A few years from
now humanity prob-
ably will not have
changed much, and
we will still have
with us the late pas-
senger, only this

time he will not race
down to the dock
but up a 30-or 40-

story elevator trying

to catch the Trans-
Atlantic Flier, but
just in time to see

the big bird "take
the air."

Will the American
business man of 1925
bewail his lot and
return dejectedly to

his home? Not if he
can help it ! He will

signal a passing
taxiplane which will

come down on the
huge platform which
a few minutes ago
harbored the great
Trans-Atlantic flier.

Twenty minutes later, the fast little air-

flivver will have overtaken the big air

monster and after depositing the be-
lated passenger on the upper deck of the

European bound flier,—not to forget the
violent language of our businessman who
thinks he has been overcharged by the mod-
ern bandit of the air,—he will go to his

deck chair and begin perusing the latest

edition of the Electrical Experimenter.
While the taxiplane might land directly

on the big European-bound flyer, such a

method might be more or less fraught with
danger. Mr. H. Gernsback suggests that the

transfer of the passenger might be accom-
plished much easier, as shown in our illus-

tration. The taxiplane would fly about
twenty feet above the deck of the big flyer,

in the same direction of course, and also at

the same speed as that of the large machine.
The passenger could then descend from a

rope ladder and drop to the deck with ease,

as well as without danger.

YOU CAN WHIT-
TLE THIS IRON.

It is well known
that rapid cooling of
hot metals hardens
them. That the op-
posite is true has re-

cently been demon-
strated in striking

fashion by the Gen-
eral Electric Co.
One of their scien-

tists annealed Amer-
ican ingot iron sur-

rounded by hydro-
gen gas for three
hours at a tempera-
ture above 1,600° F.

The product was
very little harder
than the softest cop-
per, and could be
whittled with a jack
knife.

The Gi
You Be

iant Airplanes of To-morrow May Slip Away from London or
:hind. Then What Would You do? Easy—Board a "Taxiplane'

hound" Down the Bay.

New York and Leave
and Chase the "Sky-

One of the largest
electric plants in the
world is being plan-
ned to supply power
for nearly all the
mines at Johannes-
burg, South Africa.
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Locating Stolen Diamonds by X-Rays
Possibly you will remember having read

from time to time of the remarkable tricks

resorted to by the native diamond miners
in the great Kimberly diamond region in

South Africa and other parts of the world.

So great has the temptation often become

body in a few seconds. This system of de-
tecting the presence of a diamond, no mat-
ter whether it is buried in the flesh, resting

in a throat cavity, or even in the stomach

—

an almost unbelievable practise resorted to

in several instances on record—the X-ray

stance, and it has certain fluorescent prop-
erties which render the facility of its de-
tection all the more possible under an ex-
amination by X-ray, as it has a tendency to
fluoresce or glow slightly when under the
influence of X-rays, which phenomenon is

readily detected on a sensitive fluorscope or
X-ray screen.

The X-ray machine here shown is con-
nected to a battery of four
powerful X-ray tubes of the
latest Coolidge type, as other-
wise if the tube had to be
moved up and down behind
the subject, considerable time
would be lost in performing
this operation, and where sev-
eral hundred subjects have to
be examined in a very short
space of time, it can readily be
imagined that such a device as
here shown is imperative.

The Tricks Resorted to by the Native Diamond Miners in Kimberly, South Africa, and Other Mines,
Pass All Human Belief and Imagination at Times. Cases Have Been Known Where the Lucky Finder
of a Particularly Fine Specimen Even Swallowed the Stone, Intending Presumably to Regain the Dia-
mond Later. In Some Instances Diamonds Have Been Secreted in Self-inflicted Wounds or Incisions
in the Leg. But the X-Ray Spoiled All These Clever Ruses as Soon as It Was Adopted for Examining

the Miners Every Day, Before They left the Mines. The Eye of the X-Ray Sees All.

to steal diamonds, especially when an ex-
tra large one may have been suddenly un-
earthed, that these natives have been known
to resort to the most unbelievable tactics

in order to carry the diamonds out of the
mine and to withstand inspection even when
stript, as practically all of them are, before
they ieave the mine at the end of the day's
labor.

One of the successful schemes which has
been worked out by the superintendent of
a large South African diamond mine is

shown in the accompanying illustration, and
it involves the use of a powerful X-ray
machine having several X-ray bulbs ex-
cited simultaneously. As each miner passes
before the X-ray bulbs, the examiner looks
thru his fluoroscope and rapidly swings it

up and down, so as to take in the entire

examination quickly indicates the presence
of the diamond.
Of course, the logical question that arises

is—How can the X-ray detect the presence
of a diamond inside of the body; especially

when it may be temporarily lodged by the
clever thief in proximity to large or fairly

large bone structures, which would seem to

preclude any possibility of detecting the
precious stone? However, a perusal of a
table showing the various transparencies of
different materials under the X-ray will

give the solution to the problem. It has
been found that the diamond has a different

transparency than any ordinary materials,

including the bone and flesh of the body,
which might happen to be in proximity to

it at the time of such an X-ray examination.
Also the diamond .is a most peculiar sub-

GIANT SUBMARINES
HAVE 12-INCH GUNS
AND STEAM PRO-

PULSION.
We are now able to publish a

photograph of one of the most
jealously guarded secrets of
the British Navy. While the
Germans were boasting of the
huge under-sea cruisers with
which they proposed to gain
the control of the seas, the
British Admiralty were con-
structing submarines capable of
matching the largest destroy-
ers afloat and of fighting even
cruisers in a surface contest.

The secret of these boats was
their great size and speed and
the fact that while on the sur-
face they used steam as their
propelling power, carrying two
funnels like an ordinary sur-

face warship. One photo shows a British
"K" class, two funnel submarine "steam-
ing" on the surface at sea. This is the
largest class submarine produced by any
nation and is 340 feet in length. It out-
classes any U-boat built by Germany. Great
Britain has a whole fleet of these sea ter-

rors. Storage batteries and motors are used
while running submerged.
The other photo shows a new British

monitor submarine with a 12-inch gun, ca-
pable of giving battle to most any class of
armed ship under favorable conditions. So
far as known this is the first photograph to
be received in this country showing Great
Britain's combination of the U-boat and
coast defense vessel. The 12-inch gun is

the largest that was ever mounted on a sub-
marine.

The Latest British Style in Submarines. It Is Capable of a Speed of 24 Knots on the Surface, When Propelled by Its Steam Power Plant.
The Two Smoke Stacks Fold Down When the Submarine Submerges, and It Is Then Propelled by Storage Batteries Previously Charged
While Running Awash. This Giant Crnft Is 340 Feet in Length, and Is Armed with Three 4-Inch Guns, Two Forward and One Aft, as

the Photo Shows. The Displacement of This Boat When Submerged Is 2,700 Tons and the Speed 10 Knots.
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GERMAN

Details

RADIO FOR HOLLAND
STATION.

of the giant wireless telegraph

station to be erected in Holland by Ger-
man interests for the purpose of facili-

tating communication between Holland and
her East Indian possessions, according to

a contract recently concluded between the

Dutch Government and the Telefunken
Company of Berlin, are found in a recent

issue of Commerce Reports.

Paul L. Edwards, Commer-
cial Attache at The Hague, re-

ports that the receiving station

of the new plant, which is ex-
pected to cost about $2,000,000,

will be at Boxmeer, in the

Province of North Brabant,
and the sending station will be

located on a hill at Kootwijk,
Province of Gelderland, near
Apeldoorn, some thirty-five

miles from the receiving sta-

tion. The sending station will

consist of six steel towers, each
200 meters (about 688 feet) in

height. The Radio-Nieuws
says that the Kootwijk send-
ing station will have the same
range as the German station at

Nauen. The installation will

be able easily to transmit to and
receive from a station of like

dimensions and capacity which
is shortly to be built at Ban-
doeng, Java. The distance be-
tween the Kootwijk and the
Bandoeng station is about 6,830
miles.

It is understood that an en-
gineer representing the Tele-
funken Company is in Java
with a view of supervising the
construction of the station at

Bandoeng. De Nieuwe Cow-
ant stated some time ago that

all of the apparatus and raw
material for the construction
of the Bandoeng station were
in Berlin ready for shipment at the first op
portunity.

Stereoscopic Movies
The accompanying illustration shows a

possible later-day development of the pres-

ent moving picture, which, altho it has been
greatly perfected in the past few years,

leaves considerable detail yet to be worked
out. No matter how clear or flickerless a
motion picture may be when viewed on the

then undoubtedly it will be necessary for the
theater proprietor to provide or make read-
ily accessible, by means of slot machines
arranged on the back of the theater chairs,

etc., a special small size stereoscope similar

in appearance to a pair of opera glasses,

thru which the duplicate moving images on

Of All the "Movie" Inventions That Have Past OurWay, We Have Yet to See Exploited, at Least Com-
mercially, the "Stereoscopic Movie." If You Have Ever Used a Parlor Stereoscope Then You Will Ap-
preciate What a Wonderful Improvement This Idea Would Make in the "Movie" Show, for Then the
Figures Would Actually Stand Out in Relief. A Special "Stereoscope" Would Be Placed on Every Seat.
Try This Experiment—Hold a Small White Card Vertically Between the Two Similar Views Here Shown,

Move the Page Up and Down Until the Images Appear in Relief.

INSTRUMENT DISCOVERS COM-
ING STORMS AT SEA.

A barocyclonometer, which locates the
center of typhoons and other storms, and
also indicates when they are due, and from
what direction, has been invented by Father
Jose Algue, director of the Manila Weather
Bureau, and, according to Capt. A. W. Nel-
son, of the Pacific mail steamship Ecuador,
is being used in safeguarding from storms
numerous vessels plying in Chinese and
Japanese waters.

screen as projected by modern moving pic-

ture machines, it would still be one hundred
per cent more perfect to our vision, if it

could be thrown on the screen in duplicate

The names of the manufacturers of new
devices and appliances in which readers
are interested will be furnished free of
charge by addressing our TECHNICAL
INFORMATION BUREAU.

or stereoscopic fashion in a similar manner
to the parlor stereoscopes which we have
all seen and used. Of course, if we ever
do get to the stage of stereoscopic movies,

the screen could be properly viewed and
focust. These would of course be fitted

with proper lenses for the purpose.
It might seem off-hand that this latter

refinement would be unnecessary, but it is

really one of the great marvels of science

that causes us to see the images stand out,

as it were, from the picture, when we look
thru a stereoscope at the photographs or
other views mounted in duplicate. The ste-

reoscope operates on a very simple and yet
peculiar physiological arrangement, based
on the inter-action of the optical powers of
the two eyes when they are focust on two
properly made and similar images.

Here's the New British "Monitor-Submarine." It Sports a Dangerous Looking 12-Inch, 50-Ton Gun, Which Can be Traversed 6 Degrees.
It Was Built for Bombarding the Forts at the Dardanelles Straits. This is the Famous "M-1," a 1,700-Ton Subsea Craft That Would
Make Any Light Cruiser or Similar Warship, Not to Mention a Dozen or So Armed Merchantmen, Scratch as They Never Scratched
Before. She Carries, Besides the 12-Inch Gun, Two Torpedo Tubes and an Anti-aircraft Gun, and Several Other Surprises Which Heinie

Never Ever? Dreamed About.
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By Nikola Tesla

III
' MY LATJ

Discovery ©£ the loitatiirai rcaetlc Fie.

A
T the age of ten I entered the Real Gymnasium which was

a new and fairly well equipt institution. In the depart-

ment of physics were various models of classical scien-

tific apparatus, electrical and mechanical. The demon-

strations and experiments performed from time to time

by the instructors fasci-

nated me and were un-

doubtedly a powerful in-

centive to invention. I

was also passionately fond

of mathematical studies

and often won the profess-

or's praise for rapid cal-

culation. This was due to

my acquired facility of

visualizing the figures and

performing the operations,

not in the usual intuitive

manner, but as in actual

life. Up to a certain de-

gree of complexity it was

absolutely the same to me
whether I wrote the sym-

bols on the board or con-

jured them before my
mental vision. But free-

hand drawing, to which

many hours of the course

were devoted, was an

annoyance I could not en-

dure. This was rather re-

markable as most of the

members of the family ex-

celled in it. Perhaps my
aversion was simply due

to the predilection I found

in undisturbed thought.

Had it not been for a few

exceptionally stupid boys,

who couhd not do anything

at all, my record would

have been the worst. It

was a serious handicap as

under the then existing

educational regime, draw-

ing being obligatory, this

deficiency threatened to

spoil my whole career and

my father had considerable trouble in railroading me from one

class to another.

In the second year at that institution I became obsest with the

idea of producing continuous motion thru steady air pressure. The

pump incident, of which I have told, had set afire my youthful

imagination and imprest me with the boundless possibilities of

a vacuum. I grew frantic in my desire to harness this inexhaust-

ible energy but for a long time I was groping in the dark. Finally,

however, my endeavors crystallized in an invention which was to

enable me to achieve what no other mortal ever attempted. Imagine

a cylinder freely rotatable on two bearings and partly surrounded

by a rectangular trough which fits it perfectly. The open side of

Nikola Tesla at 60. A Very Recen
An Excellent

the trough is closed by a partition so that the cylindrical segment

within the enclosure divides the latter into two compartments en-

tirely separated from each other by air-tight sliding joints. One
of these compartments being sealed and once for all exhausted,

the other remaining open, a perpetual rotation of the cylinder

would result," at least, I

thought so. A wooden
model was constructed and

fitted with infinite care and

when I applied the pump
on one side and actually

observed that there was a

tendency to turning, I was
delirious with joy. Me-
chanical flight was the one

thing I wanted to accom-

plish altho still under

the discouraging recollec-

tion of a bad fall I sus-

tained by jumping with an

umbrella from the top of

a building. Every day I

used to transport myself

thru the air to distant

regions but could not un-

derstand just how I man-
aged to do it. Now I had

something concrete—a fly-

ing machine with nothing

more than'a rotating shaft,

flapping wings, and— a

vacuum of, unlimited
power ! From that time on

I made my daily aerial ex-

cursions in a vehicle of

comfort and luxury as

might have befitted King

Solomon. It took years

before I understood that

the atmospheric pressure

acted at right angles to

the surface of the cylinder

and that the slight rotary

effort I observed was due

to a leak. Tho this knowl-

edge came gradually it

gave me a painful shock.

I had hardly completed

my course at the Real Gymnasium when I was prostrated with a

dangerous illness or rather, a score of them, and my condition be-

came so desperate that I was given up by physicians. During this

period I was permitted to read constantly, obtaining books from
the Public Library which had been neglected and entrusted to me
for classification of the works and preparation of the catalogues.

One day I was handed a few volumes of new literature unlike

anything I had ever- read before and so captivating r.s to make
me utterly forget my hopeless state. They were the earlier works

of Mark Twain and to them might have been due the miraculous

recovery which followed. Twenty-five years later, when I met

Mr. Clements and we formed a friendship between us, I told

t Portrait of the Great Inventor.
Likeness.

Copyright, 1919, 631 E. P. Co. All rights reserved

Mr. Tesla's articles started in our February issue
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him of the experience and was amazed to see that great man of

laughter burst into tears.

My studies were continued at the higher Real Gymnasium in

Carlstadt, Croatia, where one of my aunts resided. She was a dis-

tinguished lady, the wife of a Colonel who was an old war-horse

having participated in many battles. I never can forget the three

years I past at their home. No fortress in time of war was under

a more rigid discipline. I was fed like a canary bird. All the

meals were of the highest quality and deliciously prepared but

short in quantity by a thousand percent. The slices of ham cut

by my aunt were like tissue paper. When the Colonel would put

something substantial

on my plate she would

snatch it away and say

excitedly to him : "Be

careful, Niko is very

delicate." I had a vo-

racious appetite and

suffered like Tantalus.

But I lived in an at-

mosphere of refine-

ment and artistic taste

quite unusual for those

times and conditions.

The land was low and -

marshy and malaria

fever never left me while there despite of the enormous amounts

of quinin I consumed. Occasionally the river would rise and

drive an army of rats into the buildings, devouring everything

even to the bundles of the fierce paprika. These pests were to me
a welcome diversion. I thinned their ranks by all sorts of means,

which won me the unenviable distinction of rat-catcher in the

community. At last, however, my course was completed, the misery

ended, and I obtained the certificate of maturity which brought

me to the cross-roads.

During all those years my parents never wavered in their re-

solve to make me embrace the clergy, the mere thought of which

filled me with dread. I had become intensely interested in elec-

tricity under the stimu-

THIS installment, no doubt the most interesting of the three published

so far, reveals many extraordinary occurrences and experiences in the

world's greatest inventor's life—experiences such as do not fall to the

lot of ordinary mortals. And Tesla, the many sided, aside of inventing,

knows the rare art of painting word-pictures. He does so here in a masterly

fashion. He tells us how he finally conceived the induction motor—perhaps

his greatest discovery—the invention which changed the face of the globe,

the invention which made possible the street car, the subway, the electric

train, power transmission, the harnessing of water falls and countless others.

But let Tesla tell you himself how it all came about. It is a classic worth

reading. EDITOR.

a few days later I learned that the cholera was raging in that dis-

trict and, taking advantage of an opportunity, I returned to Gospic

in disregard of my parents' wishes. It is incredible how abso-

lutely ignorant people were as to the causes of this scourge which

visited the country in intervals of from fifteen to twenty years.

They thought that the deadly agents were transmitted thru the

air and filled it with pungent odors and smoke. In the meantime

they drank the infected water and died in heaps. I contracted the

awful disease on the very day of my arrival and altho surviving

the crisis, I was confined to bed for nine months with scarcely any

ability to move. My energy was completely exhausted and for

the second time I found

myself at death's door.

In one of the sinking

spells which was
thought to be the last,

my father rushed into

the room. I still see his

pallid face as he tried

to cheer me in tones

belying his assurance.

"Perhaps," I said, "I

may get well if you will

let me study engineer-

- ing." "You will go to

the best technical in-

stitution in the world." he solemnly replied, and I knew that he
meant it. A heavy weight was lifted from my mind but the relief

would have come too late had it not been for a marvelous cure
brought about thru a bitter decoction of a peculiar bean. I came
to life like another Lazarus to the utter amazement of everybody.

My father insisted that I spend a year in healthful physical out-

door exercises to which I reluctantly consented. For most of this

term I roamed in the mountains, loaded with a hunter's outfit and
a bundle of books, and this contact with nature made me stronger

in body as well as in mind. I thought and planned, and conceived

many ideas almost as a rule delusive. The vision was clear enough
but the knowledge of principles was very limited. In one of my

inventions I proposed to

lating influence of my
Professor of Physics, who
was an ingenious man and

often demonstrated the

principles by apparatus of

his own invention. • A.mong

these I recall a device in

the shape of a freely ro-

tatable bulb, with tinfoil

coatings, which was made
to spin rapidly when con-

nected to a static-machine.

It is impossible for me to

convey an adequate idea of

the intensity of feeling I

experienced in witnessing

his exhibitions of these

mysterious phenomena.

Every impression produced

a thousand echoes in my
mind. I wanted to know
more of this wonderful

force ; I longed for ex-

periment and investigation

and resigned myself to the

inevitable with aching
heart.

Just as I was making

ready for the long journey

home I received word that

my father wished me to

go on a shooting expedi-

tion. It was a strange re-

quest as he had been al-

ways strenuously opposed

to this kind of sport. But

Tesla's First Induction Motor. This Historic Model is One of the Two First
Presented Before the American Institute of Electrical Engineers.

WHAT IS THE INDUCTION MOTOR?
The induction motor operates on alternating current. It has no commutator
like a direct current motor, nor slip rings like an alternating current motor.
Contrary to the two types just cited the "field" current is not steady, but the

current itself rotates constantly pulling around with it—by induction—the

only moving part of the motor—the rotor—or armature. Having no anna-
turt nor slip rings, the induction motor never sparks. It consequently knows
no "brush" trouble. It needs no attention bee -use of its ruggedness. Only
the bearings wear out. Its efficiency too is higher. On account of all this

the induction motor is used in a prepondering proportion in street cars,

electric trains, factories, etc.

convey letters and pack-

ages across the seas, thru

a submarine tube, in sphe-

rical containers of suffi-

cient strength to resist the

hydraulic pressure. The
pumping plant, intended to

force the water thru the

tube, was accurately fig-

ured and designed and all

other particulars carefully

worked out. Only one
trifling detail, of no con-

sequence, was lightly dis-

mist. I assumed an arbi-

trary velocity of the water
and, what is more, took

pleasure in making it high,

thus arriving at a stupen-

dous performance sup-

ported by faultless calcu-

lations. Subsequent reflec-

tions, however, on the re-

sistance of pipes to fluid

flow determined me to

make this invention public

property.

Another one of my pro-

jects was to construct a

ring around the equator

which would, of course,

float freely and could be

arrested in its spinning

motion by reactionary

forces, thus e n a b 1 i n g

(Continued on page 905)
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The Moon's Rotation

SINCE the appearance of my article

entitled the "Famous Scientific Illu-

sions" in your February issue, I have
received a number of letters criticiz-

ing the views I exprest regarding
the moon's "axial rotation." These have
been partly answered by my state-

ment to the New York Tribune of Feb-
ruary 23, which allow me to quote

:

In your issue of February 2, Mr.
Charles E. Manierre, commenting
upon my article in the Electrical
Experimenter for February which
appeared in the Tribune of Janu-
ary 26, suggests that I give a defi-

nition of axial rotation.

I intended to be explicit on this

point as may be judged from the
following quotation : "The unfail-
ing test of the spinning of a mass
is, however, the existence of energy
of motion. The moon is not posest
of such vis viva." By this I meant
that "axial rotation" is not simply
"rotation upon an axis nonchalantly
defined in dictionaries, but is a cir-

cular motion in the true physical
sense—that is, one in which half
the product of the mass with the
square of velocity is a definite and
positive quantity. The moon is a
nearly spherical body, of a radius
of about 1,087.5 miles, from which
I calculate its volume to be approx-
imately 5,300,216,300 cubic miles.
Since its mean density is 3.27, one
cubic foot of material composing
it weighs close on 205 lbs. Accord-
ingly, the total weight of the satel-
lite is about 79,969,000,000,000,000,000,
and its mass 2,433,500,000,000,000,000
terrestrial short tons. Assuming that
the moon does physically rotate upon
its axis, it performs one revolution in

27 days, 7 hours, 43 minutes and 11 sec-
onds, or 2,360,591 seconds. If, in con-
formity 'with mathematical principles,
we imagine the entire mass concen-
trated at a distance from the center
equal to two-fifths of the radius, then
the calculated rota-

tional velocity is 3.04 „„,„, mmm ,

feet per second, at

which the globe
would contain 11,-

474,000,000,000,000,OOC
short foot tons of
energy sufficient
to run 1,000,000,000

horsepower for a
period of 1,323 years.

Now, I say, that there
is not enough of that

energy in the moon
to run a delicate
watch.

In astronomical
treatisies usually the
argument is advanced
that "if the lunar
globe did not turn
upon its axis it would
expose all parts to
terrestrial view. As
only a little over one-
half is visible it must
rotate." But this in- .

ference is erroneous,
for it only admits of
one alternative. There are an infinite

number of axis besides its own in each
of which the moon might turn and still

exhibit the same peculiarity.

I have stated in my article that the

moon rotates about an axis passing thru
the center of the earth, which is not
strictly true, but it does not vitiate the

By NIKOLA TESLA
conclusions I have drawn. It is well
known, of course, that the two bodies
revolve around a common center of
gravity, which is at a distance of a
little over 2,899 miles from the earth's

center.

If You Still Think That the Moon Rotates on Its Axis,
Look at This Diagram and Follow Closely the Successive
Positions Taken by One of the Balls M While It Is Ro-
tated by a Spoke of the Wheel. Substitute Gravity for
the Spoke and the Analogy Solves the Moon Rotation

Riddle.

Another mistake in books on astron-

omy is made in considering this motion
equivalent to that of a weight whirled
on a string or in a sling. In the first

place there is an essential difference be-

tween these two devices tho involving

the same mechanical principle. If a
metal ball, attached to a string, is

whirled around and the latter breaks,

an axial rotation of the missile results

which is definitely related in magnitude

rE believe the accompanying illustration and its explanation

will dispel all doubts as to whether the moon rotates on its

axis or not. Each of the balls, as M, depicts a different position

of, and rotates exactly like, the moon keeping always the same
face turned towards the center O, representing the earth.

But as you study this diagram, can you conceive that any of

the balls turn on their axis? Plainly this is rendered physically

impossible by the spokes. But if you are still unconvinced,

Mr. Tesla's experimental proof will surely satisfy you. A body
rotating on its axis must contain rotational energy. Now it is a

fact, as Mr. Tesla shows, that no such energy is imparted to the

ball as, for instance, to a projectile discharged from a gun. It is

therefore evident that the moon, in which the gravitational at-

traction is substituted for a spoke, cannot rotate on its axis or, in

other words, contain rotational energy. If the earth's attraction

would suddenly cease and cause it to fly off in a tangent, the

moon would have no other energy except that of translatory

movement, and it would not spin like the ball.—Editor.

and direction to the motion preceding.

By way of illustration—if the ball is

whirled on the string clockwise ten

times per second, then when it flies off,

it will rotate on its axis ten times per

second, likewise in the direction of a
clock. Quite different are the condi-

tions when the ball is thrown from a

sling. In this case a much more rapid
rotation is imparted to it in the oppo-
site sense. There is no true analogy to

these in the motion of the moon. //
the gravitational string, as it were,
zvould snap, the satellite would go off

in a tangent without the slightest

swerving or rotation, for there is

no moment about the axis and,
consequently, no tendency whatever
to spinning motion.

Mr. Manierre is mistaken in his

surmise as to what would happen if

the earth were suddenly eliminated.

Let us suppose that this would oc-

cur at the instant when the moon
is in opposition. Then it would
continue on its eliptical path around
the sun, presenting to it steadily

the face which was always exposed
to the earth. If, on the other hand,
the latter would disappear at the
moment of conjunction, the moon
would gradually swing around thru
180° and, after a number of oscilla-

tions, revolve, again with the same
face to the sun. In either case
there would be no periodic changes
but eternal day and night, respec-
tively, on the sides turned towards,
and away from, the luminary.
Some of the arguments advanced

by the correspondents are ingenious
and not a few comical. None, how-
ever, are valid.

One of the writers imagines the
earth in the center of a circular or-
bital plate, having fixedly attached
to its periperal portion a disk-shaped

.

moon, in frictional or geared engagement
with another disk of the same diameter and
freely rotatable on a pivot projecting from
an arm entirely independent of the plane-
tary system. The arm being held continu-
ously parallel to itself, the pivoted disk, of
course, is made to turn on its axis as the
orbital plate is rotated. This is a well-
known drive, and the rotation ' of the
pivoted disk is as palpable a fact as that
of the orbital plate. But, the moon in this

model only revolves
about the center of the
system without the
slightest angular dis-

placement on its own
axis. The same is true
of a cart-wheel to

which this writer re-

fers. So long as it ad-
vances on the earth's

surface it turns on the
axle in the true physi-
cal sense ; when one of
its spokes is always
kept in a perpendicular
position the wheel still

revolves about the
earth's center, but
axial rotation has
ceased. Those who
think that it then still

exists are laboring un-
der an illusion.

An obvious fallacy

is involved in the fol-

lowing abstract reason-
ing. The orbital plate

is assumed to gradually
shrink, so that finally the

centers of the earth and the satellite coin-

cide when the latter revolves simultaneously
about its own and the earth's axis. We may
reduce the earth to a mathematical point

and the distance between the two planets to

the radius of the moon without affecting the

system in principle, but a further diminution
of the distance is mani- (Cont. on p. 892)
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Experimental Physics
By JOHN J. FURIA, A. B., M. A., (Columbia University)

Wireless Telegraphy — It
Often Proved the Only
Reliable Communication

in Battle.

PHYSICS AND THE WORLD WAR.
AS a fitting conclusion to this series of

/\ articles, let us consider to what ex-
/ % tent Physics helped to beat the

Huns. The bulk of the wonder-
ful work done by all branches of

science has as yet not been disclosed to the

general public
;

Ojif ^ but the follow-
ing material
disclosed by
Professor
Ames, of Johns
Hopkins Uni-
versity, in his

address at the
University o f

Virginia, by Dr.
Hale in his ad-
dress before
the New York
Engi neering
Societies, by
Professor
Millikan, of the

University of Chicago, in his address at
the Philadelphia meeting of the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers, and by
Major-General Squicr in his address at the
New York meeting of the A. I. E. E., is

more than sufficient to make it evident to
us that Science in general and Physics in
particular, deserves a lion's share of the
glory accruing from the victory of the
Allies.

The American public at the beginning of
the war held its scientific men in insig-
nificant regard, and was very much sur-
prised to learn
of the high de-
gree of mobili-
zation of Ger-
many's scien-
tific men for war
work. The "fool
professor" was
destined to
come before the
public eye. On
our entering the
war our wizard
inventors with
their efficient

press agents
won the war
for us over
night by their

Machine Guns — Another
Weapon of Science,
Worked Havoc to Both
Sides Night and Day.

epoch-making inventions.
Days went by, but our epoch-making in-

ventions did not appear, and gradually
the usual murder and divorce cases ap-
peared in the papers again, displacing the
names and ideas of our wondrous news-
paper wizards. An Inventions Board re-

ceived some 1,600 inventions from our in-

ventors and found about half a dozen of
them were worth considering. Magnets of
tremendous size were proposed, which when
placed in the bottom of the sea would at-

tract all shells, etc., and thus stop the war.
Others pro-
posed magnets
of various
forms, which
on trailing
along beneath
an airplane
would drag up
any submerged
invisible sub-
narine. An-
other proposed
generating a

wind so strong
that it would
push away any
a p p r o a c h i n g

LESSON TWENTY (Conclusion)

airplane, balloon, etc. Thus airplaine raids

were eliminated, submarine attacks were
ended, and the war was over. These fool
inventions were coming in so fast that the

Board in self-defence determined not to

consider any inventions sent in by these
wonder-workers unless a "working model"
accompanied the papers. It was evident
that the road to a successful termination of
the war lay in bringing together men pos-
sessing scientific knowledge, and equipt with
scientific methods. In ordinary peace times
the college professor is at a disadvantage
—he is usually ignorant of, or not inter-

ested in commercial development, and does
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Giant Bombing Planes
Were Threatening to
Wipe Out Berlin When
the Armistice Was Signed.

not come in contact with the technical

trades. However, his researches in pure sci-

ence are eventually commercialized and be-
come of vast technical importance. In bring-
ing together eminent scientists, presenting
them with problems, showing them the con-
ditions, having them perform their researches
under the best of conditions and immedi-
ately making use of the fruit of their toil

—

this proved the way to victory. In Wash-
ington, London, Paris and Rome, some of

the foremost of the Allied scientists were
gathered. Among the Physicists we have
Millikan, Ames, Mendenhall, Gale, Wood,
Duff, Hubbard and others, all in uniform
and commissioned as officers in the U. S.

Army or Navy. Major-General G. O.
Squier, the Chief Signal Officer of our
army, is a Physicist o*f considerable repu-

The Submarine—A Terror
of the Seas, with a Range

of 4,000 Miles.

tation, having received his degree of Ph.D.
in Physics at Johns Hopkins University.
The rest of our Physicists served in civilian

capacities.

Let us now see how our war needs af-

fected scientific research. It is a well-

known property of charcoal that it has a
high absorbing
power for
many gases.
When the Huns
brought forth

their little sur-

prise of "poi-

sonous gas," the.

gas mask was
i m m e diately
evolved. Re-
search devel-
oped that a spe-
c i a 1 treatment
of charcoal,
made in certain

sizes from spe-
cial kinds of
wood had an increased absorbing power.
The Physicist knew that charcoal had this

absorbing power, and when the problem
of increasing this power to make the com-
bating of gas warfare more efficient was
proposed, the problem was solved. Air-
plane engines have been manufactured for
many years, but never before has the ne-
cessity arisen for high speed quantity pro-
duction. The problem arose and was solved,

the Liberty engine was designed, develop-
ing 400 horse-power and weighing only 800
pounds ; about 2,000 per month were manu-

factured. The
resistance offer-

ed by the wings
of different sec-

tions, the sta-

bility of the air-

plane, the char-
a c t e r of the
covering sur-
faces, etc., have
all been inves-

tigated in de-
tail. The in-

struments of
navigation and
of signaling are
perhaps every
bit as important
Instruments for

height, dis-

Tanks by the Thousand
Frequently Turned the
Tide of Battle for the

Allies.

as the airplane itself

indicating speed, direction
tance travelled, etc., have all required ex-
tended and careful research by the Phys-
icist. In all airplane work, whether in ob-
servations or in making attacks, it is neces-
sary for the men in the machines and the
men on the ground to be in constant com-
munication. The wireless telephone is the
obvious solution. Wireless telephony has
no doubt made more progress in one month
of war than in one year of peace. The
modifications and improvements made in
wireless t e 1 e-

phony appara-
tus in Amer-
ica '

s physical

laboratories by
her scientists
(most of which
have as yet not
been disclosed
to the public)

are positively

epoch - making.
Our improve-
in ents have
made it possible

{Con. on page
926)
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Portable Long Range
Guns Routed the Enemy
and Leveled His Cities as
Well as Fortifications.
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Popular Astronomy
The Planet Earth

as Others See Us
By ISABEL M. LEWIS

OF THE U. S. NAVAL OBSERVATOR\

Copyright, 1919, by E. P. Co.

The Earth As It Appears to an Observer Stationed At the Moon, One of the Most Wonderful and Awe- Inspiring Objects of the Heavens. On
the Moon, the Earth Appears Sixteen Times Larger Than the Moon Appears to Us On the Earth. The Sun Shown At the Right Illumi-
nates Only Part of the Earth, Which Therefore Appears In Crescent Form. It Is, However, Not In Total Darkness for Some of the Light
Is Reflected By the Moon Onto the Earth and Back to the Moon, Hence the Darkened Portion Is Not Entirely Dark, But the Continents Can
Be Faintly Seen. There Being No Atmosphere On the Moon, the Sky Appears Dead Black In Day Time. The Sun Will Be Seen With Its

Corona and Streamers Somewhat as Shown in This Illustration.

WERE it possible for us to view the

heavens from the planet Mars we
might see in the hours just follow-
ing sunset or preceding dawn a

most beautiful star of first magni-
tude rivaling and at times surpassing the

great star Sirius in brilliancy, closely at-

tended by a small companion star consider-

ably less brilliant. The smaller body is evi-

dently a satellite of the brighter one, as its

position relative to the larger body changes
in such a way as to show it is revolving
around it. It appears now to the east, now
to the west of the chief star. At their

widest separations the two form a very
distinct double star, unique in the heavens
of the Martians. As the little star travels

from one side to the other of the bright star

it usually goes above or below it tho occa-
sionally it passes directly in front of or
behind the brighter body and at such times
only one star is then visible to our Martian
observers.

This lustrous double star, the morning
or evening star of the Martians, is our
planet Earth and its satellite the moon.
Were we observing our planet from Mars

it would be quite beyond our powers of

imagination to conceive that this tiny point

of light, glowing by the reflected light of
the sun, has been for ages upon ages the
abode of species and forms of life of well
nigh infinite variety that have existed under
widely different conditions of temperature
and pressure not only on the surface of the

planet but in the depths of the seas that

cover three-fourths of its surface.

We can imagine Conservative scientists

of Mars frowning at the flights of fancy
of the Martians in regard to the nature of
the inhabitants of this other world in space.

Yet in their wildest speculations the Mar-
tians could hardly exaggerate the wonders
of our planet Earth or the strength of the

conflicting forces for good and evil to be
found upon it.

Let us consider for a moment how our
planet Earth and its satellite would appear
were we abie to examine it telescopically

from Mars. Most of the difficulties that

beset us here on earth in our attempts to

observe Venus telescopically would be ex-
perienced in attempting to view the planet

Earth from Mars. A reference to Fig. 1,

which shows the relative positions of the

three planets, will make this clear. The

earth's orbit lies between Mars' orbit and
the sun, just as the orbit of Venus lies be-
tween us and the sun. As we will see later,

Venus has a decided advantage over Mars
for observations of the planet Earth. On
Venus and on our own planet, Mars can be
seen in opposition to the sun that is on the
Meridian at midnight, with its disk fully

illuminated like the full moon. To Mars,
on the contrary, all the inner planets, Mer-
cury, Venus and Earth, appear as half or
crescent moons telescopically when they are
in the best position for observation and
they never appear with fully illuminated

disks.

When the earth is nearest to Mars, in posi-

tion Eo, see Fig. 1, it is invisible to the Mar-
tians, just as Venus is invisible to us in the
corresponding position, owing to the fact

that it is then in line with the sun and lost

in the glare of its light. This position is

known as the planet's inferior conjunction
with the sun. Just before and after the
earth is in this position it would show a
very thin crescent if viewed telescopically

from Mars.
In the position E2 the earth is once more

in line with the sun and Mars in what is
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known as superior conjunction, and is

again invisible. Just before and after it is

in this position its disk is like a gibbons
moon almost entirely illuminated, but it is

unfavorably situated for observations from
Mars because it is so near the sun and on
the far side of its orbit from Mars. In

position Ei and E3 the earth is at its great-

est distance from the sun, spoken of as its

greatest eastern and western elongations, as

seen from Mars. It is then a half-moon in

the telescope, is at its highest elevation

above the horizon and is evening or morn-
ing star to the Martians, according as it is

east or west of the sun. We might expect
that it would now be in its most favorable
position for observation, but this is not so.

Looking at Fig. 1 we see that as the earth
passes from the position E :J toward inferior

conjunction with the sun at E , its distance
from Mars decreases and therefore the ap-
parent size of its disk increases. The form
•of the illuminated portion now changes
from half moon to crescent but the total

area of the illuminated portion increases

up to a certain point. When the area of the

illuminated portion of the planet has its

greatest value the brightness of the planet

is at a maximum. The exact time when
this will occur can be worked out mathe-
matically. The best observations of the

earth seen from Mars would be obtained
when the planet is in this position and the

corresponding one lying between inferior

conjunction and western elongation. (See
positions E' and E" in Fig. 1.) We can
therefore imagine the Martians observing
our planet at its best in the morning or eve-

ning twilight. The brilliancy of the earth in

Martian skies at this time usually surpasses

that of all other planets. Mercury and Venus,
tho also evening and morning stars to the

Martians, appear considerably less brilliant

than they do to us. The earth appears to

the Martians much as Venus does to the

earth, tho less brilliant, owing to the fact

chat Venus comes nearer to the earth than
the earth does to Mars. The only planet

that may rival the earth at the time of its

maximum brightness is the giant planet Ju-
piter, which appears at times brighter to

the Martians than does our own planet.

In their telescopic observations of the
earth the Martians would experience the

same difficulty that we experience in our
observations of Venus. When the planet is

in its most favorable positions for obser-
vation the greater part of its disk is dark-
ened, owing to the fact that the phase is

the same as that of the crescent moon.
The Martians, however, would not be

handicapped by a dense cloud-ladened at-

mosphere such as surrounds Venus and
makes it so difficult for us to observe. As
the earth's diameter is twice that of Mars,
our surface markings would appear con-
siderably more extensive to the Martians
than the markings on Mars appear to us,

tho drifting clouds and snow storms on our

planet would fre-

quently hide tempor-
arily some of the

markings on our
planetary disk.

We can imagine the

Martians puzzling

over our seas and con-
tinents and largest
islands and lakes, our
polar snow caps and
t r o p i cal vegetation
showing in green and
grey-green splatches,

o u r reddish - tinted

deserts, our m o u n-

tains and our great

level plains just as we
puzzle over the canal-

system and the desert
and marshy tracts on
the planet Mars.
The fact that our

planet rotates on its

axis in twenty-four
hours and has marked
seasonable changes
could be as readily de-
termined from the distance of Mars as the
seasonal changes and rotation of Mars on
its axis have been determined by us. We
can imagine the interest that our large sat-

ellite would arouse and the speculations
that would be made concerning its in-

distinct surface markings. In one respect
the Martians would have an advantage over

The Planet Earth and Its Satellite the Moon
As It Appears Among the Stars When In
Opposition to the Sun, Viewed from the

Planet Venus

us in their observations of the moon. They
would be able to examine one side of the
moon that we have never seen. The side of
the moon that is never turned toward the
earth_ would be visible frequently to the
Martians.

MOON

EARTH

Fig. 6. The Earth and the Moon As Seen from Planet Venus Thru
the Telescope At the Time of Its Opposition to the Sun

Fig. 4. The Earth As Seen from Mars. At the Time of Its Greatest
Brilliancy the Earth Appears As a Crescent to the Martians. To
Better Understand This See Figs. 2 and 5. To the Martians the
Planet Earth Can Never Be Viewed As a Full Disc—Only In Cres-
cent Form. When Entirely Illuminated By the Sun, It Is Lost In

Its Rays and Is Therefore Invisible to the Martians

planet appears to any other planet as mag-
nificent as the Earth-Moon system does to

Venus at the time of nearest approach. The
brilliancy of the earth seen from Venus at

this time is twice that of Venus as it ap-
pears to us at its best. As the earth's

disk is then fully illuminated the inhabi-

tants of Venus would have a great ad-
vantage over the inhabitants of Mars in

their study of the surface markings of

our planet. Objects on the earth's sur-

face fifty miles in diameter could be made
out easily by the inhabitants of Venus with
the assistance of such telescopes as we em-
ploy for the observations of the planets.

When Mars is most favorably situated for

observation from the earth the diameter of
its disk is between fifteen and twenty-five
seconds of arc, according to its distance
from the earth at the time of opposition.

When the earth is most favorably situated

for observations from Venus the diameter
of its disk is sixty-three seconds of arc and
that of the moon is seventeen seconds of

arc. So even the disk of our moon ap-
pears at certain times as large seen from
Venus as the disk of Mars seen from the

earth. The markings on the earth itself

seen from Venus stand out more distinctly

at opposition than the markings on Mars
do to us at the most favorable opposition of
Mars as we are nearer to Venus than to

Mars.
It is when we take our station on our

own little satellite, however, that we behold
our planet earth as the ancients wished to

consider it—the most wonderful and awe-
inspiring object in the heavens. To the in-

habitants of the moon, were there such, the
earth's disk would appear four times
greater in diameter and sixteen times
greater in area than the moon's disk ap-
pears to us. Since the moon, in its revolu-
tions around the planet Earth, always keeps
the same face turned toward it, the position

of the earth, for any one point of observa-
tion on the moon, remains immovable in

the heavens, and it goes thru the various
phases of its illumination by the sun in the
reverse order to that followed by the moon.
When the moon appears to us to pass from
new to full the earth appears to the moon
to pass from full to new and vice versa.
The rotation of the earth on its axis is

plainly visible from the moon even to the
naked eye. A distinctive marking will an-

pear at the western edge of the earth's disk,

say the Black Sea or Central America. It

will be carried gradually eastward by the
rotation of the planet and will finally dis-

appear twelve hours later at the eastern
edge.
Oceans and continents and polar caps

appear in their general outlines and con-
trasting shades, visible easily to the naked

(Continued on page 911)

Let us now consider
how our planet would
appear if we were sta-

tioned on the planet

Venus, assuming that

it is possible at times

to see the beauties of
the starry heavens
thru occasional rifts

in dense clouds that

apparently shut the

surface of this inter-

esting planet almost
completely away from
the universe beyond.
Seen telescopically

at the time of its op-
position to the sun.

the planet Earth and
its satellite the moon
would be for the in-

habitants of Venus
the most beautiful and
interesting object in

the heavens. No
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Radiophony to Airplanes a Great Success
ACONSIDERABLE time before the

United States entered the world war
the Bell Telephone system supplied
the American Navy with a wireless
telephone outfit designed for com-

munication between an airplane and a sta-

"All this sounds very simple, but it would
take volumes to describe the innumerable
experiments and heart-breaking failures be-
fore the first real successes. So far as the
radio part of the equipment was concerned
we had an answer in a short time. We had

U. S. Army Airplane Pilot and Observer Equi
ting as well as Receiving Speech. These Sets
Permits the Instruments to Be Utilized as a

tion on land or on a ship. From that time
on until this country entered the world-
conflict, the Western Electric Company, as
a part of its general study, conducted the
work of perfecting light, compact w: ireless

telephone sets, which would be available on
small vessels and on airplanes. The first

successful wireless test between an airplane
and the ground after our entry into the
war was made with one of the sets designed
and completely built by this enterprising
engineering organization prior to our entry
into the war. The test was made on Lang-
ley Field.

On May 22, 1917, Gen. George O. Squier,
Chief Signal Officer of the United States
Army, sent for Dr. F. B. Jewett, chief engi-
neer of the Western Electric Company, to

confer with him with reference to the mat-
ter of equipping airplanes with wireless
telephone apparatus. At this conference,
which was held in Washington, besides Gen.
Squier and Dr. Jewett, there were present
E. D. Craft, one of Dr. Jewett's principal

assistants
; Capt., now Col. C. C. Culver, of

the Signal Corps, and Col. Rees, of the
British Army Air Service. The possibility

of providing airplanes with wireless tele-

phone service was discust, and the reports
of the development work being done by the

Western Electric Company made by Dr.
Jewett were so promising that he was or-

dered in writing by Gen. Squier to proceed
with the development of the system, and to

actually equip 'planes with it.

The Bell' system engineers had progrest
so far at that time that they were able on
July 1, 1917, five weeks after the first con-
ference, in a test at Langley Field, to actu-
ally demonstrate the working of the wire-
less telephone between an airplane and the
ground. This test also showed that it

was practical to operate the system be-
tween two or more airplanes in the air.

pt with Wireless Telephone Sets for Transmit-
Are Provided with a Change-over Switch Which
Regular Telephone Between the Two Birdmen.

developed some very successful forms of
vacuum tubes and it was a simple matter to

assemble them with the necessary coils, con-

densers and other apparatus that comprise
the transmitting and receiving elements.
Working this apparatus under ordinary
conditions on the ground, and in a swift-
moving and tremendously noisy airplane,
were two entirely different propositions.
The noise of the engine and rushing air

was such that it was impossible to hear
one's own voice, to say nothing of the weak
signals of the telephone receiver," stated
Edward B. Craft, Assistant Chief Engineer
of the Western Electric Co.

One of the first problems was to design a
head set which would exclude these noises,
and at the same time permit of the reception
of the telephone talk. A form of aviator's
helmet was devised with telephone receivers
inserted to fit the ears of the pilot or ob-
server. See accompanying illustration of
the helmet with 'phones complete. Cush-
ions and pads were provided for adjusting
the receivers to the ears and the helmet
fitted close to the face so as to prevent as
far as possible, the sound being heard either
thru the ear passage or thru the bony struc-
ture of the head, which acts as a sort of a
sounding board. A helmet, such as that
illustrated, was finally developed and was
found to solve this portion of the problem.
The earpiece finally adopted was made of
sponge rubber (made so by blowing air
thru it while molten), reenforced by tinfoil,

and the receivers themselves embedded
therein. These were mounted in a thick
leather helmet, to be clamped over the flier's

head and ears. It effectually muffles bone
transmission also, besides permitting the use
of oxygen or gas masks.
Everyone knows how sensitive the ordi-

nary telephone transmitter is to extraneous
noises, and it does not require a wide
stretch of the imagination to picture how
this would act alongside the exhaust of a
200 horespower gasoline engine. A bril-

liant line of experimentation finally resulted
in a form of a telephone transmitter or
microphone, which possest the remarkable
quality of being insensitive to engine and

Photo by Central News Pilots Service
Testing the Radiophone Between New York and Washington. A Photograph of U. S. Naval
Operators Communicating with the U. S. Navy Department at Washington, D. C, from the
Bankers Club in New York, Thru the Radio Telephone. Many of the Country's Leading
Bankers Were Present to Witness the Demonstration. Afterward Tests Were Made from
this Station to Airplanes and Dirigibles Flying over New York City, Various Orders Having

Been Successfully Sent to the 'Planes.
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wind noises, and at the same time very

responsive to the tones of the voice. With
these two elements in hand, the problem

was apparently solved. The fact remains,

however, that three solid months of the

hardest kind of work was necessary to iron

out all the kinks and get the thing in shape

so that it might be considered a practicable

device for the everyday use of other than

experts, as Mr. Craft points out. The
microphone perfected for this work has no
mouthpiece, but instead a flat cap haying
three tiny openings about 1/16 inch in diam-
eter. The voice waves pass thru these onto

the diafram easily, but the engine noises

swirl round it in other directions and do
not enter in sufficient volume to be heard

at all.

A typical performance of the radiophone
between 'planes and ground will prove of

interest. Here is the way it worked at one
of the first official army tests at the flying

field at Dayton, Ohio, December, 1917, as

related by Mr. Craft.

"The 'planes left the ground and after

what seemed to be an interminable length

of time, we got the first sounds in the re-

ceiver, which indicated that they were ready

The Vacuum Tubes Which Do the Work in Radiophoning
to and from Airplanes and the Ground. At the Left—the
Transmitting Tube; at Right—the Receiving Tube. America
Was Turning Out These Bulbs by Thousands Every Day
When the Armistice Was Signed, so Rapid Had the Stand-

ardization and Production Progrest.

to perform. The spectators were only
mildly interested, and some seemed to be a
bit bored. Suddenly out of the horn of the

loud speaker came the words, "Hello,

ground station. This is 'plane No. 1 speak-
ing. Do you get me all right?" The bored
expression immediately faded, and looks of
amazement came over their faces. Soon
we got the same signal from No. 2, and
the show was on. Under command from
the ground the 'planes were maneuvered all

over that part of the country. They were
sent on scouting expeditions and reported
what they saw as they traveled thru the air.

Continuous conversation was carried on,

even when the 'planes were out of sight,

and finally upon command they came flying

back out of space and landed as directed."

Electric current must be supplied to
operate the wireless set on the 'plane, as
we well know, this current being used to

heat the filaments of the vacuum tubes and
to operate the transmitter. But the 'planes

were already loaded down with all the
gear they could carry, and the use of heavy
storage batteries was out of the question.
The airplane engineers would allow noth-
ing to be connected to their engines, so
there was nothing left but to supply a sep-
arate radio dynamo, and drive it by a wind
propeller, taking its power from the rush-
ing air. Airplanes are in the habit of fly-

In our next issue will appear an
important article by Nikola Tesla
entitled I

"TRUE WIRELESS"
In this article Dr. Tesla will make

I known his views of the propagation

| of the wireless waves.

ing at various speeds, and the specifications

stated this to be from forty to one hundred
and sixty miles per hour, the latter figure

representing the speed when the machine
was diving. The little dynamo, therefore,

had to deliver a constant voltage with a

speed varying from 4,000 to 14,000 R.P.M.

The microphone and receivers used for

radiophoning from 'plane to 'plane or 'plane

to earth are arranged by means of a switch

so that the pilot and observer can converse

over the telephone circuit between the pilot

and his mechanician with ease, and by
throwing a switch can connect themselves

with the radio apparatus and talk with the

men in another 'plane three or four miles

away, or to the ground.
The primary object was to

make it possible for the com-
mander of an air squadron to

control the movement of his

men in the air, the same as a
squad leader of infantry does
on the ground. For this pur-
pose extra long range is not
required, and the distance

over which they can talk is

purposely limited to two or
three miles, so that the enemy
cannot overhear, except when
actually engaged in combat,
and then nobody cares.

The Navy also makes use

of these sets in their sea-

planes, and here the range is

somewhat greater, up to twen-
ty miles in some cases. The
Navy has also made use of a
modified form of this set in

their 1 10-foot submarine
chasers. The chasers hunt
submarines in packs, and by
means of the radio telephone,

their commanders
keep in constant touch

with each other, there-

by greatly increasing

the effectiveness of

their operation.

Finally, with the formal demon-
stration completed, pressure was im-

mediately applied to produce the

necessary quantity of sets with their

multitude of auxiliary and subsi-

diary parts. From January 1, 1918,

to the early summer of that year

the Western Electric Company es-

tablished factories and trained thou-

sands of operatives so that when the

armistice was signed the necessary

transmitting and receiving tubes for

radio telephone sets were being pro-

duced at a rate in excess of a mil-

lion and a half good tubes per year.

Improvement in vacuum pumps has

resulted in a wonderfully high de-

gree of exhaustion being attained

—

about one-billionth of an atmos-
phere.

Altogether thousands of radio

telephone sets of different types

have been manufactured and deliv-

ered to the Army and Navy since

the early part of 1918. In spite of
the fact that prior to July, 1917, no
commercial types of this apparatus
were in existence, and some of the
fundamental problems had not yet
been solved, the resources of this

great telephone engineering organ-
ization were sufficient to establish

The Wireless Telephone Apparatus (Outlined
in White Square) Installed in Cock-pit of
Airplane. It Takes up But Little Room and
Has Such a Small Weight as to Be Insigni-
ficant, Compared to the Lifting Power of

the Plane.

on a commercial basis, within this short
space of time, practically speaking, an en-
tirely new art!—Photos Courtesy W. E. Co.

HOW AIRPLANES FIND THEM-
SELVES BY RADIO.

In his recent lecture before the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers at New
York Major-Gen. G. O. Squier, in connec-
tion with his description of the war's de-

velopments in radio apparatus, spoke as
follows concerning the problem of aerial

navigation :

"One of the principal problems of air-

plane navigation has been the evolution of

a suitable compass, particularly for night

bombing work. Magnetic and gyroscopic

compasses have limitations at present which
make impossible reliable air navigation by
dead reckoning.

(Continued on page 926)

Aviator's Radiophone Helmet Fitted with Special
Sound-proof Pads and Having the Two Receivers
Mounted Tightly Therein. The Receivers Are
Moulded in Sponge Rubber. The Helmet Is Made

of Leather.
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Do Radio Waves Travel Above the Earth or Thru It?
By DR. LEE de FOREST

{Written exclusively for the Electrical Experimenter)

THE article on "Radio
Around the World" is

very interesting. From
my own rather ex-

tended experience and
based also on the calculations

and results obtained by most
of the serious workers in this

field, I think there can be no
doubt but that the ethcric

•wave component is by far the

more important one. Under-
stand, however, that these are
not ordinary space waves, but
are grounded waves gliding

over the surface of the earth,

thus following the contour of
the earth. See Fig. 1. The
depth of the wave in the
ground or sea water has been
shown by actual measure-
ments, as well as by theoreti-

cal calculations, to be or-
dinarily and until recently
only a few feet

; sufficient,

however, to explain the in-

teresting results obtained with
an horizontal antenna lying
close to the surface of the
earth, or even in trenches a

few inches below the surface I > >

and extending, of course, in

the general direction of wave propagation.
Unquestionably the molten interior of the

earth would conduct low frequency oscilla-

tions with compara-
tively little loss, but
it is obviously impos-
sible to make connec-
tion to this molten in-

terior, ordinarily. If

one cared to experi-

ment with two vol-

canoes at a compara-
tively short distance

apart, making each
crater the terminus
of a line connecting
with the terminals of
an A. C. generator,
and at some distant

spot of the earth's

surface between two
neighboring volcanoes
another parallel wire,

in which a tuning and
detecting device was
located, very interest-

ing results might be
obtained. See Fig. 2.

However, if such a
combination could be
found there would
probably exist not the
slightest excuse for

sending telegrams be-
tween stations thus
situated. Unfortu-
nately, or fortunate-
ly, we cannot locate
our volcanoes as we
would subway tubes.

If, as you suggest,
a powerful'' wireless
station could be op-
erated at a sufficient

distance from the
earth's surface, and
completely isolated
therefrom, remark-
able distances of

transmission thru the
ether might be
achieved. However
the energy obtainable
at the moon from a

THE editors sent a copy of the article published in the December issue
of the Electrical Experimenter entitled "Radio Around the World,"
and also the editorial in that issue by Mr. H. Gernsback, covering

several interesting and more or less doubtful theories concerning the
propagatien of these electric waves over a distance of 12,000 miles, i.e.
between Carnarvon, Wales, England and Sydney, Australia, to Dr. Lee
de Forest, the prominent American radio engineer and scientist. The
editors asked Dr. de Forest the following questions:

First: What is your opinion concerning the etheric wave transmission
above the surface of the earth, i.e., free space wave propagation? Do you
believe that the etheric wave wireless transmission is better beyond the
computed fifty mile atmospheric envelope surrounding the earth, and how
far into interstellar space do you believe these signals might be carried?
Imagine for the moment that an airship fitted with sensitive wireless re-
ceiving instruments could have traveled away from the earth for any
desired distance? Do you think these waves would be felt on the moon,
approximately 238,000 miles distant, considering of course that suitable
receiving instruments were available at that point?

Second: What is your opinion concerning the ground wave transmission,
i.e., do you believe, with the geologists and others, that the earth presum-
ably being a molten mass in the interior, might be a better conductor than
the soil and rock crust surrounding it, and that this gaseous interior of
the earth might therefore prove a better conductor than the soil and rock
strata, and thus that the ground radio wave may have traveled directly
thru the earth or a distance .of nearly eight thousand miles—corresponding
to the diametrical axis—or do you believe it much more likely that these
ground waves followed around the curvature of the earth in the manner
explained by Prof. J. Zenneck and other investigators, each ground wave
gliding over the surface of the earth'
Third: Is it your opinion at the present day that the pure etheric space

wave, gliding over the earth in accordance with the generally accepted
theories concerning radio transmission, is the predominating wave, both
as to electrical energy involved and amplitude, compared to the ground
wave; or is the ground wave superior in its energy component and
amplitude? These conditions are shown in one of the following diagrams,
Fig. 1, and we would request your opinion on the relative extent above
and below the surface of the earth, of the space wave and the ground
wave respectively.

given output of energy transmitted near the
earth's surface can be calculated, by inverse

square law. It will be found that a tre-

The G/ief/ftg Wore Theory

Radio
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Radio
Tronsm

>/, Grid. ^Jf//W/////////J'/§m.
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Eventually 6rounded'waves,
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—
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'tmwMtea 'V
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or no sipno/Mm

F/_g . 4
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Various Phases of Gliding Wave Wireless Transmission Used in Discussion Here Given.
In General, the Etheric Space Wave Glides along the Surface of the Earth, Accompanied

by Its Grounded or Foot Wave.

mendously powerful station

would be required to trans-

mit signals to any such dis-

tance. You doubtless are

aware of the remarkable
distances obtainable from
airplanes to the earth, using
comparatively small trans-

mitters. Just recently an
army airplane carried on ra-

dio communication success-

fully over a distance of ISO
miles. The distances are usu-
ally much greater than where
a similar transmitter is lo-

cated on the earth's surface,

using a similar length of
antenna.

The phenomena involved in

such transmission, where the

airplane is, say, two miles
above the earth's surface, are
doubtless complex. Here the
ground wave is originally a
free space spherical wave, but
when the surface of this wave
reaches the earth it doubtless
cuts into the earth for a small

depth and becomes then a true

1 grounded wave, just as if it

'""»""""" inhiinI originated from an earthed
antenna. See Fig. 3. There

is great need for interesting data on the
phenomena of transmission from airplanes

and whoever will collect and publish such
data will be confer-
ring a great service to

the Radio Art.
Concerning your

question as to whether
the wireless waves
travel or glide along
the surface of the
earth in the manner
which I have de-
scribed above, each
wave having a
grounded foot or base
penerating a short
distance into the earth,
I might mention a
very interesting phe-
nomenon which we
have encountered in
installing wireless sta-

tions in mountainous
or mining country in

the western part of
the United States.
Figs. 4 and 5 illustrate

this phenomenon. Fig.
4 shows a case which
often happened in the
early commercial days
of radio - telegraphy,
where a mine owner
or other party wished
to install a station in
a valley or canon,
which happened to
have sharply rising
cliffs on either side.

Apparently the com-
posite etheric and
ground waves became
so stretched out or at-

tenuated in their ef-
fort to leap across
this valley, that the
station was only able
to intercept either
very weak signals or
no signals at all.

Therefore it was
found advisable in in- •

(Cont. on page 919)
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Aerial or Ground Radio—Which ?

The Opinions of Two Leading Wireless Experts
Do Radio Waves Travel Above the Earth or Thru It?—by Dr. L. W. Austin, Radio Expert, U. S. Naval Radio Laboratory.

REPLYING to your
queries of recent date, I

am very glad that you
have asked these ques-
tions and will answer

them to the best of my ability.

Q-l. I see no reason to doubt

the validity of the old theory of

wireless transmission which sup-

poses a wave in ether (and
under certain circumstances in

the upper layers of the earth,

provided they are sufficiently bad
conductors), the lower ends of
the electric lines being grounded
on the conducting surface. The
space wave under most circum-
stances certainly carries the
greater part of the energy, ex-
cept where the wave front is

bent very far forward. This
theory, it seems to me, is suffi-

ciently proven by quantitative
observations on received radio
current which at moderate dis-

tances always agree within a few
per cent with the theory that the
antenna produces a field corre- *<««i">" 11111

sponding to a Hertz oscillator of twice its

length.

Q-2. I believe that the currents in the
earth are only incidental to the presence of
the ether waves.

Q-3. In the case of transmission be-
tween airplanes and the earth, the phe-
nomenon is similar. In sending from a
'plane, the wave must start as a pure ether
wave which spreads downward and grounds

Here Are the Questions the Editors Submitted
Q. 1. Do you believe that wireless transmission is effected by complex

ether waves having a grounded foot, these , waves gliding over the surface
of the earth from the antenna, and if so:

(a) Do you think that the etheric space wave above the ground is the
predominating one in energy component and amplitude?—or

(b) Do you believe that the ground wave component is the predominating
one in energy component and amplitude?
Q. 2. Do you believe that underground wireless transmission is effected

by means of ground impulses or currents radiating thru the earth from
the base of the antenna, and that the etheric space wave radiation from the
antenna is merely an incidental and separate phenomenon, which dissipates
itself at a comparatively short distance of a few hundred miles or so?

Q. 3. Do you not believe in this general direction of thought on the
matter, that it is the etheric space wave radiation from the antenna that ac-
counts entirely for airplane radio transmission; either 'plane to 'plane, 'plane
to earth, or earth to 'plane communication?

Q. 4. How do you account for the results obtained with the Rogers under-
ground and undersea radio transmission and reception? Do you believe that
this is accomplisht by the grounded components or "feet" of the gliding
etheric space waves in conformity with the usual theory accepted theretofore
by the Hertzian wave school, or do you think that it is due to ground im-
pulses or high frequency oscillating currents propagated thru the conducting
shell of the earth ?

Q. 5.—Do you think that, all things considered, and in the light of present
day radio developments, such as the Rogers underground and undersea sys-
tem, that radio transmission would take place with higher efficiency in free
interplanetary space, or do you believe that our wireless signals produced at
stations on the earth are retained within the atmospheric envelope of the
earth due to reflection from the "Heaviside" ionization layer?

Q. 6. It has been hinted at by several naval radio experts and others that
it has recently been found that the penetration of the ground wave com-
ponent in radio transmission increases with increase in wave length, and this
phenomenon they are inclined to believe accounts for the results obtained
with the underground system. Do you believe this to be a fact?

itself, and then spreads out longitudinally

(with a more or less bent wave front) very
much like the wave from a grounded
antenna.

Q-4. In antennas close to the ground or
buried in the ground which, by the way, be-
have exactly alike except for a slight dif-

ference in static-signal ratio, the reception
is accomplished by picking up the earth cur-
rents produced by the wave. These, of

course, become relatively more
powerful at greater distances
from the sending station, owing
to the usual bending forward of
the wave front. Thesendingfrom
earth or buried antennas is prob-
ably accomplished as follows:

In the first place, ground cur-
rents are formed which produce
an electric field in the ether above
the earth's surface. This field in

spreading out and upward grad-
ually rights itself and travels off

very much like the field from an
antenna, except that it is direc-
tive.

Q-5. I do not believe that it

is probable that any wireless
radiation passes thru the Heavi-
side layer. (Ed. Note: This
would seem to eliminate the
"Mars" radio story which has
been going the rounds of the
daily press.)

Q-6. Experiments indicate
that long waves can be detected

I
at greater depths than short

""" ""
* ones, as would be expected from

the ordinary skin effect phenomenon of al-
ternating currents.

I am very sorry I have to disagree with
Mr. Tesla in this matter, for I consider
him the father of wireless telegraphy. His
lectures in the early '90s contain full de-
scriptions of a wireless system superior to
anything which we actually had in prac-
tise before 1910, except for the lack of a
proper detector.

How I Believe Radio Wave Transmission
Is Accomplished

By F. H. KROGER
Chief Engineer, International Radio Telegraph Co., Formerly Chief Engineer, National Electric Signaling Co.

IN
response to the request of the Edi-

tors of the Electrical Experimenter,
I give below my replies to the ques-
tions here submitted

:

Q-l. Practically all the energy de-
livered by the radio transmitter is radiated
ill the form of waves gliding on the earth's

surface. Amy energy which may be found
to exist in the earth's surface is supplied

by the waves sent out from the antenna.
The poorer the conductivity of this surface,

the more energy is taken from the wave,
and consequently the less there is available

at the receiving station.

Q-2. There must exist in the earth's sur-

face, currents at the feet of the waves re-

ferred to in question number one. Means
for detecting these currents will give a
method of receiving messages. These cur-
rents, however, represent only a small per
cent of the energy of the traveling wave.
It is quite generally agreed that the wave
above the surface cannot exist without the

current in the surface and vice versa.

Q-3. Yes.

Q-4. Currents due to the gliding wave.

Q-5. The "Heaviside" ionization layer

must be a boundary to the waves. One of

the explanations of the marvelous work
done in the North during the winter is the
fact that the ionized layer of the Aurora,

coming close to the earth, provides a
boundary to the waves which prevents the
usual attenuation.

Q-6. The ground losses are higher with
longer wave-lengths for poorly conducting
earth, in the vicinity of the antenna, which
indicates that a greater volume of the earth
is affected by the currents. This greater
penetration would also hold for the gliding
wave. Ground tests made some years ago
indicated that the ability to receive signals
did not depend upon the quality of the
ground nor the wave-length : therefore Mr.
Rogers' system probably does not depend
upon a penetration due particularly to long
wave-lengths, but upon a penetration which
is sufficient for his purposes, given by any
wave-length.

EXAMINATIONS FOR AMATEUR
FIRST GRADE RADIO OPER-
ATOR'S LICENSE AT NEW

YORK.
Examinations for amateur first grade

radio operator's license are being given at

Room 603, Custom House, Bowling Green,
New York City, every day after 9 a. m.,
announces Charles D. Guthrie, Radio In-

spector of that district.

Attention is called to the fact that ap-
plicants for amateur first grade radio oper-

ator's license must qualify in the transmis-
sion and reception of Continental Morse,
code at the rate of ten words per minute
instead of five as heretofore.
Papers covering these examinations will

be rated by the examining officer as soon
after the examination as" possible but no
licenses will be issued until amateur sta-
tions are permitted to operate.

_
Please Note : By taking this examina-

tion authority is not granted to open your
station. It will be necessary after the sta-
tions are authorized to open, to furnish on
form 762, Applicant's Description of Ap-
paratus, the particulars required and await
the issuance of station license as well as the
operator's license before operating the sta-
tion and form 762 cannot be filled in and
filed until the station has been made ready
for operation as it is important that the
exact dimensions of the antenna and the
amount of power to be used be stated in this
application.

You are hereby cautioned that it is un-
lawful to operate an unlicensed station, and
all amateur licenses (operator's and station)
issued prior to the war are now void.
When authority is granted to issue ama-

teur licenses, new station numbers and call
letters will be given.

Chas. D. Guthrie,
Radio Inspector.
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The How and Why of Radio Apparatus
By H. WINFIELD SECOR

No. 11. How to Make and Use a Di-

rect-Reading Wave Meter and
Decremeter.

From time to time we will describe one

particular instrument used in either the

radio transmitting or receiv-

ing set, explaining just how it

works, and why. We have
received so many requests

from new readers asking for
such explanations that we
have decided to publish this

matter in serial form. In the

course of several issues all of
the principal transmitting and
receiving apparatus will have
been covered. The subject

for the eleventh paper is

HOW TO MAKE AND
USE A DIRECT-READING
WAVE METER AND DE-
CREMETER.

length A, of each of the three coils varies
with the number of turns on each, the table

in the figure providing these values for the
different coils. The winding in each case
consists of one layer of No. 20 B. & S. gage

T]I

kHE present time seems
an opportune one for
the radio student and
the radio amateur to

prepare for the forth-

coming opening of experi-
mental radio opportunities,

and we believe that no better

use can be made of the spare
time than to construct and
study the use of the wave
meter and decremeter. The
accompanying text and illus-

trations show how to build a
home-made wave meter which will give very
satisfactory service. The dimensions given
for the various parts of the instruments are
taken from an experimental one which was
carefully calibrated for the writer.

We will first take up the construction of
the wave meter and will afterward con-
sider the calibration curves to be used with
it, and also the determination of decre-
ment.
Perhaps the first part of the instrument

that will come to hand as the student sets

about the building of it, is the inductance

,

or rather the inductances. These coils are
also referred to as the exploring coils or
exploring inductances. They are used to

pick up sufficient energy from a radio
transmitter or receiving set, so as to cause
oscillations to be set up in the wave meter
circuit, which will be of sufficient strength
to give a positive indication of resonance
or non-resonance of the circuit, and thus to

determine the exact period at which the cur-
rent being measured is oscillating.

The illustration, Fig. 1, gives the details

of construction for the three inductances
used with this wavemeter. The wooden
forms on which the coils are wound are
best turned on the lathe from some fine

grained hard wood such as mahogany or
maple. The physical dimensions of the
forms are given in the drawing and the

Photograph of Author's Wave Meter Fitted with Calibrated
and Inductance Coils of the Dimensions Given in the Prese

enameled magnet wire. These inductances
have been accurately calibrated by com-
parison with a standard wave meter at the

Radio Standardization Laboratory of the

College of the City of New York, thru the

courtesy of Dr. Alfred N. Goldsmith, Di-

Mahogany or Maple

Varnishtd

.

'•To Fi I Binding Post'

Fig./

Induefane e Coil Da la ©
Co//A'I

.mentions of J Inductance Coils

24
X

Indcmi' JjiVOc/ns

V'/ 2SXIOO •

4 Active Air Dielectric^

,-Ji Airgap

3Fixf Plates

2 Rotary Plate

Plates Preferably£tojzThich
dti/minum

Fig. 2
Home-Mad* Variable Condenser

Dimensions of Home-made Variable Con-
denser of the Required Capacity for Wave

Meter Here Described.

Details of Inductance Coils, Three of Which
Are Used to Give the Wave Meter a Desir-

able Range.

rector, and the specifications for building
these coils must be rigidly adhered to.

Where the accuracy of the instrument
within a few per cent below or above the

calibrated values is not imperative, No. 20
gage magnet wire, covered with a single

winding of silk may be used ; but due to

the peculiar qualities of enameled magnet
wire and the number of turns per inch of

winding, etc., it will be seen that the speci-

fications here given should be carefully fol-

lowed to obtain the inductance values in

centimeters here given. The three coils,

numbers 1, 2 and 3, have inductances of

36,000, 126,000 and 259,000 centimeters re-

spectively.

The manner of attaching the inductance

coils to the wave meter cabinet is shown
at Fig. 1, and consists of two lugs made
of 1/16 inch brass and having slots at the
lower ends of each. This enables the opera-
tor to slip the coils on and off the binding

posts quickly. The inner and
outer leads from the winding
of the inductance should be
carried thru diagonally drilled
holes in the wooden form, as
is indicated by the dotted
lines, and they should be sol-

dered to the two brass lugs,

which are screwed to the
form by means of small flat-

head brass wood screws. The
wooden form may be var-
nished or shellacked before
winding, but the winding it-

self should not receive any
coating of shellac or varnish,
as this changes the distributed
capacity of the coil. Do not
use any iron in building these
inductances.

The next item claiming our
attention is the variable con-
denser, and we might say a
great deal concerning this

part of the apparatus, and
then again we might just as
well say very little. Experi-
ence dictates that this comes
out about as follows : in the
first place many radio experi-
menters would rather obtain
on the open market a small

rotary type variable condenser having
the proper capacity for use in this par-
ticular wave meter, and this should be
.00086 microfarad. Of course any con-
denser having this capacity within a small
fraction one way or the other may be used,
but if the student wishes to have a good
accurate wave meter, and intends to event-
ually have it calibrated or checked against
a standard wave meter, then he will do
well to select a good sturdy and reliable
make of rotary condenser. Some of the
points to be watched in the design of such
a condenser are that it should not have the
rotary and fixt plates too closely spaced,
or else it will frequently give trouble by
short-circuiting; the rotary plates should
be accurately locked on the rotary shaft
cither by having their hubs molded on the
shaft or else they should be mounted on
a square shaft so as not to turn, or again
they can be keyed on the shaft. For the
purpose of a wave meter there should also
be practically no up and down movement or
play in the vertical shaft supporting the
rotary plates. For all practical purposes,
the capacity of a rotary variable condenser
(see Fig. 2), is determined by the usual
capacity formula using a K value of 1,

which is that for air.

Many radio amateurs and experimenters

Condenser
nt Article.

_ Wai/e Meter"
V Circuit

Del.

Phones

Frg.4

Unilateral Connection of
Detector & Phone to Wave

Meter circuit

Usual Hook-up of Detector and 'Phones in
Unilateral Fashion, Where There Is Suffi-
cient Energy to Actuate Detector Properly.
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will undoubtedly wish to construct their
own variable condenser having this required
capacity, and the physical dimensions of
such a variable condenser are given in Fig.

2. As will be seen, this particular design
comprises three stationary and two rotary
aluminum or brass plates.' These plates
should preferably have a thickness of 1/16
to 3/32 inch so as to be perfectly flat and
retain their shape, and thus maintain the
accuracy of the condenser when once assem-
bled. The four active air dielectric spaces
between the plates should be exactly 1/32
inch. The diameter of the rotary plate, as
Fig. 2 indicates, should be 8-23/32 inches,

and by cutting the lugs on the stationary
plates as well as on the rotary plate in the
manner indicated, will permit of the accu-
rate interleaving of the rotary and fixt

plates so as to give the proper capacity.

Thus we see that the two principal parts
of any wave meter are—an accurately cali-

Scale Calibrated

In Wave Lengths
Directly,.

-Hair Line on Glass

-Coil Numbers on
indicator

H1
\Coill Variable Condenser

Knob
Fig. 6

Slide(Manua/ly Operated)

=5*

'Scales Calibrated in
Wave Lengths or

Fig. 7 Degrees

L/nM"

fivot^p 31i^
i-1 S/ide^W/haoW

' This Pin Varies in

Length with Size of

Coil being Used fig. 8

'Multiple Scale

Dial on Van Cond.

Three Schemes for Improving the Wave Me-
ter Dial and Indicator so as to Make It

"Direct Reading." Fig. 8 Shows an Auto-
matic Dial Arrangement Which Causes the
Correct Reading to Appear, no Matter Which

of the Three Coils Is in Use.

brated precision variable condenser and an
accurately calibrated inductance. In prac-
tically all cases this inductance and capacity
of known values are connected together in

parallel or shunt as shown at Fig. 3-A.
Referring to Figs. 3-A and 3-B, the lead
wires joining the inductance or exploring
coil to the variable condenser are composed
of two pieces of No. 16 flexible lamp cord,
each 6 inches long. A 3-inch length of cop-
per strip joins the two pairs of binding
posts. Fig. 3 shows one set of binding
posts being used for the inductance coil

and the other set intended for the connec-
tion of a hot wire milliampere meter or
thermo-couple and galvanometer. Ordi-
narily this latter pair of binding posts are
fitted with a piece of copper strip about
1/16 inch thick forming a jumper.

It is well in all cases to fit a safety spark
gap across the terminals of the variable
condenser as shown at Fig. 3-B, as when
the wave meter is used in close proximity

Exploring Coil

--J"' Geiss/e^Tu6e(Melium. Tube BeTfe

Ammeter & Wattmeter Space For Phones-
1

J 'o-/30°Sca/e
Phones' , _ . _, coils & Etc. Cabinet'

Terms, for Decrement, Etc. " '
x u

F/g3

Hook- Up of wave Meter

Arrangement of Wave Meter in Cabinet, Including Condenser, Inductance, Geissler Tube,
'Phone (1,000 or 75 ohm), Etc. The Diagram Shows Geissler Tube and Detector and 'Phone

Indicator Circuit, Either of Which Can Be Used.

to radio transmitting sets, there is very
often a sufficiently heavy current induced
in the wave meter circuit to cause a punc-
ture of the insulation of the inductance
coil or a short-circuiting of the variable

condenser, especially if the latter happens
to have closely spaced plates.

For indicating the maximum resonance
when measuring the wave length of a trans-

mitting set, where the induced current in

the wave meter is of course quite strong
in any case, a very good indicator, as proven
by practise and experience, is an ordinary
3-inch Geissler tube, or better yet a small

helium gas tube. It is best when using
either a Geissler or helium tube as an in-

dicator of maximum resonance, to place
the tube in a small box mounted on the

lid of the wave meter, the box being black-

ened inside and provided with a slot in the

front so that the degree of glow in the tube
may be easily seen. It is also common
practise to connect a hot wire milliampere
meter in series with the inductance and
condenser of the wave meter by removing
the jumper on the series binding post termi-

nals and connecting the meter to this ; in

this case the maximum resonance, and
therefore the wave length at which the cir-

cuit under test

is oscillating, is

indicated by
turning the con-
denser handle
until the needle
of the hot wire
meter reaches a
maximum read-
ing. Some oper-
ators prefer to

use the well-

known detector
and telephone
receiver method
of determining
the maximum
resonance point
in the wave
meter circuit as
the diagrams at

Fig. 3 show.
The detector
and wireless
'phones are con-
nected (in
series or in

multiple) across
the variable
condenser for
the purpose.
This arrange-
m e n t is ex-
tremely sensi-
tive, ard is the

length of received signals. The Geiss-
ler tube or other apparatus is, of course
disconnected from the wave meter circuit,

if the detector and 'phone method is to be
used. With respect to the detector used
on the wave meter, it may be said that

either carborundum or iron pyrites proves
best, as either may be subjected to a very
strong current without harm.

Figures 4 and 5 show two more circuits

used with the wave meter. Fig. 4 shows a
detector and telephone receiver circuit, con-
nected to the main oscillating circuit of the
wave meter by a unilateral or one-wire
connection. This method is highly recom-
mended in many text books treating on the

wave meter and its uses, and at the pres-

ent time it is used on many of the best
commercial wave meters. This connection
of the detecting circuit possesses the ad-
vantage that it cannot have any detuning
or offsetting effect on the oscillating cir-

cuit as is the case where it is placed in

shunt to the capacity and inductance com-
posing this circuit, and it is very efficient

for the purpose in hand, as with this con-
nection the detector and 'phone receive just

a sufficient amount of energy to operate
(Continued on page 921)
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one invariably Make a "Direct Reading Decremeter" of Your Wave Meter,
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ing the wave thru the Window When Resonance Is Indicated.
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German Radio Apparatus Used at Metz
THE accompanying illustrations show

the interesting radio apparatus and
antenna mast used at the famous
German military base at Metz. These
photographs were taken by the

French Army when they entered Metz after

the signing of the armistice. The photo-

which are placed in a group at the lower
center of the front panel.
Among other things, we find it interesting

to note the very neat arrangement of the
interior wiring of the cabinet, the various
connections being run symmetrically in

straight lines, evenly spaced and held rigidly

MORE BUNQUE.
By J. A. Weaver.

I often wonder how Noah made the arc
light.

And it sure does get my goat why insula-
tors wear petticoats.

And of what possible use is a vacuum

s&xMm&L Lbs

Three Interesting Views of the German Wireless Station at Met?,
Photographed bv the French After the Famous Stronghold and
Fortress Had Been Surrendered to the Allies Under the Terms of
the Armistice. The Left-hand Photo Shews Front Panel View of
Elaborate Radio Receiving Cabinet With the Numerous Dial
Switches for Close Tuning. The Center View Shows the Side of the
Cabinet Removed with the Intricate Wiring and Switch Connections
Necessitated by the Close Tuning Conditions at Such an Important
War Time Radio Station. Note the Clever Rotary Slider Control of
the Inductan-e Coil at the Top of the Side Lid. View at Right
Shows the Base of the Steel Radio Mast. 80 Mtters in Height. Which
Rests on a Gigantic Porcelain Insulator at the Foot of the Structure.

The Station Was Placed Many Feet Underground.

graph of the aerial mast is interesting as it

shows a very novel construction whereby a
strongly braced tower structure is formed
of steel tubes or pipes, provided with flat-

tened ends thru which bolts are past. The
base of this radio mast, measuring 80 meters
in height, is tapered to a point at the bottom,
as the photograph shows, and rests on a large

porcelain insulator. Suitable guys and pins
were used in arranging this insulating base
support, so that the foot of the mast could
not slip or break away if for any reason
the insulator should break. The mast was
well-guyed with steel cables running in dif-

ferent directions, and the antenna was sup-
ported in umbrella fashion from the top of
the mast. As the photograph discloses, a
high steel fence enclosed the grounds con-
nected with the station to preserve secrecy,

and also to prevent any one coming in con-
tact with the highly charged aerial con-
ductors.

The remaining two photographs show re-

spectively front and side views of the re-

ceiving apparatus used at Metz. One of the
first interesting things we note in connection
with the design of the apparatus, and
plainly visible in the side view is the rotary
control of the inductance slider. This is

accomplisht by a lever secured to a rotary
knob, the free end of which is joined by
means of a link member to the slider of

the inductance in the manner shown, so

that as the handle is turned in rotary fash-

ion, the slider will move back and forth
along the coil. The detectors, of which
there are several in duplicate, are observed
at the top of the instrument, while an
elaborate multiplicity of control handles
with graduated inductance pointers, are
provided for changing the wave length of

the primary and ^secondary receiving cir-

cuits, as well as the coupling between the

coils of these circuits, and also the capacity
values used.

The telephone receivers, several sets of
which may be used when desired, are con-
nected with the receiving set cabinet by
means of flexible cords and jacks, eight of

in place by means of insulating cleats. In
the side view of the apparatus, which shows
the interior, one may perceive the neatly

wound inductance coil at the bottom of the
cabinet, and as will be seen, it is square in

form with a number of inductances placed
along the form on which it is wound. This
set is designed so as to be suitable for re-

ceiving either spark or arc signals. No

cleaner, being as a vacuum is always clean?
And whether undamped waves oscillate

or vibrate?
And whether it would be murder to kilo-

watt?
And whether you can measure water with

a wavemeter?
And how a bus-line can run from place to

place without moving?
And whether it would be nice to be a

miner in the mines of Asia-Minor?
And if a condenser is over charged by a

conductor would it cause a disturbance on
the trolley line?

And where does the dago when nite ap-
proaches ?

And how to tell when onion plants arma-
ture ?

And what is the price of a drink at the
bus bar?
And why some boobs persist in saying

a.c. current and d.c. current instead of a.c.

and d.c. ?

And whether there are any seeds in a
transformer core.

CHAIN OF RADIO STATIONS.
The establishment of a chain of radio

stations, approximately 30 miles apart along
the Atlantic Coast, was announced at the
headquarters of the 1st Naval District re-

cently. The statement intimated that by
this arrangement incoming vessels, when 150
or 200 miles off coast, could determine their

position easily by communicating with shore
stations, regardless of weather conditions.

Along the 250 miles of coast included within
the 1st District eight stations are already
in operation.

Wireless Terms Illustrated—"Beat Receiver'
—Courtesy The Oscillator.

vacuum bulb detectors or oscillators are
shown, but we know that they were used in

many of the German sets, the bulb em-
ployed being that devised by Lieben and
Riez.

TOCOAST GUARD STATIONS
HAVE WIRELESS.

In the near future radio stations will be
installed at the coast guard stations at the

Isles of Shoals, at Station No. 2 at Cross
Island, Buck's Harbor. Me., and Station

No. 8 at Damiscove Island, Boothbay Har-
bor, Me. A number of radio operators will

be sent to these stations.
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A Timely Reinforcement
A Copper Plated Stomach

By THOMAS REED

THERE'S a lot in being forehanded.
Mother was that way. Every Satur-
day we used to have salt fish for

dinner, so she wouldn't be bothered
with getting up anything to eat on

baking-day. That sounds like a paradox,
but it wasn't, it was a shame, for the "bak-
ing" was very appetizing and savory, while
the fish was—well, not so savory.

Now, when you wanted salt fish on Sat-
urday, you had to begin way back in the
week somewhere. Tuesday was a good
day because there wasn't much of anything
to do (on top of the regular chores) ex-
cept the ironing, and you had a
chance to think. Follow me
carefully—you know how long it

is from Tuesday before Saturday
comes around ? Well, mother
used to plan ahead all the time,

foreseeing she was going to be
heated and tired, and all fust

up with cooking formulas, and
would need an accommodating
viand for dinner that she could
slap down most anywhere with-
out hurting it, and tell us chil-

dren to go to it and forget the
whole business. On Tuesday she
commenced deodorising the fish.

You see, while the fish abode
with the grocer, it was always
picking up scents like coffee

and spices and matches and kero-
sene, from the clerk's habit of
wiping his hands on it in pass-
ing, and the hostler would chuck
a horse-blanket on it often
enough to give it a quaint stable

tang. But what you'd call the
basic flavor was imparted by
"Tabby"—the store cat. The
pile of codfish was the place
where the cat slept and took her
bath (the kind of dry-cleansing
a cat calls a bath) ; also her
refuge from stray dogs—or am-
bush, according to whether she
could lick the dog or not. The
result was you couldn't say the
cat smelt fishy, or the fish catty,

but they smelt about alike ! It

was a blend, like this fancy-
named toilet-water you have to

have pronounced for you, eau
de something or other.

If you just wanted the fish for a smelling
fish, you didn't have to do anything to it, it

was all right as it was. But when you
wanted to use it for an eating fish, you had
to go to work and separate the fish part
from the odor part, or as much of it as you
could. It wasn't difficult or laborious at

all, but it took time, and that's why you had
to be forehanded. You put this fish into

a good stout pan—a pan that wasn't par-
ticular whom it associated with—and cov-
ered it with common ordinary water. The
water didn't stay that way very long. In a
few hours it was most wwcommon water,
yelling to heaven and casting into the air

bunches of assorted perfumes, like Spring-

time tripping o'er the lea and scattering
flowers—I mean the operation was the
same, not the raw material.
When one dose of water had suffered

about enough you poured it off and re-

newed it, and so on. If you tended right

to your business thru Tuesday and Wednes-
day and Thursday and Friday and Satur-
day morning, then by Saturday noon there
was your fish—transformed into a regular
eating fish—at least those who had to eat it

could. That's how you had to plan meals
in those days—no frittering away your time
at tea-dongsongs till the last minute, and

To Copper Plate Human Stomachs So as To Digest th
Post-War Foods, Thomas Reed Here Shows Us How To
Rigging Up the Necessary Apparatus. When You One
This Treatment You Will Be Able to Swallow Nails,
Cans, Sections of Steam Boilers, Bricks, et Cetera, and

Undertaker Will Nail You Up.

tossing on a preserved pig's foot for supper.

Examples like this gave me the same
habit of being forehanded. I'm always
looking ahead and spying out some situa-

tion that's liable to be dangerous or dis-

agreeable, and providing against it. It's a
lucky thing I am, as it happens, and you'll

say so, too, when I tell you.

Perhaps you remember we had a "war",
or something like that, recently. Well,
just when we were thinking it was going to

last forever, we began to hear noises from
the Other Side that sounded like "By gorry
we've got 'em licked!" "They're quitting!"
"The war is over !" "Honk-honk!" "Wow!"
and other expressions of quiet satisfaction.

From that moment nothing was thought of

but comebacks to hand to Germany in re-

turn for her favors of the past 40 years,

with the accent on the last 4—which was
righto, and success to the job ; but in the

rush of business, a very important point
was overlooked by everybody but ME. I'll

tell you what I mean.
You know how thick and fast the cele-

brations came, along there iii November?
They made a record for thickness and fast-

ness that won't be beaten till "Bill" gets

back from Hell. There was the "Fake
Peace Celebration" on Thursday, and the

"Real One" on Monday, and the

"Regular One" on Tuesday. I

don't know how it was with you,

but by Wednesday I had food
for thought—and it was the only
kind of food I was able to sit up
and take any notice of.

The thought, being fed, was
mainly to the effect, how nice

it would have been if I'd had one
of those copper-lined stomachs
that are always being talked

about and never realized. I

don't know as I ever appreciated
before how reliable copper is.

Viewing the ruin of my faithful

Gastric Cavity thru handling the
few easy objects I'd sent down
to it, I envied the old copper
boiler at home—how it used to

digest 3 or 4 bushels of the fam-
ily wash, or boil up a barrel of
soft soap, or a tub or two of
whitewash-stunts really exact-
ing, you know—and get away
with it year after year.

Ah me, as the fellow says.

With a tummy built on the lines

of that boiler, one could cele-

brate Peace till the cows came
home with their 16-cent milk,
and then tackle a New Year's
Eve and a couple of "wakes" on
the side, instead of rueing the
day—whatever that is—as I was
doing.

But the real horror of the
situation was this ; here were a
million or two of soldiers and
sailors due to come home and go
thru this celebration-thing mul-

tiplied to the hundredth-power. The big cities

were going to stuff 'em, then the smaller
branch cities, and the railroad towns, and the
home towns—the strain all the time increas-
in as the burg grew smaller—till finally

they'd fetch up at "Home" itself, the one with
the Big "H", with Mother roasting chickens
and frying flapjacks and baking pies in a
wild effort to make up a year's deficiencies
in army rations all at one meal. All that,

and only an ordinary membranous stomach
to stand it! Was there any time to lose?
No. The copper stomach, so long post-
poned, had to be invented tout de suite if it

was going to be ready for the occasion.
Well, here it is, all ready and waiting,

(Continued on page 927)

Present
Set About
e Receive
Old Milk
Then the
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The Alkaline Storage Battery
By J. F. SPRINGER

STORAGE batteries are of two prin-

cipal kinds— (1) the lead-acid battery,

and (2) the alkaline battery. Our
attention is now directed upon the

latter. There is but one alkaline cell

of prominence on the market—the Edi-

son battery. Each
cell is a complete
self-contained unit

and may be used
alone or in con-
junction with other
cells. A typical cell

will have a voltage
of about 1.2 average
discharge potential

;

the maximum dis-

charge potential is

about 1.45 volts at

the start. The charge
and discharge volt-

age characteristics

are given in the ac-

companying graph,

Fig. 1. While charg-
ing the cell voltage

may rise as high as

1.85 volts. The am-
perage will vary with
the size of the cell.

By connecting a bat-

tery of cells in

series, it is possi-

ble to run the volt-

age up to any de-
sired point; see
Fig. 2-A. A usual
voltage for rather
short circuits — un-
der 300 feet—is 30-

32 volts. Accord-
ingly, about 30 cells

are required. The
battery used as a
unit will have a
voltage equal to the sum of the voltages
of the individual cells. The amperage
will remain the same as with the single

cell. It is necessary, therefore, to choose
a size of cell that will give the amperage
required for the service or else use more
than one battery, connecting the bat-

teries—not the cells

—

in parallel, see Fig.

2-B. For a 110-volt system, a large num-
ber of cells will be needed. In making
such calculations, it will be best to rate the

alkaline cell at just about 1 volt. Thus, for

110-volt service use 110 cells, connected in

series.

In purchasing a battery, it will be neces-
sary to decide on the voltage to be used.

There are probably more household and
similar devices on the market that are de-
signed for the 110-volt system than for any
other. At the same time, there is a consid-

erable range of such devices which are

adapted to, and available for use on 30-32

volt circuits.

The alkaline cell has a tight-fitting cover.

As in all batteries there will be generated a

certain amount of gas ; this escapes thru a
special valve. The cell is well suited to

rough usage, partly because of the tight

cover and partly because the container is of
sheet steel and not of glass or hard rubber.

The liquid is of an alkaline character. It

A Typical Alkaline Storage Battery Installation On Ship-Board, the

Battery Operating the Wireless Telegraph Equipment In Emergency.
The Control and Charging Switch-Board Appear At the Left of the
"Battery Room." All Radio Operators Should Thoroly Understand
Storage Batteries. Both the Lead and Alkaline Types. The Smaller
Cut Shows the Non-Leaking Gas Vent Fitted On the Alkaline Cell.

This Cell Has a Mean Potential of 1.2 Volts.

GTypeCell Weight /32/b.
' •orged 7firs crt'45Amp

Ampere HrfrpuiH5.0\AmpHr

verRDo^Chgrgel.692^ Volt 711%-

» " Output 322.7i£Kcienc§
064

210 2.4Q 270 300ISO ISO
Ampere-Hours

Typical Characteristic Curves for Charge and Discharge
of Edison Type Alkaline Storage Battery. The Average

Discharge Potential is Seen to Be 1.2 Volts. Fig. 1.

loses but little of its water as time goes on.

In order to determine whether the strength

is normal, a hydrometer may be used. The
electrolyte consists of potassium hydrate

(21 per cent solution) to which has been

added a small amount of lithium hydrate.

The specific gravity of the alkaline cell does

not change during charge or discharge.

The normal specific gravity will be 1.210,

but this may drop at times to as low as 1.160

without affecting the cell. A brand new
alkaline battery will not develop its full

capacity at once. After a number of charg-

ings it will settle down to a standard per-

formance. This settlement into a standard

condition is understood to be due to the

improvement in the conditions of the nega-

tive plate consequent upon regular charging

and recharging. This process of self-form-

ing continues over a period of from one to

three months.
The care of an alkaline battery will ordi-

narily be simple. The density of the liquid

may be watched and corrected, if necessary.

This will usually mean the addition of a

little water to bring the hy-

drometer reading down to

1.210. Regularity of handling
will probably give better re-

sults in an alkaline battery

than any other one thing.

This is especially true in con-
nection with the charging.
A battery may be charged

slowly or rapidly or at a
medium rate. That is, it may
be done normally in 7 hours,

or rapidly in 1 or 2 hours, or
at a moderate rate in 4 or 5
hours. Slow, regular charg-
ing at the normal rate is to

be preferred, if conditions make slowness
conveniently possible. Whether the battery
is charged slowly or rapidly, evenness of
charging is always to be adopted.

Direct current only is usable in charging.
If alternating current is the only source of

energy available it

will be necessary to
convert it into di-

rect current and to
use the latter with
the battery. There
are several methods
which may be em-
ployed. First, there
is the motor-gen-
erator. The alter-

nating current is

used to operate a
motor. The motor
drives the generator
and produces the
direct current for
charging. A mer-
cury arc rectifier is

another device for
converting the al-

ternating current in-

to direct. This de-
vice is often more
economical and
convenient if only a
small current is to
be handled.

Of course, direct
current may be gen-
erated at once. The
equipment necessary
will be (1) an en-
gine or some equiv-
alent means of op-
erating the gener-
ator; (2) a gen-
erator, and (3) a
switchboard. It

would probably be cheaper to use the
current direct from the generator to
operate the lights, etc., and to dispense
with the storage battery, if the current
were required in a steady, even stream.
But current is not ordinarily required
thus in a home or on board a boat.

(Continued on page 931)

Ce//s connectedfn ssr/es toffs - 4.8 ornumberof
ce/fs x vo/fsper ceff. /tmp-hoi/r capoofyJ.tl.Cop.of
one ceff..

Ce/fs in parollet. Yo/fs=i.2 r. or voltage ofone ceff.
Amp-hour copoc/fy • AIH Cap of ce/l* number
of cells

Diagram Showing Voltage and Amperage
With Series and Parallel Connections of Bat-

tery Cells.
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Experimental Mechanics

THE THEORY OF TWIST DRILLS.

THE student who has been following
the past lessons in "Experimental
Mechanics" may now find himself
confronted by a more or less diffi-

cult task in properly utilizing a very
important tool, namely

—

twist drills, and

Fig. 2
It

In the Present Article the Author Discusses
the Theory of Twist Drills, the Shape of the
Grooves, the Pitch of the Cutting Edges,
Et Cetera. The Lips C-C May Be Consid-
ered as the Cutting Edges of Two Chisels,
Which Turn about the Axis of the Drill.

the writer gives below a brief resume of
the subject of twist drills and their grind-
ing. Because it is very essential to follow
understandinly the subject of twist drills,

a short mathematical treatise of simple na-
ture will be given in order to more readily
facilitate the understanding of the subject.
The twist drills stand in use so far above

flat drills that they are now an indispensable
tool in every workshop for metal working.
They may be manufactured by milling or
forging two spiral grooves out of a cylindri-

cal bar, or by twisting a bar of the desired
cross-section, so that the lines originally
running parallel to the axis become spiral

lines. The first method of manufacturing
is today still the most common one. When
we take a spiral drill and turn it with the
top towards us, we shall see it as shown in
Fig. 1. dd are the spiral grooves, cc both
cutting edges, so the drill will have to turn
in the direction of the arrow, ee is the
solid part of drill ; the top of the drill near-
est to us is the edge c

1

, which unites the two>
edges cc, making an angle of about 55 de-
grees with each of them. The cylindrical

surface of the drill at ss, only exists for
the part aa, for, to prevent unnecessary

y c }

\ a(

/ 4

\ ^-^^ 1

t d
b La
Fig..

Further Illustrating the Similarity of a Chisel
Cutting into a Piece of Metal to the Two

Cutting Edges of a Twist Drill.

BY SAMUEL D. COHEN
LESSON XI

friction against the walls of the hole, the

rest of the surface is brought to a some-
what smaller diameter. Sometimes the

surface s, is gradually backed off, beginning
at the edge without a distinctly perceptible

step, as in Fig. 1. The profile of the grooves
dd, is chosen so that the intersection with
the top plane b, gives as far as possible a
right angle line C. The shape of the line b
is of lesser importance provided that the
groove d is wide enough to allow the chips

to pass easily. The dimension of the weak-
est point of the drill where the edge c

l
is

found, is fixt by the demand of strength in

the drill. The edge c
1
, which cuts very badly,

should be as short as possible. Ordinarily,
it is taken l-10th of the diameter at the
point of the drill and gradually increases

to the upper end, for reasons of strength.

When looking at the drill sideways we
now see it as shown in Fig. 2 ; cc are the

sectants which form together an angle of

about 120 degrees, c
1
the connection, dd the

grooves, the pitch of which amounts to 5

to 8 times the diameter of the drill. We
consider cc as being the cutting edges of
two chisels, which, turning around the axis
must cut chips from the metal. The form
and the position of these chisels in regard
to the metal will have to answer the same
requirements as every other cutting chisel,

which are these : In Fig. 3 A represents a
cross-section of the chisel, B the piece of
work from which the chip C is cut by mov-
ing A in the direction of the arrow.
To prevent the chisel breaking its cutting

edge—the angle a—obtained by grinding,
and therefore called the grinding angle,
must be sufficiently strong. For cutting
mild steel and iron a is made upon an
average of about 55 degrees ; with very
good steel the angle can be some degrees
smaller ; with a poorer grade steel it must
be some degrees larger. The loosening of
the chip from the metal is not done at the
lowest point of the chisel, but at a, being
the point most advanced. The metal is

pushed down at a length /, Fig. 3, and there-

Don't Miss the Next Lesson

—

"Grinding Twist Drills."

It will discuss the various factors
involved in properly grinding twist
drills, both by hand and machine
or jig. A real practical article
which every amateur machinist
will want to read.

after returns to its level a-d. The smaller
the angle' i, which may be enlarged or dimin-
ished by the position of the chisel, the
longer / will be, and the greater will be the
resistance of the metal being pushed down.
Experience tells us how large the angle i

must be ; it varies between 4 degrees to 8
degrees for lathe and planer tools. We
shall see how great it must be made for
twist drills. In no case may it be smaller
than 4 degrees, or the chisel will refuse
to cut.

Referring to Fig. 4, the point a, of the
cutting edge c, situated on the cylindrical
surface of the chisel, we find the grinding
angle a. appointed by the tangent to the
spiral and by the tangent to the line ab,
sectant of the cylindrical surface of the
drill, and the ground top B. So the size of
this angle is determined with regard to the
strength of the edge and practically amounts
to about 55 degrees. Then follows the
angle i in Fig. 3 ; where to find it. While
turning around on its axis the drill ad-
vances into the metal. So each point de-
scribes a spiral line with the pitch equal to

the feed of the drill for one revolution.

These spiral lines, however, are of unequal
diameter. Point a, in Fig. 4, on the circum-
ference of the drill is given in Fig. 5, as if

moving on the spiral line a'a. The diam-
eter of the drill being D = 1 in. and the

feed l-50th in. ; the inclination of the spiral

line is found by :

feed 1

Tan j3 = = = 0.00637
circumference 50 X v

/3 = 0° 22'

c'

b <*

1

Fig 4
ee

Discussion of the Angle and Clearance of the
Cutting Edge of a Twist Drill.

Point a, in Fig. 4, at a distance of l-20th in.

from the drill axis, describes the spiral line

c
1

c with the same pitch h, Fig. 5, as a'o; the

angle of inclination 7 however, is quite a
different one ; for the case of l-20th in. it is

:

1
Tan 7= = 0.0637

50 X t'X 1/10
7 = 3° 39/

In Fig. 5 the value h of the feed has been
given immoderately large for the sake of
clearness, and the angle 7 has consequently
been drawn much larger than it is in reality.

The spiral lines, a
1

a and c
x
c, are the lines

in regard to which the angle i, in Fig. 3,

has to be measured. They agree with the
line a-d, in that figure. From this it fol-

lows that for point a of the drill the setting

angle i is measured in regard to the line,

inclining already 0° 22', and therefore must
be so much greater than usually. For point
c this difference becomes 3° 39'. The set-

ting angle becomes a changeable value, in-

creasing towards the center of the drill. In
giving it everywhere the same value for
simplicity's sake, that is to say the largest
cutting cross-section desired in the center,

the edge would become too weak at the
circumference.
With the above facts in mind the writer

will give a complete practical discourse on
how to handle twist drills, grinding, et

cetera, in the next installment.

(To be continued

)

a'
c'

r
j

Diagram Used in Explaining the Value of the
Angles of Grinding of Twist Drills.
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Practical Chemical Experiments
Butter and Butter Substitutes

BUTTER is obtained by skimming
the milk and putting it thru the pro-
cess of churning, the globules
coalesce and the solid fat separates
more or less thoroly from the other

constituents of the milk. As found on the
market, butter is rarely found to contain
more than 80 to 85 per cent fat; the rest

By ALBERT W. WILSDON

ice-water, thus chilling it rapidly. It can
then be salted and packed like ordinary
butter. Two marked advantages which this
material has over butter are: (1) It is

much cheaper, and (2 ) owing to the ab-
sence of buttermilk and butter fats it has
much better keeping qualities. Its flavor
ranks well with second-class butter.
"Renovated" or "Process" butter is in

general prepared as follows : Old, rancid,
and unsalable butter is melted in a large
vat surrounded by a hot water jacket at
a temperature of about 45 deg. C. The
curd and brine are then drawn off at the
bottom, the scum being taken off at the
top. Air is blown thru the mass, to remove
the disagreeable odor, and after mixing
with some milk, the mass is churned and
then run into ice cold water to make it

granular in structure. It is then ripened,
worked to free it from buttermilk and
salted. It is required by law in some states
that this product be marked "Renovated
Butter."

SIMPLE TEST FOR BUTTER
Experiment No. 1. See Fig. 1.

Heat about 3 grams of the sample in a
large iron spoon over a low Bunsen flame,
stirring constantly. Genuine butter will boil
quietly, with the production of consider-
able froth or foam, which may, on removal

removed from the flame; in the case of
genuine butter these particles are small and
finely divided, but in the case of oleomarga-
rin the curd will gather in large masses.

MILK TEST FOR BUTTER
Experiment No. 2. See Fig. 2.

To make a "milk test" for butter, place

Fig. 1. Apparatus Used in Making Test
for Butter and Oleomargarin or Renovated

Butter.

being principally water, with some proteids
and lactose from buttermilk still remaining
in it, and more or less salt or saltpeter, to
flavor and preserve it. It quite frequently is

colored with some harmless vegetable com-
pound.
Oleomargarin is usually prepared from

the fat contained in the intestinal folds of
beef cattle. It is carefully stript from the
fresh carcass, washed, chilled and hashed
exceedingly fine. It is

then rendered in water- —
jacketed kettles at a
temperature of about 50
deg. C. The scum
which separates out at
the top is drawn off and
the scraps settle at the
bottom. The liquid fat

is then run into vats
and there permitted to
stand for a day or two
at about 27 deg. C, at

which temperature but-
ter is just liquid. The
semi-liquid mass is then
wrapt up in cloths and
prest to remove the thin

yellow liquid oil ( oleo
oil) from the solid fat

( oleo-stearin) . To turn
this liquid oil (oleo
oil) into a very good
substitute for butter it

is churned with some^
milk so that it can ab-
sorb some of the butter taste, then some
coloring matter is added (vegetable com-
pound), and the mass is finally run into

Fig. 3. Test for Coal Tar Coloring in But-
ter Which Can Be Made by Anyone in a

Few Minutes' Time.

from the flame, boil up over the side of
the spoon. Renovated butter or oleomar-

BEGINNING with this issue, "EXPERIMENTAL CHEM-
ISTRY", as will be noted, has been changed to "PRACTI-

CAL CHEMICAL EXPERIMENTS." For several years past,

Mr. Albert W . Wilsdon, who will continue the new department,
has become familiar to our readers thru his chemistry articles.

There has, however, been an urgent demand from our readers

for articles on everyday chemistry, practical experiments, etc.

W e are, therefore, beginning with this issue a series of practical

chemistry, free from technicalities. We think the change will

be welcomed by our friends.

In the same department we are also inaugurating a Question
and Answer Department, and every reader is invited to ask any
question on chemical phases which may occur to him. Such
questions will be answered every month hereafter in these col-

umns. When sending questions, they should be addrest to

"Editor, Chemistry Department: ,—Editor.

garin will sputter and act like hot fat con-
taining- water, but will not foam. Examine
also the curdy particles when the sample is

Fig. 2. Set-up of Simple Apparatus Utilized
in Making the "Milk Test" for Butter.

about 60 cc. of sweet milk in a wide-
mouthed bottle, which is set in a vessel of
boiling water. When the milk is thoroly
heated, a spoonful of the butter is added
and the mixture stirred until the fat has
melted. The bottle is then placed in a dish

of ice-water, and the stirring continued
until the fat solidifies. If the sample is but-
ter, either fresh or renovated, it will be
solidified in a granular condition and dis-

tributed thru the milk
^^^^^"^^^^^ in small particles. If,

on the other hand, the

sample consists of oleo-

margarin, it solidifies

practically in one piece,

so that it may be lifted

by the stirrer from the
milk.

By the two tests just

described, the first of
which distinguishes
fresh butter from pro-
cess butter or reno-
vated butter and oleo-

margarin ; and the sec-

ond of which distin-

guishes oleomargarin
from either fresh but-
ter or renovated but-
ter, the nature of the

sample examined may
be determined.
Every house-wife

should know how to

test butter and oleo-
margarin and the important differences be-
tween them. That is one object of the present
paper. The author trusts it proves of value.

{Continued on page 894)
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This department will award the following monthly prizes: First Prize, $.3.00; Second Prize, $2.00; Third Prize, $1.00.
The purpose of this department is to stimulate experimenters towards accomplishing new things with old apparatus or old material,

and for the most useful, practical and original idea submitted to the Editors of this department, a monthly series of prizes will be awarded'
For the best idea submitted a prize of $3.00 is awarded; for the second best idea a $2.00 prize, and for the third best prize of $1.00. The
article need not be very elaborate, and rough sketches are sufficient. We will make the mechanical drawings. Use only one side of sheet.
Make sketches on separate sheets.

T

FIRST PRIZE, $3.00

A SIMPLE WHIMSHURST IN-
FLUENCE MACHINE.

By Melville Fisk.

HE static machine described herein is

made of simple materials, is easy to

construct and the work does not

SECOND PRIZE $2.00 THIRD PRIZE, $1.00

A • Driving Pulley
3- Jars
C ' Driving belts

D Brushes
E - Neutra/izing rods
F = Collectors

6 * Discharging Arms

-BE

Belt-

Crossbelt

Tubing Xopperwire

Tubing tficnogrvpfi (r~Zj
\. Brush needles

s~'

Neutraliz/riQ Rods

A Home-made Static Machine Constructed
Records.

require the use of special tools. A similar

machine built by the writer produces a
violent and steady spark discharge about an
inch or more in length, without the use of
Leyden jars.

The plates are two twelve-inch phono-
graph records of the disk type. Select tw ~>

which have one side blank. The tinfoil

sectors are cemented to the smooth side.

It is not necessary to varnish the plates.

The bosses that keep the plates parallel on
the shaft are small cotton spools, that have
a hole in them the size of the one in the

record. Fit the spools up with brass tube
bearing and fasten to the plates with glue.

A thin cloth or paper washer inserted be-

tween the boss and plate will help the glue

to hold. Rubber tire cement will hold bet-

ter if at hand. The shaft on which the
plates revolve extends out 34 of an inch
on either side of the wooden standards

;

it is held stationary by a cotter pin inserted

in a hole bored down thru the top of the
standard. Glue a cardboard washer \ l/2
inches in diameter to the inside of one of
the plates. The base and standard are made
of wood in the manner illustrated.

Make the double driving pulley from a
large spool such as wire is sold on.

Fasten it to the shaft by drilling thru the
shank and shaft and inserting a cotter pin

or screw. Be sure and make the grooves
in the pulleys deep enough to hold the belts

securely. Rubber bands tied together make
very good driving belts. Tie them with
strong linen thread and leave a half inch
of slack between each band. As the plates

are to revolve in opposite directions, cross
one belt.

The neutralizing rods are made from %

BLINKING LIGHTS TELL YOUR
FORTUNE.

A glance at the illustration will show
that while the magnet side of the relay is

open, the small battery motor is running, re-

volving the drum. A gear may be used if a

slower speed is neces-
sary. When the push
button is prest, the ar-

mature of the relay is

attracted, breaking the
motor circuit and mak-
ing connection on the
other side of the relay

which goes to the one
set of brushes on one
side of the drum. The
armature is itself con-
nected to one side of
the battery for the mo-
tor, and to one side of
the current supply for
the lamps. On the
other side of the drum
are the brushes con-
necting to the different

rings on the drum.
These brushes also con-
nect with the various
lamps which are again
connected to the other
side of the currentfrom Phonograph Disc , r ,M supply for the lamps.
As the button is prest,

the motor stops and the circuit thru one of
the lamps is made, the particular lamp de-
depending upon the position of the drum
when the motor stopt. In front of each
lamp is a pane of glass on the back of which
is pasted the fortune telling matter. The
front of the glass may be painted with a
thin white paint.

Contributed by
WILLIAM F. HAASE, JR.

Brasstube noider

ttt-

1 1 i

Collectors

An Interesting Electric Fortune-Teller,
Which Will Provide Hours of Amusement.

inch copper wire bent to shape. They are
nivoted on the protruding ends of the shaft
by a short piece of tubing soldered to the

center. Press the tubing slightly together
at the open end to make it grip firmly. The
brushes are made from very fine copper
strands secured from wire such as is used
in receiver cords (gilt tinsel). Cut about
twelve strands two inches long; tie a knot
in the center, and fold over so that all ends
are together. The brushes are then slipt

into the small tubes soldered onto the ends
of the rods and are fastened by squeezing
the end of the tube together.

Make the collectors as per sketch, using
heavy copper wire. The points are long
phonograph needles, fastened to the arms

PORTABLE BATTERY HAND LAMP
FOR THE HOME.

The articles for the construction of this

lamp can be purchased at a small sum, if

you haven't them at home. Flexible lamp
wire is the best for the wiring of this light.

Hook

handle of

.

screendoor .

Switch

You Have Often Wanted a Portable Battery
Hand Lamp—Here's How to Make One at

Practically No Cost.

About ten feet of wire is needed, when a
large dry cell is used which cannot be
carried around. For a pocket (flashlight)
battery only a few feet is necessary. By
means of the hook the lamp can be hung
anywhere or in any corner on a nail, etc.

A \y2 volt tungsten lamp is right for a
single dry cell. A reflector adds greatly
to the efficiency of the light.

Contributed by RAYMOND WAGNER.

by drilling and then soldering. The needles
should be slanted slightly in the direction
in which the plate rotates. The supports
are brass tubing, soldered on.

The discharging arms are of brass rod of
a size that will fit in the collector support-
ing tubes. Make a small dent in each tube
so that the rods do not slip all of the way
thru. Fit balls to the ends of the rods by
boring, then pegging and soldering.
The jars are used as supports only.

Varnish them inside and out and fit with
stoppers, bored to hold the collector tubes.

A simple stopper is made by cutting a large
wire spool in half and then winding paper
around the shank to make a fit with the
jar. Before using soak the stopper in

melted paraffin. Further insulation can be
obtained by placing pieces of a broken rec-

ord under the jars. Glue the jars to the base.

In operation the neutralizing rods should
be at right angles to each other, the best
angle, however, can easily be found by trial.

The brushes should touch the plates lightly

—no pressure is necessary. The collector

points should be about inch away from
plates. Be sure that they are all the same dis-

tance away or else some will not contribute

to the collecting. The distance between
the plates should be about % to % inch.
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EDITED BY S. GERNSBACK

A Simply Constructed Gas Generator
By IVAN CRAWFORD

AMONG the automatic gas generators on
/"\ the market there are few within reach

of the average experimenter. To meet
this condition, Prof. C. D. Dilts has re-

cently developed a generator which may be

easily and cheaply constructed. In experi-

This Illustration Shows the Different
Parts Composing the "Gas Generator"

Here Described.

menting with qualitative analysis a constant

supply of hydrogen sulfide is essential.

This generator, being self-regulating, will

furnish a constant flow of hydrogen sul-

fide, carbon dioxid, or hydrogen. The prin-

ciple of operation is the same as that of

the well-known Kipp generator, namely that

when the gas formed is not allowed to es-

cape the solid material is automatically
raised out of the liquid, but when the pres-

sure is relieved the solid substance is low-
ered into the liquid, and the generator be-

gins to function. As will be seen in the

drawing, the four parts are : first, a glass

jar or container; second, a bottle of slight-

ly smaller diameter, with the bottom re-

moved, and fitted with a stopcock in the

top; third, a lead basket for holding the

solid material ; and fourth, a small wash
bottle.

The glass jar may be easily made by cut-

ting off the top of a large bottle. There

are many methods which may be employed
in removing the bell of the bottle, but by
far the best and surest is the one described

below.
Several long strips of newspaper, about

an inch wide, should be soaked in water and
wound about the bottle in two bands at the

place where it is desired to break the bot-

tle. About a quarter of an inch should be
left between the two bands. The bottle

should then be slowly revolved with the

hands, allowing a blow-pipe flame to play

upon the exposed part between the bands.
When this portion is heated sufficiently the

application of a drop of water will cause
the glass to be evenly broken. The edges
should then be smoothed on a soft grind-

stone. The bottom of the smaller bottle is

removed in the same manner.
The sheet lead for the basket may be pro-

cured at any plumbing shop. It may be

easily bent to the required shape, leaving

small holes in the bottom to allow the acid

to enter. The basket is suspended by means
of a closed piece of glass tubing, bent to

form a hook, which runs thru the two-hole
stopper. The delivery tube from the bottle

Sectional View of Gas Generator,

Completely Assembled Gas Generator and
Wash Bottle.

may be fitted either with a glass stop-cock
or with rubber tubing and metal pinch-

cock. Altho not absolutely necessary, a wash
bottle is a desirable addition to the genera-
tor, as it not only steadies the flow but
cleans and purifies the gas.

The apparatus should now be assembled
as is illustrated in the drawing and photo-
graph. The solid material, such as iron

sulfid (when H 2S is desired) is placed in
the lead basket and the dilute acid in the

glass jar. When the smaller bottle is placed
in the jar the acid, reacting with the iron

sulfid, engenders a flow of H2S which
forces the acid out of the basket if the stop-

cock is closed. When the stop-cock is

opened, the gas escapes and allows the acid
to touch the iron sulfid, again causing the
formation of H 2 S. Thus gas is always
easily procurable without waste of material.

TESTED CHEMICAL LABORA-
TORY STUNTS.

1. Spoons That Will Melt in Hot Water.
—Fuse together in a crucible 8 parts of bis-

muth, 5 of lead, and 3 of tin. These metals
will combine and form an alloy, of which
spoons can be easily made which possess
the remarkable property of melting in hot
water, coffee or tea.

2. A Self-dancing Egg.—Take a thin glass

tube about 3 inches long and fill it with
mercury then seal both ends with good hard
wax. "Next have an egg boiled and then

break a small piece of the shell from the

smaller end and thrust the tube with the

mercury in, lay it on a table and it will not
cease tumbling until the egg is cool. The
same can be done by taking a small bladder
putting a little mercury inside and blowing
it up, then warm the bladder, it will skip

about as long as the heat remains.
3. To Give a Piece of Charcoal a Coat of

Silver.—Lay a crystal of silver nitrat upon
a piece of burning charcoal ; the metallic

salt will catch fire and will emit sparks of

various colors. The silver is reduced, and,

in the end, produces upon the charcoal a

very brilliant and beautiful appearance.

4. In Water But Not Wet.—Powder the

surface of a large or small vessel of water
with some lycopodium, which may be ob-
tained at any drug store

;
you may then

challenge any one to drop a coin into the

water, and that you will get it without
wetting your hand. The lycopodium ad-
heres to the hand and prevents its contact
with the water.

5. Artificial petrifactions (turning into

stone).—In a retort place a small quantity
of pounded fluor-spar and sand, and pour
upon it some sulfuric acid; fluosilicic acid

gas will be disengaged, holding silex in so-

lution. The subjects you wish to petrify

must be moistened with water and placed
in a vessel connected with the neck of the

retort, the silex will be precipitated upon
them like a frost and will have a beautiful

appearance. It will wear for years. Note

—

Do not breathe in this gas.

6. An Experiment With Sugar.—Take
about 5 or 6 pieces of lump sugar and place

them in a cup ; next pour about 3 tea spoons
full of boiling water upon them, and then
add some sulfuric acid. It is truly a won-

derful spectacle, and more instructive than
reading, to see the sugar turn black, then
boil, and now, rising out of the cup in a
black color. It is now charcoal.

7. To Melt Steel.—Heat a piece of steel

to redness in a fire, then hold it with a pair
of pincers. In the other hand take a stick

of brimstone or roll sulfur and touch the

piece of steel with it. Immediately after
their contact the steel will melt and drop
like melted butter.

8. Explosion Without Heat.—Take a
crystal or two of nitrat of copper and
bruise them ; then moisten them with water
and roll them up in a piece of tin-foil, and
in a minute the foil will begin to smoke and
soon after will take fire and explode. Un-
less the crystals of copper are moistened, no
heat will be produced.

9. To Melt Lead in Paper.—Wrap up a
very smooth piece of lead in a piece of
paper, then hold it over the flame of a
taper ; the lead will be melted without burn-
ing the paper providing there are no
wrinkles in the paper and that it is in con-
tact with the lead everywhere.
Contributed by EUGENE McGOWAN.
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Electric Engraving Apparatus
(1,289,000; issued to Andrew M.

Robinson)
An electric engraving apparatus

employing a source of electric cur-
rent forming an arc to produce the
engraving. It consists of an ap-

cmtact with some metallic body tor methods the correct dosage at any

paratus employed with graduating
tools, etc., for marking metal parts
of machines, etc. A further object
in the invention provides an auxil-
iary electric current or circuit con-
nected to the pencil, and means in
the pencil for controlling the make
and break of the auxiliary circuit,

tc open and close the main circuit
so as to prevent arcing when it is

raised from the work. This ap-
paratus eliminates this objectionable
feature. The case contains a trans-
former, also a number of switches,
by which the character of the cur-
rent may be varied at will.

Current Modulator
(1,288,117; issued to Francesco

Morano)
The chief object of this invention

is a metallic microphone for high
currents, which microphone is con-
stituted by one or more metallic

+
7~

gripping contacts, which gripping
contact is formed of two contact
elements, so arranged that one of
them grips the other. The vibrating
element is firmly mounted by the
diafram, while the other element is

supported by such means that the
pressure of the contact which is

formed by both elements accurately
alfects it. In consequence, the elec-

trical resistance of the contact itself

may be capable of varying in rigid
conformity with the vibrations of
the diafram according to the ampli-
tude of said vibrations.

Apparatus for Locating Sunken
Bodies

(1,287,907; issued to Patrick B.
Delany)

Sunken ships and bodies, by the
use of this invention, may be found
very readily. It is an electrically

operated device, used with some
form of communicating device, such
as a telephone receiver, and acts
upon the principle of the circuit

being closed, and having normally a
certain definite resistance, i.e., the
inventor does not use coils conduc-
tively or otherwise for the detec-
tion. The bare electrode is lowered
by means of an insulated wire thru
the water, and depends upon actual

its location. The circuit is formed
thru a pair of sensitive head re-

ceivers, the bare electrode, the
water and the electrode, and nor-
mally is of high resistance.

Recording Telephone

(1,290,621; issued to John F. Mal-
thaner)

A new form of recording tele-

phone, more or less on the style of
the dictating telephone. A device in

convenient size and weight for use
on office desks, etc. It is so con-
structed that it may be used for
receiving direct dictation over the
phonograph, and also may be used
to receive telephone messages from
the ordinary telephone receiver, and
in this manner to record the same
on a phonograph record. Particular
attention is attached to a new form
of reed diafram constructed of the
same width from end to end; ap-
proximately at its ce.iter is mounted
a square soft iron disc held in
place by clips, which on its under-
side has a holder for supporting
the saffire point of the phonograph.

Advertising Lamp and Radiometer
(1,290,749; issued to Edward J.

Hunt)
The device consists of a motor op-

erating on the principle of the radio-
meter, in which the moving motor
elements are caused to rotate upon
their axes by the action of light.

The device is primarily intended to
be inserted with the enclosure of
any ordinary incandescent lamp bulb
and combined with the filament sup-
port in a manner permitting the
use of the usual lamp filament, so
that the light issuing therefrom
shall cause the rotation of the sev-
eral motor vanes. The motor ele-

ment consists of a series of vanes,
preferably four or more, which are
silvered upon one side and black-
ened upon the other side with car-

bon or lamp black.

Radium-Applicator
(1,288,048; issued to George Kunkle)
A radium applicator adapted for

the use of radium and other radio-
active salts. The applicator is prop-
erly calibrated in advance and so
arranged that the physician using
it can accurately measure and ad-
minister by any of the approved

moment by a simple adjustment of
its parts. This instrument auto-
matically and evenly irradiates sur-
faces of widely variable areas, as,

for instance, areas of from one mil-

limeter to thirty-two centimeters in
diameter.

Secondary Or Storage Battery
(1,285,660; issued to Bruce Ford)
A new type and form of storage

battery, its principal object being to
minimize leakage between cells and
still have a multiple voltage battery
of sufficient strength to withstand
the stresses and wear acting on such
a battery. The structure may be
described as a number of plates
having a central portion, one face
provided with a negative formation
and the other face having a posi-
tive formation, with a rim project-
ing beyond both formations so as
to fit and be prest into soft rubber
tubing, which will make it non-
leakable. The spaces between are
filled with an electrolyte, which may
be any plain liquid, or else held
soaked in blotting paper or some
other gelatinous formation.

Method of Telephonic Transmis-
sion Without Return-Wire

(1,287,180; issued to C. Bardeloni)
A new method of transmitting

speech without a return wire. It
is sometimes necessary to use a
single wire for telephonic trans-
mission without earthing its end.
A condition like this might exist in
connection with an observation bal-
loon where the stringing of the
separate telephone cable would not
be feasible. Under these conditions
the circuit does not close by con-
ductivity, but remains as an open
circuit, the return being formed by
one or more metal conductor
squares, electrostatically and elec-
tromagnetically connected between
each other. This invention has the
object of effecting telephonic trans-
mission by the variations of the
electrostatic and electromagnetic
conditions, withuut any metallic
conductors, or the earth, connecting
the extremities of the system.

r^wvv
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Compass-Gyroscope
(1,289,813; issued to Emil Klahn)
The invention consists primarily in

mounting the gyroscope so that at
all times it is unaffected by gravity,
and in utilizing this potential func-
tion of the gyroscope to regulate the
position of the controlled member,
when a disturbing force is acting on

the gyroscope. Its application is

mainly a non-magnetic compass,
when such disturbing or directive
force results trom the rotation of
the earth, and for movements and
changes in the course of a vessel
carrying the compass, and apparent
rotation of the compass card or con-
trolled member taking place and
serving as a measure of the change
in course. The gyroscope is a
means to partly suppress freedom of
rotation about its vertical axis and a
frame within which said gyroscope
is pivotally mounted. A resilient
means is connected with the frame
adapted to work on the gyroscope,
when the control member or com-
pass card is in connection with said
frame.

Thermostat
(1,287,188; issued to Henrich Beck)
A new design of thermostat, which

to a certain extent eliminates many
of the troublesome factors of the
cid style instrument. This type of
thermostat is one which employs
but one movable contact, the other
being fixt, altho adjustable, and the
two thermostat elements generally
control the single movable contact,
in response to a variation in tem-
perature. But only one is subject
to the action of radiant heat, and
acts directly upon the carrier, and
thereby acts directly upon the mov-
able contact. The heat ray

jo

TTOT

may be concentrated on the ther-
mostatic element by means of a
condensing lens. When the element
is at a normal room temperature it

is straight, but when the radiant
heat strikes the thermostatic ele-

ment, then it curves slightly upward,
moves a crank upon the carrier,
which presses the fixt contact,
thereby closing the circuit.
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Our Amateur Laboratory Contest is open to all readers, whether subscribers or not. The photos are judged for best arrangement and efficiency of the appa-
ratus. To increase the interest of this department we make it a rule not to publish photos of apparatus unaccompanied by that of the owner. Dark photos pre-
ferred to light-toned ones. We pay $3.00 prize each month for the best photo. Address the Editor. "With the Amateurs" Dept.

'Amateur Electrical Laboratory" Contest
THIS MONTH'S $3.00 PRIZE WINNER— RAYMOND L. CASSELL

HEREWITH I present three pictures of my Electrical Laboratory. In this "Lab" you can find anything from a binding post to a six hundred
thousand volt Tesla coil. I have constructed two high potential transformers and one welding transformer with an output of three volts

and five hundred amperes. Practically everything in this "Lab" was built by me. There are several motors, both A. C. and D. C, dynamos,
about a dozen spark coils, transformers, storage batteries, small steam engine, rectifiers, Tesla coil (Oudin type), switches of all kinds, telegraph
instruments, condenserc, volt and ammeters, et cetera. I can get a twelve to fourteen inch spark from the Oudin coil. If the spark is not
drawn off, it will brush discharge to a length of ten inches, crackling and waving like a thing alive.

_
I perform some very interesting experiments

with the coil. I also have a small storage battery set with a separate switch-board for charge and discharge. I have a search-light (arc), which
will throw a beam about two miles. I operate this on a 110 volt circuit with a transformer built for the purpose. I am now building a 330 watt
D. C. dynamo. I experiment with about everything going and a lot more.—Raymond L. Cassell, Roanoke, Va.

HONORABLE MENTION (1 year's subscription to the "ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER")—J. H. ENGLAND
HEREWITH are photographs of my Laboratory. In one of the photographs may be seen my "Wireless Table," which contains all the different

instruments used for both sending and receiving. The transmitting set consists of a 34 K. W. step-up transformer, condensers, spark gap,

key, ammeter, et cetera. There is also a 1 inch spark coil for sending short distances. For receiving I have used successfully (before the

war) a tuning coil for short distances and a loose coupler for long distances, in connection with a silicon detector, 2,000 ohm Brandes' phones,

loading coil, variable and fixt condensers. To the left may be seen my switch-board, which is home-made. It contains a number of different

switches, a buzzer, a lamp resistance, and a pilot lamp. To the left of the switch-board there are several shelves on which are different electrical

books, such as "Hawkm's Electrical Guides," Houston's "Electricity in Everyday Life," and many others. There are various other instruments
on this table, such as telegraph key and sounder, electric fan, Solderall torch, and an interrupter. Another photograph shows the chemical and
and photographic table. This table consists of a complete developing and printing set. To the left will be seen the printing box, which is home-
made. The frame is an Auto Mask Printing Frame and is secured to the box by means of small hooks, so as to permit it to be removed easily.

Inside there is a red and a white light. To the right there are a large number of chemicals, such as nitric acid, bromin, sodium, et cetera. This

part of my "Lab." comes in handy when I need a picture of some electrical experiment. This laboratory is the result of but one year and a half

of earnest work and study.—J. H. England, 509 George, Greenwood, Miss.
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Science in Slang
Jazz Stokes on Wireless Dope

I
SAW a while back in a paper that

Tesla and Marconi were expressing
their ideas on interplanetary wireless'

communication. It don't look very
reasonable to me that it could be

done in the way that they proposed it, but
I don't say that the feat is im-
possible," remarked Jazz Stokes
the other night.

"How does a wireless wire?"
asked Bender.

Heiney Hertz — Who While Monkeying
Around Spark Coils and a Micrometer Spark

Gap, Fell over the Hertzian Wave.

"It don't wire, that is why they call it

wireless," returned Jazz.
"Well," I put in, "of course, Punk and I

know all there is to know about wireless

;

but for Bender's sake I wish you would tell

us a little about wireless."

"You are probably familiar with the Af-
rican tiim-tums and the Indian signal fires,"

he began. "They were the original form of
wireless.

"A scientist by the name of Hertz. Herr
Heinrich Hertz, got to monkeying around
with spark coils and developing the mi-
crometer spark gap or resonator. This
apparatus worked on the principle that
electro-magnetic waves radiate from a point
of discharge. The twinkling spark be-
tween the gap was due to induced cur-
rent, being virtually a secondary coil

of one turn. Well, this set Heiney to

deducing, and he deduced the present
Hertzian theory of wireless wave
radiation.

"While Heinrich, never having
caught up with the second syllable of
his first name, died a poor man, Nick
Tesla hadn't been napping either. The
whole wireless dope to this bird was
an unsealed book as early as 1893, when
Marconi still slid down the banister in

his knickers. Thus we see Nikola two-
stepping it nonchalantly to the Pat.

Office, where he grabs the first REAL
wireless patent along in 1900. The old

boy had it all down in black on white,

aerial, ground, spark gap, et al—the

real, honest to goodness dope. This
earned him the title of "Papa of the

Wireless." But in those days there

were no detectors and few experimen-
ters to boot. So the then wiseacres
sniffed at Nick's Patents, tapt their

foreheads significantly and made Kid
known that this wireless stuff was all

By EMERSON EASTERLING
loco, bunque, and then some. The same
ginks today however sing a different tune

and admit that in 1900 THEY were fast

asleep and deader than an Egyptian mummy,
with heads as solid.

"Then along comes Kid Marconi and
devils around with oscillators,

sending waves thru buildings

and other masses until he gets

to work and builds a real

wireless telegraphing station.

By sticking his aerials up so
as to clear the buildings and
other masses he finds tbat he
can send and receive for miles

instead of blocks. In 1901, on
the twelfth day of December,
he shoots a 'can-you-get-it'

across the Atlantic—and they
got it. Soon all the first class

vessels were e q u i p t with
radio men and added an-

tennae to their rigging, so that they could
let the world know that all was off with
them by their C. Q. D. and S. O. S. yelps,
instead of leaving floating spars upon the
briny deep for some brig to sight later.

"Marconi went on improving his appa-

/

ratus and handled the financial end so that
besides being a first rate experimenter and
Italian gentleman of standing, he don't have
to eat macaroni with a pencil.

"The world wallows along, and the pat-
ent offices pile up the documents in tho
wireless department, when an ardent bird,

Dr. Lee de Forest, waltzes on the stage of
industry to the tune of ' 'N' EVERY-
THING' and shows us something. You
might mistake it for an incandescent bulb,

but it is as much like a light globe as a
Victrola is like a centre table. We call it

the Audion Amplifier, and with it in your
receiving set you are able to make a squeal

a scream. The wireless nuts first found
that it was a scream when the ionizing sun-
light failed to close the Hula-hula island

and 'Frisco communication in the wee sma'
hours of the morning, after the hour that

the other detectors went bad on 'em.

"For Bender's sake I will give you
the line up on a simple wireless
First the transmitting apparatus

obtains its juice from batteries or other
sources. Is that plain? Yes, well next
there is a spark coil that steps the voltage

up to a dangerous stage and a spark gap that

lets the high tension current break down
across the air space. This discharge sets

up an oscillating current of high frequency.

To increase the efficiency there are con-
densers inserted in the circuit—these store

'Kicks'' 1

station.

Doc "Nick" Tesla—Papa of the Wireless,
Who Grabbed the First REAL Wireless Pat-

ent in 1900

up and discharge the juice like a nigger
squirting prune juice thru his teeth, only
very much faster."

Taking a pen and pad from his pocket,

Jazz proceeded, "It is like this—see the K
is the key; C, coil: c

1

,
condenser; A, aerial;

G, ground ; and B is for the source of
juice. Then the receiving station is like

this—A. aerial ; D, detector ; R, receiver.

There is added more stuff to sensitize

the layout, but they would only look
like a telephone central station wiring
diagram here on paper, and besides,

there are more different kinds than
there are ways for a young boy to go
wrong.
"In Guglielmo Marconi's original

•'. contraption the Signor used a coherer,
'

: where we use a detector or audion
now. The coherer works by being
welded by the incoming waves, the

electrical resistance being less when
the filings in the coherer are welded.

.". The current is so regulated that when
the wave waltzes in and unites the

nickel and silver filings, the sounder
that is connected in the circuit bangs
down with a faint tap. The coherer is

tapt by a de-coherer, jarring the nickel

and silver filings loose for the next dot
or dash

—

ad infinitum.

"The detector rectifies the oscillating

current, making it fit to vibrate the

diafram on the receiver that the 'Radio-

bug' has glued to his ear.

"The audion is an incandescent bulb
with a parallel grid and plate, work-
ing on the theory that current will flow

Marcon
Shot

Who Deviled Around Oscillators and Who
'Can-You-Get-lt" Across the Atlantic.

*That word is Kick and not Hick. Kick
is a San Francisco slang word—it means al-

most anything, originating from a kick in

booze and now applying to almost anything,
good, bad, and indifferent.

(Continued on page 911)
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4. If a quick
research work or
are answered.

The "Oracle" is for the sole benefit of all electrical experimenters,
the benefit of all, but only matter of sufficient interest will be publisht.
be answered:

1. Only three questions can be submitted to be answered.
2. Only one side of sheet to be written on; matter must be typewritten or else written in ink,

penciled matter considered.
3. Sketches, diagrams, etc., must be on separate sheets. Questions addrest to this department cannot

be answered by mail free of charge.
answer is desired by mail, a nominal charge of 25 cents is made for each question. If the questions entail considerable
intricate calculations a special rate will be charged. Correspondents will be informed as to the fee before such questions

Questions will be answered here for
Rules under which questions will

no

500 K. W. DYNAMO DEVELOPS
BURNT SPOTS ON
COMMUTATOR.

(990) Geo. W. B., Chicago, 111, inquires

of the "Oracle"

:

Q. 1. What causes commutator bars to

burn, blacken and roughen up in the fol-

lowing manner? There are about 4 bars
under a set of brushes and every set of 4
bars spaced equally between centers of field

poles will blacken. Description of ma-
chine : D. C. 500 K. W. rope drive, 8 poles,

compound wound, 220 volts. Even airgap
all around, commutator undercut, commu-
tator true, field coils equal strength, no
reversed coils, no overload, machine runs
alone most of the time ; sometimes in par-
allel with a 150 K. W. Brushes have a per-

A Large Dynamo Armature Develops Burnt
Spots on the Commutator at Equally Spaced
Points, Corresponding to the Pole Pitch. One
of the Remedies Suggested Is That the
Armature Be Equipt with Balancing or Cur-
rent Equalizing Rings, as Here Illustrated,
which Shows Them Applied to a Parallel-
Wound D. C. Dynamo Armature. These
Rings Help to Equalize Any Heavy Cross
Currents in the Armature which Might Pro-

duce Such Troubles.

feet gloss, practically no sparking. Four
hundred segments to the commutator, all

tight. Sanding commutator stops the trou-

ble for 2 to 6 months. What causes it?

A. 1. We were particularly interested in

the phenomenon you describe where the

500 K. W. D. C. dynamo, which altho ap-
parently in perfect shape and maintenance,
develops burnt spots all around the com-
mutator at points corresponding to the
spacing of the brush studs.

The Editor of the Oracle, while serving
as engineer in a large power house some
years ago, had similar trouble, and it prac-
tically defied solution by any of the experts
who attempted to remedy it. Also in this

case, it is clearly recollected that the ma-
chine, of about the size you mention, was
in very fine running condition, and every-

thing semed to be in favor of its perfect

operation. But still these spots developed
just as you state. After some thought on
the matter it would seem from later experi-

ences, that some of the following troubles

might be the cause of these burnt spots
appearing on the commutator

:

piiiniiiii
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1. From experience with several smaller
machines, especially motors on elevator
service, it would seem that field discharge
currents, which are often of very high in-

stantaneous e.m.f. value, would be liable to

cause this burning. The remedy, or rather
safeguard, against such trouble from this

source would be to provide a field break
switch fitted with an extra contact, so that

when the switch is open half-way it makes
connection, so that the field can discharge
thru a resistance. This resistance in some
cases has been formed of a lamp bank, and
if you try this, you will be surprised to see
how brightly the lamps flash up whenever
the field switch is open, i.e., when the dy-
namo is being shut down and after the
main D. C. bus-bar switch has been
opened. The field magnet, of course, pos-
sesses very high self induction, and when
the field switch is opened, a very high self-

induced current occurs in the field wind-
ings, tending to prolong the magnetization,
and causing therefore, a very heavy current
of high e.m.f. to occur when the switch is

suddenly opened. Practically all dynamos
above 50 K.W. capacity are and should be
provided with proper protective field dis-

charge resistance and field break switches
of the type described.

2. It seems that insufficient brush tension
would also cause this trouble, not perhaps
while the machine is rotating at its normal
speed and load, but due to a tendency which
the brushes in such a case might have to
jump when the machine was started.

3. Another possible but hardly probable
source of this burning might be traced to
hard commutator bars. High mica would
also cause the trouble, but as you state, in

your particular case the mica has been
undercut.

4. Trouble is often experienced in power-
station work where two or more dynamos
are run in parallel, and especially if there
is any weakness in the design of the equal-
izing circuit between the two or more ma-
chines, which may cause heavy cross cur-
rents to pass between the two machines.
As you will readily conceive, such a current
which might be caused by a parti 1 unbal-
ancing of the load between the two ma-
chines, might cause a momentary and in

fact a fairly high e.m.f. transitory current
to pass thru the brush and commutator sys-

tem of one of the machines, and such a
current would tend to have the effect of
producing the burnt commutator.

5. Another trouble which would seem to

point very strongly as a frequent source of
this trouble, and one also that is very often
overlooked entirely, is the unequal distribu-

tion of the armature current in such a large

machine as this. The Editor recollects a
case at one of the southern universities a
few years ago, where no end of trouble was
experienced in the operation of a large

D. C. generator unit, due to this very rea-

son, i.e., the unequal distribution of the

current thru the armature windings. This
defect in design, for that, of course, is what
it is, causes a number of current paths to

be set up periodically around the armature,
and comparatively heavy currents will start

flowing around these paths, their area being
that enclosed between the axial lines of the
two field poles in most instances. In the

case in question, this was finally solved by
the proper designing and installation of

{Continued on page 888)
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The Opportunities
In Draftsmanship

By CHAS. W. MOREY
President Chicago Technical College

During the twenty-
five years in which I

have had exceptional

opportunities to observe
the progress of techni-

cal work of every char-

acter, I have never
known of such oppor-
tunities as exist today
for competent drafts-

men.
Very naturally the

war had a great effect

in producing the present conditions. Men
were called from the drafting room to the
trenches, leaving great gaps in our industrial

organization which have not yet been filled.

And now when the war is over, we find many
men not returning to their old jobs. We see

business pushing harder than ever for markets.
We hear of great building operations to be
undertaken. We see a vast area of Europe
devastated beyond description, to be rebuilt

and very largely I believe with American ma-
terial and with the help of American technical

experts.

When it is considered that the draftsman
must be employed on every detail that goes
into the manufacture of structural work of
every kind, machinery, ships, railroads, build-

ings, etc., the vast field for men in this pro-
fession can be somewhat appreciated.

The problem before thousands of ambitious
young men is not whether to become drafts-

men or not, but how and where to learn most
quickly and thoroughly.
Formerly it was necessary to attend a resi-

dent school, which often meant giving up a
position and spending time as well as money.
It also often meant, if a man wanted to gradu-
ate, taking studies not really bearing upon
technical training. Some got their training

in drafting rooms of factories, architects' of-

fices, or other places where they started out
as boys and slowly worked their way up.

It has remained, however, for correspond-
ence instruction to give every man a chance
to become an expert in any branch of drafts-

manship without leaving any job he may have
and as quickly as his industry will let him
pass from one lesson to another.

The Chicago Technical College by its method
of training has prepared and is now preparing
men everywhere to study in spare time at

home and then to step into high-paying posi-

tions.

By this method no time is wasted on un-
necessary branches. The student gets exactly

the training he will use in practical work and
in every case he has the direct personal in-

struction of specialists in the branch he has
selected.

Before he decides about enrolling, any man
can easily find out just how well qualified he
may be to follow Draftsmanship. A test les-

son is sent free to show the plan of instruction

and to give the prospective student a chance to
"size himself up."

We are ready to help ambitious men to get
into this great profession with the least ex-
pense of time and money. We here know what
the opportunities are. The calls we have to
furnish good draftsmen to every kind of an
organization prove every day that the job is

always ready for the man who can fill it. If

young men throughout the country could only
realize what a future there is in Draftsman-
ship, many a one now wondering what his

future is to be would come to a quick decision.

I hope that every reader of the Electrical
Experimenter who is now doubtful about the
calling he is to follow will write for informa-
tion on one of our Drafting courses. If in

doubt about which branch to take up, a letter

sent to me personally will bring suggestions
based on my own experience and that of our
staff.

Make a Bigger Income

/^Dratsmanship

Great
demand

for drafts-
men now. Still

'greater demand in
prospect. War over,

' building is to beresumed
and manufacturing to
expand to meet home and

foreign needs—which means
plenty of good positions for

draftsmen. Take up this paying pro-

_
fession. The Chicago "Tech" method

is the quickest, easiest way to become a
draftsman in spare time while you hold

your present position. That proved before
you pay a penny. (See free lesson offer below.)

Send coupon. Learn how to earn

$25 to *100
aWeek orMore

at interesting workwith opportunities to rise tosuperintendent ,
manager,

or other executive positions. Let the Chicago"Tech"engineers train you
—. , fy At least get the free lesson and information.

Drawing Outfit Easy Payments
The fees forChicago "Tech" courses are very moderate—and

you can pay on easy terms. And also—you can obtain in a few
months what it would take several years to acquire by ordinary
methods. Youcangetan early start. You are soon ready to take
a paying position and to quicklyget back the costof your course.rnrr test
F IXEJl LESSON

(No
Extra

Charge)

Every
student of

I the Chica-
1 go "Tech"
Home
Study

mmmmm^d* nmf4Course
in Draftsmanship receives this draw-
ing outfit— set of instruments in case,
drawing board.Tsquare,triangles, scale,
curve, drawing paper, pencils, etc., or
a cash credit in case he already has an
outfit. You use them while learning.—then
take them right into your practical work.

NOTF • Enrolled with Chicago "Tech"^ • you have the personal direc-
tion ot practical engineers, builders and
architects who teach you the methods they
use in their own work. No useless theories,
no time wasted. You are prepared to stand
beside old, experienced men. Big advant-
age to learn from a staff like this—every
man a specialist.

Come To the College or

TRAIN at HOME
Wherever you are you can have this Chicago

Tech training. Comphte instruction by mail.
Exercises, lessons, personal due
peris right in your o*n hm™ if

to the college tor a resi
coupon and get the facts.

Auto and Gas
Engine Course
All about automobilemechanism—its

construction, operation and REPAIR—
taught by mail. You train directly under
the Chicago"Tech" automobile experts.
Splendid opportunities open now.

Learn All This in SpareTime
All aboutthe Principles of the Auto-

mobile.
All about Gasoline Engines.
All about Power Plants and Trans-

missions.
All about Carburetors and Fuel Sup-

ply Systems.
AH about Lubrication and Cooling.
All about Batteries.
All about Magneto Ignition.
All about Starting and Lighting

Systems.

Know How To Fix Troubles
Most complete instruction in auto

repair work. Equips you for high pay
or to start a business. Big demand for
trained repair men.

\A/*»Jf ** Send the coupon and get cat-" *HC alogand all information now.

Other institutions ask you
to pay first—and then to find
out later how well qualified
you are for this profession.
We send the free lesson first

and place you under no obli-

gation at all. Discover your
qualifications before you
payanything. And see for
yourselfjust whatChicago
"Tech" offers you in train-
ing which will bring a
ready market for your
services and open oppor-
tunitieswhich areclosed
to the untrained man
The coupon will bring
all the facts about the
course, the small fee,

and the easy terms.

Mark with X the branch
you are interested in—or
if in doubt about which
course totake. writea let-

tersiaUng facts about yourself and asking
our advice which will be freely givsn.
Maileitherthe coupon or the letter today.

CHICAGO TECHNICAL COLLEGE,
445 Chicago **Tech" Building, Chicago

Without obligation upon me, send your Catalog on subject indicated
below. Also FREE Lesson if inquiry is on Drafting or Plan Reading.

Mark X opposite work in which you are especially interested.

Architectural Drafting
Machine Drafting
Electrical Drafting
Structural Drafting
Sheet Metal Drafting
Builders' Course

Plan-Reading—Buildings
Plan-Reading—Shop Men

D Estimating
Surveying
Map Drafting
Autos and Gib Engines

City.

College or Home Study? State which.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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Preserve Your
Phonograph Records!

A—Ordinary Steel Needle, new.

B—As the ordinary needle wears down, owing
to its taper form* it can no longer fit the

record groove perfectly and K aa a tend-

ency to wear the record.

C—Sonora Needle having pavilJel $ides-

ALWAYS fits record groove exactly and

lengthens the record life*

Sonor]
CklAR AS A BILL

Semi-Permanent Silvered

NEEDLES
Replace steel needles!
They play 60 to 100 times without wearing out

Use Sonora Needles for mellower

tone, greater economy, conveni-

ence and for longer record life.

Loud— Mediam— Soft

30c per card of 5

Sample Needle FREE! Write font.

Sonora phonograph H>ales

Companp.Snc.
GEORGE E. BRIGHTSON. Preoident

Executive OjSce. •'

279 Broadway, Dept Q m
New York

Use Sonora Needles on alt makes of

steel needle records

CAUTION! Beware of similarly
constructed needles of inferior quality

Humanize Your
Talking Machine
with the Ellis "Music Master" Reproducer. It

is adapted for all makes of machines using
disc records and entirely overcomes those
harsh, rasping, scratching, metallic sounds,
disagreeable nasal tones and other annoying
"faults". Brings out all the hidden harmonies,
musical shading and tone coloring and makes
your old phonograph sound like an entirely

different instrument. Guaranteed for five years,

but improves with age and will last a lifetime.

Write for circular "E".

J. H. ELLIS, P.O. Box 88
Milwaukee, Wisconsin

CLEARTONE PHONOGRAPHS
$4.00 to $200.00 Retail

Needles $45o per thousand in lots of 500.000

Motors $1.35 to $14.75 eaeh. Tone Arms and
Reproducers $1.30 to $5.75 per set. Mam
SpriiiRs 20c to 90c eacli. Records. Needles,

Sapphire Points and Parts at reasonable

prices.
Write for our 84 rage catalogue, the only one
of its kind in America, illustrating 33 differ-

ent styles of Talking Machines and over 500
different Phonographic Parts.

LUCKY 13 PHONOGRAPH COMPANY
Export Dept. 46B E. 12th St.. N. Y., U.S.A.

LANGUAGES ®X$m

SPAN1SH.FRENCH

ITALIAN.ETC;

ON *UL PHONOGRAPHS
Like learning a June—and aaeasy.'* Our Disc Records

repeat the correct accent and pronunciation until you
luow it. Family and friends enjoy language study by the

LANGUAGE-PHONE METHOD
And Rosenthal's Practical Linsuistry

War has created unlimited opportunities for'

those who know languages. Prepare now to
better your position or increase your business.
Used and recommended by educators in leading
colleges. Write for booklet a =d Free Trial Offer.

THE LANGUAGE PHONE METHOD
1 931 Putnam Building. 2 W. 45th St.. N. Y.

THE ORACLE.
(Continued from page 886)

current equalizing rings placed on the back
of the armature, as shown in the accom-
panying illustration.

Many different windings have been pro-
posed and used successfully, but the ma-
jority of direct-current armatures are
wound with either the single-parallel ring
winding, the single-parallel drum winding,
or the single-series drum winding. The
single-parallel drum winding is probably
more used than any other, and, on large

multipolar machines, any unbalanced con-
dition in the magnetic circuits is likely to

cause the current to divide unequally
among the several paths thru the arma-
ture. For example, if the air gap on one
side of the armature becomes slightly

shorter than that on the opposite side,

which may easily occur due to wear of the

bearings, the flux in the short air gap iwill

become unduly dense, thus causing the gen-
eration of higher e.m.f. in the armature
conductors on that side than in those on
the other side, and the path that develops
the highest e.m.f. takes the greatest share
of the current. In some cases this unbal-
anced condition may not be bad enough to

cause trouble other than some slight spark-
ing, but in extreme cases, the e.m.f. of one
path or of the paths on one side of the
armature may become so excessive as to

reverse the current in some of the other
paths, making part of the armature act as a
generator and part of it as a motor at the
same time. This condition is usually ac-
companied by severe vibration of the whole
machine, due to excessive mechanical
strains, with more or less violent sparking
or flashing at the brushes, and the machine
is said to be "bucking." On account of the
effects of armature reactions, bucking is

somewhat more liable to occur in motors
than in generators. The bad effects due to
unbalancing can be eliminated by providing
the armature with equalizer rings as shown.
By means of equally spaced leads these
rings connect points of equal potential in

the winding and allow an equalization of
current between the various paths in the
armature.

Sometimes erratic line disturbances, mo-
tor flare-backs, defective motor control ap-
paratus, will cause the effect you describe.
We would recommend that you look up

some of the better class books on D. C. ma-
chinery operation and design, particularly
those by Hobart and Parshall, which you
can procure at your local library.

BALLAST COIL FOR ALTERNAT-
ING CURRENT ARC-LAMP.

(991) Henry Tustin, Ocean Grove, N. J.,
writes

:

Q. 1. I am having trouble in operating
an experimental arc-lamp on 110 volts.

What can you suggest?
A. 1. Regarding the operation of arc

lamp at 110 volts house lighting current,
you do not state what kind of current you
have, whether alternating or direct. For
one thing, this factor would determine
whether your experiment would be a suc-
cess or not, for the reason that if you are
trying to operate the arc on alternating cur-
rent, then you will find invariably that it

will not operate well using a simple re-
sistance coil or rheostat in series with it.

For alternating current operation the
proper ballast is always composed of an ad-
justable impedance or choke coil made up
of an iron wire or laminated sheet iron
core on which several layers of magnet
wire are wound. Where an ordinary 1,200
C. P. arc, such as used in ordinary store
lighting, etc., is employed and taking about
5 amperes on a 110-volt circuit, the im-
pedance coil may be composed of an iron
core about 4" x 2", as shown in the dia-
gram, and on one leg of which is wound
about six layers of No. 14 D. C. C. magnet

wire, taking off taps from the third, fourth,
fifth and six layers.

We very strongly surmise from the
symptoms you give in your letter concern-

A
Co//

2 square 5fee t iron corg

I

How Choke or "Ballast" Coil Is Made for
Use in an A. C. Arc Lamp Circuit. This
Takes the Place of the Resistance Coil in a

D. C. Arc Lamp.

ing the failure of the arc to operate, that
this is the trouble, as on A. C. circuits re-
sistance will give a very poor break spark,
and for this purpose there is required an
inductance of the order described above.

HOMOPOLAR DYNAMO.
(992) O. S. M., U. S. N. R. F., writes:
Q. 1. Giving a sketch of a commutator-

less D. C. dynamo which he has invented
and believes to be entirely new.

A. 1. We have looked over your draw-
ings and description of what you term a
direct current commutator-less dynamo,
and while you appear to have something
new in the peculiar design of the pole-
shoes of the field magnet and the arrange-
ment of the armature inductors, the whole
principle of this type of dynamo has been
known for the last forty years or more.

In other words what you have shown is

simply the well-known "homopolar" dy-
namo, also called the "unipolar" dynamo.
Faraday's first disk type dynamo belonged
to this class. All machines of this type
have the disadvantage of producing a very
low electromotive force or voltage and are
not usually practical, altho a few machines
of this type have been used, where a very
heavy current at a potential of a few volts
was desired. You will find all the informa-
tion you may desire in this direction by re-
ferring to the following works

:

"Elementary Lessons in Electricity and
Magnetism," by Silvanus Thompson, page
498. Also you would do well to refer to
Professor Thompson's complete treatise,
"Dynamo Electric Machinery," and a most
thoro work covering the complete design
and calculation of the electrical as well as
the magnetic circuits of the "homopolar"
dynamo is given in Prof. Alfred E.
Wiener's excellent book, entitled "Con-
tinuous Current Dynamo Electric Ma-
chinery Design." These books are available
thru our "Book Department."
The outline of the action of the machine

you show is in accordance with the opinion
of this machine given by Prof. Silvanus
Thompson, in which he says in part:
"There is a class of dynamo-electric ma-

chine, differing entirely from any of the
commutating types, in which a coil or other
movable conductor slides around one pole
of the magnet and cuts the magnetic lines
in a continuous manner without any re-
versals in the direction of the induced cur-
rents. Such machines, sometimes called
'homopolar^ or 'unipolar', have a very low
electromotive force or voltage. Faraday's
disk machine belonged to this class."

The stream that has been supplying the
ancient city of Damascus with water for
forty centuries has been harnessed to pro-
vide electricity to light the city and operate
a railway. —

According to an Italian scientist's fig-

ures, a square mile of the earth's surface in
six hours of sunshine receives heat equiv-
alent to the combustion of more than 2,600
tons of coal.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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You can be a Graduate

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER

iElprtrtral lEngtnppr

ranch School of1 nglnsArtnu

Our method of teaching saves you time and money in becom-
ing a graduate, practical, Electrical Engineer—at Big Pay.

There is a large and constantly increasing demand for Gradu-
ate Electrical Engineers. Our Diploma is accepted as evidence
of a competent, trained electrician. Hundreds of our Graduates
are now big, successful Electrical Engineers. They will tell you
what we have done for them. We can do the same for you—in

your spare time at home. Read how these results are accom-
plished :

Your object in taking a correspondence course is to Increase
your Earning Poiver. To learn exactly what you need and not

waste your time and efforts.on superfluous matter, is the shortest

means to that end. The Joseph G. Branch School of Engineering
specializes in equipping you with the practical and usable knowl-
edge that enables you to qualify as an Electrical Engineer in the

shortest time, yet our course is practical and complete. This we
definitely guarantee.

You Get Intensive, Selected, Personal Instruction
Our courses are simple, practical and easily understood. Everything is made clear. You do not become involved

in difficult technical matter of no practical value, and which is so discouraging to the student, but you go straight into

the principles of the subject and the application of these principles. Every one of our students gets personal instruction,

so that his progress is steady and sure. You can't fail with this course if you will simply follow our very clear directions.

One of our students says : "Your course is strong for the Engineer. It gives him the vital working knowledge of the
subject which makes him a competent Electrical Engineer in a very short time and at a very moderate cost." Many Elec-
tricians earn

$2,500 to $7,500 a Year

YOUR DIPLOMA

The course in Electrical Engineering covers the installa-

tion and operation of all kinds of modern electrical machin-
ery and appliances, including power plant work, viz. : Prac-
tical Electricity, Alternating Currents, the Electric Motor,
Practical Mathematics and Electrical Wiring. Under Prac-
tical Electricity both direct and alternating currents, high
potential and high frequency currents are covered.

You get everything that will make you a proficient,

practical Electrical Engineer—without the loss of time spent
on endless theory and difficult technical work of other
methods. This has been made possible by the thirty years
of practical experience of Mr. J. G. Branch, B.S., M.E., in

the engineering field. This is now presented to you in

compact, usable and easily learnable form. There is no
course which will put you on a big salary basis in so short
a time.

SEND FOR COMPLETE CATALOG, TESTIMON-
IALS AND LIST OF POSITIONS SECURED

Complete, Practical Correspondence Courses in

Electrical Engineering Power Plant Accounting
Stationary Engineering
Mechanical Refrigeration
Drafting
Drawing and Designing
Power Engineering

Practical Chemistry
Practical Mathematics
Ingenieria Efscti ica

(Spanish course)
Marine Engineering

We trained over 1,000 men for Government Marine Service

THESE BOOKS FREE!
With the Electrical Engineering course you get, FREE, these splendid text books

—

all Standard Works. These books alone are worth more than the price of the course. Each
book by a recognized authority

:

Practical Electricity The Electric Motor
Alternating Currents Simplified

Electric Wiring Practical Mathematics
You need this Electrical Library. Here is your chance to get it free.

Due to Mr. Branch's long experience in and close contact with
the engineering field the courses embrace such questions as are usually
asked by the various Boards of Examining Engineers throughout the
country. Our graduates will testify to the ease with which they were
able to pass these examinations, and the cooperation received from us
in helping them get positions.

A Diploma from the Branch School of Engineering is a sure step
to a better position and a larger salary. You can soon have your
Diploma—without interfering with your present work.

3 = = ;

nil!

t I

This means

PROMOTION
for

YOU

SPECIAL OFFER
The price of the course is extremely low and just now we are

making a Special Limited Offer to those who reply to this advertise-
ment. This remarkable offer reduces the cost of the complete course
to a very low figure. You will be astonished to find how little this
tremendously valuable training will cost you. Mail coupon at once for
full particulars and Special Terms. Jos. G. Branch School of Engineer-
ing, Dept. 14, 542 Dearborn Street, Chicago.

USE THIS COUPON
Jos. G. Branch School of Engineering

Dept. 14, 542 Dearborn St., Chicago

Without obligation you may send me information about
your Special Offer on your course checked below

:

Electrical Engineering
Stationary Engineering
Mechanical Refrigeration
Drafting

Drawing and Designing
Power Engineering
Power Plant Accounting
Practical Chemistry

Practical Mathematics
Ingenieria Electrlca

(Spanish course)
Marine Engineering

Name .

Address

City ...

Present

.State

Position

.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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BOOKRGVIEW^gQ!

Over
100,000
Underwoods
Sold to U. S. Govt
That makes rebuilt
derwoods scarce.So—speak
quick for yours. Guaran-
teed for 5 years. You can
rent, buy on easy terms, se
cure cash discount or easi'

earn one throuprh agency
plan; no canvassing. Ask
for Offer No. 154
TYPEWRITER EMPOREUM
34-36 Lake St
CHICAGO

TRENT
OR BUY

'WAY UNDER MANU-
FACTURER'S PRICE!
Genuine, visible writing Un-
derwoods—rebuilt in our fac-
tory, with Back Spacer, Tabu-
lator, Lateral Guide, Stencil
Attachment, 2-eolor Ribbon,
Waterproof Cover and Spe-

ial Touch Typewriting
Guide Book sent on 10
Days 1 Free Trial. Write.

"tTGef •dJob
You have the requirements necessary to hold a good
job—but do you know how to get one? This book, en-
titled "Getting a Good Job," will tell you how.
Based on the practices followed by big, successful
employers, it tells what to do and say—how to make
Clotb yff^. applications by letter—how to get per-
flound^i^ eonal interviews—what kind of job to

loose—references, how to use them—
inBwering advertisements — in all — 135
thingayou should know. It costs a dot-
tar and may be worth thousands to you.

MONEY BACK
Sendadollarbill,stampsormoney
order with your name and ad-
dress. Wo will pen.) the book at
once. Use it five days and re-
turn it if yon don 't think it worth

the dollar. Your money back if
you don't keep it.

American Technical Socie+y
DepttG.104? Chicago

fSend To-day for the*\

"Electrical Workers Friend"

$3^An electrical book of 66 motor
drawings with complete instruc-
tions for rewinding and reconnect-
ing A C. motors. Special at
Or write fur full particulars of this valuable book.

J. SMITH fit SON
1524 LOWRIE ST., N.S., PITTSBURGH, PA.

GET ON THE
VAUDEVILLE STAGE

I tell you how. Fascinating profession for

either sex. Big salaries. Experience un-
necessary. Splendid engagements always
waiting. Opportunity for travel. Thea-
trical agents and authorities endorse my
methods. Thirty years' experience as
manager and performer. Illustrated

book "All About Vaudeville" sent FREE,
Frederick La Delle. Sta. 49. Jackson. Mich.

"POPULARITY FOLLOWS

UKULELE,
If you play quaint, dreamy Hawaiia
or latest songs on the Ukulele you
wanted everywhere. We teach byniai
simple lessons; give you freeagenui
Hawaiian Ukulele, music, every thing-
no extras. Ask us to send the story
of Hawaiian music. You will love it.

No obligation—absolutely free.

The Hawaiian Institute of Music

1400 Broadway, Suite 1104,NewYork

a Glass ofWafer
You can mystify your friends with puzzling
chemical tricks; write secret letters with
invisible ink; make your own magic writing
paper, and your own blue ink or ink powder.
Write witb water and have it turn blue. You
can pour seemingly plain water Into three
classesand have it turn red in one, white Id

another and blue In the third. Send twenty-
five cents in stampB and get ^our outfit by
mail, postpaid. If you send right away, we
will enter your name to receive a copy of Ine
JhemcraftChemist.'' It'san <*Chemcraft"

Interesting magazine for boys. Junior
Regular "CHEMCRAFT Out-
fits at $1.60. $3.00 and, $5.00. 25ft
THE PORTER CHEMICAL CO., JT^ZJZ>a
-cade Building Hagerstown.Md. Postp d

ryjj\ 7tn Patented
/jlr-Z*lr Sept. 3rd, 1918

r=T The Greatest 60 Ct. Article on the Market.

'#d
S
av

Pwe\^^^f
ide of beautiful metal; never break or

ir out ; scientifically made ant

workmanship. The rubbers
„ elastic and lasting, witt

_plenty o» pep and force. Zip-

Zip, complete, only 50c pre-
paid. Be sure the name Zip-

|

Zip and our artdress appear
on the article you buy. Orde
from us or any Sporting Good
Storein vour citv. SendStampa
Coin or Money Order.
AUTOMATIC RUBBER CO.

COLUMBIA, S. C.

A VEST-POCKET DICTIONARY OF
TECHNICAL TERMS USED IN
WIRELESS. Flexible cloth covers, 168
pages, indexed alphabetically, size, 3}i x
2 l/2 inches, price $0.75. Publisht by the
Wireless Press, Ltd., London, England.
A very useful compendium of the principal wire-

less terms which should prove useful to all radio
operators and students of the art. The various
technical terms are arranged alphabetically, and
the subject matter given seems to cover most of
the more important terms used in radio engineering
and operating. Some of the definitions are rather
terse, and it seems that they could have been easily
amplified without increasing the size of the book
very much. For instance, we find the term "billi-

condenser," and the definition of the term suc-
cinctly says—"consists of a metallic tube made to
slide over an insulating tube having a metallic
lining." This definition does not mean very much
to any radio man, and really it is nothing but a
trade definition, while as a matter of fact most of
the regular text-books on wireless telegraphy de-
scribe this condenser as one having a definite
electrostatic capacity of one billi-farad. This little

work forms a handy, low-priced compilation of
wireless terms which may prove of considerable use
to radio students and others interested generally in
this line of work.

HAND-BOOK OF CHEMISTRY AND
PHYSICS— A READY REFERENCE
POCKET-BOOK OF CHEMICAL AND
PHYSICAL DATA, by Charles D. Hodg-
man, B.S., and Melville F. Coolbaugh,
M.A. Flexible leather covers, 478 pages,
size 7 x 4^8 inches, price $2.00. Publisht
by The Chemical Rubber Company,
Cleveland, Ohio.
This work is something out of the ordinary and

places in the hands of chemistry students and
chemists in general a most excellent collection of
tables and formulas worked out, which would re-

quire many hours of search thru books on chem-
istry and physics in order to determine these quan-
tities. There is a large number of tables giving
the complete equations for various organic com-
pounds; physical constants of the elements;
physical data of organic compounds; qualitative
analysis procedure; flame and bead testing; various
solutions of salts and other reagents; solubility

charts, including a table giving the solubility of
organic salts in water; a large number of tables

giving gravimetric factors and their logarithms;
tables of nitric and surfuric acids, as well as

ammonium hydroxid and potassium hydroxid, giv-

ing the proportion by weight and the correspond-
ing specific gravities for these various chemicals in

solution; tables of sound and heat velocity and
conduction; the various properties of saturated
steam; co-efficients of thermal expansion; voltage
and composition of voltaic cells; sparking potential

or dielectric strength, wave length of principal

lines of various elements, for spectroscopic and
other work; tables giving index of refraction for

gases in solution as well as metals and glass,

radio-active tables, etc., etc.

This is a practical hand-book which every
student of chemistry and physics should not be
without. It contains an excellent glossary^ of
technical terms with many chemical equations
worked out and completed, also a large number
of various physical formulas in mechanics, etc.

There is given a considerable number of very
useful and practical laboratory recipes, such as

those for silvering glass, making of pole test

paper, making cross-hairs for telescopes, etc.;

various forms of photographic developing solu-

tions for both plates and printing papers, etc.

A very complete bibliography is appended at the

close of the book, giving a valuable titled list o£

several hundred works on chemistry and physics.

The volume is well indexed.

MILITARY AND NAVAL RECOGNI-
TION BOOK, by Lieut. J. W. Bunkley,

U. S. Navy. Cloth bound, 224 pages, 51

full page plates, 18 being in color, size

5x7 inches, price $1.00. Publisht by
D. Van Nostrand Company, New York
City.

This work proved of great value during the

war and is one of the best ever publisht on the

subject of military and naval organizations thru-

out the world, giving as it does not only the

different insignia of rank in the various organi-

zations of the principal countries of the world,

but the customs of the service as well, such

as etiquette of enlisted men and officers, etc.

This book has been endorsed by the Secretary

of the Navy. The treatment starts with the

organization of the army bureaus and corps, the

composition of the army and its various depart-

ments, how the staff is composed, and the divi-

sions into the various arms of the service, such
as cavalry, field artillery, coast artillery, infantry
and engineers. Then we learn about the various
coast artillery districts thruout the United States,

the various ranks held in the army, and the
duties of the officers holding these ranks, army
etiquette and customs including salutes and cour-
tesies in conversation, when and when not to

address a lieutenant by his title; how to address
a colonel, et cetera.

The succeeding chapters take up the composi-
tion of the navy and the organization of the
naval force ashore, including an explanation at

last, on page 41, of the duties of the Bureau
of Steam Engineering, and how it comes about
that the "Bureau of Steam Engineering" has to
do with the installation of Radio Equipment on
ships of the navy and on shore—a nice little

poser that has been asked many times thru our
"Oracle Department," and of the editors per-
sonally every time we meet a "Radio-bug."

Then follow interesting chapters on naval eti-

quette and customs, including what to do when
the officer of the deck passes you, when to
stand up, and when to sit down when a naval
officer enters a cabin, and when an army officer

enters a tent or barracks; what to say and how
to say it, why a "gob" or his high superior
officer must walk down Broadway in the pouring
rain without an umbrella, and also you will find
it prescribed in the rules and regulations on
naval etiquette, that it is unbecoming an officer

in uniform to carry a package of any kind. But
at the close of the hum-drum of red tape, which
tells you how you shall place your feet, and
when you shall take off your hat, also when you
can use you-r handkerchief, and which proves
mighty interesting reading to us poor land-lub-
bers, we come to the most interesting announce-
ment that

—
"it is customary for a committee of

officers, to make the round of calls on New Year's
Day on all ships in the same port," and further

—

"when in Washington, it is customary to call on
the Secretary of the Navy and other high offi-

cials on New Year's Day, and you shall appear
in your full dress uniform," rain or shine, and
leave your umbrella at home.

Other chapters treat of the U. S. Marine Corps,
the coast guard and the light house service. We
then come to the sections dealing with the
strength and organization of foreign armies and
navies with the insignia of rank printed in colors.

The volume is one of the best works of this

kind ever publisht, and Lieut. Bunkley should
be complimented on the excellent and very in-

teresting style in which he has compiled the
work.

ELEMENTARY NAVAL ORDNANCE
AND GUNNERY, by Lieut. H. C. Ram-
sey. Limp leather cover, size, 454 x 7*4

inches, illustrated and numerous draw-
ing plates. Publisht by Little, Brown &
Company, Boston, Mass., 1918, Price

$3.00 net.

One of the most valuable works publisht dur-
ing the war as a ready aid to the new students
in the Naval Gunnery Schools and also as a

guide to instructors and those trying for com-
missions. It has been prepared in a simple, easy
and direct manner so that all classes of readers
may readily acquire a correct and thoro knowl-
edge of the fundamentals and general principles

of the art of modern naval gunnery.

Most of the material has been gathered from
lectures delivered at the Ensign School at Har-
vard University, and a number of interesting

questions asked by students have been incorpo-

rated in the work with full answers.
A few titles of some of the more important

chapters follow:—Naval Guns, Manufacture of

Naval Guns, Gun Mounts, Breech and Firing
Mechanisms, Electrical Firing Mechanisms, Tur-
rets, Gunpowder, Projectiles, Magazines, Inspec-

tions and Tests, Spotting, Sighting, Fire Control,

The Battery in Action, Care of Turrets, Auto-
matic Machine Rifles, Battle Drills, The Gunnery
Officer of a Ship, Infantry.

The chapter on Infantry has been included in

order that those new to the service may under-

stand some of the newer positions as practised

in this branch of the service.

There is no doubt but that this book will fill

a very distinct want amongst those who are

studying this subject, besides serving to give

the layman a real glimpse into what a tremendous
part Gunnery plays in every battle engagement
whether on land or sea. Lieut. Ramsey is to

be complimented upon the excellent style in

which he has covered the work in hand. The
illustrations are particularly fine and show at a

glance just how the breech mechanisms of the

great naval cannon work as well as the small

arms, including automatic rifles, machine guns,

etc. Every kind of projectile is fully explained

with sectional drawings, how the powder is placed

and computed, calculating the range from a

moving war-vessel with the compensations made
for wind, speed of target, temperature of pow-

der charge, etc., etc. A most interesting, authen-

tic and valuable work.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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FreeProofHatICan
Raise Your Pay
No matter how much you are earning now, I can show you how to

increase it. I have even taken failures and shown them how
to make $100—$200, and in once case as high as $2,000 weekly.

I am willing to prove this entirely at my risk and expense.

LET'S have a little chat about getting ahead
—you and I. My name is Pelton.

Lots of people call me "The Man Who
Makes Men Rich." I don't deny it. I've

done it for thousands of people—lifted them
up from poverty to riches.

I'm no genius—far from it. I'm just a plain,

everyday, unassuming sort of man. I know
what poverty is. I've looked black despair in

the eye—had failure stalk me around and
hoodoo everything I did. I've known the bit-

terest kind of want.
But to-day all is different. I have money

and all of the things that money will buy. I

am rich also in the things that money won't
buy—health, happiness and friendship. Few
people have more of the blessings of the world
than I.

it is to want for money, friendship, happiness,

health or any of the good things of life.

That "secret" surely made me rich in every
sense of the word.

M'

IT was a simple thing that

jumped me up from pov-
erty to riches. As I've said,

I'm no genius. But I had the

good fortune to know a gen-

ius. One day this man told

me a "secret." It had to do
with getting ahead and grow-
ing rich. He had used it him-
self with remarkable results.

He said that every wealthy
man knew this "secret,"—that

is why he was rich.

I used the "secret." It

surely had a good test. At
that time I was flat broke.

Worse than that, for I was
several thousand dollars in

the hole. I had about given
up hope when I put the
"secret" to work.
At first I couldn't believe

my sudden change in fortune.

Money actually flowed in on
me. I was thrilled with a
new sense of power. Things
I couldn't do before became
as easy for me to do as open-
ing a door. My business

boomed and continued to

leap ahead at a rate that

startled me. Prosperity be-
came my partner. Since that

day I've never known what

A Few Examples
Personal Experiences

Among over 550.000 users of "Power
of Will" are such men as Judge Ben
B. Lindsev; Supreme Court Justice

Parker; \Vu Ting Fang. Ex. U. S.

Chinese Ambassador : Assistant Post-
master General Britt; Lieut. Gov.
McKelvie of Nebraska ; General Man-
ager Christeson of Wells-Fargo Ex-
press Co. ; E. St. Elmo Lewis, former
Vice-Pres. Art Metal Construction
Co. ; Gov. Ferris of Michigan, and
many others of equal prominence.

$300 Profit from One Day's Reading

"The result from one day's study
netted me $300 cash. I think it a
great book and would nut be without
it for ten times the cost."—A. W.
Wilke, Faulkton, So. Dakota.

Worth $15,000 and More

"The book has been worth more
than $15,000 to me."-—Oscar B. Shep-
pard, 1117 E. Locust St.. Decatur,
111.

Would Be Worth $100,000

"If I had only had it when I was
20 years old, I would be worth
$100,000 today. It is worth a hundred
times the price."—S. W. Taylor, The
Sante Fe By., Milans, Tex.

Salary Jumped from $150 to $800

"Since I read Power of Will my
salary has jumped from $150 to $800
a month."—J. F. Gibson, San Diego,
Cal.

From $100 to $3,000 a Month
"One of our hoys who read Power

of Will before he came over here
jumped from $100 a month to $3,000
the first month, and won a $250 prize
for the best salesmanship in the
State."—Private Leslie A. Still. A.
E. F. France.

prised others. One by one people came
to me and asked me how I did it. I told

them. And it worked for them as well as it

did for me.
Some of the things this "secret" has done

for people are astounding. I would hardly
believe them if I hadn't seen them with my
own eyes. Adding ten, twenty, thirty or
forty dollars a week to a man's income is a
mere nothing. That's merely playing at it.

In one case I took a rank failure and in a few
weeks had him earning as

high as $2,000.00 a week.
Listen to this

:

A young man in the East
had an article for which there
was a nation-wide demand.
For twelve years he "puttered
round" with it, barely eking out
a living. Today this young man
is worth $200,000. He is build-
ing a $25,000 home—and paying
cash for it. He has three auto-
mobiles. His children go to pri-
vate schools. He goes hunting,
fishing, traveling whenever the
mood strikes him. His income is

over a thousand dollars a week.
In a little town in New York

lives a man who two years ago
was pitied by all who knew him.
From the time he was 14 he had
worked and slaved—and at sixty
he was looked upon as a failure.
Without work—in debt to his
charitable friends, with an in-
valid son to support, the outlook
was pitchy black.

Then he learned the "secret."
In two weeks he was in business
for himself. In three months his
plant was working night and day
to fill orders. During 1916 the
profits were $20,000. During
1917 the profits ran close to
$40,000. And this genial 64-year-
young man is enjoying the pleas-
ures and comforts he little

dreamed would ever be his.

T COULD tell you thousands of
similar instances. But there's

mi need to do this, as I'm willing
to tell you the "secret" itself.

Then yuu can put it to work and
see what it will do for you.

I don't claim I can make you rich over night.
Maybe I can—maybe I can't. Sometimes I have
failures—everyone has. But I do claim that I can
help 90 out of every 100 people if they will let me.
The point of it all, my friend, is that you are

using only about one-tenth of that wonderful brain
of yours. That's why you haven't won greater
success. Throw the unused nine-tenths of your
brain into action and you'll be amazed at the almost
instantaneous results.
The Will is the motive power of the brain.

Without a highly trained, inflexible will, a man
has about as much chance of attaining success in
life as a railway engine has of crossing the con-
tinent without steam. The biggest ideas have no
value without will-power to "put them over." Yet
the will, altho heretofore entirely neglected, can
be trained into wonderful power like the brain or
memory and by the very same method—intelligent
exercise and use.

If you held your arm in a sling for two years, it

would become powerless to lift a feather from lack
of use. The same is true of the Will—it becomes
useless from lack of practice. Because we don't
use our Wills—because we continually bow to cir-
cumstance—we become unable to assert ourselves.
What our wills need is practice.

Develop your will-power and money will flow
in on you. Rich opportunities will open up for
you. Driving energy you never dreamed you had
will manifest itself. You will thrill with a new
power—a power that nothing can resist. You'll
have an influence over people that you never
thought possible. Success—in whatever form you
want it—will come as easy as failure came before.
And those are only a few of the things the "secret"
will do for you. The "secret" is fully explained in
the wonderful book "Power of Will."

How You Can Prove This at My Expense
T KNOW you'll think that I've claimed a lot.
-1

- Perhaps you think there must be a catch some-
where. But here is my offer. You can easily make
thousands—you can't lose a penny.

Send no money—no, not a cent. Merely clip
the coupon and mail it to me. By return mail
you'll receive not a pamphlet, but the whole
"secret" told in this wonderful book, "POWER
OF WILL."
Keep it five days. Look it over in your home.

Apply some of its simple teachings. If it doesn't
show you how you can increase your income many
times over—just as it has for thousands of others

—

mail the book back. You will be out nothing.
But if you do feel that "POWER OF WILL"

will do for you what it has done for over a
quarter of a million others—if you feel as they do
that it's the next greatest book to the Bible—send
me only three dollars and you and I'll be square.

If you pass this offer by, I'll be out only the
small profit on a three-dollar sale. But you—you
may easily be out the difference between what
you're making now and an income several times as
great. So you see you've a lot—a whole lot—more
to lose than I.

Mail the coupon or write a letter now—you
may never read this offer again.

PELTON PUBLISHING COMPANY
30-H WILCOX BLOCK MERIDEN, CONN.

Pelton Publishing Company
30-H Wilcox Block, Meriden, Conn.

You may send me "Power of Will" at your risk.
I agree to remit $3.00 or remail the book to you in
five days.
Name

Address

Yon benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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Tobacco Habit
BANISHED in

48 ta72HOWS

No craving for tobacco in any form
when you begintakingTobacco Redeemer. M*
Don't try to quit the tobacco habit un- r\

aided. It'saloBingfightagainstheavyodds V.
and means a serious shock to the nervous
system. Let the tobacco habit quit YOU.
It will quit you, if you will just take
Tobacco Redeemer, according to direc-
tions for two or three days. It is a most
marvelously quick and thoroughly reliable
remedy for the tobacco habit.

I
Itions for two or three days. It is a most

marvelously quick and thoroughly reliable fl
^ remedy for the tobacco habit.

I Nota Substitute I

I

I

I

I

Tobacco Redeemer contains no habit-
forming drugs of any kind. It is in no sense
a substitute for tobacco. After finishing
the treatmentyou have absolutely no desire
to use tobacco again or to continue the use
of the remedy. It makes not a particle of
difference how long you have been using
tobacco, how much you use or in what form
you ure it—whether you smoke cigars,
cigarettes, pipe, chew plug or fine cut or
use snuff,TobaccoRedeemer will positive-
ly banish every trace of desire in from 48
to 72 hours. This we absolutely guarantee
in every case or money refunded.
Write today forour free booklet showing

the deadlyeffectof tobacco upon the human
system and positive proof that Tabacco
Redeemerwillquickly freeyou ofthe habit.
Newell Pharmacal Company,
Dept. 52 1 St. Louis. Mo.

Write For New
AUTO-WHEEL.
BOOKLET, and

FREE FELT PENNANT
Send 03 the names of three coaster wagon dealers,
mentioning which handle the AUTO-WHEEL, and
we'll Bend you a beautiful Felt Pennant FREE and
tell you all ahout the wonderful Auto-Wheel Coaster
and the patented Auto-Wheel Convertible Roadster.

Wouldn't YOU Like to Organize a Coaster Club?

It'a great fun. Every member receives
cap and the Captain a special cap. When
you write, be sure to ask for full in-
formation and the new Auto-Wheel
Booklet. It's brimful of
information you should have.

The Buffalo Sled Co.

Dept. 163 N.Ton-
awanda, N. Y.

In Canada:
Preston,
Ont.

BOYS BUILD THIS CAR
This nifty little car driven by gasoline
motor, can be built by any boy. Parts

are furnished by us and are very
cheap. Send 26 cents for building
plans and mice list of parts showing

bow to
build this
lads' car.

IS"

BUSH CAR-FREE
This Five Passenger 37 H. P. car.l 16 in. whl. base. All bear*
ingsTimken. Delect Ign.—Dyneto Stg. and Ltg. Write at once
for my great Free Offer and 48-page catalog. Agents wanted
to drive and demonstrate. Territory open. Prompt shipments.
Bin money. Care guaranteed or mon^y hack. 1919 cars read v.QHCU Address J. H. Bush, President. Dept. Dl5DUOn MOTOR CO.. Bush Temple. Chicago, Illinois

The Moon's Rotation
{Continued f

festly absurd and of no bearing on the

question under consideration.
In all the communications I have received,

tho different in the manner of presentation,
the successive changes of position in space
are mistaken for axial rotation. So, for in-

stance, a positive refutation of my argu-
ments is found in the observation that the

moon exposes all sides to other planets

!

It revolves, to be sure, but none of the
evidences is a proof that it turns on its

axis. Even the well-known experiment
with the Foucault pendulum, altho exhib-
iting similar phenomena as on our globe,

would merely demonstrate a motion of the
satellite about some axis. The view I have
advanced is NOT BASED ON A THE-
ORY but on facts demonstrable by experi-
ment. It is not a matter of definition as
some would have it. A MASS REVOLV-
ING ON ITS AXIS MUST BE POSEST
OF MOMENTUM. If it has none, there

is no axial rotation, all appearances to the

contrary notwithstanding.
A few simple reflections based on well

establisht mechanical principles will make
this clear. Consider first the case of two
equal weights w and wi, in Fig. 1, whirled
about the center O on a string j as shown.
Assuming the latter to break at o both
weights will fly off on tangents to their

circles of gyration, and, being animated
with different velocities, they will rotate

around their common center of gravity o.

If the weights are whirled n times per sec-

ond then the speed of the outer and the
inner one will be, respectively, V = 2

(R -f r) n and V\ — 2^(R — r) n, and the

difference J' — V\ = A^rn, will be the

length of the circular path of the outer
weight. Inasmuch, however, as there will

be equalization of the speeds until the mean
V —V\

value is attained, we shall have =
2

2iTrn = 2ti"rN', N being the number of

revolutions per second of the weights
around their center of gravity. Evidently
then, the weights continue to rotate at the

original rate and in the same direction. I

know this to be a fact from actual ex-
periments. It also follows that a ball, as

that shown in the figure, will behave in a
similar manner for the two half-spherical

masses can be concentrated at their centers

of gravity and m and nti, respectively,

which will be at a distance from o equal to

iir.
This being understood, imagine a number

of balls M carried by as many spokes S
radiating from a hub H, as illustrated in

Fig. 2, and let this system be rotated n
times per second around center O on fric-

tionless bearings. A certain amount of

work will be required to bring the struc-

ture to this speed, and it will be found that

it equals exactly half the product of the

masses with the square of the tangential

velocity. Now if it be true that the moon
rotates in reality on its axis this must also

hold good for EACH of the balls as it per-

forms the same kind of movement. There-
fore, in imparting to the system a given

velocity, energy must have been used up in

the axial rotation of the balls. Let M be the

mass of one of these and R the radius of

gyration, then the rotational energy will be

E = YiM (2'uRnY. Since for one com-
plete turn of the wheel every ball makes
one revolution on its axis, according to

the prevailing theory, the energy of axial

rotation of each ball will be e = yiM
(2ir rin)

2

, ri being the radius of gyration

about the axis and equal to 0.6325 r. We
can use as large balls as we like, and so

make e a considerable percentage of E and
yet, it is positively established by experi-

ment that each of the rotating balls contain

only the energy E, no power whatever being

rom page 866)

consumed in the supposed axial rotation,
which is, consequently, wholly illusionary.
Something even more interesting may, how-
ever, be stated. As I have shown before,
a ball flying off will rotate at the rate of
the wheel and in the same direction. But
this whirling motion, unlike that of a pro-
jectile, neither adds to, nor detracts from,
the energy of the translatory movement
which is exactly equal to the work con-
sumed in giving to the mass the observed
velocity.

From the foregoing it will be seen that
in order to make one physical revolution on
its axis the moon should have twice its

present angular velocity, and then it would
contain a quantity of stored energy as given
in my above letter to the New York T"ib-
une, on the assumption that the radios of
gyration is 2/5 that of figure. This, of
course, is uncertain, as the distribution of
density in the interior is unknown. But
from the character of motion of the satel-

lite it may be concluded with certitude that
it is devoid of momentum about its axis.
If it be bisected by a plane tangential to the

Diagram Illustrating the Rotation of Weights
Thrown Off By Centrifugal Force.

orbit, the masses of the two halves are
inversely as the distances of their centers
of gravity from the earth's center and,
therefore, if the latter were to disappear
suddenly, no axial rotation, as in the case
of a weight thrown off, would ensue.

WHAT IS MAN?
A man weighing 150 pounds will contain

approximately 3,500 cubic feet of gas,

—

oxygen, hydrogen and nitrogen in his con-
stitution, which at eighty cents per thousand
cubic feet would be worth $2.80 for illumi-

nating purposes. He also contains all the
necessary fats to make a 15-pound candle,
and thus, together with his 3,500 cubic feet

of gases, he possesses considerable illumi-

nating possibilities. His system contains
22 pounds and ten ounces of carbon, or
enough to make 780 dozen, or 9,360 lead
pencils. There are about fifty grains of
iron in his blood and the rest of the body
would supply enough of this metal to make
one spike large enough to hold his weight.

A healthy man contains 54 ounces of phos-
phorus. This deadly poison would make
800,000 matches, or enough poison to kill

five hundred persons. This, with two ounces
of lime, make the stiff bones and brains.

No difference how sour a man looks, he
contains about 60 lumps of sugar of the

ordinary cubical dimensions, and to make
the seasoning complete, there are 20 spoon-
fuls of salt. If a man were distilled into

water, he would make about 38 quarts, or
more than half his entire weight. He also

contains a great deal of starch, chlorid of

potash, magnesium, sulfur, and hydro-
chloric acid in his wonderful human sys-

tem.
Break the shells of 1,000 eggs into a huge

pan or basin, and you have the contents

to make a man from his toe-nails to the

most delicate tissues of his brain. And this

is the scientific answer to the question,

'What is Man?"

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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"I have watched the progress of the International
Correspondence Schools almost from the very beginning.
To me their rapid growth is easily understood, because I

realize the practical value that is back of them and know
something too of the success attained by many ambitious
men throughout the country who have taken their courses.
" May your splendid institution continue to so grow and

flourish that the world will come to appreciate the actual
worth of the I. C. S. trained man."

—Thomas A. Edison.

"I am familiar with the textbooks and method of instruction used by the
International Correspondence Schools in their Courses in Electrical Engineer-
ing, and I also know of a number of young men who have taken these Courses
with great benefit. I believe that any young man who is interested in electricity

but who cannot find an opportunity to go through an engineering college, if he
will apply himself to one of these courses will find it a practical and economical
way to acquire a knowledge of the pr ofession second only to that acquired by
devoting all the time for years to this study, in a regular college course."

—Dr. Charles P. Steinmetz.

What \M>uld TheirAdvice
BeWorihioYou?

Suppose you have a knack for things electrical—that you realize what a

wonderful opportunity for earnings and advancement the field of Electricity

offers. What, then, would it be worth to you to have Edison and Steinmetz,

the two foremost figures in the electrical world, tell you of a thorough,

practical plan by which you can acquire, right at home, the training you
need for success?

Well, here is their advice, based on years of familiarity with the instruction given by

the International Correspondence Schools and on per-

sonal knowledge of I. C. S. trained men in their employ

:

—— — .TEAR OUT HER£— i - n— —
I INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

BOX 6184, SCRANTON, PA.

"I know of thejsuccess attained by men who have taken

your Courses," says Edison. "It is a practical and eco-

nomical way to acquire a knowledge of the profession,"

says Dr. Steinmetz. Read their full statements above.

For 27 years the I. C. S. have been training men at home in

their spare time for success in Electricity and 280 other subjects.

It is training over 100,000 men and women right now. It is

ready and anxious to prepare you for advancement in Electrical

Engineering or any special branch of it—or in any other line

that appeals to you.

Pick the position you want in the work you like best, then

put it up to us to prove how we can help you. Here is all we
ask—without cost, without obligation, mark and mail this coupon.

Explain, without obligating me, how I can qualify for the posi-
tion, or in the subject, before which I mark X.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
Electrician
Electric Wiring

I] Electric Lighting
Electric Car Running
Heavy Electric Traction
Electrical Draftsman
Electric Machine Designer

J Telegraph Expert
Practical Telephony
MECHANICAL ENGINEER
Mechanical Draftsman
Toolmaker
Machine Shop Practice
Gas Engineer
CIVIL ENGINEER
Surveying and Mapping
MINE FOREMAN ORENGINEER
ARCHITECT
Architectural Draftsman
PLUMBING AND HEATING
Sheet Metal Worker
Ship Draftsman

Name
Present
Occupation

Street
and No

CHEMICAL ENGINEER
SALESMANSHIP
ADVERTISING MAN

JShow Card Writer
Outdoor Sign Painter
RAILROADER
ILLUSTRATOR
DESIGNER
BOOKKEEPER
Stenographer and Typist
Cert. Public Accountant
Traffic Management
Commercial Law
GOOD ENGLISH
Common School Subjects
CIVIL SERVICE
Railway Mail Clerk
STATIONARY ENGINEER
Textile Overseer or Supt.
AGRICULTURE
Navigator I Spanljh
Ponltrv Railing IQ French
AUTOMOBILES |U Italian

City. State.

Canadians man send this coupon to

Intcmational Correspondence Schools, Montreal. Canada

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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Commercial

Telegraph Apparatus

Bargains

Standard twenty ohm (£000
Telegraph Sounders at «P«each

Standard Telegraph 125
Keys at leach

110 Volt A.C.
Dynamos ,

Three Bar leach

Four Bar 2 each

Five Bar 2 each

For other bargains see page 935

Skinderviken Telephone Equipment Zo]

Abbreviated Address

STECO-2118-2136 N.Clark St. CHICAGO

FACTORY-TO'RIDER
SAVES YOU MONEY
Buy direct and save $10 to $20 on a

y- bicycle. RANGER BICYCLES now*
)come in 44 styles, colors and sizes.
Greatly improved; prices reduced.

>. Other reliable models also. WE
"

, DELIVER FREE to you on approval
\ and 30 days trial and riding test.

M Our bis FREE catalog shows
I y| everything new in bicycles and sun-v

dries. Write for it.

TIRES, lamps, wheels, parts end
: supplies at half usual prices.

]
Do not buy a bicycle, tires, or

sundries until you get our wonder'
ful new offers,low prices and liberal
terms. A postal brings everything.

MCAn CYCLE COMPANY
IHkHUDept. D- 107 Chicago

Hanger
Electric
Lighted
motorbike"

Build Your Own PHONOGRAPH,
It's Easy With Our Help
A few hours interest inn work
saves many dollars and gives
you a machine exactly to suit

your ideals. We furnish motors,
tune arms, case material, blue
prints and full instructions.
Plays any record. You can make
fine profit building phonographs
for your friends.

Write Todav fur Our Free i

Blue Print Offer. Agents
wanted for our ready built
Choral eons.

Choraleon Phonograph Co-
704 Manger BIJ; . Elkhart, Ind-

SAVE
OVER
HALF

HouseLightingPlants
$225 to $2100

Write for Catalog, giving

name of your electrical deal-

er. Agents Wanted.

Dynamos, Motors
All sizes. Battery Chargers
and Motor Generator Sets,

$25 to $120. Hydro-Electric
Generators.
SPECIAL — Holtzer-Cabot
110-V. A C. Hand Generators,
while they last, only $5.

Order from this ad.

Dept. 14, Gas Bldg., Chicago.

10
lBIG BUNCH OF FUN

1 New Airship Game with
Airships. 1 Chess and
Checker Board and men. 1 Chi-
nese Diii-se-lu-la. 1 Set Dominoes,
12 Other Games. 19 Lessons in
Magic, 12 Money Making Secrets.

Wireless Code. IS Pictures Pretty
Girls, 3 Puzzles, & New Ford Joke
Book, All for 10c with large Cata-
logue.

Dept. 72
Lowell, Mass.. U. S. A.

Printing Cheap
,5=-.Cards,circulars, labels,book, paper. Press$6.
^gjf Larger $20 Job press $85 up. Save money. Print

'for others, big profit. All easy, rules sent.
Write factory for press catalog.TYPE,cards,
paper.THE PRESS CO. D-47 Merlden, Conn.

HOW BOY SCOUTS CAN GAIN
"WIRELESS MERIT" BADGE.

The committee on badges, awards and
scout requirements of national headquar-
ters has just established a "wireless merit"
badge which no doubt will become quite

popular as soon as there is an opportunity
for scouts to perfect themselves in the de-
tails. The requirements are as follows

:

Be able to receive and send correctly not
less than 10 words a minute.
Know the correct form for sending a

message.
Be able to tell in own words the prin-

cipal laws regarding radio communication.
Know at least 10 of the radiogram abbre-

viations (Q signals).

Be able to name two types of detectors
and explain how they work.
Name five minerals used in detectors in

the order of their sensitiveness.

Draw a diagram of a simple transmitting
set, showing how the following instruments
are connected: Source of power (dynamo
or storage battery), transformer, condenser,
spark gap, helix, key, and explain their

function.

Draw a simple diagram showing how to
connect the following instrments : Tuning
coil or loose coupler, condensers, fixt or
variable, detector, 'phones and ground. Tell
the use of the above apparatus.
Draw a diagram of three different types

of aerials and tell their advantages or
faults.

Know how to properly ground a radio

set and know what precautions to take
during a thunderstorm.
Demonstrate how to rescue a person in

contact with a live wire, and have a knowl-
edge of the method of resuscitation of a
person insensible from shock.
Write a brief essay on the development

of wireless telegraphy.

ELECTRIC DRIVE FOR U. S. WAR-
SHIPS.

America's capital fighting ships of the
future will be superior to those of other na-
tions because of their electrically driven
machinery, Secretary Daniels told the
House Naval Committee recently, in dis-

closing remarkable results attained by the
new dreadnought New Mexico, equipt
with the electric drive which is to be a fea-

ture of all the big ships authorized since

1916.

The New Mexico's turbo-electric ma-
chinery was designed to develop 26,500
horse-power at full speed and to give the
ship a speed of twenty-one knots.

"It actually developed more than 31,000
horse-power," Mr. Daniels said, "and main-
tained for four hours a speed of twenty-
one and one-quarter knots, and this when
running at a displacement 1,000 tons greater
than its design called for.

The secretary said fuel economy at cruis-

ing speed had been one of the things sought
in substituting electric drive for the ordi-

nary turbine equipment.

Practical Chemical Experiments
(Continued fro

TO TEST FOR COAL TAR COLOR-
ING.

Experiment No. 3. See Fig. 3.

To test for coal tar colors in butter, a
small sample is mixed on a porcelain plate

with Fuller's earth, and if coal tars are
present, there will be a red mass, while if

absent the color will be only light yellow or
brown.

Experiment No. 4.

Put a little butter in a test-tube, and a
little oleomargarin into another. To each
add one inch or so of alcoholic potash solu-

tion, and warm each in the steam of the

water bath. Distinguish the one from the

other by smell. Add a little sulfuric acid

(dilute) to each and smell again. Notice
that "oleo" test tube will only smell of alco-

hol, but that the other will smell, besides,

of butyric ether.

Radium Substitute.

We are all quite familiar with the uses
of Radium in medicine and as an ingredient
in luminous paint, both of which have been
brought to the general public's attention
within the past few years.

Luminous paint in particular offers a field

whereby a substitute for Radium may be
judiciously utilized. This paint played an
important role in the war which has just

terminated, having been used more par-
ticularly on the dials of instruments used
on airplanes, so that they could be read at

night. It has also been used for electric

push buttons, door numbers, etc. The paint

is permanently luminous in the dark and
contains from 0.1 to 0.25 milligrams radium
element to one gram of zinc sulfid. A
luminous watch face usually contains from
ten to twenty cents worth of radium on it.

An excellent substitute for radium for

certain purposes is Meso-thorium. This is

a radio-active element found in Monazite
sand and other thorium minerals. When
first extracted it is not satisfactory for

luminous paint, and consequently must be
"ripened" for several months, or even a

year before it can be used. During this

time the alpha radiation, which is required

for luminous paint, becomes sufficiently

m page

strong. On the other hand the beta and
gamma radiation of Meso-thorium grows
rapidly and it can be used for medicinal
purposes within a few days after prepara-
tion.

Radium, we are told, has a long life, half

of it decaying in approximately 1800 years.

Meso-thorium on the other hand possesses

a short life, 5 or 6 years being its useful

life for luminous purposes. For luminous
paint to be used on objects which themselves
have a short life, it is an excellent substi-

tute for radium and will conserve the ele-

ment radium for medicinal purposes only.

Static Electricity and Gasoline.

Static electricity, superinduced by the

passage of gasoline thru chamois skin dur-
ing the filtration process, was declared to

be full of great danger. When this idea

became prevalent, a well known automobile
concern undertook a series of rigid experi-

ments to learn what prospects there were
of real danger. Their investigations re-

sulted in their finding that the static elec-

tricity scare from the use of chamois skin

was without foundation. They claim to

have secured authentic data from which it

was proved that a static electric charge
cannot be developed with the temperature
above freezing (32 deg. F.), while at zero

(0 deg. F.) the conditions for producing
the spark are most favorable.

Two Trade Secrets.

There are two trade secrets at least that

the world at large may never know, but

which it is well worth the while of inventors

to study. One is the Chinese method of

making the bright and brilliant color known
as Vermilion, or Chinese red ; and the other

is a Turkish secret—the inlaying of the

hardest steel with gold or silver. Among
the Chinese and Turks these two secrets

are guarded well. Apprentices, before they

are taken for either trade, are compelled to

swear an ironclad oath to reveal nothing of

what passes in the workshop. They must
also belong to families of high standing,

must pay a large sum of money as a guaran-
(Continued on page 911)
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LearnElectricity

7
In the GreatShops of

COYNE
Thousands of Electrical experts are needed to help rebuild the world. Come to Chicago to the great

shops of Coyne and let us train you quickly by our sure, practical way, backed by twenty years of success.

Hundreds of our graduates have become experts in less than four months. You can do the same. Now is your

big opportunity. Come—no previous education necessary.

Day or Evening CoursesEarn $125 to $300 a Month
In the Electrical business. Come here where you will

be trained in these great $100,000 shops. Experts

show you everything and you learn right on the ac-

tual apparatus. You work on everything from the

simple bell to the mighty motors, generators, electric

locomotives, dynamos, switchboards, power plants,

everything to make you a master electrician. We
have thousands of successful graduates. Just as soon
as you have finished we assist you to a good position.

We now have more positions than we can fill. Think
of it.

Become an Expert in 3H Months
No need of taking from 1 to 4 years to become an
expert, we have proved this in thousands of cases.

The Coyne method of practical training eliminates

all books, useless theory and other non-essentials and
trains you in just what you need to know to become
an expert.

Earn Your Way
Don't tell yourself you haven't got the money to come to

Coyne. If you have amhition and the nerve of a real man,
that's all you need. Dozens of our students every year work
in their spare time and earn their living expenses. Dozens of

others work in the day time, earn all their expense and attend
our evening school. Our employment department will help
you without charge.

BENNETT W. COOKE, Director

COYNE TRADE AND ENGINEERING SCHOOLS
Dept. 24 39-51 E. Illinois Street, Chicago, 111.

Don't worry about the money. Anyone with
ambition can learn here. Our tuition is low
with small easy payments if desired. All tools

and equipment is furnished free. Our students
live in comfortable homes in the best section

in Chicago—on the lake—just a few minutes'

walk from our school.

Electricity, Drafting

Motion Picture Operating

Plumbing
We teach all these trades and professions
quickly and in such a thorough, practical way
that when finished you are ready to step right

into a position of responsibility and big pay.

Send Today for Big Free Book
Write today, now, for the book. It tells what
Coyne graduates have done. What you ,

can do. Fill in the coupon, check the
"

trade you are most interested in or

send a postal card, do it now.

Learn

Drafting

The country is cry-

ing for skilled drafts-

men in all lines. Thou-
sands of positions open
with princely salaries.

We have been able to

place every graduate in

a good position. One
firm asked for all our
men. Now is the time

to get into this big

field. Experts train you
under practical work-
ing conditions, no
books and theory go
here. Check drafting
on the coupon below
and mail it at once for
full particulars.

COYNE TRADE AND
ENGINEERING SCHOOLS
Bennett W. Cooke, Director

Dept. 24, 39-51 E. Illinois St.
Chicago, III.

Please send at once your big Free
Book— I am interested in

[ ] Electricity [ ] Drafting [ ] Plumbing
[ ] Motion Picture Operating
{Check trade interested in)

Name.

Address.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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Yz SAVED
GET OUR

BIG BOOK

i

DO Your Own PLUMBING
AND HEATING at low cost

Send for our big instructive

256 page well-bound Handy-
Man Book Catalog. Every
Home Owner, Contractor,
Electrician, Fanner, Factory
Manager, etc., needs it. Shows
over 10,000 Fixtures and Sup-
plies in plumbing and heating
at wholesale. Shows how to
save skilled labor, hard work
and unnecessary material by

OUR NEW

Cut-to-fit-Method
This wonderful book helps you selecl ami lnsta.l tlie

Droper Plumbing, Water Supply System, Hut Air,
Water or Steam Plant. Besides being our Wholesale

Catalog it has many practical
plans, diagrams, sketches, ele-
vations, etc.. showing how to
do the work this newer, cut-
to-fit way. Any handy man
with a few tools can easily do
his own installing with the
aul of this
Big Handy -Man Book

We have spared no
effort and have gone to a
great expense to compile
this valuable hook. With
economy still a national
necessity, it would be un-
patriotic to send this ex-
pensive book broadcast
(o non-interested parties.
Therefore, we request a
temporary deposit for each
copy of 25c which we re-
fund on first order, or
we send our Bargain Bul-
letin Free. Address Today

HARDIN-LAVIN COMPANY
40 Years At

4510-20 Cottage Grove Ave., Chicago
$500,000 plants behind our guarantee

-PHIS is
A Richard A,

Oldham. He earned $2200.00
in four months with a Hay^

wood Tire Repairing outfit. For
20 years he was telegraph operator on the

Illinois Central Railway. He is now 58 years
old. He answered my advertisement—quit
his job—bought a plant and opened a busi-

ness. He just wrote me "I have made more
in eight months than 2' years as operator."
There are now 500 stations where tire re«

pairing is neglected.

I Must Have 500 Men
To Fill These Positions

I have a Big interesting Book to send you.
It tells all about tires—gives
inside figuresand profit. Send
for it! What Oldham and others
are doing You can do. $2500.00 to
S4.O00.OO per year is conservative.
Like Mr. Oldham— One machine
will start you. Then open a shop.
You can see business all around you.
out a Haywood Sign and business w
cometoyou. Now get started. Sendft
the Big Book and start making money.

M. HAYWOOD, Pros.

Haywood Tire & Equipment Co.

1209 Capitol Ave. Indianapolis, Ind.

PONSIII T IT^When in need of definite and^VIUUL 1 kj^j reliable data concerning trade
formulae or industrial processes. When you desire to
either duplicate or improve upon a product or process
now in use. we can help you. as we are ever on the
alert and closely following the development of the in-
dustrial art in all its branches. The formulae listed
below will serve briefly to show the field we cover: 1

—

Preparing Solidified Alcohol. 2—Producing Liquid
Toilet Soap. 3—Process for Electro-galvanizing iron.
4—Ink for Typewriter Ribbons (all standard colors).
5—Process for Sensitizing paper which gives excellent
prints from line drawings and plan tracings; it supplies
copies in white lines on a brown ground. 6—Alloy for
Soldering Aluminum. The standard price for each formula issued
by this bureau is Thirty-five cents. Letters of inquiry welcomed.
Informative literature sent upon request. Industrial Methods
Bureau, 320 Fifth Avenue. New York. N. Y.

INTRODUCING
Mr. R. W. DeMott

For eight months past Mr. R. W.
DeMott has been advertising manager
of your magazine.
You have noticed the rapid grozvth

of "E. E." during that time. One big
reason for this astounding grozvth
and betterment of your magazine is

due directly to Mr. DeMott and his
"ads."

If you have the welfare of your
magazine at heart, read Mr. DeMott'

s

message. It means money to you.
The Publishers.

dvertising Talks
You, as a reader of the

Electrical Experimenter,
are vitally interested in

every department of the magazine.
There are some very strong reasons
why you should be doubly interested
in the advertising.

The publishers are constantly striv-

ing and planning to improve the qual-
ity of the magazine offered you each
month. But it is your magazine and
it is up to you as to how big it shall

grow. There are a great many things
that you ought to know about adver-
tising, and how this powerful force
affects you personally.

Progressive and responsible firms
all over the country announce what
they have to offer you through the
advertising pages of the Electrical
Experimenter. Not only will you
help your magazine by showing an
interest in its advertisers, but you will

benefit yourself to an even greater
degree. I will take up these points one
by one each month, and hope that

every reader will follow this column
and offer any suggestions or ask any
questions that may come to his mind
regarding advertising and its relation

to a big magazine.
If you have any suggestions to

make regarding the advertisements
that appear, if there is any informa-
tion you would like regarding adver-
tising in general, write me personally
and your questions will be taken up
in due course through this column.
For the next few months I will tell

you about "E. E." advertising and its

relation to you. Each month I will

give you one reason more why the
advertisements should be of vital in-

terest to everyone of us.

You have watched the Experimenter
grow from a little sixteen-page maga-
zine to its present size. You have
watched the class of articles improve,
its staff of authorities who contribute
each month get bigger and better,

finally resulting in the wonderful an-
nouncement made in our January is-

sue that the publishers had secured
for you the services of the world's
greatest inventor, Nikola Tesla, to

give you exclusive feature articles in

every issue for the next two years at

least.

One of the principal factors in this

rapid growth has been its advertising.
Next month I will show you how,

by reading and answering the ad-
vertisements, you will help to still

further build up and increase the size

of the Experimenter.

Advertising Manager.

AN OZONE WATER PURIFIER FOR
THE HOME.

For use in homes, offices, drug stores,

restaurants, hospitals and institutions, a
Milwaukee concern has designed a con-
venient size of Ozone Water Purifier con-
structed as shown in the accompanying
illustration. It is pointed out that in the
ozonizing process employed, ozone is pro-
duced by means of an electric current and
mixed thoroly with the water as drawn
from the faucet, so that all water used
comes into actual contact with ozone. The
extra oxygen atoms of the ozone combine
with organic matter of the germs in the
water and burn them up. The carbon
dioxid formed by this chemical action

passes out into the air leaving a trace of
the same effect produced in carbonated
beverages, which adds to the palatability

of the ozonized water. It is claimed that

all tastes and odors are removed by this

process while mineral elements essential to

health remain, for they do not oxidize.

There are a great many cities whose
water supplies are chlorinated and it is

claimed that the use of this ozone water
purifier will eliminate the odor and taste

of chlorin from the water the same as it

New Design of Ozone Water Purifier for the
Home, Office and Factory. The Ozonizer
Connects With Any Lamp Receptacle. The
Purifier Has a Capacity of Over 2.000 Gallons

Per Day.

eliminates other objectionable odors and
tastes.

As an amelioration of filtered water, or
as a substitute for filtered or distilled water,

it is claimed the process of ozonization
stands by itself ; it has no equal in efficiency;

the removal of disease germs is absolute

;

the water resulting from such process is as

perfect as one can wish, being bright and
sparkling. Each of the water purifiers has
a purifying capacity of over 2,000 gallons

a day, and, therefore, any user is entirely

independent of the condition of the water
at the municipal plant in his city.

THE MAKING OF A MATCH.
Thorpe gives the following proportions

for match head and for striking surface

:

Head composition : Potassium chlorat, 5

parts
;
potassium bichromat, 2 parts

;
glass

powder, 3 parts ; gum, 2 parts. Rubbing
surface : Antimony trisulfid, 5 parts ; red
phosphorus, 3 parts; manganese dioxid, \y2
parts

;
glue, 4 parts.

Tungsten is now used as an electric bat-

tery element.
Electrical goods of American manufac-

ture are extensively sold in Porto Rico.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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WHAT IS A "KILOWATT" AND
"KILOWATT-HOUR".

By Frank Szabo.

THERE seems to be quite a wrong con-

ception of the terms kiloivatt and kilo-

watt-hour. Quite frequently one hears

expressions such as "10 kilowatts per hour",

but such an expression does not mean any-

thing.

What is a kilowatt? Kilowatt is a term

for power or rate of work. According to

Kent and other authorities, one kilowatt is

equivalent to the evaporation of 3.52 lbs.

of water per hour from and at 212 dcg. F.,

or 3,415 heat-units per hour. In this defi-

nition, per hour is a necessary part of it,

without which the definition is incomplete.

If it takes approximately 3 lbs. of burn-

ing coal to evaporate 3.52 lbs. of water

from and at 212 deg. F., then one kilowatt

represents the consumption of 3 lbs. of coal

per hour, and not simply the consumption
of 3 lbs. of coal. If we extend the evapora-

tion of 3.52 lbs. of water from and at 212

deg. F. by a consumption of 3 lbs. of coal

uniformly over a period of two hours, we
do not have the equivalent of one kilowatt,

but one-half, or ]/2 kilowatt, because during

one hour only one-half of 3.52 lbs. — 1.76

lbs. of water have been evaporated with a

consumption of one-half of 3 lbs. = 1.5 lbs.

coal. Also, if we did the above perform-
ance in 30 minutes, or one-half hour, we
would not have the equivalent of one kilo-

watt, but two kilowatts, because at the same
rate we would, during one hour, evaporate
2 x 3.52 lbs. = 7.04 lbs. of water with a
consumption of 2 x 3 = 6 lbs. of coal.

Hence, one kilowatt represents the con-

sumption of 3 lbs. of coal per hour.

Of course the quantity of 3 lbs. of coal

in the above explanation is not fixt ; it may
take slightly more or less than 3 lbs. per

hour for one kilowatt, depending on the

heat value of the coal and the efficiency of

the steam and current generating units, but
3 lbs. is a fair average figure.

What is a kilowatt-hour ? According to

Kent, it is the evaporation of 3.52 lbs. of

water from and at 212 deg. F., or 3,415

heat units. In this definition, per hour is

left out because no matter how fast or how
slow the water evaporates, the actual work
done in evaporating 3.52 lbs. of water from
and at 212 deg. F. is equivalent to one kilo-

watt-hour. In other words, one kilowatt-

hour is the equivalent of the rate of one
kilowatt for a period of one hour. The
rate of ]/2 kilowatt for a period of 2 hours
is also equivalent to one kilowatt-hour.
Hence :

Kilowatt-hours
Kilowatts —

No. of hours
and kilowatt-hours — kilowatts x No. of
hours.

Referring to the operation of electric

cars, we cannot correctly say they require

four kiloivatts per car mile; we must say
four kilowatt-hours per car mile, because
the speed of the train has to be considered.
Suppose we introduce a watt-meter and a
watt-hour-meter into the circuit. The watt
meter will indicate the rate of power con-
sumed in kilowatts, whereas the watt-hour-
meter sums up all the kilowatt-hours con-
sumed during the run. At uniform speed
of the car the watt-meter pointer will re-

main approximately steady in one position,

but the watt-hour-meter will continue in-

creasing the reading at a constant rate.

If the watt-hour-meter at the end of ten
miles' run at constant speed shows a read-
ing of 40 kilowatt-hours, and it took one
hour to make the run of ten miles, then
the watt-meter showed a constant reading
of 40 kilowatts. But if the run of 10 miles
is made in say one-half hour, the reading
of the watt-hour-meter will be approxi-
mately the same—40 kilowatt-hours (ne-
glecting the difference in efficiency of the
unit at different loads)—but the watt-meter

(Continued on page 700)

Taught By A Practical Man

and in Your Home!
I am teaching electricity and electrical drafting

to many men, young and old, and trust you will

become sufficiently interested after reading this

advertisement, that you will send for my cata-

log which tells what I am endeavoring to do
and also places before you the simple way in

which the instruction work is handled. The
catalog is written in a very plain manner,
much in the same style as my lessons are writ-

ten, and tells you exactly what you get and what the course can do for

you. My catalog, as well as my advertisements, is written in a very
careful, conservative manner so there is no possibility of you expecting
something you will not get.

The Purpose of the Course of Study
I have been designing courses in electrical instruction and teaching electricity,

off and on during the past 17 years, and during that time I have had an unusual
opportunity to make a special study of the teaching business, from the stand-
point of a practical man. This course of my own is designed with a view of
reaching those who do not have a lot of time and money to devote to study work,
and to give them as thorough a knowledge as possible of electricity, in the short-
est possible time. The instruction is given like you were working on various
jobs and I was the boss telling you what to do and how to do it, and giving the
explanation necessary for the understanding of the theory covered by the sub-
ject under discussion. There are many conditions which seldom occur in the
every day run of electrical experience, and these conditions I lay particular
stress on. This part of the instruction makes the course particularly attractive
and valuable to those already engaged in active electrical work.

It Is Up To You
The instruction work is laid out and given in a way easily understood. It is

not a cut and dried book plan, but the lessons are prepared especially for the
purpose for which they are used and additional instruction is given to the indi-

vidual student, with a view of meeting his particular needs. I have the informa-
tion to give and I believe the ability to impart it to others, a fact which is in a
way proven by other institutions which have made use of my services in the de-
sign and perfecting of instruction courses. To understand this work, IT IS UP
TO YOU to stick with me and I will surely stick with you till you understand
any part of the work you have gone over.

Practical MenTake My Course and Recommend it to Others
Sixty percent of my students are actively engaged in electrical work and find the
instruction I give well suited to their needs. Several of these men have had
their fellow workers take the course also and they are taking the instruction
together, making a class-room proposition of it and the results are in every way
satisfactory to all concerned. One of these classes was started by a Chief Elec-
trician, one of my students in Glen White, W. Va., who now has practically all

the men under him taking my course. I believe the fact that these men who
understand electrical work approve of my course to this extent is one of the
strongest endorsements I could get.

FIFTY FIFTY
I work absolutely on a 50-50 basis with my students. You pay me the comparatively low price
I ask, and I give you the instruction and other help as is stated in my catalog. No student
is permitted to pay cash for his entire course on starting, the course being paid for in small
monthly payments as you go along. Students have the privilege of discontinuing the work
if they should find that it was not just what they were after, and their payments stop at the
same time. This is my way of doing business and I would not want your money when I was
not giving you the instruction.

Apparatus, Instruments, 1 "

Material, Etc. !
™rke burgess,

„...,.. ,
BURGESS ELECTRICAL SCHOOL,

Certain electrical apparatus, m-
struments. material, charts, draft- 745 East 42nd Street, Chicago, Illinois.
ing implements, etc., as detailed in
the catalog, are included in the n
course and are a part of the regular Gentlemen :

—

fffco^a by Z Send me catalog describing your course in Electricity

regular monthly payments. I and Drafting.

FILL OUT COUPON FOR ONE I

OF MY CATALOGS WHICH , .NAME
GIVES FULL INFORMATION. I

BURGESS
I

ADDRESS

Electrical School CITY

745 E. 42d St., Chicago, 111.
1 STATE

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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lEARN wireless
IN TEN WEEKS
Ri^ki' InYom'Ovm Home

The Age of Wireless Is Here
The experimental stage has passed. Wireless now equals in

importance telegraphy, and telephony. It has assumed its place

among the great commercial industries of the earth. So rapid has

been the development and growth of wireless in recent years that

there has been .left in its wake a tremendous shortage of operators.

Actually thousands upon thousands will be needed for permanent

"peace time" positions offering wonderful opportunities for

advancement

:

No Previous Experience

Necessary

You do not need any previous

training or experience in order

to become a successful Wireless

Expert. By our practical ten

weeks' Home Study Course you

can quickly qualify for a good

position at big pay. Many of our

students have secured positions

before completing the course.

Get Your Instruction From
the Nation's Capital

Our Course Is Endorsed by Officials of the
U. S. Government

The National Radio Institute, headed

by authorities who have been closely al-

lied with government training of stu-

dents, has perfected an easily mastered

course in wireless telegraphy whereby

students are taught completely in ten

weeks, either here in Washington at our

large residence school or at home, by
mail. Many of our students are
ready to take up actual wireless

work in much less time. The
course is founded on actual prac-

tice, hence the rapid progress of
the student.

Earn Up to $200 Per Month
In the short period of ten weeks we can

make of you a wireless operator, a man
with a profession, independent, and not
subject to the rise and fall of wages in the

labor market. Salaries are as high as $200
per month. We give you this training at

home, by mail, in your spare time. It is

not necessary for you to lose any time from
your work to take the course. Then when
you have received your diploma we help

find you a good position.

Free Instruments to Every Student
In addition to text books, lessons and

personal instruction, we send you a Home
Practice Set consisting of a standard send-
ing key and buzzer, and a Universal auto-
matic wireless transmitting and receiving

set. These instruments are free to every
student. No other school can offer you
what we do.

This

shows

what

big men

think of

the future

of Wireless

Pay As You Go Along
With Your Lessons

Our plans of payment bring a

wireless education within the

reach of anyone who desires to

learn. A small payment down
and small payments twice a

month enable you to earn the cost

of your tuition while actually

learning to be a wireless operator.

Wireless

News Notes

The U. S. Shipping
Board has recently an-
nounced an increase of
nearly 30% in the pay of
Merchant Marine Wire-
less Operators.

Nicola Tesla, world
famous inventor, has
recently perfected h i s

Wireless Light, one of
the wonders of the age.

Another new invention has
been perfected whereby wire-
less messages may now be
sent underground.

Due to the recent perfecting
of the Wireless Telephone,
we expect to soon be able to

communicate with our Home
Study students by wireless.

Mail This Coupon Today

NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE,
Dept. 70, Washington, D. C.

Send me, free of charge, your booklet, "Wireless, the Opportunity of the

Age," with full particulars regarding your famous 10 weeks' Home Study
Course, and your Special Free Instruments Offer.

Name

Address

Town State ,: .

.

Valuable Wireless Book FREE
Our booklet, "WIRELESS, the Opportunity of Today,"

gives you complete information in regard to our course,

the quick and easy methods by which you can master wire-

less, and other important facts you should know. It is free.

Just mail the coupon. No obligation whatever on your

part.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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TRANSMISSION OF LIGHT THRU
WATER.

The comparative transmission of light

thru varying depths of water is a problem
that science until recently knew but little

TEST *i*\OC or XCfter^ccT^iOy

Showing Decrease In Transmission of Light
Thru Water for Different Depths. A Problem
Which All Submarine Inventors Are Inter-

ested In.

about. Now, thanks to Mr. S. L. E. Rose, of

the General Electric Company's illuminating

engineering laboratories, who describes his

findings in the General Electric Review.
Photometric readings were taken every
six inches thruout the available range of

5/4 feet of water in the cylindrical tank
in which the tests were conducted. The
water used was Schenectady city water,

which is clear artesian well water. Sea
•water would transmit much less light ow-
ing to the apparent blue or greenish tint

it possesses which tints bespeak a fairly

considerable amount of suspended matter
and consequently increased opacity.

The accompanying graphic curve shows
vividly the relative transmission of light

from a Mazda lamp, fitted with water-
proof connections. A table of constants

is given in the article, together with a for-

mula for computing the illumination in-

tensity for different depths of water when
the initial intensity is known. The present
graph shows, however, just how rapidly

the illumination falls off in water for any
given initial illumination. The particular-

ly interesting feature of the results from
a practical standpoint is the very consid-

erable cut-off of light produced by a sub-
stance apparently so transparent, amount-
ing for a single foot (0.05 m.) of water
to 27.5 per cent. On this basis the trans-

mission through 50 ft. (15.2 m.) of water
would be only about one part in 10,000,-

000 of the incident light.

The rapid decrease in the transmission

factor with increased light travel in water

coincides with the well-known facts that,

for a so-called transparent medium, the

ocean permits the penetration of daylight

to but a surprisingly short distance below

its surface and that fish native to the

depths are blind or carry their own illu-

minants.

HAMMOND RADIO CONTROLLED
BOAT SUCCESSFUL.

Army and navy experts have reported the

device of John Hays Hammond, Jr., for

radio control of surface craft to be sent

laden with explosives against enemy ships,

a success, and predict similar results with

submerged craft.

Secretary Baker wrote the House appro-

priation committee recently that the joint

army and navy board was "convinced of the

practicability of the control" of the surface

craft, and added that there had also been

demonstrations of the possibility of the

control to a craft, completely submerged,

except for an air in-take pipe.

Before finally deciding on the purchase

of the patents for $750,000 the board de-

sires further experiment with the submerged
craft.

Construction of the submerged craft,

which will be about 80 feet long by 7 feet

in diameter, will take two years, according

to Mr. Hammond, who told the committee,

he had spent ten years and $400,000 on his

invention.

"The board considered the ability of the

enemy to interfere with the control of the

vessel by radio energy. Mr. Hammond's
claims are that no interference can be had
with the craft outside a radius of 100 to

150 yards from the source of the energy;

that is, from the radio plant of a battleship,

for example."
Major-General F. W. Coe said he had

run the craft "all around vessels coming
into the harbor at will." Mr. Hammond
said an aviator after four hours' training

on control, was able from a height of 9,000

feet and a distance of six or seven miles

to exercise absolute control over the high-

speed boat.

New Electric Snow Melter for Railroad Track Switches. Heating Coils
Indicated By Arrows.

ELECTRIC SNOW MELTER FOR
TRACK SWITCHES.

The electric snow melting device for

track switches here illustrated is purely

and simply an electric heater enclosed in

a 3y2 inch wrought iron pipe, 20 inches

long. These heaters are placed between the

ties, just under the rail. They are wired

from a circuit as the amount and character

of the supply current makes necessary, and

a switch is placed in this wiring at some
convenient point
clear of the track.

The current can be

turned on as the

snow storm starts

by an employee as

easily as an elec-

tric light. The
heat generated
does the rest.

The temperature

in the heater rises

about 100 degrees

Centigrade in the

first half hour and
by the end of an

hour is about 135

degrees Centi-

grade above the

outside tempera-
ture. This heat is

not enough to set

fire to anything but

is sufficient to melt

the snow.

EARN $35 TO $100
PER WEEK

As a Mechanical Draftsman

Thousands of Men Wanted
You can learn Mechanical Drawing at home

in your spare time through our practical Home
Study Course and qualify for Big Pay. We
have placed hundreds of our students in good
paying positions. Government departments and
private concerns are continually calling upon
us for our graduates.

Become a Chief Draftsman
and get to the very top in this well-established

and rapidly growing profession. The training

given by the Columbia School of Drafting will

give you just the knowledge you need to make
good as a Chief Draftsman. No previous train-

ing is necessary. You can begin our course now
and make rapid progress from the start under

the Personal Instruction of the President of the

School, Mr. Claflin, by mail. His carefully pre-

pared lessons and personal letters of advice

make each step easy and interesting.

Draftsmen Now Getting
$35 to $100 a Week

with big chances for better pay as the demand
grows. All big engineering, construction and
manufacturing projects must first go through

the drafting room before the workmen can
commence. All such enterprises depend upon
large numbers of draftsmen. Salaries are ad-
vancing steadily.

Drawing Outfit Free with Our Course
As soon as you enroll you will be sent our

drawing outfit for your own use throughout

the course. This entire outfit will be yours to

keep. You are not obliged to return it after

completing the course.

Not Only a Correspondence School
The Columbia School of Drafting is proba-

bly the largest residence school in the country
specializing in the training of professional

Draftsmen. Our Home Study Courses are an
extension of the same instruction as given

locally.

Illustrated Catalog FREE
Simply fill in the coupon below, return it to

us and we will send you free a copy of our
illustrated catalog which tells all about our
practical Home Study Course and how you
may secure our instructions at once on easy

terms so as to quickly qualify for one of the

big positions open.

Send This Coupon Today.

COLUMBIA SCHOOL OF DRAFTING
Dept. 982, 14th and T Sts., Washington, D. C.

Without obligation to me, please send me y jr
Illustrated Catalog and tell how I may secure
your practical training in Drafting and your help

in securing a position as Draftsman.

Name

Address

City State.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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110-V. TRANSFORMERS
8 Voit Secondary

Consumes so
little current
will not move
ordinary meter.

$J
.00

Only $1.00
Postpaid

No. 10 gives 3

currents — 6.

12 and 18 volts secondary. Ideal for experimental
work. A standard transformer, guaranteed. Complete
with plug, $2.00 postpaid. Order from this ad.

NATIONAL TRANSFORMER CO.,
Dept. 13, 3124 No. California Ave., Chicago

ELECTRICAL training again open to

civilians. Over 3 DO men
trained for electrical in-

dustries in experience of more than a quarter of a century.
For men of ambition and limited time. Condensed course in
Electrical

ENGINEERING BB
good positions and promotions. Theoretical and Practical
Electricity, Mathematics, Steam and Gas Engines, Mechani-
cal Drawing. Students
construct dynamos, in-
stall wiring and test

electrical machinery. Course with diplo-

vVVlli/y^^ ma - co,lli)lete.

(tSjNnYwLtyj Thorough h equipped fireproof dormitories,

xKVWySr dining hall, laboratories, shops
V? w Write for catalog. 27th year opens October

_ Vs. I
^ BLISS ELECTRICAL SCHOOL

*> 260 Takoma Avenue, Washington, D. C.

INONEYEAR

WHAT IS A "KILOWATT" AND
"KILOWATT-HOUR?"
(Continued from page 897)

will give a constant reading of 80 kilowatts ;

in other words, for a speed twice as great

the watt-meter will show a constant read-

ing twice as high, whereas the watt-hour-

meter reading will be the same for the

same distance traveled.

Applying the formula to this example for

a speed of 10 miles per hour and a power
consumption of 40 kilowatt-hours, we get

40
Kilowatts = — 40

1

Making the same run in one-half hour we
get

40
Kilowatts = — = 80

y2
Dividing the total power consumed by one

car in kilowatt-hours by the distance in

miles, we get the power consumption in

kilowatt-hours per car mile.

Applying the above terms to electric light,

a 40-watt electric light is one that consumes
electric power at the rate of 40 watts or

40 watt-hours per hour. A circuit having,

say, twenty 40-watt lights in parallel will

then consume electric power at the rate of
20 x 40 = 800 watts or 800 watt-hours per
hour, or 40 watt-hours per lamp-hour. If

MAGNETIC
RECTIFIER

Patented
April 18, 1916

COLD WEATHER WON'T BOTHER YOUR STARTER
If you keep your battery

charged up with an

F-F BATTERY BOOSTER
CONNECT to any lamp socket without removing bat-

tery from car or breaking any electrical connections.
Changes alternating to direct charging current, and Will

completely fill your battery over night.
The Private Garage types cost only $24.00 and come

complete with long cord and plug to fit any lamp socket,
ammeter, which tells what current is flowing into the
battery and charging wires fitted with clips, to snap on
the battery terminals.

Thousands in use giving satisfaction.

Write today for Bulletin No. 12, or send us your
order. Money baelt if you want it.

The France Manufacturing Company
Cleveland, Ohio

The House of Taylor

400 Baths

600 Rooms

HOTEL MARTINIQUE
BROADWAY, 33D STREET, NEW YORK
One Block from Pennsylvania Station.

Equally Convenient for

Amusements, Shopping or Business

157 Pleasant Rooms, with Private Bath,

$2.50 PER DAY.
257 Excellent Rooms, with Private. Bath,

facing street, southern exposure,
$3.00 PER DAY.

Also Attractive Rooms from $1.50.

The Restaurant Prices Are Most Moderate.

CORE WIRE
We have been fortunate in securing thru auction several tons of guaranteed pure, double

annealed Norway Iron Core Wire and are selling this wire to "Experimenter" readers

At Pre-war Prices 20cts lb.
This wire Is just the thing for spark coils, transformers, etc., and it Is, of course, a very much

more superior product than the usual iron wire. We absolutely guarantee the quality.

If you ever thought of building a spark coil, transformer, or similar apparatus, now is the

chance to get the right material for it. As far as we know this is the only lot of iron Norway Core
Wire in the hands of any dealer at the present time, and none can be gotten until after the war.

We have only two sizes left

:

26 INCHES 36 INCHES
Thickness about No. 21 B and S

If either of these sizes should be too long we advise cutting the wire down yourself by means
of shears. It will pay you to do so as real Norway Iron Wire, sold by a few dealers last year,

brought from 40c to 50c a pound. American core wire now sells for from 30c upwards per pound.

As long as the supply lasts we offer this wire as described above to our customers at the very

low price of 20c a pound. Order at once.

ELECTRO IMPORTING CO., 231 Fulton St., N. Y. C.

an electric power station charges you ten

cents per kilowatt-hour you can burn one
40-watt lamp
1,000

= 25 hours, or twenty 40-watt lamps
40
1,000

= 1*4 hours, for ten cents, since

20 x 40
both conditions represent one kilowatt-hour.

SOMETHING NEW IN LAMP
GUARDS.

A new departure in portable

lamp guards is shown in the
illustration of a split

handle which can be
quickly attached to a
special expanded steel

lamp guard supplied
by the same concern.

This portable suc-
cessfully fills a de-
mand for a substan-
tial handle guard
which does not need
to be wired. The

halves of the guard including the

handle itself, open from the
hinge at the bottom of the guard
and can instantly be closed and
locked around the socket at the
end of any extension cord. The
cord itself runs thru grooves in

the handle.

The convenience of this new product will

be appreciated by the motorist in his gar-
age as well as in every factory, mill or
warehouse, because it permits light to be
safely carried to dark corners, in stock
bins, engine pits, etc. Fire danger is

avoided and lamp users will readily see the

advantage and economy, as the modest cost

of the guard is quickly repaid thru preven-
tion of lamp breakage.

ANOTHER "USELESS" PATENT.
A Chicago woman has patented a shoe

with an electric battery in the heel to supply
a mild current to a wearer's ankle as a
tonic. Another "useless patnt

!"

THE PHOTOELECTRIC SENSI-
TIVITY OF VARIOUS

SUBSTANCES.

SOME time ago an examination was
made of various substances to de-
termine their electrical sensitivity to

light ; and in view of the fact that

some of the results obtained are at

variance with the measurements made by
Case, it seems desirable to publish a sum-
mary of these observations, which were
made at the Bureau of Standards.
Two of the herein described substances

were examined for change in electrical con-
ductivity caused by the action of light

upon them, and all of them were exam-
ined for photoelectrical activity when they
were charged to a negative potential in an
evacuated bulb and exposed to light, reports

Messrs. Coblentz and Emerson in the Jour-
nal of the Washington Academy of Sci-
ences.

When the substances were examined for
an increase in electrical conductivity, a
potential of 2 to 6 volts was connected
thru a resistance of zero to 1,000,000 ohms
into a circuit containing a d'Arsonval gal-

vanometer and the substance under in-

vestigation. In most cases the substances

were slightly conducting when not exposed
to light, so that the dark current had to be
annulled by joining a counter e.m.f. thru a
resistance of 10,000 ohms to the terminals

of the galvanometer. This counter e.m.f.

was obtained by shunting across a re-

sistance of 100 ohms which was in series

with a cell of 2 volts and a variable resist-

ance of zero to 70,000 ohms.
The source of light, when not otherwise
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specified, was a 16-c.p. carbon incandescent
lamp, placed at a distance of 10 cm. from
the substance under investigation. One dis-

appointing feature of this investigation is

that no substance was found which is com-
parable in sensitivity with the potassium
photoelectric cell and with the selenium cell.

Gallium. This metal was solid, thus dif-

fering from the impure material, which is

a liquid.

The results obtained proved disappoint-

ing, this metal being quite insensitive to

light. When the cell was exposed to day-
light the photoelectric current produced a

deflection of only 4 to 5 mm., whereas simi-

larly exposing a potassium photoelectric

cell the photoelectric current was sufficient

to give a deflection beyond the range of

the scale.

Silver Sulfide. The sample examined
was a thin flexible strip, 6 by 10 mm. in

area. In one test the silver sulfide formed
the negative electrode of a photoelectric

cell (evacuated glass bulb about 5 cm. di-

ameter with a ring of platinum wire for the

anode). It was connected thru an iron-

clad Thompson galvanometer to a battery

of 340 volts. When exposed to daylight a

deflection of perhaps 1 to 2 mm. was ob-

served, but no deflection resulted from
exposure to the standard carbon lamp.

Selenium. A crystal of selenium, pre-

pared by Dr. F. C. Brown and having a
receiving surface of less than one sq. mm.,
when exposed to the standard lamp gave
a deflection of more than 50 cm., which
shows its great sensitivity as compared
with other substances.

The mounting of the selenium crystal

consisted of metal electrodes between which
the crystal was held by compression. When
operated as a photophone, by connecting
the selenium crystal with an Audion ampli-
fier, a loud musical note was obtained.

Tellurium. This metal is said to change
in resistance when exposed to light. The
present tests were made upon a mirror of

tellurium deposited upon a glass plate by
cathode disintegration. Suitable terminals

were attached to a sample about 4 by 50
mm. No change in conductivity was ob-
served when it was exposed to light.

Boleite. The sample of boleite [3Pb CI
(OH) .Cu CI (OH) + Ag CI], from Boleo,
Mexico, examined was a single rectangular
crystal 3 by 3 by 1.5 mm. It was held by
compression between copper electrodes.

No change in conductivity was observed
when the crystal was exposed to daylight

or to the standard incandescent lamp.

Stibnite. The size of one sample exam-
ined was 4 by 7 by 0.5 mm. Terminals were
attached to it by heating a copper wire to

incandescence in a gas flame and bringing
it in contact with the plate of stibnite.

The standard carbon lamp caused a de-
flection of 5 cm. Stibnite may be con-
sidered as sensitive as boulangerite , to be
mentioned presently, but the deflection

drifted, due to the decrease in resistance

with time already noticed by other observ-

ers.

Boulangerite. The specimen of boulan-
gerite (3PbS. Sb2 S 3 ,

Irkutsk, Siberia), in-

vestigated was obtained from the Smithson-
ian collection. Several samples were ex-
amined. In one sample, 4 by 7 by 0.8 mm.,
the electrodes consisted of copper wires
melted into the material as just described.

The radiation from the standard lamp gave
a deflection of 10 to 20 cm.
Another sample, 1 by 1.2 by 2 mm., held

by compression between two heavy elec-

trodes of copper, when exposed to the

standard incandescent lamp produced a de-

flection of 2 to 3 cm., which is comparable
with the preceding when one considers the
size of the exposed surfaces.

Altho this substance seems fairly sensi-

tive, it did not appear to be sufficiently so

to justify an investigation of its spectral

sensitivity with a view of using this min-
eral as a selective radiometer.

Jamesonite. (2PbS.Sb2 S3; Smithsonian
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collection, from Cornwall, England.) The
sample examined (size 2 by 7 by 1 mm.)
had the copper wire terminals attached by
fusing the incandescent wire into the ma-
terial. The standard lamp gave a deflection

of only 1 to 2 cm., which seems to indicate
that this material is not so light-sensitive

as is boulangerite.

Mixtures of galena and stibnite in va-
rious proportions were melted in a cru-
cible and poured upon a plate of metal.
Several samples, 5 by 10 by 0.5 mm., were
examined, but none of them gave any in-
dication of light-sensitiveness (change in
resistance) when exposed to daylight or
to the standard incandescent lamp.

Bismuthinitc. Bismuthinite, Bi2 S3, was
obtained from the Smithsonian collection
from Jefferson County, Montana. This is

the most interesting substance examined, in

view of the diverse results obtained and the
explanation offered therefor.

The sample of bismuthinite examined
consisted of a non-homogeneous mass of
acicular crystals, which was easily crushed
into numerous fine needle-like crystals. The
first sample examined was a small mass of
crystals (size 1 by 1 by 0.7 mm.) held by
compression between two heavy electrodes
of copper. When the crystal was exposed
to the standard carbon lamp no change in

conductivity could be detected with cer-
tainty.

A second sample, 3 by 6 by 1 mm., had
the copper wire terminals attached by fu-
sion, as already described. The e.m.f's

applied were the same as for the preceding
sample. When exposed to the standard
lamp no change in conductivity was ob-
served. These results being contradictory
to those published by Case, who used a
three stage Audion amplifier to detect the
change in conductivity of the crystals, the
foregoing experiments were repeated in

the manner described by him. For this

purpose the light from an acetylene flame
shining thru a slit 2 by 10 mm. was focused
upon the crystal by means of a triple

achromatic lens, 6 cm. in diameter and 18
cm. focal length. The light was interrupted
by means of a sectored disk having 15

openings and operated by means of an elec-

tric motor, the speed of which could be
varied. The usual speed gave 240 inter-

ruptions per second. The crystal was con-
nected to a three stage Audion amplifier

and telephone receiver. A crystal of sele-

nium or a selenium cell produced a loud
note, but the samples of boulangerite and
jamesonite, which by previous tests were
light-sensitive, did not give a musical sound
in the telephone.

The sample of bismuthinite with elec-

trodes sealed on produced no audible note
when exposed to light.

At least a dozen samples of bismuthinite
held by compression between heavy copper
electrodes were examined in connection
with the amplifier. Of this number only
two samples appeared to be light-sensitive.

One sample produced only a faint sound in

the telephone receiver. The second sample
produced a loud note in the telephone. The
sound was the loudest when the crystal

was exposed along the line of contact with
the copper electrode. Covering the crystal

with red glass did not reduce the loudness

of the note very much, indicating that the

effect is due to heating of the material. Un-
fortunately, this crystal was crushed while

under investigation. Prolonged tests on
other samples gave negative results as re-

gards the production of sound.

In view of the fact that the tests made
with a sensitive galvanometer failed to

show an increase in conductivity when bis-

muthinite was exposed to light, it ap-

pears that the change in conductivity which
was observed when a certain specimen

was exposed to intermittent flashes of light

(photophone or, rather, radiophone) is
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the result of a thermal change within the
crystal, or perhaps a change in the contact
resistance at the electrodes. In this con-
nection the following experiments on thin

strips of metals are of interest.

Platinum and Gold. In conclusion it is of
interest to record the results obtained when
using thin blackened strips of platinum and
of gold-leaf as radiophones, by connecting
them thru a battery to an amplifier.

These blackened strips were warmed in-

termittently by exposing them thru a ro-

tating sectored disk to the acetylene flame,

as already described.

When a sensitive platinum bolometer re-

ceiver was used as a radiophone, the sound
produced in the telephone was not very
audible. This no doubt was due to the

great heat capacity of the material which
prevented the rapid alternations in resist-

ance and hence in electric current, from be-

ing of sufficient magnitude to affect the

telephone receiver.

Using a lightly smoked strip (6 by 2.5

mm.) of gold-leaf, the ends of which were
•clamped between thin (0.02 mm.) strips of
tin, the sound produced in the telephone
receiver was as loud as was observed in

the photophone made of selenium.
This device was mounted in a glass bulb

which could be evacuated. As was to be
expected, there was no marked difference

in the intensity of the sound produced when
operated in air and in a vacuum.

In the gold-leaf radiophone as used, the

limit of audibility was attained for a light

(radiant power) intensity of 4.8 X 10

-

5

watts. Using a larger receiver and ampli-
fier and a larger current (which was 0.2

amp. in the present tests) thru the receiver,

the sensitivity could be greatly increased.

MENTAL TELEPATHY—A SIMPLE
CONCEPTION OF PSYCHICAL

ACTIVITY.
By Dr. Charles H. Merlitz

IN
the September issue of the Elec-

trical Experimenter there appeared
an extremely interesting article by Dr.
A. Abrams on Thought Transference
and Other Phenomena. Altho he gave

many interesting experiments he did not
show the relationship of this theory to the

modern physical theories. It is the author's
intention in the present article to present
an explanation for this remarkable phe-
nomena.
We know very little in regard to the

functioning of the human mind. We have
practically no insight into the mechanism
of thought and memory. We do know,
however, that the brain in functioning re-

quires nourishment. Thus it follows that

any operation of the brain is accompanied
by the absorption of a certain amount of
energy. However, contrary to ordinary
laws, in storing a thought and in subse-
quently recalling it, energy is absorbed.
These two processes are the opposite of
each other, and it would naturally be sup-

posed that in remembering energy would be
dissipated.

To commit a thought to memory we re-

peat it several times, each successive repeti-

tion requires the expenditure of a certain

amount of energy. Thus we may say that

the energy expended after a number of
repetitions equals

:

1
2 + 1

2 + 1
2 + l

2
n times

Now when we remember it the process is

the reverse, which gives us (—-l)
2 which

would equal l
2

, which means the addition

of energy. Thus the act of remembering a
fact more firmly implants it in the mind.
We may easily assume that there is a cer-

tain practical limit to the amount of effect

that can be produced. This limit might be
called the saturation of the brain. It would
be reasonable to suppose from this that for
each repetition or act of remembering the
amount of energy stored is less than that
of the preceding one, decreasing in geo-

I
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metrical progression. Each repetition,

however, is accompanied by the absorption

of a certain amount of energy. Thus it fol-

lows that for each succeeding repetition

there is a certain amount of surplus energy

to be accounted for. It is this surplus energy

that gives us an explanation for the process

known as Mental Telepathy. Our question

then resolves itself into the manner of

transference or transmission of this

energy.

Sir William Crookes has suggested that

the transmission of this energy is effected

by means of ether waves of smaller magni-
tude and greater frequency than those

which constitute X-rays. These rays also

possess the property of neither being re-

flected or refracted. Prof. Flournoy sug-

gested that these waves are undulations
starting from the nervous centers in the

brain. The greatest objection to this

theory of telepathy is that the intensity of

the received impulses is not inversely pro-
portional to the square of the distance, no
perceptible diminution in the impulses
being produced by distance. In actual ex-
periments the intensity sometimes even in-

creased with the distance. The explana-
tion of this curious phenomena is ex-

tremely simple, however. Pocock has sug-
gested that the sensibility and capacity of

the brain for the reception of these trans-

mitted impulses is extremely small, so

small in fact that the receiver is saturated

even at the greatest distance over which
telepathy has been observed. The excess
energy passes on—unable to produce any ef-

fect upon the already saturated brain. This
explains why the intensity is not diminished

by distance.

We may postulate then that Mental
Telepathy is a case of radiant energy.

These radiations emanating from the brain

when the mind is concentrated, are there-

fore very penetrating and traverse great

distances without perceptible decrease in

intensity.

The reasoning which I have heretofore

pursued has been from the purely theo-

retical standpoint. The fact that the brain

actually radiates energy has been demon-
strated by several scientists. Charpentier
showed that the human body emits what he
has called "N-rays." He found that the

phosphorescence of certain substances is in-

creased when they are brought into the

vicinity of contracting muscles or one of
the nervous centers of the cerebral cortex.

He demonstrated this by the use of a sim-
ple piece of apparatus. A lead tube about
two inches long covered at one end by a
piece of paper or silk treated with phos-
phorescent calcium sulfate was employed.
By placing this tube near nervous centers a

marked increase in phosphorescence was
observed. Di Brazza showed that when a
phosphorescent, platino-cyanid of barium
screen faintly illuminated by a distant X-
ray tube was placed near certain portions

of the head, that when the subject con-
centrated his will the luminosity of the

screen was varied in relation to the sub-

jects psychical activity. From this he con-
cluded that the brain was the seat of active

radiations. When the subject's attention is

not concentrated no variation in the lumin-
osity is noticeable. Di Brazza found that

the activity was greatest around the tem-
ples, the eyes and behind the ears. This
experiment may be repeated by exercising

great care. It must be remembered, how-
ever, that the variations in luminosity are
extremely small.

There have been many experimenters in

this branch of science, many of whom have
recorded remarkable instances of telepathy

or action at a distance, as it is sometimes
called. Professor Henry Sidgwick has col-

lected a great number of instances in which
hallucinations directly preceded death, and
which he attributed to mental telepathy.

Wessermann has recorded a singularly in-
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and teach you the Anderson
Method of Vulcanizing — 90%
profit. And still you guarantee
your work to outlast balance of
the tire and collect full cus-
tomary prices..

Ask us for literature ar
location of nearest Ande
son State School. We urge ^
you visit that city where
you can see all other
makes and learn their method, then visit
the Anderson tchool there and learn our
Method.
Go prepared to take 5 to 10 days' course

of the ANDERSON METHOD. We guar-
antee to make a first-class vulcanizer out of
you or refund your money. Our course will
cost you $20 in either the day or night
classes and any time thereafter you
buy and pay us for a vulcanizer, r
your $20 will be refunded in cash. >. *MSS
$235 and6 to 10 days in Any An-

derson State School of Vulcanizing
will start you i ruth is most profitable
business. The Anderson Steam Vulcanizer Co.,

23 Williams BIdg., Indianapolis, Indiana, U.S. A.
Please print your name. We receive many we can not make out.

.J 1

Swing 4 in., 11 in, between centers, 17 in,
total length.. Shipping weight 13 lbs. Bed
of lathe is machined. Workmanship flrst-

,
class. Equipped with wood turning chuck.
Can be fitted with 3 in. face plate and drilF chuck as 1 -

special equipment. Order one today- Price $5.00 caebl
1

order. SYPHER mm. CO., DEPT. C TOLEDO, OHIO

|

THE NEW MIDGET SLIDE RULE
has many exclusive features. It
will add and subtract fractions
and give decimal equivalents. It
will also multiply, divide, add
and

_
subtract, solve problems in-

volving any root or power (ex-
cepting— 1) and will give Logarithms
and the Sines. Tangents, Cosines and
Cotangents of all angles. Made of
metal. Size 3 1-4 inches. Send for
free circulars. Price with *l f\r\
complete instructions ^i«UU

Your money back ifyou are not
satisfied.

CILSON SLIDE RULE CO , Niles.Mich

Says the Master Mechanic. The Greb
Automatic Grip Puller is a One-Man
Puller—Quick-acting, strong and sim-
ple in the extreme. May be locked in
any desired position. A combination
of two or three arms. Heavy Duty
Size capacity 1" to 18"—Junior size
capacity 1" to 7". Two sets of jaws
furnished with each size.

Ten Days' Trial \Uro \
jobber does not have them we will send you
one. Try it teu days. If not satisfactory,
return to us and we will refund your money
We ai orrake the GREB RIM TNOL.
THE ij IEB CO., 230 Slate Slreel, BOSTON

. et up-to dat« In House Wir-
ing I Shve Time, Money,
L abor and Material by using
our 98 Genuine Blue I-rint
Drawings, containing all the

latest diagrams and connections known In house wiring—every diagram
and connection up-to-the-minute as used by first class electricians
for wiring Bells. Burglar Alarms, Lights, Annunciators, Fire
Alarms and Electric Gas Lighting. These drawings are bound in the
form of a flexible book (9x12] for convenience in using on the job.
Send for them, and if they don't make you more efficient asa wireman
and Bave you many times their cost as a contractor, return them and
money will be refunded—you can't afford to be without them. One
Dollar postpaid. Send for circulars on other sets of drawings.

PATENT SPECIALTY COMPANY
P. O. Box No. 583 San Francisco, Cal.

Battery Charging Pays
$100 to $200 Every Month
extra profits to garage men. You can
get these profits—easily, quickly. No
electrical knowledge required. Full par-
ticulars on request. $15 sent witU
this ad puts HB Seven-Battery
Charger in your garage. Balance
in 9 monthly payments of $20
each. Ten days' free trial. Ab-
solute money-back guarantee. Don'
delay and lose profits. Order now. qHobart Bros. Co. Boi 4E, Troy, Ohi

Electricians 1

PHONOGRAPH
PARTS FOR ANY STYLE MACHINE

Build your own cabinets
We show you how

Circulars and Instructions 10c.
Motors, Reproducer!, etc. (old

Electro Mechanical Parts Co.
Dept. E 160 No. Wells St, Chicago, IB.

A STEFFEY MOTOR
on your wheel will con-
vert it into a practical and
successful high grade
motorcycle that will
cost you less to operate than the more

expensive machines. Write at once and secure lowest fac-
tory prices. Excellent opportunity for agents. Send stamp.

STEFFEY MFG. CO., Dept. E. 5025 Brown St., Phila. Pa.

Army Auction Bargains
C. W. revolvers $2.65 up
Army 7 shot carbine 2.95 up

Army Haveracks .15 up
Knapsacks .75 up

. Army Gun slings .30 up

Colts Army Revolver cat. 45 at $8.45.
1 6 teres Army Goods. Large illustrated cyclo-

pedia reference catalog—«8 pages- issue

1917, mailed 50 cents. Now Circular 5 conts.

FRANCIS BAHNERMAN & SONS SOI Broadway. We« Tort

Tints $4.25 up

Leggings .18 up

Saddles 4.65 up

Uniforms 1.50 up

Teamharness 26.85

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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teresting incident. He wished to make the
apparition of a young lady appear to a lieu-

tenant living several miles away. At the

time of the experiment a visitor happened
to be with the lieutenant, who is said to

have seen the apparition also. Many in-

stances are recorded in which persons were
hypnotized at some distance. All of these

phenomena can be easily explained by the

brain rvave theory.

Besides the transference of thought, both
sympathy and affection may be the out-

growth of these radiations from the brain.

Whether our capacity for the reception of

these impulses is increasing with the evolu-

tion of man, cannot be ascertained directly.

It would seem probable, however, that with

our increase in education and civilization

that a conscious use of this thought
language may be found. Who knows but
that the man of the future may find a prac-
tical application for this radiation from the

brain, and a higher and more delicately

made creature may result who would effect

mutual understanding by means of this

marvelous and as yet but little understood
psychical activity.

MY INVENTIONS
(Continued from page 865)

travel at a rate of about one thousand miles

an hour, impracticable by rail. The reader

will smile. The plan was difficult of exe-

cution, I will admit, but not nearly so bad
?.s that of a well-known New York pro-
fessor, who wanted to pump the air from
the torrid to the temperate zones, entirely

forgetful of the fact that the Lord had pro-

vided a gigantic machine for this very
purpose.

Still another scheme, far more important

and attractive, was to derive power from
the rotational energy of terrestrial bodies. I

had discovered that objects on the earth's

surface, owing to the diurnal rotation of the

globe, are carried by the same alternately in

and against the direction of translatory

movement. From this results a great change
in momentum which could be utilized in

the simplest imaginable manner to furnish

motive effort in any habitable region of the

world. I cannot find words to describe my
disappointment when later I realized that

I was in the predicament of Archimedes,
who vainly sought for a fixt point in the

universe.

At the termination of my vacation I was
sent to the Polytechnic School in Gratz,

Styria, which my father had chosen as one
of the oldest and best reputed institutions.

That was the moment I had eagerly await-

ed and I began my studies under good
auspices and firmly resolved to succeed.

My previous training was above the aver-

age, due to my father's teaching and oppor-
tunities afforded. I had acquired the knowl-
edge of a number of languages and waded
thru the books of several libraries, picking

up information more or less useful. Then
again, for the first time, I could choose my
subjects as I liked, and free-hand drawing
was to bother me no more. I had made
up my mind to give my parents a sur-

prise, and during the whole first year I

regularly started my work at three o'clock

in the morning and continued until eleven
at night, no Sundays or holidays excepted.
As most of my fellow-students took things
easily, naturally enough I eclipsed all rec-

ords. In the course of that year I past
thru nine exams and the professors
thought I deserved more than the highest
qualifications. Armed with their flattering

certificates, I went home for a short rest,

expecting a triumph, and was mortified
when my father made light of these hard-
won honors. That almost killed my ambi-
tion; but later, after he had died, I was
pained to find a package of letters which

(Continued on page 907)
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Volume II

180 pages

Volume I

184 pages

both bound in red Atho-
leather, gold title, good
paper, handy size, 4 Y% " x
7".

You Will Want Both Books
These handy reference books are of exceptional value to you,

whether you are an apprentice or a highly skilled mechanic.

Both books are edited by men prominent in the machinery
field—men who know exactly what is most helpful to the be-

ginner as well as the experienced man.

Volume II for Practical Machinists

Sequel to Volume I

180 pages of important technical data,

tables relating to machine speeds,

power transmission, drilling, turning

and milling, materials, etc.

Volume I for Machinists' Apprentices
Now in 4th Edition

184 pages of material that shows
"how to do it." Essential to the be-
ginner, valuable to the experienced
machinist. It deals with the layout
and precise measurement of work.

mm
Ask Your Hardware Dealer to show them to you, or write direct—50c. each

Catalog No. 21LE of Starrett Tools on request

THE L. S. STARRETT COMPANY
The World's Greatest Toolmakers, Manufacturers of Hack Saws Unexcelled

ATHOL, MASS.
NEW YORK LONDON CHICAGO

42-900

MAKE MONEY
REPAIRING TIRES

The high cost and limited supply of tires makes it

necessary for motorists to conserve their tires and
get maximum mileage. Present conditions offer tire

repair men a big opportunity to make money. Ex-
perienced help not necessary.
With this Shaler Electric Vulcanizer you can make

money easy. It heats from city electric light current—has automatic heat control—no danger of fire or
explosions.

Will mend any style or size of tire—both casing and inner
tube. Handles 12 casings and 200 tubes a day. Anybody can
operate it, and turn out perfect work. Price $65.00 complete
—Subject to Trade Discount.

Write at once for catalog of our complete line of Shaler
Vulcanizers, Steam or Electric for Repair Shops and quick
selling models for motorists.

C. A. SHALER CO., 2203 Fourth St., Waupun, Wis.

"(Electric
Vulcanizer

What 15°A
Washington, the home of the Pathfinder, is the
nerve center of civilization; history is being

'

made at this world capital. The Pathfinder's
illustrated weekly review gives you a clear, im-
partial and correct diagnosis of public affairs
during these strenuous, epoch - making days.

which is sincere, reliable, entertaining,
clearly, fairly, brieflv—here it is. Send
weeks. The 15c does not repay us, but we are glad to Invest la new friends,

The little matter of 15c in stamps or coin will bring you the Pathfinder
13 weeks on trial. The Pathfinder is an illustrated weekly, published at
the Nation's center, for the Nation ; a paper that prints all the news of the
world and tellsthe truth and only the truth ; now in its 26th year. This pa-
per fills the bill without emptying the purse; It costs but$I a year. If you
want to keep posted on what is going on in the world, at the least expense
of time or money, this is your means. If you want a paper in your homo

the Pathfinder is yours. If you would appreciate a paper which puts •verythhie
Sc to showthatyou might like such a paper, and we will send the Pathfinder on probation 1

J

The Pathfinder* Box 57Gi Washington,D.C

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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EXPERIMENTERS!
A Sample of What You Can Do With This Outfit

This illustration,
made from an actual
photograph. shows
only a very few in-
struments tAat can be
made with the Boy's
Electric Toys: Elec-
tric Pendulum,
Electric Telegraph,
C u r r e n t Generator,
ElectricDancing
Spiral, Gal-
vanometer,
Space does
not permi't
us to show the hundreds of

experiments that can be per-

formed with this wonderful
outfit.

The outfit contains 114 separate pieces of material and 24 pieces of

finished articles ready to use at once.
Among the finished material the following parts are included

:

Chromic salts for battery, lamp socket, bottle of mercury, core wire
(two different lengths), a bottle of iron filings, three spools of wire,

carbons, a quantity of machine screws, flexible cord, two wood bases,

glass plate, paraffine paper, binding posts, screw-driver, etc., etc. The
instruction book is so clear that anyone can make the apparatus with-

out trouble, and besides a section of the instruction book is taken up
with the fundamentals of electricity to acquaint the layman with all

important facts in electricity in a simple manner.
We guarantee satisfaction.

The size over all of the outfit is 14x9x2%. Shipping weight, 8 CtJ QQ
lbs. No. EX2002 "The Boy's Electric Toys," outfit as described.

IMMEDIATE SHIPMENTS

No. EX2002

THE BOY'S ELECTRIC TOYS" contains enough material

TO MAKE AND COMPLETE OVER TWENTY-FIVE
DIFFERENT ELECTRICAL APPARATUS without any

other tools, except a screw-driver furnished with the outfit. The box contains

the following complete instruments and apparatus which are already assembled :

Student's chromic plunge battery, compass-galvanometer, solenoid, telephone

receiver, electric lamp. Enough various parts, wire, etc., are furnished to

make the following apparatus

:

Electromagnet, electric cannon, magnetic pictures, dancing spiral, electric

hammer, galvanometer, voltmeter, hook for telephone receiver, condenser,

sensitive microphone, short distance wireless telephone, test storage battery,

shocking coil, complete telegraph set, electric riveting machine, electric buz-

zer, dancing fishes, singing telephone, mysterious dancing man, electric jump-
ing jack, magnetic geometric figures, rheostat, erratic pendulum, electric

butterfly, thermo electric motor, visual telegraph, etc., etc.

This does not by any means exhaust the list, but a great many more ap-
paratus can be built actually and effectually.

With the instruction book which we furnish, one hundred experiments that

can be made with this outfit are listed, nearly all of these being illustrated

with superb illustrations. No other materials, goods or supplies are necessary

to perform any of the one hundred experiments or to make any of the 25

apparatus. Everything can be constructed and accomplished by means of this

outfit, two hands, and a screw-driver. (Continued in next column)

"The Livest Catalog in America"
Our big. new electrical cyclopedia No. 19 is waiting for you. Positively

the most complete Wireless and electrical catalog in print today. 228 Big
Pages. GOO illustrations. 500 instruments and apparatus, etc. Big "Treatise
on Wireless Telegraphy." 20 FREE coupons for our 100-page FREE Wire-
less Course in 20 lessons. FREE Cyclopedia No. 19 measures 7x514".
Weight V2 lb. Beautiful stiff covers.

ELECTRO IMPORTING COMPANY
231 Fulton St.. New York City

I enclose herewith 6 cents in stamps or coin for which please
send me your latest Cyclopedia Catalog No. 20 as described.

STATE - . E. E. 4-13

n, ji:.-

The "Electro" Radio-tone
HIGH FREQUENCY SILENT TEST

BUZZER
This instrument gives a wonderful high

pitched MUSICAL, NOTE in the receivers,

impossible to obtain with the ordinary
test buzzer. The EADIOTONE is built
along entirely new lines ; it is NOT an
ordinary buzzer, reconstructed in some
manner. The RADIOTONE has a single
fine steel reed vibrating at a remarkably
high speed, adjusted to its most efficient

frequency at the factory. Hard silver con-
tacts are used to make the instrument last
practically forever.

Yes. the RADIOTONE is SILENT. In fact, it is so silent that you must
place your ear on top of it to hear its beautiful musical note.
You will be astounded at the wonderfully clear, 500 cycle note, sounding

sharply in vour receivers. To learn the codes there Is absolutely nothing
like it. With the radiotone. a key and one dry cell and ANY" telephone, a
tine learner's set is had. Two or more such sets in series will afford no
end of pleasure for intercommunication work. Shipping Weight I lb.

Eadiotone as described each $.90
IMMEDIATE SHIPMENTS

The "Electro" Telegraph

is not a toy, but a practical,
honestly built telegraph outfit,

which not only sounds but works
like the big commercial instru-
ments. By studying the code
for 30 days you can become a
first-class telegraph operator.
Such operators are in big de-
mand now. Outfit consists of
TWO complete telegraph instru-
ments each measuring 3y2 x 2%
x 2Vi. All metal parts are high-
ly nickel plated, including key
lever. Note hard rubber knob.
Telegraph Code Chart, telegraph . t
blanks and connecting wire comes with set, but no batteries. Outfit wonts
on 2 drv cells (one cell for each instrument). The "Electro" is the OJNL.X

Outfit that works both ways, each station can call; no switches, no extras.

Nothing to get out of order. Guaranteed to please you or money ffl OC
back. Price Complete as Illustrated (TWO INSTRUMENTS)....

Shlnping Weight, 2 lbs.

IMMEDIATE SHIPMENTS

The "Electro" Codophone {Patents Pending)

$1.50What this
r e m ar kable
Instrument Is

and does.

The "Elec-
tro" Codo-
phone Is

positively the
only instru-
ment made
that will
Imitate a 500
cycle note
exactly as
heard in a
Wireless re-

loud-t'alking receiver equipped with a horn, talks so loud that you can hear

the sound all over the room, even if there is a lot of other noise.

THAT'S NOT ALL. By lessening or tightening the receiver cap, a tone

from the lowest, softest quality, up to the loudest and highest screaming

sound can be bad in a few seconds.
.

FOR INTERCOMMUNICATION. Using two dry cells for each instrument,

two Codophones when connected with one wire and return ground, can be

used for intercommunication between two houses one-half mile apart.

One outfit alone replaces the old-fashioned learner's telegraph set. con-

sisting of key and sounder.
The "Electro" Codophone is a handsome, well made instrument, fool

proof, and built for hard work. Contacts are of hard silver Vs inch in

diameter, that will outlast the instrument.
There is also a neat code chart and full directions enabling any intelli-

gent young man or girl to learn the codes within 30 days, practising one-

half hour a day.
Sizes: 6% x 3 x 2%." Shipping weight. 2 lbs.

The "Electro" Codophone as described, complete.... $1.50

ELECTRO IMPORTING CO,
231 Fulton Street
NEW YORK

I 1
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MY INVENTIONS.
(Continued from page 905)

the professors had written him to the effect

that unless he took me away from the In-

stitution I would be killed thru overwork.

Thereafter I devoted myself chiefly to phys-

ics, mechanics and mathematical studies,

spending the hours of leisure in the libra-

ries. I had a veritable mania for finishing

whatever I began, which often got me into

difficulties. On one occasion I started to

read the works of Voltaire when I learned,

to my dismay, that there were close on one

hundred large volumes in small print which

that monster had written while drinking

seventy-two cups of black coffee per diem.

It had to be done, but when I laid aside the

last book I was very glad, and said, "Never
mere !"

My first year's showing had won me the

appreciation and friendship of several pro-

fessors. Among these were Prof. Rogner,

who was teaching arithmetical subjects and
geometry; Prof. Poeschl, who held the

chair of theoretical and experimental phys-

ics, and Dr. Alle, who taught integral cal-

culus and specialized in differential equa-

tions. This scientist was the most brilliant

lecturer to whom I ever listened. He took

a special interest in my progress and would
frequently remain for an hour or two in the

lecture room, giving me problems to solve,

in which I delighted. To him I explained a

flying machine I had conceived, not an illu-

sionary invention, but one based on sound,

scientific principles, which has become real-

izable thru my turbine and will soon be

given to the world. Both Professors Rogner
and Poeschl were curious men. The former
had peculiar ways of expressing himself

and whenever he did so there was a riot,

followed by a long and embarrassing pause.

Prof. Poeschl was a methodical and thoroly

grounded German. He haid enormous feet

and hands like the paws of a bear, but all

of his experiments were skillfully per-

formed with clock-like precision and with-

out a miss.

It was in the second ye ir of my studies

that we received a Gramme dynamo from
Paris, having the horseshoe form of a lami-

nated field magnet, and a Wire-wound arma-
ture with a commutator. It was connected

up and various effects of the currents were
shown. While Prof. Poeschl was making
demonstrations, running theViachine as a

motor, the brushes gave troubje, sparking

badly, and I observed that it might be pos-

sible to operate a motor without these appli-

ances. But he declared that it could not be
done and did me the honor of delivering a

lecture on the subject, at the conclusion of

which he remarked : "Mr. Tesla may ac-

complish great things, but he certainly never
will do this. It would be equivalent to

converting a steadily pulling force, like that

of gravity, into a rotary effort. It is a

perpetual motion scheme, an impossible

idea." But instinct is something which
transcends knowledge. We have, undoubt-
edly, certain finer fibers that enable us to

perceive truths when logical deduction, or
any other willful effort of the brain, is

futile. For a time I wavered, imprest by
the professor's authority, but soon became
convinced I was right and undertook the

task with all the fire and boundless confi-

dence of youth.

I started by first picturing in my mind a
direct-Current machine, running it and fol-

lowing the changing flow of the currents in

the armature. Then I would imagine an
alternator and investigate the processes tak-
ing place in a similar manner. Next I

would visualize systems comprising motors
and generators and operate them in various
ways. The images I saw were to me per-
fectly real and tangible. All my remaining
term in Gratz was past in intense but fruit-

less efforts of this kind, and I almost came
to the conclusion that the problem was in-

solvable. In 1880 I went to Prague, Bo-
hemia, carrying out my father's wish to

complete my education at the University

there. It was in that city that I made a

decided advance, which consisted in detach-

ing the commutator from the machine and
studying the phenomena in this new aspect,

but still without result. In the year follow-

ing there was a sudden change in my views
of life. I realized that my parents had
been making too great sacrifices on my ac-

count and resolved to relieve them of the

burden. The wave of the American tele-

phone had just reached the European con-
tinent and the system was to be installed in

Budapest, Hungary. It appeared an ideal

opportunity, all the more as a friend of our
family was at the head of the enterprise.

It was here that I suffered the complete
breakdown of the nerves to which I have
referred. What I experienced during the

period of that illness surpasses all belief.

My sight and hearing were always extraord-
inary. I could clearly discern objects in

the distance when others saw no trace of

them. Several times in my boyhood I saved
the houses of our neighbors from fire by
hearing the faint crackling sounds which
did not disturb their sleep, and calling for

help.

In 1899, when I was past forty and carry-

ing on my experiments in Colorado, I could
hear very distinctly thunderclaps at a dis-

tance of 550 miles. The limit of audition for

my young assistants was scarcely more than
150 miles. My ear was thus over thirteen

times more sensitive. Yet at that time I was,
so to speak, stone deaf in comparison with
the acuteness of my hearing while under
the nervous strain. In Budapest I could
hear the ticking of a watch with three

rooms between me and the time-piece. A
fly alighting on a table in the room would
cause a dull thud in my ear. A carriage
passing at a distance of a few miles fairly

shook my whole body. The whistle of a

locomotive twenty or thirty miles away
made the bench or chair on which I sat vi-

brate so strongly that the pain was unbear-
able. The ground under my feet trembled
continuously. I had to support my bed on
rubber cushions to get any rest at all.

The roaring noises from near and far often
produced the effect of spoken words which
would have frightened me had I not been
able to resolve them into their accidental

components. The sun's rays, when periodi-

cally intercepted, would cause blows of such
force on my brain that they would stun me.
I had to summon all my will power to pass
under a bridge or other structure as I ex-
perienced a crushing pressure on the skull.

In the dark I had the sense of a bat and
could detect the presence of an object at a
distance of twelve feet by a peculiar creepy
sensation on the forehead. My pulse varied
from a few to two hundred and sixty beats
and all the tissues of the body with twitch-
ings and tremors which was perhaps the
hardest to bear. A renowned physician who
gave me daily large doses of Bromid of
Potassium pronounced my malady unique
and incurable. It is my eternal regret that

I was not under the observation of experts
in physiology and psychology at that time.

I clung desperately to life, but never ex-
pected to recover. Can anyone believe that

so hopeless a physical wreck could ever
be transformed into a man of astonishing
strength and tenacity, able to work thirty-

eight years almost without a day's interrup-
tion, and find himself still strong and fresh
in body and mind? Such is my case.

A powerful desire to live and to con-
tinue the work, and the assistance of a
devoted friend and athlete accomplished the

wonder. My health returned and with it the
vigor of mind. In attacking the problem
again I almost regretted that the struggle
was soon to end. I had so much energy to

spare. When I undertook the task it was
not with a resolve such as men often make.
With me it was a sacred vow, a question of
life and death. I knew that I would perish
if I failed. Now I felt that the battle

(Continued on page 909)

HIGH SCHOOL
COURSE IH

TWO YEARS
Are you one of the98% who

didn't finish High School ? If so you
are badly handicapped. Without this

training you are barred from a suc-
cessful business career, from the
leading professions, from well-paid
civil service jobs, from teaching and
college entrance, in fact from all

worthwhile positions.

GET THIS You don,t want

TDXIIIIMr to be handicapped
KiftlWlHli nor do you have to

Nf%\kfl be. Let the Amer-
W0 WW ican School give

you the training you missed. Our
High School Course covers every subject
taught in a resident school. It will broaden
your knowledge, make you keen, alert and

capable and fit you to earn a higher
salary. You can complete the entire ii

course in two years. M

TAKE 10 LESSONS
AT OUR EXPENSE

Test this Course at our expense.
Take ten full examinations, then if you don't
feel satisfied you are not out one cent.
Training alone will make you master of your
work, able to think and act for yourself,
and competent enough to secure and hold
the position you want. Whether you lack
High School training or specialized instruc-
tion NOW is the time to get it.

BIG DEMAND FOR
SKILLED WORKERS

The demand was never greater for skilled
workers in every trade and profession. The
pay was never higher— the opportunities
never greater. Train and get into the game
for all it is worth. We guarantee satisfac-
tion. You do not risk one cent. Check and
mail Coupon NOW. We will promptly send
you full details and Free Bulletin.

AMERICAN SCHOOL
OF CORRESPONDENCE .

Dept. H-7444 Chicago, Illinois M
TRAINING THE KEY TO SUCCESS

Tell me how T can fit myself
for the position marked X:

..High School Graduate Shop Superintendent

..Electrical Engineer

..Telephone Engineer

..Architect

..Draftsman

..Building Contractor

..Structural Engineer

..Mechanical Engineer

..Civil Engineer

..Steam Engineer

..Lawyer

..Business Manager

..Auditor

..Certified Public Accountant

..Stenographer

..Bookkeeper

..Fire Insurance Adjuster

..Sanitary Engineer

..Automobile Engineer

•nto MOVING PICTURE BUSINESS

Small Capital Starts You
l our easy payment plan. Begin
now and get your share. We sell
everything. Write today.

Atlas Moving Picture Co.
A^Dept. 49 538 S. Dearborn St..Chicag«
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Don't Send Any Nonets

Foremen and
Superintendents

$1800 to $5000 Yearly

Office Manager or Auditor
$1800 to $5000 Yearly

matter what kind of

work you are doing
now, a set of these

great home study books will

quickly fit you for a bigger
and better paying job. We will

send any set you select for one
week's FREE examination,
and if you want to keep them

you pay only the special reduced price

—

at the rate of 50 cents a week. This is

your opportunity to make more money

—

grasp it NOW. Use these books and a
little spare time and LEARN TO FILL
BIGGER SHOES.

Carpentry and
Contracting

Five volumes, 2138 pages and
more than 400 illustrations.

Prepares for Contractor, Build-
ing Superintendent and Car-
penter Foreman. Regular
price,$25.00. Special price,$17.80.

Civil Engineering
Nine volumes, 3900 pages and
3000 illustrations, plates and
diagrams. Prepares for Civil or
Structural Engineer, Transit-
man, Estimator, Designer or
Chief Draftsman. Regular
price,$45.00. Special price,$29.80.

Telephony and
Telegraphy

Four volumes, 1728 pages and
2000 illustrations, plates and
diagrams. Prepares for Tele-
phone Engineer, Wire Chief,
Exchange Manager, Trouble
Man or Telegrapher. Regular
price, $20.00.Specialprice,$12.80.

Steam and Gas
Engineering

Seven volumes, 3300 pages and
2500 illustrations, plates, dia-
grams, etc. Prepares for Sta-
tionary, Marine or Locomotive
Engineer or Fireman. Regular
price,$35.00. Special price,$21.80.

Law and Practice
(with Reading Course in 25
bound pamphlets) . Thirteen
volumes, 6000 pages and 24 illus-

trations. Prepares for all Bar
Examinations. A wonderful
aid to business men. Regular
price,$72.00. Special price,539.80.

Practical
Accounting

Four volumes, 1840 pages and
800 illustrations, plates and
diagrams. C. P. A. questions
and practical problems. Pre- C

pares for Accountant, Book-
keeper or Cost Clerk. Regular
price,$20.00. Specialprice,$l2,80.

Pay Raisers
These books are written by
well known authorities — the
top-notchers in each line. They
will help youmake more money.
You can't fail to understand
them, because they are written
in plain, everyday language.
Thousands of photographs,
diagrams, charts, etc., help to
make difficult points as sim-
ple as A-B-C.

See our Free Examination—no
money down offer below

AskOurExperts
With these books goes free of all

charge a $12.00 Consulting Mem-
bership in the American Technical
Society. If any question puzzles
you—write us. Our corps of experts
and engineers will solve any prob-
lem. Ask all the questions you
want for a whole year. This serv-
ice is absolutely FREE.

Automobile
Engineering

Five volumes. 2400 pages and
2000 illustrations. Prepares for
Garage Foreman, Automobile
Mechanic or Chauffeur. Inval-
uable to car owners. Regular
price,$25.00. Special price,$17.80.

MachineShopPractice
Six volumes, 2300 pages and
2500 illustrations. Prepares for
Machine Shop Superintendent
or Foreman, Foundryman. Pat-
tern Maker, Tool Designer or
Tool Maker. Regular price,
530.00. Special price, $19.80.

Sanitary, Heating and
Ventilating Engin'ring
Four volumes, 1454 pages and
more than 1400 illustrations,
etc. Prepares for Sanitary
Engineer, Heating and Venti-
lating Engineer, Master
Plumber or Plumber. Regular
price,$20.00. Special price, $13.80.

Mechanical and
Architectural Drawing
Four volumes, 1578 pages and
more than one thousand illus-
trations. Prepares for Archi-
tectural or Mechanical Drafts-
man. Regular price, $20.00.
Special price, only $13.80.

Electrical Engineering
Seven volumes, 3000 pages and
2600 illustrations, plates and
diagrams.

_
Prepares for Elec-

trical Engineer. Power Plant
Superintendent. Substation Op-
erator or Electrician. Regular
price,$35.00. Special priee,S19.80.

Accountancy and
Business Management
Ten volumes, 3680 pages and
1987 illustrations, forms, etc.
Prepares for Certified Public
Accountant, Auditor, Office
Manager. Accountant, Credit
Man or Bookkeeper. Regular
price,$50.00. Specialpn"ce,S24.80.

MY INVENTIONS.
(Continued from page 907)

was won. Back in the deep recesses of the

brain was the solution, but I could not yet

give it outward expression. One afternoon,

which is ever present in my recollection, I

was enjoying a walk with my friend in the

City Park and reciting poetry. At that age
I knew entire books by heart, word for word.
One of these was Goethe's "Faust." The
sun was just setting and reminded me of the

glorious passage

:

"Sie riickt und weicht, der Tag ist uberlebt,

Dort cilt sic hin und fordcrt neues Lcbcn.
Oh, dass kein Fliigel mich votn Boden hebt

Ihr nach und inrmer nach zu strcben!*

$ . ' Sfc 3fc
'

5fc Sfc S(! #

Ein schdncr Traum indesscn sic entweicht

,

Ach, zu des Geistes Fliigeln wird so Icicht

Kcin korpcrlichcr Fliigel sich gcsellcn!"t

As I uttered these inspiring words the idea

came like a flash of lightning and in an in-

stant the truth was revealed. I drew with
a stick on the sand the diagrams shown six

years later in my address before the Amer-
ican Institute of Electrical Engineers, and
my companion understood them perfectly.

The images I saw were wonderfully sharp
and clear and had the solidity of metal and
stone, so much so that I told him : "See
my motor here ; watch me reverse it." I

cannot begin to describe my emotions. Pyg-
malion seeing his statue come to life could
not have been more deeply moved. A thou-
sand secrets of nature which I might have
stumbled upon accidentally I would have
given for that one which I had wrested
from her against all odds and at the peril of
my existence.

* "The glow retreats, done is the day of toil;

It yonder hastes, new fields of life exploring;
Ah, that no wing can lift me from the soil,

Upon its track to follow, follow soaring!"

t A glorious dream! though now the glories fade.
Alas! the wings that lift the mind no aid
Of wings to lift the body can bequeath me."

TESLA ON HIGH FREQUENCY
GENERATORS.

Editor, Electrical Experimenter :

It is to be regretted that a letter addrest
to me by Mr. J. Harris Rogers, in your care,

was published in the march number of the
Electrical Experimenter, altho the concur-
rence of our views in some wireless fea-
tures might have made this desirable to so
wide-awake and enterprising a periodical as
yours.

Mr. Rogers seems to be a very apprecia-
tive gentleman and nothing would be farther
from my thoughts than to detract anything
from his merit, but in a separate contribu-
tion, which I expect to prepare for your
next issue, I shall express myself on this

subject without prejudice and in the inter-

est of truth. However, the article by your
Mr. H. Winfield Secor on "America's Great-
est War Invention—The Rogers Under-
ground Wireless" contains a reference to "a
novel and original high frequency gener-
ator" of Mr. Rogers' invention. May I not
—to use the President's elegant expression
—call attention to the fact that this device
was described by me years ago, as will
be evident from the following excerpt of a
communication which appeared in the Elec-
trical Review of March 15, 1899. In speak-
ing of circuit controllers, I said: "I may
mention here, based on a different principle,
which is incomparably more effective, more
efficient, and also simpler on the whole. It

comprises a fine stream of conducting fluid
which is made to issue, with any desired
speed, from an orifice connected with one
pole of a generator, thru the primary of
the induction coil, against the other terminal
of the generator placed at a small distance.
This device gives discharges of a remark-
able suddenness, and the frequency may be

(Continued on page 914)

Write the name of the books you
want on the coupon and mail it to-
day. We will send the books at once, ex-
press collect, and you can use them just as
if they were your own for a whole week.
If you decide you don't want to keep
them, send them back at our expense.
If you like the books, as thousands of other

men have after examination, just send us
$2.00. You can send the balance of the
special reduced price the same way— $2.00
each month (50 cents a week).

Start right now and learn to fill bigger
shoes. There will be a better job looking
for you if you do. Be ready to meet it when
it comes. Send the coupon now.

American Technical Society, Dept. T3384, Chicago, III.

American Technical Society? Dept. T3384 r Chicago, Illinois
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It contains the follow-
ing 44 chemicals:

Alum A1„(S04 > 3 , (NH 4 ) L,SO,
Antimony (powdered) (Sb)
Ammonium Aqua
(NH 3+H£0)

Ammonium Carbonate
<NH 4 ) 2 C03

AmmoniumChloride ( NH (C1)
Ammonium Sulphate

(NH 4 ) 2 S04

Barium Chloride (BaCl.)
Boric Acid (H

;
,BO.,)

Brimstone (Sulphur) (S)
Calcium Chloride (CaCL)
Calcium Oxide (CaO)
Calcium Sulphate

(CaSO^TLO)
Charcoal (Carbon) (C)
Chloride of Zinc (ZnCl,.)
Copper Sulphate (CuSO,)
Ferrous Sulphate (FeS04 )

Ferrous Sulphide (FeS)
Glycerol (Glycerine)
Q,H 5 (OH)3

Hydrochloric Acid (HC1)
Iodine (I)

Iron Chloride (FeCl.)
Iron Oxide (Fe Oa )

Lead Acetate Pb (C^HaOj)^
Litmus Paper
Magnesium Carbonate
(MgC03 )

Manganese Dioxide (MnO»)
Mercury (Quicksilver) (Hg)
Nickel Chloride (NiCL)
Oxalic Acid (FLC.O,)
Sodium Bicarbonate

(NaHCO,)
Sodium Borate (NaBOo)
Sodium Carbonate < Na CO,)
Sodium Chloride ( NaCl >

Sodium Nitrate (NaNOa )

Sodium Phosphate
(Na 2HP0 4 )

Sodium Sulphate ( Na SO,

)

Sodium Sulphite (Na^SO.,)
Stannous Chloride (SnCl.)
Sulphate of Nickel (NiSO,)
Sulphate of Zinc (ZnSOj)
Sulphuric Acid (H-S04 )

Tin (Granulated) (Sn)
Zinc (Metal) (Zn)
Zinc Carbonate (ZnC03 )

The following apparata
are furnished:

One Standard Washbottle
One Alcohol Lamp
One Conical Glass Measure
One Erlenmeyer Flask
One Glass Funnel
One Delivery Tube
Six Assorted Test-Tubes
One Test-Tube Holder
Ten Sheets of Filter Paper
One Glass Dropper
One Spoon Measure
Glass Tubing
One book containing Trea-
tise on Elementary Chemis-
try and 100 Chemical Ex-
periments to be performed

with this outfit.

Chemical Laboratory
We present herewith to our friends our new E. I. Co. Chemical Labora-
tory which contains real chemicals and apparata to perform real chemical
experiments. This outfit is not a toy, put up merely to amuse, but a

practical laboratory set, with all the chemicals, apparata and reagents

necessary to perform real work and to teach the beginner all the secrets

of inorganic chemistry. With this outfit we give free a book containing

a Treatise in Elementary Chemistry, useful data and recipes, and 100

instructive and amusing experiments.

DESCRIPTION OF THE OUTFIT:
The outfit consists of forty-four (44) Chemicals all

C. P. (chemical pure) put up in appropriate wooden
boxes, glass bottles, and hermetically closed jars. The
acids are put up in glass bottles, with ground-in glass

stoppers and there is a sufficient quantity of chemicals
supplied (mostly one to two ounces) enough to make
dozens of experiments with each. See list of Chemi-
cals herewith.
The apparata furnished are all of the best obtainable

make and of standard laboratory size and shape. A
list of the 17 pieces of apparata furnished with this

outfit is printed also herewith.
The Instruction book is a real Chemistry Course

for the Beginner. Some of the Contents are: Divi-
sion of Matter: This is a Treatise on Elementary
Chemistry and deals with the theory of the Ele-

ments, Molecules and Atoms, etc. Chemical Nomen-
clature. This explains in simple language the deri-

vation of the chemical names of the Elements and
their compounds. There is a chapter on Laboratory
Operations; Glass Working; First Aid; Fire Ex-
tinguishers; Experimenters' Aphorisms, etc.

A good part of the book is devoted to Weights and
Measures. The Metric System, the English system
and the U. S. System are fully explained.

The following tables are furnished: Symbols and
Atomic weights of the Elements; Measures of Weights,
Volume, Capacity and Length; Per Cent solutions;

Conversion of Measure expressed in parts; Poisons

and their antidotes; Technical and common name of

chemical substances; Formulas for Cleaning various

substances, etc., etc.

Among the 100 Experiments are:

How to make chemical tricks; How to make invisible

and magic inks; How to test flour; How to test soil;

How to Make Chlorine Gas and smoke (German War
Gas) ; How to bleach cloth and flowers. How to pro-

duce Oxygen and Hydrogen; How to make chemical

colors; How to test Acids and Alkalies and hundreds

of interesting hints and formulas.

The price is still $5.00
Shipping Weight 10 lbs.

(Can be shipped by Express only.) Send your order today to:

TRADE MARK

THE ELECTRO IMPORTING CO., Mfrs.

231 FULTON STREET NEW YORK CITY
TRADE MARK

See our full page Ad, on page 906 for Free Cyclopedia

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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PRACTICAL CHEMICAL
EXPERIMENTS.

(Continued from page 894)

tee, and must furnish certificates of good
character and honesty. These secrets have

been handed down faithfully from one gen-

eration to another for hundreds of years.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS IN
CHEMISTRY.

Standard Soap Solution.

Q. 1. Roy Munsell, Henryetta, Okla.,

wants to know the method of preparing

the Standard Soap Solution as mentioned

in the lesson on water testing of the "Ex-
perimental Chemistry" lessons.

A. A strong solution of this soap is first

prepared by rubbing together in a mortar,

75 grams of the so-called "lead plaster"

(which consists practically of lead oleate),

which may be obtained from your druggist,

and 20 grams of dry potassium carbonat.

When the two are thoroly mixed a small

quantity of methylated alcohol is added, and
the mixture worked to the consistency of a

thin smooth cream. More spirit is then

added, and the contents of the mortar
rinsed, using more of the spirits for this

purpose. This is then collected in a bottle

and the mixture placed aside to settle. The
clear liquid is decanted off thru a filter,

and the sediment finally washed upon the

filter with more spirit. The volume of the

liquid may now be made up to 200 or 250

cc, by adding a mixture of equal volumes
of spirit and water.

Solvay Process.

Q. 2. C. H. Hathaway, of Peoria, 111., de-

sires information regarding the Solvay
Process.

A. Sodium Chlorid, commonly known as

table salt, is the source from which the

sodium alkalies are derived. The starting

point of this process is therefore salt—in

the form of a good strong salt brine. If

you open a bottle of ordinary smelling salts

and inhale the vapor, you will immediately
recognize the second fundamental of the

process in the form of Ammonia, similar

to the gas which is contained in the com-
mon household ammonia. The third and
last fundamental is ordinary carbonic acid

gas, the same as is used to make soda water
fizz. For the purpose of this process it is

obtained from limestone, by heating the

stone to a high temperature. Thus we see

that Salt, Ammonia and Carbonic acid gas
are the three fundamentals upon which the

process is based.

The salt brine is saturated with ammonia
gas and carbonic acid gas is then blown
into this solution of ammonia in the brine.

The process does not take place in one
step, but the final products are Sal-am-
moniac and crude bicarbonat of soda. The
crude bicarbonat of soda separates out as

a white powder and the sal-ammoniac re-

mains dissolved. The Ammonia takes the
place of the sodium in the .salt, and the
sodium combines with water and carbonic
acid to form the well-known baking soda
(Sodium Bicarbonat).
This is separated from the liquids by

filtration. It is then necessary to prepare
this for a commercial product by heating
it in a furnace where it loses all its water
and carbonic acid gas. The product is now
known as sodium carbonat, or soda ash, the
finished product of the Solvay process, and
the starting point for other forms of sodium
alkalies. (The liquid coming from the
filtration process contains the sal-ammoniac,
and this is distilled

with lime to re- EARTH-MOON VENUS
cover the ammonia * _
to be used over w "

again—no ammo- k-25,ooo,ooo miles ->U
nia remains in the

s0(Ja ,) Fig. 7—Relative Position of
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Mercury Vapor

Q. 3. Gordon Jones, Jr., Cordele, Ga.,

wants to know how Mercury Vapor is ob-

tained.

A. Under a pressure of 760 mm., mer-
cury boils at 357.25 degrees C, giving off

a colorless vapor. Mercury gives off vapor
even at ordinary temperatures, and a gold
leaf suspended over mercury in a stoppered
bottle, gradually becomes white upon the

surface, owing to its amalgamation with the
mercurial vapor. This vapor is poisonous,
giving rise to salivation, such as loosening
of the teeth, etc.

Buttermilk in Butter.

Q. 4. Theodore Coughlin, Rochester, N.
Y., wants to know why buttermilk is ob-
jectionable in butter.

A. Buttermilk is very objectionable as it

begins to decompose almost immediately,
and sets up fermentation, in the butter itself.

See article at head of this month's "Chem-
istry Department."

BACK NUMBERS CONTAINING
"EXPERIMENTAL CHEM-

ISTRY SERIES.
The "Experimental Chemistry" series, by

Albert W. Wilsdon, started in the June,
1916 issue of the Electrical Experimenter
and has run continuously since that date.

Prices on the back numbers containing
these respective lessons, many of which
have been of the greatest value to High
School as well as Correspondence School
and University Scholars, as has been proven
by many letters which we have received
from readers of all classes, will be fur-
nisht upon receipt of stamped and addrest
envelope. If you wish a first-class and
clearly explained treatise on Experimental
Chemistry, procure all of the lessons and
bind them together. Many valuable and
original tables and formulas are included
in these lessons which the author has found
of particular value in his commercial ex-
perience as a chemist.

SCIENCE IN SLANG.
(Continued from page 885)

one way only where the electrodes are of
unequal temperature. With the audion,
music has even been transmitted with
charming effect, and over many miles.
With a clever man at the adjusters, a long
dash can be construed into a melody. An
A flat can be made to sound like a Z sharp

;

in other words, you would be unable to
hear it. As yet they have not got it down
so pat that they can run the sound waves
into the visual strata and make 'You Made
Me What I Am To-day, Now Aren't You
Satisfied?' evolve into a likness of Bill

Hohenzollern, or "They Are Wearing Them
Higher in Hawaii" into an X-ray.

"Tesla, De Forest and Marconi do not
hold the whole stage in the wireless field.

Prof. Fessenden has bushels 'of patents in
the Pat. office on the stuff, and there are a
lot of other guys who have earned the price
of a meal from some little thing that makes

(Continued on page 918)

POPULAR ASTRONOMY.
(Continued from page 869)

eye. The play of auroral lights around the
poles is plainly visible and the earth's at-
mosphere reflects a rim of light to the
moon at the time of new Earth. Owing to
the lack of atmosphere on the moon, there
is no diffusion of light and the earth there-
fore stands out in sharp contrast to a sky
of inky blackness in which the solar corona

(Continued on pag 912)

91
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SUN
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Earth, Venus and Sun at Time of Observation
at Opposition.

"I Can Succeed!
"What other men have done with the

help of the International Correspondence
Schools, I can do. If the I. C. S. have
raised the salaries of other men, they can
raise mine. If they have helped others

to advance, they can help me. To me,
I. C. S. means 'I CAN SUCCEED.' "

Make up your mind right now that not
another day shall pass until you have
made your start toward success.

For27years men in offices, stores, shops,

factories, mines, railroads, and in the

Army and Navy have been winning pro-

motion and increased salaries through
the I. C. S. More than 100,000 men and
women are getting ready right now with
I. C. S. help tor the bigger jobs ahead.

No matter where you live, the I. C. S. will come to

you. No matter what your handicaps, or how small
your means, we have a plan to meet your circum-
stances. No matter what career you may choose,
some one of the 280 I. C. S. Courses will surely suit

your needs.

When everything has been made easy for you—
when one hour a day spent with the I. C. S. in the
quiet of your own home will bring you a bigger
income, more comforts, more pleasures, all that
success means—can you let another single price-
less hour of spare time go to waste? Make your
start right now! This is all we ask: Without cost,

without obligating yourself in any way, put it up
to us to prove how we can help you. Just mark
and mail this coupon.————— tear out Were ~~ ~~~ 1

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
BOX 6183, SCRANTON, PA.

Explain, without obligating me, how I can qualify for the
position, or in the subject, before which I mark X.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
Electric Lighting and Uj«.
Electric Wiring

B Telegraph Engineer
Telephone Work
MECHANICAL ENGINEER*
mechanical Draftsman
Machine Shop Practice
Toolmaker
Gas Engine Operating
CIVIL ENGINEER
Surveying and Manning
MINE FOREMAN or EMG'R
STATIONARY ENGINEER
Marine Engineer
Ship Draftsman
ARCHITECT
Contractor and Itnllder
Arohltectnrnl Draftsman
Concrete Builder
Structural Engineer
PLUMBING AND HEATING
Sheet Metal Worker
Textile Overseer or Snot.
CHEMIST

Name_

SALESMANSHIP
ADVERTISING
Window Trimmer
Show Card Writer
Sign Painter
Railroad Trainman
ILLUSTRATING
Cartooning
BOOKKEEPER
Stenographer and Typist
Cert. Pub. Accountant
TRAFFIC MANAGER
Railway Accountant
Commercial Law
GOOD ENGLISH
Teacher
Common School Subjects
Mathematics
CIVIL SERVICE
Railway Mall Clerk
AUTOMOBILE OPERATING
Anto Repairing
Navigation inSpanlsb
AGRICULTURE iMFrench
Poultry Railing iQItallan

Present
Occupation^

Street
and No

City-
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Hand Books on Patents, Trade Marks, etc.. Sent

free Our 70 years of experience, efficient service,

and fair dealing assure fullest value and protection

to the inventor. Patents procured through >us re-

ceive free notice in Scientific American.

MXJNN & CO., 618 Wool-worth Bldg., N. Y.

Washington Office, 625 F St., Washington, D. C.

Patents Promptly Procured
Send sketch or model for actual search
of U. S. Patents. Highest references.
Personal service. Moderate fees. Write
for Free Patent Book.

GEORGE P. KIMMEL, Patent Lawyer
99-S Loan & Trust Bldg. Washington, D. C.

PATENTS
Inventors Invited to Write for Information

and Particulars
Highest References. Best Results.

Promptness Assured.

WATSON E. COLEMAN
Patent Lawyer

624 F Street N. W. Washington, D. C.

50
PAID

for
ONE DRAWING
Illustrators— Cartoonists—Com-
mercial Artists make big money,
Learn NOW at homo In spare
time by our new instruction
method. Harxlsome booklet
free explainaevi i ythmg. Write
for it to-lay. Get our Special
Free Outfit offer.
Washington School of Art, Inc.
140SHSt.,N.W.Wa3hiu&tou.D.G.

J, C. HAMILTON & CO.,

SPECIAL KON-VCR-TER SLIDE RULE
"Hamilton" Improved Slide Rule in-
stantly adds, subtracts, divides, multi-

y plies, converts fractions or decimals of
A an inch or both. Gives sines, co-sines,
versed sines, cu-versed sines, tangents,
co-tangents, secants, co-secants of an-
gles. Square root , cube root, rootstotho
fifth powers, logai ithms. circumferences,
an a and diuirn-tei sot' circles. Must com-
plete slide rule of its kind ever made.
This rule is fiveand four-tenths inches in

diameter. Instructions with each rule.
Fi.ain Utility Kit ks $1.00 Pprcial
DeLUXK, white celluloid 52.50 Postpli.

A'lcnta u»<i d..-il. rs wanted.
7 Water St.. Dept. B. t Boston, Mass

MUSIC TAUGHT FREE

In Your Home. Write today for our booklet. It tella

how to learn to play Piano, Organ, Violin, Mandolin,
Guitar, Banjo, etc. Beginners or advanced pupils.

American School of Music 57 Lakeside Bldg., Chicago

NEW SCIENTIFIC WONDER

r% f\\fgl You apparently see thr» Clothes, Wood,
\J T w Stone, any object. See Bones in Flesh.

A Magic Trick Novelty given FREE with each X-H3y.
MARVEL MFG. CO., Dent. 52, New Haven. Conn.

MARKO
STORAGE BATTERIES

ARE GOOD—TRY ONE
Paul M. Marko & Co., Inc.

1402-1412 Atlantic Ave.
Brooklyn, N. Y.

tions. Returned if reqi

EARN MONEY
Stamping Names on Key Tags. $CA
Either sex. Spare tiro/?. Some make 0\j

Send 25c for Tag with your name on and instruc-

ted Epx. KeyTagCo..Cohoes, N. Y.

TYPEWRITERS
$10 AND UP. ALL MAKES. SAVE $2S TO $50 on
rebuilt at the factory by the well-known' ' YoungProcess. '

'

Sold for low cash m-t'illment or rente !. Rental applies
on purchase price. Write for full details and guarantee.
Free tria YOUNG TYPEWRITER CO.. Dept. 817, Chicago

s
TAMPS;
50 diff. Belgium (large bi-color), China, Jamaica,
Portugal, Venezuela, etc., 10c: 100 diff., nice

packet 20c; 1.000 well miied. 40c: 100 var.

TJ S 50c: 1.000 hinges. 10c: Agts. wanted. 50%.
List free. I buy stamps. L. B. Dover, Overland. Mo.

and the stars appear even in the lunar day.
To one equipt with an opera glass on

the moon many of the wonders and beauties
of our planet would be revealed; the

shadows of our lofty mountain peaks would
be seen falling across the adjacent plains

and passing rain or snow storms would
temporarily veil certain portions. Were our
.most powerful telescopes placed on the
moon we could easily distinguish small
islands and lakes and cities, as well. All
objects five miles or so in diameter would be
well within the reach of our great tele-

scopes and we can imagine that the lunar
inhabitants would spend a considerable
portion of their time in attempting to solve
the nature of many mysterious markings
that come and go over the face of their

nearest neighbor. It is indeed a pity that
the opportunity to study a living planet at
close range is granted to a world devoid
of all forms of life while the great tele-

scopes of our own planet sweep searchingly
over a barren mass of lifeless rocks pre-
senting no signs of growth or decay, a
desolate and uninhabitable waste.
We have considered how our planet ap-

pears from the two other planets that are
most likely to be the abode of life, Venus
and Mars, and how it would appear if seen
from our satellite the moon.

It will not take us long to consider how
we would appear from the major planets

—

Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune. The
greatest possible distance the earth could
depart from the sun viewed from Jupiter
would be a little less than twelve degrees.
Mercury, as we know, is not an easy planet
to observe, yet it departs at times nearly
thirty degrees from the sun. Moreover it

is so near to the earth that when it is seen

Fig 1. Diagram Showing Relative Positions
of Mars and the Three Inner Planets, Earth,
Venus; and Mercury, the Three Morning and
Evening Stars of Mars. Assuming Mars to
Be in the Position M„ the Planets Are Best
Seen When on the Near Side of Their Or-
bits, Positions E, E', E" and E 3 for Earth
and v, v', v" and v3 for Venus. At E and E 2
Earth Is Invisible from Mars, Being in Infe-
rior and Superior Conjunction with the Sun
Respectively. At E, and E

: , It Is at Its East-
ern and Western Elongations Respectively
and at E' and E" It is at the Greatest Bril-
liancy. When Venus Is at Its Greatest Bril-
liancy V and V" and the Earth Is in the
Far Part of Its Orbit. Beyond E, and E 3
Venus Appears Brighter to the Martians
Than Our Own Planet, but When the Earth
Is Near E' and E" It Surpasses Venus in
Brightness Because It Is Then Considerably

Nearer to Mars.

Experiments in Boston have shown that
electric trucks deliver coal at a saving of
3.2 cents per ton mile from the expense of
horse delivery and seven cents per ton mile
cheaper than gasoline trucks.

o

Fig. 2. Changes in Size and Appearance cf the Disk of the Planet Earth As Seen from Mars In Various Parts
of Its Orbit. (I) At Superior Conjunction (E,, In Fig. I) Planet Invisible from Mars. (2) Just Before and
After Superior Conjunction With the Sun. In This Position the Wsk Is Quite Fully Illuminated, But It Is

Comparatively Small and Indistinct Being On the Far Side of Its Orbit from Mars and Near the Sun. (3) At
Times of Elongation (E. E

;1
In Fig. I). The Earth Is Now At Its Greatest Angular Distance from the Sun and

Well Placed for Observation from Mars. (4) At Times of Greatest Brilliancy <E' and E" In Fig. I). The
Planet Is Now At Its Best for Observation. (5) Just Before and After Inferior Conjunctions. The Planet Is On
the Side of Its Orbit Nearest to Mars. But Is too Near the Sun for Good Observations. (6) At Inferior Con-
junction (E n In Fig. I) Nearest to Mars But In Line With Sun and Therefore Invisible from Marsi.

The Illuminated Portion of the Planet's Disk is Always Turned Toward the Directions of the Sun.

near its elongations it appears as a bright

first magntitude star. Our planet earth on
the other hand is so distant from Jupiter

that it would be just barely visible to the

naked eye if seen against a black sky.

When we consider that it never gets more
than twelve' degrees from the sun under
the most favorable circumstances as viewed
from Jupiter and must therefore always be
searched for in the light of the sun's rays

we see the hopelessness of expecting to see

our planet earth from the distance of Jupi-

ter without telescopic aid and were it pos-

sible to set up our telescopes at the distance

of Jupiter we would find that our little

planet earth was not only a most elusive

little body but also quite uninteresting when
found. It would appear only as a very
small half moon with a suspicion of a few
dark shadings here and there. As we travel

outward from Jupiter to the planets Saturn,
Uranus and Neptune our interest in the

little planet decreases rapidly. It appears
to shrink more and more in size in the tele-

scope until at the distance of Neptune
it has become so tiny and so near to the sun
that it is hardly worth a search in the tele-

scope.

(The next Installment will appear in the

May number.)

Ultra-violet rays are being blamed for
the fading specimens in European museums,
and a search is being made for a glass for
cases that will cut off the rays and at the
same time be colorless and inexpensive.

Fig. 5. Relative Positions of Mars, Sun and
Earth—Moon at the Time When the Earth
Can Be Best Observed from Mars. The
Earth as Well as the Moon in This Posi-
tion Shows in the Form of a Crescent.

(See Fig. 4.)
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In this Department we publish such matter as is of interest to inventors and particularly to
•those who are in doubt as to certain Patent Phases. Regular inquiries addrest to "Patent Advice"
•cannot be answered by mail free of charge. Such inquiries are publisht here for the benefit of all

readers. If the idea is thought to be of importance, we make it a rule not to divulge all details, in
order to protect the inventor as far as it is possible to do so.

Should advice be desired by mail a nominal charge of $1.00 is made for each question. Sketches
and descriptions must be clear and explicit. Only one side of sheet should be written on.

NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS

Questions on Patent Advice are answered in

this department every month, and naturally

each question must take its turn. We have re-

ceived so many letters during the past months
that it is absolutely impossible for us to answer
them all in the "Experimenter." Thus, for in-

stance, the answers appearing in this issue are

of letters going back as far as July, 1918. We
would therefore urge our correspondents to bear

this in mind, and if an answer is wanted quickly,

correspondents should make themselves ac-

quainted with the rules printed above.

Angle Finder.

(305) Geo. E. Zeigler, Urbana, Ohio, submits a
device which he calls an angle-finder. It is an in-

strument to show on a scale directly the degree of
any angle. Such an instrument could be used in
connection with drafting work, building, construc-
tion, etc. Our advice is asked.

A. In the instrument described, use is made of
a spirit tube with the usual air bubble, and by dis-

placing the apparatus, the angle can be read off in
a certain manner. This device itself is not new,
and a similar one has been used on autos to read
the percentage of the grade, and we do not think
it would be possible for this reason to obtain a
patent.

Submarine Shell.

(306) J. R. Pell, Jr., Parkersburg, W. Va., has
submitted an idea on a submarine shell which only
explodes fifteen feet under water. Diagram sub-
mitted shows the electrical connections which are
acted upon chiefly by salt water, making a contact
as soon as the shell comes within about 1 S -ft. under
the water. Our advice is asked.

A. There is nothing fundamentally new shown
in this device, and there are much better ones
made which have been used freely in the war.

Electric Depth Bomb.

(307) Geo. W. Curtis, Detroit, Mich., has in-
vented a depth bomb. In this particular bomb,
when it is dropt, salt water enters thru the water
inlets, and being conductive, completes a circuit
between certain contacts. These contacts may be
regulated by a water regulator in such a way, mak-
ing it possible to explode a bomb at any depth.

A. Nothing new is shown in this idea, and we
•doubt very much if a patent can be obtained upon
it. There are many patents on electrical depth
ibombs of this kind.

Flue Cleaner.

(308) Wm. H. Roberts, Chandler, Ind., has in-
vented a device which he terms a "flue cleaner."
In short, the idea consists of a fan arranged in
the chimney in such a manner that the soot is
cleaned out automatically, so that the latter will
not clog the air passages of the flues. Various
means are shown to carry out the idea.

A. While highly ingenious, we doubt if the
device will work. Soot will be precipitated along
the walls, fan or no fan, to our mind, and we do
not think that the problem can be solved satisfac-
torily in this manner.

Steam Boat Brake.

(309) Otto I. Kirby, St. Vincent, B. W. I., sub-
mits an idea of a brake for steamers or boats. The
idea in short is to have large steel vanes folded
up against the body of a ship in normal position.
If the boat is to be stopt, the vanes automatically
open up at right angles to the boat, and the ship,
thereby exposing an additional surface to the water,
consequently must slow down.

A. This idea is a good one but unfortunately
it has been described before, and to our mind no
patent can be obtained upon it today. We do not
think the device works out in practise.

Grass Cutter.

(310) John C. Reno, Spring Brook, Wis., has
an idea of an arrangement to clean out grass that
grows over the sidewalk. The device is to be made
of sheet steel and by having a triangular nose, in
our correspondent's opinion, such a tool would
clean out the grass very readily in the corners be-
tween roadway and curb.

A. While no doubt this device would work satis-
factorily on the ordinary concrete sidewalk, there
would certainly be trouble if the road was com-
promised of cobblestones for instance. Otherwise,
we find no trouble with the device, and think that
a patent can be obtained upon it.

Fire Truck Device.

(311) M. Dunbar, Lorain, Ohio, writes: "I wish
your advice about a patent on an electrical device
that will immediately start the engine of a fire
truck. My idea is, as soon as the alarm rings it

closes the circuit which starts off the engine of the
fire truck. Please advise if this idea is patentable."

A. Providing such a device can be made rugged
enough, so that it conforms with the Fire Depart-
ment's exacting requirements, we believe that such
a device should prove of considerable benefit, altho
most of the Fire Departments now have devices
whereby the fire under the engines is started with-
in a few seconds after the alarm has sounded.

Don i Lose Your Rights
Before disclosing your invention to any-

one send for blank form "Evidence of
Conception" to be signed and witnessed.
A sample form together with printed in-
structions will show you just how to work
up your evidence and establish your rights
before filing application for patent. As
registered patent attorneys we represent
hundreds of inventors all over the U. S.
and Canada in the advancement of inven-
tions. Our schedule of fees will be found
reasonable. The form "Evidence of Con-
ception" sample, instructions relating to
obtaining of patent and schedule of fees
sent upon request. Ask for them,—a post
card will do.

LAMMBffi&ALUMN

255 OURAY BLDG.,
WASHINGTON, D. C.

U.S.PATENTS
Our facilities for securing
patents enable us to give
prompt and reliable service at
reasonable rates. Inventors
are invited to write to us re-
garding questions appertain-
ing to securing patent protec-
tion. All matters receive
prompt attention. Send sketch
for preliminary examination.

Books free on request

A. M. BUCK & CO.
Patent Attorneys

205 Second National Bank Bldg..

Washington, D. C

RAISE BELGIAN HARES K
HUGE PROFITS easily and pleasantly made We

furnish stock and pay you $6.00 a pair and
express charges for all you raise. Contract
end boolr Fortunes in Hares' ' , by mai 1 Free.

RATIONAL FOOD 8 FlMt ASSOCIATION
\ Dept. 1 1 6 MILWAUKEE. W1SC.

PATENTS TRADE-MARKS
COPYRIGHTS

Before disclosing an invention, the inventor should write for our blank
form "EVIDENCE ON CONCEPTION." This should be signed and witnessed
and if returned to us together with model or sketch and description of the inven-
tion we will give our opinion as to its patentable nature.

Our illustrated Guide Book, HOW TO OBTAIN A PATENT, sent Free on
request. Contains full instructions regarding Patents, Trade-Marks, Foreign
Patents, Our Methods, Terms and 100 Mechanical Movements illustrated and de-
scribed. Articles on Patent Practice and Procedure, and Law Points for inventors.
An actual search of United States patents made in all cases before preparing application for patent
Electrical Cases a Specialty Highest References Prompt Attention Reasonable Terms

FREE COUPON!
VICTOR J. EVANS & CO., Patent Attorneys

New York Offices: Pittsburgh Offices: Philadelphia Offices:
1001 to 1007 Woolworth Bldg. 514 Empire Bldg. 135 S. Broad St.

Main Offices: 779 Ninth Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.

Name Address

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Expertmenter" when writing to advertisers.
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TO THE MAN WITH
AN IDEA

I offer a comprehensive, ex-
perienced, efficient service for
his prompt, legal protection and
the development of his proposi-
tion.

Send sketch, or model and descrip-
tion, for advice as to cost, search
through prior United States patents,
etc. Preliminary advice gladly fur-
nished without charge.
My experience and familiarity with

various arts frequently enable me to
accurately advise clients as to prob-
able patentability before they go to
any expense.

Booklet of valuable information
and form for properly disclosing
your idea, free on request. Write
today.

RICHARD B. OWEN, Patent Lawyer
164 Owen Building, Washington, D. C.
2276-8 Woolworth Bldg., New York Cily

PATENTS
INVENTORS: Send us sketches or a

model of your invention and a de-

scription of the device for advice

in regard to the best way of ob-

taining patent protection. Our practical

experience covers a period of twenty years. Our
hand-book on patents is sent free on request. All

communications strictly confidential. Write us today.

TALBERT & TALBERT
Patent Lawyers

4287 Talbert Bldg. Washington, D. C.

PATENTS
LACEY & LACEY

Attorneys-at-Law—Patent Practice Exclusively

Solicitor* of

U. S. and Foreign Patents
Trade-Marks, Copyrights

639 F Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.

Write Us for Our Free Inventors' Book

PATENT-SENSE
ESTABLISHED 1869

Competent Patent Service
By a Former Examining Official

of the U. S. Patent Office

Norman T. Whitaker
Lawyer and Engineer

480 Whitaker Bldg. Washington, D. C.

Branch Office, 87 Nassau St., New York City.

INQUIRIES INVITED

DRAFTING
Inventions and Ideas Developed!

Mechanical, Electrical, Patent Office and
Engineering Drawings of Every Description.

COMPETENT DRAFTSMEN AT YOUR SERVICE

A. G. HAGSTROM
116 Nassau St. New York City

Telephone Beel.n.an 4589

Acetylene Bunsen Burner.

(312) Richard E. Mathes, Excelsior, Minn.,
writes: "I have devised a scheme whereby an
acetylene gas plant for bunsen burners and gas in

a small chemical laboratory may be installed at

very low cost. This is meant especially for the
amateur who does not have gas in his home. Is
this practical? Could I sell a patent for it? If so,

what would it be worth? Could I use an ordinary
bunsen burner as part of the patent without in-

fringement ?"

A. We see nothing fundamentally new about
this idea, as burners of this kind have been used
for years, and such a device is well known in the
art. We are quite positive that a patent could not
be obtained upon it.

Double Lock.

(313) Chas. H. Morgan, Newton, Iowa, sends in
an idea on a Double Hasp Lock which can be
operated from both sides of the door^ He wants
to know if this device can be patented.

A. We see nothing fundamentally new in this,

and furthermore doubt the utility of the device.
We also doubt if a patent can be obtained on it.

Envelope.

(314) Jose Mata, San Francisco, Cal., submits a
sample of an envelope. He wishes us to give him
our advice if such an envelope could be patented
and if it is feasible. As will be noted, a string
with a knot at each end is glued into the envelope
when made.

A. This is a good idea but it is not new.
Similar devices have been on the market for a long
time, and some years ago very many magazines
used a string of this kind to open up the mailing
wrapper, simply by having a thread incorporated
into the magazine wrapper. This thread was pulled
in a similar fashion as the string of our corre-
spondent's envelope. We are positive no patent
can be obtained on this device.

Automatic Fuse Replacer.

(315) Wm. Sambur, New York City, says: "I
would like to know if an automatic fuse replacer
which instantly inserts new fuses after extracting
burnt out fuses would be patentable. This device
could be manufactured at a cost of $3.00. Would
this be a good selling article? I await nnxiously
the next issue of the Electrical Experimenter
for my answer."

A. Without having the necessary details, it is

impossible for us to give advice. Correspondents
should bear in mind that merely by giving vague
indications, it is extremely dangerous for us to give
advice as well as for correspondents to accept it.

Smoke Stack.

(316) Walter A. Buckheim, Boulder, Colo., asks
us: "Please let me know thru your magazine if

the following idea is patentable. It is desired to

construct a chimney or factory smoke stack with
rifles or vanes which will impart a rotary motion
to the escaping gases. In forced draft plants the
gases can be given a rotary motion by mechanical
means. In this way a miniature whirlwind will be
created which will hold the gases in a narrow col-

umn and carry them to a great height, where es-

pecially, if they are poisonous, they will be out of
everyone's way. The gases will in effect pass thru
a chimney made of air."

A. This is a clever idea, but it has one great
fault, namely, it won't work. No matter what
arrangement were used and even if you were to

expend 10,000 H. P. to push the gases out of the
smoke stack, if a moderately strong wind was
blowing the gases would positively be forced side-

wise, and if the wind was blowing earthward, the
gases in this case would be blown earthward too.

You cannot hope to raise a gaseous column into
the air and prevent its swaying sidewise by any
known means. For this reason smelters and
chemical industries having to do with poisonous
gases build their chimneys as high as possible.

There are some cases known where a chimney has
actually been laid up the side of a moderate moun-
tain in order to let the gases escape at the top as
far away from human habitation as possible.

Radio Break-In System.

(317) C. E. Mitchell, Miami, Fla., submits for
our advice the following idea: "I have a break-in
system for use in wireless telegraphy that does
away with anchor gaps and other troublesome ap-
paratus used in break-in systems. It consists of
the ordinary heavy wireless key, with an attach-
ment at the rear, working something similar to a
compound lever. WT

hen the key is raised the an-
tenna is connected to the receiver, the detector un-
shorted, and circuit to power transformer opened.
In this manner the receiver is always in a receptive
condition at the instant the key is raised. The
idea provides for an extension in length to the or-

dinary wireless key and may be installed in any
circuit with ease and does not hamper the pressure
adjustment of the key. This means of break-in will
prevent considerable interference and loss of time.

A. This is not at all a new idea and the Patent
Office is full of break-in systems of this kind. A.
great many similar ones have been described in

the past volumes of the Electrical Experimenter.
Many of these systems are very good, as is our cor-
respondent's, and many are actually in use, par-
ticularly amateurs seem to like them.

NEW PULL SOCKET HAS CUR-
RENT TAP.

In many cases it is desirable to connect
an electrical appliance to a single-lamp
wall bracket or ceiling fixture without in-

terfering with the lamp. A very conven-
ient way for doing this has been provided
by means of the new pull socket current
tap illustrated. It is a combination pull
socket and plug receptacle built into a single
compact body. It is also supplied with a
%", W, %" or pendent cap. The pull chain
controls the current to the lamp socket
proper, whereas the terminals of the re-
ceptacle in the side of the body are con-
tinuously in circuit.

An advantage that this type of socket
gives is that it eliminates the annoyance of
the long cord running from side-wall out-
lets. By means of the new fitting, current
can be supplied directly below the fixture

to operate various table
appliances or other por-
table devices such as are
in general use, without
[sacrificing the use of light

'from the lamp itself. It

thus eliminates the annoy-
ance of groping about in
the dark while trying to
plug into the socket.

AERONAUTICAL EXPOSITION AT
NEW YORK.

Army Day at the Aeronautical Exposition
in Madison Square Garden and the 69th
Regiment Armory, New York City, brought
several thousand uniformed spectators at

the afternoon and evening sessions. Secre-
tary of War Newton D. Baker was to have
been the guest of honor, but at the last

minute he notified the officials of the ex-
position that be had been summoned by the

President for a conference. Major Gen-
eral Thomas Barry, Commandant of the
Department of the East, accompanied by
members of his staff, represented the Sec-
retary of War.
At the wireless telephone exhibit in the

69th Regiment Armory, Lieutenant J. F.

Adams entertained the spectators by read-
ing news from a daily newspaper to ships

in the harbor and places on land equipt

with apparatus. The spectators, by means
of a sounding horn, were able to hear the

answers he received.

Brigadier General Guy Livingston, who
represented the British Air Ministry in this

country, was an interested spectator at the

afternoon session. He said that he be-

lieved the Atlantic would be crost by air-

plane or dirigible within the next two or
three months.

TESLA ON HIGH FREQUENCY
GENERATORS.

{Continued from page 909)

brought within reasonable limits, almost
to anything desired. I have used this de-

vice for a long time in connection with or-

dinary coils and in a form of my own coil

with results greatly superior in every re-

spect to those obtainable with the form of
your letter, make a few statements referring

to such make-and-break devices in general,

and various forms based on this new prin-

ciple."

I may add that a great many forms of

this apparatus were constructed and em-
ployed by me for a long time, proving very
convenient and useful. Water does not give

particularly good results, being incapable of

causing very abrupt changes, but electro-

lytes have the property of diminishing enor-

mously in resistance when they are heated
and the effects are much more intense.

Salts of lithium are especially efficient.

NIKOLA TESLA.
New York, February 20, 1919.
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HEL-MET THE KAISER
Send one to your boy in camp;
all the boys will want them.
Anyone against the Kaiser or
Germany should wear this pin.
Same size as picture. Handsome
metal, black letters. Will wear
for years. Men and women wear
them — causes laughter wherever
seen.

Price 10 Cents

Voice Thrower 10c
Learn to throw your voice into a TRDNK.
under the bed. out in the hall or anywhere.

" Lots of FUN fooling the Teacher, Janitor,
" Policeman, Parents, Neighbors, or Friends.

THE VENTRILO
a little Instrument that fits into the mouth out
sight. BOYS or GIRLS can use it. NEVER
ILS! A 32-page book on Ventriloquism Bent

with the VENTRILO for TEN Cents.

NEW FORD JOKE BOOK 1919
All the latest jokos on the Ford auto. Hundreds of them.
•ud all good ones. Soring a new one on your neighbors.

Large book with colored cover
by mail, 10c.

Devil Resigns to the Kaiser
Everyone who reads this book Is wild
over it. Contains the following:

—

The Kaiser's Dream, A Letter from
the Devil to the Kaiser, Kaiser's
Prayer, How Satan Resigns to the
King of Devils, The Kaiser, etc.

Many other stories, jokes, etc., about
the German Emperor. Book mailed
10 cents, postage 2 cents extra.

ROGEN X-RAY
Price

10 Cents
HEBE. BOYS, is

just what you want.
With this instrument you can

apparently see through clothes, see the

bones in vour fingers. Think of the fun you
can have with it. Sample, by mail, TEN CENTS.

SKULL RING
Here is a handsome, up-to-date
Ring, representing a Skull and
Cross-bones. Has stones in the

eves and looks something fright-

ful. Women won't like it, but
for men or boys it is a great
novelty. Sample, by mall, 150.

Gee ! What a Wad !

This is STAGE MONEY
Looks like the GENUINE
STUFF. Some Green backs and
some Yellow backs. Create a
BIG sensation among your
friends. The girls will all be
after you when they see the wad.
BIG roll of 15 pieces by mail.
10 cents.

Boys Own Toy Maker
and Nine Other Books for 10c

Tells how to make a Telephone,
Magic Lantern, Kites, Sail Boat.
Stilts. Electric Telegraph, Pop Gun.
Red Fire, Galvanic Battery and many
other things. This book, with nine
other interesting books, mailed for 10c.

ENCHANTED BARREL
The Most Wonderful Pocket Trick Made
CHANGE A CENT INTO A DIME

Ask your friend to drop a dime in the barrel.
When he takes it out. Behold I It is a CENT.
You make D cents every time you fool them.
Never falls. Thev cannot get on to it. 1n_
Sample barrel, with directions, only

Any three of the above articles for 25c
or any six for 50c

Rnvsl NnvpHv fn 250 EAST AVENUE
rvoyai iNoveuy 10. south norwalk, conn.

GetThis Car
And the AGCNCV
In YOVR Territory
Drive a new 1919 Birch r&
SUPER -FOUR and make |/g£j5
Bood money eelline Bircb VSSiif
cars to your friends and
neighbors. They are fully
guaranteed. Prompt shipments. Write qi

BIRCH MOTOR CARS SBhSgo^ffiElilffiS

LEARN WATCH REPAIRING
You can learn by out modern and orig-
inal system of instruction every part

i of ths Watch Repairing Trade at home
as good or better than at a shop. You
can earn money white learning and secure a
well paying position or start in business after
completing our course of instruction. Good
watch repairers are always in demand and earn
from $20 to $3& per week. For particulars
apply to the .

Milwaukee School of Watchmaking 166 Mason SI , Milwaukee, Wis.

NEW YORK TO CHICAGO VIA THE
AIR IN 12 HOURS.

(Continued from page 856)
this important subject. Mr. Hawley said:

"Aerial transportation is here and here
to stay," said the president of the Aero
Club, speaking along general lines. Aerial
transportation bears the same relation to

land and water transportation that the
wireless bears to the regular mail and
telegraph. It is unlimited by obstacles on
land and water ; curves are eliminated, and
there are no grades to climb after reaching
your flying level.

"It has been estimated that aerial ex-
press could be carried profitably at a
charge of $2 a pound for packages of a
given size between New York and Chicago.
A twin-motored 'plane can make the New
York-Chicago trip without stopping, carry-

ing a thousand pounds of express matter.
"The postoffice has been operating an

aerial mail between New York and Wash-
ington daily since May 15, 1918, and has cut

down the time of transit to two hours.

Only small planes are used, which are more
expensive than the large ones, when op-
erated on the ton-a-mile basis. Yet the

cost has been cut down to 40 cents a mile.

It is cheaper than taxicab rates.

"British dirigible balloons, some of which
are capable of carrying sixty tons of use-
ful load at a speed of sixty miles an hour,
may soon ply between Great Britain and
the United States, carrying passengers, mail
and express."

HOW ELECTRICITY SERVES
WORLD'S LARGEST HOTEL.

(Continued from page 858)
own, as they obtain the required electric

power and steam for heating and other
purposes, from the railroad companies near
the respective railroad terminals of which
they are located. The Hotel Pennsylva-
nia has a high tension transformer vault in

the sub-basement as well as a large switch-
board for controlling the power and light

supply to the various parts of the build-

ing, and there is an auxiliary 500 K.W.
steam-driven generating unit installed in the
power plant.

My guide suggested that we next visit a
typical "guest floor", and so we took an
express elevator to the ninth floor, there
being nineteen floors in all. On each floor

there is a lady floor clerk, who has charge
of everything on that particular floor, and
is responsible for all the service in that

particular part of the hotel. Obtaining keys
for several of the rooms, we set out to look
them over, and as the writer had heard of

the far-famed "servidor", long before he
had even thought of visiting the hotel, he
asked the guide to explain this first of all.

The "servidor", as its name implies, is a

scheme for rendering service between the

guest and the hotel attaches without intro-

ducing the objectionable personal touch,
which is all right in the public rooms of
the hotel, but rarely ever on the guest room
floors, excepting when a waiter may have
to bring in a table to serve a meal or some-
thing of that sort. The accompanying illus-

tration includes a detail drawing of the

servidor, which at the same time is also

the "door" of the room, and "believe me,
Xantippe", that door is one of the greatest

masterpieces in all Hoteldom, and thereby
hangs a tale, to wit :—In the first place the

servi-"door" is made of steel, and finished

in a perfect imitation of hard wood such

as mahogany, or in some cases walnut, and
so cleverly camouflaged that you cannot
perceive the difference, unless you knock
your head against it. The guide demon-
strated all of the features of this most
marvelous door at the request of the writer.

This door swells out on both sides, giving

a depth of ten inches between the inner

and outer curved panels, which extend the

full height of the door. These hinged
steel panels are provided with an interlock,

so that the outside or hall door in the

bT Handicapped
You will always stagger under the worst
kind of a handicap, if you remain a
puny, weak, ailing, skinny, miserable
apology for a man. Big men, in the
terrific competition of business life to-
day, must bo virile, strong, full of
health and life and jump and ginger.
Weaklings haven't the ghost of a show,
in any position; they never can ad-
vance, their jobs may be taken from
them any day and given to some man
the boss knows is going to forge ahead.

ARE YOU HANGING ON TO YOUR JOB?
If you are just managing to stagger
through your work each day, with con-
stipation, indigestion, biliousness, lack
of energy or frazzled nerves taking all

the pep out of you, that job of yours
will get away some day before you
know it. Three million or so husky,
hearty, healthy men will soon be back
from the camps and the fighting lines

strongfort" in France, looking for jobs, and they're
The Perfect Map the kind of boys employers wantl

MAKE YOUR JOB HANG ON TO YOU1
That's the only way to rid yourself of the constant fear
of being fired. Build yourself up into a MAN, capable
of doing all your work and more; show your employer
that you are full of vim and vitality; that your body
can stand any strain and that your brain is clear and
keen, full of new ideas for the business. Make him feel
that, and nobody could PRY your job away—the only
way you'll lose it will be to take another higher up.

STR0NGF0RTISM WILL ENABLE YOU TO DO IT
Strongfortism will show YOU, as it has shown thousands
of other men on the ragged edge of being fired, how to
make yourself too valuable for any employer to lose sight
of. No matter how deep a hole of dismal despair you
may be in just now, no matter if you feel that you have
burned out the last spark of vitality in you by dissipa-
tion or early excesses

—

Strongfortism can make you over,
BUILD YOU UP, strengthen every vital organ in you
and make you fine and fit again.
No druggist's dope or patent bottled humbugs in the
Strongfort way—just living life as Nature meant it to
be lived and getting the greatest enjoyment out of it.

Send for my FREE BOOK "Promotion and Conserva-
tion of Health. Strength and Mental Energy." It will
show YOU how thousands of other discouraged men
have made themselves whole and well and strong again.

LIONEL STRONGFORT
Physical and Health Specialist

854 Park Building Newark, N. J.

Build and Fly
Your Own

TrainingPlane
Train yourself in Aviation.

Be an Amateur Aviator with an
Aeroplane of your own. Learn
how Aeroplanes are built; learn
the principles of construction,
operation and control. We sell
IDEAL Accurate Scale Draw-
ings, and Building and Flying
Instructions which show you
how to build a perfect Model
Aeroplane, 3 ft. size, that
will rise from the ground by
its own power and fly like a
big one. Send now for the
Drawings and Instructions for
the one you want to build.

Drawings and Instructions for
Curtlss Military Tractor

,

Bleriot Monoplane
Nieuport Monoplane
Taube Monoplane
Curtiss Flying Boat
Wright Biplane
Cecil Peoli Racer

Ideal Model Aeroplane Catalog 5c

—

None tree
Tells about Model Aeroplanes. Racing Aeroplanes,

Flying Toys, and parts and supplies to build them
with. 48 pages. Sent only upon receipt of 5 cents.
IDEAL AEROPLANE &. SUPPLY COMPANY

76-82 West Broadway New York City

25c
EACH
Set of
Seven
$1.50
atnald

Learn Watchwork, Jewelrywork and
Fnara Vim? " ancI tostrument repair. A fine tradea Vlllg commanding a good salary, and your ser-
vices are always in demand. Address HOROLOGICAL.
Dept. E„ Bradley Institute. Peoria, III., for latest catalog

Wanted-Railway Mail Clerks

$1100 to $2000 /
Ye«;ar

Common Educa-
tion Sufficient /

FRANKLIN INSTITUTE
Dept. D-I0I, Rochester, N. Y.

Sirs: Send me. without charge,
(1) Sample Railway Mail Clerk

Examination questions; (2) sched-
ule showing places of all U. S. Gov-

Sure Pay Life/ eminent coming examinations; (3)
Job. Pull Urw list of oilier government jobs now open,
necessary. / and (4) free book describing them.

/ Name
' Address

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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MY NEW BOOK
f "Muscular Development**^
" will tell you how to get a wonderful muscular

\

development like mine, perfect health, abun-
dance of vitality and great strength as I have.

The results of my system
are shown on my own per-
son and that is recom-
mendation enough. To give
every one the opportunity
to profit by what I have
learned, I will mail my
book, for a limited time
only, on receipt of

Stamps
or Coin

This wonderful bop
will help you. It is pro-
fusely illustrated and
contains pictures of many
of the world's strongest
men whom I have trained.
Send for it to-day. Eight
now, while it is on your
mind.

EA RLE LI ED ERM AN, Dept. 207, 203 Broadway, N. Y.

EAKLK E. LIEUKKMAN
hv not look as bualthy and be
strong as I am?

Not Toys But Real Apparatus 1

the same as used by all operating companies.
You had better send us your order immediately
to insure prompt delivery, as this equipment
will not last long at these prices.

110 Volt Hand Generators 3 bars, each $3.00
4 bars, each 4.00

5 or 6 bars, each 5.00
Telephone transmitters with arms, each.. .75
Good ringers complete with bells, each 50
Telephone receivers, each 75
Condensers, yz to 2 M.F., each

1

.50
Induction coils, each 50
Relays, each 1.50
Repeating coils, each 2.00
Real complete C.B. wall type telephone... 4.50
Slightly used dry cells, per dozen 1.25
Please send money-order or cash with your order

ELECTRICAL SPECIALTY COMPANY
Dept. E, 128 So. 11th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Dept E, 48-50 So. Front St., Columbus, Ohio

MATYSEK
The Way to

STRENGTH
Take the SHORTEST, SUREST path to
superb physical development.

BE EFFICIENT
SUCCESS! The achievement of that

:'h we desire. ARE YOO SATIS-
FIED?

EXTRA! JOIN! TODAY!
Matvsck Physique Exercise

SUPERIOR DEVELOPMENT CONTEST
76 Prizes

Everybody has a chance—Lean, Normal, Fat. Strong.
For Booklets of further information write NOW. En-
tries close April 10th. You will not regret your enroll-
ment. Enclose Gc in stamps for mailing.

PROF. MATYSEK
Rooms 2--4, 629 N. Lakewood Ave., Baltimore, Md.

SHUT YOUR MOUTH! £
reathe

-

Throueh

Avoid
g e r o u smouth
breath i n g
which courts
deadly infec-
tion of lungs
and throat
thru improp-
er breathing.

Nose as Nature Inter

dan-

The air is full of
virulent germs,
mouth breathers in-
hale them and are
in constant peril.
Wear without

annoyance a
" Breathe - Rite"
made of gold wire
and aluminum
pads. Indorsed by
physicians.

Best Supply Houses Have Them. Booklet Free. Price $2 00

BREATHE-RITE CO., Dept. 1, Ann Arbor, Mich.

Telegraph Pictures
BY ELECTBICITT

A complete set of two machines of
this marvelous equipment for only
$19.50. Instructive, mystifying and
useful. This picture of President Wil-
son was telegraphed by these machines.
Will transmit pictures, maps, draw-
ings and hand writing. Picture tele-
graphing is the coming science. Write
today.

J. LEISHMAN CO* Dept.T Ogden, Utah

BIG MONEY SAVINGS FOR YOU
Used and rebuilt motorcycles

, single and twins,
to 5100. Used bicycles. $6.00; tan-
dems, $10. AH machines guaranteed

o good working order. New bi-
cycles and motorcycles at Fac-
tory prices. You save dealers'
profitB. Motorcycle and auto-
mobile tires too. $3.00. Complete

_ of parts ana supplies.
Deninger Cycle Co., Rochester,N.Y.
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door cannot be opened by a servant until

the inner door is shut and locked. What
yoti can't get via the servidor—ain't ! There
are two shelves in the servidor which might
accommodate a special order of ice cream
soda or near-beer from the tap-room, but
mostly, so my guide explained, the servi-

dor is intended for clothes intended to be
prest over night, or at any time by the
hotel valet, and for soiled linen.

The modus operandi of the servidor fol-

lows :—Suppose you, the guest, have a suit

of clothes which you wish prest, and have
just arrived at the hotel, and wish to re-

tire at once. You call the telephone opera-
tor via your room telephone, and inform
her that you have a suit of clothes which
you desire prest by the house valet. She
does the rest. You go to bed and forget
about it. Next morning you awake and
open the inner door of the servi-"door", and
"pressed-O" ! there is your suit as spick

and span as ever before, and perhaps if you
are lucky, you might find a couple of five

dollar silk shirts and a nice roll of clean

collars in your servidor, but how could you
be expected to be able to tell to whom they
beong out of 3,500 guests ! Ennerhow, as

Abie Kabibble might say, the guests at this

hotel are all rich anyway. At least they
look it!X? But this is only the start of the

tale of the servidor, for you can press one
of two buttons on the inside of the door,
and open or close a sound-proof ventilator.

Also there is another very elaborate and
clever mechanical conception incorporated
in the knob and lock of the door—this takes

the form of a small pin about the size of a
lead pencil, placed just under the knob on
the hall side of the door. If one of the
attaches (in everyday English, the cham-
bermaid), tries to enter the room while it

is occupied, she will ascertain this fact

without having to rattle the knob about
fifteen dozen times, and chuck you into a
French fit, wondering if one of the Bolshe-
vik gentlemen is calling on you with a
bomb. She simply presses her finger on
the projecting pin, just under the knob. If

the pin resists the pressure of the finger,

then the room is occupied; if not, it is un-
occupied. Simple, yes, but someone spent

a lot of time to "dope" this out.

The conveniences to be found in the

guests' rooms, no matter whether large or
small, are all similar, and designed to give
the utmost comfort and homelike atmos-
phere. The basin in each bath room is

fitted with three spigots, the two outer ones
giving hot and cold water, while the center
spigot yields ice water, cooled in the hotel's

large private refrigerating plant driven by
electricity, located in the basement. The
rooms as well as all of the halls are
cleaned by vacuum cleaners, thus doing
away with all dust, besides keeping the car-

pets and draperies thoroly clean and germ-
proof.

The double rooms do have the cutest little

"twin beds" you ever laid eyes on. Each
one is fitted with a handsome brass reading
lamp attached to the head of the bed, and
provided with a silk shade and chain pull

socket. Yes, you can read in bed if you
want to at one of these palatial hotels. Be-
tween the beds or alongside of the single

beds, there is a telephone and night lamp
table, which also comes in conveniently to

hold the immortal "ice water" pitcher. In
some of the suites of rooms inspected, the
furnishings are very attractive, including
large pedestal style dresser lamps with silk

shades, on the bureau for milady, and all in

all the guests can really feel at home, just

as much as if they were in their own resi-

dence. We should not forget the electric

curling iron heater and the electric fan.

Perhaps if you feel so disposed, you would
like to have something piping hot made in

the chafing dish. If so, one of the maids
will bring you an electric chafing dish,

which can be easily connected to a special

electric floor outlet provided for just such
a purpose.
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TABLETS
FOR

Grippe
Cold
in the

Head
Headaches
Neuralgias

Spanish Influenza
Women's Aches and Ills

Rheumatic and Sciatic Pains

Ask Your Druggist for A-K Tablets

(If he cannot supply you, write us)

Small Size

lOc
Dozen Size

25c
5ee Monogram /j^ on the (genuine

The Antikamnia Remedy Company, Si. Louis, Mo.

Write for Free Samples

The Electric Safety razor makes shaving a
pleasure. Blade vibrating 7,200 times a minute
cuts the beard smoothly and without slightest
pull or irritation—feels like a gentle massage.
Can be used with or without electric current.

AD users of the Lek-Tro-Shav speak well of it

A barber says—"Have shaved for years and have
never used any shaving device near its equal."
A home user says—"The most pleasing shave I've

ever had in my life. Shaves my face closer than I
used to shave, but there is no after irritation or ill

effects as I 'Usually get from another razor."
No. I Made for use from Light Socket.
No. 2 Made for use from Dry Battery.

Write for illustrated circular describing Lek-Tro-
Shav Safety Razor fully.

VIBRATING ELECTRIC RAZOR CO.
Dept. 122. Omaha, Nebr.

EASIEST SHORTHAND
Learnin 5 evenings homestudy;

then acquire eptied with K.I.
Sburthand. Amazingly simple,

i easy. Approved by experts. Writ©
| dictation, messages, etc.. ra-
I pidly as spoken, after brief
&leasant practice. Favorite me-
iod for personal use; make notes

r at lectures, meetings: beep con- .

fidential diary. Big help in anyJ
' profession or business; aid In 7

your career. Used io Army, Navy, courts, com-

J

merclal schools; by public and private steno-l
ffraphers, teachers. Slight cost. K. I. Shorthand
—for busy people, including YOU. Proof Lessons,
Guarantee and Brochure withTestimoniala'ree, postpaid. Address:
KING INSTITUTE. EL 300, Btatlon F, NEW YORK CITY

Combination rA. C. and D. C.

Eight Inch DESK FAN
detachable plug and 8 ft. of cord.
Will operate on A.C. or B.C. current,
100 to 125 volts. 30 to 60 cycles;
weight 10 lbs.: black enamel finish;
height liy2 in. A real fan—not a
toy. Price $6.50. Agents wanted.

THE TEWNO CO.
150 Chambers St.. New York

PHOTO CRAFT
|THE NEW PHOTOGRAPHIC JOURNAL
Devoted to the Art of Picture Taking and

Nature Work with the Camera.
Four Competitions with Valuable Cash Prizes

Leading to a Fifth.

Send 10c for three months' trial subscription.

Photo Craft Magazine, Ann Arbor, Mich.

MAGAZINE

Publishes
cash art assignments,

lessons and articles on Car-
tooning. Designing. Illustrat-

j
lng, Lettering, and Chalk- \
Talking. Criticises amateurs' ^

__ Fall of interestinu and helpful infor-
IBatfon for artists and art students. Satisfac-
tory or money refunded. 10 cents a copy.Sl a year.

SendSl NOW, stamps or bill.

work

STUDENTS ART MAGAZINE, Dept. 441 , Kalamazoo, Mich

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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The "Room Service", as it is called in

all modern hotels, and which covers the

serving of meals in rooms, is very carefully

worked out, in the "Pennsylvania" and the

"Commodore". At the "Pennsylvania" the

system works out in this fashion : Suppose
for a moment you are the guest, and that

you decide to have breakfast served in your

room. You call up the telephone operator

and give her your order. She writes it down
on her memorandum pad, and as soon as

you have finished, she writes it on her

telautograph transmit ling platen. Then two
important things immediately happen

—

two
telautographs reproduce in writing your

exact order for the meal, from coffee to

cigars, one telautograph announcing your

order in the "room service" kitchen in the

basement,—while the second telautograph

connected to the same circuit, but situated

on your room floor, reproduces the order

in writing before the "floor clerk" on your

floor, and this is the first notice that she

receives that you have ordered a meal. The
system works out very beautifully in this

way, and gives the greatest expedition pos-

sible to rapid service. Each floor has its

own service pantry, which contains all ordi-

nary things such as bread and butter, and
which are supplied from this pantry. In

this room there are also automatic high-

speed electric dumbwaiters communicating
with the "room service" kitchen in the base-

ment, and as soon as any broiled meat,

such as chops, steaks, etc., are prepared in

the main kitchen, they are whisked sky-

ward via the automatic dumbwaiter to your
floor. As soon as the dumbwaiter reaches

the floor, a buzzer starts signaling the fact,

buzzing continuously until the door is

opened ; the victuals are removed and the

door closed, after which the dumbwaiter

is dispatched kitchenward. By means of

a flexible cord and plug and a set of

jacks, one for each of the 19 floors, the

kitchen service dumbwaiters may be dis-

patched roof-ward and caused to stop
_
at

any floor automatically, simply by inserting

the plug in the jack corresponding to that

particular floor. When the meal is ready,

one of the room service waiters stationed

on your floor serves the meal in your room,

and invariably of course, a table has to be

provided for this purpose. Eventually, we
presume, the servidor idea will be extended

and amplified, so as to permit the serving

of meals, altho this is questionable for the

reasons already stated.

Returning toward the lower regions of

the hotel, my guide piloted me down a long

hallway on one of the lower floors, and we
inspected the children's open-air playground,

arranged in one of the large courts of

which there are several, and ended up this

part of our inspection trip, by looking over

the large ladies' and gentlemen's "plunge",

provided with large deep pools, and every

convenience imaginable. The "plunge

rooms" in general are provided with steam

rooms, hot rooms, massage and silent rooms,

drying and rubbing rooms, etc., while the

women's plunge apartment contains specially

fitted dressing and rest rooms, as well as a

manicure and hair-dressing parlor and

chiropodist.

Just as we were leaving the plunge rooms,
we were surprised by seeing two nurses
passing down the hall just ahead of us.

Upon inquiry we found that the hotel man-
agement had not even overlooked such a

possibility, and one to be conjured with

when such a large number of guests are

considered. Not only was it surprising that

the hotel should include a "hospital," but

it also developed that there is a physician

always present. Thus the guests have al-

ways available hospital and medical atten-

tion for any emergency. Of course, for any
protracted illness, the patient would have to

be transferred to one of the regular city

hospitals. One does not even have to leave

the building in order to get a prescription

filled, as there is a large and complete drug
store on the street floor, which is accessible

from the interior.

In various parts of the hotel, where the

architects have found room for them, one
suddenly bumps into unsuspected scenes of

activity. On some of the lower floors, as

well as in spare rooms on the roof, one
finds carpenter shops, painters and decora-
tors shops, an up-to-date upholstery shop,

yes, even a silver-plating room (for taking
care of the vast amount of silverware used
in the dining rooms), employees' club rooms,
plumbers shop, etc., etc.

A few words may be said here concern-
ing the elaborate kitchen equipment at these
hotels, and it is indeed a great revelation to

see how cleverly the engineers who designed
these departments have worked out their

problems. For example, all the soiled

dishes from any of the dining rooms are

practically never touched by human hands,

after once being removed from the dining
tables. They are placed in metal carriers

resembling large drip pans as soon as they
pass the dining room service door. Here
they are placed on continuous moving plat-

forms, which travel along at a constantly
changing angle, so as to utilize the power
of gravity, and eventually the dishes reach
the dish-washing department, which is quite

an establishment all by itself. The dishes
are washed by plunging them into large

tanks filled with steam and boiling water.
Every germ is thoroly killed as soon as he
hits the tanks, and the dishes are then
rinsed in other tanks filled with boiling

water, which is so hot that the dishes are
dried as soon as they emerge from the
tank, due to the rapid evaporation of the
water vapor remaining on them. The clean
dishes are then whisked away on another
continuous moving platform, which takes
them back to their respective kitchens. The
scenes in these great kitchens are ones that
you will not readily forget, once having vis-

ited this important department of the great
hotel organization. Here we see dozens
of French chefs preparing the various
meats and cooking them. It would be a
great revelation to any housewife to see
how rapidly the cooking is accomplisht.
Steam, gas and electricity are used in the
various ranges and stoves used for cook-
ing the various foods, and there is a spe-
cial kitchen fitted with all electric ranges
and stoves, which is called the "home cook-
ing kitchen". This kitchen is one of the
features of the "Pennsylvania" and is in

charge of an expert dietician. Any guest
who has gastronomic trouble or for other
reasons may desire to have a piece of pie
"like Mother used to make" with its full

quota of calories and other toothsome
units, can have just what his stomach craves.

When the writer visited the kitchen, it was
near dinner time, and the chefs were busy
cooking squabs by the hundreds in the

gigantic ranges, chops by the same number,
and steaks by the dozen, not to mention
French-fried potatoes by the bushel. Other
activities of the Culinary Department in-

clude ice-cream making, pastry and candy
making, etc., etc. One of the most wonder-
ful sights in this important section of any
hotel, and particularly in this giant of all

hostelries, is the storage room, where
wagon-loads of vegetables are kept, not to

mention several auto-truck loads of meats
and fish. Large, thoroly ventilated refrig-

erators, kept cold by the ammonia com-
pressor plant operated by the hotel, main-
tain a constant degree of cold in them.

Of course, there are the usual wine cel-

lars, one of which extends the whole block,

not to mention large rooms filled with snow
white linen, shining silver and glassware
and crockery, enough to stock an average
department store.

ICS.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS

HANDBOOK $1
ELECTRICITY!
HERE'S just the book on

Electricity that you need
to answer your many ques-
tions— to solve your knotty
problems, to teach you new kinks,

to be your memory for tables, rules,

formulas and other Electrical and
Mechanical facts that some people
try to carry in their heads—and fail.

With this "Little Giant" I. C. S.

Electrical Engineer's Handbook in

your pocket, toolchest, on your
work bench, drawing tabie ordesk,
an hour or a day need not be lost

"digging up" some forgotten rule, some un-
familiar fact ;

you'll just turn to the very com-
plete index and get it "in a jiffy." Just a few
of the subjects treated are :

Electricity and Magnetism; Electrical Sym-
bols; Batteries; Circuits; Magnets; Direct and
Alternating Currents; Dynamos and Motors;
Belts; Shafting; Electroplating; Electrical
Measurements; Meters; Arc and Incandescent
Lamps; Mercury Arc Rectifiers; Transformers;
Insulation; Electric Cars; Single and Multiple-
Unit Control; Transmission; Rail Welding;
Tables of Wires— Sizes, Capacities, etc.,

—

Mathematical Rules; Formulas, Symbols; Tables
of Constants, Equivalents, Roots, Powers, Re«
ciprocals. Areas, Weights and Measures;
Chemistry; Properties of Metals; Principles of
Mechanics; First Aid, etc.

The Electrical Engineer's Handbook is one of 22

I. C. S. Handbooks covering 22 Technical, Scientific and
Commercial subjects. (See titles in coupon below.)
They have the contents of a full-size book condensed
Into pocket-size ready to go with you anywhere and
be at your instant command. Substantially bound in
cloth, red edges, goldleaf stamping, printed from new,
clear, readable type on good quality book paper and
Illustrated wherever a picture will help.

No Risk Money-Back Offer!
The price of the famous I. C. S. Handbooks, of which

more than 2,000,000 have been sold and are in practical
everyday use, is $1 per copy. So confident are we
that you will find them exactly what you need for
ready reference in your work, that we stand ready to
promptly and cheerfully refund your money if for any
reason you are not fully satisfied with their value.
Simply send a letter or the coupon below, enclosing $1
for each book wanted. If at anytime within 10 days you
wish to return the books, your money will be refunded.

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Box 6 1 85 Scranton, Pa.

Tnt ernational corrkpondence schools
Box 6 1 85

j
SCRANTON, PA.

I enclose $ forwhich send me postpaid the
Handbooks marked X, at $1.00 each. I may return any or
all and get my money back within ten days from receipt:

Electrical Engineer's Advertiser's
Te If ph.and Teleg,EDglaeer*s Q Business Man's
Mechanic's Q Bookkeeper's
Steam Engineer's Steno. and Correspondent'!
Westinghouse Air Brake Salesman's
Civil Engineer's
Coal Miner's
Concrete Engineer's
Building Trades
Plumber's and Fitter's
Chemist's

D Window Trimmer's
Cotton Textile Worker'i
Farmer's
Poultryman's
Mariner's
Automobiles

i Street

I and No.

_

City_

50D Do You Want to Know

HOW TO DEVELOP
Vitality, Energy, Endurance,
Nerve Strength, Muscular

Strength, Perfect Physique?

My FREE BOOKS. "The Whys of Exer-
cise" and "The First and Last Law or Physi-
cal Culture." tell you if you are weak or un-
derdeveloped, how to grow strong: if strong,
how to grow stronger. They explain how to
develop the lungs and muscle, the strong heart
and vigorous digestion—in short, how to im-
prove health and strength internally as well as
externally. SEND TODAY—NOW—for these
FREE BOOKS. Enclose 4c in stamps to cover
postage.

PROF. H. W. TITUS
56-58 Cooper Sq. Dept. 602, New York City

MAKE $5 TO $10 PER DAY EASY,
SELLING A WONDERFUL NEW INVENTION.

Hie Q. S. Target Pistol shoots shot 100 feet: wooden
arrows. 20 to 30 feet with surprising

Send 10c (coin) for sample, terms,

etc. Our Q. S. Special, 25c for"

the older boy and grown people. 3c
extra for postage and packing single orders.

id accuracy.

The Q. S. Novelty Pistol Co., Delanson, N. Y.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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Mesco Telegraph

Practice Set
For Learning Telegraph Codes

The Practice Set comprises a regular tele-

graph key, without circuit breaker, a special

high pitch buzzer, one cell Red Seal Dry
Battery, and four feet of green silk covered
flexible cord.

The key and buzzer are mounted on a
highly finished wood base, and three nickel

plated binding posts are so connected that the

set may be used for five different purposes.
List No. Price
342 Telegraph Practice Set, with Bat-

tery and Cord $3.24
Weighs 4 lbs. packed.
Price does not include postage.

MCCPA Combination Practice Sel for learning the Morse

ITUjuvv and Continental Visual and Audible Codes

This outfit Is the only reliable instrument which
will enable students to become proficient operators

In the U. S. Naval Service, because it is equipped

with a buzzer and miniature lamp enabling the

user to master both the visual and audible signals

quickly.
List No. 52— Practice Set with Red Seal Bat-

tery and Cord $4.05

Welghs4 lbs. packed. Price does not Include postage.

Send for the New Edition of

Our Catalog W28
It Is pocket size, contains 264 pages, with over

1,000 Illustrations, and desrribcs in plain, clear

language all about Bells. Push Buttons. Batteries.

Telephone and Telegraph Material. Electric Toys.

Burglar and Fire Alarm Contrivances. Electric Call

Bells. Electric Alarm Clocks. Medical Batteries,

Motor Boat Horns. Electrically Heated Apparatus.
Battery Connectors. Switches. Battery Gauges,
Wireless Telegraph Instruments, Ignition Supplies,

etc.

Send for the Catalog Now

Manhattan Electrical

Supply Co., Inc.
NEW YORK: CHICAGO: ST. LOUIS:
17 Park Place 114 S. Wells St. 1106 Pine St.

San Francisco Office: 604 Mission St.

WANTED
IMMEDIATELY

Civilian wireless operators are

in great demand owing to the

expansion of our Merchant
Marine. Pay has increased to

$ 1 1 per month and all ex-

penses.

Write for booklet giving full particulars about

The Best Radio School in New York City

East Side Y. M. C. A.
Branch 86th St. and Lexington Ave.
Lenox 6051 New York

Send BUY
for NOW
Lata- j
loguc o

and
PRACTICAL WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY Save a

By E. E. Bucher r-»„ 1 1 _ „
and THE WIRELESS AGE for one year, L»01iar

$2.75. Regular price. $3.75.

WIRELESS PRESS. INC., 33 ELM ST., NEW YORK.

SCIENCE IN SLANG.
(Continued from page 911)

the wireless more of a success, but who
have not had the public notified that they
pulled a good one.

"Old Doc. Fleming got a good one in the

form of a 'valve,' which is a lot like the
audion. It was a close second in the patent
office and only lost first place by much wrin-
kles and perspiration on the part of a wise
old judge who weighed the proposition like

a pair of assayer's scales.

'"Then suddenly just when we kiss the
dear old war good-bye, in drops old man
Jimmy Rogers. He steps up on the platform,
puts up his hand and says, says he : 'Sh,

boys, before you put up your aerial zing-
magics, see me ! Nix on those aerial

wires!' We say: 'Thehellusay. Whazze-
matter with our good old aerial?'

" 'Not much,' says Jimmy, 'except that

aerials are all wrong. Besides you don't
need 'em. Just you take a hundred feet

of rubber covered auto cable and bury it

three feet underground into a trench, savvy?
Hook the loose end to what was once your
aerial connection and, presto, in come the
messages louder'n a goat on a tin roof.

And you receive twice as far as before,
AND the old girl static, who used to tease

the life out of you, is gone for good, along
with the war. Simple, if you know how !'

"I guess that is about all for to-day

—

now for tomorrow. We may be able to

carry around in our pockets a 'phone that

will enable us to talk to our colored friend
in Africa—when we are in Siberia or Sing-
Sing. The present wireless is a great suc-

cess—so was the Roman chariot, but the
Handley-Page aircraft has it over the old
go-cart in more ways than altitude.

"Where are we in the art of cultivation?

We thought that we had it down like a
scenario until Luther Burbank showed us
that cactus did not have to have their stick-

ers and the little posies that we wear on
our coat lapels could aspire to the rain-

bow. Way back in the old ignorant days,

when a gink thought that it was no worse
to marry his sister and raise a colony than
we consider a divorce or Wall Street play,

there lived an old bird who observed that

a little hoeing and so forth would not hurt
a wheat stalk and that other growths were
helped thereby. I don't remember the guy's
name—it was so long ago—but it seems he
was an Egyptian. I would not say for sure
though.
"Now look how long ago it was when we

got out of the boyhood stage in the electri-

cal game—there are a string of years ahead
of us yet—perhaps some electrical Bur-
banks will show up. Don't get it in your
head I am slighting Edison, Tesla, Stein-

metz, Marconi, De Forest, Fessenden, and
others who now have the WATT under the
microscope and wearing their glasses at

that. What would Caesar have done had he
possest a machine gun or a telephone—what
would Edison do with the observations and
discoveries of the years to come? Men,
we are moving ! Moving as men have never
moved before!"

PREPARED TO DELUGE GER-
MANS WITH GAS.

Statements that America next spring
would have smothered the German front
with undreamed of quantities of poison
gases, that Edgewood Arsenal thru gas
production would have brought about the
capture of Metz, that America alone would
have had ten tons of mustard gas to Ger-
many's one, and that our chemists had
surprises of which German scientists never
dreamed—all these facts were recently dis-

closed by the War Department.
Colonel Bradley Dewey, who was in

charge of gas defense production, said that

a mask had been evolved which required no
nose clip and no piece in the mouth. A man
could wear it indefinitely and could sleep

in it.

FREE
To Every Experimenter Reader

COMBINATION OFFER
Send at once for this interesting and valuable
collection. Send only four cents, in stamps to
cover postage. There is no further charge.

N-S Co. Catalogue C-3
War edition. Thousands of experimenters the
world over already have this edition. Don't miss
getting it now. Lists wireless goods, electrical
and experimental supplies, educational toys,
unique novelties. Also contains much useful in-
formation. Free on request.

Latest price revision supplement
Applying to Catalogue C-3. Contains latest last
minute price changes so that you will know ex-
actly what each item in the catalogue is going
to cost you without troublesome and delaying
correspondence. Free on request.

Code Chart
Very neat and practical. Presents all three tele-
graph codes. Pocket size so that you conveniently
can carry it with you while learning. Free on
request.

Chemistry Supplement Al
Presents a very fine list of pure chemicals and
approved apparata for the experimenter. Our
"one price-for-all-chemicals" plan will please you,
we know. Makes ordering simple and utmost
value assured. Complying with the request of
hundreds of our experimenter friends we have
established a chemistry department. Stocks are
of the freshest, assuring good results. You
should have our list. Sent free on request.

Chemical Experiments
Describes a series of the best classical experi-
ments in chemistry. Clear, concise directions.
Very instructive for the beginner. Compiled by
an expert chemist. Free on request.

Litmus Paper
Free sample of our best quality chemists alkali
and acid test papers. Used in every laboratory.
Generous sample litmus paper free on request.

All the above free for the asking
Send 4c in stamps to cover postage. No obliga-
tion. Only 1 set sent to any one address. Just
write "Send Free Combination offer" and enclose
postage.

Formerly The Electro-Set Co.

1874-76 E. 6th St. Cleveland, O.

Super - Sensitive Microphone
ONLY
750

This instrument is offered 1 I
at an extremely low price. I
It is excellent for building your
own amplifier. Can also be used in
many experiments where a sensi-
tive microphone is required.

Detectagraph, $15
This detecting instrument
of marvelous sensitivity can
be used for detecting secret
conversations. Outfit consists
of Sensitive Transmitter, 25-

ft. Black Cord, Receiver,
Headband, Case and Battery.

Send for One Today and
Convince Y ourself. Detectagraph $1

5

THE $15 MICROPHO
DEAF-PHONE

is a super-sensitive instru-
ment which has been devel-
oped to meet the demands
for a practical and efficient

hearing device at an extreme-
ly low price. It is equal to
any $35 instrument made and

superior to most of them. The outfit consists of One
Super-Sensitive Transmitter with cord connector; One
Super-Sensitive Ear Piece with small black cord; One
Black Single Headband; Black Case and Two Bat-
teries. WRITE TODAY FOR FREE BOOKLET

G. BOISSONNAULT CO.
26 CORTLANDT STREET NEW YORK
Makers of Super-Sensitive Microphone Apparatus

WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY
Our 14 weeks course prepares you for MERCHANT
MARINE paying $110 per month and expenses.
RADIO INSPECTORS receive $1,200 to $3,500 per
year. Our instructors are licensed by U. S. govern-
ment; school fully equipped and largest of its kind in
America. Tuition small and payable weekly. We
guarantee to qualify you. Board and room in Wash-
ington at reasonable rates while taking the course.
Particulars on request. SERVICE RADIO SCHOOL,
902 Pa. Ave. N. W-, Washington, D. C.

You benefit by mentioning the ''Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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DO RADIO WAVES TRAVEL
ABOVE THE EARTH

OR THRU IT?

(Continued from page 872)

stalling later stations under such conditions,

to examine very carefully the topography
or rise and fall of the country over which
this radio system was to operate. Fig. 5

shows a more ideal condition for the op-

eration of a radio station in a valley, and
one which has proven to be entirely suc-

cessful in practise. Here the surface waves
have a chance to follow the contour of the

ground, as shown, and the antenna in con-

sequence receives a full quota of energy
from the waves as they pass across it. It

is conceivable in the case illustrated at

Fig. 4 that the etheric space-wave com-
ponent at B, may become totally a space

wave without a grounded foot, and this

would account all the more readily for the

station in this case not receiving any signals.

Some very interesting experiments were
made some years ago on the relative effic-

iency of ground antennae and which were
reported in the journal "Jarbuch Fur
Drahtlose Telegraphic und Telefonie", and
the essence of these tests is illustrated

diagrammatically at Figs. 6 and 7. The in-

vestigator, Kiebetz, working with such an-

tennae, utilized one form composed of in-

sulated conductors placed in an open
trench, as shown in Fig. 6, and later he
covered the trench over with boards and
piled soil on top of it. The more soil he

placed on top of the trench, the weaker
the signals became, until finally none were
received at all. This showed apparently
that if wireless signals were to be received

by an ordinary ground antenna, it must be

placed in close proximity to the earth's

surface, as I have already described in the

opening part of this article, or else in a

more or. less shallow trench, the top of
which is open and not Covered with any
conductive substance or material. The dia-

grams, Figs. 6 and 7, show how the gliding

composite waves, with their ground com-
ponents, cut across the antenna wires in the

open trench, while in the closed trench, the

ground waves or "feet" glide over the

raised contour of the soil as shown, and
how the ground components, reaching but
a short distance below the surface as previ-

ously explained, do not cut across the

buried aerial conductors, and therefore no
currents are generated in them, as the tests

prove.

One way in which a submarine may pick

up wireless messages is shown at Fig. 8.

Here the composite radio waves glide over
the water with their ground components,
as shown by the dotted lines. Now, if the

submarine trails a heavily insulated wire, as
shown, the upper end of which is supported
on two or more floats, then it naturally be-

comes possible for this wire to pick up
energy from the radio waves travelling in

the direction of the wire, and signals will

be received. As mentioned above, it is also

possible, that by having the floats partly

weighted so as to keep the antenna wires

a short distance below the surface of the

water, that wireless messages can then still

be picked up, due to the partial penetration

of the grounded components of the waves
into the water, in a readily apparent man-
ner. It is very doubtful if the submarine
will be able to pick up any radio messages,

if it lies at any considerable depth in the

water, say below 50 feet, with the antenna

wire trailing along behind it, as the pene-

tration of the wave base has been shown
to be usually but a few feet below the sur-

face, especially over salt water. It must be

clearly understood, however, that experi-

ment as well as theory both show that the

penetration into moist earth or water in-

creases with increasing wave length.

Hence it is that of late, as the wave lengths

BRANDES
on a

Wireless Headset

Brandes "Superior" Head Set, com-
plete with head band, $6. A profession-
al set within the means of every ama-

teur. 2000 ohms.

means

SENSITIVENESS
And sensitiveness means more than

an ability to receive weak signals.

It means being able to bring out a

clear, unblurred sound, easily dis-

tinguishable in spite of static dis-

turbances.

The sharp, readable tone obtained by Brandes receivers is due to long

and careful experiment—and to the fact that both diaphrams are

matched for tone and pitch.

TRY A BRANDES HEADSET-AT OUR RISK
Test Brandes receivers against any other make. If you do not find

the Brandes superior in clearness, sensitiveness, and range, your money
will be returned without question.

Order a Brandes Headset today—or send 4c for Booklet "E" with complete
description of Brandes receivers.

C. BRANDES, Inc.

ROOM 814

Wireless Receiver Specialists

32 UNION SQUARE NEW YORK

Complete line of Brandes receivers for those in Western States and Pacific

Coast. Catalogue "E" on request.

Balboa Building FORD KING San Francisco, Cal.

Radio Amateurs!
BUY PARTS AND MAKE YOUR OWN SETS

Large Stock of High-Grade Radio Materials Left on
Our Hands Because of Cancelled Government Contracts

BARGAIN PRICES WRITE FOR COMPLETE PRICE LIST

SMALL

Variable Air Condenser
90°, aluminum plates,

rigid construction, capaci-

ty .0005 mf. Can be used

one in primary and one

in secondary for varying

capacity. A high grade,

assembled condenser at a

lower price than most
cheap ones. Complete
with knob, scale and
pointer, ready to mount
on panel Each $4.00

Galena Crystal Detector Units

complete. Crystal mounted inside

weather proof cage. Knob and
contact spring mounted on micarta

base with binding posts. Close

regulation, wide range of adjust-

ment, variable pressure. Each $1.80

Crystal detectors licensed under
patents of the Wireless Specialty
Apparatus Company of Boston

DE FOREST RADIO TEL. &
1391 SEDGWICK AVENUE

Split Head
Band

Best grade light

weight nickel-

plated adjustable

ear pieces— will

fit any head
phone.

50c each

TEL. CO.
NEW YORK CITY

You benefit by mentioning the 'Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
_
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TWO TYPES OF MICA TRANSMITTING CONDENSERS SUITABLE FOR
MODERN AMATEUR APPARATUS. 21000 VOLTS. .004 MFD.

Make Your Wireless Apparatus Send Further
Last Longer and Work Better

The wireless amateur and experimenter is once more busy constructing
apparatus for use the moment that orders go forward allowing amateur
stations to open.

The kind of apparatus you used before the war doubtless answered your
purpose nicely, but just consider the tremendous advancement made in the
art during the past two years and you will appreciate your modern apparatus
must contain several new types of equipment to bring it up to date.

DUBILIER
MICA CONDENSERS

proved their real worth in the Navy, the Signal Corps, and as a part of the equipment of
the fighting Airplanes both here and abroad since 1916.

You can now purchase a genuine DUBILIER MlCA CONDENSER for your new set for any
voltage and capacity. They replace Leyden Jars with greater efficiency and without brush
discharge and with negligible losses. They are compact and indestructible.

Made in any capacity and up to 1,000,000 volts. Special condensers supplied for ex-
perimental work.

Used in practically every Government installation.
DUBILIER MICA CONDENSERS are now ready for your use.

Type A Navy Type
.002—21000 volts $11.00 $18.00
.004—21000 volts 20.00 35.00

DUBILIER CONDENSER CO., Inc., 217 Centre St., New York
For Great Britain, Address DUBILIER CONDENSER COMPANY, Ltd.,

1 & 3 Stephen St., London, W. I., England

Boys! You Can Make Your Own Electrical Ap-
paratus with the aid of these wonderful books

Home-made Electrical Apparatus
By A. M. Powell

Three wonderful big books, chuck full of just the sort of information
you have been looking for and at a price within reach of your pocket book.

. Each volume is printed on heavy paper, contains 75 pages and over 60
illustrations, complete working drawings for making every sort of electrical

apparatus. Written so you can understand them. The price is only 25

cents per copy—practically the cost of publication. See partial table of

contents below and order now. The supply is limited.

Vol. I Contains working drawings and directions for making all sorts of Static Ma-
chines. Static Apparatus, Home-made Batteries, Storage Cells, Transformers, Becti-

flers, etc.

Vol. II contains working drawings and directions for all sorts of Voltmeters. Am-
meters, Galvanometers, Switches, Rheostats. Telegraph Keys, Sounders, Telephones,
Shocking Coils, Spark Coils, Experiments, etc.. etc.

Vol. Ill contains work inn drawings and directions for making all sorts of Dynamos.
Motors. Electric Engines. Miniature Lighting Plants. Wireless Telegraph Apparatus.
Tesla Coils. Wireless Telephone. Electroplating, Experiments, etc., etc.

Any of these wonderful books will be sent to you postpaid for 25 cents.

COLE & MORGAN, Inc., Publishers and Booksellers

P. O. Box 473, City Hall Sta., New York City

Get your wireless stations
In Readiness Now.

Be prepared and avoid delay.
DUCK'S big 300 page Wireless and Electric Catalog is now, as it

always has been, the largest and most complete and dependable

Wireless Catalog published. Mailed for 12c in stamps or coin. Not

sent otherwise.
Everything in wireless worth while is listed in this catalog. The experienced amateur will tell

you to see our catalog before buying. You are thereby insured against an unwise purchase. It

is the Beacon Light to guide you right in the selection of your wireless apparatus. No bigger or

better values are obtainable elsewhere.
If you have our catalog No. 11, you have our latest catalog. Do not write for another. Send for

a revised price list. It is yours for the asking.

THE WILLIAM B. DUCK CO., 230-232 Superior St., Toledo, Ohio

of the larger stations have been increased,,

these horizontal receiving antennae can be
sunk deeper and deeper before effective-

screening is observed. Hence the periodic
"rediscovery" of the astonishing efficiency

of the horizontal receiving directive an-
tenna.

So far as I have heard the first use of
the horizontal receiving antennae was at
Block Island in July, 1903, where we con-
nected the receiver direct to a telephone
line running across the island from the
wireless station towards the Point Judith
(R. I.) transmitter. Fine loud signals were
thus received.

In 1905 I used a bare copper wire lying
directly on the ground at New Haven, and
then determined within a few degrees the
direction of the transmitting station, by
swinging this wire around a circle, the
center of which was the receiving instru-
ment and ground stake. The signals were
loud when the wire lay in the plane of the
station, in eitlicr direction to or from the
station—practically the same for both. But
when at right angles to this plane of propa-
gation nothing at all was received.

But to return to your editorial, "Wire-
less Around the World", it is highly unfor-
tunate that the esteemed advertising pro-
pensities of the Marconi interests should
have made capital over this performance-
of their station in the year 1918, when simi-
lar performances had been on numerous-
occasions a matter of record for at least

two years prior to that date.

I give below a news clipping sent to me
back in 1916 by a wireless operator at
Awarua, New Zealand, which is self-ex-
planatory. I have received many com-
munications from this section which, un-
fortunately, I have not felt authorized to
publish, recounting similar "anti-podal"'
radio-transmission.

"In connection with Commander
Cresswell's statement regarding the
reception at various Australian wireless
stations of messages sent out by Nauen
and other places in Germany, it is

stated that similar messages are re-

ceived nightly at several of the New
Zealand radio stations, especially
Awarua, which is probably the best

equipt in the Dominion. The distance
from Nauen to Awarua is about 12,000-

miles, which, if it docs not constitute

an absolute record, is very near it. The
secret of these remarkable results-

which in less troublous times (re-

ferring to the World War) would ex-
cite world-wide interest, lies in the
Dc Forest ultra-audion receiver—one
of the most remarkable and simple
pieces of apparatus invented since Mar-
coni's first experiments. Dr. de Forest
is an American, who lives at New York.
His "ultra-audion" has the power not
only of receiving the far-flung waves,
but can also be used as a wireless trans-

mitter for the voice—a field as yet prac-
tically unexplored."
In fairness to facts wherever an epoch-

marking feat of this sort is accomplisht,
whether in science or in any field of dis-

covery, I am sure you will agree that it is

highly important that due credit should be
given to the first performance and not to a
repetition which happens to be generously-

advertised years thereafter.

Perhaps your article lays unwarranted
stress on the improvements which the Alex-
anderson alternator today enjoys over the

arc transmitter. After witnessing what the

big arc transmitters are doing in Europe,
as well as in the United States, together

with their simplicity and ruggedness and
the facility with which any wave length can
be instantly obtained, it is doubtful in my
opinion whether the alternator will soon
supplant the big arcs ; at least, except in

stations where one wave length only is

required.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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MURDOCK
Radio Receivers

Noted for their extreme
sensitiveness and un-

failing dependability.

At the very reasonable

prices, they are the best

receiver value in the

world.
Buy now for present

and future needs.

Other Apparatus
of Equal Merit
Available for
Experimenters,
Schools, and Col-

leges.

Ask for Bulletin No. 1 8.

WM. J. MURDOCK CO.
55 Carter St.

Chelsea, Mass.

The Arnold Navy Model Loose
Coupler

IS MY SPECIALTY
BUT

I also make short wave regenerative receivers,

Variometers and apparatus to order, and carry
the finest line of accessories on the market.

J. F. ARNOLD
2082 Lexington Ave., near 125th St., N. Y.

BOOKS ! ! !

of every kind. English Translations (word for word) :

—

"CAESAR" (1st 8 brinks). "CICERO", or "VIRGIL",
$2.00 each, postpaid. "Sexual Disasters", $2.00 each, PP. All

kinds of sex books, and the latest fiction. Tell us your needs.

Monongahela Novelty Co.. Box 299, Mononaahela, Pa.

ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER

ELECTRICITY IN FAR-AWAY
BOMBAY.

The great success with which the intro-

duction of electric power from the gener-

ating station on the Ghats is being developed

in Bombay is revealed by the report of the

Tata Hydro-Electric Power Supply Com-
pany. The energy now being supplied to

motors in Bombay amounts to 48,000 horse-

power. Thirty-six mills are receiving

power, and only the difficulties arising from
the war prevented development being more
rapid.

THE HOW AND WHY OF RADIO
APPARATUS.

(Continued from page 875)

them in the proper manner for giving a
good indication. At this point, it is well

to mention that no matter which form of

detector is used in conjunction with the

wave meter, that the wave meter itself must
be kept at a sufficient distance from the

exciting circuit, no matter what its form or
make-up, so that there shall be just suffi-

cient current picked up by the wave meter
oscillating circuit to give a good clear indi-

cation in the detecting or indicating device.

If the wave meter is held too close to the

exciting circuit, then several wave lengths

or harmonics of various wave lengths may
be heard, and an incorrect reading obtained.

For many purposes it is desirable and
necessary to excite the wave meter so that

it will radiate a wave length of known
value, such as in various radio measure-
ments, etc. Fig. 5 shows a standard method
of exciting the wave meter. Here we have
a high note or other form of buzzer con-
nected with a few cells of dry battery, and
a key or switch. This circuit is shunted
across the variable condenser of the wave
meter as the diagram indicates. This ar-

rangement will cause oscillations to be set

up in the oscillatory circuit of the wave
meter, and an auxiliary inductance can be
placed near the wave meter inductance so
as to link the two inductively, and thus
transfer the energy electro-magnetically
from the wave meter circuit to the auxiliary
circuit, and which energy shall have a
wave length and frequency of known value.

At this juncture, the matter of arranging
the wave meter cabinet, and especially the
variable condenser and its scales, etc.,

should be considered. In this connection
we may refer to Figs. 6, 7 and 8, wherein
several important and simplified methods
of arranging the variable condenser scales,

especially direct reading scales, are given.
Fig. 6 shows a method used by the writer
for several years with good satisfaction.
In the scheme the variable condenser scale
is specially made up on heavy bristol board
or celluloid, (or else hard rubber with the
graduations scratched in with a scriber and
then filled with Chinese white), and instead
of having simply the angular spaces marked
off in degrees, and then having to refer to
a calibration chart in the usual way, the
corresponding wave length values for the
coil are read off from the calibration chart
(see Fig. 9) and marked off on the scale
as shown in Fig. 6. Then as the indicator
attached to the variable condenser knob is

moved over the scale, and by noting which
inductance coil is in use at the moment,
the corresponding wave length may be read
off directly as soon as the maximum reson-
ance point is indicated by the detecting cir-

cuit. The indicator, Fig 6, comprises a
piece of heavy sheet brass, soldered or
otherwise secured to the shaft of the vari-
able condenser, and the outer end of the
arm is cut to the form shown, with the two
side edges bent over to retain a piece of
ordinary glass. With a glass cutter, a
straight line is scratched across the cen-
ter of the glass, and this may be darkened
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Draftsmen
Earn$3§.
io$10(U 1 1 i^Y.»
liT 1 1 y\ I

can get

ffeckly^ LUpay? All you
A JSm % need is the new 1919

>T "I \ % edition of the Cyclo-
' M * I 1 pedia of Drawing and a

r little of your spare time.
The cost i9 only 7 cents a day.

You leam at home and pay
this small amount while learn-

ing. See the FREE EXAMIN-
ATION offer below.

Architectural and
Mechanical Drawing

4 big volumes each 5Kx8K in.,

bound in pr<?nuine American
Morocco and trimmed in cold,

r 1578 pages and over lOOO illus-
trations, plates, diagrams and
blue prints.

' The only books that thoroughly
cover Mechanical, Structural and
Architectural Drawing in a non-tech-
nical way. You don't have to know
anything about the subject to understand
them. They begin at the begining and tell you
everything about Blue Print Heading—Mechan-
ical Drawing—Machine Design—Machine Draw-
ing- Structural Drafting; Architectural Drawing
ing and Lettering—Shades and Shadows—Per-
spective Drawing—Freehand Drawing—Pen and
Ink Rendering—Typographical Drafting—Draw-
ing Instruments and Their Uses and hundreds of

other things connected with the work.

Use One Week FREE
You can use these books for a whole week free
without sending one cent. Just send the coupon be-

low and all 4 volumes will come to you at once by ex-

press collect. Use them as if they were your own-
go through them thorougly and send them back at our
expense if you don't want to keep them. If you do
keep the books send us only $2.00. You can send the

balance of our special introductory price—only $13.80

the same way—$2.00 eacli month.
Remember you don't take any chances. The
risk is all ours and the benefits will all be yours.

SEND THE COUPON TODAY.

,
Americanlechnical Society

Dept. D-3384 CHICAGO, ILL.

American Technical Society
Dept. D-3384 CHICAGO, ILL.

Please send me the 4-volume Cyclopedia of Draw-
ing for 7 days' Free Examinati jn, shipping charges
collect. I will send you $2.00 in 7 days and $2.00

each month until the special price of $13.80 is paid,

and you will send me a receipt showing the books
are mine. If I decide not to buy I will return the
books in 7 days.

Name

Addres3... „..

References. —

TELEGRAPHY
AND RADIO
DAY AND EVENING CLASSES
SEND FOR PROSPECTUS
IN SUBJECT INTERESTED

EASTERN RADIO INSTITUTE
899-B Boylston S . Boston, Mass.

Wireless Individual instruction
continues under the

general supervision of E. E. Bucher,
Instructing Engineer, Marconi Wireless
Telegraph Co.

Y. M. C. A. TELEGRAPH SCHOOL
Marcy Ave., near Broadway, Brooklyn, N. Y.

READ THE CLASSIFIED
ADS. ON PAGES 932-934
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Amateurs— Manufacturers

WIRELESS PARTS
Knobs— Bases— Insulation

This fine Base in

_ composition hol-

lowed to hold
^ small condenser, 4*4'

x 2" x y2 ".

Postpaid 30c

Base 3 TA" x 2" x y2"
Postpaid 32c

Knob, IK x y2 with 8-32 threaded
bushing and extra inserts to hold contact
securely. Postpaid 20c

Manufacturers send for discount in quantity.

A. H. CORWIN & CO.
5 Kirk Place Newark, N. J.

H
T°o
wBecome a

WIRELESS
OPERATOR
A practical book—boiled down to
the real facts and giving all the in-
formation you need to become aWire-
less Operator. No tiresome mathe-
maticp or useless data to wade through,
298 pages of interesting instruction and
196 pictures and diagrams that make diffi-

cult things as simple as A. B. C.

Money Back If You Want
Send $1.75 and 10c extra for mailing (stamps
or money order) with your name and address.
The book will come at once postpaid. Use it

6 days and send it back if you want to. Your
money returned if you don't keep it.

AMERBCAN TECHNICAL SOCIETY
LOept. W.104 CHICAGO, ILL.,

Days
Trial

"The Livest Catalog in America"
Our big, new electrical cyclopedia
No. 20 is waiting for you. Posi-
tively the most complete Wire-

'

less and electrical catalog io r
print today. 180 Big Pages,
500 illustrations, 300 in-
struments and appara*
tus, etc. Big "Treatise
on Wireless Teleg-
raphy." 20 FREE
coupons for our -^tf160 - pageFREE -

Wireless

r.

Course
in 20 les-

sons. FREE
Cyclope-

dia No, 2
aeasures 7x5%".

Weight y2 lb. Beau-
tiful stiff covers.

Send 6 cents in stamps or
coin for which we will send

our latest Cyclopedia Catalog
No. 20 as described.

rw 'ELECTRO IMPORTING COMPANY
Y 231 Fulton St., New York City

SELENIUM CELLS
Guaranteed 99% pure selenium

Made by people who know their business, for the
most difficult

,
work, requiring very sensitive,

quick acting cells. Standard cells, $5 each.
Special cells to order.

THE SELENIUM LABORATORIES,
New York Offices, 56 West 45th St.

MATHEMATICS MADE EASY
The Arcascope—the Combination Triangle
with a Brain—will multiply, divide, figure
percentage and proportion, solve all problems
in trigonometry and geometry, draw symmetri-
cal figures, plot arcs, etc. Superior to any slide

rule. Simple to operate. Also includes a
TRANSPARENT TRIANGLE, PROTRACTOR and
THREE RULES. Used at Columbia University,
West Point, U. S. Aeronautic Schools, etc. Only
cents Postpaid. Order today before you forget.

Dept. S. L. J. LEISH MAN CO., Ogden, Utah

STARTER for FORD CARS

if necessary with a little black pigment.
A piece of fine wire can also be drawn
across the glass and soldered in place.

Fig. 7 illustrates a clever arrangement
which also provides a direct-reading wave
meter, and here the calibrated dial corre-
sponding in its lay-out to that shown at Fig.

6, is secured to the variable condenser shaft
below the shelf of the cabinet. A small
oblong window is cut thru the cabinet shelf
as shown, and a brass slide is placed under-
wave Length

calibration graphs is as follows : Consider
that a maximum resonance point is indi-

cated by the detecting instrument connected
to the wave meter circuit, when the con-
denser needle stands at 105 degrees, with
the 24 turn inductance in use. Glancing
upward from the 105 degrees marked at the
base of the chart, and noting the point
where this line intersects the curve for the
24 turn helix, we find that the equivalent
wave length for air dielectric in the con-

MF Cand Cap

c

rO

"As

ojS

\

1

Deg, ees
i

}/7 Co rjden ser 5cale

Air

160'

Calibration Curves for Wave Meter and Variable Condenser Here Described. To Read Any
Wave Length Value from These Graphs, Note the Condenser Reading at Which Resonance
Is Indicated. Then Determine the W. L. Value Corresponding to the Intersection of the

Vertical and Horizontal Lines with the Proper Inductance Graph, Fig. 9.

neath this shelf so as to be readily operated
by hand, in such a way that the small win-
dow cut in the slide can be slid into any
one of three positions, depending upon
which scale and which inductance is being
used at the moment. Fig. 8 shows an auto-
matic arrangement, which is easily made
by the radio student and whereby each of

the three inductances is fitted with pin con-

tacts, one of the pins in either case being

made of a different length for each of the

three coils. As each inductance is placed in

the cabinet thru the spring contacts shown,
the longer lug will actuate a lever system
connected to the window slide shown at

Fig. 7, and thus automatically move the

slide to the proper position to read the cor-

responding wave lengths for that coil.

The calibration curves for the wave meter
here described are given at Fig. 9. These
values can be transposed to a special vari-

able condenser scale if desired, of course.

The variable condenser calibration curve is

given as well as the wave length graph for

each of the three inductances. As is well

known, the capacity of a condenser may be
increased by adding a liquid dielectric, such

as castor oil, which has a coefficient K value

of 5 ; or in other words, if the variable con-
denser is filled with castor oil, its capacity

will be increased five times over that of

air. The capacities for the condenser filled

with castor oil (as well as air dielectric)

are given at Fig. 9 on the right. Also in

this way the student will have a greatly in-

creased wave length range on the wave
meter for any given coil, when the con-

denser is filled with castor oil, as the sec-

ond column of wave length figures on the

left indicates. The manner of using the

denser is 500 meters, and for castor oil in

the condenser 1115 meters.
Direct-Heading Decremeter—The chart

shown at Fig. 10 is described in a recent
book entitled "Radio Instruments and Meas-
urements," Circular No. 74, issued by the
United States Bureau of Standards, and
a copy of which can be obtained from the
Government Printing Office, Washington,
D. C, at small cost. This chart makes a
direct-reading decremeter out of any wave
meter. Fig. 10 shows how the chart may
be attached to the upper rotary plate of the
variable condenser ; its zero graduation
being set to coincide with an indicator mark
or hair line thru a window in the top of
the condenser case, when the rotary plates

are all the way out from the fixt plates.

Also it should be seen that the hair line in

the window coincides with the straight edge
of the semi-circular fixt plates. Full de-

scription of this arrangement is given in

the work above referred to, as well as all

the usual methods of measuring decrement.

(Ordinary High Pitch Buzzer

TIP J

7*
*Key

Fig.5
Exciting trie Wave Meter

Hook-up for Exciting the Wave Meter so
That It Will Emit Waves of Known Length.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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Health In A Glass Tube
The interesting story of a man "too busy to bother" who appreciated perfect health,

energy and vitality only after he lost it—and how he won it back in a startling way

By FRANK HARTLE

YOU probably know dozens of people like

my friend John Brainard. Strong, robust,

a human dynamo for work, a real bull-

dog for stamina, and a very likable fellow in

spite of his entire lack of sympathy for sick-

ness and sick people. He regarded sickness as

a mild sort of crime and had such faith in his

own excellent health that he had about as

much sympathy for sick people as, according
to Mark Twain, David had for Goliath. If

you happened to mention that you didn't feel

extra well Brainard would say, as courte-

ously as was absolutely necessary,

"T'bad, very sorry"—and you could al-

most see the entire matter sail out of

his other ear. Sickness and suffering

were foreign to John Brainard and he
couldn't understand it in other people,

that was all.

But as Josh Billings once said, "Health
is like munny. We never hav a true

idee uv its value until we lose it." And
quite suddenly John Brainard realized

what ill-health is. Too much overwork,
inconsiderate hours, immoderate meals,
and general inattention to his health

finally "told on him." One day I went
to his apartments and found him in bed
with a severe attack of sciatica, but
fuming with rage in spite of the intense

pain. "Why should I have this?—I've

been as healthy as a horse all my life.

Why should I be sick?—hang it, I won't
be sick," and he jerked himself to a
sitting posture only to fall back in pain
upon the pillow.

For a week John Brainard lay in bed
in intense agony. Those of you who
have suffered from acute sciatica or
rheumatism know what it is. The doc-
tor came and went, but Tuesday and

,

Friday when I called, John only said,

with a weak attempt at his former
cheerfulness, "Nothing doing, Frank. They
haven't pushed the right health button yet.

Who was that fellow anyway who said some-
thing about 'a man too busy to take care of
his health is like a mechanic too busy to take
care of his tools.'

"

Next day while at lunch with George Con-
rad, our mutual friend, I mentioned about
John's still being so very ill. "Listen, Frank,
old boy," he said, "I don't want to be pre-
sumptuous or anything like that and I
certainly believe that the Doc will fix

John up fine, but there's a treatment
which entirely cured my wife of chronic neu-
ralgia, and now it's bringing total cure to my
cousin, another sciatic sufferer. I think if John
would give it a trial it might help him some."
Ten minutes further conversation with Conrad
convinced me and I went right over to John's
home to "spring it."

"John," I said quietly, as I tip-toed into his
bedroom, "I've got the very thing. Conrad
has given me some real facts about what elec-
tric violet rays are doing for people and I
think—

"

"Oh," he interrupted, "I don't know. I
don't imagine it can help me."

"Of course you don't know. And you never
will until you try. Now don't talk foolish,
Johnny, old scout. Won't you even believe
your friends? This violet ray treatment has
proved what it is."

And then I went on to tell him all I had
learned about violet ray treatment—how it had
been invented by the great Tesla in 1890, how
it was being used with wonderful success by
eminent physicians all over the world, how he

could use it on himself and it wouldn't shock
him like electricity in other forms, how it

would surely at least help his own sciatica

when it had cured other folks' sciatica, neu-
ralgia, hay fever, asthma, neuritis and dozens
of other diseases, and finally I told him how it

would bring back to him his old "pep," vigor,

and "knock-'em-dead" vitality. Then John
rolled over and said, "All right, if it brings me
out of this blamed bed a well man I'll swear

by it for life. Cart in the
dynamo, or whatever it

is."

"Its nothing of

'When 1 ran that glass tube over my 'hide'," said John
'it felt just like a local anaesthetic on a wild tooth.'

the sort," I insisted. "It's a handy little tube-
shaped thing that attaches to that electric

socket right over your head. And you can
apply it yourself right to your 'hide' without
feeling a bit of a shock."
Three days later I had gotten a violet ray

instrument from Chicago and John used it on
his legs and thighs. "Say," he cried, after the
first treatment, "I thought electricity always
shocked a fellow. Why, when I ran that glass

tube over me and the violet rays flashed

around, it just felt like a local anaesthetic on
a wild tooth. If this keeps up—oh, boy !"

John Brainard got up for good three days
ago for the first time in over two weeks. Five
days' treatment with the violet rays put him
on his feet.

"Where is your 'rheumatiz,' John," I re-

marked yesterday.

"Dunno, Frank, I can't find it anywhere.
It just 'violet-rayed' itself away, I guess," he
said, pointing to the instrument in the bath-
room.

"I see you keep it attached."

"Yes, you see my wife discovered that the
best beauty specialists in town used it, and she
—well, my wife's a woman you know."

^ ^ ^ ^

Violet rays have brought good results in al-

most every disease and Violetta, being the
most advanced instrument produced and sell-

ing many thousands ahead of all others, is

certain to bring you the health-giving results

you have always wished. But we do not
want you to take our word for it. Judge for

yourself—try it for ten days in your home
before you decide one way or the other.

Now, through the Violetta, you can have in

your own home, the wonderful violet-ray treat-

ments exactly as given by eminent physicians

and beauty specialists throughout the country.

Now you can rid yourself of Chilblains, Colds,

Corns, Constipation, Dandruff, Deafness, Ec-
zema, Eye Diseases, Hay Fever, Headache,
Goitre, Insomnia, Lumbago, Nervousness, Neu-
ritis, Obesity, Paralysis, Piles, Pimples, Py-
orrhea, Rheumatism, Skin Diseases, Sore
Throat, and many other ailments.

Multiply your bodily health—vitalize your
nerves—double or treble your energy and vi-

tality. Sleep better, increase your strength,

improve your appetite and digestion. Soothe
your nerves, reduce or increase your flesh,

tone and strengthen the entire system, beauti-

fy your complexion. All with the Violetta.

Trixie Friganza, the famous actress, says,

"Cheerfully will I add my praise for Violetta.

It's the best 'pain chaser' and 'soother' I've

ever had the good fortune to find. It's won-
derful. It cured my brother of neuritis. As
for myself, I use it for facial treatments and

general massage. I cannot say too
much for it." Frank Borzone, of Seat-

tle, Washington, says: "I purchased the

Violetta for my wife who was suffering

from an acute attack of sciatica. From
the very first treatment it induced peace-
ful rest and she is entirely well now."
Scores of letters like these are received

each day.

The Violetta is not a vibrator. It is not
a machine that contracts the muscles

—

it does not shock—it does not pound the

muscles—it is absolutely painless.

Eminent physicians from all over the
country apply the Violetta with wonder-
ful results. Dr. Bert H. Rice, of Vinton,
Iowa, says : "I have good results with
the Violetta. Almost instant relief in

Facial Neuralgia." Dr. Daniels, Lisbon,

North Dakota, says: "Have used the Violetta

in such cases as Goitre, Bronchitis, Pleurisy,

Neuritis, Neuralgia and Lumbago, and find it

very beneficial. In fact, I would not be with-
out it in my office." Dr. G. B. Duncan, Ke-
wanee, III., says, "The Violetta is the finest thing

I ever used to relieve congestion in any part of

the body; and to relieve pain. Treatments are

so pleasant that all of my patients like it."

Write today for a very interesting little

booklet explaining fully about the Violetta and
how you can try it for ten days before you de-
cide. Read some of the amazing results pro-
duced in almost every disease. Read how the
Violetta can be attached to any electric socket
and also used where there is no electric light.

Read how this little instrument, shaped some-
what like a thermos bottle with a glass tube
and bulb at the end, pours electric energy and
vigor into every muscle, fibre, cell, and pore
of your body, read how you do not have to
obligate yourself in any way until the Violetta
has proven its value in your particular case.

Write for this interesting booklet now. Fill out
the coupon printed below for your further con-
venience, and mail at once. Address, Bleadon-
Dun Company, Dept 2C, 11 So. Desplaines St.,
Chicago, 111.

BLEADON-DUN CO.,
Dept. 2C, II So. Desplaines St., Chicago.

Please send me your free booklet about the
Violetta and ten days' trial offer.

Name. .

.

Address.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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C«fo Own d

If you can COMB your hair, you
can CUT your own hair with this

marvelous invention. You can cut

your hair any length you desire, short

| or long, and finish the job as nicely
M
as any barber in one-fourth the time

before your own mirror, with the

UTILITY
Hah Cutter

You can keep your hair well trimmed for a life-

time with this marvelous invention for actually

less than any good barber would charge you for

a single hair cut. Very easy to manipulate. Use it

^gg/^ eh just like a comb, pushing it through the hair,E downward, in the direction the hair lays. It is im-

J^M ^ possible to leave any "nicks" or "cat steps" in^0^0 \f your hair, as there is a special Guard that guides
the cutter blade evenly over the scalp.

POSTPAID

Extra B.ades: Cut Children's Hair
en Ji. »» at home and save time, trouble and expense of taking them
50c the UOZ. to the barber shop. It works so easily and the job is done

so quickly that the children enjoy having their hair cut. The
adjustment feature, whereby the blade can be set to cut the hair to any desired
length—short, medium, or long— makes it possible to do as perfect work as the
barber, not to mention the tremendous saving.

Ac a Cafafu J?3 7S\f* You can use the Utility Trimmer as ana aaittiy naJLW ordinary Safety Razor, and it will give
you as good a shave as the most expensive Razor you can buy You can shave
the face or neck, or finish around the temples.

EASY TO HONE AND STROP BLADES
No trouble at all to keep the blades sharp. Just reverse the blade in the holder

and proceed to strop as with an ordinary razor Extra Blades are always obtain-
able and cost only 5 cents each, or 50 cents the dozen.

USEFUL FOR MANY OTHER PURPOSES
There are many other uses for the Utility Cutter that will suggest themselves'

to you. Ladies use it for removing hair from under the arms and elsewhere. It
is perfectly safe, and cannot cut the skin. One customer wrote us that he found
it just the thing for cutting corns, while housewives and dressmakers say there
is nothing better for ripping seams and making buttonholes.

AGENTS AND DEALERS GET OUR PROPOSITION
This is one of the rare occasions when you are able to connect up with a really "Sell

on binnt" article. Something that every man and woman will buy on sight, because
it actually saves them mone\ Agents are coining monev Why not youY Handsome
package, weighs but 8 trifle. Write at once for terms on the Trimmers and extra Blades.

JOHNSON SMITH & COMPANY
Dept. RK2 3224 N. Halsted Street CHICAGO

JFOR CUTTING THE HAIE
LESS THAN PRICED
.ONE HAIRCUT-'"

QTHINOTBETTER
SHAVING THE ,

NECK-

FO TRIMMING THX
CHILDRENS

HAIR

YOU £AN,tjSE
A SAFETY
RAZOR

JWOMEN USE tf FOR
^REMOVING SUPERFLUOUS

HAIR

Just to Get Acquainted
we will mail you 4 issues of

THE
PHOTO-PLAY
WORLD

The one by which all others

are governed - for $1.00

The Photo-Play World contains

only the best pictures—Stories

and Articles. Has a Staff of

America's Foremost Writers.

Subscribe Now
35c a Copy $3.50 a Year

THE PHOTO-PLAY WORLD
Bulletin Bldg. Dept. E.E. Philadelphia, Pa.

HANDY BINDER
for the Electrical Experimenter
Holds and preserves 12 issues, each of which can

be inserted or removed at will, without tools. Will
keep your magazines perfectly for all time or just
preserve them like new till you bind them perma-
nently. Mado of heavy material, extra
strongly reinforced at the back and
covered with handsome green cloth,
suitably lettered in gold.

Add postage for 2 lbs.

Experimenter Pub. Co., Inc. Book Department 233 Fulton St., N. T

65c

It will pay you to read the advertisements
each month

How to Get Rid of Moles

Wk z

- V-

1

A simple, safe home treatment—15
[
years' success in my practice.
Moles (also BIG growths) Dry Up.

Ask foi Free Booklet of FuD Particulars

WM. DAVIS, M.D.
tl40State Street Perth Amboy, N. J.

Yma can be quickly cured, if you

STAMMER
Send 10 cents coin or stamps for70-page book on Stam-
mering and Stuttering, "Its Cause and Cure." It tells how I
cured myself after stammering for 20 years.

Benjamin N. Booue, 753 Bogoe Building, Indianapolis

SECY DANIELS TALKED BY
RADIO TO PRESIDENT
WILSON AT SEA.

Secretary Daniels transmitted a tele-

phonic greeting to President Wilson at sea

by naval radio on February 22. From his

desk at the Navy Department the Secre-
tary's voice was carried to the transport

George Washington, nearly 800 miles off

the Atlantic coast.

The long-distance radio telephone equip-

ment had been set up when Mr. Daniels

reached his office. With Rear-Admiral
Griffin, Chief of the Bureau of Steam En-
gineering, and Commander Hooper, the ra-

dio expert of the bureau, supervising the

experiment, the Secretary's regular desk
telephone instrument was connected up thru

the telegraph wires to the transmitting sta-

tion at the seacoast, where his voice was
projected by radio waves to the aerials of

the George Washington.
The Secretary said a great welcome

waited the President in Boston and again

in Washington when he reached the Capitol.

Mr. Daniels repeated his sentences sev-

eral times to make sure that he was under-
stood.

"Good-bye," the Secretary said into the

instrument. "I will see you Tuesday.
Good-bye."

GRAND OPERA IN YOUR HOME.
{Continued from page 855)

microphone circuit could be loaded simul-
taneously with such an immense number of
lines which practically constitutes a short

circuit, and while the thing is possible in

a limited way by means of induction coils,

not more than two or three hundred sub-
scribers could be linked up by such means.
Therefore, the system heretofore was a
failure.

The invention of the Audion, however,
has changed this and by using audions to

"boost" the circuits, it is now possible to

connect a practically unlimited number of
lines to one microphone transmitter and
reproduce the music clearly in 50,000 homes
at the same time.

The writer who interviewed high tele-

phone officials was informed that the plan
was entirely feasible and there was only
one objection, which is not of a technical

nature but rather a commercial considera-
tion. Thus, the telephone engineers did not
think it good business to tie up say twenty
thousand to fifty thousand lines simul-
taneously for several hours at a time on
account of the congestion that would prob-
ably ensue, but this is really only a small
consideration and not of much importance
if the enormous revenue that the companies
will derive from this scheme is taken
into consideration. While the subscribers
now pay only between two and five dollars

a month for service on an average, the tele-

phone company could easily double this

revenue for at least 20' per cent of all of
their subscribers by installing the operatic
service.

Today the man who owns a phonograph
thinks nothing of spending between three
to five dollars a month for records which
are "dead". If he knew he could hear
Caruso, Galli Curci or any of the other stars

tonight in one of his favorite operas, he
certainly would not object to spending 50
cents or even a dollar for the privilege,

and at that he would think he was getting
it cheap because he, with his entire family,

would hear the music in his own home,
without having to travel to and from the
opera. Of course, if the system eventually
comes into vogue, the opera alone will not
be the only source of amusement to be
drawn up by a telephone subscriber. Any
of the musical shows or comedies, farces,

etc., could all be heard over the telephone,
altho admittedly not to such an enjoyable
extent as grand opera, where it is the music
that counts most.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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As for the technical aspect, we now have
very good sensitive microphones, which
placed about the stage and orchestra trans-

mit the sounds strongly and faithfully. The
microphones are then connected thru the

audion switchboard, similiar to the one
shown in the lower center of our illustra-

tion, which is the identical audion switch-

board now used in multiplex telephony
where five conversations are held over the

same wire. From here the circuit runs thru

the telephone exchange shown in the upper
center of the picture, whence the circuit

enters the subscriber's home as shown at

the left of our drawing.

Here we have a novelty suggested by the

writer. In transmitting music over the

telephone heretofore, it was not possible for

more than one member of the family to

listen to the music as there was only one
telephone receiver. By means of modern
loud talking telephones, however, it now
becomes possible to lift off the telephone
from the hook and place it over a sensitive

transmitter, as here illustrated. The weak
sounds picked up by this transmitter are
strongly amplified and projected from the

horn in great volume. Thus, it becomes
possible for any one in the room to hear
the music clearly and almost as loud as we
do sitting in one of the further rows in

the opera, where the hearing is not always
good, as is well known.

As for the subscribers amplifier as

shown in our illustration, this may be
made of the ordinary loud talking variety,

having a simple hyper-sensitive microphone
connected to a loud talking telephone, or
otherwise it may be ?. microphone con-
nected to an audion amplifier. The latter

probably is the better of the two systems.

The amplifying cabinet can be hung
near the telephone, in case of a wall set, cr
otherwise it can be of a different shape tor

table use if the telephone is of the oortable
type. The amplifier could be sold outright

to the subscriber or otherwise rented to

subscribers by the telephone companies.

We feel confident that a olan similar *o

the one outlined here will soon come into

general use, as there is a positive demand,
particularly in America, for gooa music and
which demand as yet has not been satisfied.

' But like ad other Jarge interests, the tele-

phone companies are slow moving organiza-

tions and do not make innovations unless

they know that a large part of the public

actually wants them. Therefore, if you are

in f?.vor of this plan, we think it would be

a good idea to write the headquarters of

the telephone company, advising them what
you think of this plar.. If, however, you
were to write to your local telephone com-
pany, not much impression would be made.
If, on the other hand, you address your
letter to the American Telegraph and Tele-

phone Co., No. 12 Dey St., New York City,

then there is a chance that a national move-
ment would perhaps result from such let-

ters. Local telephone companies cannot
make a change in their present system as

they are governed by the policy which orig-

inates at the New York headquarters. Per-
haps your letter will help to bring the Opera
into your home.

TELEPHONE GIRLS' WORK IN
FRANCE.

It is difficult for us to realize the scope

of the work that has been done and is still

being accomplished by the telephone oper-

ators in France. To serve the needs of an
army of two million men, and to connect
that army up with the French by telephone
was a matter that required no small amount
of organization and planning on the part

of the Signal Corps, says the Telephone Re-
view. The distribution of the girls in the

Signal Corps service asked for careful study
and met with unqualified success.

Learn Public Speaking

in lessons unrrW
Write — quick — for P H

particulars of this extraordinary ML M* WiMm^wMrtam
offer; an opportunity you will

never forget if you take advantage of it. Ten lessons in effective public

speaking absolutely FREE to those who act promptly, to introduce our

course in localities where it is not already known.
We teach you by mail to become a powerful and convincing speaker—to in-

fluence and dominate tne decisions of one man or an audience ;>f a thousand. We
have trained hundreds and helped them to increase their earnings and their popu-
larity. Learn, in your spare time at home, how to overcome "stage fright" and
conquer fear of others; how to enlarge your vocabulary; how to develop self-con-

fidence and the Qualities of leadership ; how to RULE others by the power of your
speech alone; now to train your memory. Our

WHAT THE COURSE
TEACHES YOU.

How to talk before your
club or lodge

;

How to address board
meetings

;

How to propose and re-

spond to toasts;

How to make a political

speech

;

How to tell entertaining
stories

;

How to make after-

dinner speeches

;

How to converse inter-

estingly ;

How to write better

letters

;

How to sell more goods

;

How to train your
memory

;

How to enlarge your
vocabulary

;

How to develop self-

confidence ;

How to acquire a win-
ning personality;

How to strengthen your
will power and ambi-
tion ;

How to become a clear,

accurate thinker;

How to develop your
power of concentra-
tion ;

How to be the master
of any situation.

New Easy Method
perfected and taught only by Prof. R. E. Pattison
Kline, former Dean of the Public Speaking Depart-
ment of the Columbia College of Expression, can be
learned in 15 minutes a day. Prof. Kline is one of
the foremost authorities in the country on public
speaking and mental development. Do not let this

chance escape you.

Offer Limited
Send This Free Coupon Now

This Special Offer of TEN LESSONS FREE is

made strictly for advertising purposes and will be
withdrawn without notice. Write now, before it ex-
pires, and receive full particulars with enrollment
blank by return mail. No obligations of any kind.
Just tear off and mail this free coupon—or a postal
will do.

FREE LESSONS COUPON
North American Institute,

7444 Manhattan Bldg., Chicago

I am interested in your course in Effective Public
Speaking and your offer of ten lessons free. Please
send full particulars. It is understood that this request
places me under no obligation of any kind.

You benefit by "inentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers
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Learn Telegraphy-Wireless

r

Right In Your Own Home, in your spare time ^
Remarkable opportunities are offered experienced wire-

less operators and telegraphers. The demand is greater than

the supply—steady positions at increased pay and rapid

advancement are assured.

Combination f\ J-f*JL
Wireless-Telegraphy V-Mltllt

will soon make you an accomplished operator.
Teaches Light and Sound Signals, both Radio
and Morse. Outfit consists of exceptionally fine

Telegraph Key, Buzzer, 3 Binding Posts, Lamp,
Lamp Socket and Control Switch
—all mounted on a highly fin- © ^^fc 00
ished base. Two outfits can be *P ™•W
operated at considerable distance
apart for sending and receiving
practice.

3
This Same $Q.50
Outfit £—
Without Lamp

Order to-day. Or your dealer can secure it for you. Descriptive
circular and catalog of celebrated Knapp Motors and Electrical
Specialties from 10c up mailed free on request.

Knapp Electric & Novelty Co.
523 West 51st Street New York City

KNAPP LEADER
Radiates real power-plant
efficiency. Two Speeds and
Reverse.

Price. Complete. $3.50

,110volts,A.C.

cycle, single

.1750R.P.M.MoloRS
We have 1000 NEW WASHING MACHINE MOTORS. These
are of standard manufacture and carry the regular factory guarantee.
Shipped in original boxes. Complete as cut.

Bought from Bankruptcy Stock
itable for operating Coffee Grinders, Cream Seperators, Bottle Washers,

Air Compressors
Small Lathes,
Etc.

Mail $3.00 cash or

Money Order. We
will send C O.D. subject

to full examination.

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

$18-50
JkV*# EACH

Special Quantity Prices Regular Value $34

BARGAINS
In small Motors
and Generators
Write for Catalogs

MANUFACTURERS' DISTRIBUTER

GHAS. H. JOHNSTON - West End - Pittsburgh, Pa.

YOU HAVE A BEAUTIFUL FACE
BUT YOUR NOSE ?

BEFORE

IN
THIS DAY and AGE attention to your appearance

is an absolute necessity if you expect to make the most

out of life. Not only should you wish to appear as attrac-

tive as possible, for your own self-satisfaction, which is

alone well worth your efforts, but you will find the world

in general judging you greatly, if not wholly, by your

"looks" therefore it pays to "look your best" at all times.

Write today for free booklet, which tells you how

M. TRILETY, Face Specialist

AFTER
Permit no one to see you looking otherwise; it will

injure your welfare! Upon the impression you constant-

ly make rests the failure ur success of your life. Which
is to be your ultimate destiny? My new Nose-Shaper,
"Tuados" (Model 24) corrects now ill-shaped noses

without operation, quickly, safely and permanently. Is

pleasant and does not interfere with one's daily occu-

pation, being worn at night.

to correct illsheped noses without cost if not taltsfactory

1162 Ackerman Bldg., Binghamton, N. Y.

TYPEWRITER SENSATION
PROMPT SHIPMENT.

$4.00 per month buys a beautifully reconstructed, latest model visible

typewriter, with back spacer, decimal tabulator, two-color ribbon, etc.

Every late style feature and modern operating device. Sent on approval.

Catalogue and special prices free.

Harry A. Smith, 738, 218 N. Wells St., Chicago, 111.

HOW AIRPLANES FIND THEM-
SELVES BY RADIO.

(Continued from page 871)

"The use of directional effects of loops
or coils for receiving radio signals has re-
sulted in the development of a radio com-
pass for airplanes which gives positive in-
formation to the aerial navigator and en-
ables him either to locate his position by
triangulation with respect to two beacon
land stations or to fly at any given angle
with respect to a certain beacon station.

''The apparatus consists of two principal
parts—the antenna coils and the tuning and
amplifying apparatus. The antenna coils

are mounted in the fuselage of the Handley
Page airplane, with suitable means for
rotating in azimuth. The amplifier is ex-
tremely sensitive, consisting of a detector
and six-stage amplifier. A novel feature of
the amplifier is the use of iron-core trans-
formers for frequencies of 100,000 cycles.

"The direction of the beacon land radio
station is determined by maximum strength
of signals, in a highly ingenious manner de-
veloped originally by the British. The pre-
cision of the directional effect is remark-
able. In fact, the radio direction finder may
well be called a radio eye."

EXPERIMENTAL PHYSICS.
(Continued from page 867)

to send and take messages in spite of the
enemy's interference by sending out im-
pulses of similar wave length and other
distributing influences. The problem of
using a non-inflammable gas for inflating

balloons and dirigibles has been solved un-
der the direction of a Physicist and a Chem-
ist, both "fool professors".
The submarine has probably attracted as

much of the attention of the scientific men
as all other war inventions combined, both
as to its detection, and its destruction. The
detection of the submarine is a definite phys-
ical problem, and it is estimated that about
one-fourth of the Physicists of the Allies

have devoted a considerable rjortion of their

time to solve this problem alone. The prob-
lem had been attacked from three stand-

points, light, sound, magnetism and elec-

tricity, three branches which almost com-
prise the entire subject of Physics. The de-
struction of submarines has been success-

fully accomplished by the use of the depth
bomb.

•In long range artillery work, temperature,
moisture, and wind are to be carefully de-

termined ; this is done by physical appa-
ratus. Wind direction and barometric pres-

sure information is essential in a gas attack.

This information is furnished by physical

apparatus. Anti-aircraft gunnery is largely

indebted to physical research and calcula-

tions for its effectiveness. The speed of the
airplane must be ascertained, its direction

of motion, its height above the ground, the

speed of the attacking shell, and its path.

The airplane camera would be almost use-
less were it not for our knowledge of the
branch of Physics known as spectroscopy.
Pictures can be taken which the eye can-
not see because of fog, cloud, haze or dis-

tance. By the use of the proper filters, the
enemies guns camouflaged so as to be in-

discernible to the eye, are photographed and
their positions located. The sound method
of locating guns is very important. Three
sounds are heard from a shell sent by the
enemy. First we hear the hissing noise of

the shell whizzing thru the air. Shortly
afterward the boom of the gun is heard.

(Since sound travels at about 1,100 feet per
second and the shell's speed is greater than
that). Finally we hear the sound of the

exploding shell. If the time when the first

of these three sounds is heard is recorded
at several observing stations, from the speed

of sound, and the difference in time re-

corded at these stations, the position of the

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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gun firing the shell can be calculated in a
few minutes.
The Bureau of Standards, at Washington,

a great national Physics institution, has
certainly done its share in the war. Vacuum
tubes were studied in detail, from the stand-
points of sending, receiving, and amplify-
ing wireless messages, and many impor-
tant improvements were evolved. High
frequency oscillographic equipment was de-
veloped. The characteristics of airplane

bombs were studied, resulting in new meth-
ods of computing trajectories. New types

of machine gun sights were invented. In-

struments for recording the speed, altitude,

direction, etc., of the airplane were per-
fected. Special ignition apparatus for the

Liberty engine was invented. A carbureter
was developed which gives a correct mix-
ture by the simple motion of a single throt-

tle whether the airplane is on the ground
or up 3,000 feet. A fabric 25 per cent,

lighter but stronger than linen, extra light

but strong alloys, and non-corrosive alloys

were invented. These are among the best

of its accomplishments which have been
made known.
Now that the war is over we shall daily

hear of new, marvelous and quite astound-
ing inventions, that have been evolved and
perfected. The "fool professor" has now
come before the public eye and is regarded
with just and long deserved admiration and
respect by it. Some, like Professor Milli-

kan, have had exciting military times, such
as quieting a "buck private" under the influ-

ence of liquor, being fed delightful sand-
wiches by fair white hands of Red Cross
and other workers, etc., while others have
suffered an existence under the S. A. T. C,
and those more fortunate have spent their

time in France near the front ; all however
have done their share nobly. In closing

let us bear in mind that all that has been
said of Physics and the Physicist applies

equally well to the other sciences and scien-

tists. (Conclusion)

EGGS PRODUCED BY ELECTRIC-
ITY.

The production of eggs by electricity

may seem like an idea evolved in a mad-
house, but it has been made a paying prop-
osition at the Montana State College. By
electric lighting of poultry pens, Professor
W. F. Schoppe, poultryman of the state

college, has created a sort of "daylight
saving plan" for hens, whereby egg produc-
tion has been increased more than twofold
at a time when eggs were highest in price.

In experiments covering the month of No-
vember last, Professor Schoppe showed a
net gain of 28 cents per hen in value of
eggs produced in ten lighted pens.

The experiment was tried on two pens
of Leghorn hens, 160 in each pen. One
pen was lighted with four 60-watt lamps,
the other was left unlighted. The lights

were turned on in one pen at 6 a. m. and
switched off at 8.30 p. m. From the time
the lights went on until they were dimmed
at night, the hens in the lighted pen
scratched away with all the energy of early
spring or summer, showing a greater inter-

est in the business of egg producing than
ever.

The 160 hens in the unlighted pen pro-
duced during the month 443 eggs. The
same number of hens in the lighted pen
produced 1,306 eggs, a gain of 72 dozen.
Hens in the lighted pen consumed little

more food than their less active neighbors.
The net gain was 28 cents per hen in egg
production for the "electric" hens.

"I cannot say yet," said Professor
Schoppe, "what effect this forced produc-
tion will have on the hatching quality of

eggs and upon the vitality of birds, as those
are problems that will require further in-

vestigation."

(See our May, 1918. issue for full de-
tails of the automatic electric lighting in
hen-houses.—Editor.)

ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER

A TIMELY REINFORCEMENT.
A Copper Plated Stomach.

(Continued from page 877)

thanks to mother and the salt fish

—

and the

cat.

You have to begin by discarding the

whole idea of sheet copper. It would be all

right, and any plumber could make up a

good tummy in half a day—even including

going back to the shop for his tools—but

for the fitting of it, or inserting, or what-
ever you'd call it. That's a sticker ; it's

what's kept the invention back all these

years.

But why not plate the copper on from the

inside? Sure! There it was, right off the bat

!

Fig. 1 shows the invention—patents pend-
ing—all worked out—perfectly simple. You
procure an atomizer, A, and attach to it a

long fine rubber tube, B. This tube is sur-

rounded by a spiral wire, C, and both are
covered by high-tension insulation, K.
At the further end, both the tube and the

spiral wire are connected with the perfo-
rated metallic hollow sphere, E. The atom-
izer-bottle, F, is filled with a solution of
sulfate of copper, and the spiral wire is

connected with one pole of the spark-coil

secondary, H. Around the patient's waist

is then bluckled the belt I, containing a strip

of wire netting J, connected with the other
pole of the spark-coil.

All being ready, the patient "swallows"
the perforated ball, E, 'with enough of the

tube to maintain communication with the

outer world. The ball is then resting nice

and cozy within the tummy. Mark the pa-
tient closely; a really delightful surprise is

about to be handed to him? X ! Pressure
on the bulb, G, projects a spray of copper
sulfate from the perforations of the sphere,

E, while at the same time a touch of the

key, L, causes a shower of sparks to be
thrown from the ball toward the metallic

belt without. The sparks pass easily thru
the patient's tissues, but not so the sulfate.

This is decomposed by the electric current,

and metallic copper is deposited on the gas-
tric lining, forming a dense and highly pol-

ished surface, ready to tackle any food
product short of Bangor red-eye and Irish

confetti—brick-bats.

Perhaps you wondered why, before the

operation, the patient took a few magnesia
tablets, together with a peppermint "life-

saver". This was to take care of the other
product of the reaction, sulfuric acid

—

otherwise the patient might as well be fed
to death as the way he is. The magnesia
neutralizes the acid, producing a pleasant
effervescence, which, being flavored by the
peppermint, becomes the exact equivalent

of an ice-cream "sody" fresh from the

fountain.

So behold ! at the end of the operation,
when the patient finishes his cigarette and
lets go the nurse's hand, there he is,

—

equipt with a perfectly-fitting copper stom-
ach, enclosing a temperance-drink as a hint

to guide him in the selection of future con-
tents for it—like a new tin bank for little

Willie, with a dime in it.

No, no, put aside that medal. Really I

—

well, if you must, you must. But I refuse
to patent the idea in Germany. Abso-
lutely. It's going to be dedicated to the
free use of all free and civilized countries.
"That's me all over—liberal, Mabel."
Note—The editor tried "Tom's" latest

stunt. After he was dismist from the hos-
pital, and was at last equipt with his copper
"insides", he felt pretty weak! So he
promptly siuallowcd a few pounds of cine
dust with his next meal. The copper tummy,
the gastric juice— (an excellent electrolyte)—plus the sine dust, makes a really excellent
battery. It strengthened and revived the
editor at once. It works so well that he has
given up all food in preference to zinc dust.
A slight change in diet is had with mag-
nesium dust—it tastes better, and gives a
much higher voltage. Iron filings were
tried, but they made the editor "rusty"!
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BOYS

Learn Drafting
Employers everywhere are looking for skilled

draftsmen. They are offering good salaries to

start with splendid chances for advancement. ^
Drafting offers exceptional opportunities to a

young man because drafting itself not only com-
mands good pay, but it is the first step toward
success in Mechanical or Structural Engineering
or Architecture. And drafting is just the kind of

work a boy likes to do. There is an easy delightful

way in which you can learn right at home in spare
time. For 27 years the International Correspond-
ence Schools have been giving boys just the train-

ing they need for success in Drafting and more
than 200 other subjects. Thousands of boys have
stepped into good positions through I. C. S. help,

but never were opportunities so great as now.

Let the I. C. S. help you. Choose the work you
like best in the coupon, then mark and mail it.

This doesn't obligate you in the least and will bring
you information that may start you on a success-
ful career. This is your chance. Don't let it slip

by. Mark and mail this coupon now.

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
BOX 6182, SCRANTON. PA.

Explain, without obligating me, how I can qualify for the
position, or In the subject, before which I mark X.

MECHANICAL DRAFTING SALESMANSHIP
STRUCTURAL DRAFTING ADVERTISING
SHIP DRAFTING Show Card Writer
ELECTRICAL DRAFTING
ARCHITECTURAL DRAFTINO
SHEET METAL DRAFTING
BOILERMAKER DRAFTING
BRIDGE DRAFTING
MACHINE DESIGN
ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
Electric Lighting and Railways
Electric Wiring
Telegraph Engineer
Telephone Work
MECHANICAL ENGINEER
Machine Shop Practice
Gas Engine Operating

"CIVIL ENGINEER
Surveying and Mapping
STATIONARY ENGINEER
Marine Engineer
ARCHITECT
Contractor and Builder
Concrete Builder
Structural Engineer

Sign Painter
ILLUSTRATING

S Cartooning
BOOKKEEPER,
Stenographer and TypUt

8 Cert. Public Accountant
TRAFFIC MANAGER
Railway Accountant
GOOD ENGLISH

S Teacher
Common School Subject!

Q Mathematics
CIVIL SERVICE
Railway Mail Clerk
AUTOMOBILE Ol'ERAT'O
Auto Repairing
PLUMBING AND nEATINQ
Textile Overseer or Sopt.
CHEMIST
Navigation IDSpanlsh
AGRICULTURElQ French
PonltryRatslng-lnitallnn

Name
Present
Occupation-

Street
and No

I* et.MetramVOU in

1
My advice to you is to
start right now to take my
HOME COURSE
IN AVIATION

and prepare to fill one of the
big jobs later. Wonderful op-
portunities. Trained men
in bis: demand. Prepare now
for big future. Lessons are easy
to understand. Write TODAY for
my FREE BOOK, "The Science

Capt. G. F. Campbell, of Aviation," and I will send it

formerly Third Ace oi and write you a personal letter
theRoyal FlyineCorps. that will interest you. Address:

CAPT. GEO. F. CAMPBELL, Chief Instructor, National
Aero Institute, 538 S. Dearborn St., Dept. 7444. Chicago

for Auto Tires. Doable milence. prevent blow-
outs and punctures. Easily applied in any tire.
Thousands sold. Details free. Agents wanted.
Amcr.Acccssoflfas Co.. Dept.63.Cincinnati

you benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter'* when writing to advertisers.
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GREATESTTOY SENSATION OF THE DAY!

FIGHTING DREADNAUGHT
gay- SENSATIONALLY REALISTIC ! ! !

Here is a model of

Uncle Sam'sigrhting
monsters. Eight
big guns, each
of which flashes, at

correct inte r va Is,

from twelve to

twenty times. Extra
ammunition always
obtainable. Abso-

harmless. Can be operated indo
Herf's vour cbaace to n butt l.-^hip

DHtoE it l« you cnn OWN the eli if and coq
TOtirsHf! Hv hrivini? t.wi or m.>re Bnttlfehipe.

EXCITING NAVAL BAULKS in 'our

Warship and Ammunition, ISc, three to

•hips for 91.50 postpaid. Eatr- flmmun

Boys, you can have Movies at your* own home with this latest model

MOVING PICTURE MACHINE
Uses Standard Film* same as the larger machines. Very easily managed.
Simply turn the handle. Good Variety of Film* always obtainable

rnn iprr Complete <fcO Rtfl Postpaid anywherernlUb ONLY ^sfcaOlf Including Two Films
Eatra Films, 15c each postpaid

THIS IS A GENUINE MOVING PICTURE MACHINE
and the motion pictures are clear, sharp and distinct.

The Moving Picture Machine is finely constructed, am"
carefully put together by skilled workmer
of Russian Metal, has a beautiful finish,

ated by a finely constructed mechanism. The projc-<

ing lenses are carefully ground and adjusted, tri]

polished, standard double extra reflector, throwing
ray of light many feet, and enlarging the picture

the screen up to three or four feet In area. The
light Is produced by a safety carbide generator,
such as Is used on the largest automobiles. This
throws a dazzling white light on the screen.

It Is a solidly constructed and durable Moving
Picture Machine. The mechanism is exceedingly
simple and is readily operated by the
perienced. The pictures shown hy this marvelous
Moving Picture Machine are not the common,
crude and lifeless Magic Lantern variety, but are
life-like photographic reproductions of actual
scenes, places, and people which never tire its

Ludiences. This Moving Picture Machine has
aused a rousing enthusiasm wherever it was used.

JOHNSON SMITH & CO.
Dept. E 6 3224 N. HALSTED ST., CHICAGO

"The Baby"
A HA

5
Revolver

Double Action

Hammarless

A HANDSOME AND MOST EFFECTIVE WEAPON

$C50 Measures but
Inches long

WATCH CAMERA
The most wonderful and In*

Oenlous Camera made
It iabut little larger than a
watch, which it closely re*
'eemblea. Yon can carry

the Expo about in your
pocket and take pic*
tures without any one
being the wiser.

One Cent a Picture
The l°*ds dayljahl

26c, thus the picture tab-

no obtain-
ipliclty itaelf to op-
fctur** through th*
< Rapid Fir* Lans >

<6/8 z 7/8) ma?

Instantaneous hotter! :
" >uncea; nickel plated.

Thoroughly practical—
_ ary cameras— In daily usebr

'detectives,
-
and "the general public. Important

d.with'the Welch Camera by enterprising reporter*.

or outdoors equal to anj camera on th*

FILMS, 10 Eipnurn 15c, 26 Expuuret, ZSe

Postagi 10c Anvxhere $2.50 Lselhar Pocket Carrying Cm*. 35c

Johnson imilh & Co., Dept. E 6, 3224 N. Halsted St., Chicago

Young
AMERICA"

Double Action

REVOLVER
.22 and .32

CALIBRE

"Young America" weigh*

of "the lightest weight revolvers of itt

jse arm or pocket weapon, and th*

Octagon Barrel, accurately rifled,

made of best steel, very highly "ickel plated_and polished. The handle is of

fancy hardened rubber, but <

inch of

-wc«. but think "they" hflve'cautf ht It otio t..r each person o.

from the other. Iklw, ,n t)„. laughing 1" ar f r> -M.. r - ,a
.

By flashing;

-the time of your Iffe. 1 r p.rtl.S, pollU; In [oB_e tfcmi.n

Ml ntastinta, car rid. a, .., .h.mL. o.i
^
f 'd° <jf^lhe r oil. ^tho^effeet^™^.

ft ir^Mrt^ B ' r'"] P' lc"»- poatpald: 15 BlllsSoc

i«# 30^ Johnson smitm a CO. 50 Bill) 25c. 125 for 50c. e. S3 50lhousamJ

BOOK
W
ON ROPE SPLICING

USEFUL KNOTS, HITCHES, SPLICES, ETC.
Mow Diflerent Knots Are Made and What They

*

Knots to Use and Knots to Avoid.
A most practical handbook giving complete an(

almple direction for making all the most usefu
knots, hitches, rigging, splices, etc Over 100 Ulus
tratlons. All about win- rope attachments, lashing
blocfcB, tackles, etc. 37 Heraldic Knots illustrated
Of great value to mechanics, riggers, campers, boat
men Price 20c p. pd.

Johnson Smith & Co., Dept. E6, CHICAGO

LUMINOUS PAINT
Make Your Watches, Clocks, Etc.,
Visible by Night i&S^feS! feSS. 1^

rjtorbit
•

_ __ n producing tKiTr^b'uLbl" URINOUS PAINT," which, "i_

US BUJ-faCi.- ._f fiii v f<ri I. !,
.
«mll, ray* of white ll*-ht._rendering it porfactl*

•Iraple to use. Anyone - y,.u can do It. A little applie
nable you to tell the time by nlgnt.

wsasss.'BaiflSfts
..-v-rat smoll artlelet

& Co., Owt E 6.
'

f IT SHINES. quit

r articles : i

pitch plates of your electric lights, match boies. and innumerable
- ike your own' I ominous Crucifixes, Luminous Rosaries, etc.

sufficient to mot nevernl smoll articles. Pries 25e. Larger
ittes SOo and SI postpaid. Johnson Smith * Co., Dept. L &.

~

MUSICAL KAZOO MAGIC FLUTE
With the Musical Kazoo

o thing foi
ahowa, bicycle and marching clubs.
Excellent for vocal or instrumental
companimenta, either with or wi

'—
. Prlcstae

All the Latest Surprising and Joke Novelties
Miniature
Cleopatra

Sen 10c
h33 . . . .

> (very lifelike), l&c
. ool your friends) 6c

Ford Auto Puzzle (Latest) ... 16c
Mj^erfom Ghost, shines at night 10|

BODOOT Dagger Isepaational) .
'. 20c

yflndow Smashers (great joke) . 25c
iLookbackro scope (see behind foa) 15chind you)

tery Cda.

Dept.

Spot Trie „
X Ray Novelty
Trick Pencil
Rubber Tacks (a good joke)
Mesmerized Penny I defies thi

i Tumbler slid Vanish-'
o Trick

e peep) . 10c

Each box contains 12 Eggs,
which are no larger than
a grain of oats.
When lit with a
match, however,
each one gradu-
ally hatches itself into a Snake several
feet long, which curls and twists about
in a most lifelike manner. Price per

box lOe, postpaid. Johnson Smith & Co.

CIGARETTE ROLLER
Very neat

and handy.
Weigh.8 I es b

i quarter

ikes bet-
ter cigarettes
than you can
buyand makes

them easily and quickly. You can use
just the tobacco yon prefer and thuB have
nicer "smokeB" than ready made, and
more of them besides saving about half of
your money. Just try one and make your
citrarettes just to your own liking. Price
only lOc or 3 for 25c postpaid, with full
instructions for use. JOHNSON SMITH & CO.

seemingly b<
move. At I

With each SI
readily make

MIDGET ILLUSTRATED BIBLE
A Croat Curiosity

The Midget BibK _

im
' It Lb

appreciated. Prlca, only 12 conU, thrao Blblea foi

30 cents; on* doion Blbios for *1.00 or 100 foi

S6.0O, Good money caD be made selling these Midgd
Bibles amongst friends, eburch acquaintances, Sunday
schools, bazaars, etc. Send for a few and try

The CONJURER'S CASKET^
Enough for an Entire Evening's Entertainment c(jc

ANYONE CAN DO THEM
great fan mystifying your friends. Get this Coniurer'a Cab-

inet, and yog will be tbe clevt-n-st f.-ll..w in your district. It con-
tains the apparatus for seven first-rate tricks, including The Disap-
pearing Rose, that, when placed on the lapH '

-

from sight at will: the Magi^ Vase and Ball Trick 'a Wooden Ball is

placed inside, and upon replacing the lid has disappeared and ia

apparently cut your finger air
ia card is placed in an envelop^, um micu ui»
ent card altogether is found': The Disappeaji
when opened agajn. Is found to have vanished
nomination;: The Famous Mesmerized Penny
the hand, nose, cheek, wall, clothing, etc.); The Glass Goblet and Vanish ing 'Coin^Trick
into a glass of water, and when the water Is poured out the coin haa vanished*. With th.
scribed above we send full printed instructions for performing each trick, so that anyon
form all the tricks to the great amusement of their friends or tbe public. Any boy of ord
with this Cabinet of Tricks in his possession, can (rive a parlor entertainment not inferio
magicians. Besides the tricks contained in the Cabinet, there are twenty-five other feats
explained

""'

It Ise

n opened £

illusions full)
u-jr apparatus

The Mouse in a Pack of Cards, The Drawn Card, The Hat Trick, To Knock a Tumblei
Through a Table, One Cent Rubbed into Two To Find the Number Thought of. Mysterious Wedding Ring
etc. We also send the secret of performing three wonderful stage tricks, aa follows: The Act of Cremat
ing a Woman. Walking on the Ceiling of a Room, and the Disappearing Lady, together with on article oi
legerdemain and valuable hints to amateur conjurers. PRICE COMPLETE ONLY SO CENTS.

Dept. E 6, 3224 ~N. Halsted Street, CHICAGO

The Newest Novelty Aerial Balloon
c.JT''?8 ST^efully In or outdoors.

#
Thia Is the VERY LATEST

SENSATION IN BALLOONS. A brightly colored balloon that
measures sixteen inches long ia blown ap in tbe usual way and,
when released, the air pressure Bends the balloon SOARING
UPWARD, the 3H-lnch propeller SPINNING AROUND AT A

It Is a graceful flier that makes the youngsters WILD WITH JOY.
ra. An immenAely Interesting toy . Prioo lOc Mch( 3 far 2So ppd.

JOHNSON SMITH & CO., Dept. E 6, 3224 N. Halsted Street* CHICAGO

A GOOD
POCKET GUN

! calibre

rindges (shori or longl, firing 7 shots

one loading. The J2 calibre revolver

kes M calibre S. & W.
imodates 5 shots m

loading. Blank cart-

ridges may be used il desired . indeed, there _. _

,ut blanks Von can take dtrect ami at a burglar and fire without causing bodily

larm yet the effect is usually the same, and_lhe vagabond make- -*

gratu'laiing himself on his lucky escape,

approximately 9

type on the market. It is an t

st popular Fourth of July

beco
The

-VEB

i Smith & Co.. Dept. E 6

New
Vamping

Card
No Toaehar NM«*d

fturprlalnily Simple Syataoa

id not despair, for with tb*
right over the piano ke»a>»

"'XEi.'SiHa:
ou will be able to dispense wi ,h *b« aid of th» Vamp'
i. p. pd. Johnson Smllh&Co. . Depl EG

The Hamilton Breech-Loading Rifle

Will Kill Up To 200 Yards

Ud pair of Jiakting (Jdflw

i eenu. These Iniputian
reul feathers, yellow lega

;ctly natural «nd
t of the! hich explooea when about on*.

tbird is smoked.
They appear bo real, and afford ao

good a amoke (while they last) tb*»
tho victim is taken entirely by sur-
prise. A errcat laugh producer ana
entirely harmless. Prlca. boa of t*%
35 cents, postpaid.

JOHNSON SMITH ft CO,

Potmend Stops a
leak inm
minute

The finest repairer for Ironware, Agatewmr*,
Enamelware.etc. Good for kettles, pota.pana,

boilers, and every kind of Ironware, also fo»

tin, copper, aluminum, ice boxes, iron pipes,

cracks in stoves, broken china, porcelain,

woodenware, jmarbla^ etc. ,ML^J$]f'pgfr

moN.

t , „„ ,. , . . . , . . Anyone"can'do"it: FAJtUl£s3
IMPOSSIBLE. Better and easier than solder. Throe sites, 18 canta, 28 csd(s>

|

and SO cents.

.Johnson Smith & Co., Dept. E 6 3224 N. Halsted St.. Chicago

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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The Alkaline Storage Battery
(Continued from page 878)

Consequently the engine would have to be

operated at various rates and at all times.

This is uneconomical.. By using a storage

battery one may arrange to run the engine

at its most economical ( full load ) rate and
thus effect a saving to offset more or less

completely any loss of current resulting

from the use of a storage battery between
the generator and the lights. Further, the

storage battery tends to improve the char-

acter (the steadiness) of the light. With a

small installation where the current passes

directly from the dynamo to the wires sup-

plying current to the lights, the latter are

apt to manifest undesirable fluctuations in

brilliancy because of irregularities in the

running of the engine. By using a storage

battery, one is able to use this fluctuating

current in charging and then to get an even
current from the battery.

A shunt-wound dynamo is the thing to

use—else, when the voltage of the battery

rises too high, it may "back up" and op-

erate the dynamo (series type) as a motor,

causing considerable damage. If a com-
pound dynamo is already installed, or if it

is desired to use such a machine for charg-

ing storage batteries, it can be done simply

by disconnecting the series windings on the

field coils, thus converting the machine into

a shunt dynamo.
The dynamo which is used to charge a

battery should always have an excess volt-

age capacity. Thus, if we are going to use

a battery of 30-32 volts rating, it is good
practise to employ a 45-volt dynamo for

charging. In fact, we may largely consult

convenience when charging a battery, pro-
vided we use a high voltage rather than a

low one. A 110-volt dynamo may be em-
ployed, at times, for charging a 30-32-volt

battery, thru a suitable resistance ; tho per-

haps it will not be the best thing to do.

The alkaline battery with which we are

concerned is made up in a variety of sizes,

of which that known as "A" is quite popu-
lar for electric automboiles and trucks. A
numeral used along with the letter indicates

the number of positive plates used in the

cell. These numbers furnish a rough gage
by means of which the comparative capaci-

ties of this type of cell may be determined.
The reason underlying this is that amper-
age is determined by the total area of plate

surface exposed to the action of the electro-

lyte. An A4 cell will have about half the

capacity of an A8 cell, etc.

v Charging.

The positive terminal of the battery is

conected with the positive line of the sup-
ply current; and the negative terminal with

the negative line. The positive pole of this

type of cell is indicated by a red bushing
and also by a + mark stamped in the metal

of the container. A black bushing is used
for the negative pole. A further means of

determining the positive and negative poles

is by means of the form of the little con-
tainers in the plates. The round tubes be-

long to the positive plates, and the flat

pockets to the negative plates. If sub-

stantial heating is noticed at or near a cell

pole during the charging operation, it is to

be taken as indicative of an imperfect con-
nection. If, however, all the connections
are tight, then disconnect and determine
whether there is dirt present and whether
the metallic contacts are flat and rigidly

clamped.
If there is any doubt as to which is the

positive wire of the dynamo and which is

the negative wire, the following simple test

is recommended :—Connect one wire of the

generator with some form of resistance.

The free end of the unconnected wire of

the resistance and the free end of the un-

connected wire from the generator may
now be brought close together in a cup of

salt water. In a moment one wire-end will

begin to turn bright. Bubbles will form at

this wire. This is the negative one. The
other is, naturally, the positive wire.

Normal Amount of Electrolyte.

The proper amount of electrolyte is such

that plates will be l/2 inch below the surface.

During the charging operation the attend-

ant evolution of gas will be likely to create

a transient level. Tests for the level are to

be made after the charging is all com-
pleted and the liquid has settled down. As
it may not be easy to see conditions inside

the cell, a good way to determine the depth

of liquid over the plate tops is to use a

piece of straight glass tubing with a bore

of, say Vio inch or more. Introduce one

end of the tube, holding it vertical, until the

bottom of the tube is on top of a plate.

Then close the top of the tube with the

forefinger and withdraw the whole. At the

bottom will be found a column of electro-

lyte whose height will be the depth of liquid

over the plate top. When the right amount
of electrolyte is in the container, this col-

umn will measure inch. Simply a glass

tube is required. No rubber cap or tube is

needed in addition and the tube of an ordi-

nary fountain-pen filler may be used. The
rubber bulb is removed and the larger end
of the tube is inserted into the electrolyte.

The operation of charging, as already inti-

mated, involves the production of gas.

Some, at least, of this gas comes from the

decomposition of water in the electrolyte

into its constituent gases. These gases will

naturally be lost, and the result will be a

slight reduction in the total volume of the

electrolyte in the container. Consequently,

a very proper time to examine for height of

solution is subsequent to charging. The
remedy for this loss and any other loss due
to withdrawal of water ( as, for example,

by natural evaporation) is the addition of

pure water.

Adding Water.

When water is to be added to the con-
tained electrolyte to bring the surface to the

required height or to correct a solution

that has become too strong, a special ap-

pliance—the "electric filling outfit"—may
advantageously be employed. Only distilled

water is to be used, whatever the method
of introducing it. Of course, do not add
water during charging, for the reason that

the level can not be exactly determined at

that time, as already explained. The addi-

tion of water will not, ordinarily, be re-

quired ever\r time the battery is used. Usu-
ally, once or twice a week will be sufficient,

unless the operation of the battery is very
considerable. Other things being equal,

water will be necessary oftener when the

constant current method of charging is

used instead of the tapering current method.

Two Methods of Charging.

To charge by what is known as the con-
stant current method the rheostat is set a
few amperes higher than the current it is

proposed to deliver. The amperage will

fall off as the charging goes on, but by
readjusting the rheostat every 30 minutes
or so to a point somewhat higher than the

average desired, a fairly even flow may be
maintained. To charge by what is known
as the tapering current method, the rheo-
stat is set a considerable amount above the

desired average, say 50 per cent, and the

current delivered without further adjust-
ment. At the end it is proper that the cur-

rent should be considerably below the aver-

age. An advantage of this method is the
relief from attention during the charge.

LISTEN
TO
ME!

Be A CERTIFICATED

ELECTRICIAN
THIS IS YOUR

CHANCE OF A LIFE TIME
I am Chief Engineer of the great

.

Chicago Engineering Works. I am in close

official touch with the electrical world. I

know how badly we need trained electri-

cians who can take charge of important
work as experts. Right now there is such
a need for executive electricians that I am
making a special effort to help meet the

demand. I am publishing this special an-
nouncement to secure a certain number of

ambitious men whom I will personally

train by mail for the wonderful oppor-
tunities that are open.

/ WILL MAKE YOU
a Trained Electrician

I don't care how young or old you are,

just as long as you can read and write and
have a spark of ambition. I don't care

where you live or what you do. I don't

care if you don't know a blessed thing

about electricity. Just give me a little of

your spare time for a short period and I'll

show you the quick way to success in

electricity. You can qualify to eam $36
to $100 a week with opportunities for

greater earnings.

/ Train You by Maitl
Your spare time will do. No interfer-

ence with your regular duties. I under-
stand just what you must know and I

have devised a wonderful way of instruct-

ing by mail. I positively guarantee your
satisfaction.

Wonderful
Electrical
Outfit

Absolutely free. Not a penny cost to

you now or later. To those who act at

once I will give a wonderful set of Elec-

trical Equipment with my compliments.
Write me at once. I have only a limited

number of sets to be given free. Drop
me a post card or letter.

\ftfyif(> f You will have to act quick to
*\ " get in on this opportunity.

Write me today for full particulars. Drop
me a post card. Write Now.

CHIEF ENGINEER COOKE,
Chicago Engineering Works,

Dept. 524

441 Cass Street, Chicago, Illinois

Firee

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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Opportunity Ad-lets
YOU will find many remarkable opportunities and real bargains in these columns. It will pay you to read and investigate the offerings

made every month by reliable firms, dealers and amateurs from all over the country. No matter what you may be seeking, whether supplies,

automobile accessories, the opportunity to make money, or anything else, you will find listed here the best and most attractive specials of the

Advertisements in this section seven cents a word for each insertion. No advertisement for less than 50c accepted. Name and address

must be included at the above rate. Cash should accompany all classified advertisements unless placed by an accredited advertising agency.

Ten per cent discount for 6 issues, 20 per cent discount for 12 issues. Objectionable or misleading advertisements not accepted. Ad-
vertisements for the May issue must reach us not later than March 22.

The Circulation of the Experimenter is over 100,000 and climbing every month
EXPERIMENTER PUBLISHING CO., INC., 233 Fulton Street, New York, N. Y.

Automobile Accessories.

More Power, Less Fuel, No Carbon. No mys-
tery, plain facts, results guaranteed. Write for
booklet S. O. No-Leak-O Piston Ring Co., Balti-
more, Md.
Fords Start Easy in Cold Weather with our

new 1919 carburetors. 34 miles per galllon. Use
cheapest gasoline or half kerosene. Increased
power. Styles for any motor. Very slow on
high. Attach it yourself. Big profits to agents.
Money back guarantee. Thirty days' trial. Air-
Friction Carburetor Co., 270 Madison, Dayton,
Ohio.

Repair parts for all make cars, also engines.
Carburetors, magnetos, bucket seats for racing
cars. We also carry a large stock of slightly
used tires and tubes at very lowest prices.
Write for list. Haviland Supply Co., 2306 Sev-
enth Ave., New York City.

Ford Car Repair Book sent free. This valu-
able, complete, well illustrated, book explains in

a simple way the Causes and Cures of Over-
heating; Repairing Ford Timer; Curing Piston
Ring Troubles; Carburetor Adjustment and Re-
pairs; Connecting Rods; Transmission Troubles;
Care and Repair of Rear Axle; Stopping Axle
Grease Leaks; also covers practically every
other phase of Ford Car repairing. Another
feature is a chart showing exactly how much
to pay for work done by rapair men. Send 25c
coin for three month's trial subscription and get
the valuable repair book free. Ford Owners'
Magazine, 417 Montgomery Bldg., Milwaukee,
Wisconsin.

Simplex Belt Power Transmitter for Fords,
$12.50. Write for circular. Frank R. Weisger-
ber, Salina, Kans.

Agents Wanted.

Easy, Pleasant Work for mechanics, shop men,
clerks, during spare hours, will add many dollars
to their salaries. Also want persons who can
give full time. Big wages assured. Novelty
Cutlery Co., 308 Bar St., Canton, Ohio.

$10 Daily refinishing chandeliers, brass beds,
automobiles by new method, without capital or
experience. Free particulars and proofs. Write
today. Gunmetal Co., Ave. D, Decatur, 111.

Insyde Tyres, inner armor for automobile tires,

double mileage and prevent purictures and blow-
outs. Quickly applied. Costs little. Demand
tremendous. Profits unlimited. Details free.
American Automobile Accessories Co., Dept. 54,
Cincinnati, O.

American Inkless Pen—new invention. Every-
body wants it. Sells $1. Agent's sample 60c.

Agents, District Managers wanted. Attractive
proposition. Buckeye Distributing Co., 1822
Noble Rd., E. Cleverand, O.

Agents! Get busy sell Wax O Polish direct
to car owners. Resists dust and mud. Makes
the car look new and glossy. Requires no rub-
bing, dries instantly. Good profits given to
agents. Send for sample now. Price postpaid
$1.00. Wax O Polish Co., 119 No. 1st St., Al-
berquerque, New Mexico.

Agents—Exciting fun flying a Yankee Aero-
plane, flies like a real machine. Sample and
money making plan, 25c. Yankee Mfg. Co.,
Milwaukee, Wis.

Make your own toothpowder and retail it.

Great profits, receipt 25c. Mason's, Petaluma,
Cal.

Agents—New invention puzzles world; wonder-
ful chemical cloth; one rub over rain, snow
blurred auto windshield, street car or engine
window, presto! glass stays clear 24 hours;
can't blur; agents making $120 weekly. Security
Mfg. Co.. Dept. 106, Toledo, Ohio.

Telegraphy.
Telegraphy, Wire and Wireless, and Railway

Accounting taught thoroughly. Unprecedented
demand for both sexes. Big Salaries. Oldest and
Largest School—Est. 45 years. Catalog free.
Dodges Institute, Seventh St., Valparaiso, Ind.

Postcards.

Everything in Postcards. Live-wire list free.
Worth-while samples 25c. Mention subjects pre-
ferred. Mutual Supply Co., Bradford, Pa.

Help Wanted.
Nikola Tesla Correctly Chose his life work. I

can help you to choose as intelligently as he
chose. Complete character reading showing
what natural abilities you possess. Tried and
true method based on photos and handwriting.
No magic guesses. Particulars free. Lowell P.

Hoyt, Presque Isle, Me.

U. S. Government Positions. Men—women. $80

to $135 month. Paid vacations.
_
Short hours.

Pleasant work. Common education sufficient.

Write immediately for list positions now open.
Franklin Institute, Dept. D26, Rochester, N. Y.

Raise White Mice, big profits let me start you.
Ray Boyle, Watertown, S. Dak.

Make Die-Castings. Sketch, Sample, Booklet,
and Proposition, 12c. Byrd & Blair, Box 227 F,

Erie, Pa.

Motion Pictures.

Motion Picture Film for home machines 200

feet $2.00, parcel post prepaid. Charles Gunby,
145 West 45th Street, New York.

For Sale Cheap, Motion Picture Films. Send
ioc for sample and list. William Halstead, 88

Mamaroneck Ave., White Plains, N. Y.

February 24, 1919.

Mr. R. W. DeMott.
Advertising Manager,
The Electrical Experimenter,
233 Fulton Street,
New York City, New York.

Dear Sir:

We take great pleasure in stating that

our advertising in your classified depart-

ment has been very successful.

To tell the truth, we have received more
returns and at a lower cost than any me-
dium that we are using.

Sincerely yours,

National Aero Institute,
(Signed) John A. Tenney,

President.

niiiimirrmiiiiimimnii

Exchange Ads.

For Sale—Two loose coupler receiving sets,

commercial type, best construction, and phones.
Splendid condition. Low price. Unusual oppor-
tunity for amateur station. Call Saturday eve-
ning, 354 Convent Ave., near West 145th Street,

New York City.

For Sale—Train, Camera, and other small stuff.

Mahan Smith, Jefferson City, Mo.

For Sale—Telephone generators, $1.50; Battery
telephone, 75c; Electrolytic interrupter, $2.00;

$35.00 Chemistry Laboratory, $25.00; Brandes Su-
periors, $4.25; Telephone transmitter, 50c; Audion,
$3.00; Double Barreled _ shot-gun, 12 gage, $7.00;

17 jewel Waltham, silverine case, $9.00; etc.

Want—Typewriter. Welton, 708 Marion, Mat-
toon, 111.

$300.00 Tent, 40 x 80, cheap, $30.00 takes it. 4-20

ft. center poles 9 ft. wall. Also twin cylinder
motorcycle engine with magneto $10.00. V. G.
Gustafson, 1402 N. Hickory St., Joliet, 111.

Exchange—Thorough Bred Shetland Pony for

8 inch spark coil or $125.00. Deb. Cummins, Wil-
mot, S. D.

Write immediately for large list of electrical
and chemical apparatus. Mr. Keogh, 328 Lorel,
Chicago.

For Sale—Electrical Apparatus. Send stamp
for list. Alfred Embovitz, Washington Depot,
Conn.
Brand new 15 dial Omnigraph with 15 extra

dials, $15. Write J. F. Maurer, Jr., 682 Broadway,
West New York, N. J.

Sell—Loose Coupler, $4.00; Detector, 30c. List
of Wireless . apparatus 3c. Kenneth Tooker,
Coshocten, O.

Will Sell or Trade a Fuller Johnson, over-
hauled, gasoline engine, i'A H.P. Fred Sheel,

174 Martin Street. Milwaukee, Wis.

For Sale—One 50 amps.—no- 125 volts—2 wire
—D. C.—Duncan Integrating Wattmeter in first

class condition. J. Paternoster, 511 West 160th

St., N. Y. C, Phone 9651 Audubon.

ran
Exchange Ads.—Continued.

For Sale—Blueprints of motor windings, see
add under Blueprints, etc., this issue. Charles
L. Chittenden, 811 W. 18th St., Kansas City, Mo.

Wanted—Mignon Receiving Cabinet RLC 5 or
RLC 6. Cash. J. H. Newton, Suffolk, Va.

For Sale— 1, 2, 3, 8, 9 Hawkin's Guides, rheap.
Joseph Saltry; 319 Oak St., Scranton, Pa.

Wanted—Omnigraph and Records. State price
and condition. J. A. Burgess, Provost, Va.
Sale—High tension magneto $5. Austin Ran-

dall, Bradford, Me.
For Sale—Small Climax talking machine and

20 records in Ai condition for $10.00. Also Tel-
escope, Magazines, Electrical Apparatus. Emil
Feldman, Manning, Iowa.

Sell—Omnigraph No. 2 Jr. Make me an offer.
Myrl Priest, St. James, Minn.

For Sale—National Automatic Telegraph Trans-
mitter with 25 records in continental code, prac-
tically new, $12.50. Leonard Ulstrip, Frecwater,
Ore.

For Sale—Complete sending and receiving set.
Absolutely new. K. Jennings, Newton, Mass.
Wanted—Bound Volumes, 3 and 4 of Electrical

Experimenter. Printing Outfit or Wireless Re-
ceiving Set. Everett Fritzberg, 727 Washington
St., Northeast, Minneapolis, Minn.
For Sale— 1 H.P. D. C. Electric motor; 1 motor-

cycle engine; also other things. George Conlin,
851 Columbus Ave., New York City, N. Y.

Sell—Complete Chemical Outfit, Wireless and
Electrical Goods. Charles McLaughlin, Cadiz,
Ohio.

For Sale

—

>/z K.W. Open Core Transformer,
unmounted, cost $6.50, $2.50; 14 K.W. Closed Core
Transformer, $7.50, $4; Pancake Oscillation Trans-
former, $3.75, $2; Jove Detector, 70c; 2500 meter
Loose Coupler, $8, $4; .22 H. & R. 7 shot revol-
ver, $8.50, $5; .22 Automatic Rifle, $17.00, $8.50;
3000 meter home made Loose Coupler, $5; all in
fine condition. Guns' bores are perfect. Henry
Cole. M-2 Box 380, Indianapolis, Ind.

Will Swap—No. 2 Folding Autographic Brownie
and fishing rod and reel for wireless apparatus.
Max Feldner, 1444 W. 13th St,, Chicago, 111.

Wanted—Parts type 400-500 Edison Primary
Batteries. Michael Boland, Forest Avenue, En-
glewood, N. J.

2 K.W. Wireless Outfit. Full particulars by mail.
Best offer or exchange for marine engine. W.
Monroe Whaley, Maple Road, Linthicum Heights,
Md.
For Sale—New 5 record Omnigraph, buzzer,

key, 20 records, $15.00. Margaret Ewing, Nor-
wichtown, Conn.

For Sale—Hytone Rotary Gap '/2 K.W. Trans-
former, Pancake Type Oscillation Transformer.
Unusually fine glass plate condenser NAA Coup-
ler. All new, low price. V. Van Zandt, 1663
Winfield St., Los Angele s.

Sell—Good Remington Typewriter, $30. C. Gil-
lespie, 72 Woodward, Buffalo, N. Y.

For Sale—Nonpareil printing press, number 22;
eight fonts type and ornaments $25. Donald
Peglow, LaPorte, Ind.

For Sale—Curtiss Biplane, 3 ft. Model $10.00.
Miami bicycle $12.00. Post card projector elec-
tric, $4.00. Edw. Webb, New London, O.

Electrical Photographic and Chemical Appara-
tus, motors, fans, switches, spark plugs. Advise
what you want or have for sale. H. C. Hancock,
Bogota, N. J.

Exchange—$8.00 Omnigraph and dials for vari-
able condensers or motor. W. T. Gravely, Dan-
ville, Va.

Sell—Twelve complete wrestling lessons, $5.00.

Harry Schulte, 2460 Buchanan St., Baltimore, Md.
For Sale—No. 5 (No. S) Omnigraph worth $7

perfect condition. Wanted— perfect Thordarsen
1 K.W. sending transformer, state price. Wal-
lace Heckman, Windermere Rd., Auburndale,
Mass.

.

I

Wanted—Telegraph Apparatus. Write Gowan,
343 George, Peterboro, Can.

For Sale—Audion Bulb, Tuner, Condenser and
double receiving phones. Cahn, 182 Pulaski St.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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Patent Attorneys.

Inventions Patented. Trade-marks Registered,
Labels, Prints and Publications Copyrighted,
reasonable fees; correspondence solicited; de-
tailed information free; booklets. Jaynes &
Jaynes, 702 Kellogg, Washington, D. C.

Patents Procured—Trade Marks Registered—

A

comprehensive, experienced, prompt service for

the protection and development of your ideas.

Preliminary advice gladly furnished without
charge. Booklet of information and form for

disclosing idea free on request. Richard B.

Owen, 130 Owen Bldg., Washington, D. C, or
2278-T Woolworth Bldg.. New York.

M. F. Miller, Ouray Building, Washington,
D. C. Patent Attorney, Mechanical and Elec-
trical Expert. Best quality of work and results.

Moderate charges. Advice free.

I Millions spent annually for ideas! Hundreds
now wanted! Patent yours and profit! Write
today for free books—tell how to protect your-
self, how to invent, ideas wanted, how we help
you sell, etc. American Industries, Inc., 21a

Patent Dept., Washington. D, C.

John M. McLachlen, Atty. at Law, Patents,
Trade Marks, Copyrights, 410 McLachlen Bldg.,
Was hington, D. C.

Patents—My fee payable in monthly install-

ments. Send sketch for advice. Booklet free.

Frank Fuller. Washington, D. C.

Patent Your Own Inventions. Save attorney's
fees; we prepare applications; furnish full in-

structions and give satisfaction. Free informa-
tion. Carl Larsen Co., Park Row Building, New
York City.

Patent Attorney, Electrical Engineer, Mechan-
ical Expert; Thorough Personal Service. Frank
Ledermann, 21 Park Row, New York.

Patents. My fee payable in installments. Full
particulars return mail. John Patten Duffie,
Patent Attorney, Washington, D. C.

nilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllW

For Inventors.

We Have A Proposition that will probably in-

terest you. Inquiries invited. The Wakefield
Engineering Co., 922C—F St., N. W., Washington,
I). C.

600 Mechanical Movements, also illustrations
and explanations of 50 perpetual motions. My
book, Inventors' Universal Educator, 4th edition,

tells how to procure and sell a patent for your
new invention. Government and other costs.
Covers the matter from A to Z. 140 pages ele-

gantly bound. Contains noted Court decisions on
Patent cases. Mechanical Movements greatly
assist inventors—suggest new ideas that might
prove of great aid in perfecting inventions. Tells
how to select an attorney. Has valuable informa-
tion regarding Patent Sharks, Selling Agents and
Brokers. Price $1. Postage free. Fred G. Diet-
erich, 603 Ouray Building, Washington, D. C.

Inventors. Protect your Idea before exposing
it. Advice Free. Inventor's Patent Service,
Park Row Building, New York City.

Inventions Commercialized. Cash or royalty.
Adam Fisher Mfg. Co., 205 St. Louis, Mo.
Inventors join National Institute of Inventors,

World Building, New York City; membership
society 1,900 strong; will help protect, develop,
finance and market your invention. Absolutely
no charge. Write for booklet.
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Patents for Sale.

Patent—Cork float oil gauge for Ford cars.
Price right. L. A. Randall, Conimicut, R. I.
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News Correspondents.

Earn $25 Weekly, spare time, writing for news-
papers, magazines. Experience unnecessary; de-
tails free. Press Syndicate, 566 St. Louis, Mo.
iiniiiiiiiiniiimiiniiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiN^

Scenery for Hire.

Collapsible Scenery for all Plays. Amelia Grain,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
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Cameras, Supplies—Photo Developing.

Send us your next film for developing and
printing. No charge unless you are satisfied

with our work. The Photolo Co., 36 Garrison
Road, Claredon, Virginia.

Mail Us 15c with any size Film for develop-
ment and 6 velvet prints.

i

Or send 6 negatives
any size and 15c for 6 prints, 8 x 10" mounted
enlargements 35c. Prompt, perfect service. Roa-
noke Photo Finishing Co., 255 Bell Ave., Roanoke,
Va.

Camera bargain list free. Durso, Dept. 41, 25
Mulberry, N. Y. City.

Clean, Neat, Perfect Kodak Finishing at the
lowest prices. Work returned the same day re-
ceived. Send film for sample print and copy of
Catalog on Developing, Printing, Enlarging and
Hand Coloring, also copy for Photo Craft Maga-
zine which will help you make better pictures.
Photo Craft Co., Box 69, Ann Arbor, Mich.

YniL benefit by
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Tricks, Puzzles and Games.

What Every Draftsman Should Know. Very
useful booklet. Price 12c postpaid. Wack Book-
let Co., 1943 Patten St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Dear Reader—If Occult, New-Thought and Sci-

entific books appeal to you, send for my catalog,
it's free. I have books on Personal Magnetism,
Concentration, Spiritualism, Clairvoyance, Seer-
ship, Will, Mind, Hypnotism, Mesmerism, Char-
acter Reading, Healing, Mysticism, Success,
Salesmanship, Mechanics, Entertainment, etc.

A. W. Martens, J-49. B urlington, Iowa.

World-Romic System, Masterkey to All Lan-
guages. Six Textbooks, $1.44. French Chart, 37c;
Spanish, 37c; Aviation Dictionary, $1.50. French-
English Aviation Dictionary, 61c. Languages,
143 West 47th, New York.

Books on Sex—Catalogue free. United Sales
Co., Springfield, 111.

Books for Real Live People. Lists free. J. E.
Sheridan, 417 E. 151st, New York.

20,000 Formulas, Recipes and Trade Secrets in

double-column, 530-page book, only $1. Postpaid.
Clifford Camp Co., 32 Prospect St., Claremont,
N. H.

To Get Better Pictures: Read the Amateur
Photographer's Weekly; illustrated; weekly
prize competitions; print criticisms ; many unique
features; $1.50 per year; three months' trial sub-
scription 25c. Abel Publishing Company, 401
Caxton Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio.

Old E. E. Back Numbers: We have some valu-
able old E. E. back numbers on hand as follows:
1QI 5—Jan., March, April, May, June, July, Aug.,
Sept., Oct., Nov., Dec, price each 35c. 1916—Jan.,
Feb., March, May, June, Sept., Dec, price each
35c. 1917—Jan., April, May, Aug., Nov., Dec,
each 35c. 1918—Jan., Mar., 35c; 1918—May, June,
July, Aug., Sept., Oct., Nov., Dec, each 20c.

1919—Jan., Feb., Mar., 20c. We can fill orders at
once upon receipt of your remittance, and if you
have not these numbers already, now is your
chance to get them, as they probably will be
snapped up very quickly. Experimenter Pub-
lishing Co., 233 Fulton St., New York City.

Sexual Knowledge—By Dr. Faulkner. Plain
facts about sex matters. Over 100 pages valu-
able information for men and women, married or
single. Price 25c, in plain wrapper. United Sales
Co., Springfield, 111.

Leading Magical Magazine. You'll like it! All
magicians do! Why? The value is there. Sam-
ple 10c; three months, 25c; year $1.00. The
Eagle Magician, Dept. E, Minneapolis, Minn.
"Nature Book" facts every married and engaged
person should know. 35c. Central Company, 599
Ninth Avenue, New York.

Blue Prints.

Blue Prints: y2 H.P. Gas Engine 30c, 54 H.P.
Steam Engine 50c, '/s H.P. Boiler and Engine
70c, all 3 $1.00. Circulars for stamp. Universal
Gas Motor Co., 364 Monadnock

, Chicago.

Blue Prints of Motor windings. 108 A.C. con-
nections, 132 D.C. armature windings, complete
240 diagrams $5.00 cash. Send 25c for 12 samples
or write for particulars. Charles L. Chittenden,
811 West 18th Street, Kansas City, Mo.
Make volt and ammeters. Simple practical

instruction and blue print 25c. D. R. Hansell,
2328 N. Carlisle Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Health.

Enjoy Vigorous Health. My new book "Muscu-
lar Development" tells how. Send for it today

—

ioc. Earle Liederman, Dept. A, 203 Broadway,
New York.

Tobacco or Snuff Habit Cured or no pay; $1.00
if cured. Remedy sent on trial. Superba Co.,
SA, Baltimore, Md.
Pyorrhea—H. E. Kelty, D. D. S„ M. D., pyor-

rhea specialist for 15 years, has developed a suc-
cessful home treatment for pyorrhea. Purifying,
healing, preventative. Full month's treatment
and booklet $1.00. Circular free. Dr. H. E.
Kelty, 106 Gladwin Ave., Leonia, N. J.

Cigarette, pipe or chewing habit conquered.
Nature's method. Guaranteed. Write for free
brochure. Edw. J. Woods, TA-300, Station F,
New York.

Stammering.

St-Stu-t-t-tering and Stammering cured at
home. Instructive booklet free. Walter McDon-
nell, 105 Potomac Bank Building, Washington,
D. C.

[[[Hi

For the Hair.

I was Bald. Obtained hair growth by an In-
dian's ointment containing genuine bear oil and
rare plant juices. Many others have good hair-
growing results. Will send box, postpaid, with
recipe, ioc. John Hart Brittain, 150 E 32nd St.,

BA-300. New York.

Tricks, Puzzles, Jokes, Toys, Games, Novelties,
Doll and Cane Racks, Plays, Wigs, Stage Sup-
plies, Escapes and Illusions. Large 1917 catalog
free. Oakes Magical Co., Dept. 549, Oshkosh,
Wis.

1000 Stage Tricks with 500 illustrations. Cata-
logue ioc, small catalogue free. Hornmann
Magic Co., Sta. 6, 170 Eighth Avenue, New York.

Black Art Hindoo Experiments, 1919 Edition,
25c. Invisible Ink. Free Trick. Catalogue each
order. Linhorst Magic X Shop, St. Louis,

Ventriloquism taught almost anyone at home.
Small cost. Send today 3c stamp for particulars
and proof. O. A. Smith, Room R-605, 801 Bige-
low Street, Peoria, 111.

100 Kinds Wire and Steel Puzzles. Catalog and
leader 10c postpaid. Western Puzzle Works,
St. Paul, Minn.

Phonographs, Needles and Supplies

Build Your Own Phonographs and manufacture
them for profit. Drawing instructions, Parts,
Price List, Blue Prints, etc., complete, sent free
upon request. Write today. Associated Phono-
graph Co., Dept. E-i, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Build Your Phonograph. "Perfection" high-
quality spring and electric Motors, Tone Arms,
Reproducers. Wonderful results. Big saving.
New catalog and building instructions mailed
for ten cents. Indiana Phonograph Supply Co.,
Indianapolis, Indiana.

Phonograph Owners: Test our wonderful, new
Ring Point needles. Buy at wholesale prices
and make money selling to your friends who
hear how they improve tone. Scientific method,
important discovery, very interesting. Single
needle plays 100 records. Send 25c for samples
and special offer. K. Kenyon Company, 31 Union
Square, New York.

Wonderful $75 Phonograph. 42 inches high,
j2-records album, needles, $45. Stamp. 631 New-
hall, Milwaukee, Wis.

Motors, Engines and Dynamos.

Small Motors and Generators: 1000 New Motors
and Generators from Bankruptcy Stock, % H. P.

A. C, $18.50 each; '/2 H. P., $30.00. Battery
Charging Sets—Robbins & Myers new outfits, all

sizes, $30.00 each and up. Charging, Lighting
and Moving Picture Arc Generators, $10.00 each
and up. Motors for all phases of current. Im-
mediate delivery Less than l/2 regular prices.
Write for late bulletin. Johnston, West End,
Pittsburgh, Penna.

For Sale—The following 60 cycles, single-phase
motors, 1800 r.p.m., new. 24-^-no volts, z

l/2 h.p.,

220 volts, 254 h.p. 220 volts, 2-1 h.p. 220 volts,

\-iY: h.p. 220 volts, 2-2 h.p. 220 volts. Electric
Machinery Equipment Co., 714 W. Van Buren
St., Chicago.

Wanted for Cash—Marine, rowboat, stationary,
automobile, motorcycle engines or bicycle at-
tachment motors. State condition, price, etc.

Write, A. J. Temps, 305 Broadway, New York
City.

Printing.

100 Bond Noteheads, 4 lines and 100 envelopes,
prepaid, $1.00 Southwestern, 1413-H Berendo, Los
Angeles.

100 Engraved Style Visiting Cards 50c; 100
Emblem Cards 70c. H. Gregory, Warwick, N. Y.
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiniira

Stamps and Coins.

500 Finely Mixed United States or Foreign
Stamps, 12c. Philatelic Star, Madison, N. Y.

California Gold, Quarter size, 27c; Half-dollar
size, 53c; Dollar size, $1.10; Large cent, 1820, and
catalogue, ioc. Norman Shultz, Kings City, Mo.
Stamps—61 all different free. Postage, 3c.

Mention paper. Quaker Stamp Co., Toledo, Ohio.

Free—Packet Valuable Stamps to applicants
50% approvals. Benj. Forbes, 160 Devilliers,
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Free packet of stamps to approval applicants.
Laskaris, Union City, Pa.

Stamps 100 different, 8c; 200, 23c. Approvals.
Michaels, 5600 Prairie, Chicago.

Acme Stamp Co.—Send stamp for pocket list.

494 12th St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
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For Advertisers.

"Quick-Action Advertising—How it is Building
Business for the Progressive Advertisers of

America"; A little story of results told by
the advertisers themselves—not the publisher.
You will be interested in reading this 1 i 1 1 1 - - book-
let which we have prepared for prospective ad-
vertisers, a copy of which will be gladly mailed
to you upon request. It tells you how to talk

business with 1,000,000 intelligent, interested and
responsive Americans every month—men who
know what they want and who have the money
to buy it. Write for particulars and rates today.
Douglas Wakefield Coutlee, 225 West 39th St.,

New York.

n< -"'iomng the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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For Men.

Shave Yourself? Send ten cents to Meentzen,
Beaumont, Texas, for blood stopping styptic

pencil.

nnDUHiiiiw^

Business Opportunities.

Victory—Mechanical Toy Soldier window at-

traction. 30 inches high. Salutes, turns head,
points with finger, etc., as set. Well made,
nicely dressed officers, privates, Uncle Sam, etc.

Electrically operated. Does some stunt every
half minute or oftener as set and will salute
soldier and pay no attention to other if de-
sired. Representative wanted in each city and
town. Write for prices. The John M. Biggs Co.,
Box 324, Chattanooga, Tenn.

Dollars Yearly in Your Back Yard. No gin-

seng, mushroom dope. New ideas. Investigate.
Particulars free. Metz, 313 East 89, New York.

Build up an Income in Oil—Others are doing
it—Why not you? Today is the opportunity.
Join our easy monthly payment plan NOW— it

may mean hundreds in profits. Write for in-

formation. National Oil Drilling Co., Dept. K,
Houston, Texas.

Incorporate your business under the common
law. No organization Lax; no franchise tax; no
federal corporation tax; certificates not taxable;
stockholders exempt from company debts; do
business anywhere; directors reside where you
wish; lowest cost organization possible. Com-
mon Law Organization Co., 4 Randolph, Detroit,
Mich.

Patents For Sales: To buy or sell patents ad-
dress Patent News-H, Washington, D. C. Only
inventor's newspaper published.

Start a profitable business manufacturing
"Puffed Crisp." Delicious confection. Whirl-
wind money-maker. Machine, instructions com-
plete $6.50. Samples 10 cents. Bestever Prod-
ucts Co., 2526—E4, Polk St., Chicago.

We will start you in the cleaning and dyeing
business, little capital needed, big profits. Write
for booklet. Ben-Vonde System, Dept. H, Char-
lotte, N. C.

Why Sell Perfumes and Toilet Goods for
others! make your own; get all the profits. Par-
ticulars, Laboratory Box 1316—X— Memphis,
Tenn. ^ &
Hurry: Our First Issue. Plans and specifica-

tions for building National Advertising Weather
Service. Sales talk picture of finished machine,
etc. Profit $150.00 for manufacturer. Protected
territory. Descriptive literature, terms and pic-
ture 25 cents. None free. National Sales Co.,
Box 421, Lima, Ohio.

If Interested in profitable money making plan
send quarter. Coffer, 104 Main St., Flushing, L. I.

"Quick-Action Advertising—How it is Building
Business for the Progressive Advertisers of
America"; A little story of RESULTS, told by
the advertisers themselves—not the publisher.
You will be interested in reading this little

booklet, which we have prepared for prospective
advertisers, a copy of which will be gladly
mailed to you upon request. It tells you how
to talk business with 1,000,000 intelligent, inter-
ested and responsive Americans every month

—

men who know what they want and who have
the money to buy it. Write for particulars and
rates today. Douglas Wakefield Coutlee, 225
West 39th Street, New York.

Enter a New Business. Earn $3,000 to $6,000
yearly in professional fees making and fitting a
foot specialty, openings everywhere with all the
trade you can attend to; easily learned by any-
one at home in a few weeks, at small expense;
no further capital required; no goods to buy,
job hunting, soliciting or agency. Address
Stephenson Laboratory, 18 Back Bay, Boston.

Make Die-Castings. Sketch, Sample, Booklet,
and Proposition, 12c. R. Byrd, Box 227, Erie, Pa.

$30.00 a week evenings. I made it with a

small mail order business; continued my regular
job daytime. Free Booklet tells how, 2 cents
postage. Albert W.' Scott, Cohoes, N. Y.

Gold and Silver Plating without costly electri-
cal apparatus. Wonderful example of scientific
achievement. Unparalleled opportunity to es-
tablish yourself in dignified lucrative business.
Experience and capital unnecessary. Complete
detailed instructions in both processes. One
Dollar. Electroless Plating Co., 1646 Echo Park
Ave., Los Angeles.

Branch Manager Wanted for old established
Chicago Concern. We furnish full stock of
goods, advertising matter, and equip store com-
pletely, in good location, all at our expense and
pay you $40.00 a week salary, in addition to lib-

eral share of the profits your store earns.
Work can be started in spare time. No invest-
ment or previous experience necessary to secure
this position. If you are a hustler and want an
opportunity to make $5,000 to $15,000 a year we
want ;'ou and will pay you well from the start.
Send me your application today. S. Levy, Mgr.,
Department 784 Como Bldg., Chicago, 111.

Experimenters: Would you like to earn $100.00
a month in your spare time at home. Send 25
cents (Coin) for instructions. Lloyd Stultz,
Middlctown, Maryland.

Business Opportunities—Continued.

Make Big Money opening safes and setting
combinations. Wayne Strong, P. O. Box 1430,

Los Angeles, Cal.

Men, get into the wonderful tailoring agency
business, big profits taking orders and your own
clothes free. We furnish fine sample outfit and
everything free. No experience needed. Write
today. Banner Tailoring Co., Dept. 186, Chicago.

Attention manufacturers—What have you to of-

fer for Mail Order House? Must be easy mail-
ing. Can use large quantities. Address, Guaran-
tee Sales Co., 468 E. 117th St., Cleveland, Ohio.
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Miscellaneous.

Luminous Paint makes watches, clocks, any-
thing visible at night, 25c bottle. Luminous
Paint Co., 2426-X Polk St., Chicago.

Your Opportunity — Used correspondence
courses bought and sold. Dollars saved. Write
now. Enclose stamp. MacMichael Educational
Bureau, Dept. 44, Victor, N. Y.

Japanese Incense produces fragrant odour.
Sample 10c. Box Yama, Postal Box, 281 Sta. C,
Los Angeles, Cal.

Be Healthy! Know the surest way to success.
Read "Sincere Words," 1919 wonder. 20c post-
paid. Success, 1943 Patten St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Cats crave catnip. Send 10c for a "catnip
mouse" (a lifelike cloth mouse, stuffed with cat-
nip). More fun than a "barrel of monkeys," and
your "kitty" will like it. Address: Percy Ewing,
Decatur, 111.

You Can Be a Winner. Gain Power and
Individuality and become what you wish to be,
through our system of Self-Development. Practi-
cal, positive benefits. Send 10c and birth-date
for interesting Personality Sketch and first

lesson in Efficiency. Thomson-Heywood Co.,

Dept. 350, Chronicle Bldg., San Francisco. Cal.

Catch Fish. Descriptive folder containing valu-
able information mailed for stamp. George
Julian, Albany Building, Boston.

Blacksmith, Listen! Prepare for big wages in

Navy and Arsenal with Toy's Modern Methods
doing hard jobs easy. Forging and making solid
welds, hardening and tempering to a standard,
with colored tempering charts. All for one dollar.

Sample free. W. M. Toy, Sidney, Ohio.

Wanted—Small Gasoline and Steam Engines.
Cash paid for 1 to 4 cylinder light weight Motors.
>4 to 10 H.P. Johnston, West End, Pittsburgh,
Pa.

Snow Plow. Removes snow from sidewalks,
etc. Easy to raise or lower. Thoroughly tested.
Can also be used as toy. A. H. Tallyn, Benson, 111.

"Opportunity Adlets" bring quick results. Our
100,000 circulation, net. Other firms are making
money—so can you. For proof address Classified
Department, Electrical Experimenter, 233 Fulton
St., New York City.
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Wireless.

Amateur Radio will be Prohibited in Five Years
unless amateurs organize for beneficial protec-
tion! Will amateurs be organized body able to
protect themselves from this impending calam-
ity? Write us for absolutely latest particulars
concerning this latest question. Future amateur
radio depends on you—the loyal amateur! Only
a slacker will hesitate. You write immediately!
American Institute of Radio Engineering. Omaha.
Complete receiving sets $8.50, $9.50 and up.

Instruments, parts, minerals. Circular for stamp.
Inquiries invited. Jenkins, 923 Purchase Street,
New Bedford, Mass.

Mineral Detectors are not one hundred per cent
efficient without a sterling silver catwhisker.
Better* than gold, 15c each. Gooding and Layton,
1604 Broome Street, Wilmington, Delaware.

DeForest Ship's Set Complete. Loose coupler,
detector stand, reversing switch, variable con-
denser, etc., all mounted on hard rubber base
and mahogany cabinet—very fine. Price $30.
W. M. Ronan, 172 Front St., New York.

Better stock up now on switches and switch
points for that new set. Circular describing the
most perfect on the market sent free. Eureka
Secondary Co., 6939 S. May St., Chicago, 111.

Learn Wireless Telegraphy at Home Cheap

—

Through home course outlined which will not ex-
ceed $5.00 including the entire outlay. Don't
waste time and money learning elsewhere. Use
your spare time for this purpose. I tell you how
to obtain this complete course and answer all

questions free thereafter. Complete instructions
and details, $1.00. Investigate. Satisfaction guar-
anteed. E. Jones, 818 Roosevelt, New Orleans,
La.

Switch Points, Binding Posts, Switch levers,
and small parts, send 2c for catalogue describing
these and other goods. A. W. Bow nan & Co., 23
Church St., (Harvard Square), Cambridge, Mass.

Amateurs, Complete Set of Blue Prints and In-
structions for construction of (RA6) Regenerative
Receiver, amplification 100, range 180-580 meters.
Easy to construct. Just revised. Price $1.50
postpaid. Radio Research Laboratories, 2148
Fifth Avenue, Troy, New York.
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Formulas.

500 Formulas, resilvering mirrors, renewing dry
batteries, luminous paints, mechanics' soap, 25c,
lists 2c. "Bestovall," 3311-E Belleplaine, Chicago.
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Chemicals.

Chemical Analysis honestly and correctly done
by Leland E. Tenney, Chemist, Colton, N. Y.

If you are in need of Chemicals you will be
wise if you send your orders here. We handle
the Chemicals that are most rare and most diffi-

cult to obtain. Send 5c for sample price list.

Ziegler Experimental Laboratory, 47 Judson
Street, Rochester, N. Y.
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Electrical Supplies & Appliances.

Motor Winders: See ad under blueprints, etc.,

this issue. Charles L. Chittenden, 811 W. 18 St.,
Kansas City, Mo.
One Service Station Storage Battery Generator;

High tension magnetos; S. D. Motor starter;
D. C. Motors no v.; Motorcycle engines and
parts. Telephone parts of all kinds, belt, pul-
leys, spark coils, 2 cylinder Thor Engine car-
buretor and magneto complete. Going to sell

dirt cheap while they last. P. A. Paul, Lewis-
burg, Ohio.

For Sale: 250 Penlites exact representation of
fountain pens complete with 2 cell guaranteed
battery only 65c each, postage 4c extra. Extra
batteries 20c. Also 50 2-cell fiber tubular flash-
lights 90c, and 15 3-cell flashlights $1.05. Postage
7c extra on either. J. A. McLardie, 424 Edgewater,
Dayton, Ohio.

$2.00 75-ohm double pole watch case receivers

—

NEW—permanent magnet type, fine for wireless,
prepaid, $1.25. Electro Sales Co., 1844 Cleveland
Ave., Chicago, III.

Electrical Tattooing Machine and Supplies

—

Catalogue Stamp, Prof. Temke, Exp., 1019 Vine
St., Cincinnati, Ohio.

Recharge 25 Dry Cells for Five Cents. Direc-
tions me. Gilbert, 28 Chestnut, Binghamton, N.Y.
All s.zes of refillable fuses. Send 25c for sam-

ple plug fuse and 10 refills. State Amperage.
Knoll and Palmer, 7076 Jenkins Arcade, Pitts-
burgh, Pa.

For Sale— Electrolytic rectifiers, glass jars,
Knapp motor, 19, 21, 23, 25 and 35 D. C. C. mag-
net wire, 24 and 31 S. C. German silver Wire,
transformer iron, switchboard complete, minia-
ture sockets, battery binding posts, spark gap,
electric heater. J. L. Lange, 9 Roosevelt Ave.,
Jersey City, N. J.

For Sale— Electrical apparatus all kinds. List
for purple stamp. Wm. D'oty, 207 John St., Port-
land, Oregon.
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Personal.

Are you self conscious—embarrassed in com-
pany—lacking in self control? These troubles
overcome. C. E. Veritas, 1400 Broadway, New
York.
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Letter Specialists.

Letters That Land Orders and Money Orders

—

written for $4.00; three for $10.00. Guaranteed.
Criterion Service, Dept. 3, West New York, New
Jersey.
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Real Estate for Sale.

Is This Your Idea of Florida? A little piece
of land near the water, a boat, a garden, some
strawberry plants, and perhaps a few chickens;
a vine-covered cottage, pleasant neighbors; fish

and oysters in abundance, plenty of quail and
game—a simple, natural, wholesome life in the
open the year round—Home, Health and Con-
tentment. All this is within your reach at
modest outlay in this beautiful land of sunshine
and roses. We are on the Gulf and a navigable
river; also on the Dixie Highway. Here we have
the freedom, comfort and economy of country
life, yet are only two hours by motor bus from
big cities and resort centers like Tampa and
St. Petersburg. Our community is new, but is

one of the fastest growing in the State. Prices
have not gone sky-high and living expenses are
moderate. 100 Northern families already here.
They like it—perhaps you will. May we send
complete information? Board of Trade, Box 298,

New Port Richey, Fla.
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Motorcycles.

Motorcycles from $25 up—New and second-
hand. Easy terms, large list to choose from, all

makes. Send 4c stamps for Bulletin "A." Peer-
less Motorcycle Co., Watertown, Mass.
ni!!llllllllin!ll!»ll!llllll!llll!INI!illll!llllinilll»]lll!liN

Song Poems Wanted.

Write the Words for a Song. We write music
and guarantee publisher's acceptance. Submit
poems on war, love, or any subject. Chester
Music Co., 538 S. Dearborn St., Suite 265, Chi-
cago.
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Continued on page 934
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SKINDERVIKEN
ITRANSMITTER BUTTON}

'OU can easily make a highly

sensitive detectophone byJfclQQ Y
tt Ppd* using a Skinderviken Transmitter

Button to collect the sound waves.

You can build your own outfit without buying

expensive equipment. Think of the fun you

would have with such an instrument

!

It's very simple, too, and inexpensive.

You can install an outfit in your

home and hear the conversation being

held all over the house. You can con-

nect up different rooms of a hotel.

Our outfit was used by secret service

operatives during the War. It

is being used on the stage. So
much for its commercial adapta-

tions! You can procure appa-
ratus of the same type.

One of the main
advantages of the

Skinder v i k e n
Transmitter But-

ton lies in its ul-

tra - sensitiveness.

You can place it

in any position

you like. It is the greatest in-

vention in micro-phones and ha^

won recommendations from men
of high standing in the scientific

world. It is being used all over
the world. You can mount it most anywhere.
In figures 3, 4 and S are shown some un-
usual and practical methods. Card board
boxes, stove pipes, stiff calendars and hun-
dreds of other places will suggest themselves
to you. The buttons cannot be seen by any
one in the room as they are so small and
light. Only a small brass nut is exposed to

the view.

Full directions for connecting up the button for use as a
detectophone are given in booklet No. 4 which is sent with
each button. Figures 1 and 2 of this advertisement, two of

the many illustrations

in booklet No. 4, show
the circuit connections

of the detectophone.

The only instruments

needed to complete a

detectophone outfit, in

addition to a Skinder-

viken Transmitter But-
ton are a receiver, bat-

tery, and, if desired, an
induction coil.

$1 00
ppd.

BARGAINS
These prices are very low
All equipment is GUARANTEED. The appa-
ratus is the same as sold by us to large

telephone companies. 110 volt telephone
generators.

3 bar $1.75
4 bar . .

5 bar .

.

Ringers

AMONG electrical experiment

-

j[ \ ers the button has created

a sensation. It is not uncommon
to receive unsolicited letters like

these: "I received transmitter button today and
I wish to inform you that it works great and is

the best I have ever seen or heard of for the

price. I will certainly recommend it to my
friends. I wish to thank you for your good
service."

"I have been using one of your transmit-
ter buttons, and it has proved to be worth
more than its value in my experimenting."
"I received one (Transmitter Button) some
time ago, and they are just O. K. for ex-

perimentary." "I have been using
one of your transmitter buttons for

experimental work and it certainly
lives up to all you say for it and
then some."
Mr. H. Gernsback, editor of this

magazine, who is the

DIAFRAM

Weight 6V2 lbs.

80 ohm. . .

1000 ohm . . .

Silk cords, 6 ft. 3 cond.
" " 6 ft. 4 cond
" " 3 ft. 2 cond.

Transmitters complete with
Steco transmitter button $1.50
Induction coils 35

2.25 " 8 lbs.

2.75 10 lbs.

.35 ' 1 lb.

.75 ' 1 lb.

.20 ' 3 oz.

.20 3 oz.

.10 1 oz.

12 oz.

6 oz.

Fig. 1

Transmitter Button mounted or
phram. Simplest circuit.

dean of electrical ex
fiwmm perimenters, said : "In

writer's opinion, ob-
tained by actual
elaborate tests, your
Transmitter Button is

probably most efficient
device of its kind on
market today, due to
its simplicity and
other outstanding feat-

ures. Should have a great future."
Figures 6, 7 and 8 suggest some very

interesting experiments. That of repro-
ducing music at a point far removed
from the phonograph is very popular with
experimenters. The Skinderviken Trans-
mitter Button is mounted in a very small
hole in the under side of the sound arm.
(Note : This hole will not injure the qual-
ity of the music.) When the phonograph

is being played, the sounds produced are trans-
formed by the Skinderviken Transmitter Button
into a varying electrical current. The receiver,
which is located in another room, reproduces the
music at that point.

Figures 7 and 8 illustrate the methods of
transmitting sound by means of the vibrations
in a body while speaking. Speech will be repro-
duced by the receiver just the same as if the
experimenter had spoken into a transmitter. In
these experiments the Skinderviken Transmitter
Button is mounted on a small iron disc.

The same circuit connections apply to all experiments, regardless
of how the transmitter button is mounted.
The Skinderviken Transmitter Button operates on one or two dry

cells. It often happens that two cells produce too much current and the
sounds are deafening. We
recommend either one
fresh cell or two worn out
cells.

We have the utmost
faith in our transmitter
button. We guarantee
satisfactory service or we
will refund the purchase
price. Boys— Young and
old—send in a dollar bill

BIGHT NOW! You can't
lose. If you're not satis-

fied, you receive your dol-

lar back. Isn't that fair?
Send a 3c stamp for a

copy of Booklet No. 4.

Fig. 8

Fig. 2

Transmitter Button mounted the
but with Induction Coil.

USE THIS COUPON
STECO, 2134 North Clark St., Chicago, Illinois.

Gentlemen :—Please enter an order for

Skinderviken transmitter buttons @ $1.00 prepaid

110 volt generators bars @ Wt lbs.

Ringers ohms @ Wt lbs.

Cords conductor ft @ Wt lbs.

Induction coils @ -35 Wt lbs.

Transmitters with T. Button @ 1.50 Wt lbs.

(Use Pencil)
Enclose sufficient postage for mailim

Ship to.

Send Booklet No. 4. [ ]

Km
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OFFER No. 1 |

Wireless Course
The most comprehensive Wireless Course

|

ever printed. Contains 160 pages,^ 350 il-
|

lustrations. Size of book 6%"x10". Very
|

fine flexible cloth cover.
|

FREE with a year's subscription.
Add 5c ior postage

mm WBBSBBr
, OFFER No. 2

Experimental
Electricity Course

This masterpiece contains 160

pages, 400 illustrations. Size

of book 5"x9". Printed on ex-

tra thin paper, so book can be

slipped into pocket. Hand-
some flexible cloth cover.
FREE with a year's subscription. Add 5cpostage

X

1 OFFER No. 3
1

How to Make Wireless 1

? Sending Apparatus.
By 20 Radio Experts |

'

How to Make Wireless 1

Receiving Apparatus
| By 20 Radio Constructors |

I These books are by §

| far the most successful
§

1 wireless books on the I

| market. Size of each
|

I book 5 "x7", well bound on |

I good book paper. Covers
§

1 in two colors. We really I

1 cannot praise these books |

] too highly. * Each book §

1 contains 1 00 pages and
§

| from 88 to 90 illustra-
|

I tions. BOTH books 1

| FREE with a year's sub-
|

I scription. Add 5c for postage |

This is a very limited offer. It may be withdrawn at any time, due to the tremendous cost of
paper, which IS JUST DOUBLE WHAT IT WAS ONE YEAR AGO. We have only a limited
supply of these fine books on hand; after they are gone we cannot reprint the books until con-
ditions become normal again. Now is your chance.

The publishers of this journal have earned an enviable reputation of giving more than 1 00
cents' worth for each dollar spent with them. Profit by this liberal opportunity NOW;

it may never be made again.

HERE'S THE OFFER
\

Gentlemen: >y \
Please enter ^my subscrip- . \
tion to the V© •

ELECTRICAL '

EXPERIMENTER Q -

e term of .... C/\. \
for which 1 en-

-ewith $ v

lso send me at ^
L your book
Fer No

Subscribe to the ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTER for one year, at the regular subscrip-
tion price of $2.00 per year (Canada, foreign and N. Y. C. $2.50) and we will send
you either books shown in one of the above offers. If you subscribe for two years,

two offers will be given, etc.

If you are a subscriber at present take advantage of this wonderful opportunity
anyway. If you do, we will extend your present subscription.

This Offer Limited.

EXPERIMENTER
223 FULTON STREET

Act Now.

PUB. CO.
NEW YORK CITY

%
You benefit by mentioning the "Electrical Experimenter" when writing to advertisers.
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